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INTRODUCTION
Early History of Soybeans and Soyfoods Worldwide
(1900-1914)
1900 March – The use of horses for soy bean production
is first mentioned. In Kansas, soy beans are cultivated, the
same as corn, “using the two-horse cultivator…” (Cottrell,
Otis and Haney).
1900 Aug. 3 – Clifford Edmond Clinton (later founder
of Meals for Millions) is born in Berkeley, California,
the third of ten children (nine survived childhood). His
parents are both devout Christians and active in the
Salvation Army. They live in Berkeley and own (and
manage) a restaurant named Dennets in San Francisco. As
missionaries in China, they would soon see unforgettable
hunger.
1900 Dec. 19 – Mildred Mathilda Lager is born in West
Superior, Douglas County, Wisconsin, the only child of
Gustav Walfred Lager and Hilda Marie Erickson. Gustav
came to the USA in 1890 and Hilda in 1881, both from
Sweden. They were married on 28 Oct. 1899 in Superior,
Wisconsin. She would later (1945) write one of the most
important books about soybeans and soyfoods.
1900 – The Dutchman Dr. P.A. Boorsma, who lives in Java
and did original laboratory tests, publishes the first detailed
description (in Dutch) of the traditional Indonesian process
for making Tempe kedeleh (soybean tempeh).
Boorsma is also the first to mention fermented black
soybeans in Dutch. In the Dutch East Indies (today’s
Indonesia), they are called Tao-dji. However they gradually
disappear from Indonesia.
1900 – Brazil: Soybean experiments are conducted at the
Agronomy School of Rio Grande do Sul, in Pelotas (Hasse
& Bueno 1996, p. 198).
1900 – The term “soy bean flour” is first used to refer to
soy flour (Hutchison).
1901 Nov. 3 – Fermented black soybeans are first
mentioned in the New York Times, in an article titled “How
to make chop suey.” They are used to make commercial
“See Yu sauce.”
1901 – In Canada, Charles Zavitz starts to send soybean
varieties to Ontario farmers for evaluation through the
Experimental Union (McEwen et al. 1999).

1902 Oct. 15 – Fermented tofu is first referred to in English
as “Fermented bean-curd” (New York Tribune, Oct. 15).
1902 – The term “Hamananatto” is first used in English to
refer to Japanese fermented black soybeans, by Sawa of
Japan.
1902 – India: An article in the Times of India (Dec. 1,
p. 6) titled “Improving Indian agriculture: Some recent
experiments.” It concerns the Bombay Government farms
established at Poona and Surat: In the seed store of the
experimental farm “there are gathered together specimens
of every kind of grain and vegetable which is being tested.
A single example will give an idea of the work which is in
progress. Here are some half dozen sealed jars containing
different varieties of the soy bean. This is largely utilized
as human food in Japan, and is much richer in albuminoids
than any other pulse. It is grown to a certain extent in
Northern India, but the quality is far inferior to that
produced in Japan. So Japanese seed has been procured,
with a view to its acclimatization and substitution for the
inferior Indian variety.”
1902 – Taylor Fouts graduates from Purdue University
(which is Indiana’s state agricultural college) with a
bachelor of science degree in agriculture; he was the only
member of the Fouts family to graduate from college.
During the early 1900s, several faculty members in the
Purdue College of Agriculture are very interested in
soybeans; these include W.C. Latta, John H. Skinner, Alfred
T. Wiancko, and C.O. Cromer. Taylor is now “convinced
that the whole Cornbelt needed soybeans and would like
them for keeps.”
1902 ca. – Duncan & Sons begins making Lea & Perrins
Worcestershire sauce in New York City (Wright 1975, p.
33).
1902 – For the first time in a cookbook, it is stated that soy
sauce “forms the foundation of” Worcestershire sauce (Rorer
1902, p. 334-35).
1902 – Hydrogenation is first patented by the German
inventor Wilhelm Normann in 1902 in Germany and in
1903 in Great Britain. Joseph Crosfield & Sons, Ltd., of
Warrington, England, is the world’s first company to attempt
commercial hydrogenation; they begin operating their plant
in 1906. In 1909 Procter & Gamble (P&G) in the United
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States acquires the rights to the Normann/Crosfield patent.
At the time, P&G is a soap manufacturing company that
makes no edible products. In 1911, after considerable
developmental work, P&G launches Crisco, the world’s
first vegetable shortening. The name is an abbreviation of
the words “crystallized cottonseed oil.” The company has
the wisdom to market Crisco as a new vegetable product,
not as a lard substitute, and the absence of any animal fat
was featured in its extensive and persistent nationwide
advertising.
1903 Oct. – South Africa (Ruled by Britain). Soybeans are
first cultivated (Burtt-Davy 1905).
1903 Nov. 12 – George Washington Carver of Tuskegee,
Alabama, writes to Dr. Alfred C. True, USDA, about the
work of the experiment station during the past year. They
are growing forage crops, including soy beans. Carver soon
becomes a soy bean promoter.
1903 – Porto Rico: Soybeans are first cultivated
experimentally at the Porto Rico Agricultural Experiment
Station. These are also the first soybeans grown in the
Caribbean (Gardner 1903, p. 423).
1904 Jan. – Caribbean: George T. Moore, a plant
physiologist with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, has
developed a method for sending inoculated soybeans or
inoculating soil to farmers who request it. In response to
many requests, he sends (between Nov. 1902 and Nov.
1904) two packets to Cuba and one to Porto Rico (Moore
1905, p. 42-43).
1904 April 10 – Dr. Yamei Kin first mentions soyfoods
or soybeans. In an article titled “Chinese Food Products:
Beans a Leading Article of Food in China” the New-York
Tribune reports that she discussed soy sauce and bean cake
[tofu].
1904 spring – Taylor Fouts collects enough soybean seed
from the Indiana Experiment Station and “Soybean” Smith
– an Indiana soybean pioneer from Warren County – to
plant 4 acres, 1 acre each of the Ogema, Ito San, Early
Brown and Hollybrook varieties. Since he planted them
incorrectly, only a few grew, but he saved that seed for
another trial in 1905. Each year he planted more “soys” and
by 1907 his varieties were Ito San and Hollybrook.
1904 – George T. Moore of the USDA’s Laboratory of Plant
Physiology develops a way of reliably distributing pureculture nitrogen-fixing bacteria for legumes in a dry state
on absorbent cotton. He patents the process and assigns the
patent to the USDA so that it may be used free of charge
by all Americans. A photo (p. 835) shows the roots of two

soy-bean plants from the field. The one on the right has
many root tubercles; the one on the left has none. Before
this, failures of nitrogen-fixing bacterial cultures greatly
outnumbered successes (Grosvenor 1904).
From Nov. 1902 to Nov. 1904 Moore sent 391 packages
of soy bean cultures to those requesting them in most U.S.
states and several foreign countries, from which he received
back 129 reports; 54 of these reported inoculation resulted
in a definite increase of the crop (Moore 1905).
1904 – Costa Rica: Soybeans are first cultivated in Costa
Rica (Leon 1947, p. 20).
1904 – Fermented tofu is first referred to in English as
“bean curd cheese” (Geil 1904). This is the first of many
names containing the word “cheese.” Indeed fermented tofu
is one of the most delicious non-dairy (vegan) cheeses.
1904 – Based on chemical analyses in a laboratory, Fesca
shows that soy sauce is an ingredient in Worcestershire
sauce (p. 159-63). Many subsequent documents confirm this
fact.
1905 Jan. 7 – An ad by Lea and Perrins in the Japan Weekly
Mail (Yokohama, p. 24) states: “The original and genuine
Worcestershire. By Royal warrant to His Majesty the King.”
This is the earliest known ad to contain the last sentence in
connection with this sauce.
1905 July 29 – The Taft-Katsura Agreement is signed. The
U.S. recognizes Japan’s control over Korea. In return, Japan
recognizes U.S. control over the Philippines.
1905 Sept. 5 – The Treaty of Portsmouth ends the RussoJapanese War (Feb. 1904-1905). In a mere 50 years Japan
has transformed itself from an isolated underdeveloped
country with no industrial base into a modern nation,
a major military and industrial power. The victorious
Japanese move into Korea. The treaty gave Japan the
Russian lease on the Kwantung Peninsula and the Russianbuilt South Manchurian Railway as far north as Changchun.
This event won for Japan full status as a world power and
equality with the nations of the West. In its victory over
Russia, Japan became the first non-white or non-Western
nation to defeat a white or Western nation in a war.
1905 – Sugita Jozo-sho (Sugita Brewery) is now making
Sugita Shoyu in San Jose, California. It is the second
company to make soy sauce in the continental United
States, and also in San Jose!
1905 – Dr. Kendo Saito, a professor in the Plant Physiology
Laboratory of the Botanical Institute at Tokyo Imperial
University, first describes (in German) and illustrates what
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is today considered to be the main tempeh microorganism,
Rhizopus oligosporus. He did not, however, mention
tempeh (Zentralblatt fuer Bakteriologie 14:623-27).
1905 – Yamajo Soy Co. (Yamajo Shoyu Seizo-sho) starts
to make shoyu in Honolulu, Oahu. Established by Mr.
Nobuyuki Yamakami, it is the first successful shoyu
manufacturer in Hawaii. By 1909 it was renamed Hawaiian
Soy Co. Ltd. (Hawaii Shoyu K.K.).
1905 – Five tofu shops are now owned and operated by
Japanese in the United States: (1) Minato-ya, 24½ Quincy
St., San Francisco, California. (2) Murata-ten (Renamed
Murata Tofu-ya by 1906), P.O. Box 51, Isleton, California.
(3) Nishi Tofu-ya, 87 Japanese Alley, Sacramento,
California. (4) Okumura Kuraoka Tofu-ya [Tofu Shop]
(Renamed Okumura Tofu-ya by 1906), 632 N. 6th St., San
Jose, California. (5) Ichino Tofu-ya / Shintaro Kodama,
446 Jackson St., Los Angeles, California. Note that all are
located in California. (Source: Zaibei Nippon-jin Nenkan)
(The Japanese-American Yearbook. 1905).
The first Japanese tofu shop in Washington State was in
operation by 1906 (in Seattle); in Utah by 1907 (Ogden); in
Nevada by 1908 (Reno); in New York by 1911 (Brooklyn,
NYC), and in Idaho by 1913 (Sugar City). Thus, almost all
of the earliest known tofu shops in the United States were
started by people of Japanese ancestry – most of them in
small communities in California, Oregon and Washington.
By 1910 at least 61 Japanese tofu shops had been
established in the USA, by 1920 at least 166, by 1930 at
least 293, by 1940 at least 392, and by 1950 at least 425.
1905 – Li Yu-ying presents his first paper on soy (in French)
at the Second International Dairy Congress in Paris; it is
later published in the proceedings. He emphasizes that the
introduction of soybean milk to Western countries would be
highly beneficial to public health and to the budget of the
poor.
1905 – Cuba: Soybeans are first grown successfully at the
agronomic station at Santiago de las Vegas (Cruz 1906, p.
73-74).
1905 – Cuba and Costa Rica: Packets of inoculated
soybeans or soybean inoculant are sent by George T. Moore
of the USDA; 2 packets to Cuba and 1 to Costa Rica. These
may well have resulted in soybean cultivation (Moore 1905,
p. 42-43).
1905 – Jamaica: Soybeans are first grown experimentally
(Inst. International d’Agriculture 1936, p. 38-110).
1905 – Guyana: Soybeans are first cultivated (Sampson
1936, p. 85, 201).

1905 – Suriname (Formerly Surinam and Dutch Guiana):
Soybeans are first cultivated (Kaltenbach & Legros 1936, p.
187T-89T).
1905 – Dr. Charles V. Piper becomes head of USDA’s
Office of Forage Crop Investigations at the time of its
founding.
1906 Jan. 23 – A.T. Wiancko of Indiana writes his first
report to C.V. Piper on the soy beans he has received from
Piper at the Bureau of Plant Industry. An agriculturist at
the Purdue Agricultural Experiment Station, Lafayette,
Indiana, Wiancko was an early promoter of soybeans in the
Midwest.
1906 April – Kayatama, in Japan, reports that he has made
“A condensed vegetable milk” from soy-beans.
1906 April – Zimbabwe (British colony; Southern
Rhodesia from 1923 to 1970; Part of Rhodesia from 19701979). Soybeans are first cultivated (Rhodesian Agricultural
Journal, 1906).
1906 Aug. – “On the microorganisms of natto,” by S.
Sawamura is published in a scientific journal in Japan.
He found two bacteria in natto. He was the first to isolate
Bacillus natto from natto and to give that name to the
newly-discovered microorganism, and to show that it was
responsible for the natto fermentation.
1906 – Tung rymbai, a close relative of natto from
Meghalaya in northeast India, is first mentioned by Singh
in a Khasi-English dictionary. This is the earliest known
relative of natto to be mentioned.
1906 – Soybeans and soybean cake are first successfully
exported from Manchuria to Japan. During 1906 the exports
were 16,130 tons of beans and 64,520 tons of cake, and
in 1907, 17,359 tons of beans and 26,605 tons of cake. In
Japan the bean cake was used as a fertilizer (Maynard 1911;
Turner 1914).
1906 – The Karuhorunia Miso Seizo-jo [California Miso
Manufacturing Co.] at 262 Brannan St., San Francisco,
California, is the earliest known company to make miso in
the United States. In a 1906 ad (in Japanese) they describe
themselves as manufacturers of Japan miso. To make miso,
they must have made koji. So they were the first company
in North America to make koji for use in making miso.
Other early Japanese makers of commercial miso and
koji in the United States were: Yamane Miso in Sacramento,
California (1907) and Kodama Miso Seizo-sho in Los
Angeles (1908). Sanyo Shokai, in Melrose (1908, near
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Alameda); Marumi Miso Seizo-sho in Los Angeles (1913);
Fujimoto Co., in San Francisco (1917; Brand: Kanemasa
Miso). Norio Co., in San Francisco (1919; Type: Shiro miso
= Sweet white miso).
1906 – Soy flour (Metcalf’s Soja Bean Meal) is first made
commercially in the United States by Theo Metcalf Co. in
Boston, Massachusetts (Winton).
1906 – The term “soja bean meal” is first used to refer to
whole soy flour (Winton).
1906 (or 1951) – Quong Hop & Co. of San Francisco is
said to have started making fermented tofu. As recently as
1984, the company was making two popular types, sold in
glass jars – “Bean Cake (Fu-Yu)” and Pepper Bean Cake
(with flakes of hot chili peppers in the brining liquor). Note:
Neither we nor the owners of Quong Hop & Co. have been
able to find any proof that the company even existed in
1906. The earliest record we have found that they existed
is from a 1930 San Francisco City Directory; they are
listed as a grocery store at 135 Waverly Place. The earliest
records we have found that they made fermented tofu are
from two sources: (1) A listing and ad in a 1951 Yearbook;
they were at 133 Waverly Place. (2) A listing in the 1951
San Francisco City Directory; their occupation is described
simply as “bean cakes.”
1907 Feb. – The first published report of Taylor Fouts’
growing of or experiments with soy beans appears in the
Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 117. Titled “Results of cooperative tests of varieties
of corn, wheat, oats, soy beans and cow peas,” by A.T.
Wiancko, it describes variety trials conducted in Indiana
during 1906. One of the three experimenters in northern
Indiana was Taylor Fouts of Camden, Carroll Co. He tested
Ito San, Early Brown, and “Soy Bean 12339.” Since his
yields were significantly lower than those of the other two
growers, they were not included in the averages.
1907 April 4 – J.F. Duggar expresses his interest in growing
soybeans. Director and Prof. of Agriculture, Experiment
Station, Alabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn, Alabama, he
writes Prof. C.V. Piper at USDA requesting late maturing
soybeans. He soon becomes one of Alabama’s soybean
pioneers, joined in March 1909 for F.D. Stevens, Director of
the Canebrake Agric. Exp. Station, Uniontown, Alabama.
1907 May 27 – “Soy Bean Varieties,” by Carleton R. Ball
is published in USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin
No. 98. 30 p. This publication started a new system for
naming soybeans, giving them common names such as
Buckshot, Ogemaw, and Ito San. It first classified and then
described all of the 23 known soybeans that had a name,

first by color (there were 6 black and 6 yellow varieties),
within color by seed size, and within seed size by maturity.
This is the earliest document seen which tries to standardize
early soybean varietal names/nomenclature to prevent
confusion. It also gives a list of 29 synonyms, and of 86 S.P.
I. numbers. Four full-page photos show the pods (side view)
and seeds (side and front views) of (typically) five soybean
varieties.
1907 June 20 – William Morse graduates with a BS in
Agriculture (BSA) degree from Cornell University. In the
College of Agriculture he did considerable field work on
the Agronomy Farm. His thesis was about the impurities of
grass and clover seeds.
1907 June 22 – Morse, age 24, goes to work as an
“Agrostologist” for the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
in the Division of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of
Plant Industry in Washington, DC – just at the time the
division was planning to expand its research on soybeans.
Recommended by Thomas F. Hunt, he was hired by the
head of the division, Charles Vancouver Piper (age 40),
the first man to see clearly the potential of the soybean in
America. Piper was to have an immense influence on the
rest of Morse’s life. For the first year, the position paid $900
a year. Morse’s first work included growing and testing soy
beans at the Arlington Farm, across the Potomac River in
nearby Virginia. Yet until 1931 he was also responsible for
research on and writing about other forage crops such as
cowpeas, kudzu, velvet beans, etc. Continuing his athletics,
he rows with a local crew.
1907 Sept. – The Yogurt Company (located in Battle
Creek, Michigan) runs an ad titled “Yogurt: An Invaluable
Remedy,” in Good Health magazine, founded and edited
by Dr. John Harvey Kellogg. The company is making and
selling lactic acid dairy yogurt cultures. “Yogurt cures by
driving out the disease-producing germs in the intestinal
tract and substituting a harmless species instead. It is easily
the most valuable remedy ever discovered for Intestinal
Autointoxication.” A package of 4 dozen concentrated
capsules sells for $1.00 postpaid. This is the beginning of
probiotics in the United States, and Dr. Kellogg, a Seventhday Adventist physician, is the pioneer.
A 3-page article about the ad, titled “A remarkable
discovery,” appears in Naturopath and Herald of Health
(New York City). “This new ferment in concentrated form
is furnished in this country under the name of ‘Yogurt’”
(Sept. 1908, p. 269-71).
1907 Nov. 15 – H.A. Morgan of Tennessee first indicates
his interest in soy beans. Professor at the University of
Tennessee, College of Agriculture and Experiment Station,
Knoxville, he writes Mr. H.T. Nielsen, Bureau of Plant
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Industry, asking for seed cowpea and soy bean varieties.
He soon becomes the soy bean pioneer and promoter in
Tennessee. On 7 Oct. 1908 he is joined by C.A. Mooers,
then B.W. Kilgore, of the same University in Tennessee.
1907 Nov. 26 – C.B. Williams of North Carolina first
indicates his interest in soy beans. Director, Agricultural
Experiment Station of the North Carolina College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at Raleigh, he writes Mr.
H.T. Nielsen, Bureau of Plant Industry, asking for seed
cowpea and soy bean varieties. He soon becomes the
soy bean pioneer and promoter in North Carolina, which
becomes the first major soy bean growing state in the USA.
1907 – The first large importation of soybeans to Europe
(400 to 500 tons) is made by a crusher at Liverpool,
England. The beans are shipped from Hankow, China, and
delivered at Liverpool at a cost of $50.00 per ton (Piper &
Morse 1923, p. 17).
1907 – Tanzania (German East Africa until 1946).
Soybeans are first cultivated.
1907 – Laos: Earliest document seen that mentions soybean
cultivation in Laos (Gagnepain 1907, in French). But there
must be much earlier dates reported in native language
documents.
1907 – Antigua and Barbuda: Soybeans are first
cultivated experimentally at Antigua. These are also the first
soybeans grown in the Lesser Antilles (Agricultural News
{Barbados}, 1908 Dec. 26, p. 403).
1907 – Li Yu-ying and Xia Jianzhong (Hsia Chien-chung)
establish the Far Eastern Biological Society (also called
Biological Society of the Far East; Société biologique de
l’Extrême-Orient). Made up of physicians, scholars (men
of letters), and businesspeople, this society would seem to
have as its principal goal to make known and have used
in Europe the pharmaceutical and agricultural products of
the Far East [East Asia]. Li has by now done considerable
research on the soybean at the Pasteur Institute.
1908 – Kurt Heppe, in his pocket dictionary of terms used
in cookery states (p. 313): “Soy – a ketchup of the Soy
bean.”
1908 spring – Noah Fouts (born 25 Jan. 1864 in Indiana)
and Finis Fouts (pronounced FAI-nus, born 21 Nov. 1866),
join Taylor for the first time in planting soybeans. “We
ventured drilling soybean with the corn so that our western
lambs, to be purchased in September, would have a more
balanced ration. My two older brothers took readily to this
plan and thereafter grew soybeans as a habit.”

1908 – Mauritius (Ile Maurice). Soybeans are first
cultivated (Boname 1910).
1908 – Congo, Democratic Republic of (DRC, formerly
Zaire, 1971-1991, and Belgian Congo, 1908-1960).
Soybeans are first cultivated (Engelbeen 1948).
1908 – The first trial shipment of soybeans from Asia
to Europe was made in 1908 by Mitsui (a Japanese
conglomerate), being sent from Dairen to Liverpool. This
was the beginning of a new industry in England, Germany,
Denmark and Holland. The major portion of the beans
destined for Europe was for the mills at Liverpool and
Hull, England; for those at Copenhagen, Denmark, and
Rotterdam and Amsterdam, Holland.
1908 Feb. – A cargo of 9,000 tons of soybeans is received
at Hull, England. The selling price of the beans is $32.00
per ton C.I.F. It is soon found that by importing in cargo
lots, the price could be lowered to $4.40. (Piper & Morse
1923, p. 17). Why were soybeans imported to Great Britain?
The traditional oilseeds, linseed and cotton seed, were in
short supply worldwide; this sent their price skyrocketing.
Soybean supplies in Manchuria were abundant after the
Sino-Japanese war – which Japan won. So soybeans
began to be imported from Manchuria. Most of the oil
was used in soaps and the meal in mixed livestock feeds.
During the next few years, soybean imports to Europe rose
dramatically and crushing began on the Continent.
1908 – Li Yu-ying becomes a vegetarian – and apparently
remains one for the rest of his life. He also decides to
establish a company to manufacture soybean products
(Boorman & Howard 1967, p. 319).
1908 – According to several sources, Li publishes his
first book, The Soybean (Le Soja) (Huang Shirong 1908;
Yang 1980). Note: We have never seen this book or seen it
cataloged. The earliest book we have seen by Li about soy
was published in 1910 in Chinese.
1908 – Miso is first made commercially in Hawaii by the
Hawaiian Yamajo Soy Company of Honolulu.
1908 or 1909 – After 6 years in France, Li Yu-ying returns
to China to raise funds for his tofu company ($400,000 of
startup capital). Six months later he returned to France with
five workers and (apparently) a large supply of Chinese
soybeans and coagulant. In France he and his engineers
design modern equipment to transform soybeans into
soymilk and then tofu. Li establishes the world’s first soy
dairy, named the Tofu Manufacturing Co. (Usine de la
Caséo-Sojaïne), located in a large brick building at 46-48
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Rue Denis Papin, Les Valées, Colombes (near Asnières), a
few miles northwest of Paris. He has two main reasons for
establishing this plant: (1) He believes that soya could help
China to meet its dietary needs and he wants to develop a
model processing plant; (2) He wants to be able to provide
work for about 30 worker-students that he brings from
China to whom he provides additional intellectual training
by setting up evening classes. The young Chinese workers
use their wages to pursue their studies in France. They are
escorted to France by Qi Rushan (Ch’i Ju-shan), whose
elder brother, Qi Zhushan (Ch’I Chu-shan) managed the
factory. Within a year, a second round of workers arrived
from China to work at the tofu factory.
1908 – This was the age of colonialism and the British
Empire. Britain, which owned many colonies in Africa,
decided to test, systematically, the ability of soybeans to
produce good yields in British colonies. The leaders of
the British effort were Sir Alfred Jones and Mr. Grenville
Turner.
1908 – Kodama Miso Seizo-sho, at 310 Crocker St. in Los
Angeles, California, is the earliest known company to make
and sell koji in the United States. They advertise their koji
as Shiro Koji (“White Koji”).
As noted above, they also use this koji to make their own
commercial miso.
1908 – Argentina: Soybeans are first cultivated, at the
Cordoba Experimental Station (Tonnelier 1912; Faura 1933,
p. 10).
1908 – Brazil: Japanese immigrants begin to arrive in
Santos (a municipality in the state of Sao Paulo), carrying
soybean seeds in their luggage (Hasse & Bueno 1996, p.
198).
1909 March 3 – W.R. Perkins of Mississippi first expresses
an interest in growing soy beans. Director, Mississippi
Agric. Exp. Station, he writes C.V. Piper of USDA
requesting soy bean varieties for testing. He soon becomes
the soybean pioneer in Mississippi.
1909 June 16 – “A preliminary note on the varieties of
Aspergillus oryzae,” by Teizo Takahashi is published in
the Journal of the College of Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial
University. He isolated three varieties of molds from three
kinds of koji starter (tane koji) from three sources (sake,
miso, and shoyu).
1909 Sept. – Gambia (British colony). Soybeans are first
cultivated (Bulletin of the Imperial Institute) (London).
1909 April – A new U.S. domestic soybean variety is

named “Morse.” It is yellow-seeded with an olive-yellow
hilum (PI 19186). It was introduced by Frank N. Meyer,
USDA agricultural explorer.
1909 Aug. – Soya Flour is first made commercially in
England by the Hull Oil Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Hull,
England) (Milling. Aug. 28).
1909 Oct. 4 – Fermented tofu is first referred to in English
as “soy bean cheese” (United States Land and Irrigation
Exposition).
1909 Oct. 7 – C.V. Piper and H.T. Nielsen publish a 26page article titled “Soy beans” in Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)
No. 372. This is Piper’s earliest known publication on
soy beans. It includes a description of 12 named soy bean
varieties, and states: During the past 3 years more than 200
soy bean varieties have been introduced from China, Japan
and India; most of these have already been sufficiently
tested to give some idea of their value.
1909 – A total of 16,385 bushels of soybeans are produced
on 1,629 acres in the United States. These are the first
nationwide statistics for soybean production in the USA.
The leading states in soybean acreage are (in descending
order):
North Carolina 1,249 acres (76.7% of the total).
Tennessee 256 acres.
Ohio 33 acres.
Virginia 29 acres.
Alabama 29 acres.
All other states combined 33 acres.
Source: Bureau of the Census, 1913, p. 626.
1909 – The first soy-based infant formulas and soymilk
made from full-fat soy flour are developed in the United
States by John Ruhräh, a pediatrician. He reports his results
in the Archives of Pediatrics (July 1909).
1909 – India: In the Times of India (March 15, p. 14)
a “Prospectus” is published for a company which “has
been formed for the purpose of erecting and working
oil mills at some suitable place in British India or any
of the native states in India and for the general purpose
of carrying on the business of seed crushers and nut
crushers and manufacturers of linseed, cotton, and other
cakes, oil extractors and manufacturers, and makers and
manufacturers of cattle food and of artificial manures and
fertilizers of every description.” The promoters “have
secured the services promoters have secured the services
of Mr. Louis Hoffman a specialist in refining oils, of great
experience, who has been manager in complete charge of
large oil works in Germany, Austria and China for over 15
years.” One of the seeds of greatest interest to Mr. Hoffman
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is “Soja beans (Soja Hispida Moench).”
1909 – India: The Indian Trade Journal (July 29, p. 13638) publishes an excellent, detailed review (by Mr. Burhill)
of the many places in India where the soybean is being
cultivated, and its various names in each place.
1909 – Ghana (British colony). Soybeans are first
cultivated (Mercer-Quarshie 1975).
1909 – Kenya (British colony). Soybeans are first cultivated
(Bulletin of the Imperial Institute) (London).
1909 – Tunisia. Soybeans are first cultivated (Itie 1910).
1909 – Turkey: Soya bean products (soya-bean oil) are first
reported in Turkey (Carson 1909, p. 28).
1909 – Imports of soy sauce to Canada from Japan: About
250,200 liters of Japanese-style soy sauce (shoyu) are
imported to Vancouver, BC, where an estimated 8,000
Japanese live (Yada 1910); they consume all or almost all of
it. The best selling brand is Kikkoman (Yada 1912).
1909 – The earliest known statistics for soybean area and
production in Korea are as follows: The area cultivated
rose dramatically from 280,090 cho in 1909 to a peak of
375,340 cho in 1912 (1 cho = 2.451 acres). Production also
rose sharply from 1,533,027 koku in 1909 to 2,452,203
koku in 1912 (1 koku = 180 liters or 47.6 gallons) (Bulletin
Economique de l’Indochine {Hanoi}, March/April 1915, p.
260).
1909 – Dominica: Soybeans are first grown successfully, at
the Botanic Station (Imperial Commissioner, p. 5).
1910 – Grenada: Soybeans are first grown experimentally
(Interim Report 1914, p. 1-3).
1910 – Montserrat: Soybeans are first grown on the
experimental plots at the Botanic Station (Imperial
Commissioner 1912, p. 15-16).
1910 – St. Kitts and Nevis: Soybeans are first grown
experimentally at the Botanic Station (Imperial
Commissioner 1911, p. 29).
1910 March 10 – Henry Sagnier in Le soja et ses produits
states: The soybean was a curiosity in Europe until 2-3
years ago, when large amounts started to be imported. The
prince A. d’Arenberg, president of the Suez Canal Society,
told the National Society of Agriculture, that prior to 1908
no soybeans had passed through the Suez Canal, yet in that
year 35,000 tons passed through it. It seems that the new

commerce has been stimulated by the expansion of the crop
in Manchuria and Korea, under Japanese influence. Most of
the imports have gone to England and northern Europe.
1910 March – Quebec: Soybeans are first cultivated in this
province (Dimmock & Kirk 1934).
1910 April 22 – The earliest known reference to the use of
soy oil in margarine in Europe appeared in England, where
the Daily Dispatch of 22 April 1910 reported that soy oil
had enjoyed “striking success” as a substitute for coconut
oil in the manufacture of margarine; Messrs. Bibby & Sons
of Liverpool were selling large quantities of soy oil to
margarine makers on the continent.
1910 Sept. – More than half of all soy sauce now exported
from Japan is Kikkoman brand shoyu. It has been
“chiefly instrumental in making Japanese soy known and
appreciated in foreign countries.
“The ‘Kikkoman’ firm owns at present six soy
breweries, with a total of 4,200 hands and eight sets of
boilers and steam engines. The yearly output is about
11,800,000 gallons, of which 2,800,000 gallons are
exported to foreign countries, the principal destinations
being Honolulu, Portland, San Francisco, Seattle, Los
Angeles, Tacoma, Denver, Chicago, London, Paris, Berlin,
Vienna, and China ports” (Japan’s Industries… 1910, p.
163-65).
1910 Sept. – The first “Soybean day” in Indiana is held at
Taylor Fouts’ farm – sponsored by the Purdue agricultural
extension department and the Carroll County agent. “It
proved quite a help in creating interest in the crop. Report
of this demonstration reached Illinois and a few days later
in drove two ‘suckers’ – Chas. L. Meharry and Wm. Riegel,
all the way from Tolono.” They soon became close friends
and soybean pioneers in Illinois.
1910 Dec. 31 – C.V. Piper and W.J. Morse publish “The
soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies,” an 84 page
article in USDA Bureau of Plant Industry Bulletin No.
197. The earliest publication seen written jointly by Piper
and Morse, and the earliest document seen written by or
about Morse in connection with soybeans, it also the most
important document ever published on early soybean
varieties, and early soybean history, in the United States.
However it contains no mention of food uses.
1910 – The world’s first soy dairy, and Europe’s earliest
known commercial soyfoods manufacturer named CaséoSojaïne, is founded by Li Yu-ying, a remarkable Chinese
citizen, scientist, biologist, engineer and soyfoods pioneer,
at 46-48 Rue Denis Papin, Les Vallées, Colombes (near
Asnières), a few miles northwest of Paris. In December
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1910 he applies for the world’s first soymilk patents
(British Patents No. 30,275 and 30,351). The first
patent is titled “Vegetable milk and its derivatives” and
the second concerns fermented soymilk. He is issued
both patents in Feb. 1912. The first patent is packed
with original ideas, such as French-style cheeses: “For
obtaining fermented cheese such as roquefort, parmesan
[Parmesan], romatour [Rahmatour; Bavarian cream cheese],
camambert [Camembert], and gruyere, suitable ferments
are employed.” This patent also calls for the world’s first
industrial soy protein isolate, called Sojalithe, after its
counterpart, Galalith, made from milk protein. Li notes that
Sojalithe could be used as an ivory substitute.
The idea of making a yogurt from soymilk is first
conceived of by Li Yu-ying in late 1910 or early 1911. In
his soymilk patent he stated: “For the fermented milk, the
special ferment termed ‘sojabacille’ is employed or other
ferments used for obtaining fermented milks – kephir,
yoghourt, koumiss, maya bulgare, and the like...” His patent
(No. 30,275) was issued in 1912.
Also, on Dec. 27, he applied for two French patents, No.
424,124 concerning soy flour and its derivatives, and No.
424,125 concerning food products and condiments made
from the soybean. He was issued both patents on 5 May
1911.
1910 – Li’s first major book, Ta Tou: Le Soja (The Soybean)
is published in Paris by the Far Eastern Biological Society
(Société biologique de l’Extrême-Orient; 66 pages). It is
written entirely in Chinese.
1910 – Hotel St. Francis: Book of Recipes and Model
Menus. L’Art Culinaire, by the legendary Victor Hirtzler,
a native of France and one of America’s first “celebrity
chefs, is published. He was chef of the Hotel St. Francis
in San Francisco from 1904 (the year the hotel was built)
until 1926. The lavish hotel was a success right from the
start. It “was the best known hotel in San Francisco and
probably the best known west of Chicago” [Illinois]. “If
the hotel was a grand theater, Victor was its greatest actor.”
Worcestershire sauce (called simply “Worcestershire,” as
in “a dash of Worcestershire,” in 8 recipes) is used as an
ingredient in a surprising 20 recipes in this cookbook – thus
clearly showing its standing as a highly respected sauce and
ingredient in the USA.
1910 – Two Japanese tofu shops are now making and
selling tofu in Vancouver, BC, Canada. Unfortunately the
names and addresses of the shops are unknown (Nichi-Bei
Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook], 1910, p. 224).
1910 – Soya bean “production of the French possessions in
Asia, of Asia Minor [which is now the large eastern part of
Turkey], and of West Africa is said to be neither large nor

promising enough to be of much account for export” (Times
{London}, July 19, p. 63).
1910 – Japan forcibly annexes Korea as a province called
Chōsen. Japan will continue to exercise rather harsh
control over Korea until 1945, including importing a large
percentage of the soybeans grown in Korea.
1910 – Malawi (British protectorate named Nyasaland from
1891 to 1964). Soybeans are first cultivated (Bulletin of the
Imperial Institute) (London).
1910 – Nigeria (British colony). Soybeans are first
cultivated. (Bulletin of the Imperial Institute) (London).
1910 – Sierra Leone (Allied with Britain; haven for freed
British slaves since 1787). Soybeans are first cultivated
(L’Economiste Francais 2009 Apr 9; Wall Street Journal
1910 Apr 16).
1910 March – Zambia (British colony; Northern Rhodesia
until 1964). Soybeans are first cultivated (Bulletin of the
Imperial Institute) (London).
1910 – Frank N. Meyer (in the Republic of Georgia), in a
letter to David Fairchild of the USDA, reports (p. 949-50)
that he discovered a commercial “soy coffee” made by a
firm called “Argot” at the Sta. Quirili on the railroad from
Batoum [probably Batumi, formerly Batum, a city and
seaport on the Black Sea] to Tiflis [Tbilisi or T’bilisi, capital
of the Republic of Georgia]. This is one of the world’s
earliest known commercial soy coffees and the earliest
known commercial soy product made in Central Asia.
1910 – New Zealand: Soybeans are first cultivated at
Tauranga (Clifton 1911).
1911 May 15 – Li Yu-ying serves his vegetarian ham
(jambon végétal), soy cheese (fromage de Soya), soy
preserves (confitures de Soya, such as crème de marron),
soy bread (pain de Soya), etc. at the annual lunch of
France’s national Society for Acclimatization (Société
d’Acclimatation) in keeping with its tradition of introducing
new foods from little-known plants (Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 1911, p. 765-67; Bois 1927, p. 126).
1911 June – Li Yu-ying is making and selling tofu, and
by August 1911 he has added smoked tofu, pressed tofu
sheets, fermented tofu cheese (in Gruyere, Roquefort, and
Camembert flavors), and soymilk.
Li has also developed and is selling the world’s earliest
known commercial lactic fermented soymilk. But we cannot
be sure exactly what kind of fermented soymilk product it
was. Yogurt? Kefir? Koumiss? Nor do we know the actual
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French-language name of the product.

(Boerger 1928, p. 102).

1911 Aug. 22 – In a letter to his superior R.A. Oakley,
Morse describes his plans to visit the state experiment
stations in North Carolina, then Urbana, Illinois, then
Lafayette, Indiana [Purdue] on behalf of soybeans. His first
such trip was apparently to Florida, Alabama and South
Carolina. In Monetta, South Carolina, Joseph M. Johnson
was an early soybean pioneer.

1911 – The next commercial soy cheeses in the Western
world are developed and made Li Yu-ying. At his modern
soyfoods factory near Paris, Li manufactured Fermented
Tofu Cheese in Gruyère, Roquefort and Camembert flavors
(Scientific American Supplement. 1911. Aug. 19. p. 115).

1911 Sept. – From Sept. 1911 to April 1912 Li collaborates
with Mr. L. Grandvoinnet (a French agricultural engineer
who works with Li at his tofu plant), to write a series of
eight articles titled “The Soybean” (Le Soja), published in
consecutive issues of the periodical L’Agriculture Pratique
des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du Jardin Colonial). This series
is both an expansion and a reworking of the ideas presented
in Li’s Chinese-language book of 1910, for these articles are
now intended to be read by Frenchmen rather than Chinese.
1911 – Ohta Tofu-ten (Ota Tofu Shop) is now making tofu
at 266 Davis St., Portland, Oregon. As of 2013 Ota Family
Tofu is still making tofu in Portland, Oregon, making it the
oldest existing tofu maker in the United States.
1911 – Dr. C.V. Piper travels to India and, among other
things, sends back to the United States 108 varieties of
soybeans from different parts of the country.
1911 – St. Lucia: Soybeans are first grown experimentally
at the Experiment Station (Imperial Commissioner 1911, p.
21-27).
1911 – Mexico: Soybeans are first cultivated in Mexico
(Khankhoje 1936, p. 14-15).
1911 – The Soya Bean of Manchuria, by Norman Shaw
(32 pages) is filled with early and very valuable statistics
based on customs reports. For example: 1860 – The earliest
available import returns for Swatow show 379,009 piculs
of beancake, valued at $783,762 and 61,154 piculs of soya
beans valued at $107,235.
Note: 1 picul = 132.27 pounds weight.
1911 – The Albers Brothers Milling Co. in Seattle,
Washington, becomes the first U.S. company to crush
imported soybeans.
1911 – Chinese Materia Medica, by Rev. George A. Stuart,
under “Vegetable kingdom: Bean relish (To-tou-shih)”
contains a good, early description of fermented black
soybeans, published in Shanghai.
1911 Dec. – Uruguay: Soybeans are first cultivated

1911 – Soybeans are cultivated for a second time in the
Republic of Georgia. 500 tons are shipped at a price of 1.10
rubles per pood. This price is very remunerative to farmers
and, judging from the quantity of seed beans retained for
planting, the next crop will amount to 16,000 tons. These
are the first statistics given on soybean production in
Central Asia. (Heingartner 1911).
1911 – Madagascar. Soybeans are first cultivated
(Delmotte 1919).
1911 – Cambodia: Earliest document seen that mentions
soybean cultivation in Cambodia (Bontoux 1911, in
French). But there must be much earlier dates reported in
native language documents.
1912 or before – Trinidad and Tobago: Soybeans are first
grown experimentally (Imperial Commissioner 1913, p. 2).
1912 Jan. 1 – Background – In China, the Manchu/Qing
dynasty is overthrown. The Republic of China is proclaimed
by Sun Yat-sen. But a battle for control of the Republic
immediately begins. The period of warlords and the military
soon follows and lasts until 1949.
1912 March 3 – The term “powder” is first used instead
of “flour” to refer to roasted whole soy flour – by Nestor
Bergey in a British patent.
1912 Oct. – The world’s 2nd earliest known commercial
lactic fermented soymilk is made and sold by the Solac
Company (Synthetic Milk Syndicate), 221, Tottenham
Court-road, London W., England. Also: Liverpool, England.
The product is made by Goessel’s patented method. “By
introducing a lactic culture of a selective strain at a certain
stage of its production, the necessary biological activity
is given to the product” (Lancet 1912, Oct. 19, p. 1095;
Lancet 1915, Dec. 4, p. 1263-64).
1912 – The first reported use of soy oil in margarine in the
United States was in 1912, when 321 tonnes (708,000 lb)
were used. In 5 years, by 1917, this amount had increased
almost 10-fold, to 3,000 tonnes (6,614,000 lb), yet this was
only 2.5% of all oils and fats used in margarine that year
and much less than oleo oil (38% of the total), cottonseed
oil (25%), neutral lard (17%), and peanut oil (4%).
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1912 – Tahuli or tahuri, fermented tofu made in the
Philippines, is first described by Gibbs and Agcaoili.
1912 – Dr. Ryoji Nakazawa, the great Japanese
microbiologist, is the first Japanese to study tempeh. He
asks a person from Southeast Asia to bring him samples of
tempeh and oncom (ontjom, made from peanut presscake);
he analyzes their microorganisms. He was working at the
Taiwan High Commissioner’s Office Central Research
Laboratory at the time.
1912 – The Taisho period (1912-1925) begins in Japan.
As new railway lines expanded, linking natto’s homeland
in the northeast provinces with the capital at Tokyo, largescale production and distribution increased – but so did
the problems of temperature control, contamination, and
product failure.
1912 – Dr. Shinsuke Muramatsu of the Morioka College
of Agriculture publishes “On the Preparation of Natto” in
English. He found that three Bacillus species or strains
produced fine natto with strong viscosity and good aroma
at 45°C, but that Bacillus No. 1 produced the best product;
he recommended its use as a pure culture. He concluded
by giving the first nutritional analysis of fresh natto and of
natto that was several days old. Soon Dr. Muramatsu started
producing his “College Natto” at the College of Agriculture.
His students helped to make and sell it, as a source of
income, and it became very popular.
1912 – The Natto Manufacturers Association of Tokyo is
founded by six local natto makers.
1912 – A full-page ad by The Ohmiya Co. of San Francisco
(in Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook] No.
8) proclaims that the company is selling irimame [roasted
soybeans / soynuts]. This is the earliest document seen
showing that roasted soybeans are now available in North
America; they were probably imported from Japan.
1912 – India: The Indian Agricultural Research Institute
(IARI) at Pusa publishes its first research on soybeans
– obtained from Nagpur. The poor yield (576 lb/acre)
was “not sufficient to pay for the cultivation and for the
occupation of the land for two seasons” (Report of the
Agricultural Research Institute and College, Pusa. For the
year 1910-11, p. 20-25).
1912 – India: A letter to the Times of India by K.H. Vakil
suggests for the first time the manufacture of “vegetable
ghee.” He recommends the use of cotton seed oil. Soy is not
mentioned.

1912 – Sudan (Part of Anglo-Egyptian Sudan from 1899
to 1956). Soybeans are first cultivated (Kaltenbach 1936,
Aug).
1912 – Turkistan / Turkestan: Soybean varieties are
introduced to the USA from Chinese Turkestan. They were
probably being cultivated there at the time (USDA Bureau
of Plant Industry, Inventory No. 28. See #38102-38104).
1913 – Imports of soya cake. Canada begins importing
small amounts of soya cake and soya beans from Asia,
continuing until 1917 (International Institute of Agriculture,
1918).
1913 – Indonesia: The Netherland Indies [Dutch-East
Indies] is importing 2.0 million bushels a year of soybeans
(Burtis 1950, p. 68). Note: 36.75 bushels = 1 metric ton.
1913 June 13 – Li Yu-ying is issued the first U.S. soymilk
patent (No. 1,064,841), titled “Method of manufacturing
products from soja.” He filed the application on 10 Oct.
1911.
1913 – Uganda. Soybeans are first cultivated (Rubaihayo
1969).
1913 – Venezuela: Soybeans are first cultivated (Sampson
1936, p. 85, 201).
1914 Jan. 2 – Fermented black soybeans are first mentioned
in German, by Clemens Grimme. They are called Tao-tche,
but are confused with Japanese natto.
1914 Dec. 4 – Morse writes Prof. Piper: “During my trip to
the soy bean district of eastern North Carolina this past fall,
I learned that the Southern Cotton Oil Mill, of Elizabeth
City, North Carolina, conducted experiments in the fall of
1913 with soy beans as an oil proposition… No doubt by
getting in touch with the mill at Elizabeth City, Mr. Dillon
could obtain complete information on the experiment.”
1914 June 8 – An article in the Times (London, p. 22) titled
“Worcester: The making of a famous sauce,” states: “Before
being bottled, the sauce is allowed to mature in barrels in
the cellars of the factory.” “Seventy years ago [i.e., 1844]
the output of sauce was very limited and was practically
all consumed locally. At that time, and for twenty years
afterwards, the bottles were filled from a jug carried in the
hand.”
1914 Aug. – Cameroon. Soybeans are first cultivated
(Grimme 1920).
1914 Aug. – World War I begins. The US enters quite late –
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ABOUT THIS BOOK

in April 1917.
1914 Oct. 1 – Sam Jordan. A farm advisor in Pettis County.
Missouri, first appears as a fan soybeans. In a letter to the
Missouri Farmer. He praises their ability to stand drought.
“For a number of years I advocated very strenuously the
growing of cow peas or soy beans between the rows of the
corn.”

This is the most comprehensive book ever published about
the early history of soybeans and soyfoods. It has been
compiled, one record at a time over a period of 42 years,
in an attempt to document the history of this ancient and
interesting subject. It is also the single most current and
useful source of information on this subject.

1914 – Taylor Fouts buys an old pioneer-type elevator at
Camden. It is remodeled and equipped with a recleaning
and grading mill for preparation and storage of the growing
amount of seed beans. “This was perhaps the first soybean
elevator devoted exclusively to the handling and shipping
of soybeans in the U.S.”

This is one of more than 100 books compiled by William
Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi, and published by the Soyinfo
Center. It is based on historical principles, listing all known
documents and commercial products in chronological order.
It features detailed information on:

1914 – The term “hamanatto” is first used to refer to
Japanese fermented black soybeans, by U.S. Dept. of
Treasury. These soybeans, which are now being imported
into San Francisco, are classified as “prepared beans” and
therefore subject to an import duty.

•

50 different document types, both published and
unpublished.

•

3759 published documents - extensively annotated
bibliography. Every known publication on the subject in
every language.

•
•

451 unpublished archival documents.

•

20 original Soyinfo Center interviews and overviews
never before published, except perhaps in our books.
233 commercial soy products.

Thus, it is a powerful tool for understanding the development
of this subject from its earliest beginnings to the present.
Each bibliographic record in this book contains (in
addition to the typical author, date, title, volume and pages
information) the author’s address, number of references
cited, original title of all non-English language publications
together with an English translation of the title, month and
issue of publication, and the first author’s first name (if
given). For most books, we state if it is illustrated, whether
or not it has an index, and the height in centimeters.
All of the graphics (labels, ads, leaflets, etc) displayed in this
book are on file, organized by subject, chronologically, in the
Soyinfo Center’s Graphics Collection.
For commercial soy products (CSP), each record includes
(if possible) the product name, date of introduction,
manufacturer’s name, address and phone number, and (in
many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging and price,
storage requirements, nutritional composition, and a
description of the label. Sources of additional information on
each product (such as advertisements, articles, patents, etc.)
are also given.
A complete subject/geographical index is also included.
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS BOOK
A&M = Agricultural and Mechanical
Agric. = Agricultural or Agriculture
Agric. Exp. Station = Agricultural Experiment Station
ARS = Agricultural Research Service
ASA = American Soybean Association
Assoc. = Association, Associate
Asst. = Assistant
Aug. = August
Ave. = Avenue
Blvd. = Boulevard
bu = bushel(s)
ca. = about (circa)
cc = cubic centimeter(s)
Chap. = Chapter
cm = centimeter(s)
Co. = company
Corp. = Corporation
Dec. = December
Dep. or Dept. = Department
Depts. = Departments
Div. = Division
Dr. = Drive
E. = East
ed. = edition or editor
e.g. = for example
Exp. = Experiment
Feb. = February
fl oz = fluid ounce(s)
ft = foot or feet
gm = gram(s)
ha = hectare(s)
i.e. = in other words
Inc. = Incorporated
incl. = including
Illust. = Illustrated or Illustration(s)
Inst. = Institute
J. = Journal
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Soc. = Journal of the
American Oil Chemists’ Society
Jan. = January
kg = kilogram(s)
km = kilometer(s)
Lab. = Laboratory
Labs. = Laboratories
lb = pound(s)
Ltd. = Limited
mcg = microgram(s)
mg = milligram(s)
ml = milliliter(s)

mm = millimeter(s)
N. = North
No. = number or North
Nov. = November
Oct. = October
oz = ounce(s)
p. = page(s)
photo(s) = photograph(s)
P.O. Box = Post Office Box
Prof. = Professor
psi = pounds per square inch
R&D = Research and Development
Rd. = Road
Rev. = Revised
RPM = revolutions per minute
S. = South
SANA = Soyfoods Association of North America
Sept. = September
St. = Street
tonnes = metric tons
trans. = translator(s)
Univ. = University
USB = United Soybean Board
USDA = United States Department of Agriculture
Vol. = volume
V.P. = Vice President
vs. = versus
W. = West
°C = degrees Celsius (Centigrade)
°F = degrees Fahrenheit
> = greater than, more than
< = less than
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HOW TO MAKE THE BEST USE OF THIS DIGITAL BOOK - THREE KEYS

1. Read the Introduction and Chronology/Timeline
located near the beginning of the book; it contains
highlights and a summary of the book.
2. Search the book. The KEY to using this digital book,
which is in PDF format, is to SEARCH IT using Adobe
Acrobat Reader: For those few who do not have it, Google:
Acrobat Reader - then select the free download for your
type of computer.
Click on the link to this book and wait for the book
to load completely and the hourglass by the cursor to
disappear (4-6 minutes).
Type [Ctrl+F] to “Find.” A white search box will appear
near the top right of your screen.
Type in your search term, such as Piper or William
Morse.
You will be told how many times this term appears, then
the first one will be highlighted.
To go to the next occurrence, click the down arrow, etc.
3. Use the indexes, located at the end of the book. Suppose
you are looking for all records about tofu. These can appear
in the text under a variety of different names: bean curd,
tahu, doufu, to-fu, etc. Yet all of these will appear (by record
number) under the word “Tofu” in the index. See “How to
Use the Index,” below. Also:
Chronological Order: The publications and products in this
book are listed with the earliest first and the most recent last.
Within each year, references are sorted alphabetically by
author. If you are interested in only current information, start
reading at the back, just before the indexes.
A Reference Book: Like an encyclopedia or any other
reference book, this work is meant to be searched first - to
find exactly the information you are looking for - and then to
be read.
How to Use the Index: A subject and country index is
located at the back of this book. It will help you to go
directly to the specific information that interests you. Browse
through it briefly to familiarize yourself with its contents and
format.
Each record in the book has been assigned a sequential
number, starting with 1 for the first/earliest reference. It
is this number, not the page number, to which the indexes
refer. A publication will typically be listed in each index in

more than one place, and major documents may have 30-40
subject index entries. Thus a publication about the nutritional
value of tofu and soymilk in India would be indexed under
at least four headings in the subject and country index:
Nutrition, Tofu, Soymilk, and Asia, South: India.
Note the extensive use of cross references to help you:
e.g. “Bean curd. See Tofu.”
Countries and States/Provinces: Every record contains
a country keyword. Most USA and Canadian records also
contain a state or province keyword, indexed at “U.S. States”
or “Canadian Provinces and Territories” respectively. All
countries are indexed under their region or continent. Thus
for Egypt, look under Africa: Egypt, and not under Egypt.
For Brazil, see the entry at Latin America, South America:
Brazil. For India, see Asia, South: India. For Australia see
Oceania: Australia.
Most Important Documents: Look in the Index under
“Important Documents -.”
Organizations: Many of the larger, more innovative, or
pioneering soy-related companies appear in the subject
index – companies like ADM / Archer Daniels Midland Co.,
AGP, Cargill, DuPont, Kikkoman, Monsanto, Tofutti, etc.
Worldwide, we index many major soybean crushers, tofu
makers, soymilk and soymilk equipment manufacturers,
soyfoods companies with various products, Seventh-day
Adventist food companies, soy protein makers (including
pioneers), soy sauce manufacturers, soy ice cream, tempeh,
soynut, soy flour companies, etc.
Other key organizations include Society for
Acclimatization (from 1855 in France), American Soybean
Association, National Oilseed/Soybean Processors
Association, Research & Development Centers (Peoria,
Cornell), Meals for Millions Foundation, and International
Soybean Programs (INTSOY, AVRDC, IITA, International
Inst. of Agriculture, and United Nations). Pioneer soy protein
companies include Borden, Drackett, Glidden, Griffith Labs.,
Gunther, Laucks, Protein Technologies International, and
Rich Products.
Soyfoods: Look under the most common name: Tofu, Miso,
Soymilk, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Cheese, Soy Yogurt, Soy
Flour, Green Vegetable Soybeans, or Whole Dry Soybeans.
But note: Soy Proteins: Isolates, Soy Proteins: Textured
Products, etc.
Industrial (Non-Food) Uses of Soybeans: Look under
“Industrial Uses ...” for more than 17 subject headings.
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Pioneers - Individuals: Laszlo Berczeller, Henry Ford,
Friedrich Haberlandt, Artemy A. Horvath, Englebert
Kaempfer, Mildred Lager, William J. Morse, etc. SoyRelated Movements: Soyfoods Movement, Vegetarianism,
Health and Dietary Reform Movements (esp. 1830-1930s),
Health Foods Movement (1920s-1960s), Animal Welfare/
Rights. These are indexed under the person’s last name or
movement name.
Nutrition: All subjects related to soybean nutrition (protein
quality, minerals, antinutritional factors, etc.) are indexed
under Nutrition, in one of more than 70 subcategories.
Soybean Production: All subjects related to growing,
marketing, and trading soybeans are indexed under Soybean
Production, e.g., Soybean Production: Nitrogen Fixation,
or Soybean Production: Plant Protection, or Soybean
Production: Variety Development.
Other Special Index Headings: Browsing through the
subject index will show you many more interesting subject
headings, such as Industry and Market Statistics, Information
(incl. computers, databases, libraries), Standards,
Bibliographies (works containing more than 50 references),
and History (soy-related).
Commercial Soy Products (CSP): See “About This Book.”
SoyaScan Notes: This is a term we have created exclusively
for use with this database. A SoyaScan Notes Interview
contains all the important material in short interviews
conducted and transcribed by William Shurtleff. This
material has not been published in any other source. Longer
interviews are designated as such, and listed as unpublished
manuscripts. A transcript of each can be ordered from
Soyinfo Center Library. A SoyaScan Notes Summary is a
summary by William Shurtleff of existing information on
one subject.

[23* ref] means that most of these references are not about
soybeans or soyfoods.
Documents Owned by Soyinfo Center: Lack of an *
(asterisk) at the end of a reference indicates that the Soyinfo
Center Library owns all or part of that document. We own
roughly three fourths of the documents listed. Photocopies of
hard-to-find documents or those without copyright protection
can be ordered for a fee. Please contact us for details.
Document Types: The SoyaScan database contains 135+
different types of documents, both published (books,
journal articles, patents, annual reports, theses, catalogs,
news releases, videos, etc.) and unpublished (interviews,
unpublished manuscripts, letters, summaries, etc.).
Customized Database Searches: This book was printed
from SoyaScan, a large computerized database produced
by the Soyinfo Center. Customized/personalized reports
are “The Perfect Book,” containing exactly the information
you need on any subject you can define, and they are now
just a phone call away. For example: Current statistics on
tofu and soymilk production and sales in England, France,
and Germany. Or soybean varietal development and genetic
research in Third World countries before 1970. Or details on
all tofu cheesecakes and dressings ever made. You name it,
we’ve got it. For fast results, call us now!
BIBLIO: The software program used to produce this book
and the SoyaScan database, and to computerize the Soyinfo
Center Library is named BIBLIO. Based on Advanced
Revelation, it was developed by Soyinfo Center, Tony
Cooper and John Ladd.
History of Soybeans and Soyfoods: Many of our digital
books have a corresponding chapter in our forthcoming
scholarly work titled History of Soybeans and Soyfoods
(4 volumes). Manuscript chapters from that book are now
available, free of charge, on our website, www.soyinfocenter.
com and many finished chapters are available free of charge
in PDF format on our website and on Google Books.

“Note:” When this term is used in a record’s summary, it
indicates that the information which follows it has been
added by the producer of this database.

About the Soyinfo Center: An overview of our
publications, computerized databases, services, and history is
given on our website.

Asterisks at End of Individual References:
1. An asterisk (*) at the end of a record means that
Soyinfo Center does not own that document. Lack of an
asterisk means that Soyinfo Center owns all or part of the
document.
2. An asterisk after eng (eng*) means that Soyinfo Center
has done a partial or complete translation into English of that
document.
3. An asterisk in a listing of the number of references

Soyinfo Center
P.O. Box 234,
Lafayette, CA 94549 USA
Phone: 925-283-2991
Fax: 925-283-9091
www.soyinfocenter.com
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EARLY HISTORY OF SOYBEANS
AND SOYFOODS WORLDWIDE (1900-1914)
1. Tokyo Plant Seed Co. (Konoyen). 1900. Condensed seed
& plant list for 1900. Tokyo, Japan. 7 p. Jan. 1. Illust. 21 cm.
[Eng]
• Summary: In the section on “Seeds” (p. 5-6), “Soya beans”
sell for $0.06 per lb. (U.S. gold dollars). The seeds of 43
plants are offered. Only two are less expensive than soya
bean: upland rice (all varieties) and Japan buckwheat, each
$0.05 per lb.
This catalog is a “Supplement to The Farm Annual for
1900 of the Tokyo Plant Seed Co.” The cable address is
“Konoyen, Tokyo.” Address: No. 2-5 Tameike, Akasaka,
Tokyo, Japan.
2. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1900. Catalogue général de
graines, ognons à fleurs etc. Printemps 1900 [General catalog
of seeds, flowering bulbs, etc. Spring 1900]. Paris: VilmorinAndrieux et Cie. 194 p. See p. 99-100. Jan. 1. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section on garden vegetables (au Potager)
(p. 74), two varieties of Soja beans, Soja hispida, are listed
as follows: (1) Extra early from Podolia (new) (extra hâtif de
la Podolie (Nouv.)). Earlier than Soya from Etampes, and it
matures its seeds much more easily in our climate. See also
the Supplement. 3.50 francs per kg, 1.00 franc per 250 gm
(#43882), or 0.60 francs per 125 gm (#43883). (2) Soja from
Etampes (d’Étampes). Eaten like haricot beans. The ground
seeds can be used to make a sort of bread for diabetics. 1.90
francs per kg, 0.60 francs per 250 gm (#43902), or 0.40
francs per 125 gm (#43903).
In the section titled “Forage plants that are not cereal
grains, forage roots, and industrial and economic plants
(Plantes fourragères non graminées, racines fourragères,
plantes industrielles et économiques”) (p. 94-102), three
varieties of Soja beans are listed on p. 99-100 as follows:
(1) Soja hispida. Pois oléagineux.–yellow seeded (à grain
jaune). Price in Paris: 80 francs per 100 kg, or 90 centimes
(0.9 francs) per kg. “Abundant green forage, to be consumed
when the seeds are half formed; later, ensile the entire plant
like maize.” (2) Soja hispida–very early (très hâtif). Price
in Paris: Not available per 100 kg; 2 francs per kg. “The
dry seeds are very rich in oils and fats and constitute an
excellent feed for livestock. Plant in May in lines, with 35-40
cm between seeds.” (3) Soja hispida–black seeded (à grain
noir). Price in Paris: 170 francs per 100 kg, or 1 franc, 80
centimes (0.8 francs) per kg. “Same properties and same
culture as the preceding; the seed is especially recommended
for the feeding of horses.”
“For Soja hispida from Podolie (new), or Soja hispida

from Etampes, see the section on garden vegetables (au
Potager). “The flour of the soybean, which contains only a
small amount of starch in comparison with cereal grains, has
been recommended for the production of a special bread for
the use of diabetics.”
On p. 2 is a tribute to Henry Levêque de Vilmorin–
with an oval portrait photo, and a long list of his titles and
memberships. He died on 23 Aug. 1899 at the age of 56, at
Verrieres-le-Buisson (Seine-et-Oise). Below that we read
that the House of Vilmorin-Andrieux has existed since 1781,
always run by the fathers and sons of the Vilmorin family.
Note: On the front cover of this catalog is an illustration
of flowers in bloom. On the back cover is an illustration
of the Kaempfer iris (Iris Kaempferi) and the Vilmorin
monogram. Address: 4, Quai de la Mégisserie, Paris, France.
Phone: 106,86.
3. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1900. Supplément aux
catalogues: Liste des nouveautés 1899-1900 [Supplement to
the catalogs: List of novelties 1899-1900]. Paris: VilmorinAndrieux et Cie. 16 p. See p. 4. Jan. 2. [Fre]
• Summary: The title page of this catalog states “Vegetable
garden plants (Plantes potagères)–Varieties that we offer for
the first time.” One soybean variety is offered on p. 4. Soja
hispida–Extra-early from Podolia (extra-hâtif de la Podolie).
One kilogram: 3.5 francs. #43882–250 gm: 1.5 francs.
#43883 125 gm: 0.60 francs.
The text continues: “The readers of the Journal de
l’Agriculture Pratique will recall an interesting article which
appeared last spring [63:472-73. Jan/June] on the subject
of this soybean (ce Soja), imported recently by a Russian
agronomic scholar, from whom we have obtained some of
the seeds, which we have used to conduct a trial at Verrières.
“Cultivated in comparison with the Very Early Soya of
Etampes (le Soja très hâtif d’Étampes), which it seems to
most closely resemble, we have confirmed that the Russian
variety is much earlier, which permits it to mature its seeds
in our climate. In summary, it is a very vigorous soybean,
with black seeds, good nutritional value, and superior size
compared to the Etampes variety. It is a good forage plant,
very resistant to heat, and thus recommended for the south of
France and the colonies.
“We repeat that the analysis has demonstrated that the
seeds of the soybean are three times more nourishing than
oats. Finally, its flour, which contains only a small proportion
of starch in comparison with cereal grains, has been
recommended for use in a special bread for diabetics.”
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Note 1. This exact text also appeared in the 11 Jan. 1900
issue of the Journal d’Agriculture Pratique (p. 64). Note
2. On the front cover of this catalog are two illustrations of
tomatoes. On the back cover is an illustration of a strawberry
plant with abundant berries and flowers. Address: 4, Quai de
la Mégisserie, Paris, France.
4. Stoddard, W.H. 1900. Soy or soja beans and cow peas
for feeding and fertilizing. Independent Press (Griggsville,
Illinois) 21(9):1, 4. Jan. 3. Paper read at the Farmers’
Institute.
• Summary: W.H. Stoddard, a soybean pioneer in Illinois,
argues that the three best crops to restore depleted soil on
farms are the legumes clover, cow peas, and “soy or soja
beans.” Moreover, these can combine with a grain crop
as fodder for livestock. “I think the best of this trio of
leguminous plants is the soy bean or as it is generally but
incorrectly called, the soja bean. This plant is a native of
Southeastern Asia, growing wild in Japan, Java and parts
of China. In Japan, where the greatest use has been made
of it as food for man and beast, there are many varieties,
like our corn with us, but only a few have been introduced
into this country. Here it is divided into three classes, the
Early Dwarf, the Medium Early and the Late Mammoth. Of
these three there are white, yellow, green and black seeded
varieties, which differ but little in value of composition
for feeding... I prefer the yellow as they have proven more
productive of seed and the seeds are larger than the other
varieties...
“The Late Mammoth grows 3 to 7 feet high, but seldom
forms seed north of the Ohio river and only ripens in our
southern states. It is worthless here except for hay or green
forage for pasture or to plow under for fertilizing. The Early
Dwarf has been grown successfully as far north as Wisconsin
and Minnesota where corn is a doubtful crop.
“No soil is too poor for it to thrive and grow. It even
yields a fair crop on ground too poor to grow clover. Unlike
cow peas, which are a failure as a seed crop on rich land, it
stands prosperity, and instead of running to vines, it simply
increases alike its yield of forage and seed. So far no insect is
known to injure the vines while growing. Chinch bugs never
touch it. Drouths that burn up clover and cow peas and fire
corn, have little effect on it. Rains that make ‘little yellow
corn’ and rot off cow pea vines, do not injure the sojas. If
cut for hay or seed and lying on the ground, rains that would
utterly ruin clover, corn fodder or cow peas, rarely injures
the sojas...
“My sojas with less than half a stand, averaged 10
bushels per acre, while crops, of 25 to 60 bushels are
common, average crops, according to soils and seasons, and
over 100 bushels per acre have been grown at the south.
Grown for forage or hay it yields 5 to 15 tons green and 2 to
5 tons dry. As hay the sojas are ¼ richer feed than clover, 3
times richer than field corn cut green purposely for fodder...

“As a dairy feed they are of the greatest value, giving an
additional amount of milk and butter and also adding to the
quality of the latter...
“In my own experience I can say I never tried a better
feed for calves or brood sows and pigs than the sojas, either
green or dry. They fairly go wild over the mature green beans
if offered to them when grass is dry and before corn is ready
to feed.
How to plant, cultivate, harvest, and thresh the sojas:
“Plant about a peck per acre in drills with a corn planter in
rows 20 to 30 inches apart... To harvest the Early Dwarf is
quite a task, as the seed pods set so low on the stalks and
they are so tough and hard when ripe it is impossible to cut
them with a machine. It has to be done by hand with corn
knives or hatchets. Cut as soon as the pods turn yellow.
Catch the tops with one hand, cut and throw into small piles
to cure. Dry thoroughly and then thresh or store in a barn;
or better, in open shed till ready to thresh or feed. If many
are grown, they are best threshed with a common grain
separator, removing the concave and putting in a board in its
place. Don’t use a wind-stacker machine if you can get any
other, as they have to run too fast to do good work. If ripe,
don’t cut with a scythe; it shatters the beans and does not cut
low enough. Don’t use a hoe, the handle strikes the vines,
shatters seeds and the blade digs up clods of dirt to get mixed
with the seeds.”
The author concludes: “Don’t feed like it was corn
fodder or hay; remember they are very rich, condensed feed.
Try them. Write to the secretary of agriculture, Washington
DC, for Farmers’ Bulletins Nos. 16, 22 and 58. They are sent
free of charge to any address. No. 58 is specially valuable
as it is devoted entirely to the topic of soy beans as food
for man and beast, the different varieties and how to grow
them.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that uses the word “separator” or the term “common grain
separator” in connection with soybean production. Address:
Carlinville, Illinois.
5. Vilmorin-Andrieux. 1900. Plantes nouvelled de grande
culture: Soja hispida extra-hâtif de Podolie [New plants
cultivated on a large scale: An extra-early soybean from
Podolia, Ukraine]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 64(2):6366. Jan. 11. See p. 64. [Fre]
• Summary: “The readers of this journal will recall an
interesting article that appeared last spring [63:472-73. Jan/
June] on the subject of soya, imported recently by a Russian
agronomic scholar. We have obtained some of the seeds and
conducted a trial at Verrières.
“Cultivated in comparison with the Very Early Soya of
Etampes (le Soja très hâtif d’Étampes), which it seems to
most closely resemble, we have confirmed that the Russian
variety is much earlier, which permits it to mature its seeds
in our climate. In summary, it is a very vigorous soybean,
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with black seeds, good nutritional value, and superior size
compared to the Etampes variety. It is a good forage plant,
very resistant to heat, and thus recommended for the south of
France and the colonies.
“We repeat that the analysis has demonstrated that
the seeds of the soybean are three times more nourishing
than oats. Finally, its flour, which contains only a small
proportion of starch in comparison with cereal grains, has
been recommended for use in a special bread for diabetics.”
Address: France.
6. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1900. Forage crops for central Kansas.
25(2):22. Jan. 12.
• Summary: “What is the matter, where soiling is
contemplated, with sowing sorghum and soy beans in
separate lots and then giving about one pound of soy beans
to three pounds of sorghum?”
7. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1900. Japs in Brazil: Do not do
as well as other immigrants. Jan. 13. p. 2, col. 3.
• Summary: “According to the latest intelligence from
Brazil, says the Japan Times, it appears the emigration
from Japan to that country is less encouraging than we
should expect, and that for the following reasons. Unlike the
white emigrants who come from Spain, Portugal, Italy and
other European countries and settle in Brazil, the Japanese
emigrants cost it is alleged, a great deal for their passage;
and in addition to the disadvantage arising from the fact
that entirely different languages are used by them and their
employers our laborers are said to be discontented if they are
not supplied with rice, soy [sauce], miso and other things,
which are the main diet of the Japanese; whereas the white
emigrants possess the advantage of being able to understand
and converse with their employers, or at least to speedily
gain this advantage, while they are quite contented with
their supply of wheat flour, corn and other local food stuffs.”
Generally the landowners of Brazil favor Italian emigrants
“as offering every advantage in point of economy and that in
consequence they are not disposed to receive emigrants from
Japan.”
8. Brooklyn Daily Eagle (Brooklyn, New York). 1900.
Montauk Club gives a Japanese dinner. Brave members
fearlessly eat of strange dishes with ferocious names. Some
even use chop sticks. Jan. 14. p. 36, col. 6.
• Summary: “Sashimi (raw fish), of the red snapper variety...
Each person was served with three slices of this fish, with
seaweed, seasoned with salt and vinegar.
“Misoshiru (Japanese pea soup) was made from gray
peas parboiled, afterward placed in a jar with Japanese yeast.
It is then permitted to ferment for twenty-four hours, after
which it is passed through a tamis, a small sieve. To this is
then added chicken broth, the whole being permitted to boil
for half an hour. Dried mushrooms are cut up and added to

the soup, which is then ready to be served.
“Teriyaki (bluefish with spinach) was well liked. It was
made from blue fish cut up. placed into a roasting pan and
Soya sauce and mushrooms added. The whole was then
allowed to cook in the oven until soft...”
“Soya sauce is also used in a recipe for Umani (stewed
chicken and bamboo sprouts).”
9. Boston Daily Globe. 1900. Housekeepers’ column: Tried
and true recipes from experienced cooks. Jan. 16. p. 10.
• Summary: “Three recipes for Indian soy [sauce]: (1) Boil
1 gallon of dolichos soja (if this cannot be had haricot or
kidney beans will answer), in sufficient water until soft.
Add 1 gallon bruised wheat and keep in a warm place for 24
hours; then add 1 gallon salt, and 2 gallons water and keep
for two or three months in a tightly stoned jar; after which
press out the liquor.
“2. Soys, 1 gallon, water to cover. Boil till soft, then
add bruised wheat, 1 gallon; water, 2 gallons. Bung up
in a stoneware jar for two or three months (shaking very
frequently), press and filter. If the genuine soys (black Indian
beans) be unobtainable, peas, kidney, or haricot beans may
be substituted without disadvantage.
“3. This, the common base of most sauces, is made from
the seeds of glycine soja, which is cultivated in the far east.
The method of manufacture is practically a secret, but I give
a formula for an excellent imitation; Mix 4 lbs extract of
malt in warm water, so that the resulting sirup [syrup] should
measure 1 gallon. Add 5 lbs treacle, 4 lbs salt and 2 pints of
mushroom juice. Heat gently to facilitate mixing; set aside
for 14 days and decant.”
10. Manchester Guardian (England). 1900. Food
preservatives inquiry. Jan. 16. p. 11.
• Summary: “Other experiments were made to test the
effect of the quantities of preservative mentioned on the
digestion of breadcrumbs as compared with the effect of
other condiments, such as vinegar, Worcester sauce, small
quantities of alcohol, and infused tea,...”
11. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1900. Rotations for Kansas. 25(3):46.
Jan. 19.
• Summary: In Kansas: “Either alfalfa or soy beans can be
grown in the middle section or that which lies between the
grass belt and the arid belt. We do not believe there is any
part of this section in which alfalfa does not grow in which
soy beans can not be grown. The soy bean grown as grain
has as much of the flesh-forming element as oil meal. It can
either be grown as a grain crop or as a forage crop, and in
either case it will prove extremely valuable.”
12. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1900. Nutritive feeds. 25(4):69. Jan.
26.
• Summary: “The more the subject of animal nutrition,
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especially for young stock and dairy cattle, is studied, the
more obvious becomes the necessity of either growing or
purchasing feeds that have large flesh-forming capacity. It
goes without saying that the farmer who can grow clover and
alfalfa in the northern sections, and in the southern sections
soy beans or cowpeas, can grow these and supply the fleshforming feeds cheaper than he can buy them.”
13. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1900. Rotations. 25(4):76. Jan. 26.
• Summary: “(Paper read before the Kansas State Board of
Agriculture, at its meeting at Topeka, January 11, 1900, by
Henry Wallace, editor of Wallaces’ Farmer, Des Moines,
Iowa).
“It is not my purpose to enter upon a theoretical or even
a scientific discussion of crop rotations.”
“The legumes of the greatest agricultural value are the
clovers, alfalfa, soy beans, and the varieties of peas adapted
to northern and southern latitudes. Each of these is able to
draw upon the atmospheric nitrogen at will for a supply of
this most expensive, most valuable and most easily wasted
element of essential fertility.”
14. Victoria Daily Times (The) (Victoria, British Columbia,
Canada). 1900. Scientific information: an epitome of latest
scientific facts and theories. Jan. 27. p. 6.
• Summary: “One direction in which progress may be
expected in the twentieth century is that of feeding plants
with atmospheric nitrogen through the action of root
bacteria. In a late society paper, Mr. M.B. Waite stated that
the Soy bean, which plant is a native of Japan, does not
usually form root tubercules in American soil, because the
necessary germs are absent. It is, therefore, unable to gather
free nitrogen like other leguminous plants. This has led to
the experiment of sowing in the drill with the seed small
quantities of soil imported from a Soy bean field in Japan,
and the result has been plants that were much larger, more
leafy, and darker green in color. The product had nearly twice
the weight of that from the untreated soil. The roots were
found to be well supplied with nitrogen-gathering tubercles,
while the uninoculated plants were clearly suffering from
nitrogen starvation. The experiment was tried on newly
cleared sandy land, poor in combined nitrogen.”
15. Brooks, William P.; Thomson, Henry M. 1900. Report
of the Agriculturist. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 12:9-55. Jan., 1900. See
p. 10-11, 16, 28.
• Summary: Discusses the fertilizing value of soy beans.
Page 11 notes that soy beans were used in a rotation and
soil test with corn and other crops. One table (p. 16) shows
the increases produced in 6 crops (including Soy beans;
beans and straw) produced from 1889-1899 by a complete
fertilizer, and by manure compared with a plot receiving
no manure. The manure produced much larger increases

and profits. Soy beans were used in a rotation with onions.
Sulfate and muriate of potash were compared as soybean
fertilizers but the results were inconclusive because of an
accident. Address: 1. Ph.D., Agriculturist; 2. B.Sc., Asst.
Agriculturist.
16. Hammond (Harry N.) Seed Co. 1900. Annual catalogue
(Mail-order catalog). Fifield, Michigan. 49 p. See p. 35.
January 1, 1900. 22 cm.
• Summary: See next page. Page 35 is titled “Hammond’s
selected northern-grown farm seeds.” Here we read: “Soza
Beans or Soy Beans. The dry beans, roasted and ground,
closely resemble and taste very much like coffee. Its great
value, however, is as a forage crop and for fertilizing the soil,
and for pasturing, or feeding of the green fodder, of which
it yields eight to ten tons per acre. Sow broadcast one-half
bushel to the acre, or it may be planted in drills three feet
apart and one foot between plants. My seed grown in latitude
of Augusta, Me. [Maine], will ripen in any State. Pkt. 10 cts.,
lb 25 cts., 3 lbs. 60 cts., post-paid; peck 65 cts., bu. $2.25 by
freight or express.”
Across the top of the page is printed: “Following Seeds
are grown, cleaned, and tested under my supervision. I
guarantee them the best seeds that can be grown. Bags free
with all farm seeds.” Other seeds described on this page
include: Hammond’s success beardless barley, new Japanese
buckwheat, chufas or earth almonds, kaffir corn, teosinte,
mammoth Russian sunflower, dwarf Essex rape, Spanish
peanuts, and Japanese millet.
The cover of this catalog states: “Fresh, pure seeds–
sure to grow. Harry H. Hammond seedsman. Fifield,
Saginaw County, Michigan. Seed potatoes. Vegetable and
flower seeds. The largest seed farm controlled by any one
seedsman in America.” An illustration showing many
fields, farmhouses, and buildings is titled “Partial view of
Hammond’s Saginaw Valley seed farm. 1200 acres devoted
to growing and producing the best seeds that grow. Buy
seeds direct from the grower.” Many vegetables and grains
are also illustrated on the cover and below them is written:
“Hammond’s $1.00 vegetable seed collection of 50 packets
of the choicest northern-grown vegetable seeds comprises all
the above and many others not illustrated on this page.” This
catalog was printed by the Review & Herald Publishing Co.
[Seventh-day Adventist], Battle Creek, Michigan. At the top
of page 1 the date “January 1, 1900” is printed.
Note 1. This is the earliest Hammond seed catalog seen
in which the soybean is listed. It is owned by the Bentley
Historical Library at the University of Michigan (Ann
Arbor).
Note 2. Fifield (pronounced FAI-feeld) is in Saginaw
County, Michigan, just east of the Saginaw River and
northwest of the center of Saginaw city today; it is a station
on the Pierre-Marquette Railroad in Bueno Vista township
“serving a sawmill settlement of which Harry M. Hammond
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became the first postmaster on August 19th, 1898. The office
operating until February 15th, 1900.” The place is named for
Eugene Fifield (Source: Michigan Place Names, by Walter
Romig–1986. Wayne State Univ. Press, p. 196).
Note 3. Hammond also lived (and published catalogs in)
in Decatur, Michigan (far away in the southwest corner of
the state), and Bay City (which is now about 20 miles north
of Saginaw, near Saginaw Bay). Address: Fifield, Saginaw
Co., Michigan.
17. Lyon, T.L. 1900. Reports of divisions: Agriculture.
Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
13:15-22. Jan. See p. 22.
• Summary: “Soy Beans: During the past two years, the
Station has tested a number of varieties of soy beans. The
crops were threshed and the quantity of seed determined. The
seed is a valuable feed for stock, being very rich in nitrogen.
“It is a question whether this portion of Nebraska is
not somewhat too far north for the best development of the
crop. Further attempts will be made to secure a variety well
adapted to this region.
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Nebraska, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Nebraska (probably spring 1898) (one of two documents).
The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 2. The northern border of Nebraska, which touches
South Dakota, lies slightly farther north than the northern
border of Illinois and the southern border of Wisconsin. It
lies south of the southern border of Minnesota. The southern
border of Nebraska is at about the same latitude as the center
of Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. Address: Lincoln, Nebraska.
18. Thorburn (James M.) & Co. 1900. Trade price-list of
garden, flower, tree, agricultural and herb seeds... (Mailorder catalog). New York, New York. 96 p.
• Summary: In the section on “Fruit and Miscellaneous
Seeds,” “Beans, Soja” are mentioned on page 38. Price:
$3/bushel. Other seeds in this section include buckwheat
(Japan), pearl millet, rape (dwarf essex), and yarrow. This
catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture Branch
Library in Washington, DC. Address: No. 36 Cortlandt
Street, New York, New York.
19. Vilmorin-Andrieux and Co. 1900. General wholesale
seedlist. Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux and Co. 106 p. See p. 48.
Jan. [Eng]
• Summary: In this English-language catalog, the section
titled “Sundry agricultural seeds and seeds of economic
plants” (p. 45-48) four varieties of Soja beans are listed on
p. 48 as follows: (1) Soja hispida, yellow seeded. Soja bean.
Cable-words: Roylea. One pound weight costs 5 pence.
One cwt. (hundredweight = 112 pounds) costs 30 shillings.
(2) Soja hispida–extra early yellow seeded. Cable-words:
Roussea. One pound weight costs 7 pence. One cwt.: Not

available. (3) Soja hispida–black seeded. Cable-words:
Rourea. One pound weight costs 8 pence. One cwt. costs 60
shillings. (4) Soja hispida–extra early black seeded (new).
Cable-words: Rouma. One pound weight costs 1 shilling.
One cwt.: Not available.
Also listed: Sesamum. Bene. Two varieties: (1)
Orientale, yellow-seeded. Teel or Til. (2) Sinense, whiteseeded.
On the front cover is an illustration of a cluster of
strawberries with leaves and flowers. The text below the
title reads: “Prices include carriage to London, or delivery
free on board Havre for any order above 21 sh. [shillings]...
All goods are forwarded at owner’s risk. Cable-address:
Vilmorin Paris.”
The first page is filled with information about shipping
to the United States. The company’s New York agent is
Mr. Aug. Rhotert, 26, Barclay street (P.O. Box 2250). One
insurance rate is given to New York, Philadelphia, Boston, or
Baltimore; a higher rate to Halifax, Nova Scotia, or Portland,
Maine. “Genuineness of all the seeds we send out is
controlled on our trial farms, which comprise each year over
25,000 plots, and the result of each trial is carefully recorded
for future reference.” Address: 4, Quai de la Mégisserie,
Paris, France.
20. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1900. Balanced rations in Nebraska.
25(5):94. Feb. 2.
• Summary: A Boone county, Nebraska, correspondent
writes:... “Where clover can be grown successfully, and we
do not know whether it can be grown in Boone county or
not, that is the forage to grow. Where it can not, its place
should be supplied either by alfalfa or soy beans.”
21. Aso, K. 1900. The chemical composition of the spores
of Aspergillus oryzae. Bulletin of the College of Agriculture,
Tokyo Imperial University 4(1):81-96. Feb. [5 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Our knowledge of the chemical composition
of the spores of fungi is still very scanty, and as regards
their ash, no analysis whatever has thus far been made.”
The spores of Aspergillus oryzae “can easily be obtained in
any quantity in Japan, as the rice grains covered with the
mycelium and the spores of this fungus form an article of
commerce under the name of Tane-Koji or Koji-dané. I have
preferred however to collect the spores myself, in order to
obtain them in a pure state.
“Aspergillus oryzae plays a great part in several
industries in Japan, being used not only in the manufacture
of Sake or rice wine, but also in that of Shoyu or Soja-sauce,
and of Miso.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “Soja- sauce” (or “sojasauce”) to refer to soy sauce.
“This fungus contains powerful enzymes, a diastase,
a maltase, invertase and a peptase. Oxydases appear to be
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present only in traces.”
In the section titled “Preparation of samples” (p. 82) the
author describes how he prepared and collected the spores:
“Tane-kôji was prepared roughly milled rice without mixing
any ash [in sake factories the ash of oak leaves is typically
mixed with the rice substrate]; and when the rice grains
became covered with innumerable spores, they were brought
out from the cellar and the spores were separated from the
rice grains and the mycelium by tapping on the bottom of the
culture boxes (kôji-buta) inverted on a sheet of paper.” These
spores “were then sifted with a very fine silk sieve to remove
all impurities... This sample was exposed to air in a balance
room for two weeks and kept in a bottle.”
Two tables (p. 83) show the organic constituents in
100 parts of air-dry spores, and 100 parts of dry matter. The
latter contains 5.151% ash, whose composition is discussed
in more detail on pages 93-96. A table (p. 95) shows the ash
content and composition of winter wheat, paddy rice (not
whitened), oats, soy-bean, rice (not whitened), and spores of
Aspergillus. The latter is by far the richest in ash, potash, and
phosphoric acid. In conclusion, the author expresses “much
thanks to Dr. O. Loew, formerly professor in this college...”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2006) that uses the term “Soja-sauce” (regardless
of capitalization) to refer to soy sauce. Address: Nôgakushi,
Japan.
22. Gomilevskiy, V.I. 1900. O kitayskom bobe (Soja hispida)
i ego znachenii dlya russkogo khozyaystva [The Chinese
soybean (Soja hispida) and its meaning in Russian economy].
St. Petersburg, Russia: Printing House of “Obshchestvennaya
Pol’za” Union. 32 p. 22 cm. [17 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Contents: I. Research of Gil’desgeim proved
that soybeans could replace meat in daily diet. More than 20
varieties of soybeans from Japan and China were introduced
to Central Europe and Russia in 1873 at the World
Exposition in Vienna. Soybeans were first recognized in
Russia by agricultural writers Yaroshevskii and Semnalovskii
in an article in their journal (name of which is not stated)
and later in another article in the Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta.
During about the same time articles were written by I.G.
Podoba and Mel’nikov. In the 1884 exhibition in Odessa,
various Russian regions presented soybeans in various stages
of development and soybeans which can be used as coffee
substitutes. Soybeans were also cultivated in Kiev, now part
of Ukraine.
II. Description of soybeans. Different varieties of
soybeans in Europe (Soja hispida praecox is recommended
for cultivation in Russia). III. Composition of soybeans.
Use of soybeans as meat substitutes for poor people and the
army. Soybeans as substitutes for coffee. Soybeans used in
tofu, miso and spicy sauces for meat. Recipes: food uses of
soybeans: soybean flour for bread, soybeans for soybean oil.
IV. Composition of soybeans. Use of soybeans as feed for

cattle, dairy cows, pigs and horses.
V. Characteristics of the soybean: How it stands hot
and cold weather, uniqueness, not a demanding plant (needs
little fertilizer), prefers southern climates / latitudes. VI.
Cultivation of soybeans: Type of soil, preferred temperatures
and time of year for planting, spacing between seeds
and rows. VII. Soybean maintenance. VIII. Harvesting
of soybeans. IX. Harvesting/gathering of soybeans. X.
Conclusion: Soybeans have a bright future in Russia, they
may help fight hunger in the poor regions, as well as provide
an excellent source of nutrition and energy for the army and
the marines. Address: St. Petersburg, Russia.
23. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1900. American farmers manual
(Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 32 p. Feb. 28 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm seeds” (p. 24) is
identical to that in this American farmers manual for 1899.
The cover is also identical.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.
24. Sempolowski, A. 1900. Ueber den Anbau der Sojabohne
[On soybean culture]. Fuehlings Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung 49(5):193-96. March 1. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (Sojabohne) (Soja hispida
Mönch or Glycine h. Maxim.) is an annual fodder plant
(Futterkraut) from the family of legumes. It grows in its wild
form in East Asia (Japan, China) and is similar to the bush
bean that is cultivated by us. Its root system is reminiscent
of the pea but it does not demonstrate any root nodules
(Wurzelanschwellungen), and its stem reaches a height of
30 to 50 cm. The leaves are elongated, trifoliate, and hairy
on the top and on the edges. The blossoms are small, plain
in appearance, whitish or pale purple, with short leafstalks,
and axillary (winkelständig). The stiff, greatly branched
out stems carry pods that are 3 to 5 cm long from bottom to
top and are a little curved at the end, the number of which
fluctuates from 40 to 80. The entire plant–that is the stems,
leaves, and pods–is covered with a thick, coarse, reddish
hair and is less exposed to animal and plant parasites than
other crops. The seeds are spherical or egg-shaped, shiny,
somewhat flattened on the edges; the hilum (Nabel) is small
and yellowish. The brown, black, or yellow colored seeds are
among the most nutritious in the series of legumes.
The soybean only stimulated greater interest in
Europe after the Vienna World Exposition in 1873 where
a large collection of soybean varieties (Sojavarietäten)
was displayed that originated from China, Japan, India,
and so forth. At that time, Professor Haberlandt in Vienna
and others carried out a larger series of agronomic trials
with the soybean in various areas of Austria and Germany
which, however, demonstrated that the cultivation of this
fodder plant is not worthy of recommendation in the areas
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concerned since the soybean would either mature very late or
else not at all.
I also carried out agronomic trials at that time with the
soybean in the province of Posen (today’s Poznan, Poland)
and in Congress Poland (Russisch-Polen) [also known as
Russian Poland or the Russian Partition, part of today’s
Poland] which, however, gave negative results in those
vegetation areas. Farmers must therefore be advised against
planting that fodder plant which was at one time so greatly
praised and which, in fact, was also soon to vanish into
oblivion Meanwhile, though, in recent times an eager apostle
of the soybean has once again been found: the agriculturalist
F. Owsinski [Owsinskii, Ovsinskyi, Owinsky, Ovinski] (from
the Podolia Governorate), who was active for a longer period
of time in East Asia and professed to have gotten to know
earlier maturing varieties of this fodder plant. For cultivation,
he recommends above all else two varieties: the blackseeded and the brown-seeded. Since the soybean continues
to be extolled with colossal promotion, especially in Russia,
as an outstanding fodder plant, I once again carried out an
agronomic trial at the agricultural experiment station at
Sobieszyn (in Congress Poland) [in today’s Poland]. Within
that context, I wanted to answer two questions: on one hand,
the actual duration of the vegetation period of the soybean
in our climate, and on the other hand, the value of the entire
plant as a fodder.
According to the figures from Owsinski, in
Southwestern Russia the black-seeded soybean supposedly
has a vegetation period of 110 days and in Western Russia
one of 118 days, which consequently corresponds to the
late varieties of oats or blue lupines. The brown-seeded
soybean supposedly already matures in Southwestern Russia
in 100 days, and in Western Russia in 108 to 110 days, but
it delivered lower yields than the former varieties, and in
addition, during the harvest, the seeds supposedly shattered
[fell out of the pods] very easily.
The soybean grows on various soils: on fertile dark
dirt and on light sandy soils. With very fertile soils or those
that have been freshly fertilized, it flourishes abundantly
and provides more green fodder than seeds, and therefore
under such conditions, its cultivation is not worthy of being
recommended. It prefers dry soils rather than wet ones. It can
be sown with drills or with broadcast sowing (breitwürsig),
but the former method is to be preferred. The field must be
free of weeds. Sowing with a drill requires approximately
30 to 40 kg of seeds per 1 hectare, while broadcast sowing
requires nearly twice that quantity. The black-seeded variety
is sown with a row width of 40 to 50 cm, and the brownseeded with one of 35 to 40 cm. In the first vegetation
stage, the plant grows very slowly, and therefore the weeds
have to be carefully destroyed and the topsoil of the field
(Ackerkrume) has to be loosened, but a hilling up of the
soil around the plants is not necessary. After maturity, the
soybean [plant] is pulled up with the roots or else is cut,

and specifically right at the soil line, since the pods already
start from the bottom. The harvested plants are tied up into
little sheaves and are left lying in the field for the purpose of
thorough drying.
The soybean has been grown since ancient times in
India, China, and Japan, and it serves as an indispensable
food there. Soybeans (Soja) are enjoyed there above all else
in the form of a thick sauce that is brownish and piquant
and is also imported to Europe in larger quantities as “shoya
(soohu or soy)”. The best brand comes from Tokyo and is
added to most meat dishes as a demi-glace. On top of that,
two more soybean foods (Soja-Nahrungsmittel) are known in
East Asia called miso and natto. Miso cheese (Miso-Käse) is
produced from soaked soybean seeds (Sojasamen). The seeds
are left to soak in hot water for 20 to 30 hours, and then they
are boiled, salted, and then kept cool for a long time. The
addition of milk during boiling supposedly improves the
flavor even more. The miso is ground, filtered, and dried,
and soup is cooked from it or, after the addition of wheat
flour, rye flour, and potato flour, bread is baked from it. Natto
cheese (Natto-Käse) is obtained by softening the seeds for
five hours in a cooking salt solution and then forming pieces
out of the soft mass which are wrapped in straw and kept in
a warm room for several days. The microbes that are found
in the straw play a large role in the maturing and the creation
of the characteristic flavor of the cheese. In France, the seeds
are treated as follows: 100 g of sugar is dissolved in 2 liters
of water, 1 liter of seeds are shaken into the solution, and that
is left to stand for one day. After this, the seeds are removed
and boiled in water for 2 to 2½ hours like other vegetables.
Once the seeds are half done, they are salted and mixed with
butter.
Even though the soybean is very important as a food for
humans in East Asia, its homeland, its main value for our
conditions in fact lies in its use as fodder according to the
indications of Owsinski. For this purpose, the seeds are either
ground coarsely or finely (geschroten oder gemahlen), since
the whole seed is poorly digested. However, they are best fed
in the form of oil cakes after pressing out the yellowish oil.
The chemical composition of the soybean oilcakes
(Soya-Oelkuchen), the pressing residues of the brown-seeded
variety which were sent by the local experiment station,
was the following: 9.65% water, 90.35% dry substance
(Continued). Address: Dr., Sobieszyn [in today’s Poland].
25. Sempolowski, A. 1900. Ueber den Anbau der Sojabohne
[On soybean culture]. Fuehlings Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung 49(5):193-96. March 1. [Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): A table shows the nutritional
composition of soybean cake on a dry weight basis: 41.73%
protein, 7.18% fat, 6.08% crude fiber, 37.56% nitrogen-free
extracts, and 7.45% ash.
According to this, the soybean cakes
(Sojabohnenkuchen) distinguish themselves through their
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high protein content and their low crude fiber content.
According to Owsinski, however, it is not just the seeds,
but rather also the entire plant which supplies a very tasty
and nutritious fodder. In China, soybeans are grown as green
fodder as a mixed crop with oats or barley, just as with us
here with vetch. I have repeatedly given soybeans in the
form of green fodder to cows and horses which, however, eat
it very reluctantly since the plant is very thickly covered with
hair. The stems and leaves of the mature plant are very hard,
thick, sharp, and do not provide a good fodder. On May 14,
1898, I sowed on the local experiment field–a loamy-sandy
soil–several seeds from the original seeds for sowing with
the following results: on September 22, I harvested from 30
plants of the brown-seeded soybean 200 g of seeds, with 100
g weighing 22.07 g. The height of the plants amounted to
26 to 36 cm, and 13 to 17 pods were found on the stem. The
vegetation period up to maturity was 140 days. On October
5, I harvested from 23 plants of the black-seeded soybean
208 g of seeds, with 100 seeds weighing 16.01 g. The plants
reached a height of 30 to 55 cm, the number of pods on the
stem was 12 to 56, and the vegetation period was 173 days.
In 1899, I once again sowed on May 17 a larger quantity
of the original seeds for sowing of the brown-seeded variety
with a row distance of 40 cm, and I received 643 kg of seeds
per hectare. The vegetation period lasted 170 days. However,
the seeds were not completely mature and had to still
continue drying for several weeks. In addition to these trials,
soybean agronomic trials (Sojaanbauversuche) were also
carried out on several neighboring estates on various types of
soils, but with the same negative results.
The chemical analysis of the seeds of the two varieties
of soybeans yielded the following results: A table shows
the nutritional composition of these two varieties. Brown:
39.03% crude protein, 18.55% fat, and 3.48% crude fiber.
Black: 37.62% crude protein, 20.87% fat, and 3.86% crude
fiber. Nitrogen-free extracts and ash are also given for each.
If we take into consideration the quantity of protein
and the fat in the seeds, then we have to recognize that in
comparison to other crops, the soybean does in fact possess a
very high nutritional value.
On the other hand, though, it must be urgently advised
to approach the new, allegedly early maturing varieties of
the soybean with great caution, since they have still been
tested too little to be able to praise them without further
consideration and to spread them in general.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This document contains the 2nd earliest clear
date seen for soybeans in Russia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Russia (14 May 1898). This is also the earliest
document seen that describes soybean breeding in Russia.
The source of these soybeans was Owsinski, who obtained
them from East Asia in 1893. Address: Dr., Sobieszyn [in
today’s Poland].

26. Mackellar, A. 1900. Soy beans for the silo: experiments
with new fodder crops (Letter to the editor). Rural NewYorker 59(2614):151. March 3. Oversize.
• Summary: “A Hard Struggle.–Two years ago I got a small
package of Soy beans from Peter Henderson & Co. to try
them with corn as a ration for milch cows. I planted them on
one side of a field beside a wood, and the rabbits evidently
knew a good thing when they found it, for they ate them
off as soon as they had made a few leaves. Last year I got
enough beans to plant three acres and planted them in drills
with Corn King planter. Before the beans got over ground
a very heavy rain baked the surface of the field, and a great
many plants broke off short as they pushed their way through
the hard surface. Still there was a good stand left. They
got ordinary field culture with weeder and cultivator, and
some large weeds in rows were pulled by hand. Not having
scales, I cannot say what weight we got per acre, but at a
rough guess would say six to seven tons heavily podded and
averaging three beans per pod.
“In the Silo.–We put two team loads of corn and one
team load of Soy beans, thoroughly mixed as we cut them,
into a silo. We fed some of the mixture while filling silo for
a few days and found a decided increase in flow of milk after
the third time we fed above mixture. We reduced grain feed
one-half, and in some cases two-thirds; still milk kept up. As
soon as we stopped feeding Soy-bean mixture milk began to
shrink, and fell off all we had gained, though we fed cut corn
and full grain ration. As the Soy-bean mixture was about
the center of a silo 16 x 26 feet, we did not reach it until
the first week in December. At that time, owing to delay in
transportation, our supply of H.O. dairy feed gave out, and
we expected our milk would fall off. Instead of a shrinkage
we had a slight increase, and nearly all our cows had been
milking for 10 months. We tried one cow, which was nearly
fresh, on Henderson mixture and two pounds of corn-andcob meal and bran and she kept up full flow of milk, and the
quality and flavor were first class.
“I intend to give this mixture a thorough trial this
season, and will be glad to have any suggestions as to how
best to find out how near it comes to being a complete ration.
I ought to say that our car of H.O. dairy feed arrived just as
we finished Henderson’s Soy-bean combination, and though
we feed 40 pounds good silage and grain ration, our milk fell
off 65 to 70 quarts in a week. I think the Soy bean and corn
mixed as above ought to come very near solving the problem
of how to avoid the shrinkage in the Fall when pastures are
all dried up. Just now we are feeding millet (Japan) which
was cut and put into the bottom of a silo last September.
It comes out bright and nice and is eaten greedily, and the
results so far as milk is concerned show no difference from
corn silage. How would Japan millet and Soy beans do as
a soiling crop for early Fall or late Summer before corn
matures? The reason I put millet in silo last Fall was that I
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wanted the ground where it was growing; besides it saved a
lot of time, instead of cutting a little every day. I would like
to know whether any of your readers have tried the above
mixture, and with what results. I think there is more in it for
the dairyman than he can get out of the usual crops grown for
soiling or silage.” Address: Rockland Co., New York.

out. In the end, Dr. Sempolowski advises always treating all
unknown and often warmly recommended feed plants with a
certain mistrust.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: PhD.

27. New York Times. 1900. A missionary exhibit: Oriental
curios to be seen soon at Museum of Natural History. March
4. p. X8.
• Summary: It is chiefly an exhibit of curios from Asia,
collected by various missionaries. The Japanese department
is one of the most complete. “There are specimens of
Japanese food supplies, beans of different kinds, rice,
dried edible mushrooms grown in an oak grove [probably
shiitake],... long, transparent strips of a tempting looking
stuff which is labeled ‘seaweed’; a bottle of [soy] sauce
made of fermented wheat and beans; a cake made of wheat
flour and looking much like ordinary bread but with odd
black lines running through it [fu, or dried wheat gluten cake
with nori]; a stick for stirring bean curd [tofu];...”
Note: An almost identical article appeared in this
newspaper on June 12, p. 2. It describes the exhibit that this
article is announcing.

29. Junction City Republican (Junction City, Kansas). 1900.
A new drought resisting crop. March 23. p. 2, col. 3.
• Summary: “The Kansas Experiment station has raised soy
beans for the past 11 years [i.e., since about 1890], having
70 acres planted in this crop in 1899. They find the soy bean
to stand the drought as well as sorghum or Kaffir-corn, it is
not touched by chinch bugs, the grain is a richer feed than
linseed meal and the plant enriches the soil on which it is
grown. Every farmer who reads this paper should plant a
few acres this spring. Write today to the Kansas experiment
station, Manhattan, Kansas, for Bulletin No. 92, which gives
full information in regard to planting, cultivating, harvesting
and feeding soy beans. This bulletin is sent free to all
residents of Kansas who will write for it.”
Note: The date of this article is given incorrectly by
www.newspapers.com in its metadata as 23 March 1882. The
correct date given on the newspaper’s title page in 23 March
1900.

28. Bersch, W. 1900. Anbauversuche mit neuen
Futterpflanzen [Agronomic trials with new fodder plants].
Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 50(21):181.
March 14. [Ger]
• Summary: In recent years, the director of the Agricultural
Experiment Station (Landwirthschaftliche Versuchsstation)
in Sobieszyn in Russian Poland (today’s Sobieszyn,
Poland), Dr. A. Sempolowski, carried out agronomic trials
with numerous plants that were recommended as fodder
plants (Futterpflanzen). The following is to be reported
about the observations that were made within that context
and the composition of the products that were harvested.
The following were planted: flat peas (Waldplatterbse)
(Lathyrus silvestris), marsh peas (Sumpfplatterbse) (L.
palustris), meadow peas (Wiesenplatterbse) (L. pratensis),
Sakhalin knotweed (Sachalin-Knöterich) (Polygonum
sachalinense [now renamed Fallopia sachalinensis]),
Japanese knotweed (Riesenknöterich) (P. cuspidatum [now
renamed Fallopia japonica]), white knotweed (Weyrich’s
Knöterich) (P. Weyrichi [sic–P. Weyrichii, now Persicaria
weyrichii]), Phacelia tanacetifolia Bentham [blue tansy],
Chinese artichokes (Knollenziest), (Stachys tuberifera
[now renamed Stachys affinis]), and soybeans (Sojabohne)
(Soja hispida). With all of these plants, it resulted that they
absolutely did not meet the hopes that were placed in them.
Some of them were really worthless and were not accepted
even by livestock that had not been fed (ausgehungert =
literally “starved”), some of them did not arrive at successful
development with the climate in which the trials were carried

30. Divine, S.R. 1900. Soy beans in the silo. Rural NewYorker 59(2617):212. March 24. Oversize.
• Summary: “Who has had experience with Soy beans or
cow peas in the silo? Will they keep well? Should they be
mixed with the corn?
“I tried Hungarian millet [sic, Japan millet; see p. 267]
and Soy beans in the silo last year, and the result was a
failure in the end, although I fed the mixture a few weeks
before putrefactive fermentation set in. The last week in
August I commenced putting corn in the silo, cut to onefourth-inch lengths with a Smalley cutter. The silo was
furnished by Harder, 17 feet diameter and 28 feet height,
round, and built of two-inch cedar staves, and one of the best
of its type. After putting in about 20 feet depth of corn, and
being then early in September, we hauled two loads of Japan
millet to one of Soy beans, and ran them through the cutter to
get as perfect mixture as possible. We put in about 10 loads
of millet and five of Soy beans, and finished filling the silo
with a mixture of equal quantities of millet and beans, about
five loads all told. The silage was leveled and packed as
fast as delivered from the carrier, by a man who was kept at
work for that purpose. We commenced feeding immediately
from the half-and-half mixture of millet and beans. It made
an excellent ration as long as it kept in condition. We were
feeding down into the two-thirds millet and one-third Soybean mixture the beginning of October, when we ceased
using it. The material began to spoil for days before we gave
up feeding. It turned black, sticky and slimy, having entered
the stage of putrefactive fermentation. We then threw out
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the Spoiled beans and millet down to the corn Silage, and
that was spoiled where it had been in contact with the upper
mixture. We removed about a ton of the damaged corn, and
all below was in the best condition, and we are feeding it
now. Of course I shall not again take the risk of putting Soy
beans into the silo in the present state of our knowledge.”
Address: Sullivan Co., New York.
31. J.M.E. 1900. Soy beans in silo (Letter to the editor).
Rural New-Yorker 59(2618):230. March 31. Oversize.
• Summary: “I raised one-half acre of medium Soy beans.
The beans were planted May 27, and put in silo September
25. They were not injured more than my silage corn in two
light frosts. They were planted in hills about 2x3 feet. I did
not weigh any, but estimated that they would yield from onethird to one-half as much as silage corn. They grew about
3½ feet high, but did not make any pods. I put them in the
silo in layers, one load of beans and two of corn. They kept
perfectly in the silo. I was feeding my milch cows all the hay
and corn silage they would eat, together with seven pounds
of grain per day, before I began with the Soy beans. The
grain was one-half mixed feed, one-half bean-and-pea meal.
On account of the laxative effect of both the Soy beans and
the bean-and-pea meal I ceased feeding almost entirely the
bean-and-pea meal, without lessening the flow of milk. The
beans pack much closer in the silo than corn; a cubic foot
would probably weigh 1½ times as much as corn. The silage
mixture is all eaten save a few of the largest butts of the bean
stalks. My sheep always eat the bean part of the silage first. I
expect to try them again this year, and if possible plant them
earlier. The only question now with me is, Can enough be
grown per acre to make the beans profitable?
“J.M.E., Woodville, N.Y.” Address: Woodville, N.Y.
32. Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G. 1900. A new
drought-resisting crop–Soy beans. Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 92. p. 19-28. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the soy
bean. Variety to plant. Planting. Cultivating. Harvesting.
Yield. Feeding value: Steers, dairy cows, calves, cattle, hogs
and pigs, pasture for hogs, hay. Cost of production. Faults
of the soy bean. Fertilizing value (“it improves the soil on
which it is grown”). Will it pay for the Kansas farmer to raise
soy beans? Obtaining the seed.
“The Kansas Experiment Station began raising soybeans
in 1889 and has raised them every year since–in 1889
having 70 acres in this crop. We have found the soy bean
to stand the drought as well as Kaffir-corn or sorghum; it is
not touched by chinch-bugs; the grain is a richer feed than
linseed meal, and the plant enriches the soil on which it is
grown. We believe that in 1900 the soy bean should be tried
on a small scale by every Kansas farmer...
“The soy bean was brought [to Kansas] from Japan,
where it is extensively cultivated for human food, taking the

place of beef on account of its richness in protein. Because of
its peculiar flavor but few Americans like it.
“Variety to plant: Kansas farmers should plant the
Early Yellow soy bean. The Kansas Experiment Station has
tried many other varieties, and the Early Yellow is the only
sort that we have found that is satisfactory under Kansas
conditions. Other kinds either yield too little or the crop
does not mature during our season. In the spring of 1899
we issued a press bulletin describing the merits of the soy
bean and recommending the farmers to give the crop a trial.
The College had no seed for sale and farmers ordered from
the seed men, simply writing for soy beans. As long as the
supply of Early Yellow soy lasted orders were filled with it,
and the crops are reported satisfactory. After this supply was
exhausted the seed men filled the orders with the Late Yellow
soy, a variety that matures in Georgia and Alabama. Kansas
farmers who planted the seed of this late variety report that
but a small portion of the crop matured, the rest being killed
by frost. Early Yellow soy beans planted May 12, 1899, were
harvested August 23; planted after wheat, July 14, 1989,
were ripe October 9.”
“The beans should be planted in rows 30 to 42 inches
apart, with the single beans dropped 1 to 2 inches apart in
the rows. One-half bushel of seed per acre is required. The
ground should be in good tilth, and the weeds thoroughly
killed just before the beans are planted... We cultivate the
same as corn, using the two-horse cultivator with small
shovels and taking great care not to ridge the ground...
Where more than 10 acres of soy beans are grown, it will
pay to harvest them with a regular bean harvester... As
soon as cut, the beans should be raked into windrows and
immediately shocked, and left to cure in the cocks. The
thrashing may be done with the ordinary grain thrasher, using
all blank concaves, and running the machine slow enough to
prevent cracking the beans... Farmers with better ground than
ours report a yield of 20 bushels per acre, using our seed.”
Five experiments were conducted feeding ground
soybeans (14.4% fat) to hogs: “These experiments show that
when soy beans are fed with corn or Kafir-corn for fattening
hogs a saving was made in the amount of feed needed to
make 100 pounds of gain of 13, 24, 31, 33, and 37 per
cent., the amount varying in different experiments. Can the
Kansas farmer afford to go without the soy bean and lose
this saving?” (p. 25). Soy beans also make a pasture that is
greatly relished by hogs.
Cost of production (p. 26): When grown on a large
scale in Kansas, with ordinary prices for farm labor, it costs
about 40 cents a bushel to raise soy beans. “This includes all
expenses from preparing the ground for planting to storing
the thrashed beans in the bin, but does not include rent.
“During the summer of 1899 we kept an account of the
cost of raising soy beans on fields containing a total area of
sixty acres. Labor cost $1.25 per day for a man and $2.50 per
day for a man and team. The cost per acre was: Preparation
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of land, $1.35; planting, 30 cents; cultivating, $2; hoeing, 70
cents; harvesting, $1.40; thrashing, $2.57; total, $8.32. The
yield of the 60 acres was 932 bushels, making the total cost
per bushel nearly 54 cents.” Kansas dairymen, hog raisers,
and stockmen should all raise soy beans.
“Obtaining the seed: Most seed men sell soy beans,
listing them as soy beans, soja beans, or coffee beans. The
following farmers report having raised soy beans in large
quantities in 1899: Hon. Geo. M. Munger, Eureka, Kansas;
A.E. Clark, Pleasant Hill, Kansas; M.L. Dickson, Edgerton,
Kansas; Wm. C. Lee, Manhattan, Kansas; H.H. Clothier,
Vera, Kansas; D.L. Beale, Montana, Kansas; O.E. Simmers,
Abilene, Kansas.”
Illustrations (by Hench, p. 20, 22-23) show: Two soy
bean pods and two soy beans (full size). A soy bean knife
on a cultivator beam. A full-page soy bean plant, with many
leaves and pods.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that uses the word “harvester” harvester (“a regular bean
harvester”) in connection with soybean production.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2014)
that uses the word “horse” (or “horses”; “the two-horse
cultivator”) in connection with soybean production.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2007)
that gives an itemized accounting of the cost of producing
soybeans.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Early Yellow. There is
good reason to believe that this is simply a new name for the
Yellow Soy Bean, the name which had been used at Kansas
since 1890. Address: 1. M.S., Agriculturist; 2. M.S., Asst. in
Dairying; 3. B.S., Asst. in Field and Feeding Experiments.
All: Manhattan, Kansas.
33. Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G. 1900. Kafir-corn.
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 93. p.
28-48. March. See p. 37-38, 47-48.
• Summary: Pages 37-38: “We have made many trials to
test the value of adding soy beans to Kafir-corn, in fattening
hogs.” A table gives the results. “This experiment shows
that by adding soy beans [in the form of “soy-bean meal”
{probably ground whole soy beans}] to Kafir corn a saving
of 13 per cent. was made in the amount of feed required to
make 100 pounds of gain.” Four other tables show similar
results, with savings “of 12, 27, 31, 33, and 37 per cent., the
amount varying in different experiments.”
The bulletin concludes (p. 47-48): “If the land now in
corn in this state but not adapted to it, but adapted to the
better drought resister, Kafir-corn, should be planted to
Kafir-corn, and this Kafir-corn should be fed with our other
drought resistors, alfalfa and soy beans, every year in Kansas
would show a meat production equal to a year producing 350
million bushels of corn.” Address: 1. M.S., Agriculturist; 2.
M.S., Asst. in Dairying; 3. B.S., Asst. in Field and Feeding

Experiments. All: Manhattan, Kansas.
34. Courrière, C. 1900. Correspondance de Russie
[Correspondence from Russia]. Journal d’Agriculture
Pratique 64(11):401. March. [Fre]
• Summary: This article begins: “I believe it is my duty to
communicate to you the result of experiments made with
Soja hispida præcox by M. Ovinski of the Agricultural
Society of the Don (Société agricole du Don), located
southeastern Russia.” Testing black and brown soybeans,
planted on three different days in April, Ovinski got
maximum yields of 50 and 56 pouds/ha (Note: 1 poud = 16.3
kg).
Note: Mr. Ovinski is widely known as a soybean pioneer
from Ukraine, which lies south of Russia, and borders on
the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov. The latitude is about
60º north. Today his name can written Ivan Evgenevich
Ovsinskyi / Ovsynskyi / Ovsins’kyy / Ovsynskyy. He lived
1856-1909.
35. Early Yellow: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1900.
Renamed Ito San in 1902. Seed color: Yellow (straw), hilum
pale.
• Summary: Sources: Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G.
1900. “A new drought-resisting crop–Soy beans.” Kansas
Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 92. p. 19-28. March.
“Variety to plant: Kansas farmers should plant the Early
Yellow soy bean. The Kansas Experiment Station has tried
many other varieties, and the Early Yellow is the only sort
that we have found satisfactory under Kansas conditions.
Other kinds yield too little or the crop does not mature
during our season.”
Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G. 1901. “Soy beans
in Kansas in 1900.” Kansas Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No.
100. p. 55-115. March. See p. 58-59, 83, 87, 89, 111.
Towar, J.D. 1902. “Cowpeas, soy beans and winter
vetch.” Michigan Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 199.
p. 165-74. April. See p. 172. “The Early Yellow Soys, if
true to name, will also ripen seeds in the southern half of
Michigan.”
Zavitz, C.A. 1902. “Part XI. The experimentalist: Soy,
soja or Japanese beans.” Ontario Agricultural College and
Experimental Farm (Guelph), Annual Report 27:82-111. For
the year 1901. See p. 92-93. “The Early Yellow Soy Bean
has given decidedly the best results among the 5 varieties
which we obtained from Kansas. The record of this variety
has been satisfactory throughout, and the yield of grain per
acre in 1901 was 25.3 bushels.”
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27. See
p. 23-24. States that Early Yellow is a synonym for Ito San.
Address: USA.
36. MacMahon, Philip. 1900. Horticultural notes.
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Queensland Agricultural Journal 6(3):240-50 March. See p.
241.
• Summary: In the first section, titled “Vegetables,” is the
following entry (p. 241). “The Soja Bean (Soja d’Etampes),
which grows to a height of about 20 inches, is a most useful
vegetable.” Address: Curator, Botanic Gardens, Brisbane
[Australia].
37. Sack, J. 1900. Samenstelling van Indische
voedingsmiddelen: Eerste serie (I-L) [Composition of
Indonesian foods: First series (1-50)]. Bulletin van het
Koloniaal Museum te Haarlem No. 22. p. 76. March. Foldout table bound at the end of No. 22. [1 ref. Dut]
• Summary: This is the first such table published in this
Bulletin. The second table by J. Sack was published in
Bulletin No. 23 (Nov. 1900). Dr. M. Greshoff supervised the
work. The composition of fifty Indonesian foods is given,
with two lines of notes in one wide column after each. Each
food is numbered: 1-50. Soy-related foods are: 15. Soybeans
(Katjang kadelé; K.M.; Sojaboon; white soybeans). 16.
Soybeans (Katjang kadelé; H.). Note No. 2 states: “The
products marked with ‘K.M.’ come from the Koloniaal
Museum; those marked with ‘H.’ [=Handel] are taken, with
supervision, from trade.
The composition of the first soybean seeds (no. 15) are:
Nitrogen 5.60%, protein (Nitrogen x 6.25) 35%, fat 19.20%,
carbohydrates 10.20%, fiber (Vezelstof) 9.40%, ash 4.36%,
and water 15.89%.
Also discusses: 20. Groundnuts (Arachis). Address:
Assistent bij het Laboratorium, van het Koloniaal Museum te
Haarlem [Netherlands].
38. Honolulu Advertiser (Hawaii). 1900. Soy may be sent
to other islands: Board of Health decides possible bacilli are
killed by process of manufacture. April 14. p. 14.
• Summary: “Reading the list of ingredients of Japanese
soy one is reminded of the three witches’ concoction of
delicacies in Shakespeare’s ‘Macbeth.’
“There is a soy factory in Honolulu conducted by a
learned Japanese, [Mr. Yamakami] whose name fails to
appear in the appended report of the city sanitary officer. The
report was read before the Board of Health at yesterday’s
meeting and it was decided that the manufacturer could ship
his goods to the other islands inasmuch as all possibility of
the existence of bacilli in the concoction was done away
with by the through boiling process. Dr. Pratt’s report is as
follows:
“Complying with your request, I today examined the
soy factory at the junction of Punchbowl street and Pauoa
road. The ingredients used are now kept and mixed in a
room about 10 x 12, while the boiling is done just outside
this room, in the open air. The ingredients of soy [sauce] are:
Barley, [soy] beans, honey, salt, white sugar, and water. The
sugar, honey, salt and water are mixed in certain proportions

and subjected to boiling for four hours. This mixture is then
strained and put into old wine barrels.
“The beans, barley and some water are boiled for five
hours and then put into barrels. When enough of these two
mixtures have been made they are mixed together and this
compound boiled for thee hours. After this boiling is finished
it is strained and immediately put into old wine barrels,
which are at once corked, It is then ready for shipment.
“The wine barrels these people are using came from
W.C. Peacock & Co., Ltd. The barley, honey, salt and white
sugar were purchased from H. Hackfield & Co. The [soy]
beans were imported from Japan. The barrels were washed
out several times with hot water.
“The building now being used for the manufacture of
soy is too small and is so filled up that it cannot be properly
cleaned. The proprietor says that if allowed to make and ship
soy to the other islands, he will erect a suitable building with
cement floor and trap drain to cesspool and conform to any
requirement of the Board of Health. He says that the present
building is only used temporarily, It is also his intention and
he has already made arrangements to have the beans grown
here, instead of importing them from Japan. He says he is
unable at present to secure any beans of Island growth. He is
now boiling his mixture in large galvanized iron wash tubs.
Note 1. The actual name of this newspaper is “The
Pacific Commercial Advertiser.”
Note 2. This type of sweet soy sauce is probably unique
to Hawaii. Typical soy sauce also ages in large wooden vats
for at least a year.
39. Rural New-Yorker. 1900. We receive many inquiries
about the Soy bean. Is it to be preferred to the cow pea?...
59(2620):274. April 14. Oversize.
• Summary: “... With us the Soy bean has not proved so
useful. It seems harder to start, and requires a stronger soil
or more fertilizer than the cow pea. The ‘hustling’ ability
of the latter plant is with us one of its most useful qualities.
With little tillage, and less fertilizer, one may put it on the
back fields and bring them into such shape that they will
produce good crops of corn. As we understand it, the Soy
bean will not do this–at least, it does not do it with us. The
bean makes a more upright growth, and is said to make better
hay or fodder. On rich land it will probably give a heavier
yield than the cow pea. Some good authorities who have
tried both crops give the preference to the bean, but our own
experience prompts us to stay by our old friend, the cow pea.
We are ready to thank him for the good he has done, and let
him go when any other plan will show itself capable of doing
more work in an average season on our soil.”
Note: This is the view from New York.
40. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1900. The soy bean; A
substitute for clover. 28(8):321-22. April 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: Reprints in full the contents of Ohio Agric. Exp.
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Station, Press Bulletin No. 206. Wooster, Ohio. 16 April
1900. Bees are not mentioned. Only the title suggests that the
soy bean may be a substitute for clover.
41. Root, A.I. 1900. Special notices: Soja or soy beans.
Gleanings in Bee Culture 28(8):322. April 15.
• Summary: “Perhaps I may mention that we have furnished
our Ohio Experiment Station with most of the seed beans
they have used–see page 321, and we can still furnish these
at the following prices: Quart. 10 cts. [$0.10] (by mail, 15
cents extra); peck [8 quarts or ¼ bushel], 60 cts.; bushel,
$2.00. For two or more bushels shipped from Richmond, Va.
[Virginia], we can make a special price of $1.60 per bushel.
The freight from Richmond to your place can be ascertained
very nearly by your local freight agent. We can furnish a
leaflet on application in regard to these beans.”
Note: Bees are not mentioned. Address: Medina, Ohio.
42. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Press Bulletin.
1900. The soy bean a substitute for clover. No. 206. April
16. Published at the end (p. 270) of Ohio Agric. Exp. Station
Bulletin No. 120 (June 1900).
• Summary: “The Soy or Soja bean is an upright, stiffstemmed, branching bean, introduced a few years ago
from Japan, which is rapidly coming to the front as a most
valuable forage plant. It has been grown for several years by
the Ohio Experiment Station with very satisfactory results.
Planted in some of our poorest soils, it has produced two
to three tons of excellent dry forage or hay per acre, which
is eaten with relish by all kinds of stock. As a crop to turn
under for green manuring, we do not know its equal.
“As the Soy bean is a warm weather plant it should
not be planted before the last of May in Northern Ohio, nor
before the middle in the southern part of the state... It should
be harvested before frost and cured as hay.
“The Soy bean, like clover, adds nitrogen to the soil, and
it is therefore a renovating, instead of an exhausting crop. It
is especially suited to take the place of clover in a systematic
rotation where the clover has been killed out by severe
winters, as is the case at present over a large part of Ohio, or
where the spring seeding of clover has failed to catch. The
Ohio Experiment Station has used it in such cases with such
good results that it feels justified in urging the farmers of the
state to give it a careful trial.
“There are several varieties of Soy beans, some of which
will mature seed in Ohio, while others will not. As a rule, the
latter class are more valuable for forage, as they make larger
growth. The beans, however, which are produced at the rate
of ten to twenty bushels per acre, are a valuable feeding
stuff, as they are quite high in protein, and to some extent
take the place of such materials as linseed meal in the ration.
The Kansas Experiment Station has fed them to fattening
hogs with the result of effecting a large saving in the quantity
of food required to make a pound of pork, and others report

similar results in feeding them to sheep.
“The Experiment Station has no seed of these beans for
distribution, but it may be procured of most of the principal
seedsmen.” Address: Ohio.
43. Rane, F.W. 1900. The soy bean in the north (Letter to the
editor). Rural New-Yorker 59(2621):283. April 21. Oversize.
• Summary: Much interest has been taken of late in the Soy,
or Soja bean, an introduction from Japan. It is being used to
a considerable extent in this country, both as a forage and as
a green-manuring crop. The composition of the plant shows
a high percentage of food ingredients, and as it is one of the
leguminous order, it doubtless derives much of its nitrogen
from the air. There are many varieties on the market, which
are classified by a few seedsmen into early, medium and late;
others offer simply Soy, or Soja beans, which are usually
found to be the late variety. The medium early is perhaps
the best for all purposes, on account of its maturing a large
quantity of seed, as well as making a fine, leafy growth, thus
enabling one either to sell the seed or convert the whole into
silage.
“This variety will average a yield of four tons 1,900
pounds to the acre. When the crop is to be cured for hay, it
should be cut when in blossom. Cows eat it, but do not seem
to relish it much when fed alone. It is always advisable to
feed it with fodder corn, millets, etc., when used for soiling.
When mixed with corn for silage, it forms a very valuable
concentrated food. However, it has one objectionable point in
its use for the silo, that of its woody, indigestible stem. Fig.
88 shows the comparative merits of three varieties grown
at the New Hampshire Experiment Station, No. 1 being
the early, No. 2 the medium early, which is recommended,
and No. 3, the late. Fig. 89 also gives a field of the late
variety, taken at the same Station. In sowing, the following
method may be used: Sow in drills three feet apart, with
seed dropped one foot apart in the row, which requires about
one-half bushel of seed per acre; or the seed may be sown
broadcast, requiring in this case from one to two pecks more
per acre. The cultivation ordinarily given corn is sufficient.
The idea that this plant will grow equally well on wornout
soils, without fertilizers, is an erroneous one. It is necessary
either to fertilize the land, or to use soil in good heart
already, if an average crop is expected. Potash, phosphoric
acid and lime are recommended as the fertilizers best
adapted to its growth. Nitrogen has also been found equally
beneficial, especially when no turf is plowed under.”
Photos show: (1) Three varieties of soy beans, Fig. 88.
(2) A field of late soy beans in New Hampshire, Fig. 89.
Address: New Hampshire Agricultural College.
44. Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G. 1900. Fattening
hogs with drought-resisting crops. Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 95. p. 67-95. April.
• Summary: The bulletin begins: “This bulletin gives the
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results of feeding experiments made with 326 hogs. Eight
experiments were made; the first was begun November 15,
1897, and the last completed January 8, 1900. The object of
the work was to develop the best methods of feeding hogs
the Kansas crops that are good drought resisters and that do
well on upland.” Soy beans are mentioned on most pages
of this report. They were fed with kafir-corn in the from of
ground whole soy beans, called “soy-bean meal.”
The summary section titled “Soy beans” (p. 91-92)
states: “The soy bean stands drought as well as Kafir-corn
or sorghum, is not touched by chinch-bugs, and does well
on poor soils. Every experiment in which soy beans were
tried shows that, when part of the ration was beans, the hogs
having them ate the most grain, and made the most gain for
feed eaten. The results are:” A table summarizes the results
of experiments 1-4 and 6, in which soy beans were fed. The
crucial figure in each is the percentage of feed saved by
feeding soy beans, which ranges from 13.2% to 37.5%.
“This table shows an increase in gain of from 14.6 to
96.4 per cent, by making the ration one-fifth soy beans, and
that the rations containing one-fifth soy beans show a saving
in the amount of feed required to make 100 pounds of gain
from 13.2 to 37.5 per cent. Can the Kansas farmer afford to
fatten hogs without soy beans? Hogs fed soy beans fatten
rapidly, look thrifty, have strong appetites, and the hair and
skin are glossy, like those of animals fed oil-meal. The soy
bean is a rich feed and we do not recommend more than
one-fifth to one-third of the ration to be made of the beans.
Soy beans may be fed whole, mixed with the other grain, or
unthrashed beans, stalk and all, may be thrown to the hogs
and they will quickly pick out the beans. We lost eleven per
cent, from grinding the beans.”
The report concludes (p. 95): “The yields we have
obtained from Kafir-corn, soy beans, and alfalfa hay, the
showing of only one crop failure in eleven years, and the
good results obtained from fattening hogs with combinations
of these feeds, show a greater certainty of crop and more
pounds of pork per acre than are usually secured by ordinary
feeds in other states.” Address: 1. M.S., Agriculturist; 2.
M.S., Asst. in Dairying; 3. B.S., Asst. in Field and Feeding
Experiments. All: Manhattan, Kansas.
45. Massalongo, C. 1900. De nonnulis speciebus novis
micromycetum agri Veronensis [Concerning several new
species of Micromyces found in the fields around Verona,
Italy (Phyllostica sojaecola Massalongo)]. Atti del Reale
Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti (Venice, Italy)
59(2):683-90. Series 8. See p. 688. [1 ref. Lat]
• Summary: This paper, presented at the meeting of 22 April
1900, discusses (p. 688): “17. Phyllosticta Sojæcola spec.
nov” [Phyllosticta sojaecola n.sp.]. A biological description
of this new species is given in Latin. It was observed on the
foliage of cultivated soybeans (Soja hispida) near ‘Tregnago’
at the place called ‘Calavena’ in Oct. 1899. Note: Tregnago

is a city in northern Italy about 15 miles northeast of Verona.
Address: Dott., S.C.
46. Nikitin, A.F. 1900. Bobi soi i poluchaemie iz nikh
produkty v khimiko-dieteticheskom otnoshenii [The soybean
and its products from a chemical and dietetic viewpoint].
Viestnik Obshchestvennoi Gigieny, Sudebnoy i Prakticheskoy
Meditsiny (Bulletin of Public Hygiene, Forensic-, and
Applied Medicine) (St. Petersburg) 4(2):453-69. April.
English-language summary in Experiment Station Record
13(2):166 (1901). German summary in Zeitschrift fuer
Untersuchung der Nahrungs- und Genussmittel 4:39-40
(1901). [46 footnotes. Rus]
• Summary: An excellent summary of the Russian and
foreign literature on soybeans. Nikitin published two of
his own original analyses of the chemical composition of
soybeans, plus six analyses done by Giljaranski and one by
Lipskiy. These were black, yellow, and greenish soybeans
from Russia, China, and Japan. He published numerous
investigations on the nutritional value of soybeans. Lipskiy
found, in his investigations on the digestibility of soybeans,
that in a diet consisting exclusively of mashed soybeans,
19.5% of the nitrogen and 19.2% of the fat remained
undigested. The nitrogen loss is also somewhat larger than
a diet of mashed peas, which Rubner found to be 17.5%
undigested.
I.G. Podoba, a researcher, made Zwieback from
soybeans. It consisted of 11.4% water, 24.57% nitrogenous
substances, 9.16% fat, 47.09% nitrogen-free extract, 5.10%
crude fiber and 4.62% minerals. Podoba gave this Zwieback
for 4 consecutive days to five children at 9:00 A.M. They
felt full until 2:00 P.M., whereas they usually felt hungry by
12:00 noon.
Tables show the nutritional composition of the following
based on various investigations: 1. Soja hispida platycarpa
var. melanosperma Harz (black, long; 3 investigations
{1879} by E. Wein and Kinch, plus average). 2a. Soja
hispida tumida var. pallida Harz (yellow; 25 investigations
{1861-1881} by Anderson, Senff, Schwackhöfer & Stua.,
Zulkowski, Mach, Ulbricht, Wildt, Schröder, Blaskowics,
E. Wein, Weiske, Kinch, plus average, p. 456). 2b. Soja
hispida tumida var. castanea Harz (brown; 13 investigations
{1876-1882} by people mentioned above, plus average, p.
457). 2c. Soja hispida tumida var. atrosperma Harz (black,
round; 5 investigations {1872-1882} by Senff, Mach, Wein,
Kinch, plus average, p. 457). 3. Analysis of soybeans whose
botanical origin is unknown (17 investigations {1877-1886}
and average, p. 457-58; Planted soybeans and harvested
soybeans by Caplan. Tyrol “coffee bean” by Mach. Unknown
by Wagner. From China, Hungary {Pressburg}, and Étampes
by H. Pellet. Unknown by Carriére. From Japan and India by
Kinch. From Japan by Meissl. Three from Japan by Kellner.
Two from Japan (Dai-dzu) by unknown. From America by
Jenkins). 4. Analyses of soybeans derived from other sources
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and grouped together (13 analyses, p. 458). Address: Russia.
47. Vegetarian Messenger (Manchester, England). 1900.
Beans. April. p. 102.
• Summary: “At the Society’s depot quite a variety of beans
are to be had, and as this is the time for sowing beans we
would suggest experimental sowings of brown beans, butter
beans, red beans, large and small haricots, Soya beans, and
German lentils. Prices will be found in advertisements.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2005) that contains the term “butter beans.” The
American equivalent is probably lima beans.
48. Vegetarian Messenger (Manchester, England). 1900.
Price list of the Vegetarian Society’s food stores, 19, Oxford
St., Manchester, S.E. April. Unnumbered page at rear of
issue.
• Summary: The five categories of food sold are: (1) Foods
[cereal grain, whole, crushed, meal, and flakes] (First item
is whole wheat meal, freshly ground from best English red
wheat). (2) Beans, peas, lentils (incl. soya beans and lists the
price as “4d. a lb” plus carriage; also 4 types of haricot beans
{2.5 to 4d.} and 4 types of lentils {2.5 to 3d. a lb.}.
(3) Prepared foods (incl. Dr. Nicholl’s Food of Health,
Dr. Allinson’s Food of Health, Fromm’s Extract, Fromm’s
Soup, Nuttosia, Nut Butter {almond, hazel}, Nuttose,
Protose, Sterilized Nut Butter, Granose Flakes, Granose
biscuits, Avenola, Crystal Wheat, Nutta, Bromose, Falona).
(4) Biscuits (incl. Graham crackers, Wholewheat wafers,
Wheat and nut rolls, Zwieback–white or Graham). (5)
Plasmon [digested milk proteid] chocolate, or biscuits).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2009) published in England that contains the
word “Granose” (a flaked cereal food).
49. Independent (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1900. Topics of
the day: Q.H. Berey is reported as saying to a representative
of a New Orleans’ paper,... May 1. p. 2, col. 2.
• Summary: “... that ‘Sake’ was the means of carrying
the plague to Honolulu. Mr. Berey describes Sake as a
toothsome food of Japanese manufacturing, something like
soy. We hope that Mr. Q.H. Berey did not base his diet on the
‘something like soy’ food while living here.”
“Now that the plague is officially at an end, we trust that
our health officials will not devote themselves to politics
instead of sanitary measures.”
50. F.E.E. 1900. Soy-bean silage (Letter to the editor). Rural
New-Yorker 59(2623):317. May 5. Oversize.
• Summary: “I was glad to see the notes of J.M.E., on Soy
Beans in Silo. The crop from which the silage was made,
which gave the coefficients of above table for Soy-bean
silage, grew three feet tall or more. It was planted in rows
about 40 inches apart, and it grew bushy enough almost to

touch across the rows, and was closely crowded in the rows.
There were numerous pods. The weight, as I now remember
it, was four to five tons per acre. I was not satisfied with the
yield, but only recently have compared the digestible food
yields per acre of the Soybeans and corn and Crimson-clover
hay. The Soy bean takes the season for corn, and can be
followed by small grain. The Crimson clover follows corn,
and comes off before it. In case of this Soy-bean crop, clover
was its successor. The following comparison shows pounds
of digestible food per acre from four and five tons of Soy
beans, 10 tons of corn silage, and 1½ ton of Crimson-clover
hay.”
Note: For each of the four rows mentioned above is
given the pounds of protein, carbohydrate, and fat. For
example: 5 tons of Soy beans per acre gives 307 pounds
protein, 892 pounds carbohydrate, and 160 pounds fat.
“These weights are normal for southern farms rich
enough to grow either beans or clover, and the clover wins
in the comparison, though perhaps harder to raise.” Address:
Raleigh, North Carolina.
51. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1900. The soy bean. May 8. p. 6.
• Summary: “The soy bean seems about to become popular
as rapidly as did alfalfa when introduced for much the same
reasons. The soy is an upright stiff-stemmed, branching
bean imported from Japan a few years ago and its headway
in popular estimation has been made almost entirely during
the last year. The agricultural authorities are impressed with
its value as a forage plant and the experiment stations in
the middle West have made most favorable reports which
have led the agricultural press strongly to recommend its
cultivation. The Ohio experiment station reports that planted
on some of the poorest soils it has produced two or three tons
of excellent dry forage or hay to an acre and it is eaten with
relish by stock. As a green crop to turn under for manuring
the bean is said by authorities not to have its equal.
“Like clover, it adds nitrogen to the soil and it is
therefore a renovating instead of an exhausting crop. It is
especially suited to take the place of clover in a systematic
rotation where the clover has been killed by severe winters,
as is the case in many localities in the middle West now;
or where the spring seeding of clover has failed to catch.
The experiment stations are making an attempt to induce
the farmers to sow the crop. Being a warm weather plant it
should not be planted in northern Indiana, northern Ohio,
or Illinois before the last of May... Aside from its value as
forage and as a nitrogenous crop the beans are valuable for
feeding stock, as they contain a large amount of protein...
The prediction is made that in five years nearly every farmer
and stock-raiser will be growing soy beans.”
52. Wallaces’ Farmer (Des Moines, Iowa). 1900. Soy beans
in Kansas and Nebraska. 25(19):507, cols. 3-4. May 11.
• Summary: “We hope our southern Kansas and Nebraska
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readers who have not grown soy beans before will not let
another year pass without experimenting with the same. The
soy bean in that section is past the day of experiment, and
from a paper by Prof. J.G. Haney, of the Kansas Experiment
Station, published in the quarterly report of the State Board
of Agriculture of March, 1900, we quote in substance such
directions for planting them as Kansas experience has
suggested.
“First, prepare the land the same as for corn. Don’t list.
Don’t plow the ground until you have the seed and are ready
to plant, then plant immediately. It is essential after the beans
are planted to compact the ground as thoroughly as possible
around them. If you have a Campbell subsurface packer
that is the best implement; next to that, a heavy roller. The
essential thing is to get the soil pressed as closely as possible
around the seeds in older to secure germination. If you do not
do this, you will have a poor stand if dry weather follows.
“Drill thirty inches apart with seeds three or four inches
apart in the row. Any wheat drill will answer the purpose, but
the press drill is best. The following are the directions as to
how to plant:
“’Tack pieces of pasteboard over all the holes except
those which will put the rows the proper distance. With an
eleven-hole drill, by stopping all but the outside and middle
holes, if the holes are six inches apart, three rows thirty
inches apart can be planted at the same time. A thirteen-hole
drill treated the same way will put the rows thirty-six inches
apart. A marker may be put on the drill by bolting a 2x4
timber to the middle part of the frame and let project behind
to attach the marker to, and the other end pulled by a chain
or rope from the marker to the double-tree. Or a slat may be
fastened to the frame and let project on either side in front
of the wheel, and a light chain hung from this to drag in the
wheel mark made the previous round, and so adjusted as to
indicate the proper distance.
“’After the holes are stopped properly put in some
beans, and on a smooth place let down the shoes and run
the drill a few yards. Where the beans seem to be uniform,
measure off a few feet and count the beans in the measured
space; there should be four beans to the foot, and after a
few trials the drill can be adjusted to plant properly. Notice
where the feed bars rest, and it will be well to test the drill
occasionally to see that it is planting properly.’
“The last week of May or the first of June is time
enough, but in the southern part of the state you can possibly
get a crop after the wheat is taken off, provided the season be
favorable. If a dashing rain comes just after planting, run a
light harrow across the rows. Let the first cultivation be deep
and close to the plant; afterwards surface cultivation to keep
the surface of the soil loose and check evaporation.
“Why do we urge the sowing of soy beans? Mainly in
order that our Kansas and Nebraska readers may get the
full use of their corn. The trouble in that section, except
where alfalfa can be grown, is that it has a great abundance

of fat-formers which can not be used to advantage without
flesh-formers which are as scarce and dear as fat-formers
are cheap. Now by adding one-fifth of a bushel of soy beans
to a bushel of corn, they will get as much gain as with two
bushels of corn; in other words, a bushel of soy beans is
worth about five bushels of corn.
“It may be that the best way to dispose of a crop is
where they are in the same enclosure to turn the hogs in
and feed them off without harvesting either; in other words,
under these circumstances, one bushel of soy beans and five
bushels of corn would be equivalent to ten bushels of corn,
and the expense of growing the soy beans, barring the seed,
would be no more than that of growing the corn in a doubtful
corn country.
“For more full particulars on these points, for the
method of harvesting, and the results of the experiments
with hogs proving the truth of the above proposition, see
the article from which this is taken, the quarterly containing
which can be had by our Kansas readers on application to
Hon. F.D. Coburn, Topeka, Kansas, and by our Nebraska
readers on application, accompanied by eight cents in
stamps. Soy beans will succeed where corn will fail.”
53. Wallaces’ Farmer (Des Moines, Iowa). 1900. What’s the
matter (Letter to the editor). 25(19):513, cols. 3-4. May 11.
• Summary: “Prof. W.O. Atwater, in a treatise on food, their
nutritive value, etc., says:
“’The principal tissue formers are the protein
compounds, especially the albuminoids. These make the
flesh of the body, build up and repair the muscles, tendons,
etc.’
“He places cheese at the head of protein foods, and
next beans, the latter having the same quality of protein as
‘round’ beef, but are more nutritive than the meat. I think
the professor has reference to our common soup bean and
not to the highly nitrogenous Japanese Soja (soup) bean,
or more properly, soy bean, which I am so persistently and
conscientiously championing...
“E.H. Diehl.”
54. Latta, William Carroll. 1900. The soy bean. Purdue
University (Indiana) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Newspaper Bulletin No. 84. 1 p. May 14. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The general failure of the clover crop in
Indiana has brought to the Experiment Station numerous
queries as to the merits of other leguminous crops. Many
of these inquiries relate to the soy bean as a forage and
fertilizing crop...
“The soy bean will yield 10 to 15 bushels of grain, or
about two tons of hay to the acre in Indiana under good
average conditions... Soy beans grow well and mature on
Purdue experiment station farm. Others in the State have
grown them successfully. Farmers who do not succeed with
clover, will do well to try soy beans or cow peas. The latter
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will be a good soil renovating crop and the former may prove
equally advantageous as a leguminous grain and forage crop
in a rotation composed chiefly of cereals.
“The Station has no soy beans for sale or distribution.
The seed can usually be obtained from any of the large
seedsmen.”
A table taken from Kansas Agric. Exp. Station Bulletin
No. 92 compares the protein, carbohydrate, and fat content of
soy beans, flax seed, linseed meal old process, bran, oats, and
corn. Soy beans have the highest protein content (29.6%).
The author summarizes the table: “It appears from the table
that soy bean meal may take the place of oil meal or cotton
seed meal in a feeding ration.” Address: Agriculturist.
55. Wallaces’ Farmer (Des Moines, Iowa). 1900. Drouthresisting crops (Letter to the editor). 25(20):533, col. 1. May
18.
• Summary: “The observations of the writer have been
limited to the growth of the crops named below in Kansas.
It is believed, however, that such crops as Kaffir coin and
soy beans are destined to become of great importance to the
agriculture of large sections of our country. For this reason
the following notes have been collected with a view that
something of value to Iowa farmers may yet be discovered in
the drouth-resisting crops of the Southwestern plains.
“The Soy Bean or Soja Bean (Glycine hispida).–Like
many others of our cultivated plants, the soy bean is not
known in a wild form. It has been cultivated in China, India
and Japan for ages and has probably become so modified by
the influences of cultivation that it has lost its resemblance
to its wild progenitor. The plant is remarkable for its
ability to resist extremes of drouth and heat. The hispida
or hairy epidermis of the leaves probably aids in retarding
evaporation, thus preventing too rapid transpiration in dry,
hot weather. The Oriental nations use it in their agriculture
as a means of keeping up the fertility of the soil. This result
is accomplished by means of nitrifying organisms which
inhabit little nodules on the roots of the plants. The soy
bean plant, therefore serves the purpose of indirectly taking
nitrogen out of the atmosphere and fixing it in the soil where
other plants may use it. When first brought to America, the
beneficent bacteria were not associated with the plant and
it was grown many years in Kansas before a nodule was
observed. By means of inoculation with soil from one of the
Eastern states, the bacteria have been introduced into Kansas
during the past two years and somewhat widely distributed.
In Japan, many varieties of soy beans are grown. At the
Kansas Experiment Station ten or twelve varieties have been
grown, but all except the yellow soy have been discarded.
The greatest fault of the soy bean is in the small yields that
are obtained, fifteen bushels per acre being a heavy yield in
Kansas.
“The Eastern people esteem the soy bean very highly for
human food, but its strong flavor will interfere with its use

for this purpose in America. Its chief value in our agriculture
will be found in its usefulness as a feedstuff for domestic
animals. When grown for grain, the straw is worthless as a
feed, but when cut and cured green the soy bean plant makes
excellent hay, or if fed out at once no other plant excels it for
soiling purposes. The grain has an exceedingly high feeding
value, owing to its richness in protein and fat. The following
table gives a basis for the comparison of soy beans with
some other common feeds:
This table has four columns: Kind of feed-stuff, protein
%, fat %, and carbohydrates %. The kinds of feed-stuff are
soy beans: (34.0%, 16.9%, 28.8%), linseed meal (33.2%,
4.0%, 38.4%), dent corn (10.3%, 5.0%, 70.4%), bran (12.5%,
3,6%, 42.1%), cottonseed meal (32.0%, 10.0%, 20.2%),
alfalfa hay (10.7%, 1.4%, 37.3%).
“This table shows that soy beans are more than three
times as valuable for both protein and fat as corn. If the fat is
reduced to its equivalent in carbohydrates and added to the
carbohydrates, it is readily seen that soy beans lack only a
little more than nineteen per cent of being the equivalent of
corn in carbonaceous materials, while their protein is almost
three and a half times as great. If we compare them with corn
on the protein basis we find that they are more than three
times as valuable, pound for pound. Since protein is the most
expensive feed-stuff on the farm it follows that a yield of
fifteen bushels of soy beans per acre is a fairly paying crop
“Soy beans when fed with Kaffir corn meal to hogs have
given wonderful results at the Kansas Experiment Station.
One hundred pounds of Kaffir corn meal fed alone gave 15.4
pounds of pork. One hundred pounds of a mixture of fourfifths Kaffir corn and one-fifth soy beans gave 23 pounds of
pork. The following table illustrates this:
“100 lbs Kaffir corn alone produced 154 lbs. pork worth
@ 3¢ per lb., 46¢.
“100 lbs. of mixture produced 23 lbs. pork worth @ 3¢
per lb, 69¢.
“400 lbs. Kaffir corn alone produced 4 x 15.4 lbs pork
worth @ 3¢ per lb, $1.85.
“400 lbs Kaffir corn plus 100 lbs. soy beans produced 5
x 23 lbs. pork worth @ 3¢ per lb., $3.45.
“Gain due to 100 lbs. soy beans, $1.60.
“This shows that, when pork is worth three cents soy
beans are worth $32 per ton to feed with Kaffir corn to hogs.
“Soy beans should be planted in drills the closer the
rows the better, as long as one can give good intertillage
with a horse cultivator. They can be planted with a Dowagiac
grain drill better than with other implements. The ground
should be in good tilth before planting the crop, and the
soil should be warmer than is required for corn. The crop
matures in about two and a half months, and should have
the advantage of the driest and hottest season of the year
in which to make its growth. Plant a half bushel of seed
per acre, cultivate as you would cultivate corn, and harvest
before all the pods have turned brown. A bean harvester
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should be used, which consists of two long, thin steel knives
running a little below the surface of the ground and attached
to a frame very similar to a riding cultivator. The implement
cuts off two rows of beans at once and iron fingers attached
to the machine roll together the two rows in a windrow. They
are then raked into bunches with a hay rake and should be
cocked up and let cure in the field for several days. It is more
economical to thresh them out of the field than to stack them.
A steam thresher can thresh the beans without cracking them
if all the concave teeth are removed and the machinery is run
just as slow as it can be run and not have the sieves clog. It
cost the Kansas Agricultural College in 1899 $8.40 per acre
to cultivate, harvest and thresh the crop.
“There is a great field for the seed breeder to work upon
soy beans. It is said that they yield much more abundantly
in their native land than in the United States. When we have
succeeded in breeding up varieties that will yield twenty-five
bushels per acre we may expect the soy bean to be one of
the most valuable plants in cultivation. It is possible that the
strong, disagreeable flavor may be bred out of them, and that
they may become of general use on our tables.”
56. Washington Post. 1900. Dinner a la Japanese: A repast
that is certainly picturesque and may be digestible. May 20.
p. 22.
• Summary: From the Boston Evening Transcript: “In
each course there are half a dozen dishes and the host tells
what they are. First suimono, a bean soup [sic, clear soup,
often with tofu];... sashimi, raw fish cut into thin slices and
covered with ice. This is dipped into rich sauce called soy,
and is really very good.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2014)
concerning soy ingredients used in Japanese-style recipes,
food products, or dishes outside Japan.
57. Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G. 1900. Soil
inoculation for soy beans. Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 96. p. 97-116. May.
• Summary: “The study of soil inoculation for soy beans
was first made at this Station by D.H. Otis as part of his
work for the degree of master of science. His investigations
indicated that if practicable methods of soil inoculation
for large fields could be developed they would prove of
great value in providing a cheap method of enriching long
cultivated soils. Mr. Otis completed his work in 1897 and in
1898 the Farm Department began the work of inoculation
on a field scale. In this bulletin the work of Mr. Otis is given
first, while the work of the department in inoculating large
fields begins on page 112.
“Root Tubercles and their Production by Inoculation, by
D.H. Otis, M.S.
“General Statement.–By examining the roots of such
plants as clover, alfalfa, beans, and peas, one will usually
find, scattered over their exterior surface, tubercles of

various sizes and shapes. These tubercles are, with very
few exceptions, peculiar to a certain order of plants known
as Leguminosae. These tubercles are the outgrowths of
the plants themselves, and are produced by the action of
certain micro-organisms working within the tissues of the
root. Formerly these tubercles were considered abnormal
appendages and as injurious to the plants, but later
observations revealed the fact that where these tubercles
were wanting, the plants did not make the growth that was
made by plants where the tubercles were present. Later
examination has brought out the fact that these tubercles
are the homes of minute microscopic bacteria (Bacillus
radicicola Beyer). The bacteria have the remarkable
property of taking the free nitrogen of the atmosphere and
transforming it into available compounds for plant-food. So
it is a case of symbiosis, the plant furnishing food and shelter
for the bacteria, and the bacteria, in turn, furnishing the plant
with nitrogen. This is what makes the leguminous plants so
valuable as soil enrichers, and especially prized for green
manuring.
“All the problems connected with the assimilation of
free nitrogen through the intervention of root tubercles have
by no means been solved. Even the best authorities seem to
disagree on some points. However, it is pretty well settled
that the tubercles are the result of a micro-organism, but it
has been proven that the organism producing tubercles on
the pea or bean will not produce tubercles on clover and
alfalfa, and vice versa. Whether these organisms are different
species for different plants, or a modification of the same
species, is yet a disputed question. Again, as the organisms
attack the root, it is supposed that they exist in the soil, and
the question would naturally arise as to whether they could
be transported and spread with the soil, and, if so, whether
that is the only way; or whether the seed from plants with
tubercles will produce tubercles when grown in soil devoid
of the organism adapted to that particular plant. To test
some of these questions, and others connected with them,
experiments were carried on with the soy bean (Glycine
hispida Maxim).
“Experiments in the Field.
“Methods of Inoculation.–Sice 1890 soy beans have
been grown at the Kansas Experiment Station, but frequent
and numerous examinations of the roots fail to reveal the
presence of any nodules or tubercles. Knowing that the
Hatch Experiment Station, Amherst, Massachusetts, had
been successful in producing tubercles on the soy bean,
it was proposed that an attempt be made to inoculate the
Kansas beans with Massachusetts soil. The soil arrived in
a dry, pulverized condition, not unlike the dust in our roads
during a dry season.”
Goes on to discuss Culture and Growth. Appearance of
the Roots. Nitrogen Content. Data as to Yield.
Page 105: “The benefits from inoculation lie largely in
the increased fertility of the soil resulting from the decay of
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the nitrogenous roots, and would not be seen until after the
growth of the succeeding crop.
“Experiments in the Greenhouse. Repetition and
Extension of Field Experiment. How Soon do the Tubercles
Appear? Effect of Sterilizing the Soil. Plants Grown in Pure
Massachusetts Soil. Inoculating with Different Amounts of
Massachusetts Soil. Inoculating at Top, Middle and Bottom
of Pot. Inoculating with Kansas Soil. Inoculating with
Tuberculous Roots. Effect of Inoculating Legumes with
Massachusetts Soil (“Four pots each of the Adzuki beans
{Phaseolus radiatus}, cow-peas, Canada field peas, and Red
clover were planted...”)
“Extent of Soy Bean Micro-Organism in the United
States.
“After the success of inoculating the beans with
imported soil was assured, it was thought to be an interesting
point to ascertain how far these particular micro-organisms
had spread in this country. Accordingly inquiries sent out
to all the experiment stations of the United States and the
following table (Table II) constructed from the replies:”
(1) States with soybean micro-organisms indigenous
to the soil were Indiana, Louisiana, Massachusetts [Hatch],
North Carolina, Rhode Island, Tennessee;
(2) States which obtained the soybean micro-organism
through inoculation were Connecticut [Storrs] and Kansas;
(3) States in which no tubercles were found on the roots
of soybean plants were California, Florida, Iowa, Michigan,
and South Dakota;
(4) States which have made no examination for root
tubercules [on the soybeans grown in their state]: Arizona,
Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut (State), Georgia, Illinois,

Maryland, Missouri, Mississippi, Nebraska, New York
(Cornell), New York (State), Ohio, Texas, Vermont, West
Virginia, Wisconsin.
(5) States which consider the climate too cold to
successfully grow the soy bean were Minnesota and
Washington [because of category 6, this implies that they
tried to grow soybeans]; (6) States which have not grown
the soy bean were Kentucky, Maine, Montana, Nevada,
Pennsylvania, Utah, Virginia, Wyoming.
“Conclusion: The above experiments were not planned
with a view to obtain comparative results as to yields. The
main object was to ascertain whether or not a leguminous
plant could be made to produce tubercles by inoculating
with the soil impregnated with the right kind of microorganisms. As the Kansas soil contained none of these
organisms, the conditions were entirely under control,
and results obtained which otherwise would have been
impossible. The results show conclusively that inoculation
is entirely possible; and this, taken in connection with the
fact that it has been repeatedly proven that tubercles are
valuable adjuncts to leguminous plants, both for yield and as
a fertilizer, suggests the practicability of inoculating fields
deficient in micro-organisms that would be beneficial to the
particular leguminous crop to be grown. When we realize
that in the Eastern states many farmers are paying from six
to ten dollars an acre for fertilizers, which, in the aggregate,
amount to a tax of millions of dollars, and as we in the West
are fast tending in the same direction, should it not behoove
us to lay hold of one of nature’s most effective means of
maintaining and even increasing the fertility of the soil?
Free nitrogen is around and about us in superabundance; it
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composes four-fifths of the air; but, without the aid of these
bacteria working within the tubercles of the roots, plants
have no power to make use of it. By growing leguminous
crops in rotation, and inoculating the soil when the latter
is deficient in the proper species of bacteria, and thus
controlling the action of these microscopic plants, the farmer
may find them to be among his best friends and strongest
financial supporters” (Continued).
Photos (p. 101-103) show the bare roots of soy bean
plants: (1) Not inoculated. (2) Inoculated with Massachusetts
soil, and (3) Inoculated with extract; these roots contain the
most nodules. An illustration (line drawing; p. 110) shows
a soy bean plant inoculated at the bottom of a pot (with
relatively few nodules).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Florida, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Florida. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Florida, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Florida (May 1900). The source of these soybeans is
unknown.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning the cultivation soybeans in West Virginia, This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation
of soybeans in (May 1900). The source of these soybeans is
unknown. Address: Manhattan, Kansas.
58. Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G. 1900. Soil
inoculation for soy beans (Continued–Document part II).
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 96. p.
97-116. May.
• Summary: Continued: Part 2 of Bulletin 96 (p. 112) is
titled: “Field Work in Soil Inoculation for Soy Beans,”
“H.M. Cottrell, M.S., Agriculturist.
“D.H. Otis, M.S., Assistant in Dairying.
“J.G. Haney, B.S., Assistant in Field and Feeding
Experiments.
“The experiments made by Mr. Otis demonstrated
that Kansas soil does not contain the bacteria which form
tubercles on the roots of the soy bean, and that these bacteria
can be introduced by the use of infected soil. In 1898 and
1899 the Farm Department made experiments to develop
methods of inoculating soil that would be practicable in large
fields under ordinary farm conditions.
“First Experiment
“Two acres were planted in the spring of 1898 to
Early Yellow soy beans. The beans were planted in drills,
with rows thirty-three inches apart, and the two acres were
divided into sixteen plats. The inoculated soil used in this
experiment was taken from a plat inoculated in 1896 with
soil from the Massachusetts Experiment Station, and on
which soy beans had been grown in 1896 and 1897.
“This inoculated soil was taken up and dried until
it would crumble easily and then applied as indicated.
Inoculated water was made by soaking for three days half a

bushel of inoculated soil in two-thirds of a barrel of water.
Soy beans were placed in a sack and immersed in this water
until thoroughly wet and then planted. Soy beans were
mixed with the infected mud in this barrel, allowed to drain,
and were then planted. On other plats the infected soil was
applied as shown in the table.
“Twenty average plants from each plat were carefully
dug up, the soil washed from the roots, and the tubercles
counted. The treatment given the plats and the results shown
by this count are as follows:”
A complex table with 15 rows shows the results. The
three columns are: (1) Amount of soil inoculated (e.g., “9.
Infected soil broadcast before seeding, 1000 pounds per
acre”). (2) Tubercles on twenty plants, (3) No. of plants
having tubercles.
“In this trial the only satisfactory results were obtained
by drilling the infected soil with the seed.
“In a plat inoculated with Massachusetts soil two years
before, twenty plants bore 136 tubercles, one plant bearing
thirty-five and only one plant not having any tubercles.
In another plat, inoculated Massachusetts soil was spread
thickly in the bottom of the drill furrow, and the seed
dropped in it. Twenty plants in this plat bore 509 tubercles on
their roots, one plant having seventy-one, another sixty-nine
tubercles, and only one plant not having any.
“Second Experiment
“At the time the plats in the first experiment were
planted, 11½ acres were planted to soy beans in another field.
The entire field was treated, before planting, with inoculated
soil sown broadcast at the rate of 1000 pounds per acre.
The inoculated soil was distributed by hand from wagons as
evenly as possible, and then mixed with the soil of the field
by a disk harrow. The soy beans were planted in rows thirtythree inches apart.
“A careful examination of hundreds of plants on this
field failed to show a single tubercle, and this method, with
the quantity of soil used, is a total failure.
“Third Experiment.
“The first and second trials convinced us that, to secure
satisfactory results, the inoculated soil must be placed in
contact with the seed as the seed lies in the ground, that the
young roots may come in contact with the tubercle-forming
bacteria as soon as possible.
“We were anxious to develop a practicable method of
securing this result the first year the trials were made, and
after oats had been harvested from a field it was plowed and
planted to soy beans. We had only an ordinary two-horse
grain-drill. We put the beans in the grain box, stopping up all
the holes but two, so as to make the rows the proper distance
apart. A box was placed on top of the drill to hold the
inoculated soil. The drill planted two rows of beans. We took
two large tin funnels, connected them with the drill holes
by rubber tubing, and poured the inoculated dirt into these
funnels with scoops. The team was driven slowly, and we
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could watch the inoculated soil and the beans falling together
into the drill mark, every bean being thoroughly surrounded
with the inoculated soil. The method was crude, but it put the
inoculated soil and beans where we wanted them.
“The beans were planted July 21, 1898, and 611 pounds
of inoculated soil from the Massachusetts Experiment
Station was drilled in with the beans on half an acre.
“The result of this trial was all that could be desired.
In ten days after the bean plants appeared above ground
tubercles could be found on their roots, and when the plants
became full grown the roots were thickly studded with
tubercles.
“Experiments in 1899.
“In the spring of 1899 we purchased a grain-drill having
a fertilizer attachment. Inoculated soil was taken from the
rows of beans grown in the third experiment of 1898, spread
on boards in the field until it became well dried, and was then
powdered. The drill was set to sow 600 pounds of fertilizer
per acre; all the holes were stopped except those connected
with the spouts from which the seed was being dropped. The
drill planted the seed and mixed the inoculated soil with the
seed as fast as the team could walk. We inoculated forty-six
acres of soy beans. The results were satisfactory, nearly all
plants bearing a large number of tubercles.
“Profits from Inoculation.
“Kansas farmers should raise soy beans because of their
value as feed, and the benefits from inoculation give an extra
profit. Soy beans are richer in flesh-, blood-, milk- and bonemaking material than linseed-meal. They can be raised at a
cost of thirteen to eighteen dollars per ton, and, pound for
pound, are worth a little more than linseed-meal for fattening
steers and sheep and in feeding dairy cows and young stock.
In experiments made at this Station, soy beans, fed with
Kafir-corn and corn in fattening hogs, made a saving in the
amount of feed required to make 100 pounds of gain of from
thirteen to thirty-seven per cent. Besides these qualities, soy
beans stand drought as well as Kafir-corn or sorghum and are
not touched by chinch-bugs.
“The yield of crops of all kinds is increased where they
follow soy beans, wheat showing in large fields an increase
of five bushels per acre when following soy beans over that
grown on adjoining land that had not been in beans. This
increase is shown where soy beans bearing no tubercles
have been grown. Where no tubercles grow on the roots the
soy bean does not add fertility to the soil but simply makes
available for other crops the plant-food already in the soil.
The soy bean is a strong feeder and can obtain plant-food
from the soil that a weaker plant like wheat is unable to
secure. Then, when the beans are harvested, their roots decay
and the plant-food in them is in such a condition that wheat
or other ordinary farm crops can easily use it.
“Inoculated soy beans add plant-food to the soil.
Nitrogen is one of the most needed elements of plant-food.
The reduced yield from our long cultivated fields comes

chiefly from the lack in the soil of nitrogen in a form which
our field plants can use. Four-fifths of the air is pure nitrogen
but ordinary plants can make no use of it. The bacteria that
cause and live in the tubercles on soy-bean roots take this
nitrogen from the air and put it in such a condition that our
ordinary field plants can use it. In this way inoculated soy
beans, while yielding a profitable grain crop, make the soil
richer than before the crop was grown. Where the beans do
not have tubercles no plant-food is added to the soil, but that
already there is made available for the production of larger
yields of crops following the soy beans, and in the end the
land is made poorer” (Continued). Address: Manhattan,
Kansas.
59. Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G. 1900. Soil
inoculation for soy beans (Continued–Document part III).
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 96. p.
97-116. May.
• Summary: Continued:
“Inoculation for Renters. Inoculation of the soil for soy
beans is profitable for the farmer who owns his land. It is
also especially adapted for the man who rents the land on
which he raises crops. Most rented farms in Kansas are let
from year to year. Alfalfa and clover usually require the loss
of the use of the land for one year after seeding, and in many
sections there is not a good market for the hay. This keeps
the tenant from raising these crops; he grows one grain crop
after another, and with slowly reducing yields and decreasing
profits both to himself and the owner of the land. The renter
can raise soy beans, inoculate the land, and have a profitable
grain crop. The next year he can follow with any other crop
desired. No time is lost, and only marketable crops need be
raised.
“If sufficient rain falls after harvest, soy beans may be
planted after wheat or oats, and the ground inoculated and
enriched without interfering with the regular crops.
How to Inoculate Soil.
“One hundred pounds of inoculated soil will be
sufficient to start 500 feet of row for an inoculating bed. If
a drill is not convenient, a shallow furrow may be opened
by any convenient tool, the infected soil thickly spread
along the bottom of this furrow, and the soy beans dropped
one to two inches apart in the row, and covered with the
soil of the field in which the beans are planted. The plants
growing in this row will be well supplied with tubercles. In
harvesting, the soy beans are cut off just below the surface
of the ground. This leaves the roots with the tubercles in the
soil. In collecting the soil from this row, after the beans are
harvested, take just a spade width in the row, and take up
the dirt to a depth of four to five inches, going as deep as the
tubercles extend. Spread this dirt on boards in the sun until it
becomes well dried, and then sack it and store in a dry place.
The soil from 500 feet of row will supply sufficient soil to
infect several acres the second year.
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“Our experiments have not been conducted long enough
to thoroughly test the matter, but it is probable that a field
once inoculated will always remain inoculated, and that the
bacteria will slowly increase in the soil. The bacteria live for
a long time in the soil after the plants are removed. We have
kept dry inoculated soil in sacks two years, where it became
as dry as road dust, and it had full strength in producing root
tubercles when used.” Address: Manhattan, Kansas.
60. Langworthy, C.F. 1900. Vegetable cheese. Sanitary Home
(The) (Fargo, North Dakota) 2(3):55-57. May.
• Summary: “It is commonly believed that the Japanese,
Chinese, and other oriental peoples live almost exclusively
on rice, eating little or no meat... In the course of centuries
the Japanese and Chinese have evolved the art of preparing
substances resembling dairy products from vegetable
sources. It is well known that beans, peas, and other legumes
contain large amounts of protein... The soy bean, which is
perhaps the principal legume grown in Japan and China, is
less suited for food in its natural state.”
“Though the soy bean is not relished when cooked in
the ordinary way, the Chinese and Japanese prepare very
satisfactory foods from it in ways which are unknown
to western cooks. Bean cheese or bean curd, called by
the Japanese tofu and by the Chinese tao hu, is one of
the most important of these products and is prepared as
follows: The soy beans are soaked in water for about 12
hours and crushed between mill stones until of a uniform
consistency. The ground material is then boiled with about
three times its bulk of water for an hour or more and filtered
through cloth. The filtrate is white in appearance and has
somewhat the appearance of milk. It has the taste and
smell of malt. Analysis shows that it resembles cow’s milk
in composition. When heated a film forms on the surface
which in appearance suggests cream. This is dried and
eaten under the name of yuba. As soon as the soy bean milk
becomes cool, some material is added; for instance, crude
sea salt, containing magnesium chlorid [chloride], which
precipitates the proteid material, the fat being inclosed
[enclosed] in the coagulated mass. The coagulated material
is pressed and kneaded into small cakes or cheeses. These
are sometimes dipped in saline solutions of curcuma to color
them. The bean cheese cakes are sometimes eaten fresh or
may be cooked in different ways. Often when practicable
they are frozen. This removes a considerable part of the
water present. As shown by analysis, the fresh bean cheese
contains about 5 per cent of protein and 3 of fat. Ordinary
cheese made of milk contains about 28 per cent protein and
36 per cent fat.
“Miso resembles tofu to some extent. It is prepared
from cooked soy beans, which are rubbed to a thick paste
and fermented with rice wine ferment. Shoyu is a thick
sauce prepared from a mixture of cooked pulverized soy
beans, roasted and pulverized wheat, wheat flour, salt, and

water. The mass is fermented with rice wine ferment in
casks for from one to five years being frequently stirred.
The resulting product is a moderately thick, brown liquid,
in odor and taste, not unlike a good quality of meat extract,
though perhaps a trifle more pungent. Throughout the East
it is eaten in large quantities with rice and other foods and
is an important source of protein. Under the name of soy
sauce, it has been known to Europeans in India for many
years, and is not unknown in the United States. Most of the
soy bean products are fermented; that is, they are prepared
with the aid of micro-organisms. The micro-organisms break
down the cell walls and similar materials and thus the cell
contents are rendered more accessible to the digestive juices
at the same time peculiar and pleasant flavors are developed.
The manufacture of these products is of very ancient origin
and affords an interesting, practical illustration of the use of
bacteria for economic purposes.
“The Chinese residents of San Francisco and other
cities consume large quantities of these soy bean products
and it is stated on good authority that soy bean cheese is
manufactured in this country, though doubtless it is seldom,
if ever, eaten by any except the Chinese.”
Note 1. This periodical was later named North Dakota
Farmer.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “bean cheese cakes” to
refer to tofu.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “soy bean milk.”
Note 4. Dr. E.F. Ladd was a nationally-known pioneer in
food safety and sanitation in the United States. He published
this periodical, Sanitary Home, in Fargo and distributed
it free of charge like an extension publication before the
extension service was created; North Dakota State Univ. paid
the printing and mailing expenses. Interested in home safety,
he rewrote technical publications in a language homemakers
could understand. He did much work with North Dakota
food purity and chemical purity laws. Address: PhD, Office
of Experiment Stations, Dep. of Agriculture, Washington
[DC, USA].
61. Los Angeles Times. 1900. The land. Orchard, farm,
garden, rancho and stockyard: Inoculating the soil. June 1. p.
I12.
• Summary: “Soil inoculation is receiving considerable
attention over the country at the present time, and, though
some doubt has been entertained in regard to the claims
made in its favor, experiments at several agricultural
experiments demonstrate that inoculation of the soil is no
longer a theory but a fact. The Kansas experiment station
last year made extensive experiments with soy beans and
has published its results in bulletin No. 6, which is a very
interesting document.”
By “examining the roots of such plants as clover, alfalfa,
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beans and peas one will usually find scattered over their
exterior surfaces tubercles of various sizes and shapes. These
tubercles are with very few exceptions, peculiar to a certain
order of plants known as ‘leguminosae.’ These tubercles are
the outgrowths of the plants themselves, and are produced
by the action of certain micro-organisms working within the
tissues of the root.
“Formerly these tubercles were considered abnormal
appendages, and as injurious to the plants, but later
investigations revealed the fact that where these tubercles
were wanting the plants did not make the growth that was
made by plants where the tubercles were present. These
tubercles are the homes of minute microscopic bacteria
(Bacillus radicicola Beyer. [Beyerinck]) and they have
the remarkable property of taking free nitrogen from the
atmosphere and transforming it into available compounds
for plant food. This is what makes the leguminous plants
so valuable as soil enrichers and specially prized for green
manuring. Each plant has its special bacteria, as the organism
producing tubercles on the pea or bean will not produce
tubercles on clover and alfalfa, and vice versa.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2018) that uses the scientific name Bacillus
radicicola to refer to bacteria to colonize the roots of
legumes, including soybeans.
62. McCullough (J. Chas.). 1900. Seasonable seeds–The
wonderful Soja or Soy bean, southern cow peas (Ad). Rural
New-Yorker 59(2627):384. June 2. Oversize.
• Summary: “Sorghum or Cane seed–Early Amber &
Orange. Millets–Hungarian and Southern German. Send for
descriptive circular.” Address: Seedsman, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cleaning Dep’t., Vine and Water. Office, Second and Walnut
Sts.
63. Kansas Farmer (Topeka, Kansas). 1900. Agricultural
matters: field work in soil inoculation for soy-beans. June 7.
p. 2, cols. 1-3.
• Summary: “From Bulletin 96, Farm Department, Kansas
State Agricultural College.
“The experiments made by Mr. Otis* demonstrate
that Kansas soil does not contain the bacteria which form
tubercles on the roots of the soy-bean, and that the bacteria
can be introduced by the use of infected soil...” Address:
Kansas.
64. Kozai, Y. 1900. Chemische und biologische
Untersuchungen ueber Sake-Bereitung [Chemical and
biological investigations on sake production]. Zentralblatt
fuer Bakteriologie. Series 2. 6(12):385-405. June 8. [42 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Techniques of sake production. The
molds of the koji grains: Molds (A. oryzae, a white mold,
other molds), yeasts. The use of pure-culture yeasts in sake

production (2 experiments).
The author reviews the literature concerning the early
investigations on Aspergillus oryzae and its commercial
applications. He gives credit to Hoffman and Korschelt as
the first writers upon the subject.
Note: An illustration (frontispiece) facing the title page
shows many forms of Mucor rouxii from C. Wehmer.
65. H.W.C. 1900. Hope Farm Notes: to the Hope Farm man.
Rural New-Yorker 59(2630):435. June 23. Oversize.
• Summary: “Whereas, We, the four-footed people of Hope
Farm, provide necessary power and the milk and,
“Whereas, We cannot do this without proper food and
plenty of it.
“Resolved, That we view with deep apprehension the
plan which the Hope Farm man has adopted of plowing
up meadows of grass and growing thereon other crops not
available as stock food.
“Resolved, That we reject with uncertainty the theory
that such untried crops as Kaffir corn, Soy beans, sorghum
and millet will ever take the place of good hay.
“Resolved, That our secretary, Major, has lived with
many and various men, that he knows the breed well, that his
teeth are worn out on cornstalks, and that he considers it a
false and misleading proposition that a farmer will be likely
to take the money obtained for potatoes to buy hay.
“We therefore respectfully demand more meadows and
more hay.
“I have explained why those old meadows were plowed
up. What have we to take their place? There are over three
acres of oats. These will be cut early and cured like hay. At
once this soil will be plowed or worked with the Cutaway,
and seeded to Pearl millet, which will be used for cow feed.
In the orchards near the house we have seeded sorghum,
rape, carrots and sugar beets, Kaffir corn and Soy beans, and
we have nearly 10 acres of field corn. This, with about eight
acres of fair grass, ought to keep the stock quiet.
“Odd Crops.–In former years sorghum has given us
good crops of excellent fodder, especially in dry seasons on
dry soils. Kaffir corn is an unknown quantity in the East.
We have planted these by themselves, and also mixed with
cow peas. The cow peas were broadcast, and the Kaffir and
sorghum scattered with them–all being covered with the
Acme. The theory is that the sorghum and Kaffir will hold
the cow pea vines up and thus make a better hay or fodder
crop. This seems reasonable, but we can learn only by trying
it.
“I have heard so much of Soy beans that I got half a
bushel of seed for another trial. They have never been equal
to cow peas With us. The wise men say this is because
the little Soy bean bacteria are not in our soil. I sent to the
Massachusetts Agricultural College and got 100 pounds of
soil out of a field where these beans grew. We shall scatter
this soil in one row of the Soy beans–and watch results. The
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boys are inclined to make light of this scheme. I believe in
it, but I am saying nothing until I can see what these bacteria
are up to. I came out of Massachusetts myself, with some
tough bacteria pounded and ground into me. I hope this Soy
bean soil will do more for New Jersey than I have.”
66. Norton, J.C. 1900. Soy beans in Kansas. Rural NewYorker 59(2630):437. June 23. Oversize.
• Summary: “On page 283 The R. N.-Y. has an article on
Soy beans. The early variety does best in the northern part
of Kansas, while the tall late variety is better in the extreme
southern part of the State. I reserve a strip of land that I
desire to manure, and after all other crops are in, and my
boy is running the cultivator among the potatoes, corn and
Kaffir in May, I put 200 loads of manure on to 10 acres or
more. This is plowed and planted to Soy beans the last of
May, and all weeds killed, except Crab grass, which comes
on in June. I drill in rows 42 inches apart, trying to get the
seed two inches apart in rows, or one-half bushel per acre,
but a corn planter usually puts the seed five inches apart
and uses one peck per acre. A press wheat drill with every
other hole stopped up will put the seed in best. Give one
good cultivation, and sow millet, oats, flax or kale, and this,
together with the beans and Crab grass, makes about two
tons dry feed per acre, and the beans, when eaten with the
other mixture, form exactly the proper feed when fed once
per day.
“I harvest with table rake, stack and feed once per day
from stack without thrashing. It is the ideal sheep food, and
gives an enormous profit to the crop of wool and lambs, as
this, together with corn fodder and corn twice a day, makes
a perfect balanced ration, especially when a few bushels of
small potatoes are given at noon. My plan is to turn the sheep
into the stack when I go in to dinner, and take them, out as
soon as I get up from the table, then give them (50 ewes)
two bushels small potatoes, raking around stack and feeding
orts [sic, oats] to horses. The other two feeds for sheep are
thrashed corn fodder in troughs, and shelled corn. The Soy
beans are cleaned up about lambing time, then the clover
takes their place in the ration. The land they grew on is Fall–
plowed and put in potatoes the next year, potatoes followed
by flax without plowing, flax ground plowed in August and
sown to kale. The kale cut when in half bloom and made into
hay, ground Fall-plowed and planted the next year to corn,
the corn followed by manure and Soy beans; five crops in
four years and one manure dressing.” Address: [Kansas?].
67. Boston Daily Globe. 1900. Housekeepers’ department:
Tried and true recipes contributed by the women of New
England. June 24. p. 27.
• Summary: “Three recipes for Indian soy [sauce]: 1. Boil
1 gallon of Dolichos soja (if this cannot be had haricot or
kidney beans will answer), in sufficient water until soft.
Add 1 gallon bruised wheat and keep in a warm place for 24

hours; then add a gallon of salt and 2 gallons of water, and
keep for 2 or 3 months in a tightly stoned jar; after which
press out the liquor.–M.
Note 1. A close relative of this recipe was published on
10 March 1895 (p. 27) in this newspaper, however the key
ingredient (dolichos soja = soy beans) was not mentioned.
“2. Soya [soy beans], 1 gallon water to cover. Boil till
soft, then add bruised wheat, 1 gallon; water, 2 gallons. Bung
up in a stoneware jar for two or three months (shaking very
frequently), press and filter. If the genuine soys (black Indian
beans) be unobtainable, peas, kidney, or haricot beans may
be substituted without disadvantage.–J.B.
Note 2. Without salt, this recipe will quickly spoil.
“3. This, the common base of most sauces, is made from
the seeds of glycine soja, which is cultivate in the far east.
The method of manufacture is practically a secret, but I give
a formula for an excellent imitation: Mix 4 lbs extract of malt
in warm water, so that the resulting syrup should measure 1
gallon. Add 5 lbs treacle, 4 lbs salt and 2 pints of mushroom
juice. Heat gently to facilitate mixing; set aside for 14 days
and decant. L.E.”
Note 3. Basic problems with all three of these recipes:
(1) They do not understand koji (roasted wheat covered with
fragrant Aspergillus oryzae mold), which is a major, essential
ingredient in any soy sauce. (2) They add much too much
salt. (3) Soybeans were widely available in the United States
by 1900 from almost any agricultural experiment station.
Note 4. This is a slightly improved version of the same
3 recipes that appeared in this newspaper on 16 Jan. 1900, p.
10.
68. Otago Witness (New Zealand). 1900. The crisis in China.
June 28. p. 67.
• Summary: The section titled “Tongsgan” [Tongxian,
T’ung-hsien] states that in this city near Pekin [Peking,
Beijing] there are railway workshops employing 1,000
people, and a coal mine with an average output of 2,000 tons
a day.
“It would seem that the grain, cattle, horses, iron,
coal, [soya] beans, [soya] bean cake, [soya] bean oil, skins,
gold, pigs’ bristles, wild raw silk, and so on, will be of very
material advantage to Russia in the event of the Powers
dividing China into spheres of influence.”
Note: Tongshan is a city in China, 12 miles east of
Beijing, on the Bai River.
69. Burtis, F.C. 1900. Stock feeding. Oklahoma Agricultural
and Mechanical College. Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report p. 120-29. For the years 1899-1900.
• Summary: In the section titled “Some Oklahoma feeding
stuffs” is a subsection on “Soy beans” which states (p. 128):
“This plant should be grown for the grain it produces as it
contains about 30 per cent protein, and is relished by all
stock and can be fed to them with other grain, in proper
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proportions, with great profit. The plant has little value as
hay but its erect growth enables it to be harvested for the
grain with machinery. The plant does well in Oklahoma.”
Also discusses: Cotton seed and its products (meal,
hulls), cowpeas, alfalfa, sugar beets and mangels. Address:
M.S., Agriculturist and Horticulturist, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
70. Dietetic and Hygienic Gazette (New York). 1900.
Vegetable cheese. June. p. 340-41. *
• Summary: This article begins: “Langworthy has an
interesting paper on this subject in the Sanitary Home, from
which we reproduce it.
“It is commonly believed, says the author, that the
Japanese, Chinese, and other Oriental peoples live almost
exclusively on rice, eating little or no meat. Rice is
undoubtedly the most characteristic article of diet in the
Orient.”
“The soy bean, which is perhaps the principal legume
grown in Japan and China is less suited for use as food in
its natural state. It contains large quantities of protein and
fat but no starch when properly ripened. Though the soy
bean is not relished when cooked in the ordinary way, the
Chinese and Japanese prepare very satisfactory foods from it
in ways which are unknown to Western cooks. Bean cheese
or bean curd, called by the Japanese tofu and by the Chinese
tao-hu is one of the most important of these products and is
prepared as follows:...”
71. Fields, John. 1900. Report of Director. Oklahoma
Agricultural and Mechanical College. Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report p. 11-18. For the years
1899-1900. See p. 14.
• Summary: The section titled “Subjects of investigation”
(p. 14-15) states: “Two series of rotations, one of corn,
oats, and wheat and cowpeas, and another of castor beans,
Kaffir, cotton, oats, and wheat and soy beans are in progress,
duplicate plats being used in each case with and without
manure. The production of forage crops is also receiving
much attention.” Address: B.S., Director of the Station and
chemist, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
72. Nikitin, A.F. 1900. Maslo iz bobov soi v khimikosanitarnom otnoshenii [Soybean oil from a chemical and
sanitary viewpoint]. Vrach (Doctor) (St. Petersburg, Russia)
21(22):674-76. [5 ref. Rus]
• Summary: This article is largely about the composition
of soybeans, based on Nikitin’s original experiments,
plus published results from other Russian and European
scientists. The writer draws attention to the fact that the
soybean deserves greater notice among the other legumes
than has occurred thus far. Specifically, it contains 8 to 10%
more nitrogenous substances and 8 to 10 times as much fat
as the other species of legumes and, in contrast, 20 to 23%
fewer carbohydrates. The high fat content makes it possible

to obtain oil from soybeans, and in consideration of its
good progress and its great capability for yields, it could
also find greater cultivation and use in European countries.
In Manchuria in China, a pound of soybean oil costs 5
kopecks in Russian money (equal to 10 pfennigs). The writer
extracted the fat from soybeans through the use of ether, and
with the study of the fat, he received the following results
which he compares in a table (p. 675, left column, middle)
alongside those according to König: The following constants
are compared:
Specific gravity: 0.951 / NL (not listed)
Crystallization point: -12.5ºC / NL
Melting point” ca. 11ºC / 10ºC
Free fatty acids
Reichert-Meissl’s Number: 1.84
NL
Iodine number: 113.96 / NL
Hehner’s Number: 91.70% / 92.09%. The writer makes
reference to the fact that as a result of its crystallization
point as well as its iodine number, soybean oil differs very
considerably from other oils; for that reason, the addition of
this oil to other more expensive oils can easily be shown,
since the melting point and the iodine number would be
substantially altered in the latter.
This article contains a total of 10 tables. Another table
(p. 674) shows the fat content of 12 different types of
seeds, including soybeans (16.76-21%). Address: From the
chemico-physical laboratory of Prof. A. Ya. Danilevskii.
73. New-York Tribune. 1900. Typical Chinese feast. Dinner
of thirty-seven courses given in San Francisco. July 13. p. 7.
• Summary: This Chinese dinner, which was recently given
in San Francisco, is described by a participator. It included
“boiled fowl dipped in soy sauce.”
74. Grazer Tagblatt (Graz). 1900. Die Deutschen
Schutzgebiete 1898-1899. V. Kiautschou [German
Protectorates 1898-1899. V. Kiautschou] 10(230):5-6. Aug.
20. Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: We excerpt the most important parts about this
area from an essay by Professor Kirchhoff in the Deutsche
Colonialzeitung [German Colonial Newspaper].
For the purpose of economic development, the
government has created an advisory committee from the
civilian population.
The protectorate will be exploited at a proportion of
three quarters for agricultural purposes; the remainder
will serve for the obtaining of wood or will lie empty. The
cultivation is highly varied: barley, wheat, peas, potatoes,
soybeans (Sojabohne), five varieties of millet, peanuts, a
little hemp, corn, rice, taro, tobacco, indigo, vegetables
(mostly garlic).
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
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Note 2. Kiautschou refers to the Kiautschou Bay
Leased Territory, a German leased territory in Imperial and
Early Republican China which existed from 1898 to 1914.
Covering an area of 552 km2 (213 sq mi), it was located
around Jiaozhou Bay on the southern coast of the Shandong
Peninsula. Jiaozhou was romanized as Kiaochow, Kiauchau
or Kiao-Chau in English and as Kiautschou or Kiaochau in
German. The administrative center was at Tsingtau (Pinyin
Qingdao).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that mentions Kiautschou in connection with soybeans.
75. Evening Post (The) (Angus, Scotland). 1900. Agriculture
in North China. Aug. 23. p. 2, col. 6.
• Summary: “A long report on agriculture in North China
from the United States Consul at Tientsin has recently been
published by the Department of State at Washington [DC].
It deals mainly with the provinces of Chi-li [pinyin: Zhili]
and Shang-Tung, but the writer says that there is a general
similarity between these and the whole of North China.”
“Much of the land yields two full crops a year, and after
the wheat is gathered in June the ground may be planted with
beans, sweet potatoes, maize, or some other late crop, but it
is regarded as better to let the ground lie fallow until after the
autumn harvest,...”
“Sweet potatoes are found everywhere, and form the
cheapest food of the people. Beans are grown in great
quantities, chiefly the coarse, black [soy] beans, used for
feeding animals and for making a crude oil which is much
in demand. The bean cake left after the oil is extracted is an
important article of commerce, being used as manure for the
sugar cane and other crops. Peanuts and their oil are also
largely produced, as is opium.”
76. Grand Valley Times (Moab, Utah). 1900. Farm and
garden: Matters of interest to agriculturists. Aug. 24. p. 7.
• Summary: The first section, titled “The soy bean,” begins:
“The soy bean is a native of Japan, taking its name from a
sauce manufactured from it. The bean is boiled and mixed
with certain proportions of rice and salt, and the compound
allowed to undergo a certain process of fermentation which
results in a delicate brown sauce. The beans also take the
place of meat in the diet of the common people, animals
being too expensive in the densely populated island. As
an article of food in this country, it has not been popularly
accepted, as the beans contain a very large quantity of gluten
[sic, protein] and are very difficult to cook. As a feed for
live stock, however, there is no doubt of their value, whether
grown for the bean crop or for the beans thrashed, to feed
with some other grain feed, like Indian corn or Kafir corn.”
Illustrations show: (1) The upper part of a soy bean
plant, with leaves, two pods, and a flower isolated in the
upper left. (2) Two soy bean pods and two soy beans (actual
size).

77. Shaw, Thomas. 1900. Soy beans as a soiling crop.
American Agriculturist 66(8):171. Week ending Aug. 25.
• Summary: “The soy, bean, often designated the soja bean,
is an annual plant. When all the, conditions are favorable it
will grow to the hight [sic, height] of four feet or more, but
the average hight of the plants is from two to three feet. It
makes an excellent food for cattle and swine, probably also
for horses and sheep, although experience in feeding it to
horses and sheep is as yet somewhat limited. The green food
and the hay are excellent for cows in milk; the same is true of
the seeds when ground and fed with some less concentrated
food. Except the peanut, there is perhaps no other vegetable
product grown in this country which contains such high
percentages of protein and fat in a form so highly digestible.
“The yield of the green crop per acre varies much with
the conditions, but usually there be no difficulty in growing
10 to 15 tons per acre on average land. But the value of this
plant in producing food for live stock is measured less by the
yield than by the richness of the food.
“Since the soy bean is a child of the sun, it cannot be
grown successfully in far northern latitudes. The highest
adaptation for this plant will, in nearly all instances, be
found south of the fortieth parallel of north latitude [which
runs through Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Columbus, Ohio;
and Champaign-Urbana, Illinois]. It will thrive best on soils
which may be termed medium in texture. Nearly all classes
of soils found on the open prairie have high adaptation for
the growth of this plant, and the same is true of all soils
that will produce good crops of Indian corn. It may be
successfully grown on land too low in fertility to produce
clover or cowpeas.
“As the soy bean is frequently grown as a catch crop, the
seedbed for it must in such instances be prepared with some
dispatch. This calls for a free use of the harrow and roller
after the land has been plowed. But it may not be necessary
in all instances to plow the land when preparing it for soy
beans. The surface should be made smooth and fine for the
reception of the seed.
“When designed for soiling uses, the soy bean should be
planted in rows and usually with the corn planter, the bean
planter or the grain drill. The distance between the rows will
vary according to the strength of the soil, the variety of the
bean and the date of planting. The extremes of distance may
be placed at about 24 and 40 in and the mean distance at 30
in. When grown for seed, the distance should he more than
when the crop is grown to provide green food or hay.
“The soy bean should never be planted until the arrival
of warm, settled weather, and the planting may proceed as
long as there is a reasonable hope of sufficiently maturing the
crop before the autumn frosts arrive. In Kansas, for instance,
crops planted on wheat stubble in July have been matured.
“Wherever the soil does not lift with the wind, the roller
should both precede and follow the planting of soy beans,
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unless where moisture is abundantly present. The cultivation
given should of course be generous and prompt, since the
beans grow so quickly that this work cannot be very long
continued.
“When the crop is grown for the seed it may be cut to
much advantage with a self-rake reaper. But when grown
for soiling or for hay it is more commonly cut with the
mower. When fed green, the cutting may begin as soon as the
period of early bloom, and it may continue until the crop is
sufficiently matured for making hay. When cut for hay, the
seeds should be about half grown in the pods. If the cutting
be deferred to a later period, many of the leaves will drop off
and the stems will become woody. An excess in the crop of
green food should be cut for hay rather than allowed to ripen.
“The method of feeding is much the same as that
followed in feeding [cow] peas. When soy beans are fed to
swine, the season of feeding may be continued until the crop
is matured. But it is more common to allow the swine to
gather the seeds for themselves when the crop has reached an
advanced stage of maturity.”
“From advance sheets of Prof Thomas Shaw’s book
on Soiling Crops and the Silo. Published by Orange Judd
company.” Address: Prof. of Animal Industry, Univ. of
Minnesota.
78. Country Gentleman. 1900. Domestic economy: twelve
ways of keeping peaches. 65(2483):713, cols. 2-3. Aug. 30.
• Summary: “Soy.–Cook a gallon of prepared peaches by
boiling them with a very little water until sufficiently soft to
pass readily through a colander. Cook half an hour with two
teacupfuls of vinegar, one teacupful of sugar, a tablespoonful
of salt, a teaspoonful each of ground cinnamon, cloves,
mustard and pepper. Store in wide-mouthed bottles or pint
cans, and hermetically seal.”
79. Abel, Mary Hinman. 1900. Beans, peas, and other
legumes as food (Revised edition). Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 121. 32 p. See p. 9-11. Illust. Revised Nov.
1904. Revised Nov. 1906. [1 ref]
• Summary: A section titled “Soy Bean (Glycine hispida)”
(p. 9-11) briefly describes the soybean plant and the rich
nutritional composition of its seeds. The first paragraph is
quoted from USDA Farmers’ Bulletin 58.
Starting with paragraph 2: “This leguminous plant,
probably native in China, is the most important legume of
China and Japan... In the Orient this bean and the various
food products made from it are so largely consumed that it is
perhaps the most important food plant next to rice. The soy
bean is eaten to a small extent boiled like other beans, but in
China and Japan it is elaborated into a variety of products, all
of which have a high percentage of protein, and when eaten
in connection with the staple food, rice, which is so deficient
in that constituent [protein], helps to make a well-balanced
dietary. Some one of these products is eaten at perhaps every

meal and by rich and poor alike, especially in the interior of
these countries, where sea food is not obtainable.
“One of the most important of these preparations is
shoyu, and it is the only one that has been introduced to any
extent into other countries, where it is known as soy sauce...
“There are also several varieties of bean cheese or
similar products made from this legume which are very
important foods. These are natto, miso, and tofu. Natto is
made from soy beans that have been boiled for several hours
until very soft, small portions of the still hot mass being then
wrapped securely in bundles of straw and placed in a heated,
tightly closed cellar for twenty-four hours. Bacteria, probably
from the air or the straw, work in the mass, producing an
agreeable change in its taste.
“For tofu, the soy bean, after soaking and crushing,
is boiled in considerable water and filtered through cloth.
To the resulting milky fluid 2 per cent of concentrated sea
brine is added, which, probably by virtue of the calcium and
magnesium salts present, precipitates the plant casein, which
is then pressed into little snow-white tablets. It is made fresh
every day. Tofu is sometimes cooked in peanut oil before it
is eaten. In natto and miso the action of minute organisms
plays an important part. In tofu there is no such action. The
composition of a number of these products is as follows:”
A table (p. 11) shows the nutritional composition of food
products made from soy beans, including fresh tofu, natto,
white miso, red miso, Swiss miso, and shoyu (2 samples).
An illustration (non-original line drawing, p. 10) shows
a soy bean plant with a cluster of 7 pods to its upper left
(slightly changed from an original in Carrière 1880, p. 154).
This bulletin also discusses (with an illustration of each):
The bean–Broad or Windsor bean (Vicia faba). Kidney bean
(Phaseolus vulgaris). Lima bean (Phaseolus lunatus). Scarlet
runner (Phaseolus multiflorus). Frijole (Phaseolus spp.).
Cowpea (Vigna catjang). Lablab bean (Dolichos lablab) and
other common varieties. Locust bean (Ceratonia siliqua).
The pea–Field pea (Pisum arvense). Garden pea (Pisum
sativum). Chick-pea or gram (Cicer arietinum).
The lentil (Lens esculenta). The peanut (Arachis
hypogæa).
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “milky fluid” to refer to
soymilk.
Note 2. Mary Hinman Abel was not an employee of the
USDA or of the federal government. She was a pioneer in the
fields of nutrition, nutrition education, home economics, and
popularizing science for the general public. Between 1904
and 1913 she wrote several farmers bulletins for the USDA.
From 1909 to 1915 she was editor of the Journal of Home
Economics.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
concerning nutrition education in relation to soy.
An excerpt from The Biographical Dictionary of Women
in Science has an entry for: Abel, Mary Hinman: “U.S. home
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economist and nutritionist. Married John J. Abel, professor
and pharmacologist at Johns Hopkins University (10 July
1883). Professional experience: New England Kitchen (with
Ellen Swallow Richards, ca. 1890); Lake Placid Conferences
(on home economics), founding member; Journal of Home
Economics, editor (1908-?); United States Department of
Agriculture, writer and editor on home economics and
nutrition; American Home Economics Association charter
member and councilor-at-large. Honors and memberships:
Lomb Prize, American Public Health Association, 1890.
Died in 1938.”
80. Foreign Seeds and Plants Imported by the Section of
Seed and Plant Introduction, USDA, Inventory. 1900. [Soy
bean introductions]. No. 7. S.P.I. Numbers 2701-3400. 86 p.
Transmittal date: 18 Aug. 1900.
• Summary: 2869/2873. “Glycine hispida. Soy bean. From
China. A collection of seeds presented by Prof. G.D. Brill, of
the Hupeh Agricultural School, Wuchang. Received March
1899. They comprise the following:
“2869. ‘This is called the yellow bean and is very much
grown here, generally on a trellis. The pods are long and
contain many beans each. It is soaked in water for a day or
two, then ground and the skins and coarser parts separated
by filtering through a coarse cloth. This filtrate is boiled with
powdered gypsum, which causes it to curdle, after which it is
pressed in molds. The seeds are also soaked in water until the
sprouts are 2 or 3 inches long. These are then fried and eaten.
The bean is also a source of oil.’
“2873. ‘I think this is the same as the Soy bean already
grown so much in the United States. Here it is often planted
among the growing rice of the second crop, and matures the
seed after this is cut. It is planted as a catch crop. It is eaten
while green, cooked with rice, and when dry it is ground
with poor rice, made into dough with water, rolled out thin,
cooked and cut into narrow strips, and eaten at the Chinese
New Year–why more at that time than any other I do not
know.’” Address: Washington, DC.
81. Rural New-Yorker. 1900. A soy bean harvester.
59(2640):590. Sept. 1. Oversize.
• Summary: “We have had quite a number of questions
from those who desire to get a cheap machine for
harvesting beans. There are several machines made for
this purpose, most of them using a knife, which reaches
out under the beans and cuts and slices off the roots. At
Fig. 206 [illustration] is shown a device used at the Kansas
Agricultural College for harvesting Soy beans. With this
crop the pods grow so close to the ground that no grain
harvester can be used without wasting many of the beans.
A knife cutter should run slightly below the surface of the
ground in order to work properly. The picture shows a
knife made from strap steel two inches wide and 3/16 of an
inch thick. The strap should be 2½ feet long, six inches of

one end being bent at right angles to bolt to the shank of a
walking cultivator with shovels removed. The horizontal
part of the steel should be sharpened on the front side and
bent backward at an angle of about 30 degrees so that the
trash will not collect on it. The knife is set to run slightly
underground. If two knives are used, two rows may be cut at
a time, provided the rows are not too wide. But it will require
one man at each knife. This simple device is said to work
well in cutting off Soy beans and might be made to work
with the ordinary field bean.”
82. Marx, Emil. 1900. Oelfabrikation in China [Manufacture
of oil in China]. Seifensieder-Zeitung 27(36):351-53. Sept. 5.
[1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: See next page. The main location of the
oil industry in China is the area of Newchwang [today’s
Yingkou, China], and in particular, primarily for bean oil
(Bohnenöl) from the soybean (Soya-Bohne). Europeans
already wanted to be occupied with this as early as 1861
and introduce a better method for the pressing of oil than
the Chinese process that had been used for thousands of
years. But unfortunately, this remained without success,
since in 1867, a factory that at the time was modern was
built with English machines and steam operation, but as a
consequence of the great opposition by the natives as well
as the unbelievable neglect on the part of the European
employees, it very soon had to once again cease operation.
[Illustration caption: Fig. 1 Horizontal-axis pan grinder].
Even if the opposition by the natives–who believed that they
were affected by it and believed that they would lose their
former income–was not that great, the continued operation
of the modern plant was prohibited even more by the lower
yield of oil that was achieved. It was shut down. Since
that time, no second attempt was undertaken any more to
replace the old Chinese method with modern presses or
extractors. For this reason, some readers may be interested
in getting acquainted with this old Chinese process, which
I shall attempt to achieve by means of the following brief
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description. [Illustration caption: Fig. 2 Food device].
In order to obtain the oil from the beans, four main
operations are necessary: 1. The crushing of the beans, 2.
The steaming of them, 3. The preparation of the oil cakes
(Oelkuchen) for the press, and 4. The pressing itself.
I. The crushing of the beans is carried out in the pan
grinder as in Fig. 1. This is set into motion by three or four
mules. By means of the supply device of the respective food
device (for the purposes of clarity, Fig. 2 depicts it with an
enlarged scale) which is attached by a to the pan grinder, the
steamed beans are supplied to the pan grinder. The apparatus
consists of a wooden box that is open at the top which has
a small opening at c and a distributor x and is regulated by
means of the slide d. Attached to this is a wooden ring o
which prevents the beans from falling out over the millstone.
On its front exterior side, the dispenser possesses an iron
disk l that is attached in an oblique position which serves as a
scraper for the crushed beans.
II. After the beans have been crushed in the manner as
described above, they are packed in jute sacks, brought to the
sieve of the steaming device (Fig. 4), and steamed there for
15 minutes.
III. After the steaming, the ground beans are prepared
for the press in such a way that they are brought into a
wooden ring that has been covered with straw in a fan-like
manner which has been linked together in the center of the

ring. Upon this, two iron rings are laid on top of each other
with a narrow space in between. In this, the steamed beans
are now pressed, the outer wooden ring is removed, and the
protruding straw is folded together over the upper part of the
cake such that it forms a cover. This is then covered with two
iron bars in the form of a cross. That would be the first bean
cake which will then be followed by five or six more, all of
which are piled up in layers on top of the lowermost one.
IV. Five or six oil cakes are brought under the press
(Fig. 3) and pressed. This is taken care of by two men and
in particular, as is shown in the illustration, by the driving
of the wedge k by heavy iron hammers H which hang down
from the upper part of the press. [Illustration caption: Fig.
3 Oil press] The oil that is pressed out by this manipulation
runs into the collection container that is located under the
press. After the iron rings have been pressed together so
far that they touch each other, the pressing is considered to
be complete and the press is left to stand and drip until the
other four presses that are usually also present are attended
to in turn. At that point, the wedges and the press blocks are
removed from press no. 1, as likewise are the oil cakes that
are cut out with a knife that is suitable for that purpose, in
order to remove the protruding straw and to provide the cake
with the correct weight. Then the iron rings are removed and
the oil that has dripped out is placed in larger containers, and
the oil cakes are stowed in the storage room, after which the
procedure is carried out with press no. 2 after press no. 1 has
been refilled again, and then this is furthermore carried out
with no. 3, 4, and 5 and so on ad infinitum.
Several years ago, I saw an innovation to the extent that
the antiquated wooden presses were replaced by the “newer”
cylinder spindle presses. By means of the head of the spindle
nut, two very heavy rods are placed at a right angle upon
which 40 to 50 coolies (!) bring their forces into application
by turning the spindle by marching around the cylinder. I
was not able to find out whether this “innovation” proved
itself. But the fact that this “exquisite innovation” cost more
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than the most modern hydraulic presses or extractors would
have cost is something that I know for certain.
I tested the oil cakes that are described above–which,
in spite of their high nutritional value, are only used as
fertilizer–for their fat content and from time to time was
able to obtain from them 15 to 25% oil. It can therefore be
seen that great improvements could easily and effectively
be applied to this, and even just by means of the extraction
of the oil cakes, an enormous, large, and lucrative business
could be done, since just in Newchwang alone, several
million piculs per year (1 picul = 60 kg = 133.5 lb) of oil and
oil cakes are produced every year.
(Footnote: For those who are interested, I shall provide
the ten year (1882-1891) average prices for oil cakes
(Oelkuchen; in English, Beancakes) for beans (in English,
Peas), and for the oil that is obtained from them (in English,
Peas) with the observation that the prices have currently
risen somewhat).
10 pieces of oil cake = approx. 30 to 40 catties per piece
= 3.60 Newchwang taels
300 catties = 3 piculs = 180 kg beans = 2.91
Newchwang taels “
100 catties = 1 picul = 60 kg bean oil = 3.43
Newchwang taels
1 Chinese tael is approximately 3.20 marks–the editors
of the Seifensiederzeitung
In addition, I would be happy to provide more detailed
information on the aforementioned conditions through the
editors of this journal.–The Author.
The oil achieves meager sales domestically for food
purposes, while Japan and the South are most willing to buy
up the popular oil cakes as fertilizer.
Hong Kong, May 1900–Emil Merz
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Hongkong.
83. Gawne (W.) and Co. 1900. What the newspapers say
about Gawne’s Worcestershire Sauce (Ad). Mataura Ensign
(Otago, New Zealand). Sept. 6. p. 5, col. 6.
• Summary: “’Evening Star,’ 22nd June, 1889, says: ‘Messrs
W. Gawne and Co., of George St., Dunedin, have sent us
a sample of Worcestershire Sauce manufactured by them,
which is in no respect inferior to the imported article, so
long celebrated for Flavoring Sauces, and as an agreeable
addition to grills, fish, and steaks. We can safely recommend
it as a valuable addition to our rapidly developing local
manufactures. The bottles are neatly labelled and ornamental,
not only for home use, but for exportation and we hope the
manufacturers will realise a demand equal to the merits of
the savoury article they have produced.’”
Note: This is the last ad seen for this sauce. Address:
George St., Dunedin. New Zealand.
84. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1900. General

notes. 11(9):812-15. Sept.
• Summary: The section titled “The soy bean as a forage
crop” states: “Some years ago Mr. Geo. Valder, who was
then manager of the Wagga Experiment Farm, conducted a
number of experiments to determine the value of the Soy (or
Soja) bean for culinary and fodder purposes. The opinion
formed on the trials was that for a hot-weather grower it was
hard to excel the Soy bean, which produced an abundance of
foliage and pulse. Seed was also sent to farmers in various
parts of the Colony, and in one place–Rylstone [see Dec.
1893 issue]–This bean produced a wonderful crop during the
hottest and driest months of the year.
“In the [United] States, where pulse crops for forage
receive a good deal more attention than is the case here,
the Soy bean is recognized as a valuable and reliable crop
for seasons of drought. Speaking of it in the American
Agriculturist, Professor Thomas Shaw, of Minnesota, which
is just as subject to prolonged spells of hot, dry weather as
our western districts, says: “The soy bean may be grown for the grain, for soiling
food, for ensilage, for pasture, and for green manuring. Its
greatest value, however, will probably be found in furnishing
soiling food for dairy cows, as it is in the proper condition
for being thus fed at that season of the year when but few
plants are available for such use; that is to say, during the
latter part of the summer. The Soy bean is a hot-weather
plant, and is able to stand more drought than the cow-pea.
When once well-rooted, hot winds that would wilt and wither
many other forms of vegetation will not seriously injure the
Soy bean.
“In appearance it resembles a common bean, but the
foliage is larger and much more luxuriant, and the habit of
growth is more upright. With all the conditions favourable,
this plant in some of its varieties will grow to the height of
at least 4 feet, and it produces a large yield of green food.
Some of the early varieties, as the medium or green, can
be grown successfully further north than the cow-pea. The
claim, however, that they will flourish as far north as corn
is not quite correct. And since it will stand drought better
than the cow-pea, it has special adaptation for districts
subject to scanty rainfall. Its province as a catch crop is more
circumscribed than that of the cow-pea, since in many of its
varieties it takes longer to mature. Nevertheless, there are
many crops which it may be made to follow the same season,
as, for instance, winter rye, winter wheat, grain forage eaten
down, or an early crop of potatoes. A warm, rich vegetable
soil with a porous subsoil is best adapted to the growth of
the Soy bean. The soils of the fertile prairie, therefore, are a
natural home for it. On poor, sandy soils it will not make a
large growth unless these are first fertilised.
“The preparation of the soil should be such as to make
a deep, fine, firm and moist seed-bed. When the Soy bean
is planted after a grain crop which has just matured, a free
use of the harrow and roller should be made in a normal
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season to conserve moisture. When sown from the grain, for
ensilage, for soiling food, or for hay, the seeds are put in with
the grain drill. But they may also be planted with a cornplanter or a bean-planter. It is customary to make the rows
about 30 inches apart. If the crop were grown for pasture,
the rows could be made considerably closer, under some
conditions, but not so close as to preclude cultivation, except
such as may be given with the harrow. When the rows are 30
inches apart, from 2 to 4 pecks of seed will suffice per acre.
At no time should the seed be sown earlier than the cornplanting season, and in districts subject to late frosts it ought
to be planted later. In the cooler districts, earlier varieties
only should be sown, and even in the hotter localities very
late varieties ought not to be used.
“In cultivation, a harrow with the teeth aslant can be
used with advantages before the beans are up, and also in
some instances at a later period. The cultivation should be
prompt and generous, more especially when the plants are
young. For making hay the Soy bean should be cut when the
beans in the pod are fully half-grown, or before the lower
leaves begin to fall freely, and the aim should be to handle it
but little during the curing process, lest many of the leaves
should be lost. When mixed with corn in the silo, the quality
of the ensilage is thereby considerably improved.”
Note: This article was reprinted under the same title in
The Sydney Mail (8 Sept. 1900, p. 7); the source was not
cited.
85. Valder, George. 1900. Hawkesbury District–September.
Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 11(9):801-04. Sept.
• Summary: The section titled “Leguminous crops” begins:
“Cow-peas, Lima-beans, Soy-beans, and other leguminous
crops suitable for the warm season should be sown at the end
of this month.” Also mentions lucerne and pea-nuts.
86. Times (London). 1900. Japanese commercial interests in
Manchuria. Oct. 5. p. 12, col. 2. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The Commissioner of Chinese Customs
at Niu-chwang [pinyin: Yingkou, formerly Newchwang;
Niuchwang, Niuzhang] refers, in his report for the past year,
to the important part played by Japan in the recent rapid
growth in the foreign trade of Manchuria.”
“This growth in trade with Japan may be said to have
commenced with the war between Japan and China [18941895], which probably opened the eyes of the Japanese to the
wealth of Manchuria and the peculiar value of its products
to themselves. The Soya bean is consumed in enormous
quantities in Japan, the better qualities for food and the
inferior ones as manure. In former years the supply was
obtained from Korea, but the Manchurian bean is cheaper.
Beancake is used as a food for cattle and for manure, and its
value in both respects is well known. Japanese shipping at
Niu-chwang naturally shows a great increase likewise.”

87. Aymar, R.W. 1900. Looting Peking’s priceless treasures:
When allies entered the Imperial City. Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). Oct. 9. p. 5.
• Summary: “’Look at this,’ begged a soldier, holding up to
me a lantern of bronze. It was of superb design, with tracings
on it as fine as the filaments of a spider’s web. The treasure
was at least 400 years old. The most marvelous thing about
it was the translucent globe–made of what do you think?
Of bean curd, a wonderful fabrication, flimsy as gelatin and
warranted not to break or crack.”
Note 1. It is unclear how one could make a translucent
globe out of bean curd [tofu]. H.T. Huang says: I really have
no idea how it was done. My best guess is that it was made
by using bean curd skin (yuba).
88. Country Gentleman. 1900. Domestic economy: spices,
pickles and suppers. 65(2489):833. Oct. 11.
• Summary: “Tomato Soy.–Green tomato soy is a pleasant
accompaniment for nearly every sort of fish and meat. To
make it, slice without peeling eight quarts of green tomatoes
and twelve large onions. Add to them four cupfuls of sugar,
two quarts of vinegar, two tablespoonfuls of salt, two
tablespoonfuls of ground black pepper, two tablespoonfuls
of mustard and a tablespoonful each of cloves and allspice.
Cook these together slowly, until the tomatoes are tender.
Turn into pint jars.”
89. Washington Progress (Washington, Beaufort Co., North
Carolina). 1900. Soy-bean culture. Oct. 11. p. 1.
• Summary: From Home and Farm: “As yet the soy-bean is
comparatively new in America, but judging from ten years’
experience at the Kansas Experiment Station, where as much
as seventy-five acres have been raised in one season and
fed to fattening hogs, cattle, milch cows and young stock,
its value is clearly demonstrated, and it promises to rank
high in the agriculture of the future. At the special request
of Secretary F.D. Coburn, of the State Board of Agriculture,
the most approved methods of culture and use are related by
Prof. Haney, as follows:
“The soy-bean responds readily to good soil and plenty
of moisture, but will thrive and produce on land too poor, or
in a season too dry for ordinary crops. It is not molested by
chinch bugs, and there are no insect enemies or blights which
materially affect it. The root system of the soy-bean is very
extensive, striking deeply into hard subsoil and spreading
widely near the surface. Not only are they supported by
their extensive root system, but, being a legume, the noduleforming micro-organism on the roots enables the crops to get
part of its nitrogen food directly from the air, and leave in
the soil a store of nitrogen which benefits succeeding crops.
Nitrogen is the most expensive and easily depleted element
of fertility in our soil, and one of the strong points in favor
of soy-beans is that they fit perfectly in the short rotations
where clover and alfalfa are not practicable, giving a rational
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rotation, and at the same time a paying crop.
“The land for soy-beans should be prepared the same
as for corn. Listing is not advisable, as the pods grow
close to the surface of the ground and would be covered in
cultivating. However, good results have been obtained by
listing the ground and then nearly tilling the ditches before
planting. The ground should not he plowed until time to
plant, and the planting done immediately after plowing. Late
plowing and immediate planting give the beans opportunity
to keep ahead of the weeds, which always bother such a
crop. Bean planting comes properly after corn and Kaffir
corn planting. By this time the soil is well warmed, which
insures prompt germination and rapid growth. After plowing
it is essential that the soil be compacted so as to hold the
moisture, as the beans require a relatively large quantity to
insure prompt germination.
“We get the best results by drilling in rows thirty inches
apart and three to four inches apart in the rows. The beans
grow upright, never falling down except on very rich land,
so they do not require more space. Planted at this distance
they shade the ground, which is desirable to prevent
evaporation and also to keep weeds down. Thirty pounds to
one half bushel of seed are required per acre to plant at this
distance. The best satisfactions [sic] comes from planting in
the spring, after the soil is well warmed. The last week of
May or first of June is not too late, depending on the season.
It takes from eighty to one hundred days for the beans to
mature, and they do best if this is during the most favorable
part of the season. They continue to grow and will mature
seed regardless of how dry the weather may be, although
the yield may be much reduced. Seed that is over two years
old is risky, and should not be trusted if new seed is to be
had. Seed should not be kept in close-woven sacks nor in
deep bins in quantity. It may heat enough to destroy the
germinating powers and not be previously noticed.
“If a dashing rain comes up after planting and forms
a crust the beans may ‘break their necks’ trying to push
through. If the crust has formed run a light harrow crosswise
of the rows. A few plants will be broken off, but not so many
as if harrowed lengthwise, and it will be much better than
leaving the crust intact.
“One of great objections to soybeans has been the lack
of an easy means of harvesting.
“The bean pod grows so close to the ground that no
sort of grain harvester can be employed in harvesting them
without losing some beans. If hogs or sheep can be put on
to glean the field a self-rake may be used very satisfactorily.
A mower will shatter the beans and crush them into the
earth, and does not give satisfaction. The stems being hard,
any knife cutter should run slightly below the surface of
the ground to cut them satisfactorily. When more than ten
or fifteen acres are to be handled it will pay to use a bean
harvester.
“After the beans are cut they can be raked with a hay

rake, and should be put in small shocks until dry, when
they can be threshed or stacked. Thrashing is done with an
ordinary separator, using all blank concaves, and running as
slowly as the machine will permit and not clog in the shake.
“Those who have grown them for hay are loud in their
praises, and some think this is the most satisfactory way
of getting the benefit to the crop, especially where alfalfa
or clover are difficult to grow. For hay the seed should be
drilled or sown broadcast, and will require one and one-half
bushels per acre. They should be cut when the beans are well
formed but soft; the leaves will all be on at this stage, and a
large quantity of superior feed will be secured. The cutting
may be done with an ordinary mower, and the hay cured as
any other crop.
“As a soiling crop for cows, there is nothing better to
produce a high yield of milk. Shoats averaging about sixty
pounds per head, turned into a patch of soy-beans just as
the beans was forming, made a superior growth, without
any grain to speak of. They ate beans, leaves, stalk and all,
leaving only short stubs where the beans had been two feet
high.
“The soy-bean is richer than linseed meal, and nearly as
rich as cotton seed or gluten meal. The early varieties should
be insisted on, and some seed houses have sent out the late
sorts when an early variety was expected, with the result that
those who grew them were much dissatisfied. We advise that
the bean be tried in fields of not less two or three acres, as
smaller planting seldom gives satisfaction.”
90. North Otago Times (New Zealand). 1900. The industries
of Japan. Oct. 13. p. 2 (Supplement).
• Summary: “Agriculture is the chief pursuit of the people of
Japan, and in the greater part of the cultivated area rice and
the principal food crops, wheat, barley, and soya beans, are
grown.”
“The industries of the Japanese empire may be
distinguished as ‘original’ and ‘imported.’ The original
industries which existed from early times are those of...
vegetable wax, salt, sugar, sake, soy [sauce], oil, tobacco,
indigo, and raw silk.”
91. Examiner (Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada). 1900. Farm
and garden: Facts from the field. Soy bean stands drought,
defies bugs and is richest of feed. Oct. 15. p. 3.
• Summary: “The Kansas experiment station began raising
soy beans in 1889 and has raised them every year since, in
1899 having 70 acres in this crop.” A long summary of an
article about soy beans in Kansas is given.
92. Valder, George. 1900. Hawkesbury District–October.
Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 11(10):909-12. Oct.
• Summary: In the section titled “Leguminous forage crops,”
the soy-related text is identical to that in the Sept. 1898 issue.
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93. Greenville Journal (The) (Greenville, Ohio). 1900. Farm
& Garden: A talk about soy beans. Nov. 22. p. 7, col. 1.
• Summary: “An Illinois soy bean grower says: The soy
bean is said to be a native of Japan, where it has been grown
for centuries and it is said to take kindly to the soil in the
warmer latitudes of the United States. It is a branching
leguminous plant, with heavy foliage and it grows to a height
of one and a half to three feet. The beans are about the size
of peas, and they form in pods. If the plant is cut before
the beans are formed, it is said to make the best of hay, and
if the beans are allowed to mature, they make fine feed as
grain. The experiment stations report that this bean has more
protein and fat than the same amount of corn.”
This article also appeared in The Marshfield Chronicle
(Marshfield, Missouri) (Nov. 22, p. 4), Gibson City Courier
(Gibson City, Illinois) (Nov. 22, p. 9), The Worthington
Advance (Worthington, Minnesota) (Nov. 30, p. 9), Ottawa
County Democrat (Bennington, Kansas) (Dec. 7, p. 4), and
Ness County News (Ness City, Kansas) (Dec. 22, p. 8),
94. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1900. Simple diet of the Japs.
Nov. 25. p. 36.
• Summary: The “Japanese have an advantage because of
their simpler and cheaper diet. The Japanese eat thrice a day,
but their food is so simple that foreigners find it difficult to
satisfy themselves with it until they try it for two or three
weeks, by the end of which time they generally concede its
merits over the heavier foods of America and England.
“A Japanese breakfast consists of a tiny cup of tea,
followed by a soup which may be made of bean curd, fish, or
seaweed, a small piece of boiled fish, a small omelette, and a
small cup of hot rice.”
“The monotony is so great to a European that there
is never any temptation to overeat, and the Japs are not
gluttons. Yet this is the diet of the Japanese” against
whom the Americans “will soon be pitted for commercial
supremacy.”
95. Prescott, Augusta. 1900. Thanksgiving dishes and how to
serve them. San Francisco Chronicle. Nov. 25. p. 26.
• Summary: Contains various recipes in sentence-style
format. “Oysters on the half-shell. Place shells on a plate of
cracked ice, over which scatter watercresses; in the center
lay a lemon shell, in which serve this sauce: One teaspoonful
freshly grated horseradish, two teaspoonfuls lemon juice, one
teaspoonful catsup, dash of paprika, one-half teaspoonful of
salt and one-half teaspoonful Worcestershire sauce.”
96. Lynch, R. Irwin. 1900. The evolution of plants. J. of the
Royal Horticultural Society (London) 25:17-37. Nov. See p.
33-34.
• Summary: The section titled “Not of hybrid origin” (p. 3334) states: “The Soy Bean, described by Maximowicz under
the name Glycine hispida, is undoubtedly an evolute from

the wild Glycine Soja of China and Japan.” This paper was
read on 13 March 1900.
Note: This is the earliest document seen that uses the
word “hybrid” (or “hybrids”) in connection with the soy
bean. Address: Cambridge Botanic Gardens.
97. Sack, J. 1900. Samenstelling van Indische
voedingsmiddelen: Tweede serie (LI-C) [Composition of
Indonesian foods: Second series (51-100)]. Bulletin van het
Koloniaal Museum te Haarlem No. 23. p. 85. Nov. Fold-out
table bound at the end of No. 23. [3 ref. Dut]
• Summary: This is the second such table published in this
Bulletin. The first table by J. Sack was published in Bulletin
No. 22 (March 1900). Dr. M. Greshoff supervised the work.
The composition of fifty Indonesian foods is given, with
two lines of notes in one wide column after each. Each
food is numbered: 51-100. Soy-related foods are: 56. Black
soybeans (Katjang kadelé itam; zwarte soja). 76. Tempeh
(Tempé). 81. Japanese shoyu (Japansche soja).
Also discusses: 57. Katjang poetih (Poetih [putih] means
“white.” A note says this is a type of soybean but we think
it is a species of Vigna). 58. Katjang ketjipir (Psophocarpus
tetragonolobus). 67. Sesame seeds. 82. Agar-agar. Address:
Assistent bij het Laboratorium, van het Koloniaal Museum te
Haarlem [Netherlands].
98. Sack, J. 1900. Samenstelling van één honderd Indische
voedingsmiddelen [Composition of one hundred Indonesian
foods]. Bulletin van het Koloniaal Museum te Haarlem No.
23. p. 68-73. Nov. [Dut]
• Summary: This is a detailed summary of information
published in two fold-out tables by J. Sack, published in
Bulletin No. 22 (March 1900) and No. 23 (Nov. 1900). Here,
however, the 100 foods are listed in a different sequence–
alphabetically by Indonesian name.
Soy-related foods are: 33 and 34. Soybeans (Katjang
kadelé; Glycine). 35. Black soybeans (Katjang kadelé itam).
84. Japanese shoyu (Soja; Japansche). 90. Tempeh (Tempé).
Also discusses: 1. Agar-agar (Eucheuma). 36. Winged
beans (Katjang ketjipir; Psophocarpus tetragonolobus). 43.
Peanuts (Katjang tanah; Arachis). 81. Sesame seeds (Sesamzaad; Sesamum). Address: Assistent bij het Laboratorium,
in het Laboratorium van het Koloniaal Museum te Haarlem
[Netherlands].
99. Wisconsin, Douglas County, West Superior. 1900.
Registration of birth. Douglas County, Wisconsin. 1 p.
• Summary: This is Mildred Lager’s birth registration,
#124638, in West Superior, Wisconsin. Name: Mildred
Mathilda (?) Lager. Note: Her middle name is hard to read.
Color: White. Sex: Female. Name of siblings: None. Name
of father: Gust. Lager. Occupation of father: Station engineer.
Full name of mother: Hilda Erickson. Hour, day, month, and
week of birth: 5:45 p.m., Dec. 19, 1900. Place born: West
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Clay and Whippoorwill varieties of cowpeas, planted in
drills and cultivated. On one plot soja, or soy, beans were
planted, but as no stand of soy beans was obtained this plot
was cultivated without a crop, that is, kept clean or fallow.”
Address: Agriculturist, Auburn, Alabama.
102. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1900. Prix courant général
pour 1900-1901 [General current prices for 1900-1901].
Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. See p. 53. Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section titled “Non-grain forages, forage
roots, etc. (Fourrages non graminées, racines-fourrages,
etc.”), under “Soja hispida. Pois oléagineux” (p. 53) five
varieties of soybeans are listed with the prices in Paris: (1)
Yellow (jaune). 70 francs per 100 kg, or 0.80 francs per
kg. (2) Very early (très hâtif). 70 francs per 100 kg, or 1.50
francs per kg. (3) Black seeded (à grain noir). 120 francs
per 100 kg, or 1.30 francs per kg. Recommended for feeding
horses. (4) Extra early from Podolie (New) (extra hâtif de la
Podolie). 140 francs per 100 kg, or 1.50 francs per kg. (5)
Soya from Étampes (Soja d’Étampes). 130 francs per 100
kg, or 1.40 francs per kg. Address: Quai de la Mégisserie, 4
(ancien 30) [Paris, France].

Superior [Douglas Co.], Wisconsin. Birthplace of father:
Sweden. Birthplace of mother: Sweden. Name of physician,
health officer, or person signing certification: C.M. Gould.
Residence of person signing: West Superior, Wisconsin. Date
of certificate: Dec. 31, 1900. Date of registration: June 2,
1901.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2014) that
mentions Mildred Lager.
100. Neue Freie Presse (Vienna). 1900. Huelsenfruechte und
Landesprodukte [Legumes and local products]. No. 13053.
Dec. 25. p. 4, col. 1-2. Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: Vienna, 24 December. (Original report from
Wilhelm Sarl, Vienna, Fünfhaus)... Soybeans (Sojabohnen
{Soja hispida}) 20-22 Kroner.
101. Duggar, J.F. 1900. Corn culture. Alabama Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 111. p. 93-154. Dec.
• Summary: In the section titled “Cowpeas as a fertilizer for
corn” the first paragraph (p. 132) states: “In 1897, on reddish
loam soil, a test was made of the Wonderful or Unknown,

103. Waters, H.J. 1900. Report of the Director. Missouri
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report. p. 1-5. Dec.
For the year 1900.
• Summary: This report begins (p. 4): “During the year
ended June 30th 1900, the officers of the Experiment
Station have been diligently engaged upon investigations
of great value to the State. A mention of the more important
investigations follows:
“1. Agronomy. Methods of seeding clover; Alfalfa
culture;... Test of soy bean varieties; Rotation of cowpeas
and wheat grown on the same land each year...”
Note 1. No soybean variety names are given. This is
the earliest document seen (Nov. 1999) concerning soybean
research at the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 1999)
that contains the word “Agronomy” in connection with soy
beans. It was next used in Illinois in April 1903. Address:
B.S.A., Director of the Station, Columbia, Missouri.
104. Journal of the Oriental Institute (Vladivostok).
1900-1901. Sovremennaia letopsis’ Dal’nego Vostoka
[Contemporary chronology of the Far East]. p. 157-58.
[Rus]*
• Summary: This chronology was published in installments
under a specific grant from the Governor-General of the
Amur Region. The entry for 1900-1901 titled “Japanese
interests in Manchuria” describes increasing Japanese
soybean imports from Niuzhuang, Manchuria, since
soybeans from Manchuria are found to be less expensive
than those imported from Korea.
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105. Bailey, Liberty H. 1900-1903. Cyclopedia of American
horticulture. 2nd ed. 4 vols. New York, NY: The Macmillan
Co.; London: Macmillan & Co., Ltd. See vol. 1, p. 136-37.
Vol. 2, p. 653. Vol. 4, p. 1693. Assisted by Wilhelm Miller,
Assoc. Editor.

• Summary: This classic is illustrated with over 2,000
original engravings, including two of the soy bean. Full-sized
illustrations (fig. 191; p. 136) in Volume 1, under “Bean,”
show the seeds of 6 types of beans, including four seeds of
Glycine hispida (the soy bean).
Another illustration (fig. 195; p. 137) shows the leaves
and pods of the Soy Bean–Glycine hispida (one-third size),
and the accompanying text states: “Of greater value [than the
Cow-pea] for the same purposes, north of New Jersey, seems
to be the Japanese Soy Bean, which is early enough to come
to maturity almost anywhere in the United States. Its foliage
is rather thin or open, however, which impairs its value for
green-manuring. The dry Bean constitutes one of the richest
vegetable foods known, and its flavor seems unobjectionable

to all kinds of stock. Sow 1 bushel to the acre.”
Volume 2, p. 653 notes: “Glycine (Greek for Sweet).
Leguminosae. Perhaps 15 or 20 species in tropical Asia,
Africa, and Australia, mostly twining vines. The Glycines
are allied to Dolichos, Vigna and Phaseolus: The cultivated
species are distinguished by small and hairy flowers in short
axillary racemes... In this country Glycine is known only in
the Soy Bean, G. Hispida, Maxim. (fig. 195; p. 137), which
is an erect, hairy annual from Japan and China. It is also
known as the Soja Bean, Coffee Bean and Coffee Berry... In
China and Japan the seeds are much used for human food,
but in this country the plant is grown for forage, having
begun to attract attention about 25 years ago. The beans may
be used as a substitute for coffee; and for this purpose the
plant is often sold. The Soy Bean, in the form in which we
know it, seems to be unknown in a wild state. It is probably a
domesticated form of Glycine Soja, Sieb. & Zucc., which is
wild in Japan. These two species are united by some authors
and separated by others (see Franch. & Sav. Fl. Jap. 1:108.
Maxim. Bull Acad. St. Petersb. 18:398). For purposes of
perspicuity and definition, they may well be kept separate
in the books... Glycine was once applied to Wistaria. It is
sometimes used for that genus at the present day in foreign
lists (L.H.B.)”
Vol. 4, p. 1693 states: “Soy Bean (Glycine hispida,
which see for botanical description) is a legume, and while
it has long been a staple crop in Japan it has but somewhat
recently been cultivated in the United States. Figs. 191,
195. It grows to perfection only in a tropical or semitropical
climate. In its native country, Japan, the seed is an important
human food product, but in the United States its principal use
at present is as a forage plant for farm live stock and as a soil
renovator...
“To the horticulturist the Soy Bean is valuable chiefly
as a soil renovator... When the soil is so hard and forbidding
that clover will not thrive the Soy Bean may be made to
serve as a nitrogen gatherer, and when plowed under it serves
to greatly improve the physical condition of the land. See
also Glycine (L.A. Clinton).” Address: Prof. of Horticulture,
Cornell Univ., New York.
106. Wiesner, Julius. 1900-1903. Die Rohstoffe des
Pflanzenreiches: Versuch einer technischen Rohstofflehre
des Pflanzenreiches. Zweite gaenzlich umgearbeitete und
erweiterte Auflage. 2 vols. [The raw materials of the plant
kingdom. Treatise on a technical raw material theory of
the plant kingdom. 2nd edition, completely revised and
expanded. 2 vols.]. Leipzig, Germany: Verlag von Wilhelm
Engelmann. See vol. 1, p. 473. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [ soy ref.
Ger]
• Summary: In Chapter 8, “Plant fats” (Pflanzenfette), the
section titled “Legumes” (Leguminosen) states (p. 473):
Glycine hispida Maxim. (= Soja hispida Savi). Tropical
Africa. Asia. Soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl), incorrectly named
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“oil of peas (huile de pois),” is used in China and Japan as
a food oil. See: Schaedler, Carl. 1892. Die Technologie der
Fette und Oele des Pflanzen- und Thierreichs. p. 525. De
Negri, G.; Fabris, G. 1894. “Die Oele. Soyaoel.” Zeitschrift
für Analytische Chemie 33:568.
Vol. I (xi + 795 p.), with 153 text figures, was published
in 1900. Vol. II (vi + 1070 p.), with 297 text figures, was
published in 1903.
Vol. I also discusses: Oil from Cyperus esculentus
(Erdmandelgrase, chufa, p. 461). Peanut oil (p. 473, 51213). Hemp and hempseed oil (p. 469, 520). Almond oil (p.
507-08). Sesame oil (p. 511-12). Linseed oil (p. 518-19).
Algae (agar-agar, carrageenan, laminaria, kelp, alaria, fucus,
p. 643-53). Vol. II also discusses: Job’s tears (p. 185, 782).
Kuzu (p. 219). Hemp (p. 300-08). Cyperus esculentus (p.
467). Quinoa (p. 685). Peanuts (p. 687, 734-41). Voandzeia
(p. 687). Almonds (p. 730-34). Linseed (p. 748-51). Sesame
(p. 768-78). Address: Prof. of Plant Anatomy and Physiology
and Director of the Plant Physiology Inst., Univ. of Vienna.
107. Clinton, Clifford E. 1900-1969. Papers (Finding aid
to archival collection). Los Angeles, California: Dep. of
Special Collections, University of California at Los Angeles
(UCLA). 13 boxes (6.5 linear feet). 14 oversize boxes. *
• Summary: Collection 2018. Stored off-site. Advance notice
required for access. “Collection contains correspondence,
manuscripts, publications, scrapbooks, radio scripts,
photographs, and memorabilia related to Clinton’s personal
interests [Meals for Millions Foundation] and business
affairs, related to his restaurants as well as Los Angeles
politics, government, and social conditions. Includes
broadcast scripts from Clinton’s mayoral campaign, detailed
documents related to the activities of CIVIC, and material
from Clifton’s Cafeteria and the Brookdale Cafeteria. Also
includes manuscript notes of Clinton’s childhood experiences
in China.
“Bio/History: Clifford E. Clinton was born in 1900;
served in World War I; assumed management of father’s
six restaurants in San Francisco after marrying Nelda
Patterson; moved to Los Angeles and founded the “Pacific
Seas” Clifton’s Cafeteria, 1931; later founded the Brookdale
Cafeteria; became involved with Los Angeles politics in
1936 with John Anson Ford; involved with recall of LA
mayor Frank Shaw and supported Fletcher Bowron as mayor
of LA, 1938; helped organize the Citizen’s Independent
Vice Investigating Committee (CIVIC) and was active in
civic reform movements; published brochure, The clock
strikes twelve, 1945; ran unsuccessfully for mayor in 1945;
became involved with Community Food Service Centers,
the development of multi-purpose food, and the Meals for
Millions Foundation during World War II; died, 1969.”
Address: Los Angeles, California.
108. Suzuki, V. 1900. Can strontium and barium replace

calcium in phanerogams? Bulletin of the College of
Agriculture, Tokyo 4:69-77. *
• Summary: A phanerogam is a seed-bearing or flowering
plants; also called spermatophytes. The answer to the
question posed in the title is “no.”
109. Product Name: Shoyu (Brand Unknown).
Manufacturer’s Name: Unknown. Company founded by
M. Yamakami, a learned Japanese.
Manufacturer’s Address: At the junction of Punchbowl
street and Pauoa road. Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1900.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu Advertiser
(Pacific Commercial Advertiser). 1900. April 14. p. 14.
“Soy may be sent to other islands: Board of Health decides
possible bacilli are killed by process of manufacture.” This
soy factory in Honolulu is conducted by a learned Japanese
whose name is not given. The small factory is located at the
junction of Punchbowl street and Pauao road. Unfortunately
the date the company started is not given, but it was in full
swing by April 1900. The company makes a sweet soy sauce
from soy-beans grown in Japan.
Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1905. Dec. 23. p. 1, col. 1-2,
and p. 5, col. 5. “Making soy in Honolulu.” “It entered the
head of M. Yamakami that it would be a highly profitable
enterprise to make soy and so, from seed brought from
Japan, he commenced growing the soy bean in Kona. This
was done at a minimum of expense as the shrub is grown
between the rows of coffee trees.” “Then he established a
small factory which has grown to such an extent that he had
to move to a larger place, and is now going to double the
capacity of his establishment. This is the only soy factory of
any account outside of Asia.”
110. Product Name: [Light House brand Soy Sauce,
Chiang, Fermented Tofu].
Foreign Name: Jiang-yu, Dou-jiang, Furu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yeo Hiap Seng.
Manufacturer’s Address: Chang-chou, Fukien [Fujian]
province, China.
Date of Introduction: 1900.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Alan Yeo.
1982. April, and YHS news release. 1990. Oct. Yeo Hiap
Seng traces its origins to the year 1900 when the patriarch
of the Yeo family, Mr. Yang (in the Amoy dialect, his name
was pronounced Yeo Keng Lian) purchased a small company
named “Hiap Seng” in the city of Chang-chou (pinyin:
Zhang Zhou), Fukien (Fujian) province, China. “Hiap
Seng” means “unite to succeed.” Yeo Keng Lian changed
the company’s name to reflect his family’s ownership. He
worked as a manufacturer and retailer of fermented soybean
seasonings: soy sauce (jiang-you), Chinese-style miso
(dou-jiang), and fermented tofu (furu). All three products
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were sold from day one under the “Light House” brand. By
working together, the family did succeed. Their soy sauce,
fermented in the traditional Chinese way in wooden vats and
earthenware jars, was of superior quality and the business
prospered. The original plant was located near the center of
Chang-chou. In about 1920 a second plant was established in
the eastern part of the city, and in the late 1920s a third plant
was set up in the southern part of the city. Each of the three
fermented soy products were produced in all three plants;
the second and third plants also produced some pickled
vegetables.
In 1935, during the Japanese invasion of China, when
life was difficult and unsettled in Fukien province, Yeo
Keng Lian sent his eldest son, Yeo Thian In, to Singapore to
investigate possibilities there. The son founded the Yeo Hiap
Seng Sauce Factory at 410 Outram Road, Singapore 3. He
was joined shortly by the rest of the family.
Note 1. This is the earliest known commercial soy
product (with a brand name) made in China.
Note 2. This is the earliest known commercial soy
product made or sold by Yeo Hiap Seng. It is also the earliest
record seen (May 2014) concerning Yeo Hiap Seng.
111. Anderson, W.B. 1900. Forage crops. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 12:59-66.
For the year ending June 30, 1899.
• Summary: Six varieties of soybeans were grown at the
station in 1898: Black, Medium Black, Early White, Yellow,
Edamane [sic, Edamame], Medium green [Medium Green],
and Yamagata [Cha-daidzu; brown]. For each variety is
given: Maximum height of the plant in inches. Date of
ripening. Approximate yields of forage and seed.
In the section titled “Co-operative experiments” (p.
64-66), a letter from N.D. Gaddy, Jennings County, Indiana
(p. 66), evaluates kafir corn, soy beans, and cow peas. “Soy
beans are sown in May and June, one-half bushel per acre.
Estimated yield of seed is 20 bushels and of hay one and
one-half tons per acre.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean varieties Black, or Yellow. Address:
LaFayette, Indiana.
112. Atwater, W.O.; Bryant, A.P. 1900. Availability and fuel
value of food materials. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 12:73-110. For the year
1899. See p. 79.
• Summary: If we know the amount of nitrogen in a seed
or plant, how do we calculate the amount of protein? In the
USA, this document first proposed the conversion factors.
Page 79:
Table 2, titled “Proposed nitrogen factors for the protein
of different groups of food materials” states:
“Animal foods 6.25
“Wheat, rye, barley and their manufactured products...

5.70
“Maize, oats, buckwheat and rice, and their
manufactured products 6.00
“Dried seeds of legumes 6.25
“Vegetables 5.65
“Fruits 5.80.” Address: Chemist, Mansfield (P.O. Storrs),
Connecticut.
113. Banks, Joseph; Solander, Daniel. 1900. Illustrations
of the botany of Captain Cook’s voyage round the world in
the H.M.S. Endeavour in 1768-71. 3 vols. London: British
Museum (Natural History). See vol. 1, p. 22. 50 cm.

• Summary: In Vol. 1 of this large-format folio book, under
Australian Plants, large and beautiful illustrations (p. 22)
depict Glycine tabacina Benth. and Glycine tomentosa
Benth., which are wild perennial relatives of the soybean.
The illustrations are based on herbarium specimens
(collected by Banks and Solander) in the British Museum.
At the description of Glycine tabacina is written:
“Benth. Fl. Austral. ii 245 (1864). There is no description of
this in Solander’s MSS. The specimens are from Botany Bay,
Bustard Bay, and Bay of Inlets.” Note that this reference
is to Flora Australiensis: A description of the plants of the
Australian Territory, by George Bentham. Vol. II, p. 245.
Bentham first named is species in 1864. Botany Bay is on
the southern border of the city of Sydney, New South Wales.
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It was the scene of the first landing on Australian soil by
Captain Cook in April 1770. Bustard Bay is in Queensland,
just north of Bundaberg. Bay of Inlets is in Queensland, just
south of Mackay.
At the description of Glycine tomentosa is written:
“Benth. Fl. Austral. ii 245 (1864).” There is then a long
botanical description of the plant in Latin. It is not clear who
wrote this description, since Bentham’s 1864 description
is in English. Finally the place of collection is given as
“Endeavor’s River.” Note that this plant, also, was collected
in 1770. The Endeavour River (note spelling) still runs
through Cooktown in northern in Queensland.
Note 1. This work was first cited in Oct. 1994 in a
personal communication from Prof. Ted Hymowitz of
the University of Illinois. In about 1986-87 he and two
colleagues (Tony Brown and Jim Grace) walked up and
down the knoll near Cooktown looking for wild relatives of
the soybean. There is a motel now on top of the knoll. Prof.
Hymowitz has also seen the herbarium specimen of Glycine
from the voyage; it is now in the British Museum.
Note 2. This book is part of a 3-volume set. Volumes
1 and 2 have the same title, as shown above. Vol. 3 has the
title: Illustrations of Australian plants collected in 1770
during Captain Cook’s voyage round the world in the H.M.S.
Endeavor.
Note 3. If we take the date of collection (1770) rather
than the date of publication (1900) as being the date the of

document, this would be the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans (but only wild perennial relatives
of soybeans) in Australia or Oceania; cultivated soybeans
had not yet been reported by 1770.
Note 4. The first author, Joseph Banks, lived 17431820. So he had been dead for 80 years when the book was
published. Daniel Solander, lived 1733-1782, was even
younger.
Note 5. The Bay of Inlets no longer exists on most
maps of Australia. It includes Shoal Water Bay and Broad
Sound which are both on the Queensland coast just south of
Mackay (pronounced muh-KAI). The area is now known as
Broad Sound Channel, which leads into Shoal Water Bay and
Broad Sound. Sources: (1) An Account of a Voyage Round
the World, with a Full Account of the Voyage of the Endeavor
in the Year MDCCLXX Along the East Coast of Australia by
Lieutenant James Cook... Compiled by D. Warrington Evans.
Brisbane: W.R. Smith & Paterson (1969). This book includes
a chart (facing page 8) of New South Wales on the east coast
of New Holland by James Cook, 1770. The Bay of Inlets is
on this map. (2) Reader’s Digest Atlas of Australia. Sydney:
Reader’s Digest. 1977. Maps 13 and 22 include the area
concerned.
Note 6. Solander, a botanist, was one of Linnaeus’
favorite students and one of the many he sent to various
distant places around the world to collect plants unknown to
Europeans.
Note 7. “Only the lack of an M.D. degree has kept the
greatest explorer of all times from also being recognized as
the world’s first practicing nutritionist.” He conquered scurvy
on his ships.
114. Bedford, S.A. 1900. Experimental Farm for Manitoba.
Report of Superintendent. Annual Report of the Experimental
Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 283-335. For the year 1899. See
p. 310.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with early soja
beans and horse beans” (p. 310) states: “A further trial was
made of these two leguminous plants, but the returns were
not as large as last year. During the past two seasons both
Soja and Horse Beans have been tried for ensilage, but with
very poor success. In both years the plants rotted in the silo
and partly spoilt any corn coming in contact with them.”
The best yield from Early Soja Beans, 4 tons per acre green,
was obtained from beans sown June 20 in rows 21 inches
apart. They reached a height of 28 inches and were cut Aug.
31. Address: Superintendent, Experimental Farm, Brandon,
Manitoba, Canada.
115. Benedict, Francis G. 1900. Analyses of fodders and
feeding stuffs. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 12:209-18. For the year 1899. See p.
212-18.
• Summary: Among the products analyzed was soy bean
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fodder (p. 212). The sample was taken on 25 Sept. 1899 from
about a ton of fodder which was being cut in a silage cutter.
A table (p. 213) shows its composition on a water-free basis
and on a fresh basis.
Ten samples of soy bean seed, grown in 1899, were also
analyzed in the same way. Address: Chemist, Mansfield (P.O.
Storrs), Connecticut.
116. Black: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonym:
Buckshot (Ball 1907). 1900. Renamed Buckshot by about
1907. Seed color: Black (shiny).
• Summary: Sources: Anderson, W.B. 1900. “Forage crops.”
Indiana (Purdue) Agric. Exp. Station, Annual Report 12:5966. For the year ending June 30, 1899. See p. 62. The section
titled “Soy beans” begins: “Six varieties were grown at the
station in 1898, with the following results: Black (Home
grown seed). This variety grew 28 to 30 inches high. The
solid sowing was equal to the cultivated rows in yield or
forage and seed. Since this bean is larger than the ordinary
soy bean, the drill should be slightly opened to permit the
same rate of seeding. This bean was ripe September 18, and
made a fair yield of forage and seed.”
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27.
See p. 11-14. “Classification–Key to the varieties (p. 11): I.
Black seeded: 1A. Seeds large, 8 to 11 mm long, round or
broadly elliptical, pods 1½ to 3 inches long. Very early, 95 to
100 days, 18 to 24 inches high. short branched; leaves large,
dark; pods 2 inches long or over, seeds spherical or broadly
elliptical and somewhat flattened = Buckshot.” “Blackseeded group: The Buckshot is a well-known commercial
variety, having been on the market in this country for a
number of years. So far as known, it is the only variety with
black seeds which is obtainable commercially. It is quite
generally sold by northern seedsmen and under several
descriptive names, all more or less similar, as Black, Early
Black, Medium Early Black, Extra Early Black, Large Black,
etc... The seeds are jet black and shining, but usually covered
with a powdery bloom...”
117. Boorsma, P.A. 1900. Scheikundig onderzoek van in
Ned.-Indie inheemsche voedingsmiddelen. De sojaboon
[Chemical analysis of some indigenous foodstuffs in the
Netherlands Indies. The soybean]. Geneeskundig Tijdschrift
voor Nederlandsch-Indie 40:247-59. [18 ref. Dut]
• Summary: Contents: Literature review. Introduction
(Boorsma is living in Java). Chemical composition of
indigenous soybeans: Table giving figures (based on
Boorsma’s original research) for large black, large yellow,
small yellow, unripe or immature black soybeans, soy protein
(eiwit in de soja) or legumine, the oil (De vette olie), analysis
of the ash, starch, the black soybean (zwarte kedeleh), use
of soybeans in Java and Japan. Japanese soy preparations
(Japansche soja preparaten): Shoyu (soja) made with

koji, tofu, yuba, miso and natto. Indigenous (Chinese)
preparations: Tempeh (tempe kedeleh), Indonesian soy sauce
(Ketjap–Bataviasche soja), tofu and pressed tofu (Tao-hoe en
Tao-koan), Indonesian miso and fermented black soybeans
(Tao-tjo en Tao-dji).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2012) in
any language that mentions “Tao-dji.”
Note 2. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that mentions fermented black soybeans,
which it calls Tao-dji.
Note 3. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2009) that mentions Indonesian-style miso, which it calls
“Tao-tjo.” This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Feb. 2009) that uses the word “Tao-tjo” to refer to
Indonesian-style miso.
The section titled “Japanese soy preparations” (p.
251-53) includes descriptions of koji, tofu, dried frozen
tofu (kori-tofu), yuba, miso and natto, as follows: Tofu is
the Japanese name for a yellow-white to gray mass, which
is prepared by macerating the finely ground up soybeans
with water; an initial [natural] fermentation, which occurs
alongside, creates enough acid to precipitate part of the
protein. Then a short heating, causes as much fat as possible
to bind to the protein, so that the liquid after filtration has
a milky appearance. Through the addition of the highly
alkaline magnesium concentrate, a by-product of making sea
salt, the protein is precipitated, separated out by hand and
shaped into cakes–which contain lots of water, protein and
fat. As a side dish or in the preparation of soup, tofu is used a
lot. To remove most of the water, it is common to freeze and
dry the cakes in the sun afterward. Then they are called koritofu.
Note 4. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (April 2013) that mentions dried frozen tofu, which it
calls kori-dofu.
Yuba is an even fattier product obtained by the
evaporation of the cream layer, that aggregates on the surface
of the just mentioned bean milk.
In Japan, most soybeans are processed into cheese types,
called miso and natto [which the author confuses in the
following].
The cooked beans, that have been formed into a firm
dough are fermented again with koji, kitchen salt and water.
The temperature and the amount of kitchen salt, that one
uses, affect the nature of the product [miso] and the speed
of fermentation. Finally the mass is cooked for a long time
in the brine, separated and shaped into cakes. The resulting
vegetable cheese [natto] is then wrapped in bundles, of about
500 grams, of straw, and left to its own for a few days in a
heated space; where, according to Loew [sic, Yabe 1895,
p. 438-39] the microbes attached to the straw cause an
additional post-fermentation.
The reason for the somewhat extensive attention [in
this writing] to the latter, is that the native soybean (katjang
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kedeleh) preparations of the Dutch East Indies are, more or
less, patterned after the Japanese.
This excellent article contains a 4½-page description
(the best seen to date, p. 253-58) of the traditional process
for making soybean tempeh (Tempe kedeleh). The soybeans
are parboiled, soaked in water for 2-3 days, drained, steamed
in a steamer (koekesan), spread in a layer several centimeters
thick on woven bamboo trays in shelves, and covered
completely with banana leaves. They are then inoculated
with the bijang, which is the “mold containing residues of a
previous preparation.” This is mixed in here and there, then
the trays are covered lightly with banana leaves so as to let
in some air. “Rampant growth of the mold soon begins. In
the evening the mass is molded a little and after two 24-hour
periods one will obtain a coherent cake, which is cut into
pieces and taken as is to the market.”
The cotyledons are stuck together by a dense mycelium,
which has grown into a somewhat white covering. According
to Prinsen Geerligs (cited above), the name of the mold is
Chlamydomucor Oryzae.
During the two days of rampant mold growth, a radical
conversion takes place in the components of the seeds; a
lot of water, carbonic acid, and heat start to develop... A
thermometer inserted into the fermenting mass shows a
temperature 10-12ºC above that of the environment.
As the preparation is finished, the banana leaves are
taken away; the temperature drops slowly to normal, the
rampant mold growth stops, and the mass dries out slightly.
In this condition, the tempeh can be kept for several days
without spoiling.
When the rampant mold growth is allowed to continue
for a third day, simply by leaving the banana leaves in place,
the conversion will soon become much stronger as noted by
the formation of ammonia. Also poisonous products start to
form; a monkey, given a little bit [of overripe tempeh] among
his other foods that day was vomiting violently one hour
later. Thus we should admit that the stories about poisonings
caused by various sorts of tempeh [such as bongkrek, made
from coconut presscake] probably have some foundation.
But there is little fear of this from soybean tempeh.
After microscopic examination, Boorsma concluded that
Prinsen Geerligs and others were wrong in stating that (1)
the mold hyphae penetrate and dissolve the hard soybean cell
walls, and (2) cellulose is decreased during tempeh (tempe)
fermentation. He studied the chemical and compositional
changes at four stages during a 3-day tempeh fermentation;
a table shows his findings. He observed that fats and soluble
carbohydrates decreased substantially, while nitrogen
decreased only slightly. He also discussed the hydrolysis
of soybean lipids, and why tempeh is easier to digest than
whole soybeans.
Note 5. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Sept. 2011) that uses the term tempe kedele or the word
tempe to refer to tempeh.

Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (March 2020)
that describes how to make tempeh on a commercial scale.
On page 258 Boorsma briefly discusses Ketjap (which
he called Bataviasche soja, or Jakarta soy sauce) and Taohoe and Tao-koan (tofu and firm tofu), based on information
from Prinsen-Geerlings (for both) and Vorderman (for
firm tofu). For each he gives a nutritional composition. On
page 259 Boorsma briefly discusses Tao tjo and Tao-dji
(Indonesian-style miso and fermented black soybeans). Note
7. This is the earliest Dutch-language document seen (Dec.
1999) that uses the term Tao tjo to refer to Indonesian-style
miso or tauco / taucho.
Note 8. This is the earliest document seen (April 2001)
that contains the term Tao-koan.
Note 9. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that contains the word natto.
Note 10. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Oct. 2012) that mentions yuba, which it calls Yuba and
describes as een nog vetrijker product dat verkregen wordt
bij uitdampen van de roomloog, die zich bij de zooeven
genoende boonenmelk aan de oppervlatke verzamelt.”
Note 11. Boorsma was a Dutch naturalist who lived in
Indonesia in the early 1900s. Address: Netherlands.
118. China. Imperial Maritime Customs. 1900. Returns and
reports on trade, Newchwang, 1899. Shanghai, China. See p.
4. *
• Summary: The new-style foreign soya bean mills were able
“to make a profit at prices which caused a loss to the oldstyle mills.” Address: Shanghai, China.
119. Ecole Pratique d’Agriculture du Chesnoy (Montargis,
France) [Practical School of Agriculture at Chesnoy
(Montargis) (Photograph)]. 1900. [Fre]

• Summary: This black-and-white photograph, on the front
side of a post card, shows the agricultural college where Li
Yu-ying later studied agriculture.
120. Fraser, Hugh (Mrs.). 1900. A diplomatist’s wife
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in Japan: Letters from home to home. 3rd ed. London:
Hutchinson & Co. 709 p. See p. 190. Chap. XI. [Eng]
• Summary: See the 1899 edition, which contains the
identical text but on different pages. Note: A revised edition,
titled A Diplomat’s Wife in Japan: Sketches at the Turn of
the Century, edited by Hugh Cortazzi, was published by
Weatherhill in New York in 1982. Mrs. Fraser died in 1922.
Address: Tokyo, Japan.
121. Haage & Schmidt. 1900. Haupt-Verzeichniss ueber
Samen und Pflanzen [General catalog of seeds and plants].
Erfurt, Germany. 266 p. 23 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: An illustration on the front cover shows many
varieties of flowers blooming on an elaborate pedestal. At
the base, a child is tipping a basket of cabbages, cauliflower,
beets, and other vegetables. On the top half is written in
German: Haupt-Verzeichniss ueber Samen und Pflanzen
von Haage & Schmidt, Kunst- und Handelsgaertner, Erfurt.
On the bottom half, the same thing is written in French:
Catalogue général de graines et plantes de Haage &
Schmidt, Horticulteurs & Marchands grainiers à Erfurt
(Allemagne). The company supplies seeds and plants to
horticulturists and market gardeners. On the inside front
cover is ordering information, postal rates, and the telegram
address: Hagesmit Erfurt.
In section I, on vegetable seeds, chapter 10, “Types
of beans” (Bohnen-Sorten. Haricots, p. 24-26) contains
a section titled Sojabohnen (Soja Beans). Below that, in
small letters: “Dolichos Soja, L.–Soja hispida, Mönch.–Soja
Beans.–Soja hispida.–Fagiolo del Giappone.” Five varieties
(whose names are given in German only) are available. The
price is in German marks and pfennigs (pennies) per kg: No.
1500 Yellow (Gelbe) 1.30. No. 1501 Brown (Braune) 1.60.
No. 1502 Green from Samarow (Grüne von Samarow) 1.80.
No. 1503 Black (Schwarze) 1.80. No. 1504 From Etampes
(von Etampes), 50 gm for 40 pfennig.
On the back cover a full-page illustration shows
an aerial view of the company and its seed testing and
multiplication plots at Erfurt.
Location: National Agricultural Library (NAL),
Beltsville, Maryland. Special Collections. 63.5 Germany
1900.
Note: This is the earliest Haage & Schmidt catalog
owned by NAL that mentions soybeans, which are also listed
in the catalogs for 1903, 1906, 1909, 1912, 1915, and 1917.
NAL does not own the 1918 catalog and soybeans are not
mentioned in the 1919-1923 Haage & Schmidt catalogs.
Address: Erfurt, Germany.
122. Hammond (Harry N.) Seed Co. 1900. Annual catalogue
of 1900–with insert (Mail-order catalog). Fifield, Michigan.
49 p. See p. 35.
• Summary: The section titled “Hammond’s Selected
Northern-Grown Farm Seeds” (p. 35) states: “Soza Beans,

or Soy Beans–The dry beans, roasted and ground, closely
resemble and taste very much like coffee. Its great value,
however, is as a forage crop and for fertilizing the soil and
for pasturing, or feeding the green fodder, of which it yields
eight to ten tons per acre. Sow broadcast one-half bushel
to the acre, and one foot between plants. My seed grown in
latitude of Augusta, Maine, will ripen in any State. Pkt. 10
cts., lb. 25 cts., 3 lbs. 60 cts., post-paid; peck 65 cts., bu.
$2.25, by freight or express.” Address: Fifield, Saginaw Co.,
Michigan.
123. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1900. Wholesale catalogue
of plants, seeds and bulbs. Tools, requisites, fertilizers and
insecticides, for the greenhouse, garden and farm (Mail-order
catalog). New York, NY. 48 p. Spring. 27 cm.
• Summary: In the half-page section titled “Farm seeds” (p.
36) we read: “Bean, Soja. $1.00 peck, $3.00 bushel.
“Early Soja. 12¢ lb., $1.00 peck, $3.50 bushel.” On the
cover is “Admiral Dewey”–the new rose.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York, New York.
124. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1900. Everything for the
garden (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 191 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm seeds” (p. 74) the
information about the soja bean and “The ‘Henderson’
ensilage combination: A gold mine for every dairy farm” is
identical to that in the 1899 edition of Manual of everything
for the garden. Second edition. On the cover is The Dewey
Arch and Columns.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.
125. Hopkins, Erastus. 1900. The oil chemists’ hand-book.
New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons. viii + 72 p. Index. 24
cm.
• Summary: A “Table of the general properties of oils and
fats” (p. 3-4) includes linseed, hemp-seed, cotton-seed,
and sesame (gingili-teel) oils. Cotton-seed oil is used: (1)
To adulterate olive oil, lard, and butter. (2) As a salad and
general cooking oil. (3) To make butter substitutes. (4) For
general manufacturing purposes. In the far right column,
under “Semi-drying” oils: “(1) Cotton-seed group” are listed
six oils including cameline (German sesame) and Soja bean.
The two other semi-drying groups are the rape-oil group and
the castor-oil group.
In a table of animal and vegetable oils arranged
according to saponification value (p. 40), the oils with the
highest values are: Cod-liver oil (192.1), almond oil, hempseed oil, and olive oil (191.5). Soja bean oil is not in the
table.
In the adjacent table, titled “Arrangement of the oils,
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fats, and waxes according to iodine value” (p. 41), the oils
with the highest values are: Sardine oil (193.2) and linseed
oil (fresh, 175.5). Other oils listed: Hemp-seed oil (149.1).
Soja bean oil (121.8). Sesame oil (107.5). Almond oil
(101.9). Arachis oil (94.3).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2020) that classifies soja bean oil as a
“semi-drying oil.” Address: Chemist in Charge of U.S.
Laboratories, Boston, Massachusetts.
126. Hutchison, Robert. 1900. Food and the principles
of dietetics [1st ed]. New York, NY: William Wood &
Company. xviii + 548 p. Plus 3 leaves of colored plates.
Illust. Index. 23 cm. [100+* ref]
• Summary: Chapter 13, “The pulses–Roots and tubers,”
contains a table (p. 225) titled “Composition of pulses,”
which gives the nutritional composition (based on many
analyses) of 13 pulses, including soy beans, soy bean flour,
peanuts, lentils, horse beans (dry), broad or Windsor beans,
French beans (haricots verts), haricots (haricots blancs),
etc. For each is given the percentage of water, proteid,
carbohydrates, fat, cellulose, and mineral matter. Soy bean
flour is the highest in proteid (39.5%), followed by soy beans
(32.9%). Peanuts are the highest is fat (44.3%), followed by
soy beans (18.1%), and soy bean flour (13.7%).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term “soy bean flour.” There
is a basic description of each of the major pulses. We read
(p. 226-27): “The Soy Bean (Glycine hispida) is the richest
of all the pulses in proteid, and also has a large amount of
fat, but very little starch. For this reason it is of use as a
bread substitute in diabetes, a flour being prepared from it
and made into loaves or biscuits. In China and Japan it is
extensively eaten in the form of soy cheese [tofu], and as
various sauces and pastes [miso], all of which are rich in
proteid and so are fitted to supplement the deficiencies of
rice. It is also grown in Southern Europe.
“The Peanut (Arachis hypogæa), although botanically
one of the pulses, really resembles more closely the true nuts.
Like these, it is rich in proteids and fat, and may be used as a
diabetic food. It enters into the composition of a patent food
know as ‘Nutrose,’ and after expression of the oil it forms
cakes for cattle.”
The section on diabetes has a subsection on “Diabetic
breads” (p. 475-76) stating that gluten, the chief proteid of
wheat, was one of the first substances to be used in making
them. More recently, oily nuts and “the soja bean” have also
been used. Many of these breads, and especially the gluten
breads, “are by no means free from starch.”
A table (p. 196) compares the “composition of
wholemeal and white bread.” Wholemeal bread contains 5
times as much “cellulose” [dietary fiber] as white bread, yet
white bread contains slightly more proteid. A second table
(based on analyses by Atwater) compares the composition

of “white bread, brown bread, and Graham bread.” There is
a vigorous debate as to which of these is better nutritionally.
Also discusses: Wholemeal bread, and Graham bread. Robert
Hutchison was born in 1871. Address: M.D. Edinburgh,
F.R.C.P., Asst. Physician to the London Hospital and to the
Hospital for Sick Children, Great Ormond St. [London].
127. Illinois Farmers’ Institute, Annual Report. 1900.
Afternoon session, Feb. 22. President G.A. Willmarth in the
chair. 5:144-52. For the year 1900. See p. 147.
• Summary: The session begins with a “Song by quartette.”
Page 147: Dr. Robert C. “Morris, of Olney:... Prof.
Holden made a statement at Springfield that over every acre
of land there was in the atmosphere, if it could be reduced
to a commercial basis, if it could be reduced to nitrogen in
solid, $11,000,000. Just think of that for a minute, eleven
millions of dollars worth of nitrogen over every acre of
ground you are in control of today. You can use all of that
eleven million dollars worth of nitrogen, if you will bring out
the condition necessary to bring it from a gas to a solid in the
atmosphere. Wallace told you how you could use the clover
plant. There is not a foot in southern Illinois that you can
not raise some leguminous plant on, and your soil, climate
and conditions are particularly favorable to the growth of the
cow pea and soja bean. The soja bean and cow pea represent
sunshine. They are concentrated sunshine, and in that
sunshine is everything in the world to make rich soil. All you
have got to do is to prepare the ground and plant the seed,
and through these leaves that are opening the sun fills them
full of vitality, full of nitrogen, carbon, everything that you
need in the soil.”
128. Illustrations of a Noda Shoyu (later Kikkoman) soy
sauce brewery at the turn of the century (1900). 1900.
• Summary: See next 2 pages. These line drawings by
Akiko Aoyagi, based on a Japanese color illustration, appears
in The Book of Miso, by Shurtleff & Aoyagi (1976, p. 22223). The color illustration (also shown) appears in Kikkoman
Foods Inc. (1973, p. 10).
Important steps (and places) in the process of making
shoyu are numbered as follows: (1) Wheat and soybean
granary. (2) Soybean caldron. (3) Grinding and cracking
wheat. (4) Steaming cracked wheat. (5) Koji incubation
room. (6) Salt storeroom. (7) Moromi-filled vats. (8) Pressing
shoyu from moromi. (9) Making kegs. (10). Branded kegs.
129. Johnson & Stokes. 1900. Garden & farm manual (Mailorder catalog). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 92 p.
• Summary: In the section on “Selected Farm Seeds,” page
62 now gives details on two soybean varieties: (1) “Soja
Bean–Late Variety–For the past few years the Soja Bean,
which we have cataloged for at least twelve years as being
valuable for forage, not producing seed in the Northern
States, has been advertised in a sensational way by certain
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seedsmen as German Coffee Berry. The dry beans, roasted
and ground, closely resemble and taste very much like
coffee. Its great value, however, is as a forage crop and for
fertilizing the soil and for pasturing or feeding the green
fodder...”

(2) “Soja Bean–New Early Variety–The ordinary soja
bean, previously described, while valuable to the South, is
too late to be of value in the far Northern States. This variety
ripens in northern New York and the New England States,
where its has been grown over four feet in height, heavily
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podded with seed and yielded over ten tons per acre. It is
a valuable fodder variety either for feeding green or for
the silo. Being a rich nitrogenous feed, it is unsurpassed
as a flesh former, and, like the clovers, is a soil improver,
deriving its nitrogen from the air. Pkt., 10c.; lb., 25c.; 3 lbs.
for 60c., by mail, postage paid: by express or freight, qt.,
25c.; peck, $1.00; bushel of 60 pounds, $3.75.”
A photo (p. 1) shows the front of the company’s 5-story
building in Philadelphia. Johnson & Stokes sells “Seed and
Implements.” Note: This is the earliest Johnson & Stokes
seed catalog seen (July 1999) which offers two soybean
varieties–an early and a late. The source of this new early
variety is not clear.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: 11053.
Address: 217 & 219 Market St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
130. Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi (J. of the Society of Chemical
Industry, Japan). 1900. Chôshi shôyu jôzô no genkyô to
yushutsu [Present status of Choshi shoyu and its export].
3:788. [Jap]
131. Lane, Clarence B. 1900. Report of the Assistant in
Dairy Husbandry. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 20:189-269. For the year ending 31
Oct. 1899. See p. 194-200.
• Summary: A table (p. 194) shows the “Cost and yield per
acre of soiling crops,” including soy beans. In the section
titled “General remarks concerning crops” (p. 195) we read:
“Cow peas and Soy Beans–One acre of each was grown.
The cow peas were sown broadcast, and the soy beans were
drilled. The yields were 10.2 tons and 5.2 tons, respectively.
As in previous years, the cow pea proved to be the more
valuable crop.
In the section titled “A special experiment with forage
crops” is a description of each of the 13 varieties grown
successfully, including (p. 197) “Soy beans.–A plant rich
in protein but coarser and less succulent than the cow pea.
Yield, 5.15 tons per acre.” Also described in this section
are: Yellow branching doura (millo maize), rural branching
doura, red and white kaffir corn, teosinte, dwarf essex rape,
cow pea, and velvet bean. “The following crops tested were
practically a failure: Horse Bean, White Lupine, Yellow

Lupine, Blue Lupine, Sainfoin, Seradella [Serradella],
Chicory and Spurry.”
The section titled “An experiment with inoculating
soy beans” (p. 199-200) begins: “An area of one acre of
sod ground was plowed in the fall of 1896 and sown to
wheat. The two seasons following this field was planted
to soy beans, and the yields were 5.50 tons and 5.16 tons,
respectively. The roots of the plants were examined from
time to time for tubercles, but none were found. It was
planned the third season to introduce the germs of soy bean
tubercles (1) by adding soil from old soy bean land, (2)
by adding dust from the floor where soy beans had been
threshed. The area of one acre was divided into five belts.
“Belt No. 1 received one peck [9.3 quarts] of soil taken
from old soy bean land. This soil was sent to us by the
Massachusetts Experiment Station. The beans were drilled
in with an Aspinwall planter on all of the belts. The soil
was distributed by means of the fertilizer attachment to the
planter.
“Belt No. 2 received one peck of dust collected from the
floor where soy beans had been threshed. The dust was also
sent to us by the Massachusetts Experiment Station. It was
distributed in the same manner as the soil on Belt No. 1.
“Belts Nos. 3, 4 and 5 were not inoculated. From the
time the plants were 6 inches high, there was seen to be a
marked difference between those of the untreated and those
of the treated belts, the latter being noticeably larger and of a
deeper green color.
“The yield of forage on the different belts was as
follows: with one peck of soil, 2,400 pounds; with one peck
of dust, 2,600 pounds; average for the three belts untreated,
2,058 pounds. The gain from applying one peck of soil and
one peck of dust to belts containing one-fifth of an acre was
342 pounds, or 16.6 per cent., and 542 pounds, or 26.3 per
cent., respectively.”
A photo (p. 198) shows three soy bean plants and roots:
(a) Inoculated with soil, (b) Untreated, and (c) Inoculated
with dust. Address: Asst. in Dairy Husbandry, New
Brunswick, New Jersey.
132. MacKay, Angus. 1900. Experimental Farm for the
North-West Territories. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 337-
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88. For the year 1899. See p. 355.
• Summary: The section titled “Soja beans” (p. 355) states:
“Plots 1/20 acre. Seed sown in rows at different distances
apart. The beans were sown May 19, cut Sept. 13, and when
partially dry were weighed and put in silo. The best yield
per acre, 2 tons 1300 pounds, was from rows 28 inches
apart, rather than 21 or 35 inches. The beans grew 25 inches
high. All were slightly injured by frost in August.” Address:
Superintendent, Experimental Farm, Indian Head, NorthWest Territories, Canada.
133. Macoun, W.T. 1900. Report of the horticulturist. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 73127. For the year 1899. See p. 101.
• Summary: In the section titled “Cover crops” (p. 100+),
page 101 states: “Soja Beans:–sown in drills 6 inches apart
on June 17, at the rate of 3 bushels per acre, came up June
24. Ploughed under on August 7. Average height 14 inches.
Estimated yield per acre of green crop: 3 tons 446 pounds.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
concerning the use of soy beans as a cover crop; it was
done in Canada. This is also the earliest English-language
document seen (June 2020) that contains the term “cover
crops” (or “cover crop”). Address: Horticulturist, Central
Experimental Farm, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
134. Moore, R.A. 1900. Experiments with grain and forage
crops. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 17:227-38. For the year ending June 30, 1900. See p.
237-38.
• Summary: In section “II. Notes on forage plants” (p. 23438) is the following subsection (p. 237-38): “Soy Beans.–The
Soy Bean is cultivated with success in the south, but in the
north it is still in the experimental stage... Stock eat the green
plants with great relish and also the cured hay. The leaves
break off readily when dry, making it difficult to handle, and
the loss of forage is comparatively great where the object is
to cut and cure the Soy Beans for hay. In Japan the Soy Bean
is extensively used as food for men and animals.”
Black, yellow and green soy beans were grown in the
experiments. The beans were “sown broadcast at the rate
of 2½ bushels per acre, April 28th [1900]. The beans made
a rapid growth, and on August 7th two varieties measured
four feet in height; a portion of the Green variety was cut for
forage and showed a cutting of 9.9 tons green feed per acre.
“The Black and the Green beans ripened and produced
fully matured seed, but the other variety produced pods,
while the seed did not reach maturity.” A photo (p. 238)
shows a man standing in the midst of a plot of fully-grown
soy bean plants. Another photo (frontispiece, facing the
title page of the report) shows the University of Wisconsin
agricultural college buildings. Note that this report is for the
year ending June 30, 1900. See also Moore 1904. Address:
Asst. Agriculturist, Madison, Wisconsin.

135. Nikitin, A. 1900. Das Oel der Sojabohnen in chemischsanitaerer Hinsicht [Oil from soybeans from a chemical and
sanitary viewpoint (Abstract)]. Zeitschrift fuer Untersuchung
der Nahrungs- und Genussmittel 3:780. [Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
Russian-language article: Nikitin, A.F. 1900. “Maslo iz
bobov soi v khimiko-sanitarnom otnoshenii [Oil from
soybeans from a chemical and sanitary viewpoint].” Vrach
(Doctor) (St. Petersburg, Russia) 21(22):674-76.
136. Rivière, Charles; Lecq, H. 1900. Manuel pratique
de l’agriculteur algérien [Algerian farmer’s practical
manual]. Paris: Augustin Challamel. vli + xv + 1144 p. See
p. 210, 231-32. Illust. Index. 26 cm. Series: Bibliothéque
d’Agriculture Coloniale. [1 soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: The section on “Cultivated forage plants”
contains a subsection (p. 231-32) on the soybean: “The
soya pea of China (Soja Pois de Chine).–Soja hispida.–This
legume, which is a new crop, in the form of a dwarf haricot,
and having numerous varieties, grows to a height of about
80 cm in soils of passable quality, but in temperate countries
and with summer rain. It should be planted in rows 40-60 cm
apart with variable spacing between plants, according to the
terrain and irrigation. Planted at the beginning of spring, it is
ready for harvest in late autumn as a grain.
“When irrigated, the plants develop well but bear seeds
poorly. In soil that is more or less dry, the vegetation is
meager and of little use as a forage crop. The soybean (Le
Soja), as a forage, is a plant for irrigated soils and, in this
case, can be replaced advantageously by other crops.
“This legume, though there are many constraints on
its seed-bearing ability, is very rich in nutrients; its seeds
contain about 35% protein and 19% oil. Here is its chemical
composition according to an analysis made in the laboratory
of Mr. Oliver-Lecq: Moisture (at 100-110 degrees) 8.15%,
volatile essence at 125 degrees 3.12%, proteins 37.13%,
organic non-protein materials 27.60%, fatty materials
19.70%, salts soluble in water 2.93%, salts not soluble in
water 1.37% (total salts 4.30%), total 100%.
“In the human diet, the seeds of the soybean are of no
interest compared to our numerous varieties of haricots and
beans (fèves), which can be grown easily and rapidly. This
plant has no future among indigenous crops*. (Footnote:
*See le Soja hispida by H. Lecq. 1881. Bulletin de la Société
des Agriculteurs du Nord).” Note: Riviere was born in 1845.
Address: 1. Ancien Président de la Société d’agriculture
d’Alger, Directeur du Jardin d’essai (Former President of
the Agricultural Society of Algiers, and Director of the
experimental garden/nursery); 2. Inspecteur de l’Agriculture
en Algérie, Propriétaire-agriculteur.
137. Robertson, R. 1900. Experimental Farm for the
Maritime Provinces. Report of Superintendent. Annual
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Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 22758. For the year 1899. See p. 246.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with soja and
horse beans sown at different distances apart” (p. 246) states:
The best yield of soja beans, 6 tons per acre, came from
plants sowed in rows 24 inches apart, rather than 30 or 36
inches apart. Fertilizer was applied at the rate of 400 pounds
per acre. Address: Nappan, Nova Scotia, Canada.
138. Rockhill, William Woodville. ed. 1900. The journey of
William of Rubruck to the eastern parts of the world, 125355, as narrated by himself... Translation from the Latin of his
Itinerarium. London: Printed for the Hakluyt Society. lvi +
304 p. See p. 206. Folded map. 23 cm. Series: Works issued
by the Hakluyt Society, 2nd series, no. 4.
• Summary: In March 1254, at the mighty city of Sarai near
the Volga (about 120 km north of Astrakhan, and just west of
Kazakhstan–far, far to the west of Mongolia and China), he
wrote (p. 206): “The monk said he only ate on Sunday, when
this lady sent him a meal of cooked dough with vinegar
to drink.*” * Footnote 2 on this same page (written by the
translator in 1900, about 650 years later) states: “This dish,
called mien [pasta] by the Chinese, is the most common
article of diet in northern China and Mongolia. The vinegar,
or soy, is used to season the water in which the paste [pasta]
has been cooked and is drunk as a soup.”
Note 1. Should we conclude from this footnote that
William of Rubruck mentioned “soy” in 1254? Absolutely
not! The translator mentioned “soy” in a footnote and did not
imply that Rubruck had mentioned, or even tasted, soy sauce.
We would not expect to find soy sauce this far west (on the
same longitude as Saudi Arabia), and among Mongols, in
1254. Moreover, in a much more recent and more scholarly
translation of this work by Peter Jackson (1990), this
footnote is omitted and no mention is made of soy in the text
or the footnotes.
Note 2. The author (whose surname is also spelled
Rubruk, Ruysbroeck, Rubrouck, Roysbroeck) was born
in Rubrouck, Northern France in about 1215-1220. A
French Franciscan friar and traveler, he accompanied
King Louis IX of France on the Seventh Crusade in 1248.
In May 1253, on the king’s orders, he embarked from
Constantinople [in today’s Turkey] on a missionary journey
to convert the Tartars (Mongols). William of Rubruck’s
was the fourth European mission to the Mongols. Before
him went Giovanni da Pian del Carpine in 1245, Ascelin
in 1247 and André de Longjumeau in 1248. King Louis IX
was encouraged to send another mission by reports of the
presence of Nestorian Christians at the Mongolian court.
Address: Friars Minor [Franciscan Monk].
139. Satow, Ernest M. ed. 1900. The voyage of Captain
John Saris to Japan, 1613. London: Printed for the Hakluyt
Society. viii + lxxxvii + 242 + 20 p. See p. 126. Series:

Works Issued by the Hakluyt Society (London). 2nd Series.
No. 5. [20 ref]
• Summary: On 29 Aug. 1613, while in Japan (near
Shizuoka), Saris wrote: “Of Cheese* they haue plentie.
Butter they make none, neither will they eate any Milke,
because they hold it to bee as bloud, nor tame beasts.”
(Footnote [by Satow]: *”This must be a mistake of
Saris. Perhaps he mistook bean-curd (tôfu) for cheese, which
is not known to have at any time formed part of the diet of
the Japanese”).
Note 1. The body of this work is a log kept by Captain
Saris during his voyage to Japan and nearby areas. Each
entry is dated. His spelling conventions have been preserved.
Note 2. Richard Hakluyt (pronounced HAK-luyt;
lived ca. 1552-1616) was an English geographer and
historian of Welsh extraction. He decided at an early age
to devote his life to “globes, maps, and spheres.” A good
researcher, he burrowed into all the records he could find
of the early Spanish and French voyages, and laid before
Queen Elizabeth a one-man encyclopedia of the wonders
of America. It was, he assured everyone, a land “of huge
and unknown greatness,” though he himself had never
been west of Bristol, England. In short, he helped to paint a
picture of America as a land veined with gold and blazing
with precious stones–the English version of the Spanish El
Dorado.
An illustration (frontispiece) facing the title page shows
the Shogun Ieyasu, seated in flowing robes. Address: Sir,
K.C.M.G. [Knight Commander of (the Order of) St. Michael
and St. George, Her Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary to Japan [England].
140. Saunders, Wm. 1900. Report of the director. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p.
5-51. For the year 1899. See p. 23.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with Soja
beans (Soja hispida)” (p. 23) states: “Experiments have been
conducted in the growing of an early ripening variety of
Soja beans for fodder purposes for the past three years, with
the object of finding out the best time to plant and the most
successful method of planting. Four plots of one-fortieth acre
each were used for this purpose. The soil was a sandy loam
of medium quality but somewhat variable. The previous crop
was pease. The land was gang-ploughed soon after harvest
and ploughed again later in the autumn about 7 inches
deep. In the spring of 1899 it received a dressing of barnyard manure, about 12 tons per acre. This was spread and
ploughed under about 6 inches deep and harrowed twice with
the smoothing harrow before sowing.”
The four plots were sown on May 31 and cut for
ensilage on September 15. The best yield of green fodder, 12
tons 1,600 pounds per acre, was obtained from soja beans,
sown in rows 21 inches apart. “Growth strong and even, very
leafy, average height 40 to 44 inches. The pods were well
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formed but the beans were still soft when the crop was cut.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003)
that uses the word “harrow” (“the smoothing harrow”) in
connection with soybean production. Address: Director,
Dominion Experimental Farms, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
141. Sharpe, Thomas A. 1900. Experimental Farm for British
Columbia. Report of Superintendent. Annual Report of the
Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 389-425. For the
year 1899. See p. 408.
• Summary: The section titled “Soja beans” (p. 408) states:
Three plots were sown on May 1. The best yields per acre
when cut green, 2 tons 1,680 pounds, were obtained from
soja beans in drills (rather than hills) 35 inches apart. Height
30-34 inches. Pods fairly plentiful. Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Agassiz, BC, Canada.
142. Shaw, Thomas. 1900. Forage crops other than grasses:
How to cultivate, harvest and use them. New York, NY:
Orange Judd Company. 287 p. Illust. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: A practical and reliable book. Chapter 6,
titled “Leguminous plants other than clover” (p. 103-44)
contains a long section on “The soy bean” (p. 138-44) with
the following contents: Introduction. Distribution. Place in
the rotation. Soil. Preparing the soil. Sowing. Cultivation.
Pasturing. Observations. A full-page photo (p. 143) shows
sheep pasturing on soy beans at the Minnesota University
Experiment Farm.
Like cowpeas, the soy bean “may be grown for the
grain, for soiling food, for ensilage, for pasture and for green
manuring. Its greatest value, however, will probably be
found in furnishing soiling food for dairy cows, as it is in the
proper condition for being thus fed at that season of the year
when but few plants are available for such a use; that is to
say, during the latter part of summer.”
“Experience in pasturing the soy bean in the United
States has not been extensive... But since it is stiffer in the
stem and more erect in its habit of growth than the cowpea,
and in the consequence is more easily broken off than the
latter, it should prove less valuable relatively in providing
pasture, especially for cattle and sheep.”
The soy bean grows at its best in all states south of the
Ohio River and east of the Mississippi River. In the rotation,
it is generally grown as a “cleaning crop,” between two grain
crops. “Its province as a catch crop is more circumscribed
than that of the cowpea, since in many of its varieties it takes
longer to mature.”
“Observations.–1. For making hay, the soy bean should
be cut when the beans in the pod are fully half grown, or
before the lower leaves begin to fall freely, and the aim
should be to handle it but little during the curing process, lest
many of the leaves should be lost.”
This chapter also discusses the field pea, common vetch,
sand vetch, and cowpea. Other chapters discuss alfalfa,

cowpeas, and peanuts (p. 243-44).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2005)
that uses the term “Animal Husbandry” to refer to an
occupation or title.
Note 2. Thomas Shaw lived 1843-1918. Address: Prof.
of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of Minnesota.
143. Shaw, Thomas. 1900. Soiling crops and the silo: How to
cultivate and harvest the crops; How to build and fill the silo;
and how to use the silage. New York: Orange Judd Company.
xii + 366 p. Illust. 19 cm.
• Summary: This book is quite similar to another book
written by the same author and published the same year by
the same publisher, titled Forage Crops Other than Grasses:
How to Cultivate, Harvest and Use Them.
The present book is divided into two parts: Part I is
about soiling crops and Part II is about the silo and silage.
In Part I, Chapter 1 contains a detailed discussion of ten of
the more important benefits from growing soiling crops.
These are: (1) Food supplies are increased in a marked
degree. (2) In various ways the waste in feeding is lessened.
(3) Animals are sustained in better form than where soiling
is not practiced. (4) Injury to the land through poaching
(“the treading of animals when their hoofs sink below the
surface of the ground”) is prevented. (5) A salutary influence
is exercised on weed eradication. (6) A saving in land is
effected. (7) A saving in [soil] fertility is effected. (8) Saving
in fences. (9) Animal production is greatly increased. (10)
The cost of keeping the family cow is lessened.
In Part I, Chapter 6, titled “Leguminous plants other
than clover” (p. 103-44) contains a long section on “The soy
bean” (p. 118-28) with the following contents: Introduction.
Distribution. Soil. Place in the rotation. Preparing the soil.
Sowing. Cultivation. Feeding.
It begins: “The soy bean (Glycine hispida) has only
been tested in this country during recent years. Its growth
has been confined to comparatively limited areas, hence but
a relatively small number of the agriculturists of the country
have any knowledge of the plant, based upon practical
experience.”
The subsection on “Sowing” states (p. 125): “As a rule,
what are known as the dwarf varieties are preferred for
grain production in the north and the medium varieties are
preferred in the south. Of the former the Early Dwarf is a
favorite and of the latter the Medium Early Green. The last
named variety has proved satisfactory when grown as soiling
food as far north as Amherst, Massachusetts. The Medium
Early Black is also in favor in many localities.”
Full-page, black-and-white photos taken at the
Minnesota University Experiment Farm show: (1) A man and
a sheep standing in a field of soybeans. A sheep is pasturing
on the plants (p. 120). (2) A farmer wearing a hat standing
in a field of hip-high soybeans. The caption: “Soy beans for
soiling” (p. 127).
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In Part II, Chapter 1, titled “A history of siloing”
(p. 245-57) states: “A silo is a structure designed for the
preservation of food in the green and succulent form. The
term is derived from the Greek word siros a pit for holding
grain... Ensilage, or silage, as it is now more commonly
called, is the green and succulent food preserved in a silo.” It
may be preserved in either uncut or cut forms. The early silos
in Europe were large pits dug in the ground, with adequate
drainage and covering to prevent the accumulation of liquids
or water. Some early U.S. silos were patterned “after those
built by Goffart, the great French siloist,” whose silos were
39.4 feet long, 16.4 feet broad, and 16.4 feet deep. “But the
laboriousness of the process made it irksome to those who
adopted it, and, because of this American ingenuity, set to
work to emancipate the siloist from the bondage of so much
hard labor when curing green food.”
The first modern silos were built in the form of largely
above-ground structures, with walls of stone and at least part
of the silo below ground level. “It is claimed that the first silo
built in America on the modern plan was made in 1876 and
that it was erected by F. Morris of Maryland.” The period
from 1880 to 1890 was marked by many trials, failures,
and successes. Yet by the end of the 19th century some
100,000 successful silos had been constructed in the United
States–the chief centers for silos being dairy centers such as
New York, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Illinois. The great
success of the silo is due in large part to the “great extent
to which Indian corn is grown in this country...” Ontario,
Canada, played a major role in the evolution of the silo.
“It is now generally conceded that the first book ever
written on the silo is from the pen of M. Auguste Goffart, an
agriculturist of Sologne, near Orleans, in France. The manual
of the Culture and Siloing of Maize is the title of the book in
English.” It appeared in 1877 and was translated into English
in 1879 by J.W. Brown of New York City. “Because of M.
Auguste Goffart’s early, persistent and abundant labors in
this work he has been frequently designated ‘The father of
modern silage.’”
“In 1875 ‘The French Mode of Curing Forage’
was published in the annual report of the United States
department of agriculture. This it is thought was the first
discussion of the subject in the United States which treated
it in a comprehensive and systematic manner, although
previously various articles had appeared in the agricultural
press. These related chiefly to European experience. Dr. J. M.
Bailey published a work on the subject in 1880. Dr. Manly
Miles of the Michigan Agricultural college wrote a work on
silos, silage and ensilage which appeared in 1889. Prof. A.J.
Cook then of the Michigan Agricultural college published
in 1889 ‘The Silo and Silage’ and in 1890 a revised edition
of the same. This book treats of silos as then constructed
and of silage, as then made, in a very practical way. The
‘Book on Silage’ by Prof. F.W. Woll, of the Michigan
Agricultural college, was published in 1899. It is by far the

most comprehensive discussion of the question that has yet
appeared from the pen of any American author.”
In Part II, Chapter 5, titled “Crops suitable for the
silo,” the section on “Leguminous plants other than clover”
(p. 327-28) discusses “the soy bean and the cowpea.” The
chapter on “Filling the silo” states (p. 338): “The soy bean
should be harvested when the beans are more or less grown
in the pods...”
The chapter on “Feeding silage” states (p. 359):
“Attention should be given to the constituents of the meal
fed so as to balance the ration. For instance, should the silage
contain much of the seed of the soy bean, it would be proper
to add corn, or some other carbonaceous meal, with much
freedom.”
Also discusses alfalfa (p. 86-98, 330), cowpea (128-38),
lupines (p. 224), non-saccharine sorghums (kaffir corn, milo
maize, dhourra, Jerusalem corn, teosinte; p. 51-67), prickly
comfrey (p. 226), and spurry (p. 225). Thomas Shaw lived
1843-1918. Address: Prof. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of
Minnesota.
144. Smith, Jared G. 1900. Fodder and forage plants,
exclusive of grasses. USDA Division of Agrostology, Bulletin
No. 2 (Revised ed.). 86 p.
• Summary: On page 31 is an entry for: “No. 119. Glycine
hispida. Soy bean.” The text is identical to that found at the
beginning of the author’s 1898 article titled “Leguminous
Forage Crops” in the Yearbook of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (p. 498-500). An illustration (p. 31) shows soy
bean leaves, pods, and flowers. A photo (Plate 1, fig. 2)
facing that page shows “Soy beans grown in grass garden,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC.” A sign on
a building at the top center of the photo reads “Museum.”
Also includes detailed discussions of the following
plants (listed here alphabetically; many are illustrated):
Amaranthus (p. 8). Amphicarpa monoica (p. 9)–Hog peanut.
Arachis hypogæa (p. 10)–Peanut. Cyperus esculentus (p. 2324)–Chufa. Lupinus albus–White lupine. Lupinus arboreus–
Sand lupine. Lupinus hirsutus–Blue lupine. Lupinus
laxiflorus–Lupine. Lupinus luteus–Yellow lupin (p. 41-42).
Address: Asst., Section of Seed and Plant Introduction, Div.
of Agrostology, USDA.
145. Spillman, W.J. 1900. Forage plants in Washington.
Washington State Agricultural College and School of Science
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 41. 60 p. See p. 22.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy bean” (p. 22) states:
“This crop has become popular in the middle states, where
it furnishes excellent feed for stock. Several varieties have
been tried in this state, but they were all complete failures
except in the low warm valleys like the Walla Walla and the
Yakima valleys. It is unworthy of cultivation even there,
because those sections are adapted to alfalfa, a much more
valuable crop in this state, where it succeeds.” Address:
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M.S., Agriculturist, Pullman, Washington.
146. Tschirch, Alexander; Oesterle, Otto A. 1900.
Anatomischer atlas der Pharmakognosie und
Nahrungsmittelkunde [Anatomic atlas of pharmacognosy
and foods. 2 vols. in 1]. Leipzig: Chr. Herm. Tauchnitz. 351
p. Plus many plates on unnumbered pages. Illust. Index. 31
cm. [Ger]
• Summary: This is a beautiful, oversize, lavishly illustrated
book–containing approximately 2,000 original illustrations
(in 81 plates) of microscopic cross sections of plants, with
accompanying text. In the section on “Phaseoleae” is a
subsection titled “Soja hispida Mönch” (p. 215) which states
that the Asiatic soybean (Sojabohne), of which countless
varieties are cultivated, is distinguished from members of
the genera Vicia and Phaseolus in that the cotyledons of
their seeds have palisade cells and no starch, but rather large
aleurone grains (see Illust. 49, fig. 9). These aleurone grains,
which reach a size of 15-23 microns, are embedded in oil
plasma (Ölplasma), which remains as a network if the seeds
are dissolved in dilute potassium.
The palisade layer is about 55-60 microns high. The
I-cells reach about the same height (55 microns), but
most are a little shorter (45-50 microns); they are very
distinctively shaped like the uppercase letter “I,” touch each
other at the top and bottom, and leave large intercellular
spaces in between. Their walls are thick.
Layers 3-5 are strongly compressed. A cuticle-like skin
separates layer 5 from the Nucellus layer below it; below that
is the endosperm. The two soy illustrations are several pages
after the text on an unnumbered plate.
Also discusses (with illustrations): Hemp (p. 55-58).
Coffee substitutes (no soy, p. 68). Linseed (p. 255).
Alexander Tschirch was born in 1856. Address: 1. Prof.
of Pharmacognosy and Director of the Pharmaceutical Inst.;
2. Unestablished university lecturer (Privatdozent). Both:
Univ. of Bern [Switzerland].
147. VanBuskirk, J.D. 1900. Some common Korean foods.
Transactions of the Korea Branch of the Royal Asiatic
Society 14:1-8.
• Summary: Table 1, “Korean food products,” based on
statistics published in the 1917 report by the Bureau of
Agriculture of the Government General, shows Korean
production in millions of bushels: Rice 61. Barley 25. Millet
19. Wheat 8. Beans and peas 18. Since exports and imports
of foodstuffs are relatively small compared to the amount
produced, and the number of animals fed is not large, “these
figures should give us a good idea of the amount of food
eaten.”
Rice is sometimes cooked with peas or beans (incl.
soy beans) mixed in (called pat-pap or kong-pap). But
the cooking takes longer and the beans are often not well
cooked, and thus less digestible (p. 3).

The section titled “Bean and pea foods” (p. 4-5) gives
the name of each food in Korean characters and discusses:
(1) Bean curd (tu-bu), equivalent to Japanese tofu, is curded
with the “concentrated mother liquid from sea water” [Jap.
nigari]. The bean residue [okara] (pi-ch’i) left over from
making tofu is also sometimes eaten. Bean curd “is not
generally eaten without further preparation; it is commonly
added to soups and stews and often made into omelets with
eggs; another palatable food is made by cooking the bean
curd for a short time in bean sauce (chang) and serving this
with sesame oil, pepper and onions; it is called to-bu chorim. Bean curd may be eaten without further cooking served
in sauce.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term tu-bu to refer to Korean
tofu.
Pea curd (mook) is similar to beancurd in composition
but made from peas using a very different process.
“Bean Sauce (kan-chang) is somewhat like the Japanese
‘sho-yu’ but is more salt and not sweetened. Soy beans are
thoroughly boiled, mashed, made into cakes and partially
dried. These cakes (me-ju) are stored for months and allowed
to mold and slowly ferment: when ripe they are broken
up and soaked in salt water for a long time, then strained,
the solid part being dried and used as a condiment (toinchang). The liquid is boiled and the coagulated protein scum
frequently removed; when sufficiently concentrated the
liquid sauce is cooled and stored. This is the indispensable
condiment for Koreans.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2020) that uses the term kan-chang to refer to
Korean soy sauce.
“Another bean sauce (ko-cho-chang) is made by taking
about equal parts of the fermented bean cakes, rice, and
salt, with a large amount of red pepper, the mixture being
soaked in a small amount of water till ripe. This too is very
important as a condiment.”
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that clearly mentions a Korean-style miso, which it calls “kocho-chang,”–today commonly called “red pepper sauce.”
“’Kong-cha-ban’ is made by boiling beans in the bean
sauce; they do not swell but are hard, brittle, and very salty.
Sugar and sesame oil may be added when serving them.
“Sprouted beans (kong-na-mul) are very common. The
beans are soaked in water and allowed to sprout. When the
sprouts are quite long both beans and sprouts are boiled and
served–sauce is generally added.”
Kim-chi, a fermented food made from cabbage or sliced
turnips, is sometimes served with added bean sauce.
Among animal foods: “’Mut-chim’ is dried fish soaked
in water, then shredded; it is then soaked in bean sauce.
Sesame oil and pepper are added; it is then allowed to stand
for a short time.” Address: M.D.
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148. Wilkinson, John Walter. 1900. Practical agriculture:
a brief treatise on agriculture, horticulture, forestry, stock
feeding, animal husbandry, and road building. New York,
Cincinnati, Chicago: American Book Co. 383 p. See p. 10002. Illust. Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: The soy bean is mentioned on pages 93, 96,
100-03, 127, 291, 302, and 356. In the chapter on “Forage
crops,” the section titled “The soy bean, or soja bean” (p.
100-02) states that it “is a native of Japan, but it grows well
in the United States, especially in the States of the corn belt
region. Like the cowpea, it is a great soil renovator, and is
much used by some farmers for this purpose. This plant is
remarkable for the large and abundant tubercles found upon
its roots. It is a hardy, upright annual, growing usually to the
height of three feet or more. It bears violet-tinted flowers,
which are small and inconspicuous. Later these produce pods
which contain the seed. In planting the seed should be drilled
so that the drill rows will be thirty to thirty-six inches apart.
The amount of seed sown varies from a peck to one third of a
bushel per acre. In harvesting the seed the work may be done
by hand, but this is slow and expensive. When large crops
are raised, the bean harvester is generally used.
“The harvester, which is mounted on wheels, is fitted

with rods on rolling dividers so that the vines are gathered
two rows at a time and brought together at the rear end of
the machine in a windrow, the plants being almost entirely
free from roots and dust. The roots are severed by two knives
which are set in a V-shaped position, and adjusted by levers
in such a manner that they can be set to run just below the
surface. In harvesting the crop these knives not only sever
the plant from the root, but in passing beneath the surface
they also stir the soil and leave it in an excellent condition
for wheat. Planting the beans in rows thirty to thirty-six
inches apart facilitates harvesting where one of these
machines is used.
“Soy beans may be frequently sown after other crops
have matured and a fair yield be obtained. In Oklahoma and
in a few other States it has been grown successfully on the
same ground after the wheat crop has been removed.”

Table 1, from Bulletin No. 74 of the Oklahoma Agric.
Experiment Station shows “The composition of cow peas
and soy beans in comparison with other feeds,” including soy
bean seed, cowpea seed, cotton seed, Indian corn–grain, soy
bean hay, cowpea hay, alfalfa hay, Indian corn stover.
The Oklahoma bulletin concludes: “’In this table
sufficient data are submitted to enable one to make a
threefold comparison. First, cowpea seed and soy bean seed
are compared with Indian corn grain and cotton seed, and the
conclusion is self-evident that these grains are appreciably
richer in ash and protein than the grain obtained from the
Indian corn plant. The soy bean contains a high percentage
of fat, and a comparatively low percentage of the nitrogen
free extract, while with Indian corn the reverse is the case.
The soy bean stands in advance of the cowpea notably
in fat and protein. It is also clear that the grain produced
by these legumes compares very favorably with cotton
seed. The figures also indicate that soy bean and cowpea
hay are slightly superior to alfalfa from the standpoint of
composition, while corn fodder is decidedly inferior to any
of these legumes. The mixing of soy bean hay with corn
fodder during the ensiling process would appear to be a good
practice, since an improved product is the result.’”
An illustration (p. 100) shows a “Bean harvester.”
Address: A.M., Asst. State Superintendent of Education,
Guthrie, Oklahoma. Formerly Prof. of Agriculture in
Northwestern Normal School, Alva, Oklahoma.
149. Wilson, James. 1900. Report of the Secretary of
Agriculture. Report of the Secretary of Agriculture p. 8-76.
For the year 1900. See p. 30.
• Summary: In the section titled “Some valuable
importations” (p. 30) has a subsection on “Grasses and
forage plants” which states: “Superior varieties of soy beans
have been brought from Japan.”
A section titled “Experimental Farm at Arlington”
[Virginia] (p. 75) is identical in content to that in the
Yearbook of 1900. Address: Secretary of Agriculture,
Washington, DC.
150. Woll, Fritz Wilhelm. 1900. A book on silage. Revised
and enlarged ed. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally &
Co. 233 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 1, titled “Silage crops” notes that
“Indian corn” is the most important silage plant, followed in
importance by clover. In the final section, titled “Other silage
crops” (p. 30+) are subsections on alfalfa (lucern), sorghum,
cow peas, and “Soja beans (soy beans).” In the latter (p. 33)
we read: “According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture
‘the soy bean is highly nutritive, gives a heavy yield, and is
easily cultivated. The vigorous late varieties are well adapted
for silage. The crop is frequently siloed with corn (2 parts
of the latter to 1 of the former), and like other legumes it
improves the silage by tending to counteract the acid reaction
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of corn silage.’”
The Introduction states: “The first silo built in the
United States is said to have been erected by Mr. F.
Morris of Maryland, in 1876.” The present number of
silos in the USA is estimated at about 300,000 or more.
“New York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin,
and all other States where dairying is an important
industry, have numbers ranging from several hundreds
up into the thousands... In England, where the silo was
introduced a little later than in the United States, there
were only six silos in 1882; but according to official
statistics the number was 600 in 1884, 1183 in 1885,
1605 in 1886, and 2694 in 1887. No later statistics are
available.”
“Alfalfa (lucern) is the great coarse forage plant of
the West, and in irrigated districts will yield more food
materials per acre of land than perhaps any other crop.
Three or four cuttings, each yielding a ton to a ton and
a half of hay, are common in these regions.”
Note: This is by far the most comprehensive
discussion of silage by an American author to date.
F.W. Woll was born in 1865. The first edition of this
book was published in 1895. Address: Michigan
Agricultural College.
151. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1900. Wood’s High Grade
Seeds: Descriptive catalog. and guide for the farm
garden. Richmond, Virginia. 26 cm.
• Summary: “Soja” or “Soja Beans” are mentioned six
times in this catalog. Page 2: Under May and June.
Page 9 in a box: “Soja, Navy, and other varieties of
Beans will be found fully described in the Field Seed
pages of our Catalogue.”
Page 68: “Soja and Navy Beans. Soja Beans. The
popularity of this crop is increasing rapidly every year
wherever it is grown. It makes a most decided impression as
to its value as a large-yielding and most nutritious crop for
feeding to all kinds of stock. In addition to its great value
as a field crop for forage and feeding purposes, it is also
valuable as a soil improver. Its great nutritive value and its
enormous yield make it a most valuable and economical
crop to grow. It has a stiff stalk, holding the pods well off
the ground, and matures all the peas together, enabling
the farmer to cut the stalks with the pods and save the
product without going to the great expense of pulling off
the pods. They can be fed, vines, stalks and all together, or
the beans can easily be knocked out when dry, or they can
be left in the field and pigs or other stock turned into them.
Farmers adopting this plan will find that they can feed hogs
profitably and compete with the Western States. We strongly
recommend our farmers, not only in the South, but also in
the North and West, to plant this bean more extensively,
as they will find it of the greatest agricultural value. Sow
three-quarters of a bushel per acre broadcast, or plant in

drills three feet apart, drilling the beans so as to be six to
eight inches apart, which will require about six quarts per
acre. These beans are also very profitable to plant in the
corn rows, between the corn, making a large yield without
injuring the yield of the corn. Price, per pkt. 10¢, postpaid;
quart, 15¢; peck, 50¢; bushel, $1.50. Price fluctuates. We will
quote special prices on same at any time.” A non-original
illustration shows a soybean plant with a cluster of pods at
the upper left.
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/usdanurseryandseedcatalog Address: Richmond, Virginia.
152. Yellow: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonyms:
Mammoth Yellow (Morse 1927). 1900. Seed color: Yellow.
• Summary: Sources: Anderson, W.B. 1900. “Forage crops.”
Indiana (Purdue) Agric. Exp. Station, Annual Report 12:59-
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66. For the year ending June 30, 1899. See p. 62. The section
titled “Soy beans” states: “Six varieties were grown at the
station in 1898, with the following results: Yellow was ripe
September 8. Height 28 to 30 inches. The best yields were
secured in cultivated rows.”
TenEyck, A.M.; Shoesmith, V.M. 1904. “Farm
department: Crop experiments in 1903.” Kansas Agric. Exp.
Station, Bulletin No. 123. p. 179-239. March. See p. 196.
Issued May 1904. Table VI shows that two soy bean varieties
named “Yellow,” both obtained from the USDA, were grown
in Kansas: U.S. No. 1308-1, and U.S. No. 1294-1.
Smith, Clinton D. 1905. “Legumes other than alfalfa.”
Michigan Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 227. p. 165-84.
June. See p. 172. “On the 18th of August the height of the
soys and the condition of bloom was as follows:...; Yellow,
22 inches, not yet in bloom.”
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p. 11.
This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) which states:
“Yellow.–The same as Mammoth Yellow.”
153. Zavitz, C.A. 1900. Report of the experimentalist.
Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm
(Guelph), Annual Report 25:101-29. For the year 1899. See
p. 121-22.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy, Japanese beans” (p.
121-22) begins: “The Soy beans, which are also called
Soja beans, have been grown for a great length of time in
Japan and in South-eastern Asia... About eighteen years
ago Prof. Georgeson, then connected with the Agricultural
College in the State of Kansas, imported from Japan fifteen
varieties of the Soy beans, with which he conducted practical
experiments on the Experiment Station grounds and found
that five of the varieties gave good results. These five
varieties were imported from Kansas some seven years ago
[i.e. in about 1892] for growing in our experimental plots.
The Yellow Soy bean has given decidedly the best results
among the five varieties which we obtained from Kansas.
A few years ago, the Agricultural College of Massachusetts
also imported a number of varieties of the Soy beans from
Japan, and three of these have now been tested in our
experimental grounds here at the College.
“The Yellow Soy bean which was imported from Kansas
has given an average of eight tons of green crop per acre,
being two and one-quarter tons per acre more than that
produced from the common beans, and three and onequarter tons per acre more than that produced from the horse
beans. In each of the past three years the Medium Green
Soy bean has given the largest yield of green crop per acre
among the three varieties imported from Massachusetts, but
each of these years the Yellow Soy variety has given better
satisfaction than the Medium Green in yield of crop per acre,
although the results in 1898 were practically equal. We hope
to grow these two varieties in larger lots, in order that we

can compare them thoroughly in regard to their qualities for
green fodder and for hay.
“In the production of grain the Yellow Soy variety has
produced the greatest yield of each of the tests made at the
College. Of the different varieties tested during the past
three years, the Extra Early Dwarf is the earliest, the Yellow
Soy the second earliest, the American Coffee Berry the
third earliest, and the Medium Green is the latest to reach
maturity. In many of the localities in Ontario the Medium
Green variety of Soy beans would be too slow in maturing to
produce seed.
“In the spring of 1899 three varieties were sent out over
Ontario in connection with the co-operative work, to find
out how these varieties would succeed over the Province.
The varieties distributed were the Medium Green Soy
beans, American Coffee Berry and the Extra Early Dwarf
Soy beans. The Medium Green and the American Coffee
Berry gave upwards of twenty bushels of seed per acre, and
the Extra Early Dwarf an average of about thirteen bushels
per acre. The Yellow Soy bean was not included in the
experiment, as the seed of that variety was not available at
the time. Arrangements have been made, however, to secure
seed of this variety from the Kansas Experiment Station,
for 1900. We feel justified in making somewhat extensive
experiments with the Soy beans on account of the strong
claims made for these beans in a few places where they have
been grown. The following is taken from the bulletin issued
by the United States Department of Agriculture on the Soy
bean as a forage crop:”
“The Experiment Station at Kansas is growing the Soy
beans very extensively; they had no less than sixty acres in
Soy beans this year.”
“We understand that at least five complex food products
are prepared from the Soy beans in Japan, although the
beans are seldom used alone as a vegetable. They are also
frequently dried and roasted, and used as a substitute for
coffee.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2005)
concerning co-operative research on soy beans (one of two
documents). This research was initiated and organized in
1899 by C.A. Zavitz of Ontario Agricultural College in
Canada; he also recorded and compiled the results.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2005) that uses the word “co-operative” (or “cooperatives” or “co-op” or “co-ops” spelled with a hyphen) in
connection with soy beans. Address: B.S.A., Experimentalist,
Ontario Agricultural College [Guelph, Ontario, Canada].
154. Zavitz, C.A. 1900. Co-operative experiments in
agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 21:6-37. For the year 1899. See p. 9, 16, 3132.
• Summary: A table (p. 7) shows the number of distinct
experiments in agriculture, number of experimenters, and
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number of satisfactory reports each year for 1886, 1888, and
1891-99. For 1886 these numbers were 1, 12, and 8. For
1888 they were 1, 90, and 40. For 1891 they were 12, 203,
and 126. For 1895 they were 15, 1699, and 513. For 1899
they were 23, 3485, and 739. Thus, during these 14 years the
Union made remarkable progress.
A table titled “List of experiments for 1899” (p. 9),
under “Grain crops” includes “Testing three varieties of
Japanese beans–3 plots.”
In a long “List of experimenters” we read (p. 16) that the
Japanese beans were grown by: (1) F.B. Doud, Branchton,
Brant Co. (2) Simon Miller, Unionville, York Co. (3) Jno.
D. Neilson, Thedford, Lambton Co. (4) O.A.C., Guelph,
Wellington Co.
In the section titled “Conclusions” (p. 31-32), table 15
shows the results (based on 4 tests) of testing three leading
varieties of Japan [soy] beans: Medium Green (estimated
value 72), yielded 2.6 tons/acre of straw and 22.4 bu/acre
of grain. American Coffee Berry (estimated value 100), 1.4
tons/acre of straw and 21.3 bu/acre of grain. Extra Early
Dwarf (estimated value 86), 1.1 tons/acre of straw and 12.7
bu/acre of grain.
The text immediately below the table explains: “The Soy
beans [sic] (Glycine hispida) is a leguminous plant native of
Japan and China, and ranks very high from a chemical point
of view. The plant is an annual, erect in growth and branches
profusely. There are a large number of varieties, nearly all of
which are too late for the conditions of Ontario. The different
varieties are distinguished largely by the time required for
the plants to mature and by the color of the seed; the yellow,
the green, and the black, being the most common. The Soy
beans are used for green fodder, silage, hay, pasture, and
as a soil renovator, and the grain is used as a feed for live
stock. These beans have been used as a food for man from
the earliest times in Japan and China, and more recently
in the European countries. They are not used as a food by
themselves, but are made into different complex forms, of
which five are quite common among Japanese, namely:
natto, tofu, miso, yuba, shoyu.
“Conclusions.
“1. The Soy beans gave very good results in the Union
experiments in 1899.
“2. The medium green Soy beans which gave the largest
yield of grain per acre of the three varieties tested over
Ontario in 1899, is the latest of the three varieties.
“3. The American Coffee Berry was the most popular
variety with the experimenters when yield, time of maturity,
etc., were all taken into consideration.”
Note 1. This is the earliest report seen (Aug. 2002) in
this periodical concerning soy beans. C.A. Zavitz is also
secretary of the Ontario Agricultural and Experimental
Union, and a member of its Committee on Agriculture
(appointed at the last annual meeting).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2012)

that mentions natto in Canada. Address: B.S.A., Director of
Co-operative Experiments in Agriculture, O.A.C. [Ontario
Agricultural College], Guelph [Ontario, Canada].
155. Nikitin, A. 1901. Die Sojabohne und ihre Produkte
in chemisch-diaetetischer Beziehung [The soybean and its
products from a chemical and dietetic viewpoint (Abstract)].
Zeitschrift fuer Untersuchung der Nahrungs- und
Genussmittel 4(1):39-40. Jan. 1. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the
following original Russian-language article: Nikitin,
A.F. 1900. “Bobi soi i poluchayemiye iz nikh produkti v
khimiko-dieteticheskom otnoshenii [The soybean and its
products from a chemical and dietetic viewpoint].” Vestnik
Obschestvennoi Gigieny Sudebnoi i Prakticheskoi Meditsiny
(Bulletin of Public Hygiene of Forensic and Applied
Medicine) (St. Petersburg) 4(2):453-69. April.
A table shows analyses of different types of soybeans.
Two are by the author himself, conducted on black soybeans
from southern Russia; six are by Giljaranski on a yellow
soybean from Russia, and yellow and black soybeans from
China and Japan; and one is by Lipski [Lipskiy] on a yellow
soybean from Russia. He notes that cultivation of soybeans
has lapsed since it was not understood how to use them as
food, but only as fodder.
Very few investigations have been conducted on the
nutritional value of the soybean. Lipski, in his investigations
on the digestibility of soybeans, found in the case of an
exclusive diet of soybean paste (Sojabohnenbreikost;
probably made from cooked, ground soybeans) that 19.5%
of the nitrogen and 19.2% of the fat remain undigested.
I.G. Podoba, a researcher, made zwieback from soybeans;
it contained 11.43% water, 24.57% nitrogenous substances,
9.16% fat, 47.09% nitrogen-free extract, 5.10% crude fiber,
and 4.62% minerals. Podoba fed this zwieback to 5 children
on 4 days for at morning tea-time. They remained satisfied
until 2:00 P.M., whereas they were usually hungry by 12:00
noon. Address: Russia.
156. Carpenter, Frank G. 1901. How John Bull built upon
barren rocks: The richest colony in the world. Atlanta
Constitution (Georgia). Jan. 27. p. B3, B10.
• Summary: About Hong Kong (and the city of Victoria),
which is rapidly becoming a manufacturing center, based on
cheap Chinese labor. It is regarded as an example of what
the Americans might do in the Philippines with Chinese
immigrant labor.
In Hong Kong, the “Chinese make soap and dye stuffs.
They have rice mills, bean curd factories, tooth powder
factories and cigar works.” Four photos show different views
of and buildings in Hong Kong.
157. Carver, George Washington. 1901. Some Cercosporae
of Macon County, Alabama. Tuskegee (Alabama) Normal
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and Industrial Institute, Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 4. 8
p. Jan. See p. 5.
• Summary: Cercospora is a genus of fungus diseases. This
paper is mainly a listing of which species of Cercospora
diseases are found on which plants in Macon County.
Carver has numbered the specimens and arranged them
alphabetically. On page 5 we read: “Cercospora canescens,
E. & M. very abundant on the leaves, stems and fruit of
the common garden bean. (Phaseolus vulgaris). No. 52.
Cabbage, (Brassica oleracea); No. 681. Soja bean (Glycene
hispida) [sic, Glycine];...”
Note 1. This is the earliest publication seen (Aug. 2002)
by George Washington Carver concerning soybeans. It is the
second earliest document seen (Aug. 2002) concerning the
work of Carver with soybeans; the first was a letter written
by him in May 1897.
Note 2. This is revised and reprinted from the
Proceedings of the Iowa Academy of Sciences 7:161-65
(1899). In these 1899 Proceedings, however, the soybean is
not mentioned.
Note 3. This is the earliest publication seen (Aug. 2002)
on Cercospora canescens on soybeans in the United States.
Address: M.S. Ag., Director [Tuskegee, Alabama].
158. Foreign Seeds and Plants Imported by the Section of
Seed and Plant Introduction, USDA, Inventory. 1901. [Soy
bean introductions]. No. 8. S.P.I. Numbers 3401-4350. 106 p.
Transmittal date: 1 Jan. 1901.
• Summary: 3869-3870. “Glycine hispida. Soy bean. From
China. Received through Dr. H.W. Wiley, September, 1899.
“3869. Black.
“3870. Distributed.”
3884-3886. “Glycine hispida. Soy bean. [Seeds yellow,
black, and green respectively; Piper and Morse 1910, p. 40.]
From Honolulu, Oahu, H. Ty. A collection of seeds originally
from China, presented by Hon. Byron O. Clark, of Wahiawa,
Oahu, October, 1899.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Hawaii. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Hawaii (Oct. 1899). It
is not clear whether or not any of these soybeans were ever
grown in Hawaii.
“3884. Distributed. Yellow.
“3885. Distributed. Black.
“3886. Distributed. Green.”
4285. “Glycine hispida. Soy bean. From Richmond,
Virginia. Received January 15, 1900. Yellow. An erect,
branching hairy annual, with large compound leaves, each
composed of three leaflets; inconspicuous pale violet flowers
in small clusters in the axils of the leaves, and broad, severalseeded pods covered with stiff bristly hairs. The seeds
are rounded and pale yellow in color. The plant thrives in
medium or rich soil. The seeds should be planted in drills
about 3 feet apart and cultivated until the plants are large

enough to shade the ground. Cut for hay when the first pods
are forming, and for seed before thoroughly ripe. This is a
medium variety for the South.”
Note: The introduction, dated 1 Jan. 1901, is by Jared
G. Smith, Chief, Section of Seed and Plant Introduction.
Address: Washington, DC.
159. Grijns, G. 1901. Over polyneuritis gallinarum. I.
[On polyneuritis. I.]. Geneeskundig Tijdschrift voor
Nederlandsch-Indie 41:3-110. Jan. [32 ref. Dut]
• Summary: In the Dutch Indies and Federated Malay States
germinated beans or “tow-gay” [taugé, bean sprouts] are
eaten raw as a common article of the diet. Note: Polyneuritis
may be caused by a deficiency in poultry of the vitamin
thiamine (today called vitamin B-1). Address: M.D.,
Netherlands Indies.
160. Oesterreichische Monatsschrift fuer den Orient
(Vienna). 1901. Industrielles aus Japan [Japanese Industries].
Page 114. col. 2. [Ger]
• Summary: The production of the Japanese bean sauce
shoyu, also known as soy (Soja), serves primarily for [local]
consumption, since it appears to be indispensable to the
Japanese for their foods. In spite of the fact that a large
portion of shoyu is imported from the northern provinces
to Nagasaki prefecture (Nagasaki-ken), the production here
is nevertheless not insignificant (even though shoyu is also
exported by the Chinese and the Japanese to Korea and
China), amounting to 13,547 yen for 1899. This bean sauce
is produced from wheat, beans, cooking salt, and water, and
its aroma and flavor are particularly popular with the English
and the Americans.
In Nagasaki prefecture, around 9,100 koku, or 1,638,000
liters are produced [each year]. The price for one koku (180
liters) in Nagasaki amounts to approximately 3 to 5 yen.
Some of the industrial branch offices that are listed
below serve exclusively for the filling of the needs of the
Nagasaki prefecture. Their products are of low quality, but
they satisfy the modest needs of the middle classes.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Import-Geschaeft in Prag.
161. Soule, Andrew M.; Vanatter, P.O.; Fain, J.R. 1901.
Experiments with corn, forage crops and spring cereals.
Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 14(1):131. Jan. See p. 10-11, 16-17, 22, 25-31.
• Summary: Table III, titled “Experiments with forage crops,
1900” (p. 10) states that Soja beans which were seeded
(planted) on May 1 matured on Oct. 12, and gave a yield of
5.95 tons of green crop per acre. The highest yields came
from teosinte (26.25 tons), rape (18.50 tons), and corn (17.60
tons).
Table VI (p. 16-17) shows the results of growing soja
beans for hay and “green food” in 1900. The varieties with
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their yields (tons of gross crop per acre) are as follows (listed
in descending order of yield): Soja Bean, No. 4912 (5.94
tons/acre), Soja Bean, No. 4914 (5.70), Soja Bean, No. 4913
(5.25), Medium Green Soja Bean (5.10), Common Soja Bean
(3.60), Medium Early Soja Bean (3.30), Extra Early Dwarf
Soja Bean (1.29).
Most varieties were obtained from the USDA and
planted on May 4, at the same time as cowpeas. The best
yield secured was 5.94 tons/acre from Soja Bean No. 4912,
which grew to an average height of 34 inches and was cut on
July 31.
Table XII (p. 22) shows the digestible nutrients and
fertilizing constituents contained in 8 leading farm crops,
including Soja beans.
The section titled “Importance of studying roots” (p.
24-29) includes a discussion of soja bean roots (tap root,
branching roots, size and number of nodules). A photo
(p. 27) shows the roots of cowpea and soja bean plants at
different stages of growth. Address: Knoxville.
162. Wilson, James. 1901. Report of the Secretary. Yearbook
of the United States Department of Agriculture. p. 9-78. For
the year 1900. See p. 32, 72, 77.
• Summary: The frontispiece is a portrait photo of William
Saunders (1822-1900). / In the section titled “Some valuable
importations” (p. 32) is a subsection on “Grasses and forage
plants” which states: “Superior varieties of soy beans have
been brought from Japan.”
A section titled “The Library” (p. 72) is quite detailed:
“Growth of the library–Additions to the Library during the
past year have numbered about 5,000 volumes. A larger
proportion of the additions has come by way of exchange
than ever before, owing to arrangements for exchange made
by the Librarian as a result of a personal visit to various
points in Europe. These arrangements have a salutary effect
in bringing to the attention of scientific bodies in other
countries the numerous valuable, scientific publications
of the Department, adding prestige to the Department as a
whole and to its scientific workers in particular.
“Card index–Cards have been issued containing entries
of all articles in the Yearbooks and Farmers’ Bulletins issued
by the Department; these have been printed and distributed
to nearly 4,000 libraries, thus assisting in the efforts to make
these publications more available to readers.”
“Card catalogue–The additions to the card catalogue
have been so great that it is probable that it will be in
shape to be printed within a year or two. Such a catalogue,
if printed, would be of the greatest use to workers in
agricultural experimentation wherever located.”
The section titled “Experimental Farm at Arlington”
(p. 77) notes: “Congress at its last session authorized this
Department to take charge of part of the Arlington grounds
lying east of the Georgetown and Alexandria road. These
grounds are susceptible of being made productive and

very attractive, but at the present time require grubbing,
draining, surfacing, and fertilizing. This work is being
vigorously pushed; drain tile will be laid during the coming
year; $10,000 should be appropriated to carry on the work.”
Address: Secretary of Agriculture [USDA], Washington, DC.
163. Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. 1901. Descriptive
catalogue... for 1901. Yokohama, Japan. 78 p. Illust. Index.
27 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this English-language catalog
is an illustration of a dwarfed Prunus mume [ume plum] tree
blooming. In the section “Price list of seeds” (p. 71-75) is
a subsection (p. 75) titled “Some vegetable seeds,” which
gives the price of 7 types of seeds in American gold dollars
per pound. These include: Soy bean 0.10 or $6.00 per 100
lbs. One new seed is Nerima long radish 0.50. A forage plant
seed is Pueraria Thunbergiana [kuzu] 0.35 (see description
in the section on climbing plants). Branch office: Suzuki &
Iida, 11 Barclay St., New York, NY. The rest of the catalog
is quite similar to the 1898 edition. Address: Nos. 21-35
Nakamura, Yokohama, Japan.
164. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1901. The American coffeeberry, or early soja bean. 29(3):111. Feb. 1.
• Summary: “We have received two communications
recently in regard to the value of the above for food. On
page 157, 1900. Mrs. Axtell says: ‘We like them very much;
we like the taste of them, and then they are so beneficial to
our health. They seem to be nutritious and very laxative.
Until using them Mr. A. had to use cathartics every day;
now, scarcely ever.’ Now, this is an important matter where
wholesome food can be made to take the place of medicines.
In our next we will give a report of where eight bushels of
mature beans were grown on ¼ acre, on poor soil in our
neighborhood, and that with ordinary culture. We have
secured the crop and offer it for sale as follows: Pint, 10 cts.;
quart, 15; peck, 75; bushel, 12.50. If wanted by mail, add 15
cts. per quart for postage. Remember, these beans are just
as good for coffee as they ever were. Mrs. Axtel suggests
using a fourth of real coffee; then you have the coffee taste
together with the nourishing properties of the soja bean.
Our experiment stations tell us there is scarcely anything
grown with the amount of nutrition in so small a compass as
the soja bean. The crop we offer for sale was planted May
15, and the beans were matured and harvested Sept. 5. Soja
beans, same as above, only longer in maturing, peck, 60c;
bushel, $2.00.”
165. Fraser, Hugh (Mrs.). 1901. Shiwo San’s pilgrimage.
New-York Tribune. Feb. 10. p. B5.
• Summary: Shiwo San recalled: “I had a present from my
married daughter, a mosquito net and some bean curd, and
she had another son, but Kokichi is naughtier than ever.” “...
daikon, whose smell already ravaged the house.”
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166. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1901. Growing the soja bean
(or American coffee berry) in northern Ohio 29(4):159. Feb.
15.
• Summary: “Learning that the writer whose communication
appears below had grown successfully quite a crop of fully
matured soja beans, I wrote him for particulars, and he
furnishes the following:
“’We plowed the ground May 10th, and harrowed
it thoroughly. We had some seed raised from a packet of
American coffee-berry purchased of you. The strip we
planted was so poor we were certain it would not pay to plant
it to corn. We applied acid phosphate, or South Carolina
rock, at the rate of 250 lbs. per acre. It was drilled in with a
grain-drill with fertilizer attachment. We then marked it in
rows 30 inches apart, and drilled the beans in by hand after
the fashion of early peas–i.e., about an inch apart in the row.
We went over them with a weeder just before they were
through the ground. After they were up we cultivated them
thoroughly as deep and close to rows as possible, until they
were about three inches high. From there on we gave them
shallow cultivation, and just kept the ground nice and fine
on top as long as we could get between the rows. They grow
very rapidly, covering the ground completely. They root so
deeply that drouth does not seem to affect them; they even
grow and produce well when planted in among the corn. We
planted the beans May 15, and harvested them Sept. 5. We
drove along each row with a mowing machine, and cut them;
then followed, put them in bunches, and left them to cure
for about a week. We used a common thrashing-machine to
thrash them, removing all but one row of concaves, running
very slowly, and always keeping the cylinder nearly full to
avoid throwing beans all over the barn. The quarter acre
yielded about 8 bushels. The soil was a mixture of clay and
sand.
“’J. McQueen. Baltic, Ohio.’
“Now, this is interesting, for the soja bean has met with
favor everywhere. It not only makes excellent hay and feed,
but for plowing under to enrich the ground there is probably
no plant known that is its superior. Our experiment station
goes further, and informs us that where the crop is taken off
the ground completely, for hay or seed, the soil on which it
grew has been benefited for almost any other crop. We can
furnish a leaflet on application, telling more about this new
forage plant.”
167. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1901. Classified ad: For
sale.–Wonderful Black Cow, and Ram’s Horn,... 29(4):168.
Feb. 15.
• Summary: “... or Black Eye cow peas and soja beans,
20 cts per qt: $123 per bu by express, except Ram’s Horn,
which are $225 per bu. not prepaid. Address
“E.R. Miller, Hearing, Norfolk Co., Virginia.”

168. Iowa Seed Co. 1901. Display ad: Farm novelties. Do
you want to try the best New Varieties of farm seeds? Read
the list. Gleanings in Bee Culture 29(4):168. Feb. 15.

• Summary: “Bromus Intermis–The wonderful new grass
for hay or pasture.
“Dwarf Essex Rape–The great forage plant for sheep,
hogs and cattle
“Pencilaria–A novelty. The most productive of all fodder
plants.
“Spiltz [Spelt?]–The new prolific grain. Out- yields
wheat, rye or barley.
“Soja Beans–The ‘Great German Coffee Berry.’ A fine
fodder plant.
“Cow peas–Great land enricher and productive cattle
and hog food...”
“A good sized trial packet of each of the above 10
varieties and a circular describing them and telling how to
grow, cure and feed, sent postpaid for only 12 cents. Large,
100 page, beautifully illustrated catalogue FREE, if you
mention this paper, no matter whether you order above seeds
or not. We refer by permission to the editor of this paper.
Established 30 years.”
Note: A vertical ad. A farmer wearing a hat, goatee and
boots holds a riding whip in his right hand, pointing it at the
top left corner of the ad. Address: Des Moines, Iowa.
169. André, Ed. 1901. Les Doliques tropicaux [Tropical
Dolichos species]. Revue Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture
Pratique (Paris) 73:87-89. Feb. 16. See p. 88. [Fre]
• Summary: In the colonies, the following species of
Dolichos are cultivated: Dolichos albus, altissimus, sinensis,
Soja, psoraloides, Catiang, tetragonolobus, Tablaira,
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trilobus;... Many other species are mentioned. Illustrations
show: (1) Leaves, pods and seeds of Dolichos sesquipedalis.
(2) A pod and seed of Canavalia ensiformis. Address: France.
170. Bluffton Chronicle (Indiana). 1901. Farm and garden:
Dairy cows in winter. Feb. 20. p. 16.
• Summary: “Keep the cows in good, warm stables, give
plenty of feed rich in protein, such as alfalfa, clover, soy
beans, bran and the like, and when the weather is fine turn
the cows out in the yard for exercise.”
171. Asahi: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1901.
• Summary: Sources: Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney,
J.G. 1901. “Soy beans in Kansas in 1900.” Kansas Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 100. p. 55-115. March. See p. 5859. A table titled “Varieties of soy beans” includes “Asahi”
obtained from Japan. Days from planting to maturity: 166.
Bailey, L.H. ed. 1907. Cyclopedia of American
agriculture. Vol. II. “Crops.” New York and London:
Macmillan & Co. xvi + 699 p. See p. 585. “Asahi” is a latematuring variety, requiring a growing period of 114-166
days. Address: USA.
172. Best Green: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonyms: Hope (Morse 1948). 1901. Renamed Tokyo by
May 1907. Seed color: Yellow (olive), hilum pale.
• Summary: Sources: Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G.
1901. “Soy beans in Kansas in 1900.” Kansas Agric. Exp.
Station, Bulletin No. 100. p. 55-115. March. See p. 58-59.
A table titled “Varieties of soy beans” includes “Best Green
4914” obtained from the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
from Japan. Days from planting to maturity: 166.
Orton, W.A. 1902. “Some diseases of the cowpea. I. The
wilt disease of the cowpea and its control.” USDA Bureau
of Plant Industry, Bulletin. No. 17. p. 1-22. April. See p.
18. “Best Green, S.P.I. No. 5766.–A late variety. It made a
weak growth and suffered much from dry weather and root
nematode.” Note: Best Green, No. 4914, was one variety in
a collection of soy beans from Japan. Received March 23,
1900. It was distributed.
Webber, Herbert J.; Orton, W.A. 1902. “Some
diseases of the cowpea. II. A cowpea resistant to root knot
(Heterodera radicicola).” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Bulletin No. 17. p. 23-35. April. See p. 35. Four soybean
varieties (including Best Green, S.P.I. No. 5766) were grown
in the same experimental field as the cowpeas, on nematode
and wilt infested soil. All four were “badly affected” by the
nematodes.
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27. See
p. 22-23. The variety Tokyo has seeds that are “greenish
yellow, shiny, paler and duller with age.” “Numbers and
sources of lots grown: Agrost. No. 468, grown from S.P.I.
No. 4914; Agrost. No. 696, grown from Potomac Flats;

Agrost. No. 1171, ‘Best Green,’ S.P.I. No. 9409;...”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 40, 45.
“S.P.I. No. 5766. Grown from 4914. See No. 17266.” “No.
17266. The progeny of 4914 from Japan. According to Ball
[1907] this also was the same as Tokyo 17264 and was
finally united with it.” Address: USA.
173. Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G. 1901. Soy beans
in Kansas in 1900. Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 100. p. 55-115. March. (Issued April 1901).

• Summary: This is an extremely detailed report, remarkable
for soy beans in the year 1900. It is composed mainly of
county by county reports by farmers of planting tests made
during the year, and yields of forage and/or seed. The first
general trials of soy beans throughout the state of Kansas
were made in the summer of 1900.
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One table (p. 58) shows the “Yield per acre on the
college farm” of soy beans, corn and kaffir corn from 1889
to 1900, inclusive. The average soybean yield over these 12
years was 12 bushels/acre, the top yield was 17.0 bu/acre in
1889, and the lowest was 2.6 bu/acre in 1894.
A second table, titled “Varieties of soy beans” (p. 59),
shows the varieties tested, the source of the seed (many
seedsmen), the yield of beans per acre, the yield of hay per
acre, and the days from planting to maturity. The varieties
with their yields in bushels per acre (sorted in descending
order of seed yield) are: Early Yellow, from Kansas State
Agricultural College (7.4 bu/acre), Early Soy, from Peter
Henderson & Co. (New York) and Johnson & Stokes
(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) (6.5 and 6.2), Dwarf Soy, from
George W. Hilliard (Brighton, Illinois) (6.4), American
Coffee, from J.J.H. Gregory (Marblehead, Massachusetts)
(5.5), Medium Early Black, from J.J.H. Gregory (3.0),
Extra Early Dwarf, from J.J.H. Gregory (2.7), Late Soy,
from Johnson & Stokes (* = did not mature), Medium
Soy, from Hilliard (*), Chastain Soy, from E.N. Chastain
(Hume, Missouri) (NS = no stand), Nalrade, from Japan
(Days from planting to maturity: 166), Asahi, from Japan
(Days to maturity: 166), Tamarat Sukun, from Japan (Days
to maturity: 151), Soy bean 4912, from USDA, from Japan
(Days to maturity: 128), Best White 4913, from USDA, from
Japan (Days to maturity: 128), and Best Green 4914, from
USDA, from Japan (Days to maturity: 166). Early Yellow
also gave the best yield of hay (1.4 tons/acre).
A map (p. 60) shows where soy beans were grown in
Kansas in 1900; they were grown in at least one location in
75 of the of the 105 counties of the state. These locations
are concentrated in the eastern one-third of the state, and
especially in the northeast.
The report concludes by stating that “a majority of the
292 who reported growing soy beans in 1900 think them a
profitable crop, and this with a new crop, in an unfavorable
season.”
Most farmers who tested soy beans responded to most
of the following questions (their letters were condensed to
5-15 lines typeset): Have you grown soybeans before; if so,
starting when? Type of soil in which this year’s crop of soy
beans was planted? Method and date of planting. Spacing
between rows, and of plants within each row. Method and
frequency of cultivation. Method of harvesting (one of the
biggest problems). Pests you noticed (rabbits–often jackrabbits–and grasshoppers were reported by many; only a
few reports mentioned injury from other insects, and none
from diseases). Yield of beans (most farmers got less than
15 bushels/acre; the highest yield was 31 bu/acre). Results
of feeding beans or plants to livestock (almost every feeding
trial was highly favorable; hogs, milch cows, and sheep
generally thrived on them). Degree of satisfaction with the
crop and its profitability. Do you plan to try soy beans again
next year? Many farmers reported that the beans withstood

drought very well. No mention was made in the Bulletin of
any farmer having tried the soy bean as food.
H.C. Whitford, of Garnett, in Anderson County: “Tried
to cut with mower, but this broke the clods and we had
to resort to hand pulling. Got badly injured in the shock.
[Presumably the soy beans, not Whitford.] I thought them
worthless and fed them to hogs; the hogs were very fond
of them.” William Matthias, of Huron, in Atchison County:
“Pigs and poultry got a taste of the ripe beans, and they made
desperate raids on the field.”
Joseph Shaw, of Strong, in Chase County: “Pigs were
crazy for them, and ate stalks and all.” John German, of
Hiattville, in Bourbon County, said his hogs wouldn’t touch
the beans, although his calves and yearlings would. C.O.
McLane, another Bourbon County man, from Uniontown,
said concurringly that calves and also colts would climb
low fences to get at some sorghum he had liberally laced
with soybeans. Many respondents grumpily observed that
soybeans were relished by rabbits.
Concerning soybean pioneers: H.J. Gifford of Haviland,
in Edwards country: “I have planted the Little Yellow soy
bean on a small scale for the past seven years [since about
1894]–principally as a coffee substitute.” Gustave Koehler
of Troy, Doniphan County: “I have raised the soy bean
for years, and find it not a paying crop.” Carl L. Howe of
Emporia, in Lyon County: “Have raised soy beans for four or
five seasons...”
Full-page photos show: 1. Early Yellow soy bean (p. 83).
Brooks early soy bean (Henderson; p. 85). Early Yellow soy
beans in the field (p. 87). Sixteen acres of Early Yellow soy
beans (p. 89).
An excellent summary (p. 111-15) is given of these tests
by Kansas farmers. The Early Yellow variety gave the best
results. 135 farmers (46%) stated that soy bean is a profitable
crop, 68 had a favorable opinion but needed further trial, 33
gave an unfavorable report, and 30 found the crop to be a
total failure. The others did not express their opinion. “The
season was the most unfavorable for growing soy beans
but one that we have had in twelve years.” Another major
reason for low yields was probably the failure to inoculate
the soy beans with nitrogen-forming bacteria before planting.
Inoculated soil was first sent to 25 farmers in the spring
of 1900; roughly 1,000 to 1,200 lb of inoculated soil are
required per acre. “Soy beans have been grown on the
College farm for twelve years... On Kansas farms where
there is a sufficient supply of alfalfa for all the stock, we
do not think it will usually pay to grow soy beans. Alfalfa
supplies protein and mineral matter at a less cost than soy
beans.”
Note 1. This is earliest English-language document
seen (June 2004) that uses the term “pest” or “pests” in
connection with soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean varieties Tamarat Sukun, Nalrade,
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Asahi, or Best Green.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005)
that contains a map directly related to soybeans. Address:
Manhattan.
174. Nalrade: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1901.
• Summary: Sources: Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G.
1901. “Soy beans in Kansas in 1900.” Kansas Agric. Exp.
Station, Bulletin No. 100. p. 55-115. March. See p. 58-59.
A table titled “Varieties of soy beans” includes “Nalrade”
obtained from Japan. Days from planting to maturity: 166.
Bailey, L.H. ed. 1907. Cyclopedia of American
agriculture. Vol. II. “Crops.” New York and London:
Macmillan & Co. xvi + 699 p. See p. 585. “Nalrade” is a
late-maturing variety, requiring a growing period of 114-166
days.
Note: Morse (1948) does not mention Nalrade. Address:
USA.
175. Tamarat Sukun: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
1901.
• Summary: Sources: Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney,
J.G. 1901. “Soy beans in Kansas in 1900.” Kansas Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 100. p. 55-115. March. See p.
58-59. A table titled “Varieties of soy beans” includes
“Tamarat Sukun” obtained from Japan. Days from planting
to maturity: 151.
Bailey, L.H. ed. 1907. Cyclopedia of American
agriculture. Vol. II. “Crops.” New York and London:
Macmillan & Co. xvi + 699 p. See p. 585. “Tamarat Sukun”
is a late-maturing variety, requiring a growing period of 114166 days.
Note: Morse (1948) does not list this as a named
soybean variety. Address: USA.
176. Burkill, I.H. 1901. The flora of Vavau, one of the Tonga
Islands; with a short account of its vegetation by Charles
Steele Crosby. J. of the Linnean Society of London, Botany
35(242):20-65. See p. 34. April 1. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Glycine tabacina, Benth. Fl. Austral. ii. p. 244.
Fiji; westward to the New Hebrides and New Caledonia; and
to Tropical Asia.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans (but only wild perennial relatives
of soybeans) in New Hebrides (later Vanuatu); cultivated
soybeans have not yet been reported.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans (but only wild perennial relatives of
soybeans) in the Kingdom of Tonga; cultivated soybeans
have not yet been reported.
177. Wilson, W.A. 1901. How I plant and harvest soja beans.
American Agriculturist 67(14):500. Week ending April 6.
• Summary: “I have many letters asking me to give my

method of planting, cultivating, harvesting and threshing
the soja bean. First, I prepare the land for soja beans as I do
for corn. For seed, plant any time from the last of April to
July 1, in rows 3½ or 4 ft. wide. I put two or three beans in
a hill, 12 or 15 in. apart, and work as I do a corn crop. I let
all the leaves shed so the beans will get their full growth,
and then dry. I take my bramble-hook or mower and cut in
the morning while the dew is on them, because they will
‘pop out’ [shatter] during the middle of the day. I rake them
up with hay rake, haul them up in the afternoon to the barn
or pound lot, make a rail pen, and thresh as fast as they are
hauled. If I had plenty of barn room I would haul in and
thresh after I got through cutting.
“I plant soja beans, when wanted for hay, in 2 ft. rows,
four or five beans in hill, 12 to 15 in. apart, and work twice
with cultivator. I cut them any time after blooming. For cow
feed I cut with mower two rows at a time, and let it cure as
I would any other hay. I plant a large patch of soja beans by
the side of my pasture, and find it a big help in August and
September, when hot and dry. I cut them every morning and
evening and throw them over to the cows, hogs, and stock of
all kinds. They eat it as eagerly as green clover. They will do
as well on it as they will on clover.
“I sow soja beans broadcast in my corn at the last
working, and gather my corn as soon as I can. Then I turn in
my cows, hogs, and horses. I let the cows and horses stay in
the beans only a short time the first one or two days, for fear
they will eat too much. After that there is no danger of their
overeating. I use no manure or fertilizer of any kind for soja
beans. I often plant them on my thinnest land to improve it.
I turn the beans under or cut them early and plant a second
crop. It is a splendid crop to follow Irish potatoes. I like soja
beans better than any kind of pea, because they do not rot
easily when they get wet and are left out for a short time.”
Address: Norfolk Co., Virginia.
178. Parsons, Adrian A. 1901. A clover substitute. Ohio
Farmer 99(15):323. April 11.
• Summary: “Under the above heading, H.P. Miller, in last
week’s Farmer makes some very good suggestions, to which
I would like to add a few more, as I consider the subject
a vital one. The improvement of the soil where it can be
secured while raising profitable crops should interest all
of us, and it goes without question that all the legumes are
soil-improvers because they gather more of the free nitrogen
from the atmosphere and change it into available plant food,
than any other order of plants, and the soy, or soja bean is
proving itself the most valuable of them all. Its roots go so
deep into the soil that during the severest droughts we have
had in the last four years, the leaves never wilt.
“Twenty-four veers ago I planted the cow-pea and soon
found they were too hard to handle as the harvesting comes
at a season when the curing process goes on very slowly.
Likewise the Canada field pea; it was badly affected by
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summer drouth, and yielded but little seed. The crimson
clover would do well with us, could we always have
sufficient rain in July to give it a start, but I believe one year
in six is about its success here.
“The soy bean has been a success with us from the first
planting, growing in favor each year. They are relished by all
kinds of stock. The hay is equal to best clover, and the beans
have a feeding value greater than linseed meal. They will
grow on land that is too thin to grow clover and will yield
proportionately better on rich soil. According to statement
from the government experiment station they have been
known to yield a hundred bushels to the acre.
“We can’t say what the yield has been on our ground,
as most of our crops have been fed without threshing. Last
season we planted twenty-five acres; began feeding them
off the 22d of July to thirty shoats and six brood sows,
with twenty pigs, at that time. The shoats were marketed
in November; had been on full corn feed three weeks and
averaged two hundred [pounds each]. The pigs are fat and
growthy–as good a lot as we ever had. We put up three acres
early for hay, and the second week in December we threshed
the remainder and had over two hundred bushels of seed,
and a fine pile of straw, that according to the analysis set out
in Prof. Henry’s book on feeds, is worth a dollar less on the
ton than clover hay, and I believe our ground is in as good
condition as it would have been in clover–A.A. Parsons,
Hendricks Co., Ind.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2017)
stating that A.A. Parsons of Indiana is growing soybeans.
Note 2. There was no article by H.P. Miller under the
heading “A Clover Substitute” in the previous week’s issue
of The Ohio Farmer. There was an article by or “conducted”
by H.P. Miller, D.V.M., on “Spring Lambs” under the
heading “Sheep and Wool”. Dr. H.P. Miller does respond to
a question on feeding ewes and says, in part: “The corn and
clover plants produce more economical feed than bluegrass
on land adapted to their cultivation.” No mention is made of
soybeans in his “column” on “Sheep and Wool”. Address:
Hendricks Co., Indiana.
179. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1901. Planting and harvesting
soja beans. 29(8):356. April 15.
• Summary: “I have many letters asking me to give my
method of planting, cultivating, harvesting and thrashing
the soja bean. First, I prepare the land for soja beans as I do
for corn. For seed, plant any time from the last of April to
July 1, in rows 3½ or 4 ft. wide. I put two or three beans in a
hill, 12 or 15 in. apart, and work as I do a corn crop. I let all
the leaves shed so the beans will get their full growth, and
then dry. I take my bramble-hook or mower and cut in the
morning while the dew is on them, because they will ‘pop
out’ [shatter] during the middle of the day. I rake them up
with a hay-rake, haul them up in the afternoon to the barn
or pound lot, make a rail pen, and thrash as fast as they are

hauled. If I had plenty of barn room I would haul in and
thrash after I got through cutting.
“I plant soja beans, when wanted for hay, in 2- ft. rows,
four or five beans in hill, 12 to 15 in. apart, and work twice
with cultivator. I cut them any time after blooming. For cow
feed I cut with mower two rows at a time, and let it cure as
I would any other hay. I plant a large patch of soja beans by
the side of my pasture, and find it a big help in August and
September, when hot and dry. I cut them every morning and
evening and throw them over to the cows, hogs, and stock of
all kinds. They eat it as eagerly as green clover. They will do
as well on it as on clover.
“I sow soja beans broadcast in my corn at the last
working, and gather my corn as soon as I can. Then I turn in
my cows, hogs, and horses. I let the cows and horses stay in
the beans only a short time the first one or two days, for fear
they will eat too much. After that there is no danger of their
overeating. I use no manure or fertilizer of any kind for soja
beans. I often plant them on my thinnest land to improve it.
I turn the beans under or cut them early and plant a second
crop. It is a splendid crop to follow Irish potatoes. I like soja
beans better than any kind of pea, because they do not rot
easily when they get wet and are left out for a short time.
“Norfolk Co., Virginia. W.M. Wilson.
“The above I clip from the American Agriculturist [6
April 1906, p. 500]. My special reason for giving it here is
because of what is said about cutting it night and morning
for stock when pastures are poor. Soja beans will grow on
almost any sort of soil, as above mentioned, and severe
drouths seem to affect it but little. Of course, the later kinds
do not ripen seed here in the North; but the early soja beans,
the one we call coffee berry, will ripen seed perfectly any
season as far north as Ohio.”
180. F., Wm. H. 1901. Notes and queries: Soy beans. Ohio
Farmer 99(17):375. April 25.
• Summary: “Will A.A. Parsons tell us how he handles soy
beans for hay and for seed? Does he seed broadcast or in
drills. Does he cultivate? Does he cut with mower or bean
harvester? Does he stack, and how protect stacks?–Wm.
H. F., Bentonville, Ark.” [Arkansas]. Address: Bentonville,
Arkansas.
181. Leader-Post (The) (Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada).
1901. Soy beans as forage: a valuable catch crop that will
stand drought. April 25. p. 7.
• Summary: “The soy bean may be grown for the grain,
for soiling food, for pasture and for green manuring, says
Professor Thomas Shaw in The American Agriculturist. Its
greatest value, however, will probably be found in furnishing
soiling food for dairy cows, as it is in the proper condition
for being thus fed at that season of the year, when but few
plants are available for such a use–that is to say, during the
latter part of the summer. The soy bean is a hot weather
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plant, but is able to stand more drought than the cowpea.
When once well rooted, hot winds that would wilt and wither
many other forms of vegetation will not seriously injure the
soy bean.
“In appearance it resembles as common bean, but the
foliage is larger and much more luxuriant, and the habit of
growth is more upright. With all the conditions favorable
this plant in some of its varieties will grow to the height of
at least four feet, and it produces a large yield of green food.
Some of the early varieties, as the medium or green, can be
grown successfully farther north than the cowpea. The claim,
however, that they will flourish as far north as corn is not
quite correct, and, since it can stand drought better than the
cowpea, it has special adaptation for some of the states west
of the Mississippi and south of Minnesota–as, for instance,
Kansas, Nebraska, Arkansas and Oklahoma.
“Its province as a catch crop is more circumcised than
that of the cowpea, since in many of its varieties it takes
longer to mature. Nevertheless there are many crops which
it may be made to follow the same season–as, for instance,
winter rye, winter wheat, grain forage eaten down or an early
crop of potatoes. A warm, rich vegetable soil with a porous
subsoil is best adapted to the growth of the soy bean. The
soils of fertile prairie, therefore, are a natural home for it. On
poor, sandy soils it will not make a large growth unless these
are first fertilized.”
182. D.A.R. 1901. De Katjang Kedelih [The soybean].
Orgaan van de Vereeniging van Oudleerlingen der Rijks
Landbouwschool (see Landbouwkundig Tijdschrift)
13(153):77-79. April. [Dut]
183. Phelps, C.S. 1901. The soy bean as a forage and seed
crop. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 22. 20 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties. Uses of the
crop. The soy bean as a forage crop: As a soiling crop, as
a silage crop, soy bean fodder compared with corn fodder
[from “Indian corn”], proportions of nutrients in soy bean
fodder, digestibility of the nutrients of soy bean fodder,
comparison of the amounts of digestible nutrients in soy bean
and corn fodders. The soy bean as a seed crop: Introduction,
proportions of total and digestible nutrients in soy bean seed,
feeding value of soy bean meal. Culture of the soy bean: Soil
and fertilizers, seeding and cultivating, harvesting (use as
a soiling crop for milch cows, growing for silage, growing
for seed), methods of introducing the nitrogen gathering
germs, experiments on inoculating soy beans to produce root
nodules. Summary and deductions.
“The soy bean is a legume... It is a native of southern
or eastern Asia, and has been cultivated in China and Japan
from very early times. In those countries it is cultivated
principally for its seed, which is used as food for man...
In this country it has been grown for many years, chiefly

in the South; but only within fifteen years has it received
much attention as a forage or grain crop in other parts of the
country... The Storrs Station began studies on the soy bean
in 1890, and has cultivated the crop and continued its studies
each year since then” (p. 3).
“Several varieties of the soy bean are grown in this
country. They are distinguished chiefly by the color of the
seeds and the time of reaching maturity. The most valuable
varieties grown in recent years were imported from Japan,
and were brought to the attention of the farmers in this
country by the Hatch Experiment Station of Amherst,
Massachusetts. The three leading varieties are the early
white, the medium early green and the medium black. The
first named produces a small plant and a rather light growth
of seed. It is better adapted than the other varieties to rather
poor soils, and is valuable mainly for its seed, as it produces
a small amount of forage. The medium early green is
valuable either as a forage crop or for its seed. It produces
a heavy growth of leafy fodder, and will generally mature
a large amount of seed before frost. The medium black is a
large, leafy plant much like the medium early green, except
that it does not produce quite as heavy yields of fodder and
requires a little longer season in which to mature its seed” (p.
3-4).
Seed crop: “During the past ten years the soy bean
has been quite generally recommended in this country as a
valuable crop to grow for seed to be ground into meal... The
Hatch Station at Amherst, Massachusetts, reports yields of 25
to 40 bushels per acre...” (p. 12).
Harvesting: “When grown for seed the crop should
remain standing until the seeds are well matured. By this
time most of the leaves will have dropped. The plant should
then be pulled or cut and placed in small stooks [British
word for shocks]. As soon as dry the crop should be hauled
and stored in a dry place. If left in the field after the pods
become dry the seeds are liable to scatter [shatter] badly by
the snapping open of the pods and considerable waste will
result in case the weather is dry” (p. 15).
“Methods of introducing nitrogen gathering germs”
(p. 15-17). It is well known that plants belonging to the
legume group “are able to acquire nitrogen from the air.
This nitrogen is taken into the plants through the agency of
bacteria that live in the little wart-like bunches on the roots,
known as root tubercles or nodules. The nodules are the
home of the bacteria, and several distinct species or kinds of
bacteria are found on the roots of different kinds of plants. It
seems to be well proven that where the nodules are not found
on the roots the plant does not acquire atmospheric nitrogen,
except possibly in very small amounts. The proper species of
bacteria for the inoculation of most of our common legumes
are found in nearly all soils.” “The introduction of the germs
may be brought about in any of three ways: first, the spores
of the bacteria may be carried to and introduced into the new
soil with the seed; second, the spores may be introduced
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by mixing with the soil of the new field a small amount of
soil from a field where the beans have been grown and have
produced nodules; third, the spores may be introduced by
gathering the dust and dirt that falls from the roots of the soy
beans when threshed, and applying it in the soil when the
beans are planted.”
“Experiments on inoculating soy beans to produce root
nodules” (p. 17-19). “The Station began to grow soy beans
in 1890 and has grown them each year since; but for the
first three years no nodules were found on the roots. During
this time the yields were light, unless the crop was heavily
fertilized, and the foliage was pale yellow in color. In 1893,
seed of the early white variety was obtained form the Hatch
Station, of Amherst, Mass., and, at the same time, some soil
from a field where soy beans had been grown by that Station
and where the nodules were abundant the year before. This
soil was obtained for the purpose of introducing nitrogen
gathering germs. Six hundred pounds were scattered over
about one-tenth of an acre at time of planting.” By midsummer, the soy beans on the larger field, over which the
special soil had been scattered, had their roots covered with
nodules; no nodules were found on the soy beans in field to
which no imported soil had been added. “The plants upon
which no nodules were found were pale yellow in color and
produced a light growth of seed. The plants [with nodules]
on the larger field made a vigorous growth and seeded
heavily.”
“The results of this test seem to indicate that the
presence of the nitrogen gathering bacteria, as indicated
by the abundance of nodules, increased the percentage of
nitrogen and of protein in the seed. This experiment would
seem to show that the presence of the nodules is not only
accompanied by an increase in the amount of the crop, but, in
this case at least, by an increase in the proportion of protein
as well. The only other experiment similar to this that has
come to our attention was made by D.H. Otis, and reported
by the Kansas Station in Bulletin 96. In this experiment,
however, the ripe seeds were discarded and only the stems
and leaves were analyzed.”
A table (p. 18) shows that the soybean seeds from plants
having abundant nodules on the roots contained about 10%
more nitrogen and protein (on a water-free basis) than seeds
from the plants with few or no nodules (p. 17-19).
Other tables show: (1) Soy bean fodder: Yields per
acre with different types of fertilizers, 1895-1899. (2)
Proportions of total and digestible nutrients in the fresh
(green) substance of soy bean fodder, corn fodder, and
corn silage. (3) Proportions of the total nutrients that are
digestible in soy beans compared with those of other feeding
stuffs. (4) Experiments with soy bean and corn grown for
fodder. Estimated amounts of digestible nutrients per acre.
(5) Composition of soy bean seed compared with that of
other grain feeds (incl. Chicago Gluten meal). (6) Effect of
nitrogen gathering bacteria on the percentage of nitrogen

and protein in the seed. Address: Vice-Director of the Station
and Agriculturist, Mansfield (P.O. Storrs), Tolland County,
Storrs, Connecticut.
184. Suzuki & Iida. 1901. Trade list of Japanese bulbs, seeds
and plants: 1901-1902. New York City, New York. 20 p.
April. 25 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: In the section on “Seeds” (p. 16-20) is a
subsection (p. 20) titled “Vegetable seed.” “Soy bean, 3
varieties, $0.15 per lb.” Note: We wish they had listed the
3 varieties. Address: 31 Barclay St., New York City, New
York; 3 Nakamura, Yokohama, Japan.
185. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1901. Special notices by
business manager: Soja beans for seed–reduced prices (Ad)
29(8):364. April 15.
• Summary: “We can now make the extra-early soja bean,
the kind known as the American coffee-berry, at only $2.00
per bushel. This ripens seed without any trouble all over the
North. The later variety, the regular soja bean, will be $1.75
per bushel; and if shipped from Richmond, Virginia, where
the seed was grown, for immediate orders we can make the
low price of $1.50 per bushel. The latter kind will produce
a large amount of feed; and if frost holds on it will usually
ripen its seed here in the North.”
186. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1901. Special notices by A.I.
Root: Seeds of other honey plants (Ad) 29(9):416. May 1.
• Summary: “Growing Basswoods from the Seed; Japanese
Buckwheat (pamphlet); Dwarf Essex Rape; Cow Peas; Soja
Beans and American Coffee-berry.”
187. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1901. Cow peas. The famous
forage crop and soil improvers (Ad). Washington Post. May
6. p. 10.
• Summary: “We are headquarters for these and all Southern
specialties, including Soja Beans, Velvet Beans, Pearl or Cattail Millet, Teosinte, Bermuda Grass, Ensilage Corn, Spanish
Peanuts, Chufas, Sorghums, etc.
“Write for prices and our interesting Catalogue giving
full information about these crops.”
Note 1. This ad also appeared in the 13 May 1901 (p.
10) and 22 Feb. 1902 (p. 11) issues of this newspaper.
Note 2. This is the earliest display ad seen (Sept. 2006)
for soja beans (any spelling) by a seed company in a major
American newspaper. Address: Richmond, Virginia.
188. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1901.
Antworten und Briefwechsel: 280 Sojabohne (Soja hispida
Mönch) [Replies and correspondence: 280 Soybean (Soja
hispida Mönch)]. 51(38):336. May 11. [Ger]
• Summary: This is an answer to a question about soybeans.
280. Soybean (Soja hispida Mönch) M.M. in B,
Mähren [probably the initials of the author M.M. in perhaps
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Brno, Moravia, in today’s Czech Republic]. The soybean
(Sojabohne) cannot be recommended for green fodder
purposes, since it does not provide even a proportionately
small quantity of feed, but rather this green fodder is only
reluctantly eaten by animals because the plants are very
tomentose (behaart) and bulky (sperrig). In contrast, the
seeds of this plant are the richest in nitrogen of all pulse
seeds. The content of nitrogenous substances fluctuates
from 36 to 38%, that of fat from 16 to 18%, and that of
nitrogen-free extracts from 24 to 26%. We have the late
professor at the Imperial-Royal College of Agriculture (k.
k. Hochschule für Bodencultur) Friedrich Haberlandt to
thank for the introduction of the cultivation of this plant
into Austria who, on the occasion of the Vienna World
Exhibition of 1873 found, among other seeds, those
soybean seeds which he acquired from the exhibitions of
China, Japan, Mongolia, Transcaucasia, and East India
where the soybean is indigenous and started up culture
trials. He published an essay about this in issue no. 9 of
the Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung in 1876 and
also published a monograph on this plant. (Footnote:
Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt, Die Sojabohne. Erbegnis der
Studien und Versuche über die Anbauwürdigkeit dieser
neu einzuführenden Culturpflanze von Prof. Friedrich
Haberlandt, octavo, II and 119 pp., Vienna: 1878, Carl
Gerold’s Sohn.) As a consequence of Haberlandt’s warm
conviction for the soybean, the cultivation of this plant was
indeed experimented with here and there both at that time
and later on, but it was not possible for the cultivation of
the soybean to be permanently established with us, since
these days, it has completely disappeared from the register
of crops to be planted by our farmers. The soybean is a plant
of the wine climate and its cultivation is similar to that of
bush beans (Buschbohne). The seeds serve for both human
nutrition and livestock feed.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
189. Courrière, C. 1901. Correspondance de Russie
[Correspondence from Russia]. Journal d’Agriculture
Pratique 65(20):642-43. May 16. [Fre]
• Summary: “I have already spoken of the new system of
cultivation developed by Mr. Ovinski [Owinsky of Podolia]
to combat the dryness which each year devastates the steppes
of the southern provinces of Russia–even though they are
rich in humus.” He is experimenting with soybeans, and
notes that low yields are often the result of failure to follow
proper cultural practices with precision. He reports of two
large farms where 80 kg (5 pouds) of soybeans have yielded
a harvest of 7,200 kg (450 pouds). Ovinski repeats that one
of the essential conditions for the success of this plant is
that the field on which it is harvested has not been burned
for several years [perhaps because burning would destroy
beneficial soil bacteria that fix nitrogen]. At the exposition of

Paris, Count Ouvarof [Ouvarov] received a gold medal for
his soybean samples. He obtained a yield of 4,000 kg/ha.
190. Windsor Star (Windsor, Ontario, Canada). 1901. Farm,
field and garden: Canada field peas. June 4. p. 7.
• Summary: “Analyses show the peas to be a richer food
than wheat bran, but less concentrated than the gluten,
linseed, cottonseed and soy bean meals.”
191. Cooper & Gill. 1901. We invite your attention to our
stock of feed! (Ad). Statesville Record and Landmark
(Statesville, North Carolina). June 21. p. 3, col. 5.
• Summary: “Including corn, oats, shipp stuff, cotton seed
hulls, cotton seed meal.
“Seed for late planting: Yellow dent corn, peerless and
late red irish potatoes, kaffir corn, sorghum and soja beans
(These are for forage.)
“Nice assortment of garden beans. For successive
planting.” Address: [North Carolina].
192. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London). 1901.
Bean oil and cake in Swatow, China. 20(6):642. June 29.
• Summary: “Foreign Office Annual Series, No. 2620. To
the Swatow farmer the supply of cheap beancake is of the
first importance. With no system of rotation in the cultivation
of his land, and raising crop after crop of sugar-cane on the
same fields, the soil soon becomes exhausted and artificial
manures necessary. In this connexion [sic] beancake has been
found to meet the farmer’s requirements and the nature of the
soil; it is an excellent fertiliser, besides being both cheap and
plentiful.
“Locally, the import of beans furnishes a new industry to
Swatow in extracting and manufacturing bean oil. In addition
to ordinary hand-presses there are now steam mills in full
operation, with the result that, after satisfying the heavy
local demands, 43,250 cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112
pounds] were shipped to Hong-Kong, valued at 48,276l. [l. =
£ (pounds)], which in 1900 reached 59,868 cwts., valued at
73,569l.”
193. Huston, Henry A.; Bryan, A. Hugh. 1901. Chemical
composition of materials. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 13:80-88. For the year
ending June 30, 1900. See p. 81-82.
• Summary: A table (p. 81) contains four sets of analyses
of the composition “dwarf soy beans”; the whole beans (air
dry, or water free), and the whole plant (air dry, or water
free). “Samples of the beans and of the whole plant were
received from Mr. A.F. Diehl of Leesburg.” In the beans,
only “a little over one-fourth of the carbohydrates are in the
form of starch.” Address: 1. Chemist; 2. Asst. Chemist. Both:
LaFayette, Indiana.
194. Speer, Robert E. 1901. The “morning calm” country–
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Korea: The country which Russia covets and which Japan
must have. American Magazine (The) (Frank Leslie’s
Popular Monthly) 52(2):174-86. June. See p. 182.
• Summary: Page 182: “At the inns along the road you order
your meal as ‘a table of rice,...’ It is brought on a low, pretty,
four-legged table and set down on a floor before you. On it
are rice, in a copper bowl, cucumber soup, an omelette, salt
fish, shredded cabbage in salt water, salted shrimps, hard
bean sauce made out of the pressed bean extract, of which
great quantities are said to be shipped from China and Korea
as the basis of Worcestershire sauce. But perhaps this is a
fable. There are many such told in Asia.”
Note: The term “hard bean sauce” probably refers to
Korean-style soy sauce. But the meaning of the word “hard”
is unclear.
195. Willard, J.T.; Clothier, R.W. 1901. Digestion
experiments with Kansas feeds. Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 103. p. 253-75. June. See p.
271-74. Also in Kansas Academy of Science, Trans. 18:5960. 1902.
• Summary: Ground whole soybeans (called soy-bean meal)
were fed to a steer with Kafir-corn stover and grain. “These
results are certainly of great interest and also of the highest
importance to the feeder. They present the fact that soy-bean
meal contains a higher percentage of digestible protein than
any other feed except cottonseed-meal. Not only is this true,
but it is very rich in fat, the most valuable food principle next
to protein, and this fat is practically all digestible.”
“The soy-bean meal is seen to be one of our most
concentrated feed stuffs, being scarcely inferior to
cottonseed-meal in protein, and exceeding it in fat, and
being considerably superior to old-process oil-meal in both
these respects. In carbohydrates it is practically the same as
cottonseed-meal, but is inferior to linseed-meal. If soy beans
can be made to yield sufficiently well, they will become a
most important factor in Kansas feeding.”
A table (p. 274) shows the coefficient of digestibility
of each of the major nutrients (ash, crude protein,
carbohydrates, fat, total dry matter, etc.) in 8 feeds including
soy-bean meal, which is the most digestible of the eight.
Address: 1. Chemist and Director of the Station, Chemical
Dep.
196. Country Gentleman. 1901. A late season in northern
Ohio. Orchard grass–weeds–stumps. 66(2527):541. July 4.
• Summary: “Another neighbor, however, has a boy drive
a roller over the furrows and lead a team behind drawing a
harrow. This compresses the sod and scarifies and evens the
surface. The ground is then worked with the discs, lapping
half, and finished with a float.
“Most farmers here plant with a two-horse planter and
barrow within five days, then work with a two horse sulky
cultivator. The spring was quite unfavorable for sowing oats,

and many shortened their oat acreage and are expecting to
plant soy beans or whippoorwill [cow] peas, at the same
time fertilizing the acreage of oats sown and planning to give
extra care to the corn, so as to have a normal supply of grain
for teams.”
197. Watkins, John Elfreth, Jr. 1901. The summer stomach.
What is found best to put into it. Results of scientific
investigation. Los Angeles Times. July 7. p. B3.
• Summary: In discussing the diet of people in tropical
countries, the writer states: “The coolie of British India
rarely tastes animal food, but subsists almost entirely upon
rice and soy beans.”
Note: If the writer substituted the word “China” for
“British India” he would be closer to the truth, since Indian
coolies rarely eat soy beans. Yet there are both Indian coolies
and Chinese coolies.
198. Washington Post. 1901. All palates pleased:
Cosmopolitan variety in the Washington restaurants. July 14.
p. 20.
• Summary: The section titled “Many Chinese eating rooms”
notes the “The Flowery Kingdom is represented by a dozen
or more restaurants in different parts of the city... The
popular dish in these restaurants in the ‘chop-suey.’” The
ingredients, which are listed, “are mixed by the Oriental chef
and placed in a great bowl-shaped cooking utensil [a wok], in
which a strange colorless oil is heating. A dash of inky-black
liquid, Chinese ‘soy’ [sauce], is poured into the mixture,
which fries and sputters during the continuous stirring; then
five minutes’ cooking and the dish is ready.”
“’Chow mein’ is a rare dish, and costs the consumer
exactly $1.” The ingredients “remain forever a mystery.”
199. Chittenden, F.H. 1901. The green clover worm. USDA
Division of Entomology, Bulletin No. 30. p. 45-50. Series 2.
• Summary: On 18 Aug. 1897 larvae of the green clover
worm (Plathypena scabra), mostly half grown, were
observed on soy beans in the District of Columbia
[Washington, DC]. This worm is the larva of the Deltoid
moth, one of the commonest insects in the District. This
very early study on soybean insects discusses Euplectrus
plathypenae, Exorista blanda, and Plathypena scabra,
their life history and habits, egg, larva, and pupa. Address:
Washington, DC.
200. Tokyo Plant Seed Co. (Tokyo Kônôen). 1901. Export
price list: Seeds, plants, bulbs, implements, insecticides,
books, etc. Tokyo, Japan. 12 p. Aug. 1. 21 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Company name with diacritics is: Tokyo
Kônôen. In the section on “Seeds” (p. 2+) is a subsection
titled “Pulse.” The first of the 11 different listings is: “Soya
Hispida, Glycine Hispide [sic, hispida], (dozen var.) 3.50 per
100 lbs.” (U.S. gold dollars). Note: We wish they had listed
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the dozen varieties.
Other types of pulse listed: Phaseolus (radiatus [mung],
subtrilobata [azuki], etc.). Hardy prolific red peas. Pod edible
sugar peas. Prolific broad beans (Vicia faba). Large broad
beans. Extra large broad beans. Dolichos umbellatus. Sword
beans (Canavalia incurva). Mucuna capitata. Japan pole
beans.
Company president: T. Watase. Cable address: “Watase,”
Tokyo. Address: 2 & 5, Tameike, Akasaka, Tokyo, Japan.
Phone: Shimbashi 2421.
201. Irish, H.C. 1901. Every kind of bean has been grown in
St. Louis at the Missouri Botanical Garden: Assistant director
Irish undertook a branch of study which has had remarkable
results and is here described by him. St. Louis Post-Dispatch
(Missouri). Aug. 4. p. C2.
• Summary: Botanically the beans “are separated into at least
five genera, which are distinguished from each other mostly
by technical characters, but popularly known as lima bean
(phaseolus lunatus), kidney bean (phaseolus vulgaris), scarlet
runner (phaseolus multiflorus), hyacinth and yard long
(dolichos), cowpeas (vigna), soy bean (glycine), and broad
bean (vicia).”
Illustrations show: (1) A soy bean plant (Glycine
hispida) with leaves and pods. (2) H.C. Irish of the Missouri
Botanical Garden.
202. Country Gentleman. 1901. Missouri–Mountain Grove,
July 31. 66(2532):643. Aug. 8.
• Summary: “Much live-stock is being sacrificed for fear of
winter feed being scarce. However, recent showers started
grass in pastures, and cow peas, soy beans, sorghum for
fodder, and millet, all promise good yields. As there is more
fruit grown here than anything else. If the apples and peaches
reach marketable size the people will not suffer. A.E.M.”
203. Philadelphia Inquirer. 1901. Maryland news notes. Aug.
16. p. 2.
• Summary: “Several Kent county farmers are making
interesting experiments with cow peas and Soja beans
as land improvers. Experiments so far have been very
satisfactory.” Note: Kent Co. is in northeastern Maryland. It
is bounded on the west by the Chesapeake Bay and on the
east by Delaware. Address: Pennsylvania.
204. Country Gentleman. 1901. Crops and markets.
66(2534):686. Aug. 22.
• Summary: “There is nothing in agricultural supply so
flexible as corn. Being mostly used for feed of farm animals,
it can be replaced by a score of feeding stuffs. In Europe
these products take the place of corn almost entirely. In this
country there is always a prodigious waste of coarse feed.
Eighty million acres of corn fodder are half utilized, 45
million acres of wheat straw are used in part for bonfires

still. With alfalfa, Kaffir corn, cow peas, soy beans, sorghum,
millets, turnips and other roots, and many other feeding
products, there is always an abundance. In Kansas corn rows
the seeds of supplementary feeds are already sprouting.”
205. Country Gentleman. 1901. Dairy department: alfalfa as
a source of protein. 66(2534):689-90. Aug. 22.
• Summary: “Few dairymen recognize the possibilities of
the legumes in bringing back and maintaining the fertility of
their farms, and at the same time reducing the amount of the
feed bill. Clover has always been [used] in the past, and is
yet, a traditional prop of the farmer; so much so, that when
it fails, as has been the case all too frequently in the past
few years, it is with a sense of bewilderment that the farmer
casts around to find a substitute among some of the newer
legumes.
“Their names are many–cow peas, vetches, soy bean,
velvet bean and alfalfa; each has its advocate, but the trouble
is in finding a plant that will not have to be acclimated–will
not be a failure for several years until the proper methods are
learned for its growth, and does not need special machinery
for its cultivation or harvesting...”
206. Consular Reports [USA]. 1901. Commerce in China in
1900. 66(251):455-62. Aug. See p. 458.
• Summary: The section titled “Exports” (p. 458) states:
“Hemp, hides, horns, nutgalls, oils, straw braid, and tallow
were all exported in greater quantities. Sesamum seed
made a large advance, while rush hats more than doubled.
There was, of course a heavy falling off in the exports from
Niuchwang [Newchwang] and Tientsin, and beans and bean
cake, with wool, show decreases; but with the exception
of these two ports, the trade was not much affected by the
political situation.”
207. Valder, George. 1901. Report of the principal,
Hawkesbury Agricultural College. Agricultural Gazette of
New South Wales 12(8):953-92. Aug.
• Summary: This is the college’s 9th annual report. The
section titled “Legumes” (p. 967-68) gives short descriptions
of the many legumes (most with a scientific name) that were
tested and the test results: Tree lucerne (Cytisus proliferous).
Gorse, or furze (Ulex Europaeus). Lupins (L. albus, L.
luteus). Blue lupins (L. varius). Crimson clover (Trifolium
incarnatum). Red clover, white clover (Trifolium pratense,
T. repens). Japan clover (Lespedeza striata). Bokhara clover
(Melilotus alba). Black tares and Golden tares. Asparagus
pea, or Square-podded pea (Lotus tetragonolobus. Seeds
obtained from the United States). Pigeon pea (Cajanus
indicus). Cow-peas (Vigna Catiang). White perennial cowpea. Florida Velvet Bean. Madagascar Bean.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2007) that uses the term “Asparagus pea” to refer
to the winged bean.
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“The following [beans] have also been sown:–Soy,
Broad, Horse, Haricot, Madagascar, Poor Man’s, Small
Mauritius, Horticultural Lima, Black Pole Lima, Sultan’s
Best of All, Japanese Lima, Snake and Green Mung, and
Castor-oil beans, as well as Peanut, Chickpea, Sainfoin, and
Serradella.”
The “cow-pea, though extremely valuable as a fodder
plant and a nitrogen gatherer, has one drawback, its luxuriant
growth and trailing habit, which make it extremely difficult
to harvest with our present machinery...”
208. Country Gentleman. 1901. Orchard cover crops.
66(2536):722. Sept. 5.
• Summary: “We have found in recent years that where
the conditions are somewhat adverse, clover is not to be
depended on, and we must use some other seeds which have
stronger germinating power and grow with more vigor on the
soil. During the present season, some of the most valuable
cover crops we have grown have been the soy bean and
the cow pea. In our corn fields we sowed about the first of
August a mixture of cow-horn turnip seed, rape seed and pea
vine clover seed. The ground is now well covered and when
the corn is removed the plants will grow very rapidly, and
there is every evidence that this mixture will prove of value
on corn ground as a cover crop during the following winter.”
209. Otago Witness (New Zealand). 1901. Notes on rural
topics: The soja bean. Sept. 18. p. 8.
• Summary: From Agricola: “The soja bean is a fodder
plant that is thought very highly of in Canada and the United
States, where it has been in cultivation for about five to
seven years [sic, 135 years]. This leguminous fodder plant
is a native of China and Japan, and though I have not seen it
growing I gather from various reports that it has many good
points to recommend it. Mr. Kinsella referred to it recently
in his paper upon ensilage, and mentioned it as one of the
substitutes for maize when a heavy green crop is desired in
a climate unsuitable for maize. It was said a year or two ago
that the soja bean plant had gained much favor with farmers
in America, not as the result of a boom, but entirely upon
account of its merits, and it was strongly recommended a few
years ago as a suitable crop for the dry climate of Australia,
but I cannot say whether it has caught on there or not. So
many flattering things have been said about it that one is
inclined to think it may prove to be no better than some other
wonderful plants that have been boomed with disastrous
results.
“A few years ago the Massachusetts Experiment Station
gave the bean a trial, and reported it to be the richest known
vegetable substance, being four times richer than maize corn.
A hundred pounds of the latter contains 4½ lb of fat, while
the same weight of soja beans contains nearly 19 1b of fat.
An American farmer says that he has threshed 100 bushels
per acre on a rich river flat. Another says it is certainly a

grand forage plant, and withstands drought or excessive
moisture. It is said to be well adapted for making ensilage, or
silage, because it gives a heavy bulk of growth and being of
such an oily nature is difficult to make into hay as it cures–
that is, dries into hay, very slowly. It appears there are two
varieties–the mammoth [Mammoth] and the dwarf [Dwarf]–
and both are said to be so hardy as to be able to hold their
own against flood, frosts, drought, grass and weeds. The bean
itself is small, no larger than the vetch seed, smooth skinned,
but not so hard as the horse bean. This bean, ground fine, is
largely used in China and Japan in making the sauce called
‘soy.’”
Note: This article is largely compiled from other articles
previously published in New Zealand.
210. Indiana Farmer. 1901. The dust mulch, soja beans, etc.
Sept. 21. p. 14.
• Summary: “A few days ago we saw a good instance of the
benefits of continuous cultivation and the dust mulch. It was
on the farm of Mr. A.A. Parsons, a subscriber, living a few
miles north of Plainfield. In that part of Hendricks county the
drouth was excessive.”
“Soja beans are a hobby of Mr. Parsons and his crop was
much less injured by the dry weather than corn would have
been. He regards the sojas as a much more valuable crop for
feeding all kinds of stock than corn, and uses them largely
in his dairy herd, in the form of hay, having abandoned
clover in their favor. He is satisfied that the bean vines are
better, both as fertilizer and forage, than any of the clovers.
He feeds his cows, summer as well as winter, in their stalls,
and largely on soja bean hay, of which he was several acres,
curing in small heaps in the field. He feeds it dry, but expects
another year to build a silo. He will give our readers some of
his experience with the soja in a future number. Mr. Parsons
is fortunate in having a family of helpful boys and girls, two
of whom, a son and daughter, have been students at Purdue.
By their assistance he has built up a fine business in buttermaking, and gets the best prices in our city market, with a
demand that he is not able to supply. He expects to double
his dairy herd in the near future.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2017)
which shows that Adrian Parsons was growing soybeans.
211. Country Gentleman. 1901. Orchard cover crops.
66(2543):862. Oct. 24.
• Summary: “How would alfalfa do for an orchard cover
crop? Would it be advisable to sow it in orchard with a view
of leaving it there indefinitely? What cover crops would you
recommend? What about soy beans? D.M.W. West Webster,
N.Y.
“We would not advise any one to sow alfalfa in an
orchard with the idea of leaving it there permanently. It is a
perennial, a deep-rooting, strong-feeding plant, and would
undoubtedly prove too much of a competitor for the fruit
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trees. There is no objection to using it as a cover crop in
the orchard, provided one is willing to go to the labor and
trouble of cleaning it out thoroughly when the crop is plowed
under the spring following the season of sowing it. The soy
bean is not an ideal cover crop plant. It is true it germinates
readily and grows vigorously, but it is so sensitive to frost
that the leaves are taken off at the first visitation, and the
plants give the ground but little protection by the time
winter arrives. In dry seasons it possesses advantages over
the clovers in that the seed can be sown deep enough so
that it well be certain to germinate. We have used alfalfa
and mammoth clover mixed (8 lb. of each to the acre) with
satisfactory results. It should be sown between the middle of
July and the first of August. Cow peas at the rate of a bushel
and a half per acre, with clover added at the rate of 3 or 4 lb.
per acre, produce an excellent orchard cover. The peas, like
soy beans, are killed at the first frost, while the clover goes
on growing and thickens up at the base considerably before
winter comes...”
212. Country Gentleman. 1901. Aspects of our sheep
industry. A brief historical review. 66(2544):888. Oct. 31.
• Summary: “The utilization of alfalfa, Kaffir corn, sorghum,
soy beans and many other plants that thrive in soils too
dry for maize and other grasses, would enlarge greatly the
possibilities of wool-growing.”
213. Duncan’s (John) Sons. 1901. Lea & Perrins’ Sauce: The
original and genuine Worcestershire (Ad). American Kitchen
Magazine 16(1):p. xxv. Ads section at end. Oct.

• Summary: A ¼-page ad. “Beware of imitations. All
successful cooks use Lea & Perrins’ Sauce to get the most
delicious flavor for soups, fish, meats, gravy, game, salads,
etc. Signature on every bottle–Lea & Perrins.”
An illustration shows a French-looking chef, with a
pointed mustache, goatee, and white top hat (toque), in a
kitchen pouring Worcestershire sauce from a bottle into a
spoon over a dish on a plate. Address: New York.
214. New York Times. 1901. From city highways and
byways: How to make chop suey. Nov. 3. p. SM7.
• Summary: “W.E.S. Fales, who for several years was Vice
Consul at Amoy, China, is a cook of superexcellence. Said
he: ‘There is a growing taste on the part of New Yorkers for
Chinese dishes. Chinese restaurants have sprung up all over
the city, and they are well patronized, especially at night.
The dish mostly in demand is chow chop suey, a delicious
concoction, if properly prepared.”
The recipe concludes: “The See Yu sauce [Mandarin:
Shiyou or Shih-yu is fermented black soybean sauce] which
is eaten with this delectable dish can be procured at any
Chinese grocery.”
Note. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2014) with the word “chop suey” in the title.
215. Mercury (The) (Hobart, Tasmania, Australia). 1901.
Alterations in the tariff: Exemptions. Infants’ and invalids’
food. Nov. 30. p. 3.
• Summary: “Special preparations of... Van Abbott’s
prepared almond flour for diabetes, Soya flour for diabetes,
etc.”
216. Follette, Berge [George]. 1901. Soy beans in the corn
belt. Leavenworth Times (The) (Leavenworth, Kansas). Dec.
14. p. 2, col. 5.
• Summary: “As a result of my experiments with soy beans,
I am convinced that they can be made a paying crop for the
farmer living in the corn belt. I have counted as high as 214
pods on one plant and believe they will give an average yield
of 40 bushels per acre on good soil under favorable climatic
conditions and good culture. The department of agriculture
claims [where?] that if the conditions are very favorable the
yield may reach 100 bushels, but on the other hand drought
and poor soil may reduce the yield to 15 bushels. While the
soy bean is possessed of excellent drought resisting qualities
it seems to be able to survive a period of excessive moisture
better than the cow-pea. The upright bushy habit of growth
gives it a great advantage over the cow-pea during wet
weather, and makes it easier to handle at harvest time.”
“The soy bean is one of the most promising of the
annual leguminous forage crops, and as before indicated,
may prove of special value in connection with Indian corn,
the latter supplying the roughness, the soy bean producing
the digestible crude protein necessary to make a complete
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and well balanced ration. The soy bean is sold under several
names–German coffee berry, domestic coffee berry and soja
bean.”
Note 1. On 19 Dec. 1901 this same article appeared in
The Weekly Republican (Plymouth, Indiana) (page 7, col.
4) but with a different heading: “Soy beans in Indiana.” By
George Follette, of Indiana, in Orange Judd Farmer.
Note 2. It also appeared on 19 Dec. 1901 in The
Leavenworth Weekly Times (Leavenworth, Kansas) (p. 7, col.
5).
217. Country Gentleman. 1901. Dairy department: The
Maine state meeting. 66(2561):1029. Dec. 19.
• Summary: “Red clover and mixed grasses, which should
be well seeded and fertilized, and cut before getting dry,
followed by oats and peas, cut when the former are in milk,
are next in succession. Then a second cut of alfalfa is ready.
Corn follows this; then a third cut of alfalfa Barnyard millet,
which should be cut just before getting into head is our next
crop, and is ready in fifty days from seeding. Soja bean,
making a hay rich in protein, and sometimes requiring an
application of nitrate of soda [fertilizer], follows millet. Cow
peas and capricorn, a good forage crop when cut at the right
time, make a well balanced ration.”
218. Thavis, L. William. 1901. Farm work in Alaska:
Progress of agricultural experiments there. A Kansan is
in charge. Prof. Georgeson, formerly of the Manhattan
Agricultural College, talks of the possibilities of raising
things to eat in North. Kansas Semi-Weekly Capital (Topeka).
Dec. 20. p. 6.
• Summary: This article begins: “Special Correspondence
of the Capital. Washington, D.C., Dec. 17.–Prof. C.C.
Georgeson of Manhattan, Kansas, is now special agent in
charge of the government agricultural experiment stations
in Alaska, with headquarters at Sitka. He is today one of the
best paid agricultural explorers and experts in the United
States...”
“Prof. Georgeson is a Dane by nativity, having come to
this country when a youth. He began his work as a gardener
and general horticulturist, passing his apprenticeship in this
line in his native land. A year after he landed he entered the
Michigan Agricultural college, from which he graduated in
1878. He was at once offered the position as assistant editor
of the Rural New Yorker, published in New York city. That
position he held for two years. In the fall of 1880 he was
chosen professor of agriculture and horticulture in the Texas
Agricultural college. This was followed in 1885 by an offer
from the Japanese government to fill a similar chair in the
Imperial college of agricultural in Tokio, which he accepted.
He remained in Japan nearly four years and returned to
the United States in the fall of 1889. Very shortly after his
return he was invited to take the position of professor of
agriculture in the Kansas Agricultural college at Manhattan.

He accepted the offer in January, 1890, and remained in that
college nearly eight years till September, 1897, when the
final dispersion of the old faculty took place at the hands of
the Populist party.
“Prof. Georgeson’s work in Kansas is well known to the
farmers of the state. The experiment stations maintained by
the national government had just been fairly started when he
came to Kansas and his work in that line at the Manhattan
station may be traced through the thirty bulletins which he
wrote while there.”
“The Soy bean was introduced into this country for the
first time by Mr. Georgeson at the Kansas station in 1890.
He sent to Japan for the seeds and grew them that year at
the college. The scientist found it to be a valuable drouth
resisting plant and grew it extensively and distributed the
seed widely gratis to the farmers of Kansas. He introduced
the growing of this bean as a second crop after wheat, and
plowed it under for green manure if it failed to ripen. Prof.
Georgeson proved by his feeding experiments that the meal
of the Soybean was more valuable than linseed oil meal for
both steers and hogs, and that the farmers could raise them at
a fraction of the price per ton that the oilmeal costs.
“In January, 1893, Secretary of Agriculture Rusk sent
Prof. Georgeson to Europe to investigate the dairy industry
in the Denmark. There was at that time a great revival in the
dairy industry in the United States, and Denmark stood at the
head of the list of dairy countries.”
“The results of the professor’s investigations were
published by Secretary Morton in a report entitled ‘The
Dairy Industry of Denmark,’ which was well received by
the American people.” Note: “Report on the dairy industry
of Denmark,” by Prof. Charles C. Georgeson. Published in
1893 as U.S. Bureau of Animal Husbandry, Bulletin No. 5.
133 p.
“When the Populists broke up the Kansas college in
1897 Prof. Georgeson took the civil service examination
for an assistantship in the United States Department of
Agriculture. His examination proved satisfactory, and he
was appointed assistant in the division of agrostology. He
was immediately sent by the department to the Panhandle of
Texas to investigate the pasture conditions in that locality. In
March, 1898, Mr. Georgeson was appointed special agent in
charge of the Alaska agricultural investigations, and at once
started for the North, where he has since remained.
“Prof. Georgeson arrived in Washington a few days
ago from Sitka. He expects to remain several weeks, during
which time he will seek desired legislation for the new
country. In an interview he said:
“’Three years ago scarcely no one believed that
everything could be grown in Alaska outside of a few
hardy vegetables. Even the old residents shook their
heads and prophesied utter failure when anything more
was attempted. We have, in spite of this feeling, however,
succeeded in maturing all the leading grains and also flax and
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buckwheat.’”
If agriculture can be developed in Alaska, then it can
become a populous state. “If agriculture is not developed, it
must always remain what it is–a distant gold camp in which
poor men can live only as servants of the rich, because if
their livelihood can not be drawn from the soil, living will be
too expensive.”
A portrait photo shows Prof. C.G. Georgeson with a
large mustache, dressed in a dark suit and bow tie.
Note: The Populists were a political party in Kansas
that wanted to protect Kansas farmers from interference
by big government and Eastern money, advocated “free
silver,” and disliked Republicans. In 1896 the Populist
party gained control of the Kansas legislature, and the
next year they threw out the administration and faculty at
Kansas Agricultural College–including Prof. Georgeson and
President George T. Fairchild–and installed new people more
sympathetic to their views. But several years later, when the
Populists lost power to the Republican party, the Republicans
did the same thing in reverse.
219. D.A.R. 1901. Katjang-Kedelihpraeparaten [Soyfoods].
Orgaan van de Vereeniging van oud Leerlingen der
Rijks Landbouwshool (see Landbouwkundig Tijdschrift)
13(161):242-45. Dec. [Dut]
• Summary: The author wrote an article in the April issue of
this magazine about soybean cultivation. Now he will discuss
how soybeans are used to make foods. As mentioned in the
previous article, soya beans as such are not good to eat, even
boiled or roasted; they need to be processed so as to digest
the indigestible protein; then this protein can be absorbed by
the digestive enzymes of the stomach and intestines.
As Japan is the soya country, we will start with the
product that is most popular there, soy sauce, which has
also earned its place in Europe. It is made from equal parts
of roasted soybeans and wheat, 1-3 parts water, and much
salt. The koji is fermented for a long time. Prof. Dr. M.
Fesco [sic, Fesca], who provided much of this information,
said it takes about 20 weeks to 5 years. The longest and
slowest fermentation gives the best quality product. In Japan,
every housewife makes her own soya sauce and there is
competition for the best homemade soy sauce. Late-ripening
protein-rich soybeans, called shoyu-mame, are used. In Java,
the residue from soy sauce is used a lot, along with peanut
presscake, for fertilizing sugar-cane fields.
In the Netherlands Indies, ketjap [Indonesian-style soy
sauce] is made solely by the Chinese. Also called Tao-yoe,
it is prepared by covering cooked soybeans with hibiscus
(waroe) leaves. The age and variety of the leaves is very
important. The mold that grows produces substances
[enzymes] that digest legumin [soy protein]. More of the
process is described.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009)
that contains the term Tao-yoe. H.T. Huang (e-mail of 25

Feb. 2009) states: “Tao-Yoe sounds like Cantonese for
Douyou (pinyin) or tou yu (W.-G.) which in Mandarin mean
soy sauce, and which first appeared in about 1750 in the
Xingyuan Lu (Hsing Yüan Lu). See Huang 2000, p. 371-73.
Star anise (Hades manies) is also added to Indonesian
soy sauce. Some Chinese have gained a reputation for
their knowledge of the different additives (boemboengs
[boemboes]). 61. kg of soybeans (1 gantang or 10 katties)
can yield 3 bottles of number 1 ketjap (which retails for
50 Dutch cents per bottle), plus 3 bottles of 2nd extraction
ketjap (each 40 cents), plus 3 bottles of ketjap no. 3 (which
is little better than salt water with a light brown tint; each 20
cents).
The Japanese also use soybeans to make tofu (tofoe).
Precipitated with magnesium chloride, it is a greyish-white
dough, or sometimes yellow product. Although containing
90% water, it is a concentrated food. A table (based on
analyses by E. Kirch [sic, Kinch] of Tokyo) shows the
composition of tofu and kori-tofu; the latter is made by
freezing tofu then thawing it. Tofu is a good product for
vegetarians, but beware than it can act as a laxative because
of the magnesium chloride.
Note 2. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Sept. 2011) with the term Katjang-Kedelihpraeparaten
in the title; it means “Soyfoods.”
Note 3. This is the 2nd earliest Dutch-language
document seen (April 2013) that mentions dried-frozen tofu,
which it calls kori-tofu.
220. Portrait of Prof. Charles C. Georgeson (Photograph).
1901. Undated.
• Summary: See next page. This handsome 8-by-10-inch
black-and-white photo shows a large, circular portrait of
Prof. C.C. Georgeson, with a large mustache, wearing a dark
suit and bow tie. The photo was sent to Soyfoods Center by
Cindy Von Elling, Univ. Archives and Manuscripts, Kansas
State University, August 1998. The negative resides is their
archival collection.
The photo is undated. However a similar photo of
Georgeson appeared in 1901 in an article titled “Farm work
in Alaska: Progress of agricultural experiments there,” by
L. William Thavis (Kansas Semi-Weekly Capital (Topeka).
Dec. 20. p. 6). We would guess this photo was taken between
1896 and 1901.
221. Shukoff, A.A. 1901. Ueber russische Oele und Fette
[On Russian oils and fats]. Chemische Revue ueber die Fettund Harz-Industrie (Hamburg, Germany) 8(12):250-51. Dec.
[Ger]
• Summary: Gives a brief description (in German) of various
Russian vegetable oils and their constants, including soybean
oil (Sojabohnenöl).
“The cultivation of the soybean plant has begun on a
trial basis in southern Russia. The seeds contain 15% oil,
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which has a specific gravity of 0.924, saponification number
of 190.6, iodine number of 124, free fatty acids of 0.13 mg,
and solidification point of the fatty acids of 24.1.”
Also discusses: Hempseed oil (Hanföl), colza oil,
cottonseed oil (Cottonöl), linseed oil, olive oil, sesame oil,
and sunflowerseed oil (Sonnenblumenöl; the second most
widely cultivated oilseed in Russia after linseed). Address:
From the Chemical Lab. of the Factory of A.M. Shukoff, St.
Petersburg [Russia].
222. Van Eck, J.J. 1901. Samenstelling van Indische
voedingsmiddelen: Derde serie (CI-CL) [Composition of
Indonesian foods: Third series (101-150)]. Bulletin van het

Koloniaal Museum te Haarlem No. 25. p. 91. Dec. Fold-out
table bound at the end of No. 25. [1 ref. Dut]
• Summary: This is the third such table published in
this Bulletin. The first and second tables by J. Sack were
published in Bulletin No. 22 (March 1900) and No. 23
(Nov. 1900). Dr. M. Greshoff supervised the work. The
composition of fifty Indonesian foods is given, with two
lines of notes in one wide column after each. Each food is
numbered: 101-150. Soy-related foods are: 125. Soybean
meal (Soja-meel) from Amsterdam.
Also discusses: 123. Katjang bogor (Voandzeia).
Note: This is the earliest Dutch-language document seen
(Sept. 2016) that mentions soybean meal, which it calls Soja-
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meel. Address: Doctorandus in de pharmacie, Laboratorium
van het Koloniaal Museum te Haarlem.
223. Wilkinson, Richard James. 1901-1902. A Malay-English
dictionary. Singapore: Kelly & Walsh Ltd. 700 p. 31 cm.
• Summary: This book was published in two parts in 1901
and 1902 but continuously paginated. Under tempe we read
(p. 190): “Jav. A kind of dish; beans prepared in a certain
way.” Under tauge: “[Chinese tau-ge]. A vegetable; bean
sprouts.” The soybean is mentioned under kachang (p.
492) and is written “K. jepun–the soy bean, soya hispida.
Other entries at kachang are: K. botor–psophocarpus
tetragonolobus. K. china–the pea-nut, arachis hypogæa.
K. goreng–the pea nut, arachis hypogæa. K. kedelai–a
bean (dolichos lablab?). K. kelisah–(Kedah) psophocarpus
tetragonolobus. Also k. kotor. K. menila–voandzeia
subterranea.
Also discusses: bijan (sesamum-seed, sesamum
indicum, p. 139). tapai (rice fermented with ragi [tapeh],
p. 151). ragi (yeast or leaven, p. 316). kedelai–Kachang
kedelai: a plant, phaseolus mungo; Height about 180. Also
kedele and kedeli (p. 508).
Note 1. This book is hard to use since the order of words
follows the Malay alphabet. The digital edition on Google
Books is easier to use.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2020) that mentions tempeh, which it calls
tempe.
Note 3. The author lived 1867-1941. Address: Straits
Settlements Civil Service [British].
224. Lafar, Franz. 1901-1907. Technische Mykologie.
Ein Handbuch der Gaerungsphysiologie... Zweiter Band:
Eumyceten-Gaerungen [Technical mycology. A handbook of
fermentation physiology... Vol. 2: Eumycetic fermentations].
Jena: Verlag von Gustav Fischer. x + 507 p. (p. 365-871).
See p. 638, 640, 674-76. Illust. No index. 25 cm. Foreword
by Prof. Dr. Emil Chr. Hansen (Carlsberg-Laboratorium,
Kopenhagen). [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This book is continually paginated with Vol.
1, so the first numbered page is 365. Part 15 (chapters 5658) is titled “Morphology, physiology, and classification of
the technically important higher Ascomycetes and related
forms” (p. 627-704). Chapter 56, by Prof. Dr. Carl Wehmer
(Dozent an der Technischen Hochschule zu Hannover
[Germany]), “Morphology and classification of the families
of the Aspergilli (Aspergillaceen)” discusses (p. 627+):
Eighteen illustrations of Aspergillus conidiospores (p. 63233). Aspergillus Oryzae (Ahlburg) Cohn (=Eurotium Oryzae
Ahlburg), which is widely used in Japan to make saké,
soy sauce (Soja-Sauce), and miso (p. 638-39, with illust.).
Aspergillus Wentii (Wehmer), which is used in Java to make
Tao-Yu (Chinese-style soy sauce) using cooked soybeans
covered with Hibiscus leaves (p. 640).

Chapter 57, also by Prof. C. Wehmer, titled “Chemical
effects of the Aspergilli (Aspergillaceen),” discusses (p.
674+): Saccharification of starches, diastase and diastatic
enzymes, Takamine’s research using Aspergillus to make
diastase (Takadiastase) and its efficiency compared with
similar enzymes of different origins, koji extract which
contains amylase and other enzymes, use of A. oryzae to
make saké, shoyu, and miso (p. 675-76).
This book also discusses: Zygospore production
(p. 379). Sporulation and Aspergillus (p. 387-89, with
illust.). Morphology and classification of the Mucorales,
zygomycetes, zygospores (p. 420-21). The genus Mucor,
sporangia, Rhizopus (p. 424-27, illust.). Mucorales used in
the spirits industry, Mucor rouxii, Chinese yeasts (p. 43637). Ragi/raggi and tapé (tapej) (p. 441). Decomposition of
proteins and their derivatives, protease (p. 690-91). Filmforming surface yeasts and their accompanying phenomena,
Mycoderma (p. 732-33). Invertase (p. 828). Other enzymes
discussed in this chapter include maltase, melibiase,
lactase, trehalase, raffinase, and amylase. Address: Full
Public Prof. of Fermentation Technology and Bacteriology
at the Imperial-Royal Technical College at Vienna
[ordentlicher öffentlicher Professor der Gaerungsphysiologie
und Bakteriologie an der k.k. {kaiserlich-königliche}
Technischen Hochschule zu in Wien].
225. Minssen, Guilherme. 1901. A soja [The soybean].
Revista Agricola (Sao Paulo, Brazil) 5(1):2-4. [Por]*
226. Product Name: [Soybean Oil, Soybean Cakes].
Foreign Name: Daizu Abura, Daizu Kasu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Owada Seisakusho.
Manufacturer’s Address: Tsuruga, Fukui prefecture, Japan.
Date of Introduction: 1901.
Ingredients: Soybeans.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: In 1901 crushing of
soybeans starts in Japan. Owada Seisakusho of Tsuruga,
Fukui prefecture, Japan, starts making soy oil and soybean
cakes using the press method (assaku-ho).
Nisshin Oil Mills Co., Ltd. 1969. Nisshin Seiyu 60
nen-shi [Nisshin Oil Mills 60-year history]. Tokyo, Japan:
Nisshin. 374 p. This book states that in 1901 soybeans
were first crushed in Japan for oil and cakes by Owada
Seisakusho.
Saito, Akio. 1985. Daizu Geppo (Soybean Monthly
News). Feb. p. 12-14. 1901–Crushing of soybeans starts
in Japan. Owada Seisakusho of Tsuruga, Fukui prefecture,
Japan, starts making soy oil and soybean cakes using the
press method (assaku-ho).
Note 1. In 2013 this fact was confirmed by the
former executive director of the Japan Oilseed Processors
Association, Mr. Y. Komura.
Note 2. This is the earliest Japanese-language document
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seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term Daizu Kasu to refer to
soybean cake.
Note 3.
Note 2. This is the earliest record seen (Sept. 2016),
worldwide, for a new soybean crusher with a name, address,
and date that crushing began. Clearly there were many earlier
wedge mills that crushed soybeans in China but we have
been unable to get basic information about them.
227. Allen, E.W. 1901. The feeding of farm animals. Revised
ed. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 22. 39 p. See p. 8, 20, 34.
• Summary: A table (p. 12) gives the “Dry matter and
digestible food ingredients in 100 pounds of feeding stuffs.”
It includes values for green fodder from soy bean, hay from
soy bean and soy bean straw.
In the section on “Selection of feeding stuffs,” the
sub-section titled “Manurial value” states (p. 23-24): “It
will be seen by referring to the table of feeding stuffs given
above that hay from the leguminous crops–clover, lupines,
alfalfa, cowpea, etc.–contains about twice the quantity of
digestible protein that hay from the grasses does... The seeds
of these plants (cowpea, soy bean, etc.) are exceedingly rich
in protein and can take the place of expensive commercial
feeds. By growing and feeding more leguminous crops the
amount of grain required is diminished, the value of the
manure is increased, and the soil is enriched in fertility.
Further than this, it has been demonstrated within the last
few years that leguminous crops are able to derive the
larger part of this nitrogen from the atmosphere during their
growth, requiring little manuring with nitrogenous manures.
They therefore enrich the soil, the ration, and the manure in
nitrogen which they derive from the atmosphere without cost
to the farmer, besides improving the mechanical and physical
condition of the soil.” Address: Ph.D., Asst. Director of the
Office of Experiment Stations.
228. Bailey, Liberty Hyde. 1901. Cyclopedia of American
horticulture. Vol. N-Q. New York and London: The
Macmillan Co. See p. 1295, 1495. Illust.
• Summary: Near the front is a long list of collaborators (p.
v-xiii) and a list of abbreviations (p. xiv).
Under Phaseolus mungo (p. 1295): “In habit it
somewhat resembles the Soy bean (Glycine)... var. glaber is
probably the Adzuki bean of Georgeson, Bull. 32, Kansas
Exp. Station, where it is praised for the high quality of the
bean. He describes two forms, the White-podded and Blackpodded Adzuki, both with small red or brownish seeds...
Under Quince (p. 1485): “The Quince orchard should
never be left bare of ground cover in the autumn.” In
selecting cover crops: “Cow-peas, soy beans or buckwheat,...
are desirable plants.” Address: Prof. of Horticulture, Cornell
Univ., Ithaca, New York.
229. Bedford, S.A. 1901. Experimental Farm for Manitoba.

Report of Superintendent. Annual Report of the Experimental
Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 337-89. For the year 1900. See
p. 361.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with soja beans
and horse beans” (p. 361) states: “Both of these were sown
on May 19, and germinated at once; but the Soja Beans
were completely destroyed by the frost of June 8, and the
Horse Beans were uninjured.” Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Brandon, Manitoba, Canada.
230. Bie, H.C.H. de. 1901. De cultuur van cassave in de
Preanger-Regentschappen en het gebruik, dat van dit gewas
door de bevolking wordt gemaakt en hare verwerking
tot tapioca-meel [The culture of cassava in the Praenger
Regency, its use by the population, and its processing into
tapioca flour]. Teysmannia (Batavia [Jakarta]) 11:273-98.
See p. 273, 288-89. [Dut]
• Summary: The soybean (kadele, sojaboon) is mentioned
only in passing (p. 273). Ontjom is described as a tempeh
substitute in Java (p. 288-89). Address: Controleur voor de
landrenteonderzoeking te Bandong.
231. Bie, H.C.H. de. 1901. De landbouw der inlandsche
bevolking op Java [The agriculture of the indigenous
people in Java]. Mededeelingen uit ‘s Lands Plantentuin
(Buitenzorg) No. 45. 143 p. See p. 97, 99, 138-43. [Dut]
• Summary: The soybean is discussed in the chapter titled
“Cultivation of crops other than paddy rice: Cultivation
of secondary crops (Palawidja).” Soya bean is one of the
secondary foods served with rice, but it is mostly used to
make soy sauce and tempeh (tempe). One variety of soybean,
which originally came from Japan, is widely grown as a
second crop on the wet rice fields (sawahs), and it is easy to
cultivate at altitudes of 1,200 to 1,500 feet above sea level. It
is called katjang kedele in Central and East Java, but katjang
djepoen in Sunda or West Java (de Soendalanden; [the area
around Bandung only]). A description of the plant and the
method of cultivation in Java is then given. It is planted
much more on wet rice fields than on dry (non-irrigated)
fields (tegalans) near the rice fields used for vegetables and
secondary crops. Usually the soybean seeds are planted right
after the paddy stumps have been cut away, but sometimes
they are planted just before or during the paddy harvest,
and pressed into the earth under the feet of the paddy
cutters. They are rarely weeded, excepted when the crop is
suffocated by tall weeds. At harvest, the plants are pulled
completely out of the ground and bound into bunches. At
night they are stored under a specially-constructed roofed
shelter in the field, and during the day they are sun-dried on
bamboo structures or on the ground. This takes at most 3-4
days, if the plants are really ripe and the weather is good,
after which the bunches are put on bamboo mats in heaps and
threshed. To protect the seeds from damage, one preferably
uses piece of banana tree branches which still have fibrous
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veins. The fibrous plant stems and branches are removed
together with the soybean pods and burned on the sawah
fields. Poor people first sort out the pieces good enough for
fuel and take these home. Immature green leaves are fed to
animals. Sometimes soybeans are planted on the dikes of the
paddy fields at the same time as or a few days later than the
paddy rice. The fresh seeds from this harvest are then planted
in the sawah fields after the paddy is harvested. Soybeans
planted in this way are called katjang apitan.
There are two varieties of soya: one has an ivory yellow
seed coat and the other is black. The latter is used almost
exclusively to make soy sauce; the former to make pastry
and condiments for rice or as a vegetable (sayur; sajoer).
Soya is cooked with salt in the green pod and eaten as a
snack.
The indigenous people do not occupy themselves with
the production of soya (soy sauce) or ketjap or other products
made from soybeans such as taoetjo [tao tjo, tauco, taucho
= Indonesian style miso], taoehoe [tao hoe, tahu = tofu],
taoekwa [tao koan, taokoan or takoa = fermented tofu], and
taoetji [tao dji, tausi = fermented black soybeans]. The work
is too involved and takes too long before the product is ready
to be sold. Most people are too inexperienced and there is not
enough of a market for the product.
The only food that most people make out of soybeans
is tempeh (témpé), which plays the same role in Central
and East Java as does ontjom in Sunda or West Java, and is
prepared similarly. The tempeh-making process is described.
It takes place indoors, out of the light. Tempeh is sometimes
cut into smaller pieces. It is usually eaten pan-fried after
being soaked in a solution of tamarind and salt. It is also
cooked with vegetables.
Most soybean seeds are sold to the Chinese, who export
them or process them to make soy sauce and other products.
To make soy sauce, the seeds are roasted to aid in removing
the hulls. Some people pound the seeds instead. They are
cleaned, boiled in water, drained, spread on flat bamboo
trays (tampah or njiroe) and dried daily for a week in the
wind. They are washed again then soaked for 30-40 days in
salt water which has been boiled then cooled. This mash is
mixed thoroughly and strained through a cloth. To the black
liquid is added a boiled and cooled mixture of cane sugar and
water, then the mixture is boiled until its volume is reduced
by 20%. If the solid residue removed by filtering still tastes
salty, it is put into water, kneaded and strained again. A sugar
solution is added and all is boiled down as before to make
second-grade ketjap.
To make taoetjo (tauco, taucho or Indonesian-style
miso), the soybeans are soaked in fresh water, the hulls
are removed, the seeds boiled and spread on bamboo trays
to cool. Rice or glutinous rice flour is roasted until golden
brown, then mixed with the seeds and set aside for 2-3 days
to ferment between hibiscus (waroe) leaves on flat trays.
When the mass has molded, it is sun dried for a few days

until very hard. Note: This is the soybean koji used making
taucho.
Remove the leaves and put this mass of soybean koji
into salt water. On the third or fourth day, add some yeast
(gist) and some cane sugar syrup. Continue the soaking and
fermentation in salt water for 2-3 weeks. Place it [in crocks]
daily outside in the dew, taking care that no rain gets on it.
To stimulate the fermentation, take steamed rice or
glutinous rice that is only half cooked. Add ragi starter and
allow it to ferment for 2-3 days until a sweet, alcoholic flavor
develops. This kind of fermented rice is called peujeum in
West Java, or tapé in Central or East Java. Now add this
fermented rice to the soybeans in salt water to enhance both
the fermentation and the product.
After 3-4 weeks the soybeans should be very soft like
porridge; then the taucho is ready to be used. It is eaten raw
with cooked or raw vegetables, or mixed with meat or rice
dishes; other condiments are also made from it.
Another product that the Chinese make out of soybeans
is tofu (tahoe or tauwhoe). Soaked soybeans are ground and
the puree is mixed with fresh water. Then a milky liquid
(melkachtige vloeistof) is filtered off and coagulated. The
Chinese use a coagulant called tjiogo (gypsum or calcium
sulfate), which is specially imported from China and is not
always available, even to the Chinese apothecary. It is first
burned, then cooled before being added to the milky liquid.
The white mass which is precipitated is called tofu. A similar
product can be made from mung beans. Address: Batavia
(Jakarta), Java.
232. Chamberlain, Basil Hall; Mason, W.B. 1901. Handbook
for travellers in Japan: Including the whole empire from
Yezo to Formosa. 6th ed., revised. London: John Murray;
Yokohama, Shanghai, Hongkong, Singapore: Kelly & Walsh,
Ltd. ix + 577 + 94 p. “With 28 maps and plans and numerous
illustrations.” Index.

• Summary: This 6th edition is quite similar to the 1899 5th
edition, but with some important changes, and 41 pages of
additional advertisements at the rear. In the concise EnglishJapanese dictionary (p. 21-22): Beans–mame. Soy–shôyu,
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shitaji.
Eastern Japan: Chôshi (Inn, Daishin): “Chôshi is noted
for its soy, the manufacture of which may be seen at Tanaka
Gemba’s establishment, the oldest and largest, which
supplies the Imperial Household.”
In the ads at the back is a full page advertisement (p.
49) for “Higeta Soy, manufactured by G. Tanaka, Chôshi,
Shimôsa, Japan.” An illustration shows the Higeta trade
mark. “Higeta Soy dates from 1615 A. D. (Second year of
Genwa).
“Higeta Soy is honoured with the distinguished
patronage of the Imperial Household.
“Higeta Soy was awarded the superior medal at the
World’s Fair at Chicago [Illinois], and gold and other
superior medals by the Home Exhibitions.
“Higeta Soy has an excellent flavour and is very
nutritious, being made of the best kind of bean, wheat, rice,
and table salt.” A table gives a nutritional analysis.
“Higeta Soy, not being acrid, is suited for ladies and
children.
“Higeta Soy can be preserved even in hot countries,
if kept in a dark place. This fact has been proved by many
years’ experience.” Detailed directions for use are given.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) that
mentions “Higeta” in connection with soy sauce. Address:
1. Emeritus Prof. of Japanese and Philology in the Imperial
Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo; 2. Corresponding member of the
Royal Scottish Geographical Society, and late of the Imperial
Japanese Dep. of Communications.
233. Conn, Herbert William. 1901. Agricultural bacteriology:
A study of the relation of bacteria to agriculture, with special
reference to the bacteria in the soil, in water, in the dairy,
in miscellaneous farm products, and in plants and domestic
animals (Continued–Part II). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: P.
Blakiston’s Son & Co. vii + 17-412 p. Illust. 22 cm. [265*
ref]
• Summary: Part II of this book is “Bacteria in soil
and water” (p. 53-174). In the section on “Bacteria and
leguminous plants,” the subsection titled “Nitrogen fixation
by legumes” (p. 136-37) notes that in 1881 it was shown that
peas and other legumes can assimilate atmospheric nitrogen.
“This conclusion, so contradictory to the belief accepted at
the time, was at first vigorously disputed; but, upon being
subjected to further experimentation by many observers, was
found to be strictly correct. Many of the plants of the great
family of legumes certainly do have the power, under certain
circumstances, of fixing atmospheric nitrogen and absorbing
it into their tissues.” During the next 10 years it was shown
that this fixation was dependent on the growth of certain soil
bacteria associated with “root tubercles” on the legumes (p.
137).
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2018) that uses the term “nitrogen fixation” in

connection with legumes.
“Only such plants as developed tubercles were able
to increase the amount of nitrogen in their tissues, and the
amount of nitrogen fixation was roughly proportional to the
development of tubercles” (p. 139).
In 1866 Woronin found small bodies (whose nature he
did not understand) inside the tubercles (p. 140). These small
bodies were soon found to be bacteria, and Beyerinck–who
first studied them with care–gave them the name Bacillus
radicicola (p. 142). By 1901 it was known that the bacteria
enter by passing through the delicate root hairs” (p. 143).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2018)
that contains the term “root hairs” in connection with
soybean nodulation.
“The tubercle, therefore, may be regarded as a peculiar
abnormal growth of the root of the leguminous plant,
stimulated by the presence of invading organisms” (p. 144).
Whether “it is the legume or the bacterium which fixes the
nitrogen, or whether it is a phenomenon occurring only as
a result of the two organisms combined together in a united
growth, is not so clear” (p. 145).
It is now generally believed that the leguminous plant
and the bacteria together, by symbiosis, absorb and fix
atmospheric nitrogen, “each benefitting by the presence of
the other.”
The section titled “Different species of the tubercle
organism” notes (p. 148-49) that “the soil of Connecticut
is not adapted to the legume called the soy bean. When this
bean is planted in the ordinary Connecticut soil it does not
flourish but yields a small crop, unless heavily fertilized, and
does not produce tubercles. This species does, however, grow
readily in Massachusetts. Some years ago the experiment
was tried of importing the Massachusetts soil, upon which
this plant had produced abundant tubercles, and mixing it
with the Connecticut soil, subsequently planting the soy
bean. The result was an excellent growth of the soy bean
and the development of tubercles in the Connecticut soil.
At the present time these particular plots of land are capable
of producing large luxuriant crops of the soy bean, with
abundant root tubercles and a large fixation of atmospheric
nitrogen. It is interesting to note that the same experiment
has been repeated in Germany, where the soy bean does not
readily grow. In this case soil was imported from Japan,
where the plant flourishes, and was used for supplying
the German soil with the proper species of organism. The
result was equally successful with those of Connecticut
experiments. Evidently Connecticut soil does not contain the
species of bacteria adapted for producing the tubercles in the
soy bean, although those which produce tubercles on the pea
and the clover are abundant enough.
“These experiments indicate that the root-tubercle
bacteria are not all alike...”
In the section titled “Importance of the leguminous crops
to agriculture,” a subsection titled “Selection of a proper
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legume” (p. 152) notes: “The most vigorously growing
legume is best. The plants most commonly found useful are
peas, cow peas, beans, soy beans, alfalfa, vetches, seradella
[serradella], and some others.”
The next subsection titled “Insuring presence of proper
bacteria” (p. 152-53) states: “As already mentioned some
species of legume find in a certain soil the tubercle organism
adapted to them, while other species of legume will not
find the proper organism in the same soil. The soy bean is a
most excellent crop for this purpose, since it is an extremely
luxurious growing legume, producing abundant tubercles and
a large fixation of nitrogen when supplied with the organisms
which produce tubercles. But in order to make use of this
crop it may be necessary to import the proper bacteria from
other soils.”
During the past few years “bacteriologists” have
attempted to meet these difficulties by “furnishing to the
agriculturist a culture of the tubercle bacteria for the purpose
of inoculating his soil, and thus providing it with the proper
organisms to produce the tubercles. Such a material has
now been on the market and under experimental tests for
several years under the name of Nitragin. This commercial
product is found by analysis to consist of a practically
pure culture of certain of these tubercle bacteria, which are
capable, when inoculated into sterilized soil, of producing
the tubercles upon the roots of leguminous plants. Although
the method of manufacture is not known, there is little
doubt that the material comes directly from the tubercles of
certain leguminous plants, and that the bacteria thus obtained
have been produced in large amount in the bacteriological
laboratory” (p. 154).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2018) that uses the word “bacteriologists” or
“bacteriology” (or “bacteriologist”) in connection with
nitrogen fixation by legumes.
Experiments with Nitragin have been carried on in
large numbers in many localities for some years. “The
results of the use of this material have been very irregular.”
Some experimenters have found no advantage accruing
from its use. However quite a number “have found that
the inoculation of Nitragin into the soil has increased the
yield and produced a larger fixation of nitrogen” (p. 15455). It works very well in sandy soil. Note 3. No address
for ordering Nitragin is given. Address: Prof. of Biology,
Wesleyan Univ., Middletown, Connecticut.
234. Davis, Nathan Smith, Jr. 1901. Dietotherapy and food
in health. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: P. Blakiston’s Son &
Co. [ix] + 372 p. Illust. 23 cm. Index. Series: This is Volume
VI of A System of Physiologic Therapeutics..., edited by
Solomon Solis Cohne, A.M., M.D.
• Summary: Contents: Part I–General principles of diet
and diet in health. Part II–Diet in Disease. In Chapter 3,
“The elements of food,” the section on “Proteids” states

(p. 32): “Meat is not a necessity of life. Nitrogenous food
is a necessity, but it can be obtained in sufficient quantities
from vegetables. An exclusively vegetable [vegan] diet will
enable a person to do as much, at times even more work, as
a diet containing an excessively large amount of meat, but it
will not fit one to meet sudden demands for great exertion.
A mixed diet is undoubtedly the most desirable; one that
contains a very moderate amount of meat is best.”
In Chapter 4, on the same subject (continued), the
section titled “Vegetarianism” states (p. 42): “Those who
live chiefly upon cereals, vegetables, fruits, and nuts are
called vegetarians. These foods are with rare exceptions
supplemented by such animal foods as milk, cheese, and
eggs... The nitrogenous matter obtained from vegetables
is less easily digested than that which is of animal origin;
a much larger percentage passes from the alimentary tract
unutilized. Few persons live entirely upon a vegetable diet.
Those who attempt it lose vigor and show languor and
disinclination for physical and mental work. They become
less able to resist disease. Because a vegetable diet is an
economical one, it has sometimes been forced upon the
bodies of laborers, but uniformly the decrease in the amount
of work they are able to perform more than counterbalances
the decreased expense of their food.” Note: The source of
this information is not cited. How about the Chinese laborers
who built so much of America’s transcontinental railroad?
Research by Chittenden at a Yale University [New Haven,
Connecticut] soon proved Davis’s statements to be incorrect.
In Chapter 6, titled “Animal foods,” a table (p. 61) gives
the “Comparative composition of various types of milk”
(Source: Koenig, Chemie der menschlingen Nahrungs- und
Genussmittel, 3rd ed. Vol. I, p. 267-362). The sources of milk
are: Woman, cow, dog, ewe, buffalo, cat, goat, llama, ass,
and mare–all mammals of course. Mare’s milk has the lowest
total protein (1.3%), followed human milk and ass milk, tied
for the 2nd lowest protein content (2.3%). Cow’s milk has
3.5% protein (52% more than human milk), and dog’s milk
has the highest protein content (11.2%).
Chapter 8, titled “Vegetable foods,” contains a
section on “Peas and beans” (p. 104-05). A table gives the
“Composition of fresh and dried legumes...” The dried
legumes include navy beans, frijoles, lentils, cowpeas, soy
beans, chick-pea, peanuts, and St. John’s bread (carob bean).
Taka-diastase is mentioned as a useful aid to digestion
(p. 176).
In the section on “Diet in diabetes” (p. 334-44), soya
bread, gluten bread, almond cakes, cocoanut, and peanut are
listed in a table (p. 340) of important ingredients in diabetic
breads. Soya bread is said to contain from 3% to 23%
carbohydrate and sugar.
Nathan Smith Davis, Jr. lived 1858-1920. Address:
A.M., M.D., Prof. of the Principles and Practice of Medicine,
Northwestern Univ. Medical School [Chicago, Illinois].
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235. Dep. of Finance (Okurashô). 1901. Financial Annual of
Japan (No. 1). Tokyo, Japan: Government Printing Office. 74
p.
• Summary: A table titled “Amount of taxation under various
heads” (p. 12-13) gives the government revenue (in yen)
from various types of taxes from 1867-68 to 1901-02. The
soy [sauce] tax began in 1885-86 and was 640,179 yen that
year. The rates of taxes on soy and income were raised in
1899. The soy tax jumped from 1,535,648 in 1898-99 to
2,453,392 in 1899-1900. In 1901-02 it was 3,808-730.
Note 1. In 1867-88, Japan’s main sources of income
were land tax (2.00 million yen), customs duties (0.721
million yen) and other miscellaneous taxes (0.534 million
yen) for a total of 3.265 million yen.
In 1901-02, Japan’s main sources of income were
land tax (46.56 million yen), income tax (5.618 million
yen), saké tax (55.280 million yen), various business taxes
(6.263 million yen), customs duties (15.77 million yen) and
other miscellaneous taxes (2.233 million yen) for a total of
138.741 million yen.
Note 2. In 1894-95 was the First Sino-Japanese War,
over domination of Korea; Japan won. In 1904-05 was
Russo-Japanese war; Japan won, gaining complete control of
Korea. Address: Japan.
236. Dr. A. Petermann’s Mittheilungen aus Justus Perthes’
Geographischer Anstalt, Gotha. 1901. Das russische
Pachtgebiet in der suedlichen Mandshurei [The Russian lease
territory in southern Manchuria (Abstract)]. 47:43-47. [2 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of two Russianlanguage articles written by Dr. E.V. Bretschneider in the
Proceedings of the Imperial Russian Geographical Society.
These appeared in the first and last issues for the year 1900.
In the first issue he wrote a short article about the 1898
pact between China and Russia over the Kwantung Peninsula
and its southernmost portion, Liao-tung. In the last issue
he provided much more extensive and detailed information
about this pact and the delineation of territories. S.P. Ilinski
was one of the key figures in this agreement. A new city
named Dalny was created. Railways played an important
role in the bargain, as did various crops, including maize,
kaoliang (Sorghum vulgare), and two millets (Setaria italica,
and Panicum miliaceum) (p. 46).
One of the most important agricultural products in all
of Liao-tung is the soybean (die Sojabohne; Soja hispida),
which originated in this region. The seeds are similar in form
to regular peas, however they contain a significant quantity
of oil, which is removed, all over China, by pressing, in
special shops that use primitive equipment. 60 lb of soybeans
yield more than 3 lb of oil. This oil plays an important role
as an illuminant, and finds extended uses in cooking. The
remaining oil cake is sometimes used locally as a feed for
cows, and sometimes shipped to the southern provinces of

China, where it is used as a powerful fertilizer (p. 47).
A type of tasty Chinese vermicelli is made from the flour
of a small green bean (Phaseolus radiatus [mung bean]).
237. Everitt (J.A.), Seedsman. 1901. OK Seeds. Indianapolis,
Indiana: J.A. Everitt. 134 p. See p. 84. Illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: See next page. Pages 84-85: “Soy bean–
(Glycine Hispida.)
“Also called Soy, Soya, and Soja Bean. And by those
who deceive the farmer into paying fancy prices, called
Coffee Bean, Coffee Berry, German Coffee Berry, Japanese
Jaavaa [sic] Coffee, American Coffee Berry, etc, etc.
“We have the following from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture:...”
Page 85 (right hand page) is titled “The Soy Bean as
a substitute for coffee.” Followed by numerous positive
testimonials.
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/usdanurseryandseedcatalog Address: 227 West Washington St.,
Indianapolis.
238. Hammond (Harry N.) Seed Co. 1901. Catalogue for
1901–with inserts (Mail-order catalog). Bay City, Michigan.
80 p.
• Summary: The section titled “A Page of Odds and Ends”
(p. 30) states: “Hammond’s Domestic Coffee Berry–Also
called German Coffee Berry. An excellent substitute for
Coffee, or can be mixed with half Coffee, improving the
flavor. Costs only one cent a pound to grow. Used in all
leading hotels and restaurants in Europe. By selection our
seed of this strain will ripen anywhere in the North in August
before frost. Seed grown South will not do this. Our price is
very low, get a start now. Planted same as corn. A rare luxury.
Pkt. 5 cts., oz. 6 cts., ¼ lb. 10 cts, lb. 30 cts., postpaid. Not
prepaid, 5 to 25 lbs., 20 cts. per pound.”
An illustration shows a little elf saying “You can
grow...” He is standing next to a coffee pot emblazoned with
“Coffee for one cent per lb.”
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #010090.
Address: Bay City, Bay Co., Michigan.
239. Hosie, Alexander. 1901. Manchuria: Its people,
resources, and recent history. London: Methuen & Co. xii +
293 p. See p. 180-84, 218-24, 240-45, 252-53. Illust. Index.
23 cm.
• Summary: See page after next. The Preface states that
Hosie was in charge of the British consulate at Newchwang
in Manchuria from Nov. 1894 to July 1897 and from April
1899 to April 1900. In 1900 he made the first careful
estimate of soybean production in Manchuria, calculating
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the amount at 600,000 tons. He noted that during that period
most of Manchuria’s soybean exports went to southern
China, through the ports of Swatow, Amoy, and Canton,
where mills were erected for extracting the oil; the cake
was used for fertilizing sugar plantations there and in Java.
Nearly all of the soybean oil exported from Manchuria was
consumed in China.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen that gives
soybean production or area statistics for Manchuria.
Chapter 2, titled “Recent events in Manchuria” (p.
39-72) begins with the Sino-Japanese war of 1894-95
(it began on 3 Aug. 1894 and concerned a dispute over
the kingdom of Corea [Korea]), the Japanese invasion of
Corea and Manchuria, Japanese victory and the treaty of
Shimonoseki (17 April 1895), the complexities of railway
construction and financing in Manchuria (from the start of

construction of the Manchurian Railway on 28 Aug. 1897),
and the expected effects of the new railroads on Manchurian
trade. Manchurian trade currently labors under serious
disadvantages due largely to climatic conditions, absence of
good roads, and the slow and clumsy methods of transport.
“I have said that it is practically impossible to sow, reap, and
export [soy] beans, the most valuable trade product of the
country, in the same year, and that they have to be carried by
cart and stored at depots on the waterways to await shipment
when the ice breaks up in the following spring. In this way
capital is locked up for months and heavy storage charges are
incurred” (p. 67). The Russian Central Manchurian Railway
should greatly alleviate these problems. Bubonic plague
struck Manchuria in 1899 (p. 69).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2008)
concerning the transportation of soybeans by railway.
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Chapter 7, titled “Agriculture and agricultural products”
(p. 172-98) contains extensive information on “Beans”
(which are actually soybeans). Beans are often used on large
farms in the second year of a 4-year crop rotation consisting
of millet, beans, rice (or barley or wheat), and millet. Other
important cereal crops are Job’s tears (Coix lachryma, used
medicinally and in making sweetmeats) and tall millet (Kaoliang).
“A large variety of beans is grown in Manchuria, and,
together with their resultants, bean-cake and bean-oil, they
constitute by far the most valuable item in the export trade of
the three provinces.” In April they are sown by hand in drills,
and the crop ripens in September. “The Chinese distinguish
the beans of commerce by their colours, and they are known
as Yellow (Huang Tou), Green (Ch’ing Tou), Black (Hei,
or Wu Tou), White (Pai Tou), Red (Hung Tou) and Small
Green (Lü Tou). The yellow, green and black are varieties
of the soy bean (Glycine hispida, Moench., or Dolichos
soja, L.)...” The white and red beans are “the ray-fruited
dwarf bean (Phaseolus radiatus, L.)” [azuki bean]. The Lü

Tou (small green bean, Phaseolus mungo, L.) [mung bean],
“the smallest but one of the most important of the beans
of commerce cultivated in Manchuria,” is used to make
vermicelli and bean sprouts (p. 184).
Concerning soy beans: The “yield per acre, which
requires from 16 to 18 lb. of seed, is estimated at from 27 to
39 bushels, with a weight of about 40 lb. per bushel.” [Note:
A U.S. bushel of soy beans weighs 60 lb.]. “Each variety of
soy bean has a number of sub-species. The yellow has three,
known respectively as (a) Pai-mei (white eyebrow), from
the white scar on the saddle or point of attachment to the
pod; (b) Chin-huang, or Chin-yüan (golden yellow or golden
round), from the golden colour and more rounded shape of
the bean; and (c) Hei-chi (black belly), from the dark brown
scar on the saddle. All the three sub-species are highly prized
for the quantity of oil or fat which they contain, but subspecies (a) and (b) are noted for the quality of the bean-curd
(Tou-fu) or legumine obtained from them, as well as for the
sprouts which are procured by soaking the beans in water,
and which are greatly relished as a vegetable.
“There are two sub-species of the green bean (ChingTou).” One has a green epidermis (skin) but is yellow inside,
while the other is green on the both the surface and inside.
The black bean (Wu Tou) has three sub-species:–(a) Towu-tou (large black bean), where the epidermis is black and
the inside green. It yields oil or fat, and it is likewise boiled
with millet or rice and used for food.
“(b) Hsiao-wu-tou (small black bean), where the bean
is somewhat smaller than the sub-species (a), with a black
epidermis and yellow inside. It is largely used for horse feed
and also yields oil, the refuse being employed for feeding
pigs. It is likewise pickled for food.
“(c) Pien-wu-tou (flat black bean), where the epidermis
is black and the inside yellow. It is flattened and elliptical in
shape, and is mostly used for pickling and for horse feed.”
(p. 181-82).
A detailed description is then given of Tou-fu, or bean
curd, and how it is made (p. 183-84).
“Besides these beans of commerce there are several
varieties of garden beans cultivated for food, such as...; the
Mao Tou, or hairy bean [probably green vegetable soybeans],
with short hairy pods, each containing one to three beans
(epidermis white and inside green);... With the exception
of the Mao Tou these are usually cooked and eaten with the
pods” (p. 186).
“The plants grown in Manchuria whose seeds yield
oil are six in number. They are (1) Dolichos soja, L., or
soy bean,” (2) Castor oil plant. (3) Sesamum orientale, or
sesame. (4) Perilla ocymoides, L., or perilla. (5) The cotton
plant. (6) Cannabis sativa, L., or the true hemp plant. “The
names and uses of these [six] oils are the following: (1)
Tou yu [soy bean oil]–cooking, mixing paints and lighting”
[illumination]. All these six “oil-yielding seeds” (with the
exception of sesamum seeds, which are roasted) are crushed,
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steamed and subjected to great pressure. A table (p. 188)
shows the percentage and value of the oil and cake extracted
from these six seeds.

A black-and-white photo shows a Chinese bean mill at
Newchwang with a huge granite stone wheel (facing p. 220).
Also discusses: Job’s tears or pearl barley (p. 180-81).
Phaseolus radiatus (the ray-fruited dwarf bean [azuki] which
is red or white, p. 182-83). Hemp, a valuable textile plant (p.
186-88, 251). Sesamum seed (p. 188). Ground-nuts [peanuts]
(p. 188, 251). The ground nut (Arachis hypogæa, L.) is
cultivated in Manchuria for food, however not to any great
extent. The oil is not extracted from the nuts, as it is in the
south of China. Seaweed (p. 258).
A second edition of this work was published in 1904
(London: Methuen & Co., 293 p.; New York: C. Scribner’s
Sons; see p. 181-87). In the 1910 ed. (published in Boston
by J.B. Millet Co.; 320 p.), see p. 75-79. Address: M.A.,
F.R.G.S., Once Acting British Consul, Tamsui; Now at
Aberdeen (Scotland or Hong Kong).
240. Hosie, Alexander. 1901. Manchuria: Its people,
resources, and recent history. Tou-fu or bean curd (Document
part). London: Methuen & Co. xii + 293 p. See p. 183-84.
• Summary: “The Tou-fu, or bean curd,... is a product of
universal consumption in China. The beans–yellow or green–
are steeped overnight in cold or, if time is an object, in warm
water. In the morning they are taken out much swollen and
ground in a stone mill, water being poured in at the hole in
the top of the mill-stone every few seconds to hasten the
process. The whole is then collected and passed through a
sieve or piece of cloth, which retains the epidermis of the
beans. The filtrate is thereafter poured into a pot and brought

to the boil. It is then poured into an earthenware kang, or
jar, and half a bowl of brine (Lu shui) [nigari], from sea-salt,
well diluted, is added to and stirred in it to cause coagulation
of the legumine. This occurs in about an hour,
when it is transferred to a wooden frame some
three inches deep, with wooden sides and
bottom, whereon a cloth has been previously
spread. The water escapes through the cloth
and by a drainage opening at the end of the
frame, the cloth is folded over the legumine,
and a lid of bamboos or reeds is placed on the
top and weighted with stones to press out the
moisture and shape the curd to the size of the
frame. This is soon completed; the stones and
lid are removed; and the cloth folded back
exposes a whitish grey mass of the consistency
of cream cheese. It is now ready to be cut up
by knife, and is sold at from 8 to 9 copper cash
(960 to 1,000 copper cash = 1 Mexican dollar
= about 2s.) a catty of 1 1/3 lb. Three shêng (1
shêng = 3 catties = 4 lb.) of beans will yield 50
catties, or 66 2/3 lb. of bean-curd. Besides the
actual curd various analogous substances are
produced, such, for example, as Tou-fu-kan-tzu
(dry bean-curd cakes), where the curd is cut up
and undergoes additional pressure; Tou-fu-nao (bean-curd
brain), a substance of less consistency than the curd itself,
obtained by putting powdered gypsum instead of brine in
the filtrate after it has been brought to the boil; Tou-fu-p’i
(bean-curd skin [yuba]), the scum of the boiling filtrate,
which is taken off and hung up to dry; Ch’ien-chang-tou-fu
(bean-curd wafers or sheets), made by placing thin layers of
the legumine in cloth and subjecting them to considerable
pressure, and Tung-tou-fu (frozen bean-curd), where the
bean-curd is cut up, frozen and then exposed to the rays of
the sun, whereby the greater part of the moisture is removed
during the process of thawing.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2012) that uses the term Tou-fu-p’i to refer to
yuba.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2012) that uses the term “bean-curd
skin” (regardless of hyphenation or spacing) to refer to yuba.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “dry bean-curd” or
the term “dry bean-curd cakes” (regardless of hyphenation
or spacing) to refer to pressed tofu (doufu-gan). Address:
M.A., F.R.G.S., Once Acting British Consul, Tamsui; Now at
Aberdeen (Scotland or Hong Kong).
241. Hosie, Alexander. 1901. Manchuria: Its people,
resources, and recent history. Lü Tou (green bean) [mung
bean], other edible beans, and oil-yielding seeds (Document
part). London: Methuen & Co. xii + 293 p. See p. 184-88.
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• Summary: In Chapter VII, “Agriculture and Agricultural
Products,” after discussing the different types of bean curd,
the author continues: “I now pass to the Lü Tou (green
bean) [mung bean]–Phaseolus mungo, L.–the smallest but
one of the most important beans of commerce cultivated in
Manchuria. The epidermis is of a dark green colour, while
the inside is whitish yellow, shading to green. It is somewhat
blunted at the ends and has a white scar on the saddle. Its
bulk is about one-fifth the size of a yellow bean (Hei chi),
and twenty of the latter taken at random weigh as much as a
hundred and five of the former. It is much harder than the soy
bean; in other words, it contains little fat. This bean, when
soaked in water, produces excellent sprouts, but it is mainly
and universally used for the manufacture of vermicelli. The
process of manufacture is so novel and unique as to deserve
minute description, and it is just possible that it will lead to
similar, if not so primitive, industries in Western lands.” A
long description follows.
“The vermicelli has a beautiful whitish watery colour
resembling to a great extent isinglass, from which, however,
it differs in that it is impossible to melt it by boiling. It
enters largely into the native diet throughout the whole of
China, and it will be found in every land in which Chinese
have settled. To the foreign palate it is somewhat insipid
and tasteless, but it should not be difficult to add a similarly
manufactured article of any desired flavouring.
“Besides these beans of commerce there are several
varieties of garden beans cultivated for food, such as the
Yün Tou, of which there are two sub-species, white and red;
the Chiang Tou, with several sub-species, pea-yellow and
mixed, dull red and yellow predominating; the Mao Tou,
or hairy bean [green vegetable soybean], with short hairy
pods, each containing one to three beans (epidermis white
and inside green); and Pien Tou, so called from its short but
broad flat pod, which also contains one to three beans. The
latter is named Dolichos lablab, L. With the exception of
the Mao Tou these are usually cooked and eaten with the
pods. The common pea–Pisum sativum, L.–is also grown in
Manchuria, especially in the Liao-tung Peninsula. As stated
above, it is ground up with barley and used as a ferment in
the manufacture of spirit (Shao Chiu).”
“The plants grown in Manchuria whose seeds yield oil
are six in number. They are (1) Dolichos soja, L., or soy bean
above referred to; (2) Ricinus communis, L., or castor oil
plant; (3) Sesamum orientale, L.; (4) Perilla ocymoides, L.;
(5) Gossypium herbaceum, L., or the cotton plant, and (6)
Cannabis sativa, L., or the true hemp plant.
“The names and uses of the oil are the following: (1)
Tou yu [soy bean oil]–cooking, mixing paints and lighting;
(2) Ta ma (or Pi ma) yu [castor oil]–lubricating or candle
making; (3) Hsiang yu [sesame oil]–cooking (4) Su yu–
boiled and used in place of linseed oil. (5) Hua tzü (or Hei)
yu [cottonseed oil]–lighting, softening leather and harness,
and as hair oil; (6) Ma tzü yu [hemp oil]–mixing paints. All

these seeds, with the exception of sesamum seeds, which are
roasted, are crushed, steamed and subjected to great pressure,
and the following table gives approximately the percentage
and value of the oil extracted: -”
The table (p. 188) shows the common English name of
each of the “oil-yielding seeds” ([soy] beans, perilla seed,
hemp seed, castor seed, sesamum seed, cotton seed), the
quantity (in catties; 1 catty = ca. 1.32 lb), value (taels), oil
(weight in catties and value in taels per 100 catties), refuse
cakes (weight in catties and value in taels per 100 catties).
“The ground nut (Arachis hypogæa, L.) is cultivated in
Manchuria for food, not, however to any great extent, and
oil is not extracted from the nuts as in the south of China.”
Address: M.A., F.R.G.S., Once Acting British Consul,
Tamsui; Now at Aberdeen (Scotland or Hong Kong).
242. Hosie, Alexander. 1901. Manchuria: Its people,
resources, and recent history. Chapter IX–Special industries
of Manchuria (Document part). London: Methuen & Co. xii
+ 293 p. See p. 218-24.
• Summary: One of the most important commercial
industries of Manchuria is that which makes bean-cake
and bean-oil, using a crush-stone mill and wedge press.
The author explains “the method adopted in Manchuria for
extracting the oil. A large stone wheel of dressed granite
about ten feet in diameter and two and a half feet thick at
the axis, gradually contracting to a foot at the rim, which is
smooth, revolves in a circular well from thirty to thirty-six
inches broad, paved with stone and bounded on each side
by a low wall of concrete or wood two to three feet high.
The massive wooden axle on which the wheel revolves has
its opposite end firmly fixed in a huge beam which rises
vertically from the centre of the hollow circle formed by the
inner wall of the well and which revolves with the wheel.
Behind the wheel and supported by a plank fixed near the
opposite end of the axle is a wooden framework which just
sweeps the floor of the well.”
“The beans to be crushed are heaped in the well against
the inner wall. Two mules, blindfolded, are harnessed to the
wheel, one in front, the other behind, and walk in a track
outside the outer wall... In this way the beans are crushed
into thin wafers; but this style of wheel is now somewhat
antiquated, and has been to a great extent superseded by an
improved method of feeding and crushing, which I shall
now describe. A massive stone roller, measuring forty-two
inches long with a diameter of fifty-three inches, has the
centre of its rim cut to a depth of a quarter to half an inch
and polished.” “Two mules, whose track lies outside the low
encircling wall, are harnessed to the projecting ends of the
planks.” A full-page photo (facing p. 220) shows a “Chinese
bean mill in Newchwang.”
When the first process, the crushing of the beans, is
finished, the bean wafers are removed from the gutter in
baskets and steamed. Details of the steaming apparatus are
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given. A circular wooden grating, lined with hempen cloth,
is placed over a large, shallow, circular iron pot more than
half full of boiling water. Bean wafers are placed on the
cloth and steamed for 15 minutes. They are then placed in
numerous iron hoops, each 23 inches in diameter, lined with
grass. These are stacked five high and pressed. The press
“consists of four massive wooden pillars, some ten feet high,
embedded in the ground, and arranged in two pairs at a short
distance from each other, each pair bound together at the top
and forming an angle.” Longer logs are placed crosswise so
they pass “through the two angles made by the two pairs of
pillars until the space between the cakes and the cross log
uniting the pillars is filled. Wooden wedges, bound at the
thick end with iron, are now driven in between the upper
logs at each side by the workman, who wields with great
effect a heavy, short-handled iron hammer suspended at
each side from a cross beam erected above the press. After
a few minutes the oil may be seen pouring from the cakes,
descending to the wooden base, and thence finding its way
to the underground tank. From time to time the wedges are
knocked out, another log inserted, and the wedges again
driven home. This process goes on for two hours, when the
extraction is complete. The cakes are then dragged from the
press and the iron hoops and grass casings removed. Each
cake is now a solid mass, twenty-three inched in diameter
and four inches thick, with a slight protuberance all around
the centre of the edge, caused by the great pressure on the
weak part of the cake between the two iron hoops.” The
trimmed cakes weigh 53 catties each. About 9% of the
original weight of the soybeans is expressed as oil. The
trimmed cakes “are stored in godowns ready for shipment to
Swatow and Amoy, where they are macerated and applied
to the sugar cane fields as manure.” The average prices (in
Newchwang taels) of [soy] beans, bean-cake, and bean-oil
during the decade (decennary) ending in 1891, and in the
year 1897, are given. “In the decennary ending 1891 the
average values were: Beans, Newchwang taels 2.91 per
picul of 300 catties (400 lb); Bean-cake, N. taels 3.69 per ten
pieces, and Bean-oil, N. taels 3.43 per picul of 100 catties.”
“This oil is used for both cooking and lighting [in
lamps], and is exported by steamer and junk to all parts
of China. Up the Yang-tsze, however, and in the southern
provinces, it has rivals in the so-called tea-oil and ground
nut-oil manufactured from the seeds of Camellia sasanqua,
Thunb., and Arachis hypogæa, L., respectively. In 1896 a
bean-oil factory with foreign machinery manufactured in
Hong-Kong was erected in the port of Newchwang. The
beans are crushed between pairs of iron cylinders driven
by steam, and the crushed bean wafers, treated as above
described, are placed in iron screw presses turned by capstan
bars by hand. With this exception the process of manufacture
is the same as in the native mills. In the foreign mill the oil
is pumped from the underground reservoirs into iron tanks,
where it is stored before being run into the wicker waterproof

baskets for shipment. Oil extracted in the mills in the far
interior of Manchuria is packed in large waterproof boxes
to enable it to bear the rough transit by cart to the port, and
on arrival at Newchwang the boxes are opened and the oil
transferred to baskets for export.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2020) that contains the term “screw presses”
(or “screw press”) in connection with mechanical pressing
of soybeans to give oil and meal. Address: M.A., F.R.G.S.,
Once Acting British Consul, Tamsui; Now at Aberdeen
(Scotland or Hong Kong).
243. Hosie, Alexander. 1901. Manchuria: Its people,
resources, and recent history. Chapter X–The trade of
Manchuria (Document part). London: Methuen & Co. xii +
293 p. See p. 236-59.
• Summary: “There can be no doubt that millet (Horcus
sorghum, L.) is the principal and most valuable crop of
Manchuria; but being the staple food of the people, the
common feed of beasts of burden, and the grain used by
the distilleries in the manufacture of samshu, it is nearly all
consumed in the country itself.” The rest is exported to other
parts of China. Other important related grain crops are Kaoliang (Holcus sorghum, L.) and Hsiao-mi (Setaria italica,
Kth.).
The port of Newchwang is the only Manchurian port
still open to foreign trade and the only place at which reliable
trade statistics were available. These statistics, collected and
published by the Imperial Maritime or Foreign Customs,
cover the trade in vessels for foreign type only, and do not
include the native junk trade, which is conducted under the
supervision of the Native Custom-House. The latter type of
trade is considerable, but the statistics are not reliable.
After the Sino-Japanese war of 1894-95, Japan invaded
and occupied the southern province of Manchuria. Some
expressed gloomy views concerning the commercial future
of Manchuria, but Japan has now become the main market
for Manchurian agricultural products, and in turn is now
trying to sell her manufactured goods to Manchuria. Since
the war, the trade of Manchuria has actually trebled. “The
chief export from Manchuria is beans and their products,
bean-cake and bean-oil...” A table (p. 242) shows “Exports of
beans, bean-cake and bean-oil for 1898 and 1899 in foreigntype vessels. For each product is given the quantity (tons)
and value (in both Haikwan taels and British pounds). In
1899 the quantities were as follows: [Soy] Beans (yellow
153,745 tons {58.6% of total weight} worth 4,694,750
Haikwan taels; green 95,649 tons {35.3% of weight} worth
3,306,172 taels; black 21,076 tons {7.8%} worth 602,492
taels) totaling 270,470 tons worth 8,603,414 taels. Bean-cake
260,798 tons worth 6,711,364 taels (=£1,010,200). Bean-oil
9,512 tons worth 1,000,193 taels (=£150,550).
An estimated additional 30,000 tons of [soy] beans were
exported that year from Newchwang in junks headed for
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China Proper.
“A few years ago the consumption of pulse and beancake was practically confined to the southern provinces of
China (through the ports of Swatow, Amoy and Canton),
where mills were erected for extracting the oil from
beans and the bean-cake was used for fertilising the sugar
plantations.” Since the Chino-Japanese [Sino-Japanese] was
of 1894-95, Japan has occupied the Liao-tung Peninsula
and realized the value of Manchurian agricultural products.
In 1899 Japan’s purchases of these products had surpassed
that exported to Southern China. In Japan, “bean-cake is
replacing fish manure,” which in recent years has become
scarce and expensive due to the shortage of herrings along
the Japanese coast. From Canton, some bean-meal goes to
the sugar fields of Java. Nearly all of the bean-oil exported
through Newchwang is consumed in China. Due to the rough
roads, bean-oil from the interior of Manchuria is brought in
large, strong watertight wooden boxes lined with paper to
the port of shipment, where the boxes are broken up and the
contents, like the oil extracted in Newchwang itself, poured
for export into large brittle jar- or carafe-shaped wicker
baskets lined inside and outside with layers of waterproof
paper.”
Beans and their products “are, in a word, the wealth of
Manchuria.”
A table titled “Summary of the export trade of
Manchuria through Newchwang, 1898-1899” (p. 252) shows
that beans, bean-cake, and bean-oil are by far the most
valuable export, worth much more than all other exports
combined. In 1899 they were worth 2.5 million British
pounds in exports alone.
A second table titled “Distribution of Manchurian
exports through the Port of Newchwang, 1898-99” (p. 253)
shows that in 1899, the destinations receiving exports of
greatest value were (in million British pounds sterling):
Japan 1.2, Shanghai 0.95, Swatow 0.505, Canton 0.404, and
Amoy 0.272.
A final table (p. 259) shows that in 1899 the tonnage
exported from Manchuria by steam ship was more than 38
times as great as the tonnage exported by sailing ship to
destinations.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “bean-meal” to refer to
ground, defatted soybeans. Address: M.A., F.R.G.S., Once
Acting British Consul, Tamsui; Now at Aberdeen (Scotland
or Hong Kong).
244. Irish, H.C. 1901. Garden beans cultivated as esculents.
Missouri Botanical Garden, Annual Report 12:81-165. See
p. 147-48. [3 soy ref]
• Summary: The article begins: “In entering upon a study
of garden beans in 1898, all procurable varieties catalogued
by leading seed firms of America and Europe were grown
at the Missouri Botanical Garden during that and the

two succeeding years. Habit of growth and other varietal
characters were carefully noted in the field each year. These,
together with the seed characters, have been brought together
and classified. The varieties studied are here grouped
under five genera which are distinguished from each other
mostly by technical characters as follows:” Phaseolus,
Dolichos, Vigna, Glycine, and Vicia. There follow detailed
descriptions, keys, synonymy and figures of all the seeds
various esculent [edible] varieties, with notes on diseases,
culture, and cooking.
Under Glycine hispida Maxim. (p. 147-48) is a list
of five previous scientific names for the soybean and the
sources in which those names were first cited. A photo (plate
44) shows the front and side views of six soybean varieties.

A full-page original illustration (line drawing, plate 46)
shows the leaves, pods, and flowers of a soybean plant.
Describes five varieties whose seeds can be obtained
from seedsmen Haage & Schmidt: Yellow Soy, Black Soy,
Green Soy, Brown Soy, and Etampes Soy. The accession
numbers for each of these, and their original foreign names
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and places or countries of origin are given.
A long footnote states that a number of the domestic
U.S. seeds came from the Field Columbian Museum or the
Philadelphia Commercial Museum [Pennsylvania]. Most
of the imported seeds came from Japan, including at least
seven soybean (“Daidzu”) varieties: (1) Yellow–10757,
“Daidzu,” Mujage Agric. School, Japan. (2) Yellow–10758,
“Daidzu,” Iwate Agric. Institute, Japan. (3) Yellow–10760,
“Daidzu,” Japan. (4) Black–10752, “Kuro mame,” Japan.
(5) Black–10753, “Daidzu,” Osaka Agric. School, Japan.
(6) Green–7743, “Awo-daidzu,” Yamacata [sic, Yamagata],
Japan. (7) Green–10756, “Daidzu,” Iwate Agric. Institute,
Japan.
But at least one each came from Russia (10470 Kazan),
Siam (10574 “Waa Tai”; 10768 “Lau Lao Peas”), Korea
(10771 “Pea Bean”), Floyd County, Georgia (USA; 10932),
and Polk County, Georgia (USA; 10937 “Weevil Proof Peas”
(Beans)).

and 2 of the 3 ate “dried bean cheese” [probably dried-frozen
tofu] during the study. The food was inexpensive, costing
an average of $0.19 per man per day. Rice was consumed in
large amounts, but was far from being the only food eaten.
In fact “the diet was about as varied as that in the ordinary
American households.”
“The Chinese studied, who are believed to be fairly
representative of Chinese residents in California in similar
employment, did not, as is often supposed, live almost
entirely upon a vegetable diet. Indeed, they approached no
nearer to such a diet than does the average American, who
has no thought of doing without animal food.
“Rice on an average constituted between one-half and
one-third of the total food consumed and held much the
same relation to the total food of the Chinese as do bread and
other cereals, starches, etc., to the total food of the ordinary
American family.” Address: Asst. Prof. of Agriculture, Univ.
of California.

245. Jaffa, M.E. 1901. Nutrition investigations among
fruitarians and Chinese at the California agricultural
experiment station, 1899-1901. USDA Office of Experiment
Stations, Bulletin No. 107. p. 1-43. [15+* ref]
• Summary: Contents: I. Nutritive value of fruits.
Introduction. Analysis of food materials: Description
of samples. The dietary studies: Individual studies of 6
fruitarians, discussion of fruitarian dietaries. Digestion
experiment with a girl: Metabolic nitrogen, balance of
income and outgo of nitrogen.
II. Dietary studies of Chinese. Introduction. Composition
of food materials. Dietary studies and a discussion of
the results of each: A dentist’s family, a Chinese laundry
association, employees on a Chinese truck farm. Summary.
Conclusions.
In part I, the author studied a family of 6 healthy
fruitarians living in California almost exclusively on fruits
and nuts. He found that they were apparently in good health,
although underweight. The children were somewhat smaller
in stature than average American children of their age and
sex. However the youngest child in this family, “and the
only one who had lived as a fruitarian [on nuts and fruits]
almost from infancy, was certainly undeveloped. Her bones
were very small, although she showed no tendency toward
rachitis. She looked fully 2 years younger than she was” (p.
20).
In part II, “Dietary Studies of Chinese,” the introduction
begins: “We often hear those who recommend a vegetarian
diet say, ‘See how much hard work the Chinamen can do,
and they live almost entirely upon rice,’ and many believe
that the Chinese to a great extent are vegetarians.” The
author notes that in Japan “bean cheese [tofu], and other
foods comparatively rich in protein which are made from soy
beans are eaten in large quantities by all classes.” Of the 3
groups of Chinese studied, each one ate “bean cheese” [tofu]

246. Johnson & Stokes. 1901. Garden & farm manual (Mailorder catalog). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 92 p.
• Summary: In the section on “Selected Farm Seeds,” “Soja
Bean (New Early Variety, and Late Variety)” is mentioned on
page 62. The text is similar to that in the 1900 catalog.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number:
11054. Address: 217 and 219 Market St., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
247. Kander, Lizzie Black. comp. 1901. The “Settlement”
cook book: Compiled by Mrs. Simon Kander,... Containing
many recipes used in “settlement” cooking classes,... 6th ed.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. xxv + 470 p. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: Worcestershire sauce is used as an ingredient
in about 20 recipes. The first 4 of these are: Tartar sauce (p.
92). Baked trout (p. 99). Steak for the oven (p. 115). Stuffed
peppers No. 4 (p. 168).
The word “vegetarian” appears in the title of two
recipes: Nut butters for sandwiches–vegetarian (p. 240).
Vegetarian chicken (p. 240).
Peanut butter is used as an ingredient in Cheese mixture
for sandwiches (p. 236). Peanuts are used in at least 25
recipes; almonds are used in 6.
This is a “charity cookbook” published “for the benefit
of the ‘settlement,’ 601 Ninth Street, Milwaukee. Price:
$1.20 postpaid.” Address: Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
248. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1901. The laboratory companion
to fats and oils industries. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.;
New York: The Macmillan Co. xi + 147 p. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: This book is mainly a collection of tables
containing all known numerical values (constants and
variables) concerning oils and fats. The three tables
concerning vegetable oils are divided as follows: (1) Drying
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oils (p. 42-43), incl. linseed oil, tung oil (Chinese; wood oil
in Japanese), lallemantia, candle nut, hemp seed. (2) Semidrying oils (p. 44-45), incl. cameline (German sesamé), soja
bean, pumpkin seed, maize-corn, sesamé. (3) Non-drying
oils (p. 46-47). incl. quince, almond, arachis, etc.
For each oil, a large fold-out table gives the following
values, which we shall give for the soja bean: Source
(scientific / botanical name of plant): Soja hispida. Native
country: China and Japan. Yield from seed or fruit (%): --.
(1) Constants–Specific gravity at 15ºC: 0.9242–0.9270.
Solidifying point: -8ºC. Melting point: ---. Insoluble fatty
acids + unsaponifiable (Hehner value): 95.5%. Reichert
(R.) or Reichert-Meissl (R.M.) value: ---. Saponification
value: 192.7. Iodine value: 121.7. Thermal test: Maumené
60ºC & bromination ---ºC. Refractive index: ---ºC, Oleo
refractometer ---, Butyro refractometer ---ºC. Acetyl value:
---. (2) Variables–Acetyl value: ---. Acid value: 4.5 mgrms.
KOH Unsaponifiable matter: 0.22%. (3) Constants of the
mixed fatty acids–Specific gravity: ---. Solidifying point:
24ºC. Melting point: 28ºC. Saturation No.: --- (Mgrms.
KOH). Iodine value–Mixed acids: 119, Liquid acids: ---.
Refractive index: --- ºC. Thermal test: Mmé [Maumené]: ---,
Brm. [Bromination]: ---.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2003)
that uses the term “Acid value” (4.5) in connection with the
soja bean.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2006)
that uses the terms “Refractive index” in connection with the
soja bean, however no values are given.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Feb. 2016) that uses the term “tung oil” (p. 42-43).
Also called “wood oil” (Japanese), it comes from the tree
Aleurites cordata (also named Elæococca vernicia).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2008)
that gives constants for soy oil.
Julius Lewkowitsch lived 1857-1913. Address: London.
M.A., F.I.C., Consulting and analytical chemist, and
chemical engineer, examiner in “soap manufacture” and in
“fats and oils, including candle manufacture” to the City and
Guilds of London Inst.
249. MacKay, Angus. 1901. Experimental Farm for the
North-West Territories. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 391434. For the year 1900. See p. 404.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with soja
beans” (p. 404) states that three plots of Soja beans
were sown in rows in 1/20th acre plots on May 18. The
highest yield, 8 tons 1,000 pounds per acre, was achieved
from rows 21 inches apart. Length of straw: 32 inches.
Address: Superintendent, Experimental Farm, Indian Head,
Assiniboia, North-West Territories, Canada.
250. Mehta, P.R. 1901. Poona farm. Annual Report of the

Deputy Director of Agriculture, Bombay Presidency [India],
Being an Account of the Cultural, Dairying and Breeding
Operations Conducted on the Government Experimental
Farms at Poona and Surat p. 1-3. During the year ending
31st March 1901.
• Summary: A table (p. 2) shows the area under cultivation
for 16 crops at the Poona Farm, including the soybean.
In the section titled “Object lessons” (p. 2-3) is
a subsection (p. 3) which reads: “Soy bean (Glycine
hispida).–A plot of 5 gunthas (1/8 of an acre) was devoted
to this crop. The plants grew to the height of 2 feet and
produced an enormous number of beans. Steps have been
taken to grow a much larger area this season and the seeds
have been distributed to the Experimental Farms at Surat
and Nadiád and the Northcote Gowshála at Chhárodi near
Ahmedabad. This leguminosæe promises to turn out a
valuable plant for ploughing in as green manure. It also
produces rich fodder and the beans, if the crop is successfully
introduced in the Presidency, will make a valuable addition
to the cattle food. Mr. Church in his food grains of India
[Church, Arthur Henry. 1886. Food-grains of India] says
‘very few vegetable products are so rich as this bean at once
in albuminoids and in fat and oil, the former constituent
amounting to 35 per cent. and the latter to 19 per cent.’ It
is grown extensively in China, Japan, and Northern India.”
Address: Acting Deputy Director of Agriculture, Bombay
Presidency [India].
251. Miller, H.H.; Miller, H.P.; Wing, J.E. 1901. The winter
lamb. Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Published by the authors. 62 p.
Illust. 22 cm.
• Summary: In this book about the Dorset ewe in America,
the section titled “Clovers and legumes” (p. 19) states: “You
are engaged, now, in making milk and baby flesh. Each is
largely composed of protein, to produce which you must
feed protein. That means to buy large amounts of wheat bran,
gluten feed or oil meal, or it means to produce your own
protein supply. You can do this most easily by growing red
clover, alfalfa, soy beans or cow peas.”
Joseph Wing of Woodland Farm was an alfalfa pioneer.
The section on “Alfalfa” (p. 20-21) states: “This is the
richest and most easily grown hay in the world. Sheep love
it.” “Woodland Farm begun ten years ago with an acre and
now cuts nearly 250 tons yearly besides pasturing a good
deal. There is absolutely no danger in feeding alfalfa hay but
there is need of care in pasturing green alfalfa. The danger
comes from bloat and that is the result of indigestion, caused
by the animals eating too greedily of the delicious green
feed.” “There is no crop that will return as much feeding
value per acre as alfalfa, if you are on alfalfa land, or will
take the trouble to make your land alfalfa land.”
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 22) states: “In the
Northern states the soy bean is a rich gift. Planted in drills
about 22 inches apart, cultivated once or twice, cut with a
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binder and threshed, they yield from 15 to 30 bushels per
acre of extremely rich beans which will go far towards
balancing a ration. Sheep are very fond of these beans and
also of the leaves and stems, if saved without rain. John B.
Peelle, who is a leading hot-house Dorset lamb producer
relies greatly on his soys and saves immensely in his feed
bill thereby, besides producing $10.00 lambs in abundance.
Sow early varieties north.”
Hugh H. Miller lived 1861-1915. Joseph Elwyn Wing
lived 1861-1915.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020)
that mentions the Wing Seed Co. in connection with soy
beans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2003)
that uses the word “binder” (referring to a farm implement)
in connection
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014)
that uses the word “soys” to refer to soybeans.
252. Moore, R.A. 1901. Field experiments with grain and
forage plants. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 18:237-54. For the year ending June 30, 1901.
See p. 252-53.
• Summary: In a section titled “Summary” (p. 250-54) we
read (p. 252-53): “Soy Beans.–Soy beans were introduced
into the United States from Japan and are now quite
extensively grown in the south as a forage plant. Several of
the western Experiment stations have tested them and found
them an excellent soiling crop. If cut at the proper time a fine
grade of hay can be procured which is noted for its richness
in protein.
“The experiments carried on at the Wisconsin Station
last year [1900] seemed to indicate, that while a large amount
of green forage or hay could be produced, the plant matured
so late that severe frosts prevented the ripening of the beans
for seed.
“The seed used this season was northern-grown, having
been procured from Michigan; the test made largely to
determine if soy beans would ripen in Wisconsin... They
were harvested October 2 and threshed, giving a yield of 22
bushels ripe seed beans per acre...
“A portion of one plot was cut and gave a yield of 4 tons
of green forage or 2¼ tons of cured hay per acre.
“Stock of all kinds eat soy beans with a relish.” A
photo (p. 253) shows a man standing in plots of soy beans
(probably in Wisconsin).
“Barley: Sixteen varieties of barley were also tested on
the experimental plots this year. The Oderbrucker and the
Mandscheuri No. 62 have been grown for three successive
years and given excellent satisfaction. The Mandscheuri
barley was first introduced into Ontario [Canada] by the
Agricultural College at Guelph [OAC], from Russia, and the
Wisconsin Station received its original supply therefrom.”
Note 1. From this original Mandscheuri barley, Prof. Charles

A. Zavitz of the OAC produced a variety called OAC 21
in 1906; it was soon was adopted as the standard malting
variety by Canada’s brewing industry.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2008) that uses the word “Mandschurei” to refer
to Manchuria or to a plant variety. Address: Agriculturist,
Madison, Wisconsin.
253. Mukerji, Nitya Gopal. 1901. Hand-book of Indian
agriculture. Calcutta: Thacker Spink & Co. xxv + 894 p. See
p. 261, 263. Illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: Though soybeans are not listed in the index,
they are mentioned briefly in chapter 31, titled “Pulses.” “(7)
Glycine hispida, the Soya bean, bhát or Gari-kalái.
In a table on page 263 summarizing the principal facts
regarding the cultivation of 13 pulse crops, we read that
Soy bean (Gari kalai) should be sown at the beginning
of November, at the rate of 30 pounds of seed per acre.
Harvested at the end of March, a typical yield is 400 to
500 lb/acre of seed. Remarks: “This contains 400% of
albuminoids. Prof. Kinch of Cirencester drew the notice of
the Govt. of India to the fact. Grows abundantly in Manipur
and Naga hills. It is the richest pulse crop of China and
Japan. Experiments should be conducted with a view to
introduce this pulse in hilly tracts of other parts of India.”
In Chapter 32, titled “Oil-seeds” (p. 266-68) the soybean
is not mentioned. India’s main oil-seed exports (which go
mainly to England and America) are linseed (8 million cwt)
[1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds], rapeseed (4 million
cwt), til (Sesamum indicum; nearly 2 million cwt), earthnuts
([peanuts]; over 1 million cwt), and castor seed (nearly 1
million cwt).
Groundnuts are mentioned on pages 101 (ridging), 129
(ploughing), 200, 202, 266, 360, 499, 555, 625. They (plus
the oil and cake) are discussed in detail in a Chapter 38 titled
“Ground-nut (Arachis hypogaea) (p. 282-83).
Sesamum, gingelly or til are also mentioned on p. 199
and 202. The author died in 1907. Address: M.A., Prof. of
Agriculture and Agricultural Chemistry, Civil Engineering
College, Sibpur, Bengal, India.
254. Newman, C.L. 1901. Oat experiments. Arkansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 66. 23 p.
• Summary: In the section titled “Yields of crops planted
after oats were harvested” (p. 4-8), table I (p. 5) shows the
“Yields of crops planted after oats were harvested.” Soja
beans, in 3½ foot rows, yielded 2,998 pounds/acre of hay
and beans or 540 pounds/acre of beans alone. Table II (p. 6)
shows the “Value of crops planted and grown after oats were
harvested.” Soja bean hay, at $10 per ton, was worth $14.00
per acre and Soja beans, at $1 per bushel, were worth $9.00
per acre. Oats were worth $14.55/acre.
In the section titled “Fertilizing effects of preceding
crops of legumes upon oats for both hay and grain” (p.
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11+), table V (p. 12) gives results of the fertilizing effect of
four leguminous plants that were plowed in: Velvet beans,
beggar weeds, cowpeas, and soja beans. It gives two values
for “Oats following Soja Beans plowed in.” (1) Yield of hay
per acre: 2,927 lb. (2) Yield of grain (oats) per acre: 47.81
bushels. Per cent of grain to straw: 52.2. Velvet beans plowed
in gave the highest yield of yield of grain (oats). The soja
beans gave the highest proportion of grain to straw.
Table VII, “The fertilizing effect of different crops upon
the yield of oats” (p. 17) shows that “Oats following Soja
Beans, fall and spring plowed” had a yield of 35.18 bu/acre.
The conclusion of the article (p. 22) states: “1. The
following crops may be sown after oats are harvested and
give profitable returns: Cowpeas, Spanish peanuts, soja
beans, sorghum, corn, Kaffir corn, German millet, sweet
potatoes and second crop Irish potatoes.”
“7. Oats following legumes gave an increased yield of
from 33 to 49 per cent of grain and from 32 to 59 per cent
of hay, as compared with oats grown upon soils where the
preceding crop was other than a legume.” Address: B.S.,
Agriculturist, Fayetteville, Arkansas.
255. Noorden, Carl von. 1901. Die Zuckerkrankheit und
ihre Behandlung. Dritte vermehrte und veraenderte Auflage
[Diabetes and its management. 3rd ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von
August Hirschwald. 317 p. Index. 24 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: In long “Equivalent tables for white breads,”
under “Natural flours / meals” (Natürliche Mehle, p. 292)
soybeans [meal] and gluten meal are each mentioned.
Soybeans (Sojabohnen) contain 38% carbohydrates. India
Soy and China Soy are mentioned as ingredients in Prepared
meat- and fish sauces (p. 288); Harvey Sauce and Worchester
Sauce are mentioned in the same paragraph.
Soy it is not mentioned in the sections on breads and
bread substitutes (p. 231+). Also discusses: Sesame oil (p.
272), and almonds (Mandeln) (p. 231, 239, 289, 290) and
almond meal (Mandelmehl) (p. 231). Address: Prof., PhD,
Head Doctor at the State Hospital in Frankfurt am Main
[Oberarzt am staedtischen Krankenhaus in Frankfurt a. M.].
256. Phelps, C.S. 1901. Field experiments with fertilizers.
Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 13:34-61. For the year 1900.
• Summary: “Special nitrogen experiments on corn, cow
peas, and soy beans [were conducted] for the purpose
of studying the effects of nitrogen in different quantities
and combinations in fertilizers upon the yields and the
compositions of the crops.” These are a continuation
of experiments started earlier. Nitrogen was used in the
following forms: nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, and
dried blood (in organic form). Phosphoric acid (soluble) and
potash as muriate were also used. The unfertilized soy bean
plot had a yield of 8.3 bu/acre, compared of yields ranging
from 13.5 to 15.6 bu/acre for fertilized plots. The total

amount of protein produced on the unfertilized plot was only
60% of that produced on the fertilized plots. “On the whole,
experiments with soy beans seem to indicate that small
quantities of nitrogen may be profitably used in growing the
crop when the effects on both the total yields of crop and
the proportion of protein in the crop are taken into account...
Mineral fertilizers are of great value” in increasing the
yield of this crop. Address: Vice-Director of the Station and
Agriculturist, Mansfield (P.O. Storrs), Connecticut.
257. Robertson, R. 1901. Experimental Farm for the
Maritime Provinces. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 279311. For the year 1900. See p. 297.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with soja and
horse beans sown at different distances apart” (p. 297) states
that the best yield of soja beans, 4 tons 1,900 pounds per
acre, came from plants sowed in rows 28 inches apart, rather
than 21 or 35 inches apart. Fertilizer was applied at the rate
of 400 pounds per acre. Address: Nappan, Nova Scotia,
Canada.
258. Robinson, Margaret Blake. 1901. Souls in pawn: a story
of New York life. New York, Chicago, Toronto: Fleming H.
Revell Co. 308 p. 20 cm.
• Summary: A novel (copyright 1900). Chapter 16, titled
“’Chop Sui’ and Jealousy” remarks (p. 138-39): “’Chop sui
[Chop suey] for four,’ said a big, fat Chinaman at her elbow,
whose pigtail was adorned with black, rich-looking ribbons,
and whose arms were loaded with the favorite Chinese hash,
several bowls of rice, and a big tin-pot of tea. Mrs. de Rutyer
now turned her lorgnette on him, and watched him carefully
wash the cups and as carefully throw the water on the
floor,...” “Katie returned to the table to eat her ‘chop sui’...”
“Chop sui” is also mentioned on page 137. “In the
Chinese tea-rooms” [of New York’s Chinatown]: “There
were a few club-men from up-town with a couple of
fashionably dressed women, who formed a slumming party,
and felt it was all extremely interesting, and laughed as they
made a pretence of eating ‘chop sui’ with their chop-sticks.”
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (May 2014)
that uses the term “chop sui” to refer to chop suey. Address:
New York.
259. Saunders, Wm. 1901. Report of the director. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p.
5-66. For the year 1900. See p. 24.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with Soja
beans (Soja hispida)” (p. 24) states: “Three plots of onefortieth acre each were sown in rows, at different distances,
viz.: 21, 28, and 35 inches apart, to gain information on
the best distance for sowing to secure heaviest crops.” The
28-inch distance was best, yielding 12 tons 400 pounds per
acre of green fodder. Address: LL.D., Director, Dominion
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Experimental Farms, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
260. Sharpe, Thomas A. 1901. Experimental Farm for British
Columbia. Report of Superintendent. Annual Report of the
Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 435-75. For the
year 1900. See p. 450-51.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with fodder
plants” has a subsection (p. 450-51) which reads: “Soja
beans. Three plots of this bean were sown in drills, one at
21 inches apart, one at 28 inches, and one at 35 inches. The
medium distance, or 28 inches [yielding 3 tons 1,440 pounds
per acre], appears to be about right here, unless the land is
very fertile, when it would be better drilled in at 35 inches
apart.” Being very leafy, if sown to suit the conditions of
the soil, it soon shades the ground. Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Agassiz, BC, Canada.
261. Shear, Cornelius Lott. 1901. Field work of the Division
of Agrostology: A review and summary of the work done
since the organization of the division, July 1, 1895. USDA
Division of Agrostology, Bulletin No. 25. 67 p.
• Summary: A photo (plate III, before p. 13) shows a man in
a black suit, vest, and bowler derby hat, standing in a field of
soy beans, holding up one plant. The caption reads: “Chinese
soy bean (Glycine hispida var.). Grown on Potomac Flats,
Washington, DC.”
The section on the Gulf Coast states (p. 15): “The
climate of this region is so favorable to the growth of grasses
and forage plants that by proper succession pasture can be
secured during the whole year, hence it was very desirable

to ascertain what plants were best adapted to each season,
and what the most profitable succession of seeding might be.
Another question of great importance was the best method of
improving and restoring the worn-out soils by the cultivation
of the various leguminous forage plants, such as cowpeas,
soy beans (Plate III, fig. 1), and clovers, which, while
producing large crops of hay or green forage, at the same
time improve the chemical and mechanical condition of the
soil and act as fertilizers.”
Page 26 states: “On account of the growing interest in
dairying which is manifested at present in the prairie region,
considerable attention has been given to soiling crops,
the question of summer forage being an important one, as
there is usually a period during the summer when pasture is
scarce. Among the most promising plants for this purpose
cowpeas and soy beans may be mentioned. Certain varieties
of these plants have been grown with much success during
the past few years in various places, especially Kansas and
Nebraska.”
Note: Cornelius Lott Shear lived 1865-1956. Address:
Asst. Agrostologist, Grass and Forage Plant Investigations,
Div. of Agrostology, USDA.
262. Smith, Jared G. 1901. Commercial plant introduction.
Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture p.
131-44. For the year 1900. See p. 133, 138-40.
• Summary: In the section titled “Cooperation with
experiment states in plant introduction” (p. 131+) states
(p. 133): “But the cultivation of the sunflower may be
undertaken, using our improved methods and machinery,
as feed for poultry or in combination
in feeding rations; also the soy bean
for forage and hay to fatten animals.
New varieties of sunflower may be
obtained from Russia or new soy beans
from Japan to satisfy our needs in these
particulars,...”
Pages 138-39: At the California
station–”At the Amador substation,
Prof. C.H. Shinn reports... The common,
scarlet, purple, and hedge vetches also
made a very fine growth, indicating
that they are worthy of more extensive
planting in the Sierra foothills. These
vetches did even better in northern
California. The European lupines and
many forms of field peas have also done
well, as have the soy beans, cotton,
sorghums, and the Russian millets.”
Page 140: “Kansas Station–At
the Kansas experiment station... Three
varieties of soy beans from Japan did
finely, and one of them, a late variety,
produces pods without any rank or
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bitter taste, indicating that it might be developed into a good
garden vegetable.”
“Kentucky Station–At the Kentucky experiment station
three varieties of soy beans from Japan did well, and the
early maturing ones seemed especially adapted to cultivation
in Kentucky.” Note: No variety names are listed. Address:
Chief of the Section of Seed and Plant Introduction, USDA.
263. Sollewijn Gelpke, J.H.F. 1901. Obrengst en verbouwing
van droge gewassen [The yield and cultivation of dry land
crops]. In: Naar aanleiding van Staatsblad, 1878. No. 110.
Batavia: Landsdrukkerij. x + 278 p. See p. 75-177. 22 cm.
[Dut]*
• Summary: The cultivation of soya is quite easy and in Java
takes place on sawahs (wet rice fields) and clay, in contrast
to peanuts (katjang-tanah), which are grown on tegals and
sand. [Note: A tegal is a dry (not irrigated) field, near the rice
fields, but used for vegetables and other secondary crops].
Note 1. This document is cited in two ways: The second
one has the publisher as Ogilvie in Batavia and the year of
publication as 1879.
Note 2. Johann Herman Frederick Sellewijn Gelpke
lived 1844-1890.
264. Teysmannia (Batavia [Jakarta]). 1901. De
wortelknolletjes der Peulvruchten [The root nodules of
leguminous plants (Abstract)]. 11:390-97. See p. 390-91,
397. [Dut]
• Summary: Contains a long Dutch-language summary of
the following English-language article: Cottrell, H.M.; Otis,
D.H.; Haney, J.G. 1900. “Farm Department. Soil inoculation
for soy beans.” Kansas Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 96.
p. 97-116. May. The word “soybeans” is translated as katjang
kadeleh and Soya boonen.
265. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1901. Experiment station
work, XVIII. No. 133. 32 p. See p. 27-28.
• Summary: The section titled “Profitable crops for pigs”
states: “Alfalfa and soy beans have also proved useful as
drought-resisting crops. The feeding value of these crops
has been tested by the Kansas Station for several years with
some 300 pigs.” The grain ration, which usually consists of
Kafir corn, has been supplemented with soy beans and other
feeds (p. 27). “Kafir corn fed with alfalfa, soy beans, or skim
milk is eaten readily until the pigs are thoroughly finished,
and lots thus fatten evenly” (p. 28)
“When soy beans were fed with Kafir corn in the
proportion of 1 to 4 there was an increase in gain from
14.6 to 96.4 per cent. ‘Pigs fed soy beans fatten rapidly,
look thrifty, have strong appetites, and the hair and skin are
glossy, like those of animals fed oil meal. The soy bean is a
rich feed, and we do not recommend more than one-fifth to
one-third of the ration to be made of the beans. Soy beans
may be fed whole, mixed with the other grain, or unthrashed

beans–stalk and all–may be thrown to the hogs and they will
quickly pick out the beans’” (p. 28). Address: Washington,
DC.
266. Wehmer, Carl. 1901. Die Pilzgattung Aspergillus
in morphologischer, physiologischer und systematischer
Beziehung unter besonderer Beruecksichtigung der
mitteleuropaeischen Species [The mold genus Aspergillus,
from morphological, physiological, and systematic points of
view, with special attention to the middle European species].
Memoires de la Societe de Physique et d’Histoire Naturelle
de Geneve 33(4):1-157. [225* ref. Ger]
Address: Hannover, Germany.
267. Wuchino, A.E. 1901. Soia [Soya: As one of the best
food and feed products from the plant world]. Tiflis (Tiblisi),
Republic of Georgia: K.P. Kozlovsky (Ave. Golovin, No.
12). 45 p. 26 cm. [Rus]
• Summary: Page 12 states: The information about growing
soybeans in Transcaucasia is very poor, but the first planting
was done in the 1870s. G. Sturua obtained some varieties of
soybeans from Tokyo, Japan, via his brother. He gave some
of these seeds to the Tblisi Botanical Garden [in Georgia]. In
1898 at the agricultural school in Kutaisi, they conducted a
good soybean trial.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April
2008) concerning soybeans in the Republic of Georgia,
or the cultivation of soybeans in Georgia. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Georgia, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Georgia (1898 in Kutaisi). The
source of these soybeans is unknown, but they may have
come from Japan. It is not clear whether or not the soybean
seeds were cultivated at the Tblisi Botanical Garden. They
probably were, but we cannot be certain.
Note 4. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Central Asia (Transcaucasia),
or the cultivation of soybeans in Transcaucasia. This
document contains the 2nd earliest date seen for soybeans in
Central Asia or the cultivation of soybeans in Central Asia
(1870s). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 4. Kutaisi (or Kutais) is a city in western Georgia
on both banks of the Rioni River about 65 miles (105 km)
northeast of Batumi.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (May 2008)
that mentions G. Sturua. How can we learn more about his
life and work with soybeans? For more details, see Tupikova
1930. Address: Georgia.
268. Yeo, I. Burney. 1901. Food in health and disease. 8th
ed. Chicago, Illinois: W.T. Keener & Co. viii + 592 p. See p.
383-84, 394, 399. Illust. Index. 18 cm.
• Summary: A reprint of the June 1896 ed. Address: M.D.,
F.R.C.P., Prof. of Clinical Therapeutics, King’s College,
London; Physician to King’s College Hospital [London,
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England].
269. Zavitz, C.A. 1901. Report of the experimentalist.
Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm
(Guelph), Annual Report 26:96-125. For the year 1900. See
p. 108-09, 116-17, 120.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy, soja or Japanese
beans” (p. 108-09) states: “About eighteen years ago, Prof.
Georgeson, then connected with the Agricultural College in
the State of Kansas, imported from Japan 15 varieties of the
Soy Beans, with which he conducted practical experiments
on the Experiment Station grounds, and found that five of the
varieties gave good results. Seed of these five varieties was
imported from Kansas some eight years ago for growing in
our experimental plots; and the Yellow Soy Bean has given
decidedly the best results among the five varieties which
we obtained from Kansas. A few years ago, the Agricultural
College of Massachusetts also imported a number of
varieties of the Soy Beans from Japan, and three of these
have been tested in our experimental grounds. For four years
in succession we have tested the Yellow Soy variety which
we obtained from Kansas, and the Medium Green, Extra
Early Dwarf, and American Coffee Berry, which we obtained
originally from Massachusetts. In the production of grain,
the Yellow Soy variety has produced 19.2 bushels of grain
per acre in the tests of 1900. Of the different varieties under
experiment in recent years, the Extra Early Dwarf has been
the earliest, the Yellow Soy the second earliest, the American
Coffee Berry the third earliest, and the Medium Green the
latest to reach maturity. In many of the localities in Ontario,
the Medium Green variety of Soy Beans would be too
slow in maturing to produce seed, except in very favorable
seasons. We believe that the Yellow Soy variety will give
good results in Ontario.”
The section titled “Annual crops for pasture” (p. 116-17)
states that 21 different crops were tested, including “yellow
Soy beans,” buckwheat, millet, Kafir corn, grass peas, cow
peas, and rape. A table (p. 117) shows the results: As a
pasture crop, Yellow Soy beans yielded 3.3 tons per acre in
five cuttings, compared with 10 tons for hairy vetches (the
highest yielders) and 7.2 tons for grass peas (the second
highest).
The section titled “Some fodder crops” (p. 120)
notes that for five years in succession, six fodder crops
were carefully tested. Yellow Soy Beans gave the second
highest average yield (8.0 tons of green crop per acre),
behind Egyptian Peas (8.6 tons)–ahead of Grass peas and
Crimson Clover. Address: B.S.A., Experimentalist, Ontario
Agricultural College [Guelph, Ontario, Canada].

• Summary: “Although the Ontario Agricultural and
Experimental Union was started in 1880 there appears to
have been no definite system of experimental work until
1884, when Dr. Hare arranged a plan of action and nine
or ten ex-students volunteered to assist in conducting
experiments. By the end of 1885 not many results of the cooperative experiments had yet been obtained, as only three
complete reports of one year’s work had been received...” (p.
12).
A table titled “List of experiments for 1900” (p. 13),
under “Grain crops” includes “Testing three varieties of Soy
or Japanese beans–3 plots.”
In the section on “Grain crops” a table (p. 16) shows
that nine tests were conducted on “Soja, or Japanese beans.”
Medium Green (estimated value 89), yielded 1.9 tons/acre of
straw and 26.9 bu/acre of grain. American Coffee Berry (E.V.
100), 1.1 tons/acre of straw and 23.3 bu/acre of grain. Extra
Early Dwarf (E.V. 63), 0.7 tons/acre of straw and 15.0 bu/
acre of grain.
The subsection titled “Soy, soja, or Japanese beans” (p.
17-18) includes a summary and notes that the yields for each
variety are slightly higher than in the previous year. Address:
B.S.A., Agricultural College, Guelph, Ontario [Canada].
271. Zehntner, L. 1901. De Kedelehboorder. (Agromyza
spec.?) [The soybean borer or Agromyza phaseoli fly
(Agromyza species?)]. Indische Natuur (De) 1(7-8):113-24.
Sept. [Dut]
• Summary: Discusses the behavior, damage, and control of
this insect pest [also called French bean fly]. A nice 4-part
illustration (p. 122) shows the (a) fly (greatly enlarged), (b)
the full-grown larva, (c) the pupa (enlarged), and (d) the
pupa inside the stem of a soybean plant. Views (a-c) are

270. Zavitz, C.A. 1901. Report of the co-operative
experiments in agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and
Experimental Union, Annual Report 22:12-23. For the year
1900. See p. 13, 16, 17-18.
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enlarged 15 times, view (b) is enlarged 7 times.
Dr. Zehntner was in Indonesia in 1897-1900. P. van
der Goot (1930) says of Dr. Zehntner: “Little information
is available in the literature on the Agromyza of soybean in
the tropics... Zehntner (1900) was the first researcher to pay
attention to these pests, and wrote in ‘De Indische Natuur’
a concise description [with an illustration {line drawing},
p. 122] of this insect and gave a scientific name Agromyza
soya Zehntner... As with every pioneering work, either in
entomology or other fields, the work of Zehntner had some
inaccuracies, and it seemed advisable to investigate the
subject once again.”
“Zehntner thought this insect to be the same as soybean
stemborer because he found the larvae in the pith of older
plants.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2007)
that mentions an insect of the genus Agromyza in connection
with soybeans. Address: Dr.
272. Photograph of Kintaro Oshima with colleagues at
Göttingen University, Germany. 1901? Undated.
• Summary: This undated group photograph was
taken at the University of Göttingen (in the town
of Göttingen, central Germany) in about 1901, the
year Peter A. Yoder graduated with his PhD degree.
Kintaro Oshima (relatively short in height) is the
2nd person from the left, standing. The location
appears to be a chemistry classroom. The photo
was apparently taken by Peter Yoder, who studied at this
university from 1899 to 1901, when he received his PhD
degree. Back in the United States, Yoder worked for 20
years as an agricultural chemist and technologist for USDA’s
Bureau of Plant Industry.
On the back of the photo, each of the 16 persons in it has
signed his name and place of origin. For example: “Kintaro
Oshima, Sapporo, Japan.” Note: He also wrote (vertically)
in Japanese: Ooshima Kintaro, Dai Nippon Teikoku [Empire
of Japan], Sapporo.” “B.B. Ross, Auburn, Alabama. Charles
A. Browne, Jr., State College, Pennsylvania. A.J. Gibson,
Queensland, Australia.” It was a multinational group: Four
people were from Russia, two from Holland, two from
Göttingen, and one each from Hannover, Germany, Java
(Dutch East Indies), France, and Australia.
Note: Oshima’s name appears in our SoyaScan database
in nine different records from 1909 (USDA Bulletin titled “A
digest of Japanese investigations on the nutrition of man”,
suggesting he was in Japan at the time) to a 1914 article on
“The presence of creatinine in beans” published in Journal of
the Tokyo Chemical Society. The photo was sent to Soyinfo
Center in Feb. 2008 by Chris Yoder of Michigan. Dr. Peter
A. Yoder (born 21 Aug. 1867 in LaGrange Co., Indiana;
died 20 July 1929 in Washington, DC; buried in Ft. Lincoln
Cemetery, Washington, DC) was Chris Yoder’s grandfather’s
uncle.

273. Jeffrey, J.W. ed. 1902. The land. Orchard, farm, garden,
rancho and stockyard: Practical poultry points. Los Angeles
Times. Jan. 3. p. 12.
• Summary: “A breeder, whose statement we find credited
to ‘exchange,’ says that he has been feeding soy beans to
his poultry for the past season, and the flavor can be readily
detected in both the eggs and flesh. As we do not know the
flavor of the soy bean, we might not be able to detect it,...”
274. Parsons, Adrian A. 1902. Soy beans. Ohio Farmer
101(3):43. Jan. 16.
• Summary: “(Hendricks Co., Indiana, latitude 39.75 degs.)
“Seven consecutive crops without a single failure,
having fed them to all kinds of stock in all stages of growth
with most gratifying results. Is the soy bean in this latitude in
the experimental stage? If so when will it pass it? When the
men that discuss agriculture under the awnings of the corner
grocery agree that book farming pays, I suspect.
“I believe all that has been written about their feeding
value is true, and while a full crop cannot be made without
rain, they gave us much better results for labor last season
than any other crop we had planted, and as to their effect as
soil renovators, I think Purdue University’s exhibit at Indiana
state fair would be conclusive proof of their superiority.
The exhibit was made to show the nodules on the roots of
all common legumes, secured by inoculation with nitrogen
spores, but the roots themselves were an object lesson, the
single soy bean stalk had more roots than the clovers and
peas combined.
“Those only who farm intensively will succeed with soy
beans. The man who grows two crops on the same ground at
the same time, with one of them weeds, should never try soy
beans; better try cowpeas, or better sell out and give all his
time to politics.
“Soy beans I believe have a place on every farm, the
place now filled by oil meal, cotton seed meal and gluten
feeds, because they can be produced so much cheaper. The
amount grown must be decided by the individual. If he has
plenty of land, and follows a long rotation, and can grow
clover, much of his protein can be secured that way with less
labor, but if his acres are limited and his rotation most be
short, then the soy bean, the quickest and greatest of all the
legumes will fill the bill.
“I think they will grow wherever common corn
will mature. I have sent seed to Wisconsin that made a
satisfactory crop the first season, and I have sold seed that
was planted within four miles of us that made a complete
failure; weeds and rabbits took them. A little cultivation at
the right time is the geography of success. I have no seed to
sell this year as other feeds are so scarce and high that our
entire crop will be required for home use.–A.A. Parsons.”
Note: Adrian Parsons says he has grown seven
consecutive crops of soy beans without a single failure. If
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he started in 1895, then 1901 (the last year he could have
had a crop) would be his 7th year. Address: Hendricks Co.,
Indiana.
275. Faber’s. 1902. Faber’s (Ad). San Francisco Chronicle.
Jan. 17. p. 14.
• Summary: “Worcestershire sauce–2 bottles 30¢. Lea &
Perrins’ and Marshall’s.”
276. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1902.
Seeds and plants imported through the Section of Seed and
Plant Introduction for distribution in cooperation with the
agricultural experiment stations. Numbers 4351 to 5500. No.
9. 79 p. Jan. 18. Also titled USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Bulletin No. 5.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida.
4628. “From Massachusetts. Received March 13, 1900.
Medium green. Distributed.”
4912-4914. “A collection of soy beans from Japan.
Received March 23, 1900. They are as follows:
“4912. Common. Distributed.
“4913. Best White. Distributed.
“4914. Best Green. Distributed.”
4980. “From Yokohama, Japan. Received March 27,

1900. A collection of vegetable seeds presented by Suzuki &
Iida, New York City. Early soja.”
5039. “From Paris, France. Received March 30, 1900.
Presented by Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. Extra early blackseeded. A very early maturing strain.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) by
or related to the USDA Bureau of Plant Industry.
Note 2. This is the document earliest seen in this series
with an issue date (Jan. 18, 1902) printed on the cover.
Address: Washington, DC.
277. Makino, T. 1902. Observations on the flora of Japan.
Botanical Magazine (Tokyo) 16(179):34-35. Jan. 20. [42 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: Gives numerous early references concerning
Glycine Soja, Dolichos Soja Linn., Soja hispida Moench,
Glycine hispida Maxim., Soja japonica, Sooja japonica Sieb.,
and Daidsu. Habitat: Japan, widely cultivated, having various
forms. There are not any wild forms in Japan. “Soja” was
derived from “Shoyu” or Soy, a kind of sauce made of boiled
seeds of this plant and fermented wheat, commonly used by
Japanese.
Glycine (Soja) ussuriensis. Glycine Soja, Soja
angustifolia, Johnia javanica, Glycine javanica, Phaseolus
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lathyroides. This species is never in cultivation and the seed
grains are useless hence the specific name “Soja” given to
it is very inappropriate. Probably a variety of the preceding
species.
278. W.H.L. 1902. Soy beans for hogs (Letter to the editor).
Rural New-Yorker 61(2713):52. Jan. 25. Oversize.
• Summary: “W.H.L., New Paris, Ohio.–Are Soy beans a
good hog food? How are they raised and fed? Are there any
other crops that I can plant in the early Spring or Summer
that will give me better results as a hog food?
“Ans.–We have raised Soy beans and fed them green
to pigs. They were well eaten. Some farmers report good
success with these beans as a dry feed. They are grown in
drills, like other varieties of beans, cut and cured in the usual
way. The beans are then thrashed out, ground into a meal and
mixed with bran or shorts. We prefer cow peas to Soy beans.
They are surer to make a crop, and will grow on poorer land.
They make a good hog pasture. Dwarf Essex rape can be
sown like turnips at any time from the opening of Spring to
the middle of August. It makes a fine hog pasture, but cannot
be cured for hay or Winter feed.” Address: New Paris, Ohio.
279. McCoy, Thomas. 1902. Notes and queries: Soy beans–
Cowpeas. Ohio Farmer 101(5):98. Jan. 30.
• Summary: “Why do growers not advertise their seed in The
Farmer and let us farmers who want seed buy it from first
hands?–Thos. McCoy, Volant, Pennsylvania.
“A good suggestion. Those who have the right kind
of seed–early and medium early–should advertise in good
time.” Address: Volant, Pennsylvania.
280. Way, J.L. 1902. Notes and queries: Soy beans. Ohio
Farmer 101(5):98. Jan. 30.
• Summary: “Will A.A. Parsons please tell us more about
soy beans, the kind he sows, how he puts them in, the
amount of seed to the acre, and how he harvests and threshes
them? I put in 2½ acres last season, but did not get them
into the ground until July 1. I put them in with the grain
drill, every other hold closed. I cut them the 2d of October
and cured them for hay. The pods were just forming. I had
6 heavy loads of bright, nice hay. I am holding them to feed
a bunch of ewes that have just commenced to yean, Jan.
20–J.L. Way, Geauca Co., O. 41½ degs.”
Note: To “yean” means (of a sheep or goat) to give birth
to (a lamb or kid). Address: Geauga Co., Ohio.
281. Boehmer (L.) & Co. 1902. Wholesale catalogue: 19021903. Yokohama, Japan. 44 p. Illust. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The section titled “Plants and seeds of economic
value” (p. 30+) gives the first detailed information seen
(July 2014) in a Japanese seed catalog about the different
varieties of soy-beans as follows: In large letters near just
below the section title we read: “We are in a position to fill

special contracts for the following food-, fodder-, vegetable-,
and other plants, which are used in the textile and other
industries.”
After describing 3 types each of rice and millet the text
continues: “Soy-bean. Dolichos soya L. Jap. nom. [Japanese
name(s)] Daidzu and O-mame. These Jap. soybeans have
been well acclimatized in Central Europe and there yield
very fine crops.” Three types, based on seed color, are
described:
(1) “The white Soy-bean. Jap. nom. Shiro Mame. The
following varieties are recommendable: Five-months bean.
Goguwatsu Mame. Ripening in July. Summer bean. Wase or
Natsu Mame. Small seeded, early. Middle-late bean. Nakate
Mame. Larger in seed than the foregoing. Late bean. Okute
Mame. Bullet bean. Maru Mame. Very valuable as horse
feed. Gun bean. Teppo Mame. This kind is principally used
to make the famous Soyu-sauce” [shoyu, soy sauce].
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2012)
that uses the term “Soyu-sauce (regardless of capitalization
or hyphenation) to refer to soy sauce.
(2) “The black Soya-beans. Kuro Mame. Round middlelate bean. Kuro-Teppo Mame. Green Mame. Nicuri [Nikuri]
Sei. Green throughout. Pale green–Kaje [Kage] Mame.
Round seeds.”
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(3) “Speckled Soya-beans. Jap. nom. Fuiri Mame. Green
and black bean. Kuro-Kura Kake-Mame. Green and brown
bean. Aka-Kura Kake-Mame. Flat and long bean. Yellowgreen bean. Fuiri Mame. Marked with many dark spots.”
Other food legumes on this page include: Sword bean–
Dolichos incurva, nata mame. Ray-fruited dwarf bean–
Phaseolus radiatus, adsuki [azuki], small pealike bean of
very fine fine flavor and therefore very popular. Phaseolus
typicus–Oku Adzuki–Very large seeded bean. Phaseolus
pendulus–Kuro Adsuki–Black fruited. Shiro Adsuki–
White fruited. Tsuru Adsuki–Twining bean. Phaseolus
subtrilobatus–Bundo [Yayenari], bearing each from 4 to 6
hanging pods. Also (p. 31): Pueraria Thunbergi–Kudzu.
Note 1. The above information on soybean varieties and
other economic plants appears to have been taken in large
part from any of three books about Japan by Johann J. Rein
published from 1884 to 1889, especially his 1889 book.
Photos show: (1) A characteristic Japanese garden,
with many stone lanterns and trees, and people walking
along the stone pathways around the central pond. (2) A
Japanese woman seated, packing bulbs into baskets. (3) The
company’s packing department, showing many Japanese and
European workers and trays of bulbs. (4) A bamboo-walk in
Japan.
Note 3. The title page of this catalog states:
“Nurserymen & exporters. The only European nursery firm
established in Japan. Established in 1882. Cable address:
Boehmer Yokohama.” It suggests that the company’s main
business is in “lily-bulbs, iris, peonies, and other Japanese
flower roots.” Page 1 states that this is the first Boehmer
catalog in which “photo-arto-prints” appear. Page 3 notes:
“Prices are quoted and will be charged in Yen and Sen, 1 ¥ =
100 sen. The value of the Yen is subject to slight fluctuations,
but about equal to 0.50 Gold $; 2 shillings; 2 Mark; 1 Rubel
[sic, Ruble]; 2.50 Frcs. [French francs]; 1.20 Fl. [Florins,
probably Austria-Hungary], etc.” Address: Nos. 5 and 28
Bluff, Yokohama, Japan.
282. Duggar, J.F. 1902. Cowpea culture. Alabama
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 118. 40 p. Jan.
• Summary: In the summary we read (p. 4): “At Auburn the
yield of forage has averaged higher from cowpeas than from
velvet beans, soy beans or beggar weed.”
Hay from cowpeas is called “peavine hay.”
Contents: Introduction. Time for planting cowpeas.
Preparation for planting. Subsoiling (Note: Also called deep
tillage; using an implement to loosen and break up soil at
depths below the level of a traditional disk harrow or plow.
Subsoiling improves growth in all crops, especially where
soil compaction is a problem, because roots penetrate soil
layers deeper to reach moisture and nutrients). Drilling
versus sowing broadcast. Varieties (incl. Clay, Black-eye,
Iron, New Era, Red Ripper, Whipporwill). Size of seed
(a “table gives the weight of 100 cowpeas of the varieties

grown in 1901, and also the calculated number of seeds
in a bushel of 60 pounds”). Where to get seed (names of
seedsmen / seed houses): The hay yield of varieties of
cowpeas, proportion of seed and hulls in unshelled cowpeas.
Effects of lime on cowpeas. Fertilizer experiment. Is nitrogen
advantageous in a fertilizer for cowpeas. Forms of phosphate
for cowpeas. Nutritive value of cowpeas and cowpea vines:
Cowpeas versus velvet beans as forage, cowpeas versus
beggar weed and soja beans as forage. Cowpeas in mixtures
for hay. Most profitable method of utilizing cowpeas as stock
food. Methods of harvesting cowpea seed. Curing cowpea
hay. Composition of the different parts of the cowpea plant.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2008) that contains the word “subsoiling,” which
refers to turning, breaking, or stirring the subsoil, which
is the layer of soil just below the topsoil. Subsoiling was
later called “deep tilling,” and it has been found to increase
soybean yields in clay soil. Address: Agriculturist, Auburn,
Alabama.
283. Lindsey, Joseph B. 1902. Concentrated feed-stuffs.
Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 78. 40 p. Jan. See p. 39.
• Summary: Contents: Definition of terms (incl. nonnitrogenous extract matter, nutritive ratio, digestibility). Why
concentrated feeds are fed. Classification. Manufacture of
concentrated feeds: Class I–Cottonseed meal (bright yellow;
it has been decorticated and pressed to remove as much oil
as possible), linseed meals, gluten products (gluten meal,
gluten feed, germ feed). Class II–Distillers’ dried grains,
brewers’ dried grains, malt sprouts. Class III–The wheat
kernel, milling process of wheat, wheat offal (bran, standard
middlings, red dog, flour middlings, mixed feed, H-O dairy
feed. Class IV–Cerealine feed, hominy meal or hominy, corn
bran (formerly chop feed), quaker dry feed, oat fed, corn and
oat feed, and provender, H-O horse feed. Protein standards
(percentage of protein in each feed stuff; cottonseed meal is
the highest at 43%, followed by new-process linseed meal
at 37%, old-process linseed meal at 35%, gluten meal at
34-38%), gluten feed at 25%, etc.). Results of inspection.
Discussion of results. Miscellaneous feed-stuffs. Economic
feeds and rations. Topics of interest.
Under “Topics of interest” (p. 39) we read: “The
farm has been aptly called the ‘carbohydrate factory,’ the
principle fodder crops produced being hay, corn fodder,
corn (grain) and similar materials–all low in protein and
high in carbohydrates. The problem confronting the milk
producer is how to economically secure sufficient of the
costly but necessary protein to supplement the home-grown
carbohydrates.
“Suggestions offered... Medium green soy beans may
be grown by themselves for green forage, or together with
corn for silage, providing the corn and bean mixture can be
successfully cut with a corn harvester, an experiment not as
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yet tried by the writer. It is not believed to be economical to
grow them by themselves as a silage crop, for the reason that
the increased cost of handling them, more than makes up for
the extra protein furnished. Corn and beans have been found
to make a very desirable silage mixture, containing 2.5 per
cent of the protein against 1.7 for corn along. Soy beans are
not economical as a seed crop, it being cheaper to purchase
protein in the form of cottonseed or other protein meals.”
“How the parts [of corn] are separated. The corn is
first soaked in quite dilute, warm sulfurous acid water. It is
then ground by being pressed with water thru mills to carry
off the substance in suspension. Degerminating machinery
removes the germs at this point. The germs are dried and
crushed between rolls, and the oil pressed out, leaving the
residue in cakes. It is exported as Corn Germ Cake or sold
in this country as Germ Oil Meal. After degermination the
suspended mass is bolted thru sieves separating the hull,
bran, and some light-weight and broken germs from the
starch and gluten. These materials pressed and dried were
formerly sold as Chop Feed, but are now known as Fancy
Corn Bran. The starch and gluten are run into concentrating
tanks and then passed very slowly thru long shallow troughs.
The starch settles down like wet lime in these troughs, while
the hard, flinty portion or gluten floats off into receivers, is
concentrated, and finally pressed in heavy filter cloths, run
thru steam dryers, and appears as Gluten Meal” (p. 10-11).
An illustration (p. 10) shows a cross-section of a kernel of
corn with the parts labeled: Husk or skin, layer of gluten
cells, germ, starch. Address: Ph.D., Chemist (Foods and
Feeding).
284. Rimini, Enrico. 1902. Il pane e le paste alimentari
pei diabetici [Bread and pasta for diabetics]. Archivio di
Farmacologia Sperimentale e Scienze Affini 1(1):30-46. Jan.;
1(2):66-79. Feb. [22 ref. Ita]
• Summary: The first part of the two-part article contains a
long section on gluten bread, including original nutritional
analyses and detailed information about the analytical
process used. This bread is sold in Rome.
Part two contains long sections on soy bread (Pane di
soia, p. 66-72) and gluten pasta (p. 72-79), also with original
nutritional analyses. Address: Dott., Laboratorio Chimica
dello Sanita, Ministero dell’Interno [Italy].
285. Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. 1902. Descriptive
catalogue... for 1902. Yokohama, Japan. 80 p. Illust. Index.
26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this English-language catalog
is an illustration of a flowering cherry tree (Prunus Pseudocerasus) blooming. In the section “Price list of seeds” (p.
72+) is a subsection (p. 76) titled “Some vegetable seeds.”
The contents (incl. the entry for “soy bean”) is identical to
that in the 1901 catalog. Address: P.O. Box No. 72. Nos. 2135 Nakamura, Yokohama, Japan.

286. Brown (Waldo F.). 1902. Send 10¢ for 40-page booklet
(Ad). Rural New-Yorker 61(2714):76. Col. 2.7. Feb. 1.
Oversize.
• Summary: “Tells how to grow seven tons of sorghum
hay per acre. Chapters on Soy bean, cow pea, beet and
strawberry culture. All about cement laying. Illustrated plan
of hog-house. Price-list free. Box 6.
“Waldo F. Brown, Oxford. Ohio.”
Note: Is the title of this book Success in Farming: A
Series of Practical Talks with Farmers. If it is, the author’s
full name is Waldo Franklin Brown. Address: Oxford, Ohio.
287. Early Black: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Buckshot (Ball 1907). 1902. Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: J.P.B.; Plumb, C.S. 1902. “Raising
pigs by hand: soy beans” (Letter to the editor). Rural NewYorker 61(2714):784. Feb. 1. “I sowed 10 varieties of cow
peas, Velvet beans and Soy beans last year. The Early Black
Soy bean was the earliest I sowed August 1; had full-sized
beans when frost came.”
Towar, J.D. 1902. “Cowpeas, soy beans and winter
vetch.” Michigan Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 199.
p. 165-74. April. See p. 172. “The Medium Green, under
favorable conditions, will ripen in the central and southern
part [of Michigan], while the Early Black will require a little
longer season.”
Orton, W.A. 1902. “Some diseases of the cowpea. I. The
wilt disease of the cowpea and its control.” USDA Bureau
of Plant Industry, Bulletin. No. 17. p. 1-22. April. See p. 18.
“Early Black, from France, S.P.I. No. 5039.–A small and
early variety that fruited well, but made a poor growth.”
Webber, Herbert J.; Orton, W.A. 1902. “Some
diseases of the cowpea. II. A cowpea resistant to root knot
(Heterodera radicicola).” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Bulletin No. 17. p. 23-35. April. See p. 35. Four soybean
varieties (including Early Black, S.P.I. No. 5039) were grown
in the same experimental field as the cowpeas, on nematode
and wilt infested soil. All four were “badly affected” by the
nematodes. Note: These soybeans were apparently grown on
the farm of Mr. T.S. Williams, Monetta, South Carolina.
Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass seeds.
West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. See p. 6. Varieties: “Early
Black or No. 6. This variety was originated by our Mr.
Evans. Beans medium to large, nearly round, black. Plant
very erect, compact and stiff, height 2 to 2½ feet. Matures in
70 to 90 days. Beans very rich in oil, but contain less protein
than any of the others. A good cropper and popular in this
state.”
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27. See
p. 12. States that Early Black is a synonym for Buckshot.
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288. E.B.D. [Evan B. Davis]. 1902. Soy beans will be
valuable this season (Letter to the editor). Indiana Farmer
62(5):3. Feb. 1.
• Summary: This is the first of three letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department–Give experience
in growing, harvesting and feeding soy beans. Give all
information possible.”
“1st Premium [first prize].–Many articles are being
printed in some of our agricultural papers on soy beans,
which are written by parties who have had one or two
years’ experience, and in many instances the information
given is entirely erroneous and misleading. After five years’
experimenting [i.e., since about 1897 or 1898] planting
each year for 5 to 15 acres and on soils of varying degrees
of fertility, from that which would yield 90 bushels of corn
to that which would not yield 20 bushels, I still find there is
much to be learned, but will give the ‘Farmer’ readers the
benefit of my experiments which have cost me many hard
days’ labor and considerable cash outlay. The first and most
important question to be settled is, what variety is best for
all purposes? Out of ten or a dozen varieties tested, I am
positive none will equal the Early Yellow, or Dwarf. While
it will not produce as much forage or seed as the Medium or
Mammoth, it is a sure crop for Indiana and the other varieties
are not.
“The Earliest yield from 10 to 40 bushels per acre, equal
in feeding value to about three times that number of bushels
of corn, and at same time benefiting the soil, so that no
rotation would be necessary in bean culture, I have planted
at various periods, from last week of April to first day of
September, and find the earlier planting best, providing the
soil is warm and in good condition. The Early Yellow will
stand a hard frost without serious injury, so when early
pasture is desired a small patch may be planted before all
danger of frost is past, but the proper time is about May 20.
I had some sown with rape seed the 1st of September, last
fall, and they made growth enough to furnish considerable
pasture. In planting I use the Farquhar combination corn and
bean drill, putting the rows 2½ feet apart, with beans 5 to 8
inches apart. Planted this distance, one bushel of seed will
plant 3 acres. Two or 3 cultivations, with harrow or weeder,
is all I ever give them, after which they usually crowd out
all weeds. Harvesting has proven the hardest part of bean
culture I have yet found. When cut for hay, about half the
pods should be ripe. Cut with mower with clover buncher
attached, put in shocks of about 100 lbs. each immediately,
and leave to cure thoroughly, which they will do in about a
week. Do not worry about their moulding or being spoiled by
rain, because every trial has proven entirely satisfactory.
“If left to cure in the sun, the leaves will all shatter and
the best of the hay is lost. If the crop is for seed, it should
be left until every pod is ripe and all the leaves have fallen.
Then they may be cut with mower, or harvested with bean
harvester, and immediately threshed. All concave teeth

should be removed and the machine run half speed, when
but few seed will be split. Watch that seed does not heat
after it is threshed, for if it does it is ruined for both planting
and feeding. The best results in feeding are obtained by
grinding with corn or oats, one bushel of beans to three
bushels of corn, or they may be fed without grinding, before
or after threshing. They are an ideal crop to be pastured by
hogs, cows or sheep. If cut for hay, at proper stage, no bran,
cottonseed or other mill feeds need be supplied when the
bean hay is fed.
“A crop possessing so much merit and feeding value,
and so few insect enemies, cannot fail to find a place
on every up-to-date farm. It will be specially valuable
this season as it will be ready to feed two months before
corn, and those who have feed to buy know what such an
advantage as this will mean.”
Note 1. At the end of the three letters we read (p. 11):
“Premiums of $1, 75 cents, and 50 cents are given for the
first, second, and third best articles for the Experience
Department each week.” Topics for discussion in the next
three issues of the “Farmer” are then described.
Note 2. In a letter of 23 Aug. 2000 to William Shurtleff,
Lee Parsons explains that the initials of the author, E.B.D.,
almost certainly stood for Evan B. Davis, Adrian’s son-inlaw who married Adrian’s daughter Ethel. Lee consulted
the 1900 Federal census and found no other adult male in
Hendricks County with initials that would possibly match.
In 1902 Evan B. Davis was a prominent farmer in Hendricks
County; in 1912 he moved to Alabama. The style makes it
clear that the letter was not ghost-written by Adrian Parsons.
Adrian’s style was “wooly.” For further information, consult
Lee’s note for item #3 in “The Notebook of Adrian Parsons.”
Address: Hendricks County, Indiana.
289. J.P.B.; Plumb, C.S. 1902. Raising pigs by hand: soy
beans (Letter to the editor). Rural New-Yorker 61(2714):784.
Feb. 1. Oversize.
• Summary: 1. What variety of Soy beans is the earliest?
I would like something that will mature in three months. I
sowed 10 varieties of cow peas, Velvet beans and Soy beans
last year. The Early Black Soy bean was the earliest I sowed
August 1; had full-sized beans when frost came. 2. How and
what is best to feed new born pigs when necessary to wean
them when born? It often happens that I have more than
sows can care for, but all attempts to raise them have failed.
Flemington, N.J., J.P.B.
“1. At the Indiana Experiment Station we have tried such
varieties of Soy beans as could be secured during the several
years past. In 1900, when the weather conditions were most
natural, we found a variety known as Early White to mature
earliest, it being ripe on August 31. The plants ranged from
18 to 24 inches high, and yielded a small amount of seed
and forage. Another variety, Yellow Soy, was ripe September
8, and yielded fairly well, and the plants ranged from 28
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to 30 inches high. Edamane [sic, Edamame] Soy was ripe
September 15, and produced a good yield of forage, but a
poor yield of seed, the plants ranging from 34 to 38 inches.
In our experience the earliest varieties have not been the
most desirable, because they lack forage and yield of crop.
“2. My personal experience has shown that it is difficult
to raise new-born pigs by artificial means. Perhaps others
may have had more success than the writer...”
“C.S. Plumb.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Early Black. Address: 1.
Flemington, New Jersey; 2. Indiana Agric. Exp. Station.
290. L.W. 1902. Experience [with soy beans] dates from the
“Indiana Farmer” distribution (Letter to the editor). Indiana
Farmer 62(5):3. Feb. 1.
• Summary: This is the second of three letters published
under the bold heading: “Experience department–Give
experience in growing, harvesting and feeding soy beans.
Give all information possible.”
“2d Premium.–My experience with the soy bean dates
from the time the ‘Indiana Farmer’ sent sample packages of
the beans to its subscribers about 5 years ago [i.e. in about
1897-1898]. I have been raising them every year since then,
planting more every year. As a source of protein there is
nothing a farmer in this section can raise that will compare
with them, and every animal on the farm will eat them. The
Dwarf soy bean seems to do the best in the central part of the
State, producing the most seed, but not so much forage as the
Medium, for which the season is not long enough to mature
the seed. When to plant: Do not plant too early. Wait till the
ground is warm. From the 20th of May till the 10th of June
would be the proper time. Work the ground down fine and
firm with harrow, roller and drag, making it as smooth and
level as possible, to facilitate harvesting.
“For planting I use a two horse corn drill, going over
the field once, and then returning and going over the second
time, drilling between the rows already planted and making
the rows 22 inches apart. This is rather close, but it is the
best that can be done with a 3-ft. 8-in. planter. But by using
a steady horse they can be cultivated very well. Do not plant
too deep, 1½ and 2 inches is deep enough. Do not plant in
a farrow, but put on top, setting the drill so it will plant the
bean about 3 to 4 inches apart in the row for a seed crop; but
for a hay or ensilage crop they can be planted with a wheat
drill set so the beans will be about 2 inches in the rows.
Should a heavy rain fall after planting, and the ground bakes
hard before the beans get through, take a light iron harrow
or weeder and go over to break the crust; otherwise they will
come up poorly on clay ground. When the beans are about
3 inches high, if the ground is hard, I would use a one horse
cultivator with 14 small teeth, to loosen the soil without
throwing the dirt too much. After this would use the weeder
or harrow, unless the ground would get packed again, when

I would use the cultivator followed by the weeder, till the
plants get 8 or 10 inches high, when cultivation should cease,
as they will keep ahead of the weeds if properly cultivated
till this time.
“The Dwarf will grow from 10 inches to 30 inches high,
according to the season and the quality of the ground. If
wanted for hay, cut with a womer [mower] when the seeds
are in the dough, then the stock will eat every thing up clean.
But if wanted for seed, wait till the pods are yellow and the
leaves are mostly fallen off. Now comes the tug of war and
the main drawback of the crop. In 1900 I had an acre planted
from which I threshed 36 bushels of seed. I cut and bound
them with the self-binder, but I lost a great deal of the seed,
as they grew down close on the stalk and the binder could
not cut low enough to get them. When I would tilt the binder
the leaves on the ground would strip on the guards and choke
the binder, so I had to cut them about 3 inches high. I set 4
sheaves together in a shock, without capping, and left them
in the field till cured, and then threshed them on a wheat
separator, which should have been the concaves taken out
and a board in the place to prevent splitting the beans. They
thresh easily.
“This year I rented 5 acres of good ground to see what
they would do there, but I found out the better the ground the
better the crop. Owing to the season, and not being cultivated
as they should have been, I only got 30 bushels from the 5
acres. I learned they would do better by cultivating them. I
only went over them twice with weeder, while I should have
used the cultivator once. As the beans were not very tall, I
thought I would use the self rake to cut them, with which I
could cut closer than with the binder, but still nearly half of
them were left on the ground. I left them lying on the field
until ready to thresh, but here is a loss there, as the pods
burst open when lying in the sun. Taking all in consideration,
the binder is preferable for harvesting. I saw an illustration of
an attachment to be used on a two-horse cultivator to cut the
plant off under the ground, which, if it will work, would be
the thing, but I have my doubts about it, as the stalk is hard
and woody to cut.”
Note 1. In a letter of 23 Aug. 2000 to William Shurtleff,
Lee Parsons notes: Concerning the statement that “the
‘Indiana Farmer’ sent sample packages of the beans to
its subscribers about 5 years ago...” “I have not found
published references in earlier volumes of The Indiana
Farmer to such a distribution. I believe that sometime in
1898 that publication did announce a general distribution
of soybean seed offered by the USDA. I wonder if either of
these instances is when Solomon Fouts got the seed he first
planted.”
Note 2. In 1896 or 1898–Solomon Fouts (father of
Noah, Finis, and Taylor Fouts) received two varieties of
soybean seeds, free of charge from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. He planted them on his farm near Deer Creek,
Carroll County, Indiana.
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Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003)
that mentions the term “self-binder” in connection with
soybean production.
Note 4. Talk with Ted Hymowitz, soybean historian and
professor of plant genetics, Univ. of Illinois. 2000. Aug. 29.
A number of early American farm publications distributed
new seeds to their readers by announcing in the publication
that interested readers were invited to write for a free sample
package. They did not (as far as Ted knows) send free seed
samples to all of their readers. In exchange, they hoped to
write about the farmers’ experiences in growing the new
seeds. Address: Hamilton County, Indiana.
291. W.A.C. 1902. The Soy bean is a great producer (Letter
to the editor). Indiana Farmer 62(5):3, 11. Feb. 1.
• Summary: This is the third of three letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department–Give experience
in growing, harvesting and feeding soy beans. Give all
information possible.”
“3d Premium.–The Soy bean or so-called coffee berry,
is a great crop producer. The beans are nearly round in shape
and mature in four months after planting. If you plant them
for stock and house use plant them early in the spring, as
soon as the ground is suitable. When roasted they make a
good substitute for coffee. They are an enormous yielder.
When planting them to turn under for fertilizer, one and
one-half bushel per acre would be the required amount. In
planting for stock and house, put in rows two and one-half
feet wide by 12 to 18 inches apart. The plants make a good
foliage, and the beans ground into meal make an excellent
feed for stock. The crop is of great value for plowing under
as a fertilizer.” Address: Jennings County, Indiana.
292. San Francisco Chronicle. 1902. Rough weather fatal
to cargo: Liquids in the hold of the Thyra break and much
damage results. Feb. 9. p. 9.
• Summary: “San Diego. February 8.–The steamer Thyra of
the California and Oriental line, which has been discharging
cargo here since Thursday, sailed at noon to-day for San
Francisco. Captain Halvorsen reported” that he had run
into some severe weather on the trip from the Orient and
that when that portion of the hold containing the Chinese
goods was opened, it was found that “large amounts of ‘soy’
[sauce] and Chinese wine had been broken by the tossing of

the ship, and quite a large amount of tapioca flour and other
products of the Orient had been destroyed by the spilled
liquids. The steamer has about 3,500 tons [of goods] for San
Francisco, and some of it will doubtless have met the same
fate as the Chinese cargo intender for here.
“The damaged and destroyed freight is piled up in the
warehouse here and will have to await the decision of the
port warden or insurance adjuster as to its value.”
293. Evans (Edw. E.). 1902. Soy Beans (Ad). Rural NewYorker 61(2717):127. Col. 4.2. Feb. 22. Oversize.
• Summary: See above. “Cow Peas, Canada Peas. Clover,
Vetches, Corn, Barley, Emmer, Millet Rape, Potatoes, etc.
Edw. E. Evans, West Branch, Mich. (North Latitude 44 deg.
12 m.)”
Note. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020)
that mentions Mr. Edward E. Evans, a pioneering soybean
breeder and seedsman of West Branch, Michigan. Address:
West Branch, Michigan.
294. Garman, H. 1902. 1. Kentucky forage plants–The
clovers and their allies. Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 98. p. 1-46. Feb. 25. See p. 16-21, plus
figs. 5-7 on unnumbered pages after p. 48.
• Summary: In the section on “List of Kentucky
Leguminosae, with notes,” the long subsection titled
“Glycine hispida (Soy Bean, Soja Bean)” (p. 16-21) begins:
“This forage plant caught the attention of Kentucky farmers
recently, and has risen rapidly in favor; promising in the
end to displace the cowpea. Its upright growth gives it the
advantage of [over] cowpeas in cutting and curing. It makes
good hay and silage, is a convenient soiling crop, and the
seeds make good feed for most stock. They make a very
acceptable dish for the table also, either picked green or
when thoroughly ripe. The plant is a soil renovator, and
endures severe drought well. In short, it has more good
qualities than any other forage plant that has recently
engaged the attention of farmers.”
The subsection on “Yield” notes that in 1900, a variety
imported from Japan and obtained from the United States
Department of Agriculture yielded at the rate of 26.67
bushels per acre; the plants were without tubercles. “In 1901
some of the seed of this variety, sown in the same plat as in
1900, yielded at the rate of 36 bushels per acre, the plants
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bearing many root tubercles.” Later it yielded 40 bushels/
acre without tubercles. Another variety (“Seed bought of
J.M. Thorburn & Co.) yielded only 20½ bushels per acre.”
The late varieties make good hay or silage. Also discusses:
Its value as a forage. Its value as a fertilizer. Insects and other
enemies.
“Soy beans have the same effect as a green fertilizer
as cowpeas.” But there must be tubercles on the roots for
the plant to be effective in this way. “Planting a second
season on the same land appears to be necessary to get the
soy bean at work as a nitrogen fixer... The nodules can be
grown artificially the first season... Through the kindness of
Dr. L. Hiltner, of Berlin, Germany, I received in June, 1901,
test tubes containing cultures of bacteria for soy beans, red
clover, and alfalfa.”
“At present the plants are attacked by but few insects,
and appear to be equally free from fungus enemies.
Grasshoppers (mostly the red-legged grasshopper) gnawed
the leaves during a dry period last summer, and a reddish
brown hairy caterpillar (Spilosoma virginica) at one time
ate numerous holes in the leaves of both soy beans and
cow peas... A few leaf-mines were observed at one time,
occupied by the grubs of a small beetle (Odontota sp.).”
He later showed this to be a near relative of our locust leafminer (Odontota dorsalis). “A few plants of one plot were
found to have the bean root-louse (Tychea phaseoli) on the
underground parts of the stems.”
At the end of the article are three full-page photos
(Figs. 5-7, taken by the author) on unnumbered pages: (5)
Soy bean plant from plot, Aug. 20, 1900. Shows many pods
and leaves. (6) Roots of soy beans from plots, 1 Oct. 1901.
A. Seed treated with bacterial culture from Dr. Hiltner
(many nodules/tubercles); B. Seed not treated (no nodules).
Reduced to one-half natural size. (7) Roots of soy bean
grown the second season on the same soil. Both A and B
natural size. Photographed 26 Sept. 1901. The roots of plant
A appear to contain many more nodules/tubercles than those
of plant B. Address: Entomologist and Botanist, Lexington,
Kentucky.
295. Peter, A.M. 1902. 3. Analyses of forage plants from the
plots. Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 98. p. 51-61. Feb. 25. See p. 52-53, 56-57.
• Summary: This chapter consists mostly of a table with
the following columns: Station number, name of plant,
composition of the air-dry sample (percent): Water, ash,
protein, fiber, nitrogen-free extract, fat, phosphoric acid,
nitrogen, potash, when gathered.
An insert (p. 53) titled “Erratum” states: “Analyses Nos.
9297 and 9298 on pp. 52 and 53 are of roots of soy bean, not
cow peas, and should have been printed on pp. 56-57.”
On p. 56-57 are 15 analyses of soy beans, the whole
plant of several varieties, and different seeds. They were
gathered from Aug. 1900 to July 1901. One group of seeds

(#9360) was from plants without tubercles, whereas the next
four groups of seeds were from plants with tubercles.
A second table (p. 59) gives the “Average digestion
co-efficients of some forage plants” including Soja bean
hay and meal. A digestion co-efficient is given for each of
the following plant components: Dry matter, protein, fiber,
nitrogen-free extract, and fat. Address: Chemist, Lexington,
Kentucky.
296. Osborne, Thomas B. 1902. Sulphur in protein bodies. J.
of the American Chemical Society 24(2):142-47. Feb. [1 soy
ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Glycinin” states (p. 149):
“The greater part of the soy bean is glycinin, a globulin
described in a paper previously published” in this journal
(vol. 20, p. 149). The total sulphur is glycinin is 0.710%.
The section titled “Gliadin” states (p. 150): “Gliadin,
soluble in alcohol of 70-80 per cent., is one of the most
abundant proteins of the wheat kernel.” Gliadin, on average,
now appears to contain 1.027 per cent of total sulphur, and
0.619 per cent of loosely combined sulphur. From these
determinations the author calculated the probable molecular
weight of gliadin.
The section titled “Amandin” states (p. 149): “Amandin
is the most abundant protein in the seeds of the almond and
peach.” Details are given. Address: Lab. of the Connecticut
Agric. Exp. Station.
297. Hammond (Harry N.) Seed Co., Ltd. 1902. Hammond’s
northern grown seed potatoes: farm and garden seeds lead all
(Ad). Rural New-Yorker 61(2719):170. March 8. Oversize.
• Summary: This bold, half-page ad fills the bottom
half of page 170. Within the rectangular ad are 8 square
compartments. One of these (bottom row, #3), titled “Canada
Fields Peas” states: “A few other specialties are Hammond’s
Japanese and Steel Trust Millets, Colossal and Beardless
Barley, Speltz. That wonderful new grain, Hammond’s
Cuban Giant Ensilage Corn, Northern-Grown Clovers and
Grasses, and a host of other marvelous new sorts, Spring
Wheat, Spring Rye, Rape, Soja Beans, Bromus Inermis.”
Address: Box 42, Bay City, Michigan.
298. E.B.D. [Evan B. Davis]. 1902. Cash crops are better
than weeds (Letter to the editor). Indiana Farmer 57(11):3.
March 15.
• Summary: This is the first of three letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department–Tell how to raise
two crops on same ground,...”
“1st Premium [first prize].–In planning to raise two
crops from the same ground, two or three points should be
considered. Is the soil rich enough? Does it contain enough
moisture? Are the crops both of same nature; that is, do they
both require same fertilizing ingredients in quantities larger
than the soil can supply?”
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“Cow peas, soy beans and rape will all do well after
wheat and oats, if the season is favorable. Pea beans will
mature after early-dug potatoes. On wheat stubble, burned
off and worked with disk harrow, is a good chance for bean
crop. I plant soy beans and cow peas after harvesting onions,
potatoes, early peas, etc. Last year I fed an early crop of soys
and sowed to rape and turnip seed.”
“Soy beans, and some of the early varieties of cow
peas, planted August 1st will make good growth. Plant early
yellow [Early Yellow] soys, as they will stand some frost.
Usually where early crops are removed the ground is left to
mature a heavy crop of weeds or foxtail seed, and it is better
to plant these catch crops even if they are not used.”
Note: At the end of the three letters we read (p. 3):
“Premiums of $1, 75 cents, and 50 cents are given for the
first, second, and third best articles for the Experience
Department each week.” Topics for discussion in the next
three issues of the “Farmer” are then described. Address:
Hendricks County, Indiana.
299. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1902. Wood’s Seeds. Cow peas.
The famous forage crop and soil improvers (Ad). American
Agriculturist 69(12):433. March 22.
• Summary: “We are headquarters for these and all Southern
specialties, including Soja Beans, Velvet Beans, Pearl or Cattail Millet, Teosinte, Bermuda Grass, Ensilage Corn, Spanish
Peanuts, Chafas, Sorghums, etc.
“Write for prices, and our interesting Catalogue giving
full Information about these crops.” Address: Richmond,
Virginia.
300. Kneipp Health Store. 1902. Mother’s milk (Ad).
Naturopath and Herald of Health (The) (New York City)
3(3):Unnumbered page at front. March.
• Summary: “... is undoubtedly the best food for infants.
When this, however, is not procurable the best substitute
for it only should be used... Dr. Lahmann’s Vegetable Milk
(Pflanzen-Milch). Dr. Lahmann’s Health Cocoa (NärsalzCacao). Dr. Lahmann’s Hafer Cacao (made with oats). Dr.
Lahmann’s (sweetened) Chocolate. Dr. Lahmann’s Nutritive
Extract (Närsalz-Extract). Dr. Lahmann’s Närsalz Hafer
Biscuits.” Address: 111 E. 59th St., New York City.
301. Sawa, S. 1902. Note on Hamananatto, a kind of
vegetable cheese. Bulletin of the College of Agriculture,
Tokyo Imperial University 4(5):419-20. March. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “This peculiar product is prepared from soybeans, as are also two other kinds of vegetable cheese
manufactured in Japan, the Miso and the Natto; but it has
a different flavour and taste, and lacks the slimy character
of the common Natto. It is manufactured only in the central
provinces of Japan–especially in those of Mikawa and
Totomi, from which it finds its way all over the country. It
has an agreeable salty taste and a peculiar odor somewhat

resembling that of the fresh crust of brown bread. There
is not any mycelium discernible with the naked eye. The
soy-beans composing it form no compact mass, and are
of a brown colour with a thin layer of a salty taste and a
somewhat sticky consistency.
“In preparing this product, the soy-beans are well
washed, boiled to softness, spread on straw mats, and
mixed with wheat flour (6 liters flour to 10 liters soybeans). Moldfungi will now develop, but soon afterwards
this mixture is exposed to the direct sunlight for three days,
probably to kill the fungi, and is then put into flat tubs. After
12-13 days some common salt and ginger are added. The
entire mass is then kept in tubs under pressure for about
thirty days.
“A portion, carefully freed from the pieces of ginger and
particles of straw mats used in its manufacture, was dried,
pulverized and sifted through a 0.5 mm sieve. I found the
chemical composition of the dry matter to be as follows:
Albuminoid nitrogen 3.57%. Crude fat 3.44%. Crude fibre
6.87%. Total carbohydrate excluding cellulose 8.40%.
Total ash, including salt added 18.54%. The fresh sample
contained 44.73% water and 55.23% dry matter.
“There exist at least three different kinds of bacteria in
this product. The most numerous colonies on agar are of two
kinds.” A detailed microbiological description is given.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen, and also the
earliest English-language document seen (Jan. 2019) that
contains the word Hamananatto (or “Hamanatto”).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that uses the word “sticky” to describe
natto.
302. Morningside Farm. 1902. Guernsey Bull Calf.–A butter
maker (Ad). Rural New-Yorker 61(2724):277. Col. 4.5. April
12. Oversize.
• Summary: Cheshire pigs.–Bacon makers.
“Soy beans.–Butter and bacon makers. Medium Green,
the northern variety, northern grown, one pound, postpaid, 25
cents.” Address: Sylvania, Pennsylvania.
303. Hodson, F.W. 1902. Forage crops for summer feeding.
Vancouver Daily World (British Columbia, Canada). April
19. p. 12.
• Summary: “Soja or soy beans have been rather extensively
grown for fodder in the [U.S.] Southern States for some
years and are gaining popularity in the north as well. They
produce a great amount of rich forage, growing to the height
of from two and one-half to four feet, branching freely and
producing numerous wooly pods containing two are or three
round yellow beans. Sow about the same as for corn on a
fine, deep, firm and moist seed bed, in rows about 30 inches
apart, and on the level, from two to four pecks of seed to
the acre. They are likely to do well in Southern Ontario
and in similar latitudes, although they have not as yet been
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largely tried. On account of their richness in protein, and
their nitrogen gathering ability they are worthy of attention
and trial. The yellow soy bean has been the most satisfactory
of all varieties tested in Canada.” Address: Live Stock
Commissioner.
304. Black Round: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Buckshot (Morse 1916). 1902. Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Orton, W.A. 1902. “Some diseases
of the cowpea. I. The wilt disease of the cowpea and its
control.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin. No. 17. p.
1-22. April 22. See p. 18. “Black Round, from Japan, S.P.I.
No. 6334.–Early and small, bearing well for its size.”
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1905. No.
10. 333 p. Feb. 8. “Seeds and plants imported during the
period from September, 1900, to December, 1903. Nos.
5501 to 9896. Seed and plant introduction and distribution.”
“From the Tokyo Seed and Plant Company, Tokyo, Japan.
Received April 20, 1901. “6334. Black Round. Address:
USA.
305. Orton, W.A. 1902. Some diseases of the cowpea. I. The
wilt disease of the cowpea and its control. USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 17. p. 9-20. April 22. See p. 1518.
• Summary: In the section titled “Preventive measures,” the
subsection on “Substitution of other crops” states (p. 1516): “The soy bean and Florida beggar weed may be used
as hay as a summer crop, or hairy vetch may be sown in the
fall. All these crops have in common the disadvantage of
being unfamiliar to the average farmer... while the cowpea is
cultivated and its use understood everywhere.”
The subsection titled “Experiments with cowpeas and
other crops” states that on 29 May 1901 1½ acres were
planted of land thoroughly infected with cowpea wilt were
planted “to a number of varieties of cowpeas, soy bean,
velvet bean, and some Japanese forage plants obtained
through the section of Seed and Plant Introduction of this
Department.” “The soy beans were a disappointment, as they
made a very small growth, one foot or so high, and produced
only a small crop of seed. They were badly attacked by the
nematode [Heterodera radicicola] and suffered much from
dry weather.
“A brief account of these forage plants as grown on land
infected with wilt disease and nematode follows:... Soy bean
(Glycine hispida).–Eight varieties were tried on ten plats. All
proved to be immune to the wilt disease, but none of them
was adapted to the local conditions. The writer planted the
soy bean in 1900 on Edisto Island, South Carolina, “where
it made a heavy growth, 3 to 4 feet high, and produced a
large crop of seed. It was free from wilt disease there and
showed great promise as a forage crop.” The varieties tested
at Monetta [South Carolina, in cooperation with Mr. T.S.
Williams of Monetta] were as follows:” Best Green, Early

Black, Yoshioka, Rokugatsu, Gosha, Black Round, Green
Medium, and Bakaziro [Bakajiro]. All but the first and
second originated in Japan. The first, seventh, and eighth
were most affected by the root nematode.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean varieties Black Round, Gosha,
Rokugatsu, or Yoshioka, and the earliest document seen (one
of two documents, Nov. 2020) that mentions the soybean
varieties Early Black, Bakaziro, or Green Medium.
Note 2. Some of these named soy bean varieties were
later renamed in 1907 as follows: Best Green became
Tokio / Tokyo. Early Black became Buckshot. Yoshioka
became Yosho. Rokugatsu became Ito San. Gosha became
Manhattan. Black Round became Buckshot. Green Medium
became Guelph. Bakaziro became Amherst. Address: Asst.
Pathologist.
306. Pincus, J.W. 1902. Feeding dairy cows. American
Agriculturist 69(17):585-86. April 26.
• Summary: Page 586: “Farmers should endeavor to grow
corn for their silos. Silage is the best and cheapest food
for dairy cattle. The change from silage to grass, and vice
versa, does not affect the animal as much as the change
from cured fodders to grass. With the prices of feeds going
up, dairymen will be forced to look for cheaper sources of
home-grown protein. Alfalfa, crimson clover, cowpeas, soja
beans and field peas in form of hay, silage or forage, should
help to solve the problem. Cowpeas and soja beans produce
seeds In some localities and when ground, make a highly
concentrated feed. We are going to make some feeding trials
with these.”
307. Bakaziro [Bakajiro]: New U.S. domestic soybean
variety. 1902. Renamed Amherst by May 1907. Seed color:
Yellow (straw).
• Summary: Sources: Webber, Herbert J.; Orton, W.A. 1902.
“Some diseases of the cowpea. II. A cowpea resistant to
root knot (Heterodera radicicola).” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 17. p. 23-35. April. See p. 35. Four
soybean varieties (including Bakaziro [Bakajiro], S.P.I. No.
6336) were grown in the same experimental field as the
cowpeas, on nematode and wilt infested soil. All four were
“badly affected” by the nematodes.
Orton, W.A. 1902. “Some diseases of the cowpea. I. The
wilt disease of the cowpea and its control.” USDA Bureau
of Plant Industry, Bulletin. No. 17. p. 1-22. April. See p. 18.
“Bakaziro, from Japan, S.P.I. No. 6336.–Medium early and
very prolific, but much injured by drought and nematode.”
Note: Bakaziro was imported “From the Tokyo Seed and
Plant Company, Tokyo, Japan. Received April 20, 1901.”
Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass
seeds. West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. See p. 7. “Prices of soy
beans... Bakaziro, new. 15 cents per packet.” Address: USA.
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308. Duggar, J.F. 1902. The cow pea and the velvet bean
as fertilizers. Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 120. p. 127-79. April.
• Summary: The “Introductory” section (p. 127) states:
“Meantime the most immediately available method of
increasing the fertility of the soils of the South consists in
the free use of that class of leguminous plants, or legumes,
which embraces cowpeas, velvet beans, soy beans, beggar
weed, peanuts, hairy vetch, crimson clover, and numerous
others.”
One section (p. 160) is titled “Fertilizing Effect of Velvet
Beans, and Peanuts; as Compared with Corn, Sweet Potatoes
and Chufas.” Address: Agriculturist, Auburn, Alabama.
309. Extra Early Black: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Buckshot (Ball 1907). 1902. Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Towar, J.D. 1902. “Cowpeas, soy
beans and winter vetch.” Michigan Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 199. p. 165-74. April. “Five samples of Soy
beans were analyzed by the chemist of the Experiment
Station this season.” A table (p. 173) shows the nutritional
composition of these varieties (capitalized as follows): Extra
early black,...”
Thorburn, James M., & Co. 1902. “One hundred & first
annual catalogue of high-class seeds.” New York, New York.
128 p. See p. 51. In the section entitled “Forage, Economical
and Miscellaneous Seeds,” it states that Extra Early Black is
one variety available to purchase at $0.20/quart, $5/bushel.
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27.
See p. 13-14. States that Extra Early Black is a synonym for
Buckshot.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The Soybean.
New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. March. See p. 47.
“Wisconsin Black: Seed was received from VilmorinAndrieux & Co. as ‘Early Black from Podolia,’ No. 21757
and No. 21756; from Haage & Schmidt, Erfurt, Germany,
as No. 22321; from Dammann & Co., as ‘Black,’ of
Haberlandt’s experiments; and No. 5039 from VilmorinAndrieux as ‘Extra Early Black Seeded.’ This last is the
original importation of the variety later named Wisconsin
Black, S.P.I. No. 25468, which is now commercially handled
by a few seedsmen.
USDA Agricultural Marketing Service. 1957. “Soybean
variety names.” Washington, DC. 31 p. Nov. Supplement 1 to
Service and Regulatory Announcements No. 156 “Rules and
Regulations Under the Federal Seed Act.” See p. 25. Says
Extra Early Black is the same as Wisconsin Black.
310. Gosha: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1902.
Renamed Manhattan by May 1907. Seed color: Yellow
(straw).
• Summary: Sources: Orton, W.A. 1902. “Some diseases

of the cowpea. I. The wilt disease of the cowpea and its
control.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin. No. 17. p.
1-22. April. See p. 18. “Gosha, from Japan, S.P.I. No. 6333.–
Early and small; suffered from drought.” Note: Gosha was
imported “From the Tokyo Seed and Plant Company, Tokyo,
Japan. Received April 20, 1901.”
Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass
seeds. West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. See p. 7. “Prices of soy
beans... Gosha, new. 15 cents per packet.”
Smith, Clinton D. 1905. “Legumes other than alfalfa.”
Michigan Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin. No. 227. p. 165-84.
June. See p. 174. Soybean varieties tested in 1904 included
four rows of Gosha. They were planted on June 1, and by
June 6 were beginning to show a good stand. By July 9 the
Gosha averaged 11 inches in height, and “had peculiarly light
colored, velvety leaves and gave a good indication at that
date of being a distinctly early variety as did the Ito San.”
By Aug. 29 the Gosha pods were full size and the beans onethird size. By Sept. 2 the “Gosha was beginning to ripen,
some leaves having fallen. This variety was not so heavily
podded as were the three others just mentioned” [Ogemaw,
Ito San, and early black]. When the beans were harvested, by
pulling, on Oct. 10, no yield figures were given for Gosha.
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27. See
p. 24. Under the variety Manhattan we read: “Numbers and
sources of lots grown: Agrost. No. 1295, S.P.I. No. 6333;
S.P.I. No. 6333, ‘Gosha,’ Japan; S.P.I. No. 8490, grown from
S.P.I. No. 6333; S.P.I. No. 9411, grown from S.P.I. No. 6333;
S.P.I. No. 17277, grown from Agrost. No. 1295-2.”
Morse (1948). “Soybean varieties used to date.” Gosha–
Same as Manhattan. Address: USA.
311. Green Medium: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
1902. Renamed Guelph by May 1907. Seed color: Yellow
(greenish or olive), hilum pale.
• Summary: Sources: Orton, W.A. 1902. “Some diseases
of the cowpea. I. The wilt disease of the cowpea and its
control.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin. No. 17.
p. 1-22. April. See p. 18. “Green Medium, from Japan, S.P.I.
No. 6335.–A later variety that made a more vigorous growth
and lived through the season, while most of the preceding
varieties died in August. It was badly affected by the root
nematode.” Note: Rokugatsu was imported “From the Tokyo
Seed and Plant Company, Tokyo, Japan. Received April 20,
1901.”
Webber, Herbert J.; Orton, W.A. 1902. “Some
diseases of the cowpea. II. A cowpea resistant to root knot
(Heterodera radicicola).” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Bulletin No. 17. p. 23-35. April. See p. 35. Four soybean
varieties (including Best Green, S.P.I. No. 5766) were grown
in the same experimental field as the cowpeas, on nematode
and wilt infested soil. All four were “badly affected” by the
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nematodes.
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27. See
p. 22-23. The variety Tokyo has seeds that are “greenish
yellow, shiny, paler and duller with age.” “Numbers and
sources of lots grown: Agrost. No. 468, grown from S.P.I.
No. 4914; Agrost. No. 696, grown from Potomac Flats;
Agrost. No. 1171, ‘Best Green,’ S.P.I. No. 9409;...”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 40, 45.
“S.P.I. No. 5766. Grown from 4914. See No. 17266.” “No.
17266. The progeny of 4914 from Japan. According to Ball
[1907] this also was the same as Tokyo 17264 and was
finally united with it.” Address: USA.
312. Ito San: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonyms:
Medium Early Yellow (Towar 1902). Early White, Early
Yellow, Kiyusuke Daizu, Kaiyuski Daizu, Kiyusuki Daidzu,
Kysuki, Yellow Eda Mame (Ball 1907). Dwarf Early Yellow
(1908). Coffee Berry, Dwarf Yellow, Japan Pea, Medium
Yellow, Yellow (Morse 1918). Early, Eda Mame, Etampes,
German Coffee Berry (Morse 1948). Eda-Mame. 1902. Seed
color: Yellow (straw), hilum pale.
• Summary: Sources: Towar, J.D. 1902. “Cowpeas, soy
beans and winter vetch.” Michigan Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 199. p. 165-74. April. See p. 173 (table). This
table shows the nutritional composition of the following
varieties: Extra Early Black, Medium Early Green, Medium
Early Black, Ito San or Medium Early Yellow, Medium Early
Yellow. Note: Towar probably got these Ito San soybeans
from Mr. E.E. Evans of West Branch, Michigan.
Thorburn, James M., & Co. 1902. One hundred & first
annual catalogue of high-class seeds. New York, NY. The
seed company is offering Ito San, Yellow at $0.25/quart, $6/
bushel.
Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass
seeds. West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. See p. 6. “Varieties: Ito
San. (Pronounce all vowels short.) Named by Mr. Evans in
honor of Marquis Ito, the Japanese statesman. This variety
matures in 75 to 95 days, varying with the soil and season.
Height 2½ to 3½ feet, stalks long and fine, leaves small,
foliage compact: beans small, yellow, eye marked with
brown. Excellent for soiling and hay. For balancing rations
we prefer this sort to any other, as analysis of beans grown
in three states have shown an average of 40 per cent. protein.
It is also one of the best yielders–of seed. Yield at Wisconsin
Experiment Station 33 bushels per acre. Yield at Illinois
Station 38 bushels.”
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27. See
p. 12-13, 23-24. “Classification–Key to the varieties (p. 11):
VI. Yellow seeded: 1A. Much-branched plants, branches as

long as the main stem; pods small to medium, 1 to 1¼ inches
long, often 3 seeded, seeds medium. 5½ to 8 mm. long,
round or broadly elliptical, flattened, mostly deep yellow.
Early, about 95 days, 18 to 24 inches tall = Ito San.” “Ito
San is probably the best known variety of soy bean on the
market. The original source of the variety is not known, but it
was very probably one of the early importations made by the
Kansas and Massachusetts agricultural experiment stations;
perhaps by others also. It has long and widely sold under the
names, ‘Yellow,’ ‘Early Yellow,’ ‘Early White,’ etc. It is said
that the name ‘Ito San’ was given it by Mr. E.E. Evans, of
West Branch, Michigan. The greatest value of the Ito San lies
in its earliness and fairly large yield of seeds. It is too small
to yield heavily for hay, silage, etc. It remains, however,
one of the most popular varieties on the northern market...
Ito San commonly matures in from 90 to 100 days, with the
average between 90 and 95 days. Occasionally it ripens in
less than 90 days... The Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station reports 5 3/10 tons of green fodder per acre, curing
1½ tons. In Ontario, Canada, the average height for four
years was 27 inches and average yield of green hay 8½ tons.
In 1903 the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station secured
yields of 14½ to 15 7/10 bushels of seed from four different
plats. All showed a high percentage of nondehiscence of the
pods–88 to 96 per cent. At the Massachusetts Agricultural
Experiment Station the seed yields have varied between 18
and 20 bushels in favorable years. Numbers and sources of
lots grown: Agrost. No. 658, ‘Kaiyuski [probably Kiyusuke]
Daizu;’ Agrost. No.1183, ‘Adzuki,’ Rhode Island Expt.
Station; Agrost No. 1186, ‘Yellow;’ Agrost. No. 1187,
‘Early White,’ Rhode Island Expt. Station; Agrost No. 1189,
‘Yellow Eda Mame,’ Rhode Island Expt. Station; Agrost.
No. 1192, ‘Kiyusuke Daidzu,’ Rhode Island Expt. Station;
Agrost. No. 1294, ‘Rokugatsu,’ S.P.I. No. 6326; Agrost.
No.1313, ‘Ito San,’ J.M. Thorburn & Co.; Agrost. No. 1316,
‘Early,’ F. Barteldes & Co.; Agrost. No. 1468, ‘Ito San,’ J.M.
Thorburn & Co.; Agrost. No. 1475, ‘Ito San,’ Hammond
Seed Co.; Agrost. No. 1478, ‘Early Yellow,’ Currie Bros.;
Agrost. No. 1765, ‘Early Yellow,’ Kansas Agric. Expt.
Station; Agrost. No. 1973, union of Agrost. Nos. 1183, 1186,
1187, 1294; Agrost. No. 1974, union of Agrost Nos. 1189,
1192, 13161478, 1540; Agrost. No. 1975, union of Agrost.
Nos. 1316, 1468, 1475; S.P.I. No. 6326, ‘Rokugatsu,’ Japan;
S.P.I. No. 17268, grown from Agrost. Nos. 1765, 1973, 1974,
1975.” Note: The meaning of the name/word “Kiyusuke” is
unclear; it could refer to a person’s surname.
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 9. “Ito San
(Yellow).”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 28. “Ito San:
Ito San was among the varieties introduced in 1899 by Prof.
W.P. Brooks, of Amherst, Massachusetts, and by him called
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Early Yellow. Later, Mr. E.E. Evans secured seed of it and in
1902 called it Ito San. Mr. Evans writes that he subsequently
secured it ‘from half a dozen sources in the United States and
Japan.’ The same variety was also among those introduced
by Prof. C.C. Georgeson, of the Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, and grown in 1890 (see Kansas Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin 19) and subsequent years. This
conclusion is based on the identity of nine varieties obtained
from the Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station in
1903. This station had previously obtained several varieties
from the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station in 1892.
Three of the varieties from Rhode Island had exactly the
same names as those published in Bulletins 19 and 32 of the
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, namely, Eda Mame,
Yellow Soy Bean, and Kiyusuke Daidzu. All three of these
are Ito San.
“Ball (1907) gives a list of numerous American sources
through which this variety was secured under such names as
Yellow, Early Yellow, and Early White. It was also grown
at the Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station in 1905 as
Japanese pea, as shown by later cultures at the Arlington
Experimental Farm of seed from this experiment station.
“Among the introductions of the Office of Foreign
Seed and Plant Introduction it is represented by No. 6326,
received in 1901 from Tokyo, Japan, and No. 21818,
obtained from Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., Paris, France, as
‘Yellow Etampes.’ It is quite probable that this is one of the
varieties grown by Professor Haberlandt in his experiments,
as all of his varieties were grown at Etampes and other
places in France (see Roman. 1881. La Nature, pt. 2, p. 115).
We suspect that this is also the variety that was distributed by
the United States Patent Office in 1853, as most of the early
documents point to this or a closely similar variety. These
accounts refer to it as Japan pea, Japanese pea, Japan bean,
and also coffee berry (see especially the T.E.W. 1854. Rural
New Yorker, Jan. 21. p. 22).”
Piper, Charles V. 1914. Forage Plants and Their
Culture. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xxi + 618 p. See
p. 520-21. “Ito San.–This variety is also known as Japanese
pea, Early White and Early Yellow. It was introduced from
Japan by C.C. Georgeson in 1890, but apparently the same
or a very similar variety was distributed by the United States
Patent Office in 1853. It is a bushy variety growing 2 to 2½
feet high, with rather slender stems, and on this account,
excellent for hay. It becomes fully mature in about 100 days
after planting. The pubescence is tawny, and the flowers
purple. The seeds are rather small, straw yellow with a pale
hilum, but with a brown speck near the micropyle, by which
this variety may be certainly known. One pound contains
about 2300 seeds. This variety has been much grown in the
Northern States.”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 14. “Ito
San.–This variety is one of the earliest commercial sorts

and has been known under the names of Japan Pea, Yellow,
Medium Yellow, Dwarf Yellow, Early Yellow, Early White,
and Coffee Berry.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 41-42, 46, 166, 167. Page 41 states: “The early
introduced varieties.–Previous to the numerous introductions
by the United States Department of Agriculture beginning in
1898, there were not more than eight varieties of soybeans
grown in the United States.” One of these was Ito San (with
yellow seeds). “Introduced from Japan, 1890.” “Medium
Early Yellow.–The same as Ito San.” Pages 45-46 state: “In
1880 Vilmorin-Andrieux & Company introduced into France
one of the varieties tested by Haberlandt in Austria, which
variety has proven well adapted to French conditions. This
variety is presumably that now known in France as ‘Yellow
Etampes’ which is the same as that known in the United
States as ‘Ito San.’”
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1939. “Soybeans: Culture and
varieties.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520 (Revised ed.)
39 p. Nov. See p. 11. “Ito San–Introduced by the Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, from Japan in 1890.
Maturity, about 105 days; pubescence, tawny; flowers,
purple, appearing in 40 to 45 days; pods, two- to threeseeded; seeds, straw yellow with pale hilum and a brown
speck at one end of hilum, about 3,325 to the pound; germ,
yellow; oil, 18.14 percent; protein, 41.46 percent.”
Talk with Dr. Richard Bernard, Univ. of Illinois. 1998.
May 29. He has always heard the name of this soybean
pronounced AI-toe-san, where the “san” rhymes with
“man” or “can.” In Japanese the name, pronounced EE-toesahn, means “Mr. Ito.” San rhymes with “Don” or “fawn.”
Address: USA.
313. Medium Early Yellow: New U.S. domestic soybean
variety. Synonyms: Ito San (Towar 1902; Morse 1927),
Midwest (Fouts Brothers 1923?). 1902. Seed color: Yellow
(straw).
• Summary: Sources: Towar, J.D. 1902. “Cowpeas, soy
beans and winter vetch.” Michigan Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 199. p. 165-74. April. See p. 173 (table). This
table shows the nutritional composition of the following
varieties: Extra Early Black, Medium Early Green, Medium
Early Black, Ito San or Medium Early Yellow, Medium Early
Yellow. Note 1. There are two separate listings for Medium
Early Yellow; only one is considered a synonym of Ito San.
Note 2. Towar probably got these Ito San soybeans from Mr.
E.E. Evans of West Branch, Michigan.
Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. “1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass seeds.”
West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. Mail order catalog. A table
titled “Prices of soy beans” (p. 7) gives the prices of 12
varieties. The first seven are sold in quantities of one packet,
quart, 4 quarts, peck, ½ bushel, and bushel. Most sell for
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$3.50/bu, but the price ranges from $3.00/bu for Ito San and
Medium Early Yellow to $7.50/bu for Ogema. These seven
are: Ito San, Ogema (earliest), Medium Early Green (general
favorite), Olive Medium, Medium Early Black, Early Black
(Evans No. 6), Medium Early Yellow.
Wiancko, A.T. 1907. “Results of cooperative tests of
varieties of corn, wheat, oats, soy beans and cow peas.”
Indiana (Purdue) Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 117. p.
367-94. Feb. See p. 390: “The Medium Early Yellow is a late
maturing variety and probably suitable only to the southern
portion of the state. At the Station it ripens about October
20, or in about 150 days from time of planting. It usually
requires a severe frost to ripen it. The freezing however,
seems to do little harm to the quality of the seed. This
variety has relatively large plants, with long, slender stems
and branches, and an abundance of foliage, making it the
most suitable variety for feeding green of making into hay.”
Address: USA.
314. Rokugatsu: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Considered a synonym of Ito San by 1907. 1902. Seed color:
Yellow (straw), hilum pale.
• Summary: Sources: Orton, W.A. 1902. “Some diseases
of the cowpea. I. The wilt disease of the cowpea and its
control.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin. No. 17.
p. 1-22. April. See p. 18. “Rokugatsu, from Japan, S.P.I. No.
6326.–Early and very small, though bearing well.” Note:
Rokugatsu was imported “From the Tokyo Seed and Plant
Company, Tokyo, Japan. Received April 20, 1901.”
Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass
seeds. West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. See p. 7. “Prices of soy
beans... Rokugetsu [Rokugatsu?], new. 15 cents per packet.”
Smith, Clinton D. 1905. “Legumes other than alfalfa.”
Michigan Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin. No. 227. p. 165-84.
June. See p. 174. Soybean varieties tested in 1904 included
four rows of Rokugetsue [Rokugatsu?]. They were planted
on June 1, and by June 6 were beginning to show a good
stand. By July 9 the “Rukigiri and Rokugetsue gave no
evidence of superiority over the rather better known and
more standard varieties.” No yield figures are given for
Rokugetsue.
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27.
See p. 24. Under the variety Ito San we read: “Numbers
and sources of lots grown:... S.P.I. No. 6326, ‘Rokugatsu,’
Japan;”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 40, 46.
“S.P.I. No. 6326. From Tokyo, Japan, 1901. See No. 17268.”
“No. 17268. Ito San...” Address: USA.
315. Suda, Katsusaburô; Yoneki, Z. 1902. Nattô no bisei-

butsu ni tsuite [On the microorganisms of natto]. Yakugaku
Zasshi (J. of the Pharmaceutical Society of Japan) No. 242.
p. 321-26. April. Special Conference Lecture (Rinji Taikai
Enzetsu). [Jap]
• Summary: The authors believe that the microorganisms
contained in natto consist of one sort of motile [mobile]
and two sorts of immotile varieties. They predict that the
varieties which take part in the fermentation of natto and
cause the change in its chemical composition, producing
thereby its characteristic smell and stickiness, are probably
the motile and one of the immotile varieties. Address: 1.
Sendai; 2. Joshu.
316. Towar, J.D. 1902. Cowpeas, soy beans and winter vetch.
Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 199.
p. 165-74. April. Reprinted in Annual Report 1902, 15:22230.
• Summary: Summary at beginning of Bulletin: “1. Cow
peas, soy beans and winter vetch are successful new legumes
for Michigan and give promise of valuable usefulness as
feeds and green manure... 4. Soy beans are a little more
hardy than cow peas, growing with stiff, erect stalks, but
treated like cow peas... 7. Soy beans ripen their seed and
shed their leaves as soon as frosts come. The seeds, being
very rich in protein and fat, give promise of becoming a
substitute for linseed and cotton-seed meal.”
“With Hellriegel’s discovery in 1888 that the
leguminous plants through microorganisms on their
roots were capable of assimilating nitrogen from the soil
atmosphere, came at once great prominence to crops of this
family as soil improvers and stock feeds.”
A table (p. 169) gives a compositional analysis of
various feeding materials, including the digestible nutrients
in 100 pounds (protein, carbohydrates, ether extract), the
fertilizing elements in 100 pounds (nitrogen, phosphoric
acid, and potash), and the “Nutritive ratio.” Details are given
for the following: Soy beans, soy bean hay, and soy bean
straw.
The section titled “Soy beans (Glycine hispida)” (p.
171-74) discusses the soybean and its promise for Michigan:
“The name Soy bean is used more commonly than
Soja bean, although either is correct. The Soy bean came
originally from Japan in the early part of the last century,
but has received no particular attention in this country until
within the past dozen years. It has, however, a more extended
reign in the northern states than the cow pea, being a little
more hardy and ripening its seeds in a shorter season. The
Soy bean grows in an upright branching stalk from one
to three feet high. The growth of leaves is quite luxuriant.
They are irregular in shape and drop off when the plants
become ripe. The numerous pods are flat, brown and fuzzy,
containing from two to four seeds. The beans are flattened,
round, about the shape though smaller than the navy bean,
and vary in color according to the variety. There are a great
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many varieties of this plant, from the dwarf which grows
short stalks, bearing great quantities of small seeds, to the
long branching sorts having a tendency to climb, and which
do not produce their seeds in northern latitudes. The Soy
bean will grow well on any of our Michigan soils, although
it responds to good soil, moisture and favorable conditions
for growth. On light sandy soil it develops an immense
growth of root tubercles and will make a growth far in
advance of any non-leguminous plant. If given a good supply
of moisture during the first six weeks of its growth, it will
withstand and continue to grow vigorously during the severe
summer drought. It, like the cow peas, should be sown after
the danger of spring frosts, and will probably give the best
returns when sown in drills, with the seeds
dropped singly about three inches apart,
the rows being from two to two and a half
feet apart.
“Mr. Edward E. Evans of West
Branch, Michigan, who has been growing
Soy beans for green manure, forage, and
seeds, writes regarding their culture as
follows:
“’On rich soils cow peas and true peas run to vines,
producing very little seed. On such soil the Soy produces
a proportionately larger crop of both plant and seed. In
growing soys the same general rules that apply to white
field beans should be followed. It must be borne in mind,
however, that Soys form their first pods about four or five
inches from the point at which the seed was planted. For this
reason they should be covered only deep enough to insure
germination. They can be planted with a corn or bean planter,
or grain drill. I use an Empire drill with bean attachments,
planting three rows 28 inches apart. The ideal Soy bean
planter will drop single beans three or four inches apart. This
seeding will require eight to sixteen quarts per acre, varying
with variety and size of beans.’”
“The method of harvesting the crop will depend
somewhat upon the use to which it is put. If to be used for
soiling, it may be cut with the mowing machine or scythe as
soon as the pods begin to appear. For the silo, it will be better
to give the plants time for complete growth, though not allow
them to reach the mature state, when the seeds will become
hard and liable to shell. This would also be the time to cut
for hay. If grown for seed, it is better to allow the crop to
ripen and drop its leaves. The straw, of course, when the crop
is about to mature, as will be seen in the table of analyses,
will be of little value as feed. Mr. Evans writes in regard to
harvesting as follows:
“’If for seed, the crop should be harvested when most
of the leaves have fallen off, preferably in damp weather to
avoid shelling. A week of rain will not injure the beans... For
soiling, they may be cut at any time after the pods commence
to form; for the silo, when pods attain their full size, but
before they harden. Most varieties can be harvested with the

bean harvester, but it will be found necessary to keep the
shears sharper than for common beans. The mower can be
used, but the reaper is much better. In cutting for ensilage,
the self binder is the best machine, and it is easier to handle
the crop and run it through the cutter.’”
“There are a great many varieties of Soy beans and their
number is gradually increasing. Unfortunately, the naming
of the varieties of this new plant has become badly mixed.
There are a number of different sorts which will thrive well
in our Michigan latitudes.” They are: Early Yellow Soys,
Medium Green, Early Black. “Five samples of Soy beans
were analyzed by the chemist of the Experiment Station this
season...”

A table (p. 173) shows the nutritional composition of these
five varieties (capitalized as follows):
Extra early black [Extra Early Black].
No. 2. medium early green [Medium Early Green].
No. 3 medium early black [Medium Early Black].
No. 4 Ito San or medium early yellow [Medium Early
Yellow].
Medium early yellow [Medium Early Yellow].
Others who grew soy beans in Michigan were: Mr. T.T.
Higgins of Dailey, Cass county; Mr. A.M. Todd of Pearle,
Allegan county; and Mr. John Dunning of Cassopolis. Those
who have fed Soy bean-meal in Michigan are Mr. G.W.
Buckalew of Allen, Hillsdale county; Mr. Walter Vetterly of
Battle Creek.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 1997)
that uses the word “Soys” to refer to soybeans. Mr. Edward
E. Evans of West Branch appears to have coined the word.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Oct.
2020) that mentions Mr. Edward E. Evans, a pioneering
soybean breeder and seedsman of West Branch, Michigan.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov.
2020) that mentions the soybean variety Ito San (one of
two documents). “Ito San” is never mentioned by name in
the early USDA inventories or publications titled Foreign
Seeds and Plants Imported by the Section of Seed and Plant
Introduction, USDA, Inventory.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
which states that the soybean variety Ito San is the same
as the variety Medium Early Yellow. At least 40 other
documents in the SoyaScan database also mention Medium
Early Yellow, and many state that it is the same as Ito San.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Extra Early Black (one of
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two documents).
317. Webber, Herbert J.; Orton, W.A. 1902. Some diseases of
the cowpea. II. A cowpea resistant to root knot (Heterodera
radicicola). USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 17.
p. 23-36. April.
• Summary: “Root-knot or root-gall, as it is ordinarily
termed, is one of the most common and destructive plant
diseases in the southern United States. The disease is caused
by the attacks of a nematode, Heterodera radicicola (Greef.),
Müll.*, which enters the roots and causes large galls
(Footnote: *Heterodera is referred to in various publications
under the generic names Tylenchus and Anguillula). It is
interesting to note that the nematode producing the root-knot
of plants is closely related to the trichina of pork, which has
become a household word and a universal terror.”
Nematodes are popularly called “nematode worms.”
“The size of the gall is largely determined by the number
of nematodes present. As new nematodes are hatched and
take up their abode in fresh portions of the tissue the gall
increases in size.”
“The best descriptions of the development and
metamorphosis of the root-knot nematode (Heterodera
radicicola) known to the writers are those by Professor
George F. Atkinson (1889, “Nematode root galls”), then of
the Alabama Experiment Station, and by Dr. G.E. Stone and
Ralph E. Smith (1898, “Nematode worms”), of the Hatch
Experiment Station of Massachusetts.” Full citations are
given for each of these two papers.
“Extent of the disease: The disease is evidently very
common throughout the Gulf States and South Carolina,
and may possibly extend farther northward. However, it
will probably never become a serious malady north of this
general region, except in greenhouses, as the nematode is
killed by severe cold.”
The section titled “A resistant cowpea” states (p.
35) that four soybean varieties (Best Green, Early Black,
Green Medium, and Bakaziro [Bakajiro]) were grown in
the same experimental field as the cowpeas, on nematode
and wilt infested soil. All four were “badly affected” by the
nematodes. One variety of cowpea, the Iron cowpea, showed
considerable nematode resistance.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 1997)
stating that nematodes attacked soybeans in the United
States.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (one of three
documents, July 22013) that mentions the soybean varieties
Early Black or Bakaziro. Note 3. These soybeans were
apparently grown on the farm of Mr. T.S. Williams, Monetta,
South Carolina. Address: 1. Pathologist; 2. Asst. Pathologist.
318. Yoshioka: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Yoshioko (Morse 1948). 1902. Renamed Yosho by
May 1907. Seed color: Yellow (olive).

• Summary: Sources: Orton, W.A. 1902. “Some diseases
of the cowpea. I. The wilt disease of the cowpea and its
control.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin. No. 17.
p. 1-22. April. See p. 18. “Yoshioka, from Japan, S.P.I. No.
6314.–Early, with dark green and nearly smooth leaves. Bore
well, but very small.”
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1905. No.
10. 333 p. Feb. 8. “Seeds and plants imported during the
period from September, 1900, to December, 1903. Nos.
5501 to 9896. Seed and plant introduction and distribution.”
“From the Tokyo Seed and Plant Company, Tokyo, Japan.
Received April 20, 1901. “6314. Yoshioka. Address: USA.
319. Lindsley, J.B. 1902. Soy beans and cow peas: For
fodder in New England. Rural New-Yorker 61(2727):330.
May 3. Oversize.
• Summary: “There are a number of varieties of each of
these crops. The cow pea is a hot-weather plant, and only
the earliest varieties, such as the Black and Blackeye, will
develop their seeds in the North. It succeeds better than the
Soy bean on light loams, likely to be deficient in moisture.
On medium loams, naturally retentive of moisture, the Soy
bean is preferable. A comparison of these two plants has
convinced the writer that in New England the Soy bean–
particularly in medium moist loams–will yield more dry food
material and especially more seed, and is consequently to be
preferred to the cow pea. It is possible that on light dry soils
northern farmers might secure more favorable results with
the cow pea; in all probability, the latter plant is best adapted
to the South.
“Soy Beans.–The variety best adapted to northern
conditions is known as the Medium Green, and was
introduced by W.P. Brooks, of this Station. The plant will
thrive on soils suited for Indian corn, may be planted and
cultivated in the same manner, and will mature its seed at
about the same time. Commercial forms of plant food are
preferable to barnyard manure, as nitrogen should be used
sparingly. A very good application for an acre consist [sic]
of nitrate of soda, 100 pounds; dry fish, 100 pounds; acid
phosphate, 300 pounds, and double sulphate of potash and
magnesia, 500 pounds. After the beans have been growing
on the farm for a few years, the fish may be omitted. When
growing this crop for the first time, it is advisable to procure
a little soil (100 pounds for an acre) from fields where the
bean has been grown for a number of years previously, and
scatter it upon the soil of the field to be used, which thus
becomes inoculated with the nitrogen-gathering bacteria
peculiar to the Soy bean plant.
As a Forage Crop.–In the writer’s judgment, the chief
use of this crop at present is for green forage. In growing it
either by itself or with corn for this purpose, it is preferable
to make two seedings, the first, May 15-20, and the second,
June 5-10. The usual quantity of seed when grown by itself
is 16 quarts to the acre, which may be sown with a corn
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planter, so regulated as to place the seeds about an inch apart
in the row. There is no objection to a little thicker seeding.
Cutting for green forage may begin when the first pods
appear (about August 15) and continue for several weeks. It
is not advisable to cut too early, as the power of the plant to
gather nitrogen is less during its earlier stages of growth. As
the plant nears maturity on the other hand, the stem become
tough and woody. A heavy (bush) scythe is necessary to cut
the crop, an ordinary grass scythe being generally too light
for the purpose. The yield will be from eight to 12 tons to the
acre, and about 50 pounds may be fed daily. The writer has
had good success in growing a mixture of Longfellow field
corn and Medium Green beans as a forage crop. Ten quarts
of corn and seven quarts of beans for an acre were sown
together in an Eclipse corn planter in rows 3½ feet apart. The
crop was cared for and cut in the same manner as corn. Time
of sowing and cutting, the same as when beans were grown
by themselves, when cutting begins, the corn will have
partially developed ears, and the beans will be podding. The
yield will be in the vicinity of 12 to 14 tons to the acre, and
one-third of an acre will generally be sufficient for 10 cows
for two weeks. A small power cutter is a great convenience
on any farm. Such crops as corn and corn and beans are
eaten clean if cut fine.
“As a Silage Crop.–I have grown corn and Soy beans
quite extensively in separate fields for silage. The beans
may be cut with a heavy scythe or mowing machine, and
placed in the silo in alternate layers with the corn (twothirds corn and one-third beans). The mixed silage makes
a very satisfactory feed, and contains fully one-third more
protein than corn silage. A number of years’ experience has
convinced me, however, that the extra expense involved
in cutting and putting the beans into the silo by present
methods, exceeds the value of the increased amount of
protein obtained. If the corn and bean mixture can be cut and
bound with a corn harvester (an experiment not yet tried by
the writer) or if a machine can be made to cut and bind the
bean fodder when grown by itself, it is believed that it will
be economical for many farmers to grow such a mixture in
preference to corn for a silage crop. The problem of economy
in handling will undoubtedly be solved before long. It is not
advisable to silo beans by themselves. While it is probably
true that larger yields can be obtained when corn and beans
are grown separately, it is believed that the reduced cost of
growing and handling the crop would warrant their being to
give satisfaction. grown together.
“Seed and Hay.–Brooks has fed ground Soy beans in
place of cottonseed meal with quite satisfactory results. It
is not thought, however, that they are economical as a grain
crop, it being cheaper to purchase nitrogenous matter in the
form of cotton-seed or other protein meal. Farmers on the
other hand, situated long distances from the markets, and
where freight charges are excessive, might grow their protein
in the form of Soy-bean meal to advantage. The yield of

seed is from 25 to 35 bushels to the acre (a legal bushel in
Massachusetts weighs 58 pounds). Soy bean straw has little
feeding value and is not satisfactory for bedding. Neither
Soy beans nor cow peas are satisfactory as a hay crop, for the
reason that the leaves when dry become brittle and break off
easily.” Address: Massachusetts Agricultural College.
320. Redding, R.J. 1902. Cowpea culture. Atlanta
Constitution (Georgia). May 11. p. 18.
• Summary: In Bulletin No. 118 of the Alabama Experiment
Station, titled “Cowpea Culture,” by J.F. Duggar, we read:
“At Auburn the yield of forage has averaged higher from
cowpeas than from velvet beans, soy beans or beggar weed.”
321. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1902. Care of
orchards. Valuable pointers from good authorities. May 17.
p. 18.
• Summary: The section on “Cover crops” describes four
important advantages of cover crops in an orchard. “That
‘cover crops’ do produce the above results has been proven
by many experiments, and many kinds of plants have been
employed. Those most used for this purpose are–rye, oats,
barley, peas, soy bean, cow pea and hairy vetch.” These may
be divided into two classes: (1) Those that live through the
winter and make some growth in the spring before the trees
start into growth; and (2) Those that die in the winter, having
made their growth in the fall.
322. Feldkircher Zeitung (Vorarlberg, Austria-Hungary).
1902. Mai-Brief [May letter]. 42(44):1-2. May 31. [Ger]
• Summary: [The article discusses various activities for the
month of May and springtime].
A political organization in China purchased an old stone
dwelling in order to be able to worship their special god
there at least once a week, a former dealer in bean cheese
(Bohnenkäse [probably tofu or fermented tofu]) who was
canonized (kanonisirt [actually deified]) in the twelfth
century. How fine it would be, the mischievous long-braided
ones thought, if not only for the honoring, but also for our
refreshment and amusement, we could smoke opium there.
[The article then goes on to discuss opium smoking].
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. The special god was probably Guan Yu,
courtesy name Yunchang, also known as Kuan Ti. He was an
historical character, a military general who died in early 220
CE while serving under the warlord Liu Bei during the late
Eastern Han dynasty of China.
323. Rural New-Yorker. 1902. Soy beans in peach orchard
(Letter to the editor). 61(2731):384. May 31. Oversize.
• Summary: “Reader.–I have a peach orchard two years old.
I am giving clean culture. (The trees are not very large). How
would it do to plant Soy beans in rows and cultivate as long
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as possible, then leave to lie on ground over Winter? Which
would you do, put on beans or some other crops, or leave the
land bare?
“Ans.–We prefer cow peas to Soy beans for orchards.
The Soy beans require better soil than the cow peas. They
do not grow as well the first year–doing better as the soil
becomes filled with their bacteria. The erect growing habit of
the Soy beans makes it harder to plow them under than the
cow Peas, which grow closer to the ground. We should use
Whippoorwill or Black cow peas.”
324. Country Gentleman. 1902. What some Jersey cows can
do (Ad). 67(2579):557. July 3.
• Summary: “The following tests have been accepted by the
American Jersey Cattle Club:...
“Exile’s Maximum 145705–Butter. 16 lb.: milk, 282 lb;
May 29 to June 4; 4 y. 7 m; estimated weight, 750 lb.; fed
4 lb. wheat bran, 6 lb Victor oats and corn meal, 5 lb. corn
meal, 2 lb. ground oats and 1 lb. soy bean meal per day–
blue-grass pasture. Property of Samuel McKeen.”
325. Jenkins, W.H. 1902. The season in southeastern NewYork. Country Gentleman 67(2580):568-69. July 10.
• Summary: “Most of our farmers grow only the starchy
cattle foods, such as timothy hay and ensilage corn, and
very little progress has been made toward growing the
protein crops that will save a part of the large grain bills.
Only occasionally do I see a dairyman trying to grow oats
and peas, to supplement a short, dry pasture in August
or September, instead of buying grain. Only a few are
seeking for cheaper sources of protein in alfalfa, cow peas
or soy beans (which can be grown on the farm) in place of
purchased grain.” Address: Delaware County [New York].
326. Fraser, W.J. 1902. Feeding dairy cows in summer.
American Agriculturist 70(2):26. July 12.
• Summary: “For central and northern Illinois there is no
crop that will produce more food, to the acre than corn.
“Some other crops should be fed in connection with corn
to balance the ration and afford variety. Leguminous crops as
clover, Canada peas, cowpeas, soja beans, etc, are especially
valuable for this purpose, being unusually rich in nitrogenous
ingredients which are so essential to dairy cows.
“Cowpeas and soja beans give a large amount of
valuable forage, furnishing feed from August 1 until frost.”
Address: Prof., Illinois.
327. Neues Wiener Journal (Vienna). 1902. Chinesische
Goetter: aus dem Muenchener ethnographischen Museum
[Chinese gods: from the Munich ethnographic museum].
10(3130):7. July 12. [Ger]
• Summary: Kuan Ti (Kuanti) [alternatively known as Guan
Yu, Yunchang, Guandi, Guan Gong, Kuan-ti, Fu-mo tati, etc.] is a celebrated hero from the last years of the Han

Dynasty (168-265 [CE]), the Chinese Chevalier de Bayard
(Ritter Bayard). Before he found this career, he was a dealer
in bean cheese (Bohnenkäse [probably tofu or fermented
tofu]). In the twelfth century, he was canonized and in 1594,
he was elevated to the level of a god.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. Wikipedia gives his name as Guan Yu, has a
long entry about him and an illustration of him, and says he
was in office from 219-220 CE–during the late Eastern Han
Dynasty. “He is a deity worshipped in Chinese folk religion.”
The authoritative historical source on Guan Yu’s life is the
Records of the Three Kingdoms (Sanguozhi) written by
Chen Shou in the third century. He is frequently mentioned
in the 14th-century historical novel Romance of the Three
Kingdoms which glorifies Guan Yu by portraying him as a
righteous and loyal warrior.
Note 3. According to the website angelsandmasters.net:
“Kuan Ti [who was apparently an historical figure], is the
Chinese warrior god who acts to prevent war. He’s a prophet
who predicts the future, and he protects people from lower
spirits.
“In his human incarnation, Kuan Ti was a Chinese
war hero and Han dynasty general, well known for his
warriorlike skills and intelligent decisions. When he passed
away, he was elevated to the status of god.”
328. Guy’s Hospital Gazette (London). 1902. Diabetes.
Clinical lecture by Dr. Hale White, June 4, 1902. 16:289-98.
July 19. Series 3. See p. 297.
• Summary: “Another point in the treatment of diabetes is
that fats are particularly useful. Many a diabetic is given too
much meat and not enough fats. They bear fats very much
better than anything. I need not go over the various foods
which are given in these cases. The substitutes for bread
which contain little carbo-hydrate are gluten bread, soya
beans, cocoa-nut flour, almond flour, plasmon, and these are
those frequently met with in England.”
Note: “For the shorthand notes of this lecture we are
indebted to the Editor of the Clinical Journal.”
329. Country Gentleman. 1902. Cover-crops for orchards–II.
67(2583):632. July 31.
• Summary: “Soy beans have been tried to some extent with
good results. We think they are valuable. The plants stand
up well and hold the snow. The best success is attained by
sowing early, say June 1 to 15, in drills, and cultivating
between the rows till August 1. Sow 1 to 1½ bushels an
acre. They may also be broadcasted. They seem to do better
northward than cow peas, and to thrive better on clay soils.
A large photo has this caption: “A Vermont cover crop of
soy bean, which has stood all winter under the snow. Plants 6
feet tall.” Address: Oxford, Ohio.
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330. Bennett, R.L. 1902. Pork production experiments and
hog ranching. Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 73. p. 43-57. July.
• Summary: “Reprint from Bulletin 11, issued in 1896, pages
1 to 8.”
Page 53: “Two lots of four pigs each, one lot of which
was put on peanuts and the other on soja beans, and two
lots of three pigs each, one lot of which was put on chufas
and the other fed corn in a pen. On September 24 the pigs
were confined with movable fence on small areas of each
crop, and as the food was consumed on these areas the pigs
were moved to fresh places. At the time feeding began the
soja bean pods were all well filled and some were changing
color, and as feeding progressed and the pods dried the pigs
showed a preference for the green ones by eating them first.
The pigs on corn were given all they would eat-it being fed
dry on the ear. The feeding was continued on the peanuts
and chufas for forty-six days, while the lot on soja beans
was continued only thirty-two days, the area in beans being
consumed sooner than was expected. That difference in time
of feeding does not affect the final results, as the soja beans
were clearly not equal in fattening value or yield of food
to the peanuts or chufas.” Address: M.S., Director of the
Station, Fayetteville, Arkansas.
331. Oesterreichische Monatsschrift fuer den Orient:
Hauptteil (Vienna). 1902. Japanische Handelsbeziehungen
zu Korea [Japanese trade relations with Korea]. No. 7. July.
Page 84, col. 1. [Ger]
• Summary: Among the articles that Japan imports from
Korea are, above all, foods, such as rice, whose import into
Korea amounted to 47 million yen in 1900, as well as shoyu
(Shoyu) and other beans, grain, and salt meat.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Import-Geschaeft in Prag.
332. Ono, Ryozo. 1902. Shôyu-chû yori sekisetsu kesshôtai
ni tsukite no jikken [Investigation of the crystallized
substance separated from shoyu]. Yakugaku Zasshi (J. of the
Pharmaceutical Society of Japan) No. 245. p. 649-54. July.
[Jap; eng]
• Summary: The author examined the crystals that separate
from shoyu during the winter; he reports on the cause and
prevention of such separation.
333. Country Gentleman. 1902. Treating weedy, hardpan
land. 67(2584):648. Aug. 7.
• Summary: Answer by Prof. I.P. Roberts.
“This land will succeed best if it is kept filled with
humus. The manure will form some humus, but usually
humus is most economically and certainly procured by
plowing under a cover crop; therefore I suggest that in
future when the meadow has to be reseeded (which Is
likely to occur in three or at most four years), plow it in

the fall, sow with peas (1 to 1 1/3 bushels per acre) early
in the spring, and when covered two to three inches deep,
sow 1 1/3 bushels of oats and harrow. Plow under when
the oats are in milk, or a little before, sow again with peas,
or better, soja beans, which will produce the most humus.
The only objection to the bean is that the seed is expensive.
However, a bushel to the acre is likely to cover the ground by
September. This land is possibly too cold for the cow peas...”
334. Washington Post. 1902. A great national crisis. Aug. 12.
p. 6.
• Summary: The Chinese prince, Tsai Chen, is traveling in
the United States. His dinner menu for last Sunday night
[apparently in New York City] included, among its 12 dishes,
“11. Stewed bean curd.”
335. Country Gentleman. 1902. Sunflowers for heavy land.
67(2586):691. Aug. 21.
• Summary: “Most old farms lack humus, and it is only a
question of the best means how to secure it. We have had
most excellent success with oats, peas and soy beans, and
partial success with the cow pea and crimson clover. Rye
is excellent, but is not a nitrogen fixer. However, most of
these plants can be utilized as humus producers without
intrenching in the least upon the summer harvest crops,
whereas the sun flower could not be used between the corn
rows, and we imagine could not be grown successfully after
the oats and barley are gathered; whereas peas, barley, rye
and soy beans all make considerable growth even if sown as
late as the middle of August. Some of these plants withstand
the frost well; others do not.”
336. Yorkshire Post and Leeds Intelligencer (West Yorkshire,
England). 1902. Summary of the news. Aug. 25. p. 5, col. 3.
• Summary: “The advocates of duties on imported
articles generally, would do well to study the report of Mr.
T.E. Thorpe, the Principal Chemist of the Government
Laboratory, upon the work of his department during the
year ending last March, which was issued Saturday. The
imposition of a duty on sugar seemed at first sight a simple
operation; the dry details of Mr. Thorpe’s report show that
it was a task of great difficulty and complexity... Sugar,
for the purposes of the tariff, included, of course, cognate
substances and articles in the manufacture of which sugar or
its equivalents are used. These included not only all kinds
of confectionery and preserved fruits, but such articles as
blacking and cattle foods, which contain molasses, and
soy, a substance used largely in the manufacture of sauces.
Soy, which when genuine, is an extract of the soya bean,
frequently consists almost entirely of molasses.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2014) in
a British newspaper that contains the term “soya bean” (or
“soya beans”).
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337. Lyon, C.D. 1902. Some legumes. Rural New-Yorker
61(2744):594. Aug. 30. Oversize.
• Summary: “Hairy vetch sown thinly in eight-inch drills
April 1 is a solid mat a foot deep, some vines being over
four feet long. It is a perfect mass of bloom August 1, and
some pods setting. Warren’s Extra Early and New Era cow
peas planted about May 20 will be ripe in a week, these two
with Large Early Black are my favorites among 14 varieties
I have growing. Early Brown Soja beans planted May 5, was
harvested on July 28 fully ripe; it is a dwarf, 10 to 14 inches
high. My Black and Green Sojas are three feet high and very
full of nearly grown pods; I have 12 sorts of Soja beans. The
roots of the vetches and those of the cow peas are full of
tubercles, although the former are on land that never before
bore a leguminous crop. The tubercles on the cow peas are
nearly as large as doves’ eggs, and is [sic, in] masses. The
Soja beans show very few tubercles, although they grow on
land where cow peas and Soja beans have grown for two and
three years before.
“C.D. Lyon, Brown Co., Ohio.”
Note 1: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Early Brown.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that describes the color of a soybean as “Black and Green”
or that uses the term “Black and Green Sojas.” However in
1941 W.J. Morse introduced a large-seeded, vegetable-type
soybean named “Green and Black.” See: Morse, W.J. 1941.
“Shanghaied... a super food.” Soybean Digest. July. p. 4-5,
10. See p. 5. Green and Black is a late variety, maturing in
141 days or more. Address: Brown Co., Ohio.
338. Worcestershire Chronicle (England). 1902. Some
substitutes. Intoxicating “temperance” drinks. Aug. 30. p. 7,
col. 2.
• Summary: “Soy, which when genuine, is an extract of the
Soya bean, frequently consists entirely of molasses, and is
used largely in the manufacture of sauces.”
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (April
2014) in a British newspaper that contains the term “soya
bean” (or “soya beans”).
339. Early Brown: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Medium Early Brown (Morse 1948). 1902. Seed
color: Brown (auburn = reddish brown).
• Summary: Sources: Lyon, C.D. 1902. “Some legumes.”
Rural New-Yorker 61(2744):594. Aug. 30. “Early Brown
Soja beans planted May 5, was harvested on July 28 fully
ripe; it is a dwarf, 10 to 14 inches high...; I have 12 sorts of
Soja beans.”
Nourse, D.O. 1903. “Cow peas and soy beans.” Virginia
Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 149. p. 91-99. June. Variety
trials were conducted using 20 varieties of soy beans with
the following names: Medium Green, Olive Green, Green
Samarow, Southern Soja, Ito San–Yellow, Early Brown,

Woods Soja, Cross Bred No. 6, Cross Bred No. 9 [Note:
The last two varieties “Cross Bred” were originated by E.E.
Evans of West Branch, Michigan], Department of Agriculture
No. 8422, 8423, 8424, 8497, 9407, 9408, 9409, 9415, 9416,
9417, 9418. The following details are given for each variety:
Date sown: May 18. Condition on Aug. 28. Condition on
Sept. 12. Yield in 1903 (in pounds/acre). Average yield for 3
years.
Thorburn, James M., & Co. 1903. “One-hundred-andsecond annual catalog of high-class seeds.” In the section
on “Forage, Economical and Miscellaneous Seeds,” in the
subsection on “Beans” page 51 states: “Early Brown $0.25/
quart, $5/bus.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 72, 75. Seed
color: Brown. S.P.I. No. 25130. “From Knoxville, Tennessee,
1909. Plants stout, erect, bushy; height 18 to 24 inches;
medium early; pubescence tawny; flowers purple; pods
medium-sized, 2 to 2.125 inches long, tumid, half crowded,
shattering little; seeds brown, medium-sized, 7½ to 8 mm.
long, elliptical, much flattened; hilum pale; germ yellow.
Except for color of seeds and maturity, this variety is difficult
to distinguish from Ito San, 17268. Grown one season. No.
25161, from the Indiana Agricultural Experiment Station, is
the same.” “The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Early–
Early Brown, 25161.”
Stone, Wm. McD. 1914. “Soybeans and corn: A treatise
on the most valuable of the farm crops of Ohio. Also
practical suggestions for the improvement of soils through
scientific use of lime and legumes.” Alliance, Ohio: The
Review Press. 52 p. See p. 1-18. The Ohio 7455 soy (a
pedigreed strain of Medium Early Brown bred by Prof. C.G.
Williams of Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster, Ohio).
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 13.
“With the exception of the color of the seed, this variety can
not be distinguished from Ito San.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 164. “Introduced by the Indiana Agric. Exp. Station as
a probable hybrid of Early Yellow (Ito San) and Early Black
varieties. Plants stout, erect, maturing in about 110 days;
pubescence tawny; flowers purple, 40 to 45 days to flower;
pods tawny, 35 to 45 mm. long, 9 to 10 mm. wide, 6 to 7
mm. thick, 2-3 seeded, shattering little; seed brown, 7 to 8
mm. long, 6 to 7 mm. wide, 4 to 5 mm. thick; hilum brown;
germ yellow; oil 17.7 per cent.; about 182,400 to the bushel.”
Morse, W.J. comp. 1948. “Soybean varietal names used
to date.” Unpublished. May 26. 9 p. Attached at the end of
RSLM 148. Early Brown is listed as a variety. Medium Early
Brown is listed as a separate variety and as a synonym of
Early Brown. Address: USA.
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340. Oamaru Mail (New Zealand). 1902. Tradesmen’s tricks.
Oct. 9. p. 1.
• Summary: “Molasses forms an ingredient of soy, cattle
foods, and blacking, and these are now charged a shilling per
cwt in respect of the sweetening matter in them. Soy, which
when genuine is an extract of the Soya bean, frequently
consists entirely of molasses, and is used largely in the
manufacture of sauces. Though no definite rate is fixed for
the duty on the following articles, they are taxed because of
sugar, saccharine, spirit or other dutiable ingredient:”
Note: Coffee substitutes are also discussed but soy is not
mentioned as one of them.
341. GVT Grand Valley Times (Moab, Utah). 1902. How
chop suey is made: Famous Chinese delicacy that is
becoming popular dish in the United States. Oct. 10. p. 3.
• Summary: “Chop suey, the national dish of China for
at least 25 centuries, bids fair to become a standard food
in this country. There are some 60 Chinese restaurants
scattered over the different boroughs of New York whose
chief attraction is this popular composition, and several
American restaurants have endeavored to take advantage of
its popularity by adding it to their daily bill of fare. There
is a ridiculous amount of mystery concerning this dish. It is
simple, economical and easily made, according to the New
York Post. The general formula (a long recipe in sentencestyle format) is as follows: One pound of moderately lean
pork...”
“Some Chinese cooks use the Indian soy, which is
sweeter. The effect can be imitated by adding a teaspoonful
of Worcestershire sauce and another of brown sugar or a
teaspoonful of molasses. An agreeable modification results.”
“In Chinese restaurants the cost varies from 10 to 25
cents a plate.
Note: This “Indian soy” is clearly sweet soy sauce,
which means it is different from the soy sauce made in
Japan. Perhaps “Indian soy” here refers to the sweet soy
sauce (ketjap manis) made in the Dutch East Indies, today’s
Indonesia. However ketjap manis seems to be a recentlydeveloped seasoning and recently-coined term; it is first
mentioned in a document in 1960 (as far as we know, as of
April 2012).
342. Pincus, J.W. 1902. Soiling crops for dairy cows.
American Agriculturist 70(15):345. Oct. 11.
• Summary: “Our soiling calendar during this season was as
follows: Winter rye, fed from May 1 to 12; crimson clover,
from May 13 to 28; red clover and mixed grasses, from May
28 to June 9; peas and oats, from June 9 to July 25; cow
peas, soja beans and Indian corn, from July 25 to September
1.”
Note: According to americanjewisharchives.org: One
group “of immigrants, with the financial assistance of
the Baron de Hirsch Fund, bought 5,200 acres of land in

Woodbine, New Jersey, in 1891. In 1894, they opened a
school, the Baron de Hirsch Agricultural College, which
was the country’s first secondary school specializing in
agriculture. The school closed in 1917.” Address: Prof.,
Baron de Hirsch School of Agriculture, Woodbine, New
Jersey.
343. New-York Tribune. 1902. New publications. Some light
sketches of Chinese life. Oct. 15. p. 10.
• Summary: A book review of: Glimpses of China and
Chinese Homes, by Edward S. Morse. He gives a list of
the foods he had for dinner, with his comments. The last is:
“Fermented bean-curd soup. Very poor.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that clearly mentions fermented tofu, which
it calls “Fermented bean-curd” (one of two documents).
344. Meyer, Frank Nicholas. 1902. Letters of Frank N.
Meyer. 4 vols. Compiled by Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA. 2444 [i.e. 2577] leaves. Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: Only two copies of these rare, magnificent
unpublished documents exist. One is Rolls 28-30, Vols.
105-109, Project Studies, Division of Plant Exploration and
Introduction, Record Group 54: Records of the Bureau of
Plant Industry, The National Archives. The second is at the
University of California at Davis. Most are carbon copies
of typewritten letters. Includes some illustrations (pencil
sketches) by Meyer.
The first letter in this collection, dated 7th Oct. 1902,
is from Meyer in Santa Ana, California, to Mr. Adrian J.
Pieters (a fellow Dutchman) at USDA in Washington, DC.
Meyer arrived in California on 18 Sept. 1902 and started
immediately to work for USDA at the plant introduction
garden in Santa Ana; he stayed 7 months. In April 1904
Meyer is in Guadalajara, Mexico. In March 1905, Meyer
receives an offer from David Fairchild and Pieters to work
for USDA as an agricultural explorer in northern China.
In August 1905, he is in Nagasaki, Japan. In Sept., he is in
Shanghai, China. In Oct. 1905, he writes a long letter to
Fairchild. Meyer made four very fruitful expeditions to Asia,
eastern Europe, and the Middle East. His first expedition was
to China, Manchuria, and Siberia, 1905-08. His second was
to Europe, Russia, Caucasus, Transcaucasia, Turkestan, and
Siberia, 1909-12. His third was Russia, Siberia, Manchuria,
China, and Japan, 1912-15. And his fourth and final
expedition was to Japan and China, 1916-18.
On 23 Dec. 1917, war engulfed Frank Meyer at Ichang
(I-ch’ang or Yichang) on the Yangtze River. He was trapped
there until 2 May 1918 when he managed to break through
lines of soldiers. The last letter in this collection, dated 18
May 1918, is from Meyer to Fairchild written from Hankow,
China. He died about 1-2 June 1918, having drowned in the
Yangtze River below Anking, and above Wuhu, China.
Meyer did not report any soybeans in Russia or
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Turkestan.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2016)
concerning Frank N. Meyer.
Note 2. Ichang, which opened as a treaty port in 1876,
was a city of 40,000 people by 1920. It is situated at the head
of steam navigation on the Yangtze, at the throat of the main
outlet from Szechuan, and at the point where the mountains
of Szechuan and western Hupeh meet the central plain of
Hupeh.
Note 3. Soyfoods Center owns all pages that mention
soy, plus: (1) The full U.C. Davis cataloging record for the
archival collection, which is in Special Collections SB108
A7M49 1902 v1-4. (2) A letter from Melissa Tyler of U.C.
Davis, dated 22 Sept. 2003, discussing the collection and
its lack of front matter. (3) Appendix A: Bureau of Plant
Industry, by Knowles Ryerson about a dispute he had with
Secretary of Agriculture Henry Wallace involving Nicholas
Roerich, Dr. H.G. MacMillan, and James F. Stephens over
a plant exploration expedition to Manchuria and the Gobi
Desert. In 1934 Ryerson was appointed Chief of the USDA’s
Bureau of Plant Industry; this dispute led to his removal that
same year; he was replaced by Frederick D. Richey. Address:
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry.
345. Morse, Edward S. 1902. Glimpses of China and
Chinese homes. Boston, Massachusetts: Little, Brown & Co.;
London: Kegan Paul. xv + 216 p. Oct. Illust. Index. 21 cm.
Reprinted in 2001 by Kegan Paul.
• Summary: In Chapter 3, “A Chinese dinner,” the author
notes (p. 65): “Women are excluded from the table, as in
Japan.” He gives a list of the foods he was served for dinner,
with his comments (p. 67). The last is: “Fermented bean-curd
soup. Very poor.”
Edward Sylvester Morse (an American, from Hartford,
Connecticut) lived 1838-1925. The book is illustrated by
sketches from his journal. Prof. Morse, who lived and taught
for several years in Japan in the late 1870s and 1880s, and
quickly grew to admire and love the Japanese, finds little to
like or admire among the Chinese: “In my short experience
with the Chinese I do not recall the faintest indications of
kindliness, politeness, or urbanity; whether high or low in
station, their attitude was always the same.” “The reception a
foreigner encounters in China is due to an intense dislike of
us, coupled with an absolute contempt for all we do and for
all we have accomplished” (p. 206-07).
Note: This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2011) that clearly mentions fermented
tofu, which it calls “Fermented bean-curd” (one of two
documents). Address: Former Prof. of Zoology, Imperial
Univ., Tokyo.
346. Potts, H.W. 1902. Hawkesbury District farm notes–
October. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales
13(10):1042-44. Oct.

• Summary: The section titled “Cow-pea and Soy bean”
begins: “These useful legumes are best sown in October...
Cow-pea may be utilised as hay, and, further, it forms a
valuable addition to maize for the silo, as also does the soy
bean.”
347. Evening Bulletin (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1902. Soy
manufactory may start here. Nov. 14. p. 5, col. 4.
• Summary: “Honolulu is to have a soy [sauce] manufactory
here very soon if the plans which an expert in the business
is talking up to various business firms of the city are carried
through. The proposition is to start in as soon as possible and
the man who is handling the matter is so confident that his
plans will carry that he has already secured the services of an
expert Japanese soy maker who is in the city at the present
time.
“Soy in this city sells for something like $3.50 a tub and
the manufacture of the article here is calculated to reduce
this amount to $2, a very material difference. It is calculated
further that at the start off about 2000 tubs a month could be
manufactured. This amount could be increased from time to
time. At any rate, the man who is piloting the scheme figures
in his prospectus that there will be a return of something like
40 per cent on the money invested.
“Soy is one of the articles the consumption of which
will never decrease. It is an article that Asiatics must
have and when they can get the same thing here at a very
much reduced rate, it means the practical cessation of the
importations from the Orient.”
348. Country Gentleman. 1902. For Thanksgiving evening.
67(2599):962. Nov. 20.
• Summary: “The menu should be simple and suggestive of
Thanksgiving:
“Turkey Sandwiches.
“Indian Salad.
“Tomato Jelly.
“Cranberry Soy.
“Coffee.
“Pumpkin Pie.
“Cheese.
“Turkey Sandwiches.–Mince a quart of cold turkey and
reserve one half for the salad.”
Note: What is “Cranberry Soy”?
349. Hills & Co. 1902. About–Turkeys (Ad). Hartford Daily
Courant (Connecticut). Nov. 21. p. 18.
• Summary: Their long list of “Imported and domestic
sauces” begins: “John Bull, Mushroom, Beef Steak, China
Soy, Essence of Anchovies, Worcestershire Sauce,...”
350. Washington Post. 1902. Like oriental cuisine: Many
Americans eat at Chinese restaurants. Nov. 30. p. 28.
• Summary: The ordinary bill of fare at Chinese restaurants
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in this city is bird’s nest soup, or birds’ nests a la Chinois;
chop suey, chow fou, yet quo mien, chow mein, fou young
dong and kee heong chan.”
“Yet quo mien is perhaps the most popular item on the
menu.” “Chop suey stands next in order of popularity.” The
ingredients, which are listed, are hashed fine and fried in
peanut oil. For cooking, the Chinese, being good Buddhists,
never use lard or any other animal fat, employing in their
place all manner of vegetable oils. With each dish of chop
suey the waiter brings a small dish, such as is used for butter
in American restaurants, filled with a peculiar brown sauce.
This [soy sauce] is made in China of fermented beans, rice,
and cabbage [sic], and is a great appetizer.
“Many years ago a shrewd Englishman who had been in
the East India service took this sauce, and by adding certain
other ingredients, evolved the famous Worcestershire sauce,
which to-day is found on the tables of every hotel in the
civilized world.
“It is surprising what the Chinese are able to make of
beans. In the Heavenly Kingdom ‘bean curd’ is as staple an
article of diet among the masses as bacon in this country. It is
made by grinding beans moistened with water between two
heavy stones, the product resembling cream. It is then taken,
strained, flavored, and subjected to several processes known
only to the makers, and finally pressed into long cakes like
castile soap, in which shape it is cut up in slices and sold.”
“There the ordinary bill of fare is bird’s nest soup, or
bird’s nest a la Chinois; chop suey, chow fou, yet quo mein,
chow mein, fou young dong and kee heong chan.”
351. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1902. Improving Indian
agriculture: Some recent experiments. Dec. 1. p. 6.
• Summary: “In two previous articles we described the
highly interesting experiments, now in progress at the
Bombay Government farms established at Poona and Surat,
in the improvement of Indian cotton...
These farms are intended to benefit Indian agriculture.
“The Bombay government for many years enjoyed the
services of Mr. J. Mollison, the present Inspector-General of
Agriculture, a most experienced and practical agriculturist.
Under his supervision the work of the farms was framed
on lines which ensure that any discoveries made shall be of
direct value to the ryots” [farmers].
“The seed store is the microcosm of the experimental
farm, for there are gathered together specimens of every
kind of grain and vegetable which is being tested. A single
example will give an idea of the work which is in progress.
Here are some half dozen sealed jars containing different
varieties of the soy bean. This is largely utilized as human
food in Japan, and is much richer in albuminoids than any
other pulse. It is grown to a certain extent in Northern
India, but the quality is far inferior to that produced in
Japan. So Japanese seed has been procured, with a view to
its acclimatization and substitution for the inferior Indian

variety.
“A curious circumstance transpired in connection
with this particular bean. In one small area in the Central
Provinces it was found that a kind was growing far superior
to any raised elsewhere in India. Traced to its source, it was
ascertained that this exception rose from five seeds carried
thither by a wandering fakir” [Muslim Sufi ascetic].
The groundnut is also discussed.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2020) that
concerns soybean varietal development.
352. Freeman (The) (Indianapolis, Indiana). 1902. Farm &
home: Model farm. Dec. 6. p. 6.
• Summary: “If Secretary Wilson carries out his purpose
of turning the Potomac flats of the Lee-Arlington estate,
just across the river from Washington [DC] and within site
of the Capitol, into a model farm the national capital will
have a unique and special attraction for the agriculturists
of the country. These flats which have not been included
in the national cemetary [sic, cemetery] (Arlington) on the
ridge just above formerly constituted the corn lands of the
great Custis-Lee estate and the portion selected by Secretary
Wilson contains about 400 acres and will be known as the
‘Arlington Farm.’
“The first step to reclaim this part of the Arlington
estate, which for very many years had been overgrown with
weeds and brush, and convert it into an object lesson was
taken in May 1901. The property up to that time had been
in charge of the war department and received practically no
care. At the suggestion of Secretary Wilson it was transferred
by an act of Congress to the Agricultural department for
experimental purposes. L.C. Corbett, the horticulturist of
the plant breeding division of the department, was chosen to
work out the plans, and under the direction of the secretary
and of Prof. V.T. [sic, B.T.] Galloway, he began the work.
He had it plowed up and sown with cow peas, soy beans and
coarse fodder, which when matured was plowed under again.
This year he put in a crop of rye as an experiment and found
that it yielded twenty-five bushels to the acre which is much
better than the average.
“The land has been surveyed and plans have been drawn
just as an architect would for a house.”
At the top of page 1 is written on a banner: “A National
Illustrated Colored Newspaper.” Also, a large illustration
shows a dark-skinned lady holding in her left hand a balance
scale (of justice) and in her right an unfurled scroll that
reads: “And Ethiopia shall stretch forth her hand.”
353. Brown (Waldo F.). 1902. Send 10¢ for 40-page booklet
(Ad). Country Gentleman 67(2604):1049. Dec. 25.
• Summary: “Tells how to grow seven tons of sorghum hay
per acre. Chapters on Soybean, cow pea, beet and strawberry
culture. All about cement laying. Illustrated plan of hog
house. Price list free. Address: Waldo F. Brown, Oxford, O.”
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[Ohio]. Address: Oxford, Ohio.
354. Country Gentleman. 1902. Improving an old farm
(Letter to the editor). 67(2604):1052. Dec. 25.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–I have purchased a
farm in Mercer County, Pa. [Pennsylvania], and intend trying
my hand at agriculture again, after an interim of 20 years,
and wish you to give me a little information as to how I can
conduct it best for the first year...”
Answer by Prof. I.P. Roberts:... “The soy bean gives
better manurial results in southern New-York than the cow
pea. In any case, no matter which variety of plants you use
to bring up the land, it is best to give them a full season of
growth, or until it is time to sow fall wheat. Sow in May after
the danger of frost has passed and plow under in September.
Any one of the following varieties of cow peas is good:
Wonderful, Holly Brook [Hollybrook], Whippoorwill. The
Early Black variety is the earliest of all, but is not a rank
grower. The two varieties of soy bean most largely grown
are the common or southern soy bean and the Medium Early
Green soy bean.”
355. Country Gentleman. 1902. Horticultural Department:
The Michigan society. 67(2604):1056. Dec. 25.
• Summary: “Sometimes orchards may be seeded to check
excessive growth and promote the formation of fruit buds.
Beans, soy beans and cow peas are good nurse crops, as is
cotton in the southern states. Truck crops, and cucumbers,
melons, squashes and other vines also do well as nurse crops.
They need good preparation, high manuring and thorough
cultivation, and this suits the trees. The latter admit the
seeding of the land to a cover crop at the last cultivation.
Irish and sweet potatoes, beans, beets, peppers and tomatoes
may be grown in orchards. Strawberries and the bush fruits
are not desirable in orchards, unless the rows of trees are
far apart and the berries kept some distance away from the
trees. Crimson clover comes nearest to the ideal as a cover
crop, as it takes nitrogen from the air and stores it up for the
crop. Mammoth clover, winter vetch, peas, cow peas and soy
beans also do this.”
356. Tennessean (The) (Nashville, Tennessee). 1902. How to
restore worn-out land Dec. 29. p. 6, cols. 6-7.
• Summary: “P.E.B., Trenton, Ky., writes: I have just bought
a farm of 100 acres that has been rented and skimmed over
for the past fifteen years. It has a dark, rich, clay subsoil, and
where this soil is in tilth it produced 900 pounds of tobacco
per acre this year, but these spots are few and far between.
Where the clay does not come to the surface, the soil shows a
gray leached appearance...”
“What pea or bean would you name as best on my
land in Southern Kentucky? Some are said to possess more
fertilizing properties than others.
“Answer–Your problem is a very common one in the

South, namely the restoration of a worn-out piece of soil that
has been injudiciously cultivated for years. Naturally the
soils of the South, especially those of a clayey nature, are
strong soils if properly treated and can be maintained in good
tilth and a high state of fertility indefinitely when judiciously
cultivated.”
“If the land is broken as I have suggested, it will
not wash unless very steep. Next spring seed the land to
Whippoorwill [cow] peas or the Mammoth Yellow soy
beans. The writer would prefer the peas for your situation,
and you can best utilize them by grazing them down
with hogs and turning under the stubble about the first of
September, to be followed by wheat.”
357. Mammoth Yellow: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonyms: Southern, Yellow (Morse 1927). Large Yellow,
Late Yellow, Mammoth (Morse 1927). Late, Yellow (Morse
1948). 1902. Seed color: Yellow (straw).
• Summary: Sources: Tennessean (The) (Nashville,
Tennessee). 1902. “How to restore worn-out land.” Dec. 29.
p. 6, cols. 6-7. “Next spring seed the land to Whippoorwill
[cow] peas or the Mammoth Yellow soy beans.”
Soule, Andrew M.; Fain, John R. 1904. “Crops for the
silo.” Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin 17(1):1-24. Jan.
See p. 24. “Conclusions:... 14. The Mammoth Yellow soy
beans have been made into silage for two years. The average
yield was 7.5 tons. About a half bushel of seed should be
used per acre and the crop will require 138 days to mature.
The cost of a ton of silage was $2.83. It was black, strong
in odor and not palatable to cattle. Our experience does not
favor the making of silage from soy beans alone. If the crop
can be satisfactorily mixed with corn or sorghum it would
make an excellent quality of silage. The difficulty is to mix it
economically.”
Perkins, W.R. 1904. “Chemical work.” Mississippi
Agric. Exp. Station / Agricultural & Mechanical College
of Mississippi, Annual Report 17:35-39. For the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1904. See p. 38. Seven soja bean varieties
were grown including “the Mammoth Yellow variety
procured from seedmen. The latter variety produced 4.5 tons
of hay per acre...
“Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. “1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass seeds.”
West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. Mail order catalog. See p.
5. “Scores of seedsmen catalogue soys with southern seed,
generally the Mammoth Yellow. Such seed can be bought for
$1.00 to $1.25 a bushel, but is absolutely worthless north of
the Ohio river.”
Wood, T.W. & Sons. 1905. Descriptive catalogue for the
farm & garden (with order form). Richmond, Virginia. In the
section on “Seeds For the Farm” (p. 68), “Mammoth Yellow
Soja Beans” are mentioned.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
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See p. 42, 166. Page 42 states: “Mammoth.–The Mammoth
is at present the most important soybean grown in the United
States. It has also been known as Late, Yellow, Late Yellow,
Southern, and Mammoth Yellow. The date of introduction of
this variety is very obscure, and nothing definite is known
regarding its origin.” Page 166 states: “Nothing definite
is known regarding the origin of this variety. Plants stout,
erect, bushy, maturing in about 145 days; pubescence gray;
flowers white; 85 to 90 days to flower; pods straw, 35 to 45
mm. long, 9 to 10 mm. wide, 7 to 8 mm. thick, 2-3 seeded;
seed straw yellow, 7 to 8 mm. long, 6 to 7 mm. wide, 5 to 6
mm. thick; hilum tawny; germ yellow; oil 18.6%’ 128,700
to the bushel.” Note: This is the first USDA list of soybean
varieties to give an entry for Mammoth Yellow. The previous
four lists all gave Mammoth as the variety. Only Ball (1907,
p. 27) listed Mammoth Yellow as a synonym for Mammoth.
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p. 8,
10. “Large Yellow.–The same as Mammoth Yellow.” “Late
Yellow.–The same as Mammoth Yellow.” “Mammoth.–
The same as Mammoth Yellow.” “Southern.–The same as
Mammoth Yellow.”
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1939. “Soybeans: Culture and
varieties.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520 (Revised ed.)
39 p. Nov. See p. 10. “Mammoth Yellow–Nothing definite is
known regarding the origin of this variety. It is said to have
been grown in North Carolina since about 1880. Maturity,
about 135 days;... seeds, straw yellow with brown hilum,
about 2,150 to the pound; germ, yellow; oil, 19.57 percent;
protein, 45.83 percent.”
Hartwig, E.E.; Nelson, W.L. 1947. “Soybeans in
North Carolina.” Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 11-13. “In
1882 a soybean later designated as Mammoth Yellow was
introduced into the northeastern section of North Carolina.
This variety proved to be well adapted to the Tidewater area
of North Carolina and Virginia and the soybean gained a
foothold in America. Soybean production in that area was
for the purpose of forage production or for seed to be sold in
other areas.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 12-13. Mammoth Yellow is in the USDA
Germplasm Collection. Maturity group: VII. Year named
or released: by 1895. Developer or sponsor: Unknown.
Literature: 01, 02, 03. Source and other information:
Unknown origin, probably from Japan. Grown in North
Carolina since 1882. Also called ‘Mammoth’. Prior
designation: None. Address: USA.
358. Potts, H.W. 1902. Hawkesbury Agricultural College
and Experimental Farm: Catch crops for green fodder and
conservation. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales
13(12):1217-21. Dec.
• Summary: Last winter’s crops failed in most districts, so

the need for growing winter feed is now urgent. This article
is mostly about millets, especially White French Millet.
“Millets are a very good crop after clover, soy bean, or other
legumes” (p. 1219).
359. Potts, H.W. 1902. Hawkesbury District farm notes–
December. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales
13(12):1227-28. Dec.
• Summary: The section titled “Cow-pea and Soy bean”
begins: “These serviceable legumes should not be
overlooked this month.”
360. Parsons, Adrian. 1902-1924. Notebook. Near Plainfield,
Indiana. 25 p. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Adrian Parsons, a soybean pioneer in Indiana,
lived 1846-1929. Although this notebook has been lost
since 1976, its contents have not. In 1970 Minnibee Parsons
(1910-1988) made a single-spaced typed copy (19 pages) of
the contents and presented it to her husband, Ralph I. Parsons
(1900-1977), on their 33rd wedding anniversary. Ralph was
a grandson of Adrian Parsons; he lived in Hendricks County
most of his life.
In Aug. 2000 Lee Parsons, a great-grandson of Adrian
Parsons, wrote “The notebook of Adrian Parsons: Notes
on the typescript” (7 pages, single spaced, typed) for Bill
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. Lee is writing a biography of
his great-grandfather.
Lee writes: To the best of my recollection, this notebook
measured approximately 6 inches by 9 inches, and was
configured like a common writing tablet, bound at the top.
The covers were burnt-orange colored cardboard, and the
pages were rules, yellowed, but not brittle. I believe most
of the writing was in pencil, all in Adrian’s unmistakable
hand. I believe that Minnibee Parsons’ typescript is a faithful
transcription of the contents of the notebook.”
The notebook contains 15 different pieces of writing.
All but two of these are set compositions, six being on
agricultural subjects, four being political commentaries,
and five (including two lists) being accounts of a personal
nature. “Only two of the pieces bear definite dates: #10, a
brief tribute to Adrian’s just deceased wife, with the date
‘October 28, 1921,’ the year being a mistake, as she died
October 27, 1922; and #13, a dream Adrian recorded with
the date of November 27, 1920. The approximate dates of
several other pieces can be deduced from their contexts:...”
The earliest, #3, about soy beans is labeled “probably about
1902.” Three of the pieces were about soy beans; while they
may have been written for publication, none have been found
in published form.
#3 “Farmer’s Guide. Soy beans on the stock farm.
probably about 1902.” This may have been intended as a
response to a long letter by “E.B.D., Hendricks County”–
who was probably Evan B. Davis, Adrian’s son-in-law,
husband of his daughter Ethel. The transcript of this letter,
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single-spaced and typed, takes up a full page. It begins: “Of
the legumes that are successfully grown in the middle west,
the soy bean stands at the head of the list with the stock
grower. Because it is three times richer in protein than any
other–this being the most expensive element in a balanced
ration, costing from 17 to 20 cents a pound. Because it is a
crop that never fails, our nearest approach to failure in 16
years was on a 12 acre field last year.” Note 1. 1902 minus
16 = 1886. Adrian summarizes several publications from
different agricultural experiment stations indicating that he
studied such literature.
#5 “Breeder’s Gazette. The soy bean problem.” Adrian
notes that he has never seen soy beans wilt under heat or
drouth, and he has seen them stand considerable frost at both
ends of the growing season. “We have sown them with oats
in March for soiling, but of late years we plant altogether in
rows to be cultivated...” He comments on the importance of
inoculation and on an article in last week’s Breeder’s Gazette
(May 8)–year unstated. He also refers to Joseph E. Wing,
founder and head of the Wing Seed Co. of Mechanicsburgh,
Ohio, with whom Adrian was closely associated (Wing
distributed Parsons’ Mikado soybean variety); Wing died in
Sept. 1915. Adrian writes: “... and couldent [sic] our friend
Joseph E. whom we delight to follow with his bright coat of
alfalfa put another string to his bow and shoot twin arrows.”
Note 2. The date of this undated entry is very difficult to
determine.
#8 “For the Dept. of Agriculture–Wash. [Washington],
D.C.” This piece (probably written in about 1914 or 1915) is
cited separately (see Parsons 1914). Address: Near Plainfield,
Indiana.
361. Brugia, -. 1902. La soppressione e la sostituzione
alimentare del mais come profilassi della pellagra [The
suppression and substitution of corn in the diet as a means
of preventing pellagra]. In: Atti del Secondo Congresso
Pellagrologico Italiano [Proceedings of the Second Italian
Congress on Pellagra]. 359 p. Held 26-28 Maggio May], at
Bologna. [Ita]*
• Summary: Brugia conducted numerous experiments using
soy flour in bread. Ruata & Testoni (1907, p. 715) quote his
findings at length. Address: Italy.
362. Matsumura, J. 1902. A conspectus of the Leguminosae
found growing wild, or cultivated in Japan, Loochoo and
Formosa. Botanical Magazine (Tokyo) 16(181):37-115. See
p. 85. [Eng]
• Summary: “51. Glycine, L. I. Stems erect. Leaflets usually
broadly ovate or elliptical. Flowers white or violet. Stamens
diadelphous. Fl[owers]. July. Japan; Liukiu [Ryukyu];
Formosa. Cult[ivated]. Daizu. G. hispida, Maxim.
II. Stems twining. Leaflets usually oblong or linear.
Flowers violet. Stamens monadelphous or diadelphous.
Tokio; Formosa? Fl[owers]. Sept. Tsuru-mame. G.

ussuriensis, Regel et Maack.
363. Andes, Louis Edgar. 1902. Vegetable fats and oils: Their
practical preparation, purification, properties, adulteration
and examination. Translated from the German by Charles
Salter. 2nd ed., enlarged. London: Scott, Greenwood & Son;
New York: D. Van Norstrand Co. xvi + 342 p. Illust. Index.
22 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 6, titled “Non-drying vegetable
oils” has a section on “Soja-bean oil which states (p. 17071): “Raw material.–”Chinese oil bean, Sao, Sojabean,
the fruit of Doliches Soja [sic, Dolichos Soja] L. = Soja
japonica, Soja Hispida, indigenous to China and Japan.
The seeds, which are edible and possess a piquant flavour,
contain soja-bean oil, falsely designated ‘huile de pois.’
an oil also used for alimental [alimentary] purposes.” A
table shows the composition, according to Meissl and
Boecker. “Preparation.- Nothing is known on this head,
but it is probably obtained by pressing in the ordinary way.
Properties.–There is no information on this score.”
This same chapter has sections on ground-nut oil,
almond oil, Niger-seed oil, colza or rape oil, and sesame oil.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “Soja-bean oil” to refer
to soybean oil.
The next chapter, “Vegetable drying oils” discusses
hempseed oil. Louis Edgar Andés lived 1848-1925. Address:
London.
364. Atwater, W.O. 1902. Analyses of fodders and feeding
stuffs. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 14:165-178. For the year 1901. See p. 166,
172-78.
• Summary: Tables show: (81) “Composition of samples of
field crops with different fertilizers in the plot experiments
of 1901.” Gives the composition of 22 samples of soy
bean seed in terms of both water-free substance, and fresh
substance. The average for water-free substance: Nitrogen:
6.79%. Protein (N x 6.25): 42.45% (p. 174). Page 172
explains that samples “6533-6542 were the early white
[Early White] variety grown in the special nitrogen field
experiments of 1901... Nos. 6543-6554 were the medium
early green [Medium Early Green] variety grown in the soil
tests of 1901.”
(82) “Composition of fodders and feeding stuffs
analyzed 1900-1901. Calculated to water content at time of
taking sample.” Includes two values for Corn and soy bean
ensilage (p. 175), and three values for soy bean seeds (p.
176).
(83) “Composition of water-free substance of fodders
and feeding stuffs analyzed in 1899-1900.” Includes two
values for Corn and soy bean ensilage (p. 177), and three
values for soy bean seeds (p. 178).
Under milling and by-products (p. 170-71) are several
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references to “Chicago gluten meal” “cream gluten meal,”
“National gluten feed,” etc. Address: Director of the Station.
365. Basu, B.C. 1902. The cultivation of pulse crops in the
Assam Valley. Assam Department of Agriculture, Bulletin
No. 9. 15 p. Agriculture Series No. 5. See p. 1, 15.
• Summary: Discusses the nine main pulse crops grown in
the valley, listed in order of importance. The leading pulse
crop there is Máti-máh (Phaseolus mungo var. radiatus),
called Urd in Hindi. The soy-bean is the least important of
the nine.
“Pátani Jokrá [the Assamese name in the Assam Valley].
Glycine soja–Sieb. & Zucc. English name–Soy-bean.
Bengali name–Chhai. Soy-bean is little known in the Assam
Valley. The Barpeta subdivision is the only part of the valley,
from which its cultivation has been reported. The pulse is,
however, extensively grown in the Khasi hills. In Barpeta
the crop is sown mixed witháhu* in April and May. About
5 seers of seed are sown per acre. Theáhu crop is removed
in July and August, but the bean crop remains on the ground
till December or January. Theáhu stubble acts as support to
the bean plants. About November it puts forth its blossom.
The crop becomes ready for the harvest in December and
January. The mode of harvesting it and its subsequent
treatment and use are precisely the same as for kulthi-mah
[Horse gram, Dolichos biflorus]. The crop is grown entirely
for home consumption.”
Note:áhu is “a species of paddy [rice] which is reaped
and gathered in June and July” (Hem Chandru Barua. 1955.
The Assamese-English Dictionary: Hema-kosha. 3rd ed. First
published in 1900). Assam is pronounced uh-SAM. Address:
Asst. to the Director, Dep. of Land Records and Agriculture,
Assam.
366. Boorsma, P.A. 1902. Toelichting voor hen, die met
de uitvoering van het Reglement op de voeding in de
Landsgevangenissen of met de controle de leverantie van
voedingsmiddelen belast zijn [Toelichting voor hen, die
met de uitvoering van het Reglement op de voeding in de
Landsgevangenissen of met de controle de leverantie van
voedingsmiddelen belast zijn]. Batavia: Landsdrukkerij. See
p. 13, 18. [Dut]*
• Summary: “Toelicht. v. h. Regl. op de voeding” enz., blz.
13, 18”
Spelled out “Toelichting voor hen, die met de uitvoering
van het Reglement op de voeding in de Landsgevangenissen
of met de controle de leverantie van voedingsmiddelen belast
zijn. Batavia Landsdrukkerij, 1902
aanhalen = to quote enz., blz. 13, 18”
Translation (by Google): Explanation for those who
implement the rules on the food in the national prisons of
with the control of the supply of food.”
2014 Dec. 30–I e-mailed Wageningen librarian asking
for a complete citation.

Keep this: In this booklet Boorsma gives the percentage
of tempé as follows: Nitrogen 1.65% [multiply by 6.25 to get
protein = 10.3%]. Protein 10.9%. Fat 5.6%. carbohydrates
1.1%. Fiber -. Ash 0.55%, Water 66.6%.
367. Candolle, Alphonse Louis Pierre Pyramus de. 1902.
Origin of cultivated plants. New York, NY: D. Appleton
and Company. viii + 468 p. See p. 330-32. 20 cm. The
international scientific series, vol. XLVIII. [15 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The section on soy in this edition is identical to
(in fact, a facsimile of) that in the 1885 edition by the same
publisher in New York. The author, a famous Swiss botanist,
whose father was also a famous botanist, lived 1806-1893.
For the peanut (“Mandubi, Pea-nut, Monkey-nut–
Arachis hypogoea, Linnaeus”), see p. 411-15. Address:
France.
368. Center, O.D. 1902. Experiments with farm crops.
Illinois Agriculturist 6:91-100. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The division of Farm Crops of the University
of Illinois offers to its students a course in field experiments.
Mr. Shamel, who is at the head of this division, had, in
the spring of 1901, a large class in this course, to which
he gave daily lectures, while the field work was carried on
by Mr. Null, who planned and supervised the following
experiments. This work was done on the experiment farm,
on a tract comprising about eight acres, the soil of which is a
rich, black, prairie loam of glacial origin” (p. 91).
Soja-beans were included with oats, clover, corn, and
cow-peas in a “depth of planting” experiment. The seeds
were planted at different depths.
“The experiments with soja-beans and cow-peas were
very similar to those with corn, and the results obtained
indicate that the same depths of planting will secure the best
returns” (p. 95).
First cited by Hymowitz. 1986. Bibliography of early,
previously uncited publications on soybeans in the United
States. 2 p. Unpublished.
Address: Univ. of Illinois, Class of 1903.
369. Chen Qi-Qian. 1902. Nonghua [Talks on agriculture].
China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #347, p.
247. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Nung Hua, by Ch’ên
Ch’i-Ch’ien. Qing dynasty. The section titled “Yellow
soybeans” (huangdou), which is mainly about planting,
states: Between fields used planting soybeans there is often
a boundary wall; the higher the wall, the better [probably for
keeping out neighbors]. You can plant a field of soybeans
between fields of wheat. In planting soybeans, they should be
sparsely spaced; do not plant them too close together. Every
2 feet, plant 2-4 soybean seeds close together [so they the
plants will support one another].
Suitable manures are the ashes from grasses, wood, and
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bones. If you have already placed a lot of manure on the field
before planting the soybeans, do not add any more.
If you have excreta from humans or animals, or animal
blood or horns, or torn blankets or clothing, or green manure,
do not use a lot of it lest you get more branches and leaves,
but a smaller yield of soybeans.
When selecting a soybean variety, look for plants that
have a sturdy lower stem [then save their seeds; this will help
prevent lodging]. (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, April
2003).
370. Cole’s Seed Store. 1902. Cole’s garden annual (Mail
order). Pella, Iowa. 80 p. 23 cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Cole’s Farm Seeds,” page
53 states: “Soja or Soy Beans–This plant is giving great
satisfaction to many farmers, as builder up of poor thin
soil and as a rich fodder plant. It is from Japan similar to
clover in its habit of growth as a soil enricher and gathering
nitrogen from the air. They grow from 2 to 4 feet high,
heavily podded with nutritious beans, yielding from 25 to 40
bushels per acre, and from 10 to 15 tons of fodder per acre. It
is very valuable fodder either for curing, feeding green or for
the silo, extremely rich as flesh formers. Plant when ground
is warm, in drills 2½ feet apart dropping seed about 3 inches
apart, or broadcast using about ½ bushel of seed per acre.
“Early Yellow or Coffee Berry–Beans medium, very
productive, grows 2½ to 3½ ft. One of the earliest. Per pkt. 5
cts., ¼ lb. 10 cts., lb. 30 cts., by freight, pk. $1.00, bu. $3.50.
“Medium Early–Beans large, grows 2½ to 4 feet. Good
cropper. Popular in the west. Per lb. 20 cts., 3 lbs. 50 cts., by
freight pk. $1.00, bu. $3.50, 2 bu. $6.50.”
An illustration shows a soy bean plant in full leaf; a
bunch of pods is in the upper left corner.
On the cover is written: “Cole’s garden annual. 1902.
Garden, farm, and flower seeds. Pella, Iowa.” The first page,
titled “To our friends and customers,” is by E.M. Cole,
proprietor of Cole’s Seed Store, in Pella, Iowa; it is dated
1 Jan. 1902. This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian
Horticulture Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call
number: #030481. Address: Pella, Iowa.
371. Dalbey, D.S. 1902. Pork production in Illinois. Illinois
Agriculturist 6:74-80. [2 ref]
• Summary: Includes figures of increase in weight and value
of hogs pastured on soybeans for a summer. “The results of
these experiments plainly indicate the value of cow-peas and
soy-beans for hogs both as green feed and mature seed.” A
table (p. 76) shows the composition of American hog feeds,
including “soy beans” which yield 35 bu/acre of seeds, 2,100
lb/acre of green fodder, and 1,873 lb/acre of dry matter. They
give the largest amount of protein and have the best (lowest)
nutritive ratio (1:1.18). Address: Univ. of Illinois, Class of
1902.

372. Early Green: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonyms: Guelph (Ball 1907), Medium Green (Morse
1948). 1902. Seed color: Green.
• Summary: Sources: Henderson, Peter, & Co. 1902.
American Farmer’s Manual. New York, NY: Orange Judd
Co. 33 p. See p. 23. “Early Green.–These beans have
attracted much attention in recent years on account of their
high feeding qualities, but all were too late to be of value
in the Northern States. This variety has proved its earliness
and value in the Northern States by not only producing
large fodder crops, but ripening the seed as far north as
Massachusetts. They are worthy of a place on every farm,
either as a grain crop or fodder crop to feed green, or for the
silo.” Note: Since the name of this variety is written only
once, and in all uppercase (capital) letters, we cannot be
certain that “Early Green” is being used as a true varietal
name rather than as a descriptive term.
Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1904. “Wholesale catalogue
of seeds, plants and bulbs. Implements, tools, fertilizers,
insecticides, books, requisites, etc.” (Mail-order catalog).
New York, NY. 40 p. Spring. 27 cm. See p. 29. In the halfpage section titled “Farm seeds” (p. 29) we read: “Beans,
Soja or soy... “Early Green Soja, 60 lb. per bush. 10¢ lb.,
$1.10 peck, $3.85 bushel.”
TenEyck, A.M.; Shoesmith, V.M. 1904. “Farm
department: Crop experiments in 1903.” Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 123. p. 179-239. March.
See p. 193-96. Issued May 1904.
Frear, William. 1905. “Composition of soy beans.”
Pennsylvania Agric. Exp. Station, Annual Report. Part
II. p. 39-40. For the year 1904-05. See p. 39 and 40. Five
varieties of soy beans were grown by Mr. Eli G. Reist, who
lives a short distance south of Mt. Joy, Lancaster county,
Pennsylvania. “He states that the seeds were received
by him, early in 1904, from the Agricultural Experiment
League, of Cornell University [Ithaca, New York]. They
were planted May 20, 1904, in rows three feet apart.” Details
on each of five varieties are given. “Early Green: Harvested,
Sept. 20, 1904; yield, 25 bushels per acre. Height of plants;
30 inches; habit, upright; pods close to stem.” A table (p. 40)
shows: Color [of seeds]: Pea green. Average long diameter:
0.19 inches. Weight of 100 seeds: 22.93 grams. Weight per
bushel: 59.3 pounds. The chemical composition is given
on both an air-dry and water-free basis. “The Ita San [sic,
Ito San] and Early Green are... early enough in maturing to
complete their development in the southern and less elevated
portions of the State [Pennsylvania], and are preferable to
those of earlier maturity, because of the superior size of their
plants and their prolificacy in seed production.”
373. Hammond (Harry N.) Seed Co. 1902. Catalogue for
1902–with inserts (Mail order). Bay City, Michigan. 92 p.
• Summary: In the section titled “A Page of Odds and Ends,”
“Hammond’s Domestic Coffee Berry” is mentioned on page
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34. The text and illustrations are the same as those in last
year’s catalog (1901).
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #10092.
Address: Bay City, Michigan.
374. Hays, Willet M. 1902. Progress in plant and animal
breeding. Yearbook of the United States Department of
Agriculture p. 217-32. For the year 1901. See p. 223.
• Summary: A section titled “Definite Results in Plant
Breeding Possible” (p. 223-24) states: “Soy Beans should be
bred so as to mature earlier at the North, and the early sorts
should be bred to yield more per acre, and to have even a
higher percentage content of nitrogen.”
Note: The author does not discuss in which parts of the
United States soybeans are being grown or have been grown.
Address: M. Agr., Agriculturist, Minnesota Agric. Exp.
Station.
375. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1902. American farmer’s
manual (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY: Orange Judd
Co. 33 p. 27 cm.
• Summary: The date, 1902, appears at the upper left on
the front cover. Two bold boxes, each 2½ by 2 inches,
introduce the contents of this publication: (1) “Henderson’s
special grass mixtures for hay and permanent pastures.” (2)
“Henderson’s superior seeds of grasses, clovers, cereals,
forage plants, root crops, etc., etc., etc.” A horizontal photo
shows many cows grazing in a field.
Page 1 proclaims: “’Blood will tell’ in seeds... as
well as in animals.” The company president is now Chas.
Henderson. In a large circle with three black hands pointing
to it is written: “Henderson’s superior seeds are procurable
only direct from us! We no longer supply through dealers,
store-keepers, etc. By only supplying the planter direct we
protect many customers who have had inferior Seeds, etc.,
foisted upon them as ‘Henderson’s.’”
The top one-third of page 23 states: “Soja or Soy Beans:
Valuable for either fodder or grain. Procurable only from
Peter Henderson & Co., New York.
“Early Green.–These beans have attracted much
attention in recent years on account of their high feeding
qualities, but all were too late to be of value in the Northern
States. This variety has proved its earliness and value in the
Northern States by not only producing large fodder crops,
but ripening the seed as far north as Massachusetts. They
are worthy of a place on every farm, either as a grain crop
or fodder crop to feed green, or for the silo. The grain is the
richest known vegetable substance, and when ground and
fed to cattle gives a milk richer and better than cotton seed or
other meal. Planted in rows 2½ feet apart, with 6 to 8 plants
to the foot of row, requiring about half a bushel per acre, they
yield 15 to 20 tons per acre of fodder exceedingly rich in
flesh formers. For green feed, use from time of blossoming

till pods are well filled; for the silo, cut as soon as most
of the pods are well filled, and cut into ½-inch to 2½-inch
lengths. They are soil enrichers, gathering nitrogen from the
air in the same manner as clover, the roots being crowded
with tubercles, which give them this power. 15 c. lb., $1.25
peck, $4.00 bushel.
“Late–Being nearly a month later than the early variety
offered above, should not be used north of Virginia. $1.00
peck, $3.00 bushel.”
An illustration shows an Early Soja Bean plant with
many leaves and pods, plus a small bunch of pods to the
upper left of the plant.
The bottom two-thirds of the page is titled “The
‘Henderson’ ensilage combination: A complete, balanced
feed ration grown on the farm. The left column explains that
that combination is soy beans and millet. “But the American
farmer can now, by the aid of the Soja or Soy Bean, grow on
his own farm, at small cost, a combination which furnishes a
wholesome, economical and complete feed for milch cows.
This combination is composed of two parts corn or millet
to one part Soja Beans, grown separately, but mixed, when
filled in the silo... We recommend all farmers to plant this
year at least an acre or two of Soja Beans, to test and prove
for themselves the value of the combination, and we are
confident that, thereafter, all who try it will each year grow
a larger acreage. Planted in the latter part of May in latitude
of New York the Beans are ready for harvesting in about 100
days.”
The right column is a long excerpt from an article by
Wm. P. Brooks, Professor of Agriculture, Massachusetts
Agricultural College, dated Nov. 25th, 1898. He writes:
“The combination of Corn or Millet, and early Soja
Beans, in suitable proportions, certainly puts it within the
power of the farmer to produce silage, which makes more
nearly a perfectly balanced fed for dairy cows than any
other combination with which I am acquainted. This will
be evident from the table below, which shows the most
generally accepted standard for the feeding of the cow,
and the composition of different kinds of silage. It will
be seen that the millet and soy bean silage contains the
various nutrients in nearly the same proportion called for
in the standard. The nutritive ratio, that is the proportion of
digestible flesh formers (albuminoids) and digestible heat
producers (carbohydrates and fat), called for by the standard,
is 1:5.7. In the millet and soy bean silage, it is 1:6.0.”
The Peter Henderson author lived 1822-1890.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Early Green. Since the
name of this variety is written only once, and in all uppercase
(capital) letters, we cannot be certain that “Early Green” is
being used as a true varietal name rather than as a descriptive
term. Address: 35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York, New York.
376. Hulbert, Homer B. 1902. The products of Korea. Ed. 2.
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Seoul, Korea:
• Summary: Homer Bezaleel Hulbert lived 1863-1949.
Note: In 1905 Homer B. Hulbert (A.M., F.R.G.S.) was
editor of The Korea Review, published by the Methodist
Publishing House, Seoul, Korea. Hulbert’s book, The
Products of Korea is reviewed and quoted in 1902 (in Vol. 2,
No. 3), and the section on beans is quoted on pages 109-11,
as follows:
“Next in importance to rice come the different kinds of
pulse, under which heading we include all the leguminous
plants, the bean and pea family. That Korea is well provided
with this valuable and nutritious form of food will be seen
from the following list of the commonest kinds. Of round
beans, or peas, called kong, we find the ‘horse bean,’ often
called ‘bean-cake bean,’ the ‘black bean,’ the ‘green bean,’
the ‘oil bean,’ the ‘spotted bean,’ or ‘checkered bean,’ the
‘chestnut bean,’ the yellow bean,’ the ‘white- cap bean,’ the
‘grandfather bean,’ the ‘brown bean,’ the ‘red bean.’ There
are several of the long beans that come under the name kong,
such as the ‘South-river bean,’ the ‘Japanese bean’ and the
‘Kwaug-ju bean,’ but most of the beans proper belong to the
family called p’al which includes the ‘mixed bean,’ a variety
which produces various colors of beans in a single pod, the
colors being black, red, yellow, white and blue; the ‘speckled
bean,’ the ‘court-dress bean,’ the ‘white bean,’ the ‘black
bean,’ and the ‘blue bean.’
“Of all these different varieties of pulse the first or
‘horse- bean’ is by far the most common. It is the bean
which forms such a large part of the exports of Korea. It is
supposed by Koreans to have originated in north-western
China and derives its name from the fact that it is used very
largely for fodder [for horses].
“Of all these different varieties the only one that is
surely indigenous is the black bean, as it is found no-where
else in eastern Asia. Of the rest the origin is doubtful. The
horse bean grows in greatest abundance in Kyüng-sang
Province and on the island of Quelpart, though of course it
is common all over the country. The black bean flourishes
best in Chül-la Province; the green bean, oil bean and white
cap-bean flourish in Kyüng-geui Province; the yellow bean,
in Whaug-ha Province; the South River bean, in Ch’ung
Ch’üng Province; the grandfather bean (so called because of
its wrinkles) grows anywhere, but not in large quantities; the
brown bean and chestnut bean, in Kang-wün Province; the
different kinds of p’at all grow best in southern Korea.
“Of these different kinds of beans the horse bean alone
is largely exported, although a few black beans are also taken
to Japan.
“It would be difficult to over-estimate the importance
of these different species of pulse to the Korean; for they
furnish oily and nitrogenous elements that are wanting in
the rice. It is impossible to enumerate the different kinds of
food which are prepared from beans for they are almost as
numerous as the dishes we make from wheat flour. It will

suffice to say that, on an average, the Koran eats about one
sixth as much beans as rice. They say that the man who eats
beans will be strong, and they attribute it to the oil, which is
found in such large proportion especially in the round bans
or kong.
“The most celebrated story about beans, current among
the Koreans, tells about how they saved the life of a noted
Chinaman. His brother had usurped the throne of the Wei
Kingdom and, as in most oriental countries, the younger
brother was an object of suspicion. He was seized and
brought before the King, his elder brother. The King said,
‘From the place where you are standing step forward seven
paces and if during that interval you do not compose a
quatrain you will be condemned.’ It is easy to believe that
this threat was a spur to Pegasus. The young man stepped
forward the seven paces and spoke the following lines:
“The bean-husks crackle beneath the kettle
“The beans themselves boil in the kettle;
“Both beans and husks come from the same root.
“It is sad to see products of the same stem antagonize
each other.
“The brother on the throne was so struck by the truth of
this that he acquitted his younger brother, whose loyalty had
always been perfectly sound.
“The price of beans as compared with rice may be said
to be one half, as a general rule; though local conditions will
vary the rule at times. There are certain kinds of beans which
cost nearly as much as rice while the cheapest kinds cost
only one fourth as much. The commonest bean, the horsebean, costs about one third as much as rice.
Note: From the above, it seems clear that what Koreans
call “horse-bean” is the same as we call soybean. “Black
beans” may be our “black soybeans,” and the “oil bean” may
also be a type of soy bean, as may several others.
377. Illinois Farmers’ Institute, Bulletin. 1902. List of
speakers. No. 4 p. 7-15.
• Summary: Page 9: “W.C. DAVIS, Fairfield, Wayne County.
Subjects–Soy Beans and Other New Forage Crops–Their
Comparative Feeding Values.
“Cheap Silos and Winter Care of Cattle.
“Balanced Rations for Dairy and Meat Production.
“Poultry Breeding by the Farmer. Use Charts and
Models.
“Time, 30 minutes. Terms, car fare and hotel bills.”
Page 11: “A.A. HINKLEY, DuBois, Washington County.
“Subjects–Cow Peas and Soy Beans.
“Orchard Management for Southern Illinois.
“Time, 15 to 20 minutes. Terms, hotel and traveling
expenses.”
Page 14: “W.H. STODDARD, Carlinville. Macoupin
County.
“Subjects–The Selection. Crossing and Breeding Up of
Seed Corn for Quality and Yield.
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“Growing Soy or Soja Beans and Cow Peas. How,
Which and Why?
“Time, 30 to 40 minutes. Terms, $3.00 per day, while
necessarily absent from home, and expenses.” Address: PhD,
Dean of the Graduate School, Univ. of Illinois.
378. Johnson & Stokes. 1902. Garden and farm manual
(Mail order). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 88 p.
• Summary: In the section on “Selected Farm Seeds,” page
58 states: “Soja Bean (Late Variety)–The demand for the
Soja or Japanese Soy Beans has grown remarkably of late
years. Their great value is as a forage crop and for fertilizing
the soil and for pasturing or feeding the green fodder much
in the same way as the cow pea. A valuable variety south of
the Ohio River. Sow broadcast one-half bushel to the acre,
or it may be planted in drills three feet apart and one foot
between plants. Pkt., 10c.; lb., 25 c.; 3 lbs., 60 c., postpaid;
by freight or express, qt., 20 c.; peck, 70 c.; bush., $2.25.
“Soja Bean (Early Variety)–The ordinary or late soja
bean, described above, while valuable south of the Potomac
and Ohio Rivers, is too late to be of value in the far Northern
States. This variety ripens in all of the Northern States, where
it has been grown over four feet in height, heavily podded
with seed and yielded over ten tons per acre. It is a valuable
fodder variety either for feeding green or for the silo. Being
a rich nitrogenous feed, it is unsurpassed as a flesh-former,
and, like the clovers, is a soil-improver, deriving its nitrogen
from the air. Concerning the “New All who are interested in
this class of plants should give our New Early Soja or Soy
Bean a trial. Choice seed grown for us in Michigan” [by E.E.
Evans]. Lb., 25 c.; 3 lbs., 60 c., by mail, postage paid; by
express or freight, qt., 25 c.; peck, $1.00; bushel of 60 lbs.,
$3.50.
A very interesting photo (2.75 by 6.63 inches) shows
“A field of our new early Soja Beans growing in northern
Michigan.” A mother and daughter are standing in the field.
Note: This is the earliest seed catalog seen (July 2014)
that contains a photograph of soybean plants or soybeans.
If we compare this photo with the photo on the cover of the
“1904 Retail Price List” from the Evans Seed Co. of West
Branch, Michigan, we can see clearly that the mother and
daughter in each photo are the same! Therefore the photo
of soybeans in this 1902 Johnson & Stokes catalog shows
soybeans growing on the farms of the Evans Seed Co. in
northern Michigan. Moreover, Johnson & Stokes almost
certainly obtained its “New early variety” from the Evans
Seed Co. Thus, the Evans Seed Co. must have been growing
soybeans by 1902.
On the cover of this catalog is an illustration of a jovial,
elderly man, admiring a giant tomato which he is holding on
the five fingers of his right hand. He has a white beard, bald
head, and fairly long white hair, and is wearing spectacles
and suspenders. This is the first cover of a Johnson & Stokes
catalog on which this man appears; he will soon appear on

many more.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number:
11055. Address: 217 and 219 Market St., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
379. Law, James Thomas. comp. 1902. Law’s grocer’s
manual: A practical guide for tea and provision dealers,
Italian warehousemen, chandlers, drysalters, bakers,
confectioners, fruiterers, and general store-keepers. 2nd ed.
London: Gilbert & Rivington, Ltd. 1185 p. See p. 872-73
(soy), 957 (torfu [sic, tofu] or bean curd). Illust.
• Summary: “Soy.–This thick, brown liquid sauce, or
ketchup, is not made from black beetles, as some humorous
connoisseurs persist in suggesting, but from Soja beans, a
kind of black beans, variously known as Glycine, or Dolichos
soja, Soja hispida, etc., or Soy-beans, or peas...
“Soy is generally made by boiling the beans till soft, and
then mixing them with an equal weight of crushed wheat or
barley and salt. After covering and leaving this mixture about
24 hours to ferment, other ingredients are added, and the
whole is then stirred daily for about two months. Finally, it is
squeezed, and the liquid is filtered, and preserved in wooden
vessels, in which it gradually brightens and clears by long
keeping. It should be thick, but of a clear brown colour, not
too salt or sweet, and of agreeable flavour. When shaken in a
glass bottle, it should leave a coat on the surface of a bright
yellowish-brown colour.
“The manufacture of China soy and ‘bean-curd,’ or
‘cheese’ (see Torfu [tofu]), is said to be one of the most
flourishing in the prefecture of Wenchow, where there are
five large factories making them from the Chin-Kiang white
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beans, sea-salt, flour, and water.
“The ordinary batch there is 123 1/3 lbs. of beans, which
are first washed and boiled for six hours in a large cauldron,
after which the fire is withdrawn, and the beans are allowed
to simmer and cool for about 18 hours, after which they are
ground to a thin paste with the water in a mill. The ‘broth’ is
then drawn off and kept for use later on in the process. To the
mash is added 213 1/3 lbs. of flour. After being well mixed it
is filled into large shallow baskets of bamboo, each of which
is then fitted on a wooden frame. These frames are piled one
on top of another to a great height, and are exposed in the
sun for five or six days, or in cold weather for seven or eight
days, until the mash gives out the proper effluvium and turns
yellow. The mass is next emptied into a large vat, and on it is
poured a quantity of clarified brine, which has already been
mixed with the bean ‘broth’ above mentioned. It is all then
beaten up together and left to ferment. After three months or
so, a yellow oil appears, and to this oil more brine is added
(to each 667 lbs. of oil, 2,400 lbs. of brine), and about 10 per
cent. of salt to thicken it. The result is ‘China Soy,’ of which
there are about six different qualities, the best being about
five times the value of the lowest.
“English soy.–An inferior article sometimes made in
this country by simply saturating molasses, or treacle, with
common salt. The better sort is made as follows:–Take 1
gallon of malt syrup, 5 lbs treacle, 4¼ lbs. of salt, 1 qt.
[quart] mushroom juice; mix with a gentle heat, and stir until
thoroughly blended, and in a fortnight [14 days] the clear
portion may be drawn off as a very fair imitation soy.
“Soy forms the chief base of nearly all the bottled sauces
and relishes in the market.
“Apply to C. Windschuegl & Co., 1 Leadenhall Street,
E.C.
Note: The entry for tofu is listed separately in this
bibliography (Law 1902) as a “document part.”
The first edition was published in 1896. A third edition
was published in 1931 in London by W. Clowes & Sons (xiii
+ 774 p.; edited and revised by C.L.T. Beeching). A fourth
edition was published in 1950 in London by William Clowes
& Son (xv + 814 p.; edited and revised by W.G. Copsey).
380. Law, James Thomas. comp. 1902. Law’s grocer’s
manual: A practical guide for tea and provision dealers,
Italian warehousemen, chandlers, drysalters, bakers,
confectioners, fruiterers, and general store-keepers. 2nd ed.:
Tofu (Document part). London: Gilbert & Rivington, Ltd.
1185 p. See p. 957. Illust.
• Summary: “Torfu [sic, tofu] or Bean Curd.–(See also Soy.)
A Japanese food product which is said to approach more
nearly to animal food than any other vegetable. It is made by
powdering the yellowish-white beans grown chiefly in the
North of China and the Himalayas. The powder, or meal, is
impregnated with brine, and undergoes elaborate treatment
until coagulated. and preserved in a mass. It contains about

1-5 [one-fifth] its weight of fat and 2-5 [two-fifths] of
nitrogenous matter, and when wanted for use is cut up into
slabs which may be fried or toasted, and saturated with soy
[sauce], so as to taste like a sweet bread, or it may be divided
into small squares for soups, sauces, etc.”
The first edition was published in 1896. A third edition
was published in 1931 in London by W. Clowes & Sons (xiii
+ 774 p.; edited and revised by C.L.T. Beeching). A fourth
edition was published in 1950 in London by William Clowes
& Son (xv + 814 p.; edited and revised by W.G. Copsey).
381. MacKay, Angus. 1902. Experimental Farm for the
North-West Territories. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 457512. For the year 1901. Se p. 475.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiment with Soja beans”
(p. 475) states: “Sown on May 22, on 1/20th acre plots of
land manured and fall-ploughed. Cut September 14. No pods
formed.” The best yield from 3 plots (7 tons 1,550 pounds
per acre, green) was from beans planted in rows 21 inches
(rather than 28 or 25 inches) apart. Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Indian Head, North-West Territories,
Canada.
382. Neuville, Henri. 1902. Les ferments industriels
d’Extrême-Orient (Biologie, emploi et produits) [Industrial
fermentations of East Asia (biology, utilization, and
products)]. Paris: Masson et Cie. 192 p. 19 cm. Encyclopédie
Scientifique des aide-memoire publiée sous la direction de
M. Léauté. [60+ ref. Fre]
• Summary: Chapter 4, titled “Food products obtained
by fermentation of amylaceous [starch-like] substances,”
discusses the following fermented soyfoods and related
products: Shoyu and miso, koji, brem, and ontjom. Contains
a good bibliography. Neuville lived 1872-. Address:
Préparateur au Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle.
383. Nourse, D.O. 1902. Department of Agriculture: To
the director of the Virginia agricultural experiment station.
Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
12:14. For the years 1900-1901.
• Summary: In this half-page summary of work conducted
by the department during the past year, Nourse states: “We
have also used a large number of plots for study of various
new forage plants, as well as the cow peas and soy beans,
which will in time be valuable when they have been grown
long enough to understand their habits under all climatic
conditions. As a whole, the department is in much better
condition for progress and development than it has ever been
before.” Address: Agriculturist, Blacksburg, Virginia.
384. Pieters, A.J. 1902. Agricultural seeds–Where grown and
how handled. Yearbook of the United States Department of
Agriculture p. 233-56. For the year 1901. See p. 241-42.
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• Summary: The section titled “Cowpeas and Soy Beans”
(p. 241-42) states: “Perhaps the most important of the
leguminous forage plants besides those mentioned above
[clover, alfalfa] is the cowpea. The area in which this great
nitrogen gatherer is used as a soil enricher increases every
year... The cowpea is a plant of warm weather and long
season...”
“The soy bean, which shares with the cowpea the
reputation of an excellent forage and fertilizing crop, has a
more northern and western range than the latter. The early
varieties mature seed in Ohio and in Kansas, and some
varieties seed very heavily... The yield in Kansas varies from
15½ to 30 bushels per acre, according to the land, and the
expense of growing, harvesting, and thrashing the crop is
about 55 cents per bushel.” Address: Botanist, in Charge of
Seed Lab., Bureau of Plant Industry.
385. Portrait of the family of Solomon and Margaret Fouts of
Camden, Indiana (Photograph). 1902. Undated.
• Summary: This handsome 8-by-10 inch black-and-white
photo, which appears to have been taken against an attractive
living room backdrop, shows Solomon and Margaret Fouts,
and their eight children.
Front row, seated, left to right: Laura Fouts (Wickard),
Solomon Fouts, Margaret (Bridge) Fouts (Solomon’s wife),
Noah Fouts. Back row, standing, left to right: Alma Fouts
(Getty), Finis Fouts, Mary Fouts (Guard), Taylor Fouts,
Emma Fouts (Jones), Clara Fouts (Grace).
Note 1. As of 1902, only two of the Fouts children
shown in this photo had not yet married: Taylor Fouts, the

youngest, married in Oct. 1907. Clara Fouts, the next to
youngest, married in Dec. 1904.
Note 2. Talk with Bill Fouts. 1999. March 28. Bill says
that his brother Tom (Captain Stubby) has the original of this
photo.
386. Richards, Ellen Henrietta. 1902. The cost of food: A
study in dietaries. 1st ed. New York, NY: John Wiley &
Sons; London: Chapman & Hall, Ltd. [iv] + 161 p. See p.
131, 133. 19 cm. [53* ref]
• Summary: In the chapter titled “Twenty-five cents per
day per person” we read (p. 131): “In order to secure the
necessary fat for the day, ¼ lb. of lard, very fat salt pork,
suet, butter, or oleomargarine will, approximately, serve. Of
shelled walnuts, peanut butter, chocolate, olive oil, bacon
and flank of mutton, ½ lb. will be required.
“For the day’s ration of nitrogenous food, 1 lb. of peanut
butter or of soya bean will probably serve,...” (p. 133).
Concerning vegetarianism: “Personally, I believe a more
nearly vegetarian diet is better,...” (p. 86). “Again, when
food of vegetable origin fails to digest, it does not give rise
to toxines [toxins], so far as our present knowledge goes” (p.
87). “The nearer a vegetarian diet is approached, the easier
will it be to furnish an inexpensive table, but the greater
wisdom will be required in choosing both the food itself and
the manner of preparation” (p. 108). “As a matter of practice,
it may be interesting to see what could be furnished for
ten cents by aid of vegetarian cook-books and native wit.”
Address: Instructor in Sanitary Chemistry, Massachusetts
Inst. of Technology.
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387. Rorer, Sarah Tyson. 1902. Mrs. Rorer’s new cook book:
A manual of housekeeping. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Arnold and Company. 730 p. Illust. Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: The soy bean is mentioned in two special
sections: Botanical classification of our common vegetables
(p. 281): “Leguminosae: Pulse family. Soy bean, peanut,
kidney bean, string bean, lima bean, black bean, pea, chick
pea, lentil, St. John’s bread.”
Soy bean (Glycine hispida, Maxim.) (p. 334-35): “Soy
beans are grown principally in China where they form an
important article of food; in fact, they are the richest of all in
food constituents. It is also grown to a considerable extent in
India [sic], where it is mixed with rice. This bean ranks high
in fat and albuminoids and is their only muscle-making food.
It has more than meat value. By the Chinese it is made into
cheese [tofu], pastes [jiang], and sauces [Soy]. Soy sauce is
used by them on all meat and fish dishes. For the English and
Americans it forms the foundation for such sauces as clubhouse and Worcestershire.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012)
stating clearly that soy sauce is used as an ingredient in
making Worcestershire sauce.
“Soy is an agreeable seasoning to creamed meat dishes
and a very pleasant addition to French salad dressing. It can
be purchased in jugs at any Chinese shop, or at the American
wholesale druggists by measure.” A table (based on Church)
gives the composition of the soy bean: Albuminoids, etc.
35.3%. Fat 18.9. Starch and dextrin 12.5. Sugar 12.0.
Cellulose 4.2. Water 12.5. Mineral matter 4.6.
“Soy” [sauce] is used as an ingredient in 12 recipes:
Japanese fish sauce (p. 228). Japanese eggs (p. 253). Sautéd
[sic Sautéed] celery (“When ready to serve sprinkle over
two tablespoonfuls of soy or mushroom catsup, and send
at once to the table,” p. 389-90). Ginger chutney (p. 435).
Japanese dressing (p. 442). Celery salad (“This is greatly
improved by adding a few drops of Worcestershire sauce,
soy or mushroom catsup,” p. 451). Bobotee salad (p. 457).
Philadelphia cream salad (p. 459-60). Shad roe salad (“one
tablespoonful of Worcestershire sauce or soy,” p. 469).
Salad seasoning (“Agreeable seasonings to be kept on
hand for salad making: Garlic, mushroom catsup, tomato
catsup, Worcestershire sauce, soy, tobasco oil [sic, Tabasco],
tarragon vinegar, mint sauce, capers and celery seed,” p.
472). “A group of Hawaiian recipes”–To cook beef (“bake
until brown. Then pour over it a half pint of sweet cream, to
which you have added a tablespoonful of soy. Cook slowly
for one hour, basting frequently with the cream,” p. 691-92).
Cream lettuce sauce to serve with fish (“a half saltspoonful
of pepper and a teaspoonful of soy,” p. 695).
Worcestershire sauce is used as an ingredient in at least
25 recipes. The first four are: Ox tail soup (p. 62). Cream of
cheese soup (p. 74). Mock turtle soup (p. 80). Baked carp (p.
104).

Peanut butter is used as an ingredient in 5 recipes:
Cream of peanut soup (p. 75). Lentil pie (p. 337-38). Peanut
wafers (p. 535). Nut and fruit crackers (with almond butter or
peanut butter, p. 537-38). Marguerites (p. 556).
The earliest recipe seen for homemade peanut butter
states (p. 535): “Peanut Butter: Roast the nuts, shell and
blow off the brown skins. When making it in large quantities,
it will pay to have a bellows for this purpose, or put the
peanuts on a coarse towel, cover them with another towel,
rub them gently, then blow off the skins. If you use salt dust
them lightly with it and grind at once. Pack the butter into
glass jars or tumblers, cover them and keep in a cool place.
This may be used plain or diluted with water.”
Two recipes use almond butter as an ingredient: Almond
wafers (p. 525). Nut and fruit crackers (p. 537-38). A recipe
for homemade almond butter is given (p. 525).
The word “vegetarian” is mentioned in connection
with 7 sections of recipes: Meats (p. 135-36). Vegetables
(p. 277-78). Salsify (p. 317-18). Tomatoes and okra with
curry (p. 417-18). Nuts (p. 522-23). Nut croquettes (p. 538).
Sample menus–Vegetarian (p. 666). The author speaks very
favorably of a balanced vegetarian diet. Scientists in general
agree, she says, that animal proteids are easier to digest
than vegetable proteids. “I must contend, however, that a
well selected vegetable diet will give health, bodily vigor
and mental strength to those who live rationally.” In other
countries and cultures, vegetarians are quite equal in strength
to those of the same economic class who live largely on meat
or on a mixed diet of proper proportions–and are most likely
freer from disease. The out-door laborer would probably do
better on a vegetarian diet whereas the sluggish digestive
apparatus of an indoor is probably better suited to beef (p.
135-36).
“The American people, as a class, in their rushing
and bustling life, prefer to take their nitrogen from animal
products, which are more easily digested and assimilated
than vegetables.” “The Japanese, who do in their country the
work performed by horses here, are practically vegetarians.”
The “vegetarian requires but two meals per day,” yet they
are more nourishing than three meals of meat. They take less
time to eat, cost less, and offer more variety. “The amount of
cellulose or waste in vegetable foods keeps up the peristaltic
motion of the intestines and lower bowels; hence, vegetable
eaters are rarely troubled with constipation and torpid livers.”
America has “grown into a meat-eating nation” in large part
because the scullery maids who preside over the kitchen are
largely uneducated, do not understand nutrition, and have
never learned the subtleties of preparing vegetables (p. 27778).
“To the vegetarian, they [nuts] are indispensable;
they furnish his meat, milk and butter. They are palatable,
nutritious, and, if well prepared, easy of digestion. Being
of vegetable origin, they are free from the danger of
disease germs. Their food value is generally overlooked by
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Americans as they are generally served as dessert”–on top
of a heavy meal. “From the general awakening in regard to
healthful diet, societies have sprung up all over the world,
recommending the use of vegetable foods, especially fruits
and nuts. We have well established, both in New York and
London, large vegetarian societies, many with separate
branches of ‘fruit and nut eaters.’ Personally I have tried the
experiment, and find it most satisfactory” (p. 522).
The Preface notes that this “new book on Domestic
Science... represents on paper The School at its highest
period of development...” “A great change in the methods
of living has taken place in America during the last few
years.” Not long ago, schools of cookery taught “fancy
cookery”–”to succeed with these elaborate, dyspepticproducing concoctions as the highest ambition. All this has
now changed: the teacher or cook book (an ever present
teacher) that does not teach health, body building, and
economy in time and money, is short lived. There are still a
few women who do elaborate cooking to please the palate
and appetite,... They are still at the palate stage of existence.
Strive to reach a higher plane of thought–eat to live. Why
should any woman be asked to stand for hours over a hot fire
mixing compounds to make people ill? Is this cookery? Is the
headache that follows a food debauchery more pleasant or
pardonable or less injurious than that which follows drink?
Results of intemperance are identical. Simple living and high
thinking have the approval of learned men and women,...”
Sarah Tyson Heston Rorer (1849-1937) “is one of
the great ladies of American culinary history. She was a
nationally recognized cookery expert, founded and ran a
cooking school in Philadelphia for 18 years, authored over
75 books and pamphlets, edited her own magazine Table
Talk,... and was domestic editor of the Ladies Home Journal
for 14 years.” With over 1,500 recipes, tips and advice,
and more than 125 recipes, this “is one of America’s great
cookbooks. The Ladies Home Journal reprinted it in 1970. It
offers an excellent view of American cookery at the turn of
the 19th to 20th centuries” (MSU introduction).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2001)
which states that “body building” is widely considered part
of a healthy way of life. Address: Philadelphia.
388. Saunders, Wm. 1902. Experimental work at the Central
Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ontario. Annual Report of the
Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 7-86. For the year
1901. See p. 34.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with Soja
beans” (p. 34) begins: “Three plots of one-fortieth acre each
were sown in rows at different distances apart, viz.: 21, 28,
and 35 inches to gain information as to the best distance for
sowing to secure the heaviest crops. The soil was a light
sandy loam which received a dressing of barn-yard manure
during the winter of 1899 and 1900 of about 12 tons per acre.
The previous crop was potatoes.”

The soybeans sown in rows 28 inches apart gave the best
yields: 16 tons 400 pounds per acre of green crop, including
16 bushels per acre of beans. The growth was strong and
even, very leafy. Average height: 40-45 inches. The pods
were well formed, the beans were full grown and beginning
to harden at time of cutting. Address: LL.D., F.R.S.C., F.L.S,
Director, Dominion Experimental Farms, Ottawa, ONT,
Canada.
389. Sharpe, Thomas A. 1902. Experimental Farm for British
Columbia. Report of Superintendent. Annual Report of the
Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 513-58. For the
year 1901. See p. 532.
• Summary: Page 532 states that Soja beans were sown on
April 30 in plots 8-10. Those sown in rows 28 inches (rather
than 21 or 35 inches) apart gave the best yields: 2 tons 920
pounds per acre when cut green. Length of stalks: 24-26
inches. Not so many pods formed. Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Agassiz, BC, Canada.
390. Thompson, William Gilman. 1902. Practical dietetics:
With special reference to diet in disease. Second edition,
enlarged and thoroughly revised. New York and London: D.
Appleton and Company. xxiii + 828 p. See p. 152, 164, 676.
Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: In the chapter titled “Vegetable Foods” we
read (p. 152): “Soya bread is made from an oily pea which
grows in China and Japan, and is used by diabetics, for it
contains over one third part of gluten and but 1.17 per cent of
glucose.”
Page 164: “The soy bean is the chief legume of China
and Japan, where it furnishes the necessary protein to add to
a rice diet. From its vegetable casein several varieties of bean
cheese [tofu] are made.”
Also discusses: Nestle’s Food (p. 150-51). Granose (p.
151). Gluten and the amount of gluten in wheat and various
wheat products, pasta, and rye bread (p. 136, 145, 151-53,
161, 676). Sago (p. 158). Diastase and malt extracts (p. 15960). Erbstwurst, or pea sausage (p. 163-64). Peanuts (p. 165,
191, 198; peanut oil is used mainly to adulterate or imitate
olive oil, which is more expensive). Almonds (p. 190-91,
198, 674). Oleomargarine and Butterine (p. 196).
The first U.S. edition was published in 1897
(copyrighted 1895). A third edition was published in 1905 in
New York and London, and a fourth edition in 1909 (xxvi +
928 p.). The author lived 1856-1927. Address: M.D., Prof. of
Medicine in the Cornell Univ. Medical College.
391. Thorburn (James M.) & Co. 1902. One hundred & first
annual catalogue of high-class seeds (Mail order). New York,
New York. 128 p.
• Summary: In the section on “Forage, Economical and
Miscellaneous Seeds,” in the subsection on “Beans” (p. 51)
we read: “Soja bean. The haulm is stiff, and the pods are
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produced in clusters from two to five, and contain each four
smooth, oval, nankeen-colored seeds. Thrives well in hot and
dry weather; very valuable for the south, for either man or
beast. Is planted at the rate of ½ bushel to the acre, in drills
2½ to 3 feet apart, and cultivated same as Indian corn. It does
not make very good hay, but is good as ensilage or green
fodder.” Varieties: Southern–$0.20/quart, $3/bus. Medium
Early Green–$0.20/quart, $5/bus. Extra-Early Black–$0.20/
quart, $5/bus. Ito San, Yellow–$0.25/quart, $6/bus. Green
Samarow–$0.25/quart, $6.50/bus.
An illustration shows a soja bean plant, “copyrighted
1900 by J.M. Thorburn & Co.”
The title page states: “This is our hundred-and-first
annual catalog. We are growers of and dealers in high-class
seeds only. Quality is our leading feature.” Gold medals
are shown from the Paris Exposition of 1900 and the PanAmerican Exposition of 1901. This catalog is owned by the
Smithsonian Horticulture Branch Library in Washington,
DC. Call number: #009567.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the following soybean varieties: Ito San
(one of two documents), Extra Early Black (one of two
documents).
Note 2. This is the earliest Thorburn seed catalog that
lists soybean varieties by name.

Note 3. This company now seems to be getting some
of their soy bean seed from the Evans Seed Co. (Mr. E.E.
Evans) of West Branch, Michigan. Compare, for example
Green Samarow and Ito San. Address: New York, New York.
392. U.S. Department of the Interior, Census Office. 1902.
Twelfth census of the United States taken in the year 1900.
William R. Merriam, Director. Vol. 6. Agriculture–Part II:
Crops and irrigation. Washington, DC: Government Printing
Office. 880 p. See p. 514-15 for peanuts.
• Summary: The section titled “Peanuts” (p. 514-15)
discusses the history and gives general statistics. “History.
It is not definitely known of what country the peanut is a
native, but the weight of authority favors Brazil. The date of
its introduction in the United States is uncertain, although it
is known to have been cultivated here for many years prior to
1865, at which date, however, its cultivation was limited to a
small portion of eastern Virginia.
“During the five years immediately following the Civil
War the cultivation of the peanut increased and developed
wonderfully, not only in Virginia but in the other Southern
states where the climate and soil were adapted to its
successful culture. This is accounted for by the fact that
during the five years of the war almost every army in the
field occupied, at some time or other, that portion of Virginia
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in which peanuts were grown. The knowledge of the culture
and value of the crop, thus acquired by individual soldiers,
was utilized by many of them when they reached their
homes, and resulted in a marked extension of the industry
and a rapid increase in the quantity produced.”
“General statistics. The statistics of this crop are found
in Tables 8 [p. 539], 10 [p. 542-574, etc.], and 18 [p. 592] of
this section, the latter table being a summary for the years in
which reports of the product have been received. The total
area devoted to the cultivation of peanuts in the United States
in 1899 was 516,658 acres, and the total number of bushels
produced was 11,964,957, or an average of 23.2 bushels per
acre. The total value of the crop was $7,271,230, an average
of $0.61 per bushel, or $14.07 per acre. The total area under
this crop in 1889 was 203,946 of 17.6 bushels per acre. A
comparison of these figures shows an increase in ten years
of 312,712 acres, or 153.3 per cent, in area, and of 8,376,814
bushels, or 233.5 per cent, in production.”
Table XV, titled “Principal peanut producing states in
1899, with the acreage and quantity produced and per cent
increase from 1889 to 1899, arranged in descending order
of production.” The states are: Virginia, North Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Texas, South Carolina. For
Virginia: Acres in 1899 / 1889: 116,914 / 58,962. Per cent of
increase: 98.3%. Bushels produced in 1899 / 1889: 3,713,347
/ 1,171,624. Per cent of increase: 216.9%.
Bushels produced in 1899 and per cent of increase in
production for other states: North Carolina: 3,460,439 /
721.7%. Georgia: 1,435,775 / 129.9%. Alabama: 1,021,708
/ 267.0%. Florida: 967,927 / 169.2%. Tennessee: 747,668 /
42.9%. Texas: 184,860 / 320.5%. South Carolina: 131,710 /
208.0%.
Note that the states with the largest percentage gain
in production during the past decade were North Carolina
(721.7%) followed by Texas (320.5%), then Alabama
(267.0%). These are huge percentage gains.
“The average yield per acre for the United States in 1889
was 17.6 bushels, and in 1899, 23.2 bushels. The largest
average yield was in Tennessee, where 38.3 bushels were
produced.”
The soy bean, which was a new crop commercially,
is mentioned only once in this census. The section on
“Conditions affecting the production and acreage of hay
and forage” states (p. 206): “The great expansion, however,
in the acreage devoted in the course of crop rotations to the
leguminous plants–alfalfa, clover, cowpeas, soy beans, etc.–
which fertilize the soil by drawing nitrogen, the most costly
element of commercial fertilizers, from the air, and furnish
a most excellent forage crop at the same time, has had an
important effect upon the hay tonnage, and in many sections
revolutionized the system previously used.” Address:
Washington, DC.
393. Vorderman, Adolf G. 1902. Analecta op bromatologisch

gebied. IV. [Writings on mold-fermented foods. IV.].
Geneeskundig Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch-Indie 42:395431. See p. 411-31. [10 ref. Dut]
• Summary: Describes the “ontjom” and “tèmpé” [he
spells the word tempeh with these two accents throughout]
processes, including ontjom beureum [a Sundanese food
made from boengkil katjang (bean waste or okara) and
Monilia sitophila mold], onggok, and tempe-kedele. He
describes two ways of making tempeh that he saw. The first
is the well-known one in which soybeans are fermented
between banana leaves. In the second way the soybeans are
wrapped in a banana leaf to form a package about 20 cm (8
inches) long and 7 cm (2.8 inches) wide, then wrapped in
a djati (jati) leaf. These packages are stacked in a bamboo
basket covered with sacks for 24 hours, then taken out and
spread on the floor to cool for another 24 hours.
He also describes: Tempe bongkrek katjang; same as
ontjom beureum [okara onchom] except that a Rhizopus
mold is used. Ontjom bodas; same as tempe bongkrek
katjang except that another Rhizopus mold, not similar
to Oryzae, is used. Tempe bongkrek kelapa (from South
Banjoemas [Banyumas]); Quite similar to ontjom beureum,
it is made from pressed coconut and inoculated in the old
leaves from tempe kedele. It is eaten mostly by poorer
people because of its lower price. Tempe morrie made with
Soempiaoeh type soybeans (from Banjoemas) and coconut
residue pressed 3 times. The soybeans are treated like soy
tempe up to the laroe [laru] process. Then they are mixed
with coconut presscake, which has been washed, steamed,
and inoculated with ground bibit leaves on which there
is Rhizopus oryzae. Finally it is packed in the skin of the
banana stem to make long slender rods, and fermented.
Tempe enthoe, from South Bagelen, is made from coconut
(no soy) wrapped in a banana stem. Tempe tjenggereng is
made with coconut presscake (called gatok in Banjoemas)
and ragi, no soy; “This tempeh has, like the tempeh bongkrek
kelapa, led to several cases of fatal food poisoning. Dagé
[Dage, Dageh] is made with bacteria rather than molds on
a substrate of oilseed cakes, primarily pressed coconut,
sesame seeds, or peanuts.” The last page contains detailed
illustrations (drawings) of Rhizopus species from Ontjom
bodas and Rhizopus oryzae from tempe kedele, each
magnified 60 times.
Note 1. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (June 2013) that mentions okara, which it calls boengkil
katjang.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020)
that mentions and correctly describes tempeh bongkrek,
which, for the sake of clarity, he describes as tempeh
bongkrek kelapa.
394. William Morse as a young man (Photograph). 1902.
• Summary: This portrait photo shows young Morse in a
dress coat buttoned high, bow tie, and hair parted in the
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middle. This digital photo, with date, was sent to Soyfoods
Center by Joyce Garrison (William Morse’s granddaughter)
of West Hartford, Connecticut (July 2004).
395. William Morse with the Lowville Academy football
team (Photograph). 1902.
• Summary: This photo shows the football team in 1902.
William Morse is wearing a high-neck sweater with a large
white “L” on the front and his hair parted in the middle.
Note 1. This appears to come from a published
document–perhaps the Journal and Republican (Lowville,
Lewis County, New York). Across the top is written “Old
Watertown and vicinity in pictures. No. 742.”
Note 2. This same photo appears in the 2 May 2001
issue of the Journal and Republican (Lowville, New York).
Note 3. In a scrapbook kept by William Morse, below
this photo on the same page is a photo, taken in 1905, of
Lowville Academy in Lowville, Lewis County, New York.
396. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1902. Descriptive catalogue and
guide for the farm & garden (with order form; Mail-order
catalog). Richmond, Virginia. 76 p. 25 cm.
• Summary: In the section on “General List of Agricultural
Seeds,” page 70 contains a greatly expanded (3/4 page) entry

for Soja Beans: two brief descriptions, four testimonials
from customers, and an enlarged illustration. “Soja Beans–
Unquestionably the richest and most nutritious forage and
feed crop grown, making the ‘balanced feed’ for hogs,
dairy cows, and fattening stock. Also makes a splendid soil
improver, and is unequalled as a drought-resisting crop.
“We give below extracts of letters from our customers,
calling attention to some of the principal points of value
in our Yellow Soja Beans [Yellow Soy Beans]. This crop
withstands drought better than any other forage crop, and
seems capable of making its growth in spite of more adverse
conditions than any other crop which we have ever grown.
In point of nutritive value it is unequaled, and makes in
connection with corn as a number of our customers states,
a ‘balanced ration’ grown upon the farm, saving the farmer
from paying out cash for oil meals, bran, etc.
“Our Yellow Soja Beans should unquestionably be one
of the staple crops with every farmer.
“’Far superior to cotton seed to make milk and butter’–
Spartanburg County, South Carolina, Nov. 25, 1901–’I
bought of you a peck of Soja Beans; planted on one acre of
common cotton land, rows 2½ feet apart. I made eleven large
one-horse loads. I threshed out two loads, got five bushels,
or 27½ bushels on the acre of beans, besides eleven loads of
hay, far superior to cow pea hay. My horses quit eating corn
to eat them in the chaff. I feed to my cows, and they are far
superior to cotton seed meal to make milk and butter. My
chickens eat them like eating corn; hogs also go for them.
I consider them the finest thing a farmer can plant, and all
farmers should by all means plant them- from one to twenty
acres. I expect to rent ten acres to plant them on next year.
I used 200 pounds guano; hoed one time; plowed twice.–
Charles Moore.’
“’Far superior to the cow pea as a crop bearer, as they
will produce double the quantity of peas, and equally as
much, if not more litter’–Nansemond County, Virginia, Jan.
18, 1901–’The Soja Beans bought of you turned out very
well. I consider them far superior to the Cow Pea as a crop
bearer, as they will produce double the quantity of peas, and
equally as much if not more litter. For fattening hogs they
are very good, lasting for such a long time. They will keep
in the field until after Christmas without spoiling; hence
they fill the place of acorns or meat for stock or hogs. They
ripen all at once, making it possible to turn stock on them
without damaging the crop at all. As a soil improver they are
the equal if not the superior of the Cow Pea, as they produce
more foliage, and when they are done shedding the land is
covered with leaves, pods, and stems.’–J.O. Cutchins.’
“’The richest green food I have ever grown for cattle’–
Forsyth County, North Carolina, Nov. 20, 1900–’In feeding
value, Soja Beans are far superior to Cow Peas. As a green
feed for dairy cattle. I consider them the riches green food I
have ever grown for cattle. I believe, planted in connection
with, or separate from, ensilage corn, and put into silo at
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the same time, in proportion of one ton of Soja Beans to
two tons of corn, that they would in a great measure make a
‘balanced ration’ grown on the farm, which, as you know, is
the crying need of the hour in dairy circles.–Elliot Warren.’
“’All kinds of stock will eat Soja Beans in preference
to Corn Fodder’–York Country, Virginia, Feb. 7, 1901–’All
kinds of stock will eat Soja Beans in preference to corn
fodder. Once tried, always tried, as they are the surest crop a
man can plant. Never too dry nor too hot for this grand old
forage plant. Just give them a chance and they will surprise
you with a big crop.–D.W. Morris.’
“When sown broadcast for forage and soil-improving
crops, the Soja Beans should be sown at the rate of one
bushel per acre. Sowing them thickly will prevent the stalk
from growing too coarse, and enable them to be cut and
turned under to better advantage. Sowing for ensilage, it is
better to sow drills with corn, at the rate of about one peck
to the acre. Or they can be sown by themselves in drills
three feet apart, at the rate of 1 to 1½ pecks per acre, and
cultivated. They will make their largest yield of beans put in
this way.
“Remember that there are different varieties and strains
of Yellow Soja, which we have been supplying to our
customers for several years past.
Large pkt 10c.; peck, 60c.; bus. $1.60. Price fluctuates.
Special price on large lots.”
An illustration shows soja bean pods and a plant in
full leaf. On the front cover is a gold medal awarded to the
company at the Paris Exposition of 1900.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #010098.
Address: Richmond, Virginia.
397. Yendo, K. 1902. Uses of marine algæ in Japan.
Postelsia: The Year Book of the Minnesota Seaside Station p.
1-18. For the year 1901.
• Summary: Page 1: “I propose to mention briefly the more
important algae which are generally used by the inhabitants
of Japan.”
Page 5: “Phyllitis fascia (Haba-nori). Young plants
of this species are collected and laid out in sheets after a
method which will be explained more in detail in connection
with the uses of Porphyra. The sheets are dried in the sun
and afterwards baked, powdered and eaten with soy [sauce].
Haba-nori is used principally by the peasantry of the
Province of Awa and Sagami.
“Chordaria abietina (Matsumo).” This is particularly
abundant in northern Japan, where it is collected and packed
in salt. It is cooked with soy and is a common food of the
poorer classes in the north.”
Page 6: “Undaria pinnatifida (Wakame). This species
is used in several ways. Dried bales are common articles of
merchandise. After washing with fresh water it is used as an
ingredient of soup, cooked with soy, or eaten as a salad with

vinegar.”
Pages 7-9: Laminaria (Kombu). One form in which
Laminaria is very much relished by the common people is
the so-called Kombu- mati [Kombu-maki] or Laminaria roll.
To make this, the dried weed is boiled in fresh water for a
while and cut up into pieces of the desired length and width.
Portions of dried herring, cod or other fish are wrapped up in
the boiled alga and then recooked in dilute soy, soup or milk.
Laminaria is also used upon New Year’s day as a festoon,
and for this purpose L. radicosa (Antokume) is utilized, but
not as a food.”
Pages 8-9: “Cystophyllum fusiforme (Kijiki [Hijiki]).
The young fronds are collected and dried in the sun, in which
condition they are a well-known article of merchandise.
Cooked in soy it is eaten by the peasantry, but not by the
better classes.”
Pages 9-12: “Porphyra (Asakusa-nori, amanori or nori).
This is one of the most important food plants of Japan. It
is used by every class of people in a variety of ways and is
cultivated in many districts. The plant is collected, made into
sheets, and baked.” The method of cultivation is described
briefly. The sheets “are washed for a time to remove the mud
and sand and are then laid out upon reed mats which are
placed in the sun. The layer is made as thin as possible, the
plants adhering to each other by their own gelatine. When
such a sheet is quite dry it is peeled off from the surface of
the mat, folded and ready for market. When baked before
a gentle fire, Porphyra acquires a remarkably agreeable
flavor; the rule of the cooks is to bake until the purple color
changes to green. After cooking, Porphyra is eaten with
soy, powdered and employed as a condiment or made up
into sushi. This occupies somewhat the same place in the
Japanese menu as the sandwich does in Europe and America.
A sheet of Porphyra is laid out, boiled rice spread upon it,
strips of meat or fish laid upon this, and the whole then rolled
up. after which it is cut in slices. Everyone eats sushi.”
“Nemalion lubricum (Umi-zomen). In some parts of
Japan this plant is dried and bleached. It is then eaten with
soy or vinegar, but its use is not common.”
Page 14: “Campylaphora hypnoides (Ego). This is
prepared similarly to Gelideum corneum. It makes a stiff
jelly, which is used for food with sugar or soy, much as is
cornstarch by the Americans.”
Page 15: “Grateloupia affinis (Comenori) and G. filicina
(Mukade-nori). These plants are dried, and after dipping in
fresh water are eaten with vinegar or soy. Their use is not
very general.”
Statistics for exports (chiefly to China; weight in lbs
and value in yen) for the years 1890-1894 are given for leaf
laminaria, cut laminaria, and agar-agar. Address: [Minnesota
and Japan].
398. Zavitz, C.A. 1902. Report of experimentalist. Ontario
Agricultural College and Experimental Farm (Guelph),
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Annual Report 27:82-111. For the year 1901. See p. 92-93.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy, soja or Japanese beans”
(p. 92-93) states: “About twenty years ago, Prof. Georgeson,
then connected with the Agricultural College in the State
of Kansas, imported from Japan fifteen varieties of the Soy
beans, with which he conducted practical experiments on
the Experimental Station grounds and found that five of
the varieties gave good results. These five varieties were
imported from Kansas some ten years ago for growing in our
experimental plots.
“The Early Yellow Soy Bean has given decidedly the
best results among the five varieties which we obtained from
Kansas. [Note: It seems that Zavitz has renamed the Yellow
Soy Bean to Early Yellow Soy Bean within the past year.
The names of the other four varieties are not given here].
The record of this variety has been satisfactory throughout,
and the yield of grain per acre in 1901 was 25.3 bushels.
When we realize that this grain when ground furnished a
meal about equal in composition to cotton seed meal, we
cannot help but acknowledge that this variety furnishes a
large amount of valuable food constituents. It has given good
results in the co-operative experiments throughout Ontario,
as well as in the trials at the College.” Address: B.S.A.,
Experimentalist, Ontario Agricultural College [Guelph,
Ontario, Canada].
399. Zavitz, C.A. 1902. Co-operative experiments in
agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 23:9-24. For the year 1901. See p. 10, 12, 1415, 21-22.
• Summary: A table titled “List of experiments for 1901” (p.
10), under “Grain crops” includes “Testing cow peas and two
varieties of Soja or Japanese beans–3 plots.”
In the section on “Reports of the experiments” a
table titled “Grain crops” (p. 12) shows that 13 tests were
conducted on “Soy beans.” Early Yellow (estimated value
100), yielded 1.5 tons/acre of straw and 21.4 bu/acre of
grain. Medium Green (E.V. 86), 2.2 tons/acre of straw and
18.1 bu/acre of grain.
The subsection titled “Soy, soja, or Japanese beans”
(p. 14-15) includes a summary and notes: The Early Yellow
variety usually ripens well, and is one of the very best
varieties of the Soy beans for the production of grain. For
the production of green fodder or for silage, however, the
Medium Green is likely to give better satisfaction, owing to
its more luxuriant growth and greater development of leaf.
In those parts of Ontario where the pea weevil is becoming
so abundant as to practically ruin the pea crop, the Soy bean
might be grown to great advantage.”
In the question and answer session (p. 21-22): “Q: At
what time do you plant the Soy beans? C.A. Zavitz: We
usually plant the Soy beans about the 5th of May.
“Q: How are the Soy beans usually planted? Zavitz: The
seed should be sown in rows and the crop cultivated. The soy

bean is being used considerably in some of the Eastern States
by dairymen who wish to secure very rich food for their
animals. It is also beginning to be grown quite extensively
in some of the Western States, particularly Kansas. The crop
will serve admirably as a substitute for peas in those sections
where the pea weevil is doing so much damage.” Address:
B.S.A., Director of Experiments, Agricultural College,
Guelph [Ontario, Canada], and Secretary of the Union.
400. Catenius van der Meidjen, Johanna M.J. 1902? Nieuw
volledig Oost-Indisch kookboek: Recepten voor de volledige
Indische rijsttafel, zuren, gebakken, vla’s, confituren,
ijssoorten, met een kort aanhangsel voor Holland [New
complete East Indian cookbook: Recipes for the complete
Indian rice table, pickles, baked goods, custards, jams, ice
creams, with a short appendix for Holland]. SemarangSoerabaia: G.C.T. van Dorp & Co. 396 + xxx p. [Dut]
• Summary: Although this book has no date of publication
on the title page and no date on the copyright page, the
author has written a 2-page Foreword (Voorword) which she
ends with these words: ‘s Gravenhage, Januari 1902–J.M.
J.C.- v.d.M. So we can assume with pretty good confidence
that the book was published in 1902. If it was, this
remarkable book contains the earliest tempeh recipes seen in
any language. Each recipe is numbered sequentially:
Page 8: “tempé” [tempeh] is mentioned once in recipe
15 Nasi langie.
Page 13: “tempé” is mentioned twice in recipe 28 Sajor
sambel goddok.
Page 15: “tempé” is mentioned 4 times in recipe 32
Sajor lemeng.
Pages 15-16: “tempé” is mentioned twice in recipe 33
Sajor loddeh.
Page 393 (glossary of foods in the Dutch East Indies):
“tahoe” is defined as chineesch meelgerecht in platte
koeken [Chinese flour dish in flat cakes]
“taotjo” is defined as chineesch praeparaat van Jav
suiker en katjang kedelée [Chinese preparation from
Javanese sugar and soybeans].
“tempé” is defined as platte beschimmelde koekjes van
kedelée [flat molded cakes of soybeans].
Turning now to tofu tahoe:
Page 55: “tahoe” is mentioned 5 times in recipe 145
Sambel-gorèng tahoe.
Page v: “tahoe” is mentioned once in the table of
contents as one of many types of Sambel-gorèngs.
Looking next at “taotjo” [Indonesian-style fermented
soybean paste],
Page 53: “taotjo” appears twice in recipe 141 Sambal
gorèng lombok idjoe.
Page 55: “taotjo” appears twice in recipe 145 Sambelgoreng tahoe.
Page 64: “taotjo” appears twice in recipe 168 Ajam O.
Page vi: “taotjo” appears once in the table of contents as
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“Ajam taotjo,” a type of “Kipgerechten” [chicken dishes].
Page viii: “taotjo” appears once in the table of contents
as “Babi taotjo,” a type of “Vleesch-gerechten” [meat dishes]
Page vi: “taotjo” appears once in the table of contents as
Page 68: “taotjo” appears 3 times in recipe 178 Ajam
taotjo.
Pages 97-98: “taotjo” appears 3 times in recipe 242 Babi
taotjo.
Page 113: “taotjo” appears once in recipe 285 Laksa
gorèng met varkensvleesch.
Page 164-65: “taotjo” appears twice (1 lepel taotjo) in
recipe 413 Bahmi.
Page 165-166: “taotjo” appears twice in recipe 415
Kiemblo.
Page 293: “taotjo” appears once in the Glossary (see
above).
Now let’s look at soja (soy sauce)
Page vi: “soja appears once as “521 Casseripo (WestIndische soja)”
Pages 16-17: “soja” appears twice in recipe 35
Piendang-kétjap van visch
Page 196: “soja” appears twice in recipe 521 Casseripo
(West-Indische soja)
Page 390: The glossary entry for kétchap says it is soja
[soy sauce].
The most popular soy-related word in this book is
“kétjap” (Indonesian-style soy sauce). It is mentioned on 63
pages, as you can confirm for yourself on HathiTrust.
The last soy-related term that appears is “katjangkedelée” (soybean or soybeans). It appears only 4 times on
as follows:
Page 4: “katjang-kedelée” appears once in recipe 8 Nasi
koening
Page 380: “katjang-kedelée” appears once in a
dictionary comparing Malay, Dutch, and Latin. The entry
states: “Katjang kedelée -> a sort of bean -> Soya hispida.
Page 390: The Glossary entry for “katjang kedelée” is
“een der speciaal indische peul-sorten” [one of the special
Dutch East Indian legumes]. Note: A much better definition
would be “soybean.”
Page 393: The Glossary entry for “taotjo” is chineesch
praeparaat van Jav suiker en katjang kedelée [Chinese
preparation from Javanese sugar and soybeans]. Address:
Author.
401. Lindsey, Joseph B. 1903. Part II.–Dairy and feeding
experiments. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 15:57-68. Jan. See p. 67-68.
• Summary: The section titled “Corn and soy beans” (p.
67) states: “Corn and soy bean silage was grown and used
at this station during 1895 and 1896. At that time the corn
and beans were grown in separate fields.” The silage, which
consisted of two-thirds corn and one-third beans, “was
eaten clean, and contained 30 per cent. more protein than

did corn silage. It was believed at the time, however, that
the increased cost of handling the two crops when grown
separately more than counterbalanced the value of the
additional protein secured...
On page 68 we read: “Soy beans v. cow peas. Much
is being said in the agricultural press concerning the home
production of protein, and this division receives frequent
inquiries concerning the relative merits of soy beans and cow
peas for this purpose...
“In comparing the relative merits of the two legumes, it
may be said that the stem of the cow pea is softer than that
of the soy bean, and that the crop does its best in very warm
weather, and is likely to succeed better than the soy bean
upon light, sandy soils, naturally deficient in moisture.
“The medium green soy bean, on the other hand,
prefers a medium moist loam and will yield more dry food
material, and especially more seed to the acre at moderate
temperatures, than the cow pea. The cow pea is better suited
to southern, and the soy bean to northern conditions, and the
latter is regarded as decidedly preferable in New England.”
Address: Ph.D., chemist (foods and feeding).
402. Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report. 1903. Experimental work. 16:7-9. Jan.
• Summary: “The work of the Experiment Station for the
current year has been directed mainly along lines that were
previously established... The soy bean and the cowpea have
been tested to determine their adaptability to Nebraska
conditions, and their availability as furnishing protein foods
to balance our corn rations.”
Note: Soy beans were probably grown at the Nebraska
Station in 1902, but we can’t tell for sure from this series of
documents. In the 15th Annual Report (presented Jan. 1902)
is an article by Lyon & Haecker titled “Some forage plants
for summer feed” (p. 13-29). Though many forage plants
were tested, the soy bean was not among them. However
the 12th annual report (1899) clearly mentions the soy bean.
Address: Lincoln, Nebraska.
403. Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. 1903. Descriptive
catalogue... for 1903. Yokohama, Japan. 75 p. Illust. Index.
26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this English-language catalog
is an illustration of a flowering cherry tree (Prunus Pseudocerasus) blooming. In the section “Price list of seeds” (p.
67+) is a subsection (p. 70) titled “Some vegetable seeds.”
The contents (incl. the entry for “soy bean”) is identical to
that in the 1902 (and 1901) catalog. Address: P.O. Box No.
72. Nos. 21-35 Nakamura, Yokohama, Japan.
404. Gartenwelt (Die) (Berlin). 1903. Gaerten des
Auslandes. Der botanische Garten von Victoria und dessen
Versuchspflanzen [Foreign gardens: The Botanical Garden
of Victoria and the plants it is testing]. 8(19):222-26. Feb. 6.
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[Ger]
• Summary: This article (continued from the last issue,
and in the next issue) is written by a German gardener in
Cameroon. One of the plants tested here [in Cameroon] is the
soybean, Glycine hispida, whose good-tasting seeds are used
in the preparation of a spicy sauce [perhaps Worcestershire
sauce].
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Cameroon, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Cameroon. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Cameroon, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Cameroon (Feb. 1903). The source of these
soybeans may well have been Germany, since Cameroon was
controlled by Germany from 1884 to 1916 and soybeans had
been cultivated in Germany since 1878.
Note 2. Today this garden is named Limbe Botanical
Gardens, located in the seaside city of Limbe on the southern
slopes of Mt. Cameroon in the South-West Region of
Cameroon. Limbe was known as Victoria from 1858 to 1982.
Note 3. This journal is edited by Max Hesdörfer (of
Berlin) and published by P. Parey (in Berlin).
405. Nourse, D.O. 1903. Forage plants. Virginia Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 145. p. 11-19. Feb.
• Summary: Describes many forage crops grown at the
station. Soy beans and cow peas have been grown for two
years, and all the other crops for only one year. On p. 18
we read: “Soy bean (Medium Green). Stand very heavy and
uniform. Seed not mature. Foliage green, thick, heavy. Plant
bushy and erect. Stem woody, tough, difficult to harvest and
covered with find hairs. Pods 1 to 2 inches long, each having
2 seeds and 25 to 50 pods per plant. At its best will cover
ground completely if planted 3½ feet apart, even though it
never runs, but stands rigidly erect. Yield in 1901, 14,720
pounds per acre and in 1902, 2,000 pounds per acre.”
“Of the Soy beans, the only one we grew that seemed
of particular merit is the Medium Green.” Address: B.S.,
Agriculturist [Blacksburg, Montgomery Co., Virginia].
406. Pozzi-Escot, Emm. 1903. Chimie de l’industrie du soja
[Chemistry of the soy sauce industry]. Revue Generale de
Chimie Pure et Appliquee 6(3):64-69. Feb. German-language
summary in Chemisches Central-Blatt 1903(1):849-50. [3
ref. Fre]
• Summary: “The manufacture of soja [soy sauce] (which is
also called shojou or miso) forms one of the most important
industries of Japan. It is obtained by fermentation of the
soybean (du haricot-soja), wheat and koji, with the aid of
certain molds.” Soja is widely consumed in Japan and also
widely exported. “It is a condiment more than a food, and
it serves in place of salt in most culinary preparations. The
average Japanese consumes 50-80 cc/day.
The production reached 2,307,844 hectoliters in 1893,
and today it surpasses 2.5 million hectoliters, bringing in

more than 6 million marks to the government [in taxes].
Today the number of brewers surpasses 11,000; it was nearly
10,000 in 1897 and 10,600 in 1900. One of the factories in
Tokyo employs 250 workers and produces 50,000 hectoliters
each year. The author has become friends and communicated
with two professors in Tokyo, Dr. Oscar Loew (Prof. of
Agricultural Chemistry at Tokyo University) and K. Aso.
Three tables (by Murai 1897, by Nagai and Murai, and
by Prinsen-Geerligs 1895) give the composition of shoyu
(the first two tables are each based on two analyses).
Noting that many erroneous works have been published
on the manufacture of soja [soy sauce], the writer proceeds
to describe the process as he understands it, based largely
on Japanese publications–but also with many mistakes. The
process has four main steps: 1. Preparation of the wheat or
soybeans. 2. Preparation of the soja koji. 3. The fermentation
process. 4. Extraction and sterilization. The total process
takes 1-2 years. He concludes with some ideas for improving
the process by reducing the fermentation time. He would
heat the soy sauce during fermentation and add alcohol.
Address: In charge of pure chemical research at the labs.,
Malzeville, France.
407. Parsons, Adrian A. 1903. Soy beans for hay (Letter to
the editor). Wallaces’ Farmer (Des Moines, Iowa) 27(11):16.
March 13.
• Summary: “A Lenox, Iowa, subscriber writes:
“’In the issue of January 30th I see a communication in
regard to growing soy beans. I infer that the beans are grown
for hay. I would like more information on this. What variety
should be sown, how should the ground be prepared, and
should the seed be drilled or broadcasted? When should they
be harvested, and how? What is the average yield of hay per
acre? Do stock take kindly to the hay? If your correspondent
will answer these questions, he will confer a great favor on
many of your readers, especially those on small farms who
want to grow as much of the protein food for their dairy
cows and growing stock as they can.’
“Your subscriber sets a task for me that presents but one
difficulty–that is, to answer all his questions and keep within
the limits of a newspaper article. It is hard to confine an old
farmer to bare statements. When I drive along the road, I
keep the road in view, and also take in the situation on both
sides; same with talk–like to give reasons, conclusions, etc.
But will try in this case to leave out the side issues.
“I grow soy beans, because I find them the most
profitable crop I can grow in my farm rotation. Most of
my crop is fed out as hay because it is the cheapest way to
handle it. Quite a lot is fed off green.
“I grow two varieties, the Early Dwarf Yellow and
Medium Early Yellow [Ito San]; the dwarfs make the bulk of
my crop, but for silo and late green feeds, the mediums are
just in time.
“All are planted as soon after corn as the ground can
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be made ready. The oft repeated statement that they, like
cowpeas, are a tender, hot weather plant does not apply here,
in central Indiana.
“Prepare ground as for corn, plant with grain drill, in
rows thirty-six inches apart, five or six beans to foot, some
use a planter and split the middles; any way to get a tolerably
even distribution of the seed, about a half-bushel to the acre,
and have them so they can be cultivated.
“Cultivate with weeder, or harrow before they come up
if possible, and a few times going over with weeder and one
or two plowings with the cultivator has given us clean crops.
We got in a hurry last year on account of so much rain, and
drilled five acres with all the hoes down. These received no
cultivation after they had grown too large for the weeder.
Part of the field made a good crop, but patches where
crab grass had a hold were very poor. Some cultivation is
necessary, even on the cleanest land.
“I harvest with mower, let wilt in swath, rake and shock
in rather small shocks. I watch these shocks and if they seem
too hot in the center, I tear them down and rebuild. In the
eight years I have grown them, two seasons I have gone over
and rebuilt them twice, before the beans were sufficiently
cured. The same methods that will make first-class clover
hay will apply to soys. Cure in shade, never sun-dry. The
leaves contain most of the protein, and it is important to save
them all.
“The chemists say that when the pods form the entire
plant has all the feeding value it will ever have. Then is the
time to begin cutting. We are generally at other work and
don’t get at the beans until some of them are full grown.
“For seed they are allowed to stand until the leaves fall;
these we cut with a bean harvester. I think all planting should
be done with grain drill, with fertilizer attachment, and
inoculated soil run on with seed.
“In yield they are like corn, the richer the ground the
heavier the crop, but they will grow on land that is too poor
to grow a profitable crop of corn.
“Our cows give a higher per cent of butter fat when fed
soys than when we tried to balance with bran. Corn and corn
stover with soy beans is our dairy cows’ ration, all grown on
the farm. The cows are satisfied–and so are we.
“A.A. Parsons, Indiana.”
Note: Parsons states that he has grown soy beans for
eight years. If he started in 1895, and the eight years were
consecutive, then 1902 (the last year he could have had
a crop) would be his 8th year. Address: Hendricks Co.,
Indiana.
408. M.D.; Lindsey, J.B. 1903. Sorghum and soy bean in
Massachusetts (Letter to the editor). Rural New-Yorker
62(2772):190. March 14. Oversize.
• Summary: “M.D. Fitchburg, Mass.–Will sorghum grow
satisfactorily in Massachusetts, and if it will, state time and
manner of planting and whether the Amber or the Early

Orange variety would be best? The idea is to use some green
and cure the remainder for hay and thus get a better hay crop
than could be obtained from any other forage crop. Is it good
practice to plant corn and Soy beans in the same row for
cutting into silo? If so, what is the best Soy bean for this part,
and the number of grains of corn and beans and distances to
be planted?
“Ans.–The past season at this Station an equal quantity
of the beans and corn were sown together for fodder
purposes. In early September the beans were podded and
corn fairly well eared. The mixture was cut and bound
successfully October 4 with the Deering corn harvester, at
which time the bean stalks were quite tough, the bean pods
filled, and the corn kernels glazed. This is the first attempt
made to cut the corn and bean mixture with a harvester.
A larger area will be planted another season, in order to
see whether the mixture can be economically handled for
silage. Corn and Soy bean silage was grown and used at
this Station during 1895 and 1896. At that time the corn and
beans were grown in separate fields. The silo was filled in
the proportion of two-thirds corn and one-third beans. The
silage was satisfactory, eaten clean, and furnished 30 per cent
more protein than did corn silage. It was believed at the time,
however, that the increased cost of handling the two crops
when grown separately more than counterbalanced the value
of the additional protein secured. If it proves economical to
grow and handle the two together it will in a measure aid
in increasing the supply of home-grown protein. Sorghum
has not been satisfactory as a forage crop when compared
with corn. The stalks are more slender and will not bear
the weeder as well as young corn plants. Again, the young
sorghum plant appears to grow very slowly in its early stages
of development, and weeds are likely to gain the mastery.
The yield as a rule it is not as large as Indian corn under
similar conditions. The writer would prefer barnyard millet
to sorghum for green forage or hay.
“J.B. Lindsey. Hatch Experiment Station.” Address:
1. Fitchburg; 2. Hatch Experiment Station. Both:
Massachusetts.
409. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1903. Cow peas. The famous
forage crop and soil improvers (Ad). Rural New-Yorker
62(2772):190. March 14. Oversize.
• Summary: “We are headquarters for these and all Southern
specialties, including Soja Beans, Velvet Beans, Pearl or Cattail Millet, Teosinte, Bermuda Grass, Ensilage Corn, Spanish
Peanuts, Chufas, Sorghums, etc.
“Write for prices: and our interesting Catalogue giving
full information about these crops.” Address: Richmond,
Virginia.
410. Redding, R.J. 1903. Forage crops. Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). March 29. p. B11.
• Summary: “I have believed that the old Japan pea–as I
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knew it thirty-five years ago–or soja bean, has not been
treated with the consideration that its merits deserve. Its
value, however, consists mainly in its merits as a hay plant.”
“Today we commence cutting the richest food
imaginable from our lucerne (alfalfa) acre.” I insist on
calling lucerne “by the old name, by which my father knew
it seventy years ago... Somewhere nearly a hundred years
ago lucerne was introduced in the south Atlantic states
from France under the French name lucerne. It seems that
it did not become generally known and for many years was
cultivated to a very limited extent. chiefly as a border plant in
kitchen gardens, according a limited supply of its succulent
richness to favored cows.” Address: [Griffin, Georgia].
411. Adams, George E. 1903. The soy bean. Bulletin (Rhode
Island State College Agricultural Experiment Station) No.
92. p. 117-27. March.
• Summary: “The soy bean (Glycine hispida), also known
as soja bean and coffee berry, is a native of southeastern
Asia... This plant was taken to England about one hundred
years ago, where it was grown for years without attracting
any attention as an economic plant either as food for man or
beast. In the southern states it was grown for many years,
but not until about twenty years ago did it commence to
attract attention as a forage plant. Within the past few years
considerable attention has been given this plant by the
different agricultural experiment stations, and its value as a
food-plant has been clearly proven by feeding experiments
in which the plant has been fed both in the green state and as
hay... During the past ten years several varieties of soy beans
have been grown at this Station... [Note: The names of these
varieties are not listed.] All things considered, the Medium
Early Green is the variety which has given the best results
during the ten years in which these plants have been grown
here. It makes a heavy growth of forage, retains its leaves
well, and has not failed to ripen a crop of seed during that
time.”
“In experiments at this station, it has been shown that
a liberal application of nitrate of soda interfered with the
development of the root tubercles on the soy bean, as may
be seen from the following table... In addition to the nitrate
of soda mentioned above, each plot received the following
manures” (in pounds per acre): Air-slaked lime 2,000, acid
potash 1,200, and muriate potash 180. The “yield of dry
beans was slightly increased by the use of a large amount
of nitrate of soda, while the yield of vines was materially
lessened, although in no case was the increase sufficient to
cover the additional cost of the nitrate.”
Photos (p. 121, 123, 126) show: (1) Root tubercles from
soy beans grown with and without nitrogen. (2) Medium
green soy beans grown with different nitrogen rations. (3)
Varieties of soy bean plant.
A table (p. 122) titled “Yield of green forage per acre,
and fertilizing ingredients in crops and roots in certain

legumes” shows the yields of different crops using nitrogen
in., potash, and phosphoric acid. Address: B.S., Asst., Field
Experiments, Kingston, Rhode Island.
412. Uyeno, K. 1903. Shinkoku-san kôji (Fonkyo) kenkyû
yohô [Preliminary report on the investigation of Chinese koji
(Honkio). Part I.]. Yakugaku Zasshi (J. of the Pharmaceutical
Society of Japan) No. 253. p. 225-38. March. [1 ref. Jap]
Address: Yakugakushi.
413. Binghamton Seed Co. 1903. N.Y. state grown soy beans
(Ad). Rural New-Yorker 62(2776):283. Col. 3.2. April 11.
Oversize.
• Summary: “Cow Peas, Jap. Rape, etc., at close prices.
Leaflet on Forage Crops Old and New, free on request.”
Address: Binghamton, New York.
414. Balland, A. 1903. Sur les principales légumineuses
alimentaires des colonies françaises [The principal edible
legumes of the French colonies]. Comptes Rendus des
Seances de l’Academie des Sciences (Paris) 136:934-36.
Meeting of April 14. [Fre]
• Summary: This article appears to be a summary of, and
contains less details than, one of the same tile by the same
author published this year in Annales d’Hygiene et de
Medecine Coloniales. Eight legumes are described briefly
and the maxima and minima of their nutritional compositions
given. Included are peanuts (Arachide or Pistache de terre,
Arachis hypogaea), soybeans (Soja, Dolichos soja), and
Bambarra groundnuts (Voandzou, Voandzia [Voandzeia]
subterranea).
“Soja–The cultivation of the soybean (Soja, Dolichos
soja) dates back to ancient antiquity in China and Japan.
The seeds, which are rich in both nitrogen and oil, enter
into culinary preparations which are very popular in these
countries. The samples analyzed come from Cambodia,
Cochin China [in today’s Vietnam], and Tonkin.” The protein
content of these samples ranges from 34.85% to 38.41%, and
the fat content from 12.95% to 14.80%. The mean weight of
100 seeds ranges from 5.00 gm to 11.23 gm.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Cambodia (renamed Kampuchea in
1979) (one of two documents). Address: Ancien Pharmacien
Principal au Laboratoire des Expertises du Comite de
l’Intendance, France.
415. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1903. Cow peas and soja beans:
Wood’s farm seeds (Ad). Washington Post. April 15. p. 5.
• Summary: “Two of the most important crops for farmers
everywhere. Write for leaflets entitled ‘Soja Beans vs. Corn’
and ‘Cow Peas–The Clover of the South,’ giving special
information about these crops. We carry large stocks of
all seasonable farm seeds, Seed Corn, Millet, Sorghums,
Teosinte, Late Seed Potatoes, Crimson Clover, Buckwheat,
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etc.
“Wood’s Seed Book and Special Circulars giving prices
and seasonable information, mailed free.”
Note 1. The Soja Bean has advanced to headline status
since 1901.
Note 2. This display ad also appeared in this newspaper
on April 18, 22, 25, 29, May 6 and 9.
It also appeared in the Statesville Record and Landmark
(Statesville, North Carolina). 1903 May 19. p. 1. Address:
Seedsmen, Richmond, Virginia.
416. Smith, Sidney. 1903. Cotton lands for Negroes (Letter
to the editor). New York Times. April 17. p. 8.
• Summary: “There are tracts of at least 5,000,000 acres of
good tillable land, once in cotton, but now exhausted, upon
the surface and lying idle in each of the cotton belt States
east of the Mississippi [River], for sale for $1 per acre, and
these lands can be readily restored to a condition to produce
a bale of cotton per acre by the use of cow peas, soja beans,
and rye, oats, and vetch in Winter at a cost not to exceed $5
per acre.
“The darky [Negro] labor is also idle and waiting
anxiously for the chance to work these lands.” Address:
Rosebank, S.I. [Staten Island, New York].
417. Washington Post. 1903. City Bulletin: Cow peas and
soja beans. April 18. p. 10.
• Summary: “T.W. Wood & Sons, seed growers of
Richmond, Virginia, are calling attention to the great soilimproving qualities of the yellow soja bean and the cow pea.
Cow peas will make a good crop on land where clover will
prove a failure, and they are just as good, if not better, than
clover for feeding stock and as a fertilizer. The soja bean
withstands drought better than any other forage, makes an
excellent soil-improver and ‘balanced feed’ for cattle.”
418. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1903. Cow peas and soja beans:
Wood’s farm seeds (Ad). Atlanta Constitution (Georgia).
April 18. p. 12.
• Summary: This ad is identical to the one that appeared in
the Washington Post 3 days ago (April 15, p. 5).
Note 1. This is the earliest ad seen (Sept. 2006) by Wood
& Sons in the Atlanta Constitution or in any other major
newspaper in the Deep South.
Note 2. This ad also appeared in this newspaper on April
25 (p. 12). Address: Seedsmen, Richmond, Virginia.
419. Rural New-Yorker. 1903. Soy beans and corn (Letter to
the editor). 62(2778):323. April 25. Oversize.
• Summary: “I would like information in regard to planting
Soy beans, and their habits. I wish to plant a bushel, but do
not know how to cultivate them to mix with corn for silage
or how to mix with corn to plant.
“H.H.W. Georgetown, N.Y.

“We have been planting Soy beans to some extent for
several years past, both alone and mixed with corn to be
used for silage. We consider them a very satisfactory crop
in many ways. Your correspondent can treat them just as he
would corn or white beans with full assurance of success, the
only difference being if he wishes to ripen seed he should
plant fairly early. We find the Soy bean much hardier than
the cow pea. It can be planted safely whenever corn can be.
Our plan in using it for silage is to mix the corn and beans
and plant them together with a grain drill or corn planter.
We find just one difficulty in this, in that the Soy beans tend
to get rather too mature by the time the corn is ready for the
silo. When ripe the stalks cut hard, and there may be some
chance of wasting the beans. A later planting would correct
this trouble, but would be far less convenient. We use the
Medium Green variety. Their hardiness and the fact that
they can be planted at the same time with corn is perhaps the
chief advantage which the Soybean possesses over the cow
pea for this purpose unless it may be that they keep better in
the silo. This is a point upon which I have no facts, but have
seen suggestions from various sources which would seem
to indicate such a possibility. An accident prevents me from
speaking as intelligently as I otherwise might regarding the
quality of the silage. The bottom of a silo was filled with
this mixture last year, but unfortunately water has broken in
and filled the silo about as deep as this corn and bean silage
extended, so that the quality has been injured, though it is
perfectly bright and seems to have kept well. There is a sour
odor to it, which probably comes from being flooded with
water.
“Fred W. Card. Rhode Island.”
420. Dalbey, Dwight S. 1903. The cowpea and soy bean in
Illinois. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular
No. 69. 15 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cowpea varieties.
Variety tests for yield. Variety tests of soy bean. Planting.
Cultivation. Harvesting. Feeding and fertilizing value.
Conclusion. Summary.
The Introduction begins: “Many farmers in Illinois,
especially in the central and northern sections of the state,
are not familiar with the cowpea and soy bean... Soy beans
are of more recent introduction, and this crop is not so well
known as cowpeas.” Yet “both crops have been grown in
this state long enough and to such an extent that they have
passed beyond the purely experimental stage, and in places
they are already considered as important factors in Illinois
agriculture” (p. 1).
Last year a yield test of 8 varieties was conducted. A
table (p. 7) shows the varieties and yields (in bushels per
acre) as follows, listed in descending order of yield: Medium
Green 41.7 bushels/acre, Early White 38.2, Ito San 37.8,
Medium Yellow 35.6, Early Yellow Dwarf 32.3, Early Black
27.8, Late Mammoth (not mature), Brown from Japan (not
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mature).
“The late Mammoth is good to use for hay or ensilage,
but does not ordinarily mature seed in this state As a general
rule, it may be said that soy beans are better adapted to the
north than cowpeas, since they are not so sensitive to frost.”
Note that the word “late” before Mammoth is written in all
lowercase letters.
Pioneer soybean growers in Illinois include Dr. Robert
C. Morris of Richland County (he has been very successful),
Mr. Fred W. Ladage of Sangamon County, Mr. Charles
A. Rowe of Morgan County, and Mr. H.B. Rice of Fulton
County.
Harvesting: For hay soy beans should be cut when in
bloom or soon after. “When the Mammoth variety of soy
beans is used for hay, they may be harvested and bound
in bundles with a corn binder, Doctor Robert C. Morris of
Richland County grows this variety, which attains a height
of four feet, and harvests with his corn binder, shocking
the bundles in the field like corn until cured, after which he
shreds the soy bean bundles and his corn fodder together for
feed.
“In curing cowpea or soy bean hay, the hay tedder and
side-delivery hay rake are useful tools to facilitate quick
and uniform drying.” When harvesting for seed, use a twowheeled bean and pea harvester or cutter. The beans may be
left in a windrow until threshing. “Threshing is best done by
specially constructed machines in which the first cylinders
are reduced in speed, and the rest of the separator maintained
at ordinary speed. Threshing is best done with a bean
thresher, such as that made especially for the purpose by
The Bidwell Thresher Company, of Batavia, New York, but
a wheat separator may be used with all blank concaves and
running as slowly as the machine will permit and not clog the
shakers.” A table (p. 14), giving the digestible constituents
of various crops (including soy bean seed, soy bean hay, soy
bean ensilage, and corn and soy bean ensilage) shows that
“soy bean grain is rich in the constituents that corn lacks and
vice versa, so that the two combine to make a balanced ration
for stock.”
A “very excellent feed is produced by mixing green
cowpeas or green soy beans with corn for ensilage.”
To summarize: “Cowpeas and soy beans are leguminous
plants and compare favorably with clover as soil improvers,
and for some purposes possess an advantage over clover,
in their quick maturity... Cowpeas and soy beans produce
large yields of both hay and grain, the former being equal
in feeding value to clover hay and the latter practically
equivalent to linseed meal and other concentrated feeds.”
Photos show: (1) A soy bean plant at 2½ months old (p.
3). (2) A plat of medium green soy beans 2½ months after
planting (p. 8). (3) “Matured soy bean plant of early white
variety. Planted May 18th and matured for ‘hogging off’
August 21st” (p. 13).
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document

seen (Aug. 2014) that uses the word “hogging” or the term
“hogging off” in connection with soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that mentions the use of a thresher (a bean thresher) for
soybean production.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Medium Yellow.
Note 4. Webster’s Dictionary (1985) defines tedder,
a word first used in the 15th century, as “one that teds;
specifically: a machine for stirring or spreading hay to hasten
drying or curing.” Address: Asst. in Agronomy.
421. Duggar, J.F. 1903. Vetch, cowpea and soy bean hay as
substitutes for wheat bran. Alabama Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 123. p. 49-72. April. See p. 49-53, 6871.
• Summary: The summary (p. 51) begins: “The object of
the feeding experiments herein described was to ascertain
whether hay made from hairy vetch, cowpeas and soy beans
could be advantageously substituted for most of the wheat
bran in the rotation of dairy cows.”
The section titled “Soy bean hay compared with cowpea
hay” (p. 68-69) states: “In addition to the basal ration, which
was the same for both lots, soy bean hay was consumed at
the rate of 6.6 pounds per cow daily, or cowpea hay at the
rate of 7 pounds daily.
“In addition to the above amount actually consumed, 32
per cent. of the soy bean hay that was offered was rejected.
This rejected portion consisted of the coarse stalks and some
of the larger limbs. The corresponding waste with cowpea
hay in this test was 22 per cent. of that offered.
“From the above table we see that soy beans afforded
4½ per cent. more butter and 3½ per cent. more milk than an
equal weight of cowpea hay actually consumed. However,
the greater waste or greater residue with the soy bean fully
counterbalances this, reducing the hay of these two valuable
leguminous plants to a practical equality in feeding value.
Soy beans are worthy of more extensive cultivation in the
South. Their principal advantage over cowpeas consists in
their easier curing, erect growth, and freedom from tangling.
In our experiments they seem to require slightly richer soil
than cowpeas.”
In a table titled “Digestible nutriments in rations fed”
(p. 70-71) “soy bean hay” is included, but figures are for the
complete diet.
Note: The term “Soy beans” is written as two words
when used as a noun, but sometimes as one word (soybean,
p. 52) when used as an adjective. Address: Agriculturist,
Auburn, Alabama.
422. Medium Yellow: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonyms: Early Yellow, Mongol, Banner, Roosevelt (Morse
1918). 1903. Renamed Midwest by 1923. Seed color: Yellow
(straw).
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• Summary: Sources: Note: After about 1923 Medium
Yellow was considered to be the same as Midwest.
Dalbey, Dwight S. 1903. “The cow pea and soy bean
in Illinois.” Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Circular No. 69. 15
p. April. Last year a yield test of 8 varieties was conducted:
The varieties and yields (in bushels per acre) were as
follows, listed in descending order of yield (p. 7): Medium
Green 41.7 bushels/acre, Early White 38.2, Ito San 37.8,
Medium Yellow 35.6, Early Yellow Dwarf 32.3, Early Black
27.8, Late Mammoth (not mature), Brown from Japan (not
mature).
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 46, 75. Seed
color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 17269. “From central China,
1901... Grown nine seasons. This is the variety frown as
Medium Yellow by the Tennessee Agricultural Experiment
Station.” “The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Medium–
Medium Yellow, 17269.”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and
uses.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p.
15: “Medium Yellow.–A well-known variety that has been
grown under the names Early Yellow, Mongol, Banner, and
Roosevelt, and also erroneously as Hollybrook and Ito San.
This variety gives an excellent yield of seed and is also
suitable for forage. Plants stout, erect, maturing in about 115
days; pubescence tawny; flowers purple, seeds straw yellow,
with a seed scar ranging from pale to light brown, medium
small, about 262,000 to the bushel; oil, 19.3%; protein,
34.1%.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 167, 328. “Medium Yellow (see Midwest).” Address:
USA.
423. Osborne, Thomas B.; Harris, Isaac F. 1903. Nitrogen
in protein bodies. J. of the American Chemical Society
22(4):323-53. April. [45 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “To properly differentiate
and classify the protein bodies it is necessary to employ
some method based on the structure of their molecules...
Until recently, knowledge regarding the structure of the
protein molecule has been chiefly obtained by detailed study
of the decomposition products resulting from boiling the
protein with strong acids.”
In the section titled “Phaseolin” (p. 336-37), Osborne
argues that adzuki beans and soy beans probably do not
contain phaseolin. A table (p. 337) shows the percentage
of nitrogen in the different forms of phaseolin in soy
bean, adzuki bean (Phaseolus radiatus), and kidney bean
(Phaseolus vulgaris). Address: Lab. of the Connecticut
Agric. Exp. Station.
424. Tea and Coffee Trade Journal (New York). 1903. Soja

bean coffee. 4(8):8. May 5.
• Summary: “A new industry in Meherrin, Va. [Virginia],
among the German settlers is the cultivation of soja beans,
to be used in the place of coffee. Up to a few years ago this
bean was unknown in that section, and since it has been
substituted for coffee its cultivation has largely increased. It
is contended by those who have tried raising the beans that
they are unsurpassed for feed. The German says he would
much rather have them to make his coffee than the Rio grain.
A result is that the coffee trade among this class of Germans
has somewhat decreased.”
425. Rural New-Yorker. 1903. The Division of Entomology
and Botany of the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station
(Lexington) will furnish free... 62(2781):377. Col. 2.4. May
16. Oversize.
• Summary: “... to a limited number of applicants cultures of
Soy bean root nodule bacteria, with directions for inoculating
seeds. Cultures will be sent by preference to those upon
whose land the nodules do not develop spontaneously, and
with the understanding that each one receiving a culture will
report results.” Address: Binghamton, New York.
426. Lowville Journal and Republican (Lewis County, New
York). 1903. News for Lowville Academy. May 21.
• Summary: At a meeting of the faculty Tuesday evening
the standings of the seniors for the four years of their
course were averaged and the commencement honors
determined. William J. Morse was selected as valedictorian
with a standing of 86, and Herman C. Radley was chosen
salutatorian, with a standing of 84.
The article then goes on to list all 12 members of the
graduating class of the Lowville Academy.
427. S.E. 1903. Correspondance: No. Leroux, 6055
[Correspondence: Leroux, No. 6055]. Journal d’Agriculture
Pratique 67(22):708. May 28. [Fre]
• Summary: This is the answer to a letter written by a Mr.
Leroux of France. “We do not see why oil peas [soybeans]
(pois oléagineux, Soja hispida) will not succeed at your
location. The seeds must be planted as soon as there is no
longer fear of frosts. They germinate in all types of soils,
provided that these soils contain enough phosphoric acid
and potash. Try planting in deep soils and apply manure
containing all the elements.”
428. Hennings, P. 1903. Einige neue japanische Uredineen.
IV. [Some new Japanese Uredinales. IV.]. Hedwigia
42(3):107-08. In Supplement at back half of Vol. 42. May.
[Lat; Ger]
• Summary: Begins with a 6-line Latin-language description
of soybean rust. “Uredo Sojae P. Henn. n. sp.” [=Phakopsora
pachyrhizi; soybean rust]. He then explains, in German,
where, on what part of what host plant, when, and by whom
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it was collected: “Tosa, Shimoda, on leaves of Glycine Soja
S. & Z. September 1902. Yoshinaga. No. 42.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2019)
that clearly describes soybean rust on the genus Glycine.
Notice, however, that Glycine Soja is the wild annual
soybean, not the regular cultivated soybean (Glycine max).
Note 2. We learn from later Japanese documents (e.g.,
Kitani & Inoue 1960) that this rust fungus was collected in
1902 by Torama Yoshinaga. “No. 42” apparently refers to
Yoshinaga’s sample- or reference number; five other such
numbers related to Yoshinaga are cited in this article.
Note 3. Tosa is an old province on southern Shikoku
island, now Kôichi prefecture. Shimoda was and is a seaside
town in Tosa / Kôichi. Address: Japan (probably).

from Bulletin 60 on chemical analyses of cover crops.
Details on the composition of 6-8 cover crops (incl. soy
beans, alfalfa, and cowpeas) are given. Recommended
seeding rates (p. 32): Soy bean 90 lb; hairy vetch 20 lb and
cowpeas or soy bean 45 lb; turnips 12 oz and soy beans or
cowpeas 40 lb; rape 4 lb, soy bean or cowpeas 40 lb, and rye
20 lb. Address: M.S., Horticulturist, Newark, Delaware.

429. Sack, J. 1903. Samenstelling van Indische
voedingsmiddelen: Vierde serie (CLI-CC) [Composition of
Indonesian foods: Fourth series (101-200)]. Bulletin van het
Koloniaal Museum te Haarlem No. 28. p. 160. May. Fold-out
table bound at the end of No. 28. [1 ref. Dut]
• Summary: This is the fourth such table published in
this Bulletin. Dr. M. Greshoff supervised the work. The
composition of fifty Indonesian foods is given, with two
lines of notes after each. Each food is numbered: 151-200.
Soy-related foods are: 163. Soybeans (Soja-boonen, gele;
Glycine). Address: Assistent bij het Laboratorium, van het
Koloniaal Museum te Haarlem [Netherlands].

432. Department of Agriculture, Commissioner’s Branch.
1903. Growing forage crops: Feeders of live stock should
prepare for the summer droughts. Daily Sun (Saint John,
New Brunswick, Canada). June 12. p. 3.
• Summary: “Nearly every summer we hear the same old
story of midsummer droughts and consequently scanty
pastures. Many of our best farmers have learned to guard
against loss by having a supply of succulent feed to fall back
upon. A small silo, filled especially for summer use, will
go a long way to meet the difficulty, and a partial system of
soiling has also found favor among progressive stockmen.”
“Soja or soy beans are also likely to prove valuable in
the southern districts. They produce a large amount of forage
of excellent character if sown on land prepared as for corn at
the rate of two to four pecks per acre. The Yellow Soy is the
best variety for Canada and is worthy of trial.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
concerning soy beans in connection with (but not yet
in) New Brunswick, Canada. Address: Ottawa [Ontario,
Canada].

430. Close, C.P. 1903. Orchard cover crops in Delaware.
Delaware College Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 61. 32 p. June 1.
• Summary: In section I, titled “Experiments in 1901-2,”
pages 13-14 discuss soybean plantings in combination
with cowhorn turnips at Newark. In the section titled
“Experiments at Magnolia in 1901-2” is a subsection (p.
15) on “Soy bean,” which was seeded at the same time as
the cowpea. “It is a little more vigorous and robust than the
cowpea. It will stand much more frost than the cowpea.”
In the section titled “Experiments at Woodside 1901-2”
is a subsection (p. 17) on “Soy bean.” The tests were made in
a young bearing plum orchard. “The soy bean did very well
and made a good, thick covering from 20 to 24 inches high
October 10.” A photo shows the soy beans nearly 3 feet high
on 18 Oct. 1901.
In the section titled “Experiments at the experiment
station in 1902-03” are two subsections on soy (p. 21-22):
“Soy beans 90 pounds per acre” and “Soy beans 45 pounds
and Canada peas 1 bushel per acre.”
In the section on “Experiments at Magnolia in 190203” are three subsections on soy (p. 23-24): “Soy beans
15 pounds and dwarf Essex rape 9 pounds per acre.” “Soy
beans 80 pounds and rye 30 pounds per acre.” “Soy beans 40
pounds and hairy vetch 50 pounds per acre.”
Tables I and II (p. 29-30) give information compiled

431. Evening Argus (Owosso, Michigan). 1903. North
Owosso club. June 2. p. 4.
• Summary: “Would cow peas and soy beans be better to
raise for cattle than some of the feed now used?
“Mr. Smith thinks not. They are not adapted to this
climate and soil. He would prefer Canada peas and barley.”

433. Home and Colonial Mail (London). 1903. [A coffee
substitute from soja beans]. June 19, 1903. p. 9, col. 3. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The race of coffee substitute contrivers seem
to thrive. We are told by the ‘Tea and Coffee Trade Journal’
of New York, that a new industry in Meherrin, Va. [Virginia],
among the German settlers, is the cultivation of soja beans,
to be used in place of coffee. Up to a few years ago this
bean was unknown in that section, and since it has been
substituted for coffee its cultivation has largely increased. It
is contended by those who have tried raising the beans that
they are unsurpassed for feed. The German says he would
much rather have them to make his coffee than the Rio grain.
A result is that the coffee trade among this class of Germans
has somewhat decreased.”
434. Grandeau, Louis. 1903. Le soja hispida: Culture, fumure
et rendements–Expériences de la Station Agronomique
de Rennes [The soybean: Culture, manuring and yields–
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Experiments at the Agronomic
Station of Rennes]. Journal
d’Agriculture Pratique 67(1):81719. June 25. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: From 1897 to 1901, Mr.
Lechartier, director of the agronomic
station at Bretagne, conducted
very conclusive experiments on
the requirements of 4 varieties of
soybeans. (Several days before
his untimely death, he sent Mr.
Grandeau the results of his trials,
and Mr. Grandeau plans to publish
these shortly in the Annales de la
Science agronomique française
et étrangère.) In 1900 studied
the influence of certain manures
/ fertilizers, especially nitrogen
fertilizers. The first table shows
that his mixture was composed of
superphosphate superphosphate
200 kg, potassium chloride 400 kg,
sodium nitrate (nitrate de soude)
200 kg, and plaster (plâtre) 200 kg. Certain parcels did not
receive the nitrate. Half of the harvest was cut green, the
other half matured to grain. Table two shows the results
obtained in terms of kg/ha harvested (green forage / seed
grain): Complete fertilizer (22,000 kg green / 1,500 kg
seed), fertilizer without potash (22,200 / 1,300), fertilizer
without nitrogen (22,800 / 1,900), complete fertilizer with
a double dose of phosphoric acid (22,800 / 1,700). Among
the soybean varieties tested were early soya from Podolia
(1900), black soybean, and Soja d’Etampes (1901). Tables
three and four shows yields of black soybeans and of Soja
d’Etampes in 1901, both green forage and seeds, with
different applications of fertilizer. Address: France.
435. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1903. Timely hints to
farmers:... Value of soy bean. June 30. p. 16.
• Summary: Contains three long excerpts from: Adams,
George E. 1903. “The soy bean.” Rhode Island Agric. Exp.
Station, Bulletin No. 92. p. 117-27. March.
436. Gardner, F.D. 1903. Leguminous crops. Porto Rico
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report. p. 423. For
the year ended June 30, 1903.
• Summary: “Soja beans have done much better [than
cowpeas], but have not given large returns. The leaves, being
covered with hairs, have been less subject to the attacks of
the leaf hopper, but have been considerably damaged by a
small spotted beetle which eats holes in them...
“Renovating of old coffee plantation:... The soja beans,
after coming up nicely, were damaged by heavy rains, but
afterwards recuperated and are now doing fairly well.”

Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Puerto Rico, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Puerto Rico. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Puerto Rico, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Puerto Rico (1903). The source of these
soybeans is unknown, but was probably the USA. Note that
this Annual Report was published by the USDA Office of
Experiment Stations. In Sept. 1991, Joan P. Hayes, librarian
at the Univ. of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez Campus, Agric.
Exp. Station, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico, is unable to find any
information about cultivation of soybeans in Puerto Rico
prior to 1903.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in the Caribbean, or the cultivation
of soybeans in the Caribbean. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in the Caribbean, or the
cultivation of soybeans in the Caribbean (1903). The source
of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 3. Itie (1911) says that the author compared
soybeans, vigna, lucerne and velvet beans; the latter gave
the best yields. But no such statement can be found on the
pages listed above in this document. In fact, p. 423 states
that velvet beans did the best of the various plants tested as
forage crops. Address: Special Agent in Charge.
437. Leenhoff, J.W. van. 1903. Report of J.W. Van Leenhoff,
coffee specialist. Porto Rico Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 1:450-54. See p. 453. For the year
ended June 30, 1903.
• Summary: The section titled “Renovation of old coffee
plantation” (p. 453) states: “Plat No. 13. All coffee and shade
removed; plowed, harrowed, and planted to soja beans.” Plat
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15 was planted to alfalfa and Plat 16 to cowpeas.
“The soja beans, after coming up nicely, were damaged
by heavy rains, but afterwards recuperated and are now
doing fairly well.
“The alfalfa was entirely destroyed by heavy rains after
having come up nicely.
“The cowpeas came up very nicely and grew luxuriantly,
and were plowed under before the beans had entirely
ripened.” Address: Special Agent in Charge.
438. Nourse, D.O. 1903. Cow peas and soy beans. Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 149. p. 91-99.
June.
• Summary: Variety trials were conducted using 20 varieties
of soy beans with the following names: Medium Green,
Olive Green, Green Samarow, Southern Soja, Ito San–
Yellow, Early Brown, Woods Soja, Cross Bred No. 6, Cross
Bred No. 9, Department of Agriculture No. 8422, 8423,
8424, 8497, 9407, 9408, 9409, 9415, 9416, 9417, 9418. The
following details are given for each variety: Date sown:
May 18. Condition on Aug. 28. Condition on Sept. 12. Yield
in 1903 (in pounds/acre of green forage). Average yield of
green forage for 3 years (when known). The top yields of
green forage in 1903 came from: Dep. of Agriculture 8424
(18,200 lb/acre). Dep. of Agriculture 9409 (14,350 lb/acre).
Woods Soja (14,000 lb/acre). Dep. of Agriculture 9415
(13,650 lb/acre).
“The peas and beans were grown on plots of onetwentieth acre each, in rows two and a half feet apart. This
is rather close for some of the larger plants, but none too
thick for the average, and if the crops are to be used for green
manures and not for seed or hay products, a little crowding
would be no objection.
“Until recently the varieties of soy beans have been
very limited, but this year we can, thanks to the Department
of Agriculture at Washington [DC], report on a very
considerable number, and among them some very promising
ones.
“In considering the value of the beans as compared
with the cow peas, the former has, at the outset, one serious
drawback–viz., the cost of the seed. Soy beans are now
advertised at about one dollar per bushel more than cow
peas, common varieties of each being considered; but if
the demand becomes enough to attract the attention of seed
growers, the prices will probably be reduced.
“On account of the hard stalk, the soy bean cannot make
a good hay, but little more than the leaves being edible; but
as green food, or as green manure, there would seem to be
no reason why it should not rank well, the upright nature of
its growth making it so much easier to handle than the cow
peas, with their long, interlacing runners.”
“In following descriptions, we give conditions on
August 28th, which is as early as any would care to gather
the crop or plow it under, and again on September 12th,

when in most sections of Virginia the crop should be
gathered on account of danger from frosts. This second date,
too, was the time of cutting and weighing the green product.”
Note 1. The varieties “Cross Bred No. 6” and “Cross
Bred No. 9” were developed by Mr. E.E. Evans of West
Branch, Michigan.
Note 2. In the entry for “Ito San, Yellow” it is not clear
whether “Yellow” refers to an alternative name for Ito San
(more likely, we think) or the color of the Ito San seeds (less
likely).
Note 3. This is the earliest (and only) English-language
document seen (Nov. 2020) that uses the term “Olive
Green” to describe the color of a soybean. Address: B.S.,
Agriculturist.
439. Woods, Charles D. 1903. Forage crops to supplement
summer pasture and winter hay. Maine Agricultural
Experiment Station, Newspaper Bulletin. June. 1 p.
• Summary: “Because of the long continued drouth
the prospects are very unfavorable for the hay crop.”
Many farmers will “need to grow special forage crops
to supplement the summer pasturage or the winter’s hay.
While Indian corn is the best forage plant for Maine, if a
sufficient acreage has not been planted the season is so far
advanced that other quicker growing plants can now be more
advantageously used.
“Hungarian grass, German, Pearl and Japanese Millets,
Rape, and on light warm soils Early Soy Beans, are the most
desirable. The smaller growing millets can be made into
silage. Rape is valuable as a summer and fall feed for cattle,
sheep, hogs and poultry. The Soy Bean is highly nitrogenous,
but Maine is so far north as to make it a somewhat uncertain
crop.”
Note: As of Oct. 2000, this Newspaper Bulletin is
no longer by the University of Maine or the National
Agricultural Library. Fortunately, however, it was reprinted
in two other publications which are still widely available:
(1) Maine Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 99 (Dec. 1903,
p. 207). An article titled “Newspaper Bulletins published
in 1903,” by Chas. D. Woods, begins: “Whenever there is
a matter of importance which we wish to bring promptly
to the attention of the people of the State, we make as clear
and concise a statement as possible in the style and type of
a newspaper column and mail it as a “Special Newspaper
Bulletin” to all the press on the Station exchange mailing list.
These newspaper bulletins are quite generally printed by the
papers, and the Station is under obligations to the press for
this opportunity of specially and promptly being put in touch
with the people.” (2) Maine Agric. Exp. Station, Annual
Report 19:205, 207. For the year 1903. Address: Director of
the Station, Orono, Maine.
440. Yakugaku Zasshi (J. of the Pharmaceutical Society of
Japan). 1903. Zappo: Tônyû oyobi jinzônyû [Miscellaneous
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news: Soymilk and other man-made or artificial milks]. No.
256. p. 616, 635. June. [Jap]
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest Japanese-language
document seen (July 2012) that mentions soymilk in the title,
or that uses the term tônyû (literally “bean milk”) to refer to
soymilk.
It is also the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013) in any
language that mentions tônyû or tonyu. As of Aug. 2013
tônyû is the modern Japanese word for soymilk.
441. Grandeau, Louis. 1903. Composition du soja hispida:
Récolte en vert.–Fourrage sec [Composition of soja hispida,
the soybean: Harvested green or dry forage]. Journal
d’Agriculture Pratique 67(27):9-11. July 2. [Fre]
• Summary: G. Lechartier has made a complete study of the
composition of the soybean and compiled his results into a
table which gives detailed chemical analyses of the stems,
leaves, and pods of green forage and of dry forage of Soja
d’Etampes (1900); three varieties of soybean seeds–Soja
d’Etampes, black soybeans, and yellow soybeans (Joulie).
Another table shows the weight of 100 liters and the number
of seeds per kilogram for the following soybean varieties:
Yellow seeded Soja d’Etampes, early black soybeans from
Podolie [Podolia], yellow soybeans, and black soybeans.
Soja d’Etampes has the largest seeds (7,400/kg), whereas
black soybeans have the smallest (12,200/kg). Address:
France.
442. Grandeau, Louis. 1903. Les exigences minérales du
Soja hispida [The mineral requirements of the soybean].
Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 67(28):38-41. July 9. [Fre]
• Summary: Ten tables give detailed chemical analyses of
the mineral content of the stems, leaves, and pods of soybean
plants (grown in Bretagne) in their green and in their dry
states. Similar analyses are given for 4 varieties of soybean
seeds in their green and in their dry states: Soja d’Etampes,
yellow soybeans, black soybeans, and early black soybeans
from Podolie [Podolia]. These analyses are compared with
those of Lechartier published in this journal in the issue of 2
July 1903. Note: The latter article is by L. Grandeau.
443. Revue Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture Pratique
(Paris). 1903. Chronique horticole: Le Soja hispida
[Horticultural chronicle: The soybean]. 75:321-24. July 16.
See p. 322. [Fre]
• Summary: This is a French-language of the following
French-language article: Grandeau, Louis. 1903. “Le soja
hispida: Culture, fumure et rendements–Expériences de la
Station Agronomique de Rennes” [The soybean: Culture,
manuring and yields–Experiments at the Agronomic Station
of Rennes]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 67(1):817-19.
June 25. Address: France.
444. Smith, C.D. 1903. Cow peas behind. Rural New-Yorker

62(2791):535, col. 2. July 25. Oversize.
• Summary: “Prof. C.D. Smith, of the Michigan Agricultural
College, sends me this note:
“’On your recent visit to the Station farm, much
comment was indulged in concerning the value of the cow
peas; since that visit, in middle of June, the Soy beans have
outgrown the cow peas at least eight and probably on the
average, 10 to one.’
“I am aware that many of the scientific men regard
the Soy bean as far superior to the cow pea. Under some
conditions I will admit this, but in the great majority of
cases I still think the cow pea will prove most satisfactory.
I was not able to grow even a fair crop of Soy beans until
I brought some soil from Massachusetts, where the beans
had been grown, and scattered it in the drill with the beans.
I also found it necessary either to use strong ground or add
manure or fertilizer. A scientific man or a well-to-do farmer
may afford to do this, but a poor farmer on thin land must
have something adapted to his conditions, and the cow pea
can adapt itself to anything. I did not study the cow pea
on a small plot of strong soil, but first on poor light soil in
Delaware and then on much poorer soil on my own farm.
“From my experience I would liken the Soy bean to a
workman who is capable of doing fine work, provided he
has all the tools required or plenty of capital to buy what is
needed. The cow pea, on the other hand, seems like a man
who is capable of doing a neat job with poor tools and few
conveniences. A farmer must decide for himself which he
wants to hire. The cow pea has done better work for us as
we are situated. I would not think of sowing Soy beans in
that tough and barren piece of ground around my hoghouse,
but the cow peas are doing well there.” Address: Richmond,
Virginia.
445. Galloway, B.T. 1903. Report of the Chief of the Bureau
of Plant Industry. Annual Reports of the Department of
Agriculture (USA). p. 85-169. For the fiscal year ended June
30, 1903. See p. 87, 124, 130-33.
• Summary: Experiments with cowpeas and soybeans have
been conducted in several different parts of the country (p.
87).
The section on “Grass and forage plant investigations”
(p. 123+, written by Prof. W.J. Spillman, who is in charge),
starts with a subsection on “Leguminous crops,” which has
sub-subsections on alfalfa, cowpeas, soy beans, and new
legumes. The one on “Soy beans” (p. 124) states: “This
crop possesses two marked advantages over the cowpea in
most parts of the country. Its yield of seed is larger, and, on
account of its upright habit of growth, it is easier to harvest.
Many farmers harvest soy-bean hay with the twine binder,
the crop being exceedingly easy to handle in this manner.
The varieties of soy bean offered by seedsmen in this country
vary from small bunch beans, growing scarcely a foot high,
to tall forms attaining a height of 5 or 6 feet. Heretofore no
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adequate study of these varieties has been made, a fact which
accounts for the lack of recognition of this crop on the part
of farmers. During the past year Mr. W.M. Pollock, of this
office, grew all the varieties of soy beans obtainable in this
country. These varieties will be further tested this season,
and it is hoped that we may be in position at the end of the
present season to publish information concerning them
that will enable farmers to secure varieties adapted to their
needs.”
The subsection on “Silage crops” (p. 130) begins: “It is
planned to build a silo on the Arlington Farm [in Virginia]
during the present season, and it will therefore be possible
to grow various silage crops with assurance that they will be
carefully handled in making the silage.”
There follows a sub-subsection on “Soy beans”: “As
stated elsewhere in this report, this crop is one which
promises to be of unusual value as a leguminous crop in this
country. The principal difficulty in its introduction heretofore
has been a lack of knowledge concerning its varieties. We
have obtained seed of 70 supposed varieties, and are growing
them for the purpose of securing a proper classification, of
ascertaining whether or not the names used by seedsmen
are uniform for the same variety, and of bringing about
uniformity in nomenclature for the several varieties. Cultural
experiments by Mr. W.M. Pollock are in progress with 3 of
the leading varieties of soy beans. Plantings were made on
five days a week apart, beginning June 1. The beginning of
this series was rather late this year on account of the season.
Plats were sown at a rate varying from ½ to 2½ bushels per
acre. One series of plats was sown broadcast and another
sown in drills. These two methods are being tested both for
hay and seed production. In order to eliminate errors due to
irregularity of soil, each of the above cultural experiments is
repeated in 5 sets of plats.
“Individual plants of soy bean are under selection in
order to secure strains that are excellent seed producers and
other strains that have slender stems with little wood in them
for haymaking. Certain varieties are also being hybridized in
the hope of combining earliness and large yield of seed and
hay.”
In the subsection on “Current work” is a sub-subsection
titled “Leguminous crops” (p. 132-33) which begins:
“Studies on the cowpea and the soy bean will be continued.
It is believed that the soybean possesses more advantages,
both as a hay crop and a grain crop, than any other annual
legume in this country. We have already found varieties
adapted to all sections of the country and will introduce
these into cultivation during the coming year. A study of
the methods of making hay of soy beans and cowpeas will
continue. The Department will continue its work in the
introduction of alfalfa into the Eastern States. The more
promising varieties of soy beans are to be grown in larger
areas during the coming season. Those cultural experiments
which promise more positive results will also be repeated on

larger areas. The work of improving varieties of soy beans
for hay and seed production will continue. We shall also
try various combinations of fertilizers for the production of
leguminous crops, as well as the effect of green leguminous
manures for the production of other classes of crops.”
Address: Chief of the Bureau, Washington, DC.
446. Lewis, G. 1903. The soy bean in the Transvaal.
Transvaal Agricultural Journal 1(4):10-11. July.
• Summary: “Two pounds of seed were received from
the Director of Agriculture and sown with a maize drill,
dropping two beans at a time, in rows 3 feet 4 inches apart
and 10 inches apart in rows. Ground selected was a heavy
sandy loam, light brown. It was nice and damp at the
time of seeding, and heavy rain came two days later. The
beans germinated in about eight days. This heavy rain was
followed by a three weeks’ drought, which seemed to have
no effect on the young plants.
“The cultivator was put thrice through the crop, starting
when the plants were about 6 inches high, so that the rows
could be readily seen. This was repeated at intervals of
about three to four weeks. The plants were allowed to fully
mature and ripen as the seed was wanted. When they were
ripe they were pulled up by the roots, allowed to partially
dry, then hauled to the barn-yard, and spread out on a sail
to dry thoroughly. As the drying process went on, the pods
opened of their own accord, with a slight crack, so that there
remained very little to beat out.
“Three Scotch cart loads of hulm and 65 pounds of seed
were collected. As some of the seed did not germinate and
some of the plants were eaten off, I base my calculations that
65 pounds are the result of 1½ pounds of seed. The seed was
sown on the 23rd November [1902] and harvested on the
4th April. Thus the plant arrives at its proper stage for haymaking in about four months, and two weeks longer should
be allowed if intended for seed.
“Rows were planted each 75 yards long–750 square
yards, or at the rate of 10 pounds per acre. As a result of
observations, I propose to plant the rows 3 feet apart next
year, and same distances in rows, viz., 10 inches; this will
work out at about 15 pounds to the acre, and I think should
give splendid result. The plants grew to about 3 feet high,
and were full of leaf and pod.
“Cattle and mules took to it at once, and looked for
more. Indeed, mules eat with relish the dry husks and hulm
after the seed has been thrashed out.
“I shall plant next year, as near the beginning of
September as possible, so as to be able to cut at the
beginning of January before the wet season sets in. It is a
difficult crop to cure successfully; but I think the best plan
is cutting directly after the dew is off in the morning, and
allowing it to dry till the afternoon of the next day, and then
raking it up into windrows, and putting in cocks the next
morning to cure. Leave in cocks a few days, and then haul to
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the stack. A few canvas sails are desirable for ventilation.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2019) that clearly refers to soybeans in South Africa, or
the cultivation of soybeans in South Africa. This document
contains the earliest clear date seen for soybeans in South
Africa, or the cultivation of soybeans in South Africa (23
Nov. 1902). The source of these soybeans was the Director
of Agriculture, Transvaal. See also Palmer 1882 and BurttDavy 1903.
Note 2. The Transvaal is a large province in northeast
South Africa; its capital is Pretoria. It was inhabited by
the Boers (South Africans of Dutch or Huguenot [French
Protestant] descent) after the great trek from the Cape in
the 1830s. In 1856 the Boers formed the independent South
African Republic. This was followed by civil war and
financial difficulties. The discovery of diamonds in 1867
led Britain to annex the Republic in 1877, even though its
independence had been acknowledged by Britain in the
Sand River Convention of 1852. Rebellion by the Boers
led to restoration of the Republic in 1881. The discovery of
gold in 1886 brought in many foreigners. The South African
Republic joined with the Orange Free State and fought
Great Britain in the “Boer War” of 1899-1902. The Boers
lost. Now called the Transvaal, the area was annexed as a
British Crown Colony in 1900, granted self-government in
1906, and joined the Union (now Republic) of South Africa
in 1910. Chief towns are Pretoria and Johannesburg, with
suburbs of Boksburg and Springs.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
in this journal that mentions soy.

experimenters in almost every State in the Union.
“Other leguminous crops are receiving a large share of
attention. The Department has secured some seventy-five
varieties of soy beans, and has grown them for two seasons
with a view to finding varieties adapted to different climatic
conditions. Within another year we shall be ready to begin
the introduction of a number of the best varieties. Varieties
have been found adapted to practically all parts of the
country.”
In the same section, a subsection titled “Work at the
Arlington Farm” (XLI-XLII) is divided into the following
sections: Apples and peaches in nursery. Ornamental trees in
nursery. Experimental fruit plantation. Cranberry plantation.
Arboretum.
The subsection titled “Porto Rico Experiment Station”
(p. XC) begins: “Since the last report from the Porto Rico
Agricultural Experiment Station a permanent location
has been secured adjoining the city of Mayaguez and the
station removed from its temporary location at Rio Piedras.
The farm on which the station is situated had not been in
cultivation for some time and a considerable portion of the
season was taken up with clearing the land of shrubs and
weeds,...”
“Experiments are being conducted to test the value of
various leguminous crops for restoring the soil, and thus far
velvet beans and soy beans appear very promising. Cowpeas,
which had been extensively sown, suffered severely from
insect injuries. Alfalfa is also being tested with some promise
of success.” Address: Secretary of Agriculture, Washington,
DC.

447. Transvaal Agricultural Journal. 1903. The cow-pea and
the soy bean... 1(4):132. July.
• Summary: “... should prove excellent renovators on
impoverished maize sick lands, as both have the power
of taking up atmospheric nitrogen by means of their root
nodules. And nitrogen is one of the chief constituents in the
growth of the maize plant. For, while the phosphoric acid
and potash play an important part in the development of a
large cob and full grain, nitrogen is needed for the growth of
the stems and the leaves.”

449. New York Times. 1903. Bacteria for farmers: Important
new branch of the work of the department of agriculture.
Aug. 4. p. 6.
• Summary: “Washington, Aug. 3.–The Secretary of
Agriculture [Wilson] will ask Congress next Winter for
a special appropriation for carrying on the work of soil
inoculation. This is a new branch of work in the department,
which has grown out of the discoveries made within the
last few years in regard to the dependence of leguminous
plants on bacteria which live on their roots. The discovery is
described by scientists as one of the most important of those
made as the results of modern agricultural experimentation.
“The department will take up the plan of supplying free
to farmers in all parts of the United States the particular
bacteria for inoculation which they may desire and apply
for. A large laboratory has been fitted up for this work, and
the present force of bacteriologists will be considerably
increased in anticipation of a general demand from farmers
for the aid of the department along this line.
“The method will be to propagate the bacteria required
in large quantities for each of the various leguminous plants,
such as clover, alfalfa, soy beans, cow peas, tares, and
velvet beans. All these plants are of incalculable value in

448. Wilson, James. 1903. Report of the Secretary of
Agriculture. Annual Reports of the Department of
Agriculture (USA). p. IX-CVIII. For the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1903. See p. XXXVII, XLI-XLII, XC.
• Summary: In the section on “Bureau of Plant Industry”
(p. XXIII+), a subsection titled “Demonstration work with
forage crops” (p. XXXVI+) contains a sub-subsection
on “Leguminous crops” which begins (p. XXXVII): One
of the most important movements which has occurred in
American agriculture is now in progress. It is the general
introduction of alfalfa as a hay and pasture crop. During the
present season good crops of alfalfa have been grown by our
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different sections of the country as sources of forage for farm
animals. In the West alfalfa is the universal reliance of stock
raisers,...”
“The function of these bacteria is to fix the nitrogen
of the air and supply it as food to the plant. Without the
presence of the bacteria the plant can get only the nitrogen
which is supplied from the soil in fertilizers. With the aid of
the bacteria the growing plant can derive the greater part of
its food from the air.
“The department will send the packages which contain
the preparations for inoculation under the frank of the
department or of the Representatives or Senators who may
apply for them on behalf of the constituents. It is expected
that the undertaking will develop into one of the most
important features of National aid to agriculture.
“The bacteriologists of the department have been at
work for over a year past on the scheme, and have tested
their work carefully at the Arlington Farm [Virginia]. These
tests have uniformly proved successful.
“Secretary Wilson is very enthusiastic over the subject.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2018) that uses the term “fix nitrogen” (or “fixing
nitrogen”) in connection with the roots of soybeans.
450. J. of Agriculture and Horticulture (Quebec). 1903.
Forage crops to supplement summer pasture and winter hay.
Aug. 15. p. 79.
• Summary: This is a reprint of the following Englishlanguage document: Woods, Charles D. 1903. “Forage crops
to supplement summer pasture and winter hay.” Maine
Agricultural Experiment Station, Newspaper Bulletin. June.
1 p.
Note that Maine is on about the same latitude as
southern Quebec. The Bulletin states: “Because of the long
continued drouth the prospects are very unfavorable for the
hay crop.” Many farmers will “need to grow special forage
crops to supplement the summer pasturage or the winter’s
hay. While Indian corn is the best forage plant for Maine, if
a sufficient acreage has not been planted the season is so far
advanced that other quicker growing plants can now be more
advantageously used.
“The millets–Hungarian, German, Pearl and Japanese,
Rape, and on light warm soils early soy beans–are the
more desirable... Rape is valuable as a summer and fall
feed for cattle, sheep, hogs and poultry. The soy bean is
highly nitrogenous, but Maine is so far north as to make it a
somewhat uncertain crop.”
451. Penny, Charles L. 1903. Cover crops as green manure.
Delaware College Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 60. 44 p. Aug. 19.
• Summary: The “soja bean” is one of the cover crops tested.
The following tables include figures for soja beans: (1) Yield
and composition of portion of crops above ground. (2) Yield

and composition of roots. (3) Yield and composition of entire
crop–tops and roots. (4) Money valuation of green manures.
(5) Relative yield of tops and roots. (p. 13) Estimated money
valuation of the three constituents (nitrogen, potash, and
phosphoric acid; as of 11 Nov. 1901). (6) Moisture content of
surface soils. (7) Moisture content of sub-soil.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2002) with the term “green manure” in the title in
connection with soybeans. Address: A.M., Chemist, Newark,
Delaware.
452. Beaver Times (Pennsylvania). 1903. The soy bean: How
it improves run out soils–Preparing the land. Aug. 25. p. 4.
• Summary: “The soy bean, in common with the other
leguminous plants, has the power, by the aid of minute
microorganisms growing on its roots, of obtaining from the
air much for the nitrogen necessary for its growth. Many
of our so called ‘run out’ soils which have been seriously
exhausted by the continuous growing of grains and other
nitrogen using crops may be restored to fertility by the use of
leguminous plants, such as the vetches, clovers, cowpeas and
soy beans.
“The soy bean will thrive and give paying crops on a
wide range of soils,...”
453. Agricultural News (Barbados). 1903. Coffee substitutes.
2(36):281. Aug. 29. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Reference was made in a previous number
of the Agricultural News to various seeds that are used as
substitutes for coffee. The Home and Colonial Mail of June
19, mentions that Soja beans are put to a similar use. These
beans are cultivated by the German settlers in Meherrin,
Virginia, and their use is to a large extent superceding that of
coffee in that district. They are the seeds of Glycine hispida,
which is cultivated throughout China and Japan where it is
grown for food purposes or for the sake of the oil extracted
from the seeds.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Barbados or the Lesser Antilles.
Webster’s New Geographical Dictionary (1988) defines
the Lesser Antilles as one of three divisions of the West
Indies comprising the islands stretching in an arc from
Puerto Rico to the northeast coast of South America and the
islands north of Venezuela. It includes the Virgin Islands,
the Leeward Islands, the Windward Islands, and the islands
of the Netherlands Antilles, and is generally considered to
include Barbados, Trinidad, and Tobago.
The Netherlands Antilles, formerly Curaçao (Curacao),
consists of Curaçao and Bonaire off the coast of Venezuela,
and St. Maarten (southern section of St.-Martin), St.
Eustatius, and Saba at the north end of the Leeward Islands.
The capital is Willemstad on Curaçao. Aruba was part of the
Netherlands before 1986.
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The West Indies may be divided into the following
3 groups: The Greater Antilles (incl. Cuba, Hispaniola,
Jamaica, and Puerto Rico), The Lesser Antilles (also
Caribbees), and the Bahama Islands.
454. Geismar, Leo M.; Smith, Clinton D. 1903. Report of
the Upper Peninsula Sub-station for the years 1901 and
1902. Forage plants: Soja beans and cow peas. Michigan
Agricultural Experiment Station, Special Bulletin No. 20. 52
p. Aug. See p. 9, 13-14.
• Summary: “Soja Beans or Soy Beans as they are variously
called have long been cultivated in the South where they
are cut and baled as hay.” In Michigan, Soja Beans and cow
peas were sown between rows of fruit trees. The seed was
drilled by hand, 18 inches apart. Growth was slow. “The
plants maintained an average height of 32 inches, although
none had blossomed on September 9th when a slight frost
seriously damaged the early plot and a second slight frost
on September 19th killed the entire plot.” Address: 1.
Superintendent; 2. Director.
455. Hopkins, Cyril G. 1903. Soil treatment for wheat in
rotations, with special reference to southern Illinois soils.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 88. p.
113-42. Aug. [1 ref]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned 7 times in this bulletin.
Page 114, under “Plan of Experiments”: “The plan of
the rotations which we have adopted includes a liberal use
of legumes (clover, cow peas, soy beans, vetch, etc.), both
as catch crops and as regular crops in the rotation, but the
1902 crops were the first we have grown upon these soil
experiment fields, and, of course, the wheat grown that year
preceded the leguminous catch crops and received no benefit
from them.”
“For a catch crop with corn, cow peas or soy beans are
seeded between the rows when the corn is laid by, about the
first of July; or winter vetch may be seeded with the cow
peas or soy beans or it may be seeded alone when the corn
is laid by, or at any time during July or August. The cow
peas or soy beans usually grow rapidly until frost, while
the vetch grows much more slowly at first, but continues to
grow during the fall and again the next spring. In favorable
seasons clover may be seeded in the corn when it is laid by
to serve as a catch crop.
“For a catch crop with wheat or oats, clover may be
seeded in the spring or cow peas, soy beans, or winter
vetch may be seeded as soon as possible after the wheat or
oats is harvested, the stubble ground being either disked or
preferably plowed, before seeding the catch crop...”
Page 116: “The rotation for this field is:... Third
Year.–Legume (clover, cow peas, soy beans, or some other
legume).”
Page 129: “... we now know that by means of the
different species of nitrogen-gathering bacteria which inhabit

or should inhabit the roots of different legumes, nitrogen
can be obtained from this free and inexhaustible supply of
the atmosphere for about 1 cent a pound. Thus, for example,
we can sow red clover in the wheat, oats, or rye for less than
$1 an acre and grow a crop of clover containing more than
100 pounds of nitrogen an acre. We can also accomplish this
result with a catch crop of cow peas, soy beans, or vetch,
and probably with crimson clover or alfalfa after our soils
become thoroughly infected with the proper bacteria...”
456. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon).
1903. Produce and planting: Soja beans. 23(3):175. Sept. 1.
[1 ref]
• Summary: “The race of coffee substitute contrivers seem
to thrive. We are told by the ‘Tea and Coffee Trade Journal,’
of New York, that a new industry in Meherrin, Virginia,
among the German settlers, is the cultivation of soja beans,
to be used in the place of coffee. Up to a few years ago this
bean was unknown in that section, and since it has been
substituted for coffee its cultivation has largely increased. It
is contended by those who have tried raising the beans that
they are unsurpassed for feed. The German says he would
much rather have them to make his coffee than the Rio
grain. A result is that the coffee trade among Germans has
somewhat decreased.”
457. Country Gentleman. 1903. A farm boys’ club.
68(2641):795. Sept. 10.
• Summary: “A Rockford (Illinois) correspondent of the
Bloomington Pantagraph tells of a recent meeting of the
Rockford Township Boys’ Experiment Club at the Mackey
farm. Ten boys were present and told about their corn,
and other fields they had noticed. One boy reported that
his Hostetter corn had only six stalks missing, and he was
certain he planted more than 500 grains. Another said he
went all over a 30-acre piece of oats that had been treated for
smut and didn’t find one smutted head. One told about some
soy beans he planted on the 9th of May and which were
not taller than some planted on the first of June. The beans
were both of the Early Yellow variety. The soils in both plats
were sandy and rich. This proves that soy beans are as well
planted in June as in May.” Address: Polk County, Iowa.
458. Nelson Evening Mail (New Zealand). 1903. Curiosities
of smuggling. Sept. 18. p. 2.
• Summary: “England taxes... chutney because it contains
sugar, soy sauce,...”
459. Edinburgh Evening News (Scotland). 1903. The WeiHai-Wei “white elephant.” Sept. 19. p. 2, col. 7.
• Summary: “As to the starting of new industries,
arrangements are being made for manufacturing locally
pongee silk, and it is probable that Wei-Hai-Wei may become
a centre for the manufacture of bean oil and bean cake, in
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which there is a very large trade at Chefoo.”
460. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1903. Roosevelt order worries
labor. Sept. 21. p. 2.
• Summary: “The new Japanese salad, ‘udo,’ and a
condiment, ‘wasabi,’ similar to horseradish, will soon be
introduced to the American people. They were found in
Japan by Barbour Lathrop of Chicago [Illinois] and Prof.
D.G. Fairchild, agricultural explorer for the government
[USDA], who brought to this country cuttings of these
plants, which are now growing in American soil.”
“Prof. Fairchild says that in the tea houses of Japan the
crisp blanched stems of udo are eaten with salt, as our native
celery is served, or it is boiled and served with soy sauce.”
461. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1903. Chop suey fad in
Evanston. Club women plan to learn real oriental cookery
from a Chinese woman. Sept. 26. p. 2.
• Summary: “The chop suey fad is about to descend upon
Evanston society. The introduction is under the direction
of the Evanston Woman’s club, and the first lesson will be
on Oct. 15 in the clubrooms of the Y.M.C.A. building. Dr.
Yamei Kin, a Chinese woman who learned English in China
and afterwards studied in American schools, will give the
lessons.”
Note: Yamei Kin probably used soy sauce in her cooking
classes, as it was the main seasoning used with chop suey. If
she did, this would be the earliest document seen (Dec. 2015)
that mentions Dr. Yamei Kin in connection with soy.
462. J. of the Department of Agriculture of South Australia.
1903. Some suggestions for South Australian farmers.
7(3):168-73. Oct. 1. See p. 171.
• Summary: The section titled “Pan-American experiment”
states: “The growing of rape is no experiment, it having
already passed that stage. But what can be produced from an
acre of land in the form of rape fed to sheep, hogs, or cattle,
and sold as meat or dairy products is worthy of a trial, and
what a crop of rape suitable for pasturage at the beginning
of summer will do to carry the stock through the drought is a
hope for partly overcoming the drawbacks of an arid country.
There are numerous other plants which have made successful
growth in the arid districts, such as the soy beans, cow peas,
Kaffir corn, sulla, and sunflowers, and I believe they could
be grown successfully in portions of this state. These crops
were practical failures at the College last year, as was nearly
everything else, owing to the unfavourable season.”
463. Froggatt, Walter W. 1903. Insectarium notes, and insects
found about the Hawkesbury College. Agricultural Gazette
of New South Wales 14(10):1019-27. Oct. 16. See p. 102224.
• Summary: The section titled “The soy bean moth
(Gelechia simplicella), Walker” (p. 1023-24) states: “In

October and November of last year, the Soy beans were
infested with numbers of small caterpillars [of this moth] that
not only fed upon the foliage but matted the leaves together
with silken threads, so that the greater part of the crop was
seriously damaged.” Gives a detailed description of the
caterpillars, cocoon, and moth.
An illustration (facing p. 1022) shows the soy bean moth
(No. 6), Gelechia simplicella, Walk.
It is part of a larger, magnificent illustration titled “Some
insect pests.” Address: F.L.S., Government Entomologist.
464. Otago Witness (New Zealand). 1903. Notes on rural
topics: Agriculture in the Transvaal. Oct. 21. p. 7.
• Summary: “I have received through the editor of the
Witness a copy of the Agricultural Journal of the Transvaal
issued by the Agricultural Department of that country...
The cow pea is mentioned favourably as being a suitable
fodder plant for that region, and a plant called the Soy bean
promises well from experimental trial made.”
465. Country Gentleman. 1903. Horticultural Department:
The two vetches. 68(2647):908. Oct. 22.
• Summary: “Many cover crops do not actually cover the
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surface of the soil. Soy beans and cow peas for instance,
especially when grown in drills [rows], leave a large part
of the ground uncovered. The vetch lies prostrate, and by
its rapid growth very soon put the entire surface soil out of
sight. This is true even when seed is sown in drills.” Address:
Polk County, Iowa.
466. Eureka Reporter (Utah). 1903. Uncle Sam furnishes
bacteria free for farmers: Packages for soil inoculation to
aid in growing rich crops to be sent out next year–it means
greatly increased values in crops. Oct. 23. p. 6.
• Summary: Washington, DC–The Government has in store
for the farmers of the country an interesting gift. To many
it will seem like magic. To others who have for a few years
kept abreast of the subject of soil inoculation, it will not
seem so marvelous.
“In 1880 a German scientist Hellriegel announced that
he had discovered that there exists in the soil a vast number
of minute microscopic organisms which make their homes
in tubercules or nodules on the roots of leguminous plants
such as clovers, vetches, peas, beans and locust trees. These
little creatures he showed perform a valuable service for
the plants in which they live. They pay for their subsistence
by catching from the air nitrogen which the legumes could
not take into their systems in gaseous form reducing it to
a nitrate in combination with some other element taken up
from the ground and the legumes easily digest this plant food
and make rapid and luxuriant growth.
“All this was taken up quickly by scientists throughout
the world and especially in this country. Hundreds
of experiments were carried forward and it is now
fundamentally established that this is one of the greatest
discoveries known to scientific and practical agriculture.
“Nitrogen is the most expensive fertilizer required in
farming. The average price per pound is seventeen cents
while phosphorus and potash, the two other requisite
fertilizers, are to be had for two and three cents a pound. On
every square inch of the earth’s surface there rests a column
of air consisting largely of nitrogen [approx. 78% nitrogen,
21% nitrogen] and weighing about 14 pounds [14.7 pounds
per square inch]. With this at hand and with the means to
catch it the farmer has a most abundant source of the most
important fertilizer he needs.
“The way in which the Government intends to make
use of these particular bacteria is by propagating them
under artificial conditions and sending them out in small
quantities in all parts of the country for the use of farmers.
A large laboratory has been provided in Washington with a
competent staff of bacteriologists who have already made
nearly all preparations for the work proposed. In a small
pasteboard box four inches by six and half an inch deep, they
will be sent free wherever the United States mail goes to the
farmer who desires to introduce a leguminous crop hitherto
impossible of culture in his region.

“The box will contain three packages done up in tin foil.
In one is a wad of cotton on which the cultures or germs of
the bacteria have been dried, and in the other two are nutrient
salts which are usually magnesium sulphate, potassium
sulphate, or ammonium phosphate with a small mixture of
sugar to solidify and hold the cultures. A sheet of instructions
and a franked envelope accompany the package.
“The department asks every farmer who receives
cultures in this way to take notes on the result of his
experiment and report. The instructions are simple and
practically admit of no failure. Package No. 1 of the nutrient
salts is first to be dissolved in a half gallon of pure water
at ordinary temperature. The salts dissolve is a very few
minutes. Then the wad of cotton is to be placed in the
solution and left to stand for twenty-four hours, and next the
other package of nutrient salts is emptied into the solution. In
another twenty eight hours the cultures are ready to use. The
solution, if no mishap has occurred, will have turned a milky
cloudy white very much like the liquor of oysters.
“There are two ways in which the cultures may be
applied. The applicant must specify which particular variety
of leguminous crops he desires to establish. It has been found
that the bacteria common to certain families of legumes will
not make their home on the roots of red clover. The bacteria
on red clover will however inoculate clover, crimson clover,
alsike, buffalo clover and all of the trifolium clovers. The
bacteria on bird clover, which is common in some parts of
the country, will inoculate alfalfa. The bacteria of soy beans
will work on cow peas and similar members of the bean
family.
“The first way of applying the cultures is to spread the
seed out thinly on the table and sprinkle the solution over
it, then when dry to sow as usual. The other way is to take
a quantity of soil in a place out of the sunshine, sprinkle the
solution over it, stir it up and scatter it broadcast over the
ground to be seeded.”
“The experiment stations of Illinois and Ohio, after
many years of failure to establish alfalfa, sent out beyond
the Missouri and secured quantities of soil from fine fields
of alfalfa and then succeeded in making alfalfa grow. These
stations have in turn supplied earth for inoculating purposes
to farmers and other stations further east. This method is one
which the individual farmer can use to advantage after he
has once established a small area of any particular crop he
desires.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2018) that uses the word “tubercules” (or
“tubercule”) in connection with the roots of soybeans.
Note 2. We can imagine that articles such as this
prompted farmers in states such as Utah to try growing soy
beans.
Note 3. This article is deliberately written without any
punctuation–no periods at end of sentences, no commas
within sentences, no hyphens when a word is broken at the
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end of a line. It does start each sentence with a capital letter
and leaves two blank spaces before it. The text is broken into
paragraphs. These omissions are not noticed and do not make
the text more difficult to read–Just like Chinese or Japanese.
467. Carver, G.W. 1903. Re: Work at Tuskegee during the
past year. Letter to Dr. Alfred C. True, USDA, Washington,
DC, Nov. 12. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “The work of the station during the past year
has been devoted very largely to the growing of forage crops
in the way of peas, corn, soy beans, velvet beans, sorghum
cane, millets of various kinds, etc. Rotation of crops has
been given especial attention with reference to the fertility
of the land, and the station has laid great stress upon the
building up of worn out soils; leguminous crops have been
emphasized; a number of co-operative experiments have
been made for your division.”
Location: Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
Microfilm of The George Washington Carver Papers in the
Tuskegee Institute Archives, Roll 2 #1179. Address: Director,
Dep. of Agriculture and Experiment Station, Tuskegee
Normal and Industrial Inst., Tuskegee, Alabama.
468. Potts, H.W. 1903. Hawkesbury District farm notes–
November. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales
14(11):1125-27. Nov. 12.
• Summary: The introduction notes: “Rust has appeared in
most crops, but not in a severe form.
The section titled “Leguminous fodder plants” begins:
“Cow-peas and soy beans may be sown throughout the
month, both for catch crops as well as soil renovators. Soy
bean is best grown as a cleansing crop, and possesses great
powers to increase the nitrogen contents of the soil; and
hence it is serviceable to prepare land for cereal crops to be
sown in the autumn.”
For “exhausted lands the cow-peas and soy beans are
cheap and beneficial restorers of available plant food. Select
early maturing varieties for this month.”
469. Maiden, J.H. 1903. Flora of Norfolk Island.
Proceedings of the Linnean Society of New South Wales
28(112):692-785. Sept/Nov. See p. 702.
• Summary: Under Leguminosæ (p. 702) is a one-line
entry that reads: “29. Glycine tabacina, Benth.–New for the
Island.” Address: Govt. botanist for New South Wales and
Director of the Botanic Gardens, Sydney.
470. Hitier, H. 1903. Le soja hispida [Soja hispida, the
soybean]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 67(49):746-47.
Dec. 3. [Fre]
• Summary: In the session of 18 Nov. 1903, Mr. Foëx
noted that Soja hispida, which serves as both an industrial
and a forage plant, also furnishes a very favorable food for
diabetics. Its seed contain high levels of protein, oils, and

phosphates, and very little starch. At the Montpellier School
of Agriculture, Mr. Foëx cultivated soya as a forage plant;
the animals were very fond of it. But despite very careful
cultivation at Montpellier, the soybean never gave yields
near those presently obtained in China and Japan. What
could be the causes of this inferior production? In examining
the roots, the author can find no traces of root nodules
(bactéroïdes), which are found on the roots of all other
legumes cultivated in France. These soya bacteria apparently
do not exist in local soils. In order to inoculate local soils,
Mr. Foëx is having some soil containing the debris of
soybean roots sent from Japan. He will notify the Society of
the results obtained in growing soybeans under these new
conditions.
Mr. Schribaux observes that there are many species and
races of root nodule bacteria. It is important to find the right
type for each host plant. Address: France.
471. Country Gentleman. 1903. New York leads–forage
crops. 68(2655):1092. Dec. 17.
• Summary: “It seems to me to indicate that in endeavoring
to solve the problem of raising the largest amount of food
upon the farm, and especially so far as may be the protein
of the ration, we should be careful not to get the ration too
bulky. What we need is to raise, if possible, protein in the
concentrated food rather than the roughage. If soy beans, for
example, could be made successful in New York as a seed
crop, they would help to solve this problem.” Address: Polk
County, Iowa.
472. Country Gentleman. 1903. The Connecticut Board.
Papers at the winter meeting. 68(2657):1130. Dec. 31.
• Summary: “The mid-winter meeting of the Connecticut
Board of Agriculture was held at Middletown last week,
with about 200 present, Vice-President Seeley of Roxbury
presiding.”
“Prof. F.S. Cooley of Amherst, Massachusetts, spoke on
‘The Cow Feeder’s Great Problem,’–how to obtain a good
supply of milk in August and September. To meet this, he
must either feed grain, green crops or ensilage. In soiling, the
Connecticut plan is to feed in succession winter rye, wheat,
clover, grass, oats and peas, millet, soy beans, cow peas,
barley and peas.” Address: Polk County, Iowa.
473. Linton, S.H. 1903. Johnson grass–a dangerous pest.
Country Gentleman 68(2657):1130. Dec. 31.
• Summary: “It [johnson grass] matures seed, as every
vestige of growth will have to be kept down to avoid new
rootstock or seed. In any locality where the standard grasses
can be grown, the farmer has a long list to select from, either
for hay or pasture, and in addition to the grasses there are the
clovers, cow peas and soja bean that stands on record as the
farmer’s best friends, and the salvation of agriculture.
“Polk County, Ia. S.H. Linton.” Address: Polk County,
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Iowa.
474. Nagel, Oskar. 1903. On vegetable protein. J. of the
Society of Chemical Industry (London) 22(24):1337-38. Dec.
31.
• Summary: This landmark paper was presented on 20 Nov.
1903 at a meeting held at the Chemists’ Club in New York.
The author divides vegetable protein into two main types:
Albumin and casein. “For making vegetable casein, which
in its solubility, viscosity, and other properties, is equal to
milk casein, I use soy-bean, which until now has not been
used in chemical industries. This seed, being the richest
casein-containing seed produced by nature, and at the same
time exceedingly cheap, can be imported from China in any
quantity desired. It contains 12-18 per cent. of an excellent
edible oil largely used in the Orient, and 30-40 per cent.
casein.”
To make this “casein” he extracts the oil nearly
completely from finely ground soybeans using benzene or
any other solvent in an apparatus ordinarily in use for that
purpose, and mixes the meal with a 5% solution of sodium
carbonate and warm water (30-35º). “The solution is then
filter pressed. The casein is now precipitated from the filtered
alkaline casein solution, with continuous stirring, by means
of rennet or a 5 per cent. solution of hydrochloric acid.
The precipitated casein is filtered, washed, and dried in a
steam-heated room at as low a temperature as possible. The
benzene is removed in the extraction apparatus mentioned
above, from the solution of oil and benzene, obtained in the
first part of the process, and used over again.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2017)
that discusses industrial utilization (“in chemical industries”)
of soy protein. However, it does not discuss any specific
uses for this “casein” (protein) obtained from soybeans.
Yet the author notes above that the albumin, extracted from
sesame or rape-seed oil-cake “can be satisfactorily used for
cotton printing” and the oil obtained as a by-product of the
albumin extraction from sesame or rape-seed, “owing to its
richness in free fatty acids... is an excellent material for the
manufacture of soap.” “The extraction of albumin from pea
nut [peanut] is very much interfered with by a carbohydrate
present in the seed–probably inulin.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2017) that uses the term “vegetable casein” to
refer to a type of soy protein. It is also the earliest document
seen concerning the etymology of isolated soy proteins.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2017) with the term “vegetable protein” (or
“vegetable-protein”) in the title–in connection with soy.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2003)
that describes the use of benzene or any other solvent to
extract the oil from soybeans. Address: Dr., New York.
475. Duggar, J.F.; Richeson, J.M. 1903. Alfalfa, sorghum,

soy beans, and other forage plants. Alabama Canebrake
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 20. 20 p. Dec.
See p. 12-14.
• Summary: A table (p. 8) shows “Yields of various forage
plants per acre.” Yellow soy beans and cow peas are among
the twelve crops. Two of the sorghum crops have two
cuttings each. The soy beans, which were cut on Sept. 8,
yielded 27,136 lb/acre of green forage; this became 13,568
lb/acre of hay when stored, and 9,405 lb of hay when
calculated as 40% of green weight.
The section titled “Crops suitable for hogs” (p. 1213) discusses yellow soy beans, Spanish peanuts, Virginia
peanuts, and other crops which were planted on 31 April
1903. A table (p. 12) shows the yield of these and three other
crops in pounds and bushels per acre. The weight per bushel
varies greatly. The yield of yellow soy beans was 2,048 lb
and 34.1 bu per acre, the third highest in pounds after sweet
potatoes and Virginia peanuts (2,912 lb).
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 13-14) begins:
“Especial attention is called to this plant, since it promises to
be extremely useful, both for forage and grain on lime soils.”
The yield of soy bean hay is considerably greater than
that of any variety of cow pea hay. “A still more important
advantage of soy beans, especially on this soil where
cowpeas are inclined to fruit poorly and tangle badly, is
the erect growth and uniform fruitfulness of the soy bean.
Its upright or bushy form and freedom from runners make
harvesting and curing for hay much easier than the handling
of cowpea hay.
“The soy bean is a leguminous or soil-improving plant
having considerable resemblance to the cowpea... The
seed of soy beans are richer in protein, or muscle-forming
material, than any ordinary seed or grain.” Address: 1.
Director, Auburn; 2. Asst. Director in Charge, Uniontown,
Alabama.
476. Watson, George C.; Mairs, Thomas I. 1903. Forage
and soiling experiments, 1902. Pennsylvania State College.
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 65. 12 p. Dec.
• Summary: “During the summer of 1902 an experiment
was undertaken to determine the yield of certain forage
crops, also to determine as far as possible their comparative
feeding value for soiling purposes.” Eight crops, including
“soja beans,” were selected for the trial and fed to three
cows: Lucy, Letha, and Cena’s Favorite. “The soja beans
were planted May 12th in drills 20 inches apart and were
cultivated several times during the summer... On May 28th,
another plot of ground was sown to soja beans with a field
grain drill.”
Table 1 (p. 6) gives information on each crop. The soja
beans were harvested July 29 to Aug. 4. Yield per acre:
Green 9,9934 lb. Dry 2,016 lb. Per cent. of nitrogen in dry
matter: 2.22. One acre of soja beans would feed ten cows for
17 days. “When first fed soja beans, the cows ate the stems
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up clean, but before they were changed from this feed to the
next they were leaving the woody part of the stems.” The
milk production of one cow increased when fed soja beans,
the production of two other cows decreased. The milk of
all the cows decreased in butter-fat when fed on soja beans.
When green soja bean fodder was allowed to stand over
night, it lost 13 to 15 per cent. of its moisture content.
Note: This could be the earliest document seen (Nov.
2020) that mentions the soybean variety Green, but it is not
as clear as TenEyck and Shoesmith (March 1904). Address:
1. M.S., Agriculturist, Pennsylvania State College, Centre
County, Pennsylvania.
477. Office file of Charles V. Piper, 1903-1924 [USDA]
(Archival collection). 1903-1924. Washington, DC.
• Summary: Series 71, Records of Division of Forest Crops
and Disease, Bureau of Plant Industry Records, Record
Group 54, National Archives, Washington, DC.
Note 1. Many of the letters relating to soy in this file
will be found as individual records in this book. They were
photographed at the National Archives and sent to Soyinfo
Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers Univ. in April 2017.
Note 2. We can find no letter in this file inviting
Piper to work for the USDA. Address: National Archives,
Washington, DC.
478. Dmitriev, Konstantin. 1903. Ekskursiya dlya izucheniya
porta In-kou [A trip for the study of the port of Yingkou].
Izvestiya Vostochnogo Instituta (J. of the Oriental Institute,
Vladivostok) 7:21-146; 8:115-270. [Rus]
• Summary: As the major export port for Manchurian
soybeans and soy products prior to the completion of the
Chinese Eastern Railway and the consequent rise of Dairen
and Vladivostok to preeminence, Yingkou is the appropriate
focus for a study of the increasing export trade to Southern
China and Japan (especially) in the 1880s. Pages 85-88 list
foreign companies and establishments operating in Yingkou
in 1902-03.
Of particular interest might be Bandinel and Co. known
in Chinese as Jichang (?) which represented such worldwide
and regional ocean freighters as Hamburg- American, Lloyds
and Mitsui Bussan as well as the oil mill carrying its own
name (Jichangyan).
Tables (p. 256) give 1901 export statistics for soybeans,
cake and oil both by quarters and destinations (Hong Kong,
Japan, Chinese ports, Samarang [Semarang, Central Java],
and Korea). Address: Manchuria.
479. Gaffarel, P. 1903. L’Exposition d’Hanoi [The Hanoi
Exposition]. Annales du Musee Colonial de Marseille 1:3122. Series 2. [Fre]
• Summary: This entire issue is dedicated to the Hanoi
Exposition, in part because it shows what the French see as
the great advances of French colonialism in their colonies

(see p. 11).
In the section on China, in subsection C.–Industrial and
Alimentary Agricultural Products (bottom of page 38) we
read: In the first rank of oil-bearing plants, Dolichos soja
[soybean], Arachis hypogea [peanut], Sesamum orientale
[sesame seed]... Address: Prof., Vice-President of the Jury of
Rewards, Delegate of the Colonial Institute of Marseilles.
480. Product Name: Garton’s H.P. Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Midland Vinegar Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Tower Road, Aston Manor, near
Birmingham, England.
Date of Introduction: 1903.
New Product–Documentation: Louise Wright. 1975. The
road from Aston Cross: An industrial history, 1875-1975.
H.P. Sauce is mentioned on pages 10-12. Photos (facing p.
17) show the original labels, proving that Garton’s was the
original brand.
481. Semenow, N. 1903. Soja hispida [The soybean].
Vestnik Zhirovykh Veshchestv (Bulletin of Fat Products) (St.
Petersburg, Russia) 4:211-13. [Rus]*
• Summary: In Manchuria, where the soybean is known
as Huangdou (“yellow bean”), it is widely cultivated and
gives a good yield. An oil pressed from the soybean is
widely employed for food uses, while the nitrogen-rich
residue becomes an excellent feed for cattle. Even in Russia,
according to Owinski, the soybean has been successfully
acclimatized. A table gives the percentage composition of
the soybean in comparison with peas and common beans.
The soybean contains (average of 16 analyses): Water 9.49%
(range: 6.69-15.20%). Proteins 34.30% (range: 25.9440.19%). Fat 17.67% (range: 16.21-20.53%). Nitrogen-free
extract 28.44% (range: 24.61-34.59%). Crude fiber 4.79%
(range: 4.37-5.58%). Ash 5.31% (range: 4.50-8.82%). The
soybean has much more protein, fat and ash (minerals) than
peas or common beans.
Note: The title of the Russian-language periodical means
“Journal of Fatty Material” A German-language summary
appears in Zeitschrift für Untersuchung der Nahrungs- und
Genussmittel (1 Nov. 1906, p. 562).
482. Armsby, Henry Prentiss. 1903. Principles of animal
nutrition: With special reference to the nutrition of farm
animals. New York, NY: J. Wiley. vii + 614 p. Index. 24 cm.
[ soy ref]
• Summary: Because this is a book about the principles of
animal nutrition, rather than a practical book about livestock
feeding, little information is given about particular feeds. In
Chapter 1, the section titled “Proteids” discusses the factor
used to covert the percentage of nitrogen in a seed into the
percentage of protein. “Ritthausen, a prominent German
authority, concedes that the factor 6.25 should be discarded,
and suggests the use of 5.7 for the majority of cereal grains
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and leguminous seeds, 5.5 for the oil and lupine seeds, and
6.00 for barley, maize, buckwheat, soja-bean, and white bean
(Phaseolus), rape, and other brassicas.” This is the only place
that the soja-bean is mentioned.
Also discusses briefly in other chapters: Peanut cake,
peanut oil, and wheat gluten. Henry Prentiss Armsby lived
1853-1921.
Note: Other pioneers in this field, whose work is
discussed in this book, include: Atwater, Gilbert and Lawes,
Kellner, Kühn, Liebig, Pettenkofer, Ritthausen, Rubner, E.
Voit, and E. Wolff. Address: State College, Centre County,
Pennsylvania.
483. Balland, A. 1903. Les principales légumineuses
alimentaires des colonies françaises [The principal edible
legumes of the French colonies]. Annales d’Hygiene et de
Medecine Coloniales 50(3):193-206. Third Series. [1 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Peanuts (Arachide or pistache de
terre, Arachis hypogaea) in Congo (samples were analyzed
from Bahr-el-Ghazal [a former province of southwest
Sudan–just east of the Central African Republic] and from
Haut-Oubangui [later in the Central African Republic]),
Senegal, Guinea, Indochina [in today’s Vietnam],
Madagascar, New Caledonia.
Cajan (Cajanus indicus) in Guinea, French Guiana, New
Caledonia, Réunion, Madagascar. Doliques (Dolichos lablab,
D. sinensis, D. uniflorus) in French Guiana, Indochina,
Cambodia, the Indies, Madagascar, New Caledonia,
Réunion, Sudan. The Haricot bean (Phaseolus vulgaris)
in the Congo, Dahomey, Guinea, French Guiana, Sudan,
Madagascar, New Caledonia, and Réunion. Lima bean
(Haricot courbé, Phaseolus lunatus) in French Guiana, the
Indies, Madagascar, Réunion. Mung bean (Haricot mungo,
Haricot trilobé, Phaseolus mungo) in the Indies, Indochina,
Madagascar, Réunion.
Soya (Soja, Dolichos soja) (p. 204-05): The cultivation
of soya dates back to the ancient past in China and Japan.
“According to A. Candolle (1885): ‘Known facts and
historical and philological probabilities tend to show that the
species was wild from Cochin-China to the south of Japan
and to Java [Indonesia] when the ancient inhabitants of this
region began to cultivate it at a very remote period, to use
it for food in various ways, and to obtain from it varieties
of which the number is remarkable, especially in Japan.’
The seeds, which are rich in both nitrogen and oil, enter
into culinary preparations which are very popular in these
countries. The samples analyzed come from Cambodia,
Cochin China, and Tonkin.” The protein content of these
samples ranges from 34.85% to 38.41%, and the fat content
from 12.95% to 14.80%. The mean weight of 100 seeds
(Poids moyen de 100 grains) varies by country as follows:
Cambodia 11.23 gm, Cochin China 9.10 gm, and Tonkin
5.00 gm.

Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Cambodia (renamed Kampuchea in
1979) (one of two documents).
Bambarra groundnuts (Voandzou, Voandzia [Voandzeia]
subterranea) in Congo and Madagascar. This annual legume
comes from sub-tropical Africa, where it is widely cultivated.
According to Candolle, it is also called “Mandubi d’Angola.”
Address: Pharmacien principal de l’armée (Main pharmacist
for the French Army).
484. Basu, B.C. 1903. The cultivation of pulse crops in the
Assam Valley. Agricultural Ledger (Calcutta) No. 5. p. 137.
[1 ref]
• Summary: This article is almost identical to one by
Basu with the same title published in 1902 in the Assam
Department of Agriculture Bulletin, No. 9 (p. 15). Several
errors in the former have been corrected. It is also based on
A Dictionary of the Economic Products of India by George
Watt, Vol. 3, p. 263-70 (Glycine hispida).
The article discusses the nine main pulse crops grown
in the valley, listed in order of importance. The leading pulse
crop there is Máti-máh (Phaseolus mungo var. radiatus),
called Urd in Hindi. Pueraria phaseoloides (Bejia-máh
[tropical kudzu]) is the next to least important. The soybean is the least important of the nine. Note 1. This is the
earliest document seen (Nov. 2001) concerning Pueraria
phaseoloide or tropical kudzu.
“Pátáni Jokrá [the Assamese name in the Assam
Valley]. Glycine hispida, Maxim. syn. G. Soja. English
name–Soy-bean. Bengali name–Chhai. Soy-bean is little
known in the Assam Valley. The Barpeta subdivision is the
only part of the valley, from which its cultivation has been
reported. The pulse is, however, extensively grown in the
Khasi hills. In Barpeta the crop is sown mixed witháhu in
April and May. About 5 seers of seed are sown per acre.
Theáhu crop is removed in July and August, but the bean
crop remains on the ground till December or January. Theáhu
stubble acts as support to the bean plants. About November
it puts forth its blossom. The crop becomes ready for the
harvest in December and January. The mode of harvesting it
and its subsequent treatment and use are precisely the same
as for kulthi-máh [Horse gram, Dolichos biflorus]. The crop
is grown entirely for home consumption.”
Note 2. áhu is a species of paddy [rice]. Address: Asst. to
the Director, Dep. of Land Records and Agriculture, Assam.
485. Benedikt, Rudolf; Ulzer, Ferdinand. 1903. Analyse der
Fette und Wachsarten. Vierte, erweiterte Aufl. [Analysis of
fats and waxes. 4th expanded ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius
Springer. xii + 941 p. See p. 622-23. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [2
soy ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Chapter 12, titled “Description of individual
fats and oils,” under “Fluid fats (Flüssige Fette)” in the
section on “Non-drying and weakly-drying plant oils” is
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a subsection titled “3. Sojabohnenöl.” Many constants
are given for this oil, and after each the source of the
information–either (1) Morawski and Stingl, or (2) De Negri
and Fabris.
Also discusses: Lecithin from plants and animals (p. 54).
Linseed oil (p. 572-600). Hemp seed oil (p. 606-08). Sesame
oil (Oleum Sesami, Huile de sésame, Gingili oil, Sesame oil,
Teel oil, Olio di sesamo; p. 641). Almond oil (p. 667-71).
Ground-nut, Earth-nut, Pea-nut oil (p. 672-79, 694).
Rudolf Benedikt lived 1852-1896. Address: 1. Prof.
an der k.k. technischen Hochschule; 2. Prof. und Leiter
der Versuchsanstalt fuer chemische Gewerbe am k.k.
Technologischen Gewerbemuseum. Both: Vienna, Austria.
486. Blyth, Alexander Wynter; Blyth, Meredith Wynter.
1903. Foods: Their composition and analysis. A manual for
the use of analytical chemists and others. 5th ed. With an
introductory essay on the history of adulteration. London:
Charles Griffin and Company, Ltd.; New York, NY: D. Van
Nostrand Co. xxv + 616 p. See p. 184, 356. Index. 23 cm.
The 1st ed. was 1882. [1 ref]
• Summary: This book begins with a very interesting 46page essay of the history of food adulteration in England,
France, and Germany, including a history of English
legislation (from 1860) to deal with this problem, a history
of the present scientific processes for the detection of
adulteration, and the present law in England concerning
adulteration of food. History has witnessed the adulteration
of many common foods, including bread, honey, milk,
cream, butter, cheese, tea, coffee, cocoa, alcoholic beverages,
spices, oils, etc. Coffee, for example (p. 17), began to be
adulterated almost immediately after its introduction–
especially with chicory. In 1718 the first legislation against
this practice was enacted, followed by a broader act in 1803.
In the section on “Peas” is a subsection titled “Chinese
peas” (p. 184) which defines them as “A pea or bean much
used in China in the form of cheese, is the Soya hispida.”
A table gives the composition of three samples of Chinese
peas” according to G.H. Pellet. A footnote on this page
states: “The pea-cheese [tofu] is considered, in China and
Japan, a very important food.” A brief description of the
process for making this greyish-white cheese, coagulated by
plaster and magnesium chloride, is given, followed by a table
showing its general composition–according to Julien and
Champion (Industries de l’Empire Chinois).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “pea-cheese” to refer to
tofu.
The section titled “Margarine” (p. 272-73) discusses
how it is manufactured and its constituents–followed by a
long section (p. 274-305) on the “Analysis and adulteration
of butter.”
The section on “Coffee” (p. 346-63) gives analyses of
the true coffee bean, roasted and unroasted. Chicory is still

the main adulterant. The subsection titled “Microscopical
detection of adulterations in coffee” contains a table (p. 356;
based on J. Moeller [1886], Mikroskopie der Nahrungsund Genussmittel) that shows the length and breadth of the
palisade layers of eleven legumes used to adulterate coffee–
including “Soya” and “Lupine.”
Also discusses: Adulteration of almond oil (p. 505-07),
and of olive oil (p. 509-13–with sesame oil, arachis oil, etc.).
The Margarine Act of 1887 (p. 589-90). Act regulating the
sale of horseflesh / horsemeat for human food, 1889 (p. 591).
Address: 1. M.R.C.S., F.I.C., F.C.S., Medical Officer of
Health and Public Analyst for the Borough of Marleybone;
Public Analyst for the County of Devon; Barrister-at-Law
(London, England).
487. Boehmer, C. 1903. Die Kraftfuttermittel, ihre
Rohstoffe, Herstellung, Zusammensetzung, Verdaulichkeit
und Verwendung, mit besonderer Beruecksichtigung der
Verfalschungen und der mikroskopischen Untersuchung
[The concentrated feeds, their raw materials, production,
composition, digestibility, and use, with special consideration
for their adulteration and microscopic investigation]. Berlin:
Verlagsbuchhandlung Paul Parey. xi + 650 p. Illust. Index. 23
cm. [Ger]
• Summary: In Section 4, about the legumes and their
by-products, soybeans (die Sojabohnen, Saubohnen)
are mentioned three times and soybean cake
(Sojabohnenrückstände, which is imported) is mentioned
once in the introduction (p. 314), but not in the body of the
chapter. However note that in the table on p. 315 Saubohne is
said to be Vicia faba.
Note: Böhmer divides all legumes into two groups: (1)
Those with a high starch content and low fat content, such
as peas, broad beans (Vicia faba, Saubohnen), vetches (Vicia
sativa, Wicken), etc. and (2) Those which contain little or
no starch and generally have a very high fat content, such as
lupins and soybeans.
Also discusses: Hemp and hempseed cake, linseed and
linseed cake, lupins, peanuts and peanut cake, sesame seeds
and sesame cake, and the lecithin content of some seeds
and oilcakes–not including soybeans (p. 628). Address: Dr.,
Leipzig, Germany.
488. Deux missionnaires [Two missionaries]. 1903. Au Laos,
du Thibet en Chine, en Chine au Thibet [To Laos, from Tibet
in China, from China in Tibet]. Tours, France: Maison Alfred
Mame et Fils. 188 p. Illust. 25 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Information about tofu (teou-fou) is found in the
first part (see p. 122-23, 138).
Page 122: Along the roads used, even if there are no
vegetables, one can always find pea cheese or teou-fou
[tofu]. At first glance, from far away, one would take this
block, white as snow and square, for a piece of (cow’s) milk
cheese. This teou-fou, that is found everywhere in China,
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is the national cheese. It is made by soaking in water for
several hours special peas or beans that must be made of
stone; it is useless to try to boil them for a whole day: they
would still be inedible.
Page 123: These peas, soaked but still very hard are
ground with a stone mill by hand, at cockcrow or even
before: every morning, it is the first job of the hostel boy.
The mill is placed over a wood frame that itself rests on a
cooking pot into which the crushed peas drop as a white
boiled mass. The cooking pot, full of a kind of thick white
milk, is then heated over a hot fire; the soap milk it holds is
chemically treated; a bit of white powder derived from a rock
called ngay-yen [calcium sulfate] in Chinese, the scientific
name of which I do not know, is thrown into it. The pea milk
then coagulates as a cheese does; it can be eaten and some
gourmets prefer to eat it this way, but most ordinarily, it is
placed in a square form where, while dripping, it acquires
consistency. As the need arises, it is cut into slices, it is
sauteed into a pan with, or often without grease, for the poor.
As this cheese is totally insipid, taste is added with a copious
amount of peppers. It is also dried and fermented according
to certain rules. Submerged in Chinese wine with peppers, it
turns into a rotten mass unpleasant to the smell but delicate
to the taste [fermented tofu] to the point of delighting...
Page 138: They are walking and nothing is happening.
Suddenly there appears to be a table along the road set for
a meal. Line 12: They are offered tofu (teou-fou) and some
other fermented vegetables, bread and tea. It is obvious:
everything is ready for a fortifying meal. First through a
happy happenstance, (fortune is decidedly smiling upon us),
an old man, very pleasant, an ambulant merchant, offers us
a piece of concentrated tofu (teou-fou), expertly aromatised
but mostly strongly seasoned that makes not just our mouth
but also our eyes water. While we were savoring this
distinguished cheese, our butler made haste and here we are
being served... (with several non tofu courses).
489. Fletcher, James. 1903. Report of the Entomologist and
Botanist. Annual Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa,
Canada). p. 169-201. For the year 1901. See p. 177, 185.
• Summary: In the section titled “The pea weevil or ‘pea
bug’ (Bruchus pisorum, Linn.) (p. 175), a table (p. 177)
shows those companies and individuals “who have taken an
active part in the discussion of the best means of remedying
the existing injury to the pea crop by the weevil.” One of
these is “Bruce, J.A., & Co., Hamilton, Ontario.”
The subsection titled “Substitute crops” (p. 185) states
that “Messrs. John A. Bruce & Co. of Hamilton, Ontario”
have handled leguminous crops... Early varieties of Soja
Bean have also given good results,...” Address: LL.D.,
F.R.S.C., F.L.S., Entomologist and Botanist, Central
Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ontario.
490. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1903. Catalog. Bloomington,

Illinois: Funk Bros.
• Summary: “Soy beans–Is one of the newly introduced
crops that is possessed of real merit. It is adapted to
rich prairie soils and on such soils reaches its fullest
development. Combining both the fertilizing qualities of
clover and yield of forage with a crop of seed that has a
higher nutritive value than oats, it should have its place in the
rotation system of every farm. Sown with rape in corn before
the last cultivation it furnishes excellent pasturage for lambs,
at the same time enriching the soil. When sown for hay or
seed crop they may be drilled in with a corn planter requiring
about three pecks of seed per acre. Prices: One peck $1.00,
one-half bushel $1.75, per bushel $3.00. F.O.B. Bags free.”
A photo shows two people standing in a field of soy
beans. Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020)
that mentions Funk Bros. Seed Co. or Bloomington, Illinois,
in connection with soy beans or shows that they are now
selling soy beans. Address: Bloomington, Illinois.
491. Gregory, James J.H., and Son. 1903. Catalogue of
vegetable and flower seeds (Mail order). Marblehead,
Massachusetts. 76 p.
• Summary: In the section titled “Plants for Fodder, Etc.,”
“Soya or Soya Beans” are mentioned on page 37. Now only
American Coffee Berry and Medium Early Green varieties
are catalogued. The entry is only half as long as last year’s,
but now soya beans are sold in larger quantities: “Price, per
bushel, of 58 pounds, $4.50; per peck, per express, $1.25;...”
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #10880.
Address: Marblehead, Massachusetts.
492. Haage & Schmidt. 1903. Haupt-Verzeichniss ueber
Samen und Pflanzen [General catalog of seeds and plants].
Erfurt, Germany. 276 p. 23 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: See next page. The front and rear covers of this
catalog are the same as those of the 1900 catalog. The entry
for soybeans (p. 27) is also the same except that two new
varieties are now available and several prices have changed
slightly: No. 1507 Yellow Giant (Gelbe Riesen) 2.00 marks.
No. 1511 Extra early black from Podolia (Schwarze extra
frühe von Podolien) 2.40 marks.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Gelbe Riesen (Yellow
Giant). Address: Erfurt, Germany.
493. Hammond (Harry N.) Seed Co. 1903. Catalogue for
1903–with inserts (Mail order). Bay City, Michigan. 92 p.
• Summary: See next page. In the section on “A Page of
Odds and Ends,” “Hammond’s Domestic Coffee Berry” is
mentioned on page 33. The text and illustrations are the same
as those in last year’s catalog (1902).
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #010093.
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Address: Bay City, Michigan.
494. Hiltner, Lorenz; Stoermer, K. 1903. Neue
Untersuchungen ueber die Wurzelknoellchen der
Leguminosen und deren Erreger [New investigations on the
root nodules of legumes and their instigators]. Arbeiten aus
der Biologischen Abteilung fuer Land- und Forstwirtschaft
am Kaiserliche Gesundheitsamte 3:151-307. Sonderabdruck.
[72 ref. Ger]
• Summary: These investigations led the researchers to
classify the nodule bacteria into two groups, based mainly on
morphology.
Soybeans (Soja, both brown and yellow seeded) are
mentioned throughout the report. Pure cultures of the
commercial inoculant Nitragin were supplied for the soybean
trials at 4 locations, starting in 1900; all four were successful
in producing root nodules. Tests were conducted without
nitrogen or glucose, with nitrogen, and with nitrogen and
glucose. The authors pointed out that direct inoculation
of large seeds such as lupin and soybean may not lead to

nodule formation due to the excretion of substances from
the seed coats during the swelling process. Soybean seeds
were covered with distilled water for 5 hours and the water
extract was used in studying the growth of the bacteria and
their transformation into bacteroids. The authors conclude
that a protein is given off from the seed contents [cotyledons]
that favors the growth of the nodule bacteria, whereas
from the seed coats substances are given off that may help
to plasmolyze and destroy the bacteria. They suggest the
possibility of antagonism between the substances given off
by the seed contents and by the seed coats that reduces the
toxic action of the seed coat excretion upon the bacteria.
Contents: Introduction. Field trials with Nitragin from
the year 1900. Field trials in 1900 (including both successful
and unsuccessful trials with late-ripening soybeans). Field
trials in the experimental fields at Dahlem (brown- and
yellow-seeded soybeans, with and without oats; soil from
a Japanese soybean field was used for inoculation; Prof.
Kirchner of Hohenheim had the first success with soybeans
on these fields). Characteristics of the soya bacteria
(general). Asparagin. Characteristics of the soya bacteria
(without nitrogen or glucose, with nitrogen; with nitrogen
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and glucose). Characteristics of the pea bacteria. Figures.
Tables (for soya, see p. 192, 195).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2018)
describing successful soybean inoculation experiments
using pure cultures. It is also the earliest document
seen (Oct. 2018) that mentions successful use of the
commercial inoculant Nitragin with soybeans. Address:
1. Privy Councillor; 2. Huelfsarbeiter im Kaiserliche
Gesundheitsamte (Helper in the Imperial Public Health
Departments) (Dahlem?), Germany.
495. Holms, George K. 1903. Practices in crop rotation.
Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture p.
519-32. For the year 1902. See p. 525-26, 528.
• Summary: In the section titled “Multiple cropping,” the
subsection on “Practices in selected states” notes that peanuts
are used in rotations with cotton in North Carolina and
Florida. They are the main crop in the rotation in Virginia
and North Carolina (p. 524-25).
In Kentucky rotations include: “Rye and millet, soy
beans, clover, or cowpeas with rape.” Address: Div. of
Statistics, USDA.
496. Hopkins, Albert Allis. ed. 1903. Scientific American
cyclopedia receipts, notes and queries. 22nd ed. New York,
NY: Munn & Co. 629 + 105 p. See p. 768. Illust. Index.
• Summary: On page 1 is a helpful list of abbreviations.
The entry for “Sauces” (p. 496-97) includes the
following which call for soy [sauce]: “4. Quin’s.–a. Walnut
pickle and port wine, of each, 1 pt.; mushroom ketchup, 1
qt.; anchovies and shallots, chopped, of each, 2 doz.; soy, ½
pt.; cayenne, ¼ oz.; simmer for 10 minutes, strain and bottle.
4b. Walnut pickle, ketchup and soy, of each 1 pt.;
chopped cloves of garlic and anchovies, of each 1 doz.;
cayenne and bruised cloves, of each 1 drm. [drachm]. As last
[i.e., same as previous formula].”
“8. Sauce au Roi.–Brown vinegar (good), 3 qt.; soy and
walnut ketchup, of each ¼ pt.; cloves and shallots, of each
½ doz.; Cayenne pepper, 1 oz.; mix and let them stand for
fourteen days.
“Sauce piquante.–Soy, 1 part; port wine and Cayenne, of
each 2 parts; brown vinegar 16 parts; mix and let them stand
for three or four days before bottling.
“10. Soy.–Boil until soft 2 qt. of seeds of Dolichos soja
(if this cannot be obtained use haricot or kidney beans). Add
2 qt. bruised wheat; keep in a warm place for one day; add
2 qt. salt and 1 gal. of water; keep for two or three months
on a tightly covered stone jar. Then press out the liquor.
The genuine soy is imported from China, but this is a good
substitute.
“To make Quin sauce.–Walnut catsup, 2½ gal.;
mushroom catsup, 2½ gal.; soy, 1¼ gal.; garlic, 1¼ lb.; sprats
7½ lb. Boil 15 minutes, strain and bottle.
“Harvey’s sauce.–Quin sauce, 24 parts; soy, 8 parts;

cayenne, ½ part.
“Epicurean sauce.–Indian soy, 3 oz.; walnut catsup, 12
oz.; mushroom catsup, 12 oz.;” etc.
“Worcestershire sauce.–This is quite a complex
condiment. It is made of wine vinegar, 1½ gallon; walnut
catsup, 1 gallon; mushroom catsup, 1 gallon; Madeira wine,
½ gallon; Canton soy [China], ½ gallon; moist sugar, 2½
pounds; salt, 19 ounces; powdered capsicum, 3 ounces;
pimento, 1½ ounces, coriander, 1½ oz.; chutney, 1½
oz.; cloves, 3/4 oz.; mace, 3/4 oz.; cinnamon, 2/3 ounce;
asafoetida [asafetida], 6½ drachams dissolved in 1 pint
brandy 20º above proof. Boil 2 pounds hog’s liver for 12
hours in 1 gallon of water, add water continually so as to
keep up the quantity of one gallon; mix the boiled liver
thoroughly with the water, strain through a coarse sieve,
and add this to the above mixture. It is self-evident that no
chemical examination could ever detect the presence of half
the above organic products.”
The entry for “Soy” states (p. 530): “Genuine soy sauce
is a species of thick black sauce, imported from China,
prepared with white haricots, wheat flour, salt and water;
but a spurious kind is made in England as follows: Seeds of
dolichos soja (peas or kidney beans may be used for them), 1
gal.; boil till soft; add bruised wheat, 1 gal.; keep in a warm
place 24 hours; then add common salt, 1 gal.; water, 2 gal.;
put the whole thing into a stone jar, bung it up for 2 or three
months, shaking it very frequently; then press out the liquor;
the residuum may be treated afresh with water and salt for
soy of an inferior quality.”
The entry for “Vinegar and vinegars” (p. 582+) contains
two formulas for “Camp vinegar” (p. 584). The first calls
for 3 tablespoonfuls of soy [sauce] (plus 1½ pints walnut
catsup); the second calls for 4 oz. of soy [sauce].
The first appendix, titled “Additional receipts” contains
numerous formulas that call for “soy” [sauce]. In the section
on “Pickles, sauces and catsups” (p. A-55+) we find the
following:
“An excellent pickle (p. A-55) includes “1 wineglassful
of soy.”
“Soy” (p. A-55). This is a sauce frequently made use of
for fish, and comes from Japan, where it is prepared from
the seeds of a plant called Dolichos soja. The Chinese also
manufacture it; but that made by the Japanese is said to be
the best. All sorts of statements have been made respecting
the very general adulteration of this article in England, and
we fear that many of them are true. When genuine, it is of an
agreeable flavor, thick and of a clear brown color.”
Under “Sauces” (p. A-57). “Sauce aristocratique”
includes “2 tablespoonfuls of soy... To every pint of the
boiled liquid add vinegar, wine and soy, in the above
quantities, and bottle off for use. Cork well and seal the
corks. Make this sauce from the beginning to the middle of
July, when walnuts are in perfection for sauces and pickling.
“Carrack sauce (for cold meat).” Includes “5
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dessertspoonfuls of soy,...”
“Store sauce or Cherokee.–One-half oz. of cayenne
pepper, 5 cloves of garlic, 2 tablespoonfuls of soy, 1
tablespoonful of walnut catsup, 1 pint of vinegar, Boil all the
ingredients gently for about half an hour;...”
“Harvey sauce.–One dozen of anchovies, 6 dessertspoonfuls of soy, ditto of good walnut pickle,...”
“Leamington sauce” (p. A-58). “Walnuts. To each quart
of walnut juice allow 3 qt. of vinegar, 1 pt. of Indian soy, 1
oz. of cayenne, 2 oz. of shalots [shallots] 3/4 oz. of garlic, ½
pint of port...”
“Reading sauce.–2½ pt. of walnut pickle, 1½ oz. of
shalots, 1 qt. of spring water, 3/4 pt. of Indian soy, ½ oz. of
bruised ginger,...”
Under “Catsups” (p. 59-60) are formulas for: Grape
catsup. Mustapha or liver catsup. Mushroom catsup. Oyster
catsup. Pontac catsup or sauce. Tomato catsup. Walnut
catsup. Note: None of these catsup formulas call for soy
[sauce].
“Vinegar” (p. A-60). “Camp vinegar–1 head of garlic,
½ oz. of cayenne, 2 teaspoonfuls of soy, 2 teaspoonfuls of
walnut catsup, 1 pt. of vinegar, cochineal to color...”
Note: The publication date printed on the title page
is 1903, however the copyright for this edition is 1900.
Address: New York [Query Editor of the “Scientific
American”].
497. Johnson & Stokes. 1903. Garden and farm manual
(Mail order). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 92 p.
• Summary: In the section on “Selected Farm Seeds,” “Soja
Bean (Late Variety, and New Early Variety)” is mentioned on
page 61. The text and photo are similar to those found in the
1902 edition.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: 11056.
Address: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
498. Koenig, Franz Joseph. ed. 1903. Chemie der
menschlichen Nahrungs- und Genussmittel. Vol 1.
Chemische Zusammensetzung... Ed. 4 [The chemistry of
human foods and delicacies. Vol. 1. Chemical composition...
4th ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. 1535 p. See vol.
1, p. 97-98, 595-600, 638, 651-53, 1463, 1483-84, 1509. [31
ref. Ger]
• Summary: Summaries of early studies on the chemical
composition of soybeans and various soyfoods, plus
some original studies. Commercial sauces and Japanese
shoyu (p. 97-98). Cites: Wein, Kinch, Anderson, Senff,
Schwackhöfer & Stua, Zulkowski, Mach, Ulbricht, Wildt,
Schröder, Blaskovics, Caplan, Pellet, Carriere, Kellner,
Jenkins, Becke & Cosack, Kornauth. Soybeans in Russia:
Nikitin, Giljaranski, Lipski [Lipskiy] (p. 1483-84). Address:
Geh. Reg.-Rath, o. Professor an der Kgl. Universitaet und
Vorsteher der Agric.-Chem. Versuchsstation Muenster in

Westphalia, Germany.
499. Kokhanovskiy, N. 1903. Ocherk ekonomicheskogo
polozheniya YAponii [An outline of Japan’s economy].
Izvestiia Vostochnogo Instituta (J. of the Oriental Institute,
Vladivostok) 5:1-130. [Rus]
• Summary: Includes a discussion (p. 6-11) of Japanese
domestic agriculture. For 1900, soya was the fifth most
important culture by area, occupying 6.9% of cultivated
area. Rice, wheat, rye and barley were all ahead of soy.
Statistics (bottom of p. 7) are shown for 1895-99 and 1900.
The discussion of harvests is followed by a table (p. 10)
of information on agricultural prices in Japan from 18871900, showing a clear rise in bean prices (though soya is not
differentiated here from other bean products).
Pages 62-63 contain information on Japan’s imports and
exports for 1900-1902 taken from the sources listed at the
bottom of page 62, footnote 2. Further examination of these
would allow the compilation of clear statistics for growing
Japanese import of soya and more gradual growth in the
export of soya products.
500. Koningsberger, J.C. 1903. Ziekten van rijst, tabak, thee
en andere cultuurgewassen, die door insecten veroorzaakt
worden [Diseases of rice, tobacco, tea, and other crops,
which are caused by insects]. Mededeelingen uit ‘s Lands
Plantentuin (Buitenzorg) No. 64. 109 p. + 5 plates. See p.
87-91. [Dut]
• Summary: Section VII, titled “Soybeans, regular beans,
and other legumes” (Kedeleh, katjangsoorten en andere
leguminosen), begins: Numerous leguminous crops,
including those cultivated for the European table, suffer from
small, boring maggots, the larvae of tiny flies of the genus
Agromyza. As far as the soybean (de Kedeleh) is concerned,
this disease has been extensively described by Zehntner in
De Indische Natuur (The Indian Nature) of September 1900.
Address: Dr., Java.
501. Lange, Rudolf; Noss, Christopher. 1903. A text-book of
colloquial Japanese. Based on the Lehrbuch der japanischen
Umgangssprache. Translated and revised by Christopher
Noss. Tokyo: Methodist Publishing House. xxxii + 573 p. 23
cm.
• Summary: Page 32: The prefix mi expresses respect, as in
mikado (Emperor), or miya (shrine). A woman’s expression,
o mi o tsuke, in which we find two honorifics, means a soup
made of miso.
Page 66: Shô-yu or soy is a kind of sauce.
Page 71-72. Tôfu means “bean curd.” A tôfuya is a tofu
shop. “Tofu is one of the most important articles of food
among the Japanese.”
Page 108: Shirouri wa misosuke ni suru to, taisô umô
gozaimas’. If you pickle white cucumbers in miso, they are
quite delicious.
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Page 353: “Shoyu wo (o) shitaji to mo iimasu. Shoyu is
also called shitaji.”
Page 395: A mixture of soy, mirin, and vinegar is called
sambaizu.
In the Japanese-English dictionary are definitions of:
miso, a kind of sauce (p. 510), shô-yu, a kind of sauce (p.
533), tô-fu, bean curd (p. 541). Address: 1. PhD, Prof. of
Japanese at the School of Oriental Languages, Univ. of
Berlin [Germany]; 2. Formerly missionary of the Reformed
Church, Sendai.
502. Lechartier, G. 1903. Étude sur le soja hispida: Culture et
composition [Studies on Soja hispida, soybeans: Culture and
composition]. Annales de la Science Agronomique Francaise
et Etrangere 1:380-96. 2nd Series, 8th year. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Results of trials, year
by year, from 1897 to 1901. Trials using the black soybean.
Trials using the Étampes soybean. Soybeans as a food or
feed: Harvested as green forage, two tables (natural vs.
dry state) showing the chemical composition of Étampes
soybeans in 1900 (p. 386), three tables showing the chemical
composition of various parts of the plant (stems, leaves,
pods, entire plant). Chemical composition of the seeds (two
tables for 3-4 varieties; yellow Étampes, early black Podolie,
yellow, black) (p. 389). Mineral composition (two tables,
natural vs. dry state) of soybean plants (stems, leaves and
pods) and seeds (four varieties). Principal minerals contained
in soybean plants harvested with full pods (p. 395). Summary
and conclusions.
In 1890 Dr. A. Menudier, president of the general
syndicate of agricultural expositions of Charante-Inferieure,
pointed out in the Journal de l’Agriculture (1891) that this
seed, the soybean, could be used with success in confections
or in bread for diabetic diets. Dr. Menudier indicated that he
had obtained soybean yields of 1,800 kg/ha (26.6 bu/acre),
and he published analyses made by Mr. Joulie of the seeds
and the hay.
Mr. Lechartier supervised early French tests on soybeans
(yellow, black, Étampes, and early black Podolie [Podolia])
from 1897 to 1901 at an experiment station in Brittany
(Bretagne). Note: Bretagne is a province on the far western
tip of France, at a northern latitude just below that of Paris.
Rennes is a large city in eastern Bretagne, at the junction of
the Ille and Vilaine rivers. The actual trials were made under
the direction of Mr. Hérissant (Herissant), director of the
practical school of agriculture of Trois-Croix (École pratique
d’agriculture des Trois-Croix).
During the first year (1897) they planted three varieties
(yellow, black, and early) on May 5. The early variety, cut
on Aug. 3, attained a height of 75-80 cm. It yielded (per
hectare) 21,000 kg of green forage which, when air-dried,
gave 5,200 kg of soybean hay. The black variety, cut on Aug.
13, reached a height of 80 to 130 cm. It yielded 31,000 kg/ha
of green forage, which furnished 8,000 kg of hay. The yellow

variety, harvested on the same date, never grew taller than 95
cm. It yielded 28,000 kg of green forage and 7,500 kg/ha of
hay. These results from the first year were encouraging, so
new trials were planned. (p. 381-82).
In 1900 Lechartier and Herissant tested the influence
of different combinations of chemical fertilizers, measured
the yields of green forage, hay, and seed, and conducted
extensive chemical/nutritional analyses on the leaves, stems,
pods and seeds. They found that the non-seed parts of the
plant were very rich in oil–containing about 2-3 times as
much as other comparable plants.
Summary and conclusions (p. 395-96): “The soybean
is a legume which, in the climate of Brittany, can furnish
20,000 to 30,000 kg/ha (8.9 to 13.4 tons/acre) of good
quality green forage. Planted in April, the plant can be
consumed in September. It resists drought well. The most
nutritious part of the forage comes from the [seed-filled]
pods which constitute about one-third the weight of the
total plant. The pods contain more albuminous materials
[proteins] and fatty materials [lipids] than the stems and
leaves, which constitute the rest of the harvest. This forage is
very much sought after by cattle/livestock.
The seeds are especially rich in albuminoids [proteins]
and fatty materials. From this double point of view, it
prevails over the leguminous seeds. We were able to harvest
1,500 to 1,800 kg/ha (26.6 bu/acre) of seeds. However the
soybean does not mature completely in Brittany during
cold, humid years. The cultivation of soybean seeds would
be more advantageous in those provinces of France which
enjoy a drier and warmer climate, i.e. they should be planted
further south.
From the viewpoint of the minerals, we have verified
that, between the various parts of the plant–the stem, leaves,
pods, and seeds–the normal differences are found resulting
from the migrations which operate during the vegetative
stage toward the organs destined for plant reproduction.
A harvest of 2,000 to 3,000 kg/ha of green forage
removes the following from the soil: Phosphoric acid 32-48
kg/ha. Lime (chaux) 125-188 kg/ha. Magnesia (magnésie)
41-62 kg/ha. Potash (potasse) 71-106 kg/ha.
These numbers correspond to the weight of
superphosphate ranging from 200 to 300 kg and of potassium
chloride up to 200 kg.
The plant is rich in nitrogen. The crop contains 100150 kg/ha, but the quantity of nitrogen fertilizer to be
applied appears not to be more than 100 to 200 kg/ha of
nitrate of soda (nitrate de soude). Address: Director, Station
Agronomique de Rennes [France].
503. Merrill, Lewis A. 1903. Department of Agronomy.
Agricultural College of Utah, Annual Report 14:xiv-xvii. For
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903.
• Summary: “To the Director: The Report of the Department
of Agronomy of the Experiment Station for the year ending
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June 30th, 1903, is herewith respectfully submitted.”
“Hemp. In cooperation with the Bureau of Plant Industry
of the United States Department of Agriculture, five acres
of the College farm were seeded to hemp... The crop, after
harvesting, will be shipped to Chicago for manufacture into
twines, yacht cordage, etc.”
“Miscellaneous crops. During the season an acre of
carrots was grown for use in our horse-breeding experiments.
Soy beans, amber sorghum, millet, spelt, Kafir corn,
pencilaria, teosinte, sand vetch, giant spurry, lathyrus
sylvestrus, seven varieties of lentils, cow peas, coffee peas
and lupins. These crops are grown here to give visitors an
opportunity of observing their growth, and also to furnish
us information in order that we may intelligently answer
questions concerning them.
“The three lines of work with which this department
is associated, those of irrigation, arid farming and alkali
land reclamation, will partially solve, we believe, the most
intricate questions of agriculture in this region.
“Respectfully submitted,...”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Utah, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Utah. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Utah, or the cultivation of soybeans in Utah
(spring 1903). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Special thanks to Bob Parson, University Archivist,
Utah State University (Logan, Utah), who found and sent
us this valuable document. Bob writes: “Annual reports
for the Experiment Station are sporadic after 1906. In fact,
I don’t seem to have any between 1906 and the 1920s.
So, unfortunately I can’t shed much light on the 1908
experiments in Lehi. By that time most research was reported
in more depth in published bulletins, so perhaps the station
director felt it unnecessary to issue an abbreviated report.”
“Significantly, I found mention of soy beans in the 1903
annual report. I found no mention of them subsequently
thru 1906, and no mention thereafter until I got into the late
1920s. I have also included a scan from the 1906 annual
report that discusses the initiation of the Central Experiment
Station at Lehi,...” [located between Lehi and American
Fork, in Utah County]. Address: Logan, Utah.
504. Moore, George T. 1903. Bacteria and the nitrogen
problem. Yearbook of the United States Department of
Agriculture p. 333-42. For the year 1902.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. How nitrogen is lost.
How nitrogen is gained. Nitrogen-fixing bacteria. Root
tubercle bacteria. Microscopic appearance of tubercles [as
seen under a microscope]. Effect of tubercles. Artificial
inoculation of the soil. Improved method of inoculation.
Distribution and methods of use of cultures.
Plate XLII (after p. 340) contains two photos: (1)
“Roots of soy bean grown in soil inoculated with organisms
from rich nitrogenous media.” No nodules can be seen on

these roots. (2) “Roots of soy bean grown in soil inoculated
with organisms from nitrogen-free media.” There are many
nodules on these roots. (Both figures reduced one-third).
Pages 336-38: “Nitrogen-Fixing Bacteria: Fortunately,
there are still other means by which nitrogen gas may
be made available for plant food, and that, too, without
requiring the introduction of a commercial product, which
must always be rather expensive, whatever degree of
perfection may be reached in the mechanical operation
of the process. Ever since the earliest days of agricultural
science it has been noticed that certain land, if allowed to
stand fallow for a considerable length of time, would gain
in nitrates without any visible addition having been made.
It is now known that one of the principal means of this
increase in nitrogen content is due to a few forms of soil
bacteria which have the power of fixing the free nitrogen
from the air and rendering it available for plant food. These
organisms have been isolated and cultivated artificially, and
great hopes were held at one time that it would be possible
to inoculate land with these cultures and thus bring about a
large increase in the nitrogenous salts without the aid of any
manure or mineral fertilizer. Under certain conditions these
bacteria seemed able to do a large amount of work, and there
are experiments on record where the crops raised from plots
inoculated with nitrogen-fixing organisms were much greater
than crops from uninoculated land. Unfortunately, these
results were not always constant, and such a large percentage
of failures had to be reported that from a practical standpoint
the use of such cultures is now considered worthless. A
matter of such vast importance to agriculture, however,
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should not be neglected simply because of first failures. It
is quite possible that as we become better acquainted with
the habits of these bacteria and learn the conditions which
are most favorable to fixing nitrogen and the causes which
prevent this operation from going on at all times, we shall
be able to discover some means of using these nitrogen
gatherers in practical farming.
“Root Tubercle Bacteria: In the meantime there is still
one other means at hand which can be used and has been
used for countless centuries as a most efficient method
of conserving the world’s nitrogen supply. Ever since the
time of Pliny and other early writers upon agricultural
topics, it has been known that certain leguminous crops,
such as clover, beans, peas, etc., did not require the same
amount of fertilizer as other plants, and indeed it seemed
as though they actually benefited the soil instead of being a
detriment. Various theories have been advanced to account
for this effect, perhaps the most widespread opinion being
that members of this family, owing to the unusual length
and strength of their root system, were able to draw upon
a store of food that was not available to wheat and corn
and other crops not belonging to the pod-bearing group.
It is only within a comparatively recent time that the real
cause of the beneficial effect of these legumes has been
fully understood, and it seems that here again the bacteria
are responsible for the nitrogen-gathering power; for it is
because these plants are able to fix and use the free nitrogen
of the air that they are of such benefit in rotation and in
reviving poor and exhausted land. The immense yields of
wheat following alfalfa or clover are easily understood
when it is realized that there has actually been added to the
soil a certain definite amount of nitrogen in such form that
the wheat can be benefited by it. Such efficient users of the
atmospheric nitrogen are clover and peas and similar crops
that they can actually live and thrive in a soil that has not
the first trace of combined nitrogen within it. If quartz sand
be ignited to red heat, thus burning out all the nitrates, and
then be planted with peas or beans, it is possible to bring
these plants to full maturity without in any way allowing a
particle of fixed nitrogen to find its way into the soil. On the
other hand, wheat or potatoes, or crops not legumes, will
die as soon as the small amount of nitrogen available from
the seed is exhausted. What is the reason for this? It can not
be merely a difference in the length or extent of the root
system, because plants flourish where it is certain there are
no available nitrates whatever. For a long time the presence
of certain peculiar nodules or tubercles upon the legumes
has been noted and speculated upon. These formations are
always present upon the roots of leguminous plants grown
under proper conditions, and may vary in size from that of
the smallest pin head, in some clovers, to a cluster as large
as a potato, as shown in Plate XXXVII, a natural-sized view
of the inoculated roots of a velvet bean plant. They have
been thought to be due to the bites of worms and insects, or

to be caused by conditions of the soil and various abnormal
climatic effects, and only within very recent years has it
been learned that these formations are due to the presence
of innumerable bacteria, and that unless these tubercleproducing bacteria exist the plant is no more able to use the
nitrogen from the air than wheat or any of the other crops
which do not have such nodules on their roots.
Microscopic Appearance of Tubercles: If a thin cross
section of one of these tubercles be examined under the
microscope it will be seen that the cells are very much larger
than in a normal root, and that almost the entire contents
have been replaced by masses of minute bacteria (Pl.
XXXVIII). These bacteria gain an entrance into the plant
through the root hairs, and may assume shapes very different
from the ordinary rods and spheres that are usually found in
this group.
Page 339: “Thus it will be seen that it is worse than
useless to attempt to grow any leguminous crop without
being certain of the presence of the bacteria which enable
the plant to fix free nitrogen. It would be much better to
fertilize heavily and attempt to raise some more profitable
crop than to introduce clover or beans or some other legume
for the purpose of enriching the soil. It can not be too
strongly emphasized that unless the tubercles are present the
leguminous crop is of absolutely no more benefit to a soil
than wheat or potatoes. While these organisms are pretty
generally distributed throughout the earth, and it is quite
possible in many parts of the country to grow almost any
leguminous crop and secure these tubercles, it is also true
that certain regions are practically devoid of the right kind of
bacteria, and that unless some artificial means of introducing
the germs be resorted to the crop will be a failure.
“Artificial Inoculation of the Soil: In the past there have
been two methods used in attempting to bring about artificial
inoculation. Naturally where a certain leguminous crop has
been grown successfully for a number of years the soil will
become tilled with tubercle organisms, and by transporting
this earth to new fields the organisms will thus become
available for forming the nodules in localities where they
previously had not existed. This was the means by which the
soy-bean organisms were brought from Japan, and there are
very few places in this country where soy is now grown that
did not receive their inoculation, indirectly at least, from the
Japanese soil.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2018)
that contains the term “artificial inoculation” (or “artificially
inoculated”) in connection with soybeans.
“There are two serious objections to soil inoculations,
however. One is the expense, for it requires anywhere
from 500 to 1,500 pounds of earth per acre to produce
a satisfactory growth of tubercles, and if this has to be
transported for a large farm, the cost is almost prohibitive.
There is still another and more serious objection, however,
and that is the danger of transmitting plant diseases by
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this method. Several of the more serious diseases which
attack crops are readily conveyed in the soil, and there are
numerous cases on record where diseases of leguminous and
other crops have been introduced into regions previously
entirely free from them through an effort to bring about a soil
inoculation of the tubercle-forming organism. Consequently,
if any safer and cheaper method could be devised for
making these germs available, it would be most desirable”
(Continued).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2018) that uses the term “nitrogen fixing bacteria”
in connection with the roots of soybeans.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2018)
that mentions George Moore in connection with nitrogen
fixing bacteria. Address: Physiologist in Charge of Lab. of
Plant Physiology, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.
505. Moore, George T. 1903. Bacteria and the nitrogen
problem (Continued–Document part II). Yearbook of the
United States Department of Agriculture p. 333-42. For the
year 1902.
• Summary: (Continued, p. 340): “A few years ago certain
German investigators put upon the market a product known
as nitragin [sic, Nitragin], which purported to be a pure
culture of the root-tubercle organism. These cultures were
only adapted to specific crops, for it has been held that each
kind of leguminous plant had a special germ better adapted
to produce tubercles upon it than any other form, and for
this reason it was necessary to use one organism for clover,
another for peas, and so on. This preparation, nitragin, has
been used with varying success abroad. Some experiments
seemed to show that it was of the greatest value, while
others were complete failures in demonstrating its worth.
The failures so far outnumbered the successes, however, that
its manufacture has been abandoned, and it can no longer
be obtained. A few attempts have been made to use these
cultures in this country, and while some very satisfactory
results were obtained, the number of failures was even
greater than abroad, the varying conditions involved in
transportation and the length of time which elapsed before
the germs could be used being fatal to about 80 percent of
the material imported.
“Improved Method of Inoculation: A little more
than a year ago the investigation of these nitrogen fixing
bacteria was begun in the laboratory of plant physiology
of the Bureau of Plant Industry [USDA], with the hope of
discovering some method of artificially inoculating soils
which were devoid of the proper organisms, and of insuring
their producing the desired result. It was soon found that the
method in use by the German investigators was not adapted
to the life of the organism; that is to say, the use of rich
nitrogenous food material, such as decoctions of the host
plant, were not calculated to produce an organism which
would fix free nitrogen from the air. It was found that while

the bacteria grew luxuriantly upon such media, they became
less and less active, until eventually they lost completely
this nitrogen-fixing power. It seemed as though the large
amount of nitrates in the media upon which they were grown
made it no longer necessary to draw nitrogen from the air,
and consequently they deteriorated until they became of no
more value than the common soil forms. It has been found,
however, that by gradually reducing the amount of nitrogen
in the culture medium it is possible to greatly increase the
nitrogen-fixing power of these germs, and that by proper
manipulation their activity may be increased from five to
ten times that which usually occurs in nature. Practical field
experiments have shown that of two cultures, one grown
on nitrogen-free media and the other on a medium rich in
nitrates, the first will produce abundant tubercles, while the
latter will be absolutely worthless and fail to produce a single
nodule. (See Pl. XLII.)
“Distribution and Method of Use of Cultures: Having
secured an organism which was able to fix such a large
amount of nitrogen, it was necessary to devise some means
of preventing this property from being lost, as well as to
enable the cultures to be distributed in sufficient quantity to
be of some practical use. It is now known that the bacteria,
when grown upon nitrogen-free media, will retain their high
activity if they are carefully dried out and then revived in
a liquid medium at the end of varying lengths of time. By
using some absorbent which will soak up millions of the
tubercle-forming organisms and then by allowing these
cultures to become dry the bacteria can be sent to any part
of the United States, or the world for that matter, and yet
arrive in perfect condition. Of course, it is necessary to
revive the dry germs by immersion in water, and with the
addition of certain nutrient salts the original number of
bacteria is greatly increased if allowed to stand for a short
time. Frequently twenty-four hours are sufficient to cause
the water in a pail to turn milky white with the number
of organisms formed in that time. Thus, by sending out a
dry culture, similar to a yeast cake and no larger in size,
the original number of nitrogen-fixing bacteria may be
multiplied sufficiently to inoculate at least an acre of land.
The amount of material thus obtained is limited only by the
quantity of the nutrient water solution used in increasing the
germs. It is evident, therefore, that the cost of inoculating
land is very small. The principal cost is in obtaining the
organisms, but the methods perfected by the Department
of Agriculture, now make it possible to produce these at a
comparatively small cost. Special facilities for increasing the
culture on a large scale are being provided.
“The way in which this liquid culture may be introduced
into the soil varies somewhat with the character of the seed
to be used and the area of the field to be treated. With large
seed it is often more convenient to simply soak them in the
fluid and then after they are sufficiently dry to sow them in
the ordinary way. In other cases it is frequently more feasible
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to introduce the liquid culture directly into the soil. This may
be done by spraying, or perhaps a simpler method is to mix
the culture thoroughly with a wagonload of earth and then
to distribute and harrow this in just as a fertilizer would be
handled. Inoculations of this character have been tried on a
large scale in practical field experiments, and the results have
been so satisfactory that the Department of Agriculture will
probably soon be able to begin the introduction of cultures
into such localities as are now deficient in tubercle-forming
germs. It should he borne in mind that such inoculations
are usually not necessary in soil that is already producing
tubercles. While the introduction of fresh organisms will
generally considerably increase the number of nodules, the
effect upon-the crop is not appreciable, and it is hardly worth
the expenditure of time and labor necessary to make the
inoculation. Wherever legumes that fail to produce tubercles
are being grown, however, or in those localities where the
soil is so poor that legumes will not grow and because of the
lack of the proper organisms they can not make a start, every
effort should be made to get the bacteria into the soil.”
Photos show: (37) Tubercles of velvet bean produced
by inoculation. (38a) Cross section of tubercle of Lupinus
angustifolius containing bacteria; magnified 46x. (38b)
Cross section of one lobe of lupine tubercle containing
bacteria; magnified ca. 80x. (39a) A few cells from plate
38 mangnified to show the bacteria; four cells with nuclei;
magnified 1000x. (39b) Branching forms of clover tubercle.
(39c) Rod forms of fenugrec [sic, fenugreek] tubercle;
magnified 2000x. (40) Comparison of two vetch plants
grown upon inoculated and uninoculated soil; reduced about
one-third. (41) Vetch field showing effect of inoculation on
left and right sides. (42a) Roots of soy bean grown in soil
inoculated with organisms from rich nitrogenous media [no
tubercles]. (42b) Roots of soy bean grown in soil inoculated
with organisms from nitrogen-free media [many tubercles].
Address: Physiologist in Charge of Lab. of Plant Physiology,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.
506. Moore, R.A. 1903. Experiments with grain and forage
plants, 1902. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 19:217-40. For the year ending June 30, 1902.
See p. 220-26.
• Summary: Section II, titled “Variety tests with forage
plants” begins with a long section on “Soy beans” (p. 22026). The soy bean “is said to still grow wild in some parts
of China where it forms an essential part of the food for the
inhabitants. It is used extensively as a human food in Japan,
where it derived its name, and to a limited extent in the
United States. Its principal use in this country is for forage
and a soil renovator.
The plant was introduced into the United States years
ago, mainly through the instrumentality of Prof. Georgeson
of the Kansas Agricultural College, but was confined chiefly
to Kansas and the southern states. Until quite recently no

extended effort has been made to grow it in the north. The
value of the soy bean as a forage and seed producing plant
has been clearly demonstrated by several experiment stations
and its general use as such is rapidly being extended in the
United States.
“Eight varieties were tested at this station, seed of which
was donated by Mr. Edward Evans, West Branch, Michigan,
and includes some of his choicest varieties. The object of
our variety test was to ascertain whether the soy bean can be
successfully grown in this state, and to determine the most
satisfactory varieties for seed and forage-producing purposes.
“In tests made during the past two years at this Station
[in 1901 and 1902] we have found that from two to ten tons
of green forage, or two or three tons of cured hay could be
procured from an acre of soy beans.”
A table (p. 223) shows, for each of eight varieties
donated by Mr. Evans and tested, the growing period (in
days), yield (in bu/acre), and weight per measured bushel.
The varieties are: Ito San (136 days, 33.7 bu/acre, 56 lb),
Early Brown (136 days, 16.5 bu/acre, 56 lb), Medium Early
Black (133 days, 14.3 bu/acre, 54.5 lb), Medium Early Green
(135 days, 22.3 bu/acre, 56 lb), Medium Early Yellow (136
days, 38 bu/acre, 54 lb), Michigan Green (162 days, 26.7 bu/
acre, 58 lb), Wisconsin Black (122 days, 23 bu/acre, 54.5 lb),
and Early Black (133 days, 17.3 bu/acre, 52 lb).
Soy beans were also “planted with corn to determine
if they could make sufficient growth to warrant sowing
them in corn that was to be used for silage.” They “stood
approximately three feet high at the time of cutting the
corn. The early variety was used, which was not preferable,
as a much taller growth could have been secured by the
‘Michigan Green,’ which grows vigorously and reaches a
height of four feet or more.”
A long subsection titled “Inoculation experiments
with soy beans” (p. 223-26) states: “In 1901 soy beans
were grown as a forage and seed-producing crop on our
experimental plots and several tests were made at different
intervals to determine if nodules could be found on the roots
of the plants. No nodules were, however, found and a further
test was made to determine if nodules would form if soy
beans were planted on the same plots on which soy beans
were grown the previous year... Four quarts of dried soy
bean nodules, donated by Mr. Edward Evans, West Branch,
Michigan, were put in a box which was partly filled with
mellow soil, and the mixture was then thoroughly saturated
with water.” When this soil was mixed into plots where
soy beans were sown, tubercles were plainly noticeable on
the roots of the soy bean plants. Photos show: (1) A large
and a small soybean plant, with many pods and roots. (2)
The root system of two soy bean plants, one with nodules,
one without. The one with nodules grew in soil that was
inoculated with the proper bacteria.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Wisconsin Black. Address:
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Agriculturist, Madison, Wisconsin.
507. Noorden, Carl von. 1903. Diabetes mellitus [Diabetes
mellitus]. In: Thomas Lathrop Stedman, ed. 1895-1903.
Twentieth Century Practice: An International Encyclopedia
of Modern Medical Science by Leading Authorities of
Europe and America: 21 volumes. New York: W. Wood and
Company. 845 p. See Vol. 21, “Supplement.” p. 127-49.
[Ger]
• Summary: This chapter, revised from Vol. II, begins:
“In 1895 I published an article on diabetes mellitus in the
Twentieth Century Practice of Medicine, Vol. II. At that time
I endeavored to present in a concise but complete manner
the most important points with respect to the pathology of
this disease. The greatest weight, however, was laid upon the
treatment of the disease which I sought to present in a more
comprehensive and practical manner than had hitherto been
done. That article was published simultaneously in Germany
in the form of a monograph (Die Zuckerkrankheit und ihre
Behandlung, Berlin, Verlag von Aug. Hirschwald) which
during the past year has reached its third edition. In this
place I shall endeavor to communicate the advances which
have been made in the pathology and treatment of diabetes
between the first and third editions of my monograph. My
experience with this disease has markedly increased since
1895, as in the interim I have treated over two thousand
diabetics, nearly one-half of whom have been under careful
clinical observation for several weeks in my private clinic
and the city hospital of Frankfort-on-the-Main [Frankfurt am
Main].
“For the convenience of the reader I will consider the
subject under the same subdivisions which were employed in
the original article. Those chapters in which there is nothing
new will, however, be omitted.”
Table 1, (p. 143) begins: “This table contains the
varieties of food of which every diabetic may partake...
Prepared Meat and Fish Sauces. The well-known English
sauces and those prepared in a similar manner; beefsteak,
Harvey, Worcester [Worcestershire], anchovy, lobster,
shrimps, India Soy, China Soy, etc., may be used in the usual
small quantities if not especially interdicted.” Address: Prof.,
PhD, Vorstand der I. medizinischen Universitaetsklinik,
Vienna [Austria-Hungary].
508. Olive Medium: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
1903. Seed color: Olive, shading to brown.
• Summary: Sources: Thorburn, James M., & Co. 1903.
“One-hundred-and-second annual catalog of high-class
seeds” (Mail order). In the section on “Forage, Economical
and Miscellaneous Seeds,” in the subsection on “Beans”
page 51 states: Varieties: Olive Medium–$0.30/quart, $7/bus.
Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass seeds.
West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. See p. 6-7. Varieties: “Olive

Medium. This is also one of our creation and introduction.
Its parents are Dwarf Brown and Medium Early Green.
The plant attains a height of 2 to 2½ feet, quite branching
in habit, but stands up well. Beans medium to large, olive
colored, shading to brown. We especially recommend this
variety for alluvial to drained soils, and for the hog pasture.
Matures ahead of Ito San.” Address: USA.
509. Perkins, W.R. 1903. Report of the Chemist. Mississippi
Agricultural Experiment Station / Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Mississippi, Annual Report 16:26-28.
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903.
• Summary: Discusses the work of the Chemical Department
during the past year. The section titled “Field work” (p. 2728) states: “In the field work, we have one, two, and three
year rotations, with and without stable manure, growing
corn, cotton and oats with cowpeas after oats and in the corn
as the legume:” Twelve different crop plants are then listed
and the number of varieties of each grown, including: “Six
varieties of soy beans.” No additional information is given
about the soy beans, not even variety names. Address: M.S.,
Associate Chemist [Mississippi State, MS].
510. Plumb, Charles Sumner. 1903. Silos and silage.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 32 (Revised ed.). 31 p.
• Summary: The information about soybeans in this revised
edition is quite similar to that in the original 1895 edition.
The following have been changed: The section titled
“Selection and culture of silage crops” begins: “The plants
most available for silage in the United States are Indian corn,
red clover, rye, oats, wheat, sorghum, the millets, alfalfa,
and soja beans and cowpeas in addition to the above in the
South” (p. 20).
A new subsection titled “Cowpeas and soy beans” (p.
21) notes that placed in the silo alone, cowpeas are “not
entirely satisfactory. Placed in the silo with corn in alternate
layers, the results are excellent. As these two plants may be
matured in the South at about the same time, they offer a
valuable combination for Southern feeders. What has been
said of cowpeas applies also to soy beans, which make
excellent silage and have the advantage of being more easily
handled [harvested]. They can also be grown successfully
much farther north than cowpeas. The larger, coarsergrowing varieties, which yield heavy crops of forage, should
be selected.”
Soy beans or their silage are also mentioned on pages
23, 25, and 30. Address: B.S., Prof. of Animal Husbandry,
Ohio State Univ.
511. Prain, David. 1903. Bengal plants. Vol. 1. Calcutta &
London: Printed by West, Newman & Co. 663 p. See p. 392.
19 cm. Reprinted in about 1963 by the Botanical Survey of
India, Calcutta. [2 ref]
• Summary: The author first gives a botanical description
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of plants in genus 238, Glycine Linn. Then he discusses
the soybean: “509. Glycine hispida Maxim. G. Soja F.B.I.
[Hooker’s Flora of British India] ii. 184, not of Sieb & Zucc.
Dolichos Soja F.I. [Roxburgh’s Flora Indica] iii. 314. W.
Bengal, cultivated occasionally. A suberect annual. Beng.
[Bengali] Gari-kalai; Hind. [Hindi] Bhat, ram kurthi; Santal.
Hende disom horec’, pond disom horec’.”
Note: This is an early clear reference to the cultivations
of soybeans in Bengal, which may have been part of
Bangladesh after 1971. Address: Calcutta, India.
512. Rodway, Leonard. 1903. The Tasmanian flora. Hobart,
Tasmania: John Vail, Government Printer. xix + 320 p. See p.
30-31, 37. Plates. 24 cm.
• Summary: Under “Order XXV. Leguminosæ” (p. 30-31) it
is noted that the genus Glycine has bluish flowers in axillary
racemes. Under the genus Glycine (p. 37), the author notes
that this is a tropical and sub-tropical genus, differing from
neighboring genera in little but habit. The main species listed
is Glycine clandestina Wendl., “A small twining herb-like
undershrub, of few inches to 1½ foot.” A brief botanical
description is given. It was also known as Leptocyamus
clandestinus, B. “Common in central and northern grassy
bush; also throughout Australia. Flowers in December. Var.
latrobeana. Flowers rather larger and more crowded. L.
tasmanicus, H.”
Rodway lived 1853-1936. Address: Government
Botanist of Tasmania.
513. Silver Manufacturing Co. 1903. Modern silage
methods: An entirely new and practical work on silos... [1st
ed.]. Salem, Ohio: The Silver Manufacturing Co. 212 p.
Illust. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: The Introduction (p. 9) begins: “Twenty years
ago few farmers knew what a silo was, and fewer still had
ever seen a silo or fed silage to their stock. Today silos are
as common as barn buildings in many farming districts of
this country, and thousands of farmers would want to quit
farming if they could not have silage to feed to their stock
during the larger portion of the year. Twenty years ago it
would have been necessary to begin a book describing the
siloing system with definitions, what is meant by silos and
silage: now all farmers who read agricultural papers or attend
agricultural or dairy conventions are at least familiar with
these words...”
The section on “History of the silo” (p. 9-10) states:
“In 1882 the United States Department of Agriculture could
find only ninety-one farmers in this country who used
silos. During the last twenty-five years, however, silos have
gradually become general in all sections of the country
where dairying and stock-raising are important industries; it
is likely, if a census were taken of the number of silos in this
country today, that we would find between a third and a half
million of them [333,000 to 500,000].

Chapter 3, titled “Silage crops,” notes that Indian corn
is America’s major silage crop, followed by clover, alfalfa
(lucerne–”the great coarse forage plant of the West”), cow
peas (they “are to the South what alfalfa is to the West...”),
Robertson Ensilage Mixture (in Canada, corn, sunflower seed
heads, and horse beans), soja beans (soy beans), sorghum,
and miscellaneous silage crops.
Concerning soja beans (p. 116-17): “According to
the U.S. Department of Agriculture the soy bean is highly
nutritive, gives a heavy yield, and is easily cultivated. The
vigorous late varieties are well adapted for silage. The crop
is frequently siloed with corn (2 parts of the latter to 1 of
the former), and like other legumes it improves the silage by
tending to counteract the acid reactions of the corn silage. Of
other Southern crops that are used for silage crops may be
mentioned Kaffir corn, chicken corn and teosinte.”
Chapter 6, “A feeder’s guide,” gives additional
statistics, definitions, and other practical information. A
table titled “Classification of cattle foods” (p. 168), shows
that among the coarse feeds of medium protein content
are pea and bean fodder. High in protein content (25-40
per ct.) are Soja bean, gluten meal, and Grano-gluten. And
gluten feed contains 12-25 per ct. protein. A table showing
“Average composition of silage crops of different kinds,
in per cent” (p. 178) gives water, ash, crude protein, crude
fiber, nitrogen free extract, and ether extract for 19 crops or
mixtures including: Soja bean silage, corn-soja bean silage,
millet-soja bean silage, and cow-pea and soja bean mixed.
A third table titled “Analyses of feeding stuffs” gives the
dry matter in 100 lb and the three digestible nutrients in 100
lb for: Green fodders–Soja bean. Silage–Soja bean. Grain
and by-products–Atlas gluten meal, gluten meal, and gluten
feed. Additional information on soja beans from earlier
publications is given on p. 183, and on Chicago gluten meal,
Cream gluten meal, Buffalo gluten feed, and Atlas gluten
meal on p. 189. Interesting terms in the Glossary (p. 19295) include: Albuminoids, ether extract, legumes (“Plants
bearing seeds in pods and capable of fixing the gaseous
nitrogen of the air, so that it becomes of value to the farmer...
Examples: The different kinds of clover, peas, beans,
vetches, etc.”), nitrogen-free extract, nutritive ratio, organic
matter, and soiling (“The system of feeding farm animals in
a barn or enclosure with fresh grass or green fodders, as rye,
corn, oats, Hungarian grass, etc.”).
At the back are many illustrated advertisements of
mechanical silage cutters and conveyors made by Silver
Mfg. Co., plus an aerial view of its new factory in Ohio.
Address: Salem, Ohio.
514. Thorburn (James M.) & Co. 1903. One-hundred-andsecond annual catalogue of high-class seeds (Mail order).
New York, New York.
• Summary: In the section titled “Forage, Economical
and Miscellaneous Seeds,” in the subsection on “Beans”
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(p. 51) is a sub-subsection titled “Soja bean.” Varieties:
Southern–$0.20/quart, $3/bus. Medium Early Green (for
ensilage)–$0.20/quart, $5/bus [bushel]. Early Brown $0.25/
quart, $5/bus. Ito San, Yellow (fine for hay)–$0.25/quart, $5/
bus. Olive Medium–$0.30/quart, $7/bus. Cross Bred No. 6
(earliest of all)–$0.25/quart, $5.25/bus. Cross Bred No. 9
(early, black)–$0.35/quart, $8/bus. Green Samarow–$0.25/
quart, $6.50/bus. An illustration shows a “soja bean” plant.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Olive Medium.
Note 2. This company now seems to be getting most or
all of their soy bean seed from the Evans Seed Co. (Mr. E.E.
Evans) of West Branch, Michigan. Compare, for example
Olive Medium, Cross Bred No. 6, Cross Bred No. 9, and Ito
San.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen that uses
the word “cross” (as a breeding term) in connection with
soybeans. The cross was made by E.E. Evans of West
Branch, Michigan.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #010864.
Address: New York, New York.
515. Waite, M.B. 1903. Cultivation and fertilization of peach
orchards. Yearbook of the United States Department of
Agriculture p. 607-26. For the year 1902. See p. 617-18.
• Summary: The section titled “Cow Peas, Velvet Beans,
etc.” (p. 617-18) states: “Of the leguminous crops, which do
not survive the winter, the cowpea is undoubtedly the most
important for use in the peach orchard.”
“The soy bean has an even greater range northward than
the cowpea, but it does not seem to be quite as well adapted
to the purposes of a cover crop as a cowpea. It is more
upright in growth and more convenient to cut for hay, but
this upright growth is rather objectionable in a cover crop,
as the ground is left more or less exposed between the plants
when the leaves have fallen.” Address: Pathologist in Charge
of Investigations of Diseases of Fruit Orchards, Bureau of
Plant Industry [USDA].
516. Whitehead, Jessup. 1903. The steward’s handbook and
guide to party catering. 6th ed. Chicago, Illinois: Jessup
Whitehead & Co., Pubs. v + 464 + 29 p. Illust. No index.
• Summary: Page 60: “Those everlasting relishes” mentions
catsups, soys, Worcestershire sauce, mushroom and walnut
catsups, Harvey’s sauce, India soy.
Page 87: Relishes: Tomato catsup, Worcestershire sauce.
Page 214: Worcester sauce.
Alphabetical: Carp (p. 267): Baked carp; gravy made
with Worcestershire sauce. Chinese cookery (p. 278-80):
Chinese chop soly [chop suey], a savory ragout, is the
national dish of China. Incidental ingredients include “salted
black beans.” Chop sticks.
Cucumber (p. 299) and eggs, with vinegar and

Worcestershire sauce. Devil sauce (p. 303), with
Worcestershire. Drinks (p. 305): Prairie oyster, with dash
of Worcestershire sauce. Garum (p. 324): “One of the two
principal sauces used by the ancient Romans...; a kind
of soy,...” Horseradish (p. 343): Napolitaine sauce, with
Worcestershire sauce.
Japanese cookery (p. 350-51): Mentions “Japanese
misoshiru [miso soup]... This is made from miso, a
fermented mixture of soy, beans [sic, soy beans], wheat and
salt. It has a gamey flavor all its own.” “Hachimono,... a
piece of sole stewed in soy.” “... the brown soy-colored beans
and strips of Kukirage, or ear-shaped mushrooms.” “Fu, a
kind of biscuit made from the glutinous part of wheat flour.”
A gravy “thickened with a transparent, starchy substance,
obtained from the root of a climbing plant (Pueraria
Thunbergiana), called by the Japanese Kuzu.”
Sauces (p. 430-34): “Harvey’s sauce–’A fair imitation of
Harvey’s sauce may be produced by working the following
recipe. Mince a clove of garlic very finely, add 6 chopped
anchovies, ¼ oz. cayenne, 3 tablespoonfuls of Indian soy, 3
tablespoonfuls of mushroom or walnut ketchup...” “Soy–An
East Indian bottled sauce; it is made of purple wrinkled
morels, galangal root and spices.” “Bottled table sauce–The
recipe for making the genuine Yorkshire relish is probably
known only to manufacturers. However, the following is
said to yield a good imitation of that popular sauce: 1 oz.
garlic, 1 teaspoonful cayenne, 2 tablespoonfuls Indian soy, 2
tablespoonfuls mushroom ketchup, and 1 pint vinegar.”
Scottish cookery (p. 438): Mince collops–incl. a
“dessertspoonful Worcester sauce...”
“Soy–A bottle sauce imported from China and India;
composition uncertain.”
Tripe (p. 461): Tripe a la Creole, with Worcestershire
sauce. Address: Chicago, Illinois.
517. Whitson, A.R. 1903. Relation of crop production to
amount of water available and methods of cultivation.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
19:184-91. For the year ending June 30, 1902. See p. 190-91.
• Summary: Soybean plants used 527 lb of water to produce
1 lb of dry matter. A yield of 7,980 lb of dry matter to the
acre (equal to 9,177 lb of hay containing 15% moisture) was
produced with the use of 18.68 inches of water. Address:
Physicist, Madison, Wisconisn.
518. Wisconsin Black: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonyms: Early Wisconsin Black, Wisconsin Early Black,
Wisconsin Pedigreed Black (Morse 1927). 1903. Seed color:
Black, hilum black.
• Summary: Sources: Moore, R.A. 1903. “Experiments
with grain and forage plants, 1902.” Wisconsin Agric. Exp.
Station, Annual Report. 19:217-40. For the year ending June
30, 1902. See p. 223. Eight soybean varieties, whose seed
was donated to the station by Mr. Edward Evans of West
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Branch, Michigan, were tested. One of these was Wisconsin
Black, which had a growing period of 122 days, yielded 23
bu/acre, and weighed 54.5 lb per measured bushel.
Moore, R.A. 1904. “Experiments with grain and forage
plants, 1899-1903. B. Test for forage plants. Soy beans.”
Wisconsin Agric. Exp. Station, Annual Report. 20:263, 27174. For the year ending June 30, 1903. A large table (p. 275)
shows the following information about 16 soybean varieties
tested for seed yields during 1901-1903, inclusive: Variety
name Wisconsin number, origin of seed, date received, seed
yield per acre each year, average yield per acre, average days
to mature, average weight per measured bushel, and remarks.
Eleven varieties (Wisconsin Black, and U.S. No. 4913, 4914,
4912, 8422, 8423, 9408, and 9407) were received in 1902
from the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 10. “The
Wisconsin Black is an early black-seeded variety that
is grown to some extent in Wisconsin and Michigan. Its
earliness is its principal merit.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 74.
Seed color: Black. S.P.I. No. 25468. “From L.L. Olds Seed
Company, Madison, Wisconsin, 1909... Grown nine seasons.
This variety has proved to be one of the earliest growing in
Wisconsin. While the records are somewhat incomplete, it is
almost certainly the descendant of S.P.I. No. 5039, received
from Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., Paris, France, 1900.”
Garland, J.J. 1916. “Report on the Association’s
cooperative experimental work.” Wisconsin Agricultural
Experiment Association, Annual Report 14:39-51. Last year
the association tested Wisconsin Early Black, a small black
bean adapted to regions where earliness is desired if seed is
to be produced.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The
soybean. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329
p. March. See p. 47-49, 170. “Wisconsin Black: Seed was
received from Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. as ‘Early Black
from Podolia,’ No. 21757 and No. 21756; from Haage &
Schmidt, Erfurt, Germany, as No. 22321; from Dammann &
Co., as ‘Black,’ of Haberlandt’s experiments; and No. 5039
from Vilmorin-Andrieux as ‘Extra Early Black Seeded.’
This last is the original importation of the variety later
named Wisconsin Black, S.P.I. No. 25468, which is now
commercially handled by a few seedsmen.” This was almost
certainly one of the four varieties used by Haberlandt in his
trials (p. 47-49). “A selection developed from an Early Black
variety by the Wisconsin Agric. Exp. Station” (p. 170).
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p. 7, 11.
“Early Wisconsin Black.–The same as Wisconsin Black.”
“Wisconsin Early Black.–The same as Wisconsin Black.”
“Wisconsin Pedigreed Black.–The same as Wisconsin

Black.” “Wisconsin Black–Received as Early Black by the
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station in 1898 and
developed into a pedigreed strain... Seeds black with black
hilum.”
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1189. Selection by Wisconsin
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1898.
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1939. “Soybeans: Culture and
varieties.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520 (Revised ed.)
39 p. Nov. See p. 16. “Wisconsin Black–Received as Early
Black by the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station in
1898 and developed into a pedigreed strain. Maturity, about
100 days; pubescence, tawny; flowers, purple, appearing in
30 to 35 days; pods, two- to three-seeded; seeds, black with
black hilum, about 3,085 to the pound; germ, yellow; oil,
16.39 percent; protein, 46.09 percent.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 18-19. Wisconsin Black is in the USDA
Germplasm Collection. Maturity group: I. Year named
or released: 1909. Developer or sponsor: Wisconsin AES
(Agric. Exp. Station). Literature: 02, 03. Source and other
information: ‘Extra Early Black-Seeded’ from VilmorinAndrieux and Company, Paris, France, in 1900. Prior
designation: PI 5039. Address: USA.
519. Yule, Henry; Burnell, Arthur Coke. 1903. HobsonJobson: A glossary of Anglo-Indian colloquial words and
phrases, and of kindred terms, etymological, historical,
geographical, and discursive. A new edition edited by
William Crooke, B.A. London: J. Murray. New York:
Humanities Press. New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal. 1021
p. See p. 858-59 (“soy”). Index. 22 cm. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Soy, s. A kind of condiment once popular. The
word is Japanese si-yau (A young Japanese fellow-passenger
gave the pronunciation clearly as shô-yu), Chinese shi-yu.
[Mr. Platts (9 ser. N. & Q. iv. 475) points out that in Japanese
as written with the native character, soy would not be siyau,
but siyau-yu; in the Romanised Japanese this is simplified to
shoyu (colloquially this is still further reduced by dropping
the final vowel, to shoy or soy) Of this monosyllable only
the so represents the classical siyau; the final consonant (y)
is a relic of the termination yu. The Japanese word is itself
derived from the Chinese, which at Shanghai is sze-yu, at
Amoy, si-iu, at Canton, shi-yau [fermented black soybean
sauce], of which the first element means ‘salted beans,’
or other fruits, dried and used as condiments; the second
element merely means ‘oil.’] It is made from the beans of
a plant common in the Himalaya and E. Asia, and much
cultivated, viz. Glycine Soja, Sieb. and Zucc. (Soya hispida,
Moench.) boiled down and fermented. [In India the bean is
eaten in places where it is cultivated, as in Chutia Nagpur
(Watt, Econ. Dict. iii. 510 Seq.)]”
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The authors then quote passages relating to soy from
Lord King’s Life of John Locke (1679), Dampier (1688),
Ovington (1690), Kaempfer (1712), Thunberg’s Travels
(1776), and Mrs. Frazer, a Diplomat’s Wife in Japan (1900).
Yule lived 1820-1889. Burnell lived 1840-1882.
Address: 1. Living in Palermo; 2. Madras Civil Service, one
of the most eminent modern Indian scholars. Died 1882.
520. Zavitz, C.A. 1903. The experimentalist. Ontario
Agricultural College and Experimental Farm (Guelph),
Annual Report 28:105-38. For the year 1902. See p. 124-25.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 124-25)
states: “The Soy bean (Glycine hispida) also known under
the names of Soja Bean, Coffee Bean, Idaho Pea, etc., has
been cultivated in Japan and China for a great length of time.
The Soy bean is an annual legume, and the plants have an
upright growth, and are almost completely covered with
short hairs. The seed is generally sown at the rate of about
one-half bushel per acre, and in drills from two to three
feet apart, which are cultivated in a manner similar to that
of our Canadian beans. The crop is used for green fodder,
or is allowed to ripen for the production of grain, which is
exceedingly rich, and, when ground into meal, is considered
about as valuable as cotton seed meal for stock feeding.
“About twenty years ago, the Kansas Experiment
Station imported from Japan fifteen varieties of Soy beans,
carefully tested them at the Experiment Station grounds, and
found that five of the varieties gave good results. About ten
years ago, seed of these five varieties was grown in our own
experimental plots.
“Eight varieties of Soy beans have been imported
and grown in our Experimental Department. Some of the
varieties proved to be entirely unsuited for Ontario, owing to
the long season required to reach maturity. The Early Yellow
variety, however, has given good results as a grain producer,
the Medium Green variety for the production of green
fodder. In the average results from growing the Early Yellow
Soy beans for a period of seven years, 17 bushels of seed per
acre have been obtained. In the production of green fodder,
the Early Yellow variety produced an average of 8 and the
Medium Green variety an average of 9.3 tons per acre for the
same length of time.
“The Early Yellow Soy beans were distributed over
Ontario last year for co-operative experiments, and the
average yield of grain produced on thirteen Ontario farms
was 21.4 bushels.
“We believe it would be a decided advantage to Ontario
farmers to grow Early Yellow Soy beans more generally
for the production of grain for feeding purposes, and the
Medium Green Soy beans for putting into the silo with
corn.”
The section titled “Some leguminous crops for green
fodder” (p. 135) contains a table showing 16 varieties of
leguminous crops that have been tested for at least two years

in succession; four of these are soy beans. The ranking,
length (height) of the plants and the yield in tons of green
crop per acre (average for 2 years) are as follows: 2. Medium
Green Soy Beans: 33 inches, 11.68 tons. 6. Early Yellow
Soy Beans: 25 inches, 8.15 tons. 12. American Coffee Berry:
22 inches, 6.68 tons. 16. Extra Early Dwarf Soy Beans: 20
inches, 2.53 tons. Note: Hairy Vetches gave the highest yield,
13.90 tons. “The Medium Green Soy Beans, which stand
second on the list, are an exceptionally fine variety, and we
believe will be a valuable crop to grow for fodder, either for
feeding in the autumn or for mixing with corn for the silo in
order to increase the quality of the silage.”
In the introduction (p. 105) outlines his work in
connection with Field Agriculture, or Agronomy” under
six heads. These include: “2. Carrying on scientific work,
especially in the hybridization of farm plants, along the
lines of the discoveries of Mendel and the investigations
of De Vries, Correns, Bateson, and others. 3. Directing the
co-operative experiments on 3,135 farms throughout the
Province” (See Annual Report of the Ontario Agricultural
and Experimental Union, bound at the end of this volume).
“4. Delivering lectures to College students and agricultural
conventions–about 100 in number.” He lists how many
lectures were delivered to which kinds of groups.
The section titled “Acknowledgments” (p. 138)
mentions “Mr. L.S. Klinck, a senior student, in assisting with
the farmers’ excursions which came to the College in the
month of June.” Note: Leonard S. Klinck later became an
important soybean breeder and university president. Address:
B.S.A., Director of Field Experiments, Ontario Agricultural
College [Guelph, Ontario, Canada].
521. Zavitz, C.A. 1903. Co-operative experiments in
agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 24:10-24. For the year 1902. See p. 11, 13,
15-16, 22-23.
• Summary: A table titled “List of experiments for 1902” (p.
11), under “Grain crops” includes “Testing cow peas and two
varieties of Soy, Soja, or Japanese beans–3 plots.”
In the section on “Reports of Co-operative experiments”
a table titled “Grain crops” (p. 13) shows that 2 tests were
conducted on “Soy beans.” Medium Green (estimated value
80), yielded 1.4 tons/acre of straw and 1,210 lb/acre of grain.
Early Yellow (E.V. 100), 1.7 tons/acre of straw and 860 lb/
acre of grain.
The subsection titled “Soy, soja, or Japanese beans” (p.
15-16) includes a summary and notes: As a rule the Early
Yellow variety seems to be best suited for most parts of
Ontario for the production of grain, and the Medium Green
for the production of green fodder, either to be fed by itself
or to be placed in the silo along with the corn to improve the
nutritive value of the silage.”
In the question and answer session (p. 22-23): “Q: Do
you sow the Soy beans in rows? A: Yes.
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“Q: How far apart? A: Twenty-five to twenty-eight
inches.” Address: Director of Experiments, Agricultural
College, Guelph [Ontario, Canada].
522. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tanaka (K.) & Company.
Manufacturer’s Address: 326 Amsterdam Ave., New York,
NY 10023 (Manhattan’s West Side). Phone: 212-874-6600.
Date of Introduction: 1903?
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Shin Sekai-sha. 1905.
Zaibei Nippon-jin Kan (Directory of Japanese in the USA).
p. 41. There is no company having “Tanaka” in its name
listed in New York City. There are relatively few Japanese
in New York at the time. Most of the businesses are
import-export houses, banks, publishers of newspapers and
magazines, hotels, boarding houses, and restaurants.
Takai. 1971. Tofu Shops in America. 326 Amsterdam
Ave. President: I. Tachikawa. Produce 1,250 cakes of tofu/
day (250 gm).
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1975. The Book of Tofu. p. 314.
Tanakaya & Co., Inc., 326 Amsterdam Ave., New York City.
Phone: TR4-6600.
Wells. 1978. New York Times. May 3. p. 19-20.
Sugawara.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 397. Owner: Mr. Eisuke
Murakami.
1981. Living Book magazine. Nov. 11. p. 82. “The
company was founded in 1903.” Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22. Owner: Mr.
Eisuke Murakami.
Marcea Newman. 1994. Re: Early work with tofu and
tofu cheesecakes in America. She first learned of tofu at this
tofu shop in the late 1960s or early 1970s.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made in New York state.
523. Hitier, H. 1904. Société Nationale d’Agriculture de
France: Le Soja [National Society of Agriculture of France:
Soya]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 68(1):94-95. Meeting
of 6 Jan. 1904. [Fre]
• Summary: Three men give their views on nitrogen fixation
by soybean nodules. (1) “Several weeks ago Mr. Foëx
interviewed the Society about its attempts to grow soybeans.
Before the mediocre results that it had obtained, he had
been led to believe that our soil lacked bacteria specific to
this legume, and that the observed weak yields ought to be
attributed to their absence.”
(2) “Dr. Trabut responds to a communication from Mr.
Foëx. Since 1892 he has cultivated soya in Algeria, but prior
to 1897 he never observed nodules on the roots of his crops.
He then contacted Hohenheim, Germany, where he knew

that the bacteria of soybeans had been studied in a particular
fashion. In fact, he received some nodules of soybean roots
from the Station of Hohenheim that were distributed to crops
in Algeria. Since then, the soybeans have borne enormous
nodules in the trials of Dr. Trabut, but the yields of the plants
did not increase.
“Dr. Trabut believes then that there is above all a
question of varieties; soybean varieties are very numerous:
early varieties, half-late, and finally late, these last alone
yielding large harvests.
“Soybeans merit attention especially as a forage plant.
In Rouïba M. Trabut obtained some harvests of 50-55 tonnes
(metric tons). A milk cow who only yields a middling 6
liters/day of milk furnishes 7.5 liters/day with soybean feed.
“As a plant that yields flour (plant farineuse) [one can
make flour from the soybeans], as a substitute for the haricot
bean, the soybean has not succeeded because it is inferior to
this legume [the haricot]. In Algeria the indigenous people
have used them well thus, but they prefer the Dolichos Lubea
to soybeans with good reason. In the Mediterranean climate
then, soybeans are reserved as a forage plant. At the Station
of Algeria, sown in a newly created orange grove, they
allow the use of empty spaces and profit largely from the
irrigations made there. There would be a place to cultivate
them elsewhere under similar conditions.”
(3) “Mr. Schribaux remarked that one must not conclude
from the tests of Mr. Trabut that the bacteria producing
the nodules on the soybean roots are useless. The bacteria
inoculated in the case of Dr. Trabut were definitely the
special bacteria of soybeans and not just any (indifferentes)
bacteria frequently noted in other legumes.
“It is necessary to search for these bacteria in the
country of origin of soybeans in East Asia, in Japan and
China, while taking the necessary precautions to preserve all
their vitality.” Address: France.
524. Moore (H.). 1904. Business notice: English and French
goods (Ad). Mercury (The) (Hobart, Tasmania, Australia).
Jan. 12. p. 5.
• Summary: “Just landed from the celebrated Crosse and
Blackwell [of England]: Gruyere and Parmasan [Parmesan]
Cheese,... Catsup, India Soy, Mushrooms.
Note: This is the most recent of 230 documents
seen (Oct. 2009) in the Australian Newspapers database
that contains the term “India Soy.” Address: Grocer, 91
Liverpool-street [Hobart].
525. Societe Nationale d’Agriculture de France. 1904.
Séance du 13 Janvier 1904 [Meeting of 13 January 1904].
Bulletins des Seances de la Societe d’Agriculture de France
p. 25-28. Mr. Tisserand, presiding. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The perpetual secretary notes that he has
received from Dr. Trabut, a correspondent [in Algeria],
information about the soybean (le soja hispida). There
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follows a long quotation.
At the meeting of 25 Nov. 1903 Mr. Foëx, in reporting
on the soybean culture trials at Montpellier, called attention
to the feeble / low seed yields of the soybean in France, and
the absence of nodules on the roots. He thinks that in order
to expand this crop, under normal conditions, it would be
suitable to import from Japan soybean root bacteria.
Since 1892, having cultivated numerous soybean
varieties in the botanical garden of the government botanical
station, I am able to make some observations about this
legume that I consider to be very interesting for southern
countries.
In 1898 I published a notice for our colonies on the
subject of root nodules, in which I expressed the following:
The next two paragraphs about soybean nodules ad
nodulation are quoted from his 1898 publication.
In my annual report of 1898 I explained that since the
cultures of this special soybean root bacterium have been
propagated, all of the soybean plants cultivated at the station
had numerous large nodules on their roots.
In this same report, I insisted on the value of this legume
as a forage plant for dairy cows.
A cow which is well nourished, which gives 6 liters
of milk every 24 hours, has always given 7½ liters when
its ration is composed, instead of the current forage, of 18
kg of soybean plants cut while green at the moment of the
formation of their seeds.
Since this time, soybean plants at the station have been
cultivated in soil where the nodule bacteria were abundant,
and I have never observed any large differences in their
yields.
The yields varied, above all, depending on the soybean
variety; there certainly existed a large number of varieties
with distinct characteristics.
The different varieties can be divided into very early,
medium, and late in their general development / maturity. It
is the latter varieties which give the largest yields of green
forage and which are of greatest interest as southern crops.
In summary, the soybean has not succeeded as a plant
for human food; it is a very inferior substitute for the haricot
bean. In Algeria, the indigenous people have accepted the
soybean as a food rather well; but they prefer the Dolichos
Lubia [Vigna unguiculata subsp. unguiculata; black-eyed
pea or cowpea] which is, in effect, superior, but has more
agricultural needs. The various soyfoods made in the Orient
are very complicated; we must find a simpler way to utilize
this seed. I think the flour, made from the defatted seeds,
would be a good food.
As a forage plant, the soybean must be studied by
the agricultural experiment stations with the goal of
acclimatizing the varieties which are suitable for this use.
At Rouiba, I have obtained varieties which grow large
and yield from 30 to 35 metric tons of green forage per
hectare.

Discussion: Mr. Schribaux.–Mr. Trabut states that
soybean plants with nodules did not produce more than
soybean plants without them; we are probably looking at
indifferent nodules, of the type that Messieurs Dehérain and
Demoussy observed on the lupin plant.
I have the feeling that it is in the soils of the countries
of origin of the soybean, in China, in Japan, that we
would encounter the highest probability of securing
active microbes; soils that would be wise to dry at a low
temperature, before shipping, so that their useful organisms
would not loose some of their vitality during the journey.
Mr. Tisserand.–These experiments would be easy to
accomplish as we have Japanese persons, former students of
our agricultural schools, that went back to their country and
would certainly provide us with their cooperation.
Mr. Prillieux.–I have heard that the soybean bacteria are
to be found in certain crops in Germany. Address: France.
526. Daily Sun (Saint John, New Brunswick, Canada). 1904.
Fighting Jap a worthy foe: Army built on French and German
models. Cavalry a weak point–Rapidity and efficiency of the
column already proven–Perfection in administration details.
Jan. 27. p. 7.
• Summary: The section titled “Artillery officers” states: “A
good soldier is twice as valuable if he has good care, and
this, among other things military, the Japanese have learned.
Everything which goes to make for the efficiency of the
troops is scrupulously attended to. The rations are of the
simplest–rice, dried fish, soy, and sometimes meat–but they
are always ample and always the best of their kind.”
527. Brooks, William P.; Church, Frederick R. 1904. Report
of the Agriculturists. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 16:110-153. Jan. See p.
111, 115-17, 119-21, 147-48.
• Summary: Discusses the effect of fertilizers on soy bean
yields. “Soy beans, the crop of this year, gave yields of
which the materials [manures and fertilizers] rank in the
following order: barnyard manure, nitrate of soda, dried
blood, sulfate of ammonia. The nitrate of soda ranks
relatively lower this year than in most previous years...”
In comparing manures and fertilizers that furnished
nitrogen to the soil, soy beans were grown in rotation with
non-leguminous crops. The researchers tested “not simply
the relative value of the different nitrogen mixtures, but also
the effect of the legume grown on the no-nitrogen plots upon
the succeeding crop. Accordingly, the soy bean, which is one
of the most successful of the legumes grown as a hoed crop,
was our choice, at it has been several other years during the
process of this experiment.” Nitrogen fertilizers giving the
highest yields of soy beans per acre were: Nitrate of soda
(sulfate of potash): 24.8 bu of beans and 2,080 lb of straw.
Barnyard manure (most of potash used contained in the
manure): 23.8 bu of beans and 2,010 lb of straw. Dried blood
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(sulfate of potash): 21.7 bu of beans and 1,225 lb of straw.
Nitrate of soda (muriate of potash): 20.5 bu of beans and
1,700 lb of straw. An abundance of lime in the soil is well
known to be highly important to all legumes. In experiments
from previous years, it was found that the best nitrogen
fertilizers were nitrate of soda (rating 100), barnyard manure
(93.1), sulfate of ammonia (92.0), dried blood (90.8), and no
nitrogen (73.8).
Sulfate of potash has generally given higher yields of
Medium Green soy beans than muriate of potash.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term “sulfate of potash” (a
fertilizer) in connection with soja beans. It was later renamed
“potassium sulfate.” Address: 1. Ph.D., Agriculturist; 2.
B.Sc., Asst. Agriculturist.
528. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1904. Wholesale catalogue
of seeds, plants and bulbs. Implements, tools, fertilizers,
insecticides, books, requisites, etc. (Mail-order catalog). New
York, NY. 40 p. Spring. 27 cm.
• Summary: In the half-page section titled “Farm seeds” (p.
29) we read: “Beans, Soja or soy.
“The Late Variety, 60 lb. per bush. $1.00 peck, $3.00
bushel.
“Early Green Soja, 60 lb. per bush. 10¢ lb., $1.10 peck,
$3.85 bushel.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that clearly mentions the soybean variety Early Green. The
varietal name was clearly coined by Peter Henderson & Co.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York, New York.
529. Hopkins, Cyril G. 1904. Soil treatment for peaty swamp
lands, including reference to sand and “alkali” soils. Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 93. p. 273-303.
Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned only once in this bulletin.
Page 296: “Further investigation is required to determine
whether lime, phosphorus, or potassium can be applied
to this soil with profit. Certainly they should not be used
extensively until the possibilities of cowpeas, soy beans,
vetch, or other legumes are better known.” Address: Chief in
Agronomy and Chemistry.
530. Lewton-Brain, L. 1904. Disease-resisting varieties of
plants. West Indian Bulletin 4(1):48-57. See p. 55. [1 ref]
• Summary: Page 55: Soy is mentioned only once, in
passing, in the section titled “Cow pea.”
The cow pea (Vigna Catjang) is an important crop, not
only in the West Indies, but also in some of the southern
United States where it is the principal leguminous crop. It
is grown there for hay, for forage, for seed, and for its value
as a fertilizer, and no other crop is known which could fully

take its place.
“Recently a wilt disease (1) has appeared in certain of
the states which has caused great loss. The disease is caused
by a fungus, (Neocosmospora vasinfecta, var. tracheiphila)
which attacks the smaller roots in the first place, and spreads
through the vessels of the stem, till sometimes it is found
even in the smaller branches and in the leaves. As is the
case with all root fungi fungicidal treatment is of little value
while rotation of crops is hardly practicable as the cow pea is
grown as a catch crop more or less continuously on the same
land.
“The success obtained in raising varieties of cotton
resistant to its closely allied wilt disease suggested the
possibility of controlling the cow pea wilt in the same
manner. Mr. Williams of Monetta. S.C. [South Carolina],
wrote saying that a variety which he had in cultivation and
known as the Iron cow pea was resistant to the wilt disease.
“Experiments were accordingly carried out by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture at Monetta in co-operation with
Mr. Williams. One and a half acres were planted, May 29,
1901, in a number of varieties of cow pea, soy bean, velvet
bean, and some Japanese forage plants. The varieties were
all planted in exactly the same manner and nearly all the
plants grew well until July. The conditions after this were
rendered more severe by the presence of a root-knot worm or
nematode in the soil, and by a severe drought in July and the
early part of August. The results of the varieties of cow pea
are given in brief as follows:...”
Footnote 2. `Some diseases of the Cow Pea.’ Bulletin 17.
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry,
1902. Address: B.A., Mycologist and Agricultural Lecturer,
Imperial Dep. of Agriculture for the West Indies.
531. Lindsey, Joseph B. 1904. Digestion experiments with
sheep. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 16:63-79. Jan. See p. 78.
• Summary: This experiment appears in the “Report of the
Chemist. Part II.–Dairy and Feeding Experiments” (see p.
37, 45). Sheep were fed “soy bean meal” (ground soybean
seeds of the variety Brook’s Medium Green). “This variety
is by far the best suited to northern conditions.” The seed,
which is green in color, was coarsely ground being fed. [Note
that the seeds were not cooked.] “The bean contained 61 per
cent. of protein and fat, and these two ingredients are shown
to be 91 and 93 per cent. digestible... It is evident from all
trials thus far made that the protein and fat... is very fully
digested.” Address: Ph.D., chemist (foods and feeding).
532. Soule, Andrew M.; Fain, John R. 1904. Crops for the
silo. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
17(1):1-24. Jan. See p. 9-11, 19-20, 23-24.
• Summary: In the section titled “Cost of cultivating silage
crops,” a table gives a detailed accounting of the cost per
acre of various crops. For soy bean silage in 1902: No. of
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acres: 2.05. Width of rows: 2.0 ft. Plowing: $2.09. Seedbed
prep: $1.00. Seed: $1.00. Fertilizer: $1.73. Cultivation:
$5.64. Harvesting: $9.59. Total: $21.05. Yield per acre: 9.6
tons. Cost per ton: $2.20. Different figures are also given for
1903. The yield per acre was 5.4 tons (much lower); the cost
per ton was $3.47 (58% higher).
A long section titled “Soy bean silage” (p. 19) includes
its yield per acre (5.4 to 9.6 tons), cost per acre ($2.20 to
$3.47), and the difficulties experienced in trying to mix it
with corn. “In trials made at the Station an unsatisfactory
quality of silage has been made, and unless better results can
be obtained in the future it would not be advisable to use the
soy bean by itself... Even then it is impossible to mix them
satisfactorily.”
A photo (p. 20) shows soy bean silage on a wagon
drawn by two horses, with a man standing on top.
Conclusions: “3. Silage may be made from a great
variety of crops, as corn, sorghum, cowpeas, soy beans,
teosinte, Kafir corn, and clover; but the first two are by far
the most valuable.”
“6. The average cost of a ton of silage from sorghum
was $1.41; from corn, $2.00; from corn and sorghum, 1.86;
and from soy beans, $2.83.”
“8. The cost of growing an acre of sorghum silage was
$19.48; of corn $14.92; corn and sorghum, $19.14; soy
beans, $19.86.”
“14. The Mammoth Yellow soy beans have been made
into silage for two years. The average yield was 7.5 tons.
About a half bushel of seed should be used per acre and
the crop will require 138 days to mature. The cost of a
ton of silage was $2.83. It was black, strong in odor and
not palatable to cattle. Our experience does not favor the
making of silage from soy beans alone. If the crop can be
satisfactorily mixed with corn or sorghum it would make
an excellent quality of silage. The difficulty is to mix it
economically.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2007)
that gives an itemized accounting of the cost of producing
soybean silage.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Mammoth Yellow.
Address: 1. Director of the Station and Agriculturist; 2. Asst.
Agriculturist. Both: Knoxville, Tennessee.
533. Hitier, H. 1904. Société Nationale d’Agriculture de
France: Trèfle blanc et cultures fouragères [National Society
of Agriculture of France: White clover and forage crops].
Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 68:1. p. 199-200. Meeting of
3 Feb. 1904. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. J. Bernard reports to the Society about a
note which was communicated to him by Mr. Fruewirth
[Früwirth], professor at Hohenheim, on the subject of the
cultivation of various forage plants. Mr. Fruewirth cultivated
the soybean (soja hispida); he spread on the ground dirt

from Japan that was rich in bacteria from this legume. The
soybean roots were then covered with nodules, and the
plant’s yield increased. Address: France.
534. Prager Tagblatt (Prague, Austro-Hungarian Empire).
1904. Das Land der Raetsel [The land of mystery]. 28(46):7.
Feb. 15. [Ger]
• Summary: In Japan, the evening meal consists of rice, raw
fish with soy sauce (Sojasauce), uncooked vegetables and
green tea.
535. Country Gentleman. 1904. Inquiries and answers: A
cover crop (Letter to the editor). 69(2665):176. Feb. 25.
• Summary: “What is the best cover crop for this section for
garden purposes–something to plant any time after the first
of August, and make a thick cover which will die down in
winter and not start again in spring? I have tried peas, rape
and rye. Peas do not make a thick enough cover. It is too
much trouble to turn under rye with a spade around small
fruit bushes, besides disturbing the surface roots, and rape
does not seem to be of much use as a cover; when frozen,
the leaves drop off and almost out of sight. B.B. Dover, New
Hampshire.
“[We think from what you say that soy beans might
prove the best cover crop for your purpose. You mention
several rather difficult conditions. If it were not necessary
that the crop should die down in the winter and not start gain
in the spring, we would recommend hairy vetch. If the soil
is light and warm, you might be able to get growth enough
from crimson clover to answer your purpose, although we
should doubt it].”
536. Prager Tagblatt (Prague, Austro-Hungarian Empire).
1904. Kleine Chronik: Japaner an deutschen Hochschulen
[Little chronicle: Japanese at German universities]. 28(56):7.
Feb. 25. Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: In the evening, [the Japanese student] along
with his countrymen eats his rice and his fish (in the absence
of a fresh one, then a dried one from which pieces are
crumbled off like from a piece of wood) in the unavoidable
soy sauce (Soja-Sauce), he drinks his Japanese tea by
pouring hot water over the extract, and he smokes his
Japanese tobacco from his silver pipe, drawing on each plug
only about three or four times.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This article also appeared under the same title in
the Czernowitzer Tagblatt on 26 Feb. 1904 (p. 3, col. 1).
537. Ansai [or Anzai], -. 1904. Bakteriologische
Untersuchung ueber Shoyu [Bacteriological investigation on
shoyu]. Zentralblatt fuer Bakteriologie. Series 2. 11(19):56364. Feb. 27. Summary of Japanese article in Mitteilungen der
medizinische Gesellschaft zu Tokyo 17(6):1. [1 ref. Ger]
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• Summary: Bacteriological tests showed that 1 cubic
centimeter of shoyu contains 9,280 to 19,700 bacteria.
Address: Japan.
538. Farmer, Fannie Merritt. 1904. Food and cookery for the
sick and convalescent. Boston, Massachusetts: Little, Brown
and Company. xiii + 289 p. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 1, titled “Food and its relation to the
body,” provides basic information about food and the human
body. It begins: “Food is that which builds and repairs
the body, and furnishes heat and energy for its activities.
Metabolism includes the processes by which food is
assimilated and become part of the tissues, and the excretion
of broken-down tissues as waste products.” The body is
found to contain 15-20 chemical elements. The main ones
are oxygen (62.5%), carbon (21.5%), hydrogen (10%), and
nitrogen (3%), plus many minerals.
“Food adjuncts are such substances as stimulate
the appetite without fulfilling the requirements of food.
Examples: tea, coffee, spices, flavoring extracts, condiments,
etc., etc.
“While air is not classified as a food, it is essential to
life. Combustion cannot take place without it, and all food
must be oxidized (which is a slow process of combustion)
before it can be utilized by the body.”
A diagram titled “Classification of foods” (p. 2,
according to Prof. Atwater), shows that all are divided
into organic and inorganic (mineral matter and water). The
organic are divided into protein, fats, and carbohydrates
(starches, sugars, and cellulose). The protein is divided into
proteids, extractives of meat, and extractives of vegetables
(amides). The proteids are divided into albuminoids and
gelatinoids (collagen of skin and tendons, and ossein of
bones). Examples of albuminoids are albumen (white of
egg), myosin (lean of meat), casein (of milk), gluten (of
wheat), and legumen (or peas).
The text continues: “The chief office of proteids is to
build and repair tissues, and they only can do this work... The
principal animal proteids are meat, fish, eggs, and cheese;
the principal vegetable proteids are cereals, peas, beans, and
lentils. The proteids obtained from animal foods are more
easily digested and more completely absorbed than those
obtained from vegetable foods. This is due in part to the
presence of the large quantity of cellulose in vegetables.”
Soy is mentioned only once in this book. A table of
the “Composition of diabetic flours” (p. 221) shows that
“Soya bean meal” contains by far the lowest percentage of
starch (26.67) according to Dr. Charles Harrington. Two
diabetic flours and a wafer have “Gluten” in their name.
Worcestershire sauce is used as an ingredient in Sauce fineste
(p. 234).
Gluten is also mentioned in various other places: Bread
and bread making (p. 90-91). “Gluten is the chief proteid of
wheat... The strength of a flour is determined largely by the

quantity of gluten it contains.” The gluten in rye flour is less
elastic and tenacious, while that in oat and barley flour are
even less so. Also: Gluten nut cakes (p. 226). Almonds are
also mentioned frequently (but not almond milk).
“Although history best remembers Fannie Farmer for
her Boston Cooking-School Cook Book (1896),” Fannie
herself thought this book would be her greatest contribution.
During her high school years in Massachusetts, Fannie (who
never married) suffered a stroke with paralysis, and had to
discontinue her education. She “remained an invalid for
years thereafter, recovered enough to walk with a limp for
the rest of her life and spent her last several years teaching
and lecturing from a wheelchair. Perhaps because of her
own illness, she had always had an interest in cooking for
invalids.
“She supplied lectures on that subject to training schools
for nurses nationwide and lectured on nutrition at Harvard
Medical School. Her work there brought her in contact with
Dr. Elliott Joslin, the pioneer diabetes researchers, who
credited Fannie as ‘the stimulus which started me writing
about diabetes.’”
“In 1902, she left the Boston Cooking School to open
Miss Farmer’s School of Cookery, aimed not at professional
cooks but at training housewives... The school continued
until 1944” (MSU introduction and biography). Address:
Principal of Miss Farmer’s School of Cookery.
539. Hopkins, Cyril G. 1904. Nitrogen bacteria and
legumes (with special reference to red clover, cowpeas, soy
beans, alfalfa, and sweet clover in Illinois soils). Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 94. p. 305-28.
Feb. [1 ref]

• Summary: Soy is mentioned 26 times in this bulletin.
There are two classes of bacteria “which are of special
importance to agriculture because of their relation to the
element nitrogen, this being commonly considered the most
valuable element of plant food.* (Footnote: *It should be
remembered that there are ten essential elements of plant
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food each of which is of equal importance to the plant...).
These two classes of bacteria are, first, the nitrifying bacteria,
and, second, the nitrogen-gathering bacteria. The nitrifying
bacteria are those which have the power to form nitrates.”
Page 310: “These nitrogen-gathering bacteria live in
tubercles upon the roots of various leguminous plants,* such
as red clover, white clover, alfalfa, sweet clover, cowpeas,
soy beans, vetch, field-peas, garden-peas, field and garden
beans, etc. These tubercles vary in size from a pinhead
to a pea, varying with the different kinds of plants, being
especially small upon some of the clovers, and very large
upon cowpeas and soy beans.”
Page 311: “It has also been demonstrated that, as a rule,
there are different species of nitrogen-gathering bacteria for
markedly different species of leguminous plants. Thus we
have one kind of bacteria for red clover, another kind for
cowpeas, another kind for soy beans, and still a different
kind for alfalfa.*”
Page 313: The tubercules “look somewhat like miniature
potatoes, varying in size from pinheads on clover to peas on
soy beans or cowpeas. (See Plates 2 and 4.) It is important
to remember that the bacteria live in the soil and not in the
seed.”
Page 320: “The soy bean seed is nearly round and
smooth, and the seed coat is not commonly cracked. These
facts may explain why the soy bean seed carry so few
bacteria as compared with cowpeas.
“On one of the soil experiment fields on the university
farm at Urbana, where soy beans have been grown for
three years, no tubercles could be found on the plants either
the first or second year, and only an occasional plant with
tubercles could be found the third year. In 1902 a series of
plots, some of which had been treated in different ways with
applications of limestone, phosphorus, and potassium, were
seeded with soy beans. No tubercles could be found at any
time during the season on the soy beans growing on any of
the different plots. In 1903 the same plots were again seeded
to soy beans, and at the same time part of each plot was
inoculated with infected soy bean soil drilled in with the seed
at the rate of about 500 pounds of infected soil to the acre.
When the plants were only a few weeks old tubercles were to
be found upon many plants growing where the infected soil
had been applied, and before the close of the season at least
half of these plants in the inoculated part of the field had one
or more tubercles upon their roots, and some plants could be
found whose roots were abundantly provided with tubercles.
(See Plate 4.)
“On the uninoculated part of the field soy bean plants
were examined probably fifty times during the season,
several plants being taken up each time, but not a single
tubercle was found at any time, notwithstanding that this
was the second crop of soy beans upon this soil. Of course
the inoculated part of the field did not become sufficiently
infected to markedly benefit the 1903 crop, but it is planned

to grow soy beans upon this field again in 1904 when
the bacteria will doubtless have multiplied sufficiently to
produce marked results in the growth of the crop.
“From these and from other somewhat similar
experiments it is concluded that as a rule soy beans should
be inoculated when they are first seeded, and that they should
then be grown a second year upon the same land. If soy
beans are afterward grown upon this land once in every three
or four years, the soil will doubtless remain well infected
with the soy bean bacteria.
“It is believed that, 100 pounds of infected soy bean soil
per acre will be sufficient to produce a thorough infection
the second year, and it is improbable that one ton of infected
soil per acre would produce a thorough inoculation the first
season. One ton is only twenty times 100 pounds, while one
tubercle which will be produced during a single season from
a single bacterium may contain many million bacteria, thus
it will be seen that it will be more economical to inoculate
rather lightly and allow the bacteria to multiply themselves
rather than to inoculate heavily at great expense.”
Summary: “1. Soil nitrogen cannot be used by plants
until it is changed to the form of nitrate nitrogen by the
nitrifying bacteria. 2. Atmospheric nitrogen cannot be used
by any agricultural plants, excepting legumes, and even
leguminous plants have no power to obtain nitrogen from
the air unless they are provided with the proper nitrogengathering bacteria... 8. As a rule soy bean fields should be
inoculated when first seeded to soy beans, otherwise they
may be grown on the same land for three to four years before
the soil becomes thoroughly infected.” A photo (p. 321)
shows soy bean root tubercles on the roots, full size.
Note: On the front of this and subsequent bulletins is
an illustration, an outline map of the state of Illinois and
its major waterways, with the location of the University of
Illinois, in east-central Illinois, indicated with a star. This
image first appeared on the Nov. 1903 Bulletin.
540. Lane, Clarence B. 1904. Alfalfa hay, cow pea hay
and soy bean silage as substitutes for purchased feeds.
Cottonseed meal versus wheat bran and dried brewers’
grains. New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 174. 24 p. Feb.
• Summary: Three feeding experiments were conducted in
which home-grown crops (including soy bean silage) and
purchased feeds were used. Experiment II, titled “Soy bean
silage and alfalfa hay versus purchased feeds,” has for its
purpose “to compare the value of a ration that could readily
be grown upon the farm with one in which the protein was
largely supplied by feeds commonly purchased by dairymen,
namely, wheat bran, dried brewers’ grains and cottonseed
meal...” “The soy beans used for silage in this experiment
were cut just as the pods were forming and run through an
ensilage cutter, and placed in the silo without being mixed
with any other crop. The silage had a penetrating odor but
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was perfectly preserved, the leaves and stems retaining their
natural form. The thirty-six pounds of silage, combined
with eight pounds of alfalfa hay, was greedily eaten by the
cows in the test. The yield of green soy beans ranges from
six to ten tons per acre, depending on the season... Although
the experiment with soy bean silage was a success from
practically every standpoint, at the same time it is believed
that as much food value can be obtained from the soy bean
crop and probably at less cost by preserving it in the form of
hay.”
“Summary of results. 1. It is profitable for the dairyman
to produce such crops as cow pea hay, alfalfa hay and soy
bean silage, and to utilize them in rations rater than to
depend entirely upon purchased feeds to supply the element
protein... 3. A ration (which can be readily grown on most
farms) composed of 36 pounds of soy bean silage, 8 pounds
of alfalfa hay and 6 pounds of corn meal, produced more
milk and at a cost of 8.5 cents less per hundred than a ration
in which the protein was largely supplied by wheat bran,
dried grains and cottonseed meal.” A table (p. 16) titled “The
food consumed and the yield and cost of the milk and butter
produced” compares the food consumed, yields, and cost
per cow per day when fed on rations of soy bean silage and
alfalfa hay versus feed.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 1999)
with the word “alfalfa” in the title. Address: Resigned 1 Nov.
1903.
541. Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report. 1904. Experimental work. 17:7-8. Feb.
• Summary: “The work of the Experiment Station for the
current year has been confined to the following, namely:...
tests of varieties of cowpeas and soy beans;...” Address:
Lincoln, Nebraska.
542. Revue Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture Pratique
(Paris). 1904. Chronique horticole: La culture du Soja
[Horticultural chronicle: The cultivation of soybeans
(Abstract)]. 76:101-04. March 1. See p. 103-04. [Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
French-language article: Hitier, H. 1904. “Société Nationale
d’Agriculture de France: Le Soja” [National Society of
Agriculture of France: Soya]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique
68(1):94-95. Meeting of 6 Jan. 1904. Address: France.
543. Societe Nationale d’Agriculture de France. 1904.
Séance du 2 Mars 1904 [Meeting of 2 March 1904]. Bulletins
des Seances de la Societe d’Agriculture de France 64:12,
172. Mr. Tisserand, presiding. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The perpetual secretary notes: At the conclusion
of various communications made on the subject of the
soybean (du Soja hispida), I have detached an important
note from our correspondent, Mr. Paul Serre, vice-consul of
France in Batavia–makes the following note:

I have read in the Bulletin of our society for the month
Nov. 1903 an extract of a note by Mr. Foëx, a correspondent,
on the subject of the soybean (Soja hispida). I myself, here
in Java, have worked with this legume, with which the local
people prepare a cake [probably tempeh], hairy as a sapper’s
cap, of which they are very fond. This food, covered with
mold, is repugnant even to Europeans who otherwise enjoy
Roquefort cheese.
Likewise, they prepare from the soybean a sauce named
ketjap. I have sent to the museum some soybean seeds from
Java and a sample of the aforementioned sauce which looks
like caramel, and whose taste is far from disagreeable.
Note: A sapper, also called pioneer or combat engineer,
is a combatant or soldier who performs a variety of military
engineering duties such as bridge-building, laying or
clearing minefields, demolitions, field defenses and general
construction, as well as road and airfield construction and
repair (Source: Wikipedia, at sapper). Address: France.
544. Country Gentleman. 1904. Inquiries and answers.
What readers want to know: Swine and kine–peas (Letter
published). 69(2666):200. March 3.
• Summary: “Is there anything gained by following cattle
with shoats where the cattle are fed on ground feed? (1) Has
the straw from pea or marrow beans the same feeding value
as soja-bean straw, as listed by Prof. Henry in ‘Feeds and
Feeding’? (2) Where fattening cattle are turned into an open
yard to drink, will they do better if their water is kept at 50
or 60 degrees during cold weather? (3) H.A.N. Spencerport,
New York.
“[1. In all probability, hogs will get enough from
the droppings of animals fed on ground grain to pay for
following them. 2. Approximately. 3. Yes].”
545. Country Gentleman. 1904. Thoroughly reliable seed
corn (Ad). 69(2666):216. March 3.
• Summary: “Five best varieties for Ensilage and Grain.
Canada Field Peas, Seed Oats, Cow Peas, Soy Beans. Giant
Argenteuil and Palmetto Asparagus Plants–Wholesale and
Retail. I am a Specialist in Field Seeds. List Free. E.G.
Packard, Dover, Delaware.”
Note: This ad also appeared on page 240.
546. Abel, Mary Hinman. 1904. Domestic science: Lesson
No. 181.–Legumes as food (Farmers’ Bulletin No. 121).
Chicago Daily Tribune. March 4. p. 7.
• Summary: This column is “Conducted by the School of
Domestic Arts and Science of Chicago.” This article is a
summary of: Abel, Mary Hinman. 1900. “Beans, peas, and
other legumes as food.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 121.
32 p.
Contents of this article: Nutritive value of the legumes.
Nitrogenous constituents. Digestibility of the bean and the
lentil. Concludes by noting: “Voit pointed out as early as
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1860 that vegetable foods in general were less completely
digested than animal foods for three reasons:” These three
reasons are given.
Legumes are a rich source of mineral matter, especially
lime [calcium] and the potassium salts. “In some instances
they contain a large amount of fat: for instance, 17 per cent
in the soy beans and 50 per cent in the peanut.”
547. Spillman, W.J. 1904. Farm correspondence: Bureau
of Plant Industry, Washington, DC. Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). March 7. p. 10.
• Summary: “To the Editor: The Canebrake Experiment
Station, located at Uniontown, Alabama, has just issue an
important bulletin on forage plants for the south.” There
follows a short summary of: Duggar, J.F.; Richeson, J.M.
1903. “Alfalfa, sorghum, soy beans, and other forage plants.”
Alabama Canebrake Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 20. 20
p. Dec. See p. 12-14.
“One very important result of these experiments at
Uniontown is the high yield of soy beans as compared with
cowpeas. The writer has often suggested the advisability
of giving the soy bean a trial in the southern states, for the
reason that when varieties of it are secured that are adapted
to local conditions it is a very large yielder, making at the
Uniontown station 34 bushels of seed per acre., and it stands
up so as to be easily harvested. The seed can also be saved at
much less expense than is the case with cowpeas, and the soy
beans are said to make good feed for cattle and hogs, though
on account of their richness in nitrogen they should be mixed
with such carbonaceous feeds as corn, Kaffir corn seed, etc.”
The editor comments: “The above is cordially
commended to the careful attention of the Constitution
readers. This editor has been familiar with the soy bean (soja
bean, or Japan pea) since 1870. It is not equal to cowpea
for the ordinary soils of the south, but has the advantages
of being more easily mown. The dry beans are not much
relished by livestock, but are exceedingly nutritious.”
Address: Agrostologist, U.S. Dep. of Agriculture.
548. Smith, Erwin F. 1904. Bacterial leaf spot diseases.
Science 19(480):417-18. March 11.
• Summary: “This paper was presented principally to call
renewed attention to the fact that bacterial infection of plants
through the ordinary stomata is not at all frequent.
“The other bacterial spot diseases mentioned as having
come to the writer’s attention within the last two years were
those of Pelargonium, soy bean, cow pea and ginseng.
“From the extremely numerous and quite characteristic
spots on the soy bean leaves a yellow bacterium was
isolated. This disease has been observed only in the vicinity
of Washington” [DC].
Note: Bacterial pustule disease was first reported in
South Carolina in this paper (Feaster 1951, p. 3). Address:
PhD, Dep. of Agriculture [USA].

549. San Francisco Chronicle. 1904. Declared contraband.
March 18. p. 2.
• Summary: “St. Petersburg. March 17.–As the result of a
conference between the Minister of Marine and Minister
of Foreign Affairs, the following additional articles have
been declared contraband of war: Provisions of all kinds
designed for the Japanese army, including grain, fish, fish
products, [soy] beans, [soy] bean oil, part of machines for the
manufacture of weapons and ammunition.”
Note: During wartime, contraband goods may be
confiscated and thus prohibited from delivery to the enemy
or to a belligerent power.
550. Roberts, H.F. 1904. The signs of spring. Industrialist
(The) (Manhattan, Kansas) 30(22):339-45. March 19.
• Summary: A charming essay on farming, fraudulent
seedsmen, soybeans, etc.
Pages 341-42: “It is amusing to find a number of dealers
advertising the soy-bean under the name of the ‘Japanese
Coffee Berry.’ One catalogue says, ‘This Japanese bean
we find by actual test, when roasted and coarsely ground,
tastes so nearly like Brazilian coffee that the difference is
hardly perceptible.’ Another dealer calls it ‘The German
Coffee Berry,’ and says: ‘While in Germany we took the
greatest pains to look up our great German Coffee Berry,
and to our surprise and pleasure we found it used in almost
all hotels and restaurants in Switzerland, Germany, Holland,
and France. They use large quantities, mixing it with Rio
and other genuine coffee, and we predict that no novelty
offered in years will meet with such a hearty reception as the
German Coffee Berry. It is the poor man’s friend and the rich
man’s delight; ripening in Wisconsin and the Dakotas in 4½
months.”
“But he has still another, that he designates by the
grotesque name of ‘Japanese Jaavaa Coffee,’ that appears
to be nothing more than another variety of soja bean.
Concerning this wonderful plant he announces: ‘Travelers
in Corea and Japan and missionaries on duty in these
countries have long referred to a berry that was used there
as a coffee substitute. Customers have written us regarding
this coffee. Some call it Idaho Coffee, the Colorado Coffee,
the California Java, and Domestic Coffee Berry. We obtained
a supply of seed, have grown it here in the North, and find
that in some respects it is superior to our Great German
Coffee Berry, and we offer it as a fit companion to this most
remarkable novelty in the coffee substitute line. The berry
is larger, is different shaped, and the growth of the plant
is somewhat different from the German Coffee Berry. It is
certainly a healthier drink than genuine coffee, and we are
sure that those using same will not regret it.’
“The ‘Jaavaa’ comes fifty cents higher by the pound than
the ‘German.’ Why not, with such a title? The odd part of the
matter is that the self-same dealers in other places in their
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catalogues offer for considerably less the same article under
its legitimate name, the soja or soy-bean.”
Note: This is the earliest (and only) document seen (Feb.
2021) that uses the term “Japanese Coffee Berry” to refer to
the soy-bean.
551. Anzai, Shigetaro. 1904. Shôyu no saikingaku-teki kensa
[Bacteriological investigations on shoyu]. Tokyo Igakkai
Zasshi (J. of the Tokyo Medical Society) 17(6):209-15.
March 20. German-language summary in Zentralblatt fuer
Bakteriologie, Series II. 11:563-64. [Jap; ger]
• Summary: The short German-language summary at the end
of the issue is titled Bakteriologische Untersuchung ueber
Syoyu.
552. Country Gentleman. 1904. Grazier and Breeder: Rape
and soy beans (Letter to the editor). 69(2669):278. March 24.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–Kindly give me
information as to the value of Dwarf Essex rape and soja
beans as forage crops; also if of value, as to cultural details. I
want the rape for sheep to feed from as it grows; the beans to
use as ensilage. J.L.P. Millbrook, N.Y.
“[Answer by Prof. Thomas F. Hunt].
“The rape plant is one of the most valuable of our ‘catch
crops,’ especially for sheep feeding...”
“The soja bean is an acceptable forage plant where it can
be successfully grown. Three conditions appear necessary for
the successful culture of soja beans–(1) warm weather, (2)
the presence of organisms which make possible the nodules
upon the roots, (3) the right variety. The last two seasons
have been decidedly unfavorable for their growth in New
York State, and if we had to make up the case on the results
of these years, we would probably have to decide against
them. It is believed, however, that by a careful selection of
varieties they may be yet successfully grown in this state
[New York].
“There is a greater difference in time of ripening of
different varieties of soja beans apparently, than between
different varieties of corn. The medium-early green
[Medium-Early Green] is now generally considered the most
promising variety, especially where grown for seed, although
in some experiments at Cornell University common southern
white has produced the most forage. The soja bean seems
to be the most susceptible to the influence of the presence
of the nodule-producing organisms of any of the legumes
so far tried in this country. It is less likely to be inoculated,
and it shows the influence of nodules on poor soils in a more
marked degree than other legumes. Experience seems to
show that where they have been grown for one or two years,
they do better than when first sown. The first year they may
perhaps bear a very few nodules, while the next year they
bear more, and then perhaps the year after many more.
“The Department of Agriculture at Washington [DC] is
preparing to furnish little ‘cakes,’ something like yeast cakes,

which contain the proper organisms. These may be dissolved
in water and applied to the seed before planting, according
to directions furnished. The department is now booking
orders–first come, first served, until the supply is exhausted.
Those who are planting soja beans for the first time will find
it worth while to try this.
“Soja beans should be planted in drills 28 to 30 inches
apart, aiming to get plants about 6 to 8 inches apart in the
row. This will take about 30 pounds of seed per acre. The
seed should be planted about the same time or a little later
than corn.
“It is said that the farmers about Hamilton are growing
soja beans in the same hill with the corn for ensilage, and
are quite enthusiastic over the results. We understand the
rule is to plant about two bushels of corn to one bushel of
the soja beans. While there is a difference both of opinion
and practice, we are informed that the consensus of opinion
is in favor of simply mixing the two together and taking the
chance of the proper mixture getting in each hill. Of course
the proper mixture does not always get into every hill, but
seems to do so sufficiently often to satisfy many who have
tried it. One man who does not believe in this practice has
fitted up a hand planter with two compartments, so that he
can plant both separately and together. Some have objected
to soja beans with corn on account of the difficulty of cutting
with a corn harvester. It is probably too soon to predict
whether it will generally be found good farm practice to raise
the soja beans separately or with corn. It is largely a question
of yield. If more forage can be raised by growing separately,
there is no difficulty about mixing when filling the silo. It is
the hope of the writer, however, that soja beans may be found
successful as a seed crop rather than as a forage crop.”
553. Country Gentleman. 1904. Pure tested seeds (all per
bushel) (Ad). 69(2669):285. March 24.
• Summary: “Medium Clover, $7.75; Mammoth Clover,
$7.75: Alsike Clover, $6.50: Alfalfa. $9; Crimson, $3.50:
Timothy $1.75; Fancy Blue Grass, $1.25; Orchard Grass,
$1.75; Redtop, $1.20; Spring Rye, $1.25; Spring Wheat,
$1.40: Seed Oats, 70¢: German Millet $1.10; Hungarian,
$1.25; Spelt, $1; Kaffir Corn, 90¢; Cow Peas, $1.75; Soja
Beans, $2; Seed Barley, 85¢; Learning Corn, $1.25; Pride
Corn, $1.25.
“Write for our Seed and Poultry Supply Catalogue.
“Chas. F. Saul.
“220-224 James St., Syracuse. New York.”
Note: This ad also appears on p. 357.
554. Country Gentleman. 1904. Soil inoculation.
69(2670):296. March 31.
• Summary: “To whom shall I apply for the new clover
culture, and could it not be applied to the land as a liquid
with an ordinary sprinkler as easily and as effectively as to
mix it with earth? How much should be used per acre? W.H.
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McDonough, N.Y.
“[The Inoculation of soil with the proper bacteria for
raising certain legumes not heretofore raised in the particular
region is probably what is meant in this inquiry. Common
red clover has been so generally and extensively raised in
this country that it is not probable that the failure of this
crop (partial or complete) is due to the lack of the proper
organisms in the soil. Where common red clover fails to
do well, we should therefore look for some other cause, as
need of lime, lack of drainage, or insect enemies. The Ohio
Experiment Station has found marked results from the use of
1000 pounds of lime per acre on soil which had previously
raised clover with difficulty. In the case of alfalfa, cow peas
and soy beans on soils where they have not been previously
grown, it is desirable to supply the organism which produces
the nodules of the particular plant. This may be done by
applying 100 pounds or more of soil from a field which has
recently grown the plant and whose roots were abundantly
supplied with the nodules. It is just as easy to apply soil as
it is commercial fertilizers, and usually much more pleasant.
These organisms may also be supplied by obtaining from
the United States Department of Agriculture little “cakes,”
similar to yeast cakes, which contain the organisms in
question. These cakes are dissolved in water and applied to
the seed according to directions furnished. The need of this
inoculation of the soil seems to be more clearly established
in the case of soy beans than in that of any of the other
legumes. One thing is certain, that these organisms will not
supplant other proper cultural methods, and will in no way
insure success if other conditions are unfavorable],”
555. Flat Black: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Flat King (Morse 1948). 1904. Renamed Flat
King by May 1907. Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: TenEyck, A.M.; Shoesmith, V.M.
1904. “Farm department: Crop experiments in 1903.” Kansas
Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 123. p. 179-239. March.
See p. 196. Issued May 1904. Table VI shows that the soy
bean variety named “Flat Black,” U.S. 1293-1, obtained from
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, was one of more than
20 varieties grown in Kansas. It took 117 days to mature, the
average plant height was 22 inches, the number of pods was
large, the non-dehiscence percentage was 90% (i.e. 90% of
the seedpods did not split open upon to discharge their beans
upon maturity), and the yield of beans was 9.00 bushels per
acre (about average).
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27.
See p. 16. “Flat King” is black seeded and late maturing,
with large seeds. “The name is given on account of the
much flattened seeds and the large size of seeds and plants.
Numbers and sources of lots grown: Agrost. No. 1293, S.P.I.
6312; S.P.I. No. 6312, ‘Flat Black,’ Japan; S.P.I. No. 8497,
grown from S.P.I. No. 6312; S.P.I. No. 9410, grown from

S.P.I. No. 8497; S.P.I. No. 17252, grown from Agrost. No.
1293-2.”
Bailey, L.H. ed. 1907. Cyclopedia of American
agriculture. Vol. II. “Crops.” New York and London:
Macmillan & Co. xvi + 699 p. See p. 585. “Flat Black” is a
late-maturing variety.
Morse (1948) says: “Flat Black–Same as Flat King.”
556. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1904. American farmers’
manual (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 45 p. March. 28
cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm seeds,” page 34 is
devoted entirely to soja beans–by far the largest coverage
yet in a Henderson catalog. In the top half of the page, a
photo shows a man, wearing a suit and hat, standing in a tall
“Field of Early Soja Beans at Central Experimental Farm.
Ottawa, Canada.” In the lower right corner of this photo is
an illustration (which first appeared in the 1899 issue of this
manual) of a soja bean plant with a cluster of pods in the
upper left corner. On a banner is written “Henderson’s Early
Soja Bean.”
The bottom half of the page, titled “Early Green Soja
or soy beans” sing’s the plant’s praises. “Soja beans have
attracted much attention in recent years on account of their
high feeding qualities, but all were too late to be of value
in the Northern States. This early green variety has proved
its earliness and value in the Northern States by not only
producing large fodder crops, but ripening the seed as far
north as Massachusetts. It is worthy of a place on every farm,
either as a grain crop or fodder crop to feed green, or for
the silo. The grain is the richest known vegetable substance,
and when ground and fed to cattle gives a milk richer and
better than cotton seed or other meal. For ensilage it forms
a complete, balanced feed ration. While corn is the most
serviceable crop for ensilage, though ever so well preserved
as to succulence, odor and flavor, it is incomplete feed for
cattle, being deficient in albuminoids or protein (the flesh
formers), as well as fat. This deficiency has hitherto been
supplied by feeding, in addition to the corn silage, such grain
as oats, wheat, etc. or concentrated feeds, such as meal,
oil cake, or some other commodity, rich in the elements in
which corn silage is grown on his own farm, at small cost, a
combination which fournishes a wholesome, economical and
completely balanced feed for milch cows. This combination
should be composed of two parts millet or corn to one part
Soja Beans, grown separately, but mixed thoroughly, at
the time of cutting and filling of the silo. This combination
ensilage develops a most agreeable aromatic odor and is
greedily relished by cattle
both dairy cows and fattening stock. It certainly will be
generally used by all up-to-date farmers and dairymen and
will revolutionize the dairy industry of the United States.
We do not recommend the feeding of this combination to
the entire exclusion of grains or other concentrated feed. We
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recommend that grain be fed occasionally as a change, but
four-fifths of the grain bill can be saved. We recommend all
farmers to plant this year at least an acre or two of our Early
Green Soja Beans and an equal area of Japanese millet, to
test and prove for themselves the value of the combination,
and we are confident that, thereafter, all who try it will each
year grow a larger acreage. Planted the latter part of May, in
latitude of New York, the Beans are ready for harvesting in
about 100 days. Japanese Millet comes quicker to maturity
than Soja Beans, and on the authority of Prof. W.P. Brooks,
of Hatch Experiment Station, Mass. [Massachusetts], should
be sown from four to five weeks later, so as to be in the best
condition for the silo, along with the Soja Beans. Sow the
beans from the middle to end of May, and the Millet from the
last week in June till the first week in July; both will then be
ready for the silo about the end of August.
“Planted in rows 2½ feet apart, 6 to 8 plants to the
foot of row, requiring three pecks per acre, they yield 15 or
20 tons per acre of fodder very rich in flesh formers. For
green feed, use from time of blossoming till pods are well
filled; for the silo, cut as soon as most of the pods are well
filled, and cut into ½-inch to 2½-inch lengths. They are soil
enrichers, gathering nitrogen from the air same as clover, the
roots being crowded with tubercles, which give them this
power. (See cut.) 10 c. lb., $1.10 peck, $3.86 bushel of 60
lbs.; 10-bushel lots, $3.75 bushel.
“Late Soja Beans.–A month later than the early variety;
should not be used north of Virginia. $1.00 peck, $3.00
bushel.”
A sidebar to the right of the text proclaims in large
letters: “Valuable for either fodder or grain. Produces
enormous crops as far north as Canada, ripening seed as far
north as Massachusetts. Especially valuable (in combination
with Japanese Millet and fodder corn) for ensilage, supplying
the albuminoids or flesh-forming food. A great soil enricher,
gathering nitrogen from the air.”
Note: This catalog contains both black-and-white
photographs as well as some black-and-white text
engravings.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.
557. Kozai, Y.; Loew, O. 1904. Ueber fungicide Wirkungen
von Pilzculturen [On the fungicidal effects of mold
cultures]. Bulletin of the College of Agriculture, Tokyo
Imperial University 6(2):77-79. March. German summary in
Chemisches Central-Blatt 1904(2):252. [Ger]
• Summary: It has been observed that in Japan, a wellknown vegetable cheese known as Miso, does not get
covered with mold even during the hottest days of summer,
despite its moist condition and the fact that it is exposed to
the open air and dust in shops. The prompted the authors to
conduct an experiment to see if Aspergillus oryzae, the miso

mold, has fungicidal properties. The miso is made from the
action of enzymes on cooked soybeans. Address: Tokyo
Imperial Univ., Japan.
558. Ssemenow, N. 1904. Soy bean (Abstract). Experiment
Station Record (USDA) 15(7):669-70. March. For the year
1903-04. Also abstracted in Chemiker-Zeitung 27 (1903),
No. 93, Repertorium 21, p. 302. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: In Manchuria some 12-17% of the land under
cultivation is planted to soybeans. Southern Russia is
considered well adapted to the cultivation of the soy bean,
which prefers a light deep soil and a dry climate. The
average of 16 analyses shows the following composition:
Water 9.49%, proteids 34.30%, fat 17.67%, nitrogen-free
extract 28.44%, cellulose 4.79%, and ash 5.31%. The crop is
grown for forage and the production of oil.
559. TenEyck, A.M.; Shoesmith, V.M. 1904. Farm
department: Crop experiments in 1903. Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 123. p. 179-239. March.
See p. 193-96. Issued May 1904.
• Summary: Because early 1903 was unusually wet, “it was
considered essential to undertake some experiments in the
late planting of corn and forage crops–such as spring wheat,
Kafir-corn, sorghum, soy beans, cowpeas, and millet.
The section titled “Varieties of soy beans” (p. 193-96)
describes a variety trial. The “soy-bean ground was harrowed
twice with the smoothing-harrow, three times with the Acme
harrow, and once with the disk-harrow, lapping half. The soy
beans were planted June 15, at which time the soil was in
good condition, being free from weeds and finely pulverized
at the surface. The beans were planted with the disk-drill
in rows thirty-two inches apart, the size of the plots being
0.067 acre... The crop was harvested with the bean-harvester
or by hand. The more important data secured in this trial are
given in table VI,” titled “Varieties of soy beans” (p. 196).
Twenty-six varieties were tested. This table gives the variety
name, source (where form), days to mature, average height
in inches, number of pods, non-dehiscence, and yield of
beans in bushels per acre. The top-yielding varieties have an
asterisk (*) before the variety name and the yield (in bushels/
acre after the name). From the Kansas College farm: Green,
* Early Yellow (14.80). From Evans Seed Company: * Ito
San (14.56), Medium Green, Olive Medium, Ogema, Early
Brown. From N.H. Hammond & Co.: Medium Green, * Ito
San (15.70), Extra * Early Black. From the U.S. Department
of Agriculture: Ito San–U.S. No. 1313 (14.80), Medium
Green–U.S. No. 1312-1, * Yellow–U.S. No. 1308-1 (15.10),
Medium Early Green–U.S. No. 1306-1, Southern–U.S. No.
1307-1, Early Black–U.S. No. 1304-1, Early Black–U.S. No.
13013-1, * Green Samarow–U.S. No. 1302 (14.50), Late
Yellow–U.S. No. 1300, * Small Yellow–U.S. No. 1299-1
(15.80), Large Yellow–U.S. No. 1296-1, Yellow–U.S. No.
1294-1, Flat Black–U.S. No. 1293-1, Small Brown–U.S. No.
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972-1, Small Black–U.S. No. 964-1, Early Green–U.S. No.
912-1.
The text summarizes (p. 195): The highest yield was
15.8 bushels per acre, while the average yield for the 26
varieties was 8.45 bu/acre. “The Ito San and Early Yellow
varieties, which are the same or very closely related, made
by far the highest yields, averaging 12.06 bushels per acre, as
compared with 6.54 bushels per acre for the remainder of the
varieties. The six best producers of these promising varieties
made an average yield of 15.3 bushels per acre.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
clearly mentions the soybean varieties Flat Black, or Green.
Address: 1. B.Agr., Agriculturist; 2. B.S., Asst. [Manhattan,
Kansas].
560. Tsujimoto, Mitsumaru. 1904. Daizu abura ni tsuite
[Soybean oil]. Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi (J. of the Society of
Chemical Industry, Japan) 7(73):222-30. March. [Jap]
• Summary: A very early, detailed discussion of the physical
and chemical characteristics of soybean oil (daizu abura),
and its composition. He also studied boiled soybean oil.
Note: This is the earliest Japanese-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that mentions soybean oil, which it calls
daizu abura.
561. New York Times. 1904. Mails microbes to farmers: Dr.
Moore dedicates to the public patent for beneficent germs.
April 8. p. 1.
• Summary: “Washington, April 17.–At the Patent Office
to-day a patent was issued and dedicated to the people of
the United States. It covers a process discovered by Dr.
George T. Moore of the Department of Agriculture for the
production of bacterial cultures employed in inoculating soils
for the successful cultivation of clovers of all kinds, alfalfa,
soy beans, cow peas, and many other similar members of
the legume family. The patent is given to the people of the
United States forever in effect, the object being to forestall
any effort to patent such a process and by that means
circumscribe the efforts of farmers to improve their soils by
raising leguminous crops.
“The department has for several months been sending
out in small packages through the mails the necessary
bacteria dried on cotton and accompanied by nutrient salts
with which the farmers may inoculate either the soil or the
seed which is to be sown in the soil.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2007)
that mentions the work of Dr. George Moore to develop
improved bacterial cultures for inoculating soy beans, and to
send these to farmers.
562. New-York Tribune. 1904. Chinese food products: Beans
a leading article of diet in China. April 10. p. A9.
• Summary: From What to Eat: “Dr. Yamei Kin, a Chinese
woman doctor now studying in America, gives some

interesting facts about Chinese food products. One surprising
thing Dr Yamei Kin tells is that Chinese soy is made from a
sort of red bean ground up and fermented. While fermenting
it smells like sauerkraut, only worse. The fermented product
is shipped in cases to England, where it is mixed with
vinegar and other products and sold as Worcestershire sauce.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2015) that
mentions Dr. Yamei Kin in clear connection with soy.
“The Chinese laborer lives on beans as much as does the
Boston typewriter girl. The bean in China is more like our
small round cow-pea. This is ground fine, mixed with water
and a little salt. Then the water is pressed out and the bean
cake [tofu] is sold to the poor. This bean cake may be cooked
and mixed with other things, fish, chickens, etc. It is highly
nutritious and explains why the Chinese laborer can endure
so much on so little food. Vegetables are eaten in quantities...
Fish is popular but very little meat is eaten. An animal is
never killed to be eaten until it is too old to work; hence the
Chinese do not like beef, considering it too tough. Pork is
popular and every family keeps one or two pigs.
“The Chinese are great cooks, and love to give elaborate
dinners. This is the chief means of entertaining in China.
However, the dinner consists of sixty courses, and it takes
several hours.”
Also appeared in the Detroit Free Press. 1904. May 1 (p.
2).
563. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1904. Are headquarters for: Cow
peas and soja beans (Ad). Washington Post. April 13. p. 15.
• Summary: “Mammoth Yellow Soja Beans unquestionably
make the richest and most nutritious feed crop grown on the
farm. Equally valuable grown either as a hay crop or for the
beans. Better than linseed or cotton seed meal for fattening
stock.
“Full information about these valuable crops in Woods
Seed Book for 1904. Write for it and Special Price List of
Seasonable seeds.
Note: This ad also appeared in the April 17, 20, 24, 27,
and May 4 and 8 (p. 2) issues of this newspaper.
Question: How was soybean meal made? Were the
soybeans cooked? How and for how long? Address:
Richmond, Virginia.
564. Neulengbacher Zeitung (Neulengbach, AustriaHungary). 1904. Zeitgeschichte: Raetsel und Gegensaetze
in Japan im russisch-japanischen Kriege [Contemporary
history: riddles and opposites in Japan in the Russo-Japanese
War]. 5(17):3-4. April 23. [Ger]
• Summary: Soy sauce (Sojasauce) is mentioned in passing.
565. Country Gentleman. 1904. Orchard renovation.
Preparing for potatoes (Letter to the editor). 69(2674):394.
April 28.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–I have just bought
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ten acres in Muskegon County, Michigan. Five acres have
not been worked for one year, but two years ago it had
corn, and has had a crop of rye on it. What shall I sow this
summer on it to act as a good fertilizer–cow peas, clover and
buckwheat, or would timothy seed do it good? I would like
to plant potatoes on it next year if possible. It is a sandy soil
such as I have enclosed. (1)... Chicago, Illinois, H.P.W.
“1. Probably cow peas would be best for the renovation
of the land you speak of. If the season is warm enough to
get a good growth, they certainly would be the best. Next
to them, we recommend soy beans or sand vetch. Perhaps
summer vetch would answer as well as sand vetch, and it
would be less expensive. The expense of the seed (about $10
a bushel) is the greatest drawback of planting sand vetch. We
believe that any of these crops would furnish more humus
and fertilizer for the soil than clover, which you suggest, and
we are certain that any of them, clover included, would be
better than rye...”
566. Humphreys, Mary Gay. 1904. The aesthetic
housekeepers of Japan. Ogden Standard Examiner (Utah).
April 29. p. 23.
• Summary: The author, an American, writing from
her experience of living in Tokio, notes that Japanese
housekeepers bring a strong sense of beauty or aesthetics
to every part of their daily life. Concerning foods: “One of
these is bean curd, ‘tofu,’ a white substance that is sliced and
fried like mush, with soy [sauce] for a flavor. This curd is so
nutritious and so cheap that an American who lives in Japan
suggested its being introduced into this country as a food.
Soy is a liquid made from the black bean [sic] and is said
to be the foundation of Worcestershire sauce. It enters into
almost all cooking, and most agreeably.”
A Tokio restaurant meal: “It was charming, a meal to be
remembered, and meat thus cooked in soy [sauce] something
‘Japanesy’ that we might well import.”
Nuta salad: “This is made of clams, rape tops and onion
with a sauce of bean paste, rice, mustard and soy [sauce],
rubbed into a brown liquid.” One large illustration shows
a Japanese woman with elaborate dress and hairdo; three
others show her working at home.
567. Country Gentleman. 1904. Domestic economy. Ways
with rhubarb: Soy and catsup. 69(2675):427. May 5.
• Summary: “Cut [rhubarb] into slices, and simmer in a
little water until soft; add four teacupfuls of sugar, an even
tablespoonful of cinnamon, a teaspoonful of pepper, a
teacupful of strong vinegar, and a teaspoonful of salt. Cook
an hour, or until when cold it will flow readily from a spoon.
“Catsup.–To two quarts of chopped rhubarb add two
pounds of brown sugar, a teacupful of vinegar (not too
strong), a teaspoonful each of cinnamon and allspice, a
teaspoonful of salt, half a teaspoonful (scant) of cayenne
pepper, or a level teaspoonful of black. Cook away about

half, then bottle and seal.”
568. San Francisco Chronicle. 1904. Preparations to quit
Newchwang: Civilians fear a raid by Chinese bandits when
Russians retire. May 9. p. 1.
• Summary: The Russians are evacuating Newchwang and
the western side of the Liao Tung peninsula. The Japanese
captured Dalny yesterday. Last week the Japanese landed
10,000 men at Kinchou bay, 10,000 at Foochou bay and
7,000 at Pitzwo. “The isolation of Port Arthur is complete.
Sixteen Japanese war ships protected the landing of troops at
Kinchou bay,...
“Food is scarce at Moukden [Mukden, later renamed
Shenyang], the troops are eating [soy] bean cakes.”
569. Country Gentleman. 1904. Inquiries and answers:
Alfalfa bacteria (Letter to the editor). 69(2676):440. May 12.
• Summary: “I have been much interested in the discussion
of soil inoculation for alfalfa. Is it thoroughly established that
the bacteria of alfalfa are different from those of red clover,
or is that a mere opinion? Has the experiment been tried of
inoculating trial patches with red clover soil for comparison
with adjoining land inoculated with soil from an old alfalfa
field? M. Montreal, Canada.
“[We have made some experiments in inoculating plats
with soil from red clover fields, where the clover grew very
luxuriantly, and have never found that alfalfa roots grown
in these plats had any nodules on them. We believe the
Louisiana Station has done considerable work along this
line, and their results agree with the statement above made.
Prof. Hopkins of the University of Illinois, who has perhaps
done more than any other one experiment station worker
on this subject, says: ‘We have tried growing alfalfa in soil
which was thoroughly inoculated with red clover, but no
tubercles were developed on the alfalfa, or at the most only
on an occasional plant, and in these cases it is probable that
the bacteria were brought with the alfalfa seed. We have also
obtained conclusive evidence that the cow pea bacteria and
the soy bean bacteria are distinct from each other and also
distinct from the alfalfa and red clover bacteria...].”
570. Country Gentleman. 1904. The Jersey Breeders. Annual
meeting of the club. 69(2676):440-41. May 12.
• Summary: “The foods and prices per ton agreed upon
as a basis of computing the cost of rations used in the
demonstration are:
“Forage, dry: Timothy hay, $7.50; alfalfa hay, $6.50;
clover hay, $6; timothy and clover mixed hay, $6; corn
stover, $3; straw, oat, $2 50; straw, wheat, $2.
“Forage, green: Green peas, $3.50; soja beans or cow
peas, $3.50; clover, $3; oats and peas mixed, $2.50; corn
fodder, $2; corn ensilage, $2; green millet, $2.”
571. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1904. Germs as
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fertilizers. May 14. p. 6.
• Summary: “The germ theory has been extended to the
department of agriculture, where it is fast being developed
into a practical working fact.
“Today scientific farmers are using ‘bacterial devils’ for
the fertilization of dead soil, and this wonderful microbic
plant tonic is being sold to them by Uncle Sam.” For several
months the department has been sending small packages of
“this singular bacteria, dried on cotton and accompanied by
nutrient salts, in which form the farmer uses it to inoculate
either the soil or the seed to be sown in it.
“The process was discovered by Dr. Moore, of the
department of agriculture,... The infinitesimal germs thus
sent out from Washington produce the necessary bacterial
cultures for inoculating soils for the successful cultivation
of clovers of all kinds, alfalfa, soy beans, cow peas, and
all other members of the legume family... The farmer who
receives the little package soaks it, much like a yeast cake, in
a barrel of clean water. The powerful germs revive and soon
turn the water to a milky white. Seeds soaked in the resultant
fluid, having been thoroughly inoculated with the germs, are
given an extraordinary start.”
“Perhaps, too, bacteria will yet be discovered which do
the same thing for cotton seed and the cereals.”
572. Country Gentleman. 1904. Money in wheat in the
East: The matter of fertilization (Letter to the editor).
69(2677):462. May 19.
• Summary: “It is therefore evident that upon the cost of
supplying these three elements depends the profitableness of
wheat growing in the East. In the market nitrogen is the most
expensive of the list. Fortunately, however, the farmer can
manufacture this substance largely on his own land. Every
clover field is a nitrogen factory. Through the bacteria which
inhabit its root nodules, the clover converts the nitrogen of
the air into a form available for its growth. Other leguminous
plants, such as cow peas, the Canada field pea and the soy
bean, in the same manner feed upon the nitrogen of the air.
When these leguminous crops are plowed under green, the
succeeding crops get the benefit of the nitrogen thus stored
up. In this way the prudent farmer can supply his wheat crop
with nitrogen at very small expense.”
573. Boston Daily Globe. 1904. Typical dishes. Japanese
service is dainty in the extreme. May 22. p. 35.
• Summary: “Meat plays a small part in the Japanese
menu,... Fish and rice are the staples... The following is
a typical menu for a dinner of ceremony:” Soy-related
dishes include: “Suimono–A kind of bean-curd [tofu]
soup.” “Hachi-zakana–A fine, large fish, either boiled with
salt or boiled [broiled?] with shoyu.” “Umani–Bits of fish
or sometime fowl, boiled with lotus root or potatoes in
shoyu and with ‘mirin,’ a sort of sweet liqueur.” “Tsubo–
Seaweed...” “Ayemono [Aemono]–A sort of salad made with

bean sauce [miso?] or pounded sesamum [sesame] seeds.”
Raw fish–The favorite for festive occasions is the tai [sea
bream], “on account of its name, which is the last syllable
of the word me-de-tai, meaning ‘congratulatory.’... Before
eating, the slices are dipped lightly in soy [sauce], seasoned
with grated horseradish or ginger.”
574. Riess, Ludwig. 1904. Feuilleton: ein Tag in einer
japanischen Haeuslichkeit [Features: One day in a Japanese
household]. Agramer Zeitung (Agram, Austria-Hungary)
79(118):1-3. May 25. [Ger]
• Summary: When the maid brings in the great bucket of
rice, from which she fills the bowl of everyone who has
handed it to her with a couple of ladles full of the sticky
white grains, the slurping, gulping, chewing, and clattering
of chopsticks begins at an enviably fast pace. Things
continuously go back and forth with arbitrary changes
between the hot, salty miso soup (Misosuppe), the bean
preparations and omelets, the small fish and the clams,
the seaweed (Seetang), and the rice, the actual pièce de
résistance, until the rice bowl, which has been emptied until
it is clean, is placed by the maid for the last time on the tray
that is held out and instead of the rice, tea is requested.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2: This is the earliest article seen (March 2020)
in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Misosuppe (miso soup). This
word appears in 5 different issues of these newspapers from
1904 to 1916.
Note 3. This article appears on the same date, with the
same author and title, in Prager Tagblatt (p. 1-2). Address:
PhD.
575. Country Gentleman. 1904. Inquiries and answers:
Sorghum ensilage, p. 464. 69(2678):489. May 26.
• Summary: “I call your attention to the recent bulletin of
the Tennessee Station on crops for the silo. The conclusion
there is that ‘As fine a quality of ensilage can be made from
sorghum as from any other crop, and there seems to be little
choice between the feeding values of sorghum and corn
ensilage for beef production. The average cost of a ton of
ensilage from sorghum was $1.41; from corn, $2; from corn
and sorghum, $1.86, and from soybeans, $2.83.’ It seems
from the Tennessee experiments that it costs over $5 more
per acre to grow the sorghum crop than the corn crop, but the
yield was heavier.”
“I have come to the conclusion that there is no crop that
can compare with Indian corn for this purpose.–Virginian.”
576. Brunson, John A. 1904. A glimpse of Japanese life.
Good Health (Battle Creek, Michigan) 39(5):237-42. May.
• Summary: A good photo (p. 239) shows a Japanese
vegetable vendor carrying his goods in baskets on a shoulder
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pole. Page 240 notes: “Tofu, or ‘bean curd,’ as the foreigners
call it, is a favorite dish. The beans are first ground fine in
hand mills. These mills consist of two stone discs about
eighteen inches in diameter, and perhaps six or eight in
thickness, one being placed above the other. To the upper
stone is attached a handle by which it is turned, and the
motor power is supplied by two women. It is a familiar
sight in Japan to see ‘two women grinding at the mill.’ The
husks and coarser parts of the bean flour are then carefully
removed, and the fine white residuum is mixed with water
and pressed into squares which somewhat resemble cottage
cheese in appearance. The tofu is then boiled, and is both
palatable and nutritious, but rather concentrated.”
In Japan, fish are served raw, while yet fresh, “with
shoyu, a kind of Japanese Worcester sauce.”
Note 1. This is the earliest article seen (Aug. 1996)
with detailed information on soyfoods in Dr. John Harvey
Kellogg’s periodical Good Health.
Note 2. This is also the earliest document seen (Aug.
1996) that compares tofu with cottage cheese.
577. Green: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonym:
Guelph (Ball 1907). 1904. Seed color: Green.
• Summary: Sources: TenEyck, A.M.; Shoesmith, V.M.
1904. “Farm department: Crop experiments in 1903.”
Kansas Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 123. p. 179-239.
March. See p. 196. Issued May 1904. Table VI shows that
the soy bean variety named “Green,” obtained from the
Kansas college farm, was one of more than 20 varieties
grown in Kansas. It took 107 days to mature and the yield of
beans was about average–10.20 bushels per acre.
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27. See
p. 27. The “List of synonyms” states that Green is a synonym
for Guelph; only Guelph is described in this Bulletin.
578. Otis, D.H. 1904. Experiments with dairy cows. Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 125. p. 59-164.
May. See p. 88-89, 91, 101, 104, 107-08.
• Summary: Issued Sept. 1904. A table (p. 108) indicates that
these various experiments probably used ground soybeans
[raised on the College farm during the summer of 1899]
rather than defatted soybean meal.
The section titled “Importance of raising dairy feeds on
the farm” (p. 87+) states: “It used to be said that a balanced
ration for a dairy cow could not be produced without buying
high-priced concentrates. The experience of this College
proves that statement to be false.” With alfalfa and Kafircorn meal we have at 11.9 cents per pound;... and with Kafircorn meal one-half and soy-bean meal one-half, and Kafircorn stover, for 12.3 cents per pound.
The section titled “Management with high-priced feeds”
(p. 88-89) shows that cows yielded 16 pounds of milk daily
when fed “Alfalfa hay or soy-bean hay 10 pounds, oat hay

8 pounds, and ground wheat 6 pounds.” They yielded 22
pounds of milk daily when fed “Prairie hay 10 pounds, soybean hay 10 pounds, ground wheat 8 pounds, and oil-meal
[linseed] 1 pound.” They yielded 27 pounds of milk daily
when fed “Alfalfa hay 20 pounds, corn- or Kafir-corn meal
7½ pounds, soy-bean meal 2 pounds.”
The section titled “Alfalfa hay” (p. 100-01) states: “A
comparison between alfalfa hay and soy-bean hay was made
with dairy cows, and it was found that soy-bean hay was not
equal to alfalfa–the leaves were broken off and there were
many coarse stems which the cows did not relish. However,
when the soy-bean hay was placed in the racks in the yards
the cows would pick at it and evidently received a good deal
of good from it.”
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 107-08) notes that
when soy beans formed one-half of the concentrates of the
ration and [linseed] “oil-meal” the other half, the butter from
such feeding “became so soft that it was impossible to work
it satisfactorily after it was churned. Even though it was
chilled with ice-water, it was impossible to mix the salt with
the butter without having large and numerous streaks through
it. This difficulty is not experienced when soy beans form
only a small part of the ration, and, as they are very rich, a
small quantity is usually sufficient to furnish the nutrients
required by the cow.”
When cottonseed-meal was fed to dairy cows, it
produces a hard butter, and in the winter-time tended to make
it crumble. “With soy beans and cottonseed-meal available,
it is possible for the private dairyman to so regulate
the ration of his cows that he can produce butter of any
desirable consistency.” Address: M.S., Animal Husbandman
[Manhattan, Kansas].
579. Rorer, S.T. (Mrs.). 1904. My best 250 recipes: the fifth
installment of the successful series. Ladies’ Home Journal
21:109/34. May.
• Summary: “My favorite salad: Select a white, crisp head of
lettuce; cut at the base, break it apart, and throw the leaves
in cold water for an hour. Cut in very thin slices a carefully
boiled beet; shave sufficient cabbage to make a pint; throw
it in ice water. At serving-time shake and dry the lettuce and
the cabbage. Put a layer of lettuce leaves in the bottom of
a salad-bowl, put over a portion of the cabbage, then some
beets, a half teaspoonful of celery seed; then another layer
of cabbage and garnishing of beets. Peel two tomatoes, cut
them in halves, press out the seeds, and cut the flesh in cubes
of an inch. the edge. bowl the heart of the head of lettuce,
and stand it aside until serving-time. To dress, dust with a
teaspoonful of salt, a saltspoonful of pepper, sprinkle over
all four tablespoonfuls of mint sauce, add a tablespoonful of
onion juice, a teaspoonful of soy, or Worcestershire sauce,
and the same of mushroom ketchup that has been well
mixed with a clove of garlic thoroughly mashed. Add eight
tablespoonfuls of olive oil, and mix until each leaf of the
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lettuce is thoroughly covered with the dressing. Add four
tablespoonfuls of grape and tarragon vinegar mixed; mix
again, and serve immediately.”
580. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1904. Headquarters for cow peas
and soja beans (Ad). Southern Planter (Richmond, Virginia)
67(5):345. May.
• Summary: This ad (1/6 page) states: “Mammoth Yellow
Soja Beans unquestionably make the richest and most
nutritious feed crop grown on the farm. Equally valuable
grown either as a hay crop or for the beans. Better than
linseed or cotton seed meal for fattening stock.
“Full Information about these valuable crops In Wood’s
Seed Book for 1904.
“Write for It and Special Price. List of Seasonable
Seeds.” Address: Seedsmen, Richmond, Virginia.
581. Country Gentleman. 1904. Our Washington letter.
69(2679):511. June 2.
• Summary: “Mr. Grimes says that despite the unseasonable
weather, the farm at the Agricultural and Mechanical
College at Raleigh [North Carolina] presents a good
appearance. There are 200 acres sown with peas, 65 with
corn and 30 with oats, on the main farm, while the garden
and melon fields cover 15 acres, and will furnish a great
supply for the summer school, in July, at which 1000
teachers are expected to be present. A section of the farm is
devoted to experimental work, this covering forage crops,
grass, cotton, corn, tobacco, etc. The experiment covers
varieties, fertilization, and rotations of cotton, corn, etc. A
little tobacco was experimented on last year. This season
the different varieties are being tested and a study of the
diseases, such as wilt, etc., is being made. There are also
special experiments with wheat, peas, soja beans, alfalfa. The
students have built two and a half miles of roadway through
the extensive farm, which covers 400 acres.”
582. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1904. Timely hints to
farmers:... Soy beans as a balance. June 3. p. 9.
• Summary: Basic information about soy beans from many
sources: “At the Kansas Experiment Station one part soy
beans and five parts Kaffir corn mixed makes double the
amount of pork over Kaffir corn alone.”
“There appear to be at least three varieties of the soy
bean–The Early Yellow, the Medium and the Mammoth.
The Medium Green is a good all around variety, but at the
Kansas experiment station the Early Yellow gave the best
satisfaction.”
583. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1904. Chinese
vegetables. June 6. p. 10.
• Summary: From The Boston Home Journal: “The
vegetables used by the Chinese are entirely different
from what we are accustomed to, and make a wonderful

collection. An investigation and analysis of the vegetables
and food offered for sale in the Chinese markets of San
Francisco has recently been made by Professor Walter
Blasdale, of the chemistry department of the University of
California, from which we gather the following facts:...”
There follows a summary of: Blasdale, Walter C. 1899.
“A description of some Chinese vegetable food materials
and their nutritive and economic value.” USDA Office of
Experiment Stations, Bulletin No. 68. 112 p. See p. 32-36.
“Beans are a staple article of food with them. There are
many varieties and they are baked, boiled, made into soup,
and even made into a bean cheese [tofu]. The most important
is the ‘soy bean.’
“Many of these vegetables are imported from China,
but most of them are now raised along the banks of the
Sacramento [River in California] and are brought every
morning fresh to the Chinese market.”
584. Country Gentleman. 1904. What some cows do (Ad).
69(2681):568. June 16.
• Summary: “The following tests have been accepted by the
American Jersey Cattle Club: Private butter tests...
“Flower of Linden Lea 155318–Butter, 14 lb. 8 oz.;
milk, 226 lb. 12 oz.; May 17 to 28; 5 y. 1 m.; estimated
weight, 900 lb.; fed 85 lb. bran, 105 lb. mixed corn and soy
bean ensilage-mixed clover, timothy and June grass pasture.
Property of H.S. Chapman, Cassopolis, Michigan.”
585. Country Gentleman. 1904. Inquiries and answers: Cover
crop (Letter to the editor). 69(2683):606. June 30.
• Summary: “I have about two acres of strawberries I
am going to plow up as soon as berries are picked. What
cover crop would you advise me to put in, so that I could
turn under in time to plant currants or gooseberries in the
fall? How much per acre? Broadcast or drilled? I.E.C.
Marlborough, N.Y.
“[What green manure would serve best your purpose
could be answered positively only on a strict knowledge
of the soil. We think that the best results would probably
follow either from soy beans or cow peas. These should
be preferably sown in drills three feet apart, which would
require about one-half bushel to the acre. Do not make the
mistake of using too little. Broadcasting may be easier, in
which case the amount of seed should be doubled].”
586. Kastle, J.H.; Elhove, Elias. 1904. On the reduction
of nitrates by certain plant extracts and metals, and the
accelerating effect of certain substances on the progress of
the reduction. American Chemical Journal 31(6):606-41.
June.
• Summary: This article begins: “The fact that both higher
and lower plants are able to construct proteids out of nitrates
naturally suggests that the nitrates must suffer a gradual
reduction in this phase of nitrogen metabolism. It has been
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observed that certain plants, such as the tobacco, contain
so much nitrate in their leaves that this crystallizes out on
drying, and the writers of this communication have obtained
excellent tests for nitrite on several specimens of air-dried
tobacco. Whether this nitrite is of bacterial origin or results
from reducing changes naturally occurring in the leaf itself
we have not yet been able to determine. Indeed, chemists
seem to be divided in opinion as to whether nitrites ever
occur in the living plant.”
Table 12 (p. 627, with 3 columns) lists the name of the
plant, part of the plant tested and the amount of nitrite in
milligrams. The time was one hour and the temperature was
40ºC. For the “Soy bean (Glycine hispida)” the leaves were
tested; no nitrite was found.
Note: Only two plants were found to contain nitrate:
The potato (tuber), egg plant (fruit), and potato (sprouts,
etiolated). Both of these plants are from the nightshade
family–as is the tomato. Address: 1. State College of
Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky; 2. Research Asst., Carnegie
Institution, Washington, DC.
587. TenEyck, A.M. 1904. The roots of plants. Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 127. p. 197252. June. (Issued March 1905). See p. 222-23, 245-46.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy-bean roots” (p. 22223) states: “The sample of soy-bean roots shown in plate 17
was taken August 14, fifty-five days after planting, just as
the pods were beginning to form. This is the Early Yellow
variety...” The root development was very meager. Some
roots reached a depth of about 2½ feet, but there was a very
small and short lateral growth at this time. Then 83 days after
planting: “The root system is not extensive, the bulk of the
roots being between four and twelve inches from the surface.
No tubercles were found on the roots of these plants.
“The small root growth of soy beans indicates that the
crop should be planted thicker than is the usual practice,
in order to get the largest production from the land; also,
since this is a legume crop, which, with the required bacteria
present, takes its nitrogen from the air, a thicker growth of
plants would leave more roots in the soil, and hence a greater
supply of humus and nitrogen for the use of succeeding
crops. Such tests as have been made at this station indicate
that the soy bean is not a great exhauster of soil moisture.”
Photos show: (1) Soy-bean roots, fifty-five days after
planting (p. 245). (2) Mature soy bean plants and their roots
(p. 246). Address: B. Agr., Agriculturist.
588. Barton, J.J. 1904. Farm and garden: The soy bean. An
important leguminous plant–Its culture and value. Star and
Sentinel (Gettysburg, Pennsylvania). July 1. p. 4.
• Summary: “Soy beans are among the principal leguminous
crops which are now recognized as so important an element
in good farming.”

589. Country Gentleman. 1904. Domestic economy. With the
July fruit: Currant soy and catsup. 69(2684):637. July 7.
• Summary: “Currant soy: Boil an hour two quarts of
stemmed currants, a cupful of sugar, two teacupfuls of
vinegar, a teaspoonful each of ground cinnamon, cloves and
pepper. Bottle and seal.
“Catsup.–Three quarts of currant juice, one and one-half
pounds of sugar, a teaspoonful each of cinnamon, cloves,
allspice and salt. Reduce one-half by boiling, add a tea
cupful of vinegar when boiling, put in wide mouthed bottles,
or pint cans, and seal.”
590. Hitier, H. 1904. Société Nationale d’Agriculture de
France: Communications diverses [National Society of
Agriculture of France: Various communications]. Journal
d’Agriculture Pratique 68:2. p. 55. July 14. [Fre]
• Summary: During the session of 6 July 1904 Mr. Bouvier
presented a sample, to pique our curiosity, of tofu (fromage
de Soja) that Mr. Paul Serre had sent to the Society from
Java. This cheese is obtained after grinding the soybeans
in water, in a double boiler or steam-jacketed kettle (bainmarie). The albumin is precipitated, just like casein, with the
aid of a special ferment (d’une ferment spécial) and with it
one makes a special sort of cheese, of which the indigenous
people are very fond. It would be interesting to study the one
or several particular “ferments” used for this cheese.
Note 1. The reporter seems confused between fermented
and non-fermented tofu. Note 2. Ferments were later called
“enzymes.” Address: France.
591. Toronto Daily Star (Canada). 1904. Madge Merton’s
page for women. July 16. p. 16.
• Summary: “Aunt. B.: The following recipe for homemade
Worcestershire sauce sounds well. Pound once ounce of
garlic, two ounces of small onions, and half an ounce of
cayenne pepper. Put them in an earthen jug with half a
pint of vinegar, stand in water, and simmer for three hours.
Strain, add a pint of hot vinegar, and half a pint of Indian
soy. Perhaps you can’t get Indian soy, but at the shops where
Chinese food is sold, you may get the Chinese article of
the same name. Bottle your sauce and seal tightly, using a
mixture of equal parts beeswax and resin.”
592. Redding, R.J. 1904. Farms and farmers: Lucerne or
alfalfa (Letter to the editor). Atlanta Constitution (Georgia).
July 18. p. 10.
• Summary: “’Alfalfa’ is simply the Spanish name and
‘lucerne’ is the French name, for the same plant. Its botanical
name is Medicago Sativa.” It is also called Spanish trefoil,
French luzerne, and medick.
“In regard to nutritiousness, analysis as well as actual
feeding experience shows that lucerne stands at the head
of its class, As a green forage plant it excels crimson
clover, soja bean, red clover, alsike clover and cowpea, in
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nutritiveness–far and away. As a hay it still leads the list just
given. Of course it is very far superior to the best grass hays.
It is excelled as a hay only by vetch and soja beans.
“The yield of lucerne under the most favorable
conditions may, in the south, exceed six tons of cured hay
per acre, or, if cut and weighed green, from 20 to 25 tons of
green food.” Address: [Director, Georgia Agric. Exp. Station
near Griffin, Georgia].
593. Country Gentleman. 1904. Dairy Department: Some
practical questions. Oat, barley and pea hay. 69(2686):673.
July 21.
• Summary: “I am thinking of cutting my oats, barley and
some peas green for hay. What do you think of it? I have
planted with my corn some cow peas and they are coming up
nicely. What I want to do is to get some protein, if possible,
to go with the ensilage. Can I get it from the oat, barley
and pea hay? I will cut it when it is in the dough. I have got
to plan not to buy so much grain for feed for cows. C.F.H.
Manlius, N.Y.
“Your oats, barley and peas will make an excellent
quality of hay, if cut at the stage you mention and well cured.
Unless the peas are in quite large proportion, the hay will
not be so rich in protein as clover or alfalfa, but will be quite
a little better than timothy. The cow peas will furnish quite
a little protein to go with the corn. A good many people
are using soy beans for the same purpose. As you say, the
problem of furnishing more protein food on the farm is an
exceedingly pressing one at the present time, and is well
worthy of careful study.”
594. Neues Wiener Journal (Vienna). 1904. 24 Stunden
in einem chinesischen Haushalt [Twenty-four hours in a
Chinese household]. 12(3857):5. July 21. [Ger]
• Summary: This article includes a description of a meal
within those 24 hours.
This was followed by minced veal with rice, then bean
cheese (Bohnenkäse) and vermicelli made from wheat flour,
along with which was a warm, brandy-like drink made from
rice and millet. (The Chinese avoid the consumption of
water).
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
595. Bolce, Harold. 1904. First taste of raw fish: Approached
with fear and trembling, but followed with ecstasy.
Washington Post. July 22. p. 11.
• Summary: From Booklovers Magazine: The writer visited
Japan (“this Sunrise Land”), where he met novelist and
diplomat Tumio [sic, Tomio] Yano, who invited him to
dinner at the Nippon club. “Not so well known among the
Occidentals as soy sauce, but of equal merit as an appetizer,
is wasabi. Its use is universal in Japan. It serves the same
purpose as horseradish does on Occidental tables, but is less

acrid.” It is almost always eaten with raw fish.
Bolce closes with a song of praise to Eutrema wasabi.
“All honor to triumphant agricultural Japan, and may
this far Eastern member of the mustard family take deep
root and spread and flourish in my native land.” Address:
[Washington, DC].
596. Country Gentleman. 1904. Inquiries and answers: Cover
crop. 69(2687):686. July 28.
• Summary: “What would you advise for a cover crop for an
orchard of young apple trees planted three years ago? It has
lain fallow two years, planted with potatoes the first year. I
have tried crimson clover on the farm, but it winter-killed
planted in July. Would you advise a crop to plow under for
green manure? If so, what? Would rye be objectionable to the
young trees? J.B. Worcester County, Massachusetts.
“[We think the best crop for your locality would be soy
beans. This can be put in with a Planet Jr. drill, or any other
seed drill, at the rate of three or four pecks to the acre. The
drills should be about two feet apart, and the plants should be
cultivated once or twice after they germinate. We think the
next best cover crop would be vetch...].”
597. Fields, John. 1904. Report of the Director. Oklahoma
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 13:15-23.
For the year 1903. See p. 17-18.
• Summary: The section titled “Agricultural Department”
(p. 16-18) states: “Field experiments with wheat include the
following: continuous culture on manured and unmanured
soil; rotation with corn, oats, and cowpeas, manured and
unmanured; rotation with castor beans, Kafir corn, cotton,
oats and soy beans, manured and unmanured;... Rye, emmer
(speltz), barley, and oats are also being grown to determine
their yields and adaptability to Oklahoma conditions” (p. 16).
“Forage crops such as sorghum, cowpeas, soy beans,
rye, oats and wheat are grown and pastured by hogs, full
records being kept. Variety tests of cowpeas and field trials
of soy beans are also being made. Variety tests of peanuts
and stock beets are being continued” (p. 17). Address: B.S.,
Director of the Station and chemist, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
598. Smith, Hugh M. 1904. Japan, the paramount fishing
nation. Transactions of the American Fisheries Society
33:111-38. See p. 116. 33rd annual meeting held 26-28 July
1904 at Atlantic City, New Jersey.
• Summary: “Raw fish is one of the national foods. I
acknowledge that my repugnance to it was great, but it was
overcome with the first dish, for as prepared and served by
the Japanese the thin, cold, boneless slices of perfectly fresh
tai or mackerel, taken with chop sticks and dipped in soybean sauce, are delicious.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “soy-bean sauce” to
refer to soy sauce.
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The author traveled to Japan on assignment from U.S.
Fish Commissioner Bowers to study the fisheries and related
industries; he was the first American to ever do this. He
traveled 5,000 miles within the country, always accompanied
by helpful government officials, who were well familiar with
the different regions and their fisheries, and to act as guides,
companions, and interpreters.
“The artificial propagation of food fishes is not as
yet important and is practically to salmon on the island of
Hokkaido and to carp in all sections.”
“A branch of fisheries in which Japan far surpasses all
other countries as regards both extent and methods is the
sea-weed industry. In the United States, not withstanding
our long coast line and sea-weed resources not inferior to
Japan’s, the annual crop of marine vegetables is worth only
$40,000, whereas in Japan these products are worth not less
than $2,000,000, and are exceeded in value by only four
animal products of the fisheries [herring, sardines, bonito,
and tai / red snapper]. Gives detailed information about four
of Japan’s main “sea-weed resources” (p. 121-27) including
kombu (Laminaria, kelp; and shredded kombu), kanten
(vegetable isinglass, agar-agar), nori (Porphyra, laver; “the
supply comes almost entirely from planted grounds, and
in the cultivation of marine vegetables the Japanese stand
alone).
This article contains many photos, including one of
“bars of vegetable isinglass” (p. 123). Illustrations (from
Japan) show (p. 122-25): (1): Gathering kelp in Hokkaido,
showing both above and below water. (2) Planting dry brush
on which laver is to grow in shallow water in Tokyo Bay. (3)
Spreading and drying laver on mats.

for which Cow-peas and Soy Beans are used, but as it is a
late maturing crop it will only be successful in the earlier
districts.
Note: Lack of inoculation with nitrogen-fixing bacteria
might have been the problem.

599. Transvaal Agricultural Journal. 1904. No. II. Cooperative experiments with farmers. 2(8):599-602. July.
• Summary: “A system of Co-operative Experiments
with farmers for testing new varieties of farm crops under
different conditions of soil and climate was started last
season, and owing to its success the Division of Botany has
this year laid in a large stock of seeds in order to continue the
work.”
Page 601: “Cow-peas and Soy Beans.–These have
proved of great service in other countries as forage, grain,
and green-manuring crops. So far the experiments which
have been conducted by this Department and by farmers
have given very contradictory results. Some samples have
given good results, and we have been able to get some good
local seed from them; others, again, though they came up
well, have been absolute failures. Fresh consignments of
seed have been obtained so as to continue the experiments.
If the crop [which one?] succeeds it should prove of great
value, either as a soil-improving crop, for pig-feed, for hay,
or for seed.
“Velvet Bean–In the warmer parts of the Colony this
should prove a valuable crop for purposes similar to those

601. Country Gentleman. 1904. Farm-yard notes and items.
69(2691):773. Aug. 25.
• Summary: “Following are the values per ton of forage
and grain finally adopted as the basis for computing the cost
of rations used in the cow demonstration. The calculations
for the first 60 days will be on the basis of the list first
announced. Values for the second 60 days, on the figures in
the second column:
“To Aug. 15. From Aug. 15.
“Timothy hay $7.50 $7.50
“Alfalfa hay $6.50 $7.50
“Clover hay $6.00 $7.00
“Mixed hay-timothy and clover, $6.00 $6.00
“Corn stover $8.00 $3.00
“Straw, oat $2.50 $2.50
“Straw, wheat $2.00 $2.00
“Green peas $3.50 $3.50
“Soja beans–cowpeas $3.50 $3.60
“Green clover $3.00 $3.00
“Green oats and peas–mixed $2.50 $2.50
“Green corn fodder $2.00 $2.50.”

600. Times (London). 1904. Summer conditions and food
supplies in Manchuria. Aug. 9. p. 2, cols. 5-6.
• Summary: From a correspondent. There are two harvest
seasons in Manchuria. The first is that of wheat and barley;
the second is that of yellow millet and red millet, followed
by [soya] beans, “which are the product par excellence of
Manchuria,” and finally kao-liang, or tall millet.
“The vast quantities of [soya] bean cake, stored in the
country from last year’s stock, which were not exported
as usual to Japan, were enough to support at least 50,000
Russian horses. The beans and cake were stored in towns
within easy access of the Russian centres. and have long
since been secured.”
“As regards food for her [Russia’s] army, the natives can
furnish a relatively small proportion of coarse flour made
from wheat... The small millets can be used as porridge.
Natives travel long distances on this alone. For the cold
season the bean curd is splendid food for men who live in the
open air. The supply of this is practically unlimited.
Note 1. This was written in the midst of the RussoJapanese war (Feb. 1904–Sept. 1905); Japan beat mighty
Russia.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2008)
that mentions Russo-Japanese War in connection with soya
beans.
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602. Country Gentleman. 1904. Domestic economy: Tomato
favorites. Soy. 69(2691):779. Aug. 25.
• Summary: “Peel and cut up half a peck of tomatoes, slice
three small onions, and add one tablespoonful each of ground
allspice, cinnamon and salt, and half a pint of vinegar. Boll
slowly until as thick as desired. Seal boiling hot. Tie the
spices in a piece of muslin.”
Note: Fifty years later this might be called “tomato
catsup.”
603. New York Times. 1904. In the business world: Invoice
values advanced. Aug. 26. p. 9.
• Summary: “Several heavy advances in invoice values were
announced yesterday by the Board of United States General
Appraisers... and from Many Fook & Co., Yokohama, 160
buckets Japanese shoyu sauce, entered at .80 and advanced
to 1.40 yen a bucket. All good will be seized.”
604. Bellows, E.C. 1904. Agriculture in Japan. Monthly
Consular Reports (U.S. Department of Commerce and Labor,
Bureau of Statistics) No. 287. Aug. p. 22-25.
• Summary: In 1901 the artificial fertilizer manufacturing
companies of Japan produced 62,400 tons; 151,000 tons of
fish fertilizers were produced, and 83,967 tons of Chinese
bean cakes were imported for use as fertilizers. Artificial
fertilizers are also imported from Great Britain, fish guano
from Siberia, animal bone from China, and other fertilizing
materials from different countries.
“The principal agricultural products, named in the
order of their acreage, are rice, rye, barley, wheat, [soya]
beans, mulberries, sweet potatoes, millet, buckwheat, rape,
red beans [azuki], Italian millet [awa], tea, indigo leaves,
potatoes, sorghum, tobacco leaves, cotton, and hemp. The
area devoted to rice cultivation constitutes a little more than
two-fifths of the total area of arable land.” Address: ConsulGeneral, Yokohama, Japan.
605. Linzer Volksblatt (Linz, Austria). 1904. Japanische
Gastfreundschaft [Japanese hospitality]. 36(203):22. Sept. 4.
[Ger]
• Summary: One can begin the meal by eating fruit and
sweets first; with a large meal, though, the soup appears
first, followed by various splendidly prepared fishes, mostly
in the form of a ball and cut into disks. Additional courses
are: omelets, fricassee of chicken, steamed chestnuts, lotus
roots in soy sauce (Soja-Sauce), bamboo sprouts, and other
delicacies of the land, everything in a highly appetizing
preparation.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. As of 2019 Linz is the third-largest city of
Austria and capital of the state of Upper Austria (German:
Oberösterreich). It is in the north center of Austria,
approximately 30 kilometres (19 miles) south of the

Czech border, on both sides of the River Danube (Source:
Wikipedia, at Linz).
606. Leavenworth Times (The) (Leavenworth, Kansas). 1904.
Japanese customs: the countryside is still primitive. Sept. 10.
p. 6.
• Summary: “Tourists sometimes complain that Japan is
spoiled; modernized out of its old picturesqueness; and so it
is, in a way, writes Anna C. Hartshorne in the Chautauquan.
Foreign dress, that is to say coat and trousers, is the rule for
men in all government offices...”
“In most parts of Japan the inns are uncommonly good,
even off the line of regular travel. Part of the secret is that
they inherit the traditions of the old times when they were,
indeed, on the line of the daimyos travel as they came to and
from Yeddo [Edo, today’s Tokyo]; and the old ways have not
been altogether lost.”
There follows a detailed description of a traditional
Japanese inn (ryokan). “On the other hand there is no public
dining room with its requirements of toilet and contact with
fellow guests, agreeable or otherwise; your meal comes to
your room, and it is served in dainty bowls and flat dishes,
with chop-sticks, which in Japanese have the far prettier
name of hashi. The staple, of course is rice, and that is
brought in a wooden tub; to keep hot, and the little maid sits
by the fill your bowl two or three times if you wish. The soup
is in a lacquered bowl, and is made of fish fresh or dried.
The morning dish is miso soup made of fermented beans;
very wholesome, very nourishing, and very different from
anything to be found in Western experience.”
607. Neuigkeits Welt-Blatt (Vienna). 1904. Zu der eisernen
Nahrungsportion der Japaner [The iron dietary portion of the
Japanese]. 31(213):4. Sept. 17. [Ger]
• Summary: Besides cooked or dried rice, these foods consist
of the long-lasting foods Soyu [sic, Shoyu], Fu (dried wheat
gluten), and Miso (Miso). Introduced as “India Soy” soy
sauce (Soyu-Sauce) is known to be an important folk food in
Japan, as it serves as a seasoning for all food.
Each year, the Japanese manufacture on average 3¼
million koku or 526.3 million liter of shoyu; 1 koku is
approximately 180.4 liters. Concerning the production of
this pleasant-tasting sauce, which at the same time covers the
saline requirement for the food, since it is rich in salt (12 to
16 percent), the Professor of Agricultural Chemistry at the
Imperial University in Tokyo, Dr. O. Loew, in Mittheilungen
der Deutschen Gesellschaft fuer Natur- und Voelkerkunde
Ostasiens [Yokohama, 1897] offers the following interesting
information: The preparation breaks down into three main
sections: 1. Making the Soyu-Koji [sic, Shoyu-Koji]. 2. The
maturation process. 3. Pressing and cooking. Note: Details
on the manufacture of koji and shoyu are then repeated from
Dr. Loew’s article described above.
Then comes a paragraph about Fu, dried cakes of wheat
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gluten. The next paragraph is about miso, also excerpted
from Dr. Loew’s 1897 article.
“Miso” is made from soybeans. The beans are cooked,
mashed to a pulp, then rice fermented with special spores
and salt are added. This mixture is then placed into huge vats
(Fässer) and left to stand in a cool place for about a month.
There are two types of bean cheese (Bohnenkaese, referring
to miso), white and red. All foods prepared from soybeans
are characterized by a rich nitrogen [protein] content.
The amount of food consumed by a strong Japanese of
about 18 years weighs daily on average 2500 grams. The
daily menu of a student, for example is comprised of: cooked
rice 1074 grams. Fu cooked with fish 93 grams, beef cooked
with soy sauce (Sona) [sic, Soya or Shoyu] 119 grams, bean
cheese (Bohnenkäse, i.e. miso) cooked with sardines 280
grams, salted radish (Rettig) 146 gram, tea 960 grams. Salted
radish does not constitute a meal.
Translator’s Note: Rettig is Austrian dialect. It’s often
eaten dipped in salt. You won’t find it in most GermanEnglish dictionaries.
608. Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). 1904. Seasons
in Manchuria: Conditions and food supplies. Interesting
particulars. Sept. 21. p. 5.
• Summary: “A correspondent of the London Times gives
the following particulars of the conditions in Manchuria: “’It should be well understood that there are two harvest
seasons in Manchuria. The first is that of wheat and barley,
which in the central and southern provinces ripen at the
end of June or early in July, immediately before the usual
summer rains, whereas in the northern provinces it follows
the rainy season, being cut towards the end of August.
“The second or greater harvest commences, in the
extreme south, early in September, and later as one advances
northwards, around Kharbin [Harbin], for instance, about
the first week in October. The small yellow-grained millet
or ku-tze is the first, followed quickly by small red millet
or mi-tze;... Beans, which are the product par excellence of
Manchuria, next claim the reaper’s attention, and last, but not
least, the kao-liang [kaoliang], or tall millet.’”
“’The vast quantities of [soya] bean cake stored in the
country from last year’s stock, which were not exported
as usual to Japan, were enough to support at least 60,000
Russian horses. The [soya] beans and cake were stored in
towns within easy access of the Russian centres, and have
long since been secured.’”
“’For the cold season the bean curd [tofu] is splendid
food for men who have to live in the open air. The supply of
this is practically unlimited.”
Note. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2014) that mentions Harbin in connection with
soybeans. Harbin, the capital of Heilongjiang province,
is on the Sungari River, which flows northeast to join the
Amur River; they enter the sea in Russia. Heilongjiang

(which means Black Dragon River) is the Chinese name for
the Amur River; it forms the boundary between China and
Russia for hundreds of miles.
609. Thallmayer, V. 1904. Brot aus Sojamehl [Bread from
soy flour / meal]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
(Vienna) 54(76):695. Sept. 21. [Ger]
• Summary: “The item that appeared under this sidehead
(Spitzmarke) in the daily newspapers that bread from
soymeal (Sojamehl) was recently the subject of a taste
test in Romania at the royal court and that there are great
hopes for the introduction of the soybean (Sojabohne) to
the field cultivation (Feldbau) of Romania brings the vivid
memory back to life once again of all the carrying on about
the soybean (Sojarummel) which began with us for the
first time around the middle of the seventies [1870s]. At
that time, it seemed that our beans would have to quit the
field in favor of the onslaught of the small brown, black,
and also light-colored Japanese beans, as supported by the
favorable results of chemical analyses. But the storm let up
quickly without having brought about a noteworthy change
in the situation of things; only now and then is the soybean,
from which miracles are hoped, seen on a little plot of a
field, in order to futilely promote indigenousness with us.
But it cannot create a place for itself next to our beans and
other crops (Feldfrüchte) either as a feed for animals or
as a food for humans, even though even back at that time
with us, there was no lack of an in-depth test of its value in
both of these directions. This author still vividly remembers
how the commendable Director of the Archducal Estate
(erzherzoglicher Güterdirektor), Moriz von Blaskovich, took
on the matter with the soybean (Sojaangelegenheit) with
enthusiasm and had feed trials carried out on a large scale at
the archducal estate in Magyaróvár (erzherzogliche Domäne
Ungarisch-Altenburg) (part of today’s Mosonmagyaróvár,
Hungary), the results of which were then summarized and
also published by his son Edmund von Blaskovich in a
leaflet entitled “Die Sojabohne” [“The Soybean”]. And
likewise, at the instigation of the director at the Archducal
Court Mill (erzherzogliche Hofmühle), meal trials were
carried out to bake bread and other baked goods out of grits
and flour (Schrot und Mehl) in order to get information
on the suitability for baking (Backfähigkeit), flavor, and
digestibility. Acting as chairman of the tasting committee
was the director at that time of the Agricultural Academy in
Magyaróvár (Landwirtschaftliche Akademie in UngarischAltenburg), Dr. Masch, also including in his capacity as a
physician. But neither he nor the others who were tasting
along with him (Mitkostenden) were able to particularly
become friends with the ash-colored, heavy, somewhat
greasy baked good. In fact, a more or less mild nightmare
presented itself as an aftereffect with all of us. Within that
context, the Academy’s estate economy did brilliant business
for a whole year, since it was able to easily get rid of its
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entire harvest of soybeans at a high price (at the time, 1 to 5
gulden were paid per kg of soybeans). Afterwards, though,
it got suddenly quiet and has also remained so up to now.
The future will show whether it will be possible to propose
soybean baked goods (Sojabackwerk) as a staple food
(Volksnahrungsmittel) in Romania alongside cornbread and
mamaliga [cornmeal mush]. The case with the soybean is
once again just proof of how frequently that which is old is
dished up once more as new.
Prof. V. Thallmayer.
Note 1. This is the earliest and only article seen (April
2020) in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database
that contains the German word Sojarummel (carrying on
about the soybean). This word appears in only 2 different
issues of these newspapers from 1904 to 1946.
Note 2. This is the earliest and only article seen (April
2020) in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database
that contains the German word Sojaanelegenheit (the matter
of the soybean).
Note 3. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Prof.
610. Hutchinson, Jonathan. 1904. Chinese in the Rand and
the risk of leprosy (Letter to the editor). Times (London).
Sept. 24. p. 3, cols. 1-2.
• Summary: The writer fears that Chinese coolies now
working the mines of South Africa will bring leprosy
with them. “Wherever Chinese labour goes there also
goes leprosy... Leprosy and the Chinaman’s dietary are
inseparable.” The writer believes that eating improperly
cured salt-fish make Chinese susceptible to leprosy. To
try to prove his point, his gives a “Schedule of breakfasts
and suppers to be supplied to Chinese coolies awaiting
embarcation [embarkation] for South Africa in the depôts of
Kowloon.” Salt fish are supplied every day except Thursday,
when “bean curd” takes their place. Address: London.
611. San Francisco Chronicle. 1904. Reports defeat of
besiegers: Dispatch from Harbin says the Japanese lost 1,300
in the attack on Port Arthur. Sept. 28. p. 2.
• Summary: Chefoo, Sept. 27. “Chinese say that the battle
which began September 19th continued intermittently until
September 24th. In defending one fort the Russians rolled
bean cakes down on the massed Japanese. These bean cakes
are very heavy and are pressed into the shape of circular
grindstones.”
Note: This article seems to be about the Russo-Japanese
War (4 Feb. 1904 to 5 Sept. 1905). It was fought mostly in
Manchuria. The Japanese won.
612. Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi). 1904.
Analyses de graines alimentaires du Tonkin [Analyses of
edible seeds from Tonkin]. 7(33):1022-23. Sept. New Series.
[Fre]

• Summary: We give below three analyses of food grains
from Tonkin [later the northernmost part of Vietnam]. The
first analysis relates to the two main varieties of corn grown
in Tonkin. The 2nd analysis concerns two varieties of the
seeds of Phaseolus radiatus (Lin.) of the legume family; in
Cochinchina, Annam and Tonkin it is known as Dau xanh–
small green haricot. These two analyses were conducted
by Mr. Pairault, senior pharmacist of the colonial troops in
Hanoi.
The third analysis, conducted by Mr. Aufray, director of
Tonkin’s laboratory of agricultural and industrial analyses,
refers to the seeds of the soybean: Dolichos soja (Lin). of the
legume family; in Cochinchina and Annam it is known as
Dau-nanh; in Tonkin as Dau-tuong. It contains:
Nitrogenous materials [proteins]: 32.44%.
Fatty materials [oil]: 14.60%
Cellulose: 11.70%
Water: 9.81%
Ash: 4.88%
Starch: 2.77%.
613. Woods, Charles D.; Bartlett, James M. 1904. Soy beans
in Maine. Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 106. p. 113-21. Sept. [1 ref]
• Summary: “In 1903 and 1904 the Station grew several
varieties of soy beans from seed furnished by the United
States Department of Agriculture. The early white soy bean
matured and the medium early green and black varieties
formed pods. The Henderson Early, (a medium early green),
purchased from Peter Henderson Company, New York, was
as satisfactory as any grown, both in earliness and yield.”
“Summary: Soy beans can be grown in parts of Maine
where corn thrives. Where early corn matures, the early
white soy bean will usually mature... Soy bean can be grown
with less nitrogen than corn... The crop is best adapted
for feeding green or for silage... Less protein (the most
expensive part of commercial feeding stuffs) need be fed
with soy bean and corn silage than with corn silage alone.”
Address: 1. Director of the Station; 2. Chemist. Both: Orono,
Maine.
614. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1904. Timely hints to
farmers. Oct. 11. p. 10.
• Summary: The section titled “Silos and silage” states: “The
Tennessee [agric. exp.] station has been making extensive
experiments with ensilage.” This section is a summary of
the first 10 conclusions of: Soule, Andrew M.; Fain, John R.
1904. “Crops for the silo.” Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin 17(1):1-24. Jan.
615. State (The) (Columbia, South Carolina). 1904. Wants to
handle soja beans. Oct. 21. p. 8.
• Summary: “The department of agriculture, commerce and
immigration has received a request from a man who wishes
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to secure and handle on the
market large quantities of
soy [sauce] and soja beans.
Commissioner Watson is very
anxious to obtain the names
and addresses of any in this
State who are growing these
beans and hopes that if there
are any they will write him at
once informing him of what
quantities they can furnish
and at what prices.”
616. Wiedert, G. 1904.
Bohnenoel [Bean oil].
Seifenfabrikant (Der) (Berlin)
24(43):1045. Oct. 26. [Ger]
• Summary: This is Part 1
of a 3-part article. Most of
the soybean oil shipped to
Europe is made into soap
(Seife).
617. Country Gentleman.
1904. Inquiries and answers:
manure on clover (Letter to
the editor). 69(2700):980. Oct. 27.
• Summary: “A large orchard will require considerable of
the manure made on the farm this winter, and we have only
partly enough to spread over 50 acres of clover which has
been cut once and which we wish to mow again the coming
summer, with the hope of a crop of seed next autumn, and
then plow the same for corn the following spring. Manure
will be hauled out as fast as made, and spread with a manure
spreader through the winter, with the expectation that the
manure will stimulate the growth of the clover, and that
the straw, etc., used for bedding will, together with the
increased growth of clover, add to the humus which this soil
particularly needs. We generally use considerable ground
bone mixed with potash, etc., for the wheat crop, and get
very paying returns for the quantity of this commercial
fertilizer used; but the soil lacks humus, and now since
we will not have barnyard manure enough to cover all the
ground, what kind of fertilizer could we buy that would take
the place of this decaying straw and vegetation, which seems
to be very helpful in this case? The growth of clover is quite
good over most of this ground, but in some portions rather
light. It is probably something of a nitrogenous character that
is needed. O.P. Kinsey, Porter County, Indiana.
“[Answer by Prof. Clinton D. Smith. The application
of manure to a clover field to be cut for seed the next year
following a crop of hay is a rather dangerous undertaking.
If the manure is applied thick enough to be of great benefit
to the soil, it will probably smother out the clover. If applied

so thinly as not to injure the clover, it will not be of radical
benefit to the soil. Of course everything will depend on
the quantity of bedding used in making the manure. If the
purpose were to plow the ground in the spring of 1905 for
corn, this method of handling the manure would be ideal.
You could set your manure spreader to apply as high as 15 to
20 tons per acre on the sandy loam soil such as I remember
in Porter County... I know of nothing that can take the place
of barnyard manure as far as humus is concerned. If it were
enough to have a crop of hay, plow the clover sod at once
and sow something like soy beans, or better still in the
latitude of northern Indiana, cow peas; considerable might
be added to the humus in that way by plowing under the
resulting crop. But except for barnyard manure and these
green manures, I know of nothing that will supply humus].”
618. Agronomy class, Agronomy Farm, College of
Agriculture, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
(Photograph). 1904. Oct.
• Summary: Taken at the Cornell agronomy farm, this photo
shows William Morse’s agronomy class in October 1904. In
a scrapbook kept by Morse, he has carefully identified (in a
handwritten caption keyed to a number each person) 17 of
the 19 people (each wearing a coat, tie and hat) in the photo,
including his senior roommate, C.B. Tilson, two international
students, three graduate students from India, and Drs.
John W. Gilmore (#16) and J.N. Stone (#18), Professors of
Agronomy.
W.J. Morse is No. 10, in the back row, center, wearing
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a white driving cap, with only his head, shoulders and hat
visible, just in front of the tall bush.
This digital photo, with caption and date, was sent
to Soyfoods Center by Joyce Garrison (William Morse’s
granddaughter) of West Hartford, Connecticut (July 2004).
619. Grosvenor, Gilbert H. 1904. Inoculating the ground: A
remarkable discovery in scientific agriculture. Century (The)
magazine 48(6):831-39. Oct. New Series.

• Summary: This popular article describes a new discovery
by Dr. George T. Moore of the USDA Laboratory of Plant
Physiology. He devised a method of distributing nitrogenfixing bacteria in a dry state on absorbent cotton. The article
aroused widespread interest in “vestpocket fertilizer.”
“If one digs up a healthy bean or clover plant and
examines the roots, he will see a number of rounded bulbs,
called nodules or tubercles, on the roots... All legumes have
these nodules or tubercles, varying in size from a pinhead to
clusters as large as a good-sized potato. Scientists noticed
that plants with good-sized nodules flourished, while plants
without nodules or with very small ones looked starved and
withered, and they concluded that the nodules must have
something to do with the vigor of the plants. On dissecting
a bulb and examining it under a microscope, it was found to
be packed with bacteria (see figures). Further examination
showed that it, and all nodules, consisted of millions of

bacteria and that these bacteria were incessantly absorbing
free nitrogen from the air and converting it into forms
suitable for the plant’s digestion.
“For want of a better term, we will call the germs
nitrogen-fixing bacteria.”
“One might thus define a tubercle as a little factory
where millions of tireless, infinitesimal workers are
separating the nitrogen in the air and converting it into plantfood. A celebrated German, Professor Nobbe of Tharandt,
realized that if he could put into barren ground some of these
organisms, or if he could artificially present the seeds with
power to develop tubercles of themselves, he could make
legumes grow in the most hopeless soil.
“After much labor he isolated the nitrogen-fixing
bacteria. He succeeded in breeding and colonizing the germs,
and the proceeded to put them on the market. He advertised
them widely as able to make legumes grow in the poorest
soil. Naturally the announcement made a great sensation,
and farmers from all quarters of the globe wrote him for
sample bacteria. He sold different preparations for different
crops, putting them up in bottles and calling them Nitragin.
But the bacteria did not work the miracles promised. Seeds
inoculated with them failed to develop tubercles. A few
persons, to be sure, obtained wonderful results, but the
vast majority of cases were complete failures. The bacteria
burned themselves out and disappeared without producing
a single nodule on the plants. They lacked permanence. The
Nitragin was withdrawn from the market.
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“These two men had done a great service to mankind:
one had solved the problem of why certain plants enriched
instead of drained the soil–he had isolated the microscopic
agents, the myriads of organisms which carry back to mother
earth what others had stolen; the other had shown that man
could breed as many of these little helpers as he desired, but
he had not been able to give them permanence, so that men
could get service from them.
“At this point the inventive genius of an American,
Dr. George T. Moore, came to the rescue, and saved the
discovery by giving it just the practical value it had lacked.
Dr. Moore is in charge of the Laboratory of Plant Physiology
of the Department of Agriculture, and a widely known
practical botanist. He had been watching Dr. Nobbe’s
experiments and had come to the conclusion that Dr. Nobbe
did not cultivate his nitrogen-fixing bacteria in the right
way. The German’s method of rearing his germ colonies
resembled that of a rich father who gives his son everything
he asks for without making the boy work for anything. As
a result, when the youth is thrown on his own resources,
he proves unable to earn his own living, and collapses.
Similarly, Dr. Nobbe, instead of developing the natural
inclination and ability of his bacteria to hunt out nitrogen
for themselves, dulled and destroyed this ability by giving
them large quantities of nitrogen food, in what we might call
predigested form; he so satiated them with nitrogen that they
lost their ability to hunt for it themselves, and, when turned
out of the laboratory, were helpless. They soon consumed the
store of nitrogen which they had received, but could not by
themselves get any more. Their nitrogen-fixing ability was
gone, and they perished.
“Dr. Moore decided not to dull the appetite of the
nitrogen-fixing bacteria by giving them all the nitrogen they
wanted; he thought he would whet their appetite, he would
strengthen their nitrogen-fixing power, by exercise, by giving
them in their food just enough nitrogen to make them want
more and to make them strive to get more by their own
efforts. By following this principle of feeding he developed
a permanent type of bacteria in his laboratory, possessing
five or ten times more power to fix free nitrogen than the
original germs had possessed. The bacteria had gained
strength, vigor, and self-reliance, and, when turned out of
the laboratory, prospered like all healthy bacteria. Legumes
inoculated with the bacteria developed great tubercles and
grew to great size even in the poorest soil (see Fig. 3).”
“Naturally, Dr. Moore patented his discovery, but then
he did a very unusual thing–he deeded the patent to the
Department of Agriculture in trust for the American people.
To be sure, his discovery had been made in the government
laboratories, but the government, neither morally nor legally,
could claim any share in the discovery. It was indisputably
his, Dr. Moore gave the patent to the people in order that all
might have the free use of it. Doubtless he could have made
a generous fortune if he had formed a company and exploited

the patent, as the German company made a good profit from
the unreliable Nitragin, which they sold at a dollar a bottle.
A simple method of distributing the germs that bring fertility
having thus been found, the announcement was made that the
Department of Agriculture was prepared to send applicants
free of charge enough inoculating material for several acres.”
“The same bacteria that increase the harvest of beans
or clover or alfalfa tenfold enable the plants to leave many
times more nitrogen in the soil than they would have done
if uninoculated; in other words, they make the soil many
times more fertile, so that the crop of cotton or wheat or corn
or potatoes is many times larger. Thus the rotating crop the
year following inoculation derives an equal benefit from
the inoculation. For instance, a crop of crimson clover, not
inoculated, added to one acre of land 4.3 lb of nitrogen; a
crop of crimson clover, inoculated, added to one acre of
precisely similar land 143.7 lb of nitrogen, an increase of
33.5 times; a crop of inoculated hairy vetch added to one
acre 15 times more nitrogen than a crop of uninoculated
hairy vetch.
“Cotton planted after an inoculated crop of red clover
gave an increased yield of 40%. Potatoes, after an inoculated
crop, yielded an increase of 50%. The wheat crop increased
by 46%, the oats 300%, and the rye 400%. The table below
shows the effect of inoculated legumes on various crops.”
Photos show: (1) The roots of two soy-bean plants from
the field. The one on the right has many root tubercles; the
one on the left has none (p. 835). (2) A portrait photo of
George P. Moore (p. 837).
620. Hosie, Alexander. 1904. Report by Consul-general
Hosie on the province of Ssuch’uan. Presented to both
houses of parliament by command of His Majesty. Oct. 1904.
London: Printed for H.M. Stationery office, by Harrison and
Sons. 101 p. See p. 10-11. 34 cm. China No. 5.
• Summary: Sir Alexander Hosie (lived 1853-1925) traveled
to Ssuch’uan in June and July, 1884.
In Part A, titled “Agricultural and horticultural
products,” section II on “Pulse” (p. 10-11) states: “1. Soy
Bean (Glycine hispida, Max.).–The soy bean does not play
the same part in Ssuch’uan [Szechwan] as it does in Northern
China, and especially Manchuria, where it is cultivated
almost entirely for its oil and for the refuse cakes, which find
a ready market not only in China and adjacent countries, but
are winning their way as fertilisers into remoter regions. The
great oil-yielding plant of Ssuch’uan is rape, and although
oil is extracted from the soy bean, it is as an article of food,
whether cooked whole or in the form of resultant products,
that the latter is appreciated in Western China. Three wellmarked varieties, each with two or more sub-species, are
cultivated.” A bushel of each weighs 40 pounds.
(I.) Yellow Soy Bean (all are ovoid in shape; oil is
extracted from the first two): (a) “Pai Huang Tou” or White
Yellow Bean. This is the lightest in color of the three sub-
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species of the yellow bean. A bushel of 40 lbs. costs T.
[Taels] 0.8.8, or about 2s. 1d. There are about 150 beans per
ounce. “As a rule they are cooked whole and served as a
vegetable condiment.” (b) “Ta Huang Tou” or Large Yellow
Bean. Has a light tinge of green. Eaten in the same way as
the white-yellow bean. (c) “Hsiao Huang Tou” or Small
Yellow Bean. This bean is much smaller and less expensive
than the other two sub-species. “For this reason it is in
demand for the manufacture of beancurd in its various forms.
It is also used as a vegetable. “Oil is extracted from (a) and
(b), and to a much less extent from (c); but this subject will
be dealt with under the head of oil-yielding plants.
(II.) “Ch’ing Tou”–Green Soy Bean. “There are two subspecies of this bean, (a) where epidermis and inside are both
green, and (b) where epidermis is green and inside yellow.
The former is more commonly cultivated in Ssuch’uan, and
both are eaten and cooked as a vegetable. They are also
salted and put away in jars for winter use. The bean is of the
same size, shape, and weight as the white-yellow bean. The
above yellow and green varieties of the soy bean occupy
the ground from April to August, whereas the next variety
(black) takes a month longer to mature.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2009) that contains the word “Green Soy Bean.”
It refers to mature dry soybeans with a green seed coat–not
to green vegetable soybeans.
(III.) “Hei Tou”–Black Soy Bean. “There are two subspecies of this bean: (a.) The first is much larger, rounder,
and heavier than the yellow and green variety. Only 88 are
required to make up an ounce and the cost is T. 0.6.5 per
bushel of 40 lbs. Like the green bean, it is used cooked in
its fresh state as well as pickled. (b) The second is a small
flattish bean, about 450 going to the ounce. It is used in
medicine and for food, principally the former. The cost is
T. [Taels] 0.8.0 for 40 lbs. Both these sub-species are black
outside and yellow inside, the epidermis of the former being
readily detachable when crushed.”
In section VI, “Products of cereals, pulse, and starchyielding plants,” the first entry (p. 19) is for “1. Beancurd
and Jellies.–In my book on Manchuria I have fully described
the manufacture of beancurd from the yellow soy bean, and it
is therefore unnecessary to go into details in this place; but in
Ch’êngtu it is preserved and exported in jars like wine. The
beancurd is cut into small pieces, drained of its water, and
packed in jars with layers of salt. There they remain for forty
days, when they are taken out, drained of the brine, packed in
other jars with ground up bread, red rice (dyed), star-aniseed,
and red wine. The jars are then closely stoppered and the
preserved beancurd is ready for export. It is also preserved
without the wine, which is replaced by the cold water which
had previously drained from it, but with a seasoning of
ground-up chillies, star-aniseed, &c.” Related products are
“pea jelly,” “sweet potato jelly,” “rice jelly,” and “buckwheat
jelly.” Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document

seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “preserved beancurd” to
refer to fermented tofu.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the word “wine” (including rice
wine or “sake” / “saké”) in connection with fermented
tofu, and explains how that wine is used in the two-step
fermentation process.
We also read (p. 19): “3. Soy or bean sauce. Two kinds
of soy are manufactured in Ssuch’uan–white or red–or, as the
latter is frequently called, black:–(a) Red soy.–In describing
the manufacture of soy, I propose to give the exact quantities
employed, so that a better idea of the amount of soy yielded
by them may be obtained.
“Twenty-eight catties of yellow soy beans are steeped
overnight in cold water. In the morning they are removed in
their swollen state and steamed for five hours. They are then
taken from the steamer, spread out on mats, and allowed to
cool, after which they are thoroughly mixed with 20 catties
of wheat flour and placed in a basket made of split bamboo.
[Note: The ratio by volume of soy beans to wheat flour is 1.4
to 1]. In six or seven days, as soon as yellow mould begins
to appear, they are placed in an earthenware jar with 30
catties of cold water (well-water preferred) and 30 catties of
granular salt and the whole is thoroughly mixed and the jar
covered. In three or four days the jar, which has been placed
in the sun, is uncovered and the contents stirred by hand, and
the same takes place daily for three months. At the end of
this time the liquid has all evaporated. During the following
months the cover is removed during the day and replaced
at night. The contents are now a black pickle, and may be
eaten as such; but to obtain the soy they are divided up into
equal parts and placed in two earthenware jars, to each of
which is added 40 catties of boiling well-water. The contents
of each jar are now thoroughly mixed and stirred up and a
fine bamboo sieve in the shape of a basket is placed in the
jar. The liquid escapes into the basket while the dregs are
kept back by the sieve. In two or three days the liquid has all
drained into the basket, when it is baled out and boiled with
two catties of white sugar or glucose manufactured from
glutinous rice, already described, with the addition of two
or three ounces of mixed whole chillies and star-aniseed.
Each jar will yield 35 catties of red soy, valued at 96 cash a
catty, so that the 28 catties of yellow beans, with the other
ingredients, yield 70 catties of soy. A whole year is required
from the steeping of the beans to the production of this soy.
“(b) White soy.–In the case of white soy the beans are
first roasted in sand which has been previously heated in an
iron pan with a mixture of rape oil. This roasting is complete
when the beans open or split, and the sand is removed by
sieve. They are then placed in an earthenware jar and steeped
in cold water for twelve hours. They are afterwards steamed
as in the manufacture of red soy, and mixed with flour and
salt; but, instead of 30, some 60 catties of water are added to
prevent the blackening of the beans and the discoloration of
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the soy. The daily uncovering, stirring, and recovering take
place as in red soy, but at the end of 120 days the solid matter
is removed and the liquid alone is exposed in the jar to the
sun. This soy is ready for use at the end of the 120 days, but
improves by keeping and exposure to the sun. No sugar or
glucose is used, and the seasoning is placed in the jar with
the 60 catties of water. Nor is there any boiling before use.
The cost of white soy, which is more yellow than white, is
from 80 to 96 cash a catty, according to quality.”
In the section on oil-yielding plants, p. 34 states: “(e.)
‘Glycine hispida, Max.’–In Ssuch’uan the soy bean of
Northern China and Manchuria is replaced by rape seed,
and it is cultivated more as a vegetable than for its oil. The
production of the latter is insignificant from a commercial
point of view.”
In 1922 a derivative work titled “Szechwan, its Products,
Industries, and Resources,” was published in Shanghai by
Kelly & Walsh, Ltd. (185 p.).
621. Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi (J. of the Society of Chemical
Industry, Japan). 1904. Shodoshima no shôyu jôzô no jikkyô
oyobi kairyôhô [Brewing of shoyu in Shodoshima and
improvement]. 7(80):1127-34. Oct. [Jap]
Address: Shodo Island, Japan.
622. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1904.
Japan’s fiscal resources. No. 289. Oct. p. 147-48.
• Summary: “The Commercial Intelligence, of London,
England, September 14, 1904, contains an article on the
‘Economic War Resources of Japan,’ from which the
following fiscal data is taken.” In normal times, Japan
derives her revenue from various taxes and duties, including
a “land tax, income tax, business tax, tax on liquors, tax on
soy, sugar excise” etc. These together are estimate to produce
$69.5 million for the fiscal year 1904-05. Total revenue from
all sources is estimated to be $111.8 million. But now the
Japanese government needs more money for prosecuting its
war with Russia.
A table (p. 148) shows revenues from the
“Supplementary budget of Japan, 1904-05.” The four biggest
sources of revenue (in million dollars) are: Land tax $11.9.
Sugar excise tax $4.1. Income tax $2.6. Business tax $2.5.
The soy tax [on soy sauce] brings in only $567,208.
Note: Pages 146-47 discuss “Japan’s tobacco monopoly.
The law relating to the monopoly of leaf tobacco was
promulgated in March, 1896. This law provided that all leaf
tobacco grown was to be bought by the government and in
turn sold to the manufacturers by the Government at a fixed
rate of profit.” Address: Washington, DC.
623. Wiedert, G. 1904. Bohnenoel [Bean oil]. Seifenfabrikant
(Der) (Berlin) 24(44):1071-73. Nov. 2. [Ger]
• Summary: We have translated the long “Conclusion” at the

end.
624. Douglas (J.M.) & Co. 1904. Just a dash of the genuine:
Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce (Ad)... Toronto Daily
Star (Canada). Nov. 8. p. 9.
• Summary: “... is as necessary as salt to bring put the true
flavor of Consomme, Bouillon, Sauce, Meats, Game, Fowl,
etc. Without an equal for 60 years [i.e., since about 1844].
Ask any good cook.” Address: Montreal [Quebec, Canada].
625. Wiedert, G. 1904. Bohnenoel [Bean oil]. Seifenfabrikant
(Der) (Berlin) 24(45):1095-96. Nov. 9. [Ger]
• Summary: Conclusion: One must be especially careful
if one cuts (kürzt) it with salt, because nothing is more
damaging to the soap than a surplus of it. With salt or with
any other cutting medium (Kürzungsmittel), one can do a
great deal of good where it is lacking, but on the contrary,
as is fully well known, can completely upset and ruin an
Eschwege soap (Eschweger Seife). But if one has only
slightly committed the error, then palm kernel oil or coconut
oil is added to the cauldron and simmered with the necessary
addition of pure etching lye (Aetzlauge) until the soap once
again comes to a thick, rolling boil (rosenbrechend) and is
shiny and clear. If, however, a thin, cloudy soap without a
shine or consistency results from the use of lye that is too
carbonic (zu kohlensauer), then absolutely nothing can
be done about this; one does one’s best to desalt it. If one
removes the spent lye (Unterlauge) and adds to the paste
core (Leimkern) that was set aside pure fat, good, pure
etching lye, and the sufficient quantity of water, then one can
bring back the Eschweg soap once again.
Even with no other manufacturing process in our
sector, there are more differences of opinion about the
soda and saponification lye (Verseifungslauge) than with
the Eschweg boiling, and very much so with a fat base,
such as consisting of palm kernel oil, animal fats, or
liquid oils. One recommends pure caustic lye, another
lye from ashes (Aescherlauge) and caustic lye from drum
soda (Trommelsoda), etc. From this, it follows that good
Eschwege soaps can be produced with really different
lyes, if the work otherwise proceeds very precisely and
conscientiously. I do not wish to go further into detail with
the different types of soda, but rather I only wish to say that
most of the errors that occur with this boiling are primarily
to be traced back to the incorrect use of calcined (kalzinert)
soda. Fats that are less light-colored and good can be boiled
into clear, pure Eschwege soap if one only processes a
correct, good lye, no matter whether it consists of lye from
ashes or from caustic drum soda lye. If purely caustic
lye is processed from drum soda, then that is actually the
most suitable and most consistent lye for Eschweg boiling,
primarily for soaps, which are prepared only from palm
kernel oil and liquid oils without animal fats. If the content
of the carbonic salts and secondary salts in one’s lyes is not
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known, then of course results that are not always consistent
can be expected.
Anyone who wishes to produce Eschwege faultlessly
must furthermore be sufficiently experienced in the field; it
will not work without that, and anyone who does not wish
to increase his Eschweger soap by means of silicate of soda
(Wasserglass. Note 1. This could also be sodium silicate,
sodium metasilicate, or potassium silicate) and subsequently
cuts it with salt can also process lye from ashes without risk
as soon as animal fats are in the batch. With oil soaps, I also
recommend in this case pure etching lye as the most suitable.
Eschwege soaps that are boiled from only oil batches with
lye from ashes, which do not go moldy even in winter, are
seldom found. The best soaps of this kind, which remain free
of mold at an even temperature, will show mold as soon as
they are subjected to changing degrees of heat and cold in
the winter. Eschwege soap which is boiled only with pure
etching lye and which is cut with salt stays good if it is kept
very dry, even with only an oil batch, and it even remains
free of mold with more severe cold if no silicate of soda
(Wasserglass) or only very little is utilized, just as is also the
case as is already well known that with soaps with additions
of animal fat that contains stearin that are boiled with any lye
and with a high percentage of silicate of soda, they remain
free of mold, provided that the processing is in fact correct
and precise.
Soybean oil can also preferably be processed into
barrel soaps (Fass-seifen), especially in the warmer seasons,
and also into smooth soaps such as natural grain soaps
(Naturkornseifen), as soon as a light-colored oil is available.
In order to attain a really light-colored product, what is
needed is only to process 2/3 linseed oil and 1/3 soybean oil
and what is received is a product that is consistent in every
respect.
The boiling of the smooth soft soap usually takes place
in such a way that that the soybean oil is placed in the
cauldron with the linseed oil, and possibly also the desired
resin, along with a one fifth part of 20 degree lye and then
over moderate heat it transforms under crutches (?) (unter
Krücken) into a good bond. As soon as the bonding occurs,
then at a lively boil additional 25 degree lye is added portion
by portion at different intervals, and once the soap has been
boiled into a good, clear paste, the causticity is corrected,
if necessary by means of a potash solution. If the 50 degree
etching potash lye (Aetzkalilauge) is processed, then 12 kg of
potash are sufficient for 100 kg of etching potash lye in order
to sufficiently reduce it.
After the soap has lost its foam and boils regularly, and
otherwise also demonstrates the correct samples and, when
applied to the glass probe, after cooling it shows itself to be
firm and clear, then the soap may be seen as finished. The
complete adjusting (Abrichtung) can be carried out on the
next day, and possibly after filling.
In the winter the soap can be kept somewhat more

carbonic, but one should constantly and in every season
guard against too much. The worst evil in the soft soap
boiling is in fact that one works with lye that is too carbonic,
which is the worst and the most dangerous because there can
be no remedy for it if one does not have any pure caustic
lye available or if the cauldron can no longer accept any
additional charge. A carbonic soft soap boils thin; when it is
placed on a glass probe it is soft and without consistency, and
even through the greatest adjusting (Abrichtung), it is not
sufficiently firm to set, because it does not at all tolerate the
necessary quantity of lye without becoming slippery, like an
excessive (übertrieben) soap. Such a soap would also not be
sufficiently firm even with a high percentage of soybean oil,
in spite of it possessing a high stearin content such as linseed
oil. In all others, the soybean oil boils out exactly like the
linseed oil, and I therefore did not add anything with the use
of soft soaps that were too smooth.
The oil is also very well suited to natural grain soap, and
a larger percentage of lighter-colored oil could also find use
here. The saponification here is also very similar to that of
linseed oil.
Anyone who has the opportunity to get cheap quantities
of soybean oil therefore does not need to reflect long as to
which kind of soap it is suitable for; it is in fact suitable for
any soap, especially if one has the light-colored qualities
available.
Note 2. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 3. This is the earliest Western document seen (Oct.
2014) which states that soybean oil can be used to make
soap.
626. Abel, Mary Hinman. 1904. Beans, peas, and other
legumes as food. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 121. 39 p.
See p. 11-13, 18-20. Revised Nov. 30. Illust. [1 ref]
• Summary: A revised edition, 3 pages longer than the 1900
original. The information about soy is somewhat expanded,
and it is on different pages (see above). On page 13 a
sentence is added: “Miso is a fermented product made from
soy beans rubbed to a paste with barley and salt.”
In the section titled “Nutritive value of the legumes” (p.
18-20) two sentences appear in the 1900 edition, but not in
the 1904 revised edition. From page 16 and page 17 of the
1900 edition: “Another characteristic of the legumes brought
out by analysis is the large percentage of mineral matter in
them, the excess being chiefly in lime and potassium salts.
In some instances they contain a large amount of fat; for
instance, 17 per cent in the soy bean and 50 per cent in the
peanut.”
In this same section: The 1904 revised edition has a
couple of added sentences and two added paragraphs on
page 20 in the section just before the “subsection” entitled
“Nitrogenous Constituents.” This text reads: “They [dried
legumes] approach animal foods as regards protein and
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total nutritive value, most of the legumes containing
carbohydrates in place of the fat found in animal foods,
though the proportion of fat may be high, as shown by the
soy bean, with 17 per cent, and the peanut, with about 40
per cent, or even more. However, the relative proportion of
fat and carbohydrates in food may vary within rather wide
limits, since these food constituents serve the same purpose
in the body, although the fats yield two and one-fourth times
as much energy per pound as carbohydrates.
“The fat of beans when extracted is a light yellow oil
resembling olive oil in appearance, which solidifies readily
at a low temperature and becomes liquid again on warming.
The fat of other legumes would doubtless be more or less
similar in its properties. Soy-bean oil is extracted and finds
important uses in China and Japan. Peanut oil is extracted in
large quantities and is an important commercial product. It is
spoken of on page 35.
“The carbohydrate group in beans, and doubtless in
other legumes also, is in general made up of starch, sugar,
and crude fiber. It is worthy of note that soy beans when well
ripened contain little if any starch and on this account they
have been recommended for the use of diabetics. The ash
of legumes contains similar mineral constituents to those of
other plants. It has been found that both iron and potassium
are specially abundant in bean ash, one authority stating that
about 80 per cent of the ash of beans is potassium phosphate.
The proportion of ash is in general relatively large.”
The table titled “Composition of fresh and dried legumes
compared with that of other foods” has the same values for
“soy beans” in each category in both editions.
627. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1904.
The wake of war: Black track of desolation in Manchuria.
Dec. 1. p. 4.
• Summary: “The extent of this agricultural wreckage is
almost incredible.”
“Around Mukden the wheat and barley and the small
cultivators’ fields of soy beans fell to the Russians as to an
army of locusts.”
628. Potts, H.W. 1904. Hawkesbury District farm notes.
Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 15(12):1232-36.
Dec. 2.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy bean” states (p. 1235):
“Soy bean is a leguminous plant grown for both forage and
grain, and can be planted under similar conditions in relation
to climate, cultivation, and soil as maize. It will produce
good returns on light soils, but prefers a soil somewhat heavy
and rich in potash, lime, and phosphoric acid. The Early
Yellow variety seems the best. The amount of seed required
is from ½ to 1 bushel per acre; and constant, shallow
cultivation is needed until the plant is fully matured.”
629. Wade, I.C. 1904. Georgia and Wisconsin (Letter to the

editor). Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Dec. 5. p. 6.
• Summary: Praises the people of Wisconsin for building
a $200,000 agricultural college and having great “patriotic
love” for it. Georgians should tax themselves more to pay for
the education of their boys and girls. “I have my barn full of
forage crops, corn, cowpeas, soja bean, sorghum and native
grasses...” Address: Georgia.
630. Country Gentleman. 1904. Dairy Department: The
industry in East Tennessee. 69(2706):1131. Dec. 8.
• Summary: “The food stuffs usually fed in the state
[Tennessee] are concentrates, composed of wheat bran,
cottonseed meal, corn and cob meal and ground oats; and
roughage, such as ensilage, pea hay, alfalfa hay, soy-bean
hay, corn and sorghum stover, and green soiling crops.”
“The soy bean is another very promising leguminous
plant, which furnishes a large yield of green forage and a
medium yield of very fine hay. The hay is relished by both
cattle and horses, and the plant is also beneficial to the soil.
These leguminous plants are not only good for feeding, but,
being nitrogen gatherers, are very beneficial to the soil, either
when turned under as a green manure or when pastured off.
They have an abundance of roots which penetrate deeply into
the soil, and when these decay, they furnish a large quantity
of humus and loosen up the soil to a great depth.”
A large photo (3 columns wide; p. 1130) shows:
“Cutting soy beans for ensilage on the Tennessee Experiment
Station farm–See article on opposite page.”
631. Algona Advance (Iowa). 1904. Chinese food products:
Beans a leading article of diet in China. Dec. 22. p. 2, col.
4.5.
• Summary: This article was first published on 10 April 1904
in the New-York Tribune. In this 1904 lecture on the Chinese
diet, Dr. Yamei Kin highlighted the role of beans and the
soybean. She explained briefly how Chinese “soy” [sauce]
is made. “The fermented product is shipped in large cases to
England, where it is mixed with vinegar and other products
and is sold as Worcestershire sauce. The Chinese laborer
lives on beans as much as does the Boston typewriter girl.
The bean in China is more like our small, round cow pea.
This is ground fine, mixed with water and a little salt. Then
the water is pressed out and the bean cake [tofu] sold to the
poor. This bean cake may be cooked and mixed with other
things, fish, chicken, etc. It is highly nutritious and explains
why the Chinese laborer can endure so much on so little
food.”
Fish is popular in China but very little meat is eaten.
An animal is never killed in China until it is too old to work:
hence the Chinese do not like beef, considering it too tough.
Pork is popular and every family keeps one or two pigs.
“The Chinese are great cooks and love to give elaborate
dinners. This is the chief means of entertaining in China.
However, the dinner consists of sixty courses and it takes
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several hours. The guests are seated at small tables, and the
courses are served. Then the tables are cleared and the guests
enjoy games, matching poetry being a very old pastime in
China. A guest receives half a couplet and supplies the other
half. Impromptu verse making is another favorite Chinese
entertainment.”
632. Stewart, John F. 1904. Farm correspondence: Soja. A
soy bean. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Dec. 26. p. 10.
• Summary: The writer would “like information of the
nutritive value of soy or soja beans. Is there any danger of
their killing cattle, horses, hogs, etc., and the best way to
feed to cows and hogs? They seem to stimulate some, and
would the bean be good for coffee.”
“Answer–The soy or soja bean ranks very high on the
scale of nutritiveness standing about the head of the list of
legumes, in this respect. The seeds are exceedingly nutritious
and are quite oily, but are not particularly relished by live
stock. There is probably no more danger in feeding soja
beans to stock than in feeding cowpeas, sorghum and other
plants and seeds. The plants make a very good hay, yielding
about as much per acre as cowpeas, but the soja does not
succeed so well on this land as does the cowpea.
The beans are used by some people as a substitute for
coffee and are perhaps as good a substitute (if any substitute
can be good) as any other... The seeds are sold in market only
for planting purposes and generally fetch from $1 to $1.50
per bushel, the latter price in the hands of seedsmen.
“The soja bean is not so much cultivated in the south
as it was ten or more years ago. It does not seem to take
the place of cowpea for any purpose.” Address: Greenback,
North Carolina.
633. Agricultural Bulletin of the Straits and Federated Malay
States. 1904. Soy and bean cheese. 3(12):494-96. Dec.
• Summary: “Among the number of small manufactures by
natives in Singapore, many of which are quite unknown to
the ordinary residents, the manufacture of the Chinese sauce
known as Soy, is one of some interest and importance, and
having had occasion lately to visit three of these factories,
I put together such notes on the manufacture as I was able
to make. Soy is made from the seeds of the bean Glycine
hispida, which is cultivated in China and also in India, and
the beans are imported from China to Singapore for making
Soy and Bean-cheese.
“The present price of the beans is high, six dollars a
picul, probably owing to the Russo-Japanese war.
“The Soy beans are first boiled, which causes them to
swell up considerably, and then put into stone jars about
three feet tall and two feet across, with a quantity of brine
made of coarse salt, which I was told was made of equal
parts of salt and water. The brine is first made in jars, and
occasionally skimmed as the extraneous matter floats to
the top. The jars when full of beans and brine are covered

on wet or dull days with a conical tin cover which is taken
off in sunshine. At one factory I was told that wheat flour
was put into the jars with the beans, and a note in ‘Spon’s
Encyclopedia’ states that an equal quantity of roughly ground
barley or wheat is boiled with the beans, but this does not
appear to be done here.
“The beans are left to soak for from sixteen days, when
there is a big demand for the product, to a year, and the
longer it is kept the better the Soy is considered. Six to eight
months, however, seems the usual length of time.
“The beans are then strained out, squeezed in a cloth,
and the deep brown liquor filtered through a cloth laid in a
rattan basket, and then boiled. It is afterwards poured into
stone jars such as the Chinese use for their pickled cabbages,
and sold to various places in the East.
“I could not find that any ferment was added to produce
fermentation of the beans, and the Chinese said there was
none. There is, however, a general idea of there being
some secrets, known only to the head man and religiously
preserved by him, as to the manufacture. This is, however,
commonly stated by any Chinese manufacturer, however
simple and well known his manufacture may be.
“There are two kinds of beans of the Glycine, black and
white, which are used separately.
“Soy is extensively used as a condiment both by Chinese
and Europeans in the East, and forms the basis of most of the
sauces used throughout the world.
“Bean cheese: Bean cheese or bean-cake [tofu], is also
made from the Soy beans, but the white ones only are used.
The beans are first cracked in a stone quern or mill, worked
by hand, the beans being poured through a hole in the upper
millstone. They are then immersed in water for a day, which
causes them to swell. Then they are transferred to another
quern and ground to the consistency of a cream. This is
boiled and when cool poured into a cloth and squeezed and
pounded on a small table with a square hole in the centre till
much of the water is squeezed out, when the cheese is made
into square flat cakes four or five inches across and about
½ or 3/4 inch thick, then wrapped in cloth and put each in a
little rattan tray or dish, they are put over a low fire, till they
are firm enough. Some are coloured yellow by a decoction
of the seeds of a capsular plant brought from China, the
seeds being steeped in water and the liquid brushed over the
top of the cheese. A little alum and a quantity of powdered
gypsum is sometimes at least added to the bean cake during
its manufacture. The former probably to make it whiter, the
latter probably to increase the weight. The Chinese seem
to be very fond of adding gypsum to such manufactured
articles. It has been mentioned in an earlier Bulletin that it is
mixed with Jelutong rubber.
“Bean cheese is a very popular article of food with all
kinds of natives, and costs about one cent a cake, and about 6
or 8 cents a pound.–Ed.”
Note: This article also appeared in The Gardens’
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Bulletin, Singapore (1904, p. 496).
634. Bartlett, James M. 1904. Digestion experiments with
sheep and steers. Maine Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 110. p. 183-204. Dec.
• Summary: Soy bean-corn silage was used in nine
experiments. The crops were grown on the farm and put into
the silo in the proportion of 9 parts of beans to 14 of corn.
The feed was well relished. Tables give the composition of
the foods [feeds] and feces of the sheep and steers. Address:
Chemist, Orono.
635. McIntosh, John Geddes. 1904-1911. The manufacture
of varnishes and kindred industries: Based on and including
the “Drying Oils and Varnishes” of Ach. Livache. 2nd,
greatly enlarged, English edition. 3 vols. London: Scott,
Greenwood & Son. New York: D. Van Nostrand Co. See vol.
1, p. 132. Illust. Index. 22 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Vol. 1. Oil crushing, refining
and boiling. The manufacture of linoleum. Printing and
lithographic inks and India-rubber substitutes. Vol. 2. Varnish
materials and oil varnish making. Vol. 3. Spirit varnishes and
spirit varnish materials.
In Vol. 1, Chapter 7, titled “The detection of
adulteration,” the section on “Maumené’s test” (p. 130-32)
contains a table in which “Soja-bean oil” is listed. Of five
researchers, only De Negri and Fabris reported a value, 117.
This volume also discusses earth-nut oil [peanut oil] (p. 98,
100, 104, 120, 126), hemp-seed oil (p. 4, 100, 103-04, 120,
125, 132, 139-40), and sesame oil (p. 100, 104, 126, 129,
131).
In Vol. 2, none of these four oils is mentioned.
In Vol. 3, only sesame oil is mentioned (p. 430; its flashpoint is 255ºC).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001)
concerning soybean oil as an adulterant or potential
adulterant of other oils. Address: Late lecturer on varnish
manufacture at the Polytechnic, Regent Street, and the
Borough Polytechnic [England].
636. Product Name: Doufu, and Fuyu (Fermented Tofu).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sing-how Lee & Co.?
Manufacturer’s Address: Jackson St., San Francisco,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1904.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1980.
History of Tofu. p. 63. based on interview with Stanley Lee:
In about 1904 Mr. Sing-how Lee started a tofu shop in San
Francisco with several partners. No one remembers the name
any longer. Because of conflicts with the partners, he left and
started Quong Hop in 1906 in Chinatown. The company may
also have made fermented tofu. And some fermented tofu
was probably being imported to America from Hong Kong
and China.

Note: Unfortunately, after decades of searching, Soyinfo
Center has been unable to find any documents to confirm this
story.
637. Burkett, Charles William. 1904. Report of the
Agricultural Division. North Carolina Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 26:11-12. For the year
ending June 30, 1903.
• Summary: Section 5 titled “Soja beans” (p. 11) states:
“Experiments with soja beans include fertilizer tests,
varieties, quantity of seed, methods of planting, effect of
liming, etc. This work was begun this year.” No variety
names are given. Address: Agriculturist, Raleigh, North
Carolina.
638. Burrill, T.J. 1904. Questions and answers. Illinois
Farmers’ Institute, Annual Report 9:72. For the year 1904.
• Summary: “Q. Does each leguminous plant have a
different kind of bacteria?
“A. Each group of leguminous plants has a different
kind.
“Q. I would like to ask whether it is Doctor Burrill’s
understanding that the chief or main value, for instance, of
the clover crop, comes from bacteria at the roots?
“A. I understand that is the case.
“Q. Has the soja bean more fertilizing power than
alfalfa.
“A. The indications are in favor of the soja bean.
“Q. How about the cow pea?
“A. It has plenty of root tubercles. The practical value is
taking nitrogen from the air and putting it into the soil.”
Note: Dr. Burrill’s article, titled “Bacteria, the friends
of the farm, begins on p. 65.” Address: PhD, Dean of the
Graduate School, Univ. of Illinois.
639. China, Imperial Maritime Customs. 1904. Decennial
reports on the trade, navigation, industries, etc., of the ports
open to foreign commerce in China, and on the condition and
development of the treaty port provinces, 1892-1901, with
maps, diagrams, and plans. 2 vols. Shanghai, China.
• Summary: Vol. I is “Northern and Yangtze Ports.” This is
Statistical Series No. 6.
Page 3: Newchwang–”Regarded from the standpoint
of volume of commerce, Newchwang became one of the
most important of the Treaty ports. The very aspect of the
place underwent a rapid change during these last years.
The mud village of the ‘sixties’ [1860s] grew into a rich
and populous town, with many fine shops, houses, and
temples, and with something of a modern look, due to the
tall chimneys of the steam beancake factories. The river was
crowded with great steamers, and the chant of the boatmen
on the numberless Native craft intermingled with the scream
of the steam-launch; the Foreign quarter, once consisting of
a few semi-Chinese cottages, exhibited quite a pretentious
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array of European buildings–the mansion of the merchant,
the church, the hospital, the hotel,–with lower evidences
of civilisation in the shape of the grog shop; whilst a few
miles off, on either side, were the two Railway Settlements,
already little towns themselves. Add to these changes the
outward and visible signs of the Russian military occupation
in the year 1901, the European carriages and horses and the
jinrikshas on the roads, as well as the number of Foreigners
of all nationalities to be seen in the streets, and it will be
realised that the sleepy bean mart of the old days has passed
away for ever.
“Economical and political causes both contributed
towards this sudden start forward.
“For many years it had been the policy of the Chinese
Government to keep Northern Manchuria undeveloped. But
in the ‘eighties’ there were signs of a change of view. The
northern frontier was fortified and some encouragement
was given to immigrants to take up unoccupied land in the
three provinces. They had poured in in large numbers for
many years before; for example, in 1876 it was estimated
that about 1,000,000 Shantung and Chihli peasants came
into Manchuria. But official encouragement no doubt acted
as a stimulus; people continued to arrive, more land was
brought into cultivation, and more grain produced. The
immigrants who survived the hardships of travel and the first
few struggling years inevitable to the pioneer, soon found
that they were in a far richer land than that of their own
provinces. The virgin soil gave forth abundantly; there was
a great wealth of agricultural products to be disposed of;
transport, though difficult and expensive, was not hampered
by fiscal oppression; and, by a happy stroke of fortune, at
the moment when there was superabundance of supply there
arose in Japan a great demand for the staple productions. The
discovery of the Japanese market for beans and beancake
was the most potent economical factor in the development of
trade in Southern Manchuria.”
Page 15: Newchwang (plus Manchuria in general)–
”Turning to Exports, Appendix No. 6 [p. 42] is a comparative
table showing the exportations of Bean products during the
past three decades. Comparing the annual average of each
decade, we find evidence of a large increase in production,
showing how the demand in Japan stimulated supply, though
it must be remembered that the table is imperfect as a record
of output, as it does not include the junk [a Chinese inland
sailing vessel] statistics, which were available for the first
time only in 1901. As regards steamer figures, however, it
appears, taking average figures, that nearly three times as
much Beancake went away in the last decade as in the first;
about seven times as much Bean Oil; and more than twice
the quantity of Beans. Bean products constitute about 80 per
cent. of our total Exports; so the above figures explain much
of Newchwang’s recent prosperity.”
Pages 22-23: Newchwang–”Industries–Bean mills–
Since the closing, in 1868, of the first steam bean mill,

which proved a complete failure, owing chiefly to Native
opposition, the idea of making beancake by machinery
was evidently never lost sight of. The southern Chinese
merchants, who have nearly the whole beancake trade in
their hands, at last realised the advantage to be gained by
making beancake and extracting the oil by machinery. In
1896 a steam bean mill, under Foreign* auspices, probably
to avoid Chinese official supervision, commenced work.
Note: *Shannon Brown (1981, p. 463) states: In 1896
in Newchwang, Butterfield and Swire (B&S; second only
to Jardine, Matheson and Co. among British firms in China)
finally opened the steam-powered bean mill that they had
been considering since 1893.
“Since then three more have been started–one in the
summer of 1899, one in the autumn of 1900, and one in
the autumn of 1901. All these mills are fitted with electric
light, and though mostly under Foreign protection, they are
entirely under Chinese control, the machinery being worked
by Chinese without any Foreign aid. The four factories
between them are able to turn out 15,600 beancakes per day.
It requires about 8 tou (240 catties) of beans to make five
bean-cakes, which are passed by the Customs at an average
of 48 catties each. The process of making the beancake by
machinery is similar to the Native method. The beans are
crushed between two iron rollers driven by steam; they are
then placed on the steaming grate, where steam is supplied
from the steam boiler, instead of from a pan with boiling
water underneath the grate; the oil is pressed out with
jackscrew presses. The beancakes made by machinery when
compared with those made by Native method are stronger
and drier, also paler in colour and better in appearance
generally. The cost of outturn is about 20 per cent. cheaper
and the yield of oil about 7 per cent. more. The cost of
outturn by machinery being Taels 0.25 and the yield of oil
22 catties per five cakes; whilst the cost by Native method is
Taels 0.30 and the yield of oil 20 catties per five cakes.”
Page 28: “All goods imported and exported from or to
sea pay Duty and Likin. All imports from Chinese ports only
pay half, or Coast Trade, Duty, with the exception of [soya]
beans, beancake, bean oil, grain, Native cloth, black tea, fine
and coarse chinaware, earthenware, and Lo-hai paper, which
pay full Duty but on a reduced tariff scale.”
Page 42: Appendix No. 6, a table, gives “Export of
beancake, bean oil, and beans, with decennial averages,
1872-1901. For each item and each year is given the weight
in piculs and the value in Haikwan taels.
Note 1. Between 1872 and 1901 the weight of beancake
that passed through Newchwang customs increased 6.5 fold,
the weight of bean oil increased 5.4 fold, and the weight of
[soy] beans increased 3.8 fold.
Note 2. In Peking Chinese, hai-kuan = maritime
customs. A tael is a former Chinese monetary unit based on
the value of a tael of standard silver.
Page 43: Appendix No. 7, a table, gives “Average prices
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of [soya] beans, beancake, and bean oil, 1892-1901 (in
Haikwan taels per 300 catties for beans, per 10 pieces for
beancake, and per 100 catties for bean oil).
Note: A digital search for the terms bean, beans,
beancake, or bean oil will show that that are mentioned on at
least 45 pages in this remarkable report. Address: Shanghai,
China.
640. Cole’s Seed Store. 1904. Cole’s garden annual (Mail
order). Pella, Iowa. 80 p. 23½ cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Cole’s Farm Seeds,” the
subsection on “Soja or Soy Bean” (p. 53) has almost the
same text and the exact same illustration as in last year’s
catalog
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #012403.
Address: Pella, Iowa.
641. Dammann & Co. 1904. General price list: Of vegetable,
farm, tree, conifer, palm, flower and other seeds, canna roots,
Italian fruit trees, novelties of seeds &c. &c. San Giovanni a
Teduccio (near Naples), Italy. 64 p. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: In section I, “Vegetable seeds,” the section titled
“Soja-Beans (Soja hispida)” lists five varieties, sold by the
pound (lb) or hundredweight (cwt = 112 pounds), as follows:
Yellow 4 pence/lb or 27 shillings/cwt. Brown 4 pence/lb or
30 shillings/cwt. Black 4 pence/lb or 30 shillings/cwt. Green
Samarow (extremely early and prolific) 5 pence/lb or 33
shillings/cwt. Giant yellow Santa Margherita (of enormous
growth; beans very large, extremely prolific) 6 pence/lb. Not
available in cwt. quantity.
This is catalog No. 145. 1904-1905. Illustrations on the
front cover show: (1) The great seal of Italy (at top center).
(2) Four large Melon Therapia growing in a field (between
the two lists of awards).
The inside front cover is filled with “Conditions of sale
and important remarks.” The cable address is “Dammann.”
On the back cover two half-page illustrations show (1)
The company’s offices, a two-story stone building. (2) The
metal gates, stone pillars and tall stone walls at the entrance
to the trial grounds (15 acres).
Location: National Agricultural Library (NAL),
Beltsville, Maryland. Special Collections. 63.5 Germany
1900.
Note 1. This is the earliest Dammann & Co. catalog
owned by NAL that mentions soybeans, which are also
listed in the catalogs for 1907 and 1910. NAL does not own
Dammann & Co. catalogs earlier than this one, nor from
1914 to 1923.
Note 2. It is also the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2000) stating that Dammann & Co. is selling
soybeans. Address: San Giovanni a Teduccio (near Naples),
Italy.

642. Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass seeds
(Mail-order catalog). West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. 23 cm.
• Summary: A black-and-white photo on the cover shows a
man, a woman, and a child (little girl) standing in a “Field
of soys and pearl millet at West Branch, Michigan.” Below
that is written in large letters: “Our northern grown seeds are
unequalled for hardiness, earliness, vigor, high germinating
power and purity.” Printed by Herald-Times Print., West
Branch, Mich. At the top of the cover in small letters:
“44º12’ North Latitude.”
Contents: Note to the American Farmer and Stockman.
Our terms. Legume seed department. Soy beans. Cow
peas. Field peas. Garden peas. Beans (Phaseolus vulgaris).
Spanish field pea (Lathyrus sativus). The vetches (Vicia
villosa and V. sativa). Velvet beans (Mucuna utilis). Lupines
(Blue and Large White). Faba or Broad Beans (Vicia faba).
Lentils (Lens esculenta). Pea nuts (Arachis hypogæa).
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The clovers. Northern Grown Grain and Forage Plant
Department: Field corn, Russian emmer (Triticum spelta).
Spring wheat. Oats. Barley (Hordeum vulgare). Japanese
barnyard millet (P. [Panicum] Crus Galli). East India pearl
millet (Pennisetum spicatum). Teosinte (Reana luxurians).
New legumes for 1905 (the Japanese Muroran bean is a
forage crop that is earlier than the earliest soy or cow pea).
Grass seeds: Timothy (Phleum pratense) and Orchard grass
(Dactylis glomerata). Meadow fescue (Fescuta pratensis).
Awnless brome (Bromus inermis). Red top (Argostis
vulgaris). Kentucky blue grass (Poa pratensis). Root seeds.
Seed potatoes. Bacteriated soil (“sand containing the bacteria
adapted to peas, soys, cow peas, vetches, lentils, broad beans,
lupins, etc. Sold in new 16-oz. cotton bags at $1.50 per 100
pounds. Not less than 100 pounds will be sold). A paradise
for pork (Also called “hog heaven,” it is a “combination
crop.” “Some plant corn, soys and mangels or sugar beets
in alternate rows”). Chemical analysis vs. cow analysis [of
feeds] (“All authorities, chemists and cows included, agree
that the soy bean is the most digestible of all concentrated
foods. And palatability–convince yourself. Plant an acre of
soys and when they are ripening turn in your stock, your
cows, horses, hogs, sheep, turkeys, ducks and chickens.
They will tell you all about the palatability of the soy bean).”
Standard of weights in Michigan: Beans, soy: 8-16 quarts of
seed required per acre. Weight per bushel: 60 lb.
The note (p. 2) “To the American Farmer and Stockman”
begins: “Greeting: It has always been our aim to be
something more than seed sellers–or merchants.” It states in
detail the company’s strong commitment to quality seeds.
“Our terms are invariably net cash with order.” The first
section (p. 3+), titled “Legume seed department” begins:
“From ancient times down to the present certain plants have
been used for the purpose of renovating and maintaining
the fertility of soils... It was not until 1888 that a German
scientist discovered by which process these plants enrich
the soil. Briefly, legumes are plants having the power, by
aid of certain bacteria, of converting atmospheric nitrogen
into nitrates available for plant food, and of storing it up in
root nodules, or tubercles. We do not yet know whether this
process is a mechanical or chemical one.”
However, we do know that nitrogen, one of the vital
elements of plant food, is the most elusive, the most
expensive to buy and the most difficult to retain of all the
elements that go into the production of any crop. We know
that a crop of soys, peas, clover, or vetches enriches the soil
by adding to the available nitrogen. It is absolutely true that
the nitrogen removed from an acre of land by a crop of oats,
corn, wheat or timothy often exceeds in value the entire cost
of producing a crop of legumes. There can be no greater folly
in farming than the continued production of cereals without
a rotation in which legumes form a part, and the shorter the
rotation the better for the land and the bank account... The
Leguminosæ includes beans, peas, vetches, clover, lentils,

cow peas, soys, faba, lupins, etc.”
The subsection titled “Soy beans (Glycine hispida)” (p.
4-7) gives the most information about this crop to be found
in any American seed catalog up to this time. “German, Soja.
Japanese, daidzu [daizu]. Next to wheat this is probably
the oldest of cultivated plants. It is mentioned in Chinese
writings prior to 500 B.C., and remains to this day one of the
staple crops of China and Japan. It was originally introduced
into America about 1925-30, but failed to attract attention
to its merits. It was not until the researches and experiments
of Profs. Brooks [Massachusetts] and Georgeson [Kansas],
within the past fifteen years, that the true value of soys
became known. Since 1896 they have grown more rapidly in
popularity than any crop ever introduced into America. Soys
contain a higher percentage of protein in more digestible
form, than any other farm product, and at a fraction of the
cost of the so-called ‘concentrated feeds.’” A table shows
a nutritional analysis of five varieties of soys made by the
Michigan Experiment Station [published in Bulletin No.
199, April 1902, p. 173]. Ito San and Medium Early Yellow
contain the most crude protein (41.04% and 41.52%). A
photo shows two uprooted soybean plants, each covered with
pods.
Page 5 continues: “Soya are as easy of culture as
common beans, cow peas, or corn. They succeed on any
soil that will produce corn. They will withstand drouth
and wet weather that would ruin most of our staple crops,
and will pass uninjured through frost that kills corn to the
ground. This has been demonstrated hundreds of times
here in Michigan. Scores of seedsmen catalogue soys with
southern seed, generally the Mammoth Yellow. Such seed
can be bought for $1.00 to $1.25 a bushel, but is absolutely
worthless north of the Ohio river. We are the pioneers of the
soy seed business at the north; have grown and sold them for
the past 8 years [since about 1896]. We have not a bushel of
soys grown outside of Michigan.” “Evans’ soys are known
the world over. We sold them last year in England, Germany,
Guiana [incl. British Guiana?], West Indies, Hawaii, Mexico
and Canada.
Page 6 continues: “Plant soys in drills 28 to 30 inches
apart, using 8 to 16 quarts seed per acre, according to variety
and use. For ensilage, they may be planted with corn, but
we believe it is more satisfactory to grow the two crops
separately and mix them as they go through the cutter.” The
subsection titled “Varieties” gives details on each of the
following: Ito San (named by Mr. Evans in honor of Marquis
Ito, the Japanese statesman), Early Black or No. 6 (originated
by Mr. Evans), Ogema, or Evans No. 9, Medium Early
Green, Olive Medium (created and introduced by Evans),
Medium Early Black.
Concerning: “Ogema, or Evans No. 9. Originated by
Edw. E. Evans and offered for the first time last season. It is
a cross of Dwarf Brown and No. 6 and is unquestionably the
earliest of all soys. It can be planted later and farther north
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than any other variety. Beans dark chocolate color. Season
65 to 75 days. Stock limited.” Ogema is the company’s most
expensive variety, selling for $7.50 per bushel, vs. $3.50 per
bushel for most other varieties.
A table titled “Prices of soy beans” (p. 7) gives the
prices of 12 varieties. The first seven are sold in quantities of
one packet, quart, 4 quarts, peck, ½ bushel, and bushel. Most
sell for $3.50/bu, but the price ranges from $3.00/bu for Ito
San and Medium Early Yellow to $7.50/bu for Ogema. These
seven are: Ito San, Ogema (earliest), Medium Early Green
(general favorite), Olive Medium, Medium Early Black,
Early Black (Evans No. 6), Medium Early Yellow. The
last five varieties sold (all new) are: Dwarf Brown, Gosha,
Rokugetsu [Rokugatsu?], Bakaziro [Bakajiro], and Hankow.
Each is available only in the packet size at $0.15 per packet.
On the last page of the catalog is a full-page order sheet.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2002)
which mentions that turkeys eat or are fed soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the following soybean varieties: Dwarf Brown,
Hankow, Ogemaw, or Mammoth Yellow (one of three
documents).
Note 3. This is the earliest (and only) English-language
document seen (Nov. 2020) that uses the word “bacteriated”
to refer to soil containing nitrogen-fixing bacteria.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
West Branch, Ogemaw Co., Michigan.
643. Experimental Farms in the Bombay Presidency [India],
Annual Report. 1904. Mánjri Farm. p. 61-82. For the year
ending 31 March 1904. See p. 62, 69-70, 74.
• Summary: A table (Section 5, p. 62) titled “Area planted
to different crops” shows that 1 acre and 28 gunthas were
planted to soybeans as a Kharif crop. Purpose: Variety test.
One acre of Ground nut was also planted as a Rabi crop.
In Section 8, titled “New crops tried” (p. 69-70), the
following are mentioned: Canary seed, English peas, clover
(Egyptian), velvet-beans, soy beans, American cow peas,
West Indian sweet potatoes, tapioca, and American cottons.
The subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 70) states: “Nineteen
varieties of these Japanese legumes were tested. The average
yield of about 300 lbs. per acre [337 kg/ha] on very light
land.” The names of the varieties are not given.
In Section 10, titled “Miscellaneous Farm Crops” the
groundnut is discussed (p. 73).
In Section 11, titled “Selection and distribution of seed”
is a long table (p. 74) giving a “List of persons to whom seed
was distributed in the year 1903-04 from the Mánjri Farm.”
No. 52 shows that B. Sutherland, Esquire, Inspector-General
of Agriculture in the Nagpur District was sent a total of 28
lbs. 11 oz. in all of 19 varieties of soybeans.
Note: One year later nineteen plots were under trial but
with unpromising results, “for only five yielded seed enough

to repay for the cost of cultivation. The yield varied from 50
to 293 lbs. per acre [56.2 to 329 kg/ha], the five promising to
be remunerative yielding over 200 lbs. per acre” [224.6 kg/
ha]. Address: India.
644. Fesca, Max. 1904. Der Pflanzenbau in den Tropen und
Subtropen [Plant cultivation in the tropics and subtropics. 2
vols.]. Berlin: Wilhelm Suesserott Verlagsbuchhandlung. Vol.
1: viii + 278 p. See vol. 1 (Erster Band), p. 159-65. 21 cm.
Suesserotts Kolonialbibliothek. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Volume 1, in the chapter on legumes
(Huelsenfruechte, Leguminosen), is a long section the
soybean (Die Sojabohne) (p. 159-63), which focuses on
soybean production. Contents: Introduction. Climate.
Soil and cultivation of the soil. Fertilizers. Planting /
sowing. Harvest. Yields. Composition of the seeds and
straw. Soybean oil and cake in China. Food uses of
soybeans in China and Japan, especially “Shoyusauce”
(shoyu) from which the soybean derives its name. It is
used in the preparation of Anglo-American sauces such as
Worcestershire sauce, etc. A description of the preparation of
shoyu is given, along with its composition based on analyses
by O. Kellner and E. Kinch. “The fermentation lasts from at
least 20 months up to 5 years; the longer the fermentation
the better the sauce. The finest quality is a mixture of
3 and 5 year sauces.” An analysis of shoyu presscake
(Shoyurueckstande) is also given.
Note: This 3-volume work is volumes 1-2 in Suesserotts
Kolonialbibliothek, vol. 708. Address: Germany.
645. Galloway, B.T. 1904. Report of the Chief of the Bureau
of Plant Industry. Annual Reports of the Department of
Agriculture (USA). p. 69-168. For the year ended June 30,
1904. See p. 123-24.
• Summary: The section titled “Arlington Farm” [Virginia]
begins: “Leguminous forage crops.–At the Arlington Farm
Mr. C.R. Ball has conducted varietal tests with cowpeas, soy
beans, gram (Phaseolus mungo), and sorghum. All obtainable
domestic and foreign varieties, named and unnamed, have
been secured and grown for the purpose of identifying them
and becoming familiar with their appearance and habits.
Not infrequently two very different things have been found
passing under the same name, or an old and well-known
variety has come to light under some new designation.
By thus securing seed from widely separated sources the
possibility of obtaining forms or varieties of value for further
selection and improvement is greatly increased” (p. 123).
“Another very desirable character in these legumes
is a habit of growth sufficiently erect to permit the use of
ordinary haying machinery in handling them as a hay crop...
Practically all the varieties of soy beans are erect in growth
and consequently suited for haymaking” (p. 124). Address:
Chief of Bureau.
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646. Gautier, Armand. 1904. L’alimentation et les régimes:
chez l’homme sain et chez les malades. 2 éd. rev. et augm.
[Diet and dietetics: for healthy and for sick people. 2nd ed.].
Paris: Masson & Co. xvi + 528 p. 3d ed., 1908. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Chapter 19, on vegetables, grains, etc., contains
a section titled “Pois ou fèves de Soja” (Soja peas or beans),
which notes that these are the “oil peas” (pois oléagineux)
of China and Japan, where they have been cultivated since
ancient times. The small quantity of starch and the large
amount of proteins (albuminoïdes) [in the seed] has led them
to be recommended for use in a bread for diabetics.
A table gives the nutritional composition of yellow
soybean seeds according to two studies cited by Mr. A.
Balland (1903). Gautier adds that the ash is composed
mainly of the phosphates of potassium and magnesium, plus
a little calcium sulfate.
This food is exceptionally rich in oils and proteins.
Unfortunately its taste is not very agreeable. In Japan, soy
flour (la farine de Soja) is mixed with cooked rice and
allowed to ferment until one obtains a sort of pap or sauce
which takes the place of meat extract.
Note: Neither soy flour nor rice are used in Japan as raw
materials for making soy sauce. Apparently the author is not
aware of koji, the key to the soy sauce fermentation.
In chapter 35, on special diets, the first long section (p.
390-97) is about the vegetarian diet (Régime végétarien),
which concludes that this diet should be practiced “by all
who pursue the idea of building up and educating races that
are intelligent and artistic, and at the same time prolific,
vigorous and active.”
The section on diabetic diets (p. 430-31) recommends
foods with a low starch content, including gluten, gluten
bread, and almonds; soy is not mentioned. Address:
Professeur a la Faculte de Médecine de Paris.
647. Geil, William Edgar. 1904. A Yankee on the Yangtze:
being a narrative of a journey from Shanghai through
the Central Kingdom to Burma. New York, N.Y.: A.C.
Armstrong and Son. xv + 312 p. Plus 100 unnumbered pages
of plates. Illust. No index. 21 cm.
• Summary: The author is in a boat on the Yangtze, just
up-river from Shanghai, in China. The section titled “Early
rice” (referring to breakfast) states (p. 15): “These dishes
bore frightful dragon and other terrifying decorations, and
contained first, superannuated and odoriferous shrimps;
second, sickly bean curd floating gently on a summer sea of
native vinegar and mustard seed oil; the third dish boasted
pickled turnip tops and other refuse; and the fourth, bean
curd cheese which reminded me of wild-cat’s liver soaked in
sulphurated hydrogen.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “bean curd cheese”
(regardless of hyphenation) to refer to Chinese-style
fermented tofu.

The section titled “Mr. Ma’s inn” states (p. 114): “We
stopped at the ‘Perpetual Provider’ Inn and had Early Rice at
seven-forty, at which meal I ate two large bowls of rice and
bean-curd.” Address: Doylestown, Pennsylvania.
648. Gregory, James J.H., and Son. 1904. Forty-fourth
catalogue of vegetable & flower seeds (Mail order).
Marblehead, Massachusetts. 76 p.
• Summary: In the section titled “Plants For Fodder, Etc.,”
“Soya or Soya Beans” are mentioned on page 37. The price
per bushel has fallen to $3.50 this year from $4.50 last year.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #12227.
Address: Marblehead, Massachusetts.
649. Hammond (Harry N.) Seed Co. 1904. Catalogue for
1904–with inserts (Mail order). Bay City, Michigan. 96 p.
• Summary: In the section on “A Page of Odds and Ends,”
“Hammond’s Domestic Coffee Berry” is mentioned on page
33. The text and illustrations are the same as those in last
year’s catalog (1903).
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #011899.
Address: Bay City, Michigan.
650. Hankow: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1904.
Seed color: Brown with black banding or mottling, hilum
black.
• Summary: Sources: Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904
retail price list: Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain
and grass seeds. West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. See p. 7. A
table titled “Prices of soy beans” lists 12 varieties, including
Hankow, a new variety, which retails for 15 cents per packet.
Wiancko, A.T.; Fisher, M.L. 1907. “Soy beans, cow
peas, and other forage crops.” Indiana (Purdue) Agric.
Exp. Station No. 120. p. 437-60. March. “Hankow–Foliage
green, fairly abundant and rather coarse. Stems coarse,
fairly upright, 30 inches high, 7 to 9 long branches. Pods
scattering, not numerous. Beans black in color, flattish
ellipsoidal in shape, large, 107 per ounce. Ripens about Oct.
15, or in about 145 days. Ripe pods shatter easily and will
not bear exposure in the field.”
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27. See
p. 11, 13, 19-20. “Classification–Key to the varieties (p. 11):
III. Mottled seeded: 1. Identical with Riceland, except in
color of the elongated seed = Hankow.” “The description and
notes already given for the Riceland apply equally well to the
Hankow variety, except for the color of the seeds. Both were
obtained in China at the same time and place and were noted
as being grown in the same way for the same purpose. In all
the tests made they have behaved exactly alike. The seeds
are of medium size, rather narrowly elliptical, 4 to 5½ mm.
wide by 6 to 8 mm. long, 5 to 6½ mm. being a common size.
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The ground color is light to medium brown and the mottling
is black. The black is present usually as a more or less
sharply defined patch or saddle of varying size and elliptical
shape on either side of the ‘eye,’ or hilum. In addition,
there are usually one or two narrow or broader eccentric
lines or stripes of black outside the patch and parallel to
its edge, thus forming a broken ellipse near the margin of
the flattened seed. The two sides of a bean are frequently
unlike in their markings. S.P.I. No. 9344, from China, has
very similar seeds, rather plumper, and much discolored,
but with more dark color than in the variety just described.
The black is usually massed as a saddle around the eye and
extending outward over about half or more of the surface.
This serial number has not been tested by the writer, and its
characteristics are not known. The name is derived from the
city of Hankow. Numbers and sources of lots grown–Agrost.
No. 972, S.P.I. 6559, from Chiu Niu (near Hankow), China.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 40. Seed
color: Brown, more or less banded with black. S.P.I. No.
6559. “From near Hankow, Hupeh, China, 1901.” Address:
USA.
651. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1904. Everything for the
garden (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 180 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: On p. 61, in the upper left corner, is an
illustration of a soja bean plant with a cluster of pods in the
upper left corner. On a banner is written “Henderson’s Early
Soja Bean.”
Below that we read: “Bean, Early Soja. The ordinary
Soja Bean of the South is too late to be of value in the
Northern States. This variety ripens even in Massachusetts,
where it grew nearly four feet in height, was heavily podded
and yielded over ten tons per acre. It is a very valuable
fodder variety either for curing [to make hay], feeding green
or for the silo in mixture with Corn. It is a rich, nitrogenous
feed, is unsurpassed as a flesh former, and, like the Clovers,
is a soil improver. (See cut.) Price, 10¢ lb., $1.10 pk [peck],
$3.85 bushel of 60 lbs.; 10-bushel lots, $3.75 per bush.
“Bean, Soja. Price, $1.00 peck, $3.00 bushel of 60 lbs.”
On the back cover is an illustration of a smiling, whitehaired man wearing a hat, rimless glasses, and a two-piece
suit. On a table, he is holding a cornucopia-like basket filled
with vegetables. In front of the table sits a woman holding an
ear of corn. This man will appear in many of the company’s
subsequent catalogs.
Note: This is the earliest Henderson catalog seen (Sept.
1999) in which the soja bean appears in the index under
“Soja Bean.” It was previously indexed under “Beans, Soja.”
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.

652. Hoshi, Hajime. 1904. Handbook of Japan and Japanese
exhibits at World’s Fair, St. Louis [Missouri]. n.p. 206 p.

• Summary: The Preface begins: “Since Commodore Perry,
of the United States Navy, opened Japan to the world’s
commerce [in 1854], the foreign trade of the country has
developed with wonderful rapidity. This startling rapid
development of Japanese trade is due to the readiness and
celerity [swiftness] with which the frank and courageous
people of the Empire abandoned their old customs and
turned their faces toward a new civilization. There was
no hesitation, no halting, no looking backward. The entire
nation awoke with a start to the realization that it was
moving in the wrong direction, and turned about and dropped
easily in the march of modern progress. Foreign ideas were
adopted, foreign methods were imitated and frequently
improved upon, and the closest commercial relations were
sought with the United States and the countries of Europe.
With this adoption of foreign ideas came a desire for
foreign goods. New methods made necessary the use of
Western machinery in factories and on farms. Even Western
foodstuffs became popular.
“Japan’s total foreign commerce was increased from
26.6 million yen in 1868 to 582.6 million yen in 1902 or
2,219 per cent. The total exports were increased from 15.5
million yen in 1865 to 281.7 million yen in 1903 or 1,811 per
cent. During the same period the imports increased from 10.7
million yen in 1865 to 300.9 million yen, or 2,790 per cent.”
Baron Masanoho Matsudaira is Vice-President of the
Imperial Japanese Commission to the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition.
Concerning “Shoyu, or soy.–The shoyu manufactories
in 1901 numbered 15,993, producing 68,940,680 gallons
annually” (p. 28).
In 1902 Japan’s principal exports in million yen were (p.
40-41): Copper, crude and refined–10.3. Rice–6.7. Tea, green
(pan fire)–6.2. Tea, green (basket fire)–3.6. Camphor–3.4.
Cuttle fish–1.8. Fish oil–1.5. Sake–0.83. Sea weed–0.61.
Shoyu (soy)–0.39.
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Palace of Agriculture (p. 119). “In the Palace of
Agriculture the Japanese Exhibit occupies an area of 8,667
square feet.” “Tea, one of the leading products of Japan,
forms the most important exhibit of the space.” “There is
a large exhibit of shoyu or soy, a famous Japanese sauce
made from beans. This sauce is in as common use in Japan
as salt and pepper are in the United States. It is used as a
relish on the table, also for cooking and salad dressing.
Soy is wholesome and exceedingly cheap, which qualities,
combined with its splendid flavor, make it a most desirable
article of diet.
“Sake, the national drink, is also well represented in the
exhibit.”
The names of the members of the Japanese Commission
and of the commissioners now in the United States are given
on pages 112-13. he names of the members of the Japan
Exhibit Association are given on page 113. Note: Nowhere is
this long and detailed book is the name of Jokichi Takamine
mentioned.
The Japanese Garden: Area, 150,000 square feet is
described in detail (p. 114-15), as are each of the buildings
in it. These include the Japanese Pavilion (the building
materials for it “were brought from Japan. It was built
entirely by native carpenters after the style of Daimyo’s
garden–Goten, of about 400 years ago. The architectural
style of the building is Heike. The artistically curved
roofs, majestically projecting one upon the other...”). Note:
This was the building that was renamed Sho-Foo-Den /
Sho-Fu-Den by Jokichi Takamine. Other buildings are
the Observation Cottage and (standing by the lake) and a
reproduction of the Kinkaku Temple in Kyoto (Kinkaku-ji,
the Temple of the Golden Pavilion).
“The total space occupied by Japan [p. 115] covers
282,455 square feet. he area is three times as great as that
covered by Japan at the Paris Exposition in 1900, and three
times as large as Chicago [Illinois] in 1893.”
“Soy brewers and trade marks” (p. 161, full page, with
the trade mark of each shown large and clear): Kikko Sakai:
Brewer K. Toyoda, Sakai, Osaka, Japan. Yamakawa-roku:
Brewer R. Wakaye, Osaka, Japan. Kikko Mata: Brewer
M. Kawamori, Sakai, Osaka, Japan. Mitsu Uroka: Brewer
G. Tagashima, Kaidzuka, Idzumi, Japan. Uyeki: Brewer
K. Uyeki, Osaka, Japan. Yama-Ju: Brewer M. Yamamoto,
Osaka, Japan. Maruichi Jo: Brewer S. Masuda, Osaka, Japan.
Maru Matsu: Brewer Y. Motsutani, Osaka, Japan. Hon Ichi:
Brewer K. Yehara, Osaka, Japan. Sun: Brewer K. Shindo,
Osaka, Japan.
Across the bottom of this page: “The virtue of the
sauce and direction for use. The Japanese Soy with the
Trade Marks is brewed from the very best Japanese [soy]
bean, wheat and salt. The Soy is of dark brown color and is
specially adapted for every kind of boiled, baked and fried
fish; for chops, steaks and cutlets and cold meats; also for
cooking of vegetables. The article possesses a particular taste

and flavor and advances [enhances] the digestion.
“The Japanese Soy with these Trade Marks may be
stored for a long period and is guaranteed never to turn bad.
“The article is sold for 6 to 9.60 yen per case of 4 go
bottles, F.O.B. Osaka. An order to any of the brewers will
receive prompt attention.”
Page 166: 1/3 page display ad for Ueki Shoyu, Osaka.
Page 180: ½ page display ad for “Best shoyu. Ota Shoyu
Brewing Company, (912 Minamiota Machi, Yokohama,
Japan) was established in 1850...” Its shoyu is known as
“Fuji Shoyu.” “Second medal in 1859 and first Silver Medal
in 1903. Exported to Germany, America, Hawaii, Corea,
Shanghai, Hong Kong, England, Canada, Australia, India,
Singapore, etc., through G. Brandel & Co., No. 41 Yamashita
Cho, Yokohama.”
Page 189: Full-page ad for “Shoyu, Japanese sauce.
Izumiyama Shoyu Brewing Co., Hachinohe Mutsu, Japan. Its
two trade marks are shown.
Page 193: ½ page display ad for “Maru Sen Shoyu.
Awarded medals and shohai [trophies] at the World’s
Exhibition, Paris, 1903, and others. Marusen Shoyu is
brewed by Sutejiro Hosono, Kinatomura, Kitakanbara,
Niigata ken, Japan.
Note: There was no World Exhibition or World’s Fair or
any such international exhibition in Paris in 1903, There was
an Exposition Universelle in 1900 in Paris, and another in
1925.
Page 197: Full-page ad for Kameya Shoyu & Company,
Nakaidzumi cho, Shidzuoka ken [Shizuoka-ken], Japan. A
large photo shows Sokichi Tsukichi, proprietor, standing in
a Western-style room with one hand on a chair. This shoyu
is exported to the United States, Hawaii, Europe, China, and
Corea [Korea].
653. Hosie, Alexander. 1904. Manchuria: Its people,
resources, and recent history. London: Methuen & Co.; New
York: C. Scribner’s Sons. xii + 293 p. Plus 16 unnumbered
leaves of plates. See p. 180-87, 218-24, 240-45, 252-53.
Illust. Map. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: For details, see the original 1901 edition; the
two editions are very similar and contain the same number of
pages.
This book contains information about Manchuria’s
railways including the Central Manchurian Railway, Imperial
Chinese Railway, Siberian Railway, South-Baikal Railway,
Trans-Baikal Railway, Trans-Manchurian Railway, and
Ussuri Railway. However neither the South Manchuria
Railway nor the South Manchuria Railway Company are
mentioned. Address: Once Acting British Consul, Tamsui;
Now at Aberdeen (Scot or HK).
654. Humphrey, Geo C. 1904. Soy beans vs. wheat
middlings as a supplement to corn meal for fattening pigs.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
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21:32-40. For the year ended June 30, 1904.
• Summary: Two thirds of the grain ration was corn meal.
The largest gains were made on the soybean rations.
“Summary. From the general results given in the foregoing
tables, the ration of corn meal supplemented with soy bean
meal, seems to have been most favorable.” Photos (p. 34-35)
show a comparison of slaughtered hog carcasses fed on corn
meal with soy-bean meal and middlings. Address: Wisconsin.
655. Johnson & Stokes. 1904. Garden and farm manual
(Mail order). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 92 p.
• Summary: In the section on “Selected Farm Seeds,” “Soja
Bean (Early and Late varieties)” are mentioned on page 61.
Concerning the “New Early Variety: “All who are interested
in this class of plants should give our New Early Soja or Soy
Bean a trial. Choice seed grown for us in Michigan” [by E.E.
Evans].
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: 11999.
Address: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
656. Kellogg, Ella Ervilla Eaton. 1904. Science in the
kitchen: A scientific treatise on food substances and their
dietetic properties, together with a practical explanation
of the principles of healthful cookery; a thousand choice,
palatable, and wholesome recipes. Revised and enlarged
edition. Battle Creek, Michigan: Modern Medicine
Publishing Co. 508 p. [39] leaves of plates. Illust. Index. 24
cm.
• Summary: In this new edition, the wife of the famous Dr.
John Harvey Kellogg discusses the principles and methods of
the dietary system employed at the Battle Creek Sanitarium.
Although this is a vegetarian cookbook (which includes the
use of eggs and milk), that fact is not discussed anywhere in
the book.
The “Preface to the fourth edition” (p. 4) begins
“Cookery is a progressive science. Within the past few
years several new and very valuable food products have
been developed in the food laboratories of the Battle Creek
Sanitarium and put upon the market, making necessary the
evolution of many new recipes for their preparation for the
table.”
The long chapter on “Meats” (p. 389-417) in the 1892
ed. has been replaced by an even longer chapter on “Nuts
and nut foods” (p. 389-425). After that we find all new
chapters: “Food for the sick” (p. 426-52), “The daily menu
(p. 453-63), and “Appendix” (p. 464+) with many pages
of nutritional analyses, copied from the “Battle Creek
Sanitarium Diet List,” showing the “Food value of the large
variety of foodstuffs when prepared for the table.”
In the new “Introduction,” the section on dairy products
has been rewritten to deemphasize their use.
The long chapter on “Legumes” again notes that the
Chinese “manufacture cheese [clearly tofu] from peas and

beans” (p. 217-18).
The chapter on “Milk, cream, and butter” states (p.
369): “Various nuts, as almonds, filberts, and cocoanuts
furnish products which make excellent substitutes for milk,
and which can be utilized in cooking in early all recipes
where milk is needed. These milk substitutes approach very
closely the same composition as cow’s milk, thus affording
equal nourishment, while they have the advantage of being
perfectly clean and free from germs. Recipes for their
preparation are given elsewhere.”
“Peanut butter” is mentioned on pages 395 and 439.
The chapter on “Nuts and nut foods” begins with a
description of the major nuts. The long section on “The
peanut or groundnut” notes: “In this country they are more
commonly roasted, but in this form are almost indigestible,
for the peanut is really not a nut at all, but a legume, and
requires thorough cooking... to render it digestible. Peanuts
are, however, a very wholesome and nutritious food when
properly cooked” (p. 393). Recipes include: To blanch
almonds. To blanch peanuts. Cocoanut cream. Nut pulp
(from well blanched and baked peanuts). Peanut butter
(Blanch, then cook in a double boiler for 8-10 hours before
grinding). The section titled “Nut preparations” states:
“Within the last few years, various processes have been
discovered whereby nuts of different kinds are converted into
most valuable and palatable foods. Chief among these nut
products may be named protose, or vegetable meat, almond
and peanut butters, nuttolene, nuttose, nut meals, and nut
soup stock” (p. 398). Then come subsections on: “Protose
and nuttolene recipes” (p. 399-411, incl. 2 recipes for
Vegetarian roast, Vegetarian chili sauce, Protose steak, Nut
steak in gravy, Mock hamburger steak, Nuttolene cutlets, Nut
fillets, Protose patties, and Rice and lentil croquettes). “Nut
products with vegetables” (p. 411-16). Nut cream and butter
(p. 416+, incl. Nut butter, Nut milk). Sandwiches (p. 214+,
incl. with almond butter or nut butter).
The Appendix showing nutritional value of foods (p.
464-84) includes all the new nut products. At the very
end is a half-page table titled: “The following table shows
clearly the inferior value of flesh foods.” The nutritional
composition of 23 such foods (red meat, poultry, fish,
and shellfish) is given. The book contains 31 excellent
illustrations and 39 unnumbered pages of glossy black and
white photos, each page printed on only one side.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2014) that mentions a kind of meatless burger or
patty, which it calls “Mock hamburger steak” and “Protose
patties” (one of two documents).
Also discusses: “The superiority of bread made from
the entire wheat or unbolted meal” also called “whole-wheat
bread” (p. 112, 143). Many recipes throughout the book
call for gluten. Diabetic biscuit (p. 452, made of Graham or
entire-wheat flour). The following words do not appear in the
Index: Animal, beef, bulk, fiber, fish, flesh, roughage.
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Note 2. The 1904 date appears only on page 4 in the
section titled “Preface to the fourth edition.” No mention of
a 4th ed. appears on the title page. The copyright page gives
only the 1892 date. Address: Battle Creek, Michigan.
657. Kiliaan, H.N. 1904. Madoereesch-Nederlandsch
woordenboek [Madurese-Dutch dictionary]. Leiden,
Netherlands: Boekhandel en Drukkerij voorheen E.J. Brill.
vii + 384 p. [Dut]
• Summary: Dutch-language definitions are given for each of
the following words: (1) ketjap (p. 193) = soy sauce. Made
from soja.
(2) “kadhelli” (p. 260) = soybean. Jav. kedele. Glycine
soja. De soja boon.
(3) kotok (p. 281) = “koffie, amfioen of soja voor de
tweede maal koken; koto kotoghan.” (4) “tahu” (p. 302) =
tofu. includes the words “kadhelli” [kadele / kedele] and
“soya.” Address: East-Indian civil servant with permission
[Oost-Indisch Ambtenaar met verlof.
658. Kingsford, Anna Bonus. 1904. The perfect way in diet:
A treatise advocating a return to the natural and ancient food
of our race. 4th ed. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Truebner &
Co., Ltd. xii + 121 p. 17 cm. [92* footnotes]
• Summary: The Preface states: “The following treatise is
a translation, revised and enlarged, of my ‘These pour le
Doctorat,’ which, under the title ‘De l’Alimentation Végétale
chez l’Homme,’ I presented in the month of July, 1880, at
the Faculté de Médecine of Paris on completing my medical
studies and taking my degree.
“The original thesis was published in Paris in the French
language, and subsequently translated into German and
issued with illustrative notes and other additions by Dr. A.
Aderholdt. Encouraged by the success obtained by these
two editions, and by the favourable notices they elicited
from various foreign scientific and popular critics, I offer
the present work to English readers, confident of a kindly
welcome from the friends of the reform I advocate, and
hopeful of a serious and intelligent hearing from those who
as yet are strangers to the merits of that reform.
“The French and German editions of this treatise
include an Appendix, containing short notices and citations
from the works of the chief exponents and exemplars of
the Pythagorean system of diet. In the present volume this
Appendix is suppressed in favour of a forthcoming `Catena
of Authorities Denunciatory or Depreciatory of the Practice
of Flesh-Eating,’ by a `Graduate of Cambridge’; an excellent
and ample compendium to which the reader is referred.
“That I have dwelt chiefly on the aspects, physical and
social, of my subject, and touched but lightly on those moral
and philosophical, is not, assuredly, because I regard these
last as of lesser importance, but because their abstruse and
recondite nature renders them unsuitable to a work intended
for general reading.

“Finally, if any into whose hands this book may fall,
should be inclined to think me over-enthusiastic, or to
stigmatise my views as `Utopian,’ I would ask him seriously
to `consider whether ` Utopia’ be not indeed within the
realisation of all who can imagine and love it, and whether,
without enthusiasm, any great cause was ever yet won for
our race. Man is the master of the world, and may make
it what he will. Into his hands it is delivered with all its
mighty possibilities for good or evil, for happiness or misery.
Following the monitions and devices of the sub-human, he
may make of it–what indeed for some gentle and tender souls
it has already become–a very hell; working with God and
Nature, he may reconvert it into Paradise.”
Page 26. Japan. “`The Japanese not only abstain from
animal food, but even from milk and its productions. One of
the laws which they most religiously observe is, not to kill,
nor to eat anything that is killed.’”
“’Fish and rice are staples of the Japanese diet... Beans
are an important article, and from these is manufactured tofee
[sic, tofu]–literally bean-cheese, an article largely used by
the poorer classes’” (New York World 1887).
Note: Anna Kingsford lived 1846-1888. Address: Doctor
of Medicine of the Faculty of Paris, 11 Chapel Street, Park
Lane [London?].
659. Koenig, Franz Joseph. ed. 1904. Chemie der
menschlichen Nahrungs- und Genussmittel. Vol 2. Ihre
Herstellung, Zusammensetzung und Beschafftenheit... Ed. 4
[The chemistry of human foods and delicacies. Vol. 2. Their
production, composition and properties... 4th ed.]. Berlin:
Verlag von Julius Springer. xxv + 1557 p. See p. 243, 78891, 839-41, 1090-94. [12 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Summaries of early studies on the chemical
composition of soybeans and various soyfoods, including
some original studies. The section on meals (p. 83940) gives the composition of various legume meals
(Hülsenfruchtmehle, Leguminosesmehle), including [whole]
soybean flour (Sojabohnenmehl) and defatted soybean
meal (Desgl., entfettet, which may have been defatted
in the laboratory). “The various preparations made from
leguminous meals by Jul. Maggi & Co. in Kempthal
(Kemptal) (Switzerland) (see Vol. 1, p. 467) are made by
mixing leguminous meals with gluten-rich varieties of cereal
grains, and sold under names such as Leguminose-Maggi
A (2% fat), B, C, AA (6.54% fat), AAA (14.60% fat), etc.
The composition of these products on an as-is and on a dryweight basis is given on page 841. These can be categorized
into those which are low in fat and those which are rich in
fat. The fat from the latter is derived from the process of
making soybean meal.”
In the section on coffee substitutes, the subsection on
“coffee from legumes” (p. 1093-94) mentions briefly that
a coffee substitute can be made from soybeans (see also p.
788). The composition of this soybean coffee (“Sojabohnen-
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Kaffee”) is given. Address: Geh. Reg.-Rath, o. Professor
an der Kgl. Universitaet und Vorsteher der Agric.-Chem.
Versuchsstation Muenster in Westphalia, Germany.
660. Lane, Clarence B. 1904. Report of the Dairy
Husbandman. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 24:347-411. For the year 1903. See p.
349, 388, 396-402, 410-11.
• Summary: Tests were conducted on alfalfa hay, cow pea
hay and soy bean silage as substitutes for purchased feeds
fed to milch cows. Cottonseed meal versus wheat bran and
dried brewers’ grains, contains a section: Experiment II. Soy
bean silage and alfalfa hay versus purchased feeds, which
has for its purpose “to compare the value of a ration that
could readily be grown upon the farm with one in which the
protein was largely supplied by feeds commonly purchased
by dairymen, namely, wheat bran, dried brewers’ grains and
cottonseed meal...”
Conclusions: “1. It is profitable for the dairyman to
produce such crops as cow pea hay, alfalfa hay and soy bean
silage, and to utilize them in rations rather than to depend
entirely upon purchased feeds to supply the element protein.”
“3. A ration (which can be readily grown on most farms)
composed of 36 pounds of soy bean silage, 8 pounds of
alfalfa hay and 6 pounds of corn meal, produced more milk
and at a cost of 8.5 cents less per hundred than a ration in
which the protein was largely supplied by wheat bran, dried
grains and cottonseed meal.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen that contains the word “husbandman.” Address: B.Sc.,
Dairy Husbandman, New Brunswick, New Jersey.
661. Lemaréchal, J.M. 1904. Dictionnaire japonais-français
[Japanese-French dictionary]. Tokyo: Librairie Sansaisha;
Yokohama: Librairie Max Nössler & Co. viii + 1008 p. See
p. 133. Illust. 26 cm. [Fre; jap]
• Summary: Page 133: gammodoki, 2 Cc = Chinese
characters given, Tôfu frit auquel ou mêle differents légumes
hachés.
Page 532: miso, 2 Cc. Sauce faite avec du blé ou du riz
des haricots (daizu) et du sel. miso wo tsukeru, litt. se salir
avec de miso.
misokoshi, 3 Cc. Passoir à miso.
misomame, 3 Cc. Haricots avec lequels on fait le miso.
miso no ame, 3 Cc. Pâte confectionnée eu faisant
bouillir des pois de soya dans de l’eau.
miso-shiru, 3 Cc. Soupe au miso.
Page 600: nuta, 2 Cc. Aliment composé de poisson ou de
légumes assaisonnés de miso ou de vinaigre.
Page 877: tôfu, 2 Cc, Pâte de haricots détrempés dans
l’eau et broyés sous une meule; yaki-dôfu, tôfu rôti.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Nov. 2014) that mentions a meat alternative, which it
calls gammodoki (mock goose or deep-fried tofu burger).

Address: M.A., de la Société des Misions-Étrangèrs de Paris.
662. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1904. Chemical technology and
analysis of oils, fats, and waxes. 3rd ed. Entirely rewritten
and enlarged. 2 vols. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.; New
York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xii + 1152 p. See vol. 2, p.
506-08. Illust. Index. 23 cm. Translated into German in 1905.
4th ed. 1909-1910. 6th ed. 1921-23. [18 ref]
• Summary: Contains a good review of publications on
various vegetable oils and margarine. The section titled
“Soja bean oil” (p. 506-08) begins: “Soja bean oil (soybean oil, bean oil, Chinese bean oil): French–Huile de Soya.
German–Saubohnenfett, Sojabohnenoel. Italian–Olio di Soia.
This oil is obtained from the seeds of Soja hispida, a plant
indigenous in China, Manchuria, and Japan, where the oil
is used for edible purposes. The seeds contain 18 per cent
of oil. The manufacture of soja bean oil forms one of the
staple industries of Manchuria. The plant is also extensively
cultivated in Japan. The beans contain besides the oil about
30-40 per cent of casein.”
“The proportion of solid fatty acids in the oil is
approximately 11.5 per cent of the total mixed fatty acids;
Lane found 80.26 per cent of fatty acids. The bulk of the
solid fatty acids is stated to consist of palmitic acid; the
liquid fatty acids consist of oleic and linolic acids. On
exposure to air it dries slowly with formation of a thin skin.”
One table gives the “Physical and chemical constants of
soja bean oil” based on three previous observers: Morawski
and Stingl (1887), De Negri and Fabris (1891-1892), and
Shukoff (based on seed grown in an experimental station
in South Russia): Specific gravity at 15ºC: 0.924–0.9270.
Solidifying point: +15 to +8ºC. Saponification value (Mgrms.
KOH): 190.6–192.9. Iodine value: 122.2%–124%. Hehner
value: 95.5%. Maumené test: 59º–61ºC.
A second table gives the “Physical and chemical
constants of mixed fatty acids” based on the same three
observers plus Lane. Solidifying point: 23-25ºC. Melting
point: 27-29ºC. Iodine value: 115.2–122%. Liquid fatty
acids: 131.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that draws together a systematic and quantitative analysis of
soybean oil and its constants.
The section titled “Refining and bleaching” (p. 442-45)
gives basic background information, but soja bean oil is not
mentioned.
The section titled “Butter Substitutes” (p. 916-26)
is divided into two parts: (a) Margarine (American–
Oleomargarine; French–Margarine; German–Margarine;
Italian–Burro di margarina); and (b) Vegetable butters. Soy
is not mentioned in either part. Older names for margarine,
partly suppressed by legislation, are “butterine,” “Dutch
butter,” and (in German) Kunstbutter (artificial butter), and
Sparbutter (economical butter). Margarine is made of a
mixture of animal fats (oleomargarine, oleo oil or neutral
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lard) and vegetable oils (especially cotton seed oil and cotton
seed stearine). “For the production of oleomargarine, the
rough fat is removed from the slaughtered animal as quickly
as possible and brought immediately into the works, where
it is sorted. The kidney fat is selected and carefully washed
with warm water and thoroughly cleaned.” It is then cooled,
cut up, shredded in a shredding machine, and finally ground
between rollers. Then it is melted in a jacketed kettle at a
temperature not exceeding 45ºC. The fat which melts, called
“premier jus,” is run off into shallow tin-lined trays and
cooled. The bulk of the stearine separates out in a crystalline
condition. It is then cut into pieces of about 3 lbs. weight,
wrapped in canvas cloths, and pressed using a hydraulic
press. The oleomargarine or “oleo-oil” which runs out from
the presses forms the chief raw material for the manufacture
of margarine. “A general working recipe for the manufacture
of margarine is the following:–Mix 65 parts of oleomargarine
[animal fat], 20 parts of vegetable oils, and 30 parts of milk.
The yield is 100 parts of finished product, 15 parts of water
being eliminated in the course of manufacture.” Salt and
colouring matter are also added. “In the United States the
mixing of butter with margarine is not forbidden, provided
this product be sold as ‘oleomargarine.’” Formulas for 3
grades of margarine as manufactured in the USA are given
(p. 919). The highest grades contains oleo oil (100 parts),
neutral lard (130 parts), butter (95 parts), salt (32 parts), and
coloring matter (0.5 parts).
A table (p. 925) shows estimated production of
margarine in major countries during 1900 (in million
pounds): Germany 220. Netherlands 123. United States more
than 100. United Kingdom 82. Denmark 35. Sweden 22.
Norway 22. Belgium 20. Total produced in these countries:
624 million lb. Another table on the same page shows the
amounts of the main materials used in the production of
oleomargarine in the USA for the fiscal year ended 20 June
1899. The most widely used ingredients are: Neutral lard
34.27% of all ingredients, oleo oil 26.82%, milk 15.55%, salt
7.42%, cotton seed oil 4.77%, “Butter oil” (a special brand of
cotton seed oil) 4.76%, and cream 3.86%. Soybean oil is not
mentioned.
“Vegetable butters: A butter substitute made from
cocoa nut oil or palm nut oil was originally prepared for the
Indian market, where the native population are forbidden
by their religious tenets to consume beef fat or hog fat. This
vegetable butter has recently found extensive use at home
in confectionery and as a cooking fat. It is being sold under
a variety of fancy names, such as ‘lactine,’ ‘vegetaline,’
‘cocoaline,’ ‘laureol,’ ‘nucoline,’ ‘albene,’ ‘palmine,’
‘cocose,’ ‘kunerol,’ etc.”
Also discusses: Perilla oil (p. 448-49). Linseed oil or
flax seed oil (p. 449-63). Sesamé oil, gingilli oil, or teel oil
(p. 538-44). Almond oil (589-96). Arachis oil, peanut oil, or
earthnut oil (p. 598-611).
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest English-language

document seen (July 1997) that uses the term “vegetable
butter” or “vegetable butters” to refer to margarine.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that uses the term “linolic acids” (or acid) in connection
with the soja bean. This was later (circa 1922-24) renamed
linoleic acid.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “Soy-bean oil,” but
this term is used only once, in parentheses; the main term
used throughout this section is “soja bean oil.”
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2000)
that mentions “Hehner value” in connection with oil
constants.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2000)
that uses the term “gingilli oil” (spelled that way) to refer to
sesame oil.
Note 7. Julius Lewkowitsch, who lived 1857-1913, was
an English industrial chemist who worked as a consulting
engineer for processors of oils and fats. Address: Ph.D.,
M.A., F.I.C., Consulting and analytical chemist, and
chemical engineer, examiner in “soap manufacture” and in
“fats and oils” to the City and Guilds of London Inst.
663. Lloyd, E.R. 1904. Report of the Agriculturist.
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station / Agricultural
and Mechanical College of Mississippi, Annual Report
17:12-15. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903. See p. 14.
• Summary: “Soy Beans.–The beans were planted in April
in rows three feet apart. The crop was cultivated twice.
The crop was cut for hay before the pods began to ripen.
The yield was one and a half tons of cured hay per acre.
This hay was eaten with great relish by all kinds of stock.”
Address: M.S., Agriculturist and Asst. Director of the Station
[Mississippi State, MS].
664. Loew, O. 1904. Ueber die Anwendung des Frostes bei
der Herstellung einiger japanischer Nahrungsmittel [On
the use of frost in the production of some Japanese foods].
Mitteilungen der Deutschen Gesellschaft fuer Natur- und
Voelkerkunde Ostasiens 10(1):75-76. [Ger]
• Summary: In Japan, three dried foods in particular are
found in trade which are produced by being allowed to
freeze in the winter and to subsequently dry out. These are
called: kori-tofu, kori-konnyaku, and kori-mochi. Kori means
ice or frost and indicates the production by means of being
allowed to freeze. Since this method is not in use in Europe
to produce foods that keep, it may be of some interest to
determine in greater detail the advantage that is achieved in
this way.
I. Kori-tofu. As is already known, tofu is a protein that
is produced from soybeans through the boiling out and
precipitating of the solution with liquids that contains salts
of calcium or magnesium (the mother liquor of the sea salt
preparation). Formed into cakes, it is sold with a water
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content of 89 to 90%. Since it is easily inclined to spoil,
especially in warm weather, it is prepared fresh every day.
In order to protect this product from spoiling, it is indeed
obvious to simply dry it out. With moderate heat, just this
alone occurs so slowly that the appearance of rot and the
growth of mold occur which make the product inedible. If,
however, the drying out is forced at a higher temperature,
then the product becomes firm like a horn, and indeed so
hard as a rock that the digestibility of the food would very
much be damaged.–If, however, the fresh tofu is exposed
to the frost, then an extremely large number of ice needles
form with its high water content which permeate the entire
mass. If these are then left to thaw out, then each ice needle
leaves behind a hole, and thus an incredibly porous mass
now results which on the one hand dries out so rapidly that
no appearance of spoilage whatsoever occurs and, on the
other hand, remains so finely porous that the digestibility
is not affected and the gastric juices easily and completely
penetrate it.
One cake of tofu, 12 cm long and 3.5 cm thick, with a
weight of 119 gm, after the frost had had its effect twice in
short succession and the remaining water had been wiped
away, weighed only 43 gm, and after five days at room
temperature, it dried out so quickly that it only weighed
15.2 gm, while the control piece over two days at room
temperature lost just 4 gm and had taken on the smell of rot.
Prof. Dr. O. Loew also discusses the preparation of
frozen konnyaku (kôri-konnyaku), and frozen mochi (kôrimochi).
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Japan.
665. Moore, R.A. 1904. Experiments with grain and forage
plants, 1899-1903. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 20:263-83. For the year ending June
30, 1903. See p. 271-75.
• Summary: In Part 1, “Tests of grains,” the author states (p.
263) that he first grew soy beans at the Experiment Farm in
1900; he does not list them among the 4 crops he tested in
1899.
In Part 2, “Tests for forage plants–Soy beans” (p. 271)
he discusses the early history of the plant in Asia, America,
and Wisconsin, description of plant, method of planting, and
harvesting and threshing. “The plant was introduced into this
country by Professor Georgeson of the Kansas Agricultural
College and has become an important plant in the agriculture
of Kansas and the southern states. In the United States it
is used chiefly as an animal food and a soil renovator.” He
also notes that tests with soy beans are discussed in the 17th
annual report for the year 1900 (p. 237-38), and in the 18th
annual report for 1901 (p. 252-53).
On page 273 he states: “Soy beans were first grown at
the Wisconsin Experiment Station in 1899 and each year
since the acreage and the number of varieties tested have

been increased. The tests at this station have been made for
the purpose of determining their value as a forage plant and
of finding out which varieties if any, were adapted to our soil
and climate.
“Twenty-nine varieties have been on trial, of these the
Michigan Green seems especially adapted to be grown with
corn for silage. This is a medium early variety and is noted
for its height and great growth of foliage...
“G.C. Humphrey, Professor of Animal Husbandry,
has ten tons of soy beans cut for silage this season in order
to test their value for dairy cows, and the outcome of the
experiment will be watched with interest.”
The author then gives a description of the soy bean
plant, and the method of planting, harvesting, and threshing.
When planting a large quantity of seed, “a grain drill can
be used by stopping some of the intervening spouts so as to
have the soy beans the proper distance apart [30 inches]. A
corn planter can be used to advantage and the seed sown the
usual distance allowed for corn...” Harvesting and threshing:
“Where grown for hay or silage the mower can be used to
advantage. When harvested for seed the usual method has
been to pull the plants by hand which entails an unusual
amount of labor; the self-binder, and mower have been used
with partial success at the Station...”
“Ten varieties of soy beans were received in 1903 from
the Minnesota Experiment Station and three from E. Evans,
West Branch, Michigan, and tested on the experimental plots.
As the plots planted were very small no record of the amount
of beans grown per acre was kept. These varieties will be
grown next season to test the yield.”
A large table (p. 275) shows the following information
about 16 soybean varieties tested for seed yields during
1901-1903, inclusive: Variety name Wisconsin number,
origin of seed, date received, seed yield per acre each year,
average yield per acre, average days to mature, average
weight per measured bushel, and remarks. In 1901, the
Michigan Green variety was received from C.D. Woodbury
of Michigan. In 1902, two varieties (Wisconsin Black, and
U.S. No. 4913) were received from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, and seven other varieties (Ito San, Medium
Early Black, Early Brown, Medium Early Green, Early
Yellow, Early Black, and Evans’ Special) were received from
E.E. Evans of West Branch, Michigan. In 1903, six varieties
(U.S. No. 4914, 4912, 8422, 8423, 9408, and 9407) were
received in 1902 from the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
The highest two-year average yield was from Ito San (33.4
bu/acre). Three varieties were cut green for silage.
Two photos (p. 279) show “the development of nodules
on the roots of soy beans as a result of inoculation of the soil
with the proper bacteria. The plant on the left grew on soil
that was inoculated and that on the right on soil that was not
inoculated.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 1999)
that contains the word “Agronomist.” The word was next
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used in Mississippi in 1905. Address: Agronomist [Madison,
Wisconsin].
666. Newman, C.L. 1904. Peanuts. Arkansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 84. p. 119-29.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction–The cultivation of the
peanut for stock food. The soil and its preparation. Planting.
Distance to plant. Cultivation. Harvesting and yield. Peanuts
in rotation and as a catch crop for hogs. Uses.
“Like the cowpea and the soy bean the peanut is
decidedly drouth-resistant, and will produce profitable crops
in seasons of growth when many of the graminaceous plants
fail” (p. 119).
The section “Peanuts in rotation and as a catch crop for
hogs states (p. 128): “The peanut, cowpea, soy bean, chufa,...
grown especially for the purpose of being harvested by hogs
will, under proper management, enable the Southern farmer
to maintain his hogs in good condition at least ten months in
the year without other feed.”
“Uses” (p. 128-29): The principal use of the peanut at
present is as roasted peanuts. They are sold throughout the
country parched or roasted in the hulls, and shelled as salted
peanuts, and ‘burnt almonds.’ They are used for peanut
candy and chocolates. In Europe one of the principal uses
of the peanut is for the production of oil, of which they
contain from 40 to 50 per cent. This oil is equal in every
respect to olive oil, for which it is a perfect substitute. The
oil is extensively used in the manufacture of soap, and as a
lubricant for machinery.”
“Parched peanuts make an excellent substitute for
coffee, and is far more nutritious. When so used it may be
parched, ground, and the beverage prepared as in coffee.
Mixed half and half with coffee it is difficult to detect the
difference between the mixture and pure coffee.
“Peanut bread is sometimes made from the meal and
is of high nutritive value.” Address: B.S., Agriculturist,
Fayetteville, Arkansas.
667. Noorden, Carl von. 1904. Ernaehrungstherapie bei
Stoffwechselkrankheiten. A. Ernaehrungstherapie bei
Diabetes mellitus [Nutritional therapy for metabolic diseases.
A. Nutritional therapy for diabetes mellitus]. In: E. Leyden,
ed. 1904. Handbuch der Ernaehrungstherapie und Diaetetik.
Leipzig: Thieme. Vol. 2, p. 211-70. See p. 235. Chap. 10
[Ger]
• Summary: The chapter begins: For no disease is diet /
dietetics of greater importance than for diabetes mellitus.
A table (p. 235) lists various foods which are suitable
for diabetics. For each is given the category of food, specific
foods, carbohydrate content (%), equivalent of 20 gm wheat
flour, and remarks. Under natural meals / flours (Mehle)
is an entry for soybeans (Sojabohnen). They contain 38%
carbohydrates, equivalent to 30 gm. bread
Note: This figure 38% carbohydrates seems much too

high; some researchers at this time found / claimed that
soybeans contained no carbohydrates. Address: Prof., Dr.,
Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
668. Ogemaw (or Ogema): New U.S. domestic soybean
variety. Synonyms: Crossbred No. 6, Ogema (Ball 1907).
Dwarf Brown (Morse 1948). Ignotum (USDA 1957). 1904.
Seed color: Brown (chocolate).
• Summary: Sources: Note: The soybean variety Ogemaw
was clearly introduced in 1902 (see below) however the
earliest document we have seen in which it is mentioned is
1904.
Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass seeds.
West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. See p. 6-7. Varieties: “Ogema,
or Evans No. 9. Originated by Edw. E. Evans and offered for
the first time last season. It is a cross of Dwarf Brown and
No. 6 and is unquestionably the earliest of all soys. It can be
planted later and farther north than any other variety. Beans
dark chocolate color. Season 65 to 75 days. Stock limited.”
Ogema is the company’s most expensive variety, selling
for $7.50 per bushel, vs. $3.50 per bushel for most other
varieties.
Smith, C.D.; Robison, F.W. 1905. “Observations on
the influence of nodules on the roots upon the composition
of soy beans and cowpeas.” Michigan Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 224. p. 125-32. May. See p. 131-32. The
“Ogemaw,” which was grown and tested in 1904, “is an
earlier sort, fairly certain to ripen in an average year.” The
source of the “Ogemaw” variety is not given.
Smith, Clinton D. 1905. “Legumes other than alfalfa.”
Michigan Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin. No. 227. p. 165-84.
June. See p. 2, 172-75, 180-83. The source of the “Ogemaw”
variety is not given.
Wiancko, A.T. 1907. “Results of cooperative tests of
varieties of corn, wheat, oats, soy beans and cow peas.”
Indiana (Purdue) Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 117. p.
367-94. Feb. “The Ogema is a rather small, early maturing
variety, requiring about 95 days to mature seed... This
variety was included in the tests in northern Indiana with the
thought that it might be found useful where late planting is
necessary.”
Wiancko, A.T.; Fisher, M.L. 1907. “Soy beans, cow
peas, and other forage crops.” Indiana (Purdue) Agric. Exp.
Station No. 120. p. 437-60. March. See p. 453. “Ogemaw.–
Foliage medium green, not very abundant. Stem rather
strong, upright, 18 to 24 inches high, with 4 to 5 short
branches. Pods fairly well distributed, but mostly on main
stems, rather close to ground. Beans brown in color, ovoid in
shape, 168 seeds per ounce. Beans ripen about August 22, or
in about 95 days. Ripe pods shatter easily and the crop must
be closely watched, as many of the pods burst open as soon
as ripe and half the seed may be lost by delaying the harvest
a single day.”
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USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin. 1907. “Seeds
and plants imported during the period from December, 1903,
to December, 1905. No. 11. S.P.I. Numbers 9897-16796.”
No. 97. March 15. 255 p. See p. 145. “13502. Ogema
[Ogemaw]. Received from Mr. Edward E. Evans, West
Branch, Michigan, May, 1904. (Agrost. 1992.)”
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 98. p. 11, 13, 1718. “Classification–Key to the varieties (p. 11): II. Brown
seeded: 1A. Early, pods over 1½ inches long, seeds large,
8 to 9 mm. long, round, or nearly so. Very early, about 20
inches high, branches few and short = Ogemaw.” “The
Ogemaw soy bean has recently been brought to public
notice and put on the market by Mr. E. E. Evans,* of West
Branch, Michigan, as an extra early form for northern
latitudes. (Footnote: *”Mr. Evans spells the name ‘Ogema,’
which is likely to prove confusing in pronunciation to those
unfamiliar with the name. Prof. C.D. Smith, director of
the Michigan Experiment Station, states that the name was
derived from the county ‘Ogemaw,’ and the writer prefers
the longer spelling as being more likely to be correctly
pronounced.) The writer has had it under test for only one
season, that of 1905. In all trials made, mostly in the middle
South and Southwest, it has shown itself to be a dwarf and
stocky early variety. Since the well-known effect of sowing
northern-grown seed in the South is to check its vegetative
vigor for at least one season, it may be assumed that the
Ogemaw is likely to have a greater average height than it
reached last year, which was only 10 to 20 inches. In Upper
Michigan it has been reported to have an average height of
38 inches, which is well toward the other extreme. It is likely
that further trials will prove the Ogemaw identical with Eda,
except perhaps in time of ripening... Numbers and sources
of lots grown: Agrost. No. 1992, ‘Ogemaw,’ E.E. Evans,
Michigan; Agrost. No. 2301, ‘Crossbred No. 6,’ Arkansas
Expt. Station; S.P.I. No. 13502, Agrost. No. 1992; S.P.I.
No. 17258, grown from Agrost. No. 1992; S.P.I. No. 17259,
grown from Agrost. No. 2031.”
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 11. “Ogemaw
(Brown).”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 31. “The
Ogemaw, or Ogema, variety was first introduced by Mr.
E.E. Evans, of West Branch, Michigan, in 1902, as ‘Evans’
Crossbred No. 9.’ Mr. Evans writes that he originated this
as a cross between his No. 6, Early Black, and the Dwarf
Brown. All of the several lots of this variety grown in our
trials, namely, Agrostology Nos. 13502, 17258, and 17259,
trace back to this origin, and it has been obtained from no
foreign source. Nos. 21755, from France, and 25212, from
Bremen, Germany, are very similar, however.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.

New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 41, 45, 46, 48-49, 120-23, 125, 156, 158, 161, 168,
172. Page 41 states: “The early introduced varieties.–
Previous to the numerous introductions by the United States
Department of Agriculture beginning in 1898, there were
not more than eight varieties of soybeans grown in the
United States.” One of these was Ogemaw, or Ogema (with
brown seeds). “The Ogemaw, or Ogema, variety was first
introduced by E.E. Evans, West Branch, Michigan, 1902 as
a supposed cross between the Early Black and Dwarf Brown
varieties” (p. 168). Pages 48-49 state: “’Brown’: Seed under
this name was obtained from Dammann & Co., No. 22413,
Haage & Schmidt, No. 22319, and Vilmorin-Andrieux &
Co., No. 21755. These seeds are indistinguishable, but only
No. 21755 grew. The original seed of this is much smaller
than Ogemaw, but in 1909 both the seeds and plants could
not be distinguished from Ogemaw from Michigan. No.
25212, from the Botanical Garden, Bremen, Germany, also
with brown seeds, was likewise indistinguishable from
Ogemaw in 1909, though the original seeds were different
both from No. 21755 and from Ogemaw. Finally two lots
of seed, Nos. 01595 and 01598, from Von Tschermak,
Vienna, said to be the brown of Haberlandt’s experiments,
also proved to be Ogemaw.” “The four varieties used
by Haberlandt in his trials include with scarcely a doubt
Wisconsin Black, Ogemaw, and No. 17276, ‘Yellow.’”
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1188. Selection by Evans, (name of
breeder), Michigan, 1902.
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 14-15. Ogemaw is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: 00. Year named or released:
1902. Developer or sponsor: E.E. Evans, West Branch,
Michigan. Literature: 01, 03. Source and other information:
Selected from ‘No. 6 Early Black’ x ‘Dwarf Brown’ [both
parent strains are of unknown origin]. Prior designation:
Ogema, Evans Crossbred No. 9.
Bernard, Richard L.; Juvik, Gail A.; Hartwig, Edgar
E.; Edwards, Calton J., Jr. “Origins and pedigrees of public
soybean varieties in the United States and Canada.” USDA
Technical Bulletin No. 1746. 68 p. Oct. See p. 1. Ogemaw
was the first soybean hybrid, developed in 1902 [by E.E.
Evans of West Branch, Michigan].
Note: Morse (1948) says that Dwarf Brown is the same
as Ogemaw. This seems confusing since E.E. Evans, who
originated Ogemaw, said it was a cross between Dwarf
Brown and No. 6. Address: USA.
669. Perkins, W.R. 1904. Chemical work. Mississippi
Agricultural Experiment Station / Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Mississippi, Annual Report 17:35-39.
For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.
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• Summary: In the section on “Field experiments for 1903,”
the subsection titled “Soja beans” (p. 38) states: “This crop
gave yields that indicate the likelihood of its becoming a
formidable rival of the cowpea as a producer of forage and
as a restorative crop. Seven varieties [whose names are not
given] were grown, six of which were Japanese varieties
imported and distributed by the Bureau of Plant Industry
at Washington, D.C., and the Mammoth Yellow variety
procured from seedmen. The latter variety produced 4.5 tons
of hay per acre with 40 per cent of moisture present. It kept
perfectly in a stack and was entirely consumed by sheep
during the winter. 24 bushels of seed per acre were secured
on a part of the field.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (one of
three documents, Aug. 2004) that mentions the soybean
variety Mammoth Yellow. Address: M.S., Assoc. Chemist
[Agricultural College, Mississippi].
670. Pharmazeutische Praxis (Vienna and Leipzig). 1904.
Tabelle zur Bestimmung von Stärkesorten [Table for
determining starch types] 3(2):14. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This elaborate chart enables a pharmacist,
looking at a certain type of starch, to determine what seed it
comes from, using a step-wise series of choices: One of the
seeds is Soya hispida Savi.
The steps (starting with the broadest) are: Seeds larger
than 6 microns. Outline / perimeter is not polyagonal or
polygonal (Umriss nicht vielkantig oder vieleckig). Round,
egg-shaped or uniform, without edges (Rund, eiförmig
oder gleichförmig, ohne Kanten). Layering visible, at least
in water (Schichtung sichtbar, wenigstens im Wasser).
Concentric. Protruding fissure (sometimes punctiform)
(Kernspalte hervortretend (bisweilen punktförmig)). Streaky
or star-shaped seed vacuole (Stralige order sternförmige
Kernhöhle) Granules egg-shaped, fissures radiating or starshaped 40-45 microns (Körnchen eiförmig, Kernspalte
strahlig oder sternförmig 40-45 μ).
671. Portrait photograph of Henry Ford. 1904.
• Summary: This is the earliest known official Ford Motor
Company portrait of Henry Ford. It was taken by A.G.
McMichael whose studio was at 212 Woodward Avenue in
Detroit, Michigan. (Ford Archives No. 0.4165.66).
672. Richards, W.B.; Kleinheinz, Frank. 1904. The value of
soy beans as a part of a grain ration for lambs. Wisconsin
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 21:51-55.
For the year ending June 30, 1904.
• Summary: The authors fed ground soybeans (not defatted
meal) to fatten lambs. In one experiment (which began on
20 Jan. 1904) two lots of 10 lambs each were fed on the
same roughage. One lot received shelled corn, and whole
soybeans in equal proportions, while the other received the
same quantities of shelled corn and whole oats. The average

gain of each lamb during a period of 12 weeks was 16.3 lbs.
when soybeans constituted a part of the ration and but 13.7
lb. when oats were used. A pound of gain was produced on
6.11 lb. of grain and 7.11 lb. of roughage in the soybean
ration, while 7.28 lb. of grain and 8.62 lb. of roughage were
required on the oats ration.
“The nutritive ratio of the ration containing soy beans
was 1:4.9 while that of the ration containing oats was 1:9,
the difference being due to the soy beans which contain over
three times as much protein as oats.”
“Soy beans in this trial have proved to be an excellent
grain for balancing the grain ration of growing lambs... If the
results continue to be as encouraging as those set forth in this
experiment, extended use of soy beans for feeding purposes
will depend on how economical their production proves in
this particular section.”
673. Smith, Hugh McCormick. 1904. The seaweed industries
of Japan. Bulletin of the Bureau of Fisheries (USA) 24:13381.
• Summary: A remarkable article, with reproductions of
many old Japanese illustrations, plus many current photos.
Contents: Introduction (with 7 early references, 3 in
English). Kanten, or seaweed isinglass. Funori, or seaweed
glue. Kombu. Amanori or laver. Seaweed iodine. Other
Japanese algæ and their uses.
The article begins: “Seaweeds are among the most
valuable of the aquatic resources of the Japanese Empire,
and conduce largely to the prominent rank attained by the
fisheries of that country. While marine plants are extensively
utilized in France, Ireland, Scotland, and other European
countries, in the East Indies, in China, and elsewhere, in no
other country are such products relatively and actually so
important or utilized in such a large variety of ways as in
Japan.” Only one species, laver (nori; Porphyra lacinda), is
extensively cultivated. “The seaweed preparations to which
special attention is given are kombu, amanori [nori], funori,
kanten, and iodine.”
Under “Food qualities of kombu” (p. 153): “Fronds after
being scraped once are cut in 3/4-inch squares and boiled
in soy-bean sauce, which treatment preserves them for a
long time, and these pieces make an excellent relish, tasting
like caviare [caviar] or anchovy sauce. The Japanese name,
tsukudani, means ‘boiled with soy-bean sauce.’” The average
wholesale price of “kombu chips in soy sauce, 1.10 yen per
kamme” (1 kamme [kan] = 8.28 pounds) (p. 154).
Under “Preparation and utilization of porphyra” [nori]
(p. 159): “Recently it has been boiled with Japanese (soy
bean) sauce and put up in tins.”
The section titled “Other Japanese algæ and their uses”
notes (p. 163-65) that many species are seasoned in soybean sauce: Arame (Ecklonia bicyclis) “is chiefly eaten as
an ingredient of soups, as a salad, or mixed with soy-bean
sauce.”
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Hijiki (Cystophyllum fusiforme) “is sun dried and is
ready for use after boiling in fresh water or cooking with
soy-bean sauce.”
Wakame (Undaria pinnatifida): “Before being used it is
washed with fresh water, and then eaten as a salad, cooked
with soy-bean sauce or put in soups... The thick root of
wakame, called mehibi, is often dried, shaved, cut into slices,
or eaten with sauce (miso).”
Suizenji nori (Phylloderma sacrum): “This product is
ordinarily eaten with raw fish (sashimi); the dry weed is
soaked in fresh water, and after it has swelled, boiling water
is sprinkled over it and then soy-bean sauce is added. In
the time of the feudal system this preparation was regularly
presented to the local daimyo.”
Miru (Codium tomentosum, C. mucronatum, C.
lindenbergii): “After drying they are preserved in ask or salt.
They are prepared for food by boiling or baking in water, and
are put in soups; or, after washing, by mixing with soy-bean
sauce and vinegar.”
Haba-nori (Phyllitis fascia): “This plant is prepared for
use after the manner of ‘awa-nori’ (Porphyra), principally
by peasants of the provinces of Awa and Sagami. The young
fronds are dried in the sun in sheet form and subsequently
parched, powdered, and mixed with soy-bean sauce.”
Matsuma (Chordaria abietina) “abounds in northern
Japan and is consumed by the peasantry. It is preserved by
packing in salt, and is cooked with soy-bean sauce.”
Mozuku (Mesogloia decipiens) “is preserved by salting,
and is eaten after washing out the salt and immersing in soybean sauce or vinegar.”
Hondawara (Sargassum enerve) “When the plant is
young it is eaten in soup or with soy-bean sauce.”
Somen-nori (Nemalion vermiculare) “is eaten in soup or
after mixing with vinegar and soy-bean sauce.”
Tosaka nori (Kallimenia dentata) “is preserved by
drying, and is eaten as a condiment or mixed with soy-bean
sauce.”
Other Japanese algæ which are eaten are: Awo-nori
(Enteromorpha compressa, E. intestinales, E. linza). Aosa
(Ulva lactuca), “the well-known sea lettuce of the United
States.” Tsuno-mata, hosokeno-mimi (Chondrus crispus,
C. ocellatus, etc.). “The well-known Irish moss. Ogo-nori
(Gracilaria confervoides).
“Other Japanese algæ which are dried and eaten or
utilized in various other ways are: Cata-nori (Gigartina
teedii), comen-nori (Grateloupia affinis), mukade-nori
(Grateloupia filicina), makuri (Digenea simpler), ego
(Carnpylaephora hypneoides), okitsu-nori (Gymnogondrus
flabelliformis), and tosaka (Sarcodia species).” Address:
Deputy U.S. Fish Commissioner.
674. Treasury Decisions under Tariff and Navigation Laws,
Etc. 1904. Bean cake, bean stick, and potato cake (24513–
G.A. 5361). 6:542-44. For the year 1903.

• Summary: Bean cake is koya tofu [dried-frozen tofu]. Bean
stick is dried yuba sticks. Potato cake is konnyaku.
“The merchandise in question in these cases was
imported from Japan and China into the port of Honolulu,
Hawaiian Islands, and consists of so-called bean cake,
bean stick, and potato cake. The goods were classified and
assessed for duty under the provision for “all vegetables
prepared or preserved,” in paragraph 241 of the tariff act
of 1897 at 40 per cent ad valorem, and are claimed to be
dutiable at 20 per cent ad valorem, as nonenumerated
manufactured articles, under section 6 of the act.
“The bean cakes are small, approximately rectangular
shapes of porous consistency and yellow color, which break
into crumbs under pressure. The bean sticks [dried yuba
sticks] are lengths of hard, brittle, yellow substance, having a
glazed appearance and resembling a piece of molasses candy.
“Kikujiro Shimada, owner of the Tofu Manufactory
in Yokohama, who has been engaged in this business over
thirty-five years, thus describes the manner in which bean
cake is made: To manufacture bean cake, koya tofu, first
keep soja beans in water at least twenty-four hours (beans
are now mostly imported from China), and when the beans
become very soft, grind them under the millstone; mix the
ground beans with water and boil the mixture in kettles about
half an hour. When cooled, by pouring it into a cloth sack
and squeezing it, we get a milk-like juice, which is too rich
for tofu manufacturing. What remains in the sack is mixed
with water and boiled again and the squeezing repeated.
The thin milk-like juice we get is mixed with the rich one
obtained by the first squeezing, and while the mixture is yet
warm it is poured into the mold and a little quantity of nigari
(the brine left by the diliquescence [deliquescence] of a salt)
is added to cause the bean juice to coagulate. The mold has
several holes lined with fine cloth to allow the water to drop
away. In the course of an hour or so we get tofu, white jellylike food. Slice the tofu carefully and freeze it in cold nights
and then dry it in the sun. Repeat this for days and nights
until the frozen tofu is perfectly dry, when it is marketable.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “koya tofu” to refer to
dried-frozen tofu.
“The process of making bean stick is described in
a letter dated February 20, 1903, from the commercial
museum, department of agriculture and commerce, Tokio,
received by the collector from the same source as the
manufacturers’ affidavits above quoted. It is as follows:
“Yuba (bean stick). Keep the soja beans in water until
they are very soft; then rub them fine in “suribachi” (mortar
like earthen pot) and then boil these. Thick creamlike matter
will collect on the surface. This when dried by fire is yuba”
(p. 544).
675. Tschermak, E. 1904. Weitere Kreuzungstudien an
Erbsen, Levkojen und Bohnen [Further studies on crossing
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in peas, stock / gillyflower, and beans]. Zeitschrift fuer das
Landwirtschaftliche Versuchswesen in Oesterreich Look in
index! [Ger]*
Address: Vienna, Austria.
676. van der Burg, Cornelis Leendert. 1904. De voeding in
Nederlandsch-Indië [The foods of the Netherlands Indies].
Amsterdam, Netherlands: J.H. de Bussy. viii + 526 p. See p.
210-20, 222-23, 255-56. Index. 24 cm. [49 ref. Dut]
• Summary: Van der Burg describes the preparation of tempe
as follows: “Yellow soy-beans are boiled, soaked in cold
water for 48-72 hours, squeezed out between cloths, and then
steamed in a conical basket, made of flattened bamboo or of
cane (Malay: kukusan) till they are done. Afterwards they are
spread out on wire frames, which are entirely covered with
banana leaves, and mouldy remains of a previous preparation
are added, then all is covered again with banana leaves.
The whole mass is stirred a few times, and after 2 days a
cake has been formed, from which pieces are cut, which
are fried in cocoanut oil and eaten afterwards. During the
preparation, the cotyledons have been bound together by a
tight mycelium, much water and carbonic acid being secreted
in the meantime and the temperature of the mass rising 10 to
12ºC above that of the surroundings. The cellular walls are
not dissolved by the hyphae, but the soluble carbohydrates
and the fat diminish, the nitrogen content remains about the
same, but in tempé only 70% is to be found of the protein, as
originally present in the beans.”
Translated by Sjon Welters.
Soybean tempeh (Tempé kedelé) is mentioned on pages
212, 213, 214 and 222.
On page 213 is a table that gives the percentage
composition of tempé from two sources: Sack and Boorsma;
each gives very different numbers.
Van den Burg also describes, on Prinsen Geerligs’
authority, the preparation of tao-tjo (Indonesian-style miso).
Peanuts are discussed on p. 220; tempé boengkil, tempé
bongkrek, ontjom beurreum, ontjom bodas on p. 222.
677. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1904. Les plantes potagères:
Description et culture des principaux légumes des climats
tempérés. 3 éd. [Garden vegetables: Descriptions and culture
of the principal vegetables from temperate climates. 3rd ed.].
Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. xx + 804 p. See p. 657-59.
Illust. Index. 25 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “Soja” (p. 657-59) describes
the soybean. It has two scientific names: Glycine Soja Sieb.
et Zucc. and Soja hispida Moench. It is a member of the
legume family (Légumineuses).
Synonym: Pois oléagineux de la Chine.
Foreign names: English: China soja-bean, While gram.–
German: Soja-Bohnne. Swedish: Sojaböna.–Russian: Soïafasól.–Polish: Soja.
A description is given of this Chinese annual, of its

cultivation and usage.
Three specific types of soybeans are then described: (1)
Soja ordinaire a grain Jaune [Ordinary soybean with yellow
seeds]; (2) Soja d’Étampes [The soybean from Etampes,
France]; and (3) Soja hâtif de la Podolie [Early soybean from
Podolia]. Note: As of 2019, Podolia is in Ukraine.
After the description of the third variety we read: Under
the name of Soja trés hâtif à grain brun [Very early soybean
with brown seeds], there exists another variety that is earlier
than the Soybean from Podolia, and whose pods are almost
straight, and united in compact bunches, containing three
brown seeds. As with the preceding variety, this brown one
ordinarily matures its seeds in the climate [and latitude] of
Paris.
An illustration (line drawing) shows the live plant of
each of the first two types with many pods growing thickly
on the stem, plus a separate enlargement of a cluster of
pods. These are the same two non-original illustrations that
appeared in the 1st edition of 1883. Address: 4, Quai de la
Mégisserie, Paris.
678. Watson, George C.; Mairs, Thomas I. 1904. Forage
and soiling experiments 1903. Pennsylvania Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report Part II. p. 174-82. For the
year 1903-04.
• Summary: On May 11 a “plat was planted to “soja beans”
using a ‘Planet, Jr.’ seed planter. These beans were planted
in rows twenty-two inches apart and were given horse
cultivation similar to that given to rape.”
Summary (p. 182): Both “soja beans and cowpeas
produced a fair yield of dry matter per acre and proved
quite satisfactory as soiling crops. From the trials made at
the Station with these two crops, cowpeas are preferred to
the beans. The vines are less woody and from the feeder’s
standpoint are preferred. There seems to be quite a marked
difference between the varieties of soja beans. Some varieties
mature very much earlier than others. As both soja beans
and cowpeas are hot weather plants and thrive best in warm
countries the early-maturities should be sown.”
Tables show: (1) Yields of soiling crops. Alfalfa is no.
1; soja bean is no. 7. (2) Yields of protein per acre. Alfalfa is
no. 1 (3 cuttings) at 1,145.3; soja beans is 355. (3) Amount
of green forage eaten and weight of animals. (4) Number
of days one acre would supply 10 cows with green forage.
Sorghum and cowpeas are no. 1 at 34.38 days; soja beans
are no. 10 at 12.50 days. (5) Yields of milk. (5) Changes in
composition of milk (solids and fat).
Note: The President’s report states that Mr. Thomas
Mairs, M.S., Instructor in Animal Industry, was advanced
to the rank of Assistant Professor. Address: 1. M.S.,
Agriculturist, Dairy Husbandry; 2. M.S., Former Instructor
in Animal Industry, Asst. Prof. Both: State College, Centre
County, Pennsylvania.
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679. Woll, F.W.; Humphrey, Geo. C. 1904. Soy bean silage
as a food for dairy cows. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 21:67-74. For the year ending June
30, 1904.
• Summary: “The objections to soy-bean silage, which have
been stated in the preceding, would not, in our experience,
apply to the mixed corn-soy bean silage... According to
our present experience, we may, therefore, consider this
silage mixture an improvement on corn silage, in so far as it
furnishes a succulent, palatable food, containing a somewhat
larger proportion of nitrogenous food materials than is found
in pure corn silage.”
“It is evident from the results of this experiment [on
soy-bean silage alone], that soy-bean silage is not as valuable
a feed for milch cows as corn silage, or as corn-soy bean
silage, when the immediate productive capacity of the feeds
alone are considered. There are other reasons, however, and
more cogent ones, why this silage cannot be recommended to
the dairy farmer; we will now briefly discuss these.
“First, the lower yield of food substances obtained
from an acre of soy beans than from an acre of corn” (last
year 16,950 pounds per acre of green substance from soy
beans vs. 30,400 pounds for corn). “Second, The rank odor
of the soy-bean silage is most unpleasant to man and beast
alike. Many of the cows at first refused to eat the silage...
A marked decrease in milk yield followed the change from
corn to soy-bean silage, and indicated in the data given in the
summary table...” “A third and vital objection to soy-bean
silage to dairy cows is the effect of this silage on the quality
of milk, butter, and cheese. Soon after we began feeding
soy-bean silage to our dairy herd, complaints were made by
the University creamery... that this had a very objectionable
flavor...” It was concluded that satisfactory dairy products
cannot be made when cows are fed this silage. Address:
1. Chemist; 2. Animal Husbandman. Both: Madison,
Wisconsin.
680. Woods, Charles D. 1904. Forage crops to supplement
summer pasture and winter hay. Maine Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 19:205, 207. For the year
1903.
• Summary: “While Indian corn is the best forage plant for
Maine, if a sufficient acreage has not been planted the season
is so far advanced that other quicker growing plants can now
be more advantageously used.
“Hungarian grass, German, Pearl and Japanese Millets,
Rape, and on light warm soils Early Soy Beans, are the most
desirable... The Soy Bean is highly nitrogenous, but Maine is
so far north as to make it a somewhat uncertain crop.”
Note: This was also published as the station’s
Newspaper Bulletin No. 99 in June 1903. These Newspaper
Bulletins are like news releases. Page 205 of this Annual
Report states: “The subject matter of four of the newspaper
bulletins has not appeared in any of the regular bulletins

of the Station and is therefore here reprinted as a matter of
permanent record.” Address: Director of the Station, Orono,
Maine.
681. Zavitz, C.A. 1904. The experimentalist. Ontario
Agricultural College and Experimental Farm (Guelph),
Annual Report 29:113-151. For the year 1903. See p. 135,
147.
• Summary: The section titled “Varieties of soy, soja or
Japanese beans” (p. 135) states: “The interest which is being
taken in the Soy beans is created from the fact that some of
these varieties can be grown successfully in Ontario, and
that the crop is exceedingly rich in valuable constituents as
a feed for farm stock. The whole plants are richer in fleshforming constituents than Common Red Clover, and the
grain is richer than any other grains which are grown in
Ontario as feed for live stock. Many of the varieties of Soy
beans require too long a season to give satisfactory results in
Ontario. After experiments for a number of years, however,
the Early Yellow variety has given good satisfaction as a
grain producer, and the Medium Green variety as a fodder
crop... We believe that the addition of the Medium Green
variety to fodder corn when filling the silo would increase
the quality of the latter greatly, would make a much better
balanced ration than the corn alone, and would require less
meal in order to secure satisfactory results.”
The section titled “Green fodder crops” (p. 147) states:
“For three years in succession [1901 to 1903], fifteen
varieties of fodder crops have been grown in competition in
the experimental grounds. Some of these have been grown
for a very much longer period...” A table shows that during
these 3 years, Medium Green Soy Beans gave an average
yield of 11.50 tons of green fodder per acre, second only to
hairy vetches (11.95) among 15 crops tested. Early Yellow
soy beans gave 8.65 tons/acre, American Coffee Berry gave
6.55, and Extra Early Dwarf Soy Beans gave the lowest
yield, only 2.16 tons/acre. “The Medium Green Soy Beans...
are an exceptionally fine variety, and we believe will be
grown more and more for the production of fodder either for
feeding in the autumn or for mixing with corn when filling
the silo, in order to increase the quality of the silage. If the
Medium Green Soy beans are sown in rows about 30 inches
apart with the beans about 8 inches apart in the row, about
the time that the corn is planted, the crop would generally
be ready for mixing with the corn and putting in the silo
when the corn is in the best condition. The Early Yellow Soy
beans are more specially adapted to the production of grain
than of green fodder.” Address: B.S.A., Director of Field
Experiments, Ontario Agricultural College [Guelph, Ontario,
Canada].
682. Zavitz, C.A. 1904. Co-operative experiments in
agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 25:10-29. For the year 1903. See p. 12, 20,
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22, 27.
• Summary: Zavitz is now “Director of the co-operative
experiments in agriculture throughout Ontario”–a huge job.
“As many of you know, the Ontario Agricultural College
and Experimental Farm was established in 1874 by the
Government of the Province of Ontario. Experimental
work was commenced in the spring of 1876... Experiments
and investigations are now conducted at the college along
different lines of practical and scientific agriculture. In
the experiments with farm crops, upwards of 2,000 plots
are used annually...” “In 1879 the officers, ex-students,
and students of the Ontario Agricultural College formed
themselves into an association under the name of the
‘Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union.’” The objects
of the association are given (p. 10-11).
A table titled “List of experiments for 1903” (p. 12-13),
under “Grain crops” includes “Testing cow peas and two
varieties of Soy, Soja, or Japanese beans–3 plots.”
A table titled “Grain crops” (p. 20) shows that 3 tests
were conducted on “Soy beans.” Early Yellow (estimated
value 100), yielded 1.28 tons/acre of straw and 906 lb/acre
(15.11 bu/acre) of grain. Medium Green (E.V. 67), yielded
1.69 tons/acre of straw and 766 lb/acre (12.77 bu/acre) of
grain.
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 22) includes a
summary and notes: “The yield in each case was unusually
small, owing probably to the unfavorable weather
conditions... The Early Yellow is considerably earlier in
maturing than the Medium Green variety.” This generally
makes the former better for grain production and the latter
better for fodder.
In the question and answer session (p. 27): “Mr. T.H.
Mason: The later Mr. Tillson grew great quantities of Soy
beans and put them in the silo, mixed with corn silage, and
was well satisfied with the result.”
“Q: It was difficult to get them dry enough to keep well
last year, was it not?
“A: Mr. Zavitz: It was an exceptional year. We matured
the crop here, however, and we find by taking the average
of eight years’ experiments, that the Early Yellow variety
usually ripens well.” Address: Director of Experiments,
Agricultural College, Guelph [Ontario, Canada].
683. Zhao Tianxi. 1904. Tiaocha Guangzhoufu Xinningxian
shiye qingxing baogao [Report on a survey of agricultural
output conditions in Xinning County, Guangzhou
Prefecture]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958
#348, p. 248. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: T’iao Ch’a Kuang Chou
Fu Hsin Ning Hsien Shih Yeh Ch’ing Hsing Pao Kao, by
Chao T’ien-Hsi. Qing dynasty. The section titled “Taro”
(yu; Colocasia esculenta), which is largely about planting
and cultivating that popular root / tuber crop, notes that you
can plant yellow soybeans (huangdou) or black soybeans

(heidou) at the same time in the same field [probably to
enrich the soil with nitrogen]. Later, in the 9th month, you
can harvest the two types of soybeans. From a field of 60
square zhang (1 zhang = 10 chi = about 10 feet; so 60 square
zhang = about 600 square feet) you can harvest about 4,500
catties (jin) of taro (1 jin = 597 gm or 20.9 ounces during the
Qing dynasty). You can also get a picul (shi) of soybeans (1
shi = 71.6 kg or 156.75 lb).
The section titled “Agricultural efficacy” (nonggong)
states: Early in the 4th month, in the taro field, plant yellow
soybeans and black soybeans. If you plant them too late,
when the seedlings appear, frogs will eat them. (Translated
by H.T. Huang, PhD, April 2003).
684. Annales de la Société d’horticulture de la HauteGaronne. 1904-. Revue des publications: La culture du Soja
[Review of publications: Growing the soybean]. 51:120-21.
[Fre]
• Summary: The soybean is a legume (Légumineuse).
Somewhere along the way, this plant gained some credibility
[in France], due to the various benefits its seeds were
expected to provide. Today, it has been mostly abandoned
and is rarely grown in France, except in the Mediterranean
region, where it is somewhat appreciated as a forage plant.
Mr. Trabut, who has grown soybeans for over ten years
in Algeria, first noticed that the roots did not contain bacterial
nodules. He contacted Germany, where he knew soybean
bacteria had specifically been studied. He had nodules
shipped and then spread them throughout Algerian soybean
crops, which now contain enormous root nodules. Oddly
enough, Mr. Trabut observed that this did not increase plant
yield. Mr. Schribaux, intrigued by the fact that the nodules
on the Algerian soybean roots had no effect, suggested that
the bacteria, sent from Germany and inoculated by Mr.
Trabut, may very well not be this plant’s true bacteria. They
could simply be indifferent bacteria, as have been observed
on many legumes.
To answer this question, we would need to import
soybean bacteria from their country of origin, China or
Japan, and use them to inoculate our indigenous crops, as
Mr. Schribaux also noted.
Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle,
Washington. Address: Toulouse, France.
685. Country Gentleman. 1905. Horticultural Department:
The Michigan Society. Discussions at Benton Harbor:
Feeding trees–cover crops. 70(2710):10. Jan. 5.
• Summary: “Director C.D. Smith of the Michigan station
spoke on ‘Feeding a Fruit Orchard,’ showing that cultivation
has two good effects at least besides killing weeds–keeping
the soil water for the plants, and preventing the waste of
fertility in the hard summer showers. Since the water in
the soil exists, for the most part, as a thin film over the soil
particles and rapidly moves to the point where evaporation
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takes place, it follows that if that evaporation ceases, the
movement ceases. Since, also, the water is continually
bringing into solution plant food which moves with the water
to the place of evaporation where it is stored up when the
water goes up into the air, if this evaporation be not stopped
by cultivation, there is put upon the immediate surface of
the soil a layer of mineral matter, entirely soluble, which is
washed away by the first hard, beating rain. Thus cultivation
works toward soil preservation. As cover crops, the legumes
are to be recommended since, through the nodules on their
roots, they are enabled to draw some of their nitrogen
supply from the air and leave it in good form in the soil, on
decay. In one case, on the station grounds, an acre of soy
beans, uninoculated, without nodules, had 67.5 pounds of
nitrogen in root, stems, leaves and pods, while the adjoining
acre treated in every way the same except inoculated, and
therefore provided with abundant nodules, had in root,
stems, leaves and pods 152 pounds of nitrogen. When it is
remembered that a hundred pounds of nitrogen per acre is a
good dressing, and that not over a quarter of that substance
is nitrogen, it is seen that this furnishes a good supply of this
element. Cover crops should therefore be used intelligently,
taking oats where orchards are putting on too much wood,
and legumes where nitrogen is needed.”
686. Lea and Perrins. 1905. Lea & Perrins’ Sauce (Ad).
Japan Weekly Mail (Yokohama) 43(11):24. Jan. 7.

• Summary: This black-and-white ad (5 by 4 inches) states:
“The original and genuine Worcestershire. By Royal warrant
to His Majesty the King.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012)
that contains the phrase “By Royal warrant to His Majesty
the King” in connection with Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire
sauce. The phrase was used frequently in ads until about
1916. Address: England.
687. New York Times. 1905. Old China: Arthur Judson

Brown’s book about the new forces now developing there.
Jan. 7. p. BR3.
• Summary: The book is titled New Forces in Old China: An
Unwelcome but Inevitable Awakening. “Mr. Brown traversed
vast portions of China... At a grand banquet... some of the
dishes were stewed sea slugs with ginger root and bean
curd,...”
688. Country Gentleman. 1905. Prof. Jordan on feeding
animals. 70(2711):38-39. Jan. 12.
• Summary: Page 39: “Prof. Voorhees [of New Jersey] also
experimented with alfalfa hay, cow-pea hay and soy-bean
ensilage as substitutes for purchased feeds. The home-raised
ration consisted of soy-bean ensilage, alfalfa hay and corn
meal; the purchased-feed ration consisted of cornstalks, corn
ensilage, wheat bran, dried brewers’ grains and cottonseed
meal. With the home-produced grain the cost of a hundred
pounds of milk was 56.5¢; with the purchased-feed ration,
65¢. The quantity of milk produced in a given time was
rather larger with the home-produced ration, but the quantity
of butter was almost identically the same with the two
rations.”
689. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report.
66(2):65-68. Jan. 14. See p. 68.
• Summary: On page 68 we read: “Soy [sauce] of the finest
quality is offered at 1s. 7d. per gallon, duty paid.”
690. Rural New-Yorker. 1905. Ruralisms: Notes from the
Rural Grounds. Beans for poultry. 64(2868):22. Jan. 14.
Oversize.
• Summary: “Some experience with beans as poultry food
will be found on page 15. It is to be expected that beans or
peas, with their high percentage of digestible protein, should
be especially adapted for egg-production when fed to hens
in fair proportion with the necessary fat and heat-producing
materials, but as a rule they are too scarce and costly to be
widely used for the purpose. Marketable beans and peas
will usually sell, weight for weight, for two or three times
the price of corn or even wheat. If fair quality cull beans or
peas can be had at anything near the price of grain there can
be little doubt of their usefulness. The Rural Grounds fowls
have never acquired a liking for ordinary large dry beans
or peas, but will readily eat them cooked in a mash. They
have, however, learned to harvest cow peas and Soy beans,
both small-seeded Asiatic beans, with much enthusiasm, and
invariably with a welcome increase in egg output. While
it is problematical if the ordinary kinds of table beans can
profitably be grown for poultry food, we feel sure it pays
to grow cow peas or Soy beans in congenial localities for
the double purpose of soil improvement and hen feeding.
Several notes to this effect have appeared in Ruralisms in the
past years, but evidently failed to make impression. The last
three Summers have been too cool in our locality to grow
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such heat-loving plants to advantage; nevertheless we have
not omitted annual plantings. The hens get the benefit of
the protein in the seeds, and the soil that of the nitrogen in
the stover and root tubercles. Aside from the intrinsic food
value of the beans our fowls get much wholesome exercise
in shelling the tough pods, an operation not so easy for the
beak of a hen as might be imagined. They haunt the sowings
during their exercise hours from the appearance of the first
ripe pod until the last bean is secured, often far into Winter.
Had we more space for these excellent soil improvers and
forage plants we would store the ripe stover, beans and all,
for their Winter scratching material. Our planting this season
was limited to about 100 feet of Iron cow pea, put in late in
May to fill out a vacant row among bulb trials. They grew
with considerable vigor, making a fine show of the bluegreen foliage characteristic of this variety, which seems to
endure low temperatures better than most other kinds. A
sudden increase in egg production in October led us to look
over the foraging ground of the hens, and we found them
methodically at work, splitting the ripening pods to get at the
coveted beans. Water must be freely supplied to hens during
these cowpea forays, as the dry seeds are very absorbent, and
quickly induce thirst. Poultry keepers having access to good
land where cow peas or Soy beans will grow will make no
mistake in planting these crops for the benefit of laying hens.
Both have their merits, but the cow pea suits our soil and
locality the better. W.V.F.” Address: New York.
691. Country Gentleman. 1905. Soil inoculation: what it can
and cannot accomplish (Letter to the editor). 70(2712):668.
Jan. 19.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–I have been
interested in the articles you have published advocating
the inoculating of the soil with bacteria for growth of
leguminous crops, and will ask just what office these are
supposed by scientists to fill–whether as supplements or
substitutes for fertilizer, etc. For instance, in growing clover,
I have been accustomed both to feed and fertilize (to induce
its start) by sowing on the surface muriate of potash, and
have succeeded well by this method. Now, by inoculating
with these cultures, can I get my stand without this potash,
use less of it, or do as I have done and expect more crops?
Can I look for a considerable increase of a crop of green peas
by inoculation?
E.F. Dickinson. Middlesex County, Massachusetts.
“[Answer by Prof. Clinton D. Smith.] There is current
much nonsense in regard to this matter of soil inoculation,
to which some popular magazines have not hesitated to add
their quota.
“As long ago as 1888, if not longer, a German chemist
and bacteriologist discovered that there was a class of plants
consisting of a single cell, and therefore very closely allied
to the bacteria, which had the power to attach themselves to
the roots of legumes to cause the formation of little nodules

or tubercles on the surface of these roots in which they could
find a home. He also discovered that when these little plants
lived in these homes on the roots, they had the power to take
the nitrogen of the air to convert it by their life processes into
nitric acid, which, coming in contact with the lime and other
minerals of the soil, formed the nitrates on which the plant
could feed.
“It was found that whole fields of clover, alfalfa, peas
and beans were growing in an unthrifty condition, not having
these little nodules on their roots. It was then discovered that
if soil should be brought from a clover field, for instance,
that was growing rank and thrifty and spread on the sickly
field, it would require but a few rains to inoculate the roots
of the growing clover with these micro-organisms, and
thereafter the clover would grow more thriftily than before.
“For instance, in 1903 I had one acre of soy beans with
roots free from these nodules. The adjoining acre had applied
to it a few bushels of soil from a field growing soybeans the
year before with roots loaded with these nodules. The two
acres were treated in every way alike except in the matter
of this inoculation; yet when the harvest came and we had
dug up the roots to go with the stems and leaves and pods,
it was found that the acre inoculated gave us 152 lb. of
nitrogen, while the uninoculated acre gave us but 67 lb. It
seems therefore that not only does the inoculated plant get
its nitrogen from the air, but it takes into its body much more
nitrogen than it is capable of taking with roots uninoculated.
“It remained for Dr. George T. Moore of the Department
of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., to invent a method of
sending out these little plants to farmers, so that if their fields
lacked the proper inoculation, they could apply it. He will
send one kind of germs for clover, another kind for alfalfa,
still another for white beans, and another for each kind of
other legumes. These germs are sent out in little packages
looking like yeast cakes, which are dissolved in water with
some nutritive materials added, and the seed is dipped into
the solution before sowing. Just how successful this method
of inoculation will be remains yet to be demonstrated; so far,
it seems to be working very well...”
692. Saito, Kendo. 1905. Microbiological studies on the
brewing of Japanese Soja-Sauce. Botanical Magazine
(Tokyo) 19(216):75-77. Jan. 20. Bound after p. 119 of
Japanese text. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The author has been able to isolate the
following microorganisms from koji and moromi: 1. Moulds:
Aspergillus Oryzae, Rhizopus sp., Tieghmella sp. Others
incl. Penicillium glaucum, Cladosporium herbarum, etc.
2. Bacteria: Sarcina Hamaguchiae and Bacterium Soja
(both new species). 3. Yeasts: Saccharomyces Soja (new
species) grows copiously in moromi [the mash]. Film yeasts
incl. Saccharomyces farinosus Lindner [Pichia farinosa
(Lindner)], Mycoderma sp., etc.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2009)
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describing Japanese investigation on the yeasts in shoyu
mash (moromi).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2009)
which mentions that Saccharomyces yeasts are involved in
the shoyu fermentation. Address: Botanical Inst., Imperial
Univ., Tokyo, Japan.
693. Moore, George T. 1905. Soil inoculation for legumes;
with reports upon the successful use of artificial cultures by
practical farmers. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin
No. 71. 72 p. Jan. 23. See p. 1-46, 67-68, 71-72 + 10 plates.
[65 ref]
• Summary: From the earliest days of agriculture it has been
recognized that all plants belonging to the Leguminosae had
a decidedly beneficial effect upon the soil. Pliny (A.D. 2379), the Roman scholar, wrote: “The bean ranks first among
the legumes. It fertilizes the ground in which it has been
sown as well as any manure” (p. 12). From the early 1800s
on there was a great diversity of opinion concerning both the
cause and the effect of root nodules of legumes.
Nobbe in Germany isolated a pure culture of nodule
forming bacteria from the nodules and grew them in
tubes or bottles containing nutrient agar. This culture was
given the trade name Nitragin. Seventeen different kinds
of Nitragin were prepared from the nodules of as many
different plants, and marketed by a well known German
firm of manufacturing chemists. Experiments with Nitragin
in Germany met with varying degrees of success. In this
country the results obtained by Prof. J.F. Duggar using hairy
vetch at the Alabama Experiment Station in 1896 and 1897
were very satisfactory, but certain other investigators were
not able to secure inoculation.
W.M. Munson at the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station reported in 1897 and 1898 of having fair success
in inoculating soybeans with Nitragin, but he failed to get
satisfactory results with other legumes. His results did not
warrant the recommendation of the use of Nitragin for a
leguminous crop. A major problem with Nitragin was that it
lost its viability quickly (p. 21). “The percentage of failures
in its usage was so great that its manufacture was given up,
and it is no longer for sale under that name... For this reason
the Laboratory of Plant Physiology of the [U.S.] Department
of Agriculture undertook a scientific investigation of the
root-nodule organism, and as a result it is believed that a
thoroughly practical and satisfactory method of bringing
about artificial inoculation has been devised” (p. 22).
Table 1, titled “Number of packages of inoculating
material (or inoculated seed) distributed from November,
1902, to November, 1904...” (p. 42-43), lists the following
under “Bean, Soy”: Alabama 10, Alaska 0, Arizona 0,
Arkansas 2, California 3, Colorado 0, Connecticut 4,
Delaware 0, District of Columbia 0, Florida 1, Georgia 4,
Hawaii 2, Idaho 1, Illinois 36, Indiana 16, Indian Territory
0, Iowa 9, Kansas 10, Kentucky 9, Louisiana 0, Maine 1,

Maryland 7, Massachusetts 11, Michigan 10, Minnesota 1,
Mississippi 1, Missouri 13, Montana 0, Nebraska 3, Nevada
0, New Hampshire 2, New Jersey 2, New Mexico 0, New
York 30, North Carolina 11, North Dakota 0, Ohio 25,
Oklahoma 4, Oregon 3, Pennsylvania 17, Philippine Islands
0, Porto Rico 1, Rhode Island 3, South Carolina 1, South
Dakota 2, Tennessee 5, Texas 2, Utah 0, Vermont 2, Virginia
48, Washington (state) 3, West Virginia 6, Wisconsin 11,
Wyoming 0. Foreign countries: Australia 2, British Guiana 0,
Canada 1, Costa Rica 1, Cuba 2,... South Africa 2. Total: 391.
The next section, titled “Reports” (p. 44), begins:
“While it has been impossible to receive reports from all
experimenters, the percentage of replies has been unusually
large and is quite sufficient to enable the formation of a fair
opinion as to the value of the cultures distributed. Table II,
“Reports of experiments with principal crops” (p. 45), shows
the following for soy bean: Total reports: 129. Inoculation
resulting in definite increase of crop: 54. Failures definitely
ascribed to bad season, poor seed, weed growth, etc.: 22. No
increase in crop; organisms already present in the soil: 11.
No evident advantage from inoculation; nodules not formed:
42. Percentage of failure: 43%.
After discussing the nature of the organism, the author
lists farmers in the following areas who have used the
“artificial culture” successfully to inoculate soybeans: Rash,
Alabama; Gainesville, Georgia; Napoopoo, Hawaii (Gordon
Glore–Inoculation successful. Increased growth of plant and
abundance of root nodules); Winchester, Kentucky; Bynum,
Maryland; Marionville, Missouri; Dome, North Carolina;
Guys Mills, Pennsylvania; Spring City, Tennessee; and seven
towns in Virginia (p. 67).
The author states that alkaline nitrates in the proportion
of 1 to 10,000 are sufficient to prevent the formation of
nodules. Photos show: (1) Package of inoculating material
for sufficient for four acres of alfalfa, with a letter titled
“Directions for using inoculating material,” from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry. (2)
Effect of rich nitrogenous soil upon formation of nodules of
soy beans; few nodules. Same culture and seed used as in
Plates 3 and 4. (3) Effect of poor sandy soil upon formation
of nodules of soy beans; more nodules. (4) Effect of poor
clay soil upon formation of nodules of soy beans; many
nodules. Conclusion: Soybeans grown in a poor sandy soil
or in a poor clay soil have a greater number of nodules than
plants grown in a rich nitrogenous soil. He states also that
fully as striking differences might be shown in a soil in
which the moisture or the acidity or the air supply varies,
and that the application of calcium or magnesium will act
differently on nodule production depending on whether the
plant grows under acid or alkaline conditions.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in Hawaii.
They may have been grown there in 1900, at which time one
variety was introduced to the USA from Hawaii. By about
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1904-05 the Yamajo Soy Co. had introduced soybeans to
Kona, a district on the Big Island of Hawaii, where it was
growing them among the rows of coffee trees and using the
mature soybeans to make Japanese-style soy sauce (shoyu).
Note: 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in connection with West Virginia. Since
6 packages of soybean inoculating material (or inoculated
seed) were sent to West Virginia from November, 1902, to
November, 1904, its seems very likely that soybeans were
in West Virginia and being cultivated there by 1905–but we
cannot be sure.
Note: 3. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in connection with Oregon.
Since 3 packages of soybean inoculating material (or
inoculated seed) were sent to Oregon from November, 1902,
to November, 1904, its seems likely that soybeans were in
Oregon and being cultivated there by 1905–but we cannot be
sure.
Note: 4. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in connection with Cuba. Since
2 packages of soybean inoculating material (or inoculated
seed) were sent to Cuba from November, 1902, to November,
1904, its seems likely that soybeans were in Cuba and being
cultivated there by 1905–but we cannot be sure.
Note: 5. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in connection with Costa Rica, or with
Central America. Since 1 package of soybean inoculating
material (or inoculated seed) was sent to Costa Rica from
November, 1902, to November, 1904, its seems likely that
soybeans were in Costa Rica and being cultivated there by
1905–but we cannot be sure.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning interest in nitrogen fixation on soybeans in
Africa, or in Latin America. Address: Physiologist in Charge
of Lab. of Plant Physiology.
694. Ottawa Free Trader (Ontario, Canada). 1905. Soil
inoculation: A fad not all that it is painted. Some country
papers booming it. Like other things warranted to cure all the
farmers’ ills it has decided limitations. Jan. 27. p. 16.
• Summary: “For instance, in 1903 I had one acre of soy
beans with roots free from these nodules. The adjoining
acre had applied to it a few bushels of soil from a field
growing soy beans the year before with roots loaded with
these nodules. The two acres were treated in every way alike
except in the matter of this inoculation; yet when the harvest
came and we had dug up the roots to go with the stems and
leaves and pods, it was found that the acre inoculated gave
up 152 pounds of nitrogen, while the uninoculated acre gave
up but 67 pounds. It seems therefore that not only does the
inoculated plant get its nitrogen from the air, but it takes into
its body much more nitrogen than it is capable of taking with
roots uninoculated.
“It remained for Dr. George T. Moore of the department

of agriculture, Washington, D.C., to invent a method of
sending out those little parts to farmers, so that if their fields
lacked the proper inoculation, they could supply it. He will
send one kind of germs for clover, another kind for alfalfa,
still another for white beans, and another for each kind of
other legumes. These germs are sent out in little packages
looking like yeast cakes, which are dissolved in water.”
695. Akizuki, Yoshizo; Nakanishi, Yoshitaka. 1905. Shôyu
shiken seiseki hôkoku [Analysis of shoyu]. Yakugaku Zasshi
(J. of the Pharmaceutical Society of Japan) No. 275. p. 4951. Jan. [Jap]
Address: Zeimusho-kannai, Matsuyama-shi, Ehime-ken,
Japan.
696. Brooks, William P.; Church, Frederick R.; Haskell, S.B.
1905. Report of the agriculturists. Massachusetts (Hatch)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 17:115-56.
For the year 1904. See p. 124-25, 147-48.
• Summary: Part I discusses the effect of planting
leguminous crops (including the soy bean in 1892, 1894,
1896, 1901, and 1903) upon following crops. It was
concluded that “the residual fertility left behind by the soy
bean is relatively unimportant.” Tables and a curve (line plot;
p. 124) show: (1) The effect on yield of leguminous crops
(nitrogen versus no-nitrogen plots) upon oats, rye, and soy
bean over 14 years. (2) The relation of average no-nitrogen
to average nitrogen plots for oats, rye, and soy bean over 14
years.
Part II discusses the relative value of muriate and highgrade sulfate of potash (fertilizers) on yields of green soy
bean forage. Results were inconclusive. Address: 1. Ph.D.,
Agriculturist; 2. B.Sc., Asst. Agriculturist.
697. Lindsey, J.B. 1905. Part II.–Experiments in animal
nutrition. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 17:45-77. Jan. See p. 67-69, 73-74.
[2 ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Digestion experiments with
sheep,” sheep were fed both soy bean fodder and uncooked
coarsely ground soybean seeds (called soy bean meal). The
variety was Brooks Medium Green. The yield of fodder
was light (about 6 tons/acre) due to the cool summer of
1903. “The three sheep ate the fodder readily and digested it
quite evenly. Sheep II refused small quantities of the coarse
stems...
“The total dry matter of the soy bean fodder appears to
be slightly less digestible than that of other legumes,–clover,
Canada field peas and cow peas,–due to its characteristic
hard, woody stems. Attention is called to the fact that the
digestion coefficient of the fiber in the soy beans is relatively
low (39% and 46%) as compared with those for the clover
and cow peas (54% and 60%). Soy beans will find their chief
use in the farm economy as a soiling and silage crop.”
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The uncooked meal caused one sheep some digestive
problems but it was noted that “It is evident that the beans
are as a rule quite thoroughly digested, especially the protein
and fat, which are the two most important constituents.”
Note: Page 71 states: “Bibby’s Dairy Cake, made
by J. Bibby & Sons of Liverpool, England, is composed
principally of ground cotton-seed, cereals such as barley and
wheat, molasses, fenugreek and salt. It... appears to be highly
relished by farm animals.” Address: Ph.D., chemist (foods
and feeding).
698. Rhodesian Agricultural Journal. 1905. Cultivation of
rice. 2(3):84-86. Jan.
• Summary: Page 86: “Weeds:... In many sections of the
rice-belt in America the custom is to grow rice for two
summers on the same area and during the third season to
replace it by mealies, roots or a leguminous crop such as
cowpea, soy beans or peanuts. These dry crops improve the
mechanical condition of the soil and prevent it from souring
under constant irrigation. By soiling the legumes a danger of
exhausting the stock of nitrates is avoided, and the fertility of
the land under this intensive cultivation maintained.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soy beans in connection with (but not yet in)
Rhodesia.
Note 2. The title of this journal changed to Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal from Rhodesian Agricultural Journal
with vol. 7, no. 1, in Oct. 1909. From the outset it was
published in Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia.
699. Tokyo Plant, Seed & Implement Co. (Tokyo Konoen).
1905. Agriculturist (The) No. 125. Jan. 56 p. [Jap]
• Summary: This illustrated monthly Japanese-language
periodical, which began publication in 1894, has two main
parts and functions: (1) Articles that promote agricultural
theories and techniques to the public in easy-to-understand
language. (2) A catalog of the publisher’s seeds, plants,
bulbs, and implements.
The catalog section titled “Beans” (p. 8+) includes two
entries (p. 9) for soybeans (daizu): (1) Juninko (“ten people
like”) variety. 5 sen per gô (100 sen = 1 yen; 1 gô = 180 cc =
0.763 cups {U.S.}). 40 sen per shô (1 shô = 1.8 liters = 1.903
quarts {U.S.}). A recently improved variety with medium
sized, shiny seeds. They are good for making shoyu, miso,
or other foods. (2) Kimusume (“fresh daughter”) variety. 5
sen per gô. 40 sen per shô. Mid-season / medium-maturing,
summer varieties that yield a big harvest. Address: Tokyo,
Japan. Phone: 2421.
700. Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. 1905. Descriptive
catalogue... for 1905. Yokohama, Japan. 94 p. Illust. Index.
26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this English-language catalog is
an illustration of two different species of wistaria blossoms.

In the section “Price list of seeds” (p. 82+) is a subsection
(p. 87) titled “Some vegetable seeds.” The contents (incl.
the entry for “soy bean”) is identical to that in the 1903
(and 1901) catalog. Address: P.O. Box No. 72. Nos. 21-35
Nakamura, Yokohama, Japan.
701. Wade, I.C. 1905. Enumerating southern advantages
(Letter to the editor). Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Feb. 1.
p. 6.
• Summary: From Breeder’s Gazette (Chicago [Illinois]): In
the south: “We can grow more kinds of stock feed like cow
peas, soy beans, sorghum, cassava, velvet beans, bermuda
grass, all better from 10 to 200 per cent than any you can
raise in the north. We can grow this feed on land that costs
from $1 to $25 per acre,...”
So why does the young farmer “not go south instead of
west?” Address: Habersham County, Georgia.
702. Country Gentleman. 1905. Pure milk and pasteurizing.
70(2712):111. Feb. 2.
• Summary: “In the next paper Director C.D. Smith, of the
Michigan Experiment Station, suggested that it was the duty
of the farmer to supply to the factory pure milk, free from
bacteria and bad odors; free from filth, in clean cans, with
contents not higher than 50 degrees. The dairyman may
injure the quality of the butter, made from the milk of his
herd, in these ways:
“1. By feeding cabbage, turnips, rape, soy bran ensilage,
or similar substances having characteristic odors or essential
oils.
“2. By allowing cows to pasture in fields where weeds
with strong odors, like ragweed or leeks, abound.
“3. By feeding ensilage before milking.
“4. By sudden changes in the feed.
“5. By bad water for cows to drink, or for washing
utensils.
“6. By poor ventilation of the cow stables whereby the
herd is rendered unhealthy and the milk spoiled on its way to
the pail.
“7. By sending milk too soon after the calf comes, or too
near the birth of the next calf.
“8. By bad handling of the milk, not clean udders and
flanks, dirty hands and clothes of milkers, dusty stables, dirty
utensils, neglect to cool and aerate, in fact by adopting any
method whereby bacteria are allowed entrance to the milk.
“It was pointed out that while it is perfectly safe to
pasteurize good milk, heat should not be considered a
commendable cure for filth; therefore, do not pasteurize
dirty milk, thus killing the very germs intended to warn us
against such milk–namely, the lactic-acid germs. The work
of Drs. Park and Holt in New York shows that with good care
otherwise, infants do not so much suffer from the bacteria in
milk as is supposed. Regular feeding, cleanliness, frequent
baths, and careful attention to diet, are the prime factors
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in the health of infants. The quality of the milk is the next
consideration, but not the most important.
“A lively discussion on the merits of pasteurizing
followed, in which the principle was re-affirmed that the
process was to be recommended for clean milk only and that
the too frequent process of pasteurizing dirty milk, to conceal
its defects, was partly responsible for the suspicion with
which milk is viewed by city customers.”
703. Country Gentleman. 1905. Dairy department.
The Illinois Society: Meeting at Rockford, Jan. 10-12.
70(2712):111. Feb. 2.
• Summary: “The use of prepotent dairy bulls was noted. A
table hung on the wall exhibited the vast difference in yields
of herds where the owner used care in selection of cows and
fed them rightly as against those who did not. The value of
cow peas and soy beans was mentioned.”
704. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1905. Seeds
and plants imported during the period from September,
1900, to December, 1903. Nos. 5501 to 9896. Seed and plant
introduction and distribution. No. 10. 333 p. Feb. 8. Also
titled USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 66.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida.
5764-5766. “From Washington, D.C. Three varieties of
soy beans from Japan, grown during the season of 1900 on
the Potomac Flats.
“5764. Common. (S.P.I. No. 4912.)
“5765. Best White. (S.P.I. No. 4913.)
“5766. Best Green. (S.P.I. No. 4914.)”
6312/6314/6326/6333 -6336. “From the Tokyo Seed and
Plant Company, Tokyo, Japan. Received April 20, 1901.
“6312. Black Flat.
“6314. Yoshioka.
“6326. Rokugatsu.
“6333. Gosha.
“6334. Black Round.
“6335. Green Medium.
“6336. Bakaziro” [Bakajiro].
6379. “Grown on the Potomac Flats, District of
Columbia, under the direction of W.R. Beattie, from No.
3870.”
6386/6396/6397/6414/6416. “From Pyeng Yang, Korea.
A collection of seeds of economic plants which are cultivated
in Korea. Presented by Rev. W.M. Baird. Received May 3.
1901.
“6386. Black.
“6396. White.
“6397.
“6414. ‘Plant in May.’ (Baird.)
“6416. Black.” Note:
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Korea, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Korea.

6556/6558-6561. “From China. Received through Dr.
G.D. Brill, May 17, 1901. A collection of seeds and plants
made during an extended trip through China in 1900. The
notes regarding the various numbers are copied from letters
written during this period, no separate descriptive list of the
various introductions having been furnished. Doctor Brill’s
numbers are given.
“6556. (No. 57.) ‘Much used for bean curd and oil all
over central China. Probably as many of these are grown as
all the other varieties together.’ (Brill.)
“6558. From Hankow. (No. 59.) ‘Used for bean curd and
oil. Considered better than No. 6556.’ (Brill.)
“6559. From beyond Chiu Niu. (No. 60.) ‘Planted
between the rows of rice and ripening late in the fall, after
the rice is harvested. Used the same as No. 6556, only
quality poorer. Will grow on very wet land.’ (Brill.)
“6560. From beyond Chiu Niu. (No. 61.) ‘Planted and
used the same as No. 6559. Planted in July or August.’
(Brill.)
“6561. From Hankow. (No. 62.) ‘A black bean, used for
same purposes as Nos. 6559 and 6560, but of better quality.
Not planted with other crops.’ (Brill.)”
8422-8424. “From Yokohama, Japan. Received through
Dr. S.A. Knapp, February 24, 1902.
“8422. Ita Name. Early.
“8423. Ita Name. Medium.
“8424. Ita Name. Late.” Note 2. This is the earliest
document seen (March 2021) that contains the words/name
“Ita Name,” which make no sense in Japanese. Perhaps “Eda
Mamé” was intended.
8489-8497. “From Washington, D.C. Received March
10, 1902. A collection of seeds grown on the Potomac Flats
by Mr. W.R. Beattie from seeds furnished by the Office of
Seed and Plant Introduction.
“8489. Grown from No. 6314.
“8490. Grown from No. 6333.
“8491. Grown from No. 6334.
“8492. Grown from No. 6386.
“8493. Grown from No. 6396.
“8494. Grown from No. 6336.
“8495. Grown from No. 6397.
“8496. Grown from No. 6416.
“8497. Grown from No. 6312.”
8584/8586. “From Chin-kiang, China. Received through
Dr. S.A. Knapp from Rev. Dr. S.P. Barchet, Shanghai, China,
April 15, 1902.
“8584. ‘A very prolific, nearly white variety used for
making oil and also for food. It is sometimes ground into
flour and used for making cakes.’ (Knapp.)
“8586. ‘A very oily variety, used chiefly for fattening
purposes. Planted in July or August.’ (Knapp.)”
8900. “From Anjo, Japan. Received through Messrs.
Lathrop and Fairchild (No. 963, June 29, 1902), July 24,
1902. ‘Twenty-six numbered seeds of a giant soy bean
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presented to the Department by Mr. K. Obata, director of
the Tokai branch agricultural experiment station at Anjo,
Japan, on condition that should any of the seeds prove
to have inherited the characteristics of its female parent
he is to have returned to him a fair quantity of the beans
which it produces. All the beans have been numbered, and
it is desired especially that a record of each be kept for
information. This “most exceptional sport” [“an individual
exhibiting a sudden deviation from type beyond the
normal limits of individual variation usually as a result of
mutation, esp. of somatic tissue”] from which these beans
are taken measured 12½ feet in length and had a stem 1
inch in diameter at the base. It yielded about one-fifth of
a gallon of beans, while ordinary plants, I am assured by
Mr. Obata, give from 50 to 60 seeds only. Its root system is
well developed, but whether unusual it is impossible to say,
as it was dug before Mr. Obata saw it. The history of this
“most remarkable sport” is as follows: Mr. J. Miyazaki, a
descendant of a Samurai and now a second-hand clothier in
the village of Okasaki [Okazaki?], found in his small back
yard a soy bean which neither he nor his wife had planted
purposely, but over which they quarreled, the wife wishing
to pull it up because it grew to such unusual proportions and
spread over the whole yard. Mr. Miyazaki, however, found
in this abnormal plant something to interest him, and when
the local district fair was held in Mukada in October he dug
up the plant and exhibited it there, but he unfortunately and
thoughtlessly ate up most of the beans. Mr. Obata, of the
experiment station at Anjo, saw the plant at the fair, visited
Mr. Miyazaki’s place, and rescued the remaining handful of
seed. He got samples of the soil where the plant grew and
has sown about 20 seeds in this soil at the experiment station.
I have seen and photographed this remarkable sport and
think it worth of the most careful attention.’ (Fairchild.)”
9344. “From Chiu-hua, China. Secured by Dr. S.P.
Barchet, of the United States consulate, Shanghai, China, at
the request of Dr. S.A. Knapp. Received January 22, 1903.
Chiu-hua. ‘In case of future reference to the bean, if you
call this the Chiu-hua bean I shall know what is meant, in
the absence of a botanical name, as I have not seen this bean
anywhere else. It is sown broadcast in paddy fields before the
rice is harvested. The moist ground favors the sprouting, and
the standing grain shields the sprouting plant from the sun.
By the time the rice is harvested the beans have taken firm
roots and require no further care. Horses and cattle are very
fond of them green or in the ripe state. The bean also makes
a good food for man. This bean I think well worth a trial in
the Southern States.’ (Barchet.)”
9407-9418. “A collection of soy beans grown by Mr.
W.R. Beattie on the experimental grounds on the Potomac
Flats, from introduced seed.
“9407. Grown in 1902 from S.P.I. No. 4912.
“9408. Grown in 1902 from S.P.I. No. 4913.
“9409. Grown in 1902 from S.P.I. No. 4914.

“9410. Grown in 1901 and 1902 from S.P.I. No. 6312.
“9411. Grown in 1901 and 1902 from S.P.I. No. 6333.
“9412. Grown in 1901 and 1902 from S.P.I. No. 6334.
“9413. Grown in 1901 and 1902 from S.P.I. No. 6336.
“9414. Grown in 1901 and 1902 from S.P.I. No. 6386.
“9415. Grown in 1901 and 1902 from S.P.I. No. 6396.
“9416. Grown in 1901 and 1902 from S.P.I. No. 6397.
“9417. Grown in 1901 and 1902 from S.P.I. No. 6414.
“9418. Grown in 1901 and 1902 from S.P.I. No. 6416.”
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in
Washington, DC (on the Potomac Flats). This document
contains the earliest clear date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in Washington, DC (1900).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that mentions the Potomac Flats, an experimental garden
owned and used by the USDA in Washington, DC, before
it purchased the Arlington Farm in 1900. Even before that,
starting in 1865, there was an experimental garden around
the original USDA building on The Mall. The Potomac Flats
were acquired by the USDA in 1899. They were located
in Washington, DC, on the banks of the Potomac River,
probably in what is now Potomac Park.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning David Fairchild and soybeans. Address:
Washington, DC.
705. Hickory Milling Co. 1905. Peas for sale (Ad). Country
Gentleman 70(2715):141. Feb. 9.
• Summary: “1000 bushels Whip-Poor-Wills $1.40.
“200 bushels Red Rippers $1.50.
“1000 bushels Soja Beans $1.50.
“2000 bushels Mixed Peas $1.40.
“1000 bushels Clay Peas $1.40.
“500 bushels New Era [cowpeas] $1.50.
“500 bushels Black & Brown Eyed Peas $1.65.
“200 bushels Velvet Beans $2.25.
“All our Peas are 1904 crop, re-cleaned, sacked in evenweight, 120-pound sacks.
“These prices are F.O.B. at Hickory, N.C., subject to
market changes.
“Hickory Milling Co.” Address: Hickory, North
Carolina.
706. Kadono, C. 1905. The diet of the Japanese. Times
(London). Feb. 11. p. 6, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: This article is actually mostly about soya beans
and their products. “It is well known that the Japanese diet
consists chiefly of rice, vegetables, and fish, with very small
and occasional additions of butchers’ meat. The relative
quantities of these, and vegetables and products thereof used,
would be interesting and in some respects instructive.
“The following bill of fare, which attempts to give the
three meals of a day for a family of moderate circumstances,
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will show how they live. It may also be said that all Japanese
live rather simply whether high or low in their station of life,
and the menu can be taken as typical of all classes.
“Breakfast (about 7 to 7:30 a.m.).–Miso soup (with
vegetables, tofu, &c.), pickles, boiled rice, tea (sometimes
raw egg or boiled sweet soya beans, or natto, &c.).
“Lunch (12 noon).–Fish boiled in soya [sauce],
vegetables stewed in soya, pickles, boiled rice, tea.
“Supper (6 to 6:30 p.m.).–Soya soup (with vegetables,
fishes, &c.), raw fish sliced and eaten with soya sauce,
broiled fish (or boiled) with vegetables (or butchers’ meat or
fowl and vegetables stewed), rice, tea...
“From the foregoing it can be seen how cereals and
vegetables predominate in Japanese diet. Rice and miso and
soya, as will be seen from the menu, form the predominant
feature of the food, and it may not be an exaggeration to say
that the Japanese physique is mainly built up on the products
of soya beans, such as miso, soya sauce, tofu, &c.”
There follows a detailed table titled “Analysis of Soya
Beans and Their Products. (Extract from a table by Mr. C.
Omura.)” Nutritional analyses are given for the following,
written exactly as they appear: Soya beans (5 varieties),
miso (white, red Osaka, red Tokio, red Sendai), soya sauce
(regular or Noda), tofu, dried frozen tofu, fried tofu, mash
residue from tofu (Okara), yuba (Dried skim off tofu-mash),
natto (Steamed beans with surface fermentation).
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that contains the term “fried tofu.”
“Soya beans are grown all over Japan and in Manchuria,
and so far as I know cannot be had here [in England].
They are eaten boiled, either young or ripe.” They are
manufactured into those articles shown above, of which
miso, soya, and tofu are the most important...” The author
then gives a 5-10 line description for each of how miso, soya
sauce, and tofu are made. Tofu is coagulated with a “strong
brine. “The remnant (okara), being a white pulverized mass,
called fancifully ‘snow balls’ by Japanese, is eaten boiled
and seasoned with soya sauce.
“I have given Japanese meals to some English friends
and most have pronounced the food excellent, and some have
even braved the sliced raw fish with soya sauce.”
Note 2. Concerning the idea that okara is sometimes
fancifully called “snow balls,” the term kirazu is written with
three characters: yuki = snow, hana = flower(s), and sai =
vegetable(s). Or the author may be referring to a local term
from some part of Japan.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the Japanese word okara or the
term “mash” or “mash residue” or “mash residue from tofu”
to refer to okara.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that contains the term “dried frozen tofu”
(or “dried-frozen tofu”). Address: England.

707. Nottingham Evening Post (England). 1905. The diet of
the Japanese. Feb. 11. p. 6, col. 5.
• Summary: “Mr. C. Kadono writes as follows to the Times
[London]: -”
Note: This same article appeared on this same date
under the same title in the Times (London).
708. Manchester Guardian. 1905. What the Japanese eat.
Feb. 13. p. 12.
• Summary: This is a summary of: Kadono, C. 1905. “The
diet of the Japanese.” Times (London). Feb. 11. p. 6, cols.
3-4. Mentions soya beans, miso soup, tofu, natto, soya sauce,
etc.
709. Aberdeen Journal (Scotland). 1905. What the Japanese
eat. Feb. 14. p. 8, col. 2.
• Summary: “Mr. C. Kadono. in a letter to the Times, gives
details of the Japanese diet.”
Note: This same article appeared on 11 Feb. 1905 under
the title “The Diet of the Japanese” in the Times (London).
710. Country Gentleman. 1905. Grass–soiling crop–potatoes
(Letter to the editor). 70(2717):173. Feb. 23.
• Summary: Eds. Country Gentleman... E.W.P., Chemung
County, New York. [Answer by Prof. Clinton D. Smith].
“2. I suppose that the soiling crop is not to be grown
on the hillside pasture, but in one of the valleys for which
Chemung County is so justly famous. I shall suppose, too,
that before sowing the seed E.W.P. knows them to be well
inoculated, sending to Dr. George T. Moore, Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C., for the proper material. If
alfalfa will do well in those valleys, it is the best legume by a
long way. Next to that I should try, for an annual, soy beans,
sowing in rows 18 inches apart and cultivating. Cut the crop
for soiling as soon as the pods are forming and from that
time on
“In other words, my regular sequence of soiling crops
would be rye, a most miserable crop, but the best early one I
know; next, peas and oats, with the sowing of which E.W.P.
is already undoubtedly familiar, the two cautions being to
sow fully two bushels of peas per acre, getting the northern
seed and putting the peas in from three to four inches deep,
sowing half a bushel of oats or such a matter to the acre
on the surface when examination shows that the peas have
sprouted, harrowing in the oats to kill the weeds. After the
oats and peas comes the clover, the early variety being the
medium green, the later the mammoth; after the mammoth,
the soy beans, the second crop of clover, Stowell’s Evergreen
corn and the field corn.”
711. Star (Canterbury, New Zealand). 1905. Fish as war
food: The fish eater versus the beef eater. Tabloids of brain
and nerve food furnished as emergency rations. Feb. 25. p. 2.
• Summary: “(By Frank G. Carpenter, in the New Orleans
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‘Times-Democrat’). Washington [DC], December 29, 1904.
I saw this morning a specimen of the emergency rations
furnished the Japanese Army. It [katsuobushi] looked like a
petrified banana of the largest size,...
There follows a conversation with Dr. Hugh M. Smith
about fish in Japan.
“Raw fish. ‘How about eating fish raw, doctor, I
understand that is common in Japan?’
“’It is, and I assure you that raw fish are not so bad when
properly served. Take a fresh tai [sea bream] and slice it thin.
Bring it cold to the table and eat it with chop-sticks, dipping
each bite in soy or bean sauce, and you will find it delicious.
The Japanese, however, usually eat their fish cooked.’”
712. Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report. 1905. Cooperative experiments. 18:12-13. Feb.
• Summary: Cooperative experiments were conducted with
“1,700 farmers in the growing of winter and durum wheat,
oats, soy beans, and corn.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2016) that uses the word “cooperative” (or
“cooperatives,” spelled without a hyphen) in connection with
soy beans. Address: Lincoln, Nebraska.
713. Uyeno, K. 1905. Shinkoku-san kôji (Fonkyo) no
kenkyû. Dai nikkai hôkoku [Examination of Chinese
koji (Honkio). Part II.]. Yakugaku Zasshi (J. of the
Pharmaceutical Society of Japan) No. 276. p. 93-102. Feb.
[Jap; eng]
• Summary: Examination of the saccharifying power of
Chinese koji (Honkio) showed it to be somewhat weaker
than that of malt. The by-product of saccharification is not
maltose (a for malt and Japanese koji) but dextrose. Address:
Yakugakushi, Japan.
714. Zavitz, C.A. 1905. The results of field crop experiments
with farm crops–1904: Soy, soja, or Japanese beans. Ontario
Agricultural College and Experimental Farm (Guelph),
Bulletin No. 140. 63 p. Feb. See p. 26.
• Summary: The Early Yellow Variety has given good
satisfaction as a grain producer, and the Medium Green
variety as a fodder crop. “We believe that as the Medium
Green variety becomes better known, it will be grown for the
purpose of cutting green and mixing with corn when filling
the soil. We also believe that the Early Yellow variety can be
grown quite successfully for grain production on many farms
of Ontario. A small quantity of the Soy beans, ground and
mixed with other meal, will increase the quality of the meal
considerably... We generally get about 1,200 pounds of grain
per acre...”
Yields of grain per acre (pounds), average of the last
4 years, is: Medium Green Soy Beans 1,031, Ito San Soy
Beans 932, Early Yellow Soy Beans 915, Grass Peas 634.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document

seen (Sept. 2006) with the term “Japanese beans” in the title,
used to refer to soybeans. Address: Prof. of Field Husbandry,
Ontario Agricultural College.
715. Country Gentleman. 1905. Bacteria in fertilizers.
70(2718):198-99. March 2.
• Summary: Page 199: “To test the results of these selected
methods, several acres of different legumes were planted
on the experiment farm near Washington, part of which was
inoculated with bacteria grown on rich nitrogenous media,
and part with organisms taken from the same silica jelly agar,
and thereafter kept growing in solutions absolutely devoid
of any fixed nitrogen. The results were very striking indeed.
In the case of soy beans some thousands of plants grown in
rows and inoculated with bacteria cultivated after the method
of Nobbe upon decoctions of soy beans, with peptone added,
failed to show a single nodule; whereas other plants in rows
within four feet of these and Inoculated with bacteria taken
from the same nodule but grown upon nitrogen free media,
showed an average of from 10 to 25 nodules per plant. Of
course the contrast above ground was equally striking.”
716. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1905. Wood’s Seeds. Water melon
seed: Grown in the sunny South (Ad). Country Gentleman
70(2718):212. March 2.
• Summary: “’Green rind, red meat, full of juice and so
sweet.’
“If you want quality, sweetness, and the best melons
that it is possible to grow, plant our southern-grown melon
seed. Northern or western-grown melon seed doesn’t begin
to compare, when you consider the quality and product of the
fruit produced.
“Wood’s Descriptive Seed Catalogue tells about the
best southern melons and other Farm and Garden Seeds. It’s
mailed free for the asking.
“We are headquarters for Cow Peas, Sorghums, Seed
Corn, Ensilage Corn, Millet, Soja Beans, Velvet Beans, etc.
Special price list of Farm Seeds mailed on request.” Address:
Seedsmen, Richmond, Virginia.
717. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report.
66(1310):364. March 4.
• Summary: On page 364 we read: “Soy [sauce].–Good thick
(Mandarin No. 1) sold without reserve at 1s. 3d. per gallon,
and fair thick (Buffalo No. 2) at 1s. 2d. duty paid. Privately
fair to good thick is quoted 1s. 3d. to 1s. 5d. per gallon duty
paid.”
718. Gazette (The) (Montreal, Quebec, Canada). 1905. Love
me, love my grub. March. 11. p. 8.
• Summary: “A sensible Japanese chemist living in England,
after reading with some surprise the proposals of the diet
reformers to substitute beans, and tofu, and natto and raw
fish and rice galore for the accustomed British roast beef,
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etc., writes a modest letter to the Times [of London] in which
he expresses his patriotic pride at hearing his people and
their doings so much commended...” Mr. C. Kadono’s letter
is printed.
“Thus various modifications of the old vegetarians have
taken organized shape...”
“We now come to the consideration of Mr. Kadono’s
diurnal dietary. The hour of breakfast (that is, the average
hour) is from 7 a.m. to 7:30 a.m. ‘Miso soup (with
vegetables, tofu, etc.), pickles, boiled rice, tea (sometimes
an egg, raw or boiled, sweet soya beans or natto, etc. =
these are the dishes). The lunch (12 noon) consists of ‘fish
boiled in soya [sauce], vegetables stewed in soya, pickles,
boiled rice, tea.’ The third meal, or supper (6 to 6:30 p.m.),
comprises ‘soya soup (with vegetables. fish, etc.), raw fish,
sliced and eaten with soya sauce, broiled fish (or boiled)
with vegetables (or butcher’s meat or fowl and vegetables
stewed), rice, tea.’ Soya beans, which (with rice) enter so
largely into the Japanese dietary, are grown everywhere
in Japan and Manchuria, and are eaten either simple or
manufactured into misu [sic, miso], soya and tofu–i.e., a
paste, liquor or mash produced by fermentation. Mr. Kadono
gives his analysis of the beans and the foods manufactured
from them, and compares the chemical ingredients with
those of various flesh foods.
“In conclusion Mr. Kadono says that he has given
Japanese dishes to English friends and some of his guests
have pronounced them excellent, while others have ‘even
braved the raw sliced fish with soya sauce.’ Perhaps they
took it for one of Soyer’s sauces; and in any case politeness
would (we may suppose) temper the judgment. But, granting
the fullest sincerity, those reformers who, because the
Japanese have beaten the Russians, counsel Englishmen to
abandon beef in favor of beans, are going a little too far...”
719. San Francisco Chronicle. 1905. Heaps of corpses cover
wide plain: Inspection of Oku’s battle field shows fighting
was desperate. March 17. p. 5.
• Summary: After the Battle of Moukden [Mukden, in
Manchuria], the Russians fled, setting “fire to stores and
railway stations, but they were only partially destroyed. The
Japanese saved large quantities of flour and bean cake and
other supplies.”
720. New York Times. 1905. Deceiving the farmers: Concerns
exploiting discovery that Dr. Moore gave to the nation.
March 21. p. 20.
• Summary: “Washington, March 20.–The Department of
Agriculture has received information which seems to show
that the discovery in regard to soil inoculation made two
years ago by Dr. George T. Moore and by him patented
and dedicated to the American people as a free gift is being
utilized for business purposes.”
“The government began last year sending out the

bacterial cultures [for various legumes, including soy beans]
free to all applicants, and a few weeks ago published a
small booklet on the results, including a large number of
letters from farmers and gardeners, who had made use of the
cultures.
“It is now learned that several firms are manufacturing
the various cultures by the same process which Dr. Moore
uses and selling them to farmers at high prices. The
department, moreover, has proof that these concerns in
their advertising literature are using the letters sent to the
department by persons who tried the department cultures,
and thus are deceiving the public into believing that the
privately made cultures are remarkable crop producers worth
the extortionate prices asked for them.
“In some cases it appears that the private concerns
and their agents have given out the statement that the
Government has ceased to send out its own cultures,
and the only way to secure them is to buy them from the
manufacturers. This is not true. Any person anywhere,
by application through his Congressman, can get the
Government cultures.”
721. Chambers’s Journal (London). 1905. Japanese diet. Vol.
8. March 25. p. 270. Sixth series. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The nations of the world have now had the
opportunity of learning many a valuable lesson from the
general management of the Japanese army... It is interesting
to note that the hard work done by the Japanese Tommy is
performed on a dietary table which would hardly satisfy
the soldiers of any other country. A large quantity of the
Japanese soldiers’ rations is made up of compressed fishmeal... Another form of food which seems peculiar to the
Japanese army is obtained from kelp and other seaweeds,
many of which afford very nourishing sustenance...
“At home this is the bill of fare of a Japanese family
in moderate circumstances, according to C. Kadono in the
Times. Breakfast (about 7 to 7.30 A.M.)–miso soup (with
vegetables, tofu, &c.), pickles, boiled rice, tea (sometimes
raw egg or boiled sweet soya beans, or natto). Lunch (12
noon)–fish boiled in soya, vegetables stewed in soya, pickles,
boiled rice, tea. Supper (6 to 6.30 P.M.)–soya soup (with
vegetables, fish, &c.), raw fish sliced and eaten with soya
sauce, broiled fish (or boiled) with vegetables (or butcher
meat or fowl and vegetables stewed), rice, tea. The Japanese
physique is thus largely built up on the product of soya
beans, which are grown all over Japan and in Manchuria,
and from which miso, soya, and tofu are made. Soya beans,
which, we believe, are not to be had in this country, are much
richer in albumen than either beef or mutton. The Japanese
diet, therefore, mainly consists or rice, vegetables, and fish,
with very small and occasional additions of butcher meat.”
722. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report.
66(1313):486. March 25.
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• Summary: On page 364 we read: “Arrivals: The following
drugs, chemicals, etc. have arrived at the principal ports of
the United Kingdom from March 9 to 15, inclusive...” “; soy
(@ Hong Kong), 400.”
Note: The soy sauce was probably shipped from Hong
Kong; the meaning of the number “400” is unknown.
723. Evening Star (New Zealand). 1905. The diet of the
Japanese. March 28. p. 8.
• Summary: “Since the events in the Far East during the last
year many things Japanese have been brought to the notice of
the public, and it is with pleasure to me (writes C. Kadono to
‘The Times’), as a Japanese, to have praises showered upon
our ways and methods, which some advocate adoption here;
yet I cannot say I am so bold as to try to preach the change
of British food to ours. My reason for writing is to simply
lay before your readers what ours is. It is well known that the
Japanese diet consists chiefly of rice, vegetables, and fish,
with very small and occasional additions of butchers’ meat.
The relative quantities of these, and vegetables and products
thereof used, would be interesting and in some respects
instructive. The following bill of fare, which attempts to
give the three meals of a day for a family of moderate
circumstances, will show how they live. It may also be said
that all Japanese live rather simply, whether high or low in
their station of life, and the menu can be taken as typical of
all classes:
“Breakfast (about 7 to 7.30 a.m.): Miso soup (with
vegetables, tofu, etc.), pickles, boiled rice, tea (sometimes
raw egg or boiled sweet soya beans, or natto, etc.). Lunch (12
noon): Fish boiled in soya [soy sauce], vegetables stewed in
soya, pickles, boiled rice, tea. Supper (6 to 6.30 p.m.): Soya
soup (with vegetables, fishes, etc.), raw fish sliced and eaten
with soya sauce, broiled fish (or boiled) with vegetables (or
butchers’ meat or fowl and vegetables stewed), rice, tea. All
dishes are placed on a tray before the eater at once, and not
in courses. Ordinary healthy adults are supposed to consume
1 lb 8 oz to 2 lb 4 oz of rice per day which means three small
bowlfuls of boiled rice per meal–viz., nine bowls per day.
From the foregoing it can be seen how cereals and vegetables
predominate in Japanese diet. Rice and miso and soya as
will be seen from the menu, form the predominant feature of
the food, and it may not be an exaggeration to say that the
Japanese physique is mainly built up on The products of soya
beans, such as miso, soya sauce, tofu, etc.”
724. Suzuki, Tozaburo. 1905. Apparatus for making soy
extracts. U.S. Patent 0,785,776. March 28. 6 p. Application
filed 28 July 1904. 6 drawings.
• Summary: See next page. Concerns soy sauce production.
Six illustrations (line drawings) show the apparatus
consisting of 3 vacuum evaporating pans, in series,
working on the multiple effect system. The pans consist of
a cylindrical drum containing the extract to be evaporated,

surrounded by a steam jacket; a rotary stirring device is
provided in each drum for keeping the liquid in motion,
and the extremities of the stirring arms are fitted with
brushes. The concentrated extract from the last evaporator
is discharged into a vacuum finishing receptacle heated
by hot water. This receptacle is divided into 2 sections,
containing shelves composed of hot-water tubes, upon
which trays containing the concentrated extract are placed
for final drying; the air can be exhausted from either section
independently.
Note 1. This is the earliest U.S. patent seen (Feb. 2016)
related to soy. The five earliest soy-related patents in the
United States were all issued to Tozaburo Suzuki. This is the
second earliest soy sauce patent seen worldwide, after the
British patent of Samuel Bowen of 1767.
Note 2. Soy is mentioned 14 times in this patent in the
forms “Soy Extracts,” “condensing soy or other juices,” “the
albuminous substance of soy,” “removing the odor of yeast
of the soy,” and “manufacturing soy extract.” Address: No.
401 Jibeishinden, Sunamura, Minami Katsushika, Japan.
725. Lust (Benedict). 1905. Mother’s milk (Ad).
Naturopath and Herald of Health (The) (New York City)
6(3):Unnumbered page at front. March.
• Summary: “... is undoubtedly the best food for infants.
When this, however, is not procurable the best substitute
for it only should be used... Dr. Lahmann’s Vegetable Milk
(Pflanzen-Milch). Dr. Lahmann’s Nutritive Salt Health Cocoa
(Närsalz-Cacao). Dr. Lahmann’s (sweetened) Chocolate.
Dr. Lahmann’s Nutritive Extract (Närsalz-Extract). Dr.
Lahmann’s Oatmeal and Närsalz Biscuits. Dr. Lahmann’s
Japan Soya Sause [sic, Sauce] $1.00.
“Descriptive pamphlet on receipt of 2 Cents stamp. For
sale by all naturopathic sanitaria and N.D’s.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2007) in
this periodical that mentions soy. Address: Sole importer and
agent for the U.S., 124 E. 59th St., New York City.
726. Seita, Masashi. 1905. Nattô no baikingaku-teki kenkyû
[Bacteriological study of natto]. Chugai Iji Shinpo (Medical
News, Foreign and Domestic, Tokyo) No. 590. p. 328.
March. [Jap]
Address: Tokyo Microscope Society (Tokyo Kenbikyô
Gakkai Kôwakai).
727. Uyeno, K. 1905. Kankoku kôji no kenkyû hôkoku, dai
ikkai [Report of examination of Corean (Korean) koji, No.
I.]. Yakugaku Zasshi (J. of the Pharmaceutical Society of
Japan) No. 277. p. 203-12. March. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: Investigation of its composition, and its
saccharifying action, power, and products. It is considered
identical to the “Fonkio” and “Weekio” of northern China.
Like Fonkio, it contains 2 varieties of Mucor, plus one other
variety closely resembling these two. Address: Yakugakushi,
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Japan.
728. Country Gentleman. 1905. Grazier and breeder: A city
soiling problem (Letter to the editor). 70(2723):326. April 6.
• Summary: “Although a city man by profession and
occupation, I am a farmer at heart, and all of my spare time
is employed in such farming as can be done on a good big
city lot. I have thirty hens and one fine Jersey cow, and it is
in the interest of the cow that I am writing today.”
“A careful study of the publications of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture has very greatly interested me in
peas and oats, barley and peas, rye and barley, sorghum and
soy beans, etc. Will you please tell me when to plant each
one, how much of each to plant, and also how much of this
green fodder it is safe to feed per day?... C.C.P.”
Reply: “As soon as the peas and oats are off, refit the
ground and put on soy beans, using the medium green
[Medium Green] variety and getting northern-grown seed.
Sow in rows 18 inches apart, using three pounds of seed
for the area in question. With the soy beans put in sorghum,
in hills three feet apart–that is, in each alternate row of soy
beans, and three feet apart in the row. The weather will be
warm, and the soys and the sorghum will grow like weeds,
fighting for the supremacy, but making feed for the cow.
When the soys and sorghum are cut, in mid-September or
early October, sow rye for spring feed In 1906.”
Note: This is the earliest issue of Country Gentleman
seen (Nov. 2018) in which the word “soys” is used as a
synonym for soybeans.
729. Country Gentleman. 1905. Soy beans as a source of
protein. 70(2723):327. April 6.
• Summary: “I recently had a long conversation with Mr.
W.F. Ingalls of Madison County [New York], regarding
his experience with soybeans as a source of protein for his
cattle. He is a dairy farmer, and does not seem to have the
best success with alfalfa, but he is doing well with the beans.
Among other things he said:
“’After farming for a number of years, and buying grain
for cows in large quantities, I began thinking there should be
something the farmer could raise to balance the corn in place
of buying grain, and after studying some on the subject, I
began to experiment on a small scale. “’I tried oats and peas,
which did fairly well, but didn’t feel quite satisfied. I then
tried the beans which run up the cornstalk, and the scarlet
runner beans, peas in the corn, vetch, cow peas, etc., but
without success. Finally I tried the Early Green soy bean
raised alone, and fed them green in the fall with the corn;
probably had half a ton. While feeding them the cows gained
in their milk, and when they were gone they shrunk back
again.
“’The next year I raised about an acre separate, which
I mixed with the corn as I filled the silo, and about an acre
planted in the hill with the corn. In feeding the corn ensilage

in the winter, before I came to the beans, I fed a ration to
balance the corn as nearly as possible. When I came to the
beans in the silo, I was feeding from five to eight lb. of grain
apiece, and, when feeding the beans, I dropped all the grain
from some cows, half the grain from others, and kept up the
full amount on some. Those that I took the grain all away
from shrunk a very little, but not enough to make up what
grain was fed. Those that I took off half the grain from did
not shrink any, and those that had the full amount did not
gain any.
“’Then, the next year, I planted the beans in the hill with
the sweet corn, and picked part of the corn for the canning
factory, then put the rest in the silo with the beans, and, when
feeding this ensilage, could not make the cows gain at all by
feeding grain, and they looked better than when feeding a
grain ration.
“’As to the variety of beans planted, I tried the yellow,
which are of a large growth but do not mature here, and the
black, which do not mature but are of a smaller growth, but I
like the Early Green beans the best of any variety tried. As is
perhaps well known, the Soy bean is a great help to the soil,
as the plant gathers nitrogen and stores it up in the roots in
the form of nodules. These were not found the first year, but
the second year, on the same soil, were found in abundance,
and of course these help to enrich the soil...”
730. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inquiries and answers: Cow
peas and corn (Letter to the editor). 70(2723):320. April 6.
• Summary: “Do you recommend sowing cow peas with
corn for ensilage? If so, what proportion of cow peas and
corn per acre, and can the cow peas be sown at the same time
as the corn? W.H.G.
“[It is extremely doubtful if cow peas can be
successfully grown with corn for ensilage in this state [New
York]. If you wish to raise any crop of this sort with corn,
the soy bean gives much more promise of success. The beans
should be planted with, or shortly after, the corn and in the
same hill, so as not to interfere with the cultivation of the
corn].”
731. Muto, Ryûnosuke. 1905. Nattô enchiimu no kenkyû
[Studies on the enzymes of natto]. Tokyo Iji Shinshi (Tokyo
Medical Journal) No. 1404. p. 665-76. April 8. [Jap]
• Summary: According to Muramatsu (1912): Mr. Muto
isolated several bacteria from natto and concluded that
only one bacillus, belonging to the B. subtilis group, was
necessary for the production of natto. Address: Japan.
732. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report.
66(1316):596-97. April 15.
• Summary: A table shows (p. 597) goods offered and sold:
Soy [sauce]–Offered 57. Sold 0.
Note: The meaning of these two numbers is unclear.
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733. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report.
66(1317):648-49. April 22.
• Summary: On page 648 we read: “Arrivals: The following
drugs, chemicals, etc. have arrived at the principal ports of
the United Kingdom from April 6 to 12, inclusive...”
Page 649: “; soy (@ Hong Kong), 155.”
Note: The soy sauce was probably shipped from Hong
Kong; the meaning of the number “155” is unknown.
734. Country Gentleman. 1905. A way to reduce the feed
bill: soy beans and corn combined. 70(2726):398-99. April
27.
• Summary: “For years it has been the dream of dairy men
to find some crop which could profitably be grown with
corn and which would make with it a more nearly balanced
ration than does corn alone. Mr. W.F. Ingalls of Madison
County, N.Y., has for the last eight years been carrying on
experiments looking to this end. He has now settled on a
combination crop which gives excellent results on his own
farm, and which he believes is generally adapted to those
northeastern states in which cow peas and corn cannot be
profitably grown. This combination crop is soy beans and
corn grown and cut into the silo together. Mr. Ingalls finds
that cattle–and horses as well–are very fond of this ensilage;
and although it is quite rich, they do not get off their feed as
a result of over-eating. By the use of this mixture, Mr. Ingalls
has reduced his grain bill by one-half without diminishing
the production of milk by a single pound.
“Mr. Ingalls plants six quarts of beans and eight quarts
of corn per acre, using three kernels of corn and at least six
beans to the hill. He has simplified the operation of double
planting by using a corn planter with two hoppers, one for
corn and the other for beans, both discharging at a common
mouth. The variety with which he has had best success is
Medium Early Green. Later varieties make more forage,
but they do not mature in the climate of central New York.
Earlier varieties do not produce so much forage.
“The cultivation is just the same as for a field of
common silo corn. The beans do not in the least reduce the
yield of corn, and. hence they themselves are entirely extra.
The mixture is gathered with a corn harvester and cut at once
into the silo. The stalks of the soy beans are woody and hard
to cut, but a harvester handles them all right; They soften up
in the silo, however, and are eaten up clean by the live-stock.
“Seed costs about $4 a bushel in the market but Mr.
Ingalls saves his own seed. He selects it mechanically in the
field, strange to say, with the corn harvested. As the beans
grow with the corn some of the plants fall to the ground,
these being generally some of the larger and better plants.
Those which do fall down, the corn harvester passes over
without cutting, and these are allowed to ripen their seed,
which is then gathered.
“The soybean is a very adaptable plant so far as soil
requirements are concerned, and it does better on a wider

variety of soils than most crops. It is cosmopolitan. It grows
on any land from clay to gravel, but appears to do best
on good corn land. One year Mr. Ingalls grew some for
seed on a piece of muck. The season proved to be wet and
water stood on the land much of the summer. Nevertheless
the plants grew and ripened seed, though the growth was
poor. Another gentleman grew some on a hillside where
climate and soil were so cold that corn did not make a crop.
Nevertheless the soy beans did well. Another point in their
favor is that they are not killed by light frosts, either in
spring or fall.
“The above remarks as to the culture and success
of soybeans refer to crops grown on soil on which soy
beans have already been grown. As with alfalfa and many
leguminous crops, the ground must first be inoculated with
the bacteria of the tubercules of the roots. In Mr. Ingalls’ own
experience the first crop of beans grown on a piece of land
shows few tubercules on the roots and the crop is apt to make
a light yield; but the second year the roots are abundantly
supplied and a good crop is obtained.
“As has already been remarked, the beans obtained
by this system of culture represent almost clear profit to
the farmer. They do not in the least diminish the yield of
corn, and the labor of cultivation is the same for either the
single of the combination crop Corn and beans may grown
separately but this takes more land and more labor in filling
the silo, and at the same time the silage is less perfectly
mixed.
“Mr. Ingalls has grown beans with sweet corn on a field
scale. The good ears were picked for a canning factory and
the rest of the crop was cut with a harvester for the silo. In
this case the ensilage makes of itself a balanced ration, as
is shown by the fact that the flow of milk was unaffected
when all of the grain was omitted. The reason for this is that
the proportion of the leguminous crop to the carbonaceous
corn is greater, since the sweet corn yields less per acre than
does silo corn. Also because the proportion of carbonaceous
matter was further reduced by taking out the ears sent to the
factory.
“A number of other persons have tested this method.
One gentleman put in a crop, but on account of bad weather
the corn did very poorly. The beans, however, made a fine
growth, and as a result he had a ration too rich in protein.
He balanced it up by feeding a little corn meal and had fine
results. Another grower cut beans and corn into the silo, and
fed no corn all winter. He says he never had a better yield of
butter. Mr. S. Burchard of the same county, well known as
an authority on Holstein cattle, has tried corn and beans, and
likes the mixture better for his place than alfalfa.
“On the other hand, some have tried the combination
crop without satisfactory results. The reasons for this are
various. Some have not kept careful records of the quantities
of ensilage or of milk produced. Some have fed the beans on
top of the usual amount of grain, and have failed to get an
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increased flow of milk. These persons should have dropped
off on grain. Some have planted the combination crop, but
did not put in beans enough to get any clear results. Some
have planted varieties too late to mature, and as a result they
get only green vines without pods. On the other hand, some
have planted very early varieties, and these do not yield so
well, and hence less striking results have been obtained. V.”
735. Country Gentleman. 1905. Wanted–Single man as
farmer (Ad). 70(2726):408. April 27.
• Summary: “Gardener on Gentleman’s place of 10 acres.
Must understand light farming thoroughly, such as planting
corn, millet, soja beans, potatoes, etc., and build up a new
place, making himself generally useful. Man understanding
something about care of poultry preferred. A steady good
place to a competent man. State nationality, age and wages
wanted.
“Address F. Mertens
“Box 25, Ridgewood, New Jersey.”
736. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report.
66(1318):681. April 29.
• Summary: Page 681 states: “Soy is very quiet at from 1s.
2d. to 1s. 7d. per gallon, according to quality.”
737. Ishizaka, S. 1905. Shôyu jôzô fukusan yubun ni tsuite
[On the oil by-product of shoyu]. Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi (J.
of the Society of Chemical Industry, Japan) 8(86):381-91.
April. [Jap]
738. Rhodesian Agricultural Journal. 1905. The millets and
their cultivation. 2(4):117. April.
• Summary: Page 117: “Manna (Chaetoclea Italica or Italian
Millet):... Manna forms a splendid silage crop, especially if
used in conjunction with some such legume as soybean.”
739. Smith, Hugh M. 1905. Japan, the paramount fishing
nation. American Fish Culturist 2(4):101-10. April. See p.
108.
• Summary: From Transactions of the American Fisheries
Society, 1904: “Raw fish is one of the national foods. I
acknowledge that my repugnance to it was great, but it was
overcome by the first dish, for as prepared and served by the
Japanese the thin, cold, boneless slices of perfectly fresh tai
or mackerel, taken with chop sticks and dipped in soy-bean
sauce, are delicious.”
740. Transvaal Agricultural Journal. 1905. The soy bean
(Glycine hispida). 3(11):544-45. April.
• Summary: “Great difficulty has been experienced in
obtaining good seed of this plant; our experiments show that
it is absolutely useless to try to grow this crop from old seed.
“Four different varieties were sown on November 14th,
1904:

“1. ‘Southern Soy-bean.’–Seed harvested on our
experiment plots on the Springbok Flats in 1903-04.
“2. ‘Extra-early Soy-bean.’–Seed secured in 1904 from
Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux it Co., Paris.
“3. ‘Extra-early Black Soy-bean.’–Seed secured in 1903
from Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., Paris.
‘4. ‘Yellow Etampes Soy-bean.’–Seed secured in 1903
from Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., Paris.
“The ‘Extra-early Black,’ and the ‘Yellow Etampes’
were grown last year, and, though the plants came up well,
the crop was a complete failure, the plants not growing more
than 4 to 5 inches high. This. season the seeds of these two
varieties failed to germinate.
“The ‘Southern’ and ‘Extra-early’ varieties, both being
fresh samples, came up with the good rains of November
16th to 19th. In each case the seed was sown in drills, 2 feet
6 inches apart, the seeds being dropped every 4 inches.
“After-cultivation consisted only in horse-hoeing
between the rows, and hand-hoeing between the plants.
“The ‘Extra-early’ variety only grew to a height of 6 to
8 inches. It was harvested on February 9th; the yield has not
yet been determined.
“The ‘Southern,’ the seed of which, as mentioned above,
was grown in the Transvaal, is now 3 ft. 6 in. high, nearly
twice the height it attained last season with greater moisture.
The pods, which have only just formed, show promise of an
excellent crop. This variety is the only one on which have
been observed the nodules characteristic of leguminous
crops. Although this matter of nodules has been often
before mentioned in this ‘Journal,’ it will bear repetition.
All plants of the family Leguminosae (such as peas, beans,
clovers, vetches, lucerne, etc.) may become the hosts on
which certain soil bacteria (microscopic plants) can live.
Each different species of this Family has its own variety of
bacterium. These bacteria gain entrance into the root of the
host plant from which they draw part of their sustenance,
and, as they breathe, they manufacture soluble nitrogenous
compounds from the nitrogen of the air, which are the most
valuable of all manures. These are greedily absorbed by the
plant, and any surplus remains in the soil after the crop has
been removed.”
741. Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review (Manchester,
England). 1905. The diet of the Japanese (Abstract). April. p.
86-87.
• Summary: This article is a summary of: Kadono, C. 1905.
“The diet of the Japanese.” Times (London). Feb. 11. p. 6.
742. Country Gentleman. 1905. Nitrogen and legumes: a
very important caution. 70(2727):413. May 4.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–The appearance of
Bulletin 180 from the New Jersey Experiment Station on the
accumulation and utilization of atmospheric nitrogen in the
soil calls for more than passing comment. It is an important
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contribution to our knowledge of the values of legumes
as soil renovators, and to our methods of manuring those
legumes.”
“This seems to show that if you want nitrogen added to
the soil, if you want the soil the richest possible, you should
not manure the legumes with nitrogenous manure. Give your
soy beans and cow peas plenty of lime, plenty of phosphate
and potash, but withhold the nitrogen.”
“The lesson is important. If we are to use either cow
peas, soybeans or other legume for soil restoration, do not
apply nitrogenous manure; thereby you will lessen both
the total nitrogen in the soil and the yield of the succeeding
crop.”
743. Suzuki, Tozaburo. 1905. Apparatus for brewing soy.
U.S. Patent 0,789,299. May 9. 4 p. Application filed 5 July
1904. 3 drawings.
• Summary: See next page. Three illustrations (line
drawings) show the apparatus consisting of a closed heating
chamber, the temperature of which can be regulated, one or
more brewing tanks sunk in the chamber, and stirring shafts
passing centrally through the brewing tanks. These stirring
shafts carry several pairs of radial stirring arms, the arms
of adjacent pairs being of different radial lengths; the pairs
of radial arms are connected by transverse stirring slats, the
whole being so arranged as to bring the arms and slats of
adjacent stirrers out of alignment and alternately to thrust
the soy from the path of one stirrer laterally into the paths of
adjacent stirrers. Address: Sunamura, prefecture of Tokio,
Japan.
744. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inquiries and answers: what
our readers want to know. Peas and beans. (Letter to the
editor). 70(2728):440. May 11.
• Summary: “In a recent issue, Mr. Dawley spoke of some
one planting cow peas with corn for ensilage. Will you
kindly publish quantity of peas to be planted per acre with
the corn? C.I. Kingsbury. Oswego County, N.Y.
“[We should hardly recommend the use of cow peas
further than experimentally. Our correspondent might better
try soy beans, planting them right along with the corn,
putting in from six to eight beans in a hill with the corn. This
would take from six to eight quarts to the acre].”
745. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report.
66(1320):748-49. May 13.
• Summary: A table shows (p. 749) goods offered and sold:
Soy [sauce]–Offered 53. Sold 0.
Note: The meaning of these two numbers is unclear.
746. Rural New-Yorker. 1905. Some fodder crops in New
Hampshire. 64(2885):403. May 13. Oversize.
• Summary: “We have a piece of land, 1¼ acres heavy clay
soil, broken up in 1902, given a good coat of manure and

planted to corn. The next Spring owing to a wet spell and
pressure of other work, we did not get it plowed; the grass
came in naturally, and we cut 90 cocks of hay, a mixture
of Witch grass, clover and Timothy. Last Spring it was
plowed, given another good coat of manure, and sowed to
barley which was cut green for fodder, and gave a good
crop. I would like to try cow peas for green fodder. Would
you advise sowing them on such a piece of land and in this
latitude? Could I get a profitable crop without any more
manure this year? I want to get the most I can in feeding
value from that piece of ground this year, without applying
any more manure. Is there any other crop which would be
likely to give any better results? W.W.”
“Cow peas is the last crop I should try under conditions
named by your Cheshire County correspondent. Neither
should I try Soy beans. If a soiling crop is desired corn
fodder, oats and peas or Japanese millet, or a part of the land
to each, would, I think, be best.
“F.G.H., Exeter, N.H.”
“As to Soy beans I confess that I know nothing about
raising them.
“W.M.D. Hancock, N.H.
“Your Cheshire Co. correspondent will not be safe in
growing cow peas on a heavy clay [?] soil. Soy beans are
better adapted to such a soil, and to our New Hampshire
climate, I have grown both crops with a fair degree of
success on such a soil in a favorable year. My advice is to
use one of our old standby forage crops. Corn is the royal
one. Soy beans can be mixed with the corn for seeding where
silage is the design. The silage will be enriched and the crop
increased at no extra expense of the nitrogen of the soil. I am
not as yet an enthusiastic advocate of this mixture, but hold
it worth a trial. Oats and peas will do well, and no harm will
be done if barley is added to the mixture. Probably the oats
and peas will please him better than the corn, judging by
the character of the inquiry. There are few, if any, aspirants
for our favor among the newly proposed crops that exceed
for New England corn, oats, peas, barley, rye, clover and
Hungarian, the old tried and prolific crops of this section.
“Gilmanton, N.H. J.W.S.” Address: 1. Danville; 2.
Chesham; 3. Exeter; 4. Gilmanton. All: New Hampshire.
747. Windsor Star (Windsor, Ontario, Canada). 1905. Cheese
from soy beans. May 13. p. 7.
• Summary: “The municipal laboratory of Paris has been
examining the experiments made by Dr. Vogel, who has
manufactured a very succulent cheese from the small
Chinese beans known as ‘soy beans.’ The doctor finds
that the pulp of these beans contains many of the caseine
qualities, and that the resulting composition is both
nourishing and pleasant to the taste.”
748. Country Gentleman. 1905. Corn varieties: Home-grown
sources of protein. 70(2729):457. May 18.
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• Summary: Eds. Country Gentleman... I am studying how
to produce more protein and buy less grain. This, I think,
is the problem for New England farmers. Clover will do it,
but it is not as easy to get as I wish, or else I think every
farmer would have more of it. I am now thinking of raising
cow peas or soy beans to mix in my ensilage. Is it best to
plant with the corn or in separate rows? J.D. Tyngsboro,
Massachusetts.
“Answer by Prof. Clinton D. Smith.”
“’Soy beans serve the purpose well as far as quantity
of nitrogen per acre is concerned, but they make a poor
ensilage. To plant with corn, the red speckled or the Southern
Prolific bean is vastly better. These beans will climb the
cornstalk as they grow, and are therefore easily harvested
with the corn. The soy beans are too short to stay in the
bundle. None of our newer legumes surpass the Canada field
pea as a protein producer on the northern farm. Have roots
well inoculated, and ground fairly rich in lime, phosphoric
acid and potash. Sow two bushels of peas deep and one
bushel of oats shallow per acre, and plant the corn by itself.
Allow the peas and oats to cure as hay or ripen as grain, but
cut the corn into the silo. For all New England, the mixture
will undoubtedly prove better than either soy beans or cow
pea.’”
Note: After research in online newspapers in the early
1900s, we are convinced that “Southern Prolific” refers to a
variety of pole bean, not of soy bean.
749. Southern Prolific: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
1905. Seed color: Yellow (straw), hilum light brown.
• Summary: Sources: Tabor, Paul. 1923. “Soy beans for
Georgia.” Georgia State College of Agriculture, Extension
Circular No. 90. 4 p. Feb. See p. 1-3.
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p. 10.
“Introduced under S.P.I. No. 37250 from Seoul, Chosen
[Korea], in 1914... Seeds straw yellow with light brown
hilum, about 2,710 to the pound; germ yellow; oil 18.1%.”
Address: USA.
750. Scanland, J.M. 1905. Some tidbits of the dinner elegant
in the Chinese quarter. San Francisco Chronicle. May 21. p.
2.
• Summary: In San Francisco there are hundreds of
restaurants. “They are as cosmopolitan as the city’s
population and as unique.” In the “Chinese quarter” there are
“restaurants of barbaric glow and splendor, where soft-footed
noiseless attendants serve you with strange Eastern dishes
of unknown and unpronounceable names; where one is an
alien among aliens, and where one awakes from a dream of
sumptuous Oriental magnificence.”
“Other favorite dishes are stewed shell fish, sliced seaslugs in chicken broth, stewed bamboo shoots, boiled fish
with soy sauce, strips of boned chicken fried in oil,...”

751. Country Gentleman. 1905. Cow peas! Cow peas!! Soy
beans (Ad). 70(2730):504. May 25.
• Summary: “Sorghum seeds. German millet–Ready now.
Mail orders promptly filled.
“E.G. Packard. Dover, Delaware.”
Note: This ad also appeared on page 528 and 552.
752. Country Gentleman. 1905. Fine quality seed (Ad).
70(2730):504. May 25.
• Summary: “All Recleaned and Tested. Special Prices to
Farmers and Market Gardeners.
“Timothy, Red Clover, Alfalfa, White and Alsike Clover,
Redtop, Kentucky Blue-Grass. German Millet, Spring Rye,
Barley Seed, Cow Peas, Soja Beans, Oats; Leaming, Pride
of the North, Mastodon, Cuban Giant and all kinds of Flint
and Sweet Corn; all varieties of Garden Peas; Mangel Beet,
Essex Rape, Onion Seed.
“Implements for Farm, Garden and Lawn. Catalogue
free.
“Chas. F. Saul, 220-224 James St., Syracuse. N.Y.”
Note: This ad also appeared on page 168 and 528.
753. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report.
66(1322):833. May 27.
• Summary: A table (p. 833) shows recent price trends for
various goods. The four trends are: Higher. Firmer. Easier.
Lower. “Soy” sauce is listed under “Easier.”
754. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report.
66(1322):835. May 27.
• Summary: Under “London drug-auctions” is a table which
shows the amounts of various goods offered and sold, “Soy
[sauce]–Offered 30. Sold 30.”
On page 836: “Soy.–Easier. Thirty casks of fair thick
sold without reserve from 1s. to 1s. 1d. per gallon duty paid.”
755. Kitao, Motohide; Akiyama, Takuji. 1905. Miso
shôyu chû ka kurooru tetsu ni yotte sarichiru-san to kokuji
no nannô o teisuru ni tsuki. I. [On the substance which
appears to resemble the reaction of salicylic acid with
ferroperchloride in miso and shoyu. I.]. Eisei Shikenjo Iho
(Bulletin of the Imperial Hygienic Laboratories) No. 10. p.
79-87. May. [Jap]
Address: 1. Gishi; 2. Gishu. Both: Eisei Shikenjo.
756. Korentschewski, W.; Zimmerman, A. 1905. Izsl’dovanie
kitayskago bobovago masla [Research on Chinese bean oil].
Viestnik Obshchestvennoi Gigieny, Sudebnoy i Prakticheskoy
Meditsiny (Bulletin of Public Hygiene, Forensic-, and
Applied Medicine) (St. Petersburg) 5:690-93. May. [Rus]
• Summary: During the Russo-Japanese War (1904-05) the
authors conducted investigations on soy oil in the chemicalbacteriological laboratory of the Russian military hospital
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in Harbin. They carried out human feeding studies on all
aspects of soy-bean oil, which was consumed with a basal
ration of rye bread, cabbage soup, and buckwheat or millet
cooked as a porridge. Three soldiers of normal health served
as subjects and ate 100 grams of unrefined soy-bean oil daily,
in addition to 46 grams of fat supplied by the basal ration.
The total fat of the diet was on average 97% digested.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
concerning the effects of dietary lipids (or soy-bean oil) on
blood lipids.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2004)
that mentions the place name “Harbin” in connection with
soybeans. Address: 1. Head, Korentschewski Laboratory; 2.
Head, Zimmerman Pharmacy. Both: Biochemical Laboratory
of Harbin Unified Hospital (Kharbinskago Svodnago No. 1
gospitalya)).
757. Smith, C.D.; Robison, F.W. 1905. Observations on the
influence of nodules on the roots upon the composition of
soy beans and cowpeas. Michigan Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 224. p. 125-32. May.
• Summary: Nodules on the roots of cowpeas and soy beans
increased both the nitrogen and protein content of the plants
and seeds, but did not increase the total yield. “On several
occasions equal areas were sown to soybeans and cow peas,
one area inoculated and with nodules on the roots, the other
area not inoculated. As far as quantity of crop is concerned
the results have no shown a large and notable increase due
to inoculation. On the 23rd of September, 1903, there were
growing on the station plots, two areas of soy beans. On one
of them the roots were practically free from nodules, on the
other the roots were well inoculated and nearly covered by
them. The variety of beans was the Medium Green, a late
sort ripening its seed but rarely and in favorable seasons
only, but affording an abundance of leaves and stems.” “The
leaves and stems together of the inoculated soy carry 17.38
pounds of nitrogen.”
“It is interesting to note that the inoculation has
increased the amount of nitrogen in the soy beans by almost
exactly 50 per cent.”
“In 1904 some investigations were conducted to test
the influence of nodules on the roots on the composition of
the ripened seed of two varieties of soy beans. The Medium
Green is not certain to mature its seed in this latitude, but
did so in 1904. The Ogemaw is an earlier sort, fairly certain
to ripen in an average year.” A table (p. 132) shows that
seeds of the inoculated Ogemaw contained 42.20% protein,
versus only 35.39% for the seeds from plants that were not
inoculated–an increase of 19.2%. For Medium Green the
corresponding figures were 36.45% vs. 31.23%–an increase
of 16.7%.
“In conclusion of the work of the two years it has been
learned that the nodules on the roots, while, on fairly fertile
soil, they may not notably increase the yield, do increase the

relative and absolute amount of nitrogen in the plants. This
increase is very important and pronounced.”
The writers calculated that inoculated soybeans took
26% of their nitrogen from the air. Address: 1. Director of
the Station; 2. Chemist.
758. Country Gentleman. 1905. Strawberry covers.
70(2731):515. June 1.
• Summary: “Mr. Brown’s article, p. 418, touches a tender
spot. I have been experimenting with strawberry covers
for the past three years, but have not yet found anything
satisfactory. Garden peas, vetches, Canada peas, cow peas,
soy beans, giant beggar weed and buckwheat have all been
tried in all possible combinations and alone. This year I shall
try sunflowers and keep at the others. R.S.”
759. Eureka Reporter (Utah). 1905. Soy bean cheese [tofu].
June 2. p. 2.
• Summary: “The municipal laboratory of Paris has been
examining the experiments made by Dr. Vogel who has
manufactured a very succulent cheese from the small
Chinese beans known as “soy beans.” The doctor finds
that the pulp of these beans contains many of the caseine
[casein] qualities and that the resulting composition is both
nourishing and pleasant to the taste.”
Note: This same article also appeared in the Emery
County Progress (Utah) (3 June 1905, p. 2). And in the Salt
Lake Telegram (21 March 1905, p. 4).
760. Allen (W.F.). 1905. For sale (Ad). Rural New-Yorker
64(2888):440. June 3. Oversize.
• Summary: “200 bu. Whip-poor-will: 100 bu, Clay Cow
Peas: 100 bu. Soja Beans: 20 bu. Stowell’s Evergreen
Sweet Corn; 3 bu. King of the Garden Lima Beans: 4 bu.
Henderson’s Dwarf Lima: Quality Very Fine. Prices right.
Address, W.F. Allen, Salisbury, Md.” Address: Salisbury,
Maryland.
761. G.S. 1905. Soy beans for western New York. Rural
New-Yorker 64(2888):440. June 3. Oversize.
• Summary: “Which would be the better in our part of the
country, cow peas or Soy beans for hay for Winter feed for
sheep? We wish to plant about six acres of sandy loam, well
manured, which raised a fair piece of corn last year. What
varieties of either?
“G.S. Ballston Spa, New York.”
“For your location we consider Soy beans better than
cow peas. They grow better in your latitude, and their upright
growth makes them easier to cut and handle. The Medium
Green is a good variety. In our experience Soy beans have
not done well when first grown–without inoculation.”
Address: Ballston Spa, New York.
762. Packard (Elbert G.). 1905. Cow peas! Cow peas !! (Ad).
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Rural New-Yorker 64(2888):440. June 3. Oversize.
• Summary: “Soy Beans, Sorghum Seed, German Millet,
ready now. Mail orders promptly filled. Elbert G. Packard,
Dover, Delaware.” Address: Dover, Delaware.
763. Saul (Chas. F.). 1905. Fine quality seed (Ad). Rural
New-Yorker 64(2888):440. June 3. Oversize.
• Summary: “All Recleaned and Tested. Special Prices to
Farmers and Market Gardeners.
“Timothy, Red Clover, Alfalfa, White and Alsike Clover,
Redtop, Kentucky Blue-Grass, German Millet, Spring Rye,
Barley Seed, Cow Peas, Soja Beans, Oats; Leaming, Pride
of the North, Mastodon, Cuban Giant and all kinds of Flint
and Sweet Corn; all varieties of Garden Peas; Mangel Beet;
Essex Rape, Onion Seed.
“Implements for Farm, Garden and Lawn. Catalogue
free.
“Chas. F. Saul, 220-224 James Street, Syracuse, New
York.” Address: Syracuse, New York.
764. Country Gentleman. 1905. Corn and beans, p. 461
(Letter to the editor). 70(2732):536. June 8.
• Summary: “Reference is made to experiments showing
that ensilage with the ears was worth more than ensilage
without the ears, the ears being made into meal and fed to
the cows. Of course it needs no experiment to prove that
husking and grinding the corn would be lost labor if the cows
are going to have it all in the end. My contention is that the
ears are not good to make milk, and in some cases do harm,
making the udder at times hard and the milk thick. So I think
of feeding the ears to poultry and swine and of giving the
cows gluten and bran or an equivalent. (1) I would like to
know more about the beans that will climb the cornstalk,
and their superiority to soybeans. We have plenty of
garden-pole beans; how would they do? (2) J.D. Tyngsboro,
Massachusetts.
“[1. Whether it will pay to remove the ears from corn to
be used for ensilage in order to feed the grain to poultry or
other live-stock is a question which must be settled for each
particular case...”
“2. For enriching the ensilage in protein, either the Red
Speckled or the Southern Prolific beans are recommended,
planted in June, in the rows of corn, each alternate hill on
each alternate row, or each alternate hill on every row, as
may be desired. Plant with an ordinary hand planter, two
beans to the hill. The vines will climb up the corn, and
will be gathered by the harvester, or will not seriously
inconvenience the man cutting the corn by hand. Soy beans
are too short and too inconvenient to harvest. Besides, the
ensilage from soybeans is not perfectly safe, according to
the Wisconsin experiments. Try the garden-pole beans. They
ought to do, but have not been tried enough to be a certainty.
Plant late enough to insure their maturing with the corn].”

765. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inoculation and protein.
70(2732):533. June 8.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–A recent bulletin
from the Michigan Experiment Station discusses the
influence of the presence of nodules on the root of soy beans
upon the composition of the crop.
“In some of the rural papers there are occasional reports
of trials of inoculation of soy beans and other legumes. In
many cases there are no evidences of increased yields of dry
hay, and the assumption is therefore made that no benefit
accrues from the inoculation. This bulletin reports important
data showing that while the harvest may be no heavier, it will
probably be richer in protein.
“Two areas of soy beans lay side by side In 1903.
One area had nodules on the roots, the other had not. No
difference in color. in height or in earliness was noted as the
season advanced, nor was there a greater weight of dry hay at
harvest. In 1904 a similar trial was made. Again there was no
difference in weight of the yield of dry hay from equal areas
of inoculated and uninoculated soil.
“When analysis was made of the hay, however, it was
found that the hay from nodule-bearing plants contained
18.53 per cent. of protein, while the hay from not-inoculated
plants contained but 9.56 per cent.
“With cow peas the experience was not dissimilar. The
percentage of protein in the inoculated cow peas, taking
leaves and stems into consideration, was 22.50 per cent,
while the area without nodules showed but 15.22 per cent.
“The Wisconsin station reports an unfortunate
experience with soy beans as an ensilage crop. When the
cows were fed ensilage made from soy beans, the milk was
tainted and the butter made from it was off flavor. That
station does not recommend the use of the silo in handling
soy beans. The experience at the Michigan Experiment
Station has been similar. The odor from soy-bean ensilage
is very pronounced and peculiar. It could be detected many
rods from the barn. Why not, therefore, use some other
legume for ensilage with the corn? Try Southern Prolific
bean or the Red Speckled bean. Either of them will give a
good yield of protein, will cling to the corn, will harvest with
the corn and is more satisfactory generally.
“Clinton D. Smith.”
766. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report.
66(1324):908. June 10.
• Summary: A table (p. 908) shows the amounts of various
goods offered and sold, “Soy [sauce]–Offered 59. Sold 29.”
On the same page: “Soy.–A parcel of 24 casks Chinese
sold without reserve at 11d. [11 pence] per gallon duty paid
for ordinary.”
767. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inquiries and answers: what
our readers want to know. Late fodder crops (Letter to the
editor). 70(2733):560. June 15.
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• Summary: “Is there a fodder crop for cows and pigs that
can be planted at this time in southeastern Massachusetts that
will mature? Hungarian millet seems to be the only thing
my neighbors suggest. Could soybeans or Canadian peas be
used, and if so, how should they be planted? Albert J. Lovett.
“[As far as the pigs are concerned, the recent work
of Prof. Shaw at the Michigan station goes to show that
probably the best thing to sow thus late in the season is a
combination of grains and seeds In which rape shall be the
dominant feature.”
“One of the troubles with all these mixtures is that
the heavy growth is hard to cure at the season when they
are harvested. Soy beans are not recommended for these
demands].”
768. Coalville Times (The) (Coalville, Utah). 1905. The soy
bean. June 16. p. 7.
• Summary: “The soy bean (glycine hispida), also known as
soja bean and coffee berry, is a native of southeastern Asia.
This leguminous plant has been cultivated for centuries in
China and Japan. In those countries it is one of the most
important articles of food, but as such has never found
favor in the United States. In the countries mentioned it has
developed many different forms and varieties. This plant
was imported into England about 100 years ago but received
there no attention, and no one considered it a food plant for
man or beast. It was grown for a long time in the Southern
states before it attracted attention, but finally its great worth
was recognized. Now it is famous.”
769. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inquiries and answers: what
readers want to know. Corn and beans (Letter to the editor).
70(2734):584. June 22.
• Summary: “In your issue of April 6 (p. 327), I read the
article ‘Soy Beans as a Source of Protein’ with much interest;
also in your issue of April 27, ‘A Way to Reduce the Feed
Bill’ (p. 396). I took Mr. Dawley’s hint by putting a ten-acre
field in soy beans and corn. Planted the Virginia horse-tooth
corn and the soy beans together with a corn planter; sowed
two bushels beans and about four bushels corn. This field,
under ordinary circumstances and fair weather, would fill my
silo. Now I notice on p. 536 the Inquiry ‘Corn and Beans,’
which says soy beans are too short and too inconvenient to
harvest, and not perfectly safe for ensilage, and to try gardenpole beans. It is a question whether or not I have made a
mistake; but as I am getting another ten acres ready for corn
(to be put in in drills), would you kindly advise me as to the
variety of beans to sow with the corn, if any, or would it be
the safer plan to leave out the beans entirely? I am eager to
reduce the feed bill. S.H.C. [It is not at all likely that the soy
beans will make sufficient growth to make the ensilage at
all dangerous to use. If the corn is cut with a harvester, the
beans will give no trouble in harvesting. Pole beans in corn
are worth experimenting with on a small scale].”

770. Country Gentleman. 1905. Ensilage for beef-making. At
half the cost of grain. 70(2734):590. June 22.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman. The cement silo
shown in the upper illustration is 36 feet in diameter and 46
feet in height to the top of the wall, the frame coping on the
top being 6 feet high.”
“This silo has been used three years and preserves the
ensilage perfectly. It has a capacity of about 2000 tons or
more. There was put into it last fall 135 acres of corn which
would make about 60 bushels per acre, and 90 acres of soy
beans having a tonnage of about three-fourths as much per
acre as the corn. The corn was allowed thoroughly to mature
before it was put into the silo.”
“Our experience in feeding ensilage to beef cattle has
extended over a period of four years, and has been highly
satisfactory. We carried through the past winter at these
two barns 1000 Hereford steer calves with ensilage as the
main ration. Our ensilage is made of well matured corn and
nearly-matured soy beans, mixed in the proportions of about
two-thirds to three-quarters the former, to one-fourth to onethird the latter. We have found that this kind of ensilage is
much superior for beef-making purposes to corn ensilage.
The calves at the square barn were carried through the winter
on corn and soy-bean ensilage, clover, alfalfa and oat hay,
and 1 lb. per head per day of cottonseed meal, and came
through in fine, thrifty condition, and made gains of about 45
lb. per month from Dec. 10 to April 25.
“The calves at the round barn were fed all the corn and
soy-bean ensilage and clover, alfalfa and oat hay which they
would eat, and from Dec. 5 to Jan. 1, 1 lb. per head per day
of cottonseed meal...”
771. Country Gentleman. 1905. Soy. 70(2734):595. June 22.
• Summary: “Crush two quarts of very ripe currants and two
quarts of red raspberries; add three teacupfuls of vinegar, a
teacupful and a halt of sugar, a teaspoonful each of ground
allspice, cinnamon, cloves and pepper. Boll slowly an hour;
put in pint cans, and seal.”
772. Douglas (J.M.) & Co. 1905. Lea & Perrins’: The
genuine Worcestershire Sauce (Ad). Toronto Daily Star
(Canada). June 24. p. 65.
• Summary: A large illustration shows a dignified man
wearing glasses seated at a dining table with a steaming bowl
of something in front of him. Behind him stands an attentive
waiter.
“’James, haven’t you forgotten something.’
“’Forgotten–me! Sir.’\ “’What about my cold roast
beef?’
“’Beg pardon, Sir. Of course, Sir. Lea & Perrin’ Sauce,
Sir.
“’Ad it for you hevery day, these thirty years, Sir.
“Couldn’t heat cold meats without Lea & Perrins’
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Sauce, could you, Sir?’” Address: Canadian agents, Montreal
[Quebec, Canada].
773. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inquiries and answers: what
readers want to know. Corn and beans (Letter to the editor).
70(2735):606. June 29.
• Summary: “Early this year in planning crops for
provisioning my dairy herd this fall and winter, I had in view
the desirability of adding a little more protein to our ensilage.
I had about decided to combine corn and beans of some
character, when several of your correspondents appeared
with their experience; so I decided that our ensilage crop
should go in as specified, i.e., 3 or 4 grains of corn and 6 to
8 soy beans in hills, and the crop is planted that way. Your
latest issue hints at failure of this combination in Wisconsin,
and it is said butter made from the milk was tainted and unfit
for use. Will you kindly advise further on this point, as I
seem to be ‘strictly in it’ so far. My business is making butter
for city trade, with swine a by-product, and I am sure I don’t
want silo filled with an ill-smelling mess that will taint the
milk. Fortunately for me, I have another large crop of corn
planted that I can use for ensilage if necessary, but I would
like to see this question threshed out by the persons who
say they have been using the combination. F., Ben Avon,
Pennsylvaina.
“[While the matter of bean and corn mixtures for cows
is still somewhat uncertain, you need not hesitate to use your
corn and soy beans in the proportion you have planted them.
The writer has had personal experience in a rather small way
with such a mixture, and no bad results followed].”
774. Neuigkeits Welt-Blatt (Vienna). 1905. Farnkraeuter als
Gemuese [Ferns as vegetables]. 32(146):18. June 29. [Ger]
• Summary: The Chinese and the Japanese have a special art
of preparing ferns with soybeans (Soyabohnen). Specifically,
a normally sweet bean sauce (Bohnensauce) is selected for
cold preparation and a savory one for the hot. The Japanese
Club in London recently held a fern meal, and all of the
guests found the vegetable tender and extraordinarily
flavorful.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
775. Pinolini, D. 1905. Della soia [On the soybean]. Italia
Agricola (L’): Giornale di Agricoltura 42(12):276-78. June
30. [7 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Botanical Characteristics: The soybean (Soia)
belongs to the large natural family of the legumes. It has a
stem that is hairy and very stiff which can grow to a height
of a meter and more. The leaves–which are of a lovely green
color, are formed by three broad leaflets that are oblong and
cordiform, and of which the central one is always the best
developed–are borne by a long petiole. The flowers–which
are rather small, of a white or blue or purple color, depending

upon the variety–are joined together into short racemes along
the axils of the leaves. The seeds, which are globose and of
various colors, are closed up, in numbers from two to five, in
prickly and hairy pods.
It has received different scientific names. Linnaeus, in
his work Species plantarum, called it Dolichos soia, and
Jacquin gave it the same name in his Icones plantarum
rariorum. Bentham and Hooker ascribed it to the genus
Glycine, calling it Glycine soia. Moench, in his Methodus
plantorum horti botanici et agri Marbugensis [sic, Methodus
plantas horti botanici et agri Marburgensis], carried out a
particular study of it and, not finding in it sufficient traits to
classify it among Dolichos or among Phaseolus and much
less among Glycine, made of it a separate genus, calling
it Soia hispida [sic–Soja hispida], a name which quickly
became universalized and came to be adopted by all. Savi, in
a publication that appeared in 1824, called it Soia japonica
[sic–Soja japonica].
Origin
It is an exotic plant originating from the Asian regions:
China, Japan, and Mongolia, in which it has been cultivated
for centuries and constitutes one of the food materials of
maximum importance.
The first one to introduce it to Europe was the celebrated
traveler and naturalist Kaempfer, who died in 1716 in
Westphalia. In his work Amoenitatum exoticarum politicophysico-medicarum (fasciculi quinque), he cites this plant,
known in Japan by the name Daisdu, and he describes it
this way: “It grows with a stem that is ramose, irregular,
hairy, and with leaves that are similar to those of the bean,
having hairs that are coarser on the lower pagina [i.e., on
the lower surface of the leaf]. In August, its flowers emerge,
joined above a single peduncle, with a light purple color,
extremely small, analogous to those of the lentil. The pods
are numerous, with a length of approximately two inches,
having long, coarse hairs, and they are similar to those of the
lupine (the variety with the yellow flower). They contain two
seeds, rarely three, similar in shape, volume, and taste to the
common pea.”
In France, it came to be introduced through the work of
missionaries who sent some seeds to Buffon–who at the time
was the director of the Plant Garden (Giardino delle Piante)
[Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon, director of the
Jardin des plantes] in Paris–who cultivated it and obtained an
abundant yield.
In England, it appeared a few years before it did in
France, but it was cultivated only for the simple purpose of
curiosity.
In Italy, it made its appearance toward 1840 and was
tested, with success–at least, to my knowledge–in the area
around Verona, along the Lombardy coast of Lake Maggiore,
in the area around Mantua, and in the area around Lucca, but
only in such small quantities as to have to be considered that
it was cultivated more as a rare plant or as an ornamental
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plant, and thus in the garden, than as a vegetable of true
agricultural interest.
Toward 1850, Professor Inzenga carried out some
experiments on the cultivation of this legume. And in the
Annali dell’Agricoltura Siciliana del 1857 [Annals of
Sicilian Agriculture of 1857], he published the results that
he had obtained, concluding, however, that, “The soybean
is disgusting and useless as a bean, nor is it suitable as an
oleiferous plant.”
Prof. Berti-Pichat, in his Trattato di agricoltura [Treatise
on Agriculture] contents himself only with classifying it
among the black-eyed peas [fagiuoli dall’occhio], calling it
Dolichos soia or a coffee-like bean [fagiuolo da caffé], and
he does not occupy himself with it any further, considering it
to perhaps be a plant of the most secondary importance.
With regard to the other writers who lived during that
period and who occupied themselves in particular with
agriculture, there is no one else who made mention of it, and
thus it is to be considered that the soybean was a plant that
was cultivated out of simple curiosity in various botanical
gardens. Starting in 1885, the Acclimatization Society of
Paris distributed a large quantity of soybean seeds free of
charge so as to have the results from every point in France of
experiments that were carried out, of the cultivations that had
been completed, and so as to be able to then establish with
complete precision the best conditions for its development
and end profit.
As early as 1860, the Hungarian Ministry of Agriculture
published practical instructions for the cultivation of the
soybean and it was circulated by distributing thousands of
copies of it free of charge among the agricultural class up to
the point that they could cultivate it in a useful manner and
then utilize it in the best way.
Back in 1880, the [Italian] Royal Minister of
Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce [Reale Ministro di
Agricoltura, Industria e Commercio] sought to promote its
cultivation in the various regions of Italy by distributing
small quantities of seeds to the numerous Agricultural
Committees [Comizi Agrari] of the kingdom. But the efforts
came to very little because the various cultivators who
experimented with it and who, so to speak, satisfied their
curiosity did not arrange for anything else, did not seek to
extend its cultivation or to profit from its good qualities and
the advantages that it could have brought to our agriculture.
And even today–and we have to say this with our intense
displeasure–this legume and the many benefits that it could
bring to our agriculture has not increased its importance to
the slightest degree, but rather the contrary could be said;
while in France and elsewhere, the cultivation of the soybean
is expanded every year, making itself more and more
important, occupying that position which it is justly due
(Continued). Address: Italy.
776. Pinolini, D. 1905. Della soia [On the soybean

(Continued–Document part II]. Italia Agricola (L’): Giornale
di Agricoltura 42(12):276-78. June 30. [7 ref. Ita]
• Summary: (Continued):
Varieties
In its places of origin, the soybean has given rise to
numerous varieties.
In Vienna, Prof. Haberlandt experimented with around
twenty of them, having been purchased at the Universal
Exposition [l’Esposizione Universale–the World Exposition]
of 1873 or else sent from China and Japan.
The Food Society of France (Società d’alimentazione di
Francia) has cultivated a full 28 varieties of them.
The varieties that are the most cultivated in Europe and
which have provided the best results are:
1. The yellow soybean or oil bean (Soja hispida aurea),
very early, it flourishes excellently in our soils, it provides
an abundant yield. Both the leaves and the stem have a light
green coloration, with hairs that are not very long or dense.
The flowers are of a pale purple color and the seeds, closed
up in short pods, are small, globose, and of a fine yellow
color.
2. The black soybean or coffee-like bean (fagiuolo da
caffè) (Soja hispida nigra) has leaves of a dark green color.
The hairs are very dense in whatever part of the plant they
are observed, they are long and coarse. The flowers have a
purple coloration. The seeds, of a brown color, are of a size
that is bigger than those of the preceding variety. It is the
variety that is perhaps the most rustic (rusticano) and that is
capable of achieving the greatest development.
3. The early soybean (Soja hispida precox), so named
because it brings its pods to maturity before the others,
is rather productive but it requires good exposures, since
it can suffer from spring frosts. It is very similar to the
yellow variety, from which it is differentiated by its lesser
development.
4. The green soybean (Soja hispida viridis) has
yellow flowers and seed that are smaller than those of the
other varieties. It provides a good yield and is very rustic
(rusticano).
5. The white soybean (Soja hispida alba), cultivated
with great profit in Bohemia. It is confused by many with the
white string bean (fagiolina bianca) (Dolichos catiang alba),
even though it has differences that are not unimportant in the
development of the stem, in the coloration of the flowers, and
in the shape of the seed.
6. The Étampes soybean, which is justly prized in
France for its big yield and for its noteworthy development.
According to several agronomists, it ought to be a derivation
of the yellow variety.
7. The crescent-shaped soybean (Soja hispida lunata),
called this way because of a dark coloration that the seed has
at the hilum and because of the fact that it has the shape of a
scythe, distantly reminiscent of the shape of a quarter moon.
It has bluish flowers and is rather productive.
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8. The late soybean (Soja ispida serotina [sic–Soja
hispida serotina]), called this way because it brings its seeds
to maturity later than the other varieties. It is recommended
for its great development of leaves and foliage.
9. The variegated soybean (Soja hispida diversa), called
this way because of the small dark markings that exist on the
seed. It is very productive but not very rustic (rusticana).
10. The early Podolia soybean (Soia precoce di
Podolia), noteworthy for its development and for the size
of its seeds, which have a brown coloration. It is one of the
preferable varieties, provided that the location in which it is
cultivated is not subjected to late frosts.
11. The reddish-brown soybean (Soia rosso bruna) is
not cultivated very much, even though it has fairly good
development and is capable of providing a good yield.
The different varieties are distinguished not only by the
development of the leaves, by the color of the flowers, and
by that of the seeds, but rather by the size of the seeds and
by the number of seeds contained in one kg: a number that
varies between seven thousand and twelve thousand. We
shall speak about the cultivation in a later edition.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. Illustrations (line drawings; facing p. 276)
show three different full-size views of the soybean plant,
including: (1) Plant with roots. (2) Stem, leaves and pods. (3)
Stem and pods.

Note 3. This document apparently contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Hungary, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Hungary (1860). The source of these soybeans
is unknown. This date seems too early–being 16 years before
Friedrich Haberlandt (of Vienna) sent soybeans to Hungary
to be tested.
Note 4. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Sept. 2020) that uses the term fagiole de café [coffee
bean] to refer to the soybean.
Note 5. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Sept. 2020) that mentions the soybean in connection
with coffee. Address: Italy.
777. Ishisaka, S. 1905. Shôyu-jôzô [Analysis of the oil
obtained as a by-product of shoyu fermentation]. Yakugaku
Zasshi (J. of the Pharmaceutical Society of Japan) No. 281.
p. 589-99. June. [Jap]
778. Kitao, G.; Akiyama, T. 1905. Miso, shôyu-chû ka
kuroru tetsu ni yotte sarichiru-san to kokuji no hanno o
tei suru seibun ni tsuki, dai ikkai hôkoku [A constituent of
miso and shoyu which gives, with ferric chloride, a reaction
similar to that of salicylic acid]. Yakugaku Zasshi (J. of the
Pharmaceutical Society of Japan) No. 280. p. 483-88. June.
[Jap; eng]
• Summary: This constituent is thought to be tyrosine,
which is a decomposition product of albuminous matter
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contained in the raw material. Authors also give the results of
experiments on that constituent and the distinction between it
and salicylic acid.
779. Smith, Clinton D. 1905. Legumes other than alfalfa.
Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 227.
p. 165-84. June.
• Summary: The summary (p. 165) states: “4. Soy beans are
now grown in all parts of Michigan. The tests discriminate
between varieties designed to produce abundant forage and
those bred to produce abundant seed. Of the former the
medium green, early black, and yellow are leading sorts, of
the latter the Ogemau [Ogemaw], the rather small Ito San,
and government 9413 are good types.”
The section titled “The experiments” gives details on
many leguminous crops tested in 1903 under the supervision
of Mr. Bronson Barlow. Named soy bean varieties tested
from July to Sept. 1903 (p. 172-73) are: Early Black, Extra
Early Black, Medium Green, Ito San, Medium Green,
Ogemaw, Yellow, and Wood’s. A table (p. 173) gives the
yield of soybeans per acre (in lb) of grain and straw. The
yields per acre of grain by named variety are:
Early Black 830
Ogemaw 570
Medium Green 700
Medium Green [#2] 970 [the highest]
Medium Green, selected 610
Ito San 860
Ito San [#2] 610
Early Black 440
Also tested (p. 174-75) were: Gosha, Rukigira (also
spelled Rukigiri), and Rokugetsue [Rokugatsu?].
The section titled “Soy beans and other legumes as
green manures” (p. 180-83) compares two varieties of soy
beans (Medium Green and Ogemaw) and four other legumes
(cowpeas, Vicia globosa, clover, and June clover). One
etymologically interesting sentence reads: “Another soy, the
Ogemaw, was also examined and its composition is recorded
below.” Tables (p. 181-82) show: (1) Comparison of the
weight (in pounds) of forage and roots from six legumes
produced in an area of 12 square feet. (2) Based on the first
table, the chemical composition of the forage, roots, and
nodules of each of the six crops analyzed above. (3) The
weight (in lb) of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash found
in each of the six crops. Medium green soy is highest in
nitrogen, Ogemaw soy is highest in phosphoric acid, and
clover (new seeding) is highest in potash.
The last section titled “Ensiloing soy beans” (p. 184)
reports that silage made of soy beans alone and put into
the silo on 15 Sept. 1904 “had a peculiar and unpleasant
odor.” A table shows the composition of the silage. Address:
M.S., Director of the Station Council, Agricultural College,
Michigan.

780. Leitmeritzer Zeitung (Leitmeritz). 1905. Nach
japanischer Anschauung [According to the Japanese view].
35(50):13. July 1. [Ger]
• Summary: The Chinese and the Japanese have a special art
of preparing ferns with soybeans (Soyabohnen). Specifically,
a normally sweet bean sauce (Bohnensauce) is selected for
cold preparation and a savory one for the hot. The Japanese
Club in London recently held a fern meal, and all of the
guests found the vegetable tender and extraordinarily
flavorful.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
781. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1905. Woods seed potatoes in
cold storage for late planting (Ad). Washington Post. July 6.
p. 9.
• Summary: Near the bottom of the ad: “We are headquarters
for Cow Peas, Soja Beans, Millet Seed, Sorghums, etc.
Seasonable price-list telling all about seeds for summer
planting, mailed on request.” Note: The soja bean has been
demoted since 1904. Address: Richmond, Virginia.
782. Country Gentleman. 1905. Peas and beans for ensilage.
Are they a success? (Letter to the editor). 70(2737):652-53.
July 13.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–There has been
a great deal in your paper and others of late in reference
to using cow peas or soy beans for ensilage. A number of
people that have used these legumes tell me that they make
siloes which are offensive, and will not keep. The great
trouble with farmers here in Connecticut is the large amount
of money which we pay out for grain. It is not the stuff we
raise that keeps us poor, but it is the stuff we buy, and it has
occurred to me that ensilage made out of three parts of corn
(using the ears with the stalks) and one part of cow peas or
soybeans, the two cut together and mixed in the silo together,
would make a well-balanced ration–a ration that would do
away with grain bills entirely. I would like information: First,
as to the experience of your readers with soybeans and how
& when used for ensilage; second, whether one part of cow
peas or soybeans would make a well-balanced ration with
two or three parts of corn. C.M.J. New Britain, Conn.
“I suppose the reply to my letter about soybean-corn
combination is what is published in reply to that on p. 584. In
the same issue you publish Humphrey Jones’ article, which
is calculated to further mislead those who want information,
and do not care to risk their entire winter’s ensilage or
to spoil their milk or butter. Now why not look into this
question thoroughly, bring Mr. Dawley up to the mark
and tell us just what is the right thing to do? A Wisconsin
bulletin gives the scheme a distinctly ‘black eye.’ It was Mr.
Dawley’s recommendation that led me to plant 12 acres of
the stuff, because I thought he was a reliable man not given
to talking for talk’s sake; yet here we are left high and dry
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without any advice that is advice in the matter. Fairmont.
Ben Avon, Pennsylvania.
“[Answer by Prof. H.H. Wing.] The high price of
commercial feed stuffs for the last three or four years has
turned the attention of farmers particularly to the possibility
of producing a larger supply of the necessary protein on the
farm. Naturally the various leguminous forage plants have
been looked to for this purpose, and much experimenting
has been done in the last few years in trying to raise some
of the leguminous crops in connection with corn, in order to
produce ensilage from the mixed corn and leguminous crop
that should have, If not sufficient protein for the needs of the
cow, at least considerably more than the corn alone would
furnish. For this purpose the soy bean and southern cow pea
have been used, in some cases with at least fair success; but
not enough has yet been done to determine how far either
one of these crops is going to be of general adaptability for
the purpose. In some cases the corn and the leguminous crop
have been grown separately and mixed as they were put into
the silo.
“During the last season the Wisconsin Experiment
Station has made some experiments in which cows were fed
with corn ensilage, ensilage made from a mixture of corn and
soybeans, and ensilage made from soybeans alone. In the
case where the clear soy-bean ensilage was used, the results
were not favorable, the milk produced having undesirable
flavors, and the cows not eating the ensilage readily. The
ensilage from the mixed corn and soybeans seems to have
been at least as good as that from corn alone. The corn and
soybeans were mixed in the ratio of about 6 to 1.
“The only objection therefore to the use of leguminous
crops in the way indicated above, seems to be some danger
to the quality of the milk if soy beans are used in too large
an amount. Experience so far goes to show that there is little
danger, where corn and soybeans or southern cow peas are
grown together, of producing too much of either of the latter,
and those who have planted these crops together need have
little fear that the ensilage produced from them will not be
perfectly safe to use for milk production.
“Prof. Smith’s Opinion.
“Eds. Country Gentleman–A statement in regard to
the use of soybeans with corn for ensilage in your issue
of June 29 (p. 606) seems to demand attention. At the
Wisconsin Experiment Station, Profs. F.W. Woll and George
C. Humphrey undertook some experiments with soy-bean
ensilage as a food for dairy cows. The results are reported
in the Twenty-first Annual Report of that station at page
67. I quote from that report: ‘For the past two years, the
department of agronomy of this station has conducted trials
in growing soy beans on our experiment farm and elsewhere
in the state, and has, in general, obtained promising results
as regards the production of this crop in sections where
Indian corn will ripen. Under these conditions it was deemed
desirable to investigate the value of soybeans for siloing

purposes, and about 1.7 acres of soy beans were accordingly
placed in the silo in the university dairy barn as a trial, in the
forenoon of Sept. 18, 1903. The beans at this time were full
sized and firm, but were not ripe, the leaves and stems being
still green. Fourteen tons of soy beans were siloed in all.”
“Remember that the corn-soy-bean ensilage had very
little soy beans in it in this test. At the Michigan station,
an ensilage was put up that had practically one-third its
weight of soy beans, although at present writing the exact
proportions are not remembered. When this ensilage was
fed this spring, the same objectionable odor obtained that
was noted by Woll and Humphrey, and the same bad flavor
in the butter. Undoubtedly a smaller proportion of soy beans
would have made this flavor less pronounced, but why
deal with a legume for this purpose that carries with it this
danger? Repeated trials have not demonstrated a similar bad
smell when either the Red Speckled or the Southern Prolific
bean has been used with corn. Besides, the latter kinds of
beans are harvested with the stalks of corn to which they
cling, while the soy beans hardly reach up to the bands of
the bundles when the beans and corn are harvested together.
Some observations lead me to believe that the growing of the
beans with the corn does not lessen the yield of corn. There
is some faith to be put in the symbiotic action of the legume.
My thesis is that the other beans are better than the soy. If the
proportion of soy beans be large enough to be of practical
importance, there is danger of the presence of the bad smell.–
C.D. Smith.
“Michigan Exp’t Station” (Continued).
783. Country Gentleman. 1905. Peas and beans for ensilage.
Are they a success? (Letter to the editor). 70(2737):652-53.
July 13.
• Summary: (Continued). “Comments by the Editors.
“These opinions of two of the soundest authorities on
this continent concerning the corn-soy-bean combination
merely show that as yet the doctors are inclined to disagree.
We must ask ‘Fairmont’ to excuse us from taking a decided
stand on a question the certain answer to which has not yet
been reached by human experience. We shall be happy to
weigh the evidence and to publish the experience of those
who have tried this combination, but we are not engaged
in prophecy and we cannot undertake to say whether Prof.
Wing or Prof. Smith will come out ahead.
“It is clear that the bad results in the Wisconsin
experiments were obtained with a pure soy-bean ensilage
and that the combination of corn with soy beans appeared
to give satisfactory results. The corn and soy beans being
mixed at a ratio of about 6 to 1, the limit of safety is defined
with a fair degree of accuracy. If we were in ‘Fairmont’s’
place, we should not hesitate to ensilo the 12 acres of corn
and soy beans, provided the proportion of soy beans is
not substantially greater than that used in the Wisconsin
experiments.
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“On the other hand, if we were to make a fresh start,
we should regard Prof. Smith’s caution and plant the Red
Speckled or Southern Prolific instead of the soy bean with
the corn, not only for the sake of avoiding the possibility
of a bad odor, but because of the greater convenience in
harvesting the long, clinging beanstalk with the corn.”
784. Douglas (J.M.) & Co. 1905. Lea & Perrins’: The
genuine Worcestershire Sauce (Ad). Toronto Daily Star
(Canada). July 15. p. 19.
• Summary: A large illustration shows a waiter carrying to
steaming bowl of soup to the table.
“’Beg pardon, Sir.
“Alphonse says as ‘ow the grocer didn’t send ‘im Lea &
Perrins’ Sauce, Sir.
“The bottle looked the same, Sir–hand ‘e didn’t notice
the label. Sir.
“Sorry, Sir, that the soup hisn’t seasoned just right, Sir.
“’Alphonese, Sir, says has ‘ow hit wont ‘appen hagain,
Sir.’” Address: Canadian agents, Montreal [Quebec, Canada].
785. Country Gentleman. 1905. Horticultural department.
Editorial notes: cover crops. 70(2738):668. July 20.
• Summary: “The time is rapidly approaching when cover
crops must be sown. While the practice of growing cover
crops in the orchard has not become so nearly universal as
one might have expected, it has been pretty widely adopted
by the best fruit growers. It would be too much to say that
cover crops are an absolute necessity or that they are an
unqualified success under all conditions, but in general they
may be freely recommended. Buckwheat is probably the best
non-leguminous cover crop for northern orchards, and in
some ways one of the best of any class. Its great advantage is
in the ease with which it germinates at this time of the year
and the certainty of securing a good stand. Of the other nonleguminous cover crops, winter rye is the most satisfactory.
On the whole, however, nitrogen-gathering plants are to be
preferred. In the southern states, cow peas are perhaps the
best of all. In the middle latitudes, crimson clover furnishes
an excellent alternative. In the more northern states common
clover is still used considerably, but better results can usually
be secured with soy beans or vetch. The seed of winter vetch
is expensive, but the summer vetch seed costs much less,
and the plant seems to be almost as good as a cover crop.
Soybeans are the most successful when planted fairly early
in drills. If these drills are put two and one-half feet apart,
one or two cultivations can be given between the rows of
beans after they are planted. This makes it possible to sow
cover crops even as early as June 10.”
A large photo (2 columns wide) shows: “A cover crop of
soy beans sown broadcast”–apparently in an orchard.
786. Country Gentleman. 1905. The use of lime–II.
70(2738):664. June 20.

• Summary: “The Ohio Experiment Station has carried
forward a series of experiments testing the value of lime on
the rather light soils of the station farm. On a certain series of
plats, one end was limed while the other was not. The lime
was applied to the corn after plowing and before planting the
seed. The rotation was corn, oats, wheat, clover and timothy.
The clover failed in 1902 and 1903, and soy beans were
substituted. In 1903 the corn was ruined by grubs, and was
not taken into account in the tables.”
787. Korentschewski, W.; Zimmermann, A. 1905. Sanitaerhygienische Untersuchung des chinesischen Bohnenoeles
[A sanitary-hygienic investigation of Chinese soybean oil].
Chemiker-Zeitung 29(58):777-78. July 22. [Ger]
• Summary: Some 20 different species of these beans are
sold under the name ‘doutsa,’ some being used as human
food, others as fodder for cattle, and others again for the
extraction of the oil. A kind of vermicelli is also prepared
from certain species. The oil is expressed by means of
primitive plants in the Chinese factories and exported
in large quantities to Japan and Korea. The method of
extraction consists in first crushing the beans into caked
masses by means of mill stones, then heating them on stone
slabs until the appearance of vapors, and finally expressing
them in an iron receptacle. As first obtained the oil is turbid,
but after some time becomes clear, the deposit consisting
of sand particles and vegetable fibres. Only the clear oil
is exported, but the turbid oil is sold locally. It has a faint
odor recalling that of Chinese wood (tung) oil, is bland
to the taste, and of a dark brown colour. Four commercial
samples examined by the authors (one being obtained direct
from the factory in Kharbin [Harbin]) gave the following
results:–Water, 0.3 to 1.80 per cent.; specific gravity at 15ºC,
0.9264 to 0.9287; solidification point, -14.6º to -15.3ºC;
saponification value, 207.9 to 212.6; ester value, 203.9 to
207.7; insoluble fatty acids, 93.6 to 94.28 per cent.; iodine
value (Hübl), 114.8 to 137.2; solidification point of fatty
acids, 16ºC to 17.3ºC; melting point of fatty acids, 20ºC to
21ºC; Maumené test, 102º to 116ºC; and acid value 1.86
to 15.46. It was concluded that the oil contained a large
proportion of oleïn. Practical tests showed that the oil was
readily absorbed by the system and possessed a high food
value.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2000)
that mentions tung oil. Address: 1. Dr.; 2. Mag. pharm.;
Both: Aus dem chemisch-bakteriologischen Laboratorium
des I. Militaerhospitals in Charbin (Chemical-Bacteriological
Lab., I. Military Hospital, Harbin, Manchuria).
788. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inquiries and answers:
Fodder (Letter to the editor). 70(2739):686. July 27.
• Summary: “What is the best way for me to keep corn, cow
peas and soybeans for winter feeding? As I keep only two
cows, I don’t want to go to the expense of a silo (1). What
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is the quickest-growing fodder corn that I can plant now for
green feeding? Owing to lack of rain, my pasture is all dried
up, and I must get some green feed quick for my two cows,
so as to keep them in milk. (2) Should fodder corn be planted
in drills or broadcast? (3) Is crimson clover any good for
feeding? Which is best, green or dry? (4) F.M. Ridgewood,
New Jersey.”
Ans: “Corn can readily be cured into fodder and cow
peas and soy beans may also be field cured. They should
be cut as soon as the seeds are well formed, and especially
before the soy beans get hard and woody. 2. Any early
variety of sweet corn will do to plant now for quick growth
but it is probable that millet will give quicker and better
returns, provided there is moisture enough to germinate
it. 3. The corn should be planted rather thickly in drills. 4.
Crimson clover is a valuable plant for fodder, either green or
dried into hay.”
789. France Militaire (La) (Paris). 1905. La Guerre RussoJaponaise: La cuisson des aliments dans l’armée japonaise
[The Russo-Japanese War: The cooking of foods in the
Japanese army]. 6(6464):1. July 27. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: We borrow the following interesting details
from the Streffleurs Oesterreichische Militaerische
Zeitschrift. The Japanese soldier does not eat bread, which
greatly simplifies supply operations, making it unnecessary
to construct bakeries or to carry fresh bread–which is very
cumbersome. Moreover, meat is not as important to the
Japanese as it is to European armies. Japanese soldiers
can easily do without meat, for they are not accustomed to
eat it regularly; they are content with rice and dried fish,
provisions which are easily transported and distributed.
When they are given meat, it is cut into small morsels and
stewed with vegetables. They eat it with a sort of piquant
sauce (sauce piquante) [i.e., soy sauce].
The Japanese eat their meals cold voluntarily–even
canned meat.
790. Eaton (T.) Co., Ltd. 1905. Eaton’s July sale news (Ad).
Toronto Daily Star (Canada). July 28. p. 12.
• Summary: The section titled “You’re the doctor” states:
“Pure, fresh, clean foods go a long way toward keeping you
right, and that’s the kind of food we offer every day.”
“Lee and Langley’s imported Worcestershire Sauce,
special per bottle 10¢.” Address: 190 Yonge St., Toronto.
791. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1905. Seed distribution. Transvaal
Agricultural Journal 3(12):745-749. July.
• Summary: “The increasing interest taken by farmers in
cultural experiments, the great demand for seed of new or
improved varieties of agricultural crops, and the need for
information as to which varieties are best suited for the
very varied climate and soil conditions of different parts
of the Transvaal, make it desirable to continue the system

of co-operative experiments started in the season of 19034, and extended last year. Five hundred and twenty-nine
farmers were carrying on experiments in cooperation with
the Department last year, and 781 separate consignments of
seeds, numbering 4,387 different packets, were sent out.”
Under Section C–Leguminous Forage Crops we read (p.
749): “43. Soy bean (Glycine hispida).–Annual, valued for
ensilage and soiling; the feeding value of this bean has been
found to be greater than that of any other known forage crop,
except the Ground-nut.” Address: F.L.S., F.R.G.S., F.R.Met.
Soc., Government Agrostologist and Botanist.
792. Clement, Ernest W. 1905. Mito samurai and British
sailors in 1824. Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan
33:86-123. July. See p. 113, 122. Read May 17, 1905. [5 ref]
• Summary: In 1638, Tokugawa Iemitsu, the 3rd Tokugawa
shogun, issued his famous edict with two parts: First, it
prohibited foreigners from landing on the coast of Japan.
Second, it prohibited Japanese from leaving Japan. Only a
limited amount of trade was permitted at Nagasaki with the
Dutch and the Chinese.
Yet no policy, no matter how stringent, could prevent
the winds and currents from carrying foreign vessels to the
Japanese shores. The seclusion became even more difficult
to enforce after about 1750, when whaling and merchant
vessels began to frequent the waters of the Pacific Ocean.
Page 88 cites three documents that discuss the attempts
made before Commodore Perry’s visit to open intercourse
with Japan. Mito was a fief (han) on the eastern cost of Japan
just northeast of today’s Tokyo. Before 1824 various western
ships were seen off the coast. “In 1823, some fishermen
discovered a foreign ship off the coast of Hitachi [a village
in Mito] and had an opportunity to go aboard. In the ship
they found many swords, guns, etc.; and they saw the crew
getting oil from whales.” The crew of one stranded ship
landed, and attacked and robbed the people, throwing them
into confusion.
On about June 24, twelve foreigners [British] landed at
the village of Hitachi. They attempted to communicate with a
villager, and succeeded at basics; the story is told by Aizawa
An, a prominent Mito samurai.
In The Leading men of Japan, by Charles Lanman
[1883] we read (p. 283): “According to the native annals,
the coast of Japan was visited by foreign vessels in 1637,
1673, 1768, 1791, 1793, 1796, 1803, 1808, 1813, and
1829.” In 1846 two American ships first arrived at Nagasaki
[then Tokyo Bay] under Commander James Biddle, and
Commander Matthew C. Perry made his visit in 1853, made
memorable by resulting in a treaty with the United States.
In 1854, Sir James Stirling, an English admiral, visited
Nagasaki, and also concluded a treaty with Japan;... Perry
“opened” Japan primarily for the U.S. whaling industry. In
1824 British sailors landed in Japan.
Page 113: “Kuhachiro and Tôzô received the following
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provisions for three days’ use: 3 shô of rice, 6 seki of miso, 6
seki of salt.
“The following are the provisions for horses: 2 shô 1
gô of soja bean, 1 shô 2 gô of rice-bran, 9 kwan of hay and
straw. These were to be used for three days...”
Footnotes (p. 110, 113, 122): 1 shô = about 1.5 quarts.
1 seki is about 0.03 pint. 1 gô is about 0.3 pint. 1 kwan is
8.2673 lbs. 1 hiki is ¼ sen [a small unit of Japanese money].
Page 122: “6 seki and 6 sai* of miso... 3 gô and 5 seki of
soja beans.” Address: M.A.
793. Fields, John. 1905. Report of the Director. Oklahoma
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 14:15-27.
For the year 1904. See p. 20.
• Summary: The section titled “Agricultural Department”
(p. 19-20) states (p. 20): “Variety tests of cowpeas and field
trials of soy beans are also being made.”
Note: Burlison is not listed on the Staff page. However
he does appear on that page in the 1906-1907 Report as
“B.S., Assistant in Agronomy.” Address: B.S., Director,
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College–Agric. Exp.
Station, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
794. Ingle, Herbert. 1905. The chemical section: Further
notes on the nitrogen-fixing bacteria. Transvaal Agricultural
Journal 3(12):725-28. July.
• Summary: “In the last number of the ‘Journal’ a brief
account was given of the present position of our knowledge
of these organisms and of the methods of utilising them in
enriching the soil in nitrogen.
“In the course of the article the possibility of our soils
being already provided with organisms capable of producing
tubercles on the roots of leguminous crops was mentioned,
though the writer had at that time rarely observed or heard of
the occurrence of such tubercles.
“Recently, however, considerable evidence has been
adduced to prove that the necessary organisms do occur in
the Transvaal, and that in the case of several plants, nodular
swellings are frequently to be found on the roots.
“Mr. C.E. Legat, the Conservator of Forests, informs
me that he has noticed that many of the native leguminous
trees (acacias, etc.) commonly possess tubercles on the
roots. At the Skinner’s Court Experiment Grounds soy-beans
have been observed to possess them, though in this case it
is extremely probable that the organisms giving rise to the
nodules were brought in with the seeds...”
“As to the likelihood of the organisms or their spores
being introduced with the seed, it is well to remember that
the actual organisms inhabit the root tubercles only, and
cannot, so far as is known, travel in the plant to the flower
or seed. They apparently, however, can escape into the
soil. possibly after the death and decay of the host plant. If
seed contains the germs of the nitrogen-fixing organisms,
therefore, it does so in all probability because of its being

contaminated with particles of the soil in which the parent
plant grew. Such contamination is much more likely to occur
with large seeds, which are readily shed on the ground, and
have to be collected from the surface (e.g., frequently with
the soy-bean), than with the smaller seed like lucerne or
clover, which could not be conveniently collected if scattered
before harvesting.” Address: B.Sc., F.I.C., F.C.S.
795. Kurihara, T. 1905. Shôyu-chû shibashiba ganyu suru
biryo no sanri yaji-san ni tsuite [On a minute quantity of
salicylic acid often contained in shoyu]. Yakugaku Zasshi
(J. of the Pharmaceutical Society of Japan) No. 281. p. 599600. July. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: The salicylic acid comes from the cask used
in holding the shoyu. Address: Eisei Shikensho, Kurihara,
Hyogo-ken, Japan.
796. Rorer, S.T. (Mrs.). 1905. Dishes from woods and
wayside weeds. Ladies’ Home Journal 22:101. July.
• Summary: “The little wild chicken grapes, unpalatable,
small and full of seeds, make very good vinegar, but are
practically useless for any other purpose. A good salad
vinegar may be made by mixing wild grape vinegar with the
ordinary malt vinegar of commerce. Season with tarragon,
Tabasco, soy, garlic and celery.”
797. Sawamura, Shin. 1905. Nattô no saikin ni tsukite [On
the microorganisms in natto]. Nogakkai Kaiho (J. of the
Scientific Agricultural Society, Japan) No. 67. p. 1-6. July.
[Jap]
• Summary: This is Sawamura’s earliest known paper
concerning natto.
798. Skinner, John H. 1905. Soy beans, middlings and
tankage, as supplemental feeds in pork production. Indiana
(Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 108.
p. 13-32. July. [3 ref]
• Summary: The objects of the test were: 1. “to determine
the value of [ground] soybeans as a supplement to corn
in pork production and to encourage farmers to grow
their own protein for hogs. 2. To compare soy beans with
middlings and tankage as supplements to corn, and add
new data to previous experiments with these feeds. 3. To
emphasize again the deficiency of corn as a sole ration for
pork production and point out more economical methods of
feeding and utilizing corn.”
Soy beans were grown on the University and yielded
about 25 bu/acre without fertilizer. Their value as a feed was
given as $33.33 per ton, before grinding. The results: “1. Soy
beans proved to be a very valuable adjunct to corn, being
the most efficient feed tested. 2. Pigs fed a ration of one part
soy beans to two parts of corn produced two and one-fifth
times as much gain in the same length of time as did those
receiving corn only...
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“Indiana swine growers would do well to investigate
the merits of soy beans. They can be easily grown and will
furnish a home grown supply of protein in a very desirable
form... In conclusion, it may be said of soy beans that they
are easily grown, are productive, bring nitrogen to the soil,
withstand drouth well, are rich in protein and fat, and furnish
an efficient feed to combine with corn in pork production.
Corn alone is not a profitable feed for growing, fattening
swine.”
Photos (p. 30-31) show a comparison of pigs fed on: (1)
Corn meal only; (2) One-half corn meal, one-half middlings;
(3) Two-thirds corn meal, one-third soy bean meal [probably
ground whole soybeans]; and (4) Five-sixths corn meal, onesixths tankage.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014)
that contains the word “tankage” in connection with soy.
The section titled “Tankage” (p. 20) states: “Tankage is
a by-product of the packing houses [slaughter houses],
manufactured especially for feeding purposes. It is made
from meat residues, scraps of fat, bone, etc., obtained from
animals pronounced free from disease. These meat materials
are dumped into a large tank and thoroughly cooked under
pressure. The grease is removed from the surface and the
residue is then dried at a high temperature. Later, it is
ground, screened, and placed in bags for shipment. The high
temperature employed destroys all disease germs which
might be present. The product, when well prepared, is
therefore a safe feed for pigs.”
Note: The “Digester tankage” used in this experiment,
from Swift & Co. in Chicago., sold for $33.00 per ton–the
same as soy beans (p. 19). Tankage is also used as a fertilizer.
Address: B.S., Animal Husbandry, LaFayette, Tippecanoe
County, Indiana.
799. Los Angeles Times. 1905. Brevities. Aug. 4. p. II8.
• Summary: “C.V. Piper, a government expert on forage and
fertilizer, has been spending some time with Superintendent
Mills of the Arlington Heights Fruit Company [Riverside,
California], studying the fertilizer problem of the orange
region. Arrangements were made for planting experimental
plots of vetches, soy beans, Newman beans, Mango beans,
Grecian beans, and about a dozen other leguminous plants
that are being used in different parts of the world to restore
the fertility of orchard soils.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2017)
concerning Charles Vancouver Piper and soy beans.
Therefore he was aware of the soy bean by Aug. 1905.
800. Country Gentleman. 1905. Virginia–Norfolk, Aug. 3.
70(2741):727. Aug. 10.
• Summary: “July 1905 gave us 7.22 inches rain and two
warm days, the 18th and 19th, when the thermometer
reached 94º. This liberal rainfall and genial warmth caused
rapid growth of weeds and grass. Peas, crimson clover and

soja beans should be sown liberally in every corn field when
it is laid by, and before the weeds get a foothold. Every acre
not cropped during July and August should be harrowed
down level and smooth, so that the mower and the rake will
run over it nicely, and allowed to come into crab grass, a
native annual which is worth nearly as much as clover to
feed on the farm. Such grass, if the land be in good heart,
such as land from which a potato crop has been taken, will
yield from one to two tons per acre, worth $12 to $13 per ton
when clover is worth $14 or timothy $16.
“A.J.”
801. Korentschewski, W.; Zimmermann, A. 1905. Sanitaerhygienische Untersuchung des chinesischen Bohnenoeles
[A sanitary-hygienic investigation of Chinese soybean oil
(Abstract)]. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und HarzIndustrie (Hamburg, Germany) 12(8):190-91. Aug. [1 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of a Germanlanguage article with the same authors and title published
in 1905 in Chemiker-Zeitung 29(58):777-78. July 22.
Address: 1. Dr.; 2. Mag. pharm.; Both: Aus dem chemischbakteriologischen Laboratorium des I. Militaerhospitals in
Charbin (Chemical-Bacteriological Lab., I. Military Hospital,
Harbin, Manchuria).
802. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1905.
China: Fertilizing material wanted. No. 299. Aug. p. 14-15.
• Summary: In China, there is unlimited opportunity to sell
modern fertilizers. Most of the country’s land has been under
intensive cultivation for some two thousand years. Current
medical knowledge is forcing a change from old methods to
help prevent typhoid, and the advantage of modern fertilizers
is coming to be appreciated. The principal commercial
fertilizer in China is presently [soy] bean cake. The port
of Niuchwang [Newchwang] alone ships bean cake to the
value of $5,000,000 gold a year, most of it coming to lower
Chinese coast ports. It is one of the chief commodities in
the trade of Amoy, Swatow, and similar coast ports. China
also typically ships about $3,800,000 worth of bean cake
abroad each year, mostly to Japan, but the war interfered
considerably with the sale last year. Address: Washington,
DC.
803. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1905.
Japan: Principal articles imported. No. 299. Aug. p. 30.
• Summary: A table shows the value of the principal imports
to Japan during the first six months of the calendar years
1904 and 1905. The amount imported is not given. “Oil
cake” increased dramatically from $728,000 in 1904 to
$3,033,000 in 1905. “Beans, pease and pulse” increased
from $1,501,000 in 1904 to $2,479,000 in 1905. The largest
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imports in 1905 were cotton (raw) $34,221,000 and rice
$19,872,000. Address: Washington, DC.
804. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1905.
Conditions in Manchuria. No. 2355. p. 7-8. Sept. 8.
• Summary: “Consul-General Sammons, writing from
Niuchwang [Newchwang], Manchuria, calls attention to
prevailing conditions in an interesting report. He says:
“Ever since the Japanese-Chinese war prices in
Manchuria have been advancing. In land there has been a
“boom.” Small tracts that were purchased a few years ago
for small sums are now being disposed of at small fortunes.
Desirable tracts in the foreign settlement sell as high as
$8,000 and $9,000 gold per acre. These extraordinary prices
have not been permanently established, and it is felt that
after the war is over there will be a gradual falling off in land
values and rentals.”
“There is a congestion of Japanese merchants as well
as of goods from practically all nations at Niuchwang. The
Japanese consul at Niuchwang has advised many of his
countrymen not to come to Niuchwang or Manchuria at this
time, but nevertheless the influx continues.
“Below are given comparative average prices of food
stuffs, bean cake, building material, and labor for the years
1899, 1901, 1903, and 1905. American standards are given
below, although in the local markets catties and piculs in
weights, Japanese war notes Niuchwang taels, and Mexican
dollars are used. Laborers work, on an average, nine hours
per day, often including Sundays. The figures represent gold
prices.
The price of [soya] beans (per pound) was 0.0075 in
1899, 0.010 in 1901, 0.012 in 1903, and 0.017 in 1905.
The price of [soya] bean oil (per pound) was 0.033 in
1899, 0.038 in 1901, 0.043 in 1903, and 0.05 in 1905.
The price of [soya] bean cakes * (per ton) was 15.12 in
1899, 16.80 1901, 18.48 in 1903, and 20.16 to 30.00 in 1905.
Footnote: * “Bean cake is sold in units of ten pieces,
weighing 52 catties, or 69.33 pounds, each. The price for ten
pieces has varied from $16.50 to $22.50, Japanese war notes,
during the season of 1905. The rise in the price of bean cake
is partially due to the decrease in the value of silver.”
805. Neues Wiener Journal (Vienna). 1905. Feuilleton:
Japans Erfolge in hygienischer Beleuchtung [Features:
Japan’s success in hygienic lighting]. 13(4267):1-2. Sept. 9.
[Ger]
• Summary: In order to provide an idea of a Japanese dinner,
one such dinner was cited by Lauterer: “Bean cheese soup
(Bohnenkäsesuppe [tofu soup]), omelets, chestnut or fish
dumplings, sea algae (Meeresalgen), and fish or chicken with
lotus root form the hors d’oeuvre; then a soup comes again
made from bean cheese (Bohnenkäse [tofu]), boiled fish, raw
sliced fish, salted old radish or cucumber and lotus roots;”

[the paragraph goes on to describe other non-soy related
dishes.] Bean soup (Bohnensuppe), eggs, and fish in various
preparations are their most common dishes, while rice is
provided at every meal both as an added ingredient or also
by itself.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
806. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1905.
Trade of Korea. The Russian-Japanese War was helpful. No.
2359. p. 5-6. Sept. 13.
• Summary: Now that the war in the East is over, Korea will
come in for a great deal of consideration and discussion,
commercial, financial, and industrial. The year 1904 was one
of the best in Korea’s history. The war helped rather than
hindered trade, the commercial highways being held open.
Cereals yielded large crops and sold high, both Japan and
Russia buying. Labor was abundantly supplied with work
at good wages. Much of this had to do with the movement
of troops. This brought in millions of dollars of unexpected
and unusual money. It is interesting to note that the Koreans
never had so much money to spend and that they spent it
freely; hence any improvement in Korea or in the East is
bound to be followed by advantages to foreign trade.
“One disadvantage, due doubtless to the war, and partly
to the increased wages, was the increased cost of living. This
advanced 50 per cent, in some cases fully 100 per cent.
“Railways were built in many parts at about $50,000 a
mile, fully $8,000,000 being expended thereon. The gross
value of the foreign trade was a little more than $26,617,487,
of which $13,701,295 was for imports from abroad. The
exports reached $3,466,752.”
“Influence of Japan: A large part of the banking
business is in the hands of Japanese and is tending more
and more toward complete absorption by them. Everywhere
progress and prosperity are marching hand in hand. Natural
hindrances to trade are being overcome by scientific methods
worthy of the West or by expedients worthy of the East.
For example, the shallowness of the river at Chemulpo long
hindered the arrival of large vessels.” The Japanese are
deepening it at considerable cost.
“The latest population figures give Korea 6,000,000
souls, including Ham Keung, a province in the north, under
Russia before the war. Seoul, the capital, has 200,000 and
is constantly increasing. There are 50,000 Japanese in the
Kingdom.”
The railway company controlling traffic between Seoul
and Chemulpo increased freight charges significantly on July
1, with no advanced warning. “The Chinese and Japanese
merchants of Seoul and Chemulpo were the principal
sufferers. The latter, through their chambers of commerce, at
once lodged a protest with the railway company.”
“Opposition service organized: In opposition to the
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railroad these merchants have now organized a service from
Chemulpo up the Han River to Seoul... For some years past
there have been heavy annual shipments of [soya] beans and
pease from Yongsan to Chemulpo, and the steamers running
under the new arrangement will therefore be certain of a
reasonable amount of return cargo.”
807. Country Gentleman. 1905. Virginia–Norfolk, Sept. 8.
70(2746):837. Sept. 14.
• Summary: “August was wetter than usual–giving us 6.83
inches of rain, falling on 11 days. July gave us 7.82 inches,
falling on 12 days. This makes rainfall for the two months 25
inches, falling on 23 different days, a liberal supply and well
distributed.”
“Sweet potatoes promising well. A portion of the latter
crop has been dug and marketed already. Cow peas and soja
beans, a larger acreage than usual, look well. More cow pea
hay and other fodder crops will be stored this fall than usual.
People are tiring of having their hay mow in Michigan. A.J.”
808. Butz, George C. 1905. Farms and farmers. Farm
correspondence: Nitro Cultures. Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). Sept. 18. p. 10.
• Summary: “Early in the year the station secured, through
third parties, specimens of the so-called nitro cultures, sold
by the National Nitro Culture Company of West Chester,
Pennsylvania. These cultures are stated to consist essentially
of the bacteria which produce the so-called tubercles on the
roots of leguminous plants, and thus enable these plants to
acquire nitrogen from the air. In view of the extravagant
claims made for these cultures, it was deemed desirable to
attempt to learn something of their actual value.”
Pot experiments (which are described) were conducted
on four legumes: alfalfa, vetch, soy bean and cow pea. These
experiments “fail to show any beneficial effects from the use
of the quotation semicolon
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2018) that mentions “Nitro Cultures” or the
“National Nitro Culture Company”; it also mentions “Nitro
Cultures” in connection with inoculation of soybeans.
Address: Pennsylvania Experiment Station.
809. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1905.
Manchuria: Average prices for the years 1899, 1901, 1903,
and 1905. No. 300. Sept. p. 112.
• Summary: A table shows the inflationary effect of the war
with Japan. The price of [soy] “bean oil” (in gold dollars per
pound) rose from $0.033 in 1899 to $0.038 in 1901 to $0.043
in 1903 to $0.05 in 1905.
The price of [soy] “bean cake” (in gold dollars per ton)
rose from $15.12 in 1899 to $16.80 in 1901 to $18.48 in
1903 to $20.00 to $30.00 in 1905.
Footnote: “Bean cake is sold in units of ten pieces

weighing 52 catties, or 69.33 pounds, each. The price for ten
pieces has varied from $15.50 to $22.50, Japanese war notes,
during the season of 1905. The rise in the price of bean
cake is partially due to the decrease in the value of silver.”
Address: Washington, DC.
810. Muroi, Zengo. 1905. Miso no hataraki ni tsuite [On the
action of miso]. Kenbikyo (Microscope) No. 66. p. 1-8. Sept.
[Jap]
811. Yoshino, K. 1905. Higo kokusan kinrui [A list of the
parasitic fungi collected in the province of Higo (Japan)].
Botanical Magazine (Tokyo) 19:87-103. May; 19:199-222.
Sept. [Jap]
• Summary: Records occurrence on soybeans of Ascochyta
sp., Cercospora sp., Gloeosporium sp., Hypochnus
cucumeris, Isariopsis griseola, Nectria ipomeae, and
Peronospora viciae.
812. Neuigkeits Welt-Blatt (Vienna). 1905. Japanisches Bier
[Japanese beer]. No. 234. Oct. 13. p. 13, col. 2. [Ger]
• Summary: One can now drink Japanese beer in Germany.
It is called “Higeta Shoyu” (Higeta soy sauce), and it is said
to be the best in all of Japan;
large reserves are stored in the free port of Hamburg. It
is only exported in kegs. It is made using beans, wheat and
rice.
Note: Higeta makes soy sauce but does not make beer.
This article is confused; it is about soy sauce (shoyu).
813. Pinolini, D. 1905. La coltivazione della Soia [The
cultivation of the soybean]. Italia Agricola (L’): Giornale di
Agricoltura 42(19):437-42. Oct. 15. [3 ref. Ita]
• Summary: (Footnote: The botanical characteristics of this
plant were presented in no. 22 of this year on p. 276 et seq.)
Climate: The soybean (soia) is a plant that is
characteristic of temperate regions and may be damaged
by late frosts. It germinates at 12º [C]. According to
Prof. Haberlandt, it comes to be all but destroyed at the
temperature of -6º. The varieties with light-colored seeds are
the more robust ones [rusticane = rustic] while, on the other
hand, those with dark seeds turn out to be more sensitive to
the action of the frosts. It suffers from the effects of drought,
although much less than that of the bean.
Soil: It has a preference for a certain looseness,
coolness, and depth. It also prospers in light soils, as long
as it may enjoy the benefit of irrigation. Soils that are
clayey and compact, such as those that are overwhelmingly
calcareous, are not very suitable for the cultivation of this
legume.
Preparation of the Soil: It requires a soil that has been
worked well and broken up when it is cultivated for the
seeds, while, on the other hand, it can be planted on top
of a simple plowing when it is cultivated for fodder or for
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green manure. A good plowing that has been carried out in
the autumn, followed by a couple of harrowings during the
winter season, are more than sufficient for the good success
of the cultivation.
Fertilizing (Footnote: Grandeau, Journal d’agriculture
pratique [Journal of Practical Agriculture], no. 26 et seq.,
1903.): The fertilizing that has to be carried out on the soil is
approximately the same as that which is carried out for other
legumes.
G. Lechartier separately analyzed the ash of the stems,
the leaves, and the pods of four varieties of soybean that
were cultivated in the experimental fields of the Agronomic
Station in Rennes (Stazione Agronomica di Rennes). The
differences that were detected in the ash of the different
varieties are not very relevant.
Phosphoric acid is found at roughly the usual quantities
in the stems and leaves; it is more abundant in the pods and
comes to be accumulated in the seeds, where it attains its
maximum level.
Potassium is accumulated in the pods, from which it
then migrates to the seeds as they are completed such that at
their maturity, the have reached the greatest quantity of this
material.
Calcium is found especially accumulated in the leaves.
Magnesium behaves roughly like calcium.
Once the blossoming has occurred and the plant
proceeds with its biological cycle–that is, toward the
maturation of the seeds–the composition of the stems and
the leaves is modified as a result of the migration of certain
substances (principi) toward the seeds. This is something
which, however, is known to all, since the same phenomenon
occurs under the same circumstances in all plants.
Starting out from these data, Lechartier arrived at the
determination of the abundance of mineral materials in the
complete plant as considered both at the time at which the
soybean plant is gathered as green fodder and at the harvest
upon the complete maturation of the seeds. The black
soybean has been shown to be richer in potassium and in
phosphoric acid than that of Etampes.
It is understood that the composition of the entire plant
necessarily has to vary depending upon the quantity of
the seeds that enter into the mixture. The proportion of 19
to 20 percent, which corresponds to the
harvest that was obtained by Lechartier, has
to be considered as the smallest possible
one, as other experimenters have obtained
substantially different results, as can be
discerned from the following figures:
Out of 1,000 kg of harvest, at
Casalmaggiore there were:
298 kg of seeds
702 kg of stems and leaves
In the Lower Charente from Dr.
Menudier, once again per 1,000 kg of

harvest:
311.2 kg of seeds
655.8 kg of stems and leaves
Starting out from the results that were obtained from the
various experimenters, Lechartier was able to determine the
quantity of mineral material that was removed by a soybean
harvest, both in the case of the green harvest and at the
complete maturation of the seeds.
In the green fodder: (tables 1 and 2)
With the desire to provide to the soil, by means of
chemical fertilizers, these quantities of materials that were
carried away, it is necessary to use from 200 to 300 kg per
hectare of superphosphates or slag and from 150 to 200 kg of
potassium chloride or potassium sulfate. As far as nitrogen
is concerned–with the exception of a minimum quantity that
is necessary in the earliest stages of the development of the
plant, and which ordinarily is found in the majority of soils–
the farmer does not need to take care of it, given the fact that
this plant, like the other legumes, is capable of utilizing the
nitrogen from the atmosphere.
Thus the nitrogenous fertilizers–both those based on
sodium nitrate and those based on ammonium sulfate–lead
to results that are certainly not satisfying, because they do
not sufficiently compensate for the expenses. The detailed
experiments that have been carried out in that regard by
Adams of Rhode Island fully confirmed that assertion.
It is understood how, with the need to carry out that
cultivation, it is necessary to increase the quantity of
phosphate fertilizers (by doubling it) in order to be certain
that there will not be any deficiency in it.
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The experiments with
fertilizing that were carried
out by Lechartier in Brittany
are worthy of being recalled.
In 1897 in loose soil
that had previously been
fertilized with 100 metric
hundredweight [= 100 kg,
and thus 10,000 kg] of lime
per hectare, right after the
sowing it then received the
following mixture:
400 kg of Thomas slag
400 kg of potassium
chloride
100 kg of sodium nitrate
The following quantities
of fodder were obtained,
harvested in the month of August:
Early soy: 210 metric hundredweight of green fodder,
providing 52 metric hundredweight of hay;
Black soy: 310 metric hundredweight of green fodder,
providing 75 metric hundredweight of hay;
Yellow soy: 280 metric hundredweight of green fodder,
providing 75 metric hundredweight of hay.
In 1899, the black soy and the yellow soy were still
being cultivated on that plot of land, having received an
identical fertilizing except that the slags were substituted by
200 kg of superphosphates. As can be understood well, the
spreading of lime was not renewed in the aforementioned
soil. The green fodder that was harvested per acre was:
Black soy–250 metric hundredweight
Etampes soy–216 metric hundredweight
In 1900, Lechartier proposed to research the influence
of various fertilizing substances on the development of the
plant, determining to what degree it was worthwhile to turn
to nitrogenous fertilizers for the cultivation of this legume.
He employed the following mixture, which he designated as
a complete fertilizer:
Superphosphate–200 kg
Potassium chloride–400 kg
Sodium nitrate–100 kg
Gypsum–200 kg
Then, in other plots of land, he later did away with the
nitrogenous material.
These tests were carried out on areas of equal size that
were planted with the Etampes variety. With half of the land,
the plant was harvested while blossoming, as fodder, while in
the other half, it was kept until the maturity of the seeds.
In 1901, the tests were repeated, reducing the potassium
chloride to 200 kg while, on the other hand, doubling the
quantity of sodium nitrate. On half of the plots, he employed
Thomas slag in the amount of 400 kg instead of the 200 kg
of superphosphate. The sowing of the black variety took

place on May 6, the green harvest on August 31, and the
harvest of the seeds on October 4, obtaining the following
results:
Table 3
[Translator’s note: the unit listed for the two columns of
“Harvest per Hectare” is “Cg”. This seems to be a rare and
archaic abbreviation of the Italian word chilogramma instead
of the standard kg.] (Continued). Address: PhD, Italy.
814. Pinolini, D. 1905. La coltivazione della Soia [The
cultivation of the soybean (Continued–Document part II)].
Italia Agricola (L’): Giornale di Agricoltura 42(19):437-42.
Oct. 15. [3 ref. Ita]
• Summary: (Continued): Examining the figures in this
table, it is noticed how doubling the amount of potassium
does not increase the yield. The slag has a slight influence
that increases with the addition of potassium salt and nitrate.
From his experiences, Lechartier advises to use the following
fertilizing formula per hectare:
200 kg of potassium chloride
200 kg of superphosphate and 400 kg of slag
100 kg of sodium nitrate
I, who have carried out numerous experiments in the
cultivation of this legume, had to ascertain, in order to
have an increased yield, how necessary fertilizing was with
stable manure (20 cartloads per hectare) completed with
300 kg of superphosphate. If the soil were excessively loose
(scioltezza), then it was necessary to add to the fertilizing
material the potash and the gypsum. This fertilizing system
was even carried out by others with good success, both in
Piemonte and in Lombardy.
Timing of Sowing: Sowing is carried out in the spring,
ordinarily in the months of March and April. In Upper Italy,
particularly in cold locations, the most opportune time is
found in the second half of April or in the beginning of May,
so as to not lose the harvest in the case of a late frost that is
capable of causing the drying out of the tender sprouts.
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Based upon the results obtained by Prof. Haberlandt, at a
temperature of -6ºC this legume sustains great damage which
reduces the production by more than 50 percent.
From this fact, it clearly appears how it is more
convenient to delay the sowing.
On three plots of land, the soybeans were placed in the
soil at different times, and specifically: I. Sowing on April
5; duration of germination 23 days II. Sowing on April 28;
duration of germination 17 days II. Sowing on May 15;
duration of germination 12 days
With the occurrence of warm summer days, the latter
sowings reached their complete development in less time,
such that from the end of July to the beginning of August, the
plants were found in full blossoming in all three of the plots.
The varieties with light-colored seeds, being the most
robust ones [rustico = rustic], can be sown the earliest, while
those with a dark color, on the other hand, feel the harshness
of the cold much more and desire to be sown later.
In the locations where irrigation is possible, the soybean
may be cultivated as a second crop, immediately after wheat.
In that case, the cultivation is suitable for having green
fodder or to use it as green manure, since it can provide the
soil with more than 150 kg of nitrogen and thus an excellent
fertilizing cultivation is obtained.
In France, the sowing is done at the beginning of May.
In Hungary, the sowing is carried out at the end of April.
Sowing Methods: Broadcast sowing is not recommended
for this plant, which cannot grow freely and develop as
needed. Sowing in rows is the only method that is advisable
and in fact is the one that is most followed because it
provides the most satisfying results.
In a space that is too restricted in which the plants
are found too close to one another, that impedes the free
circulation of the air and the direct action of the rays of the
sun, thus requiring the plants to spread excessively, resulting
in the stem being too thin and delicate and thus easy to drop
and flatten. The blossoming then proceeds irregularly, the
fertilization is carried out in an incomplete way, and the
seeds turn out to be small and stunted and do not mature
well.
Stanislao [sic–Stanislaw?] Trebiezki in Poland had
curious and extremely successful experiences. On 22 plots of
land, he planted soybeans at different distances, that is, from
10 centimeters to one meter. The treatment was identical, but
the yield that was obtained was different in that the harvest
was almost nothing in the plots where the vegetation had
been imperfect, caused by the sowing being too dense; while
he obtained 80 times the seeds in those plots on which one
meter of distance was kept between each plant.
For the majority of cases, the distance to be maintained
has to be from 25 to 30 centimeters from one plant to another
and from 40 to 50 centimeters from one row to another.
Lechartier advises to keep the rows at a distance of 40
centimeters and the distance from plant to plant in the same

row to be 15 centimeters.
It is worth recommending that before carrying out the
sowing, the seeds be kept in water for around 24 hours such
that the germination can proceed more rapidly and in a
uniform way without interruption.
The quantity of seeds necessary per hectare varies
between 12 and 15 kg if the goal desired is the harvest
of seeds. If, however, it is cultivated as fodder, when it is
necessary to cut it while green, then the planting needs to be
with broadcast sowing and at a much higher quantity. In that
case, from 150 to 200 kilograms can be used.
With regard to the sowing, it can be carried out as with
beans, that is, furrows are made in the soil by means of a
hoe or a plow in such a way that there is the desired distance
between them. The seeds are placed in them and then they
are buried with the how or with a harrow.
In addition, after having evened out the soil, equidistant
furrows can be set up by means of a special rake provided
with robust teeth with a distance between them of from 40 to
45 centimeters, and the seeds are placed in the furrows and
are then covered, as in the preceding case, with a hoe or with
a plow.
If the sizes of the plots are limited, then stakes may be
used with which holes are drilled at the distance desired,
with care being taken that the depths are extremely shallow
and in each one of them, at the most a pair of seeds are
placed (in that way, if one of them turns out to be incapable
of germination, it is compensated for by the other) and they
are filled in at once. It must be advised, though, that with the
seedlings that come up, no more than one single one may be
allowed to develop.
Sowing by machine–for large expanses–would be best
both because of the regularity and the speed of the work and
for the savings with the seeds.
Germination takes place within a period of
approximately 14 days, but only when there is sufficient heat
in combination with a certain level of moisture.
Professor Haberlandt advises farmers to sow soybeans
in suitable nurseries and then subsequently to proceed with
transplanting when the first two leaves have reached good
development. The viticulture school in Morbourg has taken
good advantage of this suggestion, and in the Giornale
agricolo [Agricultural Journal] of Vienna (June 2, 1880),
edited by Hansel, the standards appeared that are necessary
to carry out this operation with a happy result. The stem–
at the time of the transplanting–has to be of a height of
approximately 10 to 15 centimeters. At the aforementioned
time, the seedling already possessed robust roots from which
numerous rootlets branched out which were easily separated
when the uprooting was done with little care. In that case,
one can be certain of failure, because no plant in similar
conditions is capable of coagulating [rappigliare]. If, on the
other hand, the operation is carried out with complete care,
and after having watered the soil well, then the uprooting is
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completed well without being accompanied by the slightest
damage to the roods and the coagulating [rappigliamento]
turns out to be more certain.
This operation requires a great deal of time and may
only be possible in the event that what is dealt with is a
cultivation that is reduced to minimum proportions or when
it is necessary to fill some existing gaps in the cultivation as
a result of some seeds which did not achieve germination.
The sowing of soybeans in suitable seedbeds or in
hotbeds may turn out to be advisable and even expedient
when, in locations that are rather cold, there is the desire
to cultivate the later and more delicate varieties without
delaying the sowing by too much.
Frankly speaking, I have to confess how with myself,
the transplanting turned out to be a very difficult operation
and with an exceptionally great quantity of dead plants,
even though all of the greatest measures of care were used
in uprooting the plants, in planting them in the field, and in
abundantly watering the plot for several days.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: PhD, Italy.
815. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1905. Agricultural
news and views: Mixed feed for hogs. Oct. 19. p. 15.
• Summary: This is a 10-point summary of: Skinner, John H.
1905. “Soy beans, middlings and tankage, as supplemental
feeds in pork production.” Indiana (Purdue) Agric. Exp.
Station, Bulletin No. 108. p. 13-32. July. “1. Soy beans
proved to be a very valuable adjunct to corn, being the most
efficient feed tested.” Soy beans are mentioned repeatedly in
the other nine points.
816. Hartford Daily Courant (Connecticut). 1905.
Agricultural news and views: Matters of interest to soil
tillers. Oct. 19. p. 15.
• Summary: The section titled “Mixed feed for hogs” states”
Professor Skinner of Purdue experiment station, La Fayette,
Indiana, has been experimenting in feeding hogs plain and
mixed rations, and he found that the mixed article was
more desirable whatever the end sought.” His results are
summarized in ten points; many points mention soy beans.
“1. Soy beans proved to be a very valuable adjunct
to corn, being the most efficient feed tested.” “6. The pigs
receiving a ration of one-third soy bean meal and two-thirds
corn meal produced 402 pounds gain,” twice as much as
when corn meal was fed alone.
Note 1. This is a summary of: Skinner, John H. 1905.
“Soy beans, middlings and tankage, as supplemental feeds
in pork production.” Indiana (Purdue) Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 108. p. 13-32. July.
Note 2. The “soy bean meal” is probably ground soy
beans.
817. Hilton, A. 1905. Talks to young men No. 11 (Ad).

Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Oct. 26. p. 2.
• Summary: “It is a prerequisite to successful farming that
there be good and cheap forage crops... In no other section
of the United States are there cheaper, more varied and better
forage crops than in the great Southwest.” These include
Kafir corn, alfalfa, sorghum, “soy beans, castor beans, cow
peas, and peanuts,...” Round trip rates from different points
along this railroad line [which connects San Francisco and
St. Louis] are given. Address: General Passenger Agent,
Frisco System, 1176 Frisco Building, St. Louis, Missouri.
818. Li, Yu-ying. 1905. Le lait végétal fabriqué en
Chine [The vegetal milk made in China]. In: 2e Congrès
International de Laiterie: Compte-Rendu des Séances (2nd
International Dairy Congress: Proceedings): Paris: Comité
Français–Fédération International de Laiterie. 548 p. See p.
387-89. Held 16-19 Oct. 1905 at Paris, France. [Fre]
• Summary: The president of this international milk congress
introduces Li Yu-ying as attaché at the Chinese Legation, and
official delegate to the congress. Li begins by expressing his
happiness at being able to speak to the congress and getting
to know the many scholars and very competent people from
many countries.
“In China, not much animal milk is consumed. It is
replaced by another product: vegetable milk (le lait végétal).
This latter product could not be used here and, therefore, is
of little interest to you. I will speak to you about it only as a
curiosity, first to explain the special method employed in my
country for the production of vegetable milk and vegetable
cheese [tofu], and finally to increase interest in these
products because of their hygiene and economy.
“Everyone knows that animal milk is an excellent
substance with numerous advantages. One may ask,
therefore, why so little of it is consumed by the people of
China. The reason is because it is relatively expensive and
because cows cannot be raised in all parts of China. Dairying
is practiced only in the north and the west of China. In the
other provinces dairying is difficult because of the climate
and the nature of the soil; so vegetable milk is consumed
there.
“The latter is made with the seeds of Soja hispida or
‘oil peas of China.’ This is an annual legume which has been
imported to England, Spain, Belgium, and France. Presently
it is widely cultivated in America as forage.
“Mr. Lechartier, director of the agronomic station at
Rennes, has experimented with this plant in France; he
obtained yields of up to 25,000 to 30,000 kg of green forage
per hectare. This plant is therefore already known here.”
“As forage, the soja hispida is as rich in protein as clover
(trèfle), horse beans or dried kidney beans (les féveroles),
etc.; but it is richer in fats than the other legumes. The seeds
are richer in nitrogenous materials [protein] than other plants
of the same family. Analyses show that they contain 30%
protein, oil, and little starch.
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“The seeds of this plant can also be used to make a
cheese (tofou [tofu]) which is a major source nourishment
for the peoples of China and Japan. It is consumed, in effect,
every day and at every meal, as a main dish.
“The production of these two products [milk and
cheese] is very simple. First the seeds are cooked, then
they are pressed strongly to obtain a sort of puree, which
is coagulated by a mineral salt that plays the role of rennet.
The fresh cheese, which is made daily, must be sold and
consumed the same day. It can be used in recipes like
vegetables or meats. However it can also be preserved, either
hot, or by putting it in a salt solution: in this way one obtains
various cheeses which are used as desserts, as following:
“(1). Salted and smoked cheese (Le fromage salé
et fumé), which in both flavor and form bears some
resemblance to gruyere cheese. It can be stored for a rather
long time; (2) Salted cheese (Le fromage salé), white in
color, whose taste somewhat resembles that of goat cheese;
(3) Fermented cheese (Le fromage fermenté). Its color is
white, yellow, or gray, and it flavor is very strong, like that of
Roquefort.
Note 1. It is unclear whether this “fermented cheese” is
simply traditional Chinese fermented tofu, or whether it is
a new creation in which the traditional Chinese product is
somehow made to resemble French cheeses, such Roquefort.
If it is the latter, this would be the earliest document seen
(March 2021) that mentions a Western-style cheese, and it
would be the world’s first such product, probably soy-based
and non-dairy.
“The processes which give rise to Chinese milk and
cheese also give residues [okara] which are not lost. They
are employed either as fertilizer, or as feed for farm animals.
Thus nothing is wasted from soybeans. Moreover, the
factories where this plant is processed are very numerous,
and the products made by them are the most moderately
priced. A square or cake of vegetable cheese (carré de
fromage végétal) (11 by 10 by 2½ cm), consumed daily by
one person, costs about one centime, or about one-fiftieth the
price of an animal cheese of average price.
“It is of interest, finally, to compare the products of the
animal dairy with those of the vegetable dairy, not only in
terms of their similarity in appearance, but also in terms of
their chemical composition. It is well known that animal
milk contains a large proportion of casein; the same is true of
vegetable milk, which contains legumine that has the same
chemical formula as casein.
“Furthermore, during processing, the peas (le pois, i.e.
soybeans) undergo a complete chemical and mechanical
transformation which concentrates the nutritive parts and
eliminates the others; it is this which explains the richness of
the vegetable milk and cheese in nutritive principles.
“After all these considerations, you can realize the
interest present in this industry in China.
“It can also be interesting in places where raising

livestock is impossible. It is evident that this would be
more difficult than in the countries which produce animal
milk in large quantities. I am well aware that animal milk
has a real superiority over vegetable milk, but doesn’t it
also have its disadvantages: Fraud, on the one hand, and its
contagious diseases on the other? Moreover, milk merchants
have various categories of milk at different prices; it is clear
that the most expensive is the best, and vice versa. But the
consumer knows full well that some milk is not of good
quality, yet he is obliged to take it in order to earn money.
Thus it is the fate of the poor to be condemned to drink milk
of inferior quality, and often fraudulent. However, vegetable
milk does not support fraud and cannot transmit contagious
diseases. It is the same for everyone; the poor consume the
same product as the rich.
“Let the culture of soybeans expand therefore in
Europe. One might try to make vegetable milk which will
be destined, not for those who have the means to buy good
milk, but rather for those who can only afford low-price
milk; thus, fraud becomes useless, and this will a benefit for
public hygiene and for the purse of poor people.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning Li Yu-ying. It is also the earliest publication seen
by him on the subject of soya.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soy in Spain. It has been imported.
Note 4. These proceedings contain a list of attendees and
of excursions. Address: Attaché at the Chinese Legation, and
official delegate.
819. Transvaal Agricultural Journal. 1905. Algerian pearl
millet and soy beans. 4(13):155-56. Oct.
• Summary: “I have had great success in the growing of the
Algerian Pearl Millet and the Southern Soy-beans. I send you
samples herewith. The bean is about the best grown plant I
have ever seen; rich in colour, and very healthy. The question
is, what use is it, as I find it impossible to eat the bean, as
shown on the sample I am sending you. Could you kindly
inform me what it is used for. The millet is about 3 to 4 feet
in height, and I have reaped once and fed horses and cows on
it.–Clem D. Webb, P.O. Box 418, Johannesburg.
“We are very glad to learn that your experiment has
been successful. The seeds of the Soy-bean are very rich
in food materials, and are used dry like haricot-beans.
The principal value of the crop is for forage. It is used for
soiling, pasturage, hay, and ensilage, or the beans may be
harvested and fed as grain. As you will be aware, ordinary
European field-peas and field-beans do not succeed well
in the Transvaal, and we feel the lack of good nitrogenous
stock food to furnish a well-balanced ration. Soy-bean
forage is very rich in proteids or muscle-making materials,
and should be fed with green maize, sorghum, green Kaffir
corn, pearl millet, or some other feeding stuffs rich in carbohydrates or fat-forming materials. The beans can be fed to
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best advantage when ground into meal, and are then almost
without an equal as a concentrated food. For hay the plant
should be cut when they are in late bloom, or early fruit. For
ensilage it may be cut later, but it is better to cut before the
pods begin to ripen. It may also be used for green forage, in
which case the cutting may be started earlier and continued
later than for either hay or ensilage. For seed the crop may be
cut when the pods become about half ripe.–J.B.D.” [Joseph
Burtt-Davy]. Address: B.Sc., F.I.C., F.C.S.
820. Perret, Auguste H. 1905. Gegorene Getraenke und
Speisen des auessersten Ostens [Fermented beverages
and foods of the Far East]. Boehmische Bierbrauer (Der)
(Prague, Austro-Hungarian Empire) 32(21):336-38: Nov. 1.
New Series. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: From: La Biere et les Boissons Fermentées:
Close to the above-mentioned beverages, in Japan, China
and Java, are those made by fermentation of the soybean
(Sojabohne), a type of foodstuff. Those that are well known
include shoyu (Shoyou), soy sauce (Soy oder Soja) and miso
(Miso), as well as Tao-Tjung.
The fermentation of soybeans is caused by koji (Koji)
in the presence of large amounts of salt, which significantly
inhibit the process.
Japan’s miso (Miso) is made in a similar way. On the
island of Java we find a similar product which is fermented
with Aspergillus Wenti.
821. Potts, H.W. 1905. Farm Notes: Hawkesbury District–
November. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales
16(11):1146-49. Nov. 2.
• Summary: The section titled “Cowpeas and soy beans”
(p. 1149) is mostly about cowpeas. The last sentence states:
“Soy beans provide a useful cleansing crop.”
822. H.W.C. 1905. The land of cow peas and clover:
farming on the Delaware Peninsula. II. Rural New-Yorker
64(2910):790. Nov. 4. Oversize.
• Summary: “Mr. Allen prefers the Whippoorwill cow pea
for hay and forage. It holds its leaves well, and the grain
does not shell out. He showed me an improved Whippoorwill
which gives more grain, but drops its leaves early.”
Crimson clover is still widely used on the Peninsula.
“Another crop now working into many places on the
Peninsula is the Soy bean. I saw a fine field of this at Mr.
Allen’s place. While the cow pea sprawls on the ground the
Soy bean stands erect and makes a good height. This makes
it easier to cut and cure. The dried Soy bean vines will make
excellent hay for horses, and the yield will probably average
heavier than cow-pea vines. The bean seems to require a
richer soil, and needs a longer growing season. The Delaware
Station estimated that an acre of Soy beans furnishes in top
and root 140.2 pounds of nitrogen, 48 pounds of potash and
40.2 pounds of phosphoric acid. This is a better showing

than the cow peas made, but the latter will grow on poorer
soil, and will make their growth in less time. For the North
the Soy bean seems the more desirable plant, but it does
not seem likely to supersede the cow pea at the South. The
Delaware Station has tried several combinations of seeds,
such as Soybeans and Cow-horn turnips together, or sorghum
and Crimson clover.”
823. Rural New-Yorker. 1905. Experience with inoculated
soil: do government cultures pay? 64(2910):789. Nov. 4.
Oversize.
• Summary: Poor results in Massachusetts: I have read
with much interest the several articles on Alfalfa... “We
have tried culture from the Department of Agriculture, and
inoculated soil from the Alfalfa district in New York, but
have never obtained a growth of nodules [on Alfalfa] such
as we find on Red clover or Soy beans. I would like to know
if Alfalfa anywhere produces 50 or 100 nodules on the roots
of one plant, as is often done by Soy bean plants here. The
inoculated soil has probably done a little good, but the plots
on which the pure cultures have been used have never been
materially different from the adjoining plots on which no
culture was used. Others tell of Alfalfa thickening up, but
ours never does that. While we often get a fair stand on
seeding we never had a year-old field that was well stocked,
and usually by the first Fall there will be many spots where
the weeds are ahead of the Alfalfa. We have tried disking, but
find that the weeds will stand more rough treatment than will
the Alfalfa.
“C. Hampshire Co., Mass.” Address: Hampshire County,
Massachusetts.
824. Meyer, Frank N. 1905. Re: Chinese culture and growing
soybeans in China. In: Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4 vols.
1902-1918. Compiled by Bureau of Plant Introduction,
USDA. 2444 p. See p. 70-a, 70-c, 70-d. Letter of 14
Nov. 1905, from Peking, China, to P.H. Dorsett at Chico,
California.
• Summary: “Life is very strange in this Chinese land. When
I am out in the country I sleep on brick beds and most times
with no fire underneath, so one really hates to lie down. And
filthy the Inns are... chamberpots and water closets [chamber
pots and toilets] are unknown. How a race can thrive in such
conditions is a puzzle to me, but they thrive just the same
and China with its 430 million people is going to come to
the front these days, for the people, notwithstanding all
their dislike for sanitation, are a solid kind of men and they
possess many sterling virtues.
“In agriculture they are experts. They till their land to
perfection. They understand how to use nitrogen-supplying
plants between soil-exhausting crops, and so one finds
the soybean growing between corn, sorghum, and millet”
[intercropping].
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2017)
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concerning Frank N. Meyer and soybeans.
Location: University of California at Davis, Special
Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer,
China.
825. Macmillan, H.F. 1905. The “Soya (or Soy) Bean.”
(Glycine hispida). A new vegetable, fodder, and greenmanure product for Ceylon. Tropical Agriculturist (The)
(Peradeniya, Ceylon) 25(5):682-83. Nov. 15.
• Summary: “It is strange that a product so important,
so simple of cultivation and so quick in yielding returns
as this has not hitherto attracted attention in Ceylon.
Notwithstanding the fact that it has been introduced several
years ago by the Royal Botanic Gardens, and successfully
grown at Peradeniya year in and year out, both for the
instruction of visitors to the Gardens and for distributing
seeds; I question whether there are at present half-a-dozen
gardens or estates in Ceylon which count this amongst their
crops.”
“The Soya Bean thrives at Peradeniya, and appears
to be well-suited to the climate and soil; whilst it also
flourishes in the Mediterranean region and Southern Europe.
It would therefore seem reasonable to expect it to thrive at a
comparatively wide range of elevations in Ceylon, provided
the conditions of soil and rainfall were at all favourable. In
China and Japan the Soya Bean forms a standard article of
food with all classes of the community, being prepared for
use chiefly in the form of a sauce, paste or cheese, the latter
two preparations being made by crushing and pressing the
seeds. In India the seeds are said to be cooked and used in
various ways, often ‘roasted and ground as satu, or simply
eaten in the form of dal.’ Soy sauce is said to form the basis
of many popular sauces made in Europe.” A few years ago
soy sauce in London was worth 2 shillings and 6 pence per
gallon. “Personally I think Soya Bean as a vegetable is very
agreeable and forms a good substitute for the Lentils and
Broadbeans of Europe if cooked and served similarly. Its
chemical composition, according to Professor Church, places
it above all other pulses as an albuminous food.”
The soya bean is also considered valuable as a fodder
plant and for green manuring. A brief description of its
cultivation is also given. “Regarding cultivation, probably
few crops are less exacting in their requirements than this.
Its most striking characteristic, judging by results recorded
at Peradeniya, is the remarkably short space of time in
which the plants grow and produce a crop. Here the seeds
germinate in 3 to 5 days, the plants flower when a month
old; a fortnight later the pods are fit for picking [for use as
a green vegetable], and the harvesting is complete in about
two months from the time of sowing. Thus, granted the
seasons were favourable, it should be possible to obtain four
crops a year. In making these statements, which may seem
unduly optimistic, it is not by any means intended to convey
the impression that practically no expenditure of labour

is involved in the production of this crop. On the contrary
it is pretty certain that to make it a profitable product for
whatever purpose, even under the most favourable conditions
for its growth, a reasonable amount of cultivation will be
required. It has yet to be proved how far it would repay
cultivation in Ceylon for fodder and green-manuring, but
that it should prove a welcome adjunct to the food products
of the natives, if not as a general vegetable, there seems no
question.”
A footnote states: “* Since writing this Mr. Kelway
Bamber has presented a small quantity of Soya Bean seed
to the Botanic Gardens, remarking that he intended to
recommend it as a green-manure crop.” Address: Curator of
the Royal Botanic Gardens at Peradeniya.
826. Pinolini, D. 1905. La coltivazione della Soia [The
cultivation of the soybean]. Italia Agricola (L’): Giornale di
Agricoltura 42(21):486-88. Nov. 15. [2 ref. Ita]
• Summary: “(Footnote: see No. 12 and 19 of 1905.)
Measures of Care for the Crop: The measures of care for
the crop are reduced to two hoeings that are intended to keep
the soil well loosened and to prevent the development of
weeds that can be so damaging, particularly during the early
periods. The two hoeings are more than sufficient: the first
when the seedlings show their third leaf and the second then
one month later.
Irrigation may be beneficial when the season proceeds
as dry. It is then indispensable when soybeans (soia) are
cultivated as a second crop [in a rotation]. It is not necessary
for the watering to be lavish and excessive because in that
case, there will be an excessive development of the foliage
which will turn out to be completely detrimental to the crop.
It is a plant that resists drought much more than the
bean. The Universo agricolo [Agricultural Universe] of
Ragusa, speaking of this legume’s resistance to drought,
expresses itself this way: “A fact that has been confirmed
everywhere is that whatever the nature of the soil may be, the
soybean as used for its crop has endured with success the test
of its resistance to a continuous drought.”
The varieties with light-colored seeds complete their life
cycle with 1,300º of temperature [heat units], while those
with dark-colored seeds need a greater quantity of heat,
varying between 1,800º and 2,000º.
Harvest: When the cultivation is done to have fodder
material, then the harvest is carried out at full blossoming
by means of a hay scythe, and the product may be dried,
reducing it to hay, or else it may be consumed green. If,
on the other hand, the desire is to have the seeds, then it is
worthwhile to wait.
The maturity will show itself to be complete when the
pods present themselves as fully dry. It is necessary to not
delay carrying out the harvest too much if one does not
want to run up against a loss of seeds due to the dehiscence
[deiscenza, or splitting] of the valve [valva]. But it is also
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necessary to not anticipate it too much, because in that case,
seeds are obtained that are wrinkled and less capable of
being preserved (serbevole).
The harvest period occurs at different times depending
upon the location in which the cultivation takes place, the
variety that was sown, the nature of the soil, the course of
the season, etc. In warm countries, the harvest is usually
completed in August; in temperate countries, at the beginning
of September; in cold countries, at the end of September or
the beginning of October. The varieties with light-colored
seeds, being the earliest, are the first to mature, while on the
other hand, those with dark-colored seeds, needing a greater
quantity of heat, are harvested at a later period. In some
mountainous locations in Upper Italy, the black variety was
not capable of bringing its seeds to complete maturation.
Depending upon the quantity of the harvest that has been
obtained, the separation of the seeds is carried out by hand
or with a thresher’s flail or else with a mechanical threshing
machine.
Shelling by hand makes it possible to keep the seeds
intact to then be able to utilize them with advantage in
the feeding of livestock. This is an operation that requires
too much time and which is only possible when there are
extremely small quantities of seeds to be harvested.
The thresher’s flail is the method that is used the most
and which also best responds to the habits of our farmers.
The stems cannot be used for anything except as litter,
which then constitutes bedding that is anything but soft.
Yield: The average yield that can be obtained from each
well-developed plant is around a hundred pods, each of
which contains at the maximum three seeds.
An outstanding farmer assured me of having coplanted
[consociato] it with corn, obtaining a cereal yield no
less than that of past years while he then also obtained a
production of soybean seeds of 25 hectoliters [per hectare?]
It is useful to note that the soil had received an abundant
manuring completed with 4 metric hundredweight (equal to
400 kilos) of superphosphate.
The production of seeds per hectare varies between 30
and 45 hectoliters. These figures represent a good level of
production, because not just a few times, there have been
yields that were much less (by more than half).
The black variety, even though it is much later, has an
extremely large level of productivity. There were plants that
attained a height of two meters, carrying 700 pods, each
of which had enclosed an average of three seeds, and thus
2,100 seeds were obtained per plant. The distance between
these plants was one meter in every direction, and thus in
one hectare 10,000 plants were found. And calculating at
2,000 the number of seeds for each stem, the total yield in
seeds then turned out to be 20 million, which would then be
50 hectoliters (supposing that in order to make up one liter,
4,000 seeds are necessary). This yield was achieved by Mr.
Syden, who cultivated it in 1878.

In Schlong, in the vicinity of Breslau [today’s Wroclaw,
Poland], four seeds produced 2,720 of them.
In Munchendors [sic, Münchendorf] and in Rabensbourg
[sic, Rabensburg, these are two towns in Austria], 600 times
the seeds that were broadcast were obtained.
On the estates of Archduke Alberto [perhaps Archduke
Albrecht Franz, Duke of Teschen; or else Archduke Albrecht,
Duke of Teschen], large-scale trials [esperienze] were set
up having to do with the cultivation of this legume, and the
yield that was obtained was as follows:
In alluvial soils: 29.60 metric hundredweight per hectare
In sedimentary soils: 25.88 metric hundredweight per
hectare
The weight of 1,000 seeds was between 156 and 159
grams, while on the other hand, those that were sown had
been declared to have a weight of between 165 and 168
grams. The number of pods for each stem varied between
40 and 119, while the number of seeds in each pod varied
between 1 and 4. The first fruits were found at 7 or 8
centimeters from the ground. The straw, the pods, and the
other impurities [impurezze] reached the figure of 43.38
metric hundredweight per hectare.
In a plot of 210 sq. m, 108.45 liters were obtained, and
thus the yield per hectare was 51.64 hectoliters.
In 1881, the soybeans that were sown at Casalmaggiore
on the Bertazzola farm, which was the property of the
Agricultural Committee [Comizio agrario], provided the
following results from three different plots of land:
I. 350 sq. m: 1.40 hectoliters, 40.00 hectoliters per
hectare
II. 480 sq. m: 1.50 hectoliters, 31.25 hectoliters per
hectare
III. 165 sq. m: 0.85 hectoliters, 51.50 hectoliters per
hectare
One hectoliter of soybeans weighs around 72 kg (from
70 to 75 kg).
Gaillon [probably the name of a person rather than
a place], in the vicinity of Buda-Pest [today’s Budapest,
Hungary], obtained 2,000 seeds per plant as an average yield.
Sir Giovanelli, in the area around Siena, harvested 80
times the amount of seeds sown.
Duranti, in the vicinity of San Remo, harvested 48 liters
on a range of 100 sq. m.
Mr. Giusepe Aichino, near Casale Monferrato, obtained
54 times the seeds.
Many other experimenters have obtained favorable
results, both in our country and abroad.
Lechartier harvested between 15 and 18 metric
hundredweight of seeds per hectare but, as he himself
justly observed, the maturation in cold and wet years is not
completed with that regularity, nor does it reach that level
that is desired.
As green fodder, an average production of 300 metric
hundredweight can be obtained, but it is not difficult to arrive
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at 500 metric hundredweight.
All of these figures are worthwhile for demonstrating
how the soybean is a lucrative plant par excellence and is
capable of providing a rather abundant income every year.
Pests, Problems, Etc.: The pests of this legume are few,
it of course being understood that these do not take into
consideration those insects that live in the soil and may eat
into its roots.
Blights and frosts may invoke severe damage,
particularly if they strike the seedlings while they are still
young.
Powdery mildew may cause damage to this plant that is
not especially substantial.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: PhD, Italy.
827. H.M.H. 1905. Chufas for hogs (Letter to the editor).
Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Nov. 20. p. 10.
• Summary: “I am undertaking to raise Berkshire hogs and
have planted this year for them [cow] peas, rape, chufas,
potatoes, cane and ground-peas [peanuts?]. He asks several
questions about chufas.
Answer: An Arkansas agric. exp. station bulletin
described an experiment in which pigs were fed peanuts, soy
beans, chufas, and corn, each gathered from one-third acre.
The greatest weight gain came from peanuts.
“The fat of the pigs fed on soy beans and chufas was of
about equal firmness, but not quite as firm as that of the pigs
fed on corn. The fat of the pigs fed on peanuts was soft and
oily.” Address: Crawfordville, Georgia.
828. Country Gentleman. 1905. From central Ohio: effects
of interurban railways (Letter to the editor). 70(2756):1069.
Nov. 23.
• Summary: “The shocks are falling, as much of the fodder
was twisted and blown by the wind with rainfalls, and the
shocks were not tied well, as men will not bear dictation;
it is too easy for them to get employment on street car and
telephone lines. Several siloes have been filled with corn, soy
beans and sorghum. Much dairying is done here; but owing
to the scarcity of labor, much work on the farms has been
neglected.”

on the cow pea if there is an abundance of nitrogen in the
soil.
“I have tried soy beans several times, and very few
tubercles formed on the roots of the plants. I have grown
them twice in succession on the same soil, with the result
that it did not increase the number of tubercles the second
year. A.J. Legg.
“Nicholas County, West Virginia.”
830. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1905. Tests in pork
production. 16(3):255. Dec. 1. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of: Skinner, John H. 1905.
“Soy beans, middlings and tankage, as supplemental feeds
in pork production.” Indiana (Purdue) Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 108. p. 13-32. July.
The summary states: “The pigs were fed twice daily...
They had the run of a dry lot, and had charcoal and salt
before them.”
831. Rural New-Yorker. 1905. Soy beans. 64(2914):863-64.
Dec. 2. Oversize.
• Summary: “The picture at Fig. 390, page 863, shows a
field of Soy beans near the farm of W.F. Allen, Salisbury,
Maryland. As will be seen; the beans stand up better than
cow pea vines, and make a heavy growth. They are easier
to cut than the cow peas, and when properly dried give a
very good fodder for horses. The Delaware Experiment
Station gives the following figures regarding Soy beans:
Four months’ growth on an acre gave 10.952 [tons?] of green
vines and 756 pounds of air-dry roots. This contained 140.2
pounds of nitrogen, 48 pounds of potash and 40 pounds of
phosphoric acid. The Soy bean stood the frost better than

829. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inoculating legumes (Letter
to the editor). 70(2757):1097. Nov. 30.
• Summary: “I have sown cow peas on soils where there
had been no cultivated crop for 20 years, and plenty of
tubercles would form on the roots. I have done this several
times, and cow peas are a new crop here. The only time that
tubercles failed to form was when I sowed the cow peas on
a soil which appeared to have plenty of nitrogen in it. The
peas grew well, but no tubercles formed on the roots. This,
however, is in line with the teachings of Prof. Massey and
other writers on the cow pea. They say that no tubercles form
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cow peas, and required a stronger soil.”
832. E.P. 1905. Ration for milch cows (Letter to the editor).
Rural New-Yorker 64(2915):891. Dec. 9. Oversize.
• Summary: “Will you give me information regarding
feeding cows, milk being the product? I found four pounds
cotton-seed meal, three pounds hominy, three pounds bran,
corn fodder and hay; but by December 1 open my silo which
is one-quarter beans and three-quarters corn. How much of
this should I feed per day, with the cornstalks and grain?
“Greenwich, Connecticut, E. P.
“The mixture of Soy beans and corn makes a good
silage, and this with the feeds mentioned can be combined
into a good ration:”
A table then shows the nutritional composition of a
ration consisting of:
“20 lbs. corn and Soy bean silage
“10 lbs. mixed hay
“8 lbs. corn stover
“3 lbs. hominy
“2 lbs. wheat bran
“2 lbs. cotton-seed meal”
The total composition of the mixed feed is 2.31 lbs.
protein, 12.26 lbs. carbohydrate, and 0.74 lbs. fat.
“This may be more hay and stover than they will eat up
reasonably clean; if so, cut down the coarse fodders until
they eat them greedily.” Address: Greenwich, Connecticut.
833. Country Gentleman. 1905. Fattening swine in
Ohio. Precautions to avoid cholera (Letter to the editor).
70(2759):1154-55. Dec. 14.
• Summary: “Another advantage of this method is that the
hogs in cleaning up the field distribute their droppings, which
will enrich the ground for a crop the ensuing year.
“It is quite possible that soy beans would come in also
in this rotation, and it would be well for the farmers to
experiment with them...”
Butler County, Ohio.
“Waldo F. Brown.”
834. Pinolini, D. 1905. Il valore nutritivo della Soia [The
nutritive value of the soybean]. Italia Agricola (L’): Giornale
di Agricoltura 42(23):535-40. Dec. 15. [5 ref. Ita]
• Summary: A review of earlier publications on the
nutritional value of soybeans and soyfoods. This article
begins:
The seed of the soybean represents a nutritious material,
much more nutritious than the common bean (fagiuolo).
The percentage composition of the various widely grown
legumes are clearly expressed by the figures of the following
table: The legumes are:
Dark soybean (Soia sera)
Yellow soybean (Soia gialla)
Reddish-brown soybean (Soia ros.-br.)

Green soybean (Soia verde)
Common bean (Fagiuolo)
Pea (Pisello)
Lentil (Lenticchia)
Broad bean or fava bean (Fava)
Lupine (Lupino)
From the numerous analyses made here of the different
varieties shown in the table above and coming from very
different regions, we find the great importance of this legume
in the diet of man, given its richness in nutrients.
A legume which is wrongly taken into account and
cannot be understood, as its cultivation has not yet caught
on, notwithstanding the repeated efforts made by long-time
agronomists in the different regions of Europe.
Because of its wealth of protein (materie proteiche)
and fat, it constitutes an ideal food for all rice-growing
populations and in general for all those living in humid
localities, and it is good that all the hygienists, all those to
whom it belongs to the welfare of the rural populations,
especially where pellagra rages, try to diffuse the cultivation
of this precious plant, which can bring a great benefit and can
lead to the solution of the much desired problem, namely:
to provide theses populations with food that is economical,
healthy, complete–able to compensate for our nutritional
inadequacies, and which necessarily meets the body with the
labors to which it is subjected.
In some districts of Hungary the farmers have long since
introduced this legume into the ordinary feeding of the rural
population: from the beginning some were hostile to such
innovations and feared perhaps that it was intended to give
them a harmful food; but later, slowly they got used to it,
now it is liked very much and provides good health. Even in
some parts of Austria, we tried to do the same, but with less
success.
In France farmers have been able to disseminate this
plant and to make it part of ordinary rotations, among the
common crops; but it must be noted that in that country,
despite the willingness and the iron will of many scientists,
little has been achieved, or rather I would say too little, and
the rural population is still not inclined to accept it, except
in the area around Etampes where it is becoming a common
crop.
What about Italy? Numerous experiments have been
made and are still being made; There have been many simple
trials; everything serves to demonstrate that you want to do
something, and nothing more.
Page 536-37: From soybeans the Chinese and Japanese
make a cheese (formaggio di soia; tofu), and a flour [kinako],
and various fermented foods. The soybean plant makes a
good forage for animals.
Page 538: Two tables give detailed nutritional
composition of the stems, leaves, and hulls of the Etampes
soybean; the first is “as is” and the second is on a moisture
free basis. Two more tables give the same information for the
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stems, leaves, pods and whole plants of soybean forage.
Page 540: The soybean is also used for its oil–The
oil, which is extracted from this legume by pressure, is
consumed in large quantities by the inhabitants of the
Celestial Empire, who prefer it to other oils for its particular
taste, which recalls that of raw beans; but Europeans have
little appetite for it.
The chemist Fremy, in a letter addressed to the president
of the Society for Acclimatization in Paris, says:
Soybean oil is very similar to our edible oils; its smell
and taste are agreeable; it is very good for combustion.
Exposed at temperatures of 0º, it becomes syrupy;
atmospheric oxygen quickly turns it to resin. It therefore
belongs to the drying oil category, and could, under this
relationship, replace linseed oil in some of its applications.
Despite its richness in oily matter, soybeans cannot rival
our oleaginous grains in terms of income. Address: Italy.
835. Piper, C.V. 1905. Re: Soy beans sent to Indiana.
Letter to Prof. A.T. Wianko [sic, Wiancko] at Agricultural
Experiment Station, Lafayette, Indiana, Dec. 19. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy). [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear Sir: On May 5, 1905 we sent you 4
lbs. each of Soy beans, Nos. 12400 and 12399. As we are
interested in learning how this crop did with you and as we
have not year heard from you on the subject we are herewith
sending you blanks for reporting the results you secured.
Kindly fill these out carefully and return them to this office
as soon as possible, using the enclosed franked envelope.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist. Encl.”
Note: This is the earliest letter or other document seen
(July 2017) by Dr. C.V. Piper of USDA that mentions soy
beans. His work with soy beans can reasonably be dated
from 1905–perhaps as early as May 1905.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agrostologist, in Charge of
Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
836. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1905. Making soy in
Honolulu. Dec. 23. p. 1, col. 1-2, and p. 5, col. 5.
• Summary: The long subtitle: “A big factory for the famous
sauce is being equipped and the product will soon be
generally on the market–an immense business done in a line
of which few people ever think.”
The article begins: “There are a good many people
in this wide world who are fond of Worcester sauce, but
the hazard is made that most of them are not aware that

the curious and altogether delicious flavor of that sauce
is derived not from the pleasant glades of Worcestershire
but from a berry [sic] or bean which ripens in far Cathay
[China]. It gains its name from the fact, stated quaintly on
the labels, that it is made ‘from a recipe of a Nobleman in the
Country.’
“And now it happens that here in Hawaii and infant
industry is being established, which bids fair to achieve a
lusty growth, in that very product which has already become
famous under another name.
“The sauce so generally used both by Japanese and
Chinese as a general condiment, taking the place of salt,
pepper, mustard and other table accessories is known as
‘soy,’ and there are many races other than Oriental who
prefer soy to any other sauce. However that may be, it is
a fact that the Japanese here in Hawaii, to get down to a
concrete proposition, use soy with every meal. They use it
on fish, rice, meat–in fact on everything they eat, and the
importations of soy from Japan amounts to 20,000 ten-gallon
kegs per month.
“The fact that there is a duty of 35 per cent on it added
to the freight naturally makes the price considerably higher
than it is in Japan, but the Japanese must have it. As well try
to rob the Englishman of his beer or the Scotchman of his
whisky as to rob the Jap of his soy.
“It entered the head of M. Yamakami that it would be a
highly profitable enterprise to make soy and so, from seed
brought from Japan, he commenced growing the soy bean in
Kona. This was done at a minimum of expense as the shrub
is grown between the rows of coffee trees.”
Note 1. He probably started growing these soy beans at
Kona by 1904; they may have been among the earliest soy
beans grown in the Hawaiian Islands.
“Then he established a small factory which has grown
to such an extent that he had to move to a larger place, and is
now going to double the capacity of his establishment. This
is the only soy factory of any account outside of Asia.”
Note 2. Mr. Yamakami’s first small shoyu factory was
located at the junction of Punchbowl street and Pauoa road in
Honolulu. See Honolulu Advertiser, 14 April 1900.
“The new factory is out at Palama, on the street Waikiki
of St. Elizabeth’s church and mauka of King street. The
process of making the relish so prized by the Japanese is
most interesting.
“Equal portions of the soy bean and of ripe wheat are
used. The wheat is winnowed and then roasted. Incidentally
it may be noted that the winnowing as it was seen this
morning was being done by the method used before the days
of the Pharaohs by pouring from a scoop and allowing the
wind to carry the chaff away.
“’Pretty soon I will get a machine from the States to do
that,’ said proprietor Yamakami.
“The soy beans, little yellowish white things of the size
of a pea, are not roasted however, they are boiled for twelve
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hours.
“The roasted wheat is ground to a coarse flour and the
two products, the boiled soy and the wheat are mixed. The
fermenting stage is reached, the mixture is placed on trays,
there are thirteen hundred of these, and there it dries out until
a fine mould forms on it. As soon as the eye of the expert
detects the exact moment the stuff–there seems to be no
other name for it [sic, koji]–is put into vats with a mixture
of extremely strong brine and is fermented further. Steam
heat, applied from below, helps [speed] the process. The
fermented mass is put into bags which are placed under a
press and the liquor which exudes is soy. The process is not
yet over, however, for the ‘Number One’ Soy has to ripen for
six months before it is placed on the market.
“Down at the factory today all was activity for orders
are flowing in thick and fast.
“’I am making just as good soy as they can in Japan,’
said Yamakami, ‘and although I have yet to put it on the
market, Hackfield & Co. have arranged to handle all that I
can make. I intend to double the capacity of the factory as
soon as I can.’
“The point of the local establishment of a soy factory
lies in the fact that the local manufacturer can sell his
product at $2.50 per keg of 10 gallons, wholesale, whereas
the imported soy costs $2.75.”
837. Holbrook’s Sauce. 1905. The soup recipe which won
the Holbrook’s prize (Ad). Toronto Daily Star (Canada).
Dec. 23. p. 16.
• Summary: A large illustration shows a bottle of
“Holbrook’s Worcestershire Sauce” which savour’s soup.
“It helps make poor soups palatable and makes good soups
better than they could be without it.
“Many recipe for soups using Holbrook’s Sauce were
submitted in competition for 18 prizes offered by the
manufacturer. The awards were made after careful test by
Miss Ida M. Hunter, the Superintendent of Domestic Science
Department of the Public School of Toronto.”
The first prize recipe, titled “Curl vegetable soup,” is
given. Address: 23 Scott St., Toronto.
838. Bui, Quang Chieu. 1905. Des cultures vivrières au
Tonkin [On the food crops of Tonkin, Indochina]. Bulletin
Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi) 8(48):1152-90. Dec.
New Series. Many illust. and photos. [4 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This article begins with a foreword by H.
Brenier, Director of Agriculture, Forestry and Commerce
for Indochina. He notes the importance of soybeans, soy
products (including soy sauce and tofu) and adzuki beans
(Phaseolus radiatus), among the people of Asia. In Annamite
(south Vietnamese), tofu is called dau phu and the soybean is
called dau nanh or dau tuong.
Adzuki beans are discussed (p. 1153-55, 1157) and
a nutritional analysis of the azuki bean, which has been
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cultivated in France, is given. The section on the soybean (p.
1153, 1157-68) discusses: The local names and varieties of
the soybean, botanical characteristics, cultivation, utilization
(to make soy sauce, tuong, tofu, etc.), commerce and trade
(in the province of Hungyen, the stalks of the soybean plant

are used to make a sort of incense). An illustration (line
drawing, p. 1159) shows a Soja plant with pods.
A detailed description is given of the manufacture of
tuong (a sort of soft miso) in Tonkin. First moc, or molded
glutinous rice is prepared. After glutinous rice is cooked,
it is covered with banana leaves and allowed to mold for
2-3 days. Then the soybeans are prepared. They are grilled,
ground to a powder, boiled with water, and put into a jar
for 7 days until sweet. Six parts of rice koji are then mixed
with 5 parts soy. The mixture will be ready to eat after it has
fermented for 15-30 days. If it is too thick, add salt. Good
tuong is soft and mildly sweet. It is sweeter and smoother
than nuoc mam. Annamites say that only the prosperous
households succeed in making tuong. If the tuong starts well,
then becomes sour, that is a bad omen.
Tuong can also be made from corn (maïs), which is
grilled, ground, sifted, covered with taro leaves, and allowed
to mold. Put it in salt water, then after 5-6 days add roasted
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soy flour as above. Stir it before sunrise and let it stand open
in the sun for 15 days, putting on the cover as soon as the sun
disappears. If this is done, it will last a long time.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2009)
that mentions tuong. The importance of this fermented
seasoning, a close relative of Chinese jiang, is indicated by
the local name for the soybean (dau tuong), or “the bean
used to make tuong.”
Production of tofu (dau-phu): Lots of dau-phu is made
in Tonkin, especially in Hanoi, where it constitutes the basis
of the poor people’s food. It is never made in large factories,
only small shops. Soak the soybeans, wash them and remove
their hulls, cook to soften them, then grind them with a handturned mill over a wooden bucket. The soymilk is extracted
with cold water then boiled for 30 minutes. There remains
in the sack a white residue (un résidu blanc) [okara] which
is fed to the pigs. The next day, add some fermented whey
from a previous batch to coagulate the soymilk. Then press
the curds. The finished tofu cakes are each 15 by 8 by 1 cm
thick. Tofu is widely used in soups. A table (p. 1165) shows
the costs of equipment to start a tofu shop, and a profitability
analysis. Early analyses of the composition of the soybean,
conducted by Fremy, Muentz and Pellet (in France) and
Wechler (in Austria), are reproduced. Photos show key
steps in the process: (1) A person is washing soybeans in a
bamboo colander while standing in a stream near Hanoi. (2)
The soybeans are ground in a small, traditional, hand-turned
stone mill by a person sitting on the same wooden bench as
the mill, in a bamboo hut, surrounded by various wooden
tubs and colanders. (3) Using a sack to filter the ground
puree from the stone mill. (4) Cooking the filtered liquid
over a small wood fire in an earthenware pot. (5) Pressing the
curds (outdoors) after precipitation of the protein. (6) More
forceful pressing. Notice pressed cakes on woven bamboo, in
lower left, behind person. (7) A merchant walking the streets
selling tofu on two trays, each suspended by 3 ropes from the
ends of a shoulder pole.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the term un résidu blanc to refer
to okara. Address: Indo China.
839. De Becker, J.E. (Joseph Ernest). 1905. The nightless
city: or, the “History of Yoshiwara Yûwaku.” 5th ed. revised.
Shanghai, Yokohama, Bremen: Max Nössler & Co.; London:
Probsthain & Co. xvi + 386 p. + 46 unnumbered leaves of
plates. See p. 158-61, 221. Illust. 2 maps. 19 cm. Reprinted
in 1971 by Tuttle & Prentice-Hall.
• Summary: A book about prostitution in Tokyo. Note 1. The
approximate date of this 5th edition, Dec. 1905, is given on
p. xvi, at the end of the “Preface to the fifth edition.” The
first edition was published in 1899.
“It was not until after the City of Yedo had become the
seat of the Tokugawa government that regular houses of illfame were established, and up to the period of Keicho (1596-

1614) there were no fixed places set apart for brothels and
assignation houses” (p. 1).
The section titled “Dai-ya no koto (Cook-houses of
the Yoshiwara)” (p. 158-61) notes that “these cook houses
supply every conceivable kind of food be it sushi (a fish and
rice roll), kwashi [o-kashi] (cakes)...”
“By the way, there is, in the Shôbai Orai (Chinese
characters) by Ikku, an item which shows a bill of fare in
a dai-ya a hundred years ago. It is as follows;–The bill of
the Ki-no-ji-ya consisted of:... Teri-gomamé–Dried young
sardines roasted and boiled in sugar and soy... Aburage–
Bean-curd fried in oil [fried tofu]... Yaki-dôfu–Roasted beancurd... Umani–Any food cooked in a mixture of soy, mirin,
sugar, and the shavings of dried bonito... Ankake–A kind of
soup containing tôfu or arrowroot, etc., all of which foods
are suitable to those persons who stop in brothels for several
consecutive days.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “Yaki-dôfu” or the term
“Roasted bean-curd” to refer to grilled tofu.
“Famous things of the Yoshiwara... Sanya-tôfu–Bean
curd of Sanya... Kobu-maki–Rolled seaweed... Ni-mamé–
Boiled [soy] beans... Dengaku–Tôfu baked and covered with
sweetened miso... These things were very popular (even
outside the Yoshiwara)” from 1772 to 1829.
Page 221: “The yûjo (prostitutes) did not all appear in
the cages until the 20th of the 1st month, so the night aspect
of the Yoshiwara did not resume its normal appearance until
this date. The saruhiki (One who goes about getting money
by leading a monkey who performs tricks) and dai-kagura
(A kind of dance performed in the streets by boys wearing
wooden lion-head masks) began to pour into the Yoshiwara
from the 1st day of the 2nd month: on the night of the first
‘horse day’ the front of every brothel in the first and second
wards of Yeido-chô and of Kyô-machi was illuminated by
a large lantern on which was written the names of the yûjo
in the house. Votive offerings of red rice [probably sekihan,
azuki beans cooked with rice], fried bean-curd, and fruit
were made to the family shrines of the god Inari.”
J.E. de Becker lived 1863-1929. Address: Kamakura,
Twenty years a resident of Japan, an English [British] student
of sociology.
840. Lewis, L.L.; Nicholson, J.F. 1905. Soil inoculation.
Tubercle-forming bacteria of legumes. Oklahoma
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 68 p. 1-30.
Dec.
• Summary: Page 11: “Soy Bean Experiments: The germ
producing nodules on the soy bean is not found in the soil of
the experiment station farm. There are plots of ground on the
farm that have been repeatedly planted to soy beans but in no
instance have tubercles been found on the roots of any of the
plants examined. In the spring of 1904, some inoculated soil
was obtained from the Kansas experiment station and used to
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inoculate a small plot of ground that was afterwards planted
to soy beans. This experiment gave practically negative
results as only one tubercle was found on all of the plants
that were examined.
“A culture of the soy bean germ was obtained from the
Department of Agriculture at Washington [DC] during the
spring of 1904, cultivated as directed and used in both field
and pot experiments with negative results. As only a small
plot of ground was to be planted to soy beans, both seed and
soil in the row were thoroughly inoculated with the culture,
but no nodules were found on any of the plants, and frequent
examinations were made from June until September, when
the plants were matured.
“On August 23rd, 1905, about half an ounce of nodules
from the soy bean plant was received from the Kansas
experiment station for experimental work. These nodules
were washed free from all dirt and thoroughly ground in
a small mortar after which a liter of water was added to
the pulp. This gave a very white or milky colored fluid
which was used to inoculate some pots for pot experiments,
also a quantity of seed for field work. The inoculated pots
were planted on August 24th and the inoculated seed was
planted in the field on August 25th, and was planted in plots
alternating with plots planted with seed not inoculated. One
of the inoculated pots was examined on September 13th. The
pot contained four plants one of which had twelve nodules
varying in size from that of a millet seed to that of a wheat
grain. Plants taken from the inoculated plots on the same
date showed from one to four nodules per plant while plants
from uninoculated plots had none.
“This test demonstrates that but a short time is necessary
for tubercles to form on the plants if the germ is present in
the soil in an active condition, it also indicates a practical
and easy way by which inoculations may be made in
some cases. The greater portion of the soy beans planted
in Oklahoma are planted on wheat stubble. Inoculating
material for distribution may be obtained by growing an
acre or more of the plants during the early spring in soil that
is thoroughly inoculated. By the time the crop of soy beans
is to be planted, inoculating material may be obtained from
the inoculated plot. The tubercles may be sent by mail any
reasonable distance and arrive in good condition. Three or
four ounces of tubercles when thoroughly ground and mixed
with two or three liters of water will make an abundance
of material for inoculating a considerable quantity of seed
as it is only necessary to thoroughly wet the seed. Material
for inoculating soy beans and cow peas may be easily and
practically obtained in this manner as the nodules formed on
these plants are large and a few ounces of them are easily
collected. This method would hardly be practicable for
clovers, as these plants form very small nodules.
“’Nitro Culture.’ In April, 1905, a package of the culture
of the alfalfa germ, put up by the Nitro Culture Co., was
secured and used in experiments to determine its value in this

work.”
Page 14 discusses “cross inoculation.” A table shows
the “Results of crossing cultures from one species of plant to
another.” Bacteria from no other species can be used to cross
inoculate soy beans. Thus, soy beans apparently need their
own special culture.
Another table (p. 16) shows “The general distribution
of the tubercle-forming bacteria of legumes.” Such bacteria
for soy beans are found in Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut,
Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Hampshire, Ohio,
Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, and
West Virginia.
On page 22 is a section titled “Cultural Characters of the
Tubercle-Forming Bacteria of the Legumes. Pseudomonas
radicicola (Beyerinck).” “Drawing conclusions from the
experiments reported in this bulletin, there seem to be two
reasons for believing that there is only one species of these
organisms.”
Page 29: “There seems to be prevalent to a great extent
the idea that if the tubercle-forming bacteria are lacking in a
soil that it is useless to undertake to grow the particular crop
for which they are wanting. This is certainly far from the
observed facts. Heavy yields of soy beans are obtained from
crops grown on the experiment station farm and there are no
nodules formed on the soy bean in this soil. However, the
crop is grown on soil that has an abundance of plant food and
is well cultivated. Other things being favorable, a rich soil
in good mechanical condition will produce a good growth
of alfalfa whether the nodule-forming bacteria are present or
not.” Address: 1. Veterinarian; 2. Asst. in Bacteriology. Both:
Stillwater, Oklahoma.
841. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1905.
Manchuria: Prejudice against modern bean presses. No. 303.
Dec. p. 107.
• Summary: “The chief product of Manchuria, [soy]
beans, is still treated in a primitive manner by many of
the manufacturers of bean oil and bean cake. Even in
Niuchwang [Newchwang], which has been a treaty port for
approximately half a century, the crushing of beans with
heavy stone rollers drawn by mules and donkeys continues
in some of the bean mills. In such primitive institutions the
oil is pressed out of the pulp by hand, wedges driven by huge
beetles [wooden mallets] being used. Steam is becoming
quite popular in cooking the beans after they are crushed,
and in the mills that are equipped with steel steam rollers
for crushing the beans, the steam is used to do the cooking,
but hand-screw pressing machinery still obtains. Indeed,
it is customary for bean-mill men to discourage the use of
hydraulic presses on the theory that the pressure can only be
applied by hand; that it must be applied gradually; and that
a trial of foreign machinery in this part of the manufacture
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of bean cake caused, a few years ago, heavy loss to the
enterprising Europeans who attempted it, and resulted in the
up-to-date contrivances being discarded. At any rate, in order
to render the bean pulp of the greatest value for fertilizer,
all of the oil must not be extracted, and it is claimed that to
know just when to remove the pressure requires great skill
and watchfulness.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2016)
that mentions hydraulic presses in connection with China or
Manchuria–where they are apparently not yet used.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2016)
that uses the term “bean pulp” to refer to soybean cake or
bean cake. Address: Washington, DC.
842. Watson, George C.; Mairs, Thomas I. 1905. Forage
and soiling experiments–1904. Pennsylvania State College.
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 75. 12 p. Dec.
• Summary: Table 2, “Yields of soiling crops” (p. 7) shows
that soja beans, which have been tested for 2 years, give
the following weights per acre–in pounds: Green substance
11,723. Air-dry substance 2,505. Protein 317.36. Alfalfa
produced the greatest yield of air-dry substance (6,555) and
protein (1,145.3).
Table 3 (p. 8) shows the number of days that one acre
of various forage crops would supply ten cows with green
forage. Soja beans: 1902, 17 days. 1903, 12.5 days. 1904 -.
Average 14.75 days.
The section titled “Combinations” states that soja beans
work well when sown after rye has been cut for soiling
purposes. In that succession, the soja beans give–in pounds:
Green forage 23,653. Air-dry matter 5,911. Protein 588.36.
Address: 1. M.S., Agriculturist; 2. M.S., Animal Industry
[State College, Pennsylvania].
843. Product Name: Kikko-Ki Soy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Terada (T.) Shoten. By 1915
renamed Terada Shoyu Jozo-sho.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1346 N. King, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1905-1906.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1905-06. p. 357.
Terada T. Shoten, soymkr [soy-maker], 1346 N. King.
1907 Directory. p. 567. Terada, Tagero, soy, 1346 N. King.
Residence, same. 1908 Directory, same. 1909 Directory. p.
559. Terada, F., soy. 1346 N. King. Residence, same; Hawaii
Hojin Katsuyaku-shi, Meiji 41-42 (Japanese who play an
active role in Hawaii, 1908-09). 1915. Oct. Lists Terada
Shoyu Jozosho, founded by Tajiro Terada, as a brewer of
Kikko-ki brand soy sauce, located on King St., Palawa,
Honolulu. The company also has an ad on page 22.
1916 Directory. T. Terada, 1222 N. King. Directory of
the City and County of Hawaii. 1947-48. p. 989. Terada T.
Shoten (Kyuzo and Robert H. Terada, and Mrs. Hatsuko

Umeno). General Merchandise and Soy Manufacturers. 1224
N. King. Tel. 8033. Note this company’s rebirth on the same
street with the same name after almost 40 years. They are not
listed in the 1941-42 Directory.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made in Hawaii after the Hawaiian Islands were a territory of
the United States.
844. Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural
Engineering–Division of Forage Crops and Diseases.
1905-1929. General correspondence: 1905-1929 (Archival
collection). Washington, DC. Undated. 28 cm.
• Summary: National Archives and Records Service–Record
Group 54–Records of the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and
Agricultural Engineering. Records of the Division of Forage
Crops and Diseases, General Correspondence–1905-1929
[Label on the box]. Entry No. P.I. 66, Stack No. 170. Begin
location 27/22/04. Containers No. 1-152. In boxes 92 and
93 are 2-3 folders of very interesting correspondence from
William Morse; Jacob photocopied about 50 pages. In Box
87 is a folder titled Massey-Harris Harvester Co., Inc. (the
combine maker). It contains a letter from Massey-Harris to
William Morse dated 19 Dec. 1924, which talks about how
the combine demonstration day went about a month earlier
in Stonington, Illinois. In this letter is enclosed a testimonial
letter from the Garwood Bros. In box 88 is a letter from
Charles L. Meharry.
Talk with Jacob Jones, PhD student at Purdue
University, Lafayette, Indiana. 1998. Aug. Jacob has just
spent several weeks going through this collection. The
current finding aid is not annotated due to lack of funding.
The older finding aid is somewhat annotated, but that filing
system is no longer used. The earliest Morse correspondence
is from 1907, when he was a student at Cornell University
[Ithaca, New York] applying for a job. Then comes the
document showing that he was hired. One of his jobs was
to visit the various agricultural experiment stations. On
22 August 1911, while visiting various southern stations,
including the station in North Carolina, he wrote the earliest
letter seen in this collection about soybeans.
This archival collection is located (2000/09) at: National
Archives #2, Civilian Records Branch, 8601 Adelphi Rd.,
College Park, Maryland 20740. Phone: 3012-713-7230.
Free finding aids are P.I. 66 and N.C. 135. Address: USDA.
Phone: 313-764-3482.
845. Bureau of Plant Industry. 1905-1929. Records of
the Division of Plant Exploration (Archival collection).
Washington, DC. Undated. 28 cm. *
• Summary: National Archives and Records Service
(Washington, DC)–Record Group 54: Records of the
Bureau of Plant Industry, Records of the Division of Plant
Exploration. Project studies:
Vol. 41: “China Trip,” Records of P.H. Dorsett.
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Vol. 76: “Foreign Exploration–Closed projects, 19051915.”
Vol. 77: “Northwestern China Exploration, 1912-1915.”
Vols. 105-109: “Letters of Frank N. Meyer.”
Vol. 110: “Published descriptions of seeds and plants
collected in North and Central China, Manchuria, North
Korea, and East Siberia by Mr. Frank N. Meyer from
September 1, 1905, to June 12, 1908.”
Vol. 149: “Explorations and itineraries, 1897-1932.”
Reports, notes, and other records of Frank N. Meyer,
Boxes 3-18. In Box 17 is most of the information about
Meyer’s death, including the key report that Sokobin filed on
12 June 1918.
Explorers, maps and routes, Box 32.
Another way of looking at this material is through
the website: http:// arcweb.archives.gov/ arc/action/
ExternalIdSearch?id=383. Search on “exploration” within
the above group resulted in the following selected records/
files: (1) Historical Files, compiled 1903–1939. ARC
Identifier 2133190 / MLR Number NC 135 135H. (2)
General Correspondence, compiled 1900–1940. ARC
Identifier 2133187 / MLR Number NC 135 135F. (3)
Progress Reports, compiled 1903–1936. ARC Identifier
1676968 / MLR Number NC135 26B. (4) Photographs
of the Office of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction and
Successor Offices, compiled ca. 1900–ca. 1953. ARC
Identifier 516515 / Local Identifier 54-FS. (5) Project Studies
Submitted by Foreign Agricultural Specialists, compiled
1902–1932. ARC Identifier 2133249 / MLR Number NC 135
135K. (6) Subject File for Materials Relating to Soybeans,
Collected by the Soybean Investigations Office, compiled
1911–1967. ARC Identifier 542099 / Local Identifier 310SOY. Photographs and other Graphic Materials and Textual
Records from the Department of Agriculture. Agricultural
Research Service.
Note: The last three look potentially interesting.
Address: USDA. Phone: 313-764-3482.
846. Japan Advertiser (The). 1905-1940. Serial/periodical.
Tokyo, Japan. B.W. Fleisher. Frequency: Daily. 30-39 cm.
[Eng]*
• Summary: This newspaper merged with the Japan Times &
Mail to form Japan Times and Advertiser (Morning ed.).
847. Japan Year Book. 1905-1952. Serial/periodical.
Published by The Japan Year Book Office, Tsukiji, Tokyo;
and by Foreign Affairs Assoc. of Japan. Annual. Serial/
periodical. Published by The Japan Year Book Office,
Tsukiji, Tokyo; and by Foreign Affairs Assoc. of Japan.
Annual. [Eng]
• Summary: 27 volumes. Merged with Japan Times Year
Book (1933) and Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book (19341941).
In the Year Book for 1906, in the chapter on agriculture,

page 104 gives statistics from 1895 to 1903 for the
production of the following: Miscellaneous grains (millet,
buck wheat [buckwheat], Italian millet, Sarva millet), beans
(soja beans, red beans [azuki]), sweet potatoes and potatoes.
Production of soja beans increased from 2,943,478 koku
in 1895 to 3,647,830 koku in 1903–an increase of 23% in 8
years. The frontispiece, facing the title page, lists “Weights,
measures, and moneys.” 1 koku (dry) = 4.962 bushels.
848. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ichino Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 446 Jackson St., Los Angeles,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1905.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1906. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 48. Also in 1907, p. 39. The
phone is now Red 2022. Also in 1908, p. 44 (Japanese
numbers).
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 88.
849. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Minato-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 24½ Quincy St., San Francisco,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1905.
New Product–Documentation: Zaibei Nippon-jin Nenkan
(The Japanese-American Yearbook). 1905. No. 1. Published
by Mr. Kyutaro Abiko, of Nichibei [Shinbun], JapaneseAmerican News. Page 10. Under the category heading “Tofu
Shops (Tofu-ya)” is listed Minato-ya, 24½ Quincy St., San
Francisco. No owner is listed. Also in 1906, p. 14.
Note 1. This is the earliest known Japanese tofu maker
in the continental United States (one of three).
Note 2. (1) Quincy St. is a small alley between Kearny
St. and Grant Ave. near California. It still exists (1989). (2)
Mr. Oka, head of the History Room, Japan Cultural and
Community Center, says this was probably a restaurant that
made tofu on the side. (3). This was before the earthquake
and before Quong Hop & Co.
850. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Murata-ten. Renamed Murata Tofuya by 1906. P.O. Box 51, Isleton, California.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 51, Isleton, California.
Date of Introduction: 1905.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1905. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 22. A 1/6 page ad (square, on
unnumbered page before p. 22) in this 1905 yearbook states
that Murata-ten makes tofu (Tôfu seizô). Owner: Ichimatsu
Murata. They also make food to order. Also in 1906, p. 32.
However the address has changed to P.O. Box 41. Also in
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“Fish Retailers and Tofu Shops (Sakana-ya, Tofu-ya)” are
listed two companies. The first is Santa Monica Sakana-ya,
clearly a fish retailer. The second is Shintarô Kodama, but no
specific mention is made of tofu in his company name. These
companies were probably grouped together because they
sold fresh, perishable foods.
Note: This is the earliest known Japanese tofu maker in
the continental United States (one of three).

1907, p. 63.
851. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nishi Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 87 Japanese Alley, Sacramento,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1905.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1905. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 10. Also in 1907, Directory p.
55. Also in 1908, Directory p. 67 (Japanese numbers). Also
in the 1909 Yearbook, Directory entry p. 39 (same address,
except it was called “87 Jap Alley”).
Note: This is the earliest known Japanese tofu maker in
the continental United States (one of three).
852. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Okumura Kuraoka Tofu-ya [Tofu
Shop]. Renamed Okumura Tofu-ya by 1906.
Manufacturer’s Address: 632 N. 6th St., San Jose,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1905.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1905. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 24. Ad (1/32 page). On an
unnumbered page in the block of ads after Directory p. 28.
This tofu company is owned and run by Ichitaro (spell?)
Okumura, and Kinsaku Kuraoka. Also in 1906, p. 38. But the
name is now “Okumura Tofu-ya.” Note: Nomitsu Tofu-ya
was at this address in 1912.
853. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Shintaro Kodama.
Manufacturer’s Address: 446 Jackson St., Los Angeles,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1905.
New Product–Documentation: Zaibei Nippon-jin Nenkan
(The Japanese-American Yearbook). 1905. No. 1. Published
by Mr. Kyutaro Abiko, of Nichibei [Shinbun], JapaneseAmerican News. Page 34. Under the category heading

854. Product Name: Sugita Shoyu [Soy Sauce].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sugita Jozo-sho (Sugita Brewery).
Manufacturer’s Address: 569 Tyler (Taylor?) St., San Jose,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1905.
New Product–Documentation: Zaibei Nippon-jin Nenkan
(The Japanese-American Yearbook). 1905. No. 1. Published
by Mr. Kyutaro Abiko, of Nichibei [Shinbun], JapaneseAmerican News. 1905. Page 24, under the category heading
“Jozosho” (Breweries), lists Sugita Jozo-sho, 569 Tyler
Street, San Jose, California. An unnumbered page in the
same 1905 edition states that there are currently two shoyu
breweries in San Jose. This must mean Yamamori and
Sugita.
855. The Russo-Japanese War (Feb. 1904-1905), the Treaty
of Portsmouth (5 Sept. 1905), and the Japanese move into
Korea (Important event). 1905.
• Summary: “The event that really won for Japan full
status as a world power and equality with the nations of
the West was its victory over Russia, the biggest, even
if not one of the more advanced, of the Western powers.
Russia in 1896 had obtained from Peking the right to build
the Chinese Eastern Railway across Manchuria to its port
of Vladivostok on the Sea of Japan, thus shortening the
Trans-Siberian Railway, the rail link it had started in 1891
to construct across Siberia to the Pacific. When Russia
obtained the lease of the Kwantung Peninsula in 1898,
it also got the right to connect this line by a southward
extension, the South Manchurian Railway, to the ports of
the peninsula, Port Arthur and Dairen (Dalian in Chinese).
These railway concessions gave Russia considerable control
over Manchuria, and the Boxer crisis allowed it to overrun
the whole area militarily. Its efforts to take Manchuria over
completely, however, ended in diplomatic frustration, and it
agreed to a phased withdrawal of its forces.
“Mutual suspicion and enmity steadily mounted between
Japan and Russia... Japan broke off relations on February 6,
1904, started hostilities on February 8 with a night torpedoboat attack on the Russian fleet in Port Arthur, and only two
days later declared war.”
In the 5-month war that followed, the Japanese navy
destroyed its Russian counterpart to win the final victory.
The mighty Russians were shocked by their overwhelming
defeat at the hands of a little-known Madame Butterfly
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nation. “Both countries were exhausted by war, and the
Russians were plagued at home by revolution. They both
readily accepted President Theodore Roosevelt’s diplomatic
initiative and met to discuss peace terms in Portsmouth, New
Hampshire.
“The Treaty of Portsmouth, signed on September
5, 1905, recognized Japan’s ‘paramount interest’ in
Korea, restored at least in theory China’s sovereignty and
administration in Manchuria, and gave Japan the Russian
lease on the Kwantung Peninsula and the Russian-built
South Manchurian Railway as far north as Changchun.
The Japanese were eager to extract an indemnity from the
Russians, but the latter were adamant on this point, and
eventually Japan settled for the southern half of Sakhalin
[Island] instead [below the 50th parallel north, which Japan
called Karafuto]. It was the failure to win an indemnity that
the Japanese public found so disappointing.
“Japan was now free of all foreign competitors in
Korea.” In Nov. 1905 Japan “secured a convention making
Korea a Japanese protectorate and ending its diplomatic
contact with other powers.” In 1907 Japan extended control
over the Korean government and disbanded the Korean
army. “In August 1910 Japan quietly annexed Korea.” Called
Chôsen, “Korea was governed for Japan’s strategic and
economic purposes by Japanese officials under a military
governor-general.”
In its victory over Russia, Japan became the first nonwhite or non-Western nation to defeat a white or Western
nation. In a mere 50 years Japan had transformed itself from
an isolated underdeveloped country with no industrial base
into a modern nation, a major military and industrial power.
Japan was now free of all competitors in Korea, and
in November 1905 secured a convention making Korea a
Japanese protectorate and ending its diplomatic contact with
other powers. In 1907 the Japanese extended control over
the Korean government, arranged that Japanese could serve
as Korean officials, and disbanded the Korean army. The
widespread rioting that greeted these moved was severely
suppressed. In Aug. 1910 Japan quietly annexed Korea.
“There was no protest from the powers, which generally
approved what was judged at the time as an inevitable step
in world progress. The Japanese called Korea Chôsen and
governed it for their own strategic and military purposes by
Japanese officials under a military governor-general.
With the annexation of Korea, Japan also became a
major imperialist/colonial power, with important colonies
in Korea and Taiwan, and predominant rights in South
Manchuria. It entered World War I as Britain’s ally and,
although playing only a minimal military role, it picked up
the German colonial possessions in East Asia and the Pacific,
including Kiaochow Bay and the port of Tsingtao on the
south coast of Shantung. “Japan sat at the Versailles Peace
Conference as one of the victorious Five Great Powers–the
only non-Western nation to be accepted as a full equal by the

West. Thus the Meiji leaders had succeeded far beyond their
fondest dreams.”
Source: Fairbank, Reischauer, and Craig. 1973. East
Asia: Tradition and Transformation. p. 555-57.
856. Product Name: Soybean sprouts.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wing Chung Long, later named
Wing Chong Lung.
Manufacturer’s Address: 307 Marchessault St., then 752
N. Alameda St., Los Angeles, California.
Date of Introduction: 1905.
New Product–Documentation: Los Angeles City
Directory. 1905. First listing for Wing Chung Long, general
merchandise, 307 Marchessault.
1910 listing same but grocery instead of general
merchandise.
1915 listing same but 307 E. Marchessault. 1916 First
listing for Wing Chong Lung Co., general merchandise,
307 Marchessault. 1917 listing is Wing Chong Lung Co.,
merchandise, 752 N. Alameda. 1918 listing same but
“Chinese merchandise.”
1930 listing. Wing Chong Lung, grocery. 752 N.
Alameda. Note: None of the above state that they made soy
sprouts or tofu.
Company invoice dated 1 Sept. 1936. Tofu was selling
for 5 cents a piece, and bean sprouts were 3 cents a pound.
Interview with Bill Lee of Wy Ky. “Wing Chong Lung
was the first Chinese company to try to break into the Los
Angeles tofu market, controlled by Matsuda-Hinode. They
tried in 1952 but Hinode kept them out. They now make
bean sprouts.”
Talk with Grant Tom of Wing Chong Lung. 1988. Oct.
4. He was born in 1934. The company was founded in 1871,
importing foods from China and selling them in California.
He thinks they were making Chinese-style firm tofu, soft tofu
(sui-daufu), soymilk curds (daufu-fa, eaten with syrup), and
soy sprouts at about the turn of the century, probably before
1900. At the time they were located on Alameda St., and the
owner was Tom Chong Man. In 1934 the company moved
to the present address, 922 South San Pedro St. He thinks
they stopped making tofu shortly after World War II because
of too much competition from Matsuda and Hinode. They
stopped making soy sprouts about 3 years ago.
Note: This is the earliest commercial soy product or
document seen (Dec. 2003) in connection with Los Angeles,
California.
857. Alviso Co. (The). 1905. Dealer in Japanese American
provisions, dry goods and merchandise (Ad). In: Nichibei
Shinbun-sha. 1905. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [JapaneseAmerican Yearbook]. Unnumbered page near the end. [Jap;
eng]
• Summary: Ad (full page). The central 1/8 of this ad is in
English. This company sells various goods including miso
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and shoyu. The Japanese title across the top: “Great bargain
prices. You’ll be surprised!” An illustration shows two flags,
Japanese and American, crossed. Address: P.O. Box 15,
Alviso, Santa Clara Co., California.
858. Aoki (George) & Co. 1905. Direct importers of rice
and tea: Gents. furnishing goods (Ad). In: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1905. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Unnumbered page. [Jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). The top 1/3 of this ad is in
English and includes a photo showing a man with a sash
and many medals, probably George Aoki. This company
imports various goods including (exclusively) shoyu made
by Nakayama Kankichi (spell?) and Oota Kyusuke. They are
wholesale and retail dealers. Address: 437-439 DuPont St.,
San Francisco, California. Phone: Bush 865. Cable address:
Aoki.
859. Bardet, M. 1905. Sur un pain sans matières amylacées
à base de soja hispida [A bread without starch based on soja
hispida (soybeans)]. Bulletin General de Therapeutique
Medicale, Chirurgicale, Obstetricale et Pharmaceutique
149:181-84. [Fre]
• Summary: This is a presentation by Mr. Bardet to the
Therapeutic Society (Société de Thérapeutique) in France
about a new bread for diabetics. Soya, which is widely used
in Japan, has met with little success in France. However it is
of interest because it contains almost no sugars or starches–
less than 5-6%–yet an average of 35% vegetable casein. The
Japanese consume enormous quantities of vegetable cheese
(fromage végétal) [tofu], which is obtained from soya.
“The bread which I have the honor to present has been
prepared under the name of Krube bread (pain Krube). This
is the first soy bread I have found which is truly acceptable.
When fresh, it resembles a brioche, being somewhat soft and
oily; when stale, it becomes firm but still retains the taste of a
brioche. It is obtained by grinding the seeds in a special way
to defat them (dégraisser) and make them better suited to
bread.” The man who developed the bread is a diabetic.
A table shows the composition of the soy flour:
Nitrogenous materials (proteins) 28.69%. Oils and fats
38.00%. Minerals 4.24%. Inert substances 15.21%. Sugars
and starches 5.80%. Moisture 8.06%. Total 100%. The bread
contains 508 calories per 100 gm. Thus soy bread supplies
3.5 times the protein and twice the calories as regular bread.
Question from Mr. Berlioz: “What is the digestibility of
this bread compared with wheat bread?” Answer: They are
different foods and cannot be compared.
Question from Mr. Saint-Yves Mesnard: “These
seeds [soybeans] were introduced to France by Montigny
in 1855; people have tried unsuccessfully to acclimatize
them in various places in France, so at present all our soya
is imported from Japan. Thus soya is destined to remain
a deluxe and rare food. This is very unfortunate, for it is

a legume with nutritive properties which could be used
advantageously by both diabetics and healthy individuals.
It seems to me that this bread has been prepared extremely
well and would almost give the illusion of a brioche, if its
odor was not so strong. It represents major progress over
the former breads which were more like rubber than bread.”
Answer: “Yes, soya is presently a deluxe product. I believe
that the price of 100 kg of flour is about 150 francs, and that
is enormous.”
Comment by Mr. Laumonnier: “Soya has been
successfully cultivated in and around Marennes (CharenteInférieure) [Note: A department in western France on the
Bay of Biscay by the Gironde River, now called CharenteMaritime]. The climate of this region is both temperate and
humid–important factors for the culture of this plant. The
Japanese army has tried to use soya in its food rations, but
found them difficult to preserve.”
860. Bennitt, Mark. ed. 1905. History of the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition. St. Louis, Missouri: Universal
Exposition Publishing Co. xv+ 800 p Illust. 36 cm. Facsimile
edition reprinted in 1976 by Arno Press (New York, NY).
• Summary: The full title of the book is: “History of the
Louisiana purchase exposition: comprising the history of
the Louisiana territory, the story of the Louisiana purchase
and a full account of the great exposition, embracing the
participation of the states and nations of the world, and other
events of the St. Louis world’s fair of 1904; comp. from
official sources, by Mark Bennitt, editor-in-chief; Frank
Parker Stockbridge, managing editor; with an introduction
by Walter B. Stevens; illustrated under direction of Edgar M.
Dilley with more than four thousand engravings.”
Page 303: “Over 282,455 square feet of space were
occupied by Japan.”
Page 306: A large photo shows Mr. K. Sugawa, Director,
Japanese Exhibit Association. He first discusses tea in Japan
and at the Exhibition, then adds: “Another effective display
was that made by the exhibitors of soy or shoyu, a famous
Japanese sauce made from [soy] beans and used extensively
as an entree for cooking and salad dressing. A Japanese lady
sitting in a native pavilion represented one of the large soy
companies. Another displayed a lacquer and gold jinrickisha
[rickshaw] laden with bottles of soy.”
Page 372: “Japan spared neither effort nor expense
to make the most comprehensive display of her products
and resources ever sent to an exposition from an Oriental
country. The government of Japan appropriated $400,000
and Formosan Government $50,000 for the exhibit.”
861. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1905. Report of the government
agrostologist and botanist for the year ending June 30th,
1904. Transvaal Department of Agriculture, Annual Report.
p. 261-320. For the year 1903-04. See p. 263, 270-71, 274. 1
plate. Reprinted in part in the Rhodesian Agricultural Journal
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3(4):354, 364 (1906).
• Summary: The author, an early advocate of soybeans in
Africa, arrived in the Colony on 1 May 1903. Writing on
26 Oct. 1904 he notes: “The year has been principally spent
organising the work of the Division, and travelling over
the country to meet farmers and study the conditions and
needs of the various districts. For the first 6 months I had no
assistants, therefore it was impossible to fully develop any
one branch.”
A non-original illustration of the Soy-bean (p. 270)
shows the stem and leaves, plus individual close-ups of a
flower, several pods, and the root system with nodules. The
artist’s initials appear to be A.M.H.
Section 2, titled “Hay, silage, and soiling crops” (p.
271) begins: “The warm rains of the Transvaal summer are
particularly favourable to a rank and rapid growth of summer
crops.” A subsection on “The soy-bean (Glycine hispida)”
(p. 274) states: “An American variety known as the southern
soy-bean gave excellent results on the Springbok Flats; the
seeds were sown December 10th [1903], in drills 3 feet apart;
the return was 70 lbs. of seed from 5 lbs. sown. If cut from
the time of flowering until the pods are half formed, it makes
good and nutritious hay. It is cut with a scooter or V-shaped
plough, as the stems are too woody to be mowed with an
ordinary machine. The crop can be turned into good ensilage,
if cut when the seed is nearly ripe; its principal value lies,
however, in the dried bean, which is used in conjunction
with maize for fattening stock. Of all legumes in cultivation,
the soy-bean is only exceeded by the ground-nut in amount
and digestibility of its food constituents; it is especially rich
in fats and nitrogenous compounds, in fact, it is one of the
richest of concentrated foods. It is useful for bringing up the
quality of poor soils.”
Note: Springbok Flats in the Transvaal Province is not
a particular town, but an area located between the towns
of Warmbaths, Hammanskraal, Groblersdal, Marble Hall,
Immerpan, Naboomspruit and Nylstroom. It is roughly
an oval flat area. Address: Government Agrostologist and
Botanist, Div. of Botany, Pretoria, South Africa.
862. Clubb, Henry Stephen. 1905. Unpolished rice, the
staple food of the Orient: A lecture to the Vegetarian Society
of America; to which is added over one hundred receipts
[recipes] for cooking unpolished rice, rice flour, rice polish;
and testimonials of eminent food reformers. Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania: The Vegetarian Society of America. 32 p. 18 x
14 cm. Pages unnumbered.
• Summary: Rev. Henry Clubb (born 1827) was an early
advocate of the use of brown rice in America. He notes that
this is the food on which the Japanese Army won its great
victories (in the recent Russo-Japanese War), performed
its rapid marches, remained comparatively free from camp
diseases, and recovered rapidly from battle wounds.
On page 5 he notes: “In China, Japan and Java soy

sauce, soy bean cheese [tofu], or a similar product is eaten
with rice in considerable amounts, and furnishes a large part
of the protein necessary for the daily diet of the laborious
people.”
On the inside back cover of the booklet is a list of
publications and products sold by the Vegetarian Society,
which is located at 1023 Foulkrod St., Philadelphia.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2011)
concerning unpolished rice (brown rice).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2011) that contains the term “unpolished rice.”
Address: Rev., Philadelphia.
863. Crosby, Dick J. 1905. Boys’ agricultural clubs.
Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture. p.
489-96. For the year 1904. See p. 492.
• Summary: The section titled “Development of boys’ clubs
in Illinois” states (p. 492): “The work of the boys’ clubs is
not confined to growing pure-bred corn... Their experiments
are something more than the growing of a small plat of corn,
sugar beets... or soy beans; they include also the study of
farm management, fertility, prevalence of barren stalks and
smut–all of the conditions likely to affect materially the
yield and quality of the crops grown.” Address: Office of
Experiment Stations [USDA].
864. Czapek, Friedrich. 1905. Biochemie der Pflanzen. Erster
Band [Biochemistry of plants. Vol. 1]. Jena: Verlag von
Gustav Fischer. 584 p. See p. 156-58. [16 ref. Ger]

• Summary: In chapter 8, titled “Die Pflanzlichen Lecithine
[Plant Lecithins”], in section 2 on “Lecithine in Samen
[Lecithin in Seeds]” (p. 156-58) is a table (p. 157) which
gives the lecithin content of 20 species of seeds on a dry
weight basis, including lupins (Lupinus luteus) 1.57%, the
soybean (Glycine hispida) 1.64%, hemp seeds (Cannabis
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sativa) 0.88, and sesame seeds (Sesamum indicum) 0.56. The
soybean has the highest lecithin content of all.
A second table (p. 158), compiled from Stoklasa (1896)
shows the fat, lecithin and protein content of 11 seeds. The
soybean (Glycine hispida) is #1 in lecithin, #2 in protein
(Eiweiss, after lupins), and #5 in vegetable oil (Fett, after
sunflower seeds {32.26%}, hemp seeds, poppy seeds, and
linseeds).
Note: Soybeans were not yet available on a commercial
scale in Germany. Address: Dr. phil. et med., Professor of
Botany, Prague, Czechoslovakia.
865. Duthie, John Firminger. 1905. Flora of the upper
Gangetic plain and of the adjacent Siwalik and subHimalayan tracts. Vol. I, part 1. Ranunculaceae to
Campanulacae. Dehra Dun, India: M/s. Bishen Singh
Mahendra Pal Singh; Delhi, India: M/s. Periodical Experts.
500 p. + v. See p. 231-32. 19 cm. [6 ref]
• Summary: In the section on “Leguminosæ” we read (p.
230-31): “20. Glycine, Linn.; Fl. Brit. Ind. ii, 183 [Hooker,
Joseph D. 1879. The Flora of British India. Vol. 2, p. 183].
“Twining or suberect herbs... Species about 15, spread
through the tropics of the old world, also in Australia.
“G. Soja, Benth, in Journ. Linn. Soc. viii, 266: F.B.I. ii,
184 (not of Sieb. & Zucc.) G. hispida, Maxim.; Watt E.D.;
Field & Gard. Crops iii, 3, t. 85; Prain in Journ. As. Soc.
Beng. LXVI (1897), 403. Soja hispida, Moench.; W.&A.
Prod 247. Dolichos Soja, Linn.; Roxb. Fl. Ind. [Roxburgh’s
Flora Indica] iii, 314; DC. L’Orig. Pl. Cult 264. Vern.
[Vernacuar] Bhat. (Soy bean, Japan pea).
“An annual, with stout suberect or climbing stems,
densely clothed with fine rusty-coloured hairs. Leaves
3-foliolate, long-petioled; leaflets 2-4 in. long, ovate, usually
acute. Racemes sessile, few-flowered. Calyx ¼ in., densely
hairy; teeth long, setaceous. Corolla reddish-purple, not
much exserted [sic]. Pods 2-3 in the axils of the leaves,
1½-2 in. long, linear-oblong, recurved, densely pubescent,
subtorulose, 3-4 seeded.
“Sparingly cultivated within the area, and confined
to a few of the Sub-Himalayan districts. It is grown more
extensively on the lower slopes of the Himalaya up to 6,000

feet, from the Punjab eastwards; also in Bengal, on
the Khasia, Manipur and Naga Hills, and in Burma,
but nowhere in India has it been found truly wild.
De Candolle considered the plant to be a native of
Cochin China, Japan and Java at the time when the
ancient inhabitants of that region began to cultivate
it, and to use it as food. As grown within the area of
this flora, and in other parts of India, it represents a
very inferior form of soy bean. It is a rainy-season
crop, and is usually sown in very poor land. Under
proper cultivation the chemical composition of the
bean shows it to be the richest of all the pulses in
albuminoids and oil. In China and Japan various
preparations are made from it, including soy-sauce, which is
largely exported from those countries. The plant affords very
excellent fodder for all kinds of stock, if harvested before it
is fully matured.” Address: B.A., F.L.S., Formerly Director
of the Botanical Dep. of Northern India.
866. Favre, Joseph. 1905. Dictionnaire universel de cuisine
pratique: encyclopédie illustrée d’hygiène alimentaire:
modification de l’homme par l’alimentation. Edition 2. 4
vols. [Universal dictionary of practical cuisine: Illustrated
encyclopedia of food hygiene. Modification of humans by
food. 2nd ed. 4 vol.]. Paris, France: Published by the author.
Undated. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The entry for Soja (p. 1811) has the following
contents: About the plant: Chemical analysis (by M. Léon
Padé), culinary uses. Soy sauce: Formula No. 5,145, basic
description. Tofu (Fromage de Soja): Formula No. 5,148,
basic description, remarks.
Masculine noun. Pronounced “so-ya” (Soja hispida
platycarpa). A plant of the legume family, also called pois
oléagineux de la Chine (“oil pea of China”).
Pierre Poivre, who visited the Indies in 1750, tells us in
his work Voyage d’un Philosophe of a species of phaseolus
called pois du Cap–which is probably not related to the
soybean. Nevertheless, an illustration (not original) shows a
soybean plant.
A table gives a chemical analysis of soybean seeds by
M. Léon Padé.
Culinary uses: Mentions soy flour, dried frozen tofu
(kôri tô-fu), tofu, soy sauce.
Recipe for making soy sauce (Sauce soya, Formula
5,147–apparently located elsewhere in the book) using
fresh soybeans. Recipe for making tofu (Fromage de Soja,
Formula 5,148) also from fresh soybeans.
Joseph Favre lived 1849-1903.
Note: The French National Catalog online (gallica.bnf.
fr) gives the date as 1905. The title page states: More than
6,000 recipes. 4 color plates. 2,000 figures engraved in the
text... 4 volumes of about 500 pages each. Address: 11 rue
Guénégaud (near le Pont-Neuf), Paris.
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867. Fernie, William Thomas. 1905. Meals medicinal: With
“herbal simples,” (of edible parts). Curative foods from the
cook; in place of drugs from the chemist. Bristol, England:
John Wright & Co.; London: Simkin, Marshall, Hamilton,
Kent & Co., Ltd. xxii + 781 p. See p. 84. Illust. Index. 22
cm.
• Summary: In this collection of unusual facts about
the healing power of foods, the various foods are listed
alphabetically. The section titled “Bean” states (p. 84):
“The Soy Bean (Glycina soja) [sic, Glycine soja] is of
three varieties, black, green, and white. These Beans are
boiled, then mixed with barley, or wheat, until, through
fermentation, they become covered with fungi; then brine
is added, and further fermentation goes on for a couple
of years. The sauce thus concocted is afterward boiled
afresh, and put, when cool, into bottles, or casks. From a
nutritive point of view it is superior to any other sauce in our
markets.” Soy is made throughout Japan, and most Japanese
partake of it with every meal. “In China, Soy Cheese [tofu]
is extensively eaten, whilst various sauces, and pastes [jiang]
are prepared from the Beans... An old fable said that Soy was
made from certain beetles, and Londoners have improved
this to ‘black beetles.’” Note: This is also the earliest
English-language document seen (April 2013) that clearly
uses the term “Soy Cheese” (or “soy cheese”) to refer to tofu.
The author then quotes a four-line poem by Edward Lear
from his Book of Nonsense (1862) which begins: “There was
an old person of Troy / Whose drink was warm brandy and
soy,...”
Also discusses: Seaweeds (p. 495-96, 627-33; Incl.
Irish moss or carrageen, dulse, laver, sloke, samphire, sea
holly, bladderwrack, and Laminaria digitata or sea-tang,
sea spinach, agar-agar or Japanese isinglass). The Pea-nut
(Arachis hypogæa, p. 504-05; Incl. pea-nut candy and nut
cream). Vegetarianism (p. 711-17). The book contains no
recipes. Address: M.D [England].
868. Frear, William. 1905. Composition of soy beans.
Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report Part II. p. 39-40. For the year 1904-05.
• Summary: “At the request of Mr. Eli G. Reist, who lives
a short distance south of Mt. Joy, Lancaster county, an
examination was made of a number of varieties of soy beans
(Soja hispida) grown by him.
“He states that the seeds were received by him, early in
1904, from the Agricultural Experiment League, of Cornell
University [Ithaca, New York]. They were planted May 20,
1904, in rows three feet apart.”
The following five soybean varieties are listed, with the
seed color, harvest date, yield, plant height, and habit [of
growth]: Cross Bred No. 6 (chocolate brown; 15 bu/acre).
Early Black (20 bu/acre). Ita San [Ito San] (light clay yellow;
20 bu/acre). Early Green (pea green; 25 bu/acre). Southern
Soy Bean (Just in bloom when killed by frost). For 3 of these

varieties, the habit is upright; for one it is “spreading.”
“For an exhibit of the plants of the first four varieties,
Mr. Reist was awarded a silver medal by the Louisiana
Purchase Exhibition.” A table (p. 40) shows for these four
varieties the seed color, average long diameter (inches),
weight of 100 seeds (ranges from 15.85 to 28.65 grams),
weight per bushel (ranges from 59.3 to 61.5 pounds), the
chemical composition (on both an air-dry and water-free
basis). The weight of 100 seeds is as follows: Cross Bred No.
6 15.93 gm, Early Black 28.65 gm, Ita San [Ito San] 15.85
gm, and Early Green 22.93 gm. Note that Early Black has the
largest seeds [1,585 seeds per pound].
“It may be noted in conclusion that none of these
varieties approach the yield of 35 bushels per acre obtained
by the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station from
the Medium Early White variety. It is possible that with a
better soil and a somewhat closer planting in the drill, these
varieties may be made more productive.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004)
that clearly mentions the soybean variety Early Green. Note
that Mr. Reist (of Pennsylvania) obtained it from New York,
which is where Peter Henderson & Co. is located.
Note 2. The variety name “Ita San” is misspelled
throughout this article–four times; it should be “Ito San.”
Note 3. The variety “Cross Bred No. 6” was developed
by Mr. E.E. Evans of West Branch, Michigan. Address: PhD,
Vice Director and Chemist [Harrisburg, Pennsylvania].
869. Friedenwald, Julius; Ruhräh, John. 1905. Diet in health
and disease. Philadelphia and London: W.B. Saunders and
Company. 689 p. Illust. 24 cm. [3 soy ref]
• Summary: This book is copyrighted 1904, but published
in 1905. “Soya” or “Soy” is mentioned on 4 pages in the text.
In the chapter on “Classes of foods,” in the section on
“Legumes,” in the subsection on “Beans” is a large table (p.
91) titled “Composition of fresh and dried legumes compared
with that of other foods–(Abel).” Under “Dried legumes,”
the composition of the “Soy bean” is given as:
Water 10.8%
Protein 34.0%
Fat 16.8%
Carbohydrates 33.7%
Ash 4.7%
Fuel-value per pound 1970 calories
In the chapter titled “Diseases in which diet is a primary
factor,” in the section on “Substitutes for bread” we read
(page 466-67): “Soya biscuits, or bread are made from the
Soya bean, a Japanese product. Soya bread was suggested for
diabetics by Dujardin-Beaumetz in 1890. Attfield gives the
following composition of Soya flour:
“Protein 41.24
“Fat 13.70
“Carbohydrate 30.35
“Phosphates 4.81
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“Other salts 0.52
“Moisture 9.38
“Dujardin-Beaumetz gives the following as the
composition of Soya bread:
“Water 45.000
“Protein 20.168 “ Fats 9.350
“Starch and sugar 2.794 “ Phosphoric acid 0.863
Footnote: Recipes for these will be found in the
Appendix.
In the chapter on “Diet Lists” under “No. 4.–Diabetes”
states (p. 652): General Rules.–Reduce to a minimum all
starches and sugars. Increase animal diet and fats. Avoid
eating any starchy or sugary condiments to foods. Drink
water freely to eliminate sugar. Substitute saccharin for
sugar. May take:...
“Farinaceous.–Gluten bread, gluten gems, gluten
porridge, fried gluten mush, gluten wafers, gluten griddlecakes, almond bread and cakes, charred bread, bran cakes,
Soya bread, rye bread, glutens, nut-gluten biscuit. May
occasionally substitute potatoes for bread. Substitute gluten
for flour in soups and gravies.”
Julius Friedenwald lived 1866-1941. John Ruräh lived
1872-1925. Address: 1. M.D., Clinical Prof. of Diseases of
the Stomach; 2. M.D., Clinical Prof. of Diseases of Children.
Both: College of Physicians and Surgeons, Baltimore,
Maryland.
870. Fritsch, Jean. 1905. Fabrication et raffinage des huiles
végétales: Manuel à l’usage des fabricants, raffineurs,
courtiers et négociants en huiles [Manufacture and refining
of vegetable oils: A manual for the use of manufacturers,
refiners, brokers, and wholesale merchants of oils]. Paris: H.
Desforges–Librairie Générale Scientifique et Industrielle. xv
+ 593 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [3 soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: In Chapter 5, “Extraction of oil using solvents”
(p. 133+) is a subchapter titled “Monographs on the oils” (p.
205-431) which is divided into three parts: (1) Fluid, nondrying oils. (2) Solid oils. (3) Drying oils.
In part 3 is a long section on soybean oil (Huile de
Soja hispida {Huile de pois}, p. 421-24). Origin: This oil is
extracted from an herbaceous plant of the legume family; it
originated in China and Japan, where the seeds are of great
value for food use. In recent years this plant has become of
particular interest from various points of view. In Germany,
soybeans are used for the preparation of an artificial leaven
[levure artificielle] for distilleries. They contain a ferment
[enzyme] similar to the diastase of malt, which transforms
starch into fermentable sugars. Soybeans also contain 18%
oil, which, when extracted by a solvent, has a density of
0.927. A table (p. 422) shows other constants for the oil and
its fatty acids.
Starting at the top of page 423 we read:
A quick look at the processing of soy oil in China
(Footnote: See Consular Report, 1893, 11 [actually Hosie

1893. “Report by Mr. Hosie on the island of Formosa with
special reference to its resources and trade,” p. 16-17]).
Of the seventeen oleaginous plants cultivated in China,
eight also grow in Formosa: among them, the soybean is by
far the most important from the oil producing point of view.
The soybean is divided in two species: one has seeds that
are yellow on the outside and inside, the other one has green
seeds. These are most probably sub-varieties of the soja
bean.
The process of extracting the oil is worth describing.
The seeds are first crushed with a large stone wheel. They are
then reduced to round patties, not very thick, that undergo
two further grindings before being further processed. The
resulting paste (pâte) is then dropped on a square cloth
and placed on a wooden grating that is placed on top of a
caldron of boiling water. After several minutes, the paste
is properly softened by the steam that, passing through the
lattice, reaches into the paste, crossing the cloth. While this
is taking place, another worker prepares a series of soft
packets of carefully woven straw that has also been run
through the steam in order to soften it: the straw will be used
to wrap the paste that will be inserted in bottomless molds
made from two metallic bands topped by a wooden casing;
the straw is arranged so that it will form the bottom of said
mold. The steamed beans are poured in this improvised mold
and trampled down by foot until the mass is quite hard. The
straw is folded over the top and trampled down so as to form
a covering. The wooden casing is removed and the two metal
bands are brought back, one towards the lower extremity, the
other towards the upper extremity of the paste bloc; the press
load is complete with 6 cakes; it is tightened strongly with
the help of corner pieces.
The oil runs from the press into a reservoir built
into the ground. When the oil stops running, the press is
un-tightened, the iron circles with the soybean cakes are
removed, these are dried for a period of time before being
shipped into the provinces to be used as fertilizer. Treated
in such a fashion, the beans yield about 10 per cent. weight
of oil, and the cakes, when removed from the press, weight
about 64 pounds and are worth about three francs each. They
represent an excellent manure and are carefully macerated
before being spread over the soil.
To show the commercial importance of this industry, it
is sufficient to mention that 60,000 tons of soybean cakes
were exported from Chefoo during the year 1890. And yet
Chefoo is far from occupying the first place in this trade;
Newchwang [today’s Yingkou] ships out more than 6 million
francs worth of it per year. There actually is in town four
oil factories working according to European processes;
they are occupied extracting the oil from the soybeans and
manufacturing the soybean cakes that are in great demand as
fertilizer as much in China as in Japan and, most recently, in
Java. In Formosa, where the soybean is also cultivated, oil
is extracted following the above described process but the
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manufacturing is limited to serving the local consumption.
The soybean cakes are not exported. The oil is used for
illumination as well as for culinary uses.
Jean Fritsch was born in 1858. Contains 83 figures
(illustrations) in the text. Address: Ingénieur-Chemiste, Paris.
871. Fujimura, Tôtarô. 1905. Tôfu keiran ryôri-hô: katei
jitsuyô [Tofu and hen’s egg cookery: For practical household
use]. Tokyo: Daigaku-kan. 184 p. 22 cm. [Jap]
872. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1905. Catalog. Bloomington,
Illinois: Funk Bros.
• Summary: The section titled “Farm Seeds” (p. 25) states
that Funk Bros. were selling “Medium Early Yellow or
Medium Early Green” soy bean varieties for $2.25 per
bushel, or $1.25 per half-bushel, or 75 cents per peck.
Address: Bloomington, Illinois.
873. Galloway, B.T. 1905. Report of the Chief of the Bureau
of Plant Industry. Annual Reports of the Department of
Agriculture (USA) p. 63-197. For the year ended June 30,
1905. See p. 111, 122, 160-61, 189.
• Summary: The section titled “Grass and forage plant
investigations” states (p. 111): “Our study of the horticultural
varieties of soy beans, cow-peas, and sorghums has been
practically completed, so far as varieties grown in this
country are concerned, and the results of this study will soon
be ready for publication.”
In the long subsection titled “Soy beans” (p. 122)
we read: “A varietal study of the soy-bean crop begun
in 1903 was continued during the season of 1904 by Mr.
Carleton R. Ball. Some 50 or 6O varieties were grown at
the Arlington Experimental Farm, as well as by Prof. J.F.
Duggar at Auburn, Alabama, and by Messrs. Funk Bros.,
at Bloomington, Illinois. It is much to be regretted that the
severe drought prevailing in the lower Mississippi Valley
region in the early summer of 1904 should have almost
totally destroyed the plantings in Illinois and Alabama. In
both cases the crop was destroyed in the tender seedling
stage. A second planting of all the varieties was made at
Auburn, Alabama, after the drought was broken, but proved
too late to be of any value in the study of the varieties.
On the Arlington Farm the same unfavorable conditions
already mentioned made early planting impossible and so
prolonged the growing season as to permit only six or eight
of the earliest varieties to reach maturity. Owing to the wet,
undrained character of the soil, the plants were dwarfed,
yellowish, and sickly in appearance throughout the season.
Results obtained with a few varieties grown at the different
experiment stations have been added to the information
previously at hand. A considerable fund of data from the
station bulletins, from cooperators, and from the agricultural
press has been brought together with a view to bringing up
to date our knowledge of the agricultural possibilities of this

plant.
“All varieties of which seed remained or which it has
been possible to obtain since last season have been placed
this year for testing at six different points, as follows:
Arlington Farm; Knoxville, Tennessee; Baton Rouge,
Louisiana; Hays, Kansas; Bloomington, Illinois, and St.
Anthony Park, Minnesota.
“The number of varieties at each of these places varies
from 35 to 40. In addition to these a number of the earlier
maturing varieties have been sent to all of the northern
experiment stations which were willing to cooperate, so that
at the end of the present season a very considerable addition
to our present knowledge will undoubtedly be at hand in
regard to the value and adaptability of the different standard
varieties, as well as the relationships of certain little-known
sorts.
The section titled “The Arlington Experimental Farm”
(p. 160-61) begins: “The Arlington Experimental Farm
is each year fulfilling more completely the original idea
of making it a field laboratory for the various Offices and
Bureaus of the Department of Agriculture.” There are
presently five USDA Bureaus conducting work on the
farm: Bureau of Forestry, Bureau of Entomology, Bureau of
Chemistry, Bureau of Soils, and the Bureau of Plant Industry
(incl. Office of Vegetable Pathological and Physiological
Investigations, Botanical Offices, Office of Seed and Plant
Introduction and Distribution, Office of Grass and Forage
Plant Investigations, and Office of the Horticulturist).
The soy bean is also mentioned (p. 189) in connection
with Dolichos atropurpureus. “There is not a particle of
waste, as in feeding other soy beans.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2016)
that mentions the USDA Bureau of Chemistry in remote
connection with soy. Address: Chief of Bureau.
874. Gouin, Raoul. 1905. Alimentation rationnelle des
animaux domestiques [Rational feeding of domestic
animals]. Paris: Librairie J.-B. Baillière et Fils. 496 p. See
p. 32, 465-66, 470-73. Illust. Index. 19 cm. Encyclopédie
Agricole, pub. sous la direction de G. Wery. [Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “Nitrogenous principles
(Principes azotes) contains a table (p. 32) which gives the
percentage nitrogen and probable multiplier in 8 legumes,
including the soybean (Soja) which contains 16.82% protein
with a probable multiplier of 5.945. The same table gives
similar figures for oilseed cakes (torteau) including peanut,
sunflower (de soleil), sesame (sésame), cotton, hempseed
(chènevis), copra, and linseed–but not soybean.
The chapter on seeds and fruits contains fairly detailed
discussions including lupins (p. 226-27), linseed (p. 230),
peanuts (arachide, p. 231)–but not soybeans.
Tables at the back of the book give the chemical
composition of various animal feeds. Soy is listed under the
straw of legumes (p. 466) and leguminous seeds (p. 472).
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For each feed is given the crude composition, the digestible
nutrients, and the nutritive ratio (Relation Nutritive).
Soybean seeds (p. 472) contain the following
composition of assimilable or digestive elements: Protein
30.1%, fats 15.8%, carbohydrates 25.1%, cellulose 7.0%,
other fiber 2.7%. Nutritive ratio: 1:2.1. Address: Ingénieur
Agronome, Proprietaire Agriculteur, France.
875. Gregory, James J.H., and Son. 1905. Vegetable
and flower seeds catalogue... (Mail order). Marblehead,
Massachusetts. 76 p.
• Summary: In the section titled “Plants Valuable for
Fodder,” “Soja or Soya Beans” are mentioned on page 37,
and in a price list on p. 51 (along with “Chufas or earth
almonds, and many other plants).
Near the end of the catalog is a full-page advertisement
titled “Nitro-Culture may double your crop.” An illustration
shows soy bean roots with nodules on them. In the price
list at the bottom of the page, Nitro-Culture for inoculating
soy beans sells for $2.00 per acre; there are different prices
for various crops. “Says the United States Department of
Agriculture: ‘It is worse than useless to attempt to grow any
leguminous pod-bearing crop without being certain of the
presence of the bacteria which enable the plants to fix free
nitrogen. Certain soils are practically devoid of the right kind
of bacteria, and unless some artificial means of inoculating
the germs be resorted to the crop will be a failure.’
“The new way saves the cost of nitrogen and is very
easy to use. The germs come ready for use, in a form called
Nitro-Culture. Nitro-Culture is put up in a dry package, so
small you can put it in you vest pocket. Simply add it to
water, and sprinkle the water over the seeds before planting.
The germs remain on every seed–live with it–increase about
it–feed the roots when they start and keep on feeding them.
They also enrich the soil by storing nitrogen in it, so that
the second year’s crop, whatever it may be, may be greatly
increased.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2018)
that mentions “Nitro-Culture,” a product used for inoculating
legumes. This is also the earliest ad seen (Oct. 2018) in a
seed catalogue for a product used for inoculating soy beans.
Address: Marblehead, Massachusetts.
876. Grimm, Jacob; Grimm, Wilhelm. 1905. Deutsches
Woerterbuch [German dictionary]. Leipzig, Germany: Verlag
von S. Hirzel. See vol. 10, Part 1. p. 1426-27. [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Soybean Flower (Sojablume), f. [feminine noun
gender] Nemnich, a Japanese-Indian edible bean, in Oken
3, 1661 soybean (sojubohne.) soy (soja), f. [feminine noun
gender] is used as the name of a sauce
In German: “Sojablume, f. Nemnich, eine japanischindische speisebohne, bei Oken [1841, vol. 3, p. 1661],
sojubohne [sic, Soja-Bohne]. soja. f. wird als name einer
sosze gebraucht:

young turkeys... with spicy Batavian soy. Voss 2, 222;
along with the remark: soy, a strong sauce that is prepared
in the East Indies from soybeans (sojafasele), Dolichos soja,
that have been soaked and left to ferment, with brine and
spices, in Europe also made from preserved mushrooms
(schwämme). 2, 373.
“junge kalkutten..., mit scharfer batavischer soja. Voss
2, 222; dazu die anmerkung: soja, eine kräftige tunke,
die in Ostindien aus der gequollenen und in gährung
uebergehenden sojafasele, dolichos soja, mit salzlake und
gewurz, in Europa auch aus eingemachten schwämmen,
bereitet wird. 2, 373.”
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. Jacob Grimm lived 1785-1863. Wilhelm Grimm
lived 1786-1859.
Note 3. This dictionary by the Grimm brothers, based
on historical principles, was first published in 1854 in
33 volumes. It is said to have been the first of its kind,
worldwide, and the idea that led James Murray to start the
Oxford English Dictionary. Address: Leipzig, Germany.
877. Hollybrook Early: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
1905. Renamed Midwest by 1922. Seed color: Yellow
(straw), hilum tawny to cinnamon brown.
• Summary: Sources: Wood, T.W., & Sons. 1905.
Descriptive Catalogue and Guide for the Farm & Garden
(with order form). Richmond, Virginia. 81 p. See p. 7 and
68. In the section on “New and Desirable Varieties” (p. 7)
“Hollybrook Early Soja Beans” are described. A photograph
shows a field of Hollybrook Early Sojas. A similar
description appears on p. 68, and an illustration appears on
the cover of the catalog.
Morse, W.J. 1948. Soybean Varietal Names Used to
Date. Washington, DC: Appendix to the mimeographed
report of the Fourth Work Planning Conference of the North
Central States Collaborators of the U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois. RSLM 148. 9 p. May 26. See p.
4. “Hollybrook Early–Same as Midwest.” Address: USA.
878. Humphrey, George C.; Kleinheinz, Frank. 1905. The
value of soy beans in grain rations for lambs. Wisconsin
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 22:65-68.
For the year ending June 30, 1905. [1 ref]
• Summary: These are reports of two trials which “show that
soy beans are an economical supplement to corn for grains
with sheep both in body weight and wool production. The
increase in wool produced was 13.8 pounds, which sold for
30 cents per pound, increasing the profits by $4.14.” In the
winter of 1903-04, a trial similar to this one was conducted
by W.B. Richards and Frank Kleinheitz to study the
comparative value of soy beans and oats as a supplement to
corn for growing lambs. A table (p. 68) shows a summary for
2 years of feeding shelled corn and whole soy beans versus
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shelled corn and whole oats. Address: Madison.
879. Humphrey, Geo. C. 1905. Soy beans versus wheat
middlings as a supplement to corn meal for growing and
fattening pigs. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 22:21-30. For the year ended June 30, 1905.
• Summary: “Soy beans are grown only in a limited way
in Wisconsin and their uses and value are little known to
many farmers. Their adaptability to Wisconsin and the best
methods of culture are being studied by the Department of
Agronomy with promising results. Being rich in both protein
and fat, they are recommended for feeding purposes.
“To test their value in feeding fattening pigs, a trial was
made in the winter of 1903-4 to compare soy bean meal with
wheat middlings. The results of this trial are recorded in the
Twenty-First Annual Report.” A brief summary of the trial
follows. “Soy beans make an excellent supplement to corn
meal for growing and fattening pigs. Soy beans are a little
over 10 per cent. more valuable than wheat middlings for
economical pork production... For firmness, fine grain and
texture of flesh, and even distribution of fat and lean, the
ration of wheat middlings and corn meal is superior to that of
soy beans and corn meal.”
Tables (p. 22-23) show: (1) Feed eaten and gains made
by pigs getting soy bean meal and wheat middling–1903-4.
(2) Percentage of various body components after
slaughtering. (3) Data relative to feed consumed and gains
made. Address: Animal Husbandman [Madison, Wisconsin].
880. Johnson & Stokes. 1905. Garden and farm manual
(Mail-order catalog). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 92 p.
• Summary: In the section on “Fodder and Soiling Plants,”
“Soja Bean (Early and Late varieties)” are mentioned on
page 63. Concerning the “New Early Variety: It is a valuable
fodder either for feeding green or for the silo. Being a rich
nitrogenous feed, it is unsurpassed as a flesh-former, and,
like the clovers, is a soil-improver. All who are interested
in this class of plants should give our New Early Soja or
Soy Bean a trial. Choice seed grown for us in Michigan [by
E.E. Evans]. Lb., 25c; 3 lbs. 60c., by mail, postage paid; by
express or freight, qt., 25c.; peck, $1.00; bush. of 60 lbs.,
$3.75.”
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: 11998.
Address: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
881. Kellner, Oscar Johann. 1905. Die Ernaehrung der
landwirtschaftlichen Nutztiere: Lehrbuch auf der Grundlage
physiologischer Forschung und praktischer Erfahrung [The
feeding of livestock: Textbook based on physiological
investigation and practical experience]. Berlin: Verlag von
Paul Parey. 594 p. See p. 558-69. Rev. ed. 1912. [Ger]
• Summary: Table 1, titled “Composition, digestibility, and
starch value of the feeds” contains a section on various types

of straw. The subsection on legume straws (p. 55) gives the
composition of soybean straw. The author lived 1851-1911.
Many subsequent editions were published, in 1906, 1909,
1912, 1919, 1924, etc. Address: Geh. Hofrat und Professor,
Vorstand der Koenigliche landwirtschaftliche Versuchsstation
Moeckern (near Leipzig) [Germany].
882. Kikuchi, Senkichi. 1905. Tôfu oryôri [Tofu cookery].
Tokyo: Hôeikan. 200 p. 18 cm. [Jap]*
Address: Japan.
883. Knight, J.B. 1905. Poona Farm. Experimental Farms in
the Bombay Presidency [India], Annual Report p. 33-50. For
the year ended 31 March 1905. See p. 35, 45, 48-49.
• Summary: A table titled “Glossary of crops referred to in
the Poona and Mánjri Farm Reports” (p. 35) includes “Soy
bean” (Glycine hispida); it has no vernacular name. It also
includes: “Groundnut.” Vernacular name: Bhuimug. Cowpea. Lucerne.
Section 10, titled “Trial of new crops” (p. 45) states:
“Soy-beans.–All the varieties were grown in small beds in
the object lesson plots.”
Section 15, titled “Seed-growing and distribution”
contains a 2-page table (p. 48-49) showing the distribution of
seeds from the Poona farm during the year. Soy-beans were
sent to: (3) Honorary Joint Secretary, Sabangsire Agricultural
School, Balichak, B.N. Railway, Midnápur. 10 lb on 26 April
1904. (37) Mr. Albert Norton, village of Dhoud. 8 oz each of
3 varieties on 17 March 1905.
Also discusses: Groundnuts (p. 45, 47-49). Sesamum
(p. 48). Address: M.Sc., Special Assistant, Agricultural Dep.,
Kirkee, India.
884. Knight, J.B. 1905. Manjri Farm. Experimental Farms in
the Bombay Presidency [India], Annual Report. p. 67-80. For
the year ending 31 March 1904. See p. 68, 72, 77-79.
• Summary: A table (Section 7, p. 68) titled “Area planted
to different crops” shows that 1 acre and 36 gunthas were
planted to soybeans as a Kharif crop. Purpose: Trial of
varieties. One acre of Ground nut was also planted as a Rabi
crop.
In Section 10, titled “New crops” is a long section
on soy-beans (p. 72) which states: “30. Nineteen varieties
of soy-beans were sown. The average yield was less than
last year; Nos. 5, 6, 7, 12, and 13 only giving anything
like a paying outturn, even though the cost of cultivation
was low. However the soil was rather poor and the season
unfavourable to any crop...” A table (p. 72) shows the yield
per acre, value, and average cost of cultivation for each of
the 19 varieties. The top yields (in lb/acre) were 293 [4.88
bushels/acre], 285, 243, 230, and 216. The lowest yield was
50 lb/acre. The average cost of cultivation was 17 rupees, 14
annas, and 7 paise. The value of the highest yielding variety
(No. 6) was 14 rupees, 3 annas, and 0 paise–less than the
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average cost of production.
In Section 13, titled “Selection and distribution of
seed” is a long table giving a list of persons to whom seed
was distributed in the year 1904-05 from the Mánjri Farm.
Soy bean varieties were sent to five different places: (1)
Overseer, Dumaron Farm, 4 varieties, 4 oz total. (2) Asst.
Superintendent, Poona Farm, Kirkee, 17 varieties, 4 oz each.
(3) Principal, Civil Engineering College, Sibpur, 2 varieties,
8 oz each. (4) Principal, Agricultural College, Madras, 29½
lbs. (5) Superintendent, Poona Farm, Kirkee, 1 variety, 4 oz.
Peanuts were also distributed to many locations. Address:
M.Sc., Special Assistant, Agricultural Dep., Kirkee, India.
885. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1905. Chemische technologie
und Analyse der Oele, Fette und Wachse. 2 Abt. [Chemical
technology and analysis of oils, fats, and waxes. 2 vols.].
Braunschweig [Brunswick], Germany: Friedrich Vieweg und
Sohn. See vol. 2, p. 79-81. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the section titled Sojabohnenöl, Saubohnenöl
(p. 79-81), the information is identical to that found in
the 1904 English-language edition. The full-page table of
constants is also identical.
Also discusses: Perilla oil (p. 22-23). Linseed oil or
flaxseed oil (p. 23-39). Sesame oil, gingilli oil, or teel oil
(p. 110-17). Almond oil (p. 159-65). Arachis oil, peanut oil,
or earthnut oil (p. 167-81). Butter substitutes: Margarine
(p. 507-16), vegetable butters (p. 517. Made mostly from
coconut oil or palm kernel oil. Gives many German brand
names such as Vegetalin), lard substitutes (Kunstschmaltz,
Kunstspeisefett, p. 518), cacao butter substitutes (p. 518-19).
Julius Lewkowitsch lived 1857-1913.
Note: This is the earliest German-language document
seen (May 2020) that mentions lard substitutes–also called
shortening. Address: City and Guilds of London Inst.
886. MacKay, Angus. 1905. Experimental Farm for the
North-West Territories. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 41152. For the year 1904. See p. 430. Sessional Paper No. 16.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with Soja
beans” (p. 430) states: “Sown May 17, in rows 21, 28, and 35
inches apart. These were killed by frost, and did not mature
or even form pods.” Address: Superintendent, Experimental
Farm, Indian Head, North-West Territories, Canada.
887. Mikado: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1905.
Seed color: Yellow (straw), hilum cinnamon brown.
• Summary: Sources: For the 1905 date see: Piper & Morse.
1923. The Soybean. p. 168 (below).
Wiancko, Alfred T. 1913. “Cow peas and soy beans.”
Revised ed. Purdue University Agricultural Extension
Bulletin No. 2. 8 p. March. Page 8: The following varieties
of soy beans may be recommended:... “Central and Southern
Indiana:–Hollybrook, Ito San, Early Brown, Sable, Mikado.”

Parsons (A.A.) & Sons. 1914. Ad in Hoard’s Dairyman.
47(1):29. Jan. 30. “Soy Beans–Nineteen-years, experience in
growing and feeding them. The Auburn, our earliest variety
about 100 days has yielded for us 27 bushels per acre field
test. The Micado [Mikado], about 120 days field test 30
bushels per acre. Either variety $2.50 per bushel...”
Reynolds, Will. 1914. “A crop with many profits: Soy
beans are good for fertilizer, for pasture, for hay, for seed.”
Country Gentleman 79(12):9. March 21. “For a generalpurpose bean, Sable and Mikado are both good, while Ito
San is the best all-around bean for its locality.”
Jenkins, E.H.; Hayes, H.K. 1915. “Field tests of soy
beans, 1914.” Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No.
185. 17 p. Jan. See p. 6-7. Tables I shows “Analyses of soy
bean forage grown at Mt. Carmel field, 1914.” It lists 18
soybean varieties, including Mikado.
Voorhees, John H. 1915. “Variations in soy bean
inoculation.” J. of the American Society of Agronomy
7(3):139-40. June. One-acre plats were sown to six soy bean
varieties, including Mikado. “On September 8 the nodules on
the Mikado were very numerous, spreading around the tap
root in a close mass...”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 15. “This
variety, especially suited to the Central States, produces a
good yield of seed and forage. It is about one week later than
Medium Yellow but otherwise appears to be identical with
that variety.”
Evans, Arthur T.; Fowlds, Matthew. 1921. “Soybeans in
South Dakota.” South Dakota Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin
No. 193. p. 317-24. March. See p. 319, 321. “About 30
varieties have been tested at the station at Brookings for one
or more years.” Among these is Mikado, which was tested
for hay (see Table 4).
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 68, 89, 96-97, 152, 168, 171, 281. Page 168 states:
“Selection from Mongol by A.A. [Adrian Alkanah] Parsons,
Plainfield, Indiana, in 1905. Plants stout, erect, bushy,
maturing in about 120 days; pubescence tawny; flowers
purple, 45 to 50 days to flower; pods tawny, 35 to 45 mm.
long, 8 to 9 mm wide, 6 to 7 mm. thick, 2-3 seeded; seed
straw yellow, 7 to 8 mm. long, 6 to 7 mm. wide, 6 to 7 mm.
thick; hilum cinnamon brown; germ yellow; oil 18.2 per
cent.; 185,200 to the bushel.”
Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. “Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries.” International Institute of Agriculture (Rome)
Monthly 27(4):117T-49T. April. See p. 143T-144T. The
Mikado soybean variety is presently grown in the state of
Indiana–and in Brazil (p. 182T).
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89. For
the year 1937. See p. 1188. Selection by Parsons (name of
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breeder), Indiana, 1905. Address: USA.
888. Moeller, Josef. 1905. Mikroskopie der Nahrungs- und
Genussmittel aus dem Pflanzenreiche. 2 Aufl. [Microscopy
of foods and delicacies from the vegetable kingdom. 2nd
ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. xvi + 599 p. Illust.
Index. 24 cm. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In section titled “Legumes,” the subsection on
the soybean (Sojabohne, p. 274-76) contains the following
contents: Introduction. Seed coat (Samenschale). Embryo.
Bibliography.
The soybean (Soyabohne or Sojabohnen)
(Glycine hispida Maxim., Soja hispida Moench)
is native to the Orient. In China and Japan it is
grown mainly for its seeds, but in Europe and
America, mainly as a fodder plant.
The seeds are yellow, brown, or black, 5-10
mm long, in some varieties somewhat flattened,
but in others nearly globular / spherical. They
contain no starch.
The seed coat (Fig. 294) or spermoderm
is pressed tightly against the endosperm
layer (Naehrgewebe). The palisade cells
(Palissadenzellen) are about 50-60μ high and
about 6-15μ wide, similar to those of the common
bean and, like the latter, may or may not have
colored contents, depending on the color of
the seed. The column cells (Die Trägerzellen)
are hour-glass shaped and located immediately
below the palisade cells. They are about the same
height as the latter (usually 35-50μ), but around
the hilum (Nabel) they often reach a height of
150μ. Since they are easily separated from the
adjoining layers and from one another, isolated
cells are often found. The spongy parenchyma
(Schwammparenchym) is strongly pressed against
the endosperm layer (Fig. 294, E). The aleurone
cells, which form a thick layer, are rectangular or
polygonal.
The embryo (Embryo): The thin-walled
cells of the cotyledons (Fig. 295) contain large
(sometimes 25μ in diameter) aleurone grains,
but no starch. Two detailed illustrations show the
microscopic parts described above; the first is from Winton
(1906).
Because of the large column cells and the distinctive
endosperm layer, the soybean is easy to recognize.
Note 1. The title page states that this book contains
599 illustrations (woodcuts) by the author and by Andrew
L. Winton. The extensive revision of the book was done in
cooperation with A.L. Winton.
Note 2. Contains similar entries for: Adzuki bean (p.
269-70). Alfalfa (p. 288). Peanut (p. 288-93). Sesame (p.
323-25). The section on coffee substitutes (p. 408-09) lists

many substances which can be used (incl. peanuts, lupin,
chicory, figs, etc.), but soy in not mentioned. The names
of many commercial coffee substitutes and their main
ingredient(s) are also listed, but again no soy. Address: Full
Public Prof. and Board of the Pharmacological Institutes (o.
ö Professor und Vorstand des pharmakologischen Institutes
der Universitaet Graz) [capital of Styria, Austria-Hungary].
889. Moore, George T.; Robinson, T.R. 1905. Beneficial
bacteria for leguminous crops. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)
No. 214. 48 p. See p. 43.

• Summary: The section on “Nitrates” (p. 14) states: “The
fact that the nodules do not occur abundantly upon plants
growing in very rich earth has been frequently observed. Not
only does the available nitrogen in the soil render the activity
of the bacteria less essential to healthy plant growth, but the
presence of nitrogenous substances seems to have a distinctly
unfavorable effect upon the bacteria themselves.”
An original illustration (p. 17, by Blanchard) shows the
roots of two soybean plants with many nodules.
Page 22: “R.C. Atkinson of Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania,
reporting upon inoculated cowpeas and soy beans, has this to
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say: ‘Season was very unfavorable, yet the inoculated seed
came to a nearly perfect stand and made a quicker growth.
The difference was quite marked.”
Page 28: “Inoculation is highly desirable” for the
“infection of soy beans grown in the United States was first
secured only after using soil imported from Japan.”
In the section titled “Field tests by practical farmers” (p.
31-46) is a subsection on “some characteristic experiences.”
Under “Soy beans” we read (p. 43-44):
“Alabama, Rash. W.W. Lee.–All inoculated but six rows.
Inoculated began showing result of inoculation in a few days
after they came up, and harvested 50 per cent more than the
other.
“Georgia, Gainesville. John E. Miller.–The soybean
inoculation I got last spring was a complete success. I
planted 10 to 12 acres on an old barren field, and they are
from 12 to 36 inches high. Have not found a single one that
was not inoculated. One had tubercles 26 inches from the
base. I think your Department a great help to the farmers.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document seen
(March 2003) in which the word “inoculation” is used as a
noun (today the word “inoculum” would be used) to refer to
a substance used to inoculate a particular legume.
“Kentucky, Winchester. Dr. M.S. Browne.–Twelve
thousand five hundred pounds dry hay, ready for storing, per
acre; ground where seeds were not inoculated at rate of 1,500
pounds cured hay per acre. Soil, medium bluegrass sod. Noninoculated, a failure; inoculated, a wonderful crop. Date of
planting, April 15; date of harvesting, July 25.
“Maryland, Bynum. Wilmer P. Hoopes.–Our soy beans
drilled in with corn in rows 3½ feet apart, the whole crop
making about 20 tons of silage per acre. The beans just
covered the space between the rows and yielded at least 20
tons per acre. The roots were just covered with nodules.”
Similar letters concerning soy bean inoculation appear
on page 44 from U.L. Coleman (Marionville, Missouri),
W.W. Stead (Maryland, New York), C.E. Jones (Carysbrook,
Virginia), and Mrs. Rose Fisher (Simplicity, Virginia).
Address: 1. Physiologist and Algologist, In Charge of Lab.
of Plant Physiology; 2. Asst. in Physiology, Vegetable
Pathological and Physiological Investigations, Bureau of
Plant Industry [USDA].
890. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha). 1905.
Zaibei Nihonjin nenkan [Japanese-American yearbook. No.
1]. 234 Turk St., San Francisco, California. 345 p., many
unnumbered. Reprinted in 25 Oct. 2001 in Tokyo by Nihon
Tosho Senta. Series: Nikkei Imin Shiryôshû. Dai 1-kai
[Collected Documents on Japanese Emigration. No. 1]. [Jap;
eng]
• Summary: This book is read and numbered from “back
to front” compared with typical English books; it is mostly
(99%) in Japanese. There is no English-language title page.
The company that publishes this yearbook also publishes (at

the same address) a daily newspaper
titled The Japanese American.
The book is composed of: 16
unnumbered pages of ads and basic
information; page 14 is “About this
publication, and pages 15-16 are the
table of contents, 12 unnumbered
leaves of black and white photos
(including two maps, in Japanese,
of northern and southern California,
on glossy paper), 192 pages which
are the body of the book, a directory
interspersed with 80 pages of ads in
groups of either 16 or 32 pages.
The table of contents reads: 1.
Census of Japan and USA (both
population and agriculture). 2.
U.S. law. 3. U.S. agriculture as it
relates to Japanese. 4. Commerce.
5. Education and religion. 6. Cities
in which a significant number
of Japanese live. 7. Statistics. 8.
Japanese farmers in U.S. agriculture.
Appendix: Directory and index to
the directory.
Sources are cited: U.S.
Agricultural Census for 1900. Trade
information from Japan’s Dept. of
the Treasury (Ökurasho) and the
U.S. Dept. of Commerce. Then there
is a 2nd table of contents for the
directory, listing different city place
names, by state. This directory was
compiled by this newspaper using
every means at their disposal.
Imports of Japanese shoyu (soy sauce) to the USA were
429,135 sho worth $86,681. Note: 1 sho = 10 go = 1.8000
liters. So this amount is 772,443 liters or 203,925 gallons
(p. 136). A significant amount of Japanese miso was also
imported but this yearbook was unable to get the exact
statistics (p. 136).
The top half of p. 137 is about shoyu; the bottom
half is about sake. Concerning shoyu: Shoyu is one of the
daily necessities for Japanese. It is the 3rd largest item
imported [probably after white rice and sake]. In Meiji 36
(1903) the amount imported was 4,291 koku, 3 to and 5 sho
worth $86,681 (see above). It is the No. 1 “direct import”
because it is relatively easy to import due to its packaging,
documentation, basic liquid nature, and way of invoicing
(it does not require double invoicing). It is easy to sell; not
much capital is needed to stock it and it is a very popular
item. Like bread or flour in U.S. groceries, it has a small
profit margin and the stock turns over rapidly. Many varieties
of shoyu are imported from many parts of Japan: Choshi
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in Chiba prefecture, Hamaguchi Yoshibe, Sa-jirushi, Mogi
Saheji’s Yama Kikkoman in Noda (Chiba prefecture), Kajirushi, Yamagata-hi, Sendai jirushi, and Bunmei jirushi. The
best selling brands are those which are of medium price.
Recently, in San Jose, Mr. Yamamori, started a shoyu making

plant and is working hard to make it successful. We look
forward to receiving his product.
In San Jose, California, there are two shoyu makers (p.
156, bottom right).
The Directory shows Japanese companies making
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soyfoods only in California.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2011)
that is a directory of Japanese living in the United States.
Address: San Francisco, California.
891. Oshima, Kintaro. 1905. A digest of Japanese
investigations on the nutrition of man. USDA Office of
Experiment Stations, Bulletin No. 159. 224 p. See p. 20-33,
40-43, 46-47, 145-53, 168-73. [26 ref. Eng]
• Summary: One section titled “The Soy bean and its
preparations” (p. 23-33) gives detailed discussions of tofu
(including yuba, frozen tofu, kara [okara], and fried tofu),
miso (incl. white miso, red or Sendai miso), shoyu, and
natto. The nutritional composition of each is given, and many
early studies by Western and Japanese scientists are cited.
“Next to rice in importance in the Japanese diet are
legumes, which are universally used... Of the different
legumes used as food in Japan, the soy bean (Glycine
hispida) is by far the most important. According to
agricultural statistics for the years 1879 to 1887, nearly 10
per cent of the cultivated land in Japan was devoted to the
growth of this legume, an area somewhat larger than that
devoted to wheat growing. In the northern Island [Hokkaido]
in 1887 nearly 17 per cent of the total cultivated area was
devoted to the soy bean. The average yearly production
of soy beans amounts to about 360,000,000 kilograms...
A part of the product is of course used for seed, and a not
inconsiderable part is used as fertilizer.*” (Footnote: * “In
northern China soy beans are used to some extent in the
production of oil, which is used for cooking and illumination
[in oil lamps]. The residue from this process [the presscake]
is imported largely into Japan, where it is used as a
fertilizer”). Other legumes widely used in Japan include the
mungo bean (Phaseolus mungo radiatus) and the adzuki
bean (Phaseolus mungo subtrilobata) (p. 23-24).
“Many varieties of soy beans are known, being
designated according to the color, size or shape of the seed,
and the time required for maturity. For example, there are
black, green, yellow, and white varieties, and these are again
designated as early, medium, or late, according to the season
of maturity, and small, medium, and large, according to the
size of the seed. The black soy beans are used chiefly for
cooking, with sugar and shoyu; the green variety is also
used in this way, either in the fresh state or after being dried.
But the total quantity of soy beans used in Japan simply for
cooking in the natural state is relatively small, the chief use
being for the different leguminous preparations, the principal
of which are tofu, miso, and shoyu, described beyond. For
the preparation of these products either white or yellow soy
beans are used, preference being given, however, to certain
special varieties for each of these preparations” (p. 24).
There follows a long section on tofu (detailed in a separate
record).
The “larger part of the leguminous food in the Japanese

diet consists of the preparations of soy beans, such as miso,
shoyu and tofu,...” (p. 46).
In Japan, legumes supply about 8% of the protein and
11% of the fat in the diet (p. 137).
Many digestion experiments are described (p. 144-87),
including those with tofu, shoyu, “tofu cake or kara, the
soy-bean residue remaining from the preparation of tofu (see
p. 26),” and yuba conducted in Japan by Osawa and Ueda
(1887), T. Suchi (1887), Kano and Iishima (1899).
Table 91 (p. 191) is a “Summary of results of digestion
experiments with legumes and legume preparations.”
The percentages given are “coefficients of digestibility.”
Experiments No. 6 and 7–soybeans (average): Protein
65.5%, fat (uncertain), carbohydrates (incl. crude fiber)
85.7%. Experiments No. 8 and 92–tofu (average): Protein
92.7%, fat 96.4%, carbohydrates (incl. crude fiber) 93.3%.
Experiment No. 94–”yuba (soy legumin coagulated):”
Protein 92.6%, fat 95.7%, carbohydrates (incl. crude fiber)
86.6%, crude fiber 35.5%. Experiment No. 93–”tofu cake
(soy-bean residue [okara]):” Protein 78.7%, fat 84.3%,
carbohydrates (incl. crude fiber) 82.8%, crude fiber 89.6%.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the Japanese word kara to refer to
okara.
Other Japanese foods discussed include adzuki or
adzuke beans (Phaseolus mungo subtrilobata) (p. 24, 170),
dried algae ([sea vegetables] p. 34), and kuzu (p. 170).
Address: Director, Hokkaido Agric. Exp. Station, Sapporo,
Japan.
892. Oshima, Kintaro. 1905. A digest of Japanese
investigations on the nutrition of man: Preparations of
cereals (Document part). USDA Office of Experiment
Stations, Bulletin No. 159. 224 p. See p. 20-23. [10 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The section titled “Preparations from cereals”
which gives detailed discussions of bread, fu (baked wheat
gluten cakes), macaroni and vermicelli, sobakiri or soba
(buckwheat noodles), mochi, ame [rice syrup].
“Fu: This is a gluten preparation obtained from wheat
flour. The whole is mixed with water and made into a dough
which is kneaded, the kneading and addition of water
continuing until a large part of the starch is removed. What
remains is known as “fu,” and us used wither in the fresh
state as an ingredient of soup, or is roasted to preserve it for
future use.”
While mochi is usually made from glutinous rice (Oryza
[Oryzae] sativa glutinosa), “it may also be made from
glutinous grains like millets. In the latter case some special
prefix denoting the kind of grain used is also employed, as,
for instance, Kibi-mochi, or Awa-mochi (Kibi is Panicum
miliaceum; Awa is Setaria germanica). The use of mochi
made from glutinous millets is usually confined to the
rural and laboring classes... Mochi is considered one of the
essential articles of food for New Year’s feasts. It is generally
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eaten either roasted or cooked with shoyu sauce.”
“Ame: This material is prepared most commonly from
glutinous rice or glutinous millet, sometimes from common
rice, and rarely from Indian corn or sweet potatoes. The
essential feature of the process of ame preparation is the
conversion of starch into maltose by diastase. Malt or
sprouted barley is generally use to furnish the diastatic
ferment. The cleaned rice or millet is soaked in water and
then steamed, by which process the starch grains are broken
open and made easily accessible to the ferment. The steamed
grain is then transferred to a suitable vessel, mixed with
certain proportions of powdered malt (added fractionally)
and of water at about 60º C., and well stirred. The mixture
is kept at a temperature of 50º to 60º C. In the course of 6
to 8 hours the diastatic ferment has acted upon the starch
and converted it largely into dextrin and maltose. The liquid
mass is then filtered by pressing through a fine linen bag,
and the filtrate is condensed in a double boiler to the proper
consistency, which varies slightly according to the season.”
“The material thus prepared is called midzu-ame, which
means liquid or soft ame. It is a dense, clear, light ambercolored liquid, not unlike the best commercial glucose in
some of its physical properties. It is used in this form, or
is further concentrated into kata-ame, or hard ame, a sort
of hard, white, sweet candy. Stick ame is also made from
midzu-ame by pulling.
“Ame has been manufactured in Japan for at least two
thousand years, and long before sugar was known it was
used for flavoring articles of food. Even at the present time it
is sometimes used in place of sugar in cooking. Ame is also a
favorite food adjunct for invalids.
“An interesting discussion of the relations between
midzu-ame as made by the Japanese and malt products of
European countries before sugar was so generally known is
given by Storer and Rolfe (1904, p. 80), in which the process
of ame making is described by Takaki, from information
obtained from Japan. In the same publication is given also
the translation by Takaki (Loc. cit., p. 95) of a ‘Note on ame,’
published in Japanese by Furukowa [sic, Furukawa] (1885,
p. 355). A description of the manufacture of midzu-ame from
glutinous rice has been given by Wiley and McElroy (1982,
p. 57).
“Whether made from glutinous rice, ordinary rice,
millet, or corn, ame consists mainly of maltose and dextrin.
Kokashima (1855, p. 233) gives the following as the average
of three analyses of samples of ame made from glutinous
rice: Water, 15 per cent; protein, 1.1 per cent. These figures
are almost identical with those given by Furukowa. The
composition of ame from ordinary rice, as given by the latter,
is as follows: Water, 17.4 per cent; protein, 0.8 per cent; ether
extract, 0.1 per cent; maltose, 58. 1 per cent; dextrin, 23.3
per cent, and ash, 0.3 per cent.
“Furukowa states that ‘since the rice ame is rich in
maltose and poor in dextrin, it has a sweeter flavor than

the glutinous rice ame, the flavor of which is weaker in
consonance with a similar quantity of maltose and a larger
amount of dextrin in it. Since the proportion of nitrogenous
matter in both kinds of ame is minute, this constituent would
not readily suffer decomposition even if the ame were to be
kept for a long time.” Address: Director, Hokkaido Agric.
Exp. Station, Sapporo, Japan.
893. Oshima, Kintaro. 1905. A digest of Japanese
investigations on the nutrition of man: Tofu (Document part).
USDA Office of Experiment Stations, Bulletin No. 159. 224
p. See p. 26-28. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Tofu: This term is commonly translated as
bean cheese–though sometimes bean curd–in English and
Bohnen-käse in German. Tofu is not strictly equivalent
to cheese, however, as neither bacteria nor ferments are
involved in the process of manufacture. It consists chiefly
of the albuminoid materials of the soy bean combined with
magnesium and calcium salts, as pointed out by Inoue.” To
make tofu, soaked soybeans are ground between millstones.
“The mass is then mixed with about three times its bulk of
water and boiled for about an hour, after which it is filtered
through a cloth. By this process about 30 per cent of the total
protein of the beans is dissolved and contained in the filtrate,
ready to be precipitated as tofu. The filtrate is white and
opaque, somewhat resembling milk. To this is added, with
constant stirring, about 2 per cent of the concentrated mother
liquid [nigari] obtained in the manufacture of salt from sea
water, whereupon the albuminoid material is precipitated
in combination with calcium and magnesium salts.” After
pressing, the tofu is finally cut into cakes about 10 cm broad,
2 cm thick, and 25 cm long [about 3.9 by 0.79 by 9.8 inches],
though the size varies in different localities.
“The residue from the boiled and filtered beans is known
as kara [okara], or tofu cake, and contains a large quantity of
protein and carbohydrates. It is a good food material, being
used considerably by poor people as an ingredient of miso
soup.
“If the milky filtrate mentioned above is boiled, a sort of
film forms on the surface. This film, which consists mainly
of coagulated albuminoids and fat, is sometimes prepared in
large quantity, and when dried is used as an article of food,
being known as yuba.
“Tofu is generally prepared every day and is eaten in
the fresh condition simply with a little shoyu, though it is
also frequently cooked in shoyu or in miso soup. Fried tofu,
called abura-age, is also a very popular article of food. Rapeseed oil is generally used in frying, though sesame oil is
sometimes used. Note 1. This is the earliest English-language
document seen (April 2013) with the word “Tofu” in the title
in a document published in the United States,
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the word “abura-age” to refer to
deep-fried tofu pouches.
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“Tofu may also be prepared for preservation and
transportation. For this purpose it is cut into smaller pieces
and exposed to severe cold weather, to remove the water by
freezing, and then dried in an oven. As thus prepared it can
be preserved for several years. When the tofu is frozen the
water collects in fine needles of ice distributed throughout
the mass. When the ice melts and the water runs out, it leaves
the tofu porous and it may be easily dried. If it is not frozen,
it is difficult to dry it and the resulting material is dense and
horn like.”
Table 2 (p. 28) gives the average composition of the
above-mentioned tofu preparations: “Fresh tofu, frozen tofu,
fried tofu, tofu cake [okara], yuba.”
The digestibility of the nutrients in tofu has been found
to be high, as will be seen from the results of digestion
experiments summarized later (p. 191). As much as 95 per
cent of the protein is digested and about the same proportion
of fat. The carbohydrates were found to be somewhat less
digestible when the tofu was eaten alone, but when it was
eaten with rice about 99 per cent of the total carbohydrates of
the diet was digested.
“Both the composition and the digestibility of tofu,
therefore, prove it to be a very nutritious food material. This
is extremely significant, because tofu in its various forms
is used very extensively by all classes of Japanese. In the
interior of the country, where fish can not be easily obtained,
it is a most important source of protein. For Buddhist
priests, as well as the strict adherents to Buddhism (who
eat no animal food), it forms a very popular and almost
indispensable dietary article. Though no authentic record
has been found regarding the manufacture of tofu in Japan,
it is believed on good authority that the method was first
introduced from China by Buddhists for their own use.”
Address: Director, Hokkaido Agric. Exp. Station, Sapporo,
Japan.
894. Oshima, Kintaro. 1905. A digest of Japanese
investigations on the nutrition of man: Miso (Document
part). USDA Office of Experiment Stations, Bulletin No. 159.
224 p. See p. 28-30. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Miso: This material is prepared from a mixture
of soy beans, barley [note that he does not say rice], common
salt, and water by a slow process of fermentation. Although
it is highly probably that the process of preparing miso was
first introduced either from China or from Korea, the exact
date of the introduction is not known. Mention is made
of miso in a Japanese record of the latter part of the ninth
century.
“In the extent to which it is used, miso surpasses
all other preparations from soy bean. Among the rural
population and wage-earners in general it forms an
indispensable part of the daily menu; among the people
living in cities, however, it is used somewhat less
extensively. Its chief use is in making soup and in cooking

vegetables. For this latter purpose, however, miso and shoyu
are to a certain extent replaceable, and generally when more
shoyu is used the amount of miso consumed is smaller.
“Since it is the general custom for the people in rural
districts to prepare miso for their own use, no accurate
statistics regarding the total quantity manufactured and
consumed are available. It has been estimated that the daily
consumption of miso per person in the rural districts is about
40 grams. In the statistics of 25 dietary studies described
beyond (p. 131), with people living elsewhere than in the
country, the average daily amount was 43 grams, but the
range was from 13 to 100 grams.
“The production of miso depends primarily on the
action of a fermenting agent known as koji. The process of
preparing the koji used for miso is similar to that for sakekoji (see p. 36), except that for the latter only rice is used,
whereas miso-koji may be made from either rice or barley.
The object of preparing miso-koji is to propagate certain
forms of fungi, of which Aspergillus oryzae is the principal
one. The koji also contains diastatic and inverting ferments
which change the carbohydrates of the raw materials into
maltose, glucose, etc., and a proteolytic ferment which acts
upon the nitrogenous bodies, converting them into simpler
and more soluble materials. The yeast which causes alcoholic
fermentation is also regularly present. Koji is dried and finely
powdered before it is used.
“To prepare miso the soy beans must first be steamed,
and upon this process depends largely the quality and
especially the color of the final product. The steaming is
continued usually twenty-five hours, at first with strong heat
but later very gently. When the beans are properly steamed
and cooked, they are rubbed into a thick, uniform paste, to
which are added proper amounts of powdered koji, salt, and
water. The whole mass is then well mixed and stored in a
special vat. The temperature of the mixture is kept at about
15º to 20º C., though as the fermentation advances it often
rises to 25º C.
“Different kinds of miso are distinguished by color,
taste, and keeping properties, and are prepared by somewhat
different processes, the differences consisting chiefly in
the use of rice or barley koji, the amount of common salt
added, a longer or shorter fermentation, and the temperature
at which it takes place. Two of the most important kinds of
miso are the following:
“White miso.–This material is white in color, contains a
small amount of common salt, is fermented with rice-koji for
three to four days, and may be preserved about ten days.
“Red or sendai miso.–This material is red in color,
contains a relatively large amount of common salt, is
fermented usually with barley-koji for one and one-half to
two years, and may be preserved for several years.”
A table shows the composition of white miso and red
miso. Note: The source of this table is cited incorrectly.
Address: Director, Hokkaido Agric. Exp. Station, Sapporo,
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Japan.
895. Oshima, Kintaro. 1905. A digest of Japanese
investigations on the nutrition of man: Shoyu (Document
part). USDA Office of Experiment Stations, Bulletin No. 159.
224 p. See p. 30-33. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Shoyu, or ‘soy sauce,’ is a dark-brown,
moderately thick liquid very popular for use in cooking,
and as a relish or condiment to increase the flavor and
palatability of the diet. In odor and taste it is not unlike a
good quality of beef extract. It is prepared from a mixture of
soy beans, wheat (or sometimes barley), salt, and water by
long-continued fermentation. For the preparation of shoyu
a large and late variety of soy bean, that is rich in protein, is
usually recommended. The varieties especially adapted to
this purpose are called shoyu beans. The western name ‘soy
bean’ for all varieties of Glycine hispida very probably owes
its origin to his fact.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “shoyu beans” to refer
to soybeans used to make shoyu (Japanese-style soy sauce).
/ “As shown by the average for five years (1887-1891), the
annual production of shoyu in Japan, so far as statistics
could be obtained, amounted to 221,000,000 liters. A small
portion of the total product is exported, but this is more than
counterbalanced by what is manufactured privately in rural
districts and not included in the statistics quoted. It may
be inferred from these figures that the yearly consumption
per capita amounts to not less than 5 liters. It is generally
estimated, however, on good authority, that the annual
consumption per adult is 9 to 10 liters. In the average of 28
dietary studies included in the present compilation, 36 grams
of shoyu were used per man per day, an amount equivalent
to nearly 11 liters per annum, which is in agreement with the
higher estimate quoted above.
“The term ‘hishiwo’ [hishio], which is considered as
applying to a crude from of shoyu made without filtering,
is found in a Japanese record dating from the early part of
the eighth century. The manufacture of shoyu in its present
form originated much later, probably in the sixteenth century,
and has been gradually brought to the improved form of the
present day.”
A detailed description is then given of the process for
making shoyu and “shoyu-koji.” “When the saline solution
is cooled to the temperature of the air, the koji is added
and the mixture well stirred. This material is kept in casks
and allowed to ferment. It is stirred from time to time, the
stirring being at more frequent intervals as the process of
fermentation advances. The fermentation is allowed to
continue usually one to two years, though often as long
as five years. It is believed that the longer the period of
fermentation the better the quality of the product, other
things being equal. When the fermentation is completed,
the mass is filtered and pressed and the filtrate is allowed to

settle two to three days. The clear supernatant liquid is then
removed and heated to 70º to 100ºC. in a double boiler 2 to 3
hours, after which it may be kept for a long time. To improve
the taste, it is usual to add a certain quantity of sugar or
sweet sake during the heating process.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “shoyu-koji” to refer to
koji used to make shoyu (Japanese-style soy sauce).
Also discusses: The chemical composition of 3 samples
of shoyu. The effect of fermentation, including “proteolytic
ferments,” “the diastatic fermentation” (which produces
glucose), and the alcoholic fermentation.
“The vegetable diet of the Japanese people at large
is more or less monotonous, hence the value of these
preparations [miso and shoyu]. Indeed, the variety which
they afford as food adjuncts can hardly be overestimated.”
Address: Director, Hokkaido Agric. Exp. Station, Sapporo,
Japan.
896. Oshima, Kintaro. 1905. A digest of Japanese
investigations on the nutrition of man: Natto (Document
part). USDA Office of Experiment Stations, Bulletin No. 159.
224 p. See p. 33. [2 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Natto has long been used by the Buddhists.
It is prepared by boiling the soy beans in water for about
5 hours to render them very soft; the hot material is then
wrapped in small portions in straw, and the bundles, tied
at both ends, are placed in a cellar in which a fire has been
kindled. The cellar is then closed for twenty-four hours and
the cooked beans allowed to ferment in the warm, moist
atmosphere. The fermented product is a thick viscid mass
having a peculiar but not offensive odor. Four different
micro-organisms* (Footnote: * “Yabe found 1 bacillus
and 3 micrococci.”), the source of which is supposed to be
either the straw or the air of the cellar, participate in the
fermentation. The principal chemical change concerned in
the ripening of natto taken place in the protein.
“In the water-free substance of natto, Yabe (1894) found
the following percentages of nitrogen in different forms:
Albuminoid nitrogen 4.03, peptone nitrogen 1.62, and amid
nitrogen 1.89 per cent.
“The cleavage products leucin, tyrosin, and xanthin were
also identified.” Address: Director, Hokkaido Agric. Exp.
Station, Sapporo, Japan.
897. Perkins, W.R. 1905. Report of agronomist. Mississippi
Agricultural Experiment Station / Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Mississippi, Annual Report 18:15-17.
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1905.
• Summary: “Forage plants... Soja (Soy) beans.–Five
varieties of this plant [whose names are not given] were
grown and record made of the yield of hay and grain. It
promises to be a valuable plant in the State, and may prove a
formidable rival of cowpeas as a forage plant as well as a soil
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improver.”
“Conclusion. At present the indications are that
considerable changes will be made, in the near future, in the
kind of farming done in the South. The idea of diversifying,
much to be desired, is gaining recognition, and with it will
come a demand for information along the line of growing all
the cereals, leguminous crops, forage crops, and grasses as
well as questions related to growing cotton and soil fertility.”
Address: Agronomy [Agricultural College, Mississippi].
898. Pharmazeutische Praxis (Vienna and Leipzig). 1905.
Ein neues Diuretikerbrot [sic, Diabetikerbrot] [A new bread
for diabetics] 4(9):382. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Bardet discusses this in the Société de
Therapeutique (25 Jan. 1905). It consists of the meal of the
soybean (Soja hispida), with a little egg, butter and yeast
from which a light, white bread is baked. Each 50 grams of
the baked product contains 14 gm of protein.
899. Photographs of W.L. Burlison with Oklahoma A&M
students. 1905.
• Summary: W.L. Burlison while a college student at
Oklahoma A&M. Later in 1905 Burlison began to work with
soybeans at the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004)
that mentions W.L. Burlison in connection (very loosely)
with soy beans.
Source and Courtesy of University of Illinois Archives,
William L. Burlison Papers, RS 8/6/22, Box 1, “Leader,
Agricultural Statesman, Friend,” 1951.
900. Plaut, Hermann. 1905. Japanese conversation-grammar:

With numerous reading lessons and dialogues. Heidelberg,
Germany: Julius Groos; New York & Washington, DC:
Brentano’s. viii + 391 p. See p. 111-13. [Eng; Jap]
• Summary: Words (p. 111): “misoshiru–a soup made with
miso, a kind of bean-sauce.” “nimame–boiled [soy] beans.”
“teriyaki–meat or fish baked with shôyu.”
Page 113. “15. Reading Lesson. Nihon no shokuji.”
“teriyaki unagi.”
Note: This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (Nov. 2009) that contains the word “teriyaki.”
It does not contains the term “teriyaki sauce.” The word and
the definition are both in English; the book is in English with
Japanese lessons and words. Address: Berlin, Germany.
901. Pouchat, J. 1905. Légumes indigènes: Susceptibles
d’être consommés par les Européens [Indigenous vegetables:
Capable of being consumed by Europeans]. Bulletin
Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi) 8(48):1097-1151. New
Series. [Fre]
• Summary: The short section titled “Soja: Dolichos soja
(Lin.). Ann [Annamese]: Dau nanh” + Chinese characters (p.
1124) states that the soybean is cultivated abundantly by the
Annamites, who consume it in large quantities and cook it in
many different ways.
“The seed is very rich and very nourishing, however
since it is a little hard, it should be soaked in water for 24
hours before cooking. It can be cooked in the same way as
haricot beans.
The next entry, for Haricot mungo: Phaseolus radiatus
(Lin.) Ann: Dau xanh + Chinese characters states: This bean
can produce for the greater part of the year, except during
periods of the greatest heat. An illustration shows a mound of
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mung bean sprouts [or perhaps azuki bean sprouts]. A Job’s
tears plant (Coix lachryma (L.); Larmes de Job) with seeds
is discussed on pages 1142-43, with illustration, Annamese
name, and Chinese characters. Address: Prof. d’Agriculture,
Directeur p.i. [par intérim] de l’Ecole Profesionelle de Hanoi
[Indochina]. Phone: 00000.
902. Report of the Department of Agriculture, Bombay
Presidency. 1905. Appendix. Operations on the farms and
gardens in the Bombay Presidency. p. 15-17. For the year
1904-05. See p. 17.
• Summary: The section titled “The Mánjri Farm” (p.
17) states: “42. A large quantity of seed and cuttings was
distributed from the farm including jowári, cotton, beans,
maize, bájri, sweet potatoes, sugarcane, Egyptian clover,
soy-beans, tur, groundnut, gram, wheat, tapioca, turmeric and
ginger. The places of distribution varied from the Deccan to
Sind, Madras, Punjab and Bengal.”
Note: Page 23 notes that the Manjri Station, established
in 1894, is located at North Latitude 18º 30’; East Longitude
73º 59’. This puts it south of Bombay, near Poona [Pune]
near the coast of west India. It is 1,850 feet above sea level.
The average rainfall is 27 inches. The temperature is about
the same as at Poona. Address: India.
903. Robertson, R. 1905. Experimental Farm for the
Maritime Provinces. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 31351. For the year 1904. See p. 334. Sessional Paper No. 16.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with soja
and horse beans” (p. 334) states: “Experiments were
again conducted with Soja beans and Horse beans to test
their relative value as forage crops, and also the yield per
acre when grown in rows at different distances apart. The
plots were 1-10 [probably 1/10] acre each... The seed was
sown June 13. Many of the plants of both these plots were
destroyed by cutworms.” A “frost on September 1 killed the
Soja Beans, making it impossible to obtain reliable data from
either of these plots.” Also discusses alfalfa and six varieties
of millet. Address: Superintendent, Experimental Farm,
Nappan, Nova Scotia, Canada.
904. Sakura-fu Co. 1905. Sakura-fu Co. (Ad). In: Nichibei
Shinbun-sha. 1905. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [JapaneseAmerican Yearbook]. Unnumbered page. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: Ad (½ page). The central ¼ is in English. This
trading company sells various goods including shoyu, miso,
and shiro / white sake (shiro-zake) and sake. They are also a
shipping company.
A full-page ad in the 1908 yearbook states: “Sakura-fu
Shôkai. Direct importers of all kinds of provisions. KSK.
1014–1016–1018 3rd St., Sacramento, California. Tel. Sunset
Vale 1566.” They also sell retail. They still sell miso and
shoyu, but shiro sake / white sake is not mentioned. Address:

1014 Third St., Sacramento, California. Phone: Vale 1566.
905. Sharpe, Thomas A. 1905. Experimental Farm for British
Columbia. Report of Superintendent. Annual Report of the
Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 453-85. For the
year 1904. See p. 466. Sessional Paper No. 16.
• Summary: In the section titled “Horse beans” (p. 466) we
read: “Soja Beans:–These make a better growth on our warm
sandy soil than the horse bean and as they branch freely,
and have a great deal of foliage, as well as many pods, the
cattle, horses, pigs and sheep are very fond of them, and on
rich land fairly heavy crops can be raised, but clover can be
grown so much more cheaply and more feed per acre can be
got from clover, that it does not pay except under exceptional
conditions to raise Soja beans, especially as the seed seldom
ripens sufficiently to be of use.
“Three plots were sown April 25 and harvested October
10, at which time a fair percentage of the pods contained
seeds in a nearly matured state.”
The beans sown at 28 inches apart in the drills gave
the highest yield (4 tons 1,160 pounds). “Well podded; very
leafy and well branched; pods more matured than where
closer together in the drills.” Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Agassiz, BC, Canada.
906. Shutt, Frank T. 1905. Report of the chemist. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 143203. For the year 1904. See p. 160-61. Sessional Paper No.
16.
• Summary: Tests were conducted to ascertain the relative
degree to which certain crops reduced the soil’s moisture
by their growth, and further to gain information regarding
the soil’s moisture content when the same crop was sown
broadcast or in drills. Soja Beans, in drills and cultivated,
did not have a heavy growth. The loss of moisture was only
0.39 per cent, or 9 tons per acre. This was considered an
insignificant loss. (p. 161).
A table titled “Conservation of soil moisture–C.E.F.,
Ottawa, Ont. 1904” (p. 160) shows detailed results of the
trials for Soja beans in drills, water measurements being
taken 8 times from July 4 to Oct. 10. Address: M.A., F.I.C.,
F.S.C., F.R.S.C., Chemist, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
907. Takenob, Y. 1905. Japan Year Book. Tokyo: Japan Year
Book Office. 430 p. See p. 68, 104, 123, 126, 130, 348, 375,
382. [Eng]
• Summary: This book gives statistics for the Japanese
empire: Japan Proper, Korea, and Formosa. At the beginning
of the book, before the title page, are many pages of large
advertisements on unnumbered pages. Likewise at the back
of the book. For example, a full-page ad for Mitsui Bussan
Kaisha (Mitsui & Co. in Europe & America) states that the
company was established in 1876, and that they are “General
Commission Merchants” for the import of [soy] beans, bean
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cakes, cotton,...”
The population of Japan Proper (p. 14) was:
1873–33.3 million.
1883–37.0 million.
1898–43.7 million.
1903–46.7 million.
A table of “Weights, measures and moneys” is on the
page after the Table of Contents.
Page 68. In chapter VII on “Finances” is a table titled
“Budget for April 1905 to March 1906. Revenue.” “Tax
on Soy” [sauce] brought in revenue of an estimated 4.541
million yen in 1904 and 5.149 million yen in 1905.
Page 104. In the chapter on “Agriculture,” a table shows
production of beans, including Soja beans and red [azuki]
beans, 1895-1903 (in 1,000 koku). Production of soja beans
increased from:
2.94 million koku in 1895
3.16 million koku in 1896
2.99 million koku in 1897
3.10 million koku in 1898
3.10 million koku in 1899
3.41 million koku in 1900
3.10 million koku in 1899
3.56 million koku in 1899
3.10 million koku in 1901
3.13 million koku in 1902
3.64 million koku in 1903.
Page 123. In the chapter on “Forestry and fishery” is a
section titled “fish fertilizers” which states: “The demand
of fish-fertilizers has lately become quite marked, so active
indeed that the supply can hardly keep pace with it. A large
quantity of bean-cakes from North-China [Manchuria]
is therefore arriving in Japan to make good this deficit.
The following table shows the average amount of our
fish-fertilizers made at home and of Chinese bean-cakes
imported, during the recent ten years. The average for
the last 10 years of “Homemade fish fertilizers” is 38.891
million kwan [kan] valued at 7.592 million yen, compared
with “Chinese bean-cakes” weighing 20.282 million kwan
valued at 2.524 million yen. Note: The soybean cakes are
much less expensive per unit weight than the fish fertilizers.
Page 126, 130. The chapter on “Manufacturing industry”
states (p. 126) that the manufacture of sake and soy [sauce]
were among the principal forms of manufacturing in Japan
before the country was opened to foreign commerce. A table
titled “Quantity and value of chief manufactured goods” (p.
130) gives the amount of soy [sauce] made each year from
1894 to 1902. The quantity increased from:
1.329 million koku in 1894
1.409 million koku in 1895
1.505 million koku in 1896
1.528 million koku in 1897
1.532 million koku in 1898
1.838 million koku in 1899

1.557 million koku in 1900
1.717 million koku in 1901
1.762 million koku in 1902
Page 348. The chapter on “War finance” explains how
Japan is financing its present Russo-Japanese war. One way
is through extraordinary special taxes, including an addition
1.13 million yen tax on soy [sauce]. is a “Budget for April
1905 to March 1906.” The two main sources of tax revenue
are Land tax 63.6 million yen, and Tax on liquors 60.5
million yen. Tax on Soy is only 5.1 million yen.
In the Appendix, page 13 (under Group VII) gives the
import tariff list for “Beans, soja” and page 20 (under Group
X) gives the import tariff for “Oil, bean.” There is both a
“General tariff” and a “Extraordinary special tax.”
Page 368: A table gives statistics for “Beans and peas”
exported from Korea, but none for soybeans alone. Address:
Tsukiji, Tokyo, Japan.
908. Thompson, William Gilman. 1905. Practical dietetics,
with special reference to diet in disease. Third edition,
enlarged and thoroughly revised. New York & London: D.
Appleton & Co. xxiii + 846 p. See p. 155, 167. 10 plates.
Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: Note: The contents of this 1905 edition, which
concerns soy beans or soyfoods, is quite similar to that of the
1902 edition.
Chapter 4, titled “Vegetable Foods,” contains a section
on “Prepared farinaceous foods, which contains a subsection
(p. 155) that reads: “Soya bread is made from an oily pea
which grows in China and Japan, and is used sometimes by
diabetics, for it contains over one third part gluten and but
1.17 per cent of glucose.”
Another section in the same chapter, titled “Legumes,
peas, beans, and lentils” states (p. 167): “The soya bean is
the chief legume of China and Japan, where it furnishes the
necessary protein to add to a rice diet. From its vegetable
casein several varieties of bean cheese [tofu] are made.”
The section on “Vegetarianism” (p. 35-37) concludes
that this “eventually results in a loss of strength and general
resisting power against disease...”
Also discusses: Diastase and malt extracts (p. 16363). Erbstwurst or pea sausage (p. 166-67). Gerber’s Food
and Nestle’s Food (p. 152-53; both foods are dextrinized,
then evaporated with milk or cream. Nestlé’s food is made
in Vevay [Vevey], Switzerland, “from sterilised fresh
cow’s milk to which wheaten bread crust is added after
dextrinisation by additional heat. Cane sugar is mixed in,
and the mass is dried, pulverised, and hermetically sealed
in tins. For use it requires dilution with water.”). Gluten (p.
139, 148, 164, 689). Oleomargarine and Butterine (p. 199).
Peanuts and peanut oil (p. 168, 201, 222; “Peanuts contain
considerable oil, which is extracted and sold largely as
spurious olive oil.”).
The first U.S. edition was published in 1897
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(copyrighted 1895). A second edition was published in 1902.
A fourth edition was published in 1909 (xxvi + 928 p.). The
author lived 1856-1927. Address: Prof. of Medicine in the
Cornell Univ. Medical College, New York, NY.
909. Tuck Wo. Co. (Tokuwago Shoten). 1905. Tuck Wo. Co.
(Tokuwago Shoten) (Ad). In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1905.
Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Unnumbered page in the block of ads after Directory p. 28.
[Jap; eng]
• Summary: Ad (¼-page). This company sells various goods
including shoyu and miso. The company name and address
are in given in both English and Chinese. This ad (which
appears to be for a Chinese-owned company) also appears in
the 1906 yearbook, and in the 1907 yearbook (near the end,
p. 36). Address: 33 Cleveland Ave., San Jose, California.
Phone: James 3821.
910. Wilson, James. 1905. Report of the Secretary of
Agriculture. Annual Reports of the Department of
Agriculture (USA) p. ix-cxxiv. For the fiscal year ended June
30, 1905. See p. xlvi, l-li.
• Summary: The section titled “Advances in grass and forage
plant investigations” (p. xlvi) states: “Cowpeas, soy beans,
and new varieties of sorghum have all been effectively
studied and their growth extended.”
The section titled “The Arlington Farm and general
horticultural work” (p. l-li) states: “This farm is located
near the Arlington Cemetery [Virginia] and contains 400
acres. From a neglected area overgrown by brush and weeds
the farm has been converted into a suitable tract for field
and demonstration experiments.” The various experiments
conducted by several bureaus are described. Address:
Secretary of Agriculture.
911. Wilson, James. 1905. Report of the Secretary. Yearbook
of the United States Department of Agriculture. p. 9-118. For
the year 1904. See p. 42, 51.
• Summary: The section titled “Crops for overflowed lands”
states (p. 42): “The problem of utilizing lands subject to
annual overflow has continued to receive attention. Particular
attention has been given to short-season annual crops, such
as millet, early varieties of corn and sorghum, buckwheat,
cowpeas, soy beans, and rape, for lands that are free from
water during midsummer and the fall season, and all these
crops have been grown successfully on land that was covered
with water until the latter part of June.”
The section on “Arlington Farm” states: “During the
year the important work of improving the soil conditions
at the Arlington Farm has been continued. New systems of
drainage have been put in, cottages for the superintendent
and other workers constructed, barns erected, and other
improvements made; and the farm has been put in shape for
the advanced experimental work it is proposed to conduct

there. Extensive plantings have also been made of economic
fruits, ornamental trees, and other plants. Test work with
potatoes, celery, forage crops, and various fruits has been
carried on. Cooperative work with other Bureaus has also
been inaugurated.” Address: Secretary of Agriculture
[USDA], Washington, DC.
912. Wing, Joseph E. 1905. Sheep farming in America.
Chicago, Illinois: Sanders Publishing Co. 332 p. Illust.
Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: In Chapter 4, titled “Care of the ewe and young
lamb” is a section on Feeding for the market” which states
(p. 111-12): “Soy beans may replace the oilmeal and are
better. Soys are readily grown upon any farm and should be
regularly sown where lambs are grown.” Note: We are not
told from what “the oilmeal” is made; probably linseed or
cotton seed.
“Early varieties of soy beans should be grown in the
Northern states, threshed when ripe and the seeds kept for
the lambs. The bean straw if kept dry has in it a good deal
of nourishment also which the ewes will seek out and the
coarser parts will serve as an excellent bedding.
“There is hardly any other food that will push forward
lambs like soys. They have abundant protein and a good deal
of bone material also. As compared with ordinary field peas
they have 29 to 40 per cent of protein, while field peas have
16 per cent and cowpeas 18 per cent. Field peas are best
adapted to New England, Canada and Michigan, with some
regions of high altitude in the Rocky Mountains; soy beans
to all the corn-belt. As the oilmeals are steadily increasing
in price with possibilities of their frequent adulteration the
shepherd can not afford to overlook sources of home-grown
protein.”
“After the lambs are well started on feed, the ewe lambs
if they are designated to be kept upon the farm, and such ram
lambs as may be worth keeping, should be separated from
the others and fed differently. They may have all the oats and
bran they wish and some soy beans, but are the better for
having very little corn.”
The frontispiece (facing the title page) is a portrait photo
of Joseph Elwyn Wing (lived 1861-1915).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2003)
that contains the term “corn-belt” (or “corn belt,” “CornBelt,” or “Corn Belt”). Address: Ohio.
913. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1905. Descriptive catalogue and
guide for the farm & garden (Mail order, with order form).
Richmond, Virginia. 81 p. 26 cm.
• Summary: This is the company’s 25th anniversary catalog.
In the section on “New and Desirable Varieties” (p. 7) is a
large entry for “Hollybrook Early Soja Beans,” including a
long testimonial letter from Mr. V.E. Barksdale of Halifax
County, Virginia. He “grew both the Mammoth Yellow
and the Hollybrook Early Soja on an extensive scale last
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year.” He believes that the latter has clear advantages over
the former. Because it “matures early, and at the same time
makes a large yield, the crop is bound to become more
popular than ever before. Price, per pkt. 10c.; qt. 20c.; peck,
75c.; bus. $2.50.”
A photo shows a field of Hollybrook Early Sojas. An
illustration of the “Hollybrook Early Soja Bean” also appears
on the catalog’s cover.
In the section titled “Seeds For the Farm” (p. 68), there
is a large section on “Mammoth Yellow Soja Beans” and
a small one on “Hollybrook Early Soja Beans.” There are
three testimonial letters for the Mammoth Yellow from:
(1) Michael Shea of Charles County, Maryland. (2) E.B.
McGinnis & Son from Amherst Co., Virginia. (3) and J.W.
Speas from Forsyth Co., North Carolina. A photograph
shows “Soja beans grown as a hay crop on our Hollybrook
Farm.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Hollybrook Early.
The 1898-99 catalog is owned by the Smithsonian
Horticulture Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call
number: #12346. Address: Richmond, Virginia.
914. Woods, Charles D.; Bartlett, James M. 1905. Soy beans
in Maine. Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 20:113-21. For the year 1904.
• Summary: The contents is identical to that of the Station’s
Bulletin No. 106, published in Sept. 1904. Address: 1.
Director of the Station; 2. Chemist. Both: Orono, Maine.
915. Zavitz, C.A. 1905. Co-operative experiments in
agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 26:13-31. For the year 1904. See p. 16.
• Summary: A table titled “List of experiments for 1904”
(p. 16), under “Grain crops” includes “Testing Cow Peas
and two varieties of Soy, Soja, or Japanese beans–3 plots.”
No further information is given. Address: Prof., Agricultural
College, Guelph [Ontario, Canada].
916. The Times cook book–No. 2: 957 cooking and other
recipes by California women... Brought out by the 1905
series of prize recipe contests in the Los Angeles Times.
1905? Los Angeles, California: The Times-Mirror Company.
105 p. Undated. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: On the cover: “Los Angeles Times cook book–
No. 2: One thousand toothsome cooking and other recipes
including seventy-nine old-time California, Spanish and
Mexican dishes–Recipes of famous pioneer Spanish settlers.”
This book contains two recipes with the word
“vegetarian” in the title: Cream celery soup for vegetarians
(p. 14). Vegetarian salad (p. 31).
Two recipes call for peanut butter as an ingredient:
Peanut soup (p. 18). Washington salad (p. 25). The recipe
for Peanut butter sandwiches (from Mary Stone Welch, San

Diego, California) states: “Boil peanuts until tender; remove
hulls in cold water; mash. Season with butter and salt. When
cold spread between slices of bread. Good for school lunch.”
Peanuts are used in 20-25 recipes including: Peanut
soup. Peanut butter sandwiches. Peanut cookies. Peanut
kisses. Peanut brittle (2). Peanut candy (3). Candied peanuts.
Worcestershire sauce is used as an ingredient in 10
recipes. Soy is not mentioned.
Note: Starting in the late 19th century, various media
companies–newspapers, magazines, radio, the movies, and
TV–all got involved in publishing cookbooks. This book
provides an interesting window into Southern California and
its rich Mexican and Spanish heritage. The undated book is
based on the 1905 recipe contests in the Los Angeles Times
(MSU introduction). Address: Los Angeles, California.
917. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1906. The
Imperial Institute. 4(1):v-viii.
• Summary: “The Imperial Institute at South Kensington,
England, was founded as the National Memorial of the
Jubilee of Queen Victoria, by whom it was opened in May
1903. The principal object of the Institute is to promote
the utilisation of the commercial and industrial resources
of the Empire by arranging comprehensive exhibitions
of natural products, especially of India and the Colonies,
and providing for their investigation and for the collection
and dissemination of scientific, technical, and commercial
information relating to them.
“The work formerly carried on by the Imperial Institute
for the supply of general commercial, statistical, and
tariff intelligence is now conducted by the Commercial
Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade.”
Also discusses: Indian and colonial economic
collections. Central stand for publications and enquiries. The
scientific and technical department. Library and readingrooms. Colonial conference rooms. The Cowasjee Jehanghier
Hall. Societies occupying rooms in the Imperial Institute:
British Women’s Emigration Society, Colonial Nursing
Association, African Society (which publishes the Journal of
the African Society).
918. Hillman’s. 1906. Purity in foods is indispensable (Ad).
Chicago Daily Tribune. Jan. 9. p. 16.
• Summary: “Genuine imported Japanese shoyu sauce,
bottle, 10¢.” Address: State & Washington Sts. Phone:
Private Exchange 7.
919. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor).
1906. Japan, according to Consul Sammons, of Niuchwang
[Newchwang], is buying large quanities of bean cake in
Manchuria for fertilizing her home fields. No. 2461. p. 9.
Jan. 13.
• Summary: “She pays $15 to $28 gold for it, and imported
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about 886,000 tons in 1903. The Manchurian cake has
nitrous properties and seems suited to island soils.”
920. Wiancko, A.T. 1906. Re: Report on soy beans received
from Bureau of Plant Industry. Letter to C.V. Piper,
Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC,
Jan. 23. 1 p. Typed, with signature (carbon copy). [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear sir:–Replying to your request of the
19th. ultimo. I beg to hand you herewith the reports on soy
beans you ask for, together with the reports on the other soy
bean and coe [sic, cow] pea varieties we secured from you
last spring. Our cow pea forage experiment was unusually
successful this year. With the soy beans, however, we were
not so fortunate, as two or three of the lots we secured did
not germinate well. We have saved seed from all varieties,
and shall repeat the experiment this year.
“Very truly yours, A.T. Wiancko, Agriculturist. J.L.C.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 1999) that
mentions A.T. Wiancko in connection with soybeans,
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agriculturist, Agric. Exp. Station,
Lafayette, Indiana.
921. Brooks, William P.; Church, F.R.; Haskell, S.B.
1906. Report of the Agriculturists. Massachusetts (Hatch)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 18:15-46.
Jan. See p. 25-28.
• Summary: In the section titled “Comparison of different
potash salts for field Crops (Field G)” lists (p. 25) crops
grown in this experiment from 1898 to 1905. They include:
1898–Medium Green soy beans. 1905–Soy beans. The
potash salts used were kainite, high- and low-grade sulfate,
muriate, nitrate, carbonate, and silicate.
One table titled “Yields per acre” (p. 26-27) gives the
average yield of soy beans (in bushels) and straw (in pounds)
in experiments with various potash salts on 40 different
plots. Potassium chloride is “distinctly inferior as a source
of potash for soy beans in comparison with other salts...” A
second table titled “Soy beans.–Average yield per acre” (p.
27) summarizes the average results of the first table using
the same format. The highest yield of soy beans (27.86 bu/
acre) and of straw (2,288 lb/acre) was obtained with the
use of carbonate. Conclusions: (1) For the soy bean, it
is much safer to depend upon the high-grade sulfate as a
source of the needed potash than to use any of the potash
salts containing chloride. (2) On all soils at least with good
retentive qualities and moisture, the sulfate of potash should
generally be preferred to muriate or kainite, not only for

soy beans, but clovers and with little doubt for all other
legumes as well (p. 28). Address: 1. PhD, Director of the
Station and Agriculturist; 2. Asst. Agriculturist [Amherst,
Massachusetts].
922. Hickory Milling Co. 1906. Cow peas (Ad). Southern
Planter (Richmond, Virginia) 67(1):54. Jan.
• Summary: This ad (1/9 page) states that the company also
sells “Soja beans–$1.15 per bushel.”
A similar ad appeared in the March issue (p. 242) and in
the April issue (titled “Seed peas,” p. 341). Address: Hickory,
North Carolina.
923. Odlum, G.M. 1906. Feeding for pork. Rhodesian
Agricultural Journal. 3(2):185-91. See p. 189.
• Summary: The section titled “Mixed rations” (p. 189)
states: “All trials have shown that mixed rations give
a greater economy of pork-production than feeding on
one single article of diet. Not only do the different foods
often compensate for some deficiency in one item, but the
variations in the diet improve the appetite of the pig.
“For example, where it required 471 lb. of Kaffir Corn
meal to make 100 lb. of gain, soy beans added to the ration
at the rate of one to five lowered the amount of mixed grain
required to 409 lb.”
924. Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. 1906. Descriptive
catalogue... for 1906. Yokohama, Japan. 95 p. Illust. Index.
26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this English-language catalog
is an illustration of 4 different species of lilies. In the section
“Price list of seeds” (p. 78+) is a subsection (p. 84) titled
“Some vegetable seeds.” The contents (incl. the entry for
“soy bean”) is identical to that in the 1905 (and 1901)
catalog, except that an 8th variety of vegetable seeds is
offered: Runner bean (new long variety). Also on this page
is a photo of a forage plant (Polygonum Sachalinense)–the
first photo seen in this catalog. On the back cover is an
illustration of a Kaempfer iris (Iris Kaempferi) blossom.
Address: P.O. Box No. 72. Nos. 21-35 Nakamura,
Yokohama, Japan.
925. Jones, Humphrey. 1906. Successful cattle feeding:
feeding the corn crop from the silo at a cost of 35 cents a ton.
Corn fodder in the silo about one-half the value of total crop.
Indiana Farmer 61(5):8-9 Feb. 3.
• Summary: “(Address of Humphrey Jones, of Ohio, before
Ohio Board of Agriculture, January 12, 1906.)
“There is one view in which it is probably profitable to
consider the production of beef on the farm whether prices
be profitable and good or whether we are to have low prices.
Generally no great evil exists for any considerable length of
time without a remedy is found for it, but if this evil of low
prices is to continue upon us and remains, the next thing to
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consider is how the cost of production can be reduced so
as leave some margin of profit notwithstanding the reduced
prices.
“You have been told from this platform this afternoon
that the production of live stock is the basis of all successful
farming. This is a statement which American farmers in my
judgment do not realize as fully as they ought to. It is one
that is familiar to us all, but it comes in one hear and goes
out the other.’
Page 8, column 1: “Soy Bean and Corn Silage: A matter
I should have stated in connection with the corn silage is the
soy bean crop. The soy bean is like alfalfa. It does not want
to be put upon poor thin land, but upon good rich land. You
can raise as much tonnage per acre with the proper variety
of soy beans as you can of corn. The soy bean is the richest
stock feed grown. When grown to produce the maximum
amount of grain it is doubtless much richer in protein than
alfalfa. Corn is very deficient in protein. We therefore always
aim to raise enough soy beans to mix with the corn in the
silo, so as to as nearly as possible balance the corn ration.
While corn in the king of crops, and is the great feed crop of
this country, yet alfalfa and soy beans are worth their weight
in ear corn when mixed in proper proportions with corn.
They then have a food value equal to the same weight of ear
corn. We have found that by mixing the soy bean with corn,
in about the proportion of 40 per cent of soy beans to 60 per
cent of corn, that we get a ration that is so well adapted to the
requirements of young cattle that upon that ration alone, with
clover or alfalfa hay and a pound or two per head per day of
concentrates, we can get gains of 50 to 60 pounds per month.
You take a steer two or three years old that gains 50 pounds a
month for a six months period on full feed of shock corn, and
he is a good feeder. Our silage and hay ration will make good
well bred young cattle gain 50 pounds a month during the
entire winter, provided you have a proper shelter for them.
“Now, why is this so? This feed does not analyze so as
to justify that result, but the answer from experience is this:
Take good timothy hay and feed young cattle on it during
the winter and then get thin, but wait until the grass comes in
the spring, and turn them on to timothy grass, which as well
as timothy hay is very deficient in protein and is not by any
means a balanced ration, and in a week or two you will find
the cattle shedding off and taking on an appearance of thrift.
And what is the explanation of it? Not that the cattle are
getting a different class of feed so far as chemical analysis is
concerned, because the feed that they were getting in the dry
hay has substantially the same elements that are in the grass,
but the difference is due entirely to the condition the food
is in. The grass is green and succulent. When you have this
grass and have it as nature has provided it–grass is nature’s
food for animals, and she generally balances it up so as to
make it a proper food for their best development–have it with
the succulence that nature puts into it, you get the highest
development of which the animal is capable.”

Page 8, column 2: “... The man who simply goes on a
piece of land and farms it and sells a crop and hauls it off
to market, is not a farmer in any sense of the term. He is
a ‘miner.’ He is simply going into the store of fertility he
finds there and taking it away each year and transferring it
into money. That sort of a man is not doing anything by his
operations that will make that farm, or the community in
which he lives, any better by reason of his having lived in
it. The land will be poorer when he passes away, and there
will be less there for the future generations. The man who
is fortunate enough to own good agricultural land should
handle it in such a way that it will be better when it is passed
to those who come after him.”
This was a nice expression of Adrian Parson’s personal
creed as it related to farming. He later said it was “... worth
the cost of the Indiana Farmer for 20 years.”
926. Evening Bulletin (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1906. Yamagimi
[sic, Yamakami] opens Hawaiian soy factory. Feb. 5. p. 4,
col. 5.
• Summary: “Messrs. Nobuyauki [sic, Nobuyuki]
Yamagami, Kumataro Tashiro and Tatsusabura [sic,
Tatsusaburo] Nozawa on Saturday night spread a banquet
and gave a reception in honor of the opening of their soy
factory on Pau lane, off King street, Palama.
Some forty prominent Japanese were present.
Representatives of the English daily papers were also guests,
together with a representative of H. Hackfield & Co.
“A great table was set beneath a large tent and good
things to eat and drink were in abundance. Geisha girls
entertained on a raised platform and waited on the guests.
“Mr. Yamakami is head of the new concern and he made
a speech in which he explained the coming into being of the
factory. He remarked that Hawaii had in 1904 consumed
$120,000 worth of soy from Japan and, since the duty was
about 35 per cent., it was time a local factory existed.
“The Hawaiian soy, Yamagami said, is a home product,
for the wheat is grown on the mainland and the [soy] beans
are raised in these islands, making it an American product.
Hawaiian salt is also used in the manufacture. Yamagami is
a chemist. The new plant will probably do a great business.
The soy is put up in kerosene tins and is every bit as good
as the imported article, if not better. Sample bottles were
distributed at the banquet. Many speeches were made and
everybody wished success to the enterprise.”
927. Hawaiian Gazette (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1906.
Shoyo [sic, shoyu] factory is new Japanese enterprise. Feb.
6. p. 5, cols. 3-5. Tuesday.
• Summary: “Shoyo [sic, Shoyu] or ‘Soy,’ as the product is
more generally known here, is now being manufactured on a
large scale in Honolulu. The factory, backed and conducted
by Japanese, was formally opened on Saturday evening
[Feb. 3] with a celebration a la Japanese in which not only
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Japanese, but many foreigners, participated.
“The new concern has a catch-phrase of its own–
’Patronize Home Industry’–and as it manufactures shoyo
from beans grown in the islands and wheat brought from the
mainland, the promoters of the enterprise believe they are
entitled to hearty local support.
“The soy factory is located in Pua Lane, Palama, back
of St. Elizabeth’s House. The factory buildings are low
structures and enclose three sides of a square. The court is
roomy and the premises are arranged to make it sanitary.
All the buildings are raised from the ground. The plant is
not entirely modern, and some of the methods employed are
crude, but everything is present in apparatus and containers
to make a soy which the promoters claim will be equal in
all respects to that imported from Japan. The consumption
of soy in Hawaii is large, $150,000 was paid out last year
for soy. Added to this is the duty of 35 per cent. which went
to Uncle Sam. Then there is considerable loss of soy in
transit. The product is shipped from Japan to Honolulu in
wooden tubs. The wood absorbs much of the stuff, and, with
leakages, it is believed that fully ten per cent. of the quantity
goes to waste.
“The Hawaiian-made soy is put in tin cases, same size as
oil tins, and these are shipped two in a wooden box, The tins
are fancifully painted and bear the name of the firm, ‘Yamajo
Soy Co.’
“Mr. Yamakami, a chemist in his own country, is the
head of the concern, his partners being Messrs. Tashiro and
Nozawa, Mr. Yamakami is superintendent of the business.
For the past two years he has been conducting experiments
in Honolulu with vinegar and misu [sic, miso], but, owing
to the quality of the water, both experiments failed. Mr.
Yamakami explains that the water used in his experiments
came through iron pipes and this was not the best kind for
these products. He finally decided to make soy, and now has
several hundred gallons in the fermentation stage. There are
two ‘crops’ a year in the soy business. It takes six months
for the materials to ferment properly. After going through
the final processes of pressing and extracting the liquid, a
new ‘crop’ is placed in the great 500-gallon vats. Should the
business demand it, a duplicate set of vats will be installed so
that four ‘crops’ a year may be taken off.
“The first process is to roast the wheat, then it is ground
and spread out in shallow boxes to dry, at which time it looks
like a fertilizer. Meantime Hawaiian-grown [soy] beans
are boiled and are afterwards mixed with the wheat. At the
same time an extract of salt is in the process of making. This
extract is placed in vats filled with boiling water. [Note: The
process of making koji is deliberately omitted]. Finally the
bean-wheat sediment is placed in the 500-gallon vats and
mixed with the salt solution, and there it remains for six
months. Each vat is over five feet in height. There are forty
of these vats.
“In celebration of the opening a canvas canopy was

raised over the court and decorated with the Japanese
national colors. It was a pretty place at night with rows of
Japanese lanterns swinging in the breeze. On a platform a
stage was improvised where geisha girls gave a performance.
A long table under the canopy was laden with a delicious
cold collation, added to which there was a long list of
drinkables. Mr. Yamakami occupied the head of the table,
and the guests, about 40 in all, filled up the other spaces.
Addresses were made by Mr. Yamakami, Mr. Kishi of the
Yokohama Specie Bank, Dr. Uchida, Editor Shiozawa of the
Hawaii Shinpo, and members of the English and Japanese
press. Each guest was given a sample bottle of soy as a
souvenir of the occasion.”
928. Wairarapa Daily Times (New Zealand). 1906. Soya
beans. Feb. 7. p. 4.
• Summary: “A Masterton resident has secured from Japan a
sample case of Soya Beans or, as the Americans term them,
Soy Beans. These are a novelty in New Zealand; and, if
any one is curious concerning them, he can see a sample of
this renowned product at our office. Soya Beans are said to
be the staple food upon which the splendid physique of the
Japanese is built up, and the Athletic World generally has
been investigating the properties and modes of preparation
of this manna of the Far East. Some few months ago even
the London Times published a correspondence on the
question, and the ubiquitous interviewer sought out the
Japanese Ambassador in London, who kindly gave him many
interesting particulars of the famous bean.
“The Soya bean appears in various national dishes and
is rarely absent from a Japanese meal. One preparation is a
brown pasty mass, called Miso, which is used to produce the
soup which is the main dish for a Japanese breakfast. For
lunch, fish is boiled in Soya, and vegetables are stewed in
it. Soya soup also appears at the supper table. In some form
or another, Soya, as food or as sauce, appears in every dish.
It is the bread of life in Japan, where all men, whether high
or low, rich or poor, live simply. Rice, vegetables and fish
are customary foods, meat being rarely eaten, but Soya is
an ingredient in every cooked dish. Doubtless the Japanese
cook is an artist in the preparation of food and some of
advantages which the race possess in physique may be due to
his culinary skill.
“The United States of America, with their usual
intelligent enterprise, have, to a certain extent, assimilated
the Soya bean. It has become popular in some parts of the
American territory, owing to its resistent powers against
drought, and because it supplies a large amount of forage
rich in protein. The proteids are the muscle feeders of the
body, and it is even said that the cute Yankee, now and again,
nourishes his racehorse on Soya. To the horticulturalist,
the Soya bean is of special value as a soil renovator. It has
been tried in orchards, where it has been broadcasted and
harrowed in with excellent results.
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“The Soya bean thrives best in tropical and semi-tropical
climates. Japan, though colder in winter, is hotter in summer
than is New Zealand, and may be classed as a subtropical
climate. The average temperature is much the same as in this
colony. Soya thrives best upon a warm, well-drained loamy
soil, and the seed should not be planted till all danger of frost
is over. The best success is obtained by planting the bean in
drills, two and a-half or three feet apart, and the hills on the
rows eighteen or twenty inches apart. It grows to a height
of three or four feet. During the, earlier periods of growth,
cultivation between the rows is necessary. After the ground
is shaded by the growth of the plant, tillage is discontinued.
No doubt, next season, the Soya bean will be growing in
Masterton, and its merits ascertained. If, then, the custodian
of the Masterton Park cares to make a public object-lesson
of its cultures in one of his well-tilled borders, the local
resident, who has imported a supply, will be happy to place
seed at his disposal.”
929. Moore, R.A. 1906. Division of farm crops: Plan of work
for the coming year. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
Association, Annual Report 4:137-57. Feb. 8-9. See p. 15557.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiment No. 8, soy
beans” (p. 155-57) begins: “The soy bean was probably
introduced into the United States from Japan about fifty
years ago [i.e., in about 1856] and has been cultivated with
success in the southern states. In Japan it is used extensively
as a human food, but in this country it is grown for the seed,
as a forage plant, and as a soil renovator. As a forage its use
as a soiling crop is becoming recognized, by the stockmen
and dairymen, as it withstands the drought exceptionally well
and will give a good cutting of green forage at the time when
other feeds are shriveled and wilted. Soy beans of the late
variety gave a cutting of 9.9 tons green forage per acre at the
Wisconsin Experiment Farm in 1900 and yielded thirty-eight
bushels of seed beans per acre in 1902, and forty bushels per
acre in 1903.”
“Secure a sack of inoculated soil from the Experiment
Station and scatter on a portion of the field that you desire to
plant to soy beans and note the development of the nodules.”
A “report blank” (p. 156-57) with 22 questions is given
for farmers who want to try growing soy beans and to report
their results to the Association. Address: Secretary, Madison.
930. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Association, Annual
Report. 1906. Growers of soy beans [in Wisconsin and
Illinois]. 4:199. Feb. 8-9.
• Summary: A table lists the name, city, and county of 31
growers of soy beans in Wisconsin (sorted by county) and
2 growers in Illinois. Wisconsin and Illinois share a long
border. Wisconsin counties in which 3 or more farmers grow
soy beans are: Sheboygan, Waukesha, and Waupaca (each in
the southeastern part of the state).

931. Wiancko, A.T. 1906. Re: Corrections to reports on soy
beans received from Bureau of Plant Industry. Letter to C.V.
Piper, Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
DC, Feb. 12. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear sir:–In our reports on the tests of varieties
of soy beans and cow peas, mistakes were made in stating
the quantities of seed used per acre. The figures given are the
rates of seeding shown on the wheat scale of the seed drill
used. Figures to the real rates per acre, the amounts of seed
used were as follows:“Soy beans–Dwarf Early Yellow, 1973, 26.5 pounds. Ito
San, 1975, 26.5 pounds. Medium Early Yellow, 1295–2, 26.5
pounds. Medium Early Yellow, 1299–2, 26.5 pounds. Soy
bean, 12399, 32.5 pounds. Soy bean, 12400, 32.5 pounds.”
Corrections are also given for seven varieties of
cow peas: Early Black, Taylor, Extra Early Black Eye,
Whipporwill [also spelled “Whippoorwill”], New Era, Cow
pea 13468, Clay. “Kindly have these corrections made on the
reports we sent you.”
“Very truly yours, A.T. Wiancko, Agriculturist. J.L.C.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004) that
mentions the soybean variety Dwarf Early Yellow.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agriculturist, Purdue Univ.
Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
932. Parsons, A.A. 1906. Humphrey Jones’ address (Letter to
the editor). Indiana Farmer 61(7):6. Feb. 17.
• Summary: “Editors Indiana Farmer: When you were at
our place you called me called me a soybean crank. I hadn’t
suspected it then, but it was a fact, and I grow worse as I get
older.
That article in the Farmer of February 3 [1906], from
Humphrey Jones, is worth the cost of the Indiana Farmer
for 20 years. He is a man that goes to the bottom of things.
He came to our place about 6 years ago, on the strength of
an article you published. I think it was on soy beans as a
substitute for clover. Before he went away I sold him seed
for 300 acres, and he is another soy bean crank, as I am. It is
a pleasure to ride a hobby horse (I have several) when we get
too old to ride anything else.
“Clayton, Ind.–A.A. Parsons
“–We are glad that our good friend so greatly esteems
the address by Mr. Jones. Several others have also spoken in
high terms of it, and our readers will welcome anything he
may desire to say along live stock lines, foods, feeding, etc.–
Editor.” Address: Hendricks Co. [Indiana].
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933. M.C.W. 1906. Farm and farmers: (1) Velvet or soja bean
(Letter to the editor). Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Feb.
19. p. 10.
• Summary: “1. Tell me something about Velvet or Soja
beans. Will the vines make good hay and improve land?
“Answer–1. Velvet bean and Soja bean are two entirely
different plants. The Velvet bean produces a tangled mass
of long vines, something like butter bean [lima bean] vines,
but will not mature seed except in the extreme south. Good
soil improver and good for pasture in fall, and fairly good for
hay. Soja (or Soy) bean grows upright like cotton, and about
2 to 3 feet high.” Address: Verbena, Alabama.
934. New York Times. 1906. Latest customs rulings. Chinese
soy assessed on higher basis–Other decisions. Feb. 20. p. 6.
• Summary: “In a decision by Judge Somerville, the Board
of General Appraisers yesterday affirmed the action of
Collector Stranahan in declining to accept invoice values
placed on Chinese soy [sauce], exported by Choy Chong
Lung of Hongkong. The merchandise was invoiced as
possessing a value of 3.06 Mexican dollars per cask, but this
price was deemed too low by the Collector, who raised it to
4.56 Mexican dollars per cask, on which basis the assessment
of duty was levied.”
935. Fruwirth, C. 1906. Beitraege zu den Grundlagen der
Zuechtung einiger lanswirtchaftlicher Kulturpflanzen. IV.
[Contributions to the basics of breeding of some agricultural
crops. IV]. Naturwissenschaftliche Zeitschrift fuer Land- und
Forstwirtschaft 4(1):50-55. Jan.; 4(2):65-83. Feb. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the January issue, the soybean (Soja) is
mentioned only once, in passing, on page 52.
Conclusion (Feb.): The soybean is one of the crop plants
that Prof. Fruwirth uses in his breeding experiments; it is
mentioned on pages 68, 78, 81 and 83. The last two pages
are full-page tables.
The others crop plants are: The garden pea (Erbse,
Pisum sativum). The broad bean or fava/faba bean
(Ackerbohne, Vicia faba). The blue sweet pea (Essb.
Platterbse, Lathyrus sativus). Lentil (Linse, Lens esculenta).
One-flower vetch (einblütige Erve, Ervum monanthos [Vicia
articulata]). etc. Address: Prof., Germany.
936. Heald, Frederick De Forest. 1906. Report on the plant
diseases prevalent in Nebraska during the season of 1905.
Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
19:19-81. Feb. See p. 41, 71.
• Summary: In section IV titled “Forage crops. A. Legumes”
we read (p. 41): “Soy-bean, Glycine hispida. Bacterial blight,
Bacillus sp?–In this disease the leaves become covered
with small brown spots or pustules... The disease was not
observed till early in October [1905], so no cultural studies
have yet been carried out.”

An appendix to this article (p. 60-81) discusses
“Prevention and treatment of the most important diseases in
the report for 1905.” In section IV “Forage crops” (p. 71)
we read: “37. Bacterial blight, soy bean. This disease is not
well known at present. The following recommendations can,
however, be made: 1. All diseased plants should be raked
into heaps and burned. 2. Land upon which the disease has
been prevalent should be planted to some other crop for a
year or two.”
Note 1. This is probably the first report of bacterial
disease or a bacterial blight on soy beans.
Note 2. A summary of this article titled “New and littleknown plant diseases in Nebraska” was published in Science
23(590):624 (1906). It added: “This disease was quite serious
on soy bean used as an orchard cover crop at the experiment
station.” Address: Ph.D., Botanist of the Experiment Station
[Nebraska] and collaborator in the Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC.
937. Rorer, S.T. (Mrs.). 1906. Why vegetables are so
healthful. Ladies’ Home Journal 23:38. Feb.
• Summary: “In China and Japan the soybean forms the
most important article of food; in fact, it is the richest of all
vegetables in nitrogenous constituents. It has more than meat
value. It is also grown to a considerable extent in India [sic]
and takes the place of meat; served with rice and a flavoring
of onion it makes a most delightful dish. This bean also ranks
high in fats. The Chinese make from soy beans a cheese
[tofu], much resembling our own. The Japanese make them
into a sauce for rice and fish. In fact, this sauce, known as
suey [sic] and soy, is the base of most of our bottled meat
sauces. Well-selected soybeans yield thirty-five per cent. of
muscle-making or proteid foods, eighteen per cent. fat, and
nearly five per cent. mineral matter; they drop, however,
in the quantity of starch to twelve per cent., with an added
twelve per cent of sugar. With rice they form a typical food.”
938. Product Name: Soy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Address: Pua Lane [off King St.]. Palama,
Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1906 February.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Star (The)
(Honolulu). 1905. Dec. 23. p. 1, 5. “Making soy in
Honolulu.” “... from seed brought from Japan, he
commenced growing the soy bean in Kona. This was done
at a minimum of expense as the shrub is grown between the
rows of coffee trees. Then he established a small factory
which has grown to such an extent that he had to move to a
larger place... The new factory is out at Palama, on the street
Waikiki of St. Elizabeth’s church and mauka of King street.”
The proprietor is Mr. Yamakami. Hawaiian Gazette (The)
(Honolulu). 1906. Feb. 6. p. 5. “Shoyo [sic, Shoyu] factory
is new Japanese enterprise.” Yamajo Soy Co., headed by Mr.
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Yamakami, had its grand opening on Sat., Feb. 3. Sample
bottles were distributed at the banquet, which strongly
suggests that on that date its first shoyu was ready for sale.
The factory is located on Pua Lane, Palama, Honolulu.
Evening Bulletin (The) (Honolulu). 1906. Feb. 5. p.
4, col. 5. “Yamagimi [sic, Yamakami] opens Hawaiian
soy factory.” Mr. Nobuyuki Yamagami is head of the new
concern. The factory is “on Pua lane, off King street, Palama,
Honolulu.
Husted’s Directory of Honolulu and the Territory of
Hawaii. 1907. p. 609. Yamajo Soy Co., Nobuyuki Yamakami,
mngr. Pua Lane, [Honolulu]. Two entries following:
Yamakami, N., mgr, Yamajo Soy Co., residence King, near
Palama Chapel. Note: No listing in 1905-06 Directory, which
is the earliest at Sutro library. 1908 Directory. Yamajo Soy
& Sauce Co. Ltd. The, Pua Lane. 1909 Directory. p. 602.
Company name has changed to Yamajo Soy and Sauce
Manufacturing Co. Ltd., N. Yamakami, mngr, Pua Lane near
Kukui. Krauss. 1909. Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Annual
Report. p. 16, 83-85. For the year 1908. States that “Seed
of two other [soybean] varieties were [sic] donated by the
Hawaiian Yamajo Soy Company of Honolulu.”
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” States
that the company was founded in 1905 by Mr. Nobuyuki
Yamakami.
F. Odo and K. Sinoto. 1985. A Pictorial History of the
Japanese in Hawaii, 1885-1924. A photo (p. 166) shows
the inside of the Hawaii Shoyu Co. (Hawaii Shoyu Kaisha)
on King Street in Palama, Honolulu, taken in about 1914.
The caption reads: “The Japanese in Hawaii depended upon
shoyu imported from Japan until Nobuyuki Yamashiro [sic,
Yamakami] started making shoyu in 1904.” His company
was established as Hawaii Shoyu Co. in 1906. American
Shoyu Co. was established in Honolulu in 1912.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book of Miso. 2nd ed. p.
234. Letter from Takao Nihei. 1988. July 19. “There was a
record showing that Mr. Shimada was the first to make shoyu
in Hawaii. But he closed soon after he started. Therefore I
think that the first person who succeeded was Mr. Nobuyuki
Yamakami.”
939. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor).
1906. Railroads in Korea. New lines bisecting the empire–
American materials and methods. No. 2513. p. 1-5. March
16.
• Summary: “One of the great factors in opening up Korea
to trade is the building of a system of railroads through the
hermit nation by the Japanese. Vice-Consul-General Straight,
of Seoul, supplies a complete description of these, of which
the following is a condensation:
“The Seoul-Wiju Railroad was opened to the public for
general traffic on December 1, 1905. With a few breaks at the

larger streams, trains were running through from New Wiju,
the northern, to Yongsan, the southern, terminus as early as
April. The Japanese, in thirteen months, had constructed
310 miles of railway. Immediately after the declaration
of war they had commenced their work, using for some
distance the embankments and culverts which the FrancoKorean Company, after several years of sporadic effort, had
constructed near Seoul.”
“Resources in North Korea: The country tapped by the
Seoul-Wiju Railroad is rich in rice, [soya] beans, millet, and
barley, and is capable of much greater production than at
present.”
Page 5: “Japanese are now established in large numbers
at all the important cities along the railroad and at the small
places as well, and the number of immigrants is constantly
increasing. The Koreans themselves are more prosperous
than ever before, owing to the large expenditures by the
Japanese forces, and it is probable that the natives will be
better governed in the future and for the first time in many
years able to profit by the results of their own industry.
There are indications that the next few years will witness
an unparalleled development and a transformation in the
commercial conditions that have prevailed in the past.”
940. Wiancko, A.T. 1906. Re: Request for seed of soy bean
varieties from Bureau of Plant Industry. Letter to Mr. Carlton
R. Ball, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC, March
17. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear sir:–I beg to ask if you could supply us
with seed of the varieties of soy beans you sent us last spring
as ‘Dwarf Early Yellow, 1973’ and ‘Soy Bean, 12399’, or tell
us where they can be secured. We should like to have them
from the same source, or from a place further north. These
varieties gave us such satisfactory results last year, that we
desire to try them along with two or three others in thirty or
forty different localities over the state, and the amount of
seed we have is not sufficient. Shall want a bucket of each.”
“Kindly let me hear from you at your early convenience.
Very truly yours, A.T. Wiancko.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Purdue Univ. Agric. Exp. Station,
Lafayette, Indiana.
941. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906.
Manchurian trade: America supplies one-fifth of imports of
Niuchwang [Newchwang]. No. 2515. p. 11-12. March 19.
• Summary: Consul-General Sammons writes that
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Niuchwang [Newchwang] is “the present trade gateway to
this part of China.”
“The Standard Oil Company transacts the heaviest
individual business of any one company operating here and
is preparing to build large warehouses at this port next spring
in order adequately to meet the steadily increasing demand
for kerosene oil.”
“How our trade may be extended: If America finds it
desirable to buy [soya] bean cake for fertilizing purposes,
raw silk, hemp, and like articles, the Manchurian trade will
be greatly increased. At present steamers or sailing vessels
coming here direct from Pacific coast ports of America
bring flour and lumber. Those bringing oil direct from the
Atlantic seaboard are compelled to return empty handed
or seek a cargo elsewhere. This state of affairs discourages
direct shipments and increases freight rates. Accordingly, in
the hope of ultimately securing a return cargo for American
ships that visit this port, I have sent samples of Manchurian
bean cake to the Hawaiian Islands and Southern California
for expert examination,...”
942. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1906. Work for the gallows.
March 19. p. 1, col. 2.
• Summary: Nine men, “according to the testimony adduced
before the grand jury, killed a Korean with the most frightful
tortures. The defendants are all Koreans. They cut and
stabbed and sawed and finally burned their victim, keeping
up the torture for hours. The details of the crime read like the
most revolting descriptions of cruelties practiced by North
American Indians upon white prisoners. Salt and soy were
poured into the sufferer’s open wounds to add to his pain...”
943. Abel, Mary Hinman. 1906. Beans, peas, and other
legumes as food. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 121. 38 p.
March 25. See p. 11-13, 18-20. Corrected. [1 ref]
• Summary: A corrected edition, one page shorter than the
1904 revised edition. On the cover, below the title is written
“(Corrected March 25, 1906),” yet at the bottom of the same
page the publication date is given as 1904.
The section about soy (p. 11-13) is titled “Soy bean
(Glycine hispida) and its preparations,” but the information
in that section appears to be the same as in the original 1900
edition, as is the illustration of the soy bean plant (p. 12) and
the table on page 19.
Peanuts and peanut butter are discussed on pages 25-26,
34-36.
944. Piper, C.V. 1906. Re: Sending cowpeas and soy beans
to Indiana. Letter to Prof. A.T. Wiancko at Agricultural
Experiment Station, Lafayette, Indiana, March 27. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy). [1 ref]
• Summary: See next page. “Dear Sir: I have your letter of
the 17th instant, addressed to Mr. C.R. Ball, inquiring about
certain cowpeas and soy beans. I take pleasure in sending

you sixty pounds of seed of Michigan Favorite cowpea,
which is practically the same as the Warron, and four pounds
of Early Yellow Soy beans, No. 12399. I regret to say that we
have but a small quantity of seed of No. 1973, or rather of its
progeny, and will be unable to supply you with any of this...”
Note: This is the earliest letter in our library written by
Dr. C.V. Piper. All department letters were typewritten. It
was written about a year before he hired W.J. Morse to work
on forage crops at USDA.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agrostologist, in Charge of
Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
945. Carver, G.W. 1906. Re: Report of the work of the
Tuskegee Experiment Station since its organization in 189697. Letter to Booker T. Washington, March 30. 7 p. See p.
1-2. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “I herewith beg to submit in brief a report of
the work of the Experiment Station since its organization
in 1896-7. A this time ten acres of land, very variable in
character, all poor and just the kind of land needed for
experimental purposes. The first experiment was on sweet
potatoes in 1897... In 1898, six varieties of cow-peas, velvet
beans and five varieties of corn were tested for forage
purposes... In 1899, thirteen varieties of cotton were planted.
In 1899, similar experiments were made on the same fodders,
to-gether with four varieties of sorghum, velvet beans, and
sojah [soja] beans. Their grazing and forage value was tested
in 1900-01-02-03-04 and 1905.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004)
that uses the term “grazing” (or “graze” or “grazed”) in
connection with soybeans.
Location: Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
Microfilm of The George Washington Carver Papers in
the Tuskegee Institute Archives, Roll 3 #1033. Address:
Tuskegee, Alabama.
946. Meyer, Frank N. 1906. Re: Using beancake for
manuring in China. In: Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4 vols.
1902-1918. Compiled by Bureau of Plant Introduction,
USDA. 2444 p. See p. 153-54. Letter of 30 March 1906 from
Peking, China, to David Fairchild of USDA in Washington,
DC.
• Summary: “Manuring. Around Soochow [Su-Chou,
formerly Wuhsien, Suzhou in pinyin, a city in southern
Kiangsu (Jiangsu) province on the Grand Canal, just east of
Shanghai], China, they apply a liberal supply of beancake to
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the land which is plowed under before planting. When the
plants show signs of being established, they fertilize with
liquid night soil until the cold weather sets in.”
Location: University of California at Davis, Special
Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer,
China.
947. Bloch, A. [Armand-Aron]. 1906. Quelques mots sur
la fabrication et la composition du Teou-Fou (Fromage de
haricots chinois fourni par le Soja hispida) [Some remarks
on the production and composition of tofu (Cheese from
Chinese beans furnished by the Soja hispida)]. Bulletin des
Sciences Pharmacologiques (Paris) 13:138-43. March. (Exp.
Station Record 18:857). [Fre]
• Summary: The author, a pharmacist to France’s colonial
troops, describes tofu as fromage de Haricots (bean cheese)

or fromage de Haricots chinois (cheese of Chinese beans)
and gives a detailed description of how it is made. “It is said
to be a food at the frontier of Tonkin [in today’s Vietnam];
the church fathers of Szechuan speak of tofu in their
dictionary, it is used in all of Pet-chi-li [Petchili or Chili,
today’s Hebei province] (I have helped several times in
making it in the city of Tien-Tsin {Tientsin, Tianjin}).”
Note. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term fromage de Haricots or
the term fromage de Haricots chinois to refer to tofu.
Note 2. Chihli was a former province in northeast China;
its capital was Peking. In 1928 it was divided largely into
Hebei (formerly called Hopei or Hopeh), Jehol, and Chahar.
The largest part was Hebei. There was also a Gulf of Petchili
/ Chihli, which is today’s Bo Hai, the huge gulf east of
Tianjin.
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Tofu shops start work at 1:00 in the morning and
finish by 9-11:00 A.M. Soaked soybeans look a little like
the French Flageolet. The mill used for grinding soybeans
to make tofu is turned by an animal, usually a donkey.
The puree is cooked for 10-30 minutes. From 1 kg of Soja
hispida (soybeans) one can get 3.3 to 4 kg of tofu. Tofu is
also made into sheets.
The author then gives a nutritional analysis of tofu
(water 83.5%, protein 11.25%, oil 4.33%, ash 0.57%) and
okara (tourteau, teou-fou-tcha, le résidu–water 88.75%,
protein 10.85%, oil 0.4%, ash 0.36%). Finally he analyzes
two coagulant solutions: Nigari (solution coagulante, yen
lou; it is rich in magnesium chloride) and magnesium sulfate.
In conclusion Dr. Bloch recommends introducing tofu
among France’s Indochinese troops since it is rich in protein,
contains no starch, is inexpensive, and can be used in a wide
variety of forms and recipes, and is easily preserved in thin
dried sheets.
This entire article was reprinted in Annales d’Hygiene et
de Medicine Coloniales 9:298-304 (1906). German summary
in Chemisches Central-Blatt 1906(1):1502-03. Address:
Pharmaceutical doctor to the colonial troops (Docteur en
pharmacie, Pharmacien-major de 2e classe des troupes
coloniales).
948. Garman, H. 1906. Observations and experiments
on clover, alfalfa, and soy beans. Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 125. p. 37-61. March.
• Summary: A general interest in alfalfa has been “awakened
partly by failures in growing red clover and in part by the
exploitation of certain cultures of nodule bacteria said to
facilitate the growing of alfalfa and other similar plants on
land upon which they have not before been grown...” (p. 39).
“In the majority of our soils nodules will be found on
the roots of alfalfa, red clover, and cowpeas, showing that
these plants do not absolutely require cultures. To get the
greatest possible benefit from a crop of soy beans on land
new to them, cultures should be used the first year, but if
soy beans are to be grown several years in succession on the
same land, it is not absolutely necessary to use cultures, since
the nodules will appear the second year anyway. The finest
growth of nodules the writer has ever seen on this plant,
appeared in plots planted the second season with soy beans”
(p. 41).
Table 3, titled “Yields from six soy bean plots in 1905.
To show effect of cultures” (p. 53). In each of the three
paired plots, one type of culture was used on one plot and no
culture was used on the other. In each case, the plot with no
culture gave the highest yield!
“Nodules large when few, small when numerous: The
growth of nodules is undoubtedly at the expense of the plant
growing them. When they are few or none, the plant is larger.
That they are a tax upon the plant is shown in another way.
When but few appear on the roots, the nodules themselves

reach a much larger size than when large numbers develop...”
Fresh moist cultures produce more nodules than dry ones (p.
58).
The section titled “Sowing soy beans and cowpeas”
(p. 59-60) states: “The soy bean is not as well known
in Kentucky as it deserves to be. It is as productive as
the cowpea, makes as good green forage and hay, while
mixed with corn, it makes excellent silage. It is a good soil
improver also, the root nodules appearing in our soil after the
first year in large numbers. It is well adapted to our climate,
though some varieties require a long season to mature their
seeds. On this account it is well to select for sowing varieties
that mature moderately early. A medium yellow, green, or
black bean, will give good results in Kentucky.” Address:
Entomologist and Botanist of the Station, Lexington,
Kentucky.
949. Harrison, F.C.; Barlow, B. 1906. Co-operative
experiments with nodule-forming bacteria. Ontario
Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 148. 19 p. March. [1
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The importance of
nitrogen to the farmer. The discovery of the nodule bacteria.
Distribution of cultures in Canada. Methods of inoculating:
By transfer of soil, by treating the soil, by treating the seed.
Directions for the use of nitro-cultures supplied by the
bacteriological department of Ontario Agricultural College
(8 steps; they begin: “The culture is sent to you with the
understanding that it is to be used for experimental purposes
and that you will use it as directed and report to us your
success or failure”). Announcement.
The bulletin begins: “The issue of a number of
bulletins by the United States Department of Agriculture on
‘Beneficial Bacteria for Leguminous Crops,’ ‘Inoculation
of Soil with Nitrogen-Fixing Bacteria,’ and the publication
of articles on this subject in some of the popular magazines,
has called the attention of the Canadian farming community
to the maintenance of soil fertility by the growth of legumes
which have been treated with beneficial bacteria, and
has resulted in the many requests for information to the
Bacteriological Department of the College with demands for
samples of the necessary bacteria for the purpose of treating
various crops such as clovers, peas, beans, etc.
A table (p. 4) shows how many samples of nitrogenfixing bacteria (“nitro-cultures”) were sent to 10 provinces
of Canada. For example, Ontario was sent 76 samples, Nova
Scotia 66 samples, and Quebec 10 samples. A 2nd table (p.
5) shows the total number of reports received for each of 9
different crops; the soybean had 1 report only [in response to
culture samples sent, but we are not told in which province
those soy beans were grown]. Some 38 samples of the 134
reports received are printed in this bulletin; of those, the four
for “Beans” (the type of beans is not stated) are from Ontario
(3) and New Brunswick (1).
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A full-page photo (p. 13) shows two uprooted soy bean
plants. The one on the right has many more leaves and larger
roots than the one on the left. The caption states: “The one
on the left is from untreated seed, that on the right from seed
treated with nitro-culture.”
Another full-page photo (p. 15) shows the roots of four
separate soy bean plants, upside down. The caption states
that the two largest root systems with the most nodules are
from seed treated with nitro-culture, whereas the other two
are from untreated seed.
Page 16: “Inoculation is also desirable if a farmer
wishes to grow a new kind of legume on land even though
it has previously grown excellent crops of a different
species of legume. This, although red clover may have been
successfully grown, with a large number of nodules on the
roots, the bacteria from those roots may not infect alfalfa
or lucerne if it were planted in the clover soil, and hence,
inoculation with bacteria taken from the alfalfa nodules,
would be desirable. So also when introducing the culture of
vetches, of field beans, and soy beans, it would be necessary
to treat the seed with bacteria taken from these plants... It
seems especially desirable in Ontario to inoculate the field
bean and soy bean, as experiments have shown that Ontario
soils are not so generally infected with bacteria for these
plants as for the other legumes,...”
The “Announcement” (p. 19) states: “For the spring of
1906 the Bacteriological Department is preparing to send
out a limited number of cultures for the inoculation of the
following legumes: Red Clover, Alsike Clover, Alfalfa or
Lucerne, Field Peas, Vetches, Field Beans and Soy Beans.
Those desiring cultures will please make application
according to the following blank form.
“Application for nitro-culture.” “This sheet when filled
out should be addressed to the Bacteriological Department,
Agricultural College, Guelph, Ontario,...”
Note: Unfortunately, there is no indication in this
paper from where the soy bean seeds (or photos) were
obtained or where they were they were grown. Address: 1.
Bacteriological Laboratories, The Macdonald College, Ste
Anne de Bellevue, Quebec; 2. Bacteriological Department,
Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph. Both: Canada.
950. Takahashi, Y. 1906. Daizu sayamushi gai tai hanshu
kisetsu shiken [Experiments on the relation of sowing
period of soybean to the amount of damage caused by
“Sayamushi” (Grapholitha glycinivorella Mats.)]. Hokkaido
Nogyo Shikenjo Hokoku (Hokkaido Agricultural Experiment
Station, Report) No. 2. p. 35-37. March. [Jap]
• Summary: Discusses Leguminivora glycinivorella.
Address: Pathologist, Sapporo, Japan.
951. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906.
China’s foreign trade: Large increase in American exports

last year–Review of commercial reports. No. 2531. p. 5-6.
April 6.
• Summary: “Reports from United States consuls and
agents go to show that China as a whole enjoyed prosperity
in 1904. The imports from the United States in 1905 very
largely increased. The Russo-Japanese war appears to have
been of minor importance among the conditions affecting
the Empire’s trade during the year 1904. The harvests of the
whole vast area were excellent, as good as in 1903.” One
large table lists the value of China’s imports and the other of
China’s exports.
China’s main imports (in descending order of value) are:
Cotton, manufactured $86,858,300.
Opium $25,965,900.
Oil, kerosene $19,635,600.
Metals of all kinds $14,864,300.
Sugar $12,797,000.
China’s main exports (in descending order of value) are:
Silk, raw $42,928,800.
Tea $21,141,400.
Cotton, raw $17,368,100.
Beans [soya] $3,448,400.
Oil, bean, tea, wood, etc. $2,982,900.
Bean cake $1,643,600.
952. Otago Witness (New Zealand). 1906. A Japanese edible
plant–Udo. April 11. p. 8.
• Summary: “Washington [DC], January 9.–’Udo’ is the
name of a Japanese plant the Department of Agriculture is
trying to introduce into the United States to compete with
lettuce as a winter salad... It is tabled in all the tea houses
in Japan, its crisp, blanched stems being served with salt or
boiled with a soy sauce.”
953. C.B.D. 1906. Sow only after the ground is thoroughly
warm (Letter to the editor). Indiana Farmer 61(15):3. April
14.
• Summary: This is the first of three letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department–The value of soy
beans and cow peas.”
“1st Premium.–The cow pea crop is especially adapted
to meet the wants of the farmers in the Southwest.”
“While the soy bean is a comparatively new plant
in America (introduced about 30 years ago) it has been
cultivated in China and Japan for more than a thousand
years. In the Oriental countries are made various preparations
from the seeds, to take the place of eggs and meat products
for the people. In this country the seeds are used only as
cattle foods or when parched as a substitute for coffee. They
are especially rich in fats and nitrogenous compounds. The
soy bean requires about the same class of soils as corn and
will grow about as far north as corn can be depended on. The
best results with it have been obtained in the region between
the 35th and 44th parallels, east of the Rocky Mountains.
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The region best adapted to it then, is the corn belt–a
circumstance which argues well for its use and value in
conjunction with corn for fattening animals. We plant the soy
bean in late spring or early summer, when the ground is quite
warm. The earlier varieties are used, if a seed crop is desired,
as it require the entire season for the perfect development of
the berries. If, however, the crop is intended to be used as
forage we find the latter varieties most satisfactory, as they
excel the early varieties for that purpose. Like the cow pea, it
may be sown in drills between the corn rows, or in a field by
itself, either in drills or broadcast. In drills it requires about
2½ pecks were acre, or a peck more if sown broadcast. The
crop should be cut for hay from the time of flowering until
the pods are half ripe. Later than that, the stems are coarse
and woody and rapidly decline in feeding value.”
“The ripe soy beans are among the riches of
concentrated foods. On a basis of 8 tons green forage it
has been estimated that about one and one-tenth tons of
digestible substances are contained in the hay crop grown
on one acre, of which amount one-sixth is protein and threefourths fat and carbohydrates. The yield varies according
to soil and season from 6 to 13 tons of green forage. The
yield of seed varies from as low as 15 bushels to as high
as 100 bushels per acre, the average being about the same
as corn, from 25 to 40 bushels. This crop is a heavy potash
feeder and requires fertilization with lime and with potash
and phosphoric acid, when grown on such lighter soils as are
deficient in these elements.” Address: Kansas.
954. Indiana Farmer. 1906. Adapted to lighter and poorer
soil (Letter to the editor). 61(15):3. April 14.
• Summary: This is the second of three letters published
under the bold heading: “Experience department–The value
of soy beans and cow peas.”
“2d Premium.–These crops are not generally raised, but
they are of great value in and at certain times and places.”
“The soy bean seems likely to prove of greater value
where the cow pea fails to ripen. It is adapted to about the
same soils and produces about the same amount of vegetable
matter. There are many varieties of these also. The Medium
Green suits the latitude of Indiana better than any other
and this variety has proved itself very vigorous, free from
disease, and capable of drawing nitrogen from the air to
an unusual extent, its roots being most thickly studded
with nodules. It has been demonstrated by experiments,
with results as follows: The Medium Green soy bean gave
per acre of green weight 19,685 pounds dry matter, 5,386
pounds, nitrogen 167.3 pounds. Black cow pea, green weight
20,035 pounds, dry matter 3,389 pounds, nitrogen 62.1
pounds. Wonderful cow pea, green weighed 19,685 pounds,
dry matter 3,622 pounds, nitrogen 80.4 pounds. The table
shows that the soy bean gave larger quantities both of dry
matter and of nitrogen than either variety of cow peas. The
soy bean will not stand drouth as well as the pea but is of

more value as a green manure.
“For fodder the bean is nearly its equal. Experiments
indicate that the manurial value of the stubble of the bean is
not very great, so the use of this plant for soil improvement
and fodder combined seems unlikely to be very favorable.
“If grown for soil improvement the entire crop should
be turned under. The Medium soy bean ripens in this latitude
and will produce seed. Both the crops are best grown in
drills.–A Reader.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2003) that contains the term “soil improvement”
in connection with soybeans. Address: Cass County, Indiana.
955. Indiana Farmer. 1906. Do well on poor land (Letter to
the editor). 61(15):3. April 14.
• Summary: No This is the third of three letters published
under the bold heading: “Experience department–The value
of soy beans and cow peas.”
“3d Premium.–Soy beans and cow peas are a valuable
crop to the farmer whose land is in poor condition, too thin
to grow a profitable crop of corn, or get a set of clover. Cow
peas will make a fine crop of hay on real poor land, and is a
nutritious feed for the stock; it is especially good for dairy
cows.” Signed, “Constant Reader.”
956. List or manifest of alien passengers applying for
admission to the United States: Heiji Ota. 1906.
• Summary: Line: Ocean Steam Navigation Line / Co. Sheet
10. No. 287. Name of passenger: Heiji Ota. Age: 32. Sex:
Male. Married or single: Single. Occupation: Farmer. Able
to–Read: Yes. Write: Yes. Nationality–Country: Japan. Race
or people: Japanese. Last residence: Okayama. Destination:
Portland, Oregon. 12 (?). By whom on passenger list: Self.
Whether in possession of (?) money: Yes, $50. Whether
going to a residence and relative: 54 N. 4th Dr., Portland,
Oregon. Hashiya (?) 21. Port of Landing: Victoria [B.C.].
Date of Arrival: April 19, 1906. Date of embarcation: April
25, 1906. Head tax paid to: G.N. Ry.
Note 1. Heiji seems to be the only Ota on this ship. The
Ota Tofu Co. of Portland, Oregon, had almost surely not yet
been established.
Note 2. “Required by the regulations of the Secretary
of the Treasury of the United States, under Act of Congress
approved March 3, 1903, and Department Circular No. 97,
dated Nov. 1, 1901.”
957. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906.
Manchurian commerce: Rush of imports caused congestion
at Newchwang. No. 2543. p. 14. April 20.
• Summary: “Consul-General Sammons reports that
Newchwang’s commerce for 1905 was by far greater
than ever before in the port’s history, being upward of
$53,000,000 gold.”
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“High [soya] bean prices: With the price of beans
advancing steadily, the Manchurian farmers are anxious to
produce heavier crops and are therefore making inquiries
concerning nitrogen-collecting bacteria. The former ruling
price for bean cake was $10 and $15 gold per ton, but now
the quotations are $25 and $30 per ton. The increase is due to
the extending use for this fertilizer in Japan and the fact that
many Chinese sugar-cane growers discontinued growing that
staple and have been devoting their fields to fresh vegetables
for the extreme southern Chinese and Malay Peninsula
markets. Gardening requires heavier applications of fertilizer.
The estimated value of bean cake exported from Newchwang
for 1905 was $3,046,372 gold, and that of [soya] beans
$3,347,150.”
958. Heald, F.D. 1906. New and little-known plant diseases
in Nebraska (Abstract). Science 23(590):624. April 20.
• Summary: A summary of the author’s “Report on the plant
diseases prevalent in Nebraska during the season of 1905”
published in Nebraska Agric. Exp. Station, Annual Report
19:19-81. Feb. See p. 41, 71. One of these diseases was
“Bacterial blight of soy bean. This disease was quite serious
on soy bean used as an orchard cover crop at the experiment
station.” Address: Nebraska.
959. Mann & Co. 1906. Now landing: Ex S.S. Tokomaru,
from London (Ad). Bay of Plenty Times (New Zealand).
April 23. p. 3, col. 5.
• Summary: “Crosse & Blackwell’s Fine sheet gelatine,
Walnut catsup, Essence anchovies, China soy [sauce] and
Fine Lucca salad oil...” Address: Auckland.
960. Rennie (Wm.) Co., Ltd. 1906. Rennie’s seed news
(Ad). Chilliwack Progress (Chilliwack, British Columbia,
Canada). April 25. p. 7.
• Summary: Under “Heavy yielding fodder plants” the first
of many types listed is: “Early Soy Beans–Of extra value for
stock feeding. 1b 15¢; 10 lbs, $1.40.
“We deliver free of charge to any postoffice in Canada.”
Note: This is the earliest advertisement seen (Aug. 2019)
selling soybean seeds in Canada. Address: 6 Hastings St. W.,
Vancouver.
961. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures,
Department of
Commerce and
Labor). 1906.
Manchuria’s trade:
[Soya] Beans
lead in exports–
railway entension–
Congestion in
American goods.

No. 2548. p. 1-4. April 26.
• Summary: “Consul-General Sammons, of Newchwang,
writes as follows about the trade of Manchuria during the
year 1905:
“Cotton is king in Manchurian imports, and [soya]
bean products hold a similar place in the export trade. At
the same time the chief produce for home consumption,
both for man and beast, is millet and kaoliang. And while
America continues to sell more to Manchuria at the port of
Newchwang than all other foreign nations combined, Japan
easily takes the lead in exports. Thus Japan and America are
more directly interested in the commerce of Manchuria than
are any of the other nations.”
“Beans and their products: In a general way it may be
said that the chief source of the export trade of Manchuria,
[soya] beans and bean products, was very materially effected
by the presence of the immense armies of both Japan and
Russia. The latter, in particular, consumed large quantities
of bean bread, which was made from beans ground into
flour, and also bean cake was fed to the army horses in
considerable quantities. Bean cake, when saturated with
oil, was likewise used for fuel by the Russians. Exigencies
of a great war while disorganizing inland trade, more or
less, and interfering with export products reaching the
seaboard the result, on the whole, was far from commercial
demoralization as will be shown by the following synopsis
of exports from Newchwang for a number of years [1902 to
1905] and, incidentally, illustrating how Japan is the chief
foreign purchaser of Manchurian products:”
A table shows: Japan’s purchases through Newchwang
totaled $5,204,625 in 1902 and $4,510,205 in 1905.
China’s purchases through Newchwang totaled
$5,723,293 in 1902 and $3,868,329 in 1905.
Purchases by all other nations through Newchwang
totaled $480,839 in 1902 and $348,970 in 1905.
“Why native exports fell off: It will be seen by
examining the attached figures that the bulk of Japan’s
purchases for 1905, as has been the case during previous
years, were made up of Manchurian beans and bean cake.
The latter is now used in Japan for fertilizing purposes in
place of fish, the supply of which has been curtailed, bean
cake having been found less expensive:”
A table shows exports of [soya] beans and [soya bean
cake] to Japan, Canton, Amoy, Swatow, Shanghai, Lungkow,
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Tungchow, and all other Chinese ports. These ports are listed
in approximately descending order of amounts purchased.
“The chief reason why China bought comparatively
so small an aggregate from Manchuria during 1905 is
largely explained by the fact that war-time exigencies
either prevented large quantities of beans from coming to
the seaboard or else the vast armies in the field (a) either
curtailed the crop or (b) consumed the yield after it was
harvested. Generally the crop was of the bumper order in
Manchuria in 1905. In certain areas the presence of the
armies interfered with the usually abundant yield and, as
previously pointed out, a considerable part of the yield was
consumed by the armed forces.
“Accordingly, with a shortage of beans and other export
commodities, the native exports suffered, as did those to
Japan, compared with 1903. Still, it will be observed that the
total exports for 1904 and 1905 are about equal. In 1904 the
beans and bean cake, on account of Russian occupation of
Newchwang, could not go to Japan and were largely diverted
to China. In 1905, with Japan exercising military occupation
of Newchwang, its bean cake and bean markets were again
supplied in part, and, further, as Japanese buyers will pay
more than Chinese dealers the volume of Manchurian bean
and bean cake exports is therefore turned from China to
Japan.
“At the present time the high, price of bean cake
is practically tantamount to barring it from American
(Hawaiian or Pacific coast points) markets.
“New railway opens market: Still another new feature
is added, in considering the bean and grain market of
Manchuria and China, by the completion of the HankowPeking Railroad. This new line draws of large quantities
of beans and grain from Honan and other provinces where
competition and resulting high prices such as prevail in
Manchuria are unknown. The Yangtse Valley bean cake is
not as rich as that of Manchuria in nitrous properties, but at a
very much reduced price it is finding a market, via the above
railroad and the Yangtse River boats, at Swatow, Canton,
and other points where the Manchurian bean product has for
years been without rivals. In the meantime the high price of
bean cake for fertilizing sugar-cane fields in southern China
has caused numerous cane producers to abandon the industry
and engage in the more profitable business of raising fresh
vegetables for the extreme southern China and Malay
Peninsula ports and cities.
“Thus, by the advent of Japan as a bean-buying
nation, an established feature of oriental commerce is
diverted and entirely new channels of trade result to meet
the requirements of supply and demand. Should the price
of Manchurian beans and bean cake continue to average
as high in the future as they have since Japan entered the
market, and all indications point that way, then many of the
Chinese buyers will desert the Newchwang market and make
headquarters at Hankow in order to secure the Yangtse Valley

supply at cheaper rates.”
“Further increases in imports expected:... The war
brought many millions of new money into Manchuria.
This ready cash, a shortage of staple supplies in the remote
interior, together with an unusually heavy fall of snow during
the winter of 1905-6, insuring good crops, may result in still
further record-breaking increases in imports in 1906 and,
more particularly, in 1907.
“Roughly estimated, there is now a visible supply of
upward of 250.000 tons of Manchurian [soya] beans and
millet seed ready for shipment from this and neighboring
markets that utilize Newchwang as a shipping point. This
indicates a fairly active export trade for 1906.
Note: The port Niuchwang is now spelled Newchwang.
962. Hawera & Normanby Star (Taranaki, New Zealand).
1906. Strange stories from American papers. April 27. p. 2.
• Summary: The section titled “Seven to die for horrible
crime” begins: “A telegram from Hile [sic, Hilo], on the
Island of Hawaii, says that seven Coreans [Koreans] were
recently convicted of murder in the first degree in the
Supreme Court.” “One Corean was suspected of having
stolen £10 from another, and, instead of reporting the theft
to the police, the friends of the man who lost the money
adopted Corean methods. The suspected Corean was chased
through the cane-fields, and when captured was beaten with
sticks and stones until he was exhausted. As he still refused
to confess, they rubbed salt in his wounds... When this
torture failed to force a confession, they rubbed Japanese soy
[sauce] into the wounds, causing excruciating pain...”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2014)
concerning the work of Koreans overseas in connection with
soy.
963. Vaterland (Das) (Vienna). 1906. Memoiren und
Reflexionen ueber China und seine Millionen. III. Zehn Jahre
unter den Chinesen [Memories and reflections on China and
its millions. III. Ten years among the Chinese]. 48(115):9.
April 28. Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: Continuation: In China there is a species of
Quark or tofu (Bohnenkäse)...
964. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1906. Russian vetch as
fertilizer. April 30. p. 6.
• Summary: “Cow peas, soy beans and clover are used
elsewhere, but the climatic conditions of New England falls
and winters prevent their successful use here.”
965. Katayama, T. 1906. On the preparation of a vegetable
cheese from the protein of the soy bean. Bulletin of the
College of Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University 7(1):11719. April. German summary in Chemisches Central-Blatt
1906(2):540. [4 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Describes experiments to make a cheese
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similar to Swiss cheese. The soybean contains (according to
Osborne and Campbell 1898) as its “chief proteid constituent
glycinin, a globulin similar in properties to legumin, but of
somewhat different composition, containing nearly twice
as much sulphur...” and having the following composition:
Carbon, 52.12; hydrogen, 6.93; nitrogen, 17.53; sulphur,
0.79; and oxygen, 22.63 per cent.
This protein can be extracted from [soaked, ground]
soybeans by boiling. “The liquid thus obtained resembles
cow’s milk in appearance,” and when treated with calcium
and magnesium salts, yields a precipitate which is sold in
Japan under the name of Tôfu. The author has attempted the
preparation of a cheese from tofu. 450 gm of pressed tofu
were mixed with 60 gm of common salt, 50 gm of finelyground Swiss cheese, and the mixture was wrapped in a linen
cloth saturated with brine, and left for five months in a room
with an average temperature of 15º C. At the end of this time
the mass was of a grey color, and quite compact; it was free
from the numerous pores produced by evolution of gas in
Swiss cheese. The cheese had an agreeable taste different
from that of Swiss cheese, and when extracted with water,
yielded a solution in which the presence of albumoses and
peptones was detected. Further experiments with mixtures
containing larger quantities of milk-sugar, but no casein,
gave similar results. Address: Japan.
966. Katayama, T. 1906. A condensed vegetable milk.
Bulletin of the College of Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial
University 7(1):113-15. April. German summary in
Chemisches Central-Blatt 1906(2):540. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: A liquid closely resembling cow’s milk is
obtained by soaking soy-beans in water, crushing them, and
boiling with water. “The composition of this milk prepared in
Japan for the purpose of obtaining Tôfu by the precipitation
with calcium or magnesium salts, is in average as follows:”
A table titled “Soy-bean milk” shows: Water 92.53%. Protein
3.02%. Fat 2.13%. Fibre 0.03%. Non-nitrogenous extract,
including carbohydrates (galactan), 1.88%. Ash 0.41%.
“There can be no doubt that this vegetable milk is of a
certain value as an easily digestible food, although in regard
to the nourishment of children it cannot replace cow’s milk
or mother’s milk, even if the necessary amount of milk sugar
be added.
“The idea suggested itself to prepare from that vegetable
milk, the soy milk, by addition of sugar and evaporation a
durable preparation resembling condensed cow’s milk.”
“In 4 litres of soy-milk were dissolved 4 g. dipotassium
phosphate [to prevent separation of protein] and 600 g. cane
sugar and the solution concentrated in vacuo to a very thick
liquid. This no doubt can replace the much more expensive
condensed cow’s milk for certain purposes of the cuisine as
e.g. for sweetening coffee and tea, and for the preparation of
chocolate.
“It has an agreeable taste like cow’s milk, but a very

feeble odor recalling crude beans and a slightly yellowish
color. If this preparation should be manufactured on a large
scale, it must be, of course, always sold under its proper
name, and adulteration of condensed cow’s milk with
condensed soy milk, must be strictly prohibited.” Chemical
investigations “must determine whether such an adulteration
can be easily discovered. My experiments in this direction
answer this question in the affirmative.”
Such adulteration could be detected by addition of
sodium carbonate, when a yellow coloration would indicate
the presence of the soy milk. Also, if a portion of the
suspected milk were mixed with twice its bulk of water,
treated with a few drops of dilute sulphuric acid, and onetenth of the whole distilled off, the distillate would possess
the characteristic odor of the raw beans, if soy-milk were
present. Adulteration might also be detected by separating
the casein from the suspected sample with rennet, and adding
calcium nitrate to the filtrate; the formation of a precipitate
would indicate the presence of the globulin of soy-milk, the
so-called glycinin.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “soy milk” or the
term “soy-milk.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “vegetable milk” to refer
clearly to soy milk.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2010) that uses the term “condensed vegetable
milk” to refer to condensed soymilk. It is also the earliest
document seen (Dec. 2010) that mentions or discusses
condensed or concentrated soymilk. Address: Japan.
967. Rhodesian Agricultural Journal. 1906. Forage and
pasture plants (continued). 3(4):354-70. April. See p. 364.
Reprinted in part from Transvaal Dept. of Agriculture,
Annual Report.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy bean” (p. 364) states:
“The Soy Bean or Soja Bean is also highly valued as an
annual forage or soiling crop in the United States, and ‘of all
the legumes in cultivation, is only exceeded by the ground
nut in amount and digestibility of its food constituents; it is
especially rich in fats and nitrogenous compounds, in fact, it
is one of the richest of concentrated foods.’
“On the Experiment Station, Salisbury, it [the soy bean]
was employed as a soiling crop on a poor clay soil when the
latter was first broken up. Broadcast at the rate of 50 lb. [of
seed] per acre, the vines completely covered the ground with
dense growth, which, when turned under, completely altered
the character of the land, bringing up the quality almost out
of recognition.
“’It may also be cut when the pods are half formed,
and cured into nutritious hay or turned into good silage.
Its principal value lies, however, in the dried bean, which
is used in conjunction with maize for fattening stock. It is
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cut with a scooter or V-shaped plough, as the stems are too
woody to be mowed with an ordinary machine.’–Annual
Report, Transvaal Department of Agriculture”
Note 1. The two quotations, concerning work in
neighboring South Africa, are taken from: Burtt-Davy,
Joseph. 1905. “Report of the government agrostologist and
botanist for the year ending June 30th, 1904.” Transvaal
Department of Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 261-320. For
the year 1903-04. See p. 263, 270-71, 274.
Also discusses the cowpea and Kafir bean (p. 363-64),
vetches (p. 365, including common winter vetches or tares,
the scarlet vetch of Algeria, and the hairy vetch), and alfalfa
(p. 356-62).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Rhodesia (and specifically
in Southern Rhodesia, which became Zimbabwe in 1980),
or the cultivation of soybeans in Rhodesia. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Southern
Rhodesia, or the cultivation of soybeans in Southern
Rhodesia (April 1906). The source of these soybeans is
unknown.
968. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1906. Experiment station
work, XXXVII. No. 267. 32 p. See p. 29. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Effect of silage on the flavor
and odor of milk” (p. 29) states: “In recent experiments with
soy-bean silage at the Wisconsin Station, F.W. Woll and G.C.
Humphrey found that this material had a very bad effect
upon the quality of milk, butter, and cheese produced, and
concluded as a result of their experience that satisfactory
dairy products can not be made when cows are fed this
silage.”
For details see: Woll, F.W.; Humphrey, Geo. C. 1904.
“Soy bean silage as a food for dairy cows.” Wisconsin Agric.
Exp. Station, Annual Report 21:67-74. For the year ending
June 30, 1904. Address: Washington, DC.
969. Valley Front Farm (Wm. C. Studds). 1906. Yellow
Soja beans (Ad). Southern Planter (Richmond, Virginia)
67(4):341. April.
• Summary: This ad (1/27 page) states: “Home grown for
several years for sale in any quantity desired up to 500
bushels. Average yield last year, 3 tons hay and about 30
bushels seed per acre. Can be cut with mower and threshed
with wheat thresher; the best, most nutritious and prolific
legume for eastern Virginia. For prices apply to. Wm. C.
Studds,...” Address: Sassafras, Gloucester Co., Virginia.
970. Vaterland (Das) (Vienna). 1906. Memoiren und
Reflexionen ueber China und seine Millionen. II. Aus dem
Millionsleben [Memories and reflections on China and its
millions. II. From the life of millions]. 47(129):5. May 12.
Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: Continuation: see Vaterland No. 126. Usually

people are satisfied with rice, herbs cooked in water, tofu
(Bohnenkäse) and peanuts. Rarely is a little pork added.
971. Wiancko, A.T. 1906. Soy beans and cow peas. Indiana
Farmer 61(19):3. May 12.
• Summary: The following is reprinted from Purdue
Newspaper Bulletin No. 128. “Every farmer who feeds live
stock should become acquainted with the soy bean and the
cow pea, as often one or the other might be used to good
advantage. Both are leguminous plants rich in protein and
make excellent crops for supplementing carbonaceous
feeding stuffs, such as corn. Being annual plants of rapid
growth they fit easily into a variety of rotations and may
often be used as emergency crops where few other things
would fit in.
“Uses.–Both crops are excellent soil improvers, having
especially beneficial effects upon the physical condition of
soils that are inclined to be heavy, making them loose and
mellow. Like other legumes, when inoculated with their
particular nitrogen-gathering bacteria, they draw upon the
free nitrogen of the atmosphere for their own requirements
and also store up considerable quantities in their roots, and
when these decay this stored up nitrogen becomes available
to succeeding crops. They are therefore excellent to precede
such crops as corn, which requires large quantities of
nitrogen for its proper development. Being such strong and
rapid growers and having such beneficial effects upon the
soil, they may often be used to good advantage as cover
crops sown in July after small grain crops are harvested.
With sufficient moisture to start them properly, they may
be used in this way as late as the fire [sic, first?] of August
and may be dependent upon to gather a lot of nitrogen and
make a good growth of material for plowing under, as green
manure, in the autumn or following spring.
“For stock feeding purposes, the soy bean and cow pea
may be used in a variety of ways. Most varieties of cow peas
and the ranker growing soy beans, such as the ‘Medium
Green’ and ‘Medium Early Yellow,’ make excellent crops
for feeding green, or making into hay. For these purposes,
however, the cow pea is generally to be preferred on account
of its finer stems and, usually, larger growth. When sown
before the first of June on good soil, from two to three tons
of cured hay may be expected. When well cured, cow pea
hay is of excellent quality and possesses a food value fully
one half higher than red clover hay. As a grain crop it seems
that, for northern and central Indiana, at least, the soy bean
will generally be the more profitable, both because of the
higher food value of the beans and, because of the greater
tendency to produce seed. On fair corn ground, from twenty
to thirty bushels of grain per acre should be produced. The
beans are rich in protein and fat or oil and are excellent for
mixing in the ration with corn, especially in hog feeding.
“The following table shows the digestible nutrients
in 100 pounds of soy bean and cow pea grain and hay
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in comparison with some other feeding stuffs.” Titled
“Digestible nutrients in 100 pounds,” the table gives values
for 7 feeding stuffs.
“Culture.–The soy bean and cow pea may be
successfully grown on almost any soil of reasonable fertility.
Like the common field pea both require good drainage and
easily suffer excessive wet, but will do much better during
periods of dry weather. For the best results a good corn soil
should be chosen. If properly inoculated, both crops will
do well where corn would suffer seriously from lack of
nitrogen. For use in a regular rotation they should precede
corn or winter wheat. In the latter case the ground does not
need to be plowed for the wheat.
“The preparation of the soil should be similar to that best
suited to corn. It should be deeply plowed and the seed-bed
made fine and mellow. A loose, deep-seed-bed is essential to
success.
“Both the soy bean and cow pea are warm weather
plants and should not be sown early in the season. As a
general rule, the best time to sow is after corn planting is
finished and the soil has become thoroughly warm. The seed
should be deeply covered. It should be sown in drills and
the crops cultivated like corn until the soy bean blooms and
the cow pea begins to vine. For grain production drilling
and cultivating are always best, but for hay production fair
results may be secured from broadcast seeding on ground
free of weeds. The rows should be 32 inches apart for the soy
bean and 24 inches apart for the cow pea, and both seeded at
the rate of 20 to 25 pounds of seed per acre for the medium
sized varieties. Seeding may be done with a wheat drill set at
two bushels per acre on the wheat scale, and with the holes
not needed stopped up. Thick seeding is detrimental to seed
production.
“Some soils need to be inoculated with the proper
bacteria for one or both crops before satisfactory results
can be secured. This need can only be determined by trial
and examination of the roots for the nodules. If needed,
inoculation may be best accomplished by sowing, before the
last harrowing when preparing the seed-bed, two or three
hundred pounds per acre of soil taken from a field where the
crops have been grown and the bacteria are known to exist.
Without the bacteria the crops must secure their nitrogen
from the soil and under such conditions draw heavily upon
its fertility.
“For hay production the cow pea will generally give best
results. It should be cut when the first pods begin to ripen,
and cured as in the case of clover. Either the Early Blackeye,
Whippoorwill, New Era, Michigan Favorite, Iron, Clay, Red
Ripper, or Unknown varieties may be used.
“For grain production, either crop may be used in the
south, but in the northern portion of the State the soy bean
will usually be most profitable. The Ito San, Early Brown,
and Medium Early Yellow (late) are among the best varieties.
“Harvesting should be done when most of the leaves

have fallen and most of the pods are ripe. An old fashioned,
self-rake reaper or a mower with a side delivery attachment
will be found satisfactory for harvesting. Threshing may be
done with the ordinary threshing machine with the lower
concave removed and replaced by a board and run at low
speed. A corn shredder may be used for threshing.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2006) that uses the term “Blackeye” in connection
with the cow pea–in this case as the name of a specific
variety of cow pea. Address: Agriculturist, Purdue Univ.,
Indiana.
972. Harrison, F.C.; Barlow, B. 1906. XII–The nodule
organism of the Leguminosae–Its isolation, cultivation.
identification, and commercial application. Transactions
of the Royal Society of Canada. Section 4: Geological and
Biological Sciences. Series 2. 12(1906-1907):157-237.
• Summary: Harrison and Barlow read this paper at a
meeting of the Royal Society of Canada on 23 May 1906.
The soybean is mentioned several times: “Large nodules like
those from the Soy bean may remain in the solution for half
an hour” (p. 165).
“Growth in ash-maltose-water media–In January, 1905,
a series of liquid media were inoculated with pure cultures
isolated from nodules of red clover, alfalfa, vetch, and soy
bean” (p. 168).
“Seed were thus obtained in the summer of 1905 and
1906 from pea, vetch, bean and soy bean. The seeds were
examined for bacteria by plating some of them in ordinary
gelatin or agar media and in ash-maltose-agar and by
dropping some into tubes of sterile bouillon. The seeds so
treated imbibed moisture and in some instances germinated”
(p. 173).
A table lists the distribution of samples of nitrogenfixing bacteria (“nitro-cultures”) sent to 10 provinces of
Canada: Quebec was sent 10 culture samples (p. 184). An
untitled table shows the total number of reports received
according to crop–the soybean had 1 report only [in response
to culture samples sent] (p. 184, but we are not told in which
province those soy beans were grown).
Note 1. Unfortunately, there is no indication in this
paper from where the soy beans were obtained or where
they were they were grown. Address: 1. Bacteriological
Laboratories, The Macdonald College, Ste Anne de Bellevue,
Quebec; 2. Bacteriological Department, Ontario Agricultural
College, Guelph. Both: Canada.
973. Eaton (T.) Co. 1906. Eaton’s Friday bargain list (Ad).
Toronto Daily Star (Canada). May 31. p. 14.
• Summary: The section titled “Friday’s pure food economy”
includes: “Baird’s Imported Worcestershire Sauce, 5 bottles,
25¢.” Address: Toronto.
974. Friedenwald, Julius; Ruhräh, John. 1906. Diet in health
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and disease. 2nd ed. Thoroughly revised and enlarged.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and London: W.B. Saunders Co.
728 p. See p. 94, 490-92, 496, 692. May. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
[5 soy ref]
• Summary: Soya or soy is mentioned on 5 pages in this
book: A table (p. 94) titled “Composition of fresh and
dry legumes compared with that of other foods” (Abel
1900) gives the composition of 10 different dried legumes,
including “Soy beans,” which contain 34.0% protein, the
most of any of the dry legumes listed.
In the section on “Diabetes mellitus,” under “Substitutes
for bread,” the following substitutes are discussed (p. 49091): Torrified bread [parched, dried by fire], gluten bread,
bran bread, and soya biscuits or bread, almond cakes,
Aleuronat, Buns and cakes of Aleuronat flour, Inulin biscuits,
peanut flour, etc.
We read (p. 490-91): “Soya biscuits, or bread are made
from the Soya bean, a Japanese product. Soya bread was
suggested for diabetics by Dujardin-Beaumetz in 1890.
Attfield gives the following composition of Soya flour:”
A table shows that it contains: Protein: 41.24. Fat: 13.70.
Carbohydrate: 30.35. Phosphates: 4.81. Other salts: 0.52
Moisture: 9.38.
“Dujardin-Beaumetz gives the following as the
composition of Soya bread: Water: 45.00. Protein: 21.168.
Fats: 9.350. Starch and sugar: 2.794. Phosphoric acid:
0.863.”
Table II (p. 492), titled “Second group–Foods
permissible in moderate quantities” (from von Noorden’s
article in The Twentieth Century Practice of Medicine)
[in Stedman 1895] includes: “English sauces, such as
Worcestershire, Harvey, beefsteak, anchovy, lobster, shrimp,
India soy, China soy–one teaspoonful.”
Page 496: “Dujardin-Beaumetz adapts with little
modification the dietary of Bouchardat:... “’Strongly
recommends the substitution of potatoes cooked in the oven
for bread, even gluten bread; also the use of Soya bread.’”
Page 692: “Diabetes. General directions.–Eat meats,
eggs, green vegetables, and fatty food, and avoid sugars,
starchy foods, and liver. May take:... Farinaceous foods–
Gluten bread, cakes, biscuit and porridges, almond cakes and
bread, Soya bread.”
On page 698 is a “Short list of books on food and diet.”
33 books are cited; some are in German or French.
“Vegetarianism” or “vegetarian” or “vegetable diet”
is mentioned on pages 38-39, 98-99, 426, 443, 449, 45051. In the section on “Metabolism” we read (p. 38-39):
“Vegetarian Diet.–Conclusions are not quite in accord. Voit
concluded that while it is perfectly possible to subsist on
a vegetable diet, a mixed diet is to be preferred. Cramer
found that a vegetable diet with milk and eggs furnished
sufficient nourishment for the body, but if the milk and
eggs were omitted, the body had to do unnecessary work
to get the required amount of protein. He found that it was

also objectionable from an economic standpoint. Rutgers
[University, Rutgers, New Jersey] determined that the animal
protein could be entirely replaced by vegetable protein
without any appreciable change in the nitrogen balance.”
The section on “Vegetable foods” states (p. 98):
“Vegetarianism.–It will not be out of place here to point out
the disadvantages of an exclusive vegetable diet. Vegetarians
are those who subsist almost entirely upon vegetables,
cereals, fruits, and nuts; exceptionally milk and eggs are
added to their diet-list.
“It is quite possible, by the eating of vegetables alone,
to supply all the food constituents–carbohydrates, fats, and
proteids–that are required by the body. Proteins are obtained
partly from vegetables, milk, and eggs; those derived from
vegetables, however, are digested with much more difficulty
and absorbed to a much slighter degree than those derived
from animal food. Persons subsisting on a purely vegetable
diet for any great length of time are apt to lose strength, as
well as physical and mental vigor and endurance. Laborers
are unable to perform the same amount of work they
could accomplish on a diet containing animal food. While
vegetables contain large proportions of proteins, in order
to supply them in sufficient amount very large quantities
must be eaten. This overfeeding is apt in many instances
to produce digestive disturbances, particularly in those
suffering from gastro-intestinal disorders. A purely vegetable
diet, if persisted in, is also said (R. Hutchison, Food and the
Principles of Dietetics, 1906, p. 109) to lessen the power of
resisting disease.” Footnote: For a complete discussion of
vegetarianism the reader is referred to Francis W. Newman’s
Essays on Diet, 1883, p. 64, etc.
The section on “Diet in diseases of the genito-urinary
system” states (p. 426): “Vegetables increase the carbonates
and the earthy salts of the urine. A purely vegetable diet
renders the urine alkaline. Thompson states that Cantani
maintains that large quantities of vegetable acids will render
the urine alkaline.”
In the same section, the subsection on “Renal and
vesical calculi” notes (p. 443): The following suggestions
regarding the diet will be found useful: Forbid strong drinks,
and all alcohol if possible; much meat, and especially the
nuclein-containing meats, as thymus, spleen, liver, brain;
caviare [caviar], etc., smoked, pickled and spiced meats,
and rich foods in general. The fats and sugars, as well as the
cereals, should be restricted. The diet should be made up
of the plainer, well-prepared foods, and, as far as possible,
a vegetable diet should be prescribed. Water, especially the
alkaline mineral waters, may be allowed in abundance. A
sojourn at Carlsbad may be recommended for certain obese
patients.”
In the section on “Diet in diseases of the nervous
system,” the subsection on “Neuralgia” states (p. 449):
“According to Gowers, vegetarianism may be a cause of
neuralgia. In these cases the addition of meat to the diet
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will give relief. The converse may be true, especially where
there is a gouty tendency, the ingestion of too much meat
frequently being at the root of the trouble.”
In the same section, the subsection on “Migraine”
notes (p. 450-51): It may be mentioned that sufferers from
migraine are apt to attribute the cause of the attack to some
article of food. This is not likely to be the case, and the
patient should not be allowed to cut off first one and then
another necessary article from his diet. Starch indigestion is
present in some, and should receive careful attention. These
patients occasionally get along best on a diet that is largely
vegetarian, but this is not so in all cases. Coffee need not be
prohibited, for, as a rule, it is not the cause of the trouble, and
in some instances, when taken at the outset of an attack, it
may even afford relief.”
Julius Friedenwald lived 1866-1941. John Ruräh lived
1872-1925. Address: 1. M.D., Clinical Prof. of Diseases of
the Stomach; 2. M.D., Clinical Prof. of Diseases of Children.
Both: College of Physicians and Surgeons, Baltimore,
Maryland.
975. Rorer, S.T. (Mrs.). 1906. The children’s cooking class.
Ladies’ Home Journal 23:46. May.
• Summary: “Japanese eggs: Drop six eggs into a saucepan
of hot, not boiling, water; bring almost to boiling point and
let them stand at this temperature for thirty minutes. While
they are cooking wash and boil one cupful of rice. When
the rice is done drain and dry it; then turn it in the centre
of a large meat-platter. Remove the shells from the eggs
while they are still hot; cut them into halves crosswise; press
the whites down into the rice; pour over a white sauce to
which you have added a teaspoonful of onion juice and a
teaspoonful of soy or Worcestershire sauce, and send at once
to the table. This dish may be varied by using tomato sauce
in the place of the cream or white sauce, and the edge of
the dish may be garnished with broiled sardines or smoked
salmon.”
976. Willis, -. 1906. China: Report for the year 1905 on the
trade of Swatow. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual
Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No. 3576. 11 p.
• Summary: Native imports (p. 5): “The import of bean cake
is less than usual though both Hankow and Chinkiang have
contributed more largely than formerly to it. Owing to the
Russo-Japanese war the price at Newchwang [Manchuria]
was very high and the supply offered but scanty.”
Table II, titled “Return of principal articles of native
import during the years 1904-1905” gives quantity and value
for (among others): Bean cake, beans [soy], groundnuts,
hemp, oil (incl. bean (=soy), castor, and groundnut), opium
(from Ssuchuan, Yunnan, Kiangsu), and rice. In 1905 the
top 3 native imports in terms of quantity were: (1) Bean
cake (soy): 2,751,110 cwt (1 cwt = hundredweight = 112
pounds) worth £680,714. Beans (soy): 1,151,285 cwt. worth

£283,980. (3) Wheat: 254,855 cwt worth £61,181. The top
three items in terms of value were: (1) Rice £1,035,022. (2)
Bean cake. Beans (soy). Address: Acting British Consul.
977. Lea and Perrins. 1906. Cheese is much improved by
the addition of a little Lea & Perrins’ sauce (Ad). Times
(London). June 23. p. 11, cols. 5-6.
• Summary: “Just a small quantity on the side of your plate.
Try it.” At the top of this display ad is an illustration of a
large cylindrical block of cheese on a plate with a pottery
cover nearby. At the lower left is a large illustration of a
bottle of the sauce, showing the front panel with signature.
At the lower right is a royal seal, and below it the words “By
Royal Warrant to H.M. The King.” Address: [England].
978. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1906.
Recent progress in the practice of green manuring. 4(2):118125. See p. 123. [2 ref]
• Summary: The plant yielding the “soy bean” (Glycine
soja) has of late received much attention at the hands of
agriculturists in tropical countries on account of its value
as a green manure. A table (p. 123) shows the “Fertilising
ingredients in 100 lb. of [13] green leguminous crops.”
The soy bean contains: Moisture 73.20 lb, nitrogen 0.29 lb,
phosphoric acid 0.15 lb, and potassium oxide 0.53 lb. The
plants highest in nitrogen are Flat pea (Lathyrus sylvestris)
1.13 lb, alfalfa 0.72 lb, and horse bean (broad bean) 0.68
lb. “Of these plants the cowpea and the soy bean seem
especially useful, for if the seeds are allowed to ripen they
form a very nutritious food for stock, and as only part of the
fertilising constituents is absorbed by the animals the greater
part may be returned to the soil in the manure.”
Also contains a good history of the theory and practice
of nitrogen fixation from the time of the key discovery by
Hellriegel and Wilfarth in 1886.
979. Cruz, Francisco B. 1906. Informe del Departamento
de Agricultura [Report of the Department of Agriculture].
Estacion Central Agronomica de Cuba (Santiago de las
Vegas), Informe Anual 1:47-81. See p. 54, 71-77. Illust. IV
plates at back. [Spa]
• Summary: This is the first annual report of the agronomic
experiment station at Santiago de las Vegas, located about
10 miles south of Havana in Habana Province. The report
covers work done during the period 1 April 1904 to 30 June
1905.
In the section titled “Special work conducted on
each crop” (p. 54+) is a subsection on “Food Legumes
(Leguminosas Alimenticias)” which starts by noting that few
varieties of legumes suited for human consumption exist in
Cuba, however many varieties exist in the USA. On pages
73-74 is a table of 19 food legumes, imported from the USA,
that were tested at Santiago de las Vegas, with the varietal
name and seed yield of each. Among these are three soybean
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varieties listed as follows: Soja bean 600 kg/ha, Hollybrook
soja bean 700 kg/ha, and Mammoth yellow soja bean 700 kg/
ha. The highest yielding of all these legumes was the Iron
Cow Pea (2,500 kg/ha). Also discusses natural nodulation in
all types of legumes.
A table (p. 77) lists leguminous forage crops that will be
tested, including alfalfa, three types of trebol (trefoil, clover),
alsike, yellow and white lupins, astragalus (astragalo), cowpea, and velvet-bean; soybean is not mentioned.
Note 1. The first director of this station was F.S. Earle.
He explains (p. 203) how he was called to Washington,
DC, in late Feb. 1904 by U.S. Secretary of Agriculture
James Wilson, and asked to start Cuba’s first agricultural
experiment station. The station occupies an area of 5½
cabellerías (about 180 acres; p. 17).
Note 2. These soybeans were probably introduced to
Cuba from the USA in 1904 (see Roig 1975), then first
cultivated in either late 1904 or early 1905, however this
document gives no specific dates except to say that they
were cultivated between 1 April 1904 and 30 June 1905.
This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) concerning
soybeans in Cuba, or the cultivation of soybeans in Cuba.
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Cuba, or the cultivation of soybeans in Cuba (1904 or 1905;
one of three documents). The source of these soybeans was
almost certainly the USA. Soybeans are not mentioned in the
second annual report of this experiment station.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that mentions the soybean variety Hollybrook.
Note 4. In 1974 this experiment station was renamed
INIFAT (Instituto de Investigaciones Fundamental
en Agricultura Tropical; Institute for Fundamental
Investigations of Tropical Agriculture). Address: Chief,
Dep. of Agriculture, Estacion Central Agonómica de Cuba,
Santiago de las Vegas, Cuba.
980. Emerson, R.A. 1906. Cover-crops for young orchards.
Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 92.
23 p. June. See p. 7, 10-11, 16, 20-22.
• Summary: The Introduction begins: “A study of covercrops was begun at the Experiment Station in the summer
of 1899 and has been carried on continuously since then.”
Cover crops in orchards are much used in parts of the United
States. Generally the crop is sown in late summer, allowed
to remain on the ground all the winter, and worked into the
soil in spring. The object of the cover crop is mainly to dry
the ground so that the trees finish up their summer growth
early and ripen their wood, rendering them immune from
frost attacks; the frosts should kill the crop so that the light
autumn rains are conserved; at the same time it should be
thick enough to prevent freezing of the ground as much as
possible in winter. The digging in of the crop will improve
the physical condition of the soil, and if a leguminous crop is
used the soil is enriched in nitrogen. Cow-peas and soy beans

give the best result if sown in the latter part of June; maize
and German millet are also satisfactory cover crops.
“Horticultural writers very commonly separate covercrops into two classes, leguminous and non-leguminous. The
first are the nitrogen gatherers, plants that thru the agency of
the bacteria in their roots add to the store of nitrogen in the
soil. Some of these are beans, peas, vetch, cowpea, soy bean,
etc.” Non-leguminous cover-crops include rape, buckwheat,
millet, cane, and oats.
Severe October frosts killed soy beans. “In the summer
of 1899 numerous kinds of cover-crops were under trial at
the Experiment Station. Early in winter of that year it was
noted that soy beans had very few leaves left and the plants
stood perfectly erect, furnishing almost no protection to the
soil and that cowpeas tho they still held their leaves stood too
erect to afford much protection... Later in winter it was noted
that the snow was held very well by corn, cane, millet, soy
beans, and cowpeas... The almost bare stems of such plants
as soy beans, which still stood erect, held the snow much
better than a plant like field peas...”
What is the best cover crop for this region? “It should
start growth promptly in order to insure an even growth and
to choke out weeks. It should grow vigorously to insure a
heavy winter cover and to dry the ground in case of lategrowing trees so as to hasten their maturity. It should be
killed by the early frosts so that it will stop drying the
ground after danger of late tree growth is passed and help to
conserve our light fall rains so much needed by the trees in
winter... Finally, in the case of poor soils or of old and feeble
trees, the cover-crop should be a leguminous one in order
that it may add to the store of nitrogen in the soil and thereby
increase the vigor of growth of the trees.”
“Cowpeas and soy beans also make a rather
unsatisfactory winter cover when sown late and in addition
usually let the weeds get a considerable start. If sown in the
latter part of June, however, they do better. They are certainly
the best of the leguminous plants tested at the Experiment
Station.” Address: B.Sc., Horticulturist [Lincoln, Nebraska].
981. Erf, O.; Kinzer, R.J. 1906. Swine feeding test with
sorghum-seed meal, kafir-corn meal, soy-bean meal and
corn-meal. Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Press
Bulletin No. 136. p. 179-80. June. Listed above title as “Press
Bulletin No. 141–Dairy and Animal Husbandry Dept.” May
23, 1905. [1 ref]
• Summary: The addition of 20% ground soybeans to the
rations produced good results. The ration which produced the
greatest gain per 100 lb of feed was 80 lb of kafir-corn meal
plus 20 lb ground soy-beans. Only 438.2 lb were needed to
produce 100 lb gain. This feed was also the least expensive
($3.37) per 100 lb of feed.
The second best ration was a mixture of 80% ground
corn plus 20% ground soy-beans. Note 1. This is the earliest
document seen (Feb. 2002) that mentions soybeans as a feed
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for “swine.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2006) with the word “soy-bean” or (“soy-beans”)
in the title.
982. Gautier, Armand. 1906. Diet and dietetics. Edited
and translated by A.J. Rice-Oxley. M.A., M.D. London:
Constable & Co., Ltd. xii + 552 p. June. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
[1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This is a translation into English of
L’alimentation et les régimes: Chez l’homme sain et chez les
malades. 2nd ed. (1904).
In a multi-page table titled “Composition of the usual
principal aliments with regard to their fundamental nutritive
principles,” the section on “Seeds of leguminosae” contains
an entry (p. 118) for “Soja hispida, yellow.” Much of the data
comes from König 1889. The average cellulose content is
4.67%.
On page 236 we read: “Peas or beans of Soja.–This is
the oily pea of China and Japan where its cultivation dates
from the earliest times. Its feeble quantity of starch and
its richness in albuminoids has given rise to the proposal
to make bread of it for diabetics.” A table shows the
composition (minimum and maximum for each nutrient)
according to H. Pellet (1880) and A. Balland (1903),
including: Fatty matter 12.95 to 14.80%. Proteid 34.85 to
38.41. Starch, dextrin, sugar 26.74 to 32.11. Cellulose 3.60
to 6.20. Mineral matters 4.35 to 5.20. The ash is composed
mainly of “phosphates of potash and magnesia, with a little
calcium sulphate.”
“One will notice the exceptional richness of this aliment
in nitrogenous principles. Starch rises on an average in
this flour to 28 per cent instead of 45 per cent in that of
wheat. Unfortunately the taste of this vegetable is not very
agreeable.
“In Japan the flour of Soja is mixed with cooked rice and
left to ferment, and a sort of broth or sauce is thus obtained
[sic] which takes the place of extract of meat.”
Also discusses: Albuminoids and proteid matters (p. 8).
The cellular mechanism of assimilation and of the production
of vital energy (p. 101-12). Ferments [later renamed
enzymes], including digestive ferments which hydrolyze and
divide, figured ferments (bacteria and yeasts), ferments of
hydrolysis and dehydration, oxidizing and reducing ferments,
ferments of decomposition and re-composition, coagulating
and liquefying ferments (p. 102-11). Lecithins (p. 110).
Cholesterins (p. 111). The principal oils and fats furnished by
vegetables (incl. olive oil, colza oil, cotton oil, oil of sweet
almonds; p. 204). Margarin / margarine (p. 206-07). Gluten
bread for diabetics (p. 228-29). Almonds (p. 261). Diet in
diabetes mellitus (p. 453-55). Address: Professeur at the
Faculty of Medicine de Paris; Member of the Institute.
983. Hollybrook: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1906.

Seed color: Yellow (straw), hilum tawny.
• Summary: Sources: Cruz, Francisco B. 1906. “Informe
del Departamento de Agricultura [Report of the Department
of Agriculture].” Estacion Central Agronomica de Cuba
(Santiago de las Vegas), Informe Anual 1:47-81. See p. 74.
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27. See
p. 12-13, 25-26. “Classification–Key to the varieties (p. 11):
VI. Yellow seeded: 1B. Medium late, 120 to 125 days, 25 to
30 inches tall = Hollybrook.” “The Hollybrook variety was
originated by Messrs. T.W. Wood & Sons, of Richmond,
Virginia, as an early selection from Mammoth Yellow. The
name ‘Hollybrook’ was given it by them, and is the name of
the seed farm on which the variety originated. Numbers and
sources of lots grown: Agrost No. 454, grown from S.P.I.
No. 4912; Agrost. No. 976, S.P.I. No. 6556; Agrost. No.
1169, S.P.I. No. 9407; Agrost. No. 1196. S.P.I. No. 3870;
Agrost. No. 1299, from Havre, France; Agrost. No. 1538,
S.P.I. No. 6379; Agrost. No. 2032, ‘Hollybrook,’ Arkansas
Agricultural Expt. Station; S.P.I. No. 3870, China; S.P.I. No.
4912, ‘Common soy,’ Japan; S.P.I. No. 5764, grown from
S.P.I. No. 4912; S.P.I. No. 6379, grown from S.P.I. No. 3870;
S.P.I. No. 6556, ‘The most common soy,’ China; S.P.I. No.
9407, grown from S.P.I. No. 4912; S.P.I. No. 12399, grown
from S.P.I. No. 9407; S.P.I. No. 17269, grown from Agrost
No. 976-2; S.P.I. No. 17270, grown from Agrost No. 1169-2;
S.P.I. No. 17272, grown from Agrost. No. 1538-1; S.P.I. No.
17276, grown from Agrost. No. 1299-1 and 1299-2; S.P.I.
No. 17278, grown from Agrost. No. 2032.”
Soule, Andrew M.; Vanatter, Phares O. 1907.
“Experiments with oats, millet and various legumes.”
Virginia Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin. No. 168. p. 259-90.
June. See p. 279-81. The largest 2-year average yield of hay
was 2.95 tons/acre made by Hollybrook [also spelled Holly
Brook].
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 09.
“Hollybrook (Yellow).”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 47, 48, 75.
Seed color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 17278. “From Arkansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1904... Grown six seasons.
This variety was introduced by Messrs. T.W. Wood & Sons,
of Richmond, Virginia, originally found mixed in Mammoth.
Nos. 17269, 17270, 17272, and 17276 are all distinct.”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 14.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 166. “Selection from Mammoth [sic, Mammoth
Yellow] about 1902 by T.W. Wood & Sons, Richmond,
Virginia.”
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
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soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1188. Selection by Wood (name of
breeder), of Virginia, 1902.
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1939. “Soybeans: Culture
and varieties.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520 (Revised
ed.) 39 p. Nov. See p. 12. “Hollybrook–Originally found in
the Mammoth Yellow variety and introduced by T.W. Wood
& Sons, Richmond, Virginia, in 1902. Maturity, about 135
days; pubescence, gray; flowers, white, appearing in 60 to 65
days; pods, two- to three-seeded; seeds, straw yellow with
brown hilum, about 2,550 to the pound; germ, yellow; oil,
16.38 percent; protein, 41.44 percent.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 12-13. Hollybrook is in the USDA
Germplasm Collection. Maturity group: V. Year named
or released: 1902. Developer or sponsor: T.W. Wood and
Sons, Richmond, Virginia. Literature: 01, 03. Source and
other information: Selected from ‘Mammoth Yellow’. Prior
designation: None. Address: USA.
984. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1906. The soya, or
soy bean (Abstract). 16(9):546-47. June.
• Summary: A long English-language summary of the
following English-language article: Macmillan, H.F. 1905.
“The ‘Soya (or Soy) Bean.’ (Glycine hispida). A new
vegetable, fodder, and green-manure product for Ceylon.”
Tropical Agriculturist (Ceylon) 25(5):682-83. Nov. 15.

an account of the experience with nine different phosphatic
manures in the years 1900 and 1901. In all cases a very large
application of nitrate of soda and muriate of potash was
made.”
“With the pea, oat, summer squash, crimson clover,
Japanese millet (on the unlimed land), golden millet, whitepodded Adzuki bean, soy bean, and potato (on the unlimed
land) floats gave very good results; but with the flat turnip,
table beet, and cabbage they were relatively very inefficient,
notwithstanding that much more phosphoric acid had been
applied in the floats than in any other of the phosphates.
“In the case of the pea, oat, summer squash, crimson
clover, Japanese millet, golden millet, cabbage, soy bean,
and potato the yields were less on the limed soil with than
without the raw Redondite. With but one or two exceptions
the yields were raised somewhat by its use on the unlimed
land.” Address: 1. PhD, Director of the Station, Chemistry
and Agronomy; 2. Associate, Agronomy. Both: Kingston,
Rhode Island.
986. Lea and Perrins. 1906. Classified ad: Dinner–Soup, fish,
entrées. joints, savouries, with Lea & Perrins’ sauce. Times
(London). July 6. p. 13, col. 6.
• Summary: To the left is a large illustration of a bottle of the

985. Wheeler, H.J.; Adams, G.E. 1906. A comparison of
nine different phosphates upon limed and unlimed land
with several varieties of plants. Bulletin (Rhode Island State
College Agricultural Experiment Station) No. 114. p. 115-37.
June. See p. 122, 131, 132, 134. [1 ref]
• Summary: Front cover title: “A test of nine phosphates
with different plants.”
Page 122: “5. Soy bean (medium green), 5 rows; 3 feet
apart. Planted on May 22.
“6. Beans, white podded ‘Adzuki’ (Phaseolus mungo
var.), 5 rows; 3 feet apart. Planted on June 7.
“7. Pea (Perfect), 5 rows; 3 feet apart. Planted on June
16.
“8. Hubbard squash, 3 rows; 6 feet apart. Planted on
June 6...”
A table (p. 131) shows the yields of the Medium Green
Soy Bean, cut and weighed green, using 10 different types of
phosphate and different weights of lime.
Page 132: “The soy bean is a legume which can thrive
quite well upon soil so acid and so deficient in carbonate of
lime that beets, spinach, lettuce, onions, and certain other
varieties of plants can not be grown successfully. These two
factors help to explain its ability to utilize certain phosphates
under conditions where the beet was a practical failure.”
Summary and comments (p. 134): “The foregoing is
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sauce, showing the front panel with signature.
At the bottom right: “The original & genuine
Worcestershire.” Address: [England].
987. Suzuki, Tozaburo. 1906. Process of brewing soy. U.S.
Patent 0,825,500. July 10. 4 p. Application filed 5 July 1904.
3 drawings.
• Summary: “Attempts have been made recently to brew soy
[shoyu] in a shorter time and easier way than in the process
hitherto in vogue.” One approach is to heat the mash. “In my
invention I prepare the mass originally with a less amount
of salt than heretofore has been the custom and subject it
to slow and uninterrupted stirring in tanks or receptacles
exposed to moderate external heat.” When the fermentation
is thoroughly completed, “more salt is added to regulate the
quality of the soy.”
“The soy-yeast is prepared with about 5.10 bushels of
barley and 5.13 bushels of soy-beans, to which is added
salt water prepared by adding about 2.05 to 3.6 bushels of
dissolved salt to about 63.52 imperial gallons of boiling
water, the quantity of salt being one-third to one-half less
than in mash prepared in the usual way.”
Three illustrations (line drawings) show apparatus used
in the process of brewing soy sauce.
Note: Soy is mentioned 12 times in this patent in the
forms “brewing soy,” “regulate the quality of the soy,”
“accelerate the maturing of the soy,” “The soy yeast,”
“bushels of soy-beans,” “the quality of the soy,” and “the art
of manufacturing soy.” Address: Sunamura, Prefecture of
Tokyo, Japan.
988. Bloch, A. [Armand-Aron]. 1906. Fromage de haricot
chinois [Chinese bean cheese (Abstract)]. Revue du Service
de l’Intendance Militaire (France) 19:647-51. July. [1 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
French-language article: Bloch, A. 1906. “Quelques
mots sur la fabrication et la composition du Teou-Fou
(Fromage de haricots chinois fourni par le Soja hispida)”
[Some remarks on the production and composition of tofu
(Cheese from Chinese soy beans)]. Bulletin des Sciences
Pharmacologiques (Paris) 13:138-43. March.
It begins: “Among the innumerable products used to
feed the population of China, one can mention, in the top
rank, tofu (le Téou-fou), a bean cheese made from the Soja
hispida. Tofu is a food that is very rich in protein, and one
that would be of interest to introduce among our IndoChinese troops. Its cost price is modest, its food forms
are numerous, and it can be easily stored in thin sheets.”
Address: Docteur en pharmacie, Pharmacien Major,
Professeur à l’Ecole d’application du Service de Santé des
troupes coloniales à Marseille [Marseilles, France].
989. Butz, George C. 1906. A test of commercial cultures

for legumes. Pennsylvania State College. Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 78. 13 p. July.
• Summary: “Introduction: The beneficial effects of
growing leguminous crops upon farm land by increasing
the fertility of the soil have been known to scientists and
farmers for many years, but a scientific explanation of
the fact was not made until 1886, when Helriegel [sic,
Hellriegel], at a meeting of scientists at Berlin, asserted
that legumes unquestionably obtained nitrogen from the
atmosphere and thereby increased the nitrogen supply in
the soil. This discovery was supplemented two years later
when, with Wilfarth, he demonstrated that nodules upon
the roots of legumes were essential agents in helping the
plants to obtain nitrogen from the air. These nodules had
been observed by botanists and other writers upon plant
life and various opinions were expressed as to their cause,
nature and function, but the first to discover bacterial life in
these swellings was Woronin who, in 1866, advanced the
theory that the minute organisms he found were the cause
of the nodules. Subsequently the investigations of Lawes
and Gilbert in England, Atwater and Woods in America,
and many others, have verified the observation made by
Helriegel, Wilfarth and Woronin. Atwater and Woods were
the first to demonstrate by sand culture of vetch that these
plants will thrive in a nitrogen-free medium if inoculated
with the nodule-forming bacteria, but will die early if not
inoculated, thus proving the direct effect of these bacteria in
the soil.
“These bacteria are single-celled organisms somewhat
closely allied to the ‘yeast plant.’ They gain entrance to the
roots of legumes through root-hairs and under favorable
conditions multiply very rapidly, causing the formation
of the characteristic nodules. It is here that the bacteria
exercise their power of taking the nitrogen of the soil air and
combining it with other elements from their own tissues. As
these bacteria die with almost the same rapidity that they
originate the host plant dissolves and absorbs the combined
nitrogen of the organisms and thus profits by the presence of
bacteria in its roots.”
“To introduce the proper bacteria into soils where
the nodules do not form, a practice has sprung up both in
Europe and in this country, of transferring soil from a field
producing nodules abundantly and scattering it over the land
to be inoculated at the rate of a bushel to an acre. But this
practice is not always attended with success. The objections
raised against this method of inoculation have been that it is
laborious and expensive to handle such a large quantity of
material and that obnoxious weed seeds and plant diseases
are introduced into new fields.
“To overcome these objections Professor G. Nobbe, of
Tharandt, Germany, prepared pure cultures of the bacteria
and transferred them to tubes or bottles of a nutrient jelly.
These cultures were called ‘nitragin,’ and were distributed
in Europe and America. The results obtained by the use
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of nitragin were not always favorable; in this country in
particular, they were more commonly unfavorable. This
preparation is no longer manufactured.
“In 1904 Dr. George T. Moore, in charge of the
Laboratory of Plant Physiology of the U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture, devised a method of distributing the specific
bacteria in a dry state upon absorbent cotton. The method
was tested by distributing material free of charge to many
farmers throughout the United States, and many favorable
reports obtained in this way were published. In the Century
Magazine of October, 1904, a popular article prepared by
G.H. Grosvenor, exploiting the ‘new discovery’ of Dr. Geo.
T. Moore, aroused a widespread interest in the ‘vestpocket
fertilizer.’
“About this time the National Nitro-culture Company,
of West Chester, Pennsylvania, began advertising and selling
cultures of bacteria prepared according to Dr. Moore’s
method, charging $2.00 for a quantity sufficient to inoculate
seed for one acre of land.
“The New York Agricultural Experiment Station, at
Geneva, in the spring of 1905, made a bacteriological study
of these commercial cultures and found that they were
‘worthless for practical purposes’ and condemned, not the
principle of inoculation, but the method of distributing the
bacteria upon dry cotton.
“The test of cultures from the same firm now reported
in this bulletin, further condemns the use of this method for
distributing bacteria.” A table (p. 8) shows that when soy
beans were inoculated with “nitro-culture,” no nodules were
produced in either sand or soil.
990. Holm, Alex. 1906. Ensilage. Transvaal Agricultural
Journal 4(16):719-26. July.
• Summary: Page 726: “The remedy for the first trouble
is found in wilting the maize more or less before putting
it into the silo; for the mouldy condition, prevention is the
best remedy–the maize should be cut rather younger. If,
however, it has already passed the best stage, a little water
may occasionally be poured over the mass while the silo is
being filled, or a little of a more succulent material, such as
green lucerne, velvet-beans, soy-beans, or cow-peas may be
added; these will add to the value of the silage by increasing
the protein content, of which maize silage by itself is rather
deficient.”
“Soy-Beans, Velvet-Beans, etc. These are generally
cut when the beans are more or less grown in the pod. The
velvet-bean is often rather late in maturity, being a slowgrowing crop except in the low veld, and it may be necessary
to cut it when in flower. Lucerne is probably best cut when
in flower. J.B.-D.” [Joseph Burtt-Davy]. Address: General
Manager, Experimental Farm, Potchefstroom.
991. Ishizaka, S. 1906. Shôyu jôzô fukusan yubun no shiken
[Analysis of the oil obtained as a by-product of shoyu

fermentation]. Yakugaku Zasshi (J. of the Pharmaceutical
Society of Japan) No. 281. p. 589-99. July. [Jap]
992. Wiancko, A.T. 1906. Southern farm notes: Soy beans
and cow peas. Chatham Record (The) (Pittsboro, North
Carolina). Aug. 2. p. 4.
• Summary: “The soy bean and the cowpea may be
successfully grown on almost any soil of reasonable fertility.
Like the common field pea, both require good drainage and
easily suffer from excessive wet, but will do much better
during periods of dry weather. For the best results a good
corn soil should be chosen. If properly inoculated, both crops
will do well where corn would suffer seriously from lack of
nitrogen. For use in a regular rotation, they should precede
corn or winter wheat. In the latter case the ground does not
need to be plowed for the wheat.
“The preparation of the soil should be similar to that best
suited to corn. It should be deeply plowed and the seed bed
made fine and mellow. A loose, deep seed bed is essential to
success.
“Both the soy bean and the cow pea are warm weather
plants and should not be sown early in the season. As a
general rule the best time to sow is after corn planting is
finished and the soil has become thoroughly warm. The seed
should be deeply covered. It should be sown in drills, and
the crops cultivated like corn until the soy bean blooms and
the cow pea begins to vine. For grain production, drilling
and cultivating are always best, but for hay production fair
results may be secured from broadcasting seed on ground
free of weeds. The rows should be thirty-two inches apart for
the soy beans and twenty-four inches apart for the cowpea,
and both seeded at the rate of twenty to twenty-five pounds
of seed per acre for the medium-sized varieties. Seeding may
be done with a wheat drill set at two bushels per acre on the
wheat scale, and with the holes not needed stopped up. Thick
seeding is detrimental to seed production.
“Some soils need to be inoculated with the proper
bacteria for one or both crops before satisfactory results
can be secured. This need can only be determined by trial
and by examination of the roots for the nodules. If needed,
inoculation may be best accomplished by sowing before
the last harrowing when preparing the seed bed, 200 or
300 pounds per acre of soil taken from a field where the
crops have been grown and the bacteria are known to exist.
Without the bacteria the crops must secure their nitrogen
from the soil, and under such conditions draw heavily on its
fertility.
“For hay production the cowpea will generally give best
results. It should be cut when the first pods begin to ripen
and cured as in the case of clover. Either the Early Blackeye,
Whippoorwill, New Era, Michigan Favorite, Iron, Clay, Red
Ripper or unknown varieties may be used.
“For grain production either crop may be used in the
South, but in the northern portion of Indiana the soy bean
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will usually be most profitable. The Ito San, Early Browns
and Medium Early Yellow (late) are among the best varieties.
“Harvesting should be done when most of the leaves
have fallen and most of the pods are ripe. An old-fashioned
self-rake reaper or a mower with a side delivery attachment
will be found satisfactory for harvesting. Threshing may be
done with the ordinary threshing machine, with the lower
concave removed and replaced by a board and run at low
speed. A corn shredder may also be used for threshing.”
Address: Purdue Univ.
993. Ladureau, A. 1906. Le Soja hispida du Japon, son
acclimatation dans le Midi [The soybean of Japan, its
acclimatization in the South of France]. Association
Francaise pour l’Avancement des Sciences, Comptes Rendu
35(2):1163-68. Meeting of Aug. 6. See also 35(1):300. 35th
session. Lyon. [Fre]
• Summary: Explorers are always looking for new plants.
“It is true that we imported the soybean (Le Soja) or oil peas
(pois oléagineux) from China and Japan; they have great
value as feed and forage, but its cultivation seems to have
tempted, up until now, only a few enterprising agriculturists,
who were avid seekers of novelties.
“Dr. Ménudier, president of the Syndicate of
Agricultural Shows of Charentes, was one of these. He
published the result of tests on this interesting plant, which
we want to call to the attention of farmers.”
According to Dr. Menudier, the flour of this new legume
would be excellent for making bread for diabetics. There
follows a long extract which gives the recipe for making
such a bread, and his advice concerning it.
“The bakers who sell gluten breads and soya breads,
keep their methods secret and sell their products for a very
high price; thus, soya bread in Paris costs about 4 francs/
kg, a price that is absolutely out of reach of sick people who
are poor. If the cultivation of soybeans is to be extended, it
should soon be possible lower the price of soybean bread to
0.50 francs/kg.
“Unfortunately, the various attempts at soybean
cultivation tried up until now have not been equally
successful. The yields obtained have been very different
according to the soil and region.
“In the North, the Tramway Company of Roubaix
ordered great quantities of soybeans from Hungary to use
for feeding its horses, and it had only to congratulate itself
for this innovation. Also, near the end of 1879, someone
proposed to the Society of Northern Farmers that he send it
several hectoliters [of soybeans] to do some serious trials of
acclimatization. Several members of this Society, who knew
the high agricultural value of this seed, eagerly accepted, but
the trials did not yield very good results.
“In the Oise region, on the contrary, the yields were
excellent and one of the best agriculturists of the region, Mr.
Tardieu, even called this plant the providence of light soils /

terrains” [i.e., soybeans grow well on light soils].
When planting soybean seeds by scattering or
broadcasting, about 200 kg/ha or 260 liters are typically
used.
Also discusses: The quality of soybean seeds: Tables
showing nutritional analyses by Mr. Joulie and by Mr.
Houzeau (departmental professor, Seine-Inférieure). Yields
of soybean seeds and forage from different varieties: Early,
black seeded, yellow seeded, Soja d’Étampes, instructions
for planting and fertilizing to obtain good yields. Yields
of seeds and forage from two varieties with complete
fertilizer (engrais complet): Early Podolia, Soja d’Étampes.
Recommended mineral fertilizer (fumure minérale).
“Soya in the south of France: The soybean is called on
to render great service to this region as a garden vegetable
and a forage plant. It can be cultivated without irrigation, and
hardly fears insects or fungi / molds (cryptogames). Planted
in April in clusters 50 cm apart and in lines spaced 75 cm
apart, is not very particular about the type of soil. A deeply
worked soil having received (one month before planting)
some 100 kg of superphosphate and of potassium chloride
suffices. It grows / vegetates despite droughts, provided that
it is hoed a couple of times. It is therefore very desirable
that the farmers of the south of France occupy themselves
seriously with this crop that can be a large source of profits
for them at a time when wine culture appears to be less and
less profitable.” Address: Ingenieur-chimiste a Saint-Cloud
(Seine-et-Oise).
994. Ladureau, A. 1906. Le Soja hispida, son acclimatation
dans le Midi [The soybean, its acclimatization in the South
of France]. Association Francaise pour l’Avancement des
Sciences, Comptes Rendu 35(1):300. Meeting of Aug. 6. 35th
session. Lyon. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Ladureau has studied the Japanese soybean
(le pois oléagineux du Japon; soja hispida) and shows that
the farmers of the south of France (du Midi) would have
great interest in practicing the cultivation of this excellent
legume that can procure for them increased benefits that they
actually no longer find in wine production.
Discussion: Mr. Durand asks if animals voluntarily
consume the soja hispida in its fresh state. Mr. Ladureau:
Animals eat this plant eagerly. The soybean has been
distributed to horses, pigs, chickens, etc. Soybeans rapidly
restore fatigued animals, by reason of their chemical
composition, of the large proportion of protein, fat,
phosphates, etc. that they contain. Mr. Faure: It is advisable
to draw attention to a certain number of almost neglected
plants. Soybeans are suited to volatile terrains.
Mr. Deville asks in what state the soybeans are stored /
conserved. Mr. Ladureau has made ensilage and recommends
it. Mr. Durand: Soybeans dread humid terrains. Address:
Ingenieur-chimiste a Saint-Cloud (Seine-et-Oise).
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995. Duncan’s (John) Sons. 1906. Lea & Perrins’ sauce (Ad).
Outlook (The) (New York City) 83(17):Unnumbered page
near end of issue. Aug. 26.
• Summary: Half-page ad. “The original Worcestershire. For
steaks, chops, cold meats. Fish, soups, salads, gravies, etc.
The peerless seasoning.” A photo shows a hand holding a
bottle of Lea & Perrins’ Sauce, pouring it over a large steak
on a plate. Address: New York City.
996. Peltrisot, C.N. 1906. Les cultures alimentaires en IndoChine [The food crops of Indochina]. Bulletin des Sciences
Pharmacologiques (France) 13:427-435. Aug. See p. 42930, 434. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “Next we will discuss the seeds of the soybean
(Soja hispida ou Glycine hispida). This interesting product is
used in many ways: the most interesting is, undoubtedly, the
preparation of soy cheese (fromage de soja [tofu]), which is
real vegetable casein (veritable caséine végétale).
Next is the complicated and difficult preparation of the
fermented sauce, known under the name of tuong [a sort of
soft miso]. Then, the therapeutic use of soy bread (pain du
soja), commended for diabetes, because of its low content
of sugars and starches, and its richness in albuminoids
(albuminoïdes). Finally, the industrial and food uses of the
oil obtained by expression / pressing (expression).
A table of synonyms (p. 433-35) gives the family name,
the scientific name, and vernacular / local name in Indochina
of 66 plant species, including: “Légumineuses–Soja hispida
Sieb et Zucc–Dâu nành.”
Also discusses: Cajanus indicus. Dolichos sinensis
et tonkinensis. Cowpeas (Vigna sinensis). Mung beans
(Phaseolus radiatus L.; haricot mungo), which has green
seeds, widely used for sprouting. An illustration (facing
p. 430) shows mung bean sprouts and an entire mung
bean plant. Job’s tears (Coïx Lacryma L.; larmes de Job).
Quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa; Ansêrine, Quinoa blanc).
Address: Head of micrographic work, Elite Public College
of Pharmacy of Paris (Chef des travaux micrographiques à
l’École supérieure de Pharmacie de Paris).
997. Sawamura, S. 1906. On the micro-organisms of natto.
Bulletin of the College of Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial
University 7(1):107-10. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Natto is a kind of vegetable cheese prepared
in Japan by fermentation of boiled soy-bean wrapped in rice
straw and left for one or two days in a warm place. This
product contains much mucilage filled with innumerable
bacteria and it is the great viscosity that is especially
esteemed with this cheese.”
“The microorganisms of natto consist in the beginning
chiefly of bacilli, but on being kept for some time micrococci
gain predominance.
The writer isolated various kinds of bacilli and
micrococci from natto and observed their behavior in

cultures on sterilised soy-bean.” A detailed description of the
characteristics of each of the bacilli is given. To Bacillus No.
1 the author gave the name Bacillus natto. He considered it
to be a new species.
Note: The author was the first to isolate Bacillus natto
from natto and to give the microorganism responsible for the
natto fermentation that name.
He considered the other to be a variety of Bacillus mes.
vulgatus. He also believed that both bacilli were required
to make good natto. B. natto was a motile and facultative
aerobe. “Natto produced by this bacillus has a good taste and
aroma, but is not of so strong viscosity [stickiness] as that
produced by Bacillus No. 2. The colonies of Bacillus No.
1 appear always in large number when plate cultures from
natto are made. Hence it become probable that this microbe
exerts the chief action in the fermentation of natto.”
Soy-beans changed by Bacillus No. 2 “show a stronger
viscosity but a less agreeable taste and aroma than those
produced by Bac. No. 1.”
Bacillus No. 2 also produced a “diastatic enzym which
was confirmed by formation of reducing sugar in bouillon
containing starch. From these facts we can infer that natto
may exert some beneficial action on digestion.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen that contains
the term Bacillus natto, which refers to the natto bacterium.
It is a milestone publication.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that uses the word “mucilage” or the word
“viscosity” in connection with Japanese natto. Address:
Imperial College, Tokyo, Japan.
998. Yoshida, Kotaro. 1906. Shôyu no seibun ni tsuite
[On the constituents of shoyu]. Yakugaku Zasshi (J. of the
Pharmaceutical Society of Japan) No. 294. p. 848-52. Aug.
[Jap; ger]
• Summary: The author considers the art and practice of the
so-called hiire (treatment with heat below 100ºC) during
shoyu production to be the most important problem or
challenge as far as shoyu quality is concerned. He proposes a
modified method of heat treatment, then analyzes the shoyu
before and after this treatment. Address: Kagawa-ken, Japan.
999. Wairarapa Daily Times (New Zealand). 1906. Soya
beans. Sept. 10. p. 3.
• Summary: “Inquiries are being made as to the best means
of cultivating the Soya Bean seed which is now being
distributed from Messrs Boyd and Cook’s store.
“This bean is a legume, and while it has long been a
staple crop in Japan it has but recently been cultivated in the
United States of America.
“In its native country, Japan, the seed is an important
human food product, but in America its principal use at
present is as a forage plant for farm live stock and as a soil
renovator.
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“It is an upright, leafy, branching plant, growing from
three to four feet high.
“This plant has become popular in some sections of the
United States because of its power of resisting drought and
for the further reason that it may supply a large amount of
fodder rich in protein.
“It thrives best upon a warm, well-drained (leaf) loamy
soil, and the seed should not be planted until all danger of
frost is over.
“The land should be prepared by ploughing and
harrowing in early spring, and the harrow should be used two
or three times before they are planted.
“The best success is attained by planting in drills, the
rows to be from 2½ ft to 3 ft apart, and the hills in the row
from 18 in to 20 in apart.
“During the early periods of growth cultivation should
be frequent, preferably with a fine-toothed implement. After
the plants have grown, so that the ground is well shaded, the
tillage may be discontinued.
“To the horticulturist the Soya Bean is valuable chiefly
as a soil renovator. The soil of the orchard can be given
clean culture during the early summer and Soya Beans sown
broadcast and harrowed in. For this purpose one bushel per
acre will be required.”
1000. Lea and Perrins. 1906. Fish, hot or cold, is rendered
more agreeable and appetizing by the addition of Lea &
Perrins’ sauce (Ad). Times (London). Sept. 15. p. 12, cols.
5-6.
• Summary: “It gives just that ‘finishing touch’ which
makes the dish perfect.” At the top of this display ad is an
illustration of 3 fish on a plate. At the lower left is a large
illustration of a bottle of the sauce, showing the front panel
with signature. At the lower right is a royal seal, and below it
the words “By Royal Warrant to H.M. The King.” Address:
[England].
1001. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906.
The Germans in China. Good work in developing Tsingtau
[Qingdao]. No. 2672. p. 1-3. Sept. 21.
• Summary: “John Edward Jones, American consul at Dalny,
Manchuria, sends an interesting report in regard to the city
of Tsingtau, which is under German control, as follows:”
“... Germany maintains a garrison at Tsingtau, and many
of the surrounding hills are fortified... And there is yet
another feature that is to be most heartily commended. The
authorities have been conducting a department of forestry
since their occupation, with the result that the barren hills
of a few years ago are now covered with young forests.
Millions of young trees have been set out, and the work
has been taken up by the Chinese, who are planting trees
themselves under the supervision of the German authorities.
“Just outside the city the Germans have built a village

for the Chinese. It is a model of its kind, with broad streets
and small but well-constructed brick houses.
“Commerce at Tsingtau:... The general increase in
exports was the feature of the year, which heretofore has
been a weak point in the trade of the port. Among these, two
staples appeared for the first time in quantities–coal and bean
cake. These give great promise of future development.”
Note: Tsingtau is a port city in Shandong province,
northern China; it was occupied by Germany from 1898 to
1914.
1002. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906.
Commerce of China. Remarkable showing of the empire’s
conditions. No. 2677. p. 1-7. Sept. 27.
• Summary: A large table (p. 5-7) shows China’s exports,
listed alphabetically by item exporter. For each item is given
the total export value in Haikwan taels (each worth about 73
cents of U.S. money), the American share of this item, the
leading nation’s share (LNS) in HK taels, and the initials of
the leading nation.
For example:
Bean cake [soya], 6,188,347, 6,177,064 = LNS, Japan.
Beans [soya], 6,931,876, 5,569,938 = LNS, Japan.
Bean oil, 3,637,361, 491,675 = American share,
2,658,552 = LNS, Hong Kong.
1003. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906.
Japan: America ranks third in sales. No. 312. Sept. p. 60-61.
• Summary: Consul Charles B. Harris reports from Nagasaki
on the trade of that consular district: “The five most
important imports into Nagasaki during 1905 were coal,
valued at $2,708,305; kerosene, at $1,275,342; iron and steel,
$796,833; rice, $664,379, and oil cakes, $549,116. Rice and
oil cakes represent inter-Asiatic trade, a commerce which is
bound to steadily increase... Imports from Great Britain led
in 1905, the amount being $5,394,409, China coming second
with $1,339,649, and United States third with $1,026,011.”
“It is expected that the importance of Nagasaki will be
greatly increased as a transshipping point when the Panama
Canal is finished...” Address: Washington, DC.
1004. Revue de Service de l’Intendance Militaire (France).
1906. Les cultures alimentaires en Indo-Chine [The food
crops of Indochina (Abstract)]. 19:856-65. Sept. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
French-language article: Peltrisot, C.N. 1906. “Les cultures
alimentaires en Indo-Chine” [The food crops of Indochina].
Bulletin des Sciences Pharmacologiques (France). 13:427435. Aug. See p. 429-30, 434.
1005. Neuigkeits Welt-Blatt (Vienna). 1906. Briefkasten:
Sojabohne [Mailbox: Soybean]. 33(226):41, cols. 1. Oct. 4.
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[Ger]
• Summary: Japanese soybeans (Sojabohnen) are cooked
just like other beans as a vegetable and are also used for
the preparation of a spicy sauce which serves as a flavorful
addition to meat dishes. The soy sauce (Sojasauce) is
prepared by letting the boiled beans sit in saltwater with
roasted barley for two months and then pressing out the
brown juice.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. Without using koji, one cannot make soy sauce;
it is the “secret ingredient.”
1006. Hillman’s. 1906. “A store for everybody” (Ad).
Chicago Daily Tribune. Oct. 14. p. E12.
• Summary: Under Groceries–Teas: “Genuine imported
Japan Shoyu sauce, per bottle, 5¢.” Address: State &
Washington Sts. Phone: Private Exchange 7.
1007. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906.
Manchurian business outlook. The good times should result
in larger volume of trade. No. 2694. p. 1-3. Oct. 17.
• Summary: “Consul-General Thomas Sammons, of
Newchwang, sends reassuring news of the purchasing
power of Manchuria, which is entering into a prosperous
era of development and trade. Mr. Sammons writes: Crops
in Manchuria are again abundant in 1906, as in 1905.
Transportation facilities for handling the products of the
soil are improving slightly. The ancient two-wheeled cart
and river junk will, however, continue to carry a large
share of the tonnage, both as regards outward and inward
cargo. At the port of Newchwang many new wharves are
being constructed, partially by private enterprise, but more
particularly under plans formulated by the Japanese military
administration.”
“Fine prospects for commerce:... With continued good
crops and many millions of ready cash left by the Japanese
and Russian armies still unexpended, with unprecedented
prices being paid for the chief export products of the
country–that of beans, bean cake, and bean oil–Manchuria’s
purchasing power is apparently as great as when the Russian
Government was spending millions of rubles among the
natives in the construction and extension of the TransSiberian Railway in northern Manchuria and the Chinese
Eastern Railway to Newchwang, Port Arthur, and Dalny in
southern Manchuria.”
1008. Lea and Perrins. 1906. Soups, stews and hashes are
rendered tasty and appetizing by the use of Lea & Perrins’
sauce (Ad). Times (London). Oct. 20. p. 7, cols. 5-6.
• Summary: “The addition of this Sauce gives the finishing
touch which makes the meal perfectly enjoyable.” At the
top of this display ad is an illustration of a large pottery

tureen, with a ladle and steam coming out the top; its cover
is nearby. At the lower left is a large illustration of a bottle
of the sauce, showing the front panel with signature. At the
lower right is a royal seal, and below it the words “By Royal
Warrant to H.M. The King.” Address: [England].
1009. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1906. Chicory growing. Transvaal
Agricultural Journal 5(17):149-52. Oct.
• Summary: Page 150: “It is not profitable to grow chicory
on the same ground indefinitely; the yield and quality are
sure to suffer. It would, therefore, be desirable to grow this
crop in rotation with others, such as mealies, velvet beans,
cowpeas, or soy beans; the beans or peas should precede the
mealie crop.” Address: F.L.S., Government Agrostologist and
Botanist.
1010. Greig-Smith, R. 1906. The formation of slime or gum
by Rhizobium leguminosarum. Proceedings of the Linnean
Society of New South Wales 31(122):264-94. Oct. [8 ref]
• Summary: The paper begins: “The production of slime
by Rhizobium leguminosarum under certain conditions
of cultivation has been noted by many investigators as a
character of the composite microbe. In a paper which was
published in these Proceedings (1899, 653) a few references
are made to these. “Thus Frank saw zoogloea forms and
mucilaginous colonies, Kirchner described the colonies of
the Soja-Bean race as being like drops of paraffin,...”
“In a paper that is published simultaneously with this I
show that Rhizobium leguminosarum, otherwise known as
Bacillus radicicola, is a coccoid bacterium contained within
a rod-shaped or branching capsule. The so-called bacteriodal
or irregular forms are produced by vagaries in the growth
of the capsule. There is no reason to connect the fixation of
nitrogen with the formation of these branching forms” (p.
265).
The author also isolated Rhizobium leguminosarum from
the Blue Lupin (p. 293).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2018) that uses the word “Rhizobium” in
connection with the bacteria on the roots of soybeans.
Address: D.Sc., Macleay Bacteriologist of the Society.
1011. Hosie, Alexander. 1906. Report for the years 190405 on the foreign trade of China. Diplomatic and Consular
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No.
3725. 120 p.
• Summary: This is a very detailed report by a seasoned
expert on China. “Net foreign trade [in 1904] amounted in
silver to 583,547,291 Haikuan taels” (83,580,992l. = pounds
sterling).
Table H, titled “Principal articles of export in order
of value (p. 32): Shows the three most valuable exports
to be silk (£11,208,457 = 78,255,412 Haikuan taels), tea
(£4,325,802), and cotton (£3,553,744). No. 6 was “Beans”
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[soy] (£705,662 = 4,926,805 Haikuan taels), and No. 17
was “Bean cake” [soy] (£337,436). Other exports include:
Oils (vegetable), fire-crackers, tobacco, hemp, Chinaware,
earthenware and pottery, opium (native; exported to Tonkin,
etc.), sesamum seed, joss sticks, groundnuts, aniseed, and
rhubarb.
Table L, titled “China’s principal exports to Asiatic
countries” (India excepted), expressed in units of quantity,
1903, 1904, and 1899-1903 average. The top two articles in
terms of the 5-year average are [soy] bean cake (3,464,375
cwt) and [soy] beans (2,650,900 cwt). Note: 1 cwt =
hundredweight = 112 pounds.
The section titled “Beans and bean cake” (p. 45) states:
“I have already explained that the shortage in the export
of beans and bean cake to Japan was due to the war being
waged in Manchuria. In the total export from China, beans
decreased by 823,412 cwts. as compared with 1903, and
bean cake dropped from 4,052,026 to 1,370,178 cwts. In
these products the Yangtsze [Yangtze] Valley is beginning
to compete with Manchuria: in 1904 Hankow sent away
3,173,224 cwts. of beans of all kinds, and Chinkiang had an
export of 580,989 cwts. of bean cake and 355,670 cwts. of
beans and peas.”
Under the year 1905, soy beans and bean cake are
discussed on p. 94 and oils (vegetable) on p. 95. “The
oils produced in China are numerous and varied. Rape,
sesamum, groundnut, tea, wood (Aleurites cordata, M.
Arg.), cotton seed, bean, poppy seed, tallow seed (Sapium
sobiferum, Roxb.), castor, cocoanut, hemp seed, linseed,
perilla seed (P. ocymoides, L.), as well as lighting oils from
Amoora Rohituka, W. and A., and Jatropha curcas, L., are
all well known. In addition to these we have the essential
oils–camphor, cassia, aniseed, peppermint, ginger, clove,
orange peel and sandalwood (from imported wood). The
most important of these oils from a commercial point of view
is wood oil.” Address: Acting Commercial Attaché to His
Majesty’s Legation at Peking.
1012. Sydow, Hans; Sydow, Paul; Butler, E.J. 1906. Fungi
Indiae orientalis. I. [Fungi of the East Indies. I]. Annales
Mycologici 4(5):424-45. Oct. See p. 429. [Ger; lat]
• Summary: In the section on Uredineae, under Uromyces
Link., a subsection titled “Uromyces Sojae (P. Henn.) Syd.”
(p. 429), begins with an 11-line discussion in German: In
Hedwigia (1903, p. 108), P. Hennings describes as Uredo
Sojae P. Henn. a Uredoform found in Japan on Glycine Soja
(=Glycine hispida or Soja hispida). This fungus is rather
widespread in Japan. On this same food plant (Nährpflanze)
in Poona in the East Indies [today’s India] (No. 601) there
appears a Uromyces, which no doubt belongs to the same
Uredoform. The scanty / sparse Uredospores, which are
found on the Indian material, are identical with those of
Uredo Sojae. There follows, in Latin, a five-line description
of the teleuto-stage of Uredo sojae.

Note 1. These three authors are the first to identify the
teleuto-stage and to name this fungus “Uromyces Sojae
(P. Henn.) Syd.” By 1917 it was renamed Phakopsora
pachyrhizi, the present (April 2019) scientific name of the
aggressive form of soybean rust.
Note 2. It is unclear whether these three authors, by their
use of the equal sign (=) are mistakenly equating the wild
annual soybean (Glycine soja) with the cultivated annual
soybean (Glycine hispida or Soja hispida), or are saying
that soybean rust grows on both the wild annual soybean (in
Japan) and the cultivated annual soybean (in Poona, India).
Address: Berlin, Germany.
1013. Transvaal Agricultural Journal. 1906. Cassava and its
cultivation. 5(17):156. Oct.
• Summary: Page 156: “After-Cultivation.–The ground must
be kept free from weeds until the bushes shade the soil well,
a single row of cow peas or soy beans may be sown between
the cassava rows, to give an additional crop, and to help
fertilize the soil. The first cultivation after the canes are up
should be deep, but the second and subsequent cultivations
should be shallow–as for mealies–in order not to injure the
swelling roots.”
1014. Wilcox, E.V. 1906. Farm animals: horses, cows, sheep,
swine, goats, poultry, etc. New York, NY: Doubleday, Page
and Co. 357 p. Oct. Illust. 23 cm. Series: The Farm Library.
• Summary: Contents: 1. The horse. 2. The mule. 3. Beef
cattle. 4. The dairy cow. 5. Pigs. 6. Sheep. 7. Poultry.
Soy is mentioned on pages 116, 126, 155, 157, 163-64,
168, 199, 206-07, 212, 214, 218, 220, 247, and 248.
In Chapter 3, “Beef cattle,” we read (p. 116): “Soy-bean
meal. This is used in increasing quantities in parts of the
South. Along with other similar legumes it has the advantage
of improving the soil and on this account has received more
attention of late years in the South. In Kansas soy-bean meal
was scattered over the other grains in the feeding boxes to
the extent of one-half pound per head at first and this amount
was gradually increased to a maximum of four pounds per
day. The meal when fed in rations of this size proved to be
too laxative and had to be reduced to one pound. On account
of its pronounced laxative effect the use of soy-bean meal
was discontinued as a part of the steer ration in Kansas.”
Page 126: “Soy-bean silage in a ration of twenty-five to
thirty pounds daily is an excellent feed for wintering calves
with an additional grain ration of one to two pounds cotton
seed meal and five pounds corn.”
In chapter 4, “The dairy cow” (p. 148-94) we read
(p. 154-55): “There are obviously two ways to obtain this
protein, either through purchasing nitrogenous feeding stuffs
such as bran, cotton seed meal, middlings, linseed meal,
gluten meal, oats, peas, etc., or by the use of leguminous
forage plants such as alfalfa, clover, cowpeas, vetches, soybeans, field peas, etc.”
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Page 157: “In all cases where a direct comparison has
been made of the value of carbonaceous and nitrogenous
rations for dairy cows the latter have given the best results.
For this reason it is always desirable to balance corn or Kafir
corn with some other grain or with alfalfa or some other
leguminous forage plant. When corn is worth ten cents per
hundred pounds, barley is worth ten cents, cowpeas fifteen
cents, cotton seed meal twenty-eight cents, soy-bean meal
twenty-three cents, wheat bran ten cents, wheat middlings
twelve cents, linseed meal twenty-two cents, and other grains
in proportion. Gluten meal is a product obtained from corn in
the manufacture of starch and is highly nitrogenous.”
Page 164: “One of the most important items of economy
in the production of milk is, therefore, the substitution
wherever possible of home grown crops in the form of
leguminous forage plants for high-priced purchased grain
foods. As already indicated, alfalfa is not the only valuable
leguminous forage plant, but red, white and crimson clover,
cowpeas, vetches, soy-beans, velvet beans, Canada field
peas, etc., may be used for this purpose.”
And, concerning soiling (p. 164): “In a system of
rotation it is necessary to use a number of different crops
such as rye, crimson clover, oats, peas, soy-beans, wheat,
cowpeas, millet, corn, barley, sorghum. As compared with
pasture, it has been found that three to five times as much
material can be obtained from an acre of ground by the
soiling system as from pasturing.”
Page 168: “Corn is, of course, the chief silage, and in
most instances is the only plant concerned when silage is
spoken of. It may, however, be combined in the silo with
cowpeas or soy-beans and when this has been done the
feeding value of the mixture is greater than that of corn
alone, ton for ton.”
Chapter 5, “Pigs” (p. 195-237), in the section on
“Feeding hogs” states (p. 199): “In pork production,
therefore, we have corn as the chief grain mixed with some
other grains such as barley, peas, cotton seed meal, wheat,
bran, middlings, soy-beans, etc. to balance the ration, various
kinds of coarse forage like alfalfa hay, clover hay, pasture
(both leguminous and non-leguminous), roots and fruits, and
various waste materials, skim milk and animal feeds.”
Pages 206-07: “Soy-beans are excellent for pigs when
mixed with corn in the proportion of one to two. On account
of their high protein content this proportion of soy-beans is
sufficient to balance a ration of corn in a very satisfactory
manner. In the test where soy-beans were compared with
middlings the greatest gain was made on a ration containing
one-third soy-bean meal and two-thirds corn meal. As
compared with an exclusive corn ration, the pigs fed the
ration mixed in the proportion just mentioned made gains
twice as great. At the same time it required only three
hundred and ten pounds of mixed soy-bean and corn meal
to produce one hundred pounds of pork, while on corn meal
alone five hundred and fifty-seven pounds were required. The

importance of balancing rations in this manner is, therefore,
apparent.”
Page 212: “The only objection to peanut and chufa
pasture is that the lard of hogs which are fed on these
materials is very soft. Canadian hog raisers depend on rape,
vetches, a combination of oats and peas, soy-beans, red
clover, alfalfa, artichokes, mangels, carrots, and turnips, as
pasture crops for pigs.”
Page 214: “Dwarf Essex rape, field peas, vetches,
soy-beans, alfalfa, and clover are valuable crops for the
production of pasture for hogs.”
Page 218: “Skim milk may not only be fed with corn
meal, but with any grain ration such as a mixture of corn and
wheat meal, soy-bean meal, linseed meal, gluten meal, or
animal feeds.”
Page 220: “We, thus, have other sources of protein for
adding to the grain to give strength and vigor to hogs during
the fattening period and to prevent them from getting off
feed. In some cases tankage does not give quite as favorable
results in pork production as middlings or soy-beans, but it is
ordinarily a very valuable and successful feed for pigs.”
Chapter 6, “Sheep” (p. 238-285) states: “Among
the feeds which may be used with corn, emmer deserves
considerable attention. This grain has been found to be
worth twenty-seven cents when corn is worth forty cents.
Soy-beans as a supplemental feed with corn are of great
effectiveness and show a feeding value somewhat superior to
corn. Gluten feed, gluten meal and various leguminous hays
may also be fed with corn to balance the ration.”
Page 248: “Soy-beans have been fed extensively to
sheep and with excellent results. The amount of grain
required for a pound of gain is much less in a ration
containing corn and soy-beans than in one containing corn
and oats. Wherever soy-beans can be grown successfully
they may well be used as a part of the grain ration for lambs
and old sheep.”
Note: Earley Vernon Wilcox was born in 1869. Address:
Ph.D., A.M., U.S. Dep. of Agriculture.
1015. Bloch, A. [Armand-Aron]. 1906. Einige Worte ueber
die Fabrikation und Zusammensetzung des Teou-Fou
(chinesischer Bohnenkaese, aus der Soja hispida bereitet)
[Some remarks on the production and composition of tofu
(Chinese bean-cheese made from soybeans) (Abstract)].
Zeitschrift fuer Untersuchung der Nahrungs- und
Genussmittel 12(9):564-65. Nov. 1. [Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
French-language article: Bloch, A. 1906. “Quelques mots sur
la fabrication et la composition du Teou-Fou (Fromage de
haricots chinois fourni par le Soja hispida) [Some remarks
on the production and composition of tofu (Cheese from
Chinese beans furnished by the Soja hispida)].” Bulletin des
Sciences Pharmacologiques (Paris) 13:138-43. March.
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1016. Abel, Mary Hinman. 1906. Beans, peas, and other
legumes as food (Revised ed.). Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)
No. 121. 38 p. Nov. 15. See p. 35-36. [1 ref]
• Summary: Introduction (p. 7): “The word legume is
used by botanists to denote the one-celled two-valved seed
pod, containing one or more seeds, borne by plants of the
botanical order Leguminosae... The papilionaceous or
butterfly-shaped flowers and the pendent pods of the pea and
bean are familiar in every garden, while the ripened seeds
of the pea, bean, lentil, and peanut are among the standard
food stuffs offered in our markets. Taking the world over, the
legumes are, next to the cereals, the most valuable and the
most extensively used among vegetable foods.”
“Tofu is sometimes cooked in peanut oil before it is
eaten” (p. 13).
The section titled “The peanut (Arachis hypogæa) (p.
17-18) is identical to that in the 1900 edition of this Bulletin–
including the illustration of the plant.
Table 2 (p. 19), “Composition of fresh and dried
legumes compared with that of other foods,” gives values for
about 37 foods, including: Peanut butter: water 2.1%, protein
29.3%, fat 46.5%, carbohydrates 17.1%, ash 5.0%, and fuel
value per pound 2,825 calories.
Peanuts: water 9.2%, protein 25.8%, fat 38.6%,
carbohydrates 24.4%, ash 2.0%, and fuel value per pound
2,500 calories.
Page 20: Most legumes contain carbohydrates in place
of fat, yet the peanut is an exception, containing 40% fat or
more. “Peanut oil is extracted in large quantities and is an
important commercial product. It is spoken of on page 35.”
The section titled “Digestibility of peanuts” (p. 25-26)
states: “The peanut is remarkable among the legumes for
its large proportion of fat (39 per cent) and its resemblance
in taste and use to the true nuts, and, indeed, it is popularly
classed with the nuts. At present there is a good deal of
interest in nuts as food, and perhaps on this account peanuts
in the form of peanut butter (see p. 35) and in other forms
are used to a greater or less extent as articles of diet by
many families. That it is perfectly possible to provide a diet
in which the bulk of the protein is furnished by peanuts
or other nuts is shown by the results of some recently
published experiments carried on by Jaffa at the University
of California. The men studied lived in health on rations
composed largely of nuts and fruits, peanuts being used
in several cases. It should be borne in mind, however, that
experience does not indicate that a diet restricted to such
foods possesses the marked advantages which some of
its advocates have claimed. It is worth noting that in the
southern United States and other regions where peanuts have
been long cultivated they have not come to be staple articles
of diet but have remained food accessories for occasional
use.
“Few experiments have been made to show how
thoroughly peanuts are digested. In connection with his

investigations, Jaffa studied the digestibility of a ration made
up of peanuts and Japanese persimmons with small amounts
of a cereal breakfast food, olive oil, tomatoes, and milk. In
round numbers, 87 per cent of the protein, 89 per cent of the
fat, and 90 per cent of the carbohydrates eaten were digested,
and 85 per cent of the energy of the ration made available.
When the daily fare consisted of peanuts, apples, and dates
with small amounts of other food as before, the coefficients
of digestibility were much the same. These figures would
indicate that the peanuts were quite thoroughly digested.
“There are many persons who find that roasted peanuts
eaten in any quantity are indigestible in the sense of bringing
on pain or distress. This is probably on account of their rich
concentrated character, though sometimes this distress seems
to be due to eating peanuts which are roasted until they are
very brown. It seems to be a fact that when peanuts are eaten
in connection with other food, as bread, the ill effects are
less marked. Furthermore, they should always be thoroughly
masticated.”
“In the section on “Baked beans, peas, and cowpeas”
(p. 33-34) is a subsection on “Roasting: While roasting is
almost the only method in use among us in the preparation
of the peanut, it is perhaps never applied in the United States
to the other legumes. The pea and the lentil are roasted in the
Mediterranean countries and form there a regular article of
food. In India peas are parched in hot sand. For a people who
possess only primitive cooking appliances, roasting certainly
has the advantage over boiling. Just as a quantity of peanuts
may be roasted with a handful of charcoal, while at least two
hours of stewing are needed to soften them, so the chick-pea,
as found by experiment, can be parched over coals in a few
moments and thus made edible. The taste reminds one of pop
corn and roasted chestnuts. A slight bitterness is present, due,
probably, to the skin, which does not slip off in roasting, as
does the skin of peanuts. When this skin is removed before
roasting, as it may be by a half hour’s soaking, the product is
improved.
“Although these roasted legumes may not be needed as
an addition to our bill of fare, it is easy to see how valuable
they may be to the Arab who toils over arid plains or to the
native of India in his mountain journeys.
“Our common split pea is also palatable, when parched.
Parched peas are too hard for any but the strongest teeth, and,
as used in India, they are ground and cooked after parching.
The roasted chick-pea is also used as a substitute for coffee.
The roasted peanut is spoken of later.”
The section titled “Peanuts and preparations” (p. 35-36)
states:
Of the 4,000,000 bushels of peanuts raised annually
in this country 3,000,000 bushels are used roasted. The
remainder of the crop and the peanuts of an inferior grade
go to the confectioner and appear in peanut candy and
other confections. Therefore at present the peanut, as used
among us, is hardly to be considered a food, but, as already
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said, only as a food accessory or luxury. It is quite possible,
however, that this highly nutritious and cheap product of our
Southern fields may come to be used in more ways than it
is at present, and especially in combination with other food
materials.
“Peanut butter–The roasted peanut ground into an oily
meal has somewhat the consistency of butter and is now
marketed under the name of peanut butter. Salt is perhaps
quite generally added during the process of manufacture.
Water is also sometimes added–usually before serving.
Peanut butter is used like other butter to spread on bread,
for the making of sandwiches, and in the preparation of a
number of made dishes. Many persons like its flavor when
it is fresh and of good quality, and it seems fair to say that
the use of this and other sorts of nut butter is growing. As
regards composition, peanut butter, which is essentially
the ground roasted peanut, contains more protein and less
fat than ordinary butter. Little is known regarding the
digestibility of peanut butter, but the fine grinding would
naturally seem to be of an advantage. Judged by Jaffa’s
experiments with a ration containing peanuts, it would be
well digested. (See p. 25.)
“Peanut oil–At present the American peanut crop is
not large enough to more than supply the roaster and the
confectioner, hence the expressing of oil from the peanut
has never become established here, but in Europe large
quantities of the African-raised nut are used for this purpose.
The shelled nuts contain from 30 to 50 per cent of oil. The
oil is said to be of fairly good flavor, but inferior to olive oil.
In 1899 some 80,000 tons of the nuts were used in Marseille
alone for oil making. The unhusked nuts are passed between
a pair of rapidly revolving grooved rollers and the shells and
red inner skins are then removed by a winnowing process
with the use of air currents and oscillating sieves. The
cleaned kernels are ground and then enveloped in fibrous
mats and pressed to extract the oil.
“According to Brannt, ‘the first cold pressure yields
16 to 18 per cent of very fine table oil. The residue is then
broken up, moistened with water, and again cold pressed,
yielding 7 to 8 per cent of more or less valuable oil, used for
table purposes and burning. The residue from this is heated
and then pressed, giving 7 to 8 per cent more oil, unfit for
table use, but used for soap and lubricating.’ The finer grades
of oil are sold as salad oil alone or mixed with olive oil.
“Peanut cake–When the oil has been pressed from the
ground peanut, the mass remaining, called oil cake, is used
for fattening cattle. Some experiments have also been made
as to its food value for human beings. Containing, as it
does, 47 per cent of protein and 9 per cent of fat and starch,
and costing about 5 cents a pound, this food attracted the
attention of German scientists. The oil cake was broken
up and cooked a long time in water and eaten as a soup or
porridge in a hospital. Most of those who tried it ate it with
apparent relish, not once only, but again and again. No effort

seems to have been made to ascertain to what extent it was
digested, and the use of the cake does not seem to have
passed the experimental stage.”
1017. Lea and Perrins. 1906. Classified ad: Hot joints are
much improved and rendered more appetizing if a little Lea
& Perrins’ sauce is added to the gravy. Times (London). Nov.
17. p. 8, cols. 5-6.
• Summary: “Lea & Perrins’ Sauce is the best ‘relish’ for
all kinds of meat, fish or game, and is a delicacy which
should be on every dining table. An excellent digestive.” At
the top of this display ad is an illustration of a large, thick
slice of roasted meat on a plate. At the lower left is a large
illustration of a bottle of the sauce, showing the front panel
with signature. At the lower right is a royal seal, and below it
the words “By Royal Warrant to H.M. The King.” Address:
[England].
1018. Scientific American. 1906. Chinese wood oil. 95:380.
Nov. 24.
• Summary: “Investigations by W.B. Hemsley at the Kew
Herbarium (Bulletin Kew Gardens) have led him to the
conclusion that the wood oil, or ‘tung oil’ of China, which it
has heretofore been supposed was obtained from the seed of
Aleurites cordata, is not derived from that species, but from
another, to which he has given the name of Aleurites fordii,
Hemsl...”
“The oil is made in two qualities; the kind usually
exported is cold-drawn. It is used in central China for
varnishing, and for lighting purposes. The inferior quality,
which does not appear to be exported, is extracted by heat
and pressure, and is thick, blackish, and opaque. It is used for
making putty for calking boats, etc. The wood oil is said to
be sometimes adulterated with oil expressed from the seeds
of a kind of soy bean, Glycine hispida, Max., which seriously
affects its drying properties.”
1019. O’Brien-Butler, -. 1906. China. Report for the years
1903-05 on the trade of Chefoo. Diplomatic and Consular
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No.
3729. 11 p. Nov. See p. 9.
• Summary: A table titled “Comparative table of the
principal articles of import and export during the years 190105” shows (p. 9) that exports of “Bean cake” (in cwts) [1 cwt
= hundredweight = 112 pounds] were as follows for each
year: 1901–1,864,840. 1902–1,461,553. 1903–1,420,085.
1904–1,330,460. 1905–1,468,069. By far the largest export
from Chefoo [pinyin: Yantai; Wade-Giles: Yen-t’ai; in
Shandong / Shantung province, northeast China] by weight
in each of these years was Beancake.
Exports of “Beans” [soy] (in cwts) were as follows for
each year: 1901–177,479. 1902–97,549. 1903–131,791.
1904–173,468. 1905–896,426.
Exports of “Oil, bean” [soy] (in cwts) were as follows
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for each year: 1901–29,568. 1902–14,106. 1903–12,711.
1904–8,136. 1905–12,040.
Also gives exports of groundnuts. Address: Consul.
1020. Yamamoto (K.). 1906. “Kikko-Ten” Best Soy (Ad).
Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). Dec. 12. p. 5, col. 1-2.

general farm scheme. Several crops were tried, and a variety
of soy bean known as the ‘Yellow Dwarf’ was selected as
most suitable for the purpose.” Details of the cropping and
feeding system are given.
The section titled “Feeding value of each crop” (p. 13)
begins: “Mr. Rowe believes that when fed without waste a
bushel of corn will produce 10 pounds of increase in live
weight in hogs; an acre of clover, 400 pounds; and an acre
of soy beans, 600 pounds. This agrees fairly well with the
best estimates...” Address: Agriculturist in Charge of Farm
Management Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry.
1022. Schnneider, Numa. 1906. Emploi dans l’alimentation
de quelques légumes trop peu utilisés [Food uses of
some rarely used vegetables]. Revue Horticole: Journal
d’Horticulture Pratique (Paris) 78:568-70. Dec. 16. See p.
569. [Fre]
• Summary: The ordinary edible soybean, with green seeds
and of the variety of Etampes, is a very nutritive vegetable,
whose cultivation is identical to that of Haricot beans. It
is also consumed in the same way as Haricot beans, in the
fresh or dry state. In this latter case, it is necessary to soak
them for a rather long time, without which they remain hard.
Amateurs prefer the fresh green state, in a style similar to
light green freshly shelled flageolets (shell beans, Phaseolus
vulgaris).
An illustration (not original) shows the Soja d’Étampes.
Address: France.

• Summary: “30 quart bottles in a tub.
“Packed in new and large tubs.
“The attention of Plantation Managers is called to this
brand of Soy. Years of experience have brought it to the front
and it now ranks as the best Soy in the market.
“R. Yamamoto, sole agent.”
Note 1. The product name and logo design both indicate
that this is clearly an imported rip-off of Kikkoman soy
sauce.
Note 2. This is the earliest appearance of this ad, which
appeared almost daily thereafter. The last ad for Kikko-Ten
was Sept. 9, 1907. Address: 25 Hotel Street near Nuuanu.
Phone: Main 399.
1021. Spillman, W.J. 1906. A successful hog and seed-corn
farm. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 272. 16 p. Dec. 15. See
p. 11-13.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 11-12)
explains that soy beans were introduced into a cropping
system for hogs since “there was a need for a crop that could
be planted in late spring or early summer and yet fit into the

1023. Wairarapa Daily Times (New Zealand). 1906.
Horticulture in our public schools. A commendable object
lesson. Successful work by pupils of Masterson District High
School. Dec. 21. p. 6.
• Summary: “In the forcing-house–another substantial
building, may be seen germinating the seeds of the soya
bean, considered difficult to propagate. The forcing-house
will be used for holding winter classes in.”
1024. Bois, Désiré. 1906. Les plantes potagères indigènes de
l’Indo-Chine [The indigenous kitchen-garden plants of IndoChina]. Journal d’Agriculture Tropicale 6(66):355-58. Dec.
31. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Bois, of the Museum, recently returned
from a trip to Indo-China. One of these plants is the soybean
(p. 357-58). This member of the legume family plays a major
role in the diet of the Annamites. It is the soybean (le soja,
Glycine hispida) which the indigenous people call dau tuong.
This plant, which stands about 50-10 cm high, is highly
valued for all of its parts. Its leaves remind us of those of the
haricot bean. Its flowers are very small and violet. They give
birth to a flattened pod, that is hairy and 2-4 round seeds,
white, yellow or black in color, according to the variety.
Before its complete maturity, the seed of the soybean
can be consumed [as a green vegetable] like the seed of
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flageolets (haricot flageolet); but it is rather difficult to
extract from the pod.
It is a food very rich in the element nitrogen, if it is
compared which the seed of wheat, for example. A table
shows that the soybean contains 36.67% nitrogen, vs. 11.9%
for wheat, the soybean contains 17.00% oil, vs. 15.5% for
wheat, and only 6.4% starches and sugars, vs. 61.5% for
wheat.
It is from the soybean that the Chinese prepare the sauce
well known under the name of shoyu, as well as a vegetable
cheese (fromage végétal) [tofu].
In Indo-China, the Annamites use soybeans to make a
sauce known as tuong, which is widely used.
Tuong replaces Nuoc Man [Nuoc Mam] (a fish sauce) for
seasoning foods; its savoriness is sweet, a little sugary, and it
is often preferred to nuoc man.
Tuong is prepared as follows: grill the soybeans, then
pulverize or grind them, and let them boil in water until the
mass acquires a certain consistency.
Then put the product in a jar. At the end of 7 days add
glutinous rice which has been cooked and fermented [to
make koji]; add some salt. The mixture will be ready in 15 to
30 days.
The soybean also serves to prepare a fresh vegetable
cheese, which constitutes the basis of the diet of the poor of
Hanoi, and of which a large amount is consumed in Tonkin.
This cheese is called dau phu by the Annamites.
To prepare it, soak soybean seeds in water for 2 hours.
Then crush [or grind] them well, then add the mass to water
so that it is well diluted. When water becomes milky, it is
filtered through a coarsely woven sack to separate the liquid
from the solids.
Put the milky water in a boiler; when it comes to a boil,
add a little cold water. Then pour in some sea water, stirring
slowly, until it produces a precipitation comparable to that
which is observed in milk under the action of rennet.
The precipitant is vegetable casein. When pressed, it
becomes small square curds. When completely pressed one
obtains small parallelepipeds of dau phu or tofu. This cheese
must be consumed immediately. It can be conserved in fresh
water for 24 hours. With the addition of salt, it is usable 2-3
days after it is prepared. The soybean, thanks to its richness
in nitrogen, plays a very important role in the food economy
of the Annamites, the Chinese and the Japanese. Because
they contain a large percentage of oil, they are sometimes
called “oil peas” (pois oléagineux).
In Manchuria, the home par excellence of the soybean,
the oil that is extracted from the seed of this precious legume
is used for illumination [in lamps] and as a food. The cake
is an excellent fertilizer. Address: Agricultural engineer
(Ingénieur agronome).
1025. Mooers, Charles A. 1906. The soils of Tennessee:
Their chemical composition and fertilizer requirements.

Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
19(4):47-89. Dec. Whole no. 78. See p. 78-79, 81.
• Summary: In the section titled “Crop rotations for
Tennessee,” subsection 11 on “Pasture for hogs–Two-year
rotation” (p. 79) uses rape, sorghum, barley, and soja bean or
cowpeas (allowed to ripen).
In the section titled “Fertilizer formulas,” subsection 3
on “Cowpeas, soja beans, clover, etc.” (p. 81) calls for 300
lbs. acid phosphate and 50 lbs. muriate of potash.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term “acid phosphate”
(a fertilizer) in connection with soja beans. This was
later renamed “superphosphate.” Address: Chemist and
Agronomist, Knoxville, Tennessee.
1026. Product Name: Soy sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hawaiian Soy Co. Ltd. (Hawaii
Shoyu K.K.). Formerly named Yamakami Shoyu Jozo-sho.
Manufacturer’s Address: Pua Lane near King, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1906-1909.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory
of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1909. p. 255.
Hawaiian Soy Co. Ltd., W. Motoshige, president. N.
Yamakami, vice president. B. Hayashi, secretary. H. Miyake,
treasurer. Y. Takakua, aud. [auditor?]. Note: That year N.
[Nobuyuki] Yamakami was also manager of Yamajo Soy and
Sauce Manufacturing Co. Ltd., which was also on Pua Lane.
1916 Directory. Hawaiian Soy Co. Ltd., 1136 Pua Lane.
Hawaii Hojin Katsuyaku-shi, Meiji 41-42 [Japanese who
play an active role in Hawaii, 1908-09]. 1915. Oct. p. 39.
Contains an ad for Hawaii Shoyu K.K. at King St., Pua Lane,
Hawaii. Gives their production of shoyu in 1915 (Taisho 4)
as 3,500 koku. Since 1 koku is 47.6 gallons or 180 liters, this
is 166,600 gallons, or 630,000 liters.
F. Odo and K. Sinoto. 1985. A Pictorial History of the
Japanese in Hawaii, 1885-1924. A photo (p. 166) shows
the inside of the Hawaii Shoyu Co. (Hawaii Shoyu Kaisha)
on King Street in Palama, Honolulu, taken in about 1914.
The caption reads: “The Japanese is Hawaii depended upon
shoyu imported from Japan until Nobuyuki Yamashiro [sic,
Yamakami] started making shoyu in 1904. His company was
established as Hawaii Shoyu Co. in 1906. American Shoyu
Co. was established in Honolulu in 1912.”
1027. Denver City Directories, Shinzaburo Mogi, and
Kikkoman. 1906-1910. Colorado.
• Summary: There are no relevant listings in Denver
City Directories for 1906, 1907, 1909, or 1910 for Mogi
(including Shinzaburo), Kikkoman, Oriental, Sauces,
Seasonings, Show-You, Shoyu, Soy, or Tatekawa. We were
unable to examine the 1908 directory. Address: Denver,
Colorado.
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1028. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hayashi Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Francisco, California.
Date of Introduction: 1906.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Mr. Seizo Oka,
Head, History Room, Japanese Cultural and Community
Center, San Francisco. 1989. Dec. 5. He has talked with Mrs.
Sumiko Kawashima (maiden name Oye/Ohye) who now
lives in Hinode Tower. Her father, Mr. Masuzo Oye was an
early tofu maker in San Francisco. Before him, one of the
earliest in San Francisco was said to be Jitsutaro Hayashi.
Mrs. Kawashima thinks that Mr. Hayashi started making tofu
in San Francisco in about 1906.
Talk with Dr. Paul Hayashi. 1989. Dec. 5. Paul lives
in Orinda, California (phone: 254-5074). Paul’s paternal
grandfather was Jitsutaro Hayashi. He emigrated from
Japan to Hawaii, where he worked as a cook on Grove
Farm Plantation for the Wilcox family, who had bought the
plantation from General Grove. His first two sons had been
born at the plantation. Tokutaro “Terry” Hayashi, Paul’s
father, was born in 1893 in Hawaii (He later graduated from
the University of California Dental School in 1917; he died
several years ago). Then Jitsutaro moved into Honolulu,
where he started a small grocery store. After a short time,
the family moved to San Francisco, where Jitsutaro again
opened a grocery store. Paul thinks the family stayed in San
Francisco until the earthquake, then they moved to near
Treat Blvd. near Walnut Creek. They worked for a farmer
for a short time. Then they moved to Sacramento, where
Jitsutaro again opened a grocery store. Paul recalls hearing
that his grandfather made tofu in San Francisco and peddled
it along with other groceries out of a horse-drawn cart; Paul’s
father, as a young boy, went along to protect Jitsutaro from
unfriendly Caucasians. Paul imagines that his grandfather
would probably also have made tofu in Sacramento.
1029. Product Name: Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Karuhorunia Miso Seizo-jo
[California Miso Manufacturing Co.].
Manufacturer’s Address: 262 Brannan St., San Francisco,
California. Phone: Red 1002.
Date of Introduction: 1906.
New Product–Documentation: Ad (full page) in Nichibei
Shinbun-sha. 1906. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [JapaneseAmerican Yearbook]. Unnumbered page near the front. They
are: “Direct importers of tea and rice. Manufacturers of
Japan miso.” Their miso company is named California Miso
Seizô-sho. They also sell various goods including miso.
Note: To make miso, they must have made koji. So they
were the first company in North America to make koji for
use in making miso.
1030. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kawaoka Tofu-ya.

Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 128, Lodi, California.
Date of Introduction: 1906.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1906. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 33. Also in 1907, p. 59.
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Census entry p. 152. Unnamed Japanese tofu maker. Male owner and no employees.
Also in 1910. Census entry p. 178. Female owner and no
employees.
1031. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kitayama Tofu-ten.
Manufacturer’s Address: 610 S. Sixth St., Seattle,
Washington.
Date of Introduction: 1906.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1906. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 56.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made in Washington state (one of two).
1032. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Mano Tofu-ten.
Manufacturer’s Address: 413½ Maynard St., Seattle,
Washington.
Date of Introduction: 1906.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1906. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 56.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made in Washington state (one of two).
1033. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Murata Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 226 Jackson St., San Jose,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1906.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1906. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 38. Note: Mitsunaga Tofu-ya
was at this address in 1909.
1034. Product Name: Doufu (Tofu), and Soy Sprouts.
Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Wentworth Place (between
Jackson and Washington Streets), San Francisco, California.
Date of Introduction: 1906.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: San Francisco City
Directories. 1906-1966. In the years prior to about 1927
these directories did not list the names of Chinese residents
or companies. In 1927 they listed three companies whose
names started with “Quong” but not Quong Hop & Co.
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which was first listed in 1930 as a grocery company at 135
Waverly Place. This listing continued until 1938, when the
term “groceries” was replaced by “food manufacturers” at
133 Waverly Place. In 1948-49 the company was listed as an
“importer” at the same address.
In 1951 for the first time the company listing was
associated with tofu; the occupation was described as simply
“bean cakes,” still at 133 Waverly Place. The term “bean
cakes” may well have referred to fermented tofu, or to both
fresh and fermented tofu. This was changed in 1955 to
“bean cake manufacturers.” In 1960 Hom O Hing and Yee
Let Wong were apparently the owners. In 1966 the address
changed to 1779 Folsom St. The occupation was still “bean
cake manufacturers.”
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1975. The Book of Tofu. p. 314. 161
Beacon St., South San Francisco, California 94080. James
Miller & Stanley Lee.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 393. Quong Hop, 161
Beacon St., South San Francisco, 94080. Phone: 415-8734444. Owner: Stanley Lee, Jim Miller: nigari tofu. In S.F.
since 1906.
Soya Bluebook. 1980. p. 55. 161 Beacon St.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1980. History of Tofu. p. 63. Based
on interview with Stanley Lee: “In about 1904 Mr. Sing
Hau Lee started a tofu shop in San Francisco with several
partners. Because of conflicts with the partners, he left and
started Quong Hop & Co. [the name means ‘Great Unity’]
in 1906 in Chinatown, on an alley called Wentworth Place,
between Jackson and Washington Streets. In the basement of
the store the company made tofu (firm and wine-fermented)
and sprouts (soy and mung). The shop was very similar to a
typical small tofu shop in China; the foods were sold at the
store-front upstairs. After the 1906 earthquake, the company
moved across the bay to Oakland for 6 months, then moved
back to San Francisco to a new location at 135 Waverly
Place in Chinatown. Quong Hop did a good business
until the beginning of World War II when their supply of
soybeans, all of which were imported from China, was cut
off. So they restricted their tofu production to only fermented
tofu. In the mid-1960s the company moved to 1779 Folsom
St. at 14th. As the natural foods movement began, they
decided in 1971 to start again to make regular tofu (plus
several new varieties) and soymilk. In 1972 they moved to a
large new factory at 161 Beacon St. in South San Francisco
and developed many innovative products using tofu and
soymilk.”
Note: This is the earliest record seen (April 2001)
concerning Quong Hop & Co. and tofu. But note that the
early documentation is missing! The first solid listing is in
1951!
1035. Product Name: Fuyu Bean Cake (Fermented Tofu).

Manufacturer’s Name: Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Wentworth Place (between
Jackson and Washington Streets), San Francisco, California.
Date of Introduction: 1906.
New Product–Documentation: San Francisco City
Directories. 1906-1966. See record for Quong Hop, Tofu.
Hokubei Mainichi Year Book. 1951, p. 17. Ad (½ page,
horizontal). The top ¼ of this ad is in English: “Quong Hop
& Co., 133 Waverly Place, San Francisco 8, California.
Phone: YUkon 2-1739.” A large photo shows a pint jar of
Quong Hop fermented tofu. The front label reads: “Since
1906. Quong Hop & Co. Bean Cake...” Directory entry, p.
38. Category: “Funyu wholesalers.”
Francis Kalnay. 1959. House Beautiful. May. p. 174-75.
“Soybean has all the answers.” A photo shows the jar and
label. The English portion of the front panel reads (from top
to bottom): “Since 1906. Quong Hop & Co. Bean cake.”
Hokubei Mainichi Nenkan (Year Book). 1970. Page
15. Half-page ad. Across top of ad in English: Quong Hop
& Co., 1779 Folsom St., San Francisco, Calif. Phone: 5522476. A large photo at the center of the ad shows a jar of
their “Bean cake” [fermented tofu]. In Japanese: Since 1906
the old maker (shop). Many years of experience and using
very selective raw materials. It is the best side dish with your
evening drinks. After 3 months you can enjoy it [Does this
mean you must wait for 3 months before eating it?]. Please
buy it at your local grocery store. (Directory entry, p. 37
under “Food Products”).
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1980. History of Tofu. p. 63. based
on interview with Stanley Lee: “Quong Hop & Co. started
in 1906 in San Francisco to make tofu (firm and winefermented) for the local Chinese population. The label bore
the Cantonese characters pronounced ‘fuyu,’ as well as the
English term ‘Bean Cake,’ a termed coined by the company
to help health inspectors understand what type of product
they were inspecting. During the Prohibition era (1919-1933)
and thereafter, the term aided government inspectors from
the Treasury Department’s Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
and Firearms to understand what they were taxing. Hop did
a good business until the beginning of World War II when
their supply of soybeans, all of which were imported from
China, was cut off. So they restricted their tofu production to
only fermented tofu. In the mid-1960s the company moved
to 1779 Folsom St. at 14th. As the natural foods movement
began, they decided in 1971 to start again to make regular
tofu.”
Letter from Gordon Chang, Prof. of Chinese Studies,
Stanford Univ. 1999. July 19. He likes fermented tofu and
would like to learn to make it himself. He called Quong Hop
and they no longer make it. They stopped three years ago,
much to the dismay of his friends and relatives.
1036. Revue de Service de l’Intendance Militaire (France).
1906. La cuisson des aliments dans l’armée japonaise
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[Cooking of foods in the Japanese army (Abstract)]. 19:20203. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of a Frenchlanguage article with the title shown above, published in: La
France militaire, 27 July 1905.
1037. Product Name: Metcalf’s Soja Bean Meal (Soya
Flour) [5.5% Starch, or 7.63% Starch].
Manufacturer’s Name: Theo. Metcalf Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Boston, Massachusetts.
Date of Introduction: 1906.
New Product–Documentation: Winton. 1906. Connecticut
Agric. Exp. Station, Annual Report. 30:153-65. See p. 156,
164. “Diabetic Foods.”
Roberts & Miller. 1918. Journal of Home Economics.
10:64-70. Feb. “A Cheap Homemade Soy-Bean Meal for
Diabetics.” At this time the product was named “Soya Bean
Meal.” It cost 50-75 cents a pound, which was “prohibitive.”
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made in Massachusetts. It is also one of the earliest known
commercial soyfood products made in the United States.
1038. Wiancko, A.T. 1906. Soy beans and cow peas. Purdue
Newspaper Bulletin No. 128. *
• Summary: This hard-to-find Bulletin is reprinted in full
in The Indiana Farmer (12 May 1906, p. 3). Address:
Agriculturist.
1039. Product Name: Kenfu Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamakami Shoyu Jozo-sho.
Renamed Hawaiian Soy Co. Ltd. (Hawaii Shoyu K.K.) by
1909.
Manufacturer’s Address: N. King St., Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1906.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Hojin Katsuyakushi, Meiji 41-42 [Japanese who play an active role in Hawaii,
1908-09]. 1915. Oct. Lists Hawaii Shoyu K.K. as a soy sauce
brewer on King St., Palawa, Honolulu. The ad on page 39
notes that in Taihso 4 (1915) the company produced 3,500
koku (1 koku = 180 liters or 47.6 gallons), so 630,000 liters
or 166,600 gallons of shoyu.
Shogoro Fujin. 1937. Dainihon Kaigai Iminshi (Great
History of Japanese Immigration Overseas). Published by
Kaigai Chosakai. Vol. 2. p. 95. Gives a brief life history of
Nobuyuki Yamakami and states that in 1905 in Honolulu he
founded Yamakami Shoyu Jozo-sho, which succeeded. He
later changed the company’s name to Hawaii Shoyu Kaisha.
He called the shoyu “kenfu.” which means “wise wife/
women.”
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” States
that the company was founded in 1906 by Mr. Yamagami/
Yamakami Nobuyuki and Tashiro Kumataro.

F. Odo and K. Sinoto. 1985. A Pictorial History of the
Japanese in Hawaii, 1885-1924. A photo (p. 166) shows
the inside of the Hawaii Shoyu Co. (Hawaii Shoyu Kaisha)
on King Street in Palama, Honolulu, taken in about 1914.
The caption reads: “The Japanese is Hawaii depended upon
shoyu imported from Japan until Nobuyuki Yamashiro [sic,
Yamakami] started making shoyu in 1904. His company was
established as Hawaii Shoyu Co. in 1906. American Shoyu
Co. was established in Honolulu in 1912.”
1040. Aoki (George) & Co. 1906. Geo. Aoki & Co. (Ad).
In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1906. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Unnumbered page near the
front. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: Ad (full page). This company imports various
goods including (exclusively) shoyu made by Nakayama
Kankichi and Oota Kyusuke. An illustration shows a sack
of “Choice Japan Table Rice No. 1, 100 lb, from Japan.”
Address: 437-439 DuPont St., San Francisco, California.
Phone: Bush 865.
1041. Bailey, Liberty Hyde. 1906. The survival of the unlike:
A collection of evolution essays suggested by the study of
domestic plants. 5th ed. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co.;
London: Macmillan & Co. 515 p. See p. 132. Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: The section on “Evolution in beans” (p. 129+)
states (p. 132): “The Soy bean, now coming into popular
cultivation in the south, affords a most striking example of
the evolution of a new species, and one, moreover, which is
accepted by careful botanists. This plant is unknown wild,
and there is every reason to consider it to be a modified form
of the wild Glycine Soja of China and Japan; but its botanical
characters are so unlike those of its ancestral household
that Maximowicz,–a most conservative botanist,–describes
it outright as a new species, Glycine hispida.” Address:
[Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York].
1042. Billings, George A. 1906. Report of the Dairy
Husbandman. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 26:333-90. For the year ending Oct.
31, 1905. See p. 335, 370-71.
• Summary: Section II, titled “Forage crops, 1905” (p. 335)
summarizes the results: “Variety experiments with cow peas
and soy beans indicate that several varieties of cow peas will
mature seed in this region in a favorable season, and that the
soy beans will mature in a much shorter season.”
The section titled “Variety tests with soy beans” (p.
370) states: “The seed of four varieties, namely, Early
Black, Medium Yellow, No. 12400, Medium Yellow, No.
12399, and Light Medium Green, were received from
the Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., and
planted June 15 [1905]...” Yields were as follows: (1) Early
Black–4.7 tons/acre of green forage and 16.5 bushels/acre of
seed; (2) Medium Yellow, No. 12400–6.2 tons/acre of green
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forage and 24.5 bushels/acre of seed; (3) Medium Yellow,
No. 12399–3.9 tons/acre of green forage and 21.5 bushels/
acre of seed; (4) Light Medium Green–4.9 tons/acre of green
forage and 19 bushels/acre of seed. The feeding experiments
were conducted between Dec. 1904 and May 1905. A fullpage photo (p. 371) shows a field of Light Medium Green
and Medium Yellow soy bean plants.
Note: This is the earliest (and only) document seen
(Aug. 1999) that mentions the soybean variety Light Medium
Green. Address: B.Sc., Dairy Husbandman, New Brunswick,
New Jersey.
1043. Bloch, A. [Armand-Aron]. 1906. Quelques mots sur
la fabrication et la composition du Teou-Fou (Fromage de
haricots chinois) [Some remarks on the production and
composition of tofu (A cheese made from Chinese beans)].
Annales d’Hygiene et de Medecine Coloniales 9:298-304.
[Fre]
• Summary: This is a reprint, with several small changes,
of an article published in March 1906 under the same title
in Bulletin des Sciences Pharmacologiques (Paris) 13:13843. Address: Pharmacien-Major de 2e Classe des Troupes
Coloniales, Docteur en Pharmacie.
1044. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1906. Report of the government
agrostologist and botanist. Transvaal Department of
Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 231-88. For the year 1904-05.
See p. 234-35, 246-47.
• Summary: This report is for the work of the Division of
Botany, for the year ending on 30 June 1905. The section
titled “Spring Flats Experiment Sub-Station” (p. 234-35),
notes that twenty-five acres were under various crops, one of
which was soy-beans. In the section titled “Other leguminose
plants” we read (p. 246): “Soy-bean (Glycine hispida).–The
crop generally grew well and stood severe drought, but as
a rule little seed was matured this season. The ‘Southern’
variety has given the best results in almost all cases, and
produced an excellent crop of seed at Skinner’s Court.
November and December sowings proved most satisfactory.
When sown in January, in the Carolina District, the plants
grew well and produced pods, but had not time to ripen
before the frost.
“Farmers have yet to learn the value and method of
treatment of this useful crop.”
A black-and-white full-page photo (on an unnumbered
page between p. 246 and p. 247) shows a black African man
standing in a field of soybeans at Skinner’s Court. Page 231
notes that H.C. Sampson, B.Sc., is Assistant for Seed and
Plant Introduction, in the Head Office. Address: Government
Agrostologist and Botanist, Div. of Botany, Pretoria
[Transvaal, South Africa].
1045. Dampier, William. 1906. Dampier’s voyages:
Consisting of a new voyage round the world, a supplement

to the voyage round the world,... Edited by John Masefield. 2
vols. London: E. Grant Richards. Portrait. See vol. I, p. 580.
• Summary: The following passage appears in the chapter
titled “The Voyage to Tonquin from Achin in Sumatra” (p.
557-612). “Year 1688. The Nuke-mum [nuoc-mam, fish
sauce] is of a pale brown colour, inclining to grey; and pretty
clear. It is also very savory and used as a good Sauce for
Fowls, not only by the Natives, but also by many Europeans
who esteem it equal with Soy. I have been told that Soy is
made partly with a fishy Composition, and it seems most
likely by the Taste: tho’ a Gentleman of my Acquaintance,
who was very intimate with one that sailed often from
Tonquin to Japan, from whence the true Soy comes, told me
that it was made only with Wheat, and a sort of Beans mixt
with Water and Salt.”
Captain William Dampier, an Englishman, lived 16521715. Address: Capt., London.
1046. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1906. Experiment station
work, XXXIII. No. 244. 32 p. See p. 8-10.
• Summary: The section titled “Root nodules as affecting
the composition of soy beans and cow peas” (p. 8-10)
is a summary of: Smith, C.D.; Robison, F.W. 1905.
“Observations on the influence of nodules on the roots upon
the composition of soy beans and cowpeas.” Michigan Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 224. p. 125-32. May. Address:
Washington, DC.
1047. Foreign Mission Personnel Files: Mary Greenleaf and
Henry V. Rankin (Archival collection). 1906. Presbyterian
Historical Society, Philadelphia. Pennsylvania.
• Summary: Call Number: Record Group 360. Series
II. Foreign Mission Vertical Files. Quantity: 2 folders.
Repository: Presbyterian Historical Society, 425 Lombard
Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19147-1516 USA.
This record group contains the personal files of
individual missionaries.
The two pages in the file of Mary Greenleaf Rankin state
(handwritten in red at top of form): Resigned 1864 (Mrs.)
H.V.V. Rankin. Death: April 1, 1923 (Mrs. Robert Aikman).
Father’s full name and birth-place: Franklin Knight.
Academic record–High School or Academy (Give Dates):
Private School, Washington, D.C. Note: She did not go to
college. Mission: China. Date of Appointment: May 8, 1848.
Date of Departure from the U.S.A.: Oct. 9, 1848.
The two pages in the file of Henry Van Vleck Rankin
state (handwritten in red at top of form): Death July 3 1863.
Place of birth: Newark, New Jersey. Date of birth: Sept. 11,
1925. Father’s full name: Wm. Rankin. Mother’s full name
and birth place: Abigail Ogden. Marriage: Full maiden name
of wife: Mary Greenleaf Knight. Surviving children: Henry
William Rankin. Susan Dwyer Rankin. College: Princeton.
Professional School: Princeton Theological Seminary.
Church relationship: Probably 1st Presby. of Newark.
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Date of ordination: July 18, 1848. By what ecclesiastical
body: Presbytery of Elizabeth. Mission: China. Date of
appointment: May 8, 1848. Date of departure from U.S.A.:
Oct. 9, 1848.
Names and addresses of two or three intimate friends in
the U.S.A.: The “Madison Eagle” (Madison, Madison Co.,
New Jersey), gave a fairly accurate account of my mother’s
(Mrs. Robert Aikman’s) career at the time of her death. The
Editor might be able to furnish it. I am sorry I can recall as
little.–Susan Rankin Javier.”
Note: Susan Rankin Javier, is probably Henry & Mary’s
Rankin’s daughter, seen in the personnel file as Susan Dwyer
Rankin. She probably married a man with the surname of
Javier. Susan Rankin Javier is writing about “her mother”
thus Mary Greenleaf Rankin. In the file for Henry V.V.
Rankin is a large, oval, and very handsome photo.
There are no letters in these files. The personnel files
are listed alphabetically within this record group. Address:
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
1048. Gollan, W. 1906. Some results of acclimatization work
at the Saharanpur Botanical Gardens. Department of Land
Records and Agriculture, United Provinces [of Agra and
Oudh, India], Bulletin No. 21. p. 27-28.
• Summary: One section (p. 27-28) is titled “Glycine Soja
Sieb and Zucc. Natural order, Leguminosæ. Japan pea. Soy
bean.” It states: This is an erect or trailing herb, a native of
and also often cultivated in warmer valleys in the Himalayas.
It is also largely cultivated in Japan and China. The Japanese
form is an erect plant with white or black seeds, and attains
a height of 12 to 15 inches. The Himalayan form is a trailing
plant, also with white or black seeds, but the latter are not
quite half the size of the former. On this account the Japanese
kind is a much superior variety to the one cultivated in this
country.
“Seeds of the Japanese variety were received for trial at
Sahárpur in 1882 from the Government of India. These were
sown at Mussoorie in the spring at an elevation of 6,000 feet
and at Chajurie, Mussoorie district, at an elevation of 4,000
feet. Both these sowings ripened a few seeds in the autumn
of the same year, but neither were considered a success.
In 1883, eight hundred pounds of the seeds were imported
direct from Japan and were widely distributed, but the seeds
proved faulty, as in most instances they did not germinate. A
small sowing of half a pound, made at Sahárpur early in July
of the same year but from a distinct importation from Japan,
germinated freely and yielded 8½ pounds of seed in the
autumn. In 1884, seven and three quarters of a pound of this
seed was again sown at Sahárpur early in July, and it gave a
return of 12 pounds in the autumn. This crop was far from
healthy, and suffered from an excess of moisture during the
rains. In 1885, the results were better as it is recorded that the
black seeded variety gave a yield at the rate of 1,124 pounds
of seed per acre. In 1886, this acclimatised seed was widely

distributed. In some cases the crop failed and in others it was
fairly successful, but in all cases where seeds were harvested,
it was said that the people did not care for the pulse in any
form whatsoever. The garden grew the crop for a few years
longer, but as there was absolutely no demand for the seeds,
it eventually abandoned its cultivation.
“There is no doubt the superior Japanese variety can be
grown on the plains in a kind of fashion as a rainy season
crop, but the yield is not heavy, while the pulse, although
very popular in China and Japan, is not considered of
much account by either the native or the European. The
Himalaya variety, called “bhat” in the neighbourhood of
Mussoorie, is grown there on a very small scale and only
for the home consumption of the grower. “ Address: Former
Superintendent of the Gardens, United Provinces, India.
1049. Haage & Schmidt. 1906. Haupt-Verzeichniss ueber
Samen und Pflanzen [General catalog of seeds and plants].
Erfurt, Germany. 280 p. 23 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: The front and rear covers of this catalog are the
same as those of the 1903 catalog. The entry for soybeans (p.
28) is also the same except that several prices have changed
slightly. Address: Erfurt, Germany.
1050. Hearn, Lafcadio; Bisland, Elizabeth. 1906. The life
and letters of Lafcadio Hearn [1890-1904]. 2 vols. Boston
and New York: Houghton, Mifflin Co. 560 p. See Vol. 2, p.
28-30. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: In a letter to Basil Hall Chamberlain, from
Matsue, dated May 1891, Hearn writes: “Dear Professor
Chamberlain,–I have just returned from a pilgrimage to the
famous Kwannon temple of Kiyomizu–about 18 miles from
Matsue–where it is said that the sacred fire has never been
extinguished for a thousand years, to find your postal card.”
“The scenery at Kiyomizu is superb. But there is no
clear water except the view of Nanji-umi from the pagoda
and the hills. The mamori, I regret to say, are uninteresting.
There is, however, a curious Inari shrine. Beside it is a sort
of huge trough filled with little foxes of all shapes, designs,
and material. If you want anything, you pray, and put a fox
in your pocket, and take it home. As soon as the prayer is
granted you must take the fox back again and put it just
where it was before. I should like to have taken one home;
but my servants hate foxes and Inari and tofu and azukimeshi and abura-gi [aburage] and everything related to
foxes. So I left it alone.”
“Through the goodwill of Basil Hall Chamberlain,
Hearn gained a teaching position in the summer of 1890
at the Shimane Prefectural Common Middle School and
Normal School in Matsue, a town in western Japan on the
coast of the Sea of Japan. Most Japanese identify Hearn with
Matsue, as it was here that his image of Japan was molded.”
In “1896, with some assistance from Chamberlain, he began
teaching English literature at Tokyo (Imperial) University,
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a post he held until 1903” (Source: Wikipedia, at Lafcadio
Hearn, Oct. 2008). Address: Matsue, Japan.
1051. Hefter, Gustav. 1906. Technologie der Fette und Oele:
Handbuch der Gewinnung und Verarbeitung der Fette, Oele,
und Wachsarten des Pflanzen- und Tierreichs. Erster band
[Technology of fats and oils: Handbook for obtaining and
processing fats, oils and waxes from the plant- and animal
kingdoms. Vol. 1]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. Illust.
Index. 24 cm. [11 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Vol. 1, “Lecithin” is mentioned (3 times) on
page 15, and 1 time each on pages 79, 80, 443, and 457.
Page 15: The formula for lecithin is given. A table shows
that rather large amounts of lecithin are found in various
oilseeds:
In soybeans 1.64%
In peas 1.05%
In cottonseed 0.94%
In hempseeds 0.85%
In linseed 0.73 to 0.88%.
During the processing of the oilseeds, it seems that a
portion of the lecithin is destroyed (zerstoert zu werden).
According to the investigations of E. Schulze and Merlis
(“Landwirtsch. Versuchstationen,” Vol. 43, p. 315 and Vol.
45, p. 209) the oil cake (the pressing residue of oil mills)
contains a little less lecithin than one would expect from the
composition of the seeds, and also the lecithin content of the
oil is a little less. (See Töplers Phosphorsäurebestimmungen
in Oelen in ‘Landwirtsch. Mitteil aus Poppelsdorf,’ Vol. 3, p.
115).
Page 79: In the case of the oils and fats, the
unsaponifiable portion is found as free-standing cholesterol
(Cholestrin), phytostearin and lecithin.
A table (p. 80) states that phosphorus-containing lecithin
is found in almost all fats and oils in very small amounts. For
example:
Maize oil 1.49% lecithin
Linseed oil 0.33% lecithin.
Oil of a hen’s egg 0.20% lecithin.
Cocoa butter 0.11% lecithin.
Coconut oil 0.01% lecithin.
Sesame oil 0.005% lecithin.
Beef tallow (Rindstalg) 0.033-0.073% lecithin.
Swine fat 0.022-0.051% lecithin.
Butterfat 0.000-0.014
Note that the soybean was not mentioned in this second
table.
On page 80 is an illustration of a metal cart for carrying
oil cakes.
Soybeans are mentioned in this volume on pages 9 and
15. Address: Direktor der Aktiensgesellschaft zur Fabrikation
vegetabilischer Oele in Triest [Austria-Hungary].
1052. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1906. Farmers’ manual

(Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 45 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm seeds,” page 34,
which is devoted entirely to soja beans, is identical to the
corresponding page in the 1904 edition of this manual.
On the cover is a smiling, white-haired man wearing a
hat and rimless glasses, and holding a huge ear of “Long’s
champion yellow dent corn.” On page 1 is a new company
motto: “’Blood will tell’ in seeds... as well as in animals.”
“Henderson’s superior farm seeds are grown from pedigree
strains and produce superior crops. Procurable only from
Peter Henderson & Co., New York.” The company president
is Chas. Henderson. “Our warehouses (250,000 bushels
capacity), being especially equipped with the most modern
seed-cleaning machinery...”
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.
1053. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1906. Everything for the
garden (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 186 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm seeds (p. 64), in the
center of the page, is an illustration of a soja bean plant with
a cluster of pods in the upper left corner. On a banner is
written “Henderson’s Early Soja Bean.”
To its left is expanded coverage of the soja bean and a
new variety for this catalog: “Early Green Soja Bean. This
variety produces enormous crops as far north as Canada, and
will ripen its seeds even in Massachusetts. It grows about
4 ft. high and yields ten to twenty tons of green fodder per
acre, or 20 to 40 bushels of Beans.
“It is a valuable leguminous plant for the farmer and
dairyman for either green or cured fodder or grain. It is
especially valuable for ensilage in combination with fodder
corn or Japanese Millet, thus furnishing a complete balanced
ration with an agreeable aromatic flavor, and is greedily
relished by cattle. It increases the milk and butter and fattens
the stock. The grain is also exceedingly nutritious, ranking,
when ground, even higher than cotton seed or linseed meal
for feeding cattle, hogs, or other stock. 3 lbs. of Soja Bean
meal added to the grain ration of milch cows produces a rich
milk.
“Soja Beans are great soil enrichers, adding humus and
fixing nitrogen from the air. The seed may be planted as soon
as the soil is warm–a little later than corn–in rows 30 inches
apart, 6 to 8 seeds to the foot, requiring 3 pecks per acre.
(See cut).
“Price, 10¢ lb., $1.25 pk. [peck], $4.00 bushel (of 60
lbs.); 10-bush. @ $3.90 per bush.”
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2003) that uses the term “fixing nitrogen” (or
“fix nitrogen”) or “fixing nitrogen from the air” in connection
with soybeans. Address: 35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.
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1054. Holm, Alex. 1906. Annual report of the General
Manager, Experimental Farm, Potchefstroom. Transvaal
Department of Agriculture, Annual Report of the Director of
Agriculture p. 423-61. For the year ending June 30th, 1905.
See p. 442.
• Summary: Page 442 states: “Beans:–The ordinary
Egyptian Horse Bean, two varieties of Soy Beans, and three
varieties of Boer Beans were tried, but neither gave results
which would justify their growth as a profitable crop in
this district.” Address: General Manager, Potchefstroom
Experimental Farm.
1055. Humphrey, Geo. C.; Fuller, J.G. 1906. Soy beans
versus wheat middlings as a supplement to corn meal
for growing and fattening pigs. Wisconsin Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 23:33-41. For the year
ended June 30, 1906.
• Summary: “This article is a report of the third trial
conducted to compare the value of soy bean meal and wheat
middlings as a supplement to corn meal for growing and
fattening pigs. Experience has taught that corn alone is not a
good ration for pigs.”
Summary: “Soy bean meal is from 8 to 10 per cent
more valuable than wheat middlings for economical pork
production when the cost of the two feeds is the same. Soy
bean meal mixed with corn meal in the proportion of 1:2,
produces greater gains than wheat middlings and corn meal
fed in the same proportion... For firmness, fine grain, and
texture of flesh, and even distribution of fat and lean, the
ration of wheat middlings and corn meal is superior to that of
soy beans and corn meal.” Address: 1. Animal Husbandry; 2.
Assist in Animal Husbandry. Both: Madison, Wisconsin.
1056. Hutchison, Robert. 1906. Food and the principles of
dietetics. 2nd rev. ed. New York, NY: William Wood and Co.
xx + 582 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm. [100+* ref]
• Summary: Contains exactly the same information about
soy and related products as the 1900 1st edition, in the same
chapters, except it is on slightly different pages: See p. 23235, and the section on diabetes, which has a subsection on
“Diabetic breads” (p. 491-92).
“Vegetarian” or “vegetarianism” or “vegetable diet”
are discussed on pages 172-73, and 185-86. The section on
“The nutritive value of vegetable foods” (p. 171-81) states:
“But we must by no means suppose, even if the chemical
constituents of vegetable food were equal in nutritive value
to the corresponding constituents of animal food, that
therefore vegetable food as a whole can replace meat, and
vice versa. The form in which the nutritive ingredients are
presented to the digestive organs materially affects their
utility as foods. A glass of whisky is chemically the same
whether it be taken ‘neat’ or diluted with a tumblerful of
water, but the effects on the body are radically different.

“The question, therefore, presents itself: Is it better to
obtain the nutritive constituents of our food in an animal or
a vegetable form? and an attempt to reply to this question
raises the whole problem of vegetarianism. With that
problem we must now concern ourselves for a short space
[see footnote].
“Vegetarianism may be advocated either on
physiological or on economic grounds.
“As regards the physiological argument, it may be
pointed out–what is apt to be lost sight of–that the vegetarian
question is really a question of protein, and of that alone. The
carbohydrates of the diet must almost perforce be derived
from the vegetable kingdom, for there alone are they to
be found in any quantity, and it has already been pointed
out that the fat of the diet may be obtained with equal
physiological advantage from either an animal or a vegetable
source.
“But as regards proteins it is different. Even were a
given quantity of pure vegetable protein fully equal in
nutritive value to a similar quantity of the protein of flesh,
we are still unable to extract the vegetable protein in a state
of purity and eat it by itself, but must take it in the form in
which it is presented to us by Nature. The real question,
therefore, is: Shall we eat our protein in an animal or a
vegetable form? Now, in the first place, it will scarcely be
denied that vegetable foods are relatively much poorer in
protein than animal foods are. Contrast typical examples of
both kingdoms after the removal of water, for that is the only
fair method of comparison, and one arrives at the following
results:” A table (p. 173) shows: Dried lean beef contains
89% protein. Fat beef contains 51% protein. Pea flour
contains 27% protein. Wheat contains 16% protein. Rice
contains 7% protein.
“The comparison shows that even the fattest meat is
far richer in protein than the most nitrogenous forms of
vegetable food.
“Not only so: what protein is present in vegetable food
has its value still further lowered in many cases by the
defective nature of its absorption in the body. The truth of
this has been already sufficiently demonstrated.
“It must be obvious from all this that vegetable food,
unless eaten in large quantities, will not yield a sufficiency of
protein to the body. The important question arises, therefore:
How much protein does a healthy man require in his food
daily? This question has been discussed in an earlier chapter,
and it is only necessary to remind the reader that the amount
of protein which is required daily by a healthy man doing a
moderate amount of bodily work has been estimated at about
100 grammes (Footnote 1). And what are the consequences
of living upon a diet which contains less protein than this?
To this question, as we have also seen (p. 23), it is not easy
to give an altogether satisfactory reply. In the first place it
must be admitted that such a large amount of protein is by
no means necessary for making good the mere daily waste
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of protein in the body. Very much less will suffice for that,
and carefully-conducted experiments have shown that no
impairment of the stock of protein in the body is incurred
even if the amount in the food be cut down to as low a
level as 60 grammes daily. Even if it be objected to such
experiments that this minimum consumption of protein has
only been maintained for very limited periods, yet it may be
replied that the minimum reached is not much below that
which forms the average daily consumption per individual
in a large number of healthy races, such, for example, as the
Japanese.”
Pages 185-86: A vegetable diet is less expensive than a
mixed diet, but it requires considerably more cooking time.
“In conclusion it may be well to summarize the main
points in the argument which has been pursued in this
chapter:
“1. Vegetable foods are rich in carbohydrates, and, with
a few exceptions, comparatively poor in protein and fat.
They are also bulky, partly from their richness in starch, but
also from the presence of cellulose and a large amount of
water. Even if compact in their raw state, they tend to take up
much water and to become bulky on cooking.
“2. Animal foods are rich in protein and fat, but, with the
exception of milk, poor in carbohydrates. They are compact
in form (again with the exception of milk), and tend to
become more so on cooking.
“3. Vegetable foods are less digestible in the stomach,
and on the whole less completely absorbed than animal
foods, partly by reason of their bulk, partly because of the
indigestible coating of cellulose which invests their nutritive
constituents, and in part also from their tendency to undergo
fermentation in the intestine, with the production of acids
which hasten on peristalsis. Their protein constituents suffer
more from defective absorption than any other ingredient.
“4. Both from chemical composition and from defective
absorption a purely vegetable diet is apt to be deficient
in protein, and the question of vegetarianism becomes a
question of whether it is advisable to live upon a proteinminimum or not.
“5. The consistent vegetarian must either live upon a
diet which is relatively poor in protein or else consume an
excessive bulk of food.
“6. The adoption of the former of these courses, there is
reason to believe, tends to diminish energy and the power of
resisting disease; the latter is apt to lead to derangement of
the stomach and bowels.
“7. Both of these results may be avoided by
supplementing the vegetable part of the diet by animal
substances rich in protein, but two-thirds of the total protein
can safely be taken in the vegetable form.
“8. Either meat, fish, eggs, milk or cheese may be used
as the protein-carrier, but for healthy persons the moderate
use of the first two has certain advantages. For the gouty,
perhaps milk and cheese are more to be recommended, while

skim or butter milk, salt fish, and the cheaper kinds of cheese
are undoubtedly the most economical.
“9. Vegetable foods have certainly the advantage of
being cheaper, both as sources of building material and
energy, than the animal foods are, and vegetarianism may
therefore be recommended on grounds of economy, both
national and individual. The reasons for the inevitable
costliness of foods of animal origin have been pointed
out; the cost of cooking, however, must not be lost sight
of in this connection, and modifies somewhat the above
considerations.
“10. It may finally be added, though these points
were not dwell upon, that vegetable foods are less highly
flavoured than some animal foods, such as meat, but have
the advantage of not being liable to undergo putrefaction,
and of rarely producing disease.” Address: M.D. Edinburgh,
F.R.C.P., Asst. Physician to the London Hospital and to the
Hospital for Sick Children, Great Ormond St. [London].
1057. Johnson & Stokes. 1906. Garden and farm manual
(Mail-order catalog). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
• Summary: In the section on “Fodder and Soiling Plants,”
“Soja Bean (Late Variety or New Early Variety)” are
mentioned on page 61. Concerning the “New Early Variety:
“All who are interested in this class of plants should give our
New Early Soja or Soy Bean a trial. Choice seed grown for
us in Michigan” [by E.E. Evans]. Prices: Late variety–$2.00/
bushel. New early variety–$3.50/bushel. Note: 1 bushel = 60
lb.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: 11998.
Address: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
1058. Kaempfer, Engelbert. 1906. The history of Japan,
together with a description of the Kingdom of Siam 16901692 (translated by J.G. Scheuchzer from the original
edition of April 1727. 3 vols.). Glasgow, Scotland: James
MacLehose and Sons. Vol. 1, xc + 334 p. Reprinted 1971
New York, NY: AMS Press Inc.
• Summary: Please see the original 1727 edition of this
work for a long quote on soybeans, miso, shoyu, and azuki
beans; it appears in this 1906 edition in Vol. 1, p. 187-88.
Many of Dr. Kaempfer’s botanical specimens may still be
seen in the Natural History Museum, South Kensington. The
front matter in this book is very interesting: The frontispiece
shows a full-page portrait (illustration, painting) of Sir Hans
Sloane. List of illustrations. Publisher’s note. Biographical
note of the Scheucher family, by Sir Archibald Geikie. To
the King, by J.G. Scheucher. The names of the subscribers
[alphabetical]. The author’s preface. The life of the author,
by the translator. An introduction, by the translator.
In the author’s preface Kaempfer explains (p. xxixxxxiii) that the Swedish Embassy, where he was secretary,
was dismissed by the Persian Court. Since his native country
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Germany was at war, he decided to travel rather than to
return home. He joined the Dutch-East India Company and
went to Japan, where most visitors find it very difficult to
obtain any information about the country, since all Japanese
are obliged by solemn oath not to discourse with foreigners.
But Kaempfer developed a rare friendship with his
interpreters and the Japanese officers on his island (Deshima
in Nagasaki Bay). He assisted them in the fields of medicine,
astronomy, and mathematics, and in turn was able to learn
about their country. Kaempfer was especially fortunate in
gaining “the assistance of a discreet young man, by whose
means I was richly supplied with whatever notice I wanted
concerning, the affairs of Japan. He was about twentyfour years of age, well vers’d in the Chinese and Japanese
languages, and very desirous of improving himself.
Upon my arrival, he was appointed to wait on me,
as my servant, and at the same time to be by me
instructed in Physick and Surgery” (p. xxxii). The
chief of the island allowed him “to continue in my
service during the whole time of my abode in the
Country, which was two years, and to attend me in
our two journeys to Court, consequently four times
almost from one end of the Empire to the other...
As I could not well have obtain’d my end without
giving him a competent knowledge of the Dutch
language, I instructed him therein with so much
success, that in a year’s time he could write and
read it better than any of our interpreters: I also
gave him all the information I could in Anatomy
and Physick, and farther allow’d him a handsome
yearly salary, to the best of my abilities... There
was not a Book I desired to see, on these and other
subjects, which he did not bring to me, and explain
to me, out of it, whatever I wanted to know.”
A very interesting map of Japan shows each
of the provinces and off-shore islands, with the
name of each written in both English and Japanese
characters (kanji).
Note: The long index in volume 3, which
makes interesting reading, includes acupuncture,
algae (marine, used for food), amasake (amazake,
see sake), Amoenitates Exoticæ, atheists, Buddhism
& pagan worship, cami [kami], Canagawa
[Kanagawa], cannnib, hempstuffs, Corea [Korea],
Cublai–Tartar monarch, culis (see coolies),
Deshima (island of Kaempfer at Nagasaki), Dutch
East India Company, Fide Jori [Hideyori], Fide
Joshi [Hideyoshi], Gendsii [Genji], gokokf [gokokufu, chief kinds of peas], herbals, Hirando, Isje
[Ise], Jejas [Ieyasu], Kami, Kioto (see Miaco), Koja
[Koya], Marco Polo, Mikado, moxa, Nagasaki,
oil seeds, opium, paganism, paper made by
Japanese, pulse, Pythagoras, Quannon [Kwannon],
religion, sago, saki [sake], salt, sasen [zazen],

secular monarchs [Shogun], sesamum (plant and oil), Siaka
(Buddha), Shimonoseki, submarine plants, Tokaido, Tokio,
transmigration of souls, umbrellas, Wilstach (Maria Sophia,
wife of Dr. Kaempfer). Address: Physician to the Dutch
Embassy to the Emperor’s Court, Edo (Tokyo), Japan.
1059. Karihorunia Company [California Co.]. 1906.
Karihorunia Company [California Co.] (Ad). In: Nichibei
Shinbun-sha. 1906. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [JapaneseAmerican Yearbook]. Unnumbered page near the front. [Jap;
eng]
• Summary: Ad (full page). They are an import, export,
and wholesale company. “Direct importers of tea and rice.
Manufacturers of Japan miso.” Their miso manufacturing
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company is named California Miso Seizô-sho, located at
262 Brannan St. They also sell various goods including
miso. Address: 149 California St., San Francisco, California.
Phone: Red 1002.
1060. Loew, O. 1906. Ueber einige sonderbare japanische
Nahrungsmittel [On some special Japanese foods].
Mitteilungen der Deutschen Gesellschaft fuer Natur- und
Voelkerkunde Ostasiens 11(1):109-11. [Ger]
• Summary: Prof. O. Loew includes a discussion of tofu,
soymilk, yuba, and shoyu (shôyû-sauce). On the coasts of
Japan there were fresh seafish, and in the inland regions
some salted fish were used. People have learned how to
prepare wheat gluten (Jap: fu; German: Weizenkleber)
in various dried forms, which are very porous and easily
digested. The protein of the soybean, under the name of tofu
(Tôfu), comes in the form of soft white cakes and is prepared
daily. It is sold from door to door by salespeople.
The cooking of the softened soybeans, before the
precipitation of the tofu, has a very milklike consistency.
Without doubt, it is similar in nutritional value to milk but
it can be recommended only for adults, and not for sensitive
infants. “When this soybean milk (Soyabohnenmilch) mixed
with some gelatine [sic] is simmered down, and while in a
concentrated condition the mixture is poured into flat, level
containers, there results from the drying of the gelatinous
mass thin skins, which are sold under the name of yuba.”
Note 1. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term Soyabohnenmilch
(“soybean milk”) to refer to soymilk.
Note 2. The date on the title page is given as 190709. The place of publication has now changed to Tokyo.
Address: Prof. of Agricultural Chemistry, Imperial
University, Tokyo, Japan.
1061. Maurel, Edouard César Emile. 1906. Traité
de l’alimentation et de la nutrition à létat normal et
pathologique. Premier volume. Nos aliments [Treatise on
food and nutrition in normal and diseased conditions. Vol. I.
Our foods]. Paris: O. Doin, Éditeur. xvi + 365 p. Index (in
vol. 4). 25 cm [Fre]
• Summary: In the section on oils and fats, a table (p. 99)
gives the percentage of oil by weight in various legume
seeds: Soybeans (Fèves de Soja) 17.7%. Vetches (Vesces)
2.70%. Lentils (Lentilles) 2.40%. Field peas (Pois des
champs) 2.1%. Peas (Pois) 1.95%. Common beans
(Haricots) 1.95%. Beans (Fèves) 1.5%. Broad beans
(Féverolles) 1.18%. Note that soybeans have by far the
highest oil content. However (p. 102) some fruits and tree
nuts have a very high oil content: Olives 51.9%. Almonds
50%. Walnuts 60%. Piñon or pine nuts 40%. Colza 35%.
In his book titled Biological Chemistry (Chimie
biologique, p. 86), A. Gautier has divided all albuminous
substances (albuminoïdes) into six families: The albumins,

caseins (incl. gluten casein and legumine), globulins and
fibrins (incl. gluten fibrine), glutinogens and collagens,
keratinous materials and mucous, and the immediate
derivatives resulting from transformation of the above.
Tables (p. 105-06) show the percentage of these in various
foods, such as wheat, peas, beans (fèves), and hemp.
In the section on albuminoids [proteins], a table (p. 115)
gives the percentage of nitrogenous substances by weight
in various legume seeds: Soybeans 33.4%. Vetches 27.30%.
Lentils 26.5%. Broad beans (Féverolles) 24.79%. Peas
22.50%. Common beans (Haricots) 22.50%. Beans (Fèves)
22.00%. Note that soybeans also have the highest protein
content.
Among legumes, soybeans are also the richest source of
mineral salts, containing 5.1%; lentils are the lowest, with
only 1.60% (p. 120). A table (p. 123) shows the amount of
ten mineral salts in five different legumes–not including
soybeans. The most abundant mineral is potash (potasse;
K2O).
A summary table titled “Composition of the principal
foods of plant origin” (d’origine végétale) (p. 133) includes
the composition of ten legumes; the two new ones are colza
and colza cake (Tourteau de colza). Soybeans contain 34%
carbohydrates, 17.7% oil, 33.4% nitrogenous substances
(proteins), 9.9% water, and 5.1% mineral salts.
The chapter titled “Food in France” states that the
main sources of vegetable oil are olives (providing 52% of
France’s oils and fats in 1898, or about 2 kg/person), nuts,
peanuts (l’arachide); minor sources include colza, rapeseed
(la navette), and poppy seeds (l’oeilette). Oils from the latter
three sources are widely sold as olive oil or used to adulterate
it. In 1898 about 80 million kg of peanuts were imported and
provided about 20% of France’s oils and fats, or 400 gm/
person. Each day in France the average person consumes 60
of animal fats and 30 gm of vegetable oils for a total of 90
gm of oils and fats.
Edouard Marel was born in 1841. Address: M.D.,
principal physician for the Naval Reserves, Prof. at the
Faculty of Medicine, Toulouse (Médecin principal de réserve
de la Marine).
1062. Maxwell-Lefroy, Harold. 1906. Indian insect pests.
Calcutta, India: Office of the Superintendent of Government
Printing. vii + 318 p. See p. 150. 25 cm.
• Summary: In Part III, “Insects injurious to crops,” in Chap.
12, “Pests of leguminous crops,” page 150 states: “Soybean
(Glycine soya) suffers from surface grasshoppers when
quite young, from leaf-eating caterpillars of several kinds
as it grows larger. Except in places where the conditions are
suitable, the crop is likely to suffer much from these pests.”
Address: M.A., F.E.S., F.Z.S., Imperial Entomologist [India].
1063. McCartee, Divie Bethune; McCartee, Juana Knight.
1906. McCartee Family Papers (Archival collection).
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Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia. Pennsylvania.
• Summary: Descriptive summary: “Title: McCartee
Family Papers. Inclusive dates: 1854-1906. Call Number:
RG 177. Creator(s): McCartee family. Quantity: 0.50 cubic
feet. Restrictions on access: Collection open for research
Repository: Presbyterian Historical Society, 425 Lombard
Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19147-1516 USA.
“Biographical note: Dr. Divie Bethune McCartee (18201900) was appointed by the Board of Foreign Missions
as a medical missionary to China in 1843. He arrived in
Ningpo in 1844 and was primarily involved in medial and
evangelistic work. In 1853, Dr. McCartee married Juana M.
Knight, a fellow missionary also serving in Ningpo. Besides
his missionary responsibilities, Dr. McCartee performed
consular services in China until a regular consulate was
established there in 1857, and in 1862 he was appointed
vice-consul to Japan.
“The McCartees returned to Ningpo in 1865 to resume
their missionary work. In 1872, they were transferred to
the Shanghai mission but resigned shortly thereafter so
that Dr. McCartee could join the Shanghai consular staff as
interpreter and assessor to the Mixed Court. Until 1877, Dr.
McCartee served as professor in the Imperial University of
Tokyo and acted as secretary of the Chinese legation in that
city.
“In 1885, Dr. McCartee was appointed counselor to
the Japanese legation in Washington, D.C. Two years later
the McCartees were reappointed by the BFM to the Japan
Mission, where they served until D. McCartee’s retirement in
1900.
“Dr. McCartee was a prolific writer whose published
works included treatises on Asian history, linguistics,
natural science, medicine, politics and religions.” Address:
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
1064. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha). 1906.
Zaibei Nihonjin nenkan [Japanese-American yearbook. No.
2]. 234 Turk St., San Francisco, California. 345 p., many
unnumbered. Reprinted in 25 Oct. 2001 in Tokyo by Nihon
Tosho Senta. Series: Nikkei Imin Shiryôshû. Dai 1-kai
[Collected Documents on Japanese Emigration. No. 1]. [Jap;
eng]
• Summary: See next page. This book is read and numbered
from “back to front” compared with typical English books;
it is mostly (99%) in Japanese. There is an English-language
title page.
The book is composed of: 4 unnumbered pages of front
matter, 4 unnumbered leaves of black and white photos
(mostly of San Francisco) on glossy paper, 20 unnumbered
pages of ads and basic information, of which the 4th to last
page is why and how they wrote this book (they got a lot of
help from people in various areas to gather data, although no
names or places are given), and of which the last two pages
are the table of contents, 224 numbered pages which are the

body of the book, 44 unnumbered pages of ads, 59 pages
of directory interspersed with 50 pages of ads in groups of
either 16 or 32 pages.
There is a tofu shop in San Francisco (p. 183, bottom
right) and a shoyu (soy sauce) maker in San Jose (p. 189, top
right); last year Yamamori Shoyu Jozo-sho made 1,000 koku
of shoyu. Note: 1 koku = 10 sho = 180 liters. Therefore the
company made 180,000 liters of shoyu. Since 1 liter = 0.264
gallons, this is 47,520 gallons of shoyu.
There is 1 tofu shop in Florin (p. 203, top right) and two
tofu shops in Isleton (p. 204, top right).
The Directory shows Japanese companies making
soyfoods in California and Washington state. It is preceded
by an index of the Directory. Address: San Francisco,
California.
1065. Okumura, Hanjirô. 1906. Tôfu hyakuchin: eisei ryôri
[One hundred and rare and favorite tofu recipes: hygienic
cookery]. Tokyo: Hagiwarashin Yôkan. 44 p. 18 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: This book appears to be a simplified, condensed
and (somehow) sanitized version of the 1782 classic Tôfu
Hyakuchin, by Ka Hitsujin.
1066. Peer, Frank Sherman. 1906. Soiling, ensilage, and
stable construction: Being a revised edition of Soiling,
summer and winter; or, The economy of feeding farm stock.
New York: Published by the author. xxii + 247 p. Illust. No
index. 20 cm.
• Summary: The Introduction to this revised edition was
written in 1899 and the book was copyrighted in 1900, but
it was not published until 1906. Chapter 13, titled “Soiling
crops” contains a section on “Soja bean” (p. 170) which
states: “Although known in the Southern States for a long
time, it has never been fully appreciated, but promises to
become a great rival of the cow pea. It produces a great
amount of green forage, which seems to cure easier than cow
pea vines, and proves more productive of peas. The plants
grow erect to the height of two and one-half to four feet,
compact and not spreading, but branching freely, producing
numerous wooly pods, containing two to three round yellow
beans. It is of as easy culture as our cow peas, yielding a
forage which is greatly relished by farm stock, the beans
being rich in protein.”
A soiling crop is one fed green to confined animals as
“green-chop.” Address: Squawkie Hill Farm, Mt. Morris,
New York.
1067. Rivière, Charles; Lecq, H. 1906. Cultures du Midi, de
l’Algérie et de la Tunisie [Cultures of the South of France,
Algeria and Tunisia]. Paris: J.-B. Baillière et Fils. xii + 511
p. See p. 82. [Fre]
• Summary: In Chapter 6, titled “Southern Agriculture,” Part
I is about large-scale agriculture for human food. The first
section, on “The cereals” notes (p. 81-82) that in northern
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Africa, the cereals and other food crops are the same as those
in southern Europe, although they yield slightly less. Various
crops of this area (such as wheat, corn, sorghum, rice,
buckwheat, soybeans, etc.) are then discussed briefly.
“The soybean (Le Soja ou pois de Chine, Soja hispida
Moench) is a poor-yielding legume among the summer
crops, far inferior to the numerous varieties of peas, haricot
beans, and fava/broad beans (fèves).”
Note: The above conclusion is probably based on
soybean trials in Algeria (Rivière and Lecq 1900). There
is no indication that soybeans have yet been cultivated in
Tunisia. Address: 1. Directeur du Jardin d’Essais a Alger,
former president Societe d’Agriculture d’Alger; 2. Ingenieur
Agronome, Inspecteur de l’Agriculture de Algerie.
1068. Senft, Emanuel. 1906. Ueber einige in Japan
verwendete vegetabilische Nahrungsmittel, mit besonderer
Beruecksichtigung der japanischen Militaerkonserven [On
some vegetable foods used in Japan, with special attention
to Japanese military canned foods]. Pharmazeutische Praxis
(Vienna and Leipzig) 5(12):481-91. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Working for the German Food Administration,
the author examined a number of preserved foods that had
played an important role in helping Japan to win the RussoJapanese war. He drew heavily on Loew (1895). “Widely
distributed in Japan is a unique baked good, which is
produced primarily from wheat gluten with only a little of
wheat flour; it is called Fu (wheat gluten bread).
“A very important role is played by the soybean and the
many diverse products made from it: Yuba, the vegetable
cheeses tofu, natto, and miso, plus shoyu or soy-sauce (Shoju
oder Soy-Sauce). Like the soybean, tofu and natto are rich in
protein. They supply the protein lacking in rice.”
Also discusses fresh konnyaku, dried-frozen konnyaku,
dried persimmons, sea vegetables (12 types in great detail,
with an illustration of the cells of a kombu plant), and
warabi (dried ferns). Address: Official of military medicines,
Committee of military hygiene.
1069. Singh, U Nissor. 1906. Khasi-English dictionary.
Shillong [Meghalaya, India]: Printed at the Eastern Bengal
and Assam Secretariat Press. 247 p. See p. 177, 236. 24 cm.
• Summary: Edited by Major P.R.T. Gurdon, I.A., U Dohory
Ropmay, B.A., and U Hajom Kissor Singh.
Page 177: rymbai-ktung, a masculine noun is defined as:
“(Bot. glycine soja), a species of bean” [i.e., the soybean].
Page 236 The word ‘tung rymbái, a feminine noun, is
defined as “bean which has been cooked and preserved and
having a very disagreeable smell.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2012)
that mentions ‘tung rymbái or tungrymbai, an east-Indian
fermented soybean food and a close relative of Nepalese
kinema and Japanese natto.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2012)

that gives the name of the soybean in Khasi as rymbái-ktung.
Address: Shillong.
1070. Soya Gakugawa (Chusuke). comp. 1906. Tôfu
sanbyakuchin [Three hundred rare and favorite tofu recipes].
Kyobashi: Shiki Shimaya Shobo. Japanese summary by
Kawakami 1978. [Jap]
• Summary: This work is composed of three earlier books
published as one: Tofu Hyakuchin (1782), Tofu Hyakuchin
Zokuhen (1783), and Tofu Hyakuchin Yoroku (1788).
1071. Stuerler, F.A. von. 1906. Nederlandsch Oost-Indische
cultuurgewassen: Hunne kenmerken, teelt en bereiding
[Crops of the Dutch East Indies: Their characteristics,
cultivation and preparation]. Tiel: A. van Loon. ii + 373 p.
See p. 341-43. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [5 ref. Dut]
• Summary: The subsection on the hibiscus plant (De Waroeboom, Hibiscus tiliaceus, p. 334) states that the leaves are
used in making foods from soybeans [tempeh].
In the chapter on crops that yield oils and fats (Vette
oliegewassen, p. 335-44), the section titled “Soja” (p.
341-43) has the following contents: General botanical
characteristics: Introduction, the plant, stem, leaves, flowers,
fruit, seeds. Cultivation. Chemical composition of the seeds,
preparation, and uses.
The main product made with soybeans is soy
sauce (kètjap). The Chinese in Java cook the soybeans
and inoculate them between hibiscus leaves (Hibiscus
tiliaceceus) to make tempeh (tèmpé). They also make taotjo, a sort of bean paste (Indonesian-style miso). And with
the black soybeans they make a sort of bean cheese, taodjie (fermented black soybeans). Also discusses peanuts
(aardnooten, p. 335-37), sesame seeds (sesam, p. 337-39),
the castor oil plant (ricinus, p. 339-41), other crops that yield
oils and fats (p. 343-44).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2011)
stating that molds grown on Hibiscus leaves are used in
Indonesia to inoculate tempeh. Address: Leiden.
1072. Takemoto Shoten. 1906. Takemoto Shoten (Ad).
In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1906. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Unnumbered page near the
front. [Jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). In big Chinese characters the
ad says “New Year’s Greetings.” They sell various goods
including miso and shoyu. A small illustration shows some
bamboo leaves, with snow on them and a little bird flying.
Address: P.O. Box 332, Gilroy, California. Phone: Main 334.
1073. Teikoku Shokai. 1906. Teikoku Shokai (Ad). In:
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1906. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Unnumbered page near the
front. [Jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). This company, owned by
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USHIO Mankichi and KUBO Sakujiro, imports various
goods directly from Japan including miso and shoyu. An
illustration shows two crossed flags; one is the flag of Japan.
Address: 802 Stockton St., San Francisco, California. Phone:
Main 5556.
1074. Tôfu ryôri: Hôichi Shinbun kenshô tôsen [Tofu
cookery: Hoichi Newspaper prize winners]. 1906. Tokyo:
Hôichi Shinbunsha. 79 p. 21 cm. [Jap]*
1075. Vilmorin, Philippe L. de. 1906. Hortus Vilmorinianus.
Catalogue des plantes ligneuses et herbacées existant en
1905 [The Vilmorin gardens. Catalog of the ligneous plants
and herbs as of 1905]. Verrieres-Le-Buisson: MM Vilmorin
Andrieux & Co. 371 p. See p. 120. [Fre]
• Summary: On p. 120, the sole entry under Glycine consists
of two lines about the soybean: “G. soja Sieb. et. Zucc. (Soja
hispida Moench). Native to China and Japan.–Horticultural
varieties.” No prices are given. Thus, very little emphasis
on soy in this catalog. Address: Vice-Secretaire, Societe
Botanique de France.
1076. Wijs, Jacob Jan Alexander. 1906. Vetten, olien en
wassen [Fats, oils, and waxes]. Haarlem, Netherlands:
Koloniaal Museum. xi + 122 p. Index. 19 cm. [55* ref. Dut]
• Summary: In this descriptive catalog, in the section titled
Glycine Soya Sieb. et. Zucc. (p. 77) is brief description of the
soybean and soybean oil (sojaboonen-olie). Also discussed:
Peanuts (p. 74-76), and sesame seeds (p. 93-94).
Note: This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen that uses the term sojaboonen-olie to refer to soybean
oil. Address: Chemist at the Oilmill Calvé-Delft, Delft
[Netherlands].
1077. William Morse (Photograph). 1906.
• Summary: See upper right.
This oval digital portrait photo, with caption and date,
was sent to Soyfoods Center by Joyce Garrison (William
Morse’s granddaughter) of West Hartford, Connecticut (July
2004).
1078. Wintgen, M.; Keller, O. 1906. Ueber die
Zusammensetzung von Lecithinen [On the composition of
lecithins]. Archiv der Pharmazie (Berlin) 244:3-11. [18 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: See next page. Contents: Introduction. Plant
lecithin: ether extract of soybeans, alcohol extract of
soybeans. Homemade lecithin from egg yolk: Ether extract,
alcohol extract. Commercial lecithin (Handelslecithin) from
egg yolk.
In this article soybeans (Sojabohnen, Soja) are
mentioned on page 4 (twice), page 5 (3 times), page 6 (3
times), and page 8 (twice).
Brown soya beans were found to contain 2.96% lecithin;

black soya beans were found to contain 2.51% lecithin.
A table (p. 8) gives the nitrogen and phosphorus
content of lecithin, and their ratio, from different sources.
The lecithin from brown soybeans (extracted with alcohol)
contains 1.90% nitrogen, 2.96% phosphorus, and an N:P
ratio of 1:1.56. The lecithin from black soybeans (extracted
with alcohol) contains 1.84% nitrogen, 2.51% phosphorus,
and an N:P ratio of 1:1.27. Address: From the HygienicChemical Laboratory of the Kaiser Wilhelm Academy
(Aus dem hygienisch-chemischen Laboratorium der Kaiser
Wilhelms-Akademie).
1079. Winton, A.L. 1906. Diabetic foods. Connecticut
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 30:153-65.
For the year 1906.
• Summary: This article begins: The necessity of excluding
so far as possible from the diet of diabetic patients sugars and
substances, such as starch and dextrin, yielding sugar with
the digestive juices, had led to the introduction of saccharine
and other coal-tar derivatives and preparations containing, or
purporting to contain, no starch or starch derivatives,...”
“Not only all of the cereal grains but also most of the
seeds of the legumes... contain large amounts of starch and
must be avoided by diabetics; the soja or soy bean, however,
is a striking exception as it contains, when ripe, no true
starch, or only traces. This leguminous seed is an important
food in Japan and is being used in this country for the
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manufacture of meal for the use of diabetics. Two analyses of
soja bean meal [whole soy flour] are given in Table XVI, pp.
156-157.”
This table lists and analyzes about 45 diabetic foods
made by about 12 companies. Only three products clearly
contain soy; the first two (p. 156-57) are both named Soja
Bean Meal made by the Theo. Metcalf Co. in Boston,
Massachusetts; one contains 5.5% starch and the other
7.63% starch. The first product contains 19.06% fat and
is thus a whole (full-fat) soy flour; this table contains the
earliest analysis seen of whole soy flour. The third product
(p. 164) is a homemade “Soja Bean Meal Biscuit (Muffins
or Popovers)” made from Metcalf’s Soja Bean Meal. Made
with 1 cup cream, 2 eggs, baking powder, and salt, plus
Soja Bean Meal, it contains (on an as-is basis) 27.6% water,
5.33% ash, 16.71% protein, 1.55% fiber, 12.84% nitrogenfree extract [non-fiber carbohydrates], and 35.91% fat. Note:
This is the earliest English-language document seen (Jan.
2019) that uses the term “soja bean meal” to refer to whole
soy flour.
“The peanut, another leguminous seed, although very
rich in oil, contains about 11 per cent. of starch, sugar, and
dextrin, of which about half is starch.” Most of the nuts,
including almonds, “since they contain no starch and only
small amounts of sugar and dextrin but are rich in protein
and oil, are valuable additions to the diet of diabetics.
Almond meal is used in the preparation of various biscuits
and bread substitutes.”
The table (p. 156-59) also contains many gluten
products, together with their manufacturers and nutritional
composition. Diabetic products made by Battle Creek
Sanitarium Food Co. (Battle Creek, Michigan) are: 40%
Gluten Flour, 40% Gluten, 40% Gluten Biscuit, Potato
Gluten Biscuit, and Pure Gluten Biscuit. Diabetic products
made by the Sanitas Nut Food Co., Ltd. (New York) are:

Sanitas Nut Butter,
Nuttolene, Almond
Butter, and Protose.
Nutritional analyses
of each of these
products are given.
This table
shows that The Health
Food Co., New York,
makes (p. 156): Flour
and meal–Glutosac
Flour, 35% proteids.
Protosac Flour,
40% proteids. Pure
Washed Gluten Flour,
85% proteids, 6%
carbohydrates, 9%
water. Almond meal.
Bread, biscuit, rusk,
etc.–No. 1 Proto
Puffs, 78.86% protein, 6.71% starch. Salvia Sticks. Protosac
Bread, 40% protein, Glutosac Bread, 35% proteids. Plain
Glutosac Wafers, 33% proteids. Glutona, 35% proteids.
Glutosac Zweiback [sic], 35% proteids. Glutosac Butter
Wafers, 35% proteids. Protosac Rusks, 40% proteids,
Glutosac Rusk, 35% proteids. Diabetic Biscuit, 40%
proteids.
Note: Kate G. Barber, PhD, is also a chemist in the
station’s Analytical Laboratory. She and Andrew Winton
were later married. Address: PhD, Chemist in charge,
Analytical Lab., New Haven, Connecticut.
1080. Winton, Andrew Lincoln; Moeller, Josef. 1906. The
microscopy of vegetable foods: With special reference to the
detection of adulteration and the diagnosis of mixtures. New
York, NY: John Wiley & Sons. xvi + 701 p. Illust. Index. 24
cm. [49* ref]
• Summary: This book, containing 589 superb illustrations
by the authors, is divided into ten parts including: II. Grain:
Its products and impurities. III. Oil seeds and cakes. IV.
Legumes. V. Nuts. VIII. Alkaloidal products and their
substitutes (incl. coffee, cocoa bean, kola nut, tea, and
tobacco).
In the part on Legumes, the section titled “Analytical
key to leguminous seeds” (p. 235-37) includes the soy bean.
The section titled “Soy bean” (p. 248-49) has the following
contents: Introduction. Histology: The spermoderm
(S) (palisade cells {pal}, column cells {sub}, spongy
parenchyma {p}), an endosperm (E, consisting of aleurone
cells and compressed cells), and embryo or cotyledon (C,
with epidermis {ep} and aleurone cells {al}). Diagnosis:
“The absence of starch, the presence of long (35-50 μ)
I-shaped column cells readily isolated from the surrounding
tissues, and the presence of an endosperm layer (E), furnish
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the hands of continental [European] investigators.” There
is extensive German- and French-language literature, but
little in English. It explains that this book was written with
the collaboration of Dr. J. Moeller, author of Mikroskopie
der Nahrungs- und Genussmittel (2nd ed.). “It is with the
deepest gratitude that the writer acknowledges this generous
coöperation of his honored teacher and friend. Had it not
been for Professor Moeller’s unselfish aid, the writer would
never have undertaken investigations in this field, much
less a comprehensive treatise.” Address: 1. PhD, in charge
of the Analytical Lab., Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station,
New Haven, Connecticut; Instructor in proximate organic
analysis, Sheffield Scientific School, Yale Univ.; 2. Prof. of
Pharmacy, and head of the Pharmacological Inst., Univ. of
Graz [Styria, Austria-Hungary].
1081. Woenne (W.M.). 1906. W.M. Woenne (Ad). In:
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1906. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Unnumbered page near the
front. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: Ad (half page). In big Chinese characters the ad
says “Happy New Year.” They sell various goods including
miso and shoyu. Address: Mt. Eden, Alameda, California.
ready means for the identification of this seed.” Bibliography
(8 refs). An excellent illustration by Winton (p. 248) shows
the outer portion of the soy bean seed in cross section, with
each of the layers (X 160 magnification).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2016)
concerning the detection of soybeans or soy protein in
mixtures.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the term “embryo” in connection
with soy-beans. In a soy bean seed, the embryo and
cotyledon appear to be the same.
The section on coffee has a subsection on coffee
substitutes and adulterants (p. 435-38), with a long
bibliography. Soja beans are listed as one of the many
seeds most commonly used. Although the names and main
ingredients of many commercial European and American
coffee substitutes are given, none contain soy. The most
popular ingredients seem to be chicory root, barley, and
figs. Peanuts and Cyperus esculentus are each used in one
product.
This book also discusses: Linseed (p. 202-05). Hemp
seed (p. 212-17). Gluten flour, feed and meal (p. 54, 96).
Legumes (general, p. 235-37). Adzuki bean (Phaseolus
Mungo var. glaber Roxbg.; p. 241). Yellow lupine, white
lupine, and blue lupine (p. 253-55). Almond (whole nuts,
paste, cake, shells, coffee substitute; p. 333-37, 436). Peanut
(p. 266-73).
Note 2. Andrew L. Winton lived 1864-1946. The
Preface begins: “The development of vegetable histology,
both as a pure and an applied science, has been largely in

1082. Zavitz, C.A. 1906. Co-operative experiments in
agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 27:12-33. For the year 1905. See p. 15-16, 19,
29-30.
• Summary: A table titled “Co-operative experiments in
agriculture in 1905” (p. 15), under “Grain crops” includes
“Testing two varieties of Soy, Soja, or Japanese beans–2
plots.”
A table titled “Grain crops, 1905” (p. 16) shows that
2 tests were conducted on “Soy beans.” Early Yellow
(estimated value 100), yielded 1.85 tons/acre of straw and
1,100 lb/acre (18.33 bu/acre) of grain. Medium Green (E.V.
85), yielded 4.30 tons/acre of straw and 1,040 lb/acre (17.33
bu/acre) of grain.
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 19) includes a
summary and notes: “Meal made from Soy beans is not very
different in composition from that of cotton seed meal. A
small quantity of this meal added to that of oats and barley
would add considerably to the nutritive properties of mixed
feed.” Note: This meal is probably ground whole soy beans.
Address: Prof., Agricultural College, Guelph [Ontario,
Canada].
1083. Ranch (The) (Seattle, Washington). 1907. The
following interesting letter from Prof. Piper... Jan. 1. p. 4.
• Summary: “... is a valuable contribution to the solution of
the question which are the best legumes to use in renovating
our orchards:
“Washington, D.C., Nov. 28, 1906.
“Mr. F. Walden: Dear Sir:–I have your letter of the 20th
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instant and am very glad to hear from you. It is a pleasure
to know that you are going to inaugurate the experiments
with green manure crops in the Yakima valley, and I shall
take great pleasure in assisting you to the greatest extent
along these lines. There will necessarily need to be some
preliminary work done in order to determine what legumes
are best adapted to the region. My present opinion is that
crimson clover and hairy vetch will be the best winter
legumes. I think, however, that the common vetch will live
through the winter at least three winters out of four in the
Yakima valley, and we think it is much better than the hairy
vetch, as common vetch grows quite vigorously during
cool weather, while the hairy vetch grows but slowly until
the warm weather arrives. Hairy vetch, however, will stand
much more winter cold than common vetch.”
“It is the winter strain of the common vetch that I think
will survive the majority of winters in Yakima valley. For
summer legumes cowpeas sown early will undoubtedly
succeed, and I believe that excellent results can be had with
both cowpeas and soybeans.”
1084. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1907.
Opening of Manchuria. No. 2773. p. 1-5. Jan. 21.
• Summary: “Consul-General Willard D. Straight, of
Mukden, reports that during the period that has elapsed
since the conclusion of hostilities southern Manchuria has
been adjusting itself to meet the changed conditions. Years
of prosperity during the construction of the railway and
the early stages of the war, when the Russian forces relied
almost entirely upon the country for their supplies, were
succeeded by a period of comparative depression, for Japan
made only limited local purchases, preferring to patronize
her home markets, and the military occupation interfered in
many ways with the free movement of goods.
“Trade has not, up to the present time, recovered its
antebellum equilibrium. The unsettled financial situation,
due to the confusion in the circulating medium, composed
of Japanese war notes, gold yen, Yokohama Specie Bank
silver notes, Shengking notes and different varieties of taels,
dollars, and small silver, and the reluctance of the banks
to make loans, have combined to embarrass the public,
notwithstanding the splendid harvests of the past two
seasons...”
“Adoption of modern mechanisms” (p. 4): “Manchuria
will prove a good field for the exploitation of farm
implements, such as plows, grain drills, etc...; of hydraulic
presses for compressing bean cake and baling hides, etc.”
1085. Piper, C.V. 1907. Re: Kindly send to the Seed
Laboratory immediately. Letter to Mr. E.Q. Knight. Office,
Bureau of Plant Industry, Dep. of Agriculture, Washington,
DC, Jan. 23. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Knight: Will you kindly send to

the Seed Laboratory immediately for tests of purity and of
germination samples of the following lots of seeds:
“10527 Phaseolus radiatus.
“18641 Guar.
“18699 Melilot...”
“18459 Soybeans.
“18460 Soybeans...” And about 30 other forage crops,
mostly legumes.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 107.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Head of Bureau.
1086. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1907.
Southeastern Manchuria. Commercial prospects through
opening of new railroad. No. 2779. p. 1-4. Jan. 28.
• Summary: “A lengthy report from Vice-Consul-General
Charles J. Arnell, of Mukden, deals with the completion of
the new Japanese railroad from Antung on the Korean border
to Mukden, and the prospective industrial and commercial
development of the southeastern Shenking Province, through
which the new line passes. A summary of the report follows:
“The new Japanese railway from Antung to Mukden, a
distance of 187 miles (100 as the crow flies), first constructed
lightly for military purposes, has been rebuilt, though no
tunneling will probably be done until the survey of the
permanent railway has been made. The gage is 1½ feet.
The rails and rolling stock were supplied by the Baldwin
Locomotive Works. The system consists of 150 locomotives,
and the two sizes of open freight cars carry two and five tons,
respectively, the total carrying capacity at present being only
1,200 tons.
“Operations of railroad: The line was opened to
general traffic, both freight and passenger, in August last.
Two schedule-time runs are daily made from each end in
addition to more or less regular ones between some of the
intermediate points. The journey from Antung to Mukden
requires two days.”
“Agricultural development (p. 3): Agriculturally
southeastern Shenking stands far from the head of the list,
as compared with other parts of Manchuria, both in relative
arable area and in fertility of soil. The principal products
are maize, millet, and [soya] beans, and these seem to do
scarcely more than supply the local demand, as none of
them, except a small quantity of beans in the form of oil and
cakes, ever reaches the seaboard for export.
“The export trade in bean cake here is in the hands of
a Japanese firm, the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, which buys up
the total output of the four principal Chinese companies in
Antung, the monthly figure averaging some 8,000 cakes.
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The manufactured bean products exported from Newchwang
derived from this region are small... Whatever part of
these products reaches a foreign market passes principally
through Antung and Newchwang. It is doubtful that any
great stimulus can be given in this region to these industries.
Practically all of the arable land is already under cultivation.
The valleys do not contain an unfilled spot, and many of the
mountain slopes, where the surface soil is scarcely more than
a foot in depth, are covered with small plats, ending only
with the summits and reminding one of the ‘box gardening’
characteristic of Japan.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2014)
that mentions Mitsui (a major Japanese trading company and
conglomerate) in connection with soybeans and Manchuria.
1087. Meyer, Frank N. 1907. Re: Manchuria, sprouting small
green beans. In: Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4 vols. 19021918. Compiled by Bureau of Plant Introduction, USDA.
2444 p. Typed.
• Summary: Meyer wrote this letter from Newchwang,
Manchuria, to David Fairchild at USDA in Washington, DC.
Page 310-11 (28 Jan. 1907). He made a hurried trip from
Mukden to Liaoyang and from there to Newchwang. “If you
find the opportunity, I wish you would take a part of No.
719a, those small green beans [probably mung beans], and
make a sprouting test with them. The Chinese way of letting
them germinate and sprout is this. They take an earthen jar,
pour the beans in it, take luke warm water and pour that over
the beans. Then put the jar in a warm place and let the beans
germinate, refreshing the water every twenty-four hours.
After these beans have made short roots, they pour them out
in wickerwork or reed-woven baskets and keep them in a
warm, dark place again, taking care not to let them shrivel
from want of moisture or of warmth, by sprinkling them
several times a day with warm water and keeping moist cloth
[sic] over the baskets to prevent cold air from injuring them.
After the sprouts are about 1½ inches long they are fit for
human consumption and they are hawked out in the streets,
being sold by weight.
“Now the most favorite way of eating them seems to be
this: lean pork is cut in small pieces, is fried with care, then
when it is nearly ready the bean sprouts are thrown into the
pan and the pork and sprouts are turned a few times only;
then at once it is thrown on the dishes and is ready for the
table. When putting a little vinegar or some soy sauce over it,
the taste is highly improved and I consider it one of the most
palatable dishes.
“Another way of serving which is more patrician is
as follows: The sprouts at a length of 1½ to 2 inches are
freed from their roots and seed lobes by means of cutting or
clipping them off. Then some cold pork or cold veal is cut
in long strips, only a few lines broad, the beans are steeped
in boiling water for a few minutes only, taken out and mixed
with the meat and by putting some salt, pepper, oil and

vinegar over it one obtains an excellent salad.” Address:
USDA Plant Explorer, China.
1088. Ashby, S.F. 1907. The nitrogen cycle and soil
organisms. West Indian Bulletin 8(1):94-102. [1 ref]
• Summary: “During the last twenty years much has been
done towards clearing up the changes which the element
nitrogen suffers in its relation to the soil and vegetation. It
was until quite recently believed that the inert gas which
constitutes four-fifths of the air was practically a changeless
reservoir of indifferent matter which was brought into
combination with oxygen in occasional trifling amounts
during electric discharges. This combination was supposed to
make good, slight losses whereby the element might, under
unknown conditions, become free again, so that the fund of
combined nitrogen in the world remained constant, working
round in a cycle through the organic and inorganic kingdoms
practically independent of the great free reservoir in the air.
“Thanks, however, to the work of agricultural chemists,
and plant physiologists, as well as that of microbiologists, it
is now known that the free nitrogen of the air is constantly
being brought into combination on a large scale through the
agency of certain organisms, and that it is also being set free
again on a large scale by the agency of other organisms.”
Page 95: “In all tropical countries, where the people
are mainly vegetarian, the seeds of legumes, always rich in
meat equivalents, are one of the most valued food staples;
for instance, the gram peas and soy beans of the East.
It is certain that the bulk of the nitrogen in these seeds
comes from the air. In the tropics. where the rainfall is
not sufficient for high forest and formation of humus, nor
so scanty as to induce desert conditions, vegetable matter
decays very rapidly, especially in the lighter soils which
are easily exhausted of their combined nitrogen. Under
these conditions, the fixation of nitrogen by legumes, in
conjunction with the nodule bacteria, is a property which
greatly favours the development of these plants.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2018)
showing interest in the fixation of nitrogen by soybeans
in Latin America. Address: B.Sc., Fermentation Chemist,
Government Lab., Jamaica.
1089. Boehmer (L.) & Co. 1907. Wholesale catalogue: 1907
/ 1908. Yokohama, Japan. 38 p. Illust. 27 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The section titled “Plants and seeds of economic
value” (p. 20) gives detailed information about different
varieties of soy-beans quite similar to that found in the 1902
catalog, except that now a fourth type, green, is described; it
was formerly accidentally included as part of the black type–
no new information is given. Soybeans are again offered for
sale under the same terms as before.
The information about azuki beans (p. 21) is identical to
that in the 1902-1903 wholesale catalogue. Also: Kudzu. At
bottom of p. 20: “Prices and full particulars on application.”
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Alfred Unger, F.R.H.S. [Fellow, Royal Horticultural
Society] is now the proprietor. Since this catalogue marks the
company’s 25th anniversary, the page following the title page
states: “To our friends and customers: In this, the twentyfifth year of our existence, we should like to review, for our
patrons, the history of our firm, the founders of the export
trade in Japanese Horticultural, Agricultural, and Forestry
products.
“When in 1870 the Japanese government up the island
of Yesso [Yeso, now named Hokkaido], a Commission of
foreigners was appointed to aid in developing the island.
Mr. Louis Boehmer joined this commission as head of the
Horticultural Department, having been recommended for
this position by Messrs Peter Henderson & Co. of New York.
When this commission was dissolved in 1880, Mr. Boehmer,
who had already seen the possibilities of a trade in Japanese
horticultural products, came to Yokohama, founding in 1882
the firm of Louis Boehmer.
“By 1889 the trade had so increased, that Mr. Boehmer
needed assistance and the present proprietor, Mr. Alfred
Unger, was sent out by the great horticultural firm of
J.C. Schmidt [named Haage & Schmidt by 1900], Erfurt,
Germany, principally to look after the export of Cycas stems,
which just at that time were in great demand. In October,
1892, he was made a partner and the firm of L. Boehmer &
Co. was formed. This partnership lasted until 1896, in which
year Mr. Boehmer died in Blankenburg am Harz, Germany,
where he had gone to recuperate his health.
“Since that date Mr. Unger has been the sole
proprietor...” Address: Nos. 5 and 28 Bluff, Yokohama,
Japan.
1090. Chemical Abstracts. 1907. Serial/periodical. Easton,
Pennsylvania: American Chemical Society (ACS) Chemical
Abstracts Service division (CAS). Vol. 1, No. 1. Jan. 1907.
• Summary: Contains hundreds of excellent Englishlanguage summaries for early soy-related publications from
around the world, plus excellent annual and decennial (tenyear) indexes. Address: Easton, Pennsylvania.
1091. Lindsey, Joseph B.; Holland, E.B.; Smith, P.H. 1907.
Work in animal nutrition. Massachusetts Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 19:96-156. Jan. See p.
116.
• Summary: In 1903 and 1904 young sheep were fed
soybean fodder (Brook’s Medium Green), “grown upon a
twentieth-acre plat which had produced soy beans for two
years previously... The plants were fully podded and the
beans quite well developed, but the foliage was still green...
The soy bean fodder appears to be slightly less digestible
than that of other legumes, due in all probability to the tough,
woody stems which are characteristic of the plant.”
Note the low digestibility of the fiber (43.4%), and the
high digestibility of the protein (81.6%). Address: Ph.D.,

chemist (foods and feeding).
1092. Snyder, Harry. 1907. Forage crops of high, medium
and low protein content. Minnesota Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 101. p. 225-56. Jan.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 235-36)
begins: “Soy beans are generally considered too tender to
be grown in northern latitudes. However, on well manured
soil of southern slope they can be successfully grown.” A
table shows the composition of a sample from a plot used for
feeding sheep. The dry matter contained 19.82% protein and
2.18% fat.
The section titled “Corn fodder and soy beans” (p. 236)
states that this combination “has been proposed for silage
and soiling purposes. Soy beans are characteristically rich in
protein, and corn fodder in carbohydrates.” A mixture of corn
fodder and soy bean plants containing a larger proportion
of soy beans than of corn fodder showed a protein content
of 14.87 per cent, or about as much as is found in clover
hay. The soy beans alone contained 19.82 per cent and the
corn alone 9.54 per cent protein. Address: B.S., Agricultural
Chemistry and Soils, St. Anthony Park, Ramsey County,
Minnesota.
1093. Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. 1907. Catalogue... for
1907. Yokohama, Japan. 90 p. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this English-language catalog is
an illustration of a Kaempfer iris (Iris Kaempferi) blossom.
In the section on “Seeds” (p. 73+) is a subsection (p. 80)
titled “Some vegetable seeds.” The contents (incl. the entry
for “soy bean”) is identical to that in the 1906 catalog, except
that the price per pound of soy bean has decreased to $0.10
and a 9th variety of vegetable seeds is offered: Carrot (long
Japanese).
This catalog contains many changes compared with its
1906 predecessor. The title has changed and, for the first
time, appears on the cover rather than on the Contents page.
A page about the company near the front explains that it was
incorporated in 1890 and now has a telephone number. It has
a new branch office in London at Craven House, Kingsway,
W.C. Cable address: Tigrinum, London. The Index, for the
first time, is in the back of the catalog, and (again, for the
first time) contains an entry for “bean” (p. 80) but not for
“soy.” All other plants are likewise indexed by their common
or scientific / botanical names. Address: P.O. Box No. 72.
Nos. 21-35 Nakamura, Yokohama, Japan. Phone: 509.
1094. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1907. Plant Wood’s garden
seeds: For superior vegetables & flowers (Ad). Washington
Post. Feb. 2. p. 2.
• Summary: “Twenty-eight years experience [i.e., since
about 1879]–our own seed farms, trial grounds–and a large
warehouse capacity give us an equipment that is unsurpassed
anywhere for supplying the best seeds obtainable. Our trade
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in seeds both for the Garden and Farm is one of the largest in
the country.
“We are headquarters for Grass and Clover Seeds, Seed
Oats, Seed Potatoes, Cow Peas, Soja Beans...” Address:
Seedsmen, Richmond, Virginia.
1095. Jones, C.E. 1907. Corn and beans in Virginia. Omaha
World Herald (Nebraska). Feb. 3. p. 6.
• Summary: “I have raised corn and soja beans together
with good results, but my experience on the whole is to
advise farmers not to grow them together. It made the corn
exceedingly hard to cut, as the mass of vegetation was so
heavy that the corn and beans tumbled in every direction
from the heavy winds. I believe it is better on rich soil to
grow each of the crops separately.
“When the land is not so rich and it is not desired to cut
and shock the corn, soja beans can be grown to advantage to
turn hogs or cattle on after the corn is gathered.
“The most satisfactory soja bean that I have tried in
the early yellow variety known as the Hollybrook. They
are some three weeks earlier than the mammot yhellow
[sic, Mammoth Yellow], grow a fine quality of vine and an
excellent yield of seed.”
“And one decided advantage they have over the
mammoth, they do not shell [shatter] so badly after getting
ripe.” Address: Virginia.
1096. Moore, T.M. 1907. Farm correspondence: Cowpeas
and soy beans. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Feb. 11. p.
10.
• Summary: “I have a one-horse farm that I want to plant in
forage crops, as labor is scarce, and I cannot tend it in other
crops. I am thinking of sowing part of it in [cow] peas, but
can’t get peas enough for all of it. Will sojar [sic, soja] beans
make as good forage as cow peas? And will they deposit as
much ammonia [nitrogen] in the land? What time should
they be sown? The land is sandy with black bottoms running
through it... When is the right time to sow peas and beans,
and how should I prepare the land?”
Contains a long, complex answer, which recommends
planting Appler oats (or Burt oats) before soy beans. “Soy
beans make a very good hay, being exceedingly nutritious,
but not so palatable as cowpea hay.” Address: Lumberton,
North Carolina.
1097. Piper, C.V. 1907. Re: Job offer at USDA. Letter to Mr.
W.J. Morse, 402 Huestis St., Ithaca, New York, Feb. 16. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Prof. Thos. F. Hunt has
recommended you for a vacancy which we have in this
office. This position is on Arlington Farm adjacent to the city
here and will involve breeding work with the grasses and
legumes and also testing of a large number of miscellaneous
new forage plants. For the first year the position will pay

$900. I shall be very glad if you will write me directly
in regard to this matter and would appreciate further
information concerning your experience. It will be necessary
to have the appointee on the ground by March 15th.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
concerning William J. Morse and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2020) that uses the word “breeding” (or
“breeder,” etc.) in connection with soybeans.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse. Folder #1–Morse, W.J.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agrostologist, in Charge of
Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
1098. Morse, W.J. 1907. Re: Response to job offer at
USDA. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC, Feb. 20. 2 p. Handwritten, without
signature.
• Summary: See next page. “Dear Sir: Your letter of the 16th
inst. at hand and in reply to same would say that perhaps a
brief account of the nature of the work I have pursued here
at the Cornell College of Agriculture would give you the
information you desire.
“I received my preparatory training at Lowville
Academy [New York], taking the Latin-Scientific course.
I entered the agricultural college [at Cornell] in the fall of
1903. Outside of the prescribed course I have taken botany,
horticulture and agronomy.
“The courses in botany involved the comparative
morphology and physiology of plants; special morphology,
taxonomy, and adaptation of higher plants; organography and
identification of higher plants...; field crops dealing with the
history of production and cultivation, taking practice with
growing and dried specimens, including cereals, grasses,
clovers and other forage crops...”
“At present am doing thesis work upon the impurities of
grass and clover seeds. This work is in such condition now
that I will be able to finish it in from two to three weeks. This
thesis work is optional...”
Note 1. Two days after graduating from Cornell with a
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture degree, Morse went to
work for the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) in the
Division of Forage Crops and Diseases, within the Bureau
of Plant Industry. It was just at this time that the Bureau was
planning to expand its research on soybean cultivation. At
the Bureau, Morse, then age 24, was assigned to work under
Dr. Charles Vancouver Piper (age 40), who was to have an
immense influence on the rest of his life.
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Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2012)
by W.J. Morse.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse. Folder #1–Morse, W.J.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: 402 Huestis St., Ithaca, New
York.
1099. Otago Witness (New Zealand). 1907. Notes and
queries. Feb. 20. p. 47.
• Summary: “Inquirer.–To make Worcestershire sauce mix
together 1½ gallons white wine vinegar, 1 gallon walnut
catsup, 1 gallon mushroom catsup, ½ gallon Maderia
[Madeira] wine, ½ gallon Canton soy [sauce; from China],
2½ pounds moist sugar, 19 ounces salt, 3 ounces powdered
capsicum, 1½ ounces each of pimento and coriander,
l½ ounces chutney, 3/4 ounce each of cloves mace and
cinnamon, and 6½ drams of assafoetida [asafoetida]
dissolved in 1 pint brandy 20 above proof. Boil 2 pounds
hog’s liver for 12 hours in 1 gallon of water, adding water
as required to keep the quantity; then mix the boiled liver
thoroughly with the water; strain it through a coarse sieve.
Add this to the sauce.”
Note: This recipe for Worcestershire sauce contains soy
sauce (Canton soy) as an ingredient.

1100. New York Times. 1907. Latest customs rulings.
Government defeated in Chinese soy case–Other decisions.
Feb. 24. p. 15.
• Summary: “In a decision by Judge Waite the Board of
United States General Appraisers suspended yesterday a
claim filed by Wo On & Co. of New York regarding the
customs classification of Chinese soy [sauce], it being
held that the article was not a ‘sauce’ as claimed by the
Government but is to be considered as an unenumerated
manufactured article within the meaning of the Dingley
tariff.
“The soy, which is used by the Chinese and in American
restaurants for flavoring purposes, was assessed for duty at
the rate of 40 per cent., whereas the importers maintained
20 per cent. as equitable. Some time ago the Government
was defeated in an attempt to assess the higher duty on the
merchandise, but as large quantities of the soy are brought
annually to this country, the Treasury Department concluded
to make a new test,...”
1101. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor).
1907. Formosan sugar. Increased production–governmental
encouragement. No. 2802. p. 5-7. Feb. 25.
• Summary: “Consul Julean H. Arnold writes from Tamsui
[near Taipei, Taiwan] that the production of sugar in Formosa
is increasing year after year. The season for 1906 showed
a production of 159,000,000 pounds of brown sugar and a
total of 178,500,000 pounds of all grades. This is 50 per cent
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greater than the production of 1905, while in eight years the
production of sugar in Formosa has shown a growth of 90
per cent. Formosa sugar is admitted to Japan free of duty,
although an export duty is imposed upon this sugar when
exported from Formosa to foreign countries.” Note: Formosa
was a Japanese colony from 1895 to 1945.
“Improved fertilizers have been introduced. Among
the new fertilizers in use are goose bone dust, Australian
bone dust, and Manchurian bean cake. The importations of
bean cake in 1903 were 154,835 pounds and during 1905,
477,756; pounds. Peanut-oil refuse was also imported for
fertilizing and used to the extent of 149,040 pounds in 1904,
but has not been popular because of its higher cost. It is
expected that the use of artificial fertilizers will continue
to increase as the development of the sugar-cane industry
advances.”
1102. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1907.
Japanese enterprise in Southern Manchuria. No. 2804. p. 16.
Feb. 27.
• Summary: “A clipping from the China Times furnished by
Consul-General W.D. Straight, of Mukden, states that several
prominent Japanese financiers have decided to establish a
company for the manufacture of bean cake in North China.
Factories will be established at Newchwang, Tairen [Dairen],
and three other Manchurian towns, and about 1,500 koku
(7,444 bushels) of beans will be consumed daily. The capital
of the company is to be $2,490,000. Japan is to receive most
of the cake manufactured, the demand in that country for
the product having rapidly increased of late years. The oil
obtained is expected to find a market in Germany, where it is
used in soap manufacture.”
1103. Moore, R.A. 1907. Division of Farm Crops: Plan
of work for the coming year. Wisconsin Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 5:145-70. Feb. See p.
165-67.
• Summary: Experiment No. 8 (p. 165-67) is titled “Soy
beans.” Some background on the crop is given, along with
planting instructions. Then a “Report Blank,” containing
22 questions, is provided so that each farmer who plans to
participate in the experiment may provide detailed feedback
on his results to the station. Questions include: Name of
experimenter. County and state. Date of planting soy beans.
Character of soil. What crop had been grown the previous
year? Yield per acre of marketable beans? Did you use any
bacteria-laden soil for inoculation purposes? Were nodules
noticeable on the roots of the soy beans at any time during
the growing period where such soil was used? Were they
noticeable where the soil was not used? Give in general way
your opinion of soy beans as a seed and forage plant for
Wisconsin.
The section on soy beans begins: “The soy bean was

probably introduced into the United States from Japan about
fifty years ago and has been cultivated with success in the
southern states. In Japan it is used extensively as a human
food, but in this country it is grown for the seed, as a forage
plant, and as a soil renovator. As a forage its use as a soiling
crop is becoming recognized, by stockmen and dairymen,
as it withstands the drought exceptionally well and will give
a good cutting of green forage at the time when other feeds
are shriveled and wilted. Soy beans of the late variety gave
a cutting of 9.9 tons green forage per acre at the Wisconsin
Experiment farm in 1900 and yielded thirty-eight bushels
of seed beans per acre in 1902, and forty bushels per acre in
1903.” Address: Secretary, Madison, Wisconsin.
1104. Wiancko, A.T. 1907. Results of cooperative tests
of varieties of corn, wheat, oats, soy beans and cow peas.
Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 117. p. 367-94. Feb. See p. 390-91.
• Summary: “Introduction: The following pages present a
summary of the results of tests of leading varieties of corn,
oats, winter wheat, soy beans and cow peas conducted for the
Experiment Station by farmers in various parts of the state
during the past year.
“Cooperative experiments of this nature were begun in
a limited way in the year 1903, mostly in charge of young
men who had been students in the School of Agriculture. The
following year it was found that many other farmers desired
to join in the work and the number of experiments was
increased from year to year, as the funds available for the
work permitted, and last year sets of varieties of one or other
of the crops were sent to nearly 600 applicants representing
88 of the 92 counties in the state.
“The objects of these cooperative tests of varieties have
been to determine, by local tests, which varieties would give
the best results under the various soil and climatic conditions,
and to bring leading varieties to the notice of farmers under
conditions where each man could test their relative merits
to his own satisfaction. It was long known that the results of
variety tests conducted on the University Farm at LaFayette,
especially in the case of corn, were not applicable in many
other parts of the state owing to the great differences in local
conditions between widely separated sections. The second
year of the cooperative work showed clearly that, for corn
at least, the state must be divided into several sections, each
of which has its own particular requirements as to varieties
that will give satisfactory results. The map of the state on
page 384 of this bulletin shows the sections into which
the state had to be divided for the purpose of testing the
adaptability of varieties of corn. While the dividing lines are
not so definite as indicated, each section nevertheless has its
own peculiarities, except, perhaps, sections 11 and 12 which
present very similar conditions.”
The section titled “Results of tests of varieties of soy
beans” (p. 390-91) states that in 1906 some 56 tests of
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soy bean varieties were conducted throughout the state
of Indiana. “Of these 47 consisted of the regular sets of
varieties and only 8 satisfactory reports were received.” Two
tables, which occupy a full page (p. 391), show the results
of satisfactory tests in northern and central Indiana, with the
name of each “experimenter,” his post office and county, the
varieties tested, and the yield for each variety (in lbs total dry
matter of the plants, and bushels of grain). The experimenters
in northern Indiana were G.W. Newcomer (Waterloo,
DeKalb Co.), T. Fouts [Taylor Fouts] (Camden, Carroll
County), and C.E. Hatch (Kentland, Newton Co.). Four
varieties were tested. The seed yields (in bushels per acre)
were: Ito San (30.4), Early Brown (31.6), Soy Bean 12399
(31.4), and Ogema [Ogemaw] (16.0). Average: 27.3. Note:
Fouts tested only three varieties: Ito San, Early Brown, and
“Soy Bean 12339.” Since he had the lowest yield for each
variety among the three growers who reported from northern
Indiana, his yields were not included when calculating the
averages.
The growers in central Indiana were W. Essig (Tipton,
Tipton Co.), C. Eichinger (Montmorenci, Tippecanoe Co.),
and the Experiment Station (Lafayette, Tippecanoe Co.).
Four varieties were tested. The seed yields (in bushels per
acre) were: Ito San (27.0), Early Brown (20.0), Ogema
(20.0), Dwarf Early Yellow (18.0).
The Medium Early Yellow does not appear in either
of these tables, but it is discussed on p. 390: “The Medium
Early Yellow is a late maturing variety and probably suitable
only to the southern portion of the state. At the Station it
ripens about October 20, or in about 150 days from time of
planting. It usually requires a severe frost to ripen it. The
freezing however, seems to do little harm to the quality of
the seed. This variety has relatively large plants, with long,
slender stems and branches, and an abundance of foliage,
making it the most suitable variety for feeding green of
making into hay.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) that
mentions Taylor Fouts (of Camden, Carroll County, Indiana),
or any of the Fouts Brothers, in connection with soybeans.
This is also the earliest document seen (April 2001) that
mentions specific soy bean varieties grown by Taylor Fouts.
Address: Agriculturist.
1105. Yamajo Soy Manufacturing Co. 1907. Honolulu-made
soy (Ad). Pacific Commercial Advertiser (Honolulu). March
7. p. 3, col. 5-6.
• Summary: “We undersell the imported Soy because
we pay no duty. It is being used generally throughout the
Islands. Orders solicited from Plantation Managers. Quality
Guaranteed.”
Note 1. The logo is composed of two offset peaks which
form a volcano-like mountain. Beneath these is the Chinese
/ Japanese character jo meaning “under” or “beneath.” Thus,
in Japanese the term Yamajo means “beneath the mountain.”

Note 2. This ad appeared 30-40 times in this newspaper
through April 8, 1907 when it last appeared.
1106. Yamajo Soy Manufacturing Co. 1907. Orders solicited
from plantation managers for Honolulu-made soy by... (Ad).
Hawaiian Gazette (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). March 8. p. 5,
col. 5.
• Summary: “... Yamajo Soy Manufacturing Co. See
advertisement.”
Note: We could not find the advertisement referred to
above; Wayne Dawson (of Tucson, Arizona) looked through
every page of that issue but was unable to find the ad.
1107. Stutzer, A. 1907. Beobachtungen ueber die Wirkung
von Nitrit und von Impferde auf Sojabohnen [Observations
on the effect of nitrite and inoculation soil on soybeans].
Journal fuer Landwirtschaft 55(1-2):78-80. March 11. [1 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Some time ago, I reported about the effect
of nitrite (footnote: Journal für Landwirtschaft [Journal
of Agriculture], vol. 54, p. 125 (1906)) and provided
information that this nitrogen compound has a greatly
disruptive effect upon the germination of red clover as well
as of other plants that do not belong to the family of legumes.
At the same time as with those experiments, the same were
also carried out with the soybean (Sojabohne), about which I
would like to briefly report today.
The soybean is a plant that could not be naturalized in
Germany as a crop plant, mainly for the reason that their
vegetation period is quite long, and the seeds do not always
ripen. Scientifically, the soybean plant has an interest in
several ways, for example, in the fact that they do not form
nodules in our arable and garden soil, because the bacteria in
question are not present in the German cultivated soil.
I have made some experiments with the soybean related
to its nitrogen nutrition. I wish to know, how does nitrite in
comparison to nitrate affect a soybean not forming nodules
under normal conditions and how does inoculating soil, from
China and from Japan, affect the soybean plant under the
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climatic conditions of East Prussia? The experiments were
carried out in 1905 and 1905 partly in containers, partly in
the garden land of our experimental garden.
For the container trials, I used a soil which was made
as low in nitrogen as possible in the preceding year through
the repeated planting of white mustard. Phosphoric acid
and potash were provided in abundance, and other nutrients
were also not lacking. I am grateful to the estates of Mr. A.
Eisenschmidt from Dorpat [today’s Tartu, Estonia] for the
soybean seeds and the inoculation soil. The seeds, which
were sown on May 6, were of a small variety and had a blue
color. They originated from Southern Russia, where this
plant is cultivated from time to time because of its relatively
early maturity.
Every vegetation trial was carried out four times. Trial
series 1 did not receive any nitrogen fertilizer and (as was
also the case with the containers for trial series 2 and 3) did
not receive any inoculation soil. After the consumption of
their reserve substances in the seeds, the plants developed
rather poorly, the leaves turned light yellow and clearly
showed a lack of nitrogen (Stickstoffhunger), in the end
the lower leaves died off, and nodules were not present on
the roots. Trial series 2 and 3 received 0.4 g of N in four
portions, of which 0.1 g was provided two days before the
sowing and 0.3 g gradually during the vegetation period.
With series 2, this was provided as nitrite, and with series 2,
it was provided as nitrate.
Out of consideration of observations that were made
earlier in hydroponics, according to which the seeds of
legumes are sensitive to larger quantities of nitrite, we
provided the first portion not in the form of pure sodium
nitrite, but rather at that time we used a liquid that we had
received from Mr. von Lepel which contained a quantity
of both nitrite and nitrate and which, at the same time, also
came to be applied in trials with oats (see vol. 54, p. 135).
Later, pure sodium nitrite was provided.
Both after the fertilizing with nitrite and after that with
the sodium nitrate, the plants developed lushly. They had
dark green leaves and under the trial conditions that were
selected, no damage from the nitrite occurred. It goes without
saying that no nodules appeared on the roots when they were
pulled out of the soil.
While with the trials that were reported earlier, the
nitrite had a very disadvantageous effect on the germination
process of the small and rapidly germinating seeds of the
red clover, the same effect was not observed with the more
slowly germinating seeds of the soybean which contained a
larger quantity of reserve substances...
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Prof.
1108. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1907.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from December,
1903, to December, 1905. Nos. 9897 to 16796. No. 11. 255

p. March 15. Also titled USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Bulletin No. 97.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida.
11179-11180. “Miscellaneous seed on hand July 1, 1904.
Numbered to facilitate the keeping of record of distribution.
“11179. Early black.
11180. Yellow.”
12399/12400. “From Amherst, Massachusetts. Received
thru the Hatch Experiment Station, December 28, 1904.
“12399. Grown from S.P.I. No. 9407.
“12400. Grown from S.P.I. No. 9408.”
13502/13503. “Seeds transferred April 15, 1905, from
the Office of Grass and Forage Plant Investigations to the
Office of Seed and Plant Introduction and Distribution.
“13502. Ogema [Ogemaw]. Received from Mr. Edward
E. Evans, West Branch, Michigan, May, 1904. (Agrost.
1992.)
“13503. Grown at Arlington Farm, 1904. (Agrost. 9123.)”
14952-14954. “From Shanghai, China. Presented by Mr.
Edward S. Little. Received in May, 1905.
“14952. Black.
“14953. Large yellow.
“14954. Small yellow.”
16789/16790/16796. “From Hangchow, China. Received
thru Mr. Frederick D. Cloud, United States vice-consul,
December 15, 1905.
“16789. Yellow. An oil bean.
“16790. Black. An excellent table bean.
“16796. Black.
“’All of these varieties are largely grown in China and,
as in the case of the yellow soy bean, are very valuable.
The black soy bean is extensively grown in the north for
forage purposes and constitutes the principal article of food
for horses, donkeys, and cattle. It is also a good table bean.
This bean mixed with “kaoliang” (sorghum) seed, chopped
grass, or straw, with a little bran, makes the very best horse
feed. Perhaps the “kaoliang” is the most highly prized of
all forage plants grown in China. No part of the plant goes
to waste. Two or three weeks before the plant matures and
the seed is ripe the farmer strips nearly all the blades from
the plant, ties them in bundles, allows them to cure in the
sun for a few days, and then stacks them away indoors. All
thru the winter these blades are keenly relished by horses
and donkeys. Then the seeds are gathered, combed out, and
marketed. Several varieties of alcohol and wines are made
from these seeds, and the deadly native drink “sam-shu”–at
least one variety of it–is made from “kaoliang” seed. The
seed makes excellent feed for stock of all kinds. The long
stalks are thrown on the thrashing floor, rolled flat by heavy
stone rollers, carefully cleaned of all particles of pith, and
woven into a great variety of mats and matting, suitable for
use on floors, for window shades, or for the roofs of native
houses and sheds. These stalks are also extensively used
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for fuel by the farming class. It is a most valuable crop and
may be found thru-out all the northern provinces. Not grown
much as far south as Hang-chow.
“’The yellow bean (16789) is the “bean cake” bean so
extensively grown in the Manchurian provinces and is a most
valuable crop. May be grown southward, but flourishes best
in colder latitudes.’ (Cloud.)” Address: Washington, DC.
1109. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1907.
Our mail bag: Japanese vegetable milk. March 16. p. 7.
• Summary: A condensed vegetable milk has been prepared
by Professor Katayama of the Imperial Agricultural College,
Tokio, but it is not yet a commercial article.
“It is prepared from soy beans, and the liquid is said
to be very similar in appearance to cows milk, having a
yellowish color and an agreeable taste which would be quite
like the product but for a slight odor of beans.”
1110. Piper, C.V. 1907. Re: Cowpeas and soy beans sent to
Indiana. Letter to Prof. A.T. Wiancko at Agricultural College,
Lafayette, Indiana, March 27. 2 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy). [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Wiancko: I am in receipt of your
letter of the 15th instant asking that we again supply you
with seed of several varieties of cowpeas.” “My assistant,
Mr. H.T. Nielsen, is going to devote the greater part of his
time this season towards gathering data on the cowpea
industry, especially as regards harvesting and threshing
and any suggestions you may have to offer, will be of great
assistance to him in prosecuting this line of work.”
“Bulletin #117 [titled “Results of cooperative tests of
varieties of corn, wheat, oats, soy beans and cow peas.”
Feb. 1907] from your Station has just reached us and I am
pleased to notice the results of cowpeas and soybeans tested
therein...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agrostologist, in Charge of
Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
1111. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1907.
Utilisation of the soy bean. 5(1):86-87. [2 ref]
• Summary: “The plant yielding the “soy bean” (Glycine
soja) has of late received much attention at the hands of
agriculturists in tropical countries on account of its value as
a green manure. The bean itself has long been employed in
the East as a vegetable and food-stuff, and has been imported
in large quantities into European countries, principally for

use as a feeding-stuff for animals. It is also an important
ingredient in Indian soy, which forms the basis of chutney.
More recently the introduction of the extraction of cheaper
methods for the extraction of fixed oils by the use of solvents
has made it possible to utilise such materials as the soy bean,
which contains only 10 per cent. of fixed oil, as a source of
oil, and considerable quantities are now used in the United
Kingdom in this way.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2016) that uses the term “solvents” (or “solvent”)
in connection with the crushing of soybeans to give oil and
meal.
Also discusses briefly the preparation of soymilk and
tofu in Japan.
1112. Chaon, Jean de. 1907. Soya [Soya]. In: Claude Augé,
ed. 1907. Larousse mensuel illustré: revue encyclopédique
universelle. Paris: Larousse. [Fre]
• Summary: Mentions Li Yu-Ying, China, soymilk (le lait
vegetal) which contains, in effect, a large proportion of
legumine or vegetal caseine. When treated with a mineral
salt, the soymilk coagulates, just like real milk, and, after
being drained, gives a cheese (called tofu {to-fou}), which
plays a very important role in the diet of the Chinese and the
Japanese. The tofu, whose cost is minimal, is one of many
popular culinary preparations, and it is generally consumed
fresh, but the Chinese also preserve it, either by salting or
smoking it. When fermented, tofu is similar to Roquefort
cheese; when smoked, it is more like gruyere cheese. The
whey, obtained in the production of tofu, is used for fattening
livestock. And the stems of the plant, the pods, and their
seeds are also used as forage. The soybean is therefore a
plant which French agriculture could use to its benefit as a
leguminous forage.
An illustration (non-original) shows the upper part of a
soybean plant, with a pod and flower nearby. Address: Paris,
France.
1113. Very Dwarf Brown: New U.S. domestic soybean
variety. 1907. Seed color: Brown.
• Summary: Sources: Wiancko, A.T.; Fisher, M.L. 1907.
“Soy beans, cow peas, and other forage crops.” Indiana
(Purdue) Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 120. p. 437-460.
March. See p. 451-53. Table III (p. 451), titled “Results of
soy bean variety tests, 1903-1906” shows that Very Dwarf
Brown, which was tested in all four years, had the lowest
average yield (9.5 bushels/acre; range: 4.8 to 12.6 bu/acre) of
any of the 12 varieties tested. A description of this variety (p.
452-53) states: “Very Dwarf Brown.–Foliage medium green,
rather scant. Stems stout, 12 to 18 inches high, upright,
with a few short branches. Pods abundant, on main stem,
and close to ground. Beans brown, ovoid in shape, 166 per
ounce. Seed coat is easily rubbed off in handling, giving
beans a speckled appearance. Beans ripen about August 18,
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or in about 90 days. Ripe pods shatter easily of their own
accord and much seed is lost in harvesting, even with the
greatest care.”
Grantham, Arthur E. 1908. “Report of the agronomist
for the season of 1907.” Delaware Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 81. 20 p. March 1. See p. 12-15. A table titled
“Hay test of soy beans” (p. 13) shows that Very Dwarf
Brown yielded 6,875 pounds of hay per acre. The hay was
cut on 21 Sept. 1907. The average height of the plants was
38 inches. A second table titled “Soy beans seed test” (p. 14)
shows that Very Dwarf Brown yielded 11.5 bushels/acre. the
source of the seed was the USDA.
Wiancko, A.T.; Cromer, C.O. 1920. “Soybeans in
Indiana.” Indiana (Purdue) Agric. Exp. Station. No. 238. 15
p. March. See p. 14. Table IV (p. 14-15) gives a “Summary
of results of tests of varieties of soybeans for seed and hay
production, 1903-1919.” Very Dwarf Brown was tested from
1903 to 1907. Days required to mature: 91. Color of seed:
Brown. Average yield of grain: 10.4 bushels/acre. Address:
USA.
1114. Wiancko, Alfred T.; Fisher, Martin L. 1907. Soy
beans, cow peas, and other forage crops. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 120. p. 437460. March.
• Summary: Contents: Part I–Soy beans and cow peas.
Historical. Uses and value. Composition and digestible
nutrients. Culture. Cost of production. Results of tests
of varieties of soy beans (1903-1906), and cow peas.
Descriptions of varieties of soy beans and cow peas: Soy
beans (with the yearly and average yields in bushels per
acre over 4 years)–Ito San (21.0), Early Brown (21.5), Olive
Medium (14.6), Very Dwarf Brown (9.5), Ogemaw (11.3),
Medium Early Black (18.0), Early Black (14.8), Medium
Green (22.2), Medium Early Yellow (20.2), Hankow, Dwarf
Early Yellow, Soy Bean 12399.
The cost of producing soy beans and cow peas, acre
for acre, “will generally be very little different from that for
corn when the crops are planted in rows and cultivated. The
chief difference will be in the cultivation, which will be a
little higher on account of the closer spacing of rows. With
the proper machinery, other operations will cost about the
same as for corn. As to the value per acre, both crops should
generally compare favorably with corn.”
Part II–Miscellaneous forage crop notes. Photos show:
(1) A patch of soy beans ready for threshing (title page). (2)
A full grown soy bean plant with roots (p. 440). (3) A man
standing in a field of soy beans, which are about 32 inches
high (p. 446). Tables show: (1) Results of experiments in
methods of planting soy beans for seed production, 19041906 (p. 445). (2) Results of soy bean variety test by yield,
1903-1906 (p. 451).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Very Dwarf Brown. Address: 1.

B.S.A., Agriculturist; 2. B.S., Asst. Agriculturist.
1115. Piper, C.V. 1907. Re: Late maturing soybeans and
cowpeas. Letter to Prof. J.F. Duggar, Experiment Station,
Auburn, Alabama, April 1. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Duggar: As you are interested in
late maturing soybeans and cowpeas, I am wondering if you
are in a position to handle a very small amount of Hankow
soybeans #6559. We have only 1½ ounces of seed of this
which was secured at Arlington [Farm; Virginia] last year,
and as it does not usually mature here I thought it would be
advisable to have a try it as it gives some promise as a hay
crop. Kindly advise me at your earliest convenience if you
wish to grow this small amount of seed. We also have a small
amount of Indian cowpea (Vigna catayang) [sic, catyang],
#8687. I think you had a plot of this last year, but that it
failed to mature seed...
“I would appreciate it if you can find it convenient to let
us know about this matter soon.
Yours very truly, Agrostologist.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist.
1116. Piper, C.V. 1907. Leguminous crops for green
manuring. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 278. 27 p. April 3.
See p. 19-21.
• Summary: Largely a favorable comparison with cow peas.
The section titled “Soy Beans: (p. 19-21) states: “Soy beans
(fig. 6) are adapted to a much wider range of climate than
cowpeas, being grown successfully even in Ontario [Canada]
and Massachusetts. As a forage crop soy beans have some
points of superiority over cowpeas, the hay being somewhat
easier to cure and richer in protein. The seed is also cheaper
than that of cowpeas, usually costing only two-thirds as
much. This is principally due to the fact that the seed can
readily be harvested by machinery. It also has an advantage
in that the seeds are but little affected by weevils. On these
accounts soy beans are preferred by an increasing number
of farmers in the South. Soy beans, however, are not able to
compete with weeds as successfully as cowpeas, and on this
account the best results are obtained by planting in rows, so
that they may be cultivated. There is considerable difficulty
experienced at first in obtaining tubercles on the roots of soy
beans, but when once these have appeared in a particular
piece of ground there is no further trouble. Apparently,
soy beans have a greater power than cowpeas to absorb
atmospheric nitrogen through their roots (fig. 7).
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“In an investigation conducted at the Michigan
Agricultural Experiment Station it was found that inoculated
soy beans were enabled to add per acre 37.57 pounds
of nitrogen provided from the air. (See p. 11.) At the
Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station soy beans used
as green manure gave nearly as good results as cowpeas, as
determined by subsequent crops of wheat, oats, cotton, and
corn. With cotton, the soy bean vines produced a larger yield
of cotton than cowpea vines, but the cowpea stubble gave
a larger yield than the soy bean stubble. With corn, cowpea
stubble and soy bean stubble yielded the same results, while
soy bean vines gave better results than the cowpea vines.
With oats, the results were slightly in favor of the cowpeas. It
is not improbable that the variation in results may be largely
due to variation in the amounts of atmospheric nitrogen
added by the legumes to the different plats. Those that were
most heavily tubercled would add the most nitrogen.”
Illustrations show (p. 19-20): (1) A soy bean plant with
an inset of enlarged pods (non-original; from Carrière 1880).
(2) Roots of soy bean plant with nodules (not original).
Contents of the whole: Inoculation. Sources of soil
nitrogen. Loss of soil nitrogen. Composition of green-manure
crops. Green manuring compared with feeding. Orchard
cover crops. Crops to follow green manures. The choice of a
green-manure crop. The principal green-manure crops: Red
clover, Cowpeas, Soybeans, Velvet beans, Crimson clover,
Sweet clover, Canada peas, Vetches, Tangier peas. Address:
Agrostologist, in Charge of Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed
and Plant Introduction and Distribution, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC.
1117. Duggar, J.F. 1907. Re: Late maturing soybeans and
cowpeas. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture,
Washington, DC, April 4. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir:–Replying to your letter of April 1st
I would say that we shall be very glad to plant the small
package of Hankow soybeans No. 6559. I shall also be glad
again to try the Indian cowpea (Vigna catyang) No. 8667.
Your recollection is correct that this plant failed to produce
seed her last year, but by planting earlier we may have better
success next time.
“Please accept my thanks for the six small lots of
peanuts referred to in your letter of April 1st as having been
sent to me.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Prof. of Agriculture,

Experiment Station, Alabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn,
Alabama.
1118. Wiancko, A.T. 1907. Re: Cow peas and soy beans in
Indiana. Letter to C.V. Piper, Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, April 6. 2 p. Typed, with signature
on letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear sir:–I have yours of the 27th. ultimo,
concerning cow peas, and the seeds you sent use were
received a couple of days ago.”
“The experiments reported in bulletin number 117, were
conducted on tenth acre plots of each variety, and harvesting
was in most cases done with a scythe, and thrashing with
a flail. In our work here we find an ordinary mower, with
a side-delivery attachment, a very satisfactory machine for
harvesting either cow peas or soy beans. Under separate
cover I am sending you a bulletin which gives our experience
with these crops in the last few years.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agriculturist, Purdue Univ.
Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
1119. Ballard, Walter J. 1907. Far Eastern progress. Los
Angeles Times. April 11. p. II4.
• Summary: “The South Manchuria Railway Company is
buying 150 locomotives and other railway equipment and
supplies, to the aggregate value of $5,000,000. Apply to the
Bureau of Manufactures, Washington, D.C., for the names of
Japanese forms holding the specifications.”
“Japanese enterprise is establishing [soy] bean-cake
factories in Manchuria–the land of beans. The capital of the
company is $2,490,000. Most of the cake manufactured will
be sent to Japan, and the oil to Germany, to be used in soap
manufacture.”
Note. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2014) that mentions the South Manchuria
Railway or the South Manchuria Railway Co. in a document
that also mentions soy.
1120. Scotsman (Edinburgh). 1907. Manchuria. April 17. p.
7.
• Summary: “The North China Herald announces that the
South Manchuria Railway was to be handed over to the
Company by the Military Administration on 31st March. The
Company then propose to carry out the extensive alterations
and improvements. The landing pier at Tairen [Dairen] will
be rebuilt and a railway station will be placed alongside.
An electric crane will be erected on the pier to facilitate the
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discharging and loading of the cargo. The relaying of the
rails to standard gauge for a distance of more than 400 miles
is expected to occupy about one year.”
1121. Klobb, T.; Bloch, A. [Armand-Aron]. 1907. Sur
le phytostérol du soja [On the phytosterol in soybeans].
Bulletin de la Societe Chimique de France (Paris/Bayeux)
1-2(8):422-28. April 20. 4th Series. (Chem. Abst. 1:2109).
[10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Reaction of Hesse.
Reaction of Hesse-Salkowsky. Reaction of Liebermann.
Reaction of Hirschsohn. Benzoate. Acetate. Questions and
conclusion.
Thanks to the work of Levallois, Pellet, Stingl and
Morawsky, Meissl and Böcker, to cite only the main ones,
the chemical composition of soybean seeds is well known.
However Meissl and Böcker are the only ones who have
reported the existence of a cholestérine in the oil extracted
from the seed, and this cholestérine has not been the object
of any special research. The authors were content to add
that 100 gm of the ether extract contained about 90% lipids
(corps gras) and 5-10% of the combination of lecithin
(lécithine), wax, cholestérine, and resin (résine).
Since one of the authors has brought back from China
a certain quantity of soybeans, they propose to extract this
cholestérine and identify it, if possible, with other substances
(as from animals) already obtained.
The research was conducted on three types of soybeans
regularly consumed by the people of Petchili [today’s
Hebei]: (1) Yellow seeded, 8-10 mm long by 6-7 mm wide,
globular in shape; (2) Black seeded, 5-8 mm long by 4-5
mm wide, flattened; (3) Light-green seeded, of the same
dimensions as the preceding but more flattened. These three
varieties gave us the same product [cholestérine].
The three soybean varieties were ground, then the oil
was extracted with various solvents, including ether and
chloroform. By measuring the power of rotation of the
phytosterols of soya it was shown that their rotation was
similar to (but 2 degrees different from) the ether-extracted
sitosterine of Hesse, and various phytosterols extracted
with chloroform from other oilseeds by other researchers
(including Jacobson, Hesse, and Gèrard). Extraction with
acetates and benzoates showed similar differences.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020)
stating that soybeans contain phytosterols.
The chemical formula, and solubilities are given.
After drying at 110ºC it contained 83.36% carbon and
11.80% hydrogen. It is very soluble in chloroform, carbon
tetrachloride, and ether, and not very soluble in cold alcohol
compared with warm alcohol. The substance crystallizes in
the latter solvent in beautiful elongated thin hexagonal plates
(lamelles). The power of rotation is left.
The cholestérine from soybeans is compared with that
from animals dissolved in acetate. The acetate of soya sterol

(sojastérol) is more soluble in alcohol at 95ºC than in pure
alcohol; it is very soluble in other solvents. Many constants
are recorded. One question now arises: Is the phytostérol
from soya identical to that of Hesse or to the other bodies
of this family? Rotary powers in ether and chloroform are
compared. Many questions remain unanswered. In summary,
we find ourselves always in the presence of two hypotheses
which are diametrically opposed.
While waiting for a decision on the correct hypothesis, it
seems suitable to give the alcohol soluble fraction of soya a
particular name, such as “soyasterol” (le sojastérol).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
concerning the presence of a sterol in soybeans. Webster’s
Dictionary defines sterol (a word first used in 1913) as “any
of various solid steroid alcohols (as cholesterol) widely
distributed in animal and plant lipids.” Webster’s Dictionary
defines steroid (a word first used in about 1926) as “any
of numerous compounds containing a 17-carbon 4-ring
system and including the sterols and various hormones and
glycosides.” Webster’s Dictionary defines glycoside (a word
first used in 1930) as “any of numerous sugar derivatives
that contain a nonsugar group attached through an oxygen
or nitrogen bond and that on hydrolysis yield a sugar (as
glucose).”
1122. Corbett, L.C. 1907. Beans. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)
No. 289. 28 p. April 30. See p. 7.
• Summary: The following types of beans are discussed:
Broad beans (Vicia faba), kidney or haricot beans (Phaseolus
vulgaris), lima or sugar beans (Phaseolus lunatus), Dolichos
beans (“Two familiar examples of the Dolichos group
[genus Dolichos]... are known as the Hyacinth bean and the
Asparagus, or French Yard-Long, bean”), soy beans, scarlet
runner beans (Phaseolus multiflorus), velvet or banana beans
(Mucuna utilis), and cowpeas (Vigna sinensis).
“Soy beans.–The soy, or soja, bean (Glycine hispida),
while for generations known and much appreciated in Japan,
is a comparatively recent introduction into the United States,
and its cultivation has not as yet become general. In Japan
it is a valuable food for man as well as for stock, but in the
United States it has received little attention for purposes
other than the production of forage for cattle and swine. It is
destined, however, to become a very important agricultural
product in many sections of the United States, both as a grain
and forage crop.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2003) that uses the term “Hyacinth bean.” This is
also the earliest document seen (April 2003) published in the
USA that mentions hyacinth beans together with soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2009) that uses the term “sugar beans” to refer
to lima beans. Address: Horticulturist, in Charge of the
Arlington Exp. Farm, Bureau of Plant Industry [USDA].
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1123. Suzuki, Tozaburo. 1907. Apparatus for brewing soy.
British Patent 9,995. Date of application: 30 April 1907. 5 p.
Accepted: 3 Oct. 1907. 4 drawings.
• Summary: See next 2 pages. “This invention relates to
improvements in apparatus for brewing soy... The object of
this improvement is to provide auxiliary means for quickly
changing the temperature of the tanks, said means being
also adapted to act as a substitute for the closed chamber
for effecting or giving the contents of the tanks a uniform
temperature and also acting if desired in conjunction with
said chamber for regulating the temperature of said tanks.
In the brewing of soy the question of temperature is very
important...”
“The novelty of this invention consists in combining
with an apparatus, comprising a brewing tank, means for
applying a constant temperature thereto, and means for
constantly stirring the contents of the tank, an auxiliary
means or arrangement whereby the temperature of the
contents of the tank may be quickly changed.”
Four illustrations depict the apparatus. Address: No. 401
Jibeishinden, Sunamura, Minami-Katsushika, Tokio [Tokyo],
Japan.
1124. Suzuki, Tozaburo. 1907. Appareil pour brasser la sauce
dite Soy [Apparatus for brewing soy sauce]. French Patent
377,294. April 30. 5 p. Application filed 6 July 1907. 4
drawings. [Fre]
• Summary: This patent and its drawings are similar to
Suzuki’s British Patent No. 9,995 of 1907. Address: Japan.
1125. Delwiche, E.J. 1907. Report on the northern substations for 1906. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 147. 48 p. April. See p. 8-10, 39.
• Summary: Wisconsin has four Northern Sub-Stations
located near Ashland, Iron River, Bayfield, and Superior. The
Iron River Sub-Station, situated on red sandy soil, is in the
far upper northwest corner of Wisconsin at about 46.5º north
latitude. This is farther north than most soybeans are grown.
In section 1 titled “The experiments on sandy soils,–
Iron River” (p. 4+) the subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 8-10)
begins: “Soy beans were tried with two objects in view,–first,
to get a fodder crop rich in protein, and which furnishes a
good quantity of hay or grain the first season sown. Second,
to increase the supply of nitrogen in the soil.”
Soy bean hay was fed to horses in combination with
corn stover with good results. “It is not certain whether it
will be possible to ripen soy beans at this latitude... It is
likely that the soy bean may be used as a substitute for clover
in case the latter should fail to catch.
The section titled “Notes on green manuring crops”
contains a subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 39). “The crop
came up well but suffered from drought in the month of
July. It was also thought that the plants were suffering from
a lack of nitrogen, for they turned yellow in many places.

No nodules were found on the roots of the beans, although
careful examination was made for them. It is evident the
soil needed inoculation.” Address: Superintendent, Northern
Wisconsin Agricultural Sub-Stations.
1126. Funatsu, T. 1907. On different forms of phosphoric
acid in press cakes. Bulletin of the College of Agriculture,
Tokyo Imperial University 7(3):457-59. April. [Eng]
• Summary: This article begins: “Since refuse press cakes
are frequently used as manure, it is of some importance
to determine the amounts of phosphoric acid present in
different forms, as the availability for plants differs very
much in different compounds.” The soybean cake used
extensively as manure in Japan is imported from Manchuria.
A table (p. 458) gives the percentage of phosphoric acid
in three different oilseed cakes: Soybean cake, cotton seed
cake, and rape cake, with herring guano used for comparison.
In soybean cake: Total phosphoric acid 1.38%. Phosphoric
acid as lecithin 0.17%. Phosphoric acid as nuclein 0.23%.
Phosphoric acid soluble in dilute (4%) hydrochloric acid
0.98%.
In soybean cake, the relative amounts of phosphoric acid
(so that the total = 100%) are: Phosphoric acid as lecithin
12.4%. Phosphoric acid as nuclein 16.5%. Phosphoric acid
soluble in dilute (4%) hydrochloric acid 71.0%.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soybean cake” to refer
to ground, defatted soybeans.
1127. Inomata, Yoshio. 1907. Shôyu ni hitaseru pesto nezumi
shikabane chû pesto kin no unmei ni tsuite [On the fate of
pest bacillus and pest bacillus in the corpse of a rat (killed by
the bacillus) which was soaked in shoyu]. Saikingaku Zasshi
(Bacteriology) No. 142. p. 576-83. April. [Jap]
Address: Wakayama-ken Dai Yon-bu Saikinshitsu.
1128. Moorhouse, L.A. 1907. Cowpeas and soy beans.
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 74.
22 p. April. [3 ref]
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• Summary: Discusses: Adaptations of the crops to
Oklahoma conditions, their place in the rotation, their
importance to the stockman farmer, their chemical
composition, harvesting methods and machinery, cowpea
and soy bean yields (in tons of hay and bushels of grain).
“The following varieties of soy beans have been grown
successfully in sections of the country where the season is
much shorter than the growing period in Oklahoma: Medium
Green, Early White, Ito San, Medium Yellow, and Black (p.
12).
“In 1904 cowpeas and soy beans were grown side by
side in general farm work, not only on bottom land but also
on upland soil... The bottom land was seeded on May 5

and the upland on June 30 (p. 14-16). A table (p. 16) shows
cowpea and soy bean yields Soy beans yielded 9.90 and 9.45
bushels of seed per acre, and 0.70 and 0.61 tons of hay per
acre, for bottom land and upland areas, respectively.
An illustration (line drawing, p. 18) shows the “Miller
Bean Harvester,” courtesy of the LeRoy Plow Company,
LeRoy, New York. The text states: “Harvesting machinery
has undergone a remarkable improvement within the last
decade. Machines have been and are being constructed for
handling every crop of economic importance that is grown
upon the American farm today. To this end the bean harvester
has been evolved in order to enable the bean grower in the
northeastern states to handle his crop with greater ease. This
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type of machine is efficient in its work and can be used to
advantage in harvesting the cowpea and the soy bean in the
south. There are at least ten or a dozen types of this machine
on the market at the present time and they can be purchased
at the nominal cost of $25.00.”
Concerning threshing: “The soy bean is not as brittle
as the cowpea, hence the grain can be threshed quite readily
with a machine...”
Summary (p. 21): “As forage crops, the cowpea and soy
bean should be given a conspicuous place in the rotation. The
grain and forage furnish nitrogenous material for the ration,
which is used in feeding the live stock of the farm.”
Note: The “Station Staff” are listed at the beginning of
the Bulletin. W.L. Burlison, B.S., is Assistant Agronomist. In
a 1943 letter Burlison wrote: “Personally I first worked with
soybeans in 1903 at the Oklahoma Station...” Note that the
soy beans in this study were first grown in 1904. Address:
B.S.A., M.S., Agronomist, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
1129. Suzuki, Umetaro; Aso, Keijiro; Mitarai, Harukichi.
1907. Shôyu no seibun ni tsuite [On the constituents of
soy-sauce]. Tokyo Kagaku Kaishi (J. of the Tokyo Chemical
Society) 28(4):363-407. April. [2 ref. Jap]
• Summary: An analysis of the chemical composition
of Japanese soy sauce. It is very difficult to isolate the
various protein decomposition products and to understand
the complex chemical changes that occur during shoyu
fermentation. Tables show the composition of both soybeans
and wheat. Address: 1-2. Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
1130. Harmand, M.J. 1907. L’agriculture japonaise [Japanese
agriculture]. Revue Scientifique (La) 7(18):545-52. May 4.
Series 5. See p. 550-551. [Fre]
• Summary: Pages 550-51: Let me say a few words about the
papilionaceae [legume family], the most important of which
is the soybean (haricot soja), or, more exactly Glycine soja.
In France, we have been very much involved with
this plant for the past 25 or 30 years. It is distinguished
by containing a rather large proportion of fatty matter
(matiere grasse) and protein (caséine) in its seeds. In Japan
it occupies a rather large area of land but it is not consumed
only as a legume. It is used principally to make a sauce or
condiment, shoyu (le soyou [sic]); the popularity of Japanese
cuisine explains its universal usage. It is a liquid having a
beautiful brown color, and with a unique fragrance and taste,
appreciated even by Europeans, but considered a necessity
by the Japanese. It is made by a fermentation process
analogous to that used for making saké, and which is rather
well known. In China, it is used to make a veritable cheese
[fermented tofu]. In Japan, it is never used in this way, but
fresh soy flour [sic] (avec la farine, à l’état frais) is used to
make a type of white cakes called tofu (tofou), which is very
widely consumed. Address: Ambassador.

1131. Titchkert, Oberst V. 1907. Fahrende Kochherde im
Kriege [Traveling stoves in war]. Neue Freie Presse (Vienna)
No. 15537. May 4. p. 23. Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: Whether they [the Japanese soldiers] also
receive in the field the famous Japanese sauce for roasts and
fish that is obtained through fermentation from soybeans
(Soyabohnen) and roasted barley is not known. With us,
dried onion (Dörrzwiebel) would be recommended as a
seasoning.
Note: The article concludes with a discussion of the use
of a mess car on a train, the allocation of its cost, and how
the Americans quickly built factories for them in the 1880s.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
1132. Sydney Mail (Australia). 1907. Interesting
experiments. May 22. p. 1298, col. 2.
• Summary: Describes experiments at the West Virginia
experiment station in the United States to see if the flavour of
eggs could be improved by changing the feed. “... cow peas,
soy beans, peanuts, and sunflower seed” were among the
grains fed.
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in West Virginia. This document
contains the 2nd earliest date seen (May 1907) for soybeans
in West Virginia. The source of these soybeans is unknown.
They were probably grown in West Virginia, but we cannot
be sure.
1133. Ball, Carleton R. 1907. Soy bean varieties. USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 98. 30 p. + 5 plates.
May 27.
• Summary: This publication started a new system for
naming soybeans, giving them common names such as
Buckshot, Ogemaw, and Ito San.
Contents: Origin and introduction of the soy bean.
Variability. Classification: Key to the varieties. Descriptions
of the varieties (23–including the source of the name and
the numbers and sources of lots grown, incl. Agrost. No.
and S.P.I. No.): Black-seeded group (Buckshot, Nuttall,
Kingston, Ebony, Flat King, Riceland), Brown-seeded group
(Ogemaw, Eda, Baird, Brownie), Mottled-seeded group
(Hankow {with patch or saddle, and usually eccentric lines
or stripes outside the patch}, Meyer), Green-seeded group
(Samarow, Guelph), Greenish-yellow-seeded group (Yosho,
Haberlandt, Tokyo {incl. Best Green}), Yellow-seeded group
(Ito San {“It has long and widely sold under the names,
‘Yellow,’ ‘Early Yellow,’ ‘Early White,’ etc.”}, Manhattan,
Butterball, Amherst, Hollybrook, Mammoth). List of
synonyms.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
containing a list and descriptions of early U.S. soybean
varieties. Details on each of the 23 individual varieties
discussed by Ball are given in separate records in this
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database with titles of the format “Buckshot: New U.S.
domestic soybean variety” (for Buckshot).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
which tries to standardize early soybean varietal names /
nomenclature to prevent confusion.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Feb. 2019) that uses the word “mottled” or the word
“mottling” or the word “stripes” to describe the color of
soybean seeds. Note that both the mottled Hankow and
Meyer varieties came from China.
“Classification: The first separation of the numerous
forms or agricultural varieties of this species will naturally
be through the colors of the seeds. The varieties having
seeds of the solid colors black and yellow are by far the
most numerous and most striking. The greens and browns
are much less common and are also very variable in shade.
The browns are of various shades of reddish brown and are
also closely related to the mottled group. The yellows vary
commonly into greenish shades, and any line drawn between
the yellow and greenish yellow is only arbitrary. The yellows
also vary into paler shades, and some have even been called
‘white’ in Japan. This is most noticeable in old seeds, but

is never carried farther than pale yellow. It seems likely
that none of the legumes commonly cultivated in Japan can
have pure white seeds, like our navy beans for example, or
the term ‘white’ would never be applied to a pale-yellow
form. All yellow soy beans gradually turn paler with age
for at least three to four years, although some varieties are
originally paler than others. Although the black group shows
more variation in the size of the seeds, the yellow is much
more variable in color shades... Figure 1 shows an attempt to
represent graphically the relationships and importance of the
various color groups.” Six color groups are recognized and
described herein.
Distribution numbers: Part I is “serial numbers under
which soy beans were distributed by the former Division of
Agrostology, with the name of the variety to which each has
been referred.” Part II is a “list of the serial numbers under
which soy beans have been distributed by the Office of Seed
and Plant Introduction and Distribution, with the name of
the variety to which each is referred in this bulletin. Several
S.P.I. numbers representing soy beans not studied by the
writer are not included in the list. 3870–Hollybrook. 4285–
Mammoth. 4912–Hollybrook. 4913–Amherst. 4914–Tokyo.
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5764–Hollybrook,” etc. up to “17852–Meyer.”
Note 4. One variety was often introduced several
different times under different S.P.I. numbers, and that many
varieties have an “Agrostology No.” [Number] separate from
their S.P.I. number. Description of plates.
“Origin and introduction of the soy bean (p. 7-8): The
soy bean (Glycine hispida (Moench.) Maxim.) is an annual
leguminous plant from the Orient. Its native home is said to
be from southern Japan southward through eastern China
and Indo-China to Java. In China and Japan it has been in
cultivation for many centuries, certainly since before the
beginning of the Christian era. In those countries it is easily
the most important legume grown, and in some provinces
it is the most important of all crops. Owing, perhaps, to
the almost complete isolation of that part of the Orient, its
cultivation spread only slowly to other lands. It is now grown
to some extent in India, but its introduction there seems to
be of recent date. It reached Europe probably in the latter
part of the eighteenth century, and its arrival in England is
credited to 1790. For several decades it was grown merely as

a curiosity in botanic and private gardens. Investigation
of the economic value of this plant began more than
thirty years ago in Europe, rather earlier than in this
country, but the soy bean has not yet attained any great
prominence there.
“The soy bean has been known in the United States
for more than three-quarters of a century. In the New
England Farmer of October 22, 1829, Thomas Nuttall
wrote of its possibilities as a crop for this country. For
many years it was grown only in gardens as a curious
plant from the Far East. The Perry expedition to Japan
in 1853 brought back two varieties, a yellow and a red
sort [azuki?], which were tested here in a limited way.
“During the last twenty years the soy bean has
been the subject of many experiments to determine its
agricultural value and adaptations. The agricultural
experiment stations of Kansas and Massachusetts were
pioneers in these investigations and seed was imported
directly from Japan by both stations. Through these
efforts considerable interest was aroused, and two or
three varieties soon became available commercially.
The number of forms and varieties in this country was
further increased by additional importations made by
enterprising seedsmen. Since 1898 the Office of Seed
and Plant Introduction of the United States Department
of Agriculture has secured from seven different
countries of the old world no less than 65 different lots
of soy bean seeds, representing about twenty varieties.”
Page 2 lists the 28 people and divisions in the
Bureau of Plant Industry. Beverly T. Galloway is chief
of the Bureau. Merton B. Waite and Irwin F. Smith are
pathologists. Walter T. Swingle is physiologist in charge
of plant life history investigations. Mark A. Carleton
is cerealist in charge of grain investigations. David
Fairchild is in charge of seed and plant introduction.
Charles V. Piper is agrostologist in charge of forage crop
investigations. Palemon H. Dorsett is pathologist in charge of
the plant introduction garden, Chico, California.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011)
that mentions Palemon H. Dorsett in connection with plant
introduction or with soy beans.
List of synonyms (p. 27): Adzuki = Ito San. Black =
Buckshot. Brown Eda Mame = Eda. Crossbred No. 6 =
Ogemaw. Early Black = Buckshot. Early Green = Guelph.
Early Japan = Butterball. Early White = Ito San. Early
Yellow = Ito San. Extra Early Black = Buckshot. Green
= Guelph. Green Samarow = Samarow. Hollybrook =
Hollybrook [sic]. Ito San = Ito San [sic]. Japanese No. 15 =
Kingston. Kaiyuski Daizu = Ito San. Kiyusuki Daidzu = Ito
San. Kysuki = Ito San. Large Black = Buckshot. Late Yellow
= Mammoth. Mammoth Yellow = Mammoth. Medium Black
= Buckshot. Medium Early Black = Buckshot. Medium
Early Green = Guelph. Medium Green = Guelph, Ogema
= Ogemaw. Southern = Mammoth. Yellow = Mammoth.
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Yellow Eda Mame = Ito San.
A color illustration (frontispiece, facing the title page)
shows one or two views of the seeds of 22 different soy
bean varieties, lined-up and numbered. Diagrams show: The
probable relationships of the different groups of soy beans
(block style; p. 10).
The number of days required to reach maturity and the
height of the plant in inches, with averages, for each variety
of soy bean (graph plot; p. 13).
The 1st plate, facing the title page, showing the seeds
of 22 soybean varieties, is in color. Four full-page photos at
the end show the pods (side view) and seeds (side and front
views) of (typically) five soybean varieties.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the following soybean varieties: Amherst,
Baird, Brown Eda Mame, Brownie, Buckshot, Butterball,
Ebony, Eda, Flat King, Guelph, Haberlandt, Kingston, Large
Black, Manhattan, Meyer, Nuttall, Riceland, Samarow,
Tokyo, Yosho.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
which states that Black, Early Black, Extra Early Black,
Large Black, Medium Black, and Medium Early Black are
all the same as Buckshot, or that Early Japan is the same as
Butterball, or that Brown Eda Mame is the same as Eda, or
that Early Green, Green, Medium Early Green, and Medium
Green are all the same as Guelph, or that Yellow is the same
as Mammoth. Address: Agronomist, Grain Investigations,
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry.
1134. Large Black: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Buckshot (Ball 1907). 1907. Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.”
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May
27. See p. 13-14. States that Large Black is a synonym for
Buckshot. Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct.
2013) that mentions the soybean variety Large Black.
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 10.
“Buckshot (Black): The Buckshot is a very early variety,
which has been handled by northern seedsmen. It is also
called ‘Early Black,’ ‘Extra Early Black,’ ‘Medium Early
Black,’ and ‘Large Black.’ It seldom grows more than 24
inches high and is at least a week earlier than the Ito San
variety.”
Morse, W.J. 1948. “Soybean varietal names used to
date.” Washington, DC: Appendix to the mimeographed
report of the Fourth Work Planning Conference of the North
Central States Collaborators of the U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois. RSLM 148. 9 p. May 26. See p.
5. “Large Black–Same as Buckshot.”
1135. Meyer, Frank N. 1907. Re: Dorsett, money, Chinese
culture, and the new Meyer soy bean variety. In: Letters of
Frank N. Meyer. 4 vols. 1902-1918. Compiled by Bureau of

Plant Introduction, USDA. 2444 p. Typed.
• Summary: Meyer wrote these letters from Peking, China,
to David Fairchild at USDA in Washington, DC.
Page 266 (29 May 1907) “About Mr. Dorsett [his
resignation from USDA]: Yes, to say that I am sorry for it
is too faint an expression. He is a man of great energy and
perseverance, especially in the hard work of establishing a
thing and he will be missed more than we think.
“Mr. Dorsett didn’t write me his real reason for
resigning, but I suspect that the burdensome administration
(red tape) has much to do with it.”
“No, no, money is surely not everything. You hit the
nail on the head. Give me a piece of blue sky, some hazy
mountains in the distance, a rippling brook or foaming sea
close by and enough of life’s needs to get along, even if the
fare be sober, and they may keep their millions and their
soul-destroying methods of getting them.”
Page 411-413 (11 Oct. 1907, from Peking). “Several
days and sometimes even weeks pass before one is
accustomed again to the sedentary life with its accompanying
indoor work. While sitting before the table, my heart yearns
for the burning sun and the smell of the mountains.
“Well, before starting any farther let me thank you most
cordially for your appreciated letters and for the good things
you have said of me and the troubles you took that brought
about my promotion. Really, I must confess it is much more
than I expected.”
“... I will do my very best to show that, although the
United States of America hasn’t seen fit as yet to adopt me as
a citizen, I will risk life and limb and forego a restful home
life which sometimes looms up before me, hazy and far away
and do all I can to enrich her domain with things good for
her people and their households.”
These regions are infested with robber bands. The
robber men recently killed one Chinaman, apparently with
a heavy blunt iron tool. “My men were simply half crazy... I
armed my men with a few large knives and an axe. I myself
relied upon my automatic pistol which allows me to fire ten
shots without reloading.
Page 454 (18 Dec. 1907, from Peking). He thanks Mr.
Fairchild for sending the 1907 USDA bulletin titled “Soy
Bean Varieties” by Carleton Ball “in which I see that my
name has been immortalized already in the christening of a
humble, mottled bean [Meyer]; what a joy!”
Page 463 (18 Dec. 1907). “The Chinese are, as a race,
the greatest despoilers of nature. There is no use talking
about their literary qualities, etc. All these are offset by their
enormous crimes in destroying the balance of nature. Every
wild tree or shrub is mercilessly cut down, mostly with root
and all, every edible bird is trapped and eaten, and every bird
of song is caught and kept in captivity, and what is the aspect
[result] of all this? Their mountains are barren, stony wastes
which let the rains rush off with great velocity bearing with
them arable soil and covering their valleys with stony and
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sandy matter. Their climate gets drier year after year and
famines result. Their birds being exterminated, caterpillars
of all descriptions multiply rapidly and destroy whole
plantations of pine trees and catalpas and fruit orchards.
And they see not what results befall them for their disastrous
methods. The lust for greed and immediate gain is so great
with them that they mortgage their whole future wealth for
it.”
Location: University of California at Davis, Special
Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer,
China.
1136. Amherst: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonyms: Bakaziro [Bakajiro], Best White (Morse 1948).
1907. Seed color: Yellow (straw).
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No
98. 28 p. May 27. See p. 12-13, 25. “Classification–Key to
the varieties (p. 11): VI. Yellow seeded: 3B. Low, stocky,
somewhat branched, pods large, seeds large, 7 to 9 mm.,
spherical or slightly flattened, pale yellow, hilum yellow or
pale brown. Medium late, 120 to 125 days, a little taller than
20 inches, branches nearly equalling stem = Amherst.” “A
rather low and stocky well-branched variety... This variety
was named for the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment
Station, at Amherst, MA, where soy beans have been
cultivated for many years from specially imported seed.
Numbers and sources of lots grown: Agrost No. 452, grown
from S.P.I. No. 4913; Agrost. No. 1170, S.P.I. No. 9408;
Agrost No. 1296, S.P.I. No. 6336 [Bakaziro]; S.P.I. No. 4913,
‘Best White;’ S.P.I. No. 5765, grown from S.P.I. No. 4913;
S.P.I. No. 6336, ‘Bakaziro,’ Japan; S.P.I. No. 8494, grown
from S.P.I. No. 6336 [Bakaziro]; S.P.I. No. 9408, grown from
S.P.I. No. 5765; S.P.I. No. 9413, grown from S.P.I. No. 6336
[Bakaziro]; S.P.I. No. 12400, grown from S.P.I. No. 9408;
S.P.I. No. 17275, grown from Agrost. 1170-2 and 1296-2.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 47. Seed
color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 17275. “The united progenies
of 4913 from Japan, 1900, and 6336 [Bakaziro] from Tokyo,
Japan, 1901... Grown nine seasons.” Note: Bakaziro is not
listed in the extensive index of this 1910 publication.
Etheridge, W.C. 1912. “Report of Division of
Agronomy.” North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Annual
Report 34:16-18. For the year ended June 30, 1911. Amherst
is one of the earliest maturing varieties. It does not ripen
uniformly and because of this it is almost impossible to
gather all its seeds because the pods that are more forward
in ripening split and shatter before the other pods mature.
Address: USA.
1137. Baird: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1907. Seed
color: Brown.

• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11, 13, 18-19. “Classification–Key to
the varieties (p. 11): II. Brown seeded: 2A. Medium late, 25
inches tall, long branched, pods less than 1 3/8 inches long,
seeds small, 4 to 6½ mm. long, spherical or round. Pods
distinctly flattened, 3/8 to ½ inch or over in width, seeds
deep brown, shining = Baird.” “The seed of this variety was
mixed with the original and only importation of the Brownie
variety. In all the brown varieties, except the Brownie, the
seeds are deep brown when ripe, but light brown when
nearing maturity... The Baird variety is readily distinguished
from the Brownie by the slightly larger and more flattened
deep brown seeds... The variety is named for Reverend W.M.
Baird, a missionary, who secured the seed in Korea. Note:
Rev. Baird presented several collections of economic plants
to the USDA. The first he presented, received on 3 May
1901, contained four economic soybean varieties that were
cultivated in Pyeng Yang, Korea.
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin. 1909. “Seeds
and plants imported during the period from January 1 to
March 31, 1908: Inventory No. 14; S.P.I. Numbers 21732
to 22510.” No. 137. Jan. 9. 64 p. 22333-22337. “Grown at
Arlington Experimental Farm, Virginia, season of 1907.
Received March 19, 1908. “22333. Baird. ‘This variety
was mixed with Brownie when received from Pingyang
[Pyongyang / P’yongyang], Korea. This mixture was given
S.P.I. No. 6414. The two varieties were grown together
under these numbers, 9417, 17256, and Agrost. No. 1542,
respectively. The two varieties were separated in the 1907
seed from Arlington Farm, and Baird given the above new
number, Brownie remaining as No. 17256.’ (Nielsen).
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 59. Seed
color: Brown. S.P.I. No. 22333. “From Pingyang, Korea,
1901... Grown nine seasons.”
1911. “Soya beans.” Queensland Agricultural Journal
26:323. June. Baird was one of two forage varieties chosen
by a Mr. Connor for the purpose of sowing them separately
for seed production. Address: USA.
1138. Brownie: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1907.
Seed color: Brown.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11, 13, 19. “Classification–Key to the
varieties (p. 11): II. Brown seeded: 2B. Medium late, 25
inches tall, long branched, pods less than 1 3/8 inches long,
seeds small, 4 to 6½ mm. long, spherical or round. Pods
nearly cylindrical, 5/16 inch or less in width, seeds light
brown, dull = Brownie.” “This is a well-branched, bushy
variety, with very small pods and seeds. It is not known
commercially, but only through the original importation
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from Korea.” Time of maturity: 108-125 or more days. “The
longer periods seem to be accompanied by a considerably
taller growth, and it seems likely that with careful selection
this variety can be developed into a very valuable hay plant.
The few yields of seed recorded are all small, usually less
than 5 bushels to the acre. The name is derived from the
color and small size of the seeds. Numbers and sources of
lots grown–Agrost. No. 1542, S.P.I. No. 6414; S.P.I. No.
6414, from Ping-yang, Korea; S.P.I. No. 9417, grown from
S.P.I. No. 6414; S.P.I. No. 17256, grown from Agrost. No.
1542-1.”
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin. 1909. “Seeds
and plants imported during the period from January 1 to
March 31, 1908: Inventory No. 14; S.P.I. Numbers 21732
to 22510.” No. 137. Jan. 9. 64 p. 22333-22337. “Grown at
Arlington Experimental Farm, Virginia, season of 1907.
Received March 19, 1908. “22333. Baird. ‘This variety
was mixed with Brownie when received from Pingyang
[Pyongyang / P’yongyang], Korea. This mixture was given
S.P.I. No. 6414. The two varieties were grown together
under these numbers, 9417, 17256, and Agrost. No. 1542,
respectively. The two varieties were separated in the 1907
seed from Arlington Farm, and Baird given the above new
number, Brownie remaining as No. 17256.’ (Nielsen).
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 44. Seed
color: Brown. S.P.I. No. 17256. “From Pingyang, Korea,
1901... Grown nine seasons.”
1911. “Soya beans.” Queensland Agricultural Journal
26:323. June. Brownie was one of two forage varieties
chosen by a Mr. Connor for the purpose of sowing them
separately for seed production. Address: USA.
1139. Buckshot: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonyms: Medium Black (Hills 1894). Black, Early Black,
Extra Early Black, Large Black, Medium Early Black (Ball
1907). Early Mammoth Black, Round Black (Morse 1948).
1907. Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11-14, 27. “Classification–Key to the
varieties (p. 11): I. Black seeded: 1A. Seeds large, 8 to 11
mm long, round or broadly elliptical, pods 1½ to 3 inches
long. Very early, 95 to 100 days, 18 to 24 inches high. short
branched; leaves large, dark; pods 2 inches long or over,
seeds spherical or broadly elliptical and somewhat flattened
= Buckshot.” “Black-seeded group: The Buckshot is a wellknown commercial variety, having been on the market in this
country for a number of years. So far as known, it is the only
variety with black seeds which is obtainable commercially.
It is quite generally sold by northern seedsmen and under
several descriptive names, all more or less similar, as Black,
Early Black, Medium Early Black, Extra Early Black, Large

Black, etc... The seeds are jet black and shining, but usually
covered with a powdery bloom, which gives them a dull and
grayish, or leaden, color. They are large, 8 to 11 mm. long by
8 to 9 mm. wide, round or very broadly elliptical in lateral
view, somewhat flattened when seen in the dorso-ventral
view... Although quite widely cultivated in the lower parts
of the Northern States, this variety has never become very
popular in that section. This seems to be largely due to the
fact that the Guelph (medium green), while averaging only
ten days later in maturing, also averages 10 inches taller, and
is thus considerably more valuable. The Buckshot requires
from ninety-two to one hundred and ten days to reach
maturity, the average for most locations being ninety-five
to one hundred days... Number and sources of lots grown–
Agrost. No. 1184, ‘Black,’ R.I. Agric. Expt. Station; Agrost.
No. 1292, S.P.I. No. 6334, Japan; Agrost. No. 1301, ‘Early,’
Johnson & Stokes; Agrost. No. 1303, ‘Extra Early Black,’
J.M. Thorburn & Co.; Agrost. No. 1304, W.A. Burpee;
Agrost No. 1471, ‘Extra Early Black,’ J.M. Thorburn &
Co.; Agrost No. 1474, ‘Extra Early Black,’ Hammond Seed
Company; Agrost No. 1978, union of Agrost. Nos. 1184,
1301, 1304, 1471.” List of synonyms: Large Black is the
same as Buckshot.
Mooers, Charles. A. 1908. “The soy bean: A comparison
with the cowpea.” Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin
No. 82. A photo on the title page shows the plants of four
soybean varieties. Buckshot is the smallest of the four;
Mammoth Yellow is the largest.
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 10.
“Buckshot (Black): The Buckshot is a very early variety,
which has been handled by northern seedsmen. It is also
called ‘Early Black,’ ‘Extra Early Black,’ ‘Medium Early
Black,’ and ‘Large Black.’ It seldom grows more than
24 inches high and is at least a week earlier than the Ito
San variety. The seed is considerably larger than ordinary
buckshot, but has the same shape. The plants are entirely too
small and coarse and produce pods too near the ground to
be of much value. If the Buckshot variety is planted at all it
should be only in the northern tier of States.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p.
29-30. “Buckshot: The history of this variety is somewhat
complicated as it has been obtained from the following
American sources: Agrostology No. 1184, ‘Black,’ from
Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station, spring, 1903.
Agrostology No. 1301, ‘Early,’ from Johnson & Stokes,
March 1902. Agrostology No. 1303, ‘Extra Early Black,’
from J.M. Thorburn & Co., March 1902. Agrostology
No. 1304, from W.A. Burpee, March 1902. Agrostology
No. 1474, ‘Extra Early Black,’ from Hammond Seed
Co., March 1903. Agrostology No. 2033, ‘Crossbred No.
9,’ from the Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
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May, 1904. ‘Crossbred No. 9’ of Evans is really Ogemaw,
while his ‘Crossbred No. 6’ is Early Black or Buckshot.
These two numbers were exactly reversed at the Arkansas
Experiment Station, as the variety received from that station
as ‘Crossbred No. 6’ (Agrostology No. 2031) proved to be
Ogemaw. All the foregoing were later united as S.P.I. No.
17251.
“S.P.I. No. 6334, from Tokyo, Japan, April 20, 1901.
Among the progeny of this are S.P.I. No. 8491, 9412, and
probably 11179, and Agrostology No. 1292. S.P.I. No.
19987, from Yokohama, Japan, 1907. S.P.I. No. 22883, from
Tokyo, Japan, 1908. One of these, S.P.I. No. 22322, ‘Early
Black from Podolia’ [Ukraine], Haage & Schmidt, 1908.
“From these data it would appear that Buckshot is a
common Japanese variety. But Mr. E.E. Evans, West Branch,
Michigan, claims that this variety was originated by him
in 1901 as a hybrid, ‘Evans’s Crossbred No. 6,’ which
he advertised in 1902 and distributed widely. In recent
correspondence Mr. Evans states that this was a hybrid of
a large, flat, black variety, Medium Early Black, and of
a Dwarf Brown. According to Mr. Ball, No. 6334 and its
progeny numbers were identical with Mr. Evans’s variety.
In Mr. H.T. Nielsen’s opinion, Nos. 19987 and 22883 were
also precisely identical. Unfortunately these three Japanese
lots were not grown in 1909. A critical comparison of the
seed samples shows, however, that the three Japanese lots
have thicker, more nearly globose seeds than most of the
lots derived from Evans’s plant. It is, therefore, not unlikely
that there are really two closely similar but distinct varieties
involved, a matter which needs further investigation. Nos.
22322 and 25212A are undoubtedly the same as Evans’s
plant.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 41, 43-44, 48. Page 41 states: “The early introduced
varieties.–Previous to the numerous introductions by the
United States Department of Agriculture beginning in 1898,
there were not more than eight varieties of soybeans grown
in the United States.” One of these was Buckshot (with black
seeds). Page 43 repeats material from Piper & Morse 1910.
Page 48 states: “Buckshot: No. 22322, obtained from Haage
& Schmidt, is indistinguishable from the Buckshot variety,
S.P.I. No. 17251. It was received as ‘Early Black from
Podolia,’ but is not the same as the variety received under
the name from another source. Seeds of this variety were
also mixed in the brown seed from the Botanical Garden of
Bremen, Germany, and grown as No. 25212A.”
1140. Butterball: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonyms: Early Japan (Ball 1907). Giant Yellow (Piper &
Morse 1910). 1907. Seed color: Yellow.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 12-13, 24-25. “Classification–Key to

the varieties (p. 11): VI. Yellow seeded: 3A. Low, stocky,
somewhat branched, pods large, seeds large, 7 to 9 mm.,
spherical or slightly flattened, pale yellow, hilum yellow or
pale brown. Medium early, 100 to 105 days, about 20 inches
tall, branches short = Butterball.” “An early or medium early
variety... The name, Butterball, was given to this variety on
account of its round yellow seeds. Numbers and sources of
lots grown: Agrost No. 1197, ‘Early Japan,’ Rhode Island
Agricultural Expt. Station; Agrost No. 1199, ‘Early Ita
Name,’ S.P.I. No. 8422; S.P.I. No. 8422, ‘Early Ita Name,’
Japan; S.P.I. No. 17273, grown from Agrost. No. 1197-1;
S.P.I. No. 17274, grown from Agrost. No. 119-1.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 30,
33, 60. “The Butterball variety was first secured from the
Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station in 1903 as
‘Early Japan,’ and is probably one of Professor Brooks’s
introductions. According to Ball (1907, p. 25), S.P.I. No.
8422, from Yokohama, Japan, is identical. A recent culture
of this number obtained after a lapse of several years from
the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, through Mr.
H.B. Derr, proved to be Butterball, but there were a few
different things intermixed, probably hybrids. A recent lot of
seed from Dammann & Co., Naples, Italy, S.P.I. No. 22415,
received as ‘Giant Yellow’ is undoubtedly Butterball.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p.
March. See p. 41, 44. Page 41 states: “The early introduced
varieties.–Previous to the numerous introductions by the
United States Department of Agriculture beginning in 1898,
there were not more than eight varieties of soybeans grown
in the United States.” One of these was Butterball (with
yellow seeds).
Note: We can find no publications other than USDA seed
lists that mention cultivation of this variety. Address: USA.
1141. Ebony: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonym:
Black Beauty (Piper & Morse 1910). 1907. Seed color:
Black.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11, 13, 15-16. “Classification–Key
to the varieties (p. 11): I. Black seeded: 2B. Seeds small, 4
to 6 or 7 mm long, round or broadly elliptical, pods about
1 inch long. Medium late, 115 to 120, 20 to 26 inches tall,
long-branched, seeds elliptical, distinctly flattened = Ebony.”
“The very small-seeded variety known as Ebony is not to
be had on the market, and it has apparently been obtained
abroad but once. The original importation was from Pingyang [Pyongyang / P’yongyang], Korea. In size of seed and
pod it is, with the exception of Kingston, the smallest of all
the black soy beans and one of the few very small-seeded
varieties of any color... The name has reference to the color
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of the seeds. Numbers and sources of lots grown: Agrost.
No. 1193, S.P.I. No. 6386; Agrost. No. 1541, S.P.I. No. 8492;
Agrost. No. 1980, Agrost. Nos. 1193 and 1541, united; S.P.I.
No. 6386, ‘Black,” Korea; S.P.I. No. 8492, grown from S.P.I.
No. 6386; S.P.I. No. 9414, grown from S.P.I. No. 8492; S.P.I.
No. 17254, grown from Agrost. No. 1980.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 43, 64, 75.
Seed color: Black. S.P.I. No. 17254. “From Pingyang, Korea,
1901... Grown nine seasons. This variety was also received
from Swatow, China, 1908 (S.P.I. No. 22886). Ebony has
proved a valuable variety in southern Illinois and especially
through the work of Mr. Ralph Allen, of Delavan, Illinois,
has become well known as No. 9414 and also as ‘Black
Beauty.’”
Etheridge, W.C. 1912. “Report of Division of
Agronomy.” North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Annual
Report 34:16-18. For the year ended June 30, 1911. Ebony
was one of the earliest maturing varieties grown.
Reynolds, Will. 1914. “A crop with many profits: Soy
beans are good for fertilizer, for pasture, for hay, for seed.”
Country Gentleman. March 21. p. 9. “Certain varieties of
soy beans are better adapted than other to certain uses and
conditions. The earlier-maturing varieties may be grown in
Northern latitudes with more certainty of the crop’s maturing
than later ones.” One variety that has done well in the North
is Black Beauty.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 163, 164. “Introduced from Pingyang [Pyongyang],
China, Chosen (Korea), 1901.” “Black Beauty.–The same as
Ebony.” Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2004)
which states that “Black Beauty” is a synonym for “Ebony.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 10-11. Ebony is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: IV. Year named or released:
1907. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 01, 03.
Source and other information: From Pyongyang, North
Korea, in 1901. Prior designation: PI 6386. Address: USA.
1142. Eda: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonyms:
Brown Eda Mame (Ball 1907). Yamagata Cha-daidzu (Piper
& Morse 1910). 1907. Seed color: Brown.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11, 13, 18. “Classification–Key to the
varieties (p. 11): II. Brown seeded: 1B. Early, pods over 1½
inches long, seeds large, 8 to 9 mm. long, round, or nearly
so. Early, about 22 inches high, branches very numerous and
longer = Eda.” “The Eda variety is very similar to Ogemaw
and is likely to prove identical with it when the Ogemaw has
become more fully acclimated and has regained its normal

size. The Eda differs from the Ogemaw variety chiefly in its
greater height, longer branches, and in being a week or so
later in maturing. In short, it is a larger and more vigorous
plant, which the Ogemaw is likely to equal in another trial
with home-grown seed... The plat of this variety grown at the
Tennessee Experiment Station in 1905 had foliage of a most
striking and peculiar coppery-green color not observed in
any other plat... The name, Eda, is a part of the longer name
under which this variety was received. Numbers and sources
of lots grown: Agrost. No. 1185, ‘Brown Eda Mame,’ R.I.
Agric. Expt. Station; S.P.I. No. 17257, grown from Agrost.
No. 1185-1.”
Note: The paragraph above shows that Eda had been
named by 1907. Its previous names appear to have been
“Brown Eda Mame” and “Yamagata Cha-daidzu.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 31. “The
Eda is a brown-seeded variety introduced from Japan and
grown by the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station in
1890 under the name Yamagata Cha-daidzu [Chadaidzu,
Chadaizu]. The identification of Chadaidzu rests on the
fact that the Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station
secured all of the varieties from Kansas in 1892. The
Department of Agriculture obtained all of these varieties
from Rhode Island in 1903, including but one brown-seeded
variety under the name ‘Brown Eda Mame.’”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 41, 44-45. Page 41 states: “The early introduced
varieties.–Previous to the numerous introductions by the
United States Department of Agriculture beginning in 1898,
there were not more than eight varieties of soybeans grown
in the United States.” One of these was Eda (with brown
seeds). Address: USA.
1143. Flat King: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Flat Black (Bailey 1907; Morse 1948). 1907. Seed
color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11, 13, 16. “Classification–Key to the
varieties (p. 11): I. Black seeded: 1C. Seeds large, 8 to 11
mm long, round or broadly elliptical, pods 1½ to 3 inches
long. Late [maturity], 120 to 130 days, about 30 inches tall,
branches long, seeds very large, elliptical, much flattened
= Flat King.” “Black-seeded group: The Flat King is a tall
and quite stout variety... The seeds are larger and flatter
than those of any variety, jet black, shining, with little or no
bloom, flat, broadly elliptical in outline... The Flat King is
a very strong-growing variety, resembling the Nuttall more
closely than any other black-seeded form, though the Flat
King is the taller, its average height being from 25 to 35
inches. It is not a commercial variety yet, but its heavy crop
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of pods, its large size, and branching habit make it a valuable
variety for trial as a silage crop or for a cover crop or hog
pasture, especially in the Southern States. It is later than any
of the large and promising varieties, except the Tokyo, and
is more comparable with the Mammoth in time of maturity,
requiring from one hundred and seventeen to one hundred
and forty days or even more in unfavorable seasons. Yields
of seed of from 6 to 9 bushels to the acre have been recorded.
The name is given on account of the much flattened seeds
and the large size of seeds and plants. Numbers and sources
of lots grown: Agrost. No. 1293, S.P.I. 6312; S.P.I. No. 6312,
‘Flat Black,’ Japan; S.P.I. No. 8497, grown from S.P.I. No.
6312; S.P.I. No. 9410, grown from S.P.I. No. 8497; S.P.I. No.
17252, grown from Agrost. No. 1293-2.”
Bailey, L.H. ed. 1907. Cyclopedia of American
agriculture. Vol. II. “Crops.” New York and London:
Macmillan & Co. xvi + 699 p. See p. 585. “Flat Black” is a
late-maturing variety.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 43, 49, 53,
63, 75. Seed color: Black. S.P.I. No. 17252. “From Tokyo,
Japan, 1901... Grown nine seasons. This variety was also
obtained from Yokohama, Japan, No. 19982, and again from
Tokyo, No. 22875.” “The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75):
Late–Flat King, 17252.”
Wolfe, T.K. 1924. “Soybean Culture.” Virginia Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 235. 32 p. March. Flat King
is listed in a table showing the yields of seed and hay of
soybean varieties at Blacksburg, Virginia.
1144. Guelph: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonyms: Early Green, Green, Green Medium, Medium
Early Green, Medium Green (Ball 1907), Large Medium
Green (Morse 1915), Dwarf Green, Michigan Green, Ohio
Medium Green, Wisconsin Early Green (Morse 1948). 1907.
Seed color: Green (chromium).
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11, 13, 20-21, 27-28. “Classification–
Key to the varieties (p. 11): IV. Green seeded: 1. Medium,
110 days, 30 inches tall, pods broader, seeds round, deep
green = Guelph.” “Green-seeded group: The Guelph is one
of the oldest and best known varieties in cultivation. For
many years it has been sold by numerous seed houses as
Early Green, Medium Green, and Medium Early Green. It
is a rather curious fact that during the eight years in which
the United States Department of Agriculture has been
actively engaged in the introduction of oriental legumes it
has but once secured this variety. This is probably due to
the fact stated by writers on Japanese agriculture that the
green-seeded and the brown-seeded forms are but sparingly
cultivated in the Orient, the blacks and yellows being much
preferred. The Guelph soy bean has become quite a favorite

in the Northern States of this country, where it is highly
esteemed for both seed and forage production. In Kansas,
Indiana, Michigan, and in Ontario it has given splendid
results in comparative tests extending through several years...
At the Ontario Agricultural College and Experiment Farm,
located at Guelph, Ontario, a great deal of work has been
done with soy beans, and with this variety especially, and
the name is given for that reason. Numbers and sources of
lots grown: Agrost. No. 912, ‘Early Green,’ J.M. Thorburn
& Co.; Agrost. No. 969, S.P.I. No. 6558; Agrost. No. 1306,
‘Medium Early Green,’ J.M. Thorburn & Co.; Agrost. No.
1312, ‘Medium Green,’ Henderson & Co.; Agrost. No.
1464, ‘Early Green,’ Henderson & Co.; Agrost. No. 1467,
‘Medium Early Green,’ J.M. Thorburn & Co.; Agrost. No.
1469, ‘Medium Early Green,’ Breck & Sons; Agrost. No.
1473, ‘Medium Early Green,’ Hammond Seed Co.; Agrost.
No. 1476, ‘Medium Early Green,’ Currie Bros.; Agrost No.
1764, ‘Early Green,’ Kansas Expt. Station; Agrost. No. 1971,
‘Medium Green,’ union of Agrost. Nos. 912, 969, 1306,
1312, 1464, 1467, 1469, 1473, and 1476; S.P.I. No. 6558,
Hankow, China; S.P.I. No. 13503, Agrost. No. 912; S.P.I.
No. 17261, grown from Agrost. Nos. 1764 and 1971.” Page
27 states that synonyms for Guelph are Early Green, Green,
Medium Early Green, and Medium Green.
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 10. “Guelph
(Green).”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 30. “Guelph,
or Medium Green, was introduced by Prof. W.P. Brooks, in
1889, from Japan, and is now quite extensively grown in
the Northern States [Note: It did NOT originate in Guelph,
Ontario, Canada.] The same variety was obtained from
Hankow, China, in May, 1901,–S.P.I. No. 6558, according to
Ball’s identification (1907, p. 21). It has since been received
from only one foreign source, namely, S.P.I. No. 22320,
from Haage & Schmidt, as ‘Green Samarow.’ This last might
easily be the progeny of the American introduction.”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 14.
“The Guelph is also known as Medium Green, Early Green,
Medium Early Green, and Large Medium. It is esteemed
for its forage and as a silage crop in the Northern States.
Although a good producer of grain, it is not desirable for this
purpose, since the pods shatter badly before all the seeds are
mature.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p.
March. See p. 41, 44, 165, 167. Page 41 states: “The early
introduced varieties.–Previous to the numerous introductions
by the United States Department of Agriculture beginning in
1898, there were not more than eight varieties of soybeans
grown in the United States.” One of these was Guelph or
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Medium Green (with green seeds). “Guelph or Medium
Green.” “Introduced from Japan, 1889.” “Medium Early
Green.–The same as Guelph.” “Medium Green.–The same as
Guelph.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987.
“USDA soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1.
INTSOY Series No. 30. p. 10-11. Guelph is in the USDA
Germplasm Collection. Maturity group: III. Year named or
released: 1907. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature:
01, 03. Source and other information: From Japan in 1889
by Prof. W.P. Brooks, Massachusetts AES (Agric. Exp.
Station). Called ‘Medium Green’ from 1903 to 1907. Prior
designation: None.
Talk with Dr. Richard Bernard, former curator of
the USDA Germplasm Collection. 1998. Oct. 15. “Many
varieties got named long after they were released, especially
in the old days. It took them a while to settle on name. They
decided that names like Medium Green, while descriptive,
were not valid variety names, so they came up with Guelph.”
Dr. Bernard further complicated the problem because he
had two different strains that were called Medium Green
or Guelph, so he let the two names exist together, because
the strains are different. These two are still in the soybean
germplasm collection. Address: USA.
1145. Haberlandt: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Dry
edible variety. Synonym: White (Morse 1948). 1907. Seed
color: Yellow (straw), hilum dusky brown.
• Summary: Sources: Note: The following entry shows that
the Haberlandt variety existed by May 1905.
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27. See
p. 12-13, 22. “Classification–Key to the varieties (p. 11): V.
Greenish yellow seeded: 2. Medium late, about 120 days,
25 to 30 inches high, branches long, pods about 1¼ inches
long, seeds medium large, roundish or broadly elliptical,
hilum dark brown = Haberlandt.” “A plot grown in 1905 at
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, had foliage of a very light glaucous
green, much resembling a plot of rape in color. The same
appearance was also reported for this variety by the Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station... The time required for
this variety to reach maturity varies from 110 to 130 days,
the average time being somewhere near 118 to 120 days.
Two seed yields secured were 12 9/10 and 13 3/10 bushels
to the acre, respectively. The Haberlandt is one of the most
promising varieties for hay, silage or green manuring, and
for a cover crop. From the Tokyo it can be distinguished
only by its earlier maturity, rather deeper greenish yellow
seed and distinctly brown hilum. This variety was named in
honor of Prof. F. Haberlandt, who first brought the soy bean
to agricultural notice in Europe. His work was published in
1878 at Vienna. Numbers and sources of lots grown: Agrost.
No. 1194, ‘White,’ S.P.I. No. 6396; Agrost. No. 1539, S.P.I.
No. 8495; Agrost. No. 1540, S.P.I. No. 8493; S.P.I. No.

6396, ‘White,’ Ping-yang [Pyongyang / P’yongyang], Korea;
S.P.I. No. 6397, Ping-yang, Korea; S.P.I. No. 8493, grown
from S.P.I. No. 6396; S.P.I. No. 8495, grown from S.P.I. No.
6397; S.P.I. No. 9415, grown from S.P.I. No. 6397; S.P.I. No.
17263, grown from Agrost. No. 1539-1; S.P.I. No. 17271,
grown from Agrost. No. 1194-1.”
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 11.
Haberlandt (Yellow) is one of the best out of more than one
hundred sorts tested in the last three years. It is not yet on the
market, but will probably be available by 1910.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 47, 75. Seed
color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 17271. “From Pingyang,
Korea, 1901... Grown nine seasons.” “The best varieties of
soy beans (p. 75): Medium late–Haberlandt, 17271.”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 14.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 165. “Introduced from Pingyang [Pyongyang], Korea,
1901.”
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1187. Origin: Introduction, Chosen
[Korea]. Year: 1901. Days to mature: 130. Flower color:
Purple, white. Pubescence color: Tawny. Seed coat color:
Straw yellow. Germ color: Yellow. Hilum color: Brown.
Seeds per pod: 2-3. Seeds per pound: 2,400. Use: Grain, or
dry edible beans. Note: This is the first of many documents
in which Morse classified the Haberlandt as a “dry edible”
soybean, one of a limited number of “edible varieties of
soybeans.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 10-11. Haberlandt is in the USDA
Germplasm Collection. Maturity group: VI. Year named or
released: 1907. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 01,
03. Source and other information: From Pyongyang, North
Korea, in 1901. Prior designation: PI 6396 (also PI 17271).
Address: USA.
1146. Kingston: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Japanese No. 15 or #15 (Ball 1907). 1907. Seed
color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11, 13, 15. “Classification–Key to the
varieties (p. 11): I. Black seeded: 2A. Seeds small, 4 to 6 or
7 mm long, round or broadly elliptical, pods about 1 inch
long. Medium [days to mature], 110 to 115 days, low, 15 to
18 inches tall, scarcely branched, seeds spherical or slightly
flattened = Kingston.” “Black-seeded group: Kingston.
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This is a small, medium early variety, with rather slender
stems... The seeds are the smallest of any black variety, and
are equaled in smallness by Brownie only... This variety is
too small and unbranched to have much value for forage.
It is likely to prove a fairly good yielder of seed, two tests
sown thickly for forage having yielded between 8 and 9
bushels of seed per acre... The name, Kingston, is given in
honor of the Rhode Island Experiment Station, located at
Kingston, Rhode Island. That station has contributed largely
to our knowledge of the soy bean as a crop for northern
regions, and this variety was received from that source
alone. Numbers and sources of lots grown: Agrost. No. 118,
‘Japanese No. 15,’ Rhode Island Agric. Expt. Station; S.P.I.
No. 17255, grown from Agrost. No. 118-1.”
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 23.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 31.
“Kingston: The Kingston soy bean was received from the
Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station in 1903 as
“Japanese No. 15.” It was obtained by them from Prof.
W.P. Brooks, of the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment
Station, who brought a number of soy-bean varieties from
Japan in 1889, and is probably the variety which he named
‘Medium Black.’ It has never been secured from any other
source. In all probability this is the variety grown at the
Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station in 1893 (see
their Annual Report, 1893, p. 191) as ‘Medium Black.’”
Etheridge, W.C. 1912. “Report of Division of
Agronomy.” North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Annual
Report 34:16-18. For the year ended June 30, 1911. Kingston
was one of the earliest maturing varieties grown.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p.
March. See p. 41, 44. Page 41 states: “The early introduced
varieties.–Previous to the numerous introductions by the
United States Department of Agriculture beginning in 1898,
there were not more than eight varieties of soybeans grown
in the United States.” One of these was Kingston (with black
seeds).
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987.
“USDA soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1.
INTSOY Series No. 30. p. 12-13. Kingston is in the USDA
Germplasm Collection. Maturity group: IV. Year named or
released: 1907. Developer or sponsor: Rhode Island AES
(Agric. Exp. Station) and USDA. Literature: 01, 03. Source
and other information: From Japan in 1889 by Prof. W.P.
Brooks, Massachusetts AES (Agric. Exp. Station). Prior
designation: PI 17255. Address: USA.
1147. Manhattan: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Gosha (Morse 1948). 1907. Seed color: Yellow
(straw).

• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11-13, 24, 28. “Classification–Key to
the varieties (p. 11): VI. Yellow seeded: 2. Early, low, about
20 inches, scarcely branched, pods larger, seeds 7 to 9 mm.,
broadly elliptical, yellow, slightly greenish, hilum brown
= Manhattan.” “The Manhattan is a dwarf early variety...;
seeds medium in size, round, broadly elliptical in outline, 7
to 8 mm. wide, 7 to 9 mm. long considerably flattened, rather
pale yellow with a slight greenish tinge, becoming paler with
age, hilum brown.
“The Manhattan variety is early to medium early,
requiring from ninety to one hundred and ten days to reach
maturity, the average being about one hundred to one
hundred and five days. It is too small to have much forage
value, and its chief use will be for an early seed crop, to
which purpose it is fairly well adapted. Several yields of
from 14 to 16 bushels to the acre are recorded.
“This variety was named for the location of the Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Manhattan, Kansas, where
the soy bean has been under extensive experimentation for
many years. Numbers and sources of lots grown: Agrost.
No. 1295, S.P.I. No. 6333; S.P.I. No. 6333, ‘Gosha,’ Japan;
S.P.I. No. 8490, grown from S.P.I. No. 6333; S.P.I. No. 9411,
grown from S.P.I. No. 6333; S.P.I. No. 17277, grown from
Agrost. No. 1295-2.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 48. Seed
color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 17277. “From Tokyo, Japan...
Grown ten seasons.”
Krauss, F.G. 1911. “Leguminous crops for Hawaii.”
Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 23. 31 p. Sept. 20.
Manhattan is classified under Group I (Culinary varieties);
it is stated as a strong, branching dwarf type, 12 inches tall.
Address: USA.
1148. Meyer: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1907.
Seed color: Black and brown in concentric bands or mottling.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11, 13, 20. “Classification–Key to the
varieties (p. 11): III. Mottled seeded: 2. Plant not known,
seeds large, nearly round = Meyer.” “Meyer S.P.I. No. 17852
is a recent importation from China, secured by Mr. F. N.
Meyer. From the seed alone it is certain that this is a distinct
variety of the mottled group.”
Letter from Frank. N. Meyer to David Fairchild. 1907.
Dec. 18. In: Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4 vols. Compiled
by USDA Bureau of Plant Introduction. See p. 454. Meyer
thanks Fairchild for sending the 1907 USDA bulletin titled
“Soy Bean Varieties” by Carleton Ball “in which I see that
my name has been immortalized already in the christening of
a humble, mottled bean [Meyer]; what a joy!”
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Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 11. This
variety is one of the best out of more than one hundred sorts
tested in the last three years. It is not yet on the market, but
will probably be available by 1910.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 48. Seed
color: Black and brown. S.P.I. No. 17852. “From Peking,
Chihli, China, 1906... Grown four seasons. The beans
of this variety are said to be roasted and sold in Peking
as delicatessen.” Note: Chihli was a former province in
northeast China; its capital was Peking. In 1928 it was
divided largely into Hebei, Jehol, and Chahar. The largest
part was Hebei.
Galloway, B.T. 1908. “Report of the Chief of the Bureau
of Plant Industry.” Annual Reports of the Department of
Agriculture (USA) p. 257-341. For the year ended June 30,
1907. See p. 326. “A new soy bean from Manchuria, which
has been named ‘Meyer,’ has yielded seed at the rate of 24
bushels to the acre, outyielding any other variety grown on
the Arlington Experiment Farm. In view of the fact that the
culture of beans as a grain crop has been decreasing in this
country because the yield averages only 12 bushels to the
acre, this new variety is of great promise.”
Hill, W. Stanley. 1914. “The soya bean: Experience
at Moumahaki Experiment Farm.” New Zealand J. of
Agriculture 8:594-96. June 20. See p. 594. A table shows
that Meyer is one of six varieties tested under severe field
conditions. The average height (inches), period of growth
(days), colour of seed, and weight per 100 seeds is given.
Address: USA.
1149. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1907.
Asia: Empire of Japan. No. 320. p. 36-39. May.
• Summary: Japan imported oil cake worth the following
amounts: $5,567,500 in 1905 and $7,748,900 in 1906.
Japan’s biggest trading partners in 1906: Imports (in million
dollars): United Kingdom $51.0, United States $33.8, British
India $31.4, China $27.7, Germany $21.1. Exports (million
dollars): United States $62.3, China $59.9, France $19.5,
Hongkong $13.5, Korea $12.3, United Kingdom $10.7.
Address: Washington, DC.
1150. Nuttall: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1907.
Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11, 13-15. “Classification–Key to the
varieties (p. 11): I. Black seeded: 1B. Seeds large, 8 to 11
mm long, round or broadly elliptical, pods 1½ to 3 inches
long. Similar to Buckshot, but 7 to 10 days later, branches
longer, pods and seeds somewhat smaller = Nuttall.” “Black-

seeded group: This variety is closely related to Buckshot, but
is distinguished by smaller seeds and rather stouter and more
branching plants... The seeds are jet black and shining...
The Nuttall requires from 100 to 115 days to ripen its seeds,
the average time being 105 to 110 days. This variety has
apparently but very little to recommend it... In seed yields,
where sown quickly enough to make fair forage, it has
not done much. From 4 to 6 bushels to a little more than
12 bushels to the acre are the recorded outputs. The name
is given in honor of Thomas Nuttall, who wrote the first
recorded account of the soy bean in this country. Numbers
and sources of lots grown: Agrost. No. 1536, S.P.I. No. 6416;
S.P.I. 6416, ‘Black,’ from Korea; S.P.I. No. 8496, grown
from S.P.I. No. 6416; S.P.I. No. 9418, grown from S.P.I. No.
8496; S.P.I. No. 17253, grown from Agrost. No. 1536-1.”
Grantham, Arthur, E. 1908. “Report of the agronomist
for the season of 1907.” Delaware Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 81. 20 p. March 1. See p. 14. In seed test of soy
beans conducted at the Delaware Agriculture Experiment
Station, the Nuttall variety (No. 19,183) yielded 25.5 bushels
per acre. Source of seed: U.S. Dept. of Agriculture.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 43, 59. Seed
color: Black. S.P.I. No. 17253. “From Pingyang [Pyongyang
/ P’yongyang], Korea, 1901... Grown nine seasons. No.
22334 is undoubtedly the progeny of 17253 as shown by
records.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 158. A table shows that No. 17523, Nuttall was grown
at the Arlington Experimental Farm from 1905 to 1910. The
life period ranged from 114 to 121 days.
1151. Riceland: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1907.
Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11, 13, 16-17. “Classification–Key to
the varieties (p. 11): I. Black seeded: 3A. Seeds medium,
elongated, 5½ to 7 mm. long, about two-thirds as wide, much
flattened. Very late, 3 to 4½ feet tall, very much branched,
leaves and pods small = Riceland.” “This is one of two
very peculiar varieties imported from China. These two,
the Hankow being the second one, are very similar in habit,
differing only in the color of the seeds... The Riceland has
not yet been placed on the market. It is known only from the
original importation from beyond Chiu Niu, near Hankow,
province of Hupeh, in the great valley of the Yangtze, China
where it is sown in July or August, between the rows of
rice... S.P.I. No. 16790 from Hangchow, China, is probably
another lot of this striking variety. This lot has not been
grown by the writer, but it is characterized by the same
narrowly elliptical, flattened seeds... Hangchow is also in
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the rice-growing section of China. The name, Riceland, is
suggested by the use of this variety by the Chinese in their
rice fields. Numbers and sources of lots grown: Agrost. No.
964, S.P.I. No. 6560; S.P.I. No. 6560, from beyond Chiu Niu,
near Hankow, China.”
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 11. Riceland
(Black) is one of the best out of more than one hundred sorts
tested in the last three years. It is not yet on the market, but
will probably be available by 1910.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 40, 56, 75.
Seed color: Black. S.P.I. No. 6560. “From near Hankow,
Hupeh, China...” “The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75):
Very late–Riceland, 20797.”
Krauss, F.G. 1911. “Leguminous crops for Hawaii.”
Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 23. 31 p. Sept. 20.
Riceland is classified under Group III; it is stated as one of
the two tallest varieties tested. Address: USA.
1152. Samarow: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Green Samarow (Ball 1907. Called Green
Samarow Until 1907; Both Names Used Interchangeably
Thereafter–Morse 1948). 1907. Seed color: Green.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11, 13, 20. Note: Ball is the first to use
the name “Samarow” in preference to “Green Samarow.”
“Classification–Key to the varieties (p. 11): IV. Green
seeded: 1. Early, low, 15 to 20 inches, short branched, pods
slender, commonly 3 seeded, seeds light green, elongated =
Samarow.” “Samarow is a dwarf early variety of unknown
origin. It has been sold for several years by J.M. Thorburn
& Co., New York, under the name Green Samarow. It
may readily be distinguished from all other varieties by
the elongated, flattened, light-green seeds, quite different
in shape from those of any varieties which are similar in
color... The small size of the plants makes it unprofitable to
grow for forage production, but the abundant crop of pods,
containing 3 seeds commonly and 4 occasionally, suggests
the possibility of breeding for high seed yields. Numbers
and sources of lots grown: Agrost. No. 1302, ‘Green
Samarow,’ J.M. Thorburn & Co.; Agrost. No. 1470, ‘Green
Samarow,’J.M. Thorburn & Co.; Agrost No. 1972, ‘Green
Samarow,’ union of Agrost. No. 1302 and 1470; S.P.I. No.
17260, grown from Agrost. No. 1972.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 31. “The
Samarow has not occurred in any of our Asiatic importations.
It is advertised under the name ‘Green Samarow’ by several
European seedsmen. Messrs. J.M. Thorburn & Co., who first
introduced it into the United States about 1901, inform us

that their seed was from Italy. The ‘Green Samarow,’ S.P.I.
No. 22320, from Haage & Schmidt, Erfurt, Germany, proved
to be Guelph.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 44, 47. “Samarow: Seed obtained from Dammann &
Co., Naples, Italy, No. 224411, and identical with No. 17260,
which last was introduced by Thorburn & Co. [of New York]
from Italy. Also No. 01597 from Von Tschermak, Vienna,
said to be one of Haberlandt’s varieties, but this is probably
an error as Haberlandt mentions no green-seeded sort that
matured in his experiments.” Address: USA.
1153. Tokyo: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Dry edible
variety. Also spelled Tokio. Synonyms: Austrian Green, Ita
Mame, Late Ita Mame, Southern Medium Green (Morse
1948). 1907. Seed color: Yellow (olive), hilum pale.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 12-13, 22-23. “Classification–Key to
the varieties (p. 11): V. Greenish yellow seeded: 3. Late, 130
days or over, 35 inches or over in height, very long branched,
pods 1½ inches long, seeds larger, round or elliptical, hilum
scarcely tinted = Tokyo.” The Tokyo differs from the medium
greenish yellow (Haberlandt) variety mostly in a somewhat
more vigorous growth and in later ripening... The Tokyo is
one of the very best varieties for all-around use. It will give
heavy hay and silage crops, is equally good for pasture and
cover-crop purposes, and where it matures it gives very good
seed yields. Eight plots grown at Washington [DC] in two
different years averaged 8 1/3 bushels of seed per acre, in
which the lowest yield was 4 bushels and the highest 14½
bushels. The Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station
reports a very much higher seed yield, with the weight of
green forage to the acre 11.84 and 14.08 tons from two plots,
curing to 5.44 and 6.16 tons, respectively. It is too late for the
best results in most Northern States, but it may be replaced
there by the Haberlandt variety. This variety was named for
the Japanese capital, where some of the importations were
secured. Numbers and sources of lots grown: Agrost. No.
468, grown from S.P.I. No. 4914; Agrost. No. 696, grown
from Potomac Flats; Agrost. No. 1171, ‘Best Green,’ S.P.I.
No. 9409; Agrost. No. 1198, ‘Late Ita Name,’ S.P.I. No.
8424, Japan; Agrost. No. 1200, ‘Medium Ita Name,’ S.P.I.
No. 8423, Japan; Agrost. No. 1298, ‘Medium Green,’ S.P.I.
No. 6335, Japan; S.P.I. No. 4914, ‘Best Green,’ Japan; S.P.I.
No. 5766, grown from No. 4914; S.P.I. No. 6335, ‘Medium
Green,’ Japan; S.P.I. No. 8423, ‘Medium Ita Name,’ Japan;
S.P.I. No. 8424, ‘Late Ita Name,’ Japan; S.P.I. No. 9409,
grown from S.P.I. No. 5766; S.P.I. No.17264, grown from
Agrost. No. 1198-1; S.P.I. No. 17265, grown from Agrost.
No. 1200-1; S.P.I. No.17266. grown from Agrost No. 1171-1;
S.P.I. No. 17267, grown from Agrost No. 1298-2.” Note: The
words/name “Ita Name” make no sense in Japanese. Perhaps
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“Eda Mamé” was intended.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 18,
45, 75. Variety name: Tokyo. Seed color: Olive yellow.
S.P.I. No. 17264. “From Tokyo, Japan, 1901... Grown nine
seasons. This variety was also obtained from Kobe, Japan,
No. 20893.” “The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Late–
Tokyo, 17264.”
Tracy, S.M. 1912. “Forage crops for the cotton region.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 509. 47 p. Oct. 11. See p. 29.
The soybean variety Tokyo has recently become popular in
the cotton region of the USA (the southern states).
Country Gentleman. 1915. “Soy beans for all climates.”
May 22. See p. 11. Note: This is the earliest document seen
(Dec. 1998) which uses the spelling “Tokio” rather than
“Tokyo” for this variety. In about 52% of all documents
where this variety is mentioned, its name is spelled “Tokyo,”
while in the remaining 48% it is spelled “Tokio.” The
“Tokio” spelling was more common from 1919 to 1925,
however it was not used after 1947, when “Tokyo” became
the standard spelling.
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 16.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 68, 87, 89, 96, 100, 111, 152, 154, 158, 169, 171,
192-193. “Tokio–Introduced from Tokio, Japan, 1901.” Seed
olive yellow, hilum pale, germ yellow, oil 18.4 per cent.,
about 134,400 to the bushel.
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1187. Origin: Introduction, Japan.
Year: 1901. Days to mature: 140. Flower color: Purple.
Pubescence color: Gray. Seed coat color: Olive yellow. Germ
color: Yellow. Hilum color: Pale. Seeds per pod: 2-3. Seeds
per pound: 2,260. Use: Grain, or dry edible beans. Note: This
is the first of many documents in which Morse classified the
Tokyo as a “dry edible” soybean, one of a limited number of
“edible varieties of soybeans.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 18-19. Tokyo is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: VII. Year named or released:
1907. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 01, 03.
Source and other information: ‘Ita Name’ from Yokohama,
Japan, in 1902. Prior designation: PI 8424. Address: USA.
1154. Yosho: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonym:
Yoshoka (Morse 1916), Yoshioko (Morse 1948), or
Yoshioka. 1907. Seed color: Yellow (olive).
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 12-13, 21-22. “Classification–Key to

the varieties (p. 11): V. Greenish yellow seeded: 1. Early,
very low, 14 to 18 inches, pods about 1¼ inches long, seeds
medium large, roundish or broadly elliptical, hilum pale
brown = Yosho.” “The Yosho is a rather small, early form...
Yosho is a very early variety, maturing in 85 to 100 days,
averaging 92 to 97 days. It gives only a fair yield of seeds
and a low yield of vines. Seed yields of 4 3/5 to 6 3/5 bushels
per acre are recorded. The name is formed by shortening
the Japanese word Yoshioka. Numbers and sources of lots
grown: Agrost. No. 1297, S.P.I. No. 6314; S.P.I. No. 6314,
‘Yoshioka,’ Japan; S.P.I. No. 8489, grown from S.P.I. No.
6314; S.P.I. No. 17262, grown from Agrost. No. 1297-2.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 45. Seed
color: Olive yellow. S.P.I. No. 17262. “From Tokyo, Japan,
1901... Grown nine seasons.” Address: USA.
1155. Redding, R.J. 1907. Farms and farmers: About
cowpeas, soja bean and sorghum. Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). June 3. p. 10.
• Summary: There are some “plants that may be largely be
substituted for cowpeas and may often be profitably done,
even when one has plenty of seed. These are sorghum and
soy, or soja bean... The soy bean, planted alone or with
sorghum, will do the same, provided the soil is of a little
better character, or a moderate amount of a ‘complete’
fertilizer be used, in the case of a mixture of soy and
sorghum, or potash-acid phosphate, if the soy is sown alone,
just as in the case of cowpeas.” Address: Colonel, Editor of
Farm and Farmers Dep., Griffin, Georgia [Director, Georgia
Agric. Exp. Station near Griffin].
1156. Marre, Francis. 1907. Le lait végétal en Chine
[Vegetable milk in China]. Nature (La) (Paris) 35(1776
Supplement):13. June 8. [Fre]
• Summary: The use of milk as food in China is very
limited. The immense empire, which is governed by the Son
of Heaven, is not suited for raising livestock, except in its
northern and western regions, which occupy only a small
part of its total area. Moreover, the climate and nature of the
soil do not permit the culture of forage crops. These purely
geographical reasons are enough to explain why vegetable
milk is consumed abundantly in the majority of Chinese
provinces.
This milk, whose name seems strange and a bit
paradoxical, is made from the seeds of Soja hispida, also
called the oil pea of China (haricot oléagineux de Chine), an
annual plant of the legume family. To obtain it, the seeds are
first [ground with water], boiled and then pressed, making a
sort of puree which, when dissolved in water, makes a very
nourishing vegetable milk. When treated with a mineral salt,
which acts much like rennet in milk, it coagulates and may
be made into a kind of cheese (to-fou) [tofu] which plays
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an important part in nourishing the Chinese and Japanese
people. It is one of their basic daily foods and can be made
into a great variety of culinary preparations. It is generally
consumed fresh, the day it is made. But it may be cooked,
and preserved by salting or smoking. In commerce, three
principal varieties of vegetable cheese (fromage végétal)
[tofu] are found. One, which is fermented [fermented tofu],
is white, yellow or gray, and has a piquant flavor like that of
Roquefort. The second is white and salty, resembling goat
cheese / goat’s milk cheese. The third is smoked and quite
like Gruyere (gruyère).
In the process of making vegetable milk and tofu, they
recover with care the various by-products [okara, whey]
and use them with ingenuity to nourish their animals and as
fertilizer for their fields; in this way nothing is lost. Even the
stems of the plant and the pods that envelop the seeds are
used as forage. Thanks to the fact that every part of the plant
can be used, and thanks also to the low cost of manpower in
China, soy cheese (fromage de soja) can be sold for such a
low price that enough to serve a man for a day (110 square
cm of surface by 2.5 cm thick) costs less than a centime
[one-fifth of a U.S. cent], or 50 to 60 times less than an equal
quantity of animal cheese.
As for the food value of soymilk, it is approximately
equal to that of cow’s milk; it contains significant quantities
of legumine, whose chemical composition is very close to
that of casein.
Mr. Li Yu-Ying, an attaché at the Chinese legation in
Paris, made soymilk (lait de soja) the subject of an important
presentation at the last dairy congress, and forecast the
introduction of soya (soja) into French culture.
Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term to-fou to refer to tofu.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term lait de soja to refer to
soymilk. As of Oct. 2003 lait de soja is the modern French
word for soymilk. Address: Chimiste-Expert près de la cour
d’Appel de Paris et les Tribunaux de la Seine.
1157. Redding, R.J. 1907. Letters from people: A short
cotton crop. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). June 8. p. 8.
• Summary: “Editor Constitution:” The cotton crop of 190708 is expected to be much smaller than in recent years. “I
have already suggested filling in the wide skips by planting
them in cowpeas, soja beans, snap beans, corn.” Address:
[Director, Georgia Agric. Exp. Station near Griffin].
1158. Wait, Chas. E. 1907. Studies on the digestibility and
nutritive value of legumes at the University of Tennessee,
1901-1905. USDA Office of Experiment Stations, Bulletin
No. 187. 55 p. June 10. [2 soy ref]
• Summary: Note: The soy bean (Glycine hispida) is
mentioned on pages 7, 11, 22, and 54 of this article. Other
experiments on their digestibility are reported, but their

nutritional value is not analyzed in these experiments.
Page 7: “Introduction: The family of plants commonly
known as pulse or legumes have long been widely
recognized as valuable sources of food. The lentil (Lens
esculenta), for example, which is in common use in Asia and
in Mediterranean countries and less extensively elsewhere,
is among the oldest of food plants and perhaps one of the
first ever cultivated. Another member, the soy bean (Glycine
hispida), has for many centuries been used by the Chinese
and Japanese in the manufacture of certain food preparations
that are an indispensable part of their diet, giving flavor
and relish and supplying in considerable measure the very
essential ingredient–protein–that in the diet of western
people is furnished largely by animal food.”
Pages 11-12: “Interesting information regarding the
digestibility of preparations of legumes in common use
in Japan has been made available by Oshima (b; 1905)
in a summary of Japanese nutrition investigations. Two
experiments were made with dried beans cooked in shoyu.
The skin of the beans was not removed in cooking. In one
experiment the quantity of beans eaten was very much larger
than in the other and the digestibility in the former case
was decidedly lower than in the latter. In the average of the
two experiments the coefficient of digestibility for protein
was 65 per cent and that for carbohydrates 86 per cent. The
figure for fat was too low for consideration. In contrast with
the results obtained in experiments with beans themselves
are those in a similar experiment with tofu, a soy-bean
preparation consisting chiefly of bean proteid precipitated
in combination with magnesium and calcium salts. The
coefficient of digestibility in this case was for protein 96
per cent, for fat 97 per cent, and for carbohydrates 88 per
cent. In another experiment with tofu the coefficient for
carbohydrates was 98 per cent and that for fat 95 per cent,
but that for protein only 89 per cent. In the latter case the
experiment continued but one day, wherefore the results may
be less reliable than those of the experiment that continued
longer. They do, however, confirm those obtained in the
more reliable experiment in showing that the digestibility of
the bean preparation was much higher than that of the whole
beans. A one-day experiment with yuba, another soy-bean
preparation consisting mainly of coagulated bean proteid,
gave the following results: For protein 93 per cent, for fat
96 per cent, and for carbohydrates 87 per cent. In a similar
experiment with tofu cake, or kara [okara], which is the
soy-bean residue remaining from the preparation of tofu, the
coefficients of digestibility obtained were for protein 79 per
cent, fat 84 per cent, and carbohydrates 83 per cent. In the
average of four experiments in which the diet included rice
in addition to tofu the coefficients were for protein 96 per
cent, for fat 95 per cent, and for carbohydrates 99 per cent.
The results of all these experiments clearly indicate that the
digestibility of the protein of the special preparations of the
legumes is decidedly greater than that of the legumes merely
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cooked in their natural condition.
“There is one serious objection to the results of
experiments such as the majority of those summarized
above; the legumes comprised practically the whole of the
diet. Their digestibility under such circumstances may or
may not be the same as when they are eaten in combination
with other food materials.”
Page 22: “That the fat of beans is quite thoroughly
digested is indicated by the results of experiments by
Korentschewsky and Zimmerman (1905) with bean oil
(presumably made from soy beans), such as is used in China
for culinary purposes, in which the subjects digested 95 to
100 per cent of the oil. In the present investigations it would
probably be fair to assume that the coefficient for the fat of
the beans is the same as that for the fat of the total diet.”
Page 54: “In these experiments the legumes were all
cooked in the same way, hence the results with the different
kinds of legumes are directly comparable. It would be
interesting also to have data regarding the digestibility of
the same legumes cooked in different ways, to ascertain
the effect of cooking. The beans might be eaten with and
without the skins, and different methods of preparation
might be tried. There is experimental evidence that the bean
proteid, when freed as thoroughly as possible from cellulose,
is almost completely digested. In experiments with the
Japanese preparation tofu, which is the proteid of the soy
bean precipitated from a solution in a manner not entirely
unlike that by which cheese curd is precipitated from milk,
96 per cent of the protein was digested, which equals results
obtained with animal foods.”
Page 33: “... that any slight inaccuracy which might
be thus introduced into the estimations of fuel value and
nitrogen balance are much more than compensated by the
increased accuracy and reliability of the figures obtained for
iron.
“Summary and Discussion: The investigations on
the digestibility of legumes here reported include eight
experiments with red kidney beans, six with white or navy
beans, and thirty-five with different varieties of cowpeas.
Of the latter, twelve were with whippoorwill peas, nine
with clay peas, and fourteen with lady peas. In each of these
experiments the legumes were eaten with a few common
food materials. The coefficients of digestibility of the diet as
a whole were determined in the usual manner, from the data
regarding the ingredients of the food and the feces.”
The summary concludes:
“The cowpea has a distinctive and pleasing flavor and
can be prepared for the table in a great many appetizing ways
and compares favorably with other legumes in respect to
both nutritive value and digestibility. Its wholesomeness and
possible place in the diet is attested by its long and general
use in the Southern States. Under usual crop conditions it
is reasonable in price and it could undoubtedly be grown in
quantities sufficient to meet any demand. The importance of

beans, peas, peanuts, lentils, cowpeas, and indeed of legumes
as a class is each year becoming more generally recognized
as a source of protein in the diet, reasonable in cost as
compared with common proteid foods of animal origin, and
the use of legumes is increasing.
“When all these points are taken into consideration, it
seems only fair to conclude that the cowpea deserves to be
more generally known and used as a staple food throughout
the United States both for its high food value and for the
additional variety in the diet which it would help to secure.
The importance to southern farmers of widely extending
the use of cowpeas as an economical food can hardly be
overestimated.” Address: Ph.D., F.C.S., Prof. of Chemistry,
Univ. of Tennessee.
1159. Saito, K. 1907. Mikrobiologische Studien ueber die
Sojabereitung [Microbiological studies on the brewing of
Japanese shoyu]. Wochenschrift fuer Brauerei 24(24):323-24.
June 15. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a summary of an article in Zentralblatt
für Bakteriologie II. 17. p. 20-27, 101-09, 152-61 (1907).
Address: Aus dem pflanzenphysiologischen Laboratorium
des Botanischen Instituts der Kaiserlichen Universitaet zu
Tokio (Tokyo Univ.).
1160. Lowville Journal and Republican (Lewis County, New
York). 1907. People in print: Morse. June 18. p. 5.
• Summary: “Mr. and Mrs. John B. Morse and daughter,
Miss Gladys Morse, Miss Anna Warner and Miss Katie
Morse go to Ithaca [New York] next week to attend the
commencement exercises of Cornell university. W.J. Morse,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Morse, is a member of the class of ‘07.”
1161. Piper, C.V. 1907. Re: Job offer at USDA. Letter to Mr.
W.J. Morse, 402 Huestis St., Ithaca, New York, June 18. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I wish to ask for your immediate
appointment to the position in the office concerning which
we have had some correspondence. The salary will be $900
[a year] and we desire you to report for duty immediately
if possible. Kindly wire me if you will accept the position
and if you can report for duty at once. I will then have the
appointment made out and wire you to report here. The
telegram to me is to be official collect, and addressed to
Piper, Agriculture, Washington, D.C.”
Note 1. On June 19 Morse sent Piper a handwritten
collect telegram via The Western Union Telegraph Company
which said: “Will accept. Can report June 22. W.J. Morse.”
The return telegram (on a USDA form) from Piper to Morse,
dated June 20, stated: “Your appointment dated June twenty
second. Please report at once.”
Note 2. Piper’s original job offer to Morse was dated
Feb. 16, 1907–about four months earlier. Morse was
finishing his senior year at Cornell and it took Piper that long
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to finalize the new government position.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist, in Charge of
Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1162. United States Department of Agriculture (USDA).
1907. Mr. W.J. Morse of the state of New York is hereby
appointed a scientific assistant in agrostology in the Bureau
of Plant Industry. Washington, DC. 1 p. June 21.
• Summary: See next page. On 21 June 1907 William Morse
was appointed to the Bureau of Plant Industry with a salary
of $900 a year, to be paid from the fund appropriated “for
the Purchase and Distribution of Valuable Seeds.” He was
appointed for a temporary period, “pending certification of
eligibles by the Civil Service Commission.”
Note: This appointment took effect the next day, June
22–which was officially Morse’s first day of work for the
USDA.
1163. Country Gentleman. 1907. What some cows have done
(Ad). 72(2839):611. June 27.
• Summary: “The following tests have been accepted by the
American Jersey Cattle Club:...
Little Ria 139089–March 26 to April 1; butter, 22 1b.;
milk, 309 lb. 10 oz.; 8 y. 4 m.; weight, 1000 lb. (est.); since
calving, 38 days; fed 12 qts. bran, 6 qts. gluten, 6 qts. ground
oats, 1 qt. oil meal, in slop, daily, also 40 lb. corn and soybean ensilage–clover hay ad lib.; [Property of] Geo. H.
Sweet, East Aurora, New York.
Note: “Soy-bean ensilage” is listed in the diets of 4 other
cows in this ad.
1164. Piper, C.V. 1907. Re: Tags and string needed at
Arlington Farm. Letter (memorandum) to Mr. Ashmore, June
28. 1 p. Typed, with initials on USDA memorandum form.
• Summary: “Kindly send a supply of tags and string to Mr.
W.J. Morse, Arlington Farm [Rosslyn, Virginia] for labeling
seed bags. Please send about 500 tags. Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist, in Charge of
Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,

DC.
1165. Soule, Andrew M.; Vanatter, Phares O. 1907.
Experiments with oats, millet and various legumes. Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 168. p. 259-90.
June. See p. 277-83, 289-90.
• Summary: The soy bean is second most important legume
grown in the south, after the cowpea. “The feeding value
of the soy bean has not been as generally appreciated as it
should be... A fair average yield of soy beans is 20 to 30
bushels [per acre]. This is as large a yield as is ordinarily
obtained with corn on land which should be equally well
adapted for the cultivation of the soy bean. The soy bean
is much richer, bushel for bushel, in feeding nutrients than
corn, and a yield of 35 bushels per acre really produces a
much larger amount of digestible protein than would be
obtained with corn.” In experiments made by the authors,
Mammoth Yellow soy beans produced 592 pounds of
digestible protein per acre, which is “nearly three times as
much digestible protein as corn, more than twice as much
as sorghum, and considerably more than the cow peas. The
digestible protein produced per acre by the soy beans is very
large and indicates why this crop should be given serious
attention, as its extensive cultivation would enable the
nutrition of various classes of live stock to better advantage
in every way. The soy bean has not become popular enough
yet to permit of its being used extensively for the nutrition
of beef and dairy cattle, but enough work has been done
to indicate that three pounds of soy bean meal [probably
uncooked, ground soybeans] could be substituted for an
equal amount of linseed meal with satisfactory results in
feeding dairy cows. This should encourage the extensive
cultivation of this crop, which will undoubtedly become
more and more popular when its useful qualities are
realized.”
Yield tests of leading soy bean varieties were conducted
on the station’s plats. “Most of these varieties were planted
on the 8th of May and were harvested between August
and September 30. The yields of both grain and hay were
obtained in 1905 and 1906. The largest 2-year average yield
of hay was made by Hollybrook (2.95 tons/acre). The best
seed yield obtained in both years was with Itho San [Ito
San] Yellow, which made 14.37 bushels in 1905, 22.50
bushels in 1906, or an average of 18.43 bushels [per acre]
for both years. Yet when Itho San was inoculated it yielded a
remarkable 31.04 bu/acre.
“These facts indicate that the soy bean can be made
into a very satisfactory quality of hay and that large yields
of a rich and nutritious foodstuff will be obtained that will
be eaten to advantage by live stock. The main stems of this
plant are coarse and many of them will not be readily eaten,
but if the crop is sown thickly so as to crowd the plants,
smaller and finer stems will result. The best hay varieties
are those that do not grow so vigorously as Hollybrook and
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Mammoth Yellow.”
Conclusions: “Soy beans may be used either for hay
or grain production, though the stems are coarser than the
cowpea, and the hay is thus not so thoroughly consumed by
live stock. They will outyield the cowpea when grown for
grain very considerably, and two years’ work show that good
yields of hay can be obtained... The grain of the soy bean is
much more resistant to unfavorable weather conditions than
the cowpea, and it is also much richer in feeding nutrients,
and its extensive cultivation in the south can not be urged too
strongly.”
Photos (p. 278-80, 283) show: (1) Early Black soy bean.
(2) Early Green soy bean. (3) Itho San [Ito San] Yellow soy
bean. (4) A field of cowpeas and soy beans growing side by
side. Tables (p. 281) show: (1) A comparison of soy bean
varieties in number of grains per ounce, date of ripening,
days maturing, and yield per acre of hay, and of grain. The
soy bean varieties are: Itho San Yellow [Ito San], Early
Green, Japanese Pea, Medium Green, Extra Early Black,
Medium Black, Green Samarow, Ogima [Ogema], Common,
Extra Early Yellow, Holly Brook [Hollybrook], Mammoth
Yellow, Brecks, Coffee Berry, Hales. The highest yield of
grain in one season was 23.33 bu/acre for Early Green in
1906. The highest yield of hay in one season was 3.75 tons/
acre for Holly Brook in 1905. (2) A comparison of yield in
a variety of soy beans with and without inoculation. Yields
were generally better with inoculation.
1166. Woll, F.W.; Olson, Geo. A. 1907. Miscellaneous
chemical analyses. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 24:160-70. For the year ended June
30, 1907. See p. 164-66.
• Summary: Section c, titled “The effect of soil inoculation
on the distribution of the fertilizer ingredients in soy beans”
(p. 164-66) states: “The soy bean used in this investigation is
known as the Wisconsin Black. The beans of this particular
variety are small, black, and high in oil and protein. During
the season of 1905, when the work here reported was done,
the soy beans were sown on low, rich land, a part of which
was inoculated. The roots of the plants which grew on the
inoculated land were profusely covered with nodules of
varying sizes, while the roots removed from the untreated
soil were practically without any nodules.”
The nodules, roots, stems and leaves, capsules, whole
plant minus root, and beans were analyzed for protein,
nitrogen, ash, phosphoric acid, and potash. A table (p. 165)
shows the results, which suggest that “inoculation of the
soil is beneficial to the soybean plant in several ways. 1. By
increasing the nitrogen content of the plant. By decreasing
the per cent of ash constituents. Because the roots contain a
higher per cent of fertilizer ingredients than those obtained
on untreated soil. 4. Because the beans contain more protein
and less oil than those grown on untreated soil.” Address:
1. Chemist; 2. Asst. in Agricultural Chemistry [Madison,

Wisconsin].
1167. Sun (Baltimore, Maryland). 1907. Soy beans. July 1.
p. 12.
• Summary: From R.S. Adams, in American Cultivator:
“The value of the soy bean, soja bean, of coffee beery, as it is
variously known, is not appreciated to the extent that it ought
to be by farmers. Its many uses should give it a prominent
place on every farm. Being a leguminous plant, it has the
power of taking nitrogen from the air, so if a crop is grown
and twined [turned] under it not only replaces humus in the
soil, but enriches it with nitrogen, potash, and phosphoric
acid, the three most important elements of plant food. It has
been estimated that a 10-ton crop, an average yield, will
furnish 180 pounds of nitrogen, 113 pounds of potash and 44
pounds of phosphoric acid.
“Being rich in proteids and muscle-forming elements, it
is a valuable stock food, a first-rate silo ration for cows being
two parts corn to one part bean silage. It is also fed green,
or as hay. In the green stage it helps out the pasture in the
autumn.”
Most of the article is about cultivating soy beans.
1168. Toronto Daily Star (Ontario, Canada). 1907.
Everywoman’s column. July 2. p. 17.
• Summary: A discussion of making tasty sandwiches.
“Peanut butter, dates, and chopped nuts, bananas and crushed
strawberries or strawberries are other fillings that meet with
favor, and may suggest still others.” “Worcester sauce” is
also mentioned as a filling ingredient.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2009) in
the Toronto Star that mentions “peanut butter.”
1169. Klobb, T.; Bloch, A. [Armand-Aron]. 1907. Ueber
das Phytosterol der Soja [On the phytosterol in soybeans
(Abstract)]. Chemisches Central-Blatt II(1):77. July 3. [1 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
French-language article: Klobb, T.; Bloch, A. 1907. “Sur
le phytostérol du soja.” Bulletin de la Societe Chimique de
France 1:422-28. March 22.
1170. Blatt der Hausfrau (Das) (Vienna). 1907. Sollen
Kinder Vegetarisch ernaehrt werden? [Should children be
raised vegetarian?]. 17(40):1007-08. July 7. [Ger]
• Summary: Vegetarians have also taught to introduce the
protein of legumes–beans, peas, etc.–into the intestine free
of cellulose in a form that can be easily assimilated. There is
even pea cheese, bean cheese (Bohnenkäse [tofu]), and the
like. Children can therefore be fed very well without meat,
particularly if extra milk and eggs are provided.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
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1171. W.H.U. 1907. Harvesting soy beans (Letter to the
editor). Indiana Farmer 62(28):15. July 13.
• Summary: “The method of harvesting soy beans will
depend on the use that is to be made of them. When grazed
by sheep or cattle, it is simply a matter of turning in the
animals. But the cattle waste much of the crop, hence, if
grazed down by this class of stock, the animals must be
removed when they have satisfied their needs. Sheep and
hogs may be given access to the crop at will when the season
for grazing has arrived. Of course, with hogs, that season is
not until the crop is practically mature.
“Various methods of harvesting the crop are practiced,
as for instance, cutting with field mower, self-rake reaper, the
binder, the corn harvester and the bean harvester. Which of
these modes will answer best depends largely upon the way
in which the crop is grown, and the exact use to be made
of it. The mower is best suited to harvesting a crop sown
broadcast and to be cut for hay. The binder is best adapted
to harvesting the silo crop or the seed crop, but can only be
used satisfactorily in harvesting tall growing varieties. The
self-rake reaper can best be used in cutting the crop for hay,
for seed, for soiling or for silage. The bean harvester is only
used when harvesting the crop for seed, and is exceptionally
well adapted to gathering small varieties. The corn harvester
can best be used when the beans are grown in the line of the
row with corn for silage, but may also be used in harvesting
tall growing varieties grown in rows without admixture.”
Address: Illinois.
1172. Afro-American Ledger (Baltimore, Maryland). 1907.
Farm and garden: Soy beans. July 27. p. 8.
• Summary: From Farmers’ Guide: “As other grain crops,
soy beans may be sown either in drills or broadcasted. Just
which of these two methods is best will depend principally
on what disposition is to be made of the crop that is,
whether it is being grown for hay or seed, and whether or
not cultivation of the crop is desired, When planted in drills,
about three pecks of seed to the acre is required, and when
broadcasted, about five pecks are needed. The time for
planting may vary somewhat from the middle of May until
the first of July, or perhaps a little later, although the success
of such planting will largely depend upon the subsequent
conditions of the season. The soy bean is a hot weather crop,
and cold, damp weather is not the best for its development.
Maturity can be expected in from one hundred to one
hundred and fifty days, according to variety and growing
conditions. Sowing in corn at the last plowing would hardly
seem the best to us, but might prove a fair success. We would
prefer, however, to grow them alone and plant as soon as
possible after the season had well advanced. We are inclined
to believe that rape sown in the corn would give better
satisfaction, although we have no practical experience with
the soy bean. Rape matures in a shorter time and is as well, if
not better, suited for use as hog pasture.”

Note: The title page states: “Published every Saturday in
the interest of the race.”
1173. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1907.
Asia: Chinese empire (Newchwang’s foreign trade). No. 322.
p. 3-18. July.
• Summary: The section titled “City improvements–Fuel
and manufacturing” (p. 5) states: “The only manufacturing
plants in Newchwang of any consequence are those which
manufacture bean oil and bean cake from beans. At present
there are six of these plants operated by steam and several
score operated by hand. Three more steam plants will be
erected during this year. All the steam bean-oil manufacturers
have realized a profit during the past year, but the others,
who operate with crude methods, have scarcely made
expenses.”
A table titled “Exports from Hankow in 1906” (p. 9)
gives figures for the following: [Soy] bean cake: To foreign
countries and Hongkong $219,578. To other Chinese ports:
$908,741. [Soy] beans: To foreign countries and Hongkong
$72,758. To other Chinese ports $3,159,930. Oil–Bean,
sesamum, and tea: To foreign countries and Hongkong
$18,230. To other Chinese ports $212,081.
Other exports include: Albumen, opium, ramie,
sesamum seed, silk, tea, tobacco. Address: Washington, DC.
1174. Suzuki, U.; Aso, K.; Mitarai, H. 1907. Ueber die
chemische Zusammensetzung der japanischen Soja-Sauce
oder “Schoyu.” [On the chemical composition of Japanese
soy sauce or shoyu]. Bulletin of the College of Agriculture,
Tokyo Imperial University 7(4):477-94. July. (Exp. Station
Record 16:966). [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The koji for shoyu is made with the spores
of Aspergillus oryzae; it is left in a room at 30-40ºC for 3
days. The shoyu is allowed to ferment for 1-3 years. This
experiment was based on samples drawn from 3 batches of
moromi (mash):
(1) 7 April 1904–300 liters.
(2) 7 April 1905–300 liters.
(3) 27 Oct. 1905–500 liters.
The organic bases of shoyu were studied, as were the
mono-amino acids (Monoaminosäuren).
From 2 liters of shoyu were isolated: alanine 1.6 gm
+ 5.0 gm impure alanine. Leucine 6.0 gm. Proline 3.0 gm.
Lysine 2.6 gm. New base #1 1.0 gm. New base #2 0.2 gm.
Ammonia 4.2 gm. Proteins 5.4 gm (by calculation). Formic
acids (Ameisensaeure) 0.1 gm. Acetic acid 0.40 gm. Lactic
acid 3.20 gm. Also present were: Tyrosine, asparagin
acid, polypeptides, phenylalanine (Phenylalanin), cystine.
Not found were: Glycocoll, histidine, arginine, serine,
isovaleric acid (Aminoisovaleriansäure), glutamic acid
(Glutaminsäure) (p. 493-94).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
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that contains the word “cystine” or the word “lysine” in
connection with soy.
1175. Government Statistician (NSW). 1907. Diagram map
of New South Wales: Showing how the state is subdivided
for statistical and rainfall purposes. Agricultural Gazette of
New South Wales 18(8):Insert after p. 714. Aug. 2.
• Summary: An excellent color map. New South Wales,
whose main city at this time is Sydney, lies on the west coast
of Australia, bounded on the north by Queensland (capital:
Brisbane), on the south by Victoria (capital: Melbourne), and
on the east by South Australia (capital: Adelaide). A legend
shows that the state is divided into 12 large regions, each
numbered and explained. Each of the divisions is shown.
1176. Literary Digest. 1907. Vegetable milk and cheese.
Aug. 3. p. 65. Science and invention section. *
• Summary: This is an English-language translation of the
following French-language article: Marre, Francis. 1907. Le
lait végétal en Chine [Vegetable milk in China]. Nature (La)
(Paris) 35(1776 Supplement):13. June 8.
1177. Boston Daily Globe. 1907. Household department:
Tomato soy (Letter to the editor). Aug. 4. p. 32.
• Summary: A letter from Naneen: “One half peck of ripe
tomatoes, 1 large pepper, 1 large onion cut in slices, 1
tablespoon allspice, pepper and celery seed, ¼ cup salt, ½
pint vinegar. Boil all together slowly 1 hour. Cool and bottle
for use.” Note: Soy is not mentioned.
1178. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Re: Helping Mr. Morse re-arrange
the grass garden at Arlington Farm. Letter to Prof. C.V.
Piper [Head, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA], Seattle,
Washington, Aug. 10. 2 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: I have been out several days
this week to Arlington Farm helping Mr. Morse with the
re-arrangement of the grass garden. We are getting started
nicely now, but find considerable difficulty in arranging
the rows in the rod plots so that there will not be many
vacancies. In the grass garden ‘J’, where we are supposed to
put all rod plots, we may have many more orchard grasses
than anything else for this division. This will leave a great
many vacancies, especially if we do not move the redtops.
Mr. Morse informs me that you has advised him not to
move the rod plots of redtop selections this fall. It is my
opinion that you are [?] isolating these different selections
in order to obtain pure seed. Now if there is any probability
of the redtop selections cross-pollinating, the seed that we
are using on the 1/20 acre plot in Section ‘D’ will be mixed
this year, and it seems to me best that we arrange things so
that next year, if we find this to be the case, we will be able
to obtain a new lot of seeds which we know to be pure. I
imagine, therefore, that it would be much better to move

those rod plots over into ‘J’ this fall, where they could be
left permanently and would be isolated enough so that there
would be no danger of cross-pollination. This would also
enable us to fill out many of the vacancies of these rod plots,
and give us the much needed room in Section ‘I’, the old
grass garden, for rod rows of the timothy selections which
you made in the Hopkins’ varieties... In case you do not care
for this, many of the bromes [various species of grasses]
could be removed at once, as Mr. Morse has selected seed
from most of them, and this would give more room for the
rod rows of timothy and brome selections.
“Mr. Butterfield has kindly furnished us with three
men, and the work is moving along nicely. Plot ‘D’ has been
plowed, and will be ready for seeding in a week or so. Mr.
Morse does not care to remove the redtops without some
word from you, so it would be of great advantage for you to
let me hear from you on this point as soon as possible.
“Respectfully yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 107.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Head of Bureau.
1179. New York Times. 1907. Here is a Japanese bill of fare:
Prof. Chittenden shows value of simple diet used in Japan.
Aug. 11. p. SM5.
• Summary: A typical bill of fare of a Japanese family in
moderate circumstances includes: “Breakfast (from 7 to 7:30
A.M.)–Miso soup with vegetables. Boiled rice, pickles, and
tea. Sometimes raw egg or boiled sweet soya beans or natto.
“Lunch (12 noon)–Fish boiled in soya. Vegetables
stewed in soya. Boiled rice, pickles, tea.
“Supper (from 6 to 6:30)–Soya soup. Vegetables. Raw
fish sliced, eaten with soya sauce...”
“The miso, soya sauce, and topi [sic, tofu] are all
products of the soya bean, on which, with rice, the Japanese
physique may be said to be built up.” “Rice is the main
foodstuff, with the soya bean a close second.”
Prof. Chittenden of Yale University notes that Japan’s
“exploits in war have recently attracted the attention of
the civilized world.” Yet the great majority of Japanese
have “remained untouched by the prodigality of Western
civilization.” Their “habits and customs still bear the imprint
of simplicity and frugality.”
Since Japan defeated Russia in war, many observers
have noted that “the people of no other nation... have greater
powers of physical endurance, or greater bodily strength and
agility...”
1180. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Re: Cowpea and soybean work.
Letter to Mr. J.M. Westgate [Asst. Agrostologist in Charge
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of Alfalfa and Clover Introductions], Seed Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC, Aug. 24. 4 p. Handwritten, with signature on hotel
letterhead.
• Summary: Nielsen is writing from the Glenmore Hotel
in Montgomery, Alabama. “Dear Mr. Westgate: I have
spent a very interesting week in my cowpea and soybean
work. At Welsh, Louisiana, the weather conditions have
been so unfavorable that the riceland [Riceland] soybeans
hadn’t been planted at all, but Dr. J.F. Naftel’s and Mr. J.F.
Shoemaker’s at Crowley were looking very fine, and both
men expressed the belief very strongly that they were going
to be valuable for the ricelands. These two varieties also
look exceptionally well at Audubon Park, New Orleans. Mr.
J.B. Dodson’s trial at Crowley had been ruined by a dike
springing a leak, and the excessive water had drowned out
the plants.
“The only other soy at Audubon Park which looks
promising is a black variety [PI] #14952. It is showing
up remarkably well, being about 45 inches high and very
vigorous. All the other soys are too small growing to be of
any value for their conditions.
“Of the cowpeas there are but few of the varieties doing
well. The New Era, Iron, Clay and Whippoorwill are doing
quite well.”
At Auburn: “The Mammoth soybean is also doing very
fine.” “Yours truly, H.T. Nielsen.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2012)
by or about Howard Theodore Nielsen (1879-1959) in
connection with soybeans. Nielsen was in charge of cowpeas,
soybeans, and forage crops before W.J. Morse arrived.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: [Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
1181. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1907. Experiment station
work, XLII. No. 305. 32 p. Aug. 26. See p. 14-15. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Gluten flours and similar
foods” (p. 13-16) is a summary of three experiment station
publications: (1) Winton, A.L. 1906. “Diabetic foods.”
Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station, Annual Report 30:153-65.
For the year 1906. (2) Woods, Chas. D.; Merrill, L.H. 1899.
“Cereal breakfast foods.” Maine Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin
No. 55. p. 93-106. Nov. (3) Woods, Chas. D.; Merrill, L.H.
1901. “Analyses of miscellaneous food materials.” Maine
Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 75. p. 89-112. July. See p.
98-99.
The summary mentions soy-bean meal [probably ground
whole soybeans / soy-bean flour], homemade gluten rolls,

and soy-bean rolls. It notes that the soja or soy bean, unlike
the seeds of most cereal grains and legumes, when ripe,
contains no true starch, or only traces. Address: Washington,
DC.
1182. Nicolle, Maurice. 1907. Action du “Bacillus subtilis”
sur diverses bactéries [Action of Bacillus subtilis on various
other bacteria]. Annales de l’Institut Pasteur 21(8):613-21.
Aug. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A variety of Bacillus subtilis has a bacteriolytic
power over the microorganisms that cause typhoid and
cholera; in this way it can destroy these harmful bacteria.
1183. United States Department of Agriculture (USDA).
1907. Mr. W.J. Morse of the state of New York is hereby
appointed a scientific assistant in agrostology in the Bureau
of Plant Industry. Washington, DC. 1 p. Sept. 13.
• Summary: On 13 September 1907 William Morse was reappointed to the Bureau of Plant Industry with a continuing
salary of $900. He was appointed for “a probationary period
of six months,” after which he would be officially and fully
employed by the USDA.
A second document, also dated 13 Sept. 1907, says
essentially the same thing, but in a different format. Both
are signed by James Wilson [Iowa], Secretary of Agriculture
(1901-1909) under President Theodore Roosevelt.
1184. Ebert, Felix. 1907. Beiträge zur Kenntnis des
chinesischen Arzneischatzes, “Früchte und Samen”
(Contributions to knowledge of the Chinese pharmacopeia,
“fruits and seeds”) Zeitschrift des Allgemeinen
Oesterreichischen Apotheker-Vereines (Vienna) 45(38):51112. Sept. 21. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Note: A pharmacopeia is a book, especially an
official publication, containing a list of medicinal drugs with
their effects and directions for their use.
On page 512 of this issue is a section titled “Glycine
Soja (L.) S. et Z. (Dolichos Soja L., Soja hispida Mönch)”–
indicating that the soybean is presently known by three
scientific names.
Chinese names: Ta-tou, Hwang-ta-tau, Man-tau.
Japanese names: Dai-dsou [sic. Daizu]. The soybean has also
often been the subject of investigation, but I only remember
the work of Haberlandt (L. 18), Harz (L. 37), Blondet (L. 2),
Tschirch and Oesterle (L. 99), Trimble (L. 95) and Prinsen
Chemiker-Zeitung 1896, p. 67 (L. 81).
The next two paragraphs contain a botanical description
of the soybean plant, its pods and seeds.
The seeds are effective in treating diabetes, Their
use for the preparation of tofu and/or fermented tofu
(Bohnenkäse) and soy seasonings (Sojagewürz) [such as
soy sauce and miso] is known. Address: Pharmaceutical
Department, Federal Polytechnic in Zurich (Mitteilung
aus der pharmazeutischen Abteilung des Eidgenössischen
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Polytechnikums in Zürich).
1185. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1907. Best soy in market
(Ad). Sept. 21. p. 1, col. 1.
• Summary: “Bummei brand Soy is recognized by all as the
premier soy imported to Hawaii. K. Yamamoto, wholesale
merchant, Hotel street, is sole agent for this brand. Telephone
399.”
Note: This ad also appeared on Oct. 7. p. 1, col. 6.
1186. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Re: Cowpea and soybean
experiments. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC, Sept. 21. 5 p. Handwritten, with signature on hotel
letterhead.
• Summary: Nielsen is writing from The Madison Hotel
in Madison, Indiana (K.A. Korbly, Jr., proprietor). “Dear
Mr. Piper: I was not at all surprised to find that the Ohio
Experiment Station has lost entire faith in cowpeas... It
is somewhat different with soybeans, as they think this a
valuable and a desirable crop. The only objection they have
to it, is that it is hard to harvest. They haven’t tried a bean
harvester. Mr. Goddard says they would be grown very
largely in Ohio if a really satisfactory method of harvesting
could be given. They claim they are profitable at 15 bu. per
acre, and haven’t much trouble in getting that yield. They are
doing considerable plant to row work but haven’t anything
so far that is showing much improvement over our common
varieties. Guelph and Amherst are the best in their test, and
Ito San and Brownie are also very good.
“At the Indiana Station, Soybeans do exceedingly well.
Amherst, Guelph, Ito San, and Brownie are the best varieties.
Heavy yields of seed are reported. They harvest them with
a mower having a side delivery attachment [a binder], and
seem to have no difficulty in the operation. They are trying
drilled and rolled [?] stuff in comparison, and rather incline
to the belief that the drilled are best. The early maturing
varieties are of no value as they do not make sufficient
growth. They are also doing some selection work with the
idea of improving the crop.”
“The Illinois Station is not having nearly as good
success with either of the crops as Indiana... Soybeans do
fairly well and usually yield more than 15 bu. per acre.
Harvesting most satisfactorily done with a self-binder.
Guelph is their best, or rather their standard variety. Ito
San does well, as does Amherst, but Brownie seems too
late, otherwise it is good. The early varieties are considered
of little value on account of small growth. These include
Buckshot, Ogema, and Eda. No knowledge of seed
producing localities to be had from the Station.
“Here at Mr. J.W. Twinkle’s I have found a remarkable
collection of stuff. Mr. Twinkle says the plants were crossed
naturally and this years seed is something astonishing in
variation, especially in coloration and size. The Holstein

remains quite constant.
“Yours truly, H.T. Nielsen.”
Note: It is not clear what kind of plants Mr. Twinkle is
growing.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: [Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
1187. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Re: Cowpeas and soybeans. Letter
to Mr. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and Distribution, Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, Sept. 28. 6 + 1 p.
Handwritten, with signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: Nielsen is writing from The Southern hotel
in Jackson, Tennessee; Mrs. J.H. Day, proprietress. “Dear
Mr. Piper: At the Kentucky Station I found them very much
interested in growing both cowpeas and soybeans. They did
not however have record of any seed producing localities,
and are not as interested in this line of work as they might
be. They are hand picking all their own stock in their variety
trial work but gather by machinery otherwise. The mower
and binder both used on soybeans, and the mower only
on cowpeas. Prof. Garman thinks the soybean superior to
cowpeas for general purposes.
“I had a splendid day with Director Morgan of the
Tennessee Station. He is extremely interested in the cowpea
threshing business and gave me plenty of encouragement.”
“Soybeans says Prof. Morgan are fully as good, if not
better than cowpeas. Mammoth he considers the best variety,
though Guelph and Amherst are also good. He says to plant
them in rows and give them plenty of cultivation. With the
foregoing method he says ground can be fitted very nearly
perfectly for wheat or meadow. Yield of [cow] peas is from
10 to 15 bu. per acre, 20 to 25 bushels he says. He have me
an interesting statement, which I wish you would get some
light on if you can!! A Va. [Virginia] farmer [?] had told Prof.
Morgan that he could raise 30 bus. soybeans per acre but
couldn’t get a wheat crop following although the soybeans
were heavily tubercled. Prof. Morgan directed the Tennessee
Station bacteriologist to investigate and he has found only
the rod bacteria in the tubercles at the Tenn. Sta. Prof.
Morgan tells me that only the Y bacteria gather N. [nitrogen]
from the air, and that the bacteriologist says the soybeans
on the Station grounds gets N. only from the soil though
abundantly tubercled!! How about this?”
He then writes about the Koger Pea Thresher which he
saw and liked very much. He talked with Dr. J.J. Koger, the
inventor saying he thought it would be a good investment
to have one placed at Arlington Farm. He encloses a leaflet
titled “Facts concerning the Koger Pea Thresher, by J.J.
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Koger, of Rogersville, Tennessee. He asks Piper to keep it.
“Yours truly, H.T. Nielsen.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2020) that
mentions the Koger Pea Thresher.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: [Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
1188. Fair (The). 1907. The Fair (Ad). Chicago Daily
Tribune. Sept. 29. p. D11.
• Summary: “Groceries: Catsup–Snider’s, per half pint
bottle, 12¢... India Soy Sauce–per half pint bottle, 10¢. C. &
B. [Crosse & Blackwell’s] John Bull’s Sauce–½ pint bottle,
15¢.
“Established 1875 by E.J. Lehman.” Address: StateAdams and Dearborn Streets. Phone: Private exchange 3.
1189. Brady, Herbert F. 1907. China: Report for the year
1906 on the trade of Chefoo. Diplomatic and Consular
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No.
3929. p. 1-24.
• Summary: Page 13 lists exports, including “bean oil, bean
cake,” vermicelli and joss sticks. Page 15 states: “Bean
cake–It has been a fair year for manufacturers of bean cake.
There are some 50 mills in Chefoo using from 2 to 8 stones
each, and their estimated output is about 7,500,000 cwts. [1
cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] per year. The export
amounted to 1,719,328 cwts., valued at 344,850l.”
Table IV (p. 22), titled “Return of principal articles of
export from Chefoo during the year 1906,” shows 1,719,328
cwts. of bean cake, worth £344,850, was exported. 39,166
cwts. of beans, worth £13,523, and 34,162 cwts. of bean oil,
worth £40,608, were also exported.
The largest item exported was bean cake, followed by
vermicelli (worth £226,859). Large amounts of groundnuts
(including shelled) were also exported.
Table V (p. 22), titled “Comparative table of principal
articles of export from Chefoo during the years 1902-06,”
shows exports of bean cake rose to a peak of 1,719,328 cwts.
in 1906. Exports of beans rose to a peak of 896,426 cwts. in
1905. Exports of bean oil rose to a peak of 34,162 cwts. in
1906.
The main nationalities and types of ships entering the
port of Chefoo in 1906 were Japanese steam ships (1,319),
followed by British (744, but with the largest total tonnage),
Chinese (314), and German (197). Address: Consul.
1190. Hausser, -. 1907. China: Report for the year 1906 on
the trade of Swatow. Diplomatic and Consular Reports,

Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No. 3931. 13
p.
• Summary: “Bean cake was in fair demand during the usual
season. The import in 1906 was 3,159,276 cwts. [1 cwt =
hundredweight = 112 pounds] as compared with 2,751,110
cwts. in 1905. Bean cake was in former years imported
entirely from Newchwang [Manchuria] and Chefoo, but
since the Japanese began importing from Newchwang it has
been supplied to Swatow also by Chinkiang and Hankow.
The trade thus opened is yearly increasing” (p. 6).
Table II, “Return of principal articles of native import
during the years 1905 and 1906” (p. 10) includes the quantity
(in cwts.) and value (in British pounds sterling) for bean
cake, beans, groundnuts, and oil (bean, castor, groundnut,
&c). Imports of bean cake in 1906 were 3,159,276 cwts.
worth £835,430.
Table III, “Return of principal articles of export of
native produce during the years 1905-06” (p. 11) includes the
quantity (in cwts.) and value (in British pounds sterling) for
groundnuts, and oil (bean, groundnut, &c). Address: British
Consul.
1191. Klobb, T.; Bloch, A. [Armand-Aron]. 1907. Sur
le phytostérol du soja [On the phytosterol in soybeans].
Annales d’Hygiene et de Medecine Coloniales 10:370-77.
July/Sept. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This article is almost identical to one with the
same title by the same authors published on 20 April 1907 in
Bulletin de la Societe Chimique de France (Paris/Bayeux)
(1:422-28. 4th Series). Address: 1. Professeur à l’École
Supérieure de Pharmacie de Nancy; 2. Pharmacien-Major de
2e Classe des Troupes Coloniales, Docteur en Pharmacie.
1192. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1907.
Asia: Chinese empire (Great commercial depression). No.
324. p. 59-72. Sept.
• Summary: At Newchwang [Manchuria], about “one-half of
the Japanese steamers arrived here in ballast only, returning
to Japan with cargoes consisting chiefly of beancakes.”
The principal exports from Newchwang (as of May 1),
which have been fully up to expectations, are as follows (in
tons): Beancake [soy] 105,670. Bean oil [soy] 56. Beans
[soy] 3,500. Wild silk 55. Silk refuse 333; “also silver coins
$506,000, and silver sycee $197,000, both in United States
gold values. Of the foregoing cargoes, practically all of the
beancake went to Japan; bean oil, beans, silver coins, and
silver sycee being shipped to various Chinese ports, and
Shanghai taking all of the wild silk and silk refuse.”
Note: Webster’s Dictionary (1985) defines sycee
(pronounced SAI-see, and derived from Chinese (Cantonese)
sai sz, literally fine silk), a word first used in 1711, as “silver
money made in the form of ingots and formerly used in
China.” Address: Washington, DC.
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1193. Osborne, Thomas B.; Clapp, S.H. 1907. Hydrolysis
of glycinin from the soy bean. American J. of Physiology
19(4):468-74. Sept.
• Summary: “Nearly all of the protein matter of the soy
bean, Glycine soja, consists of a globulin which has been
subjected to extensive fractionation in this laboratory. As this
fractionation gave no evidence that the greater part of the
globulin of this seed consisted of more than one substance, it
was accordingly named glycinin [after the genus name of the
soy bean].
“With this glycinin is associated a small amount of
legumelin and proteose, which can be easily separated,
owing to the ready solubility of these proteins in water.”
The complex process is described in detail. The coarsely
ground soybeans were “extracted with petroleum benzine
until most of the oil was removed.” By “repeated dialysis the
glycinin was separated from the more soluble proteins,...”
Five hundred grams of glycinin were suspended in a mixture
of 500 c.c. of water and 500 c.c. of hydrochloric acid. “After
solution had been partially effected by warming for some
time in a water bath, the hydrolysis was made complete
by boiling for twenty hours in a bath of oil.” Preliminary
removal of glutaminic acid simplifies further examination of
the protein.
A table shows: “The results of this hydrolysis calculated
to a moisture and ash free basis were the following:
Glycocoll 0.97%. Alanine–not isolated. Valine 0.68%.
Leucine 8.45%. Proline 3.78%. Phenylalanine 3.86%.
Aspartic acid 3.89%. Glutaminic acid 19.46%. Serine–not
isolated. Tyrosine 1.86%. Arginine 5.12%. Histidine 1.39%.
Lysine 2.71%. Ammonia 2.56%. Tryptophane–present. Total
54.73%.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English language document
seen (Nov. 2020) concerning the amino acids found in
soybeans–although the term “amino acids” is not yet used.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the amino acid “Tryptophane” (regardless of
capitalization but spelled that way) in connection with soy.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that mentions the amino acid “Lysine” in
connection with soy.
Note 4. Neither methionine nor cystine are mentioned.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020)
attempting to determine the quality of soy bean protein–
although the word “quality” is not used. Address: Lab. of the
Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station.
1194. Voorhees, Edward Burnett. 1907. Forage crops: For
soiling, silage, hay and pasture. New York & London: The
Macmillan Company. xiii + 384 p. Sept. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
The Rural Science Series, edited by L.H. Bailey.
• Summary: Chapter 2, titled “Forage crops for hay and for
improving the land” notes (p. 21): “The value of the frequent

introduction of cowpeas and soybeans, which not only keep
the land occupied, but add to the forage capacity of the farm,
can hardly be overestimated...”
Chapter 11, titled “Combination crops with legumes,”
in the section on “Warm-season combinations” (p. 190,
193-94) states: “For summer soiling, the advantages
of growing kafir corn with cowpeas or soybeans... are
usually abundantly apparent.” “In the case of maize-andcowpeas or soybeans, the advantages of the combination
are usually not so apparent, although in certain regions the
combinations have been found to be very desirable, and
have been recommended particularly for silage, since the
combined crop provides a practically balanced ration for
winter feeding.” “Sorghum-and-soybeans make an excellent
summer forage so long as the sorghum is seeded rather
thickly and harvested before it has nearly reached maturity.”
In Chapter 14, titled “Other leguminous forage crops,”
the section on “Soybeans” gives an introduction to the plant
and discusses its seeding, growth, and use. The soybean
“is now generally grown in the southern coast and middle
states. Soybeans are also grown successfully in Illinois,
Michigan and Wisconsin, being better adapted to the climatic
conditions of those states than cowpeas. There are numerous
varieties, but Green seems to be the one most generally
used. Soybeans are similar in many respects to cowpeas.
“Experience thus far shows that the soybean is slightly more
difficult to handle, and that the yields are not so heavy, but
the plant contains more nitrogen in the dry matter than the
cowpea.” “The soybean is not so well adapted to pasture as
the cowpea, but it is quite as good for hay and less difficult to
cure. The crop is well worthy of wider use.”
In Chapter 19, “Composition, fertilizer, and coefficient
tables,” the soybean appears in most of the many tables,
including green fodders, combination crops, silage, straw,
grain and other seeds, and concentrated feed stuffs (soybean
meal [probably ground whole soybeans]).
Also discusses: Alfalfa (p. 209-30). Cowpea (p. 253-64).
Red adzinki [sic, adzuki] beans (p. 352). Corn products–
Gluten meal (p. 352-53). Peanut vines (p. 369). Address:
Director of the New Jersey experiment stations, and Prof.
of Agriculture in Rutgers College [New Brunswick, New
Jersey].
1195. Carmichael, B.E. 1907. Tankage for hogs in cattle feed
lots. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 73.
4 p. Oct. 1.
• Summary: During the winter months in Ohio, many hogs
are fattened on the undigested grain which appears in the
droppings [manure] from cattle. Feeding the hogs tankage
[dried animal residues] instead was found to be more
efficient, and reduced “the liability to loss from cholera.”
“While, on account of its cheapness as a carrier of
protein and ash and convenience for feeding, digester
tankage was used in the work reported herein, it is believed
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that other feeds, such as linseed oilmeal, soy beans, skim
milk, buttermilk, or middlings would greatly increase the
efficiency of the “cattle hog” in making economical gains.”
Address: Wooster, Ohio.
1196. Hawaiian Gazette (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1907.
Corporation formed to manufacture soy. Oct. 1. p. 4, col. 6.
• Summary: “Articles of incorporation for the Hawaiian
Yamajo Soy and Sauce Manufacturing Company were filed
with the Treasurer yesterday. The company is organized
to take over the business of the Yamakami Soy Company,
a partnership, and to carry on the business of making soy
sauce, miso and vinegar. The incorporators are H. Rosenberg,
N. Yamakami, H.T. Moore, C.J. McCarthy and C.G. Bartlett.
The proposed capital stock is $60,000 with the privilege of
increasing it to $500,000. The duration of the company is to
be fifty years.”
1197. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1907. Soy company is
incorporated; Company with $60,000 capital organized to
make soy and other sauces. Oct. 1. p. 3, col. 3.
• Summary: “The Hawaiian Yamajo Soy and Sauce
Manufacturing Company, Ltd., is the title of a corporation
for which articles of association were yesterday applied. The
incorporators are H. Rosenberg, N. Yamakami, H.T. Moore,
C.J. McCarthy and C.G. Bartlett. The company contemplates
the manufacture of soy, sauce, miso and vinegar and to grow
[soy] beans etc., and carry on a general manufacturing and
trading business. The capital for a start is fixed at $60,000,
divided into $20 shares, with the privilege of increasing to
$500,000.”
1198. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Re: Cowpeas and soybeans. Letter
to Mr. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and Distribution, Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, Oct. 7. 3 p.
Handwritten, with signature.
• Summary: Nielsen is writing from Vesper, Kansas.
The season has been very dry at Stillwater, Oklahoma,
and Fayetteville, Arkansas. “The early [cow] peas were
practically the only ones which matured any seed... The
soybeans were a failure on account of rabbits. “Yours truly,
H.T. Nielsen.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: [Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
1199. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1907. Soy brewery in
enlarged. Oct. 10. p. 5, col. 3.
• Summary: “This is an era of great things, of innovation in

some lines and expansion in others. Ohia logs are springing
into favor with coast railway men and Honolulu soy is so
popular with the Japanese residents that the demand for the
product of the Yamajo Soy Co. has increased and a larger
plant is necessary. To get this requires more capital than
is available by a firm and a corporation is the result of an
investigation into the cost of manufacture, the assets and
liabilities of the firm and the possible profits to shareholders.
“The Hawaiian Yamajo Soy and Sauce Manufacturing
Co., Ltd., incorporated under the laws of this Territory, has
a capital of $60,000, of which $10,000 will remain in the
treasury. There are 3,000 shares at $20 each. The officers
are: Harry Rosenberg, president, C.J. McCarthy treasurer;
H.T. Moore, secretary; and C.G. Bartlett, auditor. Already
more than half of the stock has been subscribed and it does
not seem possible that the balance will remain long unsold.
The capacity of the new corporation will be, approximately,
3000 tubs per month at a cost of $1.70 each, with a possible
reduction in cost to $1.60 per tub, while it sells at $2.20 per
tub. A thumb nail calculation of the results will show that
the dividends to the shareholders will resemble those paid
holders of sugar stock in the latter eighties [1880s].
“The Yamajo Co. was willing to take stock for its
plant, valued conservatively at $21,820, and further the
manager was willing to make a contract to remain with
the corporation at a reasonable salary and a percentage on
profits over 20 per cent per annum for a period of years.
The importation of soy into Hawaii is 100,000 tubs per
annum but the duty [35%] puts it above the reach of any but
the well-to-do Japanese residents. Practically soy is to the
Japanese as much a national dish as pie is to the American,
and he will forego other pleasure to secure it. The ingredients
are wheat, soy beans and salt, and both of the latter are
produced here, the bean growing luxuriantly on almost any
soil, while Hawaiian salt may be had for the making. The
output of the old firm was 600 tubs per month but with the
augmented capital an addition will be made to the plant so
that this will be increased to 3000 tubs per month.
“Harry Rosenberg of the Globe Clothing store, Hotel
street, has prospectuses of the company and will furnish all
information asked.”
1200. Sydney Mail (Australia). 1907. Answers to
correspondents. Oct. 16. p. 23.
• Summary: Gwen.–1... A recipe for homemade
Worcestershire includes “a gill of Indian soy [sauce].”
1201. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1907. Experiment station
work, XLIII. No. 309. 32 p. Oct. 19. See p. 15-19. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Cowpeas and soy beans” (p.
15-19) is compiled from two publications: (1) Wiancko, A.T.;
Fisher, M.L. 1907. “Soy beans, cow peas, and other forage
crops.” Indiana Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 120. p. 437460. March; (2) Moorhouse, L.A. 1907. “Cowpeas and soy
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beans.” Oklahoma Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 74. 22 p.
April.
Contents: Introduction. Place in rotation. Soil and
manuring. Planting. Harvesting. Threshing. Varieties.
Relation to soil fertility (green manuring).
The section begins: “The great importance of cowpeas
and soy beans to our agriculture is more and more
recognized, and the culture of these crops is spreading
from year to year, not only in all sections of the Southern
States, but even to unexpected northern latitudes.” Address:
Washington, DC.
1202. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1907. Farm
correspondence: Soja (or soy) bean, or Japan pea. Oct. 21. p.
10.
• Summary: “To T.E. Abeernethy, Juliette, Georgia: The
plant of which you sent specimens of the pod and leaf is
the soja, or soy bean, now pretty generally disseminated
throughout the whole country. It was first introduced in
the United States about forty years ago [i.e., about 1867],
or more, under the name Japan pea. There are a number of
varieties, ranging in height of the mature plant from one to
four feet. The soja bean is planted for hay very much as the
cowpea is planted, and at the same time. The hay is very
nutritious, but not altogether so palatable as cowpea hay.
The peas are exceedingly nutritious–superior, perhaps to
any of the bean or pea family–but, like the butter bean and
the snap bean, are not very palatable. The shelled beans are
much used by the Chinese and Japs for making soy soup
[sic]. They have also been washed and ground and used as a
substitute for coffee.”
1203. Bloch, A. [Armand-Aron]. 1907. Le soja. Sa
culture, sa composition, son emploi en médecine et dans
l’alimentation [The soybean. Its culture, its composition,
its use in medicine and in food]. Bulletin des Sciences
Pharmacologiques (Paris) 14:536-51. Sept.; 14:593-606.
Oct. [46 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A review of the literature drawing heavily on
Egasse (1888), Trimble (1896 and 1897), and Williams
& Langworthy (1897, revised 1899), and including many
others. Contents: Introduction (mainly a long history of the
soybean worldwide, with emphasis on Europe). Chemical
composition of the soybean. Chemical composition of the
soybean plant.
Part II: Preparation of shoyu. Preparation of miso. Natto.
Preparation of tao-yu ([Chinese-style soy sauce] a condiment
made with black soybeans, hibiscus leaves, and Aspergillus
Wentii mold) and tuong. Tofu and yuba. Other soyfoods, incl.
soy coffee.
“We are presently looking everywhere for ways of
giving economic value to our colonies. It seemed interesting
to me to draw attention to the soybean, the Chinese bean
(le Soja, Haricot chinois) which contributes a large part of

the food of the people in China, Japan, and the Far East.
Already in use in Indochina, tested in Europe with success
then abandoned for no apparent reason, the soybean could
acclimatize itself in other colonies of ours, particularly
in Madagascar, and perhaps in certain of our African
possessions, and therefore could contribute to increasing
their riches and the well being of their indigenous peoples.”
Soy oil “can be extracted partially by pressure or
completely by ether or petroleum ether. It is yellowish red
with a not particularly disagreeable odor.”
Mr. Lailleux, a former intern at the hospital in Algiers,
has reported that a certain number of diabetic Arabs under
treatment at the hospital of Dey, in Algiers [Algeria], have
been helped by a dietary regimen based on soybean pap.
Address: Pharmacist major 2nd class of the colonial troops.
Doctor of pharmacy.
1204. Mundy, H. Godfrey. 1907. The botanical section:
Notes on experiments carried out at the Skinner’s
Court Experiment Station, Pretoria, 1906-07. Transvaal
Agricultural Journal 6(21):69-70. Oct.
• Summary: Page 70: “Leguminous Crops for Hay, Ensilage,
Soiling or Green Manure.” “Soybeans.–Would have been
most successful but for the advent of locusts, which appear
to have a considerable liking for Soybeans. The crop was
sown on November 17th, and by the first week in March
was standing about 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet high, and in full
flower: beans set in enormous quantities, but just then the
locusts descended and cleaned off the crop. The yield of
green fodder at the time the crop was ready to cut for hay
was estimated at 15 tons per acre.
“A photograph of this plot is shown in the Agricultural
Journal. No. 19, April, 1907, Plate CLXXXVII.” Address:
P.A.S.I., Asst. for Seed and Plant Experiments.
1205. Yanamoto (K.). 1907. Banzai tea (Ad). Hawaiian Star
(Honolulu). Nov. 2. p. 2, col. 6-7.
• Summary: “Also sole agent for Bunmei Best Soy, Fuji Dai
No. 1 Soy. Banzai.”
Note 1. Bunmei was spelled “Bummei” on 7 Oct. 1907
in this Newspaper.
Note 2. Mr. K. Yamamoto also sells “Banzai Biscuits.”
Address: Wholesale merchant, Hotel Street near Nuuanu
[Honolulu].
1206. Carles, P. 1907. Le lait végétal [Vegetable milk].
Repertoire de Pharmacie 19(11):487-88. Nov. 10. Series 3,
63rd year. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Discusses the characteristics and value of
vegetable milk made from soybeans. Note that this article
was published in a pharmaceutical journal.
1207. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Re: We are preparing a manuscript
for a Farmers’ Bulletin on cowpeas. Letter to Prof. H.A.
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Morgan, Director, Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville,
TN, Nov. 13. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).

that it would be better not to make publication until we know
what the second season’s results are. I shall be glad, on the
completion of the acre feeding, which will be possibly about
fifty or sixty days from the present time, to let you know
what the record is this year.
“Will you not be good enough to let me know about the
threshing machines that you investigated? I shall be glad to
have the names of the manufacturers, and what you think of
the various machines. Of course, your information will be
confidential. The Koger machine is now in operation at this
station [in Tennessee], and is doing splendidly.
“Very sincerely yours, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Prof., Univ. of Tennessee,
College of Agriculture and Experiment Station, Knoxville,
TN.

• Summary: “Dear Prof. Morgan: We are preparing a
manuscript for a Farmers’ Bulletin on cowpeas, and I think
perhaps there will be a good chance to make a mention of
your very interesting feeding trial carried out last winter. I
understood you were very anxious to have this information
become as widespread as possible, so I am writing you to
learn if you have any objections to furnishing us the very
essential facts in connection with this trial to be used in a
bulletin if thought desirable. The credit, of course, would be
given to the Tennessee Station for the reference if used.
“Trusting to hear from you in this matter, I am.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Note: As we shall soon read (Nov. 15), soy beans were
included in this trial together with cowpeas and corn.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.

1209. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Re: I should be very glad indeed
to get the results of this season’s trial. Letter to Prof. H.A.
Morgan, Director, Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville,
TN, Nov. 22. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Morgan: Kindly accept my thanks
for your prompt reply to my letter regarding the use of your
data on feeding tests of corn, [cow] peas and soybeans. I
should be very glad indeed to get the results of this season’s
trial, and agree with you that it is very desirable not to
publish such trials too early.
“Regarding the information on the threshing of cowpeas,
I will be able to send you some information on this in a very
short time. We have a few further tests which we wish to
see before sending out any information. As soon as this is
obtained, I shall be only too glad to give you what data we
have on hand. I enclose herewith [separately] the names and
addresses of the manufacturers of pea hullers, and also the
names and addresses of the manufacturers of the ordinary
grain separator whose machines I have seen at work.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant. Enc.
[Enclosures]”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.

1208. Morgan, H.A. 1907. Re: I am anxious to get the
records of the test of the acre of corn, peas, and soy beans
out. Letter to Mr. H.T. Nielsen, Bureau of Plant Industry,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Nov. 15. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Nielsen: I beg to acknowledge your
letter of the 13th, and while I am anxious to get the records
of the test of the acre of corn, peas, and soy beans out, we
have just begun the repetition of this experiment, and I feel

1210. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1907. News in a nutshell:
Paragraphs that give condensed news of the day. Nov. 23. p.
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8, col. 2.
• Summary: “The Yamajo Soy and Sauce Brewing Company,
Ltd., was today entered for a charter with the Treasurer of
the Company, with a capital of $50,000, and the privilege of
increase to $250,000. The incorporators are N. Yamakami,
H. Miyake, K. Tashiro, T. Nozawa, G. Yokoyama, T. Mori
and K. Noto. The company enters property to the value of
$25,000.”
1211. Logan, Daniel. 1907. Commercial news. Hawaiian
Gazette (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). Nov. 26. p. 7, col. 3-4.
• Summary: “The Yamajo Soy and Sauce Brewing Co.,
Ltd., is a local Japanese corporation applying for a charter.
Its nominal capital is $50,000, three fourths of which is
subscribed but none paid up. In fact the capital represents
chiefly an existing soy and sauce brewery.”
Note: Yamajo has changed and expanded its name–
probably because it now makes or is planning to make miso.
The company has also changed its type of business to a
limited liability corporation.
1212. Williams, C.B. 1907. Re: Looking for seed of varieties
of cowpeas and soy beans. Letter to Mr. H.T. Nielsen,
Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC, Nov. 26. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: On November 30 we received a letter
from you stating that you were glad that we were interested
in growing varieties of cowpeas and soy beans in cooperation
with the Bureau of Plant Industry. You also stated that you
would be glad to supply us with the seed of each of these
varieties for our tests. You stated that your supply of soy
beans was limited, but that you would be able to supply
enough of the leading varieties to plant one-twentieth of an
acre of each, and that you would supply sufficient to plant
one-tenth of an acre of each if you found that you could
spare the seeds. You stated that you would let us know
definitely in reference to this matter in the near future. You
stated also in your letter that there would be no difficulty
in your ability to supply us with enough of the different
varieties of cowpeas to plant one-tenth of an acre to each.
We shall want to supplement the varieties you supply us by
purchases from different sources, so if it is possible for you
to supply us a list which we may expect from this source, the
favor will be highly appreciated.
“Yours very truly,...”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning C.B. Williams of North Carolina and soybeans.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.

Address: Director, Agric. Exp. Station of the North Carolina
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, West Raleigh
[North Carolina].
1213. Mulvany, C.B. 1907. Re: Yes we have varieties of
cowpeas and soybeans for testing. Letter to Prof. C.B.
Williams, North Carolina Experiment Station, West Raleigh,
N.C., Nov. 30. 1 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I have your letter of 26th instant
addressed to Mr. H.T. Nielsen. I am very glad to know that
you are interested in the matter of cowpeas and soybeans.
For the past two years we have been conducting very
extensive varietal trials with these and have secured a very
large number of new varieties. I take it, however, that you
are interested only in growing a few of the best varieties of
each. Our supply of seed I regret to say is not very large,
especially of the soybeans. It is possible that we will not be
able to supply you with more than enough of these for 20th
acre plots, but if we can spare sufficient for 10th acre plots
will be glad to do so. There will be no difficulty in supplying
you with the standard varieties of cowpeas, but some that we
have recently secured the amount we can furnish you will
probably be small. I shall let you know definitely in regard to
these amounts in the near future.
“Yours very truly...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec.
2016. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D.C.
1214. Hosie, Alexander. 1907. Report for the year 1906
on the foreign trade of China. Diplomatic and Consular
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No.
3943. 114 p. For the year 1906.
• Summary: Table N titled “Principal exports from China to
Asiatic countries (India excepted)” (p. 66) gives exports of
[soy] bean cake and [soy] beans in 1901-05 (average), 1905,
and 1906. The section titled “Beans and bean cake” (p. 71)
states: “Beans, according to the Chinese returns, show a
falling-off in export to foreign countries from 3,173,241 to
1,778,035 cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds], but
the decrease was not nearly so great, for the Japanese returns
give Japan’s receipts from Manchuria in 1906 as 972,246
piculs of the value of 3,536,740 yen.”
The section titled “Oils, vegetable and essential” (p. 72)
states that exports of vegetable oils (by weight) are up 31%
over the average of the years 1901-05. “They consist of [soy]
bean, groundnut, tea, wood and other oils, and it would be a
great convenience if the customs would endeavour to classify
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these oils and give each class its respective value, for the
lump value of different kinds of oils is of no use to anyone
who wishes to find the price of, say, bean or wood oil.”
Essential oils include star aniseed, cassia-leaf, etc.
Address: Acting Commercial Attaché to His Majesty’s
Legation at Peking.
1215. Piper, C.V. 1907. Re: Mammoth soybean. Letter to
Prof. J.F. Duggar, Experiment Station, Auburn, Alabama,
Dec. 3. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Duggar: Mr. H.T. Nielsen informs
me that you are growing a quantity of Mammoth soybean
this year. We want to secure about 20 bushels and if you can
spare this amount, I will be obliged if you will submit to me
a bid on the same.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist.
1216. Piper, C.V. 1907. Re: We want to secure about 20
bushels of the Mammoth soybean. Letter to Prof. H.A.
Morgan, Director, Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville,
TN, Dec. 3. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Morgan: Mr. H.C. Nielsen informs
me that you are growing a quantity of the Mammoth soybean
this year. We want to secure about 20 bushels and if you can
spare this amount, I will be obliged if you will submit to me
a bid on the same.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1217. Duggar, J.F. 1907. Re: Mammoth soybean. Letter to
Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture, Washington, DC, Dec.
6. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: We utilized most of our
soybeans this year for hay and we have only enough seed for
our own needs.
“Thank you for the offer of making us an offer on these
seeds, I am
“Yours very truly, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.

Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Prof. of Agriculture,
Experiment Station, Alabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn,
Alabama.
1218. Ebert, Felix. 1907. Beiträge zur Kenntnis des
chinesischen Arzneischatzes, “Früchte und Samen”–
Fortsetzung (Contributions to knowledge of the Chinese
pharmacopeia, “fruits and seeds”–Continued) Zeitschrift des
Allgemeinen Oesterreichischen Apotheker-Vereines (Vienna)
45(49):687-88. Dec. 7. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: List of the parent plants of the drugs treated /
discussed (Verzeichnis der Stammpflanzen der behandelten
Drogen). Synonyms on various pages. For soybean:
Dolichos Soja L., p. 483
Glycine Soja S. et Z., p. 483
Soja hispida Mönch, p. 483 Address: Pharmaceutical
Department, Federal Polytechnic in Zurich (Mitteilung
aus der pharmazeutischen Abteilung des Eidgenössischen
Polytechnikums in Zürich).
1219. Morgan, H.A. 1907. Re: We are using our soy beans
for experimental feeding work, and will not have any to
spare. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Dec. 7. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: I have your letter of the 3d,
and while we have a lot of soy beans we are using them
exclusively for experimental feeding work, and will not have
any to spare. I suggest that you write to Mr. W.P. Ridley,
of Columbia, Tennessee. He has a number of bushels and I
believe you can get them from him. I would also write Dr.
J.J. Koger, of Rogersville, Tenn.
“Trusting that you will be able to secure the amount that
you require, I beg to remain,
“Sincerely yours, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Prof., Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN.
1220. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1907. Recent notes of science.
Dec. 12. p. 8.
• Summary: In China: “Pickled eggs are preserved with a
compound of common mud, salt, saltpeter, and soy bean
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sauce.”
Note: This is the English-language document seen (April
2012) that uses the term “soy bean sauce” (regardless of
capitalization or hyphenation) to refer to soy sauce.
1221. Agramer Zeitung (Agram, Austria-Hungary). 1907.
Feuilleton: Delikatessen [Feature: delicatessen]. 82(234):1,
col. 3. Dec. 14. [Ger]
• Summary: ... the piquant brown shoyu of Japan,...
Agram (in today’s Croatia), was the historic AustrianGerman name for Zagreb.
Note: This article also appeared in the 21 Dec. 1907
issue (p. 20) of the Mährisches Tagblatt.
1222. Ebert, Felix. 1907. Beiträge zur Kenntnis des
chinesischen Arzneischatzes, “Früchte und Samen”–
Fortsetzung (Contributions to knowledge of the Chinese
pharmacopeia, “fruits and seeds”–Continued). Zeitschrift des
Allgemeinen Oesterreichischen Apotheker-Vereines (Vienna)
45(50):707-09. Dec. 14. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Chinese list: A long 3-column table listing
all know Chinese drugs. The 3 columns are: Common
name, number, scientific name. For soy: Hwang-ta-tau. 90.
Dolichos Soja.
Man-tau. 90. Dolichos Soja. [sic, daizu]. 40. Soja
hispida.
Ta-teou. 40. Soja hispida.
Continuation follows. Address: Pharmaceutical
Department, Federal Polytechnic in Zurich (Mitteilung
aus der pharmazeutischen Abteilung des Eidgenössischen
Polytechnikums in Zürich).
1223. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Re: Soybeans and bamboo. Letter
[memorandum] to Mr. David Fairchild, Seed and Plant
Introduction and Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC, Dec. 17. 1 p. Typed, with signature
on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Fairchild. I am in receipt of a letter
from Mr. J.J. Stranahan, Bullochville, Georgia, who is one of
your very valuable cooperators with soybeans. He writes that
he has been trying for two or three years to get some bamboo
from the Department without success. I would appreciate
it very much if you could have some sent him for his use...
He is in charge of one of the Bureau of Fisheries’ hatching
stations, at Bullochville, Georgia. Very truly yours, H.T.
Nielsen.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Scientific Asst., Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA.

1224. Suzuki, Tozaburo. 1907. Apparatus for brewing soy.
U.S. Patent 0,874,041. Dec. 17. 5 p. Application filed 18 July
1907. 4 drawings.
• Summary: In this invention, several tanks were “sunk
into a closed chamber wherein means were provided for
regulating the temperature. Stirring apparatus was provided
for effecting continuous and uniform agitation of he contents
of the tanks.”
“A further utility of the invention consists in providing
means whereby hot water or a like heating medium may be
directed through the auxiliary means to facilitate and hasten
first maturing by heating the mash and whereby after the first
maturing is complete cold water or a like cooling medium
may be circulated through the auxiliary means to complete
second maturing of the soy.”
Four illustrations depict the apparatus. Address:
Sunamura, Japan.
1225. Ruata, Guido; Testoni, Giuseppe. 1907. La soia
nell’alimentazione italiana [The soybean in the Italian diet].
Ministero d’Agricoltura, Industria e Commercio. Bollettino
Ufficiale 6(6):698-718. Dec. 18. (Chem. Abst. 2:864). [35
ref. Ita]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the
soybean (della Soia). Cultivation and its history in Europe.
Harvest and yield. Nutritional value of the soybean: Tables
show analyses according to König (10 tables), to Balland
(1 table analyzing 3 varieties, from Cambodia {Exposition
of 1900}, from Cochin China, and from Tonkin), to Gautier
(1 table), to Maurel (1 table), and to Lechartier and Joulie
(from Grandeau 1903, analyzing 3 varieties, from Etampes,
black soybean, and yellow soybean–all grown in France;
each either as is or dry). Tables of nutritional analyses by
Ruata & Testoni (includes the weight of 1,000 seeds for each
variety): I. Black soybean, from Vilmorin-Andrieux of Paris,
France; from Dammann & Co. [seedsmen] of Naples (Italy);
and from the Inst. of Hygiene of Bologna, Italy. II. Giant
Yellow, from Etampes (Pinolini), from Naples (Dammann),
from Bohemia (Boemia–Ingegnoli); III. Small yellow
soybean (from Dammann in Naples). IV. Green soybean
(from Dammann). V. Brown soybean (from Dammann). The
authors believe the Giant Yellow soybean is best adapted to
Italian conditions. The analysis of the variety from Naples
is as follows: Weight of 1,000 seeds: 205 gm. Water 9.80%.
Albuminoids 37.13% (albuminoidi, protein) Carbohydrates
24.40%. Fat 18.36%. Lecithin 1.62%. Crude fiber 4.47%.
Ash: 4.30%.
Preparation of soybeans (detailed descriptions and
nutritional analyses): The whole seeds, miso (Il miso), tofu
(To-Fu or to-fu), shoyu (fermented; made with koji), soy
flour and bread (farina e pane di soia, incl. experiments by
Brugia, and Rimini), soy polenta. Conclusions.
Three non-original illustrations (line drawings; between
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p. 700 and 701) show three different full-size views of the
Soja plant, including: (1) Plant with roots. (2) Stem, leaves
and pods. (3) Stem and pods (Original from Pinolini 1905).
Several bar charts (following p. 712) give nutritional
composition comparisons of 12 staple foods, mainly
legumes, cereal grains, dairy products, and meat: Fig. 2–
Albuminoids (protein content); soya is the highest with
37.13%. Fig. 3–Carbohydrate content. Fig. 4–Fat content;
soy is highest with 18.36%. Fig. 5–Salts (Sali).
Other tables show: (1–p. 701): For four soybean
varieties, weight of 100 liters in kg and number of seeds per
kg. Soia d’Etampes yellow 72 / 7,400. Black soybean from
Podolia 74.5 / 7,400. Yellow soybean 72.5 / 8,550. Black
soybean 73 / 12,200. Note that the black soybean has by far
the smallest seeds.
Selected translations of the text: The first part of
the article discusses dietary problems in Italy, especially
pellagra, a skin disease caused by deficiencies in protein
and niacin. One of the causes seems to be the consumption
of corn, especially spoiled corn (maiz guasto) (p. 699-700).
The authors are interested in studying the soybean as a
potential new food for Italy, based on the examples from
other countries where it has been consumed for a long time
and where corn is unknown or almost unknown. They want
to take the initiative in getting the best possible advantage
from the introduction of soybeans as an Italian food (p. 700).
In Italy the varieties which grow well are the early black,
the yellow, the brown, the green, and the giant yellow; the
latter is similar to the variety Soya Etampes, which has been
acclimatized in France (p. 701).
History in Italy: According to Pinolini, the soybean
made its appearance around 1840, and has been cultivated
with success around Verona, along the Lombard coast of
Lake Maggiore, and near Mantua and Lucca (Mantova and
Lucchese). As far as we know, it either was cultivated or is
still cultivated in Liguria, Friuli, the Marches, and Emilia.
Around Naples, it is especially cultivated in San Giovanni
a Teduccio, under the care of Dammann & Co., a seed
company (p. 702).
In the year 1906 in a field annexed to the Institute
of Hygiene, we conducted experimental cultivation of
soybeans, sowing the black variety from Podolia, sent to
us by the Vilmorin-Andrieux, a seed company in Paris. A
similar experiment was carried out on a larger expanse of
land, at the same time as ours and with the same seeds, by
Dr. Ignazio Buldrini at his farm near Bologna. The land
at the Institute of Hygiene, being rather rich in humus,
was fertilized with phosphate fertilizer at the rate of 500
kg/ha and potassium sulfate at the rate of 100 kg/ha. Dr.
Buldrini’s land, well supplied with potassium and phosphoric
anhydride,... was fertilized with plenty of manure. The seed
was planted on both fields in early May. The vegetation
developed regularly and in August we obtained a harvest that
yielded 1,500 kg/ha of seeds reaching perfect maturation (p.

703).
Brugia (1902) has conducted numerous experiments
in baking with soy flour, and here is what he writes about
it: “It is necessary to find an inexpensive food with great
nutritional value for the poor farmers and rural people. It
would be ideal to be able to make bread from soybean flour,
thus creating a food that would be physiologically balanced
and complete.” He first tried mixing soy flour with wheat
flour in the proportions 50/50 and 30/60, but the results were
unfavorable. Then they tried using brewer’s yeast in the
process and had very good results, except that the price was
a little high. It was then necessary to substitute a mixture
of bicarbonate of soda and cream of tartar (½ gm per 3 g
of flour) for the brewer’s yeast. This worked very well. He
then gives a table showing the nutritional analysis of the best
bread (p. 716). In the conclusions of his work, Brugia says:
“Soy flour cannot be used by itself in baking. But mixed with
wheat it gives an optimum bread, soft textured, complete and
balanced nutritionally, economical, and convenient. A second
table shows an analysis of soy bread published by Rimini
(1902) (p. 716).
Soy polenta, a mixture of soy and corn, was named
Soyenta by Haberlandt who first prepared it. It could be
of nutritional benefit to the people in those parts of Italy
who get almost all of their nutrients from polenta. We have
conducted numerous tests to find a type of Soyenta (to adopt
Haberlandt’s name) which, because of taste and ease of
preparation, could enter into the diet of our rural population
without difficulty. Here are the results of our experiments
with various types of Soyenta: (1) With whole yellow soy
flour: The resulting product does not have a soft consistency;
it is coarse and crumbles rather easily, but the taste is nice.
(2) With sifted soy flour: This product is not as good as the
previous one, because it is too sticky. The taste reminds us of
infant cereal made of wheat flour. (3) Soy flour mixed with
wheat flour in varying proportions: Not advisable because
it presents in various degrees the difficulties of the former.
(4) (p. 717). Soy flour mixed with corn flour: Best results
were obtained with a mixture of 1 part soy flour to 4 parts
corn meal (coarsely ground, Veronese style). The consistency
of this product is not unlike that of regular polenta, and the
flavor is also very close. Hot or cold it slices very well, and
overall it can be used just like regular polenta, but it has
more nutritional value (p. 717).
Note 1. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (April 2013) that mentions tofu, which it calls To-fu.
Note 2. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (April 2012) that mentions soy sauce, which it calls Il
shoyu (“shoyu”).
Note 3. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (March 2009) that uses the word “miso” (Il miso) to
refer to miso.
Note 3. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Jan. 2016) that uses the term albuminoidi to refer to
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protein in connection with soybeans.
Note 4. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that mentions soy flour, which it calls farina
di soia.
Note 5. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Feb. 2016) that mentions lecithin in connection with
soybeans. Address: 1. Direttore dell’Istituto d’Igiene della
Regia Universita di Bologna (Director of the Inst. of Health
of the Royal Univ. of Bologna); 2. Insegnante nella Regia
Scuola Media Commerciale, Direttore del Laboratorio
chimico Compartimentale delle Gabelle di Bologna
(Instructor at the Royal Business Middle School and director
of the Customs Department Chemical Laboratory). Both:
Italy.
1226. Ruata, Guido; Testoni, Giuseppe. 1907. La soia
nell’alimentazione italiana [The soybean in the Italian diet
(Continued–Document part II)]. Ministero d’Agricoltura,
Industria e Commercio. Bollettino Ufficiale 6(6):698-718.
Dec. 18. (Chem. Abst. 2:864). [35 ref. Ita]
• Summary: This article begins: The soybean (Soia)
is a legume that is widely consumed in Asian regions
where–especially in China and Japan, with very disparate
climates–it represents a fundamental element in the diet of
humans, thanks to its easy cultivation and the extremely high
properties that it possesses.
In addition, both in North America, where the
cultivation of the soybean has undergone broad development,
and in various countries of Europe, in which it has likewise
often been cultivated, there has been the confirmation of
the noteworthy benefits that can be derived from its broad
diffusion.
In Italy, the matter is then presented as a particularly
interesting one such that if it were to reach so far as to
provide to our populations a food with which the ease in
obtaining a good yield from it and at a low cost is combined
with high nutritional value, it would have traversed a path
that has not been inconsiderable toward the solution of
the nutrition problem of the less well-to-do classes with
which, as is known to all, there is in every respect a marked
character of urgency and gravity. Such an urgency and
such gravity have not arrived solely from the fact that our
populations are fed in an insufficient manner so as to find
themselves in that respect at the end of the line of many of
the countries of Europe, but rather because the qualities of
the very food are in fact frequently such that they increase
rather than repair the damages which the human organism
can experience from its scarcity.
Let us add to these observations of a general nature
another consideration that is no less serious which refers to
a type of diet that is prominent in many parts of our country:
we are speaking of the consumption of corn, with which
the problem of pellagra is closely connected. This is not
the ideal place to discuss the terms of the relationship that

exists between a corn-based (maidico) diet and pellagra, also
because of the fact that the matter is currently controversial
and divided in theories around which with each of them,
our best men of science are working hard. If the problem
is nevertheless a long way away from being resolved,
it is necessary, however, to point out how the two main
etiological concepts, which currently gather together the
majority of experimental and epidemiological studies on
pellagra, have one irrefutable point of contact, making it
possible to meet together on common ground where it has
turned out to be possible to build up thus far an edifice
of knowledge which, translated into the field of practical
implementation, can be fertile with utility and benefit for
the country. This line of unity is represented by corn-based
nutrition to which has been assigned–by the adherents of
tossicozeismo [also known as tossizeismo, a theory that
ascribes pellagra solely to the consumption of tainted corn]
(Lombroso) and by those of corn-based self-intoxication
(autointossicazione maidica) (De Giaxa)–a preponderant
function in the onset and subsequent evolution of pellagric
phenomena, both with corn representing the nutritional
substrate for lower-level organisms which, when introduced
into the digestive system, gives rise to a specific toxic
phenomenon and with corn per se having an influence in
the gastroenteric tube such as to elevate peculiar germs,
making them capable of producing, with their own action,
the framework of disease. Even though the aforementioned
debate about the causes of pellagra continues to exist,
numerous studies that have been completed thus far have
provided us with a first result, the practical importance of
which cannot escape anyone: that is, the necessity for the
fight against corn. It is indeed true that there are those who
restrict the procedures only to spoiled corn, while others
propose the gradual abolition of its cultivation. But in this
area, as well, an agreement is not difficult, taking into
consideration the fact that given the conditions in which the
cultivation of corn is carried out in our various regions, and
admitting that–even leaving out of regard any consideration
of a pathogenic influence–corn does not represent anything
except a food of scant value, it is easy to arrive at favoring
the spread of all of those measures which are suitable for
regulating it and limiting its consumption as well as the best
beginning of its gradual abolition.
Legal provisions are not uninvolved with this fight
against corn: the Italian law of July 21, 1902, the regulation
of November 5, 1903 for the application of the law, and the
various subsequent bulletins from the General Management
of the Health Department (Direzione generale della Sanità)
are especially intended to prevent the sale and consumption
of spoiled corn. And then the Ministry of Agriculture,
Industry, and Commerce, both broadly favoring the
multiple actions of the various local agencies and engaging
itself directly, has always been found on the front line in
combating pellagra.
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Nevertheless, “In spite of the application of the law
of July 21, 1902 for the prevention of pellagra,” Prof.
Sanarelli writes, “in spite of the assiduous propaganda and
the more and more intense work by the provincial pellagra
commissions (Commissioni pellagrologiche provinciali), in
spite of the broad subsidies by the state, in spite of the health
institutions, the changing out of spoiled corn, the distribution
of salt free of charge, the encouragement of wheat growing,
the mobile agricultural instruction, and many other direct and
indirect measures, thought up by private initiatives and by
the government in order to effectively fight against pellagra,
this disease does not show signs of diminishing in Italy to a
satisfactory degree.”
Finally, to more radically solve the problem of the
prevention of the consumption of spoiled corn, we are
indebted to the ingenious initiative of the same Prof.
Sanarelli for the proposal for a law on the obligatory
municipalization of the milling of corn. Once this project
has taken on operational value, we will have as a first result
that the milling of spoiled corn will become practically
impossible. In addition, this bold innovation, which on
the whole represents a fiscal measure against corn, will
contribute in no small part, in our opinion, to limiting the
production of it, with the great benefit to the health of our
populations.
This problem that is so complex therefore emerges from
the field that is purely scientific and rises to the importance
of an extremely grave matter of public health to which are
renewed various and disparate elements of an economic and
administrative nature.
However that may be, the health care worker, when
faced with this, has a fundamental objective set for him: to
restrict with all means the consumption of corn in order to
possibly arrive at its abolition in favor of other foods which
combine nutritional qualities better than corn does and which
are not in the least suspects, as corn is, with regard to the
health of the populations that make use of it.
If, however, the statement of the postulate is easy, it is
not easy to remain masked against that crowd of various,
grave obstacles the implementation of which will lead
to collisions; since it is not only the economic profit that
comes into play, but rather the difficulty, and for some
time the impossibility, of effectively fighting against the
centuries-old practice of our populations to cultivate and
feed themselves in one way rather than in another, and the
inert ignorance of those who do not know or do not want
to comprehend, on one hand, the damage and, on the other
hand, the advantage. The probabilities for success will also
be less if in this battle, a coefficient of capital importance
is not produced immediately, that is, to know what it is that
will be possible to come to replace corn, which crops have to
be encouraged alongside corn in the hope that little by little
they will end up asserting themselves over corn (Continued).
Address: 1. Direttore dell’Istituto d’Igiene della Regia

Universita di Bologna (Director of the Inst. of Health of the
Royal Univ. of Bologna); 2. Insegnante nella Regia Scuola
Media Commerciale, Direttore del Laboratorio chimico
Compartimentale delle Gabelle di Bologna (Instructor at the
Royal Business Middle School and director of the Customs
Department Chemical Laboratory). Both: Italy.
1227. Ruata, Guido; Testoni, Giuseppe. 1907. La soia
nell’alimentazione italiana [The soybean in the Italian diet
(Continued–Document part III)]. Ministero d’Agricoltura,
Industria e Commercio. Bollettino Ufficiale 6(6):698-718.
Dec. 18. (Chem. Abst. 2:864). [35 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Continued: Returning now after this necessary
digression to the soybean, on our own account we arranged
in advance to study under various aspects if it might
represent a food that was suitable to also be consumed in
our lands–according to the extremely broad example that
has been provided to us by other peoples with which corn
is nearly or completely unknown–and especially where the
reduction of the corn-based part of the nutrition is present as
a most urgent need.
We say expressly reduction of the corn-based part of
the nutrition and not the substitution of the soybean for
corn because we are aware of the numerous objections
that would be raised against this concept, first of all the
different nature of the two plants: the soybean is in fact
a legume that is especially rich in albumins and fats and
well supplied with hydrocarbons; while corn is a cereal in
which the hydrocarbons predominate at the expense of the
other components. Certainly from the sole viewpoint of the
feeding regime, we will have to be preoccupied solely with
studying the respective nutritional value of the two foods,
with soybeans or with corn, and to recommend that in which
it turns out to be the highest. But they keep us from taking up
this pathway of the considerations of a primarily economical
nature which currently do not allow us to advocate the
downright abolition of the cultivation of that cereal in favor
of that legume–even if that would be more profitable and
also even if physiology and health would recommend in that
way–convinced as we are that a similar resolute proposition
would then relieve obstacles of any kind which could also
endanger the carrying out of any initiative that was intended
to take the greatest possible advantage of the introduction of
the soybean into Italian nutrition.
We thus remain firm in our concept of studying if and
to what degree the soybean may be adopted among us as a
habitual food.
In this way, and to the extent that it may be possible,
we shall gather the experiences and the observations that
have been carried out with this interesting legume including
in Europe, in different eras and at various scales, in order
to coordinate them and control them with our own personal
contribution of new studies and new research in such a way
as to be able to draw practical conclusions from them in view
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of our objective and in the best way...
Conclusions: In summary, the soybean may be
consumed in the most varied of forms. The seeds may
provide excellent soups and be used in numerous other
foods. By means of fermentation, some other condiments
can be obtained that would be used with great benefit to the
meager, rough table of the peasant, as can some extremely
nutritious foods. Finally, we owe to the flour a bread that
is superior in appearance, in digestibility, in flavor, and
in nutritional value to bread made from corn, and a mush
which has all of the characteristics of the common polenta to
which is also added, first and foremost, the great wealth of
nutritional components.
Our research does not stop here: we have more
underway, designed to study this precious legume in various
details, and we shall provide an account of it at the proper
time.
But in the meantime, to conclude about this current
study of ours, we believe that thus far we have been able to
establish that the introduction of the soybean into the Italian
diet is recommended for various reasons:
1st: For the property of its cultivation: it does indeed
grow well in the most varied of climates, and the cultivation
of it is easy and not very costly;
2nd: For its very high economic yield;
3rd: For the low price at which it is put up for sale: we
have in fact seen that for an income equal to that of hemp–
and that is nearly twice as much as corn–the soybean can be
sold at 35 liras per metric hundredweight [= 100 kg];
4th: For its nutritional properties: the analyses that we
have reported demonstrate its great wealth in nutritional
components, so as to make it a food of the absolutely highest
order;
5th: For the variety of its preparations, which range from
the common mush to the best condiments.
And to close out these pages, we consider that given the
gravity of the food problem amongst our rural and working
classes–which we pointed to at the beginning–the spread of
a diet with soybeans in Italy could turn out to be rich in both
economic and health benefits, while in the meantime with
its gradual predominance over corn, it would provide an
extremely efficacious weapon in the battle against pellagra.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: 1. Direttore dell’Istituto d’Igiene
della Regia Universita di Bologna (Director of the Inst. of
Health of the Royal Univ. of Bologna); 2. Insegnante nella
Regia Scuola Media Commerciale, Direttore del Laboratorio
chimico Compartimentale delle Gabelle di Bologna
(Instructor at the Royal Business Middle School and director
of the Customs Department Chemical Laboratory). Both:
Italy.
1228. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1907.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from December,

1905, to July, 1906. Nos. 16797 to 19057. No. 12. 125 p.
Dec. 20. Also titled USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin
No. 106.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida.
17251-17280. “From Arlington Farm, Virginia. A
collection of soy beans grown on the Arlington Farm in 1905
from seed received through the Division of Agrostology.
“Black varieties:
“17251. Medium early, black. Grown from Agrost. Nos.
1978, 1979, and 2033, combined.
“17252. Flat, medium large, late, black; third crop from
Agrost. [Agrostology] No. 1293.
“17253. Medium black; second crop from Agrost. No.
1536.
“17254. Medium black, small seeded; first crop from
Agrost. No. 1980.
“17255. Medium black, medium early; second crop from
Agrost. No. 1188.
“Brown varieties:
“17256. Medium, reddish brown; second crop from
Agrost. No. 1542.
“17257. Brown Eda Mame, medium early; second crop
from Agrost. No. 1185.
“17258. Ogemaw, early; first crop from Agrost. No.
1992 or S.P.I. No. 13502.
“17259. Brown, early; first crop from Agrost. No. 2031.
“Green varieties:
“17260. Green Samarow, medium, medium early; first
crop from Agrost. No. 1972.
“17261. Large, medium, green; fourth crop from Agrost.
No. 912 or S.P.I. No.13503, first crop from Agrost. Nos.
1764 and 1971, combined.
“Greenish-yellow varieties:
“17262. Small, early, greenish yellow; third crop from
Agrost. No. 1297.
“17263. Small, medium late, greenish yellow
[Haberlandt]; second crop from Agrost. No. 1539.
“17264. Medium late, greenish yellow; second crop
from Agrost. No. 1198.
“17265. Medium late, greenish yellow; second crop
from Agrost. No. 1200.
“17266. Large, medium late, greenish yellow; second
crop from Agrost. No. 1171 or S.P.I. No. 9409.
“17267. Late, large, greenish yellow; third crop from
Agrost. No. 1298.
“Yellow varieties:
“17268. Ito San, medium, early, yellow; first crop from
Agrost. Nos. 1973, 1974, 1975, and 1765, combined.
“17269. Dwarf, early, yellow; third crop from Agrost.
No. 976.
“17270. Medium yellow, small seed; fourth crop from
S.P.I. No. 4912, third crop from Agrost. No. 1169 or S.P.I.
No. 9407, and first crop from S.P.I. No. 12399.
“17271. Medium early, yellow [Haberlandt]; second
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crop from Agrost. No. 1194.
“17272. Small, medium yellow; second crop from
Agrost. No. 1538.
“17273. Medium early, yellow; second crop from
Agrost. No. 1197.
“17274. Small, early, yellow; second crop from Agrost.
No. 1199.
“17275. Medium yellow, large seed; third crop from
Agrost. No. 1170 or S.P.I. No. 9408, first crop from Agrost.
No. 1170-2 or S.P.I. No. 12400, and third crop from Agrost.
No. 1296.
“17276. Medium early, yellow from Thackara; second
and third crops from Agrost. No. 1299.
“17277. Medium early, yellow; third crop from Agrost.
No. 1295.
“17278. Large, medium late, yellow; first crop from
Agrost. No. 2032.
“17279. Large, late, yellow; first crop from Agrost. No.
2034.
“17280. Large, late, yellow; first crop from Agrost. Nos.
1976 and 1977.
17520. “From Richmond, Va. [Virginia]. Received
through T.W. Wood & Sons, February 16, 1906. Hollybrook
Early. ‘A particularly valuable strain of soy beans, which
matures its crop three weeks earlier than the Mammoth
Yellow soy, and is consequently better adapted for planting
in sections north of Virginia, or for planting late in order to
make a crop of shelled beans. The yield from the Hollybrook
Early soy is very nearly equal to that of the Mammoth
Yellow, and they are sure to make a crop of beans. The
Mammoth Yellow soy requires the full growing season to
mature its crop, and frequently an early frost will cut short
the yield of the crop of beans. There is no such danger with
Hollybrook Early soys, and they will prove to be a distinct
and valuable acquisition.’ (Wood & Sons.)
17852/17857/17861/17862. “From Peking, China.
Received through Mr. F.N. Meyer, February 23, 1906. A
collection of seeds, as follows: [These are the first soy beans
introduced by agricultural explorer Frank Meyer, listed in
this journal.]
“17852. From Peking. ‘(No. 17a.) These beans are
roasted and sold in Peking as delicatessen.’ (Meyer.)
“17857. From Shan-hai-kwan. ‘(No. 42a.) Used for food
in Shan-hai-kwan.’ (Meyer.)
“17861. From Sachon. ‘(No. 28a.) A small, black soy
bean grown for fodder; late variety. An excellent food for
stock; must be boiled before being fed.’ (Meyer.)
“17862. From Tientsin. ‘(No. 152a.) A fine variety of
soy bean used to make bean cheese from.’ (Meyer.)
18227. “From Khabarovsk, East Siberia. Received
through Director Gagin of the Khabarovsk Experiment
Field, March 26, 1906. Tchernie bobi. ‘A black variety
of Soja hispida, which is cultivated in several places in
Manchuria and Amur land.’ (Gagin.) 18258/18259. “From

Peking, China. Received at the Plant Introduction Gardens,
Chico, California, through Mr. F.N. Meyer, February 26 and
27, 1906. Seeds and cuttings of Chinese plants, the seeds
indicated by the letter ‘a’ following the number as follows:
“18258. From Pee-san. ‘(No. 5a.) This soy bean is
extensively cultivated in the mountains north of Peking
and is highly esteemed for human food; requires but little
irrigation, and is well worth trying in the arid West.’ (Meyer.)
“17259. From Tschang-ping-tsu. ‘(No. 6a.) This bean is
grown in the northern country as a nitrogen-supplying crop
with sorghum, corn, or millet; does not scatter much when
ripe, but seems to be late in ripening.’ (Meyer.)
18459/18460. “From West Branch, Michigan. Received
through Mr. Edward E. Evans, May 2, 1906.
“18459. Green.
“18460. Early black.”
18619. “From China. Received through Mr. F.N. Meyer,
at the Plant Introduction Garden, Chico, California, May 18,
1906. Seeds and cuttings of Chinese plants, the seeds being
indicated by the letter ‘a’ following the numbers, as follows:
“18619. From Shanghai. ‘(No. 188a.) A very large
variety of yellow soy bean.’ (Meyer.)”
18707. “From China. Renumbered for convenience in
recording distribution, June 21, 1906. A dull reddish brown
colored variety of soy beans, the actual source of which is
in doubt.” Note: This is the earliest American document
seen (Nov. 2020) that uses the word “soy” (as in the phrase
“the Hollybrook Early soy is very nearly equal to that of the
Mammoth Yellow”) to refer to the soy bean rather than to soy
sauce. Address: Washington, DC.
1229. Ebert, Felix. 1907. Beiträge zur Kenntnis des
chinesischen Arzneischatzes, “Früchte und Samen”–
Fortsetzung und Schluss (Contributions to knowledge of
the Chinese pharmacopeia, “fruits and seeds”–Conclusion).
Zeitschrift des Allgemeinen Oesterreichischen ApothekerVereines (Vienna) 45(51):723-25. Dec. 21. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Japanese list: A long 3-column table listing all
know Japanese drugs. The 3 columns are: Common name,
number, scientific name. For soy: Dai-dsou [sic, daizu]. 40.
Soja hispida.
A useful bibliography of writers that mention these
drugs: 2. Blondel, H. “Observations sur la structure des
graines de Soja hispida” Journal de Pharmacie et de Chimie
Paris 1888. 18:537-41. 5th series.
Trimble, Henry. “Recent literature on the soja bean.”
American J. of Pharmacy 68:309-13. June. Address:
Pharmaceutical Department, Federal Polytechnic in Zurich
(Mitteilung aus der pharmazeutischen Abteilung des
Eidgenössischen Polytechnikums in Zürich).
1230. Acme: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1907.
• Summary: Sources: Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Office report
on soybeans: For July, August, September, and October,
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1907. Washington, DC: Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC. 15 p. Dec. 30. Unpublished typescript. 28 cm.
Center, O.D. 1909. “Re: Request for soybean varieties.”
Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
DC, April 1. 1 p. He orders seed of several varieties,
including No. 14954 Acme.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 42, 75.
Seed color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 14954. “From Shanghai,
China, 1905... Grown five seasons.” “The best varieties of
soy beans (p. 75): Late–Acme, 14954.”
Piper, Charles V. 1911. “Forage crops and forage
conditions in the Philippines.” Philippine Agricultural
Review 4(8):394-428. Aug. See p. 407. “During the present
season the ‘Acme’ variety was sown in March at Alabang
and Lamao.” Address: USA.
1231. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Office report on soybeans: For
July, August, September, and October, 1907. Washington,
DC: Seed and Plant Introduction and Distribution, Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC. 15 p. Dec. 30.
Unpublished typescript. 28 cm.
• Summary: “From the data we had on hand last spring we
were certain that the acreage planted to soybeans was on the
decrease. It was exceedingly desirable to learn why this crop
had so diminished in favor, and if it were possible to increase
the acreage by introducing new and better varieties than
those which have been commonly grown. With this idea in
view, variety trials were conducted at Stillwater, Oklahoma,
New Orleans, Louisiana, Gainesville, Florida, Raleigh, North
Carolina, and Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia. In addition
to securing notes on the varieties, any other information
which would add to an understanding of the decrease in
acreage of soybeans was to be secured.
“Our interest in soybeans was aroused by the
comparatively large grain yield which a few of the varieties
made at Arlington last year, and the relative ease with which
the crop can be harvested and threshed in comparison with
cowpeas. Inquiry was made at all the Experiment Stations
visited, where soybeans had been grown, if any difficulty had
been experienced in harvesting and threshing. In only one
case, that of the Ohio Station, was any trouble reported. Only
a few farmers who were growing soybeans were located, and
without exception they are well pleased with them. Nearly
all of the southern stations are growing them to a certain
extent, and are exceedingly anxious that they come into more
general use throughout the South, as they are judged superior
to cowpeas in nearly every respect.
“The Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky Experiment
Stations all have a considerable number of varieties under
trial, and all except Ohio are getting good results. In the
states north of the Ohio River soybeans are more especially

a grain crop, though they also produce a fair amount of
hay. At the Ohio station soybean do not do well for some
unknown reason. None of the varieties they have under trial
are making satisfactory growth, and they have a peculiar
tendency to set pods very close to the ground, so the
harvesting is very difficult. The only complaint I heard on
the threshing of soybeans was by the Ohio Station. In order
for soybeans to be a profitable crop the yield must be at least
15 bushels per acre, and there is difficulty in securing that in
Ohio. All of the large growing varieties are too late for the
conditions prevailing at Wooster [Ohio].
“In Lafayette, Indiana, soybeans do exceptionally well.
The Station considers them a very desirable crop. They are
there used only for grain production; they are harvested with
a mowing machine and handled the same as a hay crop.
The yield of seed readily amounts to 25 or 30 bushels per
acre, according to the station authorities. They have a trial
between seeding with a grain drill and planting in rows. The
drilled area seems to give the largest yield, and certainly the
best quality of hay or straw. The early or medium maturing
varieties give the best results. The late varieties are too late to
mature seed satisfactorily at this latitude. Ito San, Brownie,
Guelph, and Hollybrook varieties are the best in their trials,
Hollybrook giving the best results. Guelph is probably
second and the other two are about equal in value. The very
early varieties such as Ogemaw and Buckshot are entirely
worthless as they do not make not make sufficient plant
growth to yield a fair crop or either hay or seed. Soybeans
are grown quite extensively in the northern part of the state
where they seem to be admirably adapted for the production
of seed. It is claimed that the crop is becoming generally
grown over the entire state, and that it is an exceedingly
valuable one.
“The growing of soybeans in Illinois does not seem to be
as successful as in Indiana, though the station at Champaign
is very enthusiastic over the crop, Prof. Hume saying that the
yield is always above 15 bushels per acre. The forage or hay
is considered of very good quality and the grain is excellent
as a concentrate. The Station has used a grain binder for
harvesting soybeans and report it satisfactory. Of the
varieties under trial Ogemaw and Buckshot are considered
no god. Ito San is one of the best varieties and Guelph is
thought to be the best, the Station using it as their standard
to gauge the value of the other varieties. At the time of my
visit, Sept. 20th, Ebony, #9414 secured from us, showed up
best, and Prof. Hume was very enthusiastic over it. Brownie
makes an exceptionally fine growth, but seems too late to
mature seed. Some of the varieties have given considerable
difficulty in harvesting as they put on pods very close to
the ground. The growing of soybeans in the state is rather
limited, although in the southern part Prof. Hume thought
they were being grown quite largely. The Station is anxious
that the industry become more general as the plant is deemed
a valuable addition to Illinois agriculture.
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“At the Kentucky station the growing of soybeans has
been tried for some time and has given very promising
results for the state. Prof. Garman thinks that soybeans are
much more valuable for Kentucky than cowpeas, as they are
more easily handles, adapt themselves to varying conditions
more readily, and give a larger yield. Prof. Garman has done
more variety testing and from his results, favors the medium
maturing varieties. The early ones he says are too small
growing to be valuable and the late ones are in danger of
being caught by frost before they mature. Ito San, Brownie,
Flat King and Amherst give very good results. Mammoth
does exceptionally well when the season is such as to allow
its maturing. The harvesting is done with a mower or binder,
and no trouble has been experienced in this operation. The
[seed] yield is good, being 20 or more bushels per acre.
Prof. Garman states that the curing of hay is done simply
by raking into windrows, and then cocking. No stakes or
poles are used nor is any covering with hay crops considered
necessary. They are considered one of the most valuable
crops for Kentucky, but, on account of farmers not being
familiar with them, their introduction has been rather slow.
“I found Director Morgan, of the Tennessee Experiment
Station, very enthusiastic about the growing of soybeans.
Prof. Morgan says they can be planted any time from
April to August and still make a crop. They yield more
grain per acre, and usually a higher quality of hay or straw
than cowpeas. Prof. Morgan is doing everything possible
to increase the acreage of soybeans in Tennessee, but is
making slow progress, as the farmers are not familiar with
the crop, and prefer growing cowpeas. A very interesting
feeding trial was carried out by the Tennessee Station last
winter. This trial consisted of feeding an acre each of corn,
cowpeas and soybeans to three lots of steers. The product
from each acre was used to feed one of the lots in the trial.
The yield of soybeans on the experimental acre was 20
bushels of grain and nearly 1½ tons of straw. The soybeans
gave decidedly the best results in this trial, producing the
largest amount of gain and making this gain considerably
cheaper than either of the other feeds. This trial Prof. Morgan
is using as an illustration to induce the farmers to grow more
soybeans. Of the varieties tried, Mammoth is considered the
best, as it makes the largest growth, matures satisfactorily,
and seems able to withstand drought better than any of the
others. Varieties of the Amherst type are also considered
very valuable, but the very early ones are considered entirely
worthless for Tennessee. The harvesting is generally done
with a mower. A binder can also be used satisfactorily, and a
drop-rake reaper is spoken of quite highly. The curing is the
same as for ordinary hay. The harvesting must be done quite
early do avoid the danger of shattering seed and losing the
leaves. Prof. Morgan insists very strongly that the planting
should be in rows as the need in Tennessee is for more
clean cultivation, and soybeans in rows is one of the best
clean culture crops for the state. It is excellent to grow as a

preparation for alfalfa seeding, and it is also easy to prepare
the land for wheat seeding after soybeans. The Station has
experienced no difficulty in threshing. The Koger [cow]
pea thresher gave excellent results last fall on threshing
soybeans.” Continued. Address: Scientific Assistant [Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA].
1232. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Office report on soybeans: For
July, August, September, and October, 1907 (Continued–
Part II). Washington, DC: Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC. 15 p. Dec. 30. Unpublished typescript. 28 cm.
• Summary: Continued. “Prof. Morgan called my attention
to a statement made by the Station Bacteriologist that
the soybeans did not take nitrogen from the air, as the
Station Bacteriologist has found only rod bacteria in the
root tubercles, and that it is the ‘Y’ shaped that gather the
nitrogen. Upon inquiring of Dr. Kellerman this idea has been
refuted, he stating that the rod bacteria as well as the ‘Y’
shaped bacteria gather nitrogen from the air.
“At the Kansas Station where soybeans had quite a
boom a few years ago their exploitation has been entirely
abandoned. Prof. Ten Eyck says they do not yield enough
to make them a profitable crop. In addition to this drawback
it is necessary to artificial means to secure inoculation, and
this the farmers are very reticent [reluctant] about doing,
especially when other crops of similar nature can be grown
successfully without this trouble. Cowpeas have run out the
soybean business in Kansas to all appearances. Prof. Ten
Eyck stated that it would require a variety that would yield at
least 25 bushels to the acre to induce farmers to bother with
this crop on account of the necessity for artificial inoculation.
He also stated that the western half of the state could not
grow soybeans unless some new method of disposing of
rabbits could be found, since their fondness for the crop
would annihilate large fields in that part of Kansas.
“At the Georgia Experiment Station, Director Calvin is
making efforts to have soybeans more largely grown on that
state. They are not doing any variety work, but have a couple
of acres planted to Mammoth soybeans and are comparing
them with cowpeas as an object lesson to the farmers that
soybeans are valuable for Georgia conditions. Mr. Calvin
thinks soybeans could be profitably grown on a large scale
in Georgia, but doubts that they ever will be on account of
the popularity of cowpeas. He had no reliable data, but was
positive that the yield of soybeans in either grain or hay is
larger than for cowpeas.
“Mr. J.J. Stranahan of Bullochville, Georgia, is a very
enthusiastic soybean grower. He has the Tokyo (?) [Tokio]
variety, and claims to have no difficulty in securing two
crops each season. He has been growing them in his peach
orchard between the rows of trees and has had splendid
results. All his planting is in rows and he claims to have a
little above three tons of hay per acre, and thinks his seed
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yield has exceeded 25 bushels. He had our Mammoth, Flat
King, Ebony. Guelph, and Meyer varieties under trial this
season, but they did very poorly. Mr. Stranahan attributed
this to late planting on a piece of land which had produced
very heavy crops of oats in the spring. It was difficult to
determine, therefore, whether any of these varieties were of
any material value in that section. Even Mammoth, which
generally gives such good results in the South, did very
poorly in Mr. Stranahan’s trial, so I am inclined to think the
test does not give a fair indication of what these varieties
might do under more favorable conditions.
“The Alabama Station is encouraging the growing of
Mammoth soybeans as much as possible. Director Duggar
says they should be grown to a larger extent than cowpeas,
but as yet are grown but in very small areas. He thinks that a
campaign of education, getting farmers acquainted with the
crop will eventually mean large acreages grown to soybeans
each year, and he feels that the soybean industry in the South
is only just in is infancy. This seemed to be the opinion of
nearly all the Stations in the Southern States and I believe the
next ten years will see a very large increase in the production
of soybeans.
“Variety trials: Trials of the different varieties at
Stillwater, Oklahoma, was almost entirely a failure. The
Oklahoma Station was furnished the entire list of our
varieties with the idea of learning whether any of these were
of especial value for Oklahoma conditions. Unfortunately a
poor stand was secured, and the ravages of the rabbits made
it even poorer, resulting in the trial being of very small value.
A very severe drought prevailed in August and September
which also tended to hinder the varieties from making
any growth. Quite a number of the varieties were entirely
destroyed by rabbits, and rather singularly a number of the
rather fine-stemmed ones suffered most in this respect. In the
work which the Station has done with soybeans in the part
they have experienced a strange difficulty in not being able
to get a satisfactory stand even when the seed was considered
of very fine quality. The reason for this is not known. The
varieties which are under trial this year were not inoculated,
although material was furnished them from Washington.
Mr. Burleson, of the Station staff, told me that they had
never been able to secure inoculation, having tried not only
artificial inoculating material but also soil secured from the
Kansas Station. From appearance the growing of soybeans in
Oklahoma is of very little promise, and the Station is rather
discouraged with the outlook. They are going to grow the
entire list next year to see if perchance they will do better in
another season.
“I do not believe that the western half of Oklahoma
will become a soybean growing district on account of the
ravages of rabbits, unless this pest can be exterminated. The
eastern half may grow the crop extensively, but it will slow
work to get them well established, as many of the farmers
are southern people thoroughly familiar with cowpeas,

and generally speaking know nothing about soybeans. The
outlook is not at all good for soybean in Oklahoma in my
estimation.
At Crowley, Louisiana, Messers. J.F. Shoemaker, J.B.
Dodson, and J.F. Naftel were growing two varieties of
Riceland soys sent from this office. Mr. Dodson’s trial had
been ruined by a leaky dike which lad let water into the
soybeans and drowned them out. The other men had a fine
stand and the plants had made splendid growth. Both stated
that the season had been very bad, yet the plants had been
about 30 inches high on August 20th when I was there and
were beginning to bloom. They were well tubercled and
seemed to be doing all right. Both men were of the opinion
that the Riceland soybeans would prove a valuable crop for
the rice fields of Louisiana.
Of the large number of varieties under trial park at
Audubon Park, New Orleans, only three did at all well and
these were showing up exceedingly fine when I saw them
August 22nd. They were Black, Shanghai #14952, and the
two Ricelands, Nos. 20797 and 20798. No 14952 had made
a growth of 40 to 42 inches, was well branched, stood up
well, and was setting a lot of seed on August 22nd. It had
very large leaves and was heavily tubercled. Indications were
that it would hold its leaves very well. The objection to it is
its coarseness; otherwise its appearance is very promising.
Mr. Blouin agreed with me that it will probably be a very
valuable variety for Louisiana conditions The two varieties
of Riceland soys seemed identical so far as their growth was
concerned. They seem to run to vine [viny growth habit],
somewhat like cowpeas, although, of course, the growth
is quite different from cowpeas. Some of the vines were
6 feet long when I saw them. The stems and branches are
slender and the leaves not large. It seems it would make a
splendid hay crop. Each row was about 3 feet wide and 24
inches high. They were heavily tubercled and exceptionally
vigorous. They were blooming profusely and it seemed that
they should produce a considerable quantity of seed. Prof.
Blouin expressed the opinion that they were exceedingly
promising for Louisiana, and especially the ricelands of
that state. While they make very satisfactory growth so far
as the amount is concerned, I would consider them of more
promise if they did not have the strong tendency to vine and
hence fall down. This objection to them may be overcome,
however, if they are planted closer together so that they will
have a tendency to hold each other up. They will become
a very valuable acquisition to the agricultural plants of
Louisiana if they will produce a sufficient quantity of seed.
(Continued).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) in
which the name of the soybean variety in spelled “Tokio.”
In the 109 occurrences of this name, it is spelled “Tokio”
71 times (from 1907 to 1923) and “Tokyo” 40 times (from
1907 to 1923). Address: Scientific Assistant [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA].
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1233. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Office report on soybeans: For
July, August, September, and October, 1907 (Continued–
Part II). Washington, DC: Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC. 15 p. Dec. 30. Unpublished typescript. 28 cm.
• Summary: Continued. “Of the remaining varieties, Nos.
19984 and 17862 made fair growth and set a reasonable
amount of seed, but are too small growing to be considered
valuable. All the others made but a very small growth,
though they set seed well considering their size. Practically
all but the three good ones were ripe on August 22nd. The
entire trial was well inoculated, and Prof. Blouin said the
season had been favorable for their growth, so it seems
reasonable to suppose that the majority of the varieties are
not suited to the conditions prevailing in New Orleans.
“The large list of varieties furnished the Florida
Experiment Station and planted at Gainesville, Fla., did
not develop anything at all promising. The seed were not
inoculated and in a careful search through the field on August
28th I found only a single plant tubercled, and that very
sparingly. The trial was on very sandy soil, and the plants
made but very small growth. The best of the plants were
only 6 to 10 or 12 inches high, and were weak and sickly
looking. They also had but a very small number of pods. The
soil is badly in need of humus and it may be that if this were
incorporated, the soybeans would do better. Prof. [P.H.] Rolfs
wishes to try the entire list of varieties again next season and
hopes that in the long run he may secure something of value.
“I am exceedingly skeptical about soybeans ever
becoming of any material value for Florida on account of
the adaptability of the velvet bean to Florida conditions.
While there may be found isolated places in the state where
soybeans will do well, the crop will never be generally
grown in the state. Prof. Rolfs feels that there is but small
promise, but he thinks that trials should be carried far enough
to thoroughly demonstrate whether there is any chance of
getting anything valuable or not. In the trial at Raleigh, North
Carolina, the results are comparable. The varieties were all
planted on July 18th on very uniform land. The season was
exceptionally dry so the plants made but very small growth,
although they were well tubercled and thrifty. Last year
soybeans at Raleigh grew waist high while this year only
a few of them were as much as 20 inches. The only thing
this trial has demonstrated pretty thoroughly is the folly of
trying to get anything valuable out of the early varieties. All
of these made very small growth and produced only a small
amount of seed. The medium maturing varieties did fairly
well, but it is in the late ones that the promising varieties are
found. These are able to withstand the severe drouth in the
middle of the season and when the fall rains come they will
start out and make quite a large growth, while other varieties
will have set a small amount of seed and matured in the dry
hot weather. Of the varieties that seemed of some promise I

noted the following: Flat King, Nuttall, Ebony, in the Blacks
[black seeded]; Brownie, Meyer, #17852–one of the best in
the trial, in the browns; Guelph and Tokio, Nos. 17264 and
17267 in the green, and Hollybrook, Nos. 17278 and 19984,
in the yellow. Of these more or less promising varieties,
Meyer, Guelph and Hollybrook have shown up the best.
Owing to the unfavorable season, it is hard to tell what the
varieties will do under average conditions.
“I think the growing of soybeans in North Carolina will
be a very profitable business although the trial at Raleigh this
year has not been very successful. However, the varieties
have shown their ability to withstand drouth, and in a
favorable year I think they will make an enormous growth.
I learned from the station that in the eastern part of the state,
especially Hyde Co., there are many large areas devoted
to soybeans, and that they do exceedingly well. I think the
entire Coastal Plains region of the state will grow soybeans
satisfactorily and profitably. Considerable educational work
is necessary to get the crop on a good basis.
“In the large trial at Arlington [Farm, Virginia] quite
a number of varieties made very large, and, in some ways,
satisfactory growth, but only a few of this large list of
varieties are of the type of plants most desirable to make a
real successful variety. In this category come Ebony, #17254,
Haberlandt, #17263 and #17271, Meyer, #17852, two yellow
varieties, Nos. 14954 (Acme) and 19984 (Hollybrook?).
These varieties I consider the most promising in the trial
at Arlington for the reason that they make relatively large
growths, set a lot of seed, hold their leaves well upon
ripening, and have rather fine stems. The lower pods and
branches on these varieties are also quite well above ground
so the harvesting can be readily done.
“After the summer’s investigation on soybeans I have
come to the conclusion that the very early varieties might
as well be permanently discarded, as there seems to be no
place for them in our agriculture. North of the Ohio River,
wherever soybeans are grown, the medium late varieties are
the best, as the late ones will not mature seed, but for all the
country south of the Ohio River, and I believe it is here that
the soybean will find its greatest usefulness, the late varieties
are by far the best. I think the reason for the decrease in
acreage of soybeans is due to the lack of knowledge of the
crop. In nearly every section where the crop has become
known it as found a permanent place on the farms, and is
considered very valuable. Heretofore the stations have not
devoted much time towards exploiting the soybean, and
getting familiar with it, which is accountable for its not
being grown more extensively than it is. A systematic plan
of education undertaken by southern stations I think would
increase the acreage of soybeans by many times the present
status in a very few years. One of the principal objections
to the crop has been lack of varieties which would yield
a sufficient amount of seed to make the crop profitable.
New and better varieties which I think we now have on
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hand will overcome this drawback. The ease with which
the crop can be handled and the readiness with which it
becomes inoculated and adapted to environments in the
Southern States will make it a very desirable crop in southern
agriculture. In my opinion all exploitation possible should be
given to soybeans as for many conditions they are superior to
cowpeas.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Acme.
Note 2. Nielsen fails to realize that the future of the
soybean lies in the northern states rather than in the south,
and that in the far northern states the short season varieties
would be come the most popular because of their high seed
yields.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Scientific Assistant [Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA].
1234. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Office report on Phaseolus
and Mucuna: For July, August, September, and October,
1907. Washington, DC: Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC. 7 p. Dec. 30. Unpublished typescript. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Phaseolus: Hays, Kansas; Chillicothe,
Texas; San Antonio, Texas; New Orleans. Louisiana;
Arlington Farm [Virginia]. Velvet beans (Mucuna utilis and
Mucuna Lyoni).
Concerning Velvet beans: “Prof. Rolfs, of the Florida
Experiment Station, is very enthusiastic about velvet beans,
although he said when I visited him that as yet he has not
noticed any difference in the two species of Mucuna. He
says, however, that for the greater part of Florida velvet
beans are far ahead of any other leguminous crop, cowpeas
and soybeans not being in it at all according to him. My
inquiries at the different stations in the Southern States
seems to largely limit the successful growing of velvet beans
to Florida, and land very near the Gulf Coast in the other
states, although they are grown in a small way farther north.
North of Florida, however, they at once enter into serious
competition with cowpeas, and in most places cowpeas are
more in favor than velvet beans” (p. 7). Address: Scientific
Assistant [Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
1235. Williams, C.B. 1907. Re: Seed of varieties of cowpeas
and soy beans. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, Dec. 31. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: On November 30 we received a letter
from you stating that you were glad that we were interested

in the growing of varieties of cowpeas and soy beans in
cooperation with the Bureau of Plant Industry. You also
stated that you would be glad to supply us with seed of each
of these varieties for our tests. You stated that your supply of
soy beans was limited, but that you would be able to supply
enough of the leading varieties to plant one-twentieth of an
acre of each, and that you would supply sufficient to plant
one-tenth of an acre of each of you found that you could
spare the seeds. You stated that you would let us know
definitely in reference to this matter in the near future. We
should like to know if we may depend upon you to supply
us with enough seed of the leading varieties of soy beans
for our test this year. You stated also in your letter that there
will be no difficulty in your ability to supply us with enough
of the different varieties of cowpeas to plant one-tenth of
an acre to each. We shall want to supplement the varieties
which you supply us by purchases from different sources, so
if it is possible for you to supply us with a list which we may
expect from this source, the favor will be highly appreciated.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Director, Agric. Exp. Station of the North Carolina
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, West Raleigh
[North Carolina].
1236. Kato, Yogoro. 1907. Tôfu no gyôko ni tsuite [On the
coagulation of tofu]. Tokyo Kagaku Kaishi (J. of the Tokyo
Chemical Society) 28:1249-61. Dec. [Jap]
1237. Charabot, Eugene; Collot, Georges; Chevron, Maurice;
Villar, Pierre. 1907-1908. Exposition coloniale nationale
de 1907, au Jardin colonial [National colonial exposition of
1907, and the colonial garden. 2 vols. in 1]. Paris: Augustin
Challamel. 270 p. See p. 171. [5 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Soja: The soybean (Le soja; Soja hispida Sieb.
et Zucc, Dolichos soja L.) is a legume of China, Japan
and also Indo-China. It seed is especially used for making
a vegetal cheese, the soy cheese (du fromage végétal, le
fromage de soja) [tofu]. Manchuria is the homeland par
excellence of the soybean, but here it plays the role of an
alimentary oilseed and for illumination, rather than as a
simple food plant, as it does in Indo-China and the rest
of China. Huge quantities of soybeans are exported from
Manchuria–196,680 metric tons in 1903. Nevertheless
Indo-China exports, on average, 2,000 to 3,000 metric tons
a year of soybeans to East Asia. Address: Member, Société
d’histoire naturelle des Ardennes, France.
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1238. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Office of Foreign
Seed and Plant Introduction. 1907-1917. Photographs taken
by Frank N. Meyer on his journeys, 1 June 1907 to 24 March
1917 (Archival collection). Washington, DC. *
• Summary: As of July 1999, this collection of photographs
is located at the National Archives in College Park,
Maryland. Record Group 54-FS, Series 135-I to 135-K.
Meyer’s descriptive captions accompany the photographs
and the negatives in the arboretum files. A finding aid also
exists. Website: www.nara.gov/nara.nail.html.
In Sept. 1921 David Fairchild wrote: “In addition
to the living plant material which Mr. Meyer collected,
there are to his credit in the collection of this office 1,740
photographs, which constitute a unique set of illustrations
of the agriculture of the Chinese, in particular portraying the
crop plants upon which this remarkable people has lived for
40 centuries.” Fairchild, a close friend of Meyer’s, was the
Agricultural Explorer in Charge, Office of Foreign Seed and
Plant Introduction, Washington, DC. His statement appeared
in 1922 in the USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory No.
55. 48 p. May. See p. 2.
Talk with Kevin Conrad at the National Arboretum.
1999. July 27. This collection of photographs used to be
located at the U.S. National Arboretum, Washington, DC.
Ten albums remained at the National Arboretum after the
USDA Photo Library discarded two. Within the last 10-15
years, it was shipped to the National Agricultural Library
(Beltsville, Maryland), which sent the collection to its
present location at the National Archives.
Talk with Teresa at NARA still photograph collection.
Dec. 14. Her phone: 301-713-6625 X-242. She finds it very
difficult to find and work with these negatives. There is no
good finding aid. The negatives are filed by plant type. “Even
if you were to come here yourself, you would probably not
be able to find what you want.”
Talk with Susan Fugate, head of Special Collections,
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. 1999.
Dec. 22. This collection of photographs, known as the
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction collection, was owned
by NAL during the early 1990s, and was transferred to
NARA because the head of special collections at the time
was not willing to keep the nitrate negatives, which require
special storage due to potential fire and explosive danger.
Susan would like to get this superb collection back to NAL,
which is where it really belongs. She will contact NARA and
work on it. Address: USDA. Phone: 313-764-3482.
1239. Frank N. Meyer collection (Archival collection). 19071919. Washington, DC. *
• Summary: This collection, located at the National
Agricultural Library (Beltsville, Maryland), Special
Collections, comprises 0.5 linear feet of papers by and about
Frank N. Meyer, Dutch botanist and USDA agricultural
explorer. “Isabel S. Cunningham collected these papers while

doing research for her book, Frank N. Meyer: Plant Hunter
in Asia. The collection consists of photocopies of original
correspondence, documents, and articles. Copyright does not
belong to this repository. The National Archives houses the
originals in the records of Frank N. Meyer, Plant Explorer
(1902-1918).
“Series I consists of correspondence between Meyer
and another botanical explorer, E.H. Wilson (May 7,
1907-January 9, 1908). There are also three letters
from Meyer to Professor C.S. Sargent (February 16,
1913-December 7, 1913) and three letters from Meyer to
Hugo de Vries (July 27, 1911-October 5, 1915). Cunningham
received some of the correspondence after the 1984
publication of her book. There is a typed transcript of the
letter from Wilson to Meyer dated February 15, 1907. The
letters to de Vries are in Dutch but a translation accompanies
the photocopies. All letters courtesy of the Arnold
Arboretum, Harvard University.
“Series II comprises biographical articles written about
Meyer. The first one titled, “The Traveler-Botanist Frank N.
Meyer” by Leo Derkesen appeared in Panorama, vol. 44,
number 20, 1957. Both articles were translated into English
from the Dutch by Jeannette Bouter Bernaerts.
“Series III consists of photocopies of original
documents. The first one is Meyer’s Petition for
Naturalization filed July 21, 1908 right after he returned
home from the first expedition in China. The second
document is a copy of Meyer’s Last Will and Testament,
witnessed August 5, 1916. Dutch Botanist.
Ernest Henry Wilson lived 1876-1930. Charles Sprague
Sargent lived 1841-1927. Hugo de Vries lived 1848-1935.
Isabel Cunningham was born in 1919. Address: USDA.
Phone: 313-764-3482.
1240. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Akiguchi Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: Tesla Coal Mine, 12 miles SE of
Livermore, California.
Date of Introduction: 1907.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1907. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 22. Note: Coal was discovered
here in 1855. Today its hard to believe that this pastoral
scene once supported over 200 buildings and 1,500
inhabitants. In 1890 John Treadwell, a millionaire gold
miner, opened the Tesla coal mines. After five years of
development work and building a railroad to Stockton,
Treadwell organized the San Francisco and San Joaquin
Coal Company. Two years later, the first trainload of Tesla
coal rolled into Stockton. The mine produced over 80,000
tons of coal per year over the next ten years, during which
time Tesla became the leading coal producer in California.
In 1897, John Treadwell named the town for Nikola Tesla,
a famous electrical inventor, who was first to harness the
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use of alternating currents. Treadwell planned to use Tesla’s
invention to send electricity to Bay Area cities from a coalburning power plant at Tesla. However, this plan never
materialized for fear of competing with California’s new
hydroelectric power plants. Instead, Treadwell built the first
successful plant to make briquettes (from coal) in the United
States; the plant operated from 1901 to 1905, when a fire
destroyed the plant and eventually forced coal mining to shut
down at Tesla in 1911. Tesla then became a ghost town.
1241. Bloch, A. [Armand-Aron]; Klobb, T. 1907. Sur le
phytostérol du soja [On the phytosterol in soybeans]. Bulletin
des Sciences Pharmacologiques (Paris) 14(4):185-90. [10
ref. Fre]
• Summary: The authors begin this article by noting:
“Thanks to the work of Levallois, Pellet, Stingl and
Morawsky, Meissl and Böcker, to mention only the main
ones, the chemical composition of the soybean is well
known. However Meissl and Boecker which have noted that
the oil extracted from the soybean contains a ‘cholestérine’
and this cholesterine has not been the subject of any special
research. The authors are content to add that every 100 parts
of ethereated extract contained approximately 90% oil and
5-10% lecithin, wax, ‘cholesterine,’ and resins” (lécithine,
cire, cholestérine et résines).
The authors extracted from soy oil a phytosterol
(phytostérol) which they named sojastérol. Note 1. This
substance was later renamed stigmasterol by Matthes and
Dahle (1911).
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (March 2001) that uses the word “lécithine” to refer to
lecithin.
Note 3. The meaning of the word cholesterine is unclear,
however the article mentions both animal- and vegetable
cholesterines, as well as cholesterol. Address: 1. Pharmacist
for the colonies; 2. Professor at the College of Pharmacy,
Nancy.
1242. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Fukushima Shoyu Brewery
[Fukushima Shoyu Jojosho].
Manufacturer’s Address: 602 Coral, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1907.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory
of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1907. p. 275.
“Fukushima, Yasuhachi, soy, Coral near govt. stables.
Residence: Same. 1908 Directory. Fukushima Soy Factory,
Coral near Queen.
1909 Directory. Fukushima, Y., Coral near Queen.
Residence: Same. Hawaii Hojin Katsuyaku-shi, Meiji 41-42
(Japanese who play an active role in Hawaii, 1908-09). 1915.
Oct. Lists Fukushima Shoyu Jozosho as a soy sauce brewer.
1916 Directory. Fukushima, Y., mauka 614 Coral.

Directory of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii.
1954. p. 255. Fukushima Shoyu Brewery. Thomas Y. Kano.
602 Coral. 1955 Directory. Fukushima Soy Brewery.
1243. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Fukushima Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 228 N. East St., Visalia,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1907.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1907. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 52.
1244. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hirao, H.
Manufacturer’s Address: Kahului, Maui, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1907.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1909. p. 759. “Hirao,
H., soy, Kahului” [Maui]. Not listed in 1907.
1245. Product Name: [HVP Cubes or Paste? (“A Type of
Miso”)].
Manufacturer’s Name: Jul. Maggi & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Kempthal, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1907.
New Product–Documentation: Senft. 1907.
Pharmazeutische Praxis. 6(3):81-89; 6(4):122-24, 131-32.
“Recently the firm of Jul. Maggi in Kempthal [Switzerland]
has begun to make and market a type of miso.”
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made in Switzerland.
1246. Maassen, -; Mueller, A. 1907. Ueber die Bakterien in
den Knöllchen der verschiedenen Leguminosenarten [On
the bacteria in the root nodules of various types of legumes].
Mitteilungen aus der Kaiserlichen Biologische Anstalt fuer
Land- und Forstwirtschaft No. 4. p. 42-44. [Ger]
• Summary: Page 44: Representation with one of our leading
cultures did not occur: Phaseolus vulgaris, Soja hispida, and
Robinia Pseudoacaia.
1247. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Murakami Tofu-ten.
Manufacturer’s Address: 140 Main St., Watsonville,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1907.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1907. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 28. Also in 1908, p. 29
(Japanese numbers). But the address is now 138 Main St.
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 102. But
the entry now reads: Murakami Tofu-ya, 138 Main St. Also
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in 1911 directory, p. 100. Also in 1912, p. 126. Also in 1913,
p. 150. Also in 1914, p. 156.
1248. Product Name: [Shoyu (Plum Tree Japan, Wisteria
Japan, Pinetree Japan, and Water Chestnut Japan)].
Foreign Name: Shôyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nihon Shoyu Jozo K.K. (Japan
Shoyu Brewing Co.).
Manufacturer’s Address: Tokyo, and Kyoto-Osaka area,
Japan.
Date of Introduction: 1907.
New Product–Documentation: Kenji Kawakoshi, ed. 1972.
Shashi-Choshi Shoyu Kabushiki Kaisha. Tokyo: Toppan. p.
72.
Mark Fruin. 1983. Kikkoman: Company, Clan, and
Community. p. 69-72. “The Russo-Japanese War... brought
on a formidable challenge: the appearance of a maverick
entrepreneur named Suzuki who sought to dominate the soy
sauce industry in much the same way that he had already
prevailed over the world of sugar refining.
“In 1903 the Department of Provisions and Fodder of
the Japanese Army had sought to purchase condensed or
concentrated shoyu, but discovered that it was generally
unavailable and, moreover, that, given the slowly changing
technology of the day, it would not quickly become
available. Upon learning this, Suzuki Tosaburo, who had
already had great success with sugar refining, carefully
studied the fermentation process of shoyu and designed
a new tank that allowed for the application of heat to
fermenting mash to speed fermentation. Thus, Suzuki
challenged the traditional world of soy sauce manufacture
by introducing high volume, energy- and capital-intensive
production methods.
“In April 1904 Suzuki took out a patent on his
fermentation tank design, and in 1906 he began sending
samples of his new product to Hawaii for field testing. In
1907, after making various adjustments to his process based
on the results of the taste sampling in Hawaii, Suzuki formed
the Nihon Shoyu Jozo Kabushiki Kaisha (Japan Shoyu
Brewing Company) with a capitalization of 10 million yen,
and he opened two factories, one in the Tokyo area and one
in the Kyoto-Osaka area, to manufacture soy sauce by his
new method. Running both factories at full capacity, he
produced 300,000 koku (14,280,000 gallons) annually–three
times the current capacity of the combined Noda associates!
He sold his product under the brand names Plum Tree Japan,
Wisteria Japan, Pinetree Japan, and Water Chestnut Japan, at
four different prices, thereby blitzing the soy sauce market
with his brews.”
1249. Okazaki, K. 1907. Eine neue Aspergillus-Art und ihre
praktische Anwendung [A new type of Aspergillus and its
practical application]. Zentralblatt fuer Bakteriologie. Series
2. 19:481-84. [2 ref. Ger]

• Summary: Of the enzymes that are produced by the lower
molds, in recent years the enzyme diastase from Aspergillus
oryzae has found a new application among physicians.
The writer succeeded in finding, in overripe rice koji,
a white type of Aspergillus which he names Aspergillus
Okazakii n. sp. [new species]. In Part I he gives a
morphological description, a physiological description, a
description of its close relatives (Affinität), and a diagnosis.
In Part II he describes how to prepare the enzyme, which he
names “Digestin,” starting with the preparation of rice koji.
Contains two plates with a total of nine figures.
Note: Neither Jokichi Takamine nor taka-diastase
is mentioned in this article. Address: Head of the
Pharmaceutical Factory of Yenjô, Somei, Sugamo, Tokio
(Japan).
1250. Product Name: Shoyu [soy sauce].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sa-shi Shoyu Jozo-sho. Renamed
Sanoze (San Jose) Shoyu Jozo-sho by 1908.
Manufacturer’s Address: 561 N. 6th St., San Jose,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1907.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1907. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 23. Note: “Sa-shi” is the
Japanese abbreviation for “San Jose City.”
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1908. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Directory p. 60 (Japanese
numbers). / Note: Japanese Shoyu was first made at this
address as early as 1897 by Yamamori Jozo-sho (Yamamori
Brewery).
1251. Savornin Lohman, C. de. 1907. Aanwijzingen voor
het planten van Kadele [Instructions for planting soybeans].
Beknopte Gegevens over Cultuurgewassen, Hunne
Behandeling en Ziekten (Departement van Landbouw in Ned.
Indië (Buitenzorg)) No. 6. [Dut]*
• Summary: JN: Beknopt = Concise, brief, succinct.
Gegevens = Data, fundamental idea. Cultuurgewassen =
Cultivated crops.
1252. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Shinoda Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1218 Third St., Sacramento,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1907.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1907. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 55. Also in 1908, Directory p.
67 (Japanese numbers).
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 39. But
the address is now 1222 Third St.
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1253. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu oyobi Mochi-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 265 24th St., Ogden, Utah.
Date of Introduction: 1907.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1907. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 72. Note 1. Oyobi means
“and.” Mochi means “pounded glutinous rice cake.” Ya
means “shop.” So, this shop makes tofu and mochi.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2016)
concerning soybeans in Utah. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Utah (1907). The source of
these soybeans is unknown. A tofu shop must have soybeans
in order to make tofu. Other early tofu shops in Utah were
in Ogden (1909, 1911, 1912) and in Salt Lake City (1912,
1914).
Note 2. This is the earliest commercial soy product made
in Utah.
1254. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ueno Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 632 N. 6th St., San Jose,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1907.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1907. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 23. Also in 1908, Directory p.
60 (Japanese numbers). Note: Okumura Tofu-ya was at this
address in 1906.
1255. Product Name: Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamane Miso, Sakana Sho (Fish
Shop).
Manufacturer’s Address: 309½ L St., Sacramento,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1907.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1907. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 56. Note: This company makes
miso and sells fish. Also in 1908, Directory p. 68 (Japanese
numbers). Address is now given as 309 L Street.
1256. Agricultural and Botanical Stations in the Bombay
Presidency [India], Annual Report. 1907. VI. Operations of
the Poona Agricultural Station. p. 73-80. For the year 190506.
• Summary: Section V, titled “Area planted to different
crops” (p. 74) contains a table showing that soybeans were
planted on field no. 6. Area: 1 acre and 13 gunthas. [Note:
40 gunthas = 1 acre]. Purpose: Fodder. The ground-nut was
planted field no. 8.
Section VII, titled “Forage crops” (p. 75) states that
maize, choli, and three varieties of soybeans were sown on
field no. 6. “The soybeans yielded poorly.” A table on that

page shows that variety no. 6 yielded 502 lb/acre, variety no.
13 yielded 196 lb/acre, and variety no. 16 yielded 295 lb/
acre, for an average yield of 331 lb/acre. By comparison, the
choli yielded 6,981 lb/acre, and the maize 3,037 lb/acre.
Seven varieties of groundnut (incl. the Spanish pea-nut)
were tested and treated with Bordeaux mixture (p. 76-77).
Three tables show the results.
Note: Bordeaux mixture, a combination of copper
sulfate and lime, began to be widely recommended as
a fungicide in Europe and North America in the 1880s.
Address: Prof. of Agriculture, Bombay Presidency.
1257. Asai, Denzaburo; Saito, Rokuzan. 1907. Miso ryôri
nihyakushû: katei jitsuyô [Two hundred miso recipes: For
practical use at home]. Tokyo: Yurakusha. 159 p. 23 cm.
[Jap]*
• Summary: Note: This is the 2nd earliest book in WorldCat
/ OCLC that has miso as a subject or title word. Address:
Japan.
1258. Bailey, L.H. ed. 1907. Cyclopedia of American
agriculture. Vol. II. Crops. New York and London:
Macmillan & Co. xvi + 699 p. See p. 582-86. Illust. Index.
26 cm.
• Summary: The section (p. 99+) titled “Examples of crop
rotation systems in Canada, United States, and elsewhere,”
by S. Fraser, notes (p. 101) that soybeans are used in
rotations only in Illinois.
In Chapter 7, titled “Seeding, planting, and yields,”
tables show: (1) “Longevity of certain seeds” (p. 131);
soybeans have an average longevity of 2 years and
an extreme of 6 years. (2) “Percentage of purity and
germination of high-grade seed” (p. 133); soybean seed of
99% purity has a germination percentage of 95. (3) “Usual
planting dates” (p. 140); Feb.-April in California, May 15–
June 1 in Oregon, and April 1 in Washington state.
Note 1. The previous sentence seems to imply that
soybeans had been grown in Oregon by 1907–but we cannot
be sure.
The section titled “Soybean” by J.F. Duggar (p. 582-86)
has the following contents: Introduction and advantages.
Geographical distribution. Composition. Culture: Soil,
fertilizers, seeding, time to plant, inoculation, place in the
rotation, varieties, harvesting. Yield. Uses: As a feed (incl.
soiling), as silage, as a land renovator, as human food.
Enemies (relatively free from insect damage, rabbits–which
“are the worst enemy of the young plants, and a sufficient
area must be planted for both farmer rabbits,” nematode rootworms–next to rabbits, they “constitute the principal animal
enemy of the soybean on certain old sandy fields in the Gulf
states,” and sclerotium disease–a vegetable parasite).
The following soybean varieties are mentioned (p. 585):
Early maturity (75-95 days)–Early Yellow, Ogema, Ito San,
Early Brown. Medium maturity (95-110 days)–Medium
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Black, Medium Green, Green Samara [Green Samarow],
and Olive Medium. Late (114-166 days)–Late Yellow or
Mammoth Yellow, Flat Black, Tamarat Sukun, Nalrade,
Asahi, and Best Green.
Page 585: “Harvesting. When soybeans are grown
for seed, it is necessary to harvest the plant as soon as the
earliest beans ripen; otherwise the pods split and shed the
beans. Harvesting may be done by the use of a self-binder,
self-rake or reaper or by the use of a corn knife. The small,
early varieties are too low for the use of binder or reaper,
and are best harvested for seed by a bean harvester or an
equivalent home-made implement, consisting of two knives
bolted to the shanks of a cultivator and sloping backward,
thus cutting the plants just below the surface. If this is not
available, the small varieties must be pulled by hand.
“In cutting soybeans for hay, the mower is commonly
used, but it is sometimes desirable to cut the large varieties
with a corn knife, in which case the cut plants are placed in
loose small bundles, which are turned over just before the
upper exposed leaves become crisp. A few days later these
loose bundles or hands are piled in cocks, butts inward, thus
making a large cock with a rather open center. The open
center is then capped by the use of several bundles placed
with the leaves near the center of the top of the shock. In
cutting soybeans for hay, they should be past full bloom and
the seed-pods formed, but not filled. For the silo the date of
harvesting may be a little later, but before any seeds have
ripened.
“When soybeans are cut for hay with the mower,
the method of curing is the same as with other legumes,–
cowpeas, clover and the like. Soybeans grown for seed
should be cured with as little handling as possible, and this
handling, if practicable, should be in the early morning
and late afternoon to reduce shattering to a minimum. The
threshing is done with an ordinary grain thresher, with blank
concave. The seeds after threshing should not be bulked, as
they heat easily, but should be kept in thin layers to insure
soundness.”
Note 2. In this four-volume work, volume I is “Farms”
(1907), volume II is “Crops” (1907), volume III is “Animals”
(1908), and volume IV is “Farm and Community” (1909).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003)
that uses the word “implement” to refer to a machine used in
soybean production.
1259. Bailey, L.H. ed. 1907. Cyclopedia of American
agriculture. Vol. I. Farms. New York and London: Macmillan
& Co. xviii + 618 p. Illust. Index. 27 cm.
• Summary: In Part I of this book, titled “The agricultural
regions,” soy beans are mentioned at Mississippi (p. 58; the
soils and climate are well adapted to growing a wide variety
of crops, including soy beans).
In Part III, “The soil environment,” Chapter XIV is
titled “Treatment of the soil by fertilizing agents” (p. 454-

513). Soy beans are first discussed at: The inoculation
idea (p. 457). As early as 1884, before the discovery of
the partnership between germs and legumes, Maxwell T.
Masters, the English botanist, wrote of inoculating the soil
with nitrifying bacteria in his book Plant Life on the Farm.
The isolation of the nitrifying and nitrogen fixing germs has
led to the cultivation of these organisms in special media.
Two of these preparations, “alnit” and “nitragin,” both of
European origin, failed to give the results in practice that
were expected of them, and have been abandoned. “The
question arises as to whether the seed, rather than the land,
may not be inoculated. In some cases, sufficient soil and
dust may go with the seed to supply the necessary germs.
This was found by the Illinois Experiment Station to be the
case with cowpeas, but not so with soy beans.” “The most
recent development in the United States is the recrudescence
of the idea of inoculating directly by means of pure cultures
of the germs. This is the result of work in the United States
Department of Agriculture. A study of germs as related
to the nitrogen supply was made by Dr. George T. Moore
and others. The conclusion was reached that there is only
one species, but that this species has different infective
power according as it has lived on one host or another. It
was suggested, also, that one reason why the old ‘nitragin’
was unsuccessful is because the germs were cultivated in
a nitrogenous medium and the germs became, so to speak,
nitrogen-surfeited. They were therefore cultivated in the
Department laboratory in nitrogen-free media and the germs
thereby were thought to remain active.”
In this same chapter, soybeans are discussed at: Lime in
relation to soil improvement (p. 481-82; soy beans should
be limed since they cannot thrive on extremely acid soils).
Practical advice on the use of commercial fertilizers (p. 484,
487; “For legumes a basic formula made up of ground bone
150 pounds, acid phosphate 600 pounds, muriate of potash
250 pounds, applied at the rate of 200 to 300 pounds per
acre, would be sufficient to supply the mineral needs of red
clover, alfalfa, and vetches and enable the plant to exercise
its function of securing its nitrogen from the air; in the
case of summer legumes, as the cowpea and soy bean, the
application may be increased by at least one-half, as these
plants must secure the entire amount of food needed for
their growth and development during a short period.”). Farm
manures: Their characteristics and values (p. 490, 493, 495;
one table (p. 493) shows the fertilizer ingredients (nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, and potash) in foodstuffs. Includes soy bean
plants for use as green fodder, and soy beans as grains; a
second table (p. 495) gives the composition of litter, incl. soy
bean straw).
The use of green-manures in soil improvement (by E.B.
Voorhees, p. 503, 507-08; plants which belong to the legume
or clover family do not depend solely on soil sources for
their nitrogen, but can secure it from the air; these plants
include soy beans. The soy bean is discussed in detail as a
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green-manure crop on p. 507 and compared with the cowpea.
Sand or winter vetch grows much better on light, poor soil
than cowpeas or soy beans. Methods of inoculating soy
beans are discussed. A table (p. 508) shows the amount of
nitrogen contained in various green-manure crops. Soy beans
yield 6 tons/acre green, contain 60 lb of nitrogen, and 2,640
lb of organic matter).
1260. Balland, A. 1907. Les aliments; Analyse, expertise,
valeur alimentaire. Vol. II. Légumes, fruits, viandes, laitages,
conserves, boissons & fourrages [Foods: Analysis, expertise,
food value. Vol. II. Legumes, fruits, meats, dairy products,
conserves, beverages & fodder plants]. Paris: Librairie J.-B.
Baillière et Fils. 508 p. See p. 180-81, Soja. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The author notes the antiquity of the soybean
in Cochin China (citing A. Candolle 1885) and their use in
making tofu (citing A. Bloch 1906). He then gives nutritional
analyses of three soybeans, one each from Cambodia, Cochin
China, and Tonkin, obtained at an exposition in the year
1900. Their protein content (matières azotées) is 35.14%,
34.85%, and 38.41%, and their fat content (matières grasses)
is 14.80%, 12.95%, and 13.35% respectively.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2010)
concerning soybeans in Cambodia (renamed Kampuchea
in 1979). This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Cambodia (1900). The soybean was probably
being cultivated in Cambodia at that time. The source of
these soybeans is unknown. Address: Ancien Pharmacien
Principal au Laboratoire des Expertises du Comite de
l’Intendance, France.
1261. Benedict, Francis G.; Osborne, Thomas B. 1907. The
heat of combustion of vegetable proteins (Open Access). J.
of Biological Chemistry 3:119-34. [7 footnotes]
• Summary: “Very few determinations of the heat of
combustion of vegetable proteins are to be found in
the literature. The earliest appear to be those made by
Danilewsky (1881), who found for ‘Pflanzenfibrin’ 6231, for
legumin 5573 and gluten 6141 calories per gram.”
Values are given for glycinin (a globulin forming the
greater part of the protein matter of the soy bean, Glycine
soja). For yellow soy beans, the values range from 5,147 to
5,255 calories/gram on an “as is” basis. For Japanese soy
beans, the values range from 5,016 to 5,056 calories/gram.
Calculated to an ash- and water-free basis, the two values are
5,667-5,672 and 5,619-5,665.
Values are also given for amandin (a globulin forming
the greater part of the protein matter of the seeds of the
almond, Prunus amygdalus var. dulcis), edestin (from hemp
seeds), phaseolin (from the Japanese adzuki bean, Phaseolus
radiatus), conglutins  and Beta (from yellow and blue
lupins), glutenin (from wheat gluten), and hordein (from
barley).
A table (p. 133) summarizes the percentages of carbon,

hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen in each type of
protein and the average heat of combustion–which ranges
from 5,358 for globulin (wheat) to 5,916 for hordein
(barley). "In general the higher heats of combustion are
found for those proteins which have a higher carbon content
and similarly for those with a lower oxygen content."
Address: Chemical Lab. of Wesleyan Univ. [Middletown,
Connecticut] and the Lab. of the Connecticut Agric. Exp.
Station.
1262. Bertrand, Gabriel; Rivkind, L. 1907. Recherches sur la
répartition de la vicianine et de sa diastase dans les graines
Légumineuses [Research on the distribution of vicianine, and
of its diastase in the seeds of legumes]. Bulletin des Sciences
Pharmacologiques (Paris) 14(2):161-64. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The authors conducted 3 series of experiments.
In the soybean (Soja hispida Mönch) they found a new
cyanogenic crystalline glycoside (glucoside cyanhydrique)
named vicianin / vicianine, and an enzyme capable of
effecting its hydrolysis. On p. 163-64 is a list of 45 species
of legumes (about 40 genera, including the soybean, Soja)
for which the reaction is negative, meaning that they do not
contain diastase.
Conclusion: “In summary, among the species examined
belonging to the forty genera of the legume family, most
contained a diastase (émulsine) capable of hydrolyzing
vicianine. A species containing the glycoside is found only
in the genus Vicia. The distribution of two substances in this
unique genus is, again, very regular because one can even
cite a case, that of Vicia narbonesis, where there is neither
diastase nor vicianine.”
Note: From about 1906 to 1910, Li Yu-ying worked at
Bertrand’s laboratory at the Pasteur Institute.
1263. Borghesani, Guido. 1907. Sui pentosani della
Soia hispida [On the pentosans in soybeans]. Stazioni
Sperimentali Agrarie Italiane (Le) (Turin) 40(2):118-20.
(Chem. Abst. 2:156). [8 ref. Ita]
• Summary: The author analyzed the composition for five
soybean varieties for furfurol (furfurolo), pestose (pentosio),
and pentosans (pentosani), as follows: Giant yellow soybean
1.67%, 3.25%, 2.86%. Ordinary yellow soybean 1.74%,
3.38%, 2.97%. Black soybean 2.26%, 4.39%, 3.86%. Brown
soybean 2.15%, 4.17%, 3.67%. Green soybean 2.11%,
4.09%, 3.60%. In short, the pentosan content ranged from
2.86% to 3.86%.
Note: Webster’s Dictionary defines pentosan (pent- is
a combining form meaning five; pentosan was first used
in 1892) as “any of various polysaccharides that yield
only pentoses on hydrolysis and are widely distributed
in plants.” Pentose, a term first used in 1890, refers to
“any monosaccharide (C5H10O5) (as ribose) that contains
five carbon atoms in the molecule.” Address: Laboratorio
chimico delle R. Gabelle, Bologna, Italy.
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1264. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1907. Report of the government
agrostologist and botanist. Transvaal Department of
Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 110-122. For the year 190506. See p. 119.
• Summary: This report describes the work of the Division
of Botany for the year ending on 30 June 1906. The season
was very unfavourable this year. The section titled “Seed
distribution” (p. 119) notes only that 1,922 pounds total
of the following seeds were distributed: “Velvet-beans,
cowpeas, soybeans, sulla, sainfoin, clovers, and other
leguminose crops.”
Also distributed were teosinte, paspalum, teff, burnet,
pea-nuts, etc. Address: Agrostologist and Botanist, Div. of
Botany, Pretoria [Transvaal, South Africa].
1265. Chalmers, John. 1907. English and Cantonese
dictionary. 7th ed. Revised and enlarged by T.K. Dealy.
Hongkong: Kelly & Walsh, Ltd. xi + vii + 822 p. 23 cm.
[Eng; Chi]
• Summary: On page 20 are the Cantonese characters and
term for bean-curd (tau-foo). On page 437 are the Cantonese
characters and terms for soy [sauce], shi-yau, and for soy
bean (Soja hispida) (taai tau, paak tau) or Dolichos soja
(wong taai tau, or mo tau [literally “hair beans” = green
vegetable soybeans]).
A 5th edition was published in 1878 in Hongkong, and a
7th edition in 1907 in Hongkong.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2014) that uses the term “tau-foo” (or “tau foo”)
to refer to Chinese-style tofu. Address: Chalmers: LL.D;
Dealy: Queen’s College, Hongkong.
1266. Colby, Frank Moore; Sandeman, George. eds. 1907.
Nelson’s encyclopædia: Everybody’s book of reference. In
12 volumes, profusely illustrated. Vol. III. Ceve to Dende.
New York, NY: Thomas Nelson & Sons. 618 p. Illust.
• Summary: This book, which comes in a 3-ring binder for
easy updating, is also called Nelson’s Perpetual Loose-Leaf
Encyclopædia.
Under “Chile,” the section titled “Commerce” (p. 85D,
dated 1933) lists the principal imports in order of value.
These include “bar iron and steel, coffee, soya bean oil,...”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “soya bean oil.”
Under “China,” the section titled “Agriculture” (p.
93, dated March 1925) states: “In the north, rice is largely
replaced by wheat, barley, millet, and maize, and by peas
and beans. The soya bean is of special economic importance,
ranking high in the list of Chinese imports.”
The section titled “Commerce” (p. 93-94) states: “Tea,
formerly the main staple of China’s export trade, has suffered
a decided decline through Indian competition, and is now
surpassed by silk which contributes over one-third of the

value of the country’s exports, and by the soya bean and its
products which have risen to a position of importance in the
last few years.”
The entry for “Dalny” (p. 532, dated Oct. 1919) begins:
“Ta-lien-wan, Dairen, or Tairen, seaport town, Kwantung
territory, Manchuria, on the south shore of Ta-lien-wan Bay.
It is connected by rail with Port Arthur, 20 miles to the north,
and with Tientsin and Peking, and by steamer with HongKong and Shanghai. It has a fine ice-free harbor protected by
a 1,000-yard breakwater and has a growing trade. Coal and
soya bean oil and coke are exported.
“Dalny was founded (1898) on territory granted to
Russia by the Chinese government as a terminus for the
Chinese Eastern Railway. It was opened as a free port in
1901, and captured on May 30, 1904, by the Japanese, who
officially renamed it Dairen, or Tairen, after Kwantung
Territory was leased to Japan by the treaty of Portsmouth.
Under Japanese control, the city was rebuilt, the harbor
works (built in 1903-04) extended, and electric tramways
installed. It was opened again as a free port in 1906, and
in 1907 a Chinese custom house was established for goods
crossing the border of Kwantung.” The population in 1910
was 43,576, of whom 24,715 [56.7%] were Japanese and
18,774 [43.1%] were Chinese. Address: 1. M.A., New York;
2. M.A., Edinburgh [Scotland].
1267. Dammann & Co. 1907. General price list: Of
vegetable, farm, tree, conifer, palm, flower and other seeds,
canna roots, Italian fruit trees, novelties of seeds &c. &c. San
Giovanni a Teduccio (near Naples), Italy. 70 p. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The front cover is very similar to that of the
1904-1905 catalog, except that this one is for 1907-1908 and
the illustration shows a flowering plant–Aster Sada Yakko.
The inside front cover and the back cover are the same.
The entry for Soja-Beans (p. 2) is identical in every
way to that in the 1904 catalog. It includes: “Giant yellow
Santa Margherita (of enormous growth; beans very large,
extremely prolific) 6 pence/lb. Not available in cwt.
quantity.” Address: San Giovanni a Teduccio (near Naples),
Italy.
1268. Delwiche, E.J.; Moore, R.A. 1907. The relation of
orchard cover crops to soil moisture and soil freezing.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
24:379-85. For the year ended June 30, 1907.
• Summary: “To sum up, cover crops are used: (a) To
prevent deep freezing of the ground and thus avoid rootkilling of the trees; (b) to hasten the ripening of late wood
growth, and in a measure prevent top-killing; (c) to prevent
the soil from being washed away by heavy fall and spring
rains; (d) to hold soluble plant food in the soil, especially
nitrates; (e) to lessen evaporation in winter when no snow is
on the ground; (f) to add humus to the soil so as to increase
its water-holding capacity; (g) to prevent snow from being
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blown away; (h) to supply nitrogen to the soil” (p. 380)
Ten plants were experimented with as cover crops–viz.,
cow peas, soy bean, crimson clover, hairy vetch, Canada
field pea, oats, rye, millet, and rape–and some of these were
used in combination. It was found most easy to get a catch
crop with oats, rape, rye, and millet, and least with soy
bean, crimson clover, and hairy vetch. The relative order of
value in obtaining an early cover was: cow peas, soy bean,
oats, Canada field peas, rape, rye, millet, turnip, hairy vetch,
and crimson clover. The soy bean was the third best crop
in standing drought (after cow peas and oats), and the most
resistant to attacks of fungi, and the second most resistant to
attacks of insects (after cow peas). Rye is the most resistant
to frost, and the soybean is the next to last (before cow peas)
(p. 384). Address: 1. Superintendent, Northern Wisconsin
Sub Stations, Iron River; 2. Agronomist, Madison. Both:
Wisconsin.
1269. Freeman, William George; Chandler, Stafford Edwin.
1907. The world’s commercial products: A descriptive
account of the economic plants of the world and their
commercial uses. Boston, Massachusetts: Ginn and Co. The
Anthenœum Press. viii + 391 p. See p. 260. Illust. (incl. 12
color). Maps. Index. 28 x 22 cm. Also published in 1908. [15
ref]
• Summary: In the chapter on “Vegetables,” is a section
titled “Tropical and sub-tropical pulses” (p. 259-61) which
states: “The soya bean (Glycine hispida), a dwarf, bushy,
almost erect plant, with every part covered in fine brownish
hairs. The Soya Bean is widely cultivated in India, and more
especially in China and Japan, where it is probably native. In
the Far East ‘Soya’ constitutes the most important pulse.”
Other pulses mentioned in this section are: Gram or
chick pea. Lentils. Pigeon pea or dhol [dhal] of commerce
(Cajanus indicus). Pigeon pea (Vigna catiang). Lablab
(Dolichos lablab). Green gram or mung (Phaseolus mungo).
Scarlet runner. Common kyidney or French bean.
Note: In the lengthy chapter on “Vegetable oils and
fats” (p. 358-62), soy oil is not mentioned. Address: 1. B.Sc.,
F.L.S., Superintendent; 2. D.Sc, F.L.S., Assistant. Both:
Colonial Economic Collections, Imperial Institute, London.
1270. Gagnepain, Francois. ed. 1907. Flore générale de
l’Indochine. Vol. 2 [A general flora of Indochina. Vol. 2].
Paris: Masson et Cie. 1213 p. See p. 398-99. Published under
the direction of H. Lecompte. [ soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: In the section on the genus Glycine, there is
a subsection on Glycine soja Sieb et Zucc. Cultivated in
Tonkin, Laos, Cochinchine. Vernacular names: Dàu nanh,
Mak toua kon or ta tone. Uses: The seeds can be consumed
like those of the haricot, or used to make a cheese [tofu] or a
condiment, and they also yield oil. The black variety is used
to feed livestock. The stem and leaves can be used as forage.
The author lived 1866-1922.

Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Laos, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Laos. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Laos, or the cultivation of soybeans in Laos
(1907). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
1271. Griffis, William Elliot. 1907. Corea: The hermit
nation. 8th ed. Revised and enlarged. New York, NY: Charles
Scribner’s Sons. xxvii + 512 p. See p. 270. Illust. Index. 23
cm. 1st ed. 1882. [99* ref]
• Summary: This enlarged 8th edition is identical to
the original 1882 ed. except that 4 pages of front matter
(including a “Preface to the eighth edition”) have been
added, and the recent history of Korea to 1907 and the index
have been updated, adding 50 pages to the end. A color
fold-out map has been added, facing p. 506; it shows Korea,
Tsushima, Shimonoseki, Karatsu, Hirado, Nagasaki, Goto
Islands, northwest Kiushiu [Kyushu]. The information on soy
remains unchanged, on p. 270. Address: Ithaca, New York.
Formerly of the Imperial Univ. of Tokio, Japan.
1272. Gurdon, Philip Richard Thornhagh. 1907. The Khasis.
London: David Nutt. xxvii + 227 p. See p. 172. Introduction
by Sir Charles Lyall, K.C.S.I. Illust. 23 cm. [37* ref]
• Summary: Soybean is not mentioned in the section on
“Agriculture” (p. 39-43), or the section on “Crops” (p. 4348), or the section on “Food” (p. 51-52).
However in the section on “Folk-tales” (p. 160-67) the
fermented food named tungrymbai seems to be mentioned
on page 172. The tale is written in the native language on the
right side of the page with a parallel translation on the left.
“How the Dog came to live with Man. In olden days, when
the world was young, all the beasts lived happily together,
and they bought and sold together, and they jointly built
markets. The largest market where all the beasts used to take
their articles for sale was ‘Luri-Lura,’ in the Bhoi country.
To that market the dog came to sell rotten peas. No animal
would buy that stinking stuff. Whenever any beast passed by
his stall, he used to say “Please buy this stuff.” When they
looked at it and smelt it, it gave out a bad odour. When many
animals had collected together near the stall of the dog, they
took offence at him, and they said to him, “Why have you
come to sell this evil smelling, dirty stuff?” They then kicked
his ware and trampled it under foot.
Note 1. The term “rotten peas” may well refer to
fermented soybeans, resembling Nepalese kinema. The term
“stinking stuff” is a translation of ‘tung rymbái, the name of
a fermented soybean food which is today (Sept. 2010) often
written / transliterated as tungrymbai. Note that the sequence
of letters in the two words is identical if we disregard the
accent on the letter “a.” Moreover, in contemporary writing
on the fermented foods of north-east India, tungrymbai is
almost always said to be a food from the Indian state of
Meghalaya.
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According to Wikipedia (Sept. 2010): “The Khasi people
are a scheduled tribe, the majority of whom live in the State
of Meghalaya in North East India, with small populations in
neighbouring Assam, and in parts of Bangladesh.”
In Khasi-English Dictionary, by Nissor Singh (1906,
247 p.), the word ‘tung rymbái, a noun, is defined (p. 236)
as “bean which has been cooked and preserved and having
a very disagreeable smell.” We now know that the bean was
actually a soybean and that it was fermented with bacteria of
the genus Bacillus.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Sept.
2010) that mentions ‘tung rymbái or tungrymbai, an eastIndian fermented soybean food.
Note 3. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Oct.
2010) concerning soybeans in Meghalaya. Since this
traditional fermented soyfood was made in Meghalaya, it
seems highly likely soybeans also grew and probably were
cultivated in Meghalaya. Address: Major, I.A., Deputy
Commissioner Eastern Bengal and Assam Commission, and
Superintendent of Ethnography in Assam.
1273. Holm, Alex. 1907. Report of the General Manager,
Experimental Farm, Potchefstroom. Transvaal Department
of Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 221-70. For the year 1st
July 1905, to 30th June 1906. See p. 228, 256-57.
• Summary: Page 228 states that ¼ acre of soy beans were
planted in February, drilled in rows 2 feet apart at the rate of
20 pounds per acre of seed.
Pages 256-57 state: “Cowpeas and Soybeans:–Fully
three acres were sown with these, and again the cowpea
proved to be a better crop for this district. The early frost
at the end of March cut them down, and the crop was
mown and put into the silage pit. As a ‘green manuring’
crop cowpeas are worthy of attention.” Address: General
Manager, Experimental Farm, Potchefstroom.
1274. Hunt, Thomas Forsyth. 1907. The forage and fiber
crops in America. New York, NY: Orange Judd Co.; London:
Kegan, Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. Ltd. xxi + 413 p. Illust.
20 cm. [5 soy ref]
• Summary: In Chap. VII, “Leguminous forage crops,”
the soy bean is listed among the main kinds (p. 120). One
table titled “Analyses of leguminous plants” (p. 135) gives
the composition of the whole plant (for forage use) and its
grain. Another table showing “Fertilizer ingredients” lists the
content of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash in the whole
plant, and the grain.
Chap. XIV, “Legumes for seed,” contains a long section
on the soy bean (p. 268-74). Its contents: Description.
Varieties. Distribution. Adaptation. Seeding. Cultivation.
Harvesting. Value.
In Chap. XXIII, “Fiber crops,” pages 394-96 discuss
hemp (Cannabis sativa) as a fiber crop. Closely related to
hop and ramie, it belongs to the mulberry family (Moraceae)

and is a native of western and central Asia, having been
cultivated in China from remote times. Address: Prof. of
Agronomy, New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell
Univ., Ithaca, New York.
1275. Hurrier, Paul. 1907. Matière médicale et pharmacopée
Sino-Annamites [Chinese and Annamite (Vietnamese)
materia medica and pharmacopoeia]. Paris: Vigot Frères. viii
+ 292 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. Preface by Prof. Em. Perrot.
[25 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The book begins with a chapter titled “History
of medicine in China,” which includes many abbreviated
bibliographic references in the text. Pages 21-22 discuss
acupuncture and a large fold-out illustration (facing p. 20)
shows several views of the meridians on the human body.
Part two of the book, titled “Special Chinese and Annamite
drugs with therapeutic uses,” contains four chapters:
1. Mineral kingdom. 2. Animal kingdom. 3. Vegetable
kingdom. 4. Five indexes: Latin names, Chinese names,
Annamite names, Japanese names, and Cambodian names.
In chapter 3, “Vegetable kingdom,” in the section
on Legumes (p. 144) is a subsection titled Dolichos soja
L. (p. 147). It begins with the three Chinese characters
for “Yellow soy bean” = Teou-Ko (Mérat); Mau-tau
(Porter Smith); Houang-teou (in Chinese), Dan-dèn (in
Annamite). The laxative seeds of this variety are used to
make a special condiment, soy sauce (le soy; Tsiang-yu)
composed of soybean flour, tea, and salt. From the cooked
seeds, the Annamites make a vegetable cheese (fromage
végétal; Teou-fou), which resembles goat cheese, and of
which they consume very large amounts. Mr. Bloch, in a
recent study on tofu (“Quelques mots sur la fabrication
et la composition du Teou-Fou,” published in Bulletin des
Sciences Pharmacologiques (Paris), March 1906, p. 138-43),
described the process of making tofu, which is coagulated
with magnesium chloride. The entire plant is used to make a
decoction for treating smallpox and rheumatism.
Glycine javanica (no-mame in Japanese is also
mentioned on p. 148).
Also discusses: Various sea vegetables (kombu, kanten,
funori, amanori; p. 71-72). Cannabis sativa (hemp; p. 102).
Phaseolus radiatus = small red bean (azuki in Japanese; p.
150). Sesamum orientale (sesame seeds; kuro-goma [black
sesame] and shiro-goma [white sesame] in Japanese; p. 178).
Address: Pharmacien de 1re class, Docteur de l’Université de
Paris, France.
1276. Jaffa, M.E. 1907. Nuts and their uses as food.
Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture p.
295-312. For the year 1906.
• Summary: The introduction (p. 296) notes: “The increased
demand for nuts is due in the main to two causes, namely,
a better appreciation of their appetizing qualities and the
numerous ways in which they form a palatable addition to
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the diet of the average family, and, secondly, to their use by
the vegetarians and persons of similar belief–a group small
in proportion to the total population, but still fairly large
numerically–who use nuts, and more particularly the peanut,
as a substitute for meat and other nitrogenous and fatty
foods.
“Many special nut foods, such as malted nuts, meat
substitutes, etc., have been devised and extensively
advertised by the manufacturers for general use in the diet
and for the special needs of vegetarians and fruitarians. It
is said that some of these American nut products contain
soy beans, but apparently the peanut plays a very important
part in their composition. In either case, since the peanut,
like the soy bean, is a legume, these preparations might
more properly be compared with the bean cheese and other
soy-bean products so much used in China, Japan, and other
eastern countries than with such nuts as the walnut, almond,
or cocoanut.”
In the section titled “Description of nuts,” page 297
states: “The chufa, nut grass, or earth almond is a small
tuberous root of a sedgelike plant and perhaps should be
classed with the vegetables rather than with nuts. It is not
common, though sometimes eaten.”
In the section on “Composition of nuts,” a table titled
“Average composition of nuts and nut products” (p. 299)
gives the following analyses of peanut butter and round
steak: Peanut butter.–Water 2.1%, protein 29.3%, fat 46.5%,
carbohydrates 17.1%, ash 5%, fuel value 2,825 calories
per pound. Round steak.–Water 65.5%, protein 19.8%, fat
13.6%, carbohydrates 0%, ash 1.1%, fuel value 950 calories
per pound.
These figures show that peanut butter contains 1.5 times
as much protein, more than 3 times as much fat, nearly 5
times as much ash, and 3 times as much fuel value as round
steak. Analyses are also given for: Chufa (earth almond),
cocoanut, ginkgo nut (seeds), lichi nut, pignolia, cocoanut
candy, peanut candy, cocoanut milk, cocoanut–desiccated,
cocoanut flour, peanut coffee made from the entire kernel.
Cocoanut milk contains: Water 92.7%, protein 0.4%,
fat 1.5%, carbohydrates 4.6%, ash 0.8%, fuel value 3,125
calories per pound.
“Nut butters: Within the last few years so-called nut
butters have been used in increasingly large amounts, and at
least one variety, namely, peanut butter, is made and sold in
ton lots.” Nut butters are commonly marketed in jars. “The
nut butters are recommended by vegetarians as a substitute
for butter in culinary processes and for use at the table. With
persons who are not vegetarians they are commonly used
for making sandwiches and in other ways for their agreeable
flavor and for the pleasing variety which they give to the
diet. Nut butter may be easily made at home.” “The nut
butters just mentioned are entirely different from cocoanut
butter and from cocoa butter, which are expressed and
purified fats. These ‘butters’ are of considerable commercial

importance and are used for culinary purposes, though
perhaps they are more commonly used in other ways.”
A section on “The pecuniary economy of nuts” (p.
309-10) states: “For the vegetarian or fruitarian, who looks
to nuts as the chief source of protein in the diet, the peanut
must be considered as much the most economical.” A table
titled “Pecuniary economy of nuts and nut products” (p. 310)
shows the price in cents per pound of various foods, the cost
of 1,000 calories of energy, and the number of pounds of
protein that 10 cents will buy: Peanuts 7, 3.6., 0.31. Peanut
butter 20, 7.1, 0.15. Peanut candy 25, 11.8, 0.04. Porterhouse
steak 25, 22.5, 0.07. Whole milk 4, 12.0, 0.8. Cheddar cheese
16, 7.5, 0.17. Address: Asst. Prof. of Nutrition, Univ. of
California [Berkeley].
1277. Jumelle, Henri L. 1907. Les resources agricoles et
forestiéres des colonies Françaises [The agricultural and
forestry resources of the French colonies]. Marseille, France:
Barlatier, Imprimeur-Éditeur. viii + 442 p. See p. 333. No
index. 28 cm. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: In the chapter on Indo-China (p. 267-363) is
a section on coconuts (p. 322+) followed by a section on
“Other oil-bearing plants” (Les autres plantes oléagineuses),
which contains paragraphs (p. 326-27) on the sesame
seed (Le sésame, cultivated in Cambodia) and the peanut
(L’arachide, long cultivated in Cochin China and central and
south Annam). Some confusion exists concerning the oil of
Aleurites cordata (Chinese wood oil, l’huile d’abrasin) (p.
331-32): “Why is this oil, so well known and widely used in
Indo-China, not exported, as is its analogous oil from China?
It is not ignored by European and American manufacturers;
and in the United States, as in Europe, it is in demand *
by the factories that make linoleum or that prepare varnish
from copal.” (Footnote: *”It seems that the oil imported into
Europe and the United States is often adulterated with oil
from the seeds of Soja hispida [soybeans], which is likewise
a very drying oil”).
The next section, titled “The indigenous food”
(L’alimentation indigène) (p. 332-35) includes a discussion
of various legumes consumed in Indo-China. “Among the
leguminous seeds used as food, there is a large consumption
of kidney-beans (de haricots), of dolichos beans (de
doliques), and, even more, of soybeans (de sojas).” “The
large consumption of the soybean (du soja) is due to the fact
that its beans, not only are eaten after a long cooking, but,
again, serve as the base for various preparations, as in Japan
and China (Footnote: It is with these soybeans, mixed with
wheat and koji, and coarse salt, that the Japanese make their
shoyou [shoyu, soy sauce] and their miso, and the Chinese
their sauces or analogous dishes, teou-ju and teou-tiung.
In Java, the indigenous people make similar preparations.
The fermentations are, in all these cases, caused by various
molds.) It is thus that the Annamites [of central Vietnam]
make a cheese called dau-phu, which is the teou-fou of the
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Chinese, the tofu of Japan. They likewise make a sauce
named tuong, which is almost the same as the teou-tiung
[doujiang] of the Chinese, and two cheeses [tofu], one solid,
the other of a softer consistency, called dau-hu and dau-huao in Cochin China.” Address: Prof., Faculte des Sciences de
Marseille [Marseilles], France.
1278. Katayama, T. 1907. On the preparation of a vegetable
cheese from the protein of the soy-bean. Zentralblatt fuer
Bakteriologie. Series 2. 19(19/20):601. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: German summary of an article from Bulletin of
the College of Agriculture, Tokyo 7(1):117. The vegetable
cheese is tofu. Address: Japan.
1279. Knight, J.B. 1907. Operations on the Poona
Agricultural Station. Experimental Farms in the Bombay
Presidency [India], Annual Report p. 69-80. For the year
1905-1906.
• Summary: A table titled “Glossary of crops referred to in
the Poona and Mánjri Farm Reports” (p. 69) includes “Soy
bean” (Glycine hispida); it has no vernacular name. It also
includes “Groundnut.” Vernacular name: Bhuimug.
In Section 5, titled “Area planted to different crops” a
table (p. 74) shows the area cropped and the purpose of each
crop. Soybeans were planted as a kharif crop on 1 acre and
13 gunthas in field No. 6. Purpose: Fodder.
Section 7, titled “Forage crops” states that “Choli and
three leafy varieties of soybeans were also sown in the field
for fodder. The soybeans yielded poorly.” A table (p. 75)
shows the outturn (production) of the various crops planted.
Soybean variety No. 6 yielded 502 lb/acre. Variety No. 13
yielded 196 lb/acre. And variety No. 16 yielded 295 lb/
acre. The average of the three varieties was 331 lb/acre
(equivalent to 5.5 bushels/acre). Address: Esq., M.Sc., Prof.
of Agriculture, Poona, India.
1280. Knight, J.B. 1907. Operations on the Manjri
Agricultural Station. Experimental Farms in the Bombay
Presidency [India], Annual Report p. 89-100. For the year
1905-1906.
• Summary: In Section 6, titled “Area planted to different
crops” a table (p. 91) shows the area cropped and the purpose
of each crop. Soy beans were planted as a kharif crop on 1
acre and 24 gunthas in field No. 1. Purpose: Further study of
their usefulness in India. They were also planted as a kharif
crop on 16 gunthas in fields No. 3 and 4. Purpose: Further
test.
Section 8, titled “New crops” has a section on soybeans
which states (p. 97): “Nineteen varieties of Soybean were
sown. The average yield was greater than last year. The use
of this crop in India has not been demonstrated.” A table
(p. 97) shows, for each of the 19 numbered varieties: Yield
per acre, estimated value of outturn, cost of cultivation. The
yield ranged from 40 to 700 lb/acre, with No. 3 giving the

highest yield (700 lb/acre = 11.67 bushels/acre), worth 35
rupees. The total cost of cultivating all 19 varieties was 15
rupees, 9 annas and 8 paise. Address: Esq., M.Sc., Prof. of
Agriculture, Poona, India.
1281. Lan, J. 1907. Le maïs au Tonkin [Corn in Tonkin].
Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi) 10:212-28. Jan/
June. New Series. See p. 223, 226. [Fre]
• Summary: Soybeans (dau-tuong; Glycine hispida Maxim.)
were interplanted with corn in today’s Vietnam. In 1906
experiments were conducted by Messrs. Borel and Broemer
at the agricultural station of Quang-Ngai; they used soybean
cakes (tourteaux de soja) as a fertilizer for corn. Address:
Sous-Inspecteur d’Agriculture.
1282. Lust, Louise. 1907. The practical naturopathicvegetarian cook book: Cooked and uncooked foods. New
York City, NY: Benedict Lust. 72 p. No index. 20 cm.
• Summary: This vegetarian cookbook uses milk, butter, and
eggs. It also calls for many whole foods, such as unpolished
rice [brown rice] (p. 41) and whole-wheat flour. The recipe
for “Impromptu soup” (p. 24) states: “If soup is required
quickly, not time to make a vegetable stock, it can be made
by adding two tablespoons of Japan soya, which may be
regarded as ‘natural’ vegetable salts, extract or any of the
other vegetables...” Note 1. “Japan soya,” probably a type of
soy sauce, is sold by Dr. Heinrich Lahmann of Germany.
A recipe for “Cauliflowers” (p. 24) states: “cleanse the
heads carefully from insects.”
Page 40: “A large part of food among Americans is
composed of white flour, sugar, and butter. People who try to
live on such stuff gradually starve to death.”
A long poem (p. 43), titled “The Yungborn Home,
Butler, N.J., Sept. 1906, is by Yonovera Young.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2014)
that mentions “Yungborn” (previously spelled “Jungborn”) in
connection with Benedict or Louise Lust.
At the end of the book are many interesting ads. We will
list them in the order they appear.
Page 45: “The Battle Creek Sanitarium Food Co.,
Battle Creek, Michigan” “The health foods that made Battle
Creek known the world over were first made by us 30 years
ago. They are as supreme today as they were then. Take
Granola, for instance. It has been copied by others but never
successfully imitated. It is known as the ready to serve
Breakfast Food that has withstood 30 years of competition.”
Note 3. By this reckoning, Sanitarium Food Co. began
making Granola in 1877 (1907-30 = 1877). Yet the earliest
mention we can find of it in the SDA database is Aug. 1884–
a difference of 7 years.
“We make more than sixty varieties of health foods. Full
information on application.”
Page 46: “Carque’s California Grape Juice. ‘From the
Land of Sunshine, Fruits and Flowers.’”
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Page 47: “Kosmos Hygienic Institute, Kneipp Water
Cure Sanitarium, 765 North Clark St., Chicago, Illinois.
Opposite Lincoln Park. Phone: Dearborn 5734. Connected
with the Kosmos Publishing Co.”
Page 48: “The Diagnosis from the Eye,” by Dr. H.E.
Lane, M.D. A 3-part book whose table of contents is given.
Published by “Kosmos Publishing Co. and Hygienic
Institute, 765 North Clark St., Chicago, Illinois.”
Page 49: “The Sanitarium and Pure Food Store and
bakery at Benold’s Unfermented Whole Wheat Bread.” “F.H.
Benold, proprietor, 401 East North Ave., Chicago, Illinois.”
Lists “Our specialties.”
Page 49: “Perfect Health, by Charles Courtney Haskel.”
Norwich, Connecticut.
Page 49: “Fruit and Nut Diet, by O. Hashnu Hara.” 15
cents postpaid. Available from Benedict Lust, N.D., 124 East
59th St., New York.
Page 52: The Naturopathic Exchange Bureau, 124 East
59th St., New York City. “Having direct connection with
over 50 Progressive movements in Germany, England, and
the United States.” “Every letter expecting personal reply
must contain 25 cents or meet oblivion.”
Page 53: Yungborn: B. Lust’s Naturopathic Health
Home. Also Mrs. Louise Lust.
Page 54: “Sanatorium Bethesda. Milton, Morris County,
New Jersey.” Charles Lauterwasser, N.D.
Page 55: “Naturopathic Institute, Sanitorium and
College of California. Los Angeles: 556, 558-560 S. Hope
St. (Incorporated). Dr. Carl Schultz, President.”
Page 55: Insomnia can be cured–Cured quick and
forever.”
Page 56: Foods the nourish. The Health Food Bakery, L.
Lust. Prop., 105th St. and Park Ave., New York City. Lust’s
absolutely pure peanut butter. In 1-lb. Jars, 30 cents. In 20-lb.
pails, $2.50.
Page 58: “Dr. Carl Strueh’s Water Cure Sanitarium and
Natural Healing Institute. 464 Belden Ave., near Lincoln
Park, Chicago, Illinois. Open summer and winter.
Pages 59-60: Works by Edward Earle Purinton.
Page 61: “Return to Nature” (4th edition), by Adolf Just.
Page 66. The Palmer School of Chiropractic, Davenport,
Iowa.
Page 68: The American School of Naturopathy.
Pages 69-72: Naturopathic Supply Store: L. Lust’s pure
foods. A long list of products with the price of each.
An oval portrait photo facing the title page shows Louise
Lust, N.D.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2014)
that mentions Louisa (or Louise) Stroebel Lust, the wife
of Benedict Lust. They were married on 11 June 1901
in Manhattan, New York. Her name at birth was Aloysia
Stroebel or Stroebele (Source: New York, NY, marriage
indexes, 1866-1937, online database via Ancestry.com).
Benedict was born on 3 Feb. 1872 in Michelbach, Germany.

He was the son Johannes Evangelista Lust and his wife,
Luise Rieger. He departed by ship from Liverpool, England,
and first arrived in the United States on 16 or 19 Nov. 1892
in the Port of New York. He applied for U.S. citizenship
in July 1900 and was granted citizenship on 3 July 1900,
having met the requirement to live in the U.S. for 7 full years
as testified by Anthony Jommer / Sommer / Lommer.
Findagrave.com shows the burial marker of Benedict
Lust, born 3 February 1872–died 4 September 1945 and
Aloysia Lust, nee Stroebele, born June 24, 1864–died July
10, 1925. Buried in Mt. Calvary Cemetery, Butler, Morris
County, New Jersey. Photos of their tombstone are on the
website. So she died about 20 years before he did. Address:
N.D., Naturopathic Director of Ladies’ Dep. of “Yungborn,”
Butler, New Jersey. Instructor in Naturopathy, The American
School of Naturopathy.
1283. Macgowan, John. 1907. Sidelights on Chinese life.
London: Kegan Paul. Trench, Trübner & Co., Limited. viii +
367 p. Illust. (12 in color by Montague Smyth and 34 others).
26 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 1, “The Chinaman,” begins (p. 1): “The
Chinaman’s mind is a profound and inexplicable puzzle that
many have vainly endeavoured to solve. He is a mystery
not simply to the foreigner, who has been trained to more
open methods of thought, but also to his own countrymen,
who are frequently heard to express their astonishment at
some exhibition of character, that has never occurred to them
during the whole of their oblique life.”
Page 9: “A coolie, for example, in [sic, is] engaged by
you to do general household work. He comes to you from an
inland country where poverty is the prevailing characteristic
of the whole population. Sweet potatoes are the staple food
three times a day, year in, year out, helped down perhaps by
salted turnip, bean curds [tofu] and pickled beans [fermented
black soybeans]–for it is only on special occasions that they
have the rare happiness of indulging in the luxury of rice.”
Page 163: “At the same time he placed before him a tiny
little platter in which were some nicely browned strips of
fried bean curds [deep-fried tofu] to act as appetizer to the
rice, and to arouse his flagging appetite.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that contains the term “fried bean curds.”
Page 170: “In addition to this precious crop [rice] that
needs so much attention, the cultivator has others that claim
his thoughts and time. These are the beans that are used in
the manufacture of soy [sauce] and in the making of bean
curds [tofu] that are considered so important as condiments
to be eaten with the rice.
Page 183: “The Chinese, who are connoisseurs in the art
of cooking rice, can never tolerate it being boiled to a pulp...
There are also bean curds [tofu] and cucumbers pickled crisp
and juicy, and celery and lettuce, and salted beans [fermented
black soybeans] and plates of various kinds of fish, and
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different kinds of soy, which are sprinkled with a sparing
hand over the bowl of rice to give it a flavour in order to
induce an appetite with the first sip that the customer takes of
the savoury compound.” Address: Rev., London Missionary
Society and author.
1284. Martinet, Alfred. 1907. Les aliments usuels:
Composition, préparation, indications dans les régimes
[Ordinary foods: Composition, preparation, and directions
for use in the diet]. Paris: Masson et Cie. viii + 328 p. A 2nd
edition was published in 1910. [Fre]
• Summary: Pages 276-85 discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of a vegetarian diet (régime végétarien).
Whole dry soybeans are listed as a food that is available
year-round, and green vegetable soybeans (soja frais) are
listed as a seasonal vegetable.
Dr. Martinet is said to have cited Menudier 1890, who
proposed a bread for diabetics consisting of soy flour 300
gm, eggs 150 gm, butter 150 gm, salt 5 gm. and water 150
gm. He said it was “very appetizing.” Address: Ancien
Interne des Hôpitaux de Paris, France [Former intern at the
hospitals of Paris].
1285. Mukerji, Nitya Gopal. 1907. Handbook of Indian
agriculture. 2nd ed. Revised. Calcutta: Thacker, Spink, and
Co. xii + 706 p. Illust. 22 cm. The 1st edition was published
in 1901, and the 3rd edition in 1915.
• Summary: Page 163 notes that the Soy Bean is one of 27
legumes found in India. In the chapter titled “Pulses” (p.
225-27; rather than in the next chapter titled “Oilseeds”),
the Soy-bean (also known locally as bhát or Gari-kalái) is
listed as the seventh most important pulse in India after: (1)
Cajanicus indicus, pigeon pea, dal, tuer or arahar. (2) Cicer
arietinum, chick pea, gram, chhola or chena. (3) Dolichos
biflorus, the horse gram, Kurthi-kalai or Kulthi. (4) Pisum
arvense, field-pea, desi matar. (5) Pisum sativum, European
and American pea, Bilati matar. (6) Dolichos lablab vulgare,
Indian bean, Shim, popat or val.
“Next to cereals, pulses occupy the most important place
as food-grains, though oil-seeds and jute occupy more land
in Bengal.”
A table (p. 226-27) states: The soya bean is planted
at the beginning of November, 30 lb of seed per acre, and
harvested at the end of March. The typical yield is 400-500
lb/acre [6.67-8.33 bushels/acre]. It is noted that the soy-bean
“contains 40% of albuminoids. Prof. Kinch of Cirencester
drew the notice of the Government of India to the fact.
Grows abundantly in the Manipur and Naga hills. It is the
richest pulse crop of China and Japan. Experiments are being
conducted with a view to introducing this pulse in several
districts of India.”
This table gives similar information for five other pulse
crops.
Note: The author died just before this book was

published. Address: M.A., Prof. of Agriculture and
Agricultural Chemistry, Civil Engineering College, Sibpur,
Bengal.
1286. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report. 1907. Miscellaneous analyses. 27:37. For the
year ending Oct. 31, 1906.
• Summary: Contains analyses of the composition of
various fodders including Soy bean silage and soy beans.
The elements analysed are: water, ether extract, crude fiber,
protein, ash, nitrogen-free extract, nitrogen, phosphoric acid,
and potash. Address: [New Brunswick, New Jersey].
1287. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha). 1907.
Zaibei Nihonjin nenkan [Japanese-American yearbook. No.
3]. 234 Turk St., San Francisco, California. 398 p., many
unnumbered. Reprinted in 25 Oct. 2001 in Tokyo by Nihon
Tosho Senta. Series: Nikkei Imin Shiryôshû. Dai 1-kai
[Collected Documents on Japanese Emigration. No. 1]. [Jap;
eng]
• Summary: This book is read and numbered from “back
to front” compared with typical English books; it is mostly
(99%) in Japanese. There is an English-language title page.
The book is composed of: 4 unnumbered pages of front
matter, 6 unnumbered leaves of black and white photos
(mostly taken after the San Francisco earthquake and fire)
on glossy paper, 18 pages of ads and basic information,
numbered using Japanese numbers (NUJN), of which the
last two pages are the table of contents, 176 numbered pages
which are the body of the book, 84 unnumbered pages of
ads, 75 pages of directory (preceded by an index of the
directory) NUJN, 35 pages of ads and back matter NUJN.
There are two tofu shops in San Jose, California, and
also two breweries (jozo-sho). Note: One may have been
for brewing shoyu and the other for sake (p. 153). The San
Jose shoyu maker [Sa-shi Shoyu Jozo-sho] helped Komada
Shoten [probably not a shoyu maker] in San Francisco last
year. Although they used wheat and salt made in the U.S.,
they had to get soybeans and also the bamboo hoops for
the wooden kegs (taru) from Japan. It cost them over 50
cents to make one wooden keg; that’s a problem (p. 154, top
right). There is one tofu shop in Watsonville (p. 154, bottom
center).
The Directory shows Japanese companies making
soyfoods in California and Utah. Address: San Francisco,
California.
1288. Noorden, Carl von. 1907. Die Zuckerkrankheit und
ihre Behandlung. Vierte vermehrte und veraenderte Auflage
[Diabetes and its management. 4th expanded and revised
ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von August Hirschwald. xv + 367 p.
Index. 23 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: In long “Equivalent tables for white breads,”
under “Natural flours / meals” (Natürliche Mehle, p. 335),
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soybeans (Sojabohnen) [meal] and gluten meal (Glutenmehl)
are each mentioned. Soybeans contain 38% carbohydrates.
Column 3 is headed: The number of grams of the substance
in Column 1 that contain the same amount of carbohydrates
as 20 g of white bread. For soybeans that is 30 gm.
Soy is not mentioned in the sections on breads and bread
substitutes.
Also discusses: Almond breads (Mandelgebäche,
p. 263). Sesame oil (Sesamöl, p. 311), Almond cake
(Mandelkuchen) and Gluten bread (Pain de Gluten) (p.
335). Address: Prof., PhD, Vorstand der I. medizinischen
Universitaetsklinik, Vienna [Austria-Hungary].
1289. Pott, Emil. 1907. Handbuch der tierischen Ernaehrung
und der landwirtschaftlichen Futtermittel [Handbook of
animal nutrition and agricultural fodders]. Berlin: Verlag von
Paul Parey. See vol. 2. Die Sojabohne, p. 539-41. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Page 539: The Soybean (Soja hispida M.):
Because of their high oil content, the seeds of this plant that
is very much cultivated in countries overseas serve for the
most part for the obtaining of oil. It is among the pulses that
are the richest in nutrients. In Java, it is called kadelee; in
China, ta-tou [in modern pinyin: dadou]; in Japan, daidsu
[daizu]. Numerous varieties of it are cultivated, and in Japan
and China, the seeds are also used to obtain meal (Schou) as
well as for the preparation of two sauces (“misso” [miso] and
“Soja” [soy sauce]). These are added to most vegetable, fish,
and meat dishes as a seasoning. The soybean (Sojabohne)
also fares well in Central and Southern Europe. In warm
locations, it provides substantially larger yields than, for
example, peas and beans, but in the most temperate climate it
is less productive than other legumes. That is also the reason
why in spite of many recommendations, it has not gained any
inroads with us. The contents of the seeds are as follows:

Four tables follow. With regard to the chemical
components in particular, E. Meissl (footnote: Chem.
Centralbl. [Chemisches Zentralblatt] [Central Chemical
Journal] 1884, p. 619) and F Böder have determined
that soybeans (Sojabohnen) do not contain any glutens
(Kleberproteinstoffe) and that they contain small quantities
of amide substances (Amidkörper) (according to W.
Klinkenberg (footnote: Zeitschr. für physiol. Chemie
[Zeitschrift für physiologische Chemie] [Journal for
Physiological Chemistry] 6, 155), 9.53 pct.) and 86.2 pct.
digestible protein. The nitrogenous substances consist for the
most part of legumin [or vegetable casein] (Legumin) and
substances that are similar to pea albumin. K. Yabe (footnote:
Chem. Centralbl. 1894, II, p. 1050) determined the nitrogen
content to be 7.4 pct., of which 6.9 pct. is protein nitrogen,
0.13 pct. amide nitrogen, and 0.33 pct. peptone nitrogen.
Osborne (footnote: Chem. Centralbl. 1898, II, p. 365) and
Campbell found the principal component the nitrogenous
substances to be a globulin that is similar to legumin which
they call glycinin (Glyzinin), and furthermore also phaseolin
(globulin), legumelin (albumin), and very little proteose. In
addition, J. Stingl and Th. Morawski found in the soybean
a very effective diastatic enzyme to which is attributed the
fact that the seeds contain so little starch (Stärkemehl) (3
to 5 pct.) and a relatively large amount of dextrin as well
as a quantity of different types of sugar (for the most part
sucrose (Saccharose) and on top of that non-crystallizing
sugar, in total around 12 pct. sugar). Other researchers
completely dispute the starch content. Harz indicates that
it is valid only for immature seeds. E. Schulze (footnote:
Landwirtschaftliche Versuchsstationenen [Agricultural
Research Stations] 39, 269) found a carbohydrate in the
seeds that can be converted into galactose and galactaric
acid [or mucic acid] (Schleimsäure).–The liquid crude fat
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(ether extract) consists of 90 to 95 pct. neutral fat, a little free
fatty acids, and 5 to 10 pct. cholesterol (footnote: Also see
Klobb and Bloch, “Phytosterol (Sojasterol) der Sojabohnen”
[“Phytosterol (Soy Sterol) from the Soybean”], Bull. Soc.
Chim. de France [Bulletin de la Société Chimique de France
[Bulletin of the French Chemical Society]], 1, 422), lecithin,
wax, and resin. Schulze and Steiger determined the lecithin
content of the dried substance of the seeds to be 1.64 pct.
What is still worthy of note is the relatively low content of
ligneous fiber. For that reason, the seeds are also relatively
easy to digest. The ash consists above all of potassium and
phosphoric acid as well as small quantities of magnesium,
calcium, sodium, and so forth.
With digestion experiments with sheep which were
carried out by O. Kellner, the following was digested: A table
shows the amount.
For the purposes of fodder, the soybeans are ground up
coarsely. As with peas (see ibid.), they find their best use as
fattening feed for ruminants (and especially for lambs) and
pigs or as concentrated feed for draft animals (Arbeitsvieh).
In Ungarisch-Altenburg (today’s Mosonmagyaróvár,
Hungary) a milk has been obtained from soybeans which is
supposedly greater in quantity and, in turn, also less watery
than that from malt sprouts. In the pig fattening trials that
were carried out at the agricultural experiment station in
Wisconsin, it was shown that soybeans provided excellent
service in the addition of meat to the animals (Fleischmast),
even though the quality of the meat that was obtained in

this way was not first class. But the gain in weight was
all the more significant. According to Petit, though, the
soybean fat (Sojafett) has a purgative effect, and for that
reason, quantities of the seeds used as feed should not be too
great. In addition, it is to be noted that it is difficult to boil
the seeds until they are soft, which is why it is preferable
to avoid enrichment with the whole seeds in the form of
cooked fodder.–A. M. Billon (footnote: Revue internationale
des falsifications [International Review of Frauds [sic–
Organe Officiel de la Commission Internationale pour la
répression des falsifications to the Société universelle de
la Croix Blanche [Official Publication of the International
Commission for the Repression of Frauds of the Universal
Society of the White Cross]], vol. VII, p. 150) et al have
most recently recommended a bread for diabetics which is
produced from soybean meal (Sojabohnenmehl) and which
is very rich in protein and low in carbohydrates. Soybeans
are also recommended as fattening feed for carp (instead of
lupines, see ibid.)
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Professor, Munich, Germany.
1290. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew [England]. 1907.
Official Guide to the Museums of Economic Botany. No.
1. Dicotyledons. Third edition, revised and augmented.
London, Printed for H.M. Stationery Off. by Darling... 236 p.
See p. 65. 19 cm.
• Summary: Page 65 states: “No 192. Soy beans (Glycine
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hispida, Maxim.). An annual, cultivated largely in China,
Japan, and India. In the two former countries a sauce known
as Soy is produced in large quantities and in Japan a kind of
cheese or curd cake is prepared known as ‘Natto.’ The chief
products of Manchuria are bean oil and bean cake. The seeds
yield 17 per cent. of an edible oil obtained by expression,
and the residue is made into large circular cakes, weighing
about 60 lbs, similar to that exhibited, used in the East for
feeding cattle and also as manure. Soy is imported into
Europe in barrels and is said to form the basis of most of the
popular sauces.”
Also discusses “Ground nuts. Pods and seeds of
Arachis hypogaea, L.” (p. 63, No. 188), and Kuzu (Pueraria
thunbergiana, p. 66-67, No. 195). Address: Kew, England.
1291. Saito, Kendo. 1907. Microbiologische Studien
ueber die Soyabereitung [Microbiological studies on the
preparation of soy sauce]. Zentralblatt fuer Bakteriologie.
Series 2. 17(1/2):20-27; 17(3/4):101-09; 17(5/7):152-61.
Plus 5 plates on unnumbered pages near end. [55 ref. Ger]
• Summary: See also next page. Contents: Part I (p. 20-27):
Introduction. (1) Process for making soy sauce (Soya, which
can be divided into 3 steps): (a) Preparation of the koji (Koji
or Soyakoji). (b) The main process, making the moromi or
mash (Maische). (3) Pressing, clarifying, and pasteurizing.
(2) Method for isolation of the microorganisms: Molds
/ fungi, yeasts, bacteria. (3) Special remarks: Molds–(a)
Aspergillus Oryzae (Ahlbg.) F. Cohn.
Part II (p. 101-09): (b) Rhizopus japonicus Vuillemin
nov. var. angulosporus (Fig. 1). (c) Tieghemella hyalospora

nov. spec. (Fig. 5). (d) Other molds. Yeasts–Soya yeast
(a) Saccharomyces Soya nov. spec. Diagnostic properties,
comparison of soya yeast with other types of yeasts. (b)
Saccharomyces farinosus Lindner (Fig. 2 and 8c). (c) A soya
yeast that grows on the surface of liquids (Soya-Kahmhefe)
(Fig. 3 and 8b).
Part III (p. 152-61): Conclusion of (c). (d) Mycoderma
species (Fig. 6 and 8d). (e) Torula species (Fig. 7). Bacteria–
(a) Bacterium Soya nov. spec. (b) Sarcina Hamaguchiae
nov. spec. (Table 5, Fig. 10). Conclusion. Appendix: (1)
Rhizopus Tamari nov. spec. (2) Aspergillus glaucus Link. (3)
Aspergillus Rehmii Zukai (?). (4) Cirencella mucoroides nov.
spec.
Explanation of five plates of illustrations.
Since ancient times, according to legend, a substance
for salting foods has been made by the Japanese. About 300
years ago the process underwent a significant improvement
through trade and communication with the Chinese, whose
culture then stood on a higher level. For the first time a
product named soy sauce (Soya; Japanese: Shôyû) came to be
widely known, and from then on it found extensive use. By
the year 1903 nearly 4 million hectoliters [i.e., 400 million
liters] of shoyu were being produced in Japan, from which
the state took the equivalent of about 7 million German
marks in taxes.
Among the yeasts, the author found Saccharomyces
Soya (a new species of film yeast), Saccharomyces (later
Pichia) farinosus, and one species each of Mycoderma and
Torula.
Illustrations show: Plate 1: Rhizopus japonicus in seven
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detailed views.
Plate 2: (2) Saccharomyces farinosus. (3)
Saccharomyces Soya, a soya yeast that grows on the surface
of liquids (Soyakahmhefe).
Plate 3: (4a-b) The new yeast Saccharomyces Soya from
soya koji. (6) Mycoderma sp. x 900. (7) Torula sp. x 900.
Plate 4: (5) Tieghemella hyalospora (from rice culture)
in seven detailed views.
Plate 5: (8) Large colonies (3 weeks old) of
Saccharomyces Soya, a soya yeast that grows on the surface
of liquids (Soyakahmhefe), Saccharomyces farinosus, and
Mycoderma species. (9) Bacterium Soya. (10) Sarcina
Hamaguchiae.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July
2010) that mentions the species Saccharomyces Soya.
Later (in 1909) the author gave this film yeast the name
Zygosaccharomyces japonicus. In the early 1950s this
species was renamed Saccharomyces rouxii.
Note 2. This is the earliest (and only) document seen
(Dec. 2020) with the German word Soyabereitung in the
title. Address: Plant Physiology Lab., Botanical Inst., Tokyo
Imperial Univ., Japan.
1292. Sawamura, Shin. 1907. On the microorganisms
of natto. Zentralblatt fuer Bakteriologie. Series 2.
19(10/12):335-36. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: German summary of a 1906 article by
Sawamura from Bulletin of the College of Agriculture, Tokyo
7(1):107. “Natto is a type of vegetable cheese which is
made from cooked soybeans by a process of fermentation.”
Address: Japan.
1293. Senft, Emanuel. 1907. Ueber einige in Japan
verwendete vegetabilische Nahrungsmittel, mit besonderer
Beruecksichtigung der japanischen Militaerkonserven [On
some vegetable foods used in Japan, with special attention

to Japanese military canned foods]. Pharmazeutische Praxis
(Vienna and Leipzig) 6(3):81-89; 6(4):122-24, 131-32;
6(6):211-12, 219. [19 ref. Ger]
• Summary: These three sections contain a good review of
the literature (especially the Japanese literature) in German.
Issue No. 3 begins with “Phanerogams. Chapter 5. Legumes.
Soybeans and soybean preparations” (p. 81-89). Contents:
Introduction. Varieties: Group I. Soja platycarpa-Harz (5
forms–olivacea-Harz and punctata-Harz, melanosperma,
platysperma, parvula Martens). Soja tumida-Harz (3 forms–
pallida Roseb. [sic, Roxb = Roxburgh], castanea-Harz
[brown], atrosperma-Harz). Anatomy and cell structure
of different parts of the plant and seeds. A non-original
illustration (line drawing; p. 83) shows a soy bean, full-size
and at cellular levels. Haberlandt and the Vienna World
Exhibition of 1873. Foods made from soybeans in China
and Japan described by Charles Bryant (1785): Miso, soy
sauce (sooju-sauce or soy), Roos, Koji. Tofu, sake. Shoju or
Soja-Sauce. Miso (vegetable cheese; “Recently the firm Jul.
Maggi & Comp. in Kempthal makes a type of miso and sells
it commercially”).
Page 86 (soy sauce): Similarly as in Japan, in China
a type of shoyu (Sooju) is prepared which, however, as
Bryant reports, supposedly tastes even more superb than the
Japanese one.
This seems to be the place to report briefly here about
the interesting preparation of this sauce that is so praised.
With the preparation of the Chinese shoyu sauce, a large
amount (thirty pounds) of purely washed soybeans are boiled
for two to three minutes in pure water over a low flame and
in a covered cauldron, whereupon most of the beans get
so soft [impossible] that they can be crushed between the
fingers.
Then the beans are pressed through sieves and the water
is allowed to drain.
While the beans are still damp, they are rolled in fine
soybean meal (Sojabohnenmehl), whereupon they are spread
out thinly, covered with a cloth, and allowed to go moldy for
three days.
At that point, the beans are dried in the air up to a certain
degree, then they are exposed to the heat of the sun or that
of an oven, and specifically so long that they have become
completely hard.
From beans that have been prepared in this way, the
adhering meal along with the mold that has developed on
top of it is rubbed off. The beans are placed in a large pot
and a brine that has been prepared of twenty pounds of salt
and a hundred pounds of water is poured over them and they
are exposed to the sun for six weeks (at night, the vessel is
covered).
Once the brine has taken on a dark brown color and
is sufficiently strong, it is drained off and concentrated as
desired by boiling, whereby it is not seldom that the addition
of sugar, ginger or also other spices takes place. In the latter
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case, it is the habit to let the brine sit with the ingredients that
were just mentioned for a few days before it is strained.
This type of soyu [soy sauce] is not transparent, it has a
dark black color and the consistency of a dessert wine, and
when it is diluted with water it turns orangish-red. The flavor
of Chinese soyu is somewhat aromatic, salty, and at the same
time oily, and its smell is also somewhat reminiscent of
elderberry jam (Holundermus).
The appetite-stimulating property of this sauce, which
is used as an ingredient with the most varied of preparations
of meat and fish, has supposedly also found the greatest
appreciation in the European kitchens of the wealthy, in
particular in Sweden.
The reports which we have brought forth thus far about
the preparation of miso and soyu come from Bryant from
1785 and are therefore 121 years old. If the preparation of
both of them has in principle not substantially changed, then
today we are in the position to provide much more precise
information about both of these foods.
Note 1. This is the earliest article seen (March 2020)
in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojabohnenmehl (Soybean flour /
meal), which might be used for baking bread or pastries. This
word appears in 62 different issues of these newspapers from
1907 to 1953.
Issue No. 4 begins with “Natto and tofu” (Bohnenkäse)
(p. 122-24) and includes fresh tofu and frozen tofu
(gefrorener tofu) and microscopic investigations.
Also on p. 124 a paragraph about “Yuba” states:
Another food product made from soybeans is “Yuba.” Yuba
is understood to mean the skins that are obtained and dried
from the boiling of the aqueous extract of soybeans.
Note 2. One might also say: Yuba is the film that forms
atop soymilk when it is simmered.
Note 3. This is the earliest and only article seen (March
2020) in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database
that contains the German word Yuba (yuba).
A separate section on miso pickles (Misozuke; p. 13132) describes the different types, especially those made with
daikon (Rettiche).
Note 4. There is no miso in misozuke. Rather, the
vegetables are pickled in a salty substance that has much the
same consistency as miso.
Issue No. 6 discusses shoyu (called Extrakt-Sauce
Japonica, or Shoju-Sauce) (p. 211).
A table (p. 212) lists the main food plants of Japan,
including five different “varieties” (“var.”) of soybeans
(Glycine hispida Mönch): Kuro-mame, Shiro-mame, Aomame, Goishi-mame, Gankui-mame. A photo (p. 219) shows
various Japanese preserved foods, including a metal box
containing “Fukujinzuke” [fukujinzuke] consisting of sliced
vegetables (cucumbers, bamboo shoots, onions) preserved in
soy sauce.
Note: Parts of this long review were translated by Philip

Isenberg (MM, CT), Long Beach, California. Address:
Military medicine official, Germany.
1294. Simon, Joseph. 1907. Die Widerstandsfaeigkeit der
Wurzelbakterien der Leguminosen und ihre Bedeutung
fuer die Bodenimpfung [The resistance of the root bacteria
of legumes and their importance for soil inoculation].
Jahresbericht der Vereinigung fuer Angewandte Botanik
5:132-60 (Berlin, 1908). [23 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Note: Soja hispida is mentioned on
pages 135 (at right top of table) and 148 (in a list of
legumes whose bacteria were tested). Address: PhD,
Kgl. Pflanzenphysiologischen Versuchsstation Dresden
[Germany].
1295. Smyth, Albert Henry. ed. 1907. The writings of
Benjamin Franklin: Collected and edited, with a life and
introduction. Vol. 5, 1767-1772. New York, NY: The
Macmillan Co.; London: Macmillan & Co., Ltd. xi + 555 p.
See p. 245-46. This is a 10-volume work. Also in William B.
Wilcox, ed. 1973. The Papers of Benjamin Franklin. Vol 17,
Jan. 1 through Dec. 31, 1770. New Haven, CT and London:
Yale University Press. p. 22-23. [4 ref]
• Summary: “To John Bartram. From London, January 11,
1770. My ever dear friend,... I send also some green dry
peas, highly esteemed here as the best for making pea soup;
and also some Chinese caravances, with Father Navarrete’s
account of the universal use of a cheese made of them in
China, which so excited my curiosity, that I caused inquiry
to be made of Mr. [James] Flint, who lived many years
there, in what manner the cheese was made, and I send you
his answer. I have since learned that some runnings of salt
(I suppose runnet) is put into water, when the meal is in it,
to turn it to curds. I think we have caravances with us, but
I know not whether they are the same with these, which
actually came from China. They are said to be of great
increase... With esteem I am ever, my dear friend, yours
affectionately, B. Franklin.”
Footnotes state: (1) This letter was “First printed
by Sparks.” (2) “Domingo-Hernandez [sic, Fernández]
Navarrete (1610-1698) went as missionary to China. Many
curious observations of Chinese life are contained in his
‘Tradutos [sic, Tratados] historicos, politicos, ethicos y
religiosos de la monarchia de China’ (1676).–Ed.” (3)
“Caravances or calavances seems to be used loosely for
various kinds of pease, beans, lentils, etc.–Ed.”
Note: Franklin’s letter is not reproduced here in its
entirety; it omits some of his discussion of tofu.
1296. Strakosch, Siegfried. 1907. Das Problem der
ungleichen Arbeitsleistung unserer Kulturpflanzen [The
problem of the unequal production efficiencies of our crop
plants]. Berlin: Verlagsbuchhandlung Paul Parey. 110 p. No
index. 23 cm. [Ger]
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• Summary: This book, dedicated to Julius Wiesner, “the
master of plant physiology,” looks at national food supplies
from the viewpoint of plant physiology. In the section on
“Calculation of assimilative effects,” a table (p. 44-45)
compares rye, wheat, corn, rice, soybeans, and potatoes in
their production per hectare of starch, digestible protein,
value of product in German marks, value of nutritive
elements consumed, assimilative effect (defined as the ration
of the value of the usable substance produced per unit area to
the value of the nutritive elements borrowed from the soil by
producing this substance), assimilative effect compared with
rye, and difference between the production and consumption
in German Marks. Soybean produces much more protein
per given area of land than the other crops, has the highest
assimilative ratio, 6.68 times larger than that of rye. Thus the
culture of soybeans should be the most remunerative.
In the same section, a bar chart (p. 48) shows the value
(in marks) of physiologically useful substance resulting from
withdrawal of one mark worth of soil nutrients. The soybean
gives the greatest returns of the 22 plants listed.
In the section on “Consideration of plant production
efficiency in crop rotations” (p. 66+), the legumes are
praised and soybeans are mentioned on pages 71 (the most
productive of all legumes with an enormous number of 668)
and 73. In this context, the work of Friedrich Haberlandt
with soybeans and his book, Die Sojabohne (The Soybean,
Vienna, 1878) are described in detail (p. 74-76).
Page 76: Haberlandt died soon after the publication of
his work on the soybean, and Hecke, who had made the goals
of his friend his own, also was not granted the privilege of
experiencing their final victory. At the College of Agriculture
in Vienna (Hochschule für Bodenkultur in Wien), the site of
the activity of both scholars, individual soy plants are still
planted every year and provide harvest without fertilizing of
100 to 150-fold.
In the last chapter, “Goals and consequences,” a table
(p. 102) shows the productivity in the northern U.S. states
of nine crops, including wheat, barley, corn, sugar beets,
peas, Jerusalem artichokes, and soybeans. In value of crop
per hectare, soybeans are third after Jerusalem artichokes
(German: Topinambur; French: Topinambour) and sugar
beets. Two long footnotes (No. 122 and 123, p. 109-10)
discuss the importance in Japan of soybeans and the various
foods made from them including shoyu (Shoju, Shoyu),
miso, tofu, and yuba.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Dr., Wien-Hohenau.
1297. Takenob, Y.; Takeda, G. 1907. Japan Year Book.
Tokyo: Japan Year Book Office. 616 p. See p. 325, 327, 467,
584, 602. Third annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary: A full-page ad near the front of the book (on an
unnumbered page) for “Mitsui Bussan Kaisha. (Mitsui & Co.
in Europe and America.) Established 1876” states that they

are “General Commission Merchants” for the... Import of
[Soy] Beans, [Soy] Bean Cakes,” etc.
Page 325. A table titled “Manure. Consumption” gives
the approximate volume consumed in Japan at the end of
1905 in 1,000 yen:
Night soil 53,000,000.
Stable manure 47,000,000.
Bean cakes [soy] 13,000,000.
Fish guano 10,000,000.
Artificial fertilizers 8,000,000...
Page 327. Chapter 14, “Agriculture” (p. 320-337) has a
section that gives production data on “Soja beans” from 1900
to 1905 in koku.
3.562 million koku in 1900
4.069 million koku in 1901
3.136 million koku in 1902
3.647 million koku in 1903
3.710 million koku in 1904
3.261 million koku in 1905.
The same table gives production of “Red [azuki] beans
which ranged from a high of 924,573 koku in 1901 to a low
of 708,712 koku in 1902. Thus, in 1901 production of azuki
beans in Japan was about 23% of that of soja beans [soy
beans].
Page 467. In chapter 28, “Foreign trade” (p. 467-95), is
a list for the “New import tariff schedule.” “Import tariff,”
with an entry in Group II (Grains and seeds) for “Beans,
soja.” The tariff is 0.43 yen per 100 kin. On the next line
is an entry for “Beans, red or white (small) (Phaseolus
subtrilobata).
Page 605. A table gives the amount of ash, animal
manure and [soy] bean cake used on cotton fields in Korea.
There is no information specifically on soja beans in the
chapters titled Formosa, Karafuto [South Sakhalin Island], or
Manchuria. However there are statistics for “Peas & beans”
(1901-1905) in tables on pages 584 (Formosa [Taiwan],
production in koku) and 602 (Korea, exports, 1902-1906,
value in yen). Address: 1. Prof. at Waseda Univ. and Late of
the Japan Times; 2. Editor of the Pacific Ocean and Late of
the Kokumin. Both: 9, Yariya-cho, Ginza, Tokyo, Japan.
1298. Tokyo Shoyu Tonya-ken Yushutsu Nyugyo. 1907.
Tokyo Shoyu Tonya-ken Yushutsu Nyugyo [Tokyo Shoyu
{Soy Sauce} Wholesale Export and Import Co. (Ad)].
In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1907. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Page 14 (Japanese numbers)
near the front. [Jap]
• Summary: Ad (half page, vertical). San Francisco branch
representative, ICHIDA Risuke, 1905 Bush St., San
Francisco, California. Okada Shoten & Co. (Gomei Gaisha;
an unlimited partnership) represents the Kikkoman brand
as well as other shoyu makers from the towns of Noda and
Choshi; we sell their products and we also export. Address:
Koami-cho 3 chome 19 banchi, Nihonbashi, Tokyo.
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1299. Wing (J.E.) & Bros. Seed Co. 1907. Alfalfa: And how
to grow it (Mail order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio: J.E.
Wing & Bros. Seed Co. 24 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [3 ref]
• Summary: On the front cover of this catalog, the word
“Alfalfa is written in large cursive sloping up to the right.
The catalog is not dated, but dates in the text (p. 17-19)
indicate clearly that it was published in 1907. On the back
cover is a black-and-white photo titled “In the alfalfa
meadows: Scene on Woodland Farm owned by the J.E. Wing
& Bros. Seed Co., Mechanicsburg, Ohio.” It shows two
children in a large square basket on a cart pulled through a
field of high alfalfa.
The company’s goal is to teach farmers about alfalfa
or lucerne (Medicago sativa)–”easily the ‘Queen’ of all the
clovers–and to sell alfalfa seed. The introduction states that
the company is composed of four men: Joseph E. Wing (the
senior member), Willis O. Wing, Charles B. Wing, and F.M.
Clemans (cashier of the local bank).
Pages 16-23 show that, in addition to alfalfa, the
company also sells various grains: Seed oats, beardless
barley, rye, buckwheat, seed wheat, corn (last year–1906–
they grew 8,000 bushels of corn from 90 acres), sugar cane,
kaffir corn, millets (Japanese millet {Panicum Crus-Galli
Major}, Hungarian millet, and German or Golden millet),
Soja beans (Ito San, Early Green, Medium Early Yellow),
Canada field peas, cow peas, vetches, True Dwarf Essex
Rape.
The long section on “Soja Beans” (p. 21-22) states:
“This is a plant which we believe deserves a very much
larger place in American agriculture than it is receiving. On
our own farm we have been growing these beans for a good
many years, and to say that we like them is putting it very
mildly. They serve several purposes. The plant is a legume,
and if the soil is inoculated with the proper bacteria the
nodules on the roots will rapidly fill the soil with nitrogen.
The grain of some varieties is one of the richest known
feeds, analysis of the Ito San having run as high as 38
per cent protein, and the average of many analyses being
above 30 per cent. As a forage plant the proper varieties
will make very large yields of hay, which, for nutrition,
compares favorably with alfalfa itself. We recommend the
Ito San for grain, and Medium Early Yellow for forage.
It is very valuable also to mix with corn fodder for filling
silos, our neighbor, Humphrey Jones of Washington C.H.
[Court House, Courthouse], usually growing 100 acres for
this purpose. The Ito San bean, in proper environment, will
yield as high as 40 bushels per acre, although on our own
farm, we are satisfied with 20 bushels. As grain they are
very greedily eaten by all kinds of live stock, although they
should be ground if fed to anything excepting sheep. We
have fed these beans to our young Dorset lambs, and by their
use have been able to entirely dispense with oil meal, as well
as practically all wheat bran, the beans, with a little ground

barley and alfalfa hay, making so rich a feed that nothing else
was required. They should be sown immediately after corn
planting. The following three varieties are best suited for
Ohio conditions.
“Ito San: This variety is our own standby for grain, the
plants usually growing from 18 to 30 inches in height and
the pods set very thickly. It should be sown on fertile soil, as
the pods will form so close to the ground that it is difficult
to save them unless they are so planted. Sow 20 pounds per
acre in drills from 22 to 28 inches apart. The plants keep the
weeds down. They may be harvested by hand, or if on fertile
ground so that the pods are not too close to the ground they
may be mown with a mower, or they may be harvested with
a bean harvester. They should dry in winrow [sic, windrow]
or small shocks for about a week, and then threshed with
either a bean thresher or an ordinary threshing machine with
the concaves removed. Cut when the pods have turned brown
but before they have begun to shatter. They must be handled
while the dew is on them to prevent shattering while being
harvested.
“Early Green: This is a dual purpose variety which will
yield a fair amount of grain and a large amount of forage.
“Medium Early Yellow: This variety is better adapted
to growing for forage than for grain. It will reach a height
of 3 feet or over on fertile soil, and has a large amount of
foliage.”
Note 1. Prices are got given in the catalog, but in a
separate price list. Note 2. This is the earliest catalog seen
(Oct. 2020) issued by the Wing Seed So. catalog. It is also
the second earliest document seen (Nov. 2000) by Joseph
Wing that mentions soy beans, or soy bean varieties.
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York. Address: Mechanicsburg,
Ohio.
1300. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1907. Descriptive catalogue and
guide for the farm & garden (Mail order, with order form).
Richmond, Virginia. 81 p. 25½ cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Seeds For the Farm” (p. 81)
three-fourths of the page is devoted to “Mammoth Yellow
Soja Beans,” “Soja Beans Inoculated” (supplied at an
extra cost of 60 cents per bushel), and “Hollybrook Early
Soja Beans.” There is a long testimonial letter about the
Mammoth Yellow from satisfied customer D.L. Clements,
McDowell County, North Carolina (Sept. 27, 1906), and
another testimonial letter about Hollybrook Early from
customer N.E. Scales, Rowan Co., North Carolina (Oct.
22, 1905). Prices of the Mammoth Yellow: “Pkt. 10 cts.,
postpaid; qt. 20 cts.; pk. [peck] 50 cts. Bushel price quoted
on request. Crop short and values not settled at time this
catalogue is printed.” A photo shows “Soja beans being
grown as a hay crop on our Hollybrook Farm.”
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. The call number:
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#012610. Address: Richmond, Virginia.
1301. Product Name: Chinese-style firm tofu, soft tofu
(sui-daufu), and soy milk curds (daufu-fa).
Manufacturer’s Name: Wing Chong Lung.
Manufacturer’s Address: Alameda St., Los Angeles,
California. Phone: 213-627-5935.
Date of Introduction: 1907?
New Product–Documentation: Company invoice dated 1
Sept. 1936. Tofu was selling for 5 cents a piece, bean sprouts
were 3 cents a pound, leg of pork was 25 cents a pound, and
eggs were 25 cents a dozen.
Mildred Lager. 1945. The Useful Soybean. p. 86-87.
Every Chinatown has its tofu factory... There is just such a
one hidden away in the heart of Los Angeles, run by two old
Chinese who grunt at curious visitors and can’t be bothered
to answer questions. The methods of these two Chinese are
both crude and primitive, yet they product an excellent cake
of cheese or tofu.”
Interview with Bill Lee of Wy Ky. “Wing Chong Lung
was the first Chinese company to try to break into the Los
Angeles tofu market, controlled by Matsuda-Hinode. They
tried in 1952 but Hinode kept them out. They now make
bean sprouts.” Talk with Shoan Yamauchi. 1982. Aug. 11.
Wing Chong Lung had been making tofu in Los Angeles
from before the 1920s.
Talk with Grant Tom of Wing Chong Lung. 1988. Oct.
4. He was born in 1934. The company was founded in 1871,
importing foods from China and selling them in California.
He thinks they were making Chinese-style firm tofu, soft
tofu (sui-daufu), soymilk curds (daufu-fa, eaten with syrup),
and soy sprouts at about the turn of the century, probably
before 1900. At the time they were located on Alameda St.,
and the owner was Tom Chong Man. In 1934 the company
moved to the present address, 922 South San Pedro St. He
thinks they stopped making tofu shortly after World War II
because of too much competition from Matsuda and Hinode.
They stopped making soy sprouts about 3 years ago. They
no longer make any food products. They now have two
divisions: produce and meat, both distribute and retail. He is
not aware of company archives or any histories written about
the company. He talked to the older generation about the
company history when he was a kid.
1302. Product Name: Shoyu [Soy Sauce].
Manufacturer’s Name: Hokubei Shoyu Kabushiki-gaisha
(Hokubei Soy Sauce, Inc.).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1615 Gough St., San Francisco,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1908 January.
New Product–Documentation: Rafu Shinposha. 1908.
Rafu Nenkan [Rafu Shinpo Japanese-American year book].
Directory, p. 55. The company name is written in Japanese
characters. The address is in English. No phone number is

given.
Note: It is surprising that the San Francisco-based
directory Nichibei Nenkan never mentioned this first soy
sauce maker in San Francisco, whereas the Los Angeles
directory did. However Nichibei Nenkan did list a company
with this name across the San Francisco Bay in Fruitvale
(today a neighborhood in eastern Oakland), California, but at
a different street address. Then in Jan. 1919 a company with
a very similar name–Hokubei Miso, Shoyu Seizô Oroshi
Kouri (North American Mfg. Co.)–started making miso in
Los Angeles at 519 East 1st St. Could these three all be one
in the same shoyu maker?
1303. Product Name: [Ground Miso, and White Koji].
Foreign Name: Suri Miso, Shiro Koji.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kodama Miso Seizo-sho.
Manufacturer’s Address: 310 Crocker St., Los Angeles,
California. Phone: MAin 3820.
Date of Introduction: 1908 January.

New Product–Documentation: Rafu Shinposha. 1908.
Rafu Nenkan [Rafu Shinpo Japanese-American year book].
Ad, unnumbered page near front. Suri-miso, shiro koji
seizo oroshi-uri. Rafu, Kurakka-gai 310. Denwa Meen 3820
[Ground miso. White koji maker and wholesaler]. Directory
entry, p. 43.
Note 1. This is the earliest known miso manufacturer in
Los Angeles or in California.
Note 2. This is the earliest known commercial koji made
in the United States (including the Hawaiian Islands).
Note 3. “Rafu” is the Japanese nickname for Los
Angeles.
1304. Rafu Shinposha. comp. 1908. Rafu nenkan dai 1 kan
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[Rafu Shimpô’s year book, No. 1]. Los Angeles, California:
Rafu Shinpôsha. [14] + 107 + 66 + [38]. Plus 4 unnumbered
leaves of plates. Illust. 28 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: Contents: Title page. Foreword (2 p.). Ad. Table
of contents (2 p.). Ad. Map of Southern California. Ads
(2 p.). Photos (2 leaves, printed one side only). Ads (2 p.).
Photos (2 leaves, printed one side only). Ads and New Year’s
greetings (14 p.). Rafu Nenkan L.A. yearbook: Current
events and situations (p. 1-107, numbered). Page 46 (top
left): Number of tofu shops in Los Angeles in 1906: Zero. In
1907: Four. Increase: 4. Appendixes: (1) Useful information
for Japanese-Americans (Zaibei Nihonjin Nichiyôbinran)
(p. 1-32). (2) Japanese American Directory (Zaibei Nihonjin
Jûsho Seimeiroku) (p. 33-66). Ads and New Year’s greetings
(38 p.). Note: This book focuses on southern California, but
also covers Northern California, Colorado, Utah, Oregon,
and Washington state. Address: Los Angeles.
1305. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sakana-ya, Tofu-ya Nakakuma
(Nakaguma?) (Nakakuma Fish and Tofu shop).
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 15, Santa Anita (near
Los Angeles), California.
Date of Introduction: 1908 January.
New Product–Documentation: Rafu Shinposha. 1908.
Rafu Nenkan [Rafu Shinpo Japanese-American year book].
Ad, unnumbered page near front. Sakana-ya, Tofu-ya
Nakakuma (Nakaguma?), Ka-shuu Santa Anita Yuubako
15 Yûgô (ariawase?), Oryori, Udon and Soba Restaurant.
(Nakakuma Fish and Tofu shop. P.O. Box 15, Santa Anita).
Note: The word ariawase in Japanese means “what
you happen to have on hand at home.” So when welcoming
honored guests to the dining table, Japanese love to say
humbly: Kore was ariawase no mono desu ga omeshiagari
kudasai. This might be translated: “I made this with some
things I happened to have on hand at home, but I hope
you can enjoy it.” Thus, this restaurant may feature home
cookin.’
1306. Skinner, J.H. 1908. Report of the Animal Husbandry
Department. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 20:24-27. For the year ending June
30, 1907.
• Summary: “The work begun in 1903 to determine the
value of soy beans in pork production where pastured off in
the field, was continued with a fourth experiment conducted
in September, October and November. This experiment
involved four lots of pigs.
“Further study of the relative value of soy beans as
a supplement to corn was made by comparing rations as
follows: I. Corn meal and oil meal. II. Corn meal and soy
bean meal. III. Corn meal and middlings.
“The results show that corn meal and soy bean meal
produced the largest gain. Corn meal and middlings ranked

second and corn meal and oil meal third.”
A “second experiment was conducted in the spring
of 1907, in which five lots of pigs were fed rations with
about the same nutritive ratio.” The results showed “the
ration containing skim milk to be the most efficient in gains
produced, corn and middlings ranking second, and tankage
third, with corn and soy beans fourth, and but slightly below
corn and tankage, while corn and oil meal ranked fifth with
4.02 per cent less gain that the ration of corn and soy bean
meal and 12 per cent less gain than was produced by corn
and skim milk.” Address: Chief of Animal Husbandry Dep.
[LaFayette, Indiana].
1307. Wiancko, A.T. 1908. Report of the Agricultural
Department. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 20:13-15. For the year ending June
30, 1907.
• Summary: “The interest taken by the farmers of the State
in the co-operative testing of promising varieties of field
crops continues to grow, and in all lines more offers to cooperate were received than could be made use of with the
limited stocks of seed available. Seven hundred and thirtynine such experiments on over seven hundred farms were put
in operation during the year, and were distributed among the
various crops as follows: 75 tests of five varieties of winter
wheat, 61 tests of late summer sown alfalfa, 55 tests of five
varieties of oats, 415 tests of four to five varieties of corn,
62 tests of four varieties of soy beans, and 71 tests of four
varieties of cow peas.
“Considerable attention has been given to cultural
methods in the production of soy beans and cow peas, and
it has been found that thin planting in rows, using twenty to
thirty pounds of seed per acre, and cultivating the growing
crops, is much more profitable than sowing three or four
times as much seed broadcast without cultivation, as has
been the practice among farmers trying to raise these crops.
The experiments conducted along this line by the Station
indicate that in many of the cases where failures were
reported the fault was not in the crop itself, but in the cultural
methods adopted for its production.” Address: Agriculturist
[LaFayette, Indiana].
1308. Evening Bulletin (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1908. Small
farmers land prizes: Agricultural exhibition contains varied
exhibits. Jan. 8. p. 1, col. 3.
• Summary: “The second annual Agricultural Exhibition
of the farmers’ Institute of Hawaii, in cooperation with the
Hawaiian Poultry Association’s third annual exhibition was
opened for inspection by the public at the drill shed this
afternoon.”
“The Waikiki side of the building is taken up by the
Hawaiian Fertilizer,... the Hawaiian Experiment Station, the
Hawaiian drug companies and the Japanese Yamajo Soy Co.”
The many fine specimens of island fowls are certainly a
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credit to the territory.
“In awarding prizes for the various produce, Secretary
F.G. Krause of the Farmer’s Institute of Hawaii, gave out the
following awards:”
Note: There is no mention of Yamajo winning an award.
1309. Meyer, Frank N. 1908. Re: Soy beans in China. In:
Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4 vols. 1902-1918. Compiled by
Bureau of Plant Introduction, USDA. 2444 p. See p. 490-92.
Letter of 8 Jan. 1908 from Peking, China, to David Fairchild
of USDA.
• Summary: “Your letter of Nov. 16, 1907, concerning Soy
beans. Yes, I think you are quite right in believing that there
may be many more varieties still in existence. I personally
think that China will afford for many generations yet, a
fruitful field for exploration.
“You know that the Chinese have no seed-shops like
what we have. Every farmer saves his own seeds of all his
crops and as such, there may be countless strains of plants
here in existence of which an explorer gets hold only once in
a while.”
“If it weren’t for the missionaries throughout the land, I
wouldn’t have obtained as many things as I have now.”
“I didn’t receive as yet the full set of Soy-beans samples,
put up by Mr. Piper. I am anxiously awaiting them. Yes, I
really got away to China too much in a hurry, I never had
even time to cast a glance at the collections of seeds of the
Dept., but I hope when back and things go all right, to study
these things thoroughly.
“In regard to the Soy beans again, I may say that when
I visited the Agricultural Experiment Station of the Japanese
in Mukden, I was amazed to find that I, in my half year’s
stay in Manchuria, had on my own account collected almost
twice as many varieties as the Japanese had done under
high official auspices. This may give you a small idea how
difficult it is here to procure complete collections.
“I see in Mr. C.R. Ball’s bulletin on the Soy bean
[1907], that under the item of black seeded ones, there is no
mentioning made of inside yellow and inside green. I sent
some from New-chwang [Newchwang, later Yingkou], and
the Chinese made distinction between them. I sent these
green inside ones under No. 2550a and 256-a, while a yellow
inside was sent in 1905 under No. 6-a. I also think that some
more new forms will turn up in the next future, of the Soy
beans I sent, as there were some rare local varieties among
them, which I sometimes have seen only once.”
Location: University of California at Davis, Special
Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer,
China.
1310. Kellerman, Karl F.; Robinson, T.R. 1908. Progress in
legume inoculation. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 315. 20
p. Jan. 11. See p. 10-11, 18-19. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The use of pure cultures

of nitrogen-gathering bacteria. The effect of inoculation
upon the composition of the crop (“The amount of nitrogen
contained in a soy bean crop {in Michigan; see Bulletin 221}
was found in one case to be 113.55 pounds to the acre for the
inoculated plants and 75.95 pounds to the acre for those not
inoculated, yet the appearance in the fields was the same”),
danger in inoculation by soil transfer, results of cooperative
field tests, reports of inoculation experiments [with
various crops] classed as successes, reports of inoculation
experiments [with various crops] classed as “doubtful,”
reports of inoculation experiments [with various crops]
classed as failures, summary.
“Introduction: The peculiar value of legumes for
maintaining and increasing the fertility of soils is due to
certain bacteria which develop nodules upon the roots of
leguminous plants and which have the unique power of
rendering the free nitrogen of the atmosphere available for
plant growth. Without these bacteria, legumes, like other
crops, exhaust the soil of its combined nitrogen. In many
regions certain types of these important bacteria are abundant
in the soil; in other localities they must be imported, either
by distributing soil from a field where they are known to be
present or by using pure cultures of the proper organisms
grown under artificial conditions. The old method of
importing the bacteria by distributing soil from fields
containing them is not only expensive but there is a great
danger of spreading weeds and destructive crop diseases
as well as the desirable bacteria. Under modern conditions,
therefore, it is wisest to depend chiefly upon the intelligent
manipulation of pure cultures for inoculating leguminous
crops.”
The section titled “The effect of inoculation upon the
composition of the crop” (p. 10-11) begins: “In some cases
where there has been apparent failure to improve the legume
crop, further examination may show a decided gain from
inoculation. Even where the lack of nodule formation does
not seem to hinder a healthy development of the plants
careful comparisons from analyses have shown the greater
protein content of those well supplied with nodules. The
amount of nitrogen contained in a soy bean crop was found
in one case to be 113.55 pounds to the acre for the inoculated
plants and 75.98 pounds to the acre for those not inoculated,
yet the appearance in the fields was the same. With cowpeas,
inoculated and uninoculated, the nitrogen was found to be
139.21 pounds to the acre for the former and 118.45 pounds
for the latter. In each case, therefore, the inoculated crop,
although apparently not improved, was in reality much
more valuable for feeding or for green manure than the
uninoculated crop. In addition, it should be noted that with
the inoculated plants the gain of nitrogen came largely from
the air, while the plants lacking nodules drew upon the
combined nitrogen of the soil. When the gain in nitrogen
from inoculation is accompanied by largely increased plant
growth the beneficial effect of nodule formation is, of course,
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most pronounced. Some chemical analyses of Canadian field
peas, inoculated and uninoculated, serve to show in a striking
manner the comparatively rich growth of the inoculated
peas. The plants bearing nodules had a nitrogen content
of 2.29 grams per 100 of dry substance; the plants without
nodules grown in the same soil had 1.60 grams per 100 of
dry substance. The average dry weight of inoculated and
uninoculated plants was 11.2 and 2.3 grams, respectively. It
is evident, therefore, that the inoculated plants supplied more
than seven times the amount of nitrogen furnished by those
not inoculated, viz, 0.255 gram to the plant, as compared
with 0.035 gram to the plant.
In the section titled “Reports of inoculation
experiments classed as successes” (p. 18) we read: “Soy
bean–’Inoculation increased nodules. On part of ground
I spread soil form a soy-bean field; on part I planted seed
with inoculating cultures; part of the field had no soil or
inoculated seed. Both inoculated seed and soil from a soybean field caused vigorous growth of nodules; no nodules
on ground not treated. Inoculated crop was dark green in
color; uninoculated light green. Where soil was fertile the
growth was about equal, but where soil was poor the growth
of the inoculated bean was more than double that of the
uninoculated’ (Cazenovia, New York).”
In the section titled “Reports of inoculation experiments
classed as failures” (p. 19) we read: “Soy bean.–’Plants were
carefully dug, but had no sign of nodules, either treated of
untreated. Culture may have been beyond the milky state but
did not appear frothy. Good rank root system but no nodules.
(Higganum, Connecticut).”
“Summary: 1. Abundant nodule formation improves the
chemical composition as well as increases the quantity of a
leguminous crop.
“2. Leguminous crops with nodules are more valuable as
green manure than leguminous crops lacking nodules.
“3. Nematode galls or root-knots resemble nodules in
appearance, but they are very injurious and care should be
taken not to confuse the two growths.
“4. It is wisest to depend upon pure cultures for
inoculating purposes. If soil is to be used, however, great
precautions should be taken in selecting and handling the soil
to guard against the introduction of weeds or plant diseases.”
Inoculation of wild hemp (Sesbania macrocarpa) is
discussed on p. 11. Address: 1. Physiologist in Charge of Soil
Bacteriology & Water Purification Investigations, USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry; 2. Asst. Physiologist.
1311. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1908. Plant Wood’s garden
seeds: For superior vegetables & flowers (Ad). Washington
Post. Jan. 14. p. 2.
• Summary: “Our business, both in Garden and Farm Seeds,
is one of the largest in the country, a result due to the fact
that
“Quality is always our first consideration.

“We are headquarters for Grass and Clover Seeds, Seed
Oats, Seed Potatoes, Cow Peas, Soja Beans...” Write for
“Wood’s Descriptive Catalogue.”
Note: This as also appeared in the Jan. 16, 21, 28,
30, and Feb. 4 and 6 issues of this newspaper. Address:
Richmond, Virginia.
1312. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1908. Plant Wood’s garden
seeds: for superior vegetables and flowers (Ad). Country
Gentleman 73(2868):72. Jan. 16.

• Summary: “Our business, both in Garden and Farm Seeds,
is one of the largest in this country, a result due to the fact
that
“Quality is always our first consideration.
“We are headquarters for Grass and Clover Seeds. Seed
Oats, Seed Potatoes, Cow Peas, Soja Beans and other Farm
Seeds.
“Wood’s Descriptive Catalogue is the best and most
practical of seed catalogues. An up-to-date and recognized
authority on all Garden and Farm crops. Catalogue mailed
free on request. Write for it.” Address: Seedsmen, Richmond,
Virginia.
1313. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1908. Soy. 72(3):98.
Jan. 18.
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• Summary: In the section titled “Trade report,” in the
subsection on “London markets” we read: “Soy.–For good
thick ‘Wochan.’ “1s. 4½d. per gallon is quoted, at which
sales have been made.”
Note 1. The word “Wochan” refers to a brand name (See
this periodical, 17 Oct. 1908 issue, p. 628). It may be a place
name, although we can find no such name in gazetteers.
“Soy” almost surely refers to soy sauce rather than to soy oil.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011)
that contains the word “Wochan” in connection with soy.
1314. Otago Witness (New Zealand). 1908. Science notes.
Jan. 22. p. 84.
• Summary: In a recent number of a Japanese journal, a
Mr. T. Katajama [Katayama] described a process for the
manufacture of a vegetable milk, the properties of which
would render it highly suitable for use in tropical countries.
The, preparation is obtained from a well-known member
of the leguminous family of plants–namely, the Soja bean–
which is a very popular article of food among the Chinese.
The beans are, first of all, softened by soaking, and are
then pressed and boiled in water. The resultant liquid is
exactly similar to cows’ milk in appearance, but it is entirely
different in its composition.
“This Soja bean-milk contains 92.5 per cent. water, 3.02
per cent. proteine, 2.13 per cent. fat, 0.03 per cent. fibre,
1.88 per cent. non-nitrogenous substances, and 0.41 per
cent. ash. Katajama added some sugar and a little phosphate
of potassium (in order to prevent the elimination of the
albumen), and then boiled the mixture down till a substance
like condensed milk as obtained; this ‘condensed vegetable
milk’ is of a yellowish colour, and has a very pleasant taste,
hardly to be distinguished from that of real cows’ milk.
However it still retains the aroma of the Soja bean. It is
recommended as a cheap and good substitute for condensed
cows’ milk.”
Note: Summaries of this article appeared several times
in New Zealand newspaper articles until 1914.
1315. Voorhees, Edward B.; Lipman, Jacob G. 1908. Sandy
soils and their improvement in the growing of forage crops.
New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
211. 30 p. Jan. 30.
• Summary: As part of the Hammonton Experiments, soy
beans were grown in 1904 (harvested Aug. 20; plowed
under), 1905 (harvested Aug. 4; yielded 3.050 lb/acre of
green fodder), and 1906 (harvested Sept. 24; yielded 4,875
lb/acre of green fodder). Prior to planting, the following
fertilizer materials were applied to the soil: Lime, acid
phosphate, ground bone, muriate of potash, and dried
blood. Systems of green manuring, with preference given
to leguminous crops such as soy beans, as a means of soil
improvement have been found particularly effective on light
soils. Address: New Brunswick, New Jersey.

1316. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1908. The botanical section:
Wheat growing in the western Transvaal. Transvaal
Agricultural Journal 6(22):250-253. Jan.
• Summary: Page 253: “Crop Rotation and Manures: One
farmer leaves part of his wheat land fallow during the
summer, his object being to avoid taking too much plant food
out of the soil in one year, as is probably the case where a
summer crop of mealies follows wheat. Better results would
almost certainly follow the growth of some leguminose
crop such as Velvet-beans, Cowpeas, Soybeans, Pea-nuts
or Sugar-beans, which add nitrogen as well as humus to the
soil, and improve its texture as well as its crop-producing
power.” Address: F.L.S., Agrostologist and Botanist.
1317. Johnson Seed Co. 1908. Garden and farm manual
(Mail-order catalog). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 96 p. 25
cm.
• Summary: See next page. In the section on “Fodder
and Soiling Plants,” “Soja Bean (Late Variety or New
Early Variety)” are mentioned on page 59. Prices: Late
variety–$2.90/bushel. New early variety–$3.50/bushel. Note:
1 bushel = 60 lb. Note also that the company name has just
changed to Johnson Seed Company from Johnson & Stokes.
On page 1 of the catalog, Herbert W. Johnson, a partner in
the late firm Johnson & Stokes, writes to “my friends and
customers: “You have already been advised regarding the
dissolution by limitation of the old firm Johnson & Stokes
on July 1, 1906, also as to the formation and incorporation
of the Johnson Seed Company for the purpose of giving
an interest in the business to several of the trusted and
employees who had served the old firm faithfully for twenty
years or more... The needs of the gardener have been my
special study for thirty-five years.” The letter is signed and
dated January 1, 1908, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
On the next page (unnumbered) is a complete index
of the contents of this catalog as follows: Vegetable seeds
(7 column inches). Lawn grass seed (p. 62). Permanent
pasture grass mixtures (p. 63). Farm seeds (2¼ inches, incl.
Soja Bean), flower seeds (9¼ inches). Plants (0.75 inches).
Bulbs (1 inch). Miscellaneous (Bee supplies, books, dairy
supplies, disinfectants, leaflet essays, fertilizers, incubators
and brooders, insecticides, peach pits, scale destroyer, twine,
raphia, etc.–1 inch). Implements (5 inches).
On the next page are two illustrations of the company’s
retail store and warehouse in Philadelphia. A wagon drawn
by two horses and a motorized van are shown by the Church
Street store. Photos on the next page show: (1) The interior
of the retail store at 217 Market Street. The walls are lined
with seed drawers and books. (2) The company’s “trial
grounds.”
This catalog is owned by the National Agricultural
Library, Special Collections, in Beltsville, Maryland.
Address: 217 Market St. and 206 Church St., Philadelphia,
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Pennsylvania.
1318. Lindsey, Joseph B. 1908. Report of the chemist.
Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 20:81-119. Jan. See p. 99-100.
• Summary: In the section titled “Work completed” (p. 96),
the subsection on “The effect of soy beans minus the oil, and
of soy bean oil on the composition of milk and butter fat,
and on the consistency or body of butter” (p. 99-100) states:
“An experiment was in progress in the winter of 1906-07
to study the physiological effect of this legume upon milk
and butter... The beans were shipped to a western oil mill to
secure the removal of the oil, the percentage being reduced
from 16 to 8... The most important results only are now
mentioned:–1. Soy bean meal, after the extraction of oil, had
no effect in changing the relative proportions of the several
milk ingredients, did not noticeably modify the chemical
composition of the butter fat, and exerted no marked
influence on the body of the butter.
“2. Soy bean oil temporarily increased the percentage
of fat in the milk, modified the composition of the butter fat
by decreasing the saponification number, the percentage of
soluble fatty acids and the percentage of volatile fatty acids;
it increased the iodine number from 32 to 40, and hence the
olein percentage, but did not change the melting point of the
fat. The oil likewise produced a softer, more yielding butter,
that would not stand up well at 70ºF. and above.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2015) that uses the word “meal” or term “soy
bean meal” to refer to ground, defatted soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “soy bean oil.”
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2003) that contains the term “iodine number.”
Address: Chemist, Amherst, Massachusetts.
1319. Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. 1908. Catalogue... for
1908. Yokohama, Japan. 92 p. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this English-language catalog
is photo of huge old flowering cherry tree (Prunus pseudocerasus) in full bloom in Japan, with people under its
outspread branches enjoying the beauty. In the section
on “Seeds” (p. 75+) is a subsection (p. 82) titled “Some
vegetable seeds.” The contents (incl. the entry for “soy
bean”) is identical to that in the 1907 catalog. Address: P.O.
Box No. 72. 21-35 Nakamura, Yokohama, Japan. Phone:
509.
1320. B. 1908. Cow peas and soy beans: They improve the
soil (Letter to the editor). Indiana Farmer 63(5):3. Feb. 1.
• Summary: This is the first of three letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department.”
“1st Premium [First prize].–The soy bean and cow pea
are leguminous plants, natives of the south. On account of
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receiving nourishment principally from the atmosphere, they
are great fertilizers. They have only recently received much
attention as forage plants, except in a number of experiment
situations, where their great value as crops has been clearly
demonstrated... These plants can be used for soiling, pasture,
hay, ensilage or for seed, and fed as grain. If for hay, cut
when the plants are in late bloom. For ensilage, the crop can
be cut a little later.”
Discusses: How to harvest both plants. Proper kind of
soil, inoculation, preparation of the soil, planting, and yields.
Good land should produce 25 bushels of soy beans or 2½ to
3 tons of hay per acre.
1321. Indiana Farmer. 1908. Cow peas and soy beans: Make
excellent feed (Letter to the editor). 63(5):3. Feb. 1.
• Summary: This is the second of three letters published
under the bold heading: “Experience department.”
“2d Premium [Second prize].–We have raised the
Whipporwill [also spelled “Whippoorwill”] cow pea for the
last four years, and we intend to keep on raising them every
year. We have found the cow pea to be the best leguminous
crop that we grow to build up worn-out land, and it is easier
to get a stand of cow peas than any of the others.”
“The soy bean requires a warm, loose soil, and should
not be planted before the lst half of May or the first half of
June... We use the Dwarf variety. If the crop is wanted for
hay, cut it with a mower when about one-half of the bean
pods are ripe. Bunch it in fair sized shocks and leave a few
days to cure. We do not think that the soy bean makes as
good hay as the cow pea, for they do not make as much vine
and the stems are much coarser, but we have found the soy
bean better for hog pasture in the early fall, as they have
more grain to the same amount of vine. Try a small patch of
each of these plants next summer an I feel sure you will be
well pleased.
“A reader.”
1322. Smith, C.D. 1908. Michigan breeders. Country
Gentleman 73(2871):134-35, col. 4. Feb. 6.
• Summary: The article begins: “The annual meeting of the
Michigan Association of Breeders and Feeders of Improved
Live-Stock was held at Agricultural College, Jan. 14, 15.
“Prof. Dietrich of the University of Illinois gave
a valuable address on the ‘Factors in Profitable Pork
Production.’”
“Bulky feed like skim-milk and clover, with some corn
meal, and certainly some food rich in protein, like soy or
white beans or middlings, or linseed meal, should constitute
the ration of the young growing pig. The fattening hog, on
the other hand, should be fed corn meal almost exclusively,
with some such stuff as coal ashes, lime, salt, bone meal and
charcoal to furnish the needed mineral matter for the bones.”

queries: Answers to questions from readers of the PostDispatch. Feb. 9. p. 2.
• Summary: “Z.Y.O.D. To make enough Mo Goe chop suey
(chop suey with mushrooms) for five persons.” The recipe
ends: “Drain off superfluous liquor, add teaspoon brown see
yu sauce [Mandarin: Shiyou or Shih-yu is fermented black
soybean sauce], also obtainable at the Chinese grocers,’ and
serve with bowls of boiled rice.”
1324. Country Gentleman. 1908. Farm-yard notes and items:
The Ohio Jersey Cattle Club met at Columbus, Jan. 14.
73(2872):157, col. 3-4. Feb. 13.
• Summary: “Mr. D.H. Olds spoke on ensilage. This year
he filled six siloes [silos], holding 100 tons each. He raises
nothing but corn, and wants big ears as well as stalks. In the
discussion following, it developed the fact that while soy
beans mixed in silo with corn raised the protein in ensilage,
the additional trouble and expense of handling is hardly
justifiable.”
1325. Otago Witness (New Zealand). 1908. Inoculation of
plants. Feb. 19. p. 9.
• Summary: From Mark Lane Express: “According to
a bulletin issued by the United States Department of
Agriculture, nearly every legume has its own particular
strain of nodule bacteria. For example, that of the clover is
different from that of lucerne, and that of the cow pea from
that of the soy bean.”
“Artificial inoculation is usually accomplished with ease
as regards cow peas, red clover, vetches, field peas, and most
other legumes. Soy beans, however, frequently give negative
results.”
1326. Hickory Seed Co. 1908. Cow peas and soja beans
(Ad). Country Gentleman 73(2873):180. Feb. 20.
• Summary: “Best seed–for sale. Write for prices, catalog
and free bulletin No. 14.” Address: Hickory, North Carolina.
1327. Waters, H.J. 1908. The profitable fattening of cattle
for market: summary of some of the feeding experiments
conducted under the direction of H.J. Waters, Missouri.
Hickman Enterprise (The) (Hickman, Nebraska). Feb. 21. p.
6.
• Summary: “Likewise a clover, alfalfa, cowpea or soja
bean pasture for hogs following the cattle will affect just as
favorably the profits as though the hogs were not following
cattle.”
1328. Photograph of Frank N. Meyer, USDA plant explorer.
1908. Feb. 26.
• Summary: See next page. This handsome 6-by-9-inch
black-and-white photo shows Meyer in Wu Tai Shan, China,
after a hard day’s work.

1323. St. Louis Post-Dispatch (Missouri). 1908. Notes and
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year. They are as follows:
“Brabham cowpea: a new variety obtained
by hybridizing the Iron and Whippoorwill
which from its behavior last year is of very
great promise.
“Soybeans: Among a large number of
soybeans tested last year, we have about four
new ones which are equal or superior to the
Mammoth. We have only small quantities of
seed of these but I would like to have you grow
small plots in comparison.”
Also discusses velvet beans and Dolichos
lablab.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park,
Maryland. Record group 54–Bureau of Plant
Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering.
Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases.
Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928.
Alabama. Box no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew
Roth of Rutgers Univ., April 2017. Address:
Agrostologist.
1330. Takahashi, Teizô; Shito, Gorô. 1908.
Miso no seibun ni tsuite (yohô) [On the
composition of miso (prediction)]. Tokyo
Kagaku Kaishi (J. of the Tokyo Chemical
Society) 29(2):101-16. Feb. 28. [Jap]
Address: 1. Nôgaku hakase, Japan.

1329. Piper, C.V. 1908. Re: Guar cannot compete with the
cowpea and the soybean for hay. Letter to Prof. J.F. Duggar,
Experiment Station, Auburn, Alabama, Feb. 28. 3 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Duggar: I have your letter of the
19th instant in regard to Guar. I am enclosing a blueslip
giving you a little information on this. It will grow with you
but is not very palatable, and I do not think for a moment it
can compete with the cowpea and the soybean for hay. The
extreme drought-resistance of the plant is one point which
makes it if possible value in the southwest. I shall be glad to
send you a little seed if you care to grow it.
“I have been expecting for some little time to write you
regarding a number of things that I would like you to test this

1331. Wiancko, Alfred T.; Cromer, C.O.
1908. Results of cooperative tests of varieties
of corn, wheat, oats, soy beans and cow
peas, 1907. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 124. p. 25-60.
Feb. See p. 55-57.
• Summary: The section titled “Results of tests
of varieties of soy beans” (p. 55-57) states:
“The number of tests of varieties of Soy Beans conducted
in 1907 was 65; of these 63 consisted of the regular sets
of four varieties each... The chief object of these tests was
to determine the relative yields of grain. The production
of forage was not considered so important.” Table XVII,
“Results of satisfactory tests of soy beans in northern
Indiana” (p. 56) gives the name of the experimenter, post
office, county, varieties tested, and yields per acre. The four
varieties tested were Dwarf Early Yellow, Early Brown,
Ito San, and Soy Bean 12399. For each variety is given the
individual and average total dry matter (lbs) and the grain
only (bu) for both 1907 and 1906. In 1907 Soy Bean 12399
had the highest average grain yield (24.2 bu); Dwarf Early
Yellow had the lowest (18.2 bu). In 1906 Early Brown had
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the highest average grain yield (29.4 bu); Ito San had the
lowest (25.9 bu).
Table XVIII, “Results of satisfactory tests of soy beans
in southern Indiana” (p. 57) gives similar values The four
varieties tested were Ito San, Early Brown, Soy Bean 12399,
and Medium Early Yellow. In 1906 Early Brown had the
highest average grain yield (16.6 bu); Ito San had the lowest
(14.6 bu). In 1906 Medium Early Yellow had the highest
average grain yield (20.7 bu); Early Brown had the lowest
(13.4 bu). Address: 1. B.S.A., Agriculturist; 2. B.S., Asst.
Agriculturist. Both: Lafayette, Indiana.
1332. Grantham, Arthur E. 1908. Report of the agronomist
for the season of 1907. Delaware Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 81. 20 p. March 1. See p. 12-15.

• Summary: The section titled “Soy Beans” (p. 12-15)
states that 13 soy bean varieties were grown for hay. A table
titled “Hay test of soy beans” (p. 13) lists thirteen soy bean
varieties: Early Black, Very Dwarf Brown, No.–12,399,
Medium Green, Medium Early Yellow, Dwarf Early Yellow,
Early Green, Olive Medium, Medium Early Black, Ito-San,
Hankow, Ogema, and Early Brown. Those with the highest
yield of hay per acre (in pounds) were: No. 12,399 (11,000
lb), Early Green (10,925 lb), and Early Brown (10,725 lb).
For each variety is also given the cutting date (from Aug.
28 to Sept. 21) and height of the plant in inches (38 to 52
inches).
A second table titled “Soy beans seed test” (p. 14)
gives the yield of 10 varieties obtained from the Indiana
Experiment Station and 11 varieties obtained from the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. Of these 21 varieties, the
highest seed yields came from Green (No. 19,186–32.1 bu/
acre), White Soy (No. 19,981–28.0 bu/acre), Nuttall (No.
19,183–25.5 bu/acre), and Middle Late (No. 19,985–25.5 bu/
acre). The source of each of these varieties giving the highest
seed yields was the USDA. Other varieties tested from
USDA: Olive Medium (23.1 bu/acre), Very Dwarf Brown
(11.5), Early Brown (19.8), Buckshot (No. 19,987–15.6),

Yellow (No. 20,406–24.3), Tokio (No. 19,986–16.5), and
Yellow (No. 18,619–Did not mature). Other varieties tested
from the Indiana agricultural experiment station: Soy (No.
12,399–18.9 bu/acre), Ito-San (18.5), Dwarf Early Yellow
(19.8), Medium Early Yellow (14.6), Medium Early Black
(14.6), Hankow (19.3), Medium Green (22.2), Early Black
(16.5), Early Green (9.0), and Ogema (15.2).
A photo (p. 13) shows a man standing in a field of soy
beans, which come up to his chest, and which yield 5 tons of
cured hay per acre.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2000)
that mentions the soybean variety Middle Late. Address:
B.A., B.S.A., Agronomist, Newark, Delaware.
1333. Duggar, J.F. 1908. Re: Please send seed of legumes
for testing. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture,
Washington, DC, March 3. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: I have your letter of
February 28 relative to several legumes which you could
supply us for testing. I shall be very glad to get a little
seed of the Brabham cowpea, the hybrid between Iron and
Whippoorwill; the four new soybeans and Dolichos lablab...
I should be glad to obtain any amount from a pint to a peck
of Phaseolus calcarutus. It seeded freely with us last year, but
unfortunately we failed to save the seed.” He also requests
some Kudzu and some Guar.
“Yours very truly, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Prof. of Agriculture,
Experiment Station, Alabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn,
Alabama.
1334. Tennessean (The) (Nashville, Tennessee). 1908.
Charter record (Ad). March 4. p. 8.
• Summary: “The following charters were granted by
Secretary of State Morton Tuesday:...
“Koger, Pea and Bean Thresher Company, Hamblen
County, capital stock $50,000; incorporators, M.C.
McCanless, S.M. Holtsinger, H.M. Tate, J.S. Read, J.S.
Capps.” Address: Nashville, Tennessee.
1335. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: Sending Riceland soybeans.
Letter to Prof. S.M. Tracy, Special Agent, Biloxi,
Mississippi, March 13. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Tracy: As per previous
arrangements, we are sending you today one-half pound of
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each of the two varieties of Riceland soybean, and trust that
they will reach you in due time.
“Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with Special Agent at
Biloxi, Mississippi, 1907-20. S.M. Tracy, C-I. Box 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Scientific Assistant, Seed and
Plant Introduction and Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC.
1336. Tracy, S.M. 1908. Re: Riceland soybeans not yet
received. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Office of Seed and Plant
Introduction and Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC, March 18. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: On 3/12 Mr. Young wrote
me that he had sent some cassava. On 3/13 Mr. Nielsen
wrote that he had sent two lots of Riceland Soy, and on the
same date you wrote that you had sent a lot of Mucunas and
Canavalias. None of the packages has been received...
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with Special Agent at
Biloxi, Mississippi, 1907-20. S.M. Tracy, C-I. Box 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Special Agent, Office of Seed and
Plant Introduction and Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Biloxi, Mississippi.
1337. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: Sending you varieties of
cowpeas and soybeans for testing. Letter to Prof. C.B.
Williams, West Raleigh, N.C., March 19. 2 p. Typed, with
signature.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Under date of December 31st, 1907,
you wrote to Mr. C.V. Piper concerning work on cowpeas
and soybeans. This letter Prof. Piper turned over to me, and
I have delayed answering until I could get the variety work
on these two crops entirely straightened out to my own
satisfaction. This I have now succeeded in doing, and am
pleased to send you the following list of varieties:
4 lb #21731 Mammoth soybeans.
4 lb #16790 Cloud soybeans.
4 lb #17253 Nutall soybeans.
4 lb #17266 Kingston soybeans.
8 lb #17334 Groite [sic, Groit] cowpeas.
8 lb #16812 Michigan Favorite.
8 lb #21085 Whippoorwill cowpeas.
4 lb No. 21293 Vigna catjang.
4 lb #21537 India cowpeas.

4 lb #21602 Vigna catjang.
4 lb #17256 Brownie soybeans.
4 lb #17267 Tokio soybeans.
4 lb #17271 Haberlandt soybeans.
4 lb #17852 Meyer soybeans.
4 lb #17861 Ebony (?) soybeans.
4 lb #19186 Guelph (?) soybeans.
4 lb #19982 Hollybrook (?) soybeans.
4 lb #17857 Green soybeans.
4 lb #17261 Guelph soybeans.
4 lb #17252 Flat King soybeans.
4 lb #17254 Ebony [soybeans].
8 lb #21049 Whippoorwill cowpeas.
8 lb #21832 Iron cowpeas.
16 lb #18520 Red Ripper cowpeas.
4 lb #21292 Vigna catjang.
4 lb #21299 Macassar cowpeas.
4 lb #21599 Brabham cowpeas.
4 lb #21603 Vigna catjang.
4 lb #17263 Haberlandt soybeans.
4 lb #17269 Hollybrook soybeans.
4 lb #17275 Amherst soybeans.
4 lb #17278 Hollybrook soybeans.
4 lb #17862 Hollybrook soybeans.
4 lb #19982 Flat King soybeans.
4 lb #19985 Haberlandt soybeans.
“I am sending you enough of the varieties to plant onetenth of an acre. I am sorry we have not seed of more of the
commercial varieties of cowpeas, but they are not available,
and I trust it will not inconvenience you in your plans.
“The Vigna catyang [catjang] which I am sending you
are importations from India and we are not entirely certain
whether these varieties are of any value, but trust you will
grow them to learn whether they have any merits for your
conditions. The Macassar, #21299, is an importation from
Brazil, and is very late. This, and the catyangs, require the
longest possible season for maturing, and it will be desirable
for you to plant them as early as the season will permit if
they are to give you any satisfaction at all. The Brabham
cowpea, #21599, is a new variety and is a cross between
Whippoorwill and Iron. In our trials at Arlington [Farm,
Virginia] last year it gave promise of being the best variety of
any of the cowpeas. We are especially anxious that you give
this careful attention and save all the seed of it you possibly
can if it proves to be of any more value than the rest of the
varieties.
“The varieties of soybeans which I have put up for
you are the ones which gave the most promise in the test at
Raleigh [!!] last year, judging by my own notes. I judge from
your letter to Prof. Piper that you do not care to work with
the varieties which have no promise for your conditions,
and hence I have eliminated all the early varieties which you
had last year. In case you care to grow additional varieties
in small plots, kindly let me know and I will try to send
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you the seed. Trusting this delay will not be any serious
inconvenience to you in planning your work, I am,
“Very truly yours...”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean varietiety Cloud.
Note 2. Soybeans were apparently tested at Raleigh in
1907 (see “!!” above).
Note 3. We learn from C.B. Williams’ letter of April 6,
1908 that the Scientific Assistant is H.T. Nielsen.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Scientific Assistant [Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D.C.

varieties we have tried.
“I am also sending you seed of Phaseolus calcaratus... I
am sending you three lots of these...
“I trust that all of this seed will reach you in goof
condition and in ample time for planning your spring work.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Note 1. The “Scientific Assistant” is probably H.T.
Nielsen, but could be William Morse.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean varieties Barchet or Shanghai.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant.

1338. Piper, C.V. 1908. Re: Sending packages for sure this
time. Letter to Prof. S.M. Tracy, Special Agent, Biloxi,
Mississippi, March 20. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Tracy: I have your telegram of the
19th instant. In looking up this matter I find that the Mucunas
and Canavalia left the office here on the 16th inst. [instant].
The soybeans will be sent out today or tomorrow. We have
been greatly rushed lately and consequently the seeds have
not left the office until several days after my letters...”
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with Special Agent at
Biloxi, Mississippi, 1907-20. S.M. Tracy, C-I. Box 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Agrostologist, in Charge of
Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.

1340. Shanghai: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Tarheel Black (Morse 1918). 1908. Seed color:
Black.
• Summary: Sources: Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Letter to Prof. J.F.
Duggar, Experiment Station, Auburn, Alabama, March 23. “I
am also having put up for your use 2 pounds each of Acme,
Shanghai, Riceland and Barchett [Barchet] soybeans. These
soybeans are all the late varieties, and have considerable
promise in the South.”
Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Seed
Introduction and Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC, July 19. “Acme, Shanghai, Edward
and Tokio are doing fine, looking much better now than
Mammoth, but Morgan says he won’t pass judgment on them
yet.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 41. Seed
color: Black. S.P.I. No. 14952. “From Shanghai, China,
1905... Grown five seasons. No. 22311, also from Shanghai,
proved to be the same.” Note: “Tarheel Black” is not
mentioned.
Piper, Charles V. 1914. Forage plants and their culture.
New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xxi + 618 p. See p.
535. The soybean variety Shanghai, which was grown at
Arlington Farm, Virginia, is listed on a table that gives the
seed colour and viability percentage of 1-year, 2-year, and
4-year plants.
USDA Seed Reporter. 1919. “Soybean and cowpea
variety information.” April 5. p. 7. One of the 7 soybean
varieties listed is “Shanghai or ‘Tarheel Black.’”
Morse, W.J. 1948. “Soybean varietal names used to
date.” Washington, DC: Appendix to the mimeographed
report of the Fourth Work Planning Conference of the North
Central States Collaborators of the U.S. Regional Soybean

1339. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: Prof. Piper asked me to send
you the seeds you requested. Letter to Prof. J.F. Duggar,
Experiment Station, Auburn, Alabama, March 23. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Duggar: Prof. Piper asked me to
have put up for you samples of the Brabham and Macassar
cowpeas. I am having put up for your use 4 pounds each
of these varieties and hope they will reach you in good
condition. I am also having put up for your use 2 pounds
each of Acme, Shanghai, Riceland and Barchett [Barchet]
soybeans. These soybeans are all the late varieties, and have
considerable promise in the South. Acme is the one we
are most impressed with, as it seems to be one of the best
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Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois. RSLM 148. 9 pages. See p. 8.
“Shanghai–Same as Tarheel Black.”
1341. Williams, C.G. 1908. The soybean. Uses, varieties,
culture and harvesting. Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station, Circular No. 78. 8 p. March 25.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses: Hay, silage, seed,
soiling, pasture, improving the soil. Varieties: Introduction,
Medium Green, Ito San, Medium Yellow, Medium Yellow,
Mammoth Yellow, Medium Brown, Medium Early Black.
Soybean breeding. Culture: Soils and fertilizers, seeding,
cultivation. Harvesting: When?, implements, curing,
threshing.
The Introduction states (p. 1): “This station began
experimenting with soybeans 14 years ago [1894] and has
grown them continuously since, though much of the time in
a small way. For several years past it has been growing upon
the average, about fifteen acres annually.”
A table (p. 8) gives the composition, digestible nutrients,
and fertilizing constituents in 100 pounds of eleven feed,
including soybean silage, soybean hay, and soybeans (grain).
Concerning “Implements: In so far as the Ohio Station
is aware, no thoroughly satisfactory implements for cutting
soybeans are on the market. We have recently tried a new
bean harvester–a two-wheeled implement with two, long,
steel blades, between the wheels, which is supposed to cut
the bean stalks at, or just below the surface of the ground,
two rows at once, and windrow them–but have to pronounce
it a failure so far as cutting soybeans is concerned.
“The ordinary mowing machine with side delivery
attachment, and the old time self-rake reaper are probably the
best implements available. The mower without side delivery
is fairly satisfactory if soybeans are cut as recommended, but
if allowed to mature, the passing of the mower over the cut
swath will work havoc unless they are damp.
“If the crop is to go into the silo, the self-binder (wheat)
will be found to be the implement needed for harvesting. The
bound bundles handle very nicely.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2016) with the word “soybean” (or “soybeans”) in
the title.
Note 2. This is the earliest agricultural experiment
station publication (Oct. 2016) seen with the word “soybean”
or “soybeans” in the title.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Medium Brown. Address:
Wooster, Ohio.
1342. Ueno, K. 1908. [Investigation on Korean koji]. Igaku
Chuo Zasshi (Central Medical Journal) 5:1534. March 26.
[Jap]
1343. Barchet: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1908.
Seed color: Brown (olive).

• Summary: Sources: Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Letter dated March
2 to Prof. J.F. Duggar in Auburn, Alabama. “I am also having
put up for your use 2 pounds each of... Barchett [Barchet]
soybeans. These soybeans are all the late varieties, and have
considerable promise in the South.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 56, 75. Seed
color: Dark olive brown. S.P.I. No. 20798. “From Chinhuafu,
Kiangsu, China, 1907... Grown three seasons. This variety
has also been grown under No. 23336 from Shanghai, China,
and 9344 is almost certainly the same thing.” “The best
varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Very late–Barchet, 20798.”
Krauss, F.G. 1911. “Leguminous crops for Hawaii.”
Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 23. 31 p. Sept. 20.
Page 27 states: “Similar to Riceland in habit and appearance,
excepting that seed is reddish brown. The variety was not
well established when first received, but more constant in
third generation of selection. Mother plant for 1910 yielded
301 seeds weighing 34 grams.”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 13.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 163. “Introduced from Shanghai, China, 1908.” Seed
color: Brown, with brown hilum.
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 8-9. Barchet is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: VIII. Year named or released:
1910. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 03. Source
and other information: ‘Ma Liao Tou’ from Jinhua, Zhejiang,
China, in 1907. Prior designation: PI 20798 (also PI 23232).
Address: USA.
1344. Brooks, William P. 1908. Poultry keeping for egg
production. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 122. 64 p. March. See p. 46-47.
• Summary: Section IV, titled “Vegetable vs. animal
albuminoids” (p. 46-47), states that the author fed pullets
ground soybeans (16.38% fat) and meat meal. “The result in
both experiments was decidedly in favor of the animal food.
The fowls receiving this food produced many more eggs
than those receiving vegetable food and at the close of the
experiment were in much better condition than the latter.”
Address: Ph.D., Director of the Station, and Agriculturist.
1345. Cloud: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1908.
Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: Sending you
varieties of cowpeas and soybeans for testing. Letter to Prof.
C.B. Williams, West Raleigh, North Carolina, March 19.
Sending you the “following list of varieties: 4 lb #21731
Mammoth soybeans. 4 lb #16790 Cloud soybeans...”
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C.G. Hopkins. 1909. Re: Request for soybean varieties.
Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
DC, March 31. 1 p. Note: Handwritten on the bottom of the
letter (probably by Piper) are: “... 8 Cloud 16790.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 42, 75. Seed
color: Black. S.P.I. No. 16790. “From Hangchow, Chekiang,
China, 1905... Grown four seasons. This variety is said to be
an excellent table bean. No. 22535, from Weihsien, China,
is the same thing.” “The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75):
Medium late–Cloud, 16790.”
Kiesselbach, T.A. 1915. “Soy beans and cowpeas.”
Nebraska Agric. Exp. Station No. 150. 31 p. Distributed
April 6. See p. 13. Cloud is listed as a variety tested by the
Government in 1909. A number of tables on pages 13-17
list statistics such as date planted, date ripe, number of days
required to mature, yield of beans per acre (bushels), etc. In
1909 Cloud yielded 12.40 bu/acre; in 1910 22.3 bu/acre; in
1911 18.79 bu/acre; in 1912 8.69 bu/acre; in 1913 3.85; in
1914 14.29; its 6-year average was 13.39 bu/acre.
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 10-11. Cloud is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: III. Year named or released:
1910. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 03. Source
and other information: From Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China, in
1905. Prior designation: PI 16790. Address: USA.
1346. Conner, A.B. 1908. Forage crops in northwest Texas.
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 103. p.
1-21. See p. 20.
• Summary: The section titled “Forage crops at Amarillo”
(p. 18-20) contains a subsection on “Soy and mung, beans”
which states: “The soybean has proven an unsuccessful crop
for this section, on account of the fact that all plantings are
destroyed by rabbits.
“The mung beans do not compare with cowpeas in
yield of forage or grain.” Note: This is the earliest Englishlanguage document seen (Sept. 2003) that contains the
term “mung beans” (or “mung bean” or “mung-bean(s)”).
Address: Scientific Asst. in Agrostology, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA.
1347. Medium Brown: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
1908. Seed color: Brown.
• Summary: Sources: Williams, C.G. 1908. “The soybean.
Uses, varieties, culture and harvesting.” Ohio Agric. Exp.
Station, Circular No. 78. 8 p. March 25. See p. 4. Under
“Varieties” we read: “Medium Brown: As grown at this
Station it is a few days later than the Medium Green, grows
a little taller, has seeds of somewhat larger size, and does not
shatter as badly. While giving very good yields of seed it has
not quite equalled the Medium Green.”

Wallaces’ Farmer. 1916. “What variety of soy beans?”
41(7):265. Feb. 18. “Medium Brown takes a little longer than
the Ito San to mature.” Address: USA.
1348. Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review
(Manchester, England). 1908. Soy bean sauce. March. p. 75.
• Summary: “Samples of this sauce are to be had from the
Vegetarian Society’s Food Stores, Manchester. A number of
samples of Japanese Shoyu or Soy Bean Sauce as we should
call it, were sent to be exhibited at the 60th Anniversary but
arrived too late.”
1349. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Cowpeas. Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 318. 31 p. April 4. See p. 13.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cowpeas for hay.
Cowpeas in mixtures: Cowpeas and sorghum, Cowpeas
and corn, Cowpeas and Johnson grass, Cowpeas and millet,
Cowpeas and soy beans.
Cowpeas for pasture. Feeding value of cowpeas:
Cowpea hay, Cowpea seed, Cowpea straw,
Growing cowpeas for seed: Hand picking, Machine
picking, Mowing and thrashing, Cowpeas for soil
improvement.
Varieties of cowpeas: Whippoorwill, Unknown, or
Wonderful, New Era, Groite, Iron, Clay, Black, Taylor, Red
Ripper. Summary.
In the section titled “Cowpeas in mixtures,” a
subsection (p. 13) states: “Cowpeas and soy beans.–But
little experimenting has been done in growing soy beans and
cowpeas together, but the results obtained have been very
promising. Only the larger-growing soy beans, such as the
Mammoth variety, are suitable for this use. The soy beans
are strong enough to assist very materially in holding up the
cowpeas, and they also aid effectively in curing the hay. The
combination is therefore worthy of much more extended use.
The hay of this mixture is an exceedingly rich one, as the
composition of both plants is high in protein. Seeding should
be at the rate of a bushel of soy beans and a half bushel of
cowpeas to the acre.”
In the Introduction, the author states: “It is safe to say
that no one thing can add more to the agricultural wealth of
the South than the more extensive growing of the cowpea.”
Note: The “Letter of transmittal” at the front of this
Bulletin shows that B.T. Galloway was “Chief of Bureau”
of Plant Industry and Hon. James Wilson was Secretary
of Agriculture. Address: Scientific Asst., Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry [USDA].
1350. Williams, C.B. 1908. Re: The cowpeas and soy beans
have just arrived. Letter to Mr. H.T. Nielsen, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, April 6. 1 p. Typed, with signature
on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Your letter of March 19 came just as
we were leaving town for a ten days trip on a Corn Special in
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the Eastern portion of this State, hence our delay in replying
to it. The cowpeas and soy beans mentioned in your letter
have just been received. These will be put out in one-tenth
acre plats with other varieties which we are able to secure
in this locality. We appreciate very much your kindness in
supplying us these seed. Should you have others that seem
to be promising in sufficient quantities to supply us enough
to put out one-tenth acre plat of each, we would be glad to
secure them also. We will not plant either the cowpeas or the
soy beans before the first of May.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Director, Agric. Exp. Station of the North Carolina
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, West Raleigh
[North Carolina].
1351. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1908. Experiment station
work, XLVI. No. 320. 32 p. April 8. See p. 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Protein content of forage
crops” was compiled from Minnesota Agricultural
Experiment Station Bulletin No. 101 (Jan. 1907) titled
“Forage crops of high, medium and low protein content,” by
Harry Snyder. It contains a subsection (p. 15) which states:
“Soy beans: Samples of soy beans selected in the same way
as the samples of peas showed a difference in protein content
of 6.27 per cent in favor of the high protein type. A mixture
of corn fodder and soy beans containing a larger proportion
of soy beans than of corn fodder showed a protein content of
14.87 per cent, or about as much as is found in clover hay.
The soy beans alone contained 19.82 per cent and the corn
alone 9.54 per cent of protein.” Address: Washington, DC.
1352. Edward: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1908.
Seed color: Yellow (straw).
• Summary: Sources: Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: Our trial
of varieties of soybeans at Arlington. Letter to Prof. H.A.
Morgan, Director, Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville,
TN, April 9. “I am having put up for you two pounds each of
Shanghai, #14952, Edward, #14593, and Acme, #14954.”
Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: Soybeans and cowpeas. Letter
to Prof. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and Distribution,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, July 19.
6 p. “Acme, Shanghai, Edward and Tokio are doing fine,
looking much better now than Mammoth, but Morgan says
he won’t pass judgment on them yet.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 41, 75.

Seed color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 14953. “From Shanghai,
China, 1905... Grown five seasons. No. 22311, also from
Shanghai, proved to be the same.” “The best varieties of soy
beans (p. 75): Late–Edward, 14953.”
Krauss, F.G. 1911. “Leguminous crops for Hawaii.”
Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 23. 31 p. See p. 26.
About 100 soybean varieties were tested by this station. The
best one are divided into three groups. The four culinary and
grain varieties in Group II include Edward. “Mr. Yamakami,
of the Hawaiian Soy Co., pronounces this the largest
seeded yellow soybean he has ever seen and considers it a
very desirable variety for the production of miso and other
Japanese food products,” Address: USA.
1353. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: Our trial of varieties of
soybeans at Arlington. Letter to Prof. H.A. Morgan, Director,
Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, April 9. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Director Morgan: In our trial of varieties
of soybeans at Arlington last year, a number of the late ones
showed up so exceptionally well that we are anxious for you
to try a few of them in comparison with the Mammoth, with
which you are thoroughly familiar. I am having put up for
you two pounds each of Shanghai, #14952, Edward, #14593,
and Acme, #14954. These will be sent out in the course of
a few days, and I trust will reach you in good condition,
and in ample time for planning your spring work. The best
varieties are all from the neighborhood of Shanghai. Acme
we consider the best of the different varieties, but are anxious
to have you grow them and get your opinion on their relative
value.
“With kind regards, and best wishes for a prosperous
season, I am,
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Edward.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1354. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1908. Cow peas. Wood’s seeds
(Ad). Washington Post. April 9. p. 3.
• Summary: A smaller ad than usual at this time: “We are
headquarters for all Farm Seeds–Cow Peas, Soja Beans,
Millets, Sorghums, Ensilage Corn, Crimson Clover, etc.
prices quoted on request.
“Write for prices and Wood’s Crop Special, giving
interesting information about Farm Seeds. Mailed free on
request.”
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This ad also appeared in the April 21 issue (p. 14) of this
newspaper. Address: Richmond, Virginia.
1355. Wiancko, A.T. 1908. Re: Kudzu and soy beans in
Indiana. Letter to C.V. Piper, Agrostologist, Bureau of
Plant Industry, Washington, DC, April 10. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear sir:–I have yours of the 6th., enclosing a
package of Kudzu seed, and note what you say concerning it.
We shall try to find a place to plant a little of it,...”
“I beg to ask if you have any new varieties of soy beans,
and if so, I wish you could send us enough seed for a plot in
our variety tests, which would require about eight pounds of
seed. The enclosed is a list of what we have.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agriculturist, Purdue Univ.
Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
1356. Morgan, H.A. 1908. Re: Glad that you are sending us
three varieties of soy beans to compete with the Mammoth.
Letter to Mr. H.T. Nielsen, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., April 13. 1 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Nielsen: I have your letter of the 9th,
and am indeed glad that you are sending us three varieties of
soy beans which you regard of sufficient merit to compete
with the Mammoth in this latitude. We shall let you know
when they are received, and be able to compare them with
varieties that we believe will be effective in our work in the
State.
“Thanking you for the kindness, and with kindest
regards.
“Sincerely yours, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Prof., Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN.
1357. M.H.F. 1908. Inquiries and answers: Soy beans.
Country Gentleman 73(2881):386. April 16.
• Summary: “I have one acre of land I want to put in
cabbage in 1909; I want to set them about March 1. The
land is lying out now; it is not in a high state of cultivation
at present: some sand in it and a red clay subsoil. What crop

would be best to plant on this land this year, peas or soy
beans? What kind of fertilizer must I use this year, and how
much? M. H. F. Humboldt, Tennessee.”
Answer: “Soy beans would be, all things considered, the
best crop for you to grow this year. Don’t put them out too
early. Wait till the soil is good and warm. Have the ground
in as good condition as possible at the time of planting the
beans. Put on one ton of lime per acre before the beans are
planted. Sow the beans broadcast, putting them on pretty
thick.” Address: Humboldt, Tennessee.
1358. Piper, C.V. 1908. Re: Soybean nomenclature. Letter
to Prof. A.T. Wiancko at Agricultural College, Lafayette,
Indiana, April 16. 4 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy). [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I have your letter of the 10th inst.
in regard to soybeans... In looking over the list of names
from your bulletin I feel very confident that there are some
errors of identification. We are now using the system of
nomenclature advocated by Mr. C.R. Ball in his recent
bulletin [titled “Soy bean varieties,” May 1907], a copy of
which you doubtless have. As we have accumulated at least
60 additional varieties of soybeans since that bulletin was
written, you will appreciate that the old system of naming
this varieties was altogether inadequate... Of your list
however, the Early Black is Buckshot, Olive Medium is Eda,
Medium Early Black is Nuttall, Early Brown is Brownie
or more likely Brownie and Baird mixed. Number 1973
Dwarf Early Yellow is Ito San, Medium Green is Guelph,
#12399 is Hollybrook, Medium Early Yellow is probably
Amherst. I should appreciate it if you would look up your
record regarding these different lots and if possible, supply
the actual numbers under which they were received, whether
Agrostology numbers or S.P.I. numbers. The varieties you
have indicated are Very Dwarf Brown and Hankow we can
not identify. I do not see how the variety you call Hankow
can possibly be that as this variety is so late that it never
matures seed here at Washington, in fact, we have entirely
lost our original supply of this and have only a small supply
of seed that we recently obtained. If you could also send us a
small sample of seed of each of these lots I think we can then
clear up the matter entirely.
“I shall take pleasure in sending you 6 lbs. of seed of
each of the following varieties of soybeans and these will
be shipped from the office within a few days: #16789 near
Hollybrook, Ebony #17254, Flat King #17252, Haberlandt
#17263, Near Hollybrook #17862, Guelph (?) #19286,
Tashing #20854, Hollybrook #17269.”
“There can be no doubt that a good many cases of
acclimatization are due to natural selection and there is
distinct need of evidence to show that there is no such thing
as acclimatization without selection, natural or artificial.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Tashing.
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Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
stating that Dwarf Early Yellow is a synonym of Ito San.
Note 3. In May 1900 W.J. Morse was working at the
Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agrostologist, in Charge of
Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
1359. Tashing: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1908.
Seed color: Green (chromium).
• Summary: Sources: Piper, C.V. 1908. Re: Soybean
nomenclature. Letter to Prof. A.T. Wiancko at Agricultural
College, Lafayette, Indiana, April 16. 4 p. “I shall take
pleasure in sending you 6 lbs. of seed of each of the
following varieties of soybeans and these will be shipped
from the office within a few days:... Tashing #20854,...”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 56, 75. Seed
color: Chromium green. S.P.I. No. 20854. “From Harbin,
Manchuria, 1907... Grown three seasons.” “The best varieties
of soy beans (p. 75): Medium–Tashing, 20854.”
Scudder, Henry Desbrough. 1913. Department of
Agronomy, Oregon Experiment Station. Report for the year
ending June 30, 1913. See p. 5. Tashing, along with Chernie,
is stated as one of the varieties that matured seed in the third
year of testing.
1360. Wiancko, A.T. 1908. Re: Soy bean nomenclature.
Letter to C.V. Piper, Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC, April 22. 2 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear sir:–I have yours of the 16th. concerning
the nomenclature of soy beans, and thank you for your full
explanation. I have not seen Mr. Ball’s bulletin, and would
be very glad if you could send me a copy. Concerning the
varieties of soy beans we have, I may say that the Very
Dwarf Brown, Ogema, Early Black, Medium Early Black,
Olive Medium, Ito San, Early Brown, Medium Green,
Medium Early Yellow, Hankow, were all secured from the
Evans Seed Co., West Branch, Michigan, in the spring of
1903, except Hankow, which was secured a year later. The
varieties secured from the Department were all dropped
except two. Two got mixed, and the others were the same as
what we already had. In fact the number 12399 is the only
really new one, as the Dwarf Early Yellow 1973 seems to be
Ito San.

“I should very much like to see greater uniformity in
the naming of our seeds, and anything to that end will be
welcome I assure you. I presume that it will be best to adopt
your names in the place of those we have been using, except
perhaps in case of some of the Michigan varieties. We shall
send you the sample of each of our varieties as suggested.”
“Could you supply us with inoculating material for
about a peck of seed each of alfalfa and soy beans? I have in
mind that determination of the necessity of inoculation on a
certain soil type which has not produced these crops.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agriculturist, Purdue Univ.
Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
1361. H.A.W. 1908. Cattle in Porto Rico. Country
Gentleman 73(2882):420-21. April 23.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–My cattle, brought
from the United States, have suffered from Texas fever, but
have recovered. They have good appetites and particularly
relish the sweet potatoes that I mix the corn and oats with,
but will leave the grain for the potatoes.”
“I think it would be well for me to plant as soon as
possible some soiling or forage crop, such as cow peas,
velvet beans, soy beans, etc., to fill in the protein ration that
is lacking in the native grass.”
Answer by Prof. H.H. Wing. “It is not likely that your
cattle need anything in the way of tonic or any drugs at all...
The molasses and the sugar cane will be useful as fattening
foods but both are deficient in protein. Mixed with cow peas
or soy beans, however, they would be excellent. If your
sweet potatoes are abundant and cheap, there is no reason
why they should not be used freely.” Address: Caguas,
Puerto Rico.
1362. John Duncan’s Sons. 1908. Roast meats: Lea & Perrins
Sauce (Ad). Collier’s 41(5):33. April 25.
• Summary: See next page. A 1/8 page ad. Underneath the
large bold words “Lea & Perrins Sauce” are written the tiny
words “The Original Worcestershire.” An illustration shows
the bottle. “See that Lea & Perrins signature is on the label
and wrappers. Beware of imitations.” Address: Agents, New
York.
1363. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: Only three varieties of
soybeans were sent, whereas I intended sending four. Letter
to Prof. H.A. Morgan, Director, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN, April 25. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
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Auburn, Alabama, April 25. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Duggar: I have on hand small
quantities of a few late soybeans which we deem superior
to Mammoth in some respects, and I am taking the liberty
of sending you seed of these four varieties, trusting that
you will find it possible to grow them in comparison with
Mammoth to get notes on their relative value. I am sending
you all the seed we have on hand of three of them, viz:
Shanghai, #14952, Edward, #14953, and Acme, #14954.
I am also sending you in addition to these, 2 pounds of
Tokio, #17267. Since these are entirely new varieties, it is
very desirable that you save all the seed that they produce,
especially of the first three. We are trying them in a number
of places, and are urging the saving of seed wherever they
are tried, in order to be certain that we have seed for next
year’s work.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist.

• Summary: “Dear Director Morgan: Upon looking up
the records in our office of seed sent you, I find only three
varieties of soybeans were sent, whereas I intended sending
four. I now take the liberty of sending you all the seed I
have available of the fourth variety, Tokio, #17264. There
are about 1¼ pounds of this seed. We would like to have it
compared with the other varieties sent you.
“Trusting that this seed is not reaching you too late to
allow for placing it in your trial, I am,
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1364. Piper, C.V. 1908. Re: Sending you four varieties of
soybeans. Letter to Prof. J.F. Duggar, Experiment Station,

1365. Morgan, H.A. 1908. Re: We shall be glad to have the
Tokio put out with the others. Letter to Mr. H.T. Nielsen,
Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C., April 27. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I have yours of the 25th, and the
other varieties of soy beans came in the package sent to
Professor Bain. We shall be glad to have the Tokio put out
with the others. We thank you very much for these varieties.
“Very truly yours, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Prof., Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN.
1366. Duggar, J.F. 1908. Re: Thank you for sending seed
for testing. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture,
Washington, DC, April 29. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: I have your letter stating
that you are sending me four varieties of late soybeans, Nos.
14952-3-4 and 17269. We shall be very glad to test these and
the other seed that you sent earlier this year, for all of which,
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please accept our thanks.”
“Yours very truly, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Prof. of Agriculture,
Experiment Station, Alabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn,
Alabama.
1367. Earp-Thomas Farmogerm Co. 1908. Put new life in
your soil: increase your crops by using Farmogerm (Ad).
Country Gentleman 73(2883):452, col. 4. April 30.

• Summary: “High-bred nitrogen-gathering bacteria. It
produces immediate and lasting results and better results than
anything else, because through it the crop gets nitrogen, the
food most needed and yet most scarce in soils and fertilizers,
and the soil is enriched for future crops. Farmogerm.

“Makes Poor Soil Good Soil: Don’t confuse it with other
nitrogen cultures, It is different–It is better–It comes to you
in sealed bottles ready for use. It keeps perfectly and requires
no developing on your part.
“Inoculate the seeds. Spray on soil or young plants or
mix with earth and spread. The pure, active, virile cultures
of bacteria will rapidly multiply in the soil and roots,
continuously draw nitrogen from the inexhaustible supply of
the air, and make it available to the plants.
“More and better feed per acre, whether it is clover,
alfalfa, cow peas, soy beans or any other legume. Produces
more and better garden peas and beans also.
“U.S. Dept. of Agriculture says inoculation by pure
culture ‘has come to stay.’ Ask your experiment station. Let
us send your endorsements.”
A large illustration shows a bottle of Farmogerm.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2018) that mentions “Farmogerm”; it also
mentions “Farmogerm” in connection with inoculation of
soybeans. Address: Bloomfield, New Jersey.
1368. Galloway, B.T. 1908. Report of the Chief of the
Bureau of Plant Industry. Annual Reports of the Department
of Agriculture (USA) p. 257-341. For the year ended June 30,
1907.
• Summary: A section titled “New forage crops” (p. 326)
states: “A new soy bean from Manchuria, which has been
named ‘Meyer,’ has yielded seed at the rate of 24 bushels
to the acre, outyielding any other variety grown on the
Arlington Experimental Farm. In view of the fact that the
culture of soy beans as a grain crop has been decreasing in
this country because the yield averages only 12 bushels to
the acre, this new variety is of great promise.”
The section titled “Arlington Experimental Farm”
(p. 295-98) states: “Many problems of a general nature
connected with crop growth and crop conditions are being
worked out at the Arlington Experimental Farm, which is in
charge of Prof. L.C. Corbett, some of the principal lines of
work carried on there being outlined below.”
Contents of this Arlington section: Investigations
conducted by various bureaus (incl. the bureaus of Forestry,
Entomology, Soils, and Plant Industry). Agronomic
investigations (for “extensive cultural and variety tests
of sorghums, cowpeas, and other legumes of promise for
forage, grain, or green manuring.” Also for grasses and
alfalfa). The drug garden. Soil improvement. Orchard
cultivation. The testing gardens. Greenhouses. Heating plant.
Nursery work.
Also discusses: Peanuts (p. 299-300). Hemp seed for
fiber (p. 327). Address: Chief of Bureau.
1369. Wilson, James. 1908. Report of the Secretary
of Agriculture. Annual Reports of the Department of
Agriculture (USA) p. 9-140. For the year ended June 30,
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1907.
• Summary: A section titled “Soy beans for rotation on
rice lands” (p. 49) is identical to that found on page 48
of the 1907 Yearbook of the United States Department
of Agriculture (Published 1908). Address: Secretary of
Agriculture.

this machine, and it will be on the market ere long and will
be advertised in the Country Gentleman.–W. F. Massey.”
Address: Jewett City, Connecticut.
1372. Suzuki, Tozaburo. 1908. Apparatus for brewing soy.
U.S. Patent 0,888,204. May 19. 4 p. Application filed 5 Dec.
1907. 2 drawings.

1370. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: Send inoculation soil to Mr.
T. Dorsey Mitchell of Maryland. Letter to Mr. W.J. Morse,
Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia, May 2. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “My dear Morse: Mr. T. Dorsey Mitchell,
Glencoe, Maryland, expects to grow some soybeans this
summer, and to make sure of inoculation we have advised
him to use soil from an old soybean field. He is unfortunately
located where he cannot secure soil, and I wish you would
put up a bag containing a hundred pounds or more of soil
from Section C, and have it sent to Mr. Mitchell. It can be
sent by freight, and Mr. Mitchell will pay the charges. He is
on the Pennsylvania Railroad.
“Also send a bag of soybean soil to Mr. C.L. Goodrich.
I am enclosing a tag containing the address of Mr. Goodrich.
He is also on the Pennsylvania Railroad as you will notice.
“Kindly have this attended to at your convenience. Very
truly yours,...”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that mentions the “Pennsylvania Railroad” in connection
with soybeans.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Scientific Assistant [Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
1371. A.A.Y. 1908. Inquiries and answers: Pea harvester.
Country Gentleman 73(2885):488, col. 3. May 14.
• Summary: “In all articles relating to the cultivation of
peas and oats I see mention made of the ‘pea harvester,’
an attachment for the mowing machine. I fall to find any
one who knows of such an attachment. Is there such an
attachment as a ‘pea harvester,’ and where can it be had?
Answer: “The most effective machine I have seen work
is one recently invented for threshing peas and beans from
the mown and cured vines. This machine was invented
primarily for the threshing of the southern cow pea, which
has been a difficult matter on account of the ease with which
the peas are split. I took a long trip to Tennessee solely to
see this machine work, and I saw it clean out cow peas,
soy beans, etc., perfectly, and though I did not see it thresh
white beans I have no doubt it will do it as well as the beanlike cow peas. A company has been formed to manufacture

• Summary: “This invention relates to improvements
in apparatus for brewing soy and has for its object the
provision of means for quickly and uniformly controlling the
temperature of the soy...”
“It is well known that during the process of making soy
it is necessary to artificially change the temperature thereof
to obtain fermentation and maturation at the proper time...”
Two illustrations depict the apparatus, showing that a coil
of pipe surrounds the container in which the soy sauce is
fermented. A several paddles in the soy sauce, driven by a
bevel gear, enable the soy to be stirred.
“In cold weather hot water or other suitable heating
medium is passed through the coil until the first fermentation
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has been completed and in hot weather cold water or other
suitable medium is used during maturing...”
“In order to uniformly and quickly change the
temperature of the soy, during the process of brewing, it is
desirable to agitate the contents of the receptacle...” Address:
Sunamura, Japan.

and there is also good anchoring ground in the roadstead.
“The railway line running into the interior of
Shantung Province connects directly with the wharves, and
transshipments can be made from ship to car direct.
“The principal exports are straw braid, [soya] bean
and peanut oil, bean-cake [beancake] (fertilizer), felt caps,
goatskins, and fresh vegetables and fruits. The principal
imports are cotton and woolen goods, cotton yarn, kerosene,
old iron, brass buttons, aniline dyes, window glass, matches,
needles, sugar, and opium.” Address: Washington, DC.

1373. Massey, W.F. 1908. The new pea thresher. Progressive
Farmer (The) (Winston-Salem, North Carolina). May 21. p.
5.
• Summary: “A great many have been very anxious to know
what pea thresher I have been referring to. Now that the
company is advertising their machine in The Progressive
Farmer I have no objection to saying that the machine I have
been writing about, and the machine I went to Tennessee
to examine and see at work, is the machine invented by Dr.
J.J. Koger, of Hawkins Co., Tennessee, and now advertised
by the Koger Pea and Bean Threshing Co., of Morristown,
Tenn. Having examined this machine thoroughly, fed pea
vines to it, and having seen it run out clean, unbroken peas
at the rate of half a bushel per minute from the dry hay, I
have no hesitation in saying that it is the machine I have
been hoping some one would invent for the last twenty years
or more. With one of these machines and a gasoline engine
a man can clean out all the peas of a large neighborhood
during the leisure time in winter, and leave the hay in the
best shape for feeding.
“There have been machines invented that will shell peas
well after they are gathered by hand. But the handpicking
is where the expense comes in. There are other machines
intended to harvest the peas from the vines. But these can
only be used in the field and during a short season, and waste
feed.
“The problem has been, as I have been saying for years,
to get a machine that would thresh the peas from the mown
vines and clean them out without breaking them. The Koger
machine is the first one I have ever seen that will do this, and
it does it well, Hence I have no hesitation in endorsing it.”
Address: Morristown, Tennessee.

1375. Williams, C.B. 1908. Re: The cowpeas and soy beans
were all just destroyed in a fire. Letter to Mr. H.T. Nielsen,
Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC, June 1. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: On March 19 last, you sent the
Experiment Station a goodly number of varieties of cowpeas
and soy beans for our variety tests on the Station farm
this year. In the misfortune which visited the Station last
Monday morning in the shape of a fire, destroying the barn
and Manager’s house, these and all other seeds which we
had were destroyed. Now, we should like to enquire if it will
be possible, at this late date, to secure enough seed of all of
those which you sent us to put out about one-tenth of an acre
of each variety. If this is not possible, then we would like to
secure as many as it is possible for your Bureau to supply us.
“Any aid which you may be able to render us at this
junction will be highly appreciated.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Director, Agric. Exp. Station of the North Carolina
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, West Raleigh
[North Carolina].

1374. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor).
1908. Trade routes to Tsingtau. How goods are received and
shipped to the interior. No. 3188. p. 6-7. May 28.
• Summary: “Consul Wilbur T. Gracey, of Tsingtau,
furnishes the following information relative to the trade
routes to and from that Chinese port:
“The port of Tsingtau is situated in the German Colony
of Kiaochow, 298 miles north of Shanghai; 7,000 miles
from San Francisco; 13,984 miles from New York, via Suez
and Liverpool; and 1,738 miles from Manila. The harbor
entrance is 300 meters wide (1 meters = 1.09 yards) and 10½
meters deep, with a total length of pier construction of 3,000
meters. Harbor accommodation can be found for thirty ships,

1376. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908.
South Manchuria. Passenger and freight traffic during the
winter months. No. 3192. p. 2-3. June 3.
• Summary: In transmitting the following information
Consul Koger S. Greene, of Dalny, reports that the South
Manchurian railway appears to have done an exceedingly
good business during the winter months, especially in the
line of exports:
“The largest quantity of freight was shipped at
Changchun, viz., 55,385 tons from October to March 10...”
“During the same period there arrived at Dalny 104,389
tons of beans and 71,879 tons of bean cake, or 176,268
tons in all, while the total arrivals of beans at other stations,
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including Newchwang, were only about 20,000 tons, no bean
cake being received there, according to the Japanese railway
authorities.
“An accumulation of freight similar to that at
Changchun has taken place at other stations also. It is stated
that the total amount of beans and bean cake awaiting
shipment southward at all the stations was, on March 10,
69,127 tons.” Address: Washington, DC.
1377. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: Unable to send you any
cowpeas, but can send some soybean varieties for testing.
Letter to Prof. C.B. Williams, Agricultural Experiment
Station, West Raleigh, N.C., June 3. 1 p. Typed, without
signature.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: In reply to your letter of the first
instant, I am very sorry to learn that you had such a serious
accident in the shape of a fire at the North Carolina Station.
“I am very sorry to have to inform you that it is
impossible for me to supply you any cowpea seed as our
supply is entirely exhausted. Quite a number of the soybeans
are also exhausted but I have on hand a number of those
sent you and am forwarding as many as I have. In some of
the lots there is more than four pounds, while in others there
is not so much as that. I have not the exact weights and am
merely sending you the list and you can then get the weights
yourself when you receive the seed: The list is as follows:
#16790 Cloud.
#17253 Nutall.
#17256 Brownie.
#17261 Guelph.
#17267 Tokio.
#17278 Hollybrook.
#17861 Ebony.
#19186 Guelph.
#19982 Flat King.
#19984 (Unnamed).
#19985 Haberlandt.
#21731 Mammoth.
“I trust this seed will reach you in good condition and be
of service to you in your work this season.
“Yours very truly...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Scientific Assistant [Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D.C.
1378. Williams, C.B. 1908. Re: The soy beans just arrived.
Letter to Mr. H.T. Nielsen, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC, June 8. 1 p. Typed, with signature on

letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: The twelve lots of varieties of soy
beans which you sent us on June 3 have been received. We
appreciate very much your kindness in supplying these the
second time. We were exceedingly sorry that it was not
possible for you to supply us with extra lots of varieties of
cowpeas.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Director, Agric. Exp. Station of the North Carolina
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, West Raleigh
[North Carolina].
1379. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1908.
Correspondence: A curious milk used in Japan is described in
a Japanese periodical (Letter to the editor). June 9. p. 11.
• Summary: “It is made from the Soja bean. The liquid
is exactly like cow’s milk in appearance, and in taste can
hardly be distinguished from it. To make it the beans are first
soaked and then boiled in water. Some sugar and phosphate
of potassium are added, and it is boiled down till it has the
consistency of condensed milk.”
1380. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908.
Chinese cattle trade. Shipments to Vladivostok–Thrifty local
dairy stock. No. 3201. p. 6-7. June 13.
• Summary: “Consul Wilbur T. Gracey, of Tsingtau,
transmits the following report regarding cattle in the Chinese
province of Shantung:...
“Cattle are not grown in China to any great extent; there
are no large cattle ranches, each small farmer raising such
stock as he may himself need. Cows are not used for milk
by the Chinese people, but are yoked with oxen, or with any
other available animal, and used in cultivating the fields.”
“Cows for milk foreign breeds: In a few places in the
province, especially those towns where Occidentals are
living, the Chinese raise cows for milking purposes, and
even the better-class natives are taking kindly to the use of
milk. It is the fear of typhoid germs in the milk that makes
the sale of the tinned products so large among the foreign
population of this country.” I am informed by Doctor Martini
[a German bacteriologist, for many years chief assistant to
Doctor Koch] that a most curious fact has been discovered
by him and his assistants in relation to the percentage of
butter fat contained in the milk of the Chinese cows. These
locally grown animals are much smaller than our home cows,
and give a much smaller quantity of milk, but it contains
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7 to 8 per cent fat, while cows’ milk in the United States
seldom yields more than 2 to 3 per cent fat, and 4 per cent
is considered extraordinary. This increased percentage of fat
is said to be due to the bean cake fed to the animals here.
Peanuts and [soya] beans are grown throughout this province
in large quantities, and crushed into peanut oil and bean oil,
which is exported in large quantities. The refuse from the
mills is pressed into round cakes, measuring about 18 inches
in diameter and 2 to 3 inches thick, which is largely exported
to Japan for use as a fertilizer, and is fed to cows, oxen, and
all draft animals. The bean cake when used is pounded up in
rough granite mortars and mixed with the animals’ food, and
all domestic animals in this country seem to appreciate its
peculiar flavor.
“The large percentage of fat contained in the milk here
makes it unsatisfactory for drinking purposes, especially for
children, but it produces excellent butter in large quantities,
there being very little waste material, and it is so easily
manufactured that merely shaking the milk in a stoppered
bottle for a few moments will produce butter.” Address:
Washington, DC.
1381. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: I am still trying to encourage
the growing of soybeans wherever possible. Letter to Prof.
H.A. Morgan, Director, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, June 13. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Director Morgan: I am still trying to
encourage the growing of soybeans wherever possible. In
this connection I am planning to make a trip next month
to locate men who are growing soybeans on a more or less
extensive scale in communities where soybeans have come
to be quite a promising crop. If you can give me any definite
information along the lines indicated, it will be a great help
to me in planning my trip. I am anxious to inform myself
of the methods the growers are using in the production
of soybeans. The best way to get this information is
undoubtedly to get to the growers themselves. I am enclosing
a franked envelope for your convenience in replying, and
trust I may have the pleasure of hearing from you shortly,
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1382. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908.
Trade at Dalny. Statistics for two months–Chinese merchants
using route. No. 3205. p. 7. June 18.

• Summary: Consul Roger S. Greene transmits the following
summary from a government publication, showing the values
of the principal imports and exports at Dalny during January
and February of this year:
“Of the total trade for this period, which was valued at
$7,153,601, imports from and exports to Japan were valued
at $2,909,576, the Chinese trade at $2,081,556, and the
American and European at $2,162,352, the last being mostly
American railway supplies... Since this business is almost all
Chinese, taken together with the large exports of beans from
Dalny to Chinese ports, it goes to show that the advantages
offered by this route are beginning to be appreciated by
Chinese merchants. The statistics for the two months
follow:”
The first table shows imports, the second, exports.
The main exports are: [Soya] Beans: $1,083,869. [Soya]
Bean cake $900,031. Wild silk, raw $1,014,678. Address:
Washington, DC.
1383. Morgan, H.A. 1908. Re: Growers of soybeans in
Tennessee. Letter to Mr. H.T. Nielsen, Bureau of Plant
Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., June
20. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I beg to acknowledge your letter of
the 13th, which came during my absence. I should advise
you to stop off at Hickory, North Carolina. The Hickory
Milling Company handle a great many soy beans, and they
could locate a great many growers for you. We have a pretty
good grower at Columbia, Tennessee, Mr. W.P. Ridley. There
is another, Mr. James H. Tolley, at Mulberry, Tenn. The
Koger people at Rogersville are growing as much as 50 acres
this year.
“Do you know anything about the Farquar peavine
thresher, made at York, Pennsylvania?
“We shall be glad to have you visit us on your trip
around.
“Very truly yours, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Prof., Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN.
1384. Miller, E.E. 1908. The chase of br’er rabbit. Country
Gentleman 73(2891):636, col. 3. June 25.
• Summary: “Rabbits will cling about a garden right under
the nose of a dog, for peas and cabbages; a patch of soy
beans will gather a horde of them; frequently in a wheat field
may be seen little circles within which they have cut down
every stalk; and I have occasionally seen them hopping about
in the dusk almost in the center of a town of four thousand
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people.” Address: Hamblen County, Tennessee.
1385. Sawer, E.R. 1908. The place of legumes in our
agricultural system (continued). Natal Agricultural Journal
11(6):685-92. June 26. See p. 688-90.
• Summary: This is the most detailed article written up to
this time about soy beans in South Africa. The author soon
became the foremost advocate of the soy bean in South
Africa and in all of Africa. In section B titled “Legumes
as grain crops” (p. 688-91) we read: “3. Soy bean (Soja or
Glycine hispida). The various trials of soy beans have led
to the conclusion that these will constitute the principal
grain-producing leguminous crop for commercial cultivation
at Cedara. No other legume has produced, with chemical
manures only, so heavy a yield of grain; and no other
legume, except the lupine, has shown itself so much to be
depended upon as a grain-producer. The crops obtained have
not been heavy, according to ordinary standards–1,252 lbs.
per acre of shelled beans being the best result secured–but
when the high value of the grain is considered, a crop of
even half that amount is well worth growing. It is the richest
of all grains in albumenoids [albuminoids], surpassing
even oil-cake in this respect, and contains so much oil, as
to almost warrant its inclusion with the oil-seeds. As grain,
hay, or ensilage, it is well adapted for admixture with maize
to counteract the deficiencies of the latter crop. Results, as
shown in the preceding table, indicate November or early
December as the most desirable time for sowing the crop in
the midlands of Natal.”
The preceding table (p. 689) shows the “Yields in lbs.
per acre of soy beans sown at different times.” Tests were
conducted using the Henderson’s Early Green variety of
soy bean. The first soy beans were planted on 11 Aug. 1903.
Additional lots were planted at roughly 2-week intervals (19
more times) until the 6 of May 1904. Data is given on the
date of harvest (starting 11 Jan. 1904), and the yield of grain
(soy bean seeds) and straw. Similar tests were conducted
during 1904-05, and 1905-06, and the results are reported in
the same table. The highest yield of seed in 1903 was 920 lb/
acre from soy beans planted on 17 Nov. 1903 The highest
yield of seed in 1904 was 780 lb/acre from soy beans planted
on 24 Nov. 1904. The highest yield of seed in 1906 was
1,252 lb/acre from soy beans planted on 17 March 1906.
“The following results of manure experiments with the
soy bean afford a graphic illustration of the lack of natural
fertility of the Cedara soils and the ready response to liberal
applications of fertilisers. It would appear that phosphoric
acid is the principal requirement of the soy bean in this and
similar soils.”
This table shows the results of trials with the Early
Green variety of soybeans sown on 4 Nov. 1904 and
harvested on 13 March 1905. When no manure was applied,
the yield of soybeans was only 45 lb, but when 180 lb of
superphosphate was applied, the yield was 495 lb.

“Later results point to progressively heavier yields,
which may be attributed to the benefits of constant
cultivation and the accumulation of humus and the residues
of fertilisers.
“Of the numerous varieties of soy beans to which
trials have been afforded with a uniform manuring of
superphosphate, the following may be cited as worthy of
adoption in order of merit:–Early Green, Yellow Seeded,
Black Seeded, Giant Yellow, Santa Margherita. The
following have failed:–Brown Seeded, Green Samarow.”
Note 1. This document contains the earliest clear date
seen for soybeans in South Africa, or the cultivation of
soybeans in South Africa (11 Aug. 1903). The source of these
soybeans may have been the United States, but the author
gives no information on this subject in this two-part article.
Part I is Jan. 1908, 11(1):36-44. It discusses lucernes, tares or
vetches, lentils, melilotus, and lupines, but does not mention
soy.
Note 2. Cedara is an agricultural experiment station
located near Pietermaritzburg, Natal Province. As of 1991 it
was called the Cedara College of Agriculture.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen that uses
the word “albumenoids” or “albumenoid.” The term
“albuminoids” was first seen in 1879.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Giant Yellow.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2021) that mentions superphosphate (as a
fertilizer) in connection with soy beans. It was often
previously named “acid phosphate.” Webster’s Dictionary
defines superphosphate (a term first used in 1797) as “1: an
acid phosphate. 2: a soluble mixture of phosphates used as
fertilizer and made from insoluble mineral phosphates by
treatment with sulfuric acid.” Address: Director, Experiment
Stations.
1386. Chalmers, P.A. 1908. Japan: Report for the year 1907
on the trade of North Formosa. Diplomatic and Consular
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No.
4041. p. 1-19. June.
• Summary: A map shows the northern three-fourths of the
island of Formosa, including railways, projected railways,
and the savage frontier. It is in the Tamsui Consular District;
the main city is Taihoku. Discusses the total trade of Tamsui
and Keelung (both port cities) into North Formosa. Efforts
are being made toward “pacification of the 30,000 aborigines
of the island” using 5,000 border police.
Annex I shows return of principal articles of import into
Tamsui and Keelung during the years 1906-07. One major
item is opium from Britain, Persia, Turkey, and China. Small
amounts of miso and soy [sauce] were also imported. Trade
into Keelung [later named Chilung] comes from Moji and
Kobe [Japan]. Trade into Tamsui comes from Foochow,
Amoy, and Hongkong. Address: British Consul.
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1387. Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin.
1908. Alfalfa. No. 155. p. 181-345. June.
• Summary: This Bulletin, which is composed of 14 sections
by various members of the Station, begins with a long
section on “History and varieties,” by George F. Freeman
(Asst. Botanist). In the section titled “Alfalfa feeding,”
by Ronald J. Kinzer and George C. Wheeler (Animal
Husbandman and Asst. Animal Husbandman) is a subsection
on “Balancing rations” (p. 294-95) which states: “Linseedoil meal, cottonseed-oil meal, soy-beans, wheat-bran, wheat
shorts and the various gluten feeds and meals sold on the
markets are about the only concentrates which exceed alfalfa
in digestible protein. All these are high in price, and, while
they would be necessary to properly balance almost all our
farm-grown grain in the absence of alfalfa, their high cost
would oftentimes render their use unprofitable. The man
with alfalfa can balance almost any farm-grown grain, and is
thereby rendered practically independent of high-priced mill
feeds.” Address: Agronomist in charge.
1388. Product Name: [Soybean Oil, Soybean Cake].
Foreign Name: Daizu Abura, Daizu Kasu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. Operated by
Okura & Co. (Okura Gumi).
Manufacturer’s Address: Dalny [Dairen], Manchuria.
Date of Introduction: 1908 June.
Ingredients: Soybeans
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Carson, John M. 1909.
Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p.
6-8 (“Dalny: Manufacture of Bean Cake and Oil”). “The
manufacture of soya-bean products in Dalny is described
in the following report by Vice-Consul A.A. Williamson,
who also submits a statement of exports from that port and
prevailing prices:
“The most up-to-date mill in Dalny at present is the
Nisshin Bean Oil Mill of the Okura Gumi. It is the only one
using presses run by steam; all the others apply pressure to
the cake by hand screws or by driving wedges with heavy
stone mallets suspended from the roof of the mill. A sketch
of this bean-oil mill is submitted herewith. [On file in the
Bureau of Manufactures.]” There follows a long and detailed
description of the process used at the Nisshin mill.
Note: We have been unable to find the earlier report by
A.A. Williamson.
Shaw, Norman. 1911. “The Soya Bean of Manchuria.
Shanghai, Statistical Department, Inspectorate General of
Customs. China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. Special
Series No. 31. 32 p. See p. 21-24. In the section titled “Bean
oil and cake production in South Manchuria” we read: “At
Dairen, besides some 40 native mills which can turn out
5,000 cakes daily, there are two large modern mills–the

San Tai, a joint concern, with hydraulic power and a daily
capacity of 6,000 cakes, which began work in April 1908;
and the Nisshin, an electric mill, which has been at work
since June of the same year, and can make 4,000 cakes daily.
Furusawa, J. 1921. “Present and future of bean milling
industry in Manchuria.” Light of Manchuria No. 16. p. 1-10.
Dec. 1. The Mitsui Bussan Kaisha organized the Santai Bean
Mill conjointly with some Chinese capitalists. About the
same time, Okura & Co., jointly with Mr. K. Matsushita of
Yokohama, founded the Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd.
Hutchison, George S. 1964. “The soybean industry fifty
years ago.” Soybean Digest. March. p. 24-25. “But while on
a business trip to the Orient in 1915 for my employer, Albert
Dickinson Co., seed merchants, I had the opportunity to learn
something of how it operated in Manchuria at that time.
“By the courtesy of Mr. Hatsumi Okura, Okura & Co.,
Tokyo, whom I met on the train traveling from Japan and up
through Korea to Manchuria, I was permitted to go through
the modern experimental extraction mill built by the South
Manchurian Railroad at a cost of about $200,000, which had
been put into operation about one year earlier. This mill used
a Benzine extraction process developed in Germany and
had a daily capacity of about 17 tons of oil and 100 tons of
soybean meal. It was rated the fourth largest oil extraction
plant in the world at that time. This was the first attempt
to use the extraction method of processing soybeans in the
Orient. Prior to that, practically all the processing was done
by screw press.
“There were perhaps a dozen or more smaller soybean
mills at Dairen. The Nisshin mill, operated by Okura &
Co., used hydraulic presses but most of the others, operated
by native Chinese, were of small capacity and used screw
presses operated by manpower with capstan bars to rotate the
screw.”
1389. Price, James N. 1908. Home-grown rations in
economical production of milk and butter. Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 80. p. 29-50.
June.
• Summary: Part I, titled “Comparison of soy beans with
other dairy feeds” (p. 31-42) begins: “During the last few
years the prices of cotton-seed meal, wheat bran, and other
commercial feeding stuffs have increased at least 25 per cent;
the last two years they have ranged from $25 to $30 per ton.
Such prices have greatly increased the cost of producing milk
and butter in Tennessee.” The only way out seems to be for
Tennessee farmers to produce the bulk of their feed on their
farms. They can produce soy-bean meal for $16-$20/ton,
corn stover and soy-bean straw at $3/ton, and cowpea and
soy-bean hay at $7. This bulletin describes the second U.S.
trials (after those by Brooks in 1894) using ground soybeans
(called soy-bean meal”) as a feed for milk production. The
author found that the yields of both milk and butter were
about 5% greater when the cows were fed ground soybeans
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that when they were fed cottonseed meal.
“Conclusions” 1. Soy-bean straw is a valuable addition
to the roughage in the feeding of dairy cows; and while
giving better results than corn stover, it can be produced for
about the same cost. 2. A ton of soy-bean hay that will yield
560 pounds of beans and 1440 pounds of straw, and can be
produced for $7, has a higher feeding value than a ton of
alfalfa hay, which at present prices will cost from $20 to $25
on the market. 3. Soy-bean meal and straw kept the cows in a
healthy condition, as indicated by the hair and skin... 7. Since
the home-grown rations used in this experiment produced
larger yields, kept the animals in better health, and greatly
reduced the cost of production, and since such feeds can be
produced on any Tennessee farm, the dairymen of this State
should resort to the growing of their own dairy feeds as a
relief from present market conditions.
“8. The growing of feeds on the farm gives a wider
variety and will remove the tendency to feed cotton-seed
meal excessively, which makes the ration so narrow that it is
injurious to the health of the herd and does not give the best
yields of milk and butter.”
Part II, titled “Feeding suggestions for Tennessee” (p.
42-45) notes that many dairymen tend to feed a ration that
is too high in carbohydrates and extremely low in protein; it
produces body fat rather than milk. For winter feeding, a four
year rotation is recommended for Tennessee. In the second
year, grow clover followed by soy beans. No dairyman in
Tennessee should think of feeding cows without silage.
“Corn and soy beans, mixed at the rate of 2 to 1 when the
silo is being filled, make an excellent silage. The average
cost of raising and storing a ton of silage need not exceed
$2.” A series of five mixed rations are recommended. For
summer feeding, silage works well. A photo (title page)
shows a field of Mammoth Yellow soy beans growing after
winter barley. Address: Dairyman, Knoxville, Tennessee.
1390. Quereau, Friend C. 1908. The relation of steer feeding
to farm economics. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 79. 28 p. June.

• Summary: The section titled “Comparative feeding values
of acre yields of corn, soy beans and cowpeas” (p. 9-19)
notes that one advantage of feeding steers on the farm is the
maintenance of soil fertility. This was well demonstrated
in these experiments to test the feeding capacity of acre
plats of corn, soy beans, and cowpeas, the manure in each
case being returned to the plats, and the economy of this
conversion of the crops into beef as compared with direct
sale of the crops. In 1906-07 an acre of corn lasted 4 steers
for 54 days and produced a gain of 129 pounds; a acre of
soy beans lasted a similar lot of steers 80 days and produced
a gain of 406 pounds; an acre of cowpeas lasted 54 days
and produced a gain of 289 pounds. In 1907-08 the gains
for the corresponding lots of steers were–for the corn lot,
203 pounds; the soy bean lot, 541 pounds; and the cow pea
lot, 327 pounds. The results afford an excellent illustration
of the advantage of growing and feeding legumes to steers
from the standpoint of maintaining soil fertility on the farm.
By returning the manure after feeding the crops, there was a
marked increase in the productiveness of the soil, especially
in the case of the soy beans, with which the feeding capacity
of 4 steers was increased from 80 days in 1905-06 to 100
days in 1908-09. The cost of growing the soy beans in these
experiments was about $13 per acre.
“The section titled “The threshing of peas and beans”
(p. 26-28) states: “It has been out of the question to feed
cowpeas and beans to live stock on account of the difficulty
of procuring seed. The difficulty has been that machines
for threshing cowpeas particularly have not been available
to the grower... This Station has tested for two years, with
very satisfactory results, an implement invented and built
by a Tennessee farmer, Dr. J.J. Koger, of Rogersville.”
A detailed description of the thresher and its operation is
given. “The Station threshed 200 bushels of cowpeas and
soy beans during the past season, of which there were 10
varieties of soy beans and 8 varieties of cowpeas. The vines
from which this grain was threshed represented all degrees of
toughness and stages of curing. This was due to experiments
in the curing of soy beans and cowpeas that the Station was
carrying on.”
“A detailed description of the machine is given
because it is considered that a machine that will
facilitate the handling of peas and beans will do much
toward stimulating their more extensive culture” (p.
28).
Photos show: (1) Three fields of harvested corn,
soy-beans, and cowpeas (cover). (2) Four cows fed
from the soy-bean acre (p. 11). (3) Cuts of beef fed
from the soy-bean acre (p. 16). (4) The Koger pea and
bean thresher (p. 27). Address: Animal Husbandman,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
1391. Skinner, John H.; Cochel, Wilber A. 1908.
Supplements to corn for fattening hogs in dry lot. II.
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A comparison of soy bean meal and linseed meal. Indiana
(Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 126.
p. 156-59. June.
• Summary: The “soy bean meal” was actually ground
soybeans. Feeding soybean meal with corn resulted in a more
rapid weight gain at less feed cost than with linseed meal.
The cost per 100 lb of gain was $3.82 with linseed meal,
but only $3.36 with soybean meal [ground soybeans]. Table
XI (p. 159) is a “Summary of experiments to determine the
relative value of linseed meal and soy bean meal.”
Note: Part I is a comparison of tankage and linseed
meal. Address: 1. B.S., Animal Husbandry; 2. A.B., B.S.,
Associate in Animal Husbandry. All: Purdue Univ. Agric.
Exp. Station.
1392. D.M.M. 1908. Re: OK for Mr. Morse to proceed to
Chestertown, Maryland. Letter (memorandum) for Prof.
C.V. Piper [Head, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA], Seattle,
Washington, July 3. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Memorandum for Prof. C.V. Piper: I transmit
herewith letter of instructions in favor of Mr. William J.
Morse, under letter of authorization No. 4654, authorizing
him to proceed to Chestertown, Md. [Maryland], to examine
tests of green manure crops.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 107.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Office of Asst. in Charge,
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Office of Seed and Plant
Introduction and Distribution, Washington, D.C.
1393. Itinerary of H.T. Nielsen. 1908. Washington, DC:
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 1 p. July 11. Unpublished
typescript.
• Summary: H.T. Nielsen, Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, will travel (probably by train) in
connection with his work on forage crops from July 13 to
Aug. 9, visiting the following places in this sequence:
From Washington, DC to Hickory, North Carolina.
Rogersville, Tennessee. Morristown, Tennessee. Knoxville,
Tennessee. Nashville, Tennessee. Columbia, Tennessee.
Fayetteville, Arkansas. Chattanooga, Tennessee. Cleveland,
Tennessee. Atlanta, Georgia. Auburn, Alabama. Mt. Airy,
Georgia. Atlanta, Georgia. Bullochville, Georgia. Louisville,
Georgia. Blackshear, Georgia. Savannah, Georgia.
Augusta, Georgia. Batesburg, South Carolina. Raleigh,
North Carolina. Elizabeth City, North Carolina. Tyrell and
Hyde, Connecticut. Moyock, North Carolina. Return to
Washington, DC.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and

Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012.
1394. Lea and Perrins. 1908. Lea and Perrins’ Sauce (Ad).
Japan Weekly Mail (Yokohama) 50(2):56. July 11.

• Summary: This black-and-white ad (5 by 6 inches) states:
“Assists digestion and gives a delightful piquancy and
flavour to all meat dishes, soups, fish, cheese, curries, game,
poultry & salads. The original and genuine Worcestershire.
By Royal warrant to H.M. the King.” A large illustration
shows a bottle of Lea & Perrins Worcestershire Sauce.
Address: England.
1395. Scientific Assistant. 1908. Re: Sending seed of a new
soybean variety from near Shanghai. Letter to Mr. W.J.
Morse, Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia, July 13. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: I am having sent you a small
amount of seed of a new soybean [variety] coming from the
neighborhood of Shanghai, China. I wish you would plant a
row of this on Section ‘B,’ as we are anxious to learn what
this soy is. Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
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Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: [Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC].
1396. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: Soybeans and cowpeas. Letter
to Prof. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and Distribution,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, July 19. 6
p. Handwritten, with signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: Nielsen is writing from The Duncan hotel (L.C.
Garrabrant, American plan) in Nashville, Tennessee. “Dear
Prof. Piper:... I visited with the Hickory Seed Co. [Hickory,
North Carolina] Tuesday and has a very pleasant day as they
are good people. They confidently expect to handle 50,000
bushels of soybeans and if season is favorable 100,000
bushels of cowpeas this year. The soys they are having
grown by contract in eastern North Carolina and I will visit
that section. Mr. Shuford, the manager of the company, is
going to accompany me on that trip... Around Hickory there
are very few soys grown but lots of peas. That is a general
condition in the entire western part of the state. They say
there is no trouble in keeping soys for a reasonable length
of time if they are thoroly [sic] dried out to begin with. On
account of the high oil content Mr. Shuford says (and Dir.
Morgan says the same) they will seldom germinate much the
second season.
“Mr. John Robinson, a dairyman near Hickory and a
good man wants to try some vetch this fall. Kindly write
him.
“At Rogersville, Tennessee, there is a greatly increased
interest in soybeans over what I found last year. Koger’s
people are growing about 50 acres, and many others are
growing quite a number. The plants are small yet but looking
fine.”
“This is the first year there has [sic] been any soybeans
grown around Morristown, Tennessee, and I believe I saw
100 acres around there Friday. O.B.R. Fox has about 20 acres
of as fine looking soys as I have ever seen. Mr. S.V. Wheeler
has between 40 and 50 acres and with the exception of a poor
stand in a few places, a fine looking crop. He is a dairyman
and growing the crop for cow feed.”
“At Knoxville I had a very pleasant day with Dir.
Morgan. He is more enthusiastic than ever about soybeans
and thinks they will eventually largely take the place of
cowpeas.
“In his acre test last fall corn produced 200#, peas
400# and soybeans 543# [pounds]. He says one of the
drawbacks of soybeans is difficulty in getting a stand, and
that Mammoth is about the worst variety is this respect. The
difficulty lies in planting too deeply and not using enough
seed. He advises using ½ bushel seed per acre in 30 or 36
inch rows. Acme, Shanghai, Edward and Tokio are doing
fine, looking much better now than Mammoth, but Morgan
says he won’t pass judgment on them yet.” Nielsen.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.

Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: [Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
1397. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: Soybeans and cowpeas. Letter
to Prof. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and Distribution,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, July 27. 6
p. Handwritten, with signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: Nielsen is writing from Nelms House hotel
(Edward Waddle & Sons, owner-Mgrs. Electric lights. Bath
rooms on each floor) in Griffin, Georgia. “Dear Prof. Piper:...
“I had a very good week last week. At Columbia, Tennessee,
Mr. W.P. Ridley has been growing soybeans and making
a success of it. Last year he averaged a little more than 20
bushels per acre. He grows them in cultivated rows 32 inches
apart and thinks them a great crop. He has about 50 acres
this year and they are looking fine. He threshes them with a
Huber Pea and Bean Thresher, but says it is not satisfactory
as it works too slow. Mammoth is the variety he grows.”
“At Columbia I also found Mr. H.B. Hanson growing a
number of soybeans, and he was well pleased with them. He
is hunting a thresher as he says that is the one difficulty about
the crop, the threshing can’t be done satisfactorily.
“At Mulberry, Tennessee, J.H. Jolley sold the past winter
$500.00 worth of soybeans and had 50 bushels left from 20
acres of ground. He averaged a little more than 15 bushels
per acre on rather poor soil. He has about 40 acres this year
but they are not looking very well. He has them planted in 24
inch rows, which is to close to cultivate at all satisfactorily,
and he now thinks they should be 30 to 36 inches. He is
well pleased with them and considers them very valuable.
He thinks there will be many planted in that neighborhood
next year. He does his threshing with a grain separator
with reduced sped of the cylinder and claims it does very
satisfactorily... next spring he wants our best varieties of
soybeans and some of the medium strains. He is O.K.
“At Cleveland, Tennessee, Mr. J.D. Patton is growing
quite a number of soybeans, mostly Hollybrook. They are
blooming profusely now. Mr. Patton is trying out 7 or 8 of
our varieties but they are not doing well, nor his Hollybrook
alongside of them, though in other places looking all right.
He has Meyer, Flat King, Amherst, Haberlandt and a few
others growing, and in this lot Haberlandt is the best, but it is
not making good growth.
“Mr. Beard of Beard & Hall is also growing soybeans
and likes them fine.” They “hog them rather than having
to wait for a threshing machine to do the work, as it is not
pleasant to thresh them.
The varieties of soys at Auburn [Alabama] all look
fine. Edward and Mammoth looked so much alike we could
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hardly distinguish between them. Shanghai is looking fine
and so is Acme. Acme seems to be the nicest looking one.”
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Aug.
2013) that mentions the soybean variety Edward.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: [Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
1398. Piper, C.V. 1908. Re: Soybeans at Arlington Farm
and W.J. Morse. Letter to H.T. Nielsen, USDA, Augusta,
Georgia, July 29. 2 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: Dear Mr. Nielsen:... Yesterday I went over the
plots at Arlington Farm. In going over the soybean plots,
I was struck with the fact that there are just two colors of
flowers, namely, white and red, though in a few rows which I
suspected to be mixtures, both colors occur. I have asked Mr.
[W.J.] Morse to go over these immediately, and make notes
of all the numbers that have red flowers and all that have
white flowers, also noting those where there are mixtures in
the rows. At least one of the early varieties is now past bloom
so that we will not have the notes on this. I am calling this to
your attention because I want you to make the same notes on
all the varieties that are still in bloom after you return; many
of them have not yet bloomed. I suspect that we will find that
the yellow and green seeded ones are for the most part white
flowered, while the red flowers are connected with the dark
seeded varieties. A few of the earlier varieties of cowpeas all
have mature pods. This is especially striking in a few of the
varieties of Vigna sesquipedalis, and I have asked Mr. Morse
to make notes on any of the varieties which are so far along.
“According to your itinerary you expect to be back
about August 9th. With the notes that Mr. Morse is now
taking this will be a good time so that you will miss but little.
It is going to take about all of your time after you return,
however, to keep up with the note taking. It will have to be
done thoroughly so as to publish on the varieties this fall.
I want to spend a few days on it after I get back about the
first of September. Be sure that good herbarium specimens
of every variety of soybean, of Dolichos and of Phaseolus,
also of many of the cowpeas. These specimens will be made
by Mr. Schmidt of Mr. Wight’s office, but you ought to
assist him in the matter so as to be sure he gets first-class
specimens... I want to be sure and have a complete set. Yours
very truly, Agrostologist.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box

95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Agrostologist, in Charge of
Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1399. Orange County Observer (Hillsborough, North
Carolina). 1908. Science. July 30. p. 1, col. 6.
• Summary: “’Vegetable milk’ is used in Japan. It is made
from the soja bean. The liquid is exactly like cow’s milk in
appearance, and in taste can hardly be distinguished from
it. To make it the beans are first soaked and then boiled in
water. Some sugar and phosphate of potassium are added,
and it is boiled down till it has the consistency of Condensed
milk.”
1400. Gray, Dan T.; Duggar, J.F.; Ridgeway, J.W. 1908.
Feeds supplementary to corn for southern pork production.
Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 143.
p. 25-77. July.
• Summary: “This bulletin records a summary of three
years’ work in swine production, in which 90 hogs have been
used... When corn was used alone as a ration for fattening
hogs both the daily gains and the financial outcome were
unsatisfactory. Money was lost in every case where corn
was fed without a supplement.” Cotton seed meal, tankage
(a packing house by-product), and cowpea seed made good
supplements. “As a whole, peanut pasture was found to be
more useful than any other pasture tried... Soy pasture ranked
second to peanut pasture as a supplement to corn. Chufa
pasture was not found to be as good as either peanuts or soy
pasture.”
The average daily gains, and the cost of 100 pounds
gain, for corn alone and corn plus various supplements is
given.
The main section on soy beans (p. 44-46) begins: “Soy
beans is another leguminous crop which has proven very
satisfactory as a green crop with which to supplement corn
in pork production. The hogs in this experiment were turned
into the field two weeks before the beans were matured
sufficiently to be eaten so that for the first two weeks the
swine had only the leaves and stalks to eat, in addition to the
two per cent corn ration. The hogs did not touch the beans
themselves for about fifteen days after being turned into the
patch. The leaves, both dead and green ones, were eaten with
relish. It might have paid better to have kept the hogs off the
beans until the seed were ripened sufficiently to be eaten,–
that is a point open for further experimentation.
“Considering the beginning weights of the pigs, both
lots made good gains, but the gains of the soy bean lot were
much better than those of the corn lot. Running right by the
side of the soy bean lot was a lot of pigs which were grazing
sorghum, but otherwise treated the same in every respect, yet
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the sorghum lot made a daily gain of only .37 of a pound.
“The corn required to make an hundred pounds gain was
reduced from 456 pounds in the case of corn alone to 157
pounds when the corn was supplemented by the soy bean
pasture, and the cost of producing the pork was reduced in
the same proportion.
“It was noticed that the pigs which grazed upon the soy
beans were always contented; they spent the greater part
of their time in lying down. The pigs just across the fence,
which were grazing the sorghum, were never contented or at
rest; it could plainly be seen that they wanted something in
addition to the corn and sorghum.
“The above table shows that .28 of an acre of soy beans
was equal to 299 pounds of corn, or an acre was equal in
feeding value to, or capable of taking the place of, 19.1
bushels of corn. As noted elsewhere, the crop of soy beans
was not a good one, as the beans were cut short on account
of extreme drought at the time of maturing. This crop is
a very economical and easy one to put in and cultivate; it
is good to use it as a catch crop after oats, thus saving the
ground from lying idle during the summer months, and at
the same time securing a crop equal to, and in many ways
superior to a corn crop. In this way, the farmer secures
two crops from the same land each year, cheapens pork
production very greatly, and builds up the fertility of his soil
rapidly. If the soil be good much better results can be secured
than reported above, as the soil upon which this crop was
grown was a poor sandy one.
“The soy bean pasture is far above the sorghum pasture
both in the daily gains made and also to the economy of the
gains. The daily gains were about three times as rapid when
the bean pasture was used as when the sorghum pasture was
used, and the cost of making one hundred pounds of gain
was reduced from $5.46 in the case of sorghum to $1.96
when soy beans were used as a supplementary pasture.
“The soy bean pasture also had a much greater carrying
capacity than did sorghum pasture; that is an acre of soy
beans will usually carry a certain number of hogs a much
longer time than will an acre of sorghum.”
“Soy beans” appear in tables on pages 44 and 46. Chufa
also appears in many tables.
Peanuts are discussed at length on pages 28-30, 33-42,
49, 51, 54-57, 59-64, 66-70, and 75-77. For example, on
page 37:
“Peanut pasture to supplement corn: In all cases where
peanuts were used the hogs were grazed upon them, thus
saving the expense of having them harvested. This method
of harvesting a crop has the additional advantage of having
the manure scattered upon the cultivated fields just where
wanted without the expense of hauling it with wagon and
team. The data in this bulletin covers three years’ work
with peanuts but the first year’s work is the only one during
which time there was an average crops of nuts, as noted
elsewhere;...” Address: 1. Animal Husbandry; 2. Director of

the Station and Agriculturist; 3. Asst. in animal industry.
1401. J. of the American Asiatic Association. 1908. Railways
in China. 8(6):176-78. July. [2 ref]
• Summary: “South Manchuria: In transmitting a translation
of the report of the South Manchuria Railway Company
for the six months ended September 30, 1907, presented to
the stockholders in Tokyo on December 14, Consul Roger
S. Greene, of Dalny, furnishes the following information
concerning the restoration of the road to normal conditions:
It was decided to rebuild the road on the standard gauge (4
feet 8½ inches), and to equip it with new rolling stock.
“By order of the Japanese Government a double track
was to be laid from Dalny to Suchiatun.”
“The gross income from the railway and allied
enterprises during the six months ended September 30, 1907,
was $2,491,224, while the expenses amounted to $2,028,783,
leaving a profit of $462,441, of which $122,722 was carried
to reserve funds, $29,880 was distributed to the stockholders,
with the exception of the Government, as a dividend at the
rate of 6 per cent... Of the total income $2,038,525 was from
the railway proper, $322,238 from the Fushun coal mines,
and the remainder from the wharves, hotels, electric plant,
land rentals, etc. Of the total issue of 600,000 shares, at 200
yen ($99.60) per share, 500,000 are held by the Japanese
Government, in the name of the Minister of Finance, while
the remaining 100,000 are divided among 7,354 persons.
Practically all the shareholders are Japanese, there being
among them only about twenty-five Chinese, mostly
domiciled in Japan, whose combined interests amount to
about 500 shares.”
During the same period [Oct. to March 10] there arrived
at Dalny 104,389 tons of beans and 71,879 tons of bean
cake, or 176,268 tons in all, while the total arrivals of beans
at other stations, including Newchwang, were only about
20,000 tons, no bean cake being received there, according to
the Japanese railway authorities.
“An accumulation of freight similar to that at
Changchun has taken place at other stations also. It is stated
that the total amount of beans and bean cake awaiting
shipment southward at all the stations was, on March 10,
69,127 tons.”
“With March 31 the South Manchuria Railway
Company completed its first year of actual operation, and the
publication of its report for the second six months is awaited
with great interest.”
Note: According to the title page, the American Asiatic
Association was founded in 1898. This periodical, published
in at 78 Beekman St., New York City, covers events in
Shanghai, Hongkong, Manila, Yokohama, Kobe, and
Singapore.
1402. Mansfield, R.W. 1908. China: Report for the year 1907
on the trade of Canton. Diplomatic and Consular Reports,
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Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No. 4082. p.
1-15.
• Summary: A table (p. 12-13), titled “Return of the
Principal Articles of Import into Canton and of Principal
Re-exports during the Years 1906-07”, is divided into
foreign goods and native produce. Under the latter category:
Imports of bean cake decreased from 125,985 cwts. [1 cwt
= hundredweight = 112 pounds] in 1906 to 109,350 cwts in
1907. Imports of “beans” decreased from 1,610,927 cwts.
in 1906 to 1,130,783 cwts in 1907. Imports of bean oil
increased from 70,248 cwts. in 1906 to 74,129 cwts in 1907.
In addition, huge amounts of rice, groundnuts, and groundnut
oil were imported, as were small amounts of sesamum seed
and opium.
Large amounts of “beans” and small amounts of bean oil
were re-exported. Address: British Consul-General, Canton,
China.
1403. Mundy, H. Godfrey. 1908. Appendix “C.” Report
of the assistant for seed and plant introduction: To the
agrostologist and botanist. Transvaal Department of
Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 172-77. For 1 July 1906 to
30th June 1907.
• Summary: In the section titled “Leguminose crops,” we
read: “Soybeans (Glycine hispida).–Two excellent crops are
recorded from the Zoutpansberg District.” Address: Asst. for
Seed and Plant Experiments, South Africa.
1404. Nishiyama, Y. 1908. Daizu abura ni tsuite. I. [Soybean
oil. I]. Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi (J. of the Society of Chemical
Industry, Japan) 11(125):659-71. July. [1 ref. Jap]
• Summary: A detailed discussion of the physical and
chemical characteristics of soy oil, and its composition.
Address: Kôgaku-shi.
1405. Wileman, A.E. 1908. Japan: Report for the year
1907 on the trade of the consular district of Tainan (South
Formosa). Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual Series
(Foreign Office, Great Britain). No. 4083. 19 p. July.
• Summary: A table (p. 14) shows returns of imports from
Japan from 1902 to 1907. The value of Soy [sauce] imports,
which averaged £3,863 for the 5 years 1902-06, was £3,653
in 1906 and £6,764 in 1907. No quantities are given.
Table II (p. 15) shows returns of exports from the open
ports of Anping and Takow from 1902 to 1907. [Soybean]
“oil cake” was exported to Amoy, where it was used for
manure. The value of oil cake exports, which averaged
£2,001 for the 5 years 1902-06, was £1,626 for 16,572 cwts.
[1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] in 1906 and £795 for
6,647 cwts. in 1907. Also exported were hemp, lungan (pulp
or dried), and sesamum seed. Address: British Consul.
1406. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: Cowpeas and soybeans. Letter
to Prof. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and Distribution,

Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, Aug. 2. 5
p. Handwritten, with signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: Nielsen is writing from Yarborough House hotel
in Raleigh, North Carolina. “Dear Prof. Piper: I was very
sorry to learn at the Experiment Station of Georgia that they
were not doing anything at all with forage crops and seemed
to take very little interest in the subject. Their work is with
cotton and corn entirely.”
“At Blackshear [Georgia], where I visited Mr. E.J.
Rankin, there are a lot of legumes grown, peanuts, beggar
weed, velvet beans and cowpea... Mr. Rankin’s soybeans had
been neglected due to an unfortunate accident in his family,
his eldest son getting a leg broken. The beans however were
looking pretty well and were well tuberculed.
“Mr. Rankin got up a very good meeting of farmers on
Thursday and we had a real good time. A number asked a lot
of questions and incidentally had read or heard of things they
wanted to try, and asked for seed and advice from the Dep’t.”
E.S. Darling wants soybeans for 1909. “These men are all of
Blackshear, Georgia, and seem like the right kind of men to
work with.
“Things are not looking good around Augusta, Georgia,
as it has been awfully dry there. Willet Seed Co. handled
only about 250 bu. of soybeans this year and they nearly all
went to Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas.”
“It has been exceedingly dry at Monetta, South
Carolina, all during July... I will be at the office a week from
tomorrow. H.J. Nielsen.”
Note: In early 1909 H.T. Nielsen left the USDA in
Washington. DC, and moved to Abeline, Kansas. W.J. Morse
took his place–in charge of forage crops.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: [Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
1407. Quinn, Clarence Elias. 1908. Forage crops for hogs in
Kansas and Oklahoma. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 331.
24 p. Aug. 4. See p. 15-16.
• Summary: In the section titled “Less important forage
crops” (p. 12) we read: “Soy Beans. The soy bean is used
but little as a forage crop in this section and the value of
this crop is but little appreciated.” The value of soybeans as
forage and for seeds is summarized, along with research at
agricultural experiment stations in Kansas and Indiana.
“The great value of the soy bean is its power to
withstand excessive drought, like Kafir corn, and it will
also withstand much wet weather. It is not attacked by
chinch bugs and in addition to is great feeding value makes
an excellent second crop following wheat or oats to build
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up run-down or thin soil.” Address: Scientific Asst., Farm
Management Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry
[USDA].

location and the cultivation given. Soy beans seemed to fare
better than almost any crop.”
Note: This letter was written Aug. 7, as the first rain fell.

1408. Webber, Fred S. 1908. Fertilizing a farm (Letter to the
editor). Country Gentleman 73(2897):744, col. 2. Aug. 6.
• Summary: Eds. Country Gentleman–I own and operate a
16-acre farm. I have about 6 acres in potatoes, 4 in corn, 4 in
grass, and 2 in vegetables. I have no cows, one pig, one horse
and 50 hens... Can I depend on commercial fertilizers, or can
I afford to buy barn-yard manure at $4.50 per ton?
Answer by Prof. L.A. Clinton. “You certainly cannot
afford to buy barn-yard manure at $4.50 per ton. This is an
exorbitant price to pay, and it would be far better to make
use of cow peas, soy beans, Canada field peas or clover as
a green manure crop, supplementing this with commercial
fertilizers, rather than to buy stable manure at the price you
mention.” Address: Hampden County, Massachusetts.

1412. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1908. Culture of
peanuts arouses new interest. Aug. 23. p. A3.
• Summary: “The humble peanut is coming into its own
again. Whether it is called groundnut, earthnut, pindar or
goober, it tastes the same.”
“Of the 4,000,000 bushels of peanuts raised annually
in the United States, 3,000,000 bushels are used as
roasted peanuts. Many nuts are used in the manufacture
of confectionery and peanut butter. Ordinarily the peanut
is not used as a steady article of diet, but as a luxury. Still
it is wholesome, nutritious and cheap. Whether it is easily
digestible is a disputed question.
“Shelled nuts contain from 30 to 50 per cent of oil.
If this is carefully prepared, it is valuable for culinary
purposes.”
“Now extensively cultivated: The cultivation of peanuts
in Virginia has recently received great impetus. Though a
native of Brazil, this legume is now cultivated extensively
as high up as Tennessee and Virginia.” Describes how to
cultivate peanuts.
“It is a highly-concentrated food, and ranks with soja
beans and cotton seed. A Chicago [Illinois] man recently
made a wager that he could live for forty days upon a diet
of peanuts. He won the wager... it is not a rare thing for a
person to subsist on peanuts from the beginning of a circus
performance to the end.”

1409. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1908. Japanese soy.
73(6):223. Aug. 8.
• Summary: This small “filler” paragraph in the lower right
corner of the page states: “Japanese soy [sauce] is an article
the exports of which are increasing from Japan, owing to the
number of Japanese residents being scattered in many parts
of the globe. A new description, which is said to have many
advantages and prepared by a new process, was put on the
market last year. The exports of soy from Japan amounted
in value to 100,500 l. [British pounds sterling] as compared
with 97,000 l. in 1906.”
1410. J.H.C. 1908. Domestic economy: Chop Suey, p. 706
(Letter to the editor). Country Gentleman 73(2898):777, col.
4. Aug. 13.
• Summary: “Your inquirer for chop suey may find the
following satisfactory: Chop suey is made with young,
lender pork as a foundation, and is known in Chinese
restaurant parlance as fine chop; with chicken it is called guy
chop suey, or with chicken and mushrooms mo goe chop
suey. With all these is served the Chinese condiment, brown
and piquant, known as see yu or gee yow [soy sauce]. It
corresponds to our Worcester sauce [Worcestershire sauce].
It can be purchased of any Chinese dealer, together with the
bean sprouts or water chestnuts that go with the dish.”
1411. Miller, E.E. 1908. The end of a drouth (Letter to the
editor). Country Gentleman 73(2899):784-85, col. 1. Aug.
20.
• Summary: “The pastures grew dry and brown also. Much
young grass was killed outright; and the few fields of bluegrass seemed ready to burn. Even the Bermuda ceased
growing and became dry and hard, so that it creaked and
slipped under one’s feet. Truck patches, of course, suffered
severely, the amount of the damage depending on soil,

1413. Griffiths, E.A. 1908. Japan: Report for the year
1907 on the trade of the consular district of Shimonoseki.
Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign
Office, Great Britain). No. 4106. p. 1-15. Aug.
• Summary: A folded map shows the Consular District of
Shimonoseki, comprising the prefectures of Yamaguchi,
Hiroshima, Fukuoka, and Oita. Shimonoseki is a seaport city
located just north of Kyushu, on the Shimonoseki Strait, in
Yamaguchi prefecture at the southwest extremity of Honshu.
Opposite Shimonoseki, on the northern tip of Kyushu, is the
city of Moji. There are also two specially opened ports of
Wakamatsu and Hakata–in northern Kyushu. At the center
of the map is the Inland Sea, southwest of which is the large
island of Shikoku.
In the section on “Imports” under “Manure” we read
(p. 6) that the “increase in imports of oil cake “was very
large, amounting to 20,732 tons in quantity and 146,052l.”
[British pounds sterling] in value over the figures for 1906.
Fish manure was imported from Korea and 9,373 tons of
phosphate rock was imported from Christmas Island. “This
phosphate rock is manufactured into superphosphates for
fertilizing purposes at the phosphate works situated at the
western entrance to the Straits if Shimonoseki.”
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A table (p. 12-13) titled “Return of Principal Articles
of Import into the Ports of Shimonoseki and Moji during
the Years 1906 and 1907, and Average for the Five Years
1902-06” shows that import of “beans, pulse, &c.” decreased
21,719 tons in 1906 to 19,077 tons in 1907, with 85.9%
of the value coming from Corea [Korea] and 13.1% from
China.
Four types of manure are imported (p. 13): The great
majority is “oil cake,” followed by fish, phosphates, and
other. Imports of oil cake increased from 49,574 tons in
1906 to 70,306 tons in 1907; most of this came from China.
Address: British Consul, Shimonoseki, Japan.
1414. Nishiyama, Y. 1908. Daizu abura ni tsuite. II. [Soybean
oil. II]. Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi (J. of the Society of Chemical
Industry, Japan) 11(126):747-68. Aug. [Jap]
• Summary: A detailed discussion of the physical and
chemical characteristics of soy oil (daizu abura), and its
composition. Soy oil can be used to make a substitute for
India rubber and a lubricating oil. The author studied the
extent to which it can be used as a substitute for linseed oil,
and what happens when it is heated and air is blow in.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
stating that soya bean oil can be used as a lubricant, or as a
rubber substitute. Address: Kôgaku-shi, Japan.
1415. Rose, Archibald. 1908. China: Report for the year
1907 on the trade of Shanghai. Diplomatic and Consular
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No.
4108. p. 1-17.
• Summary: A table (p. 14), titled “Return of principal
articles of export from Shanghai during the years 1906-07,”
shows exports of “bean cake” rose from 49,845 cwts. [1 cwt
= hundredweight = 112 pounds] in 1906 to 696,614 cwts. in
1907. Exports of “black beans” increased from 87,355 cwts.
in 1906 to 129,607 cwts. in 1907. Exports of “green beans”
increased from 185,955 cwts. in 1906 to 345,082 cwts. in
1907. Exports of “white and yellow beans” [probably soy
beans] increased from 675,419 cwts. in 1906 to 1,319,834
cwts. in 1907.
Note: It is not clear whether the “green beans” are mung
beans (probably) or green soy beans. Address: His Britannic
Majesty’s Consular Service.
1416. Okazaki, Keiichiro. Assigner of one-half to Hanuemon
Yenjo of Tokyo, Japan. 1908. Nitrogenous food product. U.S.
Patent 0,897,392. Sept. 1. 5 p. Application filed 13 March
1907. 3 drawings.
• Summary: For example: Steam rice hulls until their
starch is reduced to a gelatinous state, then cool to a
temperature favorable to the growth of Okazaki fungus
(about 40º C). “Although both the diastarin fungus and the
Okazaki fungus belong to the genus Aspergillus, they are
easily distinguishable from each other.” A table shows 6

differing characteristics. See also Fig. 2. Bring the gelatinous
substance into contact with the fungus. Aspergillus Okazaki
on rice hulls forms a proteolytic enzyme system which
prevents coagulation of gelatin, legumen, or casein. A culture
of “’Okazaki’ fungus... converts the mass [in wooden trays]
into perfect ‘koji’ if properly supplied with air and kept at a
temperature of about 30ºC for several days.” Then add water
to the mass so that its nitrogen content can dissolve. Separate
the liquid from the solids and evaporate the liquid to dryness
at a temperature of below 100º C. The result is a fine powder
which can serve as a digestive agent.
Koji is mentioned 12 times in this patent. Address:
Tokyo, Japan.
1417. Otago Witness (New Zealand). 1908. The journey to
Kagoshima. Sept. 9. p. 15.
• Summary: “There was also a great variety of beans,
besides the ever-present soya [bean], from which Japan’s
national soy sauce is made.”
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Note: Kagoshima is a city at the southwestern tip of
Kyushu, Japan’s southernmost large island.
1418. William Morse with crew (rowing) (Photograph).
1908.
• Summary: Morse is in the front row, far right. This
digital photo, undated, was sent to Soyfoods Center by
Joyce Garrison (William Morse’s granddaughter) of West
Hartford, Connecticut (July 2004). Margaret Thalman,

Morse’s daughter, recalls that Morse rowed with a crew,
perhaps while he was at Cornell Univ. [Ithaca, New York]
and definitely after he began work with the USDA in
Washington, DC–yet before he was married in Sept. 1911.
He won a medal which reads as follows: Front–”Middle
States Regatta Assn.” Back–”Junior and Oared Shells. 1908.
Stroke: W.J. Morse.”
1419. Country Gentleman. 1908. Horticultural Department:
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The Wisconsin Society. Meeting at Sturgeon Bay.
73(2903):890-91, col. 1. Sept. 17.
• Summary: “’Cover Crops; their Use in Orchard
Management,’ by Prof. J.G. Moore, University of Wisconsin,
gave the following reasons for their employment: To hasten
the ripening of late wood growth, and, in a measure, prevent
top-killing; to prevent deep freezing of the ground, and thus
avoid root killing; to prevent washing of the soil by heavy
fall and spring rains; to lessen evaporation in winter when
there is no snow on the ground; to hold soluble plant food
in the soil, and to increase the amount already there; to
add vegetable matter to the soil so as to increase its waterholding capacity and give it better tilth.”
“For the well-known cover crops which may be used as
circumstances require, the following quantity of seed should
be used per acre: Hairy vetch, 1 bushel; crimson clover, 10
lb.; field peas, 2 bushels; cow peas, 4 to 5 pecks; soy beans,
3 to 4 pecks; rye, 1 to 1% bushels; oats, 1% to 2% bushels;
millet, 6 pecks; turnips and rutabagas, 4 lb. It is well to
harrow the ground just before sowing, and to put in the crop
exactly the same as for field conditions.”
1420. Redding, R.J. 1908. Farm and farmers: Potash in
crops. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Sept. 21. p. 10.
• Summary: “The following is a list of plants that
particularly require potash: Clovers, alfalfa, cowpeas, Soja
beans, vetches, kidney beans and other legumes,... sweet
corn, lettuce, radishes, onions, Irish potatoes, sweet potatoes,
tobacco, cotton, corn, melons, cucumbers and many others.”
Address: Colonel, Editor of Farm and Farmers Dep., Griffin,
Georgia [Director, Georgia Agric. Exp. Station near Griffin].
1421. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908.
Milling at Hankow. Prominent industry at large commercial
city in Central China. No. 3286. p. 9-10. Sept. 23.
• Summary: “Vice-Consul-General Albert W. Pontius,
writing from Hankow, supplies the following information of
the progress at that Chinese business center in milling both
wheat and beans:
“The past year has seen several additions made to the
number of flour and bean oil mills. On the river Han there
are three flour mills running,...
“There were five mills in Hankow in 1907, turning out
[soya] bean cake and [soya] bean oil, with a daily capacity
varying from 300 to 3,000 cakes. Three of these mills
worked at a profit, one has only recently been started, and
one lost money and has closed. According to information
received, from five cakes 26.67 pounds of oil are derived.
Each cake weighs 61.33 pounds. The price of beans averages
$1.80 per 133.33 pounds, and the cakes sell for 60 cents
each, and the oil at about $5.50 per picul of 133.33 pounds.
There is a growing demand in Japan for Hankow-made
cakes, which also supply the Swatow market.”

See also: Monthly Consular and Trade Reports. 1908.
“Milling in China...” No. 338. p. 100-01. Nov. Address:
Washington, DC.
1422. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908.
Bean cake in China. An opening for American machinery in
its manufacture. No. 3286. p. 11. Sept. 23.
• Summary: “Vice-Consul C.L.L. Williams, of Chefoo,
furnishes the following; report, prepared by Marshal
Edgar Kopp, of that consulate, concerning the export and
manufacture of Chinese bean cake:
“The export of bean cake from North China is almost
monopolized by Chefoo, Newchwang, and Dalny [Dairen].
Newchwang, being nearest to the bean fields of Manchuria,
leads at present, but Dalny threatens to become a serious
competitor, having excellent harbor and railway facilities.
During the first quarter of 1908 the total exports of bean cake
from all Chinese ports amounted to 321,910,497 pounds,
of which 132,235,649 pounds were exported from Dalny,
51,059,099 pounds from Chefoo, 59,079,765 pounds from
Hankow, 35,064,652 pounds from Chinkiang, 23,156,231
pounds from Shanghai, and only 17,675.853 pounds from
Newchwang, although 50 per cent of the total exports from
all ports during the year 1907 were from Newchwang.
“The exports of bean cake from Chefoo go to southern
Chinese ports, while those from Newchwang go chiefly to
Japan, where it is used, with great success, as a fertilizer on
the rice and sugar-cane fields; it is also extensively used for
cattle and hog feed.
“Mode of manufacture: The manufacture of bean cake
is conducted in a very primitive way. The work is done by
hand, no steam or machinery being used, and there should
be an opportunity to introduce some American machinery to
replace the antiquated manner of forming and pressing.
“The by-product, bean oil, is of very good quality, and,
if the beans are good, about 45 pounds of oil is got out of
5 bean cakes, each cake weighing over 100 pounds. It is
extensively used for cooking purposes, and sells for $4.50
per 135 pounds. Chefoo has about 70 bean-cake [beancake]
factories, each of the largest employing 12 men, whose
wages are about 6 cents gold per day, including board and
lodging. The daily output of each factory is 120 cakes, which
sell for 81 cents gold per cake. [Full descriptive information,
by the consul, concerning the manufacture of bean cake, is
filed in the Bureau of Manufactures.]”
See also: Monthly Consular and Trade Reports. 1908.
“Milling in China...” No. 338. p. 100-01. Nov. Address:
Washington, DC.
1423. Ringelmann, Max. 1908. Brise-tourteaux [Cake
breaker]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 72(39):401-02.
Sept. 24. [Fre]
• Summary: Two illustrations show this cake breaker; one
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is hand-turned, one is motorized. On page 402 is a list of
all the types of oilseed cakes with which it can be used and
the percentage of protein in each. The last of these is Soja
(46.8% protein); this cake, which comes from Shanghai,
presents itself in the form of millstones (meules) about 60 cm
in diameter and 10 cm thick. It is preferable to cut up each
cake before running it through the cake breaker.
1424. Ass’t Agrostologist. 1908. Re: Sending you some
franked tags to be used in forwarding soybeans to our office.
Letter to Prof. Charles A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN, Sept. 25. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Under date of Sept. 20th Prof. C.V.
Piper writes our Mr. H.T. Nielsen to send you some franked
tags to be used in forwarding specimens of soybeans to our
office. In Mr. Nielsen’s absence, I am sending you the tags
and assure you that we will be glad to receive the specimen.
“Yours very truly, Asst. Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Ass’t Agrostologist, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1425. Summary (The) (Elmira, New York). 1908. Moving
day at Coney Island: 30,000 people must leave here soon.
36(39):6. Sept. 26.
• Summary: “’The Japanese, the rolling ball men, also leave
the island, but some of the Chinese who conduct chopsuey
restaurants, stay here through the winter. The wild animal
shows go South, where the climate is more suitable to
the constitutions of the beasts, and the fortune tellers and
palmists [palm readers, chiromancers] find a living at the
Southern resorts.’”
1426. Kametaka, Tokuhei. 1908. Notes on Japanese
vegetable oils. J. of the College of Science, Imperial Univ. of
Tokyo 25:(Article 4):1-7. Sept. See p. 6. [6 ref]
• Summary: The five oils discussed are: (1) Japanese wood
oil (Kiri-abura). (2) Camellia oil or Oil of Thea japonica
(L.) Nois (Tsubaki abura). (3) Oil of Terreya nucifera S. et Z.
(Kayano -abura). (4) Soja bean oil or Oil of Glycine hispida
Maxim. (Daidzu-abura). (5) Oil of Perilla ocymoides (Enoabura).
Concerning soja bean oil: “The sample used was pure oil
obtained from Tokushima. A bromine addition product of the
mixed acids was obtained melting at 110º. This appears to be
tetrabromostearic acid C18H32Br4O2.
“Oxidation of the mixed acids by Hazura’s method gave
dihydroxystearic acid and sativic acid, the yield being about

27.5 parts of the former and 10 parts of the latter from 100
parts of the oil.
“From these experiments it can be seen that the
unsaturated acids in this oil are principally oleic acid and
linolic acid, or its isomer.” Address: Rigakushi, Japan.
1427. Lipman, Jacob G. 1908. Bacteria in relation to country
life. New York, NY: Macmillan Co. xx + 486 p. See p. 231,
245, 258. Sept. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 23, titled “Soil-inoculation” (p. 221+)
begins with a discussion of the early research of Hellriegel
and Wilfarth, tests concerning legume nodules conducted in
1887 at the Moore Experiment Station at Bremen, Germany,
and the development in Germany of “pure cultures” and of
Nitragin followed by many disappointments from 18961898, “which cast discredit on artificial cultures.” Yet there is
now hope that they will be made to succeed.
The section on “Soil-inoculation in the United States”
states (p. 230-31) that at first, crops such as clovers,
cow-peas, field-peas, etc. did not appear to require any
inoculation. “It was otherwise with at least two leguminous
crops, soybeans and alfalfa. Soybeans, originally introduced
into the United States from Japan, did not do very well.
They frequently failed to develop that healthy, dark green
color characteristic of vigorous leguminous plants. Careful
examination showed their roots to be devoid of tubercles.
Soybean earth, straw and chaff were obtained from Japan
and placed in the ground together with the seed. The plants
thus inoculated developed normally and produced an
abundance of tubercles.
“This experience demonstrated the need of soilinoculation of soybeans. Many cases are reported in
experiment station literature in which these inoculations gave
positive results. For instance, in the experiments of the New
Jersey Station, on light sandy soils at Hammonton, when
cowpeas and soybeans were planted in the same ground, the
former grew luxuriantly and gathered nitrogen from the air
by means of their numerous nodules, while the soybeans
remained small and yellow and produced no tubercles. It was
not until the introduction of some soil from a field where
these plants had been grown successfully for several years
that the soybeans developed properly and grew as luxuriantly
as did the cowpeas.
“Similar observations were made time and again in the
case of alfalfa.” Figure 38 (three photos, p. 224) shows three
soybean plants and their roots: (a) the largest, with nodules
on the roots, is inoculated with soil; (b) medium size with no
root nodules, is untreated; (c) thin and with no root nodules,
is “inoculated with soybean chaff.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2011) that contains the term “soybean chaff.” It
refers a by-product that results when soybeans are threshed
or the seeds cleaned.
In the Chapter 24, titled “Green-manuring” we read
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(p. 245): “The cowpea, soybean, and velvet bean as greenmanure crops.–On the sandy soils of the East, the cowpea,
soybean, sand vetch, crimson clover, and velvet bean have
been widely used for improvement of the land. In the
cotton-growing states of the South, the cowpea is almost
indispensable as an aid in the maintenance of the humus
and nitrogen of the soil.” Soil bacteria decompose the vines
and roots. “The soybean, which is related to the cowpea,
has also been used as a green-manure on light soils. It does
well, however, also on heavier soils, provided it is properly
inoculated, and is not as readily injured by cold weather.”
A full-page black-and-white photo (p. 258) shows “A
thoroughly inoculated crop of soybeans” growing in a large
field.
Chapter 1, titled “The rise of bacteriology” (p. 1-12)
gives an interesting, early history. Leeuwenhoek (lived
1632-1723) in Holland first beheld bacteria with his lenses
in 1675; he called them “animacules.” “He recognized
differences in their appearance and size as well as in their
mode of motion.” These and subsequent observations “gave
rise to much speculation and heated discussion concerning
the relation of the animacules to animal diseases”–and to the
issues of contagion and spontaneous generation. Belief in
spontaneous generation had existed since the Middle ages,
and the discovery of bacteria seemed to support the ancient
theory. But various experiments from 1765 to 1875 gradually
disproved the theory.
“The physiology of bacteria.–Pasteur’s epoch-making
investigations on fermentation shed a broader light on the
activities of microörganisms. His work plainly indicated
that the various kinds of bacteria possess specific functions
and differ in the chemical changes which they produce. This
work may, therefore, be regarded as the starting point for
much fruitful research... Bacteria were to be distinguished,
henceforth, not by their appearance alone, but by the
chemical transformations of which they are capable. They
were to be regarded as chemical agents of wide significance,
builders and destroyers in vegetable and animal substances,
in organic and inorganic materials, in the presence or absence
of air.
“Bacteria as a cause of disease.–The study of bacteria,
and of other microorganisms, as agents of decay, putrefaction
and fermentation, gained in interest with the recognition
that bacteria may also be the specific cause of disease. As
far back as 1762, the belief was expressed by Plenciz, a
Vienna physician, that disease is the result of infection by
animalcules; and, more important still, that every disease
has its particular germ. The views of Plenciz met with no
acceptance, and were soon forgotten amid the clashing
opinions on spontaneous generation” (p. 6).
During the 1800s important advances were made by
Bassi, Henle, Pasteur, and Lemaire. Lister developed a
method of antiseptic surgery (1868), “through which medical
science has achieved splendid results.” “The investigations

of [the German bacteriologist Edwin] Klebs during the
Franco-Prussian War [July 1870–May 1871] traced the
entrance and development of bacteria in wounds and
their passing into the circulatory system. Klebs and other
investigators also noted the constant presence of bacteria
in diphtheric infections.” “The systematic study of bacteria
was furthered by the work of Schroeter, published in 1872.”
Ferdinand Kohn then articulated the “opinion that, among
bacteria, as among more highly organized organisms, there
exist definite species fairly constant in their structure and in
their physiological activities.”
“Anthrax bacillus.–In 1876, [the German Robert] Koch
[1843-1910] demonstrated clearly and convincingly that
anthrax in cattle is due to a specific germ, and thus confirmed
a fact already, indicated by the observation of others. He
isolated the anthrax bacillus in pure culture, studied it under
the microscope, and showed that he could produce anthrax in
other animals by inoculation from such cultures” (p. 8).
“Bacteriology and agriculture: In agriculture, the
development of bacteriology has given us a new insight into
the nature of soil fertility. We have learned to regard the
soil as a culture medium with its almost endless number of
species and varieties of bacteria, specialized to do important
work in the transformation of soil, nitrogen, hydrogen,
sulfur;...” We have also “made some progress towards
successful systems of soil-inoculation.”
Chapter 47, titled “Bacteria in miscellaneous agricultural
industries,” states (p. 456-57): “The preparation of natto.–
Natto is a vegetable cheese made in Japan by fermenting
boiled soybeans. The fermenting mass is kept in a warm
place for one or two days, at the end of which time it has
become filled with vast numbers of bacteria. The material is
then found to contain a large proportion of a mucilaginous,
viscous substance, which is highly esteemed by the
Japanese.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that uses the word “mucilaginous” or the
word “viscous” to describe Japanese natto.
“The bacterial flora of natto consists at first largely of
bacilli, but subsequently spherical forms become prominent.
“Two rod-shaped organisms, isolated by Sawamura,
were found to change boiled soybeans into a product similar
to natto. One of these produced the characteristics taste and
aroma, but did not develop a strong viscosity in the beans.
The other organism was found to possess a more pronounced
ability to form mucilaginous materials, but did not develop
as desirable a taste and aroma. The changes produced by
these organisms in the preparation of natto were shown to be
due to enzymes secreted by them.”
Note 3. Although the date on the title page of some
editions is 1911, the copyright page and last page of the
Preface indicate that it should be Sept. 1908.
Facing the title page (frontispiece) is a painted portrait
of Antoni Van Leeuwenhoek (pronounced lay-ven-hook),
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a Dutch naturalist (1632-1723), who “is generally cited as
the first to discover bacteria” [or microorganisms]. Address:
A.M., Ph.D., Soil Chemist and Bacteriologist, New Jersey
Agric. Exp. Station, New Brunswick, New Jersey, and Assoc.
Prof. of Agriculture at Rutgers College.
1428. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908.
Trade of Dalny. Large decrease in imports of staple articles.
No. 336. p. 27. Sept.
• Summary: “Consul Roger S. Greene furnishes the
following information concerning the imports and exports of
Dalny (Dairen) for the first quarter of 1907 and 1908:”
“The increase in exports occurred nearly altogether in
[soya] beans and bean cake.” Address: Washington, DC.
1429. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908.
Chinese bean oil. Manufacture into oil and cake in Shantung.
No. 336. p. 114-15. Sept.
• Summary: “Consul Wilbur T. Gracey, of Tsingtau,
transmits the following report relative to the production
of [soya] beans and bean oil in the Chinese province of
Shantung:
“One of the principal exports of Tsingtau is bean
oil, produced in the Shantung hinterland, amounting in
1906 to 146,160 hundredweight, in addition to 108,859
hundredweight of peanut oil. In the same year the export
from all China of bean oil, peanut oil, tea oil, wood oil, etc.,
was 430,866 hundredweight, valued at $8,504,440 United
States currency. The export of the oils alone from Tsingtau
during the year 1906 was valued at $952,428. The refuse
from the beans was pressed into bean cakes and exported
from China to the amount of 2,423,834 hundredweight,
valued at $10,136,611, the shipments from Tsingtau being
57,457 hundredweight. The method of producing the oil
cakes may be of interest.
In Shantung province only one crop of beans is
grown annually, a Chinese mau (4,200 square feet) of land
producing about 300 pounds of beans, 10 per cent of which
is saved for planting and the remainder sold or made into
bean oil and bean cakes. It is estimated that 10O pounds of
beans will-produce approximately 10 pounds of oil.
“The vines are grown on a wooden framework. Small
pine poles or stout bamboos form the upright stanchions,
with crosspieces of smaller bamboos, and a series of even
smaller poles covering the whole roof of the structure and
supporting the weight of the vines. The cost of the large
stanchions is from $1 to $2 gold each, large bamboos being
about 25 cents to 50 cents each, and the smaller ones from 5
to 10 cents.
“Harvesting and pressing: The bean vines are cut
entirely by hand with a primitive hook-shaped knife
manufactured from iron and sold at a small price... They are

dried on the hillsides or on the thrashing floor of the village
and the pods removed by a small stone roller pulled by an ass
or, occasionally, by the farmer’s wife or by the use of a flail.
Each village farmhouse has its thrashing floor, a patch of
smooth ground about 50 feet square. The beans are separated
by winnowing, a small wooden fork or shovel being used to
throw pods in the air on a windy day, the chaff being carried
away by the wind. No modern machinery is used for any of
these processes.
“The oil is extracted and bean cakes manufactured in
one process. A rough press is constructed of wood and iron,
a sketch of which is forwarded [and filed at the Bureau of
Manufactures]. A cylinder of iron has a solid wooden top,
upon which a crossbeam is supported which runs through
a long slit in two heavy poles on either side of the cylinder.
These stout wooden stanchions are from solid pieces of
wood, planted solidly in the ground.
The beans are boiled for some time to soften them, then
measured off into rough cloth bags. Four of these bags are
placed in the iron cylinder, separated by round slabs of wood.
A heavy cover is placed on top, the strong pole placed across
this and through the slits in the upright stanchions, small
wedges driven in between the cross pole and the stanchions,
and with continual driving of more and more wedges the oil
is extracted from the beans, running off into a trench which
surrounds the cylinder, the beans in their bags being pressed
into cakes about 18 inches in diameter and about 3 inches
thick. The cloth bags are then removed and preserved for
future use, the resulting hard cake being the well-known
bean cake of China.
“In Shantung Province bean cakes are manufactured
principally in and near the towns of Kiaochow and Kaumi,
though bean-cake presses can be found in use outside most
of the big cities to the north of Tsingtau.
“Shipping and prices: The average price of bean oil is
from 4½ to 6 cents per pound. Most of the shipping of these
products is carried on by natives almost entirely by Chinese
vessels, each carrying 300 to 400 ‘baskets’ of oil. These
baskets are really large jars–a basket contains about 200
pounds of oil–with earthenware covers, which are sealed by
paper seals, the entire jar being covered with a willow basket
work for protection, and it is from this covering that they
derive their name.
Bean cakes are not packed, being easily transported as
though they were solid pieces of wood. The average price is
about 1½ cents gold for 1.33 pounds, and a whole cake sells
at 60 cents to 70 cents. They are sent in large quantities to
other parts of China and to Japan, where they are used for
feeding cattle and fertilizer. The oil is exported principally to
South China.
“A peculiar fact which has recently been communicated
to me is that cattle fed with a certain amount of bean cake in
their food produce milk which contains from 7 to 8 per cent
butter fat, while the ordinary cow’s milk contains only about
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3 to 4 per cent of fat.” Address: Washington, DC.
1430. Nishimura, Torazô. 1908. Shôyu kôbo Saccharomyces
soya Saito ni tsuite. I. [On the shoyu yeasts, Saccharomyces
soya Saito. I.]. Nogakkai Kaiho (J. of the Scientific
Agricultural Society, Japan) No. 83. p. 11-52. Sept. [Jap]
• Summary: Three varieties of yeast which sporulated were
isolated from the shoyu mash: Torula shoyu, Torula shoyu
var. minuta, and Torula turbinata. These three species seem
to play an important role in the brewing of shoyu. he also
found several kinds of film-forming yeasts, two of which
belong to the genus Pichia and others to Mycoderma and
Torula. Address: Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
1431. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1908. Soy or
soja bean. 19(10):811. Oct. 2.
• Summary: The Soy or soja bean “comes from Japan, and
of late years has attracted attention as an annual leguminous
plant which produces the richest of all beans in protein and
fat. It closely resembles the cowpea... They give a greater
yield of beans than cowpeas. They are not trailing in habit,
hence are more easily harvested.”
“As a food for pigs, either as beans, green forage, or
hay, it has a high reputation. The animals fatten quickly,
are always thrifty, with strong appetites; the hair and skin
acquire a glossy look, and the skin feels as if they were fed
on oil meals.”
Yields as high as 10 bushels/acre were obtained.
Address: Australia.
1432. Logan Republican (Logan, Utah). 1908. Cache at
the State fair: Fine exhibits of stock and college work,
amusement attractions and races will be first class. Oct. 7. p.
1.
• Summary: “The exhibits from the three state experiment
stations are a revelation to many of the possibilities of
agriculture in the state... From the Lehi station are exhibited
potatoes, apples, grapes and tomatoes, stalks of corn and
hemp twelve feet high, Kentucky hemp eight feet high,
millet peanuts and soy beans.”
Note 1. Cache is the name of a county in northern
Utah; the county seat and largest city is Logan. Utah State
University, founded in 1888 as Utah’s agricultural college, is
located in Logan.
Note 2. Talk with Bob Parson, University Archivist,
Utah State University. Logan is not the best place in Utah for
agricultural experimentation. The agricultural college was
located here largely for political reasons.
1433. Mooers, C.A. 1908. Re: Yesterday I sent you three
varieties of soy-bean plants. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau
of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington,
D.C., Oct. 7. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “My Dear Sir: According to your request, I

sent by mail yesterday three varieties of soy-bean plants:
Japanese Yellow, Common Yellow, and Medium Yellow. We
consider the first two mentioned to be the same variety.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
1434. Piper, C.V. 1908. Re: Thank you for the specimens
of soybeans. Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee
Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, Oct. 10. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir:–I have your letter of the 7th inst.
and the accompanying specimens of soybeans for which I
am greatly obliged. I also have your letter of an earlier date
in regard to the various varieties included by Mr. Ball under
Hollybrook. We are at the present time checking on our
various numbers that we have referred to Hollybrook and I
shall write you later in regard to this matter.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1435. Lane, C.H. 1908. Re: Please send literature on the Soy
Bean. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Oct. 12. 1 p.
Handwritten, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I am writing you for literature on
the Soy Bean with special reference to ‘Mammoth Yellow’–
touching the following points:
“(1) Feeding value.
“(2) Into what systems of rotation will each go?–
Mammoth Yellow, Medium Yellow–soy varieties.
“(3) Into what types of farming does each go?
“(4) What influence will the varieties have upon the
system of farming or rotation?
“(5) Effect of crop & environment upon the soil?
“I shall be very grateful for references to the above
subjects.
“I am, Sincerely yours, G.H. Lane.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
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and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station,
Knoxville, TN.
1436. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1908. Soy.
73(16):628. Oct. 17.
• Summary: In the section titled “Trade report,” in the
subsection on “Continental drug and chemical markets”
markets” we read: “Soy.–Quiet with sellers at 1s. 2d. to 1s.
4d. per gallon, the higher price being for ‘Wochan’ brand.
1437. Hall, J.C. 1908. Japan. Bean oil industry: Sample of oil
on view. Board of Trade Journal (London) 63:184-85. Oct.
22.
• Summary: Reports that “bean oil in Japan... is very simply
manufactured from the soy or soja bean (soja hispida),
grown there and also largely imported from China and Corea.
The beans are thoroughly steamed and immediately pressed
by machinery, the resultant oil being run into tanks. There
it is allowed to settle and purify, the product being a light
yellow oil, suitable as material for food and for industrial
purposes. The residue is used as manure and as food for
cattle. The total production of oil is about 700 tons per
annum, the price averaging about 20 l. 4s. [£20 4 shillings]
per ton. So far this oil has been consumed principally in
Japan; recently, however, it has been exported successfully.
“A sample of the oil may be seen on application at the
Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade, 73
Basinghall Street, London, E.C.” Address: I.S.O., British
Consul-General, Yokohama, Japan.
1438. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908.
Direct Manchurian-American trade. No. 3312. p. 6-7. Oct.
23.
• Summary: “Based on the desirable purchase of this wild
silk for American manufacture, Mr. Arnell then draws
attention to the large possibilities of supplying American
manufactured goods through mercantile houses that would
handle both ends of the trade:”
“At present the trade of the United States with this
territory is entirely one-sided! It sells but does not buy,
and this fact constitutes one of the principal causes which
are destined to handicap American sellers in competition
with Japan, which purchases practically the entire output
of beancake, Manchuria’s most important export. If,
therefore, American manufacturers could arrange to
buy a larger proportion of wild silk–the export ranking
second in importance–this disadvantage would most likely
considerably diminish.”
“This is what the Japanese are doing in the trade
between Japan and Manchuria, and with marked success;

they sell their piece goods and miscellaneous articles largely
to the same Chinese merchants from whom they buy the
bean cake.”
See also: Monthly Consular and Trade Reports. 1908.
“Direct Manchurian-American trade.” No. 339. p. 218-20.
Dec. Address: Washington, DC.
1439. Jaffa, M.E. 1908. Nuts and their uses as food. Farmers’
Bulletin (USDA) No. 332. 28 p. Oct. 23. [9 footnotes]
• Summary: This article is based largely on the author’s
article by the same title published in 1907 in the Yearbook of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture (p. 295-312. For the year
1906). In the Introduction (p. 8) we read: “Many special nut
foods, such as malted nuts, meat substitutes, etc., have been
devised and extensively advertised by the manufacturers
for general use in the diet and for the special needs of
vegetarians and fruitarians. It is said that some of these
American nut products contain soy beans, but apparently the
peanut plays a very important part in their composition. In
either case, since the peanut, like the soy bean, is a legume,
these preparations might more properly be compared with
the bean cheese and other soy-bean products, so much used
in China, Japan, and other eastern countries than with such
nuts as the walnut, almond, or cocoanut.”
The section titled “Description of nuts” states (p. 10):
“The chufa, nut grass, or earth almond is a small tuberous
root of a sedgelike plant and may, perhaps, be classed more
properly with the vegetables than with the nuts. It is not
common, though eaten to some extent.” The Chinese olive
(Canarium sp.) and closely related species of Canarium nuts
(which are imported to some extent, but are by no means
common) are also discussed.
The section titled “Nuts and nut products for diabetics”
(p. 18) notes that “Nuts and nut products are often
recommended as foods for diabetics and others from whose
diet starch and sugar are excluded, or at least materially
reduced.”
The section titled “Nut butters and nut milk” (p. 1820) states: “Within the last few years so-called nut butters
have been used in increasingly large amounts, and at least
one variety, namely, peanut butter, is made and sold in ton
lots.” “The nut butters are recommended by vegetarians
as a substitute for butter in culinary processes and for use
at the table. By persons who are not vegetarians they are
commonly used for making sandwiches and in other ways
for their agreeable flavor and for the pleasing variety which
they give the diet.”
“Nut butter may be easily made at home. The nuts may
be pounded in a mortar, but a mill for grinding them is much
more convenient and may be readily procured, as there are
a number of sorts on the market. The process of making
nut butters has been frequently described in journals and
cookery books. Either the raw or the roasted peanut may be
used for making peanut butter, but the roasted nut is the more
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satisfactory. Kernels should be freed from chaff and reduced
to a paste in the grinding mill. Freshly roasted peanuts are
necessary, as those which have stood for a day or so after
roasting lose in crispness, do not grind well, and tend to
clog the mill. Any sort of nut may be used but experience
has shown that it is more difficult to make butters from the
almond or Brazil nut than from the peanut.”
Describes how to make cocoanut milk and cream, which
“are used to some extent by strict vegetarians who do not
care to use cow’s milk. A similar nut milk or emulsion of nut
fat made from Java almonds (a species of Canarium) is used
in Java, apparently with considerable success, as an infant
food” (p. 20).
Note: Briggs and Calloway (1979, p. 16) state: “As
far as we know, the first professor of human nutrition in
the United States was Professor M. Jaffa, in 1908, at the
University of California, Berkeley. In 1912 he became
chairman of the Department of Nutrition at the Berkeley
College of Agriculture. This may have been the first
department of nutrition in America.” Address: M.S., Prof. of
Nutrition, Univ. of California [Berkeley].
1440. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908.
Manchurian conditions. No. 3318. p. 11-13. Oct. 30.
• Summary: “Consul Thomas E. Heenan furnishes the
following information.”
“Extent of exports: The principal exports from
Newchwang during the six months ended June 30, 1908,
were beans, bean cake, and bean oil, of which bean cake
and bean oil show an increase, while beans are slightly less.
The figures given, as a whole, show an increase in the total
export. It has been proposed to tax all bean cake brought to
Newchwang for shipment abroad, as the local millers declare
that the price of labor and other expenses in the interior
is much cheaper than at Newchwang. It is feared that this
project, if it succeed, will inflict serious injury to the real
interests of Newchwang. All the bean cake exported goes
to Japan, and this is one of the principal articles of export
from Manchuria. During the present year the price paid has
been higher than in other years, due probably to the low
price of silver and silver coins. The beans were brought to
Newchwang by carts during the winter months, and there
was a constant stream of mules and carts during this period.
It is said that as many as 1,000 carts came in daily loaded
with beans and other articles for export when the river
opened. It is seldom that a poor or a crippled mule or horse
is seen among those which enter and pass out of the town
from one year’s end to the other. They are all in splendid
condition, and look as if they were well cared for.” Address:
Washington, DC.
1441. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908.

Manchurian conditions. Fair trade in American manufactures
in Newchwang. No. 3318. p. 11-13. Oct. 30.
• Summary: Consul Thomas E. Heenan furnishes the
following information concerning conditions in Manchuria
and American trade in Newchwang during the six months
ended June 30, 1908:
“Newchwang is improving every year, improvements
being made by the local authorities and by private enterprise.
A large improvement was made during the present year
in connection with wharf accommodations, and it is quite
evident that the town will make a strong effort not only
to hold its present trade and increase it, but also to meet
the rivalry of the Southern Manchurian Railway in its
competition therewith in favor of Dalny [Dairen]. This year
there has been abundant water in the river Liao, and the
smaller rivers in the north have had the advantage of easy
communication with the Liao. This brought numerous craft
with cargo to Newchwang.”
“Extent of exports: The principal exports from
Newchwang during the six months ended June 30, 1908,
were [soya] beans, bean cake, and bean oil, of which bean
cake and bean oil show an increase, while beans are slightly
less. The figures given, as a whole, show an increase in
the total export. It has been proposed to tax all bean cake
brought to Newchwang for shipment abroad, as the local
millers declare that the price or labor and other expenses in
the interior is much cheaper than at Newchwang. It is feared
that this project, if it succeed, will inflict serious injury to
the real interests of Newchwang. All the bean cake exported
goes to Japan, and this is one of the principal articles of
export from Manchuria. During the present year the price
paid has been higher than in other years, due probably to the
low price of silver and silver coins.
“The beans were brought to Newchwang by carts during
the winter months, and there was a constant stream of mules
and carts during this period. It is said that as many as 1,000
carts came in daily loaded with beans and other articles for
export when the river opened. It is seldom that a poor or a
crippled mule or horse is seen among those which enter and
pass out of the town from one year’s end to the other. They
are all in splendid condition, and look as if they were well
cared for.”
A large table (p. 13) gives “Import statistics.” Address:
Washington, DC.
1442. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1908. Japanese bean
oil. 73(18):699. Oct. 31. [1 ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Trade report,” this article
begins: “The manufacture of bean oil in Japan from the soy
or soja bean (Soja hispida) is the subject of note in the Board
of Trade Journal (Vol. 63, No. 621, p. 184-85). The beans are
thoroughly steamed and immediately pressed by machinery,
the oil after purification being of light yellow colour, suitable
for various industrial purposes. The total annual production
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is about 700 tons, the price averaging about 20 l. 4s. [£20
4 shillings] per ton. So far the oil has been consumed
principally in Japan, but recently it has been exported with
success.”
1443. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: I will try to answer your
questions about soybean varieties. Letter to Mr. C.H. Lane,
Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, Oct. 31. 3 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Your letter of some time ago to Prof.
C.V. Piper has been handed to me for attention. I have been
looking up literature on soybeans for a year or more and
have not found anything bearing on the questions you ask
in your letter. The feeding value of soybeans has been given
only for the crop in general and for no particular variety. At
no place have I found anything at all bearing on your second
question, ‘Into what systems of rotation Mammoth Yellow
and the Medium Yellow would fit?’ Personally, I think it is
necessary in most cases to allow a full season for Mammoth
and not try to grow it in the same season as some grain crop
such as oats or wheat. Some years it will do well planted late,
but it has to be pretty far south in order to give reasonably
good results. The Medium Yellow, however, or the medium
maturing varieties, of which there are a great number, might
be utilized for this purpose, but I think better results would
be secured by growing the Mammoth an entire season.
“Your third question, ‘Into what types of farming would
each go?’ is rather too broad for me to attempt to answer.
There is no literature on this that I have found any place.
In my opinion, the soybeans fit into grain farming or dairy
farming perhaps better than stock farming. However, this is
a matter that I do not wish to be specific on. as I do not know
enough about it, and doubt if you can get anybody who can
give you absolutely reliable information on the question.
“Your fourth question, asking what influences the
varieties will have upon the system of farming or rotation,
there is also no literature available upon this, and I can say
nothing further than I have already said in speaking on the
previous two questions. Where a man is growing wheat and
oats so that he might use the medium maturing varieties, but
where corn enters the rotation I think it would be advisable
for him to use the entire season for a crop of soybeans, and
in that case Mammoth would be the best. It is a mooted
question in my mind whether in dairy farming, where the
object is to get as much material as possible off a given area
of land, whether it would be more desirable to grow the
medium varieties and get two crops in the season, or grow
Mammoth or some other late variety and get only a single
crop. As far north even as Washington [D.C.], it is almost
out of the question to get two crops in a season even of the
medium maturing varieties. It would be necessary to grow
very early ones and they are too small growing for two crops
to equal in value a single crop of some of the later varieties.
“The effect of the crop and environment upon the soil

I have also failed to find any literature upon, but in my own
work have in the main found the effect of the crop on the
soil to be good. However, I have observed several times that
where a large crop of soybeans, say 25 to 30 bushels per
acre, has been produced, the succeeding grain crop is likely
to be small unless the ground is fertilized with a mineral
fertilizer, especially phosphoric acid. There is no question in
my mind but what the crop adds materially to the nitrogen
content of the soil. I regret that I am not able to give you
reference to reading matter on the questions you ask, but I
believe I am safe in saying that there is no literature available
anywhere.
“I trust what little information I have given you will be
of service to you.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1444. Hausser, -. 1908. China: Report for the year 1907 on
the trade of Swatow. Diplomatic and Consular Reports,
Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No. 4125. p.
1-14.
• Summary: A map shows the area around Swatow.
“Native imports. Bean cake–Owing to the diminution in the
production of sugar in this district the importation of bean
cake has fallen off by 30 to 40 per cent. Some 20 years ago,
when the sugar growing industry here was at the height of
its prosperity, the import of bean cake was from 3,500,000
to 4,000,000 pieces per annum, of which 3,000,000 to
3,500,000 pieces came from Newchwang [Manchuria] and
the balance from Chefoo. The Newchwang market was
then controlled entirely by the Swatow buyers, the Japanese
taking only about 500,000 pieces each year. At present it is
they who rule the northern market for bean cake, the fish
which they formerly used as fertiliser, in the form of fish
guano, being now dried and salted and sent to China for sale
as food.”
Table II (p. 12), titled “Return of principle articles
of native import (net) during the Years 1906 and 1907”,
shows imports to Swatow of bean cake decreased from
3,159,276 cwts. in 1906 to 2,199,443 cwts. in 1907 [1 cwt =
hundredweight = 112 pounds]. Imports of beans decreased
from 1,070,357 cwts. in 1906 to 774,414 cwts. in 1907.
Imports of oil (bean, castor, groundnut, &c.) decreased from
16,050 cwts. in 1906 to 12,348 cwts. in 1907. Table III (p.
12-13), titled “Return of principal articles of export of native
produce from Swatow during the years 1906-07”, shows an
increase in the export of oil (bean, castor, groundnut, &c.)
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from 24,527 in 1906 to 29,498 in 1907. A table (IV; p. 13),
titled “Return comparing values of 1907 with average values
from 1902-06 for the principal articles of import and export”,
shows that native imports of beans and bean cake decreased
from 1,022,189 on average from 1902-06 to 817,243 in
1907. Address: Consul.
1445. Hosie, Alexander. 1908. China: Report for the year
1907 on the foreign trade of China. Diplomatic and Consular
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No.
4152. p. 1-99.
• Summary: A list (p. 52) shows that China’s leading articles
of export, in descending order of value (million Haikuan
[Haikwan] taels), are silk (89.1), tea (31.7), cotton, raw
(16.9), skins and hides, undressed (12.4), bean cake (9.1)...
vegetable oils (4.2), fire-crackers (4.2)... sesamum seed
(3.6)... groundnuts (0.4).
A table (p. 62) shows exports of these items from
China to Europe and America in 1902-06 (average), 1906,
and 1907. Exports of oil (bean, tea, groundnut, wood, etc.)
dropped 2.5% in 1907 compared with 1906. A table (p.
64) shows exports from China to Asiatic countries (India
excepted) in 1902-06 (average), 1906, and 1907. Exports of
bean cake rose from 4,661,956 cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight
= 112 pounds] in 1906 to 4,978,588 cwts. in 1907. Exports of
“beans” dropped from 1,778,037 cwts. in 1906 to 1,591,508
cwts. in 1907.
A section titled “Beans, bean cake and bean curd” (p.
68) discusses soybeans, soybean cake, and tofu. “Within the
knowledge of the Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs the
export of beans from China to foreign countries amounted
in 1907 to 1,591,508 cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112
pounds] of the value of 526,735l.; but the total export was
much greater, for Japan alone claims to have taken 2,003,840
cwts., of which Manchuria contributed 1,266,775 cwts.”
There are also discrepancies in the figures for bean cake,
accounted for in part by the fact that there was no Chinese
custom-house at Dairen until July 1, 1907, and that during
the whole of the year beans and bean cake, especially the
latter, found their way from Northern Manchuria by the
Chinese Eastern Railway to Vladivostock [Vladivostok],
and thence by steamer to Japan without coming under the
cognisance of the Chinese customs.”
“The export of the bean product known as bean curd
[fermented tofu], which is packed in earthenware jars and
shipped for consumption by Chinese emigrants in the East,
was larger in quantity but fell in value.”
A section titled “Oils, vegetable and essential” (p. 6970) begins: “The quantity of oil (bean, groundnut, tea, wood,
&c.) shipped to foreign countries in 1907 was 541,999 cwts,
or 120,193 cwts. short of the export of 1906. The value of the
shipment was 687,714l. [pounds sterling]. It is unfortunate
that the Chinese customs authorities continue to group these
oils under one heading. A detailed classification would be of

considerable value in view of the important position which
wood-oil has recently established in foreign markets... The
same recommendation is applicable to essential oils which
are grouped together as aniseed, cassia-leaf, &c.” [incl.
camphor oil].
A section titled “seeds and seed cake” (p. 70-71) notes:
“The most important of all the seeds exported from China is
sesamum, which has sprung into prominence within the last
few years.” Also discusses exports of rape seed, cotton seed;
soy is not mentioned in this section.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2005) that
mentions the Russian port of Vladivostok in connection with
soybeans. Address: Sir, Acting Commercial Attaché to His
Majesty’s Legation at Peking.
1446. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908.
Agriculture. Farm crops and methods. Japan. No. 337. p. 9599. Oct.
• Summary: “Consul Hunter Sharp, of Kobe, transmits the
following review of agricultural conditions in Japan,...”
According to the 1906 census, Japan has a population of
48,304,397. “Sixty per cent of the people are agriculturists,
and yet on account of the mountainous nature of the country,
only about one-sixth of the total area is under cultivation.”
“On the land known as rice fields, wheat, barley, or rape
seed are sown about November, the crop being gathered the
following June. Immediately afterwards the rice is planted,
and is harvested in October. On the upland fields either
wheat, barley, or rape seed is sown and harvested at the same
season as above mentioned; after which corn, cotton, beans,
panicum miliacum [millet], and various vegetables are sown,
maturing at different times.”
“Fertilizers freely used:... In 1906 the importation
into Japan of oil cake alone amounted to $7,793,766, of
which China supplied $7,436,958; ammonium sulphate,
$2,637,751, to which Great, Britain contributed $2,543,264,
while the United States sent nitrate of soda to the value
of $34,236; oil cake, $3,823; and phosphorites, $74,211,
aggregating $112,270.” Note: We are not told what kind of
oil cake the USA exported to Japan, but it was not soya bean
cake.
“One year’s crop: According to the statistics of 1906 the
agricultural products of Japan are given as follows: Rice, the
chief crop, has an acreage of 7,104,072, with a production
of 229,794,826 bushels; barley comes next, with 3,359,238
acres and a production of 81,407,291 bushels; wheat, the
principal crop in other grain-producing countries, occupies
only 1,086,118 acres, with a yield of 19,664,325. An average
crop for these three is about 30 bushels per acre. Other
agricultural products are:” The first two crops shown in this
large table are: Soy beans 17,655,973 bushels. Small red
[azuki] beans 4,449,408 bushels.
A table titled “Exports of agricultural products” in U.S.
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dollars for 1902-1906 lumps together “Beans, pease, and
pulse,” which grew from $45,903 in 1902 to $76,051 in
1906. Exports of peanuts decreased from $175,585 in 1902
to $150,102 in 1906. Japan’s largest agricultural export, tea,
accounted for about 90% of total exports (worth $5+ million)
during this period.
A table titled “Imports of agricultural products” in U.S.
dollars for 1902-1906 lumps together “Beans, pease, and
pulse,” the second largest import category, which grew from
$2,881,780 in 1902 to $4,839,708 in 1906. Most of these
beans are supplied in about equal proportions by China and
Korea. Japan’s largest agricultural import, rice, accounted for
about 70% of total imports (worth $13 to $39 million) during
this period.
“Agriculture in Formosa and Sakhalin:... Japanese
Sakhalin has a total area of 12,582 square miles, of which
89,296 acres can be cultivated, and in 1906 the population
was 8,569. The agricultural products are barley, wheat, rye,
oats, potatoes, peas, kidney beans, soja beans, red beans,
hemp, flax, and vegetables. Of these the most successful are
potatoes, barley, rye, oats, and wheat, and in a lesser degree
peas, hemp, and flax.” Soy beans are not mentioned under
Formosa. Address: Washington, DC.
1447. Mortimore, -. 1908. China: Report for the year 1907
on the trade of Chefoo. Diplomatic and Consular Reports,
Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No. 4129. p.
1-15.
• Summary: Page 8 discusses “Bean cake.–The trade shows
a falling off in 1907, due to the fact that many claims were
made from Japan for short weight, which the Chinese refused
to meet and the export to that country consequently fell off.
Many merchants also now purchase bean cake in Dalny and
Antung, from which places direct steamers are run to Amoy
and Swatow, with a considerable saving of freight compared
with that charged from Dalny to Chefoo and transshipment
thence to the south.” Table IV (p. 13), titled “Return of
principal articles of export from Chefoo during the year
1907,” shows 1,190,000 cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112
pounds] of bean cake, worth £330,017, was exported. 46,400
cwts. of beans, worth £17,924, and 11,533 cwts. of bean oil,
worth £13,649, were also exported.
The largest export was fresh eggs, followed by bean
cake. Large amounts of groundnuts (including shelled) were
also exported.
Table V (p. 14), titled “Comparative table of principal
articles of export from Chefoo during the years 1903-07,”
shows exports of bean cake rose to a peak of 1,719,328 cwts.
in 1906. Exports of beans rose to a peak of 896,426 cwts. in
1905. Exports of bean oil rose to a peak of 34,162 cwts. in
1906.
The main nationalities and types of ships entering the
port of Chefoo in 1907 were Japanese steam ships (1,281),
followed by British (711, but with the largest total tonnage),

Chinese (388), and German (181). Address: Consul.
1448. Outing Magazine (The). 1908. The people who stand
for plus: Frank N. Meyer, scientific explorer for the United
States Government in China and Russia. 53(1):69-76. Oct.
• Summary: “Frank N. Meyer, just back from three years of
nerve-wracking, health-shattering exploration in Northern
Asia, could tell you some terse hair-raising facts about that
work, if he would talk; but Meyer does not talk. As Mr.
David Fairchild, the head of the Foreign Exploration Work
says–’A man who spends six hours of the day staring into
a microscope and the rest of the day scouring the fields for
fresh discoveries–gets out of the way of talking.’ Besides,
Mr. Meyer has had some bad luck. He doesn’t care a hoot
for fame, but he has seen other men’s photographs plastered
through the newspapers with his name under them. Such
little discrepancies, of course, don’t matter when you are in
a region where you may waken up with the swords of two
Chinese assassins within an inch of your throat;...”
“Here are a few of the foreign prizes captured:
Mongolian alfalfa suitable for arid regions; hardy yellow
roses; bamboo specimens and matting rushes that may create
a new industry in the swamp regions of the Southern States,
an industry that drains millions of dollars from America
every year; seedless persimmons adapted for cool climate;
blue spruces; peaches of white flesh, excellent for shipping
and averaging a pound each, suitable for the climate of Utah
and Mexico; a haw that is substitute fur cranberries in dry
regions; a new species of grape averaging five pounds to the
bunch; soy beans and alfalfa for alkali lands.”
“Do you want to know what the country pays a modern
explorer for doing this kind of work? Put it down in the list
of things you are proud of! Meyer was paid $1,200. Then, in
a burst of generosity, the country raised his job to $1,400 a
year.”
1449. Playfair, F.W.W. 1908. Japan: Report for the year 1907
on the trade of Nagasaki. Diplomatic and Consular Reports,
Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No. 4151. p.
1-18. Oct.
• Summary: A map shows the Island of Kyushu, with
railroads and the Nagasaki Consular District. Just southwest
of the sea port of Nagasaki is the small island of Takashima.
From Nagasaki by sea it is 700 miles to Vladivostock
[Vladivostok], 150 miles to Fusan, 460 miles to Shanghai,
and 1,100 miles to Hongkong.
Table 1 (p. 10-11) titled “Comparative Table of Articles
of Import into Nagasaki during the Years 1906-07” show
imports of “bean cake” + rape seed cake were 27,047 tons
in 1906. In 1907 statistics were separated: 17,152 tons of
bean cake and 10,968 tons of rape seed cake were imported.
An aggregate figure is given for imports of “Beans, peas
and pulse” (6,590 tons in 1906 rising to 8,536 tons in
1907). Sesame was also imported. Address: British Consul,
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Nagasaki.
1450. Potts, H.W. 1908. Hawkesbury Agricultural College
and Experimental Farm: Feeding of pigs. Agricultural
Gazette of New South Wales 19(10):808-12. Oct.
• Summary: Continued from p. 642. X. Cowpeas. Soy
beans. Velvet beans. The section titled “Soy or soja bean”
(p. 811) states: “They give a greater yield of beans than
cowpeas. They are not trailing in habit, hence are more easily
harvested.”
“As a food for pigs, either as beans, green forage, or hay,
it has a high reputation. The animals fatten quickly,... with
strong appetites; the hair and skin acquire a glossy look, and
the skin feels as if they were fed on oil meals.”
1451. Lamarche, Cyrille de. 1908. Le soja de Chine [The
soybean of China]. Magasin pittoresque (Le). Nov. 1. p. 49495. [5 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The soybean is a sort of pea widely cultivated
in China and Japan and used above all in these countries [sic,
only in China] to make a thick, viscous oil, which is light
yellow in color, which would not be much appreciated in
France. We can derive invaluable benefit from this plant, in
particular as a food and as animal feed; it can be used as a
substitute for wheat in making bread, as a substitute for oats
for feeding horses, and as a substitute for hay and lucerne
/ alfalfa for feeding livestock / animals. The seeds can be
consumed like peas or beans at, without having a remarkable
flavor, they nevertheless constitute a good food. Roasted,
they can be used as a replacement for coffee, and they are,
according to this report, superior to chicory.
The seeds furnish a flour which has a high fat content
and which gives rapid weight gain to animals that are
fattened, such as cattle, pigs, sheep, and poultry. It quickly
returns horses that are thin or tired to good shape.
Rich in nitrogen, they are very low in starch (and
actually may not have any that is use in nutrition) they
furnish an excellent bread for diabetics, and can be very
useful in this regard as a medicine since starch, as is well
known, is the enemy of diabetes. Used together with wheat
flour, soybean flour gives a bread a bright whiteness and
decreases by one-third its net cost. Here is a nutritional
analysis by Mr. Joulin. A table is given.
One can see from this analysis that soy bread (le pain de
soja) contains twice as much protein and one-fifth as much
starch as wheat bread; as for the fat, it contains ten times as
much. Also, a robust man is hardly satiated with a kilogram
of wheat bread, but 620 grams of soy bread is enough to
obtain the same result.
Here are the results of an experiment made several
years ago by Mr. Fortuné, an agronomist at Trie-Chateau (in
Oise) which demonstrates the advantages offered by soy in
fattening farm animals.
In the countries of its origin, the soybean forms the

basis of another important industry; it is used to make a
cheese which is widely used in the diets of the people of East
Asia. Some people who do not like cheese. I feel sorry for
them, but I forgive them, since everyone is entitled to their
own tastes; they would no doubt feel differently about soy
cheese, which is an excellent food that does not have the
characteristic odor of cheese made from fermented milk.
“This cheese is made from soybean seeds; in its place
of origin it is known as tofu (To-fu), or soybean cheese
(fromage de Daizu).
“To make tofu, the seeds are first soaked in water so that
they expand; then, they are ground between two millstones,
and the resulting pulp runs down into the soaking water.
Next, this mash is poured through a sieve and collected in
a cast-iron basin, where it is boiled for ten minutes. It is
then cooked for a quarter hour at a lower temperature, and
then allowed to cool. The flour [sic, farine] separates from
the water, and the water is removed. The remaining paste is
kneaded until it is uniform. It is salted and placed in molds
where it drains and takes on the consistency of the milkbased cheese we are familiar with.
“Along with rice, this food forms the foundation of the
diet of the poor classes. It has the great advantage of being
very nourishing while costing very little. For one cent, a
person can buy a piece of tofu as big as a fist. The Chinese
do not let the liquid from the above process go to waste–they
are thrifty, and use the leftover liquid as a sauce to season
certain dishes.
Considerable trade has resulted from exporting tofu;
thousands of Chinese junks have left the port of Ming-Potou
(Ningbo?), carrying this product to the most remote areas of
China.
“There are several varieties of soybeans; the preferred
variety is called the “soybean of Étampes” (soja d’Étampes).
To fully mature, its seeds do not have very strict climate
requirements; the climate of central France, and particularly
of southern France, is perfectly suitable.”
Note: This writer’s description of the tofu-making
process is not accurate. He is apparently confusing regular
tofu (which is very inexpensive and a foundation of the
diet) and fermented tofu, which is salted and traded in boats.
Regardless of the type, he probably means “curds” instead
of flour. For fermented tofu he fails to mention inoculation
with koji spores, aging in brining liquor in bottles, and its
use as a seasoning rather than a basic food. The liquid from
fermented tofu only is “used as a sauce to season certain
dishes.”
Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle,
Washington. Address: Member, Société d’histoire naturelle
des Ardennes, France.
1452. Bazar (Der) (Paris, Berlin, Vienna). 1908. Rezepte:
Fische auf chinesische Art [Recipes: fish prepared Chinese
style]. 54(42):600. Nov. 2. [Ger]
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• Summary: The cooked fish is seasoned with salt, topped
with melted butter and a few drops of soy sauce (ein paar
Tropfen Soyasauce).
Note: This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in the
AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that contains
the German word Soyasauce (soy sauce). This word appears
in 10 different issues of these newspapers from 1908 to 1935.
1453. Country Gentleman. 1908. Horticultural Department:
Fertilization of strawberries. 73(2911):1082, col. 1. Nov. 12.
• Summary: “In case no manure is available, or where it can
be obtained only with difficulty, the soil may be brought into
suitable condition for strawberries by turning under a green
manuring crop,... Among the green-manuring crops likely to
prove most useful are winter rye, buckwheat, crimson clover,
the soy bean or cow pea. Any one of the legumes named will
be superior to the rye or buckwheat, as they will enrich the
soil in nitrogen.”
1454. Wilcox, Sarah E. 1908. Domestic economy: The
Thanksgiving meats. Country Gentleman 73(2912):1115, col.
2. Nov. 19.
• Summary: “Chicken pie.–Prepare as for turkey and joint...
Serve with currant soy or spiced cherries.”
Note: The meaning of “currant soy” is not clear. It is
probably akin to “Tomato soy,” a recipe, containing no soy
sauce or other soy ingredients, that is designed to make a
type of tomato ketchup. As of Nov. 2018 this exact phrase
occurs nine times in Google Books from 1878 to 1910. In the
2nd earliest of these, Santa Rosa Recipes, by Presbyterian
Church (Santa Rosa, California) (1891, p. 62), in the chapter
on “Pickles,” recipes for “Currant Soy” and for “Gooseberry
Soy” are given; neither calls for the use of a soy-related
ingredient in any form. The main ingredients are 5 lb. of
currants (or gooseberries), 5 lb. of sugar, one pint of vinegar,
and two teaspoons of salt. A recipe for “Currant soy” is given
in The North End Club Cook Book (1905, p. 125). As above,
soy is not among the ingredients in any form.
1455. Natal Agricultural Journal. 1908. Oil from the soy
bean. 11(11):1371. Nov. 27. [1 ref]
• Summary: An excerpt of almost the entire article by Mr.
J.C. Hall (British Consul at Yokohama, Japan) from the
Board of Trade Journal (London) of 22 Oct. 1908, p. 18485. It describes the production and use of oil and meal from
the soy bean (Glycine hispida), which is grown in Japan and
also largely imported from China and Corea. Address: South
Africa.
1456. Choles, H.J. 1908. The soy bean. A valuable fodder
plant and its cultivation. Natal Agricultural Journal 11:141123. Nov.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Botany and habitat (incl.
the work of Prof. Haberlandt from 1875 in Austro-Hungary).

Varieties. Cultivation: Conditions of growth, methods of
culture. Harvesting: When to harvest, curing [allow the
plants to lie in a swath or wind-row until well wilted],
harvesting for seed, yield of forage [up to 12-13 tons/acre
of fresh fodder], yield of seed. Chemistry: Composition,
digestibility. Value and uses of the crop: As a soiling crop
(for green forage), as a silage crop (it is best mixed with hay
for making mixed ensilage; it is more profitably ensiled than
cured for hay), as a hay crop, as a pasture plant (hogs are
most widely pastured on it), as a soil renewer (when a crop
of soy bean is turned under for green manure it should be
well limed), value of the bean for feed.
“A crop which I think has not received the attention
in Natal that it deserves is the soy bean. The soy bean is
considered by many authorities to be an extremely valuable
fodder plant...
“Since the plant would in all probability suit
conditions in many parts of the Colony, I have collected... a
considerable amount of information regarding its cultivation
which should prove useful to farmers who may be disposed
to give the plant a trial. The plant stands drought well and
is not easily injured by excess of moisture. Little cultivation
is needed when grown for forage. The soy bean may be
used for soiling, pasturage, hay and ensilage, or the beans
themselves may be harvested and fed as grain.”
“In harvesting a crop [of soybeans] for seed, the plants
may be pulled by hand or cut with a scythe or mower and
gathered into small piles, which should be relatively high and
of a small diameter, so that the plants may dry out readily.
Thrashing can be done with a flail or with the thrashing
machine. Very good results can be had with common grain
thrashers by taking out a portion or all of the canvas and
substituting blanks.”
1457. Clennell, -. 1908. China: Report for the year 1907 on
the trade and commerce of the consular district of Chinan Fu.
Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign
Office, Great Britain). No. 4159. p. 1-24.
• Summary: A map shows Chinan Fu on the Huang Ho
(Yellow River). This consular district comprises most of
Shantung province. The Yellow River flowed along a totally
different course from 1324 to 1852. The colony of Kiaochou
(Tsingtau) is a German Protectorate.
Page 15 states: “The export of bean-cake has fallen from
205,610 cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] to
26,766 cwts; that of bean oil from 260,960 cwts. to 79,046
cwts. in consequence of the exceedingly poor crop of beans,
and of this reduced export nearly all appears as an export
through the native customs. No foreign firm exported bean
cake last year.” The Shantung Railway carried 15 short tons
of bean cake inland and 135 tons seaward (p. 16).
Tables (p. 21-23) give the principal imports and exports
into the [German] Colony of Kiaochou (Tsingtau) during
the years 1906 and 1907. Imports of bean cake rose from
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15,133 cwts in 1906 to 21,485 cwts. in 1907. Exports of
bean cake dropped from a whopping 205,205 cwts in 1906
to only 4,499 cwts in 1907. Bean oil exports dropped from
130,827 cwts in 1906 to 111,842 cwts. in 1907. Most of the
steamers entering the port were German. A small amounts of
bean cake and a large amount of bean oil were also exported
through “native customs.” Address: British Consul, Chinan
Fu, China.
1458. Harrington, -. 1908. Japan: Report for the year 1907
on the trade of the consular district of Yokohama. Diplomatic
and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great
Britain). No. 4165. p. 1-47.
• Summary: Yokohama is Japan’s leading port, accounting
in 1907 for about 40% of all imports. Germany exported
£13,000 in oil and bean cake to Japan (perhaps transshipped
from China; p. 13). Japan’s main imports from China via
Yokohama included raw cotton £362,000, oil and bean cake
£296,000, and soja beans £73,000 (p. 14). There was a small
increase in the export of soy [sauce] to Canada (p. 16; no
amounts are given).
A ten-page table (p. 22-32) titled “Imports into the Port
of Yokohama during the Years 1905-07” shows the import
of “oil cake” used as manure rose from 61,830 tons worth
£281,870 in 1905 to 88,520 tons worth £461,460 in 1907 (p.
32).
A table (p. 34) titled “Exports from the Port of
Yokohama during the Years 1905-07” shows the value of
the export of “soy” [sauce] (mostly to the United States and
Hawaii) rose from £42,007 in 1905 to £59,900 in 1907;
no quantities are given. Groundnuts, rice, seaweed, and
Bêche-de-mer (sea slug, trepang) were also exported from
Yokohama. Address: Acting British Vice Consul, Yokohama.
1459. Ito, Teiji. 1908. Shôyu narabini tamari (kibiki-damari,
sobiki-damari, niira tamari) naka no ekisubun gaitei ippô [A
method of obtaining approximate measurements of extracts
from shoyu and 3 types of tamari (kibiki, sobiki, and niira
tamari)]. Yakugaku Zasshi (J. of the Pharmaceutical Society
of Japan) No. 321. p. 1200-07. Nov. [Jap]
1460. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908.
Milling in China. Prominent industry at large commercial
city. No. 338. p. 100-01. Nov.
• Summary: “An opening for American machinery in its
manufacture:” See: Daily Consular and Trade Reports
(U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce
and Labor). 1908. No. 3286. p. 11. Sept. 23. Address:
Washington, DC.
1461. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1908.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from July, 1906
to December 31, 1907. Nos. 19058 to 21730. No. 13. 192 p.

Dec. 4. Also titled USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin
No. 132.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida.
19183/19184/19186. “From Manchuria. Received
through Mr. F.N. Meyer, agricultural explorer, August 28,
1906. A collection of seeds as follows:
“19183. From Newchwang. ‘(No. 255a.) A small variety
of the black soy bean. Used to make bean oil from, the
remaining expressed material, known as bean cake, being
exported to Japan and southern China as a very valuable
fertilizer.’ (Meyer.)
“19184. From Newchwang. ‘(No. 256a.) A large variety
of the black soy bean. This is a very rare variety and is used
for food: also for making a superior oil.’ (Meyer.)
“19186. From Newchwang. ‘(No. 258a.) A mediumsized, greenish soy bean. This variety is the one most
commonly used to extract bean oil from, the remaining
yellow material, in the form of large, flat cheeses [actually
cakes], being exported to different parts of Japan and
especially to southern China as a very valuable fertilizer.’
(Meyer.)” [Note: Piper and Morse (1910, p. 52) state that this
variety was later named “Morse.” They list no variety named
“Virginia.” But I. Cunningham (1984) states that this variety
was later named “Virginia.”]
19980-19987. “From Yokohama, Japan. Received
through L. Boehmer & Co. [seedsmen], March 19, 1907.
“19980. Received under the name of ‘Fuiri Mame,
the speckled soja bean.’ [The scientific name is listed as
Phaseolus vulgaris; the common name as bean. Clearly this
is not a soy bean.]
“19981. Received under the name of ‘Shiro Mame, the
white soja bean.’
“19982. Received under the name of ‘Kuro Mame, the
black soja bean.’
“19983. Received under the name of ‘Daizu or O-mane,
Dolichos soja.’
“19984. Received under the name of Wase or Natsu
Mame, early summer bean.’
“19985. Received under the name of ‘Nagate Mame,
middle late bean.’ Note: Later referred to as Haberlandt.
“19986. Received under the name of Okute Mame, ‘late
bean.’
“19987. Received under the name of Kuro-Teppo Mame,
round, middle-late bean.’
20011. “From Ko-bau, northern Korea. Received
through Mr. Frank N. Meyer, agricultural explorer, February
20, 1907. ‘(No. 318a, Aug. 12, 1906.) A green variety of soy
bean growing at high elevations. This variety is eaten as a
food and is mostly grown in broad strips between buckwheat;
a very late ripener. Seems to be the most northerly variety of
soy bean seen yet and will do well in cool climes.’ (Meyer.)”
20405-20412/20414. “From Siberia. Received through
Mr. Frank N. Meyer, agricultural explorer, February 28,
1907. A collection of seeds, as follows:
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“20405. From Khabarovsk. ‘(No. 643a, Nov. 15,
1906.) Round, yellow soy beans purchased in the market at
Khabarovsk. The Chinese let these beans sprout and use the
sprouts all winter as a vegetable. Oil is also extracted from
this variety, and the cakes thus formed make a very nutritious
food for horses.’ (Meyer.)
“20406. From Khabarovsk. ‘(No. 644a, Nov. 15, 1906.)
A yellow soy bean purchased in the market at Khabarovsk.’
(Meyer.)
“20407. From Merkoechofka. ‘(No. 645a, Oct. 25,
1906.) A brown-black variety grown in eastern Siberia; does
not scatter [its seeds] when ripe and is very late in ripening,
as it is harvested in the last half of October. Is used for food,
being boiled with millet. This variety seems to have come
originally from more southern regions, as the season here is
somewhat short for it.’ (Meyer.)
“40408. From Khabarovsk. ‘(No. 647a, Nov. 8, 1906.)
Black soy beans obtained from Mr. V.T. Kovaleff, in charge
of the experiment station at Khabarovsk. These seeds came
originally from Manchuria in 1899 and are ripening here
to perfection, while the light and dark yellow varieties do
not ripen well at all. Are used for food for domestic animals
when boiled, and are also sometimes fed in the green state.’
(Meyer.)
“20409. From Merkoechofka. ‘(No. 648a, Oct. 25,
1906.) Very small, brownish beans obtained from a farmer
in Merkoechofka; said to have come originally from
Manchuria.’ (Meyer.)
“20410. From Merkoechofka. ‘(No. 649a, Oct. 25,
1906.) Very small, black beans obtained from a farmer
in Merkoechofka; said to have come originally from
Manchuria.’ (Meyer.)
“20411. From Merkoechofka. ‘(No. 650a, Oct. 25,
1906.) Very small, dull-black beans obtained from a farmer
in Merkoechofka; said to have come originally from
Manchuria.’ (Meyer.)
“20412. From Merkoechofka. ‘(No. 651a, Oct. 25,
1906.) Brown soy beans found mixed with No. 645a (S.P.I.
No. 20406).’ (Meyer.)
“20414. From Merkoechofka. ‘(No. 653a, Oct. 25,
1906.) Small, black soy beans obtained from a farmer
in Merkoechofka; said to have come originally from
Manchuria.’ (Meyer.)”
20629/20699.
“From northern Europe, Siberia, and eastern Asia.
Seeds collected by Prof. N.E. Hansen, of the agricultural
experiment station, Brookings, South Dakota, in 1906 while
traveling as an agricultural explorer for the Department of
Agriculture on an extended trip through Scandinavia, Russia,
Siberia and returning through China and Japan. Received
March 1907.
“20629. From Manchuria. ‘(No. 109.) Variety Hoo-andooh. Used for human food and for fodder in Manchuria and
brought from that country by a Russian student-soldier after

the Russo-Japanese war.’ (Hansen.)
“20699. From Ussurie [Ussuri] province, Pacific coast
section, Siberia. ‘(No. 179.) From the farm of Mr. Fick, near
Nicolsk.’ (Hansen.)”
20797/20798. “Received through Mr. Frank N. Meyer,
agricultural explorer, April 3. 1907.
“20797. From Shanghai, China. ‘(No. 722a.) Black
soy beans obtained through Dr. S.P. Barchet, of the U.S.
consulate at Shanghai. These beans come from Chin-hua-fu,
Chekiang province, and are used apparently as a second crop
on low-lying rice fields, and may as such be very valuable
for the Southern States. They are mainly used as a food for
domestic animals. It seems that they are sown broadcast after
the sowing of the rice crop; specific details are not obtainable
just now.’ (Meyer.)
“20798. From Shanghai, China. ‘(No. 723a.) Brown
soy beans obtained through Dr. S.P. Barchet, of the U.S.
consulate at Shanghai. These beans come from Chin-hua-fu,
Chekiang province, and are used apparently as a second crop
on low-lying rice fields, and may as such be very valuable
for the Southern States. They are mainly used as a food for
domestic animals.’ (Meyer.)”
20854. “From Harbin, Manchuria. Received through Mr.
F.N. Meyer, agricultural explorer, April 11, 1907. ‘(No. 675a,
Dec. 15, 1906.) Green soy beans; Chinese name Ta shing
toa. These are boiled and used as food, and the sprouts of the
germinated beans are also used as a vegetable throughout the
winter months.’ (Meyer.)”
20892/20893. “From Kobe, Japan. Presented by Hon.
Hunter Sharp, American consul, who purchased them from J.
Ikeda & Co., Tokyo, Japan. Received March 25, 1907.
“20892. White.
“20893. Green.”
21079/21080. “Received through Mr. Frank N. Meyer,
agricultural explorer, June 21, 1907.
“21079. From Tiëling, Manchuria. ‘(No. 693a, Jan. 18,
1907.) A light green soy bean; Chinese name Shing toa. This
bean is used to produce bean oil and bean cake. The variety
is very rarely seen.’ (Meyer.)
“21080. From Tiëling, Manchuria. ‘(No. 694a, Jan. 18,
1907.) A dark green soy bean; Chinese name Li dau shing.
This bean is used as a vegetable throughout the winter
months, being eaten boiled after it has sprouted slightly.
This variety is the most expensive of all the soy beans and is
eaten by the better classes of Chinese; sent also from Harbin
under No. 675a (S.P.I. No. 20854.)’ (Meyer.)” Note: This is
the earliest English-language document seen (Oct. 2004) that
uses the term “dark green” to describe the color of a soybean.
[Notice the large number of seeds introduced by Frank
Meyer during this period.]. Address: Washington, DC.
1462. C.A.H. 1908. Inquiries and answers: Sandy soil.
Country Gentleman 73(2917):1224-25. See p. 1225, col. 3.
Dec. 24.
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• Summary: “I have a farm of about ten acres. The soil is a
white-sand top soil, mostly virgin soil, covered with young
pines and other evergreens,... What crops can I raise most
profitably, and what treatment should the soil receive after
clearing off the brush, etc.”
Answer: “Such land, after clearing, would preferably be
limed at the rate of 20 to 25 bushels per acre; an application
of minerals, consisting of ground bone, 100 lb.; acid
phosphate, 100 lb.; muriate of potash, 50 lb. per acre, and if
the clearing can be accomplished by the first of June, seeded
with cow peas or soy beans; these to be plowed down in
August or September, then seeded with rye, which may be
turned down in the spring, and land planted with corn or
potatoes,...” Address: Farmingdale, New Jersey.
1463. Agricultural News (Barbados). 1908. The soy bean.
7(174):403. Dec. 26. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The attention of planters has frequently
been drawn, by means of notes and short articles in the
publications of the Imperial Department of Agriculture, to
a number of crops, leguminous and otherwise, suitable for
green manuring purposes in the West Indies. Experiments,
too, have been carried on at the Stations in the many
islands...” Chief among these are the cowpea, the Bengal
bean, and the woolly pyrol.
“Another leguminous plant, to which attention was
given in experiments at Antigua for the first time in 1907,
is the soy bean (Glycine hispida)... In the experiments at
Antigua last year, its growth was healthy but very small.”
There follows a summary of: Williams, Thomas A.
1897. “The soy bean as a forage crop.” USDA Farmers’
Bulletin No. 58. p. 1-19. March.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Antigua and Barbuda, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Antigua and Barbuda. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Antigua and Barbuda, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Antigua and Barbuda (1907). The source of these soybeans is
unknown.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in the Lesser Antilles, or the cultivation
of soybeans in the Lesser Antilles, This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in the Lesser Antilles, or
the cultivation of soybeans in the Lesser Antilles (1907). The
source of these soybeans is unknown.
1464. The American Phytopathological Society established
(Important event). 1908.
• Summary: The association was organized on 30 Dec. 1908
during the annual meeting of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), held that year
in Baltimore, Maryland. Scientists had now begun to
understand the nature of plant diseases and there was a huge
amount of useful, basic work to do.

1465. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908.
Direct Manchurian-American trade. No. 339. p. 218-20. Dec.
• Summary: “Based on the desirable purchase of this wild
silk for American manufacture, Mr. Arnell then draws
attention to the large possibilities of supplying American
manufactured goods through mercantile houses that would
handle both ends of the trade:” The U.S. continues to import
tussah and pongees [both silk fabrics] from Manchuria.
“At present the trade of the United States with this
territory [Manchuria] is entirely one-sided. It sells but
does not buy, and this fact constitutes one of the principal
causes which are destined to handicap American sellers in
competition with Japan, which purchases practically the
entire output of beancake, Manchuria’s most important
export.”
The Japanese “sell their piece goods and miscellaneous
articles largely to the same Chinese merchants from whom
they buy the bean cake.” Americans should consider doing
likewise with silk fabrics. Address: Washington, DC.
1466. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908.
Manchurian conditions. No. 339. p. 12-13. Dec.
• Summary: See: Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor). 1908. “Manchurian conditions.” No. 3318. p. 11-13.
Oct. 30. Address: Washington, DC.
1467. Mooers, Charles A. 1908. The soy bean: A comparison
with the cowpea. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 82. p. 73-104. Dec.
• Summary: One of the earliest and best publications on
soybean management. Presents information on varietal
interaction to date of planting and row width, and gives
directions for planting, cultivating, and harvesting the crop,
as well as data on chemical composition of the seed.
The Introduction begins: “To the farmers of Tennessee
the soy bean is a forage and grain plant of special promise. In
grain production, as a supplement to corn for fattening stock,
no crop tested at this Station has proved its equal... The
data presented in the pages which follow indicate that under
Tennessee conditions each crop has a place which the other
can not take. The worth of the cowpea, however, is known
everywhere, while the true value of the soy bean lacks much
of being generally recognized.”
Varieties: About 24 soybean varieties are reported in
this bulletin. “Promising early varieties, such as Ito San
and Early Brown, require 90 to 100 days to reach maturity
from the time of planting. Under the same conditions
the Mammoth Yellow will require 125 to 160 days. The
following varieties are known to have been grown by
farmers in this state: Mammoth Yellow, Hollybrook, Guelph
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(medium green), ‘Common,’ and Buckshot (early black).
Other named varieties: Haberlandt, Kingston, Medium
Green, Medium Yellow, Samarow, and Tokyo. Table X (p.
97) shows analyses of many of these varieties from the crops
of 1906 and 1907.
In a series of time of planting tests, the extreme dates
of successful planting in Tennessee were found to be April 3
and Aug. 6. June proved to be the most favorable month in
which to plant any variety. In short, Mooers reported striking
agreement in the length of season required by any given
variety to reach maturity in different years when planted on a
given date. He also noted a steady shortening of the growing
season as planting was delayed, and that this shortening was
much more marked in some varieties than in others.
“Harvesting: The harvesting of soy beans is in some
respects more difficult than that of cowpeas... Trials have
been made with both corn and wheat harvesters, but the
bundles when tied are apt to mold... The mower has given
at least fair results.” Placing the mowed plants on a curing
frame “gives reasonable assurance of success in the saving of
both the hay and the grain.”
“Threshing: In threshing, a common wheat thresher
may be used, but the speed of the cylinder must be reduced,
and other adjustments may be necessary in order to get
satisfactory results. The Koger pea and bean thresher, which
the Station has found to do splendid work, may be used to
advantage. The soy beans were not found to thresh clean,
however, when the air was very damp and the pods were
tough.
“Storing: The seed should not be stored in bins, but in
loosely woven sacks, which should be disposed so that air
will circulate freely among them.”
Photos show: (1) Four varieties (Mammoth Yellow,
Ito San, Guelph, and Buckshot) of soy bean plants side by
side (title page). (2) A field of cowpeas versus Ito San soy
beans–early planted, 80 days after planting on 2 April 1908
(p. 76). (3) A field of cowpeas versus Ito San soy beans–late
planted, 43 days after planting on 15 June 1908 (p. 77). (4)
A field of Mammoth Yellow and “Japanese” soy beans, and
Whippoorwill cowpeas; the photo was taken after a light
frost, which killed the tops of the pea vines [cowpea vines]
but did not injure the soy beans (p. 78). (5) A field of soy
beans cured on frames at the Experiment Station (p. 92). (6)
Curing soy bean hay in shocks (p. 92). (7) A man holding
a curing frame taken apart (p. 95). (8) A man standing by a
curing frame set up (p. 96).
Garner and Allard (1920, p. 557) wrote: “The present
writers had occasion to investigate the significance of
the observation made by Mooers (1908), that successive
plantings of certain varieties of soybeans (Soja max (L.)
Piper) made through the summer months, show a decided
tendency to blossom at approximately the same date
regardless of the date of planting.”

1468. Osborne, Thomas B.; Leavenworth, C.S.; Brautlecht,
C.A. 1908. The different forms of nitrogen in proteins.
American J. of Physiology 23(3):180-200. Dec. [17 ref]
• Summary: Glycinin and legumelin were extracted from
soy-beans (see tables on p. 186, 194, 198-99). Table VI (p.
194), lists the following types of protein, their [amino acid]
composition, and the seeds from which they are derived:
Globulin (squash seed). Excelsin (para-nut). Edestin (hemp
seed). Globulin (cotton seed). Globulin (castor-bean).
Amandin (almond). Legumin (pea). Legumin (vetch).
Conglutin-a (yellow lupine). Vicilin (pea). Glycinin (soy
bean). Ovovitellin. Vignin (cow-pea). Glutelin (maize).
Ovalbumin (hen’s egg). Leucosin (wheat). Conalbumin
(hen’s egg). Legumelin (pea). Legumelin (soy-bean).
Phaseolin (kidney bean). Glutenin (wheat). Casein (cow).
Gliadin (wheat). Gliadin (rye). Hordein (barley). Zein
(maize).
The terms “mono-amino acids” (p. 180), “amino-acids”
(p. 180), and “-amino-acids" (p. 199) are used, although
sparingly, in this article. Note: This is the earliest document
seen (Dec. 2020) that mentions the term "amino-acids" (or
"amino acids") in connection with soy-beans. Address: Lab.
of the Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station.
1469. Takenob, Y.; Takeda, G. 1908-1909. Japan Year Book.
Tokyo: Japan Year Book Office. See p. 334, 336, 391. Fourth
annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary: In chapter 18, “Agriculture,” the section titled
“Manure. Consumption.” states that the value of the top
seven sources (in million yen) in 1905 were: Night soil (53),
stable manure (47), bean cakes [soybean] (13), fish guano
(10), artificial fertilizers (8), rice bran (4.3), and bones (0.9).
Total 136.2.
In the section on “Staple farm products” is a subsection
titled “Beans, sweet potatoes, and potatoes,” which includes
production figures for Soja Beans and Red Beans [Azuki]
from 1902 to 1906.
Note: According to the table of weights and measures at
the front of this Year Book, one koku dry = 4.962 bushels.
For Soja beans: 1902–3,130,000 koku [= 15,531,060
bushels]. 1903–3,647,000 koku. 1904–3,710,000 koku [=
18,409,020 bushels]. 1905–3,261,000 koku. 1906–3,557,000
koku.
For azuki beans, production ranged from a low of
708,000 koku in 1902 [23% as much by volume as soja beans
that year] to a high of 918,000 koku in 1903 [25% as much as
soja beans that year].
By contrast in 1903, production of rice was 46,473,000
koku (12.7 times as much as soja beans), and production of
barley was 7,462,000 koku (twice as much as soja beans).
A section on “Japanese wine and soy” is also in Chapter
18, titled “Industry.” The second part of this section, titled
“Soy” (and meaning soy sauce or shoyu) states (p. 391): “For
soy the prefecture of Chiba, which is contiguous to Tokyo
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municipality, heads all other places on the list. Parched
wheat mixed with salt and beans is a principal ingredient.
The process is still far from scientific, and several patented
processes, notably that by Mr. Suzuki, do not seem to have
attained ideal perfection. The production in recent years is as
below:”
The part on “Saké” above this notes: “For sake, the
national liquor brewed from rice, the ‘Five villages of Nada,’
situated about midway between Osaka and Kobe, are the
most noted center of production in Japan. What is interesting
is that the fame of ‘Nada sake’ is generally attributed not so
much to the long experience of the brewers at Nada as to the
peculiar quality of water in certain wells existing in the five
villages. The general opinion is that certain bacilli found in
the water possess the virtue of imparting peculiar agreeable
flavor to the liquor.” Address: Japan.
1470. Ubbelohde, Leo; Goldschmidt, F. ed. 1908-1926.
Handbuch der Chemie und Technologie der Oele und
Fette: Chemie, Analyse, Gewinnung und Verarbeitung der
Oele, Wachse und Harze. In vier Baenden [Handbook of
the chemistry and technology of oils and fats: Chemistry,
analysis, extraction, and processing of oils, fats, waxes, and
resins. 4 vols. in 5]. Leipzig, Germany: Verlag von S. Hirzel.
[Ger]
• Summary: The chapters related to soy in the four different
volumes are cited separately.
1471. Decrock, E. 1908. Contribution à l’étude des fécules
de l’Indochine [Contribution to the study of the starchy foods
of Indochina]. Annales du Musee Colonial de Marseille
6:67-129. Series 2. [1 soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: A section (p. 110-11) titled Glycine hispida
Maxim. (Soja) discusses: Exterior characteristics of the seed,
spermoderme.
Soja hispida is also mentioned in passing on p. 102.
Address: Assistant Prof. at the Faculty of Sciences of
Marseilles (Professeur-adjoint à la Faculté des Sciences de
Marseille).
1472. Product Name: Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hawaiian Yamajo Soy Company.
Manufacturer’s Address: Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1908.
New Product–Documentation: Krauss. 1909. Hawaii
Agric. Exp. Station, Annual Report. p. 83. “Seed of two other
[soybean] varieties were donated by the Hawaiian Yamajo
Soy Company of Honolulu. One of these, a green seeded
type, has been grown in the Kona district of Hawaii for some
years; the other, a yellow seeded variety, was imported direct
from Japan. The seed of both these varieties is used in the
manufacture of the Japanese food product, “Miso,” and other
preparations.” [Note: It is not clearly stated that Yamajo
makes miso. But some company in Hawaii was making miso

at this time]. For the year 1908. Mr. Yamakami was manager.
Husted’s Directory of Honolulu and the Territory of
Hawaii. 1907. p. 609. Yamajo Soy Co., Nobuyuki Yamakami,
mngr. Pua Lane, [Honolulu]. Two entries following:
Yamakami, N., mgr, Yamajo Soy Co., residence King, near
Palama Chapel. Note: No listing in 1905-06 Directory. 1909
Directory. p. 602. Company name has changed to Yamajo
Soy and Sauce Manufacturing Co. Ltd., N. Yamakami, mngr,
Pua Lane near Kukui. Note: Again no clear statement that
Yamajo made miso.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book of Miso. 2nd ed.
p. 234. In 1898 Hawaii was annexed as a U.S. Territory, so
this company could be considered the earliest known miso
manufacturer in the USA. Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai
Zasshi. 73(7):542-49. “Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso,
shoyu no rekishi.” He lists this company as having been
founded in Honolulu in 1905, as a shoyu maker but not as a
miso maker.
1473. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hirano Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 446 Jackson St., Los Angeles,
California. Phone: Broadway 1910.
Date of Introduction: 1908.
New Product–Documentation: Rafu Shinposha. 1908.
Rafu Nenkan [Rafu Shinpo Japanese-American year book].
Directory, p. 43. Hirano Tofu-ya, 446 Jackson St. Phone:
Broadway 1910.
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 91. Also
in 1913, p. 126. Phone: A 2896. Note: Ichino Tofu-ya was at
this address from 1905 to 1909 (Directory entry p. 88). Also
in 1912 directory, p. 115.
1474. Product Name: Shoyu [soy sauce].
Manufacturer’s Name: Hokubei Shoyu Jozo K.K. Jozosho.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1217 Temple Ave., Fruitvale,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1908.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1908. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory page 25 (Japanese numbers).
1475. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Inoue Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 108 N. San Pedro St., Los
Angeles, California. Phone: Main 1948.
Date of Introduction: 1908.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1908. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory p. 44 (Japanese numbers).
1476. Product Name: Tofu.
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Manufacturer’s Name: Kodama Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 600 N. 6th St., San Jose,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1908.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1908. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory p. 60 (Japanese numbers).
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 109. Also
in 1911 directory, p. 109, but the address is now 602 N. 6th
St.
1477. Product Name: [Soybean Oil, Soybean Meal].
Foreign Name: Daizu Abura, Daizu Kasu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kodera Bean Mill.
Manufacturer’s Address: Newchwang (Yingkou),
Manchuria.
Date of Introduction: 1908.
Ingredients: Soybeans.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Furusawa, J. 1921. “Present
and future of bean milling industry in Manchuria.” Light of
Manchuria No. 16. p. 1-10. Dec. 1. “Then came the RussoJapanese War [1904-1905], and not a few Japanese visitors
to Manchuria became interested in this industry. On the
close of the war, Mr. F. Kodera, now on the directorate of the
Kodera Bean Mill, Dairen, founded a bean mill worked by
hydraulic pressure at Yingkow. He was the first Japanese to
start mechanical milling in South Manchuria.” “The Kodera
Mill, at Yingkou, [later] erected another factory at Dairen.”
1478. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kurata Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 325, Salinas,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1908.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1908. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory p. 31 (Japanese numbers).
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 105.
1479. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Mitsunaga Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 226 Jackson St., San Jose,
California. Phone: Black 1861.
Date of Introduction: 1908.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1908. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook]. Directory p. 60 (Japanese numbers).
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 109.
1480. Product Name: Tofu.

Manufacturer’s Name: Ogawa Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 149 Vine St. / 149 N. Central
Ave., Los Angeles, California.
Date of Introduction: 1908.
New Product–Documentation: Rafu Shinposha. 1908.
Rafu Nenkan [Rafu Shinpo Japanese-American year book].
Directory, p. 43. Ogawa Tofu-ya, 149 Vine St. No phone.
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1908. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Directory p. 44 (Japanese
numbers).
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 88.
Address: 149 N. Central Ave., Los Angeles, California.
1481. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sankaku (Mitsuno? Sankado?)
Tofu-ya / Konmaasharu (Commercial) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 315½ Commercial St., Los
Angeles, California. Phone: Broadway 3757.
Date of Introduction: 1908.
New Product–Documentation: Rafu Shinposha. 1908.
Rafu Nenkan [Rafu Shinpo Japanese-American year book].
Directory, p. 43. Sankaku (Mitsuno? Sankado?) Tofu-ya,
315½ Commercial St., Tel: Broadway 4757.
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1908. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Directory p. 44 (Japanese
numbers). Konmaasharu Tofu.
1482. Product Name: Miso, and Shoyu [soy sauce].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sanyo Shokai. Renamed Sanyo
Shoyu Jozo Gaisha by 1909.
Manufacturer’s Address: 920 Hight St., Melrose (near
Alameda), California.
Date of Introduction: 1908.
New Product–Documentation: See next page. Ad (¼ page)
in Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1908. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Page 14 (Japanese numbers)
middle block of ads. A maker of miso and shoyu {soy sauce}
(Miso shoyu seizô-gyô).
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 31. The
company name is now given as Sanyo Shoyu Jozo Gaisha.
Address: 920 Hight St., Melrose, California. The company
no longer makes miso–only shoyu. Note: Melrose is on
the mainland, just northeast of Alameda (an island). As of
Jan. 2008 Melrose was part of central east Oakland, a city
adjacent to Alameda.
1483. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tsukamoto Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 128 E. First St., Reno, Nevada.
Date of Introduction: 1908.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbunsha. 1908. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [Japanese-American
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Yearbook]. Directory p. 86 (Japanese numbers). The address
is now given as 128 E. Front St., Reno.
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Directory entry p. 121.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
concerning soybeans in Nevada. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Nevada (1908). The
source of these soybeans is unknown. A tofu shop must have
soybeans in order to make tofu.
Note 2. This is the earliest known commercial soy
product made in Nevada. I really wish I knew how this tofu
company got its soybeans. Were the soybeans imported from
Japan? Were the soybeans grown nearby? In California or
Nevada?
1484. Agricultural Bureau, Department of Agriculture and
Commerce. 1908. Agriculture in Japan. Tokyo: Agricultural
Bureau, Department of Agriculture and Commerce. x + 455
p. See p. 225-29, 434, 439, 448, 453-54. No index. 23 cm.
[Eng]
• Summary: A table of moneys, weights and measures (p. x)
includes British equivalents of the following Japanese units:
Money–yen, sen, rin. Length: ri, chô, ken, shaku, sun. Area:
cho, tan, sé, bu or tsubo, kô (9.724 tan). Capacity / volume:
koku, tô, sho, go. Weights: kwan or kwamme, kin, momme.
In Chapter 6 titled “Agricultural products,” in section
2 on “staple food stuffs” is a subsection titled “Soja beans”
(p. 225-29) which begins: “In point of production and use,
soja beans occupy an important position among the various

beans, they are extensively cultivated from the Hokkaido
in the north to Formosa in the south. They find a congenial
soil to prosper, the acreage for 1906 was 460,895 cho (1 cho
= 2.45 acres) which with the exception of the acreage of
barley (503,498 chô) is equalled by no other products from
the upland fields. Their use is quite extensive. They are eaten
boiled, baked and powdered while soy, miso and tofu (bean
curd) made out of beans, are found even in the remotest
villages. They are found on the table both of high and low.
In making soy [sauce], a by-product in a shape of soy-cakes
is obtained and may be used as excellent manure, while in
making tofu, the remaining ingredients [okara] may be used
as a subsidiary diet and as food for cattle. Soja beans may
also be pressed, and its oil used for the purpose of diet and
for various technical uses, while the residue forms excellent
manure. The fresh stalks of soja beans may be used as forage
or as effective green manure. In short, soja beans, either as
an article of Japanese diet, or as agricultural manure or as
food for cattle are indispensable.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2017)
that contains the term “technical uses”.
“The cultivation of beans under the circumstances was
developed from ancient times, and numerous varieties are
most extensively cultivated while by its peculiar nature
of root, it absolves nitrogen from air so that high priced
nitrogenous manure may be dispensed with, and therefore
the cultivation of beans like other agricultural products do
not exhaust the productive power of the soil, but on the
contrary, it operates favourably to improve the soil. As for
rotation of crops of wheat, millets, corns and potatoes, beans
are indispensable. Seeds are sown early in the beginning of
May.”
Tables show: (1) Output of soja beans in Japan,
1897-1906.” For each year is given the area (in chô), the
production (in koku) and the yield (in koku per tan) (1 koku
= 4.962 bushels; 1 tan = 0.245 acres). The area increased
from 435,605 chô in 1897 to a peak of 482,044 chô in 1898,
then slowly fell to a low of 446,844 chô in 1904, then rose to
460,895 chô in 1906. Production increased from 3,100,973
koku in 1897 to a peak of 4,069,619 koku in 1901, then
slowly dropped to 3,557,592 in 1906. The yield in 1897
was 0.712 koku per tan, rising to a peak of 0.830 in 1904.
Hokkaido has the largest area (43,924 chô) and production
(392,140 koku). The principal soja bean producing districts
are Ibaraki (33,000 chô), Saitama (29,000 chô), Iwate
(26,000 chô), Nagasaki (26,000 chô), Kumamoto (26,000
chô), Niigata (22,000 chô). There is no prefecture where the
production does not exceed 10,000 koku.
(2) “As mentioned above, soja beans are used either
boiled, baked or powdered or as material for tofu (bean
curd), frozen tofu, soy and miso (bean-cheese), and
particularly the latter two products besides meeting with
domestic demands, are exported abroad in large quantities,
as may be seen in the following table.” This table shows
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amount and value (in yen) of miso and soy [sauce] exported
from Japan each year from 1903 to 1907, inclusive. Miso
exports increased from 1,670,092 kin (1 kin = 1.322 lb) in
1903 to a peak of 5,199,957 kin in 1907 (a 3.1 fold increase
in 4 years), while soy [sauce] exports increased from
1,974,119 shô (1 shô = 1.9 quarts) in 1903 to 4,403,851 shô
in 1907 (a 2.2 fold increase). The total yen value of these two
exports rose from 489,213 yen in 1903 to 1,354,517 yen in
1907 (a 2.8 fold increase). In American units: Miso exports
increased from 2.20 million lb (worth $347,647) in 1903 to a
peak of 7.50 million lb (worth $132,652) in 1905, dropping
to 6.86 million lb (worth $135,833) in 1907.
Shoyu exports increased from 5.92 million lb (worth
$204,959) in 1903 to 13.21 million lb (worth $541,425) in
1907. Note that in 1907 shoyu exports are worth about 4
times as much as miso exports.
(3) Because of increasing exports, Japan now needs to
import soja beans from abroad. This table (p. 227) shows
the amount and value of soybeans imported by Japan for the
years 1903-1907, inclusive. They rose from 146,971 tons
(worth $3.18 million) in 1903 to a peak of 193,479 tons
(worth $4.92 million) in 1905, dropping to 177,365 tons
(worth $4.79 million) in 1907. They are mostly imported
from Manchuria and Korea. “While a greater portion of these
imports is used as material for soy and miso, it is also used in
making bean-cakes and is sown for obtaining green manure,
or used as manure or for feeding cattle.”
(4) This table (p. 228) shows the quantity and value of
[soy] bean-cakes imported into Japan for the years 19031907, inclusive. The cake was used mostly for fertilizer.
Cake imports rose from 216,198 tons (worth $3.81 million
and representing 57.8% of all fertilizers) in 1903 to 367,210
tons (worth $8.71 million and representing 44.8% of all
fertilizers) in 1907. (5) This table (p. 229) shows acreage
and production (output) of [soy] beans in Formosa [today’s
Taiwan]. Acreage doubled in 3 years from 11,226 kô in 1901
to a peak of 22,641 kô [53,886 acres] in 1904, then decreased
slightly to 21,220 kô in 1906. Note 2. 1 kô = 9.724 tan, and 1
tan = 0.245 acres. Therefore 1 kô = 2.38 acres.
Production in Taiwan increased more than 3-fold from
44,661 koku in 1901 to 135,271 koku in 1904, then decreased
slightly to 100,803 koku in 1906.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that gives soybean production or area statistics for Formosa /
Taiwan.
Note 4. Production of soja beans in Formosa in 1904
was only 3.6% as much as production of soja beans in Japan
in 1904.
The next section, titled “Red-beans” (p. 229-30) gives
similar detailed statistics on acreage, production, and yield
for azuki beans in Japan. Sarashi-an (the powdered red bean)
is made in Osaka, Tokyo, Niigata, and Aomori. A second
table gives annual imports of red [azuki] beans to Japan from
1903 to 1907. They are imported mainly from China, Korea,

and British India.
In Chapter 9, titled “Agricultural products in
commerce,” section 2 is on imports to Japan. A table (p.
433-34) gives imports of the following grains and seeds (in
quantity / piculs and value / yen) from 1903 to 1907: Italian
millet, soja beans, red beans [azuki] (small white), and
sesame seeds. Another table (p. 438) titled “Miscellaneous”
includes imports of “bean’s oil cake” for the same period.
An explanation titled “Soja-beans” (p. 439) states: “Not
only as foodstuffs, but also as a manure a large quantity of
beans are consumed each year, as that from China and Korea
a considerable amount is imported. Besides beans, beancakes are imported from China in large quantity.” Imports of
sesame seeds, rice, wheat and rape-seed are also discussed on
the same page. In this same chapter, section 3 is on Exports
and imports in Formosa. Soy is mentioned on pages 434,
439, 442, 448, 453-54. “Beans, Soja: The demand for soja
beans in Formosa is enormous and as the Formosan product
was not sufficient to meet the demand, a large amount is
imported from abroad. Soja beans produced in Manchuria,
and Chin-kiang [Chinkiang, Zhenjiang] are imported from
China and Hongkong.” “Oil, Beans [soybean oil]: This
is principally produced in Manchuria and is brought here
through China and Hongkong. Originally it was used as an
[sic, for] illumination, but the demand has greatly increased
as it is used in making cut tobacco” [to keep it moist].
Ground-nut oil is used for the same purpose (p. 453-54).
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2003)
concerning miso in international trade–exported from Japan;
export statistics are also given.
Note 6. The preface, by Chuzi [Chuji] Shimooka,
explains that this book was compiled for the International
Agricultural Association meeting to be held in Italy in the
autumn. The compiler did not have time to explain all the
terms [and units] adequately. Address: Tokyo, Japan.
1485. Allen, Horace Newton. 1908. Things Korean:
A collection of sketches and anecdotes, missionary
and diplomatic. New York, Chicago, Toronto, London,
Edinburgh: F.H. Revell Co. 256 p. See p. 74. Illust. (black
and white photos). No index. 19 cm.
• Summary: Page 74: “Products.–The great product of Korea
is rice, which is the staple of diet. Next come [soy] beans,
which are largely used as a food for man and beast, being
mixed with rice in the human dietary or used in the form of
curd or cake [tofu], while they are indispensable for making
the sauce so highly prized in Asia, and which is shipped
abroad in vast quantities for the preparation of a celebrated
English sauce as well as others, since it is the foundation
for most of our sauces. Any one who patronizes a Chinese
restaurant will be familiar with this bean sauce. Millet, rye,
barley, oats, wheat and some poor corn, together with cotton
and vegetables, form the chief farm crops raised in Korea
after rice and beans.”
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Note 1. By “bean sauce” the author probably means
“soy sauce,” but he might also mean soybean jang (Koreanstyle soybean miso).
Note 2. The term “celebrated English sauce” clearly
refers to Worcestershire sauce.
Preface: The author lived for 22 years “in China and
Korea, including practically the whole period of the latter’s
diplomatic intercourse with the outside world,...” He spent 3
years in Korea as a medical missionary, 3 years in the Korean
service, and 15 years in the diplomatic service of the United
States government, “beginning as secretary of legation and
ending as minister plenipotentiary.” The poor Koreans are
in desperate straits but opposition by them to their situation
“seems at present to be unavailing if not suicidal.” Sadly,
the United States “deserted them in their time of need and
ignored the solemn agreement we had entered into with them
as an inducement for their abandoning the centuries-old
position of exclusion and non-intercourse and emerging into
the dazzling glare of treaty relations. Our treaty with Korea
of May 22, 1882, in its first article, makes the following
promise: ‘If other Powers deal unjustly or oppressively with
either government, the other will exert their good offices
on being informed of the case, to bring about an amicable
arrangement, thus showing their friendly feeling.”
The U.S. disregarded this solemn pledge at the time of
the Portsmouth convention; we violated our sacred covenant.
Chapter 16, “Political changes and probabilities.”
1884–The “haughty Chinese drove the then
inconspicuous Japanese so precipitately from the land that
they left their dead in the streets to be devoured by the dogs”
(p. 243); the Chinese continued their traditional domination
of Korea.
1894-1895–First Sino-Japanese War, over domination
of Korea; the Japanese won and in Oct. 1895 the treaty of
Shimonoseki was signed. During this war the world got
its first intimation of the excellence of Japanese military
organization and power. But diplomatic mistakes in Korea
by Japan, after her victory, enabled Russia to gain the upper
hand. Yet Russia too made diplomatic blunders while for 10
years Japan prepared for another war over Korea.
1904-1905–Russo-Japanese war; Japan won, gained
control of Korea, and drove Russia from the entire area
except in the vicinity of Vladivostok. During the 20 previous
years when Korea could have fortified the country, it “played
at all manner of silly pastimes.” Now Korea is Japan’s to
exploit for herself. The U.S. position in the area has been
weakened. Japan’s next great objective will surely be China;
it is only a matter of time. Address: Toledo, Ohio; M.D., Late
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the
United States.
1486. Armsby, Henry Prentiss. 1908. Principles of animal
nutrition: With special reference to the nutrition of farm
animals. 3rd ed., revised. New York, NY: John Wiley &

Sons; London: Chapman & Hall, Ltd. vii + 614 p. Index. 24
cm. [ soy ref]
• Summary: The soja-bean is mentioned only once,
in passing, in this book. The section on “Proteids,” in
discussing the mathematical constant used for converting
from nitrogen to protein, notes (p. 6) that Ritthausen, a
prominent German authority, concedes that the factor 6.25
should be discarded, and suggests the use of “6.00 for barley,
maize, buckwheat, soja-bean,...”
The Preface notes that during the past two decades,
great progress has been made in the understanding of animal
nutrition, and the various problems have come to be seen
from a new viewpoint–that of the chemistry of nutrition.
This book is not a treatise on stock-feeding but an attempt
to present in systematic form the basic principles of animal
nutrition as they are currently understood.
Henry Prentiss Armsby lived 1853-1921. Address:
Director, Inst. of Animal Nutrition, The Pennsylvania State
College, Centre County, Pennsylvania.
1487. Atti del II Congresso Internatzionale di Terapia Fisica
[Proceedings of the Second International Congress of
Physical Therapy]. 1908. Rome, Italy: Tipografia Nazionale
de G. Bertero E.C. 938 p. Held 13-16 Oct. 1907 in Rome,
Italy. [Fre]
• Summary: In Volume I, Part II, Theme II, pages 216-220
is a French-language article by Dr. Rahmiel (of Crajova,
Romania) titled “Soya phagie [Soya as food].” It begins:
Diet therapy has as its goal the prevention, improvement,
or treatment of nearly all maladies. He also discusses
vegetarianism. Address: Dr., Crajova (Romania).
1488. Ball, James Dyer. 1908. The Cantonese made easy
vocabulary: a small dictionary in English and Cantonese,...
3rd ed. Hongkong: Kelly & Walsh, LD. [viii] + 294 p. See p.
241. [Eng; Chi]
• Summary: Under “Soy” (noun, p. 241) are the Chinese
characters and the Cantonese term for soy sauce, shi-yau,
with tones shown.
Note: Shi-yau is, more precisely, “fermented black
soybean sauce.” Address: Exmouth, Devon, England.
1489. Benedikt, Rudolf; Ulzer, Ferdinand. 1908. Analyse der
Fette und Wachsarten. 5. Aufl. [Analysis of fats and waxes.
5th ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. xiii + 1168 p.
See p. 712. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [2 soy ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the chapter on semi-drying oils is a
subsection titled “9. Sojabohnenöl” with the subtitle “Huile
de Soja.–Soja bean oil, Chinese bean oil.–Olio di Soia.” A
table shows the composition and properties of soy oil (Sojaöl), and its fatty acid composition, based on the work of three
other researchers: (1) Morawski and Stingl; (2) De Negri and
Fabris; (3) Korentschewski and Zimmerman.
Also discusses: Sesame oil (p. 740-50). Almond oil (p.
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776-81). Arachis oil (p. 784-94). Address: Vienna, Austria.
1490. Bloch, A. [Armand-Aron]. 1908. Le soja. Sa
culture, sa composition, son emploi en médecine et dans
l’alimentation [The soybean. Its culture, its composition,
its use in medicine and in food]. Annales d’Hygiene et de
Medecine Coloniales 11:85-122. [29 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This article is identical to that published by
Bloch in 1907 in Bulletin des Sciences Pharmacologiques
(Paris). Address: Pharmacist major 2nd class of the colonial
troops. Doctor of Pharmacy.
1491. Brown: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1908.
Renamed Mammoth Brown in 1927. Seed color: Brown.
• Summary: Sources: Moore, R.A. 1908. “Growers of soy
beans.” Wisconsin Agric. Exp. Association, Annual Report
6:201-02. For the year 1908. See p. 202. In the section titled
“Wisconsin Seed Grain Growers” (p. 189-214) this table
(p. 201-02) lists the name, address, and county of people
who are growing each of the following soy bean varieties.
The number after each variety name signifies the number of
farmers growing it: Ito San (12), Early Black (7), Black (17),
Medium Early Green (4), Yellow (2), and Brown (3). All the
growers but one are in the state of Wisconsin; that one is in
Iowa. Address: USA.
1492. Colby, Frank Moore. ed. 1908. The new international
year book: A compendium of the world’s progress for the
year 1907. New York, NY: Dodd, Mead and Company. [6] +
860 p.
• Summary: The section titled “Manchuria” (p. 475-76)
states: “By the treaty of Portsmouth (September 1905)
Manchuria was practically divided into a northern or
Russian sphere of influence, and a southern or Japanese
sphere of influence. The Russian section is crossed by the
Trans-Siberian Railway, which runs from east to west for
a length of 960 miles over Manchurian soil until it reaches
Vladivostok; and by the Central Manchurian Railway, which
runs southward from Harbin, on the Trans-Siberian, to
Changchun, with a branch line of 70 miles from Changchun
to Kirin. The Japanese section is crossed by the continuation
of the Central Manchurian line from Changchun to Port
Arthur and Dalny, now known as the South Manchurian
Railway [sic], which was surrendered by Russia to Japan; by
the new Japanese line from Antung to Mukden, 187 miles
long... Extensions of the Chinese Northern Railways are
permitted by Japan only on condition that the capital, if not
Chinese, be borrowed from the South Manchuria Railway
Company.”
“The leading exports are [soya] beans, bean cake, and
bean oil, raw wild silk, maize, and millet. Newchwang and
Dalny are the principal ports (p. 476).
“History–Reorganization of the Province: On April
20, 1907, an Imperial Chinese edict reconstituted the

government of Manchuria. Instead of three provinces
governed by three separate Tatar rulers, the whole country
was placed under one viceroy, with a governor in each
province.”
The long and interesting section on Japan (p. 420-30)
contains a map of the country. The section on agriculture
states: The percentage of land owned by the tillers of the
soil is 50.21 in rice field and 60.93 in upland. The rest is
rented by tenants. In 1905 the production of soya beans was
3,261,881 koku and of red beans [azuki] was 804,485 koku
(1 koku = 4.66 bushels). There is also detailed information
on: Population (47 million in 1903) and immigration,
fisheries, religion, education, mining, forestry, number of
establishments [businesses] and employees, manufactures
(incl. vegetable oils; “The Japanese Government is the
greatest employer of labor in the country”), foreign
commerce, shipping, railways, post and telegraph, banks
and money, government (a constitutional monarchy; the
Imperial Diet consists of a House of Peers and a House of
Representatives; in 1904, 1.67% of the population could
vote), finance (in 1907-08 projected internal revenue taxes
on alcoholic beverages, soy [sauce] etc. totaled 96,331,881
yen), army, navy. History: Political parties, relations with the
United States (incl. persecution of Japanese in San Francisco,
California), relations with Great Britain, with France, with
Russia, navy and military development, territorial expansion
(retention of some troops in Manchuria as “railway guards,”
gradual absorption of Korea, and conquest of interior
portions of Formosa, expansion of lumbering along the Yalu
river, opening of 16 cities and towns in Manchuria as ‘places
of international residence and trade’).
1493. Crowe, E.F. 1908. Japan: Report for the year 1907 on
the trade of Japan. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual
Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No. 4026. p. 1-86.
• Summary: “Export of soy (p. 35): This sauce was again
sent in large quantities to those countries where the number
of Japanese residents is on the increase. A new kind, said to
have many advantages, and prepared by a lately-invented
process, was put on the market during the year.”
Annex I (p. 64-65) shows imports of “Beans, peas and
pulse” to Japan (mainly from China and Corea) from 1902 to
1907.
Annex II (p. 76-77) shows “Return of principle
articles of export from Japan during the years 1907 and
1906.” Exports of soy [sauce] were worth £97,000 in 1906,
increasing to £110,500 in 1907. The average value for the
5 years 1902-06 was £65,300; no quantities are given.
Other leading exports were tea, cotton undershirts and
drawers, saké, and fish. Address: Commercial Attaché to His
Majesty’s Embassy, Tokyo.
1494. Freshel, Maud Russell Lorraine (Mrs.). 1908. Six
hundred recipes for meatless dishes. Originated, collected,
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and arranged by M.R.L. Sharpe. Cambridge, Massachusetts:
The University Press. viii + 323 p. Recipe index. 22 cm.
• Summary: On the cover of this important, early vegetarian
cookbook is written “The Golden Rule Cook Book.” Later
editions were published under the title The Golden Rule
Cook Book in 1910 and 1926. The author’s full name was
Mrs. Maud Russell (Lorraine) Sharpe; thus her maiden name
was Maud R. Lorraine. Born in 1867, she sometimes writes
her first name “Emmarel” (i.e. for M.R.L.).
Worcestershire sauce is called for in many recipes in
this book; see The Golden Rule Cook Book (1910). Address:
Providence House, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts.
1495. Gautier, Armand. 1908. L’alimentation et les régimes
chez l’homme sain ou malade. 3e édition [Diet and dietetics
for healthy or for sick people. 3rd ed.]. Paris: Masson & Co.
xx + 750 p. See p. 317-18, 617. Illust. 25 cm. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Chapter 19, on vegetables, grains, etc., contains
a section titled “Pois ou fèves de Soja” (Soja peas or beans,
p. 317-18). The first half is almost identical to that in the
1904 edition. It continues: Soy flour contains, on average,
only 28% starch, compared with 45% in wheat flour.
Unfortunately the taste of this legume is not agreeable.* (*
Footnote: This may be because we don’t have a good recipe
for its preparation. Here is the one Gautier used: Combine
250 gm of dry soybeans with 1 liter of water at 40ºC and
15 gm sea salt; soak for 12 hours. Pour off the water and
replace it with the same quantity of newly salted water. Cook
on low flame for 3 hours, without skimming off the foam.
When it begins to foam, add 3-4 gm of sodium bicarbonate,
2 leeks and some spinach leaves. Remove from the fire after
sufficiently cooked. Remove the leeks and spinach leaves.
Eat in sauce or on a salad).
In Japan, soy flour is mixed with cooked rice and
allowed to ferment until one obtains [sic] a sort of pap or
sauce which takes the place of meat extract and which is
mixed with many foods. In China, the soybean (le Soja) is
fermented with diced meat, to yield a condiment named Sizian, which is very stimulating for the stomach.
The chapter on vegetarianism is similar to that in the
1904 edition.
Note: Émile Julien Armand Gautier lived 1837-1920.
Address: Professeur a la Faculte de Médecine de Paris;
Membre de l’Institut et de l’Académie de Médecine.
1496. Gilg, -. 1908. Vorkommen, Bildung and Verwendung
der Fette und Wachse im Organismus: (a) In der Pflanze
[Occurrence, formation, and utilization of the fats and waxes
in organisms: (a) In plants]. In: Leo Ubbelohde, ed. 1908.
Handbuch der Chemie und Technologie der Oele und Fette:
Chemie, Analyse, Gewinnung und Verarbeitung der Oele,
Wachse und Harze. I. Band [Handbook of the Chemistry
and Technology of Oils and Fats: Chemistry, Analysis,
Extraction, and Processing of Oils, Fats, Waxes, and Resins.

Vol. 1]. Leipzig, Germany: Verlag von S. Hirzel. xiv + 832 p.
See p. 13-18. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A table (p. 17) has columns for plant family,
species, name of the fat, and oil content of the part that
contains the soil. The soybean (Soja hispida), a member of
the legume family, from which one can obtain soybean oil
(Sojabohnenöl). The seeds contain 15-23% oil. Address:
Prof. at the Univ. of Berlin.
1497. Hager, Hermann. 1908. Hagers Handbuch der
pharmazeutischen Praxis: fuer Apotheker, Aerzte, Drogisten,
und Medizinalbeamte: Ergaenzungsband [Hager’s handbook
of pharmaceutical practice: for pharmacists, doctors,
druggists, and medical officers: Supplementary volume].
Berlin: J. Springer. xii + 821 p. See p. 643-44. Illust. 25 cm.
[Ger]
• Summary: A section titled Soja (the soybean; p. 643-44)
begins with the scientific name of the plant–Glycine (Soja)
hispida Maxim.–and brief botanical information. It then
briefly describes soy sauce, and notes: The use of soy sauce
(Soja) in Europe is said to be extraordinarily large.
The 2nd paragraph is about the work of Osborne and
Campbell with soy proteins. The soybean is said to contain
Glycinin, Legumin (similar to Globulin), and a small amount
of Proteose.
Recently it has been reported that the soybean can be
used to make a condensed plantmilk (Pflanzenmilch), which
could be of significance to tropical regions, among others.
For this purpose, the soybean is softened [by soaking],
pressed and cooked in water. The resulting liquid has the
appearance of cow’s milk, however its composition is
completely different. The soybean milk (Sojabohnenmilch)
contains 92.5% water, 3.02% protein. 2.13% fat,
0.03% dietary fiber, 1.88% nitrogen-free substances
[carbohydrates], and 0.41% ash [minerals]. To this mass
one can add some sugar and phosphorous-potash. Then it
is steamed. Condensed plantmilk has a yellowish color and
a pleasant taste, which is not much different from that of
cow’s milk, although it has a definite soybean smell. It is
recommended as a less expensive substitute for condensed
cow’s milk.
Two recipes (that won’t work) are given for artificial soy
sauce; both are based on mushrooms.
1498. Hefter, Gustav. 1908. Technologie der Fette und Oele:
Handbuch der Gewinnung und Verarbeitung der Fette, Oele,
und Wachsarten des Pflanzen- und Tierreichs. Zweiter band
[Technology of fats and oils: Handbook for obtaining and
processing fats, oils and waxes from the plant- and animal
kingdoms. Vol. 2]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. ix +
974 p. See p. 302-06. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [11 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The contents of the section titled “Soyabean
Oil” (Sojabohnenöl) is: Etymology: Saubohnenöl, Bohnenöl,
Chinesisches Bohnenöl, Huile de soya, Soja bean oil, Soy
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bean oil, Bean oil, Chinese bean oil, Olio di Soia. Soybean
production. The raw seed and unrefined oil. Obtaining the
oil. Properties. Utilization. The residue or presscake. Trade
(Exports of cake from Newchwang, and prices).
In the years 1882-1891, soybeans in China sold (on
average) for 2.91 taels/picul (1 picul = about 60 kg [132 lb].
1 tael = about 3.20 German marks), while soybean oil sold
for 3.43 taels/picul and the cakes (Ölkuchen, “bean cakes”)
were worth 3.60 taels/picul.
Three small illustrations (non-original line drawings,
p. 303) show: Soy bean pods and three beans in one pod,
and soy bean seeds in whole and in cross section. The
originals are from C.O. Harz 1885. Note: This is vol. 2 of the
3-volume set, published from 1906-1910.
Lecithin is mentioned (3 times) on page 790, twice
on pages 105, 295, and 302, and 1 time each on pages
89, 91, 99, 114, 118, 149, 175, 223, 260, 272, 288, 293,
297, 775, 776, 788, 823, and 824. Address: Direktor der
Aktiensgesellschaft zur Fabrikation vegetabilischer Oele in
Triest [Austria-Hungary].
1499. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1908. Everything for the
garden (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 190 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: See next page. In the section titled “Farm
seeds” (p. 64), the illustration and text for the Early Green
Soja Bean are very similar to those in the 1906 catalog. No
specific prices are given, only “Market price.”
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.
1500. Heppe, Kurt. 1908. Explanations of all terms used
in coockery [sic]–cellaring and the preparation of drinks.
Pocket dictionary. New York, NY: Published by the author.
335 p. See p. 45-46.
• Summary: The Preface begins: “This book has been
specially adapted to American methods.” Pages 45-46. Under
the entry for “Cheese” we read: “Tao-foo cheese; Chinese
cheese prepared from peas.”
Under Sauces, ready-made (p. 274+) we find: Page 274:
“Catchup; from the East Indian, kit-jab, (to get the essence).
Page 275: Lea and Perrins Worchester [sic] sauce; a very hot
dark sauce for meats, rarebits, fish, etc.
Page 286: “- a la Soy or Soya; of Japan beans with
butter, brown fish essence, velouté.
Page 313: “Soy–a ketchup of the Soy bean.”
1501. Huang Shirong. 1908. Weituiju suibi [Random notes
from the “plain flavor” studio]. China. Passage on soy
reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #349, p. 248-49. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Wei T’ui Chü Sui Pi, by
Huang Shih-Jung. Qing dynasty. A revised edition of this
book, edited by Huang’s son, appeared in 1916 during the
Republican period. This is a summary by Mr. Huang (in

China) of a publication by Li Yu-ying–who was in France at
the time.
The section titled “Soybeans efficacy and use”
(gongyong) states: Mr. Li Yu-Ying recommends that China
establish an association / society for soybeans and soybean
technology for Chinese manufacturing. Li wrote two articles:
One, to promote the establishment of a society for soybeans,
and the second to promote manufacture of soybean products
in China using modern technology. It is most important
to invent new methods of production and manufacture,
which would have a great effect on the industry. These two,
which contained 5,000 words, were published in a Chinese
newspaper [probably in China] the 2nd month on the 6th,
7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th days. Note 1. The name
of the newspaper is not given. Mr. Huang summarizes the
content as follows:
The nutrients of the soybean benefit health, economics,
and commercial production; it is worthy of future
development. Its wider propagation will improve the
fertility of the soil because the roots contain nodules which
fix nitrogen to enrich the soil. Soybeans are a rich source
of dairy products (milk content) and oil, so they are very
nutritious. They can be used to make good substitutes for
meat. They are rich in phosphorus and potassium, so they
are healthful and strengthen the brain. Since they are lacking
in starch, they are good for diabetic diets. Because they are
a rich source of dairy products (milk content) and oil, they
would be a good material for industrial exploitation. And its
very inexpensive; it sells for only about one-fifth as much
as legumes from other countries. When you compare the
protein content with that of meat, milk, or eggs, or with other
legumes and cereal grains, it is at least 2-10 times higher.
The soybean is rich in phosphorus, which is equal to
the efficacy of Western medical phosphorus. Other products:
Whole soybeans (douren). Soybean noodles (doumian;
wheat pasta enriched with soy); it is a substitute for wheat
gluten (mianjin). Soybean oil (douyou). Soybean cake–
defatted (doubing). Okara or residue from making soymilk
(douzha; [mostly fed to animals]).
Note 2. This is the earliest Chinese-language document
seen (May 2014) that uses the term douzha to refer to okara.
Soymilk (doujiang). Spray-dried [or powdered] soymilk
(doujiangfen). Canned soymilk (guandoujiang). Soured
soymilk (suandoujiang; by lactic acid fermentation).
Soybean extract (doujing). Tofu (doufu). Pressed tofu–sliced
(doufugan yupian). Fermented tofu (faxiao doufu). Whey–
from making tofu (yujiang). Soy sauce (jiangyou). Sweet
wheat-flour jiang (tiandoujiang). Soy sprouts (douyacai).
Soybean coffee (douren jiafei). (Translated by H.T. Huang,
PhD, April 2003).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
worldwide that mentions powered soymilk.
Note 4. This is the earliest Chinese-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that mentions protein in connection with
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soy. In traditional Chinese there is no word for protein.
In this document, it came into Chinese via Li Yu-ying, a
Chinese entrepreneur making soyfoods near Paris, France.
As of Dec. 2020 the Mandarin Chinese word for protein is
dànbái.
1502. Hutchinson, W.L. 1908. Report of the Director.
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station / Agricultural
and Mechanical College of Mississippi, Annual Report

21:10-14. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1908.
• Summary: “Soy beans.–Quite a bit of work has been
done with soy beans at the College Station and they have
constantly grown in favor as a forage plant. Our data would
seem to indicate a value as great as that of cowpeas. They
make a good growth and lots of beans and stock are fond of
them.” Address: Director.
1503. Hyslop, R.E. 1908. Department of Agronomy. Idaho
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Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report p. 10. For
the year ending June 30, 1908.
• Summary: “1908-’09. Soy beans. 1. Variety test. 2.
Breeding.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Idaho. The source
of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 2. Piper and Morse reported in 1910 (USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry Bulletin, No. 197, p. 20) that
the Ogemaw soybean variety, which takes 92-97 days to
mature, was obtained in 1908 from the Idaho Agricultural
Experiment Station, where it had been grown for several
years. Yet soybeans are not mentioned in the annual reports
for the 3 years previous to this one; The 1906 report for
the year 1905, 1907 for 1906, nor 1907 for 1907. Address:
Agronomist, Moscow, Idaho.
1504. Ichida (R.). 1908. R. Ichida (Ad). In: Nichibei
Shinbun-sha. 1908. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [JapaneseAmerican Yearbook]. Page 11 (Japanese numbers) near the
front. [Jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). Food wholesaler. ICHIDA
Risuke. Tokyo Shoyu Tonya-ken Yushutsu Nyugyo [Tokyo
Shoyu Wholesale Export and Import Co.] Gomei Kaisha.
Okada Shoten. Address: Koami-cho 3 chome 19 banchi,
Nihonbashi, Tokyo. San Francisco branch representative,
ICHIDA Risuke, 1905 Bush St., San Francisco, California.
Okada Shoten represents the Kikkoman brand as well as
other shoyu makers from the towns of Noda and Choshi; we
sell their products and we also export. Address: 1905 Bush
St., San Francisco, California.
1505. Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture for the West
Indies (Barbados). 1908. Report on the Botanic Station and
experiment plots, Antigua. Reports on the Botanic Station,
Experiment Plots, and Agricultural Education, Antigua. p.
1-23. For the year ended March 31, 1908.
• Summary: In the section titled “Experiments at Skerrett’s
and Scott’s Hill” (p. 10-23), under “Skerretts” (p. 10-23)
is a subsection titled “Green dressing experiments” (p.
19-22). A table (p. 20) titled “Returns from green dressing
experiments” includes the “Soy, or soja bean (Glycine
hispida)” as one of 14 crops tested. Area of plot: 1/40 acre.
Time of planting: March 3. Time when reaped: May 6. The
weight of green bush and of dry bush so poor that it was not
even weighed.
On p. 21, the subsection on the “Soy, or soja bean
(Glycine hispida)” states: “This is a small erect plant. The
growth was healthy, although the weight of green bush was
extremely small. This might be increased by sowing the seed
close together. Further trials with this bean will be made.”
On the last page (23), the whole report is signed by T.
Jackson, curator.
Also discussed in this report are: Barbuda bean

(“Without a doubt the most promising green dressing”),
pigeon pea (Cajanus indicus), woolly pyrol (Phaseolus
Mungo), bonavist (Dolichos Lablab), Babricon bean
(Canavalia sp.), White, Black Eye, Clay, and Red cowpea
(Vigna unguiculata), Indian corn, and ground nuts (Arachis
hypogaea).
Note 1. Antigua is an island in the West Indies. It is
one of the Leeward Islands in the Caribbean region and
the main island of the country of Antigua and Barbuda.
Antigua and Barbuda became an independent state within the
Commonwealth of Nations on 1 Nov. 1981.
Note 2. At the head of the cover page and title page:
“Imperial Department of Agriculture for the West Indies.”
At the bottom of the cover page and title page: “Barbados:
Issued by the Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture for
the West Indies, 1908.” The label on the spine of the bound
volume at the National Agricultural Library (USA) is:
“Report of the Agricultural Department–Antigua–[1900/01
to 1913/14”].
1506. Kato, Yogoro. 1908. Physico-chemical studies on tofu.
Memoirs of the College of Science and Engineering, Kyoto
Imperial University 1:325-31. (Chem. Abst. 3:2182). [2 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: Tofu is a foodstuff made by grinding the
soy bean with water, filtering to obtain a milky liquid,
and coagulating the suspended matter by the addition of
a bitter salt solution (bittern). This bitter salt solution is
obtained as the residue in making common salt from seawater by evaporation. The author concludes that the tofu
solution contains a negative colloid and belongs to the class
of solutions which might be called colloidal suspension.
“It seems quite probable that the manufacture of tofu is
based upon the coagulation of the colloid by electrolytes:
consequently, several electrolytes containing cation [cations]
of high valency, besides calcium and magnesium, may be
employed for the coagulation.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2010) that contains the term “physico-chemical”
or with the term “physico-chemical” in the title. Address:
Chemical Lab., Higher Technological School of Tokyo.
1507. Lahor, Jean; Lucien-Graux, -. 1908. L’alimentation
à bon marché, saine et rationelle [Food that is reasonably
priced, healthful and rational]. Paris: Félix Acan, Éditeur. iii
+ 284 p. No index. 18 cm. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Chapter 11, titled “Vegetarianism and vegetarian
restaurants” (p. 146-66) gives accurate, detailed information
for France. The Vegetarian Society of France is located at 13
rue Froisart, Paris. We read on p. 162-63: “The soybean (Le
soja) of Japan, so rich in nitrogen, should also be favored on
our tables, no doubt in the form of soy sauce, just as it is in
the Far East.”
A table titled “List of vegetarian foods which one can
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have all year round” (p. 166) includes soybeans and peanuts
under “dry legumes.”
Appendix IV titled “Fruitarianism” (p. 273-77) notes
that fruits includes seeds (such as cereal grains and legumes)
as well as nuts.
Note: Jean Lahor is a pseudonym. Address: Dr. Cazalis.
1508. Moore, R.A. 1908. Growers of soy beans. Wisconsin
Agricultural Experiment Association, Annual Report 6:20102. For the year 1908.
• Summary: In the section on “Wisconsin Seed Grain
Growers” (p. 189-214) is a table titled “Growers of soy
beans” (p. 201-02) which lists the name, address, and county
of farmers growing each of the following soy bean varieties.
The number after each variety name signifies the number of
farmers growing it: Ito San (12), Early Black (7), Black (17),
Medium Early Green (4), Yellow (2), and Brown (3). All the
growers but one are in the state of Wisconsin; that one is in
Wadena, Iowa.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Brown.
1509. Morse, Hosea Ballou. 1908. The trade and
administration of the Chinese empire. London, New York,
Bombay, and Calcutta: Longmans, Green and Co. xv + 451
p. See p. 206, 296, 318. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: An important early book on this subject. A
second edition was published in 1913, and a third edition
in 1921. The dedication states: “Thirty-three years ago
[from 1907, i.e. in about 1874] four young men came to
China direct from the halls of Harvard. To the other three,
the fourth dedicates this work.” The Preface begins: “This
book is intended to portray the present state of the Chinese
Empire, with such record of the past as will show by what
process the evolution of the existing state has been reached.”
It continues: “The first two chapters on Chinese History have
been written by the Rev. F.L. Hawks Pott, D.D., President
of St. John’s College at Shanghai, and author of the useful
Sketch of Chinese History. His task of condensing the history
of forty centuries into as many pages has been performed in
a very judicious way.”
A color map (facing p. 8) shows “The gradual extension
of the Chinese empire.” China originated in the northeast
part of today’s China, in the area around Shansi, Chihli, and
northern Shantung provinces, southeast of Peking. The main
river was the Yellow River, and the key cities were Lo-yang /
Luoyang (the capital of several early dynasties) and Ch’angan / Changan or Hsi-an / Xi’an (the capital of 11 dynasties,
beginning with Chou–founded 1111 B.C.). The empire
gradually spread southward.
In Chapter 7, titled “The provinces and treaty ports,”
under Manchuria (p. 205-09) we read (p. 206): “The western
part of this province is made up of the plain of the Liao and
the valleys of its tributaries, and grows wheat and durra

for food, and beans from which are made an esculent and
illuminating oil, and bean-cake shipped to restore exhausted
fertility to the fields of Japan and of Kwangtung.” These
beans are soy beans.
Chapter 9, titled “Foreign trade” notes that “silks of
China reached the Roman Empire, following presumably
the Central Asian caravan routes which were later followed
by the Polo brothers and their nephew, Marco Polo” [lived
1254-1324; arrived in China 1375].
“The Portuguese were the discoverers of the East, as
the Spanish were of the West, and the first recorded arrival
of a European ship in China was that of Raphael Presetrello,
who sailed from Malacca [a city in 21st century Malaysia on
the Strait of Malacca] about 1511. Six years later, in 1517,
Fernando Perez de Andrade entered Canton waters and was
well received by the local officials, then as ever quite ready
to encourage trade, and was allowed to proceed in person to
Peking.” The Spanish first arrived in China in 1575, when
they were well received at Canton.
In this chapter, in the section on Exports, is a subsection
on [soy] beans which states (p. 296-97): “Beans are used
to make an oil for cooking and, prior to the introduction of
kerosene, for illuminating purposes; the bye-product of this
process, bean-cake, is used to fertilise the fields chiefly of
Kwangtung and Japan. The foreign export of beans is first
recorded in 1870 with shipment of 578,209 piculs, and of
bean-cake in 1890 with 96,297 piculs; in 1905 the export
of beans was 2,665,523 piculs, of which 80 per cent. went
to Japan, and of bean-cake 2,897,948, entirely for Japan; in
addition, over two million piculs of beans and two and a half
million piculs of bean-cake were imported into Kwangtung
ports. The chief source of production is Manchuria, next to
that Shangtung, Hupeh, and the lower Yangtze.”
The section titled “Oil seeds” (p. 298) discusses only
cotton, rape, and sesamum seeds; these have only recently
entered into foreign trade. In 1888 the export of rape-seed
was 873 piculs, and of sesamum-seed 3,027 piculs. The
sesamum seed goes chiefly to Germany and Japan.
In Chapter 10, titled “Internal Trade” (p. 302-22), the
subsection on “Beans” states (p. 318): “Beans were shipped
in 1903 (much of the trade was diverted from Manchuria
during the Russo-Japanese War) to the extent of 3,423,766
piculs from Newchwang, 1,928,543 piculs from Hankow,
404,063 piculs from Chinkiang, and enough from other
ports to make a total of 6,327,080 piculs; of this quantity
1,836,707 piculs were shipped to Japan, some 72,000 piculs
to other foreign destinations, and the balance, except 590,000
piculs for Amoy, went to the Kwangtung ports, Canton
and Swatow. In the same year Bean-cake was shipped,
4,553,367 piculs from Newchwang, 1,192,948 piculs from
Chefoo, 583,095 piculs from Hankow, 423,447 piculs from
Chinkiang, with total shipments of 7,030,325 piculs; of this
quantity 3,400,444 piculs went to Japan, and the balance,
except 731,161 piculs for Amoy, went to Kwangtung.”
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Also discusses internal trade of ground-nuts, hemp, jute,
and ramie (p. 319). “Oil-seeds” (cotton-seed, rape-seed, and
sesamum-seed) and “Vegetable tallow” (expressed from
the seeds of Stillingia sebifera) are discussed on p. 320. A
table (p. 321) gives details on railways in for each province
of China (incl. Manchuria), including the points served and
length in miles (completed, and under construction in late
1906). Address: A.B. (Harvard), Shanghai, China.
1510. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha). 1908.
Zaibei Nihonjin nenkan [Japanese-American yearbook. No.
4]. 234 Turk St., San Francisco, California. 491 p., many
unnumbered. Reprinted in 25 Oct. 2001 in Tokyo by Nihon
Tosho Senta. Series: Nikkei Imin Shiryôshû. Dai 1-kai
[Collected Documents on Japanese Emigration. No. 1]. [Jap;
eng]
• Summary: See next page. This book is read and numbered
from “back to front” compared with typical English books;
it is mostly (99%) in Japanese. There is an English-language
title page.
The book is composed of: 4 unnumbered pages of front
matter, 3 unnumbered leaves of black and white photos (two
show before and after the San Francisco earthquake and
fire) on glossy paper, 20 pages of ads and basic information,
numbered using Japanese numbers (NUJN), of which the
last four pages are the table of contents, 210 numbered pages
which are the body of the book, 84 pages of ads NUJN, 6
unnumbered pages of index and ads, 95 pages of directory
NUJN, 37 pages of ads and back matter NUJN.
The import tax on shoyu is either 40% or 4% (unclear,
p. 48). There is one tofu shop near (but not in) Oakland,
California (p. 180, lower right). There are three tofu shops in
San Jose, one in Watsonville, one in Salinas, and a brewery
[that may make shoyu and sake] in San Jose (p. 182).
The Directory shows Japanese companies making
soyfoods in California and Nevada (Reno). Address: San
Francisco, California.

1511. Nihon hyakka daijiten: Daizu [Encyclopedia Japonica:
Soybeans]. 1908. Tokyo: Sanseido. See vol. 6, p. 630-62.
[Jap]
• Summary: The entries on soybeans are in volume 6 of
this 10-volume work. Soybeans (daizu): p. 630-31. A small
illustration (line drawing) shows the upper part of a soybean
plant, with leaves and pods. Soja-bean oil (daizu abura): p.
632. Soybean cake (daizu kasu): p. 632. Address: Tokyo,
Japan.
1512. Photograph of the soybean mill owned by Nisshin Oil
Mills Co. in Dairen, Manchuria. 1908.
• Summary: See above. This digital photo was sent to
Soyinfo Center by Mr. Y. Komura of the Japan Oilseed
Processors Association (Aug. 2013).
Note. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2014)
related to Nisshin Oil Mills.
1513. Plimmer, Robert Henry Aders. 1908. The chemical
constitution of the proteins. 2 parts / vols. [1st ed.]. London
and New York: Longmans, Green and Co. Index. 25 cm.
Series: Monographs on biochemistry. [200+* ref]
• Summary: In Part I, soy is mentioned in a table (p.
22) titled “Glutelins” at the head of a column that reads:
“Glycinin from Soy Bean (Osborne and Clapp).” The word
“soy” also appears in a reference on page 82 (Osborne and
Clapp 1907). The amino acid glycine is mentioned many
times in each volume; it is the simplest possible amino acid,
having a single hydrogen atom as its side chain. Address:
Asst. Prof. of Physiological Chemistry in, and fellow of,
University College, London.
1514. Portrait of the Adrian A. Parsons, soybean pioneer in
Indiana, and three generations of descendants (Photograph).
1908.
• Summary: See page after next. This 8-by-10 inch black-
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and-white photo, taken in about 1908, shows Indiana
soybean pioneer Adrian A. Parsons (1846-1929) at about
age 62 at his homeplace, about three miles northwest of
Plainfield, Indiana. Adrian and all the other family members
are well dressed, the men in dark coats and ties, the women
in white blouses and long dresses. There are several babies
and many young children. Adrian has a mustache.
A typewritten caption on the back states: “Top row, from
left: William Parsons, holding Mary Parsons; Jessie Swindler
Parsons; Frank Parsons; Mary [May] Parsons White; Chester
[Chet] Parsons; Gilbert [Bert] Parsons; Edith Parsons White,
holding Emily White; Harry White.
“Middle row: Minnie Barker Parsons, holding Joe
Parsons; Norman Parsons, holding Edgar Parsons; Ethel
Parsons Davis, holding Elizabeth Davis; Adrian A. Parsons,
holding Imogene Davis; Mary Fox Parsons, holding William
Stanford [Tan] Parsons; Lester Parsons, holding Arthur
Parsons; Iva Webster Parsons, holding Martha Parsons.
“Bottom row: Lowell Parsons; Ralph Parsons; Alden
Davis; Horace Parsons; Lawrence Parsons; Harry Parsons;
Wharton Parsons.”
This photo, with date and caption, was sent to Soyfoods

Center by Lee Parsons, Adrian’s great-grandson, of
Indianapolis, Indiana.
1515. Scheichelbauer, Carl; Giblhauser, Franz. 1908.
Gastronomisches Lexikon: ein Hilfs-, Lehr- und
Nachschlagebuch fuer Gastrosophen, Gastgeber, Hoteliers,
Restaurateure, Haushofmeister, Koeche, Oberkellner,
Servierkellner etc. [Gastronomic lexicon: an auxiliary,
teaching and reference book for Gastrosophen, hosts,
hoteliers, restaurateurs, steward, chefs, maitre Servierkellner
etc.]. Vienna: Published by C. Scheichelbauer. 520 p. 3
leaves of plates. Illust. 23 cm. [Ger]*
• Summary: In this dictionary of gastronomy, there is an
entry (page 456) for Soja, jap. Sojabohne.
1516. Shimooka, C. 1908. Agricultural products: Products
for food stuffs and special use. In: 1908. Agriculture in
Japan. Tokyo: Govt. of Japan. x + 455 p. See p. 157-61,
Chap. 6. [Eng]
• Summary: A table (p. 157-58), titled “Comparative Table
of Yearly Acreage of Staple Food Stuffs,” shows the area
planted every 5 years from 1877 to 1906 to major crops. The
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area planted to soja beans grew from 188,233.1 chô in 1877,
to a local peak 466,315.2 chô in 1887, decreasing slightly
to 460,895.1 chô in 1906. 1 chô = 2.45 acres. Area statistics
for the following crops for the same years is also given:
Ordinary rice, glutinous rice, upland rice (non-irrigated),
total rice, barley, wheat, naked barley, total wheat and barley,
red beans [azuki], foxtail millet, proso millet, barnyard
millet, buckwheat, sweet potatoes, potatoes (regular), cotton,
hemp, indigo-leaves, tobacco leaves, rape-seed.
A ranking of Japan’s major crops in 1906 shows
ordinary (irrigated) rice to be far the largest with 2,557,958
chô, followed by naked barley (hadaka mugi) 700,887,
wheat 669,838, soja beans 460,895, and barley 443,187 chô.
A table (p. 158-59), titled “Comparative Yield of Staple
Food Stuffs,” shows that production of soja beans on this
land increased from 1,882,331 koku in 1877 to 3,557,592
koku in 1906. 1 koku = 47.6 gallons or 180 liters. Production
statistics for the other crops mentioned above are also given,
along with the output of sugar from 1878 to 1906.
Finally, a table (p. 161), titled “Comparative Table of the
Output per Tan of the Food-Stuffs,” shows the yield of each
crop in koku per tan. A tan is about 0.245 acres. The yield of
soybean has risen from 0.698 in 1887 to 0.772 in 1906. The
1906 yield is equivalent to about 18.7 bushels/acre.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) that
gives historical statistics for soybean production and area in
Japan.
1517. SoyaScan Notes. 1908. Chronology of J. Bibby and
Sons, Liverpool and Lancaster, Britain (Overview). 9 Sept.
2011. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: 1830–Edward Bibby bought the Conder Mill,
near Quernmore, Lancaster.
1878–The mill was passed to Edward’s two grandsons,
Joseph and James, who ran the business as J. Bibby and
Sons. Around this time, the business first started to produce
compound animal meal. It is claimed they produced the first
calf meal.
1885–Company established. After a fire destroyed
Conder Mill, the business continued to operate at Fleet
Square Mills, Lancaster.
1895–By this time, production at both the Fleet Square
Mills and the company’s new mill in Liverpool had reached
3,000 tons per week.
1910–Dec. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London).
1910. “Experiments with live stock.” 17(9):752-55. Dec.
“Effect of Soy Bean Cake on Cattle” (Field Experiments at
Harper Adams Agricultural College and in Staffs and Salop,
Report, 1909). One heifer “received 1½ lb. Bibby cake and 1
lb. Soy cake.”
1914–Seed crushers. Specialty: feeding stuffs for cattle.
Employees 2,000.
1953–Introduced Araby soap.
1968–Following its progression into seed crushing, soap

manufacturing, vegetable oil refining and paper production,
the company was acquired by Princes Foods.
1981 June–J. Bibby & Sons, Edible Oils Div.
(Liverpool, England) launches Bibbysoy [Full Fat Soya Meal
for Use in High-Energy Poultry and Livestock Feeds].
J. Bibby and Sons later went onto become part of ABN
(Associated British Nutrition), which is part of Associated
British Foods.
1518. Tebbitt, -. 1908. China: Report for the year 1907 on
the trade of Newchwang. Diplomatic and Consular Reports,
Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No. 4000. p.
1-14.
• Summary: A map shows South Manchuria, Corea [Korea],
the Yellow Sea, and the Gulf of Pe-Chi-Li, with major rivers
(Liao, Yalu), railroads, ports (Newchwang, Tiaren [Dairen])
and cities (Mukden, Antung, Kuan Cheng Tzu [K’uan
Ch’eng Tzu], Seoul).
Table C shows the quantity and value of the principal
exports from Newchwang during the years 1906-07. In order
of export value in 1907, the leading exports are: Bean cake
(£1,434,233 for 4,453,380 cwts.) [1 cwt = hundredweight
= 112 pounds], beans, all kinds (£484,225 for 1,408,778
cwts.), [soy] bean oil (£236,481 for 287,402 cwts.), millet,
tall and small (£229,967), silk, raw, wild (£193,787), ginseng
(£45,279). The leading export, [soy] bean cake, is used for
manure and sold mostly to Japan (78% of the total) and
South China. Because of the increasing shallowness of the
Liao River, especially in its upper reaches, the percentage
of beans carried in junks is decreasing, while that carried by
railways is increasing. Address: Acting Consul.
1519. The book of poetry; Chinese text with English
translation by James Legge... 1908. Shanghai, China: The
Chinese Book Co. iv + 487 p. No index. 19 cm.
• Summary: This is a translation of the Shih ching [Shijing;
Book of Odes]. The Chinese characters are on the top half of
each page and the English translation is on the bottom. Poem
7 (p. 172) states: “In the ninth month, the yards, now stript
and bare,
“They for the produce of the fields prepare.
“The tenth month sees the carrying all complete, “Of early millets and the late, the wheat,
“The hemp, the pulse,–whatever grain we eat.”
James Legge, the translator, lived 1815-1897. Address:
D.D., LL.D.
1520. Tsuda Shoten. 1908. Tsuda Shoten (Ad). In: Nichibei
Shinbun-sha. 1908. Zaibei Nihonjin Nenkan [JapaneseAmerican Yearbook]. p. 49, middle section of ads. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: Ad (half page). This company sells various
goods including miso and shoyu. Address: 1020 Third St.,
Sacramento, California. Phone: Oak 1561.
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1521. Veitch, Henry Newton. 1908. Sheffield plate: Its
history, manufacture and art; with makers names and
marks,... London: George Bell and Sons. xiv + 359 p. See p.
176-77. Illust. (74 plates + portrait). Index. 29 cm.

• Summary: Chapter 13, titled “Illustrations from the original
maker’s catalogue of the First Period (with descriptive notes)
(p. 153-83) states (p. 154): “Oil and vinegar frames, cruets
and ‘soy’ frames are shown in great variety; teapots, sugar
baskets, and cream pails then follow;...”
It continues (p. 176-77): “Plate XLIV, Catalogue Nos.
912-914 No. 912 is a Soy Frame, holding six cut flint-glass
bottles with plated tops and name labels; the bottom pierced
and flat- chased, on four fluted feet. While this is the only
Soy Frame in the whole Catalogue, there are shown no less
than twelve Cruets, containing from five to seven bottles, all
of the finest type of design;...
The illustrations appear on the page after the description.
Address: 4, Bennet St., St. James’s, S.W., London.
1522. Visser, M.W. de. 1908. The fox and the badger in
Japanese folklore. Transactions of the Asiatic Society of
Japan 36(1):1-159. See p. 126. [100+* ref]
• Summary: “The words and deeds of the persons so
possessed are very strange. They ask, for example, for azukimeshi (rice and red pea-beans mixed), tôfu-juice (bean curd)

and tai fish laid in miso (sauce made of wheat, beans and
salt), and after having eaten very greedily the possessing
fox demands through the mouth of the patient a piece of
ground belonging to the family of the latter (in behalf of the
fox keeper), menacing the life of the patient if it is
refused.”
Contains a long discussion about “Inari, the foxshaped spirit of rice” (p. 129+), but does not mention
Inari-zushi. Address: PhD, Japan.
1523. Vivian, Alfred. 1908. First principles of soil
fertility. New York, NY: Orange Judd Co. London:
Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner & Co., Ltd. 265 p. Illust.
Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 3, titled “Nitrogen as plant food”
(p. 21-30), begins by noting that nitrogen is the most
costly plant food. Hellriegel, repeating the experiments
of Boussingault, found that legumes or leguminous
plants can obtain free nitrogen from the atmosphere.
Small “nodules or tubercles” on their roots and the
bacteria that produce these nodules are essential to the
process. So “long as the leguminous plants can procure
in the form of the nitrates [from soil rich in nitrogen]
all of the nitrogen it needs the nodules will not be
formed.”
Inoculation of the soil with special bacteria is
necessary when soils do not contain these bacteria.
“Late investigations have shown that the same species
of bacteria will not do for all legumes; so that a soil,
for instance, may grow clover to perfection, when soy
beans or alfalfa will not thrive on it at all. This fact
explains many of the disappointments experienced
by farmers in the trials of some of the more recently
introduced leguminous crops.”

Photos show: (1) Root tubercles on soy bean plants.
The left plant is inoculated and the right is uninoculated.
“Tubercles appear only when the proper bacteria are present
in the soil” (p. 28)
(2) The effect of inoculation on yield. The plant on the
left, which is bearing many pods, came from a plot where
all the plants had nodules on the roots. The one on the right,
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pass “½ cup peanuts” “through a meat chopper (peanut
butter may be substituted),...” Address: Graduate of National
Training School of Cookery, London, England.

bearing almost no pods, came from a plot where practically
none of the plants had nodules (p. 29).
A long table titled “Fertilizing constituents of farm
products and feeding stuffs” (p. 256-60) contains entries
for: Soy beans, hay. Soy beans, seed. Soy beans, straw. For
each item it gives, in pounds per 1,000 pounds: Dry matter,
nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash.
A full-page photo facing the title page shows a herd
of dairy cows in a field. The caption reads: “But the gist of
the whole matter is this: That for an easy and economical
method of maintaining the fertility of the soil there is nothing
equal to the practice of dairy farming.”
Note: Alfred Vivian was born in 1867. Address: Prof. of
Agricultural Chemistry, College of Agriculture, Ohio State
Univ., Columbus, Ohio.
1524. Wallace, Lily Haxworth. 1908. The Rumford complete
cook book. Providence, Rhode Island: Rumford Chemical
Works. xvii + 241 p. See p. 88, 202. 20 cm.
• Summary: The recipe for “Japanese Eggs” (p. 88) calls
for “1 teaspoon soy or Worcestershire sauce.” A note below
the recipe states: “Soy is a sauce to be found in some stores
where Japanese and Chinese products are sold. Its principal
ingredient is the soy bean.”
The recipe for “Boston Sandwiches” (p. 202) says to

1525. Watt, George. 1908. Commercial products of India.
Being an abridgment of “The Dictionary of the Economic
Products of India.” London: John Murray. viii + 1189 p. See
p. 564-65. [15 soy ref]
• Summary: Since Watt’s Dictionary of the Economic
Products of India has been out of print for some time,
the Government of India asked him to write an updated
1-volume abridgement. He said that soybeans in India were
first introduced from Indonesia. “The Soy Bean; in Indian
vernaculars, bhat, ram, gari-kulay, hendedisom horec, pond
disom, an-ing-kiyo, tzu-dza, bhatnas, seta, musa, khajuwa,
etc.
“A sub-erect or creeping annual native of China,
Cochin-China, Japan and Java, comparatively recently
introduced into India, though recorded as acclimatised and
even seen as an escape from cultivation. It might, in fact, be
described as extensively cultivated, though more as a garden
than a field crop; is especially prevalent in Eastern Bengal,
Assam (Barpeta Sub-division), the Khasia hills, Manipur,
the Naga hills and Burma. It is not infrequent in the plains
of India proper, especially in Busti, Gorakhpur, Patna and
Purnea, etc. In Bombay and Madras, however, the Soy Bean
has apparently hardly passed the experimental stage.
“Cultivation.–Two chief varieties occur, one called
white, the other black. On the plains it is generally grown
by itself as a kharif (autumn) crop. The seeds are sown
from June to September, and harvested from November to
December... In Assam it is sown witháhu (autumn rice) in
April and May. Theáhu crop is removed in July and August,
and its stubble acts as a support for the bean plants, which
are ready for harvest in December and January.”
“It is eaten in India in the localities where it is
cultivated, chiefly in the form of dál or satú. In Japan it is
largely used as a sauce, cheese (natto) or paste, and in China
an edible oil is obtained from the seed. If cut when the pods
are fully formed it makes a most nutritious fodder, and the
seed-cake, as already stated, is an extremely rich cattle
food.”
Also discusses: Alfalfa (p. 778). Almonds (Prunus
amygdalus, p. 905). Broad bean or Windsor bean (Vicia faba,
p. 1106-07. “There are two distinct forms, the long-podded
and the broad-podded, the latter originating the name ‘Broad’
or ‘Windsor bean’”). Chufa (Cyperus esculentus, p. 465;
also called Rush-nut, earth-almond, or tiger-nut). Coffee (p.
363-68, with an excellent history). Cowpeas (p. 1107-08).
Lucerne or alfalfa (Medicago sativa, p. 778-79).
Mung bean, udid, and urud / urd (Phaseolus mungo or
P. radiatus, p. 880-82). “There has been some confusion
regarding the nomenclature of Phaseolus Mungo and the
species which follows–P. radiatus,–due chiefly to Roxburgh
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having transposed the original Linnean names. P. Mungo,
Linn., is the present plant, udid or urd; while P. radiatus,
Linn., is the plant known in the vernacular as mung. There
are two varieties of udid, one with large black seeds, the
other with smaller greenish seeds, and these correspond very
possibly with P. Mungo proper and the variety Roxburghii.
Sea-weeds (Kelp, p. 50). Address: Kew Gardens,
England; Formerly, Prof. of Botany, Calcutta Univ.,
Superintendent Indian Museum (Industrial Section) and
reporter on economic products to the Government of India.
1526. Wilson, James. 1908. Report of the Secretary.
Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture p.
9-138. For the year 1907. See p. 48.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans for rotation on
rice lands” (p. 48) states: “The rice growers of the South,
especially in Louisiana and Texas, have long felt the need
of a legume that might be grown in rotation on their rice
lands. The Department has been successful in introducing a
specially adapted variety of soy bean used on the rice lands
of Central China. These soy beans have been tested and give
every promise of filling the need perfectly. Three varieties
have been secured, all very similar and characterized by
great leafiness, fine stems, and large size, becoming 6 feet
high, so that they produce large crops of excellent hay. Thus
we have a combination of crops which will, we hope, do
for the rice grower what clover does for the wheat fields of
the North, serving not only as a valuable soil improver but
an important forage crop as well.” Address: Secretary of
Agriculture.

1527. Wing, Joseph E. 1908. Sheep farming in America:
New and revised [2nd] ed. Chicago, Illinois: Sanders
Publishing Co. 367 p. 21 cm.
• Summary: In Chapter 5, titled “Care of the ewe and young
lamb” is as section on Feeding for the market” (p. 13334), which is identical to that on pages 111-12 of the 1905
edition.
The frontispiece (facing the title page) is a portrait photo
of Joseph Elwyn Wing (lived 1861-1915). Address: Ohio.
1528. W.J. Morse and USDA co-workers in 1908 and 1912
(Photographs). 1908.
• Summary: (1) 1908–W.J. Morse in a field of Piper’s
African Annual Sudan grass at Arlington Experimental Farm
in Virginia.
(2) 1908–W.J. Morse with Virginia soybeans and corn
for silage at Arlington Experimental Farm.
(3) 1912 (or 1908)–”First planting of annual Sudan grass
obtained by Dr. C.V. Piper from Sudan, Africa.”
These digital photos, with captions and dates, were sent
to Soyfoods Center by Joyce Garrison (William Morse’s
granddaughter) of West Hartford, Connecticut (July 2004).
1529. W.J. Morse standing in a field of Virginia soybeans and
corn for silage (Photograph). 1908.
• Summary: At USDA’s Arlington Experimental Farm,
Virginia. These two digital photos, with captions and dates,
were sent to Soyfoods Center by Joyce Garrison (William
Morse’s granddaughter) of West Hartford, Connecticut (July
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some pods in the upper left corner.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #015520.
Address: Richmond, Virginia.
1531. Zavitz, C.A. 1908. The professor of field husbandry
and director of field experiments. Ontario Agricultural
College and Experimental Farm (Guelph), Annual Report
33:165-226. For the year 1907. See p. 198-99, 219, 223.

2004).
Note: This is the earliest photo seen (Aug. 2011)
showing William Morse with soybeans.
1530. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1908. Descriptive catalogue and
guide for the farm & garden (Mail order, with order form).
Richmond, Virginia. 88 p. 25 cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Seeds of Special Value” (p.
8) is a 2-inch section in one column that states: “Ito San
Soja Beans. This has been one of the most popular varieties
for northern and western growing. It is two weeks earlier to
mature than the Hollybrook Sojas, but does not make as large
or leafy a growth. It is very productive, however, in yield of
beans, and for early crop or for late planting, or for growing
in districts where the seasons are shorter than in this section,
the Ito San is of considerable value. It is similar in size,
shape and color of beans to our Hollybrook Sojas. Price: Per
pkt. 10 cts.; quart 20 cts.; peck 90 cts.; bushel $3.00.”
In the section on “Seeds for the farm” (p. 81) two
thirds of the page is devoted to “Mammoth Yellow Soja
Beans,” “Soja Beans Inoculated,” and “Hollybrook Early
Soja Beans.” There are two testimonial letters for Mammoth
Yellow from: (1) R. Emmett Rogers, Nansemond County,
Virginia (25 Oct. 1907). (2) C.A. Coppedge, Northumberland
County, Virginia (1 March 1907). And a letter advocating
Hollybrook from: N.E. Scales, Rowan County, North
Carolina (22 Oct. 1905).
An illustration shows a soybean plant in full leaf, with

• Summary: The section titled “Varieties of soy, soja or
Japanese beans” (p. 198-99) begins: “Although a large
number of varieties of this class of beans have been tested
for some years on our trial grounds, most of them have
proven to be quite unsuited for growing in Ontario, as they
require a long season in which to mature. A few varieties,
however, ripen quite early and produce grain which is very
high in feeding value, being even richer in this respect than
our common field peas. Among the varieties which mature
their seed at the College, the Early Yellow is worthy of
special mention. This variety has been grown at the College
in each of 12 years and yields per acre have varied from 6.9
bushels in 1893 to 30.4 bushels in 1906. The average for the
12 years is 15.3 bushels of seed per acre.
“The Medium Green variety of soy beans is a strong
vigorous grower and usually produces a good yield of seed
when it has time to mature before the nipping frosts occur in
the autumn. It is, however, rather later than the Early Yellow
variety and is rather unsafe to sow for grain production in
Ontario, except on warm soils in the southern part of the
Province. Soy beans are usually sown in rows from twentyfive to thirty inches apart, and about one-half bushel of seed
is used per acre.”
The section titled “Leguminous crops for green fodder”
(p. 219) states: “Eighteen varieties of leguminous crops
were grown in the Experimental department in 1907 for
the production of green fodder. They include vetches, soy
beans, cow peas, lupines, etc... The greatest yields of green
crop in 1907 were produced as follows: Medium Green soy
beans, 6.9 tons [per acre]; Ito San soy beans, 5.6 tons; Grass
peas, 5.4 tons... The following table gives the average height
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and average yield of green fodder per acre for each of the
six varieties of leguminous crops grown for seven years in
succession.” Medium Green soy beans, 34 inches, 9.4 tons
(highest average yield). Early Yellow soy beans, 26 inches,
7.2 tons (4th highest average yield).
The section titled “Annual pasture crops” (p. 22223) states: “The amount of pasture crop produced by the
various varieties when grown separately, was according to
the following order, starting with the highest and finishing
with the lowest yielders: Oats, Common Red Clover, Hairy
Vetches, Sugar Cane, Dwarf Essex Rape, Crimson Clover,
Rye, Barley, Hungarian Grass, Common Vetches, Corn,
Spring Wheat and Soy Beans.”
A photo (p. 226) shows a large group of farmers, dressed
in hats, coats, and ties, walking beside the test plots. The
caption reads: “A few of the 33,000 farmers who visited the
College in the month of June, 1907.”
Note: This document contains the 2nd earliest date seen
(Feb. 2001) for soybeans in Ontario province, Canada, or
the cultivation of soybeans Canada, or in Ontario province,
Canada (1893). The source of these soybeans was Prof.
Georgeson, at the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
in the United States (for information on the source, see
Marketing and Development in Ontario Agriculture. 1983.
Sept. p. 4-6). Address: Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
1532. Zavitz, C.A. 1908. Results of co-operative experiments
in agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 29:14-32. For the year 1907. See p. 15.
• Summary: A table titled “Co-operative experiments in
agriculture in 1907” (p. 15), under “Grain crops” includes
“Testing two varieties of Soy, Soja, or Japanese beans–2
plots.” No additional information on soy is given. Address:
Prof., Agricultural College, Guelph [Ontario, Canada].
1533. Senn, Charles Herman. 1908? A pocket dictionary
of foods & culinary encyclopedia. London: The Food &
Cookery Pub. Agency. 158 p. Undated. 15 cm.
• Summary: “Soja: The fermented juice of the soya bean.
(See also Soy.)”
“Soy. Soja. This is a preparation added to soups and
sauces as a flavouring and colouring ingredient. Soy is the
Japanese name of a leguminous plant. ‘dolichossoja’ [sic,
Dolichos soja]. It is said to be produced by fermentation of
the soja-bean in salt water. It is shipped to this country as
a dark brown treacle-like extract. Cautiously mixed with
soups, ragouts, sauces, and gravies, it imparts an agreeable
flavour and improves the colour.”
“Ketchup (Catchup or Catsup). Name of a muchesteemed sauce. The best known ketchups are made of fresh
mushrooms mixed with salt, and flavoured with spices.
Tomato ketchup is prepared in a similar way, or walnut
ketchup, for which unripe walnuts are used.”
Charles Hermann Senn lived 1862-1934. Address:

Author.
1534. Christian Science Monitor. 1909. Want favorite food
duty free. Jan. 1. p. 3.
• Summary: “Washington–Greeks, Japanese and Chinese
now want to take a hand in framing the new tariff bill.
The San Francisco Chinese chamber of commerce,... has
submitted to the ways and means committee a brief asking
that the duties be reduced on Chinese soy [sauce], rice, fish,
meat, type and fire crackers.
“The Japanese association of America, with
headquarters in San Francisco [California], makes a plea
that mizo [sic, miso], a food, shoyu, a sauce, and greenhouse
stock be placed on the free list, and that the tariff be reduced
on rice, vegetables, and earthenware.”
1535. Brown, J. Macmillan. 1909. Pacific problems: Chinese
and Japanese in Manchuria. XII–The moulding of the
Chinese race. Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). Jan.
4. p. 3.
• Summary: “(Specially written for The Post).” This long,
scholarly article includes a description of the people, land,
and agriculture of Manchuria. “The farmhouses are few and
far between, though the millet fields are continuous from
mountain-top to plain. In other words, the farms are large;
there is none of the small intensive culture of China and
Japan. A single patch of millet or maize or soybean covers
many acres.” Address: Prof.
1536. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1909. Plant Wood’s seeds: For
the Garden & Farm (Ad). Washington Post. Jan. 7. p. 3.
• Summary: “Thirty years in business with a steadily
increasing trade every year–until we have to-day one of
the largest businesses in seeds in the country–is the best of
evidence as to
“The superior quality of Wood’s seeds.
“We are headquarters for Grass and Clover Seeds, Seed
Potatoes, Seed Oats, Cow Peas, Soja Beans...” Write for
“Wood’s Descriptive Catalogue... mailed free on request.
Note: This as also appeared in the Jan. 14, 26, and 28
issues of this newspaper. And in the 4 March 1909 issue of
The Charlotte Observer (North Carolina) (p. 2). Address:
Richmond, Virginia.
1537. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1909. Trade report.
74(1511):61-63. Jan. 9. See p. 63.
• Summary: Page 63: “Soy.–The new method in regard to
the calculation of freight on soy has now been established.
To arrive 1s. 2½d. [1 shilling 2 pence] c.i.f. is quoted, or 1s.
3½d. to 1s. 4d. per gal. [gallon] spot for good thick.”
A subsequent entry [13 Feb. 1909, p. 270-74] reads:
“Soy–Small spot sales of good thick have been made at 1s.
3½d. per gallon, but for shipment higher prices are asked.”
Note: Soy sauce now seems to be categorized as thick
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and not thick (perhaps thin).
1538. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1909.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from January 1
to March 31, 1908. Nos. 21732 to 22510. No. 14. 64 p. Jan.
9. Also titled USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No.
137.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim. [Note the first use of this terminology in
this publication.]
21754-21757. “From Paris, France. Purchased from
Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. Received January 3, 1908.
“21754. Yellow seeded.
“21755. Ogemaw. Extra early, brown seeded.
“21756. Black seeded.
“21757. Extra early, black seeded.”
21818. “From Paris, France. Purchased from VilmorinAndrieux & Co. Received January 17, 1908. Ito San. Called
by the French, Yellow Etampes.
21825. “From Hokkaido, Japan. Presented by Mr. K.
Hashimoto, Kuchchau Agricultural Society, Abutagun.
Received January 14, 1908. Amherst (?). ‘Used in
the manufacture of “soy,” “miso,” “tifu” [tofu], etc.’
(Hashimoto.)”
21830/21831. “From Hokkaido, Japan. Presented by the
Yokohama Nursery Company, Yokohama, Japan. Received
January 24, 1908.
“21830. Butterball. Japanese name Akita.
“21831. Japanese name Rumoi.”
21946. “From Buitenzorg, Java. Presented by Dr. M.
Treub, director of the Department of Agriculture. Received
February 11, 1908. ‘Zwarte kadelee’” [black soybeans].
21999. “Received through Mr. F.N. Meyer, agricultural
explorer for this Department at the Plant Introduction
Garden, Chico, Cal., February 12, 1908. From Boshan,
Shantung, China. ‘(No. 799a, Sept. 18, 1907.) A rare variety
of soy bean, sparsely grown near Boshan. Chinese name Ta
ha tau. Used by the higher classes as a vegetable in soups.’
(Meyer.)”
22311/22312. “From Shanghai, Kiangsu, China.
Presented by Rev. J.M.W. Farnham, Chinese Tract Society.
Received March 11, 1908.
“22311. Black. ‘Similar to Nuttall but larger.’ (Nielsen.)
“22312. Yellow.”
22317-22322. “From Erfurt, Germany. Purchased from
Haage & Schmidt [seedsmen]. Received March 16, 1908.
“22317. Probably Butterball.
“22318. ‘Giant Yellow.’ Probably Amherst.
“22319. Brown.
“22320. Samarow. Like No. 17260.
“22321. Probably Cloud.
“22322. ‘Early Black from Podolia [Ukraine].’ Probably
Buckshot.”
22333-22337. “Grown at Arlington Experimental Farm,

Virginia, season of 1907. Received March 19, 1908.
“22333. Baird. ‘This variety was mixed with Brownie
when received from Pingyang [Pyongyang / P’yongyang],
Korea. This mixture was given S.P.I. No. 6414. The two
varieties were grown together under these numbers, 9417,
17256, and Agrost. No. 1542, respectively. The two varieties
were separated in the 1907 seed from Arlington Farm, and
Baird given the above new number, Brownie remaining as
No. 17256.’ (Nielsen).
“22334. Flat black. ‘Received from Mr. H.B. Derr,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Champaign, Illinois. The
original source of the seed is not known. It is quite similar in
growth to Nuttall, but the seed is not the same shape, being
flatter and larger.’ (Nielsen.)
“22335. Yellow. ‘Received from Mr. H.B. Derr,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Champaign, Illinois, where
it was grown as Illinois Medium Yellow. It is very similar to
Hollybrook, and perhaps is the same, but appears different on
account of having been grown farther north.’ (Nielsen.)
“22336. Guelph. ‘Received from Mr. H.B. Derr,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Champaign, Illinois.
Original seed was procured from the Agricultural Experiment
Station, Wooster, Ohio.’ (Nielsen.)
“22337. Guelph. ‘Received from Mr. H.B. Derr,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Champaign, Illinois.
Original seed was procured from the Agricultural Experiment
Station, Fayetteville, Arkansas’ (Nielsen.).”
22379-22381. “From Canton, Kwangtung [province],
China. Presented by Dr. J.M. Swan, Cooks Hospital.
Received March 20, 1908.
“22379. Yellow.
“22380. Black.
“22381. Green mixed with yellow and a few brown.”
22406/22407. “From Hongkong, China. Presented by
Mr. S.T. Dunn, Botanical and Forestry Department. Received
March 26, 1908. [Note: It is not clear whether or not they
were ever cultivated in Hongkong. These two soybeans
(#22406 and #22407, both black seeded) were later given the
names “Hongkong” and “Nigra” respectively, and introduced
to the USA in about 1910].
“22406. Yellow.
“22407. Black.”
22411-22415. “From Naples, Italy. Purchased from
Dammann & Co. Received March 25, 1908.
“22411. Samarow.
“22412. Black. ‘Similar to Cloud.’ (Nielsen.)
“22413. Brown.
“22414. Yellow. ‘Similar to Acme.’ (Nielsen.)
“22415. Giant yellow.”
“Glycine soja Sieb. & Zucc.” [Note the first mention of
this species.] 22428. “Grown at Arlington Farm, Virginia,
season of 1907, under C.V.P. No. 0474. Received March,
1908. ‘Original seed presented by the Botanic Gardens,
Tokyo, Japan. A near relative to the soy bean, but a spreading
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or decumbent plant, abundantly provided with large root
nodules. Has considerable promise as a cover or green
manure crop.’ (Piper.)”
22498-22501. “From Hangchow, Chehkiang, China.
Presented by Dr. D. Duncan Main, through Mr. J.M.W.
Farnham, Shanghai, China. Received March 26, 1908.
“22498. Yellow. Similar to No. 18619.
“22499. Yellow.
“22500. Green. Similar to No. 17857.
“22501. Black.”
22503-22507. “From Yokohama, Japan. Purchased from
L. Boehmer & Co. Received March 31, 1908. The following
seeds with Japanese names quoted; varietal descriptions by
Mr. H.T. Nielsen:
“22503. ‘Teppo Mame.’ Yellow, similar in appearance to
Amherst, No. 17275.
“22504. ‘Kaze Mame.’ Green.
“22505. ‘Gogwatsu Mame.’ Yellow, similar to
Haberlandt, No. 17271.
“22506. ‘Maru Mame.’ Yellow.
“22507. ‘Vieuri Lei.’ Green, similar to Yosho, No.
17262.” Address: Washington, DC.
1539. SoyaScan Notes. 1909. What ever happened to H.T.
Nielsen of the Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA? (Overview).
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center 20 June
2012.
• Summary: The earliest document we have seen concerning
the work of H.T. Nielsen at USDA is a letter he wrote on
10 Aug. 1907 to Dr. C.V. Piper, his boss at USDA’s Bureau
of Plant Industry, concerning his work helping Mr. Morse
re-arrange the grass garden at Arlington Farm, Virginia; the
letter does not mention soy beans.
The earliest document we have seen in which H.T.
Nielsen mentions soy beans is a letter he wrote two weeks
later, on 24 Aug. 1907, to his colleague, Mr. J.M. Westgate
(Asst. Agrostologist in Charge of Alfalfa and Clover
Introductions, Seed Introduction and Distribution, Bureau of
Plant Industry) about his work with cowpeas and soy beans.
Writing from the Glenmore Hotel in Montgomery, Alabama,
H.T. Nielsen’s letter begins: “Dear Mr. Westgate: I have
spent a very interesting week in my cowpea and soybean
work.” At that time Nielsen’s title and affiliation were
Scientific Assistant, Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, D.C.
The earliest publication we have seen in which H.T.
Nielsen is an author is titled “Soy Beans,” by Charles V.
Piper and H.T. Nielsen. It was published on 7 Oct. 1909 in
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. This bulletin was a USDA
periodical.
Throughout 1907, 1908, and until Feb. 1909, H.T.
Nielsen may well have been the most knowledgeable person
at USDA concerning both soybeans and cowpeas, with the
possible exception of his boss, C.V. Piper. He was almost

certainly more knowledgeable than William J. Morse, age
24, who had started work at USDA on 22 June 1907, having
just graduated (two days earlier) from Cornell University
[Ithaca, New York] with a Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
degree. See letter from Nielsen to C.B. Williams dated 12
March 1908.
On 15 Jan. 1909 H.T. Nielsen wrote a 5-page “Report of
Trip South, December 19 to 25, 1908.” The purpose of this
trip was to study cowpea varieties, threshing machines and
winter legumes.
By 17 Feb. 1909, Mr. Nielsen had left the USDA’s
Bureau of Plant Industry and Washington, DC for Abeline,
Kansas, for on that date Dr. C.V. Piper (USDA Agrostologist
in Washington, DC) wrote Mr. Nielsen: “We are shipping
you today 60 pounds of Kafir corn, 20 pounds of Sumac
sorghum and 20 pounds of Orange. Nielsen appears to be
farming. It is not clear why Nielsen left USDA or why he
moved to Abeline, Kansas. Yet when he left, W.J. Morse
took his place as the USDA’s man in charge of soybeans
and cowpeas. He also acquired Nielsen’s title, “Scientific
Assistant” in Forage Crop Investigations at USDA’s Bureau
of Plant Industry.
The following is a summary of the last 22 pages of
documents in the H.T. Nielsen file at the National Archives.
Also on 17 Feb. 1909 Dr. C.V. Piper wrote Prof. C.B.
Williams, Experiment Station, West Raleigh, North Carolina,
and stated in passing that Mr. Nielsen had “resigned from the
Department.”
On 22 March 1909 the Assistant Agrostologist
(probably Oakley) at USDA wrote Nielsen in Abilene:
“While you were still with us you asked that we send you
a full set of blue slips as soon as they were received from
the printer... I hope that you are having success with your
farming proposition so far, and will be glad to hear from
you whenever you have an opportunity to write. With very
best regards, I am, Very sincerely yours.” This confirms that
Nielsen is farming, and suggests that he is on friendly terms
with Oakley.
On 10 May 1909 C.V. Piper wrote a 2-page typed letter
to Nielsen in Abilene, Kansas. “Dear Mr. Nielsen: In going
over the soybean seeds for distribution this year, there are
several numbers that we could not find that were contained
on your list, and we do find a good many numbers that were
not on your list. Of the numbers that are missing, the only
one of importance is #22381A, the variety that we decided to
call Canton. Number 22381 is also missing. I am wondering
if you can make any suggestion as to where these seeds
might be.
“I have also been struggling to straighten out the group
of varieties confused under Hollybrook. In going over your
notes and comparing them with those of Professor Mooers of
the Tennessee Experiment Station, I find that you arrived at
quite different conclusions. I have about decided to get all of
their numbers from them and grow [them] alongside of ours
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again, and get some of the Hollybrook from Woods so as to
compare them again this coming season.
“I also want to know the name of the new very late
variety that we considered the best. If you can give me the
number of name that we applied to this variety, I should very
much like to have it. Yours very truly.
On 17 May 1909 in a 2-page handwritten letter to
“Prof. C.V. Piper” Nielsen (in Abilene, Kansas), says that
he is unable to answer any of Piper’s questions. He says he
tried “to straighten out the tangle” that the soybean variety
Hollybrook is in. He concludes: “I very much doubt if
your getting the collection from Mooers and growing [it]
alongside the S.P.I. stuff is sufficient to enable you to speak
with authority regarding the Hollybrook soybean. I believe
you should get it from all the Experiment Stations that have
it.
“I am wondering how the Farmers’ Bulletin on Soybeans
is coming along. It seems to me it should be issued by this
time. With kind regards to yourself and the other members of
the office force, I am, Very sincerely...”
On 28 May 1909 Piper replied to Nielsen in a 1-page
typed letter. “Dear Mr. Nielsen. I have your letter of the 17th
instant in reference to the lost packages of soybeans. We
have been unable to find these, and I guess they are gone. All
we have left is the vial of seed of #22381, and I am having
most of this planted again this year.”
“I am glad to learn what you say about the Hollybrook...
I will endeavor to get all of the different numbers involved in
this Hollybrook tangle to grow this year.
In regard to the Farmers’ Bulletin, I have revised it very
extensively, and hope to send it to the printer within a few
days now. Yours very truly...”
On 10 Nov. 1909 Piper wrote Nielsen (in Abilene) a
1-page typed letter. “I understand that you have had a very
strenuous season in Kansas this year, and, therefore, that you
did not get much out of the legumes [sent free of charge by
USDA]. I should be very glad, however, to learn the outcome
of your trials, especially in view of the very bad season. If
you want to try any of them again, let me know and the seed
will be sent. Give my best regards to Mrs. Nielsen. Sincerely
yours,...”
On 20 Nov. 1909 Piper again wrote Nielsen (in Abilene)
a 1-page typed letter. “Dear Mr. Nielsen. I have your letter
of the 16th instant and the interesting report on the adzukis
[azuki beans], cowpeas and soybeans. I am sorry to learn
that you have had such a disastrous season and that you
feel it will be necessary for you to give up the proposition
that you have undertaken. I should be very glad to send you
seeds of anything we may have next spring, and when you
have definitely settled where you will be write me regarding
the quantities that you want and I shall be very glad to send
them. Give my best regards to Mrs. Nielsen. Yours very
truly,...”
On 7 Dec. 1909 Nielsen wrote Piper a 2-page

handwritten letter on the letterhead of the Hotel Briggs in
Great Bend, Kansas. “Dear Prof. Piper: I am out on a two
weeks Farmers’ Institute trip for the Kansas Agricultural
College and I have found a place here where I think red
clover will do well. The country needs the crop and I hope
you can arrange to send some seed for trial.” He gives the
name and address of two farmers in Great Bend. The Kansas
Experiment Station has been very successful in Eastern
Kansas Canada peas and are also anxious to make a test
there with the Tangier pea.” Please send seed. He gives more
names and addresses in Manhattan and Great Bend, Kansas.
On 9 Dec. 1909 Nielsen wrote Piper a 2-page
handwritten letter on the letterhead of the Hotel Larkin
in Larned, Kansas (“Steam heat. Electric lights. Rooms
equipped with long distance telephones. Rates $2.00;
with Bath $2.50”). “Dear Prof. Piper: Remembering our
occasional arguments as to what forage crops could be
grown in Southwestern Kansas, I am again sending you some
names of really good farmers who want to try each an acre
of red clover... I case you cannot furnish the seed kindly let
me know so I can write the parties. Seed should reach them
no later than March 1st. Yours truly,... P.S. I am preaching
cowpeas the best I can and find a few have grown them on a
small scale with excellent results.”
On 15 Dec. 1910 [sic, 1909] Piper wrote Nielsen (in
Vesper, Kansas) a 1-page typed letter. “Dear Mr. Nielsen.
Immediately after the New Year I am going over to the
Philippines on a mission for the War Department, primarily
in connection with growing hay for the use of the cavalry
horses there... I feel very confident that I can secure you a
position there in case you are willing to accept it, at a salary
of $2,000 or perhaps as high as $2500. Will you kindly let
me know at an early date whether you would consider such
a proposition.” Nielsen would probably need to leave in the
early spring of 1910.
On 20 Dec. 1909 Piper (in Washington, DC) wrote
Nielsen (in Abilene, Kansas). “Dear Mr. Nielsen. I have your
letter, of Dec. 7th, recommending two farmers who wish
to try red clover.” Piper will send them clover seed in the
spring.
On 27 Dec. 1910 Piper wrote Nielsen (in Vesper,
Kansas). “Dear Mr. Nielsen: I have your letter of the 23rd
instant, and am very glad, indeed, that you will accept a
position in the Philippines.” Note: We do not know exactly
when Nielsen was in the Philippines, where he probably
worked with Piper on forage crops.
On 13 Feb. 1911 Nielsen (in Vesper, Kansas) wrote
“Dr.” R.A. Oakley (at USDA, Washington, DC) a
handwritten letter that begins: “My Dear Oakley: I have
some 5000 or 6000 sq. feet of lawn space which is in sad
need of some grass. Just at present I can’t water the ground
but hope to be able to another year.” He requests a “good
lawn mixture” of seed and any suggestions Oakley might
have.
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On 15 Feb. 1911 the Acting Agrostologist (Oakley)
replies to Nielsen (in Vesper, Kansas) in a 1-page typewritten
letter. “I am in receipt of your letter of the 13th instant, and
will be very glad, indeed to send you a liberal supply of grass
seed suitable to your conditions. I am very much afraid that
you will have some difficulty in establishing a satisfactory
lawn until you are able to irrigate it by some means... Yours
very truly.”
Note: This letter is the last in the Nielsen file at NA.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012.
1540. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor).
1909. Trade of Dalny. Both imports and exports show large
increases. No. 3382. p. 12-13. Jan. 16.
• Summary: “Consul Roger S. Greene transmits a statement
of the trade of Dalny for the half year ended June 30, 1908,
compiled from the returns published by the Kwantung
government-general, which he summarizes: The export
trade for the half year amounted in value to $7,048,742, as
compared with $4,381,441 during the first half of 1907.”
“The following is a summary of the exports and imports
at Dalny (Dairen), during the half years ended June 30, 1908
and 1907, by countries of destination and origin:” A table
shows exports to and imports of all goods from Japan, China,
Korea, and America and Europe. Imports from Japan were
larger than exports to Japan.
“The largest items of export for the first half of
1908 were bean cake, amounting to $3,021,392, against
$1,575,741 for the same period of 1907; beans, $2,462,862,
against $1,863,670; and raw wild silk, $1,126,723, against
$17,700.” Address: Washington, DC.

and the other equipped for illustrated lectures on the above
topics. The lectures were given by L.A. Merrell and Prof.
R.S. Northrup and as each gentleman is a past master of the
subjects it is needless to say that valuable information was
given...
“There were samples of dry farm oats, wheat, barley
and rye. Corn flax, broom grass, Russian millet, soja beans,
redtop and timothy hay...”
“The attendance at the lectures was very good, and the
lectures given by Rena Maycock on Domestic Science were
well attended by the ladies.
“The Lecture Train did lots of good in this community,
and we say ‘come again.’”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2016)
that describes a railroad company promoting soybeans using
a special train.
Note 2. These soja beans were probably grown in Utah,
but we cannot be sure.
1543. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. “Spending &
talking” shop: Humber tunnel scheme. Jan. 23. p. 4, col. 3.
• Summary: “He also observed that they were to have their
industry extended by the crushing of Soya beans for cattle
food. If their trade was in a depressed state, surely the most
natural thing was to give it beans.”

1541. Ford, Sydney (Miss). 1909. Facts, features and fancies
for women. Los Angeles Times. Jan. 19. p. 117.
• Summary: The section titled “Table talk” suggests: “Try
a Chinese luncheon to entertain your eastern guests... Lay
a pair of Chinese chopsticks at each place and serve a dish
of soy [sauce], birds’ nest soup, chicken with the bones
removed, tea, queer candied fruits, chop suey made with fish,
nuts and bamboo sprouts,...”

1544. Williams, C.B. 1909. Re: Request for cowpeas and soy
beans for variety tests. Letter to Prof. H.T. Nielsen, Bureau
of Plant Industry, Washington, DC, Jan. 23. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: If possible, we should like to secure
from you enough seed to plant from one-tenth to one-fifth
of an acre of some fifteen or twenty of the leading varieties
of cowpeas grown in the South. We should also appreciate
securing through you a number of varieties of soy beans for
variety tests this year on the Station farm.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Director, Agric. Exp. Station of the North Carolina
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, West Raleigh
[North Carolina].

1542. Box Elder News (Box Elder Co., Utah). 1909. The
lecture train. Jan. 21. p. 1.
• Summary: The Lecture Train sent out by the U.A.C. [Utah
Agricultural College] for the purpose of boosting the science
of agricultural and horticultural [sic] was a splendid success.
The train consisted of two coaches, one full of exhibits

1545. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909.
China. Readjustment of freight rates on south Manchurian
line. No. 3389. p. 3. Jan. 25.
• Summary: “As American exporters of goods used in
Manchuria are interested in the competitive freight rates on
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the railway lines there, the following from Consul Roger S.
Greene, of Dalny, will prove of value:
“Special rates on beans, bean cake, millet, corn, and
bean oil from the stations in the middle section of the South
Manchurian railway lines to Dalny and Yingkou took effect
on November 21. From Mukden to Dalny they effect a
reduction of 57 cents (U.S. currency) per ton from the rates
up to that date and of 13 cents compared with the rates
during the previous season. The rates to Yingkou are slightly
reduced, but whereas the difference in favor of Yingkou in
the rates from Mukden is now 52 cents per ton, and was
last year 22 cents, it will this winter be only 13 cents. From
stations between Mukden and Hsintaitzu a similar reduction
is made, and the difference in favor of Yingkou is to be only
10 cents, and from the Tiehling section the rates become
the same to both ports. At Tiehling the reduction becomes
only 20 cents compared with the present rates, and 29 cents
compared with the last year. North of Kaiyuan, which is just
beyond Tiehling, no reduction is made, evidently because
from that point northward the competition of the Chinese
railway is less seriously felt.
“On the principle adopted by the railway that the rates
for short hauls should not be higher than for long hauls over
the same route, several stations south of Mukden nominally
profit by the reduction in rates to Dalny, but...” Address:
Washington, DC.
1546. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909.
Extensive use of fertilizers in Japan. No. 3390. p. 9. Jan. 26.
• Summary: “Vice-Consul-General E.G. Babbitt sends from
Yokohama the following press notice concerning the use of
fertilizers in Japanese farming:
“On the authority of an official in the department of
agriculture and commerce, it is stated that the annual value
of fertilizers employed in this country [Japan] amounts on
an average to about $10,000,000 gold, represented in equal
proportions by artificial fertilizer and bean cake, imported
from China. The year 1908 was exceptional in this respect,
however. The value of bean cake consumed up to the end
of November amounted to about $35,000,000 and that of
artificial fertilizers to about $10,000,000–a heavy decrease
in artificial fertilizer and a remarkable increase in bean
cake. This is due to the heavy decline in the price of bean
cake imported from China to Japan, owing to the decline in
silver.” Address: Washington, DC.
1547. Grijns, G. 1909. Over polyneuritis gallinarum.
II. [On polyneuritis. II.]. Geneeskundig Tijdschrift voor
Nederlandsch Indie 49:216-38. Jan. [10 ref. Dut]
• Summary: Experiments with cocks indicate that the
vitamin content of soybeans is lower than that of katjang
idjoe (Cacang ijo [Kacang ijo]; Phaseolus radiatus var.
Javan.; mung bean, now named Vigna radiata).

Note: Polyneuritis may be caused by a deficiency of
the vitamin thiamine. Address: Treasurer, Geneeskundige
Wetenschappen in Nederlandsch-Indië.
1548. Holland, Edward B. 1909. Soy beans and soy bean
oil. Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 21(Part II):111-19. Jan. 1909. [30 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Economic uses. The chemistry of soy
bean meal. Table showing composition of Medium Green
soy beans. Soy bean oil: Physical tests (tables show specific
gravity, specific viscosity, refractive index, mean dispersion),
chemical tests (tables show acid number, ether number,
Hehner number, insoluble acids, neutralization number, mean
molecular weight, iodine number).
The oil was removed from the soy beans by the V.D.
Anderson Company of Cleveland, Ohio, using torsional
pressure. “An analysis of the resulting cake indicates that
from 55 to 60 per cent. of the oil was removed. The oil was
passed through a filter press, but was not refined otherwise.
The oil was clear and of a dark amber color, with an odor
similar to that of other vegetable oils.” The author found the
oil to have following physical constants: Specific gravity
at 15ºC 0.9206. Specific viscosity 8.43. Refractive index at
20ºC 1.4749. Mean dispersion at 20ºC 0.00938.
In chemical tests, the author found the following
constants: Saponification (Koettstorfer) number 191.95. Acid
number 1.27. Ether number 190.68. Iodine number 130.77.
“According to the classification of Lewkowitsch, based
on iodine number, soy bean oil is a semi-drying oil of the
cotton-seed oil group.”
Note 1. E.B. Holland is no relation to J.H. Holland of
London, who wrote about soy in 1910.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) with the term “soy bean oil” in the title.
Note 3. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Sept.
2006) that uses the term “Refractive index” in connection
with the soja bean, and the first that gives a value (1.4749 at
20ºC).
Note 4. Values for the specific gravity and saponification
number of soy bean oil, attributed to Shukoff in
“correspondence with Dr. Lindsey,” are the same as those
published by Shukoff in Chemische Revue ueber die Fettund Harz-Industrie (Hamburg, Germany) (Dec. 1901, p.
250-51).
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Sept.
2016) that mentions the V.D. Anderson Co. of Cleveland,
Ohio; they manufacture equipment that uses pressure to
crush soybeans. Address: M.Sc., Assoc. Chemist, 28 North
Prospect St., Amherst, Massachusetts.
1549. Lindsey, Joseph B.; Holland, E.B.; Smith, P.H.
1909. Effect of soy bean meal and soy bean oil upon the
composition of milk and butter fat, and upon the consistency
or body of butter. Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment
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Station, Annual Report 21(Part II):66-110. Jan.
• Summary: “The object of the experiment about to be
described was to determine the effect of soy bean meal with
a minimum percentage of oil and of soy bean oil (a) upon
the proportions of the several milk ingredients; (b) upon
the chemical character of the milk fat; and (c) upon the
consistency or body of the butter. It was desired, further,
to observe the effect of both the bean minus the oil and of
the oil itself upon the separation of the fat from the milk
serum, time of ripening of the cream and thoroughness of the
churning process.”
The name and breed of each dairy cow is given, e.g.
Dairy, Grade Jersey. The oil was extracted by pressure from
the soybeans by V.D. Anderson Co. of Cleveland, Ohio.
The Medium Green variety furnished 8 per cent. of filtered
oil, which the Southern Yellow variety yielded 11 per cent.
The mixed oils, which were dark brown in color, had a
saponification value of 191.95, a Hehner number of 95.31,
and an iodine value of 130.77.
“Conclusions: 1. Soy bean meal partially extracted (2.3
pounds per day and head) seemed to be without influence
in changing the proportions of the several milk constituents
or in imparting any flavor to the milk. 2. Soy bean oil (.6 of
a pound per day and head) was likewise without influence
on the composition and flavor of the milk. 3. Soy bean meal
did not modify the chemical character of the butter fat,
neither did it have any effect upon the separation of the fat
from the milk serum, time of ripening of the cream nor on
thoroughness of the churning.”
Note 1. This is one of the earliest tests using defatted soy
bean meal as a livestock feed, and one of the earliest uses
of the term “soy bean meal” to refer to this substance–even
though the oil was “extracted by pressure.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that contains the term “iodine value.” Address: 1. Ph.D.,
Chemist, 47 Lincoln Ave.; 2. M.S., Assoc. Chemist, 28 North
Prospect St.; 3. B.Sc., Chemist (Food and Dairy Control),
102 Main St. All: Amherst, Massachusetts.
1550. Saito, Kendo. 1909. Preliminary notes on the sporeformation of the so-called “Soya-kahmhefe.” Botanical
Magazine (Tokyo) 23:96. Jan. German summary in
Zentralblatt fuer Bakteriologie. II. 26:92-93. [2 ref. Eng; ger]
• Summary: Discusses the film-forming yeast that makes
a film atop Japanese soy sauce. He believes this species is
new to science, and proposes the name Zygosaccharomyces
japonicus. Note: This is the earliest document seen (June
1999) that mentions the genus Zygosaccharomyces, or that
mentions the species Zygosaccharomyces japonicus. In the
early 1950s this species was renamed Saccharomyces rouxii.
Address: Botanical Inst., Tokyo Univ., Japan.
1551. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1909. Trade report.
74(1516):272-74. Feb. 13. 9. See p. 272.

• Summary: Page 272: “Soy–Small spot sales of good thick
have been made at 1s. 3½d. per gallon duty paid, but for
shipment higher prices are asked.”
1552. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Proposed variety trials with
cowpeas and soybeans. Letter to Prof. C.B. Williams,
Experiment Station, West Raleigh, N.C., Feb. 13. 2 p. Typed,
without signature.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your letter of the
19th ultimo, addressed to Mr. Carleton F. Ball. and also your
letter of the 23rd instant, addressed to our Mr. H.T. Nielsen.
Both of these letters are in reference to the proposed varietal
trials with cowpeas and soybeans. We have seed of a large
number of varieties of cowpeas and soybeans, but for the
most part in small quantities. Mr. Nielsen informs me, which
I have confirmed by looking over our records, that we have
supplied your station three times during the past two years
with lots of both cowpeas and soybeans, which apparently
were not given satisfactory treatment.
“Especially does this seem to have been the case last
year. I do not say this in any spirit of criticism whatever, but
I would like to be assured that if we supply you with lots
of seed again for a varietal trial that they will be put in the
hands of some one who will take are of them. Only in the
cases of a few varieties could we send you sufficient seed
to plant one-tenth of an acre. In the other cases there would
perhaps be only a sufficient amount of seed for a row, but
if you are interested in getting together a large collection
of varieties of cowpeas for breeding or other purposes you
could easily multiply the seed.
“In regard to the varieties that you wrote to Mr. Ball
about, I may state that we no longer have them under these
names. Some of these are identical with other varieties, and
of the remainder we have only the records of their trials.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec.
2016. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D.C.].
1553. Williams, C.B. 1909. Re: Request for cowpeas and
soy beans for variety tests. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau
of Plant Industry, Washington, DC, Feb. 16. 2 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your letter of
February 13 in reply to enquiries which I made to Messrs.
Ball and Nielson. You are correct in your statement that we
have during the past two years secured seed of cowpeas and
soybeans at three different times for our variety tests with
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these legumes. As we wrote you last year, the first lot which
you sent us was destroyed in a fire which we had during the
latter part of May in which our barn and manager’s house
were destroyed. The second lot of these which you sent us
thereby were gotten into the ground late and after planting
we had a long dry spell during which many of the seed
rotted of both the cowpeas and soybeans. With some of the
varieties we did not secure more than one-tenth of a stand,
due to this cause. With the soybeans during the past year
for this reason and the depredations of the rabbits, the test
with these was a complete failure. It is our purpose this year
to run as complete tests as possible with both soybeans and
cowpeas. We expect to exert every effort possible this year,
as in previous years, to secure a good growth of the different
varieties and get fair comparison as to the relative value of
the different varieties of each, both for the production of peas
and cured hay. We would appreciate, therefore, the reception
of any seed of either soybeans or cowpeas which you have in
sufficient quantities to put out one-twentieth to one-tenth of
an acre of each. In our work we prefer to conduct tests of all
kinds on plats of not less than one-twentieth of an acre each.
We are especially anxious to secure seed of a few leading
varieties of soybeans.
“Any aid which you could render in this connection will
be highly appreciated.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Director, Agric. Exp. Station of the North Carolina
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, West Raleigh
[North Carolina].
1554. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Proposed variety trials with
cowpeas and soybeans. Letter to Prof. C.B. Williams,
Experiment Station, West Raleigh, N.C., Feb. 17. 2 p. Typed,
without signature.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your letter of the
16th instant and am obliged to you for the explanation you
have given regarding the failures with the cowpeas and
soybeans during the preceding two seasons. I had gotten the
impression from Mr. Nielsen, who has resigned from the
Department, that the seeds that we had sent had not been
given the care which they deserve, and it was on this account
that I wrote you as I did.
“In regard to varieties, we have in the neighborhood
of 200 varieties of soybeans and perhaps 100 varieties
of cowpeas. A good many of these we have practically
discarded and have just reserved a very small quantity of
seed for a final test with them. The number that I could give

you sufficient seed to plant one-tenth or even one-twentieth
acre plots of either cowpeas or soybeans is small. Of the
cowpeas I could furnish you enough seed of the Groit, Iron
and Brabham to plant one-tenth acre plots. Of other varieties
I doubt if I can supply you with more than enough for
row tests. A good many, of course, can be secured through
commercial sources, such as Clay, Black, Unknown, New
Era, etc., but we will be unable to purchase any of such this
year. Of those which cannot be secured through commercial
sources, I shall be very glad to supply you with small
packages, the size of which will depend on the amount of
seed which we have, but in most cases it will be sufficient
only for a row test.
“In the matter of soybean seeds we are better fixed,
and can send you enough for one-twentieth acre plots of a
considerable number of varieties. I would suggest that it
might be wisest for you to grow three or four varieties of
each group as regards maturity. We are recognizing groups
as follow: extra early, early, medium, medium late, late,
and very late. The valuable ones for North Carolina are the
medium late and the late, though perhaps the very late ones
are worthy of trial.
“Kindly let us know your wishes in this matter, and we
will do the best we possibly can for you.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec.
2016. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D.C.].
1555. Williams, C.B. 1909. Re: Request for cowpeas and
soybeans for variety tests. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau
of Plant Industry, Washington, DC, Feb. 20. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I have your letter of February 17 and
note what you say in reference to your supply of cowpeas
and soybeans for distribution among Station workers. It
is our plan to buy upon the local market all the varieties
of cowpeas which we can find and then supplement these
by those which we can secure from the Bureau of Plant
Industry or elsewhere. Therefore, if you can supply us with,
enough seed of Groit, Iron, Brabham or any other uncommon
varieties of cowpeas to plant one-tenth of an acre of each, we
would be glad to receive them. In securing soybeans from
the local markets we are not so fortunate usually as with
cowpeas in securing any great number of varieties, therefore,
we would appreciate receiving seed of fifteen or twenty of
your leading varieties in sufficient quantities to plant at least
one-twentieth of an acre to each variety. We should like to
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secure some of the extra early, early, medium, medium late,
late and very late varieties.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Director, Agric. Exp. Station of the North Carolina
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, West Raleigh
[North Carolina].
1556. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1909.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from April 1 to
June 30, 1908. Nos. 22511 to 23322. No. 15. 81 p. Feb. 25.
Also titled USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 142.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim.
22534/22535. “From Weihsien, China. Presented by
Mrs. C.W. Mateer. Received April 4, 1908.
“22534. Yellow. ‘This bean is used for making lamp and
cooking oil and for flour to make cakes; also for bean curd (a
mush curdled by caustic soda and eaten fried). All these are
nourishing, but more esteemed by Chinese than foreigners.
The refuse after expressing the oil forms a cake (round)
2 feet in diameter and 3 inches thick. This is exported for
feeding animals (pounded fine) and enriching land.’ (Mateer.)
“22535. Black. Similar in appearance to Cloud.”
22536-22538. “From Chefoo [Yantai], Shantung, China.
Presented by Mr. Hunter Corbett, through Rev. J.M.W.
Farnham, of Shanghai, China. Received April 4, 1908. The
following seeds, varietal descriptions by Mr. H.T. Nielsen:
“22536. Green. Similar to No. 17857.
“22537. Green. Similar to No. 17262, Yosho. ‘Chinese
names (S.P.I. No. 22536) Ching teo and Luh teo; (S.P.I. No.
22537) Whong teo. These beans are used extensively for the
manufacture of oil; the bean cake which remains after the oil
has been pressed out is shipped south and extensively used
as a fertilizer in vegetable gardens. Will grow well on level
or high and hilly land. Is used by the people largely for food,
being ground and made into a curd, also put in water and
soaked until well sprouted and used as a vegetable. It is also
boiled and eaten in the same manner as rice.’ (Corbett.)
“22538. Black. Similar in appearance to Cloud. ‘Chinese
name Shao hih teo. Used chiefly for feeding animals.’
(Corbett.)”
22633/22634. “From Sheklung, Kwongtung
[Kwangtung / Guangdong], China. Presented by Mr. A.J.
Fisher, American Presbyterian Mission. Received April 3,
1908.
“22633. Yellow. Similar in appearance to Acme, No.
14954, but seed is a trifle larger.

“22634. Black. Seed flatter than any other of the same
size received from China.”
22644-22646. “From Hangchow, Chehkiang, China.
Presented by Mr. John L. Stuart. Received April 18, 1908.
The following seeds, varietal descriptions by Mr. H.T.
Nielsen:
“22644. Smoky yellow. Looks like it might possibly be a
mixture.
“22645. Greenish yellow. Similar in appearance to
Haberlandt, No. 17263.
“22646. Yellow. Practically identical with No. 18619.”
22714. “From Saigon, Cochin China. Presented by Mr.
Jacob E. Conner, American consul. Received April 21, 1908.
Yellow.”
22874-22885. “From Tokyo, Japan. Purchased from the
Tokyo Plant, Seed, and Implement Company. Received May
14, 1908. The following seeds, varietal identifications and
descriptions made by Mr. H.T. Nielsen:
“22874. Green.
“22875. Flat King. Same as Nos. 19982 and 17252.
“22876. Yellow. Similar in appearance to Hollybrook,
No. 17269.
“22877. Okute. Apparently identical with No. 19986.
“22878. Butterball. Apparently identical with Nos.
19981 and 17273.
“22879. Yellow. Evidently two varieties; most of the
seed very similar in appearance to Acme, No. 14954.
“22880. Yellow. Quite closely resembling Hollybrook.
“22881. Green.
“22882. Yellow. Apparently identical with No. 20892.
“22883. Buckshot. Apparently identical with No. 19987.
“22884. Yellow, with a slight purple marking on many
of the seeds.
“22885. Amherst. Apparently identical with Nos. 19983
and 17275.”
22886. “From Swatow [Shantou], Kwangtung
[province], China. Presented by Mr. William Ashmore,
Jr., through Rev. J.M.W. Farnham, Chinese Tract Society,
Shanghai, China. Received May 14, 1908. Black.”
22897-22901. “From Paotingfu, Chihli [later Baoding,
Hebei], China. Presented by Rev. J.W. Lowrie, D.D., through
Rev. J.M.W. Farnham, Chinese Tract Society, Shanghai,
China. Received April 22, 1908. The following seeds.
Chinese names in italic as given by Mr. Lowrie. Descriptions
of varieties by Mr. H.T. Nielsen.
“22897. Da ching don. Green. Similar to No. 17857.
“22898. Hwang don. Yellow.
“22899. ‘Hei don. Boiled as a fodder for mules and
horses. Oil expressed from it, and refuse used as manure.’
(Lowrie.)
“22900. ‘Da wu don. Tends to vary after successive
plantings.’ (Lowrie.) Black. Similar in appearance to Nuttall,
Nos. 17253 and 19183, but has green cotyledons.
“22901. Hsiao bai hei don. Smoky yellow.”
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22919-22922. “From Ingchung, via Fuchau, China.
Presented by Mr. J. Willis Hawley. Received May 22, 1908.
The following seeds. Varietal descriptions by Mr. H.T.
Nielsen:
“22919. Black. Very similar to No. 22886.
“22920. Yellowish green.
“22921. Yellow. Very similar to No. 22714.
“22922. Yellow. Seed resembles Mammoth very closely,
but slightly smaller.”
22927. “From Shanghai, Kiangsu, China. Presented
by Rev. J.M.W. Farnham, Chinese Tract Society. Received
May 27, 1908. Black. ‘Identical with Shanghai, No. 14592;
cotyledons are green.’ (Nielsen.)”
23205. “From Shanghai, Kiangsu, China. Presented by
Dr. S.P. Barchet, interpreter, American consulate. Received
June 30, 1908. ‘Similar in appearance to Ebony, No. 17254.’
(Nielsen.) An important bean for dry rice land. Chinese name
Pu chi.’ (Barchet.)”
23207-23209/23211-23213/23229/23232. “From China.
Received through Mr. Frank N. Meyer, agricultural explorer,
and brought by him to the Plant Introduction Garden, Chico,
Cal., June, 1908. Forwarded to Washington, D.C., and
received July 6, 1908. The following seeds:
“23207. From Soochow, Kiangsu, China. ‘(No. 960a,
April 27, 1907.) A large, greenish soy bean, grown around
Soochow on the rather low-lying lands. Used when slightly
sprouted as a vegetable. Chinese name Tsin tou.’ (Meyer.)
“23208. From Tangsi, Chehkiang, China. ‘(No. 961a,
April 20, 1908.) A large, yellow soy bean, often purplish
colored on one side. Considered locally a very good variety.
Chinese name Sian chu tou. Grows on the ridges around
inundated rice fields.’ (Meyer.)
“23209. From Tangsi, Chehkiang, China. ‘(No. 962a,
April 20, 1908.) The ordinary variety of yellow soy bean as
grown around Tangsi on the ridges and strips of land around
and between inundated rice fields. Chinese name Huang tou.’
(Meyer.)
“23211. From Tangsi, Chehkiang, China. ‘(No. 964a,
April 20, 1908.) A very dark brown colored soy bean, grown
near Tangsi; said to be very productive. Chinese name Tsze
pi tou.’ (Meyer.)
“23212. From Hangchow, Chehkiang, China. ‘(No.
965a, April 24, 1908.) An early-ripening, yellow soy bean,
called the sixth month’s bean, meaning ripening in the
Chinese sixth month (our July). Chinese name Lu ya pai mou
tou.’ (Meyer.)
“23213. From Hangchow, Chehkiang, China. ‘(No.
966a, April 24, 1908.) A yellow soy bean called the seventh
month’s bean, meaning ripening in the Chinese seventh
month (our August). Called in Chinese Chi ya pai mou tou.’
(Meyer.)
“23229. From Tientsin, Chihli, China. ‘(No. 982a, April
4, 1908.) A dark brown colored soy bean; rare. Said to grow
near Tientsin. Used for human food; boiled in soups or as a

vegetable when slightly sprouted. Chinese name Tse doh.’
(Meyer.)
“23232. From Shanghai, Kiangsu, China. ‘(No. 985a,
May 11, 1908.) The Barchet soy bean, growing on wet rice
lands. Chinese name Ma liao tou. Obtained through Dr.
S.P. Barchet, of Shanghai, who procured these soy beans
from Chinhuafu, in the Chehkiang Province, central China.’
(Meyer.)”
23291/23292/23296/23297/23299/
23303/23305/23306/23311/23312. “From China. Received
through Mr. Frank N. Meyer, agricultural explorer, and
brought by him to the Plant Introduction Garden, Chico,
Cal., June, 1908; forwarded to Washington, D.C., and
received July 6, 1908. The following seeds:
“23291. From Wutaishan, Shansi, China. ‘(No. 922a,
Feb. 26, 1908.) Black soy bean, growing at 5,000 to 6,000
feet elevation. Are considered by the Chinese the best food
for their hard-working mules and horses; they must always
be boiled before being fed to the animals; otherwise they
may cause colic; the Chinese also mix a liberal quantity of
sorghum seed and chopped straw with these beans. Chinese
name Ghae doh.’ (Meyer.)
“23292. From Wutaishan, Shansi, China. ‘(No. 923a,
Feb. 26, 1908.) Yellow soy bean. Growing at 5,000 to 6,000
feet elevation. They are used all through northern China for
making bean curd and bean vermicelli. Chinese name Huang
doh.’ (Meyer.)
“23296. From Taichou, Shansi, China. ‘(No. 929a,
March 2, 1908.) Yellow soy beans, found growing on
strongly alkaline lands. Chinese name Huang doh.’ For
further remarks see No. 923a (S.P.I. No. 23292).’ (Meyer.)
“23297. From Taichou, Shansi, China. ‘(No. 930a,
March 2, 1908.) Black soy bean. Grows on strongly alkaline
lands. Chinese name Ghae doh.’ For further remarks
concerning their uses see No. 922a (S.P.I. No. 23291).’
(Meyer.)
23299. “From Tsintse, Shansi, south of Taiyuanfu,
China. ‘(No. 933a, March 12, 1908.) Black and yellow. A
rare local variety of a strange soy bean used as a vegetable
when slightly sprouted, and after having been scalded for a
few minutes in boiling water is eaten with a salt sauce; the
skin must be removed before scalding. Chinese name Yang
yen doh, meaning sheep’s eye bean.’ (Meyer.)
“23303. From Shiling, Chihli, China. ‘(No. 949a,
Jan. 25, 1908.) Yellow soy bean. Chinese name Ta huang
doh. For further remarks see No. 923a (S.P.I. No. 23292).’
(Meyer.)
“23305. From Peking, Chihli, China. ‘(No. 951a,
Feb.8, 1908.) Large, light yellow soy bean. Used mostly as
a vegetable when slightly germinated, and eaten with a salt
sauce. Chinese name Ta huang doh.’ (Meyer.)
“23306. From Peking, Chihli, China. ‘(No. 952a, Feb.
8, 1908.) Large, black soy bean, green inside. Comes from
Manchuria and is used mostly like the preceding number
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(S.P.I. No. 23305.) Chinese name Ta ghae doh.’ (Meyer.)
“23311. From Shiling, Chihli, China. ‘(No. 957a, Jan.
25, 1908.) Large, green soy bean. Used as a vegetable when
slightly sprouted, after having been scalded in boiling water.
Chinese name Ta ching doh.’ (Meyer.)
“23312. From Pautingfu, Chihli, China. ‘(No. 958a, Jan.
28, 1908.) A rare, local variety of soy bean, being small and
of greenish yellow color. Chinese name Shau ching doh.’
(Meyer.)”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the term “dark brown” to describe
the color of soybean seeds. Address: Washington, DC.
1557. Boehmer (L.) & Co. 1909. Wholesale catalogue: 1909.
Yokohama, Japan. 40 p. Illust. 25 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The section titled “Plants and seeds of economic
value” (p. 32) gives detailed information about different
varieties of soy-beans that can be ordered, quite similar to
that found in the 1907 catalog. Address: Nos. 5 and 28 Bluff,
Yokohama, Japan.
1558. Nishimura, Torazô. 1909. Shôyu kôbo Saccharomyces
soya Saitô ni tsuite. II. [On the shoyu yeasts, Saccharomyces
soya Saito. II.]. Nogakkai Kaiho (J. of the Scientific
Agricultural Society, Japan) No. 85. p. 3-44. Feb. [Jap]
Address: Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
1559. Scotsman (The) (Edinburgh, Scotland). 1909.
Agricultural affairs. March 5. p. 10.
• Summary: “A new oilcake industry: Under this heading
in another part of this page there is published an interesting
extract from an English contemporary relating to what is
not unlikely to prove the beginning of an important new
development in the manufacture of feeding stuffs in this
country. The incident referred to is the arrival at Hull of
the first cargo brought into this country of Soya beans, and
it is intimated that several other large cargoes of the same
material will follow forthwith... Hull is not to get the whole
of these cargoes. Already one vessel of over 9,000 bags
of the beans has arrived at Leith, and further supplies are
expected at that port during the spring.
“The character of the soya bean: For a long period
of time the Soya bean (Soya Hispida) has been one of the
principal feeding grains grown in certain parts of the East,
notably in China, Japan, and Manchuria, in which countries
it is a staple article of food. It is true that this bean, as an
article of food for man as well as for animals, was brought
into notice during the war between Russia and Japan, but
it is not quite accurate to say that it was ‘discovered to the
modern world of agriculture by the Japanese soldiers in
Manchuria.’ The pushful America ‘discovered’ the ‘valuable
product’ long ago, and attempts have bean made to introduce
the bean as a farm crop into the United States though,
so far, the progress has not been very encouraging. As a

food for animals the Soya bean possesses high value. The
outstanding features in its composition are its exceptionally
high percentages of oil and albuminoids, and its lack of
starch. Whereas the beans, peas and lentils grown in this
country contain only about 2 per cent. of oil, the Soya bean
contains from 15 to 20 per cent. As to albuminoids, while
our beans contain from 20 to 25 per cent., the proportion in
Soya beans rises as high as 30 to 35 per cent. In the other
hand, the soya bean contains practically no starch, which is
the largest constituent in British beans. The Soya bean is thus
a particularly rich feeding material, really more suitable for
mixing with other foods than for consumption by itself.”
“Stockowners in this country will watch the
development of this new branch of the feeding stuff industry
with deep interest, and for their sakes it is to be hoped its
progress will be all that is expected of it. It is understood
that the oil pressed from the Soya bean is valuable for soap
manufacture. It is therefore probable that from Soya beans
used in the soap industry useful feeding material might be
obtained as a by-product.”
1560. Scotsman (The) (Edinburgh, Scotland). 1909. New
oilcake industry. March 5. p. 10.
• Summary: “The following, which appeared in a recent
issue of the Eastern Morning News, is referred to to-day by
our agricultural contributor:–The arrival of the Javorina, s.
[steamer], at Hull with the first cargo of Soya beans marks
the beginning of what promises to be an important new
industry in this country. Considerable interest is manifested
in this new development as it will have an important bearing
upon the future prosperity of the oilcake industry.
“The Javorina, s., is the first of a fleet of steamers
bringing Soya beans to Hull. The beans are in good condition
and this is due to the excellent arrangements made for
ventilation in the holds. It is a long voyage from Vladivostok,
the vessel leaving the Russian port on Boxing Day [probably
Dec. 26]. The total quantity for Hull is about 4,700 tons, and
the remainder will be transshipped to London.
“The Soya bean grown is immense quantities in
Manchuria and China. The Japanese have adopted the bean
to commercial uses, not for the food of animals, but for
that of man. It is not an unpopular article of diet in many
parts of the Far East, and during the campaign conducted
in Manchuria by the troops of the Rising Sun the men were
fed very often on little else. It possesses sustaining qualities,
and is the basis of a Japanese sauce [shoyu, or soy sauce].
Its chief value to this country, lies in the fact, however, that
it will be an excellent animal food because of its richness in
albuminous compounds and nitrogen, which are very good
feeding qualities.”
“Several forms of cake manufacturers have conducted...
tests and these have proved eminently satisfactory. The
experimental Soya cakes which have been made in Hull
have been tested by a practical and scientific dairyman in the
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East Riding, who has reported that one cow set aside for this
test and fed with half a cake a day, in addition to other food,
yielded a considerable extra quantity of milk daily, and was
much improved in general condition. The large proportion of
oil in the cake makes sparing use of it advisable.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soya cakes” (or “soya
cake”) to refer to ground, defatted soybeans.
“Up to the present soya beans have been imported to
England only in small quantities, but the development of
Manchuria promises to revolutionise what is an important
industry in Hull.”
“What it will mean to Hull alone is that this new source
of supply will be available in the seed crushing trade when
other classes of seed are scarce and the mills will, therefore,
be able to continue running uninterruptedly.
“A combination of circumstances are said to be
responsible for the development under such favourable
conditions at the present time–the low price of silver, which
is what everything is bought with in Japan and China, and
low freights. The Javorina, s. [steamer], is the first of a fleet
of nineteen vessels which are now on the way from Dalny or
Vladivostock with large cargoes of the bean. Several of these
vessels are definitely fixed for Hull, two for Liverpool, and
the remaining eleven for other ports in the United Kingdom.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen that uses the
word “crushing” (or “crush” or “crusher” or “crushers” etc.)
in its modern Western sense to refer to the process by which
oil and meal are obtained from soybeans.
1561. Stevens, F.D. 1909. Re: Request for Soja Bean seed
for testing. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture,
Washington, DC, March 6. 1 p. Handwritten, with signature
on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: I find that the Soja Bean
is little known in this locality. Last year I tried Mammoth
Yellow and Ito San. The former did very well, the latter
nothing. I am wondering if I can obtain from the Department
several varieties for test this year. I prefer seed from the
Dept. as am reasonably sure they are true to name.
“It seems to me a variety test with cowpeas would be of
benefit also–I do not know where to obtain true varieties. If
you can help me out any either by causing seed to be sent or
giving a list of varieties with places of obtaining same I shall
be very grateful.
“Yours very truly, F.D. Stevens.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Secretary,

Canebrake Agric. Exp. Station, Uniontown, Alabama.
1562. Common, Lewis Edward. Assignor to The Hull Oil
Manufacturing Company, Ltd. (Stoneferry, Hull, England).
1909. Improvements in the manufacture of soya-bean oil.
British Patent 5,797. Date of application: 10 March 1909. 2
p. Accepted: 10 March 1910.
• Summary: The complete specification reads: “This
invention relates to the treatment by the volatile solvent
process of soya beans (Bot. ‘Soja Hispida’) for the
production of soya-bean oil; our object being to separate and
remove certain impurities which we believe to be mainly in
the nature of vegetable waxes, commonly present in such oil
when so produced.
“Assuming oil to have been extracted from the beans
by the volatile solvent process, and whilst the oil is still
in solution in the solvent, we add a small quantity (about
1 per cent. of the weight of the oil) of sodium chloride or
its equivalent, i.e., a chloride of an alkali metal, such as
potassium chloride, or a chloride of an alkaline earth, such
as calcium chloride. The mixture is then steamed with the
object of expelling the solvent and facilitating the subsequent
elimination of the impurities. After steaming, the mixture
of oil and brine or salt solution is allowed to stand until
separation takes place; the brine containing the impurities
falling to the bottom, and leaving the oil in a purified
condition. The brine, having been drawn off, is allowed to
stand until the impurities settle; whereupon the clear brine
may be run off for re-use. The sediment may then be treated
by any suitable method for the recovery of the waxes and
albuminous compounds therein contained.”
Note 1. This is the earliest patent seen (Aug. 2016) that
mentions use of a solvent for extracting soybeans. Nagel
(1903) also mentioned solvent extraction, but not on a
commercial scale.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2016)
that mentions a European oil milling company (Hull Oil
Mfg. Co., Ltd., of Stoneferry, Hull, England) in connection
with soybeans.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “soya-bean oil.”
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2006) with the term “soya-bean” or (“soyabeans”) in the title. Address: Chemist, Sutton-on-Hull,
England.
1563. Scotsman (The) (Edinburgh, Scotland). 1909.
Commercial markets: Produce. March 12. p. 3.
• Summary: “Hull.–Linseed oil, spot, 19s. 3d.; March-April
19s. 3d.; May-August, 19s. 6d.
“Cotton oil, refined, spot, 34s. 1½d.; March-April, 34s.
3d.; May-August, 23s. 7½d.; crude, spot, 22s. 7½d.
“Soya bean oil, 24s. 3d. Oilcakes–No fresh feature of
importance.”
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Note: Similar prices for soya bean oil appear in the
Scotsman many times each month throughout 1909.
1564. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1909.
New food from China. March 13. p. 2.
• Summary: “London, Jan. 16–A new food is coming to
town–new, that is, in the sense that comparatively few people
in the country have partaken of it.
“The soja or soya bean is a product of Manchuria. In
appearance it somewhat resembles the ordinary lentil, while
in taste (uncooked [sic]) it approaches very nearly to the taste
of the common ‘split’ pea.
“It has only heretofore been brought to this country
in very small quantities, and, in spite of the fact that it
constitutes almost the staple food [sic] of the Chinese
laborer, it has never been seriously considered by Western
civilisation as a bean with food properties.
“Travellers who have journeyed through the interior of
Manchuria tell marvelous stories of Chinese carriers who
will cover thirty miles a day regularly with a load of 120 lb
or 130 lb upon their backs, and these laborers keep up their
strength for this work by eating the soja bean.
“Some British physicians have recognised its value as
a food for diabetes, and it is also prescribed at certain large
German hospitals for the same complaint. The Japanese
have for many years past laid it under contribution as the
basis of their well-known piquant sauce, and it is from one
of the Japanese firms that Europe will shortly receive a
consignment of, it is anticipated, well over 100,000 tons.
“As a food the bean is prepared in very similar fashion
to the method employed in cooking ground rice” [sic].
1565. Manchester Courier and Lancashire General
Advertiser (England). 1909. General produce markets.
March 15. p. 5, col. 3.
• Summary: In the first section, titled “Liverpool, Saturday,”
under “Oils” we read: “Chinese bean oil steady: April
onwards, 24s. to 24s. 6d. per cwt in exports.”
1566. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1909. Prospectus.
March 15. p. 14.
• Summary: “This company has been formed for the purpose
of erecting and working oil mills at some suitable place in
British India or any of the native states in India and for the
general purpose of carrying on the business of seed crushers
and nut crushers and manufacturers of linseed, cotton, and
other cakes, oil extractors and manufacturers, and makers
and manufacturers of cattle food and of artificial manures
and fertilizers of every description.
“The promoters think that there is a bright future for this
industry in India.
“The mills will be equipped with the most modern
machinery and will be the largest and first of their kind in
India, and their capacity will enable the company to deal

with about a minimum of 120 tons of seeds per day. The
product of the mill will be such as can compete with the best
known brands in the British, French and German markets.
“In recognition of the great importance of securing
capable management to ensure the success of the
undertaking, the promoters have secured the services of
Mr. Louis Hoffman a specialist in refining oils, of great
experience, who has been manager in complete charge of
large oil works in Germany, Austria and China for over 15
years.”
“This gentleman was the first to manufacture cocoanutbutter in 1896. He discovered the process of refining
rapeseed oil without the help of acids. We have before us his
essais, published in the German ‘Revue der Harz, Oel- und
Fettindustrie’ 1908: ‘About the manufacture of oils in China,’
‘Chinese Woodoil,’ ‘Vegetable tallow (stillingia sebifera),’
and on ‘Soja beans (Soja Hispida Moench).’ Mr. Hoffmann
has been the means of improving oil milling machinery.
Note 1. This ad is strange. It is not part of the newspaper
of that date, but it may have been inserted. No company
name, address, or other contact information is given! We do
not know whether or not this mill was ever constructed or
operated.
Note 2. In OCLC / WorldCat, the largest database of
publications in the world, no periodical with the title of that
shown above (Revue der Harz...) is listed. The closest one
published in 1908 is Seifensiederzeitung und Revue über die
Harz-, Fett- und Ölindustrie–which seems fairly close. Eight
libraries worldwide own this periodical, but none are in the
USA.
Note 3. As of Aug. 2010, no record mentioning “Louis
Hoffmann” or “L. Hoffmann” exists in the SoyaScan
database of 85,700 records from 1100 B.C. to the present.
1567. Wall Street Journal. 1909. Effects of falling prices.
Business depression in Manchuria leads to the cultivation of
the soya bean for export. March 15. p. 8.
• Summary: “Low ocean freights and the low price of
silver are working some noteworthy changes in the world’s
market. Among them is to be noted the springing up of
some new lines of trade between the Far East and the West.
Such trade connections are greatly encouraged by the
high level of prices for food products, in particular in the
United States. For instance, the industrial and commercial
depression in the Far East has driven capital and labor to
agricultural industries. In Manchuria, where labor is being
more generally restored to its normal agricultural uses, the
cultivation of the soya bean, a rich and nutritive product
with a high oil content, has begun to bring prosperity to the
growers and to open new sources of supplies for the seed
crushing industries in such centers as Hull and Liverpool
[England].
“In the Russo-Japanese campaign in Manchuria this sort
of food comprised about all the Japanese troops relied upon
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[sic]. Its sustaining qualities made it a favorite. As an animal
food [feed] it is rich in albuminous and nitrogenous qualities.
There are nineteen vessels now on their way from Dalny or
Vladivostock [Vladivostok] with large cargoes of this bean
for thirteen different ports of the United Kingdom. The effect
of its presence upon the industry in question is likely to bring
some competition with American oil-cake, which is produced
from cotton seed. The bean is not, however, a stranger to
American agriculture. Many of the best southern plantations
look upon its use as one of the most helpful plants in
restoring the soil to fertility on account of its power to absorb
nitrogen from the air without impoverishing [sic] the land in
the process as many other seeds do.”
Note: Only legumes collect nitrogen from the air. More
precisely, it is bacteria in the root nodules of legumes that
gather the nitrogen. None of them impoverishes the land in
the process; rather, the nitrogen enriches the soil. Only nonleguminous plants (such as cotton or corn) impoverish the
soil by withdrawing minerals (esp. nitrogen, potassium, and
phosphorus) from it.
1568. Cloud, Frederick D. 1909. Agriculture in Manchuria.
Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) No.
3430. p. 1-8. March 16.
• Summary: Contents: Products and population of the
province of Shengking. Acreage cultivated and land tenure.
Agricultural products. Kaoliang and soy beans. Millet and
wheat. Maize and sugar beet. Fruit production. Live stock
and farm labor. Transportation and agricultural products.
Land values and taxation. Agricultural development in
Manchuria (Views of Edward C. Parker of the University of
Minnesota who was recently employed by the Shengking
(Fengtien) government to establish at Mukden an
Agricultural College and Experiment Station, writing on
the subject of agricultural development In Manchuria, says:
It is the opinion of the writer that the chief problems of
agricultural development in Manchuria at the present time
are economic, social, and political problems, rather than
scientific problems relative to the stimulation of greater
productiveness in the soil... The agricultural problem of
Manchuria is not so much the problem of making two blades
of grass grow where one grew before as to change the
existing economic and social conditions of farm life into an
advanced condition of commercial agriculture in which the
farmer can produce a surplus of food above local demands
and find a ready cash market for that surplus.” Parker also
discusses: Importance of good roads. Need to demonstrate
new methods rather than writing or teaching about them).
Page 2: Kaoliang and soy beans: A table shows that
kaoliang is Manchuria’s leading crop by acreage, production
and value; the soy bean is second.
Page 3: “The soy bean, on the other hand, is a good soil
fertilizer, and is extensively grown throughout the province,

especially in the rich valley of the Liao River. The bean is
the greatest of all export crops from Manchuria, and can
always be relied upon to afford the farmer ready cash. Bean
oil is used throughout China for culinary purposes, being
employed as lard is used in American households, while
the residue, after the oil has been expressed, bean cake, is
exported mostly to Japan, where it is used for fertilizer. The
exports of bean cake from China during 1907 amounted
to 278,801 tons valued at $7,300,000, or $26.18 per ton of
2,000 pounds. During the same period there were in addition
89,124 tons of beans exported, valued at $2,560,790, or at
the rate of $28.73 per ton. The total value of China’s bean
crop exports for the year 1907 was, therefore, $9,860,790,
the greater part of which was produced in southern
Manchuria.
“Manchuria has a great advantage over most other
agricultural regions, in that the soy bean can be grown most
successfully throughout the entire region, from Dalny in
the south to Harbin in the north. In the United States, on the
other hand, this crop is not grown with much success outside
of what is known as the cotton belt.” Address: Vice-Consul,
Mukden.
1569. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Sending you a list of 186
varieties of soybeans we grew at Arlington Farm last season.
Letter to Prof. H.A. Morgan, Director, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN, March 17. 4 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: See next page. “Dear Professor Morgan: I am
sending you herewith a list of 186 varieties of soybeans
we grew at Arlington Farm last season, classifying them
according to their periods of maturity.
“We have thought it worthwhile to name comparatively
few of the varieties but these include the most promising. In
each group I have indicated in the accompanying notes those
varieties which were best at Arlington Farm.
“Under your conditions I question if you will want to
grow any of them that are earlier than the medium varieties,
though, of course, I should be pleased if you would grow
as extensive a series of them as possible. We need to get
a whole lot more information about these varieties before
drawing final conclusions.
“In view of the complication that may arise in the
seed trade, I am exceedingly anxious that in your testing
with these seeds or any sent to you previously you do not
distribute them until you are satisfied that you have the
best variety for the purpose you have in view. If this is not
done we will soon have the country covered with a flood of
varieties which will certainly make much confusion.
“I am interested in some of the new varieties, especially
among the mediums on account of their tall habit and high
productiveness which will allow them to be easily harvested
by machinery.
“I was very much interested in Professor Mooers’
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excellent bulletin on the soybean. [“The soy bean: A
comparison with the cowpea.” Dec. 1908] I note particularly
that in some points he does not agree with Mr. Ball’s
classification. Some of these points we have arrived at
independently, only one of which is at the present time
of importance, namely the two varieties confused under
the name Haberlandt. Previous to the issuing of Professor
Mooers’ bulletin we had named the greenish-yellow seeded
variety, #17263, Austin, retaining the Haberlandt for our
#17271, Number 17263 you have as Agrostology #1539,
while #17271 you have under Agrostology #1194. If it were
not for the fact that we have already used these names I
would reverse them in favor of the conclusion that Professor
Mooers has reached, but under the circumstances it seems
to me that it will make less confusion if our conclusion
here is adopted. Of these two varieties, the Austin is
decidedly superior under Arlington Farm conditions, and
we had intended to grow it in quantity for distribution. It
is, therefore, very interesting to note that at Knoxville you
consider #17271, Haberlandt, as better than the Austin. This
year we grew quite a large plot of Haberlandt which yielded
at the rate of 22.3 bushels per acre. I have about 800 pounds
of seed of it on hand, and if you expect to do things with this
variety, and can utilize some of this seed, I shall be glad to
supply it. I am wondering how much seed you have of the
Austin variety, and whether you can spare any?
“In view of the possible danger of too many of these
varieties finding their way into the trade with resulting
confusion, I shall greatly appreciate any suggestion you may
have in regard to the matter. At the present time it is my
intention to offer to as many of the experiment stations as
desire them such varieties as are likely to be adapted to the
particular region of each, at the same time urging them not to
distribute seed of any of the varieties until they are perfectly
satisfied which is the best under the conditions presented. If
this advice is followed I think it will be possible to keep the
total number of varieties down to six or eight; at least keep it
within ten.
“I have decided to grow all these varieties for another
season at Arlington Farm, including about 60 or 80
additional varieties since gotten from China and India. I
should like to have you let me know whether you want to
grow all of these varieties or not, and if so how much seed
you will want. Of most of the varieties we have from 10 to
20 pounds of seed, though there may be many where our
supply is smaller, in some cases having less than one pound.
I am especially anxious to grow all of the very late varieties
which barely matured here. Of some of this lot we may have
but very little seed indeed.
“Of the varieties that you have grown at the Station,
there are a number of which I would like a half pound
package of seed, viz. #1299; Early Brown; #1538; Medium
Yellow; #12399.
“There is a great deal more that I want to write you in

regard to soybeans and some experimental investigations that
I have in mind, but first of all I want to hear from you as to
what you may desire to do with this long list of varieties.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.” Note: This is the
earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that mentions the
soybean variety Austin.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1570. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Soybean varieties and
nomenclature. Letter to Prof. A.T. Wiancko at Experiment
Station, Lafayette, Indiana, March 24. 2 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy). [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear Professor Wiancko: I am taking the
pleasure in sending you a list of 186 varieties of soybeans
grown at Arlington Farm [in Rosslyn, Virginia] last season
and a tentative classification of the same in which the more
promising varieties are pointed out. In connection with this
work with soybeans, I hope that you may be able to test these
varieties, at least those we consider most promising in each
group.”
“I think it is very important not to introduce new
varieties until we are reasonably certain which is the best for
each section of the country. With such an enormous number
of varieties this, of course, involves considerable work,
but it seems to me that wisest thing to do. I am particularly
interested in some of the new varieties on account of their
‘long legged’ habit which will permit them to be mown
easily by machinery. This, I think, is going to be an important
point in determining the most valuable varieties.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agrostologist, in Charge of
Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
1571. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: List of 186 soybean varieties
grown at Arlington Farm. Letter to Dr. G.C. Hopkins,
Experiment Station, Urbana, Illinois, March 24. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Hopkins: I am taking pleasure
in sending you herewith a list of 186 varieties of soybeans
grown at Arlington Farm last season, together with brief
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notes in regard to the same. In view of the soybean work
you are doing in Illinois, I thought you might be interested
in trying out many of these varieties, the diversity of which
indicates much greater possibilities in the crop than we had
before realized. If you should be interested in the matter, I
should be glad to supply you with seed in all cases possible
for small plots. I am particularly interested in the ‘long
legged’ varieties, which are going to permit of their being
harvested very much more satisfactorily than any of the older
varieties. In view of the enormous number of varieties I also
regard it as important that they be tested for each part of the
country so that only the best may be introduced. Otherwise,
a multiplicity of varieties will get into the hands of the
seedsmen which will cause a great deal of confusion.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1928. Box 10–Idaho-Illinois. Folder–
Illinois–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agrostologist, in Charge of
Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
1572. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Are you interested in soybeans?
Letter to Prof. B.W. Kilgore, State Chemist. Experiment
Station, Raleigh, N.C., March 24. 1 p. Typed, without
signature.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Kilgore: Are you interested in
soybeans? I am taking pleasure in sending you a list of 186
varieties that we grew at Arlington Farm [Virginia] last year,
together with some notes regarding the same. In case you
would be interested in trying out some of these varieties,
I can furnish you seed of most of them for small plots. I
regard it as an important matter to determine the best of
these varieties for each section of the country so that only
the best varieties may become introduced. There is, in my
opinion, considerable danger involved in introducing any
considerable number of varieties which I feel it important
to keep down to the minimum, otherwise considerable
confusion and loss is sure to result.
“I should be glad to know your wishes in this matter.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec.
2016. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D.C.].

1573. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Glad to send soybean seed for
testing. Letter to Prof. F.D. Stevens, Experiment Station,
Uniontown, Alabama, March 24. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Stevens: Pardon my delay in
answering your letter of the 6th instant in regard to soybeans.
A few days ago I sent to Professor Duggar a list of 186
varieties that we have, together with notes on the same,
offering to supply him for small plots seed of all, or nearly
all, of the varieties, I have not yet heard from him. Such an
extensive test as this, however, at Uniontown it seems to
me would not be wise. I think, however, it would be very
desirable for you to try out about 20 varieties in one-tenth
acre plots if you are able to do this. I have over 200 varieties
now which I had to have grown at a number of places, but
as we have a pretty good line on most of these I would
recommend to you to grow only the more promising.
“Kindly write me fully in regard to your wishes in this
matter. If you should desire, in addition to the plot tests, to
grow small row tests of a large number of varieties, I should
be very glad to supply them.
“Give my best regards to Mrs. Stevens.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist [USDA].
1574. Mooers, C.A. 1909. Re: Your letter in regard to our
testing other varieties of soy beans. Letter to Mr. C.V.
Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C., March 25. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “My Dear Sir: Professor Morgan has recently
referred to me your letter in regard to our testing other
varieties of soy beans. We are very much interested in this
subject and will be pleased to make trial of many if not all
the varieties that you have. As you suggested, it would hardly
be worth while for us to put out the more dwarfed and earlymaturing kinds. Late varieties, but those that are somewhat
earlier than Mammoth Yellow, would interest us more than
any others.
“I am sending you ½-pound lots of the three varieties
which you wished to get. Of course there is a chance of our
having gotten some of the varieties confused, but I have no
reason to think that we have done so.
“I agree with you that we must be very careful in
limiting the number of varieties which we recommend. I
think we can safely recommend for Tennessee conditions
#1194 (Haberlandt), Hollybrook, and Mammoth Yellow; also
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Ito San for extra-early. In fact I would be willing to agree to
that at this writing.
“I do not think that we can make use of any large
amounts of seed. I am fairly well supplied with the varieties
that we have been testing.
“Thanking you for your kindness in offering to supply
us with seed, I remain,
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
1575. Kilgore, B.W. 1909. Re: Thank you for offering to
send soy bean varieties. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of
Plant Industry, Washington, DC, March 26. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I have your favor of the 24th in
regard to soy beans. We are interested in these and if you
will send us the varieties we shall be glad to make tests of
them. If you have sufficient seed we could put them out in
two places, one in the eastern and the other in the piedmont
section of the State.
“With kind regards, Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: State Chemist, North Carolina Dep. of Agriculture,
Raleigh.
1576. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. New soya
beans. Hull crusher’s experiments. March 27. p. 3, col. 3.
• Summary: “Opinions as to the value of the new Soya
beans, which have been introduced into the seed-crushing

industry at Hull, vary.
“As a cattle food, it is unanimously agreed that it
makes a very rich cake, so rich in fact that it has been found
advisable to mix it with ordinary cotton cake; but whether
it will substitute cotton seed oil in soap-making is doubtful.
Some soap-makers are working with it; but while the oil is
not superior to cotton seed oil, it remains to be seen whether
it will be found suitable.
“The fault found by the soap-maker with cotton
seed oil is entirely its price, but while cotton seed oil
realized in London last week from 24s 6d to 25s per cwt.
[hundredweight = 112 pounds], the bean oil sold at from
22s 6d to 23s 3d per cwt. These beans are one of the staple
articles of production in South Manchuria, and from the
experiments made with them by the seed crushers, it appears
they have come to stay.
“During the Russo-Japanese war these beans held
a foremost place in the dietary of the Japanese soldiers;
but there is no suggestion of using them as an article of
human consumption in this country. There is a story going
the rounds of High-street that a clerk boiled the beans in
the same manner and had them for dinner; but that his
subsequent ‘feelings’ made him utter ‘Never again.’
“The oil, it is said, can also be rendered useful for
painters and for illumination purposes” [burning in oil
lamps].
Note: This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2016) that that uses the term “crushing”
or “crushers” in its modern Western sense in connection with
soybeans to refer to the process of pressing oilseeds to obtain
oil and cake.
1577. Stevens, F.D. 1909. Re: Request for seed for testing.
Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture, Washington,
DC, March 27. 2 p. Handwritten, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “My dear Prof. Piper: I am in receipt of your
letter relative to Soybeans and wish to thank you for your
generous offer. I have 6 acres now in oats & H. vetch. This
will be cut for hay and the land plowed and in shape by May
28th. So my planting of Soys will be about June 15th. Land
grades from black bottom to medium red Shelley soil. I
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would prefer to take the black Bottom land for this test. Last
year I tried Ito San and Mammoth Yellow (planted after oats
on poor land June 3rd). The Mammoth did very well, Ito San
Practically nothing. This failure may have been due to rather
late planting date. Seed did not germinate, only a few Ito
San showing here and there. The land was very poor of ashy
color.
“I could handle the 20 varieties very nicely, broadcasting
them on 1/10 acre plots. I could devote at least 1 acre to row
tests for seed. Have soil in which Mammoth set numerous
tubercules last year with which to inoculate. You are right in
stating that 20 varieties will be enough. Directing niggers in
practical work and trying to keep full notes are two things
that do not work well together.
“The ten varieties of alfalfa arrived yesterday and were
seeded today. I shall let you know what they will do for me.
“Soy Beans 20 varieties–alfalfa 10 varieties–cotton 10
or 12 races or strains–to be tested will make a very good
showing for variety tests, and my fertilizer tests cannot
suffer.
“I note you are to furnish Prof. Duggar with a larger
number of varieties of Soybeans. I have read his papers
with much interest tho [sic] have never met him. Came near
stopping at Auburn when came here to confer with him
but felt couldn’t spare the time. At the first board meeting
I learned I was to ‘go it alone’ here, and was surprised at
the action but determined to do the best I could under the
circumstances, and let the board take such action on their
own shoulders. I realize that probably much more could be
accomplished however had someone been left here to advise
with.
“Thanking you for your kindness I am
“Yours very truly, F.D. Stevens.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Secretary,
Canebrake Agric. Exp. Station, Uniontown, Alabama.

several bushels.
“In a separate shipment I am sending half a pound of
1538 and 12399.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.

1578. Mooers, C.A. 1909. Re: I overlooked one or two
matters in your last letter. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of
Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.,
March 29. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “My Dear Sir: I find that I overlooked one
or two matters in your last letter. We want all the seed of
Haberlandt 1194 that you can let us have. It seems to be
especially well adapted to or conditions, and we would like
to get it distributed as soon as possible. I am sorry to say that
we have only a small amount of Austin. Unfortunately the
seed was damaged in shocking. Otherwise we would have

1580. Perkins, W.R. 1909. Re: Request for soy beans for
testing. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC, March 30. 2 p. Handwritten, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir–Your letter of 24th inst. has been
received. I thank you very much for the information about
soy bean varieties, and your willingness to cooperate with
me in growing or testing some of the varieties.
“I have not succeeded in the past in getting any varieties
of value from seedsmen except the common yellow. I had

1579. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: I am writing about a special
matter, viz. #1194. Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee
Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, March 29. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I have your letter
of the 25th instant and am writing for the moment about a
special matter, viz. #1194 of which our #17271 is the direct
descendant, and to which, as indicated in my last letter, we
are retaining the name ‘Haberlandt.’ I have letters from two
or three correspondents in Tennessee desiring seed of this
apparently on the recommendations in your recent bulletin.
I, therefore, understand that you think this variety is the one
that it may be well to distribute in Tennessee. We have about
800 pounds of seed of it and would be glad to send most of it
to Tennessee, and will be glad if you will recommend some
especially good farmers who would be interested in growing
seed in quantity. I should like to know how much seed you
have of this variety to distribute so that we can determine in
a general way whether this season will produce enough seed
of it to put the variety on a firm basis.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
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planned to have considerable area in this variety with the
view of testing its value for forage and seed compared with
cowpeas; also of making observations on time to cut for hay
or seed–saving the crop etc. I would be glad to add to this the
trial of a number of varieties and would be more than pleased
to have you furnish a dozen or more varieties that you think
might prove of value in this section.
“If I can serve in growing a patch for multiplying some
variety that you are desirous of giving a further trial, it will
be perfectly agreeable to me to serve you. Hoping to hear
from you further on the subject, I am, Yours very truly...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 21–Minnesota-Mississippi. P.I. 66.
Entry 68. Folder–Mississippi Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Director, Mississippi Agric. Exp.
Station, Mississippi Agricultural College.
1581. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1909. Plant Wood’s seeds for
superior crops. Cow Peas (Ad). Washington Post. March 30.
p. 9.
• Summary: “The best and surest of summer and soilimproving and forage crops... All of our Cow Peas and
Soja Beans are recleaned, free from hulls and immature
peas, superior both in cleanliness and quality, and of tested
germination.”
Note: This as also appeared in the April 6, 8, 13, 15, and
22 issues of this newspaper. Address: Richmond, Virginia.
1582. Hopkins, C.G. 1909. Re: Request for soybean
varieties. Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC, March 31. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: I have your letter of
March 24, which I am referring to Mr. [O.D.] Center. He will
probably write you soon in regard to your very kind offer to
furnish us with some seed of different varieties of soybeans.
“Personally I should be very glad to have two or
three of these varieties tried upon my own farm in southcentral Illinois, perhaps the Duggar or some other of the
medium early varieties and the Wilson [black seeded] and
Haberlandt of the medium varieties. I would like especially
to try varieties with pods borne high enough so as to permit
harvesting with a machine. If you can have two or three lots
sent to me at Tonti, Illinois, I shall appreciate it.”
Note 1. Handwritten on the bottom of the letter
(probably by Piper) are: “8 Meyer 17852, 3 Sherwood
17862, 8 Jet 17861 [black seeded], 8 Cloud 16790” [black
seeded].
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean varieties Cloud, Duggar, Jet,

Sherwood, or Wilson.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1928. Box 10–Idaho-Illinois. Folder–
Illinois–#1. Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of
Purdue Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Soil Fertility, Agric. Exp.
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1583. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Pearson
institute notes. “Where had the soya-been?” March 31. p. 2,
col. 6.
• Summary: This is a poem of six 4-line stanzas. Here are
the first 3 stanzas.
Said the linseed to the cotton cake
“Where has that ‘soya bean?’
“To hear the ‘cotton spout,’ said one.
“That’s where it was last seen.”
...
Up spoke the “decorticated” one,
His English it was bad,
“I’ve never ‘seed’ such swank,” said he,
“As in that Chinese lad.”
...
But the “soya” looked on in silence,
He didn’t even blush;
It was known to all the “pressmen” though,
He could beat him in a “crush.”
1584. Jet: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1909. Seed
color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Hopkins, C.G. 1909. Re: Request
for soybean varieties. Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, March 31. 1 p. Hopkins (at the
Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois), in response to a letter
from Piper dated March 24, is writing to request soybean
varieties. “I would like especially to try varieties with
pods borne high enough so as to permit harvesting with a
machine.” Handwritten on the bottom of Hopkins’s letter
(probably by Piper) is “8 Jet 17861”–which probably means
to send Hopkins (or O.D. Center) 8 packets, lots, or seeds of
the variety Jet, to which Piper and co-workers have given the
number 17861 for use in identification.
Center, O.D. 1909. Re: Request for soybean varieties.
Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
DC, April 1. 1 p. Center (also at the Agric. Exp. Station,
Urbana, Illinois) says: “We are particularly interested also
in the ‘long legged’ varieties of which you speak. We feel
that the main reason why the farmers of Illinois have failed
to take hold of the growing of soybeans has been because
of the difficulty they found in harvesting. The ‘long-legged’
varieties will certainly aid in this matter.” He orders seed of
the many varieties including “18761 Jet.”
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Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 49. Seed
color: Black. S.P.I. No. 17861. “From Sachon, Chihli, China,
1906... Grown four seasons. A variety said to be grown for
fodder and considered an excellent food for stock.”
Etheridge, W.C. 1912. “Report of Division of
Agronomy.” North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Annual
Report 34:16-18. For the year ended June 30, 1911. Page
17-18 state: Among the varieties of soy beans tested in 1910,
Jet was one of the top-yielding varieties, with 19.5 bushels
per acre. It is among the earliest maturing varieties. Jet does
not ripen uniformly and because of this, it is practically
impossible to gather all its seeds because the pods that are
more forward in ripening split and shatter their seed before
the other pods mature. Jet would make an excellent pasture
for hogs; it grows in short, thick, heavily fruited bunches,
and if planted with a drill or broadcast would make a very
heavy yield of seed.
1585. Austin: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1909.
Seed color: Yellow (olive).
• Summary: Sources: Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Sending you a
list of 186 varieties of soybeans we grew at Arlington Farm
last season. Letter to Prof. H.A. Morgan, Director, Tennessee
Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, March 17. “Previous to
the issuing of Professor Mooers’ bulletin we had named the
greenish-yellow seeded variety, #17263, Austin, retaining
the Haberlandt for our #17271, Number 17263 you have
as Agrostology #1539, while #17271 you have under
Agrostology #1194. If it were not for the fact that we have
already used these names I would reverse them in favor
of the conclusion that Professor Mooers has reached, but
under the circumstances it seems to me that it will make less
confusion if our conclusion here is adopted. Of these two
varieties, the Austin is decidedly superior under Arlington
Farm conditions, and we had intended to grow it in quantity
for distribution. It is, therefore, very interesting to note that
at Knoxville you consider #17271, Haberlandt, as better than
the Austin.”
Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Soybean varieties. Letter to Prof.
A.T. Wiancko at Experiment Station, Lafayette, Indiana,
April 2. 1 p. “A year ago I sent you the following list of
varieties of soybeans: #16789. Brooks. 17252. Flat King.
20854. Tashing. 17263. Austin. 17862. Sherwood. 19186.
Morse. “I am anxious to learn the results you secured...”
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 11. “Austin
(Greenish Yellow): The Austin is a vigorous though not
coarse medium-late variety, growing 3 to 4 feet high, with
numerous branches but none close to the ground. It can be
easily harvested with machinery and is an excellent seed
producer.” This variety is one of the best out of more than
one hundred sorts tested in the last three years. It is not yet

on the market, but will probably be available by 1910.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 45, 75.
Seed color: Olive yellow. S.P.I. No. 17263. “From Pingyang,
Korea, 1901... Grown nine seasons. This variety was also
distributed under Agrostology No. 1539.” “The best varieties
of soy beans (p. 75): Medium late–Austin, 17263.”
Hall, J. Ed. 1914. “Soy bean a profit maker: Missouri
farmers should give this new crop a trial.” Missouri Ruralist
13(6):7. March 20. “Since making a two-year test of 10
varieties, we have decided that the Austin and Perley’s
Mongol are best adapted to central Missouri conditions. The
Austin is a rank grower, producing large amount of well
filled pods. One great advantage the Austin has over other
varieties is the fact that they do not shatter so badly. The
beans are of a rich green color.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 8-9. Austin is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: V. Year named or released: 1909.
Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 02, 03. Source and
other information: From Pyongyang [P’yongyang], North
Korea, in 1901. Prior designation: PI 6397. Address: USA.
1586. Bailey, L.H. ed. 1909. Cyclopedia of American
agriculture: a popular survey of agricultural conditions,
practices and ideals in the United States and Canada. Vol. IV.
Farm and community. New York and London: Macmillan &
Co. See p. 584. Illust. Index. 27 cm.
• Summary: Henderson, Peter. A biography by Byron D.
Hoisted. “Peter Henderson, gardener, merchant, author, was
born in Pathhead, near Edinburgh, Scotland, June 9, 1822.
He died of pneumonia at his home in Jersey City. January
17, 1890. From his father, a land-steward, was inherited a
splendid physique, with which was harmoniously blended
great intellectual gifts, coming more particularly from his
maternal ancestry.
“Educated in the parish school, at sixteen, already
proficient in book-learning and a keen observer, he was
apprenticed in the gardens of Melville Castle and soon
became an enthusiastic student of plants, early winning
prizes for his accomplishments. In his twenty-first year, he
came to America ‘with but three sovereigns in his pocket,’
but abounding in pluck and industry, and served as gardener
first under George Thorburn at Astoria, New York, then
with Robert Buist at Philadelphia [Pennsylvania], and later
with C.F. Spang, of Pittsburg. In 1847, with an accumulated
capital of $500 he entered into partnership with his brother
James in the market-garden business in Jersey City. Soon
was begun the cultivation of ornamental plants, which
rapidly developed into a great enterprise. By dint of long
days and years of prodigious labor, combined with keen
insight, he became a master of his art. A leading partner in
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the seedhouse of Henderson and Fleming, in Nassau street,
New York City, he became, in 1871, the head of the business
(Everything for the Garden) so widely and well known by
the name of Peter Henderson & Co. His familiarity with the
obstacles to be overcome by practical crop-growers, and
his deep sympathy for the artisan, led to the preparation,
in 1866, of his first book, Gardening for Profit, the success
of which has been phenomenal. It had a deep and lasting
influence on truck-growing. Two years later, Practical
Floriculture followed, it being a guide for esthetic gardening;
and in 1875 appeared Gardening for Pleasure, the contents
of which are so admirably expressed in the title. The many
editions and frequent revisions of these three works testify
to their general acceptance by an appreciative public. The
reader of these lines must bear in mind that Mr. Henderson
wrought in a generation that is now past, and without the
aid of the land-grant college and the experiment station to
train horticulturists for work and provide for the substantial
growth of the science of crop-growing, through many
well-equipped centers of research. His was the work of the
pioneer, and his books were as blazed trees through the
deep-tangled forests of ignorance. Other volumes from the
same versatile pen are: Garden and Farm Topics (1884);
Handbook of Plants (1881-1890), a new edition of which
he was re-writing when stricken with his fatal disease. In
conjunction with William Crozier, he produced How the
Farm Pays. Some of Mr. Henderson’s most potent papers
were presented before various horticultural and floricultural
societies, of which space here will permit of but a single
title, namely, ‘Popular Errors and Scientific Dogmas in
Horticulture.’”
“Peter Henderson’s life is a brilliant illustration of the
great success that is to be achieved by those who preserve
their liberal endowments of health–he was scarcely ill a day
in his long and busy life–by the strictest temperance, in the
full measure of that much misused word; and mix their large
sagacity with strict fidelity to the highest ideals, tempering
all with true human kindness clothed in charming humanity.”
1587. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1909. Soy
beans. 7(1):95.
• Summary: In China and Japan, these beans “are used as
food and also as a source of oil and bean-cake. The oil is
pressed in the Far East by rather primitive methods, and
some years ago firms of oil-seed crushers in this country
found that it was worth while to import Chinese bean
cake into this country, extract a portion of the remaining
oil and use the residue, which is highly nutritious, for the
preparation of feeding cakes for cattle. The Soy bean oil
proved to be suitable for many manufacturing purposes and
a demand for it sprang up with great rapidity, and to meet
this, large supplies of Soy beans were imported, chiefly from
Manchuria, and at the present time it is estimated that about
200,000 tons of these beans have been contracted for already

this year.
“The Soy bean is cultivated on a considerable scale [sic]
in India and many British colonies, but mostly only for local
use as a feeding stuff or as a green manure, and there appears
to be no large supply available for export from British
sources at the present time. In view of the large demand
referred to above and now met by supplies from foreign
countries it would be worth while to extend cultivation in
those parts of the empire in which the plant is already grown
and found to do well.”
“In many colonies, and especially in Africa, the planting
of this crop would appear to be worth an extended trial.”
Note: All reports from 1909 to 1930 of which we are
aware (Nov. 2010) contradict the statement that “The Soy
bean is cultivated on a considerable scale in India and many
British colonies,...” The possible exception would be smallseeded black soy beans cultivated in central India and the
Kumaon Hills.
1588. Duggar: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1909.
• Summary: Sources: C.G. Hopkins. 1909. Re: Request
for soybean varieties. Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, March 31. 1 p. The writer of this
letter is in Soil Fertility, Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois.
“Personally I should be very glad to have two or three of
these varieties tried upon my own farm in south-central
Illinois, perhaps the Duggar or some other of the medium
early varieties...”
Center, O.D. 1909. Re: Request for soybean varieties.
Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
DC, April 1. The writer of this letter is in Crop Production,
Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois. He orders seed of
numerous soybean varieties including No. 17268 Duggar.
Woodhouse, E.J.; Taylor, C. Somers. 1913. “The
varieties of soy beans found in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa
and their commercial possibilities.” India Department of
Agriculture, Memoirs. Botanical Series. 5(3):103-76. March.
See p. 105, 114, 124. In exchange for seeds of soybeans
from Bengal, Mr. Piper, of the United States Plant Industry
Bureau, supplied the authors in India with seeds of seven
soybean varieties, including Duggar (p. 104-05). The weight
of 100 seeds of some American varieties, “such as Duggar,
Hollybrook, and Mammoth, have decreased in weight more
or less considerably during the past season” (p. 114). A table
titled “Life periods of American varieties of Soy Beans
grown at Sabour, 1911” (p. 124) gives information on eight
varieties. For example, Duggar: Origin: S.P.I. No. 17268C.
Date of planting: July 12, 1911. Date of harvesting: Oct. 11.
Life period at Sabour: 91 days. Life period in the U.S.A.:
110-120 days.
Note: J.F. Duggar was a professor in Alabama, who
wrote articles about soybeans and advocated soybean
production during the period 1903-1916.
Morse, W.J. 1948. “Soybean varietal names used to
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date.” Washington, DC: Appendix to the mimeographed
report of the Fourth Work Planning Conference of the North
Central States Collaborators of the U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois. RSLM 148. 9 p. May 26. See p.
2. “Duggar–P.I. 17268C.” Address: USA.
1589. Russell, W.P.M. 1909. China. Report for the year 1908
on the trade of Antung. Diplomatic and Consular Reports,
Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No. 4185. 18
p. March.
• Summary: The section titled “Exports for 1908” (p. 7-8)
discusses the amount and value of Beans [soybeans], bean
cake, and bean oil exported from this port. An excellent
full-page map shows the Eastern Manchuria and Shenking
Province, including all the major ports, rivers (Antung is a
port on the Yalu River), railroads, and bodies of water.
“Products of Eastern Manchuria.–The following are
some of the principal agricultural products of Eastern
Manchuria: “Beans.–Many varieties are produced, of which the chief
are: “1. Huangtou, yellow [soy] beans.–These are most
extensively grown and are used for making bean cake and
bean oil. The average bean cake weighs 50 catties and
is worth 1 dol. 20 c to 75 c. small money at the place of
production. The oil sells for about 15 c. a catty. The beans
themselves fetch 10 dol. a picul on an average. [Note: 1 picul
= 133.3 pounds weight.] They are also used for making bean
curd, which is one of the chief foods of the people. It has
the appearance of curds of milk and is made by a somewhat
similar process. The beans are also used for feeding cattle.
“2. Hsiaotou, small beans [azuki].–These are used as
a vegetable and also for feeding cattle. They are also used
for making vermicelli. Note: This is the earliest Englishlanguage document seen (March 2006) that uses the term
“small bean” to refer to the azuki bean.
“3. Lutou, green beans [mung beans].–The young
sprouts of these are used as a vegetable. The bean is
principally used for making vermicelli.
“4. Hetou [Heitou], black [soy] beans, are much grown
and much used for feeding cattle and also for making oil and
bean cake.”
The section on “Exports for 1908” under “Beans” states
that “owing to an exceptionally heavy supply coupled with
a weak demand from the consuming quarters in Japan and
South China, there was speedily a very heavy fall in price
and 5 taels 50 c. was quoted [down from 7 to 8 taels last
year]... It is stated that the restriction of the opium crop has
caused an expansion of the area of the bean crop. The returns
show an export of bean cake more than doubling that of
the year 1907. Beans largely figure in the money market as
a standard for deferred payments.” Address: Acting ViceConsul.

1590. Saccardo, Pier Andrea. 1909. Cronologia della flora
Italiana [Chronology of Italian flora]. Padova [Padua], Italy:
Published by the author. Printed by Tipografia del Seminario.
xxxvii + 390 p. See p. 173. March. Index. 28 cm. [Ita]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Explanation of abbreviations.
Bibliographic catalog of authors cited in this book: Listed
alphabetically by author, with each author’s works cited
chronologically. Plants (organized by family, and within
family by genus).
In the section on Family 70, Leguminosae, is an entry
(p. 173) for the genus Soja Moench.–which appears to be
the second of two subcategories of the genus Vigna Savi–the
first being Dolichos. The only entry under the genus Soja is:
“Soja hispida Moench. Native of Japan and Java. Cultivated
[in Italy] since the mid-1700s and sometimes extensively,
as in the Trivigiano [a province and city in northeast Italy,
located about 15 miles northwest of Venice].
The soybean has been cited as follows (in chronological
order): 1701–Martini. 1760–Allioni. 1780–Farsetti. 1793–
Zuccagni. 1801–Bonnato. 1807–L. Arduino. 1880–Saccardo.
Address: Padova, R. Istituto botanico, Italy.
1591. Sherwood: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1909.
Seed color: Yellow (straw).
• Summary: Sources: Hopkins, C.G. 1909. Re: Request
for soybean varieties. Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, March 31. 1 p. Hopkins (at
the Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois), in response to
a letter from Piper dated March 24, is writing to request
soybean varieties. “I would like especially to try varieties
with pods borne high enough so as to permit harvesting
with a machine.” Handwritten on the bottom of Hopkins’s
letter (probably by Piper) is “3 Sherwood 17862”–which
probably means to send Hopkins (or O.D. Center) 3 packets,
lots, or seeds of the variety Sherwood, to which Piper
and co-workers have given the number 17862 for use in
identification.
Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Soybean varieties. Letter to Prof.
A.T. Wiancko at Experiment Station, Lafayette, Indiana,
April 2. 1 p. “A year ago I sent you the following list of
varieties of soybeans:... #17862. Sherwood...”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 49. Seed
color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 17862. “From Tientsin,
Chihli, China, 1906... Grown four seasons. This variety is
said to be excellent for making bean cheese. No. 22898 from
Paotingfu, Chihli [later Baoding, Hebei], China, is the same
thing.”
Burlison, W.L.; Flint, W.P. 1919. “Fight the chinchbug with crops.” Illinois College of Agriculture, Extension
Circular No. 30. 14 p. Feb. See p. 7. Sherwood is stated as a
leading variety in central Illinois for seed production.
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1592. Wiancko, Alfred T.; Cromer, Clinton O. 1909. Results
of cooperative tests of varieties of corn, wheat, oats, soy
beans and cow peas, 1908. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 132. p. 467-500. March.
See p. 469, 495-97.
• Summary: “The experiments during the past year were
conducted on over 700 farms throughout the state, including
several in each county. In all there were 773 tests” of the
leading varieties of corn, winter wheat, oats, soy beans,
and cow peas–all conducted under the direction of the
Experiment Station. These included “55 tests of four
varieties of soy beans...”
The section titled “Results of tests of varieties of soy
beans, 1908” (p. 495-97) gives details on the results of trials
in Indiana during 1908 and 1907 on five varieties. Ito San,
Early Brown, and Hollybrook were tested in both northern
and southern Indiana. Dwarf Early Yellow was tested only in
northern Indiana and Medium Early Yellow was tested only
in Southern Indiana. Address: 1. B.S.A., Agriculturist; 2.
B.S., Asst. Agriculturist.
1593. Wilson: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonyms: Early Wilson (Morse 1927). Early Wilson Black,
Wilson Black, Wilson Early Black (Morse 1948). 1909. Seed
color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: C.G. Hopkins. 1909. Letter to C.V.
Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC, March 31.
1 p. “Personally I should be very glad to have two or three
of these varieties tried upon my own farm in south-central
Illinois, perhaps... the Wilson and Haberlandt of the medium
varieties.”
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 10-11
“Wilson (Black): The Wilson is a tall variety, growing 3 to
4 feet high, with few erect branches, maturing about one
week later than the Ito San. Owing to its tall habit and lack
of basal branches it can be harvested easily. It is a heavy
grain yielder and also excellent for hay. This variety should
be very valuable in such States as Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio,
replacing the Guelph variety especially.” This variety is one
of the best out of more than one hundred sorts tested in the
last three years. It is not yet on the market, but will probably
be available by 1910.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 51, 75.
Seed color: Black. S.P.I. No. 19183. “From Newchwang,
Manchuria, 1906... Grown three seasons. This variety has
an admixture of medium-sized, subglobose, black seed
with green cotyledons. This variety is said to be grown for
oil, the exhausted material being exported as very valuable
fertilizer.” “The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Medium
late–Wilson, 19183.”
Owen, Irving L.; Boughner, William H.; Meyers,

Theodore B. 1914. “Report of the Department of Farm
Crops.” New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station, Annual Report
34:391, 401-05. For the year ending Oct. 31, 1913. See p.
403. At the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, nine
acres were planted to the Wilson variety (June 20, 1913).
Halsted, Byron D.; Owen, E.J.; Groth, B.H.A.;
Groth, M.; Pleasants, M.T. 1914. “Report of the Botanical
Department.” New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station, Annual
Report 34:537-611. For the year 1913. See p. 589, 601-03,
608-11. The Wilson variety was grown and tested at the
New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station. Piper, Charles V.; Morse,
William J. 1923. The soybean. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill
Book Co. xv + 329 p. March. See p. 169. “Introduced from
Newchwang, Manchuria, 1906.”
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p. 7, 11.
“Early Wilson.–The same as Wilson.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 18-19. Wilson is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: IV. Year named or released:
1909. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 02, 03.
Source and other information: From Niuzhuang, Liaoning,
China, in 1907 [subline B was separated in 1967 at Urbana].
Prior designation: PI 19183. Address: USA.
1594. Center, O.D. 1909. Re: Request for soybean varieties.
Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
DC, April 1. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “It seems as though this material has reached us
at a very opportune time since we have been attempting for
the past two or three weeks to secure a supply of some of the
same varieties you have listed.
“The growing of soybeans is taking a very decided
increase throughout the State, and we are attempting as far
as possible to encourage the growing of these legumes by
the farmers in order to provide a concentrate to feed with
the large amount of corn that is fed. We are particularly
interested also in the ‘long legged’ varieties of which you
speak.”
“We feel that the main reason why the farmers of Illinois
have failed to take hold of the growing of soybeans has been
because of the difficulty they found in harvesting.” “The
‘long-legged’ varieties will certainly aid in this matter.”
He orders seed of the following varieties: No. 17523
Nuttall. 20407 Brindle. 17271 Haberlandt. 19183 Wilson.
17278 Hollybrook. 18259 Pingsu [black seeded]. 14954
Acme. 20405 Habaro. 20406 Chestnut. 20854 Tashing.
21079 Shingto. 17268 Duggar. 20412 Merko. 16789 Brooks.
17263 Amherst. 17852 Meyer. 18761 Jet. 17862 Sherwood.
22406 Hongkong [black seeded]. 17252 Flat King. 17254
Ebony. 21999 Taha [black seeded]. 22333 Baird. 17267
Hope.
“We are extremely anxious to develop here on the
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Experiment Station Farm six or eight varieties of beans,
some one of which is suited to any section of the state.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1928. Box 10–Idaho-Illinois. Folder–
Illinois–#1.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean varieties Brindle, Brooks, Chestnut,
Habaro, Hongkong, Hope, Merko, Pingsu, Shingto, and
Taha.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Crop Production, Agric. Exp.
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1595. Habaro: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1909.
Seed color: Yellow (straw), hilum dusky brown.
• Summary: Sources: Center, O.D. 1909. Re: Request for
soybean varieties. Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, April 1. 1 p. “He orders seed of
the following varieties:... 20405 Habaro.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 54. Seed
color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 20405. “From Khabarovsk,
Siberia, 1906... Grown three seasons.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 165. “Introduced from Khabarovsk, Siberia, 1906.
Plants stout, erect, bushy, maturing in about 110 days;
pubescence gray or tawny; flowers both purple and white, 35
to 45 days to flower; pods tawny or gray, 35 to 45 mm. long,
9 to 10 mm. wide, 6 to 7 mm. thick, 2-3 seeded, shattering
little; seed straw yellow, 8 to 9 mm. long, 6 to 7 mm. wide,
5 to 6 mm. thick; hilum brown; germ yellow; oil 19.6%;
188,200 to the bushel.”
Kiesselbach, T.A. 1915. “Soy beans and cowpeas.”
Nebraska Agric. Exp. Station No. 150. 31 p. Distributed
April 6. See p. 13. Habaro is listed as a variety tested by the
Government in 1909. A number of tables on pages 13-17
list statistics such as date planted, date ripe, number of days
required to mature, yield of beans per acre (bushels), etc.
Habaro’s 6-year average yield was 13.62 bu/acre.
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 10-11. Habaro is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: I. Year named or released: 1910.
Developer or sponsor: A.C. Arny, Minnesota AES (Agric.
Exp. Station) and USDA. Literature: 03. Source and other
information: Khabarovsk, Siberia, USSR, in 1907. Prior
designation: PI 20405. Address: USA.
1596. Merko: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonym:

Ilsoy (Morse 1948). 1909. Seed color: Brown (olive).
• Summary: Sources: Center, O.D. 1909. “Re: Request for
soybean varieties.” Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, April 1. 1 p. He orders seed of
several varieties, including No. 20412 Merko.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 55, 75.
Seed color: Brown. S.P.I. No. 20412. “From Merkoechofka,
Siberia, 1906... Grown three seasons.” “The best varieties of
soy beans (p. 75): Medium early–Merko, 20412.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 167. “Introduced from Merkoechofka, Siberia, 1906.
Plants stout, erect, bushy, maturing in about 120 days;
pubescence tawny and gray; flowers both purple and white,
40 to 45 days to flower; pods tawny, 35 to 45 mm. long, 8 to
9 mm. wide, 5 to 6 mm. thick, 2-3 seeded; seed olive brown,
8 to 9 mm. long, 5 to 6 mm. wide, 4 to 5 mm. thick; hilum
olive; germ yellow; oil 16.4%; 294,600 to the bushel.”
Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. “Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries.” International Institute of Agriculture (Rome)
Monthly Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture
27(5):180T-84T. May. See p. 182. Merko is one of the
soybean varieties that have been studied at the Experiment
Station of Sao Simao in Brazil. It is classified as a semi-late
variety (growth period: 120 to 130 days). Address: USA.
1597. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Soybean varieties. Letter to Prof.
A.T. Wiancko at Experiment Station, Lafayette, Indiana,
April 2. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “A year ago I sent you the following list of
varieties of soybeans: #16789. Brooks. 17252. Flat King.
20854. Tashing. 17263. Austin. 17862. Sherwood. 19186.
Morse.
“I am anxious to learn the results you secured with these
varieties and whether any of them are as promising or more
promising under Indiana conditions than the varieties which
you had previously been growing.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Morse.
Note 2. Since Piper sent this list of varieties a year ago,
all of them must have been available in about April 1908.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agrostologist, in Charge of
Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
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1598. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: How much soybean seed can you
use? Letter to Prof. B.W. Kilgore, State Chemist. Experiment
Station, Raleigh, N.C., April 2. 1 p. Typed, without signature.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Kilgore: I have your letter of
the 26th ulto. [ultimo] in regard to the soybeans but you
make no mention of the quantity of seed that you can use. I
might state that of most of the varieties I can send you a half
pound of seed and of many more. Of a considerable number I
can send you seed up to any reasonable amount. There is also
a portion of the list of which I can only send you an ounce
or two of seed; these from the selections as indicated by the
lettered numbers.
“Please let me hear from you at once in regard to this
matter so that I can have the packages put up so as to reach
you by the middle of the month.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec.
2016. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D.C.].
1599. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Will send soybean seed for
testing. Letter to Prof. F.D. Stevens, Experiment Station,
Uniontown, Alabama, April 2. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Stevens: I have your letter of the 27th
ultimo relative to the soybeans and in a few days will send
you seed of twenty varieties of tenth-acre plots. One part of
your letter I do not fully understand. You say ‘I could devote
at least one acre to row tests for seed.’ From this I take it that
you would like to try a large number of varieties in addition
to the twenty. If so, I shall be very glad to supply the seed
and the test will certainly be an interesting one. Please let me
know in regard to this. I am surely going to make it a point to
visit you this season.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Note: On April 5, Stevens writes to Piper that he would
like 20 varieties for 1/10 acre plots for forage (total 2 acres)
and 30 varieties for 1/20 acre plots for seed production (total
1½ acres).
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist [USDA].

1600. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: In reference to the Haberlandt
soybean. Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN, April 2. 3 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I have your letter of
the 29th ultimo in regard to soybeans. In reference to the
Haberlandt, which is our Number 17271 grown from the
same original stock as #1194, I can let you have, I think,
about 600 pounds of this. Kindly let me know how much
of it you want to grow at the Experiment Station and give
me the addresses of other good people to whom I can send
it. In writing this letter I will indicate that it is sent on your
recommendation and add anything else that you think
desirable from the nature of our cooperation. I am sorry to
learn that you have so little of the Austin soybean. Here,
at Arlington Farm [Virginia], it is certainly superior to
Haberlandt.
“In your letter of the 25th instant [sic, ultimo] you do
not mention the amount of seed that you want of the varieties
or the size of the plots that you are going to grow. Kindly
let me know in regard to this at once and also regarding the
amounts to go to the West Tennessee Station. I want to get
this seed into your hands not later than the 15th of April and
think I can do that if I can learn the amounts at once.
“I might add that of nearly all the varieties that I can
send you one-half pound of seed, and of most of them more.
There is a considerable list, however, of which the amount
of seed I can send you will be at most a few ounces. As a
basis for figuring on the amount of seed you will need one
acre will accommodate a four-rod row of each of the 200
varieties. If it is possible, I think it would be better to grow
an eight-rod row of most of the varieties, and of the more
desirable ones as large a plot as you may indicate. Of course,
there will be a considerable number of varieties of which I
cannot seed to plant one or two linear rods.
“I shall be glad if you will write me at once in reference
to these matters.
“I had expected to send you a letter in reference to
the adzuki beans (Phaseolus angularis). We have about
30 varieties of these. The six best of these yielded grain at
Arlington Farm last year at rates of from 21 to 28 bushels per
acre. I am not sure whether these are as good grain yielders
as the soybeans or not but I am anxious to compare them
further with the soybeans to see if they can compete with
that crop. I will send you some information in regard to them
in a few days, but in the meantime would like to have you
consider the growing of at least twentieth-acre plots of the
six best. I think you have never grown these before.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
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Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1601. Kilgore, B.W. 1909. Re: We could use one pound of
each variety of soy beans. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau
of Plant Industry, Washington, DC, April 3. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I have your favor of the 2nd. One
pound will be sufficient seed for us of the various varieties of
soy beans and where you do not have this quantity, send us
what you can.
“Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: State Chemist, North Carolina Dep. of Agriculture,
Raleigh.
1602. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Your request for soy beans for
testing. Letter to Prof. W.R. Perkins, Mississippi Agric.
Exp. Station, Agricultural College, Mississippi, April 3. 2 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Perkins: I have your letter of
March 30th relative to soybeans. You mention in your letter
that you would be glad to try a dozen of the more promising
varieties but you do not indicate the size of the plots that
you wish to grow. If agreeable to you I will send you this
number of varieties up to twenty for twentieth-age plots. Of
a considerable number of other varieties we have only a very
small amount of seed and
“I should like very much indeed for you to grow rows
of them both to get a line on the possible value of the variety
and for the purpose of securing more seed. I would suggest
that you grow in this way at least twenty additional varieties.
In fact I would like to have the number larger than that and
have you include a considerable number of untested varieties
that we got from southern China and which are, therefore, in
all probability very late. I will have the seed ready to send as
soon as I hear from you. Yours very truly...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 21–Minnesota-Mississippi. P.I. 66.
Entry 68. Folder–Mississippi Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Agrostologist, Seed Introduction
and Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,

Washington, DC.
1603. Mooers, C.A. 1909. Re: Professor Morgan is absent.
Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept.
of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., April 5. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “My Dear Sir: Professor Morgan is absent at
this time and will not be back for about a week. I would like
to consult him in regard to the distribution of soy bean seed,
which you have been so kind as to offer to us. We will have
no trouble to recommend several reliable men who will be
glad to grow them for seed. We can dispose of all that you
will have.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
1604. Mooers, C.A. 1909. Re: Professor Morgan and I
have talked over your soy bean offer. Letter to Mr. C.V.
Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C., April 5. 2 p. Handwritten, with signature.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Professor Morgan and I have talked
over your soy bean offer as made in your letter of the 2nd
inst., and we would be pleased to have you send out the
Haberlandt (1194) seed as follows:
“1 bu to W.R. Ridley, Columbia, Tennessee.
“½ bu to W.J. Gilbreth, Lawrenceburg, and ½ bu to Col.
John Thompson, Nashville, Tennessee.
“The balance we would like to be divided between the
Exp. Sta. at Knoxville and the West Tenn. Exp. Sta.–Jackson,
Tenn.
“Of the new varieties I thought I would put out only
1/200 acre plots of each this year but one set at the Knoxville
Station and one set here in Jackson–¼-lb lots would
therefore be ample as we will sow them in about 2½ ft. drills
in plots 33 ft. x 6 ft. If you will indicate say ½ dozen of the
best of the new varieties I can put them out on larger plots.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
1605. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Sending you varieties of
soybeans. Letter to Prof. C.B. Williams, Experiment Station,
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West Raleigh, N.C., April 6. 1 p. Typed, without signature.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I am just now arranging for the
distribution of varieties of soybeans. I can send you a
considerable number of varieties for one-twentieth or onetenth acre plots and will be glad to learn from you how many
varieties you would care to grow in this way. I can send you
seed so as to reach you about the 20th.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec.
2016. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D.C.].
1606. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Sending you 3 pound packages
of the soybean varieties you requested. Letter to Prof. C.B.
Williams, Experiment Station, West Raleigh, N.C., April 6. 1
p. Typed, without signature.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Williams: I have your letter
of April 9 in reference to varieties of soybeans. I shall take
pleasure in sending you within a few days three pound
packages of varieties as follows:
Mammoth #25093
Mammoth #25162
Tokio #17264
Acme #14954
Hollybrook #17278
Ebony #17254
Wilson #19183
Flat King #17252
Morse “19186
Jet “17861
Kingston #17255
Meyer #17852
Haberlandt #17271
Guelph #17261
Amherst #17275
Barchet #23336
“I shall be much interested in your trial of these varieties
and hope to have the pleasure of visiting you when they are
at their best.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec.
2016. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant Industry,

Washington, D.C.].
1607. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Adsuki beans. Letter to Prof.
B.W. Kilgore, State Chemist. Experiment Station, Raleigh,
N.C., April 7. 1 p. Typed, without signature.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Kilgore: For several years
we have been conducting investigations on the adsuki bean
(Phaseolus angularis) of which there are many varieties. At
Arlington Farm [Virginia] last year the six best yielded at the
following rates per acre:
“#9419–27.3 bushels.
“16791–22.9 bushels.
“17323–21.1 bushels.
“17324A–24.6 bushels.
“17847–26.4 bushels.
“17851–24.8 bushels.
The stands on the last two numbers were imperfect.
Allowing for this the yield of #17847 would have been 10
per-cent greater and of #17851 15 per-cent greater. The
seeds of these adsuki beans are smaller and much harder
than the soybeans so that they would undoubtedly have to be
ground in feeding. I am in considerable doubt as to whether
this can compete with the soybean as a grain crop but the
showing they make is such that it is well worthy of trial. I
am wondering if you can arrange to grow 1/10 or 1/20 acre
plots of each of these six numbers? If you can do so, or even
smaller plots, I shall be very glad to send you the seed.
“Yours very truly,...”
Note: Did Prof. Piper not realize that adsuki [azuki]
beans are almost always used as human food in East Asia
(especially Japan) and almost never used as animal feed?
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec.
2016. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D.C.].
1608. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Adsuki beans. Letter to Prof.
C.B. Williams, Experiment Station, West Raleigh, N.C.,
April 7. 1 p. Typed, without signature.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Williams: For several years
we have been conducting investigations on the adsuki bean
(Phaseolus angularis) of which there are many varieties. At
Arlington Farm [Virginia] last year the six best yielded at the
following rates per acre:
“#9419–27.3 bushels.
“16791–22.9 bushels.
“17323–21.1 bushels.
“17324A–24.6 bushels.
“17847–26.4 bushels.
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“17851–24.8 bushels.
The stands on the last two numbers were imperfect.
Allowing for this the yield of #17847 would have been 10
per-cent greater and of #17851 15 per-cent greater. The
seeds of these adsuki beans are smaller and much harder
than the soybeans so that they would undoubtedly have to be
ground in feeding. I am in considerable doubt as to whether
this can compete with the soybean as a grain crop but the
showing they make is such that it is well worthy of trial. I
am wondering if you can arrange to grow 1/10 or 1/20 acre
plots of each of these six numbers? If you can do so, or even
smaller plots, I shall be very glad to send you the seed.
“Yours very truly,...”
Note 1. Did Prof. Piper not realize that adsuki [azuki]
beans are almost always used as human food in East Asia
(especially Japan) and almost never used as animal feed?
Note 2. Prof. Piper sent an identical letter to Prof.
Kilgore at the same place, on the same date.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec.
2016. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D.C.].
1609. Perkins, W.R. 1909. Re: Soy beans for testing. Letter
to Mr. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and Distribution, Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, April 8. 1 p.
Handwritten, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir–Replying to yours of April 3rd will
say that we can make plots for soy beans either 1/20 or 1/10
of an acre and I will be glad to get the seeds for as many as
20 plots as you suggest...
“I will be glad to plant any number of row plots for the
purpose of making observations on the different varieties and
to save what seed are made.
“We will expect to plant about May 1st. Yours very
truly...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 21–Minnesota-Mississippi. P.I. 66.
Entry 68. Folder–Mississippi Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Director, Mississippi Agric. Exp.
Station, Mississippi Agricultural College.
1610. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Mammoth soy beans. Letter
to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, April 8. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon

copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Mooers: This year we purchased two
lots of Mammoth soy beans, one from the Hickory Seed Co.,
Hickory, North Carolina, and the other from W.P. Ridley,
Columbia, Tennessee. The seed of these two lots looks quite
different, in fact, all of the Tennessee seed I have seen is
smaller and greener in color than that of the North Carolian
seed or that which we have grown here in Arlington [Farm;
Virginia]. It will be interesting to determine whether these
are differences in variety or simply due to differences in
climate. I am anxious that you grow both of these strains
this season and will supply you with seed of both of them
to any reasonable amount. The point may be one of some
importance.
“Yours sincerely, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1611. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: The Haberlandt soybean. Letter
to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, April 9. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Mooers: I have your letter of the
5th instant relative to the Haberlandt soybean. I am holding
on to about 500 pounds of seed; and there will probably be
as much as 600 pounds, but I am not certain. I should like
to see this get into the hands of men whom we can count
upon harvesting the seed, as if this variety maintains its
good record this will give a sufficient supply of seed to put
the thing on its feet by 1910. It seems to me that it might be
wise to include something in the letter to each man receiving
it so that he will feel that he is under obligation to save the
seed and dispose of his surplus at say not to exceed $2.00
per bushel. Whatever suggestion you make in regard to this
matter I shall be pleased to follow, but I think you understand
the point I have in view.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1612. Williams, C.B. 1909. Re: Request for soybeans for
variety tests. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
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Industry, Washington, DC, April 9. 1 p. Typed, with signature
on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Of the varieties of soybeans which
you now have for distribution we will not care to have
forwarded to us more than 12 to 15 of the leading varieties.
We should like to have these in sufficient quantities so that
we might put out one-tenth [double underlined] of an acre
plat to each variety.
“Yours very truly,...”
Note 1. Below Williams’ signature, filling the bottom
half of the letter, in two columns, in large and rather hard-toread handwriting, is written:
3 # [pounds] each
Mammoth 25093
Mammoth 25162
Tokio 17264
Acme 14954
Hollybrook 17278
Ebony 17254
Wilson 19183
Flat King 17252
Morse 19186
Jet 17861
Kingston 17255
Meyer 17852
Haberlandt 17271
Guelph 17261
Amherst 17275
Barchet 23336
Note 2. These names and numbers were probably
written by Piper or an associate of his–not by Williams.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Director, Agric. Exp. Station of the North Carolina
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, West Raleigh
[North Carolina].
1613. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1909.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from July 1
to September 30, 1908. Nos. 23323 to 23744. No. 16. 37
p. April 10. Also titled USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Bulletin No. 148.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim.
23325-23327. “From Canton, Kwangtung, China.
Presented by Dr. W.H. Dobson. Received July 6, 1908. The
following seeds. Varietal descriptions by Mr. H.T. Nielsen.
“23325. Black.
“23326. Yellowish green.

“23327. Yellowish green, smaller seeded than No.
23326.”
23336-23339. “From Shanghai, Kiangsu, China.
Presented by Dr. S.P. Barchet, interpreter, American
Consulate. Received June 26 and July 7, 1908. The following
seeds:
“23336. Barchet. Identical with No. 20798.
“23337. Riceland. Identical with No. 20797.
“23338. Meyer (?). Mottled brown. Probably identical
with No. 17852.”
23522/23523. “From Chungking, west China. Presented
by Rev. J.F. Peat. Received August 24, 1908. Seed of each of
the following. Varietal descriptions by Mr. H.T. Nielsen.
“23522. Greenish yellow with dark hilum.
“23523. Black. Similar in appearance to No. 19183.”
23544-23546. “From Ningyuenfu, Szechuan, via
Chengtu, China. Presented by Rev. R. Wellwood, American
Baptist Mission. Received September 10, 1908. Seed of each
of the following. Varietal descriptions by Mr. H.T. Nielsen.
“23544. Large yellow with dark hilum; similar in
appearance to Nos. 19986 and 22877.
“23545. Yellow with brown hilum; similar in appearance
to No. 17862.
“23546. Very small, black, smaller than any blackseeded soy bean we have had.” Address: Washington, DC.
1614. Mooers, C.A. 1909. Re: The small size of the
Mammoth Yellow soy bean seed. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper,
Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C., April 12. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “My Dear Sir: I think I can explain the small
size of the Mammoth Yellow soy bean seed which you
received from this State. We have recommended the early
harvesting of the crop in order to save as much of both
leaves and seed as possible. The Mammoth Yellow seed
when planted very late, or when cut early, is smaller and
greener than when a full season is allowed for maturity. We
have planted both kinds side by side and gotten practically
identical results. In one case the seed had matured at the end
of about 145 days. In the other case the seed was obtained
from a late planting which had matured in the neighborhood
of 100 days.
“I have just received your letter of April 9. We will
certainly follow your suggestion in regard to putting out the
Haberlandt soybean seed only to parties who will grow the
seed for distribution.
“I suppose you have by this time received my letter
written at Jackson, Tennessee.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
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Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
1615. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Sending you soybeans for
testing. Letter to Prof. W.R. Perkins, Mississippi Agric. Exp.
Station, Agricultural College, Mississippi, April 12. 2 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Perkins: We are sending you
from the office today about 22 varieties of soybeans, all in
two pound packages, with the exception of five late varieties
of which I am sending you but two ounce packages. The
latter I would be very much obliged if you would grow
separately so as to secure seed as they barely matured here
last year even though we had a long season.
“In your letter of the 8th instant you say you would also
be glad to plant any number of row plots. In accordance with
this I shall send you four ounce packages of a considerable
additional in the course of a few days.
“I shall be much interested in your trial of these this
season and hope we have the pleasure of visiting with you
when they are at their best. Yours very truly...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 21–Minnesota-Mississippi. P.I. 66.
Entry 68. Folder–Mississippi Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Agrostologist, Seed Introduction
and Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
1616. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Sending you soybean varieties.
Letter to Prof. B.W. Kilgore, State Chemist. Experiment
Station, Raleigh, N.C., April 13. 1 p. Typed, without
signature.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Kilgore: We are shipping you
today from the office a list of varieties of soybeans mostly in
one pound packages. In some cases the packages are larger
and in quite a number of instances we are only able to send
you one quarter of a pound.
“I shall be much interested in your trial of these and
hope to have the pleasure of seeing them when they are at
their best.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec.

2016. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D.C.].
1617. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Sending you various soybeans.
Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, April 13. 2 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I have your letter of
the 5th instant relative to the Haberlandt soybeans No. 17271
which is the only direct progeny of No. 1194. I am sending
200 pounds of this to you at Knoxville and 200 pounds to
the West Tennessee Experiment Station at Jackson. I am also
sending a bushel to W.P. Ridley, Columbia, Tennessee and
half a bushel to W.J. Gilbreth, Lawrenceburg, Tenn. and to
Col. John Thompson, Nashville, Tenn. It may be some days
before this seed is sent out from the office but it will reach
you this month at the latest.
“I note also what you have to say about growing larger
plots of some of the most promising new varieties and I
am taking pleasure in sending you four pounds each of the
following varieties both to Knoxville and to Jackson.
“Cloud No. 16790
“Wilson No. 19183
“Meyer No. 17852
“Jet No. 17861
“Ebony No. 17254
“Morse No. 19186
“Of these varieties, Cloud, Wilson, Meyer and Jet are
erect long stemmed varieties which I think you will find
can easily be harvested with a binder. The Wilson is the one
which impressed us best of all for this purpose. The Cloud is
likewise an exceedingly good yield but the seeds are small
and we are under the impression that growers will object to
this. The point is well worth careful consideration, however,
as the yield in bushels per acre is heavier and the small size
of the seeds will make it go a great deal further than sowing
larger seeded varieties.
“I have also made a memorandum about Adsuki beans
and in a few days will send you enough of the six varieties
for 1/20 acre plots, both to Knoxville and Jackson.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1618. Morgan, H.A. 1909. Re: Adsuki bean. Letter to
Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C., April 14. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
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• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper: I have your letter of the 6th,
which came while I was away; and as you had written Mr.
Mooers about the adsuki bean and he had replied that we
would be glad to test them, I hope that you will be able
to send them to us. We are exceedingly anxious to test all
promising things in the way of legumes.
“We have a fine opportunity to compare the two ends
of the State this year in soy beans, as Mr. Mooers tells me
he has asked you to send duplicates of all varieties to both
stations–the one here and the one at Jackson. The soy bean
proposition is warming up considerably in this State.
“With kindest regards,
“Very truly yours, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN.
1619. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Sending you four ounce
packages of many varieties of soybeans. Letter to Prof. C.A.
Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, April
14. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I am sending today
to your address four ounce packages of practically all of the
varieties of soybeans indicated on the list sent you sometime
since. There is also included four ounces each of the
following numbers which were not on the list sent you and
the date concerning which I have not looked up.
“17271-A
“17271-C
“22877
“19183-A
“17852-D
“22898-A
“22889-A
“22927
“17862
“17257-C
“17271-E
I am also sending you two pound packages of Riceland
No. 23336 and Barchett [sic, Barchet] No. 23337. These are
very later varieties of very different appearance from the
others and I think are worthy of careful attention. I hope you
can grow them in at least 1//20 acre plots.
“With the exception of the two pounds of Riceland and
Barchett varieties an almost duplicate of this order is being
sent to the Western Tennessee Experiment Station at Jackson.
“Yours sincerely, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and

Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1620. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: The Tokio and Acme soybeans.
Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, April 14. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I have on hand about
500 pounds of the Tokio soybean and about 800 pounds of
the Acme. Should you desire to use any of this seed either
directly or through some of the best soybean growers you are
in touch with, I should be very glad to send it.
“Yours sincerely, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1621. Mooers, C.A. 1909. Re: The Tokyo and Acme soy
beans. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., April 16. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “My Dear Sir: I am pleased to learn that you
can let us have seed of the Tokyo and Acme varieties. I think
I will have no trouble in finding farmers who would be glad
to grow them for seed, but have not any names to send you
at this time. If you will send us as much as you can spare we
will look after it and see that it is well placed.
Since the above was written Professor Morgan has read
me a letter from E.P. Dargan, of Sweetwater, Tennessee,
asking for at least a quart of each of these varieties. I think
that we will have no trouble in using seed to advantage. We
shall also take pleasure in giving your Department credit for
the seed which we distribute.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
1622. Newman, C.L. 1909. Re: Thank you for kudzu
seed. Request for soybean seed. Letter to Dr. C.V. Piper,
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Agrostologist, Dept. of Agr. [USDA], Washington, DC, April
16. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “My dear Dr. Piper: Your letter of the 10th inst.
and package of Kudzu seed are received for which I thank
you. As regards the soy beans, will say that one half a pint
of seed of each variety will answer my purpose, since I am
growing them primarily for class work. As to the number of
varieties I believe that six or eight or ten at the outside will
be sufficient. I would like to have these as widely different as
possible and would prefer having two or three of the varieties
that have generally succeeded best in the south including Ito
San and Hollybrook. Thanking you for these, I am,
“Yours very truly,...”
Note: Below Prof. Newman’s signature the following
list of soybean varieties is handwritten. It seems likely that
Dr. Piper wrote this, then crossed out Tashing and Morse.
1/4 # each
Tashing 20854
Nuttall 17253
Cloud 16790
Guelph 17261
Ito San 17268
Mammoth 17280
Amherst 17225
Morse 19186
Acme 14954
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: M.S., Prof. of Agriculture, School of Agriculture,
North Carolina College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
West Raleigh [North Carolina].
1623. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: The Tokio and Acme soybean
varieties. Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN, April 16. 2 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I have your letter of
the 16th instant relative to the Tokio and Acme varieties of
soybeans. I find that I can send you about 300 pounds of
Tokio and about 500 pounds of the Acme. Kindly advise me
whether you want me to send this in bulk or whether you
will provide names of farmers to whom it is to be sent. Either
method will be satisfactory.
“During the past six months we have received a
considerable number of new lots of soybeans, mostly from
China. Of a number of these there is sufficient seed so that I
can supply you in case you want to bother with these things.
“I also find that in some way a lot of Haberlandt
soybeans have disappeared so that the total amount we have

on hand is under three bushels. Two bushels of these are at
your disposal and I will ship them in bulk to you or out to
orders, as you may prefer.
“I note your request to send a quart of each of these
varieties to Mr. E.P. Dargan, of Sweetwater, Tenn., and we
are taking pleasure in doing this.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1624. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: The varying color of the
Mammoth soybean. Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee
Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, April 16. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I have your letter of
the 12th instant and note what you have to say regarding the
varying color of the Mammoth soybean. I have looked over
our records and specimens–and in fact had looked over them
before I heard from you–and find that you are undoubtedly
right. In many cases where we planted perfectly yellow
seed at Arlington Farm [Virginia] the resulting progeny
was greenish-yellow. This has happened with seeds from
a number of sources, so undoubtedly the varying color is
connected with the state of maturity.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1625. Jevne (H.) Co. 1909. The chef’s secret (Ad). Los
Angeles Times. April 17. p. II7.
• Summary: “That exquisite something you taste in Soup,
Gravies, Sauces and Salads, is the clever addition of Just
the proper thing–a dash or two of Worcestershire Sauce, or
Tarragon-Vinegar 35¢,... or India Soy 35¢,... or any of the
long list of Spices, herbs, etc. you will find in our catalogue,
given upon request.” Est. 1882. Address: Corner Broadway
& Sixth St. and 208-210 S. Spring St. Phone: Home 10651,
Sunset B’dwy, 4900.
1626. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Corn trades
meeting. Big drop in imports. April 21. p. 5, col. 2.
• Summary: “The annual meeting of the Hull Corn Trade
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Association was held this afternoon. Mr. O. Hillerns
(the president) occupied the chair, and there was a large
attendance.
“The Chairman also alluded to the new departure in the
importation of Soya beans, which promised to assume very
large dimensions,...”
1627. Foster, Walter L. 1909. Visit to Shikoku, Japan. Advent
Review and Sabbath Herald 86(16):13-14. April 22.
• Summary: “That night was spent at a very simple hotel by
the roadside... For supper I had a few dried minnows, tofu
(bean curd), and a bowl of rice.”
1628. Irish Times (Dublin). 1909. The Phoenix Oil Mill.
April 22. p. 5.
• Summary: “The Phoenix Oil Mill show specimens of their
popular feeding stuffs and fertilisers, the former including
the new Soya cake, which is the subject of many inquiries.
The ‘Phoenix Pure’ cakes have a reputation which will bring
many visitors to their (?) in order to personally inquire about
their merits. The proprietors solicit a trial at the hands of
consumers who have not already tested this brand, because it
covers articles guaranteed absolutely free from adulteration,
and made from good, sound, well-cleaned raw material...”
1629. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Mr. Nielsen’s vials of 1908
soybean seed numbers. Letter to W.J. Morse, [Arlington
Farm], Rosslyn, Virginia, April 22. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: I find that Mr. Nielsen put up
vials of 1908 seed of the following soybean numbers:” Piper
lists 47 numbers, in no apparent order, in 4 columns, starting
with the following: 22380. 22882. 22407. 22318. The lowest
number is 21757 and the highest is 22927.
“When you are going over the Arlington packets,
you need not preserve vials of these numbers. Very truly
yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
1630. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Sending you adsuki beans
and seeta bean for testing. Letter to Prof. W.R. Perkins,
Mississippi Agric. Exp. Station, Agricultural College,
Mississippi, April 22. 2 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Perkins: I am in receipt of
your letter of the 12th instant in regard to adsuki beans
and take pleasure in sending you a three-pound package of

each variety and also a three-pound package of a seeta bean
(Phaseolus calcaratus), #21291.
“These should all receive about the same culture as the
soybean. Yours very truly...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 21–Minnesota-Mississippi. P.I. 66.
Entry 68. Folder–Mississippi Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Agrostologist, Seed Introduction
and Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
1631. Williams, C.B. 1909. Re: Thank you for the packages
of soybeans. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, April 24. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: The three-pound packages of 16
varieties of soybeans which you sent us recently have been
received for which please accept our thanks. We will to glad
to have you visit us later in the year to see what the different
varieties are doing on our experimental grounds.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Director, Agric. Exp. Station of the North Carolina
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, West Raleigh
[North Carolina].
1632. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Sending you quarter-pound
packages of the soybean varieties you requested. Letter to
Prof. C.L. Newman, Experiment Station, West Raleigh, N.C.,
April 26. 1 p. Typed, without signature.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Newman: I have your letter
of the 16th instant relative to the soybeans you desire. I am
taking pleasure in sending you a quarter-pound package of
the following varieties:
#17253. Nuttall.
16790. Cloud.
17261. Guelph.
17268. Ito San.
17280. Mammoth.
17275. Amherst.
14954. Acme.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
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Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec.
2016. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D.C.].
1633. Voralberger Volksfreund (Vorarlberg, AustriaHungary). 1909. Kleine Zeitung: Japanische Gemüse auf den
Speisekarten der Berliner Hotels [Small newspaper: Japanese
vegetables on the menus of Berlin hotels]. 16(50):4. April 27.
[Ger]
• Summary: On the menus of large Berlin hotels one can
often find the Japanese soybean (Soyabohne) as a vegetable
dish; it was previously known in Europe as the raw
material for a spicy (pikanten) seasoning sauce [probably
Worcestershire sauce or perhaps soy sauce].
1634. TenEyck, A.M.; Call, L.E. 1909. Cow-peas. Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 160. p. 177209. April 29.
• Summary: There was an increase of 14 bu/acre of corn
where corn followed soybeans in alternate years compared
with continuous corn. The report concludes: “7. Cow-peas
have proven a better crop than soy-beans. They are more sure
of making a stand, make a ranker growth and larger yield
of forage, and are better suited for planting with corn for
ensilage and for green manuring than soy beans.” Address: 1.
Agronomist in charge; 2. Assistant in soils.
1635. Brindle: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1909.
Seed color: Brown and black.
• Summary: Sources: Center, O.D. 1909. Re: Request for
soybean varieties. Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, April 1. The writer of this letter
is in Crop Production, Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois.
He orders seed of numerous soybean varieties including No.
20407 Brindle.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 55,
75. Seed color: Brown and black. S.P.I. No. 20407. “From
Merkoechofka, Siberia, 1906... Grown three seasons. This
variety is said to be used in Siberia for human food, being
boiled with millet.” “The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75):
Medium–Brindle, 20407.” Address: USA.
1636. Brooks: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1909.
Seed color: Yellow (straw).
• Summary: Sources: Center, O.D. 1909. Re: Request for
soybean varieties. Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, April 1. The writer of this letter
is in Crop Production, Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois.

He orders seed of numerous soybean varieties including No.
16789 Brooks.
Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Soybean varieties. Letter to Prof.
A.T. Wiancko at Experiment Station, Lafayette, Indiana,
April 2. 1 p. “A year ago I sent you the following list of
varieties of soybeans: #16789. Brooks...”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 42, 75. Seed
color: Straw Yellow. S.P.I. No. 16789. “From Hangchow,
Chekiang, China, 1905... Grown four seasons. This is
said to be the bean-cake bean grown so extensively in the
Manchurian provinces and is a most valuable crop.” “The
best varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Medium late–Brooks,
16789.” Address: USA.
1637. Chestnut: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Elton (Williams & Park 1917). 1909. Seed color:
Brown (russet).
• Summary: Sources: Center, O.D. 1909. Re: Request for
soybean varieties. Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, April 1. 1 p.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 54, 75. Seed
color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 53724. “A field mass selection
in 1907... Grown two seasons.” “The best varieties of soy
beans (p. 75): Medium early–Chestnut, 20405 B.”
Welton, F.A. 1916. “Varieties of soybeans.” Ohio Agric.
Exp. Station, Monthly Bulletin. 1(4):99-101. April. Chestnut
is listed in a table of varieties of soybeans. Its size is given
as medium, color as yellow, time of maturity as early. The
retention of beans is said to be “excellent.” Williams, C.G.;
Park, J.B. 1917. “Soybeans: Their culture and use.” Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 312. p. 577600. March. See p. 589. “Elton (Chestnut)* (* = The Elton
was first sent out by the U.S. Department of Agriculture
under the name of Chestnut).”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 164. “Selection from Habaro in 1907. Plants stout,
erect, maturing in about 105 days; pubescence tawny;
flowers purple, 40 to 45 days to flower; pods brown, 35 to
50 mm. long, 8 to 9 mm. wide, 6 to 7 mm. thick, 2-3 seeded;
seed russet, 7 to 8 mm. long, 5 to 6 mm. wide, 4 to 5 mm.
thick; hilum russet; germ yellow; oil 18.3%; 195,800 to the
bushel.
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1187. Selection by Arlington
Experiment Farm, 1907.
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1939. “Soybeans: Culture
and varieties.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520 (Revised
ed.) 39 p. Nov. See p. 8. “Chestnut–Selection (20405-B) in
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1907 from the Habaro variety at the Arlington Experiment
Farm...”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 8-9. Chestnut is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: III. Year named or released:
1910. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 03. Source
and other information: Selected from ‘Habaro’ in 1907 at
the USDA Arlington Farm, Virginia. Prior designation: PI
20405B. Address: USA.
1638. Friedenwald, Julius; Ruhräh, John. 1909. Diet in
health and disease. 3rd ed. Thoroughly revised and enlarged.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and London: W.B. Saunders Co.
765 p. April. Illust. Index. 22 cm. [33* ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Legumes” (p. 108-10)
discusses various kinds of beans and peas, the lentil and the
peanut–but not the soy bean. However a large table (p. 109)
titled “Composition of fresh and dried legumes compared
with that of other foods” (Based on Abel, Farmers’ Bulletin
No. 121 [1900, p. 17]) includes soy beans, cow peas, chickpeas, and peanuts.
The section on “Diseases in which diet is a primary
factor” begins with a subsection on “diabetes mellitus” in
which “various Substitutes for bread” are discussed. “Soya
biscuits, or bread are made from the Soya bean, a Japanese
product. Soya bread was suggested for diabetics by DujardinBeaumetz in 1890. Attfield gives the following composition
of Soya flour: Protein 41.24%, fat 13.70%, carbohydrate
30.35%, phosphates 4.81%, other salts 0.52%, moisture
9.38%.
“Dujardin-Beaumetz gives the following as the
composition of Soya bread: Water 45.000%, protein
20.168%, fats 9.350%, starch and sugar 2.794%, and
phosphoric acid 0.863%.” Aleuronat is a vegetable albumin
flour made from wheat. “Peanut flour has also been used
with success in making various dishes for the diabetic.”
The section on “Vegetarian diet” (p. 44) states that there
are various points of view about its healthfulness, but most
have found that animal protein can be entirely replaced by
vegetable protein without any appreciable change in the
nitrogen balance. The amount of protein required seems to be
related to the amount of muscular work performed.
During fasting (p. 44-45), according to Von Noorden,
the amount of nitrogen excreted daily in the urine was as
follows: For 5 days before fasting: 16.2 gm. During the first
5 days of the fast: 12.9 gm/day average. From the 21st to
25th day: 4.7 gm/day avg. From the 26th to 30th day: 5.3
gm. The experiment lasted 30 days and was conducted by
Luciani on the professional faster Succi.
A table (p. 68) shows the “Comparative composition
of various kinds of milk” of mammals. Only the milk of
the mare contains less total protein (1.3%) than the milk
of women (2.3%). Dog’s milk contains the most protein

(11.2%). “Milk ferments (p. 69): Milk contains various
ferments [enzymes]... The principal ferments are proteolytic
ferments, resembling trypsin, but less sensitive to acids; fat
splitting ferments, lipase, amylase, amylase, peroxidase, and
catalase. Chicory is the most common adulterant of ground
coffee (p. 201).
In the section on “Vegetable foods,” a subsection titled
“Vegetarianism” (p. 113-14) begins: “It will not be out of
place here to point out the disadvantages of an exclusive
vegetable [vegan] diet.” “Persons subsisting on a purely
vegetable diet for any great length of time are apt to lose
strength, as well as physical and mental vigor and endurance.
Laborers are unable to perform the same amount of work
they could on a diet containing animal food... A purely
vegetable diet, if persisted in, is also said to lessen the
powers of resisting disease” (2 references are given).
The section titled “Artificial food preparations” starts
with a subsection on casein preparations, which include
Nutrose, Eucasein, Sanos, and Plasmon. Artificial proteins
prepared from vegetables include Roborat (made from rice,
wheat, and maize), Legumin (from legumes), and Aleuronat.
In the section on “Recipes” under “Beverages” is a
recipe for “Almond milk” (unsweetened). There are no soy
recipes in this edition.
Julius Friedenwald lived 1866-1941. John Ruräh lived
1872-1925. Address: 1. M.D., Prof. of Gastro-Enterology; 2.
Prof. of Diseases of Children. Both: College of Physicians
and Surgeons, Baltimore, Maryland.
1639. Hansson, Nils. 1909. Sojamjol och sojakakor.
Tvanne nya agghviterika kraftfodermedel [Soybean meal
and soya cake: Two new protein-rich concentrated feeds].
Centralanstalten for Jordbruksforsok, Flygblad (Stockholm).
No 11. April. 5 p. [13 ref. Swe]*
Address: Föreståndare for Centralanstaltens
Husdjursafdelning, Sweden.
1640. Hongkong / Hong Kong: New U.S. domestic soybean
variety. 1909. Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Center, O.D. 1909. Re: Request for
soybean varieties. Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, April 1. 1 p. “He orders seed of
the following varieties:... 22406 Hongkong.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 60.
Seed color: Black. S.P.I. No. 22406. “From Hongkong,
Kwangtung, China, 1908. Plants stout, erect, bushy; height
24 to 30 inches; medium late; pubescence tawny; flowers
both purple and white; pods scattered, shattering little, 1 3/4
to 2 inches long, tumid; seeds black, medium-sized, 7½ to 8
mm. long, oblong, slightly flattened; hilum pale; germ green.
Grown two seasons.”
Orange Judd Farmer. 1917. “Soy bean and cow pea
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varieties.” 62(17):6. April 28. “The leading varieties of soy
beans for seed yield in central Illinois found in a series of
tests since 1903 are Haberlandt, Hong Kong... For those
who grow soys for seed and straw to return to the land, it is
interesting to note the varieties that gave the highest yield of
straw for a period of six years are Meyer, Hong Kong...”
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p. 8.
“Introduced under S.P.I. No. 22406 from Hongkong, China,
in 1908. Plants stout, erect, bushy, maturing in about 120
days; pubescence both tawny and gray; flowers both purple
and white, 50 to 55 days to flower; pods 2 to 3 seeded; seeds
straw yellow with brown hilum, about 3,125 to the pound;
germ yellow; oil 20.5 per cent.”
Calma, Valeriano C.; Rosario, Candido V. 1951.
“A study of the adaptability to Los Baños [Philippines]
conditions of eleven varieties of soybean.” Philippine
Agriculturalist 35(7):375-78. Dec. Trials were conducted
using eleven soybean varieties, including “Hongkong,”
introduced from the USA.
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987.
“USDA soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1.
INTSOY Series No. 30. p. 12-13. Hongkong is in the USDA
Germplasm Collection. Maturity group: IV. Year named or
released: 1910. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 03.
Source and other information: From Hong Kong, China, in
1908. Prior designation: PI 22406. Address: USA.
1641. Hope: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonym:
Best Green (Morse 1948). 1909. Seed color: Yellow (olive).
• Summary: Sources: Center, O.D. 1909. Re: Request for
soybean varieties. Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, April 1. 1 p. He orders seed of the
following varieties:... 17267 Hope.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 46, 75.
“17627. Hope. The progeny of 6335 from Tokyo, Japan,
1901. Plants stout, erect, bushy; height 28 to 34 inches;
late; pubescence gray; flowers both purple and white; pods
medium large; 1 3/4 to 2¼ inches long, tumid, half crowded,
shattering little; seeds olive yellow, large, 8 to 8½ mm. long,
elliptical, slightly flattened; hilum pale; germ yellow. Grown
nine seasons. No. 22881, also from Tokyo, is the same
variety.” “The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Late–Hope,
17267.”
Note: S.P.I. No. 6335 is named Green Medium by some
authors (See: Webber, Herbert J.; Orton, W.A. 1902. “Some
diseases of the cowpea. II. A cowpea resistant to root knot
(Heterodera radicicola).” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Bulletin No. 17. p. 23-35. April. See p. 35).
Morse, W.J. 1948. “Soybean varietal names used to
date.” Washington, DC: Appendix to the mimeographed
report of the Fourth Work Planning Conference of the North

Central States Collaborators of the U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois. RSLM 148. 9 p. May 26. See p.
1. “Best Green–Same as Hope.” Page 4. “Hope–P.I. 30746.”
Address: USA.
1642. Mitsuda, Ryuichi. 1909. Shôyu no tansuikabutsu ni
tsuite [On the carbohydrates in shoyu]. Tokyo Kagaku Kaishi
(J. of the Tokyo Chemical Society) 30(4):335-48. April. [Jap]
• Summary: Note: According to Oshima (1922) an Englishlanguage translation was made by the office of W.T. Swingle,
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry. Address: Nôgaku-shi,
Japan.
1643. Morse: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonym:
Siegenthaler (Morse 1948). 1909. Seed color: Yellow (olive),
hilum tawny to brown.
• Summary: Sources: Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Soybean
varieties. Letter to Prof. A.T. Wiancko at Experiment Station,
Lafayette, Indiana, April 2. 1 p. “A year ago I sent you the
following list of varieties of soybeans:... 19186. Morse.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 52. Seed
color: Olive yellow. S.P.I. No. 19186. “From Newchwang,
Manchuria, 1906.” Seeds olive yellow. Hilum brown.
“Grown three seasons. This variety is said to be the most
common one from which oil is extracted at Newchwang.”
Agricultural J. of Egypt. 1912. “The soya bean.”
1(2):114-15. See p. 115. The Morse soybean variety (along
with the varieties Eltum [sic, Elton] and Medium Yellow)
was planted at Giza, Egypt, on 24 June 1911. These were
the earliest known soybeans cultivated in Egypt. The
Morse variety yielded 14.5 kg per 162 square meters–about
2.6 ardebs per feddan; it gave the second best yield after
Medium Yellow (2.8 ardebs per feddan).
Bracker, E.M.D. 1920. “Soy-bean varieties.” Orange
Judd Farmer 68(1):52. Jan. 10. Eight soy bean varieties were
planted in Knox County, Illinois. “The Morse and Ebony are
among other varieties that were planted, but in the plot each
variety did not grow erect. They may, however, grow more
erect in a corn field.”
Blythe, Stuart O. 1922. “Selling soys: Linn County
[Missouri] couldn’t meet the demand for its guaranteed
product.” Country Gentleman 87(34):7, 24. Sept. 30. See p.
7. The Morse variety of soy bean, which has green seeds,
is the favorite among farmers in Linn County, Missouri.
“This preference for the Morse has resulted in Linn County
becoming known as a Morse soy-bean center.” Note: Most
publications state that the Morse variety has olive yellow
(not green) seeds.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 51, 89, 96, 168, 171. “Introduced from Newchwang,
Manchuria, 1906. Plants stout, erect, bushy, maturing in
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about 130 days; pubescence gray; flowers both purple and
white, 50 to 55 days to flower; pods gray, 35 to 45 mm. long,
8 to 9 mm. wide, 6 to 7 mm. thick, 2-3 seeded, shattering
little; seed olive yellow, 7 to 8 mm. long, 7 to 8 mm. wide,
5 to 6 mm. thick; hilum tawny; germ yellow; oil 18.1%;
149,700 to the bushel” (p. 168).
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 14-15. Morse is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: IV. Year named or released:
1910. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 03. Source
and other information: From Niuzhuang, Lioaning, China, in
1920. Prior designation: PI 19186. Address: USA.
1644. Pingsu: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1909.
Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Center, O.D. 1909. Re: Request for
soybean varieties. Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, April 1. The writer of this letter
is in Crop Production, Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois.
He orders seed of numerous soybean varieties including No.
18259 Pingsu.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 51. Seed
color: Black. S.P.I. No. 18259. “From Tschang-ping-tsu,
Chihli, China, 1906... Grown four seasons. This bean is said
to be grown in the northern country as a nitrogen-supplying
crop with sorghum, corn, or millet.”
1645. Shingto: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1909.
Seed color: Yellow (olive).
• Summary: Sources: Center, O.D. 1909. “Re: Request for
soybean varieties.” Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, April 1. 1 p. He orders seed of
several varieties, including No. 21079 Shingto.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 57, 75.
Seed color: Olive yellow. S.P.I. No. 21079. “From Tieling,
Manchuria, 1907... Grown three seasons. This variety is said
to be used to produce bean oil and bean cake.” “The best
varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Medium–Shingto, 21079.”
Kiesselbach, T.A. 1915. “Soy beans and cowpeas.”
Nebraska Agric. Exp. Station No. 150. 31 p. Distributed
April 6. See p. 13. Shingto is listed as a variety tested by the
Government in 1909. A number of tables on pages 13-17
list statistics such as date planted, date ripe, number of days
required to mature, yield of beans per acre (bushels), etc.
Shingto’s 6-year average yield (1909-1914) was 13.67 bu/
acre.
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 16-17. Shingto is in the USDA Germplasm

Collection. Maturity group: III. Year named or released:
1910. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 3. Source
and other information: ‘Shing Toa’ From Tieling, Liaoning,
China, in 1907. Prior designation: PI 21079. Address: USA.
1646. Taha: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1909. Seed
color: Black, hilum olive yellow.
• Summary: Sources: Center, O.D. 1909. Re: Request for
soybean varieties. Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, April 1. The writer of this letter
is in Crop Production, Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois.
He orders seed of numerous soybean varieties including No.
21999 Taha.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 58, 75.
Seed color: Black with olive saddle. S.P.I. No. 21999. “From
Boshan, Shangtung, China, 1907... Grown two seasons.
This is said to be a rare variety of soy bean, used by the
higher classes of Chinese as a vegetable in soups.” “The best
varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Medium late–Taha, 21999.”
Welton, F.A. 1916. “Varieties of soybeans.” Ohio
Agric. Exp. Station, Monthly Bulletin 1(4):99-101. April.
See p. 100. Taha is mentioned as one of 25 varieties tested
at the main station at Wooster. A table enumerates Taha’s
characteristics: Seed size = medium; seed color = black and
yellow; time of maturity = late; retention of beans = good;
4-year average yield per acre of grain = 21.64 bushels, straw
= 2,915 pounds (highest of all 25 varieties tested).
Note: The plant introduction record states: 21999.
“Received through Mr. F.N. Meyer, agricultural explorer for
this Department at the Plant Introduction Garden, Chico,
Cal., February 12, 1908. From Boshan, Shantung, China.
‘(No. 799a, Sept. 18, 1907.) A rare variety of soy bean,
sparsely grown near Boshan. Chinese name Ta ha tau. Used
by the higher classes as a vegetable in soups.’ (Meyer.)”
Thus it was used in soups as a green vegetable soybean.
1647. Takahashi, Y. 1909. Daishomame ni kansuru tôkeiteki
kenkyû shohô [A biometrical study of adzuki and soy beans].
Sapporo Norin Gakkaiho (J. of the Society of Agriculture and
Forestry, Sapporo) No. 2&3. p. 163-66. April. [Jap]
Address: Sapporo, Japan.
1648. Tebbitt, -. 1909. China. Report for the year 1908 on
the trade of Newchwang. Diplomatic and Consular Reports,
Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No. 4191. 12
p. April.
• Summary: The section titled “Exports” (p. 5-6) discusses
the amount and value of Beans [soybeans], bean cake, and
bean oil exported from this port. An excellent full-page map
shows the south of Manchuria including all the major ports,
rivers, railroads, and bodies of water.
“Bean cake.–Beans and their products–bean cake and
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bean oil–were very plentiful and the export brisk. The
quantities of bean cake exported rose from 4,453,380 cwts.
[1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] in 1907 to 5,594,678
cwts. in 1908.” Each year from 1906 to 1908 Japan has taken
about 78% of this bean cake–in spite of the increasing export
from Tairen [Dairen] to Japan.
“Beans.–A new venture has been the export of beans
during the winter of 1908-09 from Tairen to the United
Kingdom, presumably to be used as food for cattle. Hitherto
experimental shipments of beans from here have failed, as
the beans fermented on the way. This might have been due
to the beans having got wet coming down the river, either
accidentally or on purpose so as to increase the weight. The
beans at Tairen [Dairen], on the other hand, as they come
down by rail, arrive dry and are shipped dry, and the success
of the venture may be due to this fact.”
Summarized in J. of the Board of Agriculture (London),
June 1909, p. 229-30. Address: Acting Consul.
1649. Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. 1909. Descriptive
catalogue... Bulbs, plants seeds. 1909-10. Yokohama, Japan.
98 p. April. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this English-language catalog
is an illustration (line drawing) of two cranes and two
tortoises. In the section on “Seeds” (p. 80+) is a subsection
(p. 87) titled “Some vegetable seeds.” The contents (incl. the
entry for “soy bean”) is identical to that in the 1908 catalog,
except that the price per 100 lbs. of soy beans has dropped
dramatically to $3.50, and there is a new entry: Shogoin
mammoth turnip. A photo shows two of these turnips next to
a hen’s egg for size comparison. Other photos in the catalog
include two large (4-7 feet tall) bronze lanterns (p. 98). This
is the first Yokohama Nursery Co. catalogue in which we
have found a copyright notice or a date of printing (p. 98).
Address: P.O. No. Box 72. 21-35 Nakamura, Yokohama,
Japan. Phone: 509.
1650. Cleveland Plain Dealer (Ohio). 1909. The Japs make
artificial milk. May 2. p. 7.
• Summary: “The Japanese have discovered a very cheap
and good substitute for the milch cow in the form of a tiny
bean. The juice extracted by a special process from the bean
is said to be an excellent vegetable milk, the properties of
which render it highly suitable for use in tropical countries.
“The preparation is obtained from the Soja bean, a
member of the leguminous family of plants, and a very
popular article of food among the poorer classes of Chinese
and Japanese. In making the vegetable milk the beans are
first of all softened by soaking and are then pressed and
boiled in water. The resultant liquid is exactly similar to
cow’s milk in appearance, but is entirely [sic, slightly]
different in its composition.”
Note: This article also appeared in the Montrose
Recorder (Montrose, Missouri) on 16 July 1909 (p. 1, col. 5).

A similar article from the New York World also appeared
in the Ferndale Enterprise (Ferndale, California) on 28 Sept.
1909 (p. 4, col. 2).
1651. Worden, Alton M. 1909. Farm correspondence: Soja
beans for hay and grain. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). May
3. p. 10.
• Summary: “Dear Editor:... The next question is: If we
feed, what is the most profitable product of the farm for
feeding? Several years’ extensive experimenting with corn,
clover, cow peas, turnips, rape, millet, oats, rye, etc. has
convinced me fully that the ‘soy’ (or soga [soja]) bean is one,
if not the most desirable, crop for farmers in our latitude,
and especially at and above our latitude to raise for stock
feeding. It makes more nearly a ‘balanced ration’ for most
all domestic stock, than any other grain. They are more
cheaply and easily raised and harvested than any other grain
crop. They will stand light frost, spring or fall, far more than
cow peas, corn,... The early sorts will mature earlier and in
shorter time than most any other crop. They can be sown
earlier than cow peas or corn, and will mature well if planted
later. The state experiment station at Knoxville University
of Tennessee reports that ‘extreme early sorts, “Ito San,”
early Japan, etc., matured in 70 to 94 days, while the
mammoth yellow, hollybrook, Tokyo [sic, Mammoth Yellow,
Hollybrook, Tokio], and others took from 90 to 146 days.
The late plantings matured more quickly than those planted
earlier, even of the same varieties, some as late as August 6,
made good crops of grain, over 13 bushels in 84 days, while
planted July 30, made 22.2 bushels in 74 days.’” He cites
much additional evidence in support of the soy bean.
“Comment by the editor: The above article, though
rather extended, is welcome, and I commend it to the careful
reading of farmers... seeds were first distributed in this
country by the department of agriculture [USDA] under the
name of Japan pea. From fifteen to twenty years ago [i.e.,
about 1889-1894] a revival of interest in the plant occurred
and much seeds were sold and many Georgia farmers planted
them under the present name.” Address: Altamont Range,
Tullahoma, Tennessee.
1652. Douglas (J.M.) & Co. 1909. What the grocers say,
about Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce (Ad). Toronto
Daily Star (Canada). May 4. p. 12.
• Summary: “Fraser, Viger & Co., Limited, of Montreal,
have the reputation throughout Canada of catering to the
highest class of the trade. This well known house also
believes in telling their patrons about their best goods.
“In an advertisement which appeared in ‘The Montreal
Daily Star’ of February 13th, Fraser” etc. said: “Among the
various sauces that flood the market, Lea & Perrins’, the
‘Genuine Worcestershire,’ is still in the lead by a big margin
Its flavor is unique and most appetizing, different from all
others.”
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Illustrations show: (1) A grocer, wearing muttonchops
[sideburns] and a white apron, holding a bottle of
Worcestershire sauce. (2) A large upright bottle of Lea &
Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce. Address: Agents for Canada,
Established 1857, Montreal [Quebec, Canada].
1653. Mooers, C.A. 1909. Re: The Tokyo, Acme and
Haberlandt soy beans. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of
Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.,
May 4. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “My Dear Sir: Perhaps it would be well for you
to send all the Tokyo, Acme, and Haberlandt soy beans here
for distribution. I am satisfied that we can make good use of
them.
“In regard to the China varieties, perhaps it would be
well to say ‘after you’ for this time. We probably have as
much on hand as we can well attend to, and later on if you
find some of them valuable we can give you a good trial.
“After talking with Professor Morgan I think I can
account for some of your Haberlandt seed. Colonel
Thompson, our Commissioner of Agriculture, has received
a bushel; also W.P. Ridley of Columbia. I think you merely
overlooked the fact that several lots had, by your kindness,
been sent out as we requested. So please send the balance
here.
“Thanking you in advance, I am,
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
1654. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Brownie and Baird soybeans.
Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, May 10. 2 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: In your Bulletin #82
you have listed the Brownie soybean under Agrostology
#1542. You sent me a sample of this seed on my request.
I have just been looking at it, and note that it is not the
Brownie variety, but the Baird. Agrostology #1542 is the
same as S.P.I. #6414. This was a mixture of the two varieties
which were later grown under the Nos. 9417 and 17256. Two
years ago we separated these, calling the Brownie #17256
and renumbering the Bair 22333. Of course, the matter of
numbers is of little importance, but your variety is the Baird
and not the Brownie. The Brownie was included among
those sent you this year.
“I should like, if possible, to ascertain the history of the
variety that you have been growing for the past three years

or more under the name of ‘Medium Yellow’. I find that this
has been grown by a number of Experiment Stations under
this name. It seems to be identical with S.P.I. #12399, which
is the progeny of #4912. Agrostology #1169 is also part of
the progeny of this same lot. The other numbers that Mr.
Ball had included under Hollybrook are apparently distinct,
though very closely related. I should like to ascertain where
you originally obtained your Medium Yellow seed. I am
anxious to see whether it traces back to one of the S.P.I.
introductions or not.
“Among the seeds that I sent both Knoxville and
Jackson were packets of #24610. This variety we got from
Mr. S.J. Leavell, of Trenton, Kentucky. It is a selection
he has made from the Mammoth, and is apparently only a
brown-seeded variety of Mammoth, just as Early Brown is
nothing but a brown-seeded form of Ito San. I am calling
your attention to this so you can grow it alongside the
Mammoth for accurate comparison. Mr. Leavell reports that
with exactly the same treatment it outyielded Mammoth by
50%; so we may have something particularly good in this
variety. We have dubbed it ‘Trenton’.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Trenton.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1655. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Sending you more soybeans
for testing. Letter to Prof. W.R. Perkins, Mississippi Agric.
Exp. Station, Agricultural College, Mississippi, May 11. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Perkins: Of the two soybeans
Nos. 18619 and 22714, which did not mature with us here
at Arlington Farm [Virginia], I am sending you a few seeds
out of a small sample of the original importations that I kept,
and will be very much pleased if you will plant them and
endeavor to mature them.
“Yours very truly...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 21–Minnesota-Mississippi. P.I. 66.
Entry 68. Folder–Mississippi Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Agrostologist, Seed Introduction
and Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
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1656. Mooers, C.A. 1909. Re: Reply concerning Brownie,
Baird, and Medium Yellow. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau
of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington,
D.C., May 12. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “My Dear Sir: I was pleased to get your recent
letter calling my attention, among other things, to the error in
calling Agrostology No. 1542 Brownie instead of Baird.
“In regard to the origin of our Medium Yellow, I am
afraid that I will be unable to give you any information. I
think it was probably obtained when Professor Soule was
Director. At any rate, the seed was at the Station when I
began my work as agronomist. I have not been able so far to
find out anything further about it, but will keep the matter in
mind and may be able to give you some information later.
“Agrostology No. 1169 may have been obtained from
the progeny of 4912, but is evidently a distinct variety.
“I am glad you called my attention to the fact that 24610
is similar to Mammoth Yellow, for my past experience
indicates that in order to get the best comparison between
two varieties they should be planted side by side. In this
connection I may say that I have planted Ito San and Early
Brown in this way on different occasions. The foliage and
habit of growth of these varieties are certainly very much
alike. The Early Brown, however, not only differs in color of
seed, but grows somewhat taller and is a little later than Ito
San. Were it not for the differences in the color of the seed I
would say that they were two strains of the same variety.
“We have just received a very pleasant visit from Mr.
Oakley of your Bureau, and as a result I think we will
undertake further cooperative work. He mentioned, among
other things, a frost-resistant pea, or bean, but I do not recall
the name. He said that you would be glad for us to give it a
trial. We are in need of something of this kind to be grown
with spring oats. Canada field peas are not sufficiently
resistant to hot weather to use satisfactorily under our
conditions.
“Yours very truly, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
1657. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Sending you Acme and Tokio
soybean varieties. Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee
Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, May 15. 2 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I am having sent to
you today eight bushels (480 pounds) of Acme soybeans,
#14954, and three bushels (180 pounds) of Tokio, #17264.

There ought to be two or three hundred pounds of Haberlandt
soybeans some place in the warehouse, and if we can find
them I will send them to you at once.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1658. Christian Science Monitor. 1909. Manchuria is
developing extensive foreign trade: Mukden being influenced
by present prosperity and is growing rapidly–Entire train
loads of “soya” bean products arrive daily at Dalny. May 17.
p. 2.
• Summary: “The great commercial staple which furnishes
the basis of this condition [Mukden’s growth and prosperity]
is the ‘soya’ bean, which is exported in large quantities,
the bulk going to Europe, where the oil is expressed to be
utilized in the manufacture of soap.
“The South Manchurian railroad, with its new rolling
stock and its well managed line [run by Japanese], is a
great aid to the commercial development of Manchuria,
but nevertheless the many conveniences of the open port of
Dalny attract a very considerable portion of the traffic away
from Newchwang. Every day sees at least a dozen trains,
loaded with [soya] beans and pressed bean cake, pull into
the yards at Dalny. The pressed cake, which still contains 6
per cent of oil, is valued for stock feeding. The ‘soya’ bean
competes with the Bombay and Egyptian cotton seed in the
markets of England and Scotland, where it commands a
price of about $30 a ton, approximately the same as Bombay
cotton seed...”
“The Chinese trading population comes almost entirely
from Chih-li [Chihli; pinyin: Zhili] and Shan-si [pinyin:
Shanxi] provinces, most of them leaving their families in
their ancestral homes and spending only the busy season in
Manchuria. The farmers of the country have their homes in
the villages, but yearly, at the opening of the agricultural
season, the railroad lines have a heavy traffic consisting
of farm laborers and coolies who come in from south of
the great wall, chiefly from Shan-tung, but likewise from
Chih-li, to work in the fields. These laborers usually return
to their homes in the fall. They come sometimes 1,000 at a
trainload,” third class to Mukden, and pay with gold.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2008) that
mentions the South Manchuria Railway in connection with
soybeans (one of two documents).
1659. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Sending you soybean varieties.
Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
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Knoxville, TN, May 18. 2 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: Among the soybeans
sent you were a considerable number grown last year
at Arlington Farm [Virginia] no data concerning which
appeared on the list I sent you. I have looked these up and
the necessary data are given on the enclosed list.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1660. Duggar, J.F. 1909. Re: Not yet received some
soybeans. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture,
Washington, DC, May 19. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: I believe that we have
not yet received seed of several late varieties of soybeans
which you intended to send us. We have room for five or
six kinds in addition to those tested by us last year. Among
those tested by us last year is the Chinese No. 20797 and No.
20798, of which we were unable to save any seed. If you can
furnish even a small amount of the seed of this variety please
do so, as I would like to look further into the cause of the
failure to set seed. The amount of seed that would be most
convenient for us would be about one or two quarts of each,
less of the Chinese.
“Yours very truly, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Prof. of Agriculture,
Experiment Station, Alabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn,
Alabama.
1661. Mooers, C.A. 1909. Re: The most important problem
that we have to solve in connection with soy beans is the
harvesting of the crop. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of
Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.,
May 21. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper: I wish to thank you for all the
samples of soy beans and for the interest you have shown in
out work. After reading your last letter I almost came to the
conclusion that we were undertaking more than we bargained
for, but we will put out all the material.

“I hope you will arrange to visit us sometime during the
summer.
“I think the most important problem that we have to
solve in connection with soy beans is the harvesting of the
crop. We expect to make special experiments along this line.
This is of course an important problem where the rainfall
is rather heavy, as is the case here. Last year’s experience
showed that our frame method sometimes gave the best of
results, while at other times on the same farm they were not
entirely satisfactory. I think the way the beans are stacked
on the frame has much to do with the matter. We kept some
out of doors all winter without injury. If you have any
suggestions on this subject I will be pleased to get them.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
1662. Hansen, J. 1909. Sojabohnenkuchen [Soybean cake].
Deutsche Landwirtschaftliche Presse 36(41):439-40. May
22; 36(42):452-53. May 26. (Exp. Station Record 19:474).
See also Experiment Station Record 21:474 (1909). [7 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Soybean cake was compared with linseed
cake for feeding cows. A very exhaustive experiment was
conducted, but using only three cows. They were fed for
14 days at a time on linseed cake, soybean cake, then
again on linseed cake. The two cakes were found to be of
approximately equal value in milk production when added
to a basal ration of hay, bran, and sugar beet chips. No ill
effects resulted although 4-7 lb of soybean cake were fed
daily. Conclusion: Soybean cake was a quite satisfactory
feed for cows. Address: [Royal Agricultural Academy],
Bonn-Poppelsdorf.
1663. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: I have received no answer from
you in connection with previous letters. Letter to Prof. J.F.
Duggar, Experiment Station, Auburn, Alabama, May 24. 2 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Duggar: I have your letter of the
19th instant relative to soybeans. I have received no answer
from you in connection with previous letters, and, therefore,
supposed you were unable to grow additional varieties this
year. I regret this the more as many of our best new varieties
are exhausted [out of stock]. I could send you a long list
of more or less inferior varieties in case you should be
interested in growing them, but assume that you are not. I am
taking pleasure in sending you seed as follows:
“#20797. Riceland, Package.
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“#17862. Sherwood. 4 lbs.
“#19981.–4 lbs
“#17252. Flat King. 2 lbs.
“#17254. Ebony. 2 lbs.
“#17263. Austin. 2 lbs.
“#17264. Tokio. 4 lbs.
“#22333. Baird. 2 lbs.
“#22379. Swan. 2 lbs.
“#23232. Barchet. 1 lbs.
“#23236. Barchet. 1 lbs.
“The number 20797 is a package that was grown
at Biloxi last season. The two numbers of Barchet are
extremely similar in habit. I think it is worth an effort to
adapt these varieties to your conditions if possible, as they
are certainly most desirable from a hay standpoint.
“Our number of the Tokio, 17264, the variety you are
growing under #17267, is somewhat different and we are
calling it Hope.
“I might add that we have a considerable number of
varieties obtained during the past winter which we have
never yet grown. If you should be interested in growing
these, and can do so, I shall be glad to send you seed.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Swan.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist.
1664. Redding, R.J. 1909. Farm and farmers: The small grain
prospect. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). May 24. p. 10.
• Summary: “But don’t forget to plant the vacant places
in the cotton rows–strips wider than two feet–with
whippoorwill or New Era [Cow] peas: or if the soil is rich or
highly fertilized plant soja beans as advised by Mr. G.H. Hall
is a letter elsewhere.” Address: Griffin, Georgia.
1665. Swan: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1909. Seed
color: Yellow (straw).
• Summary: Sources: Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: I have received
no answer from you in connection with previous letters.
Letter to Prof. J.F. Duggar, Experiment Station, Auburn,
Alabama, May 24. 2 p. “I am taking pleasure in sending you
seed as follows:
“#20797. Riceland, Package.
“#22333. Baird. 2 lbs.
“#22379. Swan. 2 lbs.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant

Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 59, 75.
Seed color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 22379. “From Canton,
Kwangtung, China, 1908... Grown two seasons.” “The best
varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Medium–Swan, 22379.”
Krauss, F.G. 1911. “Leguminous crops for Hawaii.”
Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 23. 31 p. Sept. 20.
Page 26 states: Group I. Culinary Varieties–”Same height as
No. 573 but more compact and seed larger and less flattened,
85 seeds, 13 grams.”
1666. Times (London). 1909. Agriculture: Crops and live
stock. May 24. p. 5, cols. 2-3. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Cake for milk cows”
states: “The particulars of trials with soya bean cake as
a food [feed] for milk cows, contained in a report issued
from the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, will be
studied with interest by dairy farmers. Except during the
short period when the pastures are at their best the dairy
farmer supplements bulky materials with allowances of
concentrated stuffs, and cake and meals are the chief items in
the mixtures. In the Cirencester experiments soya bean cake
was tested with decorticated cotton cake. The result of the
experiment, which lasted from April 12 to May 9 last, shows
that the new cake may be a very serviceable addition to the
supply of artificial stock foods. The cows receiving the soya
bean cake all gave a larger yield [of milk] those fed with a
corresponding quantity (4 lb.) of decorticated cotton cake,
and the milk contained a higher percentage of butter fat,
though, curiously enough, a lower percentage of cream. The
inconsistency of the proportions of fat and cream suggests
that the creamometer is not yet a trustworthy test of quality,
and this estimate is confirmed by the churning results.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soya bean cake” to refer
to ground, defatted soybeans.
1667. Okazaki, Keiichiro. 1909. Process of manufacturing
soy or sauce substitute. U.S. Patent 0,923,070. May 25. 4 p.
Application filed 2 May 1907. 3 drawings.
• Summary: “This invention relates to a new and useful
process of making soy, a substitute for Japan or like sauce,
possessing an agreeable flavor and rich in soluble phosphate
and nutrient vegetable materials.
“In the practice of my process, I first steam a mixture of
desiccated wheat bran and bean cake, the latter consisting of
the residue resulting from the removal by pressing, of the oil
from the soja or other bean and upon this mixture I transplant
a whitish mold of the genus Aspergillus which I have
designated ‘okazaki fungus’. I then transplant upon a similar
mixture of wheat bran and bean cake, a somewhat similar
fungus which `I have designated ‘diastarin fungus’.”
Okazaki and diastarin fungi are cultivated upon a
mixture of bean-cake and wheat bran, water added to the
mass and the resultant liquid separated and mixed with a
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“12399.
“976.
“4912.
“1528.
“6556.
“I am enclosing a couple of addressed franking tags by
which these can be sent free by mail.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.

liquid containing brewers’ yeast.
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) “A perspective
view of a box containing sawdust and bran used in the
cultivation of the okazaki and diastarin fungi; (2) A
perspective view of the okazaki fungus [a whitish mold of
the genus Aspergillus] and conidia thereof; (3) A perspective
view of the diastarin fungus and conidia thereof.”
Note: Soy is mentioned 5 times in this patent but only in
the form “soy or sauce substitute.”
Soja is mentioned once (see above). Address: Tokyo,
Japan.
1668. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: I am anxious to obtain small
packets of the following soybeans. Letter to Prof. C.A.
Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, May
25. 2 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I am anxious to obtain
small packets, about four ounces each, of the following
numbers of soybeans, all of which I believe you have.
“1169.
“1299.

1669. Duggar, J.F. 1909. Re: Enough soybeans. Letter to
Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture, Washington, DC, May
28. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Replying to your letter of May 24th I
write to thank you for the list of soybean seed which you will
send us. These varieties, together with those which we grew
last year, will be fully as many as we shall be able to take
care of this year.
“Yours very truly, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Prof. of Agriculture,
Experiment Station, Alabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn,
Alabama.
1670. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1909. Soya-bean oil.
74(22):830. May 29. [1 ref]
• Summary: This article, which appears in the section titled
“Trade Report,” states (p. 830): “Soya-bean oil, which
has recently proved a strong competitor of wood oil in the
manufacture of varnishes, etc., is the subject of a note in the
‘Bulletin of the Imperial Institute’” (7(1):95 [1909]) titled
“Soy beans.” This is a summary of that article.
It adds: “The oil is now a well-established article of
commerce in the Baltic and Mincing Lane markets, the
present value being about 22 l. [pounds sterling] per ton.”
1671. Mooers, C.A. 1909. Re: I will be pleased to send you
the lots of soy beans which you desire. Letter to Mr. C.V.
Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C., May 29. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
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• Summary: “My Dear Sir: I will be pleased to send you the
lots of soy beans which you desire, so far as we are supplied
with them. Nos. 4912 and 6556 we have not grown; at least,
we have not received them under these numbers.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
1672. Hall, G.H. 1909. Farm and farmers: Farm
correspondence. Replanting cotton with peas. Atlanta
Constitution (Georgia). May 31. p. 10.
• Summary: “I have read your remarks in the last
Constitution regarding replanting the missing hills with
cowpeas... I now replant all my missing hills with soy
beans. These grow upright and the more manure, in reason,
the more beans they make–in fact I find the soy bean the
best crop I make and if cut before they mature the seed are
equally as good as a soil improver as the cow pea.”
Answer: Yes, the soja bean does best when the ground is
rich or highly fertilized. “But how does Mr. Hall utilize the
soja bean crop–pick off the seeds or cut and cure and thresh
out the seed?” Address: Red Springs, Robinson County,
North Carolina.
1673. Duncan’s (John) Sons. 1909. Lea & Perrins Sauce:
The original Worcestershire (Ad). Pearson’s Magazine (New
York) 21(5):Unnumbered page at end. May.
• Summary: “Try it on Lobster. All varieties of Fish, are
deliciously seasoned and made more appetizing with...”
“Soups, fish, steaks, roast meats, chops, gravies,
game, chafing dish cooking and salad dressings are greatly
improved by its use. For four generations it has stood

unrivaled as a seasoning. Return substitutes.”
Photos show: (1) A cooked lobster on a dish; (2) A bottle
of Lea & Perrins Sauce. Address: Agents, New York.
1674. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1909. Soy
beans. 16(2):128-29. May. [1 ref]
• Summary: An introduction to the soy bean. “There are
many varieties known in Japan, China, Tibet, and the
temperate portions of the Himalayas.” “The soy bean
requires about the same temperature as maize, and it may
therefore be capable of growth in some of the southern and
eastern parts of England. The Board have arranged for some
experiments to be conducted with beans obtained from
Japan.”
Note: This is the 3rd earliest document seen (March
2014) concerning soybeans in Tibet, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Tibet. But how does the writer know that
soybeans are really cultivated in Tibet? Where are they
cultivated in Tibet and how are they used? Address: England.
1675. King, F.C. 1909. Pastures for hogs. Missouri State
Board of Agriculture, Monthly Bulletin 7(5):1-36. May. See
p. 34.
• Summary: “Soybeans: A crop that should be given more
attention by the farmers is soy beans. This plant is of the
cowpea family, and differs from it in only a few particulars.
It has not, however, become so widely used in this State as
cowpeas, probably because it has to be inoculated before
it will enrich the soil or grow to the best advantage. At the
Missouri Experiment Station, soybeans have given good
results, and the indications are that they can be grown in
all localities of this state. They furnish more seed than
cowpeas, but not so much forage, so for hogging down they
are somewhat superior to cowpeas on account of the greater
amount of seed produced. The general directions for seeding,
pasturing, etc., are the same as for cowpeas. This forage
has been found very profitable in southern Illinois, Indiana
and Kansas, where it is being grown extensively as a hog
feed. Numerous trials at different places in these states have
proven that soy beans are one of the best forages that they
can grow. There should be more attention paid to this plant in
Missouri.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2012) that mentions “hogging down” of soybeans.
Address: Livestock Asst., Columbia, Missouri.
1676. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909.
Oleaginous products: Oil cake and seed. No. 344. p. 153-55.
May.
• Summary: Exports of [soy] beans and [soy] bean-cake
from Newchwang, China, are increasing rapidly. The United
States Consul at Newchwang, “Thomas E. Heenan, calls
attention to the exports of Chinese beans to the United
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Kingdom as the beginning of what is expected to develop
into considerable proportions.
“Since the closing of the river to navigation, large
numbers of carts have been entering the town with inland
produce, and great quantities of beans have been stored for
export in the spring. It is difficult to obtain reliable figures
concerning the quantity brought by rail, but up to date 64,000
tons have been brought by carts, and it is estimated that the
total quantity brought in by rail and carts during the four
Months December-March will reach 88,000 tons, against
30,000 tons for the same period last winter. This quantity,
however, is small compared with the stocks shipped to Dalny
by rail from the north, and when the thaw sets in, putting a
stop to cart traffic, unless there are early spring rains, there
is very little prospect of large supplies coming down by river
boats, as the snow thus far has been insufficient to give the
requisite draft of water in the up-river reaches.
“Countries to which shipments are made: Beans, bean
cake, and bean oil are the principal products of Manchuria.
The prices of these during the past season have been higher
than ever before, but how much of this is due to the ability of
Japan, a gold-standard country, to pay more in silver, because
silver has been cheap, can not be positively stated. The bean
cake and bean oil go chiefly to Japan, but shipments have
gone to England, France, and the United States during the
past year. The American shipment was a small quantity sent
from Newchwang merely as a sample... During the year the
exports to England amounted to about 70,000 bags. This
is a new development, said to have been brought about
by English experts who have made a study of the beans.
They have discovered, it is said, a means of extracting an
oil therefrom, for culinary use as well as for lubricating
purposes., the residue being converted into cattle feed. The
exports of bean cake from Newchwang to foreign countries
in 1908 amounted to 246,608 tons, valued at $5,518,508.
“The exports of beans from Newchwang to foreign
countries and other Chinese ports during 1908 were as
follows, in tons:” Yellow [soy] beans 75,996. Green beans
31,873. Black [soy] beans 16,489. White beans 4,315. Red
[azuki] and small green [mung] beans 3,634.
“United Kingdom: An experiment with the soya bean
in Manchuria.” U.S. Consul Walter C. Hamm of Hull
[England] writes, under date of January 20,...” The soya
bean “has been exported to some extent to the United States,
and a few samples have been brought to England, but the
present shipments to Hull are the first on a large scale. Three
steamers, the Maroa, the Javorina, and the Matoppo, are now
on their way from Dalny or Vladivostok with about 10,000
tons each, and the Claverdon and the Bannockburn are
loading similar quantities at Dalny, making 50,000 tons in
all.”
A long quotation from an article in the Eastern Morning
News describes the arrival at Hull, England, from China,
of the first cargo of soya beans on board the Javorina. “The

beans arrived in good condition, and this is due to the
excellent arrangements made for ventilation in the hold.”
Experimental “soya cakes have been made in Hull and have
been tested by a practical and scientific dairyman in the East
Riding, who has reported that one cow set aside for this test
and fed with half a cake a day, in addition to other food,
yielded a considerable extra quantity of milk daily and was
much improved in general condition. The large proportion
of oil in the cake makes sparing use of it advisable... The
Japanese have adapted the bean to commercial uses, not
for the food of animals, but for that of man. It is not an
unpopular article of diet in many parts of the Far East. It
possesses sustaining qualities, and is the basis of a Japanese
sauce [shoyu].
“Chinese beans in Scotland: Tests in crushing mills for
oil and stock meal.” U.S. Consul Rufus Fleming reports on
Feb. 12 from Edinburgh: “In the production of oil cake and
seed oil the crushing mills in this district have long used
only Bombay and Egyptian cotton seed. Recently some of
the mills have experimented with small quantities of ‘soya
beans’ from Manchuria. The Chinese bean, which is about
the size of a pea, has been found to contain from 15 to 16 per
cent of oil suitable for soap making. The usefulness of the oil
for other industrial purposes has not yet been demonstrated.
The cake produced, containing about 6 per cent of oil, is said
to be good feed for stock... The mills in this part of Scotland
have undertaken to carry out thorough tests, and a shipment
of 1,700 tons is expected to soon arrive at Leith for this
purpose.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Scotland. They were imported from
Manchuria. Rufus Fleming filed his report on 12 Feb. 1909.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “Chinese beans” (or
“Chinese-beans”) to refer to soybeans.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soya beans imported to or processed in Hull,
England. Address: Washington, DC.
1677. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909.
Agriculture: Foreign crop conditions–China. No. 344. p.
131-38. May. See p. 131-33.
• Summary: This section begins with a report from ViceConsul General Frederick D. Cloud, of Mukden, on the
products and population of the province of Shengking
(Fengtien [Liaoning]). The total population of this
Manchurian province is 10,312,241, of which 2,520,145
are engaged in agriculture. The province’s largest crop is
kaoliang (Sorghum vulgare, Barbados millet); 2,166,666
acres yield 76,526,643 bushels worth $26,019,059.
“Kaoliang is the food staple of Manchuria, and bears the
same relative value in the food economy of Manchurians
that rice does with the southern Chinese, or wheat in
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the United States. Besides furnishing the greater portion
of the Manchurian’s daily food, it supplies an alcoholic
drink, thatching for houses and barns, matting for summer
sheds and winter floors, windbreaks to shield the farmer’s
household from the ice blasts of winter, and fuel to cook
his food and warm his house. No part of the kaoliang plant
is allowed to go to waste. Even the stubble and roots are
carefully pulled up, dried, and put away for fuel.”
The kaoliang plant “requires much from the soil, but
gives nothing back in return. The soy bean, on the other
hand, is a good soil fertilizer, and is extensively grown
throughout the province, especially in the rich valley of
the Liao River. The bean is the greatest of all export crops
from Manchuria, and can always be relied upon to afford
the farmer ready cash. Bean oil is used throughout China
for culinary purposes, being employed as lard is used in
American households, while the residue, after the oil has
been expressed, bean cake, is exported mostly to Japan,
where it is used for fertilizer.” The total value of China’s
bean crop exports for the year 1907 was $9,860,790, the
greater part of which was produced in southern Manchuria.
Manchuria has a great advantage over most other agricultural
regions, in that the soy bean can be grown most successfully
throughout the entire region, from Dalny in the south to
Harbin in the north.”
The crop that ranks third in importance in Shengking
province is millet is millet, of which there are several
varieties. The best of these is known as Japanese millet, and
is grown mostly for human food. The fourth most important
crop is wheat–though it is still a relatively minor crop.
The second largest crop is soy beans; 1,300,00 acres
yield 4,716,000 bushels worth $22,393,800. Tables (p. 132)
show: The principal varieties of grain produced, and the
value and production per acre of the different crops. The
approximate acreage devoted to each crop, and the total
amount produced and approximate value of each. Address:
Washington, DC.
1678. Saito, Kendo. 1909. Preliminary notes on some
fermentation organisms of Corea. Botanical Magazine
(Tokyo) 23(268):97-98. May. Summarized in Zentralblatt
fuer Bakteriologie. II. 26:92. [Eng; ger]
• Summary: Discusses the moulds in Corean [Korean]
koji (mostly Aspergillus oryzae, Rhizopus tritici, and
Rhizopus tamari?), and yeasts in the mash of Corean
alcoholic beverages. The koji moulds or fungi possess,
“as regards starch, strong saccharifying power, so that the
saccharification of starch contained in the raw material can
be accomplished by them.” For one of the yeasts he proposes
the name Saccharomyces coreanus. Address: Botanical Inst.,
Tokyo Univ., Japan.
1679. Trenton: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Butter Ball (Morse 1948). 1909. Seed color:

Brown.
• Summary: Sources: Piper, C.V. 1909. Letter to Prof. C.A.
Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, May
10. “... it outyielded Mammoth by 50%; so we may have
something particularly good in this variety. We have dubbed
it ‘Trenton’.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 70. Seed
color: Brown. S.P.I. No. 24610. “From Trenton, Kentucky...
Grown one season.”
1680. Hutcheon (G.). 1909. Feeding in Byre and Park (Ad).
Aberdeen Journal (Scotland). June 7. p. 2, col. 5.
• Summary: “The following can be had promptly and at best
value: “Bibby Cakettes,
“Bibby Cake,
“Special oil cake,
“Soya Bean Cake,
“Bombay cotton cake.
“Orders esteemed by G. Hutcheon, Turriff.”
Note: Turriff is a town and civil parish in Aberdeenshire
in Scotland. It lies on the River Deveron. Address: Turriff
[Aberdeenshire, Scotland].
1681. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1909. Soya beans
and soya cakes. 100(4054):667. June 7. See also Experiment
Station Record 21:474 (1909). [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a detailed summary of a “communication
which Professor Gilchrist, of Armstrong College, has sent
to the press.” “Trials to test the comparative feeding value
of soya and decorticated cotton cakes have been carried out
at Newton Rigg, the Cumberland, and Westmorland Farm
School, under the supervision of the manager, Mr. W.T.
Lawrence.
“Soya cake is produced from soy or soya (soja) beans
(from which some of the oil is extracted), which are
now being extensively imported from Manchuria to this
country.” “Soya cake” was found to be slightly superior to
“decorticated cotton cake” for milk production. Six cows
were fed for 6 weeks on each protein supplement. The basal
ration consisted of hay, oatstraw, crushed oats, and roots.
Concerning milk production, there was a slight advantage in
favor of the soya cake but it was too small to be considered
significant. Both feeds also gave similar results in terms
of the fat content of the milk. The cows, however, gained
somewhat more weight while they were being fed the soya
cake than they did on the decorticated cotton cake.
“Soy, soja, or soya beans have been known in China
and Japan for a considerable time. Soy (shoyu), the
universal condiment in Japan, is prepared from soy beans,
mixed in equal quantities with either wheat or barley. The
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British Oil and Cake Mills, Ltd., Hull, inform me that
about 400,000 tons of these have been sold to this country
within the past few months for delivery till the end of the
year, of which 50,000 tons have now arrived, and a steady
supply is anticipated in the future. Three qualities of these
are now imported:–The Sakura, which are said to be the
best, being shipped from Dalny [Manchuria], the Harbin
from Vladivostock [Vladivostok], and the Hankow from
Shanghai.”
“Soya or soja meal is being sold in this country, which
is soya beans from which the greater part of the oil has
been extracted. This may contain as little as 1.5 per cent
of oil, while the albuminoids and other constituents are
consequently increased.
“Soya cake is now sold in the Newcastle district at about
£6 15s. to £7 a ton.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soja meal” to refer to
ground, defatted soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen about feeding
“soya cake” to dairy animals.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004)
that mentions “Sakura,” which appears to a grade or quality
of soybeans, rather than a soybean variety name. “Sakura”
is not used as either a grade or soybean variety name in the
USA. Address: Armstrong College, England.

Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].

1682. Persons, C. 1909. Farm and farmers–Farm
correspondence: Soy bean culture. Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). June 7. p. 10.
• Summary: “Will you please give me information as to
planting and working soy beans? Is it too late? Soil not so
rich; been in corn too long...”
Answer: It is not too late to plant soy beans. This
is “the main month for planting them and the work may
continue throughout the month of June. The early, drawfish
[dwarfish?] varieties may be planted well up to August 1.
The culture of soy beans is precisely like the culture of
cowpeas...” Address: Huntsboro, Alabama.

1684. Goessel, Fritz; Sauer, Arthur. 1909. Verfahren zur
Herstellung eines Kautschukersatzes aus Sojabohnenoel
[Process for preparing a rubber substitute from soya-bean
oil]. German Patent 228,887. June 10. 2 p. Issued 25 Nov.
1910. Under International Convention, April 12, 1910.
German summary in Chemisches Central-blatt 15(1):186
(1911). [Ger]
• Summary: Soya bean oil (Sojabohnenöl, 100 parts) is
mixed with nitric acid (30-50 parts) of specific gravity 1.14
to 1.4, and the emulsion is heated to 75º-100ºC. At the end of
the reaction (in which no nitration occurs), the homogeneous,
frothy mass is washed with cold water and treated with a 5%
aqueous solution of ammonia (200 parts) until the product
has dissolved; this treatment may with advantage be at a
temperature of 75º-150ºC, and preferably under pressure.
The solution is now made neutral or slightly acid by addition
of dilute acid, and the precipitated mass washed with water
until the washings are colorless. The water is then removed
from the product by pressure, and the mass heated at 150ºC
until it can be mechanically worked in the usual manner. A
tough, elastic substance resembling rubber is obtained in this
way, which can be vulcanized by means of sulfur if desired.
Note 1. This is the earliest patent seen (Oct. 2017) for
industrial uses of soy oil, and the earliest document seen
(Oct. 2017) stating that soya-bean oil can be used to make a
rubber substitute.
Note 2. Soy is mentioned 10 times in this patent in
the forms “Sojabohnenöl” (soybean oil), “Sojabohne”
(soybeans) and “Sojaöl” (soy oil). Address: 1. Dr.,
Stockheim, Oberhessen; 2. Dr., Zwingenberg, Hessen
[Germany].

1683. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Adsuki beans. Letter to W.J.
Morse, [Arlington Farm], Rosslyn, Virginia, June 7. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: I have packed up to plant at
Arlington Farm this season the list of adsuki beans indicated
on the enclosed list. Where I have sent two pounds of seed I
want you to plant one-twentieth of an acre. In all other cases
plant an eighth-rod row where the seed is sufficient. Some
of these numbers have been planted at Arlington before, but
were too late to mature. Nevertheless, I want to try them
again. Among these very late numbers are 17231, 21310,
22383, 13384, 13388 and 13406. I would suggest that these
be planted just like the soybeans. Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.

1685. Scotsman (Edinburgh). 1909. Feeding value of soya
beans. June 11. p. 10.
• Summary: “This bean has come to this country with a good
name, and if practical tests sustain that reputation it is more
than probable that large quantities of the bean will be used
by British stock owners in the near future.
“An interesting four weeks’ test with Soya bean cake
alongside decorticated cotton cake in the production of milk
was lately carried through at the Royal Agricultural College,
Cirencester and the results are worthy of notice. Two lots
of three cows... were chosen for the trial.” Summarizes the
method and results.
Conclusion: “At present prices, therefore, the Soya bean
cake would seem to be the better value as winter food for
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cows.”
1686. Times (London). 1909. Agriculture: Crops and live
stock. June 14. p. 4, col. 3. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “General notes” states: “The
results of the Cirencester experiments in the feeding of
soya bean cake to dairy cows, given in The Times of May
24, are confirmed by the teaching of similar investigations
conducted at Newton Rigg, Cumberland, under the auspices
of the Armstrong College of Agriculture. One important
difference is that whereas the Cirencester experiments were
carried out when the cows were on grass, the cows in the
other instance were in the sheds and receiving roots and hay
as the bulky portions of the diet instead of pasture herbage.
Another point worthy of notice is that at Newton Rigg, the
different rations were given to the same animals, 4 lb. of
soya bean cake being used in the first and last periods of
three weeks, and 4 lb. decorticated cotton cake in the middle
six weeks of the 12. This arrangement had certain advantages
which farmers will appreciate, the chief being that whereas
it balanced matters as regards the period of lactation, it
overcame the varying properties of individual animals. The
returns were not so pronounced in favour of soya cake, but
as regards quality there was a slight advantage to its credit,
while the average quality was precisely the same in both
instances. At current prices of from £6 15s. to £7 per ton,
therefore, soya bean cake may be regarded as a moderately
priced food and worthy of the attention of dairy farmers.”
1687. Mitsuda, Ryuichi. 1909. On the carbohydrates of
shoyu. J. of the College of Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial
University 1(1):97-101. June 16. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Isolation of sugars from shoyu. About
furfurol [an aldehyde of furfuran; also called furfural].
About total pentosane. “Although the existence of sugars
in shôyu is easily shown by the reduction of Fehling
solution, it is comparatively difficult to isolate them in a
pure state. At first I have tried to isolate them as the lead
compounds... Afterwards I found that such a long operation
is unnecessary.” He used recrystallization of crude osazones.
He gives technical details of how each carbohydrate was
isolated from shoyu or tamari. Furfurol, which is formed
from pentose or pentosane, was found to increase with the
age of the moromi. Address: Japan.
1688. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Sending you very late soybean
varieties for testing. Letter to Prof. W.R. Perkins, Mississippi
Agric. Exp. Station, Agricultural College, Mississippi, June
16. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Perkins: I am sending you
herewith packets of a number of very late varieties of
soybeans selected by Mr. Nielsen last season. They are sent
under Agrostology numbers as follows:
“1883. 1881. 1882. 1918. 1917. 1919.

“I shall be greatly obliged if you will grow all of these
varieties and save the seed, as I very much fear they will not
mature here.
“Yours very truly...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 21–Minnesota-Mississippi. P.I. 66.
Entry 68. Folder–Mississippi Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Agrostologist, Seed Introduction
and Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
1689. Takahashi, Teizô. 1909. A preliminary note on
the varieties of Aspergillus oryzae. J. of the College of
Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University 1(1):137-40. June 16.
[Eng]
• Summary: Describes the first isolation of many different
molds from koji. The author isolated 3 varieties of molds
from 3 kinds of koji starter (tane koji) from 3 sources (saké,
miso, and shoyu). A description of each variety is given.
Note: Murakami (1971) says of this article: Although
Aspergillus oryzae was described in detail by Wehmer in
1895, it was not until the beginning of the 20th century
that the koji mold was found to contain multiple kinds of
microbes [microorganisms], when Takahashi in 1909 isolated
many different molds from koji used in the manufacture of
Saké, Miso, and Shoyu and found that all were varieties of
Aspergillus oryzae. Address: Tokyo Imperial Univ.
1690. Takeuchi, T. 1909. On the occurrence of urease in
higher plants. J. of the College of Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial
University 1(1):1-14. June 16. (Chem. Abst. 2:213). Also
in Tokyo Kagaku Kaishi (J. of the Chemical Soc. of Japan)
30:343 (1909). [5 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This classic article, which is about the soybean, begins: “Although much has been written about urease
no mention is made of its occurrence in higher plants. Its
presence has been proved only in Urobacteria and certain
fungi. In the course of my investigations on a desamidizing
enzyme [one which hydrolyzes amino compounds with
the removal of the amino group] in higher plants, I have
discovered a very powerful urease in both the resting seeds
and seedlings of soy-bean (Glycine hispida).”
He then describes in detail how he isolated urease
from the cotyledons of 30 seedlings (each about 3 cm
high), and from air dry seeds. He found that this enzyme,
urease, is capable of hydrolyzing urea into ammonia and
carbon dioxide. The urease liberates ammonia from urea at
ordinary temperatures, but does not act on other nitrogenous
compounds. It is readily soluble in water, so that an infusion
of soy beans may be employed to detect traces of urea
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in a mixture of organic matter, the ammonia liberated
by the action of the urease being indicated by means of
phenolphthalein. The author suggests the use of the seeds
for the conversion of the nitrogen of urine into ammonium
sulphate for manurial purposes.
Page 7 states that the urease from soy beans was tested
but did not act on the following compounds: “Guanidine
(carbonate), arginine (both nitrate and methylester
hydrochloride), benzamide, allantoin, leucine, alanine,
tyrosine, kreatine, histidine (hydrochloride), guanine
(hydrochloride), glycocoll (ethylester hydrochloride), uric
acid, hippuric acid.”
Seven types of seeds were tested (p. 8, incl. Phaseolus
radiatus = azuki bean) but the urease from the soy-bean
liberated much more ammonia than that from any of the
other seeds.
Takeuchi concludes: “It is strange that the urease acts
exclusively on urea and not on allied substances. Its natural
function in the plant body has still to be made out.
“There is no doubt that the enzyme is important, and
its urea-splitting property can be turned to account for
determining the presence of urea even in minute quantities in
various organs and juices.
“Another application of the enzyme consists in its strong
ammonifying action on fresh urine, and its application for the
recovery of the chief nitrogen of fresh urine is undoubtedly a
step in advance in the economy of manures.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020)
that mentions urease in connection with soybeans. An
enzyme which can hydrolyze urea into ammonia and carbon
dioxide, urease was first discovered by Musculus in urine in
1874.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) with the word “urease” in the title (or in the
article), or that contains the word “urea,” in connection with
soybeans.
1691. Yoshimura, Kiyohisa. 1909. Ueber die chemische
Zusammensetzung der Tamari-Schoyu [On the chemical
composition of tamari shoyu]. J. of the College of
Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University 1(1):89-96. June 16.
[3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “Tamari-shoyu” (Tamari-Schoyu) is a variety of
shoyu (liquid soy sauce) which is mainly used and made in
the middle and western part of Japan. The chief difference
between this variety and the most common soy [sauce] is the
absence of wheat in the raw materials used in its preparation.
The author isolated from 1 liter of “tamari-shoyu” 0.3 gm
of putrescine, 0.7 gm of ornithine, 0.7 gm of a base C6H9N3
[probably ampyzine, a central nervous system stimulant],
and 4.5 gm of ammonium. Address: Japan.
1692. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. The soya bean
and its probable effect on the markets. 75(25):7-8. June 21.

• Summary: “Once in a long while an event occurs in
the industrial world to change, and sometimes even to
revolutionize the set order of things... The latest event to
attract prominent attention has been the introduction in an
extensive way of the soya bean to the markets of Europe.”
Within the last 6 months “there have been shipped
to the United Kingdom, to Scandinavia, and to Germany
upwards of 400,000 tons of the soya bean, which have been
converted into oil, and from oil into soap, and the cake has
found a useful place in the fodder markets of these countries.
It is seldom indeed that in the course of one short season an
unknown or rather an untried substance has ever forced its
way into a market so cautious and conservative as that of
Great Britain, where the manufacturer and consumer alike
are so wedded to established formulas and customs.”
“Soya bean oil is described in botanical works as
‘obtained from the seeds of soja hispida, a plant indigenous
in China, Manchuria and Japan, where the oil is used for
edible purposes. The seeds contains 18 per cent of oil.’ The
manufacture of soya bean oil, says the same authority, forms
one of the staple industries of Manchuria.”
“The soya bean has occupied quite a foremost place
among the agricultural products of South Manchuria
for many years, and now seems likely to command still
greater prominence. There are quite a number of oil mills
in Manchuria, the principal plants being located at Yngkau
[Yingkou?] and at Hsiackang, the Chinese quarter of Dalny.
In these two centers there were all told in 1908 some thirtysix mills, but of these only five were equipped with modern
machinery, the others comprise old stone rollers and presses
worked by mules and horses. A mill with a daily capacity of
ten piculs will keep six of these animals busy. The modern
mill will average an outturn of 40 piculs per diem.”
“Before last December there were no soya beans in
England; by February there had been imported 120,000 tons,
and by the close of the season another 120,000 tons had
been added to this, making a total for the United Kingdom
of 240,000 tons. The rest of Europe, comprising chiefly
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and Germany, consumed
160,000 tons, bringing the grand total up to 400,000 tons.
The yield of oil by the naphtha process of extraction is about
18 per cent. This would make an outturn of 72,000 tons of
oil, or, figuring five and one-half barrels to the ton, there
would have been marketed in Europe 396,000 barrels of soya
bean oil. The shippers, however, had oversold themselves
and were obliged to buy back 75,000 tons of seed to fill
obligations in Japan.”
Concerning the oil: “Its cheapness commended it at a
time when corn oil was very high priced, so it replaced corn
oil in soaps. For edible purposes, it has not as yet found
favor, and it is likely to remain restricted to its industrial
uses, for the reason that the use of naphtha in the extraction
renders it non-edible, and if pressed the yield would be but
10 per cent or less, which would make it too expensive.”
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Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that contains the term “industrial uses” in
connection with soybeans.
A table gives the quantity of exports (in piculs) from
Niutschwang [Newchwang = Ying-K’ou, Yingkou, or
Yingkow] for six varieties of beans, beancake, and beanoil
for the years 1906-08.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the word “beanoil” to refer to
soya bean oil.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that mentions the use of soya bean oil in soaps. A number
of other documents published in 1909 also mention this
new use. Apparently soya bean oil was first used in soaps
in Europe (Sweden or England), but by Sept. 1909 the
manufacture of soap from this oil had been tried with good
results in Asia, at a laboratory (probably British-owned).
Note 4. This may be the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soya beans in Denmark–although a strict
interpretation of the sentence that mentions Denmark leaves
open the possibility that soybeans were not specifically
imported to Denmark. Later documents (Nov. 1910) appear
to show that Denmark first imported significant quantities
of soya beans in 1911; before that, Denmark imported soya
bean cake, largely from England.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) that mentions naphtha (or naphthas) used for solvent
extraction of soya beans.
Note 6. Webster’s New Geographical Dictionary (1988)
defines Scandinavia as 1. The ancient name of the country
of the Norsemen. 2. The name of the region encompassing
Denmark, Norway, and Sweden; sometimes expanded to
include Finland and Iceland.
1693. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Chemical analyses of a number
of varieties of soy beans. Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers,
Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, June 24. 2 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: In your Bulletin
#82 on page 97 is given chemical analyses of a number of
varieties of soy beans. The first of these is the Haberlandt.
Will you kindly inform me what the S.P.I. number of this
is, as I am in doubt whether it is the analysis of the true
Haberlandt or of the Austin variety.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.

1694. Nussbaum, -. 1909. Soja [Soya]. Schweizerische
Wochenschrift fuer Chemie und Pharmazie / Journal Suisse
de Chemie et Pharmacie (Zurich) 47(26):412. June 26.
[Ger]*
1695. Weekly Irish Times (Dublin). 1909. Farming notes:
Soya beans for dairy cows. June 26. p. 18.
• Summary: “Soya bean cake is considered a good feed
for dairy cows. At the Cumberland and Westmoreland
Farm School an experiment was carried out to test its value
as compared with cotton cake. Six cows were selected.”
Describes the design and result of the experiment. “Thus
there was a slight advantage in favour of the soya cake.”
1696. Mooers, C.A. 1909. Re: The analysis of Haberlandt.
Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept.
of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., June 28. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “My Dear Sir: The Haberlandt, the analysis
of which is given in Bulletin 82, page 97, of this station, is
1539, which you have named Austin.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Note: Near the bottom of this letter, after he received
it, Prof. Piper typed the following: “Mr. Westgate: In the
table of analyses of soybeans copied from the Bulletin of the
Tennessee Experiment Station, the variety called Haberlandt
is not that but the Austin. Therefore, in the Bulletin change
the name Haberlandt to Austin in this table.
“Piper.”
Below Piper’s name is handwritten: “Attended to,”
followed by Mr. Westgate’s illegible initials.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
1697. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. Inquiries
concerning the soya bean. 75(26):7. June 28. [1 ref]
• Summary: The article published last week (June 21) in
the Reporter has prompted many inquiries concerning soya
bean oil: (1) Its properties for possible use in paints, or as an
alternative to corn, cottonseed, or linseed oils; (2) Requests
for samples; (3) Where and how it could be obtained.
The Reporter is not yet able to give definitive answers.
“The adoption of the bean in Great Britain and throughout
Scandinavia and Germany has been sudden and... according
to the best obtainable authority, some 400,000 tons” of soya
beans have been imported to Europe.
Chemical analysis shows that it is quite similar to corn
oil. In Europe, it has widely displaced corn oil for use in
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making soap, and it promises to compete with cottonseed
and linseed oil for this purpose. Though it is not known as a
quick-drying oil, it might be usable in paints when combined
with other ingredients–though it has not yet been used much
as a paint oil in Europe. It may eventually find a place as
an edible oil, but only after improvements in the refining
process have been invented.
Bean cake makes an inexpensive fodder, and is
apparently rich enough in nutrients to rival cotton and linseed
products. Yet with the steadily growing demand for feeds,
there will probably be ample room for all three. American
mills should pay attention to the quality of their bean cake,
since lower cost products are already on the market.
“The progress of the soya bean industry will be well
worth watching, and we hope soon to be able to supplement
our last article by further interesting and instructive details.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005)
that contains the term “soya bean industry” (or “soya-bean
industry” or “soy bean industry”).
1698. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1909.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from October 1
to December 31, 1908. Nos. 23745 to 24429. No. 17. 58 p.
June 30. Also titled USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin
No. 153.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim.
24180-24184. “From Soochow, Kiangsu, China.
Presented by Rev. R.A. Haden, B.D. Received November
14, 1908. The following seeds. Quoted descriptions by Mr.
Haden; description of varieties by Mr. H.T. Nielsen.
“24180. ‘Plant bunchy.’ Looks like Nuttall, No. 17253,
also like No. 19183.
“24181. ‘Large yellow soy bean, early.’
“24182. ‘Green soy bean, early.’ Seed looks like Okute,
No. 19986.
“24183. ‘Small light green variety, early.’ Seed similar
to Haberlandt, Nos. 17263 and 19985, but is a little smaller.
“24184. ‘Large yellow variety, medium early.’ Seed
looks like Haberlandt, No. 17271.” Address: Washington,
DC.
1699. Aso, K.; Yoshida, T. 1909. On the manurial value of
various organic phosphorus compounds. J. of the College of
Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University 1(2):153-61. June. [3
ref]
• Summary: The article begins: “It is generally assumed
that nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash are the three most
essential ingredients of manures and that the efficacy of
manures chiefly depends upon the quantities of these three
fertilising elements present in them and upon the degree of
their availability. As for nitrogen e.g. ammoniacal, nitric and
organic nitrogen, and as for phosphoric acid, water-soluble,
citrate-soluble and insoluble phosphoric acid have been

distinguished.
“In recent times, however, various organic phosphoric
compounds have been found in plants as well as in animals.
Besides nuclein and lecithin also phytin was found widely
distributed in the vegetable kingdom. Moreover, inosic acid,
jecorin, kephalin and myelin were found in the animal body.”
Page 154: Since in Japan, various vegetable manures
such as green manures, rice-brans, oil-cakes [especially
soybean oil-cakes], straws, etc. are most widely used by
practical farmers, the practical interest of the question
induced me to the following experiments.” The experiments
are then described. None involve soy.
Conclusion: “1. Among the organic phosphoric
compounds used in these experiments, the manurial value of
lecithin was highest, phytin come next and nuclein last.
“2. The manurial value of lecithin was not lower
than that of sodium phosphate, that of phytin was nearly
equivalent to that of ferric or aluminium phosphate and that
of nuclein was very low.
“3. The most essential phosphoric compound in
vegetable manures is phytin.
“4. As phytin is easily transformed in soils into insoluble
ferric and aluminium phosphate it is recommendable to
use vegetable manures in a putrefied state to render the
phosphoric acid available.
“5. In the analysis of manures, it is absolutely necessary
to pay attention to the different organic phosphoric
compounds.
“6. Further experiments with various organic manures
along this line and with different soils are still desirable.”
Address: Tokyo, Japan.
1700. Baulmont, René. 1909. Le fromage de soja [Soybean
cheese {Tofu}]. Bulletin de la Société d’histoire naturelle des
Ardennes 16:12-16. June. [5 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The Magasin pittoresque (a French magazine),
in its issue of 1 Nov. 1908, published an article on the
soybean of China (Le soja de Chine) by Mr. Cyrille de
Lamarche. The author, after describing the cultivation of this
plant, discusses its numerous uses.
Note 1. Much of the first 1½ pages of this article is very
similar to (or a summary of) the earlier article by Cyrille de
Lamarche.
The information is given by Mr. de Lamarche without
any indication of the part of China to which it applies.
Note 2. Ardennes is a department in northeast France,
bordering on southern Belgium and named after the
Ardennes area. Address: Member, Société d’histoire naturelle
des Ardennes, France.
1701. Chamber of Commerce Journal (London). 1909.
Chinese beans (Abstract). 28(182):166. June.
• Summary: A near reprint of: Monthly Consular and Trade
Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of
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Commerce and Labor). 1909. “Oleaginous products: Oil
cake and seed–China.” No. 344. p. 153. May.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2006) with the term “Chinese beans” in the title,
used to refer to soybeans.
1702. LeMaire, M.E. 1909. Nouvelles du Japan savant et
industriel [New from scientific and industrial Japan]. Bulletin
de la Societe Franco-Japonaise de Paris No. 15. p. 43-48.
June. See p. 45-46. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section titled Scientific publications
from the University of Tokyo is a summary (p. 45-46) of an
article titled “Notes on Japanese vegetable oils,” by Tokuhei
Kametaka, Article 4, Vol. 25 (Sept. 1908) of the Journal of
the College of Science, Imperial University of Tokyo. One of
the articles discussed is: “3º L’huile de soja, Glycine hispida
Maxim. Known as “soja bean oil” in English and daizuabura in Japanese. We know that the soja bean is used to
prepare miso, a sauce [sic, paste] that is used to make miso
soup (misoshiru), a main dish for the Japanese. This oil, of a
light yellow color, which has found numerous industrial uses
locally, is beginning to be used by the Europeans. In 1907,
Japan exported 700 tons of it, worth 20.4 pounds sterling per
ton.
Note: This society was founded in 1909 by the
government of Japan. Address: Ingenieur des arts et
manufactures.
1703. Oshima, Kintaro. 1909. Daizu no tansui kabutsu ni
tsuite [On the carbohydrates in soy beans]. Sapporo Norin
Gakkaiho (J. of the Society of Agriculture and Forestry,
Sapporo) No. 4. p. 1-8. June. [4 ref. Jap]
Address: Sapporo, Japan.
1704. Tsuda, S. 1909. On the different forms of phosphoric
acid in organic manures. J. of the College of Agriculture,
Tokyo Imperial University 1(2):167-70. June.
• Summary: “It is a well known fact that phosphoric acid
(P2O5) is one of the essential manurial elements... Funatsu
determined phosphoric acid in the form of lecithin and
nuclein, and in a form soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid in
several manure cakes... The object of the present paper is the
quantitative determination of different forms of phosphoric
acid in several organic manures of vegetable as well as
animal origin.”
The total phosphoric acid in 100 parts of dry “Soybean
cake” was found to be 1.311. The phosphoric acid soluble
in ether and alcohol (as lecithin) was 0.114. The phosphoric
acid soluble in 0.2% hydrochloric acid was: 0.050 inorganic
and 0.640 organic (as phytin). The phosphoric acid soluble
in 5% hydrochloric acid was: 0.040 inorganic and 0.120
organic. The phosphoric acid in the last residue (as nuclein)
was 0.236. Analyses of “Rape seeds cake” and Red clover
hay (before flowering) are also given.

Animal manures (such as herring guano, steamed bone
dust [rich in tricalcium phosphate], pressed cake of pupa of
silk worms, or crab shells) contain much more phosphoric
acid and it is mostly in the form of organic compounds,
whereas in vegetable manures it is mostly inorganic, mainly
in the form of phytin, with only small amounts of nuclein.
Address: Japan.
1705. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1909. France. Soya
meal in cakes admitted free of duty. 66:33. July 1.
• Summary: “Soya Meal in cakes is now classed by the
French Customs authorities as oil cakes (Tariff No. 166), and
is consequently admitted duty-free.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soya meal” to refer to
ground, defatted soybeans (one of two documents).
1706. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. Soy
beans, oil and cake: Opening for Indian trade. 14(170):8-9.
July 1. [1 ref]
• Summary: The soy bean “is cultivated on a considerable
scale in India already, but mostly only for local use as a
food-stuff or as green manure, and there appears to be no
large supply available for export at the present time. In
view, however, of the very large demand to which we have
referred, it seems to be worthwhile to determine whether it
would not be profitable to undertake the cultivation of soy
beans in India as a regular crop for export.”
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 58, published by the USDA is
reviewed in depth, and articles from British publications by
Prof. Douglas A. Gilchrist are review. ed to show that the
soybean appears to have a promising future in both countries.
“There seems to be no reason to doubt that the trade
in soy beans, in the United Kingdom at least, will rapidly
expand, and it rests with the merchants in India to decide
whether they are to have a share in it. This is the more
necessary should the product continue to cut into the linseed
and cotton seed trades, as recent market reports state that it is
doing.” Address: India.
1707. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. Soy bean
trade in China. 14(170):17. July 1.
• Summary: “Attention is called by the United States Consul
at Newchwang to the exports of Chinese beans to the United
Kingdom, which are expected to develop into a considerable
trade and which are competing seriously with Indian linseed
and cotton seed in home markets...
“The bean cake and bean oil go chiefly to Japan, but
shipments have gone to England, France, and the United
States during the past year. The American shipment was a
small quantity sent from Newchwang merely as a sample...
The exports of bean cake from Newchwang to foreign
countries in 1908 amounted to 246,608 tons. The exports
of beans from Newchwang to foreign countries and other
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Chinese ports during 1908 were as follows, in tons: Black
[soy] beans, 16,498; green beans, 31,873; white beans,
4,315; yellow [soy] beans, 75,996; red and small green
beans, 3,634; total, 132,316 tons.
“Mr. Consul F.W. Playfair, in his Report on the Trade of
Nagasaki for the year 1908, gives the following details about
soy beans and their products: The largest increase under any
heading is that of the import of oil cakes for manure, which
is £83,485, an advance over 1907 of more than 60 per cent.
The reasons for this increase are (1) the extremely low price
of bean cake in China and (2) the increase in the area under
cultivation. The bean cakes come from Newchwang and
Dalny...
“In a report to his Government the Japanese ConsulGeneral in Mukden says: ‘The season for the export of beans
and oil cake, the principal staples of Manchuria, opens in
November and closes in March or April, and the destinations
are chiefly Japan and other parts of China (Central and
South). Lately beans have begun to be exported to Europe...’
“Mr. Consul Pitzipios, in his Report on the Trade of
Chinkiang for the year 1908, states that the exports of
bean cake in that year amounted to 588,123 cwts. [1 cwt
= hundredweight = 112 pounds]. He adds that this cake
is produced very cheaply and goes principally to Japan.”
Address: India.
1708. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. [Affect
of soy-beans on the demand for cotton seed. Ghi substitutes].
14(170):4-5. July 1.
• Summary: “The extended use of the soy-bean from China
and Japan is affecting the European demand for cotton seed,
and this increases the necessity for developing in India both
an internal industry in the manufacture of cottonseed oil and
its derivatives and a wider cultivation for export purposes of
the soy-bean itself, which is already grown in many parts of
this country.”
“One of the chief obstacles to the development of
an indigenous manufacture of ghi [ghee; clarified butter]
substitutes from Indian cotton seed resides in the peculiar
acrid taste of Indian cotton seed oil. This to a great extent
disqualifies the said oil for use in the manufacture of edibles
in the United Kingdom... As it is understood that certain
companies in Western India are about to engage in the
manufacture of ghi substitutes from cotton seed oil, it seems
worth while to bring these considerations to their notice.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2020)
concerning the development of substitutes for ghi. However
neither soy nor vanaspati are mentioned in connection with
ghi substitutes. Address: India.
1709. Falls City Daily News (Falls City, Nebraska). 1909.
Japanese substitute for cow’s milk. July 2. p. 2.
• Summary: “The Japanese have discovered a very cheap
and good substitute for the milch cow in the form of a tiny

bean. The juice extracted by a special process from the bean
is said to be an excellent vegetable milk, the properties of
which render it highly suitable for use in tropical countries.
“The preparation is obtained from the Soja bean, a
member of the leguminous family of plants, and a very
popular article of food among the poorer classes of Chinese
and Japanese. In making the vegetable milk the beans are
first of all softened by soaking and are then pressed and
boiled in water [sic, they are soaked, ground, and boiled,
then the milk is pressed out]. The resultant liquid is exactly
similar to cow’s milk in appearance, but is entirely different
in its composition. This Soja bean milk contains 92.5 per
cent. water, 3.02 per cent. protein, 2.13 per cent. fat, 0.03
per cent. fiber, 1.88 per cent. non-nitrogenous substances
and 0.41 per cent. ash. Some sugar and a little phosphate
of potassium are added in order to prevent the elimination
of the albumen, and then the mixture is boiled down till a
substance like condensed milk is obtained. This ‘condensed
vegetable milk’ is of a yellowish color and has a very
pleasant taste, hardly to be distinguished from that of real
cow’s milk.”
Note: This article, with same title, appeared on 21 Aug.
1909 in the Hastings Daily Republican (Hastings, Nebraska;
p. 4, col. 4).
1710. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: The chapter on inoculation.
Letter (memorandum) to Mr. Westgate, Dep. of Agriculture,
Washington, DC, July 3. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: Dear Mr. Westgate: Attached find the chapter
on inoculation of the Soy Bean Bulletin to replace that in the
manuscript in Mr. Rockwell’s possession. Will you kindly
see that this is substituted for the original. I have not heard
from Kellerman, to whom I sent a copy of this, but presume
that it will be satisfactory.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.
(Chapter attached).”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 107.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist.
1711. Redding, R.J. 1909. Farms and farmers: Cowpeas in
July... Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). June 3. p. 10.
• Summary: Weeds are helpful to a degree as soil renovators,
but “our cultivated, highly developed plants, such as
cowpeas, clover, soja beans, are better. By the way, the
mention of soja beans reminds me that for July and August
planting this legume is probably even more reliable than the
cowpea.” Address: Griffin, Georgia.
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1712. Mitsui & Co., Limited. 1909. Soya bean oil. China
wood oil (Ad). Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter 76(1):20. July
5.
• Summary: “English soya bean oil–Prompt shipment from
Hull. We are largest supplier of soya bean from Manchuria,
and have special connections with crushers. Manchurian
soya bean oil. Shipment from our Eastern Oil Plant. Fall
delivery at New York.” Other offices: “Kobe, Yokohama,
Hankow, Shanghai, London, Hamburg [Germany], Antwerp
[Belgium]. Also branches in all the principal cities of the
world.” Address: Head office: Tokio, Japan. New York: Silk
Exchange Bldg. San Francisco: Merchant Exchange Bldg.
1713. Swan & Finch Co. 1909. Direct importers of cocoanut,
olive, palm, English prime cotton, soya bean, N.F. cod and
sod oils (Ad). Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter 76(1):20. July 5.
• Summary: “Established 1853. Incorporated 1892...
Refiners and dealers in lubricating oils and greases, fish,
sperm, whale and seal oils. Arthur Lewis, General Manager.”
Note: Sod oil or dégras is the waste fat from leather
obtained in the chamoising process, and is used for currying
purposes, i.e., dressing bark-tanned leather. In French:
Dégras. In German: Gerberfett, Lederfett, Weissbrühe,
Dégras. Address: 151 Maiden Lane, New York.
1714. Welch, Holme & Clark Co. 1909. Soya bean oil (Ad).
Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter 76(1):20. July 5.
• Summary: “Prompt and forward shipments.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) with the term “soya bean oil” in the title.
Address: 383 West St., New York.
1715. Acting Agrostologist [Westgate?]. 1909. Re:
Inoculation chapter in Soy Bean Bulletin. Letter to Prof.
C.V. Piper [Head, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA], Seattle,
Washington, July 6. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: I enclose herewith
a copy of the inoculation chapter as finally agreed on by
Mr. Kellerman and myself. The few changes made by Mr.
Kellerman are, I think, merely in the interest of clearness.
“Yours very truly, Acting Agrostologist.
“(Enclosure).”
Note: The “Acting Agrostologist” could not be H.T.
Nielsen, since he had already left USDA by 7 Feb. 1909.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 107.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Acting Agrostologist.
1716. Scotsman (Edinburgh). 1909. Produce: Liverpool. July

7. p. 6.
• Summary: “Cottonseed meal firm:... Soya bean meal firm,
at £7 per ton, ex mill in bags.”
“Soya cakes firm £6. 12s. 6d. per ton for Liverpool
makes ex mill in bulk.
Seeds.–Linseed firm,... Soya beans firm but quiet. Last
week’s import, 4297 tons.
“Oils &c.–Cottonseed oil steady, 25s. 5d. per cwt. for
Liverpool edible in exports; naked for prompt, 23s. 9d. per
cwt.; crude, 22s. 6d. per cwt... Soya oil firmer, at 23s. to
23s. 6d. per cwt. for Liverpool makes, in exports; naked, for
prompt and forward 21s. 6d. to 21s. 9d. per cwt., ex mill.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “Soya oil.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soya bean meal” to
refer to ground, defatted soybeans.
1717. Agricultural News (Barbados). 1909. The soy bean.
July 10. p. 222. [1 ref]
• Summary: The article begins: “The Acting Government
Chemist and Superintendent of Agriculture for the Leeward
Islands, has sent in the accompanying article on the soy bean,
its characteristics, and methods of cultivation, which has
been prepared by Mr. G. A. Jones, Acting Science Master at
the Antigua Grammar School.”
In his article, Mr. Jones gives a brief history of the soy
bean, states that it is often incorrectly called the ‘sojah bean,’
discusses varieties, cultivation, nutritional composition,
and the ability to obtain “nitrogen from the air, through the
agency of the tubercle-forming bacteria that dwell in the
roots of the plants.”
He concludes: “When the soy bean, or any other bean
or pea, is introduced for the first time into a locality, it does
not always form root tubercules owing to the absence of the
tubercule organism from the soil. The beans should be grown
several times on the same land until these tubercules appear...
No doubt this will account for the small growth of bush
which this crop is recorded to have produced at the Botanic
Station and several estates in Antigua and other West Indian
islands.
“It is hoped that every effort will be made to ensure that
this plant, which has proved such a valuable crop in many
other countries, may be established in the West Indies.”
Note 3. Webster’s New Geographical Dictionary (1988)
defines Antigua as an island (108 square miles) in the eastern
part of the Leeward Islands, in the eastern West Indies,
5,260 miles southeast of Puerto Rico. Together with Barbuda
and Redonda Island it constitutes the independent state of
Antigua and Barbuda (171 square miles).
1718. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. General
produce markets. July 10. p. 12.
• Summary: In the first section, titled “Liverpool, Friday” we
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read: “Soya Bean Meal firm at £7 per ton ex mill in bags.
Oilcakes firm, with a fair trade.” Gives prices for
Liverpool linseeds, undecorticated cottons, decorticated,
Bombay cottons, Egyptians, Bombay and Plate [Argentina]
linseeds, Peruvian cottons, American cottons, American
linseeds. Most are about 7-8 pounds sterling.
“Soya Cakes continue firm at £6. 12s. 6d. per ton ex mill
in bulk.”
“Soya Beans firm, but continue quiet at £6. 10s. to £6.
17s. 6d. per ton c.i.f. [cost, insurance and freight] for near to
distant.
Oils, &c. Cottonseed oil steady at 25s. 6d. for Liverpool
edible in exports, naked for prompt 23s. 9d., and crude 22s.
9d. per cwt [hundredweight = 112 lb]. Linseed oil firm with a
fair demand; Liverpool makes in exports 25s. 6d. to 25s. 9d...
per cwt. Soya oil very firm, especially for early delivery;
Liverpool makes 23s. to 23s. 6d. per cwt. in exports and
naked for prompt and forward 21s. 6d. to 21s. 9d. ex mill.
Note: Soya bean meal, soya cakes, and soya oil are less
expensive then all or most competing products.
1719. Ruhräh, John. 1909. Soy beans in infant feeding;
preliminary report. J. of the American Medical Association
53(2):140. July 10.
• Summary: This is a summary of the author’s pioneering
article that first appeared in Archives of Pediatrics, July
1909, p. 496-501. Address: M.D., Baltimore, Maryland.
1720. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London). 1909.
Soya bean oil and oil cake (Abstract). 28(13):717. July 15.
[1 ref]
• Summary: A summary of: Chamber of Commerce Journal
(London). 1909. “Soya bean oil and oil cake.” 28:199-200.
July.
1721. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1909. More corn and
grass urged by Col. Wade: Well-known north Georgian talks
of agricultural conditions in his section. July 16. p. 12.
• Summary: Cornelia, Georgia, July 15. Colonel I.C.
Wade, “one of the best-posted men on agricultural matters
in Georgia,” said: “Possibly the boll weevil may force
Louisiana and Mississippi into the stock business, but I
believe our farmers [in Georgia] will get into it now... I have
in 80 acres of cowpeas and soybeans, besides 40 acres of
corn in connection with my orchard, all doing well.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2006) in
the ProQuest database of major American newspapers that
contains the term “soybeans” (or “soybean”).
1722. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. General
produce markets: Liverpool, Friday. July 17. p. 13.
• Summary: “Soya bean meal, firm at £7 per ton ex mill in
bags.
“Soya cakes.–Liverpool makes held for £6. 12s. 6d.

“Soya beans quiet but firmer at £6. 12s. 6d. to £6. 15s.
“Oils &c... Soya bean oil firm: Liverpool makes in
exports 23s. and naked for prompt and forward 21s. 6d. per
cwt. ex mill.”
Note: This same section in the issue of July 14 (p. 12)
also mentions “Soya cakes.”
1723. Mercury (The) (Hobart, Tasmania, Australia). 1909.
Trade and finance. July 19. p. 3.
• Summary: “For some time past the oil crushers of the
United Kingdom have been giving considerable attention
to the soya bean. One large firm now sends samples of soya
oil in both a crude and refined state, and at the same time
writes concerning this product in the following terms:–’Soya
oil is now finding a very large outlet in this country for
soapmaking purposes. Most of the soapmakers are taking
refined oil, but some use crude; but in the latter case we think
they do the refining themselves. The oil has rather a lower
fatty acid melting point than cotton oil; consequently when
used alone it would not make a hard soap, and most of the
soapmakers here have found it necessary on that account
when using soya oil to increase the quantity of other hard
fats, such as tallow, cocoanut oil, palm-nut oil, etc.; and we
believe some of them have met with considerable success
by using Chinese vegetable tallow along with soya oil. The
yield of glycerine is quite as good as that from cotton oil,
and we believe it has proved an excellent fat for softsoap.
The refined oil is also finding a very largo market for edible
purposes, and is being taken up by the fatmakers, fish-fryers,
etc.”
Note. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2016)
that contains the term “oil crushers” in connection with the
soya bean.
1724. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. General
produce markets. July 21. p. 12.
• Summary: In the first section, titled “Liverpool, Tuesday”
the categories and prices are about the same as on July 10:
“Soya bean meal firm at £7 per ton ex mill in bags.
“Soya bean cakes firm; Liverpool makes £6. 12s. 6d. per
ton ex mill in bulk.
“Soya Beans continue firm; Harbin for early shipment
£6. 13s. to £6. 15s. c.i.f. and September-October Sakura £7
per ton c.i.f.”
Oils, &c... Soya oil firm, and continues in seller’s
favour; Liverpool makes in exports...
In the section titled “Hull, Tuesday” the first four
categories are Linseed (La Plata), Cottonseed, Linseed oil,
and Cottonseed oil. Then: “Soya bean oil.–July-August,
September-December, and January-April 20s. 6d.”
Note: La Plata is the capital city of the province of
Buenos Aires, Argentina.
1725. Seifensieder-Zeitung. 1909. Die Sojabohne und ihr
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wahrscheinlicher Einfluss auf der Maerkte [The soya bean
and its probable influence on the markets (Abstract)].
36(29):865-66. July 21. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
English-language article: Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter.
1909. “The soya bean and its probable effect on the
markets.” 75(25):7-8. June 21.
1726. Gordon, E.L.S. 1909. Manchuria. Export trade of
North Manchuria in wheat and beans. Board of Trade
Journal (London) 66:180. July 22. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The following information regarding the trade
in agricultural produce of North Manchuria is extracted from
an article which appeared in the ‘Hoku Manshu,’ a Japanese
weekly paper published at Harbin, a translation of which
article has been forwarded by the Acting British Vice-Consul
at Dairen (Mr. E.L.S. Gordon): “During the occupation of North Manchuria by Russian
troops, agriculture there underwent a great development,
owing to the large demand for provisions. At the end of the
Russo-Japanese war, however, the home demand suffered a
collapse, and it became necessary to find an outlet in foreign
markets. From 1906 to 1908 the staple produce of North
Manchuria was exported to Japan through Vladivostok.
During 1908 this trade suffered owing to the depression
in Japan; however, towards the end of the year, North
Manchurian beans and wheat began to be exported on a large
scale to Europe.
“Up to the autumn of 1908, the export trade from
districts north of Changchun [probably Ch’ang-ch’un,
capital of Kirin province] had been carried on viâ the
Chinese Eastern Railway and Vladivostok. Since last winter,
however, the increase in the transporting capacity of the
South Manchuria Railway, the better equipment and financial
organisation of the Japanese merchants, and the higher
freight rates that came into operation on the Chinese Eastern
Railway in November last, have occasioned a diversion
of the traffic to the South Manchurian Railway; large
quantities of agricultural produce from districts to the north
of Changchun [see Ch’ang-ch’un above] have been carried to
that place by Chinese carts, and thence sent by rail to Dairen.
“Formerly the trade in wheat and beans was entirely
carried on by Russian merchants, but since 1907 the trade
through both Dairen and Vladivostok has fallen into the
hands of Japanese, and, to some extent, of European
merchants.
“Mr. Gordon further reports that the cereal crops in
South Manchuria this year promise to be good. In some
places beans have been sown instead of wheat, and it is
stated that the bean crop will be greater this year than last by
30 per cent.
“In connection with the foregoing, it may be of interest
to note that, according to H.M. Commercial Attaché at Paris,
89,000 tons of oil seeds (‘fèves oléagineuses’ [probably

soybeans]) for cattle food, from Manchuria and Eastern
Siberia, passed through the Suez Canal during the five
months January–May of this year, destined chiefly, it is
believed, for the United Kingdom.” Address: Acting British
Vice-Consul, Dairen.
1727. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Beyond North
Bridge. Daily letter from East Hull. July 22. p 5, col. 1.
• Summary: Timber steamers are arriving in fair numbers at
the Alexandria and Victoria Docks. A glance at the quaysides
of the latter is sufficient to testify that the season is now in
full swing and work plentiful.” Work the Alexandra dock is
brisk in all departments–grain, timber, and coal. The recent
arrivals include the Glasgow steamer, Glenlogan, from
Dairen, Shanghai, and Singapore, discharging 72,000 bags of
oil beans [probably soya beans], 50 packages of bean cake,
and 378 cases of gambier [an astringent extract of a tropical
Asiatic plant, used in tanning]. Part of the cargo remains on
board for Antwerp... The Liverpool steamer Mary Horton,
from Saffi. discharging 6.800 qrs. [quarters] of barley. A full
cargo beans [probably soya]–72,787 bags–is being removed
from the holds of the Glasgow steamer Indian Monarch.”
1728. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. France.
Soya meal in cakes admitted free of duty. 14(173):111. July
22. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The Board of Trade are in receipt of
information through the foreign office, to the effect that
Soya Meal in cakes is now classed by the French Customs
authorities as oil cakes (Tariff No. 166), and is consequently
admitted duty-free.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “Soya Meal” to refer to
ground, defatted soybeans (one of two documents).
1729. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. The soy
bean trade. 14(173):113. July 22.
• Summary: “We have drawn attention recently to the
cumulative evidence regarding the importance now being
assumed by the Chinese soy bean in competition with
Indian oilseeds. Yet another link in the chain of evidence
has come to hand by last week’s advices. We learn from
a private and unquestionable source that a leading firm of
machinists and engineers has been asked to submit estimates
and drawings for an elevator for the handling of soy beans
in England. This indicates not only that the bulk of the trade
is already so large as to call for especial provision, but also
that it is regarded as permanent. If that be so, it is the more
important that India should take action forthwith to secure
her participation in the trade. The crop is understood to be
a rain crop and a sample of Manchurian beans furnished
by a leading mercantile firm to this Department was sent a
fortnight ago to the Imperial Agricultural Institution at Pusa
and has been found to germinate.
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“It has been ascertained also that these beans are
sometimes procurable in small quantities in the Calcutta
bazaar as they are used by Chinese in the preparation of
various foods...
“We hope to publish next week some notes by Mr.
Burhill, the Reporter on Economic Products, on the
characteristics of the bean and on its cultivation in India.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003)
that uses the word “elevator” (or “elevators”–referring to a
grain elevator) in connection with soy beans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2006)
that uses the word “oilseeds” (or “oilseed”) in connection
with soy beans.
1730. Press (New Zealand). 1909. Soya bean meal. July 22.
p. 2.
• Summary: “I do not know whether soya bean meal has
yet been introduced into New Zealand, but it is at present
causing considerable discussion at Home. A number of
cattle died near Edinburgh recently, and their death has been
attributed to the use of Soya bean meal. The Soya bean has
been used for centuries in the Far East both for cattle food
and human food, and shipments of it which have arrived
in this country recently have been thoroughly examined
and tested by expert botanists and chemists of the highest
standing, and have been pronounced suitable for cattle food
and to be free from anything of a deleterious nature. It is
claimed, therefore, that Soya beans constitute one of the best,
if not the best, cattle food ever imported into the county.
“It was suggested that the meal, if it caused the death of
cattle, might have been adulterated with that of other beans
which are known to be poisonous, but against this it was
pointed out that Soya bean meal, being the cheapest, it was
not likely that it would pay manufacturers to adulterate it. A
well-known scientific authority states that the Soya bean is
not strictly poisonous, but cake made from it has a purging
effect upon cattle. Experiment, however, shows that if given
in the proportion of 25 per cent, only with barley meal, or
cotton or linseed cakes the purging effects are neutralised
and cattle fatten quickly on such a ration. The price of
Soya bean cake in England is £6 10s, as against £7 10s for
decorticated cotton cake. The latest cattle poisoning case has
come from Shropshire, but it is not stated whether they had
any of the suspected meal or not. Death was found to be due
to an irritant poison, and the stomachs of the dead animals
have been sent to the Royal Veterinary College, London, for
exhaustive analysis. Until Soya bean meal is cleared from
the suspicion at present attaching to it, trade in it is likely to
suffer.”
1731. Drogisten-Zeitung (Vienna). 1909. Sojaöl [Soy oil].
24(30):264. July 23. [Ger]
• Summary: In recent times, there has been a great deal of
discussion about a new oleiferous (ölhaltig) raw material

for which a great future has been predicted. In particular
in England, they are very occupied with the soybean
(Sojabohne). It looks approximately like a yellowish pea
and grows in enormous quantities in China and primarily in
Manchuria. It is used a great deal there for human nutrition
and is highly esteemed as a food. During the last military
campaign, the Japanese troops were often fed with it. In
China and in Manchuria, large areas have already been
prepared for the cultivation of the soybean. The plant
assimilates nitrogen from the air, and as a result of this, the
cultivation of it depletes the soil less than the other oil seeds.
Soy oil will become a first competitor in a short time to
similar oils, all the more so because the purchase price of the
beans is very low as a consequence of enormous stocks.
Note 1. This article also appears in the Aug. 27 issue of
this newspaper (p. 299).
Note 2. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
1732. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. Commercial
and financial notes: The railway market–A salesman’s
grievance–Japanese silk goods–The rise in rubber–Soya
beans. July 23. p. 12.
• Summary: “The rapid developments which have recently
taken place in the trade in Soya beans in the United Kingdom
threaten to interfere somewhat seriously with the Indian
trade in linseed and cottonseed. The imports are chiefly from
Manchuria, but the beans are also cultivated on a large scale
in India [sic], where they are used as a foodstuff or as a green
manure. There appears, however, to be no large quantity
available for export from India at the present time.
“The Commercial Intelligence Department of India is
alive to the importance of the position and to the possible
effects of the competition of the Soya bean on the linseed
and cottonseed trades. Steps are therefore being taken to
bring it under the notice of the Indian agriculturists, and to
suggest the cultivation of the bean for export. Like many
other leguminous plants, it has the property of enriching in
nitrogen the soil in which it is grown, so that it is particularly
suitable for growth in rotation with maize and similar crops.
A great point is also made of the fact that the Indian exports
would enjoy an advantage over those from Manchuria in
the matter of freight. The low prices at which the Soya bean
products (cattle cake and oil) can be sold ensure an everincreasing demand.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2008) in
the Manchester Guardian that mentions the Soya bean (or
“soja bean” or “soy bean” or “Glycine hispida”).
1733. Bentley, Amos. 1909. Improvements in bread, cake,
biscuits, and like food preparations. British Patent 17,248.
Date of application: 24 July 1909. 2 p. Accepted 21 July
1910.
• Summary: “According to this invention food preparations
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such as described, are made from a mixture of wheat, flour,
and ‘soya’ meal.
“Soya meal is obtained from the seed of a species of
leguminous plant ‘dolichos soya’, which is grown in Japan,
and the East and West Indies.
“In order to obtain a meal suitable for food preparations,
the seed of the plant must first be ground or crushed and the
oil then expressed by subjecting it to considerable pressure.
The residue which is compressed into cakes by the process
mentioned is then ground into a meal of the requisite quality.
“A bread, very similar in appearance and quality to
ordinary brown or whole meal bread, but with a distinct
flavour is produced, by adding four pounds of soya meal to
every fourteen pounds of wheat flour. The flour and meal are
intimately mixed whilst in a dry state, and salt is preferably
added and thoroughly mixed in at the same time. About three
ounces of salt are added to every fourteen pounds of wheat
flour.
The above mixture of wheat flour, soya meal, and salt
can be stocked without deterioration, and can therefore be
supplied to the consumer in this form. It can then be made
into bread in the same manner as ordinary flour, by the
addition of yeast and water or its equivalent.
“The above proportion of soya meal is found most
suitable for bread, but this may be varied to a considerable
extent, especially in cake, biscuits, and the like.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term “soya meal” to refer to
soya flour. Address: Miller and Baker, 246 Derby Road,
Lenten, Nottingham city, [England].
1734. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1909. Scots News:
Edinburgh. 75(4):104. July 24.
• Summary: “An action has been raised before Lord
Mackenzie in the court of Session by David Blake,
dairyman, Backsidelea, Liberton, Midlothian, against J. & A.
Lawson, grain-millers, 117 Leith Walk, Leith, for payment
of 700 l. Blake states that twenty-five cows died or had
to be slaughtered, while three other depreciated greatly in
value, through being fed by Soya bean-meal supplied by
the defenders, which he alleges contained a cyanogentic
glucoside and created symptoms of prussic-acid poisoning
in all the cows. The defenders say that the pure Soya beanmeal supplied caused no evil results when supplied to other
buyers. Lord Mackenzie allowed a proof in the case.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011) in
Chemist and Druggist in which the toxicity of a soy product
is discussed or alleged.
1735. Monduit, Ph. 1909. Correspondance [Letters to the
editor]. Bulletin de la Chambre de Commerce de Paris
16(30):993-94. July 24. [Fre]
• Summary: This letter advocates modifying the customs
status of the soybean. The soybean is presently considered

to be a pulse. The author of this letter wishes that the French
customs authorities would consider it as an oleaginous or oilbearing plant. In support of his request, he puts forward the
fact that the soya is rich in oil and does not contain starch–
the opposite of pulses. He also indicates that the current
status for the soya penalizes the French farmers by depriving
them of an excellent source of protein (as meal/cake).
One amusing detail: he specifies in support of his
request that this food, although very high regarded and
widely consumed in many forms by the people of Asia, will
be not directly consumed in France as human food because
of the particular preparation (fermentation, sic) which it
requires. Address: President.
1736. Scotsman (Edinburgh). 1909. Produce: Liverpool. July
24. p. 6.
• Summary: “Soya beanmeal continues firm, at £7 per ton,
ex mill in bags.”
“Oilcakes firm, and a good trade continues... Soya bean
cake firm at £6. 12s. 6d. per ton for Liverpool makes, ex mill
in bulk.
“Seeds.–Linseed dull and idle,... Soya beans firm;
Harbin, for early shipment, £6. 13s. 6d.; to £6. 15s., c.i.f.;
September-October, Sakura £7 per ton, c.i.f.
“Oils &c.–Cottonseed oil firm; Liverpool edible, in
exports, 26s. 3d. per cwt.; naked for prompt, 24s. 6d.; and
crude, 23s. 6d. per cwt... Soya bean oil continues firm at
23s. 3d. to 23s. 6d. per cwt. for Liverpool makes, in exports;
naked, for prompt and forward 21s. 6d. to 22s. per cwt., ex
mill.”
Note 1. that soya bean oil is selling for about 3 shillings
less than cottonseed oil.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the word “beanmeal” or the term
“Soya beanmeal” to refer to ground, defatted soybeans.
1737. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1909.
Anfragen: 289. Sojabohnenoelkuchen [Questions: 289.
Soybean oil cakes]. 59(59):589. July 24. [Ger]
• Summary: H.S. in M., Hungary: Soybean oil cakes. Are
the so-called Indian soybean oil cakes (Sojabohnenölkuchen)
that have recently come on the market an inexpensive
concentrated feed that is easily digested and gladly
consumed by the livestock? And has anyone already carried
out feed trials with it, and with what results? Are there other
bean oil cakes (Bohnenölkuchen) from India? Economic
Administration (Oekonomieverwaltung) R., Bohemia.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojabohnenölkuchen (soybean
oil cake)–which remains after pressing the oil from whole
soybeans. This word appears in only 4 different issues of
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these newspapers from 1909 to 1930.

Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].

1738. Assistant Agrostologist [Westgate?]. 1909. Re:
Illustration in your bulletin on soy beans. Letter to Prof.
C.V. Piper [Head, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA], Chico,
California, July 26. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: Mr. Rockwell called me
over Saturday regarding an illustration in your bulletin on
soy beans. The illustration in question is one chosen from
a previous publication which is a rather bad diagrammatic
figure of the leaf, flower, and fruit of the soy bean. The
Division of Publication objects very seriously to this
illustration, and asked us to substitute another one if possible.
Mr. Rockwell makes the suggestion, which I think is a very
good one, that we allow the bulletin to go through as far as
the page proof, in the meantime have a good photograph
made from fresh material to be used as a half-tone. Some of
the soy beans at Arlington [Farm; Virginia] were in flower
last week, and I do not think it would be very long until we
could obtain some very good fresh material. This will delay
the bulletin very little, if any, and I think will be much more
satisfactory.
“Kindly let me know at your earliest convenience if this
arrangement meets with your approval.
“Very truly yours, Acting Agrostologist.”
Note: Prof. Piper was probably away inspecting the
USDA plant introduction garden at Chico, California.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 107.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Acting Agrostologist.

1740. Seifensieder-Zeitung. 1909. Die Sojabohne und
ihr wahrscheinlicher Einfluss auf der Maerkte (Schluss)
[The soya bean and its probable influence on the markets
(Conclusion) (Abstract)]. 36(30):892. July 28. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the conclusion
of following English-language article: Oil, Paint and Drug
Reporter. 1909. “The soya bean and its probable effect on the
markets.” 75(25):7-8. June 21.

1739. Oakley, R.A. 1909. Re: Need specimen of soy bean in
flower and fruit. Letter to Mr. W.J. Morse, Arlington Farm,
Rosslyn, Virginia, July 26. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: We are anxious to secure as
soon as possible a good explanation of soy bean in flower,
and fruit in order that we may make a photograph for Prof.
Piper’s bulletin. Please let me know when the plants are
sufficiently far along for this. As soon as you have found a
suitable plant it might be well to bring it in to the office and
we will have it photographed here. Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Asst. Agrostologist [Bureau of

1741. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. Soy
bean. Memorandum by reporter on economic products.
14(174):136-38. July 29. [14 ref]
• Summary: This is an excellent review of the literature
summary by Mr. Burhill (see this journal, 22 July 1909,
p. 113), from original observations and many early Indian
sources, of soybeans in India and the results of early soybean
cultivation experiments in India. The introduction of the
cultivated soy bean “into India is comparatively recent;
and, except among those tribes or peoples who are mostly
Mongolian, it has obtained little hold. I will state in what
parts of India it may be found.
“The Burmese grow it under the names of Pe-ngapi and
Pe-kyat-pyin, sowing it, never in great quantity, along with
other beans on the mud banks as the falling rivers leave them
bare in October, or more sparingly still away from the rivers.
The Kachins and other hill-tribes grow a little of it on their
hill-clearings, the Kachins calling it Lasi. The Khasis, the
Nagas and other tribes between the Brahmaputra and Upper
Assam cultivate it similarly. The Khasi name seems to be
U-rymbai-ktung and the Naga name An-ing-kiyo or Tzu-dza;
but these three names should be subjected to scrutiny as they
may be wrong. In the Brahmaputra valley it is grown, so far
as known, only towards Barpeta. Whether grown or not in
the hills north of the Brahmaputra I cannot prove, but the
probability is strong that it is. It is grown by the Lepchas in
Sikkim, and is called by them Salyang or Selliangdun, or by
the Bhutias [the Bhutia people constitute a majority of the
population of Bhutan and form minorities in Nepal and India,
particularly in the Indian state of Sikkim] Botumash Bhatwas
or Bhatmars.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in connection with Bhutan. They may
well be used or cultivated in Bhutan but we cannot be sure.
“It is apparently grown in the Kingdom of Nepal, for it
is found just under the mountains in the north of Oudh and
again in the valleys of the north-western Himalayas right
to the extreme end, and sparingly up to an altitude of 6,000
feet. In western Bengal and through the submontane districts
of the United Provinces it is rare, passing chiefly under the
name of Ram Kurthi, or in Bengal also as Gari Kalai. Right
upon the Nepal boundary it is known by the hill names, e.g.,
Bhatnas or Bhatwas, as well as Kajuwa. The Santals grow
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it and call it Disom Horec. I saw it in 1902 sparingly grown
towards Belgaum.
“There are several races in India differing in small
points; the seeds may be black or whitish, the leaves may be
larger or smaller, etc. The black-seeded races occur in the
hills, the other colours of seed both in the hills and the plains.
The Khasi hills contain both larger-leaved and smaller-leaved
plants...
“We seem to have no green [soy] beans in India
and nothing approaching the yellow Manchurian beans
[described by Hosie in 1904] in shape nor the larger black.”
Many analyses of the percentage, on a dry weight basis,
of the oils in soy beans from various countries have been
made. “The average of eight analyses of soybeans from
China is 19.89. The average of six analyses from Japan is
20.01. The average of six analyses from Java is 21.62. The
average of forty-two analyses from Europe is 18.98, being
from Germany fourteen analyses with an average of 19.74,
from Austria eleven, average 19.44, from Hungary six,
average 19.16, from Russia nine, average 17.93, from France
two, average 15.40...
Concerning the composition of Indian soy beans,
Church, in his Food Grains of India (p. 141) stated that they
contained: Water 11%, albuminoids [protein] 35.3%, fat
18.9%, starch and sugar 26.0%, fibre 4.2%, and ash 4.6%. “I
Presume he had Indian seed but it is not possible to say what
race he examined.
“Dr. Leather in 1903 analysed the seeds of seven
samples of soy from Japanese seeds cultivated at Manjri,
near Poona. The amount of oil in them varied from 14.92 to
23.05 per cent, being on the dry weight 15.97 to 24.41 per
cent with an average of 19.99.
“My office is now studying the composition of the seeds
of established races in order to see how they compare in oil
content with such material as Manchuria exports, or such
as Manchurian seed might give in India. At the present time
India has not the supply of these beans for an export trade;
but possibilities of a certain extent are evident.”
“One of the first considerations must be the yield that
soy will give per acre in various parts of the country. In
British India, in Burma, since the soybean is rarely cultivated
alone, no statistics on yields are available. “When the bean
in 1885 was grown experimentally at Nagpur from Japanese
seed, it yielded at the rate of 180 lbs. per acre [202 kg/ha]
(see Report Experimental Farms for that year, p. 5), but
later (vide Nagpur Experimental Farm Report for 1889-90,
p. 5) it yielded but an average of 88 lbs. per acre [98.8 kg/
ha] over five years. In Lahore in 1894-95 (vide Report on
the Government Agri-Horticultural Garden, p. 2) it yielded
at an estimated rate of 349 lbs. of seed per acre [391.9 kg/
ha] and 349 lbs. of fodder, but on a very small area. Its
yield was very poor in the next year. The estimated yield
in 1898 in an experiment done in Madras was 468 lbs. per
acre [525.6 kg/ha]. It has been grown sparingly at Nadiad

in Gujarat, and elsewhere in the Bombay Presidency. In the
Experimental Far Report, Bombay, for 1901 a big yield was
chronicled, but in the next year the crops at Poona and Surat
failed. In 1903 the seeds analysed by Dr. Leather, as already
reported, were grown near Poona: the yield is not recorded.
In 1904 a yield of about 300 lbs. per acre [337 kg/ha] was
obtained (Experimental Farms Report, Bombay, p. 70) on
light land. One year later nineteen plots were under trial but
with unpromising results, for only five yielded seed enough
to repay for the cost of cultivation. The yield varied from 50
to 293 lbs. per acre [56.2 to 329 kg/ha], the five promising
to be remunerative yielding over 200 lbs. per acre [224.6 kg/
ha]. The Manjri (Poona) farm grew 19 plots in 1905-06 with
better results, probably as a consequence of better land. Plot
No. 3 yielded at the rate of 700 lbs. per acre [786 kg/ha],
No. 13 at the rate of 690 lbs. per acre [774 kg/ha], No. 4. at
the rate of 650 lbs. per acre [730 kg/ha] and so on. Nearly
all the plots gave returns likely to be remunerative. [Note
that the size of the plots is unfortunately not indicated.] One
year later it was reported by Mr. Fletcher, Deputy Director of
Agriculture, Bombay (Annual Report of the Agricultural and
Botanic Stations for 1906-07, pages 15-16) that plot No. 5
had yielded on the edge of black soil at the rate of 1,166 lbs.
per acre [1,309 kg/ha], while plots numbered 6, 7, 12 and 13
gave, respectively, 513, 650, 575 and 395 lbs. per acre.
“Earlier than this in the United Provinces, many
experiments had been done at the Sahranpur Botanic
Gardens (vide Gollan in Bulletin of the Department of Land
Records and Agriculture, No. 21, 1906, pages 27-28). He
obtained yields at the rate of 1,124 lbs. per acre and 561 lbs.
per acre.
“These experiments have not yet affected the ryots
[peasants, tenant farmers]; the crop must be demonstrated
very clearly as a paying one before it will do that.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Lahore. It is not clear whether the
Lahore referred to was in today’s Pakistan or India. In 1846
Lahore was conquered by British troops and in 1849 placed
under British sovereignty. Before 1947 Lahore was a division
of the Punjab in British India. In 1947 it was divided, with
the Gujranwala, Sheikhupura, and Sialkot, and parts of
Gurdaspur and Lahore districts assigned to Pakistan. Ambala
and Jullundur districts and the remainders of Gurdaspur
and Lahore districts were assigned to India. In 1970 Lahore
became the capital of the reconstituted Punjab province.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen for seen
(March 2021) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in
Sikkim.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen for seen
(March 2021) that mentions the soybean in connection with
the Lepchas of Sikkim, or the Bhutias of Bhutan and Sikkim.
1742. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909.
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Chinese bean exports from Vladivostok. No. 3545. p. 5. July
30.
• Summary: “Consul Lester Maynard writes that the prices
of Chinese soy beans at Vladivostok vary between 18 and 30
tiao, sacks extra, per dan (1 tiao = about 11½ cents American
currency; 1 dan = about 2½ sacks or about 480 English
pounds). The consul gives the names of bean export houses
of Vladivostok, and states that they would undoubtedly quote
prices c.i.f. American ports, but only on telegraphic orders;
as the price fluctuates daily, it is impossible to give, firm
offers by mail.
“The Mitsui Bussan Kaisha has made a contract in
Harbin for 10,000,000 poods (1 pood = 36 pounds) of beans
to be exported via Vladivostok during the present year.
Contracts for beans of the 1910 crop have already been
signed, and steamers engaged to transport the beans.”
1743. J.M. 1909. Antworten und Briefwechsel: 790.
Sojabohnenkuchen [Replies and correspondence: 790.
Soybean cake]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
(Vienna) 59(61):607-08. July 31. [Ger]
• Summary: The answering of the inquiries from the circles
of our subscribers and the specialized inquiries that have
arrived is carried out for them in this journal free of charge.
790. Soybean cakes. Economic administration N.
Bohemia (reply to Question no. 289). Soybean cakes
(Sojabohnenkuchen) are the residue that remains with
the processing of soybeans (Sojabohne) into fat. Aside
from these cakes, soybean meal (Sojabohnenmehl) is also
marketed which contains the residues that have been defatted
even further. Cakes have a fat content of 4-5%, and that
of meal is 1-2%. According to a study by the Agricultural
Trial Station (Landwirtschaftliche Versuchsstation) in
Bonn, soybean oil cakes (Sojabohnenölkuchen) have the
following nutrient content: dry substance 88.6%, crude
protein (Rohprotein) 42.69%, pure protein (Reineiweiss)
41.47%, raw fat 5.95%, nitrogen-free extracts 28.07%, crude
fiber 6.02%, ash 5.94%. In a trial with two castrated rams,
the councilor (Hofrat) Prof. Kellner found the following
digestion coefficients: organic substance 85%, crude protein
87%, raw fat 94%, nitrogen-free extracts 62%. The soybean
has very widespread cultivation in China and Japan for
human use. In recent times, England has obtained colossal
quantities of soybeans for obtaining oil. Prof. Hansen in
Bonn-Poppelsdorf carried out a feed trial on dairy cows with
soybean oil cakes (Sojaölkuchen) in which in comparison
to flax cakes (Leinenkuchen), soybean cakes (Sojakuchen)
had a higher yield of milk and a somewhat lower fat content.
The trial animals digested the quantity of 5 kg per 1,000
kg of weight on the hoof (Lebendgewicht) very well. And
diarrhea, which according to other reports was to set in, was
not to be observed. The low price can easily be calculated
through the use of the analysis of the cakes that may be
purchased in comparison. Since the production of soybean

oil (Sojabohenenöl) has only taken an upswing in the most
recent of times, the perfection of it and thus a change in the
composition of the soybean cakes is very probable, which is
why the purchase of such cakes should take place only on the
basis of a controlled analysis.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojabohnenkuchen (Soy cake,
which remains after pressing oil from the whole soybean).
This word appears in 31 different issues of these newspapers
from 1909 to 1936.
Note 3. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojaölkuchen (Soybean oil cake,
which remains after pressing oil from the whole soybean).
This word appears in 6 different issues of these newspapers
from 1909 to 1949.
1744. Chamber of Commerce Journal (London). 1909. Soya
bean oil and oil cake. 32:199-200. July.
• Summary: “With reference to the paragraph in our previous
issue as to Chinese Soya beans...” During the last few
months, large quantities of these beans have been imported
into the United Kingdom. “The Soya bean grows in great
abundance in China and especially in Manchuria, where it is
used for human consumption, and its nutritive qualities are
highly appreciated. It forms the basis of a Japanese sauce
[soy sauce] of great repute.”
Because this leguminous plant absorbs nitrogen from
the air, it exhausts the soil much less than other oleaginous
plants. “In Europe the bean is only of value for the oil which
it contains and the cake left after the oil has been expressed.”
The oil-pressing mills at Hull, England, have already
imported large amounts and find the oil a valuable product,
with a good color. The residual cake makes an excellent
cattle food.
This year more than 150,000 tons have been exported,
and there are now many cargoes of 4,500 to 6,000 tons
on their way from Vladivostock [Vladivostok] and Dalny
to Europe, consigned to Hull, Liverpool, and Hamburg
[Germany]. The condition of the beans upon arrival is said
to be perfect, despite the long voyage. “The product is sold
with a guaranteed maximum of 2 per cent. of non-oleaginous
foreign matter; it is packed in the original sacks.
“The qualities are classified in three grades: No. 1,
shipped at Dalny; No. 2 at Vladivostock; and No. 3 at
Hankow. The value of No. 1 is about 12s. 7d. per 100 kilos
gross. c.i.f. European port direct. Nos. 2 and 3 are of equal
value about 12s. 5d. per 100 kilos gross.” The nutritional
composition of the soya bean cake is given.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2013) that uses the term “foreign matter” in
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connection with soybean grading.
1745. Crowe, E.F. 1909. Japan. Report for the year 1908 on
the trade of Japan. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual
Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain) No. 4290. 85 p. July.
• Summary: The section titled “Import of manures” (p. 18)
notes that most importers and dealers in manures lost money
last year. “The gains were made entirely in ammonium
sulphate and bean and cotton-seed cake, all the other lines
showing a decrease. Bean cake in particular recorded an
enormous advance, from over 5,500,000 piculs [1 picul
= 100 kin = 132.27 lb weight] worth 1,780,000l. [pounds
sterling], to 7,750,000 piculs, worth 2,220,000l.
“The fall in the value of silver of course made bean
cake look very cheap as compared with other fertilizers, but
it will be interesting to see whether the price will not rise
considerably in the future as a result of the new development
in the recent large shipments of beans from Dairen to
Europe.
“As regards oil cake China and Kwantung province
supplied nearly the whole quantity, while with sulphate of
ammonia the United Kingdom still provided the greater
share...”
A table in the section titled “Total volume of trade”
shows imports, exports, totals, and differences between
imports and exports for the years 1904-1908. It also shows
net increases or decreases for various two year comparisons.
Address: Commercial Attaché to His Britannic Majesty’s
Embassy, Tokio [Tokyo].
1746. Ruhräh, John. 1909. The soy bean in infant feeding;
Preliminary report. Archives of Pediatrics 26:496-501. July.

• Summary: This pioneering paper was read before the
Twenty-first Annual Meeting of the American Pediatric

Society, Lenox, Massachusetts, May 28, 1909. “The soy
bean (glycine hispida), sometimes incorrectly called the soja
bean, is an annual leguminous plant which originally grew
in a wild state from Cochin China to the south of Japan and
Java.”
There follows a brief but accurate history of the soy
bean. “In 1875 Professor Haberlandt began a series of
investigations with this plant in Austro-Hungary, and in his
work published in 1878 he urges the importance of the soy
bean as a food both for man and animals. After his death,
which occurred in 1878, very little notice was taken of the
soy bean in Hungary and the prophecy that he made for its
future failed.”
“As early as 1829 Thomas Nuttall wrote an article in the
New England Farmer concerning the bean as a valuable crop
for this country. The Perry expedition to Japan also brought
back soy beans, but until the last fifteen or twenty years the
plant was known only as a curiosity.”
“The plant is grown in America, but is used chiefly
for the purpose of a forage crop and comparatively little
reference has been made to its use as food for man.” The
plants “bear a remarkable number of beans and the flowers
are self-pollinated, making the yield independent of insects.
The bean may be easily grown in Maryland. I am indebted
to three friends for experimenting with this plant in their
gardens and obtaining good crops...”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
that mentions soybean pollination–quite remarkable since
it is by a pediatrician writing about a completely different
subject. It is also the earliest document seen (May 2009) that
uses the term “self-pollinated” (or self-pollinating, etc., with
or without the hyphen) in connection with soybeans.
“At the present time there are seven varieties handled
by seedsmen, and some twenty-two distinct varieties are
known.” The varieties Mammoth Yellow, Hollybrook, and
Ito San have been used in infant feeding experiments. “The
other varieties are the Guelph (green), the Samarow (green),
the Ogemaw (brown), and the Buckshot (black). All of these
latter may be grown in the north.”
“I am indebted to Mr. Frank N. Meyer, agricultural
explorer for the Department [U.S. Department of
Agriculture], for information concerning the use of the beans
in the East...”
“Some varieties are grown exclusively for the oil they
contain and its is used for culinary, illuminating [in lamps]
and lubricating purposes, the residue left after the oil has
been expressed being used for fertilizer and also as food
for animals. The light-colored beans are eaten in soups and
the pods are sometimes picked green, boiled, and served
cold with a sprinkling of soy sauce. The green varieties are
often pickled in brine and eaten moist or dried with meals as
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promoters of appetite; the same varieties are often slightly
sprouted, scalded and served with meals in winter time as
a green vegetable.” Also mentions “natto, tofu, miso, yuba,
and shoyu.” When making tofu: “The filtrate is a white,
opaque, milky liquid with a taste similar to malt. This soy
bean milk has a composition nearly the same as that of cow’s
milk” (as shown in a table) (p. 498-99).
“The soy beans are sometimes roasted and then used as
a substitute for coffee” (p. 499)
“The fact that the soy beans contain little or no starch
suggested to Dujardin-Beaumetz that they be used as a
food for diabetics. The soy bean flour has been placed on
the American market, but was withdrawn owing to the fact
that according to the manufacturers it contained 8 per cent.
carbohydrate. It contains much less carbohydrate, however,
than any of the other diabetic foods.”
“As regards the use of the beans in infant feeding it
seemed to me that soy bean gruel or milk, either alone or
with cow’s milk, might be of value in feeding several classes
of cases, viz., of marasmus and malnutrition, as a substitute
for milk in diarrhea, and in intestinal and stomach disorders,
and in diabetes mellitus.”
The writer had hoped to conduct experiments and make
a more complete clinical report but several misfortunes
attended his efforts to secure the beans. “My first crop was
eaten by rats, my second moulded in the pods owing to some
unusually damp weather, and insects ate about two-thirds of
my last crop. Fortunately, the beans may now be obtained
from Messrs. T.W. Wood & Son, Richmond, Virginia.
“So far the gruel has been prepared by soaking the beans
over night, stirring to remove the envelope surrounding
the bean. Three times the amount of water is added to the
beans and they are boiled until a smooth gruel results. This
is strained if necessary [to make real soymilk]. This has the
odor and taste of malt, but with the addition of a little salt is
well taken, especially after the first bottle or two. The gruel
is retained unusually well and seems to be easily digested.
The stools are not more frequent than with other foods. The
stools are light brown in color like those from malted milk.
This soy bean gruel has nearly the same food value as milk
and for certain children may need further dilution. About
the same size feedings should be used as if milk were being
given. Five percent sugar may be added to increase the fuel
value.
“I have not used the beans in a sufficiently large number
of cases nor over sufficient periods of time to justify any
further statements at this time, but I do feel that properly
used they will be a most valuable addition to the dietary of
the sick infant. Grinding them to a bean meal would simplify
matters very much, and, if success attends their use, a soy
bean meal could easily be prepared.
“I hope to be able to make a second report at the next
meeting and have called your attention to the bean in hope
that other members may try them and report at the same

time.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2020) that suggests the use of a soybean preparation as an
alternative to milk for infants who do not tolerate cow’s
milk.”
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2003)
concerning the actual feeding of soymilk to infants or
children, or concerning a soy-based infant formula. The
author was the world’s first pediatrician to use soybeans in
infant feeding, and did the first U.S. studies with soyfoods
and human nutrition.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “substitute for milk” to
refer to soymilk.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2002) that uses the word “malnutrition” in
connection with soyfoods.
Note 6. Pediatrician Herman F. Meyer (1960, p. x)
published a long poem by Dr. John Ruhräh titled “A Simple
Saga of Infant Feeding,” which described the history and
present status of infant feeding. Meyer described Ruhräh as a
“philosopher, teacher, poet, pediatrist [pediatrician] and able
historian.”
The following photo of Dr. John Ruhräh (1872-1935)
was taken in about 1914. Born in Chillicothe, Ohio, he
was a graduate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons
(Baltimore, 1894), did post-graduate work at Johns Hopkins,
the Pasteur Institute, Paris (1897), and in other European
schools (1900-1901), and was quarantine physician of the
port of Baltimore (1898-1900), where he became Professor
of pediatrics in the University of Maryland Medical School
and in the College of Physicians and Surgeons.
His autograph is shown below his photo. Address: M.D.,
Baltimore, Maryland.
1747. Guthrie, F.B. 1909. Pea-nut and bean cakes.
Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 20(8):670-72. Aug.
2.
• Summary: After discussing and analyzing the composition
of pea-nut cake, the article continues: “A similar product
[soybean cake] from China has come under our notice. It
is obtained from a small green bean grown in North China
and Manchuria. These beans are rich in oil, and the oil is
expressed in stone-mills and presses and used as a lubricant
and, in China, for cooking. The cake left after expressing
the oil is pressed into large discs about 2 feet diameter and 6
inches thick and weighing about 42 to 48 lb.
“It is ground up and used in the East as a manure. It
is also used, but less extensively, as a fodder. An analysis
of a portion of one of these cakes shows it to be a highly
nitrogenous food very similar in composition to the pea-nut
cake.”
A table shows the analysis of [soy] bean cake: Moisture
14.52%, ash 5.16%, fibre 4.03%, albuminoids 42.31%,
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carbohydrates 25.25%, ether extract (fat and oil) 8.73%.
Nutritive value 87.3. Albuminoid ratio 1 to 1.06.
Note: The “small green bean” must be the soy bean,
because the mung bean contains very little oil. Address:
Australia.
1748. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1909. The free list under the
new tariff bill. Aug. 6. p. 22.
• Summary: This is a list of goods that may be imported
free of any tariff to the United States. Category “637–Oils”
includes: “nut oil or oil of nuts, soya bean [oil], olive oil
prepared solely for mechanical or industrial purposes by
denaturing or processes rendering unfit for edible use,...
sesame or sesamum seed or bean,... spermaceti, whale, and
other fish oils of American fisheries... petroleum, crude or
refined, including kerosene, benzine, gasoline, naphtha, and
similar oils produced from petroleum.”
1749. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1909. Italy leads
importers of cotton seed oil. Aug. 9. p. 4.
• Summary: “There has been received by the various
members of the Cotton Seed Crushers’ Association of
Georgia copies of the latest report of Special Agent Julian
L. Brode, who is now investigating the cotton seed products
markets in Europe,...” It “is replete with interest concerning
the consumption of cotton seed oil and other cotton seed byproducts in Italy.”
Italy has the third highest duty on cotton seed oil (after
Austria-Hungary and Servia [Serbia]). In spite of that, Italy
is the 2nd largest importer (after Holland) of cottonseed oil
in Europe. “This is due mainly to the olive soil shortage in
Italy. During the recent season the Italians have made up the
greater part of their olive oil shortage from cotton seed oil,
in preference to other edible oils, such as sesame, arachide
[peanut], sunflower seed, soya bean, cocoanut, etc., all of
which can be bought cheaper on account of enjoying a lower
tariff duty.” Italy is the world’s leading producer of olive oil.
1750. Morse, W.J. 1909. Re: Have excellent soybean
plants for photographs. Letter to Mr. R.A. Oakley, USDA,
Washington, DC, Aug. 9. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: Morse is writing from Arlington Farm, Rosslyn,
Virginia: “My dear Oakley: I gave you a memorandum
some time ago in regard to alfalfa seed for Mr. Lynn and Mr.
Mayer... Both wish the seed for experimental purposes.
“Have some excellent soybean plants for photographs
now. What success did you have with the other ones? If you
desire any more plants, call me up and I will try to get them
over to you as soon as possible. Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box

92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Office of Seed Distribution,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1751. Hodgson, R.M. 1909. Manchuria: Bean crop. Board of
Trade Journal (London) 66:341. Aug. 12.
• Summary: “The bean crop of last season probably
amounted to about 900,000 tons. The prospects for the
coming season are fairly good, although retarded by late
rains; a crop possibly 20 per cent. larger than last season may
be expected.” Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen
(May 2014) that gives soybean production or area statistics
for Manchuria. Address: British Vice-Consul, Vladivostok
[Russia].
1752. Christian Science Monitor. 1909. Italy a big cotton
seed oil importer from this country. Aug. 13. p. 7.
• Summary: This article, which is almost identical to that
published 4 days earlier by The Atlanta Constitution (Aug. 9,
p. 4), contains the exact same paragraph concerning “other
edible oils, such as sesame, arachide [peanut], sunflower
seed, soya bean, cocoanut, etc...”
1753. Corps Gras Industriels (Les) (Paris). 1909. L’huile
de soja et son influence sur le marché [Soybean oil and
its influence on the market (Abstract)]. 36(3):34. Aug. 15;
36(4):50. Sept. 1. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This two-part article is a French-language
summary of the following English-language article: Oil,
Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. “The soya bean and its
probable effect on the markets.” 75(25):7-8. June 21.
1754. Hodgson, R.M. 1909. Bean crop of Manchuria: Hints
to shipowners as to charterparties for Vladivostok. Board of
Trade Journal (London) 66:423-24. Aug. 26.
• Summary: The soybean crop in Manchuria is expected to
be 20-50% larger than last year’s crop. This would mean a
total crop of 1,000,000 to 1,400,000 tons. It is being offered
at 32 copecks per pood (about 2s. 1d. per cwt). Note: 1 cwt =
hundredweight = 112 pounds.
“The export through Vladivostok of the 1908 crop is
not yet entirely finished, some 20,000 tons still being stored
there for shipment. The amount sent to Europe through
Vladivostok so far has been 180,000 tons, and the greater
part of this has been for the English market, although one
full cargo went to Hamburg [Germany], and various small
consignments to Scandinavian ports. The price, at the time
of writing, was 72 copecks per pood (4s. 8d. per cwt.) [4
shillings 8 pence per hundredweight] f.o.b. Vladivostok...
“There is every prospect of the bean trade in North
Manchuria developing into a complicated and highly
speculative business. The industry has created interest in
many quarters, with the result that the number of buyers is
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increasing. American firms have recently entered the market.
German firms, in view of the repeal of the duty on beans
in Germany, will undoubtedly buy largely; while a well
known Japanese firm, by far the largest operators till now,
are believed to be preparing for export on an even greater
scale than hitherto. The tendency promises to be for Chinese
merchants to get the business into their own hands, buying
from the local producers and selling again to the European
firms. At present the practice is for the agents of these last
to go into the country and buy with Chinese measurements
and money. The business is a very difficult one, and several
firms engaging in the business for the first time have bought
their experience dearly.” Address: British Vice-Consul,
Vladivostok [Russia].
1755. Milling (Liverpool). 1909. A new British industry.
Soya beans. Their cultivation and manufacture. Their
wonderful food value. Great possibilities. 33(9):290, 292.
Aug. 28. Also printed in 1910 as Soya Beans, a 27-page
booklet by Northern Publishing Co. in Liverpool., Liverpool.
Extensively quoted by Sawer 1910 (p. 27) and 1911 (p. 212).
[1 ref]
• Summary: “The firms which first entered the export trade
in Soya beans in quantity were Messrs. Nathanson (Russia)
and Messrs. Mitsui and Co. (Japan). Several English firms
have also entered the trade, and among these must be
mentioned Messrs. S. Macgregor and Co., and Messrs.
Jardine, Mathieson [Matheson] and Co. We believe that
Messrs. [John] Bibby, of Liverpool, were one of the first
British importers of Soya beans, that firm having received a
considerable quantity last year [1908]. It was not until last
Spring, however, that consignments arrived in this country in
large cargoes. Up the present time the imports in 1909 have
been estimated at about 300,000 tons. This is a large total for
the first year of general crushing, and shows that the trade is
certainly to be largely increased, providing that Manchurian
exporters can secure the beans, and of this there does not
appear to be any doubt.”
The yellow Sakura soybean variety shipped from Dalny
appears to be the best quality and commands a price of
about 2/6 per ton more than small yellow varieties such as
the Harbin variety shipped from Vladivostok or the Hankow
variety shipped from Shanghai. “The black Soya bean
appears to be the richest in oil, while analysis proves it to
contain a large percentage of albuminoids and phosphates.
“The analysis of the ordinary yellow Soya bean, made
by Mr. Alfred Smetham, F.I.C., F.C.S., of Brunswick
Street, Liverpool, shows an average of about the following
constituents:–Water 12 per cent., oil 17 per cent.,
albuminoids (protein) 38 per cent., carbohydrates 22 per
cent., fibre 5 per cent., ash 5 per cent., and sand 1 per cent...
“Mr. Smethan, in a pamphlet he has prepared for the
Annual Journal of the Royal Lancashire Agricultural Society
for 1909, gives a number of analyses of Soya beans, besides

the products of oil and flour millers generally. Some of
our readers will be interested to learn that the Chinese in
Liverpool have regularly imported various kinds of Soya
beans, which are sold in the Chinese shops for human food.
We understand that the method of cooking them is very
similar to the British plan of steeping and boiling dried
peas. In China the beans, after having had the oil extracted
from them, are used for feeding pigs and cattle, as well as
for manuring the land. The beans have long been known
in Japan, where they are made into a favourite condiment
known by the name of Shoyu, the meal from the beans being
mixed with meal from either wheat or barley.”
The oil is of a superior kind and finds a ready sale
at high prices for a great variety of purposes, including
the manufacture of margarine and other edible goods, the
manufacture of fine toilet soaps and paint oils. Note 1. This
is the earliest document seen (May 2020) concerning the use
of soybean oil in margarine.
“We hear that the Japanese are extracting the caseine
[casein] from Soya beans, using it as a substitute for milk. It
is said that this vegetable milk is produced by extracting the
juice. The preparation, according to the Java Times, is a very
popular drink among the poorer classes of China and Japan.
In making the milk the beans are first softened by being
soaked and then boiled in water. The liquor is secured by
straining and is similar to cow’s milk in appearance, but has
a different composition, which renders it highly suitable for
use in tropical countries...
“The most interesting use to which the bean can be
put, from a corn miller’s point of view, is the production
of flour for bread-making purposes. This has been done by
a Hull firm who recommend that the Soya flour be mixed
with wheat flour in the proportion of one of the former and
four or five of the latter. We have obtained a sample of Soya
flour and blended it with white flour. After baking a loaf it
was seen that the top broke but the crumb was all that could
be desired. The flavour of the loaf was superior to that of
average brown bread. The Soya flour cannot be bleached;
therefore, it would not be suitable for white bread making.
We think that a proportion of Soya flour might be blended
into the millers’ brown meal with advantage, because of its
great food value and its flavour. Further mention is made of
Soya beans and flour in our editorial notes.
“Just as we go to press a gentleman called at this office
and showed us a Soya bean pod which had been plucked
from plants raised in South-West Lancashire [England]. It
was fully ripe and contained four beans... Soya beans, he
informs us, have been grown before in this country as an
experiment though without much success.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2014) that mentions Mitsui & Co. (a major Japanese trading
company) in connection with soybean exports to England.
1756. Milling (Liverpool). 1909. Soya beans. 33(9):288-89.
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Aug. 28.
• Summary: This article, which precedes by 2 pages a larger
article on the subject, is published under seven equal-sized
heads: Soya beans. A new trade. Empire production. Buyers
of soya beans. Food purposes. Brown bread. Wheat gluten.
“There is a probability of the import of Soya beans becoming
a trade of great importance in this country. For some years
a cake, made from the residue left by crushing them for
the sake of the oil they contain, has been imported into this
country. The first really commercial import of these beans
was, we believe, made by a Liverpool firm last year. Their
great value, both for oil production and for other purposes,
has been known for many years, but it was not until after the
Russo-Japanese War that the development of the crops in
Manchuria was commenced with a view to an export trade...
Since the Spring of this year the import [of Soya beans to
England] has been several hundred thousand tons.”
Sir Alfred Jones is seeing if soybeans can be grown
on the west coast of Africa. An influential commission
appointed by the Canadian government visited England and
other European countries to find out why Canada had lost a
portion of her trade in bacon. It is thought that if farmers in
Canada had soya bean meal they would be able to produce a
much larger quantity of bacon.
“We mentioned in a recent issue of Milling how the
beans were being finely desiccated and sold for admixture
with wheaten flour. Since that time we have obtained baking
samples of the flour which is far superior to that first seen.
A loaf of bread was made from four parts of English patent
[flour] and one part of Soya flour. The loaf produced was of
a very pleasant flavour. It cut quite clean and there was an
absence of crumbs... The colour of the loaf was a rich brown
and the flavour was very good.” The quality of brown bread
could probably be greatly improved by the addition of soya
flour.
“The albuminoids of wheat are of a very different order
from those of most other cereals. They provide the baker
with a substance which holds in the gas produced by the
yeast and so cause the light loaf of bread in which bakers
delight in producing... If we could make the albuminoids
of other cereals as elastic and tough as those of wheat, light
bread could be made from such as barley, maize, oats and
Soya flours.” Address: England.
1757. Hall, G.H. 1909. Farm correspondence: Soja beans–
How to use them. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Aug. 30.
p. 10.
• Summary: “In response to your request, I give my method
of gathering Soja beans. When planted in rows for seed, I
cut with a mower, when the pods turn yellow, and cure as I
do peavine hay. When replanting cotton with them, I use a
corn knife. I have so far had no trouble to cure them. After
a few days’ sun I haul to barn and thrash out with flail when
I need them for seed. Don’t put off cutting too long, as they

shatter out badly when too ripe. I planted between my corn
this year, and have them 4 feet high, filled with fruit, and
consider them far superior to cowpeas as a forage crop, but
not so good for land improvement, unless cut before the
fruit matures. They are fine feed for stock, especially for
young growing calves and pigs, making bone and muscle.
A fair crop is about 20 to 25 bushels per acre. Next year I
shall plant them after oats, and think in this latitude they will
easily mature before frost.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2006) that uses term “peavine hay” to refer to
the hay of the cowpea plant (Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp.).
Address: Red Springs, North Carolina.
1758. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. The soya bean in
the United Kingdom: Closer investigation confirms former
statements of the Reporter on the growing importance of the
new industry–present market value of the bean and its oil in
Great Britain–its various uses, etc., etc. 76(9):16. Aug. 30.
• Summary: Dateline: “London, Aug. 7, 1909.” Contents:
Current prices and trade. Soap making. Feeding cake. Paint
and varnish making. Edible oil. Burning oil. Linoleum.
“The Reporter’s recent articles on the Soya bean oil
under date June 21 and June 28 have been widely quoted on
this side of the Atlantic and if possible have accentuated the
keenness of interest in a commodity which, by all accounts,
seems marked for an important permanent place among
produce and in industry. Supplemental particulars obtained
here tend to confirm the extent to which it has been adopted
in manufacture in the United Kingdom and also to emphasize
the scope of experimental investigation with the object
of improving its industrial adaptability, of perfecting its
refinement for edible purposes and of bettering the already
well-recognized qualities of the bean cake as a feeding stuff.
“The importation of Soya beans into the United
Kingdom during the first half of the current year totaled
571,849 quarters (a quarter dry measure = 480 lbs.) or about
122,500 tons, June contributing roughly 188,000 quarters,
May about 75,000 quarters and (to go no farther back) April
just on 158,000 quarters. The distribution of the aggregate
shipments to date have been fairly wide, Hull receiving the
larger proportion, viz., 258,545 quarters. Liverpool coming
second with 134,088 quarters, the British Channel taking
74,038 quarters, London 50,157, Rochester 36,285, Leith
13,925 and Southampton 4,811 quarters. And the combined
value of these importations into the United Kingdom during
the six months is returned at £736,776.”
Tables show the prices (in pounds sterling, but with no
units of quantity given) of soya oil in London and Hull; it
sells for about 87% as much as crude cotton oil. Most of
these soya beans came from northern Manchuria. Harbin
and Dalny are the chief marketing centers, and rank first in
quality, followed by Vladivostok and Hankow [China]. “The
Manchurian farmer requires payment at collection of bean
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or before delivery and this has tended to narrow the shipping
trade into the hands of a few.”
“In view of the large demand the Imperial Institute
authorities in London have suggested the extension of
cultivation in those parts of the British Empire where it does
well. It is cultivated already on a moderate scale in India and
other British colonies, mostly for making feeding stuff or as
a green manure and it is suggested that West, East and South
Africa are particularly suitable for cultivation purposes.
These observations are of interest in view of the possibility
of stimulating cultivation in the American cotton belt.”
“Linoleum: Experiments have been proceeding with
Soya oil as a substitute for linseed oil in the manufacture of
linoleum, but reports as to the measure of success are not
definite.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
that mentions the use of soya oil in making linoleum.
Webster’s Dictionary defines linoleum (derived from the
Latin linum = element [or the genus of the flax plant] +
oleum = oil, and first used in 1878) as “1: a floor covering
made by laying on a burlap or canvas backing a mixture of
solidified linseed oil with gums, cork dust or wood flour
or both, and usually pigments. 2: a material similar to
linoleum.”
Note 2. A quarter is an imperial unit equal to 28 pounds
(12.7 kg), or one fourth of 1 long hundredweight (112 lb or
50.8 kg).
1759. New York Times. 1909. The talk of the day [vegetable
milk from the Soja bean]. Aug. 31. p. 6.
• Summary: “The Japanese have discovered a cheap
substitute for the milch cow in the form of a tiny bean. The
juice, which is extracted by a special process from the bean,
is said to be an excellent vegetable milk, the properties of
which render it highly suitable for use in tropical countries.
The preparation, according to ‘The Java Times,’ is obtained
from the Soja bean, a member of the leguminous family of
plants, and a popular article of food among the poorer classes
of Chinese and Japanese. In making the vegetable milk
the beans are first of all softened by soaking and boiled in
water. The resulting liquor is exactly similar to cow’s milk in
appearance, but is entirely different in composition.”
1760. Carmichael, B.E. 1909. Rations for fattening swine.
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 209. p.
71-89. Aug.
• Summary: The introduction, titled Feeds for use with
corn,” states: “It is an accepted fact that corn alone will not
produce the most rapid nor... the most economical gains
with growing, fattening swine.” Economical gains depend
greatly on the “widely varying market prices of the feeds
which constitute the rations. It is, then, obviously impossible
to suggest a ration that will prove most profitable under all
conditions. Results of feeding tests will show the efficiency

of rations, but feeders will need to apply local market
conditions to these results in order to select the ration that
will give the best financial returns.”
The section titled “Grain rations for feeding in dry
lots” states that corn will “doubtless continue to be the chief
grain used for fattening swine in dry lots.” However, when
the price of corn is high, it must be supplemented with less
expensive feeds to get best financial returns. “Of the feeds
used in connection with corn, skim milk gave the highest
daily gain per pig. If skim milk is available and not too
expensive, “it seems very improbable that any other feed
will supplement corn more completely, or that any ration will
produce any more rapid and economical gains than will corn
and skim milk” (p. 72-73).
“Digester tankage, a packing house [slaughter house]
by-product, ranked next to skim milk for efficiency in
producing rapid and... economical gains” (p. 73)
A table in this section (p. 73) shows that 1 part soy bean
meal [probably ground whole soybeans] was used with 4
parts corn meal. But the swine consuming this ration failed
to consume a sufficient amount of feed to produce very rapid
gains.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2010) that contains the terms “dry lots” or “dry
lot feeding.” These terms are used in contrast to grazing in a
pasture for live, green forage.
The section titled “Soybeans compared with tankage for
supplementing corn in dry lot feeding” (p. 75-79) showed a
very high value of soybeans as a supplement for corn. But at
more than $30/ton, soybeans are expensive. “Although the
present prices for soybeans that are fit for seed prohibit their
profitable use for feeding purposes, yet, with its high feeding
value, effect as a soil improver, and an average yield under
Ohio conditions of about 18 bushels (1,080 pounds) per acre,
it seems entirely probable that the soybean crop may come to
be grown very extensively in Ohio for feed purposes.”
Summary: “Skim milk, soybeans, tankage, middlings
and pasture grass all proved valuable feeds for use in
connection with corn. The supplemental feed to use will
depend very largely upon market prices.” Address: Chief of
Dep. of Animal Husbandry, Wooster, Ohio.
1761. Product Name: Soya Flour.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hull Oil Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Stoneferry, Hull, England.
Date of Introduction: 1909 August.
New Product–Documentation: Milling. 1909. Aug. 28;
London Times. 1911. April 13. p. 18c. “The Soya Bean.”
The managing director of this company states that they
manufacture soya flour, but it is not used for the manufacture
of soya biscuits at Hull, as a previous article had said. “Soya
biscuits are being manufactured by one of the leading biscuit
manufacturers in the United Kingdom, but so far as we know
they are not being manufactured at Hull.”
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Zeitschrift für das Gesamte Getreidewesen. 1913. No.
4. p. 134. By 1913 the Hull Oil Engineering Company in
Stoneferry, England, was manufacturing a soya bean flour
under the name “Homco.”
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made in England.
1762. Product Name: Soya Biscuits (Containing Soya
Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name: Messrs. Euing and Co., Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Liverpool, England.
Date of Introduction: 1909 August.
New Product–Documentation: Sawer. 1911. Cedara
Memoirs on South African Agriculture. Vol. 2. Report X.
p. 212. These biscuits “resemble the famous Scotch cake
in being crisp and have more food value when judged by
analysis.”
1763. Sundius, -. 1909. China. Report for the year 1908
on the trade of Amoy. Diplomatic and Consular Reports,
Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain) No. 4322. 8 p.
Aug.
• Summary: A table titled “Return of principal articles of
native origin imported into Amoy during the years 1907-08”
(p. 6) shows that imports of “Bean cake” and “Beans” were
as follows for each year (in cwts) [1 cwt = hundredweight
= 112 pounds]: 1907–480,708 / 495,077. 1908–777,070 /
892,072. Average 1902-06–630,832 / 667,657.
Facing the title page is a table of currency equivalents.
Address: Consul [British].
1764. Tropenpflanzer (Der) (Berlin). 1909. Die Soja-Bohne
[The soybean]. 13(8):388-90. Aug. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Compare this with the detailed article by Prof.
Fesca on the same subject in Tropenpflanzer, Aug. 1898, p.
233.
After the Russo-Japanese War, large amounts of soybean
products entered Tsingtau [Qingdao]; they were cultivated
in Manchuria and exported through Newchwang [Yingkou].
The export of soybeans and soybean oil was limited almost
entirely to China proper; only small amounts were exported
to Japan. However very large amounts of soybean cakes–
almost 80%–were exported to Japan, with the rest going to
south China.
Soybeans are also exported to central Europe. The
soybean differs from other beans in its much larger contents
of oil (roughly 10 times as much) and protein. A table gives
the chemical composition of soybean seeds. In 1908 the
Chinese province of Kwangtung in Swatow, which has a
shortage of animal manure, imported more than 2½ million
piculs of soybean cake for use as fertilizer.
Soybeans are widely used in China to make foods, such
as tofu (Bohnenkäse), soy sauce and soybean oil.
The prices of various soy products in Tsingtau are

given: Soybeans, soybean oil, soybean cake. The freight to
Hamburg for soybeans and soybean oil is given; soybean
cakes are not yet imported to Europe. The export tariff for
each of the three is given, as well as the landed price in
Hamburg.
1765. Coalville Times (Utah). 1909. Turnip crop to turn
under: Nothing grown that furnishes so cheaply and
abundantly so large amount of humus. Sept. 3. p. 7.
• Summary: “The past fall, owing to an early and very
destructive frost which occurred in our vicinity, hundreds
of acres of corn were almost entirely destroyed... In our
own case ten acres of cowpeas and soy beans were killed
outright.”
Note 1. There is every reason to believe this article is
about a frost and soybeans in Utah.
Note: This article also appeared in the Emery County
Progress (Utah) (4 Sept. 1909, p. 5).
1766. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Photographs to be made at
Arlington Farm. Letter (memorandum) to W.J. Morse,
[Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia], Sept. 3. 3 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: In regard to the photographs
of forage crops to be made at Arlington Farm this fall, I
would suggest as follows:” After a long section on cowpeas,
comes a shorter section on:
“Soybeans: Individual plants of soybeans should be
photographed in the same manner as individual plants of
cowpeas [“... single plants or very short rows of all of the
varieties that show striking characteristics. If possible these
photographs should be taken so as to permit use in a full
page plate, so that four varieties could be put on one plate.
In each of these photographs I think the stake should appear
alongside the plant, and a short painted stake that will show
the height of the plant... The plants should be photographed
about the time the pods are full grown.
“Cowpea rows: Wherever it is possible to get two to
four rows of cowpeas in the same photograph that will show
striking differences in habit, or even striking similarity...
It seems to me there are about a dozen photographs which
should give a series of very sharp contrasts.
“I would like to have Mr. Crandall make a photographic
plate in his laboratory of typical pods of two or three or four
varieties of sesquipedalis on the same plate, so as to show
very striking characteristics”].
“I want the photographs to show clearly the habit of
the plant, and, if possible, want it so that it can be reduced
so that four plants can be shown on one plate. Photographs
should be taken of a sufficient number of varieties to show
all of the different habits.”
Note: Vigna unguiculata subsp. sesquipedalis, the
yardlong bean, is also known as bora, the long-podded
cowpea, asparagus bean, snake bean, or Chinese long
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bean. It is known as dau gok in Cantonese, jiang dou in
Standard Chinese, thua fak yao in Thai, kacang panjang in
Indonesian and Malay, sitao or sitaw in Tagalog, utong in
Ilokano, bora or bodi in the West Indies and vali, Borboti in
Bengali, India, eeril in Goa, India or dau dua (Vietnamese,
literally: chopstick bean), ju-roku sasage in Japan. Despite
the name, the pods are actually only about half a yard long;
the subspecies name sesquipedalis (one-and-a-half-foot-long)
is a rather exact approximation of the pods’ length. (Source:
Wikipedia, March 2012).
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
1767. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Cowpea and soybean flowers.
Letter to W.J. Morse, Arlington Farm [Rosslyn, Virginia],
Sept. 3. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: In regard to cowpeas
and soybean flowers, I would like to have you make the
following observations:
“Cowpea flowers: How early in the morning are these
usually in bloom? At what time of day does the flower close
up? (To determine this accurately I wish you would mark a
few flowers so as to get exact data).
“Soybean flowers: How early do the flowers open? How
long do they remain open? Does the same flower ever open
for two days in succession?
“In studying the soybean flowers, I wish you would
compare several varieties, as I believe that is some varieties
the flowers wither and shrivel in a much shorter time than
in other varieties. I shall try to make similar observations at
other places. Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
1768. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. General
produce markets: Liverpool, Friday. Sept. 4. p. 14.
• Summary: “Soya bean meal firm, at £7 2s. 6d. per ton, ex
mill in bags.”
“Soya bean cakes firm; Liverpool makes £6. 15s. to £6
17s. 6d. per ton ex mill in bulk.
“Soya oil beans slow, with sellers of Harbin early
shipments £6 15s. to £6 12s. 6d. and December-January new

crop £6 12s. 6d. per ton c.i.f.”
“Oils &c.–Cottonseed oil steady, 25s. 9d. for Liverpool
edible in exports,... Soya bean oil continues quiet at 22s. 6d.
to 23s. for Liverpool makes in exports and naked for prompt
and forward 20s. 9d. to 21s. 3d. per cwt. ex mill.”
1769. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: I will be in Knoxville on the 9th
instant. Letter to Prof. H.A. Morgan, Director, Tennessee
Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, Sept. 4. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Morgan: I will be in Knoxville
on the 9th instant, and expect to remain several days. I hope
your soybeans are doing nicely as are those at some of the
other stations this season.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1770. Stevens, F.D. 1909. Re: Condition of soybeans. Letter
to Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture, Washington, DC,
Sept. 6. 2 p. Handwritten, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. [sic] Piper: I have just returned from
a two weeks trip to my home in Michigan, and have your
letter of August 31, I shall be very glad indeed to see you
when you come south, and shall be on the lookout for you.
“Upon my return I made a trip over the soybean plots
and find some of them already to [sic, too] mature to cut with
the mower, in fact one kind is already shelling badly so I will
be forced to pull by hand tomorrow and flail them out. The
majority of the plots can stand longer, but you will find me
working in them when you arrive.
“I had some seed of the Mammoth Yellow which were
grown on the Station last year and which I planted along with
the others this year. I find three of the varieties you sent me
to resemble them very much. They are now about 3 feet high
and green, in spite of the dry, hot windy weather we have had
continuously for three weeks or more. I believe these to be
the best, for forage and perhaps for seed, of the varieties tried
here. They do not break down under hot dry weather, and are
still early enough so that I must pull them, which I expect to
start doing this P.M. So far as seed production I think all of
the varieties are going to do very well.
“Many planters who have seen the plots are going to try
them next year. All seem to take them, especially to those
spoken of in the first paragraph of this letter.
“Soybeans and cow peas were planted June 1 and 2. I
am sure that I will make seed on the later maturing varieties
of the soya, and am sorry that the early ones we to pieces
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so badly during my absence. I think probably some of them
would be of more value than I can now give in that they
could have been handled previous to cotton picking time.”
“If you find it convenient I should be very glad to have
you visit me on this trip.
“Yours very truly, F.D. Stevens.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Secretary,
Canebrake Agric. Exp. Station, Uniontown, Alabama.
1771. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Trip to the South. Letter to Prof.
F.D. Stevens, Experiment Station, Uniontown, Alabama,
Sept. 8. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Stevens: I am starting for the South
tonight, but my itinerary is such a complex one that I may
have to cut out Uniontown. If I come at all it will have to be
from Biloxi, in which event I will see you about the 23rd, or
thereabouts. I shall advise you in advance whether it will be
possible for me to come. Will you please write me about the
condition of the soybeans is apt to be at that time. Address
me c/o Prof. H.A. Morgan, of Knoxville, Tennessee, so that
the letter will not reach me later than September 12th.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist [USDA].
1772. Stevens, F.D. 1909. Re: More about condition of
soybeans. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture,
Washington, DC, Sept. 8. 2 p. Handwritten, with signature
on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: Upon my return from my
vacation I wrote you in a general way about the Soybeans.
On account of the long dry spell during Sept. many of the
varieties seemed to go to pieces pretty badly, in fact much
worse than I had expected them to. Of those you sent I
believe only three, possibly four would be fit to save for
forage. Numbers 25162; 25093; and 14953 resemble very
much the Mammoth Yellow, seed of which I saved last year.
In all of these the pods are well formed and seed are just
forming. They will probably be ready to gather [harvest]
about the time you will be here, providing, you think it
possible to come. These are all 3 feet high at least, are of a

rich green color, and shade the ground completely.
“Number 23336 seems to show a tendency to twine. It
is now in flower, no pods having yet formed. It is of a lighter
color than those above referred to, and shows the same
tendency to rust. For forage purposes it would stand second
to the above of the varieties tried here.
“All the other varieties I find lost their leaves more or
less during my absence so that it would be impossible to cut
and cure them. Number 17254 is shelling out very badly to
harvest to be followed by oats or other [taller?] winter crops.
“One variety you sent is just now in flower. I hardly look
for it to produce seed though it may providing we have a late
frost.
“I shall look for you in the course of a week or so and
hope to show you some of the agricultural advantages of this
section.
“Yours sincerely, F.D. Stevens.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Secretary,
Canebrake Agric. Exp. Station, Uniontown, Alabama.
1773. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. The
Manchurian soya bean: New industries projected. Sept. 10.
p. 10.
• Summary: “Considerable interest has been awakened in
commercial quarters by the statements recently published as
to the immense possibilities of the Manchurian Soya bean
and there is a probability that at Liverpool, if not also on
the banks of the Ship Canal, an important new industry will
spring up.”
Note: The Manchester Ship Canal, opened in May 1894,
transformed Manchester from a landlocked city into a major
sea port, known as the Port of Manchester.
“The value of the bean has already been recognised
in various parts of the world, but it was only in the recent
opening of the Manchurian Railway for other than military
purposes that revealed the immense trade possibilities
connected with it.”
“The uses of the bean are manifold. It is said to be
excellent in bread; it yields a rich oil, is a capital food for
cattle and pigs; and in Japan even milk has been derived
from it, and from that milk cheese of various sorts has been
made. It forms such a rich food for pigs that it requires to
be mixed with plainer fare before being offered to them.
Its advantages in this direction were quickly grasped by
the enterprising Danish pig-breeders; they bought heavily
on the Hamburg market, and the subsequent decline in the
imports of Canadian hog products into this country has been
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attributed, in part at any rate, to the advantages gained by the
Danish breeders as a result of the extensive use of the bean.
“The first cargo of the beans to reach this country came
in the Myrtledene to Bristol and was consigned to a wellknown Liverpool firm of cattle food manufacturers. The
bean is now used also for soap-making at Port Sunlight. The
Myrtledene’s cargo arrived in February last, and since then
200,000 tons have been imported.
“Although firms at Hull and Newcastle-on-Tyne are also
moving, a serious attempt is to be made to centre the imports
of the bean at Liverpool, with the intention not merely of
increasing the shipping trade of the port, but also with a view
to establishing a new local industry. The exportable surplus
of this year’s crop will, it is said, probably exceed a million
tons, so that the magnitude and value of the trade is readily
appreciated. Several of the most prominent commercial men
of Liverpool are interested in the scheme, amongst them Sir
Alfred Jones, who contemplates attempting its cultivation
in West Africa. He is also interested in the question of its
shipment from Vladivostok, and particularly in the erection
of special mills at Liverpool to deal with the bean. Efforts are
now being made to promote a company to take the matter up,
and in a few weeks it will be seen whether these efforts have
been successful.
“In the meantime the British Vice Consul at Vladivostok
reports that the condition of the coming crop is very
favourable,...”
1774. Toronto Daily Star (Canada). 1909. Beef-eating in
Japan: Is on the increase–abandoning rice which is cause of
beri-beri. Sept. 10. p. 7.
• Summary: London, Sept. 11. “The Japanese peasant does
not eat much rice; it is too dear. Barley, vegetables, and fish
are his staple foods. The upper and middle classes, however,
who have hitherto eaten large quantities of rice, are now
slowly beginning to add meat to their dietary. Beef is the
favourite dish. It is cut up small, boiled with a native bean
sauce [soy sauce] and vegetables, and eaten with the hashi or
chopsticks.”
1775. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Soya bean
cakes. Reported Japanese mills. Sept. 14. p. 5, col. 4.
• Summary: “We have made inquiries to-day in Hull in
well-informed quarters as the statement in the Liverpool
‘Journal of Commerce,’ the famous Mitsui Company, of
Japan, otherwise known as the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, have
decided to build large mills for the manufacture of products
from the Manchurian bean in Hull, Liverpool, London, and
Manchester. The products, it is stated, will then be shipped
in the company’s own steamers back to Manchuria, China,
and Japan. The report does not meet with any credence
in Hull. One of the leading produce brokers asserted very
emphatically this afternoon that cakes had been brought from
China, but they would not stand the voyage. Soya bean cakes

made in this country could therefore not be taken back. All
that could be done was to send the beans to this country as at
present.
“Since the introduction of the beans 101,883 tons have
been imported into Hull.
“A Hull firm some time ago received an order for a plant
for Japan for crushing these beans and it has been despatched
from this country.”
1776. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. “Mail”
mustard and cress. Sept. 15. p. 1, col. 7.
• Summary: “Soya bean flour is now being made by a
prominent Hull miller. White and soya flour mixed are said
to make nicely flavoured nutritive biscuits.”
1777. Seifensieder-Zeitung. 1909. Fragen und Antworten
[Questions and answers: Soybean oil and soap, #422].
36(37):1103. Sept. 15. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Each question was posed in a previous issue:
(A) Soybean oil can be made into soap in a manner similar
to tallow and cottonseed oil (Kottonöl), with very weak
lye (alkaline) or caustic solution. Answer from Aug. Krull,
Helmstedt.
(B) When used together with [soy] bean oil, one can
obtain a pretty, transparent soft soap (Schmierseife) in the
following way: A detailed, technical explanation is given.
1778. Seifensieder-Zeitung. 1909. Fragen und Antworten
[Questions and answers: Soybean oil and soap, #428].
36(37):1103. Sept. 15. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Each question was posed in a previous issue:
(A) Cottonseed oil, soybean oil and corn oil have rather
similar saponification values. The yield of best quality soap
(Kernseife) ranges from 145% to 148%. Answer from Bergo.
(B) Of these three oils, cottonseed oil gives a somewhat
higher yield, about 148-150%, while soybean oil and corn
oil, having the same saponification value, should yield about
146-148%. Answer from R.W.
1779. Seifensieder-Zeitung. 1909. Fragen und Antworten
[Questions and answers: Soybean oil and soap, #429].
36(37):1103. Sept. 15. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Each question was posed in a previous issue:
All three oils, cottonseed oil, [soy] bean oil (Bohnenoel) and
corn oil behave similarly when made into soap, that is they
are best made into soap with a weak lye (alkaline) solution.
1780. Gordon, E.L.S. 1909. Manchuria. Bean industry:
Manufacture of bean cake, oil and soap. Board of Trade
Journal (London) 66:645. Sept. 23. [1 ref]
• Summary: “It may be well to give a word of advice to
those who may be desirous of engaging in the bean trade
at Dairen. Most of the beans sent down to Dairen come
from the districts north of Mukden, Changchun [probably
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Ch’ang-ch’un, capital of Kirin province] being the principal
market. People will only incur losses if they merely have an
office in this port and buy beans in the local market; it will
be essential for them to travel in the interior and visit the
country markets to make economical purchases.”
Bean cake and bean oil: A chemical analysis of bean
cake as it is presently prepared shows that it contains
16.9–19.19% water, 9.18–9.76% oily substances, and
40.98–45.00% albuminous substances. “By the present
method, using hand presses, the amount of oil extracted from
the beans is about 8 per cent. At one mill in Dairen, which
is fitted with hydraulic presses, nearly 10 per cent. can be
obtained. The quantity of oil in the soya bean is from 16 to
17 per cent., and by improved processes it should be possible
to extract practically the whole of this, and still make from
the fragments as good a quality of bean cake for fertilising
purposes as is made now.
“In 1907 there were at Dairen two large Japanese mills
for the manufacture of bean cake, in one of which steam is
used as the motive power, while in the other electricity has
been adopted, and a few Chinese mills where the old native
method has been retained. During 1908 some 17 Chinese
factories have been added, and more are in contemplation.
The increase is likely to continue, though possibly not to the
same extent, for economic reasons...
“The manufacture of soap from bean oil has been tried
with good results. The soap is easily soluble in hard water. A
cake made in the laboratory at Dairen weighs nearly 2½ ozs.
troy, and the cost of manufacture, including wrapping and
scenting, is said to be not more than ½d. per cake, or 2½d.
per lb.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2003)
which states that hydraulic presses are now being used in
Manchuria or China–by one mill at Dairen.
Summarized in the Indian Trade Journal. 1909. Oct. 14.
p. 45, and in Tropical Agriculturist. 1909. Sept. 15. p. 212.
Address: Acting British Vice-Consul, Dairen.
1781. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. On ‘change
and off. Talks and topics to-day. Sept. 24. p. 6, col. 6.
• Summary: “Hull produce today: Linseed firm. Plate. spot
47s 6d... Cottonseed firmer... Linseed oil firm... Cotton oil
firm, refined spot 23s, October 23s, November-April 23s;
crude spot 22s 9d, November-April 21s 7½d. Bean oil, spot
20s 10½d, January-April 21s 3d.”
1782. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1909.
Cultivation and utilisation of the soy bean. 7(3):308-14.
Reprinted in the Tropical Agriculturist, Supplement (Jan.
1910, p. 78-79). Summarized in Far Eastern Review, March
1910, p. 489. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cultivation.
Composition of the seeds. Utilisation of the seeds.
Considerable expansion was stimulated by the large demand

for provisions created by the occupation of North Manchuria
by Russian troops during the Russo-Japanese war. After
the end of the war and the withdrawal of the troops, the
local demand declined and it became necessary to find an
outlet for the crops in foreign markets. Much of the staple
produce of North Manchuria was exported to Japan through
Vladivostok from 1906 to 1908. In 1908 the trade suffered as
a result of the depression in Japan. Towards the end of that
year, beans and wheat began to be exported to Europe on a
large scale. Large quantities of soy beans were imported into
the United Kingdom and the Continent.
“The first large cargo of soy beans consigned to the
United Kingdom arrived in Hull on the 2nd of March, 1909,
and amounted to 5,200 tons. It is stated that before June
contracts had been made for the delivery of no less than
200,000 tons. The beans are said to arrive at their destination
in perfect condition in spite of the great distance they have to
be carried.
“They are classified into three grades: No. 1, shipped
at Dalny; No 2, shipped at Vladivostok; and No. 3, shipped
at Hankow. The value of grade No. 1 is about £6 8s. per
ton gross, c.i.f. European port direct, whilst the values of
Nos. 2 and 3 are equal and about £6 6s. per ton gross, these
prices being, of course, subject to the fluctuations of the
market.” Note 1. This is the earliest record seen (Feb. 2003)
concerning soybean grades. Note that the highest grade has
the highest value. However, the grade is based on the port
from which the soybeans are shipped rather than standards
by which the beans from each port can be graded. It is not
clear whether the concept of grades originated with the
buyers (European oilseed crushers), the shippers (Japanese,
probably Mitsubishi), or the sellers (Manchurian merchants).
Most, if not all of the soy beans imported into England
are “purchased by the proprietors of oil-mills, who crush the
product and thus obtain a quantity of oil, amounting to about
10 per cent. by weight of the seed, and a residual oil-cake
proved to be a valuable cattle-food” (p. 309).
The oil was chiefly used in England “for the
manufacture of soap and is very well suited for this purpose”
(p. 312).
The “oil-cake” that remains after expressing the oil
is hard and heavy. Feeding trials comparing this cake
with decorticated cotton cake have been conducted at the
Cumberland and Westmoreland Farm School at Newton
Rigg, and also at the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester.
At Cumberland it was found that cows, when fed the “soybean cake,” gave more milk than when fed with cotton
cake, but the difference was considered insignificant. The
proportion of fat in the milk was the same in each case.
At Cirencester, the experiment showed that the yield of
milk was but little affected by the type of cake used. The
percentage of fat in the milk was slightly higher from the
cows consuming soy-bean cake.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
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seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soy-bean cake” to refer
to ground, defatted soybeans.
“In view of the importance of the trade in soy beans,
it has been considered desirable that attempts should be
made to grow the product in other countries than China. The
Imperial Institute has already brought the matter to the notice
of the Governments of several British Dependencies, and
experiments are now in progress in the Cape of Good Hope,
Natal [South Africa], the East Africa Protectorate [today’s
Kenya] and the Gambia. An effort is also being made to
stimulate the cultivation of the soy bean in India” (p. 31314).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Kenya, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Kenya. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Kenya, or the cultivation of soybeans in Kenya
(1909).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Gambia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Gambia. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Gambia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Gambia (1909; one of three documents).
Tables show: (1) The composition of soybeans grown in
India, in China (deduced by Dr. Forbes Watson; with hulls,
or dehulled), and in the United States. (2) Four chemical
constants for soybean oil and cotton-seed oil: Specific
gravity at 15ºC (0.9240 to 0.9270), saponification value
(190.6 to 192.9), iodine value (121.3 to 124.0), and Hehner
value (95.5).
Note 5. This is also the earliest document seen (July
2014) concerning the use of soy bean oil in soaps.
Note 6. Vladivostok is a seaport city, the capital of
Primorski Krai, in the far Eastern Russian Soviet Federated
Socialist Republic [i.e. Russian Far East]. It became part
of the USSR at the time of the Russian Revolution in about
1917.
1783. Hansson, Nils. 1909. Värdet af sojakakor och
sokamjöl vid utfodringen af mjölkkor [Value of
soybean cake and meal in the feeding of milk cows].
Meddelande fran Centralanstalten for Foersoeksvaesendet
pa Jordbruksomradet (Stockholm) No. 15. 51 p.
Husdjursafdelningen No. 2. Includes 16 pages of tables.
English-language summary in Experiment Station Report, p.
477. [13 ref. Swe]
• Summary: An account of experiments conducted in
Sweden on the use of sunflower cake, soybean meal and
soybean cake in the feeding of milking cows.
Carson (1909, p. 26-27) states: “The following is
a translation of an article by Nils Hansson, manager of
a department of the Central Institute for Agricultural
Experiments and member of the Swedish Academy of
Agriculture, relative to soya meal and cake, which shows
how these products are viewed in this country:

“’During the last few months the Swedish market has
received two kinds of cattle feed, of which larger shipments
are on the way, from England. Both are preparations of the
soya bean. The soya bean, which contains about 18 per cent
fat and 33 per cent raw protein, is now shipped to Europe,
chiefly to Hull, England, where the fat is taken out either by
pressure or by extraction, and either meal or cake obtained
as by-product. The meal is, as a rule, the ultimate product
when the extraction method is used. For this reason the meal
contains very little fat, only from 1 to 2 per cent, while the
cakes, which are obtained by the pressing method, usually
contain from 4.5 to 5 per cent fat.
“’The soya meal is offered for sale in our market under
different names, such as soya meal, bean mash, and bean
gluten feed. It is yellowish brown in color, in appearance it is
most like gluten feed, and it has an agreeable smell and taste.
“’The soya cakes resemble corn cakes, but have a little
more greenish color. The samples received up to date seem
to be of prime quality, and the hardness of the cakes indicates
that they can be easily kept in stock without deterioration.
“’I have succeeded in getting samples and analyses
of these new feed stuffs from different parts of Sweden.
Analyses of six samples of soya meal show the following
average percentages of content: Water, 10.52; raw protein,
44.50; raw fat, 4.70; carbohydrates, 34.96; ashes, 5.27.
“’These analyses show a very good uniformity as to
the composition of the two feed stuffs. It is only the higher
percentage of fat that gives the cakes a higher value than the
meal, but this, to a certain extent, is offset by a somewhat
lower percentage of carbohydrates...
“’The soya products offered here are at a price fully as
low as the price of our usual oil cakes. From this point of
view there is, therefore, no hindrance for our farmers to use
the new feed stuffs; the only thing necessary is to find out
how they can be used to best advantage...
“’The animals kept at the Central Institution for
Agricultural Experiments have lately, as a trial, been fed with
soya meal as well as soya cakes. These experiments are still
in a preliminary stage, but they have shown that the cows
eagerly consume both products. Of soya meal the daily ration
per animal has been raised to 2 kilos (4.4 pounds), and no
unfavorable dietetic influence has been noticed. Neither has
any unfavorable result been perceived with reference to the
quantity or quality of the milk.’” A table (p. 21) concerns
soybean meal or cake and milk production.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2002)
concerning soybean products (soybean cake and meal) in
Sweden (one of three documents); soybeans as such have not
yet been reported.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2015) that contains the terms “bean gluten” or “bean
gluten feed.” Address: Föreståndare for Centralanstaltens
Husdjursafdelning, Sweden.
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1784. Hausser, P.F. 1909. China. Report for the year 1908
on the trade of Swatow. Diplomatic and Consular Reports,
Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain) No. 4332. 14
p. Sept.
• Summary: The section titled “Bean-cakes” (p. 6-7) states:
The total importation during 1908 was 3,036,906 cwts. [1
cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds], valued at 714,200l.
[Note: 1 l. = 1 £]., as compared with 2,199,443 cwts.,
value 600,415l., in 1907. Owing to exceptionally large
purchases made in the spring of 1908 by Japanese merchants
in Newchwang and Dalny [Manchuria], prices went up
from 1.40 to 1.80 taels per picul, but notwithstanding this
advance, importers in Swatow could not get a corresponding
increase for their goods. Prices here dropped from 3.30
taels at the beginning of the year to 2.60 taels per picul, and
importers suffered heavy loss. Encouraged by the inflated
price of sugar obtained at the end of 1908, the planters will
probably invest more money in bean-cake for their sugarcane plantations this year and the consumption will be
correspondingly increased.”
A table titled “Return of principal articles of native
import (net) during the years 1907-08” (p. 12) shows that
imports of “Bean cake” were as follows for each year: 1907–
2,199,443 cwts / £600,415. 1908–3,036,906 cwts. £714,200.
Imports of “Beans” [probably soy] were as follows for
each year: 1907–774,414 cwts / £216,828. 1908–1,057,775
cwts. £249,187. Imports of bean cake in 1908 were second
largest in value after rice (£753,300). Also gives figures
for groundnuts, “oil–bean, castor, ground nut, etc. (lumped
together), and three types of opium.
A table of exports (p. 13) shows that sugar (brown and
white) was the most valuable export; the imported bean cake
was probably used as fertilizer on the sugar cane fields.
Below the table of contents is a table of currency
equivalents. Facing that page is a large map of Swatow
[pinyin: Shantou; Wade-Giles: Shan-t’ou], including
surrounding Canton [pinyin: Guangdong] province, plus
neighboring Fokien [Fukien, Fujian] province to the north,
and Kiang-Si [pinyin: Jiangxi] province to the northwest.
Address: Consul [British].

sunflower-seed oil, rape-seed oil, imported olive oil, and
some soya-bean oil, on each of which duty is lower than
imposed on cotton-seed oil.”
Soya-bean oil has recently been introduced to Trieste,
Austria-Hungary, two trial shipments having been made from
Hull, England. “This oil has found favor with importers. It is
expected soya oil will be admitted at the same rate of duty as
is charged for corn and sunflower oils, namely, 15 crowns.”
Note: As of 2006, Trieste is a seaport in northeast Italy.
On p. 138 peanut oil is called “arachide oil.” In
Germany, cotton-seed meal is competing with “soya-bean
cake.” Foodstuff dealers are greatly interested in this cake.
“Extravagant claims are made as to the nutritive value of
this cake, but it is to be doubted if it can ever become a
serious competitor of cotton-seed meal as it is very difficult
of digestion, and is said to cause colic. The importers only
recommend this bean meal when mixed with cotton-seed
cake” (p. 140).
Note: The term “bean meal” is almost surely used as
a synonym for “soya-bean cake.” If it is, this is the earliest
English-language document seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the
term “bean meal” in this way; it probably refers to ground,
defatted soybeans. The term “soya-bean cake” clearly refers
to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: Washington, DC.

1785. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909.
Food and drinks. Cotton-seed products. No. 348. p. 135-42.
Sept. See p. 136, 140.
• Summary: This report is from Julien Brodé in Trieste: “The
cotton-seed oil importers of Trieste are much concerned
over the high tariff on cotton-seed oil imported into AustriaHungary, and on account of which very little business has
been done in this product since the imposition of duty in
1906. There is not sufficient olive oil produced in AustriaHungary to supply home consumption for edible oils.
“The deficit, now that cotton-seed oil is practically
barred, is mostly supplied by sesame oil, arachide oil,

1787. Deseret Evening News (Utah). 1909. Thousands at
the fair: Big rush to Inland Empire Exposition is now on in
earnest. Evidences of prosperity. Oct. 5. p. 1.
• Summary: “The principal exhibits are the dry farm displays
from the various experimental dry farms in the state, and the
fruit show from the St. George experiment farm in southern
Utah. One of the finest exhibits includes a large number of
farm crops grown at Logan to test the adaptability of these
crops to Utah conditions. This exhibit is composed of flax,
Russian millet, coffee beans, emmer stock feed, soy beans
and other crops. The soy bean is [?] a fine soil renovator,
being like lucerne in that it has the power to take nitrogen out
of the air, thus nourishing crops when it is ploughed under

1786. United States Land & Irrigation Exposition. 1909. Will
the United States export rice to the Orient? (Ad). Chicago
Daily Tribune. Oct. 4. p. 8.
• Summary: This organization believes that, using highlyproductive mechanized agriculture, the answer to the above
question is “yes.” “Food value of rice: The nutritive value
of rice is greater than that of any other cereal, and it is easily
digested, With a little seasoning–dried fish, soy sauce or
soy bean cheese [tofu, or fermented tofu] it furnishes for the
Oriental a large part of the protein necessary for daily diet.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “bean cheese” or the
term “soy bean cheese” (regardless of hyphenation) to refer
to fermented tofu. Address: 4th Floor (#407) Commercial
National Bank Building, 115 Adams Street [Chicago].
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like clover.
“Dry farm products: The U.A.C. [Utah Agricultural
College] people are quite proud of this exhibit.”
1788. Otago Witness (New Zealand). 1909. New Zealand
products: Markets in the East. Oct. 6. p. 21.
• Summary: “(From our own correspondent). London, Aug.
20. Another hint has been received this week of the genesis
of a large market for New Zealand products in the East”–
where 400 million people are gradually beginning to adopt
European practices.
“The head of the cattle-breeding department of the
Japanese Government (Mr. Hashimoto) is at present visiting
this country [Great Britain] to make purchases of stock.
“’Meat-eating,’ said Mr. Hashimoto, is on the increase
in Japan. Its popularity is increased by the recently advanced
theory that an over-consumption of rice is a source of beriberi. The Japanese peasant does not eat much rice; it is
too dear. Barley, vegetables, and fish are his staple foods.
The upper and middle classes, however, who have hitherto
eaten large quantities of rice, are now slowly beginning to
add meat to their dietary. Beef is the favourite dish. It is cut
up small, boiled with a native bean sauce [soy sauce] and
vegetables, and eaten with the hashi or chopsticks.”
About 10-12 years ago Japan began to import European
cattle into Japan to improve their native breeds. “’For
ploughing purposes, Japanese farmers invariably use cattle.
For this purpose the native breeds are good, but for milk and
beef they are poor.’”
1789. Piper, Charles V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. Soy beans.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. Revised in
1916. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climatic and soil
requirements of soy beans. Varieties of soy beans (12):
Mammoth (yellow); Hollybrook (yellow); Ito San (yellow);
Guelph (green); Buckshot (black); Ogemaw (brown);
Wisconsin Black; Wilson (black); Meyer (mottled black
and brown); Austin (greenish yellow); Haberlandt (yellow);
Riceland (black). The culture and planting of soy beans. The
inoculation of soy beans. Soy beans for hay: Curing the hay.
Soy beans for pasturage. Soy beans in mixture: Soy beans
and cowpeas, soy beans and sorgo, soy beans and millet, soy
beans and corn. Soy beans for ensilage. Soy beans for grain.
Soy beans in rotations. Feeding value of soy beans: Feeding
value for sheep, feeding value for dairy cows, feeding value
for hogs. Storing soy-bean seed. Comparison of soy-bean
grain and cotton-seed meal. Comparison of soy beans and
cowpeas. Summary.
The bulletin begins: “The soy bean, also called the
‘soja bean’ (fig. 1), is a native of southeastern Asia, and has
been extensively cultivated in Japan, China, and India since
ancient times. Upward of two hundred varieties are grown
in these countries, practically every district of which has

its own distinct varieties. The beans are there grown almost
entirely for human food, being prepared for consumption
in many different ways. Their flavor, however, does not
commend them to Caucasian appetites and thus far they have
found but small favor as human food in either Europe or
America.
“As a forage crop, however, soy beans have become
of increasing importance in parts of the United States,
especially southward. They have been tested at most of the
State agricultural experiment stations, and it is clear that
their region of maximum importance will be south of the
red clover area and in sections where alfalfa can not be
grown successfully. They thus compete principally with
cowpeas, but as cultivation is usually required they fill a
somewhat different agricultural need. Their culture has
greatly increased in recent years, especially in Tennessee,
North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, Kentucky, and the
southern parts of Illinois and Indiana [though no statistics
are given]. It seems certain that the crop will become one
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Haberlandt (yellow; the seed is considerably larger than that
of any of the other yellow-seeded varieties), and Riceland
(black).
“During the past three years more than two hundred
additional varieties have been introduced from China, Japan,
and India, most of which have already been sufficiently
tested to give some idea of their value. Many of the new
varieties are so superior in various respects that they are
certain to replace all of the above-named varieties except
Mammoth and, perhaps, Ito San.”
A table (p. 23) gives a nutritional analysis of seven
varieties of soy beans: Austin, Ito San, Kingston, Mammoth,
Guelph, Medium Yellow, Samarow.
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) A typical soybean plant with leaves, pods, roots and nodules (p. 5, by
Boetcher).
(2) A bunching attachment on an ordinary mower for
bean harvesting (p. 19). Photos show: (1) A plant of the
Mammoth variety of soy bean (p. 6). (2) Seeds and pods
of seven varieties of soy beans (full size; p. 8). (3) A man
standing in a field of the Mammoth variety of soy bean in
North Carolina (p. 9).
(4) Roots of a Mammoth variety of soy bean with
characteristic nodules (p. 13).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016)
stating that USDA has tested nearly 200 soy bean varieties
during the past three years.
Note 2. This is the earliest publication seen (April 1917)
in which H.T. Nielsen is an author.
Note 3. This is the earliest publication seen about
soybeans (April 1917) in which H.T. Nielsen is an author.
Address: 1. Agrostologist in Charge; 2. Scientific Asst. Both:
Forage Crop Investigations, USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC.
of great importance in the regions mentioned and probably
over a much wider area. The earlier varieties mature even in
Minnesota, Ontario [Canada], and Massachusetts.”
“Soy beans are also decidedly drought resistant, much
more so than cowpeas, and but for the depredations of
rabbits would be a valuable crop for the semiarid West.
Rabbits are exceedingly fond of the foliage, and where they
are numerous it is nearly useless to plant soy beans unless
the field can be inclosed [sic] with rabbit-proof fencing.”
At the present time seven varieties of soy beans are
handled by American seedsmen: Mammoth (yellow seeds),
Hollybrook (yellow), Ito San (yellow), Guelph (also called
Medium Green, Medium Early Green, Large Medium
Green), Buckshot (black; a very early variety handled by
northern seedsmen), Ogemaw (brown), and Wisconsin
Black. A detailed description, with a photo showing the seeds
and pods, is given of each. The best of the new varieties,
most of which will be available in 1910, are: Wilson (black),
Meyer (mottled black and brown), Austin (yellowish green),

1790. San Francisco Chronicle. 1909. Marion De Vries hears
protests: Chemist says soja bean oil is used for food as well
as soap. Oct. 7. p. 7.
• Summary: “Growers of olives, cotton and other products
from which edible oils are manufactured are interested in the
decision of the United States Board of General Appraisers as
to the dutiable status of soja oil. If the board shall decide that
soja oil is an edible commodity, and the indications are that
such will be the decision, the Government will be the gainer
in customs duties collected under the protest, before it was
placed on the free list.
“Among the cases heard yesterday by Marion De Vries
of the Board of Appraisers in the Custom-house was the
protest of S.I. Jones & Co. against the levying of a duty
on soja oil as an edible oil. It was contended that its only
commercial value was as a stock for the manufacture of
soap.” But “D. Frank Lloyd, assistant United States attorneygeneral from Washington [DC]... contended that soja oil was
an edible product and used as an article of food in the Orient,
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where the soja bean is indigenous.”
The protestants said that the oil was exported principally
from Hongkong, that it is the cheapest oil in the Orient, and
that it is used there for the adulteration of peanut oil and
other oils. But Jones & Co. is importing the unrefined oil into
the United States for soap stock.
“An attempt was made to have it employed in varnishes,
but as it was a non-drying oil it was found unsuitable for that
purpose.
“The firm could not say whether it was used as an article
of food in China and Japan, but it believed that a refined
quality was so used. Under the new tariff it is admitted duty
free... It has come into great demand by soap makers in this
country and many large shipments are under way.
The report of the Government chemist said that soja oil,
in addition to being an edible oil, is also used for packing
fish and as a lubricant.
“The soja bean is extensively cultivated in the warmer
regions of the United States as a fodder crop and a fertilizer.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) with the term “soja bean oil” in the title.
1791. Carr & Co. Ltd., Biscuit Works. 1909. Carr’s Soya
(Ad). Liverpool University, Institute of Commercial Research
in the Tropics, Bulletin 1(1):Facing first page of issue. Oct. 8.

• Summary: This full-page black-and-white ad states: “The
first British biscuit made from the wonderful soya bean.
Purveyors to H.M. the King. The soya biscuit has a flavour
entirely its own. It is both tempting and appetising, and its
nutritive qualities are unsurpassed by any other biscuit. Write
for a sample to Carr & Co... The original makers of fancy
biscuits by machinery.” Address: Carlisle, England.

1792. Edie, E.S. 1909. Cultivation and uses of soya beans.
Liverpool University, Institute of Commercial Research in
the Tropics, Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct. 8. [1 ref]
• Summary: An excellent article. Contents: Introduction.
Uses of the soya bean: Forage, hay, ensilage, soya oil, soya
milk, a type of cheese made from soymilk [tofu], soya meal
[flour]; use of soya bean oil for soap, illumination, paints and
other industrial products, soya bean meal used as a fertilizer
on Chinese sugar plantations, soya beans as a legume for
enriching the soil with nitrogen, planting between rows of
maize. Cultivation of soya beans. Varieties of soya beans.
“The Soya bean (Glycine hispida) is a native of Southeastern Asia, where it has been cultivated for centuries
in China and Japan. It was introduced at a later period
into India, and arrived in England towards the end of the
eighteenth century. A considerable number of experiments
were carried out with the plant were carried out in Austria
about thirty years ago, but it is only quite recently that it has
become an article of commercial importance in Europe.”
After discussing uses as hay and silage: “It is in the bean
itself, however, that the chief value of the Soya plant lies. As
food for man and domestic animals it is used to a very large
extent in the East. In some parts of China the bean forms
one of the staple articles of food, and it is cooked much as
beans and marrowfat peas are, and also in soups and other
forms. The oil is used largely for making salads and sauces,
and is also mixed with flour in the manufacture of cakes. Mr.
Turner tells me that the Chinese extract casein from the bean,
and I have also seen this stated elsewhere.
“A liquid closely resembling cow’s milk is prepared
from Soya beans in Japan.” The process is described. “This
condensed product is of considerable value as a food, but it
is unsuitable for the use of infants. This “Soya Milk” is also
used in the preparation of a kind of cheese” [tofu]. Note 1.
This is the earliest English-language document seen (Aug.
2013) that contains the term “Soya milk.”
“Soya bean meal is now use in the manufacture of
biscuits, and for mixing with flour for making brown bread
in this country. In some parts of the Continent Soya meal is
now being used in preference to rye meal for making bread.”
“One of the most valuable products of the Soya plant
is the oil. As mentioned before, it is used largely for eating
purposes in the East, and Mr. Turner tells me that on the
Continent a greater percentage of Soya oil than of Copra oil
is allowed in the manufacture of margarine.
“Soya oil is largely used for soap making in the East,
and I understand that it has recently been tried with very
good results in this country also.
“As a considerable proportion of oil is left behind in the
cake after expression of the oil, it may be more profitable to
extract the oil by solvents such as naphtha and use it all for
manufacturing purposes, as extraction by means of naphtha
renders the oil unsuitable for edible purposes.
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“In the East Soya bean oil is used as an illuminant
and also in the manufacture of paints. The oil has a
comparatively high iodine value, which is an index of the
drying quality of an oil of that class.” Note 2. This is the
earliest English-language document seen (Sept. 2016) which
states that soya oil can be used in paints (or other coatings) in
connection with its iodine number.
Cultivation: “Recently the question of raising this crop
in various British colonies has been discussed. In most of
the African colonies, including West Africa, the Soya bean
would probably be successfully grown, and in rotation with,
or along with maize and other crops, its cultivation would
be a very profitable investment. I have seen samples of
Soya beans at least three years old, which showed no signs
of weevilling or deterioration in any way. Cargoes of the
beans shipped from Vladivostock [Vladivostok] and Dalny
to Hull and Liverpool are stated to have arrived in perfect
condition.”
Varieties: A table (p. 6) gives a nutritional analysis by
S.H. Collins of “a sample of Chinese yellow Soya beans.”
Moisture: 10.23%. Oil 15.62%. Albuminoids 37.54%.
Carbohydrates 27.27%. Woody fibre 5.02%. Ash 4.32%.
“I have analysed samples of five distinct varieties of
Soya beans, some of which were obtained from the shop of
a Chinaman who sells them to the Chinese in Liverpool for
food. I do not, of course, know the age of the samples, nor
their source...” After describing the shape and color (2 green,
2 brown, 1 black) of each, and noting that No. 4 came from
Hong-Kong, he gives a nutritional analysis of each in tabular
form, and the weight of 20 seeds of each in grams.
“In conclusion I have to thank Mr. A. Grenville Turner,
Grain and Seed Broker, member of the Liverpool Corn Trade
Association, for much valuable information regarding the
Soya beans and for his kindness in obtaining samples for
me. I am also largely indebted to an excellent article on Soya
beans in the Natal Agricultural Journal, November, 1908.
“Since the above was written I have been enabled,
through the kindness of Sir Alfred Jones, to analyse a sample
of yellow Soya beans grown in West Africa from seed sent
out by him early this summer.” A table shows the analysis.
Moisture: 10.52%. Oil 17.26%. Albuminoids 36.05%.
Carbohydrates 26.16%. Woody fibre 5.39%. Ash 4.62%.
“The results show that in the first season at least the
Soya bean underwent no deterioration in West Africa, and
the plants also came rapidly to maturity.”
Also published in 1909 as a 7-page booklet by C.
Tinling & Co., Liverpool. Also published in 1911 Spanish
by: Mexico. Ministerio de Fomento, Colonización e
Industria under the title “Explotación de la soya,” by E.S.
Edic [sic, Edie]. The last line of the article seems to say
that the author is at the central agricultural station (Estación
Agrícola Central).–San Jacinto [probably in or near Mexico
City], January 1911. Address: M.A., B.Sc, Liverpool Univ.

1793. Economist (London). 1909. Trade and smuggling in
Manchuria. Oct. 9. p. 691-92.
• Summary: “One of the most interesting features of the
past year has been the development of Manchuria as an
exporting country. An almost negligible quantity prior to the
war, Manchuria has thrown some 300,000 to 400,000 tons of
field produce into the United Kingdom during the last eight
months, representing one and a half to two millions’ sterling
value.
“The principal article of export is the Soya oil bean. In
appearance something like a pea, the Soya bean contains
between 16 per cent. and 19 per cent. of oil, and has at
once jumped into prominence as a food for cattle. The first
steamer cargo left Vladivostock [Vladivostok] in January last
[Jan. 1909], and numbers of large steamers were chartered
to load at that port and at Dalny, cheap freights materially
helping the business in the early stages. Supplies have
continued regular during the season, and even now a large
fleet is under charter for the United Kingdom, Liverpool and
Hull being the principal consuming centres.
“The Manchurian Railway has benefited considerably by
this additional trade activity, and though at intervals during
the spring months the resources of the line were severely
taxed to deliver the large quantities contracted for to the
steamers in port at Dalny and Vladivostock, the authorities
have been able to cope with the requirements of the trade
with less confusion than might have been expected from
such a sudden demand upon their carrying powers. The
growing area is not confined to special localities, but may
be said to extend to the whole of Manchuria. Harbin is one
of the principal concentrating points, and from this town
the railway runs south via Kirin to Vladivostock, and via
Mukden to Dalny, both ports having ample accommodation
for steamers of 6,000 to 10,000 tons capacity.
“The crop is harvested in November and December, and
shipments begin towards the end of the latter month. The old
crop continues to come down to port in October, and there
is a gap of about two months between the old and the new
crops. In the United Kingdom the bean is treated chiefly
as an oilseed, being crushed in the crushing mills, the oil
extracted, and the residue used as a cattle-feeding cake or in
the form of meal, while the farmers also employ the bean, of
course without crushing, in various forms for stock feeding.
The oil is edible, and has already a large and regular sale at
high prices.
“It may be safely anticipated, from the results of the
present year, which was really only an experimental one
as far as the United Kingdom was concerned, that we shall
see increased activity during 1910. Owing to the successful
trading of the past year, the area under bean cultivation has
been increased by over 20 per cent. The total crop is between
800,000 and 1,000,000 tons, of which China and Japan
consume about one-half, while the United Kingdom can
now be reckoned upon to take the remainder. The success
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obtained by the oil crushers and farmers in England during
the present season makes it certain that increased quantities
will be imported into this country in the future if no large
Continental competitors come into the field, and prices
remain within the reach of consumers. Heavy import duties
on foreign oilseeds both in France and Germany have kept
these countries out of the market up to the present, to the
advantage of the English manufacturers, who have thus been
able to find an outlet for large quantities of the manufactured
product, in the shape of beancake and oil, in the North of
Europe.
“Nor is the future of Manchuria limited to the cultivation
of the Soya bean. Several thousand tons of millet seed have
been shipped this year to England for the first time, and in
spite of the long voyage–six to eight weeks via the Canal and
a fortnight more via the Cape of Good Hope...”
“Much harm has been done by the Russian ordinance
which lately closed Vladivostock and other Russian ports
to the East and along the Amur River, where trade had
hitherto been free and unrestricted. Lawful trade is now
yielding to illicit trade. Along the frontier marked by the
Amur and the Arguna the Chinese have opened up trading
stations, selecting sites for them on their own side far from
the Russian Customs and Excise posts, which, owing to their
small number and to the enormous extent of the border-line
between Siberia and China, are quite incapable of exercising
any influence over the ever-increasing relations between the
Russian and Chinese sides of the boundary. The commodities
chiefly traded in by the Chinese are alcohol, vodka, tea, and
sugar...” The “smuggling trade has assumed throughout the
Amur the character of an organised industry in the hands of
the Chinese.”
1794. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Interested in your comments on
soybeans. Letter to Prof. F.D. Stevens, Experiment Station,
Uniontown, Alabama, Oct. 12. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Stevens: This is to again
acknowledge the receipts of your letters of Sept. 6th and
8th in reference to the soybeans. I was very much interested
in the soybeans at Baton Rouge, where Hollybrook and
Mammoth seem to do best. For some reason, most of the
soybeans there, and all of the late ones, failed to fill their
pods. I am unable to account for this phenomenon, and
wonder if you had any similar experience at Uniontown.
From the data I have obtained this year, I am convinced
that you should grow only the late varieties of soybeans:
those that mature in about the same period as the Mammoth.
We have a number of varieties that are very much later
than the Mammoth, which I would like you to try in a
small way next year, even if only in rod rows. For general
purposes, however, I think you will find the Mammoth very
satisfactory. I should like to hear from you further in regard
to Number 23336. The value of this variety, I should think,

would be primarily for hay, but it is doubtful if soybeans
could be grown by the farmers for that purpose alone.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist [USDA].
1795. Hodgson, R.M. 1909. Manchuria: Bean export
facilities at Vladivostok. Board of Trade Journal (London)
67:79. Oct. 14.
• Summary: “The Chinese Eastern Railway, to whom
belong the go-downs in which grain cargo for shipment from
Vladivostok is stored, are taking measures to cope with the
expected increase in the volume of the bean exports from
the port. Arrangements are being made by which it will be
possible, from January next, to berth simultaneously nine
steamers... The entrance to the harbour is kept open all the
year round by the use of the ice-breaker... Despatch at the
rate of 800 tons a day can be reckoned upon, given ordinary
loading facilities, and, with nine loading berths available...
“At present the go-downs for export can contain 48,000
tons; provision for a further 12,000 tons is to be made by
January, 1910. To this may be added space for 12,000 tons
more in go-downs in private hands.” Address: British ViceConsul, Vladivostok [Russia].
1796. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. The soy
bean industry. 15(185):45. Oct. 14. Summarized in Tropical
Agriculture (Sept. 1910, p. 212). [2 ref]
• Summary: This is a reprint of: Gordon, E.L.S. 1909.
“Manchuria. Bean industry: Manufacture of bean cake, oil
and soap.” Board of Trade Journal (London) 66:645. Sept.
23.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005)
with the term “soy bean industry” (or “soy-bean industry” or
“soya bean industry”) in the title.
1797. San Francisco Chronicle. 1909. Experimenting with
the soya bean. Oct. 15. p. 6.
• Summary: From Consular Report: “The first complete
cargo of soya beans that arrived in the United Kingdom
reached Liverpool February 14, 1909, and the interest in
this new industry has grown apace since then, experiments
being made in various other parts of England as well as in
Liverpool that range from a blend of soya flour, made by an
expert Liverpool baker with flour and meal, about one-fifth
for mixing with flour and one-sixth for meal, to a soya dog
biscuit.
“The blending of soya flour above referred to is
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desirable by the reason of its demonstrated food value. In
albuminoids soya beans are stated to be nearly three times as
rich as oats and wheat, and possessed of more fiber and ash.
A few German millers are reported to have mixed soya and
rye flour in experiments in the making of the black bread of
that country, and local millers here are experimenting with a
blend to improve their brown bread.
“A vegetable cheese [tofu] is known to be produced
from the caseine [casein] that the bean contains, but this
has not advanced from the experimental to the commercial
stage. It is reported that one or two important Liverpool
merchants have sent their own investigators to Manchuria to
study the products of that country, chiefly the soya bean. It
is also stated that one of the large shipowners of Liverpool
contemplates the introduction of the soya bean into West
Africa, where soil and labor conditions are thought to be
peculiarly favorable to the growth of good crops. This
enterprise is cited as a parallel to the British cotton-growing
movement at its inception, and some measure of the same
success is confidently predicted for it.”
1798. San Francisco Chronicle. 1909. Soya bean factor in
awakening of China. Oct. 15. p. 50.
• Summary: “The cultivation of the Soya bean has become
a great factor not only in the agricultural and industrial
progress of China, but has been the means of a great political
and educational awakening in the Eastern Empire, according
to Captain Walter Kirton, one of the editors of the National
Review of Shanghai.” He is now in the United States, “where
he conferred with President Taft and a number of other
Government officials regarding the relations of the United
States with China.”
The soybean “was never cultivated on a large scale
until after the recent war [Russo-Japanese War, 1904-05;
Japan won]. At that time it was suddenly discovered that
there was a shortage in the copra market... Orders from
European and American manufacturers began to flow in and
the Government granted permission for the planting of large
tracts in Manchuria. Chinese from the congested districts
flocked to the territory and became prosperous. With this
prosperity came a desire for knowledge and the natives
began to take an interest in the political situation of the
Empire. Now if the rice crop fails there is money to import
the food necessary to sustain life until another season. This
condition lessens the possibility of the terrible rice riots of
past years.”
“I don’t believe there is ay possibility of an active
revolution in China, but I do believe there is going on a
revolution of education... The date for the establishment of a
complete constitutional government has been set for 1912.”
1799. A.Z. 1909. Shipping rings (Letter to the editor).
Economist (London). Oct. 16. p. 760.
• Summary: “In your current issue you refer to the new

export from Manchuria, the Soya bean. For some years the
Far Eastern lines have had difficulty in obtaining homeward
employment, but this new trade has worked a revolution,
and a substantial increase in homeward freights has resulted.
With open markets we should find a consequent material
reduction in outward rates. Perhaps your correspondent will
tell us how the outward Eastern guild has met the situation.
“Steamers are proceeding to Australia from this country
in ballast to load home. Has the outward guild modified
freights and given an impetus to home trade? If he will
trouble to enquire, P.W.C. will find that guilds are a very
potent factor in shipping at the present time–Yours, &c.,...
October 13th.” Address: Glasgow.
1800. Lowville Journal and Republican (Lewis County, New
York). 1909. People in print: Morse. Oct. 21.
• Summary: “Mr. and Mrs. John B. Morse are packing their
household goods and expect to leave the present week for
Washington [DC], their future home.”
Note: Their son, William J. Morse, has just started work
with the USDA’s Office of Forage-Crop Investigations.
Bureau of Plant Industry.
1801. Product Name: Carr’s Soya (Biscuits Containing Soy
Bean Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name: Carr & Co. Ltd., Biscuit Works.
Manufacturer’s Address: Carlisle, England.
Date of Introduction: 1909 October.
Ingredients: Incl. wheat flour, soy bean flour.
New Product–Documentation: Edie, E.S. 1909. Liverpool
University, Institute of Commercial Research in the Tropics,
Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct. 8. This full-page ad faces the title
page of the first issue of this bulletin. “Carr’s Soya. The
first British biscuit made from the wonderful soya bean.
Purveyors to H.M. the King.”
Tropical Life. 1910. Feb. p. 25. “Soy beans and soy
bean oil.” Another use for soybeans is “to turn out a most
palatable biscuit made from soy bean flour. The biscuits,
slightly sweetened, are crisp and pleasant to eat. On reading
the article on the [soy] beans in our November issue, Messrs.
Carr and Co. Ltd., of Carlisle, who are making these biscuits,
sent us a sample to taste. They claim that the biscuits are
exceptionally rich in albuminoids, and also contain valuable
phosphates, which go to build up bone and muscle.”
Bulletin van het Koloniaal Museum te Haarlem 1910.
No. 45. July. p. 182. The section titled “Acquisition of
the Museum in 1909” states: “Carr & Co., Carlisle: Soyabiscuits.”
Sawer. 1911. Cedara Memoirs on South African
Agriculture. Vol. 2. Report X. p. 212. These biscuits
“resemble the famous Scotch cake in being crisp and have
more food value when judged by analysis.”
Wicherley, William. 1911. The whole art of rubbergrowing. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: J.B. Lippincott Co.; or
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London: The West Strand Publishing Co., Ltd. 154 p. See p.
151. “A most delicious biscuit is also being manufactured
from the flour by Messrs. Carr, of Carlisle.”
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
that uses soy flour as an ingredient.
1802. Chamber of Commerce Journal (London). 1909.
Foreign trade of China in 1908. Special Supplement. Vol. 28.
Oct. p. 16-17.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. General. Imports:
Cotton goods, metals, foodstuffs, etc. (mainly wheat flour,
rice, and sugar), other imports. A table shows the value (in
Hk tls [Haikwan taels]) of gross imports into China from
the principal foreign countries and British possessions for
the years 1907 and 1908. The biggest supplier by far was
Hong Kong, however the “imports from Hong Kong came
originally from Great Britain, the Continent of Europe,
America, Japan, Australasia, India, the Straits, etc., and coast
ports of China.
Exports: Total value increased by 12¼ million taels,
tea, silk, beans and beancake, firewood, flour, sesamum, tin,
provisions, sundry exports (mainly raw cotton).
The subsection titled “Beans and beancake” states:
“The trade in beans and beancake attained to figures hitherto
undreamt of. Beans were exported abroad to the amount of
4,770,000 piculs, and while they went chiefly to Japan, there
were also shipments from Hankow and Dairen, totalling
some 500,000 piculs, to England, where it is stated that
they were in demand for the manufacture of oil. It seems
probable, however, that the English demand for Chinese
beans owed much to the combination of bumper crops and
low sterling exchange, a combination which does not often
occur in the same degree. The largest quantity of beans
was shipped from Dairen–1,581,788 piculs–and Suifenho
[Suifenhe] comes next with 1,110,339 piculs. Of beancake,
the shipments amounted to 7,380,129 piculs, as compared
with 4,182,009 piculs in 1907, Newchwang retaining the first
place as a port of shipment, while Dairen takes the second
and Suifenho [Suifenhe] the third.”
1803. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1909. Das Sojabohnenoel und sein
Einfluss auf den Markt [Soybean oil and its influence on the
market]. 16(10):255. Oct. [Ger]
• Summary: Citation only: From Corps Gras Industriels
(Les) (Paris). Vol. 36, No. 3-4. Summary of an American
consul’s report.
1804. Gordon, E.L.S. 1909. Report for the year 1908 on
the trade and navigation of the port of Dairen (Dalny).
Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign
Office, Great Britain). No. 4372. 18 p. For the year 1908.
• Summary: The 1st map shows the “Kwantung Leased
Territory” (Dairen consular district), a long peninsula

including Dairen and Port Arthur, which are connected by the
South Manchuria Railway. A 2nd map, “Sketch map of part
of Manchuria,” shows the four three railways, plus major
cities and towns, crops, and rivers: (1) South Manchuria
Railway; (2) Chinese Eastern Railway; and (3) Chinese
Imperial Railway.
Currency (p. 3): In ports other than Dairen, dealings
with the Chinese are based on taels and copper cash, the
amount of cash taken for each tael differing at each port. But
“at Dairen, there are no taels or cash. The Chinese Imperial
Maritime Customs of course make up their statistics in
Haikwan taels, but the business here is all done in Yokohama
Specie Bank Newchwang notes known as silver yen...” A
table shows the value of Haikwan tael, gold yen, and silver
yen in shillings and pence for 1907 and 1908.
Pages 3-4 state that “soya beans which come down from
the north are made up in bags, each of which weighs from
185 to 200 lbs. avoirdupois. Bean cakes are reckoned by
pieces, weighing nearly 60 lbs. apiece.” A table defines the
following weights and measures: Chinese: catty, picul, li,
mow. Japanese: kin, ken (6 shaku), ri, tsubo, koku (liquid and
dry), 1 S.M.R. ton (2,000 lb).
The section titled “Possible industries” contains
subsection III on “Bean cake and bean oil” (p. 6). A table
gives the chemical composition of 3 samples of bean cake.
“By the present method, using hand presses, the amount of
oil extracted from the beans is about 8 per cent. At one mill
in Dairen, which is fitted with hydraulic presses, nearly 10
per cent. can be obtained. The quantity of oil in the soya
bean is from 16 to 17 per cent., and by improved processes
it should be possible to extract practically the whole of this,
and still make from the fragments as good a quality of bean
cake for fertilising purposes as is made now.”
The section titled “The South Manchuria Railway”
states (p. 6-7): The work of broadening the main line of the
South Manchuria Railway and its Fushun and Newchwang
branches from the 3 feet 6 inches gauge to the standard
gauge of 4 feet 8½ inches was completed by the end of
April, 1908. A new and improved system of trains was
introduced, and a revision of fares and traffic rates, in most
cases involving a reduction, has been effected. As a result the
complaints that were so rife during 1907 are no longer heard,
and both traders and passengers seem generally satisfied with
the treatment accorded to them. In October express trains
composed of Pullman dining and sleeping cars commenced
to run between Dairen and Changchun, the northern
terminus, twice a week, covering the distance of 437½ miles
in 21 hours. This time is to be shortened during 1909 to 18
hours, and no doubt further accelerations will follow and the
express run oftener.
“With the completion of the reconstruction of the main
line, the work of doubling the tracks between Dairen and
Suchiatun, a distance of 238 miles, was commenced, and is
to be finished in the autumn of 1909.”
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The section titled “Exports” contains long subsections
on [Soya] “Beans” and Bean cake” (p. 10-13). In the
first subsection we read: “Towards the end of 1908 was
commenced a trade in beans with the United Kingdom and
Europe, which promises to have a great effect on this part of
China, and, in view of the great possibilities of this trade, the
following, taken from a report which appeared in the local
newspapers some little time ago, may prove of interest.”
There follows the full-text of a 3-page article on
production and exports of soya beans in 1907 and 1908.
The subsection on “Bean cake” states: “In 1907 there
were at Dairen two large Japanese mills, in one of which
steam is used as the motive power while in the other
electricity has been adopted, and a few Chinese mills where
the old native method has been retained. During 1908 some
17 Chinese factories have been added, and more are in
contemplation. This increase is likely to be sustained, though
possibly not in the same proportion. A better price can be
obtained for bean cakes made here than for those brought
down from the interior, as the latter are apt to get damaged in
the course of transportation, and the demand for bean cake as
manure in other countries is steadily increasing.”
Annex 1 (p. 14) gives the value of imports to Dairen
during 1907 and 1908. In 1908 the value of soy [sauce] was
£27,431 and of miso was £5,422.
Annex 2 (p. 16) gives the value (in British pounds
sterling) of exports from Dairen during 1907 and 1908.
[Soy] Beans: £658,135 / 1,000,948. Bean cake: £488,997 /
865,480. Bean oil:–/ £27,284. Address: Mr., Acting ViceConsul [for Great Britain to Japan].
1805. Revue Indochinoise. 1909. Fabrication de l’huile et
du tourteau de fève Soja [Production of soy oil and soybean
cake]. 11:1046-47. Oct. [Fre]
• Summary: The extraction of oil from the soybean
(L’extraction de l’huile de la fève Soja)–Soja hispida–which
is found in Japan and which is imported to Japan in large
quantities from China and Korea, is a very simple operation.
The beans are steamed then crushed in mechanical presses;
the oil flows out and is collected in reservoirs. It is allowed
to stand for a while and is then refined. The result is an oil
with a clear yellow color which can be used for the table or
for industry. The remaining cake can be used as fertilizer or
as a feed for animals.
Total production of the oil is about 700 tonnes per
year and the average price is about 20 pounds sterling and
4 shillings per tonne. Up to the present, this oil has been
consumed mainly in Japan, however recently it has been
exported with success.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Sept. 2003) with the word tourteau or the term
tourteau de fève Soja in the title, used to refer to soybean
cake.

1806. Morgan, H.A. 1909. Re: Louisiana oil mills. Letter
to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Nov. 1. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper: Some of the cotton oil mill
interests in Louisiana have written me to come down there
and give a little talk on the growing of soy beans. I hesitate
a little to do so as Professor Dodson [of Louisiana] does
not feel sanguine about the success of the soy bean crop in
Louisiana, and as you have been there, will you not be good
enough to write me fully what you think of the prospects of
this crop.
“The oil mill people are getting ‘mighty’ interested in
the growing beans for oil and if they can get the good results
we are getting here, there is no doubt about their making
a success of it. I am inclined to think however, that what
is most needed in that section is the selection of the best
varieties and planting them from March to September so as
to catch the season of variation and if possible bringing the
beans to flowering at a time when drought is not liable to
prevail. On magnificent plants at the West Tennessee Station
this year there was a considerable shedding of the blossoms,
because of the protracted drought which prevailed at the time
of blossoming.
“With kindest regards,
“Very truly yours, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN.
1807. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Do you have any of the
following varieties of soybeans? Letter to Prof. J.F. Duggar,
Experiment Station, Auburn, Alabama, Nov. 1. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Duggar: If you have any of the
following varieties of soybeans that were grown at Auburn
during the past season, I should appreciate it if you would
send me one-fourth pound of seed of each: Mammoth;
Guelph, or Medium Green; Haberlandt, #17271 or 1194; Ito
San; and Medium Yellow. I am enclosing two franking tags,
by which this seed may be sent by mail. I may add that these
samples are desired for the purpose of making comparative
analyses of the oil content.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
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no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist.
1808. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Please send the following
varieties of soybeans. Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee
Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, Nov. 1. 2 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: If you have any of the
following varieties of soybeans that were grown at Knoxville
during the past season, I should appreciate it if you would
send me one-fourth pound of the seed of each: Mammoth;
Guelph, or Medium Green; Haberlandt, #17271 or #1194;
Ito San; and Medium Yellow. I am enclosing two franking
tags, by which by which this seed may be sent by mail [at
no charge]. I may add that these samples are desired for the
purpose of making comparative analyses of oil content.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist. (Enclosures)”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.

conditions at the garden and improper treatment by Mr. P.
Pierce, in charge, on April 1, 1903. Worked as head gardener
in a carnation and palm nursery in Montecito, California,
from April 1903 until March 15, 1904. Made journeys of
study in California, Mexico, and Cuba from March 16, 1904,
until August 1, 1904. Worked in the St. Louis Botanical
Gardens from August 1, 1904 until July 1, 1905, as a
propagator of mainly herbaceous plants. Was also member of
the Jury on Forestry at the World’s Fair in St. Louis during
September 1904. Re-entered Department service for the
third time on July 10, 1905, as an agricultural explorer. Left
Washington, D.C. on July 27, 1905, and returned to the same
city July 7, 1908, having visited in these three years parts of
Japan, Korea, Eastern and Northern China, Manchuria and
Eastern Siberia and collected nearly 2000 numbers of various
plans and seeds.
“4. Results accomplished: Valuable varieties of Chinese
fruits, vegetables, cover crops and ornamental plants
introduced. From February 1909 until July 1909 having
written his observations on Chinese agri- and horti-culture in
a series of four bulletins which are in course of publication.
“5. Special qualifications. These questions can hardly be
answered by the undersigned himself.”
“8. Value. To be answered by those in charge.”
Location: University of California at Davis, Special
Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer.

1809. Meyer, Frank N. 1909. Re: Resumé of work as a
USDA agricultural explorer. In: Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4
vols. 1902-1918. Compiled by Bureau of Plant Introduction,
USDA. 2444 p. See p. 811-13. Letter of 2 Nov. 1909 from
Berlin, Germany.
• Summary: Meyer filled out this form for USDA as he was
passing through Berlin on the way to his second expedition,
which started in Russia. “Salary: $1,600 per annum. 1.
Education: An ordinary school education up to 14 years of
age. After that much private tuition in Foreign languages, in
Botany, Drawing (mechanical and landscape), Arithmetic
and Measuring, Principles of plant propagation, etc.
“2. Experience: From 14th to 16th years as a pupil in the
Botanic Gardens of Amsterdam, from 16th to 23rd year as an
gardener and assistant to Prof. Hugo de Vries in his special
experimental garden. From 23rd to 25th year as a gardner in
commercial nurseries in England, especially having learned
the culture of fruits and vegetables under glass and the
culture of fruit trees against walls and fences as is practiced
in the countries of Northern Europe.
“3. Departmental Service: From October 23, 1901
to August 31, 1902, as a gardener in the Department
greenhouses at Washington D.C. Resigned September 1,
1902. September 15, 1902, re-entered Departmental service
again in the Plant Improvement Garden at Santa Ana,
California. Worked there as a propagator and all-around
gardener. Resigned on account of very unsatisfactory

1810. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Soybeans in Louisiana. Letter to
Prof. H.A. Morgan, Director, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, Nov. 4. 3 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Morgan: I have your letter
of the 1st instant regarding soybeans in Louisiana. At the
present time, I am very dubious regarding the future of
soybeans south of the north [boundary] line of Louisiana
extended eastward to the Atlantic Coast. In this region the
early soybeans seem to fill well, but the late and medium
varieties, like Mammoth and Hollybrook, for some reason
do not fill their pods. It would be an interesting point, if
possible, to determine why the pods do not fill. This was the
experience this year at Uniontown, Alabama, Gainesville,
Florida, and, as I understand, has been the rule for a number
of years at Baton Rouge [Louisiana]. I am very much pleased
by the fact that some late selections from the Riceland filled
perfectly at Biloxi [Mississippi], and it may be that among
the late types that come from extreme Southern China that
we will have varieties that will fill perfectly even down to
the Gulf [of Mexico]. This is a matter which I hope to test
out fully during the coming season. I have not yet received
reports from all of those in Louisiana to whom we sent
soybeans, but most of those which I have received have
been disappointing. Of course the season was an exceptional
one, and it is not fair to judge from this alone, but taken in
connection with Professor Dodson’s experience it certainly
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seems to me that we should be cautious.
“Now, another factor to be considered in this matter
in the splendid success obtained with the peanut on all of
the sandy or sandy-loam soils in the region in question [the
Deep South]. On such types of soil at least, I am inclined
to think that the soybean cannot successfully compete
with the peanut. On heavier soils, I feel that much more
extensive experimenting with varieties of the soybean will be
necessary before we can safely recommend them.
“I notice in your letter a suggestion that the drought
may be a cause of the non-filling of the pods. I doubt this, as
soybeans fill well out in the dry country and have filled here
perfectly this year at Arlington Farm [Virginia], the driest
season we have ever experienced. I am inclined to think that
the factor is one of heat, especially as the early and very late
varieties did fill. The shedding of the blossoms which you
mention is a phenomenon I did not witness. The thing that
struck me most was the fact that the seeds within the pods
had not developed.
“A final suggestion I would make would be to induce the
oil mill people themselves to conduct careful experiments
rather than have them urge farmers to plant them, as they did
this year. A few of the oil mill people experimented this year,
but I think it is only fair that they should bear the brunt of the
experimenting and not put it on the farmer.
“Yours sincerely, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1811. Chemical Trade Journal (Manchester, England). 1909.
Consular notes: Dairen [Manchuria] (Japan). Bean cake and
bean oil. 45(1170):429-30. Nov. 6.
• Summary: A table gives the composition of three samples
of [soy] bean cake made using hand presses. “The quantity
of oil in the soya bean is from 16 to 17 per cent.” The
constituents are: Water. Oily substances (range: 9.18 to
9.76%). Albuminous substances. Carbohydrate. Fibre,
vegetable. Ash.
“Soap: The manufacture of soap from [soy] bean oil has
been tried with good results. Its chief characteristic is that it
is easily soluble in hard water. A cake of the soap made in
the laboratory here weighs only 2½ ozs. troy, and the cost
of manufacture is said to be not more than ½d., including
wrapping and scenting, or at the rate of 2½d. per lb.”
1812. Morgan, H.A. 1909. Re: The soy bean situation in the
far south. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Nov. 8. 1 p.

Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: I want to thank you for
your letter of Nov. 4 with reference to the soy bean situation
in the far south. I have the feeling that the hot spell, during
which time a temperature of 110 to 115ºF prevailed, is
responsible for the low yields of beans this year.
“When you get ready to take up the testing of this matter
during the next season, we have some meteorological data
with reference to the maturing of soy beans that may help
you.
“I thoroughly agree with you that the oil people should
do the experimenting, and the representatives of those
interests who came here were willing to buy the seed and
distribute it in small quantities in order to test the thing in the
communities in which they worked.
“With kindest regards,
“Very truly yours, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN.
1813. New Zealand Times. 1909. Gleanings. Nov. 10. p. 3.
• Summary: “The Japanese have discovered a cheap and
good substitute for the milch cow in the form of a tiny bean.
The juice, which is extracted by a special process from the
bean, is said to be an excellent vegetable milk, the properties
of which render it highly suitable for use in tropical
countries. The preparation, according to the Java Times, is
obtained from the soya bean, a member of the leguminous
family of plants, and a very popular article of food among
the poorer classes of Chinese and Japanese. In making the
vegetable milk the beans are first of all softened by soaking,
and boiled in water. The resultant liquor is exactly similar
to cow’s milk in appearance, but is entirely different in its
composition.”
Note: This article also appeared in the Waikato Argus
(New Zealand) on Nov. 12, p. 4, and in the Colonist on Nov.
13, p. 2.
1814. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. Indian
soy beans. 15(189):145-46. Nov. 11. Summarized in
Agricultural Journal of India (Calcutta) 5:375 (1910).
• Summary: “As long ago as 1885 the seed was tentatively
grown as a possible food crop by the Agricultural
Department at Nagpore; and the annual report of the
agricultural stations in the Central Provinces, which has
just issued, contains a reference to the cultivation of a small
plot and to the absence of a local demand. Other provinces
also made some experiments. In those days, the merits of
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the soy bean as a source of oil were scarcely recognised,
and no demand for it on this account existed in western
countries. Consequently the cultivator found small profit and
the agricultural authorities as little encouragement in their
attempts. But the crop was never quite lost sight of...”
Tables show: (1) Analyses of the moisture and oil
content of 14 soybean samples grown from seed of Japanese
origin at the Manjri Experimental Farm showed that the
products are of good quality, with 6 samples containing
more than 20% oil. “The crusher to whom the samples were
submitted” commented that 11 of the 14 were distinctly
good, and those containing more than 20% oil better in this
respect than the best Sakura Manchurian beans.
(2) The range of oil content of soy beans grown in
five countries or continents, as quoted by the Reporter on
Economic Products: China 17.60 to 26.18. Japan 13.36 to
25.55. Java 18.37 to 26.18. Europe 15.16 to 21.89. North
America 18.42 to 19.52.
(3) The yields per acre obtained in 1906-07 on various
plots at the Manjri Farm averaged 660 lb, with a high of
1,166 lb. Address: India.
1815. Colonist (Nelson, New Zealand). 1909. News of the
day. Nov. 13. p. 2.
• Summary: “The Japanese have discovered a cheap and
good substitute for the milch cow in the form of a tiny bean.
The juice, which is extracted by a special process from the
bean, is said to be an excellent vegetable milk, the properties
of which render it highly suitable for use in tropical
countries. The preparation, according to the “Java Times,”
is obtained from the soya bean, a member of the leguminous
family of plants, and a very popular article of food among
the poorer classes [sic] of Chinese and Japanese.”
1816. Times (London). 1909. The importation of soya beans.
Nov. 13. p. 15, col. 6. Saturday.
• Summary: “The annual report of the Hull Chamber of
Commerce and Shipping just issued states in the Seed
Crushers’ Committee report that ‘the mills have been fairly
well employed, and for the first time in the history of the
trade soya beans have been crushed in quantity.’ The Hull
Seed, Oil and Cake Association reports that ‘the outstanding
feature of the year has been the advent of the soya bean
from Manchuria, which marks an epoch in the crushing
trade of the United Kingdom. About 400,000 tons have been
shipped to the United Kingdom in 1909 of which 153,000
tons have arrived in Hull since March last. Without this large
addition to the available raw material for the mills, crushing
must have been a lean business during the 12 months,
whereas this addition, combined with rising markets helping
manufacturers, who anticipated their requirements, has on
the whole proved to be fairly remunerative in 1909. There is
reason to hope that the soya bean will be a regular article of
import.” Address: London.

1817. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1909. Cotton oil
improved as week progressed. Nov. 14. p. B7.
• Summary: There has been heavy trading in cotton oil
and much speculation by “holders of the future options.”
The demand is limited to the [lard] compound producers
and bakers. “The prevailing high prices for lard and butter
have created an enormous demand for lard compound and
margarine... The demand for the soap kettle is practically
nil at the present price range, and substitutes such as tallow
and soja bean oil are being used. Importations of the latter
have shown a gradual increase of late, and it is stated that
considerable will be imported if the cotton oil market
continues to harden.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2020) that refers to shortening which it calls “lard
compound.” It is also the earliest document seen (May 2020)
concerning the etymology of shortening.
1818. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1909. Notes of science. Nov.
14. p. E3.
• Summary: “A vegetable cheese [tofu] is being made in an
experimental way in England from the caseine contained in
soya beans.”
1819. London and China Telegraph (London). 1909.
Monetary and commercial. 51(2,412):1023-24. Nov. 15.
• Summary: At the top left of p. 1024 we read: “The annual
report of the Hull Chamber of Commerce and Shipping
states that the Seed Crushers’ Committee report that ‘the
mills have been fairly well employed, and for the first time
in the history of the trade soya beans have been crushed in
quantity.’ The Hull Seed, Oil, and Cake Association that ‘the
outstanding feature of the years has been the advent of the
soya bean from Manchuria, which marks an epoch in the
crushing trade of the United Kingdom. About 400,000 tons
have been shipped to the United Kingdom in 1909, of which
153,000 tons have arrived in Hull since March last. There is
reason to hope that the soya bean will be a regular article of
import.’”
1820. Wall Street Journal. 1909. Grain and provisions. Nov.
17. p. 3.
• Summary: “Later the market reacted sharply losing the rise
on... a report that the European demand for corn was being
supplied by soya beans used for feeding purposes instead of
corn.”
1821. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909.
Soya bean growing for Africa. No. 3640. p. 4. Nov. 19.
• Summary: “Consul Horace Lee Washington reports that
several British firms displayed in the Liverpool office of a
large shipping concern samples of soya-bean products. These
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samples are to be sent to the Calabar and Lagos [Nigeria]
agricultural exhibitions, in order to encourage the cultivation
of these beans in West Africa for transport to Liverpool.
The samples consist of edible and crude oil, flour (for bread
making), meal, biscuits, oil cake, soap, and a substitute for
coffee.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2019)
concerning soybeans/soya in connection with (but not yet in)
Nigeria.
1822. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. The soya bean
of China: A Manchester exhibition. Nov. 19. p. 14.
• Summary: “Mr. Cavendish E. Liardet has in the rooms
of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce an exhibition of
various things illustrative of Chinese industry, but the chief
place among them is given to the soya bean and its products.
The soya bean, which grows freely in many parts of China,
is not unlike our English pea in shape, size, and in the fact
that it grows in a pod. It is rich in albuminoids and oil. An
analysis of the yellow variety gives:–Water 12 per cent, oil
17 per cent, albuminoids 38 per cent, carbo-hydrates 22 per
cent, fibre 5 percent, ash 5 per cent, and sand 1 per cent. It
is much used in China for human food, and its use in this
country in food products is becoming greater, as is shown by
the steadily increasing imports. Cattle-cake makers are the
greatest users so far, but the bean ‘flour’ has been used with
wheat flour for biscuit making and bread making. Mr. Liardet
has also tried the effect of roasting the bean and using it with
coffee. The oil obtained from the bean is of a good kind, and
is readily saleable among soap, paint, and lubricating oil
makers.”
Note: The term “Cattle-cake” (chiefly British) refers to a
concentrated feed for cattle, processed in the form of blocks
or cakes.
1823. Star (Canterbury, New Zealand). 1909. Brief mention.
Nov. 20. p. 4.
• Summary: “A new industry [sic] has sprung up in Japan
in the cultivation of a plant known as the Soja bean, which
is indigenous to Central Japan [sic] and Lower Manchuria.
About three years ago a trial shipment of this bean was made
to England, amounting in all to about 200 tons. Last year
the export totalled 80,000 tons, and this year it is expected,
250,000 tons will be shipped.
“The value of this bean lies not only in the quantity
of oil of high grade for lighting and lubricating purposes
contained, but in the residue after the oil is expressed. This is
of a highly nutritious nature, possessing a big percentage of
nitrogen, and it is employed in the manufacture of biscuits,
as well as having great value as a fodder for stock.”
Note: This article is filled with errors. For example: (1)
The soja bean has been cultivated in Japan for at least 1,000
years. (2) It is a native of northeastern China, not of Japan.
(3) The nitrogen-rich portion is used almost entirely for

livestock feed, and only in tiny amounts for making biscuits.
1824. Los Angeles Times. 1909. Activities in the Far East.
Nov. 21. p. VIII.
• Summary: “The Soya bean of China is competing in
Europe with American cotton-seed products,” according to
consular reports.
“Japan proposes, at an expenditure of $50,000,000
gold, during the period of fifteen or twenty years, to develop
Hokkaido, or Yezo, the most northern of the main group
of Japanese islands, by improving its rivers and harbors,
building bridges, roads, etc.
The Shantung Railway of China, owned by a German
company, carries a great diversity of products including
[soya] beans.
In Japan, rice is the leading crop in size on wet fields,
followed by “wheat, large beans [soya beans], millet, sweet
potatoes, buckwheat, red beans [azuki beans], Indian corn
and Irish potatoes.”
“Japan has become the principal market for Manchurian
products. The price of [soya] beans and bean cake has
risen 15 per cent., and Manchurian farmers are enjoying
unprecedented prosperity, in spite of the financial depression
prevailing in China during the past few years.”
1825. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1909. Fertilizers
and feeding stuffs: Soya bean cake. 102(4078):573. Nov. 22.
• Summary: Notes on the growing importance of soya bean
cake as a feed, plus analyses of the bean and cake. Though
British farmers are generally very conservative, they are
quick to recognize a good deal. “For instance, a year ago
the soya bean was practically unknown in this country;
botanists were about the only people who could have given
any information on the subject, and yet to-day, within the
comparatively short period of twelve months, the product
of the bean, soya bean cake, is being used on hundreds of
farms.”
“If we turn to the Mark Lane Express Market
Supplement of the 8th of this month, we find quoted–Soya
Cake, English, prime:” £6 17 shillings. “Cottonseed Cake,
decorticated, English, prime:” £8 11 shillings.
Note: These prices are probably per ton.
1826. Apotheker-Zeitung. 1909. Das Vorkommen von Urease
in hoeheren Pflanzen [Presence of urease in higher plants
(Abstract)]. 24(94):886. Nov. 24. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
English-language article: Takeuchi, T. 1909. “On the
occurrence of urease in higher plants.” J. of the College of
Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University 1(1):1-14. June 16.
1827. Ceris, A. de; Sagnier, Henry. comp. 1909. Chronique
agricole [Chronicle of agriculture]. Journal d’Agriculture
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Pratique 73(2):681-86. Nov. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “La revision douanière”
[“Revision of custom duties”] (p. 681-82) states that for the
first time, the term soya (soja) appears in the tables of tariffs
and custom duties. This is an Asian plant but attempts have
been made, for more than 50 years, without real success,
to propagate it in France. It seems to be cultivated only
in some rare vegetable gardens. Yet in recent years, and
especially within the last 2 years, a huge expansion of the
crop has taken place in Manchuria. And exports of soybeans
and soybean cakes (tourteaux de soja) from Manchuria to
Europe have surpassed 200,000 tonnes in 1908. Most of
these exports are going to England. The French tariff has not
mentioned soybeans prior to this time; but it is probable that
the 2,400 tonnes of beans (fèves) that are indicated as having
been imported from China [probably Manchuria] in 1908 are
soybeans.
1828. Manshu Nichinichi Shinbun (Dairen). 1909. The
ubiquitous beans. Nov. 25. Lengthy excerpts given by Rea in
Far Eastern Review, 10 March 1910, p. 455-56. *
• Summary: This is the story of how Mitsui & Co. gained
control of the [soya] bean trade in Manchuria and exported
the first [soya] beans to England and thus to Europe.
“Everybody knows that the ‘Ubiquitous Beans,’ the ‘wealth
of Manchuria,’ are booming up South and North Manchuria
as nothing else has ever even come near to, or is ever likely
to do. The credit for ushering this new era into the history of
Manchurian trade goes without question to Messrs. Mitsui &
Co. How this came about will be a matter of interest to many.
“This firm had, before the War, a branch at Newchwang
and engaged in the export of Beans to Japan. They thought of
shipping Beans, during the winter season when the northern
port is closed by ice, to Port Arthur by the Chinese Eastern
Railway and induced the latter to publish the freight tariff
in the summer of 1903. This led the Mitsuis to consider
it worth while to send Beans from Tiehling then taken by
them as the buying centre, to Yingkou by junk down the
Liao, and then to Port Arthur by rail. In October they made
the first purchase of Beans ever undertaken by Japanese in
the interior and in this example were followed by the now
bankrupt Tungshengho, the then prosperous Newchwang
merchants. Hardly had the Mitsui’s two Bean steamers sailed
out of Port Arthur with the total cargoes of 45,000 piculs
when the first guns of the late War were fired. [Note: 1 picul
= 132.27 pounds weight.] During the War, Russia saw fit
to include Beans in the contraband list, and this effectually
blocked all their outlets to Japan. It happened that neither
could herrings enter into Japan from Saghalien way. These
circumstances quite upset the fertilizer market in Japan. In
the mean time, the far-seeing management of the Mitsuis
started a painstaking study concerning the Bean producing
centres of the world and were quite satisfied, as the result,
of there being no others than Manchuria and Japan save for

Asia Minor and Cochin China, which produced something
like Beans. This discovery set them thinking more seriously
than ever and was directly responsible for their undertaking
the pioneer shipment of Beans to Europe.
“About the time the Battle of Liaoyang was being
fought the Mitsuis bought up all the Beans to be had about
Yingkou and dumped them at a fabulous profit on the short
stocked market of Japan. They followed up the track of the
victorious Army and also their advantage far into the inland
and at once began enquiry into the producing capacity of
those regions for Beans. It did not take long before they
found out to their satisfaction that the output of Beans in
South Manchuria has been ludicrously underestimated and
then they immediately cast about for the best market in
which to offer them, hitting, with a happy stroke of business
foresight, upon Europe as such. No sooner was peace
restored in October, 1906, than this firm opened its agencies
at Tiehling, Mukden, Changchun, Hsinmintun and Kirin and
during the winter of ‘05-’06, sent out their first trial shipment
of Beans and Bean Cake to London. This venture proved a
miserable failure because, owing to imperfect packaging,
the cargoes deteriorated so badly on the way that all were
thrown overboard. A second consignment to Europe of 500
piculs reached there in good condition in the spring last year
and met such a favourable reception there that an order for
3,000 tons directly followed and then a string of larger ones
in quick succession. The Mitsuis were allowed to reap all by
themselves the golden harvest of their own sowing till the
end of February this year (1909), when a number of strong
foreign firms began to appear on the scene to help foster the
Bean trade to what it is to-day.”
Note 1. The words “Bean” and “Beans” are used to refer
to “Soya Bean” and “Soya Beans” throughout this article.
The latter two terms are never used.
Note 2. This periodical began in Oct. 1908 as the
English-language column in the Manshu Nichinichi Shinbun
(“Manchurian Daily Newspaper”). Address: Dairen,
Manchuria.
1829. Flint, Paul N. 1909. Spanish peanuts, soy beans
and skim milk as feeds supplementary to corn. Georgia
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 87. 10 p. Nov.
See p. 8-10.
• Summary: This experiment shows that pork can be
produced more cheaply when soy beans, Spanish peanuts,
and skim milk are fed to pigs as a supplement to corn,
compared to when corn and shorts are fed alone. The author
insists that more attention should be given in the South to
growing these more concentrated feeds on the farm in order
to increase the profitability of raising swine. A financial
statement of the experiment is included, as well as the costs
of seeding and cultivating one acre of soybeans and one acre
of Spanish peanuts. At that time, soybeans for use as seed
cost $2.00/bushel. The cost of producing one acre of soy
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beans was $14.38 compared with $15.38 for peanuts. Both
crops were assumed to be of equal value the next year. The
costs were fertilizer ($5.03), interest or rent ($3.00), hoeing
two times ($2.10), cultivation 3 times ($1.50), 3/4 bushel
of seed ($1.50), breaking the land ($1.00), and harrowing
($0.25).
Pages 9-10 state: “Soy beans: The soy bean makes a
very good feed to combine with corn because it is rich in
protein, in which corn is deficient. It is especially good for
growing and breeding swine. Hogs will eat practically the
whole plant when it is young and tender. The stems are not
eaten so well after they become coarse.
“There are several varieties of soy beans, and by
selecting early, medium, and late varieties, or by planting the
early or medium varieties a couple of weeks apart throughout
the season, one planting will be sufficiently matured by the
time the other is consumed. The hogs should be turned into
the pasture when the first pods begin to ripen. Usually the
soy bean has a more upright growth than the cowpea. It is
richer in protein and, in some respects, a heavier yielder,
which makes it more valuable as a hog feed.”
Photos (p. 8-9) show: Hogs in a pen fed on shelled
corn and fresh soy beans. Hogs in a pen fed on shelled
corn and fresh Spanish peanuts. The photos are meant as a
comparison. Address: Animal Husbandman, Experiment,
Georgia.
1830. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909.
Agriculture. Oil seed crops of Russia. No. 350. p. 117-20.
Nov.
• Summary: A large amount of sunflower seeds are grown
in Russia, especially in the Caucasus. But this year’s crop is
estimated to be 50-60% smaller than last year’s. Two kinds
of sunflower seed are grown in Russia. One kind, comprising
about 75% of the crop, is used as a food and is not crushed.
About 90% of the cake from the crushed seed is exported;
two-thirds of the cake exports go to Denmark and one-third
to Germany–according to records kept by the Bureau of
Statistics of the Ministry of Agriculture at St. Petersburg.
Nearly all of the sunflower-seed oil in Russia is used for
home consumption. It is not refined, but is merely allowed
to stand for a long time and then filtered. This oil is very
popular with the Russians, and is used for the table, cooking,
and burning purposes. A vast amount of oil is burned
annually in Russia before the ikons or images. Almost every
room in the offices as well as the residences contains an ikon.
During the coming season it is expected that some
“arachide oil,” cotton-seed oil, sesame-seed oil, and olive oil
will be imported.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2007) that contains the term “sesame-seed oil”
(or sesame seed oil, or sesamé seed oil or sesamé-seed oil).
The manager of the largest mill at Odessa [Ukraine],

where there are 7 oil mills with a total of 70 presses, told
Special Agent Julien L. Brodé that “this coming season,
owing to the high prices demanded for linseed and the
scarcity of sunflower seed, they would doubtlessly crush
considerable soya beans. It is reported that there will be a
large crop of these beans in Manchuria this season... The
beans give 12 per cent oil.” Address: Washington, DC.
1831. Playfair, F.W.W. 1909. China. Report for the year 1908
on the trade of Foochow. Diplomatic and Consular Reports,
Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No. 4379. 18
p. See p. 12, 16.
• Summary: A table (p. 12) gives the imports of “Beans” to
Foochow. A second table titled “Return of principal articles
imported into Foochow through the Native Customs during
the years 1907-08” (p. 16) gives figures for the following:
(1) Bean cake (cwts.). Average, five years 1903-07: 110,950.
1907: 44,852. 1908: 90,729 (an increase). Trend over 5
years: Decreasing. (2) Beans (cwts.). Average, five years
1903-07: 115,406. 1907: 72,045. 1908: 54,680 (a decrease).
Trend over 5 years: Decreasing. Address: British Consul,
Foochow.
1832. Tropical Life (England). 1909. The soy or soya beans
(Glycine hispida). 5(11):181. Nov. [3 ref]
• Summary: The soya bean “has long been familiar by
name to British cooks, because it furnishes the condiment
called ‘soy,’ which forms an ingredient of several soups and
sauces. It is considered the most nutritious of all leguminous
vegetables...”
“The beans can be cooked in the green pod, like French
beans, or the dried beans may be treated like haricots.”
“The Imperial Institute, always on the alert to push
the interests of this country, has already brought the matter
of soy-bean cultivation to the notice of various Colonial
Governments and experiments are now in progress at the
Cape of Good Hope, Natal, East Africa, and the Gambia.”
A table gives the chemical composition of four different
soy bean varieties. One of these, a yellow variety, was grown
in West Africa.
1833. Corps Gras Industriels (Les) (Paris). 1909. Les droits
projetés sur les graines oléagineuses et les huiles [Projected
customs duties on oilseeds and oils]. 36(10):145, 148-49.
Dec. 1. [Fre]*
1834. Hexamer, Oscar Charles; Cuthbert, Harry Holmes.
1909. Improvements in or relating to the manufacture of
flour, bread and similar food stuffs. British Patent 28,033. 5
p. Date of application, 1 Dec. 1909. Complete specification
left 12 May 1910. Accepted 1 Dec. 1910.
• Summary: The process consists in producing flour for use
in the manufacture of bread, etc., from pulse or leguminosae
by the removal of starch or carbohydrates therefrom. This
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invention “has particular reference to the preparation of such
food stuffs from a flour which will be beneficial to persons
suffering from diabetes.” The seeds from which this flour is
produced should “contain a high percentage of albuminoids
and a comparatively low percentage of carbohydrates.
This class of raw material is typified by the soya-bean, and
when reference is made in the specification to soya beans
it is intended to refer to such pulse or leguminosae referred
to in the foregoing.” “Preferably the raw pulse chosen is
one which contains, as in the case of soya beans, a small
percentage of oil; this oil having value as an aperient” [gentle
laxative].
For instance, soya beans are dried by heating and then
ground. After the husks have been removed by sifting, the
flour is mixed with water and boiled for a period of time
sufficient to burst the starch cells. The liquid portion is then
drained off, and the residual paste is washed with cold water
until all starch has been removed. The paste is now dried
and the cake or coarse powder is ground. A small quantity of
pancreatin may be added to the resulting flour.
“For making cakes out of this flour which is an antidiabetic flour, the following is found to give a good mixture:
4 ozs. butter, 3 eggs (6 ozs.), ½ lb. flour (produced in
accordance with this invention).” Also use a little baking
powder (2 parts cream of tartar, 1 part bicarbonate of soda)
plus a little saccharine.
Note. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the word “powder” as one way
to describe soy flour. Address: 1. Confectioner, 160, Ebury
Street, Pimlico, London, S.W., Confectioner; 2. Chemist, 7,
Belgrave Mansions, Belgravia, London, S.W., Chemist.
1835. New York Times. 1909. Latest customs rulings.
Classification of imported merchandise depends on general
use. Dec. 1. p. 18.
• Summary: “In finding in favor of the claim of S.L. Jones
& Co. for lower duty on oil from the soya bean, the Board
of United States General Appraisers that experimental use
as against general use cannot be accepted as settling the
question of the classification of imported merchandise.
“The product in question was classified by the Collector
as an ‘expressed oil’ with a tax of 25 per cent. The importers
on the other hand asserted that the article should be allowed
to enter free of duty under the provision in the Dingley
law for ‘soap stock.’ The testimony submitted to the board
in behalf of the importers established that the oil in the
condition imported is fit only for use in soap-making, and
that while efforts have been made to sell the product for
other purposes they have failed.
“The Collector appears to have based his assessment on
a report made by the Government chemist, who stated that
he had experimented with the oil as food, and had found it
sufficiently edible to be used on salads and in certain cooking
operations.

“General Appraiser McClelland, in his decision says that
there is no evidence of the use of the oil in even exceptional
cases as human food. The unqualified statement of the
importer’s witnesses that the grade of oil in question is
never used as food must, says the decision, be accepted as
against the mere experimental use by a witness in preparing
himself to testify. The protest is sustained and the Collector
reversed.”
1836. Economist (London). 1909. Oil and cake manufacture–
The Soya oil bean. Dec. 4. p. 1144-45. [1 ref]
• Summary: “From a correspondent. In a recent issue
of the Economist attention was drawn to the Soya bean
trade in Manchuria, and to the rapid rise of the country as
an exporter... During the past season the English oilseed
crushers settled down to a highly lucrative trade, and for
some months past many of the large mills have set their
entire plant running on the crushing of Soya beans, to the
exclusion of cottonseed, linseed, and other oleaginous seeds.
The supposed shortage of the cotton and flax crops in the
United States, and the anticipated shortage of linseed in
the Argentine, with the resultant scarcity of cottonseed and
linseed products has found the English market comparatively
unperturbed, for the reason that Soya oil and cake can
supply most of the requirements as well, if not better, while
the foreigner is debarred from its use by the presence of
high tariffs. This new industry supplies a good example of
the value to this country of free imports of raw material
compared with the protective duties in other countries. The
removal or reduction of the duty on the Soya bean on the
Continent and in America would be a great blow to our
manufacturers,...”.
“Large quantities of Soya oil are being shipped from
English ports to the American seaboard, and the demand is
likely to continue: but the trade has already been so large that
it is difficult to buy oil for near delivery. The same oil is also
being shipped from Japan and China to the United States,
as well as to the North of Europe, and here we have–for the
moment at least–the only serious competitors of English
crushers. These two Eastern countries, in which the enhanced
value of bean products is leading to the introduction of
improved European manufacturing systems, are making great
strides in the oil crushing industry, and will naturally import
increased quantities of beans from Manchuria in proportion
to the success which they achieve in the export of the oil.
“The new season has now commenced in earnest, and
from December to April and May as many as fifty steamers
have been chartered to load beans at Dalny and Vladivostock
[Vladivostok] for English ports, representing something like
300,000 tons of raw material, or about £2,000,000 sterling
value. During the whole of last season the sales to Great
Britain amounted to 400,000 tons, so that in the month of
December, with twelve months to run, we have contracted
for a quantity only 100,000 tons short of the total English
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trade during 1909. While it is being estimated that Great
Britain will require in 1910 double the quantity imported in
1909, the news comes that Japan and China will also want
increased quantities next year. The crop barely covered the
demands of East and West during the past season, so there
is probably some justification for the fear that during the
coming season there may be difficulty in supplying the extra
demands which already appear certain to be made upon a
comparatively limited crop.
“In America, although the beans have not yet been
imported for the reason given, the Government has been
at considerable pains to collect all available information
regarding this product, with the object–should negotiations
for the removal or reduction of the tariff fail–of planting
the seed in those parts of the country which would be
suitable for its cultivation. In Wisconsin, Massachusetts, and
Tennessee, agricultural experiment stations have taken up the
Soya bean, and issued extensive reports to the Department
of Agriculture, all highly laudatory of the bean as compared
with other animal feeding stuffs, such as cottonseed cake
and meal, linseed cake, and maize, which are the principal
feeding stuffs of the United States.
“In England, the bean cake is of even greater importance
than the oil, representing as it does about 90 per cent. of
the raw material. The cake is the residue after crushing, and
the analysis compares favourably in oil and albuminous
substances with the best decorticated cottonseed cake and
meal, large quantities of which have been imported into this
country for many years for cattle feeding.
“Owing to the low prices of imported beans, bean cake
can be bought to-day at £6 12s 6d per ton in London, while
cottonseed cake imported from America is as dear as £7 10s
to £7 12s 6d. In Denmark, a great butter-producing country,
some hesitation was shown in regard to the introduction`
of the Soya bean, as it was feared lest the taste of the
butter might be affected by feeding cows with Soya cake,
but experiments have proved the reverse, and Denmark
has secured 25,000 to 30,000 tons of beans for shipment
from Manchuria during the next few months for crushing
and cake-making. In France and Germany the tariffs are
sufficiently high to shut out the article. Powerful interests
are nevertheless at work in both countries to have the duty
removed or reduced, but the removal of a duty is an object
the accomplishment of which is invariably difficult, and it is
to be hoped, for the sake of the English manufacturers, that
some time will elapse before the large European countries
are enabled to receive direct shipments from Manchuria free
of duty, which would only increase competition for supplies
of raw material and result in a limitation of our export of
bean products, both cake and oil.
“The bean industry, though old to the East, is new to us,
so much so that little is known as yet about the Eastern trade,
which is responsible for the consumption of the greater part
of the Manchurian crop. Reliable information on this head

is eminently useful, not to say indispensable, to the English
importer, as without knowledge of the local industry it is
impossible to follow intelligently the trend of values, which
are chiefly dependent upon the demand from China and
Japan. In Manchuria the trade is mainly in the hands of the
Chinese and Japanese.”
The traditional method of crushing Soya beans to make
oil and meal is described.
“This cake is used chiefly as a fertiliser in Japan and
Southern China. During the present season these two
countries imported about 600,000 tons of beancake from
Manchuria for fertilising. -In this connection the following
questions have been asked, the answers to which are of
importance to the English importer:–(1) In the event of
bean prices in the United Kingdom reaching high levels,
will Japan and China be able to pay enhanced values, and
continue to import beancake as a fertiliser? (2) For the same
reason will Japan eventually come to rely on phosphates or
other artificial manures? (3) If prices continue high in the
United Kingdom, will a large quantity of the beans which
at present go to the East in the form of beancake tend to
come to Europe, thus increasing the available surplus for
Europe? In the first place, the beancake as a fertiliser takes
precedence of phosphates in Japan, which raises a valuable
rice crop. In that country the beancake is considered an
indispensable import. We are indebted to Messrs Mitsui and
Co., of London, one of the largest shippers of Soya beans to
England, for some interesting figures dealing with the import
of beancake into Japan over a period of seven years. These
figures are of considerable importance, as showing that, on
the present level of prices, which is a high one for England,
there is no likelihood of the East abstaining from competition
with Great Britain for supplies of beans.”
“Conditions are rapidly becoming more satisfactory to
the native, and fresh producing centres are being opened
to trade by the construction of lines connecting with the
main routes to Dalny and Vladivostock. On the whole, it
maybe confidently anticipated that the cultivation of beans in
Manchuria will go on increasing in proportion to the impetus
given to trade by broader markets and the provision of
adequate railway communication in the interior.”
A table (p. 1145) shows the steady growth of imports of
beancake into Japan during the last 5 years: 1905–182,000
tons. 1906–258,000 tons. 1907–320,000 tons. 1908–400,000
tons. 1909–600,000 tons.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2016) that contains the term “oleaginous seeds”
(or “oleaginous seed”) in connection with the soya bean.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2016) that contains the term “Soya oil”
(regardless of capitalization) in the title. Address: From a
correspondent.
1837. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1909. Note and
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comment. Dec. 6. p. 8.
• Summary: “S.L. Jones & Co. of San Francisco [California]
imported an oil obtained by crushing soya beans. They said it
was good for nothing but use in soapmaking,...” This article
is very similar to that published 5 days earlier in the New
York Times (Dec. 1, p. 18).
1838. London and China Telegraph (London). 1909. The
soya bean. 51(2,415):1086. Dec. 6. [1 ref]
• Summary: “An exhibition of Soya beans and by-products
from North China, together with photographs of the Soya
bean industry, was held recently at the boardroom of the
Manchester Chamber of Commerce. Explanations and full
particulars of the industry were given by Mr. Cavendish
Evelyn Liardet, lately returned form China.
“At a recent meeting of the committee of the African
Trade Section of the Incorporated Chamber of Commerce of
Liverpool Mr. A. Grenville Turner delivered an interesting
address on the cultivation and uses of the Soya Bean.
“In the course of his address Mr. Turner said that it was
estimated that this year’s crop of Soya beans is likely to
exceed 1,000,000 tons. There were about 20 to 25 varieties
of the beans, different in colours, size, and shape. The beans
contained about 18 per cent of oil, and it was stated that
refined Soya oil fetches to-day a higher price even than
refined cottonseed oil. The soya bean, which is an edible
bean and can be used in the same manner as marrowfat peas,
can be utilised for a number of purposes.”
“In America an attempt has recently been made there
by certain dealers to place the Soya beans on the market as
a new substitute for coffee, and sell it under other names
at fancy prices. A sample of coffee specially ground from
the Soya bean, at the suggestion of Sir Alfred Jones, was
submitted, and created much interest. Mr. Turner stated that
according to a recent report issued by the Department of
Agriculture of the U.S.A., as Soya beans contain no starch,
they have been recommended for food for people suffering
from diabetes. Soya bean cake is used as manure on the
sugar plantations of Southern China, and on the rush beds,
from which Chinese matting is made. Mr. Turner also stated
that the Japanese extract casein from the bean from which
they make a milk, which is condensed. Cheese is also made
from this milk.”
Also contains a long summary of information on
the uses of soya bean oil and cake published recently:
“Cultivation and utilisation of the soy bean.” 1909. Bulletin
of the Imperial Institute (London) 7(3):308-14.
1839. Auckland Star (New Zealand). 1909. Manchuria’s
development. Dec. 8. p. 6.
• Summary: This long, excellent article contains relatively
little about soya beans. “Of the 30 or 40 different varieties
of bean grown the soya bean is the most important. Bean
cake is used for feeding stock and for fertilisers, the oil

for soap-making and refined salad oil, in Chinese food, for
lamp oil and gas-making, and possesses remarkable drying
properties, is invaluable in the mixing of paints. These are
perhaps only a few of its uses, and the authorities at the
Central Laboratory of the Kwangtung Government at Dairen
are actively engaged in experimenting with a view to further
discoveries.”
1840. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1909. Soya-bean oil
duty in USA. 75(24):885. Dec. 11.
• Summary: This short “filler” paragraph in the lower right
corner of the page states: “Soya-bean oil on importation
into the United States having been rated for duty as an
‘expressed’ oil at 25 per cent, an importer has protested that
it should be allowed to enter free of duty as ‘soap stock.’ The
Customs Collector based his assessment on a report made
by the Government chemist, who found the oil sufficiently
edible to be used in salads and certain cooking operations.
The General Appraiser has overruled this decision of the
Collector, and the oil will enter at a lower duty.”
1841. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1909. Soya bean and
its oil. 75(24):898. Dec. 11. [3 ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Editorial comments,” this
article occupies almost a full page, most of which is drawn
largely from 3 sources.
“Less than three years ago soya oil was practically
unknown as a commercial article outside China, but since
its advantages in the soap-industry became recognized it has
rapidly assumed a leading place as a substitute for cottonseed
oil, and enormous quantities of beans are now shipped to the
United Kingdom and the Continent. In this country Hull has
become the headquarters for the crushing of the soya bean,
and this year marks a record in the trade, as no less than
400,000 tons have been shipped to the United Kingdom, of
which 150,000 tons went to Hull. The mills have therefore
had an exceptionally busy time, and there is every reason
to believe that soya bean will be a regular article of import.
The oil has proved quite equal to cottonseed oil in the
manufacture of soap, which is its chief outlet. Had it not
been for this cheaper substitute it is said that the price of
cottonseed oil, already remarkably high, would have been
somewhere about 35s. to 40s. per cwt., a figure which would
have crippled its use as a soapmaking material.”
1842. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London). 1909. The
soya bean in Manchuria. 36:1920-22. Dec. 11.
• Summary: “In a British consular report just received from
Dairen (Dalny) is included some account of the exploitation
of the soya bean in its native country.” This is article
basically a summary of: Gordon, E.L.S. 1909. “Report for
the year 1908 on the trade and navigation of the port of
Dairen (Dalny).” Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual
Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No. 4372. 18 p. For
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the year 1908. Mr. Gordon is Acting Vice-Consul for Great
Britain to Japan.
This article contains five interesting photos (each with
a caption) not found in the original report: (1) “A wharf at
Dalny, whence the soya bean is exported.” (2) “Beans and
oil cakes awaiting shipment.” (3) “Cleaning and re-sacking
beans for shipment to Europe.” (4) “Wagons of the South
Manchurian Railway, which handles huge quantities of the
soya bean.” (5) “Beans stored in osier bins.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2000)
that uses the word “osier” in describing soybean storage bins
in Manchuria.
“The illustrations to this article were supplied by ‘The
Syren and Shipping,’ and appeared in a recent issue of that
paper, which was indebted for them to the ‘Nippon Yusen
Kaisha.’” Note 2. This article mentions the Kiautschau Bay
concession, which was a German leased territory in Imperial
China which existed from 1898 to 1914. Covering an area of
552 sq km (213 sq mi), it was located around Jiaozhou Bay
on the southern coast of the Shandong Peninsula. Jiaozhou
was romanized as Kiaochow, Kiauchau or Kiao-Chau in
English and as Kiautschou or Kiaochau in German. The
administrative center was at Tsingtau (Pinyin Qingdao).
1843. Petersen, Captain J.C.C. 1909. Oilcake in Germany
(Letter to the editor). Economist (London). Dec. 11. p. 1212.
• Summary: “Sir,–In your article on the Soya bean you say
[p. 1145]: ‘In France and Germany the tariffs are sufficiently
high to shut out the article, &c.’
“There you are quite mistaken as far as Germany is
concerned. I am living in an out-of-the-way place. Having
only two cows, I get the cake through perhaps the third
German hand at Oesby. Since this fall Soya cake became
known and is being extensively used by the farmers, the
price of linseed cake at present being as high as 9.75 m
[German marks] per cwt, ground nut cake 9.00 m, and Soya
cake 7.73 m per cwt; two weeks ago the price was only 7.50
m. Each Soya cake bears the stamp of the British Oil and
Cake Mills, Limited, and is guaranteed for purity by the
British Agricultural Society.
“How they can sell Soya cake in small quantities in
an out-of-the-way place in Germany at 7.50 m per cwt is
marvellous, when they charge in England £6 12s 6d per ton,
equals 6.65 m per cwt, there only being left 85 pf [pfennig =
German pennies] for import duty, freight by steamer, broad
and narrow gauge railway, two or three middle-men’s profits,
handling, &c., &c.
“This is a fact which might be perhaps of interest to
you.–I have the honour to be, Sir, yours truly,... December
7th.
“P.S. Is England, perhaps, dumping Soya cake in
Germany?” Address: Stevelt nr. Oesby, Kreis Hadersleben,
Schleswig, Germany.

1844. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1909. Cotton oil
tendency toward higher level. Dec. 12. p. F15.
• Summary: New York. “The continued high prices of the
cotton seed products have led to importations of various
foreign oils for soap-making purposes. Probably soya
bean oil has attracted more attention of late than any other
foreign oil. Some of the largest local soap makers have been
importing this oil quite freely of late and experiments in
soap production have been termed satisfactory. There is no
duty on this oil and it is said to be obtainable from abroad at
prices approximating 5½ @ 6 cents. Rumors are current to
the effect that several thousand barrels have been engaged
for domestic use.”
1845. Indische Mercuur (De) (Amsterdam). 1909. De
sojaboon [The soybean (Abstract)]. 32(50):965-66. Dec. 14.
[1 ref. Dut]
• Summary: A Dutch-language summary of the following
English-language article: Edie, E.S. 1909. “Cultivation
and uses of soya beans.” Liverpool University, Institute of
Commercial Research in the Tropics, Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct.
8.
1846. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1909. Big eats clubs
are getting busy: Hungarian Goulash Club meets tomorrow.
Dec. 15. p. 16.
• Summary: “When the Hungarian Goulash Club meets
tomorrow night, there will be several gallons of goulash.
Each club has its own recipe for its favorite dish and it is a
secret. All that is really known is that there are squares of
beef, a few vegetables, a sauce that contains some paprika
and India soy, and that every one wants two or three plates.”
1847. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1909. Pharmaceutical
Society of Great Britain: Evening meeting. 75(25):928-29.
Dec. 18.
• Summary: At the evening meeting, the “six fixed vegetable
oils” were discussed, starting with Olive oil. A table (p. 928)
gives the iodine absorption range and the saponification
number for the following: Olive oil, edible (“The annual
production of olive oil in Italy is 75,000,000 gallons, and in
Spain 13,000,000. It is often adulterated with less expensive
oils”). Olive oil, commercial. Sesame oil. Poppy oil. Walnut
oil. Cottonseed oil. Lard. Arachis [groundnut / peanut]
oil. Coconut oil. On page 929 “soy-bean oil” is mentioned
several times.
1848. Howland, John. 1909. The week’s progress: Review
of recent advances in science and industry. Chicago Daily
Tribune. Dec. 19. p. E4.
• Summary: The section titled “Wonderful possibilities
of Manchuria” states: “Manchuria as it might be strains
the imagination of industrialists and agriculturists. With
American machinery and crop growing methods it would
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have wheat land in the north enough to make a second
Minneapolis [Minnesota; a huge center of wheat flour
milling] out of Harbin, and could the by-products of the
soy bean crop be fed to growing cattle grazed on the wild
grass lands of Mongolia, Mukden would soon develop into a
second Chicago meat packing center.
“The soy bean, which yields bountifully everywhere,
is as great if not a greater natural trade advantage than the
Indian corn of Illinois and Indiana. With soy bean meal,
kaoliang, and Indian corn to fatten cattle and with thousands
of square miles of grass lands in Mongolia to grow young
cattle on, Manchuria could be in the front rank of meat
exporting countries.”
The “agricultural products of Manchuria,... all find their
way to market on a two-wheeled Manchurian cart, heavy and
cumbersome, drawn by four to eight mules and ponies. The
average load of one of these carts is about 1,800 pounds, or
800 board feet of lumber.”
1849. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909.
Cotton-seed products: Denmark. Competitors to American
feed cake–Trade possibilities. No. 3665. p. 1-5. Dec. 20.
• Summary: “Special Agent Julien L. Brodé, writing from
Copenhagen under date of November 18, says that the Danes
for a long time have been the best customers of the United
States for cotton-seed cake. They were among the first to
appreciate its fine feeding qualities, and fed it extensively
before American feeders could be induced to use it on a
liberal scale in their stock-feed rations. Mr. Brodé discusses
the present market conditions in Denmark:
“The American cotton-seed cake is the most popular
of all the oil cakes with the Danish farmers and feeders.
They are a conservative class, and when once wedded to a
feedstuff it is difficult to get them to change. The cotton-seed
cake, being on the free list and being so popular, has enjoyed
very favorable conditions for its importation into Denmark.
Of the 450,000 to 475,000 tons of oil cake annually
imported, at least half has been cotton-seed cake.
“Soya cake: This present season, however, will witness
a decided change, unfavorable to the cotton-seed cake. The
short American cotton crop and the strong home demand
for the products of the seed have caused prices for cottonseed cake to advance to such a high level that it is well-nigh
prohibitive for this market, and the Danes are forced to
substitute other oil cakes this season. The soya cake is now
enjoying a big outlet here. This cake is said to be gaining the
confidence of the Danish farmers. There has been purchased
150,000 to 200,000 tons for deliveries from August, 1909, to
September, 1910. The importers of feedstuff’s here are not
friendly toward this importation, since the soya cake, owing
to the proximity of the English mills, can be bought in small
quantities of 50 tons or so for shipments to suit the small
buyers. This large deal cuts up the business for the feedstuff

importers, as some of their customers have already begun
trading direct with the English mills.
“A soya-bean oil mill is being erected in Copenhagen,
which will be finished this winter. The annual capacity of the
plant will be to crush about 40,000 tons of beans, which will
give about 25,000 tons of cake. It is reported that the soyabean cake, if fed over one-half a kilo (kilo = 2.2 pounds)
per head per day to dairy cows, will cause the butter to taste
bitter, and if fed to beef cattle in the same quantity as other
oil cakes can be fed, it will act as a strong laxative on the
animals. It is further stated that even when fed in moderate
quantities after a time the butter and flesh of beef cattle will
be unfavorably affected. The soya meal is said not to have
such bad effects as the cake, but the farmers, following their
usual custom of preferring the oil cakes to the meal, are
buying the soya cakes.
“It is stated by some of the importers that the product of
the English mills is sold far ahead, and that some even have
made liberal future contracts for next season’s crush, which
begins June or July, 1910. There are still free offerings on the
market, but the bulk of the soya cake is doubtlessly in second
hands. Prices asked for November-December shipment
is $33.75 per long ton; price asked for February-March
shipment is $33.25 per long ton, and for next July-August
shipments is $32.75 per long ton. Prices all c.i.f. Copenhagen
and Danish ports. The analysis of the soya cake is guaranteed
to run 46 per cent protein and fat combined.
Also discusses (in descending order of popularity with
Danish farmers): Cotton-seed cake, sunflower-seed cake,
arachide cake (peanut cake or ground nut cake), the bourse
(a stock market) and arbitration method, cost of arbitration,
raising of hogs.
1850. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. Can soya bean oil
be used for paint making? 76(25):8. Dec. 20. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The similarity in some respects of soya bean
oil to cottonseed oil and the fact that it can be used largely
to replace this more expensive product in soap making has
set on foot investigations to determine whether it might not
also be used to some extent to replace linseed oil. We learn
that it is being studied with considerable interest by some
of the more progressive paint manufacturers and chemists,
especially in view of the present high prices of linseed oil
and the probability that the future will not show any material
reduction in the price of American flaxseed. This condition
may be presumed because of the great scarcity of farm labor
throughout the West, the high wages paid and a consequently
increased cost in all agricultural operations.
“Chemical tests of soya bean oil, in comparison with
samples of pure raw linseed oil from an American crusher,
showed the following results: Iodine number of the linseed
oil, 189; iodine number of average sample of soya bean
oil, 130; saponification value of the linseed oil, 194;
saponification value of the crude bean oil, 188.
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“It is well known that the higher the iodine number,
the better is the drying quality of the oil. The above would
show soya bean oil to be inferior to linseed oil in this respect.
It would, however, be nearly equivalent to poppyseed oil,
which is said to have an iodine number of 134 to 137;
and may therefore be set down as a slow drying oil. Soya
bean oil is a limpid liquid that would hardly be mistaken
for cottonseed oil, as it lacks the lard fat odor of the latter,
though resembling it in many other respects. Neither could it
be mistaken for linseed oil, owing to the difference in odor.
It is very similar in specific gravity to refined cottonseed oil
and the heavier grades of poppyseed oil, having a gravity of
.9245 and weighing 7 pounds 11 ounces to the U.S. gallon of
231 cubic inches. Linseed oil has an average specific gravity
of .932 and a weight per gallon of 7 pounds 12 ounces, or a
trifle over. It is reported, however, that a well-known paint
chemist to whom a sample of oil was submitted, consisting
of 75 per cent. linseed and 25 per cent. soya bean oil,
reported the mixture to be a strictly pure linseed oil with a
low iodine value.
“A mixture of equal parts pure raw linseed oil and soya
bean oil has showed an iodine value of 161, and when tested
for drying was only three hours slower than pure linseed
oil–the time required being 108 hours. Mixed with a drying
pigment (pure white lead ground in linseed oil) and 5 per
cent. of drying japan, the soya bean oil dried within 30
minutes of a similar paint mixed with linseed oil in place of
the soya bean oil–but the paint film from the soya bean oil
was less tenacious than the linseed oil paint film. Tests have
shown that soya bean oil cannot be used alone as a paint oil,
because it would require so much drier to make the paint
harden that the paint would perish within a short time. These
tests indicate that the extreme limit in which soya bean oil
may be used in connection with linseed oil for paints with
a white lead base to obtain fair results is 25 per cent. by
volume. With inert pigments, such as mineral or earth paints,
it does not yield as satisfactory results, and when the above
limit is exceeded it goes dead, especially in damp weather.”
Note 1. This is the earliest U.S. article seen (Feb. 2003)
concerning the use of soya bean oil in paints.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Feb. 2003) that uses the term “drier” (or “driers”) in
connection with paints made from soya bean oil.
1851. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1909. New high prices
made by cotton oil. Dec. 21. p. 13.
• Summary: “The soapmakers have apparently given up
hope of ever securing cotton oil at profitable prices this
season and their interest has been turned to the purchase of
substitutes. Soya bean oil has been brought in freely and
300,000 barrels have been engaged for delivery during the
winter and spring months. A large soapmaker has found
this oil well adapted for soap requirements and many of the
others are anxious to book enough shipments to cover their

spring requisites.”
1852. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909.
Soya Beans. Sweden. The fodder value of soya bean meal
and cake (Document part). No. 3666. p. 8-9. Dec. 21. [1 ref]
• Summary: “In transmitting the following translation of an
article on soya meal and cake, prepared by Nils Hansson,
of the Central Institute for Agricultural Experiments
[Sweden], Vice-Consul Wilhelm Hartman, of Gothenburg,
reports that all foodstuffs are carefully tested in Sweden,
in order to find their relative value and prices that can be
profitably paid therefor:” A detailed translation follows. A
table shows the composition of “soya cake” [mechanically
pressed] and “soya meal” [solvent extracted] based on 20
analyses “made by the managers of the bureaus of chemistry
located in the parts of the country where the soya feeds have
already come to be extensively used.” The figures show the
percentage composition of soya cake / soya meal. Water:
11.11 / 11.56. Raw protein 43.29 / 45.48. Raw fat 6.10 / 1.88.
Carbohydrates 34.04 / 35.33. Ashes: 5.46 / 5.75.
“Lately soya-cake meal, sometimes called bean gluten
feed, has also appeared in the market, and differs from
ordinary extracted soya meal so far that it contains the same
percentage of fat as soya cake.
“By reason of their low percentage of cellulose, which,
according to the tests, varies from 2.67 to 5.27 per cent, the
soya foodstuffs are highly digestible. In this respect the soya
cake seems to be somewhat better than the soya meal, but in
comparison with other fodder stuffs both rank very high.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soya-cake” to refer to
defatted, ground soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2011) that contains the term “soya foodstuffs.”
Yet the term refers to feeds (for animals) rather than foods.
“When the percentage of water has been low enough,
neither soya cake nor soya meal has undergone any changes
during four to five months’ storage. On the other hand, two
samples of meal which contained 15 per cent of water, and
were kept for some time, got moldy and showed signs of
decomposition. Therefore, buyers should be careful to see to
it that the moisture does not exceed 13 or 14 per cent.
“Feeding experiments: In the feeding experiments
made, it has been shown that soya cake as well as soya meal
are eagerly consumed by neat cattle, and daily rations as
large as 3.3 to 4.4 pounds have not caused any unfavorable
dietary effects. In this respect the soya fodder seems to have
a slightly loosening [laxative] effect, comparable to that of
good sunflower or peanut cakes.
“Soya cake as well as soya meal has higher fodder value
than ordinary sunflower cake, and, through experiments,
it has been found that 0.09 kilo (1 kilo = 2.2 pounds) of
soya cake, or 0.95 kilo of soya meal, is on average an
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equivalent substitute for 1 kilo of sunflower cake. On the
two experimental farms the soya cake gave nearly identical
results...
“With reference to the influence of soya fodder stuffs on
the percentage of fat in the milk, the results of experiments
are conflicting. Some of them show decrease, others increase.
If we compare the results here with the results obtained in
Germany, we are inclined to believe that the soya feedstuffs
have some tendency toward lowering the percentage of fat in
the milk produced, still, not in such a degree as to be of any
practical importance.
“No change in the appearance or taste of the milk has
been detected, but the churning tests made in the summer
time have shown that the butter had a pronounced fodder
taste when larger quantities of soya meal or cake were
used. Therefore, at places where the milk is utilized for the
production of butter, the daily ration of soya meal or cake
given to each cow should not exceed one-half to threefourths kilo.
“With the limitation required on account of the abovementioned unfavorable effect on the taste of the butter,
soya meal and cake may be considered as good feedstuffs
for milch cows, and deserve the farmers’ attention, as they
can be obtained at a price somewhat lower than that for
good peanut cake, and not appreciably higher than that for
sunflower cake.” Address: Central Inst. for Agricultural
Experiments, Sweden.
1853. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909.
Soya Beans. United Kingdom. British imports versus imports
of cotton seed (Document part). No. 3666. p. 9. Dec. 21. [1
ref]
• Summary: “Consul Rufus Fleming, of Edinburgh
[Scotland], furnishes the following information concerning
the increasing use of soya beans in the oil-cake mills of the
United Kingdom:
“During the calendar year 1908 the imports into the
United Kingdom of these Chinese beans amounted to 11,830
tons, valued at $426,150. The imports in the eight months
ending August 31, 1909, amounted to 255,000 tons, valued
at $7,547,742. A prominent feature of the ocean freight
market at the present time is the large number of steamers
being chartered to carry beans from Dalny to Vladivostok
to the United Kingdom or Continent. From 20 to 30 vessels
have been chartered recently, and it is reported that at least
90 more will be required in the course of the season. It is
estimated that the average cargo of these vessels will not be
less than 6,000 tons.
“The imports of cotton seed into the United Kingdom in
1907 amounted to 687,085 tons, valued at $21,728,942, and
in 1908, 528,218 tons, valued at $17,608,997. The imports
for 1909, up to October 12, were 308,380 tons, as compared
with 330,570 and 485,395 tons for the same periods in 1908

and 1907.
“Soya-bean meal and cake and oil: Soya-bean meal and
cake have come largely into demand in Scotland as feeding
stuffs for cattle and sheep, and the oil, of which the bean
contains about 15 per cent, is used in soap manufacture, and
to some extent (in a refined state) in margarin establishments.
Local dealers in feeding stuffs differ as to the merits of the
soya cake and meal. The weight of opinion is distinctly
favorable to their use. On the other hand, in July last a
suit was begun in the court of session (supreme court of
Scotland) by an Edinburgh dairyman against a millmaster for
damages for the loss of 25 cows, said to have been poisoned
by prussic acid in soya-bean meal. The defendant avers that
the death of the cattle was not due to the feeding stuff. The
action has not yet come to trial, but the meal and cake still
find an expanding market here.
“The prices at Leith, on October 15, of soya beans and
cotton seed and their products were as follows, per ton: Soya
beans, $31.63; Egyptian cotton seed, $39.02; Bombay cotton
seed, $31.02. Soya-bean cake, $31.02 to $31.63; Egyptian
cotton-seed cake, $27.98; Bombay cotton-seed cake, $23.72.
Soya-bean oil, $116.79; cotton-seed oil, $116.79.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soya-bean meal” to
refer to ground, defatted soybeans.
Note 2. This is the second earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2007) that uses the term “margarin” to
refer to margarine. Address: Edinburgh, Scotland.
1854. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909.
Samuel L. Gracey, of Foochow, transmits a report on the
soya bean prepared by Vice-Consul Nightingale of that
port,... No. 3668. p. 6. Dec. 23.
• Summary: “... which is accompanied by six photographs
illustrating the Chinese process of manufacturing soy [sauce]
and soya cake, and two specimens of the plant, all of which
are filed for reference in the Bureau of Manufactures.”
1855. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1909.
The producer: Dec. 24. p. 10.
• Summary: The Madras “Times” of December 1 writes:–
”The market demand for that comparatively new product the
Soya bean of Manchuria has recently been showing signs
of expansion. Europe and America are large buyers. These
beans, it is said, are nearly three times as rich in albuminoids
as oats or wheat. In Germany and America the bean is being
ground to form an ingredient of bread, and Soya flour and
meal may be used for biscuit-making and confectionery. In
Switzerland the legume is cooked as a vegetable, and the
dried bean when roasted is used as a substitute for coffee.
The oil is used in the manufacture of margarine as well as
soap and paint, while the Chinese turn it into condiments
[sic] and burn it in lamps. It is obvious that the Soya is a
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most useful plant, serving as many economic purposes as
the cocoanut, and large quantities are being absorbed in the
markets of Europe, America, and of the Far East. Russia, for
instance, is a large buyer. The price has naturally risen with
this increase of demand, and Soya oil has risen £3 a ton, the
London price when the last mail left being about £25 5s.”
1856. Live Stock Journal (London). 1909. Soy beans as a
cattle food. 70(1864):680. Dec. 24.
• Summary: This is a long summary of the following
English-language article: J. of the Board of Agriculture
(London). 1909. “The soy bean.” 16(9):735-39. Dec.
1857. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1909.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from January 1
to March 31, 1909. Nos. 24430 to 25191. No. 18. 73 p. Dec.
24.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim.
“24610. From Trenton, Kentucky. Purchased from Mr.
S.J. Leavell. Received January 6, 1909. Trenton. ‘A brownseeded variety picked out of Mammoth by Mr. Leavell in
1904, and in that year 12 plants produced 7 pounds of seed;
in 1905 these 7 pounds produced 10 bushels; in 1906 Mr.
Leavell reports that with exactly the same treatment it outyielded Mammoth by 50 percent. Seems like a promising
variety.’” (H.T. Nielsen).
24641-43. “From Taihoku, Formosa. Presented by Mr. I.
Kawakami. Received January 21, 1909. The following seeds:
“24641. Cream-yellow.
“24642. Black, small.
“24643. Black, very small.”
24672/24711. “From India. Presented by J. Mollison,
esq., M.R.A.C., Inspector-General of Agriculture in India,
Nagpur, C.P. Received February 10, 1909. The following
seeds (quoted notes by Mr. Mollison; descriptions of
varieties by Mr. H.T. Nielsen):
24672-2490.
“24672. ‘Rymbai-ktung. From Khasi Hills, Assam.’
Similar to no. 18258a.
“24673. ‘Bhatumsh (red). From Darjeeling, Assam.’
Light chocolate color, looks like no. 17852.
“24674. ‘Bhatumsh (yellow). From Darjeeling, Assam.’
Straw-yellow with brown hilum.
“24675. ‘Bhatwas. From Safipur, Unao, U.P. [Uttar
Pradesh].’ Black, small seed about the same size as Cloud,
but rather more dull in color.
“24676. ‘Bhatwas. From Hasangani, Unao, U.P.’ Black,
looks like no. 24675, only seeds are shiny like Cloud.
“24677. ‘Bhatwas. From Ranjitpurwa, Unao, U.P.’
Black, just like no. 24676, only seeds are a trifle smaller.
“24678. ‘Chabeni khurti (spotted variety). From
Hardupurwa, Teh Bidhanna, Etawah, U.P.’
“24679. ‘Chabeni khurti (black variety). From Bant,

Teh, Sadar, Etawah, U.P.’
“24680. ‘Chabeni khurti (black variety). From Atsu,
Teh, Auraya, Etawah, U.P.’
“24681. ‘Bhatwas (mixture of spotted and black). From
Mainpuri, U.P.’
“24682. ‘Kali khurti, Chabeni khurti, Khajwa. From
Mainpuri, U.P.’
“24683. ‘Chabeni khurti (black variety). From
Kilerman, Teh, Sadar, Etawah, U.P.’
“24684. ‘Chabeni khurti (black variety). From Amapur,
Teh, Kasaganj, Etawah, U.P.’
“24685. ‘Chabeni khurti (black variety). From Aliganj,
Etawah, U.P.’
“24686. ‘Chabeni khurti Bhundadar (spotted variety).
From Jalesar, Etawah, U.P.’
“24687. Khajwa or kulti. From United Provinces.’
“24688. ‘Bhatwas. From Cawnpore [Kanpur], U.P.’
“24689. Bhatwas. From Nanbasta, Cawnpore, U.P.’
“The preceding S.P.I. Nos. 24678 to 24679 are black,
with small seed, about the size and shape of S.P.I. No. 20410.
There is some slight variation in the size of the seed, but the
entire lot might easily be taken for the same variety if judged
by the seed only.
“24690. ‘Bharat Safed. From Dehra Dun, U.P.’ Similar
to S.P.I. No. 22901.”
24693-24711. Japanese varieties of soy beans grown on
Poona Farm, Bombay Presidency.
“24693. Straw-yellow, with rather an indistinct hilum,
quite similar to Manhattan, S.P.I. No. 17277.
“24694. Straw-yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 24693;
seeds may be a trifle larger.
“24695. Straw-yellow, seed very similar to Ito San, but
the brown speck at end of hilum is very faint.
“24696. Just like above, S.P.I. No. 24695.
“24697. Similar to S.P.I. No. 20405.
“24698. Olive-yellow, very similar to No. 20893a.
“24699. Straw-yellow, seed about the size of S.P.I. No.
17269.
“24700. Pale straw-yellow, with a black hilum; seed
about the size of Acme, S.P.I. No. 14954.
“24701. Dirty olive-yellow, with slate-colored hilum;
seed about the size of Ito San, but more globular.
“24702. Straw-yellow, with very faint hilum; similar to
Butterball, S.P.I. No. 17273, but seed rather smaller and not
so bright in color.
“24703. ‘Oylan Dai Dizen.’ Straw-yellow, very similar
to Okute, S.P.I. No. 19986.
“24704. ‘Gosha Dai Dizen.’ Very similar to S.P.I. No.
24700.
“24705. Light shade of chromium-green, similar in
appearance to S.P.I. No. 17857, but the color is not quite the
same. Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the term “chromium-green” to
describe the color of a soybean.
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“24706. Black. Apparently just like our Buckshot, S.P.I.
No. 17251.
“24707. ‘Kuru Maru.’ Apparently just like Nuttall, S.P.I.
No. 17253.
“24708. ‘Sirohaha’ [Shiro-haha = white mother].
Apparently just like Butterball, S.P.I. No. 17273. “24709.
‘Teppo.’ Citron-yellow, seeds about the size of Butterball.
“24710. ‘Motonari.’ Seed very similar to S.P.I. Nos.
24700 and 24704, but the hilum is russet in this case.
“24711. ‘Rokugatsu.’ Citron-yellow, with very faint
hilum, seed about the size and shape of Mammoth.” 2483940 Grown at the Arlington Experimental Farm, Virginia,
from seed obtained from Dr. S.P. Barchet, Shanghai, China,
in 1906. Seed of the following:
“24839. Greenish. Grown in 1908 under temporary
numbers 0578 and 0579, which proved to be identical.
“24840. Yellow. Grown in 1908 under temporary
number 0580.”
25116-25118. “From Pithoragarh, Kumaun District,
India. Presented by Miss L.W. Sullivan. Received March 26,
1909.
“25118. ‘Bhat dal.’ A small black variety of soybean.”
25130-31. “From Knoxville, Tennessee. Grown at
the Agricultural Experiment Station. Received through
Prof. H.A. Morgan, March 29, 1909. Seeds of each of the
following.
“25130. Early brown.
“25131. Medium yellow.”
25132/25149. “From Soochow, Kiangsu, China.
Presented by Rev. R.A. Haden, B.D. Received March 19,
1909. The following seeds:
25133-25137
“25133. Small yellow. ‘Tom Thumb soy. The
smallest variety; used only for bean sprouts.’ Note 2. This
observation, that Chinese prefer very small soybeans for
sprouting, is very important.
“25134. Large yellow. ‘Mammoth yellow soy. This is
the very largest of the yellow soys. Used especially for oil
and bean curds.’
“25135. Large green. ‘Tea green soy. Sutt variety. May
be put to all the uses of soy, but in practice they are only
used to make parched Sutt beans eaten as a relish.’
“25136. Large reddish brown. ‘Mammoth red soy. Used
only for eating in the green state, but may be used for all the
soy purposes. This is the largest of all the soys.’
“25137. Looks like Meyer. ‘Mammoth mottled soy. Used
especially for bean curd; said to give a special flavor to this;
has also abundant oil qualities.”
“25161. Grown at the Arlington Experimental Farm,
Virginia, season of 1908, under Agros. No. 0824. Numbered
for convenience in recording distribution, March 31,
1909. Eda. (?) Original seed from the Indiana Agricultural
Experiment Station, where it was grown as Early Brown.
‘This turned out to be identical with Ito San in every

particular except color of seed. It is a uniform light brown,
while Ito San is yellow. Neither superior or inferior to Ito
San.’ (H.T. Nielsen.)”
“25138. Glycine soja: ‘Horse-feed peas, a literal
translation of the Chinese. It grows wild over a very large
portion of China. In the north peas by the same name, but
a different variety, are extensively cultivated. Long vines,
climbing on anything in reach; fruited from bottom to top. I
think this should receive special attention, for the following
reasons: It will be a good nitrogen producer. It is extensively
used in Chinese medicine, entering largely into prescriptions
taken internally for eye trouble. It will make a better drink
than anything except good coffee. Parch until brown the
whole pea, grind, and treat as boiled coffee. This I have
tried and am very fond of it as a drink.’ Distribution.- An
annual vine, native and cultivated in the eastern part of Asia,
extending from Amur and Manchuria through China and
eastern India; also in Japan.” Address: Washington, DC.
1858. Wall Street Journal. 1909. Flaxseed prices. Dec. 24. p.
6.
• Summary: Increases in the price of flaxseed and cottonseed
have called into use other “oil-bearing seeds” “of which
the soy bean is a favorite article in British seed-crushing
industries. Many cargoes of soy beans have been shipped this
season from Vladivostock [Vladivostok] and other Siberian
and Chinese ports for North England mills. Not only do they
furnish oils, but the pulpy substance is wrought into cake for
the feeding of live stock and to this extent it competes with
oats and corn in European countries.”
1859. Wildeman, É. de. 1909. Le soja [The soybean].
Agronomie Tropicale; Organe Mensuel de la Societe
d’Etudes d’Agriculture Tropicale 1(12):195-200. Dec. 25;
2(1&2):5-8. Jan/Feb. 1910. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: An overview of the subject, including a brief
history, based largely on a summary of about ten documents.
It begins: “For some years now, attention has been drawn
to the soybean (Soja hispida (Mönch) or Glycine hispida
(Max.)), which comes from Manchuria; its products are now
used in various ways in our daily lives.”
“It is not a question of exhausting the question, but as
the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute of London has already
devoted several articles to this plant this year and that the
first part of vol. I of the Liverpool University, Institute of
Commercial Research in the Tropics, Bulletin [Edie, 8 Oct.
1909] is entirely devoted to it, it appeared useful to us to
insist here on the soybean which would also have a certain
importance for our colonies.”
This legume originated in Southeast Asia, and has
been cultivated for centuries in China and Japan. It is
now abundant throughout Manchuria, where the seeds are
widely appreciated for their nutritive value. It was later
introduced into the Indies (l’Inde) and arrived in England
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at the end of the 18th century. About 30 years, it was the
subject of numerous trials [by Haberlandt and co-workers] in
Austria, but is only recently that it has become an article of
commercial importance in Europe.
“The occupation of Northern Manchuria by Russian
troops, during the Russo-Japanese War, gave rise to
numerous demands for this bean, which stimulated the
extension of [its] agriculture. After the departure of the
troops, the local demand fell naturally, and it was necessary
to find an outlet in foreign markets. From 1906 to 1908, a
large part of the products of N. Manchuria were exported
to Japan via Vladivostok, but in 1908 the economic crisis
of Japan diverted a part of these products to Europe,
which actually received large quantities of soybeans,
especially in England. The first large shipment of soybeans
contained 5,200 tonnes (metric tons) and arrived at Hull
on 2 March 1909. The beans arrived at the destination in
perfect condition despite the distance. They were classed in
three categories: 1. Shipped from Dalny; 2. Shipped from
Vladivostock; and 3. Shipped from Hankow. The value of
those in category No. 1 is about £6 8s./tonne [metric ton];
those in No. 2 and No. 3 is about £6 6s./tonne, these prices
being, naturally, subject to the fluctuations of the market.
Most imported beans are monopolized by the manufacturers
of oil who obtain 10-18% of the weight of the beans in
oil. [The remaining] oilcake can be used in the feed of
livestock.”
There follows a long discussion of soybean cultivation
and production, including soils, fertilizers, nitrogen fixation
by root nodules, planting, intercropping, yields of forage and
seed, use as silage, soil restoration, soybean varieties, tables
showing the chemical composition of the plant and seeds
showing their excellent nutritional value.
“Until recently, soybean cultivation has been confined
to Asia and some states of the USA. Recently, the question
of cultivating this plant in the various British colonies has
been raised. In most of the colonies of West Africa, the
soybean could probably be cultivated with success in rotation
or mixed with maize or other crops, and give significant
yields.”
“In China, Japan, and Indo-China the seeds are used to
prepare a sort of milky liquid (liquide lactescent) [soymilk]
and a sort of cheese” [tofu]. A brief description of each
process is given. The milk has considerable nutritional value
“but is not suited for infants.”
“The flour of soybeans (La farine de fèves de soja) is
used to make biscuits, and, mixed with wheat flour, is used
to make a brown bread; it is sometimes even preferred in
this application to rye flour. Since it contains neither sugar
nor starch, the soybean has been recommended as the basis
of diabetic diets.” Address: Prof., School of Horticulture,
Vilvoorde, Belgium (Professeur au Cors colonial de l’École
d’Horticulture de Vilvorde).

1860. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. The growing use
of the soya bean: Cake and meal found to be of high fodder
value in Sweden–Extensive trade in the United Kingdom.
76(26):15. Dec. 27. [1 ref]
• Summary: “In transmitting the following translation of
an article on soya meal and cake, prepared by Nils Hansson
of the Central Institute for Agricultural Experiments, ViceConsul Wilhelm Hartman of Gothenburg, reports that all
foodstuffs are carefully tested in Sweden, in order to find
their relative value and the prices that can be profitably paid
therefore...”
Consul Rufus Fleming of Edinburgh, furnishes the
following information concerning the increasing use of soya
beans in the oil-cake mills of the United Kingdom: “During
the calendar year 1908 the imports into the United Kingdom
of these Chinese beans amounted to 11,830 tons, valued at
$426,150. The imports in the 8 months ending August 31,
1909, amounted to 255,000 tons, valued at $7,547,742. A
prominent feature of the ocean freight market at the present
time is the large number of steamers being chartered to carry
beans from Dalny or Vladivstok to the United Kingdom
or Continent. From 20 to 30 vessels have been chartered
recently, and it is reported that at least 90 more will be
required in the course of the season... Soya-bean meal and
cake have come largely into demand in Scotland as feeding
stuffs for cattle and sheep, and the oil, of which the bean
contains about 15%, is used in soap manufacture, and to
some extent (in a refined state) in margarin establishments.”
1861. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. Soya beans
in Russia: High cost of transportation restricts their use.
76(26):14. Dec. 27.
• Summary: This is largely a reprint of an article titled
“Soya Bean Traffic” published in Monthly Consular and
Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of
Commerce and Labor) No. 351. p. 65-67. Dec.
“Reporting relative to the soya bean in Russia, Consul
Hernando de Soto, of Riga [Latvia], writes that the high
freight rates on shipments from Manchuria to that district
will probably prevent its use to any large extent. He says:
‘The Manchurian soya bean until the present date has neither
been imported into nor exported from the ports in this
consular district. Some time ago one of the largest oil mills
in this city purchased from Manchuria a few carloads of the
bean for the purpose of making experiments in converting
the bean into cake. It was found that the bean yielded 20% of
crude oil and only 10% of pure oil, and that on account of the
high cost of transportation over the Siberian road, by which
the bean could not be delivered at Riga for less than 1.20
rubles (62 cents) per pood (36 pounds), the business would
not be profitable.
“’The opinion prevails here among the people of the
trade that there is little likelihood of the bean ever being
used to any large extent by the mills in this section of Russia,
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unless exceptional freight facilities are offered.’”
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Sept.
2015) concerning soybeans in Latvia. This document
contains the 2nd earliest date seen for soybeans in Latvia
(1909) (one of two documents).
1862. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1909.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from April 1 to
June 30, 1909. Nos. 25192 to 25717. No. 19. 45 p. Dec. 29.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim.
“25204\25219. From Bremen, Germany. Presented by
Dr. George Bitter, director, Botanical Garden. Received
March 26, 1909.
“25212. Brown.”
“25437\25440. From China. Procured from Mr. H.J.
Openshaw, Yachow [later Ya’an], Szechwan Province, via
Chungking, West China. Received March 3, 1909. The
following seeds; Chinese names given by Mr. Openshaw.
“25437-25438.
“25437. Huang dou. Looks like Acme.
“25438. Lu dou. Very similar to Guelph.”
“25468. From Madison, Wisconsin. Purchased from the
L.L. Olds Seed Company. Received May 8, 1909. Wisconsin
Black. ‘This variety has proved to be one of the earliest
growing in Wisconsin, but gives a relatively poor yield of
seed and forage. While the records are somewhat incomplete,
it is almost certainly the direct descendent of S.P.I. No.
5039.’ (C.V. Piper.)”
“25649-25658. From Newchwang, China. Presented
by Mr. Fred D. Fisher, American consul. Received June 18,
1909. The following seeds. Quoted notes by Mr. Fisher;
description of varieties by Mr. C.V. Piper.
“25649-25651. ‘Pai-mei (white eyebrow), from the
white scar on the saddle or point of attachment to the pod.’
These three numbers consist wholly, or mostly, of Ito
San. 25649. (Locality unknown.) 25650. From Mukden
[Manchuria]. 25651. From Kwangning.
“25652. ‘Chin-huang (golden yellow), from the golden
color and more rounded shape of the bean.’ Subglobose
yellow seeds with brown hilum.
“25653. ‘Hei-chi (black belly), from the dark-brown scar
on the saddle.’ Yellow subglobose seeds with black hilum.
“25654. ‘Ch’ing-tou. Epidermis green with inside
yellow.’ Yellowish green subglobose seeds. Apparently
identical with the Morse variety, No. 19186.
“25655. Ch’ing-tou. Both epidermis and inside green.’
Subglobose green seeds with black hilum and green embryo.
Apparently the Guelph variety.
“25656. ‘Wu-tou.’ Small black seeds with yellow
embryos. Apparently two varieties mixed.
“25657. ‘Hsiao-wu-tou (small black bean); the bean is
somewhat smaller than the following (S.P.I. No. 25658), with
a black epidermis and yellow inside.’ Small black seeds with

yellow embryos.
“25658. ‘Ta-wu-tou (small black bean), where the
epidermis is black and the inside green.’ Medium-sized,
subglobose seeds, black with green embryos. Apparently
identical with Fairchild variety, No. 19184.”
“25704/25716. From Poona, Bombay, India. Presented
by Mr. M.A. Peacock, Pennellville, New York. Received
June 24, 1909.
“25716. Yellow.” Address: Washington, DC.
1863. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Hull Trade in
1909. Annual review: commerce and finance. Dec. 30. p. 2,
col. 3-5.
• Summary: “To-day we publish the second installment
of our annual Trade Review. The articles are contributed
leading merchants, ship-owners, and others, and are valuable
as a trustworthy record of the Port’s progress and prospects.
“Oil and Seed Crushing. The linseed crops shipped
in 1909 to the United Kingdom and Continent are less by
140,000 tons or nearly 800,000 quarters, than in 1908, and
the shortage to Hull is 170,000 quarters, or over 35,000
tons. Notwithstanding this shortage, however, there has been
on the whole a moderate profit, mainly because steadily
advancing markets for oil and cake have helped the crusher.
“Imports of linseed to Hull mid-December are: 1909 =
650,331. 1908 = 803,707.
“Cottonseed shipments to Hull exceed those of 1908 by
about 30,000 tons, which practically offsets the shortage of
linseed.
“Crushing margins have fluctuated greatly during the
year, and in some periods business had to be carried on at
a dead loss owing to short supplies of raw material; on the
whole, however crushers have had a fairly satisfactory year.
Imports of cottonseed mid-December are:
U.K. 1909 Egyptian = 289,330. Indian = 171,900. Total
= 461,230.
U.K. 1908 Egyptian = 317,270. Indian = 144,200. Total
= 461,230
Hull 1909 Egyptian = 178,119. Indian and other
descriptions = 101,041. Total = 279,160.
Hull 1908 Egyptian = 161,637. Indian and other
descriptions = 79,485. Total = 241,122. showing a decrease
to the United Kingdom of 240 tons, but an increase to Hull
of 38,038 tons, which indicates some progress the industry at
Hull.
“Soya Beans. 1909 is an epoch year in the trade owing
the sudden and unexpected advent of this new and important
crushing material from the East. The first shipment arrived
in March. Out of 380,000 tons shipped to Europe, most of
which comes to the United Kingdom, Hull has received
184,447 tons. The bean contains about 18 per cent. of a
fine oil which has already established itself for soapmaking
and other purposes, while the cake has readily been taken
up, more especially by dairy farmers. There has been an
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enormous export of these cakes to Denmark, where dairying
is carried on upon a large scale by up-to-date men and
methods.
“This large addition of raw material taxed Hull mills to
their utmost capacity, every available fan and press being
fully employed.
Prospects for 1910 are of a promising character. It is
hoped to receive an equal shipment of beans in the coming
year, and if that is realised, although the Egyptian cotton
seed now being shipped is reported to 100,000 tons short
of last year’s, the Indian crop may largely make up for this
deficiency, so that, as a whole, supplies of raw material
should be ample for the mills during the next twelve months,
notwithstanding the recent large addition of seed-crushing
machinery to England and Scotland.
“Prices of linseed and cotton cakes are considerably
above the average, which, of course has a tendency to restrict
the demand.”
1864. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1909.
The soya bean. Dec. 31. p. 11.
• Summary: “The sudden appearance of the Soya bean in the
news columns of the agricultural press of the States and of
the old country [Great Britain] must be accepted as evidence
of the sound value of the plant, of whose possibilities there
appears to be no end. Mixed with flour and meal, the Soya,
after grinding, makes up into marketable confectionery and
biscuits. In Switzerland it is cooked as a vegetable, and, dried
and roasted, is made to do duty as coffee. Also, it is largely
employed in the making of margarine, and the Chinese use
the oil for burning in lamps. It is used as cattle fodder and
authorities have pronounced favorably on its value when
mixed, two parts of Soya to one part of cheap undecorticated
cotton cake; and, after its 17 per cent. of oil is taken, the
last use of the bean is as a fertiliser, and in this capacity it is
highly written of.
“It is not often a novelty of this kind catches on with
the English farmer, who is ultra-conservative, but soya
had so much that was worthy in it that it was taken up on
its introduction to England, a little over a year ago, when
botanists were the only people who knew anything at
all about it, and now it is used in one way or another on
hundreds of farms in the British Isles. At present the bean is
being imported in quantities from China and Japan, where
for centuries it has been cultivated for fodder, for human
consumption, for its oil, and for its manurial usefulness, and
it is anticipated that the imports to England for the coming
year will be in the neighborhood of 600,000 tons.”
1865. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909.
Oil-seed products in Germany. No. 3674. p. 1-4. Dec. 31.
• Summary: “Hamburg market for oil-cake meal and
vegetable oils: Special Agent Julien L. Brodé, writing from

Hamburg, Germany, under date of December 3, 1909, gives
the following information concerning market conditions and
prices in that city for meals and oils from various seeds.”
“The Germans are not taking very kindly to the soyabean meal. It is thought that possibly 25,000 tons of the
meal have been bought, but most of it will go to the extreme
northern section around the port of Esbjerg, between which
and England there is direct and frequent steamship service,
and the buyers are easily accommodated as to quantity and
time of shipment. The English mills are sending out bullish
letters concerning this product, stating they are sold far
ahead, but all seem to be willing to sell small quantities of
a hundred tons or so for prompt shipment. It is difficult to
get an idea of the quantities of soya bean meal and cake that
are yet unsold, and that will yet be manufactured during
the season. It is reported in Hamburg that freight has been
booked for 200,000 tons of soya beans for January and
February shipment from Chinese ports to England. If this is a
fact, it looks as if there will be sufficient soya-bean products
to go around for some time yet to come.
“Prices and quantities of soya bean and peanut meal:
Present prices of the soya bean meal are from $32.40 to
$33.40 per long ton c.i.f. [cost, insurance, and freight]
Hamburg. Prices vary according to the analysis guaranteed
and the time of shipment. Nearby shipment is bringing a
premium over later shipment. The meal, when it is ground
from the cake, contains about 7 per cent oil and 41 per cent
protein. Some of the mills, by a chemical process, extract
90 per cent of this oil, leaving only about 1 per cent fat in
the meal. This quality of meal sells between 50 cents and
75 cents per ton lower than the meal which has not been so
treated. The treatment changes very little the appearance of
the meal.
Peanut meal is popular in Germany with many of the
farmers, and is used in rations for dairy cows. Farmers like
to mix it with the cotton-seed meal. They claim that the two
give better results when fed together than either will give
when fed singly.”
The various seed cakes are then compared: sesame,
palm-nut, corn, rape-seed, and soya-bean. “Soya-bean meal,
it is thought, will not influence the feedstuff situation to any
great extent in Germany, and unless the peanut meal comes
on the market in great quantities high prices of oil meals will
continue to rule throughout the season. However, German
farmers will not be compelled to use so much oil meal this
season, as there is an abundance of damaged corn and barley
in the country, and Russian barley is being offered freely at
reasonable prices.”
The German oil market is then discussed and the price
of each of 11 oils is given; soybean oil is not mentioned.
The German market for oil cake or oil-cake meal is then
discussed and the price of each of 9 kinds of meal and cake
is given for 1906, 1907, 1908, and 1909; neither soybean
meal or cake is mentioned. Address: Hamburg, Germany.
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1866. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909.
Soya bean cake criticised in Scandinavia. No. 3674. p. 4.
Dec. 31. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Consul-General Wallace C. Bond forwards
from Copenhagen the translation of an article from a leading
Danish paper, which calls attention to the fact that soya-bean
cake is not proving satisfactory for feeding cattle in Sweden.
The following statement was quoted from an association
paper for Swedish farmers:
“It has thus been ascertained by Swedish experts that the
butter from milk cows which are fed with soya cakes has a
by-taste. By the feeding with 1 kilo (2.2 lbs.) of soya cakes
per animal a day, the butter from such animals could not be
accepted as first class on account of a by-taste, and even by
the feeding with so small a quantity as one-half kilo or less,
the butter got so much of a by-taste that it was questionable
whether such a quantity could be considered as first-class
export butter.”
1867. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Germans and
soya beans (Letter to the editor). Dec. 31. p. 7, col. 7.
• Summary: “Mr Ferens points to what is a fact, namely,
that the prevailing import duty levied by Germany on
beans at present gives our products from the Soya bean
an advantageous market in Germany, but will Mr Ferens
guarantee that Germany will permit this state of things to
continue? This is the important question! With Tariff Reform
we should be in a position to arrange a bargain, and so
secure some assurance of continued business. As we stand
at present, with our one-sided Free Trade, we are helpless
protect ourselves against any counter-move the Germans
may make to capture the industry.
I am. Sir, etc., H.E.G.N.
“December 1909.”
Note: See article about Mr. Ferens in the Dec. 29 issue
of this newspaper, p. 4, col. 3.
1868. Forbes, E.B. 1909. Specific effects of rations on
the development of swine. Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 213. p. 239-305. Dec.
• Summary: Ground whole soy beans (not defatted
soybeans) were fed to swine along with corn (in the ratio of
about 80% corn and 20% soy beans) during the years 1905
and 1906. The hogs always did better when the corn was
supplemented by a source of proteids and minerals–such as
soy beans.
The animal body is constructed from 14 chemical
elements. Soy beans were found to be a good supplement for
corn. Tankage, linseed oil meal, and soy bean rations were
about equally palatable and effective to cause gain in weight.
“Soy beans may be grown in the Corn Belt and used with
profit in pork production, though the supply of beans on the

market is sufficient only to satisfy the demands for seed, at
seed prices.” Lecithin also seems to be a valuable nutrient,
aiding growth.
Note: Forbes was interested in what later came to be
known phytochemicals. He used the term “specific effects
of foods” to designate those biological effects that are not
predictable by proximate analysis. At this time, Forbes
thought that “The specific effects of foods on growing
animals appear to be due very largely to the mineral elements
which they contain.” As he stated prophetically in this
article (p. 240): “When the live-stock feeder shall become
thoroughly a master of his business, he will know the
specific or characteristic effects of the foodstuffs which he
uses, on the animals consuming them, just as the physician
who is learned in therapeutics knows the specific actions of
the drugs which he administers.” Unfortunately, he did not
realize that Germans had discovered this same idea more
than 20 years earlier (see J. Kuehn, 1887). Address: Wooster,
Ohio.
1869. Forbes, E.B. 1909. Specific effects of rations on the
development of swine. Missouri Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 81. 69 p. Dec. [9 ref]
• Summary: This publication is almost identical to one by
the same author, with the same title, also published in Dec.
1909, but as: Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 213. p.
239-305. “The feeding experiments on which this bulletin
is based were conducted by the author at the Missouri
Experiment Station in the years 1905 and 1906, and the
results prepared for publication immediately thereafter.”
“Certain additions to the chemical data are now made
from the work of Mr. A.C. Whittier and the author, at the
Ohio Experiment Station; the discussion is revised, and the
bulletin is published at the Ohio Experiment Station, and is
issued simultaneously by the Missouri and Ohio stations.”
Address: [Wooster, Ohio].
1870. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1909. The soy
bean. 16(9):735-39. Dec. [4 ref]
• Summary: This is a good revue of the literature. Contents:
Soy bean production in Northern China [Manchuria].
Composition of soy beans. Feeding experiments with soy
bean cake (designed to test the comparative feeding value of
soybean cake and decorticated cotton cake). Use of soy bean
cake for feeding.
The soy bean has recently come into prominence in the
United Kingdom as a “feeding stuff.” The beans imported
to the UK during the past year “have come from Manchuria
through the ports of Dalny, Vladivostock [Vladivostok] and
Newchwang.” No precise information is available on the
area under cultivation, although it is large; “given sufficient
inducement, a considerable increase in the supply is likely to
take place.”
Production: “The total production of [soy] beans in
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Southern Manchuria, which is served by the ports of Dalny
and Newchwang, is stated to have been 580,000 tons in 1907
and 830,000 tons in 1908, while in Northern Manchuria the
Vice-Consul reports that the crop in 1908 probably amounted
to 900,000 tons, and the prospects for the crop in 1909
indicate a yield [production] larger possibly by twenty per
cent. The beans from Northern Manchuria come through
Vladivostock. Spot prices in London on November 25th
were reported to be about £7 10s. a ton for soy beans, and £6
12s. 6d. [6 pounds 12 shillings 6 pence] for soy bean cake.
The continental demand is large.”
Composition: A table (p. 736) gives analyses of the
composition of seven samples of soy beans (yellow, green,
black, green, yellow, brown, and yellow). The beans contain
9.9 to 11.1% moisture, 35.4 to 41.2% albuminoids, 15.6 to
18.1% oily substance, and 4.3 to 5.8% woody fibre. “The
analysis of sample No. 1 was made by Mr. S.H. Collins,
lecturer in Agricultural Chemistry, Armstrong College, while
samples 2 to 7 were analysed by Mr. E.S. Edie, M.A., B.Sc.,
Liverpool University. The first six were all Chinese beans,
but No. 7 was grown in West Africa*.” (Footnote: * Edie,
E.S. 1909. “Cultivation and uses of soya beans.” Liverpool
University, Institute of Commercial Research in the Tropics,
Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct. 8).
“On arrival in this country the oil is extracted from the
beans by pressure, and the residue forms the soy bean cake
or meal used for feeding cattle... Much of the cake sold is
guaranteed to contain 6 per cent. of oil and 40 per cent. of
albuminoids; decorticated cotton cake usually contains 8 to
10 per cent of oil and 45 per cent. of albuminoids...”
A second table (p. 737) gives analyses of the
composition of six samples of Manchurian [soy] bean
cake. Analyses 1-3 are by Acting Vice Consul Gordon in
Manchuria, Analysis No. 4 is by Mr. S.H. Collins; No. 5 by
Prof. Kinch, of the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester,
and No. 6 by Mr. James Hendrick. The cake contains 11.3
to 19.2% moisture, 41.7 to 45.0% albuminoids, 6.0 to 9.8%
oily substance, and 3.9 to 6.7% vegetable fibre. “Some
of the cake and cake-meal which is being sold has had
the oil extracted from it by means of a solvent, instead of
by pressure. In such cases only 1½ to 2½ per cent. of oil
remains.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soy bean cake” to refer
to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: England.
1871. Ker, W.P. 1909. China. Report for the year 1909 on the
trade of China. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual
Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain) No. 4386. 76 p. Dec.
See p. 57-58.
• Summary: A table (p. 5-6) lists 36 major Chinese [and
Manchurian] port cities and 15 provinces in China, and the
estimated populations of each. Cities with population of
600,000 or greater are: Canton 900,000, Hankow 820,000,

Tientsin 800,000, Shanghai 651,000, Foochow 624,000,
Chunking 610,000.
A table (p. 6) lists the estimated foreign population of
China during the year 1908: Japanese 44,143, Russian 9,520,
British 9,043, German 3,637, American 3,545... Total 77,960.
“Beans. Although Japan is the destination of most of the
beans and bean cake exported from China, one of the most
interesting features of the trade of China in 1908 was the
commencement of the export on a large scale of the ‘soya’
bean of Manchuria direct to Europe. The first season of this
trade only began in November, so that the full effect of the
new development is not apparent in the customs figures.
The port of Dalny, or Dairen as it is now called, is the chief
seat of the export for Europe. It is estimated that during
the season which began in November, 1908, and closed in
June, 1909, over 152,000 tons of beans were shipped from
Dairen to Europe, declared mostly for Liverpool, Hull and
Bremen. The number of vessels employed for this purpose
was 25. During the same period the export of beans from
Vladivostock [Vladivostok] is stated to have been over
143,000 tons, of which 65,000 tons were shipped in June.
More than half the quantity shipped from Vladivostock went
to the United Kingdom. A well-known Japanese firm [Mitsui
& Co.] was the first in the field for the export from Dairen,
and is said to have made enormous profits, but three or four
British firms soon followed and took a considerable share
of the business, dispatching perhaps nearly 40 per cent. of
the whole quantity. There is great demand in the United
Kingdom for seed oil for machinery, soap-making, cooking
and other purposes, and I understand that the demand for
beans in the United Kingdom was stimulated by a shortage
in the supply of cotton seeds from India and Egypt. The
efficacy of beans for cattle food has also been proved in
the United Kingdom. Excellent crops in Manchuria, low
prices in gold for the produce and cheap freights made a
combination of circumstances favourable for the trade, such
as cannot reasonably be expected to occur frequently, and the
purchase of beans in the interior is, I am told, an operation
involving no small difficulty and financial risk. However,
the prospects for next season’s bean trade are, on the whole,
bright.
“Hankow [in Hupeh province, on the Yangtze River,
585 miles upstream from Shanghai] also is the outlet of
a great bean-producing district, but in its competition
for direct export to Europe it is handicapped by a much
heavier freight, 1l. 15s. [l. = £] per ton against 19s. per ton
(rising afterwards to 1l. 6s.) from Dairen. Moreover, I am
informed that some experimental shipments of Yangtse
[Yangtze River] beans made in the autumn of 1908 turned
out unsuccessful, the beans from the damper climate of
Central China, although looking just as good when shipped
as Manchurian beans, becoming mouldy on the voyage. An
increase in the export of beans is noted also at Chinkiang
[Chen-Chiang, in Kiangsu province, on the Yangtze River 43
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miles downstream from Nanking].
“Bean cake is exported chiefly from Newchwang. The
export there increased from some 4,300,000 cwts. [1 cwt =
hundredweight = 112 pounds] in 1907 to some 5,400,000
cwts. in 1908, and in spite of an increasing export from
Dairen, Japan took 78 per cent. of this amount, the same
as in the two previous years.” A table (p. 56-57), titled
“Principal Exports from China, chiefly to Asiatic Countries
(India excepted),” shows the articles exported (incl. bean
cake and beans), averages for the years 1903-07, 1907, 1908,
and increases or decreases in 1908 compared with 1907 and
the average of 1903-07. For bean cake: Average 1903-07:
3,702,537 cwts. 1907: 4,978,588 cwts. 1909: 9,321,582 cwts.
Address: Commercial Attaché to His Majesty’s [British]
Legation at Peking.
1872. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909.
Soya bean traffic. No. 351. p. 65-67. Dec.
• Summary: In the section titled “China: Large profits to
several concerns handling them,” Vice-Consul Gordon
Paddock of Harbin, Manchuria, states: “The exports of these
beans in the raw state to England was initiated in this district
by the Mitsui Company, one of the most important Japanese
mercantile concerns, which is said to have made over
1,000,000 yen ($498,000) in this business alone within the
last year. More recently, since the beginning of 1909, several
British concerns engaged in business in China, have become
interested in the export of these beans to England.” These
include such important concerns as Jardine, Matheson & Co.
(Limited), and Samuel Samuel & Co. (Limited) of London.
“No large Chinese concern has thus far been interested in the
export of these beans from this district.”
The section titled “United Kingdom” states: “There
is every prospect of the bean trade in North Manchuria
developing into a complicated and highly speculative
business... American firms have recently entered the market.
German firms, in view of the repeal of the duty on beans
in Germany, will undoubtedly buy largely; while a wellknown Japanese firm, by far the largest operators till now,
were believed to be preparing for export on an even larger
scale than hitherto. The tendency promises to be for Chinese
merchants to get the business into their own hands, buying
from the local producers and selling again to the European
firms.”
The section titled “Liverpool: Experiments in Europe
of mixing with flour, etc.” states: “Oil millers of Liverpool
are disposed to regard the products of the soya bean as
additional articles of trade and not as competing to replace
the manufactures of cotton seed... The first complete cargo
of soya beans that arrived in the United Kingdom reached
Liverpool February 14, 1909, and the interest in this new
industry has grown apace since then.” An expert Liverpool
baker, as an experiment, has made a blend of soya flour and

wheat flour for use as a “soya dog biscuit... A few German
millers are reported to have mixed soya and rye flour in
experiments in the making of the blackbread of that country,
and local experimenters her [in Liverpool] are experimenting
with a blend to improve their own brown bread.
“A vegetable cheese [tofu] is known to be produced
from the caseine [casein] that the bean contains, but this
has not advanced from the experimental to the commercial
stage.”
It is “stated that one of the large shipowners of
Liverpool contemplates the introduction of the soya bean
into West Africa, where soil and labor conditions are thought
to be particularly favorable to the growth of good crops. This
enterprise is cited as a parallel to the British cotton growing
movement at its inception, and some measure of the same
success is confidently predicted for it.
“Soya Bean Growing for Africa.” Consul Horace Lee
Washington of Liverpool “reports that several British firms
displayed in the Liverpool office of a large shipping concern
samples of soya-bean products. These samples are to be sent
to the Calabar and Lagos [Nigeria] agricultural exhibitions,
in order to encourage the cultivation of these beans in West
Africa for transport to Liverpool. The samples consist of
edible and crude oil, flour (for bread making), meal, biscuits,
oil cake, soap, and a substitute for coffee.
“Russia: High Cost of Transportation Restricts Their
Use.” Consul Hernando de Sota, of Riga [as of 1994, the
capital of Latvia] “writes that high freight rates on shipments
from Manchuria to that district will probably prevent it use
to any large extent. He says: ‘The Manchurian soya bean has
until the present date neither been imported into nor exported
from the ports of this consular district. Some time ago one of
the largest mills in this city purchased from Manchuria a few
carloads of the bean for the purpose of making experiments
in converting the bean into cake.” However “on account
of the high cost of transportation over the Siberia road, by
which the bean could not be delivered at Riga for less than
1.20 rubles (62 cents) per pood (36 pounds), the business
would not be profitable.”
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Feb. 2005)
concerning soybeans in Latvia. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Latvia (1909) (one of two
documents). Address: Washington, DC.
1873. Parker, Edward C. 1909. Commercial Manchuria.
American Review of Reviews 40:713-19. Dec.
• Summary: Page 715: “... just as rice is the staple food of
Japan and South China, and the soy-beans are the “money
crop” of the country,–cooking and lighting oil being
expressed from the seeds and the residue being shipped to
Japan to fertilize the rice fields. The bean cake shipments
from Newchwang, Dalny, and Antung in 1908 amounted
to 515,198 tons; beans, 239,298 tons, bean oil, 1,930 tons;
having a total value of $15,016,649 (United States gold).”
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Address: Mukden, Manchuria.
1874. Togano, Meijiro. 1909. Shôyu moromi-chû no saikin ni
tsuite [Studies on the microbes in soya (or shoyu) mash (or
moromi)]. Nogakkai Kaiho (J. of the Scientific Agricultural
Society, Japan) No. 90. p. 1-56. Dec. [Jap]
• Summary: The Japanese word moromi, which is often
translated as “mash,” is the stage in making soy sauce (it
has a consistency resembling apple sauce) before the liquid
shoyu (soy sauce) is pressed out, leaving behind the shoyu
presscake. Address: Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
1875. Tropical Agriculturist, Supplement (The) (Peradeniya,
Ceylon). 1909. Soya (or soy) bean. 5(6):576. Dec.
• Summary: “The Soya Bean thrives at Peradeniya and
appears to be well suited to the climate and soil. Here the
seeds germinate in 3 to 5 days, the plants flower when a
month old; a fortnight later the pods are fit for picking, and
the harvesting is complete in about two months from the
time of sowing.” Also contains a 3-inch quote from the Times
(London) of 13 Nov. 1909, p. 15f. Address: Ceylon.
1876. Okamoto, Hansiro. 1909-1910. On a new species
of Phloeothripidae of Japan. Transactions of the Sapporo
Natural History Society 3:89-91. [Eng; jap]
• Summary: “The insect, which I propose to describe below,
was first found crawling inside the corolla of a flower
of daizu (Glycine hispida Maxim.) by my friend, Mr. Y.
Takahashi of the Hokkaido Agricultural Experiment Station.”
He then describes Liothrips glycinicola n. sp. Note: The
author’s given name would today be written “Hanshiro.”
Address: Nôgaku-shi, Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan.
1877. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha). 19091916. Nichi-Bei nenkan [Japanese-American yearbook. 8
vols.]. 650 Ellis St., San Francisco, California. Reprinted in
2001-02 in Tokyo by Nihon Tosho Senta. Series: Nikkei Imin
Shiryôshû. Dai 5-kai [Collected Documents on Japanese
Emigration. No. 5]. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: In 1912 (No. 8) the English-language title
page reads: The Japanese American Year Book. The book
is mostly (99%) in Japanese; it is read and numbered from
“back to front” compared with typical English books. It is
divided into several sections, each numbered separately.
Contents: Index (4 p.). Map of the United States. Map of
California.
Note: This Yearbook was not published in 1916 (or
1917). Address: San Francisco, California.
1878. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Aramachi Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1675 Sutter St., San Francisco,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.

New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 14.
1879. Cumberland and Westmorland Farm School (Newton
Rigg), Annual Report. 1909. Soy-bean cake as a food for
cows. For the year 1909-10. *
• Summary: Three cows and three heifers after their first
calf were used in this trial, which lasted for 12 weeks. They
were all at an early stage of their milking period, and, as the
milk naturally declined in quality in the course of the trial,
it was decided to feed soy-bean cake during the first and last
three weeks, and decorticated cotton cake, with which it was
compared, during the middle six weeks. The daily ration of
each cow was: 49 lb swedes or 42 lb mangolds, 14 lb hay,
7 lb oat straw, 4 lb crushed oats, and either 4 lb soy-bean
cake or 4 lb decorticated cotton cake. The results on the milk
yield were: First 3 weeks on soy-bean cake produced 315
gallons of milk containing 3.7% butterfat. Middle 6 weeks
on decorticated cotton cake produced 527 gallons of milk
containing 3.9% butterfat. Last 3 weeks on soy-bean cake
produced 225 gallons of milk containing 4.1% butterfat.
The total milk yield with soy bean cake was thus 540
gallons, and with decorticated cotton cake 527 gallons, the
average percentage of butter-fat being the same with both
kinds. The cows lost weight slightly in the early weeks when
giving their largest quantity of milk, but gained towards the
end.
1880. Evans’ Analytical Notes (Liverpool). 1909. Soya bean
oil? p. 52. *
• Summary: Soy bean oil is now widely used for making
soaps and for other technical purposes.
1881. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Fish & Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 416 Front Alley, Spokane,
Washington.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 144.
1882. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hashii Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 108 N. San Pedro St., Los
Angeles, California. Phone: Main 1948.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 88. Note: Inoue Tofu-ya was at this
address and phone number in 1908.
1883. Product Name: Tofu.
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Manufacturer’s Name: Hieda Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1620 Park St., Alameda,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 29. Note: Mizoda Tofu-ya was at this
address in 1911.
1884. Product Name: Best Shoyu, Ikeda Shoyu, Maru-ichi.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ikeda (T.) (Later renamed Ikeda
Shoyu Brewery).
Manufacturer’s Address: Front St., near King, Hilo, Island
of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
Ingredients: Best shoyu: Soya beans, salt, wheat, caramel
color, water, and 1/10 of 1% of sodium benzoate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Best shoyu is in 1 gallon bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.

New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1909. p. 660. T. Ikeda,
soy mnfr [manufacturer], Front near King. Residence, same.
1910 Directory. p. 690, same. 1911 Directory. p. 787, same.
A photo shows an early square Label (pre. 1950). “Best
Shoyu.” Logo is Maru-Ichi. “Genuine Brewed Shoyu.”
Manufactured and Bottled by Ikeda Shoyu Brewery. Hilo,
Hawaii. An illustration shows wheat stalks and soybean
plants.
A photo shows an oval Label (Used shortly before they
closed). Ikeda Shoyu. Maru-Ichi. Hilo, Hawaii. ½ gallon.
Same ingredients as before. T.H. Nihei. Hawaii, Maui, Kauai
Directory. 1954. p. 78. Shiro Ikeda Shoyu (Shiro Ikeda,
proprietor). 195 Liholiho h958, Kaumana Drive, Hilo, Island
of Hawaii. 1957 Directory. Becomes the Ikeda S. Shoyu
Factory. Address same. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi.

73(7):542-49. “Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu
no rekishi.” Shows two labels. Ikeda Shoyu Brewery, Hilo,
Hawaii. They make amino acid soy sauce. The company
recently closed.
1885. Imperial Hygienic Laboratories. 1909. Inshoku-butsu
narabini shikô-hin bunseki-hyô [Analytical tables of food
and luxury items]. Eisei Shikenjo Hokoku (Bulletin of the
Imperial Hygienic Sciences) No. 10. p. 1-78. Miso, see p. 2728. Shoyu, see p. 28-28. Soymilk, see p. 39-45. [Jap]
• Summary: Gives a detailed analysis of the nutritional
composition of these basic foods, including analyses of
various well-known brands, which are clearly specified. The
number of products analyzed are: Miso 30 products, shoyu
122, fermented black soybean Chiang (Shoyu shisho) 4,
shoyu moromi 2, shoyu presscake (kasu) 1, Thick (noko)
shoyu 11, shoyu second generation products and imitation
products 16, soymilk (containing only soybeans) 6, other
soymilk products 89. Address: Eisei Shikensho (National
Institute of Hygienic Science), Tamagawayoga-machi,
Setagaya-ku, Tokyo, Japan (in 1962).
1886. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kaimei Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 79 Jap Alley, Sacramento,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 39.
1887. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Konishi Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 66, Armona, California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
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New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 48. Note: Armona is in California’s
Central Valley, south of Fresno, just west of Hanford and
further west of Visalia. Also in 1911. Directory entry p. 73.
1888. Mitsuda, Ryuichi. 1909. Shôyu no tansuikabutsu ni
tsuite [On the carbohydrates in shoyu]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai
Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 4(8):29-40. [Jap]

Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 35, Dinuba, California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 72. Also in 1910. Census entry p. 180. The
place name in Japanese is written Dainyuubaa. Male owner
and no employees. Note: Dinuba is in California’s Central
Valley, in Tulare County, about 25 miles southeast of the city
of Fresno, and a few miles south of Reedley.
1891. Planchon, Louis; Juillet, Armand.
1909. Étude de quelques fécules coloniales
[Study of some colonial starchy foods].
Annales du Musee Colonial de Marseille
7:411-556. Series 2. [Fre]
• Summary: Page 454: Commercial
products also include soy flour (farine de
Soja {Glycine hispida}), if used as a food
for feeding diabetics, but that contained
no trace of starch in the samples examined
by us. Address: 1. Professeur de Matière
médicale [materia medica]; 2. Chef de
travaux d’Histoire naturelle [Head of natural
history work]. Both: à l’École supérieure de
Pharmacie de Montpellier.

• Summary: This influential journal was still being published
in 1990. This dynamic illustration, of Japanese men
apparently pouring moromi into a vat where it will start
fermenting, appeared on the cover. Address: Japan.
1889. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ogata Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1625 Post St., San Francisco,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 14.
1890. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ogawa Tofu-ya.

1892. Royal Agricultural College
(Cirencester), Scientific Bulletin. 1909. Soy
bean cake as a food for milch cows. No. 1.
Summarized in J. of the Board of Agriculture
(London), Dec. 1910, p. 754. *
• Summary: “Six cows were selected from
the College herd, and divided up into two
lots of three each, care being taken that the
age, period of lactation, and quantities of
milk per day were as nearly equal as possible.
The cows were turned out to the grass on
April 5, and the experiment lasted from
April 12 to May 9. The daily rations were 35 lb. pulped
mangolds, 6 lb. to 8 lb. chaff, 2 lb. ground oats, 1 lb. bran,
and a small allowance of hay. Lot 1 received, in addition, 4
lb. soya bean cake, and Lot 2 4 lb. decorticated cotton cake;
the bean cake contained 6 per cent of oil and 40 per cent of
albuminoids (proteid matter), and cost £6 10s. per ton, while
the cotton cake contained 8 per cent of oil and 34 per cent of
albuminoids, and cost £7 10s. per ton.
“The yield of milk appeared to be little affected by the
kind of cake used. The percentage of butter fat in the case of
the bean cake remained almost constant, a slight increase, if
anything, being noticed; with the decorticated cotton cake
the percentage of butter fat had a tendency to fall.
“The butter produced by the bean cake was of a soft
oily nature and quickly churned, but it yielded well. It was,
however, of a decidedly paler colour and somewhat inferior
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flavour as compared with that from cotton cake. The butter
produced by the decorticated cotton cake was hard, and took
a longer time to churn. The yield, however, was not so good
as from the bean cake. No difference in laxative effect or
otherwise was observed in the two cakes.
“Another experiment on a small scale was carried out
at the Harper Adams Agricultural College, with two rather
delicate heifers, to test the question of the possibility of this
cake having any detrimental effect on animals. Increasing
quantities up to 7 lb. a day were given to one animal without
any ill effects, and the cake was eaten with relish. The other
heifer was fed on a patent cake, and then a sudden change
made to soya bean cake, and in this case also no difference
was observed.”
In another experiment Molascuit meal was fed to two
lots of three cows along with soy bean cake and other feeds.
Note: this is the earliest document seen that mentions
the term “mangold,” which is also called mangel (a term
first used in 1856), mangel-wurzel, mangold-wurzel, swede
turnips, or (in the original German) Mangelwurzel. It is
a large, coarse yellow to reddish orange beet extensively
grown as a feed for cattle.
1893. Product Name: Shoyu (Soy Sauce).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sanyo Shoyu Jozo Gaisha.
Renamed Sanyo Shoyu Jozo-sho by 1913.
Manufacturer’s Address: 69 N. 5th St., Portland, Oregon.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 137. Also in the 1913 Yearbook, however
the company name is now Sanyo Shoyu Jozo-sho, the
address is 537 Goldsmith, and the phone is C 1397. Also in
1914, p. 215. But the address is 539 Delay St.
1/8 page ad in The Japanese American Directory. 1919.
p. 230. Sanyo Shokai, 539 Delay St., Portland, Oregon.
Phone: 1397 (written in Japanese characters). They make and
sell shoyu, miso, and koji (issai seizô hanbai) plus various
other non-soyfoods.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2005)
concerning soybeans in Oregon. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Oregon (1909). The source
of these soybeans is unknown. A shoyu manufacturer must
have soybeans in order to make shoyu.
Note 2. This is also the earliest known commercial soy
product made in Oregon.
1894. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Saza Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1415 Laguna St., San Francisco,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].

Directory entry p. 14.
1895. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Shigematsu Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2119 Berkeley Way, Berkeley,
California. Phone: Berkeley 4595.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 27.
1896. Product Name: Shoyu (Soy Sauce).
Manufacturer’s Name: Tairiku Shoyu Jozo Gaisha. The
Continental Soy Brewing Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1217 Temple Ave., Fruitvale,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.

New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 30. Ad (½ page), p. B-34. The top ¼ of
this ad is in English: The Continental Soy Brewing Co. 1217
Temple Ave., Fruitvale, California. Tairiku Shoyu Jozo K.K.
This is an early maker of soy sauce in the continental United
States (not including Hawaii). Two illustrations show what
look like its two logos, each including the character dai /
tai, which means “big.” The president (shachô) is Hamada
Tsunegoro. Vice president (fuku shachô) is Isaki Yonetaro.
The names and titles of 11 other company officers are listed
across the bottom of the ad.
Note: Hokubei Shoyu Jozo K.K. Jozo-sho was at this
address in 1908.
1897. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tanaka.
Manufacturer’s Address: Waipahu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
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Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1909. p. 554. Tanaka,
soy, Waipahu. Not listed in 1907.
1898. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu-ya Shimada (Shimada Tofuya).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1441 Kern St., Fresno,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 69. Census entry p. 153. Two un-named
Japanese tofu makers. Two male owners and one female
employee. Also in 1910. Census entry p. 179. Male owner
and no employees. Also in 1911, p. 158.
1899. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofu-ya Tanabe (Tanabe Tofu-ya).
Manufacturer’s Address: 830 F St., Fresno, California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 69. Also in 1911. Directory entry p. 72.
The address is now Japanese Alley and the company name
is now Tanabe Tofu-ya. Also in 1912. Directory entry p.
90. The address is now 847 China Alley. Also in 1913, p.
102. Also in 1914, p. 104. The address is now 847 Japanese
Alley. Note: This is the earliest known tofu shop in Fresno,
California.
1900. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tsuruya Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 390 L. St., Sacramento,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 39.
1901. Product Name: Shoyu (Soy Sauce).
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese shoyu makers
(two).
Manufacturer’s Address: Oakland, California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 149. Two male owners and 4 male
employees. Also in 1910, p. 172, 174. Male owner and two
male employees.
1902. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Selma, California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.

New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 153. Male owner, one male and one female
employee. Also appeared 1910. Census entry p. 179. Male
owner and no employees. Note: Selma, is in California’s
Central Valley, in Fresno County, about 15 miles southeast of
the city of Fresno.
1903. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Reedley, California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 153. Male owner and one male and one
female employee. Also in 1910. Census entry p. 180. Male
owner and no employees. The place name in Japanese is
written Reedoray. Note: Reedley is in California’s Central
Valley, in Fresno County, about 20 miles east southeast of the
city of Fresno, and a few miles north of Dinuba.
1904. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Santa Barbara, California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 158. One tofu shops in Santa Barbara. Male
owner and no employees. Also in 1910. Census entry p. 185.
Two tofu shops in Santa Barbara. Two male owners and no
employees.
1905. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Ogden, Utah.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 161. One male owner and one female
employee. Also in 1910. Census entry p. 235. One male
owner and no employees.
1906. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: New York City, New York.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 165. One male owner and no employees.
Also in 1910. Census entry p. 248. One male owner and no
employees.
Note: This tofu maker might be K. Tanaka & Co. (See
1903?).
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1907. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Isleton, California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 152. Male owner and no employees. Also in
1911. Census entry p. 156. Male owner and no employees.
Note: Isleton is in northern California, near Rio Vista,
northeast of Antioch.

New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 216. There are three tofu shops in Seattle,
Washington. Four male owners, 3 male and one female
employees. Also in 1910. Census entry p. 216. There are
three tofu shops in Seattle, Washington. Three male owners
and 3 male employees.
Note: Kitayama Tofu-ten and Mano Tofu-ten both
existed in Seattle in 1906. Those are the only two whose
names we know before this time.

1908. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: San Bernardino, California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 157. Male owner and no employees. Note:
San Bernardino is in southern California, just north of
Riverside and directly east of Los Angeles.

1913. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu makers
(two).
Manufacturer’s Address: Tulare, California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 154. Male owner and no employees. Also in
1910. Census entry p. 181. Male owner and no employees.
The place name in Japanese is written Tsurare. Note: Tulare
is in California’s Central Valley, in Tulare County, about 42
miles southeast of the city of Fresno.

1909. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Sparks, Nevada.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 160. Male owner and one female employee.
Note: This is the 2nd earliest known tofu shop in
Nevada; the earliest was in Reno. How did it get the
soybeans it used?
1910. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Boat / Port Burakure,
Washington.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 164. Three male owners and 1 female owner.
1911. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Portland, Oregon.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 166. Male owner and one female employee.
1912. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu makers
(three).
Manufacturer’s Address: Seattle, Washington.
Date of Introduction: 1909.

1914. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu makers
(two).
Manufacturer’s Address: Oxnard, California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 156. Two tofu shops in Oxnard. Two male
owners and no employees. Also in 1910. Census entry p.
184. Two tofu shops in Oxnard. Two male owners and no
employees. Note: Oxnard, in Ventura County, is just south
of Ventura, near the coast of the Santa Barbara Channel, 30
miles west northwest of Los Angeles.
1915. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu makers
(two).
Manufacturer’s Address: Riverside, California.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 156. Male owner and no employees. Also
in 1910. Census entry p. 184. Two tofu shops in Riverside.
Two male owners and no employees. Note: Riverside is
south of Los Angeles and 10 miles south Southwest of San
Bernardino.
1916. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu makers
(two).
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Manufacturer’s Address: Denver, Colorado.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 162. Two Japanese tofu shops. Two male
owners and no employees. Also in 1910. Census entry
p. 245. One Japanese tofu shop. One male owner and no
employees.
1917. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ushijima Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2336 Lincoln Ave., Alameda,
California. Phone: Alameda 2263.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 29.
1918. Yoshimura, Kiyohisa. 1909. Tamari shôyu no seibun ni
tsuite [On the chemical composition of tamari shoyu]. Tokyo
Kagaku Kaishi (J. of the Tokyo Chemical Society) 30:43-120.
[Jap]
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest document seen (March
2012) that contains the term tamari shôyu in Japanese.
1919. Bagley, Dudley Warren. 1909. Personal papers
(Archival collection). *
• Summary: Dudley Warren Bagley lived 1889-1964. His
personal papers, No. 3338 stored in 5 cartons, cover the
years 1846 to 1964, primarily in the states of North Carolina
and Washington, DC. The collection contains extensive
papers relating to the growing and marketing of soybeans
and the development of new varieties. Part of the Highland
Farm Series.
This archival collection is in the Southern Historical
Collection, CB #3926, Wilson Library, UNC-Chapel Hill,
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514-8890. John E. White
is the Reference Archivist (June 1997). Address: North
Carolina.
1920. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products.
Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 41. Part 5. 35 p.
Erroneously numbered Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: An outstanding, comprehensive report.
Contents: Introduction. I. Countries of production. China:
Newchang (Varieties of beans and amount produced {in
centals [hundredweights; 1 cental = 112 pounds]}, methods
of cultivating and harvesting, prices and exports, shipments
to Europe–use by natives), Dalny (Manufacture of bean cake
and oil, preparing the cake, expressing the oil and wages
paid, freight charges to Dalny, exports, stock on hand, and
prices), Chefoo (Beans imported for cake manufacture,
quantity and value of output, bean vermicelli made by a

peculiar process [from the small green bean lü tou {mung
bean}], preparation of beans, drying of product and prices
[for vermicelli]), Shanghai (Extent of export trade in beans),
Shantung (manufacture of bean oil and cake, harvesting and
pressing, shipping and prices), Swatow, Tientsin (Exports
of raw beans, shipments of bean cake, extent of trade at
Tientsin). Tables (p. 5) show prices and exports of soya
beans, bean cake and bean oil at Newchang for the years
1905-1908. Japan: Cost of production and prices (of soya
beans, quite detailed), imports of beans and cakes, use of
the bean as food (shoyu, miso, tofu, koya-tofu, natto, flour),
Kobe (Beans as human food {eaten boiled with a little soy
[sauce], “made into bean curd, and a kind of sauce made of
wheat, beans, and salt”}–small exports {“The total exports
of beans, pease, and pulse [incl. soy] in 1908 were valued at
$25,971, of which about $24,000 worth went to Hawaii, the
United States, and Canada for use by the Japanese residents
in those countries as an article of food”}, manufacture of
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cake), Nagasaki (Production of beans, imports of beans–
market prices). Shipments from Vladivostok * [Russia, of
soybeans probably grown in Manchuria] (Fluctuations in
prices, shipments during present season, immense shipments
planned next season (by Mitsui)).
“It is the intention of Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, the largest
exporter from this port, to ship about 200,000 tons of beans
via Vladivostok during 1909 and about double that quantity
via Dalny. Many large contracts have been made for next
season, and from present indications a strong effort will be
made against the control of Mitsui Bussan Kaisha as the
Chinese are making arrangements to deal direct with the
European market without the aid of the Japanese” (p. 18).
Tables show: The quantities and value of soya beans,
soya-bean cake, and bean oil imported into Japan during
the year 1908 (p. 15). The soya bean harvests (in bushels)
reported in various Japanese districts (p. 16).
II. Markets. Denmark: Experimental imports made,
views of an importer.
France: High duties prevent importation of soya beans,
soya-bean flour bread used by diabetics, unknown in Calais
district.
Germany: Danger of feeding cattle on soya-bean
products, oil value–prices at Hamburg, comparative food
value of the bean.
Italy: Soya beans are imported and cultivated (“as a
feed stuff for live stock”) in only very small quantities. Also
gives: prices of soya products–American cotton-seed oil,
not imported into Catania, home products supply Piedmont
district.
Netherlands: A great future for the soya-bean trade
predicted, prices of the bean and bean cake, soya cake as
cattle feed, manufacture of soya-bean products begun,
English soya-bean cake defective.
Norway: Imports of soya-bean meal and cotton-seed
meal.
Russia: Beans and products unsatisfactory as feeding
stuffs.
Spain: Soya bean unknown in Valencia district [They are
neither cultivated nor imported in this district].
Straits Settlements [Singapore and Malaya].
Sweden: Soya-bean products introduced through
England. Comparative value of cattle feed [work by Nils
Hansson of Sweden], comparative prices of feed stuffs.
Turkey. England: Liverpool (Conversion of the soya
bean into cake and meal), Plymouth (Soya cake and meal
extensively consumed), Southampton (The bean appreciated
as a fattener and as a dairy ration, the soya bean as human
food [for use in diabetic diets]). Ireland: Chinese bean
products are favorably received, soya bean introduced in
Belfast, small imports at Cork. Scotland: Statistics as to
use in Dunfermline not available, test of feeding value of
soya cake [by Prof. Douglas A. Gilchrist], Edinburgh mills
making experiments (based on 1909 report 1909 of U.S.

Consul Rufus Fleming from Edinburgh).
III. Competitive American exports. Tables (p. 35)
show exports for 1907, 1908, and 1909 of cotton-seed
meal, cotton-seed oil, and cottolene, lardine [not defined:
presumably shortening made from cottonseed oil], etc. to
major countries, especially in Europe.
The Introduction notes: “In compliance with requests
from manufacturers of cotton-seed products in the United
States, who desired that an investigation be made of the
production and use of the soya bean and its manufacturers
in the Far East and of the extent to which they compete with
American cotton-seed products in the European markets, the
reports following have been submitted by consular officers in
the various countries concerned...
“The reports of the consular officers have been placed
in two groups, the first having to do with the countries that
produce the soya bean and the second with the countries
that are sought as markets. Statistics as to the imports of
soya-bean products in many European countries were
not available at the time the reports were submitted, but
inasmuch as the prices quoted were generally lower than for
other seed products, emphasis has been laid on the relative
merits of the two classes of goods as shown by experiments
and analyses in these countries. These manufacturers will
have to work in meeting this new competition.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybean products (oil or meal) in Turkey,
Denmark, Ireland, the Middle East, or Sweden (one of two
documents); soybeans as such have not yet been reported in
any of these countries. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybean products in the Middle East or Turkey
(1909).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “soya-bean flour.”
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “soya-bean meal” to
refer to soya-bean flour. Address: Chief of Dep.
1921. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products:
Turkey (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 28. Erroneously numbered Special
Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Consul-General Edward H. Ozmun, of
Constantinople, reports that the soya bean is not imported
into that market in any form, although dealers in cotton-seed
oil receive regular quotations for soya-bean oil from London,
Hamburg, and Rotterdam, the prices ranging slightly lower
than cotton-seed oil. He adds: The soya-bean oil has been
tested here for cooking purposes with the intention of
substituting it for cotton-seed oil if found satisfactory; but
the tests have shown that the oil is not a good substitute, for
it not only gives off an unpleasant odor while cooking, but
spatters in such a violent way over the fire as to be positively
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dangerous to the person cooking, and as nearly all the
cooking of food in this country is done over an open charcoal
fire, there is great danger of a conflagration caused by the
spattering oil taking fire. It has failed therefore to make any
headway whatever in this market.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March. 2021)
concerning soya bean products (soya-bean oil) in Turkey or
the Middle East. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soya bean products in Turkey or the Middle East
(1909); soya beans as such had not yet been reported by that
date. Address: Chief of Dep.
1922. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products:
Denmark (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 19. Erroneously numbered Special
Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Experimental imports made. In transmitting the
following information Vice-Consul-General Victor Juhler,
of Copenhagen, says that it is reported that considerable
quantities of soya cake have been ordered in England for
future delivery.
The small quantities of soya cake imported during the
last few months have been as an experiment, in comparison
with other seed cakes, and the results obtained will largely
influence future imports. At the present time there are no
statistics to be had on this question. The prices for the soya
cake are lower than those for seed cakes, being $31.50 per
ton, as compared with $32.50 for sunflower cake and $33.25
for cotton-seed cake. All prices are c.e.f. Copenhagen.
“Views of an importer. An importer of cotton-seed
products in Aarhus, Denmark, under date April 5, furnishes
information in regard to market conditions in Denmark for
the sale of those products.
“Up to the present time sunflower cakes have been the
strongest competitor of cotton-seed cakes...
“English oil mills have for several months been offering
cakes made of soya beans. They have a prime quality
which is almost white, and a lower grade a little darker
than the middle. The price for the middle quality is about
127 shillings ($30.76) c.i.f. Denmark, shipment during the
summer months. The cake contains about 6 per cent oil and
about 40 per cent albuminoids, and this article is offered in
large quantities. Although importation began but recently,
nearly 200,000 tons are said to have been shipped already [to
England]... The beans are said to contain but little oil, and the
sale of the cake must cover most of the cost. Danish oil mills
are already out for buying these beans, and some cargoes
of cake from England have been bought. A cargo has been
worked at 128 shillings ($31), 48 per cent protein and fat
guaranteed. Of this cake only about 5 per cent is oil, which
is an advantage, as consumers prefer the higher proportion of
protein.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen concerning

soybean products (soya cake) in Denmark (one of two
documents); soybeans as such have not yet been reported.
From the sentence that begins, “Danish oil mills are already
out for buying these beans” we cannot be sure that soybeans
as such have arrived in Denmark. Address: Chief of Dep.
1923. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: Straits
Settlements (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 26. Erroneously numbered Special
Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Vice-Consul-General George E. Chamberlin,
of Singapore, reports that the soya bean is not cultivated
in that district. As to the imports and the uses to which the
beans are put, he writes:
“The beans are imported into Singapore and other ports
of this district from China, Japan, and India, principally
from the former country, in considerable quantities, and are
used for making soya [soy sauce] and bean cheese [tofu], or
bean cake–popular articles of food among the natives and
Chinese. Practically no beans are exported and no bean cake,
all being consumed locally.
“Soya beans in this locality are not made into meal, nor
are they used for the same purpose as cotton-seed meal and
cake. The present market price is about $2 per picul (133 1/3
pounds) for the white soya bean and $1.75 for the black.”
Note 1. The Straits Settlements is a former British
Colony on the south and west coast of the Malay Peninsula,
including adjacent islands, comprising Singapore, Penang,
and Malacca settlements.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Singapore. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Singapore (1909).
Address: Chief of Dep.
1924. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products:
Ireland (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 31. Erroneously numbered Special
Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Chinese bean products are favorably received:
Vice-Consul A.D. Piatt, writing from Dublin under date of
May 10, tells of the introduction of soya-bean products into
Ireland:
“The importation of soya-bean cake and meal
from Glasgow [Scotland] and Liverpool to Dublin has
commenced, but it is too soon to say how much this new
trade will affect that of cotton-seed products. The manager of
one of the largest firms in Ireland importing the latter states
that in his opinion the trade in cotton-seed cake, cotton-seed
meal, and cotton-seed oil would be very seriously affected
by the soya-bean trade, due partly to the merits of the soya
bean and partly to the fact that the cotton-seed products are
so often adulterated by American exporters that they are not
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as valuable as they should be... He added that he got from 46
to 47 per cent of albuminoids from soya-bean cake, while the
average now obtained from cotton-seed cake was only from
38 to 42 per cent... He also said that from samples of soya
beans he had obtained as much as 18 per cent of oil...
“Consul Samuel S. Knabenshue, of Belfast, says that the
soya bean is just being introduced into Belfast, the supplies
of the raw beans and of soya cake or meal being obtained
from Liverpool. These products can not be said to be fairly
on the market; dealers here are endeavoring to interest
farmers. The prices f.o.b. Liverpool for Belfast are: Soya
meal, $31.63 per ton; cake, $29.20 per ton; soya beans, raw,
$1.52 per cwt... [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds].
“There are no establishments in this consular district for
the extraction of vegetable oils, and the soya bean, cake, and
meal will be used only as food for livestock.
“Consul H.S. Culver, of Cork, says that soya-bean cake,
lately introduced into this market, is on sale by two dealers
in Cork, and while they advertise the product as cheaper and
better than cotton-seed meal and cake, when pressed for a
comparison with the latter product they admit they are as yet
unable to say, owing to the limited quantity sold, whether
it will prove as satisfactory as the cotton-seed cake. That it
is cheaper is evidenced by the fact that it sells at from $5 to
$6 per ton less than the cotton-seed product. The quantity
imported into this district is evidently very limited, it having
been on the market less than 60 days.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans or soybean products (soya-bean cake)
in Ireland. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Ireland (1909). The source of these soybeans is
Liverpool, England.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “soya meal” to refer to
ground, defatted soybeans (one of two documents). Address:
Chief of Dep.
1925. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products:
Norway (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 24. Erroneously numbered Special
Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Imports of soya-bean meal and cotton-seed
meal: Consul-General Henry Bordewich, of Christiania
[renamed Oslo in 1924], reports as follows relative to the
trade in soya-bean meal and cotton-seed meal in Norway.
“Soya-bean meal has recently become known to the
importers of feed stuffs in Christiania, and it threatens to
become a formidable competitor of cotton-seed meal. It is
offered in the trade in sacks holding 100 kilos (220 pounds).
The only importer of the product at Christiania so far is a
cooperative farmers’ society which has imported 100 tons
for an experiment. This society prices the soya-bean meal at
$3.42 per sack of 100 kilos. The price of cotton-seed meal is

$3.88 to $4.02 per sack of 100 kilos.
“The English jobbers at Hull offer soya-bean cake in
bulk, exclusive of sacks, c.i.f. Christiania, at $33.03 per
English ton; rough meal $1.58 additional, and fine meal
$2.19 additional, less 1 per cent for cash. The product is
claimed to hold 40 per cent protein and fat and 6 per cent oil.
The kind sold here, so far, has held only 1 to 1½ per cent oil,
and has consequently been sold at lower prices than those
stated. Cotton-seed meal holds 55 to 60 per cent protein and
fat.
“Soya oil is offered here as follows per long ton (2,240
pounds): Crude, $108.51; refined, $111.20, c.i.f. Christiania.
“The import of American cotton-seed meal has been
from $300,000 to $350,000 per annum. If the new product
should find favor, it would be detrimental to American
trade.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2015)
concerning soy products (soya-bean meal) in Norway.
Address: Chief of Dep.
1926. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products:
Sweden (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 26. Erroneously numbered Special
Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Soya-bean introduced through England. ViceConsul Wilhelm Hartman, of Gothenburg, in transmitting
the following report on soya-bean products in Sweden, says
that the soya-bean oil has been used for soap manufacture in
competition with corn oil, for the reason that corn oil is too
high priced:
“It appears that the products of the soya bean are sold
here by agents of a firm in Hull, which has pressing mills at
that place and at other places in England.
“On account of the high price of corn oil, and the fact
that bean oil has been found suitable for soap manufacture, it
would seem as if the import of the latter is likely to increase,
if its low price is maintained.
“The statements as to the quantities already imported
vary, some claiming that large quantities have been imported,
while others say that only some trial lots have been received.
They seem to agree, however, about the fact that bean oil is
about 2 shillings (48 cents) cheaper per hundredweight (112
pounds) than corn oil.” Address: Chief of Dep.
1927. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products:
Shanghai: Extent of export trade in beans (Document part).
Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 11.
Erroneously numbered Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: On page 11, the Vice-Consul-General of
Shanghai writes that while the Shanghai district does not
produce any beans, there is considerable shipping of beans
and bean products from that port. “The soya bean is little
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known in this district by the name ‘soya,’ as it is generally
stated that the soya bean is any bean from which soy [sauce]
is made. The best bean for making soy is the yellow bean
[huang-tou]. The consular district of Shanghai does not
produce any yellow beans of commercial importance... The
total reexport of white and yellow beans from Shanghai to
foreign countries, Hongkong, and Chinese ports during 1908
was $1,548,572. Bean cake, a product principally of the
yellow bean, was reexported to foreign countries, Hongkong,
and Chinese ports in 1908 to the value of $791,606.
“The bean curd, or a form of soy, is largely exported to
Chinese ports, $17,085 worth being exported in 1908.”
“Many of the beans from up the river are shipped into
Shanghai and made into soy [sauce] for export.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April
2001) that contains tofu industry or market statistics by
geographical region. Address: Chief of Dep.
1928. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: Japan
(Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 41.
Part 5. p. 13-16. Erroneously numbered Special Consular
Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: Vice-Consul-General E.G. Babbitt of Yokohama
writes: “The soya bean, or soja bean, as it is known here
(Common Japanese name ‘daidzu’ [daizu]), is cultivated
throughout the Empire of Japan. The total area of cultivation
is in the neighborhood of 1,200,000 acres, or about 3.8 per
cent of the total area devoted to the cultivation of rice and
other cereals and grains. The soya bean is often cultivated,
not in fields by itself, but in rows along the edges of rice or
wheat fields. These edges are, as a rule, very soft, for they
have been previously plowed, and little labor is required in
planting... In harvesting the plants are uprooted, and, after
being dried in the sun for several days, flails are used to
separate the beans from the pods. The flails are of a very
primitive type, with bamboo handle and of light weight.
Female and child labor is invariably employed in flailing.
“The kinds of fertilizers used differ by districts. In
the prefecture of Miyagi, for example, straw ashes and
superphosphate of lime are commonly employed, while in
the prefecture of Akita wood ashes, superphosphate of lime,
and horse dung are used.”
The average yield of soybeans in Japan over the past
10 years is 15.30 bushels per acre. For the year 1907 the
highest yield is from Ishikawa prefecture, 21.62 bushels/
acre, whereas the lowest yield is from Okinawa prefecture
(Loochoo Islands, south of Kiushu [Kyushu]), 8.48 bushels/
acre. During 1908 huge amounts of soya beans (3.3 million
piculs; 1 picul = 132.277 pounds weight) were imported
to Japan from China, Kwantung, and Korea, with small
amounts coming from Asiatic Russia. Large amounts of
soya-bean cake (7.760 million piculs) were imported from
China and Kwantung, with small amounts coming from

Asiatic Russia and none from Korea. “The total imports of
bean oil in 1908 amounted to only 49,993 pounds, valued at
$1,325.”
“The soya bean is one of the most important articles of
food in Japan. The beans are cooked in various ways, while
in brewing soy (shoyu), in the manufacture of miso (pea or
bean cheese), tofu (bean curd), koya-tofu (frozen bean curd),
and natto (steamed beans) they are the chief ingredient. They
are also manufactured into flour and make up the principal
part of many Japanese sweetmeats. All these foodstuffs are
daily used in Japanese homes.
“To a limited extent soya beans are used as horse or
cattle food, being sometimes boiled and mixed with straw,
barley, bran, etc.”
The vice consul of Kobe states that in 1908 Japan
produced 18,812,228 bushels of soya beans. Small amounts
are exported “to Hawaii, the United States and Canada for
use by the Japanese resident in those countries as an article
of food.” Three factories in the Kobe district make bean
cake, largely from imported, lower-cost soya beans. “The
beans are first crushed flat, then put into a big container
and steamed, after which they are put into a steam press to
extract the oil and to be made into cakes. The cakes come
in circular pieces, a yard in diameter and an inch thick, each
weighing about 50 pounds. The oil is used for lubricating
machinery. The cake is used only as a fertilizer and is not fed
to animals as it causes their hair to fall off.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2004)
stating that soya bean oil can be used as a lubricant.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “koya-tofu” to refer to
dried-frozen tofu.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011)
in Chemist and Druggist in which the toxicity of a soy
product is discussed or alleged, namely soya cake “is not fed
to animals as it causes their hair to fall off.” Address: Chief
of Dep.
1929. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products:
Shipments from Vladivostok (Document part). Special
Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department
of Commerce and Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 17-18.
Erroneously numbered Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Consul Lester Maynard, of Vladivostok,
reports that the first important shipments of soya beans to
Europe through the port took place about a year ago. The
beans are not grown in Siberia, coming to Vladivostok from
Manchuria over the Chinese Eastern Railway. The principal
distributing centers for beans are Harbin and Kuanchentsi
(Japanese name: Changchun) and the area under cultivation
is along the South Manchurian Railway and the Chinese
Eastern Railway.”
Most of the shipping from Vladivostok has been in
British bottoms. “Almost two-thirds of the entire crop is
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shipped through Dalny, a small proportion going through
Newchwang and about one-fifth of the crop through
Vladivostok. Dalny is the popular port of shipment, due
to the fact that it is to 2 days shorter, and there are not the
formalities to be gone through that are necessary here.”
“The shipments of [soya] beans through this port during
the present season, it is estimated, will aggregate 175,932
tons, or about 19½ per cent of the total crop... Nearly all of
these shipments have been taken by England.”
“Immense shipments planned next season: It is the
intention of the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, the largest exporter
from this port, to ship about 200,000 tons of [soya] beans
via Vladivostok during 1909 and about double that quantity
via Dalny. Many large contracts have been made for next
season, and from present indications a strong effort will be
made against the control of the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, as
the Chinese are making arrangements to deal direct with the
European market without the aid of the Japanese.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2007) that
mentions the South Manchuria Railway in connection with
soybeans (one of two documents). Address: Chief of Dep.
1930. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: France
(Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 41.
Part 5. p. 19-20. Erroneously numbered Special Consular
Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: In France, high duties prevent importation
of soya beans, so efforts are now being made to place the
soya bean in the tariff category of oleaginous seeds and
nuts. According to Vice-Consul-General Paul H. Cram of
Marseilles: “The importation of the soya bean into France
is practically nil, due to the high customs duty which is
imposed on the article. In 1892, when the French tariff was
last revised, the soya bean, which resembles to a certain
extent the ordinary nonoil-yielding pea, was classified as a
dry vegetable, dutiable at 58 cents per 220 pounds. As all
other oleaginous seeds enter free of duty, this classification
effectively prohibits the utilization of the soya bean for oil
extraction in this city. An effort is now being made by the
local oil trade, through the intermediary of the Marseilles
Society for the Defense of Commerce, to move the
government to correct this classification in the new customs
tariff now under consideration by placing the soya bean
where it properly belongs–in the category of oleaginous
seeds and nuts. Should such a change be made, large
quantities of the bean will, without doubt, be imported at this
point. The low price, and the local opinion that the nutritive
qualities of the cake are superior to those of cotton-seed
cake, would render it an active competitor with the latter
product in the United States.”
Consul Alfred K. Moe, of Bordeaux, says that the chief
value of the soya bean “seems to lie in its flour, which is
made into bread for consumption by diabetics, the medicinal

qualities being considered as advantageous in diabetes, as
the flour contains but a slight proportion of starch.” Address:
Chief of Dep.
1931. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products:
Germany (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 20-22. Erroneously numbered
Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: The Germans believe that there is a danger
in feeding soya-bean meal to cattle. According to ConsulGeneral Robert P. Skinner of Hamburg, “German dealers do
not expect soya-bean cake and meal to compete seriously
with other seed products. As Germany imports upward of
700,000 tons of stock food annually, this market is one
naturally sought whenever a new food product of this type
appears. None of the beans, unless perhaps some small
sample shipments, has been crushed in Germany; but it
is understood that British crushers have acquired large
quantities of cheap raw material, and an active effort is made
to market the meal by setting up rather extravagant claims as
to its merits and by quoting prices substantially lower than
the present range of prices for competing foods. In view of
the evil effects known to result from the direct feeding of
the soya-bean meal, and the necessity which the importers
themselves are under in recommending its use in limited
proportions only, the cotton and corn cake meal dealers in
Hamburg are not at all alarmed by the vague reports of large
quantities of soya meal now ready and of unlimited crops of
soya beans for future use.”
“Belgian as well as British manufacturers are handling
the soya beans, crushing them in Europe, and obtaining firstclass products as against the moldy merchandise which was
formerly offered from eastern Asia [probably Manchuria]
and which found no important market... The general opinion
in Hamburg is that soya meal, unless fed with the greatest
discretion and in very limited quantities, will certainly cause
colic” but at least one importer praises it highly. Address:
Chief of Dep.
1932. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: Dalny
(Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) No.
41. Part 5. p. 6-8. Erroneously numbered Special Consular
Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: Contents: Manufacture of bean cake and oil.
Preparing the cake. Expressing the oil and wages paid.
Freight charges to Dalny. Exports, stock on hand, and price.
“The manufacture of soya-bean products in Dalny
is described in the following report by Vice-Consul A.A.
Williamson, who also submits a statement of exports from
that port and prevailing prices:
“The most up-to-date mill in Dalny at present is the
Nisshin Bean Oil Mill of the Okura Gumi. It is the only one
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using presses run by steam; all the others apply pressure to
the cake by hand screws or by driving wedges with heavy
stone mallets suspended from the roof of the mill. A sketch
of this bean-oil mill is submitted herewith. [On file in the
Bureau of Manufactures.]”
There follows a long and detailed description of the
process used at the Nisshin mill. “The first step in the process
is to clean the beans of dust and dirt by an ordinary fanning
system.” Note 1. This is the earliest English-language
document seen (Nov. 2006) that uses the word “fanning”
or the term “fanning system” in connection with cleaning
soybeans.
Warm the beans in the cleaning rooms, especially in
winter, to increase their oil-giving properties. Run the beans
along wooden troughs into roller machines, where they
are crushed between an upper and lower roller, until each
bean is the shape of a dime. Transport the crushed beans
in an iron-lined trough using an Archimedian screw to an
inclosed endless chain and bucket system. Scoop them into
baskets, weigh them, and take them to a steamer, “which
is a square, box-like arrangement of brick, whose wooden
top has a circular opening some 4 feet in diameter, the sides
being closed in with brick. A workman takes a heavy, loosely
woven cloth, like ordinary gunny sacking, and spreads it
over the circular opening. Another workman dumps the
mashed and weighed beans onto this cloth. The first worker
spreads them evenly, at the same time opening the steamvalve lever with his foot. The steam, which enters the box
with 30 pounds pressure, penetrates the mass, softening and
cooking the beans for about 1 minute.”
Preparing the cake: Dump the steamed beans “into the
waiting form, which is made of two iron hoops, 1¼ inches
wide and forming a 23-inch diameter circle, laid one on the
other. Above these a wider wooden hoop is laid. Across all
three two bundles of grass (Carex dispalatha, Boott), which
comes from China, are spread, fan shape.” After spreading
the coarse grass, thus forming the bottom of the form, set a
thin wooden hoop about 15 to 18 inches wide, down inside
the iron hoops on top of the spread grass. Dump the steaming
hot beans into this receptacle. “A workman jumps in, his feet
encased in large leather brogans, and tramps down the mass.
Then he raises the iron hoops, the lower one about 1 inch, the
upper one an inch or so higher. He then swiftly withdraws
the retaining wooden hoop and casts it aside. The beans are
now held in form by the grass bottom and grass sides, bound
by two iron hoops.” Two iron rods are laid across to keep the
free ends of the grass in place.
“Expressing the oil and wages paid: All this has been
done on an iron plate laid on the floor. This plate is carried
to a small press, where it is tilted and the grass-bound cake
slides into the bed of the hand press. A few turns of the
screw causes a pressure of about 5 tons, under which the
cake remains only long enough for another to be made ready.
Then it is carried to the steam power press, which works

simultaneously up stairs and down, and holds altogether
about 100 cakes. As soon as it is full, pressure is applied, and
gradually the bottom of the press rises until a pressure of 50
tons is reached. The oil now begins to flow, coming out in
streams and falling into troughs at the base of the press. After
10 minutes the pressure is increased to 130 tons and the
beans are allowed to stand for 2 hours.
“Meanwhile the oil runs into a small receiving tank,
from which it is pumped into the large tanks of a special
building. After 2 hours have elapsed the beans cease to emit
oil, the pressure is removed, and the bean cakes thrown onto
the floor. They are then stripped of the grass covering, the
retaining iron hoops first being loosened with a peavy-like
tool [resembling a lumberman’s lever that has a pivoting
hooked arm and metal spike at one end], and the edges
trimmed with drawknives. They are now ready for weighing
and storing. Those under proper weight (46 kin = 61.33
pounds) are sold at a reduced weight; excessive weight
brings no increase in price. The oil is sold after being refined.
“This mill has four presses, each of which works
independent of the others. With three crews of men, the work
is kept up for 24 continuous hours, and the daily output is
4,000 cakes. Sixty-four pounds of beans give 5.33 pounds of
oil and 61.33 pounds of cake. The laborers are all Chinese,
only one or two overseers being Japanese. The ordinary
coolie receives 30 cents per day, the scale rising according
to the steps above the coolie. In this mill the hands share in
excess of profits on an increase over a stated output per day,
hence they work almost frantically [incentive system]. The
finished bean cake measures a trifle less than 23 inches in
diameter, 3.625 inches thick, and weighs 61.33 pounds.”
Freight charges are given from several stations to
Dalny on beans and bean cake per ton, by the carload. The
stations are Mukden ($1.85), Hsinchengtzu, Shuangmiaotzu,
Hsingtaitzu, Tieling, Kaiyuan, Chengtu, Fushun. Loading
charges into ships per ton: Beans 12 cents; bean cake 13
cents; extra stevedore 7½ cents. Other small charges include
storage and wharfage after 10 days, transfer charges on the
wharf, export duty, rebagging if necessary, etc. “The silver
yen at present rate of exchange is about 44 cents American
currency.”
Note 2. This is the earliest published document seen
(Jan. 2014) that mentions Nisshin (a major Japanese soybean
crusher), in connection with soybeans. Address: Chief of
Dep.
1933. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products:
England (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 29-31. Erroneously numbered
Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Definite statistics concerning the amount of
soya beans recently imported into England do not seem
to be available. The importation began practically last
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December, when five steamers started from the Far East with
shipments aggregating 50,000 tons. These were followed by
other shipments to England and other European countries
aggregating, it is said, about 400,000 tons. Impetus was
given to the manufacture of soya-bean products by the fact
that in 1908 the supplies of linseed and cotton seed were bad
in Hull, and the crushers welcomed this new source of raw
material. Several British firms of seed-cake manufacturers
have conducted series of tests to demonstrate the uses to
which the soya cake, meal, and oil may be put, and it is
claimed that the results have been eminently satisfactory. The
seed crushers in England have been very active in seeking
outlets for their products and have offered it in practically
every market for such manufactures in Europe.
“Liverpool: Conversion of the soya bean into cake
and meal. Consul John L. Griffith, of Liverpool, furnishes
the following report concerning the uses of soya beans
in England, and the likelihood of the cake and meal
manufactured therefrom competing with American cottonseed cake and meal:
“While it has been impossible to ascertain accurately the
precise quantity which has been imported into this consular
district, it will probably aggregate about one-half of the
total importations. It is the bean itself that is imported, and
then it is converted in this country into cake and meal for
cattle-feeding purposes. There are a number of factories in
Liverpool where this process of conversion is carried on.
The price of the bean at this port is now (May 13) $30.40
per ton, which is an increase of $1.82 per ton during the last
few days. The last quotation in Liverpool for the soya-bean
cake was $31.62 per ton, and for the meal $29.19 per ton.
The introduction of the bean has been so recent that it is
difficult to give a reliable forecast as to the future. Much, of
course, depends upon the price. A valuable oil, used largely
in the making of soap, is extracted from the bean, and it is
anticipated that the meal and cake manufactured therefrom
may compete very seriously with American cotton-seed
cake and meal, although it is admitted that the best quality
of the American cotton-seed cake and meal is superior to the
soya-bean cake and meal, and by reason of that superiority
it commands a higher price. There is no doubt, however, that
the soya-bean cake and meal will be used more and more in
this country, provided a sufficiently low price is maintained.
“The first importations of the bean into this consular
district were not satisfactory, because of the heating of
the bean in transit, but this defect seems to have been
overcome in the later importations. It is believed that if
its use increases, large exportations of the product will be
made to European countries generally. One contract for
the exportation of 1,000 tons has already been made in
Liverpool. [Samples of the soya bean and of soya-bean
cake manufactured in Liverpool are on file in the Bureau of
Manufactures.]
“Plymouth: Soya cake and meal extensively consumed.

Consul Joseph G. Stephens writes that the soya bean and its
products, oil, meal, and meal cake, are a new commodity
just being introduced into the Plymouth district. He says
concerning it:
“Owing to its cheapness as compared to other similar
products, it is securing quite an extensive market, although
reported inferior to American cotton-seed products. The soya
bean is shipped from Dalny and Vladivostok to London and
Hull. Here it is reduced to oil, meal, and meal cake, the cake
as placed on the market containing 9 per cent of oil. As yet
neither soya oil nor meal has been placed locally for general
sale. The meal cake for feeding animals is sold by half a
dozen Plymouth firms...”
“Testing the food values of soya beans and cotton cake:
According to The Farmer and Stock Breeder, experiments
have been conducted at the Royal Agricultural College,
Cirencester, with the object of testing the feeding value of
soya-bean cake to milch cows.” “The cost of the soya-bean
cake was $31.65 per ton of 2,240 pounds, and the analysis
read 8 per cent oil and 34 per cent albuminoids.” A summary
of the experiment is given.
“Southampton: The bean appreciated as a fattener and
as a dairy ration. Consul Albert W. Swalm, of Southampton,
furnishes the following report concerning the soya bean in
the south of England:
“Where the beans are used for caked food, out of the
average 18 per cent of oil found in them from 10 to 12 per
cent is taken, leaving a very nutritious cake, appreciated both
as a fattener and as a dairy ration...
“Experimental feeding is being done privately by
gentlemen farmers. It is thought that the soya bean can be
grown as a very profitable seed crop in the south of England,
and several plats have been planted in Hampshire, in an
experimental way, in the hope of securing a good addition
to the fodder crop, if not fully matured beans, for sheep and
cattle. One of the seed-crushing establishments here has a
consignment on the way which will fill the cargo capacity of
a large steamship, and this plant will take up the beans very
largely.
“The soya bean as human food: It is of record that
some of the leading English physicians have given much
recognition to the bean as an article of helpful diet in cases
of diabetes, while it has also been prescribed in certain of
the large public hospitals for the same disease. Locally the
soya bean has been used in a domestic way and pronounced
as good as the best white bean, but requiring several hours
longer cooking, with a preliminary soaking of about 20
hours.” Address: Chief of Dep.
1934. Central Union Church (Honolulu, Hawaii), Ladies’
Society. comp. 1909. Hawaiian cook book. 5th ed., revised
and enlarged. Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaiian Gazette Co. 150
p. Recipe index by category. 22 cm. 1st. ed. 1882.
• Summary: After the title of each recipe is given the
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name of the person (mostly women) who submitted it.
Worcestershire sauce is used to season some recipes (see, for
example, soups, p. 9; fish, p. 18; beef, p. 28). For “vegetarian
soups” (“for those who are forbidden meat or whose
preferences are in favor of a vegetable diet”) see p. 12-15.
Note: The recipes in this book are much more American
than Hawaiian. The one main exception is the “Hawaiian
feast” or luau (p. 130-31). Otherwise, the major Hawaiian
influence is the use of tropical fruits (such as cocoanut,
papaia [papaya], pineapple, mango, breadfruit, or Alligator
pears), in otherwise American recipes. These recipes also
show no Japanese or Chinese influence. For example, soy
sauce is not used to season even one recipe in the entire
book. Address: Honolulu, Hawaii.
1935. Chevalier, J. 1909. Pains de soja et gluten pour
diabétiques [Breads made of soy and gluten for diabetics].
Bulletin General de Therapeutique Medicale, Chirurgicale,
Obstetricale et Pharmaceutique 157:845-46. (Chem. Abst.
4:629). [Fre]
• Summary: “I have the honor to present to the Society two
new food products, prepared by Mr. Heudebert, which can be
used to good advantage in the feeding of diabetics.
“One of these is a soy bread (pain de soja), which
physically and organoleptically closely approaches a rye
bread or whole-grain bread. It is made with soy flour
deprived of its oil by a previous treatment.
“As you know, this oil, which is indigestible and
disagreeable to the taste, imparts to breads prepared with
whole soy flour (la farine entière) an odor and taste which
cause them to be rejected by sick people. Moreover, this oil
becomes rancid very easily and consequently the flour does
not stay fresh very long. This is what discredited the soya
breads previously recommended by Dujardin-Beaumetz.”
A table (p. 846) shows that this defatted soy flour has
the following composition: Humidity [moisture] 13.1%,
albuminoids / nitrogenous materials [matières azotées,
i.e. proteins] 47.65%, fats 4.40%, carbohydrates 12.9%,
cellulose 3.85%, ash 5.36%.
“The bread is made with a mixture of soy flour and
of gluten, the addition of the latter being indispensable in
obtaining a suitable bread. The average composition of
the bread is: Moisture 35.5%, albuminoids / nitrogenous
materials [proteins] 37.75%, fats 1.15%, carbohydrates
17.60%, cellulose 5.20%, ash 2.80%.
“Thus it is a food rich in nitrogenous materials [proteins]
and it contains only a small amount of substances susceptible
to giving rise, by hydrolysis, to glucose in the organism.”
The second bread is a gluten bread that contains only
traces of starch and no glucose.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Nov. 2013) that mentions whole soy flour, which it
calls la farine entière.

1936. Clercq, Frederik S.A. de. 1909. Nieuw plantkundig
Woordenboek voor Nederlandsch Indië [New botanical
dictionary for the Netherlands Indies]. Amsterdam,
Netherlands: J.H. de Bussy. xx + 395 p. See p. 248, no. 1664.
[1 ref. Dut]
• Summary: In the following, we will spell out, then
translate, abbreviations in square brackets: “1664 Glycine
Soja Sieb. et Zucc. * Nat. fam. der Leguminosae. Dekeman,
Jav. Kr. D. [Krama-Doesoen of Hoog-Dorps-Javaansch
= Mount Dusun high-level village Javanese]; Dele, Jav.
[Javaansch = Javanese]; Gadele, Jav. [Javanese]; Kadele,
Boeg. [Boegineesch = Buginese, spoken in South Sulawesi],
Makas. [Makasaarsch = Makassarese, from Makassar, the
provincial capital of South Sulawesi, Indonesia]; Kadale, Jav.
[Javanese]; Kadheli, Madoer. [Madoereesch = Madurese,
spoken in Madura {Dutch: Madoera}, an Indonesian
island off the northeastern coast of Java]; Katjang djepoen,
Soend. [Soendaasch = Sunda, the language of the Sundanse
people of Western Java]; Katjang kedelai, Mal. [Maleisch =
Malay, the language of Malaysia and Brunei, lingua franca
of the Malay Archipelago]; Katjang kedele, Mal. Batav.
[Bataviasch-dialect van Maleisch = the Batavian dialect of
Malay; Batavia was the colonial Dutch name (1600s to 1942)
for today’s Jakarta]; Kedangsoel, Jav. Kr. D. [high-level
village Javanese]; Kedelai, Mal. [Malay]; Kedele, Balin.
[Balineesch = Balinese, the language of the Indonesian
island of Bali], Jav. [Javanese], Mal. Batav. [the Batavian
dialect of Malay]; Keudeule, Soend. [Sunda]; Lawoeï,
Biman. [Bimaneesch = Bima, language of the Bimanese
people, spoken on the Indonesian island of Sumbawa and
its city of Bima]; Leboewi bawak, Sas. [Sasaksch = Sasak,
spoken by the Sasak people on the Indonesian island of
Lombok]; Retak medjong, Lamp. [Lampongsch = Lampung,
spoken by the Lampung people in the Indonesian province of
Lampung, on the southeastern tip of Sumatra].
“Variëteiten (Varieties) in Soend. [Sunda]: Katjang
djepoen beureum; Katjang djepoen bodas; Katjang djepoen
hedjo; Katjang djepoen hideung.–Kruid (herb, plant), de
sojaboon.
“Uses: Known for the high protein content of its beans,
consumed mostly by indigenous people as green vegetable
soybeans (unripe). For the preparation of Batavian ketjap
or Soy (Bataviasche ketjap of soja), black-seeded soybeans
are used. In addition, the beans are boiled, beaten into flat
cakes, and inoculated with a particular type of mold to obtain
tempeh (tempe), which is very much liked in Java.” Address:
in Leven; Oud-Resident van Ternate en van Riouw [former
resident of Ternate and of Riouw].
1937. Coburn, Foster Dwight. 1909. Swine in America:
A text-book for the breeder, feeder & student. New York:
Orange Judd Co.; London: Kegan, Paul, Trench, Trübner &
Co. xv + 614 p. Illust. (many black and white photos). Index.
19 cm.
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• Summary: The Introduction by Prof. W.A. Henry, Univ.
of Wisconsin, College of Agriculture (Madison), begins:
“Thirty-one years ago F.D. Coburn gave to the American
farmer the best book we have had on swine husbandry. Since
then the subject has grown and Mr. Coburn has grown...”
The USA is the greatest swine-producing nation in the
world. The leading state is Iowa, and the leading region the
“corn belt.” The most valuable product exported is lard,
followed by bacon, ham, then salt pork (p. 1-3).
In growing pigs designed for breeding stock, middlings
are the single best feed–followed by ground field peas, cow
peas, and soy beans (p. 154-55).
The section on “Alfalfa pastures” states (p. 227-28):
“Alfalfa not only furnishes a great amount of pasture, but
it is of a character that goes to make bone and muscle. It
belongs to the leguminous family of plants, as do the clovers,
the cowpea, the field pea, the soy bean, and the vetches, and
while it is furnishing this valuable food it is at the same time
adding fertility to the land.”
Page 235: “It is better to arrange for a succession
of pastures from the beginning of the season until the
hogs are ready for market, making the feed richer and
more concentrated toward the close of the season and as
we approach the finishing or fattening period. For this
purpose red clover or alfalfa, cowpeas and soy beans are
recommended.”
Pages 297-98: “Soy bean pasture ranked second to
peanut pasture as a supplement to corn.
“Chufa pasture was not found to be as good as either
peanuts or soy bean pasture.”
Page 306: There may be some advantage in “grinding
peas, soy beans, Kafir-corn, millet seed and various small
grains.”
Pages 343-46: Summarize two experiments at the
Kansas station by Prof. C.C. Georgeson feeding swine with
red Kafir-corn meal and other feeds, incl. soy beans.
Page 354 shows an illustration of soy bean leaves and
pods.
Pages 357-62: The section titled “Soy beans” begins:
“Soy beans are not commonly used in pork production,
doubtless owing to lack of knowledge of their characteristics
and value.” Several experiments are summarized.
Pages 395-96: Considers supplements to the feed of
hogs following fattening cattle, including soy beans.
Note 1. Foster Coburn lived 1846-1924.
Note 2. In the 1912 edition is a remarkable color
illustration of the insides of a hog. Address: Secretary,
Kansas Dep. of Agriculture.
1938. Cornet, Paul. 1909. Le régime alimentataire des
malades: Considérations pratiques sur les aliments et les
boissons diétéiques et sur l’hygiene de l’alimentation [The
dietary regimen for the sick: Practical considerations on
dietetic foods and drinks and on the hygiene of feeding].

Paris: G. Steinheil, Éditeur. 484 p. No index. 23 cm. [144*
ref. Fre]
• Summary: In Part III, “Foods drawn from the vegetable
kingdom,” Chapter 20 titled “Starchy vegetables” discusses
various fruits, grains, and legumes. The section on “Soya”
(p. 269-70) gives the name of the soybean in Japan (daizu),
Annam (dau-nauh), and China (théou), and notes that the
seeds can be used to make shoyu, miso, and tofu–which are
widely appreciated.
“Dietetic uses: Without having recourse to these exotic
preparations, the nutritional value of soybeans is not used
enough in our country. Soy bread is only used in anti-diabetic
diets*, whereas one could prepare a pap and a drink (boisson,
[soymilk]) no less precious, as well as extracts [soy sauce]
which could be substituted for meat extracts.” Footnote:
*Soya is well suited for diabetics, for the seed contains only
3% starch plus 16% oil and 27% protein.
In Part V, “The regimens,” Chapter 30 titled “General
solid regimens” has two parts: The first, the “Vegetarian
regimen” (p. 341-55) has the following contents: Indications
for the vegetarian regimen. Application of the vegetarian
cure: Absolute [vegan foods plus water], mitigated (lacto-ovo
vegetarian), total vegetarian diet (régime total) throughout
the seasons (incl. dry legumes such as soybeans, peanuts,
etc.), culinary preparations. Vegetal calendar (Calendrier
végétal): soups, main dishes, and desserts for each month of
the year. Address: Dr., Professeur at the municipal schools
of the infirmaries of the Hospitals of Paris (aux Ecoles
municipales d’Infirmières des Hôpitaux de Paris).
1939. Davis, Nathan Smith, Jr. 1909. Dietotherapy and food
in health. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: P. Blakiston’s Son &
Co. [ix] + 372 p. Illust. 23 cm. Index.
• Summary: This volume is identical in every way to the
1901 edition, line for line, page for page, except for the title
page–which presents it as a stand-alone book rather than as
Volume 6 in a series. The copyright date of both editions is
1901.
Edited by Solomon Solis Cohen, M.D. (Prof. of
Clinical Medicine, Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania). Address: A.M., M.D., Prof. of the Principles
and Practice of Medicine, Northwestern Univ. Medical
School [Evanston, Illinois].
1940. Dekker, J. 1909. Voedermiddelen [Feedstuffs].
Teysmannia (Batavia [Jakarta]) 20(93):632-42. See p. 641.
[Dut]
• Summary: “Also the straw of the soybean (katjang kadeleh
[glycine soja]) is a highly appreciated feedstuff, as are the
leaves of the cow-pea (Vigna Catjang).” Address: Dr.
1941. Edie, E.S. 1909. Cultivation and uses of soya beans.
Liverpool: C. Tinling & Co. 7 p.
• Summary: See: Edie, E.S. 1909. “Cultivation and uses of
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soya beans.” Liverpool University, Institute of Commercial
Research in the Tropics, Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct. 8. Also
published in Spanish in Mexico (1911). Address: M.A., B.Sc.
1942. Field Experiments at Harper Adams Agricultural
College and in Staffs and Salop, Report. 1909. Effect of
soy bean cake on cattle. Summarized in J. of the Board of
Agriculture (London), Dec. 1910, p. 753-54.
• Summary: From the summary: “Complaints were made
by users of this cake that loss and damage had been caused
to stock by its use. Consequently a trial was made at the
College of the cake used by a farmer who attributed to it the
death of a heifer. Two rather delicate two-year-old heifers
were selected for the experiment, and supplied with as much
green clover and water as they would take. In addition, one
received 1½ lb. Bibby cake and 1 lb. Soy cake. The Soy cake
was increased in quantity ½ lb. per day until 7 lb. per day
was being given, which was as much as the animal would
clear up. At this stage the Bibby cake was stopped, and the
7 lb. per day of Soy cake continued until the end of the trial.
The other heifer received at first no Soy cake, but 3 lb. of
Bibby cake, which was increased by ½ lb. per day up to 6½
lb. When this point had been reached, a sudden and complete
change was made. The Bibby cake was stopped and 7 lb. of
Soy cake was given in its place. No difference was noticed
at all in the animal or in the consistency of the dung. Both
animals gained in weight during the trial. The contention that
Soy cake may be harmful to stock if fed in any quantity, and
if given suddenly, is not upheld by this trial, as purposely
delicate animals were selected, and the sudden change and
large quantity given had no ill-effect.”

• Summary: The front and rear covers of this catalog are the
same as those of the 1906 catalog. The entry for soybeans (p.
28) is also similar except that several prices have changed
slightly and one variety, “From Etampes” (von Etampes) is
no longer available. Address: Erfurt, Germany.
1945. Hansson, Nils. 1909. Sojamjöl och sojakakor. Tvänne
nya ägghvitirika kraftfodermedel [Soybean meal and
cake. Several new animal feeds]. Kungliga LandtbruksAkademiens Handlingar och Tidskrift (Stockholm)
48(3):272-74. Flygblad No. 11 från Centralanstalten för
försöksväsendet på jordbruksområdet. [Swe]
• Summary: This is a discussion of the value of these two
feeding stuffs, soybean meal and soy cake. Analyses of the
composition of the products were conducted at Stockholm,
Göteborg, and Malmö. The experimental work was
conducted in April 1909, using products imported from Hull,
England.
Note: This is the earliest document seen concerning
soybean products (soybean meal and cake) in Sweden (one
of two documents); soybeans as such have not yet been
reported. Address: Sweden.
1946. Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report. 1909. Soy beans. p. 83-85. For the year 1908.
• Summary: “The soy bean possesses many advantages
as a green manuring and rotation crop. Early in the present
year, three varieties of soy beans were obtained through the
Bureau of Plant Industry. These were designated as Nos.
20797, 20798, and 21080... Seed of two other varieties were

1943. Fred, Edwin B. 1909. Results obtained from
inoculating soy beans with artificial cultures. Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report. p. 130-31.
For the year 1908.
• Summary: “Very marked results have been obtained by
the use of artificial cultures of inoculating material. On
the Experiment Station Plats inoculated soy beans yielded
an increase of one ton of hay and ten bushels of seed per
acre more than a similar plat of soy beans that were not
inoculated.”
A photo (p. 131) shows a comparison of typical plants
with roots from inoculated and uninoculated plats of soy
beans.
A table on the same page, titled “A comparison of the
results of Inoculated and Uninoculated soy beans (1908)”
shows that the increase of inoculated soy beans after Ito San
Yellow soy beans is 0.3 tons of hay per acre and 3.34 bushels
of seed per acre. Address: Asst. Bacteriologist.
1944. Haage & Schmidt. 1909. Haupt-Verzeichniss ueber
Samen und Pflanzen [General catalog of seeds and plants].
Erfurt, Germany. 272 p. 23 cm. [Ger]
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donated by the Hawaiian Yamajo Soy Company of Honolulu.
One of these, a green seeded type, has been grown in the
Kona district of Hawaii for some years; the other, a yellow
seeded variety, was imported direct from Japan. The seed
of both these varieties is used in the manufacture of the
Japanese food product, ‘Miso,’ and other preparations.”
All the varieties were sown on March 12. Variety No.
21080 yielded 600 lb of shelled beans per acre; the yellow
seeded variety imported from Japan yielded 800 lb, and
the Kona seed yielded 1,060 lb. “The average price in the
Honolulu market is $3 per hundred pounds. About 500 tons
of the beans are imported from Japan annually, and the
demand is said to be on the increase. It would appear that
this could be made a profitable crop for the small farmer.”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a “plat of soy
beans” in Hawaii, with palm, banana, and other tropical trees
in the background. (2) Three sets of dwarf soy bean plants
with roots; their soy beans are used in making miso and other
Japanese food products.
Note: In 1898 Hawaii was annexed as a U.S. Territory.
1947. Heyne, K. 1909. Kedelee op de Europeesche markt
[Soybeans in the European market]. Teysmannia (Batavia
[Jakarta]) 20:687-91. [Dut]
1948. Hokubei Boeki K.K. 1909. North American Mercantile
Co. (Ad). In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook. No. 6]. p. A-1. [Jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). This company imports
various goods including white rice, sake, shoyu, and miso.
Illustrations show: (1) Two sacks of “Japan Rice–100
pounds.” (2) Two kegs of sake tied with traditional rice-straw
ropes. Address: 318-320 Front St., San Francisco, California.
1949. Hutchinson, W.L. 1909. Report of the Director.
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station / Agricultural
and Mechanical College of Mississippi, Annual Report
22:10-14. For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1909.
• Summary: The section titled “Work with live stock” (p. 12)
states: “Soy beans are destined to become a valuable addition
to the agriculture of the state.” Address: Director of the
Station, Agricultural College, Mississippi.
1950. Ichida Risuke. 1909. R. Ichida (Ad). In: Nichibei
Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook. No. 6]. p. A-15. [Jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). The top 1/5 of this ad is in
English. This company imports various goods including
Kikkoman shoyu, and shoyu made by other companies in
Noda, Japan. Ichida is the overseas sales representative of
Tokyo Shoyu wholesalers and of Okada Shoten. Address:
1968 Bush St., San Francisco, California. Phone: WEST
1688.

1951. Iwakami Gomei-gaisha Shiten. 1909. Iwakami & Co.
(Ad). In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook. No. 6]. Unnumbered page.
[Jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). The company name is written
across the top of this ad in English. This Japanese company
has its main office in Yokohama, Japan, with branch offices
(shiten) in Osaka, Hawaii, and San Francisco, California. It
exports shoyu, miso, and other goods from Japan. Address:
Yokohama, Japan.
1952. J. of the Royal Horticultural Society (London). 1909.
French and runner beans at Wisley, 1909. 35:476-85. See p.
482.
• Summary: “One hundred and fifteen stocks of dwarf
French beans... were received for trial. All the dwarf ones
were sown the third week in April... In most cases the
germination was excellent.” Listed as the last of the dwarf
French beans is: “No. 115. Soya bean (A. Dean).–Seed pale,
round; failed to germinate.”
Note: This describes an early attempt to grow soybeans
in England. Many of the other dwarf French beans were
supplied by Vilmorin. Address: England.
1953. Kellogg, John Harvey. 1909. The Battle Creek
Sanitarium diet list. Battle Creek, Michigan: Modern
Medicine Publishing Co. Ltd. 71 p. 16 cm.
• Summary: A table on page 53 shows the “Number of food
units or calories per ounce of various uncooked foodstuffs.”
Soja beans are said to contain the following: 38.4, fats 48.3,
carbohydrates 33.5, total 120.2. Note: The units are not
clear. The food with the highest total is almond meal (200.2).
There are two types of Sanitas self-rising gluten flour. One
with protein 20.0 and total 107.4, and another with protein
46.4, total 100.3.
One section titled “Disease-producing foods” (p. 58-59)
discusses cane-sugar, fats (in excess), flesh foods, oysters
and other shellfish, eggs, milk, condiments, tea, coffee,
chocolate, cocoa, wine, beer, and all alcoholics [i.e. alcoholic
beverages].
Note: This is the second earliest document seen
(Nov. 2002) connected with Dr. John Harvey Kellogg that
mentions soy beans [actually “Beans, Soja”]. Dr. Kellogg
was born in 1852. Address: M.D., Superintendent, Battle
Creek Sanitarium, Battle Creek, Michigan.
1954. Kita, Gen-itsu. 1909. Shôyu jôzô ni kansuru kenkyû. I
and II. [Studies on shoyu brewing. I and II.]. Kogyo Kagaku
Zasshi (J. of the Society of Chemical Industry, Japan) 12:124; 12:399-428. II. Application of natto microorganisms.
[Jap]
• Summary: Part I is titled “Shoyu moromi and shoyu
presscake” Address: Kôgaku-shi, Japan.
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1955. Leach, Albert E. 1909. Food inspection and analysis:
For the use of public analysts, health officers, sanitary
chemists, and food economists. 2nd ed. Revised and
enlarged. New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons. xviii + 954 p.
Plus 40 unnumbered pages of black and white plates at end.
See p. 358. Illust. Index. 25 cm. 1st ed. 1904. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 10, “Cereals and their products,
legumes, vegetables, and fruits,” is a section on “Diabetic
foods” (p. 357-58) in which a table (based on Winton 1906,
“Diabetic foods”) gives the nutritional composition (on both
an “as is” and water-free basis) of various flours and meals
well suited for the preparation of diabetic biscuits, and of
the biscuits made from two of these by a cook in the family
of a diabetic patient: Soja bean meal, soja bean biscuit,
gluten flour, gluten biscuit, casoid flour, and almond meal.
The author then adds: “The nitrogen-free extract of cereal
preparations corresponds closely with the sum of the starch,
sugar and dextrin, but in the case of soja bean meal, almond
meal and other products of legumes and oil seeds, as well as
vegetables, it is considerably greater, as it includes pentosans
and other substances.”
In the chapter on “Edible oils and fats,” constants
are given (p. 471-509) for the following: Poppyseed oil,
sunflower oil, corn oil, cottonseed oil, sesame oil, rape
oil, black mustard oil, white mustard oil, peanut oil, olive
oil, palm nut oil, lard oil, cottonseed stearin, cocoa butter,
cocoanut oil, lard, beef tallow, mutton tallow, and butter.
Note: Soybean oil in not mentioned. The following constants
are given for each oil or fat: Specific gravity at 15.5ºC,
melting point, solidifying point, Reichert-Meissl number,
saponification number, iodine number, bromine index,
insoluble fatty acids / Hehner’s number, Maumené number,
specific temperature reaction, heat of bromination, Zeiss
refractometer reading, temperature of reading, acetyl value,
free fatty acids as oleic, acid value, unsaponifiable matter.
For mixed fatty acids: Solidifying point, melting point,
iodine number.
Also discusses: The effects of hydrogenation on these
constants. Peanut oil and sesame oil are used as adulterants
in olive oil (p. 515). Sesame oil and cake (p. 518-20).
Peanut oil and cake (p. 522-25). Oleomargarine (p. 541554). “Compound lard,” which may contain no lard, is quite
commonly fraudulently sold for pure lard (p. 556).
A.E. Leach lived 1864-1910. Andrew L. Winton lived
1864-1946.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2016)
concerning the work of USDA’s Bureau of Chemistry with
soy. Address: S.B. [bachelor of science], Chief of the Denver
Food and Drug Inspection Lab., Bureau of Chemistry,
USDA; formerly Chief Analyst of the Massachusetts State
Board of Health.
1956. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1909. Chemical technology and
analysis of oils, fats, and waxes. 4th ed. Entirely rewritten

and enlarged. 3 vols. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd. See
vol. II, p. 122-24. [7 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soja bean oil (Soy-bean
oil, Bean oil, Chinese bean oil)” (Vol. II, p. 122-24) gives
details about the soja bean, “a plant indigenous to China,
Manchuria, Korea, Japan, Formosa, and Indo-China,... The
seeds contain 18 per cent of oil and about 30-40 per cent of
proteins. The industry of the soja bean forms one of the most
important manufactures of Manchuria and Japan.”
In Manchuria, the expressed meal is made into bean
cakes (Chinese Téou-fou-tcha) which are exported in large
numbers. The Japanese make shoyu and miso from soja
beans. “Efforts have been made to ship soja beans to Europe,
but on account of the deterioration which they undergo
on the long voyage [through the tropics and especially
through the Red Sea], as also on account of the difficulty of
disposing of the cakes, attempts in this direction have been
abandoned.”
Two tables give physical and chemical characteristics
based on the investigations of: (1) Morawski and Stingl; (2)
De Negri and Fabris; (3) Shukoff (from seed grown in an
experimental station in South Russia); (4) Lane (who found
80.26% of liquid fatty acids).
Vol. II also discusses many other major and minor oils
including: Linseed oil (p. 39-60), hemp seed oil (p. 76-77),
sesamé oil (beniseed oil, gingelli oil, teel oil, p. 167-79),
almond oil (p. 233-40), and arachis oil (peanut oil, earthnut
oil, ground nut oil, p. 244).
Julius Lewkowitsch lived 1857-1913. Address: Ph.D.,
M.A., F.I.C., Consulting and analytical chemist, and
chemical engineer, examiner in “soap manufacture” and in
“fats and oils” to the City and Guilds of London Inst.
1957. Liardet, Cavendish Evelyn. 1909. A new British
industry. Soya beans, their cultivation and manufacture.
Liverpool, England: Northern Publishing Co. 14 p. *
• Summary: The companies that began large-scale
exportation of soya were Nathanson of Russia and Mitsui &
Co. of Japan. Various English companies have started this
trade, including MacGregor & Co. and Jardine, Mathison
[Matheson] & Co. The authors believes that Messrs. John
Bibby & Sons, of Liverpool, were the first British importers
of soy-beans, having received a considerable quantity in
1908. It wasn’t until the spring of 1909, however, that
consignments arrived in England in large cargoes. About
300,000 tons were imported into England in the first 8
months of 1909. The oil is of a superior kind and finds a
ready sale at high prices for a great variety of purposes,
including the manufacture of various edible goods, fine toilet
soaps, paint oils, lubrication and lighting oils. An analysis
of regular yellow soybeans, made by Alfred Smethan,
of Brunswick Street, Liverpool, indicates that it has the
following proximate composition: water 12%, oil 17%,
albuminoids (protein) 38%, carbohydrates 22%, fiber 5%,
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ash 5%, and sand 1%. Mr. Smethan, in a pamphlet that he
prepared for the Annual Journal of the Royal Lancashire
Agricultural Society for 1909, indicated some analyses of the
soybean, and of the products from mills that produce oil and
flour. Note: Mr. Liardet traveled in China. Address: [China].
1958. Lloyd, Arthur. 1909. Every-day Japan. London, New
York, Toronto and Melbourne: Cassell and Co., Ltd. xvi +
381 p. See p. 121, 124, 188. Introduction by Count Hayashi.
Illust. Index. 24 cm. With 8 color plates and 96 reproductions
from photographs.
• Summary: On the title page: “Written after twenty-five
years’ residence and work in Japan.”
Chapter 22, “Life in a tea, silk, saké or shoyu district,”
states (p. 121): “As a striking contrast to the general poverty
of appearance of districts purely agricultural–i.e. devoted
to the cultivation of rice and other cereals–we have the
general aspect of those districts in which tea is the principal
product, where silkworms are cultivated, or saké and soy
manufactured. In these districts–known as “Shoyu” districts–
there is a far larger amount of wealth, and the general
standard of comfort in all classes is much higher.”
Continuing on p. 124: “Saké and soy [sauce] (the
latter the foundation of our Worcestershire sauce) are oldestablished industries which have generally been carried
on by the same families for generations.” Soy is mentioned
briefly on p. 128.
Chapter 35, “Sights and cries in Tokyo streets,” states
(p. 188-89): The first sounds he hears in the morning are
those from a Buddhist temple. “Domestic life begins at a
somewhat later hour, but in the streets I can already hear
the cry of “Natto, na–tto–!” which tells me that the poor
are beginning to bestir themselves. Natto is a concoction
of beans which have been kept until they are beginning
to go bad. It is said to have a rich tasty flavour, and to be
very popular with some sections of the community. It is
essentially a poor man’s dish. By the time the natto sellers
have done their business, other itinerant vendors have begun
their rounds.” Address: M.A., Lecturer in the Imperial Univ.,
Higher Naval College and Higher Commercial School,
Tokyo. Formerly Fellow of Peterhouse [UK].
1959. Mackenzie, J.D. comp. 1909. Labor laws of California:
First special report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Sacramento, California: W.W. Shannon, Superintendent State
Printing. 76 p. Index. 17 cm. [2 ref]
• Summary: The Introduction states (p. [3]): The Twentysecond Annual Report of the United States Commissioner
of Labor, 1907, Department of Commerce and Labor, Labor
Laws of the United States, has been used as the basis in the
preparation of this report.” It includes all labor laws in force
at the close of 1907.
The first section under “Constitution” states (p. 5):
Article 19. Employment of Chinese–Coolie labor. Section

3. No Chinese shall be employed on any state, county,
municipal, or other public work, except in punishment for a
crime.
Sec. 4. The presence of foreigners ineligible to become
citizens of the United States is declared to be dangerous
to the well-being of the state, and the legislature shall
discourage their immigration by all the means within its
power. Asiatic coolieism is a form of human slavery, and is
forever prohibited in this state.”
The chapter titled “Sims’ Deering’s Code–1906,” under
“Political code” states (p. 10): “Products of Chinese labor not
to be bought by state officials. Sec. 3235.” (equates “Chinese
labor” with “Mongolian labor”).
The chapter titled “Statutes of 1909,” states (p. 64-65):
“Chapter 134. Japanese–Statistics concerning. Sec. 1...
the governor shall direct the state labor commissioner to
immediately undertake and complete as soon as possible
the gathering and compiling of statistics and such other
information regarding the Japanese in this state as may
be useful to the governor in making a proper report to
the president of the United States and to congress, and
in furnishing to the people of this state and elsewhere a
comprehensive statement of such conditions as actually
exist. Upon the order of the governor such statistics and
information shall be printed and distributed. Sec. 2. The sum
of ten thousand dollars,... is hereby appropriated” from the
California state treasury “to carry out the provisions of this
act.”
“Chapter 410. Japanese–Records to be kept. Sec. 1. It
is hereby declared to be the duty of all officers of this state
and all officers of each respective county, city, or city and
county, in addition to their other duties, to keep such records
as shall be required under the provisions of an act entitled,
‘An act to provide for the gathering, compiling, printing
and distribution of statistics and information regarding the
Japanese of the state, and making an appropriation therefor’
and to furnish to the commissioner of the bureau of labor
statistics, upon request, whatever data it may be necessary
for the commissioner to acquire in complying with the
provisions of said act. Sec. 2. This act shall take effect
immediately.”
Even though soy is not mentioned in this report, we
include it here because it was so important in the creation of
the Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook] (19051912), which is the single best source of early information
about Japanese manufacturers of soyfoods in the United
States. For a fairly good summary of this lost 1910 report
see the Fourteenth Biennial Report of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of California, 1909-1910. Published in 1910. The
Commissioner was J.D. Mackenzie.
Talk with David, Librarian at Government Documents
Dep., California State Library, Sacramento. 2007. June
18. What ever happened to the 1910 report on Japanese in
California? In May 1910 it was evidently delivered to the
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governor of California, James Gillett (governor from Jan.
1907 to Jan. 1911). A card in David’s library mentions “the
report was commissioned pursuant to provisions of Chapter
134, Statutes of 1909.” Unfortunately this government
documents library does not have the report. It has been
requested before. There is an old information file that the
library keeps in card catalog form. David found a card
in there about this report. It describes the report as being
mentioned in the Biennial Report cited above–but does
not give the number of pages. The rest of the card reads:
“Neither the State Library nor State Archives has a copy of
the report. The Library of the California Division of Labor
Statistics and Research in San Francisco (phone as of June
2007: 415-703-4780) has papers related to the report but not
the report itself.” That is where the card ends. David does not
know when this card was typed up, because unfortunately the
above entry is not dated.
David will contact a person who is in charge of Special
Collections of the California State Library.
Talk with Tim Stahlheber at the California Division
of Labor Statistics and Research in San Francisco (State
Building, 455 Golden Gate Ave., 9th Floor). 2007. June 19.
The library of several thousand documents is still on the
shelves of one room, but it is unorganized. The librarian was
let go about 15 years ago due to budget cuts. Tim has worked
with this division for decades. Address: Commissioner,
California Bureau of Labor Statistics.
1960. Mackintosh, J.; Goodwin, W. 1909. Trial of soya bean
cake. J. of the South-Eastern Agricultural College (Wye,
Kent, England) No. 18. p. 225-30.
• Summary: “Conclusions: Soya bean cake is a good and
palatable food for milk cows, and is eaten readily. When
fed to the extent of 3 lbs. per head per day along with other
food-stuffs, it has no noticeable effect on the quantity or
quality of the milk produced, or on the flavour, colour or
consistency of the butter. As regards its effect upon the
chemical composition of the fat, no changes worth attention
were shown in the Reichert-Meissl number. It may therefore
be looked on as a satisfactory, and at its present price,
an economical addition to the list of concentrated foods
available for the feeding of dairy stock.”
Tables show: Average over three weeks of daily milk
yield in lbs. for basal versus soya cake rations (p. 227).
Average over three weeks of daily percentage of fat in the
milk for basal versus soya cake rations (p. 228). Address:
Wye, Kent, England.
1961. Maurel, Edouard César Emile. 1909. Traité
de l’alimentation et de la nutrition à létat normal et
pathologique. Vol. 3 [Treatise on food and nutrition in
normal and diseased conditions. Vol. 3]. Paris: O. Doin,
Éditeur. xii + 685 p. Index (in vol. 4). 25 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: The last entry in the section on “Legumes,”

titled “Soy peas or beans” (Pois ou fèves de Soja / Soya),
states: In order to be complete, to the preceding dried
legumes I add the soybean, used here only as a therapeutic
agent, but whose consumption in China and especially in
Japan is considerable.
Its use in food is, moreover, completely justified by
its great nutritive value. Here are some analyses of its
nutritional composition: A table (p. 495) gives 6 analyses
by three authors (each of whom cites other researchers)
as follows: Balland (Gautier): maximum, minimum,
mean. König (Siderski): black or yellow soybeans. König
(Siderski): soy flour.
As you see, despite their great nutritive value, all the
other legumes remain below that of the soybean. It contains
more than 30% protein and 400 calories per 100 gm. It must
be added that no other legume is as rich in minerals, for soy
always contains at least 4%.
This legume, known in Japan by the name of daidzou
[daizu], can be made into a cheese, tofu (tôfou,) and above
all the national sauce, shoyu (shôyou) and miso. These three
substances result from fermentation, but under different
conditions.
Japanese miso is a venerable food; it’s the tao-tzung
of the Chinese. It is made of crushed soybeans, boiled
and mixed with rice or wheat koji, then submitted to
fermentation. Miso consumption in Japan is 30 million kg.
Tofu is also used frequently but less than the preceding
[miso], and much less than soy sauce which constitutes the
universal seasoning. The consumption of this last would be,
in fact, 5.5 liters per inhabitant.
Discussed in this section are: Dry beans (haricots secs;
[Phaseolus vulgaris]), lentils, peas or round peas (pois ronds
[Pisum sativum]), square peas (pois carrés; probably winged
beans {Psophocarpus tetragonolobus}, or flat pea / Lathyrus
pea / chickly vetch {Lathyrus sativus}, or Pisum sativum
medullare), chickpeas (pois chiches), and dry [broad] beans
(fèves sèches; [probably Vicia faba], broad beans). Address:
M.D., principal physician for the Naval Reserves, Prof. at the
Faculty of Medicine, Toulouse (Médecin principal de réserve
de la Marine).
1962. Murai Nishikawa Shokai. 1909. Murai & Nishikawa:
Importers & com. merchts. [commercial merchants] (Ad). In:
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [JapaneseAmerican Yearbook. No. 6]. Unnumbered page near center of
book. [Jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). The top ¼ of this ad is in
English. This company imports various goods including
white rice, sake, shoyu, and miso. Cable address: “Muranisu”
San Francisco. Code used: A. B. C. 5th Ed. Western Union.
Address: 2001 Pine St., San Francisco, California. Phone:
West 5407.
1963. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha). 1909.
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Nichi-Bei nenkan [Japanese-American yearbook. No. 5].
650 Ellis St., San Francisco, California. 605 p. Reprinted in
2001-02 in Tokyo by Nihon Tosho Senta. Series: Nikkei Imin
Shiryôshû. Dai 5-kai [Collected Documents on Japanese
Emigration. No. 5]. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This book is read and numbered from “back
to front” compared with typical English books; it is mostly
(99%) in Japanese. The English-language title page reads:
The Japanese American Year Book.
The book is divided into 17 parts, each numbered
separately. Contents: (1) Front matter (5 p.) (2) Table of
contents (3 p.). (3) Maps (2 p.): Map of the United States.
Map of California (1 p. each, in Japanese). (4) Black and
white photos on 6 unnumbered pages (single sided). (5)
Advertisements (A-1 to A-32). (6) Front part (p. 1-168),
including general information about America, Japanese in
America, U.S. and agricultural census data, etc. (7) Ads from
San Francisco printers (2 p.). Appendixes: (8) Appendix 1:
Table of contents (2 p.) (9) Appendix 1. Japanese agricultural
workers in the various states (p. 1-60). (10) Ads (p. B-1
to B-96). (11) Appendix 2 table of contents (2 p.). (12)
Ads (3 p.). (13) Appendix 2. Japanese living in America,
alphabetically by state, and within each state by city (p.
1-148). (14) Ads (2 p.). (15) Ads on numbered pages (C-1 to
C-66). (16) California ads (p. C-1 to C-42). (17) Publication
data / Copyright page (1 p.).
Basic information about how this book was compiled
and the survey conducted is given on pages 60-66, 14041, and on the title page of Appendix 1 of this year book.
Pages 60-66 show various existing government registration
forms that Japanese are required to fill out, such as birth,
marriage, death, and divorce certificates, employment /
occupation, agricultural details (employer, land use, nature of
relationship with employer, etc.), and visa.
The tariff (import duty) on shoyu and miso from Japan
is 40% for each (p. 32).
The value of the 1900 soybean crop in the United States
is $7,634,262 and the value in California is $1,022,586 (p.
69). Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2009)
that gives soybean production or area statistics for either the
USA or California–much earlier than any U.S. Department
of Agriculture statistics. Unfortunately, the source of these
statistics is not given. During the period 1900 and 1909 many
Japanese were farming land in California, and there was a
significant number of soyfoods manufacturers in California
and, more broadly, west of the Rocky Mountains. Therefore
we should not be surprised to learn that these farmers were
growing soybeans in California, either for use as edamamé
(green vegetable soybeans in the pods) or for sale as whole
dry soybeans to soyfoods makers.
Value of selected imports from Japan to the USA in
1906: Miso–Imported to the mainland $55,648. To Hawaii
$43,108. Total $98,756. Shoyu [soy sauce]–Imported to the
mainland $241,345. To Hawaii $211,265. Total $452,610 (p.

119).
Retail prices of Japanese foods in San Francisco (on
1 Nov. 1908): Amazake [cup] for 15 cents (100 cents
apparently = $1.00). Kikkoman shoyu: 1 cho for 300 cents.
Yamasa shoyu: 1 cho for 280 cents. Miso: 1 cho for 180
cents. Tai [sea bream] miso: 1 piece (ko) for 10 cents. Note:
A cho is an undefined, vague unit of Japanese measurement.
A photo shows the inside of a Japanese retail store (p. 120).
Note: The meaning of “1 cho” is unclear.
In 1908 the Japanese population in the United States
totaled 103,630, including 93,149 men (89.9%), 6,379
women, and 2,100 male children, and 2,010 female children.
Six pages of tables give the Japanese populations of different
U.S. states and cities.
The directory (p. 5) gives a listing of sake and shoyu
sellers in San Francisco: Hokubei Boeki Kaisha, 318
Front St. Tel. [Phone] Kearny 451. McKendry Shosha,
149 California St. Tel. Kearny 2970. Iwagami Shokai,
441 Commercial St. Tel. 2447. Kagawa Soko Shiten, 41
Commercial St. Tel. 1263. Ichida Shoten, 1968 Bush St. Tel.
West 1688. Murai Ishikawa Shokai, 2001 Pine St. Tel. West
5407. Tanaka Kyodai Shokai, 1609 Gough St. Tel. West
6615.
The Directory shows Japanese companies making
soyfoods in California, Colorado, Nevada, New York,
Oregon, Utah, and Washington.
Note: A big jump in the number (and geographical
extent) of Japanese tofu shops occurred in 1909. A
translation (from older Japanese) of the pages describing
how this book was compiled and the survey conducted (on
pages 60-66, 140-41, and on the title page of Appendix
1 of this year) would probably help to explain this jump.
William Shurtleff has a theory that it had something to
do with contact between the people who conducted the
Mackenzie survey of Japanese in America (1910). He spent
a large amount of time trying, unsuccessfully, to find out
how those surveyors knew where to look. He thinks that they
worked with the owners of Nichibei Shinbun using its list
of subscribers to locate communities of Japanese living in
California.
At some point a light when on in the minds of the
publishers of the annual directory. (1) If the businesses
in those communities started advertising in our annual
directory, it could become a major source of income. (2)
Each new address of a Japanese person or business we find
represents a potential new subscriber to our newspaper.
Hence their interest and follow-through. So each helped
the other to their mutual satisfaction. A win-win situation.
Address: San Francisco, California.
1964. Osborne, Thomas B. 1909. The vegetable proteins.
New York, NY: Longmans, Green, and Co. xiii + 125 p.
Index. 25 cm. Series: Monographs on Biochemistry. 2nd ed.
1924. [608* ref]
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• Summary: See next page. Note: This is the first edition of
this book, and it is the earliest book seen (Dec. 2020) that
uses the term “vegetable proteins” or “vegetable protein” in
its title. Soy is not listed in the index, but appears on pages
15, 49, 74, and 78.
Contents: Preface. 1. Historical review. 2. Occurrence
of proteins in the different parts of plants, and their general
characteristics. 3. Isolation and preparation of seed proteins.
4. Basic and acid properties of proteins. 5. Solubility of
vegetable proteins. 6. Precipitation of vegetable proteins.
7. Denaturing of vegetable proteins: Denaturing by acids,
denaturing by alkalies, denaturing by alcohol, denaturing by
metallic salts, denaturing by heat. 8. Physical constants of
vegetable proteins.
9. Products of hydrolysis of vegetable proteins. 10.
Classification of vegetable proteins: Simple proteins
(albumins, globulins, glutelins, prolamins, albuminoids,
histones, protamines), conjugated proteins (nucleoproteins,
glycoproteins, phosphoproteins, haemoglobins,
lecithoproteins), derived proteins (primary protein
derivatives, secondary protein derivatives {proteoses,
peptones, peptides}). 11. Some physiological relations of
vegetable proteins to the animal organism and the biological
relations of seed proteins to one another.
Tables show: (1) The heat of combustion of vegetable
proteins, including glycinin from the soy-bean (5,668
calories per gram) (p. 48-49). (2) The best characterized
vegetable albumins include legumelin (found in the seeds
of the soy-bean, lentil, adzuki bean, and cow-pea), and ricin
(found in the seeds of the castor bean) (p. 74).
Globulins: “Globulins are here defined as proteins
insoluble in water but soluble in saline solutions. In this
group must be included, for convenience, a large number
of vegetable proteins which do not strictly conform to this
definition.” “While the animal globulins are precipitated their
solutions with magnesium sulphate, many of the vegetable
globulins cannot be thus precipitated, but saturation with
sodium sulphate, at 33º, precipitates all of them as yet thus
tested.” The animal globulins are all coagulated by heating
their solutions to various temperatures. Most of the seed
globulins are only imperfectly coagulated by heating their
solutions even to boiling, and some of them can thus be
heated for a very long time without showing any apparent
change” (p. 75-77).
(3) The principal globulins include glycinin (found in
the seeds of the soy bean), conglutin (in the seeds of lupines),
edistin (in hemp seeds), and avenalin (oats) (p. 78).
The section on toxalbumins (p. 92-93) discusses various
proteins (abrin, ricin, and crotin) that agglutinate the red
blood cells of animals. Abrin, from the seeds of Abrus
precatorius was isolated and named by Warden & Waddell
in 1884. Ricin, from the seeds of Ricinus communis was
named by Stillmark in 1888. Crotin, from the seeds of Crotin
eluteria was discovered and named by Elfstrand in 1897.

The “General preface” begins: “The subject of
Physiological Chemistry, or Biochemistry, is enlarging its
borders to such an extent at the present time that no single
text-book upon the subject, without being cumbrous, can
adequately deal with it as a whole, so as to give both a
general and a detailed account of its present position” (p.
vii).
The Preface states: “The isolation and purification of
vegetable proteins present so many difficulties that for a long
time the available methods were too crude to enable those
who understood such work to succeed in their task” (p. ix).
Chapter 1, a long and excellent “Historical review,”
begins by showing that the study of vegetable proteins began
with wheat gluten; most publications during the 1700s were
on this subject. Fourcroy (1789) was the first to demonstrate
the presence of two kinds of protein in plants: coagulable
and non-coagulable. He obtained preparations of what he
supposed to be pure plant albumin, which he found to have
all the properties of animal albumin. “In 1836 Boussingault
published elementary analyses of several plant proteins,
which marked a new epoch in the development of their
study, for these analyses were soon followed by those made
in 1839 by Mulder and by those made by Liebig and his
pupils in 1841 and the years immediately following... Liebig
asserted in 1841 that the different forms of plant proteins
known at the time were identical with the proteins of animal
origin which bore similar names. He recognized four such
substances, namely vegetable albumin, plant gelatin, legumin
or casein, and plant fibrin.
“Throughout the previous history of the development
of knowledge of plant proteins and up to the time of Liebig,
the idea of their identity with the animal proteins appears
to have been universally accepted, and every effort had
evidently been made by those who studied them to discover
similarities between the proteins from these two sources. In
the year following, however, Dumas and Cahours (1843)
presented the results of an elaborate study of the elementary
composition of a considerable number of animal and
vegetable proteins, which formed the foundation of a new
advance in the knowledge of protein substances in general
and contributed especially to the future studies of the
proteins of plants. By means of their then newly developed
method for determining nitrogen, they were able to clearly
establish differences in the elementary composition between
many of the proteins, and they showed that these differences
were particularly great in the case of some of the vegetable
proteins. The identity which Liebig assumed to exist between
the vegetable and animal proteins was thus disproved and
the further accurate study of the proteins of vegetable origin
became a matter of importance.”
“In 1860 Ritthausen began the first serious study of
the vegetable proteins, and devoted himself for many
succeeding years to the production of preparations of the
highest attainable purity, and to accurate determinations of
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their composition. As a result of these investigations the
prevailing knowledge was greatly extended, and it became
plain that these substances occurred in many diverse forms
in the different seeds. Ritthausen’s work, therefore, furnished
the first broad foundation for a knowledge of the vegetable
proteins, and the service which he rendered in developing
this field of knowledge deserves far more recognition than it
received during his lifetime” (p. 4-5).
“Stillmark in 1888 ascribed the toxic action of Ricinus
seeds to a protein which he obtained by precipitating a
sodium chloride extract of the seed with magnesium sulphate
or sodium sulphate, dissolving the precipitate in water, and
dialysing away the salts. Stillmark named this substance ricin
and considered it to be either a globulin or a ferment. He
also found that, in addition to its toxic properties, it caused
agglutination of a suspension of red blood corpuscles” (p.
92).
Chapter 3, “Isolation and preparation of seed proteins,”
begins: “Various methods have been employed to isolate
the different protein constituents of the several seeds which
have been examined...” but complexities make it impossible
for “the reader to make practical use of them in isolating
and purifying preparations of the individual proteins.” “The
solvents used to extract the proteins of seeds are water,
neutral saline solutions, 70 to 80 per cent. alcohol, and very
dilute acids and alkalies” [acidic and alkaline solutions].
A section discusses each solvent. Extraction with water
works well for most legumes. “Many of the leguminous
seeds, such as peas,... lentils, and soy beans, yield relatively
much protein to water, which on adding a little acetic
acid, and passing carbonic acid through the extract, or on
standing until the extract becomes slightly acid, is largely
precipitated” (p. 15). This method has long been used; also
discusses enzyme action, dialysis, globulins, crystallisation.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2003) that uses the word “isolation,” “isolated,”
“isolate,” or “isolating” in connection with vegetable
proteins–including soy-bean proteins.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the term “plant proteins.”
Address: Research chemist, Connecticut Agric. Exp.
Station, New Haven, CT; and Research Associate, Carnegie
Institution of Washington, DC.
1965. Osborne, Thomas B.; Clapp, S.H. 1909. Hydrolyse des
Glycinins aus der Sojabohne [Hydrolysis of glycinin from
the soy bean]. Zeitschrift fuer Analytische Chemie 48:623-28.
Translated from American J. of Physiology (1907) 19:46874. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a German-language translation (by V.
Greissmayer) of the following English-language document:
Osborne, Thomas B.; Clapp, S.H. 1907. “Hydrolysis of
glycinin from the soy bean.” American J. of Physiology
19(4):468-74. Sept.

1966. Pharmazeutische Praxis (Vienna and Leipzig). 1909.
Naehrpraeparare, Nahrungs- und Genussmittel: DiabetikerBrote aus Soja und Kleber [Dietary preparations, food and
delicacies: Diabetic breads from soy and wheat gluten].
8(12):37. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is German-language summary of the
following French-language article: Chevalier, J. 1909.
“Pains de soja et gluten pour diabétiques.” Bulletin General
de Therapeutique Medicale, Chirurgicale, Obstetricale et
Pharmaceutique 157:845-46.
The German summary begins by stating: The soybean
meal (Sojamehl) is first defatted...
1967. Piper, C.V. 1909. The search for new leguminous
forage crops. Yearbook of the United States Department of
Agriculture p. 245-60. For the year 1908. See p. 248, 257.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 257) states:
“Recent explorations in China and extensive correspondence
with missionaries and others have yielded during the past
few years a very large number of varieties of soy beans.
Fully 200 distinct varieties have now been obtained,
showing a diversity of growth and of possible value wholly
unsuspected. Previous to these investigations only 5 or 6
varieties were known to American agriculture. The rapidly
increasing prominence of the soy bean, especially in the
Southern States, makes it important to secure the very best
varieties. It is a curious fact that the variety most widely
grown in the United States, the Mammoth, which was
introduced at least thirty years ago, has never again been
obtained. It is equally strange that of the other numerous new
varieties obtained, nearly all of them, except certain Japanese
varieties, have been secured in only a single locality. The
truth is that throughout most of the Chinese Empire every
variety is grown locally. Mr. F.N. Meyer, who has traveled
widely in China, states that this extreme localization of these
varieties is a very striking fact in Chinese agriculture, due, as
he thinks, to the fact that for ages every Chinese farmer has
grown his own seed, and there has been little or no exchange
of seeds from province to province. It would therefore
appear likely that numerous other varieties yet remain to be
obtained.”
“Among the new varieties of soy beans are some from
far north in Manchuria and Siberia, which mature in seventy
to eighty days, and others from southern China that are so
late that they scarcely mature in our warmest States. Several
of these new varieties in the trials thus far conducted promise
to be decidedly superior to the Mammoth variety.
“Especially valuable are the Riceland soy beans, grown
by the Chinese in rotation with rice. These varieties are very
distinct from others and on account of their numerous slender
stems, large size, and leafiness make hay of unusually fine
quality.
“While at the present time soy beans are most important
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in the Southern and Middle Southern States, they will
doubtless in time become of great value in the arid regions
on account of their marked drought resistance. Unfortunately,
rabbits are extremely fond of soy beans, causing so much
destruction that it is practically impossible to grow this crop
where these animals abound, as is still the case throughout
our semiarid regions.”
Soy beans are also mentioned briefly on p. 248. There
are long sections on the “Florida velvet bean” (p. 247-49),
“Kudzu” (p. 249-51, with a photo facing p. 48 of “A patch
of kudzu (Pueraria thunbergiana) growing at Washington,
DC”), “Adzuki bean” (p. 253-54, with two photos, plate xi,
of a “Field of adzuki beans (Phaseolus angularis) grown at
Arlington Farm, Virginia, in 1908),” “Cowpea” (p. 254-56),
“Bonavist bean or hyacinth bean (Dolichos lablab)” (plate
XII, p. 258), “Bur clovers” (p. 259-60) and “Vetches” (p.
260; many species of Vicia; common vetch, hairy vetch,
scarlet vetch, black-purple vetch, woolly pod vetch).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2008) that uses the term “bonavist bean” to
refer to Dolichos lablab. Address: Agrostologist in Charge
of Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry
[USDA].
1968. Piper, C.V. 1909. The necessity for greater care in the
identification of crop varieties used in experimental work.
Proceedings of the American Society of Agronomy 1(1):2427. Presented at the Omaha Meeting, 1909. [1 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “In discussing the subject
indicated in the title, it is assumed that there is now little
difference of opinion among agronomists regarding the
desirability of making preliminary tests of as large a
collection of varieties as can be obtained before entering
upon serious experimental or breeding work. Some recent
experiences have indicated beyond doubt that it is possible
virtually to waste a large amount of time in breeding work,
from the fact that much better varieties are already in
existence than those whose improvement is essayed. The
tendency, too, has been general to underestimate the number
of varieties that exist in most cultivated plants, especially
in crops of minor importance. For example, the Bureau
of Plant Industry has gotten together during the past few
years fully 200 varieties of cowpeas, over 300 of soybeans,
and 17 of velvet beans. In the case of the first-mentioned
crop not over 50 varieties at the outside were known to
American agronomists previous to 1905. Of soybeans, only
23 varieties were recognized as late as 1907. Of velvet
beans, only two varieties were known in the United States
previous to 1907. Many other cases might be cited where
it is commonly supposed there is but one variety, while
in fact there are several at least. It is evident, therefore,
that a very wide range of characters might exist in a crop
which were entirely unknown to the breeder who is at work
upon its improvement.” Address: Bureau of Plant Industry,

Washington, DC.
1969. Proceedings of the Farmers’ National Congress of the
United States. 1909. Abstracts from correspondence. 29:128.
• Summary: “I take great pleasure in forwarding my
membership fee of one dollar. I consider it both an honor
and privilege to hold my membership in this worthy
organization.–Taylor Fouts, Camden, Indiana.” Address:
Secretary.
1970. Quereau, F.C. 1909. Report of the animal husbandman
and dairyman. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 21:116-18. For the year 1908.
• Summary: Part I of this short report, titled “Experiments
in beef feeding” concludes: “1. Soy beans are the best forage
crop that has been tested on the Station. The products from
the acre of soy beans have fed longer, with greater gains,
than either corn or cowpeas. Cowpeas stand next to soy
beans and corn comes last. 2. By the return of green manure
from the feeding of crops there has been a marked increase
in the productiveness of the soil, the feeding capacity for
four steers per acre having been increased in the case of soy
beans from 80 days in 1905-6 to 100 days in 1908-09.” Thus,
feeding steers soy beans aided in maintaining soil fertility.
Part II, titled “Experiments in dairy feeding” (p. 118-19)
has a section on “Soy bean against other feeds” which states
that the soy bean has “given the largest yield per acre, both
in roughage and grain, of all the farm crops tested by the
Station.” An experiment was conducted, which led to these
conclusions: “1. Soy-bean straw will give better results than
corn stover, and can be produced at about the same cost. 2.
A ton of soy-bean hay produced at a cost of about $7, has
a higher feeding value than a ton of alfalfa hay, which at
present prices will cost $18 to $20 per ton. 3. Cotton-seed
meal and soy-bean meal [probably ground whole soybeans or
possibly soybean plants] have about the same feeding value,
pound for pound. 4. A well-balanced ration can be produced
on the farm at much less cost than it can be produced on
the market.” Address: Animal Husbandman and Dairyman,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
1971. Riley, Franklin L. ed. 1909. Diary of a Mississippi
planter, January 1, 1840, to April 1863. Publications of the
Mississippi Historical Society 10:305-481. See p. 458.
• Summary: Dr. Martin W. Phillips, the author of this
diary, was born in Columbia, South Carolina, on 17 June
1806. In his early thirties, he and his wife moved to Hinds
County, Mississippi, where he became a planter in the forks
of the Big Black River and Fourteen Mile Creek, about 8
miles southwest of the present [1909] town of Edwards.
On 14 April 1857 he wrote in his diary, “Sowed Japan and
Calavanse peas today; also sugar cane (China) seed.”
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans [Japan peas] in Mississippi, or the cultivation
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of soybeans in Mississippi (14 April 1857). The source of
these soybeans is unknown. The author made no mention of
harvesting this crop nor of planting soybeans again in any
subsequent year. From this we may infer that the crop did not
do well.

back three lines are printed in purple ink in Russian, and half
a line in French, “Carte postalle.” This is a post card (black
and white, 5.25 inches high by 3.25 inches wide).
(2) A smaller but similar photo of A.A. Horvath in

1972. Saito, K. 1909. Shôyu jôzô jô ni okeru biseibutsugakuteki kenkyû [Microbial investigation of shoyu brewing].
Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing,
Japan) 4(4):99-101. See p. 101. Part of his doctoral
dissertation, in German. [Jap]
• Summary: Two illustrations (line drawings) show the
equipment. Address: Japan.
1973. Saito, Kendo. 1909. Tôyô-san yûyô hakkôkin [Useful
fermentation microorganisms from East Asia]. Tokyo:
Hakubunkan. 200 p. See p. 14-17, 108-09, 122-25, 144-47,
162-64. [Jap]
• Summary: This book contains a little information about
Rhizopus oligosporus, onchom, and miso or Tao-Tjiung
[probably doujiang]. Address: Botanical Inst., Tokyo Univ.,
Japan.
1974. Sawer, E.R. 1909. Cedara memoirs on South African
Agriculture. Vol. I. Containing reports of experiments in the
cultivation of the cereals in South Africa. Pietermartizburg,
South Africa. 343 p. See p. 226, 228.
• Summary: In section “229. Irrigation and drought
resistance,” a table, based on experiments from the Kansas
Experiment Station in the USA, shows that soy beans have
fairly good drought resistance and leave the soil with a
higher moisture level than any of the 9 other crops tested.
Their average growth period is 105 days. The average water
used per day is 0.152 inches. Total water used by the crop
is 15.91 inches. Yield per acre: 14 bushels. Grain produced
per 1 inch water: 0.88 (6th out of 8 crops with values; Kaffir
corn is highest). Total dry matter produced per acre including
straw and stalks: 1,853. Pounds of dry matter produced per
acre by 1 inch water: 116 (7th out of 10 crops; Sorghum and
Kaffir corn are highest). Fall (Autumn) condition, moisture
in first 6 feet of soil after season’s cropping: 24.4% (highest
= best of the ten crops). Spring condition, moisture in first 6
feet of soil after previous season’s cropping: 25.13% (highest
= best of the ten crops). Address: M.A., B.Sc., Director,
Div. of Agriculture and Forestry, Colony of Natal; Principal,
Cedara School of Agriculture; formerly Asst. Secretary of
Agriculture, Southern Rhodesia.
1975. Six photographs of Dr. Artemy A. Horvath and his
close relatives. 1909.
• Summary: (1) This portrait photo of A.A. Horvath was
taken in 1909 in Kazan, Russia. He is wearing a moustache,
a black shirt with a high collar, hair brushed up in a sort of
male coiffure, a serious face, looking straight ahead. On the
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1909 at age 23, taken at Atelier Photographique Rembrandt
in Kazan (which is printed on the back). Three lines are
handwritten in black ink in Russian (4.12 inches high by 2.75
inches wide).
(3) A full-body photo of A.A. Horvath standing next to

a friend, in about 1909, in front of a staged background of
palm trees and buildings. Both are dressed formally in coat
and tie, in two-piece suits with a flower in the left lapel.
Tatiana recalls that A.A. Horvath toured Europe with a friend
in about 1909, probably for the summer; they visited Paris,
Venice, etc.
(4) This portrait photo of Clemens Alekseivich Horvath,
the older brother of A.A. Horvath was taken in 1909 in
Kazan, Russia. He is wearing a waxed handlebar moustache,
a two-piece cat and tie with high white collar, hair neatly
brushed, a serious face, looking straight ahead (black and
white, 5.5 inches high by 3.5 inches wide). On the back his
name and the date are written in Russian. Next to that, in
very small letters are written in pencil in English: “Prankster.
Dry wit. 8 languages. Brilliant physicist. Einstein colleague
& friend in Berlin. Wrote ‘relativity’ book.”
(5) This portrait photo of Isidora Alexeevna Horvath,
the younger sister of A.A. Horvath was taken in 1908 in

Kazan, Russia. She is wearing a dark dress and hat. Taken
from her side as she is looking to her right (black and white,
2.5 inches square with her portrait inside a circle). She and
Dr. Horvath, her elder brother, were very close and they
corresponded regularly in French throughout their life.
Tatiana has hundreds of their letters.
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(6) A portrait photo of A.A. Horvath’s mother taken in
Kazan in 1906. She is wearing a dark dress, hair in a bun,
serious face, looking straight ahead (4.25 inches high by 2.5
inches wide).
These photos were sent to Soyinfo Center in May 2010
by Tatiana Reisacher, Dr. Horvath’s daughter, who owns
them.
Other photos (undated unless otherwise stated) sent by
Tatiana but not scanned include: (1) Veterinary institute (for
horses) from which Dr. A.A. Horvath graduated. (2) The
university of Kazan, from which Dr. Horvath gradated and
where he later taught.
1976. Smethan, Alfred. 1909. Some new feeding stuffs
and their relative value as cattle foods. Royal Lancashire
Agricultural Society, Journal. p. 28-45. For the year 1909.
See p. 29-32, 41.
• Summary: The section titled “Soya Beans or China Oil
Beans” (p. 29-32) begins: “Most notable, perhaps, of the new
foods is the Soya Bean, which has come meteor-like into this
country in large quantities during the last year or so.”
“What circumstances or combination of events have
made it possible at this particular period for merchants to
ship the vast quantities of the Beans which have recently
reached these shores I have not been able to discover, but
it seems to me that the chief factor is to be found in the
development of Manchuria by the Japanese as the result of
the Russo-Japanese war. It is said that during the campaign

Soya Beans entered largely into the dietary of the Japanese
army, and, doubtless, during the progress of the war the
Japanese became familiarised with the Bean-producing
districts, and the exportation of the surplus supplies is the
result. Be that as it may, the fact remains that up to the end
of next August, so I am informed on very good authority, the
estimated sales in the United Kingdom of the Soya Oil Beans
may be roughly estimated at 250,000 tons. What the future
is likely to be is uncertain, but from conversations I have
had with those who have studied the subject, the general
impression seems to be that they ‘have come to stay,’ and
that in the near future at all events the Beans, either whole or
crushed into cake, will have to be reckoned with as a serious
competitor of the better known and more generally used
feeding stuffs.”
“The direct shipments of Soya Bean Cake–or, as it has
been hitherto more commonly called, China Bean Cake–
from the East, have so far been spasmodic and small in
extent, and owing to the ‘heated’ condition in which they
have arrived, have not been, I should say, a commercial
success, on account of the relatively low price realized.”
A table titled “Composition of soya bean cake and
meal” (p. 32) includes the composition of “China bean cake
(imported), Soya bean meal, Soya bean cake, Chinese bean
cake (rolled or crushed), and Manchurian bean cake.”
Soy is also mentioned in the “Appendix” (p. 39-45),
a long table that gives the composition of many feeds:
Soya beans, Soya bean cake, Soya bean meal (p. 41). Also
includes (p. 44-45): Sesame cake, Benniseed (sesame)
cake, Til seed (sesame) cake, Ground nut cake (earth nut),
Gingelly and Niger seed cake, Pea nut cake (American),
Sago flour, Hemp seed cake. Address: The Society’s
consulting agricultural chemist.
1977. Tanaka Kyodai Shokai (Tanaa Bros.). 1909. Direct
importers & general mdse. [merchandise] (Ad). In: Nichibei
Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook. No. 6]. p. A-8. [Jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). The top 1/20 of this ad is in
English. This company imports various goods including sake
and Sakae-jirushi shoyu, which is made in Noda, Chiba-ken
by Mogi Shichiro Uemon. Tanaka is the exclusive seller of
this product. Each year 115,000 koku (1 koku = 180 liters; so
20,700,000 liters). An illustration shows a Japanese woman
dressed in a kimono holding a keg of sake bound with ricestraw ropes. The word “shoyu” in written in flowing script
in the upper right corner of the illustration. Address: 1609
Gough St., San Francisco, California.
1978. Thomson, John Stuart. 1909. The Chinese.
Indianapolis, Indiana: The Bobbs-Merrill Company. 441 p.
Illust. (photos). Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Page 118: “Eggs are preserved in a paste of
saltpetre, soy [sauce] and earth for periods so long that they
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are blackened with their sulphur, and taste like our high
school boy’s experiment in sulphurated hydrogen. In Chekiang Province hams are pickled in soy sauce.”
Page 120: “Cassia, mushrooms,... carambola fruit,
almond custard, orange wine, steamed sharks’ fins, chicken
cooked with rice wine, ginger, soy [sauce], sesamum, peanut
oil and herbs,–are all drawn upon by these versatile cooks in
preparing their menus, especially when a foreigner is to be
invited.”
Page 300: “The South Manchurian Railway route, now
dominated by the selfish Japanese.”
Page 319: In Kowloon, “across the bay from HongKong, is situated a village of soy-makers.” “Behind the
bamboo fences you will notice the bean poles, and the great
earthenware pots, where the bean liquor is fermented, and
stirred for two months in the blazing sun until it is black. The
beans are skinned and made into a flour, into which gypsum
is mixed. Salt and secret things are added to make this
appetizing soy, which those who have learned the taste prefer
to the flavored Worcestershire, of which it is the base. The
soy costs only a trifle, and the workman who earns only ten
cents a day will have it at his meal. The wealthy are equally
proud of their national ‘abettor of appetite.’” Note: Gypsum
is used in making tofu, not soy sauce.
Page 408: “On the railway which the war gave
her in Southern Manchuria, Japan is seeking a loan of
$150,000,000, which will be reloaned to finance these
Government-Baronial Development Companies. The
railway is to be broad-gaged so as to exchange traffic with
the Chinese railways coming from the south and west,
rather than to look for trade with the broader gaged Siberian
Railway at Kwang Chau Fu. Exclusive of the revenue from
military transport the South Manchuria Railway is already
earning $3,000,000 gold a year, or nineteen dollars gold a
mile per day. The operating expenses are forty-five per cent.
China is fighting Japan bitterly to parallel with the Fakumen
Railway the Japanese South Manchurian Railway from the
Russian railways down past Mukden to tidewater in Liaotung
Gulf.”
“Another knotty problem for the future in Manchuria is
the question of taxation in the railroad zone. The Russians
control the largest part of the Chinese Eastern Railway.
The Japanese own as a war legacy the South Manchurian
Railway. Now, if the Americans, British and French have a
right to levy taxes in the settlements of Shanghai, Tientsin,
etc., why have not the Russians and Japanese the same right
in the railroad zones in Manchuria?”
Page 411: “On exports to Manchuria, the subsidized
steamship lines, which so far are in private control, have
been compelled by the [Japanese] government to reduce
rates fifty per cent. During the first year after the war the
government charged on its Manchurian Railway half rates
on Japanese goods, which alone came duty and likin free
through Tairen (Dalny), on the flimsy pretext that Russia,

which is not a manufacturing nation at all, had no customhouses on the Manchurian border.”
Note: A “likin” is a former Chinese provincial tax at
inland stations on imports or articles in transit.
1979. Tôa Dôbunkai. 1909. Manshû daizu chôsa hôkokusho.
Dai 5-ki [Report of a survey on soybeans in Manchuria. 5th
part]. Tokyo: Tôa Dôbunkai. 1 vol. (microfilm reel). Series:
Shina kakuchi chosa hokokusho, No. 207.; Zhongguo ge di
diao cha bao gao shu, No. 154. [Jap]
• Summary: See next 2 pages. This is the earliest known
book about soybeans written in Japanese. Part 5, the only
part about soybeans, was written in Meiji 42 i.e., in 1909.
Year 4 Report from Unit Stationed in Northern
Manchuria
Volume 1 Geography
Volume 2 Economy
Volume 3 Commerce
Volume 4 Agriculture
Year 5 Manchuria Soybean Survey Report
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
[Seal of the Foreign Affairs Division, Government
General of Taiwan]
Year 5 Manchuria Soybean Survey Report
Contents
Chapter I Trends in soybean trade
Chapter II Soybean production
Section 1 Cultivated area and production value
Section 2 Production costs and revenue
Section 3 Distribution
Section 4 Soybean production value in future
Chapter III Quality and applications of Manchurian
soybeans
Section 1 Quality
Section 2 Applications
Chapter IV Soybean refining methods in Manchuria
Chapter V Manchurian soybean exporting
Chapter VI Demand for Manchurian soybeans in Europe
Section 1 Importation and origins of soybeans in
Manchuria
Section 2 Applications of Manchurian soybeans
Section 3 Trading price of Manchurian soybeans
Section 4 Maximum price for Manchurian soybeans
Section 5 Importation of Manchurian soybean oil and
soy flour
Chapter VII Trade in soybeans in the various regions of
Manchuria
Section 1 Trade in Harbin
Section 2 Trade in Changchun
Section 3 Trade in Gongzhuling
Section 4 Trade in Ssupingka
Toadobunkai Paper [seal]
Note 1. Translated by Tobias Rushbrook (Japan)
Note 2. Regan Kao, PhD, head of special collections
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at Stanford’s East Asia Library [California], sent a scan of
the table of contents of all 5 sections plus the contents of 5
sections written in Japanese characters (kanji). She notes: It
is hard to know exactly what they meant by “part 5.” It looks
to me that what I sent you is the complete table of contents
for the section that discussed soy beans. Below is the way it
is broken down. To me, it looks like the part 4 and part five
refer to the reports (hôkokusho) and the fifth report covers
soy beans. Address: Aomori, Japan.
1980. Voelcker, J. Augustus. 1909. Annual report for 1909 of
the consulting chemist. J. of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England 70:339-52. See p. 345-46.
• Summary: “The most marked features of the year as
concerns the supply of feeding materials has been the general
rise of price of these, particularly in linseed cake, and the
introduction of a new article–Soya bean cake.”
Gross adulteration of offals with sawdust, gypsum, etc.
is now being prosecuted under the “Fertilizers and Feedings
Stuffs Act” and heavy penalties levied against the principal
offending firms, so that this spurious trade has almost
completely been abandoned.
On pages 345-46 are analyses of the composition of
soya bean and soya bean cake, now being imported on a
large scale mainly from Manchuria. In terms of manurial
value, Soya bean cake “should be classed with decorticated
cotton cake, to which it is equal, or very nearly so, in
manurial value.” Address: 22 Tudor St., London, E.C.
1981. Walters, J.D. 1909. History of the Kansas State
Agricultural College. Manhattan, Kansas: Printed by Printing
Dep. of the Kansas State Agricultural College. 226 p. Illust.
25 cm. Soy is mentioned on pages 98, 165, 166, 168, 173.
• Summary: This fascinating book is really a fifth revised
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and enlarged edition of an historic monograph first published
in 1881. Contains biographical sketches of Charles. C.
Georgeson and George Fairchild.
Contents: 1. The rise and growth of agricultural
education: Agricultural societies, agricultural fairs,
agricultural publications, the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
the agricultural college idea, the pioneer agricultural college
(Michigan Agricultural College, Lansing, started in 1857),
thousands of students and many methods, the experiment
stations, the farmers’ institute, the growth of science. 2.
Bluemont Central College (near Manhattan, Kansas). 3. The
Morrill Act and the endowment. 4. The Agricultural College
in 1863: From 1863 to 1873, state appropriations and
permanent improvements during the first decade. 5. President
Denison and his collaborators: Mudge, Goodnow, Hougham,
Gale.
6. The reorganization of 1873: Effect of the Grange
Movement, John A. Anderson elected president, Anderson’s
maxims, the new education (reduction of purely literary
branches of instruction, abolishing all instruction in
Latin, the key split–for or against Latin, study of practical
agriculture). The Industrialist (started 24 April 1875;
President Anderson a prolific and vigorous writer),

nomination of Anderson to Congress in the summer of 1878,
election of Prof. George T. Fairchild to the presidency of the
Michigan Agricultural College, an interesting testimonial,
permanent improvements from 1874 to 1879, state
appropriations.
7. President Anderson and his collaborators, character of
the man, his unflinching courage, Prof. E.M. Shelton, Prof.
Wm. K. Kedzie, Prof. M. L. Ward, Prof. J.D. Walters, Prof.
J.H. Lee, Stephen M. Wood, the Faculty.
8. From 1878 to 1879, Prof. Geo. H. Failyer, Prof. E.
Popenoe, Secy. I.D. Graham.
9. Election of Pres. Geo. T. Fairchild, a period of
progress, state appropriations from 1880 to 1897, permanent
improvements from 1880 to 1897, apparatus and library,
farmers’ institutes and agricultural experiments, The Faculty
in 1879.
10. The college-aid bill, new equipment.
11. President Fairchild and his collaborators, John E.
Hessin, Prof. C.C. Georgeson, Prof. W.A. Kellerman, Prof.
D.E. Lantz, Mrs. Nellie S. Kedzie-Jones, Prof. O.E. Olin,
Prof. A.S. Hitchcock, Prof. J.T. Willard.
12. A new political party, President Fairchild on
Populism, the legislature of 1897, the election of Pres. T.E.
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Will, the new Board, the new Faculty and its work, growth
and improvements, the Silly bequest, the College in the
Spanish war, special session of the legislature, a Republican
Board, the Faculty in 1897.
Continues to Chapter 19.
Page 9: During the colonial days, life “was a constant
struggle for mere existence. Up to the middle of the
eighteenth century iron and shaping tools had to be imported
from England, and Indian corn, milk, pork, beef, game and
fish were the common food. There was little commerce and
communication away from the coast. Agricultural education
was not thought of.” “It was not until the beginning of the
last century [1800s] that farmers, as a class, commenced to
recognize the importance of comparing methods of work,
seeds, stock, and other interests, and began to feel the need
of more information for themselves and better schools for
their children.
“Agricultural societies: Among the earliest contributors
to agricultural education and rural interests must be
mentioned the agricultural and horticultural societies.
Many of these early corporations shed light for several
generations, and are still in existence. The first society for
the promotion of agriculture was established in Philadelphia
[Pennsylvania], March 1, 1785. Of this society President
Washington was a member. [Note: Originally called the
Philosophical Society, the Society was founded in 1743
by Benjamin Franklin and John Bartram as an offshoot
of an earlier club, the Junto]. Seven years later, on March
7, the Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture
was incorporated. The New York Agricultural Society was
organized the following year.”
Page 10: “Another potent factor in the development of
agriculture was the fair, or exposition. It is reported that the
Agricultural Society of Massachusetts commenced the award
of premiums for agricultural products in 1804. The first
regular stock show in New England seems to have been held
in 1807.”
Page 11: “Agricultural publications: Much credit is due
to the agricultural press. The pioneer agricultural journal,
the American Farmer, issued its first number in 1819, and
is still being published. The New England Farmer appeared
in 1822, and the Kansas Farmer was established in 1863.
Today the number of periodicals devoted to agriculture
and the kindred arts, as horticulture, floriculture, landscape
gardening, cattle, horses, swine and sheep breeding, poultry
and bee keeping, sugar, cotton and tobacco planting, etc.,
must reach the six hundred mark in America.
“The Department of Agriculture: Another motor
working for the development of farming has been the United
States Department of Agriculture, established in 1837, as a
branch of the United States patent office, afterwards as an
independent sub-department and lately as a separate cabinet.
A distribution of seeds and plants through a congressional
appropriation was begun in 1839. This continued to be a

function of the patent office until 1862, when the United
States Department of Agriculture was established. But the
greatest step in the development of agricultural art was
the establishment of agricultural schools and experiment
stations.”
“The agricultural college idea: Toward the middle of
the eighteenth century the agricultural college idea began
to appear. In the patent office report for 1847, Mr. G.L.
Fleischman published an elaborate report on agricultural
schools, which he had visited abroad, and urged the
organization (flip to Page 12) of similar schools in this
country. The writings of the great German chemist, Baron
Von Liebig, on scientific agriculture and the rich contents of
the proceedings of the Royal Agricultural Society of England
were being republished in our agricultural and scientific
periodicals. Railroads and steamships commenced to do
the work of transportation in place of the ox, the horse, the
canal-boat and the sailing vessel, and through these effective
carriers farming was drawn into the galaxy of regular
business enterprises, demanding not only hard labor, but
management, foresight, and knowledge. Progressive farmers
began to feel that the common school as it existed was
entirely inadequate for teaching the scientific and technical
education required in their work, and discussions pertaining
to the establishment of special schools of agriculture similar
to those of central Europe, especially those of Holland,
Germany and Switzerland, became more and more frequent.
The first legislative efforts in America of organizing
an agricultural college were made in Massachusetts. A bill
providing for the organization of an agricultural school and
the establishment of an experiment station passed the Senate
of that state in 1850, but was defeated in the House. The
defeat of this bill provoked much comment in agricultural
circles, and resulted in the appointment of a board of
commissioners who were to consider further steps in the
matter and report at the next session. In 1852 their report,
with an elaborate account of the organization and work
of the agricultural schools of Europe visited by Professor
Hitchcock, was made to the legislature.
“But the time was not favorable for the teaching of
practical science. No immediate action resulted from their
recommendations, except, perhaps, the establishment of a
state board of agriculture; yet the matter was not permitted
to rest. Massachusetts became a center of the agitation which
finally triumphed in Congress in the passage of the ‘Morrill
act,’ an act appropriating several millions of acres of wild
land to the different states and territories for the purpose
of founding agricultural colleges. This act became a law in
1862.” Continued. Address: PhD, Prof. of Architecture and
Drawing, Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan,
Kansas.
1982. Walters, J.D. 1909. History of the Kansas State
Agricultural College (Continued–Document part II).
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Manhattan, Kansas: Printed by Printing Dep. of the Kansas
State Agricultural College. 226 p. Illust. 25 cm.
• Summary: Continued: Page 12-13: “The pioneer
agricultural college: The honor of founding and maintaining
the first institution of learning on the continent whose sole
object should be the teaching of agriculture and agricultural
science belongs to the energetic state of Michigan. The
constitution of Michigan, adopted in 1850, directed the
legislature to encourage agricultural improvement and to
provide for the establishment of an agricultural school. In
obedience to this direction, the legislature in 1855 authorized
officers of the state agricultural society to select, subject
to the approval of the state board of education, a site near
Lansing for the school, and to purchase for it not less than
500 nor more than 1000 acres of land. It appropriated
twenty-two sections of land, or the money arising from their
sale, for the purchase of land, erection of buildings, and the
payment of necessary expenses. A tract of land was selected
about three miles from Lansing, and the erection of buildings
commenced. In May, 1857, the college went into operation,
with a faculty of six teachers and an attendance of sixty-one
students–the first agricultural school of any kind on this
continent.”
“Michigan Agricultural College was the first practical
school of the kind in America. When the Morrill act
was passed in 1862, two additional institutions had been
founded–the Maryland Agricultural College and the
Pennsylvania Agricultural College, both organized in 1859.”
Pages 14-15: “The year 1870 found agricultural colleges
in nearly every state in the Union.” Some called them
“literary kites with agricultural tails.” “The experiment
station: Much valuable work had been done in many lines of
experiments in New York, Michigan, Wisconsin, California
and other states before 1887, when the government came
again to their aid. The passage by Congress in that year

(1887) of the so-called ‘Hatch bill’ provided for the
organization in each state agricultural college of a station
for agricultural experiments, by appropriating annual
contributions of $15,000. This gift, amounting in the
aggregate to three-quarters of a million dollars per year,
distributed equally over the broad area of the country, gave
an impetus to agricultural science which was bound to result
not only in valuable investigations and practical results, but
in giving the heterogeneous elements of the college faculties
a distinctly scientific color–it settled, to a considerable
extent, the old disputes between the humanistic and realistic
factions.”
The Farmers’ Institute: Note: It was designed to convey
agricultural knowledge to farmers. The idea was broached
as early as 1853, but the first genuine example of an
institute was held at Yale [New Haven, Connecticut] under
the direction of Samuel William Johnson, an agricultural
chemist. By 1885, the plan was systematized and state
appropriations granted for carrying it out; by 1889, the
movement was in full swing. The metamorphosis of the
classical college into a technical took time to accomplish–
more than a dozen years.
Page 33: “During the first ten years the [Kansas State
Agricultural] college grew slowly. Up to 1878 only 15
students had graduated, while the number of students in
attendance during any one term never reached 125,...”
Page 47: “The reorganization of the [Kansas State]
Agricultural College may be called an indirect result of the
Grange movement.” The great movement of Western farmers
swept over Kansas like a prairie fire... like the Populist
movement that flamed up a quarter of a century later, it
burned hard for a while and placed new men and new issues
before the voters of the state. One result as that 50 minutes
of educational manual work was added to the daily work
of every student (p. 49). The most divisive point was the
discontinuance of all instruction in Latin. President John A.
Anderson was a leader rather than a follower; he advocated
the “new education.” President Anderson (president 18731879) “changed the institution from a classical college
to an agricultural and mechanical school.” His “belief in
modern education was the beacon of light to every one of
his educational experiments” (p. 214). A portrait photo (p.
58) shows President John A. Anderson. He was a prolific
and vigorous writer. He defended his policies in the college’s
weekly publication, the Industrialist, edited by the faculty
and printed by the Printing Department. “The first number
appeared on April 24, 1875, and the paper has been issued
ever since” (p. 51). In about 1878 (following the election of
President John Anderson to Congress in Nov. 1878) George
T. Fairchild, of Michigan State College, was elected to the
presidency of the Kansas State Agricultural College. He gave
a new impetus to the institution, With him came new ideas
and an adjustment of courses. Note: One of his four children
was David Fairchild (1869-1954), a noted botanist, plant
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explorer, and founder and manager of the USDA’s Office of
Seed and Plant Introduction.
A table (p. 79) shows that attendance at the Kansas
Agricultural College increased almost every year, from
207 in 1878 to 734 in 1896. A second table shows that
appropriations from the Kansas legislature fluctuated greatly
from year to year, from a low of $13,166 in 1891 to a high of
$52,729 in 1881.
Pages 84-85: “Farmers’ Institutes: Kansas State
Agricultural College, from its foundation, recognized
the farmers’ institute as a means for disseminating newly
discovered and methods pertaining to agriculture and
horticulture.” “Upon the election of President Fairchild the
College arranged for the holding every winter of a least six
institutes, in as many different counties in the state.” Before
long the number of institutes had increased to ten. “The
farmers’ institute proved a valuable means for strengthening
the tie between the College and its patrons and for bringing
the best element of the youth of the State to its class rooms.”
“During the 17 years of Fairchild’s presidency nearly 150
such ‘College extension courses’ were conducted under the
auspices of the faculty in different parts of the state.”
“Agricultural experiments before 1897 (p. 85-86):...
During the presidency of Professor Fairchild this work
gained a new aspect by the passage by Congress, in 1887,
of the ‘Hatch bill,’ which provided for the organization in
each State of a station for experiments in line promotive of
agriculture. The legislature designated this College as the
proper place for the Kansas station, and measures were taken
to carry out the provisions of the bill. A small building, with
five greenhouses attached, was erected, and experiments,
mostly in the line of seed and variety testing, were at once
begun–work that during the last dozen years resulted in
much good to the State. (See Chapter XIV).”
Pages 94-95: “President George Thompson Fairchild,
A.M., D.D., was born in Brownhelm, Lorain county, Ohio,
October 6, 1838. His father was a farmer and teacher. There
were four sons and four daughters, of whom George T. was
the youngest. He was educated at Oberlin College, graduated
in the classical course in 1862, and in the department of
theology in 1865, and, though never a pastor, was ordained
to the ministry of the Congregational church. In the same
year he was elected instructor in the Michigan Agricultural
College, and the next year was made professor of English
literature, which chair he filled until his call to the presidency
of the Kansas State Agricultural College, where he entered
upon his work December 1, 1879.” “One of his brothers,
James H. Fairchild, was for many years president of Oberlin
College, and another brother, E.H. Fairchild, president of
Berea College, Kentucky. President Fairchild’s views with
regard to the ‘new education’ were not as radical as those of
Anderson had been.” “President Fairchild lost his position in
the political melee that followed the victory of the Populist
party in 1896.” A portrait photo shows Pres. George T.

Fairchild. (Continued). Address: Prof. of Architecture and
Drawing, Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan,
Kansas.
1983. Walters, J.D. 1909. History of the Kansas State
Agricultural College (Continued–Document part III).
Manhattan, Kansas: Printed by Printing Dep. of the Kansas
State Agricultural College. 226 p. See p. 98-99. Illust. 25 cm.
• Summary: (Continued): Page 98-99: “Prof. C.C.
Georgeson: Prof. Chas. C. Georgeson, M.Sc., of the chair
of agriculture, came to this country from Denmark when
a youth. He began his work as a gardener and general
horticulturist, passing his apprenticeship in this line in his
native land. A year after he landed he entered the Michigan
Agricultural College, from which he graduated in 1878.
He was at once offered the position as assistant editor of
the Rural New Yorker, published in New York city. That
position he held for two years. In the fall of 1880 he was
chosen professor of agriculture and horticulture in the Texas
Agricultural College. This was followed in 1885 by an offer
from the Japanese government to fill a similar chair in the
Imperial college of agriculture in Tokio, which he accepted.
He remained in Japan nearly four years and returned to the
United States in the fall of 1889. Shortly after his return he
was invited to take the position of professor of agriculture in
the Kansas State Agricultural College. He accepted the offer
in January, 189O, and remained here nearly eight years, till
September, 1897.
“Professor Georgeson’s work in Kansas is well known to
the farmers of the State. The experiment stations maintained
by the national government had just been fairly started when
he came to Kansas, and his work in that line at Manhattan
may be traced through the thirty bulletins which he wrote
while here. Experiments in cropping, especially methods of
culture best adapted to Kansas conditions, and experiments
in steer feeding, were the main features of his work. The
soy-bean was introduced into this country for the first time
by Mr. Georgeson at the Kansas station in 1890 [sic, it was
introduced in 1765 by Samuel Bowen]. He sent to Japan
for the seeds and grew them that year at the College. The
scientist found it to be a valuable drouth-resisting plant and
grew it extensively and distributed the seed widely gratis to
the farmers of Kansas. He also introduced the growing of
this bean as a second crop after wheat, and plowed it under
for green manure if it failed to ripen. Professor Georgeson
proved by his feeding experiments that the meal of the soy
bean [probably ground whole soybeans] was more valuable
than linseed oil-meal for both steers and hogs, and that the
farmers could raise them at a fraction of the price per ton that
the [linseed] oil-meal costs.
“In January, 1893, Secretary of Agriculture Rusk sent
Professor Georgeson to Europe to investigate the dairy
industry in Denmark. There was at that time a great revival
in the dairy industry in the United States, and Denmark stood
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at the head of the list of dairy countries. He considered it
important to obtain authentic detailed data in regard to the
methods practiced by the Danes, and especially the reasons
for the superiority of their butter, which always sold several
points higher in the English markets than butter from other
countries. The results of the professor’s investigations were
published by Secretary Morton in a report entitled ‘The
Dairy Industry of Denmark.’
“When the [anti-Republican, farmer-centered] Populists
assumed control of the College in 1897 Professor Georgeson
resigned and took the civil service examination for an
assistantship in the United States Department of Agriculture.
He was first appointed assistant in the division of agrostology
and was sent by the department to the Panhandle of Texas to
investigate the pasture conditions in that locality. In March,
1898, Mr. Georgeson was appointed special agent in charge
of the Alaska agricultural investigations, and started for
the North, where he has since remained. During a whole
decade he has worked in that semi-arctic region, testing
its possibilities for raising grasses, vegetables, and grains.
He has also made extensive experiments with the islandic
reindeer [sic, Icelandic reindeer], the northern sheep, and
milch cows. His reports form one of the most interesting
parts of the annual literature of the U.S. Agricultural
Department.” Address: Prof. of Architecture and Drawing,
Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan, Kansas.
1984. Wilcox, E.V. 1909. Summary of investigations:
Miscellaneous crops. Hawaii Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report. p. 9-16. For the year 1908. See p. 16.
• Summary: “Several varieties of soy beans have been
grown for use as fodder, green manuring, and human food,
particularly in the Japanese product, Miso. The yields have
been very encouraging. About 500 tons of soy beans are
annually imported from Japan, and the demand is increasing.
The beans are sold in Honolulu for $3 per 100 pounds. The
market can easily be supplied by home production.
“Peanuts have yielded gratifying results in various
localities. On the trial grounds of the station a number of
varieties have been grown, including Spanish, Bunch Jumbo,
Running Jumbo, and Virginia Running.”
Note: In 1898 Hawaii was annexed as a U.S. Territory.
Address: Special agent in charge.
1985. Wilson, James. 1909. Report of the Secretary.
Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture p.
9-186. For the year 1908. See p. 156.
• Summary: The section titled “Continued addition” (p.
156) states: “A variety of soy bean has been introduced from
central China, suitable for becoming a cover crop for rice
lands and greatly needed by the rice growers of the Southern
States.” Address: Secretary of Agriculture.
1986. Wing, Joseph E. 1909. Alfalfa farming in America.

Chicago, Illinois: Sanders Publishing Co. 480 p. See p. 160.
Index. 21 cm. [5 ref]
• Summary: The frontispiece (facing the title page) shows a
portrait of Joseph E. Wing as a fairly young man. This is an
excellent, detailed book. The lengthy introduction (p. 3-45)
tells the story of how he discovered alfalfa, and its many
benefits to agriculture. It begins: “In March, 1886, the writer,
a tall awkward young man fresh from the fields of Ohio, was
traveling by rail through Utah. Near Provo he began to see
snug farms with trees, meadows, orchards, granaries, and
haystacks.”
The green hay in the stacks was freshly cut lucern, or
alfalfa, which had not spread much east of the valleys of
Utah. Lucern was the old European word, whereas alfalfa
was the Spanish word that had come with the crop from Chili
[Chile] to California. He learned that alfalfa was taken to
Latin America from Europe (mainly Spain). It came to the
western United States from Chili by way of California in
1851–during the Gold Rush.
Next the boy lived for a time in Salt Lake City and cared
for his uncle’s cow. She was fed on alfalfa and gave large
amounts of milk. Then he worked on a cattle ranch along the
Green River, where it meets the Price River in Utah. There
he learned more about alfalfa.” Includes long chapters on
history (p. 46-77), varieties (p. 78-83), habit of growth (p.
84-96) etc. Joe Wing pioneered the introduction of alfalfa to
Ohio and the Midwest.
In the chapter titled “Manures and humus in soil” (p.
150-75) are sections on cowpeas (the pea vines smother
weeds), turning under green cowpeas, the soy bean, crimson
clover, and melilotus or sweet clover. The section on “The
soy bean” states (p. 160-61): “An easier crop to grow than
the cowpea is the soy bean, and it is also a soil enricher and
affords much humus when turned under. Soy beans are of
many sorts. The large growing kinds, like the Mammoth
Yellow, make the most vegetation for turning under, while
the smaller growing sorts make most seed in northern
latitudes... To get a money crop out of soy beans and yet
have a lot of humus-making material is easy. One does it
with hogs, turning them in after the bean crop is mature
and letting them harvest the beans. Afterward the stems
remaining with many leaves will be plowed down.
“Soy beans respond well to fertilization with phosphatic
fertilizers. The larger grows the soil-building crop, whether
of soy beans, cowpeas, crimson clover or anything else,
the larger the alfalfa will grow after it. Therefore fertilizer
applied to the cover crop is all to the good.”
Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) is a deep-rooted European
leguminous plant grown for hay and forage. Originating in
Italy, it has two names in English. The older name “lucerne”
or “lucern,” still the plant’s main name in British English,
derives from the French luzerne and comes from a river
valley in northern Italy; it was first used in English in 1626.
The newer name, alfalfa (first used in 1845) comes from
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the Spanish, and is a modification of the Arabic dialect alfasfasah the alfalfa.
Cow’s who eat alfalfa, give abundant milk. It is easy to
grow, but the soil must be inoculated the first time it is grown
in a new field. Immediately after harvest, it is piled in big
cocks and left there to dry.
Joe Wing returned home just before Christmas, 1889,
and his aging father offered him the run-down family farm
named Woodland Farm (p. 17-21). He hesitated, then decided
to try an experiment. After some temporary setbacks, he
found that alfalfa also grew well in Ohio. After years of hard
work, he made the family farm profitable. He soon came to
believe that alfalfa, fed to lambs, and grown with corn, could
rejuvenate old farms in the Midwest. Most Midwestern crops
are “affected vastly by the vicissitudes of the weather. Alfalfa
once rooted in dry rich soil has the permanence of the wild
native things.” The deep roots were unaffected by drouths.
Manure from the lambs was used to fertilize the fields. Joe
Wing soon devoted his life to sharing what he had learned
about alfalfa with other farmers in the Midwest.
“These two crops, corn and alfalfa, constitute almost
all that is grown on Woodland Farm, excepting a few
acres of soy beans and the blue grass pastures,...” (p. 44).
Address: Staff Correspondent of The Breeder’s Gazette,
[Mechanicsburg, Ohio].
1987. Wing Seed Co. 1909. Alfalfa: And how to grow it
(Mail order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Wing Seed Co.
40 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [4 ref]
• Summary: This is the company’s mail order catalog; since
1907, the number of pages has expanded greatly. On the back
cover is a black-and-white photo of a little boy standing in
a field of shoulder-tall soys just before ripening. This same
photo appears at the beginning of the section on soy beans
(p. 21), with the caption: “We estimate that this field would
cut three tons dry hay or twenty-five bushels of grain per
acre.” The introduction states that the company is growing
and successful. Gross sales are up 50% over the preceding
year. They have almost 50% more customers than one year
ago, and the average order is now larger. “Naturally, we
are glad that these conditions exist, because for the past ten
years we have worked very hard over the seed business; we
have spent a lot of money on it in various ways... last year
we spent between $1,000.000 and $1,500.00 for the purpose
of telling our customers how to grow alfalfa. We know that
these efforts have been appreciated because many write
to thank us, and also because during the past year we had
requests for nearly fifteen thousand catalogs, which were
sent out to Agricultural Colleges and other places for use as
textbooks. Some of the instructors were kind enough to say
that this little treatise on alfalfa growing was the best thing
they had ever seen.” For two years the company has been
guaranteeing its clover and alfalfa to be free of dodder.”
Note: Dodder is a twining vine, genus Cuscuta, of the

morning glory family.
“We have shortened the name of our firm to the Wing
Seed Co., but it is still in the hands of the Wing Brothers,
Joseph E. Wing, Willis O. Wing and Charles B. Wing, who
still personally control the business.”
The section titled “Soy Beans” (p. 21-24; they were
called “Soja Beans” in 1907 and are still listed as such in the
1909 index) is twice as long as the corresponding section
in the 1907 catalog. The introductory part contains many
glowing statements and predictions about the soy bean.
“As a rule, a man must be either a knave or a fool who
prophesies, but hoping that we are neither one, we venture
to make a forecast that this crop is destined to rank close
to medium clover; we certainly think that it deserves to
do so, and the signs of the times point to its fulfilling our
expectations.” With “the new varieties it is possible to secure
two or three or occasionally as high as four or five tons of
dry hay per acre; that from twenty to thirty bushels of seed
per acre are frequently reported; that the plant is a legume
and adds fertility to the soil fully as rapidly as the clovers
or other legumes; that it will grow on soil too poor or acid
for the easy success of Alfalfa; and you have a splendid
combination, certainly qualities that are hard to excel with
any of our cultivated crops. We know of no plant having a
wider or more useful range of possibilities than the soybean.”
The catalog urges farmers to order and study a “splendid
bulletin” that has just been published by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (Piper, Charles V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy
beans.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7).
“Ten years ago [i.e., about 1902], when bran was
becoming high-priced, we began experimenting with these
beans, hoping to find a source of protein which would be
relatively cheaper and better that bran.”
Four varieties of soybeans are offered and a detailed
description is given of the first two: Medium Early Yellow
(“secured from the Government two years ago”), Ito San
(“This has been our standby for ten years, and, especially for
conditions north of parallel 41 degrees... It does not stand as
erect as the Medium Early Yellow, and on this account it is a
trifle difficult to harvest the beans.”), Ogemaw, and Brownie
(“Are both almost identical with the Ito San in their character
and time of ripening. The yield of grain is not materially
different”). Photos show varieties of soybean plants: (1)
Medium Early Yellow soys just before ripening. (2) The
same variety when nearly ripe. “A pod everywhere that one
can stick.” (3) “Ito San. Fully ripe and ready to harvest.”
A table (p. 36), based on five publications, gives the
chemical composition (fresh or air-dry substance) of many
types of hay and dry coarse fodder. Soy beans are mentioned
in three different places.
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York. Address: Mechanicsburg,
Ohio.
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1988. Yukawa, Genyô. 1909. Ueber die absolut vegetarische
Ernaehrung japanischer Bonzen [On the strict vegetarian
(vegan) diet of Japanese Buddhist monks]. Archiv fuer
Verdauungs-Krankheiten 15:471-524. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The author studied a group of 12 strict
vegetarian [vegan] Buddhist monks in Japan and found them
to be in good health. He estimated that their daily diets, if
evaluated for a 150-pound male, supplied 3,575 calories and
113 gm of protein. The older men ate somewhat less. The
diet consisted chiefly of rice and barley, with soy products,
vegetables, and rape seed oil.
A table (p. 478-79) summarizes the author’s research
on the protein content of vegetarian meals by previous
Japanese researchers. These meals contained various soy
products: Miso (Soybohnenmus), soy sauce (Soy), and tofu.
On pages 489-91 are definitions of miso soup, miso, soy
sauce (Soy) koji, grilled tofu (Yakidofu), cooked soybeans
(without the hulls removed), azuki bean paste, and mochi,
which are served at Nanshuji temple. A table (p. 497-98)
gives the nutritional composition of these and other foods.
Amounts served at each meal are shown on p. 501, 514, 522,
including daikon pickled in miso. The terms “Makrobiotik”
and “Makrobier” are used. Address: Aus der Privatklinik fuer
Magen- und Darmkrankheiten von Dr. Yukawa in Osaka,
Japan.

during the past year than at any previous time... During the
past year, no less than 5,159 applications for experimental
material were received. Of this number, 4,420 ex-students of
the College and other farmers were supplied with everything
necessary for conducting the co-operative experimental
work. Owing to lack of help, finances, and material, we
were unable to supply 739 applicants...” (p. 13) Since the
experiments “have been conducted in every county and
probably every township in the Province,” they should be of
widespread interest and value.
A table titled “Co-operative experiments for 1908”
(p. 15), under “Spring grain crops” includes “Testing two
varieties of Soy, Soja, or Japanese beans–2 plots.” No
additional information about soy is given.
“Most of the plots were one rod [5.50 yards or 16.5
feet] wide by two rods long, being exactly one-eightieth of
an acre in size. In former years some plots consisted of onetenth acre and a few of one-half acre in size, but for most
experiments these were found less satisfactory than the small
plots.” Address: Prof. of Field Husbandry, O.A.C. [Ontario
Agricultural College], Guelph [Ontario, Canada].

1989. Zavitz, C.A. 1909. The professor of field husbandry
and director of field experiments. Ontario Agricultural
College and Experimental Farm (Guelph), Annual Report
34:170-230. For the year 1908. See p. 205, 222, 230.
• Summary: The section titled “Grass peas and soy beans”
(p. 205) states that the best yielding soy bean varieties are
Medium Green (1,031 lb/acre), Ito San (932), and Early
Yellow (915), based on average of 4 years grain yield. The
Early Yellow variety “has proven to be one of the best for
most parts of the Province, as it yields very well and matures
early. In the average results of growing the Early Yellow soy
beans at the College for 13 years, we find the production to
be 15 bushels of the threshed seed per acre.”
The section titled “The leguminous crops for green
fodder” (p. 222) gives the average results for 5 years for
height and tons of fresh cut crop per acre, including: Medium
Green soy beans, 32 inches, 8.1 tons (the best yield among
8 legumes). Ito San soy beans, 26 inches, 7.1 tons (#3 best
yield). Early Yellow soy beans, 26 inches, 6.2 tons (#4 best
yield).
A photo (p. 230) shows a “Nursery plot of Soy Beans.”
Address: B.S.A., Prof. of Field Husbandry, Guelph, Ontario.

1992. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London). 1910. Soya
bean oil for paint-making. 37:65. Jan. 1.
• Summary: This detailed, half-page article in this London
journal is extracted from Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter, New
York, Dec. 20, 1909.

1990. Zavitz, C.A. 1909. Results of co-operative experiments
in agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 30:13-37. For the year 1908. See p. 15.
• Summary: The cooperative work in Agriculture, conducted
through the Experimental Union, “has been more extensive

1991. Corps Gras Industriels (Les) (Paris). 1910. La fève
de Soya en Mandchourie [The soybean in Manchuria].
36(12):177, 180. Jan. 1. [Fre]*

1993. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1910. Catalogue général
[General catalog]. Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 189 p.
See p. 70. Jan. 1. [Fre]
• Summary: See next page. In the section titled “General
list of vegetable garden seeds (Liste générale des graines
potagères”) (p. 15-71), two varieties of Soja beans are listed
on p. 70 as follows: Soja hispida. Cultivate like Haricot
beans. (1) Early from Podolia (hâtif de la Podolie). Price:
2.2 francs per kg, or #43882 0.7 francs per 250 gm. “Earlier
than Soya of Etampes and it matures better in our climate.”
(2) From Etampes (d’Étampes). Price: 2.2 francs per kg, or
#43902 0.7 francs per 250 gm. “It is eaten like Haricots [as
a green vegetable]. The ground seeds serve to make a sort of
bread for diabetics.”
Note: On the front cover of this catalog is an illustration
of flowers (Gerbera) in bloom. On the back cover is an
illustration of cauliflower, tomatoes in a basket, and Haricot
beans, and the Vilmorin monogram (VAC in a circle).
Address: 4, Quai de la Mégisserie, Paris, France. Phone:
106.86.
1994. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Cotton oil prices
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allowed to sag. Jan. 2. p. C6.
• Summary: New York–The price of “cotton oil” fell last
week in New York. “The continued substitution of soya
bean oil for soapmaking purposes is attracting considerable
trade interest. Not only here is the new product meeting
with favor, but in foreign countries, where our cotton oil
cake used to be consumed extensively, it is proving a worthy
competitor. Local advices received from Denmark state that
the legation at Copenhagen reports a large factory for the
production of soya-cake is in course of construction at that
city at an estimated cost of about $300,000. The company
which is building the factory is closely associated with the
East Asiatic Company. It is hoped that the annual turnover
of the new company will be at first not less than $1,000,000
and that 30,000 tons of soya bean will be shipped each
year by the Asiatic Company from Manchuria to Denmark.
At present oil-cake of various kinds, to the value of some
$7,000,000 is consumed annually in Denmark.”
1995. New York Times. 1910. Why “Everything costs so
much.” How a rise in the price of one commodity forces up
others. Jan. 2. p. SM2.
• Summary: Cottonseed “oil has reached its record in price
[20 cents a pound],... caused both by the the increase in the
cost of meat animals and their fats and the high price of
cotton. It is used in the manufacture of oleomargarine and
compound lard, and in cooking and salad oils for all kinds.
“It has always been used in the manufacture of soap, but
it has not become so expensive that the manufacturers have
been obliged to abandon it.”
“The effect on soap has been that the manufacturers
have been obliged to use cheaper oils. With cottonseed oil up
to 50 cents a gallon, the soapmakers have been forced to use
such materials as peanut oil. Even this is too high, and now
they are importing from Manchuria an oil which hitherto
Americans have condemned and refused to use for any
purpose.
“The soya bean is the staple product in Manchuria,
and is as cheap there as dirt, which is what recommends it
to the desperate soapmakers. From this bean a rancid and
loud-smelling oil is made. It has never been heard of in
America as an article of commerce, but the soapmakers are
now importing it in large quantities. The beans are shipped
to England and crushed there at Hull and other cities, and
then the oil is sent to America. In the hunt for cheapness,
however, the Pacific Coast has begun the direct importation
of the beans and attending to the crushing on its own
account.
“No more impressive illustration of the way high prices
are affecting American life could be given than the fact that
we have to go all the way to Manchuria to get the poorest
and lowest grade of material.”
1996. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1910. Note and

comment. Jan. 3. p. 8.
• Summary: “They say in Sweden that milk of cows fed on
soya-bean cakes ‘has a by-taste.’”
1997. Jones, W.J. 1910. Manchurian development: The
railways and the beans. Grey River Argus (West Coast, New
Zealand). Jan. 3. p. 4.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. A progressive company.
The possibilities of the line. Refreshing solicitude. The
ubiquitous [soja] bean. The processes of distribution. What
the bean produces. The future of the beans.
Introduction: “Were any justification required for
Dairen’s existence as a city of importance it would be found
in the fact that the splendid town which Russia established
and Japan has improved is the headquarters of the South
Manchurian Railway and the outlet for practically all the
beans exported from the districts south of the Sungari
river. The railway carries the beans, and the beans in return
provide the Company with a material portion of its revenue.
It is a fair exchange and as a result of the processes Dairen
benefits. The South Manchurian Railway Company has been
in existence for three years, being organised in 1906, with
an authorised capital of £20,000,000 to operate the railway
between Dairen and Kwancheng-tzu [Kuancheng district
in the city of Changchun in Jilin Province; Kuanchengtze
or Kuancheng-tze] transferred from Russia to Japan under
the Treaty of Portsmouth. The enterprise was not thrust into
the world fully matured; it passed through all the infantile
ailments.
“During the progress of the war the gauge of the railway
had been altered from 5 ft to 3 ft 6 inches that it might be
adapted to the rolling stock bought from Japan to carry
troops and supplies. For considerably over a year only a
small number of second and third class cars were available
and the complaints of the traveller–some reasonable, others
gratuitous–were loud and frequent. With the conversion of
the line to its present gauge of 4 ft 8½ inches and the arrival
of the new equipment of engines and carriages from America
the enterprise began to rise superior to serious criticism.
Figuratively speaking, it took wings and began to soar out
of the labyrinth of difficulties which beset it in its initial
stage;...”
“A progressive company: There are indeed few more
enterprising concerns than the South Manchurian Railway
Company, and it is obvious that they have at heart the
development of a country which has hitherto persistently
ignored its natural resources.” The main line runs from
Dairen to Kwancheng-tzu, a distance of 483 miles, at
27½ miles per hour. The attention paid to the needs and
comfort of the traveler is “unremitting almost to the point
of embarrassment.” The dining cars and sleeping cars are
commodious and excellent. “When the farmers have been
convinced that they are at present merely tinkering with the
soil, and direct their attention to serious husbandry, the South
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Manchurian Railway Company must be one of the most
important carrying agents in any part of the globe. Up till
now perhaps even the name is unknown in Europe outside
Hazell’s or Whittaker’s.”
“The possibilities of the line: The railway is the prime
factor in the development of trade in South and Central
Manchuria. Its ramifications afford the farmer who has
hitherto been merely a local producer an opportunity of
coming into the market and securing the best ruling prices.
The advantages are mutual... Tourists can now travel
from London to Dairen by train in 14 days. From “June to
December it is necessary to book weeks ahead to ensure
a passage. Tsuruga to Vladivostock [Vladivostok] is still
the route for the bulk of the tourists, but this is due to the
almost incomprehensible lack of knowledge possessed by the
travelling public, not to any superior advantages offered by
the Russian port. The day of Dairen and Antung [as a route
for tourists] is coming, and is within the sphere of next year’s
possibilities.
“Refreshing solicitude: The enthusiasm evinced by the
public in the Company’s operations augurs well for future
success.” “One cannot help being impressed with the pride
of possession evinced, and the train boy who chases the flies
off the windows is as important and as proud of the railway
as the entire Board of Directors... Every manifestation of
progress in South Manchuria contributes towards the success
of the line, and manifestations of progress are so consistent
and so numerous as to carry conviction to the heart of the
most hopeless pessimist.
“The ubiquitous bean: The interests of the railway
and the bean trade are inseparable. They are the blood and
bone of Manchuria and provide occupation for practically
all the merchants at present doing business in the country
and at least three parts of the entire population. The bean
industry is not a new one, but until recently the volume of
business was reckoned by the peck; now it fills the bushel
measure. Twenty years ago crops were grown, small areas
being laid down calmly and deliberately in monotonous
routine. The increase up till 1906 was almost imperceptible,
cultivation of beans being confined almost entirely to the
Liaoyang districts, while the markets were Japan, and in
less degree Shanghai, Swatow, Amoy, and Chefoo. The
approach of harvest brought with it no feverish expectancy
either on the part of the farmers or merchants. The output
never exceeded 200,000 tons, and in most instances it was
a great deal less than this. The Chinaman seemed incapable
of realising the great possibilities of the industry and was
content to adjust his supply to the restricted demand. But in
1906 the ‘awakening’ came and since that time the bean has
been almost an obsession throughout the country. It was an
epoch-making discovery, and everything now dates from
the beginning of the bean era. Crops are grown everywhere,
supplies are stored everywhere, and nothing else is talked
about anywhere. Dairen wharf during the season is a scene

[?] of indescribable activity. Changchun becomes the focus
for converging strings of Chinese carts, and the railway has
to work day and night to keep pace with the requirements
of shippers. The bean trade has become a real industry and
for the stimulus given to it the Shanghai merchants are to
thank, as they resolutely laid siege to a somewhat unwilling
Government until the latter agreed to open up the country
for more extensive cultivation. As a result the crop for 1906
had increased to 400,000 tons, double the best previous
yield [crop]. Since then a gradual development has taken
place and the returns for 1908 show 1,200,000 tons, or an
increase of 70 per cent on the yield for the year previous.
It is estimated that the crop now coming to maturity will
amount to 1,500,000 or 1,600,000 tons, an increase of 30 per
cent on that for 1908. The markets have already extended
to London and several places on the Continent, small trial
shipments being sent a year ago, with such satisfactory
results that up till the end of June 160,000 tons of last year’s
crop have been shipped to Europe from Dairen and 180,000
tons from Vladivostock. In England the bean cake is largely
use as a fodder for cattle, and according to reliable reports it
has proved a splendid fattening and milk-producing agent.”
Continued.
1998. Jones, W.J. 1910. Manchurian development: The
railways and the beans (Continued–Document part II). Grey
River Argus (West Coast, New Zealand). Jan. 3. p. 4.
• Summary: (Continued): “The process of distribution. The
bean, which is commonly known as the Sakura oil bean
in South Manchuria, and the Soja bean in Vladivostock
[Vladivostok], has the appearance of the wild pea. It is now
principally grown in the districts from Ta-shih-chao to the
immediate south of Harbin for practically the whole breadth
of the country, along the Antung route, and in many parts
of Korea. The Kwancheng-tzu district has the distinction
of being the greatest bean-producing centre and Changchun exists entirely for and upon beans. The processes
through which the crop goes after leaving the hands of the
producer are particularly interesting. The beans are taken
by the farmers in Chinese carts to the nearest villages and
are there exchanged with the innkeepers, who are also the
storekeepers, for cloth and the ordinary requirements of
housekeeping, a certain percentage of the purchase-money
being received in cash. The innkeepers take the beans to the
larger towns, and there effect a bargain with the merchants,
receiving in return supplies to replenish their stock. The
merchants in their turn convey the produce to the principal
distributing centres, such as Tiehling, Changchun, and
there sell it to the innkeepers, who own large yards where,
the beans are stored. The proportions of the business may
be gauged from the fact that these yards are 20 or 30 acres
in extent. The receptacles are curious bins called tuns,
constructed of straw, each 120 ft high and capable holding
150 tons. The last pre-export stage of all is reached when
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they are sold to the local merchants in Dairen or Newchwang
at so much per dan (480 1b). The currency in which the
farmer deals is the tiao (equal to from 5d. to 6d.). The dealers
in the ports pack their produce into gunny bags holding 187
1b, and the consignment is then ready for steamer.
“What the bean produces: The first process in the
treatment of the bean is the extraction of the oil. The
Chinese, with their loyalty to primitive methods, use a hand
press which is not so satisfactory as the efficient machinery
of the European merchants, and the latter obtain not only
6 per cent more oil, but from 3 to 4 per cent of butter-fat,
which is used in the manufacture of confectionery. From 9
to 10 per cent of oil is extracted by the hand-press and 15 to
16 by machinery. The oil is of various samples, the refined
article almost equalling in quality fine olive oil, while the
crude article is used by the Chinese for food and lighting.
From about forty-eight pounds of beans forty pounds of bean
cake and between four and five pounds of oil are obtained,
the extra weight being released during the steaming process
in manufacture. The beans cost in Manchuria about 5s per
picul (133 1/3 pounds). The oil is sold at 17s per picul and
the bean cake at 2s 3d to 2s 6d per picul.
“The future of the beans: Towards the end of last season
the railway carried 6,000 tons per day to the ports, and it
is estimated that this year the amount will be increased by
1,000 tons daily. This looks like business and the merchants
would tell you that the prospects are promising. The bean
cake is an excellent fertilizer, and an inexpensive one,
and might find its way in increasing thousands of tons
into countries to which it has not hitherto been exported.
But there are difficulties to contend with and possibilities
to consider which make trading in beans somewhat of a
gamble. The fluctuations in the price of silver may cause a
difference in values of as much as 40 per cent in the short
period elapsing between sale and delivery. There is also a
lack of confidence, consequent upon there being so many
rivals on the market as oil-producing seeds. These are
problems which may be solved to the satisfaction of bean
merchants, and if so, there is a great future for beans and
their by-products in Europe and other parts of the world. So
far as China and Japan are concerned it is certain that their
demand will increase annually by material quantities, at any
rate this would appear to be the belief of those interested in
the business, judging from the extension of the area placed
under cultivation.”
1999. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1910. The Baltic:
State of trade. 103(4084):Unnumbered page i (first page of
Market Supplement). Jan. 3. Colonial and Foreign Edition.
• Summary: “Soy beans are a very active market at 8s. 3d.
per cwt off coast, and 7s. 9d. per cwt for prompt shipment.”
Note: cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds.
“Soy Beans–Manchurian, 8s. 3d. per cwt, arrived;

Manchurian, 7s. 9d. per cwt, prompt shipment.”
Note: This section on the Baltic appears at the bottom
third of an unnumbered page titled “Review of the British
corn trade.” No names of Baltic countries are given.
2000. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1910. Plant Wood’s seeds for
superior crops (Ad). Charlotte Daily Observer (Charlotte,
North Carolina). Jan. 4. p. 3.
• Summary: “Wood’s 30th Annual Seed Book is one of the
most useful and complete seed catalogues issued. It gives
practical information about the best and most profitable seeds
to plant for
“The Market Grower
“The Private Grower
“The Farmer
“Wood’s Seeds are grown and selected with special
reference to the soils and climate of the South, and every
southern planter should have Wood’s Seed Book so as to
be fully posted as to the best seeds for southern growing.
Mailed free on request. Write for it.
“We are headquarters for Grass and Clover Seeds, Seed
Potatoes, Seed Oats, Cow Peas, Soja Beans, and all Farm and
Garden Seeds.”
Note: This ad also appeared in the April 6, 8, 13, 15, and
22 issues of this newspaper. Address: Seedsmen, Richmond,
Virginia.
2001. Country Gentleman. 1910. Our European letter.
75(2971):7. Jan. 6.
• Summary: “Our Department of Agriculture has just sent
out an admirable number of their monthly journal, which has
so many points of interest that I think your readers would
welcome a few references...”
“It does not appear that the soy beans, which of course
come to us from China, Japan and Manchuria, have much
to boast of in respect to the residue (offered as a cake for
cattle), as compared with decorticated cotton cake. On
arrival, the oil is extracted by pressure, and the residue
forms the soy bean cake or meal used for feeding cattle.
The proportion of oil left in the cake varies, and its value
for fattening purposes will, of course, vary according to its
composition in this and other respects. Much of the cake sold
is guaranteed to contain 6 per cent. of oil and 40 per cent. of
albuminoids; decorticated cotton cake usually contains 8 to
10 per cent. of oil and 45 per cent. of albuminoids, while the
undecorticated cake contains 5 to 6 per cent. of oil and 24
per cent. of albuminoids. The feeding experiments recently
made do not show any advantage whether in respect to
fattening, or to milk production, but it is eminently healthful,
when given with ordinary food.”
2002. Hitier, H. 1910. Société Nationale d’Agriculture de
France: Le soja [National Society of Agriculture of France:
Soya]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 74(1):24-25. Jan. 6.
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[Fre]
• Summary: “Mr. Sagnier, on behalf of Mr. Liyuying [Li
Yu-ying], delegate of the government of China in Europe,
gave a very interesting presentation on the soybean (le soja),
and its alimentary, therapeutic, agricultural, and industrial
utilization. (This journal will soon publish an article on the
soybean.)
After his presentation, Mr. Sagnier showed the members
of the Society various products that can be extracted from
soybeans: flour, bread for diabetics, cake, seasoning sauce,
confections, raw milk, fresh cheeses, etc.
Mr. Schribaux recalled that the soybean, which is widely
grown in East Asia, is also cultivated in Europe, but the
varieties introduced up to this time have been very sensitive
to the cold. In the USA the crop has expanded rapidly.
Mr. Lindet remarked that the soybean contains 16-17%
oil, a rather low percentage. Mr. Ch. Girard has cultivated
soya at Joinville as a forage plant, but the forage obtained is
mediocre, in part because the plant is covered with hairs.
The prince of Arenberg noted that prior to 1908 not one
kilogram of soybeans passed through the Suez Canal, yet in
1908 35 million kilograms passed through. This gives a good
idea of the commercial development of this plant. Address:
France.
2003. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1910. Wood’s seeds: For marketgrowers (Ad). Washington Post. Jan. 6. p. 11.
• Summary: “Wood’s 30th Annual Seed Book tells the
best seeds to plant: For the market grower. For the private
gardener. For the farmer.
“We are also headquarters for Grass and Clover Seeds,
Seed Potatoes, Seed Oats, Cow Peas, Soja Beans, and all
farm seeds.”
Note: This as also appeared in the Jan. 11, 13, 18, 20,
25 and 27 issues of this newspaper. Address: Richmond,
Virginia.
2004. Parker, Edward C. 1910. Commercial Manchuria and
its future: Wonderful agricultural possibilities. Province
(The) (Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada). Jan. 8. p. 8-9.
• Summary: This article is in the “Magazine Section” (16
pages),
“Products of Manchurian agriculture: With the exception
of the export business in bean oil, bean cake, and raw silk the
markets for Manchurian products are almost entirely local.
Almost every town has its grist mill, its bean oil factory, and
its samshu distillery...”
“There is wheat land enough in the north to make a
second Minneapolis [Minnesota] out of Harbin, and could
the by-products of the soy-bean crop be fed to young cattle
grazed on the wild grass lands of Mongolia, Mukden would
soon develop into a second Chicago meat-packing centre.”
“The soy-bean, which yields so bountifully everywhere,
is as great, if not a greater, natural trade advantage than the

Indian corn of Illinois, and Indiana. With soy-bean meal,
gaoliang [kaoliang] and Indian corn to fatten cattle with
and with thousands of square miles of wild grass lands in
Mongolia to grow young cattle on, Manchuria could stand in
the front rank of meat exporting countries.”
2005. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Soya-bean crushing: Factories planned in both Europe and
American Pacific Coast. No. 3681. p. 5. Jan. 10.
• Summary: “Consul Walter C. Hamm, at Hull, England,
writes that it is reported that there are projects on foot in
connection with the soyabean industry which may have
far-reaching effects both on the industry in Hull and on the
Pacific coast of America.
“As stated, one scheme is to erect large seed-crushing
mills at Vancouver, British Columbia, and Seattle, State
of Washington, where the bean can be crushed and the
oil extracted. The Canadian Pacific and lines of steamers
running from Vancouver and Seattle to Japan and China are
said to be aiding this scheme.
“Another project proposed is to erect large factories in
Copenhagen for the production of soya-bean oil and cake. It
is hoped that the annual turnover of the new company will at
first be not less than $1,100,000 and that 30,000 tons of soya
beans will be shipped each year by the East Asiatic Company
from Manchuria to Denmark. At present oil cake of various
kinds to the value of $7,000,000 is consumed annually
in Denmark, of which a large proportion is shipped from
Hull. The Manchurian beans are the subject of comment in
the report of the P. and O. Company, which speaks of the
absorption of a very large amount of tonnage for their export.
The report adds:
“’This is a new business in Europe, and whether it may
prove a permanent factor in the commerce of this country it
is at present impossible to say. Meanwhile the result is that
Eastern freights have risen to a moderate extent for the first
time for two or three years.’”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2020) that uses the word “crushing” or any
of its cognates (“crushers,” “crushed,” etc.) in the title in
connection with soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2020)
concerning early soy bean crushers in the United States.
Address: Washington, DC.
2006. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1910.
Milk from the soya bean. Jan. 11. p. 7.
• Summary: “The Japanese make a milk, said to be very
nourishing, from the soya bean. The process is as follows:The beans are first of all softened by soaking, and are then
pressed and boiled in water. The resultant liquid is exactly
similar to cow’s milk in appearance, but is entirely different
in composition. The soya bean milk contains 2.5 per cent.
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of water, 3.02 per cent. albuminoid, 2.13 per cent. fat, 0.03
per cent. fibre, 1.18 per cent. non-nitrogenous substances,
and 0.41 per cent. ash. Some sugar and a little phosphate
of potassium are added in order to prevent the elimination
of albumen, and then the moisture is boiled down till a
substance like condensed milk is obtained. This condensed
vegetable milk is of a yellowish color, and has a very
pleasant taste hardly to be distinguished from real cow’s
milk.”
2007. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Latest reports
from all the markets: Cotton seed oil during past week. Jan.
11. p. 13.
• Summary: New York. “Importations of soya bean oil
show a gradual increase, and practically all the leading
local soapmakers are now using or experimenting with this
product. The present market for spot soya bean oil is 6.80¢,
which shipments are quoted at 6½¢. These compare with
7.60¢ for spot prime summer yellow cotton oil...”
2008. Country Gentleman. 1910. A fertilizer for tobacco.
75(2972):30. Jan. 13.
• Summary: “Since coming home from a month’s trip among
Missouri farmers, I have assisted my sons in taking down
about 1000 pounds of our tobacco for stripping. This part of
the crop was grown on three-year-old timothy-clover sod,
broken in April, manured at the rate of seven to nine loads
of barn-yard manure per acre, applied on top of the land
after breaking, and in the hill after setting with plain acid
phosphate reinforced with sulfate of potash...”
“The cost of the complete fertilizer was $26 a ton; of the
14% acid phosphate $15, and of the sulfate of potash about
three cents a pound, as we bought it in small quantities and
had to pay retail prices. It is not easy to give a definite value
to nitrogen supplied in barnyard manure, but it is apparent
that I can effect a saving through its use in connection with
acid phosphate and sulfate of potash.
“C.D. Lyon.
“Another and perhaps better source of nitrogen would
be in plowing under a legume as a green manure. In Missouri
and vicinity burr clover or hairy vetch might be tried as
winter cover crops or tobacco grown in a rotation with red
clover, alfalfa, cow peas or soy beans. Why not take nitrogen
from the air when it can be had almost for the asking?–Eds.”
2009. Times (London). 1910. Imperial and foreign finance
and trade. Jan. 14. p. 20, col. 6.
• Summary: In a discussion of jute bags, the section
titled “Exports to China and America” states: “One very
encouraging feature of the year [1909] has been a striking
increase in the exports to China, which in the ten months
from January to October has taken 38,300,000 bags, as
compared to 19,100,000 bags in the corresponding period of
1908. The soya bean is understood to have been the cause of

the increase.”
2010. Hansson, Nils. 1910. Wert der Sojakuchen und des
Sojamehls bei der Fuetterung von Milchkuehen [Value of
soybean cake and meal for feeding milk cows]. Fuehlings
Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung 59(2):49-63. Jan. 15. Englishlanguage summary in Experiment Station Report, p. 477. [9
ref. Ger]
• Summary: Account of experiments in Sweden on soybean
meal and cake in feeding milk cows. Published in Sweden in
1910. In March 1909 feeding tests started in Sweden using
the new soybean cake (Sojakuchen) and soybean flour / meal
(Sojamehl). They showed that these were quality products,
consumed with good appetite by livestock. The author
conducted 20 analyses showing that the cake contained 6.1%
fat and the meal 1.9% fat. Contains many tables and several
graphs. Address: Director, Domesticated Animal Dep.,
Central Institute for Agricultural Research, Stockholm.
2011. Los Angeles Times. 1910. Our consuls say. Jan. 16. p.
II20.
• Summary: “For public reference the Bureau of
Manufactures [Department of Commerce and Labor],
Washington, D.C., has a report on the soya bean (coming
greatly into vogue in Europe for Chinese process of
manufacturing soy and soyacake), and two specimens of the
plant.”
Note: The meaning of the last half of this sentence
(starting with “for Chinese process”) is unclear. In Europe,
the soya bean is now crushed to make soya bean oil and cake
(or meal). An addition, Li Yu-ying in Paris is using soya
beans to make many innovative types of soyfood products,
including soy [sauce].
2012. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Oil-seed crushing: The present status of the industry in Great
Britain. No. 3687. p. 7. Jan. 17.
• Summary: “Consul Frederick I. Bright, of Huddersfield,
makes the following report on present conditions in the
British oil-seed crushing trade:
“The growing demand for the soya bean has caused in
part by the recent rise in the price of cotton-seed products.
London quotations place crude cotton oil at $136.26 per
ton and still higher prices are predicted owing to reduced
cotton crops in the United States and Egypt. Seed crushers
are said to be fairly well supplied with raw material, the
imports being nearly equal to those of the preceding year,
and the output of crushing small, owing to a decreased
demand. The reduced supply of Egyptian cotton seed for
future requirements is expected to be made up by increased
purchases in India.
“According to press reports, British seed crushers have
400,000 tons of last season’s crop of soya beans under
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contract. Of this amount about 20,000 tons are now en
route from the Far East. With the great interest that is now
being manifested in the Manchurian bean in all the principal
European countries the trade in this article is expected to
assume large proportions, with increased prices. Cargoes
for delivery in six months were quoted the latter part of
December at $29.19 per ton. The demand for soya oil and
cake is good, the total British exports of cake to European
countries for the eleven months ended November 30, 1909,
being 70,000 tons.
“It is stated that large mills are to be built in Denmark
which are expected to consume about 30,000 tons of
beans annually in the manufacture of soya cake.” Address:
Washington, DC.
2013. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: We want to secure considerable
quantities of varieties of soybeans. Letter to Prof. H.A.
Morgan, Director, Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville,
TN, Jan. 17. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Morgan: We want to secure,
if possible, considerable quantities of a number of varieties
of soybeans, including Acme, Haberlandt, Medium Yellow,
and Tokio. Can you spare us any of these? If so, kindly let
me know how much we can have and give us quotations.
Of the Acme, Haberlandt and Tokio I believe there was also
considerable seed distributed through you in Tennessee. I
wish you would ascertain whether seed can be secured from
any of these sources, or, at any rate, give me the addresses of
people who secured them in quantity so that I can write them
directly.
“With regards, I am,
“Yours sincerely, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2014. Times (London). 1910. Agriculture: Crops and live
stock. Jan. 17. p. 17, col. 4.
• Summary: The section titled “Soya bean cake” states:
“It is important that stock-owners should know as much as
possible regarding the merits of feeding materials of which
they have limited experience. Soya Bean Cake, which in the
past year or two has been so extensively used as a food for
live stock, may still be included in this category, for although
it has proved its worth as a feeding stuff, its manurial value
has not yet been established by practical test. Recognizing
the importance of establishing the relationship of its manurial
value to that of other feeding stuffs, the secretary of the Seed
Crushers’ Association consulted Drs. Voelcker and Hall,

the authors of the tables of manurial values of foodstuffs
which form the basis of calculation for most of the valuers’
associations on this point. Their verdict is that ‘Soya Bean
Cake’ should be classed with decorticated cotton cake, to
which food it is equal, or very nearly so, in manurial value.”
2015. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Asks for quotations from various
sources on varieties of soybeans. Letter (memorandum) to
Mr. Estabrook, Dep. of Agriculture, Washington, DC, Jan.
18. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Dear Mr. Estabrook: I have just asked for
quotations from various sources on varieties of soybeans,
and will be able to give you specific advice regarding those
for Congressional distribution within a very short time.
“In regard to cowpeas, kindly ascertain whether
the amounts already secured from Mr. Callender will be
sufficient. It occurs to me that maybe this money can be put
into other seed to better advantage.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Handwritten below signature: “Estimated requirements:
7500 lbs.
“Purchased to Jan. 19: 5935 lbs.
“Deficit: 1565 lbs.
“Mr. Callender thinks 5935 lbs, will probably be
sufficient and suggests further postponement of action. LMS
[?].”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 107.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Forage Crop Investigations.
2016. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1910. Wood’s seeds: For marketgrowers (Ad). Country Gentleman 75(2973):69. Jan. 20.
• Summary: “Our large and ever-increasing trade with the
most successful market growers is the best evidence of the
superiority of
“Wood’s Garden Seeds.
“Wood’s 30th Annual Seed Book tells the best seeds to
plant: For the market grower. For the private gardener. For
the farmer.
“We are also headquarters for Grass and Clover Seeds,
Seed Potatoes, Seed Oats, Cow Peas, Soja Beans, and all
farm seeds.
“Write for prices and Wood’s Annual Seed Book, mailed
free on request.”
Note: This ad also appeared on p. 93, etc. Address:
Richmond, Virginia.
2017. Province (The) (Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada). 1910. Soya bean oil: scheme to erect large seed-
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crushing plant in Vancouver. Jan. 21. p. 7.
• Summary: “Washington, Jan. 12.–According to a report
recently issued by the department of commerce and labor,
Consul Walter C. Hamm of Hull, England, writes that
there are projects on foot in connection with the soya bean
industry which may have far-reaching effects both on the
industry in Hull and on the Pacific coast of America.
“As stated, one scheme is to erect large seed-crushing
mills at Vancouver, British Columbia, and at Seattle,
Washington, where the bean can be crushed and the oil
extracted. The Canadian Pacific and lines of steamers
running from Vancouver and Seattle to Japan and China are
said to be aiding this scheme.
“Another project proposed is to erect large factories in
Copenhagen for the production of soya-bean oil and cake. It
is hoped that the annual turnover of the new company will at
first be not less than $1,100,000 and that 30,000 tons of soya
beans will be shipped each year by the East Asiatic company
from Manchuria to Denmark. At present oil cakes of various
kinds to the value of $7,000,000 is consumed annually
in Denmark, of which a large proportion is shipped from
Hull. The Manchurian beans are the subject of comment
in the report of the P. & O. company which speaks of the
adsorption of a very large amount of tonnage for their export.
The report adds:
“’This is a new business in Europe, and whether it may
prove a permanent factor in the commerce of this country it
is at present impossible to say...”
2018. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1910. P.M. steamship
Manchuria, captain Distn, arrived of port yesterday
morning... Jan. 24.
• Summary: “... She came with 11,568 tons of cargo of
which 3,362 tons were for Honolulu [Hawaii] and consisting
of general merchandise,... sake, peanuts, bran, shoyu and
miso, beans, gin,...”
2019. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1910. Seasonable
topics: The soya bean. Jan. 24. p. 77.
• Summary: “It is safe to say that no newly introduced food
stuff has sprung into popularity quicker than the productions
obtained from the soya bean, and the increase of the price
is evidence of the demand. Whether rightly or wrongly, it
is none of our business to say, but we know that soya beans
have been used as an argument for free trade on more than
one political platform during the present campaign, and
statistics have been freely quoted to show the quantities now
imported. At first it was only the enterprising farmers, the
men who were the pioneers in the use of artificial fertilisers,
who tried the soya bean products, but the rank-and-file
quickly followed their example, encouraged by the price in
the first place as compared with other foods, and the good
report of their neighbours in the second. Soya bean cake

needs to be fed with judgment, not by rule, and a large
farmer of our acquaintance, who was one of the first to use
it, employs it in conjunction with decorticated cotton cake,
giving a large proportion of one or the other according to the
condition of the cattle, and whether they are getting mostly
green or dry food besides. This seems to be a perfectly
logical procedure where soya cake is concerned.”
2020. Country Gentleman. 1910. Forage plants, including
alfalfa. As they affect the eastern farmer. Address before the
New York breeders. 75(2974):77-78. Jan. 27.
• Summary: “The two most important questions before the
farmer in the East to-day are feed and fertility. These two
questions cannot well be separated; they are to a certain
extent interdependent–this is especially true in the case of
dairy and animal husbandry, for the higher the fertility of the
soil the larger the crops, and the more animals can be kept
and the larger the quantity of manure made.”
“1. Our own experience and experiments in New Jersey
show that it is entirely feasible there, and I think would
be feasible in most parts of New York, to provide for a
continued feed supply from early in May to early in October.
Ordinarily, with us, it is possible to have green forage crops
from May 1 to Nov. 1; the crops in their order being as
follows: Rye, wheat, clover or alfalfa, mixed grasses, oats
and peas, corn, cow peas or soy beans, millet, barley and
peas, cabbage. That is, by a judicious adjustment of the areas
and times of seeding of these various crops, it was possible
to obtain a continuous and sufficient supply of roughage,
highly palatable and digestible, and in some instances
sufficient to supply all the needed demands for full flow of
milk.”
“The range In cost, on the whole, of growing and not
including harvesting the cereal crops for the period of
fourteen years has been from $1 to $2.50, and the legume
crops from $1.50 to $3.50 per ton; those costing more or less
than the figures here given being purely experimental. A fair
average would be $2 per ton for the cereals and $2.50 for the
legumes.
“The range in yield for both kinds of crops has naturally
varied widely, owing to the kind of crop and the character
of the season. On the average, however, the yield of green
forage has been for: Rye, 6.5 tons; wheat, 7; corn, 12; millet,
8; oats and peas, 7; cow peas, 6; soy beans, 6; red clover, 6;
alfalfa, 16; mixed grasses, 6; barley and peas, 5. This makes
the average yield for all of the crops a little over 7 tons per
acre.”
“The probability is that in this state the wide range
of forage crops, particularly of the summer leguminous
crops, soy beans, cow peas, vetches, etc., may not be so
successfully grown as in New Jersey. Nevertheless, It is quite
possible so to adjust the crops that are available as to keep
the land constantly covered, and to harvest at least two crops
each year.”
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A plan of rotation of soiling crops is given. Plan 5
includes rye, soy beans and barley. For each is given the tons
per acre, protein per pound, ether extract, fiber per pound,
and total of each.
2021. Wall Street Journal. 1910. World’s flaxseed
consumption: Exports last year were 1,294,000 long tons,
Great Britain taking 23½%. Three leading oil seeds of
commerce are flaxseed, cottonseed and the soy bean of
Manchuria–Argentina, India, North America and Russia
prominent exporters. Jan. 27. p. 6.
• Summary: The recent decline in flaxseed production “is
but one of the causes of present high prices.” It now sells
for $2.20 per bushel at Duluth, Minnesota. A table gives the
following figures (in long tons) for flaxseed from 1900 to
1910: World exports, consumption (U.K. and Continental
Europe), and U.K. consumption as a percentage of total
world exports. World exports and U.K. consumption in 1909
were both below the figures for 1908 and 1907.
“The three great seeds which supply this class of
industries are flaxseed, cottonseed and soy bean. The last
named is a Chinese product grown largely in Manchuria.
The London market in a single year (1903) [sic, 1908?]
consumed as much as 158,000 tons. As a new competitor
in the seed crushing industry, the markets of Marseilles,
London and Hull are taking it liberally, not only in the
manufacture of oils, but also in the production of meal cake
for the feeding of live stock.”
2022. Lipman, Jacob G. 1910. Tests of commercial cultures
for soil inoculation. New Jersey Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 227. 23 p. Jan. 28. [2 ref]

• Summary: The products tested
were Farmogerm lupine culture
(Earp-Thomas Co., Bloomfield,
New Jersey); Nitragin
(Dr. Reiche Nitragin Co.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin); NitroCulture / Nitro Culture for Soy
Bean (Ontario Agric. College,
Canada). Three separate photos
(p. 6-7) show a bottle, with
legible label, of each culture.
In 1886 a solid foundation was
first established for the old
practice of soil inoculation.
“In that year it was definitively
demonstrated by German
investigators why the clovers,
vetches, lupines, and alfalfa and
other legumes were so highly
esteemed by the ancients as
soil-improving crops.” In 1887
“a number of investigators
and farmers in Germany
began to use old legume earth
in establishing new fields of
lupines, seradella [serradella],
alfalfa, clover and... soy beans” (p. 3-5).
“The commercial possibilities of pure cultures for the
inoculation of legumes were first appreciated in Germany
about 15 years ago. Under the name of ‘Nitragin’ such
cultures were placed on the market in 1895 and 1896. The
practical tests of these cultures soon demonstrated their
unreliability and their preparation was therefore abandoned
for a time. Another method for preparing and distributing
cultures was elaborated by the [U.S.] Department of
Agriculture in Washington [DC] in 1904. Also this method
was shown to be entirely unsatisfactory and their commercial
preparation was discontinued. More recently two other
commercial preparations for the inoculation of legumes have
appeared in this country:” Farmogerm and Nitragin (p. 6).
Pot and plot experiments in 1909 showed that
Farmogerm and Nitragin cultures contain large numbers of
vigorous bacteria. However Farmogerm lupine culture failed
to inoculate soy beans. Nitragin was not tested on soy beans.
Tests of Nitragin cultures for cowpeas on different soils in
different parts of New Jersey gave positive results in three
out of four cases.
“The experiments recorded here show that on soils
properly supplied with moisture, lime, phosphates and
potash, the commercial cultures, Farmogerm and Nitragin,
are capable of increasing the yields of such leguminous crops
as had not been previously grown on the land.”
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Aug.
2018) that mentions “Farmogerm” in connection with
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legume inoculation or soy beans; by 1915 it was used
successfully to inoculate soy beans. Address: Ph.D., Soil
Chemist and Bacteriologist [New Brunswick, New Jersey].
2023. Ames, A.F. 1910. Corn fodder at the south (Letter
to the editor). Rural New-Yorker 69(4031):120. Jan. 29.
Oversize.
• Summary: “I am much pleased to see Prof. Massey’s
change of base on the method of raising corn fodder in the
South, as shown by his article Corn Fodder vs. Corn Stover’
on page 1102. I am a Northern man who has lived south
22 years. I have followed both methods of saving fodder.
I generally find it best for a new comer to copy the local
methods at first, and experiment lightly with new methods.”
“... the finest crop of peas grown in this country was
grown on poor land broadcast, but the land had a good
application of barnyard manure. I believe that it is not
necessary to inoculate for Soy beans or peanuts on land that
has grown cow peas; at least it has not been with me, the
roots of both plants being literally covered with nodules,
those on the Soy bean often being as large as a Canada pea.
I believe for the three above crops basic slag is the best form
of phosphoric acid. I grow cover crops everywhere and hope
in a few years to get along without buying nitrogen, but
cannot do it yet.
“A.F. Ames, North Carolina.” Address: North Carolina.
2024. Cornwell (G.G.) & Son. 1910. A list of fancy sauces
(Ad). Washington Post. Jan. 29. p. 7.
• Summary: “Here are only a few of the extraordinarily large
line of table sauces we carry: Brand A 1, Genuine India Soy,
English Anchovy Sauce, Lazenby’s Harvey Sauce, Walnut
and Mushroom Sauce,...” “Grocers and importers.”
Note: This ad also appeared in the June 30 and 31 issues
of this newspaper. Address: 1412-18 Pa. {Pennsylvania} Av.,
Washington, DC].
2025. King, F.H. 1910. Dry farming in China: saving the
manure. Rural New-Yorker 69(4031):101-02. Jan. 29.
Oversize.
• Summary: “The Chinese farmers have reached the ‘root
of the matter’ in a thousand ways during their centuries of
experience when, because of the great density of population,
a failure in crops invariably spelled famine and death. They
were compelled to ‘get there’ and ‘stay there,’ and they
did. They have learned how to farm where the rainfall is
excessive, and how to use even the excess in maintaining
fertility and in securing larger yields. They have learned
equally well how to farm where the rainfall is deficient,
and how to compel their fields to bring forth under such
conditions.
“The densest population in China to-day is found in the
Shantung Province. where the mean annual rainfall during
the last 10 years is only about 24 inches, and where nearly

half of this falls during the two months of July and August.
We left the province on the 20th of May, and from October
the previous fall until then there had fallen only 2.44 inches
of rain and yet, without irrigation, crops of wheat and
barley had been brought nearly to maturity. and it was only
the Spring-sowed grain that showed serious distress from
drought. The leaves on the wheat were green and fresh clear
to the ground. The crop would be light for the province, for
the drought had been unusual, and yet they were expecting
15 to 20 bushels per acre, good yields being 30 to 40 and
more.
“Wheat and other crops are all planted in rows, with
naked hoed soil between, the wheat being often in hills in
the row. The stand on the ground is adjusted to the available
water capacity of the soil, there being fewer stalks in the row
or in the hill where the water capacity is small. The result
is that the wheat everywhere was of nearly the same height,
with the heads filling well, the yield being varied by the
number of plants on the ground more than by stunted growth.
One of the farmers in this province with whom we talked
had a family of 12 people which he was maintaining on 2.5
acres of good farm land, keeping besides one working cow,
one donkey and two pigs. The crops he raised were wheat or
barley, millet, Soy beans and sweet potatoes. This is at the
rate of 192 people, 16 cows, 16 donkeys and 32 pigs on a
40-acre farm, very different from anything to be found in this
country, where the rainfall is best.
“Where a man was plowing his ground preparatory to
transplanting sweet potatoes the soil turned up from a depth
of four inches was sufficiently moist to pack in my hand,
and yet there had been no rain for six weeks, and standing
water in the ground was 8 to 10 feet below the surface. No
irrigation had been practiced on any of these crops up to
this time, but hundreds of temporary wells were being dug
to provide water for pieces of grain which were late, so as
to make sure the crop if timely rains did not fall. The water
is raised by hand with the aid of a light windlass, using a
waterproofed woven basket, making a portable outfit, the
whole of which is picked up and carried from field to field,
and to the village where the farmers have their homes at
night.
“Method of Fertilizing.–But it is of the method of
fertilizing the soil, adopted in these regions of deficient
rainfall, that I wish specially to write. Where the rainfall is
small and irregular in distribution the soil is liable to become
too dry to permit organic matter to ferment with sufficient
rapidity in the soil to become available to the crop, and hence
these farmers have been compelled to devise a very special
system of fertilizing to fit their ‘dry-farming’ conditions.
It must be remembered that they want a crop of wheat or
barley to occupy the ground up to nearly July, and then a
crop of millet, maize, sweet potatoes, peanuts or Soy beans
to follow and to utilize the large Summer rainfall when the
sunshine is hot, the days long and the growth rapid. Under
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these conditions and requirements there is not time for straw
and stubble or other coarse manure to ferment in the ground,
even if favorable conditions were certain to prevail, and
so nearly all growth on the fields is harvested, even to the
extent of pulling up by the roots. the whole thing taken to
the villages, where the stems and roots may be burned for
fuel and the ashes saved, or where it may be fermented under
suitable conditions, thoroughly disintegrating the coarse
material so that when applied to the fields it shall not obstruct
the free capillary movement of soil moisture, and further, so
that enough of it shall have been converted into immediately
available form to be used by the crop with no loss of time.
“It must be remembered that these people, under the
`great stress of numbers, have learned how to add, in effect,
30 to 50 days to the length of the growing season by being
willing to exchange human labor, of which they have an
excess, for time. They do this by starting plants in nurseries
where, on a small area, they can fertilize high, provide the
best of physical conditions and secure a month or so of
growth while the field to which the transplanting will occur
is maturing another crop, or is being fitted to receive the one
to be transplanted; by having more than one crop growing
in the same field at once, one finishing up while the other
is starting; and finally, by literally growing their humus and
much of the available plant food which may be derived from
it in their villages and at their homes, where they can better
use available spare moments, and then transport it to the
fields at opportune times. To me this whole story would be
a wonderful one if it could be worked out in its details and
illuminated by the science which underlies its practice.
“Study carefully Fig. 34. It is reproduced from a
photograph taken in a country village composed of farmers’
homes. The streets are clean and orderly. A father, with his
pipe, and two boys stand on the extreme left; beyond them
is a huge pile of earth brought from the field to be used in
making compost and fertilizer and then carried back. On the
other side of the street, at the corner of the first building, is
a pile of partly fermented compost thrown from a pit not
visible. Further along in the street on the same side is a
second large stack of soil with two boys standing at either
end, and another little boy in the nearby doorway. In front of
the tree on the left side of the street is another boy, and near
him a small donkey and still another boy. Beyond the tree
may be seen the third large stack of soil, and still beyond
this on the opposite side of the street, another pile partly
composted. Not all the children in the village are boys; they
are watching the stranger. It would be an inexcusable breach
of etiquette for girls and women to appear thus curious. They
do have eyes at the small windows or just at the edge of the
doorways...”
“The old Chinese farmers here referred to, in order to
save time, to save room. and in order to be able to bring the
plant food to the crop at the time when it can utilize it best,
carry the soil to the villages, enrich it to the highest limit it

will stand and work with it until very highly charged with
available plant food. Saving, as they do, all plant ash and all
the human and animal manure to incorporate with the soil,
they really produce a competent fertilizer, how well balanced
I do [sic] know, but it is evident that they are succeeding in
maintaining the fertility of their soil. It is very evident too
that they have long ago become convinced that no system of
rotation of crops and of tillage combined can alone maintain
a sufficiently high maintenance capacity of soil to meet
the demands of such dense populations as theirs, for the
amount of time and labor which they devote to fertilizing is
enormous.” Address: China.
2026. Morgan, H.A. 1910. Re: Sending you soy bean
varieties. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Jan. 29. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper: Your letter of the 17th came
during our busiest time of the Short Course and I have not
been able to reply sooner. I have asked Mr. Mooers to write
to the parties to whom we sent the soy bean seed last season
to see if they have the seed available.
“We may be able to spare you ten bushels of Acme but
of the other varieties we have not enough for distribution. I
am sending you a list of the men to whom Professor Mooers
has written in order that you may write them as well. I hope
another year to be able to give you the names of growers in
our State.
“In the future we do not expect to send me these seed
samples unless we can have our cooperative workers look
after them and see that the seed is gathered [harvested]. The
average has so many ‘changes of heart’ during the season of
growth that the outcome is that he finally decides to cut the
beans we have sent him for hay.
“Let me know if you think $2.50 per bushel will be all
right for the Acme.
“Very truly yours, Director.”
On an attached page are the following addresses, typed:
“W.P. Ridley, Columbia, Tenn.
“W.J. Gilbreath [Gilbreth], Lawrenceburg, Tenn.
“John Thompson, Nashville, Tenn.
“T.J. Williams, Union City, Tenn.
“H.P. Naglar, Union City, Tenn.
“J.C. McKelvy, Humboldt, Tenn.
“J.W. Waite, Haley, Tenn.
“Henry Willoughby, Lucy, Tenn.
“C.S. Looney, Winchester, Tenn.
“J.B. McDonald, Nettle Carrier [today’s Alpine; Overton
County], Tenn.”
Note that the Director of the station refers to his
colleague both as “Mr. Mooers” and as “Professor Mooers”
in this letter. Why both? Which is correct?
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
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Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN.
2027. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1910. Soy
beans. 21(1):57. Jan.
• Summary: “Recently there have been numerous references
in the agricultural press to the Soy bean or Soja bean as food
for cattle and also for culinary purposes. The Commercial
Commissioner in the East, Mr. F.D. Suttor, has furnished a
very comprehensive report on the use of this bean and other
varieties of the Phaseolus [sic] group in Japan.
“It is to feared, however, that so far as New South Wales
is concerned, the cultivation of Soy beans is not likely to
attract much attention. Experiments have been carried out
at the various Experiment Farms for nearly twenty years
[i.e., since about 1891-92], and trials on a large scale seem
to indicate that however satisfactory these beans might
prove in certain suitable districts, they are not likely to prove
as profitable a crop for market as other pulses, such, for
example, as Cowpeas, for which there is generally a pretty
good demand...
“Mr. Suttor forwarded of seed, which have been
distributed for trial.”
“According to the North British Agriculturist some
50,000 tons of these beans were imported to Scotland from
Manchuria last year for the manufacture of oil and cattle
cake.”
2028. Analyst (London). 1910. Soya bean. 35(406):20. Jan.
[1 ref]
• Summary: A partial summary of: Piper, Charles V.;
Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin
No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. Focuses on one large table showing the
nutritional composition of seven soy bean varieties: Austin,
Ito San, Kingston, Mammoth, Guelph, Medium Yellow,
Samarow.
Note: This monthly periodical is “The Journal of the
Society for Analytical Chemistry.”
2029. Analyst (London). 1910. The soya bean. 35(406):2021. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of part of an article by that
appeared in Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London)
7(3):308-14 (1909). Four nutritional analysis are given of
fresh or air-dry soybeans: From India, from China (one
with husk, and another husked), and from the USA (average
of different varieties). “No definite difference in chemical
composition can be traced in several varieties of soya bean,
which vary in size, shape, and color.”

2030. Biffen, Walter. 1910. The growth of leguminous crops
and soil inoculation. West Indian Bulletin 10(1):93-106.
• Summary: This British periodical is described on the
title pages as: “The Journal of the Imperial Department of
Agriculture of the West Indies.” “Head Office–Barbados.”
This article provides a clear synoposis of the history (prior to
1910) of work to develop a practical and satisfactory method
of legume inoculation by the use of pure cultures.
“The fact that the growth of leguminous crops, as peas,
beans, clover, etc., instead of diminishing the fertility of
the land, often resulted in an increase of its crop-yielding
capacity, was known and acted upon by practical workers
in agriculture from early times, although it is only within
comparatively recent years that any reason was brought
forward which accounts satisfactorily for the matter.
“In the eighteenth, and greater part of the nineteenth
centuries, while leguminous crops were frequently included
in farm rotations in European countries, opinions differed
as to the actual way in which these plants were able to make
such good growth–often without the aid of any nitrogenous
manure–and at the same time to leave the land in such a
condition that highly satisfactory returns were obtained from
a succeeding cereal crop. By many it was thought that this
was explained by the deep-rooting habit of the legumes,
which enabled them to tap resources of moisture and food in
lower strata of the soil, untouched by other plants. Liebig, a
well-known agricultural chemist, brought forward the theory
that clover and other broad-leaved plants were able to obtain
considerable supplies of nitrogen from the air, this nitrogen
being absorbed not in the elementary state, but in the form
of ammonia and other compounds, which exist in small
quantity in the atmosphere.
“The means by which plants obtain the nitrogen
necessary for their growth, and the proportion between the
quantity of nitrogen supplied in the manure and that removed
in the resulting crop, were investigated by Boussingault,
a French experimenter, about the middle of the nineteenth
century. Boussingault weighed and analysed the crops
produced on his own farm during six separate courses of
rotation (all of which included a legume crop). As a result,
he found that, on the whole, from one-third to one-half more
nitrogen was removed in the produce than was supplied in
the manure. He further observed that the excess of nitrogen
in the crop over that provided in the fertilizer was especially
great in the case of a leguminous crop. This naturally pointed
to the conclusion that the known value of clover, peas, and
other plants of this family, was due to a power possessed by
them of enriching the soil with nitrogen obtained from some
outside source, most probably the air.
“Further experiments carried out by Boussingault,
however, and also experimental work conducted by Lawes
and Gilbert at Rothamsted in England, not only with
legumes, but with plants of other families as well, failed
to substantiate the growing belief that the free nitrogen of
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the atmosphere was available as food for growing plants
of any family. As a result, the matter rested for a time,
until new investigations carried on in Europe and America,
reopened the question, and about the year 1883 evidence was
brought forward which was sufficient to prove that plants
of the legume family, under certain conditions, are capable
of utilizing the free nitrogen of the air as a source of food
supply.
“Among the many investigators of this question were
two Germans, Messrs. Hellriegel and Wilfarth, to whom
belong the credit of clearing up the whole matter of nitrogen
assimilation by leguminous plants. In experiments conducted
by these two scientists, the medium of cultivation employed
consisted of sterile sand, in which were planted the seeds
of plants belonging to different botanical families. The
necessary plant food was supplied in the form of nutrient
solutions. Mineral plant food was given in all cases, but it
was observed that when combined nitrogen was withheld,
all the seedlings of plants belonging to orders other than the
Leguminosae died from starvation as soon as the nitrogen
contained in the seed was used up. By far the greater number
of the legumes (peas) grown, died at the same stage, but it
was noted that one or two pea seedlings recovered and made
good growth, despite the absence of combined nitrogen. In
such cases, examination always showed that the roots of
the plant were set with little nodules, which, it was known,
are generally characteristic of the growth of legumes under
normal conditions in the field. No nodules could be found
on the roots of the plants which died. A further series of
experiments was then started, in which pea plants, grown in
sterile sand, were all fed with solutions of mineral plant food,
but to some were added, in addition, just at the stage when
the seedlings were dying of nitrogen hunger, small quantities
of a watery extract of ordinary fertile soil. As a result, the
young plants so treated recovered and grew to maturity,
their roots in every case developing nodules similar to those
already referred to.
“Hellriegel and Wilfarth were, therefore, bound to
conclude that the power possessed by peas and other
leguminous plants of appropriating free nitrogen from the
air, and utilizing it in building up their own tissues, was
dependent upon the formation of nodules upon the roots
of these plants. The experiments in which the addition of
watery extracts of fertile soil resulted in the revival and
renewed growth of the seedlings previously dying from
nitrogen starvation, led further to the belief that the nodules
themselves were due to inoculation of the soil–and hence of
the roots of the plants–with some species of microorganism.
Other investigators, notably Lawes and Gilbert, confirmed
the work of Hellriegel and Wilfarth, the results of which
were published in 1886. A further step in advance was made
by Beyerinck, who demonstrated that the root nodules on
leguminous plants were full of bacteria, which could be
cultivated also on various artificial media. Beyerinck gave

the name Pseudomonas radicicola to the bacteria in question.
“The Pseudomonas bacteria appear to be widely
distributed in most fertile soils, although they naturally exist
in much greater quantity in land on which legume crops are
frequently grown. The organisms, as grown in artificial nonnitrogenous culture media, are observed to be exceedingly
minute in size, rod-shaped, and generally in rapid motion.
They exist free in the soil in this form, and enter the host
plant through the root hairs, forming tubercles or nodules on
the younger rootlets only. Within the nodules, however, the
bacteria frequently undergo considerable modification, and
in different plants they assume rather large rod- or Y-shaped
forms. The irregular forms are especially numerous in the
older tubercles. At the same time they increase enormously
in number.
“The investigations carried out, as described above,
enabled a conclusion to be finally reached which afforded
a satisfactory explanation of the observed facts, and of the
contrary results which had at different times been obtained
in experiments on the matter. It was evident that the bacteria
in the root nodules were the agency by which leguminous
plants were enabled to assimilate nitrogen from the air, and
that, in the absence of these organisms, peas, clover, etc.,
were as dependent upon the supply of combined nitrogen in
the soil as plants of other botanic families, e.g., sugar-cane,
cotton, etc.
“Since the relationship of the nitrogen-assimilating
bacteria to the legume cannot be regarded as in any way
parasitic, but is rather a physiological partnership of mutual
advantage, the term symbiosis (literally ‘living together’) has
been applied to describe it. The plant supplies the necessary
carbohydrate material which the bacteria require for their
life purposes, and the micro-organism in turn gathers from
the air nitrogen which is ultimately utilized by the legume
plant. It may here be mentioned that the mechanism of
the actual process by which the plant avails itself of the
nitrogen compounds elaborated by the micro-organisms is
still incompletely understood. It is possible that the host
plant may attack and absorb the highly nitrogenous bacteria,
or, on the other hand, it may avail itself of the soluble and
diffusible substances formed within the bacterial cell. The
latter appears the more probable explanation, since before
the plant could utilize the nitrogenous compounds forming
the substance of the bacterial organisms, it would be
necessary that the latter be first broken down and dissolved.
They would, in fact, have to be brought into a condition in
which the plant could absorb them as food, by a process
analogous to that in which the insoluble food supply in seeds
is dissolved for the benefit of the developing embryo on the
germination of the seed. This process of solution is effected
by means of various ferments or enzymes, but, so far, no
proteolytic ferment (i.e., one capable of dissolving proteid
or nitrogen compounds) has been discovered in leguminous
plants, and therefore there is little basis for assuming that
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these plants secure the nitrogen collected by the bacteria in
their root nodules by dissolving and absorbing the latter”
Continued. Address: B.Sc., Scientific Assistant.
2031. Biffen, Walter. 1910. The growth of leguminous crops
and soil inoculation (Continued–Document part II). West
Indian Bulletin 10(1):93-106.
• Summary: (Continued): “The figures which have been
placed on record showing the actual amounts of nitrogen
added to a soil, as the result of growing various leguminous
crops, are useful as giving a clear idea of the value of
including such crops in farm and estate rotations. Even in the
course of a single season these quantities of nitrogen may
be quite large. Experiments with velvet beans in Alabama
showed a gain of nitrogen amounting to 213 lb. per acre,
while with the same crop, gains of 172 lb. and 141 lb. per
acre were obtained in Louisiana and Florida respectively.
Trials with cowpeas have shown equally satisfactory
results. A publication of the U.S. Department of Agriculture
mentions that in a very large number of experiments with
various legume crops carried on in sixteen States, a gain of
122 lb. of nitrogen per acre was indicated. At the Delaware
Experiment Station, a crop of crimson clover was found to
have added as much as 200 lb. of nitrogen per acre to the
soil in one season. Cowpeas are not infrequently grown in
rotation with cotton in some of the cotton-growing districts
of the Southern States of America. An instance reported by
the Alabama Experiment Station indicates the beneficial
influence of the legume crop on the succeeding crop of
cotton. In this case there was noted an increase of 696 lb. in
the yield of seed-cotton to the acre, or 83 per cent., as the
result of ploughing under a crop of cowpea vines on land
which had been in cotton in the previous season.
“The annals of the Rothamsted Experiment Station
contain many illustrations in point. Thus an experiment is
recorded in which a piece of land, which in the previous five
years had grown cereal crops without nitrogenous manure,
was divided into two parts in 1872, one being sown with
barley and the second with clover. Barley was again grown
on the first plot in 1873, but the clover was allowed to stand,
three cuttings being made for fodder purposes during the
season. The quantities of nitrogen in the crops from the
two plots were 37.3 lb. in the barley yield, and 151.3 in the
clover. An analysis of the soil was made after the crops had
been removed, which showed a content of 0.1566 per cent.
of nitrogen in the first 9 inches from the surface in the plot
where clover had been grown for two seasons, as compared
with a nitrogen content of 0.1416 per cent. on the other
portion. In 1874, barley was once more grown on both plots,
the quantity of nitrogen removed in the barley following
barley being 39.1 lb., while in the barley following clover
69.4 lb. were removed.
“Another experiment was carried out on land which at
the start contained 2,657 lb. of nitrogen per acre in the first

9 inches from the surface. Barley and clover were grown in
1883, and clover only in 1884 and 1885. It was estimated
that 319.5 lb. of nitrogen was removed in the crops cut
during the three years, but a soil analysis made at the end,
showed that nitrogen equal to 2,832 lb. was present in the
top 9 inches, or a gain of 175 lb. per acre in the three years,
making a total, with the crop removed, of nearly 500 lb. of
nitrogen per acre to be accounted for. The work, therefore,
done by this partnership between leguminous plants and the
nodule-producing bacteria is of the utmost importance, and
must annually add to the wealth of the world many hundreds
of thousands of pounds sterling.
“With the facts already enumerated before them, it was
natural that workers in agricultural science should begin
to debate the question whether the majority of cultivated
soils were sufficiently well stocked with nitrogen-gathering
bacteria to give the best results when a leguminous crop
was grown, or whether, by the introduction into soils of
the suitable organisms, and the more extended growth of
legumes, considerable increase in crop yields could not be
obtained. A great deal of experimental work in relation to
this subject has been done in the past twenty-three years.
“In work of the nature referred to, it is obvious that
the main point is to ensure the presence of the assimilating
bacteria in the soil under experiment. This can be done by
distributing over the land, and slightly harrowing in, a supply
of soil taken from a field which has just previously yielded a
flourishing crop of the legume to be grown. As early as 1887
soil inoculation experiments of this kind were undertaken
by Salfeld at the Moor Culture Experiment Station, Bremen,
Germany. The trials were made with such legumes as lupins,
serradella, clover and beans, on reclaimed peaty and sandy
soils, on which, without inoculation, such crops made but
little growth, and developed no root nodules. About 3½ cwt.
of suitable soil were distributed per acre over the land, and
harrowed in before sowing the seed. The results of Salfeld’s
work were strikingly successful. As the season advanced, the
effect of the inoculation was markedly evident in the darkgreen colour and luxuriant growth of the plants, on the land
which had been treated as described, as compared with the
land where no soil had been scattered, which bore very small
yellow plants that ultimately died of nitrogen hunger.
“Salfeld’s results were received with great interest, and
the example thus set was shortly followed by a number of
investigators working with many different kinds of soils.
A satisfactory measure of success was achieved in some
instances, but many cases were recorded in which the results
were negative, and the opinions entertained as to the practical
value of soil inoculation were of a very contradictory nature.
On sandy heath soils, on moorland recently placed under
cultivation, and on raw soils brought up from deeper layers
by the plough, the operations had undoubtedly been proved
to be highly beneficial, but on the majority of cultivated
soils, it was not evident that inoculation had been attended
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with any benefit.
“With the extension of experiments similar to those
of Salfeld, one or two disadvantages connected with this
method of soil inoculation began to make themselves felt.
The transport of large quantities of soil from one district to
another was naturally expensive. Injurious fungi, together
with weed seeds, might be introduced into the soil, with the
desirable bacteria. These considerations, combined with
the fact that the nitrogen-assimilating organisms could be
isolated from the root nodules of legumes, and cultivated on
various artificial media, led to greater attention being paid
to the possibilities of inoculation with pure cultures of the
Pseudomonas bacteria, and in the past twelve years or so, a
number of preparations, all containing this organism, have
been brought forward for soil inoculation purposes.
“In this connexion there arises a question which is
obviously of considerable importance in influencing the
success of any effort at soil inoculation, but which has
not yet been definitely settled. This question relates to the
identity of the various bacteria which are found living in
association with different species of Leguminosae. Much
investigation has been done with the object of ascertaining
whether all the organisms living in symbiosis with
various agricultural leguminous crops are identical with
Pseudomonas radicicola, first isolated by Beyerinck from
pea plants, whether the different kinds are varieties of this
species, or whether there are different species associated
with particular plants. Colonies of bacteria cultivated from
root nodules from different species of legume show many
points of similarity, but also some points of difference. In
early experiments carried out by Hellriegel, it was seen that
a watery extract of soil on which clover and beans had been
grown was instrumental in inducing nodule formation on
clover and bean seedlings grown in sterile sand, but had
no effect whatever on serradella and lupin plants growing
under the same conditions. When an extract from a sandy
soil which had just previously borne the latter plants was
added, however, the serradella and lupins formed nodules on
their roots and grew apace. Hellriegel therefore concluded
that there were essential differences between the bacteria
from the various legumes. The evidence that has since been
brought forward seems to point to the view that all the
bacteria inhabiting the root tubercles of leguminous plants,
which are the agency of nitrogen assimilation from the air,
belong to the species Pseudomonas radicicola, but that if this
organism is grown for some time continuously in association
with one kind of plant only, it becomes so modified as to be
specially adapted to give the best results with this species
alone, and loses its efficiency in greater or less degree for all
other kinds of legumes. Experiments conducted by Nobbe
and Hiltner prove that the best results from inoculation
can only be expected when the crop grown is inoculated
with bacteria from the same species of plant” (Continued).
Address: B.Sc., Scientific Assistant.

2032. Biffen, Walter. 1910. The growth of leguminous crops
and soil inoculation (Continued–Document part III). West
Indian Bulletin 10(1):93-106.
• Summary: (Continued): “As already mentioned, pure
cultures of the root nodule bacteria had been prepared on
various artificial media, and in 1896, two Germans, Messrs.
Nobbe and Hiltner, developed this idea on a commercial
scale. Cultures of the organisms, grown on a gelatine
medium, were started by infection from root tubercles from
the different legumiuous plants cultivated as field crops,
and this preparation was placed on the market contained in
small glass bottles, under the name ‘Nitragin.’ In using the
nitragin for inoculation purposes, the nutrient jelly was to be
dissolved in a quantity of lukewarm water, and the solution
sprinkled over the seed, thorough distribution of the bacteria
being ensured by this means. The seed was then to be dried
before planting.
“The merits of nitragin were thoroughly tested at
experiment stations and on private farms both in Europe
and America. It was hoped that the preparation would
supply not only nitrogen-gathering bacteria to soils lacking
these organisms, but bacteria of a high degree of efficiency.
Although in the first two seasons a few favourable reports on
the results obtained from the use of nitragin were received,
by far the greater majority of the returns sent in were of
a negative character, and briefly, it may be stated that the
preparation turned out to be a distinct failure. It seemed
after all that the pure culture method of inoculation, from
which so much had been expected, was less reliable than the
older plan of introducing the nitrogen-gathering organisms
by distributing a supply of fertile earth from fields that had
lately borne flourishing legume crops.
“Despite the unsatisfactory results which followed
the first attempt to establish the use of pure cultures
of Pseudomonas radicicola as the standard means of
inoculation, the matter still continued to receive a good deal
of attention. On further investigation it was concluded that
the chief reason which accounted for the failure was the
unsatisfactory nature of the medium (gelatine) upon which
the bacteria had been grown. Gelatine differs essentially
from the media in which the bacteria normally live, i.e., the
soil and plant cell, principally in that it is of animal origin,
and contains large quantities of nitrogen. With the provision
of abundant nitrogen at hand, the bacteria are discouraged
from utilizing the free supply of the air, deteriorate rapidly,
and either die out altogether, or lose, wholly or in part, their
power of fixing atmospheric nitrogen.
“There was another point which had been overlooked
in designing the method of inoculation described, but
which later investigation indicated had helped to prevent
the full success of the inoculation efforts. During the
preliminary process of germination, seeds excrete certain
soluble substances which have a detrimental effect upon the
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vitality of the assimilating bacteria, and, as a consequence,
the organisms are unable properly to infect the legumes,
unless some special steps are taken to neutralize the
poisonous effects of the excretions mentioned. It was found
subsequently, that the latter could be made harmless to
the seed by adding to the water in which the cultures were
prepared, a small quantity of certain soluble salts, or of
skimmed milk.
“These points being recognized, other culture media,
notably agar jelly (which is prepared from a kind of seaweed, and contains practically no nitrogen) were tried, and
these efforts were attended with a greater measure of success.
In Bavaria, for instance, during the year 1903, ninety-eight
inoculation experiments were carried out with Hiltner’s agar
nitragin. Of these, eighty-one were favourable, nine negative,
and eight doubtful–a remarkably good result, since in some
cases, increased yields followed inoculation even on soils
that had already borne good crops of the corresponding
legume. Nobbe and Hiltner also employed various liquid
preparations as culture media in which to grow the bacteria,
and these were found to be better adapted to maintain the
vitality of the organisms for a longer time than agar jelly and
other solid media” (Continued). Address: B.Sc., Scientific
Assistant.
2033. Biffen, Walter. 1910. The growth of leguminous crops
and soil inoculation (Continued–Document part IV). West
Indian Bulletin 10(1):93-106.
• Summary: (Continued): Soy is mentioned only on page
100: “Hellriegel and Wilfarth’s discoveries, and the results of
Lawe and Gilbert’s work at Rothamsted excited considerable
attention in the United States, and extended investigations
on the results of inoculation with different species of legume
plants were started in that country. At first, the method
employed was that of inoculation by means of earth from
other legume fields. The two crops which appeared to benefit
most by this practice were the soy bean and alfalfa. In the
case of clover, cowpeas, field peas, beans, and vetches, the
organisms responsible for nodule formation and assimilation
of nitrogen appeared to be already present in most cultivated
soils, and these crops gave good returns, and did not
apparently require inoculation.
“At a later stage the United States Department of
Agriculture turned its attention to the subject of artificial
cultures of Pseudomonas radicicola for inoculation
purposes. Dr. G.T. Moore, of the Bureau of Plant Industry,
undertook the work, and devised the method of preparing
the cultures. Moore’s method differed somewhat from that
of Nobbe and Hiltner. The American scientist first prepared
an active culture of the nodule-bacteria in a liquid medium,
the composition of which included little or no nitrogen, in
order that the assimilating power of the organisms might be
increased. Absorbent cotton was then dipped in the liquid
culture, and subsequently dried rapidly at a low temperature.

In this condition they retained a number of the bacteria, and
formed a convenient medium for transmitting the organisms,
and for starting new liquid cultures. With the cotton was sent
out, in every case, a packet containing suitable quantities of
cane sugar, potassium phosphate, ammonium phosphate, and
magnesium sulphate, which were to be dissolved in a large
bulk of water, thus forming a nutrient solution in which the
bacteria multiplied rapidly under favorable conditions when
the cotton culture was added. The seed to be inoculated
was placed in this solution for a time, being afterward dried
before sowing.
“Moore’s cultures were very extensively tried by the
United States Department of Agriculture, in co-operation
with working farmers all over the country during the year
1904. To everyone who made application, a free packet of
inoculating material was supplied, with detailed instructions
as to the method of using it. In this way about 12,500 tests
were made under the most varied conditions.
“With the arrival of reports on the results of all these
trials, it soon appeared, however, that the general measure
of success which has followed inoculation with Moore’s
cultures was far below what had been anticipated. It exhibits,
indeed, little superiority in its influence upon the crop yield
to that shown by the original nitrogen preparation of Nobbe
and Hiltner. Although in a very considerable number of
cases small increases of crop followed inoculation, yet the
general verdict from the American experiment stations, and
also from European stations where Moore’s cultures had
been tried, was that these preparations were inefficient. The
advantages of inoculation by means of pure cultures were
obvious in theory, but the ideal pure culture, the use of which
would cause these advantages to appear in practice, had yet
to be devised. Investigation carried out with the object of
ascertaining the cause of these disappointing results showed
that the method of preserving the bacteria in a dried form on
cotton was not so satisfactory as had been supposed. Many
of the organisms perish during the process of drying, and any
considerable change in temperature and moisture conditions
that may take place previous to the use of the culture has a
detrimental effect upon the vitality of the bacteria that still
remain. By Moore’s method, too, the actual preparation of
the culture solutions with which the legume seed was to be
treated before sowing, had to be carried out by the farmers
themselves, who would hardly be likely to work under the
careful and exact conditions that would be followed in the
laboratory. Under ordinary farm circumstances, the risk
of contamination by the introduction of foreign bacteria,
moulds, and yeasts, from the air, from water, or by means of
the utensils employed, was at its maximum, and many of the
introduced organisms might be instrumental in preventing
the growth and multiplication of the nitrogen gathering
bacteria of the cotton culture.
“Culture preparations for inoculation of leguminous
crops are still sent out by the United States Department
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of Agriculture, but as a result of the difficulties that have
been experienced, the use of an absorbent cotton has been
abandoned, and the medium employed consists of nitrogenfree liquid put up in hermetically-sealed bottles. Numbers
of different cultures are prepared, which correspond to
the different legume crops cultivated, each culture being
adapted to give the best results with a particular species.
Thus cowpea cultures, alfalfa cultures, clover cultures, etc.,
are all obtainable. The directions that accompany each bottle
warn the recipient to utilize the material within ten days or
two weeks, as otherwise deterioration may set in, which will
render the culture useless.
“Nearly two years ago Professor Bottomley, F.R.S.,
of London, turned his attention to the subject of soil
inoculation, and as the outcome of his investigations, he
brought forward another pure culture preparation, somewhat
similar to that of Moore, to which the name ‘Nitro-bacterine’
was given. ‘Nitro-bacterine’ was described by the originator
as a ‘powder preparation of the bacteria.’ It was sent out
in sealed packets containing cotton wool, as in the early
American method, but the medium also contained in addition
a number of dry, earthlike particles. With these packets were
sent also small quantities of soluble nutritive substances, to
be dissolved in water, and the culture solution was prepared
and utilized in a manner similar to that already described
in the case of Moore’s cotton cultures. The importance of
using pure water that had been boiled and allowed to cool,
perfectly clean utensils, and of taking every precaution to
protect the solution from contamination was emphasized
by Professor Bottomley. Those testing nitro-bacterine were
advised that inoculation might also be effected by ‘watering’
the young legume plants with the culture solution. It may be
added that Professor Bottomley did not confine his attention
to leguminous plants alone in this connection. He also
brought forward other culture preparations which he hoped
might be instrumental in enabling cultivated plants belonging
to certain other natural orders to draw upon the stores of
atmospheric nitrogen for food purposes.
“The results so far reported with nitro-bacterine have
not been of such a nature as to indicate that this preparation
is in any way superior as an inoculating material to Nobbe
and Hiltner’s nitragin [sic, Nitragin] or Moore’s cotton
cultures. In the summer of 1908, some experiments with
Professor Bottomley’s culture material were conducted with
garden peas at the Wisley Gardens of the Royal Horticultural
Society. These are reported upon in detail in the Journal of
the Society for November last (Vol. XXXIV, part 2), and a
summary of the results was given in a late number of the
Agricultural News (Vol. VIII, p. 62). These results were of a
purely negative character, and the closing paragraph of the
report is as follows: ‘It is concluded that the inoculation of
leguminous crops with “nitro-bacterine” in ordinary garden
soils is not likely to prove beneficial.’
“During the year 1908, the effect of inoculation on

the returns given by various leguminous crops was tried
at Antigua and at Grenada. In the former island, where
cowpeas, woolly pyrol, and alfalfa were the crops in
connection with which the investigations were made,
nitro-bacterine was the inoculating material employed.
Experiments were conducted at the Experiment Station, and
also on estates, the property of owners. At Grenada, cowpeas
formed the crop under test, and a liquid culture preparation
obtained from the United States Department of Agriculture
was employed. The effect of inoculating sugar cane plants
with the material forwarded by Professor Bottomley for that
purpose was also tried both at Antigua and Barbados.
“At Antigua the nitro-bacterine culture solutions were
prepared at the Government Laboratory, and it is remarked in
the report on the results of the experiments, that satisfactory
growth of the culture took place in the case of every package.
Seed of the different legumes under trial was also inoculated
at the Laboratory and portions of the culture solution were
afterward distributed to the centers where the experiments
were to be made, for inoculation of growing crops, and of the
soil. Where crop and soil inoculation was carried out, two
inoculations were made, at an interval of a fortnight.”
Pages 258-59: From the facts which have been
enumerated, it will be seen that the history of past attempts at
soil inoculation by artificial cultures, forms a record chiefly
of failures,...”
There is also the possibility that other species or
general and species of bacteria might give better results than
Pseudomonas radicicola.
Page 261 [conclusion]: “There is yet a good deal to
be learned in regard to this matter, and the subject is under
investigation in a number of laboratories. It is possible that in
the future a practical and satisfactory method of inoculation
by means of pure cultures may be evolved.” Address: B.Sc.,
Scientific Assistant.
2034. Bulletin de l’Association Amicale Franco-Chinoise.
1910. Le soja [Soya]. 2(1):62-64. Jan. [Fre]
• Summary: This periodical was established to promote
understanding and friendship among the people of France
and China.
The name Soja or Soya comes from the name that the
Japanese give to the sauce made from soybeans. In Chinese
it is called tsiang-yeou (Cc = Chinese characters given
[soy sauce]) and it is made from houang-teou (Cc [yellow
soybeans]). This sauce, which is used in the well-known
Worcester sauce, is widely used in China and Japan. Some
Chinese residing in Paris [incl. Li Yu-ying] recently took
the initiative to introduce into France this sauce, as well as
several other products derived from these same ‘yellow peas’
(pois jaunes).
They have just built a factory near Paris in a town
named Les Vallées (rue Denis-Papin), on the train line going
to Saint-Germaine-en-Laye. There, perfected machines /
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equipment and the resources of western science allows them
to obtain from the raw materials a much better yield than
could be obtained using the rudimentary Chinese process.
These things made it possible, at the same time, to develop
many new soy products suited to European tastes.
A retail store named the Golden Jar in Paris (La Jarre
d’Or, 4, rue du Renard) received the right to sell these
products from Caséo-Sojaïne. And an exposition [of the soy
products] was organized at the Grand Palace, at the time of
the opening, last Nov. 20, of the Food Fair / Expo (Salon de
l’Alimentation). There various products were offered.
A summary of the contents of an interesting brochure
from that exposition is reprinted. Contents of the brochure:
Introduction to the soybean. Products based on soymilk (Le
lait de soja, Le lait végétal): Liquid, powdered, or fermented
soymilk, soy cheese (Le fromage de soja, Le fromage
végétal [tofu]) (fresh, hard, and fermented). Soy sauce.
Soy oil. Sweet soya preserves (Confiture de Soja; this soy
cream {crème de soja} resembles chestnut cream {crème
de marron}). Soybeans used as a vegetable (dehulled dry
soybeans, and soy sprouts {les germes de soja}). Other soy
products (including soy flour, bread for diabetics, wholemeal bread, and soybean cakes–used as feed for animals).
Note 1. It is unclear whether the Chinese-run factory,
Caséo-Sojaïne, has started to make and sell commercial soy
products, or whether they are just about to. They may have
started on Nov. 20 of the previous year, however there is no
description of soyfood products now being sold in Paris.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2013)
that contains the term Caséo-Sojaïne, which appears to be
the name of a business, not of a product. This term would
soon be used to also refer to “tofu.” Li Yu-ying’s name is not
mentioned.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions soy cream (crème de soja).
Note 4. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that mentions powdered soymilk (Le Lait
de Soja, en poudre).
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2002)
that mentions fermented soymilk (Le Lait de Soja Fermenté).
Note 6. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that mentions soy sprouts, which it calls les
germes de soja.
2035. Collin, Eug. 1910. La graine, la poudre et le tourteau
de Soja [The seed, powder/flour, and cake of the soy bean].
Annales des Falsifications 3(15):19-24. Jan. (Chem. Abst.
4:1065). [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This article begins: The soybean (La graine
de Soja), also known as Soya and the Chinese oil pea (Pois
oléagineux de Chine), is supplied by the plant Soya hispida
Moench (Dolichos Soja L.–Glycine hispida Sieb. et Zucc.)
a plant of the Legume family, of the Phaséolées series,
which is native to China and Japan, and widespread today

throughout the Malay archipelago, the Philippine Islands,
India, Cochinchina, Siam, etc. This seed has been used for a
very long time in Japan under the names of Mame and Daizu,
to make a more or less fermented paste called Miso and a
condiment known as Shoyu, whose methods of preparation
were first indicated by Kaempfer (Footnote 1: Amoenitates
exoticae, vol. V, p. 1692). This condiment similar to the
Nuoc-nam of the Annamites is almost the only sauce that
the Japanese use to season all their dishes and especially
the fish; it enhances the flavors of foods that are too bland;
but the most general use of soybeans in Japan is to make a
cheese called Tofu, which is widely consumed. In China,
where the food plants and culinary uses of Japan are found,
the soybean is called Yeou-teou; it plays a very important
role in the Chinese diet. Champion (Footnote 2: Bull. de la
Soc. national d’acclimatation, 2e ser, III. 1886) described
the main ways the soybean is used in China In Canton, this
seed is used to make a soluble ferment, Kiu-tsee, which is
used for the manufacture of an artificial wine and brandy. All
over China, it is used to prepare a milky emulsion [soymilk],
intended to replace milk which is extremely rare in this
country.
Very interesting information on the history of this seed
and its main uses will be found in the well documented work
of Messrs. Paillieux and Bois (Footnote 3: Le Potager d’un
curieux, 3e edit. 1899. p. 575-625).
Despite the reports published on the food value of
soybeans, on the diversity of its uses and the different
forms, often happy in which it is used in China and Japan,
this seed which has so much external resemblance to our
little bean and which differs so profoundly in the nature of
its constituent principles, did not have the gift of keenly
interested Europeans. Introduced in France at the time
of Buffon, it slept there as a collectors item; It was not
until 1854 that M. Montigny, Consul of France in China,
endeavored to propagate its use and culture in our country,
through the intermediary of the Acclimatization Society.
About thirty years ago, it was cultivated in the surroundings
of Etampes, with the aim of using it as a fodder plant.
In 1878, following the World’s Fair in Vienna, Professor
Haberlandt published a remarkable study on Soybean to
demonstrate its importance and its nutritional virtues and to
spread its use in Austria-Hungary.
Until recent years, use of the soybean in France was
limited to the preparation of a flour and bread int4ended
for the diet diabetics and consumptives (pthistiques; those
suffering from tuberculosis). It is above all the marvelous
results obtained as a result of its use for animal feed,
which seem to have contributed most widely to the sudden
development of the soybean trade in Europe in recent years.
But now, taking advantage of the current wave of
interest that is as intense as it was slow to arise, a Chinese
company, supplied with powerful capital, is not hesitating
to set up business in France, with the goal of popularizing
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the use of all the products based on soya, and to help us
appreciate the excellence of their food qualities. To this
end, it has built a factory at Colombes, organized with all
the most modern improvements, where are these products
are prepared by a crew of Chinese workers, who are well
familiar with all the secrets and details of their preparation.
Of these various products, there are two which particularly
interest us; they are soy flour and cake (la farine et le
tourteau de Soja). Several specimens of these products
having already been sent to the Central Laboratory of
the Ministry of Agriculture by experts who do not have
indication of their nature or origin, we have believed it useful
to describe their essential characteristics in the Annales des
Falsifications.”
Exterior Characteristics of the Seeds.–There are about
thirty varieties of these seeds; in general, they are ellipsoidal
and measure about 9 millimeters in length. 6 mm in width
and 4 mm thick. Their outer surface is white, brown or
yellow-green, purple or red, often black. The most used
variety, because of its easier cultivation, is the yellow
variety; the brown seeds are a little smaller than the white
ones. The lateral hilum depression that is so marked in beans
is less deep in soybeans. The hilum is elliptical, 2 to 3 mm
long, bordered by a brown crest and presents at its center,
in white seeds, a protruding line which, in brown seeds, is
replaced by a white depression. The seed coat which covers
these seeds is thin, brittle and easily removable. The embryo
has a pale yellow tint and a waxy appearance; their flavor is
sweet and pleasant.
Microscopic Characteristics.–As a whole, the soybean
has the anatomical structure of other leguminous seeds which
is so constant: its cross section is shown from the outside to
the inside (fig. 1):
1. A sclerotic base (cp) of cubic cells, arranged in a
palisade, provided with very thick walls and a linear cavity
wider at the base than at the top. Front views (fig. 2) show
these cells are polygonal, and present a slightly different
aspect, according to whether one observes their superior face
or on their inferior face;
2. A layer of hourglass cells (cs), formed of a single
row of cells generally as high, sometimes also taller or
smaller than the sclerotic cells which constitute the external
envelope. These cells have quite variable shapes; sometimes
they are almost cylindrical, more often they are enlarged
unequally at their two ends, in the form of an I, often also
constricted in their middle part, in the form of an hourglass.
Their appearance also varies depending on whether they are
observed on their upper surface or on their lower surface.
3. A parenchymal base (par), the tissue of which differs
according to whether it is observed in its internal or external
layers: These three bases constitute the seminal integument.
4. An albumen (alb), composed of a row of cells
elongated tangentially, provided with somewhat thickened
walls. Seen from the front, these cells are clearly polygonal:

their walls, always thick, sometimes appear punctuated.
This bed of very visible cells covers several rows of cells in
process of resorption, the walls of which are barely distinct.
5. The embryo (cot), covered by a very thin envelope
(eco) and composed of two cotyledons formed of long
radially elongated cells, provided with thin walls, filled with
a granular nitrogenous material, in which one can clearly
distinguish globules of oil.
By multiplying the samples taken, I sometimes
observed, in the cells of the cotyledons, a few small grains
of starch, the presence of which is probably due to the
incomplete maturity of the seeds.
Knowledge of these peculiarities is necessary to
ascertain the identity of the soybean meal and powder.
Fig. 1, showing the various layers of soybean cells, has
this caption: Cross section of the soybean: alb = albumen;
co = cotyledon; ces = hourglass cells; eco = envelope of
cotyledons; par = parenchymal envelope.
Characteristics of the cake.–Soybean cake (Le tourteau
de Soja), which has now conquered its place in the series
of edible meals, has some external resemblance to maize
germ meal. It appears in dirty yellowish-white patches, in
which we very frequently observe a few black particles
coming from the envelope of a few black soybeans mixed
with yellow seeds: if one of these plates is broken and if one
dissociates it with a knife, one separates from it transparent
papery debris that is never found in corn cake. If we break
it up in hot water, we can very clearly distinguish in the
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white magma resulting from this operation, two essential
elements: the debris of integuments which appear in
transparent parchment sheets and the debris of cotyledons
which are white, more or less voluminous, not offering great
consistency, and which are easily penetrated by the point of a
knife (Continued). Address: Expert-chimiste au Laboratoire
Central de la Repression des Fraudes.
2036. Collin, Eug. 1910. La graine, la poudre et le tourteau
de Soja [The seed, powder/flour, and cake of the soy bean
(Continued–Document part II)]. Annales des Falsifications
3(15):19-24. Jan. (Chem. Abst. 4:1065). [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: (Continued): A large, multi-part illustration (line
drawing) shows (p. 22): Anatomical elements of soybean
meal. alb = albumen; cot, cotyledon debris; cpe = palisade
cells seen on their external face; cpi = the same on their
internal face; cp’ = the same profile views; cs’ = hourglass
cells seen from the side; cse = the same front views; eco =
cotyledon envelope; h = oil globules;–par = debris of the
parenchimatous envelope; pr = cluster of nitrogenous matter.
Beside these two elements we always find a
large number of elongated corpuscles, more resistant,
homogeneous in their shape, yellowish and split horizontally
on one of their faces, like the ventral face of a grain of wheat,
white and soft on the side. These corpuscles which measure
2 mm in length could be taken for foreign elements, but they
are nothing more than the hilum of the soybeans which is
detached from a single piece.
If we examine under a microscope several samples
taken from the cake broken up in water, we find very
clearly in the parchment debris all the anatomical elements
which generally constitute the seed coat of legumes. These
are: palisade cells, rarely seen in profile (cp’), most often
presented from the front, on their external face (cpc) or on
their internal face (cpi): hourglass cells, of very unequal
height, sometimes isolated and presenting very diverse
shapes (cs’), sometimes grouped, seen from the front and
appearing in the form of a tissue characterized by the
agglomeration of polygonal cells (csc), in the center of which
there is a double circle formed by the constricted part of the
hourglasses; parenchymal debris (par), whose cells empty
of any starchy or nitrogenous content are very irregular in
shape. Alongside these elements, we will constantly find
the debris of albumen (alb), whose very regular polygonal
cells are characterized by the thickness of their walls. The
whitish particles, which make up the bulk of the meal
and represent cotyledon debris, will appear as a tissue of
generally elongated, thin-walled cells (necks) filled with
granular nitrogenous material. The small elongated and
cracked corpuscles representing the hilum of soybeans show
as a whole the structure of the soybean tegument, with the
difference however that the hourglass cells are very long
and very irregular in their shape. The parenchyma which
constitutes the third layer of the integument is also modified

in the sense that its elements have become sclerified and
have taken the most diverse forms.
Characteristics of the Powder: Soybean powder (soy
flour) [La poudre de soja] has a yellowish tint; it always
stains the paper as fatty substances do; it does not stain
blue with the 2% iodine-iodide solution. When it is of good
quality and well prepared with entirely de-corticated seeds,
there is little more than the elements of the cotyledons that
I have described above. If the seeds have been imperfectly
ticked decor, the flour will contain debris of integument and
albumen which are very characteristic. The simultaneous
presence of fatty matter and nitrogenous matter in the cells
of the cotyledons, the elongated shape of these cells, the
thinness of their walls, will always make it possible to
distinguish soybean flour from lupine flour which contains
only nitrogenous matter in polygonal cells, with thick and
punctate walls.
In addition to this fine flour, which has a beautiful lemon
yellow hue and which is intended for human consumption,
one finds in the trade and especially at the merchants of
cake a coarse soybean flour which seems reserved for the
food of cattle. This flour, of very inferior quality, has a
reddish-yellow or brown-yellow tint, which is moreover not
homogeneous; it has numerous brown or black speckles; it
does not grease the paper like fine flour does. By diluting it
in hot water, and by examining it with a microscope, there
is an enormous quantity of debris of the seed coats, the
abundance of which indicates that this flour was prepared
with unhulled and deoiled seeds or quite simply with
soybean meal.
Chemical Composition: Several analyzes of the
soybean have been published, but these analyzes are not
very consistent: some even appear to be inaccurate, due
to the high proportion of starchy matter which they show
and which appear improbable for a substance which does
not color all blue with the iodine-iodide solution. The most
exact and complete of these analyzes appears to be that of
M. Pellet, which relates to three kinds of seeds, one coming
from China, the second from Hungary, the third from plants
cultivated at Etampes. Here are the results of these analyzes:
Note: This large table has been published; see Pellet
(1880 May 17).
The chemical composition of soybean cake (torteau
de Soja) as analyzed by Mr. Brioux, at Seine-Inférieure, is:
Moisture: 11.30%. Nitrogenous materials 42.88%. Fatty
materials: 5.84%. Carbohydrates 29.93%. Crude cellulose
4.36%. Ash 5.23%.
What is particularly interesting in the chemical
composition of the seed is the almost total absence of starch,
the presence of 17 to 18% oil the richness in nitrogenous
matter [protein]; the presence among these materials of
a kind of casein, which on contact with water emulsifies
soybean oil just as the casein of milk emulsifies butter.
These peculiarities are sufficient to explain the favor
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which this seed enjoys, as a food substance, in China and in
Japan: the different forms and the various uses to which it
can lend itself: the advantageous uses drawn from it as a for
food diabetics and consumptives [those with tuberculosis]
and the marvelous results which the Danes have obtained for
the fattening of cattle.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Sept. 2003) with the term tourteau de Soja in the title,
used to refer to soybean cake. Address: Expert-chimiste au
Laboratoire Central de la Repression des Fraudes.
2037. Itie, G. 1910. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds
(Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 10(82):37-49. Jan. See also:
10(83):137-44. Feb.; 10(84):231-46. March; 10(85):305-07.
April; 10(93):485-93. Dec.; 11(94):55-61. 28 cm. [34 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: A superb series of articles by G. Itié reviewing
research and current developments with soybeans, and
especially with soybean production / culture, worldwide. The
extensive bibliography cites many early and rare works for
the first time. Interestingly, the series started one year before
Li Yu-ying wrote his equally excellent series in the same
journal. The author introduced lots of U.S. soybean research
to France, citing many U.S. Agricultural Experiment Station
publications and early work with growing soybeans in the
tropics.
Contents: Introduction. The soybean (Glycine hispida
Maxim.). Vernacular names: In China, Tonkin, Cambodia
(Sân dêk), India, Burma, Nepal, Ceylon (Bhatwan), IndoMalaysia (Katyang-kadeleh), England, USA, Germany,
Holland, France, Italy. Scientific names and synonyms.
Description of the plant. Varieties, general, and in China,
India, Hawaii, Japan, USA, Europe (varieties from Hungary,
Podolia, Etampes-France, Italy). Origin. History. Climate
and geographical area.
Concerning the early history in France: “In France it is
very certain that in 1739 missionary fathers sent the soybean
to the Jardin des Plantes, along with other plants from China.
There exists, in any case, in the Museum, a sachet having
contained seeds from the harvest of 1779, and the soybean
has been cultivated here in an almost uninterrupted fashion
since 1834.
“In France, large scale production of soybeans began
in 1821 at Champ-Rond, near Etampes, where large yields
were obtained. But above all, starting in 1855, the Society
for Acclimatization made great efforts to introduce it. They
distributed seeds and conducted tests in various regions, but
the methods of culture were not progressive (advanced), and
the soybean did not take the place in France that was hoped
for.”
A table (p. 490) shows the name, yield (in hectograms/
hectare; 1 hectogram = 100 gm), and source (a U.S.
agricultural experiment station) for the following soybean

varieties: Medium Black (12.1, Massachusetts Hatch), Very
Dwarf Brown (8.4, Indiana), Early Brown (10.54 to 13.58,
Indiana), Early Green (7.80 to 14.00, Delaware & Virginia),
Medium Green (12.10 to 36.30, Massachusetts Hatch &
Illinois), Hollybrook (8.7 to 10.0, Indiana), Guelph (5.70 to
7, Indiana), Ito San (11.4 to 28.70, Indiana & Wisconsin),
Japanese Pea (13.20, Virginia), Mammoth Yellow (7.5
to 18.20, Mississippi), Michigan Green (19.10 to 34.80,
Wisconsin), Green Samarow (11.00+, Kansas), Tokyo (7+,
Kansas), Early White (15.90 to 33.00, Massachusetts &
Illinois), Dwarf Early Yellow (11.00+, Kansas), Early Yellow
(13.10 to 22.00, Ontario, Canada), Medium Early Yellow
(8.70 to 33.00, Indiana), Yellow (11.00+, Kansas), No. 9407
(43.5, Wisconsin), No. 19.186 (28.0, Delaware).
Other tables show: (1) The chemical composition of
the stem, leaves, and pods (p. 138-39, 243). (2) Yields with
different fertilizing methods (p. 139). (3) Number of pods
and seeds in different varieties of soybeans (p. 236). (4)
Spacing at different experiment stations for 3 years that gave
the best yield (p. 239). (5) Number of plants and seeds, and
yield for 3 different brown or yellow varieties of soybeans
from China and Manchuria (p. 491). An illustration (p. 40,
line drawing by A. Berteau) shows a cultivated soybean plant
and its different parts, including leaves, pods, and flowers.
The leaves of the wild soybean, Glycine angustifolia (Miq.),
are also shown.
Note: The Jardin Colonial (Colonial Garden) is located
in Paris, France. Address: Ingenieur d’Agriculture coloniale.
2038. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Cotton-seed products. No. 352. p. 87-107. Jan. See p. 91-94,
96-100.
• Summary: Foreign markets: Norway–The city of
Stavanger, Norway, has the largest fish-canning industry
in Scandinavia. Most sardines are packed in olive oil, and
“more than 50 per cent of the exports from Stavanger are
destined for American ports. If American consumers could be
convinced that choice cotton-seed oil is fully equal to olive
oil, and that a demand could be created for sardines packed
in the former, it would be a matter of great importance to
American trade.
In the section titled “Soya-bean cake replacing other
foods” (p. 91-94) U.S. Consul Felix S.S. Johnson of Bergen,
Norway, notes that the demand for soya-bean meal has begun
to increase faster than that for cotton-seed meal. “A Danish
newspaper is quoted as saying that cotton-seed cake being
scarce this year, the new feedstuff known as soya-bean cake
could be substituted at a much more reasonable price. The
feeding of soya bean cake to cattle is on the increase and
there is every reason to believe that it will continue to gain
ground, owing to the present advance in the price of other oil
cake.”
In the section on “Sweden: Market for large quantities
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of cake and oil” (p. 95-97) Special Agent Julien C. Brodé
writes from Malmo on Nov. 8: “Soya bean meal is used
to some extent, but the statistics available do not show the
extent of its importation.” Swedish butter enjoys a good
name in foreign markets, and about 30,000 tons of Swedish
butter are exported annually. “The expert butter tasters report
that butter made from the milk of cows which had been fed
the soya-bean meal had a bitter taste, and for that reason
could not be graded as first class. The usual dairy ration
contains one kilo (2.2 pounds) of a concentrated feed, but
the director of the experiment station at Akarp states that
from his experiments he found it was not safe to feed over
one-half kilo of the soya-bean meal to dairy cows for fear
of giving the butter a bitter taste. This will necessitate the
farmers using one-half kilo of some other concentrated feed,
which is troublesome, and again there is always the danger
of exceeding the half-kilo limit of the soya-bean meal. For
this reason it is thought that this meal will not be popular in
Sweden. These facts are being published in Swedish, Danish,
and Norwegian papers.”
Special agent Brodé reports on 5 Nov. 1909 from
Copenhagen, Denmark that the best margarine is made from
cotton-seed oil adulterated with peanut oil, to give it a better
flavor. “Soya cake:... The short American cotton crop and
the strong home demand for the products of the seed have
caused prices for cotton-seed cake to advance to such a high
level that it is well-nigh prohibitive for this market, and the
Danes are forced to substitute other oil cakes this season.
The soya cake is now enjoying a big outlet here. The cake is
said to be gaining the confidence of Danish farmers. There
has been purchased 150,000 to 200,000 tons for deliveries
from August 1909, to September 1910.” Small quantities of
50 tons or so can be purchased by small buyers from English
mills; this upsets the importers of feedstuffs. “A soya bean
mill is being erected in Copenhagen, which will be finished
this winter. The annual capacity of the plant will be to crush
about 40,000 tons of beans, which will give about 25,000
tons of cake. It is reported that the soya-bean cake, if fed
over one-half a kilo (kilo = 2.2 pounds) per head per day to
dairy cows, will cause the butter to taste bitter, and if fed to
beef cattle in the same quantity as other oil cakes can be fed,
it will act as a strong laxative on the animals. It is further
stated that even when fed in moderate quantities after a
time the butter and flesh of beef cattle will be unfavorably
affected. The soy bean meal is said not to have such bad
effects as the cake, but the farmers, following their usual
custom of preferring the oil cakes to the meal, are buying the
soya cakes.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2000)
stating that soy bean cake or meal has an undesirable laxative
effect on animals (dairy cows) to which it is fed.
Strange to say the “arachide cake” (also called peanut
or ground nut cake), with its high analysis of 56 per cent
protein and fat, is not thought well of by the Danes. However

Swedes “use four times more of the arachide cake than they
do the cotton-seed cake.” Address: Washington, DC.
2039. Oesterreichische Monatschrift fuer den Orient:
Hauptteil 1910 (Vienna), Austria-Hungary. 1910.
Soyabohnen [Soybeans]. No. 1. Jan. p. 11. [Ger]
• Summary: The trade with Manchurian soybeans has taken
on large dimensions in recent times in the United Kingdom,
according to a report by the Imperial-Royal Consulate
General (k.u.k. Generalkonsulat) in Liverpool. The article,
which is well known in Japan, is sold on the market as
soybeans (Soyabohnen), soy oil (Soyaöl), soybean meal
(Soyamehl) etc. Soybeans have a high oil content, which
serves as edible oil, the residue / waste finds use as cattle
feed. As a foodstuff, soy flour (Soyamehl) is mixed with
wheat flour and used for making bread. The leaves and stems
(Stiele) of the plant serve as an excellent fodder. In view of
the importance of this new trade article, there is currently
a competition among many world ports for the import of
soybeans. In Liverpool, taking into account the increasing
demand for soybean products, the establishment of large oil
presses is under serious consideration.
Note: This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN newspaper database (ANNO) that contains the
German word Soyaöl (soy oil)–spelled with a “y” instead
of the usual “j.” This word appears in 52 different issues of
these newspapers from 1910 to 1939.
2040. Oesterreichische Monatschrift fuer den Orient:
Hauptteil 1910 (Vienna), Austria-Hungary. 1910.
Soyabohnen [Soybeans]. No. 1. Jan. p. 46, col. 2. [Ger]
• Summary: On the 17th and 18th of November, 1909,
a soybean exhibition there took place in Manchester,
on the initiative of the local chamber of commerce
(Handelskammer) there. This aroused lively interest in
trading circles, since it was the first such undertaking in
England. The exhibition illustrated the development of the
soybean plant (Soyapflanze) and its many-sided usefulness.
The soybean plant is grown mainly in the Chinese provinces
of Shantung, Honan, and Chekiang as well as in southern
Manchuria, and the yearly harvest amounts to about 1
million tons. 25 varieties of soybeans were exhibited.
The chemical analysis of the soybean plants shows that
it is rich in proteins and phosphates, however it contains
no starch. The following products of the soy plant were
exhibited. 1. Brown bread, which, due to its rich content
of protein, phosphate and casein as well as its greater shelf
life and lower price, is preferable to the medium qualities
of bread made from regular wheat flour. 2. Biscuits and
ship’s biscuits. 3. So-called “soy coffee” (Soyakaffee)
made from roasted whole soybeans, which is described as
a recommendable and inexpensive substitute for regular
coffee. 4. Soya cakes (Soyakakes) which has already been
successfully used as feed for cattle. 5. Soy oil (Soyaöl).
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The soybean plant [sic, seed] contains 15-18% oil, which
has been marketed as an edible oil, an illuminating oil [in
lamps] and grease (Schmieröl). 6. A raw material for the
manufacture of margarine. 7. Various soya soaps [made from
soy oil].
The price for soy products noted per ton in November
1909: Soybeans 7 pounds sterling. Soybean meal 6 pounds
7s. 6d. Soyakakes (Oilcake for cow fodder) 6 pounds 15
shillings. Edible soy oil (Soyaspeiseoel) 27 pounds. (From
the report of the Austro-Hungarian consulate general in
Liverpool; 12.659.)
The significance that the soybean business has already
attained, for international trade is clear: for during the last
months of the year 1909 and since then, the British ship
market has been well-nourished by the strong demand from
Dalny and Vladivostok for shipbuilding for the shipment
of soybeans to Europe. The fact that this is a long journey,
requiring around 6-7 months, adds to the effect of this
demand for shipping space (Report of the Austro-Hungarian
Consulate in Glasgow; 23.242).
Note 1. This is the earliest and only article seen (April
2020) in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database
that contains the German word Soyakaffee (soy coffee,
written as one word) spelled with a “y” instead of the usual
“j.”
Note 2. This is the earliest Austro-Hungarian newspaper
seen (Oct. 2018) that contains the German word Soyakakes,
meaning “soybean cakes”–of the kind fed to livestock.
Note 3. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN newspaper database (ANNO) that contains the
German word Soyaspeiseöl (edible soy oil)–spelled with a
“y” instead of the usual “j.” This word appears in 3 different
issues of these newspapers from 1910 to 1928.
Note 4. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN newspaper database (ANNO) that contains the
German word Soyapflanze (soybean plant)–spelled with a
“y” instead of the usual “j.” This word appears in 2 different
issues of these newspapers, both in 1910
2041. Tropical Agriculturist, Supplement (The) (Peradeniya,
Ceylon). 1910. The soy bean: Cultivation and utilisation.
6(1):78-79. Jan. Also titled Supplement to the Tropical
Agriculturist and Magazine of the Ceylon Agricultural
Society. [1 ref]
• Summary: Reprinted from the Bulletin of the Imperial
Institute (London) 7(3):308-14 (1909).
2042. Product Name: [Soy Cream {Resembles Chestnut
Cream} (Fresh, or Powdered)].
Foreign Name: Crème de Soja.
Manufacturer’s Name: Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Valles, Colombes (near Asnieres,
Seine), northwest of Paris, France.
Date of Introduction: 1910 January.

New Product–Documentation: Bulletin de l’Association
Amicale Franco-Chinoise. 1910 “Le soja [Soya”]. 2:6264. Jan. See p. 64. A company named Caséo-Sojaïne has
published a brochure showing products that it makes,
including sweet soya preserves (Confiture de Soja; this soy
cream {crème de soja} resembles chestnut cream {crème de
marron}).
Beltzer, Francis J.-G. 1911. “Études sur la caséine
végétale du ‘soja’ et ses applications [Studies on the
vegetable casein of soybeans and its applications”]. Revue
Scientifique 49(23):716-20. June 10. See p. 720. Conclusion:
“A Chinese factory has already been established on the
outskirts of Paris (at Vallées near Colombes) to make food
products based on soya (produits alimentaires à base de
Soja).” This factory now produces various food products,
including sweet soya preserves (confiture de Soja).
Scientific American Supplement. 1911. “Extended
utilization of soya bean products: Milk, cheese, and a variety
of other products from a vegetable seed.” Aug. 19. p. 115.
“A Chinese factory has been established [by Li Yu-ying] not
far from Paris for the purpose of manufacturing alimentary
products from Soya, and it has already put on the market...
preserves,...”
Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1912. “Le soja [The
soybean”]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin
du Jardin Colonial) 12(109):302-08. April. See p. 304. Under
“Soy preserves (Confiture de soja”) we read that this product
resembles “Creme de Marron” (sweetened chestnut paste/
butter). A table (p. 304) compares the composition of the soy
and the chestnut cremes.
Note 1. This is the earliest known commercial soy cream
product.
Note 2. Creme de marron is made by pureeing cooked
chestnuts and sugar to make a very sweet spread for bread.
2043. Product Name: [Soy Sprouts].
Foreign Name: Germes de soja.
Manufacturer’s Name: Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Valles, Colombes (near Asnieres,
Seine), northwest of Paris, France.
Date of Introduction: 1910 January.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans.
New Product–Documentation: Bulletin de l’Association
Amicale Franco-Chinoise. 1910 “Le soja [Soya”]. 2:6264. Jan. See p. 64. A company named Caséo-Sojaïne has
published a brochure showing products that it makes,
including soybean sprouts (les germes de soja). These are
obtained in a hot-house (une serre) and can be consumed like
vegetables or like a salad.
Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1912. “Le soja [The
soybean”]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin
du Jardin Colonial) 12(107):120-32. Feb. See p. 12930. Describes how soy sprouts are made. “They have a
particularly agreeable taste. Another seed that can be used
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for sprouting is green; it gives longer sprouts. A salad made
from soy sprouts has the great advantage of being very clean,
since it has had contact with nothing but water, whereas most
salads are grown in continual contact with soil and manure.”
A table (p. 130) gives the composition of both soy sprouts
and the green seed [mung bean] sprouts. The soy sprouts
contain 14.73% protein (4.3 times as much as the mung
sprouts) and 3.41% minerals (7.1 times as much as the mung
sprouts). “In China, a bouillon is prepared with soy sprouts,
which replaces meat bouillon to good advantage. The good
taste probably comes from the soluble diastatic principles
produced by the germination. The sprouts and the bouillon
can be consumed separately.” An illustration (fig. 24, p. 130),
titled “Soy sprouts” shows three stages of germination.
Beille, L. 1916. “Le Soja [Soya”]. Gazette
Hebdomadaire des Sciences Medicales de Bordeaux
37(9):67-70. May 7. See p. 67. “A factory, established
on the outskirts of Paris, at Vallées (Seine), was able to
supply French consumers with flour, cheeses [tofu], sauces,
and many other soy-based preparations used in China
and Japan... it is necessary to recognize that the chemical
composition of the soybean is of real interest. The Parisian
clientele promptly abandoned the sauces, cheeses, and milk
made from soya, but they appreciated the sprouts, which are
still selling well as vegetables in the markets of Paris and its
suburbs.”
2044. Vilmorin-Andrieux and Co. 1910. General wholesale
seedlist. Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux and Co. 112 p. See p. 51.
Jan. [Eng]
• Summary: In this English-language catalog, in the section
titled “Sundry agricultural seeds and seeds of economic
plants” (p. 48-51) four varieties of Soja beans are listed on
p. 51 as follows: (1) Soja hispida, yellow seeded. Soja bean.
Cable-words: Spiroptera. One pound weight costs 6 pence.
One cwt. (hundredweight = 112 pounds) costs 42 shillings.
(2) Soja hispida–extra early black seeded. Cable-words:
Spirulina. One pound weight costs 7 pence. One cwt. costs
50 shillings. (3) Soja hispida–early Podolia, black-seeded.
Cable-words: Spissa. One pound weight costs 8 pence. One
cwt. costs 64 shillings. (4) Soja hispida–yellow Etampes.
Cable-words: Spizella. One pound weight costs 8 pence. One
cwt. costs 60 shillings.
Also listed: Sesamum. Bene. Two varieties: (1)
Orientale, yellow-seeded. Teel or Til. (2) Sinense, whiteseeded.
On the front cover is an illustration of “Mangel-Wurzel
giant half-sugar rose.” The text below the title reads:
“Quotations include carriage to London, or delivery free
on board Havre for any order above 21 sh. [shillings] net...
All goods are forwarded at purchaser’s risk. Cable-address:
Vilmorin Paris.” The first page is filled with information
about shipping to the United States. Address: 4, Quai de la
Mégisserie, Paris, France.

2045. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Soybean strategies. Letter to
Prof. H.A. Morgan, Director, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, Feb. 2. 2 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Morgan: I have your letter of
January 29th regarding the soybean seed, and I am deeply
obliged to you for the trouble to which you have gone in
this matter. I have given instructions that the 10 bushels of
Acme soybeans be ordered from the Tennessee Experiment
Station at $2.50 a bushel, which price you indicate is entirely
satisfactory.
“In regard to the matter of soybean seed for another
year, it seems to me that it will be necessary and desirable
for us to contract for considerable quantities of the seed of
the varieties that we feel reasonably sure are likely to be
of permanent value. For your State, I would be inclined
to include in this list Acme, Haberlandt, Medium Yellow,
Austin and perhaps Tokio. I would like to have your opinion,
and Professor Mooers’, in regard to this. I think that I can
arrange so that from the Congressional Seed Fund we can
contract to have grown say 50 to 100 bushels of each of these
varieties. This will enable us to get these varieties distributed
through Congressional sources where they are likely to do
the best good. I shall want your views, however, as to the
best farmers to contract for the growing of these, especially
as in the case of a few varieties we will have only very
limited quantities of seed to plant.
“I am glad to see that in the course of your cooperative
work you have come to the conclusion that it will be
necessary to visit your farmer cooperators. This same
conclusion has been driven home to us, and I am sure it is
absolutely essential in connection with any really serious
work.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2046. Seifensieder-Zeitung. 1910. Die Sojabohne in der
Mandschurei [The soybean in Manchuria (Abstract)].
37(5):112-13. Feb. 2; 37(6):137-38. Feb. 9. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
English-language article: Oil and Colour Trades Journal
(London). 1909. “The soya bean in Manchuria.” 36:1920-22.
Dec. 11.
2047. Broome, F.H. 1910. Re: The Post Office at Knoxville...
Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept.
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of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Feb. 3. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: The Post Office at Knoxville has
delivered to the Experiment Station a bag containing small
samples of Ito San, Medium Yellow, Haberlandt, and
Mammoth soy beans, and [?]. I am writing to you to ask if
you can tell me what disposition to make of it.
“Very truly yours, Secretary. inc”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Secretary, Univ. of Tennessee
Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
2048. Country Gentleman. 1910. Forage plants, including
alfalfa. As they affect the eastern farmer. Conclusion of the
[New York] state breeders address. 75(2975):101. Feb. 3.
• Summary: “The successful and profitable growing of
forage crops, as already hinted at, requires that the crops
shall be so arranged as to keep the land constantly occupied
with a growing crop.”
“It is best wherever possible, and it is usually possible,
to have one of the two crops grown each season, a
leguminous crop, or a combination of a legume and a cereal,
as oats and peas, rye and vetch, soy beans and Kaffir corn,
thus constantly accumulating more or less of nitrogen from
the air, which with the vegetable matter adds to the potential
fertility of the soil.”
“While all the crops grown in a rotation are not equally
valuable, nearly every one possesses some characteristic
which makes it of service, aside from its feeding value. Rye,
for example, is especially good, because seed is cheap: it
can be seeded later in the fall than any other and furnishes
food the earliest of any in the spring. Oats and peas are
excellent from the standpoint of yield, but are especially
useful because they come at a season when hardly any other
crop, other than pasture, is available. The millets are the
least satisfactory of the crops, except from the standpoint of
yield. Soy beans and cow peas are excellent as to character
of produce and content of dry matter, and serve an excellent
purpose in keeping the land covered during the hot, dry
season, thus preventing the injuries to soil from the burning
sun.”
2049. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Will you kindly let me know the
date you planted soybeans at Knoxville. Letter to Prof. C.A.
Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, Feb.
3. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: Will you kindly let me
know the date at which small rows of soybeans were planted
at Knoxville last year. This refers to a large miscellaneous lot

of which you had only trial rows.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2050. Farben-Zeitung. 1910. Kann Sojabohnenoel fuer
Farbzwecke Verwendung finden? [Can soybean oil find uses
in paints?]. 15(19):809. Feb. 5. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The similarity between soybean oil and
cottonseed oil has often been noted. Soybean oil, which is
less expensive, has already found uses in soap factories.
Now, in the USA, an investigation is being conducted to
see if soybean oil can replace linseed oils in paints and
other coatings. Constants and characteristics of the two are
compared.
2051. Mooers, C.A. 1910. Re: Various matters relating to
soybeans. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Feb. 5. 2 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper: The lots of soy beans which
we received from you last year and planted in small rows
were seeded May 28.
“Can you supply me with the dates and maturity of
Mammoth Yellow and Ito San varieties of soy beans grown
any where to the south of us, as well as at Arlington [Farm;
Virginia]? You will probably remember my writing you in
regard to this several months ago but at that time you were
unable to furnish me with the data.
“Professor Morgan has probably answered your inquiry
in regard to seed distribution. We talked the matter over
and have done some corresponding with the cooperators in
different parts of the State but am sorry to say that we do
not find much if any seed for sale. Our farmers are taking
up with the soy bean and I am sure that the acreage will be
greatly extended this season.
“We had a fair cowpea season, but the soy beans outyielded the Whips [Whippoorwills] both in grain and hay
at the ratio of about two to one. Some of our yields of soy
beans were extra large. The plot of Tokyo variety, which you
will remember to have seen growing on the bottom lands,
yielded at the rate of 40 bushel of seed to the acre. The
average of the three planting on the up-land was a little over
this amount and the hay yield was five and one-half tons to
the acre. Evidently it has great capacity and this surpassed
the Mammoth Yellow.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
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Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
2052. New Zealand Herald. 1910. Notes and comments:
Beans and freights. Feb. 5. p. 6.
• Summary: It is strange to what impulses the recent
improvement in the shipping outlook may be attributed. For
instance, nobody would have imagined that the export of
[soya] beans from Manchuria would have been on a scale
of such magnitude as to give quite a fillip to freights by
providing many cargoes and drawing ships away on longdistance voyages. This export trade seems to have assumed
big proportions in a remarkably short time. One of its centres
is the port of Dalny, and it is said that during the season
which began in November, 1908, and closed in June, 1909,
over 150,000 tons of beans were shipped thence to Europe,
chiefly, to Liverpool, Hull, and Bremen. During the same
period 143,000 tons were shipped from Vladivostock, of
which more than one-half went to the United Kingdom.
At the present time the trade has assumed even greater
dimensions, and is affording business for a large amount of
British shipping.
“It would appear that the export can be developed
enormously, and that there is a very large market for the
article. It is used in Great Britain for the production of oil
suitable for cooking, soap-making, lubricating, and other
purposes. At the same time, the crushed beans form an
admirable food for cattle. It is said that attention was first
called to the soya bean when manufacturers of cottonseed oil
found their supplies from India and Egypt falling short. This
sort of thing is catching, and there is now, an expectation that
Central China will endeavour to compete with Manchuria
for the European market. The more the merrier so far as the
shipowner is concerned.”
2053. Wing, Chas. B. 1910. How to feed sheep. Rural NewYorker 69(4032):146. Feb. 5. Oversize.
• Summary: “What is the best ration for ewes that will drop
lambs in March? I have corn. and for roughage, corn fodder
and mixed hay. I wish to know what is best to mix with corn.
Local stores only keep cracked corn, so I must have feed
ordered. Would you feed same ration after laming us before?
Sheep are now getting sheaf oats and turnips, and seem to be
doing well. Comment is requested.
“T.T.H., Spring Dale, West Virginia.
“I seldom feed exactly alike two years in succession, or
two months in succession. If my ewes are thin I feed them
a ration that I think will help them. If they are in about the
right flesh I aim to feed a maintenance ration only. If real

fat, and meant to be retained for breeding purposes I feed a
ration that I think will reduce them. Again, I vary all these
feeds according to prices of feeding stuffs, to quality and
quantity of the rough feeds which I have. On this account
it is difficult for me to say just how or what any other man
should feed, as it is for some of the best of our cooks to tell
how they prepare their dishes.
“As a general proposition I do not believe in feeding
corn to breeding ewes, at any period. A possible exception
could be made, in feeding just a little when they were
very thin, and not giving a large flow of milk. When they
are giving a lot of milk corn, with us, seems very likely
to produce garget [rhymes with “target”; inflammation of
the udder]. Oats are always good feed, and so are wheat
screenings. I am just congratulating myself over the purchase
of 100 bushels good quality wheat screenings at a trifle under
50 cents per bushel, a low price, considering the price of
other grains here. No grain, excepting the Soy bean, is any
better for breeding ewes than wheat, and I feed it as often
as I can buy it at right prices. It is perfectly safe, and it is a
flesh former, or milk producer, instead of fat former, as corn
is. Oats are about as good, and at the same price, or relative
price, I would just as soon have them. The trouble the past
few years has been that they were relatively high. I feed
barley, damaged grain, or screenings a good deal, and, while
they are not quite as good, in my estimation, as the wheat,
they are about next to it.
“As already stated, I do not go on balanced rations, not
that I do not believe them to be all right, but that I think
that in feeding sheep one can vary his feeds according to
the needs of individuals, or according to price of feeds. and
accomplish the desired result. However, in every lot of feed
which I mix up I do bear carefully in mind the contents of
the various grains, and while I will, if possible, make the
bulk of the ration from a cheap grain, wheat, oats. or barley,
whichever is cheapest, I always put enough either of linseed
oil meal, or Soy beans, with them to make what I consider
to be the proper nutritive ratio. The Soy beans are much the
better of the two, as they are richer than the oil meal, more
digestible, and more palatable. The table below will show the
relative value of the grains which I usually feed.”
A table compares the nutritional composition of oats,
wheat, barley, soy beans, wheat bran, and linseed oil meal
(old process [not solvent extracted]). For each feed is given:
water, protein, fat, carbohydrates, and fiber.
“You will note by the table that, were it not for the
relatively large amount of fiber the oats would be better than
wheat. We cannot ignore this fiber, though, and so wheat
must take first rank, and in my own experience with sheep I
think that it should do so. Note the fine analysis of the Soy
beans, their low carbohydrates, high protein, and fat. Before
lambing I like to have my ewes in good condition, but not
fat. If they are in this condition I feed to keep them so. If
they are thin I try to get them to feeling and looking real
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good before the lambs come. As soon as the lambs come I
feed them liberally, and continue to do so till after the lambs
have been weaned, and the ewe has regained her normal
flesh.
“If I were T.T.H. I would keep the turnips until after
the ewes had lambed, and then feed them liberally. Nothing
that he could get would help them more, in inducing, and
keeping a good flow of milk. Mixed hay and corn fodder are
too largely carbonaceous, of themselves, and he should have
some bran, or oil meal, especially after the lambs come. If he
can get wheat screenings at anything like the prices named
above, by all means get some of them. He is not likely to
find Soy beans for sale, especially at feed prices. We usually
feed the cracked ones that are not fit to sow, and we certainly
have none of the cracked beans for sale. The sheaf cats are
all right. Feed enough of them to keep the ewes in good
condition before lambing, and if he has some left, feed them
liberally after lambing. Get some linseed oil meal. The pea
size is a little more expensive, but is much cheaper in the
end, as it is better relished, and there is no waste in feeding
it. A good feed after lambing would be one part oil meal to
five of good quality wheat screenings. Wheat bran is good,
but with us is prohibitive in price, costing over $20 per ton.
Straight clover or Alfalfa hay would be better than the mixed
hay that he is feeding, but presumably this is the best that he
has.
“Chas. B. Wing.” Address: Ohio.
2054. Boston Daily Globe. 1910. Queer cargoes are brought
to Boston. Feb. 6. p. SM12.
• Summary: “... gum tragasol, a preparation from the locust
bean; soya oil, derived from the soya bean of China, a
product but recently introduced in America; ravison oil,
which is extracted from rape seed, and is used in place of or
in combination with linseed oil;...”
2055. Morgan, H.A. 1910. Re: Soy bean varieties. Letter
to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept.
of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Feb. 7. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper: I beg to acknowledge receipt
of your letter of the 2nd.
“You did not let me know whether you wished the ten
bushel of Acme seed shipped from here to Washington or
not, or do you wish to have them distributed from this point?
“Your selection of Haberlandt, Medium Yellow, Acme,
Austin and Tokyo I think are all right. Of course Haberlandt,
Austin and Medium Yellow are in the same practical list with
Haberlandt leading considerably with us.
“What I meant by over-looking the cooperate seed
distribution was that we put these seed out in the areas
of the State where we have special men looking after our
cooperative experiments and have these men see that the
beans that are sent out are grown for seed according to

contract. In all of our experimental work, particularly in
Middle Tennessee we have men to look after it outside of the
farmer on whose land the work is being conducted.
“Very truly yours, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN.
2056. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Sending you a list of the varieties
of soybeans which we grew at Arlington Farm last year.
Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, Feb. 7. 2 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I am sending you a
list of the varieties of soybeans which we grew at Arlington
Farm last year, classified according to period of maturity.
In each group we have marked with an asterisk those that
we consider most valuable. I am also enclosing another list
indicating a number of Astrology selections that were made,
most of these probably of hybrid origin. Any of the numbers
above 25468 are new.
“In view of the fact that there has been much divergence
of views regarding the best varieties at the different
Experiment Stations, we feel very cautious in reaching a
decision. Those marked with an asterisk, we consider the
best in each group at Arlington Farm. We are particularly
interested in the Peking, #17852B, on account of its good
habit and remarkable freedom from shattering. I shall be glad
to send you any or all of these numbers.
“The suggestion I am making to most of the Experiment
Station men is simply to grow rod-rows, or thereabouts, of
as many varieties as they care to, and then to select the most
promising looking ones. This, I think, is virtually what you
did last year, so that you may be interested in securing those
numbers that you have not yet had. In any case, let me hear
from you at an early date. “Yours very truly, Agrostologist.
(Two enclosures)”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2057. Times (London). 1910. Home markets: Grain. Feb. 7.
p. 14, col. 6.
• Summary: In the section titled “Miscellaneous,” under
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“Oilcakes and feeding stuffs” we read: “Soya bean cake.–
The demand shows a falling off and the values are somewhat
depressed, for immediate removal £6 15s. to £6 16s. 3d.
would be accepted, ex mill.
Also discusses: Linseed cake, cottoncake, and rape cake.
Note: Soya bean cake is also mentioned during 1910 in
this section on: March 14. p. 18, col. 5 (includes rice meal
and maize germ meal). March 28. p. 11, col. 3 (includes
milling offals, decorticated cotton cake). April 4. p. 14, col.
5. May 16. p. 13, col. 4.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2016) that uses the term “cottoncake” to refer to
cottonseed cake.
2058. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Soya bean crisis. No. 3708. p. 8. Feb. 10.
• Summary: Contents: Rise in price and short crop cause
financial disturbance. No cargo–High local prices. Bad effect
on trade. “Writing from Newchwang [Dec. 22], Vice-Consul
C.L.L. Williams says that a recent financial crisis which
threatens all forms of commerce in Manchuria has affected
the trade in soya beans, the region’s staple export.” Address:
Washington, DC.
2059. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Exact dates of planting and
maturity for soy bean varieties at Arlington Farm. Letter
to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, Feb. 10. 2 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I must beg your
pardon for the delay in answering your letter of the 5th
instant, in which you ask for the dates of planting and
maturity of Mammoth Yellow and Ito San varieties of
soybeans at Arlington Farm and elsewhere. Below I am
giving the exact date of planting and maturing, as well as the
period, of these two varieties at Arlington Farm for the years
1905, 1907, 1908, and 1909:
“Ito San, #17268.

“1905: Sown June 3. Harvested Sept. 24. Length of
season 113 days.
“1907: Sown June 5. Harvested Sept. 30. Length of
season 117 days.
“1908: Sown June 8. Harvested Sept. 22. Length of
season 106 days.
“1909: Sown June 7. Harvested Oct. 2. Length of season
117 days.
“Mammoth. #17280.
“1905: Sown June 3. Harvested Oct. 28. Length of
season 147 days.
“1907: Sown June 5. Harvested Oct. 25. Length of
season 142 days.
“1908: Sown June 6. Harvested Oct. 30. Length of
season 146 days.
“1909: Sown June 2. Harvested Oct. 30. Length of
season 150 days.
“I have not looked over my records to get the data from
other places I will take occasion, however, to look these up
at once. I am very glad to hear of the remarkable showing
that the Tokio variety made this year. It certainly is might
encouraging. At the present time, there is an enormous
correspondence on the subject of soybeans, in large part due
to the interest that has been created by the importations into
Europe from Manchuria [by Mitsui], which is quite seriously
cutting into the market for cotton seed oil and cotton seed
meal. I am planning for a lot of work this season, and hope to
be able to carry out all of it.
“Yours sincerely, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2060. Broome, F.H. 1910. Re: Thank you for your favor of
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the 9th, inclosing tag. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of
Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.,
Feb. 12. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Thank you for your favor of the
9th, enclosing tag addressed to Dr. Garner to be attached to
the stray bag of soy beans. I have mailed the bag today. I
have not written to Dr. Garner about it, but suppose he will
understand where the soy beans came from.
“Very respectfully yours, Secretary. inc”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Secretary, Univ. of Tennessee
Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
2061. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soya-bean
meal. 76(7):247. Feb. 12.
• Summary: In the section titled “Legal notes,” this long
paragraph states: “The question as to whether soya-bean
meal is injurious to cattle was raised in the Court of Session
last week, before Lord Mackenzie, in the case of Blake v.
Lawson, where a dairyman sued a firm of millers for 700 l.
(pounds sterling) damages in respect to the death of twentyfive cows, alleged to be due to soya-bean meal supplied by
the latter [the millers]. The evidence was largely scientific.
The pursuer’s case was that death was due to irritant poison
contained in the meal (hydrocyanic acid); the defence
averred that overfeeding was the cause of death. Among
the witnesses for the defence was Mr. J. Hendrick, B.Sc.,
who stated that he examined a sample of the soya-bean
meal by two different methods for hydrocyanic acid and
for cyanogenetic glucosides [by 2011 written “cyanogenic
glucosides”], but found none. Principal Dewar, of the Royal
(Dick) Veterinary College, was of the opinion that death
was due to feeding with decomposing potatoes. Dr. T.W.
Drinkwater, F.I.C., examined nine samples of meal for
glucoside, equal to prussic acid, and found 0.002, 0.0018,
0.001, 0.001, nil, nil, 0.0013, 0.0017, 0.0016, and one
taken by the official sampler contained 0.0017 glucoside,
equivalent to 0.119 grain per lb. Its presence could be
detected only by a delicate process, which he believed
brought out too high results–owing to the high percentage of
oil–to the extent of 0.006. Professor G.H. Gemmell, F.I.C.,
stated that he did not get any evidence of cyanogen in any of
the nine samples. He considered that the Imperial Institute
method, used by Dr. Drinkwater, was an over-estimation
of the quantity. In cross-examination this witness stated
that there was a quite distinct smell in the meal like bitter
almonds.”
2062. Deutsche Landwirtschaftliche Presse. 1910.

Kleine Mitteilungen: Sojabohnen als Viehfutter [Brief
communications: Soybeans as livestock feed]. 37(12):135.
Feb. 12. [Ger]
• Summary: In recent times, one is hearing more frequently
about a new livestock feed that is being used with cattle in
many cases, especially in England: the residues of soybeans.
In Denmark as well, this fodder is already being used for
feed and is supposed to have a large effect in the fat content
of the milk. The soybean is primarily cultivated in China, and
then in Japan. The beans are very high in protein and have a
high oil content, and their residues represent a very nutritious
livestock feed. On the market, they come in the form of
cakes and meal, just as with other oil seed residues. In the
United States of America, too, soybeans are supposedly
cultivated, since not only the bean but also the green plant is
to be effectively used as green fodder or as hay.
Since these cakes and residues may without a doubt
also find use in Germany, Dr. Hesse in the Dairy Journal
of Hildesheim (Hildesheimer Molkerei Zeitung) makes
reference to an observation that was made in a dairy in
Mecklenburg. For a long time now, he writes, the butter of
the dairy that was concerned had specifically demonstrated
a pronounced oily flavor which could not be remedied
through the use of any technical means that were available.
Neither strong pasteurization nor deep and long cooling
of the cream, neither the use of new pure cultures, strong
acids, butters with other temperatures, new tin plating of
the equipment, nor any other means of assistance would be
useful. It also could not be due to the water. Only when the
cream of the individual deliverers was made into butter by
itself was it found that the butter from the milk of one certain
supplier yielded the aforementioned defect to a great degree.
The butter was heavily oily with a very noticeable sweet,
perfume-like overtone. I presumed that since the defect was
not to be remedied as a result of technical means, it had to
be due to the feed, and in fact I assumed the enriching of
rice meal fodder. Upon more detailed subsequent research,
though, it turned out that soybean cakes had been fed.
Therefore, if the aforementioned feed gives rise to
defects of that type with the butter, then one ought to be very
careful with the introduction of this new feed in spite of its
cheapness and otherwise good properties. Providing a butter
product of that type only causes great damage. The purpose
of this report should be to have drawn attention to this, and
if one person or another has made similar observations or
should have been made aware of them as a result of these
lines, then it would be very desirable to report this as soon as
possible in this location before greater damage is caused.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Berlin.
2063. Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). 1910. Won
by free trade. Feb. 12. p. 13.
• Summary: A powerful argument for Free Trade is
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furnished by an article in the Shipping Gazette dealing with
the importation of soya beans. These are likely to provide
freights to British ports from Manchuria to the extent of
£1,250,000, this season, and it should be noted that they
come to this country almost wholly because Continental
nations put import duties upon them. The result is that we
crush them and ship the oil to the Continent, thus reaping
the triple benefit of import freights, work in this country, and
export freights.
“’Business,’ says the Gazette, ‘so far as we ourselves
are concerned, commenced with an importation in 1908-9 of
not far short of half-a-million tons. This quantity represented
practically the whole of the supply to the Western
Hemisphere.
“’There is very little prospect of a removal of the duty
in Continental ports, at any rate in the immediate future, and
when it is remembered that the expectation regarding the
coming season’s importation from Manchuria is very largely
in excess of that of the last, it will be realised what a good
thing to British manufacturers of oil products and stock food
is the absence of any handicap in the shape of an import
duty, a freedom which is giving them a long start over any
possible competitor.
“’The export of the soya bean has, it can scarcely be
doubted, come to stay, and, judging from present conditions,
for the good of the British trader and shipowner mainly. The
development of Manchuria, commercially and financially,
should therefore in the future be to a great extent in our
hands. Here is a fine opening for the export of British
capital.’”
2064. G.B. 1910. Soy beans in western New York (Letter
to the editor). Rural New-Yorker 69(4033):183. Feb. 12.
Oversize.
• Summary: “Do you think sowing cow peas July 20 we
should get a fair growth to plow under in Western New
York? How much would a crop of cow peas be worth to plow
under, considering the plant food only? My soil is sandy.
Will Soy beans be better?
“G.B. North Collins. N.Y.
“Judging from an experience in northern New Jersey,
you could not expect to grow a fair crop of cow peas in Erie
County. N.Y., when planted so late. They would make only
about half growth. That is too far north for late planting of
cow peas. Such a, crop as you could raise would have but
little fertilizing value. Common field beans broadcast with
Cow-horn turnips would make a better showing. Soy beans
are surer for late planting than cow peas, but the soil will
need inoculation.” Address: North Collins, New York.
2065. Veterinary Record. 1910. Soya bean meal.–Liberton
dairyman’s claim for loss. 22(1127):545-49. Feb. 12. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of a court case, with detailed
cross examination, first published in The Scotsman. Twenty-

five dairy cows owned by David Blake of Liberton, near
Edinburgh, Scotland, died in March 1909 after eating Soya
bean meal. He took legal action against the owners of the
Caledonia Mills, at Leith. Much testimony is given by
experts on both sides. The verdict has yet to be given.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
concerning poisoning of ruminants (in this case cattle)
from eating Soya bean meal. We learn later that only
meal extracted by the solvent trichloroethylene caused the
poisoning.
2066. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Trading very
light in cotton seed oil. Feb. 13. p. C7.
• Summary: New York. “Recent importations of peanut oil
have been heavy, and the soap kettle appears to have filled
its requirements chiefly from this product. Soya bean oil,
which caused so much comment earlier this season, has not
been found entirely satisfactory for soap-making purposes.
The low “teter” [titer?] of this oil has made considerable
doctoring necessary, and it is said that when the oil is doped
up to a proper standard, it costs practically as much as the
cotton product at its present price. This oil is bringing 6.625¢
for prompt shipment from abroad.”
2067. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1910. Fertilisers
and feeding stuffs: Alleged poisoning by soya bean meal.
103(4090):169, 171. Feb. 14. Colonial and Foreign Edition.
Summarized in Experiment Station Report, p. 783.
• Summary: A case of great interest to those who buy
feeding stuffs is being tried at a court in Edinburgh,
Scotland. A dairyman has taken legal action against a firm
that sold him some soya bean meal. He wants £700 as
compensation for the loss of 25 cows that died, three cows
that were injured, plus losses through disorganisation of
business and expenses. In March 1909, the plaintiff, David
Blake, purchased his first order of soya bean meal from the
defendant, followed by a second in April. Upon feeding it
to his cows, a number became ill and 25 eventually died or
had to be slaughtered. The defendants deny liability, saying
that the meal in question was sold to them under its trade
name of “soya bean meal” and without any warranty. They
aver that the plaintiff must have over-fed or improperly fed
his cattle. But the plaintiff responded that he has been a
dairyman feeding cattle for nine years. In March 1909 he had
52 cows at his byres [cow barns] in Liberton. Dr. Hunter, the
Mid-Lothian county analyst, reported: “This bean meal when
macerated with water, gives off prussic acid; it is a deadly
poison. The same result will obtain in the stomach of the
ruminants.”
After various expert witnesses for the defense (both
scientific and commercial) testified and presented evidence,
the case was adjourned for the hearing of counsel.
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2068. Chemische Industrie (Berlin). 1910. Mandschurei. Die
Soyabohnen und das Soyaoel [Manchuria. Soybeans and soy
oil]. 33(4):111. Feb. 15. (Chem. Abst. 5:536). [Ger]
• Summary: The extraordinary significance which soyoil
(Soyaöl) or the soybean (Soyabohne) has taken on within a
short period of time for the European markets is illuminated
by the admittedly somewhat contradictory figures for the
export of this material from China. According to an English
consular report, in the past season–that is, from November
1908 to June 1909–152,000 [metric?] tons of beans were
shipped to Europe from Dairen [today’s Dalian, China]
and 143,000 [metric?] tons during the same period from
Vladivostok. A Japanese company [Mitsui] is supposedly
the first to have taken the reins with the export of soybeans
(Soya) and has achieved enormous profits. Later on, three or
four English companies supposedly snatched a large portion
of the business. The bean cakes were primarily exported
from Newchang [today’s Yingkou, China], and specifically
5,400,000 metric hundredweight [= 100 kg, and thus a
total of 540,000 metric tons] in 1908, in comparison with
4,300,000 metric hundredweight [a total of 430,000 metric
tons] in the preceding year. Out of that, 78 pct. went to
Japan.
With regard to the same product, we receive the
following figures from the French journal Les Corps Gras
Industriels [Industrial Fats]: in 1908, 200,000 metric tons
of soybeans (Soyabohnen) were exported to Europe, and
already in the first half of 1909, three times that amount. The
exports for 1910 are estimated at 1,000,000 metric tons. In
accordance with the great demand, the price has already risen
significantly. Six months ago, the price was still 54 kopecks
per pood [a pood is a Russian unit of weight equal to 16.38
kg], now it is 80 kopecks. Approximately 20 to 30 pct. of
the total area of Manchuria is planted with soybeans, and
the remainder with all sorts of cereals. And thus it will be
immediately possible to greatly increase the production.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2069. Ashburton Guardian (Canterbury, New Zealand).
1910. Beans and freights. Feb. 16. p. 4.
• Summary: “It is strange to what impulses the recent
improvement in the shipping outlook may be attributed. For
instance, nobody would have imagined that the export of
beans from Manchuria would have been on a scale of such
magnitude as to give quite a fillip to freights by providing
many cargoes and drawing ships away on long-distance
voyages.”
“One of its centres is the port of Dalny, and it is said
that during the season which began in November, 1908,
and closed in June, 1909, over 150,000 tens of beans were
shipped thence to Europe, chiefly to Liverpool, Hull, and
Bremen. During the same period 143,000 tons were shipped,
from Vladivostock [Vladivostok], of which more than one-

half went to the United Kingdom.”
“It is said that attention was first called to the soya bean
when manufacturers of cottonseed oil found their supplies
from India and Egypt falling short. This sort of thing is
catching, and there is now an expectation that Central China
will endeavour to compete with Manchuria for the European
market. The more the merrier so far as the shipowner is
concerned.”
2070. Country Gentleman. 1910. Enquiries and answers:
what readers want to know. Alfalfa in orchard (Letter to the
editor). 75(2977):156. Feb. 17.
• Summary: “I have a young orchard, and would like to
know what is the object, if any, to planting the orchard
in alfalfa. The orchard is now in crimson clover, which
followed soja beans. P.A. Agelasto. Norfolk County,
Virginia.
“[Alfalfa roots penetrate the soil too deeply and will rob
the trees of both moisture and plant food. Stick to the annual
legumes for cover crops].”
2071. Country Gentleman. 1910. Enquiries and answers:
what readers want to know. For hog feed (Letter to the
editor). 75(2977):156-57. Feb. 17.
• Summary: “I have about 35 acres of run-down land. I want
to use fertilizer and lime as a top-dressing this spring on a
part of it, which is in crimson clover; there has not been lime
used on the land at all to my knowledge How much lime
should I apply in this case, and when?... J.W.W., Downings,
Virginia.”
“The ‘Farmer’s Cyclopedia of Agriculture’ says: ‘One
acre of artichokes will keep from 20 to 30 hogs from October
to the following June in good condition.’ 3. Crimson clover,
cow peas or soy beans, oats and Canada field peas, and
barley and peas, will cover the season very well. You should
try to raise alfalfa also. 4. Such crops as suggested should
be eaten by the hogs in addition to the artichokes, thus
providing a balanced ration...”
2072. Country Gentleman. 1910. The Ohio society–II:
Hitchings and his mulch. 75(2977):158-59. Feb. 17.
• Summary: Under “Ohio apple culture” we read: “As to
growing the apples, the surface of the soil and its character
has much to do with the best way. At present a majority of
the orchards in Ohio are managed after coming into bearing
by the cover-crop system. The latest development of this
system is to sow soy beans in drills two feet apart late in
May and cultivate them. In August rye is drilled between the
rows and the beans fall down on it, making a large mass to
plow under the following May, when the work is repeated.
Commercial or barn-yard fertilizer is used if necessary. By
the mulch system...”
2073. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Request for exact dates of
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planting. Letter to Prof. J.F. Duggar, Experiment Station,
Auburn, Alabama, Feb. 18. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Duggar: Can you give me the
exact dates of planting and of maturing of the Ito San and
Mammoth varieties of soybeans for all the seasons where
you have these data available? I shall greatly appreciate
receiving them.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist.
2074. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Cotton oil
demand light the past week. Feb. 20. p. C7.
• Summary: New York. “The demand for [lard] compound
has not responded to the firmer position of the hog
product,...” “Oleo margarine is meeting with a heavy routine
movement.”
“Soap-makers have been buying foreign oils freely
since the early fall months... Palm and palm kernel oil is in
exceedingly free supply... corn oil commands 6.875¢; peanut
soap oil 6¼¢, and soya bean oil 6½¢. These compare with a
7¢ cotton oil market.”
2075. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1910. Cowfeeding experiments with soya bean cakes and soya meal.
103(4091):203. Feb. 21.
• Summary: Last year the director of the Central Agricultural
Experiments Station in Sweden conducted a series of
experiments on two farms to test the value of these new
feeds on cows. A table shows the average composition of
soya beans, cake, and meal.
In the cake, 96.3% of the albuminoids were found to be
digestible, compared with 90.4% in the meal. Both products
could be stored without deterioration when the percentage of
moisture did not exceed 13-14%.
The experimental plan is described. Various amounts of
sunflower cake was replaced by equal amounts of soya bean
cake or meal. A table shows the results. The soya bean cake
and meal produced a slightly increased yield of milk with a
slightly lower fat content on both farms. However if more
than 1 to 1½ lb. of soya bean material was fed per cow per
day, the butter acquired a disagreeable flavor. When fed at
1-1½ lb. or less, no disagreeable flavor was noticed.
2076. Saito, Kendo. 1910. Notizen ueber einige koreanische
Gaerungsorganismen [Notes on some Korean fermentation

organisms]. Zentralblatt fuer Bakteriologie. Series 2.
26(13/15):369-74. Feb. 23. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Mentions the molds Aspergillus oryzae and
Rhizopus Tamari. Address: Botanical Institute, Tokyo.
2077. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Commerce of Japan. Decreased trade for first nine months of
past year. No. 3720. p. 14. Feb. 25.
• Summary: Vice-Consul-General E.G. Babbitt, of
Yokohama, analyzes as follows the trade returns of Japan for
the first nine months of 1908 in comparison with those of the
corresponding period of 1909:
“The total exports of the Japanese Empire for the
first three quarters of 1909 show an increase over 1908 of
$8,921,677, of which the principal items were rice, tea,
refined sugar, camphor, raw silk, cotton yarn, straw and chip
braids, cotton tissues, and matches.”
“Rice, wheat, wheat flour, and sugar show heavy losses
from the figures of 1908, while raw cotton, wool, and oil
cake [soya bean cake] were increased considerably.”
2078. Times (London). 1910. Public companies. Feb. 25. p.
15, col. 5.
• Summary: The section on “British Oil and Cake Mills”
states: “The ordinary meeting was held yesterday at
Winchester House, Mr. John Pearson presiding.” The
“chairman said the result of the trading for the past year
had been most satisfactory in regard to both profit and
output, and when further additions to the mills in London,
Gloucester, and Leith were completed the company would
be in a position to cope with a bigger trade than ever, and
the building of a new mill on the Manchester Ship Canal
would, it was hoped, open up new markets for their products.
While the advent of the Soya bean had added largely to the
material available for crushing, linseed, cottonseed, and the
manufacture of compound feeding cake had contributed their
fair share to the results achieved.”
2079. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soya beans.
76(9):324. Feb. 26.
• Summary: In the section titled “Pharmaceutical Society
of Great Britain–Northern British Branch” this article states
that Mr. Hill directed attention to specimens of soya beans
which he had received from Mr. John Blyth, Leith. They
were imported from Vladivostock [Vladivostok]. “The
sample consisted chiefly of yellowish-white leguminous
seeds, but some of them were black, brown, green, and red.
Mr. Hill referred to the recent action for damages (C. & D.,
Feb. 12, p. 247) arising from soya-bean meal in which there
had been a conflict of evidence among expert witnesses as to
the cyanogenetic properties of the meal. He (Mr. Hill), after
a critical test capable of detecting 1 part of prussic acid in
1,000,000, obtained entirely negative results, and therefore
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it appeared that the beans did not contain a cyanogenetic
glucoside [by 2011 written “cyanogenic glucoside”], yielding
prussic acid with water.”
2080. O.D.T.; Bashore, C.R. 1910. Hogs at pasture (Letter
to the editor). Rural New-Yorker 69(4035):240. Feb. 26.
Oversize.
• Summary: “I intend to pasture pigs in clover next Summer
and when corn is ready turn them into the corn to help
themselves. In case the clover does not last, will cow peas
answer the same purpose, and what variety is best for hogs?
Will some sweet corn be better to start the hogs on, or is it
best to plant all dent corn? How young can little pigs be fed
meat meal?
“O.D.T. Town Hill, Pa.
“I have had experience in pasturing pigs in Alfalfa,
clover and rape. Alfalfa is the best of all pastures for pigs.
I have read much about rape as a pasture for pigs, but I
found that they do not relish it as much as either Alfalfa or
clover, but in case one has no clover or Alfalfa as the case is
sometimes, it comes in very handy. It can be sown quite early
in the Spring, and in six to eight weeks it is ready to pasture.
Rape is a heavy yielder. I would recommend a mixture of
Soy beans and rape, as the Soy beans are relished almost as
much as Alfalfa. I prefer Soy beans much before cow peas,
as the cow peas are too much a warm weather plant. About
sweet corn and dent corn I prefer the dent corn, because the
dent will yield twice as much. Of course the sweet is better,
but I think the dent is preferable because of the larger yield.
About meat meal I have no experience. I like to start little
pigs on milk and wheat middlings. The Ito San is the best
variety of Soy beans for our climate. I have tried others,
but this is the one for me. I shall sow four acres for hay this
Summer; I had four acres for seed last season.
“C.R. Bashore. Pennsylvania.” Address: 1. Town Hill.
Both: Pennsylvania.
2081. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1910.
Sojakuchen [Soybean cake]. 60(17):167. Feb. 26. [Ger]
• Summary: Recently, soybean cake (Sojakuchen) and
soybean meal (Sojamehl) have come on the Austrian fodder
market for sale, as have the extraction residues from the
obtaining of soybean oil (Sojaölgewinnung). The soybean
is a legume which is used both for obtaining edible oil
and for the production of foods, such as meal [flour],
seasonings [miso, soy sauce], and vegetable cheese [tofu].
On the occasion of the World Exposition in Vienna in 1873,
soybeans (Sojabohnen) were brought to Europe, and in the
following years, agronomic trials were carried out with
variable success. In general, with the exception of those
that were carried out in Hungary, the successes of these
trials were not so favorable that further cultivation was
contemplated. Currently, soybeans are imported from their
land of origin primarily in England for the obtaining of oil.

A distinction is drawn between yellow, white, brown, and
black soybeans. They contain approximately 35% crude
protein, 18% crude fat, 28% nitrogen-free extracts, 5% crude
fiber, and 5% ash. According to Dietrich and König, the
composition of the cakes consists on average of 12.6% water,
41.4% crude protein, 7.2% crude fat, 28.2% nitrogen-free
extracts, 5.3% crude fiber, and 5.3% ash. Of the products
that were studied by the Agricultural-Chemical Trial Station
(Landwirtschaftlich-chemische Versuchsstation) in Vienna,
the cakes contained 9% water, 46% protein, 7% fat, 28%
nitrogen-free extracts, 5% raw fiber, and 5.5% ash. The
extracted soybean meal contained 9% water, 47% crude
protein, 1.5% fat, 31% nitrogen-free extracts, 5% crude
fiber, and 5% ash. These products are to be designated as
good concentrated feed (Kraftfuttermittel) and are suitable
in the same way as a supplementary fodder (Beifutter) for
fattening livestock and draft animals. With regard to it being
fed to dairy livestock, a certain caution is indicated because
of the influence that the fat from the soybean may have on
the composition of the milk. According to feed trials which
O. Kellner carried out with sheep, 87% of the crude protein,
94% of the fat, and 62% of the nitrogen-free extracts from
soybeans were digested. Ezadek.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT),
Long Beach, California. Note 2. This is the earliest and
only article seen (Jan. 2019) in the AustriaN Newspapers
Online (ANNO) database that contains the German word
Sojaölgewinnung (obtaining soybean oil). Address: Prof.
2082. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Cotton oil
market somewhat irregular. Feb. 27. p. C7.
• Summary: New York. “Importations of foreign vegetable
oils continue heavy, and it is said that the supplies for the
soap-kettle are sufficient to last several weeks. Hundreds of
barrels of peanut oil have recently arrived from Marseilles.
The week’s importations of English cotton seed oil
amounted to over 1,600 barrels. Arrivals of soya bean oil
have aggregated 2,500 barrels, mostly all of which came
from Hull [England]. The market for these oils has been
remarkably well sustained, considering the heavy supply.”
2083. Itie, G. 1910. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds
(Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 10(83):137-44. Feb. [17 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Climate and geographical area
(continued) in Tunis, Italy, Russia, Lithuania, and Dahomey.
Soil, requirements, fertilizer. Nitrogen fixation and nodule
bacteria.
“The soybean trials conducted in the area around Tunis
[Tunisia] have failed and it seems that we would be more
fortunate at Béja [65 miles west of Tunis] or at Mateur [in
northern Tunisia, about 10 miles SSW of Menzel Bourguiba]
where the climate is more humid.
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“In Italy (according to Pinolini, and to Ruata and
Testoni), the soybean has been cultivated successfully at
Verona, on the Lombard coast of Lake Maggiore, in the
province of Mantua, and at Lucca (Lucchese, a city in
Tuscany, central Italy). In addition, it has been or is still
being cultivated in the regions of Liguria, Friuli, Marche (a
region of Italy), and Emilia (a region of Italy). In the area
around Naples, and at San Giovanni a Teduccio [a quarter of
the city of Naples], it is especially cultivated for the seeds
by a company [Dammann & Co., seedsmen] which does this
specifically as a business.
“In Russia, finally, after numerous unsuccessful
attempts, M. Owinsky [Owsinski, Ovinski] succeeded in
acclimatizing two varieties (a black and a brown) in Podolie
[Podolia], for example, where the climate is very warm and
dry. In Lithuania they grow equally well, but the climate,
which is colder and more humid, retards the maturity by 10
days.
From all these cases, one can conclude that the
cultivation of soybeans, heretofore confined almost
exclusively to Asia, can be grown and be extended to a much
wider area. In all our colonies where we grow corn, and in
Dahomey in particular, the soybean will certainly succeed,
and when the economic circumstances seem favorable, we
will decide to grow it.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009)
that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in Tunisia.
This document contains the earliest date seen for the
cultivation of soybeans in Tunisia (1909).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Benin (formerly Dahomey).
Note 3. This document contains many tables, mostly
from other sources. Address: Ingenieur d’Agriculture
coloniale.
2084. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1910. Feeding
value of soy bean cake. 16(11):940-41. Feb. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of an article on this subject
by Nils Hansson of the Swedish Central Institute for
Agricultural Experiments, in Daily Consular and Trade
Reports (USA) No. 3666. p. 8-9. 21 Dec. 1909. Address:
England.
2085. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Oil-seed products. No. 353. p. 68-79. Feb. See p. 68-70, 7679.
• Summary: In the section on “Germany” the following
subsections discuss soya-bean meal: (1) “Hamburg market
for oil-cake meal and vegetable oils.” “The Germans are
not taking very kindly to the soya-bean meal. It is thought
that possibly 25,000 tons of the meal have been bought, but
most of it will go to the extreme northern section around

the port of Esbjerg” which is near England. “The English
mills are sending out bullish letters concerning this product,
stating they are sold far ahead, but all seem to be willing
to sell small quantities of a hundred tons or so for prompt
shipment.”
(2) “Prices and qualities of soya bean and peanut meal.”
“Present prices of the soya bean meal are from $32.40 to
$33.40 per long ton c.i.f. Hamburg.” Peanut meal is popular
in Germany with many of the farmers, and is used in rations
for dairy cows. Large peanut crops are expected from the
Coromandel (India) and the Gambia (West Africa). The
peanut oil and cake is made from Rufisque peanuts; the price
of this cake is now $38.40 per ton, but lower grades can be
bought for $33.50 per ton.
(3) “Various seed cakes compared.” “Soya bean meal,
it is thought, will not influence the feedstuff situation to any
great extent in Germany, and unless the peanut meal comes
on the market in great quantities high prices of oil meals will
continue to rule throughout the season.”
Under “Cocoanut Products,” page 76 notes: “A cotton
seed oil crushing mill, the largest in the world, has recently
been built in Harburg, which is across the river from
Hamburg, by F. Thoerls Vereinigte Harburger Oelfabriken,
A.G.”
In the section titled “Sweden: The fodder value of soya
meal and cake,” is a lengthy English-language translation of
an article on this subject prepared by Nils Hansson, of the
Central Institute of Agricultural Experiments.
In the section on the United Kingdom, U.S. Consul
Rufus Fleming of Edinburgh [Scotland] gives information
already presented in the 21 Dec. 1909 issue of Daily
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, No.
3666, p. 9).
“Hull [England]: Factories planned in both Europe
and America Pacific Coast.” It is stated that one scheme
is to erect large seed-crushing mills at Vancouver, British
Columbia [Canada], and Seattle, State of Washington,
where soya beans can be crushed and the oil extracted.
The Canadian Pacific and lines of steamers running from
Vancouver and Seattle to Japan and China are said to be
aiding this scheme. Another project proposed is to erect large
mills in Copenhagen [Denmark] for the production of soyabean oil and cake. An estimated 30,000 tons of soya beans
will be shipped each year by the East Asiatic Company from
Manchuria to Denmark. Address: Washington, DC.
2086. Tropical Life (England). 1910. Soy beans and soy
bean oil. (Glycine hispida). Can soya bean oil be used for
paint making? 6(2):25. Feb. Also in Indian Trade Journal
17(210):23. April 7, 1910. [1 ref]
• Summary: Chiefly a quotation from an article in Oil, Paint
and Drug Reporter (New York; 20 Dec. 1909, p. 8) as to
whether soya-bean oil can be used for making paint. It can
be used to replace more expensive cottonseed oil in soap
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making. It is expected to find increasing use since the price
of American flaxseed (and therefore linseed oil) is expected
to remain high.
“Another use for soy beans” is “to turn out a most
palatable biscuit made from soy bean flour. The biscuits,
slightly sweetened, are crisp and pleasant to eat. On reading
the article on the [soy] beans in our November issue, Messrs.
Carr and Co. Ltd., of Carlisle, who are making these biscuits,
sent us a sample to taste.”
2087. Wiancko, Alfred T.; Cromer, Clinton O. 1910. Results
of cooperative tests of varieties of corn, wheat, oats, soy
beans and cow peas, 1909. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 139. p. 87-123. Feb.
• Summary: The experiments were conducted on over 900
farms in different parts of the state. In 1909 there were 81
tests of four varieties of soy beans. “The number of complete
and satisfactory reports was unusually small.” Tables show
(22, p. 118) Four-year average yields of soy beans, 19061909, for five varieties: (Ito San {used as a check}, Early
Brown, Hollybrook, Dwarf Early Yellow, Medium Early
Yellow). Yields of both hay and grain are given for northern
and southern Indiana. The highest hay yield was 2,728 lb/
acre and the highest grain [seed] yield was 20.0 bushels/
acre, both from Hollybrook in northern Indiana. (23, p. 119)
The name, post office, and county of 12 Indiana farmers in
northern Indiana who grew soy beans in 1909, their yields
for each of 4 varieties (Ito San, Early Brown, Hollybrook,
and Medium Yellow), and the average yields. The farmers
are: Fernando Brier, Lafayette, Tippecanoe Co. Arthur P.
Carey, Galveston, Cass Co. Geo W. Cramer, Decatur, Adams
Co. John T. Cromer, Middletown, Delaware Co. W.H.
Derrick, Michigantown, Clinton Co. W.S. Hollingsworth,
Lynn, Randolph Co. John A. Miller, New Lisbon, Henry Co.
Horace G. Munson, Lincoln, Cass Co. Hemsley Robison,
Walkerton, LaPorte Co. Chester Saber, Knox, Starke Co.
Perry Seale, Fairmount, Grant Co. James P. Smith, Kokomo,
Howard Co.” (24, p. 120) Same as the previous table but
13 farmers from southern Indiana: O.E. Bales, Martinsville,
Morgan Co. J.E. Collins, Tell City, Perry Co. Chas. H. Freed,
Saltillo, Lawrence Co. Leonard Gebert, Harrison, Ohio,
Dearborn Co. Clarence Gossman, Brownstown, Jackson Co.
John Heinze, Tell City, Spencer Co. Emmet Hornaday, New
Augusta, Marion Co. G.E. Johnson, Lynnville, Warrick Co.
Arthur Porter, Indian Springs, Martin Co. Eveline Riedel,
Osgood, Ripley Co. T.G. Sturm, Elizabeth, Harrison Co.
Raleigh Thompson, Underwood, Clark Co.” Address:
1. B.S.A., Agriculturist and head of department; 2. Asst.
Agriculturist.
2088. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Ito San soybean in our
cooperative trials at Blacksburg, Virginia. Letter to Prof.
C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN,
March 2. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).

• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I am sending you
the following data regarding the Ito San soybean in our
cooperative trials at Blacksburg, Virginia.
“1906: Planted May 8. Matured September 23. 138 days.
“1907: Planted May 20. Matured September 2. 105 days.
“1909: Planted May 13. Matured August 23. 102 days.
“I suspect that there may be some error to the first
record, as our records of this variety at Arlington Farm are
very consistent. The Mammoth Yellow variety has never
matured at Blacksburg.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2089. Christian Science Monitor. 1910. Chinese exports big
factor in traffic through canal. March 3. p. 2.
• Summary: Port Said [Egypt]: From far off Manchuria
comes a factor which is proving a determining one in the
unprecedented prosperity of the Suez canal. It is the soya
bean, extensively raised in the three eastern provinces and
generally in the northernmost regions of the Chinese Empire.
This new element in the west-bound freight has, during the
first season of exportation, produced traffic for the canal to
the extent of 412,000 tons, this being the chief feature of the
economic year.
“The year 1909 has been the biggest traffic year known
to the annals of the canal.” “Total tonnage of commercial
navigation through the canal during 1909 was 672,000,
which was 569,000 tons in excess of that of the previous year
and 119,000 tons more than that of 1907.”
2090. Country Gentleman. 1910. Enquiries and answers:
what readers want to know. Improving a farm (Letter to the
editor). 75(2979):208-09. March 3.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–Last fall I purchased
a farm of 70 acres in Bucks County [Pennsylvania], about 40
miles from Philadelphia. It had been greatly neglected...
“What crops would you advise me to plant this spring,
and how should I fertilize? I have no manure, but am
prepared to buy all commercial fertilizers necessary. I had
thought of putting in ten acres of potatoes, ten acres of corn,
and the rest oats and clover.
“B.L. Cates.
“It is difficult to advise you specifically without knowing
more about the character of your soil and the topography
of your farm. If your land is “run out” (which generally
means lack of humus in the soil), it will not be wise to plant
extensively in corn or potatoes; but this may be done with a
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fair chance for success by preparing the soil very thoroughly
and fertilizing heavily...
“Try to grow alfalfa; cow peas and soy beans sown the
latter part of May make good green manures;...”
2091. Country Gentleman. 1910. Enquiries and answers:
what readers want to know. Clay soil (Letter to the editor).
75(2979):212. March 3.
• Summary: “I purchased a couple of years ago a small farm
in Morris County, N.J., principally for a fine trout brook that
runs through it, but am now trying to get about 50 acres of
plow land so it will raise something. Land is wet and hard
clay. Used to raise wheat, oats and corn fifty years ago.
Has been neglected, and not plowed in twenty years. Have
cleared it off and cleaned it up, also opened ditches to drain
it off. What course shall I now follow to raise corn and oats?
Have plenty of good cow manure. Do I want to put on lime
first, and if so, how much per acre, plow under or top-dress,
and what kind of lime? (1) I wish to put one field in alfalfa.
How shall I proceed to get a catch? (2) W.G.G. East Orange,
N.J.
“[1. This land needs humus, lime, drainage and
cultivation. Break up the land, harrow, put on a ton of ground
quicklime per acre, and harrow again. Plant oats and peas
this spring for hay, cow peas and soy beans in May for hay,
pasture or green manure, crimson clover in the fall, to be
cut for live-stock the following spring. Pile on the manure,
balanced with superphosphate and potash, and plant corn,
which must be thoroughly cultivated. Oats need very little
manure...”
“... inoculate with alfalfa soil or Farmogerm, and sow
25 pounds of the best re-cleaned alfalfa seed per acre. Plant
not more than one acre to start with, and on well drained soil;
keep on trying until you get a catch].”
2092. Wiancko, A.T. 1910. Re: Soy bean varieties. Letter
to C.V. Piper, Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC, March 3. 2 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper:–Concerning the soy bean
varieties tested last year and of which you furnished the seed,
I may see that we found very considerable variations as to
the length of season required and habit of growth as was of
course expected and a great many of the varieties were really
too late for our conditions unless perhaps for cutting green or
for making into hay. For grain production I would mention
among those that we would class early, blooming about the
10th of July, Numbers 182, 17258, 20406 and 22406.”
“Of your first... ‘List of Best Agrostology 1908
Selections grown at the Arlington Farm [Virginia] 1909,’ we
would like to try all the varieties of which you can send us
seed in groups 1 and 2. Groups 3 and 4 are probably too late
for us.
“In the other list, ‘Soy beans grown at Arlington Farm

1909,’ we should like to have seed of the following numbers
if you can supply...”
The writer lists about 40 numbers, each indicating a
variety.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agriculturist, Purdue Univ.
Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
2093. Scotsman (The). 1910. Stoppage of soya bean trade.
March 4. p. 10, col. 1.
• Summary: “The trade in soya beans, which was so much
appreciated by farmers during the past few years, is reported
to be in a perilous state from two causes. The harvest this
season was not so dry as formerly, and the condition of the
beans promised badly. They would scarcely stand shipment
for the long journey; and on the back of that comes the
information that the Chinese Government is likely to prohibit
the exportation of these beans for State reasons. The beans
and bean cake may not be an ideal fattening food, and no one
who has tried them extensively would say so, but they have
been of the greatest value as filling a gap when other cakes
and feeding stuffs were exceptionally scarce and dear. The
effect to feeders of their scarcity may not be so severely felt
if cottonseed and linseed turn out bountifully, but in any case
it is certain to have some effect. Already traders in futures
are hard hit by the prospective shortage.”
The writer wishes that good tables were available
showing the relative feeding value of the various feeding
stuffs.
2094. Mooers, C.A. 1910. Re: Matters relating to soybeans.
Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept.
of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., March 5. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper: I wish to thank you for the
dates of planting and maturity which you were kind enough
to send. If you get others that can be conveniently sent I shall
be pleased to get them.
“I have been considering the matter of putting out
additional varieties of soy beans during the coming season
but have concluded that we have undertaken about all the
work that we can carry. Later on, when we have discarded a
large number we can test the varieties which you suggest. If
you have, however, a half-dozen varieties which you think
are especially promising I will be glad to try them.
“Professor Morgan spoke to me in regard to the cowpea
experiment but it will be impossible for us to undertake them
on anything like so large a scale. We have neither the land
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nor the help at present to carry it out. The Brabham has not
impressed me very favorably because of the small yield of
fruit but I like its erect habit. The other varieties I have not
tested so far as I remember and would be pleased to receive a
small lot for trial.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
2095. Country Gentleman. 1910. A beginner’s first steps
(Letter to the editor). 75(2980):237. March 10.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–I have been reading
your paper for some time, and have, through its influence,
bought a farm. I want to start right, so enclose check for the
Country Gentleman. This is actually my starting, as it is the
first purchase I have made in connection with the farm, and
before I make the next I want your good advice...”
“P.C. Woodnut, Columbia Co., New York
“The proposed corn acreage is rather large, but if you
can take care of it, of course there is a ready market for any
surplus corn. Top-dress the sod heavily before plowing for
corn; plow six to eight inches deep, and harrow several times
immediately afterward. Seed corn of the Longfellow variety
will doubtless give you good results planted at the rate of
about one-third bushel per acre. You would do well to plant a
few acres with oats and peas for hay (two bushels of oats and
one bushel of Canada field peas, to be planted this spring),
and to experiment with cow peas and soy beans (seeded the
middle of May) for hay.
“You should grow proteinaceous feeds as well as
roughage and carbohydrates, and should plan to supply the
live-stock you intend to keep.”
2096. Sagnier, Henry. 1910. Le soja et ses produits [The
soybean and its products]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique
74(1):307-10. March 10. [4 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The soybean was a curiosity in Europe until 2-3
years ago, when large amounts started to be imported. The
prince A. d’Arenberg, president of the Suez Canal Society,
told the National Society of Agriculture, that prior to 1908
no soybeans had passed through the Suez Canal, yet in that
year 35,000 tons passed through it. It seems that the new
commerce has been stimulated by the expansion of the crop
in Manchuria and Korea, under Japanese influence. Most of
the imports have gone to England and northern Europe. In
England, the oil is used to make soaps and the cakes are fed
to livestock.
Recently it was announced that the Chinese government,

preoccupied with the expansion of exports, would have
manifested the intention to prohibit these exports in view
of preventing a shortage of soybeans in the interior of the
country.
“The Chinese are now greatly expanding their efforts
to make known in Europe the advantages to be gained
from soya and from the products that can be extracted
from its seeds. I recently had the occasion to present to the
National Agricultural Society of France a study written by
Mr. Liyuying [Li Yu-ying], delegate of the government of
China for several missions. It was titled Le soja, utilisation
alimentaire, thérapeutique, agricoles et industrielle. This
study was accompanied by samples of yellow and black
soybean seeds, and by the principal products which can be
extracted from this plant: flour, bread for diabetics, cake
(gâteau), seasoning sauce (sauce condimentaire), confections
(confitures), raw milk (lait cru), cooked and sweetened milk
(lait cuit et sucré), cake for livestock feed, (tourteau pour
l’alimentation du bétail), fresh cheese (fromage frais [tofu]),
and smoked cheese (fromage fumé [smoked tofu]).
“These products originated from processing imported
soybeans. They have been prepared at a test factory (a photo,
p. 309, shows the interior) set up just outside of Paris, at
Vallées, near Asnières. Li Yu-ying’s study gives complete
details on these products” which are made from imported
soybeans. This factory, named Caséo-Sojaine, “has been
established by the agents of a civil society constituted in
China under the name of Société biologique de l’ExtrêmeOrient (Far Eastern Biological Society). Made up of
physicians, scholars (men of letters), and businesspeople,
this society would seem to have as its principal goal/object
to make known and have used in Europe the pharmaceutical
and agricultural products of the Far East [East Asia].”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2011)
that mentions the Far Eastern Biological Society (Société
biologique de l’Extrême-Orient)
The author concludes by discussing soymilk (lait de soja
ou lait végétal), soybean cakes (les tourteaux d’huilerie), and
a brief history of the soybean in France.
Illustrations (p. 308, both from Li Yu-ying 1910, p. 1112) show: (1) Mature soy bean plant with pods. (2) Close-up
of soy bean pods and seeds.
Photos (p. 309, from Li Yu-ying 1910, p. 36-38) show:
(1) A partial view of the interior of Li Yu-ying’s soyfoods
manufacturing plant at Vallées (Seine). (2-3) Soy milk and
soy flour viewed under a microscope.
2097. Grenada Sentinel (The) (Grenada, Mississippi). 1910.
Use of the soy bean. March 11. p. 6, col. 3.
• Summary: “The soy bean and the cow pea are the greatest
land builders known to Southern agriculture. The following
article on the soy bean was written by Prof. C.H. Lane, and
published in a recent issue of the Farmers’ News Scimitar:
[Memphis, Tennessee]
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‘We are inclined to believe that the soy bean, or as it is
sometimes called, soja bean, has a greater future as a forage
crop than any other known as yet to Southern agriculture.
It is a legume that is enjoying the attention and interest of
practically all the experiment stations throughout the Central
and Southern States, as well as the most progressive farmers.
In a sense the plant is new to American agriculture, but has
been cultivated for human food purposes and otherwise for
ages in the far East–especially in China and parts of India.
We are greatly indebted to the United States Department of
Agriculture for this new forage crop, as it has been through
its efforts that we have this most promising of all farm crops.
“There has been a great awakening in agriculture during
the lst decade throughout the South...”
Note: This article also appeared in the Port Gibson
Reveille (Port Gibson, Mississippi) on 10 March 1910 (p. 6,
col. 1).
2098. Christian Science Monitor. 1910. The soy bean. March
12. p. 23.
• Summary: From Rural New Yorker: “We have told how the
great increase in growing soy beans in China [Manchuria]
and Japan is changing various businesses all over the world.
The oil from these beans is taking the place of linseed and
the crushed cake after the oil extraction is being used in
place of linseed and cottonseed meal for feeding.”
2099. Davis (Zack) Company. 1910. Seeds (Ad). Rural NewYorker 69(4037):306. March 12. Oversize.
• Summary: “Cow Peas, Soja Beans, Rape, Millet, and a
complete line of Garden and Field Seed. Catalogue free.”
“Zack Davis Company, Delaware, Ohio.”
Note: This ad also appeared on pages 346, and 384 of
this periodical. Address: Delaware, Ohio.
2100. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Cowpeas and soybeans. Letter
to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, March 12. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I have your letter of
the 5th instant. I was rather disappointed that you were not
in a position to undertake the cowpea work this year either
at Knoxville or at Jackson, as I have arranged to conduct this
work in a number of other places.
“I am taking pleasure in sending you 8 pounds each of
the Groit cowpea and the Peerless, which I think are worth
your testing even in a small way. The Groit, especially, I
think a very valuable pea.
Now in regard to soy beans, do you think you can handle
half a dozen varieties that are especially promising? Of most
of these we have only small quantities of seed and I am
wondering if it will not be possible for you to grow rows one
or two rods in length of such ones as you have not yet had at
Knoxville. Outside of our selections there are probably not

over twenty of these.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2101. Meyer, Frank N. 1910. Re: Soy coffee. In: Letters of
Frank N. Meyer. 4 vols. 1902-1918. Compiled by Bureau
of Plant Introduction, USDA. 2444 p. See p. 949-50 (March
15), p. 1023 (May 27), and p. 1095-96 (Aug. 10).
• Summary: In a letter (p. 949-50) to David Fairchild of
USDA, sent from “Tiflis, Caucasus, Russia,” Meyer notes
that he is sending “various samples and parcels containing
seeds, cuttings and a sample of Soy coffee.”
“The third registered sample is a tin of coffee made
from the roasted yellow soy bean and it forms a very tasteful
and nutritive substitute for the real coffee. It is made by
a firm called “Argot” at the Sta. Quirili on the railroad
from Batoum [probably Batumi, formerly Batum, a city
and seaport on the Black Sea] to Tiflis [Tbilisi or T’bilisi,
capital of the Republic of Georgia]. This so-called coffee is
in my opinion better than Postum as sold in America and it
may be that there is a future for the soy bean as a beverage
producer.”
Meyer then comments (p. 1018, 1023, from Baku,
Caucasus, Russia) on a letter sent to him by Fairchild after
Fairchild had tasted the soy coffee. “Letter of April 15, 1910,
in which you tell me that you couldn’t find any difference
in taste between the ordinary coffee and the sample of soy
bean coffee I sent you. I hadn’t expected that, but I suppose
you used plenty of cream in it and then it tastes wonderfully
like coffee which is not too strong; taking it however without
any milk, then it is decidedly less aromatically bitter than
the produce of Coffea arabica. I have done as you wished
and have sent the firm Argot in Quirili a money order for
5 roubles which is 3.60 roubles for 12 tins of coffee at 30
Kopecks per tin, and the remainder covering postal charges. I
trust you will receive it a month or so from now.”
Later (p. 1095-96; 21 June 1910) Meyer notes that the
soy bean coffee company is named “Argo,” and located at
Kurile, Caucasus. They sent samples to the American Consul
at Batoum and asked Meyer for a testimonial which they
could print in their literature about this product.
Note 1. Quirili or Kurile (on the Kvirila River) is named
Kvirili on a 1916 British map, but a 1958 British map shows
that it has been renamed Zestafoni or Zestap’oni. The largest
nearby city is Khasur or Khashuri (Kutasis in 1916), which
is about 15 miles to the east. Quirili is located on the railroad
about half way from Batumi (Bat’umi) to Tiflis (T’blisi).
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This railroad continues on to Baku, the capital of Azerbaijan,
which is a port on the west coast of the Caspian Sea located
at the center of one of the largest petroleum-producing
regions in the former USSR.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2008)
concerning soybean products (soy coffee) in the Republic of
Georgia; soybeans as such have not yet been reported, yet it
seems quite likely that soybeans were cultivated in this area
at this time. Note that as early as 1873 Haberlandt obtained
soybeans from Transcaucasia.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “soy bean coffee” to
refer to soy coffee.
Location: University of California at Davis, Special
Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer.

can spare. I am enclosing a lot of franking tags, so that this
seed can be sent free by mail, provided the packages do not
exceed four pounds.
“Yours very truly... (Enclosures).”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 21–Minnesota-Mississippi. P.I. 66.
Entry 68. Folder–Mississippi Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Agrostologist, Seed Introduction
and Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.

2102. Mooers, C.A. 1910. Re: Cowpeas and soy beans.
Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept.
of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., March 15. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I wish to thank you for the two
varieties of cowpeas which I shall take pleasure in testing
this season.
“In regard to the soy beans I will be glad to get the half
dozen varieties which you think are especially promising.
Perhaps you had better send me small lots of all others you
would like for me to try in nursery rows. I now think I can
put them out either here or at Jackson.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.

2104. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Please send soybean varieties.
Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, March 16. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: In case you secured
a supply of seed at Knoxville last season of soybeans Nos.
22633, 22644, 22644A, 22644B, 22646, 23336, and 23337,
I wish you would send me such seed as you can spare. All of
these numbers were sent to Knoxville, and several of them
to Jackson. I wish you would send me any seed that you can
spare, as I want to do some further experimenting with these
numbers. I am enclosing franking tags by which the seed can
be sent free through the mails.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist. (Enclosures)”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.

2103. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Request for information
about soybean varieties sent last year. Letter to Prof. W.L.
Hutchinson, Mississippi Agric. Exp. Station, Agricultural
College, Mississippi, March 16. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Hutchinson: Last year I sent to
Professor Perkins seed of a considerable number of soybean
varieties to test. I have a letter from Professor Perkins in
which he promises me a report shortly. Among the varieties
sent to Professor Perkins were some very late ones, too late
to mature here, of which he promised to grow seed for me.
These varieties were Nos. 22633, 22644, 22644A, 22644B,
22646, 23336, and 23337. These varieties did not mature
here and I am, therefore, anxious to secure seed of them
for further trials. I shall be deeply obliged if you will look
into the matter and supply me with as much seed as you

2105. Times (London). 1910. Foreign markets. Americans
cornering soya beans. March 18. p. 14, col. 3.
• Summary: “Cable advices have come to hand from the
United States reporting an intention on the part of the
Government to repeal the existing duty on soya beans, and
to admit them free. Concurrently, it is also advised from
Kharbin [Harbin] (Manchuria) that an American syndicate
has been formed to purchase all stocks of these beans now
existing in Manchuria. The effect on the market for soya
beans and soya oil and other oil seeds have been marked by a
general advance in prices and by enquiries from America for
offers of soya oil to be shipped to American ports from this
country. Supplies of soya beans are drawn almost entirely
from Manchuria, and have so far been taken almost entirely
by the British market, growing during the past two years into
a most important division of the ‘seed crushing’ industry.”
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2106. J.E.O. 1910. Cooking Soy beans (Letter to the editor).
Rural New-Yorker 69(4038):358. March 19. Oversize.
• Summary: “Is there any way to cook Soy beans so that
they will be tender and fit to eat? We tried to boil some and
couldn’t get them done after boiling 10 hours. Mrs. J.E.O.
“We have had no experience in this line. Who can give
us some information? We believe the Soy beans are used for
food in China and Japan, and also in making the fermented
sauce known as soy, which is used freely in their cooking.”
2107. Wall Street Journal. 1910. British shipping appears to
be improving and rates advancing. March 19. p. 6.
• Summary: From London Economist: “Most of Britain’s
large cargo steamers are now taken up in the Eastern trade–
largely in connection with the new Manchurian trade in
Soya beans–and they have cleared the course for the smaller
steamers in the nearer trades.”
2108. Weekly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Oil trade. 1(3):114-16. March 19.
• Summary: The first section, written by the U.S. Consul in
Bradford, England, describes the “unexpected decrease in the
output of cotton-seed oil [worldwide] and the increase in the
use of soya bean and other oils and fats” [in England]. Soya
beans are discussed in detail in three other sections: (1) Soya
bean and other oils (p. 114-15). “The Liverpool firm also
makes the following report on Chinese and Eastern oils and
fats which are becoming important in Europe. “Shipments
of soya beans from Manchuria during 1909 amounted to
about 350,000 tons, and also a large quantity of soya oil
from China and Japan. European markets welcomed this
new supply, which has prevented a further rise in lower
grades of vegetable oils. The greatest interest is shown as
to the supplies of soya beans during 1910, but owing to the
undeveloped state of the (Chinese) interior, reliable figures of
stocks and available supplies can not be obtained.”
(2) Soya bean transportation: Freight rates from
Newchwang to the United States [San Francisco, California;
and Seattle, Washington] (p. 115). (3) Dalny: Prices and cost
of shipment.
A table (p. 115) shows exports of [soy] beans, bean
cake, and bean oil, during the first three-quarters of 1909,
from Newchwang to: Hongkong, Great Britain, Samarang
[Semarang, Central Java], Germany, Japan, Chinese ports,
and total. Beans were sent to all these countries except
Germany, which imported only [soy] bean cake (685.2 tons).
2109. Le Goff, Jean. 1910. Sur l’emploi de la graine du “Soja
Hispida” de Chine dans l’alimentation des diabétiques [On
the use of soybeans in diabetic diets]. Gazette des Hopitaux
83(34):476-78. March 22. Also published as a brochure. [5
ref. Fre]

• Summary: The writer is interested in using diet to treat
or manage diabetes. As early as Feb. 1908, she suggested
the use of almond cake in diabetic diets. The almond is
not the only oilseed that is available. Nuts, poppy seeds,
roasted peanuts, etc. also taste good. “I am here today to call
attention to a legume, Soja Hispida (Moench), popularly
known as the oil-pea of China (pois oléagineux de Chine),
which serves as the basis of the diet for the inhabitants of
that vast country.
“Like wheat, it is an annual plant. It has been cultivated
in China since antiquity, and is likewise found in Cochin
China, Cambodia, the Indies, and Japan.
“Its cultivation not been tried much in France. The trial
by Lechartier (1903), with the goal of using soya as a forage
plant, has not yet been repeated.
“Desiring to increase the number of foods permitted
for diabetics and, above all, providing them with a fresh
vegetable capable of replacing [dry] peas and haricot beans,
I had the idea of trying to cultivate soybeans in France. The
trials I made in 1909 were very encouraging.
“The soybean (Le soja) planted last May in the
department of Loir-et-Cher [in north-central France] gave a
magnificent stand of plants 100 to 110 cm in height, which
bore fruit in September, even though that month was very
rainy.
“Just like grapes, soybeans need plenty of heat to
mature. The soybean harvest will be greatest in areas which
are dry and warm. In short, the best regions for growing
grapes would also seem to be preferable for soybean
cultivation.
“It seems to me this demonstrates that the soybean can
be cultivated in our country, like peas and haricot beans. It
is the one new resource for diabetics who are living in the
countryside where it is often difficult to obtain starch-free
foods.
“Introduction of the soybean as a vegetable garden crop
may be easier, since the trade has usually sold seed from the
previous year’s crop–or even older. Seeds that were not fresh
contributed to the poor quality of foods made from them, and
contributed to the discredit into when they fell.”
“If soybeans are crushed in a mortar and mixed with
water, you get a vegetable milk, resembling almond milk.
With this milk, as with animal milk, one can make a cheese
[tofu], the cost of which is practically insignificant. In China
it is consumed in large quantities.”
A table, by Mr. Balland, shows the chemical
composition of soybeans from Cambodia and Tonkin.
“It is not only because of its low starch content or its
richness in protein that one can recommend the soybean to
diabetics; it is also because of the oils that it contains. From
that point of view its action approaches that of almond cake.
There follows a long discussion of the action and
importance of oils in diabetic diets.
Note: This is the earliest article seen (July 2001) by Dr.
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Le Goff on soy and diabetic diets. Address: M.D., Lauréat de
la Faculté de médecine de Paris [France].
2110. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1910.
Shipping news. March 23. p. 8.
• Summary: “Then the remarkable development of the soya
bean trade between Manchuria and Europe has similarly
drawn a large amount of tonnage into another long-distance
trade, and the activity of the Eastern markets during, the last
three or four months has been notorious, giving shipowners
the first chance they have had for many years of securing
really profitable business.”
2111. Country Gentleman. 1910. In southern New Jersey.
75(2982):300. March 24.
• Summary: “The following list of soiling crops, actually
growing at the Baron de Hirsch Agricultural School,
Woodbine, N.J., with dates of seeding and of harvest, may
be interesting to other readers in that latitude. We should
be glad to have criticisms of this list or suggestions for its
amplification. The crops are here arranged and numbered in
the order of their harvesting; alfalfa also is fed in May and
July. They are as below:”
“Crop. Sown. Harvested.
“1. Vetch–Aug. 30. After May 15
“1. Crimson clover–Sept. 5. After May 15
“1. Rye–Oct. 20. After May 15
“2. Peas and oats–March 21. May 25, June 1
“3. Peas and oats–March 22. June 1, 10
“4. Vetch and oats–April 1. June 10, 20
“5. Peas and oats–April 10. June 20. July 11
“6. Corn (R.T.W. flint)–May 1. July 1, 10
“7. Corn and cow peas–May 15. July 21, 25
“8. Hungarian oats–June 15. July 25 Aug. 1
“9. Sorghum–June 1. Aug. 1, 10
“10. Sorghum and cow peas–June 5. Aug. 10, 15
“11. Soybeans–June 10. Aug. 18, 26
“12. Cow peas and kaffir corn–June 25. Aug. 25, Sept. 1
“13. Hungarian millet–July 10. Sept. 1
“14. Corn–June 10. Sept. 16, 27
“15. Cow peas and pearl millet–July 15. Sept. 25, 20
“16. Barley and peas–Aug. 10. Oct. 10, 20
“17. Barley and soybeans–July 30. Oct. 21
“17. Barley–Aug. 15. Oct. 21”
2112. Demolon, A. 1910. A propos du ‘Soja hispida’ [About
the soybean, Soja hispida]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique
74(1):375-76. March 24. [Fre]
• Summary: “The article by Mr. H. Sagnier which appeared
recently in this journal on the subject of Soja hispida (No.
10, 10 March 1910) stimulates us to publish some reflections
on this timely question in which we took an interest while
Li Yu-ying was working at our laboratory at the Chesnoy
School of Practical Agriculture” [in France].

Demolon presents the soybean as a rather uninteresting
plant, though one that could be of purely scientific interest.
He makes 12 points–which Li later tries to refute in the
Jan. 12, 1911 issue of this journal: 1. The carbohydrates in
soybeans are represented by cellulose. 2. When one submits
soy flour to an appropriate water treatment, the oil in the
flour forms an emulsion and one obtains a whitish liquid.
The name “vegetable milk” (lait végétal) which is applied
to this substance has always seemed scientifically very
inexact. 3. It is well known that vegetable albumins have
a coefficient of assimilation very inferior to albumins of
animal origin. The physical properties of so-called soy casein
(la soi-disant caséine du soja) are not at all the same as those
of milk casein, which has considerable importance from an
alimentary/nutritional viewpoint.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Jan. 2016) that uses the term caséine du soja to refer to
soybean protein.
4. What should we think of a milk in which lactose is
totally absent and cannot be replaced except by indigestible
cellulose. 5. Where are the lecithins and the soluble ferments,
in short all those things which give milk the character
of a biological liquid? 6. This vegetable milk has to its
disadvantage a very characteristic taste, which reveals its
origin. 7. Those of us who raise livestock are reassured
by that fact that vegetable milk cannot compete in terms
of results. 8. From the industrial viewpoint, and above all
from that of an oil mill, we must note that the oil content
of soybeans (16-18%) is inferior to that of most oleaginous
plants (rapeseed or colza 35-40%, linseed 20-25%, and
peanuts 45-46%). 9. Concerning the preparation of bread
for diabetics, it is not clear what advantages soy bread has
over gluten bread. The oil content and the strong flavor of
soya cannot help but make the product inferior. 10. As Mr.
Schribaux has noted, an agronomic trial conducted last year
at the Chesnoy School of Agriculture gave an insignificant
harvest. And even if varieties suited to these regions could be
found, they would have to be superior to our good traditional
legumes. 11. Nevertheless, the imported cake can find an
advantageous place in livestock feeding. 12. It is however
true that the soybean plant represents one of the curiosities
of vegetable physiology and in this regard its study will be of
great interest.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Nov. 2003) that uses the term caséine du soja to refer
to “soy protein.” Address: Director of the agronomic station
of Aisne, France.
2113. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Growing the Peking and
Haberlandt varieties. Letter to Prof. H.A. Morgan, Director,
Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, March 25. 1
p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Morgan: I am anxious to have
some good soybean grower grow four acres of the Peking
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variety and six acres of the Haberlandt variety for seed this
year. Will you kindly give me the address of an AI [sic,
perhaps A1 = excellent] Tennessee farmer whom you think
would be willing to contract to grow this seed for me.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2114. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soya-beans.
76(13):490. March 26. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The Times [London] of March 18 announces
that cable advices have been received from the United
States stating that it is the intention of the Government to
repeal the existing duty on soya-beans and to admit them
free [of any duties]. Concurrently it is also advised from
Kharbin (Manchuria) that an American syndicate has been
formed to purchase all stocks of these beans now existing
in Manchuria. The effect on the market for soya beans and
soya oil and other oil seeds have been marked by a general
advance in prices and by enquiries from America for offers
of soya oil to be shipped to American ports from this country.
Supplies of soya beans are drawn almost entirely from
Manchuria, and have so far been mostly absorbed by the
British market.”
2115. Cowie, W.B. 1910. Soya seeds and oil. Chemist and
Druggist (London) 76(13):66. March 26. [1 ref]
• Summary: Overview of a paper presented by Cowie on
16 March 1910 in Edinburgh at an evening meeting of the
North British Branch of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great
Britain.
People have become suspicious of “soya-bean meal”
because it has been sold mixed with Java beans which
contain a significant amount of cyanogenetic glucoside.
A table shows six constants for “soya-bean oil” based on
studies by Cowie, E.S.L. & W, and Lewkowitsch. The iodine
value was found to be 120, 130.4, and 122 respectively.
When soya-bean oil is substituted for olive oil in B.P.
liniments of ammonia, lime, camphor, or nitrate of mercury
ointment, the ointment is a complete failure.
In Japan there are some 11,000 firms in which 2.5
million hectoliters of soya beans are expressed each year and
fermented with “Aspergillus oryzae for the preparation of the
liquid soy” [sauce].
Also gives an overview of the discussion that followed.
Mr. Wilson noted that the use of soya oil in the manufacture
of linoleum depends on its relatively high iodine value. He
added that for feeding purposes, soya-bean is never used

alone; a maximum of 25% is mixed with linseed or other
feeding stuffs.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2001)
that mentions the term “Java beans.” Address: Ph.C., F.C.S.,
Edinburgh.
2116. Cowie, W.B. 1910. Note on soya seeds and oil.
Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London) 30:403-04.
March 26. [3 ref]
• Summary: At yesterday’s evening meeting of the
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, held in Edinburgh,
Scotland, three varieties of soya beans and a sample of
soya bean oil were exhibited. Seeds received from Mr.
J. Rutherford Hill, of the yellow variety, yielded 18% of
oil and 38.2% of proteins. They were found to contain no
cyanogenetic glucoside. “All the suspicion attached to the
soya bean meal seemed to have been caused by admixture
with Java beans which contain an appreciable amount of
cyanogenetic glucoside.”
An analysis of the oil is given; it agrees quite closely
with that given by Lewkowitsch and those given in Evans’
Analytical Notes for 1909. A long passage quoted from the
Scotsman of 4 March 1910 concerns the present great interest
in soya bean trade. If the Manchurian supply should be cut
off, the remainder might be supplied by Japan, where each
year 11,000 installations transform 2.5 million hectoliters of
soybeans, using fermentation and Aspergillus oryzae, into
“soy [sauce], a liquid condiment used extensively by the
population.”
There follows a long discussion, with many questions
and answers. Dr. Watt asks about the difference in price
between soya bean oil, arachis oil, and cotton-seed oil–which
are sometimes used as a substitute for olive oil. Mr. Giles
asks if soya bean oil is less expensive than arachis oil. Mr.
Cowie notes that it could be detected as an adulterant in olive
oil, and that it could possibly be substituted for olive oil in
the following official preparations: Liniments of ammonia,
lime, and camphor, and nitrate of mercury ointment.
Mr. Wilson described the case in which soya bean oil
had been supplied to a fried fish restaurant. When used in
cooking, it seemed to decompose like crude linseed oil,
creating an offensive smell.
Mr. McEwan recalled that about 15 years ago a baker
in Edinburgh had tried to use soya bean oil in bread and
biscuits, but had found it impossible to work with, and had
long since abandoned it.
Mr. Hill recalled that a gentleman who had a garden
a few miles from Edinburgh, Scotland, cultivated the
soya bean for three years. Although they grew readily and
flowered, he was never able to obtain seeds from them.
Note 1. Unfortunately, neither the name of the
gentleman who cultivated the soya bean nor the date that he
began cultivation are given. However, if he planted the seeds
in May, he could have started no later than May 1906.
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Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen
(March 2021) for soybeans in Scotland, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Scotland (by May 1906, near Edinburgh). The
source of these soybeans is unknown. Address: Ph.C., F.C.S.
2117. F.C.S. 1910. Soya bean as a food. Chemist and
Druggist (London) 76(13):492. March 26.
• Summary: In the section titled “Correspondence,” under
“Subscribers’ symposium” we read: “I had quite a lot
of experience with Soya bean cake a year ago. There is
no cyanogetic glucoside [by 2011 written “cyanogenic
glucoside”], present. The trouble arises through the excessive
richness in nitrogenous or albumenoid constituents (the oil
included), and through the great density of the powdered
beans. The death of cows has been proved to be due to the
excessive amount of the powder they got through the heavy
soya meal settling to the bottom of the gruel or soup, and
thus allowing the last cows in the row to get a very rich dose
of feed. Surfeit–pure and simple. The beans exhausted by
petroleum ether (or other solvent) would naturally contain
less poisonous principle (assuming such to be present) than
would powder containing the full natural percentage of oil.
I take it, at any rate, that this would be possible. The solvent
most likely would extract at least a portion of the (alleged)
poisonous principle.
“The fact that in the cases which came under my notice
the meal was ‘extracted’ by solvents, yet proved fatal, shows
that the trouble is a ‘surfeit’ one. Twenty cows in a row in
one cow shed were fed from the same truck of mash. The last
three in the row died, the two immediately preceding them in
the row were very ill, but recovered under treatment, while
the other fifteen were unaffected. The order of feeding was
always the same. Another case confirmed this–the last cow or
two suffered. I had previously had a good deal of experience
of the Java beans, and there was no difficulty in proving
hydrocyanic acid present in quantity in them.”
2118. Schofield and Co. 1910. Classified ad: Special
announcements. Times (London). March 26. p. 1, col. 3.
• Summary: “Manchurian produce. Soya beans. Bean oil.
Bean cakes. Seeds. Cereals. Oils. For information apply
to Schofield and Co., Newchwang.” Address: Newchwang
[Manchuria].
2119. Cloud, Frederick D. 1910. Why America is so
interested in Manchuria. New York Times. March 27. p. SM5.
• Summary: Manchuria represents a huge potential market
for American goods (especially those related to Manchurian
railways, such as the East Manchuria Railway Co.) and is
capable of becoming one of the world’s greatest agricultural
regions.
The Manchurian railways are presently controlled by
Russia and Japan; the U.S. government is determined to
ensure their neutrality.

“There is contained within the boundaries of the Three
Eastern Provinces which together constitute Manchuria, an
area of about 390,000 square miles in extent. A large portion
of this vast area is arable land, which is scarcely excelled
in productiveness by any territory in the world. At present,
owing to the smallness of its population–18,000,000 people
in the whole of Manchuria–there is but a fraction of the
tillable land under cultivation.
“Yet the value of one crop alone, that of the soy bean,
during the present season will amount to something like
$25,000,000.”
The soil and climate throughout are adapted to the
growing of beans, wheat, oats, millet, tobacco, and barley,
and in Southern Manchuria corn is a valuable crop. Address:
Former American Consul at Mukden, Manchuria.
2120. Hutchinson, W.L. 1910. Re: Problem with soy bean
numbers. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC, March 31. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir–I have yours concerning varieties
of soybeans and I went to the barn to make shipment but
could not find all of the numbers you give. I have written Mr.
Perkins at Clemson College [South Carolina] to give us a key
to the numbers he has on the packages of soybean seed, and
as soon as I hear from him, I will make shipment to you as
requested.
Yours truly...”
Note: Piper sent two different sets of numbers, which
would have confused anyone.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 21–Minnesota-Mississippi. P.I. 66.
Entry 68. Folder–Mississippi Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Director, Mississippi Agric. Exp.
Station, Mississippi Agricultural College.
2121. Morse, S.F. 1910. An up-to-date dairy farm. Its new
barn and equipment. The Howatt system of ventilation.
Country Gentleman 75(2983):311. March 31.
• Summary: “Mr. Howatt believes that Ayrshire milk is
especially suited for the use of infants and invalids. For
feeding the cattle, an extensive system of soiling crops and
ensilage is depended on, oats or barley and peas, peas alone,
crimson clover, soy beans, cow peas, alfalfa, corn, etc., being
grown; in fact, this farm seems admirably adapted to the
various desirable soiling crops. Pasture is used mainly to
exercise the cows.”
2122. Times (London). 1910. The marine insurance market.
March 31. p. 16, col. 4.
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• Summary: “Another product which suffers very severely
from immersion in water is the soya bean, and in the trade
in this commodity there is likely to be a very considerable
expansion this spring. Some months ago it was stated at the
exportation of beans from Manchuria had been prohibited,
but there are indications that shipments are coming forward
again. Beans are exported from Dalny and Vladivostok to
this country and the United States and, to a limited extent,
from Han-kau [Hankow, Han-k’ou, Hankou].”
2123. Product Name: [Soy coffee].
Manufacturer’s Name: Argot or Argo.
Manufacturer’s Address: Sta. Quirili (Kurile), on the
railroad from Batoum to Tiflis, Republic of Georgia, Russia.
Date of Introduction: 1910 March.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Frank N.
Meyer to David Fairchild of the USDA. In: Letters of Frank
N. Meyer. 4 vols. Compiled by USDA Bureau of Plant
Introduction. See p. 949-50, 1023. March 15. It is made
by a firm called “Argot” at the Sta. Quirili on the railroad
from Batoum [probably Batumi, formerly Batum, a city and
seaport on the Black Sea] to Tiflis [Tbilisi or T’bilisi, capital
of the Republic of Georgia]. On page 1095 (10 Aug. 1910)
Meyer says that the soy bean coffee company is named
“Argo,” and is located at Kurile [perhaps Quirili], Caucasus.
So the product is probably made in the Republic of Georgia.
Note 1. This is the earliest known commercial soy
product made in the Republic of Georgia. Yet Georgia had
been a vassal of Russia since 1783. So this is also the earliest
known commercial soy product made in the Russian Empire.
Note 2. The Quirili is a river (a great tributary of the
Rion) near Tiflis, in Georgia, Transcaucasia (See: Freshfield,
Douglas W. 1869. Travels in the Central Caucasus and
Bashan..., p. 91-92).
2124. Biffen, W. 1910. The growth of leguminous crops and
soil inoculation. Hawaiian Planters’ Record 2(3):175-83.
March; 2(4):253-61. April. [1 ref]
• Summary: From West Indian Bulletin, 1910, Vol. X, No.
1, p. 93-106: Soy is mentioned in this Hawaiian Planters’
Record only on page 253: “Hellriegel and Wilfarth’s
discoveries, and the results of Lawe and Gilbert’s work at
Rothamsted excited considerable attention in the United
States, and extended investigations on the results of
inoculation with different species of legume plants were
started in that country. At first, the method employed was
that of inoculation by means of earth from other legume
fields. The two crops which appeared to benefit most by this
practice were the soy bean and alfalfa. In the case of clover,
cowpeas, field peas, beans, and vetches, the organisms
responsible for nodule formation and assimilation of nitrogen
appeared to be already present in most cultivated soils, and
these crops gave good returns, and did not apparently require
inoculation.” Address: B.Sc.

2125. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1910.
Cultivation and utilisation of soy bean. II. 8(1):40-42.
Summarized in Agricultural Journal of India (Calcutta) 5:375
(1910). [2 ref]
• Summary: “A study is now being made by the Reporter
on Economic Products to the Government of India of the
composition of soy beans of established Indian races, with
a view to the determination of the proportion of oil which
they contain as compared with that contained in Manchurian
beans. The quantity of soy beans at present produced in India
is not sufficient for the creation of an export trade, but there
is ample evidence that the beans could be grown extensively
if desired.
“The introduction of the soy bean into India is of
comparatively recent date and the product is not grown to
any large extent except among people of Mongolian races
and particularly in Burma. Experiments on the cultivation of
the plant have been carried out at various times at Nagpur,
Lahore [later divided between India and Pakistan], Madras,
at several localities in the Bombay Presidency, and at
Saharanpur in the United Provinces. Further experiments,
however, are required in order to prove that the crop would
be remunerative before it can be safely recommended to the
ryots. Reference to small trials recently carried out in the
Central Provinces has been made in the Annual Report on the
Agricultural Stations for 1908-09...
“With regard to the possibility of growing the crop in
West Africa, it may be mentioned that supplies of the seed
were forwarded last year to the Governors of the various
Colonies by the late Sir Alfred Jones, and the following
results have been already reported. Experiments carried out
at the Agricultural Station at Olokemeji, Southern Nigeria,
have indicated that the crop can be grown there satisfactorily,
but it is considered doubtful whether the farmers would
take up the cultivation of a product of such low commercial
value. Some of the beans were sown at Axim in the Gold
Coast [later Ghana] and germinated in three days. Trials are
also in progress at Abuko in the Gambia...
“It is considered that the bean could probably be grown
with success in the Cape of Good Hope, but the crop would
not prove very remunerative on account of the high cost
of labour. An extensive trial, however, will, if possible, be
carried out in the west of the Colony.
“Attempts are being made to encourage the cultivation
of the crop in Natal [in South Africa]... The soy bean forms
the principal leguminous crop of the Cedara Experiment
Farm; twelve acres were planted during last season, and the
best variety yielded 513 lb of seed per acre.
“The cultivation of this crop is regarded as a promising
industry for the East Africa Protectorate [renamed Kenya
Protectorate in 1920]. Two tons of seed have been forwarded,
and trials are now in progress.
“Soy beans are already grown by several planters in
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Nyasaland [later renamed Malawi] as a green manure in the
coffee plantations...
“The cultivation of the bean would probably prove
successful in Rhodesia, and a supply of seed is being
forwarded for purposes of trial.
“A small consignment has been sent by the Imperial
Institute to the Sudan for experimental cultivation on the
Government Farm at Khartoum.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2009) concerning soybeans in Nigeria, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Nigeria. This document contains the earliest
clear date seen (April 2004) for soybeans in Nigeria, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Nigeria (1910). The source of
these soybeans is unknown.
The agricultural station at Olokemeji in Nigeria is
located in the city of Olokemeji, which is in the Olokemeji
Forest Reserve, located 27 miles west of Ibadan and 22 miles
north-northeast of Abeokuta. According to the Nigerian
Embassy in Washington, DC, the station was closed by
the federal government in about 1965 and consolidated at
Ibadan. Contact: Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Ibadan,
Oyo State, Nigeria.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Ghana (formerly Gold Coast), or the
cultivation of soybeans in Ghana.
Note 3. Concerning Rhodesia: It is not known whether
the soybeans were sent to Northern Rhodesia (which became
Zambia in 1964) or Southern Rhodesia (which became
Zimbabwe in 1980).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Sudan. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Sudan (1910); later
documents (Kaltenbach 1936) indicate that these soybeans
were first grown in 1912; they came from India and South
Africa.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Nyasaland (renamed Malawi on 6
July 1964), or the cultivation of soybeans in Nyasaland. The
source of these soybeans is unknown.
2126. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1910. Die Sojabohne [The soya bean
(Abstract)]. 17(3):58. March. [Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
English-language article: Bulletin of the Imperial Institute
(London). 1909. “Cultivation and utilisation of the soy
bean.” 7(3):308-14.
2127. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1910. Sojabohnen [Soybeans
(Abstract)]. 17(3):58. March. [Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
English-language article: Piper, Charles V.; Nielsen, H.T.
1909. “Soy beans.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p.

Oct. 7.
2128. Druggists Circular (The). 1910. Delicate test for urea.
54:115. March.
• Summary: “Takenchi [sic, Takeuchi] (Journ. Coll. Agric.
Jap. through Pharm. Journ.) says that the seeds of glycine
hispida (soy beans) contain a very active urease, which
is readily soluble in water. This ferment does not act on
other nitrogenous compounds but liberates ammonia from
urea almost immediately at ordinary temperatures, and
consequently an aqueous extract of soy beans is a delicate
reagent for detecting traces of urea, phenolphthalein being
employed to indicate the presence of the ammonia thus
liberated.”
Note: This is an English-language summary of the
following English-language article. Takeuchi, T. 1909. “On
the occurrence of urease in higher plants.” J. of the College
of Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University 1(1):1-14. June 16.
2129. Far Eastern Review (Shanghai). 1910. Oil and cake
manufacture: The soya oil bean. 6(10):487-89. March.
Reprinted from the London and China Express, Nov. 1909.
[2 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This article begins: “In a recent issue of the
‘Economist’ attention was drawn to the Soya bean trade
in Manchuria, and to the rapid rise of the country as an
exporter... America and the Continent are casting envious
eyes upon what almost amounts to a monopoly of the trade
held by Great Britain at this moment as a consequence of
the existing prohibitive import duties on oilseeds in the
protected countries. During the past season the English
oilseed crushers settled down to a highly lucrative trade
and for some months past many of the large mills have set
their entire plant running on the crushing of Soya beans, to
the exclusion of cottonseed, linseed, and other oleaginous
seeds. The supposed shortage of the cotton and flax crops
in the United States, and the anticipated shortage of linseed
in the Argentine, with the resultant scarcity of cottonseed
and linseed products, has found the English market
comparatively unperturbed, for the reason that Soya oil and
cake can supply most of the requirements as well, if not
better, whilst the foreigner is debarred from its use by the
presence of high import tariffs. This new industry supplied
a good example of the value to the United Kingdom of
free imports of raw material compared with the protective
duties in other countries... Soya oil manufactured in England
continues to rise, in sympathy with the scarcity and dearness
of linseed and cottonseed oils, and it is interesting to note
that one of the main factors in the advance has been the
demand from the United States, which is being supplied by
the English crushers. Large quantities of Soya oil are being
shipped form British ports to the American seaboard, and the
demand is likely to continue; but the trade has already been
so large that it is difficult to buy oil for near delivery. The
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same oil is also being shipped from Japan and China to the
Untied States, as well as to the North of Europe, and here we
have–for the moment at least–the only serious competitors of
English crushers.”
“In England, the bean cake is of even greater importance
than the oil, representing as it does about 90 per cent. of
the raw material. The cake is the residue after crushing, and
the analysis compares favourably in oil and albuminous
substances with the best decorticated cotton-seed cake and
meal, large quantities of which have been imported into this
country for many years for cattle feeding... In Denmark, a
great butter-producing country, some hesitation was shown in
regard to the introduction of the Soya bean, as it was feared
that the taste of the butter might be affected by feeding cows
with Soya cake, but experiments have proved the reverse,
and Denmark has secured 25,000 to 30,000 tons of beans for
shipment from Manchuria during the next few months for
crushing and cake-making.”
The bean cake made in Asia by primitive methods
“contains a great deal of moisture, and is unsuitable for a
long voyage, owing to its liability to become heated and
unsound. This cake is used chiefly as a fertilizer in Japan
and Southern China. During the present season these two
countries imported about 600,000 tons of beancake from
Manchuria for fertilizing.” If the price of the beans rise,
“will Japan eventually come to rely on phosphates or other
artificial manures?”
A small table shows the imports of beancake into Japan
during the last five years: 1905–182,000 tons. 1906–258,000
tons. 1907–320,000 tons. 1908–460,000 tons. 1909–600,000
tons.
“An exhibition of Soya beans and by-products from
North China, together with photographs of the Soya bean
industry, was held at the boardroom of the Manchester
Chamber of Commerce on 17th and 18th inst. Explanations
and full particulars of the industry were given by Mr.
Cavendish Evelyn Liardet, lately returned form China.
“At a recent meeting of the committee of the African
Trade Section of the Incorporated Chamber of Commerce of
Liverpool, Mr. A. Grenville Turner delivered an interesting
address on the cultivation and uses of the Soya Bean.”
“In America an attempt has recently been made there
by certain dealers to place the Soya beans on the market as
a new substitute for coffee, and sell it under other names
at fancy prices. A sample of coffee specially ground from
the Soya bean, at the suggestion of Sir Alfred Jones, was
submitted, and created much interest.”
The oil-cake left after the expression of the oil has
a nutritive value that “is approximately equal to that of
decorticated cotton-seed cake. Feeding trial with this cake in
comparison with decorticated cotton cake have been carried
out at the Cumberland and Westmoreland Farm School at
Newton Rigg, and also at the Royal Agricultural College,
Cirencester. At the former institution it was found that the

cows, when fed with Soya bean cake, gave rather more milk
than when fed with cotton cake; but the difference was so
small that it may be considered that the two cakes are equal
in this respect. The proportion of fat in the milk was the same
in each case... In view of the importance of the trade in Soya
beans, it has been considered desirable that attempts should
be made to row the product in other countries than China.
The Imperial Institute has already brought the matter to the
notice of the Governments of several British Dependencies,
and experiments are now in progress in the Cape of Good
Hope, Natal, the East Africa Protectorate [later Kenya],
and the Gambia. An effort is also being made to stimulate
the cultivation of the Soya bean in India. It is stated that
considerable additional areas are available for cultivation in
Manchuria.
“The annual report of the Hull Chamber of Commerce
and Shipping states that the Seed Crushers’ Committee
report that ‘the mills have been fairly well employed, and
for the first time in the history of the trade soya beans have
been crushed in quantity.’ The Hull Seed, Oil, and Cake
Association report that ‘the outstanding feature of the year
has been the advent of the soya bean from Manchuria, which
marks an epoch in the crushing trade of the United Kingdom.
About 400,000 tons have been shipped to the United
Kingdom in 1909, of which 153,000 tons have arrived in
Hull since March last. There is reason to hope that the soya
bean will be a regular article of import.’”
2130. Grisdale, J.H. 1910. The growing of profitable crops
for dairy cattle. Macdonald College Magazine (Quebec,
Canada) 1(1):21-24. Feb/March. See p. 22.
• Summary: On page 22 is a photo whose caption reads:
“A field of soy beans on Macdonald College farm, the farm
stables in the background.” A man is shown standing in this
large field, which looks to be at least 60 by 200 feet.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
concerning soybeans in Quebec province, Canada, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Quebec province. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Quebec
province, or the cultivation of soybeans in Quebec province
(Feb/March 1910).
Note 2. Soybeans are not mentioned in part II of
this article. Address: Dominion Agriculturalist, Central
Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Canada.
2131. Hansson, Nils. 1910. Das Wert des Sojakuchens und
des Sojamehls als Milchviehfutter [The value of soybean
cake and soybean meal as a fodder for milch cows].
Biedermann’s Zentralblatt fuer Agrikulturchemie 39:191-95.
March. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German summary of the author’s original
1909 Swedish-language publication in Meddelande
fran Centralanstalten for Foersoeksvaesendet pa
Jordbruksomradet (Stockholm) (No. 15, 51 p.). The
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experiments were started early in 1909 at the research
stations of Bjerka-Säby and Säbyholm in Sweden.
Note: This agricultural periodical is now being
edited by “Prof. Dr. O. Kellner, Geh. Hofrat, Vorstand
der Kgl. landwirtshaftlichen Versuchsstation in MöckernLeibzig.” Address: Föreståndare for Centralanstaltens
Husdjursafdelning, Sweden.
2132. Ishii, T.; Okamoto, H. 1910. Daizu [Soy bean: Its
culture and uses]. Hokkaido Nogyo Shikenjo Iho (Hokkaido
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin) No. 10. 33 p.
March. [Jap]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. The position of soybeans in
Hokkaido agriculture. Suitable climate and preparation of
the soil for farming. Crop rotation. Varieties of soybeans.
Compost. Seeds. Sowing seeds. Care after germination.
Harvest. Utilization of soybeans: Green manure, as feed,
soybean cake as fertilizer. Soybean diseases. Soybean
insects.
An illustration (non-original) on the title page shows the
roots of a soybean plant with a few nodules.
The word “Daizu” (meaning “soybean”) is written
backwards (from right to left) according to today’s (Aug.
2014) conventions. Address: 1. Agronomist; 2. Entomologist.
Both: Sapporo, Japan.
2133. Itie, G. 1910. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds
(Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 10(84):237-46. March. [51 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Duration of vegetation (2 harvests
per year in warm areas). Culture. Soil preparation. Time of
planting. Selection of seeds (varieties), seed weight (number
of seeds per kg for different European varieties), and weight
to plant per hectare for forage or seed. Distance between
seeds. Method of planting. Germination. Cultural care
(crop management). Irrigation. Flowering and setting seeds.
Harvest. Time of harvest.
Concerning germination (p. 241-42): Soybean
germination in Europe is often unequal and unsure. It is also
necessary to plant fresh seeds; otherwise, many will not
develop or the weak seedlings rot quickly.
The nature of the soil has a marked influence. A hard soil
that offers little resistance to Vigna, to the contrary stops the
growth of soybeans that come up with difficulty in a driedout or insufficiently prepared terrain. Hence the importance
of careful farming methods.
Germination is rather long in temperate countries,
quicker in the intertropical zone. It takes place after four or
five days in Vietnam and in general in a week prohibiting
very unfavorable circumstances. The young plant then
develops slowly, but soon it does not delay to shoot up and
attains rapidly 0.3-0.35 meters.
Note: This document contains 7 tables, mostly from

other sources. Address: Ingenieur d’Agriculture coloniale.
2134. Japan, Bureau of Agriculture (Norinsho, Nomukyoku),
Dep. of Agriculture and Commerce. 1910. Outlines of
agriculture in Japan. Tokyo: Agricultural Bureau, Department
of Agriculture and Commerce. 132 p. March. Illust. No
index. 23 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: See next page. This book was compiled to
acquaint foreigners with agriculture in Japan. Company
name with diacritics is: Nôrinshô, Nômukyoku. A map
near the front shows Japan and its empire (incl. Korea,
Formosa, Kwantung, Karafuto, and the Kurile Islands, with
an inset pie chart showing the value of Japan’s agricultural
products). Oval photos show Japan’s six top agricultural
officials, including Baron K. Oura, Minister of the Dept.
of Agriculture and Commerce, C. Shimooka, Director of
the Agricultural Bureau, and Dr. Y. Kozai, Director of the
Imperial Experiment Station.
A full-page table shows the moneys, measures and
weights of Japan with English equivalents.
Contents of the first part of the book: Introduction:
Geographical location, area, population, topographical
position, climate. 1. General remarks. 2. Condition of
farmers. 3. Condition of agricultural land.
The section titled “Upland fields” (p. 18) states: “Upland
fields are those portions of land being located in high and
dry places which by wanting means of irrigation could not
be converted into paddy fields. The utilization of these fields
is commonly made by the rotation system and crops are
raised twice a year. The commonest instance is that barely,
naked barely, and wheat are raised as the first crop in winter
whereas soja beans, sweet potatoes and millets are raised
during the summer as the second crop.” The profits from
upland fields are generally smaller than from lowland /
paddy fields. The average yield of soja beans over the past 10
years is given in Japanese units (p. 19).
In Japan only cows and horses are kept as work animals.
In 1907 Japan had 1,008,922 cows and 2,204,031 horses. But
they were used more for their manure than for plowing.
A table (p. 28) shows the value (in yen) of the principal
commercial fertilizers in Japan from 1905 to 1907. “Soja
bean cakes” (a key source of nitrogen) is by far the largest,
averaging 12.9 million yen for these three years, followed by
superphosphate of lime, mixed manure, rape-seed oil cakes,
herring cakes, bone dust, and cotton-seed oil cakes. Note 1.
This is the earliest English-language document seen (July
2016) that uses the term “cotton-seed oil cakes” (plural or
singular) to refer to cotton-seed cakes.
A table (p. 37) gives the cultivated area (in 1,000 cho) of
major Japanese crops in 1887, 1892, 1897, 1902, and 1907.
In 1907 rice had by far the largest area (2,906), followed
by naked barley (694), barley (658), soja bean (471), wheat
(444), mulberry tree (390), sweet potato (288), Indian millet
(202), rape seed (143), small red bean ([azuki], 135). Soja
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bean area remained almost unchanged between 1887 (466)
and 1907 (471).
A table (p. 39) gives average yield (in koku/tan) of the
same major Japanese crops for the same years shown in the
previous table. Yield of soja beans rose from 0.698 in 1887
to 0.777 in 1907. Since 1 koku = 4.963 bushels and 1 tan =
0.245 acres, the 1907 yield is 15.74 bushels/acre.
A table (p. 40) gives the production (in 10,000 koku)
of the same major Japanese crops for the same years shown
in the previous table. Production of soja beans rose from
325 in 1887 to 366 in 1907. Since 1 koku = 4.963 bushels,
and 10,000 koku = 49,630 bushels, then 366 koku is 18.164
million bushels. The next table (p. 42) shows the value (in
yen) of each of these agricultural products in 1905-07, and
a table (p. 46) compares the cultivated area of each of these
crops with rice; soja beans are 16.2% of rice.
In the section on “Food crops” (p. 47+) is a detailed
discussion of each. Concerning “Soja bean” (p. 50-51) we
read: “The use of this bean is extremely extensive since
they are used for the purpose of supplying to the people low
priced starchy food by being made into miso (pea cheese),
soy, tofu (bean curd), and other food-stuffs required by the
Japanese. The residue obtained from making these foodstuffs from the bean is used for the purpose of feeding cattle

or of pressing oil while as manure it is highly valued. Soja
bean is easily cultivated requiring less amount of manure
and labour. It is therefore cultivated all over the country
and occupies the principal position among summer crops
of upland fields. Within recent years the demand for it
has considerably increased at home and also the export of
various food-stuffs prepared out of bean has shown some
increase so that no small amount of bean is imported either
from China [Manchuria] or Korea. The amount imported
actually reaches 10,000,000 yen. Over and above these, the
import of bean cakes is approximately figured at 20,000,000
yen so that the domestic output has somewhat been affected.”
Also discusses: Barley and naked barley. Indian millet,
Barnyard millet and sorghum. Small red bean [azuki] (“A
large amount of small red bean is used as a material for
cakes [confections], Hokkaido being the principal producing
district.” p. 51). Flax and hemp. Green manure crops,
incl. genge (Astragalus sinicus, umagoyashi (Medicago
denticula)), soja beans, etc.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2006) that uses the term “small red bean” to
refer to the azuki bean.
Chapter 4, titled “Animal industry and poultry” (p.
69+) contains many statistics which may be of interest to
vegetarians. Japanese traditionally ate fish rather than meat.
“Even at present, the amount of meat consumed per capita
a year does not exceed 1.7 pounds while that consumed
in America is 150 pounds and in England 118 pounds per
capita.” etc.
Page 70 contains 4 tables with statistics about the
number of cattle, horses, swine, sheep and goats, from 1897
to 1907. The number of slaughter houses decreased from
2,163 in 1897 to 938 in 1907. During this same period the
number of slaughtered horses increased from 41,049 to
65,655 and the number of slaughtered swine increased from
107,034 to 177,351.
Note: An excellent history of meat eating in Japan,
by Zenjiro Watanabe, is available online at http://www.
kikkoman.co.jp/kiifc/foodculture/pdf_09/e_002_008.pdf.
In 1906 the government perceived the necessity for
developing a poultry industry in Japan so it established a
poultry plant as a branch of the Imperial Stock Breeding
Farm in the suburbs of Tokyo (p. 75).
A table (p. 85) shows imports of principal agricultural
products (quantity and value) each year from 1906 to 1908.
Imports of soja beans increased from 286 to 352 (x 10,000
piculs) during this period, while imports of [soja] bean cake
increased from 433 to 776. Both were imported mainly from
China. However “the output of soy [sauce] and miso made of
soja bean is exported to the amount of 1,200,000 yen, while
bean cake forms the principal fertilizer in Japan” (p. 86).
Page 95: The Imperial Agricultural Experiment Station,
with its headquarters near Tokyo, under the direct control
of the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce, “originated
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in 1886 and the system was practically completed in 1893.”
Address: Tokyo.
2135. Kita, Gen-itsu. 1910. Shôyu jôzô ni kansuru kenkyû.
III. [Studies on brewing shoyu. III.]. Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi
(J. of the Society of Chemical Industry, Japan) 13(145):22135. March. [1 ref. Jap; ger]

• Summary: In the report, the author writes [about] the
continuation of his study of the properties of “koji”. That is
the mixture of soybeans (Sojabohnen) and wheat which is
specially prepared and achieved with [the mold] Aspergillus
oryzae. He first writes about the influence of cooking salt
on the koji diastase. The influence of the salt depends
upon the concentration of the enzyme solution, that is, the
salt has a considerably disruptive effect in a thin enzyme
solution, while in a concentrated enzyme solution it has
no influence, but rather on the contrary, it has a supportive
effect. The following result provides a slight discussion of
the aforementioned statement: 250 g of “koji” were placed
in 1,000 cc of a 20% alcohol solution for 16 hours and
then filtered. Then 300 cc of the filtrate were mixed with
alcohol [translator’s note: perhaps pure alcohol is meant
here?] in order to precipitate out the enzyme, and it was then
filtered. The precipitate was dissolved in 150 cc of water.
Different quantities of the aforementioned enzyme solution
and salt were added to 5 g of pasty (verkleistert) starch and
everything was brought together to a quantity of 250 cc. The
conversion into sugar [or saccharification] (Verzuckerung)
took two hours at 50º C, after which time the sugar was
measured. The following table depicts the quantity of sugar
as glucose that was obtained from 5 g of starch: Table 1 goes
here.
The author confirms that the supportive effect brings

along the result of the absolutely largest quantity of sugar
and also is not dependent upon the special influence of the
salt.
Secondly, the author writes about the protective effect
of the salt with the enzyme becoming ineffective through
heating. The “koji” extract in an amount of 5 cc (100 g “koji”
placed in 1,000 cc of water for 10 hours and then filtered)
was applied to have its effect upon 100 cc of a 2%
starch solution for 2 hours. The determination of
the sugar is shown by the next results.
Table 2 goes here.
Thirdly, he writes that the diastatic
enzyme in “koji” differs completely from malt
diastase and has the capability of transforming the
starch simultaneously into maltose and glucose.

Therefore, the main type of sugar in a product that has been
converted from starch into sugar (verzuckert) by the “koji”
enzyme is glucose, while the power of the maltase in it is
very weak. Finally, he says that when it grows on a proteinrich culture medium, Asp. oryzae yields a strong proteinsplitting enzyme.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Kôgaku-shi, Japan.
2136. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Soya bean crisis. No. 354. p. 62-63. March.
• Summary: Writing from Newchwang, Vice-Consul C.L.L.
Williams says that a recent financial crisis which threatens
all forms of commerce in Manchuria has affected the trade
in soya beans, the region’s staple export. Local currencies
were upset by the conclusion of the Russo-Japanese war. The
rise in price of soya beans and the short crop have caused a
secondary financial disturbance. Address: Washington, DC.
2137. Nippon Engei Kaisha, Ltd. (The Japan Horticultural
Co.). 1910. Wholesale catalogue of Japanese plants, bulbs,
and seeds: 1910-11. Ikeda, Settsu, Osaka prefecture, Japan.
46 p. Illust. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this English-language catalog
is an illustration of various species of lilies blooming. The
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section on “Seeds” (p. 41) contains a subsection (p. 45) titled
“Vegetable seeds,” which lists the price per pound and per
10 lbs. of the seeds of 27 different types of plants, including:
“Soy bean, ¥0.16 per pound, ¥1.40 per 10 lbs.”
“Prices are quoted in Japanese Gold Yen f.o.b. Kobe,
one Yen being equal to about 50 cents, 2 shillings, or 2½
marks.” “We have over 50,000 ‘tsubo’ [40.8 acres = 16.53
ha; 1 tsubo = 35.586 square feet = 3.954 square yards] of the
best nursery land...” Address: P.O. Box 1, Ikeda. Kawanishimura, Ikeda, Settsu, Osaka prefecture, Japan.
2138. Peking / Pekin / Peking S: New U.S. domestic
soybean variety. Synonyms: Essex, Extra Select-Sable, Red
Sable, Sable (Reynolds 1914). Royal (Morse 1918). Black
Sable, Essex, Extra Select (Morse 1927). Black Champion,
Emperor, Wing’s Royal (Morse 1948). 1910. Seed color:
Black.
• Summary: Sources: Piper, C.V. 1910. Letter to Prof. H.A.
Morgan, Director, Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville,
TN, March 25. “Dear Professor Morgan: I am anxious to
have some good soybean grower grow four acres of the
Peking variety and six acres of the Haberlandt variety for
seed this year.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 36, 48, 75,
78. Peking: S.P.I. No. 17852 B. “A pure field selection in
1907. Plants slender, erect; height 32 to 36 inches; medium
late; pubescence tawny; flowers white; pods small, 1.75 to
2 inches long, compressed, shattering little; seeds black,
medium small, 7 to 7½ mm. long, oblong or nearly so, much
flattened; hilum pale; germ yellow. Grown two seasons.”
Wing Seed Co. 1911. Alfalfa: And how to grow it.
Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Wing Seed Co. 48 p. See p. 20. This
is the company’s mail order catalog. “Peking–A variety so
much like Wing’s Sable as to be indistinguishable from it,
except that it does not stand poor quality soil quite so well
as the latter. Under ordinary conditions this is one of the
finest beans that we have, and on moderately fertile soil it
will make as heavy a yield of grain as any variety, and is also
splendid for forage if desired. Matures in about one hundred
and fifteen days, and requires fifteen pounds of seed to the
acre.”
Grantham, Arthur E. 1912. “Soy beans.” Delaware
College Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 96. 39 p. May
1. See p. 20, 24-25. Peking. Registration No. 17,852-B.
Height of plant: 36 inches. Habit of growth: erect. Quality
of vine: medium. Color of seed: black. Size of seed (number
in 10 grams): 112. Days to maturity: 130. Yield of 5 plants
(grams): 180. The Peking “matures in about the same time
as the Wilson. The plant is perfectly erect with rather fine
stems and an abundance of foliage. It yields seed well and,
on account of the leafiness of the plant, makes an excellent
hay. The seeds are black, smaller and somewhat flatter than

those of the Wilson. This variety has produced uniformly
large yields of seed. The leaves are held well and there is
practically no loss of seed by shattering. On account of
the small size, the seed will go further than the Wilson in
sowing.” Table V (p. 25) shows the seed yields for Peking
(in bushels/acre) were as follows: 34.5 in 1909, 32.4 in 1910,
31.2 in 1911, 32.7 average. The yield of hay in 1910 was
4,830 lb/acre.
Country Gentleman. 1915. “Soy beans for all climates.”
May 22. p. 11. Peking is one of some 500 varieties tested
by the Federal Department of Agriculture, considered an
important variety. “Seeds, black. Seeds are small and flat.
Matures in about 120 days. Gives excellent results in both
grain and hay.”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 16. “The
Peking is an excellent grain producer and with its rather fine
stems and abundant foliage makes one of the best forage
sorts. In variety tests the Peking, Sable, and Royal varieties
appear to be identical, and it is quite evident that the latter
two are selections from the Peking. Plants slender, erect,
maturing in about 120 days; pubescence tawny (a small
percentage of the plants have gray pubescence and twining
terminals); flowers both purple and white; seeds black with
a black seed scar, much flattened, medium small, about
384,000 to the bushel; oil, 15.9%; protein, 39%.” Note: In
1927 and thereafter, Morse states that Royal is the same as
Wilson Five–not Peking.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 168-69. “Selection from S.P.I. 17852 Peking, China,
1907.” “Sable.–Same as Peking.”
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p. 6-7,
10. “Black Sable.–The same as Peking.” “Essex.–The same
as Peking.” “Extra Select Sable.–The same as Peking.”
“Sable.–The same as Peking.” “Red Sable.–The same as
Peking.”
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1188. Selection by Arlington
Experiment Farm [Virginia], 1907.
Morse (1948) does not list this as a named soybean
variety.
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 16-17. Peking/Peking S is in the USDA
Germplasm Collection. Maturity group: Peking is IV, and
Peking S is V. Year named or released: 1910. Developer
or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 03. Source and other
information: From Beijing, China, in 1906 [‘Peking S’ is the
‘Peking’ variety maintained at Stoneville Mississippi]. Prior
designation: PI 17852B. Address: USA.
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2139. Rea, George Bronson. 1910. Beans: The solution of
the commercial situation in Manchuria. Far Eastern Review
(Shanghai) 6(10):453-61, 486-87. March. [Eng]
• Summary: The article begins: “Shanghai, March 1,
1910.–Neutralization of the Manchurian Railways and the
construction of the Chinchow-Tsitsihar-Aigun Line are
the latest moves in the prolonged diplomatic campaign to
nullify Russian and Japanese preponderance in the Three
Eastern Provinces. Since the termination of the late war
foreign opinion has accepted the theory that unfair tactics
and discrimination are the foundation of Japan’s commercial
success in Manchuria. The average European has refused to
believe Japan could secure control of the Manchurian trade,
unless underhanded methods were employed... At the root
of the trouble was the South Manchuria Railway, and on its
operation and administration fell the burden of censure.”
Gives a detailed account of the first shipment of
soybeans from Manchuria to Europe by Mitsui Bussan
and alleged unfair commercial practices used by Japan in
Manchuria, especially concerning the South Manchuria
Railway. “For years Japan has been the largest consumer of
Manchuria’s principal export of beans and bean-cake. The
bean-cake was an absolute necessity to the Japanese farmer
to fertilize his worn out fields... Before the Manchurian
railways were constructed and Newchwang was the
only treaty port, the larger British firms established there
controlled the trade of the province. The beans or bean-cakes
were carted or shipped by river junk to Newchwang to be
stored in the godowns of the leading merchants, who also
controlled the ocean shipping. At the time when the Japanese
farmer required the bean-cake for fertilizing the ground for
spring planting, the port was closed by ice, and very often
the delay in shipping the cake to Japan entailed considerable
loss and damage to the crops. The Japanese purchased
their supplies of bean products from the foreign hongs who
controlled this trade...
“But the war came and changed all this. Japanese
merchants entered the field, and, with the ice free port of
Dairen as a base, commenced an aggressive campaign to
gain control of this important trade. The end was inevitable.
As Japan consumed the bulk of the bean-cake, and controlled
the railway transportation to a port where storage and
lighterage could be eliminated, loading charges reduced
to a minimum and their own steamers employed to freight
the product to Japan at all seasons, it was natural that her
merchants would underbid the foreigner and take away his
monopoly. Despite the discriminating railway rate, giving
Dairen the same tariff as Newchwang, the foreigner never
had a ghost of chance after the appearance of Japan on
the scene. The storage, handling, and lighterage charges
at Newchwang were in themselves sufficient to offset any
difference in the railway freight. Against such a condition
of affairs it was useless for the foreigner to struggle. If he
attempted to purchase beans or bean-cake, he would have to

sell eventually to the larger Japanese firms controlling the
exports to Japan at their price and most likely at a loss.
“So, with the export trade of Manchuria in their hands,
it was an easy step to monopolize the imports for such
Japanese goods suitable to the demand. At a time when
Manchuria was impoverished as a result of a devastating
war, and the purchasing power of the inhabitants reduced
to a minimum owing to a shortage of currency, commerce
was reduced to its original character of simple barter. The
farmer, hauling his crop many miles to the nearest market
town, exchanged his products for cotton goods and other
necessities...
“As a result of the war, many new inland treaty ports
were thrown open to trade, and where previously the
foreigner was confined to the one port of Newchwang, and
forced to deal with the inferior through native agents, he
could now branch out and establish himself in many large
centers of trade throughout the province...
“It is a far cry from high diplomacy to the humble Soya
Bean, yet we hold to the belief that the past and present
commercial situation and ultimate solution of the vexatious
Manchurian problem is bound up in the control of this one
product.”
Eighteen black-and-white photos (each about 3 by 6
inches) show: (1) Upper end of wharf at Dairen. (2) Dairen,
the “white city” or amusement park. (3) Loading steamer
with [soy] beans at Dairen. (4) Loading beans at Dairen
wharves. Loading beans on vessels at Dairen wharf. (5-6)
Two more views of loading beans at Dairen wharves. (7)
[Soy] bean oil awaiting shipment at Dairen. (8) Storing
beans at Manchuria.–Oil cake company’s warehouse. (9)
Loading beans into switch cars on Dairen wharves. (10)
View of piles of beans in sacks on Dairen wharves. (11) Piles
of beans (in sacks) and round bean cakes awaiting shipment
on Dairen wharves. (12) Scenes on Dairen wharves–storing
beans in tall, round osier bins. (13) Panoramic view of
Dairen, looking across the Nippon Bridge to the Old Russian
administration town. (14) Panoramic view of Dairen, from
the hills looking towards the harbor. (15) Delivering beans
in carts. (16) Open storing grounds at Dairen with piles of
beans in sacks. (17) Cleaning and re-sacking beans at Dairen
for shipment to Europe. (18) Sansing [a large Chinese-style
gate], in North Eastern Manchuria. (19) The new edifice of
the Yokohama Specie Bank. (20) The Civil Administration
Building, Dairen. (21) Kirin: The governor’s summer yamen
[headquarters or residence]. (22) Main street of Tiehling, a
great bean and grain center. (23) The streets of Newchwang.
(24) The “White City” terminus of the tramway system,
Dairen. (25) Electric car house, Dairen.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001)
concerning allegations of unfair trade practices.
2140. Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. 1910. Descriptive
catalogue... Bulbs, plants seeds. 1910-11. Yokohama, Japan.
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100 p. March. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this English-language catalog
is an illustration of various gorgeous Japanese flowers. In
the section on “Seeds” (p. 82+) is a subsection (p. 89) titled
“Some vegetable seeds.” The contents (incl. the entry for
“soy bean”) is identical to that in the 1909 catalog, except
that the price per 100 lbs. of soy beans has dropped again
to $2.50. Address: P.O. No. Box 72. 21-35 Nakamura,
Yokohama, Japan. Phone: 509.
2141. Farnham: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910.
Seed color: Yellow (straw).
• Summary: Sources: Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Send soy bean
seeds to Dr. W.W. Garner. Letter (memorandum) to W.J.
Morse [Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia], April 1. One of
the varieties sent is: “#22312. Farnham.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 59, 75.
Seed color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 22312. “From Shanghai,
China, 1908... Grown two seasons.” “The best varieties of
soy beans (p. 75): Late–Farnham, 22312.” Address: USA.
2142. Morgan, H.A. 1910. Re: Two good farmers. Letter
to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C., April 1. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “My Dear Mr. Piper: Your letter of the 25th
came while I was away from the office.
“I am to-day writing to one of our cooperators in Middle
Tennessee asking him to select two good men if he can for
the growing of the Peking and Haberlandt varieties of soy
beans for you and as soon as I hear from him I shall let you
know.
“With regards,
“Very truly yours, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN.
2143. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Send soy bean seeds to Dr. W.W.
Garner. Letter (memorandum) to W.J. Morse [Arlington
Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia], April 1. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Will you kindly have packed
up for Dr. W.W. Garner, of this Bureau, half-pound lots of the
following list of soy beans, of the 1909 crop at Arlington.”
Note 1. Dr. Piper lists 50 varieties in two columns. Of
these 22 have a number but no name. Those with both a

number and name are:
“#14952. Shanghai. #14954. Acme. #16790. Cloud.
#17251. Buckshot. #17252. Flat King.
“#17253. Nuttall. #17257. Eda. #17262. Yosho. #17264.
Tokio. #17267. Hope.
“#17269. Medium Yellow. #17273. Butterball. #17275.
Amherst. #17280. Mammoth. #17852. Meyer.
“#17861. Jet. #17862. Sherwood. #18227. Chernie.
#18259. Pingsu. #19186. Okute.
“#20405. Habaro. #20797. Riceland. #21079. Shingto.
#21999. Taha. #22312. Farnham.
“#22333. Baird. #22379. Swan. #25093. Yours very
truly,...”
Note 2. On April 19 (about two weeks later), Piper sends
Morse another Memorandum on a USDA form: “Will you
kindly send a half pound of seed each of No. 17251 and No.
17261 of Arlington 1909 seed to Dr. W.W. Garner of this
Bureau. Yours very truly,...”
Note 3. The USDA Memorandum form is 8½ inches
wide and 5½ inches from top to bottom; thus exactly half the
size of a typical 8½ by 11 inch piece of paper.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean varieties Chernie, or Okute.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
2144. Times (London). 1910. Soya bean meal for cattle. April
1. p. 3, col. 2.
• Summary: A lawsuit has alleged that soybean meal caused
the death of cattle in Scotland. “Lord Mackenzie, in the
Court of Session, Edinburgh, has issued his judgment in the
action by David Blake, dairyman, of Blacksidelea Farm,
Liberton, against J. and A. Lawson, millmasters, Caledonia
Mills, Leith, for payment of £700, of which £575 stands for
the value of 25 cows which died, £30 the extent to which
three cows depreciated in value, and the balance for loss and
damage through disorganization of business and outlays.
“The pursuer [plaintiff] stated that in March, 1909, he
purchased through the defenders’ traveller a quantity of
soya bean meal, and that his cows seemed to fare all right
on it. He got a second consignment in April, and when he
fed his cows with it a number of them became ill, and were
treated for poisoning. Twenty-five cows died or had to be
slaughtered.
“The defenders denied liability, and pleaded that, the
meal having been sold by them under its trade name of
soya bean meal and without any warranty, they should be
assoilized” [absolved, acquitted].
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The defenders said that the soya bean, only recently
imported into this country, “had been recommended by
scientists as cattle food. Other customers used the remainder
of the meal from which the pursuer’s second supply was
given without any evil consequences. The averred that
the illness and death of the pursuer’s cattle was due to
overfeeding or ill-feeding on the part of the pursuer, or in
any event to causes not connected with soya bean meal.
“The Lord Ordinary assoilized the defenders, and found
them entitled to expenses.” He summarized his opinion,
giving 7 reasons for it.

2147. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1910. Trade of
Bombay. A great export season. April 4. p. 10.
• Summary: “These oilseeds have held their own in spite of
the large supplies of soya beans from Manchuria, but that
competition is effected by the import duties of Continental
countries, which cause the whole soya trade to flow into
England. Half a million tons were imported by England last
year. So great, however, is the demand, by the great crushing
countries–Germany, France and Belgium–for seeds yielding
edible oils that even castor seed is now imported for the
purpose.”

2145. Blin, Henri. 1910. Le soja ou fève de Mandchourie.
Production et utilisations [The soybean or bean of
Manchuria. Production and utilization]. Nature (La) (Paris)
38(1, Supplement):141-42. April 2. [Fre]
• Summary: Since 1908 people in France have been very
preoccupied with the large imports of soybean seeds
which are grown in Manchuria and shipped from Dalny
and Vladivostok. Soya beans are known in commerce
as Haricot de Chine and Pois oléagineux du Japon. In
England, soybeans have been used as a source of oil which
is healthful, very nutritious, and of great value–especially for
use by soap manufacturers. In Germany, this bean is used for
the preparation of an artificial distillery yeast; it contains an
important amount of fermentable materials and of an enzyme
(ferment) similar to the diastase of malt which transforms
fermentable starches and sugars. The investigations of
Dr. Calmette of the Pasteur Institute at Lille, have made it
possible to extract from soybeans diastatic enzymes (des
diastases) which have unique effects. [Note: Dr. Calmette
was one of the inventors of the “amylo process,” which
began operation in France in 1891. He also first named
Aspergillus rouxii.]
Recently Li Yu-ying, a delegate of the government of
China in Europe, made a very interesting presentation to
the French Society of Agriculture, concerning the food,
therapeutic, agricultural, and industrial uses of the soybean:
Flour, bread for diabetics, cakes, a seasoning sauce,
confections, raw milk, fresh cheeses, etc.
Also discusses: Soybean cakes, cultivation of soybeans
in Europe and the USA, soy coffee made by roasting
soybeans in the south of France (le Midi), and the use of
soya in diabetic diets. The author concludes by stating that
the soybean has great potential in France, and varieties well
adapted to this climate should be cultivated.

2148. Victoria Daily Times (The) (Victoria, British Columbia,
Canada). 1910. Great improvement in shipping prospects:
increased freight rates indicate higher rates in near future.
April 4. p. 9.
• Summary: According to the London Economist: “Most
of the large cargo steamers are now taken up in the Eastern
trade–largely in connection with the New Manchurian trade
in Soya beans–and they have cleared the course for the
smaller steamers in the nearer trades.”

2146. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1910. Fertilisers
and feeding stuffs: Judgment in the soya bean meal case.
103(4097):402-405. April 4. Colonial and Foreign Edition. *
• Summary: This is the conclusion of the article on “Alleged
poisoning by soya bean meal” (see Feb. 14, p. 169, 171).

2149. J. of the Royal Society of Arts (London). 1910. Soy
beans. 58:519. April 8.
• Summary: “At a recent meeting of the Linnaean Society,
Mr. J.H. Holland, on behalf of the director of Kew, showed
samples of Soy bean, Glycine Soja, Sieb. and Zucc (G.
hispida, Maxim.), with herbarium specimens of the plant
producing this seed... This plant is variously known as ‘Soy,’
‘Soja,’ ‘Soya,’ ‘White Gram,’ ‘American Coffee Berry,’ and
‘China Bean.’
The “Soy [Sauce] of Commerce” is made from the seeds
of this bean, plus salt, flour, and fresh water. “Wenchow is
an important centre of the manufacture, and here the bean
used for the purpose is said to be chiefly the white form from
Chinkiang.”
“The principal use of the beans in this country is for
the extraction of the oil, of which they contain about 18 per
cent. suitable for soap-making, and in general as a substitute
for cotton-seed oil... The beans can be bought in London at
about £5 to £6 per ton; the oil realises about £21 to £22 per
ton, and the cake about £6 to £7 per ton.
“Beans and bean-cake exported from China have gone
chiefly to Japan, and certain parts of Asia, but recently,
beginning about November 1908, an important trade has
been developed in them, more especially with the beans,
between Manchuria and Europe, Dairen (Dalny) being the
chief place of export.”
“The amount of the 1908 crop sent to Europe through
Vladivostok up to July, 1909, was 180,000 tons, the greater
part destined for the English market (Hull and Liverpool),
and the remainder going to German (Hamburg) and
Scandinavian ports.
“Up to 1907 the export of Soy beans from Manchuria
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did not exceed 120,000 tons annually. During 1908 the
export rose to 330,000 tons (one half shipped from Dairen;
100,000 tons from Newchang, and 65,000 tons by rail via
Suifenho [Suifenhe] to Vladivostok), the increase it is said
being due entirely to the demand from Europe.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen that mentions
Suifenho [Suifenhe] (spelled Suifenhe in 1999), a border
town on the railroad that joins eastern Manchuria with
Vladivostok. It is located between the cities of Suiyang (in
Manchuria) and Pogranichnyy (in Primorskiy Kray in the
Russian Far East). Address: Kew Gardens.
2150. J. of the Royal Society of the Arts. 1910. Soy beans.
58(2994):519. April 8.
• Summary: “At a recent meeting of the Linnean Society,
Mr. J.H. Holland, on behalf of the Director of Kew, showed
samples of Soy Bean... with herbarium specimens of the
plant producing this seed.” There follows a review of the
current status of soy beans worldwide.
2151. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Liverpool
notes. 76(15):527. April 9.
• Summary: In the section titled “English and Welsh news”
under “Liverpool notes” we read: “On Monday afternoon,
April 4, Mr. A. Grenville Turner gave an address on ‘The
Cultivation of Soya Bean in West Africa’ before the African
Trade Section of the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce. Mr.
Turner was sent out to West Africa in October last by the
late Sir Alfred Jones, with the object of encouraging the
cultivation of Soya bean.”
Note: This is an early example of the use of term “Soya
Bean” not preceded by the word “the.”
2152. Economiste Francais (L’). 1910. Lettre d’Angleterre
[Letter from England]. 38(15):524-26. April 9. [Fre]
• Summary: This unsigned letter from London, dated 6
April 1910, discusses the cultivation of soy beans (fèves
de soya) in West Africa. Mr. Grenville Turner presented a
lecture on the cultivation of soybeans in West Africa to the
African section of the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce. He
recalled that the late Sir Alfred Jones, the great shipowner
who died recently, was vitally interested in this question,
and at the beginning of last summer [i.e., in mid-1909] he
sent soybeans to Africa, so that several experiments could
be conducted. Within 3 months he received a sample of the
harvest and analyses confirmed an oil content of 17¼%. Last
October [1909] Sir Alfred assigned Mr. Turner to a mission
to West Africa for the purpose of demonstrating to the
Europeans as well as the natives the importance of growing
soybeans. While on this mission, Mr. Turner traveled 12,000
English miles–almost 20,000 kilometers–during which he
traversed the colonial regions of Gambia, Sierra Leone,
Nigeria, and the Gold Coast (Ghana). In all of British West
Africa, wherever trials had been conducted, the results were

marvelous.
Note 1. In 1914 Mr. Turner reported: “The highest
recorded oil content in soybeans was 23.20% from beans”
grown by him Sierra Leone.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Nigeria or Sierra Leone, or in the
cultivation of soybeans in Nigeria or Sierra Leone (one of
three documents).
This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Gambia (Oct. 1909; one of three documents),
in Ghana (1909; one of three documents), in Nigeria
(1909), or in Sierra Leone (1910). Note however that it
is not completely clear that soybeans were grown in each
of the four countries visited by Mr. Turner. Concerning
Sierra Leone, three subsequent documents (Chiappini 1914,
Sampson 1936, and International Institute of Agriculture
1936) state or suggest that soybeans were first introduced to
Sierra Leone in 1913 from South Russia. Address: France.
2153. Rural New-Yorker. 1910. A crop that is sure to have a
great influence upon the development of American farming is
the Soy bean... 69(4041):452. April 9. Oversize.
• Summary: “... While it may not take the place of Red
clover or interfere with the spread of Alfalfa seeding, the
Soy bean is sure to find a useful place on many farms. The
grain gives an analysis nearly as high as linseed meal, while
the stalks make a fine forage. In the South and West some
remarkable results have been obtained from feeding it. In
Europe and Great Britain Soy bean meal from Japan has
become a regular feed product in the markets, reducing the
price of other grain. It is one of the crops which American
farmers must learn how, to raise. There seems to be no other
way to cut down the fearful grain bills than to grow more of
our protein food at home. Soy beans will help us do this, and
we shall begin at once a study of this crop.”
2154. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Exceedingly
firm is oil undertone: Prediction that cotton oil will reach
eight cents. April 10. p. A8.
• Summary: New York. “Among recent importations from
England were 2,000 barrels of cotton oil and 1,000 barrels of
soya bean oil.”
2155. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Experiments on the oil content
of soybeans. Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee
Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, April 10. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: In cooperation with
Dr. W.W. Garner, we are carrying out some interesting
experiments in connection with the oil content of soy beans.
The facts thus far brought together are rather puzzling and
we, therefore, want to grow certain varieties and certain
individual selections at a number of different places so as
to determine the relation of soil and climatic factors to oil
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content. In this connection, I should be greatly obliged if
you would find it possible to grow for us rod-rows of seven
individual selections of Mammoth where the oil content of
the mother plant is known; also rod-rows of Hansen, #20409,
which is extremely low in oil content; of the Buckshot,
#17251, and Guelph, #17261, both of which are very high in
oil content; and Ogemaw #17258. I should be under many
obligations to you if you can have these grown for me either
at Knoxville or Jackson or both places. We shall want to
secure about a pound of seed from each plot grown. If you
find it possible to do this, I shall forward the seed as soon as
I hear from you.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Hansen.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2156. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Names of soybean varieties.
Letter to Prof. A.T. Wiancko at Experiment Station,
Lafayette, Indiana, April 11. 3 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “I have your letter of the 8th instant, relative to
the ‘Medium Early Yellow’ soy bean and its identity; also
your previous letter of March 23rd. I am sorry for the delay
in this matter, but the case was a bit mixed and I want to be
sure to straighten it out from our records before replying. In
May, 1908, Mr. Nielsen, formerly with me, obtained from
you a full set of the soy beans that you were growing, and
all of which we grow. Mr. Nielsen’s notes, which seem to be
amply verified by the samples of the original seed and of the
crop, were as follows:
“Indiana name ‘Olive Medium’ proved to be the same
as Ogemaw, S.P.I. No. 17258.” “Very Dwarf Brown” same
as Eda, No. 17257. “Ogemaw” same as Eda, No. 17257.
“Medium Early Yellow” same as true Hollybrook, No.
17278. “Early Brown” is a brown-seeded derivative of Ito
San, which we are also growing as Early Brown, No. 25161.
“Hankow” same as Flat King, No. 17252. “Medium Green”
is correctly named, though we are now calling it Guelph,
No. 17261. “Early Black” same as Buckshot, No. 17251.
“Medium Early Black” same as Buckshot, No. 17251. “Ito
San” same as Ito San, No. 17268. “Dwarf Early Yellow”
same as Ito San, No. 17269 [sic, 17268 (?)]. “Indiana
name ‘Medium Early Yellow.’ This was not the same as
the Medium Early Yellow secured in 1907 from you, but
it proved to be Ito San. We have, therefore, obtained two
varieties from you under the name ‘Medium Early Yellow.’

That obtained in 1908 was Hollybrook; that obtained in
1909, Ito San.
“Of the two samples that you now send, that labeled
‘Mammoth’ is in all probability correctly named. That
labeled ‘Medium Early Yellow’ is Hollybrook, at least it
matches seed of that absolutely and the sample of the seed of
the Medium Early Yellow obtained from you in 1908. What
has been grown under the name ‘Medium Early Yellow’
by the Indiana Experiment Station is our S.P.I. No. 17269,
and which apparently you have never grown. I am taking
pleasure in sending you a pound of seed of it.
“In regard to the Wing Seed Company, I had a little
correspondence with Mr. C.B. Wing last fall. He sent
in a specimen of a plant of a variety under the name of
‘Hollybrook.’ The particular plant he sent us was not
Hollybrook at all, but seemed to me to be identical with our
S.P.I. No. 17269, Medium Yellow. Mr. Wing was growing
a good many varieties of soy beans last year that we had
furnished, and I did not know but what this might have been
a stray plant. In reply, however, he wrote me under date of
October 12th, ‘The bean that we sent is one that we have
been calling the Hollybrook, that being the name given by
the Purdue University when we purchased it.’ It is quite
possible that I may have been mistaken in identifying the
plant that Mr. Wing sent me, but I do not think that such
was the case. As I did not save the samples, I cannot now
verify it. I am, however, writing to Mr. Wing, asking for a
sample of the seed they are now advertising as ‘Medium
Early Yellow,’ so that I may see what it is. The name I gave
them for the sample that was sent me was Medium Yellow,
adopting the name which the Tennessee Experiment Station
had given to S.P.I. No. 17269.
“In regard to the matter of cowpeas mentioned in your
letter of March 23rd, I will write you within a few days.”
Note: Trying to standardize soy bean names was very
complex and confusing, but very important. USDA and state
experiment station workers were still grappling with the
problem as late as 1923.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC.
2157. Morgan, H.A. 1910. Re: Names of the two good
farmers. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., April 12. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper: It is likely that Mr. A.H.
Simpson at Waverly, Tennessee, will grow the Haberlandt
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soy beans for you and Mr. Tom Brooks, Hampshire, Tenn.,
whose railroad station is Columbia, Tenn., will grow the
Pekin [Peking]. These are both good men and are interested
in soy bean development. If you care to, please take up the
correspondence with them at once and I shall be glad to
know the results.
“With kindest regards,
“Very truly yours, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN.
2158. Corps Gras Industriels (Les) (Paris). 1910. Le
soya et ses produits [The soybean plant and its products].
36(19):290-91. April 15; 36(20):307-08. May 1. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This article consists largely of many long
quotations from: Sagnier, Henry. 1910. “Le soja et ses
produits” Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 74(1):307-10.
March 10. Note, however, that this reprint uses the spelling
“soya” rather than “soja” in the title.
The last 10 column inches, however, are a quotation
from la Dèpêche Coloniale; no date or pages are given.
It states: In the industrial spheres of West Africa, much
importance has long been given to the usefulness that can be
obtained from the oil of the soya bean (l’huile de la fève du
soya). According to some reports, this substance resembles
the oil extracted from cottonseeds, and the fact that soya oil
could replace the latter costly product in soap manufacturing
has led chemists to investigate whether it might also be used,
to some extent, as a substitute for linseed oil, which is [now]
very expensive.
A table compares the iodine number and saponification
number of linseed oil and soya oil. The oil of the soya bean
has a smaller iodine number (130) than linseed oil (189), but
about the same as poppyseed oil (134-137).
“It is well known that the larger the iodine number, the
faster an oil dries. From this point of view, soybean oil is
inferior to linseed oil; it is, however, almost equivalent to
poppyseed oil whose quantity of iodine varies between 134
and 137. One can hardly confuse it with cottonseed oil or
linseed oil from which it differs much in odor. For its specific
weight, it much resembles refined cottonseed oil and linseed
oil with a weight of 7 lb. 11 oz/gal. of 231 cubic ft. A wellknown chemist, to whom a sample of oil composed of 75%
linseed oil and 25% soybean oil was presented, recognized
this mix as being composed of only pure linseed oil with
a tiny bit of iodine. A mixture of equal parts crude linseed
oil and soybean oil revealed an iodine value of 161, and
the drying time had only been three hours slower than pure

linseed oil, the necessary time being 108 hours. Mixed with a
drying pigment (pure white lead used as a pigment {céruse}
thrown in linseed oil) and with 5% of desiccated lacquer,
soybean oil dried within almost the same limits as a similar
mixture made with linseed oil, but the pellicle of color
extracted from the first was less adhesive than the second.
“Tests have shown that soybean oil cannot be used alone
as oil for colored paints and that the extreme limit in which it
can be used jointly with linseed oil for painting, with a white
lead base to obtain good results, is 25% by volume. One
cannot yet predict the definitive adoption of soybean oil for
oil painting, but chemists and painters continue to research
its merits in this regard.”
2159. G.W.J.; A.W.S. 1910. Farming with green manures:
substitutes for oats (Letter to the editor). Rural New-Yorker
69(4042):466. April 16. Oversize.
• Summary: “I have 15 acres of cornstalks which would
naturally be planted to oats in the Spring. 1 have been
much interested in reading the discussions on green manure
culture, and would like to experiment with some substitute
of oats, such as cow peas or Soy beans. Would you advise
sowing cow peas with oats? If no, in what proportion, and
how much to the acre? In sowing Soy beans does the ground
need to be inoculated? What do you consider the best Winter
cover crop for the cornfield after the corn is removed, and
what amount to sow?
“Lancaster Co., Pennsylvania. G.W.J.
“G.W.J. lives in a section where corn is followed by
oats in the rotation. This has always been the practice, and
it is handed down from generation to generation, no one
seeming even to think that some other crop might take its
place and bring in better returns, and also leave the soil in
better condition. Don’t sow oats just because everybody else
does. A few minutes with pencil and paper ought to tell you
whether the crop pays. When making these calculations don’t
forget that oats are an exhaustive crop and leave the soil
poorer. I discarded oats from the rotation years ago as a crop
that did not pay. When I quit growing oats different persons
at various times when exchanging the usual greetings
inquired whether I had finished plowing for oats, whether
I had finished sowing, etc. Upon being told that I did not
grow oats some plainly told me that such a departure from
old methods would not do, but could give no reasons. Others
were too astonished to say anything, while some others cast
a significant smile at a chance companion. I grow potatoes
instead of oats, and on a soil adapted to the crop they will
pay better for the heavy fertilizing necessary to build up a
rundown farm quickly than any other crop that I can grow
on a large scale. You are much interested in green manuring,
then you see the need of getting the soil stocked with
humus. This lack of sufficient humus in the soil has become
responsible for more partial crop failures in this section than
any other cause. A soil without humus is a dead soil. Green
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manuring is generally construed as meaning the plowing
under of some crop grown specially for that purpose. It
should be considered in a broader sense and the working into
the soil of any vegetable matter that has not first been fed to
animals is really green manuring. When we have sufficient
plant food in our soil to grow big crops and an abundance of
humus there we have a fertile soil. This can be accomplished
in different ways. Each farmer should study how he can
do this most economically and at the same time profitably.
I have been doing this, and keep but a few head of stock
necessary to furnish meat, milk, etc., for family use. This
is in a locality where every farmer keeps cows as the chief
source of income. Now, I don’t want to discourage anyone in
the matter of keeping stock, for the farm dairy can be made
to pay well, and the farm need not run down on account
of it either. But when the farms right around us, though
yet comparatively new, are getting poorer and poorer with
these herds of cattle, we must see that there is something
seriously wrong with the management. And when the owners
in the face of all these facts simply persist in this kind of
management, we wonder what will eventually become of
these farms.”
“The cow peas and Soy beans will do best on a light,
warm soil. The soil does not usually have to be inoculated
for Soy beans. If I were feeding a lot of cows and would
have to buy much concentrated feed I think I should plant
Soy beans instead of oats. If your soil is thin it will pay you
to apply some potash and phosphoric acid to the cow peas
and Soy beans. To every 100 pounds dissolved S.C. rock add
10 pounds muriate of potash and apply 300 pounds per acre
of the mixture.
“Middletown, Pa., A.W.S.” Address: 1. Lancaster Co.; 2.
Middletown. Both: Pennsylvania.
2160. Meister, R. 1910. Das Sojabohnenoel. Abstammung,
Gewinnung, Eigenschaften und Verwertung [Soybean oil.
Origin, extraction, properties, and utilization]. FarbenZeitung 15(29):1298-1301. April 16. [Ger]
• Summary: “Even though linseed oil (oil from Linum
usitatissimum) continues to play the main role in the
preparation of oil-based paints and for similar purposes and
ought not to find any adequate substitution in the foreseeable
future, in most recent times there has in fact been the attempt
on an individual basis for other oils to become established
as partial substitute materials in the production of oil-based
paints. And there has also been some success with that, to
the extent that they have proven themselves to be useful as
additions to linseed oil. These include, for example, China
wood oil (Holzol [sic, Holzöl]), among others (oil from the
nuts of Elæcocca dryandra [sic, now classified as Vernicia
cordata]). Recently, experiments have been carried out to
enlist another oil, soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl)–which has
already been known in East Asia for quite some time and has
been used there for a variety of purposes–for the preparation

of oil paints and similar products. And thus for the readers
of the Farben-Zeitung [Paint Journal], it appears to be
worthwhile to learn about this most recent substitute for
linseed oil in greater detail.
“The soybean (Sojabohne), from which soybean oil
(bean oil, Chinese bean oil) is obtained, is the fruit of a bushlike, non-climbing plant which belongs to the Papilionaceae
family and bears the botanical name Soja hispida Mönch
or Glycine hispida Max. This plant is cultivated in China
and also in Japan, and it is called “great bean” there (ta tou
or daizu, respectively). Its fruit constitutes an important
export item for the Chinese ports of Niutschuang [or
Newchwang, today’s Yingkou, China], Schantung [or
Shantung, today’s Qingdao, China], Hupei [probably today’s
Hubei Province, China], and the lower Yangtze area. The
soybean is also cultivated in the German protectorate of
Kiautschou [or Kiaochow, today’s Jiaozhou, China], where
it is subdivided into yellow, green, and white beans. But
the export via Tsingtau [today’s Qingdao, China] has only
been insignificant thus far. The soybean plant (Sojapflanze)
can also be cultivated in Central Europe. Sitting densely
crowded on the approximately one meter high stalk are a
large number of long-stemmed, lanceolate (lanzettförmig)
leaves and, on the lower part of the plant, a series of coarsehaired pods pressed together, each of which contains three
to five blackish, yellowish, white, or brownish fruits that are
approximately the size of a pea. There are several hundred
varieties of the soybean, of which around twenty types are
cultivated, and their cultivation requires only little care. It is
especially the yellow bean which serves the obtaining of soy
oil (Sojaol [sic, Sojaöl]). The soybean distinguishes itself
from other types of beans through its large oil content. On
average, its composition is protein 32 pct., starch and dextrin
32 pct., oil 14 pct., crude fiber 4 pct., salts 5 pct., and water
13 pct. The soybean flourishes on soils of medium values
that are rich in potassium, calcium, and phosphoric acid. But
with artificial fertilizing, poorer soils, even sand and bog,
can serve for the cultivation of this bean. It is not necessary
to add nitrogenous fertilizer to the soil since the soybean
absorbs nitrogen from the air. The plant demonstrates great
resistance against light frosts, drought, and an excess of
moisture. The beans are planted in rows of furrows, the land
is to be cleared of weeds for the time being and the topsoil
is to be broken up sometimes. Growth proceeds quickly.
The pods are gathered shortly before their maturity from
the plants that have been mown down or pulled up, they are
dried, and then threshed with a threshing machine. In China
and Japan, the soybeans serve as livestock feed, as a food for
people (bean noodles, Bohnennudeln) for the preparation of
cheese and sauces and the like. In addition, they are pressed
for their oil, which serves as a food product in East Asia, and
the pressed residues are used as livestock feed.
What is of interest here is only the use of soybeans
(Sojabohnen) as a supplier of oil and the obtaining of
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soybean oil which–in China, Japan, and other locations–still
occurs in a very simple and not so rational way. In order
to destroy the cell walls, the beans are first of all crushed
in a grinder (driven by means of animal power). This mill
consists of one very large mill stone that lies flat on the floor
and another smaller moving mill stone which is rolled over
the large one. By means of a simple feeding device (a basket
that is occasionally tipped), the beans are shaken down
between the stones where they are then crushed. The pressed
bean mass is scraped out and collected in a container, then
packed portion by portion in coarse cloths, warmed up on
stone slabs, and pressed in iron boxes by means of pressing
plates. The oil flows out into containers, remains there to
settle, and then is drawn off. It then forms the trade product.
In the earliest of times, the practice was begun of processing
the soybean in a more practical way into oil by means of
modern machine devices such that a larger yield and a
purer product were obtained. While a usual soybean mill
(Sojabohnenmuhle) can process nearly half a metric ton of
beans per day, for instance, a modern oil mill handles around
two and a half metric tons of beans per day. If soybean oil is
to get more and more established in technology (in addition
to oil-based paint purposes, it is supposedly also especially
suitable for the production of soap), then it will have to not
be long before the processing of soybeans is carried out at
a large scale with all of the tools of modern oil milling not
only in the lands of East Asia, but also in Europe and the
United States. A beginning for such a utilization has already
occurred, since shipments of large quantities of soybeans
have already taken place for England (this will be gone into
detail below),
Qualities and Properties of Soybean Oil (Beschaffenheit
und Eigenschaften des Sojabohnenöles): In his work
about oils, fats, and waxes, Lewkowitsch provides the
following average figures: Specific gravity at 15ºC: 0.9242
to 0.9270. Congealing point: 8ºC. Insoluble fatty acids
and unsaponifiable substances (Unverseifbares) (Hehner
value (Hehner-Zahl)): 95.5. Saponification value: 192.7.
Iodine value: 121.7. Maumené test: 60º C. Acid value: 4.5.
Unsaponifiable substances: 0.22 pct. Free acidity: 2.28
pct. calculated as oleic acid. The fatty acids of soybean oil
demonstrate their average values to be: Congealing point:
24ºC. Melting point: 28ºC. Iodine value: 119. Soybean oil
dries slowly in air into a thin layer. It is to be classified as a
semi-drying oil (halbtrockendes Oel). According to Gardner,
mixtures of 75 pct. soybean oil with 25 pct. linseed oil
showed an average iodine value of 140.4, whiles mixtures
of equal parts of these oils showed an iodine value of 161
(the iodine value of linseed oil is equal to 189 on average).
Clarified soybean oil shows a coloration that is bright
yellow to brownish yellow, often with a greenish cast, it
has a peculiar smell similar to that of low-grade olive oil
(baumölartig), it has no pronounced taste, it can be turned
into soap rather easily, and also bleached without any

difficulty.
Use of Soybean Oil (Verwendung des Sojabohnenöles):
While right now, soybean oil hardly comes under
consideration with us as an edible oil although it does
find use for that purpose in East Asia, there are no
misgivings with regard to its use as a fuel oil, for purposes
of lubrication, and in the manufacture of soap. In order
to achieve a greater yield and work more economically,
the crushed beans have to be subjected to extraction with
benzene (a yield of 18 pct. oil) and not subjected to the
pressing process (a yield of only 10 to 12 pct.). Dark colored
soybean oil can be bleached in part by means of mixing it
with cooking salt and water, or at times (for intensely colored
oils) by means of bichromate and acid. The pressed cakes
constitute a valuable fodder. Few practical trials are currently
available yet on the capability of the use of soybean oil for
the production of oil-based paints and similar products.
This oil has supposedly hardly found any use by itself for
the aforementioned purposes since it dries too slowly and
requires large quantities of drying agents which have a
damaging effect upon the paints. But soybean oil could be
utilized as an addition to linseed oil, perhaps in quantities up
to 20 pct, while greater additions, on the other hand, seem
to make the paint dead and less resistant. Mixtures of equal
parts of linseed oil and soybean oil take several hours longer
to dry than linseed oil by itself. Mixtures made of soybean
oil and white lead (Bleiweiss) that has been grated into pure
linseed oil along with Japan drier (Japantrockner) in any
case demonstrated a somewhat faster drying capability than
linseed oil by itself with the same substances mixed in, but
the soybean oil coating was less sturdy than the linseed oil
film. It would have to be left up to time and extended trials to
tell whether soybean oil turns out to be a practically usable
oil for painting purposes. If that does turn out to be the
case, then a new aid would be provided by it to the oil paint
industry which, since it is certainly available economically
and in large quantities, would be of importance that is not to
be underestimated (Continued).
2161. Meister, R. 1910. Das Sojabohnenoel. Abstammung,
Gewinnung, Eigenschaften und Verwertung [Soybean oil.
Origin, extraction, properties, and utilization]. FarbenZeitung 15(29):1298-1301. April 16. [Ger]
• Summary: Continued: In conclusion, some more statistical
and economic remarks on soybean oil. The cultivation
of soybeans is especially greatly developed in Southern
Manchuria. Approximately 3 million acres are supposedly
planted with this plant which provide over 1 million metric
tons per year. In China, the domestic trade with soybeans lies
completely in the hands of the Chinese, while with foreign
trade, the Japanese are also involved. Inside the country,
China levies a tax of 2 pct. of the value of the beans or the
oil to be exported. The following are the figures on bean
oil (Bohnenöl) that were supposedly exported from China:
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1906 = 5,841 metric tons, 1907 = 5,096 metric tons, and
1908 = 8,226 metric tons. In contrast to this, the export of
soybeans rose greatly. They supposedly amounted to 1906
= 124,836 metric tons, 1907 = 69,032 metric tons, and 1908
= 119,002 metric tons. In 1909, large quantities of soybeans
were exported to England, North America, and, even though
in small quantities, to Germany. The importation of soybeans
into Germany is made very difficult by the peculiar tariff
conditions of this crop. According to the provisions of the
German customs tariffs, soybeans fall under “Legumes”
according to Tariff Schedule 11 and, with the import from
a treaty country, are subject to a tariff of 20 German marks
and, with the import from other companies, to a tariff of
40 German marks for each 1,000 kg. In England, Austria,
Belgium, and Denmark, soybeans can be imported without
tariffs. In consultation with the German Customs Office
(deutsches Zollamt), the German oil industry expressed the
desire of granting soybeans import free of tariffs since they
were supposedly an industrial product. But the agricultural
experts contradicted this reasonable view since in fact it may
be the case in the future that the soybean could enter into
competition with products of German agriculture. And the
German government joined in the convincing (º) reasoning
and taxed the soybeans as “legumes”. As a result of this
agricultural support by the government, the German soybean
oil industry (Sojabohnenöl-Industrie) cannot currently enter
into competition with the foreign industry, especially not
with the English one. Economical foreign soybean oil is
offered on the German market, but as a result of the high
import tariff for soybeans, the German oil mills cannot
produce it that economically. (As we have been informed by
the expert side, negotiations are in process to appropriately
modify the tariff rate for soybeans.–The Editor).
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2162. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Thank you for sending soybean
varieties grown last year. Letter to Prof. W.L. Hutchinson,
Director, Mississippi Agric. Exp. Station, Agricultural
College, Mississippi, April 16. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your letter of
March 31st, and package of seed of eight late varieties of
soy beans grown at the Mississippi Station last year. I am
deeply obliged to you for sending me these seeds. I hope
that you will be able to continue your soy bean work at the
Mississippi Station, as I believe this crop is going to be of
increasing importance in the South.
“Yours very truly...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 21–Minnesota-Mississippi. P.I. 66.

Entry 68. Folder–Mississippi Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Agrostologist, Seed Introduction
and Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
2163. Wall Street Journal. 1910. Colonial oil seeds.
Experiments with the Manchurian soy bean watched by the
trade. April 16. p. 5.
• Summary: “The oil and seed trade in Europe and America
as well as in Asia is concerned in experiments at growing
the Manchurian soy bean in British West Africa. Analysis of
Manchurian soy beans sent to England averaged about 15
per cent. of oil, and sold for about $40 a ton. West African
[soy] beans have been valued at $2.50 a ton more. The oil
contents of the crop grown in South Nigeria was 19.62 per
cent., on the Gold Coast [later Ghana] 21.29, and in Sierra
Leone 23.20%. In West Africa, two crops a year can be
easily secured, and plants reach maturity for six to ten weeks.
Soy bean oil last year in the London market averaged from
$112.50, compared with $145.00 for March of this year.”
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2021) that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in
Sierra Leone. This document contains the 2nd earliest clear
date seen for soybeans in Sierra Leone, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Sierra Leone (1910 or before) (one of several
documents). The source of these soybeans was probably
South Russia via Great Britain.
2164. Williams, Thomas A. 1910. La “soya.” La haba soya
como forraje [The soy bean as a forage crop]. Boletin de
la Sociedad Agricola Mexicana 34(15):292-95. April 17;
34(16):307-11. April 25; 34(17):331-33. May 1; 34(18):34850. May 9. Translation of USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 58
(1897, revised 1899). [7 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Part 1. Origin and general
characteristics. Varieties. Growth. Illustrations show: Soy
bean seedling with roots (p. 292, 294-95). A flowering soy
bean plant, with close-ups of pods and one flower (p. 293).
Part 2. Cultivation. Harvest. Production and yield.
Chemical composition.
Part 3. Digestibility. Value and uses: As pasture (como
pasto), as ensilage, as hay.
Part 4. As pasture (como pastura), as a plant for
soil improvement, value of the seeds as feed. Summary.
The entire 4-part document contains many non-original
illustrations of soy bean plants.
Note: This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen that uses the term “la haba soya” to refer to the soy
bean. Address: Asst. Agrostologist, Div. of Agrostology,
USDA (agrologista auxiliar).
2165. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Oil content of soy beans. Letter
to Prof. J.F. Duggar, Experiment Station, Auburn, Alabama,
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April 18. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Duggar: In cooperation with
Dr. W.W. Garner, we are carrying out some interesting
experiments in connection with the oil content of soy beans.
The facts thus far brought together are rather puzzling and
we, therefore, want to grow certain varieties and certain
individual selections at a number of different places, so as
to determine the relation of soil and climatic factors to oil
content. In this connection, I would be greatly obliged if
you would find it possible to grow for us rod-rows of seven
individual selections of Mammoth where the oil content of
the mother plant is known: also rod-rows of Hansen, #20409,
which is extremely low in oil content: of the Buckshot,
#17251m and Guelph, #17261, both of which are very high
in oil content; and Ogemaw, #17258. I should be under many
obligations to you if you can have these grown for me. We
shall ant to secure about a pound of seed from each plot
grown. If you find it possible to do this, I shall forward the
seed as soon as I hear from you.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist.
2166. Stranahan, J.J. 1910. Farm correspondence: Soy beans
(soja beans) a strong indorsement [sic, endorsement]. Atlanta
Constitution (Georgia). April 18. p. 10.
• Summary: “I would like to add a word on the soy bean in
indorsement [sic] of what Alton W. Warden [sic, Alton M.
Worden], of Tullahoma, Tennessee, says in the Constitution
of April 4.”
“Mr. Warden [sic] does not tell half the story of the
soy beans. It has no equal in the south as a forage crop. The
cowpea is not to be compared with it in any particular, and
from some five years personal experience I can indorse [sic,
endorse] every word he says, only he does not say enough.”
We “practice what we preach, not having raised a stalk
of cotton on our twelve hundred acres in three years. The soy
bean is never attacked with weevil or any other insect pest
that I know of; two crops a year can be raised on the same
ground any year and I have grown three here on the bureau
grounds, plowing the last under a little before Christmas, the
beans coming up beautifully as volunteers the next year;...”
Address: Bullochville, Georgia.
2167. Times (London). 1910. Field experiments in North
Wales. April 18. p. 5, col. 2.
• Summary: Reports of “experiments carried out in
connection with the University College of North Wales,

Bangor... Soya bean cake was tested in comparison with
linseed cake in rations for fattening sheep, but though it did
not quite equal the latter the experimenters are satisfied that
it is a good feeding stuff, and that its introduction is of great
importance to stockowners.”
2168. W.B.R. 1910. Farm correspondence: Soybeans. Atlanta
Constitution (Georgia). April 18. p. 10.
• Summary: W.B.R. writes: “Please answer the following
questions in your next issue: 1. Will the soybeans produce
here in Mississippi on poor pine land? 2. Can you plant them
in corn as you do cowpeas, when laying it by, and have good
results? 3. How late can they be planted? 4. Give me the best
method for growing them. 5. Where can I get the soybeans
for seed and at what price per bushel?”
The editor answers: (1) They will grow anywhere in
the south, but will not do better, if as well as, the cowpea on
poor pine land. Such poor land requires fertilizer. (2) “Yes,
but according to my experience the soybean is not so good
for a catch crop as the cowpea.”
“(3) The soybean may be planted as early and also as
late as the cowpea. There are several varieties, and these
vary greatly in time of maturity as well as height and volume
of foliage. (4) Best plan is to break up oat or wheat stubble
land and plant 2 to 3 seed in a place every 10 or 12 inches in
3-foot rows, fertilizing with 200 pounds of acid phosphate
and 25 pounds of muriate of potash. (5) You can get seed
of any regular seed dealer at about $2.50 to $3 per bushel.”
Address: Waynesboro, Mississippi.
2169. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Names of soybean varieties.
Letter to Prof. A.T. Wiancko at Experiment Station,
Lafayette, Indiana, April 19. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Among other soy bean studies we are
investigating the relation of oil content of the seed to external
factors. The data we have thus far secured are very puzzling
and we are, therefore, anxious to have certain pedigreed
strains of early soy beans grown at a great many places. I am
particularly anxious to have grown in Indiana the Hansen soy
bean, #20409; which is very low in oil content; the Buckshot,
#17251, and Guelph, #17261, both of which are very high in
oil content; and Ogemaw, #17258. All four of these varieties
are early, so that there is scarcely any doubt that they will
mature. Will it be possible for you to grow for us rod-rows
for these four varieties, harvesting the seed so that we can
obtain about a pound of each? I should greatly appreciate it if
you could do this for us.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
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Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC.
2170. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Soy bean No. 23338. Letter
to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, April 19. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I am writing to ask if
the soy bean No. 23338. of which you had a plot at Jackson,
matured any of its seed. If it did I wish you would let me
have what you can spare. I am very much interested in
the possibility of utilizing these very late soy beans in the
extreme South and where our results, thus far, indicate that
they may succeed better than any other soy beans.”
“Yours sincerely, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2171. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Growing the Peking and
Haberlandt varieties. Letter to Prof. H.A. Morgan, Director,
Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, April 19. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Morgan: I have your letter of
the 12th inst., giving me the addresses of Mr. A.B. Simpson
of Waverly, Tennessee, and Mr. Tom Brooks of Hampshire,
Tenn. as AI [sic, perhaps A1 = excellent] growers of soy
beans.
“Since I wrote you another matter has come up and it
may not be possible for me to contract with these gentlemen.
Nevertheless, I am greatly obliged to you and, in case we
grow the beans in Tennessee will take the matter up with
these men.
“I am thinking of having a large quantities of
Haberlandts and Tokios grown this year, which matter will
be decided within a few days. In case I do this, can you spare
me seed of these two varieties and, if so, how much?
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2172. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1910. Trade of Bengal.

April 19. p. 4.
• Summary: “The jute trade is languid at the moment at all
events on the Hessian side... So far the Eastern [East Asian]
markets have not shown the brisk demand of last year but
that is said to be only a matter of time and that when stocks
are worked off there will be again a good demand for sacks
to ship away the famous Soy bean.”
Note: Here, the word “Hessian” (burlap in the USA)
refers to a coarse woven cloth–made of jute.
2173. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Sixty cooperative demonstrators
with seed of the soy bean. Letter (memorandum) to Mr.
Estabrook, Dep. of Agriculture, Washington, DC, April 20. 1
p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Dear Mr. Estabrook: I have your memorandum
of the 20th instant, accompanied by the correspondence
of Doctor Knapp’s Office relative to supplying about sixty
cooperative demonstrators with seed of the soy bean. It is
possible that we could spare the seed, but it is simply out
of the question to undertake the necessary work that such
distributions would entail. I shall be glad to look into the
possibility of supplying this seed, but it can only be done in
case all of the work relative to taking out order cards and any
letters on the subject be done outside of this office.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.
“(Correspondence attached)”
Note: Doctor Knapp may well be Seaman A. Knapp who
did demonstrations as well as work to control the Mexican
boll weevil. He had been a “professor of agriculture and
president of Iowa Agricultural College before he moved to
the South in 1885... Following Seaman Knapp’s death in
1911, his work was continued by his son, Bradford Knapp,
who used methods instituted by his father, but at the same
time began to strengthen the ties with the agricultural
colleges (Baker 1963. Century of Service, p. 41, 43-46, 521).
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 107.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Forage Crop Investigations.
2174. Sydney Mail (Australia). 1910. Soy bean for stock:
Report to the British Board of Trade. April 20. p. 12.
• Summary: “A fair idea of the growing importance of
soy bean cake as a commercial feed in Europe is given
in a recent report on the British trade by an expert. In his
opinion, the growing demand for the soy bean has been
caused in part by the recent rise in the price of cottonseed
products... The reduced supply of Egyptian cotton seed for
future requirements is expected to be made up by increased
purchases in India. According to press reports British seed
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crushers have 400,000 tons of last season’s crop of soy bean
under contract.”
“The total demand for soy oil and cake is good, the
total British exports of cake to European countries for the 11
months ended November 30, 1909, being 70,000 tons. It is
stated that large mills are to be built in Denmark which are
expected to consume about 20,000 tons of beans annually in
the manufacture of soy cake.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “soy oil.”
2175. Wiancko, A.T. 1910. Re: Names of soy bean varieties.
Letter to C.V. Piper, Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC, April 20. 2 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear Sir:–Thanks for your favor of the 11th
containing information on the identity of the soy bean
varieties we have been growing here. It is unfortunate
that there is still so much confusion concerning the names
of some of our most common varieties. It has been of
considerable trouble to us in connection with securing seed
for our cooperative experiments for which we seldom have
enough of our own production. Nearly every year we buy
seed and find it to be something different from what we had
bought it for.
“I am not yet satisfied concerning the identity of the
Hollybrook and Medium Early Yellow. It is quite possible
that mistakes were made in the samples sent you under these
names, in fact I think there is no doubt but what the sample
sent you as Medium Early Yellow last year was Ito San
because it proved afterward that the boys had gotten these
two varieties wrongly labeled. The seeds sent you in 1907
I think were correctly labeled. It is certain at any rate that
our Medium Early Yellow and Hollybrook are quite distinct
varieties.
“Mr. Wing secured seed of what we were directed to call
Hollybrook (S.P.I. No. 12399) two or three years ago.
“Concerning names in general, I should like to express
the opinion that such names as Medium Yellow and Medium
Early Yellow should not be used as they are more or less
misleading and are not real names anyway.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agriculturist, Purdue Univ.
Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
2176. Country Gentleman. 1910. A rotation for forage (Letter
to the editor). 75(2986):393. April 21.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–I have a field of

wheat, sown on very rich old pasture land, which had raised
heavy crops of corn for two years. Is there any fertilizer I
can apply which will prevent the straw from lodging, as it
is making a very rank growth? (1) Will you tell me how to
arrange a rotation of crops so that I can secure an abundance
of green forage for a herd of 25 cows from the latter part of
June until the first of October? (2) What is the value of rye as
compared with oats and peas as a forage crop?... George H.
Thompson.
“2. The following table suggests a rotation which will
provide green forage from July 1 to Sept. 30. Allowing 60
lb. of forage per cow per day, and figuring the yield from 5
to 6 tons per acre, the acres of each crop given will provide
sufficient forage for 25 cows for about 10 days. If these
yields cannot be reasonably expected, the areas should be
increased. If cow peas cannot be depended on for a crop,
substitute Kaffir corn, millet or soy beans.”
2177. Morgan, H.A. 1910. Re: Haberlandts and Tokios.
Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., April 21. 1 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper: I have your letter of the 19th
and am sorry that we have no Haberlandts or Tokios left. If
we had known earlier that you wanted these we might have
spared you a bushel or so of each variety.
“Let me know if you take up the matter of growing
soy beans with Mr. Simpson of Waverly and Mr. Brooks of
Hampshire and I shall be glad to write them in the interest of
your work.
“With regards,
“Very truly yours, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN.
2178. Moss, B.L. 1910. Farm department: Soy beans as a
forage crop. Port Gibson Reveille (Port Gibson, Mississippi).
April 21. p. 1, col. 1.
• Summary: “Because of the scarcity and high price of
cowpea seed, and in some cases the impossibility of getting
them at any price, it becomes necessary to look about for
something that will at least in part take their place. As such a
substitute the soy or soja bean fills the bill admirably.
“This bean is a Japanese importation, and as a nitrogen
gatherer and soil restorer it is equally as valuable as the
cowpea. It makes no vine, but has a bushy, upright stalk
growth, and makes an immense number of small pods of
beans. This absence of vine and bushy habit of growth make
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it easier to cut and cure for hay than the cowpea.
“There are a number of varieties of soy beans, varying
from the dwarf varieties to the Mammoth Yellow, which
as its name indicates makes a vigorous, bushy growth,
sometimes nearly waist high. The latter variety is the one
that should be used in South Mississippi. Under favorable
conditions it has made as much as three tons of hay per acre,
and will probably average two. This hay has a feeding value
fully equal to the best cowpea hay.
“The soybean makes a good crop of hay after oats and,
in fact, it is as such a crop that [it] will be found most useful.
Unlike the cowpea, they must not be sown broadcast, but
should be planted in three foot rows, about one-half bushel
seed per acre, and given one or two light cultivations.
They do not do well broadcast. Mr. G.E. Hiles, of Moselle,
Mississippi, on piney woods last year made three tons of soy
bean hay after taking off an oat crop.
“There is no reason why this crop should not be
successful with the average farmer, as it has done well at
nearly every experiment station in the South. Ask your
local merchant about these seed, and insist on getting the
Mammoth Yellow. You should get them for about two dollars
per bushel. Try the soy bean; they can take the place of the
cowpea either as a feed or to improve the land.
“Write to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington,
D.C. for the Government Bulletin on Soy Beans.” Address:
District Agent, U.S. Department of Agriculture.
2179. Salt Lake Telegram (Utah). 1910. Untitled. April 21.
p. 9.
• Summary: “The bean that we eat in some form nearly
every day, that almost everybody likes, is comparatively
new as an edible. Our common everyday bean is a native of
South America and was introduced into Europe whence it
came to this country during the sixteenth century and now
is represented by over 50 cultivated varieties. The big broad
bean is the bean of history and its origin is so remote that it
is doubtful. It is probably a native of southwestern Asia and
northeastern Europe. The broad, but not thick lima bean,
called by some folks ‘butter beans,’ is a pole variety that
came from South America. Soy beans, little pea-like beans,
with hairy plants, are natives of China and Japan and are as
old as cultivated vegetables as anything else in those long
time countries.”
2180. New York Times. 1910. Latest customs rulings.
Japanese “miso” for use in preserving soups is dutiable at 20
per cent. April 22. p. 14.
• Summary: “The United States Circuit Court for the
Territory of Hawaii has handed down a decision favorable
to importing interests regarding the classification under the
tariff of so-called ‘miso,’ a preparation used for the most part
in making soup.
“The article in controversy is a Japanese preparation,

and is used by both the Japanese and Americans. The
question at issue was whether the commodity is subject
to duty at 20 per cent., as claimed by S.B. Fujiyama, the
importer making the test case, or at double that rate under
the tariff provision for ‘preserved vegetables’ or as ‘a sauce.’
The Board of General Appraisers found in favor of the
Government’s contention at the higher rate. The importer
than appealed to the Circuit Court, which finds for the
protestant...”
“This Japanese product is made from [soy] beans and
rice by process of cooking and fermentation, which have the
effect of changing its taste and flavor, though not entirely
destroying its form. The chief use of miso is in preserving
soup with which it is used.”
2181. African World (The) (London). 1910. Soya beans.
April 23. p. 615.
• Summary: “Considerable interest is being taken in the
soya bean, about which we have published a quantity of
information at different times. Some people maintain that
there is a great future before growers of the beans in West
and in South Africa, and experiments so far made go to
prove this theory to be perfectly sound. The bulk of the
world’s supply now comes from Manchuria, about which
the following details will be instructive:–Up to the year
1907, so far as can be ascertained from the only Customs
figures available, viz., those for the port of Newchwang,
the export of soya beans from Manchuria did not exceed
120,000 tons annually. During the year 1908 the export rose
to approximately 330,000 tons; one half of this was exported
from Dairen, and of the remainder 100,000 tons were
shipped from Newchwang and 65,000 went out by rail via
Suifenho [Suifenhe] en route to Vladivostok. This increase
was almost entirely due to the demand from Europe, which
continued throughout 1909, and seems likely to increase
rather than diminish.” Many more statistics on exports of
soya beans from Manchuria are given.
“Considering that several companies have been floated
during the past few weeks for the cultivation of rubber in
West Africa, no doubt their directors will not lose sight of
the importance of growing soya beans, not only as a catchcrop, but also for planting in between the rows of rubber
trees, which would keep down undesirable growths and thus
save the cost of weeding. The soya bean being a leguminous
plant, adds to the nourishment of the soil by means of its root
nodules, which assimilate the free nitrogen of the air, storing
it in the nodules and transmitting it to the soil. Several rubber
plantations are adopting this course.”
2182. Farben-Zeitung. 1910. Das Wichtigste [Most
important (No more German tariff on soybeans)].
15(30):1329. April 23. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This group of articles has no specific title except
“Das Wichtigste,” however the first article is about a new
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German tariff on soybeans.
In connection with the article about soybean oil that
was published in the previous issue, we can report today
that as we determined through inquiries to the customs
office, soybeans can be imported duty-free starting from
April 1 of this year according to Tariff 16 as “oleaginous
fruits” (“Oelfrüchte”), and therefore they will no longer
be subjected as before as “edible beans” (“Speisebohnen”)
according to Tariff 11 to a duty of 4 marks, or else 2 marks
for treaty states, per 100 kg. Thus with regard to soybean
oil, the German oil milling industry has been placed in
the position of entering into competition with the foreign
competitors. Soybean oil in barrels is to have duties assessed
at the rate of 10 marks, or 9 marks for treaty states, per 100
kg, and denatured soybean oil at 4 marks.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2183. Holland, J.H. 1910. Linnean Society of London: Soy
bean. Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London) 30:51516. April 23. Series 4.
• Summary: Reprinted from the Proceedings of the Linnean
Society of London. Session of March 17, 1910. Address:
F.L.S., London.
2184. Mooers, C.A. 1910. Re: Selections of Mammoth
Yellow for your oil work. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of
Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.,
April 23. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “My Dear Sir: I will be pleased to put out the
varieties of soy beans including the selections of Mammoth
Yellow for your oil work.
“In regard to our soy beans 23338 I doubt if any of the
seed was obtained. Several of the very late varieties did not
reach maturity before frost. I will look the matter up however
and will forward you some of the seed if any were gotten.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
2185. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1910.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from July 1 to
September 30, 1909. Nos. 25718 to 26047. No. 20. 34 p.
April 23.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim.
“25778-81. From Buitenzorg, Java. Presented by Dr. M.
Treub, director, Department of Agriculture. Received July

19, 1909. Seeds of the following:
“25778. Black.
“25779. Yellow.
“25780. Yellow.
“25781. Brown.”
“25913/25920. From Hangchow, China. Presented by
Rev. W.S. Sweet, Wayland Academy, Baptist Missionary
Union, Eastern China Mission. Received August 2, 1909.
Seeds of the following; notes by Mr. Sweet.
“25919-20.
“25919. Yellow. Vine 1 foot high; ripe from November
to December. The cheese made from this bean forms a
large element of food here; if adapted to American tastes a
profitable business could be established in the States.
“25920. Black. Ripe from June to August; used the same
as No. 25919.” Address: Washington, DC.
2186. Wing, Chas. B. 1910. The soy bean: a promising
forage crop of value. Rural New-Yorker 69(4043):489-90.
April 23. Oversize.
• Summary: “About 10 years ago the writer became
interested in Soy beans and began experimenting with them.
My first experience was with the Ito San, and for many years
we grew this quite extensively, and were well pleased with it.
If yielded about 20 bushels of grain per acre for us when at
its best, but it was very difficult to harvest, the pods forming
quite close to the ground, and the habit being rather poor–
that is the vines were inclined to be half recumbent. Some
years we succeeded fairly well harvesting it with a mowing
machine; some years we pulled it by hand, sometimes
we cut it with hoes. A few years ago, after reading some
Government bulletins on the subject, we became interested in
other varieties. We secured as many of the promising kinds
as we could from the Government, and tested them fairly.
The results have both pleased and surprised us. A typical
plant of Soy bean is shown at Fig. 184. This picture is taken
from Farmers’ Bulletin 372. Last Fall Mr. C.V. Piper, of the
United States Department of Agriculture, visited our test
plot. As Mr. Piper states, it is no longer proper to encourage
simply the growing of Soy beans; the varieties differ so
greatly, and some are so far superior to others, that to be
up-to-date at all, one must have some of the best varieties.
The habits of these plants differ as greatly as those of any
cultivated plant with which we are familiar. This variation
is in a way, a good thing, because Soy beans are used in
three or four different ways, and its wide variation helps the
different uses. Some varieties will mature in 90 days; others
will require from 120 to 140 days, or even longer. Some
are half recumbent or almost fully recumbent; others stand
sturdily erect. Some have coarse stalks (although very strong
and erect); others have much more slender stalks. Some have
large, coarse leaves; others medium leaves. Some shed their
leaves before the grain even begins to mature; others retain
their leaves until the grain is practically ripe. It is obvious
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that all of these characteristics may be made of use in the
plant’s cultivation.
“We hardly know whether the Soy bean is most useful
for grain, silage, soiling, forage or soil improvement.
Different varieties are peculiarly adapted to each purpose,
and it will depend largely upon the farmer’s own need as to
which characteristic he should seek. As a grain crop, they
can probably be used over the widest latitude, and probably
more farmers will find them valuable in this way than in any
other. They may be used especially in the Central States, and
by farmers who use oil meal or bran, either with dairy rations
or for feeding other stock. Soy beans analyze sometimes as
high as 38 per cent protein; this compares favorably with
oil meal, while in palatability and digestibility they are very
much superior to oil meal. All of our stock like them fully
as well as they do corn, and we have very little trouble from
indigestion. They are laxative, and when fed in moderate
amounts are beneficial in this way; furthermore, they seem
to act as a tonic. Horses being fed moderate amounts of them
become sleek and fat, with abundant life. My own driving
mare will leave her corn for a bite of Soy beans. and when
given only moderate amounts of them and practically no
other grain, will fatten up very quickly. I thoroughly believe
with Mr. Piper that every farmer who is buying cotton-seed
meal, oil meal or wheat bran has abundant use for Soy beans,
and that the Soy beans would be much more profitable to
him than any of the other feeds mentioned.
“With some of the new varieties I think it will soon be
possible to grow about 30 bushels of seed per acre. They are
worth about $1 per bushel for feeding purposes, and they
thus compare favorably with any crop we grow for feed.
For many years cow peas have been grown extensively as a
forage crop. I believe with Mr. Piper that, at least on a great
many soils, the Soy bean should certainly replace the cow
pea. The cow pea has just one advantage: it may be sown
broadcast on foul land, and will make a good growth and a
profitable crop. The Soy bean does not thrive when sown
broadcast, consequently it is a little less of a lazy man’s crop,
but on the other hand, its analysis is so much better than that
of the cow pea, and its habit of growth is so much better that
it should easily take precedence over the cow pea, excepting
where it is thought to be absolutely necessary to sow the seed
broadcast. I submit the following table, taken from Professor
Henry’s “Feeds and Feeding,” for careful consideration:”
The table gives the nutritional composition of 7
“Foods”: Soy beans, cow peas, corn, bran, soy bean hay,
cow pea hay, and clover hay. For each it gives: (1) Lbs. dry
matter. (2) Lbs. protein. (3) Lbs. carbohydrates. (4) Lbs.
[nitrogen-free] extract. The soy bean contains much more
protein (29.6) and extract (14.4) and much less carbohydrates
(22.3) than the other six.
“The analysis of the Soy bean seed is not as high in
protein in this table as I have seen it in other analyses.
Note the superiority in protein of the Soy bean, as well as

the cow pea hay, over Red clover. Alfalfa analyzes only
about 11 or 12 per cent, so that the Soy bean compares
favorably with Alfalfa itself, and it is reasonably certain that
it could be grown easily on many soils where the growth
of Alfalfa would be difficult. Red clover is not likely to be
supplanted by either Soy beans or cow peas, and it would
not be wise to supplant it, because Red clover is such an
old-established crop that everyone knows how to grow it,
it produces sufficient forage per acre to make it profitable,
and it probably fits into the rotation a little easier than Soy
beans, especially where farmers have a large amount of
Spring or Summer work to do. Neither do I think that Alfalfa
should at all be supplanted by the Soy bean, but it frequently
happens that a Red clover meadow is seriously injured by
Winter freezing and a catch crop desired in the Spring. For
this purpose I think that no crop with which I am familiar
would begin to equal the Soy bean. Millets are largely used
as catch crops under these conditions, and there is absolutely
no comparison between the value of a ton of millet hay
and a ton of Soy bean hay. Also there are many soils on
which clover does not seem to thrive, and on these I would
earnestly recommend the use of Soy beans, especially in an
experimental way.
“Ohio, Chas. B. Wing.” (To be continued.)
A large illustration (Fig. 184) shows “a typical plant of
soy beans.” Address: Ohio.
2187. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1910.
Monetary and commercial: Edible oils and the soya bean.
April 27. p. 5.
• Summary: “During the past year there has been a
considerable rise in the European values of all butter and lard
substitutes. A correspondent of the ‘Manchester Guardian,’
recently discussing the question, called attention especially
to the shortage of the olive and American cotton crops. Early
last year the price of olive oil reached £65 per ton. When
the new crop came in the price fell rapidly, but is now again
approaching £50 per ton. The failure of the usual supply of
cotton oil from America was perhaps more serious, as there
is no generally recognised substitute for American cotton
oil in the manufacture of edible fats. The dearth of cotton
oil, however, stimulated manufacturers to seek new sources
of supply. Although the attempt to utilise British makes
of cotton oil does not appear to have met with very much
success, there has been an important development in the
introduction of ‘Soya’ oil.
“This oil is manufactured from the Manchurian bean of
that name, and during the year 1909 no less than 360,000
tons of the bean (or more than half as much as the total
quantity of cotton seed crushed in Great Britain) were
imported into that country. The prospects for the future
development of this trade are (says the “Economist”)
somewhat uncertain. As soon as an edible Soya oil has
been manufactured the demand will doubtless be greatly
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stimulated, and even present prices, which are about 10/ a
ton less than that of soapmaking qualities of cotton oil, are
extremely profitable to the Manchurian agriculturist. On the
other hand, the latter is handicapped by considerable natural
difficulties in the way of transport. The question of tariffs is
an important factor. That British manufacturers have so far
been able to secure a partial monopoly of the trade is almost
entirely, if not wholly, due to the absence of a tariff which in
France and Germany is sufficiently high to shut out the raw
material. If to the existing competition of China and Japan
there were added that of America, Germany, and France
serious results might follow. For one thing, the price of the
Soya bean, which has already risen considerably, might be
driven to a height which would seriously diminish the profits
of British crushers when their present stocks were exhausted.
For the moment, however, at existing prices for oil and cake
they have a handsome margin of profit.”
2188. Country Gentleman. 1910. Enquiries and answers:
what readers want to know. Cover crops (Letter to the
editor). 75(2987):421. April 28.
• Summary: “Kindly tell me which, in Middlesex County,
N.J., would be the most satisfactory as a cover crop for the
sole purpose of enriching the soil. My idea was to sow a crop
for this purpose about this time of year, plowing under in the
fall for grain. Would crimson clover make any appreciable
growth in that time, or would cow peas be better? D.H.K.
“[A large portion of the soil area in Middlesex County,
N.J., consists of red shale–a soil that is too heavy for
uniformly successful results with crimson clover. The cover
crops, therefore, that could be depended on to give good
returns on this land include winter vetch, soy beans, cow
peas and, to a limited extent, Canada field peas. It has been
the custom for some years past at the college farm at New
Brunswick [New Jersey], to seed in their corn at the time of
the last cultivation the following mixture of seed per acre:
30 lb. wheat, 18 lb. winter vetch and 6 lb. crimson clover.
This mixture produces a very good cover crop and enriches
the soil with considerable quantities of humus and nitrogen.
Soy beans and cow peas are also satisfactory cover crops for
summer, when neither winter vetch or crimson clover can
be used. Soy beans could probably be seeded between the
middle of May and the first of June, and plowed under in
September for winter grain. Cow peas may be seeded the last
week in May or the first of June, and plowed under about the
same time. In the vicinity of Janesburg there are considerable
areas of lighter soil where crimson clover would do very
well; even there, however, crimson clover can be utilized
only as a fall and early spring crop].”
2189. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1910. Soy
beans. 17(213):102. April 28. [3 ref]
• Summary: “The trade in soy beans between Manchuria
and the United Kingdom began towards the end of 1908,

and the first large cargo of the bean consigned to the United
Kingdom arrived in Hull on the 2nd of March, 1909, and
amounted to 5,200 tons. The demand rose very rapidly and
it is stated that before June contracts had been made for the
delivery of no less than 200,000 tons. The total quantity
imported during the year 1909 amounted to about 400,000
tons. The new season commenced in December last and it
was stated in the Economist of December 4th, 1909, that
as many as fifteen steamers had been chartered to load
beans at Dalny and Vladivostock [Vladivostok] for English
ports representing something like 300,000 tons, so that in
one month only–December (with twelve months to run)–
contracts have been made for a quantity only 100,000 tons
short of the total English trade during 1909. Up to 1907 the
total exports of soy beans from Manchuria did not exceed
120,000 tons annually. In 1908 the shipments amounted to
330,000 tons, and in 1909 they ranged between 700,000 and
800,000 tons.
“A brief review of the soy bean trade of Manchuria,
furnished by the acting British Consul-General at Mukden,
was published in the Indian Trade Journal of 10th March,
1910. Further particulars in the second para. [paragraph]
of an article on the position of Edible Oils in the Journal
of 24th March show the extent to which the soy bean now
competes with Indian oil seeds. Soy beans and soy oil are
already regularly quoted in the market reports...”
“The price of linseed and cotton seed has been kept up
this year by the failures of Argentine linseed, of American
and Egyptian cotton seed and of the world’s olive crop.
This has saved India from feeling the full pressure of the
soy bean competition... It is quite possible that when the
fall comes it will affect soy beans as much as linseed and
that therefore nothing would be gained by substituting
soy beans for linseed in the scheme of India’s agriculture.
But in the meantime it would probably be well that India
should ascertain how far it would–should occasion arise–be
found possible to grow the crop successfully and to place a
considerable area under it at short notice...
“Applications are occasionally received in the
Commercial Intelligence Department from correspondents
(private and official) who want seed for experimental
growing. So far as is known none of the provincial
Departments of Agriculture is in a position to supply seed
for this purpose. The beans are used by the Chinese in
the preparation of various foods, and a certain quantity is
imported into Calcutta for the use of Chinese residents.
It thus comes that seeds are often procurable in the
proper quarters in the Calcutta bazaars. Specimens of two
descriptions, green and yellow, were recently purchased from
a Chinese provision dealer. Twenty seeds of each description
were sown. All of the green variety germinated satisfactorily.
Only two of the yellow variety germinated and a similar
result attended a second attempt.”
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2190. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Oil content of soy beans. Letter
to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, April 28. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: In connection with
the oil content of soy beans, we have been making a lot of
analyses both of the same variety grown under different
conditions and different varieties grown under the same
conditions. In this connection it has occurred to me that it
would be of interest to test the oil content of the same variety
of soy bean planted at different dates, such as you have
conducted in your various experiments. I should like very
much, indeed, to have these analyses made for the different
plantings in the same season of any or all of the varieties that
you have been growing. It may be that you will want to do
this in connection with your work. If so, that will be just as
interesting to me. If you are not going to do this, however, I
should like very much to obtain samples to see if there is a
variation in oil content depending on the time of planting and
the consequent season of maturity.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2191. Bugby, William. 1910. A vegetarian’s experiences.
No II. The soy bean. Daily Post (The) (Hobart, Tasmania,
Australia). April 30. p. 7.
• Summary: “There is a still better substitute for meat, and
that is the Soy bean of Japan, which is now being extensively
cultivated in New South Wales. The present writer has found
nothing to surpass this most useful bean, and especially the
improved variety of it grown at Wahroonga, N.S.W., by
the Sanitarium Food Reform Co. [Seventh-day Adventist].
It might be introduced into Tasmania with advantage, and
in a calcareous soil would prove a source of great profit to
the grower. The Wahroonga variety of Soy bean takes less
time to cook and is also more tender when cooked than that
imported direct from Japan. It is far more digestible than any
other kind of bean.”
Note 1. In 1910 Wahroonga was a suburb of Sydney;
it would have included some small, semi-rural marketgardening areas that provided vegetables for the city
dwellers. The word “extensively” above probably means
that small plots of soybeans were being grown in market
gardens around towns and settlements in NSW. As of 2005
Sanitarium Food Reform Co. has been renamed Sanitarium
Health Food Co. and is a thriving maker of health foods,
breakfast cereals, meat alternatives, soymilk, etc.

“While the writer feels some satisfaction in the thought
that more than 20 years ago [i.e., before April 1890], in the
columns of a Melbourne journal, he was the first to call
attention to the great merits of this most remarkable bean,
and to advocate its introduction into Australia, he feels
somewhat depressed at the fact that it has taken so many
years to (?) its cultivation on and its adoption and recognition
as an article of food. As a rule it may be assumed that it will
take a generation to effect any great (?) reform. But we shall
reap, if we faint not.
“The Soy bean is, in fact, a perfect and superior
substitute for flesh meat, and it contains not only proteids or
flesh-formers in abundance but also a large amount of pure
and digestible fat. It contains the same food elements, in the
same proportion, as a moderately fat mutton chop. Its skin
is so thin as to be scarcely perceptible, hence it is the most
digestible of the bean family, and can be flavored to suit
any palate. It makes a highly nutritious soup. Children and
invalids thrive upon it. The following is an analysis of the
Soy bean -”
A table compares the “elementary constituents” of two
varieties of soy beans, peas, lean beef, and fat mutton. For
each is given the percentage composition of water, protein
or nitrogenous matter, fat or hydro-carbon, carbo-hydrates
(starches), fibre, and ash. The protein content is as follows:
Soy bean #1–37.8%. Soy bean #2–34.0%. Peas 23.0%. Lean
beef 19.0%. Fat mutton 12.0%.
“In cooking, the bean absorbs about four or five times
its weight of water; this brings it closely up to an equal
quantity of fat mutton. A glance at the above table will show
that the Soy is superior in every respect to beef, and is only
surpassed in starch by peas. Dr. Anna Kingsford, M.D.,
in her interesting book ‘The Perfect Way in Diet’ [about a
vegetarian diet], has shown that the digestive organs of man
are not fitted for animal food, and that such food causes
irritation and increases the tendency to inflammation, and is
also largely responsible for rheumatism, gout, and neuralgia.
It also promotes phthisis [pulmonary tuberculosis]. The
drowsiness felt by so many persons after a hearty meal of
meat, together with an intense craving for stimulants [e.g.,
alcohol], is wholly unknown to vegetarians, and this is why,
in London, the numerous vegetarian restaurants are thronged
by bankers and brainy business men at the time of the
midday meal.
“It is worthy of notice that the ox gives back in his
meat only some of the food derived by him from the grass,
retaining the balance to form his teeth, horns, hoofs and hide.
So that, at best, man loses some of the best nutriment when
he uses meat as food. In addition to this, in the venous blood
of the animal are to be found poisonous and effete material,
waste tissue, cadaveric alkaloids, and even parasites and
disease-germs, wholly absent from vegetables and fruit. It is
a rare thing for vegetarians to suffer from anaemia, though it
must be supposed that even a diet so rich in all the elements
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the blood requires will of itself secure immunity from this
and other diseases if other hygienic conditions are absent. A
vegetarian diet is not a panacea, although those who adopt
it suffer far less from all complaints than their meat-eating
brothers and sisters. If a vegetarian lady, ‘cumbered with
much serving,’ and beset with a multitude of household
duties, keeps all day indoors and does not go out enough to
exercise in direct sunlight and fresh air–and most women
have too little of these–she will very likely become anaemic,
like her meat-eating sister, but this is not because of her
vegetarian diet, but in spite of it. Still, she will not suffer so
badly, or become so ‘run down,’ as that meat-eating sister,
and she will, moreover, make a much more rapid recovery
from all her ailments.
“It is also quite possible for a vegetarian to eat too much
nitrogenous food, and to suffer from consequent indigestion.
Still, the diet is not responsible for a man’s gluttony if he
will eat to much, and will live to eat rather than live to eat.
Temperance in eating is almost as essential as temperance
in drinking. Here it may be added that a moderate and wellchose vegetarian diet is a certain cure for drunkenness,
since the craving for intoxicants is mainly induced by the
inflammatory state of the stomach caused by flesh-eating.
Vegetable food is so nourishing and sustaining that a
vegetarian can better afford to go without a meal than can a
meat-eater. Indeed, the experience of the writer has been that
for prolonged muscular and mental work there is nothing
to compare with a judiciously-selected fruit and vegetable
diet. The ancient Spartan and Roman athletes disdained
meat. They lived on barley-cakes, olive oil, and black lentil
soup. The canny and energetic Scotchman is virtually a
vegetarian. The miners of Chili [Chile] are wont to ascend a
perpendicular ladder with 2 cwt [1 cwt = hundredweight =
112 pounds] on their backs, and they do this all day long on a
meal of beans and vegetables and fruit.
“The writer is of [the] opinion that after the age of three
years milk should not be taken by human beings. It clogs
his stomach, makes his brain sluggish and stupid, and in
the stomach gives rise to lactic acid complications. Hence
it should never be forced upon children over three years of
age who have come of gouty or rheumatic parents. As a rule,
such children have a natural detestation of it and a great
aversion to it. Cow’s milk is an abomination that ought never
to be taken. It is an unnatural thing for a human being that
has cut its teeth, and ought to eat solid food, to drink the milk
of a brute! The human stomach resents it!”
The writer then discusses: Suitable foods for
vegetarians. The benefits of eating two meals a day. The
importance of understanding the “elements of nutrition”
contained in each food to maintain one’s proper weight and
good health, the ability of a given area of land to support 6
times as many vegetarians as meat-eaters, the need to divide
large Tasmanian land holdings into small plots of orchards
and kitchen gardens, the sustaining and invigorating power

of a non-flesh diet, the overall physical, mental, and moral
effects of a vegetarian diet, and the need to abolish abattoirs
or slaughter houses.
“It is not sufficiently understood that a vegetarian has
far higher motives that the gratification of his palate and the
satisfaction of his appetite. He regards all life as sacred, and
the taking of innocent animal life as a monstrous crime, both
against the animal and its right to live, and against the moral
development of society at large. He regards his Creator
as the Creator and Father of every living thing. When his
last hour comes the vegetarian will be able calmly to meet
his Heavenly Father–the Father also of every poor dumb
animal–with the happy though humble consciousness that he
has neither knowingly caused the infliction of pain or death,
nor connived in their infliction by others upon an innocent
animal. There is sound sense in the lines: “’He prayeth best who loveth best
All things both great and small;
For the dear God who loveth us,
He made and loveth all.’”
Source of poem: “Rime of the Ancient Mariner,”
by Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1798; Part VII, stanza 23).
Coleridge lived 1772-1834
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2005)
concerning soy beans in connection with (but not yet in)
Tasmania.
Note 3. The author may have been a Seventh-day
Adventist, since he states that soybeans have been grown in
the Sanitarium gardens at Wahroonga, New South Wales. If
he was an Adventist, this would be the earliest article seen
on soybeans written by a Seventh-day Adventist. Address:
Tasmania.
2192. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Oil studies on soy beans. Letter
to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, April 30. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I have your letter of
April 23rd, and am very glad, indeed, that you will be able to
grow rod-rows of the eleven lots of soy beans in connection
with our oil studies. I am taking pleasure in sending you
these seeds today.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2193. Rural New-Yorker. 1910. For years we have urged our
readers to experiment with Alfalfa. Many have worked with
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the crop... 69(4044):358. April 30. Oversize.
• Summary: “... until they have it established. Every one of
them will agree that each acre of Alfalfa has made them an
annual present of the equivalent of one ton or more of wheat
bran. There cannot be any question about the increased value
to every crop of a rotation when Alfalfa is grown and fed
on the farm. We now urge readers to try another crop–the
Soy bean. Mr. Wing has told us about it and those who are
still more interested should read Farmers’ Bulletin 372 from
the U.S. Department [of Agriculture]. The Soy bean is now
changing the plan of feeding cattle in Europe. The Japanese
take out the oil and export great quantities of the dry meal.
This is taking the place of linseed and cotton-seed meal and
giving satisfaction. Thousands of farmers who grow Alfalfa
have been able to cut their grain bill in two. The grain and
straw of Soy beans will enable them to make another cut.
“This crop is not a permanent This crop is not a
permanent one like Alfalfa, but, like corn, planted each
season. It ought to prove very useful on a fruit farm where
stock must be kept and where tillage is needed for the trees.
Planted in drills and cultivated we think it will prove better,
all things considered, than corn or cow peas. It is one of the
crops which ought to be thoroughly tested by everyone who
has stock to feed.”
2194. Wing, Chas. B. 1910. The soy bean: a promising
forage crop of value. II. Rural New-Yorker 69(4043):514.
April 30. Oversize.
• Summary: “As nitrogen gatherers I think few plants will
equal the Soy bean. Its roots are covered with nodules.
Sometimes these nodules are as large as Lima beans, and
they should always be as large as a garden pea. If this plant
be turned under for fertilizing purposes, especially if one of
the large growing varieties be used, I know of no plant that
would excel it. When grown for seed, most varieties will
drop their leaves before the seed is ripe; these leaves. of
course, enriching the soil. I think that on any ordinary soil,
with the new improved varieties, farmers should expect from
15 to 20 or 25 bushels of seed, or from two to 3½ tons dry
hay per acre. I have a theory, which at present is theory only,
that the plant may be made extremely useful for silage. In
another year or so, I expect to try this on a good-sized scale.
Some varieties make both a large amount of forage and a
large amount of grain, and in addition will hold their leaves
until the grain is nearly ripe. I think that these varieties
cut just before the leaves begin to fall, and possibly mixed
with moderate amounts of corn (say in the proportion of
two parts Soy beans to one of corn) would not only make a
large amount of very rich silage, but would be readily eaten
and easily digested, and we would thereby get the greatest
possible amount of feed from a given acreage.
“As to varieties, I agree with Mr. Piper on practically
everything I have tested so far. Many of the new varieties
are only in the experimental stage, and probably few of

them are at present produced in quantities sufficient to place
them on the market, but no doubt, within a few years, the
Government will have some surplus for sale. The Ito San,
our old standby. is no doubt about as good as any variety for
extreme northern conditions, where it is necessary to mature
the seed in 90 days. It would furnish only about 1½ ton dry
forage per acre. The Medium Early Green is one of the oldest
varieties, makes an excellent yield, both of beans and forage,
but it seems to be practically impossible to harvest the crop
in such manner as not to lose half the grain, and this reduces
the yield to only a moderate amount.
“So far, our tests show no bean that is any better for
grain than the Medium Early Yellow. This variety has very
sturdy plants, a trifle too coarse for forage, a mediumsized bean, which does not shatter badly when harvested.
It yields abundantly, and its habit is good. The plants stand
erect enough, so that it is no difficulty whatever to harvest
with a mowing machine. The Meyer sometimes produces
enormous quantities of forage, occasional plants being six
feet tall, but its habit is poor, being half recumbent. The yield
of grain is only moderate. The Tokio produces the largest
amount of forage of any bean I have ever tried, but when
grain is desired it is entirely too late for this latitude. The
Brownie is almost identical with the Ito San. The Haberlandt
is very similar to the Meyer, although having a trifle better
habit–that is, a more erect growth. The Guelph is an early
variety, maturing with the Ito San, but having a rather better
habit. The Nuttal [sic, Nuttall] has a good habit, although
the vines are a trifle coarse for forage, the amount of beans
produced being smaller by our tests than some of our other
best varieties. The beans also shatter somewhat worse in
harvesting than our other varieties. The Morse is similar; it is
about as late in maturing as we dare to have in this latitude,
probably requiring 130 to 140 days, and the yield of beans is
about the same as that of Nuttal. A variety with which I am
very well pleased is the Jet. It will probably produce a trifle
smaller amount of grain than the Medium Early Yellow, but
its habit is simply perfect, the plant growing perfectly erect
and branching out five or six inches above the ground, the
main stem being sturdy and each branch long and slender,
making it well adapted for forage. It would probably mature
safely even a good deal north of this latitude, as it has two
or three weeks to spare. It would probably make three tons
per acre of dry hay, and no doubt would have little trouble
in making a yield of 20 bushels of grain. Another of my
favorites is the Cloud. This bean is very similar to the Jet,
excepting that it is from two to three weeks later in maturing.
It will produce a little heavier crop both of beans and forage
than the Jet, has equally good habits and retains many of its
leaves until the grain is perfectly ripe. I have tested other
varieties, but have found none of them of sufficient merit to
be enumerated here.
“Briefly then, I feel positive not only that the Soy bean
has come to stay, but that its growth is still in its infancy,
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and I rather think that in 10 years from now it will be a
very important crop. I think that as a grain producer it
will compare favorably with any crop we have; that both
in quantity and quality of forage it is not greatly excelled
by any plant, with the exception of Alfalfa. Its fertilizing
qualities are of the very best, and it may be used for silage
with profitable results. I advise farmers, however, to grow
it only in a moderate way for a year or two, because, while
not especially difficult to grow, it has some peculiarities
which should be thoroughly understood before attempting
its extensive cultivation, and I would advise farmers to
investigate individual varieties, and to be sure that they get
something of the best when purchasing. It will probably be
several years before these new varieties will be placed on
the market in any considerable amounts, but with the interest
that is now being taken in this plant, I think that in a short
time it will be possible to obtain seed from the very best of
the varieties which I have mentioned, as well as from some
of the other choice varieties with which the Government is
experimenting.” Address: Ohio.
2195. Product Name: [Sarton Soy Flour].
Foreign Name: Sarton.
Manufacturer’s Name: Bayer & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Elberfeld, Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1910 April.
Ingredients: Soybeans.
How Stored: Canned or powdered.
New Product–Documentation: Noorden, C. von; Lampé,
Ed. 1910. “Ueber Sarton, ein neues Naehrpraeparat für
Zuckerkranke [Sarton, a new food for diabetics].” Therapie
der Gegenwart: Medizinische-Chirurgische Rundschau
51(4):145-46. New Series Vol. 12. “Finally a method was
found that removes almost all of the carbohydrates from
soybean meal (Sojabohnenmehl), and also gets rid of the
unpleasant tasting materials. Because this process is much
too complicated to be carried out in one’s household, Bayer
& Co., a paint factory in Elberfeld, took over the production
on a large scale. The preparation was next produced in the
form of a thick puree, put into sterilized tin cans (about 1819% solids, of which 8-9% was protein). Meanwhile they
succeeded in making a dry powder, and the firm even told us
that they would probably prefer to sell the preparation in a
powdered form.
Martindale, William Harrison; Westcott, W. Wynn. 1915.
The extra pharmacopoeia of Martindale and Westcott. 16th
ed. 2 vols. London: H.K. Lewis & Co., Ltd. See vol. I, p.
849. “* Sarton is a preparation of the [soya] bean for use as a
diabetic food.”
Horvath. 1927. The Soybean as Human Food. p. 57.
“Soybean flour in diabetes:... Von Noorden and Lampe
introduced the patented soybean preparation ‘Sarton.’”
(Footnote 2: “Of the Elberfelder Farbwerke”).
Note 4. This is the earliest known commercial soy

product made in Germany.
2196. Brenier, Henri. 1910. La question du soja [The soya
question]. Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi)
13(83):105-28. March/April. Series 2. [22 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is an in-depth look at the relevance of
the soybean to France, both now and in the future. It is
prompted by the rapid growth of soybean imports to Europe
from Manchuria. The author has a good knowledge of the
literature on soybeans and a familiarity with the crop in the
field in French Indochina and China.
Contents: 1. Soybean cultivation: Species and varieties,
major soybean producing countries (China, Japan, Korea,
Indochina), other countries (Java and the Dutch East
Indies, France, USA. The Imperial Institute of London is
conducting trials in the Cape of Good Hope and Natal [South
Africa], in British West Africa, and in Gambia), methods of
cultivation and yield. 2. Commerce: Exports of soybeans and
soybean cake (beancake, tourteaux de soja) from China and
especially Manchuria (Newchwang, Dairen/Dalny, Antung,
Ta tung kow, Suifenho {Suifenhe / Sui-fen-ho}), importing
countries in 1908 in descending order of amount imported
(Russian ports on the Pacific [Vladivostok], for re-export to
Europe). Exports. Prices 3. Soybean utilization: Chemical
composition, use as a forage plant and for improving the soil,
use in human foods (tofu, shoyu, Worcestershire sauce, tuong
[Annamite soy sauce], miso, natto, soymilk), the soybean
as an oilseed (yield of oil from various oilseeds), soybean
cakes. Conclusions.
Page 109 discusses soybeans in Indochina, according
to information received from M. Crevost, Curator of the
Agricultural and Commercial Museum of Hanoi, and from
the article by Bui-quang-Chiêu (Dec. 1905). The names of
the soybean are different in the various parts of Indochina.
In Cochin China (especially in the provinces of Chaudoc
and Baria), in Annam (sporadically), and in Tonkin it is
called dau-nanh or dau-tuong (Tuong is a sauce made with
soybeans, described later under “Uses”). In Cambodia
(Cambodge) it is called sandek sieng. The variety most
widely cultivated in Indochina seems to be one with a
yellowish-white color, more oblong than round, a little
flattened (soja platycarpa of Harz [1880, 1885] (?)), different
therefore from the fine (belle) varieties of Manchuria and
Japan that are well rounded and pure yellow.
A table (p. 112) shows soy bean grain exports (in
1,000 metric tons) from different Manchurian ports for the
years 1905-1908. The author notes that Indochina could be
exporting soybeans to France. One factor that stimulated the
large exports of soybeans from Manchuria in 1908 (besides
an excellent harvest in 1907) was a program to suppress the
cultivation of opium by expansion of soybean acreage (p.
113). The author uses the scientific name Phaseolus radiatus
to refer to the petit haricot vert (probably mung bean). He
observed soybeans planted in mixed culture in Szechuan.
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Page 115: In 1908 tables show total exports to foreign
countries were as follows: Soybean seeds (Soja en graines):
285,180 tonnes (metric tons). Soybean cakes (Tourteaux
de soja): 469,800 tonnes. Total: 754,900 tonnes, worth 78
million French francs.
Page 115: In 1908 official statistics are first given for
exports to Europe (in tonnes): Great Britain 69,200, France
21,390, Holland 7,290, Italy 4,140, Belgium 1,760, Germany
670, Russian ports on the Pacific [such as Vladivostok] (for
reexport to Europe, primarily to England it seems) 100,000.
Total: 204,440 tonnes.
Page 116 notes that the rise of soybeans in Manchuria
is due in part to the power of the Japanese commercial
house Mitsui Bussan Kaisha and the large English oil mills,
which joined to develop an industry that had not previously
existed. At the end of 1906, Mitsui, which had a dominant
commercial role in Southern Manchuria, sent one or two
trial shipments of soybeans to England. Mitsui was followed
mainly by the British trading houses (Samuel & Samuel,
Jardine, Matheson), then by the Germans (Otto Reimers,
Arnhold Karberg & Co), and the Russians. Continued
suppression of opium growing led to further expansion of
soybean cultivation.
A table (p. 117) gives the price of soybeans (per picul
of 300 catties = 180 kg), soybean cake (per 10 cakes of 53
catties each or 318 kg for the 10), and soybean oil (per picul
of 100 catties = 60 kg) in New chwang [Newchwang] taels
and in French francs in the average year from 1882-1891,
and in the year 1897. Prices were up in 1897.
Page 124 states: “A factory was recently founded near
Paris (at Saint Germain en Laye), with Chinese capital, for
the preparation of a series of products derived from soya:
milk, “caséo-sojaïne,” cheese [tofu], sauce, and sweet soya
preserves (confiture (?) de soja).” A footnote states: “I owe
this curious piece of information to the amicability of the
secretary of Ecole française d’Extrême-Orient, Mr. Ch.
Maybon, who pointed it out in the January 1910 issue of the
Bulletin de l’Association amicale franco-chinoise.
A table (p. 125) shows that the soybean gives the lowest
yield of oil of all major oilseeds: copra (from coconut) yields
67-70% oil, sesame seeds 50-56%, poppy seed (pavot) 4350%, castor oil plant 42-50%, rapeseed (colza) 42-45%,
linseed 43%, peanuts 35-47%, cottonseed 21-26%, soybeans
from Manchuria 16-18%.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2000)
that describes caséo-sojaïne as a product. Yet this may well
be a mistake since its source of information is given as
Bulletin de l’Association Amicale Franco-Chinoise (Jan.
1910)–which uses the term to refer to a business name.
Address: Inspecteur-Conseil des Services Agricoles et
Commerciaux de l’Indochine.
2197. Chernie: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Bopp (Morse 1927). 1910. Seed color: Black.

• Summary: Sources: Piper, C.V. 1919. Re: Send soy bean
seeds to Dr. W.W. Garner. Letter (memorandum) dated April
1 to W.J. Morse [Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia]. One of
the varieties he will send is Chernie. #18259.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 50, 75. Seed
color: Black. S.P.I. No. 18227. “From Khabarovsk, Siberia,
1906... Grown four seasons.” “The best varieties of soy
beans (p. 75): Medium early–Chernie, 18227.”
Zavitz, C.A. 1911. “The professor of field husbandry
and director of field experiments: Varieties of soy beans.”
Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm
(Guelph), Annual Report 36:169-247. For the year 1910.
See p. 217-18. Page 218 indicates that Chernie (producing
23.5 bushels) was one of the varieties which had the greatest
yields.
Scudder, Henry Desbrough. 1913. Department of
Agronomy, Oregon Experiment Station. Report for the
year ending June 30, 1913. Page 5 states: “This year the
results were a good deal better. Two varieties, Chernie and
Tashing, matured seed, as did some of the selections from the
previous year. Unfortunately, owing to the lack of a suitable
place for storing and threshing the vines, practically all of the
seed was lost at the end of the season.”
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p. 6.
“Bopp.–The same as Chernie.” Address: USA.
2198. Hansen: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910.
Seed color: Brown.
• Summary: Sources: Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: “Experiments
on the oil content of soybeans.” Letter to Prof. C.A.
Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN,
April 10. “... I should be greatly obliged if you would find
it possible to grow for us rod-rows of seven individual
selections of Mammoth where the oil content of the mother
plant is known; also rod-rows of Hansen, #20409, which is
extremely low in oil content;...”
Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Names of soybean varieties. Letter
to Prof. A.T. Wiancko at Experiment Station, Lafayette,
Indiana, April 19. 1 p. “I am particularly anxious to have
grown in Indiana the Hansen soy bean, #20409...”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 55. Seed
color: Brown. S.P.I. No. 54380. “From Merkoechofka,
Siberia, 1906... Grown three seasons.”
Garner, W.W.; Allard, H.A.; Foubert, C.L. 1914. “Oil
content of seeds as affected by the nutrition of the plant.” J.
of Agricultural Research 3(3):227-49. Dec. See p. 235, 240.
Hansen is S.P.I. No. 20409.
2199. Itie, G. 1910. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
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cultivation, its future]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds
(Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 10(85):305-07. April. [2 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Harvest (continued) for forage or
seeds. Threshing.
Early varieties include Hollybrook and Buckshot. Late
varieties: Mammoth and Wilson. Threshing: When the
pods are dry, the seed is easily separated with the aid of
an ordinary threshing machine that has concave threshers.
Address: Ingenieur d’Agriculture coloniale.
2200. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1910. The soy
bean trade of Manchuria. 17(1):67. April. [4 ref]
• Summary: This information was sent to the Board of Trade
by Mr. R. Willis, Acting British Consul-General at Mukden.
Before 1908 (according to the only Customs statistics
available, those from the port of Newchwang) the exports
of soy beans from Manchuria never exceeded 120,000 tons
per year. During the year 1908, those exports rose to about
330,000 tons. Half of this total (165,000 tons) was exported
from Dairen, 100,000 tons were shipped from Newchwang,
and 65,000 tons went by rail via Suifenho [Suifenhe] to
Vladivostok. Almost all of the increased demand was from
Europe, and it continued during 1909.
Exports of “beancake” in 1908 totalled about 500,000
tons. Exports of the 1909 bean crop (from Oct. 1908 to June
1909) rose to 570,000 tons. Address: England.
2201. Nishimura, Torazô; Inoue, T. 1910. Shôyu ni kansuru
kagakuteki kenkyû. I. [Chemical investigation of shoyu.
I.]. Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi (J. of the Society of Chemical
Industry, Japan) 13(146):378-85. April. [Jap; ger]
Address: Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
2202. Noorden, Carl von; Lampé, Eduard. 1910. Ueber
Sarton, ein neues Naehrpraeparat fuer Zuckerkranke [About
Sarton, a new food for diabetics]. Therapie der Gegenwart:
Medizinische-Chirurgische Rundschau 51(4):145-46. New
Series Vol. 12. [Ger]
• Summary: This article is mainly about soybeans, their
chemical composition, and the various foods that can be
made from them. “By coincidence, the soybean (Soja
hispida), of Japanese origin, fell into our hands. The first
experiments on this plant were conducted many years ago,
initially in our private clinic in Frankfurt, then later by
another one of us in Frankfurt and the other in Vienna.
“Soja hispida, a legume, produces a seed that lies
somewhere between peas and beans in appearance.
There are numerous varieties of soybeans and each has
different qualities. Only certain varieties are useful in the
kitchen. In Japan it is used to make the Japanese “bean
sauce [Bohnensauce], called shoyu; it is also found in fine
European kitchens. Moreover, in Japan, a peculiar dish called
tofu (Tofou) is prepared from soybeans. It is rich in protein;

almost all other nutrients of the beans are removed during its
preparation. In its simple boiled state, the soybean is used as
a vegetable or salad in Japan by the poor. Also in southeast
Europe, people have been planting soybeans for three
decades, but they don’t have the same value here as in Japan.
“The high concentration of protein in soybeans (3035%), the low concentration of starch and of digestible
carbohydrates (ca. 6%) leads us to want to try soybeans in
diabetic diets. But the plain, unprocessed bean, regardless of
what we add to it, does not suit European palates...”
“Finally a method was found that removes almost all of
the carbohydrates from soybean meal (Sojabohnenmehl), and
also gets rid of the unpleasant tasting materials. Because this
process is much too complicated to be carried out in one’s
household, Bayer & Co., a paint factory in Elberfeld, took
over the production on a large scale. The preparation was
next produced in the form of a thick puree, put into sterilized
tin cans (about 18-19% solids, of which 8-9% was protein).
Meanwhile they succeeded in making a dry powder, and the
firm even told us that they would probably prefer to sell the
preparation in a powdered form.
This soybean puree, given the name Sarton by the
factory, contains no starches or red dextrins (Erytrodextrins)
as indicated by a test with Lugol’s solution. If properly
prepared, the taste is excellent. All patients, and even healthy
workers, accepted it very well. Like pea soup and lentil soup,
the Soybean soup invites the use of plenty of butter or other
fats, and thereby enables the incorporation of a high level of
total nutrients–with little resulting sugar in the urine.
“More detailed communications about the soybean,
about the chemistry of this and other preparations, about its
digestibility, etc. will soon be published by Dr. E. Jürgensen
from the Vienna Medical Clinic (Wiener I. medizinischen
Klinik).
Note: This product, which originated in Japan, was made
in its own factory in Elberfeld–probably near Wuppertal, a
city in North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany, in and around the
Wupper valley, east of Düsseldorf and south of the Ruhr.
Address: 1. Vienna, Austria; 2. Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
2203. Oesterreichische Monatsschrift fuer den Orient
(Vienna). 1910. Transkaukasien [Transcaucasus]. No. 4.
April 10. p. 37.
• Summary: (According to the report from the Imperial and
Royal Consulate in Tblisi (k.u.k. Konsulat in Tiflis) about the
1st quarter of this year.)
In the province of Kutaisi, soybeans (Sojabohne) that
were imported from China have recently been planted. The
trials both with regard to their cultivation and with soy coffee
(Sojakaffee) that has been produced from these beans have
turned out very favorably.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
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2204. Product Name: Soya Flour, Soya Bread, Soya
Biscuits.
Manufacturer’s Name: Premier Oil Extracting Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hull, England.
Date of Introduction: 1910 April.
Ingredients: Flour: 25% soya flour and 75% wheat flour.
New Product–Documentation: Julien Brodé. 1910. April
23. U.S. Department of Commerce and Labor, Bureau of
Manufactures, Special Agents Series. No. 39. p. 12-13.
“Oil seed products and feed stuffs.” “The most interesting
and, to the writer’s mind, the most significant thing about
the new soya industry is the process used by three mills in
England for extracting the oil. This secret process belongs
to the Premier Oil Extracting Company, of Hull, and for its
use the two other mills are said to pay the company 40 cents
royalty for every ton of seed treated. The seed are first finely
crushed and then treated directly by a fat solvent, presumably
benzine.” No trace of the solvent remains in the oil and only
about 1% of the oil remains in the meal. Note: This is the
earliest document seen (July 2001) worldwide stating that
oil is being extracted commercially from soybeans using a
solvent.
“The Premier Oil Extracting Company also operates
a large flour mill, and is placing on the market a so-called
‘soya flour,’ which is 25 per cent soya meal and 75 per cent
wheat flour. The company has induced a number of bakers
to use it in making a soya bread, which is finding sale on
the market, although the price asked is the same as for allwheat bread... The same mill has induced a large biscuit
manufacturer to use soya flour in making a brand of biscuits
called ‘soya biscuits.’ These are for sale all over England and
are very palatable.”
2205. Sewaki, Hisao. 1910. Jika kôan shôyu baiyôki ni tsuite
[On shoyu culture media developed by the writer]. Seiikai
Geppo No. 338. p. 1-7. April. [Jap]
Address: M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.
2206. Product Name: Omega Soya Oil.
Manufacturer’s Name: Unknown British Oil Refiner.
Manufacturer’s Address: England.
Date of Introduction: 1910 April.
New Product–Documentation: Julien Brodé. 1910. April
23. U.S. Department of Commerce and Labor, Bureau of
Manufactures, Special Agents Series. No. 39. p. 12-13. “Oil
seed products and feed stuffs.” “Soya oil is not refined as is
American cotton-seed oil, with caustic soda, but by means
of sulphuric acid and fuller’s earth... One refiner is placing
on the market an edible soya oil sold under the name of
‘Omega soya oil.’ This oil has a good color, is almost neutral
in odor, and is rather palatable, the flavor being similar to
that of peanut oil. The process for rendering crude soya oil
edible is kept a close secret, but is thought to be by means of
superheated steam...”

2207. Drew, J.W. 1910. Farm correspondence: Soybeans in
corn. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). May 2. p. 10.
• Summary: Drew asks: “(1) About how long will soybeans
stay in the pod after maturing if left in field? (2) When
planted between corn, do you think they would make more
hog feed than cowpeas?
“Answer–(1) The soy bean pods commence to pop open
and scatter their contents all about in a very few days after
they become fully ripe, which makes it necessary to harvest
the crop before all of the pods are ripe. This feature I found
to be the principal objection to the crop when I planted the
beans forty years ago. But the shelled beans will lie on the
ground without rotting a considerable time–much longer
than would cowpeas of the common varieties–depending on
weather.
“(2) I do not think soybeans will give more hog feed
when planted between the corn than will cowpeas. I prefer
the latter for so planting.” Address: Rose Hill, North
Carolina.
2208. Mooers, C.A. 1910. Re: Seed from the different
dates of planting. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., May
2. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper: I will be pleased to let you
have seed from the different dates of planting of the soy
beans. We have planned to plant a number of varieties
throughout the season at intervals of four weeks.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
2209. Nishimura, Torazô. 1910. Shôyu kôbo no shurui
sesshoku baiyô oyobi shôyu no nama kabi ni taisuru fuyuhô no kôka. I. Shôyu kôbo no shurui [On the contact culture
of shoyu yeast, and the effect of covering shoyu with oil
to prevent molds. I. The varieties of shoyu yeast]. Nogaku
Kaiho (J. of the Scientific Agricultural Society, Japan) No.
94. p. 19-37. May 5. [Jap]
2210. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Mr. Simpson and Mr. Brooks.
Letter to Prof. H.A. Morgan, Director, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN, May 5. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Morgan: In your letter of
April 21st, you ask me to let you know whether we would
contract with Mr. Simpson, of Waverly, Tennessee, and Mr.
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Brooks, of Hampshire, Tenn., to grow soy beans. I wrote
to both gentlemen expecting to place orders with one or
both of them, but in the meantime the cooperative matter
with the Virginia Experiment Station has come up that has
necessitated an arrangement by which they grow these seeds
for us. I tank you very much for the addresses of these two
gentlemen, and in another season think there is little doubt
that I can place contracts with them.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2211. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1910. The soya bean.
May 6. p. 6.
• Summary: “It appears that steps have successfully been
taken in the German Reichstag to abolish the customs duties
levied on soya beans imported into Germany. Thus will come
to an end the profitable monopoly which Hull [England]
millers have enjoyed in the utilisation of this valuable
commodity. The great export of the oil-yielding soya beans
from Manchuria has been one of the most curious incidents
in the trade in raw products in the world during the last few
years, because it shows how greedily the world’s markets
absorb any new source of food supply, under pressure of
the general shortage and the high prices which universally
prevail.”
2212. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1910. Cow peas. Wood’s seeds
(Ad). Washington Post. May 6. p. 16.
• Summary: This small ad, which mentions Soja Beans, is
identical to the one that appeared on 9 April 1908 (p. 3) in
this newspaper.
Note: This ad also appeared in 1910 in the May 7, 8 and
9 issues of this newspaper. Address: Richmond, Virginia.
2213. Farben-Zeitung. 1910. Weiteres ueber Sojabohnen
und Sojabohnenoel [More about soybeans and soybean oil].
15(32):1437. May 7. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a continuation of the article in the
previous issue (No. 29) of this periodical, April 16 (p. 12981301). Illustrations (non-original) show: (1) An uprooted
soybean plant. (2) The pods and seeds of the following
soybean varieties: Guelph, Ito San, Buckshot, Austin,
Hollybrook, Haberlandt, Mammoth.
2214. Indiana Farmer. 1910. Watery foods and poor milk.
65(19):9, col. 1. May 7.
• Summary: “In referring to the condition of the milk in the

early spring season the Farm and Home of London says:
“It has often been said that it is possible to water milk
through the medium of the cow, and this to a great extent
is true, as there are certain foods, such as brewers’ grains,
white turnips, and roots generally as grown in a wet season,
which notably increase the quantity of the milk supply at the
expense of its quality. The time when most trouble with poor
milk is experienced is just at about the end of winter feeding,
when the cows are first going out to grass.”
“Now, as to the means whereby farmers may secure
a fairly uniform quality of milk which will be up to the
standard at the times when it is commonly found so poor. In
the first place it is desirable to use a fairly large quantity of
nitrogenous or albuminous food material. Among the most
desirable for this purpose, and for producing a good flow of
milk, are included cottonseed, soya and linseed cakes, pea
and bean meal and lentils. All these are highly nitrogenous
food materials, and will help to keep up the standard of the
quality of the milk.”
Note: Next to this article is a large (3 columns wide)
advertisement by The De Laval Separator Company titled “A
few of the many very prominent more than one million users
of De Laval cream separators.” The company has offices in
New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Montreal, Winnipeg and
Seattle.
2215. Wall Street Journal. 1910. Cotton seed oil values too
dear for soap making. May 11. p. 3.
• Summary: “World-wide interest in the oil bearing seed
industry is now probably at its height. For the two classes of
industries, those making food oils or fats, and those engaged
in the manufacture of soap,... cotton seed oil... is becoming
too dear for soap making. Its values are such as to confine it
to food-stuff markets. Since January 1st, cotton seed oil at
New York ranged from 7.03 cents to 7.55 cents a pound. The
cause of the change lies in the shortage of the cotton crop.”
“Price of linseed had advanced until the seed crushing
industry is inclined to see little profit in manufacturing at the
present prices of materials.”
“The soya bean is coming into greater demand. Last
year 350,000 tons were shipped from Manchuria, in addition
to the large quantities of soya bean oil made in China and
Japan.
“Soap making in Great Britain now depends largely
upon this source of supplies,...”
2216. Country Gentleman. 1910. Florida muck land (Letter
to the editor). 75(2989):466-67. May 12.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–While in Florida this
winter I purchased a farm of 500 acres... R.W. Parramore,
Somerset County, New Jersey.
“Additions of 30 to 50 loads of muck per acre, together
with applications of 300 pounds of acid phosphate and 300
pounds of kainit, should prove highly beneficial for sandy
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soils, and should facilitate further improvement by means
of such green-manure crops as cow peas, soy beans, velvet
beans, etc.”
2217. Wilkinson, F.E. 1910. Bean industry of Manchuria.
Board of Trade Journal (London) 69:282-84. May 12. [1 ref]
• Summary: This article is based on Diplomatic and
Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great
Britain), No. 4440 (May 1910). “In 1909, 178,000 tons
of beans and 318,000 tons of bean cake were exported
from Newchwang and 438,000 tons of beans and 276,000
tons of bean cake from Dairen, making a total of 616,000
tons of beans and 594,000 tons of bean cake. Now, as 100
tons of beans are required to produce 9 tons of oil, it may
be estimated that, to produce 594,000 tons of bean cake,
653,400 tons of beans must have been treated, so that the
total quantity of beans represented by the combined exports
of bean produce from the two ports was 1,269,400 tons.
Exports from other places on the coast would bring the total
exports from South Manchuria to about 1,300,000 tons...
“At the time of the first shipments to Europe the
price of beans laid down at Dairen was about 3l. 10s.
[£3 10 shillings] per ton. By the spring of 1909 the value
of the soya bean as an article of commerce had become
generally known, and, a large number of British and other
firms entering the field as prospective buyers, competition
gradually drove the price up. The new crop, though well up
to the average, proved not to be equal either in quality or
quantity to that of 1908. The price of beans consequently
rose still further, and in February 1910, it reached £6 5s. per
ton, the highest point it has touched as yet.
“At the price mentioned, China and Japan are practically
out of the market as buyers, and about 80 per cent. of the
purchases of beans made since December last have been for
the European market.” Address: British Consul, Newchwang.
2218. Meister, R. 1910. Sojabohnenoel [Soybean oil].
Farben-Zeitung 15(33):1486-89. May 14. [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a very long and detailed article about
the drying properties of soy oil; it has an iodine number
(Jodzahl) of 133, an oxygen number (Sauerstoffzahl) of 17,
and a drying time of 6 days, but 6 hours for varnishes. The
film is very soft. No more than 35% should be mixed with
linseed oil.
Note: This is the earliest German-language document
seen (July 2020) that mentions the Sauerstoffzahl of soy oil.
Other German words and abbreviations in the article
related are soy oil are: Sojabohnenöl, Spez. Gewicht, S.Z.,
Jodzahl, Hübl’sche Jodzahl, Maumenétest, etc. Address:
Dipl-Ing., Aus dem Laboratorium der chem. Fabrik Dr. F.
Wilhelmi.
2219. Oakley, R.A. 1910. Re: Studies on soy beans. Letter
to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,

Knoxville, TN, May 14. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: Referring to your
letter of March 13 to Prof. Piper: We have just got together
our various lots of soy beans and are taking pleasure in
sending you four ounces each of the numbers on the enclosed
list. Prof. Piper is away from the office at present. Should he
have any other numbers to send you we will write you on his
return.
“Very truly yours, Assistant Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Asst. Agrostologist, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2220. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1910. Cow peas. Woods Seeds
(Ad). Rural New-Yorker 69(4046):564. May 14. Oversize.
• Summary: “We are headquarters for all Farm Seeds–
Cow Peas, Soja Beans, Millets, Sorghums, Ensilage Corn,
Crimson Clover, etc. prices quoted on request.
“Write for prices and Wood’s Crop Special, giving
interesting information about Farm Seeds. Mailed free on
request.
“T.W. Wood & Sons, Seedsmen, Richmond, Virginia.”
Note: This ad also appeared on p. 584 (May 21).
Address: Richmond, Virginia.
2221. J.R.G. 1910. Farm correspondence: (1) Soybeans...
Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). May 16. p. 10.
• Summary: He asks: “How long does it take the soybean
to reach maturity from the time they are planted or to reach
the stage for making hay? I am of the opinion that they will
hang on through dry weather like cotton. I would plant so
as to miss the July drought, although I have 2 acres that I
could plant right away, if advisable. I see that all the writers
recommend planting in the drill. Will they give satisfactory
results broadcasted? I was thinking of using cotton seed
meal alone for these so as to produce a large stalk, or would
10–2–2 cotton meal be better?”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2016) that
uses the term “cotton meal” to refer to cotton seed meal.
“Answer: There are quite a number of varieties of
soybean, some dwarfish in growth and maturing much
earlier than others that are of more robust growth. I am not
familiar with the different varieties and their peculiarities and
quote from Director J.F. Duggar in Cyclopedia of American
Agriculture as follows:” The long excerpt gives the names of
early, medium, late, and very late soybean varieties.
“Drill planting is considered preferable for soybeans.
I have not found that they do so well when broadcast as do
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cowpeas.
“Cotton seed meal is by no means a proper fertilizer
for soybeans, as the latter is a legume–can get the required
nitrogen from the air. A little nitrate of soda, however,
may be advantageously applied, say 50 pounds per acre in
the drill with the seed,... The soybean should be fertilized
just like the cowpea, applying 200 to 300 pounds of acid
phosphate and 30 to 50 pounds of muriate (or four times as
much kainit) per acre.” Address: Carrollton, Georgia.
2222. Borghesani, Guido. 1910. Ueber das Verhaeltnis der
Methylpentosane gegenueber den Pentosanen in einigen
Arten von Pflanzensamen [On the content of methyl
pentosan in relation to total pentosans in some varieties of
plant seeds]. Journal fuer Landwirtschaft 58(1):77-79. May
17. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Investigating carbohydrates in soybeans,
the author reports 3.86 to 2.86% of pentosans, also
methylpentosans; the ratio of pentosans to methylpentosans
is 6.2 to 1. Address: Bologna, Italy.
2223. Marpmann, G. 1910. I. Ueber das Oel der Sojabohnen
und dessen Eigenschaften. II. Untersuchungen des
chinesischen Bohnenoels [I. On the oil of the soybean and its
characteristics. II. Investigations on Chinese “bean oil” (soy
oil)]. Journal fuer Landwirtschaft 58(3):243-50. May 17.
(Chem. Abst. 5:733). [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A general discussion of the culture,
composition, and economic importance of the soy bean and
the extraction of oil therefrom. In China at least 30 soybean
varieties are cultivated, and at least 24 of these are growing
in Southern Manchuria. Tables show the characteristics of:
1. Ten samples of different colors of commercial soybean
oil from China. 2. Ten samples of commercial soybean
oil from England (Manchester, London, Hamburg from
England) and Denmark (Copenhagen). 3. Oil from ten
different colors of soybean seeds supplied by Haage &
Schmidt, a German seed dealer. 4. Four different types of
soybean oil from soybeans harvested in 1919: Pressed,
extracted with acetone, extracted with petroleum ether, and
extracted with Tetra-Kohlenstoff (Note: This term cannot be
found in four German-language chemistry dictionaries. It
should probably be Tetrachlorkohlenstoff, which is carbon
tetrachloride, a solvent). 5. Ten samples of soybean oil from
different color soybeans harvested in 1910. The oil content
of the 1909 soybean crop was 19%, and that for the 1910
crop was 17.2%. Unfavorable weather conditions prevailed
during 1910. Address: Chemical-Bacteriological Inst.,
Salomonstrasse 25, Leipzig.
2224. Ceris, A. de.; Sagnier, Henry. 1910. Le soja dans
l’alimentation du bétail [Soybeans in the feeding of animals].
Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 74:619. May 19. [Fre]
• Summary: Over the past two years we have watched the

rising imports of soybeans (des graines ou fèves de soja)
to Europe. The consumption of soybean flour and cake
(des farines et des tourteaux de soja) has risen to great
proportions in Great Britain.
However a recent lawsuit between a dairy farmer and
cattle raiser near Edinburgh, Scotland, and a nearby miller,
called attention to toxic substances that these products may
contain. The farmer demanded payment from the miller of
700 pounds sterling, representing the value of 25 cows that
had died in his barn, the damage to three other cows, and
the trouble caused by the affair. He attributed the loss of the
animals to the consumption of soy flour (farine de soja) sold
by the miller, flour made toxic by hydrocyanic acid contained
in the beans. But as is often the case in such matters, the
conclusions of experts called by the court were contradictory.
It was shown that the symptoms characterizing the death of
the animals were not that caused by hydrocyanic acid, but
rather those caused by ptomaines from potatoes or similar
feeds. One chemist found a trace amount of hydrocyanic acid
in the soy flour, but far too little to kill these cows. So the
dairy farmer lost the case.
This is the only known case brought against soy flour or
cakes, despite its large-scale consumption.
2225. A.W.S. 1910. Soy beans in Pennsylvania. Rural NewYorker 69(4047):583. May 21. Oversize.
• Summary: “In reading over an article by Chas. B. Wing on
Soy beans, on page 489, I am favorably impressed with the
idea of raising them, and would like to know if they can be
put in after the hay is cut off the field, as I have a field where
the grass is almost run out, and I may come short in both hay
and oats. The soil is in some part a sort of red shell and dark
loam and clay mixed. I only bought this place this Spring,
and do not know what the soil is best adapted to yet. Do you
think Soy beans would be profitable in my case? How should
I care for and harvest them right? C.J. Pennsylvania.
“C.J. will find Soy beans a profitable crop if he keeps
lots of stock, particularly cows. I am quite sure the Soy bean
will do well in Bucks County, and on the soil he describes.
If he expects first to cut a crop of hay the beans would have
to be planted too late for best results. Soy beans require
about the same growing season as Indian corn, and are at
their best for hay if cut when most of the pods have begun
to mature. I am unable to tell just what kind of hay the
immature plant would make, or how difficult it would be to
sure so late in the season. Soy bean hay, if properly made, is
a most valuable feed. It is hard to advise in a case like this.
I am inclined to think I should plow up at least part of this
run-out grass field and plant to Soy beans at the proper time,
anywhere between May 15 and June 1. Plant in rows and
cultivate same as you would corn. About one and one-quarter
bushel seed per acre is the proper quantity; cut and cure as
you would clover. If your soil is run-down, as it seems to be,
it will pay you well to apply a fertilizer of dissolved South
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Carolina rock and muriate of potash, to 100 pounds of the
dissolved rock, add 18 pounds muriate of potash and apply
300 to 400 pounds per acre of the mixture. The Soy bean
takes in atmospheric nitrogen freely, and will leave your soil
in much better condition than would millet or oats.
“Middletown, Pa.–A.W.S.” Address: Middletown,
Pennsylvania.
2226. Product Name: Cereo Gruel Flour (Deming’s
Soybean Flour. Renamed Soy Bean Gruel Flour by 1912 and
Soybean Gruel Flour by 1936).
Manufacturer’s Name: Cereo Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Tappan, New York.
Date of Introduction: 1910 May.
New Product–Documentation: This was the first
Caucasian manufacturer of soyfoods in New York. Ruhräh,
John. 1910. “The soy bean as an article of diet for infants.” J.
of the American Medical Assoc. 54(21):1664-65. May 21.
Friedenwald & Ruhrah. 1910. American Journal of
Medical Science. 54(21):793-803. “The Use of Soy Bean as
a Food in Diabetic Diets.”
J.P. Street. 1913. Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station,
Annual Report 36:107-11. For the year 1912. “Gluten and
Special Foods.” This food, intended for use in diabetic diets,
contains 45.69% protein and 0.63% starch. The author states:
“Contains a fairly high percentage of protein, high fat, and
only a trace of starch. It contains about 9 per cent. of cane
sugar, doubtless added to increase its palatability.”
Roberts & Miller. 1918. Journal of Home Economics.
Feb. p. 65. Cohen & Mendel. 1918. Journal of Biological
Chemistry. p. 433. “The soy bean flour was furnished by the
Cereo Company, Tappan, New York.”
Horvath. 1927. The Soybean as Human Food. p. 46.
Demming’s whole (full-fat) soybean flour contains 5.3%
water, 44.6% protein, 19.4% fat, 24.1% carbohydrates, 2.4%
fiber, 4.2% ash, and 400 calories per 100 gm.
L.B. Breedlove. 1936. Chicago J. of Commerce and
La Salle Street Journal. June 25. p. 14. “Soy bean–The
magic plant. Article XI.” “Cereo Company, Tappan, New
York: Soy bean gruel flour.” Gray. 1936. All About the Soya
Bean. p. 121 “Soybean Gruel Flour.” International Inst. of
Agriculture. 1936. Manufacturers of soy products. p. 205.
2227. Economiste Francais (L’). 1910. Lettre d’Angleterre
[Letter from England]. 38(21):761-63. May 21. [Fre]
• Summary: This unsigned letter from London is dated
18 May 1910. It gives a lengthy summary in French of a
report from the British Consul at Newchwang (Ying-K’ou),
Manchuria, concerning trade in soy beans and soy bean
products (fèves de soya) between Manchuria, Japan, and
England. Address: France.
2228. G.D. 1910. “Cover crops” after corn or potatoes
(Letter to the editor). Rural New-Yorker 69(4047):587. May

21. Oversize.
• Summary: “G.D., Northern Pennsylvania.–I wish to know
which would be the best thing to sow at the last cultivation
of the corn to plow under for green manure, clover, cow peas
or Soy beans? Must the cow peas or Soy beans be plowed
under in the Fall to get the benefit of them as a cover crop?
What would be the best crop to sow on the potato ground
immediately after digging that would benefit the ground and
be ready for plowing in the Spring for some crop suitable to
follow? After the oats are harvested what is the best thing to
sow as a cover crop and bring the best results in bringing up
the fertility of the ground.
“Ans.–There is a mistaken idea about using cow peas
and Soy beans at the North. Our seasons are too short to
permit sowing these crops in the corn or in late Summer,
expecting to make a heavy growth. In parts of the South,
where the seasons are longer, cow peas are planted between
the corn rows after the corn is ‘laid by’–that is, when its
growth is ended. These cow peas grow until November in
the warmer Southern season. Seeded in the same way in
northern Pennsylvania, they would make but a feeble growth
before frost. Cow peas or Soy beans used as manurial crops
at the North should be seeded before July if possible. The
best ‘cover crops’ for seeding in the corn are those not hurt
by early frosts. With us Crimson clover, turnips, rye and
rape answer well. This year the clover was killed in March,
but the rye made a good growth, as did the rape and rye
up to Christmas. In your case, we should use 12 pounds of
Crimson clover, two pounds Cow-horn turnip and a peck
of rye to the acre–all seeded ahead of the cultivator. After
potatoes are dug in the North there is nothing better than
rye to cover the ground. Potato digging usually works the
ground enough. Rake off the vines, harrow and seed to rye. If
the oats are off early in July cow peas or field beans may be
broadcast after plowing or disking the ground. In September
they can he worked under and rye seeded for Winter.”
Address: Northern Pennsylvania.
2229. Ruhräh, John. 1910. The soy bean as an article of
diet for infants. J. of the American Medical Association
54(21):1664-65. May 21.
• Summary: The author advocates the use of the soy bean as
an article of diet in infant feeding and for diabetics because
it is free from starch and has a high protein content (about
25%). It is also good in diabetic diets when the patient tires
of eating meats.
“In the feeding of infants and of some young children
one difficulty is to supply sufficient in a form in which it
can be digested and assimilated. Mothers’ milk is often not
available, and the protein of cows’ milk may not be suited,
or cannot be adapted to the infant’s digestion or, owing to
certain diseases, may be contraindicated; and it is in these
difficult and abnormal cases that the soy bean would seem to
have place.”
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The author had a “gruel flour” made from dehulled
soy beans by a company [probably run by Mr. Macey F.
Deming of the Cereo Company, Tappan, New York–see last
paragraph of article] which makes a specialty of producing
such gruel flours. An analysis of this flour shows that it
contained 44.64% protein, 19.43% fat, and no starch. Each
ounce of this “soy-bean gruel flour” yields about 13 gm
of protein and 120 calories. He mixed 1 to 6 tablespoons
of the finely-ground flour with 1 quart of water (or watermilk mixture) and a little salt, boiled it for 15 minutes, and
fed it with good results to infants with diarrhea, digestive
disturbances, or diabetes.
He gives recipes for the preparation of gruels, broths,
and muffins using this flour, and discusses the indications
for its use in difficult infant feeding cases. He suggests that
barley, oat, or wheat flour be added to the recipes to help
them thicken and prevent settling. “Later, when the food is to
be increased, condensed milk or cows’ milk may be added to
the soy-bean gruel to advantage.”
He concludes: “I am indebted to Mr. M.F. Deming for
assistance in getting a satisfactory soy flour made.” Address:
M.D., 839 North Eutaw St., Baltimore, Maryland.
2230. Weekly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Soya-bean products at American convention. 1(12):555. May
21.
• Summary: “Special Agent Julien L. Brodé has forwarded
to Little Rock, Arkansas, photographs and samples of soyabean products exhibited by the North Eastern Railway in
Hull, England; also samples of edible and crude soya oil,
so that they can be inspected by members of the Interstate
Cotton-seed Crushers’ Association, which meets in that city
May 24-26.”
2231. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1910. Fertilisers
and Feeding Stuffs: Varieties of soya beans. May 23. p. 625.
• Summary: The consulting Chemist of Royal Agriculture
Society of England, in his annual report for 1909, gives
chemical analyses of soya beans. “There are four principal
varieties of soya bean distinguished according to their
colour.” The percentage of “nitrogenous matters [protein],
oil, carbohydrates, fibre, and ash” is given for the yellow
(34.3% protein, 17.7% oil), white (40.5%, 14.4%), brown
(35.1%, 17.8%), and black (34%, 17.1%) varieties. Note that
the white variety is richest in protein and lowest in oil.
“Experiments made to test the digestibility of the beans
as a feeding stuff showed the following percentages:–
Albuminoids, 87 per cent.; fat, 94 per cent.; carbohydrates,
62 per cent.
“The American scientist, Professor Pott [1889, 1907],
as the result of numerous experiments, considers that the
beans constitute a good fattening food for cattle, sheep, and

pigs, as well as being suitable for horses in hard work. In his
experiments he obtained a large increase of live weight with
pigs, although it should be added that his test was not made
with pigs of prime quality.
“He found that the oil in the bean acts as a laxative, and
that it is desirable to limit the quantity of beans in the rations.
“His experiments were made with the crushed beans
without the oil having been first extracted.
“Soya bean cakes are made from the beans after the
greater part of the oil has been pressed out or otherwise
extracted.”
2232. Redding, R.J. 1910. Farms and farmers: Farm
conditions. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). May 23. p. 10.
• Summary: “A few weeks ago when advising the replanting
of the missing places in a cotton crop, some one ‘moved to
amend’ by substituting soybeans in place of Whipporwill
[also spelled “Whippoorwill”] [cow] peas, insisting that the
pea-vines will run about and over the cotton and injure it,
so they will doubtless on good land, especially. if a running
variety. Anyhow I accept the amendment in part, and
recommend soybeans, planting the Mammoth Yellow variety,
which grows upright and tall, and is very productive.”
Address: Griffin, Georgia.
2233. Mooers, C.A. 1910. Re: The lots of soy beans came
O.K. Letter to R.A. Oakley, Asst. Agrostologist, Bureau of
Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.,
May 24. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: The lots of soy beans came O.K. and
we will be pleased to put them out as promised.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
2234. Langworthy, C.F. 1910. Apendice. La soya como
alimento para el hombre [Appendix: The soy bean as
human food]. Boletin de la Sociedad Agricola Mexicana
34(20):389-92. May 25. [1 ref. Spa]
• Summary: This is a Spanish-language translation of USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 58 (1897, Revised 1899). The soybean
is referred to throughout as “La haba soya.” It describes
and gives the nutritional composition of various Japanese
soyfoods, including natto, miso (3 types; miso blanco,
colorado, Suiza [Swiss]), tofu (Tofu o queso de haba; Tofu
fresco), soymilk (leche de la haba soya), frozen tofu (Tofu
helado), yuba, soy sauce (salsa de la haba soya).
Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
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seen (Oct. 2012) that mentions yuba, which it calls yuba.
Under the name of coffee beans (habas de café),
soybeans (las habas soya) are sometimes consumed in
Switzerland as legumes (como legumbres); when they are
dry and toasted, they are used as a substitute for coffee
(sustituir al café). No mention is made of soybeans or
soyfoods in Mexico.
Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term Tofu or the term queso
de haba or the term Tofu fresco to refer to tofu
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that mentions natto, which it calls natto.
Note 4. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (March 2009) that mentions miso, which it calls miso.
Note 5. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that mentions soy coffee or soy as a
substitute for coffee, which it calls sustituir al café.
Note 6. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term leche de la haba soya to
refer to soymilk.
Note 7. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (April 2013) that mentions frozen tofu, which it calls
“Tofu helado.”
Note 8. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (April 2012) that mentions soy sauce, which it calls
“salsa de la haba soya.” Address: PhD, Office of Experiment
Stations, USDA, USA.
2235. Riegel, M. 1910. Ueber den Lecithingehalt des

Sojaoels und seine Bestimmung [On the lecithin content
of soy oil and its determination]. Pharmazeutische Zeitung
55(42):428. May 25. [Ger]
• Summary: Large quantities of soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl)
have recently appeared on the market. The golden yellow,
clear oil is not unlike olive oil and could soon find its way
into pharmaceutical uses as a substitute for olive oil, because
of its low price. The author found that soy oil (Sojaöl)
contained 0.013 parts per hundred [1.3%] of phosphoric acid
(P2O5), which is equivalent to 0.15 parts per hundred of pure
lecithin. He then describes his method for determining these
figures. Address: PhD.
2236. Stewart, Ronald; Chard, George Maddy. 1910. An
improved method of crushing or disintegrating seeds or
beans to facilitate the extraction of oil, and apparatus for
that purpose. British Patent 12,727. Date of application: 25
May 1910. 6 p. Complete specification left: 25 Nov. 1910.
Accepted 9 Dec. 1911. 2 drawings.
• Summary: See above. Page 1 is the “Provisional
Specification.” Pages 2 and 3 are the “Complete
Specification.”
“Accordingly, this invention consists in an improved
method of crushing, grinding or disintegrating such seeds
and beans, especially Soya beans, to facilitate the extraction
of the oil therefrom, and also in improved apparatus whereby
such method is carried out.
“According to this method the seeds or beans are first
disintegrated into small grains by passing them through a
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pair of grooved rolls having saw-like corrugations over their
whole surface and which are driven at a differential speed.
In some cases it may be advantageous to use a second pair of
such rolls. The disintegrated seeds or beans passing through
the upper pair or pairs of rolls then descend by gravity and
pass through a second and preferably through a third pair
of rolls provided with smooth surfaces, such pairs of rolls
being also driven at differential speeds. In passing through
these second and third pairs of rolls the grain is flattened and
dragged by the differential motion so that the oil cells of each
grain are broken.
“The grain thus treated is then conveyed direct to the
kettle and to the hydraulic press in the usual manner, to have
the oil extracted without the necessity of first treating it in
an edge runner. In each pair of rolls there is preferably one
roll revolving in fixed bearings, while the other roll is so
mounted that it is capable of ready adjustment nearer to or
farther from the fixed roll.
“The invention is illustrated in the accompanying
drawings, in which Figure 1 is a vertical longitudinal section
with certain parts shown in elevation and
“Figure 2 is a transverse section of a roller miller
according to the improved construction.” Address: 1.
Engineer, 15, Derby Road, Croydon, Surrey; 2. Merchant,
Berwen, Canonbie Road, Honor Oak, London [Both:
England].
2237. Blin, Henri. 1910. Valeur alimentaire du tourteau
de soja [The nutritional value of soybean cake]. Journal
d’Agriculture Pratique 74:667-68. May 26. [Fre]
• Summary: The industry that manufactures soya cakes
(tourteaux de Soja) is very important in China, and their
exportation has expanded greatly in recent years. Europe
absorbs a large portion of the production. Major ports of
export are Chefou and Newchwang [Manchuria].
In England an oil is extracted from the soybean which
is used for food and has great value in soaps. Soybeans
(Les fèves de Soja) contain a large portion of fermentable
materials and a ferment analogous to the diastase of malt,
which converts the starch into fermentable sugar. Dr.
Calmette, of the Pasteur Institute of Lille, has succeeded
in extracting from soybean seeds (des graines de Soja)
diastases of different effects; they show whether soybeans
are more or less advanced in maturity.
A table (from Meissel & Böcker) shows the composition
of soybeans. Soya cakes, the usage of which is expanding in
France, are manufactured from the residues of two clearly
distinct Chinese industries: the extraction of oil and the
manufacture of tofu (fromage de Soja). These cakes are
round and weigh 30-32 kg; they are 9 cm thick and 58 cm in
diameter.
A wide table shows the nutritional composition of 11
feeds, including soya cake and three other types of cakes,
plus soybeans and six grains. For each is given the content

of water, ash, nitrogenous materials (soya cake is by far the
highest), nitrogen free extract, crude cellulose, crude fat, and
economic value (in French francs) per 100 kg. (soybeans are
the highest {20.97 francs}, followed by soybean cake {20.62
francs}). Wolff attributes a value of only 20.02 francs to the
soya cake; the small difference is due to small differences in
nitrogen content of various cakes. The writer concludes that
soya cake has a marked superiority over other feeds; it can
therefore be used advantageously in the rations of animals.
In Germany and Austria it is already widely used, especially
to fatten hogs; it is used with potatoes in the proportion of
1.25-1.5 kg per head per day. This cake is also very well
suited for the fattening of cattle, and for nourishing milk
cows and sheep. It can be very valuable in enriching forages
of mediocre quality.
Soya cake is increasingly used in agriculture in the north
of France; it is imported via the ports of Havre [Le Havre, on
the English Channel], and Dunkirk–both in northern France.
Address: France.
2238. Eureka Hay Rack Company. 1910. Eureka hay rack
(Ad). Country Gentleman 75(2991):531. May 26.

• Summary: “Guarantees a sound, sweet cure of Pea
Vines [cowpea vines], Soja Beans, Clover and Grass Hay,
regardless of the weather. Insures against sunburnt, sour,
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mean and worthless hay.
“Patented April 1907.
“Throw the green hay on the rack as it’s cut, and your
work ends. Insures your hay crop, and saves time, labor and
money. Tested for two years. Write for special introductory
terms on 1 dozen sample racks.
“Agents! A great opportunity. Get exclusive control of
your county or township, by writing at once.”
Illustrations show: (1) The four-legged rack. (2) The
rack covered with hay except for an opening in one side to
facilitate entry of air and fast drying of hay.
Note: This ad also appeared on p. 555. Address:
Richmond, Virginia.

New York City. Prof. Billings says that Mr. Healy has been
growing the Guelph soy bean with great success and desires
others for comparison.”
Note: Henry Wilder Healy was a prominent member of
the Heights society set in Brooklyn.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].

2239. M. 1910. Soy beans–Cow peas. Country Gentleman
75(2991):517. May 26.
• Summary: “I wish to plant some soy beans with cow peas
to be used for cattle feed. The cow pea grows naturally
in this section, but I am informed that it is necessary to
inoculate in order to get a crop. If such is the case, what is
the best way to do it?... Will the same bacteria that inoculates
the cow pea inoculate the soy bean?...”
W.F. Massey answers: “Do not worry about the
inoculation. Soy beans and cow peas will both grow rankly
in your section without inoculation, and so does crimson
clover. It is an advantage to mix the soybeans with cow peas,
because of their more upright growth. This enables them
partially to support the cow peas and make the whole more
easily harvested and cured.”
“Use the tall yellow soybean. Sow the peas and beans
with a wheat drill after putting the ground in good order, for
you will get a far better crop than from broadcasting and
harrowing them in, for the drill will put all in at a uniform
depth and they will grow off better. Set the drill to sow two
bushels of wheat and you will get the peas about right.”
Address: Worcester County, Maryland.

2242. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soya-beans in
Germany. 76(22):822. May 28. [1 ref]
• Summary: The ‘Daily Chronicle’ announces that Germany
has taken the import duty off soya-beans. The duty worked
out to 2l. [British pounds sterling] per ton, and that on cake
and oil was m.2 per ton under the most-favored-nation tariff
and m.4 under the general tariff. The notation “m.2 per ton”
probably stands for “2 marks per ton.” But we are not sure.
Note 2. Soy is listed in several issues of this volume 76
in the section titled “Trade report,” under “London markets.”

2240. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1910. Cow peas. Wood’s seeds
(Ad). Country Gentleman 75(2991):531. May 26.
• Summary: “We are headquarters for all Farm Seeds–
Cow Peas, Soja Beans, Millets, Sorghums, Ensilage Corn,
Crimson Clover, etc. prices quoted on request.
“Write for prices and Wood’s Crop Special, giving
interesting information about Farm Seeds. Mailed free on
request.”
Note: This ad also appeared on p. 481. Address:
Richmond, Virginia.
2241. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Send soy bean varieties to Henry
W. Healy. Letter (memorandum) to W.J. Morse [Arlington
Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia], May 27. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Will you please send a few
varieties of early soy beans to Henry W. Healy, 47 John St.,

2243. Healy, Henry W. 1910. Culture of the soy bean:
Practical statement of “do” and “don’t.” Part I. Rural NewYorker 69(4048):623. May 28. Oversize.
• Summary: “There are many factors in growing any
successful crop. What are the prime factors in growing a
big crop of Soy beans? There are three: Available moisture
at all times (and its corollaries, humus and good drainage),
lime and good seed. The Soy bean, like corn, is a hot
weather plant. It makes its greatest growth when the soil
has least moisture. Unlike Red clover and Alfalfa, both
root system and top must be developed within four months.
It makes a greater growth from seed to harvest than any
other legume. I will not even except Alfalfa, for Alfalfa has
a tremendous root system already developed, in which is
stored immeasurable vitality and energy, awaiting only the
first warmth of Spring to show its mature vigor.
“With the Soy bean, the seed is planted in early May,
and the crop harvested in September. It is safe to say over
400 tons of water is required to produce a ton of green Soy
bean forage. I am told that 15 tons green weight per acre has
been grown, and I believe it. Think of the weight of water
consumed, 6,000 tons, by one acre of Soy beans within a
period of four months, and in the season of least rainfall and
greatest evaporation. The Soy bean root will not live in a
swamp or with free water near the surface of the land. Such
moisture is not available, for the roots cannot develop to
absorb it. The ideal soil is a thoroughly drained loam. well
filled with humus to catch the rainfall. We must also cultivate
and by an earth mulch save all the moisture possible.
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“Given well-drained soil, with plenty of humus, the
nitrogen-gathering bacteria will thrive if also there is
sufficient lime to make the soil sweet. In the East this usually
means an application of from 1,000 pounds to five tons per
acre, the lesser amount if quick or caustic lime be used. I
have purposely omitted to mention inoculation. The bacteria
in my experience are naturally present in soils that have a
fair amount of humus. The addition of lime causes them to
multiply exceedingly. If the soil is materially deficient in
humus, don’t try to grow Soy beans until you have turned
under some other green crop, or applied a good dressing
of manure, and added lime. Of course your soil may be of
natural limestone formation, or it may have been recently
limed. Even then an extra dose of lime will be a benefit.
“The mammoth [Mammoth] or late-maturing varieties
may do well for the cotton States, but from Virginia
northward use none but the medium or early kind. I have
had best results with the Medium Green. It yields heavily
in forage and ‘grain,’ and the leaves are not dropped till the
beans are mature. Even when thrashed for the beans, the
‘straw’ has a good feeding value and the cattle relish it. The
United States Department of Agriculture in its pamphlet on
the subject discourages the use of the Medium Green variety
on account of the woodiness of the stalks. The stalks must
of necessity be woody and tough to support a heavy growth
of forage and grain. I have grown the Medium Green Soy
beans for five years. The average height of the topmost
leaves varies from 40 to 48 inches. Occasionally they will
measure 52 inches. I am told that the Hollybrook Yellow (an
early variety) is good. I shall try a patch experimentally this
year, but the main crop will be the old stand-by–the Medium
Green. Some seed has been saved each year, and I feel sure
that what I have now is more productive than its progenitors
bought five years ago.”
“(Continued next week.)”
2244. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Cotton oil
market has firm undertone. May 29. p. 6.
• Summary: New York. “Among the late arrivals from
abroad were 4,100 barrels of English cotton oil, 1,233 barrels
and 117 casks of soya bean oil and 1,250 barrels of peanut
oil.”
2245. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1910.
The Suez Canal: A profitable year. May 30. p. 11.
• Summary: “London, May 29. The profits of the Suez Canal
for the past year amounted to £4,930,000. This is a record,
and is due to the increased traffic in Indian wheat and the
Manchurian soya bean, also the increased shipping trade of
Australia and Japan.”
2246. C.P. 1910. Farm correspondence: Essex rape, Soybean.
Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). May 30. p. 10.
• Summary: C.P. writes: “Name earliest Soybean and next

earliest. Want succession of crops for green feeding.”
The editor answers: “Director J.F. Duggan [sic, Duggar],
in regard to varieties of Soybean, says: ‘Among the early
varieties are Early Yellow, Ogema, Ito San and Early Brown
(maturing in 75-90 days); of medium maturity are Medium
Black, Medium Green, Green Samara [Green Samarow],
and Olive Medium (maturing in 95-110 days); late varieties,
Mammoth Yellow, Flat Black, Tamarat Sukun, Nalrade,
Asahi, and Best Green. The Mammoth Yellow matures in
about 130 days–the latest of record.’” Address: Hurtsboro,
Alabama.
2247. Press Assn. (by Telegraph). 1910. The Suez Canal.
Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). May 30. p. 5.
• Summary: “London, May 29–The accounts of the Suez
Canal Company show a profit of £4,930,000, a record, due to
the increased exports of Indian wheat, the Manchurian soya
bean, and the growing European trade with Australia and
Japan.”
2248. Victoria Daily Times (The) (Victoria, British Columbia,
Canada). 1910. Bannockburn to carry rails to Stewart: vessel
to be the first of her class to sail for new mining port. May
30. p. 9.
• Summary: “British steamer Bannockburn will bring the
first cargo of steel rails for the new short line to be built by
Mackenzie & Mann at Stewart. This is the first ocean-going
vessel to be taken for that port. She is at present carrying a
cargo of soya beans from Dalny, Manchuria, to the United
Kingdom and was reported at Colombo April 13th.”
2249. Waters, W.S. 1910. Farm correspondence: Cow peas
and soy beans. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). May 30. p.
10.
• Summary: Waters writes: “How would it do to sow soy or
soja beans with the [cow] peas, or would the peas do as well
by themselves,...?
The editor answers: “I see no especial advantage in the
sowing of cowpeas and soy beans together, except that the
erect habit of the soy bean plants would aid in supporting the
pea vines and make harvesting more convenient.” Address:
Alexander City, Alabama.
2250. Sewaki, Hisao. 1910. On the preparation of a simple
culture medium. Sei-i-Kwai Medical Journal 39(5):515-16.
May 31. Whole No. 339. [Eng]
• Summary: To replace the ordinary bouillon and agar
culture media, most frequently used for the cultivation of
bacteria, the writer describes five less expensive alternatives:
(1) Shôyu-Bouillon–15 parts shoyu, 18 parts pepton, and
1000 parts water. (2) Simple shoyu culture medium. (3)
Shoyu-agar medium. (4) Shoyu medium after Endo’s
method. (4) Shoyu medium after Conradi-Drigalsky’s
method.
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Characteristics of these shoyu media: 1. The shoyu
medium does not contain meat in any form. 2. Shoyu is
employed in place of meat. 3. As shoyu contains sodium
chloride, the latter is not used. 4. It takes only 2 hours to
make an ordinary shoyu culture medium. 5. The above
mentioned conditions make the expense very small and
economise on time.
Note: This journal, later titled Seiikai Geppo, is
published by the Society for the Advancement of Medical
Science in Japan. Address: M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.
2251. Shenbao (Shanghai News). 1910. Suyishi yunhe zhi
fada [The prosperity of the Suez Canal]. May 31. [Chi]*
• Summary: The profit of the Suez Canal from 1909 to 1910
increased to an unprecedented level, reaching over five
million British pounds. One of the reasons... for the dramatic
boost is the expansion of soybean export from Manchuria
(Cited and translated by Shuang Wen, 2017).
2252. Boname, P. 1910. Soja [Soybeans]. Ile Maurice
(Mauritius), Station Agronomique, Rapport Annuel For the
year 1909. p. 63-65. Also titled Bulletin No. 22. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “The soybean is a plant of the temperate
countries but one which grows very well in Mauritius.
For several years we have cultivated it at [the station at]
Reduit, but the results have not been very brilliant. Before
proceeding further, we should definitely conduct a trial
among the many different varieties, planting them at
different times of the year to determine the optimum time for
planting.”
“At Reduit, it is very difficult to harvest the seeds in
good condition. Either they are destroyed when young by the
agromyza or, if they were planted in November or December,
they grow well to the vegetative stage, but then the pods
are attacked by larvae, which devour the seeds. We would
add the rabbits prefer soybean seeds to those of green beans
(haricot), so it is fruitless to grow soybeans wherever there
are rabbits” (p. 64).
“Soybeans can easily be planted between rows of sugar
cane as an intercrop, because their stems are straight and
erect, and they do not crawl along the ground. But they do
not cover as well as most of the varieties of boëmes that we
already know” (p. 65).
Note: S. Moutia (1975, p. 218) states that P. Boname can
be considered a pioneer of agricultural research in Mauritius.
“As now, the use of sugar cane interlines [intercropping] was
always mentioned in discussions of expansion of agricultural
production. Boname felt that, because of its upright stand,
soybean could be sown between rows of sugar cane although
it would not give as good cover as most of the creeping
cowpeas he knew. The sugar industry depended on animal
traction for transport of canes at that time and Boname noted
that soybean, harvested when the pods were half ripe, was
excellent fodder, as were the dry haulms after the seed had

been harvested. The plant was cultivated in the same way
as the french bean and it also shares the same disadvantages
of that crop, not least being the hares, which fed on soybean
in preference to french beans, a fact which Boname recalled
had been observed in the United States as well.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Mauritius, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Mauritius (one of two documents). This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Mauritius, or the cultivation of soybeans in Mauritius (1908
or 1909). The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address:
Directeur, Station Agronomique, Mauritius.
2253. Hodgson, -. 1910. Russia. Report for the years 190809 on the trade of Vladivostok. Diplomatic and Consular
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No.
4452. 27 p. May. See p. 11, 18, 22.
• Summary: Page 5: Geographical and historical.–As this
is the first Consular report dealing with this district, and
the country is one about which very general ignorance
prevails, a few remarks with regard to its geography and
recent history may be of interest. The Maritime Province, of
which Vladivostok has been the capital since 1866, forms
part of the eastern division of Asiatic Russia, namely, the
Pri-Amursky Krai or region of the Amur, which embraces
in addition the Transbaikal and Amur provinces, with the
Russian half of Sakhalin, and has its administrative centre at
Khabarovsk, the residence of the Governor-General.”
Page 11: “Productions of locality.–Vladivostok has
only recently developed into a port of export, and it may,
in fact, be said that it has become so only since the value
of the Manchurian soya bean has been recognised and
the possibility of organising a foreign lumber trade been
established.
“Soya.–The soya export through Vladivostok to Europe
commenced in December, 1908, and shipments continued
all through 1909 till October, the total amount exported to
Europe being 200,000 tons. The cargo was nearly all carried
in British bottoms and destined to oil mills in the United
Kingdom–thanks to the prohibitory import duties in other
countries. The centre of the trade for North Manchuria is
Kharbin, and several British firms have recently opened
buying agencies there. The 1909-10 campaign has opened
under very adverse conditions; the winter in Manchuria
commenced exceptionally late, consequently the roads and
rivers were not frozen as early as is generally the case and
the conveyance of the beans from the country to the railway
was impossible.
Page 18: “Shipping and navigation.–The principal
feature of the shipping at Vladivostok during the two years
1908-09 was the remarkable increase in the amount of
British tonnage visiting the port as the result of the newly
organised export to Europe of Manchurian soya beans. From
11,000 tons exported in British bottoms in 1908 the figure
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suddenly rose to 200,000 tons in 1909. The trade was very
hardly hit at the end of 1909 by the unfavourable conditions
existing on Manchuria, but there is every probability of
its now settling down in a properly organised basis and
developing into a steady business.”
See also Table 4, page 22 for wholesale prices. Address:
British Vice-Consul.

the first 3 quarters of 1909 from this port to Hongkong, Great
Britain, Samarang, Germany, Japan, and Chinese ports for
beans, bean cake, and bean oil.
* Note: Chingwantao, also spelled Chinwangtao or
Ch’in-huang-tao, is seaport town on the Gulf of Chihli,
in northeast Hopeh province, northeast China (former
Manchuria); a former treaty port. Address: Washington, DC.

2254. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Soya Beans. China. No. 356. p. 92-93. May.
• Summary: Having received several inquiries from
interested firms, Vice Consul C.C.L. Williams secured freight
quotations on the shipment of Manchurian soya beans and
bean cake from Newchwang to San Francisco, California,
and Seattle, Washington.
Writing from Dalny at the end of January 1910,
regarding soya beans, Vice-Consul A.A. Williamson states
that “the whole market has been in an unprecedented state
of upheaval this season.” “Beans are now at prohibitive
prices, higher than ever before–$1.66 gold per 133.3 pounds.
Absolutely no guarantees as to oil contents or moisture can
be given.”
“On account of the high duty on beans–45 cents per
bushel of 60 pounds–very few have gone to the United
States. The chief product which Americans buy is oil.” A
table (p. 93) shows exports (in tons) of beans, bean cake
and bean oil from Newchwang to Hongkong, Great Britain,
Samarang [Semarang, Central Java], Germany, Japan, and
Chinese ports during the first 3 quarters of 1909. All of the
countries except Germany imported [soy] beans. Germany
imported only 685.2 tons of [soy] bean cake. Address:
Washington, DC.

2256. Nippon Shubyo Kabushiki Kaisha (Japan Seed & Plant
Co., Ltd.). 1910. Eigyô annai [Sales information]. Tokyo,
Japan. Spring. 26 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: On the cover of this Japanese-language catalog
we read (in characters from right to left): Number one seed
store in the Orient (tôyô). Capitalization: 700,000 yen. 43rd
year [of Meiji], spring. Sales information.
Page 3 is devoted entirely to beans (mamé rui). Shipping
and tax free. Each small bag costs about 2 sen. The first
section described 7 varieties of soybeans: (1) Large white
soybeans (Ooshiro daizu). 5 sen per gô (100 sen = 1 yen; 1
gô = 180 cc = 0.763 cups {U.S.}). 32 sen per shô (1 shô =
1.8 liters = 1.903 quarts {U.S.}). Large, shiny beans. Good
tasting. Good for making nimame (boiled, seasoned whole
soybeans) or kinako (roasted soy flour) (2) Black soybeans
(Kuro daizu). 5 sen per gô. 32 sen per shô. Black beans, large
beans, extremely productive. (3) Large green soybeans (Ao
ômamé). 5 sen per gô. 23 sen per shô. The seed coat is green.
Good for making kinako and roasted soybeans (irimamé).
(4) Black soybeans for rice fields (Ta no kuromamé). 5 sen
per gô. 32 sen per shô. Planted on the sides of the foot paths
between rice fields (azé), these will produce a big crop.
Good for making a type of boiled (?) soybeans and miso.
(5) Branch and pod Sangorô soybeans (Eda saya sangorô
daizu). 7 sen per gô. 60 sen per shô. Pull up the whole
plant, boil the beans in the pods, and enjoy. Satisfies large
demands. (6) “Little bells” soybeans (Suzunari daizu). 5 sen
per gô. 40 sen per shô. Although the beans are small, they
grow in many clusters, so you get a big crop and a big profit.
(7) “Goose eating” soybeans (Gan-kui mamé). 5 sen per
gô. 40 sen per shô. Black, large-seeded soybeans. Good for
making nimame (boiled, seasoned whole soybeans).
Next come 5 varieties of azuki beans: (1) Summer
azuki (Natsu shôzu). 5 sen per gô. 35 sen per shô. Early
type, therefore if you grow them, they could be profitable.
(2) White azuki (Shiro shôzu). 6 sen per gô. 40 sen per shô.
Small and white, they are used to make high quality sweet
azuki bean paste (an). (3) Dainagon shôzu. 5 sen per gô. 35
sen per shô. Large and high quality, they are the best to make
sweet azuki bean paste (an). You can get a large crop on any
type of land. (4) “Thin seed coat” azuki (Usu kawa shôzu).
5 sen per gô. 35 sen per shô. Although small seeded, they
have thin seed coats and are good quality. (5) Mottled azuki
(Kasuri azuki) 5 sen per gô. 40 sen per shô. White beans with
white kasuri pattern. Tasty. Note 1. Kasuri is a famous type
of Japanese dyed cloth with a splashed or mottled pattern,

2255. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Oil-seed products. No. 356. p. 83-93. May. See p. 91-93.
• Summary: In the section titled “Cotton-seed oil and meal,”
under “England” there is a long subsection on “Soya Bean
and Other Oils.” In the section titled “Soya Beans” are
the following subsections: (1) “China: Freight rates from
Newchwang to the United States.” A Japanese shipping
company, Nippon Yusen Kaisha, has quoted a rate from Kobe
to Seattle, Washington, and a French company has quoted
rates from Chingwantao* to San Francisco, California, by
direct steamer. Exports of “beans, bean cake, and bean oil”
from Newchwang to the following ports are given for the
first 3 quarters of 1909: Hongkong, Great Britain, Samarang
[Semarang, Central Java], Germany, Japan, Chinese ports,
and total. The leading buyer is Japan, and the leading export
product is bean cake.
(2) “Dalny: Prices and cost of shipment.” “Beans are
now at prohibitive prices, higher than ever before–$1.66 gold
per 133.33 pounds.” A table (p. 93) shows the exports during
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usually white on blue. (6) Green beans (Yainari. [Also
written “yaenari”]). 7 sen per gô. 60 sen per shô. The very
small green seeds can be used [ground] to make green kinako
(ao kinako) or sweet azuki bean paste (an). Note 2. Yainari /
yaenari is the most expensive variety of azuki.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions Eda saya sangorô daizu. Address: Near
Shinjuku Station, Tokyo, Japan.
2257. Nishimura, Torazô; Inoue, T. 1910. Shôyu ni kansuru
kagakuteki kenkyû. II. [Chemical investigation of shoyu.
II.]. Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi (J. of the Society of Chemical
Industry, Japan) 13(147):484-511. May. [Jap; ger]
• Summary: The grinding of koji supports the effect of
the diastatic enzyme, as can be presumed, while with the
koji that is not ground, the enzymatic effect is insufficient.
The enzymatic power of koji changes when it gets old as
a portion of the raw materials are consumed through the
growth of the molds. According to the authors, the greatest
yield in sugar can be achieved from the koji with the same
quantity of raw materials at the beginning of the conidium
formation of the mold.
Furthermore, the authors write about the properties of
koji, fermentation with Sacch. soya [Saccharomyces soya],
etc. which still require confirmation.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
2258. Uehata, G. 1910. Manshû-san daizu abura ni tsuite [On
Manchurian soybean oil]. Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi (J. of the
Society of Chemical Industry, Japan) 13(147):456-83. May.
[Jap; ger]
• Summary: The German title is “Ueber das Mandschurische
Soyabohnenoel.” The author has made a detailed study of
soap made from soybean oil. Address: Rigakushi, Japan.
2259. Wilkinson, F.E. 1910. China. Report for the year
1909 on the trade of Newchwang. Diplomatic and Consular
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain) No.
4440. 23 p. May.
• Summary: The section titled “Exports” (p. 9) gives a
detailed discussion of the amount and value of Beans
[soybeans], bean cake, and bean oil exported from this port.
An excellent full-page map shows the south of Manchuria
and Corea including all the major ports (Newchwang, Port
Arthur, Tairen [Dairen], Antung), cities, rivers, railways
(existing and proposed), and bodies of water. Export of
[soy] beans from Newchwang reached 4,242,943 cwt [1
cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds], which has only once
been exceeded, in 1899, before the port of Dairen came
into existence. Export of bean cake has broken all previous
records. Some 86% of the 6,365,654 cwts were sold to
Japan, “where, owing to the dearth of fish manure, bean
cake has become indispensable as a fertiliser in the rice

fields... Experimental shipments of bean cake for cattle
consumption were made during the year under review both
to the United Kingdom and Germany. The shipment to the
United Kingdom proved a failure, the cake arriving in a
mildewed condition. The result of the shipment to Germany,
which as a comparatively large one of about 500 tons, has for
some reason or other been kept a secret. Special precautions
were taken in this case to keep the consignment in good
condition.”
The great market for bean oil “is South China, where
it is mainly used for cooking purposes as a substitute for
lard, which is a more expensive commodity. In spite of its
unpleasant odour, the poor consume the oil, as a rule, in its
crude state without any attempt at refining it, but amongst
the better classes it is boiled before being used and allowed
to settle in jars for a couple of months. This process is said to
do away to a great extent with the objectionable smell and to
improve the flavour. There is also amongst the poorer classes
a fairly brisk demand for bean oil for lighting purposes.
They find it more economical than kerosene, besides saving
them the cost of a lamp, for all they need to do is pour a little
into a cup or bottle and drop a proper wick into it... A small
quantity of bean oil was shipped to the United Kingdom,
where their appears to be a demand for it for soap making...
The shipments in 1909 were made in kerosene oil tins, but
they have not been a success, as in every case there was a
heavy loss by leakage.”
“Total production of [soy] beans in South Manchuria.”
The author will now attempt to estimate this total based on
the exports of beans and bean cake from Newchwang and
Dairen in 1909. The “consumption by Manchuria of these
special products is very limited, and the two ports between
them almost monopolise the export. Beans, except to a
limited extent, in the form of bean curd [tofu] or vermicelli,
which is made of the green variety, do not enter into the diet
of the population, nor is any use made by farmers of bean
cake either in manuring their fields or feeding their cattle.
The staple food of both man and beast in this country is
millet, and, for the rich soil in the interior, the ordinary farm
manure is the only fertiliser needed. It is probable, therefore,
that at least 90 per cent. of the total crop is available for
export. In 1909 212,000 tons of beans and 318,000 tons of
bean cake were exported from Newchwang, and 438,000
tons of beans and 276,000 tons of bean cake from Dairen,
or from the two ports together 650,000 tons of beans and
594,000 tons of bean cake. It is computed that it would
require about 653,000 tons of beans to produce 594,000 tons
of bean cake, so that the total quantity of beans represented
by the combined exports of bean produce from the two ports
was 1,303,000 tons. Exports from other places on the coast
may account perhaps for another 30,000 tons, which brings
the total exports from South Manchuria to 1,333,000 tons.
The production therefore, under favorable conditions, may
be safely estimated at not far short of 1,480,000 tons.”
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Tables show: Value of the total trade of Newchwang
during 1905-09. Value of trade for beans, bean cake, and
bean oil from 1908-09. Distribution of bean, bean cake, and
bean oil export from Newchwang. Address: British Consul,
Newchwang.
2260. Blin, Henri. 1910. Valeur alimentaire des torteaux de
Soja [The nutritional value of soybean cakes (Abstract)].
Engrais (L’) 25(22):611-13. June 3. [Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
French-language article: Blin, Henri. 1910. “Valeur
alimentaire du tourteau de soja [The nutritional value of
soybean cake].” Journal d’Agriculture Pratique. 74:667-68.
May 26.
On page 613 (col. 1) is a large table showing the
chemical composition of: Soybean cake, linseed cake, colza /
rapeseed cake, copra cake, soybean seeds, wheat, rye, barley,
oats, maize [corn], and wheat bran.
2261. Engrais (L’). 1910. Le soja dans l’alimentation du
bétail [The soybean in the feeding of animals]. 25(22):613.
June 3. [Fre]
• Summary: People are aware of the great development
that has taken place during the last two years in the trade of
soybeans (graines ou fèves de Soja); recently it has taken an
unexpected turn. The consumption of soya flour and cake has
taken on large proportions in Great Britain.
This is an early report of 55 cows, owned by a farmer
in Edinburgh, dying from eating soybean cakes (tourteaux
de Soja). This is the only incident reported against the
consumption of soy flour or cakes.
2262. Healy, Henry W. 1910. Culture of the soy bean:
Practical statement of “do” and “don’t.” Part II. Rural NewYorker 69(4040):623. June 4. Oversize.
• Summary: “Prepare the ground thoroughly. A better seed
bed is required than for corn. Plant in 36-inch drills from
eight to 12 beans per lineal foot, and cover them not deeper
than two inches nor less than one inch. After planting use
the weeder or spike harrow with the teeth turned well back
until the beans have nearly all sprouted but are not yet up to
the surface. The young Soy bean shoots are very tender and
easily damaged; therefore, see that your harrow or weeder
does not break them. If the surface of the ground becomes
baked or crusty before the beans are up, they may never push
their way through. Use the weeder, but use it with judgment.
When the young plants clearly define the rows begin your
cultivation. If the seed bed has been well prepared, give
shallow cultivation only. If it has been somewhat neglected,
the first cultivation may be deep, but after that merely
preserve a shallow though very fine earth mulch. How many
times do I cultivate? I don’t know. I should advise the least
possible cultivation that will preserve an ideal earth mulch.
This may mean a great many cultivations–it may mean but

one. When you cannot run the cultivators between the rows
without breaking the plants considerably, stop cultivating.
“Soy beans make an ideal soiling crop. They are
excellent fed green, as hay, or as grain. The Massachusetts,
Ohio and New Jersey experiment stations strongly
recommend them as silage when corn forms more than half
the silage mixture. They may be fed to cattle, sheep, horses
and hogs in any of the above forms–though, of course, silage
is not recommended for horses or hogs except in very limited
quantities. In feeding the beans as grain, remember that
they are richer than [linseed] oilmeal and somewhat more
laxative. Use them as you would oil meal.
“The hay corresponds to Alfalfa hay. It also has a
laxative effect. One of the most noticeable characteristics is
its palatableness. All farm animals seem to prefer it to any
other plant. Cattle will let the freshly-cut corn or Alfalfa lie
till all the Soy beans are gone when the three are fed at the
same time. Green Soy beans seem more nearly to replace
grain with dairy cows than any other roughage. We are told
that hogs in pens do not make gains on soiling crops alone.
They do when soiled with Soy beans.
“Although I prize Soy bean hay highly, I do not intend
ever again to grow them for that purpose. Too much labor is
entailed, and it is usually harvested in September, a month
of rains and uncertain weather. If you are minded to try it,
cut when the bean pods are well formed and developed and
before the leaves show signs of withering. This will usually
be about two or three weeks after the maximum height has
been reached. Cure as you would clover or Alfalfa hay, but
take greater pains not to break off the tender leaves in which
lie the greatest feeding value.
“When harvesting for the grain, wait till most of the
leaves have fallen and the pods become somewhat dry. The
beans should be solid and hard. Wait till there has been a
heavy dew and the vines and pods are leathery, then reap
with a binder and put in cocks at once. Do not run the binder
after the dew has been dried away, for then the beans are
easily shelled from the brittle pods. A cloudy day is better
than a sunny one. After curing a few days, I usually spread
sheets in the hay rigging and by gathering together the
corners hoist them with a light block and tackle to the loft.
When saving the seed I usually thrash with a flail by hand.
I am told that by removing some of the beaters a thrashing
machine does good work. When feeding as grain, do not
thrash, but feed the sheaves to the cattle and hogs and let
them do the work for you. Not enough will be wasted to
pay for the thrashing. I think animals relish the beans more
this way. Finally, don’t forget the chickens. If they have free
range about the barn and manure pit, they will get every bean
that escapes the other stock. When housed for the winter,
occasionally throw them a sheaf. It will prove a treat for
them, thoroughly evidenced by their industrious scratching
and pecking.
“Now for a few ‘don’ts.’ Don’t try Soy beans as a
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‘plow under’ crop. Crops are turned under to obtain humus.
If you have no humus, Soy beans will not pay. Cow peas
are better, or buckwheat, or rye, or Crimson clover. Don’t
sow broadcast. A cultivated crop returns a much greater net
profit. Don’t use much commercial fertilizer unless it be
a little phosphoric acid in some soluble form. If you have
humus you will not need it. I have experimentally tried
1,000 pounds per acre of a three, eight and six mixture, and
also lesser amounts. Sometimes not the slightest results
were noticeable. Never has a heavy application paid me,
but I should favor 210 to 300 pounds of basic slag per acre.
Manure will produce results because it adds humus. Finally,
don’t forget to lime and lime well. This is paramount. I have
sown the beans broadcast in New York State on a loam soil
with manure. Also in Maryland on both a clay and a sandyloam river bottom with commercial fertilizer. The stand was
hardly 20 inches tall and did not pay. I have planted in rows
and given good cultivation on a new soil low in humus. The
result was better but not satisfactory.
“Last Summer in a field that had grown a rather poor
crop of potatoes the year before and had had a cover crop
of rye turned under in the Spring, I grew 30 bushels of
thrashed and cleaned beans per acre. There was no manure
or commercial fertilizer used, but the soil was well supplied
with humus and had an application of five tons of lime per
acre. And this soil was underlaid by a shelving rock within
eight or 10 inches of the surface. It was the driest season we
had had in a long time. It is an extreme case, but it shows
what humus and lime will do. It might occur that a good crop
of Soy beans is grown and for some reason it seems wise
to turn them under. This can be done with full assurance of
the benefit to the succeeding crop. I grew potatoes one year
in a field on part of which was grown the preceding season
a fair crop of Soy beans. These were turned under. Another
part had been top-dressed with manure. The yield from the
Soy bean portion was nearly double that of the manured part.
The quality of potatoes was good in each. In a word, Soy
beans are to be used on a farm to help balance other more
carbonaceous crops and to maintain fertility. They cannot
be used profitably in building up a depleted soil. Others
may have succeeded in growing good profitable crops of
Soy beans on land low in humus with the aid of commercial
fertilizer, but I have had only failure.
“The real province of the Soy bean is to assist in the
marketing of other crops. Supposing a dairy cow is fed
40 pounds of corn silage and 10 pounds of Alfalfa hay as
roughage. To balance this, six to eight pounds of grain,
largely composed of expensive protein concentrates, is
normally purchased. If corn (two parts) and Soy bean (one
part) silage is used in place of straight corn silage, the grain
element may be reduced to two pounds of corn or corn
and cob meal, which is cheaply grown on the farm. Five
pounds of grain worth eight cents per day per cow is saved,
or nearly $300 a year on a herd of 10 cows. The saving is

greater than the net profit made by many herds with the
present high prices of grain. There is but little comparative
expense in growing three more acres for the silo. To express
it differently, you will get gross $100 for each acre. That
sounds unbelievably rosy, does it not? Yet the calculation is
right I think.
“Soy bean meal has a higher feeding value than oil meal.
A bushel of 60 pounds of Soy beans is worth to me $1.20
to feed hogs, sheep or cattle in limited quantities with other
grain. If you obtain 25 bushels per acre, that means $30 for
the grain and then you have the straw besides. Finally the
land is left in better heart than if any other grain crop had
been removed. For though Soy beans are not the best crop
to build up a depleted soil, it is equally true that it is not an
exhaustive crop. Soy beans fit in any rotation. Plant them
after any crop you wish. It seems to make little difference.
Plant as soon as the soil is warm,–when you would for corn.
Plant in a soil not deficient in humus and that is well drained.
Use an abundance of lime. Give good tillage. If you do these
things you will be a friend of the Soy bean ever afterwards.”
2263. V.K.; Stone, J.L. 1910. Soy beans and sugar beets for
hogs. Rural New-Yorker 69(4049):634. June 4. Oversize.
• Summary: “How do Soy beans succeed in western New
York? How does their yield compare with pea beans [cow
peas]? Can they be fed to hogs like corn or do they have to
be ground or cooked? Are sugar beets valuable for hogs,
especially if fed in connection with Soy beans?
“V.K., Churchville, N.Y.
“Soy beans have not yet been extensively enough grown
in New York to enable us to give to the above questions
definite answers, based on practical experience in farmers’
hands. New York is rather far north for the best results with
Soy beans, still selected varieties do well, and the outlook
for the more extensive growing of the crop is favorable.
Medium soils and those containing plenty of lime are best
adapted to the crop. Experiments indicate that they should
yield somewhat more grain than pea beans, and, as a forage
crop, many times as much. One should not conclude that
he has given them a fair trial till he has grown crops with
an abundance of nodules on the roots. To insure this, soil
from an old Soy bean field or artificial cultures should be
resorted to. Experience with other beans would indicate that
grinding or boiling would be advantageous, if not absolutely
necessary, when feeding them to hogs. Sugar beets are an
excellent food for swine, being nutritious, palatable and
healthful. They may well be fed with Soy beans, but are not
peculiarly adapted to balance the beans.
“Soy beans are so rich in protein that they should
always be fed with corn or some other food especially rich in
carbohydrates. Fed extensively and alone they soon become
too heavy a tax upon the kidneys. Probably one of the best
uses of Soy beans in New York is to grow them with corn for
the purpose of improving the quality of silage. We have seen
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fine crops, about one-fifth of which was bean forage.
“[Prof.] J.L. Stone.” Address: 1. Churchville, New York.
2264. Zeitschrift des Allgemeinen Oesterreichischen
Apotheker-Vereines (Oesterreichische Zeitschrift fuer
Pharmacie, Vienna). 1910. Neue Arzneimittel: Sarton [New
drugs: Sarton]. 48(23):232. June 4. [Ger]
• Summary: Sarton is a nutritional preparation for diabetics.
It is made from soybean flour / meal (Sojabohnenmehl).
Note: This article also appeared in the Pharmaceutische
Post (July 1, p. 513).
2265. Nishimura, Torazô. 1910. Shôyu kôbo no shurui
sesshoku baiyô oyobi shôyu no nama kabi ni taisuru fuyu-hô
no kôka. II. Shôyu kôbo beetaa (1) Kin no keitai oyobi kôzô
no tsuzuki [On the contact culture of shoyu yeast, and the
effect of covering shoyu with oil to prevent molds. II. The
beta shoyu yeast (1) Its form and structure]. Nogaku Kaiho
(J. of the Scientific Agricultural Society, Japan) No. 95. p.
42-65. June 5. [Jap]
2266. Pharmazeutische Post (Vienna; later renamed
Pharmaceutische Post). 1910. Leguminosae. [The legume
family]. 43(45):449-50. June 7. [Ger]
• Summary: This article starts on p. 449- the front page
of this issue. On page 450 we read: E. Collin describes
the seeds of Soja hispida Moench. It is well known that in
their homeland (China and Japan) they serve as foods and
delicacies (Genussmittel). Recently, a Chinese firm was
established in Colombes [near Paris] in which these seeds
[soybeans] are processed by Chinese workers to make
various preparations, of which soybean meal (Sojamehl)
and the press cake (Presskuchen) are especially worthy of
mention.
2267. Massey, W.F. 1910. Enquiries and answers: what
readers want to know. Cow peas–sorghum, p. 540 (Letter to
the editor). Country Gentleman 75(2993):562. June 9.
• Summary: “You can mix the Medium Early soy beans and
cow peas and make fine hay and more easily cured than the
peas alone. New Era peas and Medium Early soys, mixed
half and half, will drill together nicely.”
2268. Ottawa Citizen (Ontario, Canada). 1910. Removals
and reductions of duties are announced: Canada places a
number of articles on the free list and on many others the
rates are cut down. New schedules only to apply when
materials are imported by manufacturers for use in their own
factories. June 10. p. 1.
• Summary: “The following articles used as materials
in Canadian manufactured are declared duty free when
imported by manufacturers for use only in their own
factories:”
“(4) soya beans and bean cake for use as cattle food and

fertilizer.”
2269. Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). 1910.
Agricultural affairs. June 11. p. 12.
• Summary: “Amongst the exhibits at the Dunedin Winter
Show was the Soya bean, grown by Dr. Gow, of Sunnyside,
Canterbury.”
Note: Dunedin is the second-largest city in the South
Island of New Zealand, and the principal city of the region
of Otago. Sunnyside is a city in the Canterbury region of the
South Island, just north of the Otago region.
“The bean is described as a new fodder plant. As this it
is naturally little known in this capacity in its native element
in Asia, but where it has been tried it is generally admitted
to be an excellent milk-producer. The Soya bean, says a
Southland paper, might with advantage be cultivated in New
Zealand. Apart from its value as an oil-yielding legume, its
value as a fertiliser and a fodder should recommend it in a
country where winter feed is periodically scarce.”
“The Manchurian bean evidently has a great future, and
it will be surprising if Dr. Gow’s example is not followed by
a number of agriculturists in Now Zealand.”
2270. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Dr. Galloway’s proposed trip
to China and Japan. Letter (memorandum) to Mr. [David]
Fairchild, in Charge of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction,
U.S. Dep. of Agriculture, Washington, DC, June 11. 3 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: Dear Mr. Fairchild: In reference to Doctor
Galloway’s proposed trip to China and Japan, the following
memoranda may be of interest.”
There follow one paragraph each on individual plants
in which Piper is interested: Japanese sugar cane, Japanese
velvet beans (Stizolobium hassjoo), lawn grasses, soy beans,
legume crops for rotation on the rice lands (principally genge
clover {Astragalus sinicus} and bur clover).
Concerning soy beans: “In case Doctor Galloway has an
opportunity to make a rather extensive survey of Japanese
agriculture, I hope he may be able to look into the soy bean
crop very fully, both from an agronomic and an economic
standpoint. It is probable that we have secured all, or most,
of the varieties from Japan, but we have not obtained much
data regarding their relative importance.”
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 107.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Forage Crop Investigations.
2271. Weekly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
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Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Japan’s purchases of fertilizers. 1(15):713. June 11.
• Summary: “Vice-Consul-General E.G. Babbitt, of
Yokohama, reports that the imports of fertilizers into Japan
in 1909 were valued at $17,899,322...” They weighed
1,347,541,898 kin (1 kin = 1.333 pounds). “The value of
the chief fertilizers imported in 1909 was as follows [no
amounts are given]: Bean cake, $11,140,407; sulphate of
ammonia, $2,949,409; phosphate rock, $1,105,640; rapeseed cake, $588,523; animal bones, $503,578; cotton-seed
cake, $400,853; nitrate of soda, $347,814; superphosphate,
$218,333; dried fish, $182,334; bone dust, $128,572. The
share of the United States in this business amounts to less
than 1 per cent of the total.”
2272. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: “The Soy Bean as a Farm Crop.”
Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, June 14. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: I am sending you your
manuscript article on ‘The Soy Bean as a Farm Crop,’ read
at the Ithaca [New York] meeting of the American Society of
Agronomy. Please return this to me promptly as soon as you
have revised it.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist. (Enclosure)”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2273. Drogisten-Zeitung (Vienna). 1910. Soyabohnenoel
[Soybean oil]. 25(24):195-96. June 17. [Ger]
• Summary: This is a German-language translation
(apparently not a summary) of an English-language article in
Drugs, Oils and Paints. The name of the article is not given–
nor is the date.
2274. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1910. Experiment station
work, XLVII. No. 405. 32 p. June 21. See p. 14-16. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Supplementary homegrown feeds for hogs in the South” is a summary of: Flint,
P.N. 1909. “Spanish peanuts, soy beans and skim milk
as feeds supplementary to corn.” Georgia Agric. Exp.
Station, Bulletin No. 87. 10 p. Nov. See p. 8-10. Address:
Washington, DC.
2275. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1910. Trade prospects
in Manchuria. June 24. p. 6.
• Summary: “Discussions of the future of the Bombay mill
industry are largely governed by the prospects of the China

trade. And of the China trade by far the most promising
branch is that with the fertile and growing province of
Manchuria. We commend therefore to Bombay millowners
interested in the China trade a valuable and suggestive report
upon the commercial condition of the province in general
and of Newchwang in particular, which has been written by
Mr. Consul Wilkinson. The staple products of Manchuria
are millet and beans. Millet takes the place of the Indian
kharif as supplying the food of the people, and beans are
the money-bringing produce. It is estimated that the total
production of beans [soya beans] in Manchuria is not less
than a million and a half tons,... Since 1909 the character of
the trade has entirely changed.”
“But in 1909 some European millers discovered the
merits of the soya bean, and this discovery, synchronising
with a demand for oil seeds at a high price, stimulated an
enormous export to Europe. The result has been that Europe
snaps up the Manchurian beans at prices which China and
Japan cannot afford to pay. The cultivators dependent upon
the bean cake for manure are hit hard, and the oil mills at
Newchwang are standing idle.”
2276. Bontoux, Emile. 1910. Les matières premières utilisées
ou utilisables en savonnerie [Raw materials utilized and
utilizable in making soaps]. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris)
3(26):1825-30. June 25. [Fre]
• Summary: The section tiled “Huile de soja (Soy oil”)
(p. 1826-27) contains a detailed analysis of its constants
and properties, especially as they relate to making soap.
Other oilseeds and oils discussed in this article are niger
seed, sunflower (huile de tournesol), madia, cameline, corn,
beechnut (faîne), kapock, and cotton. Note: This article is
preceded and followed by other articles in this same series
by the same author. Address: Ingenieur-chimiste E.C.I.L.,
France.
2277. Kellner, O.; Neumann, R. 1910. Fuetterungsversuche
mit Schweinen ueber die Verdaulichkeit getrockneter
Kartoffeln und des entfetteten Sojabohnenmehls [Feeding
trials with swine on the digestibility of dried potatoes and
defatted soybean meal]. Landwirtschaftlichen VersuchsStationen 73(1-3):235-40. June 28. English-language
summary in Experiment Station Record, p. 774. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Swine were fed soybean oil meal, solvent
processed. Address: Agric. Exp. Station, Moeckern [near
Leipzig], Germany.
2278. Schulze, E. 1910. Ueber die chemische
Zusammensetzung der Samen unserer Kulturpflanzen [On
the chemical composition of the seeds of our cultivated
plants]. Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 73(1-3):35170. June 28. See p. 38, 158-59. [12 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Tables show detailed chemical analyses of
many seeds, including soybeans (Soja hispida), narrowleaf
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lupin (Lupinus angustifolius), common bean or French
bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), muskmelon (cucumis melo),
horse chestnut (Aesculus hippocastanum), sweet chestnut
(Castanea vesca), castor bean or castor oil plant, (Ricinus
communis), summer squash, winter squash or pumpkin
(Cucurbita pepo), and the maritime pine (Pinus maritima).
Table 1 shows the ash content of soybean kernels. The
applied dry matter is 6.9467 gm. The ash [mineral] portion
of that is 0.3446 gm or 4.96% (the highest of any seed in this
table).
Table 2 shows the ash content of soybean seed coats
(Schalen). The applied dry matter for sample A is 3.0535 gm.
The mineral portion of that is 0.1814 gm or 5.94%.
The applied dry matter for sample B is 3.1840 gm.
The mineral portion of that is 0.2305 gm or 7.24% (the 2nd
highest of any seed in this table).
Table 3 shows the phosphorus content of soybean
kernels. The applied dry matter is 2.895 gm. The magnesium
pyrophosphate (Mg2P2O7) portion of that is 0.0686 gm and
the phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5) portion is 1.560%.
Table 4 shows the phosphorus content of soybean seed
coats. The applied dry matter for sample A is 12.9870 gm.
The magnesium pyrophosphate (Mg2P2O7) portion of that is
0.0542 gm and the phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5) portion is
0.266%.
The applied dry matter for sample B is 13.6352 gm.
The magnesium pyrophosphate (Mg2P2O7) portion of that
is 0.0592 gm and the phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5) portion
is 0.277%. Address: Mitteilungen aus dem agrikulturchemischen Laboratorium des Polytechnikums in Zuerich
[Zurich], Switzerland.
2279. Chemiker-Zeitung Chemisches Repertorium. 1910.
Sojabohnenoel in der Lackfabrikation [Soybean oil in the
production of varnish or lacquer (Abstract)]. 34(77):312.
June 30. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A summary of an article by Dr. O. from Lackund Farb.-Ind. 1910 (Vol. 15, p. 112-13). For linseed oil
lacquer, one can substitute up to 50% soy oil. But recently
the price of soy oil has risen dramatically.
2280. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1910. Die Sojapflanze und ihre
Produkte [The soybean plant and its products (Abstract)].
17(6):138. June. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
German-language article: Lagnier, Henry. 1910. Die
Sojapflanze und ihre Produkte [The soybean plant and
its products]. Archiv der Pharmazie (Berlin, Deutscher
Apotheker Verein) 248(4):.
2281. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1910. Sojabohnenoel [Soybean oil
(Abstract)]. 17(6):141. June. [1 ref. Ger]

• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
German-language article of the same title: Meister, R. 1910.
Farben-Zeitung 15(33):1486-89. May 14.
2282. Hare, C.L. 1910. Some effects of feeds upon the
properties of lard. J. of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry
2(6):264-68. June. [1 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “It is well known that in the
feeding of hogs different feeds produce varying effects upon
the carcasses of the animals and upon the characteristics of
the fats produced.”
Feeding soy beans to pigs softens their fat. “Soy beans
and peanuts both produce oiliness in the hogs and the lards
resulting are extremely soft.” Address: Alabama Polyechnic
Institute.
2283. Heilkunde (Die). Monatsschrift fuer Praktische
Medicin (Vienna). 1910. Ueber Sarton, ein neues
Naehrpraeparat fuer Zuckerkranke [About Sarton, a new
nutritional preparation for diabetics]. No. 6. June. p. 218.
[Ger]
• Summary: This is a half-page review of a book by Prof.
Dr. C. von Noorden (Vienna) and San.-Rat [Sanitätsrat =
Medical Consultant] Dr. Ed. Lampé ([Ph.D. in education,
medical consultant] Frankfurt am Main). From: Die Therapie
der Gegenwart, No. 4, 1910.
Diabetics at this time in history were supposed to avoid
starch (Stärke) and fermentable carbohydrates; the soybean
was thought to have little or none of these substances.
Numerous soy-related words appear in this review:
Sojabohne (soybean), Bohnensauce (bean sauce, soy sauce)
called Shoyu (the Japanese word for soy sauce). Tofou (tofu).
Sojabohnenmehl (soybean flour or meal as might be used to
make bread). The product [Sarton] will be made at the dye
factory of Bayer & Co. in Elberfeld [Germany].
2284. Nakamura, Keisuke. 1910. Ika shôyu-chû no chisso
kagô-butsu [On the nitrogenous compounds in ika-shoyu
(made from squid or ink-fish)]. Tokyo Kagaku Kaishi (J. of
the Tokyo Chemical Society) 31(6):597-613. June. [Jap]
Address: Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
2285. Parker, Edward C.; Hoagland, Ralph. 1910. The soy
bean of Manchuria. Minnesota Farm Review 15(6):121-23,
138-39. June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soy beans the basis of
Manchurian commerce: The only large cash crop. Original
habit and limits of growth. Methods of production and
transportation. Exports–local and foreign usage. Manchuria
and world commerce. Imports of Manchurian products in
the United States. Plant breeders should develop a soy bean
for the American corn belt. Composition and feeding value
of soy beans and soy bean cake. Fertilizing value of soybean cake. It is estimated that Manchuria produces about 50
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millions bushels per year of soybeans.
Photos show: 1. “Manchurian soy bean-cake awaiting
shipment on the Japanese railway to the seaboard where
steamers carry most of it to Japan to fertilize the rice fields.
Small shipments go to America.” 2. “A station on the
Chinese railways in Manchuria where native carts unload
their stores of soy beans for shipment to the seaboard and
thence through the Suez Canal to England.” An illustration
shows the University Farm–St. Anthony Park. Several
tables show the composition of soybeans and soybean cake.
Address: University Farm, St. Anthony Park [Minnesota].
2286. U.S. Department of the Interior, Census Office. 1910.
Hattie Don Sang / Donsang in the 1910 U.S. Census in
Proviso, Cook Co., Illinois. Proviso, Cook County, Illinois.
1 p.
• Summary: Age in 1910: 13
Birth year: 1897
Birthplace: Illinois
Home in 1910: Proviso, Cook Co., Illinois
Race: Chinese [Black]
Gender: Female
Relation to head of house: Inmate [boarder]
Marital status: Single
Father’s birthplace: China
Mother’s birthplace: China
Members of household: A William Clark (age 37)
H Habe Clark (33)
Emily Northwood (60)
A Sarah Roberts (56)
Margaret Wright (30)
Robert Johnson (12)
Haves Wood (9)
Peter Wood (7)
Perry Don Sang (11)
Arthur Ganow (7)
David Bishlin (9)
Curtis Bishlin (5)
Harry Van Allen (5)
Floyd Waddill (7)
Gaylord Waddill (9)
Edwin Mcmann (11)
Fred Prochel (7)
Harold Kumerow (8)
George Kumerow (10) [8]
Bradford Lavett (10)
Herbert Lavett (7)
Vivian Davis (5)
Russel Gaibrial (7)
Margaret Gaibrial (12)
Ruth Melvin (11)
Hattie Don Sang (13)
Helen Cassen (10) [19]
Dorthy Cassen (8)

Melva Cassen (4) [5]
Helen Ganow (age 5).
2287. Vogt, Gustav. 1910. Der Kampf um die Sojabohne
[The struggle for the soybean]. Drogisten-Zeitung (Vienna)
25(26):209-210. July 1. [Ger]
• Summary: In most recent times, the oil and fat product
of the soybean (Sojabohne) as well as the soybean itself
(which is in fact for the most part incorrectly written with
a “y” as “Soyabohne”) has been occupying administrative
bodies and industrial circles. The soybean (Soja hispida)
is quite widespread in Japan, Southern India, the Molucca
Islands, and Asia through culture, and it also thrives in
Central Europe. The seeds contain 38% protein grains [sic–
Proteinkörner, should probably be Proteinkörper = protein
bodies], 17 to 20% fat, 24 to 28% starch and so forth, 5%
cellulose, and 45% ash. It is used like legumes, especially in
China, but a spicy sauce is also prepared from it.
The soybean, an herbaceous plant (Staudenpflanze),
has come into acceptance to a greatly growing degree in
recent years with the European oil industry because of its
oil content. Above all the English oil industry, but also the
Austrian, Belgian, and Danish ones, have processed great
quantities of this oilseed (Ölfrucht), which is not encumbered
with any import tariff in the aforementioned countries. A
similar situation under the same favorable conditions is not
yet possible with the German oil industry, though, since
tariffs have to be paid with the importation of the soybean to
Germany.
According to the provisions of German customs duties,
the soybean falls under tariff item (Tarifstelle) 11 “legumes”
and, according to that, is to have duties paid upon it with
the import from a treaty state at 2 marks per hundred kilos
(Doppelzentner) and with the import from other countries
at 4 marks per 100 kilos. The oil that is obtained from the
beans amounts to approximately 10% of the goods, and the
remainder is processed into soy cakes (Sojakuchen) (fodder).
These are imported free of duties. Thus with the sale of
products from the soybean, the foreign countries enjoy a very
considerable head start with respect to domestic production.
The Chamber of Commerce in Berlin then had to provide
an expert report as to whether it was recommended to no
longer have duties imposed upon soybeans as edible beans
(Speisebohnen), as has been the case thus far, but rather
according to item 17 as oil seeds with 2 marks per hundred
kilos. It spoke out in favor of this, even if it also expressed
the conviction that the reduction in tariffs would hardly
suffice to attract the strongly flourishing soybean processing
industry to Germany. Under the circumstances that have been
characterized here, there cannot reasonably be any discussion
of a competitor in the German oil industry with the foreign
competition. In addition to that, though, the German oil
industry has also suffered for a number of years from both
a scarcity in raw material and from the high price level of
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the raw material that has been caused by that scarcity. On
the other hand, soybeans are first of all around 100 to 150%
cheaper [sic, i.e. they cost 50 to 60% less] than, for instance,
linseed and palm kernels, and then they are available in large
quantities, particularly from Manchuria and Vladivostock.
Around 85 million poods [in German Pud–a Russian unit
of measure equal to 16.38 kg] were harvested there in 1909.
With regard to soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl), the German
oil industry would immediately find a willing and strong
purchaser in the German soap industry, which already for the
longest time has striven to get a suitable and substantially
cheaper manufacturing material.
At this juncture, it is also worthwhile to mention that
against expectations, the attempts that have been made by
German oil industrialists to increase the residues from the
obtaining of soybean oil, the soy oil cakes (Sojaölkuchen) as
concentrated feed for livestock turned out to be favorable.
If the soybean therefore were to be assigned its proper place
among the duty-free raw materials, then that would do an
inestimable service to the German oil industry.
“Incidentally, the pharmaceutical industry (Pharmazie)
has already rushed ahead with the coming events for a long
time and has produced soy [sauce] (Soja) out of mushrooms
[sic!–from the description below, what appears to be meant is
a soy sauce substitute] with the following recipe as a base:
A table follows with the two columns, the first being
the ingredients listed below and the second being numbers,
probably in grams
Button mushrooms or porcini mushrooms–5000.0
are chopped and then mixed with
Cooking salt–200.0
Boric acid 40.0
and set aside for four days. Then everything is pressed
and strained. The liquid is then boiled for half an hour with
the following whole spices (another table):
Black pepper–20.0
Cloves–6.0
Ginger–3.0
then strained once again, set aside in a sealed bottle for
several days to precipitate (Absetzen), strained until clear,
and then filled into bottles. For the purpose of longer storage,
it is advisable to sterilize the latter with heat.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2288. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1910. Soy
beans. 21(7):576. July 2. [2 ref]
• Summary: “As far back as 1893 Mr. G. Valder found that
a variety known as ‘Improved White,’ imported from the
United States, yielded at the rate of 47 bushels of dry pulse
per acre (see Agricultural Gazette, Vol. IV, 1983, page 915).”
Soy beans were found to thrive less well than cowpeas.
“’On paper’ there is no question about the value of
soy beans as a farmer’s crop. American experience is that

compared with cowpeas they are more valuable as a grain
producer, whether to be pastured or threshed. They are
hardier and more drought resistant; they can be grown earlier
and later in the season, thus ensuring a longer succession
of feed; and they produce a grain much richer in protein,
or muscle-producing constituents, being the richest of all
natural vegetable foods. In Henry’s “Feeds and Feeding,” the
protein contents of soy bean and cowpea seed are given as
34-0 and 20-S per cent respectively.
“Whilst cowpeas are extensively grown in New South
Wales as a soiling or grazing crop and soil renovator, soy
beans have not taken the place in cultivation which their
value would seem to warrant.”
At Hawkesbury Agricultural College the plants and
beans have been found of great value as fodder for cattle
and pigs. “Soy beans are also a delicious table vegetable, if
shelled whilst quite green, and the plants, after the pods are
taken off, make very good feed for cattle.
“As we are still importers of pulses, soy beans seem to
be worth further trial, and farmers are advised to test them
in a small way to see if the district suits them.” Address:
Australia.
2289. Jardine, Matheson & Co., Ltd. 1910. Importers of:
Soya bean oil. China wood oil (Ad). Oil, Paint and Drug
Reporter 78(1):2. July 4.
• Summary: Other offices: “Hong Kong, Shanghai, Amoy,
Canton, Chinkiang, Dalny, Foochow, Newchwang, Tientsin,
Tsingtau, Wuhu, Kobe, Nagasaki, Shimonoseki, Yokohama,
Vladivostock” [Vladivostok]. Address: 74 Wall Street, New
York.
2290. Mitsui & Co. Ltd. 1910. Soya bean oil (Ad). Oil, Paint
and Drug Reporter 78(1):20. July 4.
• Summary: “English soya bean oil–Prompt shipment from
Hull. We are largest supplier of Soya Bean from Manchuria,
and have special connections with crushers. Manchurian
soya bean oil. Shipment direct from our eastern oil plant. Fall
delivery at New York. Head office: Tokio, Japan. New York,
Silk Exchange Bldg. San Francisco, Merchant Exchange
Bldg.
On this page are 3 other large ads for soya bean oil.
1. Edward Hill’s Son & Co., New York. 2. Welch, Holme
& Clark Co., New York. 3. C.R. Laurence, San Francisco.
Address: New York & Tokyo.
2291. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. The soya bean
situation. 78(1):28H. July 4.
• Summary: The market has lost interest for buyers owning
to the general decline in cakes. No fresh business of
importance has been transacted for some weeks. The bean
cake has become unpopular in some quarters because of
improper use by feeders.
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2292. Hill’s (Edward) Son & Co. 1910. Soya bean oil (Ad).
Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter 76(1):20. July 5.

• Summary: “Linseed oil, cocoanut oils, palm kernel, copra,
peanut oil, palm oils, olive oil foots.” Address: 71 Pine St.,
New York.
2293. Mitsuda, Ryuichi. 1910. Shôyu moromi-chû no kôbo
no sûshu ni tsukite [On the yeasts of shoyu moromi]. Nogaku
Kaiho (J. of the Scientific Agricultural Society, Japan) No.
96. p. 43-54. July 5. [Jap]
• Summary: Eight photos (p. 48) show shoyu yeasts at
different magnifications. Address: Japan.
2294. Nishimura, Torazô. 1910. Shôyu kôbo no shurui
sesshoku baiyô oyobi shôyu no nama kabi ni taisuru fuyû-hô
no kôka. II. Yasai-rui [On the contact culture of shoyu yeast,
and the effect of covering shoyu with oil to prevent molds.
II. Vegetable types]. Nogaku Kaiho (J. of the Scientific
Agricultural Society, Japan) No. 96. p. 1-17. July 5. [Jap]
2295. Rowley (Edward). 1910. Tenders: Escrick & District
Agricultural Club (Ad). Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England).
July 7. p 4, col. 1.
• Summary: “The Purchasing Committee invite Tenders
for 600 to 700 Tons Pure Egyptian Cotton Seed Cake, 200
to 250 Tons Pure Linseed Cake., 100 to 120 Tons Bombay
Cotton Cake, 40 to 60 Tons Soya Bean Cake. The same to be
put on Rails in about equal Monthly Quantities, commencing
November 1st, 1910, to April 30th, 1911, stating guarantee in
each lot. Payment to be made for each month’s deliveries on
the 14th day of the following month.
“Tenders to be sent in not later than Friday Evening,
July 15th, 1910, addressed to Edward Rowley, Secretary,
Escrick, York.” Address: Secretary, Escrick, York.
2296. Reuter. 1910. The Far East. Russo-Japanese
agreement. The situation in Manchuria. Scotsman
(Edinburgh). July 8. p. 7.
• Summary: “Paris–The Russo-Japanese agreement consists
firstly of a brief general statement of the determination of
the two Governments to maintain jointly the status quo
in Manchuria, territorially, administratively, and in other
respects, and to co-ordinate railway interests there.
“Secondly, it consists of a detailed technical agreement

between the eastern Chinese Railway Corporation and
the South Manchuria Railway Corporation, regulating the
direction and division of the traffic between Vladivostok
and Dalny, establishing advantageous through rates with the
railways in Russia and Japan, and adjusting several pending
matters.
“The traffic agreement is designed to enable the railways
to exploit the territory more profitably, subordinating local
developments to a general plan. Vladivostok thereby gains
a share in the export of grain and [soy] bean crops to Japan.
It is intended to work the lines to be constructed in future as
feeders to the existing trunk lines.”
2297. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
[Pamphlet on soya beans compiled by C.E. Liardet, of
China]. 13(5):72. July 9. New series. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Consul Horace Lee Washington sends from
Liverpool [England] a pamphlet on soya beans compiled by
C.E. Liardet, of China, which is filed for inspection at the
Bureau of Manufactures.” Address: Washington, DC.
2298. Economist (London). 1910. Capital issues in France.
July 9. p. 73-74. See p. 74, col. 1.
• Summary: From our Paris correspondent (July 7): “Returns
issued by the Suez Canal Company give details of the goods
traffic by the canal during the year 1909... The principal
articles that passed westward from the canal were oil seeds
and nuts, 2,412,000 tons, including 442,000 tons of Soya
beans, nearly the whole of which were shipped [from
Manchuria] for English ports;...”
2299. Country Gentleman. 1910. Another drouth.
75(2998):666. July 14.
• Summary: “After two excessively dry summers the
continued absence of precipitation leads farmers in many
parts of the country to fear a third. The rains of spring
and early summer did much to repair the deficit of ground
moisture, but the effects of two deficient years are not
easily counteracted, and we should be harder hit by a severe
drouth this year than last. Timely rains may accomplish our
deliverance, but meanwhile it is well to be prepared for the
worst. As Prof. Moore of Wisconsin points out, there is still
time to grow special crops to make up the shortage of the
staples previously sown. Where clover threatens to fail, it
should be cut at once before it is a total loss. Where corn has
been killed, it should be immediately disked and harrowed,
and an early dent or flint corn planted at once. The yellow
or white flint corn has yet time to ripen and give a goodly
supply of forage. One bushel of seed corn is sufficient to
plant six acres in accordance with the check-row system,
four kernels to the hill. There is also yet time for millets,
for which the land should be well prepared with disk and
fine-tooth harrow, and the seed should be sown with drill
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or broad-cast seeder at the rate of one bushel per acre. Soy
beans may still be sown, in drills thirty inches apart between
the rows and two inches apart in the row, or broadcast with
grain drill or seeder...”
2300. Asakawa, K. 1910. Russo-Japanese treaty: Prof.
Asakawa defends Japan’s position on Chinese railways
(Letter to the editor). New York Times. July 16. p. 6.
• Summary: “I venture to call your attention to the following
points regarding the editorial entitled ‘The Russo-Japanese
Treaty, published in to-day’s Times.
“The protocol that China will not, before the expiration
of the terms of the South Manchuria Railway, construct a
competing line in its neighborhood, which you describe as a
‘secret agreement,’ was not ‘disclosed as a consequence of
Mr. Knox’s proposal.’ It was signed at Peking in December,
1905, and the European and American Governments were
notified of its conclusion early in 1906.”
“In the meantime, the increasing exportation of
Manchurian [soy] beans and [soy] bean products not only
to Japan, but now also to Europe, is rapidly changing
the commercial situation in Southern Manchuria, to the
great advantage of foreign merchants competing with the
Japanese in the import trade.” Address: Prof., New Haven,
Connecticut.
2301. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Legumes received from Mr. R.A.
Haden, of Soochow, China. Letter to Mr. [David] Fairchild
[in Charge of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction], Bureau
of Plant Industry, U.S. Dep. of Agriculture, Washington, DC,
July 16. 2 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: Dear Mr. Fairchild: In regard to the legumes
received from Mr. R.A. Haden, of Soochow, China, I beg to
report as follows:
“Nos. 24180-24184, inclusive, and Nos. 2513325138, inclusive, are soy beans. These varieties are all very
interesting and are all distinct from those we have obtained
from any other source. It is too early to give very definite
reports on them. Several of the numbers are too late for use
in this country; but Nos. 24180-24193, and especially No.
25137, are decidedly promising.
“The seeds also contained six different cowpeas;
namely, 25144-25149, inclusive. Most of these also are
distinct from varieties obtained from other sources, Until
another season’s trial, however, no definite opinion can be
expressed.
“Nos. 25139-25141 are adsuki beans (Phaseolus
angularis), and Nos. 25142-25143 are Phaseolus calcaratus.
Some of these varieties are distinct from others in our
collection, but we have reached the general conclusion that
none of these varieties can compete with the cowpea.
“Number 25132 is a variety of Dolichos lablab. Judging
from a single season’s test, it is probably too late.
“Numbers 24177-24179, inclusive, are field peas, on

which no report can be given at present. The varieties are
very interesting; in fact, nearly all of them are distinct. Until
a second season’s experience with them, however, I hesitate
to make any definite report of their value.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 107.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Forage Crop Investigations.
2302. Redding, R.J. 1910. Farms and farmers: Wheat
culture–Land peasick. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). July
18. p. 10.
• Summary: “3. Some suppose that some soils are affected
with something akin to what is called ‘clover sickness,’ and
I have no doubt they are correct, and that this something
may be nematodis [nematodes], or, more probably, cowpea
wilt–a species of fungus. Some attribute it to lack of potash
in the soil. Try the Iron pea and apply fertilizers, or sow in
soybeans (soja beans), there being yet time if you will seed
heavily.” Address: Griffin, Georgia.
2303. Times (London). 1910. The soya bean: Its importance
in Manchuria. July 19. p. 63, col. 4.
• Summary: This is part of a 96-page Times Supplement on
“The Empire of Japan.” Contents: Introduction–The bean
trade in Manchuria. Its introduction to European markets.
The growth of exports. The home consumption remains
large. Efforts to secure foreign markets. A word of caution.
The trade in England (Total: 2,500 words).
“The history of the growth of the bean trade in
Manchuria is as captivating as the story of the rise of Jack’s
famous beanstalk of our nursery days. It reads more like
a fairy tale than a page from the Board of Trade Returns.
Only after one has travelled through the region where the
Soya bean reigns supreme, and has seen the wharfs and the
warehouses, the stations and the platforms laden with bags
of beans, and noted the thousands of queer looking stacks
with pagoda-like roofs with which the country is dotted,
and that serve as temporary storehouses for the produce
whilst awaiting shipment, does one realize that it is not
a fable, but a veritable fact in the history of international
commerce. Nevertheless, more than the ordinary amount
of imagination is required to grasp the fact that the first
commercial consignment of soy beans was sent to Europe
in 1906 and the requirements for the coming season are
estimated at a million tons. At the minimum price of £6 10s.
per ton, this means a business of £6,500,000, or something
like 70 millions of silver dollars. That an industry of such
vast proportions should at a time like this spring up in a few
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years indicates that all the opportunities of commerce are not
closed to those who have courage and foresight enough to
search for new openings for trade.
“Its introduction to European markets: The development
of the Soya bean is of such recent date, and has been so
intimately connected with Japanese enterprise, that a few
facts in regard to its rise and progress may be of interest
in this issue of The Times. The credit for the introduction
of this useful article of commerce is undoubtedly due to
Messrs. Mitsui and Co., the well-known Japanese financial
and industrial firm, who sent their first trial shipment of
beans to England in the winter of 1905-06. This consignment
was not successful owing to imperfect packing. A second
shipment met with better results and led to a succession of
large orders. The beans were found to be valuable both for
the extraction of oil and also in the shape of cake for feeding
cattle.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
stating that Mitsui and Co. sent soybeans to Europe in 1906.
“Excellent biscuits have also been made out of one
variety of these beans. The United Kingdom was at once
able to take advantage of this newly-found import because
of its admission free of duty, the high tariff on such produce
precluding the Soya beans from access to Germany, France,
and other Continental countries. So great was the demand
that by the end of the season of 1908, the Mitsui Company
had exported to Europe 200,000 tons of these beans, and
both this concern and the Yokohama Specie Bank, operating
in conjunction, are said to have made very handsome profits
on these transactions. In the season of 1909 the sales to
Great Britain alone are stated to have reached 400,000
tons and several other important firms have entered the
field, including the well-known firm of Samuel Samuel and
Co. The Liverpool Chamber of Commerce estimates the
consumption value of a ton of these beans in London at £6
10s., and a British Consular report concludes that England
alone will in the future be able to take one million tons of
beans annually.
“The growth of exports: However this may be, figures
supplied me by Messrs. Mitsui give the total exports for
the season of 1908-1909 (from the three ports of Dairen,
Newchwang, and Vladivostok) at 788,916 tons and of bean
cake (94 per cent. of which went to Japan) at 681,446 tons.
Of the beans, 397,156 tons, or 51 per cent., went to Europe,
30 per cent. to China, and 19 per cent. to Japan. That the
export of these beans continues to increase is shown from
some data furnished to me when in Japan by the Statistical
Department of the South Manchuria Railway Company,
which indicate that for the year ended March, 1910, the
export of beans from Dairen reached 622,000 tons, and
that of bean cake 22,000 tons. These figures show that the
export of the first consignment of beans to England in 1906
has secured for Manchuria an extensive international trade.
The same authority estimates the bean crop ‘of all kinds’ in

Manchuria for the year ended November, 1909, at 1,700,000
tons and the supply of bean cake at 900,000 tons.
“The home consumption remains large: Whilst the Soya
bean has thus suddenly come into international fame, its
uses and virtues have long been known in the Far East. The
oil of the bean has been used throughout China as an article
of food and for other purposes. The cake is valuable as a
fertilizer for rice and sugar cane fields, and the figures given
above show the enormous quantities of the cake exported to
Japan, a country which, according to Government estimates,
is obliged to spend £12,000,000 annually on fertilizers of
various kinds. In Manchuria the Soya bean is primarily used
for the extraction of oil and for the manufacture of cake;
it is also made into vermicelli and similar articles of food.
Manchuria seems to have a natural monopoly in the growing
of this bean for export. The other producing countries,
Japan and Korea, require all they are able to raise for
domestic consumption, whilst the production of the French
possessions in Asia, of Asia Minor, and of West Africa is
said to be neither large nor promising enough to be of much
account for export. Down to the present time, the Soya
bean has not been successfully produced elsewhere, though
experimental efforts to grow this particular bean in other
parts of the world are in progress.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) suggesting that soybeans may be growing or have
been grown in Asia Minor [which is today the large eastern
part of Turkey], or the Middle East. A similar and earlier,
but weaker, suggestion appears in an article titled “The
Ubiquitous Bean,” in the Manshu Nichi Nichi Shinbun
(Dairen) of 25 Nov. 1909. That article states that “Asia
Minor... produced something like Beans” [perhaps Soya
Beans]. Continued.
2304. Times (London). 1910. The soya bean: Its importance
in Manchuria (Continued: Document part II). July 19. p. 63,
col. 4.
• Summary: Continued. “Efforts to secure foreign markets:
The Treaty Port of Manchuria half a century ago began the
exports of beans, bean oil, and bean cake. It is strange that
the potency of the little green bean–it looks more like a dried
pea than the bean grown in England–which is furnishing
three railway systems with freight, hundreds of vessels
with cargoes, three ports with business, and starting up new
industries in the North of England should have remained so
long undiscovered by Europeans. Even now its advantages
appear to have been forced upon the attention of England
by a Japanese merchant who, failing his first efforts, made a
second attempt to introduce the Soya bean into Europe.
“These beans raised by industrious Chinamen toiling
incessantly for a few pence a day are generally brought to the
river in carts and shipped in junks in the summer time, while
in the winter they are often brought for miles along very bad
roads by cart to Newchwang.
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“After the building of the railways it was natural that
these exports should gravitate more and more to the maritime
outlets of these lines at Dairen, Vladivostok, and, to a lesser
extent, to Newchwang, which last port, as will be seen in
an article elsewhere in this issue, is still receiving the bulk
of its consignments by means of junks and by carts. The
Newchwang exports consisted of oil and cakes which were
manufactured by the aid of numerous crude Chinese oil
presses worked with mule power–the oil going to China and
the cakes to Japan.
“As soon as the bean assumed an international
importance, Newchwang lost its monopoly of the trade. As
recently as 1907 almost all the beans available for export–
namely, 120,000 tons–were exported via Newchwang. Of the
800,000 tons exported last year half went by way of Dairen,
and the remainder from Vladivostok and from Newchwang.
In the export of bean cake Newchwang still holds the first
position because of her numerous Chinese oil presses,
together with one modern factory. Extensive up-to-date
factories capable of extracting a greater percentage of oil are
however being established–of these, two are at Dairen–and
unless Newchwang shows more enterprise than one observes
in a visit to the city, she will soon lose the first place in the
bean cake trade.
“The quantity of oil in the Soya bean varies from 16
to 17 per cent., and by some chemical processes I believe
even 19 per cent has been extracted. Of course nothing like
this amount is obtained even in the excellent mills which I
visited at Dairen. To what extent the extraction of practically
all the oil would impair the value of the cake as a fertilizer
is difficult to say. These are questions which will have to be
dealt with in the future. For the present, the industry is still in
its infancy, so far as the application of applied chemistry and
modern methods are concerned.
“A word of caution: In case the story of the rise of the
Soya bean industry should prove too alluring to British
merchants of a speculative turn of mind, and not provided
with a knowledge of the methods of doing business in the Far
East, it may be well to mention that it would be quite useless
to start an office at some point like Dairen or Changchun in
order to buy beans in the local market. The only way is to
travel into the interior, to visit the country markets and to
buy in small quantities for silver coins of low value, that is,
20 or ten cent pieces. The Chinese silver dollar is only worth
85 sen Japanese money, or 1s. 9d. [1 shilling, 9 pence], and
5 of the 20 cent silver pieces are worth about 2½d. less than
the Mexican or Chinese dollar. The Japanese by purchasing
the beans with the little silver coins obtain them cheaper than
would be possible for an English firm which was paying for
them in silver dollars. For some unaccountable reason, the
Chinese producer prefers the small coin though its value
is 10 per cent. less. This is not generally known, for one
naturally assumes that ten 10 cent silver coins or five 20 cent
coins make equally one silver dollar–but I discovered that

such was not the case in the bean district of Manchuria.
“The trade in England: The soya bean now constitutes
an important part in the Hull import trade, and has provided
a new source of revenue for the shipping industry. It is
estimated, indeed, that already the cost of the freight to
British ports has reached over a million sterling. The imports
into Hull last year were about 200,000 tons. Good judges
are of opinion that the rapidly increasing import trade into
Europe must ultimately have a serious effect upon the seed
industry, and is likely to particularly affect the imports of
cottonseed.
“The bulk of the soya beans imported into Hull are the
yellow beans, and those engaged in the seed trade in the
Hull district have a good opinion of the new bean. It is to
the cattle grower, rather than to the oil trade, that the advent
of the soya bean into this country is of importance, for the
cake is cheaper than cottonseed cake and is at the same
time richer in those constituents for which cake is used. The
value of soya oil is also being widely recognized by soap
manufacturers, and there is a notable tendency to employ it
in preference to cotton oil.
“The beginnings of an export trade from Hull with the
Continent are now in evidence. A considerable quantity
of soya cake has already been exported from Hull, and if
some further reduction in the price of the cake could be
brought about a large export trade would undoubtedly be
created. Continental dairy farmers are now employing soya
meal, with which, apparently, experience has been quite
satisfactory. Inquiries made at Hull show that the mills have
had their capacity severely taxed by the advent of the soya
bean, and imports during the present year have been on a
constantly growing scale. With the breaking down of the
prejudice of British farmers, which is gradually coming
about, a real boom in the soya bean trade would appear to be
imminent.”
2305. Christian Science Monitor. 1910. Rapid development
of the soy bean trade in China. July 21. p. 2.
• Summary: London. From the black variety of soy bean “is
manufactured soy (so called from the Japanese equivalent So
Yu [sic, Shoyu]), a sauce used by the Japanese as well as the
Chinese in astonishing quantities with all kinds of cooked
food. It is manufactured by boiling the beans and by allowing
them to ferment with yeast [sic] after mixing thoroughly with
water, flour, and salt, and is sold in glazed earthenware jars.
“The variety of yellow beans is used for making another
product of general use, a clear [sic] jelly like substance
known as bean curd. It is to be seen on sale in large slabs on
every wayside food stall. The cheerful looking coolies in the
accompanying photograph are pausing a moment in their
work of grinding beans for the purpose under a revolving
stone mill. The pulp [okara] so produced will be filtered, [the
soy milk cooked], the casein coagulated by the addition of
gypsum and the jelly-like coagulated mass pressed into shape
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for market.
“But it is the cultivation of a third variety, the white
bean, which has developed during the last few years from
a mere local crop, to supply far eastern demands, into an
industry of world-wide importance. At a recent meeting of
the Linnaean Society of London Mr. Holland, on behalf of
the director of the royal botanic gardens, Kew, gave some
statistics of the remarkable innovation for which Manchuria
is apparently responsible. The output of soybeans from that
country prior to 1907 did not exceed 120,000 tons annually,
nearly all being taken by neighboring ports in China and
Japan; but during 1908, owing to the demands from Europe,
the export rose to 330,000 tons, while the 1909 crop has been
estimated at 700,000 to 800,000 tons. The principal use of
the beans in Europe is for the extraction of oil, of which they
contain some 18 per cent, which is suitable for soap making,
while the cake left after crushing is said to be a valuable
cattle food likely to prove a serious competitor to cotton
seed and linseed cake, at present in use for this purpose. The
beans fetch $20 to $21 a ton in London, the oil from $84 to
$88 per ton, and the cake about $26 per ton.
“The sudden influx upon the markets of the world
of this extremely useful product is, strange as it may
seem, undoubtedly due to the Russo-Japanese war, for the
cultivation of the crop was extended in Manchuria in direct
consequence of the large demand for the bean for food for
the Russian army. When the troops were withdrawn other
markets had to be sought for the products, the supply of
which was at once greatly in excess of demand.”
The photo caption reads: The grinding process.
Soy beans being prepared for market in a Kwangtung
[Guangdong] village. Note: Guangdong is a province in
southeast China; its capital is Canton (Guangzhou).
2306. Prager Tagblatt (Prague, Austro-Hungarian Empire).
1910. Zollfrei Einfuhr von Soyabohnen nach Deutschland
[Duty-free import of soybeans to Germany]. 34(200):10. July
22. Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: The Frankfurter Zeitung reports from Berlin
that in the near future a new commodity will be available
in Germany: the soybean (Soyabohne). In the future,
Manchurian soybeans (Soyabohnen) will be used not as an
edible bean but as an oilseed from which to obtain oil. This
oil will be used in making margarine.
2307. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soja oil has
been found by M. Riegel to contain 0.15 per cent of lecithin.
He extracted the oil by means of pure methyl alcohol
(Abstract). 77(4):114. July 23. [1 ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Scientific Progress,” this
is a summary of the following German-language article:
Riegel, M. 1910. “Ueber den Lecithingehalt des Sojaoels und
seine Bestimmung” [On the lecithin content of soy oil and its
determination]. Pharmazeutische Zeitung 55(42):428. May

25.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) with the term “Soja oil” (used to refer to
soybean oil) in the title.
2308. G.B. 1910. Cow peas and soy bean harvest: Growth
and curing for hay (Letter to the editor). Indiana Farmer
65(30):5. July 23.
• Summary: This is the first of two letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department.”
“1st Premium” [First prize].–Soy bean seeds “vary in
color from whitish to yellowish to green brown and black.
The plants sometimes reach a height of four feet or more.
The remarkably high percentage of protein and fat attracts
the attention of the reading and thinking farmers.”
“Now if the crop is to be cured for hay it should be cut
when plants are in full bloom or the pods are beginning to
form, but this will also vary according to variety grown...”
2309. Indiana Farmer. 1910. Harvesting cow peas and soy
beans (Letter to the editor). 65(30):5. July 23.
• Summary: This is the second of two letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department.”
“2d Premium” [Second prize].–Begins by describing
how cow peas should be harvested for hay. “Soy beans are
harvested in a similar manner as cow peas, except they
should be left on the ground to cure longer. I think the best
way to cure both the cow pea and soy bean hay is to place
them in small cocks, the same as alfalfa. But if this is done
hay caps should be had to cover the cocks with, as neither
of these will shed rain when placed in shocks. When cured
in this way they can be raked up a little greener, that is, not
left to dry out so long in the swath. They can be left in the
cocks several days then on a fair clear day remove the caps,
open up the cocks for a few hours sunning and then haul to
mow. It is not best to stack them as they do not keep well in a
stack.
“A Reader.”
2310. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1910. News and gossip of
Board of Trade. July 26. p. 11.
• Summary: “High prices for meats and lard have played
havoc with the European trade in those commodities.”
“In Holland a compound product of vegetable oils is
superseding lard among the poorer classes... The Dutch are
making a product of cocoa oil, cocoa butter, and soja beans
[oil?] which is proving acceptable as a substitute for lard and
is selling in large quantities.”
2311. Country Gentleman. 1910. Crimson clover and manure
(letter to the editor). 75(3000):700. July 28.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–I have had but a
limited experience in practical farming... C.H., Liverpool,
Ohio.
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“Answer by Prof. Jacob G. Lipman. Crimson clover and
barnyard manure are not strictly comparable...”
“A similar comparison may be made between cow
manure, sheep manure, etc. on the one hand, and cow peas,
vetch, soy beans, etc. on the other. It should be remembered,
however, that in intensive systems of market gardening,
where the land is continually covered by one crop or another,
the use of crimson clover or other of the green manures
would not be practicable, and manure and commercial
fertilizer would have to be depended upon to maintain in the
soil a proper supply of humus and of available plant-food.”
2312. Country Gentleman. 1910. Fertilizing-feeding (letter to
the editor). 75(3000):700. July 28.
• Summary: “I have a farm in Westchester County,
Millwood, N.Y., area comprising 150 acres; have 10 cows, a
pig, 5 horses, 800 chickens, and about 4000 fruit trees. The
soil is sandy loam with a clay subsoil, land sloping toward
the west. Would you advise me to buy manure, or to increase
my herd and make my own manure? (1) Would it pay better
to mix my own fertilizer or to buy it ready mixed?... Bernard
Landau.
“1. It would pay you to buy manure if you could get it
delivered at the farm at a cost of not more than $1 to $1.25
per ton; otherwise, it would be cheaper to secure the humus
and nitrogen by means of green manures, such as winter
vetch, clover and soy beans.”
2313. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1910. Soy
beans. 21(7):576. July.
• Summary: “’On paper’ there is no question about the value
of soy beans as a farmer’s crop. American experience is that
compared with cowpeas they are more valuable as a grain
producer, whether they be pastured or threshed.”
“While cowpeas are extensively grown in New South
Wales as a soiling or grazing crop and soil renovator, soy
beans have not taken the place in cultivation which their
value would seem to warrant. For some unexplained reason
the legume has not shown that it will thrive over such
an extent off the State as cowpeas, though experiments
conducted by the Department on a large scale have shown
that it will prove a good crop for farmers in suitable districts
to grow for their own use. As far back as 1893 Mr. G. Valder
found that a variety known as ‘Improved White,’ imported
from the United States, yielded at the rate of 47 bushels of
dry pulse per acre (see Agricultural Gazette, Vol. IV, 1893,
page 915).”
“Soy beans are also a delicious table vegetable, if
shelled whilst quite green, and the plants, after the pods are
taken off, make very good feed for cattle.
“As we are still importers of pulses, soy beans seem to
be worth further trial, and farmers are advised to test them in
a small way to see if the district suits them.”

2314. Agricultural J. of India (Calcutta). 1910. Cultivation
of soy-beans in India. 5(3):277-78. Reprinted in Quarterly
Journal of the Department of Agriculture, Bengal. 4:17
(1910). For the year 1910-11.
• Summary: “Soy-bean should be grown as a kharif (rainy
season) crop. The seed should be sown in June-July. The
cultivation is similar to that of other pulses grown in India,
e.g., gram, which however, is grown in the cold weather. The
crop is ripe in October-November.” Detailed instructions for
cultivation are given.
“In a good year, the crop yields from 500 to 1,000 lb of
grain per acre. In an experiment at the Poona farm in 190607 the average yield of different varieties introduced from
Japan was 660 lbs. of grain per acre. The straw affords a
very valuable fodder for all kinds of stock, who eat it most
readily–(Editor).”
2315. Bulletin van het Koloniaal Museum te Haarlem.
1910. Inlichtingen, correspondentie, enz. [Information,
correspondence, etc.]. No. 45. p. 118-69. July. See p. 128-33.
[Dut]
• Summary: On pages 128-33 is a section titled “The
soybean” (De sojaboon), which consists mostly of long
passages translated into Dutch or excerpted from other
publications, especially: (1) Edie, E.S. 1909. “Cultivation
and uses of soya beans.” Liverpool University, Institute of
Commercial Research in the Tropics, Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct.
8. (2) Heyne, K. 1909. Kedelee op de Europeesche markt
[“Soybeans in the European market”]. Teysmannia 20:68791.
2316. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1910. The soy-bean (Glycine
hispida). Transvaal Agricultural Journal 8(32):620-26. July.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description. Climatic
requirements. Varieties. Planting and cultivation. Harvesting
the seed. Returns of seed. Use of the seed for stock feed. Use
of the seed for human food. Commerce in the seed. Soy-bean
oil. As green forage. For ensilage. For hay. As a rotation crop
for green manuring. Some co-operative experiment reports
(from South Africa).
“We have grown soy-beans successfully at Skinners
Court and on the Springbok Flats since 1903. We have also
tested them successfully in other parts of the country, but
as there was no market for the beans, and farmers had not
learned to use them for their own stock, they were not taken
up as a regular crop. Another reason for this was that some
varieties gave a uniformly poor germination, while on some
soils, or under some conditions, none of the varieties did
well.
“We have continued our experiments and have now
established a strain of seed which gives very satisfactory
results. But owing to the variations in soil and the apparent
necessity for inoculation (natural or artificial) in some cases,
I cannot recommend farmers to plant largely until they have
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given the crop a trial on a small scale...
“A variety brought by me from the United States in
1903, known as the ‘Southern,’ has given the best results of
any tried by us, both at Skinners Court and on the Springbok
Flats. The seed harvested in 1904 we distributed extensively
in different parts of the Transvaal, and have had favourable
reports of it, both from the high veld and the bush-veld.
The original stock was obtained through [seedsmen] J.M.
Thorburn & Co., New York.
“Writing from London, Messrs. Mitchell, Cotts &
Co. state that only two varieties have been imported into
England in any quantity, viz., the north Manchurian or
‘Harbin’ quality, exported from Vladivostok, and the south
Manchurian or ‘Sakura’ quality, shipped from Dalny, both
of which are described as very similar in appearance and
composition; the ‘Sakura’ realizes about 2s. 6d. per ton
more than the others. These are the classes which are most
acceptable to the English market. Seed has been received
through the courtesy of Messrs. Mitchell, Cotts & Co., and
will be tried the coming season.”
“Of the varieties grown in Europe we have tried
Vilmorin’s ‘Extra-Early,’ ‘Extra-Early Black,’ and ‘Yellow
Etampes’ at Skinners Court, but they did not thrive at all,
even though grown alongside the ‘Southern’ which did
excellently” (p. 621).
A list of the names of soybeans grown in Japan, grouped
according to seed color, is given. Among the six white
seeded beans (Shiro Mame), Teppo Mame or ‘Gun Bean’ is
“the sort principally used to make the famous Soy Sauce.”
Maru Mame or ‘Bullet Bean’ is recommended as very
valuable for horse food. The names of three black seeded
soybeans (Kuro Mame) and three speckled seeded soybeans
(Fuiri Mame) are also given. “These have not yet been tested
by the Department, but seed is on order for trial next season.
In the meantime I recommend farmers to restrict themselves
mainly to the ‘Southern’ variety.” Note 1. In calculating
yields, 1 muid = 3.33 bushels.
“In China and Japan the soy-bean is an article of human
diet. In Japan it constitutes a large proportion of the food of
the people, a variety of dishes being prepared from it as well
as foodstuffs similar to butter, oil, and cheese. A condiment
famous among the Chinese under the name of ‘soy’, is made
from this bean. The beans are of a pleasant taste when boiled,
either in a green state or when ripe; in the latter state they
need considerable soaking before use...
“The Japanese are reported to extract the casein from
soy-beans, using it as a substitute for milk. This vegetable
drink is said to be a very popular drink among the poorer
classes of China and Japan. The beans are first softened by
being soaked and then boiled in water.
“Experiments are being made in Europe in the use of
soy-bean flour as an admixture with wheat flour for bread.
A biscuit is made and sold in Paris, containing soy-bean
flour, which has no starch, and is recommended for persons

suffering from diabetes.
“Biscuits seem to be the most likely form in which this
flour can be used, and two or three large English firms are
now making them... A coffee substitute is made in America
and on the Continent of Europe, out of soy-beans.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term “soy-bean flour.” Address:
F.L.S., etc., Government botanist and agrostologist.
2317. Crowe, E.F. 1910. Japan. Report for the year 1909 on
the trade of Japan. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual
Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain) No. 4511. 86 p. July.
• Summary: “Imports of manures.–The question of manures
forms one of the most interesting items of 1909. A detailed
table showing the quantities and values imported during
the past three years will be found in Table 1 (B), page 61.
Bean cake, of course, heads the list as regards value. The
total amount imported in 1909 was 575,180 tons, worth
£2,283,700, or £3 19s. 4d. a ton, as compared with 461,950
tons, worth £2,220,000 in 1908, or an average of £4 16s. 1d.
a ton.
“Next comes the sulphate of ammonia, but in this item
there was a big drop from 66,445 tons, valued at £898,000,
to 45,835 tons, worth 604,700, while in the case of both
phosphate rock and fish guano there was a decrease of about
£100,000. Nitrate of soda made a small gain.
“It is a well-known fact that bean cake has for years
occupied the position of the most popular imported fertiliser
in Japan. Now, however, that the United Kingdom, and the
Continent of Europe and America to a lesser extent, have
become purchasers of Manchurian beans the questions
arises as to whether Japan will be able to continue to buy
bean cake in huge quantities if the price rises appreciably.
In studying this question two factors should not be lost sight
of; one is that Japan is herself a large grower of soya beans,
having, according to the latest available returns (1908) over
1,200,000 acres under cultivation, producing annually some
19,000,000 bushels of beans, while the other is that Japan
imports very large quantities of soya beans from China and
Corea [Korea].
“The greater part of these beans is used for the purposes
of human food, i.e., the making of “soy,” “miso,” and bean
curd, but a portion, by no means small, is used also as a
fertiliser.
“The Russo-Japanese war had such an effect in
curtailing the supplies of beans and cake that to arrive at a
just appreciation of the position it is necessary to go back a
good many years.” A table (p. 18) shows imports of [soy]
beans and bean cake (in piculs; 1 picul = 132.27 lb), the
value of each, and the average price of silver each year
from 1900 to 1909. Imports of [soy] beans increased from
1,575,022 piculs in 1900 to a record 3,623,377 piculs in
1909. Imports of bean cake increased from 2,280,687 piculs
in 1900 to a record 9,663,036 piculs in 1909. The average
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Address: Attaché, British Embassy, Tokio
[Tokyo].

price of silver fell by about 16% during this period. “Should
the price in future be forced up very high in consequence
of British and other demand, the presumption is that Japan
would turn to sulphate of ammonia if the cost per unit of
nitrogen therein were to be less than in the bean cake. On
the other hand it must be remembered that the removal of
duty on sulphate of ammonia in the United States of America
means that that country will probably absorb large quantities
of the British output and that Japan will have to pay a bigger
price if she wants a share of this fertiliser.
“Thus the outlook for nitrate of soda becomes a good
deal brighter and now that, owing to the subsidised Japanese
line which runs to South America, it is possible to get
cheap direct rates of freight, it looks as though the nitrate of
soda will be a serious competitor to the other nitrogenous
fertilisers, except in the matter of wet rice cultivation.”
Page 31 shows the shares of principal countries in the
import and export trade of Japan during the years 1908
and 1909. Japan’s biggest imports came from the United
Kingdom, followed by the USA, then China. The biggest
customer of Japan’s exports was the United States, followed
by China then France (p. 31). Japan’s biggest port (in terms
of value of imports and exports) was Yokohama, followed
by Kobe than Osaka (p. 37). Japan’s population at the end of
1909 was estimated at 49,769,704 (not including Formosa
or Karafuto [Japanese Sagalien]). Japan’s most valuable
exports in 1909 were tea, followed by rice then fish. Exports
of “Soy” [sauce] rose from £110,500 in 1907 to £111,100 in
1909.
Summarized in J. of the Board of Agriculture (London),
Aug. 1910, p. 410.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017) that
gives statistics concerning industrial utilization of soybeans–
in this case soybean meal used as a fertilizer in Japan.

2318. Duncan’s (John) Sons. 1910. Try it
on salads and obtain that piquancy so often
lacking in Salad Dressings. Use Lea &
Perrins Sauce, the original Worcestershire
(Ad). Boston Cooking-School Magazine
15(50):xi. June/July.
• Summary: “Soups, fish, steaks, chops,
roasts, and many other dishes are improved
by its use. For four generations it has stood
unrivaled as a seasoning. Shun substitutes.
John Duncan’s Sons, Agents, New York.”
An illustration shows a woman cooking
(with a bottle of the sauce on the table), a
man dining formally (holding a bottle of the
sauce he is preparing to pour on his food),
and a plate of food with the sauce in the
foreground.
This ad appears in most issues of this
magazine, although with occasional slight variations.
2319. J. of the Royal Horticultural Society (London). 1910.
Notes and abstracts: Soy beans [by C.V. Piper and H.T.
Nielsen, Oct. 1909]. 36:275. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: A brief summary of this article.
2320. Liardet, Cavendish Evelyn. comp. 1910. Soya beans.
Liverpool, England: Northern Publishing Co. 27 p. Illust. 22
cm.
• Summary: Contents: A new British industry–Soya beans.
Introduction. Climatic and soil requirements of soya beans.
Varieties of soya beans: The greenish yellow, the black, the
brown, the green, the white. The culture and planting of
soya beans. The inoculation of soya beans. Soya beans for
hay: Curing the hay. Soya beans for pasturage. Soya beans
in mixtures (with other plants): Soya beans and cowpeas,
soya beans and sweet sorghum. Soya beans and ensilage.
Soya beans for grain. Soya beans in rotation. Feeding value
of soya beans: Feeding value for sheep, for dairy cows, for
hogs. Storing soya-bean seed. Comparison of soya-bean
grain and cotton-seed meal: Analyses of several varieties
of soya beans, analyses of cottonseed, sunflower-seed, and
peanuts, analysis of soya beans made for Mr. Liardet by the
Imperial Institute of the United Kingdom and the Colonies
(London), and the Hull Oil Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Homco
Laboratory (Hull, England; on 15 Sept. 1909 H. Waites,
chemist, submitted an analysis of black soya beans and white
soya beans from North China). Soja bean oil. Comparison of
soya beans and cowpeas. Summary.
The Introduction notes that the Soya bean “has been
extensively cultivated in China, Japan and India since ancient
times; in the latter country it was introduced from China,
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but it does not yield the excellent pulse produced in China
and Japan. It is the white variety that grows at Darjeeling,
Himalaya Mountains, Bengal, India... From the (yellow)
Soya bean that has of late been so largely imported (400,000
tons) into this country within the last year it has been found
that brown bread, fancy biscuits and ships’ biscuits can be
made from the flour, also Soya bread and biscuits (Pain de
Soya Anti-Diabétique) for persons suffering from diabetes...
In Paris, coffee is also made from this bean after being
roasted and ground, and is used in many of the bouffées that
are served on the Continent and is very extensively used
abroad.”
Mr. Liardet traveled in China. Note: This is the
expanded version of a 14-page booklet issued in 1909 by the
same publisher, reprinted from the periodical Milling. A copy
of the 1910 publication arrived in the USA by 9 July 1910.
Illustrations (non-original line drawings) show: (1)
Typical Soya Bean plant, with pods and nodules (p. 1). (2) A
soya bean plant, showing flowering branch, with close-ups
of flower, leaves, and pods (p. 8). (3) A young seedling soya
bean, with roots (p. 10). (4) Soya bean plant in full bearing,
with about 40 pods (p. 18).
Photos show: (1) A plant of the large “Yellow” variety
of Soya Bean, showing characteristic habit of growth (p. 6).
(2) A field of the large variety of “Yellow” Soya Bean (p.
20). (3) Seeds and pods of 7 varieties of Soya Beans–Green,
Medium Yellow, Black, Greenish Yellow, Pale Yellow,
Brown, Large Yellow (p. 22). Address: China.
2321. Paton, G.P. 1910. Japan. Report for the year 1909 on
the trade and navigation of the port of Dairen. Diplomatic
and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great
Britain) No. 4504. 22 p. July.
• Summary: On pages 3-4 key weights and measures are
defined: Chinese: catty = 1.333 lb, picul = 133.33 lb, li = 1/3
miles, mow = 736½ square yards; Japanese: 1 koku [liquid] =
39.703 gallons, 1 koku [dry] = 4.963 bushels. The Japanese,
Chinese, and total populations are given for Dairen,
Shaokangtzu [Shao-kuan, in Kwantung Leased Territory],
Port Arthur, Chinchou [Chin-chou] and Pitsewo [Piszewo/
Pikou, in Kwantung Leased Territory]. One map (p. 5) shows
part of Manchuria, with the main towns, railroads, and where
major commodities are produced. Next comes a large foldout map of the Kwantung Leased Territory [and peninsula]
(Dairen Consular District).
Dairen may now be considered the principal outlet for
the produce of South Manchuria. The Central Laboratory
is doing good work in the manufacture of bean cake and
bean oil, and soap from bean oil. “The manufacture of soap
from bean oil has been commenced on a very small scale
by three different firms in Dairen, but the excessive price of
bean oil since the end of 1909 is proving a great handicap.”
The South Manchuria Railway Company takes a major
share in the development of South Manchuria as well as

the Kwantung Peninsula. Its work during the past year is
discussed. An ice-breaker has been added to facilitate the
berthing of ships during the winter months.
“Export trade.–Thanks to the very large increase in
the export of beans, the export trade is in a very thriving
condition... Beans and bean products.–The most striking
feature in the exports is the enormous increase in the
shipments of beans and bean products, viz., oil and cake”
which accounted for nearly 70% of all exports from Dairen.
Export of [soy] beans rose from 206,653 tons in 1908 to
462,423 tons in 1909. In 1909, some 56% of these beans
went to Europe, 29% to Japan, 12% to north China, and
21.4% to south China. “Of the amount sent to Japan,
probably some was re-shipped to Europe; while of the
quantity sent to Europe about 90 per cent. went to the United
Kingdom.” There follows a long discussion of economic
factors causing the prices of soybean and bean cake to be
currently high in Manchuria. If, as seems probable, the
French, German, and U.S. governments remove the import
duty on [soy] beans, then a great impetus will be given to
the export... The farmer in Japan has learned the value of
bean cake as a fertiliser for the paddy field and the mulberry
plantation, and immense quantities are exported to that
country. In 1909, indeed, Japan took over 99 per cent. of
the bean cake exported from Dairen... A small quantity is
exported to South China where it is used both as a fertiliser
and as a food for pigs. A shipment was also made last year
to Formosa [today’s Taiwan] for trial in the sugar plantations
and, as the result was successful, the experiment will
probably be repeated this year.”
“Bean oil.–In Manchuria the primary object of the bean
mills is the manufacture of bean cake, and the oil is only of
secondary importance. The mills are worked on the press
system and only extract 7 or 8 per cent. of the 17 or 18 per
cent. of the oil contained in the bean... The largest purchaser
of bean oil is South China, which takes about one-half of the
output. Of the remainder, the bulk goes to Japan, where it is
mostly transhipped [transshipped] to Europe and America.”
The value of “Soy” (soy sauce) imports to Dairen increased
from £22,367 in 1907, to £27,431 in 1908, falling to £21,551
(3,307 tons) in 1909. The value of miso imports to Dairen
increased from £2,128 in 1907, to £5,422 in 1908, falling to
£2,815 (656 tons) in 1909. Tables (p. 19-21) show returns of:
(1) Import trade of Dairen during 1907-09 (2) Export trade
of Dairen during 1907-09 (3) Shipping entered at the Port of
Dairen during 1908-09. Note: In some parts of this report,
the £ sign is written as “l.
Summarized in J. of the Board of Agriculture (London),
Sept. 1910, p. 502. Address: Acting British Vice-Consul,
Dairen.
2322. Sornay, Pierre de. 1910. Étude sur les légumineuses
[Study on legumes]. Ile Maurice (Mauritius), Station
Agronomique, Bulletin No. 24. 122 p. See p. 44, 88. [Fre]
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• Summary: The section titled “General advantages of
legumes” states (p. 44): The peanut (L’arachide), the
soybean (Soja hispida), and others are representative of
oilseeds (graines oléagineuses).
“In closing, we will not forget to mention, apart from
the list that follows, that numerous legumes were tested by
Mr. Boname at the [Agronomic] Station. We will only cite
the most important.” Soja hispida is one of eleven species
mentioned; it is one of only two species for which no
common name is given (p. 88).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in Mauritius, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Mauritius (one of two documents). Address:
Asst. Director, Colony of Mauritius, Station Agronomique.
2323. Suzuki, Umetarô; Furuya, Yeizô. 1910. Shôyu jôzô
no sai ni okoru kagaku henka ni tsuite. I. [Chemical changes
occurring during shoyu fermentation. I.]. Tokyo Kagaku
Kaishi (J. of the Tokyo Chemical Society) 31(7):696-712.
July. [Jap]
• Summary: Note: According to Church (1923, p. 26) an
English-language translation was made by Dr. S. Komatsu,
formerly of the USDA Bureau of Chemistry.
Note: Oshima 1922 (uncitable bibliography) says that
Furuya’s first name starts with “E” as in Eizô. Address: 1.
Nôgaku hakase; 2. Nôgaku-shi.
2324. Tropenpflanzer (Der) (Berlin). 1910. Die Sojapflanze
und ihre Produkte [The soybean plant and its products
(Abstract)]. 14(7):367-68. July. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
French-language articles: Corps Gras Industriels (Les)
(Paris). 1910. “Le soya et ses produits [The soybean plant
and its products].” 36(19):290-91. April 15; 36(20):307-08.
May 1.
2325. Hawera & Normanby Star (Taranaki, New Zealand).
1910. Second sight. Aug. 2. p. 7.
• Summary: “A new element is to be introduced into
farming in South Canterbury in the introduction of the
soya bean, which is little known here although extensively
grown in some parts of the world. Mr G.L. Twentyman, of
Seadown, who for years has successfully cultivated field
peas, and found them a very payable crop, has just imported
a consignment of the soya bean, and intends to sow it in his
farm in the coming spring.
“In addition to the bean being a useful article of food, it
is also valuable for the oil which it yields.”
2326. Gordon (L.S.). 1910. The Gordon Pea Thresher and
Harvester (Ad). Tar Heel (Elizabeth City, North Carolina).
Aug. 5. p. 4.
• Summary: Beneath the title of this ad is written: “only
successful Stock Pea or Soja Bean harvester made. Sold

under a full guarantee for $100.00 cash or on time by L.S.
Gordon...”
Note: This ad seems to imply that “Stock Pea” could be
an alternative name for Soja Bean. Address: Elizabeth City,
N.C.
2327. Hervier, P. 1910. Le pois oléagineux de la Chine (Soja
hispida) [The “oil peas” of China (Soja hispida)]. Jardin (Le)
24:233-36. Aug. 5. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The elder readers of this garden magazine will
know well this plant, which is so useful and versatile. But
that we will take advantage of the resurgence of interest in
the soybean to give our young readers a summary of what
various people appreciate this useful plant. It can be used
as food, forage, in industrial products, and as a medicine.
Those who have written about it include Blavet, D. Bois, A.
de Candolle, Chevallier, Cusin, Foëx, Fruewirth, Grandeau,
Guichard, Haberlandt, Lachaume, Ladureau, de Lunaret,
Michelin, de Mortillet, Paillieux, Trabut, Vavin, Vianne,
Vilmorin, and many more. We also want to encourage our
young readers to at least try cultivating the soybean, since
this is not difficult.
Contains a brief botanical description of the soybean,
a list of the Asian countries where it is grown and its
vernacular names in some of these countries, a long
quotation from Kaempfer (1712) describing the soybean, and
a history of the soybean in France from about 1740 when it
was sent to the Jardin du Roi (today called the Museum) by
missionaries in China–although the first records date from
1779. In 1821 it was tested by Mr. C. Brun of Beaumes on
his land at Champ-Soue, near Etampes (Seine-et-Oise). At
the end of 1855 the Society for Acclimatization distributed it
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to some farmers for trial.
Then in 1880, thanks to the introduction in the catalog of
the house of Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. of a variety cultivated
in Austria-Hungary which could be propagated very easily,
serious trials were conducted in different parts of France.
From these, we can conclude that the early yellow soybean
(Soja jaune hâtif) or oil-pea of China (Pois oléagineux de la
Chine) (Houang-teou or Houang-ta-teou, whether referred
to as the dwarf or as the tall variety) could be usefully
cultivated (p. 233).
Being better advised than we are, the AustroHungarians, after the first trial they conducted in 1850,
acquired incontestable proof of the value of Soya in the
feeding of cattle / livestock (du bétail). So they developed
this crop more and more; it took off strongly, especially after
the Vienna World Exhibition of 1873.
In the climate of Paris, only the yellow Chinese and
the Mongolian varieties can be cultivated successfully,
since their vegetative cycle is 3-4 months. South of the
Loire River, one can add the brownish-red variety of China.
Finally, even further south, in Languedoc, Provence [regions
in south central France], and Algeria, all the late varieties can
be cultivated, especially the ones with black seeds and those
from Japan. A large number of these varieties are found in
commerce, especially the early ones designed by names such
as Early of Podolie and Early of Etampes (see fig. 140).
Gives details on how to sow, cultivate, and harvest the
soybean for garden use. Its needs are quite similar to those
of the Haricot. Unlike Haricot beans, which can only be
eaten as green beans (pods and all), soybean seeds (Pois
oléagineux de la Chine) can be consumed either fresh or
dry. Moreover, soybeans are easily digested and do not
cause the all-too-well-known inconvenience of Haricot
beans. To eat them in the fresh green stage, they should be
prepared/cooked like small green kidney beans (flageolets),
which they resemble in taste. For the dry beans, soak them
overnight in twice their volume of either rain- or river-water
in which you have dissolved (per liter) 3 gm of baking
soda or 50 gm of sugar. The next day, drain them then put
them like any dry legume in cold water, bring to a boil,
and simmer for 2½ hours. Half way through the simmering
process, add salt and a walnut-sized piece of butter. After
they are cooked, you can serve them either with or without
fat [butter or lard] or meatless seasonings (au gras ou au
maigre). The cooked dry soybeans are also excellent pureed
(p. 234).
A table (p. 234) compiled by Prof. Haberlandt of Vienna
compares the composition of seeds of soybeans, haricot,
peas, lentils, feves, and yellow lupins. It shows that soybeans
are the most nutritive, because they contain the most protein
and fat.
A second table (p. 235) shows that this plant, cultivated
in the garden solely for its seeds, removes from the soil
the following amounts of minerals per 100 kg of seeds:

Phosphoric acid 0.729 kg, lime 3.146 kg, magnesia 1.106 kg,
and potash 0.811 kg.
A third table shows the amount of these four substances
removed when the soybean is grown for forage; the yield is
20,000 to 30,000 kg/ha.
The Asiatics and particularly the Chinese and Japanese
greatly value the seeds of the soybean (du Soja), which are
both nutritive and rich in fat; they form the basis of their
diet, replacing butter, oil, and milk. They are used in culinary
preparations greatly appreciated in these regions.
The seeds are the richest of all legumes in the protein
legumine, which is actually “solid milk.” The Orientals soak
the beans in water, then grind them, add extra water, then
filter the mixture in order to obtain an artificial milk (un lait
factice) which can be used like that of the cow, the goat, or
the ewe (female sheep). Much of the vegetable casein in this
milk is coagulated to make a cheese, similar to our fromage à
la pie (quark), which is called Teou-fou in China and To-fu in
Japan, and which they consume in large quantities, fresh or
dry, uncooked or cooked.
“This cheese, when well prepared, is very tasty, and
it forms a very exquisite dish when it is deep fried like
potatoes.
When the seeds are roasted with an equal quantity
of wheat or barley, then mixed with water and allowed to
ferment, they become the appetizing condiment sauce of
great renown, known as Tsiang-yeou or Shoyu; at this time
it is greatly in vogue in England and America under the
name of “Indian Soy.” This sauce is greatly appreciated
with roasted meat or fish; added to beef or beef bouillon, it
communicates a color and savor that are very agreeable.”
Aside from these food uses, the soybean is also used
in Asia for forage and to make oil and meal. “Finally, the
soybean can be used as a coffee substitute–as it has long
been in the regions of Languedoc and Tyrol [Tirol].” Also
discusses soy flour and its high nutritional value.
A non-original illustration (p. 235) shows a soy bean
plant with pods and a close-up of the pods on stem (from an
original in Carrière 1880).
2328. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1910. Planters in
conference: Meeting at Bangalore. Aug. 5. p. 7.
• Summary: “Bangalore, Aug. 4–Thursday’s sitting of the
United Planters Conference was opened by an interesting
paper read by Mr. Anstead, the scientific officer, on the Soya
Bean, who offered to supply any further information the
members might require.”
2329. Van Pelt, Hugh G. 1910. Profitable dairying: Feeding
the dairy cow. Clinton Mirror (Iowa). Aug. 6. p. 2.
• Summary: Other feed than corn is necessary to provide
protein, “which is found in oil meal, gluten feed, cottonseed
meal, bran, dried distillers’ grains, clover, hay, alfalfa, cow
peas, soy beans, etc.”
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2330. Gazette (The) (Montreal, Quebec, Canada). 1910.
Flour adulteration: Reports of food inspectors and analysts in
England. Aug. 11. p. 10, col. 3.
• Summary: “U.S. Consul Walter C. Hamm, of Hull,
transmits the results of English inspections and analyses of
flour made in that city...”
“The analyses were made with a view, particularly, of
detecting any addition of calcium acid phosphate, which
has in some instances in other centres been added to flour.
No such addition was found in any of the flours examined,
which included several of both grades of flour from each
miller selling flour in Hull. He had further examined the
samples for alum and for foreign grain, including soya flour,
and all were found to be pure wheat flour...”
2331. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Soya-bean trade of Manchuria. 13(34):460. Aug. 12.
• Summary: “An exhaustive review of conditions in
the soya-bean trade of Manchuria by an expert German
investigator has been forwarded in manuscript form by ViceConsul C.L.L. Williams from Newchwang. It contains many
interesting details as to methods of collection and shipment,
etc., and will be loaned to interested firms addressing the
Bureau of Manufactures.” Address: Washington, DC.
2332. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor).
1910. Industries of Hongkong: Bean sauce and rice milling.
13(36):489-92. Aug. 15. See p. 491.
• Summary: “Chinese soy or bean sauce is the main
constituent of almost all of the well-known sauces used with
meats, and it is exported in large quantities both to Europe
and to the United States. The value of soy exported from
this district [Hongkong] to America in 1909 was $36,523
United States currency. There are several large factories in
Hongkong, all owned and operated by Chinese, engaged
in the manufacture of this product.” Note: No amounts are
given. Address: Washington, DC.
2333. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Japanese trade notes. 13(36):499. Aug. 15.
• Summary: “Consul-General Thomas Sammons, of
Yokohama, furnishes the following notes concerning
Japanese trade... Japanese ‘soy’ [sauce] is exported chiefly
to the United States, Hawaii, Port Arthur and Dalny
[Manchuria], and Korea, each taking approximately 400,000
gallons annually.”
“Of Japan’s total exports of peanuts the United States
takes two-thirds.”
“Korea leads in the consumption of Japan’s national
beverage, sake, taking 1,400,000 gallons a year; the United

States consumes about 250,000 gallons annually.” Address:
Washington, DC.
2334. Niemann, August. 1910. Mehr Steine als Brot [More
stones than bread]. Neue Hamburger Zeitung (Hamburg,
Germany). Aug. 16. p. 2, cols. 1-3. [Ger]
• Summary: [The article begins]: Balneologists [those
who study therapeutic bathing and medicinal springs;
balneotherapists] are not in agreement as to the way the
mineral baths that they order have an effect upon the skin.
Some say that the skin absorbs the minerals from the water,
while others dispute this and explain the effect from neural
stimuli (Nervenreiz).
[The article goes on to discuss the need for proper
nutrition to supply minerals such as phosphoric acid, how
well fed the Boers were during the Boer Wars as a result of
agriculture that had not yet depleted the soil, and it begins
to discuss agricultural products that were sent from China to
Germany.]
The difference between a fertile or unfertile soil, and
thus between one that is rich in nutrients and one that is poor
in nutrients, lies in nothing other than the greater or lesser
content of minerals. And we see that the good success of
spa bath treatments is based upon the fact that in Karlsbad
[today’s Karlovy Vary, Czech Republic] and so forth, for
an expensive outlay of money we receive the nourishment
that already accrues to the Chinese diner in his rice, in his
soybeans (Sojabohne), and in other vegetables.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. Interpretation by Philip Isenberg: The author
is mainly talking about the fertility of soils and how to get
those nutrients, in particular minerals, into our bodies. So
he does mention drinking mineral water from the spas in the
first paragraph, but then he just makes that passing reference
about spending all that money to go on a spa holiday and
eat their nutritious food to get the same minerals that just an
average Chinese person does from their normal diet.
2335. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: My assistant, Mr. W.J. Morse,
will visit you at Knoxville. Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers,
Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, Aug. 17. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: My assistant, Mr. W.J.
Morse, who has been devoting practically all of his time for
three years past to soy beans and cowpeas will visit you at
Knoxville about the end of the present month. I may be able
to stop off at Knoxville in October but am not yet sure.
Our soy beans at Arlington Farm [Virginia] this year
are unusually fine and we have by far the largest lot of
varieties growing we have ever tested. A majority of them
will be discarded with this year’s work. If either you or Prof.
Morgan can find time to visit here a few days during the
latter part of September I think it will be well worth your
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while.
“Yours sincerely, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2336. Country Gentleman. 1910. Dairy department: the latest
Jersey tests. 75(3003):769. Aug. 18.
• Summary: “Belle Baronetti 163613, 677 lb. 4.3 oz., in one
year; milk, 11,140 lb. 4.8 oz.; per cent, fat, 6.079; age, 9 yrs.
6 mos.; weight, 1000 lb.; calving, June 14, 1909; fed 890.2
lb. grain ration (8 lb. corn and cob meal, 6 lb. wheat bran, 3
lb. soy bean meal, 1 lb. cottonseed meal, 1.5 lb. oil meal and
5 lb. alfalfa meal) and 14,844 lb. roughage; 45 lb. corn ensilage, 15 lb. alfalfa hay and 15 lb. soy bean hay; July 1, 1909,
to June 30, 1910.”
Note: The index shows the page as 777, but it is actually
769.
2337. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Soya-bean oil shipped from Dalny, Manchuria. 13(39):533.
Aug. 18.
• Summary: “Soya-bean oil, worth $122,630, was shipped
from Dalny, Manchuria, to the United States during the year
ended June 30, 1910. This product enters free of duty and is
largely used by soap works.” Address: Washington, DC.
2338. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Chinese oil shipping: Difficulties in packing for trade with
New York. 13(42):563. Aug. 22.
• Summary: “Consul-General Amos P. Wilder, of Shanghai,
submits the following... Large quantities of [soya] bean oil
have been shipped from China to New York in tins and cases,
the same mode of packing as used for kerosene oil, but this
method is also unsatisfactory [as are wooden barrels]. New
tins and cases are very costly and extremely difficult to
obtain, and old tins and cases are likely to spoil the oil and
also give rise to heavy leakages.
“The most satisfactory way of packing nondrying oils
is in steel drums each holding about 7 hundredweight of oil.
The steamer companies carrying these oils from Shanghai
to Europe have found the total absence of leakage from
these drums of great advantage, as the risk of other cargo
becoming oil-stained is avoided. To encourage shipment of
oil in steel drums they have agreed to carry back the empty
drums from European ports to Shanghai at the very low rate
of 5s. per ton cubic measurement. Considering the heavy

cost of the drums, the oil is sold naked, with the stipulation
that the empties are to be returned within one month after
landing.”
2339. Morgan, H.A. 1910. Re: Prof. Mooers and I will be
away when your assistant, Mr. Morse, comes. Letter to
Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Aug. 23. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper: Your letters of the 17th and
19th to Professor Mooers I take the liberty of answering
as Professor Mooers has taken sick this summer and had
to leave for the West. He may not be back until late in the
fall. I have been under the weather too for a month or so
and am leaving tomorrow for a little rest, so that I am sorry
both Professor Mooers and myself will be away when your
assistant, Mr. Morse comes.
“I wish very much that I could get up to see you next
month but I fear I will not be able to do so as my work is a
little heavy on account of Professor Mooers’ absence. You
must try to get to see us in October, a little earlier than that
would be better from the soy bean point of view
“With kindest regards,
“Sincerely yours, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN.
2340. Koger Pea & Bean Thresher Company. 1910. Cowpea
thresher (Ad). Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North
Carolina). Aug. 27. p. 5.
• Summary: “Threshes and cleans cowpeas and soy beans
from mown vines as perfectly as any up-to-date wheat
thresher does its work. Less than 2% of broken peas; leaves
vines in fine condition for baling. Endorsed by Prof. Massey,
Government Experts, State Experiment Stations. Made in
two sizes. Just what Southern farmers have wanted for 20
years.
“Free Catalogue on request.” Address: Morristown,
Tennessee.
2341. Ott de Vries, J.J. 1910. Der Milchertrag
und die Beschaffenheit von Butter und Kaese
bei Sojakuchenfuetterung im Vergleich zur
Leinkuchenfuetterung [A comparison of the effects of
soybean cake and linseed cake rations on the yield of milk
and the properties of butter and cheese]. Molkerei-Zeitung
(Berlin) 20(35):409-10. Aug. 27; 20(36):421-22. Sept. 3.
English-language summary in Experiment Station Report, p.
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581. [Ger]
• Summary: [Subtitle in Dutch:] Enrichment for Exploitation
at a Trial Dairy Farm in Horn [a town in the Netherlands].
Report from 1909. (Bereeiniging tot Exploitatie eener
Proefzuivelboerdrij te Horn. Verslag over het Jaar 1909*) (*
Footnote: The plan for these experiments was designed by
Dr. K. H. M. von der Zande and the trials were also carried
out at the beginning under his leadership.)
For several years, a concentrated feed has experienced
strong sales on the feed markets. It is obtained from the
soybean (Sojabohne), which is native to East Asia: the socalled “soybean cake” (Sojakuchen). As a result of its low
price with a high content in nutritional components, it has
found its way specifically into the fodder for dairy cows. For
that reason, it has been suggested to study the influence of
these feed cakes on the milk yield and on the qualities of the
butter and cheese.
“The soybean (Glycine L., Soya hispida), which is
native to East Asia, thrives in Japan and China as well as
on Java and in British India, and it is occasionally also
found in Europe and North America. While those with a
good knowledge of this plant differentiate more than two
hundred varieties of it, among which are found seeds with
every sort of color, in China and Japan only two or three
varieties of this bean are planted at the agricultural level. In
recent years, the cultivation of this crop has spread across
nearly all of tropical and subtropical Asia. Its use is very
multifaceted in Asia. When prepared in a variety of ways,
it serves as a food for humans, in a certain preparation as
the soy sauce (Sojasauce) which is esteemed everywhere as
a seasoning for dishes, and finally the famous plant cheese
[probably tofu] of the East Asians is prepared from it. During
the Russo-Japanese War, the soybean first and foremost
made it possible for the Japanese administration to feed the
men and the horses. On the part of some, the soybean was
recommended as a food for those with diabetes because of
its low starch content. But the most distinguished use that
is made of this crop is the obtaining of oil. The fat content
amounts to between 13 and 26 pct., with an average of 19
pct. Incidentally, in moderate latitudes the fat content appears
to be lower than in the hot zone. Otherwise, the average
composition of the soybean is as follows: 10 pct. water,
33 pct. protein, 5 pct. ash, 4.5 pct. cellulose, and 27.5 pct.
carbohydrate.
With regard to the preparation of oil, the soybean
currently forms an important export article for East Asia.
Last year in Vladivostok, the price amounted to 4 [British]
shillings 8 pence for 50.8 kg. In England, the price for
100 kg of beans amounts to approximately 13 [German]
marks. The primary export is directed toward England, but
other European countries also already receive important
quantities. When the oil has been pressed out of the beans,
approximately 7 pct. fat remains behind in the cakes. Upon
extraction with a fat-dissolving agent, such as petroleum

ether, the so-called “soybean meal” (Sojamehl) is obtained
with approximately 2 pct. fat content. The oil serves various
purposes, but principally for the preparation of soap. Even
in its homeland, above all else in Manchuria, it seems that
the beans are used primarily for the obtaining of oil. The
cakes serve as livestock feed there, but also as fertilizer in
tea plantations or as export to Europe, where they of course
frequently arrive in spoiled condition. England imports
such large quantities (150,000 [metric?] tons in the last two
years) that the Japanese government has had its attention
drawn to this export article and has ordered the building
of large oil mills in Manchuria and Korea. For that reason,
the transport of such overseas soybean cakes (Sojakuchen)
ought to already multiply greatly in the coming period.
It can only be hoped that with the shipping, greater care
is used than has been thus far. According to its chemical
composition, soybean cakes are approximately at a level with
sesame cakes in terms of the ranks of the best concentrated
feeds. According to Nils Hansson (Värdet af Sojakakor
och Sojamjöl vid Utfodringen af Mjölkkor [The Value of
Soybean Cakes and Soybean Meal with the Feeding of Dairy
Cows], Stockholm 1909), the average composition is 11.1
pct. water, 43.3 pct. crude protein, 6.1 pct. crude fat, 34.0
pct. carbohydrate, and 5.5 pct. ash, while as the average of
25 analyses in 1909 at the trial station in Hoorn [a town in
the Netherlands], the following figures were found: 12.7
pct. water, 40.6 pct. crude protein, and 7.7 pct. crude fat.
O. Kellner found the nutrients in soybeans in Japan to be
digestible as crude protein at 89 pct., crude fat at 90 pct.,
carbohydrates at 69 pct., and cellulose at 36 pct. If the
digestibility of the nutrients in the cakes is reckoned as being
the same as that of the beans, and if a reduction factor for
the digestion work is assumed to be 98 pct., then according
to the Dutch analyses, soybean cakes contain: 36.1 pct.
digestible protein and 6.9 pct. digestible fat. And according
to the Swedish studies, they contain 23.5 pct. digestible
starchy components, from which a starch value of 71.8 pct.
results, while Kellner indicates a starch value of 71.8 pct. for
linseed cakes and 77.5 pct. for peanut cakes. It can therefore
be assumed that soybean cakes possess approximately the
same fodder value as linseed cakes, provided that they do not
differ through specifically favorable or unfavorable effects.
As far as the value of soybean cakes is concerned
as fodder for dairy livestock, trials were carried out in
Ungarisch-Altenburg [today’s Mosonmagyaróvár, Hungary]
in which those cakes were compared with malt sprouts.
The result of these trials was that more milk was obtained
from the soybean cakes, and on top of that, it was of a
better quality. These trials, which were not very detailed,
provided the impetus at the last annual meeting of the
Association for the Support of a Dairy Farming Trial Station
(Vereinigung zur Unterhaltung einer milchwirtschaftlichen
Versuchsanstalt) in Hoorn to set up detailed studies on
the value of soybean cakes as fodder for dairy cows in
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comparison to the linseed cakes that were most common.
At this point, we will pass over the very comprehensive
analysis material of this work that comprises seventy pages
of reports. And we will limit ourselves to providing the
results that were achieved with the group feeding of ten
selected cows that were each of the same variety with regard
to the content of the milk and the quality of the butter and
cheese that were made from it. The trials were divided into
three periods: the pretrial period, the trial period (equal to the
main period), and the post-trial period.
During the actual trial period from January 10 to March
28, the cows of Group 1 received 3 kg of soybean cakes
instead of 3 kg of linseed cakes that they had received up
until then, while the cows of Group 2 continued to receive
the same quantity of linseed cakes. Since the soybean cakes
were just as gladly received by the cows as the roughly
broken-up linseed cakes, the transition to the main trial
began after a short pretrial period from January 3 to 10.
The Total Yield of the Two Feed Groups of Ten Cows
Each
During the entire duration of the trial, the state of health
of the cows was excellent, and disorders that were caused
by the soybean cakes as had supposedly been observed at
other locations did not appear. A laxative effect that has been
ascribed to the oil could not be perceived. With the soybean
group (Sojagruppe), the manure in general did in fact appear
to be somewhat softer than with the linseed cake group, but
it was only in one week that the barn attendants noticed thin
manure only with the soybean group. That may perhaps be
in relation to the fact that extremely moldy hay had to be fed
which, in connection with the soy oil (Sojaöl), caused the
mild diarrhea.
[Note: A series of tables follows comparing the group of
cows fed only with linseed cakes and the group transitioned
to be fed with soybean cakes, providing the raw data and
then the conclusions from those data. The tables compare
average daily milk yield, drop in milk yield over the course
of the trial, a statistical analysis thereof, the total yield in
milkfat and dried substance, the drop in the yield of fat over
the course of the trial, the statistical analysis thereof, the
average fat yield, the average daily yield in dry substance,
the drop in the yield of dry substance over the course of the
trial, and the statistical analysis thereof. On the whole, the
tables indicate lower yields with the cows in the soybean
cake group.]
[Conclusion drawn from the last table:]
The same difference exists here as with the milk yield
by quantity, namely, a greater inclination of the soybean
group to a reduction with respect to the pretrial and posttrial periods, while during the first half of the main period,
this group provided more dry substance than the linseed
cake group. A loss of 0.4 pct. can be reckoned with for the
soybean cake feeding (Sojakuchenfütterung) in comparison
to the linseed cake feeding.

(Conclusion to follow.) Address: Horn Society for
Experimental Dairy Farm Operation, Netherlands.
2342. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. Proposed soya
bean exchange at Dairen. 78(9):40. Aug. 29.
• Summary: London, August 12, 1910: “The Reporters’
London correspondent is advised through official channels
that his Majesty’s Consul at Dairen has intimated to the
home authorities that the Mitsui Bussan Kwaisha [Kaisha],
the Okura Gumi and other Japanese firms are considering the
feasibility of establishing a bean exchange at Dairen, with a
view to putting the trade on a sound basis.”
2343. Redding, R.J. 1910. Farms and farmers: Soy beans.
Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Aug. 29. p. 10.
• Summary: L.W. Yarborough of Tylertown, Mississippi,
writes–”I have been reading your talks to farmers in The
Ruralist and The Constitution several years, and I think I
have greatly benefited. I have about one acre of soy, or soja,
beans planted after oats. Can you tell me what is best to do
with them? Leave them for the hogs to gather, or cut and
save them for forage? I had rather cut and save for forage if
it makes a good feed for cattle and horses. Can you tell me at
what stage of growth to cut them, and how is the best way to
cure them, etc.?
Redding answers: “When you learn that soybean plants
make a very highly nutritious hay, if properly cured, or
that the ripened beans fed to hogs, or gathered by them and
consumed, are exceedingly nutritious and fattening (although
not so immediately palatable as could be desired), you
should be able to determine for yourself what to do with your
present crop.” Address: Griffin, Georgia.
2344. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin
du Jardin Colonial). 1910. Notes sur le soja [Notes on
soybeans]. 10(89):168-70. Aug. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “’L’Economiste français’ has recently published
(9 April 1910, p. 525 and May 21 May 1910, p. 762) two
notes on the soybeans which, because of the importance of
this plant to the tropics, will be of interest to our readers.”
This article summarizes both of those earlier articles.
2345. Bulletin Agricole (Mauritius Department of
Agriculture, Port-Louis). 1910. Le soja [The soybean].
1(8):186-87. Aug. [Fre]
• Summary: “The Viking, a Danish ship (corvette-école) with
four masts, docked in our port over the course of a month for
provisions. It came from Vladivostok and bore as a ballast
a charge of soybeans (haricots soja). This demonstrates the
practical spirit of this admirable, small group of farmers and
cattle raisers [probably in Manchuria]. We know, in fact,
that Europe, especially England, imports more and more of
this bean, which comes from Manchuria where it has been
cultivated since the earliest antiquity. An oil used for making
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soap and, in general, for the same uses as cottonseed oil, for
which it is substituted, is extracted from it. The oil content of
these beans is 15.8-21%. The residues (résidus) are used to
feed livestock, thus seriously rivaling cottonseed, sunflower,
and linseed cakes (tourteaux). These beans are worth £5-6/
tonne (metric ton) in London; their oil sells at £21-22/tonne,
and cakes sell at £6-7 [per tonne]. Also, the oil factories in
the UK are extremely busy processing these beans to the
point that, bound by contracts, they can hardly work with
other oleaginous substances, and it is thus that we found
ourselves menaced last April by a linseed ‘famine.’ The
stock in London was reduced to 170 tonnes; in Liverpool, a
complete exhaustion of resources. The market prices were
125% higher than normal.”
Since 1908, Europe has imported soybeans. The first
cargo arrived in Liverpool in April of that year. The demand
for soybeans in Europe created a boom in Manchuria,
requiring the construction of extra docks for exportation.
Soybean cakes do not fare well by sea. The English and
Germans tried many expeditions, but a cryptogam [mold]
spoiled the cakes despite previous drying and good aeration
of the hold during the voyage.
The Chinese use soybean oil more and more, despite its
disagreeable odor, as a replacement for lard.
Note: This Bulletin is published “Under the patronage
of the Chambre of Agriculture; Port-Louis, Mauritius” (Sous
le patronage de la Chambre d’Agriculture, Port-Louis, Ile
Maurice). Address: Mauritius.
2346. Chemische Industrie (Berlin). 1910. Deutsche
Verzollung von Soyabohnen [German duties on soybeans].
33:497. Aug. [Ger]
• Summary: Up to now, the tariff that has been prescribed
for legumes in Germany has been levied on soybeans
(Soyabohnen), an oilseed (Oelfrucht) that grows in
Manchuria, China, and Japan which in recent times has been
transported in significant quantities from there to Europe.
The efforts by interested circles to be able to import these
beans, which are used to obtain oil, without a tariff have been
successful. And since April of this year, it has been permitted
for them to be imported free of duties. In most recent times,
soybeans have played a prominent role in the freight market.
But thus far, German shipping has been less involved in their
transport since the goods went for the most part to England,
while only oil cakes came to Germany. At this point, though,
imports to Germany have already proceeded. Larger loads
of soybeans have already arrived in Hamburg which are
for the most part intended for Harburg [today a borough
of Hamburg, Germany] and Bohemia [in today’s Czech
Republic].
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2347. Lemarié, Charles. 1910. Les sojas du Japon [The

soybeans of Japan]. Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine
(Hanoi) 13(85):493-98. July/Aug. [4 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “As a contribution to the study of the question
of soybeans, so clearly revealed by the Inspector-Consul Mr.
Brenier in a recent edition of this Bulletin, he judged it useful
to ask me for the notes hereafter collected as much over the
course of my lectures as upon the occasion of my voyage to
Japan in 1903.
“I borrow much from Rein (The industries of Japan) and
from Messrs. Paillieux and Bois (Le Potager d’un Curieux
or The Kitchen-garden of a Curious One) who summarized
all that we know about soybeans (soja) in Europe up until
recently” (p. 493).
Describes and gives the names of more than twenty
cultivated varieties, using the classification system of Rein
and the Japanese based on seed coat color.
“I have already said that it [the soybean] needs heat and
frequent watering. These considerations explain, in part, the
failures encountered up to now in the attempts to introduce
this crop into Europe. I fear the same obstacles for Mr. Liyu-Ying, of Chinese nationality, formerly a student at the
school of practical agriculture at Chesnoy, near Montargis
(Loiret).
Note: Loiret is a department of France just south of
Paris. Montargis is a commune in the Loiret department; the
ancient town is located about 110 km (68 mi) south of Paris.
According to a lecture he gave last year to his former
classmates, Li set himself the task of taking up these trials on
the outskirts of Paris: or was it on the manure fields / sewage
farms (champs d’épandage) of Gennevilliers or Achères.
“But even if the cultivation of soybeans in France is
not profitable, nevertheless the popularization of the diverse
products that come from them is no less useful; Indochina, if
the need be, could provide for new industrial ventures. With
Mr. Albert Demolon, a scientifically educated agriculturist
(ingénieur-agronome), then professor at Chesnoy, and today
director of the Agricultural Station of Aisne [northeast of
Paris] and of the Laboratory of Bacteriology at Laon, Mr. Liyu-Ying again took up his previous studies related to these
various products. In particular, he compared soymilk, which
he calls Caséosojaïne, with animal milk, and he believed
[it] possible, employing the highly developed procedures
of handling and fermentation used [in France] with cow’s
milk, to obtain forms of tofu (Téou-fou) acceptable for our
Western palates. That is to say: first, before any fermentation,
a liquid [form of tofu] lends itself to the same uses as milk,
especially useful for artificial feeding of livestock; then, after
coagulation: 1. a hard cheese, corresponding to cheese of
the firm sort (fromage à pàte ferme), cooked egg, or cooked
meat in richness of protein; 2. a soft cheese, corresponding
to fresh cheese (fromage frais) and able to be consumed
as a legume; 3. a fermented cheese, after sterilization then
inoculation with microorganisms of certain special cheeses,
corresponding to these diverse fermented animal cheeses” (p.
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497-98).
Also discusses: Azuki (p. 497). Address: Directeur des
Services agricoles et commerciaux du Tonkin.
2348. Liddell, -. 1910. Denmark. Report for the year 1909
on the trade of and commerce of Denmark. Diplomatic and
Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great
Britain). No. 4532. 30 p. See p. 12, 26-27.
• Summary: In this British consular report on the trade of
Denmark, extended reference is made to the use of soya cake
as a feeding-stuff.
Page 12: Feeding stuffs.–After discussing Russian
barley, maize, cotton-seed cake, and sunflower-seed cake,
we read: “Recourse was had to soya bean cake, of which a
single shipment arrived in April, but the import increased
materially later in the year. It is still too early to pronounce
a final judgment on the merits or demerits of soya bean cake
as a feeding stuff. A thorough investigation of the properties
of the cake is being carried out by agricultural experts. From
Sweden, however, where the soya cake was used earlier than
in Denmark, it is reported that the cake imparts a distinctive
taste to the butter and that the daily amount to be given
per cow should not exceed 1½ lbs. On the other hand, it is
alleged by some practical Danish farmers that soya cake does
not impart a taste to the butter, but should not be used for
feeding animals from which it is intended to export the raw
cream (see page 27).
Page 26-27: “Soya cake factory.–A soya cake factory
has been erected at Copenhagen with capital provided by
the East Asiatic Company at a cost of about 1,000,000 kr.
(55,500l.). It is estimated that as at present arranged 100
tons of soya beans can be pressed in 24 hours and that, if
necessary, the output could be increased. The factory appears
to be well equipped and fitted with the latest improvements.
The East Asiatic Company’s own vessels are likely to largely
contribute to the activity of the factory by bringing the beans
from the East for pressing, though a quantity of soya beans
has already been shipped from the United Kingdom.
“It is anticipated that by establishing this, and in the
course of time other oil cake factories, Denmark may be able
to obtain a more effectual control over the price of butter
than has been the case hitherto and avoid the enormous
fluctuations of price which of late have been so much in
evidence.
“Soya cake.–Reference has been made in a former
paragraph (see page 12) as to the value of soya cake as a
feeding stuff. Since the above was written a preliminary
report has been published, from which it would appear that,
as the result of experiments conducted at four different
farms, it has been proved that whether a mixture of 5 lbs.
of cake consisting of cotton seed, earthnut and sunflower
seed cake or a mixture of the above and soya bean cake in
equal quantities (2½ lbs.) was given to the cows, there was
no appreciable difference in the condition of the animals.

Experiments were also conducted at two other farms to
determine the influence of a diet of soya bean cake on the
quality of the milk and butter produced from animals fed
thereon. It is distinctly stated that even when 5 lbs. of soya
bean cake were given daily, no distinctive odour or taste was
imparted to the milk or butter, though there seems to be a
rather higher percentage of fat in the butter.” Address: Mr.,
British Consul.
2349. Country Gentleman. 1910. Grazier and breeder:
Pasturing swine (letter to the editor). 75(3003):825. Sept. 1.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–There are features
in swine raising that appeal to every thoughtful farmer. No
other meat-producing animals are capable of producing so
many young in a year. In climates where suitable pasture
can be provided for nearly every month in the year, the sow
should farrow twice annually, producing one litter in the
spring, which can easily be made ready for the late fall or
winter market, and another litter in early fall, to be made
ready for the spring market. The small capital required to
begin with, and the quick returns on the investment, make
hog-ralslng especially attractive to the small farmer with
limited means. The hog will make a pound of gain on less
feed than most stock, and will profitably utilize the waste
products around the farm, dairy and kitchen...
“These light hogs, or in fact hogs of any weight, can
only be produced economically where there is plenty of
pasture for the sow and litter to start with. I find that nothing
pays better than to have pasture for all hogs on the farm,
whether breeding or fattening. There are all kinds of pasture
suitable for hogs–blue grass, clover, alfalfa, etc., as well as
rape and soy beans. Any of them is good, and it depends on
circumstances which one hog raisers should use.”
“Pickaway Co., Ohio. John H. Dunlap.”
2350. Allen, T.J. 1910. Daily diet hints: Soy bean in diabetes.
Washington Post. Sept. 2. p. 7.
• Summary: “The soy bean, which contains practically no
starch, has been found superior to gluten bread in diabetes.
This bean can be grown anywhere in America, and in
the case of diabetes is especially valuable. When cooked
slowly at a low temperature it is a valuable article of diet,
supplemented with fat in the case of diabetes and fruit sugar
and fat in other cases.” Address: Dr., Food Specialist.
2351. J. of the Royal Society of the Arts. 1910. The seedcrushing industry. 58(3015):921-22. Sept. 2.
• Summary: “It is curious that while the United Kingdom
was quick to realise the possibilities of the Soya bean there is
no trade whatever in this commodity in Marseilles, but it is
to be noted that there is a customs duty of 2 francs 50 cents
per 100 kilos on Soya beans imported into France.”
Summarized in the Tropical Agriculturist. 1910. Oct. 15.
p. 368.
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2352. Pharmazeutische Post (Vienna; later renamed
Pharmaceutische Post). 1910. Leguminosae. [The legume
family]. 43(70):669. Sept. 2. [Ger]
• Summary: This article is on 669- the front page of this
issue. It is a continuation of p. 654. We read: Lecithingehalt
des Sojaoels und seine Bestimmung [The lecithin content of
soy oil and its determination]. M. Riegel (Pharmazeutische
Zeitung. 1910. p. 428 [May 25]).
Large quantities of oil obtained from the seeds of Soja
hispida [the soybean] from China and Japan has recently
gone on sale. Because of its low cost and its appearance
which is similar to olive oil, it should occasionally find
its way into pharmacy. In order to determine the lecithin
content, the author uses methyl alcohol, with which the
material is directly cooked. The P2O5 content of the methyl
alcohol extract times dry yield, multiplied with the lecithin
factor of 11.36 gives the lecithin content.
2353. Ransford, Robert Bolton. Assignor to Société
Francaise des Distilleries de L’Indo-Chine. 1910. The
treatment of leguminous matter and of soja (Glycine
Hispida) in particular for the manufacture of sauces and
condiments. British Patent 20,520. 5 p. Date of application, 2
Sept. 1910. Accepted, 2 Nov. 1911.
• Summary: This patent for making soy sauce using a new
process is based on French Patent 415,025 of 1909. This
invention was communicated to Mr. Ransford, a “Chartered
Patent Agent” in London, “from abroad by Société Francaise
des Distilleries de L’Indo-Chine, of 20, rue Lafitte, Paris,
France.”
“The various processes used in the Far East for the
manufacture of sauces, and condiments of which soja is the
principal ingredient generally–involve the action of microorganisms, usually the mucedins, which bring about the
transformation of the material.”
“The manufacture at present is difficult and sometimes
very long; this is the case with shoyu, under which term
the most widely-used sauce or condiment based on soja is
known; the preparation of shoyu may last form 8 months
to five years. The results obtained moreover are irregular
and not always those desired and as a rule all the useful
constituents of the material employed are not used to the best
advantage.”
This invention consists in “preparing from the materials
used an aseptic medium in which the selected microorganisms can develop and react.” In the “first phase,
the primary materials usually employed are soja (glycine
hispida) and a cereal, such as wheat, barley, rice, maize, etc.
or other leguminous matter. For example a product of the
shoyu type made be produced” from equal parts soja and
rice. Address: 24, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.,
Chartered Patent Agent.

2354. Honcamp, F. 1910. Ueber den Wert der Sojakuchen als
Futtermittel [On the value of soybean cake as a feedstuff].
Deutsche Landwirtschaftliche Presse 37(70):757. Sept. 3;
37(71):769-70. Sept. 7. [Ger]
• Summary: A discussion of data obtained by different
investigators who have conducted feeding tests with
soybeans. Address: Agricultural Experiment Station, Rostock
[in Mecklenburg, Germany].
2355. Ueno, Senichi. 1910. Nihon shôyu jôkyô torishirabe
no ken [The Japanese shoyu market in Honolulu, Hawaii].
Honolulu, Hawaii. 3 p. Sept. 3. Handwritten unpublished
manuscript. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This is a market report from Mr. Ueno at the
Japanese consulate in Honolulu, to Mr. Yoshitaro Komura at
the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Shoyu imports to Honolulu were 83,894 kegs (taru) in
1909 (about 1.359 million liters), with 90,000 expected in
1910. The 1910 Japanese population was 65,790.
Note 1. The average keg (taru) held 9 shô = 16.2 liters =
4.28 gallons (U.S.). One shô is 1.8 liters.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2002)
that is a market study concerning soy products (shoyu). One
of three documents. Address: Japanese Consulate, Honolulu,
Hawaii.
2356. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Heavy British purchases of soya beans. 13(58):761. Sept. 10.
• Summary: “In the first six months of the current calendar
year the United Kingdom imported 345,470 tons of soya
beans, valued at $12,000,000. The imports from China
reached 144,600 tons, from Japan 142,000 tons, and from
Russia 58,900 tons. China exported 206,653 tons in 1908 and
462,423 tons in 1909.” Address: Washington, DC.
2357. Oakley, R.A. 1910. Re: Travel permission and
instructions. Letter to Mr. W.J. Morse, Arlington Farm,
[Rosslyn, Virginia], Sept. 10. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: I am enclosing a letter of
instructions permitting you to visit Blacksburg, Virginia,
Knoxville and Jackson, Tennessee, Urbana, Illinois,
Lafayette and Plainfield, Indiana, Columbus and Wooster,
Ohio, LeRoy and Ithaca, New York, and other nearly places
and points en route for the purpose of taking notes on tests of
soy beans. You will leave Washington about September 15th
and return about September 30th.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse. Folder #1–Morse, W.J.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
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Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Acting Agrostologist [Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
2358. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. The soya bean
trade of Manchuria in 1909. 78(11):40. Sept. 12.
• Summary: Based on a report by the British Consul at
Newchwang. Discusses total production and trade, with
prospects for 1910.
“The total quantity of bean oil exported was 653,771
cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds]. The great
market for this oil is South China, where it is mainly used
for cooking purposes as a substitute for lard, which is a more
expensive commodity. In spite of its unpleasant odor, the
poor consume the oil, as a rule, in its crude state without any
attempt at refining it, but among the better classes it is boiled
before being used and allowed to settle in jars for a couple of
months. This process is said to do away to a great extent with
the objectionable smell and to improve the flavor. There is
also among the poorer classes a fairly brisk demand for bean
oil for lighting purposes. They find it more economical than
kerosene, besides saving them the cost of a lamp, for all they
need to do is to pour a little into a cup or bottle and drop a
paper wick into it. The light, of course, is very poor, but then
the Chinese peasant is not in the habit of staying up late or
reading at night.”
2359. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. Heavy purchases
of soya beans. 78(11):28F. Sept. 12.
• Summary: Washington [DC], September 9, 1910:
“According to a report which reached the Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor, heavy
purchases have been made during the past few months
in Great Britain of soya beans. The aggregate of these
purchases and the imports from Russia and China into the
United Kingdom are given as follows: ‘In the first 6 months
of the current calendar year the United Kingdom imported
345,470 tons of soya beans, valued at $12,000,000. The
imports from China reached 144,600 tons, from Japan
142,000 tons, and from Russia 58,900 tons. China exported
206,653 tons in 1908 and 462,423 tons in 1909.’”
2360. Yada, Naganosuke. 1910. Shôyu jôkyô torishirabe
no ken [The Japanese shoyu market in Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada]. Vancouver, BC, Canada. 5 p. Sept. 13.
Handwritten unpublished manuscript. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This is a market report from Mr. Yada at the
Japanese consulate in Vancouver, to Mr. Yoshitaro Komura at
the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
In 1909 1,390 koku (250,200 liters) of shoyu were
imported to Vancouver, where about 8,000 Japanese lived.
Address: Japanese Consulate, Vancouver, BC, Canada.
2361. Gray, Dan T. 1910. Feeding hogs in the South.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 411. 47 p. Sept. 15. See p.

27-29.
• Summary: The section titled “Pasture crops to supplement
corn” includes subsections on chufas, soy-bean pasture, and
peanuts. “The soy bean is a very valuable crop both for hay
and for use as a pasture for hogs.” Summaries are given of
two publications: (1) Mooers, Charles A. 1908. “The soy
bean: A comparison with the cowpea.” Tennessee Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 82. p. 73-104. Dec. (2) Gray, D.T.;
Duggar, J.F.; Ridgeway, J.W. 1908. “Feeds supplementary
to corn for southern pork production.” Alabama Agric. Exp.
Station, Bulletin No. 143. p. 25-77. July. An unpublished
1908 Alabama study is also summarized. The author
concludes the using soy-bean pasture together with a ¼ corn
ration allows production of pork for much less than when
corn was used alone.
“The Southern Yellow variety of bean was used in
all cases. Other varieties can be used if it is desired that
the grazing period should be extended. For instance, the
Hollybrook variety is ready for grazing two to three weeks
before the Southern Yellow, although planted at the same
time.”
The long section on chufas (p. 24-25) discusses its
disadvantages and advantages.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2009) that mentions Alabama Polytechnic Institute [API]
in connection with soybeans. API was not an official
agricultural experiment station although it received a federal
land grant and was state supported. It opened 1859 as East
Alabama Male College, then was reorganized 1872 as the
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Alabama. It became
coeducational 1892. Renamed Alabama Polytechnic Institute
1899, then renamed Auburn University in 1960. It is a public
university. Address: Prof. of Animal Husbandry, Alabama
Polytechnic Inst. [Auburn]; Expert in Animal Husbandry,
Bureau of Animal Industry [USDA].
2362. Hendrick, James. 1910. The soy bean. Tropical
Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon) 35(3):208-12. Sept.
15. [1 ref]
• Summary: Reprinted from Transactions of the Highland
and Agricultural Society of Scotland 22:258-63. Series 5
(1910).
2363. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon).
1910. The soy bean industry. 35(3):212. Sept. 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: Reprinted from the Indian Trade Journal,
15(185):45. Oct. 14, 1909.
2364. Yoshimura, Kiyohisa. 1910. Ueber Faeulnis-Basen
(Ptomaine) aus gefaulten Sojabohnen (Glycine hispida)
[On ptomaines in decomposed soybeans]. Biochemische
Zeitschrift 28(1):16-22. Sept. 15. (Chem. Abst. 5:299). [7 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: For a good summary in English see the one
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published in The Analyst, (Nov. 1910, p. 484-85). Address:
University Laboratory for Food Chemistry, Halle on the
Saale River, Germany.
2365. Société Française des Distilleries de l’Indo-Chine.
1910. Nouveau procédé de traitement des légumineuses
et particuliérement du Soja (Glycine hispida) pour la
fabrication des sauces, condiments ou produits alimentaires
[New process for the treatment of legumes and particularly
of Soya (Glycine hispida) for the making of sauces,
condiments or food products]. French Patent 415,026. Sept.
16. 3 p. Application filed 1 July 1909. [Fre]
• Summary: Soya or other leguminous seeds, with or
without addition of cereals, are suitably cooked, and after
being cooled aseptically are seeded with pure cultures of the
organisms necessary to produce the desired results. They
are then aged. The process is very delicate and the aging
sometimes very long (as in the preparation of shoyu, which
can last from 8 months to five years). Other products include
tao-yu, miso tao-tjing, and tuong. The sauces or condiments
produced are sterilized or pasteurized in trade packages.
Address: Boulevard Gia-Long 53, Hanoï [Hanoi] Tonkin
[French Indochina].
2366. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soya-oil trade.
77(12):458. Sept. 17.
• Summary: This ¼-page article, which appears in the
section titled “Trade report and market review,” states:
“In view of the abnormal conditions of the linseed and
cottonseed oil markets, in which there is but little prospect
of relief for consumers from the extraordinarily high prices
ruling until better seed-crops are secured, the remarkable
expansion which has taken place this year in the soya-oil
trade deserves attention. But for the developments in this
comparatively new article in the European crushing industry,
the difficult position of consumers in certain directions,
where the use of soya oil has become more popular, would
probably be still more serious, although the latter product
has also advanced considerably. The ‘famine’ conditions
across the Atlantic as regards linseed and cottonseed oils
have resulted for some time past in a persistent drain of
supplies from this side to American ports, which also applies
to soya oil. Considerable quantities of all these products
have, indeed, again been just lately purchased by American
interests for prompt shipment. An idea may be gathered of
the extension of trading in the soya-bean oil from the Hull
exports this year, which, so far, are already well over 12,000
tons, or about 10,000 tons in excess of those of the previous
year. The almost prohibitive prices at which to increase their
operations in soya beans, although they find considerable
difficulty in getting rid of their soya cake on the Continent
just at present. The price of soya oil in London is now about
30l. per ton, or 6l. over the lowest seen early in the year.
According to reports from Manchuria, the new crop should

yield 20 per cent more than last year, and allow of an export
surplus for Europe of half a million tons. The shipments
of old crop to Europe, which are now coming to an end,
amount to about 420,000 tons. A fact worth mentioning
is that Japan and China are consuming less owing to the
high price. Japanese requirements heretofore took about
70 per cent of the crop chiefly for fertilising purposes. In
1909, 1,073,000 tons of soya beans and cake were taken
by China and Japan combined, whereas the total quantity
absorbed by these two countries in the first half of this year
was only about 270,000 tons. While there are indications
of a further contraction in the outlet in the Far East, there
is thus a possibility that the article may enter into more
active competition in the European oil markets, and this at
a time when such competition should be welcome among
manufacturers handicapped by the fabulous prices paid for
kindred products.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “soya-oil”
(hyphenated) in the abstract or in the title.
2367. Redding, R.J. 1910. Farms and farmers: Soybean
harvest. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Sept. 19. p. 10.
• Summary: L.M. Lipscomb of or New Asbury, Mississippi,
asks: “I have one acre in soy beans (mammoth yellow) [sic,
Mammoth Yellow]. I wish to gather them for seed purposes.
They are now full as can be, with little green pods. Now will
you please tell when and how to harvest them. To gather
them by hand would seem an awful task. Some tell me that
as soon as they ripen the pod will burst open and the seed fall
out. Mine were planted in May. Suppose I wished to cut and
save them as hay? Please tell me when is the best time to cut
them; the signs by which I may know...
“Answer–When it is desired to make hay of the soy bean
plants they should be mown by means of a mower, or by a
hand scythe, when the plants are past full bloom and the seed
pods are formed, but not filled. This condition (for mammoth
yellow variety) would be reached in about 75 or 80 days
from the date of planting. The handling should be the same
as for cow peas, except that the work is much more easily
done.
“If to be mown for seed, the work should be done as
soon as a few pods have ripened, else they will pop open
and be scattered. It is impracticable [impractical] to pick
off the pods by hand. The plants should be handled as little
as possible and when dry may be threshed with an ordinary
thresher or by means of flails.” Address: Griffin, Georgia.
2368. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soya cake
(Abstract). 77(13):489. Sept. 24. Series No. 1600. [1 ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Veterinary notes,” this is a
summary of an article from a British Consular report on the
trade of Denmark.
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2369. Nature (La) (Paris). 1910. Fromages végétaux
[Vegetable cheeses]. 38(2, Supplement):134. Sept. 24. [Fre]
• Summary: A vegetable cheese is prepared from potatoes
by the peasants of Saxony and of Thuringia [both in eastern
Germany; Sachsen and Thueringen in German]. The “natto”
of the Japanese (Le “natto” des Japonais) is made from
soybeans. This type of beans (haricots) is boiled for about 5
hours then placed in little packets of straw. The packets are
placed in a cave, in the middle of which a fire is lighted. The
cave is closed and after 24 hours the little cheeses are ready
to eat. Since the soybean contains a rather large quantity of
legumin, or vegetable casein, natto is rich in nitrogen, the
same as real cheese (it contains 7.3 to 7.5% nitrogen).
“The truth requires us to close by adding that we have
tried to make these cheeses [natto] without complete success.
The natto is easy to prepare, contains the usual quantity
of nitrogen, and has a suitable consistency. But it may be
because we used seeds imported from Korea, that is to say
rather old ones, that it has a very strong flavor, like (by the
way) the soybean itself, that a European palate would not be
able to tolerate.” Address: France.
2370. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1910.
Ueber die moderne Viehzucht in England [On modern
livestock breeding in England]. 60(77):794-95. Sept. 24.
[Ger]
• Summary: The Lord Rothschild Tringfarm, northwest
of London, is a famous farm. Red hornless (Red Polleds),
Jerseys, and shorthorns are raised here: the shorthorns are
in particular dairy shorthorns. In summer, pure pasturing
is also customary here, and in the winter, they are given
1.5 kg clover, 1.5 kg oil cakes (mostly soybean cakes
(Sojabohnenkuchen)), 22.5 kg. turnips (Rüben), and only
very little (a few kilograms) straw and hay.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest article seen (April
2020) in an Austria-Hungarian newspaper that mentions the
German word Sojabohnenkuchen (Soybean cake), which is
usually used as a source in livestock feeds.
2371. Redding, R.J. 1910. Farms and farmers: Now for
alfalfa. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Sept. 26. p. 10.
• Summary: A table of the chemical composition of major
forage plants, shows that alfalfa vies with two other plants
for feeding value: Soybean and vetch. Alfalfa “has a very
decided advantage over its competitors in the fact that it
is a deep-rooted perennial plant and one planting may last
twenty years if not permitted to be choked out by weeds.” In
addition, “it is very much more productive. Its long taproot
enables it to withstand a very severe drouth. The plants may
be cut from four to six times in a season,...” Address: Griffin,
Georgia.

2372. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1910. Lezithingehalt des Sojaoels und
seine Bestimmung [Lecithin content of soybean oil and its
determination (Abstract)]. 17(9):221-22. Sept. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
German-language article of the same title: Riegel, M. 1910.
Pharmazeutische Zeitung 55(42):428. May 25.
2373. Choles, H.J. 1910. Soy beans: Their cultivation and
uses. A new Natal industry. Natal Agricultural Journal
15(3):281-307. Sept. [4 ref]

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. I. Botany and habitat:
Introduction, varieties. II. Cultivation: Conditions of growth,
methods of culture, soy bean mixtures. III. Harvesting: When
to harvest, curing, frame for curing soy bean hay, harvesting
for seed, yield of seed, yield of forage. IV. Chemistry of
the soy bean: Introduction, digestibility, soy bean oil, soy
bean bake. V. Value and uses of the soy bean: Introduction,
the uses of the soy bean (uses of the oil {7 uses}, uses of
the bean as a vegetable in Natal {like marrowfat peas or
haricot beans}, in bread or biscuits in Paris [France] for
diabetics, in France and Switzerland as a coffee substitute or
adulterant, soy bean flour used for making bread and biscuits
in England, soya meal for cattle feeding, oil-free residue
made into cake for stock-breeding purposes, liquid closely
resembling cow’s milk made in Japan, vegetable cheese
[tofu] made from the milk, a sauce called “Shoyu” made in
Japan, soy-bean cake used as a fertilizer in Japan and China),
as a soiling crop, as a silage crop, as a hay crop, as a pasture
plant, as a soil renewer. VI. Value of the bean for feed:
Introduction, soy beans for hogs, soy beans for dairy cows,
other experiments with milch cows.
Illustrations (non-original line drawings) show: The
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soy bean plant with pods and roots (p. 280; from an original
in Piper 1909). Flowering branch with close-ups on flower,
leaves and pods (p. 285; from an original in LamsonScribner 1899). Frame for curing soy bean hay (p. 291;
reproduced from Messrs. Lever Bros. pamphlet on Soy Bean
Cultivation, which we have never seen). Roots of soy bean
plant with nodules (p. 301).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2015)
concerning Lever Brothers in connection with
soybeans.
2374. Japan’s industries: And who’s who in Japan.
1910. Osaka, Japan: Industrial Japan. vi, iii, 687
p., iv p. 4 p. of plates. Undated. Translated from
unpublished Japanese manuscripts. Colophon title
in Japanese: Sangyô no Nihon. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the title page, below the
subtitle, is written: “An Exponent Encyclopedia
of the Present Industries of Japan has never
been yet Published.” Black-and-white photos
(unnumbered front pages) show each of the major
contributors. A photo shows “Dr. Teizo Takahashi
(Kogakuhakushi), Professor of the Tokyo Imperial
University.” He contributed an article titled “The
Outline of the Brewing Industry.” Photos throughout the
book show many companies and their owners. The book was
apparently never published in Japanese.
This book was published under the support of Count
Okuma, whose photo is shown, and who wrote the excellent
first part (p. 1-22) titled “The Industries of Japan.” Its
contents is: 1. The industrial condition of Japan before the
restoration: The great landmark in history (in 1858 Japan
was forced to end nearly 300 years of seclusion), industries
under the Tokugawa shogunate, industries in the Genroku
era (1688-1704). 2. Japanese industries after the opening of
the country: The industrial revolution, demand for things
European, table of exports and imports (1868-1908; p. 5-6),

general dissemination of education, progress of natural
resources. 3. Industries before and after the Sino-Japanese
War (1894-1895): The growth of foreign commerce, the
improvement of the currency system and foreign commerce,
entry into the comity of financial nations, manufacturing
industries on a large scale (there was a major National
Industrial Exhibition as early as 1877). 4. The state of
Japanese industries before and after the Russo-Japanese

War (1904-1905): The blow dealt by the war, abnormal
trade and consequent reaction, the increase of population in
Japan and Formosa, progress in the means of transport and
communication (especially railways), the money market and
industry, free trade and protection, protection in the United
States, Japan need not imitate the USA, Great Britain’s free
trade policy. 5. The future of Japanese industries: Bright
future for Japanese industries, silk yarn and silk production,
cotton yarn and cotton manufacture, forestry, minerals, the
trade in marine products, capital.
The book is composed of lengthy chapters on Japan’s
major industries, each preceded by a general overview
and outline, and containing a detailed description of the
largest 10-20 firms. These
industries are cotton and silk
spinning, Portland cement,
sugar, brewing sake and soy
[sauce], woollen textiles,
hemp, electricity, engineering,
mining, transportation,
silk textiles, shipbuilding,
ceramics, an appendix (p.
485-572) with representative
firms from other industries
(incl. Mitsui & Co. [p. 49395], Osaka Gas Co. [p. 520]),
and a Who’s Who in Japan (p.
573-687; brief biographical
sketches with photos of “over
700 names of representative
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captains of our business world,” incl. Keizaburo Mogi [p.
632, soy brewer], Teizo Takahashi [p. 664, microbiologist]).
The chapter titled “The Brewing Industry” starts with
a general outline by Dr. Teizo Takahashi on the brewing of
sake, “shoyu or soya,” beer, shochu, awamori, and mirin
(p. 121-27). Representative soy breweries are discussed
in detail, with photos, a brief company history, present
conditions, awards of merit (in Japan and overseas), and
a biographical sketch of the owner, proprietor, and or
managing staff.
Part I: The soy industry of Choshi, Chiba prefecture (A
photo shows the interior of a Choshi Soy Brewery). The four
principal Choshi Soy Brewers are: (1) Higeta Shoyu Jozosho
[Brewery] (The concentrated forerunner of this brand was
first brewed in 1616. Proprietor: Mr. Gemba Tanaka. A
photo shows interior of a Choshi Soy Brewery); (2) Jigamisa
Shoyu Jozosho (brand first brewed ca. 1645. Proprietor: Mr.
Kichibei Hamaguchi. A photo shows the Jigamisa brand soy
brewery with hundreds of shoyu kegs stacked against a front
outside wall); (3) Yamaju Shoyu Jozosho (brand first brewed
ca. 1630. Proprietor: Mr. Jujiro Iwasaki. A photo shows a
motor for brewing); (4) Yamasa Shoyu Jozosho (see separate
record).
Part II: The soy industry of Noda, Chiba prefecture (p.
158): Joju Shoyu Jozosho (brand first brewed before 1710.
Proprietor: Mr. Hyoyemon Takanashi. A photo shows the
interior of the Joju brand soy brewery with several kegs
of shoyu), Kihaku Shoyu Jozosho (brand first brewed in
about 1750. Proprietor: Mr. Hichiroyemon [Shichirouemon]
Mogi. A photo shows the Kihaku brand soy brewery and its
proprietor), Kikkoman Shoyu Jozosho (see separate record),
Kushigata Shoyu Jozosho (See separate record. It was 290
years ago [i.e. in 1620] the founder of the firm, the ancestor
of the present proprietor, settled in Noda as a shoyu brewer.
Proprietor: Hichizaemon [Shichizaemon] Mogi), Minakami
Shoyu Jozosho (Brand first brewed in about 1710. Proprietor:
Mr. Fusagoro Mogi. A photo shows machinery for pumping
soy [sauce]).
The book begins (p. 1): “The year 1858 forms one of the
greatest landmarks in Japanese history, for it was then that,
after nearly three hundred years of seclusion, the country
was definitely thrown open to foreign trade and intercourse.
In that year, also, the Tokugawa Shogunate, (1591-1858)
signed the first treaty of commerce and amity with the United
States, Great Britain, France and Holland. By this treaty
Old Japan ceased to be and the New Japan entered upon her
career among the comity of nations.”
Page 3 continues: “In 1868 [the first year of Meiji] the
feudalism that had lasted for centuries, was abolished at a
single stroke, and the reins of government restored to the
Imperial Throne. Despotism was done away with, and an
Imperial Edict announced that the prefectural system of
administrature [administration] then inaugurated was to be
the foretaste of constitutional government on Western lines

twenty years later. Not only was this a political revolution,
but a social and industrial revolution. One remarkable feature
of this revolution, so complex in its effects, was that the new
order of things inaugurated by it became at once stable and
permanent, while the nation was infused with a new life and
vitality. In this respect, there has never been a revolution in
any country to compare with it. It is hardly necessary to say
that the industrial side of a revolution is as important and as
interesting as its political side, if not more so.” Also in 1868
Yedo [Edo], the administrative headquarters of the Tokugawa
Government, was renamed Tokyo.
A table of imports and exports (p. 5-6) shows that
exports rose from 15.5 million yen in 1868 to 432.4 million
yen in 1907, while imaports rose from 10.6 million yen in
1868 to 494.5 million yen in 1907. In a majority of these
years, imports exceeded exports.
The improvement of the currency system and foreign
commerce (p. 8-10). During the last 10 years of the
Tokugawa Shogunate, about 60 varieties of coins were in
circulation. In 1871 (Meiji 4) the new Meiji government
adopted a gold standard. As foreign Powers were using the
Mexican silver dollar as the basis of their exchange in the Far
East, the Japanese Government issued silver coin of similar
quality and weight (known as silver yen) for circulation in
Treaty Ports. In 1877, to pay for the Satsuma Rebellion,
the government was forced to issue inconvertible paper
money. This led to chaos and undermined the gold standard.
In 1873 Germany adopted the gold standard; this led to a
depreciation of silver. Though Japan remained among the
silver standard countries of East Asia, she found it necessary
to issue silver trade dollars. In March 1897 the Diet passed
an Act that again established a gold standard in Japan. This
had a most salutary effect on Japanese finance. “On looking
back on the history of foreign commerce in Japan from the
time the country was opened in the mid-1800s, we find that it
attained its full growth on adoption of the gold standard.”
Note: How do we know when this undated document
was published? The latest year published in the document
is 1909 (see p. 12). But the National Union Catalog record
gives the year as 1910. Address: Japan.
2375. Mitsui Bussan Kabushiki Kaisha (The Mitsui & Co.,
Ltd.) Head office: Suru-ga-cho, Tokyo (Document part).
1910. In: Japan’s Industries: And Who’s Who in Japan. 1910.
Osaka, Japan: Industrial Japan. vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p.
493-96. Undated. Translated from unpublished Japanese
manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: “History: The House of Mitsui is well known
in British business circles, as well as on the Continents of
Europe and America. Through the branch office of the latter
company in London, they are one of the largest importers to
the United Kingdom of silk goods, camphor, [soya] beans
and bean cakes, lumber and rice, &c., while they are one
of the largest exporters to Japan from the United Kingdom
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of all kinds of cotton & woolen goods, coal, manures, &c.
The Mitsuis have the famous Mitsui Building in Tokyo for
the head quarter of all the Mitsui Corporations,–The Mitsui
Bussan Kaisha, Ltd. (Mitsui & Co., Ltd., in Europe and
America), the Mitsui Bank, Ltd., the Mining Department,
&c. The building is a large office building, built of steel
frame with a handsome facade of stones and brick located in
the centre of the city of Tokyo, and furnished with elevators
and other modern appliances in the Occidental style.
“Although the Mitsuis have made it a point to adopt
up-to-date European and American business methods, the
history of their business undertakings is very old. The Mitsui
family can be traced from Takayasu Mitsui, who lived as
a feudal lord in the latter part of the 16th century. During
the continuous civil wars at that time, he fought several
battles, but, these having ended decidedly against him, he
retired and spent his remaining years as a private citizen. His
grand-son, Taketoshi Mitsui, started the business in Kyoto
and also established a dry goods store in Yedo (now Tokyo).
It was he who invented and introduced the system of cash
retailing, and further, organized the system for collection
and remittance of money throughout the country and this
was done, be it remembered, when the knowledge of bills
of exchange was almost lacking and monetary transactions
were almost unknown in this country. In 1687, Takahira
Mitsui, the eldest son of Takatoshi, was appointed by the
Tokugawa Government as one of its purveyors, and, in 1691,
was entrusted with its remittance business. It was in 1707,
that the Mitsuis appointed an agent an agent at Nagasaki
and became interested in foreign trade. With the restoration
of the Meiji Era, the Mitsuis applied themselves with new
energy and vigor to the reform and amelioration of their
business undertaking on the model of Western procedure.

Thus, in 1876, the old exchange house was transformed into
the Mitsui Bank, the first and by far the largest private bank
established in the country, while, in the same year, the Mitsui
Bussan Kaisha, or Mitsui & Co., was organized for the
purpose of general trading, but more particularly, for that of
foreign trade.
A photo shows the huge and ornate Mitsui Building in
Tokyo. Company president: Hachirojiro Mitsui, Esq. Nine
Managing Directors are listed, starting with Giichi Iida, Esq.
Address: Japan.
2376. Nagai, Shôzô. Japanese Consulate. 1910. Shôyu
ni kansuru hôkoku teishutsu no ken [The Japanese shoyu
market in San Francisco, California]. San Francisco,
California. 7 p. Sept. Handwritten unpublished manuscript.
[Jap; eng]
• Summary: This is a handwritten (in Japanese) market
report from Mr. Nagai at the Japanese consulate in San
Francisco, to Mr. Yoshitaro Komura at the Japanese Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.
About 50,000 Japanese live in San Francisco. About
6,000 large and small kegs (taru) of shoyu a month are
imported, equaling about 97,200 liters. Address: Japanese
Consulate, San Francisco, California.
2377. Takahashi, Teizô. 1910. Kikkoman Shoyu Jozosho
(The “Kikkoman” brand soy brewery.) Main office: Noda,
Chiba Prefecture (Document part). In: Japan’s Industries:
And Who’s Who in Japan. 1910. Osaka, Japan: Industrial
Japan. vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p. 163-65. Undated. Translated
from unpublished Japanese manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: “History: The origin of the brewing of the
‘Kikkôman’ brand of soy, reputed to be the leader among
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the best varieties, dates back about 120 years [i.e. to
about 1790]. Ever since the honoured founder of the firm
inaugurated the brewing of soy, the succeeding proprietors
have all been men of great ability, who have succeeded in
extending the business generation by generation, as well
as improving the quality of the product. In the year 1838,
when Mr. Saheiji Mogi, fifth of the line, was the head of the
firm, it was appointed by special warrant purveyor to the
Household of the Tokugawa Shoguns, having been ordered
to supply the Household and the Heir-Apparent every year
with a large quantity of soy, a custom which was continued
until the overthrow of the Shogunate in 1868. Very few
firms or individuals were honoured by being appointed
special contractors to the Court of the Shogun, and this fact
must be considered as a very high tribute to the excellence
of the firm’s products, the quantity to be supplied being
subsequently doubled.
“The chief point worthy of special mention in regard
to the ‘Kikkoman’ firm is the fact of its having been
chiefly instrumental in making Japanese soy known and
appreciated in foreign countries, more than half the total
amount of soy exported to foreign countries at present being
the ‘Kikkoman’ brand. Mr. Saheiji Mogi, the grandfather
of the present proprietor, was a remarkable able businessman. He was most assiduous and energetic in endeavouring
to effect improvements in the process of brewing as well
the extension of the business. On the occasion of the
International Exhibition held in Vienna, Austria, in 1873,
when the Japanese Government participated for the first time
in such an undertakings, the ‘Kikkoman’ soy was among
the exhibits. Being deemed by the judges far superior both
in regard to taste and colour to the sauce usually used as a
condiment, the ‘Kikkoman’ soy was awarded the gold of
honour.
“Afterwards, when the name of ‘Kikkoman’ soy
gradually came to be known in Europe and its exportation
increased, many spurious articles appeared on the market,
bearing the same brand, This proved very detrimental to

the reputation of the genuine ‘Kikkoman’ soy, so that, the
firm, in order to protect itself against fraudulent imitations,
ordered a very elaborate design for a trade-mark to be
made for them in Paris, which they had registered, this
being, in fact, the very first instance of a trade-mark being
registered for soy and most probably in advance of any other
commodity. In January, 1905, the above trade-mark was
registered at the United States Patent Office. In June 1909
the United States Government issued a certificate regarding
‘Kikkoman’ soy, to the effect that it is of very superior
quality, containing no admixture of saccharine or any other
chemicals and being very suitable as a condiment.
“The services which this firm have rendered in the
cause of the soy industry, principally for its exportation to
foreign countries, are very remarkable. Whenever there was
an exhibition abroad, tiny sample bottles of the soy were
distributed, and no opportunity was lost and no difficulty
seemed too great to be overcome by the firm in order to
popularise Japanese soy in foreign countries.
“On the occasion of the Japan-British Exhibition held
in London in 1910, ‘Kikkoman’ soy as well as the other
best varieties of Japanese soy, is being exhibited. Thus, the
English public will be given full opportunity to test this best
quality of Japanese food condiment.
“Present conditions: The ‘Kikkoman’ firm owns
at present six soy breweries, with the total number of
4,200 hands and eight sets of boilers and steam engines.
The yearly output is about 11,800,000 gallons, of which
2,880,000 gallons are exported to foreign countries, the
principal destinations being Honolulu [Hawaii], Portland
[Oregon], San Francisco [California], Seattle [Washington],
Los Angeles [California], Tacoma [Washington], Denver
[Colorado], Chicago [Illinois], London [England], Paris
[France], Berlin [Germany], Vienna [Austria-Hungary], and
China ports.
“Honours awarded: The ‘Kikkoman’ firm has had
conferred upon it the honour of being special contractors
to the Imperial Household Department, a special brewery
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being devoted exclusively for the brewing of soy supplied to
the Imperial table. An entirely new plant, with the capacity
of turning out 20,000 gallons per annum has been newly
installed, which is under the strict surveillance of experts
specially appointed for the purpose. The utmost cleanliness
is carefully observed and the brewing is carried out on up-todate and hygienic principles.
“The most principal medals and prizes awarded to the
firm at the various exhibitions are as follows: International
Exhibition at Vienna, 1873. Gold Medal. National Industrial
Exhibitions (First to the Fifth inclusive). First Prize.
International Exhibition at Amsterdam (Netherlands), 1883.
Gold Medal. St. Louis [Missouri] International Exposition,
1904. Grand Prix of Highest Honour. Seattle International
Exposition, 1909. Grand Prix of Honour.
“Proprietor: Mr. Saheiji Mogi, the father of the present
proprietor and eighth of the line, was a man of very
progressive ideas. He studied at Cambridge University, and
after a stay in England extending for several years, returned
to Japan and devoted himself to the extension of the business
of the firm, when he was unfortunately attacked by a sudden
illness to which he succumbed. His son succeeded to the
head of the business and being ably and faithfully is assisted
by the guardian, Mr. Keizaburo Mogi, and the Manager, Mr.
Kyujiro Uchida, the business has progressed and is at present
in a very prosperous condition.
A photo (p. 164) shows the Kikkoman brand soy
brewery next to a river. Smoke is rising from a tall
smokestack and boats are docked along the river.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2012)
that contains industry or market statistics for soy sauce
production by a particular manufacturer. Address: PhD in
Agriculture (Nogakuhakushi), Prof. at Tokyo Imperial Univ.,
Japan.
2378. Takahashi, Teizô. 1910. Yamasa Shoyu Jozosho (The
“Yamasa” brand soy brewery.) Main office: Choshi, Chiba
Prefecture (Document part). In: Japan’s Industries: And
Who’s Who in Japan. 1910. Osaka, Japan: Industrial Japan.
vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p. 156-58. Undated. Translated from
unpublished Japanese manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: See next page. “History: The Hamaguchi Soy
Company, which was formed in 1906, with a capital of
¥500,000, is the continuation of a very old firm founded 265
years ago [i.e., in about 1641] by the brothers Kichiyemon
and Gihei Hamaguchi, ancestors of the present Mr.
Kichiyemon Hamaguchi, the proprietor of the firm. These
two brothers, natives of what is now Wakayama Prefecture,
settled down in Chôshi, and opened a soy brewery, which
has gone on progressing from that day to this. In 1825, the
Yamasa brand was one of those accorded the privilege of
being called ‘The Best Soy’ by the Tokugawa Shogunate.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012)
which states that a brand of soy sauce named Yamasa existed

as early as 1825. The name of the company that makes this
brand is not clear. Nor does this article state when the present
company, Yamasa Shoyu Jozosho, was founded. We believe
this company was founded in 1928.
“Mr. Goryo Hamaguchi, the father of the present
proprietor, after a visit to Europe and America, in 1833,
introduced some radical changes in the brewing of soy in his
brewery, by an application of the most scientific principles.
Mr. Kichiyemon Hamaguchi, the present head of the firm,
continued the same enterprising policy of his father, and
the business began to extend very much in consequence. In
1894 the firm was appointed supplier of soy to the Imperial
Household by special warrant. On being transformed into
a partnership concern, the business of the firm increased
considerably, while experts were engaged to conduct
scientific investigations. Dr. Kendo Saito, the well-known
scientist, was entrusted with the study of soy fermentation.
“At present the firm owns two breweries, installed
with steam plants, and employing over 600 hands. The
annual output is approximately 8,000,000 gallons. Tokyo,
Yokohama, and other large business centres, consume great
quantities of the ‘Yamasa’ brand, and much of it is exported
to Great Britain, the United States, Germany, Australia,
China, Korea, Hawaii, and Vladiovstock. The soy which
goes abroad is contained in bottles of artistic appearance,
well packed in boxes. The Hamaguchi Company was the
pioneer in the export trade of soy, this being due to Mr.
Goryo Hamaguchi’s tour in 1883, when he made a special
study of the foreign taste for the Japanese sauce.
“As above mentioned, ‘Yamasa’ brand soy is supplied to
the Imperial Household by special warrant. A great honour
was done the firm when His Highness Prince Kan-in, the
President of the Fifth National Industrial Exhibition, paid
a visit of inspection to the brewery. In 1907 their Imperial
Highnesses, Princes Kitashirakawa and Higashikuni went
over the brewery, and made some observations highly
complimentary to the proprietor. In the same year a further
honour was done the proprietor, when he was appointed
supplier of ‘Yamasa’ soy to His Imperial Highness the Crown
Prince of Korea.
“Space does not permit of a full list of the prizes won
by the company at various exhibitions. ‘Yamasa’ brand soy
was awarded a first prize at every one of the five National
Exhibitions which have been held in Japan. Abroad, either
a gold medal or the Grand Prix was awarded at each of
the following Exhibitions: Chicago [Illinois / Columbian]
International Exposition, 1893; Paris International
Exhibition, 1899; The Asia Exhibition (Hanoi, French IndoChina), 1903; St. Louis [Missouri] International Exposition,
1904; Milan Exhibition [Italy], 1905; and Seattle Exhibition,
1909.
“Mr. Kichiyemon Hamaguchi, the President of the
company, was born in Wakayama Prefecture in 1862, and
was educated at Keio University. In 1900 he made a tour
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round the world, and since his return has done much to assist
in extending the nation’s commerce and industry. In order
to enlarge his business he converted it into a company, and
owing in great part to his energy and enterprising spirit, the
company has proved a conspicuous success. Indeed, the
whole soy industry has profited by his labours. A gentleman
of excellent character and reputation, he has sat in both
Houses of the Legislature. Mr. Hamaguchi has been ably
assisted in his work by Mr. Kichibei Hamaguchi, a director,
and Mr. Tetsujiro Midzushima, the superintendent of the
works, as well as by an industrious and efficient staff.”
Photos show: (1) Yamasa soy in casks and bottles. (2)
Angled aerial view of “The ‘Yamasa’ Brand Soy Brewery;”
smoke rises from two tall smokestacks. Address: PhD in
Agriculture (Nogakuhakushi), Prof. at Tokyo Imperial Univ.,
Japan.
2379. Takahashi, Teizô. 1910. Higeta Shoyu Jozosho (The
“Higeta” brand soy brewery.) Main office: Choshi, Chiba
Prefecture (Document part). In: Japan’s Industries: And
Who’s Who in Japan. 1910. Osaka, Japan: Industrial Japan.
vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p. 152-53. Undated. Translated from
unpublished Japanese manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: See next page. History: The ‘Higeta’ is one of
the brands of soy made in Choshi. The concentrated kind of
soy from which it is derived was first brewed in the second
year of Genna (1616) by a brewer named Gemba Tanaka.
After the quality had been greatly improved, a new variety of

the brand was made in the second year of Bunsei
(1819), known as ‘Horai.’ When the metropolis
was moved from Kyoto to Tokyo in 1868, the
firm was honoured by being appointed supplier
of soy to the Imperial Household. Since then the
business has greatly increased. In 1898 the firm,
in conjunction with the Iwasaki and Hamaguchi
concerns, started an experimental laboratory,
under superintendence of Dr. Ryojun Tawara, and
a staff of experts, in which a study was made of
soy fermentation. As a result of the investigations,
much
improvement
was effected in
the quality of
soy generally. In
that year, 1898,
the Imperial
Household ordered
a special supply of
the ‘Higeta’ brand,
and this fact,
coupled with the
improved methods
of salt refining,
greatly extended
its sale. When the grand military manoeuvres were held in
the vicinity of Kumamoto in 1902, attended by His Majesty
the Emperor, an order was placed with the firm to supply
the army with bottled soy; to commemorate this honour the
brewer has sold bottled soy ever since.
“During the Russo-Japanese war, ‘Higeta’ soy was used
by the Army Department for seasoning canned foods sent
to the front. In 1905 a new kind of soy bottle, with a screw
stopper, was made for the troops. Soy was afterwards sold
to the public in this form. Since then the firm has gone on
flourishing, nothing being left undone to maintain the quality
of the brand, and improve it if possible.
“The firm possesses two breweries, fitted up with steam
engines, and employing altogether 320 workmen. The
‘Higeta’ brand soy is used all over the country, especially
at Tokyo and Yokohama. It goes also to the United States,
Canada, Siberia, China, Korea, Hawaii, the Philippine
Islands and the Straits Settlements [later Singapore], being
much appreciated in all these markets.
“In addition to being suppliers to the Imperial
Household, the brewer has been honoured in other ways.
At the Milan Exhibition of 1906, the ‘Higeta’ brand, which
was selected by the Japanese Department of Agriculture and
Commerce as a typical soy, was awarded the highest order
of the Grand Prix; besides this, the soy was presented to
Their Italian Majesties by the Japanese Commissioner for
the Exhibition, and they are reported to have expressed to
him their high appreciation of its flavour. The following are
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the principal honours conferred upon the firm by various
exhibitions:
“A First Prize at each of the five National Exhibitions.
“The Grand Prize at the Chicago [Illinois] Exhibition,
1890.
“A Gold Medal at the Asian Exhibition (Hanoi, French
Indo-China), 1903.
“The highest Grand Prize at the St. Louis [Missouri]
Exposition, 1904.
“The Grand Prize of Honour at the Seattle Exposition,
1909.
“Mr. Gemba Tanaka, the proprietor, who was born in
1871, studied political economy at Keio University. On
succeeding to the business of his ancestors, he entered into
his work with enthusiasm, and by his strenuous exertions
did much to extend the sale of the ‘Higeta’ brand. Owing
to the esteem in which he is held in the district, Mr. Tanaka
has been elected to represent the highest taxpayers of his
prefecture in the House of Peers.”
A large photo shows “the interior of a Choshi soy
brewery.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2001)
concerning Higeta Shoyu. Address: PhD in Agriculture
(Nogakuhakushi), Prof. at Tokyo Imperial Univ., Japan.
2380. Takahashi, Teizô. 1910. The brewing industry: Chapter
II. Shoyu or soya brewing (Document part). In: Japan’s
Industries: And Who’s Who in Japan. 1910. Osaka, Japan:
Industrial Japan. vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p. 125. Undated.
Translated from unpublished Japanese manuscripts. 29 cm.
[Eng]
• Summary: “Development of the industry: Shoyu, also
called soya and more generally known in English as ‘soy,’
is a food adjunct or condiment especially used in Japan.
Its origin is not known, but it is highly probable that the
brewing of shoyu, like sakê, is of Chinese origin. The first

description about shoyu appears at the beginning of the 16th
century during the reign of the Emperor Go-Kashiwabara,
and the demand for it appears to have somewhat increased at
the end of the century, but the method of its preparation was
artless and the product must have been a crude one. Certain
improvements in brewing were made at the end of the 17th
century, but shoyu of the kind at present in use was first
prepared at the beginning of the 18th century.
“In 1751 a shoyu factory was established in the town
of Noda in the Prefecture of Chiba. Other similar factories
were opened there and they increased in number annually,
and that city now stands in the first rank for this particular
commodity. The annual production for the 5 years from 1904
to 1908 may be seen from the following table.” Production
grew from 74,367,040 gallons in 1904 to 84,952,440 gallons
in 1908.
“In olden times shoyu brewing was somewhat different
from the present method. The steamed soya beans were
covered with layers of rice straw for 5 or 6 days until the
surface of the beans appeared yellow by the growth of
the fungus. After that the beans were dried in the sun and
steamed again; then, after mixing with moderate quantities
of common salt, ginger and orange peel, allowed to ferment
in sealed tubs for 1 to 2 months. An improvement was
made, probably by the introduction of Chinese methods of
preparation, at the end of the 17th century; but the products
of those days were very inferior compared with the shoyu as
a present in use.
“Shoyu or Soy sauce is prepared from wheat (sometimes
also from barley), the soya bean, and a salt solution by a
slow fermentation, which requires from one to two years and
sometimes longer.
“The process of brewing is divided into four stages:
(1) Preparation of the wheat and soya bean; (2) Preparation
of the soy koji; (3) The fermentation, of moromi process;
and (4) Pressing and boiling.” Address: PhD in Agriculture
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(Nogakuhakushi), Prof. at Tokyo Imperial Univ., Japan.
2381. Takahashi, Teizô. 1910. The brewing Industry:
Chapter III. Soy breweries. (1) The soy industry of Choshi
(Document part). In: Japan’s Industries: And Who’s Who in
Japan. 1910. Osaka, Japan: Industrial Japan. vi, iii, 687 p.,
iv p. See p. 150-51. Undated. Translated from unpublished
Japanese manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: “Outline: Soy is brewed in almost all parts of
Japan, but the chief centres for its production are Chôshi
and Noda in the Prefecture of Chiba; Sakai and Amagasaki,
seaport towns in the vicinity of Osaka; and Tatsuno, Yuasa,
and Shôdoshima in the prefectures of Hyogo, Wakayama,
and Kagawa respectively. The soy of Chiba Prefecture
is generally recognised as the best, and by far the largest
quantity is made there. The soy brewers have derived great
advantage from the river Tone which flows through the
district; indeed the towns of Chôshi and Noda on its banks
have flourished from early times in consequence, and have
become famous throughout Japan as centres for the brewing
of soy.
“Chôshi is right at the mouth of the river, on the Pacific
Ocean, and is a few hours’ railway journey from Tokyo,
which is 73 miles distant. Only a small proportion of the
soy, however, is carried by rail, the greater part of it being
sent by sea, as the marine service is a good and safe one.
Tokyo is the distributing centre for the sauce, both for home
consumption and the foreign market. A good telegraph and
telephone service facilitates the dispatch of business.
“Soy has been brewed in Chôshi for the past three
hundred years. The first to brew the thick concentrated
variety of soy was a man named Gemba Tanaka, an ancestor
of the present Mr. Gemba Tanaka, who makes the ‘Higeta’
brand. From that time onward different varieties of soy came
to be brewed, such as the ‘Yamaju,’ ‘Yamasa,’ and other
such brands. In the year 1825, when there was much distress
throughout the country owing to a famine, and the Tokugawa
Shogunate issued an edict to regulate the prices, and thus
allay the suffering as far as possible, four brands of soy made
in Chôshi, and three in Noda, were specially exempt from
the operation of this law on account of their excellent quality,
and were moreover granted the rare privilege of being called
the ‘Best Soy.’ Henceforth Chôshi’s four first-class brands
became famous throughout Japan, and the industry has
grown more and more prosperous.
“The Chôshi brewers are very careful in the selection
of their ingredients. The beans and wheat used are the best
that Hidachi Province can supply; salt is brought all the way
from Hyogo Prefecture, the centre of Japan’s salt industry;
all the water used is very carefully filtered through layers of
sand, and in fact everything possible is done to ensure purity
and good quality. Whenever possible, the soy factories are
situated in shady, secluded spots, as the sunlight prevents
proper fermentation. The machinery and apparatus used is

constantly improved.
“It may be mentioned that the relations which subsist
between masters and workmen are of a very cordial nature.
For the most part, the labour is hereditary, the sons carrying
on the vocation of their fathers. The workmen put heart
and soul into their labour, rivalling each other in diligence
and perseverance, and the employers, on their part, treat
their servants with much liberality, and neglect no means to
protect and guide them. A complete system of life insurance
and old age pensions enables the men to carry on their work
without anxiety as to their future. Their children, too, are not
left uncared for, and special schools have been erected for
their benefit. Indeed, it is to the complete harmony which
exists between capital and labour that the great prosperity of
Chôshi’s soy industry is attributed.
“As already stated, it was the excellent quality of Chôshi
soy which won for it such a wide reputation, even at a time
when facilities for its transportation were not very good. The
climate and the pure water in the vicinity have proved of
tremendous advantage in the industry, while the improved
means of communication and transport have also done much
for its development in later years. And above all, the brewers
have paid great attention to their apparatus and methods,
so that not only is the industry in a flourishing state, but the
prospects for its future development are of the brightest.”
“The following articles give some account of the four
principal Chôshi Soy Brewers.” 1. Higeta Shoyu Jozosho.
2. Jigamisa Shoyu Jozosho. 3. Yamaju Shoyu Jozosho. 4.
Yamasa Shoyu Jozosho.
A photo shows “the interior of a Choshi soy brewery.”
Address: PhD, Prof. at Tokyo Imperial Univ., Japan.
2382. Takahashi, Teizô. 1910. The brewing industry: Chapter
III. Soy breweries. (2) The soy industry of Noda (Document
part). In: Japan’s Industries: And Who’s Who in Japan. 1910.
Osaka, Japan: Industrial Japan. vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p.
158-60. Undated. Translated from unpublished Japanese
manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: “History: Noda is a small town of some 12,000
houses situated about 20 miles north-east of Tokyo, and is
8 or 9 miles from the nearest railway station, but the River
Yedo, one of the tributaries of the River Tone, affords
excellent means of direct communication with the Capital,
and light railways traverse the town, these being used for
the conveyance of the soy casks from the various factories
to the wharves on the river bank, whence they are shipped
to Tokyo. Noda is also well provided with an excellent
telegraph and telephone service which facilitates business
with various parts of the country.
“The major portion of the population is engaged in
the industry of soy brewing, for which the place has been
famous for very many years. It was back 350 years ago [i.e.
1560] that the first soy factory was established at Noda, the
proprietor being a man named Ichirobei Iida. The success
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of his business proved the suitability of the place for the
brewing of shoyu or soy, and subsequently Hyoyemon
Takanashi, brewer of the ‘Jôjû’ brand soy, entered into
partnership with the idea of doing business on a larger scale
than had hitherto been attempted. That partnership was
eventually dissolved, each partner starting business on his
own account, and subsequently many other firms of soy
brewers were established, such as Saheiji Mogi (‘Kikkoman’
brand soy), Fusagoro Mogi (‘Minakami’ brand soy), Heibei
Yamashita (‘Kinoyene’ brand soy), and Okuyemon Mogi
(‘Ichiyama’ brand soy), and great prosperity has attended
the industry as a whole. In 1825 when, as a result of a
famine, the price of commodities rose very high and great
distress prevailed amongst the masses, the Government
of the Tokugawa Shogunate issued an edict ordering that
as a means of alleviating the distress lower prices should
be charged for commodities. It is noteworthy that the
‘Kikkoman’, ‘Jôjû’ and ‘Kihaku’ brands of soy (together
with the four best brands of soy made in Choshi) were
granted the special privilege of being permitted to retain their
former prices, on account of their superior quality. Moreover,
they were allowed to use the distinguishing mark ‘Best Soy’

which was the highest testimonial to their general
excellence.
“Mr. Keizaburo Mogi, a leading authority
on matters relating to the soy industry, began
experiments in 1879 at Noda with the object
of applying scientific and mechanical methods
to the fermentation of the sauce. In 1882 his
experiments had progressed to such an extent that
steam was successfully applied to the brewing of
soy, while at the present time further advance is
in contemplation by the utilisation of electricity,
the necessary plans for this having already been
completed. Mr. Mogi also made a close study
of the question of the improvement of the kôji
(yeast), the most important ingredient of soy, and in 1899
he completed a perfect method for its preparation. For this
discovery he obtained a patent from the Government, but
in order that the industry as a whole might benefit from his
investigations, he made the process public and available to
all the brewers. He has also made important investigations
in regard to a more rapid process of brewing and has thus
rendered very valuable services to the soy industry in
general, and to that of the Noda district in particular.
“There are many reasons for the unrivalled position
which Noda Soy holds, but the chief cause of its success
lies in the extreme care bestowed upon the selection of the
necessary ingredients in order that only the very best may be
used. The wheat, beans, and salt required for the brewing of
soy are not produced in the neighborhood of Noda, but are
purchased from distant localities specially noted for those
products. Salt, for instance, is brought from Nagasaki, about
ten hundred miles distant, and this alone is sufficient proof
of the care best owed by the Noda soy brewers upon their
product. As in other brewing operations, one of the main
factors is the water supply, and Noda is exceptionally well
provided in this respect, having been noted from ancient
times for the abundance and purity of its water supply, which
has its source in a natural well 3,000 feet deep.”
“There are over 5,000 labourers employed in the
various soy breweries and the fact that there has never
been a strike or unpleasantness to any extent is very good
evidence that the work-people are satisfied with their lot
and that employers are treating them fairly and with proper
consideration.”
Photos show: (1) The soy brewing laboratory, Noda.
(2) Mr. Keizaburo Mogi (oval portrait; he is wearing
two medals), “a leading soy brewer.” Page 632 states:
Keizaburo Mogi “is a member of the Mogi family, the
great manufacturers of the best ‘shoyu.’ Quite a number
of improvements and inventions were made by him in the
manufacture of soy, among which might be mentioned his
invention of the manufacture of ‘koji’ (ferment) which has
opened a new era in the soy brewing world and has proved
of immense value to the industry. He has also been liberal in
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donations toward charitable institutions and works of public
interest. He is one of the leading business men in the eastern
part of Japan, and is director of the Noda Bank and the
manufacturer of the ‘Homare’ brand soy.” Address: PhD in
Agriculture (Nogakuhakushi), Prof. at Tokyo Imperial Univ.,
Japan.
2383. Takahashi, Teizô. 1910. Kushigata Shoyu Jozosho
(The “Kushigata” brand soy brewery.) Main office: Noda,
Chiba Prefecture (Document part). In: Japan’s Industries:
And Who’s Who in Japan. 1910. Osaka, Japan: Industrial
Japan. vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p. 165-67. Undated. Translated
from unpublished Japanese manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: “History: As will be seen by the accompanying
articles, most of the soy brewers of Noda are distinguished
by the surname of Mogi, and the family of Mr.
Hichizayemon [Shichizaemon, Hichizaemon] Mogi,
proprietor of the firm of ‘Kushigata’ brand soy is, in fact,
the head and originator of all these distinguished so brewing
firms of the same name. One of the ancestors of the Mogi
family was a distinguished Samurai in the service of the
celebrated warrior and statesman–Toyotomi Hideyoshi–and
his daring and deeds of valour are matters of history. With
the overthrow of the Toyotomi family he laid aside his sword
and entered the field of business. It was 290 years ago that
the founder of the firm, the ancestor of Mr. Hichizayemon
Mogi settled in Noda as a soy brewer. His distinguished
personality and lineage gained for him the deep respect of
the inhabitants and he was appointed the headman of the
place, thus being called upon to engage in public business as
well as his own. At this period, soy was brought over from
Osaka to Tokyo, the capital of the Tokugawa Shoguns. The
quality of this sauce, however, was very inferior and in view
of this Mr. Mogi instructed a member of this branch of the
family–Mr. Saheiji Mogi–to brew the ‘Kikkôman’ soy as
an experiment. The results having proved very satisfactory,
that brand was brewed on a large scale, and Mr. Mogi
subsequently inaugurated the brewing of the ‘Kihaku’ brand,
the two firms being allowed to engage in the brewing of socalled Noda Soy on an extensive scale. These two brands
of soy having proved very well suited to the tastes of the
citizens of Yedo, the demand increased to such an extent that
the output was hardly sufficient to meet the demand. Such
being the case, Mr. Hichizayemon Mogi himself engaged
in the brewing of soy also. The ripe experience gained by
supervising the work of the branch firms in brewing superior
varieties of soy proved very valuable to him, and his business
also proved a very great success, the name of the new
brand of soy ‘Ichiyama’ becoming quite celebrated within a
comparatively short period of time. However, another new
branch of the Mogi family’s firm being inaugurated under the
proprietor-ship of Mr. Yuyemon Mogi, the brand ‘Ichiyama’
was transferred to the new firm so as to ensure its prosperity
and the brand ‘Kushigata,’ at present in use, was then

adopted. Such proceeding may appear somewhat strange, but
it was in compliance with the legacy left by the ancestors of
the Mogi family that the various branches should unite for
the general sharing of profits in their business undertakings.
At the time when the fame of the ‘Kushigata’ brand was
at its height, in 1871, the whole premises of firm were
unfortunately destroyed by fire. This proved a great blow to
the fortunes of the firm but the present proprietor, by dint
of sheer energy and perseverance, succeeded in retrieving
the lost fortunes of the firm, the yearly output at present far
exceeding the former production. Although the yearly output
of the main house of Mogi (‘Kushigata’ brand soy) is below
that of the branches, namely the ‘Kihaku’ and other brands,
it has been entirely owing to the good will of the former
that the latter firms have been enabled to attain their present
prosperous state, the outcome of the traditional legacy of
the Mogi family having been carried out by the head of the
house
“Present conditions: The firm has at present two
factories, the number of hands employed being 600. The
factories are provided with two sets of boilers and steam
engines for motive power. The firm produced about
5,270,000 gallons of soy per year, of which about 336,000
gallons are exported to foreign countries, the places of
destination being Hawaii, Australia, China, Korea, Canada,
British Columbia, the United States, the Philippine Islands,
and the Straits Settlements [today’s Singapore]. The export
trade shows a tendency to increase year by year.
“Honours Awarded: The following are some of the
principal prizes and medals awarded to the ‘Kushigata’ brand
soy at the various exhibitions where the firm’s products have
been shown:–The National Industrial Exhibition from the
First to the Fifth. First Prize on each occasion. International
[Columbian] Exposition held in Chicago [Illinois], 1893.
Gold Medal. International Exhibition held in Paris, 1899.
Gold Medal. St. Louis International Exposition [Missouri],
1904. Grand Prix. Alaska-Yukon International Exposition at
Seattle, 1908. Grand Prix.
“Proprietor: The present proprietor of the famous firm
of the ‘Kushigata’ brand is Mr. Hichizayemon Mogi, who
is the eleventh of the line. Although he is yet young, he
places business before pleasure, strictly adhering to the
precepts of his ancestors and is devoting his entire energy
to the development of his business and the improvement
of the particular brand for which the firm is responsible.
Having selected a most favourable locality he is, at present,
constructing a new factory with the producing capacity
of 2,000,000 gallons per year, which promises to be the
best equipped factory of its kind in Japan. The machinery
employed is to be of the latest pattern, and it is intended that
electricity be used as the motive power.”
A photo (p. 166) shows “The pumping machinery of
soy.” Around the pump are many brick walls. Address: PhD
in Agriculture (Nogakuhakushi), Prof. at Tokyo Imperial
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Univ., Japan.
2384. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Linseed and
soya oils. 77(14):529. Oct. 1.
• Summary: This article, which appears in the section titled
“Trade report and market review,” states: “The great scarcity
of linseed oil is causing much anxiety among consumers. The
paint trade has for some time been making a rather large use
of substitutes more or less satisfactory; but in wagon-sheet
making, oilcloths, etc., there is nothing to take the place
of pure linseed oil. Two factors are at work to produce this
rather unusual state of things–viz., first, the actual failure of
the seed supply; and, secondly, the occupation of many of the
crushing-mills with the soya-bean. The latter appears to have
been a very profitable venture for many mills, and managers
have abandoned linseed-crushing in its favour. Linseed oil is
now so high that the producing of it ought to be again very
profitable; but mills are known to have contracted ahead for
delivery of soya oil, and perhaps many of them cannot now
find an opportunity to return to linseed. The imports of seed
are so far very small, being not more than about 60 per cent
of last year’s supply. The present quotation for linseed oil
is higher than it has been for about twenty years, and nearly
100 per cent higher than it was at this time last year. Many
people in the market assert that it will yet go to 50l. per ton;
but the level now reached has its dangers, and consumers, as
a rule, will be very chary of buying for stock.”
2385. Mayer, Adolf. 1910. Fuetterungsversuche mit Sojaund Leinkuchen in Holland [Feeding trials with soya cake
and linseed cake in Holland]. Deutsche Landwirtschaftliche
Presse 37(78):848-49. Oct. 1. [Ger]
• Summary: An experiment by Hoorn showed that feeding 3
kg of soy bean cake to milk cows instead of linseed cake had
a good influence on milk production.
2386. Meister, R. 1910. Meinungsaustauch: Nigeroel und
Waltran als Leinoelersatz [Exchange of opinions: Niger
seed oil and fish oil (train-oil) as substitutes for linseed oil].
Farben-Zeitung 16(1):20-21. Oct. 1. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is an answer to a letter printed in issue No.
52, p. 2483; the writer’s name is at the end of his answer.
States that niger seed oil has less drying power than soybean
oil. Note: Niger seed is ramtil or Guitozia oleifera. Address:
Dipl.-Ing.
2387. Janney, N. 1910. Untersuchung einiger
Diabetikergebaecke des Handels [Investigation of
some diabetic baked goods]. Muenchener Medizinische
Wochenschrift 57(40-II):2086-90. Oct. 4. [19 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Gives the appropriate composition of diabetic
bread: (1) For use in lighter cases: Carbohydrates 20-30%,
protein 10-15%, fat 10-15%, water 30%, other 5%. For more
difficult, heavier cases: Carbohydrates 10%, protein 35-45%,

fat 15-20%, water 25-30%, other 5%.
The section titled “Meals and flours that are naturally
low in starch” (p. 2090) states that soybeans, which
come from Asia, have long been known in Germany,
where cultivation trials have been successful. Soybean
meal (Sojabohnenmehl), which contains 25.69% protein
(Stickstoffsubstanz), 18.83% fat, and 38.12% carbohydrates,
according to J. König, has a much lower carbohydrate
content and higher fat content than pea flour (Erbsenmehl,
which contains 23.21% protein, 2.23% fat and 59.12%
carbohydrates) or than common bean flour (Bohnenmehl,
which contains 23.61% protein, 1.62% fat, and 59.45%
carbohydrates). Winton recommends the use of the soybean,
and especially a type of soybean cake which, in addition to
its good taste and good digestibility, contains only 12.8%
carbohydrates.
Since soybean flour is the only flour with a low
carbohydrate content, it is also used like certain casoid
preparations (by Callard, Stewart and Wath in London) in
making baked goods for diabetics–sometimes together with
various nuts. Address: Second Medical Clinic in Munich
(Aus de II. med. Klinik in Muenchen (Direktor Prof. v.
Mueller).
2388. Gilbert, A.W. 1910. Soy beans and fertilizer
question. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
13(79):55. Oct. 5. [1 ref]
• Summary: The following is an extract from the National
Review, of Shanghai, China: “It is well known that soy-bean
cake has for years been the most popular fertilizer in Japan.
Now, however, that the United Kingdom, and the Continent
of Europe and America to a less extent, have become
purchasers of Manchurian beans, the question arises whether
Japan will to be able to buy bean cake in huge quantities
if the price rises appreciably. In studying this question two
factors should not be lost sight of: One is that Japan is
herself a large grower of soy beans, having according to the
latest available returns (1908) over 1,200,000 acres under
cultivation, producing annually some 19,000,000 bushels
of beans, while the other is that Japan imports very large
quantities of soy beans from China and Korea. The greater
part of these beans is used for the purpose of human food–
i.e., in making of ‘soy,’ ‘miso,’ and bean curd–but a portion
by no means small is used also as a fertilizer.
“The Russo-Japanese war had such an effect in
curtailing the supplies of beans and cake that to arrive at a
just appreciation of the position it is necessary to go back a
good many years. In making such a review it will be noted
that, both in the case of beans and of cake, the amounts
imported in 1909 were record importations, but that the
average price was the lowest since 1903. Should the price in
the future be forced up very high in consequence of British
and other demands, the presumption is that Japan would
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turn to sulphate of ammonia, if the cost per unit of nitrogen
therein were less than the cost of bean cake. On the other
hand, it must be remembered that the removal of the import
duty on sulphate of ammonia in the United States of America
means that the United States will probably absorb large
quantities of the British output, and that Japan will have
to pay a higher price if she wants a share of this fertilizer.
Thus the outlook for nitrate of soda becomes a good deal
brighter, and now that, owing to the subsidized Japanese line
to (South) America, it is possible to get cheap freight rates,
it looks as though (Chilean) nitrate of soda will be a serious
competitor to the other nitrogenous fertilizers, except in the
matter of wet rice cultivation.
“There is a point which, though obvious enough to those
intimately connected with the trade, is sometimes overlooked
in general discussions on the subject of bean cake, viz., that
the British farmer can afford to pay a proportionately higher
price for cake than the Japanese farmer, the reason being that
in the United Kingdom the cake, after serving for provender,
turns into a fertilizer, whereas in Japan it is employed as a
fertilizer directly, without any intermediate use.
“As regards rock phosphate, most of the supplies
have hitherto come from Ocean and other islands. Owing,
however, to the new fertilizer law which prohibits any
admixture in Japan of earth and sand with rock, it will
probably be found that the phosphate from the abovementioned islands, being pure and expensive, will be
displaced by the cheaper varieties of rock from Tennessee
and Algiers, which are naturally mixed with impurities.”
Address: Vice-Consul, Nanking.
2389. Vorlalberger Landes-Zeitung (Bregenz, AustriaHungary). 1910. Verschiedenes: Pflanzenkaese
[Miscellaneous: plant cheese {natto}]. 47(229):5. Oct. 7.
[Ger]
• Summary: In our imagination, cheese that is produced
only from plant products is among the impossibilities of
this world. In Japan, though, it has long been a popular
and highly useful staple food (Volksernährungsmittel).
The “natto” of the Japanese does not contain any addition
whatsoever of milk, not even the slightest amount. Rather,
it is produced from a special species of bean, the soybean
(Sojabohne). The soybeans are boiled in water for several
hours, and then the mixture is pressed while still warm,
shaped into small pieces, and wrapped in straw. The
packages of cheese that are produced in that way are stacked
in the cellar in which a fire is ignited and then tightly sealed.
After twenty-four hours, the cheese is then “ripe” and ready
to be enjoyed. Since soybeans contain a rather high amount
of vegetable casein, the “natto” has almost precisely the
nitrogen content that is contained in real types of cheese. As
has been reported in La Nature, various experiments have
been carried out in France to produce “natto”. So far, all that
is standing in the way of the further spread of this vegetable

cheese (Pflanzenkäse) is its far too pungent smell.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Natto (natto).
2390. Manchester Guardian (England). 1910. Commercial
and financial notes: Rand mining labour–The Belgian cement
industry–A rival to the soya bean... Oct. 8. p. 13.
• Summary: “The remarkable expansion of the trade in Soya
beans as naturally led to researches and experiments with
other leguminous plants all over the world. The Sesbania
pea, which grows wild on the land annually inundated by
the Colorado River in Southern California and Mexico has
recently been analysed. It was found that in food value it
was very similar to linseed meal. The Sesbania pea cannot
supplant the Soya bean with oil seed crushers, as it contains
only 6 per cent of oil, but it promises to be a formidable
competitor in the oil-cake markets, as it is claimed that the
meal obtained from the Sesbania pea can be used in place of
linseed, cottonseed, or Soya bean meal. The value of samples
which have been forwarded to England has been estimated at
about £5 per ton c.i.f. [cost, insurance, and freight] London.
The quotation for Soya beans on the spot at Hull is £8.
The Sesbania pea, growing wild, needs little expenditure
on production. It is really only a by-product, for the plant
grows from 10 to 16 feet high, and those interested say that
the stalks contain a valuable fibre for use in ropemaking. A
company has been formed to acquire the Sesbania pea lands,
having for its object the utilisation of the pea stalk fibre and
the marketing of the peas. The promoters claim 250,000 tons
per season could be marketed. Each pea stalk bears from
one to two pounds of peas. The lack of suitable harvesting
machinery has prevented the development of the Sesbania
pea hitherto, but the difficulties have, it is said, now been
overcome, and about 100 tons daily of Sesbania pea meal are
being put on the market.”
2391. Niegemann, C. 1910. Es wird neuerdings als Ersatz
fuer Leinoel sogen. Nigeroel angeboten. Sind damit schon
Versuche gemacht worden un wer kann naehere Angaben
darueber machen? [Niger seed oil has recently been offered
as a substitute for linseed oil. Have investigations already
been made using it, and who can give more precise details
about it? (Letter to the editor)]. Farben-Zeitung 16(2):75-76.
Oct. 8. [Ger]
• Summary: This is a letter; the writer’s name is at the end.
“Niger seed oil is obtained from the seed of a plant named
Quizotia oleifera (or abyssinica) which is cultivated in the
East- and West-Indies and also in Germany. The oil is yellow
and has a nutty flavor. Large amounts are pressed for oil in
England and Marseilles [France]. It is best used for food
purposes, but it can also be used as a substitute for linseed oil
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or an adulterant for rapeseed oil (Rüböl).”
A table shows the chemical composition: Specific
weight at 15ºC: 0.9270. Saponification number: 189-192.2.
Iodine number: 126.6-133.8. Reichert-Meissl value: 0.110.63. Hehner number: 94.11.
“Like soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl), niger seed oil is
considered to be one of the drying oils. Overall, its properties
are quite similar to those of rapeseed oil...” Address: Dr. C.
Niegemann G.m.b.H., Koeln a. Rhine [Cologne].
2392. Pflanzer (Der) (East Africa). 1910. Bericht ueber
den Anbau von Soyabohnen (Soya hispida) in Britisch
Suedafrika [Report on the production of soybeans in British
South Africa]. 6(16):255-56. Oct. 11. [Ger]
• Summary: “The cultivation of soybeans [Soyabohnen]
in British South Africa has only been carried on to a
small extent here for two years and still finds itself at the
experimental stage. People have become aware of this bean
through the large and rapid increase, both in the quantities
exported and in the price of the soybean exported from
Manchuria to Europe.” In 1908 20,000 tons were exported
from Manchuria, followed by 200,000 in 1909 and 385,000
until now in 1910. “We should not think of this as an export
crop from here in the not-too-distant future, since the
large Lever Brothers soap factory intends to buy soybeans
produced locally for making oil and soap, and others must
also follow this example later.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Tanzania. Note 2. This journal is published by the Biologisch
Landwirtschaftlichen Institut Amani [German East Africa–
Tanganyika, Tanzania since 1964], but no mention is made of
soybeans in that country.
2393. Argus (The) (Melbourne, Victoria, Australia). 1910.
The soya bean. Oct. 12. p. 11.
• Summary: “Although the cultivation of Soya beans has
in past years not proved satisfactory as a farm industry in
Victoria Mr. J.M.B. Connor, Agricultural superintendent,
has hopes that the department’s present season’s efforts to
popularise this crop will mark a distinct epoch in its history
in this country.
“’The trouble has not been climatic in the past,’ he
says ‘but improper treatment, for if the seed be sown or
planted more than an inch and a half deep it is not likely
to germinate.’ The whole of the 4.5 tons of seed recently
imported from the East for distribution among the farmers
at cost price (6/6 per bushel of 60 lb.) has been applied for
in lots varying from 2 lb. to 15 bushels, 95 growers having
been supplied. The seed may be sown from early spring
until midsummer. The Soya bean makes an excellent food
for cattle and pigs, the hay being equal in feeding results to
lucerne hay, while if grown with cow peas a splendid mixture
is secured. As a pasturage food for pigs it is also very

profitable. Growing Soya beans for the grain for use as feed
is distinctly profitable if the yield is more than 10 bushels per
acre, the feeding value being superior to that of cotton-cake.
The grain is rich in protein, and contains 18 per cent of oil.”
2394. Country Gentleman. 1910. The vegetable growers:
report of the Grand Rapids meeting. 75(3011):959. Oct. 13.
• Summary: “This year four lines of experiment were being
conducted during the midsummer. Soy beans had been sown
on one plat, manure applied to another, straw to a third and a
fourth plat was being left to bake in the high temperature. L.
B. Pierce.”
2395. Los Angeles Times. 1910. Fertilizers for Japan. A
scarcity of soy beans makes a market for Tennessee rock
phosphate. Oct. 13. p. I13.
• Summary: “It is well known that soy-bean cake has
for years been the most popular fertilizer in Japan. Now,
however, that the United Kingdom, and the Continent of
Europe and America to a less extent have become purchasers
of Manchurian [soy] beans, the question arises whether Japan
will continue to be able to buy bean cake in huge quantities if
the price rises appreciably.
“In studying the question, two factors should not be lost
sight of: One is that Japan is herself a large grower of soy
beans, having according to the latest available returns (1908)
over 1,200,000 acres under cultivation, producing annually
some 19,000,000 bushels of beans, while the other is that
Japan imports very large quantities of soy beans from China
[Manchuria] and Korea. The greater part of these beans is
used for the purpose of human food–i.e., in making of ‘soy’
[sauce], ‘miso,’ and bean curd [tofu]–but a portion by no
means small is used also as a fertilizer.
“The Russo-Japanese war had such an effect in
curtailing the supplies of beans and cake that to arrive
at a just appreciation of the position it is necessary to go
back a good many years.” In 1909 Japan imported record
amounts of beans and cake, but “the average price was the
lowest since 1903. Should the price in the future be forced
up very high in consequence of British and other demands,
the presumption is that Japan would turn to sulphate of
ammonia, if the cost per unit of nitrogen therein were less
than the cost of bean cake.”
The “British farmer can afford to pay a proportionally
higher price for cake than the Japanese farmer,” since in the
UK the cake, “after serving for provender [feed], turns into
a fertilizer [manure], whereas in Japan it is employed as a
fertilizer directly, without any intermediate use. “
2396. Williams, C.L.L. 1910. Trade of Newchwang and
Manchuria. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
13(86):161-64. Oct. 13.
• Summary: Imports of gunny bags (p. 161-62): “Owing
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to the excellent harvest and large export of [soya] beans
both last year and this, gunny bags are imported in large
quantities. The sacking used is made from jute, principally in
Rangoon [Burma]. The bags are in appearance similar to the
potato sacks in use in the United States, but are somewhat
larger and much firmer and heavier in texture.”
The section titled “Exports of beans and coal” states (p.
162): “Among the articles exported [soya] beans and bean
products are predominant. The falling off in the exports of
these from Newchwang may be largely attributed to the
fact that ocean steamships find great difficulty loading here
and have, consequently, made Dalny their headquarters.
Newchwang retains her command of the China coast trade,
but the supply available for this market has fallen short of the
1909 figures. Prices, too, have ruled very high.
“According to press reports Dalny has shipped some
239,494 tons during the season (November to May, 1910), as
against 207,452 tons for the same period in 1909. From the
same source it is learned that the imports of beans into Japan
for the season amounted to only 54,282 tons, a decrease of
over 93,000 tons, and that as regards bean cake the falling off
was even larger. This is attributed to industrial conditions in
Japan and the high prices ruling for beans and bean cake.
“Various receptacle for shipping bean oil have been
tried in an effort to secure some form of packing which will
protect the contents from leakage or deterioration in the
Tropics. Kerosene oil tins have not been found satisfactory
nor have the wicker baskets used since time immemorial by
the Chinese. The latest experiment is a steel drum.
“All authorities unite in estimating a large bean crop for
the coming season. The acreage under cultivation is said to
have been greatly increased, and the weather, despite partial
local droughts in one or two localities, has been favorable.”
Address: Vice-Consul, Newchwang.
2397. Tropical Agriculturist, Supplement (Ceylon). 1910.
East Asiatic Co. and the soya bean industry. Soya cake
factory erected at Copenhagen. 35(4):368. Oct. 15. Also
titled Supplement to the Tropical Agriculturist and Magazine
of the Ceylon Agricultural Society. [1 ref]
• Summary: A factory “has been erected there with capital
provided by the East Asiatic Company at a cost of about
1,000,000 kr. (£55,500). It is estimated that as at present
arranged 100 tons of soya beans can be pressed in 24 hours,
and that, if necessary, the output could be increased. The
factory appears to be well equipped and fitted with the latest
improvements. The East Asiatic Company’s own vessels
are likely to largely contribute to the activity of the factory
by bringing the beans from the East for pressing, though a
quantity of soya beans has already been shipped from the
United Kingdom [to Copenhagen]. It is anticipated that by
establishing this, and in the course of time other oil cake
factories, Denmark may be able to obtain a more effectual
control over the price of butter than has been the case

hitherto, and avoid the enormous fluctuations of price which
of late have been so much in evidence.”
“A French agency states that Mr. Li Yu Jin [sic, Li Yuying], who established the first soya bean industry in Paris,
has returned from China after consulting Chinese capital of
F. 1,500,000 for developing this enterprise in Europe. The
soya will be worked at Paris, Brussels, London, and Berlin,
and will be consumed in the form of milk, sauce, soup,
vegetable, jam, cheese, flour, and bread.–L. & C. [London
and China] Express, Aug. 19.”
Note 1. It is not clear whether soybeans have arrived yet
in Denmark for processing by this new oil mill. Note 2. This
is the earliest English-language document seen (March 2000)
with the term “Soya cake” in the title.
2398. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1910. Foreign trade
of China in 1909. 71:20-25. Oct. 16. See p. 23-24. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The following article on the foreign trade of
China in 1909 is based on the ‘Abstract of Statistics and
Report on the Foreign Trade of China’ for 1909, recently
published by order of the Inspector-General of the Chinese
Imperial Customs...
“Apart from tea, silk, and two or three other articles,
a marked general increase occurred in the leading exports
to foreign countries; but the rise of a great export trade in
beans is the fact which overshadows all others. From the
earliest days of the Foreign Customs beans and beancake
have been the principal exports from Newchwang, but for
many years the trade was exclusively domestic. About the
year 1890 a beginning was made with shipments to Japan,
and the traffic soon rose into importance, Japan being
practically the only foreign buyer of these products until
1908. During the eight years 1900-7 the average annual
value of the beans exported abroad was 4.37 million taels
[a unit of currency. The average value of the Haikwan tael
is 2s. 7.19d. in 1909, 100 Haikwan taels = 111.40 Shanghai
taels, for which exchange quotations are made]. In 1908 the
total export of beans abroad rose to 4,770,000 piculs [1 picul
weighs 133.33 lb], valued at 9 million taels, and in 1909 to
no less than 14,438,000 piculs, valued at 32.78 million taels.
The soya bean thus took at a bound a position equal to that
of tea in the list of exports, and if to the shipments of beans
be added those of beancake, giving a combined value of 52
million taels, even the position of silk at the top of the list is
challenged. Of the beancake exported (10,088,359 piculs),
all but an inappreciable quantity was of Manchurian origin;
and of the beans, 10,915,000 piculs were sent out from
Manchurian ports, 1,173,000 piculs from Hankow, 1,737,000
piculs from Chinkiang and Shanghai, and 600,000 piculs
from Amoy [Xiamen] and Kwangtung [province in southeast
China] ports. The ultimate destinations of the consignments
of beans are less easy to determine with accuracy. There
went directly to Japan 4,945,000 piculs; to Great Britain,
1,158,600 piculs; to Hongkong, 2,010,800 piculs; to Port
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Said (‘for orders’), 2,021,600 piculs; and to Vladivostock
[Vladivostok] through Suifenho [Suifenhe], 3,842,000
piculs. The statement, on good authority, that 400,000 tons
of beans were shipped to the United Kingdom in 1909 may
be accepted as not far from the mark, and would account for
6,800,000 piculs. Add the shipments to Japan and 460,000
piculs declared as for the Straits, Dutch Indies, and European
countries, and there still remains a balance of over 2,000,000
piculs of which the destination is uncertain.”
Tables show the net imports of foreign and native goods,
and exports for the years 1907-09 of: Manchuria (p. 21).
China (p. 22).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2010)
that gives soybean trade statistics for Southeast Asia (imports
to Dutch Indies).

would be appreciated.’
“I have written Mr. Cowen that this part of his letter has
been referred to you, and will be obliged if you will give him
what information you can relative to the cultivation of Soy
beans.
“Very truly yours, Expert Plant Introducer.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 107.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Expert Plant Introducer, Foreign
Seed and Plant Introduction, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC.

2399. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. American trade in
mineral oils and soya beans with China. 78(16):41. Oct. 17.
• Summary: Based on a detailed report by the American
Vice-Consul Williams at Newchwang regarding the trade of
his territory and Manchuria, the imports of American oil into
those districts and China shows a great increase for the first
6 months of 1910, compared with the corresponding period
of 1909. The consul states that “the Sumatra article (referring
to kerosene), has not been successful during the 6 months
of 1910 and imports of it have fallen off. Increase in the
consumption of kerosene oil is attributed to the prohibitive
cost of bean oil, an illuminant very widely used in the
interior in the past.”
Regarding the exports of beans from these districts,
Williams’ report says: “Owing to the excellent harvests and
large exports of beans both last year and this, gunny bags are
imported in large quantities. The sacking used is made from
jute, principally in Rangoon. The bags are in appearance
similar to the potato sacks in use in the United States, but are
somewhat larger and much firmer and heavier in texture...
“Various receptacles for shipping bean oil have been
tried in an effort to secure some form of packing which will
protect the contents from leakage or deterioration in the
tropics. Kerosene oil tins have not been found satisfactory
nor have the wicker baskets used since time immemorial by
the Chinese. The latest experiment is a steel drum.”

2401. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. The soya bean
and the fertilizer question. 78(17):41. Oct. 24. [1 ref]
• Summary: “An extract from the National Review of
Shanghai, regarding the relation of the soya bean to the
fertilizer question, has been sent to the Department of
Commerce and Labor by Vice-Consul A.W. Gilbert from
Nanking. The discussion of the subject by the Review is as
follows:” There follows a long excerpt.

2400. Dorsett, P.H. 1910. Re: Letter from Mr. B.S.
Cowen, Mobile Farm Land Co., Mobile, Alabama. Letter
(memorandum) to Prof. C.V. Piper [Head, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA], Washington, DC, Oct. 24. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: The following is a paragraph
contained in a letter recently received from Mr. B.S. Cowen,
General Manager, Mobile Farm Land Co., Mobile, Alabama:
“’Also kindly give us similar information regarding the
Soy Bean, and in both cases, if you could tell us where seed
could be secured in case crops are possible in this section, it

2402. Wildeman, É. de. 1910. La question du soja [The
soybean question]. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris)
3(30):1958-59. Oct. 25. (Chem. Abst. 5:1685). [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Summary and analysis by É.D.W. of an
article having this title by H. Brenier published in Bulletin
Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi) 13(83):105-28. March/
April. Series 2.
2403. Colonist (Nelson, New Zealand). 1910. Farm topics.
Oct. 27. p. 1.
• Summary: “The soya bean is a native of China and Japan,
where it has been used for centuries, as a human food. It
stands drought well, and the grain is a richer food than
linseed meal. It enriches the soil on which it is grown. The
soya bean is a warm weather plant, and must not be sown till
the ground gets well warmed up.
“It is being tried on a small scale in South Canterbury
[New Zealand] this season so that we shall probably soon
know something more than we do of its suitability to our
land and climate.”
Note: Canterbury is a region of New Zealand on the
west coast of the South Island. It is New Zealand’s largest
region by area. Its main city is Christchurch.
“It is not fed to stock in New Zealand to any great
extent. Probably the most that is done in that way is in the
feeding of calves with boiled linseed. The chief reason for
the advance it is said is a shortage of hogs and from the poor
linseed and cotton crops, combined with a very large demand
in that country [UK] for all oils. The same shortage has been
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experienced in Northern Argentina, perhaps the greatest of
the linseed producing areas. Then, again, the cotton crop in
the United States is not very favourably reported upon. So
far in India the prospects [for cotton] are good.”
2404. Grossmann, H. 1910. Ein neuer Welthandelsartikel [A
new article of world trade]. Berliner Tageblatt 39(548):2.
Oct. 28. Handels-Zeitung section. Evening edition. Friday.
[Ger]
• Summary: The article begins: “In the history of modern
world trade there has been nothing like it. A plant which
has been known for many years in its native land, Chinese
Manchuria, has enjoyed a significant culture, and the
countless products that can be made from it include the
indispensable foods for an entire people. In 1908, for the first
time large amounts of its products were suddenly imported
into Europe, and all at once there was great interest in this
plant from the Far East. There followed many publications
about the great economic importance of the soybean
(Sojabohne).”
The soybean first became known in Europe in 1873
at the Vienna World Exhibition (Wiener Weltausstellung).
In 1909 not less than 400,000 tons of soybeans were
imported to England. According to information from the
British trade attaché, P. Ker, in Peking, the total shipments
of soybean seeds (Sojasaat) to Europe from Manchuria,
including Vladivostok, amount to about 518,000 tonnes.
Almost 300,000 more tonnes are shipped to Japan from
China. The main ports of exit are Dalny, Vladivostok, and
Hankow. Address: PhD, unestablished university lecturer
(Privatdozent).
2405. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Soy bean harvest in Manchuria. 13(100):396-97. Oct. 29. [1
ref]
• Summary: The following is an abstract from the
Manchuria Daily News, “forwarded by Vice-Consul A.A.
Williamson, Dalny, China. An approximately accurate
estimate, as figured by a reliable expert at Dalny, puts the
total output of Manchurian beans in 1908 at 1,500,000 tons,
that for 1909 at 1,150,000 tons, and that for the present year,
based upon the progress made so far by the crops as reported
from the different places in the interior, at 1,250,000 to
1,300,000 tons, of which total, according to the ratio hitherto
maintained about 40 per cent will be manufactured into bean
cake.” Address: Washington, DC.
2406. Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). 1910. News
and notes. Oct. 29. p. 12.
• Summary: “According to the Australasian, ‘agricultural
high schools have been established at Ballarat, Sale,
Shepparton, Warrnambool, and Wangaratta, these being
under the joint supervision of the Education and Agricultural

Departments. The latter department is now engaged in the
session’s work of instructing the pupils how to put in certain
experimental crops. The field branch superintendent, Mr.
J.M.B. Connor, was at Wangaratta last week, having gone to
select a site for the fodder maize plots, which will be sown
by the boys during the present week. The varieties of seed
chosen, five in number, are those deemed to be best suited
to the district; a plot of soya beans will also be sown. Mr.
Connor, on his return, stated that he was highly pleased
with the condition of the farm generally, which is under the
management of Mr. George Gordon.’”
2407. Page, H. Orville (Pat). 1910. Maroon baseball nine
at ambassadors reception in Japan... Orientals give Yankees
many treats before games. Chicago Daily Tribune. Oct. 30.
p. C4.
• Summary: Tokyo, Oct. 2.–”The University of Chicago
baseball team has been entertained royally since its arrival
in Japan. Wednesday night Waseda university tendered the
maroons an elaborate banquet at Seiyoken, Uyema, and
welcomed us formally.”
“Move number two found them [the Japanese baseball
players] squatted around on mats with their individual
charcoal stove [sic, stoves] before them... The [Japanese]
athletes relished most the item entitled ‘niku nabe,’ cooked in
‘shoyu,’ a bean sauce,...”
2408. Times (London). 1910. Soy bean cake. Oct. 31. p. 5,
col. 2. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Evidence of the feeding value of soy bean
cake is given in reports upon experiments conducted at the
Midland and Agricultural College, Kingston, Derbyshire,
and on two farms in Scotland by the authorities of the East
of Scotland Agricultural College. These documents are
instructive as showing properties of this material for dairy
cows and for fattening bullocks respectively.”
At the Midland Dairy College, certain quantities of cake
were given to cows in the first of the 2 Scottish experiments,
etc.
“The conclusions arrived at by those responsible for
these responsible for these experiments are:–(1) The soy
bean cake is a perfectly safe food when used with discretion,
but notwithstanding its high analysis soy bean cake at £6
1.5s. per ton seems to be a dearer feeding stuff than good
linseed cake at £9: (2) The poorer the soy bean cake is in oil
[the lower the oil content of the soy bean cake], the better
are the results obtained. And when the increased cost of the
richer cake is taken into consideration, the results are much
in favour of the soy bean cake with least oil. As the same
amount of oil in linseed cake gave good results, it would
seem that the unsatisfactory results obtained with the soy
bean are due to some property of the oil in this food.”
2409. Agricultural J. of India (Calcutta). 1910. Cultivation
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and utilisation of soy bean. 5(4):375. Summary from the
Bulletin of the Imperial Institute, Vol. 7, No. 1 (1910). [3 ref]
• Summary: “A study is now being made by the Reporter
on Economic Products to the Government of India of the
composition of soy beans of established Indian races, with
a view to the determination of the proportion of oil which
they contain as compared with that contained in Manchurian
beans. The quantity of soy beans at present produced in India
is not sufficient for the creation of an export trade, but there
is ample evidence that the beans could be grown extensively
if desired.
“The introduction of the soy bean into India is of
comparatively recent date, and the product is not grown to
any large extent except among people of Mongolian races
and particularly in Burma. Experiments on the cultivation
of the plant have been carried out at various times at
Nagpur, Lahore, Madras, at several localities in the Bombay
Presidency and at Saharanpur in the United Provinces.
Further experiments, however, are required in order to prove
that the crop would be remunerative before it can be safely
recommended to the ryots.”
Note: In 1947 Lahore was divided between India and
Pakistan. It is not clear whether the soybean experiments
in Lahore were conducted in what later became India or
Pakistan.
2410. Gibault, Georges. 1910. Revue de “Les Pois
oléagineux de la Chine (Soja hispida)” par M. P Hervier
[Review of “Les Pois oleagineux de la Chine (Soja hispida)”
by Mr. P. Hervier]. Journal de la Societe Nationale
d’Horticulture de France (Jardins de France) 11:622-24.
Oct. Series 4. English-language summary in J. of the Royal
Horticultural Society 37:285. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This article was originally published in 1910 in
Le Jardin 24:233-36. Aug. 5. The author’s name in Le Jardin
is given as F. Hervier. Address: France.
2411. Main, F. 1910. Les produits du soja: Fourrage, engrais,
huile, torteau alimentaire, usages médicaux, Etat actuel de
la production et de la consommation. Avenir [The products
of the soybean: Forage, fertilizer/manure, oil, edible cake,
medical uses. Present state of production and consumption.
Future]. Journal d’Agriculture Tropicale 10(112):297-301.
Oct. [ soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Oil (Huile). Cake
(Tourteau). Forage (Fourrage). Green manure. Medical
usages and various other uses. The future of soya.
Page 300: Chinese factory near Paris and the factory of
the Biological Society of the Far East (l’usine de la Société
Biologique d’Extrême-Orient), recently installed in France
[by Li Yu-ying], with the goal of disseminating among sick
Europeans, soymilk, soy bread, and soy cheese (fromage
de Soja, [tofu]), supported by exact scientific facts. In
1890 Menudier used soy flour to treat diabetics. Address:

Agricultural engineer (Ingénieur agronome).
2412. Mene, Edouard. 1910. La Chine a l’Exposition de
Bruxelles [China at the Brussels Exposition]. Bulletin de
l’Association Amicale Franco-Chinoise 2(4):336-46. Oct.
See p. 340-43, 346. [Fre]
• Summary: 1. The Chinese pavilion: In the beautiful and
grandiose Universal Exposition of 1910, that a frightful
fire partially destroyed, the Chinese section merits special
mention. It is not an official exposition organized through the
care of the Chinese administration. Rather, it is an exposition
organized by five Chinese merchants The last one, Mr. Tsu
represents both soya and the ideal kite (soja et cerf-volant
idéal).
Note: The meaning of cerf-volant idéal is unclear. The
Chinese have long been known for their beautiful and welldesigned kites, some with long, flowing tails. However, if
Mr. Tsu was exhibiting kites, he would have used the plural
form of the noun. Is he saying that soy is like a high-flying
kite?
These exhibitors have gathered a certain amount of
indigenous and modern objects, commercial and artistic in a
pavilion located in the section reserved to foreign countries
(start of p. 339).
In the back of the room, to the right are displayed by
Mr. Tsu, the different products extracted from one of most
utilized plants in China: Soja hispida, Houang-teou, the
soybean of the leguminous family.
One can observe plates filled with soybean seeds
(graines), looking like little round (broad) beans (fèves), and
some dehulled soya beans; jars filled with white soya cheese,
looking like quark [tofu], cheese in round boxes, looking like
Camembert [fermented tofu]; a jar with the skin of the soya
cheese [yuba]; a vial with soya casein [soy protein].
A display case is filled with jars of different types
of yellow, green, and black soybeans, of soya flour, of
semolina, of a brownish soya coffee in bean and powder
form, of bottles of soymilk, of soy oil, and of Soy [sauce],
this condiment so utilized in Chinese cuisine. On a table
are displayed soya pastries resembling in their shape, the
Commercy madeleines [small sponge cakes shaped like
sea shells], some noodles, macaroni and soya bread that is
prescribed to diabetics as well as a gruel of soya flour. On the
floor are placed several square soybean cakes (tourteaux),
residue of the soya oil production, of a grey-yellow color,
to be used as fertilizer. A brochure on soya-based food
products, excerpted from the book The Soybean (Le Soja) by
Mr. Li Yu-ying is being handed out through the care of the
exhibitor, Mr. Tsu.
This brochure, titled: ‘Soya based Food Products’
(Produits alimentaires à base de Soja), Caseo-Sojaine, rue
Denis-Papin, les Vallées (Seine), describes these products
and their preparation: soya milk, liquid or in powder form,
derived from the grinding of the beans, after immersion,
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in water, for several hours. The grain content consisting of
legumin or vegetable casein, is placed under a grindstone:
one derives an homogenous, nutritive and digestible milk
product. Fermented and powdered milk is produced, soya
casein, extracted from the soya milk, with uses in food and in
industry; soya flour, obtained by the grinding of the dehulled
beans, completely deprived of their seed coat to lessen
the proportion of cellulose and increase its digestibility. It
does not contain any starch; soya bread, well utilized to
feed diabetics; by perfecting fermentation, one makes a
rather light bread, one that reminds one of rye bread; pasta
/ noodles; cookies, pastries, white- and pink-tinted pasta
prepared with soya flour, soy sauce (Soy) with a bouquet
that reminds one of burned onion that is used to enhance
fish and vegetables; soya jam (confiture de Soja), similar
in appearance and taste to chestnut cream (à la crème de
marrons), soya oil for food use; green vegetable soybeans
(légumes de Soja), whose sprouts may be used as a salad. As
for the soybean cakes (tourteaux), these are used for animal
feed and fertilizer.
In China, the Soja hispida (the soybean), with hairy
pods, with yellow, reddish, black, green, white, variegated
beans, whose taste echoes the green bean, the lentil, the pea,
and that has a high content of culinary oil, is grown, on a
large scale, in Mongolia, in Manchuria, and in the provinces
of Henan, Zhejiang, Jiangxi (Ho-nan, Tchokiang, Chan-si et
Chang-tong). It is one of the most utilized plants from the
culinary and industrial point of views.
Soy sauce, called Soy in English and in Chinese Tsiangyeou, is a greatly-appreciated condiment that is prepared with
yellow soybeans named Houang-teou and that one flavors
with star anise, green anise, and grated orange rind. It is a
blackish liquid, lightly syrup-like used to enhance the flavor
of fish, meat, and vegetables. Another Chinese condiment
[fermented black soybeans] is made with soybeans mixed
with salt and ginger. In Canton, Kiu-tsu [jiuzi, Cantonese
wine starter, a ferment] is made with soybeans, red rice,
and leaves of Glycosmis citrifolia. As for soya cheese, it is
made as follows (see footnote): Soak the soybeans in water
for 24 hours to make them swell; drain off the water, grind
while adding fresh water to form a slurry that is run through
a filter. Stir it by hand, then pour it into a caldron, where it
undergoes a slow cooking. Let it cool in a tub and remove
the foam with a big spoon.
A thick film [yuba] is formed on the surface. It is lifted
off with a round wooden stick shaped like a long chopstick
(baguette) and it is allowed to dry on thin ropes. This skin is
called skin of soya cheese [yuba]. To the remaining soymilk,
add a little water mixed with calcium sulfate (plâtre) and
several drops of nigari, which is magnesium chloride derived
from the salt in salt beds.
Footnote at the end of page 342: See (1) Bulletin of the
Society for Acclimatation, second series, volume 13, page
562, 1866, “On The production of tofu in China,” by Paul

Champion.
Stir in the liquid coagulant which will cause the casein
in the soymilk to coagulate. Pour the warm mass into in
a wooden frame or box lined internally with a fine cloth
through which the liquid whey will seep. Atop the frame or
box place a board loaded with weights to press the cheese
which is of a grayish white color, looks like quark, and has a
pea-pod taste (à goût de pois); with the addition of salt, this
cheese will keep; without this precaution, it spoils. It is used
to feed the impoverished portion of the population: often,
it is fried in soya oil. Soya cheese [tofu] is manufactured
on a large scale near Peking and in most of the sea ports
of Southern China. It is mostly the town of Ning-po that is
the center of this production. Each year, thousands of junks
(jonques) loaded exclusively with soya cheeses leave this
town’s harbor to reach other Chinese harbors.
Besides cheese [tofu], the most important soya product
is the oil that is extracted from its beans, mostly the yellow
beans called Houang-teou. This yellow oil, which is
siccative / drying, has a special smell and a pea-pod taste.
At Kaifeng (K’ai-fong) in Henan (Ho-nan) province, at Tsinan in the Chan-tong, and at T’ai-yuan in the Chan-si, are
located important soya oil manufacturing plants. But it is
mostly Ningpo in the Tcho-kiang, that is the center for the
production and the centralizing of soya oil. Much is also
produced in Newchwang [Nieou-tchouang], and in Chefoo
/ Tantai (Tche-fou) in Shantung province. The soybean
cakes (tourteaux), the by-products of soya oil processing,
are a major export out of Newchwang and Chefoo; they are
shipped to Swatow and Amoy to be used as fertilizer in sugar
cane plantations.
These soybean cakes (tourteaux) are sought after as
much as the beans themselves, and are to feed cattle, as are
the pods, the stems and the foliage of the plant. The beans of
Hei-teou, the black soya bean, mixed with cut up straw, are
given as feed to horses and mules in Northern China and in
Manchuria.
Note: This periodical was established to promote
understanding and friendship among the people of France
and China. Soja is mentioned on pages 341, 342, 343, and
346. Address: Dr.
2413. Proceedings of the Linnean Society of London. 1910.
Soy beans. Oct. (122nd Session). p. 53-55. Meeting of March
17, 1910.
• Summary: “Mr. J.H. Holland, F.L.S., also on behalf of the
Director of Kew, showed samples of the Soy Bean, Glycine
Soja, Sieb. & Zucc. (G. hispida, Maxim.), with herbarium
specimens of the plant producing this seed.
“He stated that the seeds of ‘Soy,’ of which there are
many varieties, may be black, brown, green or greenishyellow, yellow, or mottled; sometimes seeds are described
as white, but there appears to be no Soy bean true white in
color.
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“The plant is variously known as ‘Soy,’ ‘Soja,’ ‘Soya,’
‘White Gram,’ ‘American Coffee Berry,’ and ‘China Bean.’
“In China and Japan, where the plant has been cultivated
for many years–perhaps centuries–the beans are an important
food, and they are also said to be used as a substitute for
coffee.
“Bean cake and the sauce known commercially as ‘Soy’
is also made from them. It is stated that in the manufacture
of the soy of commerce, in addition to the beans, the
requirements are simply a large amount of salt and flour and
an unlimited supply of fresh water. Wenchow is an important
centre of the manufacture, and here the bean used for the
purpose is said to be chiefly the white form from Chinkiang.
The cultivation has been extended to India, Africa, and other
warm countries...
“The principal use of the beans in this country is for
the extraction of the oil, of which they contain about 18 per
cent. suitable for soap-making, and in general as a substitute
for cotton-seed oil. The residue, after the extraction of oil,
is suitable for feeding cattle, and for this purpose appears
likely to become a serious competitor of cotton-seed cakes,
sunflower-seed cakes, linseed cakes, &c.”
“Beans and bean-cake exported from China have gone
chiefly to Japan and certain parts of Asia, but recently,
beginning about November, 1908, an important trade has
been developed in them more especially with the beans,
between Manchuria and Europe, Dairen (Dalny) being the
chief place of export.
“The cause of this sudden development may, perhaps, be
attributed to the facts that a great increase in the cultivation
took place in Manchuria during the Russo-Japanese war to
meet the demands for food of the Russian Army; then, when
the troops were withdrawn, the production being found,
profitable, and the home demand reduced, other markets
were sought. The trade extended to Japan, and afterwards,
assisted perhaps by a period of depression in that country, it
extended to Europe, where the industry has created interest
in many quarters.
“The amount of the 1908 crop sent to Europe through
Vladivostok up to July, 1909, was 180,000 tons, the greater
part destined for the English market (Hull and Liverpool),
and the remainder going to German (Hamburg) and
Scandinavian ports.
“Up to 1907 the export of soy beans from Manchuria did
not exceed 120,000 tons annually. During 1908 the export
rose to 330,000 tons (one half shipped from Dairen; 100,000
tons from Newchang, and 65,000 tons by rail via Suifenho
[Suifenhe] to Vladivostok), the increase, it is said, being due
entirely to the demand from Europe.”
Summarized in Tropical Agriculture. 1910. July 15. p.
28. Address: England.
2414. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1910. The soy bean.
Nov. 1. p. 4.

• Summary: From Pioneer: “It will interest those who are
now busily engaged in this country in the cultivation of soy
beans, in the hope of intercepting some of the wealth that is
freely flowing to Manchuria, where this class of cultivation
has proved so important and so profitable, to know that, in
addition to its many other claims to utility and popularity,
a method has just been discovered of converting the soy
bean into a kind of coffee, a kind of milk, and also a kind of
cheese. Generally speaking imitation food stuffs are harmful,
but the claim is made that these latest products of the now
famous Manchurian bean are wholesome to a degree and
are likely to find a ready sale amongst those classes of the
community who cannot always afford a regular supply of
pure coffee and milk and sustaining cheese. At all events
there now seems to be a run on soy bean specialties.”
“Experiments have shown that this bean can be
cultivated in many places in India and required no very
particular attention. Even when carelessly sown in an
ordinary flower pot in a verandah in Calcutta it sprang up
in a few days, strong and vigorous. The point to be borne in
mind is this: The soy bean has been proved to be such an allaround useful commodity that the demand for it during the
past year or so has become enormous in practically all parts
of the world, and, as we have seen, new uses continue to be
found for it. Secondly, the growth in this trade is such that it
is evident that Manchuria will find it difficult to keep pace
with it even if there were any desire on the part of those in a
position to complete to allow her an undisputed monopoly of
this profitable trade. And, finally, it must not be forgotten that
the growing popularity of the soy bean is only acquired at the
expense of other oil seeds which are chiefly grown in India,
and it is not at all improbable that cultivators in this country
will soon have to decide whether there are to be less oil seeds
or more soy beans.”
2415. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Waterproof liquid from bean oil. 13(104):448. Nov. 3.
• Summary: “Vice-Consul A.A. Williamson quotes from the
Manchurian Daily News [Manshu Nichinichi Shimbun] the
statement that ‘an official of the South Manchurian Railway
has, by dint of application, invented a new use for soya-bean
oil as material for preparing a waterproof liquid which is
pronounced by the experts of the Dalny central laboratory
of that line to give greater durability at a cheaper cost.’ This
bean oil now comes into the United States free of duty.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
that contains the word “waterproof” (or “water proof” or
“waterproofing”) in connection with soybeans.
2416. Willis, R. 1910. Manchuria. Bean crops. Board of
Trade Journal (London) 71:236. Nov. 3. Summarized in J. of
the Board of Agriculture (London), Nov. 1910, p. 688.
• Summary: The author has telegraphed to the effect that
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“the bean harvest in Southern Manchuria is excellent, and
that harvest prospects in Northern Manchuria are from 20 to
30 per cent. better than last year, the beans also being of a
very much better quality.” Address: British Acting ConsulGeneral at Mukden.

and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.

2417. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: I sent you the following varieties
of soy beans. Letter to Prof. J.F. Duggar, Experiment Station,
Auburn, Alabama, Nov. 8. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Duggar: Under date of April
30th, I sent you the following varieties of soy beans in small
quantities to be grown in connection with studies of the oil
content:
“17261 Guelph.
“17251 Buckshot.
“17258 Ogemaw.
“20409 Hansen.
“Mammoth–seven varieties.
“I will appreciate it if you can send me seed of these
at an early date. A quart will be sufficient for our purposes.
Franking tags are enclosed do that these may be sent free
through the mail.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist.

2419. Pitzipios, G.D. 1910. China. Soya bean crop in
Chinkiang district. Board of Trade Journal (London) 71:292.
Nov. 10.
• Summary: “About one-fourth of the total quantity of soya
beans exported through that port is grown in the north of
the Chinkiang consular district, the rest being transit cargo
from other provinces. This year the local output may be
reckoned as practically nil, owing to floods in that part of the
district where the bean is grown.” Address: British Consul,
Chinkiang [Chen-chiang, Kiangsu province, China].

2418. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Studies of the oil content of soy
beans. Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN, Nov. 8. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: Under date of April
30th, I sent you the following varieties of soy beans in small
quantities to be grown in connection with studies of the oil
content:
“17261 Guelph.
“17251 Buckshot.
“17258 Ogemaw.
“20409 Hansen.
“Mammoth–seven varieties.
“I will appreciate it if you can send me seed of these
at an early date. A quart will be sufficient for our purposes.
Franking tags are enclosed so that these may be sent free
through the mail.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist. (Enclosures)”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops

2420. Sammons, Thomas. 1910. Soya bean trade on the
Pacific. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
13(110):545. Nov. 10.
• Summary: “The shipment of [soya] beans and bean cake
from the Orient to the North Pacific coast of America is
receiving the serious attention of Americans interested in
this subject, some of whom are making extended personal
investigations in Japan and other parts of the Far East (the
Pacific Oil Mills, of Seattle, Washington, being most active.)
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2020) that
mentions Pacific Oil Mills of Seattle, Washington. Pacific Oil
Mills began actual crushing of soybeans in 1911.
“It is roughly estimated that bean cake when prepared,
through sterilization and other treatment, is worth $32 to
$35 per ton in the North Pacific market, and that the cost in
the Far Eastern markets, also roughly estimated, is placed
in the neighborhood of $20 per ton. Therefore it is believed
that there are possibilities of building up a fairly profitable
business in this commodity.
“Heretofore the cost of transportation and the inability
to scientifically treat bean cake in America in preparing it
for the market have prevented any extensive shipments from
the Far East to the Pacific coast. Those who are now giving
the matter serious attention, however, find that for cattle feed
bean cake, when ground and sterilized, is highly satisfactory.
It is also believed that bean cake for fertilizing purposes may
ultimately be introduced into the Hawaiian Islands. This can
only be done in connection with satisfactory transportation
arrangements. In 1906 samples of Manchurian bean cake
as forwarded (by the writer) to the Honolulu Chamber
of Commerce were pronounced entirely satisfactory and
desirable for use on the sugar plantations.” Address: ConsulGeneral, Yokohama [Japan].
2421. Farben-Zeitung. 1910. Referate. Ueber die Sojabohne
[Reviews: About the soybean (Abstract)]. 16(7):338. Nov.
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12. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
German-language article: Grossmann, H. 1910. Ein neuer
Welthandelsartikel [A new article of world trade]. Berliner
Tageblatt 39(548):2. Oct. 28. Handels-Zeitung section.
Evening edition. Friday.
2422. W.H.M. 1910. Soy beans and a mulch (Letter to the
editor). Rural New-Yorker 69(4072):1046. Nov. 12. Oversize.
• Summary: The Soy beans shown at Fig. 444 were grown
on Sand Mt., Alabama. The soil here is sandy mulatto, with
a red clay subsoil, about 200 feet above lime rock. The beans
were not fertilized except what they got from the preceding
potato crop. They are of the Mammoth variety and required
only 100 days to make seed. In height they ranged from 40
to 52 inches. They were planted in drills about 26 inches
apart and from eight to 12 to the foot in the drills scattered
broadly. When about a foot high the ground was covered
with forest leaves to the depth of two inches, and when half
grown the beans covered the ground completely. I am a
crank in regard to using forest leaves on the farm, and have a
good chance here to indulge in my crankiness. The soil here
is inclined to form a hard-pan just below the plowed surface,
and I find that by using forest leaves plentifully the hard-pan
disappears, while the crops are immensely benefitted from
the conservation of moisture.
“W.H.M., Long Island, Ala.”
A small photo shows a man standing in a field of
soybeans. The caption: “An Alabama soy bean crop. Fig.
444.” Address: Long Island, Alabama.
2423. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Was a nervous
week in cotton oil market. Nov. 13. p. C8.
• Summary: “The week’s importations included 1,000
barrels of soy bean oil from England and also 255 casks of
palm oil from the same place.”
2424. San Francisco Chronicle. 1910. Fertilizer in Japan.
Nov. 13. p. 57.
• Summary: “It is well known that soy bean cake has
for years been the most popular fertilizer in Japan. Now,
however, that the United Kingdom and the continent of
Europe and America to a less extent have become purchasers
of Manchurian beans, the question arises whether Japan will
continue to be able to buy bean cake in huge quantities if the
price rises appreciably.”
2425. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1910. Die Industrie des
Soyabohnenoeles [The soya-bean oil industry]. Chemische
Industrie (Berlin) 33(22):705-08. Nov. 15. Whole number
670. (Chem. Abst. 5:597). [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a major report on the world soybean
oil industry. “In an astonishingly short period of time, the
almost unknown soybean has become a major oilseed in

Europe.” The method of separating the oil from the soya
bean in Manchuria is to soak the seeds in water overnight,
to crush them, and, after boiling the mass with a little water,
to express the oil in a primitive form of press. Owing to
the length of time during which the pressure is continued,
the yield of oil is as high, if not higher, than is given by the
modern hydraulic presses [used in Europe]. The expressed
oil is mainly used for food, while any that is unfit for that
purpose is burned in lamps. The residual cakes in the press,
which are about 3 inches thick and 2 to 3 feet in diameter,
form a staple food product. The bean cakes in China are
called teou-fou-tcha [sic, actually this term refers to okara].
Some idea of the trade done in these soya bean cakes
may be formed from the fact that during the year 1904 no
less than 160,000 tons of soya bean cake (not including the
beans themselves or the oil) were exported to Japan alone,
although that country itself produced about 2,500,000 hl.
(1 hectoliter = 100 liters, so 6,875,000 bushels) of beans,
which were utilised in 11,000 factories that manufacture soy
sauce. In the year 1909 the quantity of beans exported from
Manchuria to Japan reached 600,000 tons.
Until two years ago considerable difficulties stood in
the way of the trade with Europe, for the long sea-voyage
through the tropics and especially through the Red Sea,
had such a deteriorating effect upon the beans, that, after
removal of about 10 per cent of oil, the residual oil cake
was quite unsuitable as a feeding stuff. Only a small amount
arrived in Liverpool, where the resident Chinese created an
insignificant demand for their favorite dishes. Nevertheless,
small amounts of soybean cake (Soyakuchen) were imported
to England for use in mixed feeds, although this branch of
trade had but a paltry existence. Therefore the confluence of
a number of particularly favourable conditions were required
to introduce the beans into the world and European markets.
During the Russo-Japanese War, soybeans served as a staple
food for the Japanese, and later the Russian soldiers. After
the war, Manchuria was thrown open to the commerce of
the world. Thanks to the industrial activity of the Japanese
and the decline in the shipping rates, a favorable opportunity
arose, after the soldiers left, for exporting large quantities of
the beans to England.
The first large consignment reached Liverpool towards
the end of 1908, and its arrival coincided with a period of
great scarcity of other oils and fats, due to various causes,
and, in particular, to the increased consumption of edible
fats, and the growing demand for dynamite glycerin for the
Transvaal mines and the construction of the Panama canal. In
addition to this, the cotton-seed harvest in the United States
had been poor, and this had caused a considerable increase
in the price of Egyptian cotton-seed, so that many oil-mills
in England had been forced temporarily to suspend work.
Hence attention was at once directed to the new raw material,
large quantities of which were available at favourable prices.
The imported beans had the following average
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composition: Water 10%, oil 18%, proteins 40%,
carbohydrates 22%, fibre 5%, and ash, 5%. It was not
possible to reckon upon a higher yield of oil than 10 per cent.
from the beans, but feeding experiments with the oil-cake
showed that while it produced as much flesh as cotton-seed
oil-cake, it caused the cows to yield a milk richer in cream.
Thus for some time past soya cake has fetched higher prices
in the market than cotton-seed cake.
Had it not been for the timely appearance of soy-bean
oil the already high price of cotton-seed oil would have
been at least 25 per cent. higher, and there would have been
a corresponding increase in price of all the fats used in
the soap industry. Immense quantities of the new oil were
employed in the manufacture of soap, and during the year
1909 more than 400,000 tons of the beans were imported
into England. Only small quantities were sent to America,
and, relatively, very little to the continent of Europe.
The high tariff on raw materials in Germany and in
France prevented the importation of the seed, and at first
the English oil manufacturers took advantage of this, and
exported large quantities of soya oil and soya cake both to
America and the Continent. Only within the last few months
have the German oil manufacturers succeeded in obtaining
the concession that soya beans may be imported into
Germany free of duty, but in the near future the production of
soya oil and soya cake may become an important branch of
the German oil industry.
The chief use of the new material in the manufacture
of soap is as a partial substitute for cotton-seed oil in
the production of hard soaps, while for soft soaps it can
completely replace cotton-seed oil and partly replace linseed
oil. Soya-bean oil has also been extensively used as an edible
oil, and in admixture with cotton-seed oil large quantities
of it have been consumed in England. It has also been
employed as an oil for the preservation of sardines. Attempts
were made to use it as a substitute for linseed oil in the color
and varnish industries, but it can never replace the latter oil
completely.
The composition of soya-bean oil renders it particularly
suitable for the adulteration of both linseed and cotton-seed
oils, while it is also frequently employed as an adulterant of
Japanese rape oil.
The chief ports for the export of soya beans are
Newchang, Dalny, Vladivostok, and Hankow, while the
principal European ports for their importation are Hull,
London, and Liverpool, and, more recently, Hamburg. The
supply of the beans is assured for several years, for, in
addition to that produced in Manchuria and South China,
attempts, which appear likely to be successful, are being
made to cultivate the plant in West Africa and in the East
Indies.
In the Southern States of North America the soya plants
are already grown for fodder, and experiments are now being
made to cultivate them for the production of oil seed. It has

already been proved that the beans grown in West Africa
from Asiatic seed do not yield less oil than the original seed.
The author lived 1857-1913.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Panama or the Canal Zone. Address: London.
2426. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Cotton oil
movement toward lower level. Nov. 20. p. C8.
• Summary: “Importations of cotton oil from England have
increased. Among the late arrivals were 186 drums and 1,000
barrels. Importations of soja bean oil included 2,500 barrels
and 175 casks, all from England. Heavy arrivals of peanut
oil were also noted from Marseilles [France] and Rotterdam”
[Netherlands].
2427. Times (London). 1910. Soy bean as a fertilizer. Nov.
21. p. 14, col. 6.
• Summary: “Several subjects of importance to this country
are discussed in the Daily Consular and Trade Reports
published by the Bureau of Manufacturers, Department of
Commerce and Labour, Washington [DC]. A note upon soy
beans as a land fertilizer is particularly noteworthy in view
of the doubt expressed in this country last year as to their
manurial value.”
There follows a summary of: Gilbert, A.W. 1910. “Soy
beans and fertilizer question.” Daily Consular and Trade
Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of
Commerce and Labor). Oct. 5. p. 55.
2428. Broome, F.H. 1910. Re: Edward soy beans which you
desire can not be supplied. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau
of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington,
D.C., Nov. 28. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: In Professor Morgan’s absence, I
have referred your letter of the 19th to Mr. S.M. Spangler,
one of the farm foremen; and I regret to say that he reports
that the Edward soy beans which you desire can not be
supplied.
“Very truly yours, Secretary.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Secretary, Univ. of Tennessee
Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
2429. Carver, G.W. 1910. Re: Tuskegee Experiment Station
work in growing the Soy bean. Letter to Mr. Attwell, Nov.
28. 1 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: “In reply to your note asking me if the
Experiment Station has made any experiments in the
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growing of Soy bean, I beg to say as follows:
“That in 1903 seven of the leading varieties were tested
with the following results: The Mammoth Yellow did the
best. It is a strong-growing variety, making a height of from
the waist to the shoulder, and in good land it literally covered
itself with beans. Unless cut early it gets exceedingly woody,
and the stalks are very hard, but it stands up well and is
easier to cut than pea vines [cow pea vines] and also is more
easily cured, and as a green food it is most excellent. I can
highly recommend this variety.
“The next in order was the Medium Yellow–the Black
also did fairly well. The Pale Green is another good variety,
but for our soil the Mammoth Yellow was best.”
Note that Carver did not answer this question from
an historical viewpoint (since soybeans were first tested
at Tuskegee in 1899 mainly for their grazing and forage
value) but rather from a practical current viewpoint since he
apparently felt that Mr. Atwell was interested in planting the
best soybeans available.
Location: Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
Microfilm of The George Washington Carver Papers in
the Tuskegee Institute Archives, Roll 4 #0833. Address:
Director, Dep. of Agricultural Instruction & Experiment
Station, Tuskegee, Alabama.
2430. Daily Post (Australia). 1910. On the land: A column
for rural producers. Growing importance of soya bean trade.
Nov. 29. p. 3.
• Summary: “The extraordinary development of the export
of Manchurian [soya] beans to Europe which began in the
autumn of 1908 is considered by the British Commercial
Attache at Pekin to form the most marked feature of the
trade of China during the last year. It is a trade of special
interest to us, as the United Kingdom, in consequence of the
high import tariff of other countries, enjoyed practically a
monopoly of the shipments, although we believe that both
Germany and France have now arranged to admit the beans
free of duty or at a much reduced tariff.
“In the meantime, British oil crushing industries have
derived much profit from the large importations of the beans,
being made to a great extent independent of the scarce
supplies of cotton seed, linseed seed, etc., and the cake made
from the crushed residue has provided an excellent cattle
cake.
“During the last complete shipping season, from
November 1908 to September 1909, as many as 34 steamers
loaded cargoes of the beans, and the shipments for the year
which ended last December was 234,000 tons from one port,
shipped by British and Japanese firms. The total shipments to
Europe from Manchuria in 1909 amounted to about 548,000
tons, and in Japan it is estimated that 294,000 tons were
exported.
“The purchase of beans in the interior of the country
is said to be an operation involving no small difficulty and

financial risk. The effect of the keen competition which
naturally followed the successful business of 1908-09 was
to raise the price of beans, and difficulties were experienced
in getting deliveries in accordance with contracts fixed when
prices were low. The business lends itself to gambling, and
large sums are said to have been lost by the less fortunate
speculators.
“In the report of his Majesty’s Consul at Newchwang
on the trade of the port for 1909 will be found an estimate
an estimate of the total production of [soya] beans in South
Manchuria, based upon the amounts of beans and bean cake
exported from Newchwang and Dairen. The conclusion is
reached that these exports represent a total of 1,333,000 tons
of beans, and that the production under favorable conditions
can be estimated at not far short of 1,480,000 tons.”
2431. F.M. 1910. Huilerie de Soja [Soybean oil mills].
Journal d’Agriculture Tropicale 10(113):352. Nov. 30. [Fre]
• Summary: A recent decree from the Ministry of
Agriculture will authorize the temporary admission of soya
destined to be processed in oil mills. The Administration of
Tariffs will be based on a yield of 12% oil in order to control
the quantities exempt from import duties. There can be no
doubt that this measure will attract the interest of French
farmers.
2432. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du
Jardin Colonial). 1910. Analyses de soja [Analyses of
soybeans]. 10(92):427-28. Nov. [Fre]
• Summary: “The Colonial Garden [Jardin Colonial,
probably located in Paris, France] has recently had the
opportunity to conduct a number of analyses of samples of
the soybean [Soja] and of products made from these seeds.
A compositional analysis is then given for white soybeans
and black soybeans from northern China, white soybeans
imported from Denmark, dehulled white soybeans, flour
of white soybeans, soybean cake (from white soybeans),
and bread made from white soybeans. The bread contains
15.53% moisture, 3.74% minerals, 30.25% nitrogenous
(protein) materials, 7.36% fat, and 17.88% saccharifiable
materials.
Page 428 contains an analysis of soy sauce (la Sauce
de Soya), which is said to be known, in China and Japan,
under the name of “Schoyu.” Solids comprise 39.59% of the
product on a dry-weight basis. These solids are composed of
ash 41.70%, nitrogenous materials [proteins] 18.00%, and oil
4.2%. The mineral portion is very rich in chlorine, potash,
and soda or kali (soude [sodium]), and rather rich in sulfuric
acid; it contains traces of phosphate.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the word Schoyu to refer to soy
sauce.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Denmark. This document contains
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the second earliest date seen for soybeans in Denmark (Nov.
1910). According to Thompson (1914, p. 15) Denmark first
started importing commercial quantities of soybeans in 1911;
that year they imported 20,000 metric tons. Address: Le
Jardin Colonial, Paris, France.
2433. Product Name: [Drying Soya Bean Oil].
Manufacturer’s Name: Chemische en Veraffabrick de
Vecht.
Manufacturer’s Address: Loenen aan de Vecht, Utrecht,
Holland.
Date of Introduction: 1910 November.
New Product–Documentation: Oil and Colourman’s
Journal [Oil and Colour Trades Journal; Paint, Oil & Colour
Journal]. 1910. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. Dec. 19.
p. 25-26.
2434. James, Edmund J. 1910. Origin of the Land Grant
Act of 1862 (the so-called Morrill Act) and some account
of its author, Jonathan B. Turner. University Studies (The)
(University of Illinois) 4(1):1-111. Nov.
• Summary: “Thesis: It is proposed to prove in this paper
that Jonathan B. Turner, at one time professor in Illinois
College at Jacksonville, Illinois, was the real father of the
so-called Morrill Act of July 2, 1862, and that he deserves
the credit for having been the first to formulate clearly and
definitely the plan of a national grant of land to each state in
the Union for the promotion of education in agriculture and
the mechanical arts, and of having inaugurated and continued
to a successful issue the agitation that made possible the
passage of the bill.”
The federal [Morrill] act was signed into law by
Abraham Lincoln in July 1862. By this act a grant was made
to each state in the Union of “thirty thousand acres of land
for each senator and representative to which it was entitled in
the federal congress for the purpose of promoting ‘the liberal
and practical education of the industrial classes in the several
pursuits and professions in life,’ has turned out to be, in the
course of time, the greatest endowment of higher education
ever made at one time by the act of any legislature.
“It marked the beginning of a comprehensive policy
of federal endowment of higher education which has been
continued by the enactment of several subsequent acts
looking in the same direction,...”
The Morrill Act was followed by the Hatch act of March
2, 1887, which appropriated federal money to establish an
agricultural experiment station in each state, and the Morrill
College Aid act of August 30, 1890, which provided for the
more complete endowment and support of the colleges for
the benefit of agriculture and the mechanical arts. In this
paper “There is no desire to detract one iota from the credit
due Mr. Morrill for his earnest, wise, and persistent advocacy
of the policy of Federal Aid to education.”
Jonathan Baldwin Turner lived 1805-1899. Justin Smith

Morrill lived 1810-1898. A second Morrill Act of Aug. 1890
was passed to ensure further endowment of the land-grant
colleges with federal funds. Address: President of the Univ.
of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois.
2435. Kato, Yogoro. 1910. Yuba no seisei [On the chemistry
of the formation of yuba]. Tokyo Kagaku Kaishi (J. of the
Tokyo Chemical Society) 31(11):1139-55. Nov. [11 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Contents: The surface tension of soymilk
(p. 1140). Relationship between the formation of yuba
and the gas in contact with the surface of the soymilk
(1142). Relationship between the formation of yuba and
the evaporation at the liquid surface (1143). Relationship
between the concentration of soymilk and the formation of
yuba: Table shows concentration vs. time for yuba to form
(1144). Changes in the concentration of soymilk during yuba
formation (1146). Relationship between the sequence of
yuba films and their respective composition (1146). Changes
in the composition of the soymilk during yuba formation
and relationship between concentration of the milk and the
yuba (1148). Relationship between yuba formation and
temperature (1149). Nature of the soymilk after removal of
oil/fat (1150). Experiment on film formation using cow’s
milk (1151). Formation of films on a liquid consisting of
dissolved starch (1153). Summary and conclusion (p. 1153).
Note: Throughout this article, the term for “soymilk” is
written tôeki, or “bean liquid.” Address: Rigakushi.
2436. Reiter, H. 1910. Die Sojabohne, Glycine hispida
Moench [The soybean, Glycine hispida Moench]. Pflanzer
(Der) (East Africa). Vol. 6. Flugblatt No. 9. 4 p. Nov. Beilage
zum Pflanzer. Bound at the end the volume. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: 1. What is the soybean? 2. Where is
the soybean cultivated? 3. Where and how can the soybean
be cultivated? 4. With which other crops is the soybean
planted (in mixed cultures, as green manure, in rotations)?
5. Fertilizer for soybeans. 6. Use of soybeans: The beans,
straw, hay, and silage, oil and cake (Presskuchen). As a
source of seed, the firm Boehmer & Co. in Yokohama is
recommended. Note: No mention is made in the text of
soybeans in connection with Africa or Tanzania. Address:
Biologisch Landwirtschaftlichen Institut Amani, German
East Africa.
2437. Yoshimura, Kiyohisa. 1910. Toxic bases present
in decomposed soya beans (Abstract). Analyst (London)
35(416):484-85. Nov. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is an English-language summary of
the following German-language article: (Biochemische
Zeitschrift, 1910, 28(1):16-22. Sept. 15).
“The following method was adopted for isolating basic
substances from soya beans which had been ground to a thin
paste with water and allowed to undergo decomposition for a
period of about four months. The mass was first diluted with
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water, strained through linen, and the solution precipitated
with basic lead acetate; the filtrate from the lead precipitate
was then freed from lead by means of hydrogen sulphide
and partially evaporated. This solution was treated with
phosphotungstic acid in the presence of sulphuric acid,
and the bases were obtained by treating the precipitate in
the usual manner; the strongly alkaline solution was next
neutralised with nitric acid, treated with silver nitrate,
and filtered, a small quantity of purine bases being thus
separated. On adding a slight excess of silver nitrate and
barium hydroxide to the filtrate, a precipitate was obtained
which, after the removal of the silver and the barium,
yielded a base, beta-imidazolylethylamine (cf. Windaus
and Vogt, Ber., 1907, 40, 3691); the hydrochloride of this
base melted at 235º C, its picrate at 230º to 235º C, and its
platinichloride decomposed at 240º C. without melting. The
filtrate from the silver nitrate-barium hydroxide precipitate
was, after removal of the excess of silver and barium,
treated with sulphuric acid and phosphotungstic acid; the
bases reprecipitated by this reagent were separated and their
solution concentrated under reduced pressure. The residual
mass of crystals and syrup was then extracted with absolute
alcohol; the insoluble portion yielded a fraction soluble in
methyl alcohol, which was identified as pentamethylenediamine (cadaverine), whilst the portion remaining insoluble
in methyl alcohol consisted of tetramethylenediamine
(putrescine). The fraction which was soluble in absolute
alcohol consisted of trimethylamine. One kilo, of the original
air-dried soya beans yielded the following quantities of
basic substances: beta-imidazolylethylamine, 0.18 grm.;
pentamethylenediamine, 0.53 grm.; tetramethylenediamine,
0.25 grm.; trimethylamine, 0.23 grm. The corresponding
amino acids, histidine, lysine, and arginine, were not
present.”
2438. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1910. Manchuria.
Bean crop in Northern Manchuria. 71:443. Dec. 1.
• Summary: “The British Acting Consul at Harbin reports
as follows, under date 8th November, regarding the soya
bean crop in his district, i.e., that part of Manchuria north of
Changchun or 44º N. lat.:–An estimate of an increase of from
20 to 30 per cent. in the yield this year, as compared with
last, comes from Chinese sources; other authorities place the
increase at 50 per cent...
“At a conference of local exporters of beans and grain
products, held at Harbin on 15th October, it was decided
that the quantity of beans available for export from North
Manchuria might be placed at 24.28 million pouds (about
390,000–450,000 tons). The figures were calculated on the
basis of a total crop of 48 million pouds (about 775,000
tons), of which about half was expected to be available for
export.”
2439. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. Prospects of

lower soya bean values. Difference of opinion abroad–Crop
large and quality better. 78(23):23. Dec. 5.
• Summary: The new Manchurian soya bean crop is
expected to be 25-30% larger than last year’s crop. One firm
predicts that about 1,550,000 tons of soya beans will be
available for export from the 1910-1911 crop; Japan will take
600,000 tons and South China 200,000 tons leaving 750,000
tons available for Europe. “The beans are required in Japan
for making Japanese sauce–a national food in demand during
the winter.”
A table shows shipments of soya beans from Manchuria.
from Oct. 1 to Sept. 30, 1908-09, and 1909-10, from three
ports: Dalny (the leading port both years), Newchwang, and
Vladivostok (having the smallest exports of the three).
2440. Redding, R.J. 1910. Farms and farmers: Inoculating
legumes. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Dec. 5. p. 10.
• Summary: John Shanahan of Lawrenceville, Georgia,
writes–”I would like to know if soybean needs to be
inoculated if planted on land that has grown cowpeas?”
“Answer–I have not found it necessary to inoculate
either soybean, Japan clover or sweet clover. I planted
soybean more than forty years ago, which was long before
we heard of inoculating legumes, with entire success and
have repeatedly done so since... On thin soils it may be that
each of them would do better the first year if the seeds or the
ground be first inoculated. Try some with and some without
inoculating and you will then know for yourself.” Address:
Griffin, Georgia.
2441. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1910. China. Soya
bean crop in Shanghai district. 71:495. Dec. 8.
• Summary: “H.M. Consul-General at Shanghai also reports
that the area under soya beans in his consular district
is a small one, and that the crop is only grown for local
consumption. The harvest this year has been a remarkably
good one. The price of beans at the date of writing (20th
October) was 2.50 taels (tael = about 2s. 6d. at present) per
picul (picul = 133 1/3 lbs.).” Address: Shanghai, China.
2442. Horne, H. 1910. Manchuria. Soya bean exports from
Southern Manchuria. Board of Trade Journal (London)
71:495. Dec. 8.
• Summary: “Although the bean harvest in Southern
Manchuria has been very good, the quantity of beans that has
come down to Dairen this season is only half the quantity
that arrived during the corresponding period of last year.”
Address: British Acting-Consul, Dairen.
2443. Agricultural News (Barbados). 1910. Feeding value of
soy bean cake. 9(225):395. Dec. 10. [1 ref]
• Summary: Review of an article from The Field, Vol. 116
(CXVI), p. 801. Oct. 22, 1910.
The review states: “Last winter, experiments with soy
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bean cake as a concentrated food for fattening bullocks were
carried out by the East of Scotland College of Agriculture,
on a farm in Forfarshire and another in Fifeshire. The
fattening of cattle in winter is an important business in
those counties, and though the chief materials in the diet
are home-grown roots with straw or hay, cake or meal of
some sort is added freely in the last few months of the
fattening process. Linseed cake is the favourite material for
the finishing period, but it has become so dear [expensive]
that a suitable substitute would be welcomed, and it was
because of its possibilities in this direction that the advent
of soy bean cake excited such keen interest. The basal
ration in the experiments consisted in one case of 85 lb. of
swedes, 8.1, lb. of oat straw (which was partially replaced
during the last four weeks with hay), and 4 lb. of Bombay
cotton cake, reduced in the latter half of the experiment to
315 1b. per head per day; and in the other 100 lb. of swedes,
8 lb. oat straw, and 4 lb. Bombay cotton cake throughout
the whole period of the experiment. In the first case, the
experimental ingredients were (1) linseed cake, (2) soy bean
cake (6 per cent. of oil); and (3) a specially manufactured
compound cake comprising seven-fifteenths soy bean cake,
six-fifteenths soy bean meal, and one-fifteenth each Indian
corn and locust bean meal. The allowance in each case was
2 lb. per day to begin with, increased gradually to 5 lb. The
linseed cake lot grew more than the other groups, but did
not finish so early. Notwithstanding the higher price, linseed
cake gave the largest profit, with the soy bean cake second.
As regards the quality of the meat, lot three (compound
cake) were declared by the butcher to be superior to lot one
(linseed cake); no mention is made of lot two.
“In the second experiment, linseed cake and soy bean
cake were used as before, but the third lot received soy
bean cake containing 11 per cent. of oil. In this case, lot two
gave clearly the best result, with lot three (11 per cent. of
oil) second, and lot one (linseed cake) third, the difference
between one and two amounting to about 11s. per head. The
interesting point in this experiment is the superior results
from 6 per cent. as compared with 11 per cent. of oil. It
would seem that it is the quality of the soy bean oil rather
than the quantity of it that influences the results, as at both
farms the smaller quantity gave the best returns.
“The general conclusion arrived at on the basis of these
trials, is that soy bean cake is a perfectly safe food when
used With discretion, but that notwithstanding its high
analysis, the ordinary brand at £6 15s. per ton seems to be a
dearer feeding stuff than good linseed cake at £9.”
2444. Chemische Industrie (Berlin). 1910. Einfuhr von
Soyabohnen in das deutsche Zollgebiet im Jahre 1910
[Importation of soybeans into the German customs zone in
1910]. 33(24):792. Dec. 15. [Ger]
• Summary: From January to Oct., 28,110 tonnes of
soybeans have been imported. They originate in Manchuria

and arrive via the ports of Vladivostok, Dalny, etc. The
main importer in Germany is the firm Henry P. Newman
in Hamburg. The processing of the beans into oil and cake
takes place in Hamburg oil factories, for example Thörls
Vereinigte Oelfabriken A.-G. in Harburg. A new factory is
under construction at Stettin.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2016)
concerning Thörls / Thoerls Vereinigte Oelfabriken A.-G.
and soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2016)
concerning the factory [oil mill] at Stettin; Stettinger
Oelwerke was founded in 1910 and in 1911 became the
first German company to process soybeans using solvent
extraction.
Note 3. In Jan. 1937 Harburg, located on the Elbe River
near Hamburg, became part of Hamburg, Germany.
Note 4. Stettin [today’s Sczcecin in Poland] is the largest
seaport in Poland (as of May 2016); it is located on the
Baltic Sea and the Oder River. In 1870 Stettin became part
of the German Empire, and continued to be part of Germany
until shortly after World War II. In 1945 Russia unilaterally
handed over the city of Stettin on the left
west bank of the Oder to the Poles, who soon converted
it into the completely Polish city of Scezecin (pronounced
STETCH-in).
2445. Chemische Industrie (Berlin). 1910. Mandschurei:
Ernte in Soyabohnen [Manchuria: The soybean harvest].
33(24):792. Dec. 15. (Chem. Abst. 5:1304). [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean harvest for 1910 is given as
1,300,000 tonnes (metric tons), up from 1,150,000 tonnes
the previous year (1909), but down from 1,500,000 tonnes in
1908.
2446. Chemische Industrie (Berlin). 1910. Soyabohnen als
Duengemittel in Japan [Soybeans as a fertilizer in Japan].
33(24):792. Dec. 15. (Chem. Abst. 5:1511). [Ger]
• Summary: Up until now soybeans have been used in large
quantities as fertilizers in Japan. However, because of the
current rapid rise in the world demand for soybeans, their
price has also risen a great deal, so it is expected that Japan
will switch to using ammonium sulphate (Ammonsulfat) and
saltpeter (Salpeter, potassium nitrate) as fertilizers.
2447. Country Gentleman. 1910. Inquiries and answers: what
readers want to know. Tomatoes. 75(3020):1172. Dec. 15.
• Summary: “I have one acre of moist upland on which I
wish to grow tomatoes. The land was sown with redtop and
pastured for two years, then plowed up July 20, and sown
thick in soy beans. These had but one rain, so they grew 30
inches tall, ripened well, and were plowed under six inches
deep, Oct. 12. I then sowed 1½ bushels of rye on the land
and the rye is growing fast. What else could be done to make
a fine crop of tomatoes, and what could be done to prevent
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blight and rot? Would you advise using lime of any kind?
M.H.F. Humboldt, Tennessee.
“An application of lime will probably be very desirable
on your land, particularly since you have turned under so
much green manure...”
2448. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Soya-bean cultivation in Australia. 13(139):1014. Dec. 15.
• Summary: “Consul John F. Jewell, of Melbourne, reports
that the superintendent of agriculture recently imported
4½ tons of soya-bean seed from the East for distribution,
at cost price, among the farmers of Victoria, and that it has
been furnished them, with instructions relative to cultivation
and its value as cattle and hog feed, in quantities varying
between 2 pounds and 15 bushels, 95 growers having applied
therefor.” Address: Washington, DC.
2449. Farben-Zeitung. 1910. Das Wichtigste [Most
important (Soybean imports into Germany)]. 16(12):597.
Dec. 17. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean can now be imported to Germany
free of tariffs.
2450. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Tendency of
prices upward in cotton oil. Dec. 18. p. C8.
• Summary: “The heaviest importations consisted of soy
bean oil, but it is understood that these were for the linseed
oil and not the cotton oil trade.”
2451. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1910. Note and
comment. Dec. 19. p. 8.
• Summary: “Japanese living in our Pacific states are
importing canned beef from their native land.” It “is known
to the trade as ‘Yamatoni’ beef–’Yamato’ being the poetical
name for Japan and ‘ni’ meaning stewed or cooked. Before
being cooked, the beef is sliced so as to permit of its being
picked up with chopsticks. It is then thoroughly cooked with
shoyu and sugar. Sometimes a little thin-sliced fresh ginger is
added as a flavor” before it is canned.
2452. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. Drying soya bean
oil. 78(25):25-26. Dec. 19. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The Chemische en Veraffabrick de Vecht of
Loenen-a.-d.-Vecht, Holland, have supplied us, by request,
with a few particulars concerning their ‘Drying Soya Bean
Oil,’ which constitutes an important adaptation of a valuable
new material, says a recent issue of the Oil and Colourman’s
Journal. They say: It has often been attempted to use soya
bean oil as a drying oil, but without a marked success till
now.”
2453. Wall Street Journal. 1910. Manchurian soya crop.
Quantity of beans available for export about 450,000 tons–

Germany large buyer. Dec. 19. p. 3.
• Summary: “At a conference of beans and grain products
held at Harbin, Manchuria, recently, it was estimated that
the quantity of soya beans available for export from North
Manchuria would be from 390,000 to 450,000 tons out of a
total crop of 775,000 tons. The Chinese Railway is said to
be prepared to provide five trains daily, each 30 cars of 15
tons capacity to handle the beans. In the Antwerp [Belgium]
market the oil is scarce. Spots according to Dornbusch are
hardly obtainable, and a very active business is being done
in futures. Dealers are asking 83½ francs for immediate
shipment.
“The suspension of the duty on soya beans in Germany
has resulted in a great expansion of imports. Between Jan.
1 and Oct. 31, of this year Germany’s imports aggregated
28,100 tons, compared with nothing a year ago.”
2454. Goesling, W. 1910. Fortschritte und Neuheiten
der Pharmazie im II, Viertel 1910. (B) Analytische
Methoden, galenische und chemische Praeparate [Advances
and innovations in pharmacy in the second quarter of
1910. (B) Analytical methods, galenical and chemical
preparations]. Pharmazeutische Post (Vienna; later renamed
Pharmaceutische Post) 43(101):1005-06. Dec. 20. [Ger]
• Summary: This article starts on p. 1005- the front page of
this issue. It is a continuation and conclusion of p. 994. We
read (p. 1006): Ueber den Lecithingehalt des Sojaoels und
seine Bestimmung [On the lecithin content of soy oil and its
determination], by M. Riegel.
Large quantities of oil obtained from the seeds of Soja
hispida [the soybean] from China and Japan has recently
gone on sale. The yellowish-gold oil is very similar to olive
oil and because of its low cost it should soon enter the
pharmacy as a substitute (Ersatz) for olive oil.
The rest of the article is basically the same as the article
published in this journal on 2 Sept. 1910.
Note: In the subtitle, the medical / pharmaceutical word
“galenical” refers to a standard medicinal preparation (as
an extract or tincture) containing usually one or more active
constituents of a plant and made by a process that leaves
the inert and other undesirable constituents of the plant
undissolved. Address: PhD.
2455. Carver, G.W. 1910. Re: Crops produced and seeds
ordered by the Tuskegee Experiment Station. Letter to
Booker T. Washington, Dec. 22. 2 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: Among the many varieties of seeds, roots,
tubers, etc. that “have been ordered for planting when
seasonable” are 2 varieties of Soja beans. Soja beans are not
listed among the 17 crops that have been produced and sold
during the year.
Note: A number of the crops grown at the Experiment
Station were sold on the commercial market, or (at a lower
price) to the boarding school to provide income for the
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Experiment Station. Crops grown in large quantities for sale
included hay (14 tons), sweet potatoes (101 bushels), cotton
seed (110 bushels), cabbage (1,100 lb), pumpkins (1,359 lb),
etc.
Location: Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
Microfilm of The George Washington Carver Papers in
the Tuskegee Institute Archives, Roll 4 #0895. Address:
Director, Dep. of Agricultural Instruction & Experiment
Station, Tuskegee, Alabama.
2456. Grossmann, H. 1910. Die Bedeutung der SojaIndustrie fuer die deutsche Volkswirtschaft [The significance
of the soybean industry for the German economy]. Tag–
Illustrierter Teil (Der) (Berlin, Germany) No. 300. Dec. 23.
[Ger]
• Summary: It was not so long ago that the name “soy”
(Soja) was relatively less well known in Germany and at
all, in fact, in Europe. While in East Asia, above all else in
Manchuria and Japan, numerous ways of using that curious
species of legume in industry and agriculture had already
been present for a long time. And it had also been the subject
of discussion on many occasions in European publications,
mostly in botanical journals.
The interest of further circles, though, was far too small
in comparison to the importance which the East Asian market
has for Germany. In spite of the propaganda which, since
the Vienna World Exposition in 1873, was disseminated at
numerous other expositions for the industry of the soybean,
these facts essentially remained practically unknown. That
was the case until 1908, when the European markets and
above all else England very suddenly also showed very great
interest in the soybean (Sojabohne). That came to light in
extraordinarily large shipments which for the most part went
through the Suez Canal.
The situation that it was specifically England which
was the first to arise as a European import country for
the soybean was based upon the fact that in England, the
soybean (Soya) could be imported free of tariffs and that
furthermore, it has to be admitted, the English merchants
stepped in much more quickly in this case than their
competitors did. It also has to be emphasized that the detailed
English consular reports from East Asia, which are published
in digest form in the superbly informed Board of Trade
Journal from the English government, have devoted great
interest from the very beginning onward to the matter of
the soybean (Sojafrage). And precisely with the astonishing
development of the soybean trade (Sojahandel), the great
value can be recognized of rapid and reliable reporting and
its publication in journals which are easily accessible for the
development of overseas trade. In 1909, 400,000 metric tons
of soybeans already went to England. And according to the
English trade attaché, P. Ker, in Peking, the total shipments
of soybean seeds (Sojasaat) from Manchuria, including from
Vladivostok and the Yangtze Valley, amounted to 518,000

metric tons. Added to this are another 300,000 metric tons
that were shipped from China to Japan. And on top of that,
the shipments from Dalny [today’s Dalian, China] from
November 1909 to April 1910, at 250,000 metric tons,
already amounted to two and a half times that of the exports
in the same period of the previous year. When all of this is
taken into consideration, then the lifting of German tariffs on
soybeans which took place in April of this year in the interest
of agriculture and industry can be greeted as a very welcome
measure. And it can only appear to be somewhat too late if
the development of the soybean industry (Soja-Industrie) in
England is also considered, which in 1908 already provided
numerous factories with rewarding employment.
The interest of agriculture and industry in the soybean
is explained above all else by the chemical composition of
this plant which, as a legume, belongs to the same family as
our peas, beans, lentils, and lupines. Its utilization is brought
about in part because of the especially high fat content, in
comparison to those plants, of approximately 20 pct. and
by the high protein content of 38 pct. In correspondence
to this high content in nutrients, added to which is also 24
pct. carbohydrates, it is for that reason that the soybean has
already found use for a long time in China and Japan. In
those lands, a large part of the population has to rely upon a
diet that is primarily vegetarian, since it can almost replace
the meat-based diet up to a certain degree. In Japan, though,
two fermentation products are furthermore also produced
from the soybean: shoyu or bean sauce and miso. Shoyu in
particular is enjoyed as a seasoning with nearly all foods,
and for some time now, it has also frequently been exported
to England and America, where it is used for the production
of English and American sauces. And the famous Maggi
sauces (Maggische Präparate) also contain the addition
of shoyu. In addition, in Japan a type of raw cheese is also
produced from the soybean, the so-called “bean cheese”,
which in Japan is called tofu. The fact remains, though, that
with the production of these products, which in fact may
well not completely appeal to the European palate at times,
the area of use for the soybean for the food industry is in no
way exhausted. This could be seen this year at the Brussels
World Exposition. At this meeting, the preparations that
were produced in a factory in Asnières near Paris that is
under Chinese direction [Li Yu-ying] such as soybean meal
(Sojamehl), bread for diabetics, cakes, jams, raw, boiled, and
sugared milk; and fresh and smoked cheese aroused general
interest.
In Germany, products of that type for which great
sales would certainly occur have unfortunately not been
achieved yet thus far, even though the soybean has been
cultivated for years with great success in the hinterlands of
Kiautschou (today’s Jiaozhou, China) in Shandong province.
In contrast, according to a report in the journal L’engrais,
a large English factory has already processed soybean
meal into biscuits. Some time ago, though, the production
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began in Germany of soy oil (Sojaöl) and soybean cakes
(Sojakuchen) which, like linseed cakes, have found use as a
valuable concentrated feed. In China and Japan, only a part
of the oil that is contained in the soybean is obtained, for
the most part in a very primitive way. But in contrast, the oil
factories in Germany and England that are superbly set up
with machinery work in a much more rational manner and,
in part, with the assistance of chemical extraction agents. In
that way, they obtain the oil almost quantitatively [sic] and,
at the same time, the oil cakes which, according to more
recent trials by Professor Hansen in Bonn and Professor
Honcamp in Rostock, have proven themselves to be superb
as livestock feed. With the high prices for fats and oils that
are presently prevailing, the oil itself is finding good sales
with the soap industry, above all else as a substitute for
linseed oil. But it supposedly is also to find use in its better
varieties as an edible oil and as a salad oil after it turned out
that the earlier statements about it having effects that were
similar to those of castor oil ended up being incorrect. Aside
from the oilcakes, the hay and straw of the soybeans as well
as the pods can additionally be used as a substitute for other
roughage. With regard to the very important agricultural
use of the soybean cakes, Professor F. Honcamp recently
penned a valuable, detailed monograph that was published
in Landwirtschaftliche Versuchsstationen [Agricultural
Experiment Stations] which also recently appeared as an
excerpt in Tropenpflanzer [Tropical Plants] (December 1910
edition). In light of the experiences that have been had thus
far, the cultivation of the soybean in Germany appears to not
exactly be very promising. But as Fesca already emphasized
ten years ago, although at that time without success, the East
Asian leased territory of Kiautschou is very suitable for it.
The significance which the German import trade has
already gained now in just a few months emerges from
the monthly reports about foreign trade from the German
customs area. While from January to May, only around
1,700 metric tons were imported, the imports in May quickly
jumped to 5,100 metric tons. In June and July, only 1,800
metric tons were imported each month, but in August on the
other hand, it was already 4,500 once again, in September
5,900 metric tons, and in October 6,800 metric tons, such
that on the whole through the end of October, over 28,000
metric tons with a value of approximately 4.5 million
German marks had already arrived for import. And what is
all the more remarkable is that up to May 1910, the name
“soybeans” itself was not even mentioned at all in the
German customs duties (footnote: Soybeans are listed in No.
16b of the customs duties along with [two illegible words:
some kind of nuts [Elive-Schinüsse?] and some kind of seed
[Mowrusaat–possibly mowra buttertree]]. Since the trade
value of these products is different, the indication of value
is only approximate.) Up to now, Hamburg has constituted
the primary port for imports which, however, may change
in a short period of time. The construction a large factory

has been planned near Stettin. When completed, this will
hopefully also transfer the numerous possibilities for use of
the soybean which have only been briefly indicated here,
above all else as an economical and beneficial human food,
into practice.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Privatdozent, PhD.
2457. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Send soy bean varieties to Dr.
E. Von Tschermak. Letter (memorandum) to W.J. Morse
[Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia], Dec. 23. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: I wish you would send to
Prof. Dr. E. Von Tschermak, Hoch Schule [Hochschule] fur
Bodencultur, Austria, ten or twenty of our early varieties
of soy beans, say half-pound samples of each. In writing,
advise him that you are doing it for me. Also in writing, ask
him again for seed of all the varieties of soy beans originally
introduced into Vienna by Haberlandt. Von Schermak sent us
these before, but I think you told me that many of them did
not grow. Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
2458. Lancet. 1910. The use of the “soy bean” bean as a food
in diabetes. 179:1844-45. Dec. 24. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is an introduction to the soy bean, which
has been used as an addition to the ordinary diabetic diet
(they may easily replace the gluten of bread) followed by a
summary of: Friedenwald, Julius; Ruhräh, John. 1910. “The
use of the soy bean as a food in diabetes.” American J. of the
Medical Sciences 140:793-803. Dec.
2459. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. The Manchurian
soya bean crop. 78(26):16. Dec. 26.
• Summary: The crop is expected to be larger than last
year’s, and the beans to be of better quality. The quantity
available for export from Northern Manchuria is about
390,000 to 450,000 tons, out of a total crop of 775,000 tons.
The Chinese Eastern Railway is prepared, if necessary, to
provide daily 5 freight trains, each of 30 cars of 900 pounds
(15 tons) capacity, for the carriage of the beans.
2460. Li, Yu-ying. 1910. Farine de soja et ses dérivés [Soy
flour and its derivatives]. French Patent 424,124. 2 p.
Application filed 27 Dec. 1910. Granted 5 May 1911. [Fre]
• Summary: Flour is prepared from the soya bean, either
by grinding selected material containing relatively little fat,
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or by pressing out the oil from the beans and grinding the
pressed cake. The flour thus obtained (mixed with other flour
if desired) is used in the preparation of articles of food, such
as pastes (pastas of the macaroni type), soup, bread, biscuits,
etc., bread made from soya flour being recommended in
cases of diabetes. Address: Seine, France.
2461. Li, Yu-ying. 1910. Produits alimentaires et
condimentaires à base de graine de soja [Food products and
condiments made from the soybean]. French Patent 424,125.
2 p. Application filed 27 Dec. 1910. Issued 5 May 1911.
[Fre]
• Summary: “This invention has for its object the
manufacture of products based on cooked soybeans (graines
de soja cuites (pois chinois = Chinese peas)), which can be
divided into two large categories: 1. Products fermented with
salt, including soy sauce (la sauce de soja) and soybean paste
(la pâté de soja). 2. Non-fermented, sweetened products,
including sweet soya preserves (la confiture de soja) and soy
powder (la poudre de soja), which can be utilized in pastry
(la pâtisserie) and confectionery (la confiserie).
The process for making each type is described in
general terms. To the fermented sauces “can also be added
spices such as pepper, cloves, ginger, nutmeg, pimento /
allspice, etc. Or sugar can be used in place of the spices. The
soy sauce or paste obtained, as has just been said, can be
concentrated or dried by heat or evaporation.
“For the non-fermented, sweetened products, including
soy confectionery and soy powder, one proceeds as follows:
For the confectionery, the soybean seeds are dehulled,
cooked, and crushed. Then this pulp is mixed with about
one-third part sugar. Or, one can add dry fruits, chestnuts,
almonds, hazelnuts, cocoa*, etc. The product can be dried
to obtain a soy-based powder, which can be employed in
various ways in pastry and confectionery. This powder is
different from flour, not only because it comes from cooked
soybeans, but also because it contains none of the cellulose
in the soybean hulls.”
Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Sept. 2014) that uses the term pois chinois to refer to
soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen stating that
soy can be used with cocoa. Webster’s Dictionary defines
cocoa (pronounced CO-co, a modification of the Spanish
term cacao), a term first used in 1577, as “1: Cacao. 2a:
Powdered ground roasted cacao beans from which a portion
of the fat has been removed.” Webster’s Dictionary defines
cacao (pronounced kuh-KAO, derived from the Spanish from
Nahuatl cacahuatl cacao beans, and first used in 1555) as
the dried partly fermented fatty seeds of the cacao (a South
American tree, Theobroma cacao), used in making cocoa,
chocolate, and cocoa butter–also called cacao bean, or cocoa
bean. Address: Resident in France (Seine).

2462. Jenkins, W.H. 1910. Corn and soy beans ensilage:
Balanced ration for the cow (Letter to the editor). Country
Gentleman 75(3022):1178. Dec. 29.
• Summary: “For several years there has been much talk
about growing corn and soy beans as a combination crop
for the silo, but for lack of actual demonstrations as to
the practicability of growing the crop, and its value, few
farmers have experimented with it. The writer has done
Some experimenting with such a combination crop, and has
attended farmers’ institutes in New York where experiences
with corn and soybeans have been told, and he feels he has
some good data on the subject.
On my own farm a field that had grown large crops of
alfalfa for years was given a light top-dressing of manure
and plowed very early in the spring, and planted to a large
variety of corn and beans. In this instance the corn and beans
were planted in alternate rows, three feet apart. Both the corn
and beans were planted in drills, and the corn was thinned so
it would ear well. The decaying alfalfa roots furnished the
plant-food for the crop, and the beans and corn made large
growth. The crop was cultivated as long as the horse could
be driven between the rows, then the beans were left to run.
They covered the ground and climbed up to the top of the
corn stalks, ten feet high, but this was in very rich soil and
alfalfa sod. The corn eared well, and there were full-grown
beans in the pods. The crop was cut before the corn matured,
and when the beans were in the green state, for a soiling
crop. There was not enough to put into a silo, but the results
when feeding the crop, in milk production and saving the
grain ration, were very satisfactory. It was a nearly balanced
and succulent ration.
“To get the full value of corn and soy beans, they must
be preserved in the silo for winter feeding, and the writer
is able to give the experience of dairy farmers in New York
with corn and soy-bean ensilage. At a farmers’ institute
in central New York one farmer showed samples of corn
and soy-bean ensilage taken from his silo. It seemed well
preserved and good ensilage. He said that during the winter
this ensilage and hay, with no grain, was the ration for
his cows. He was willing to show his cows and the milk
balance sheet for the year. His farm was not far from the
village where the institute was held, and the institute force,
to which the writer then belonged, went to the barn and saw
the ensilage and the cattle. The ensilage showed about 33
per cent. of soy beans. The corn was fairly well eared, and
there were bean pods, some with small beans, on the stalks.
It was in as good condition as ordinary corn ensilage. There
was some sweet corn in it, and the corn stalks were not large.
Some of the ears had been taken from the sweet corn and
sold to the canning factory. The corn and beans had been put
in the silo without cutting with the ensilage cutter, the stalks
were simply laid straight in the silo. The farmer would have
preferred to have them cut, but he did the work mostly alone,
and this was the cheapest way. He said he planted the beans
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in the corn hills, which were in check rows, and about three
feet apart, and the crop was given the same cultivation and
treatment as the ordinary ensilage corn.
“Next we went to the stable and saw the cows. They
were in as good flesh as the ordinary dairy cows; the hair was
sleek and glossy, indicating that they were well nourished,
and that the ration was well balanced. They were fed about
one bushel twice a day of the ensilage, and besides all the
hay, containing some clover, they would eat up clean. There
were 25 cows of mixed breeds, and his returns per cow for
the year were as large as the average herd from which milk
was sold to the same creamery.
“At another institute in New York this winter the
conductor, Mr. D.P. Witter, told about experiments he made
last summer with corn and soybeans, under the direction
of Cornell University. He mixed the corn and beans before
planting, about one-half of each, and planted from eight to
twelve quarts per acre. The soil was first inoculated with
cultures furnished him. He thinks the largest crops are grown
in soils inoculated with the soy-bean bacteria. Mr. Witter
planted his seed about June 1, both in drills and check rows,
in fairly rich soil, and obtained a good growth of stalks
and vines, which were cut with the ensilage cutter and put
into the silo. His testimony now given at farmers’ institutes
corroborates that of the farmer above mentioned. The corn
and soybean ensilage is nearly a balanced ration, and can
save the farmer’s grain bills. Mr. Witter does not say that it
will not pay to feed the cows a little grain with the ensilage,
but with a good weight of corn ears in the ensilage, and
soybeans well grown, fed with alfalfa or clover hay, average
returns in milk can be obtained. To obtain maximum milk

production, some grain might be needed, and with some
cows under some conditions, it might pay to feed a little
grain. He said the corn and soybeans could be planted with
the ordinary grain drill, or horse corn planter.
“The foregoing experiences with corn and soybeans
prove their value both for a summer soiling crop and for
ensilage: but the writer does not think they should take the
place of alfalfa and clover on the dairy farm. Alfalfa can
be made to produce three to four crops in one year, that
aggregate four to six tons of hay, worth on the dairy farm
close to $25 a ton for its protein content; and the roots are a
means of enriching the soil and furnishing plant food for the
crop of ensilage corn to follow. But the point is that the crop
of ensilage corn can be made more nearly a balanced ration
and its value largely increased, and those can grow corn and
soybeans who have not learned to grow alfalfa.”
2463. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Shipment of beans from Vladivostok. 13(151):1212. Dec. 30.
• Summary: “Consul Lester Maynard, of Vladivostok,
reports that the shipments of soya beans from that port
during the nine months ended September, 1910, aggregated
224,390 tons. These shipments came over the Chinese
Eastern Railway from Manchuria, and Vladivostok is merely
the transshipping point.” Address: Washington, DC.
2464. Li, Yu-ying. 1910. Vegetable milk and its derivatives.
British Patent 30,275. 5 p. Date of application, 30 Dec. 1910.
Accepted 29 Feb. 1912.
• Summary: Li gives his occupation as “Engineer.” “This
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invention consists in the manufacture of a vegetable milk
and its derivatives by means of soja grains (Chinese peas),
the milk thus produced having the appearance, the colour
and the taste of ordinary milk, its chemical composition
greatly resembling the same. It has moreover the same
nutritive and alimentary properties.” The grains are cleaned,
decorticated, soaked and ground with water in a mill of the
kind specified in British Patent Application 11,903 of 1911.
The mechanized mill is composed of a fixed lower millstone
above which the upper millstone is mounted on a vertical
shaft.
“The clear milky liquid produced by grinding the grain
previously mixed with water in combination with the supply
of water in the millstone enters a channel then passes into
a shoot (t) which conveys it to a tank (u) from which it is
drawn off by a pump (v) which forces it under pressure into
the filtering press (x). On leaving the filter, it falls, after
passing through a sieve (y) into a vat (z). From this vat it is
conveyed through a pipe (a) to the boiler or digester (b).”
It is cooked with steam in a water-jacketed vessel, then
pasteurized or sterilized. “It is then bottled and is ready
for consumption. The soja milk may be utilised in the two
following cases. 1st. As a substitute for ordinary milk. It may
be consumed as sterilised at temperatures of 110º to 120ºC.
2nd. As a raw material for use in different manufactures
(cheeses, casein, and the like). It must then be heated from
60º to about 120ºC.
“It may also be concentrated, dried, or fermented.
“The milk obtained may be humanised or animalised,”
i.e., its composition may be brought to resemble that of
human or animal milk. It is coagulated for making cheese

by magnesium salts, organic salts, rennet, lactic ferments,
or “sojaobacille,” a ferment obtained by cultivation in a
mixture of the above-described liquid and sodium chloride
the fermented paste obtained by putting into salt water soy
beans that have been cooked with water and allowed, alone
or mixed with cereal flour, to stand in the air.
“For obtaining fermented cheese such as roquefort
[Roquefort], parmezan [Parmesan], romatour [Rahmatour;
Bavarian cream cheese], camambert [Camembert], and
gruyere, suitable ferments are employed.”
“For the fermented milk, the special ferment termed
‘sojaobacille’ is employed or other ferments used for
obtaining fermented milks–kephir [kefir], yoghourt [yogurt],
koumiss, and the like, and which are the saccharomyces
cerevisæ, dispora caucasica, maya bulgare, and the like, and
the said milk is modified by the addition of sugar levulose,
and the like and particularly of lactose.”
In making casein, the oil may be expressed from
the beans before the preparation of the milk. The casein,
obtained by coagulating the milk, may be used as food, paste,
etc., or may be mixed with borax, oxide of zinc, magnesia,
gelatin, etc., to obtain a hard industrial (non-food) substance
termed “sojalithe” [resembling ivory, horn, or shell]. The
filter press residues may be dried and ground to form a food
for human beings, or may be used as food for cattle, or as
manure. The liquid expressed in making cheese [soy whey]
may also be used for feeding animals.
An illustration shows a longitudinal view of all the
equipment used in the invention; each important part is
marked with a letter.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2012)
that mentions soy yogurt or fermented soy yogurt.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2012)
that mentions kefir in connection with soymilk.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
that mentions the word “sojalithe” (a hard plastic) or that
discusses a specific non-food industrial use for soy protein;
“sojalithe” is probably derived from “Galalith” (a registered
trademark; see F.G.J. Beltzer, June 1911). Galalith, or
Erinoid in the United Kingdom, a synthetic plastic material
manufactured by the interaction of casein and formaldehyde,
was introduced in 1900 at the Paris Universal Exhibition in
France. In France, Galalith was distributed by the Compagnie
Française de Galalithe located near Paris in Levallois-Perret.
It was first used to make buttons, resulting in a revolution in
the button industry. In 1913 some 30 million liters (8 million
U.S. gallons) were used to make Galalith in Germany alone.
Ever the entrepreneur, Li apparently saw “sojalithe” as a
potential substitute for expensive ivory.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2013) that uses the term “fermented cheese”
to refer to a type of fermented tofu, or to a Western-style
soy cheese (Roquefort, Parmesan, Camembert, or Gruyere
types). It is interesting to note that all of these Western-style
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cheeses are traditional mold-ripened cheeses. But what
did Li actually mean when he says “suitable ferments are
employed”?
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2012)
that mentions a fermented Western-style soy cheese (see
above).
Note 6. Levulose, now more commonly called fructose,
is a sugar.
Note 7. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “soja milk.”
Note 8. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2011)
that mentions the bottling of soymilk or the sale of soymilk
in bottles. Address: Engineer, 46 rue Denis Papin, aux Valées
[Vallées] (Seine), France.
2465. Li, Yu-ying. 1910. An improved mill for the wet
grinding of soja grains [soya beans]. British Patent 11,903.
Application dated: 30 Dec. 1910. Accepted: 3 Aug. 1911. *
• Summary: The mill consists of a lower fixed grinding stone
and an upper rotary stone; the grinding surfaces of the stones
have curved grooves, the depth and width of which are large
towards the center of the stones, and diminish gradually
in the direction of the circumference. Between the curved
grooves are small straight channels which are also reduced
in depth and width from the center to the circumference of
the stones. Means are provided for rotating the upper stone,
for delivering the moistened soja grains to the center of this
stone, and for supplying water to the mill during the grinding
process. Address: Vallées, France.
2466. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Work of various men in Office
of Forage-Crop Investigations during Piper’s absence. Letter
(memorandum) to Mr. Wm. A. Taylor, Acting Chief, Bureau
of Plant Industry, Washington, DC, Dec. 30. 3 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “I have prepared the following memoranda
regarding the work of the different men in this office while I
am away:
“Mr. R.A. Oakley: I have already asked that Mr. R.A.
Oakley be designated as Acting Agrostologist during my
absence. Mr. Oakley is to have general charge of the office,
and will be able also to attend personally to the necessary
field work in connection with the Major Project #182–Grass
Investigations.”
“Mr. W.J. Morse:... has direct charge of the experimental
work at Arlington Farm. His field work is principally in
connection with soy beans, and will necessitate some
traveling throughout the Southern States.”
Others mentioned in the memorandum are: Mr. J.M.
Westgate (clovers, alfalfa), Mr. H.N. Vinall (dry land
stations, alfalfa), Mr. A.B. Conner (Texas, sorghums),
Prof. S.M. Tracy (Mississippi), Mr. Roland McKee (Chico,
California; forage crop investigations), Mr. N.W. Evans
(Ohio, timothy breeding), Mr. A.B. Cron (alfalfa), Mr.

Samuel Garver (South Dakota, alfalfa), Mrs. K.S. Bort
(Office records), Mr. Lyman Carrier (Cooperative work at
Virginia Experiment Station).
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#2.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC.
2467. Arlington: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910.
Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910.
“The soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec.
31. See p. 64. Seed color: Black. S.P.I. No. 22899. “From
Paotingfu, Chihli, China, 1908... Grown two seasons. This
variety is said to be boiled as a fodder for horses and mules.
Oil is also expressed out of it and the remaining material
used as fertilizer.”
Hill, W. Stanley. 1914. “The soya bean: Experience
at Moumahaki Experimental Farm.” New Zealand J. of
Agriculture 8:594-96. June 20. See p. 594. The variety
Arlington was sown on 20 Sept. 1912 at this farm in New
Zealand. Arlington, according to a table on p. 594 has the
following statistics: “Average height = 36 inches, period of
growth = 215 days, colour of seed = black, weight per 100
seeds = 10.58 grams.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 8-9. Arlington is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: V. Year named or released: 1910.
Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 03. Source and
other information: ‘Hei Don’ from Baoding, Hebei, China, in
1908. Prior designation: PI 22899. Address: USA.
2468. Li, Yu-ying. 1910. Sauce consisting chiefly of soja
grains. British Patent 30,351. 2 p. Date of application, 31
Dec. 1910. Accepted 29 Feb. 1912.
• Summary: Sauces. Cooked soy beans, to which flour may
be added, are fermented with ferments such as “sojaobacille”
(vide 30,275, 1910, supra), and the fermented mass is
placed in saltwater. When matured, it is pounded to a paste
or is diluted with saltwater and filtered. Alternatively, “soy
milk,” obtained as described in 30,275, 1910, is fermented
with sojaobacille, sodium chloride being added, and filtered.
Spices or sugar may be added, and the products may be
concentrated or dried.
Note: This is the world’s earliest patent seen for
soymilk.
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2469. Li, Yu-ying. 1910. Non-fermented and sugared
alimentary products consisting essentially of soja grains
(soya beans). British Patent 11,789. Date of application: 31
Dec. 1910. 1 p. Accepted 28 Sept. 1911.
• Summary: “I, Yu Ying Li, of 46, rue Denis Pepin, aux
Valées (Seine), France, Engineer, do hereby declare the
nature of this invention and in what manner the same is to be
performed to be particularly described and ascertained in and
by the following statement:
“This invention relates to the manufacture of nonfermented and sugared alimentary products consisting
essentially of soja grains which products may be used alone
or converted into soja powder which can be used in pastry
and confectionery.
“To carry out this invention the grains are decorticated
and cooked, and crushed and the pulpy mass thus obtained is
mixed with about one third the quantity of sugar. An addition
may be made of dried fruits, chestnuts, almonds, hazel-nuts,
cocoa and the like.
“The product may be desiccated so as to obtain a soja
powder which can be employed for different purposes in
pastry and confectionery. This soja powder differs from flour
not only in it being obtained from cooked soja grains but also
because it is deprived of the cellulous material that forms
the covering of the cells forming the grains. I am aware of
Patents Nos. 10,689 of 1893 and 24,970 of 1893 and I make
no claim to anything therein described or claimed.
“Having now particularly described and ascertained the
nature of my said invention and in what manner the same is
to be performed I declare that what I claim is:
“1. A non-fermented sugared alimentary product
consisting essentially of soja grains, such product being
obtained by first decorticating the soja grains which are then
cooked and crushed, the pulp thus obtained being then mixed
with sugar, to which an addition of dried fruits, chestnuts,
almonds and the like may be made.
“2. A soja powder obtained by desiccating the sweetened
product claimed in Claim 1 for the purpose of making it
serviceable for pastry and confectionery.
“Dated this 15th day of May, 1911.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term “soja powder” to refer to
soy flour.
Note 2. At the top right of the patent in large bold letters
is printed: “A.D. 1911.” Apparently at this time the date of a
patent was the date it was issued, not the date of application.
However that soon changed in Great Britain.
This patent is based on French Patent 424,125 of 1910.
Address: Engineer, 46, rue Denis, Papin, aux Vallées (Seine),
France.
2470. Li, Yu-ying. 1910. Soja flour and its derivatives.
British Patent 30,350. 2 p. Date of application, 31 Dec. 1910.
Accepted 1 Jan. 1912.

• Summary: “This invention has for its object the
manufacture of soja (Chinese pea) flour for use in the
preparation of a special kind of bread, alimentary pastes,
rusks, cakes, soups, etc. Soja grains contain a considerable
proportion of fatty matter which considerably impedes the
operation of grinding.”
Flour is prepared from soy beans containing little fat, or
from which most of the oil has been removed, by pressing
the whole beans, the cakes produced being ground. Soja
flour is employed: (1) with ordinary flour, green-pea or rice
flour, and an extract of soy to form an alimentary paste, the
starch being extracted and the flour gelatinized with hot
water; (2) with cabbage, turnips, carrots, sorrel, potatoes,
green peas, broad or kidney beans, tomatoes, etc., or jelly or
gravy of cray-fish, for preparing soups; (3) to make a “highly
palatable kind of bread... which may be recommended to
persons suffering from diabetes. In order to make this bread
a yeast is prepared from a culture of ordinary yeast germs in
a soja base, the presence of the soja being favourable to the
germination of special kinds of ferment and particularly of
sojabacilli, although any other kind of ferment, barm, etc.
may be used.
“It may also be made with other kinds of flour, made
from wheat, oats, barley, rice, maize, etc., thus ensuring the
production of bread containing a large quantity of nitrogen,
and substances containing hydrocarbons and mineral
matters;” (4) with eggs, butter, etc., for making cakes or
rusks.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2005) that contains the word “hydrocarbons” (or
“hydrocarbon”).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that contains the term “Soja flour.” Address:
Engineer, 46, rue Denis Papin, aux Valées [Vallées] (Seine),
France.
2471. Lowrie: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910.
Seed color: Yellow (olive).
• Summary: Sources: Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910.
“The soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31.
See p. 64, 75. Seed color: Olive yellow. S.P.I. No. 22898. “A
field mass selection in 1908... Grown one season.” “The best
varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Medium–Lowrie 22898 A.”
Address: USA.
2472. Natsu: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910. Seed
color: Yellow (straw).
• Summary: Sources: Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910.
“The soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31.
See p. 53. Seed color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 19984. “From
Yokohama, Japan, 1907... Grown three seasons.”
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2473. Nigra: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910. Seed
color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910.
“The soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec.
31. See p. 60. Seed color: Black. S.P.I. No. 22407. “From
Hongkong, China, 1908. Plants slender, erect, the tips
twining; height 24 to 30 inches; medium; pubescence gray
(8%) and tawny (20%); flowers both purple and white; pods
medium-sized, 1 3/4 to 2 inches long, tumid, scattered,
shattering moderately; seeds black, medium-sized, 8½ to 9
mm. long, oblong, much flattened; hilum pale; germ yellow.
Grown two seasons.”
Note: Morse (1948) lists this as a soybean variety.
2474. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies. USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 197. 84 p. Dec. 31. Includes 8 plates
showing plants, pods, and seeds, and an excellent 6-page
index. [27 ref]

• Summary: Contents: Botanical history and identity of the
soy bean. Botanical classifications of soy-bean varieties.
Varietal characteristics of soy beans: Habit of growth,
foliage, pubescence, flowers, pods, seeds. Frost resistance.
Period of maturity (soybeans were planted at the Arlington
Experimental Farm, near Washington, DC, from 3 June
1905 to June 1909). Changes in life period (soybeans were
planted at the Arlington Farm in 1902). Pollination and
hybridization. Mutations. Nomenclature and classification.
Early agricultural history in the United States. Varieties
introduced in the United States independently of the
Department of Agriculture or previous to 1898: Enumeration,
Ito San, Mammoth, Buckshot, Guelph, or Medium Green,
Butterball, Kingston, Samarow, Eda, Ogemaw, or Ogema.
Varieties grown in Europe (p. 32-33; Early history,
Samarow, Etampes, Chernie [from Khabarovsk, Siberia],
“Yellow Riesen,” Buckshot, “Yellow,” “Brown,” Butterball,
S.P.I. No. 5039. European seed companies carrying soybeans
include Dammann & Co., Naples, Italy; Haage & Schmidt,
Erfurt, Germany; Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., Paris, France).
The soy bean in Asia (p. 34-35): Asiatic sources of
soy beans, list of varieties with SPI numbers from each
of the following countries and places: Siberia (South
Usuri [Ussuri], Khabarovsk, Merkoechofka), Manchuria
(Newchwang, Harbin, Tieling), Korea (Pinyang, Kobau), Japan (Tokyo, Kobe, Yokohama, Hokkaido, Anjo),
China (many places), Formosa (Taihoku), Cochin China
(Saigon), India (Darjiling [Darjeeling] and Khasi Hills–
Assam; Pithoragarh–Kumaon Dist.; Safipur, Hasangani,
Ranjitpurwa–Unao, Uttar Pradesh; Etawah, Manipuri–Uttar
Pradesh; Cawnpore, Dehra Dun, United Provinces; and
Poona Bombay), Java (Buitenzorg), Celebes (Macassar).
Desirable characters in soy-bean varieties (p. 3637): Considerations governing choice, habit of the plant
(“Erectness of stem with upright or ascending branches is
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a prime requisite of a desirable variety. A tall habit is also
important, as dwarf varieties usually bear pods very close
to the ground, so that many will be left on the stubble...”),
coarseness (a coarse, woody stem makes mowing difficult.
However slender varieties often have small pods and seeds,
often with vining tips and a tendency to lodge), ability to
retain leaves, color of the seed (“Yellow or green seeds
are preferable to darker colors, as the shattered seeds are
more easily found by hogs pasturing the field or stubble”),
shattering, resistance to disease (“In sections where
nematodes and cowpea wilt occur most soy-bean varieties
are seriously affected by both these diseases”), nonfilling
of pods. Synopsis of the groups (plants bushy vs. twining).
Synopsis of the varieties (within each group lists the total
number and acquisition numbers of varieties with various
colored seeds and germs: Group I–190 varieties (seeds strawyellow, germ yellow–71 varieties; seeds olive-green, germ
yellow–45 varieties; seeds chromium-green, germ green–17
varieties; seeds brown to olive, germ yellow–28 varieties;
seeds black, germ yellow–18 varieties; seeds black, germ
green–7 varieties; seeds bicolored, germ yellow–4 varieties).
Group II–4 varieties. Group III–8 varieties. Group IV–76
varieties. Group V–7 varieties.

Of the 285 varieties in the five groups, 152 varieties
(53.3%) have yellow (straw-yellow or olive-yellow) seeds,
55 varieties (19.3%) have black seeds, 44 varieties (15.4%)
have brown seeds, 24 varieties (8.4%) have green seeds, and
10 varieties (3.5%) are bicolored).
Catalogue of soy-bean varieties (by S.P.I. number, from
no. 480 in 1898 to no. 27,501 in 1909; p. 39-74). In 1908
USDA acquired soybean seeds from Vilmorin-Andrieux &
Co. (Paris, France), Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany),
and Dammann & Co. (Naples, Italy) (p. 57-60).
The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75, in 7 groups from
very early to very late). Explanation of plates. Index.
The “Catalogue of soy-bean varieties” (p. 39) is “a
complete list of soy beans imported by the United States
Department of Agriculture, arranged chronologically in
accordance with the sequential S.P.I. (Seed and Plant
Introduction) numbers assigned to them by the Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction.” These numbers start
at #480 (imported from South Ussuri, Siberia, in 1898) and
end at #27501 (imported from Shanghai, Kiangsu, China,
in 1909). Concerning No. 21825 (p. 58): “From Hokkaido,
Japan, 1908... This variety is said to be used principally in
the manufacture of ‘soy,’ ‘miso,’ ‘tifu’ [sic, tofu], etc. It has
also been obtained again from the same place and grown
under Nos. 21830 and 21831.”
“The best varieties of soy beans” (p. 75) lists 35
varieties, each with a name and S.P.I. number, arranged
in seven groups based on time to mature, from “Very
early.–Ogemaw, 17258” to “Very late.–Barchet, 20798;
Riceland, 20797 (In 1908 at Biloxi, Mississippi, it displayed
astonishing diversity).” This list is “based primarily on
the results at Arlington Experimental Farm [in Virginia],
but those obtained in cooperation with various experiment
stations have also been given due consideration:
“Very early.–Ogemaw, 17258.
“Early.–Early Brown, 25161 (from Indiana Agric. Exp.
Station, 1909); and Vireo, 22874.
“Medium early.–Chernie, 18227; Auburn, 21079 A;
Merko, 20412 (from Merkoechofka, Siberia); Elton, 20406;
Chestnut, 20405 B.
“Medium.–Ito San, 17268; Medium Yellow, 17269;
Tashing, 20854; Shingto, 21079; Swan, 22379; Brindle,
20407; Sedo, 23229; Lowrie, 22898 A.
“Medium late.–Brooks, 16789; Flava, 16789 A; Cloud,
16790; Ebony, 17254; Haberlandt, 17271; Peking, 17852 B;
Wilson, 19183; Taha, 21999; Austin, 17263.
“Late.–Mammoth, 17280; Edward, 14953; Acme,
14954; Flat King, 17252; Tokyo, 17264; Hope, 17267;
Hollybrook, 17278 (from Arkansas Agric. Exp. Station,
1904); Farnham, 22312.
“Very late.–Barchet, 20798; Riceland, 20797.”
Note 1. Matsuura (1929 and 1933) cites this as the
world’s earliest publication on soybean genetics: “Recording
segregation of seed- and flower-color in its natural hybrids.”
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Page 11 notes that soybeans named “New Japan peas”
were obtained from Norway (Source: Martens 1869). Page
20 notes that the Ogemaw variety of soybeans, which takes
92-97 days to mature, was obtained in 1908 from the Idaho
Agricultural Experiment Station, where it had been grown
for several years. Note 2. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Idaho, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Idaho (about 1906).
Page 20 also notes that Buckshot variety of soybeans,
which takes 92 days to mature, was obtained in 1908 from
the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, where it
had been grown for several years. This is the second earliest
document (April 2004) seen concerning the cultivation of
soybeans in Minnesota. “Potomac Flats” is not mentioned in
this report.
Concerning “Habit of Growth” (p. 12-13), the author
states: “All soy beans are strictly determinate as to growth;
that is, the plants reach a definite size according to the
environment and then mature and die. The great majority
of the varieties are erect and branching, with a well-defined
main stem (Plates I and III)... In other varieties the stems and
branches, especially the elongated terminals, are more or less
twining, and usually weak, so that the plant is only suberect
or even procumbent (Plates I-III).”
Photos show: (1) Plants of a wild soy bean grown in a
greenhouse in a pot. (Fig. 1) (2) Plants of a wild soy bean
from Soochow, China, grown at the Arlington Experimental
Farm.
(3) Plants of a soy bean from Cawnpore, India. (4) Rows
of different varieties of soy beans at Arlington Farm.
(5) Plants of seven varieties of soy beans, showing
types of habit: Meyer 17852, Peking 17852 B, Austin
17263, Pingsu 18259, Unnamed 22504, Hollybrook 17278,
Haberlandt 17271. (6) The same seven varieties shown in
plate 4 after hanging in a dry room for 6 months.
(7-8) Eleven soy bean pods, ranging in size and shape.
(9) 36 varieties of soy bean seeds, showing variation in
size and form.
Note 3. This is the most important document ever
published on early soybean varieties in the USA.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2018)
that uses the word “determinate” to describe the growth
habit of soybeans. Determinate plants terminate main
stem elongation at, or soon after, the onset of flowering.
Indeterminate cultivars continue main stem elongation
several weeks after beginning flowering. Determinate /
indeterminate is a genetic trait.
Note 5. This is the earliest publication see (Aug.
2011) written jointly by Piper and Morse, two of the most
influential early advocates of the soybean in the USA. It is
also the earliest document by or about Morse in connection
with soybeans. Morse graduated from Cornell University,
New York, on 20 June 1907 and 2 days later reported for
duty at the Bureau of Plant Industry in Washington, DC, to

work under Dr. C.V. Piper.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2004) in
which Piper or Morse mention miso, tofu, or the use of soy
beans as a coffee substitute.
Note 7. This is the second earliest document seen
(July 1998) that uses the word “shatter” (or “shattered”
or “shattering”) in connection with soybeans. The earliest
document (in 1854) used the word “shatter” in a very general
sense. This document uses it more precisely, as the title of a
section and for comparing varieties (p. 36): “When grown for
grain alone, shattering is a serious fault. Some varieties, like
Guelph, shatter inordinately; others, like Peking, scarcely at
all... As a rule the varieties with large pods and seeds shatter
much worse than those with small pods and seeds...”
Note 8. This is second the earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the term “germ” to refer
to a part of a soy-bean seed. The germ or embryo is the part
of the seed inside the seed coat.
The section titled “Seeds” (p. 15) states: “The germs or
embryos of soy-bean seeds are yellow, except in the greenseeded and part of the black-seeded sorts, in which they are
green.” Address: 1. Agrostologist; 2. Scientific Asst., ForageCrop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
2475. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies: Botanical history and
identity of the soy bean (Document part). USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 197. p. 9-11. Dec. 31.
• Summary: “The soy bean was first made known to
Europeans by Kaempfer, who spent three years, 1690 to
1692, in Japan. Kaempfer (Amoenitatum Exoticarum,
1712, p. 837) gives the Japanese name ‘Daidsu Mame’ and
describes it as an erect bean, with the pod of a lupine and
the seeds like a large white pea. Linnaeus (Flora Zeylanica,
1747, p. 534) describes the plant briefly under ‘Dolichos’
and states that it is cultivated in Ceylon. This last statement
is probably an error. He also cites the descriptions of
Kaempfer. In 1753 Linnaeus repeats the description of the
Flora Zeylanica and formally names the plant Dolichos soja,
giving its habitat, however as India. What Linnaeus’s Ceylon
or India plant may be is not certain, as will appear.
“Moench in 1794 rechristened the Linnaean plant Soja
hispida. Savi in 1824 called the Japanese soy bean Soja
japonica. Miquel in 1855 named a narrow-leafed form
from Java Soja angustifolia, and Maximowicz in 1873,
using Moench’s specific name, published the soy bean as
Glycine hispida, which name has been generally adopted.
Siebold and Zuccarini had previously (1843) named a plant
from Japan Glycine soja, supposing it to be the Dolichos
soja of Linnaeus. This plant, however, was not the soy
bean cultivated by the Japanese but the wild plant later
described as Glycine ussuriensis by Regel and Maack.
Under existing botanical rules, the soy bean, which is
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known only as cultivated, has been called Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maximowicz, and its nearest relative Glycine soja
Siebold and Zuccarini (G. ussuriensis Regel and Maack).
Maximowicz considered that the soy bean was probably
derived from the latter by cultivation, but this idea has not
generally been accepted.
“Glycine soja, as heretofore known, differs from G.
hispida in its more slender and more vining stems, in being
less hairy, in bearing smaller pods and seeds, and especially
in having smaller flowers. The flower is 3 to 5 mm. long,
while that of G. hispida is 6 to 7 mm. The structure of the
flower is the same in both, but the calyx lobes are usually
longer in proportion to the tube in G. hispida than in G. soja.
It is apparent, therefore, that the fundamental differences
between the species are slight. The smaller flower we
regard as the best single character to separate G. soja from
G. hispida, but using this as a criterion G. soja is also a
cultivated species.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2002) that uses the word “vining” in connection
with soybeans–in this case Glycine soja, the wild soybean.
“Among numerous lots of seeds received from India
(S.P.I. Nos. 24672 to 24693 inclusive) representing seven
varieties, there are at least two (see Nos. 24675 and 24682)
which have very small flowers, 3 mm. long, indistinguishable
from those of the wild G. soja that we have grown. Typical
plants of Glycine soja obtained from the Botanic Garden,
Tokyo, Japan (S.P.I. No. 22428), and from Soochow,
Kiangsu, China (S.P.I. No. 25138), have been grown three
seasons. The India plants are coarser stemmed, less vining,
and bear somewhat larger pods and seeds, but the flowers
are much smaller than those of any variety of G. hispida and
precisely like those of G. soja. Other numbers from India are
probably G. hispida, but the flowers are somewhat smaller
than the Japanese varieties and the pods and seeds as small
as any variety of G. hispida. It is therefore apparent that both
G. soja and G. hispida are cultivated in parts of India, if we
accept the flower character as decisive. This fact makes it
doubtful which of the two plants Linnaeus named Dolichos
soja. There seems no good reason why G. hispida may not
have been derived from G. soja by cultivation, the smaller
flowers of the latter being the principal difficulty to explain.
In all other respects the two supposed species seem to merge
completely. The identity of the plant cultivated in India has
been commented on by Watt (Dictionary of the Economic
Products of India, 1890, p. 509)...
“Prain apparently does not apply the size of the flower as
a critical character. Applying this, however, two of the Indian
varieties (see No. 24675 and 24682) are certainly Glycine
soja [the wild annual soybean] but the plants are stouter and
less twining, and the pods and seeds larger than the wild
form from Japan. Three other varieties (Nos. 24672, Khasi
Hills [in today’s Indian state of Meghalaya], and 24673 and
24674, Darjiling [Darjeeling in West Bengal, India]) we

would refer to G. hispida [the domesticated soybean] though
the flowers are somewhat smaller than the Japanese and
Chinese varieties. The first is erect and bushy, but the other
two are procumbent and vining. A variety from Taihoku,
Formosa, No. 24642, is very similar to the two varieties from
Darjiling. On the whole, we are therefore inclined to believe
that there is but one botanical species, which has been
profoundly modified by cultivation.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010)
that contains the word “procumbent” in connection with the
soybean.
To summarize: In most botanical works the soybean
is named Glycine hispida (Moench) Maximowicz. By a
few writers it is named Soja hispida Moench. The use of
either of these names is based on the idea that the wild
soybean Glycine soja Siebold & Zuccarini or Glycine
ussuriensis Regel & Maack is a different species. Piper and
Morse (above) have shown that this view is untenable, the
wild and cultivated plants representing but one species.
Address: 1. Agrostologist; 2. Scientific Asst., Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
2476. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies: Early agricultural history
in the United States (Document part). USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 197. p. 26-27. Dec. 31. [14 ref]
• Summary: “The first mention of the soy bean in American
literature is by Thomas Nuttall, in the New England
Farmer, October 23, 1829. Nuttall grew a variety with red
flowers and chocolate-brown seeds in the botanic garden at
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
“In the same journal two years later, November 23,
1831, is an account of the successful culture of the plant
at Milton, Massachusetts, the seed having been obtained
from Nuttall. No further mention of the plant in American
literature appears until 1853, when a brief account appeared
under the name ‘Japan pea,’ by A.H. Ernst, Cincinnati,
Ohio...
“In the following year, 1854, the Perry expedition
brought back two varieties of ‘soja bean’ from Japan, one
‘white’ seeded, the other ‘red’ seeded. These, together with
the Japan pea, were distributed by the Commissioner of
Patents in 1854, and, thereafter, frequent references to the
plant occur in agricultural literature under such names as
Japan pea, Japan bean, and Japanese fodder plant. Most of
these articles speak of the plant as the Japan pea, none of
them as the soy or soja bean. It is apparent from the early
accounts that there were at least two Japan peas, one early
enough to mature in Connecticut (Patent Office Report,
1854, p. 194), the other very late (American Agriculturist,
1857, vol. 16, p. 10). Judging from all the accounts, we
suspect that the early Japan pea may be the Ito San variety,
which, however, has red flowers, while the late variety may
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be the Mammoth. The Ito San is still occasionally called
the Japan pea, while the introduction and source of the
Mammoth has never been definitely determined. From these
early accounts the Mammoth may well be the ‘white-seeded’
soja bean obtained by the Perry expedition. The ‘red-seeded
soja bean’ was perhaps, the Adsuki [azuki] bean (Phaseolus
angularis), as no red-seeded soy bean is known.
“Prof. G.H. Cook, of New Brunswick, New Jersey,
obtained seed of the soy bean at the Bavarian Agricultural
Station in 1878. In the same year Mr. James Neilson obtained
seeds of several varieties at Vienna, Austria. Both of these
gentlemen planted the seeds and gathered crops of the
different varieties in 1879. These varieties were without
doubt those grown and distributed through Europe by
Professor Haberlandt, of Vienna.
“A yellow-seeded soy bean was grown at the North
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station in 1882 and
reported on in some detail. The source of the variety is not
given, but by implication it is the same as the variety stated
to be grown by a number of persons in the State, and is
probably the Mammoth.
“Two varieties, one black seeded, the other with
white seeds, were grown at the Massachusetts Agricultural
Experiment Station in 1888. In 1890 Prof. C.C. Georgeson
secured three lots of soy beans from Japan which were
grown at the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station in
1890 and subsequently. Prof. W.P. Brooks, of Amherst,
Massachusetts, brought with him from Japan in 1889 a
number of soy-bean varieties, including the Medium Green
or Guelph, and the Ito San. It is quite certain that other
importations of soy beans from Asia were made by others,
but no definite records have been found. [Note: The Guelph
variety was NOT developed in Canada.]
“Since 1890 most of the agricultural experiment stations
have experimented with soy beans and many bulletins have
been published dealing wholly or partly with the crop.”
Address: 1. Agrostologist; 2. Scientific Asst., Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
2477. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies: Soy-bean varieties
described and indexed in this publication (Document part).
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 197. p. 79-81.
Dec. 31. [27 ref]
• Summary: Named soy-bean varieties described and
indexed in this publication, listed alphabetically below with
the color of their seeds, are: Acme (straw yellow), Amherst
(straw yellow), Arlington (black), Auburn (black), Austin
(olive yellow), Baird (brown), Barchet (dark olive brown),
Black Beauty (black), Brindle (brown and black), Brooks
(straw yellow), Brown (brown), Brown Eda Mame (brown),
Brownie (brown), Buckshot (black), Butterball (straw
yellow), Chadaidzu (brown), Chernie (black), Chestnut

(brown), Cloud (black), Columbia (chromium green),
Daidsu Mame (yellow), Dwarf Brown (brown), Early Black
(black), Early Brown (brown), Early Japan (straw yellow),
Early White (yellow), Early Yellow (yellow), Ebony (black),
Eda (brown), Eda Mame (yellow), Edward (straw yellow),
Elton (straw yellow), Etampes (yellow), Extra Early Black
(black), Fairchild (black), Farnham (straw yellow), Flat
King (black), Flava (straw yellow), Giant Yellow (yellow),
Green Samarow (green), Guelph (or Medium Green) (green),
Habaro (straw yellow) [From Khabarovsk, Siberia, Russia
1907], Haberlandt (straw yellow), Hankow (brown banded
with black), Hansen (brown), Hollybrook (straw yellow),
Hongkong (black), Hope (olive yellow), Ito San (straw
yellow), Jet (black), Kingston (black), Kiyusuke Daidzu
(yellow), Large Black (black), Late Yellow (yellow), Lowrie
(olive yellow), Mammoth (straw yellow), Manhattan (straw
yellow), Medium Black (black), Medium Early Black
(black), Medium Green (Guelph) (green), Medium Yellow
(straw yellow), Merko (brown), Meyer (black and brown),
Morgan (olive yellow), Morse (olive yellow), Natsu (straw
yellow), Nemo (olive yellow), Nielsen (olive yellow), Nigra
(black), Nuttall (black), Ogemaw (Ogema) (brown), Okute
(olive yellow), Peking (black), Pingsu (black), Riceland
(black), Samarow (green), Sedo (deep brown), Shanghai
(black), Sherwood (straw yellow), Shingto (olive yellow),
Southern (yellow), Stuart (olive yellow), Swan (straw
yellow), Taha (black with olive saddle), Tashing (chromium
green), Tokyo (olive yellow), Trenton (brown), Vireo (olive
yellow), Wilson (black), Wisconsin Black (black), Yamagata
Cha-daizu (brown), Yellow (yellow), Yellow Eda Mame
(yellow), Yellow Etampes (yellow), Yellow Riesen (yellow),
Yosho (olive yellow).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the following soy-bean varieties: Acme,
Auburn, Arlington, Barchet, Black Beauty, Columbia, Elton,
Fairchild, Flava, Lowrie, Morgan, Natsu, Nemo, Nielsen,
Nigra, Sedo, Stuart, Taha, Vireo.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
by Piper or Morse that is mainly about soybean varieties.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
which states that Black Beauty is a synonym of Ebony (see
p. 43).
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2004) that uses the word “banded” (or “banding”
or “bands”) (with Hankow), or the term “olive brown” or
“dark olive brown” (with Barchet) to describe the color
of soybean seeds. Address: 1. Agrostologist; 2. Scientific
Asst., Forage-Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC.
2478. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies: Varieties introduced
into the United States independently of the Department of
Agriculture or previous to 1898 (Document part). USDA
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Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 197. p. 27-31. Dec.
31. [14 ref]
• Summary: “Early agricultural history in the United States:
The first mention of the soy bean in American literature is
by Thomas Nuttall, in the New England Farmer, October
23, 1829. Nuttall grew a variety with red flowers and
chocolate-brown seeds in the botanic garden at Cambridge,
Massachusetts, and from his observations wrote a brief
account concerning it. He writes:
“’Its principal recommendation at present is only as a
luxury, affording the well-known sauce, soy, which at this
time is only prepared in China and Japan.
“In the same journal two years later, November 23,
1831, is an account of the successful culture of the plant at
Milton, Mass., the seed having been obtained from Nuttall.
“No further mention of the plant in American literature
appears until 1853, when a brief account appeared under
the name ‘Japan pea,’ by A.H. Ernst, Cincinnati, Ohio, as
follows:
“’The Japan pea, in which so much interest has been
manifested in this country for a year or two past, from
its hardihood to resist drought and frost, together with its
enormous yield, appears to be highly worthy of the attention
of agriculturists. This plant is stated to be of Japan origin,
having been brought to San Francisco about three years
since, and thence into Illinois and Ohio. Its habit of growth is
bushy, upright, woody, and stiff, branching near the ground,
and attaining a height of three or four feet. The leaflets are
large, resembling those of an ordinary bean, occurring in sets
of three, with long quadrangular stems. The flowers, which
are small and white, but rather inconspicuous, sometimes
having purple centers.’
“In the following year, 1854, the Perry expedition
brought back two varieties of ‘soja bean’ from Japan, one
‘white’ seeded, the other ‘red’ seeded. These, together with
the Japan pea, were distributed by the Commissioner of
Patents in 1854, and, thereafter, frequent references to the
plant occur in agricultural literature under such names as
Japan pea, Japan bean, and Japanese fodder plants. Most of
these articles speak of the plant as the Japan pea, none of
them as the soy or soja bean. It is apparent from the early
accounts that there were at least two Japan peas, one early
enough to mature in Connecticut (Patent Office Report,
1854, p. 194), the other very late (American Agriculturist,
1857, vol. 16, p. 10). Judging from all the accounts, we
suspect that the early Japan pea may be the Ito San variety,
which, however, has red flowers, while the late variety
may be the Mammoth. The Ito San is still occasionally
called the Japan pea, while the introduction and source of
the Mammoth has never been definitely determined. From
these early accounts the Mammoth may well be the ‘whiteseeded’ soja bean obtained by the Perry expedition. The ‘redseeded soja bean’ was perhaps, the Adsuki bean (Phaseolus
angularis), as no red-seeded soy bean is known.

“Prof. G.H. Cook, of New Brunswick, New Jersey,
obtained seed of the soy bean at the Bavarian Agricultural
Station in 1878. In the same year Mr. James Neilson obtained
seeds of several varieties at Vienna, Austria. Both of these
gentlemen planted the seeds and gathered crops of the
different varieties in 1879. These varieties were without
doubt those grown and distributed through Europe by
Professor Haberlandt, of Vienna.
“A yellow-seeded soy bean was grown at the North
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station in 1882 and
reported on in some detail. The source of the variety is not
given, but by implication it is the same as the variety stated
to be grown by a number of persons in the State, and is
probably the Mammoth.
“Two varieties, one black seeded, the other with
white seeds, were grown at the Massachusetts Agricultural
Experiment Station in 1888.
“In 1890 Prof. C.C. Georgeson secured three lots of
soy beans from Japan which were grown at the Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station in 1890 and subsequently.
“Prof. W.P. Brooks, of Amherst, Mass., brought with
him from Japan in 1889 a number of soy-bean varieties,
including the Medium Green or Guelph, and the Ito San. It
is quite certain that other importations of soy beans from
Asia were made by others, but no definite records have been
found.
“Since 1890 most of the agricultural experiment stations
have experimented with soy beans and many bulletins have
been published dealing wholly or partly with the crop.”
“Varieties introduced into the United States
independently of the Department of Agriculture or previous
to 1898.
“Enumeration: Previous to the numerous introductions
by the United States Department of Agriculture beginning in
1898, there were not more than eight varieties of soy beans
grown in the United States, namely, Ito San, Mammoth, and
Butterball, with yellow seeds; Buckshot and Kingston, with
black seeds; Guelph or Medium Green, with green seeds;
and Eda and Ogemaw, with brown seeds.” The history of and
information about each of these eight soybean varieties is
given in great detail.
U.S. seedsmen or seed companies which have carried
these soybeans include: Mr. E.E. Evans, West Branch,
Michigan (1901); J.M. Thorburn & Co. (1901); W.A. Burpee
(1902); Hammond Seed Co. (1903); Johnson & Stokes
(1902); T.W. Wood & Sons, Richmond, Virginia (1889).
Foreign seedsmen include: Vilmorin-Andrieux &
Co., Paris, France (1901); Haage & Schmidt, Erfurt,
Germany (1908); Dammann & Co., Naples, Italy (1908).
Address: 1. Agrostologist; 2. Scientific Asst., Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
2479. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. The soy bean:
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History, varieties, and field studies: Pollination and
hybridization (Document part). USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 197. p. 20-23. Dec. 31.
• Summary: “The soy-bean flower is completely selffertile, bagged plants setting pods as perfectly as those in
the open. This was tested at the Arlington Experimental
Farm [Virginia] in 1909 by bagging 30 plants representing
10 varieties. In no case did the bagged individuals fail to
produce as well as neighboring unbagged plants. Ten plants
were also inclosed in box screens with similar results.
“The flowers are much visited by bees, mainly for the
pollen, as but a very small quantity of nectar is secreted.
Cross-pollination would be a frequent occurrence were it not
that the abundant pollen of each flower covers the stigma
almost as soon as the flower opens.
“Previous to 1907 the remarkable uniformity of the plats
at the Arlington Experimental Farm, except for occasional
and evident admixtures, had led to the belief that natural
hybrids of the soy bean did not occur. In that year the
occurrence of certain oddly colored seeds, smoky green,
smoky yellow, brown and yellow, etc., in the bulk seed was
noted. These were carefully saved and the resultant rows in
1908 gave diverse progeny, showing that some of the seeds
at least were hybrids. In 1908 more than a hundred singleplant selections of supposed hybrids were made and planted
in 1909. Some of the results are indicated in Table V (p.
22). Titled “Variations is hybrid soy-bean plants and their
progeny at the Arlington Experimental Farm, 1908-1910,”
it has the following columns: Serial No., Hybrid: Color of
pubescence, color of seed. Progeny: Total number of plants,
color of pubescence, color of flower, color of seed.
“It is evident from the diversity of the progeny that the
parents were hybrids in all the cases listed. The number of
plants grown in each case is too small to secure definite
proportions, but it is clear that the color of the pubescence
and the color of the seed behave in Mendelian fashion. The
same is probably true of the flower color, which was counted
in only one case.
“There is thus furnished a clear explanation of the origin
of many of the new varieties at the Arlington Experimental
Farm that were at first mistaken for accidental admixtures.
It also accounts for the diversity of the population exhibited
in many introduced varieties notwithstanding the apparent
uniformity of the seed.
“It must not be supposed from the foregoing account
that hybrids are common in soybeans. At Arlington the
test rows are grown contiguously, so that there is a great
opportunity for cross-pollination. Nevertheless, the
percentage of hybrids that occur is very small, perhaps not
one individual in two hundred.
“Thus far the hybrid plants have been detected mostly
by the color of the seed. In a number of cases none of the
progeny has seed similar to the parent; or, in other words,
the color of heterozygote seeds is often unstable. Among

the most striking of such heterozygote seeds (Pl. VIII) are
yellow with a single narrow transverse band of brown;
yellow or green, with an irregularly star-shaped brown or
black figure centering at the hilum; and green or yellow more
or less suffused with a smoky color. Some of the last breed
true, but most of them do not.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that describes soybean hybrids. As such, it is the earliest
document seen concerning soybean variety development.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2020) that uses the word “pubescence” to refer
to the fine short hairs on the stem and leaves of the soybean
plant.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2020) that uses the word “hybridization” in
connection with soybeans. Address: 1. Agrostologist; 2.
Scientific Asst., Forage-Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2480. Auburn: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Also
Called Parson’s Auburn (Reynolds 1914), and Parsons’
Auburn (Butler 1916). 1910. Seed color: Black, hilum pale.
• Summary: Sources: Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910.
“The soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec.
31. See p. 57, 75. Seed color: Black. S.P.I. No. 21079. “A
field mass selection in 1907... shattering little; seeds black,
medium-sized, 7½ to 8 mm long, elliptical, much flattened;
hilum pale; germ green. Grown two seasons.” “The best
varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Medium early–Auburn,
21079.”
Reynolds, Will. 1914. “A crop with many profits: Soy
beans are good for fertilizer, for pasture, for hay, for seed.”
Country Gentleman March 21. p. 9. “Varieties that have done
well in the North are Ito San, Early Brown, Black Beauty,
and Parson’s Auburn.” Some growers prefer Ito San, other
like Auburn which, is a higher yielder and is as early as Ito.
Butler, William Reynolds. 1916. “The labor-saving
soy: A crop for seed, feed and the soil of run-down fields.”
Country Gentleman 81(19):964-65, 994-95. May 6. See
p. 994. “Varieties that have done well in the North are Ito
San, Early Brown, and Parsons’ Auburn. Ito San is more
extensively grown and is more widely known than any other
early maturing variety, but some growers prefer the Early
Brown and the Auburn, which are heavier yielders than the
Ito and as early.”
Lonsdale, T.W. 1916. “Soya-bean variety test.” New
Zealand J. of Agriculture 13(2):140. Aug. 21. “Nine varieties
of Soya beans received from Purdue University, Indiana,
U.S.A., were tested at the Moumahaki Experimental farm
last season. The beans were planted in October in 24 in.
rows.” The best results were obtained from the Auburn
variety. It gave a high yield of forage 13.14 tons per acre.
Talk with Dr. Richard Bernard. 1998. Dec. 21. Since
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this was a field mass selection in 1907, it must have been
developed at Arlington Farm, Virginia. Piper & Morse (1910)
did not explain the origin of the name and he does not know
it either. It clearly did not come from Auburn, Alabama, and
the seed color is indeed black (with a pale hilum), not auburn
(brown). Address: USA.
2481. California Bureau of Labor Statistics. comp. 1910.
Biennial report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics of
California, 1909-1910. Vol. 14. Sacramento, California:
W.W. Shannon, Superintendent State Printing. 439 p. Index
of tables and charts. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is the Fourteenth Biennial Report of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics of California, 1909-1910. The
Commissioner is J.D. Mackenzie. This report summarizes
the data on Japanese in California collected in 1910 by a
special commission, which was established with a budget
of $10,000, and which issued a special report in 1910.
Unfortunately that report appears to have been lost. The
present report is divided into two main parts: (1) Discursive,
and (2) Statistical. It contains many photos, tables, and
charts.
On page 2, “Personnel of the Bureau,” under “Special
Agents” are given the names of the 12 men and women who
were “Employed in temporary capacity only in field work
and during compilation and tabulation of this Fourteenth
Biennial Report.”
In the “Financial statement” (p. 10) we read: “Special
Appropriation for Investigation of the Japanese. (See
Stats [Statutes] of California, 1909, Chap. 134). Amount
appropriated: $10,000.00. Disbursements for salaries,
traveling, and contingent expense: $9,794.75. Printing
schedules, etc. $205.25. Total disbursements: $10,000.00.”
The “Report of the Commissioner” (Summary) (p. 12)
states: “The establishment of a branch office at Los Angeles
has enabled the Assistant Deputy to more thoroughly
carry on the work... This arrangement was particularly
advantageous in prosecuting the Japanese investigation,
which began in that territory in May, 1909. During a period
of about fifteen months, the special agents occupied the
Los Angeles branch headquarters, both in the Japanese
investigation and in the gathering of data for the present
biennial report.” The special report covering the Japanese
investigation, which was required of the Commissioner by
act of the Legislature of 1909, and submitted to the Governor
in May. 1910” (p. 13).
The section titled “Farm labor” (p. 47) begins: “The
situation and condition of farm labor in California are very
fully set forth in the special Japanese report, completed in
May, 1910. While this investigation was directed to the
gathering of statistics and general information regarding the
employment of and operations by Japanese in the agricultural
sections, it necessarily involved the employment of the white
and other races. The investigation covered more than 4,100

farms, and in the statistical reports indicated the number of
white men employed, as well as the number of Japanese and
other oriental and other races. To make an extended report
of the farm labor situation would be merely to review the
Japanese report. Every economic relation existing between
the oriental and the white farm laborer was investigated by
the special agents of the Bureau during that investigation,
and the precise conditions have been in the special report
very fully set forth.”
The section titled “Oriental Section” (p. 48) states: “In
the present report only the Chinese are considered in the
tabulated matter respecting oriental labor, for the reason
that all phases of life, labor, and activities of the Japanese
population in the State were thoroughly covered in the
special report of the Commissioner filed with the Governor
in May, 1910. This report was the result of an investigation
undertaken by direction of the Governor and pursuant to
the provisions of chapter 134, statutes of 1909. So the
Japanese situation is not included in the present biennial
report, except as to the presentation of tabulated data in the
chapter on Farm Labor, which shows the Japanese ownership
and tenancy.” “At the close of the biennial season ending
October, 1910, there were approximately 40,996 Japanese in
the State compared with 45,000 in October, 1908. In respect
to the Chinese, the number is approximately the same in the
present period and the period two years prior, being 31,100
in October, 1910, and 30,000 in October, 1908.”
Note: In 1910, there are about 32% more Japanese in
California than there are Chinese. In 1904, the Chinese
population of California was about 40,000, so it has
decreased in recent years.
In the section titled “Agriculture” (p. 128) the
description of Table I states: In the investigation there were
visited by the agents of the Bureau 2,369 farms operated
by white farmers. Of these 2,369 farms, 1,135 employed
white labor only, 1,105 employed white and Japanese labor,
and 129 employed various other races. It will thus be seen
that the visits to farms operated by white persons were
about equally divided between those employing white labor
exclusively, and those employing white and Japanese labor.
There were also visited 1,733 farms operated by Japanese.
132 of these farms were operated by Japanese owners,
1,170 by Japanese cash lessees, and 431 by Japanese share
lessees.”
The description of Table III states (p. 128): “Of the
farms operated by Japanese cash lessees, 79.8 per cent
contained less than 50 acres, while only 51.4 per cent of
those operated by Japanese share lessees were in this group.
The reason for the farms operated under share lease being
the larger may be found in the fact that under this form of
leasing the Japanese lessee has little at stake outside of his
labor. However, in both the cash and share lease farms the
majority were under fifty acres.”
The description of Table VIII states: The average wage
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paid by white farmers, employing white labor exclusively,
to male help was $1.38 per day with board, and $1.90 per
day without board. The average wage paid by white farmers,
employing white and Japanese labor, to white male help was
$1.30 per day with board, and $1.82 per day without board;
to Japanese labor $1.49 per day with board, and $1.54 per
day without board. The wages paid to Japanese, however,
can not be taken as their average earnings, as 49.2 per cent
of the entire number employed were working by contract,
or piece work, under which conditions the earnings of the
Japanese were much larger than those of the whites. The
average wage paid by Japanese farmers to Japanese labor
was $1.57 per day with board, and $1.65 per day without
board. It is worth noting that the Japanese were better paid
by their own countrymen than by the white farmers; this for
two reasons–first, that he was in greater demand by his own
countrymen; and, second, that only 12.5 per cent of the total
number employed by Japanese farmers were working under
contract, or piece work.”
Chart I (p. 270 b.) shows the main crops grown by
Japanese and other races, and what percent of the market
each race controlled. The Japanese grew about 88% of the
berries in California, 66% of the sugar beets, 57% of the
nursery products, 52% of the grapes, 45% of the vegetables,
38% of the citrus fruit, 36% of the deciduous fruit, 8%
of the hops, 7% of the hay and grain, and 9% of other
miscellaneous crops. Note that the Japanese preferred to
grow high-value crops.
Chart II (p. 270d) shows the occupations of Japanese in
California agriculture: Japanese comprised 95% of the berry
pickers, 95% of the vegetable pickers, 94% of the celery
handworkers, 88% of the beet toppers and loaders, 85% of
the beet hoers and thinners, 73% of the grape pickers, 72% of
the pruners [highly skilled work], 67% of the fruit packers,
25% of the fruit packers, 10% of the hop pickers, 8% of the
teamsters, and 4% of the fruit cutters.
Chart III (p. 272b) shows the seasonal employment of
white and Japanese farm labor. For both races, the month of
greatest employment was Sept. (when 22% of Japanese and
28% of white farm laborers were employed). For Japanese
that was followed by Oct., Aug., July, June, and May. The
month of least employment was December, followed by
January, February, and March.
The section in Part II of the report titled “Oriental” (p.
339+) contains many interesting tables, but most relate only
to Chinese. Japanese are included only in Tables I.
2482. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1910. Ueber die Anwesenheit von
giftigen Basen in zersetzten Sojabohnen [On the presence
of poisonous bases in decomposed soybeans (Abstract)].
17(12):297. Dec. [Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
German-language article: Yoshimura, Kiyohisa. 1910.

“Ueber Faeulnis-Basen (Ptomaine) aus gefaulten Sojabohnen
(Glycine hispida) [Ptomaines in decomposed soybeans].”
Biochemische Zeitschrift 28(1):16-22. Sept. 15.
2483. Columbia: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Columbian (Morse 1927). 1910. Seed color:
Green (chromium).
• Summary: Sources: Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910.
“The soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31.
See p. 64. Seed color: Chromium green. S.P.I. No. 22897.
“From Paotingfu, Chihli, China, 1908... Grown one season.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 164. “Introduced from Paotingfu, China, 1908. Plants
stout, erect, maturing in about 125 days; pubescence gray;
flowers purple and white, 50 to 55 days to flower; pods gray,
40 to 50 mm. long, 8 to 10 mm. wide, 6 to 7 mm. thick, 2-3
seeded; seed green, 7 to 8 mm. long, 5 to 6 mm. wide, 4 to 5
mm. thick; hilum tawny; germ green; oil 18.7%; 200,000 to
the bushel.”
Mundy, H.G. 1926. “Agricultural Experiment Station,
Salisbury. Annual report of experiments, 1924-25.” Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal 23(9):810-18. See p. 817. Columbia
was grown in Southern Rhodesia as an experiment (along
with other varieties). It yielded 227 lbs. of shelled beans per
acre.
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p. 6.
“Columbian.–The same as Columbia.”
Lehman, Samuel G. 1929. “Research in botany. Division
of Plant Pathology: Soybean diseases.” North Carolina
Agric. Exp. Station, Annual report 51:59-61. For the year
1928. See p. 61. The Columbia variety of soybean is
practically immune to disease.
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987.
“USDA soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1.
INTSOY Series No. 30. p. 10-11. Columbia is in the USDA
Germplasm Collection. Maturity group: III. Year named or
released: 1910. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature:
03. Source and other information: ‘Da Ching Don’ from
Baoding, Hebei, China, in 1908. Prior designation: PI 22897.
Address: USA.
2484. Elton: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonym:
Formerly named Chestnut (Williams & Park 1917). 1910.
Seed color: Yellow (straw), hilum pale.
• Summary: Sources: Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910.
“The soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31.
See p. 54, 75. Seed color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 20406.
“From Khabarovsk, Siberia, 1906... Grown three seasons.”
Krauss, F.G. 1911. “Leguminous crops for Hawaii.”
Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 23. 31 p. Sept. 20.
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Elton is classified under Group I (Culinary varieties, dwarf
type maturing in from 60 to 100 days. Yellow seeded).
Williams, C.G.; Park, J.B. 1917. “Soybeans: Their
culture and use.” Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No.
312. p. 577-600. March. See p. 589-90. “Description of 25
varieties: Amherst,... Elton (Chestnut)* (* = The Elton was
first sent out by the U.S. Department of Agriculture under the
name of Chestnut), Habaro...”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 17.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 165. “Introduced from Khabarovsk, Siberia, 1906.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 10-11. Elton is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: I. Year named or released: 1910.
Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 03. Source and
other information: From Khabarovsk, Siberia, USSR, in
1907. Prior designation: PI 20406. Address: USA.
2485. Fairchild: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910.
Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910.
“The soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec.
31. See p. 51. Seed color: Black. S.P.I. No. 19184. “From
Newchwang, Manchuria, 1906. Plants stout, erect, bushy;
height, 30 to 34 inches; medium; pubescence tawny; flowers
both purple and white; pods medium-sized, 1½ to 1 3/4
inches long, tumid, half crowded, shattering little; seeds
black, medium-sized, 7 to 7½ mm. long, elliptical, slightly
flattened; hilum pale; germ green. Grown three seasons. This
is said to be a rare variety used both for food and making a
superior oil.” This soybean was named after David Fairchild
who organized the Section of Foreign Seed and Plant
Introduction within the USDA, and played a key role in the
introduction of many early soybeans to the USA.
Grantham, Arthur E. 1912. “Soy beans.” Delaware
College Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 96. 39 p. May 1.
See p. 20, 25, 36. Registration No. 19,184. Height of plant in
inches: 35. Habit of growth: erect, with tips of plant twining.
Quality of vine: medium. Color of seed: black. Number of
seed per 10 grams: 100. Days to maturity: 100. Yield of 5
plants in grams: 168. Yield of seed (bushels per acre): 26.0 in
1909, 24.0 in 1910, 23.7 in 1911. 24.6 average. Yield of hay:
4,200 lb/acre. Composition of air-dry seeds: Protein 38.6%.
Fat 20.2%.
Piper, Charles V. 1914. Forage Plants and their Culture.
New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xxi + 618 p. A table (p.
535) gives the viability of the seeds of 12 soybean varieties,
including Fairchild.
Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. “Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various

countries.” International Institute of Agriculture (Rome)
Monthly Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture
27(4):117T-49T. April. Page 135 states: “Seeds remarkably
large, ellipsoidal or ovoidal; seed coat slightly glossy; hilum
lighter in colour than the seed coat; cotyledon green; pods
of medium size, formation on central stem sparse becoming
fewer towards tip; stems and leaves of medium size; plant of
medium height, slender, maturing medium late (120 to 130
days) while stems and leaves are still green.”
2486. Flava: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910. Seed
color: Yellow (straw).
• Summary: Sources: Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910.
“The soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31.
See p. 42, 75. Seed color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 16789.
“A field mass selection in 1907... Grown two seasons.”
“The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Medium late–Flava,
16789.” Address: USA.
2487. Friedenwald, Julius; Ruhräh, John. 1910. The use
of the soy bean as a food in diabetes. American J. of the
Medical Sciences 140:793-803. Dec. [9 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The article begins: “The soy bean (Glycine
hispida), sometimes incorrectly called the soja bean, is an
annual leguminous plant...” It continues with a brief but
accurate history of the soy bean in Europe and the USA, a
botanical description of the plant, examples of food uses
such as green vegetable soybeans (“The beans are eaten as
a vegetable, in soups, sometimes picked green, boiled and
served cold with a sprinkling of soy sauce and sometimes
served as a salad... If the beans are green, the preliminary
soaking may be omitted.”), soy sauce or shoyu, natto, tofu,
miso, yuba, a coffee substitute, and as whole dry soybeans
(“They are sometimes served as a vegetable, first soaking the
beans until the skins come off and then boiling them until
soft and serving hot”).
A brief description of the process for making tofu is
given, together with nutritional analyses of tofu, and 4
varieties of soybeans. “The most striking point about the
bean is that it contains no starch, or, at least a very small
quantity, which is strange when one considers it resembles
the various beans very closely and all other varieties of
beans are extremely rich in starchy materials.” An analysis
of the “gruel flour from the soy bean” made by the Cereo
Co., Tappan, New York, shows it to contain 14.64% protein,
19.43% fat, no starch, and no reducing sugars. “Our own
experience with the soy bean in diabetes extends over
a series of eight cases.” The 8 cases are then described
individually. Cooking directions and recipes are given for
making gruels, broths, and muffins using “soy gruel flour” or
“soy flour.”
The authors conclude: “(1) The soy bean is a valuable
addition to the dietary of the diabetic on account of its
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palatability, and the numerous ways in which it can be
prepared. (2) The soy bean in some way causes a reduction in
the percentage and total quantity of sugar passed in diabetic
subjects on the usual dietary restrictions.” Address: 1. M.D.,
Prof. of Diseases of the Stomach, College of Physicians and
Surgeons, Baltimore, Maryland; 2. M.D., Prof. of Diseases
of Children and Therapeutics same college.
2488. Honcamp, Fr. 1910. Die Sojabohne und ihre
Abfallprodukte [The soybean and its by-products].
Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 73:241-84. Dec.
(Chem. Abst. 4:3099). [18 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Largely a good review of the literature.
Contents: Introduction and history. Botanical and
microscopic characteristics. The best varieties for production
of seeds / beans (incl. Soja platycarpa, Soja tumida, etc.).
Soybean cultivation (incl. Fesca, Haberlandt). Chemical
composition. Utilization of the soybean and its products: Use
as food and delicacies (Genussmittel) (incl. boiled or roasted
soybeans, shoyu or soy sauce {Shoyu oder Bohnensauce}
made with rice- or wheat koji {Reis- oder Gerstenkoji},
miso, tofu {Bohnenkäse}, dried-frozen tofu {Kori-Tofu oder
Eisbohnenkäse}, soybean flour / meal {Sojabohnenmehl},
soybean oil {Sojabohnenöl}), industrial and technical uses
of soybean oil (illuminant, soaps, table of constants), use as
a livestock feed (Sheep were fed soybean oil meal and meal
{Sojakuchen, Sojamehl}, pressed residue {Pressrückstand},
or solvent processed {Extractionsrückständen, Sojamehle,
Sojakuchenmehl}; soybean hay {Sojabohnenheu} and straw
also make good feeds).
Illustrations show: (1) A soy bean plant with pods (nonoriginal, p. 245; from an original in Fesca 1898). (2) Soy
bean pods, seeds, and cells (non-original, p. 246; from an
original in C.O. Harz 1885).
Note 1. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2021) that uses the word “Eisbohnenkäse” to
refer to dried-frozen tofu.
Note 2. A summary of this article, with the same title
and author, was published in Biedermann’s Zentralblatt
fuer Agrikulturchemie (1911), vol. 40, p. 267-69. Address:
Rostok, Germany.
2489. Honcamp, F. 1910. Die Sojabohne und ihre
Verwertung [The soybean and its utilization]. Tropenpflanzer
(Der) (Berlin) 14(12):613-34. Dec. (Chem. Abst. 30:45). [9
ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Utilization as food
and delicacies (als Nahrungs- und Genussmittel). Use for
technical purposes. Use for fodder.
According to English consular reports the total
production of soya beans in China amounted in 1907 to
580,000 tons, rising in the following year to 850,000 tons.
During the year 1909 no less than 35 million kg of the beans
passed through the Suez Canal.

Harz classified the varieties of Soja hispida into 2
main groups, one containing those of strongly compressed
form and of olive green to brownish-black color, and the
other swollen varieties more or less sickle-shaped, and of
yellowish-brown to deep brown color.
Dietrich and König [1891] conducted 20 analyses of the
soybean and found the following average composition: Water
11.34%, crude protein 35.11%, crude fat 16.98%, nitrogenfree extract 26.18%, crude fiber 5.88%, and ash 4.51%.
An analysis of the inorganic constituents of the beans by
Schwackhöfer gave the following results: Potassium oxide,
44.56%; sodium oxide, 0.98%; lime, 5.32%; magnesia,
8.92%; iron oxide, trace; silica, trace; phosphoric acid,
36.89%; sulphuric acid, 2.70%; and chlorine, 0.27%.
Both in China and Japan the black varieties are boiled
and roasted and eaten with rice, while the green and white
varieties are ground to meal and baked into cakes, etc. The
soy sauce, which is now largely exported to England and
America, and used in the manufacture of other sauces, is
prepared from wheat and a small light yellow variety of the
bean, with the addition of salt and water, the prepared mass
being fermented in open vessels at as low a temperature as
possible for a period of 8 months to 5 years, and the sauce
then separated from the residue. Another product made from
the beans in Japan, and used in the preparation of soups and
flavors for cooking, is know as miso. In addition to these,
a so-called bean cheese (tofu), and a similar product from
which the bulk of the water has been removed (kori-tofu),
are prepared from soya beans in Japan.
Attempts to acclimatize the plant in Germany have
not yet proved successful, although it may be possible to
introduce an early-ripening variety with a short vegetation
period.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) that
gives soybean production or area statistics for China. It is not
clear whether or not this includes Manchuria, or refers only
to Manchuria. Address: Prof., Germany.
2490. Itie, G. 1910. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds
(Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 10(93):485-93. Dec. [23 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Mixed cultures (growing soybean
with other crops, such as corn). Rotations. Yields of soybeans
(grain/seeds). A table (p. 490) gives the yield (in hectoliters/
hectos per hectare) of 20 soybean varieties at many different
locations, mostly in the USA, with one in Canada; the
highest yields range from 33 to 36.3. Eight more small tables
(p. 492-93) give additional information on soybean seed
yields from China, Manchuria, Hungary, Germany, Italy, and
Algeria. Note 1. The author is presently a professor at the
School of Agriculture in Mexico.
Note 2. This document contains 10 tables, mostly from
other sources. Address: Ingenieur d’Agriculture coloniale,
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Professeur à l’École d’Agriculture de Mexico.
2491. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1910.
Experiments with live stock. 17(9):752-55. Dec. [5 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of six reports concerning
trials conducted in Great Britain on feeding soy bean cake
to live stock: (1) Feeding of Cattle with Soy Bean Cake
(Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of Agriculture,
Bulletin 21). (2) Effect of Soy Bean Cake on Cattle (Field
Experiments at Harper Adams Agricultural College and
in Staffs and Salop, Report, 1909). One heifer “received
1½ lb. Bibby cake and 1 lb. Soy cake.” (3) Soy Bean Cake
as a Food for Milch Cows (Royal Agricultural College,
Cirencester, Scientific Bulletin No. 1, 1909).
(4) Effect of Soy Bean Cake on Cattle (Board of
Agriculture and Fisheries). (5) Feeding Dairy Cows with
Soy Cake (Midland Agricultural and Dairy College, Reports
and Experiments with Crops and Stock, 1909-10). (6) Soy
Bean Cake for Fattening Sheep (University College of North
Wales, Bangor, Bulletin 11, 1909). Address: England.
2492. Liardet, C.E. 1910. Soya beans. Queensland
Agricultural Journal 25(6):261-67. Dec. Continued, Jan.
1911. [1 ref]
• Summary: Note: This article is reprinted from a 27page booklet compiled by Mr. Liardet, titled Soya Beans,
and published in 1910 by the Northern Publishing Co.
(Liverpool, England)–which see.
“We receive so many inquiries concerning Soya beans
from all parts of the State that we hail with great pleasure
the publication of an exhaustive treatise on the subject by
Mr. C. E. Liardet, China. In the interests of our farmers, we
have taken the liberty of publishing in the Journal the most
essential portions of the treatise...” An illustration (nonoriginal line drawing; facing p. 262) shows a typical Soya
Bean Plant, with pods and nodules. Address: China.
2493. Morgan: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910.
Seed color: Yellow (olive).
• Summary: Sources: Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910.
“The soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31.
See p. 62. Seed color: Olive yellow. S.P.I. No. 22633. “From
Sheklung, Kwangtung, China, 1908... Grown two seasons.”
2494. Natal Agricultural Journal. 1910. Feed value of soybean cake. 15(6):690-91. Dec.
• Summary: A summary of an article from The American
Hay, Flour and Feed Journal, based on a Dutch report on
feeding soybean cake to cows.
2495. Nemo: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910.
Seed color: Yellow (olive).
• Summary: Sources: Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910.

“The soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31.
See p. 53. Seed color: Olive yellow. S.P.I. No. 19985. “From
Yokohama, Japan, 1907... Grown three seasons.”
2496. Nielsen: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910.
Seed color: Yellow (olive).
• Summary: Sources: Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910.
“The soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31.
See p. 62. Seed color: Olive yellow. S.P.I. No. 22644. “A
pure selection out of the original seed of 22644... Grown two
seasons.”
Note: This variety was named after Mr. H.T. Nielsen,
Scientific Assistant, Bureau of Plant Industry, in 1909. It was
not named after Mr. James Neilson who, in 1878, obtained
several soybean varieties in Vienna, Austria, brought them
back to the United States, and planted them at Rutgers
University in New Brunswick, New Jersey, in 1879.
2497. Okute: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910.
Seed color: Yellow (olive).
• Summary: Sources: Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Send soy bean
seeds to Dr. W.W. Garner. Letter (memorandum) to W.J.
Morse [Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia], April 1. One of
the varieties sent is: “#19186. Okute.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 54. Seed
color: Olive yellow. S.P.I. No. 19986. “From Yokohama,
Japan, 1907... Grown three seasons. This variety was also
received from Tokyo, Japan, No. 2287.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 281. In 1915 Clinton (1916) found chlorosis without
crinkling on the variety Okute, among others.
Note: This Japanese name first appeared in Paillieux
Sept. 1880, p. 435. Introduced to USA: Okute–PI 19.986
from Yokohama, Japan, in 1907.
2498. Portrait of Dr. Charles V. Piper (Photograph). 1910.
Dec.
• Summary: See next page. This black-and-white photo
is inscribed on the back. “With best wishes for a splendid
New Year, Mr. and Mrs. F.L. Perkill.” Note: The last word,
“Perkill,” is not clearly legible.
Also on the back is written an estimate of the date:
“[December ca. 1910].”
Sent to Soyinfo Center on 2 Sept. 2011 by Pat Mueller,
Washington State University, Libraries, Manuscripts,
Archives and Special Collections, Pullman, Washington
99164-5610.
2499. Sedo: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910. Seed
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color: Brown (deep).
• Summary: Sources: Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910.
“The soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31.
See p. 66, 75. Seed color: Deep brown. S.P.I. No. 23229.
“From Tientsin, China, 1908... Grown two seasons. This
variety is said to be rare and used only for human food.”
“The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Medium–Sedo,
23229.”
2500. Soybeans start to be crushed (to make soy oil and
meal) by companies in Germany (Important event). 1910.
• Summary: 1909–By June, Soybeans are first imported
into Germany on a commercial scale (Oil, Paint and Drug
Reporter. 1909. June 21, p. 7-8).
1910 March–Germany removes it duty on soybeans so
they can now be imported duty-free. (Teichmann, William C.
1911. “Soya-bean industry in Germany.” Daily Consular and
Trade Reports {U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of
Commerce and Labor}. May 13. p. 680-81).
1910 Dec.–Thörls Vereinigte Oelfabriken in Harburg,
Germany is crushing soybeans by this date, and perhaps
several months earlier. And a new factory to crush soybeans
is under construction at Stettin [which at that time was part

of Germany] (Chemische Industrie {Berlin}. 1910, Dec. 15.
p. 792).
1910–The Stettiner Oelwerke in founded on the west
bank of the Oder River in northeastern Germany. The East
Asiatic Company (Oestasiatiske Kompagni, EAC) is the
principal shareholder (Westphall 1972, p. 206-07). In 1911
Stettiner Oelwerke was the first oil mill to undertake the
processing of soybeans using the solvent extraction process
(batch system) (A. von Wissel & H. Thiem. 1983. Brief
early history of soybean processing in Germany:...). “In
1915 the Stettiner Oelwerke bought the site in Hamburg
now occupied by Toeppfer’s Oelwerke, and the two firms
have subsequently specialized in the processing of soybeans
for the East Asiatic Co. The English branch of the parent
company is named East Asiatic Co. Ltd., with offices in
London” (Goss 1947, p. 62-65).
1910–Brinkmann & Mergell [Brinckmann &
Mergell] start processing soybeans in Hamburg. Source:
Harburger Oelwerke Brinkmann & Mergell, Band 15
der Veröffentlichungen der wirtschaftsgeschichtlichen
Forschungsgesellschaft e.V., Hamburg 1956.
1913–F. Thoerl’s Vereinigten Harburger Oelfabriken
AG starts processing soybeans. Source: 75 Jahre Thörl.
Festschrift herausgegeben November 1958. Philipps, O.:
Friedrich Thörl und die deutsche Ölmüllerei. Verlag Gerhad
Stallling A.G., Oldenburg 1939 Wendell 1999.
1914–Hansa Muehle starts processing soybeans in
Hamburg, Germany. Source: Hermann Bollmann kept two
notebooks (1935), partial transcriptions of which survive.
On pages 24-25 of notebook 1, Bollmann says he started
processing soybeans (probably on a small scale and for
a short time) in 1914, before he was conscripted into the
German military in May 1915.
Bollmann, Hermann. 1916. German Patent, 303,846.
Sept. 28. 4 p. Issued 30 Dec. 1919.
MacGee, A. Ernest. 1947. Oil Mill Gazetteer. Aug. p.
18. At Hansa-Muehle in 1928 the central plant, consisting of
four extractor units with a combined capacity of over 1,000
tons/day, was put into operation.
Wendel, Armin. 2000. “Lecithin: the first 150 years. I.
From discovery to early commercialization.” Inform 11:88590, 892. Aug. Around 1910 Hermann Bollmann “returned
to Hamburg and made his first attempts to produce oil from
soybeans imported from Manchuria. In 1911, he set up his
first company and factory, Die Hansa-Mühle (The Hansa
Mill) (Fig. 4) on Wendenstrasse in Hamburg. Bruno Rewald
(Fig. 5) and Adolph [sic, Adolf] Schneider, who was also
Bollmann’s assistant and secretary, were employed in the
laboratory. In 1916, Hansa-Mühle GmbH Hamburg, was
established as a company for the purpose of processing
soybeans based on the Bollmann process.”
Letter from Wissel and Thiem. 1983, of Oelmuehle
Hamburg AG, the company that acquired Hansa Muehle.
They write: Hansa-Muehle was founded in Hamburg in
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1916.
2501. Stuart: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910.
Seed color: Yellow (olive).
• Summary: Sources: Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910.
“The soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31.
See p. 62. Seed color: Olive yellow. S.P.I. No. 22644. “From
Hangchow, Chekiang, China, 1908... Grown two seasons.”
2502. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1910. Prix courant général
pour 1910-1911 [General current prices for 1910-1911].
Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. See p. 56. Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section titled “Non-grain forages, forage
roots, etc. (Fourrages non graminées, racines-fourrages,
etc.”), under “Soja hispida. Pois oléagineux” (p. 56) four
varieties of soybeans are listed with the prices in Paris: (1)
Yellow (jaune). 100 francs per 100 kg, or 1.10 francs per
kg. (2) Very early black seeded (très hâtif à grain noir).
Recommended for feeding horses. 150 francs per 100 kg,
or 1.60 francs per kg. (3) Early from Podolie (hâtif de la
Podolie). 150 francs per 100 kg, or 1.60 francs per kg. (5)
Soya from Étampes (Soja d’Étampes). 140 francs per 100
kg, or 1.50 francs per kg. Address: Quai de la Mégisserie, 4
(ancien 30) [Paris, France].
2503. Vireo: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910. Seed
color: Yellow (olive).
• Summary: Sources: Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910.
“The soy bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31.
See p. 63, 75. Seed color: Olive yellow. S.P.I. No. 22874.
“from Tokyo, Japan, 1908... Grown two seasons.” “The best
varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Early–Vireo, 22874.”
2504. Hokubei Jijisha. comp. 1910-1936. Hokubei nenkan
[North-American Times year book]. Shako [Seattle],
Washington: Hokubei Jijisha. Vol. 1, 1910. [Jap]*
Address: Seattle, Washington.
2505. Cowie, W.B. 1910. Soybean seeds and oil. ApothekerZeitung p. 1013. *
• Summary: The word “Soja” is mentioned 5 times in the
fairly long summary? Address: Ph.C., F.C.S.
2506. Dr. O. 1910. [Soy oil can be substituted for linseed
oil in lacquer]. Lack- und Farb.-Ind. (Farbe und Lack:
Zentralblatt der Farben- und Lack Industrie und des
Handels) 15:112-13. [Ger]*
• Summary: For linseed oil lacquer, one can substitute up
to 50% soy oil. But recently the price of soy oil has risen
dramatically.
2507. Product Name: Shoyu.

Manufacturer’s Name: Ekeda.
Manufacturer’s Address: Waiakea, Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1910.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1910. p. 669. “Ekeda,
soy, Waiakea, Hilo. Not listed in 1909.
1911 Directory. p. 766, same.
2508. Evans’ Analytical Notes (Liverpool). 1910. Fixed oil of
soya beans. p. 71. *
• Summary: Two specimens had the following constants:
(1) Crude oil–Specific gravity 0.927. Iodine value 129.
Saponification value 193.1. Acid value 3.8. (2) Refined oil:–
Specific gravity 0.926. Iodine value 128.3. Saponification
value 194.1. Acid value 6.0. The oils were semi-drying and
did not congeal at 0ºC.
2509. Granel, J. 1910. La soja híspida [The soybean].
Argentina: Dirección de Agricultura. [Spa]*
2510. Hooper, D. 1910. Indian oils. Indian Museum
Industrial Section, Annual Report. For the years 1909-10. p.
26-31. *
• Summary: Soy beans–The amount of oil in 91 samples
received from the different districts where the seeds are
grown ranged from 13.5 to 22.4 per cent., those from Poona
yielding the most. The beans grown in India yield almost
as much oil as those from Manchuria and Japan. Only
certain districts, such as upland areas in Burma and Assam
and the lower valleys of the Himalayas, are suitable for the
cultivation of Glycine. Address: India.
2511. Kinoshita, Asakichi. 1910. Tanshoku shôyu seizô-hô
[Method of brewing usukuchi (light-colored) shoyu]. Nippon
Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing, Japan)
5(3):23-29. [Jap]
Address: Kumamoto Zewimu-kan Tokukyoku Gishu.
Kumamoto-ken Gishi.
2512. Li, Yu-ying. 1910. Les produits alimentaires à base
de soja [Soy-based food products]. In: Duexième Congrès
International pour la Répression des Fraudes. Paris: Roberge.
1496 p. See p. 1382. [Fre]
• Summary: Li states: I recently introduced and made some
soy products (legumes). The products are very similar to
regular milk and its derivatives. It is therefore necessary to
give some definitions to avoid confusion and fraud, as we
distinguish between margarine and butter. These products
are:
1. Soymilk (Le lait de soja): Soymilk is obtained by
grinding soybeans after immersing them in water for a few
hours. Its color, consistency and casein content make it
similar to regular milk.
2. Fermented soymilk (Le lait de soja fermenté):
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Fermented soymilk is made with soymilk. It undergoes a
fermentation similar to that of ordinary fermented milk.
3. Soy cheese (Le fromage de soja): Soy cheese is
the product of coagulation obtained by the steeping or
acidification of soy milk.
4. Soybean casein (La caséine de soja): Soy casein is
a vegetable casein obtained by the coagulation of soy milk.
Its color, consistency and properties are similar to ordinary
casein.
I propose to submit to the next Congress a complete and
detailed study of these products.
Note: This 2nd international congress was held in Paris
on 17-24 Oct. 1909. The proceedings were published in
French in 1910 by Roberge in Paris.

waiter and if you please, please refill my glass of soya milk.
Would you like some tea, sir?
Tea with soya cream if you please, waiter. Soya cream,
soya cream, soya, soya...
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions a soy custard.
Note 2. Why is the word Frégoli used to refer to the
soybean? Hervé Berbille, who found and sent this document
to us, says: “I found that Léopoldo Frégoli was at beginning
of the 20th century a famous transformiste, a kind of artist
whose performance consisted in changing appearance;
likewise the soybean can be transformed into an infinite
variety of foods.” For more, see Wikipedia at Leopoldo
Fregoli.

2513. Revue Jaune (La). 1910. La plante à Frégoli [The
Frégoli plant]. 1:110-11. [Fre]
• Summary: We are talking about a Chinese plant, about
Soya specifically. Just like the artist Frégoli, it takes on the
most diverse and the most unexpected aspects.
If one should be a vegetarian, here is the menu that can
be ordered in a chic restaurant at Pao-Ting-Fou or at ChangHaï-Kouan:
Waiter, a soup dish please.
Would you care for a cream soup, an oxtail or for turtle
soup?
Soya soup, please, garçon.
What would you like to drink, sir?
Soya milk please.
Would you care for a vegetable, sir.
Sure, a plate of soya if you please, waiter.
Do you care for English sauce, sir?
Not English sauce but soya sauce if you please, waiter.
Would you care for anything else, sir?
Cake, a good, solid soya cake if you please, waiter.
I see that you have a good appetite, sir. We still have
custard. Would you care for some, sir?
For sure waiter. A custard made with this delicious soy
flour.
Would you care for a few fried doughnuts, sir?
Yes, fried in soy oil, waiter. And served very warm if
you please.
Would you enjoy a cheese platter, sir?
Soya cheese if you please, waiter.
Would you care for fresh, hard or smoked cheese, sir?
Well, today I shall have the fresh cheese.
Would you prefer French bread or sandwich bread, sir?
Soya bread, waiter. I never have any other bread.
Will you have dessert, sir?
Bring me your little soya fondants, those petite cakes
that stay fresh for months and that just melt in your mouth.
Ah!
Oh, I almost forgot the jam.
Yes, Soya jam if you please. Please bring that to me

2514. Seifensieder-Zeitung. 1910. Sojabohnen-oel und -mehl
[Soybean oil and meal]. 37(3):50. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: During the last 10 years, large amounts of
soybean meal have been imported from Manchuria to
Europe; there it has been sold for a higher price than
cottonseed meal. That suggests that there is a market for
practically unlimited amounts of soybean meal. It remains
to be seen, however, if soybean oil can be utilized in the
same economical ways as cottonseed oil. For soybean meal
from the oil has been extracted, Tables show: (1) Nutritional
analyses of seven different soybean varieties: Austin, Ito
San, Kingston, Mammoth, Guelph, Medium Yellow, and
Samarow. (2) Analyses of cottonseed, sunflower seed,
and peanuts (Erdnuessen). Sources: (1) Piper, Charles V.;
Nielsen, H.T. 1910. “Soy beans.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin
No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. (2) Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind.
2515. Takahashi, Teiz; Yamamoto, Takeji. 1910. Seishu
tane kôji-kin to shôyu mata wa tamari kôji-chû no kôjikin to no hikaku kenkyû [Comparison of the koji starter
microorganisms used in sake with those in shoyu and tamari
koji]. Tokyo Kagaku Kaishi (J. of the Tokyo Chemical
Society) 32:454-76. [Jap]
Address: 1. Prof., Tokyo Imperial Univ.
2516. The Flexner Report, by Abraham Flexner, is published
as Carnegie Foundation Bulletin Number Four (Important
event). 1910.
• Summary: This report transformed and standardized
medical education in the United States and Canada.
It “is a book-length study of medical education in
the United States and Canada, written by the professional
educator Abraham Flexner and published in 1910 under the
aegis of the Carnegie Foundation.
“History: In 1904 the AMA created the Council
on Medical Education (CME) whose objective was to
restructure American medical education. At its first annual
meeting, the CME adopted two standards: one laid down
the minimum prior education required for admission to a
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medical school, the other defined a medical education as
consisting of two years training in human anatomy and
physiology followed by two years of clinical work in a
teaching hospital. In 1908, the CME asked the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching to survey
American medical education, so as to promote the CME’s
reformist agenda and hasten the elimination of medical
schools that failed to meet the CME’s standards. The
president of the Carnegie Foundation, Henry Pritchett, a
staunch advocate of medical school reform, chose Abraham
Flexner to conduct the survey. Flexner was not a physician,
scientist, or a medical educator, although he held a bachelor
of arts degree and operated a for-profit school in Louisville,
Kentucky.
“At that time, the 155 medical schools in North America
differed greatly in their curricula, methods of assessment,
and requirements for admission and graduation. Flexner
visited all 155 schools as a representative of the Carnegie
Foundation.”
The report hurt schools of alternative medicine such as
naturopathy, osteopathy, chiropractic, and homeopathy. Many
had to close their doors. (Sources: Wikipedia, at Flexner
Report, retrieved Jan. 2014; The Social Transformation of
American Medicine, by Paul Starr {1982, p. 116-19}).
2517. Togano, Meijiro. 1910. Shôyu moromi-chû no saikin
ni tsuite [On the microbes in shoyu moromi. I-IV.]. Nippon
Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing, Japan)
5(3):1-22; 5(4):13-.; 5(5):1-15; 5(7):1-14. [Jap]
Address: Nihon Shoyu Jozo Kabushiki Kaisha Gishi,
Nôgaku-shi.
2518. Togano, Meijiro. 1910. Shôyu moromi-chû no saikin ni
tsuite [On the microorganisms (bacteria) in shoyu moromi].
Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi (J. of the Society of Chemical Industry,
Japan) 13:551-52. [Jap]
2519. Product Name: Soy sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tsuji.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hanapepe, Kauai, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1910.
New Product–Documentation: Polk-Husted’s Directory
of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1910. p. 902. Tsuji.
soyo mnfr, Hanapepe, Kauai, Hawaii. 1911 Directory. p.
1011, same.
2520. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Oakland, California.
Date of Introduction: 1910.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1910. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 174. Consists of the male owner and one
female employee.

2521. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Stockton, California.
Date of Introduction: 1910.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1910. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 178. Male owner and one male employee.
Also in 1911, Census entry p. 157. Male owner and no
employees.
2522. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Monterey, California.
Date of Introduction: 1910.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1910. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 186. One male owner and no employees.
2523. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Alviso, California.
Date of Introduction: 1910.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1910. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 187. One male owner and no employees.
Note: Alviso is at the southern tip of San Francisco Bay,
midway between Fremont and San Jose. Also in 1911,
Census entry p. 166.
2524. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Oregon.
Date of Introduction: 1910.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1910. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 201. There is one tofu shop in the state of
Oregon. Two male owners and no employees.
2525. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Tacoma, Washington.
Date of Introduction: 1910.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1910. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 216. One male owner and 1 male employee.
Note: Tacoma is a seaport city, capital of Pierce County, at
the southern tip of Puget Sound, 26 miles south of Seattle.
2526. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Bellingham, Washington.
Date of Introduction: 1910.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
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1910. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 217. One male owner and 1 male employee.
Note: Bellingham is a commercial city, capital of Whatcom
County, on Bellingham Bay, about 18 miles south of the
Canadian border, between Vancouver, BC, and Seattle,
Washington.
2527. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu makers
(two).
Manufacturer’s Address: Vancouver, BC, Canada.
Date of Introduction: 1910.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1910. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 224. Two tofu shops in Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada. Two male owners and no employees.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made in Canada or in British Columbia, Canada. It is also the
earliest tofu product made in Canada or in British Columbia.
2528. Brodé, Julien. 1910. Oil-seed products and feed
stuffs. Special Agents Series (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 39. 32 p.
• Summary: “Soya meal is finding its biggest outlet in
Scandinavia, especially in Norway and Sweden” (p. 7).
A section titled “English Soya-Bean Industry” (p. 1013), written from London by Brodé on April 23, discusses
the following: Rapid development during past few years.
Cause of fluctuation in price–current quotations. England
may lose monopoly–exploitation by railroad. English
process of refining oil. Secret process of English company.
Production of “soya flour.” Solvent process applied to cotton
seed.
“Soya beans were first imported by an English firm
some ten years ago. Being free from sugar it was thought
they would make an excellent food for patients suffering
with diabetes. At that time a quantity was also shipped into
Germany for the same purpose.
“It was known that the beans contained considerable
oil and in 1907 a crusher at Liverpool was induced to buy
400 or 500 tons, which were shipped from Hankow at a cost
of $50 per ton c.i.f. Liverpool, the freight rate at that time
being over $10 per ton from Chinese ports. This crusher,
from previous experiments with small lots, found he could
produce an oil acceptable to soap makers, and the only
problem was to find an outlet for the by-products–cake and
meal. The latter, it was found, ran high in protein and could
be utilized by the compound-cake manufacturers.
“From this time shipments gradually increased until
in February, 1908, a cargo of 9,000 tons was imported.
This went to Hull, and the selling price of the beans was
$32 per ton c.i.f... The beans are grown in the interior of
Manchuria, at points from which there are no wagon roads to
the railroad. The beans are not moved until snow has fallen,

enabling the farmers to bring them across country on sledges
[sleds, sleighs].” A late snow at the beginning of the present
season acted to increase prices and cause many problems.
“The best way in which American mills can buy these
beans is in cargo lots c.i.f. New Orleans [Louisiana].
“It is thought that next year England will not enjoy the
monopoly in soya beans it has heretofore had. Germany
has taken the import duty off them, and it is thought other
countries will do likewise. The fact that they are called
beans has prevented them from having a wider outlet, since
in Germany, France, and Austria oil seeds have been on the
free list, but beans have been subject to a tax. Under the new
French tariff soya beans are subject to a duty of 2.50 francs
per 100 kilos... Mills at Odessa [in Ukraine] are preparing to
crush the beans...”
“The North Easter Railway in England has built docks
and warehouses for handling the beans and is advertising
the products along its lines. At Hull it has a large window
display of the products, which is attracting considerable
attention. In this exhibit are samples of soya cake, oil, and
meal, soya flour, soya bread, and soya biscuits. There are
also large photographs showing the manner in which the
beans are gathered, stored, and loaded in Manchuria, and
how they are manufactured into products in England.
“Soya oil is not refined as is American cotton-seed oil,
with caustic soda, but by means of sulphuric acid and fuller’s
earth. It is best adapted to soft-soap making, since it does not
chill easily and is difficult to handle in making hard soap...
One refiner is placing on the market an edible soya oil sold
under the name of ‘Omega soya oil.’ This oil has a good
color, is almost neutral in odor, and is rather palatable, the
flavor being similar to that of peanut oil. The process for
rendering crude soya oil edible is kept a close secret, but is
thought to be by means of superheated steam... Soya cake
is finding its biggest outlet in Denmark, about 150,000 tons
having been purchased this season. Soya meal made from
ground soya cake finds its biggest sale in Sweden, Norway,
and from the northernmost part of Germany.”
“The most interesting and, to the writer’s mind, the
most significant thing about the new soya industry is the
process used by three mills in England for extracting the oil.
This secret process belongs to the Premier Oil Extracting
Company, of Hull, and for its use the two other mills are said
to pay the company 40 cents royalty for every ton of seed
treated. The seed are first finely crushed and then treated
directly by a fat solvent, presumably benzine.” No trace of
the solvent remains in the oil and only about 1% of the oil
remains in the meal. “Mills making meal by this process find
their largest market in Scandinavia”–including Denmark.
“The Premier Oil Extracting Company also operates
a large flour mill, and is placing on the market a so-called
‘soya flour,’ which is 25 per cent soya meal and 75 per cent
wheat flour. The company has induced a number of bakers
to use it in making a soya bread, which is finding sale on
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the market, although the price asked is the same as for allwheat bread... The same mill has induced a large biscuit
manufacturer to use soya flour in making a brand of biscuits
called ‘soya biscuits.’ These are for sale all over England and
are very palatable” (p. 12-13).
In India in 1909 there was “a large decrease in the value
of exports of seeds, which may be possibly accounted for by
the competition of the soya bean which is being extensively
shipped from China and Japan” (p. 27).
A table (p. 27) shows that India’s main seed exports are
linseed, gingili seed [sesame seed], rape seed, and cotton
seed. Destination countries, amount exported and value to
each country, are given for the years 1908 and 1909.
“Soya meal has not found much favor in England or
Ireland, but is gaining ground in Scotland. Owing to the
scarcity of cotton-seed, many of the farmers were compelled
to substitute soya.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2004)
concerning commercial solvent extraction equipment and
soybeans. Address: Special Agent for the Dep. of Commerce
and Labor.
2529. Bruce, W. 1910. Report on cattle-feeding experiments,
1909-1910. Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of
Agriculture, Bulletin No. 21. 15 p. Session–Oct. to March.
Edinburgh. Summarized in J. of the Board of Agriculture
(London), Dec. 1910, p. 752-53.
• Summary: “These experiments were undertaken for the
purpose of testing Soya bean-cake as a feeding-stuff [for
cattle] in comparison with linseed-cake... Within the last two
years these beans have come prominently into notice, owing

to large importations having taken place into this country.
Part of this supply has been ground into meal and used for
feeding stock, either in this form, or after the oil-content has
been reduced to 1 or 2 per cent by extraction with chemical
solvents; but by far the greater part of it has been utilised
by the seed-crushers as a source of oil, the residue being
manufactured into Soya bean-cake. Very large quantities
of this cake became available at a time when better known
foods were high in price, and many farmers have readily
turned their attention to it.”
Conclusions: “Soya bean-cake is a perfectly safe food
when used with discretion, but notwithstanding its high
analysis ordinary Soya bean-cake at £6, 15s. per ton seems to
be dearer feeding-stuff than good linseed-cake at £9. That the
poorer the Soya bean-cake is in oil the better are the results
obtained.” Address: B.Sc., F.H.A.S., Edinburgh & East
Scotland College of Agriculture.
2530. Caséo Sojaine booth at the Universal Exposition at
Brussels in 1910 (Photograph). 1910.
• Summary: See above. On a long table with the words
“Caséo Sojaine” in front of it is an elaborate, tall pile of
soymilk bottles. A young Chinese man, wearing in a Western
suit, is seated on a chair to the right, holding a book, with his
legs high-crossed. Across the top of the photo, in red letters,
is written: A l’Exposition Universelle de Bruxelles 1918.
2531. Cushman, Allerton Seward; Gardner, Henry A. 1910.
The corrosion and preservation of iron and steel. New York
and London: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xx + 373 p. See p. 27475. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [1 ref]
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• Summary: Chapter 12, titled “The properties of paint
vehicles,” contains a section on “Soya bean oil” (p. 274)
which states: “This oil is produced from the soy bean which
grows in Manchuria, the product being used largely in the
manufacture of soaps. It possesses such close resemblance to
linseed oil that it is difficult for the analyst to determine its
presence. Experiments are being made to utilize it in place
of linseed oil, but only a few hundred gallons have been
received in this country up to the present time. Soya has a
slightly darker color than linseed oil. The following chemical
characteristics will show how closely it resembles the latter:
“Specific Gravity... 0.924, Saponification Value... 192,
Iodine Value... 122-130
“It dries rather slowly, with the production of an elastic
film. Special treatment may render this oil of great value in
the manufacture of protective paints.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
concerning the very important and pioneering work of Henry
A. Gardner and the Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the
United States with the use of soybean oil in paints.
Note 2. Allerton S. Cushman lived 1867-1930. Henry
Alfred Gardner was born in 1882. The title page states that
Cushman is chairman of Committee U on Corrosion of Iron,
and both Cushman and Gardner are members of Committee
E on Preservative Coatings, American Society for Testing
Materials. Contains a lengthy bibliography. Address: 1. Asst.
Director and Chemist in Charge of Physical and Chemical
Investigations, Office of Public Roads, USDA; 2. Director,
Scientific Section, Paint and Varnish Manufacturers’ Assoc.
of the United States, etc.
2532. Dammann & Co. 1910. General price list: Of
vegetable, farm, tree, conifer, palm, flower and other seeds,
canna roots, Italian fruit trees, novelties of seeds &c. &c. San
Giovanni a Teduccio (near Naples), Italy. 75 p. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The front cover of this catalog (No. 195, for
1910-11) has a new design and much less text. Instead of the
lengthy list of awards obtained it states simply: “First class
awards obtained at the most important expositions.” The
illustration shows a huge melon (“Melon Non plus ultra”)
being hoisted up by three ropes. The inside front cover is
similar. On the back cover a large illustration shows two cut
flowers–Zinnia Crispa grandiflora.
The entry for Soja-Beans (p. 1) is similar to that in the
1907 catalog; the same five varieties are offered but only
one (Yellow) is sold in cwt [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112
pounds] quantity; all five now sell for 6 pence per pound.
Address: San Giovanni a Teduccio (near Naples), Italy.
2533. Encyclopædia Britannica (11th ed.): Bean. 1910. New
York, NY: Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. See vol. 3, p. 572,
573c.
• Summary: “The Soy bean, Glycine hispida, was included
by Linnaeus in the genus Dolichos. It is extensively

cultivated in China and Japan, chiefly for the pleasantflavoured seed from which is prepared a piquant sauce. It is
also widely grown in India, where the bean is eaten, while
the plant forms a valuable fodder; it is cultivated for the
latter purpose in the United States.”
Note: The 11th edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica is
considered by many to be a classic, perhaps the best edition
of this famous work ever published. The key to its use lies in
the index.
2534. Encyclopædia Britannica (11th ed.): Coffee. 1910.
New York, NY: Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. Vol. 6, p. 646,
649c.
• Summary: On page 649 under “Adulteration,” we read that
chicory is the main substance used to adulterate coffee since
very many people in Europe “deliberately prefer a mixture
of chicory with coffee to pure coffee. Chicory is indeed
destitute of the stimulant alkaloid and essential oil for which
coffee is valued... Among the numerous other substances
used to adulterate coffee are roasted and ground roots of the
dandelion, carrot, parsnip and beet; beans, lupins and other
leguminous seeds; wheat, rice and various cereal grains;
the seeds of the broom, fenugreek and iris; acorns; ‘negro
coffee,’ the seeds of Cassia occidentalis, the seeds of the
ochro [lady finger, okra] (Hibiscus esculentus), and also the
soja or soy bean (Glycine Soya). Not only have these with
many more similar substances been used as adulterants, but
under various high-sounding names several of them have
been introduced as substitutes for coffee...
“Not only is ground coffee adulterated, but such
mixtures as flour, chicory and coffee, or even bran and
molasses, have been made up to simulate coffee beans and
sold as such.”
Note: The 11th edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica is
considered by many to be a classic, perhaps the best edition
of this famous work ever published. The key to its use lies in
the index.
2535. Freshel, Maud Russell Lorraine (Mrs.). 1910. The
golden rule cookbook: Six hundred recipes for meatless
dishes. Originated, collected and arranged by M.R.L. Sharpe.
New edition. Boston, Massachusetts: Little, Brown and
Company. viii + 323 p. Illust. Recipe index. 21 cm.
• Summary: This important, early vegetarian cookbook was
first published in 1908 (copyright 1907) under the title Six
hundred recipes for meatless dishes. The author’s full name
was Mrs. Maud Russell (Lorraine) Sharpe; thus her maiden
name was Maud R. Lorraine. Born in 1867, she sometimes
writes her first name “Emmarel.”
Worcestershire sauce is called for in many recipes:
Black bean soup (p. 48-49). Savoury rice (p. 189).
Macaroni bianca (p. 190-91). Fried eggs (p. 231; “A little
Worcestershire sauce or walnut catsup heated in the pan and
poured over fried eggs adds variety”). Egg savoury (p. 275;
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“sprinkle with Worcestershire sauce, or any good sauce,...”).
Egg sandwiches (p. 283; “sprinkle with Worcestershire
sauce”).
A “fourth printing” (Feb. 1926 edition) was issued by
Dodd, Mead and Co. in New York. Part of the title was
changed slightly to read: Originated, collected, and arranged
by M.R.L. Freshel. Apparently between 1910 and 1926 she
had divorced Mr. Sharpe and married Mr. Freshel. Address:
Providence House, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts.
2536. Gilchrist, Douglas A. 1910. Feeding experiments
with cattle and sheep, 1907-10. County of Northumberland,
Education Committee, Bulletin. No. 15. 33 p.
• Summary: This bulletin is divided into two parts. By far
the larger part (p. 9-33) is titled “Experiments on the feeding
of fattening cattle, young cattle, milch cows, and sheep
on soya cake.” Last year over 400,000 tons of soy or soya
beans were imported to England from Manchuria. Three
kinds are imported: (1) Sakura, said to be the best, is shipped
from Dalny; (2) Harbin is shipped from Vladivostock
[Vladivostok]; and (3) Hankow is shipped from Shanghai.
The beans now being imported into England are light yellow
in color and about the size of ordinary peas.
These beans have been used in China and Japan for
a long time as a food for milch cows [sic] and for human
consumption.
Trials with soya cake at Cockle Park in England began
on 26 Nov. 1909 and continued for four months. They
showed that it was an excellent food for different kinds of
stock, including fattening cattle, young store cattle, fattening
sheep, and milch cows. Address: M.Sc., Armstrong College,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne [England].
2537. Golding, J. 1910. Report from the Analytical
Department on analyses made during 1909-10. Midland
Agricultural and Dairy College, Bulletin No. 10. p. 93-103.
See p. 97.
• Summary: In the section titled “Feeding Stuffs,” the
subsection on “Soya Cakes and Meals” (p. 97) states: “These
substances serve well to mix with Cotton Cakes, and judging
from the greater number sent in for analysis, this food-stuff
is being more generally used. No complaints have reached
me as to ill-effects produced, but in other parts of the
country where the cake has been given in too large a quantity
considerable trouble has resulted.
“The limit of error allowed by the Board of Agriculture
and Fisheries was fixed on Jan. 25, 1910, at one-eighth
the percentage of oil and one-eighth the percentage of
albuminoids in the invoice for ‘Soya Bean Cakes.’
“For the feeding value of Soya Cake compared with
Linseed Cake, see Bulletin No. 9 (1909-1).”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen that uses the term “Soya Bean Cakes” or “soya bean
cakes” to refer to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: F.I.C.,

Midland Agriculture and Dairy College.
2538. Haselhoff, E. 1910. Untersuchung der Futtermittel
[Examination of feeding stuffs]. Jahresbericht der
Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchsstationen zu Marburg. p. 1015. For the year 1909-1910. English-language summary in
Experiment Station Report, p. 363. [Ger]
• Summary: The first table gives a complex analysis of the
nutritional composition of soybean meal (Sojabohnenmehl)
(p. 11), peanut cake, sesame seed cake, linseed cake, palm
cake, etc. The last table (p. 15) gives a simpler analysis, and
includes soybean meal (11.52% water, 2.20% fat, 44.14%
protein) and soybean cake meal (Sojabohnenkuchenmehl)
(11.23% water, 5.13% fat, 42.27% protein). Address: PhD,
Marburg, Germany.
2539. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1910. Henderson’s farmer’s
manual (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY: Printed by John
C. Rankin Co. 48 p.
• Summary: A photo on the cover shows farmers with
pitchforks piling hay onto a wagon pulled by horses. Page 34
is devoted to Soy Beans. Across the top of the page is written
“Farm Seeds... Henderson’s High Grade. The top one-third
of the page shows a photo titled “Early Soja Beans,” with a
man standing in a field of chest-high soybeans. The caption
reads: “Field of Early Soja Beans at Central Experimental
Farm, Ottawa, Canada.” Inset in the lower right corner of the
photo is an illustration (line drawing) of a soybean plant with
the words “Henderson’s Early Soja Bean” written on a scroll.
Below the photo in large letters is written: “Early
Green Soja or Soy Beans.” Below that in smaller letters:
“Valuable for either fodder or grain. Produces enormous
crops as far north as Canada. Ripening seed as far north as
Massachusetts. A great soil enricher: Gathering nitrogen
from the air. Especially valuable (in combination with
Japanese millet and fodder corn) for ensilage. Supplying
albuminoids for flesh-forming food.”
The text begins: “Soja beans have attracted much
attention in recent years on account of their high feeding
qualities, but all were too late to be of value in the Northern
States. This early green variety has proved its earliness
and value in the Northern States by not only producing
large fodder crops, but ripening the seed as far north as
Massachusetts.”
“We recommend all farmers to plant this year at least an
acre or two of our early Green Soja Beans and an equal area
of Japanese Millet, to test and prove for themselves the value
of the combination...” According to Prof. W.P. Brooks, of the
Hatch Experiment Station, Massachusetts, the Soja Beans
should be sown four to five weeks after the millet. “Price,
15c. lb.; $1.75 peck; $5.00 bushel, 60 lbs.; 10-bushel lots,
$4.85 bushel.”
Across the bottom of the page is written: “Henderson’s
Superior Seeds are procurable only from us direct–we do not
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supply through Dealers.”
An Index lists all plants that appear in the catalog. The
last page in the catalog (p. 48), titled “Garden and Farm
Books,” lists the author and title of about 50 such books,
under six categories, with a brief description of each and the
price. Includes books or booklets titled Forage Plants Other
Than Grasses, Ginseng, Hemp, and the Peanut Plant: Its
Cultivation and Uses. The most expensive book, postpaid,
costs $2.00. Address: 35 and 37 Cortland St., New York,
New York.
2540. Henderson, Peter. 1910. Henderson’s handbook of
plants and general horticulture. New ed. New York, NY:
Peter Henderson & Co. 526 p. Illust. 27 cm.
• Summary: The contents of this book are identical to
those of the 1890 edition except that: (1) On the title page,
“1910” is written on the bottom line instead of “1890.” The
copyright page and the next page (Preface to the Second
Edition) both bear the date “1890” in both editions. (2) Pages
527-28 contain advertising matter. Address: 35 Cortland St.,
New York.
2541. Hendrick, James. 1910. The soy bean. Transactions of
the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland 22:25863. Series 5. [2 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the rise of soybean imports to the
United Kingdom, the possible dangers of feeding soy
bean meal to cattle (some think it may cause prussic acid
poisoning like the Java bean), the nutritional composition of
soy beans compared with broad beans and kidney beans (in
tabular form), the varieties of soybeans, the use of soybeans
for oil and meal, the composition of soya-bean cake and
oil extracted soya-bean meal (the meal analyses in this
table were made by the author), soybean cake and meal as
a concentrated feed with high manurial value (it contains
nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash), and the use of soya
beans as a fodder crop.
“The Soy bean was first introduced in quantity to the
British market in the latter part of 1908, but so great is the
supply that in 1909 about half a million tons were shipped to
the United Kingdom.
“The arrival of this feeding-stuff in such immense
quantities has been the most remarkable feature of the
feeding-stuff market during the last two years. Indeed the
importation of this bean is the most important event which
has happened in the feeding-stuff and oil-crushing industries
for many years past, and is comparable in importance with
the introduction of cotton-seed as cattle food...”
“The Soya bean has come as a blessing to the consumer
of concentrated cattle foods, for not only has it been
comparatively cheap itself, but its presence has prevented
linseed, cotton, and other feeding cakes from becoming even
dearer than they are at present.”
Although Soya beans “are cultivated in countries with

a colder climate than ours, it appears that our summers are
not bright and warm enough for their successful cultivation.
In Scotland at any rate our climate appears to be too dull
and cold.” Note: There is no mention of the author having
grown soya beans in Scotland. However John Russell
(1936) states: Some 30 years ago [about 1906-10] Professor
[James] Hendrick tried to grow the soya bean at “Aberdeen
[Scotland], using Manchurian seed; in the greenhouse a few
plants grew and even flowered, but they never produced
seed, while in the open the seeds hardly germinated.”
“Soya oil is a light-yellow oil, and is used in the East as
a human food. It is often called Chinese bean oil. During the
Russo-Japanese war it was used as a food by both armies. In
this country it is used chiefly for soap-making, and is said
to be suitable for the manufacture of the highest class toiletsoaps. It is also said to be used to a certain extent in Europe
as a sweet oil for food purposes, similarly to olive oil and
cottonseed oil. It fetches at present a high price.” Address:
B.Sc., F.I.C. [Aberdeen, Scotland].
2542. Henry, W.A. 1910. Feeds and feeding. A hand-book
for the student and stockman. 10th ed., revised and entirely
rewritten. Madison, Wisconsin: Published by the author. vi +
613 p. 24 cm. [6 ref]
• Summary: The Preface discusses the contributions to
feeding standards made by Dr. Emil von Wolff, Kellner, and
Armsby. “For help in this part and elsewhere Kellner’s recent
work, Die Ernährung der landwirtschaftliche Nutztiere,
has been heavily drawn upon. Soybeans and soy products
are discussed as follows: “Soybean, Glycine hispida” (p.
155-56). A long introduction. “No other plant in the United
States grown so little at this time as the soya bean is so full
of promise to agriculture, especially to animal husbandry.”
“Soybean meal should always be used in combination with
other grains, and the meal from which the oil has been
expressed should prove superior to the ground seeds.” Note:
This is the earliest English-language document seen (Sept.
2016) that uses the term “soybean meal” to refer to ground,
defatted soybeans.
Feeding dairy cows: “Soybean vs. cottonseed meal” (p.
396). “Gluten meal.” “Gluten feed” (p. 398; experiments at
Vermont in 1892 and 1895). “Soybean cake” (p. 401-02).
“Soybean, cowpea, and Japan clover hay” (p. 415). “Soybean
silage and alfalfa hay” (p. 419).
Feeding sheep and lambs (p. 458-495): Soybeans (p.
464). “Feeds rich in protein” (incl. soybeans, p. 487).
Feeding swine: “Gluten meal” (p. 519). “Soybeans” (p.
529). “Soybean pasture” (p. 547). “The legume seeds” (p.
558).
Table IV, titled “The Wolff feeding standards for farm
animals” (p. 590) states: “In 1864 Dr. Emil von Wolff, the
great German scientist, presented in the Mentzel & von
Lengerke Agricultural Calendar, published annually by Paul
Parey, Berlin, Germany, a table of feeding standards for
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farm animals based on the digestible nutrients in feeding
stuffs. This marked an era in the history of efforts toward
the rational feeding of farm animals. The last appearance of
the table under the directorship of Dr. Wolff was in 1896.
From 1896 to 1906 the table was annually presented by Dr.
C. Lehmann, of the Berlin Agricultural High School. The
table which follows is a copy of the last presentation by Dr.
Lehmann.”
Concerning gluten meal and gluten feed: In Part II,
“Feeding stuffs” (p. 129-249), Chapter 9 on “Leading cereals
and by-products,” when discussing corn, subsection 158,
titled “Starch and glucose by-products” (p. 133-34) describes
how corn is treated in the production of starch. “Gluten meal
is one of the richest of concentrates in crude protein and fat,
while fair in carbohydrates and low in mineral matter. It is a
heavy feed and but little used in its original form (635, 846).
Gluten feed, composed of gluten meal and corn bran ground
together, is now the largest common by-product of glucose
and starch factories. It is rich in crude protein, fair in fat, and
rather low in carbohydrates and mineral matters. It is a most
valuable concentrate, especially in the ration of the dairy
cow.”
The section on the “Peanut” (p. 156-57) states: “The
peanut, or earth nut, is of growing importance as a feed
for stock in the Southern States.” Address: D.Sc., D.Agr.,
Emeritus Prof. of Agriculture, Formerly Dean of College of
Agriculture and Director of the Agric. Exp. Station, Univ. of
Wisconsin.
2543. Hirtzler, Victor. 1910. Hotel St. Francis: Book of
recipes and model menus. L’art culinaire. San Francisco,
California: Putney Haight. Subscription edition. [31] + 67307 p.. Illust. No index. 24 cm.
• Summary: The legendary Victor Hirtzler, a native of
France, was one of America’s first “celebrity chefs.” He was
chef of the Hotel St. Francis in San Francisco from 1904
(the year the hotel was built) until 1926. The lavish hotel
was a success right from the start. It “was the best known
hotel in San Francisco and probably the best known west of
Chicago” [Illinois]. “If the hotel was a grand theater, Victor
was its greatest actor; with his extravagant French accent,
neatly pointed mustache and beard, and bizarre costumes,
he exceeded even the Hollywood portrait of a master chef”
(Source: MSU Feeding American–biography of Hirtzler,
1919).
On unnumbered pages at the front of the book are:
Illustration of Hotel St. Francis, San Francisco, with trolley
car and 3 flags flying. About the Hotel St. Francis. To
epicurean San Francisco. Victor Hirtzler, Chef de Cuisine,
Hotel St. Francis (with full-page portrait photo). Patrons
of this first, or subscription edition (8 pages of names, 2
columns per page). Recipes published in The Evening Post
(SF). Foreword: Scraps of culinary information. Preface:
One minute home talk by Victor.

Table of Contents. Part I: Victor’s two hundred model
menus, selected to provide for all ordinary and special meals.
Special breakfasts. Special Luncheons. Special dinners.
Special suppers and midnight bites. Part II: General advice
on selections and points involving success in cooking, by
Victor. Victor’s own recipes: Bread, rolls, muffins, buns, etc.
Soups, purees, consummes, etc. Preserves, confections, nuts,
dainties, etc. Ices, coupes, fancy drinks, etc. Miscellaneous
special dishes. Hors d’oeuvres, tidy bites, etc. Salads, green
dishes, heavy and light preparations. Meats, entrees, dinner
dishes, etc. Cocoa, coffee, beverages. Eggs–Omelettes and
other forms. Sauces, dressings, gravies, etc. Vegetables,
special preparations, etc. Pastries, puddings, cakes, desserts,
etc. Fish, oysters, sea food, etc.
Worcestershire sauce (called simply “Worcestershire,”
as in “a dash of Worcestershire,” in 8 recipes) is used as an
ingredient in a surprising 20 recipes in this cookbook–thus
clearly showing its standing as a highly respected sauce and
ingredient in the USA. Most of these recipes were served at
dinner and are based on animal products (fish or shellfish,
meat, poultry, eggs, cheese, or milk); some are salad
dressings or sauces. The recipes using Worcestershire sauce
are: Manhattan clam chowder (with “a wine-glass of tomato
catsup,” p. 155-56). Sardine paste sandwich (p. 185). Welsh
rarebit (p. 185). Venetian egg, in chafing dish (p. 186). Baked
steak en casserole (p. 203). Brains with black sauce (p. 204).
Curried lamb, East Indian style (p. 222). Pigeon pot pie,
English style (p. 223). Baked porterhouse (p. 228). Miroton
[stew containing beef with onions devilled] or beef or meat
(p. 29). French dressing (p. 251). English Colbert sauce (p.
253). Devil sauce (p. 255). Parisian tomato sauce (p. 258).
Curry sauce (p. 261). Bengal oysters (p. 291). Deviled crab
in shells (p. 294-95). Deviled lobster (p. 301). Coquille of
fish (p. 304). Crab cocktail Victor (p. 306).
Catsup / ketchup is used in many recipes, such as: Raisin
cocktail (“half a pint of catsup,” p. 187). English Colbert
sauce (“two teaspoons of mushroom catsup,” p. 253). Sauce
with spaghetti (“three or four spoonsful of catsup,” p. 256).
Oysters a la ancienna (“putting on each bivalve a teaspoonful
of catsup,” p. 292). Crab cocktail Victor (“make a sauce
of three-quarters cup of tomato ketchup, one teaspoonful
of Worcestershire,...” p. 306). Almonds are also used in
many recipes. The cruelest recipe: “How to boil a terrapin.
Take two live terrapin and put into boiling water for two
minutes...”
Note: Many advertisements for food and drink are
scattered throughout this book. Address: Chef of Hotel St.
Francis, San Francisco [California].
2544. Hopkins, Cyril G. 1910. Soil fertility and permanent
agriculture. Boston, New York, Chicago & London: Ginn
and Co. xxiii + 653 p. See p. 154, 208, 211, 216, 222-23,
229, 245, 249, 271-72, 275, 279, 290, 357, 457, 470, 602.
Illust. Maps. 22 cm. Series: Country Life Education.
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• Summary: Table 23, titled “Fertility in farm produce:
Approximate maximum amounts removable per acre
annually” (p. 154) shows the following: 25 bu of soy beans
removes 80 lb of nitrogen worth $12.00 (market value),
13 lb of phosphorus worth $0.39, and 24 lb of potassium
worth $1.44. Total value removed: $13.83. 2¼ tons of soy
bean straw removes 79 lb of nitrogen worth $11.85, 8 lb
of phosphorus worth $0.24, and 49 lb of potassium worth
$2.94. Total value removed: $15.03. Therefore the total
soy bean crop (beans + straw) removes 159 lb of nitrogen
worth $23.85, 21 lb of phosphorus worth $0.63, and 73 lb of
potassium worth $4.38. Total value removed: $28.86. Note:
these figures are based on large numbers of analyses.
The section titled “The fixation of free nitrogen” states
(p. 208): “These nitrogen-fixing bacteria live in tubercles
upon the roots of various legume plants, such as red clover,
white clover, alfalfa, sweet clover, cowpeas, soy beans,
vetch, field peas, garden peas, field and garden beans, etc.
The tubercles vary in size from smaller than a pinhead to
larger than a pea...” They tend to be large upon cowpeas and
soy beans. “Several million bacteria may inhabit a single
tubercle... if we find the tubercles upon the roots of the
plant, we know the bacteria are present within, otherwise the
tubercle would not be formed.
“It has been demonstrated that, as a rule, there are
different modifications of nitrogen-fixing bacteria for
markedly different species of legume plants. Thus, we have
one kind of bacteria for red clover, another for cowpeas,
another for soy beans, and still a different kind for alfalfa.”
However, there are noteworthy exceptions to this rule.
Symbiosis is the term used by biologists to define this
relationship.
Table 36, titled “Composition of plants (tops and roots)”
(p. 222) gives the composition of soy beans. Only 10% of the
air-dry matter, 6.5% of the nitrogen, 5.5% of the phosphorus,
and 4% of the potassium is in the roots. “In the case of such
annuals as cowpeas and soy beans, not more than on tenth of
the nitrogen is found in the roots and stubbles, as a rule” (p.
223).
Chapter 15, titled “Rotation systems for grain farming”
states (p. 229): “For southern Illinois and other Southern
states, a four-year rotation of 1. corn, 2. cowpeas (or soy
beans), 3. wheat (or oats), and 4. clover is very satisfactory;
and a three-year rotation, in which it is more difficult to
maintain the nitrogen, is 1. wheat, 2. corn, and 3. cowpeas;
or 1. cotton, 2. corn and cowpeas, and 3. oats and cowpeas,
in either of which soy beans may be substituted, and should
be substituted in case of danger from cowpea wilt or other
disease...” Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
2545. Hosie, Alexander. 1910. Manchuria: Its people,
resources, and recent history. Boston, Massachusetts: J.B.
Millet. x + 320 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. Oriental Series Vol.
14

• Summary: This book is similar in many ways to the 1901
edition with the same title except: (1) It contains 25 more
total pages. (2) Chapters 7-10 in the 1901 edition have the
same titles, are in the same order, and contain most of the
same information as chapters 4-7 in the 1910 edition. (3)
Most of the information on soybeans and soyfoods in this
1910 edition is identical or similar to that in the original
1901 ed, but usually on different pages. For example, the
long, excellent section on tofu and related products on pages
183-84 in the 1901 edition is identical to that on pages 78-79
in this 1910 edition. And the description of how a traditional
crush-stone mill and wedge press are used to make beancake and bean-oil, on pages 218-24 of the 1901 edition is
identical to that on pages 121-27 of this 1910 edition. Many
more such examples could be cited. (4) There is extensive
and very interesting new information on railways, which are
discussed at great length in this 1910 ed.; they are found in a
separate record in this database as a “document part.”
Editorial note by Charles Welch (p. ix-x): The whole
world is now closely linked together as newspapers keep
us informed of the events in far-of lands. Manchuria was
practically unheard of until the last two wars which Japan
had to fight there against China (1894-1895) and Russia
(1904-1905). Port Arthur fell easily when held by the
Chinese, but its strong defense by the Russians “turned the
eyes of the world to the citadel which lay at the point of
the far Eastern peninsula called Manchuria.” The TransSiberian Railway, started in 1889, ran east-west, eventually
connected St. Petersburg (the capital of Russia from 1712 to
1918) to the Pacific Ocean port of Vladivstok–a distance of
5,772 miles. The Chinese Eastern Railway, started in 1897,
ran north-south, connecting Mukden and Port Arthur. The
building of these two railroads has shown to the world the
great wealth of Manchuria, a province of China.
The war between Japan and Russia was fought in large
part because Russia claimed special exclusive rights to
mining, timbering, etc. in Manchuria. Japan fought for an
“open door” policy in this wealthy region, the right to trade
and commerce in Manchuria. Sir Alexander Hosie has been a
resident of China for practically 40 years.
The Chinese call Manchuria the Tung-san-shêng (Three
Eastern Provinces); it “is an agglomeration of petty Tartar
or Manchu principalities, lying to the north-east of China
Proper” (p. 3).
Soy beans or [soy] beans, bean oil, bean cake, or
soyfoods are mentioned or discussed on the following pages
of this 1910 edition: 69 (outer leaves of kao-liang or tall
millet are woven into mats used for packing loads of grains
and beans), 71 (barley in large amounts is ground with peas
or beans as a ferment in the distillation of native spirit {Shao
chiu} from tall millet / kao-liang), 75-80 (beans are the most
important agricultural crop for external trade, and the second
most important article of cultivation after kao-liang. The
most important bean, considered together with its products
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bean-cake and bean oil, is the soy bean–Glycine hispida;
discusses the many varieties of soy beans and soy bean
products), 82 (Mao-Tou, soy beans cultivated as a garden
bean for food), 84 (soy bean is one of six plants grown in
Manchuria whose seeds yield oil), 101 (each skein or hank
of silk is dipped in bean-flour water), 121-28 (how the oil is
expressed from soy beans; Recent prices of soy beans and
products. 1896 bean oil factory driven by steam), 142 (how
boats carry soy beans and other export crops down the Liao
River each spring after the ice breaks up), 146-47 (value of
exports of soy beans and products; total value in Manchuria),
168 (the flourishing bean-oil and bean-cake industry at
Dalny started in 1908, practically speaking), 172 (the 1907
depression in Manchuria’s soy bean market), 174 (the 1907
depression is now over and the outlook for American goods
in Manchuria is hopeful), 181-84 (value and amount of
exports of soy beans and products from Dalny and other
ports, mostly in 1908; ports of destination and uses at each),
196 (the matting, woven by hand from the outer sheaths of
millet stalks, that rises high around every large cart carrying
loads of loose beans and millet), 208-11 (city of T’ieh-ling
on the Liao and its growing importance in the soy bean
trade; met 1,000 carts heavily laden with produce from the
interior), 216 (a large cart carrying beans and pulled in an
ongoing sort of race by mules or ponies, has overturned, and
the beans are scattered all over the roadway; such accidents
are taken as a matter of course, and the way is cleared so that
traffic can resume), 234 (Yi-t’ung [pinyin: Yitong, in central
Jilin province] Chou, like T’ieh-ling [pinyin: Tieling], is a
great storehouse for beans and grain, and there is extensive
trade between the two cities), and 237 (met several caravans
laden with empty “bean-oil boxes.” Beans are carried from
Newchwang by boats when the river is open and by carts
when it is closed by ice).
Also discusses (see index): Job’s tears or pearl barley.
Phaseolus radiatus (the ray-fruited dwarf bean [azuki] which
is red or white). Hemp (Cannabis sativa) and Abutilon
hemp, the true hemp plant, Abutilon avicennæ, both valuable
fiber crops. Sesamum seed. Ground-nuts [peanuts] (Arachis
hypogæa, L.) Seaweed. Address: British Consul-General at
Tientsin [Tianjin, China].
2546. Hosie, Alexander. 1910. Manchuria: Its people,
resources, and recent history. Railroads (Document part).
Boston, Massachusetts: J.B. Millet. x + 320 p. Illust. 25 cm.
Oriental Series Vol. 14
• Summary: Railroads in Manchuria are discussed at great
length in this book. These include the Chinese Eastern
Railway Co., the Siberian Railway (incl. the Trans-Baikal
and the Southern Ussuri sections), South Manchuria Railway,
Trans-Manchurian Railway, and the Trans-Siberian Railway.
The South Manchuria Railway, the newest, is discussed
in the most detail, especially in Chapter 7, titled “Trade
of Manchuria” (p. 138-191). Page 145: “In addition to the

purely foreign imports, however, there should be mentioned
an item of $10,000,000 worth of railway materials imported
from the United States by the South Manchuria Railway
Company, on which no duties were paid, and which was
omitted from the Chinese Customs Returns.”
Page 149: “Although considerable interest in the mineral
deposits of Manchuria has been evinced by American,
British, and German engineers during the year, but little
has been accomplished by them toward the development
of the country’s mineral resources. The South Manchuria
Railway Company, on the other hand, has pushed forward
development work on the Fu-shun (pinyin: Fushun) coal
mines with great energy, and extensive additions to the
equipment of the mines have more than doubled the output”
daily during the year from 500 tons the beginning to 1,200
tons by the end of December. The Fu-shun coal mines
constitute one of the chief assets of the Company.”
Page 153. “Railway developments: The South
Manchuria Railway has been standardised and the
installation of new rolling stock has greatly increased the
road’s carrying capacity. Under the narrow-gauge regime the
line’s daily carrying capacity was about 2,000 tons, whereas
at the present time, with its standard gauge, new American
rolling stock, and improvement in its freight service, the
capacity is more than 6,000 tons. Similar improvement has
been made in the passenger service.”
Page 154: “These trains are thoroughly modern in
every respect, the cars and locomotives being of the latest
designs of American make. Each train is composed of a
mail car, a Pullman sleeper, a diner, and a combination day
coach and baggage car. In addition to these improvements
the South Manchuria Railway Company has established a
weekly steamship service between Dalny and Shanghai,
which shortens the time of travel between the latter city and
Manchuria by two to five days, and will also bring about a
reduction of freight rates. The Company is already issuing
through bills of lading between Shanghai and Manchurian
points.”
Page 162: “The net increase of the Japanese population
in Manchuria for the year 1908 was 14,149, of whom 5,296
settled in the leased territory and 8,853 scattered throughout
the country, mostly along the line of the South Manchuria
Railway. A conservative estimate of the number of Chinese
immigrants during the year would place the figure at 25,000,
the majority of the newcomers being of the agricultural class,
who have come to Manchuria to find permanent homes and
have settled in the fertile regions surrounding Fakumen and
Chengchiatun. Should the plans of the Government for the
settlement of waste lands meet with success, the number of
Chinese arrivals will rapidly increase.”
Page 165: “The general plans sanctioned by the
management of the South Manchuria Railway provide for
a northern terminal at Suchiatun, a station on the main line
of the South Manchuria Railway some 10 miles south of
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Mukden. Suchiatun is already the junction of the branch
line to the Fu-shun collieries, having the necessary yards
and transshipping facilities. By making Suchiatun instead of
Mukden the terminal of the line the company will obviate the
necessity of bridging the Hun River and at the same time will
save several miles of track.”
Page 169-70: “First place in the import trade of Dalny
is held by goods from Japan, which were valued by the
customs last year at $6,824,440, but which Japanese figures
place at $8,429,393. This total is made up of a large variety
of articles, from lumber and railway material to notions and
a great part simply represents the supplies of food, clothing,
furniture, etc., drawn from Japan by Japanese residents in
Manchuria for their own use. Of the staple goods for the
Chinese market, the most important are cotton goods and
cigarettes.”
“The United States is second in the import list, with
$3,762,653, according to customs figures, or about 32 per
cent. This was almost entirely trade with the Japanese in
Manchuria, and was made up mainly of supplies for the
South Manchuria Railway Company. The figure seems
to be too small, as the value of railway supplies ordered
in America and received during 1907 and 1908 was
approximately $10,409,000, of which much less than half
came in during 1907. The explanation may be that entries of
duty-free goods for the railway or for general consumption in
the leased territory are less carefully prepared, as to details,
by the consignees.”
Page 171: “The domestic goods brought in from Chinese
ports were valued at $1,310,622. The rails, locomotives,
bridge work, and most of the cars purchased on the first
orders for supplies for the South Manchuria Railway were
bought in the United States and delivery was completed
in 1909. Of the new purchases under this head, the most
important were an order placed in Russia for some 6,600
tons of steel rails worth about $250,000, a new electricpower outfit costing $135,000, ordered in the United States;
rails, cars, and trucks for the Dalny street railway, ordered in
Germany and England and costing approximately $277,000;
and a gas-generating plant and distributing pipes, purchased
in Germany and Great Britain, respectively.”
Page 182-83: “Coal seems destined to become an
important item among the exports, but the business is still
in an experimental stage. In 1908 shipments to foreign
countries amounted to 4,686 long tons. Already the South
Manchuria Railway Company has a contract for furnishing
coal to the mail steamers of the Osaka Shosen Kaisha, which
come here twice a week from Osaka and Kobe. The price
has not been made public, but it would seem to be not far
from $2.75 to $3 per ton delivered on board, and at this low
cost it is said to be quite satisfactory. With the exception of
$239,828, representing the customs valuation of [soy] beans
shipped to England, and $1,209 for exports to Korea, the
entire foreign export trade of Dalny is with Japan, the total

value of exports to that country being $4,574,057.”
Page 186: “In August, 1908, the South Manchuria
Railway Company began a weekly freight and passenger
service between Dalny and Shanghai, and while little
business offered at first, both the number of passengers and
the freight tonnage seem to be steadily increasing, as the
railway company is making special efforts to develop this
line by selling through tickets and by offering through bills
of lading to interior stations at moderate rates.
“The trade to South China ports continues in the hands
of two leading British coasting lines, whose business has
greatly increased of late, so that they have had as many
as eight ships in port at one time loading cargo or waiting
for berths.” Address: M.A., F.R.G.S., Once Acting British
Consul, Tamsui; Now at Aberdeen (Scotland or Hong Kong).
2547. H.R. & Co. 1910. Linseed cakes (Ad). J. of the Royal
Agriculture Society of England 71:38.
• Summary: “Finest quality, own brand... Cotton Cake, own
brand (HRCo., Pure), entirely from finest new Egyptian
seed; also other approved brands. Other Foods.–Decorticated
Cotton Cakes and Meals; the new Soya Cakes and Meals;
the Bibby Cakes and Meals; Waterloo Round and other Corn
Cakes, Rape Cake, Rice Meal, Maize, and Locust Meal, etc.”
2548. Hutchinson, H.P. 1910. The soya-bean as an English
crop. J. of the South-Eastern Agricultural College (Wye,
Kent) No. 19. p. 318-21.
• Summary: “In May, 1909, twelve Soya-beans (variety
unknown) taken from a sample supplied by a seedsman,
were planted singly in twelve inch pots and kept throughout
the experiment under glass at a temperature of about 65º F.”
The plants grew well but developed few pods and failed to
produce a satisfactory yield. No nodules were present on the
roots.
“By request, Professor Klinck of Macdonald College,
Quebec [Canada], kindly sent, in March 1910, a few ounces
of soil in which soya beans had been grown the previous
year. Enclosed were two samples of Soya-beans–Early
Tennessee (Brown) and Early Yellow.” Again the yield was
poor and there were no nodules.
Next, three soya-bean “plants of each variety were
inoculated with the soil sent from the Macdonald College.
The other six plants were not inoculated. The twelve plants
were grown under the same conditions in the open air. No
difference was noticeable until the first week in August,
when flowering commenced. From this time a striking
difference began to show itself between the two sets of
plants. The inoculated plants, in all cases, continued to grow
vigorously. The leaves retained their green colour, and the
pods were large and well-filled.” By contrast, the leaves of
the uninoculated plants turned yellow and dropped off, and
the pods which developed were smaller and fewer in number.
Nodules were present on the roots of every inoculated plant,
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“varying in size from small shot to a pea.”
It was concluded that inoculation is essential, that
soybeans could probably be cultivated profitably in England,
and that “Early Tennessee” is probably a suitable variety.
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Jan. 2010)
concerning soybeans in Quebec province, Canada, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Quebec province. This document
may contain the 2nd earliest date seen for soybeans in
Quebec province, or the cultivation of soybeans in Quebec
province (spring 1909). However, we cannot be certain that
the “soil in which soya beans had been grown the previous
year” was from Quebec; Prof. Klinck may have obtained
the soil from outside Quebec in order to use it in the spring
of 1910 in his experiments with soya beans. Moreover, we
cannot be sure that Prof. Klinck grew soybeans at Macdonald
College in 1910. In fact, the Report of the Minister of
Agriculture of the Province of Quebec (Harrison 1915) seems
to indicate that soybeans were first grown at Macdonald
College in the spring of 1911. It is not known from where
Prof. Leonard Silvanus Klinck, who was in charge of
agronomy work at Macdonald College, obtained these
soybeans.
2549. Hutchinson, W.L. 1910. Review. Mississippi
Agricultural Experiment Station / Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Mississippi, Annual Report 23:11-12.
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1910.
• Summary: The author is retiring as Director of the Station,
of which he has been in charge for 13 years, having taken
charge on 20 April 1897. He reviews the accomplishments
of the station during this time. “Much information has been
given as to a number of important crops, such as alfalfa, soy
beans, vetch, velvet beans, lespedeza, cowpeas, cotton, corn,
peanuts, and sugar cane... Three branch or Sub-Stations were
established...” Address: Director.
2550. Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture for the West
Indies (Barbados). 1910. Report on the Botanic Station,
Dominica. Reports on the Botanic Station, Experiment Plots,
and Agricultural School, Dominica. p. 1-34. For the year
ended March 31, 1910.
• Summary: In the section titled “Notes on economic plants”
(p. 5-10), the subsection on “Soy beans” states (p. 6): “A
quantity of seed of the soy bean (Glycine hispida) was
received from the Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture, for
trial in Dominica. This has been distributed to planters who
have promised to furnish later a report on the results of the
trial. It is hoped that this valuable plant will be successfully
established in Dominica.”
Note 1. The label on the spine of the bound volume at
the National Agricultural Library (USA) is: “Report of the
Agricultural Department–Dominica–[1900/01 to 1910/11”].
Note 2. Dominica is an independent nation, an island in
the British West Indies, in the Leeward Islands; a republic of

the Commonwealth since 1978. Capital is Roseau. Area: 305
sq miles. Population: 74,000.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Dominica, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Dominica.
2551. Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture for the West
Indies (Barbados). 1910. Report on the Botanic Station and
experiment plots, Antigua. Reports on the Botanic Station,
Experiment Plots, and Agricultural Education, Antigua. p.
1-26. For the year ended March 31, 1910.
• Summary: In the section titled “Condition and contents of
nurseries, and distribution of economic plants, etc.” (p. 3-4)
is a table (p. 3) containing an entry for “Soy bean,” which
states: “The following figures give the number of seeds and
cuttings sent out during the year: -.” Soy bean–30 lb.
In the section titled “Experiments at Skerretts and
Scott’s Hill” (p. 13-26), under “Skerretts” (p. 13-26) is
a subsection titled “Green dressing experiments” (p. 1922). A table (p. 20) titled “Returns from green dressing
experiments” includes the “Soy, or soja bean.”
On p. 21, the “Soy, or soja bean (Glycine hispida) is
discussed at length. “On Sept. 23, 1/30-acre of three varieties
of soy beans were planted. The varieties were D, H, and
Early green. The last picking of seeds from these was made
on Dec. 10. The results were (in tabular form): D–4 lb.
shelled seeds. H–5 lb shelled seeds. Early green–6 lb shelled
seeds.
“The plants grew from 4 to 6 inches in height, possessed
sickly looking, pale-green foliage, and on the whole looked
unhealthy.
“It was thought that the poor results obtained from this
trial might be due to the lack of the soil organism [noduleforming bacteria] necessary to the crop. In consequence of
this the plot was replanted on Dec. 24.
“The return of shelled seeds from this second planting
was as follows: D–24 lb. D–18 lb. Early green–19 lb.
“As will be seen, the return from the second planting
was far in excess of that obtained from the first one. In
addition to this, the general appearance of this crop was far
superior to the previous one. The plants were taller, more
bushy, and the foliage of a darker green.
During the year under review, a considerable area of
land was planted (138½ acres) with this bean as a green
dressing. On the whole, the growth made by the plants was
decidedly poor, and demonstrated the unsuitability of soy
bean for a green dressing on soils which have not borne it
before.” This general failure may well be due to “the absence
from the soil of the particular variety of the nodule bacteria
which lives in symbiosis with it. There is also the suggestion
that a better yield may be obtained on soils where it has not
been grown before, by treating them with soil in which the
plant has been raised already.”
In the subsection on “Green dressings” (p. 22-25), soy
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bean is mentioned several times (p. 22-23). The 1st table
shows the percentage loss after drying green plants in air;
Soy bean–31.6% (7 days after cutting. The soy bean has a
much smaller loss than the others because of the numerous
seeds formed by this plant). The 2nd table shows that 138¼
acres of soy beans were planted as a green dressing in
Antigua in 1909. A 3rd table “gives the weights of different
green dressings grown at Skerretts and other experiment
plots.” 1/40 of an acre of soy bean was planted on Aug. 4 and
reaped on Sept. 22. The “weight of green bush in pounds”
was 57. The “weight of green bush per acre in pounds” was
2,380. Note: The soy bean had the lowest weights of all 11
plants tested.
On the last page (26), the whole report is signed by T.
Jackson, curator.
Also discussed in this report are: Barbuda bean
(Phaseolus lunatus), pigeon pea (Cajanus indicus), woolly
pyrol (Phaseolus Mungo), cotton, ground nuts (Arachis
hypogaea), Indian corn, sesamum, lima bean (Phaseolus
lunatus), red cowpea (Vigna unguiculata), and Bengal bean
(Mucuna pruriens).
Note: At the head of the cover page and title page:
“Imperial Department of Agriculture for the West Indies.”
At the bottom of the cover page and title page: “Barbados:
Issued by the Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture for
the West Indies, 1908.” The label on the spine of the bound
volume at the National Agricultural Library (USA) is:
“Report of the Agricultural Department–Antigua–[1900/01
to 1913/14”].
2552. Inouye, Jukichi. 1910. Home life in Tôkyô. Tokyo,
Japan: Printed by the Tokyo Printing Co. vii + 323 p. No
index. Illust. (some color). 23 cm. Facsimile edition reprinted
in 1985 by KPI (London & Boston). [Eng]
• Summary: Chapter 5, “Meals,” states (in a description
of making breakfast): “But in point of utility the soy bean
comes next to rice, for our soy sauce which enters into
almost all dishes is made from the bean, wheat, and salt.
So extensively is this sauce employed that table salt is
comparatively little needed. The bean is also the principal
ingredient in miso, which is a mixture of the soy bean,
steamed and pounded, with rice-yeast [koji] and salt. This
miso is largely used in making soup; and the soups into
which it does not enter are usually flavoured by boiling
shavings of sun-dried bonito and straining them off” (p. 58).
“After the rice-pot is removed, another pot is put over
the hearth for making miso-soup... Miso-soup contains
strips of garden radish [daikon], edible seaweed (alopteryx
pinnatifida) [wakame], bean-curd [tofu], egg-plant, or other
vegetables according to season. These two, the rice and the
soup, are all the cookery required in the morning. There
must, of course, be hot water for tea.” Pickled vegetables
(called kôkô or kô-no-mono) especially garden radish,
invariably accompany Japanese meals (p. 58-59).

“The breakfast, then, is very simple. Sometimes the
family take their meals at a large low table which is set
before them [as they sit on their heels in the seiza position
on tatami mats] at each repast; but often a small tray, about
a foot square and standing six inches or more high, is placed
before each member. In the left corner of the tray near the
person before whom it is set, is a small china bowl of rice,
while on the right is a wooden bowl of miso-soup. A tiny
plate of pickled vegetables occupies the middle or the farther
left corner, while any extra plate would fill the remaining
corner. This plate also holds something very simple, such
as [umeboshi] plums preserved in red perilla leaves, boiled
kidney beans, pickled scallions, minute fish or shrimps
boiled down dry in soy sauce, a pat of baked miso, shavings
if dry bonito boiled in a mixture of soy and mirin.” An
illustration (line drawing) shows such an individual meal
tray, with chopsticks resting on the rim of the tray (p. 59-60).
“Soy [sauce] is usually sold in wooden kegs as it does
not change [spoil] with time; but the poor buy it in half-pint
bottles” (p. 68).
The midday meal is very simple. But the “evening repast
is the principal meal of the day... fresh fish is more frequently
served than at noon. The fish may be boiled in a mixture of
mirin and soy, be put into a soup made with an infusion of
dried bonito shavings, be roasted on the iron netting with
a sprinkling of salt or repeated coatings of soy, or be taken
raw in thin slices [as sashimi]. This raw fish is a peculiarly
Japanese dish” (p. 70).
Note 1. In Japan, almost everything is done in an orderly
way, followed by nearly everyone. There are rules (often
unwritten) for how to do almost everything.
Chapter 6, “Food,” states: “Sea-weeds are also in great
demand. Of these the principal are the konbu (Laminaria
japonica), which is largely exported into China, and the laver
[Porphyra tenera], which is obtained in this sheets [nori]
and taken with soy alone or with rice rolled into it.” Yellow
chrysanthemum flowers are also used as food, “either fried
with a coating of kuzu (pueraria Thunbergiana) or boiled in
brine and pressed” (p. 72).
Eels are eaten, with bamboo skewers passed through
them; “they are roasted over a fire, being from time to
time dipped in a gravy [sauce] of mirin and soy. Tokyo
is especially noted for eels served this way.” Sun-dried
cuttlefish, which are flat and hard, “are cut into slices which
are roasted and dipped in soy” (p. 73).
“As we do not use a knife and fork at table, all fowls
have to be cut up before they are served... The commonest
method with the domestic fowl and duck is to boil them in
small slices in a shallow pan with bits of onion in a gravy
[sauce] of soy, mirin, and sugar.” “It is only of recent years
that we have begun to eat beef and pork; but we have in
Tokyo a large number of shops where they are sold.” One
kind of shop is “a sort of restaurant where beef is served
in the same manner as the domestic fowl and duck above
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mentioned” (p. 74).
“Though cooking is mostly done at home, no small
quantity of small quantity of prepared food is bought for the
meals. The most important of such food is the bean-curd
[tofu]. For this the soy bean is soaked in water, ground,
steamed, and strained; and the liquid is allowed to coagulate
by the addition of brine [nigari] and then pressed in a square
box with a cotton-cloth bottom until the water has been
drawn off, leaving behind a soft white curd. This curd is
cut into small slices and put into soup in the morning; it is
sometimes thrown into hot water, and as soon as it is warmed
[as yudofu], dipped into a mixture of soy and mirin and
eaten. It is also fried. Indeed, the bean-curd shares with the
tai [sea-bream] the distinction of having a special treatise
dealing with a hundred ways of dressing [cooking / serving]
it” (p. 74).
“As there is no dessert at a Japanese meal, fruits are
commonly eaten at odd hours, especially by children.”
Apples are grown mostly in Yezo [Hokkaido], “the most
northerly of the larger islands” (p. 75).
A common dish for the bever [a light lunch eaten
between meals] is the (soba) or buckwheat noodles. Soba
“is dipped before eating, into an infusion of bonito shavings
flavoured with a little soy and mirin, to which small bits of
onion [negi] and Cayenne pepper have been added” (p. 77).
Another inexpensive food “is a kind of cracknel [senbei]
made by baking and dipping small disks of rice or wheaten
flour in soy” (p. 78).
“The bulk of confectionery is made of rice, red beans
[azuki], millet or sugar. Glutinous rice is steamed, pounded
in a wooden mortar into a pasty consistency, and left to cool”
[to become mochi]. “The red bean is boiled, pounded, and
strained through a coarse cotton bag to get rid of the skin,
though the latter is sometimes retained, in which case the
straining is unnecessary, and finally mixed with sugar” to
make “red bean jam” [an], which “is the most important
ingredient of Japanese sweetmeats as there is in our
confectionery no other equivalent... The red bean jam is also
used in making soup into which small rice dumplings are
thrown; this soup is much in demand, especially in winter,
to while away the tedium of long evenings. The red bean is
also boiled with rice to give it a colour; the red-bean is eaten
in old-fashioned families three times a month, on the first,
fifteenth, and twenty-eighth” (p. 80).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2011)
that uses the term “red bean jam” to refer to Japanese an
[sweet azuki bean paste].
“Starch extracted from the root of the kuzu (pueraria
Thunbergiana) is also much employed in confectionery.”
“By steaming a mixture of red beans, sugar, wheat, and kuzu,
we get a sweet dark-red cake, which is almost as popular as
the sponge-cake” (p. 80).
Inouye, who lived 1862-1929, lived to witness the Meiji
period end and westernization begin. A scholar, journalist,

translator and Japanese diplomat, he served at Japanese
embassies in Belgium and the United States. Returning
to Japan in 1918, he devoted the remaining years of his
life to compiling English-Japanese and Japanese-English
dictionaries.
Note 3. This book comes in an elegant, traditional
“folding case” (chitsu), consisting of five stiff pieces of
paperboard, covered with cloth, and held in place by two
ivory-looking pegs (each 3 cm long), each of which slips into
a cloth sleeve. This folding case performs much the same
function as a Western slipcase. Address: Tokyo, Japan.
2553. Kellner, O.J. 1910. The scientific feeding of animals.
Authorised translation by William Goodwin. New York, NY:
The Macmillan Co. xili + 404 p. See p. 187-89. 19 cm. 2nd
printing 1913. [Eng]
• Summary: Oscar Johann Kellner (lived 1851-1911)
originally wrote this book in German in 1908 for both
practical men and for students of agriculture and veterinary
science.
In Chapter 1, “The composition of feeding stuffs,” the
section titled “The fats and oils” states (p. 12): “Oily seeds
and waste animal products, such as greaves and tallow
refuse, are amongst the food-stuffs containing the most fat.
Then come the oil cakes, oil cake meals, brewers’ grains, and
other by-products from distilleries, flour mills, and starch
manufactories. The cereal grains, such as oats and maize, and
the leguminous seeds, such as soja beans or lupines, take the
next place, whilst roots, tubers, green fodders, hay and straw
are amongst the poorest in fat.”
In Chapter 4 titled “Description of feeding-stuffs,” the
section on “Leguminous seeds” begins (p. 187): “These take
the first place among the grains, because of the amount of
protein they contain. Generally the percentage of fat is not
more than in cereal grains, but some–soja beans and lupines–
have a considerable quantity.”
In the Appendix, Table I, “Composition, digestibility,
and starch equivalents of various feeding stuffs,” “Soja bean
hay” is listed on p. 366 and “Soja bean straw” on p. 368.
In the Appendix, Table II, “The digestibility of the
feeding-stuffs (digestibility coefficients) from experiments
on animals,” “Soja beans” is listed on p. 381 and “Soja bean
hay” on p. 383.
Note 1. Linseed is mentioned on 24 pages in this book,
lupine seeds on 10 pages, lupines on 13 pages, sesame on 7
pages, sunflower on 7 pages, hemp on 4 pages, colza on 3
pages, flaxseed on 1 page (p. 189).
Note 2. Also published in 1913 by Duckworth, in
London.
Note 3. The formulation of the first calf milk replacer
is credited to Liebig (see p. 145-46). “Very good results
are obtained with calves and young pigs from a sweet
mash prepared in the following way according to Liebig’s
directions. For each calf take 3½ quarts of milk, 3½ quarts
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of water, 10 oz. of wheat flour, 10 oz. of ground malt, and
¼ oz. potassium bicarbonate. The method of preparation is
as follows. The flour is boiled with the water and half of the
milk to form a porridge, and when this is cold the other half
of the milk, in which the potassium bicarbonate is dissolved,
is added, and the ground malt stirred in. The mixture is
then allowed to stand for half an hour in a warm place, then
once more boiled and sieved through muslin.” Address:
PhD, Prof., Agric. Exp. Station, Möckern, near Leipzig
[Germany].
2554. Kellogg, Ella Ervilla Eaton. 1910. Science in the
kitchen: A scientific treatise on food substances and their
dietetic properties, together with a practical explanation
of the principles of healthful cookery; a thousand choice,
palatable, and wholesome recipes. Revised and enlarged
edition. Battle Creek, Michigan: The Good Health Publishing
Co. 508 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: This is a new printing but not a new edition.
It is exactly the same as the 4th edition of 1904. Address:
Battle Creek, Michigan.
2555. Koenig, Franz Joseph. ed. 1910. Chemie der
menschlichen Nahrungs- und Genussmittel. Vol
3. Untersuchung von Nahrungs-, Genussmitteln
und Gebrauchsgegenstaenden. I. Teil. Allgemeine
Untersuchungsverfahren... Ed. 4 [The chemistry of human
foods and delicacies. Vol. 3. Investigation of foods, food
adjuncts (stimulants / enjoyables) and kitchen utensils. Part I.
Investigative procedures... 4th ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius
Springer. xiv + 772 p. See p. 416-18. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [3
ref. Ger]
• Summary: In table IV, titled “Overview of analytical
constants of fats and oils” (p. 416-19), section 1, “Fats and
oils from plants” (Pflanzliche Fette und Öle), gives constants
for 32 vegetable oils, which are divided into three types: (1)
Solid fats. (2) Non-drying oils (incl. soybean oil, almond oil,
peanut oil, sesame oil, corn oil, etc.). (3) Drying oils (incl.
linseed oil, hempseed oil, sunflowerseed oil, etc.).
The following constants are given for soybean oil:
Specific gravity, crystallization point of the oil, melting point
and crystallization point of the fatty acids, saponification
number, iodine number of the oil and of the free fatty acids,
and unsaponifiable percentage. Address: Geh. Reg.-Rat,
o. Prof. an der Kgl. Westfaelischen Wilhelms Universitaet
und Vorsteher der Landw. Versuchsstation Muenster in
Westphalia, Germany.
2556. Labbé, Marcel. 1910. Régimes alimentaires [Dietetic
regimens]. Paris: Librairie J.-B. Baillière et Fils. xii + 585 p.
Illust. Index. 21 cm. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: In the section on “Bread,” the subsection titled
“breads for diabetics” (p. 104) discusses gluten bread,
almond bread, and soy bread. “Soy bread (le pain de soja)

made with soy flour, contains only 10% carbohydrates. It is
also good for treating gout.”
In the section on vegetables, the subsection titled “dry
vegetables” (p. 105-06) states: “The soybean, or oil pea
of China (La fève de soja, ou pois oléagineux de Chine) is
very rich in nitrogen and relatively poor in starch; it has also
served in a bread for diabetics; unfortunately its taste is not
very agreeable.”
The detailed and balanced section on the “vegetarian
regimen” (p. 241-53) has the following contents:
Introduction. History of vegetarianism. Disadvantages
of the vegetarian regimen. Advantages of vegetarianism.
Conclusions. Address: Professor agrégé at the Faculty of
Medicine, Paris. Doctor at the Hospital of Paris.
2557. Lafar, Franz. 1910. Technical mycology: The
utilization of micro-organisms in the arts and manufactures.
Vol. I. Schizomycetic fermentation. Translated from the
German by Charles T.C. Salter. London: Charles Griffin
& Co. xvi + 312 p. Introduction by Dr. Emil Chr. Hansen
(Principal of the Carlsberg Laboratory, Copenhagen). Illust.
(90 figs). Index is in Vol. II. 23 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: This first volume discusses bacterial
(“schizomycetic”) fermentations. Richly illustrated, it also
includes accurate historical background on many subjects.
An extensive bibliography for both this volume and volume
II appears at the back of volume II (p. 417-518).
The Preface, by Emil Chr. Hansen of Copenhagen,
states (p. vi): “Within the last two decades the study
of Microbiology has made gigantic strides, both in the
pathological and technical branches of the subject; and
just as investigations into the Physiology of the higher
plants gave the first impetus to the establishment of
Agricultural Experiment Stations in all countries, so, in
like manner, have the Physiology of Fermentation and
Technical Bacteriology called into existence, within the
last few years, a number of Stations and Laboratories
for the development of those branches of industry where
micro-organisms play an important part.” The first three
chapters, comprising the introduction, give an interesting
early history of the discovery of fermentation. Their
contents: 1. The theory of spontaneous generation:
Definition, discovery of fermentative organisms, Needham’s
demonstration in favour of ‘Generatio Æquivoca’,
Spallanzani’s experiments, Franz Schultze’s experiment,
foundation of the science of antiseptics by Schwann,
labours of Schröder and Dusch, Pasteur’s examination of
the theory, Béchamp’s microzyme theory, spontaneous
generation only unproven, not impossible. 2. Theories of
fermentation: The alchemists–Stahl’s theory of fermentation,
Gay-Lussac’s opinion, Cagniard-Latour’s vitalistic theory,
Th. Schwann’s researches, Fr. Kützing’s general theory,
Liebig’s decomposition theory, Pasteur’s theory. Nägeli’s
physico-molecular theory, the enzymes and M. Traube’s
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ferment theory, general definition of fermentation, so-called
spontaneous fermentation of sweet fruits, decompositions
effected by light and air.
In Chapter 31, titled “The fermentation of cheese and
allied decompositions” (p. 243-52) are sections on “Pure
culture ferments” (p. 246-47) and “Natto and miso” (p. 24748; each a kind of “vegetable cheese”). The latter section
also discusses the Soja bean, Fr. Haberlandt, koji, shoyu
(called shojou, soy or shoyn), tofu and nukamiso. Reports
by H.C. Prinsen-Geerligs “on the preparation (by the aid of
fungoid ferments) of other dishes from soja beans in Chinese
cookery, such as Taohu or bean-cheese [tofu], the sauce Taoyu, &c.”
In Chapter 33, titled “The fixation of free nitrogen by
bacteria” (p. 259-71) are sections on “The discovery of
leguminous nodules” (p. 261-62; Malpighi, Boussingault,
Hellriegel), “Formation and functions of the nodules” (p.
262-64; Lachmann, Frank, Woronin, Hellriegel, Wilfarth),
“The nodule bacteria” (p. 264-66; organized albuminoids,
Bacillus radicicola), and “The bacteroids” (p. 266-69).
Concerning bacteroids: “The first successful, artificial
production of nodules by the aid of pure cultures was made
by A. Prazmowski. This worker, in view of the absence of
the sporogenic faculty in these organisms, changed the name
of Bacillus radicicola, bestowed on them by Beyerinck, into
Bacterium radicicola.”
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2018) that uses the word “bacteroids” (or
“bacteroid”) in connection with root nodules on plants.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the word “Taohu” to refer
to Chinese-style tofu. Address: Prof. of FermentationPhysiology and Bacteriology, Imperial Technical High
School, Vienna.
2558. Lafar, Franz. 1910. Technical mycology: The
utilization of microorganisms in the arts and manufactures.
Vol. II. Eumycetic fermentation. Part II. Translated from the
German by Charles T.C. Salter. London: Charles Griffin &
Co. ix + p. 191-748. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [3240* ref. Eng]
• Summary: An extensive bibliography on mycology and
fermentation (3,240 references) for both this volume and
volume I appears at the back of this volume (p. 561-695).
The first chapter in this volume is Chapter 49, titled Mineral
Foodstuffs (p. 191-202).
Chapter 55, titled “Classification of the families
Saccharomycetaceæ and Schizosaccharomycetaceæ” is on
p. 270-295. Section XVII (starting p. 456) is titled “The
enzymes and the enzyme actions of yeast.” It begins with
Chapter 53, on “Alcoholase,” by Dr. Rudolf Rapp, which
starts with an historical introduction. Page 506 mentions the
“Amylo process.”
Chapter 56, by Prof. Dr. Carl Wehmer, titled
“Morphology and subdivision of the family Aspergillaceæ”

discusses (p. 296-346): Eighteen illustrations of Aspergillus
conidiospores (p. 300-19).
“Aspergillus Oryzae (Ahlburg) Cohn (=Eurotium
Oryzae Ahlburg). This species is of practical importance as a
saccharification fungus, and has been cultivated for centuries
in Japan for the preparation of the rice mash for Saké, as
well as for the production of Soja sauce and miso.” It was
first identified (as Eurotium oryzae) by Ahlburg in 1876, and
was renamed Aspergillus oryzae by Cohn in 1883, though a
full morphological description was not given until 1895 (by
Wehmer) (p. 308).

Fig. 166 shows Aspergillus oryzae. “1-2. Conidiophores
with clavate and almost spherical glubule. 2. In optical
section. 3-5. Development of a small conidiophore,
distension of the hypha, protrusion of the sterigmata and
incipient formation of conidia. 1a. Optical section of tough
stem. 6. Sterigmata. 7. Conidial herbage, slightly magnified.
8. Conidia. Approximate magnification of 1-5 = 75 times. Of
6 = 400 times. Of 8–900 times. (After Wehmer).
See nezt page. Fig. 167. Conidiophores 1-5, 2 and 5 in
optical section. Figs. 3-5, development of the globule (3) and
sterigmata (4). The separation of the conidia is beginning in
5. Approximate magnification of 1-4 = 20 times. Of 5 = 120.
Aspergillus Wentii (Wehmer), which is used in Java to make
Tao-Yu (Chinese-style soy sauce). It appears spontaneously
on the boiled Soja beans that have been covered with
Hibiscus leaves, as described by Wehmer in 1896 (p. 311).
Chapter 57, also by Prof. C. Wehmer, titled “Chemical
activity of the Aspergillaceæ,” discusses (p. 350-74):
Saccharification of starch, Takamine’s research using
Aspergillus to make diastase (Taka-diastase) and its
efficiency compared with similar enzymes of different
origins, koji extract which contains amylase and other
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enzymes, use of A. oryzae in the preparation of rice-wine,
Soya [shoyu], and Miso (p. 352).
This volume also discusses: The degradation of
proteids and their derivatives, protease (p. 369-70). Filmforming surface yeasts and their accompanying phenomena,
Mycoderma (p. 411-15). Invertase (p. 516). Other enzymes
discussed in this chapter include maltase, melibiase,
lactase, trehalase, raffinase, and amylase. Address: Prof.
of Fermentation-Physiology and Bacteriology, Imperial
Technical High School, Vienna.
2559. Lauchstaedt, -. 1910. 7. Bericht [7. Report].
Landwirtschaftliche Jahrbuecher (Berlin: Paul Parey).
Ergaenzungsband III. [Ger]*
Address: Germany.
2560. Li, Yu-ying. 1910. Ta tou: Le soja [The soybean].
Paris: Société Biologique de l’Extrême Orient. 66 p. Illust.
28 cm. [Chi]
• Summary: This remarkable work, written entirely in
Chinese, was the first of Li’s major works on soybeans and
soyfoods. Published in Paris, it was written in Chinese and
meant to be read by young people in China interested in
coming to Paris to study or in helping Li with research on
Chinese soybean varieties. An expanded and revised version
was published into French the next year (1911).
Contents: Soybeans: 1. Introduction. 2. Names and
varieties (colors, sizes, and shapes) of soybeans. 3. Where
soybeans are produced and their history. 4. The place
of soybeans in the hierarchy of plants (taxonomy). 5.
Nutritional composition of soybeans.
6. Characteristics of soybeans (physiological,
morphological, etc.). 7. Food uses of soybeans (incl. tables

comparing the price of tofu with various meats, and the
various sicknesses associated with eating different types of
meat). 8. Equipment used in making soyfood products (a
photo shows the equipment in Li’s modern soymilk and tofu
plant near Paris; p. 37), and compares soymilk with cow’s
milk.
A large soybean utilization diagram in Chinese (p. 44)
shows all the products that can be made from soybeans using
the wet process (from soymilk) or the dry process (from
flour).
Note 1. This is the earliest known book about soybeans
written in Chinese. Note 2. This is the earliest document seen
(May 2014) that contains a diagram of this type.
9. Value of soybeans in agriculture (incl. fertilizer
use). 10. Conclusion. Appendixes: (1) About the Société
biologique de l’Extréme Orient (Far-East Biological
Society). (2) Membership form for the Far-East Biological
Society (Paris): Date, name, A.K.A., Address, Occupation
or subject of study, Place of birth. Please enclose 2 yuan
membership fee (p. A6). (3) Bibliography of publications on
soybeans by the Society of the Far East (p. A7-8). (4) Special
announcement concerning soybean research (p. A9).
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) Comparison of
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shapes and colors of 7 different colors of soybeans (p. 5). (2)
Five views of soybean pods with beans, incl. outside of pod,
inside of both halves when open, with beans in one half, the
two cotyledons of a single soybean (p. 11). (3) Soybean plant
with pods (p. 12).
Photos show: (1) The cellular components and layers of
soybeans and hyacinth beans (p. 22, 23). (2) The interior and
equipment in Li’s soymilk and tofu plant on the outskirts of
Paris (p. 37). (3) Microscopic views of soymilk (doujiang)
and a liquid resembling soymilk made from soy flour (p. 38).
Tables show: (1) Size range (length, width, and
thickness; maximum, average, and minimum) of 7 colors of
soybeans: yellow bean, green skin bean, green bean, dark
bean {“black” or “crow” bean}, black bean, red bean, spotted
bean (p. 4). (2) Composition of four parts of a soybean plant:
Comparison, water, protein, oil, carbohydrates, ash (p. 18).
(3) Comparison of oil and protein content of 5 colors of
soybeans (red, black, green, white, yellow) from various
countries and regions: China, Japan, Southeast Asia, Russia,
Hungary, and France (p. 19). (4) Composition of soybeans,
hyacinth beans, and wheat (p. 21). (6) Comparison of the
price of tofu with that of various meats (p. 29). (7) Ash
content of soybeans, hyacinth beans, duck, uncooked rice,
cabbage, egg, beef, chicken, lamb, pork, carp, wheat flour
(p. 31). (8) Carbohydrate content of uncooked rice, wheat
flour, hyacinth bean, soybean (p. 32). (9) Weight of products
containing 100 gm of protein: Soybeans, tofu (somewhat
firm), hyacinth bean, uncooked rice, bread, cooked rice,
vegetables (p. 32).
Publications listed in the Bibliography (p. A7-8): Ta
tou–The soybean (this book; published 1909). Bean curd–20
centuries of great craftsmanship around the world (1908).
Soycrafting–China’s manufacturing specialty (1908). The
Paris Bean Curd Company (1908, illustrated). An outline of
the agricultural societies of France (1908). Note: the above
publications concern industrial matters.
A description of herbs (Chinese medicinal plants etc.)
(1909). TB [Tuberculosis] and its cure (1909). Note: the
above publications concern medicinal herb and health
matters.
The benefits of soyfoods (1909). Smoking and its
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relationship to health, economics and industry (1909). Note:
the above publications concern industrial and health matters.
Special announcement concerning soybean research (p.
A9): “Gentlemen–Many of us in this society are researching
the benefits of the soybean. It may be considered as China’s
greatest resource. We have already published a number of
specialized reports. These have been made available to you.
In view of the fact that there are so many varieties of soybean
in China and that the regions of cultivation are so extensive,
we must rely upon you, our colleagues, in all parts of the
country to go into the field and collect data for us. Only then
will we be able to complete our research into every variety
of Chinese soybean. If we should receive your kind consent,
we beg you to be so good as to send the soybean varieties to
the Peking postal address of this Society (address is given).
We are interested only in soybeans (see pages 1-6 of this
book) and need one or two catties (0.5-1.0 kg) of each. Once
our research into the benefits and properties of these beans is
complete, we will submit a further report to this Society, in
order to repay your goodwill. If you would please advise us
of the cost of the beans and the postal charges, we will make
the appropriate refunds. We will also send you a copy of this
book as a modest token of our gratitude. Enclosed please find
an explanatory document. Please take the trouble to complete
this and send it together with the beans.
“The Paris/Far-East Biological Research Society”
On page A-10 is a form to be used when submitting the

Chinese soybean varieties.
2561. Macmillan, Hugh Fraser. 1910. Handbook of tropical
gardening and planting, with special reference to Ceylon.
Colombo, Ceylon: H.W. Cave. xii + 524 + xvi p. See p. 188.
Illust. 22 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: In chapter 4, titled “Green manuring and
mulching,” is a list of suitable plants including (p. 35)
“Glycine hispida. Soya Bean. Small herb, 12-15 inches.
[Grows at altitudes] Up to 2,500 ft.” Note: No Sinhalese or
Tamil names are given.
In chapter 12, on “Tropical vegetables and food
products,” section 1, “Leguminosæ, including beans, grams
and pulses,” contains the following (with Sinhalese and
Tamil names given for most): Cajanus indicus. Pigeon
pea; Congo bean Canavalia gladiata. Sword bean. Cicer
arietinum. Chick pea; Bengal gram. Cyamopsis psoraliodes.
Guar, or cluster bean. Dolichos bracheata. Dolichos lablab,
var. Four varieties. Lens esculenta (= Ervum lens). Lentil.
Mucuna nivea. Velvet bean is one variety. Glycine hispida.
Soya bean. Pachyrrhizus tuberosus. Yam bean. Phasaeolus
lunatus. Lima bean; Tonga bean. Phaseolus vulgaris, var.
Climbing, or Runner beans. Phaseolus vulgaris, var. Dwarf
French or Kidney bean. Psophocarpus tetragonolobus.
Winged bean; Goa bean; Manilla bean [Manila bean]. Vigna
sinensis. Cow pea; Yard-long bean.
The section on the Soya bean (p. 188) begins with a
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botanical description. “In India they are sometimes eaten
in the form of ‘dhal.’ The famous Soya-sauce, said to be
the basis of many popular sauces made in Europe, is made
from these seeds. A useful domestic oil is also obtained from
them, and the residual cake resulting from the expression
of the oil forms a nutritious cattle-food. According to Sir
George Watt, ‘Soya Bean is extensively cultivated in Eastern
Bengal, Khasia Hills [Khasi Hills, in today’s Indian state
of Meghalaya], Burma, &c.’ Yet I can find no mention of
it in either Firminger’s or Woodrow’s works on gardening
in India. Cultivation is very simple. A loose rich soil is
preferable.”
Chapter 26, “Pasture, grazing, and fodder plants,” has
a section titled “Other forage plants (leguminous),” which
includes (p. 463) “Glycine hispida. Soya bean–A quickgrowing annual, 15 inches high, producing a heavy crop of
herbage, much relished by stock. See Tropical Vegetables.”
Address: F.L.S., Curator, Royal Botanic Gardens,
Peradeniya, Ceylon.
2562. Malpeaux, L.; Lefort, -. 1910. Revue des sciences
agricoles en 1909 [Review of the agricultural sciences in
1909]. Bulletin de l’Association Amicale des Anciens Eleves
de l’Ecole pratique d’Agriculture de Berthonval (Pas-deCalais / Arras, France) p. 62-63. [Fre]
• Summary: The authors conducted an experiment feeding
soybean cake (le tourteau de soja) to six cows for three
successive periods.
Note: Arras is the capital of the Pas-de-Calais
department in northern France, 25 miles (40 km) southwest
of Lille. Address: Directeur de l’École d’agriculture du Pasde-Calais [France].
2563. Matenaers, Ferdinand Franz. 1910. Moderne
Futtersilos, Silage-Bereitung und Silage-Verfütterung: nach
den in Nordamerika gemachten Erfahrungen und erzielten
Erfolgen [Modern feed silos, silage preparation and silage
feeding: based on the experiences and successes made in
North America]. Berlin: Paul Parey. xii + 207 p. Illust. 23
cm. [Ger]*
• Summary: An in-depth discussion of the subject. Soybeans
and soybean silage are mentioned frequently. They are best
used as an adjunct to corn silage. Address: Chicago, Illinois.
2564. Midorikawa, Kôjirô. 1910. Tôfu to yasai no
ryôrihô:Hôchi Shinbun kenshô tôsen [Way of cooking tofu
and vegetables: Hochi Newspaper prize winners]. Tokyo:
Kyôdô Shuppan. 87 + 130 p. 23 cm. [Jap]
Address: Japan.
2565. Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce, Farm Bureau
(Nôshômushô Nômukyoku). 1910. Daizu sonota no mamerui
ni kansuru chôsa [Survey of soybeans and other beans].
Tokyo: Nôshomu-sho, Nômu-kyoku. 213 p. 26 cm. [Jap]*

Address: Japan.
2566. Mitchell, C. Ainsworth. 1910. Oil: Animal, vegetable,
essential, and mineral. London, and New York: Sir Isaac
Pitman & Sons, Ltd. viii + 128 p. See p. 20. Illust. Index. 19
cm. Series: Pitman’s Common Commodities of Commerce.
• Summary: In Part I, under “Semi-drying oils” is a very
short section (p. 20) which states: “Soja bean oil, derived
from the soja bean (Soja japonica, S. hispida), which is
grown in India and Southern Asia.”
Sesame oil (also known as Gingelly oil) is also
discussed in this chapter. Linseed oil, almond oil, earthnut oil
[peanut oil], and hemp oil are discussed in other chapters.
Note: Charles Ainsworth Mitchell was born in 1867.
Address: White Cottage, Amersham Common, Bucks.
[Buckinghamshire, England].
2567. Mongol: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1910.
Seed color: Yellow to olive green.
• Summary: Sources: Wing Seed Co. 1910. Alfalfa: And how
to grow it. Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Wing Seed Co. 48 p. See
p. 20-21. This is the company’s mail order catalog. “Through
the kindness of the Government we have been permitted to
test some of the new varieties ourselves, and one or two of
them we can offer in small amounts this year. We are now
breeding our soy beans by plant row test plots, the same as
our seed corn. Wing’s Mikado, Mongol, and Sable varieties
are, in our opinion, the finest and heaviest yielding varieties
of Soy Beans on the American market today. They are the
best we have been able to produce after twelve years of
work. Stocks of these varieties are obtainable only directly
from us. We have no agents offering these varieties, and no
other seedsmen have them.” The second variety listed is:
“Mongol–A variety secured by us from the Government in
1908. This bean is certainly one of the most valuable we
have ever seen. Each year that we have grown it, the yield
has been among the very best of any of the varieties we
grew. The habit is splendid, plants sturdy and erect, about
two and one-half to three feet tall, the beans of excellent size,
pods as thickly set as the plant will hold. It does not shatter
easily when harvested. The plants are a little too coarse for
the best hay, but probably as good a variety for grain as any
that we have, unless it be our Mikado, which has a wonderful
record. This bean requires about 115 days to mature grain.
Sow twenty pounds seed to the acre.”
Hall, J. Ed. 1914. “Soy bean a profit maker: Missouri
farmers should give this new crop a trial.” Missouri Ruralist
13(6):7. March 20.
Jenkins, E.H.; Hayes, H.K. 1915. “Field tests of soy
beans, 1914.” Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin
No. 185. 17 p. Jan. See p. 6, 11-13. Table 1 (p. 6-7) gives
analyses of 18 soybean varieties, including Mongol, Medium
Yellow, and Hollybrook. Page 13 states that the seeds of
Mongol are “olive green.” Address: USA.
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2568. Mooers, C.A. 1910. The soy-bean as a farm crop.
Proceedings of the American Society of Agronomy 1:153-58.
For the years 1907-1909. Presented at the meeting in Ithaca,
New York, July 1908.
• Summary: “After 30 or more years of... trial the
melancholy truth must be admitted that the American farmer
has not taken kindly to the soy bean, at least to the extent
of its becoming as a matter of fact an important farm crop.”
Five reasons for this are considered. The value of the soy
bean is compared with the cowpea, its nearest rival. Points
out seven advantages of the soy beans and discusses its
favorable outlook. Then gives three reasons that farmers
have clung to cowpeas for so long.
Three soy bean varieties are discussed: Ito-San (early),
Medium Yellow (mid-season), and Mammoth Yellow (late).
Address: Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN.
2569. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha). 1910.
Nichi-Bei nenkan [Japanese-American yearbook. No. 6].
650 Ellis St., San Francisco, California. 278 p. Reprinted in
2001-02 in Tokyo by Nihon Tosho Senta. Series: Nikkei Imin
Shiryôshû. Dai 5-kai [Collected Documents on Japanese
Emigration. No. 5]. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This book is read and numbered from “back
to front” compared with typical English books; it is mostly
(99%) in Japanese. The English-language title page reads:
The Japanese American Year Book.
The book is divided into 10 parts, each with pages
numbered separately. Contents: (1) Front matter, incl. 1 ad
(5 p.) (2) Table of contents (3 p.). (3) Map of California
agriculture (fold out, in Japanese, 1 p.). (4) Black and white
photos on unnumbered pages (6 p., single sided). (5) Front
part of Nichibei Nenkan No. 6 (p. 1-237), including general
information about America, Japanese in America, U.S. and
agricultural census data, etc. (6) Ads (9 p.). (7) Nichibei
Nenkan continued (p. 238-50). (8) Original printing and
publication dates and data (1 p.) (9) Ads (2 p.). (10) New
printing and publication dates (2001), data, and ISBN (1 p.).
A table (p. 39) shows Japanese population by states.
For each state the population is subdivided by men, women,
and children. For Japanese, the 8 most populous states are:
California 55,901, Washington 16,930, Colorado 4,557,
Oregon 3,873, Utah 2,529, Idaho 2,399, New York 2,260,
and Wyoming 1,409. The totals are: Adult men 87,170.
Women 7,323. Children 4,222. Total 98,715.
A table (p. 42) compiled from census data, shows that
there were 2 shoyu makers in the USA, with 2 male owners
and 4 male employees. There were 42 tofu makers with 47
male owners, 10 male employees, and 1 female employee.
Note: Unlike other volumes, this relatively slender 1910
volume has no directory to give us the names the names and
addresses of these Japanese tofu and shoyu makers in the
USA.

A table (p. 54-55) shows the general population (not
only Japanese) each decade in California from 1850 to
1910: It grew from 92,597 in 1850, to 379,994 in 1860, to
1,208,130 in 1890, to 1,484,053 in 1900, to 2,564,363 in
1910.
A table (p. 56) shows the Japanese population of
California: 120 in 1878, 270 in 1880, 420 in 1884, 500 in
1885, 1,000 in 1887, 2,300 in 1890, 4,500 in 1892. 6,000
in 1895, 13,000 in 1897, 25,000 in 1900, 30,000 in 1902,
35,000 in 1903.
A table (p. 56-60) shows the 1910 Japanese population
in various counties and cities in California. For each it
subdivided into men, women, boys, and girls. In 1910 the
Japanese population of California was 55,901, which was
about 2.2% of California’s total population.
A table (p. 62) shows the total value in 1900 of various
crops in the USA and California. The soybean crop was
worth $7,634,262 in the USA and $1,022,586 in California.
A table (p. 172) gives the population of Japanese
in California by occupation; there is 1 shoyu maker (in
Oakland) and 32 tofu makers.
The Directory shows Japanese companies making
soyfoods in California, Oregon, Washington, Utah, Colorado,
New York City, and Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.
Address: San Francisco, California.
2570. Ott de Vries, J.J. 1910. Recherches sur la valeur
des tourteaux de soya pour l’alimentation des vaches à
lait exécutées à la ferme laitière expérimentale à Hoorn
(Hollande) [Research on the value of feeding soybean cake
the milk cows at the experimental dairy farm at Hoorn
(Holland)]. In: Congrès International de l’Élevage et de
l’Alimentation (1eme), Rapports. Bruxelles, Belgium. 524 +
63 p. See p. 92-98. Illust. 26 cm. [Fre]*
• Summary: A long-term experiment (80 days) was
conducted on two equivalent lots of cows, each containing
not less than ten cows. The first lot received in its ration 3
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kg of linseed cake per head per day, while the second lot
received 3 kg of soybean cake per head per day, containing
40.8% crude protein and 7.9% oils and fats (matières
grasses). The cows fed soybean cake produced a little more
milk (about 40 gm per head per day) than those fed linseed
cake, however this milk had a slightly lower content of oils
and fats (about 2 gm per liter). Address: Horn Society for
Experimental Dairy Farm Operation, Netherlands.
2571. Ott de Vries, J.J. 1910. Voederproef met sojakoek
bij melkvee [Experiment feeding soybean cake the milk
cows]. Vereeniging tot Exploitatie eener Proefzuivelboerderij
te Hoorn, Verslag. p. 14-39. For the year 1909. Englishlanguage summary in Experiment Station Report, p. 581. [1
ref. Dut]
• Summary: This experiment compares the effect of soybean
cake and linseed cake rations on the yield of milk and the
properties of butter and cheese. During the main feeding
period, in Holland, the average production of milk was
practically equal with the two oilseed cakes, but in the
average production of butterfat the linseed cake gave larger
returns. The refractive index of butter produced during
the soybean cake feeding period was slightly lower and
the percentage of volatile acids was slightly higher than
that of butter made during the linseed ration period. When
scored by good judges, there was no appreciable difference
in the quality of the butter. The properties of cheese were
unaffected. The soybean ration produced no unfavorable
effect on the health of the cows, and in all respects was
considered to be a valuable feed.
Note: This is one of the earliest European trials in
which soybean cake is used for milk production. Address:
Horn Society for Experimental Dairy Farm Operation,
Netherlands.
2572. Pharmazeutische Praxis (Vienna and Leipzig). 1910.
Harnstoff empfindliche Probe [Sample sensitive to urea
(Abstract)]. 9(5):202. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a German-language summary of the
following English-language article. Takeuchi, T. 1909. “On
the occurrence of urease in higher plants.” J. of the College
of Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University 1(1):1-14. June 16.
Takeuchi’s article was also summarized in The
Druggist’s Circular, March 1910, p. 115. His name is
misspelled Takenchi.
2573. Pharmazeutische Praxis (Vienna and Leipzig). 1910.
Sojabohne [Soybean] 9(2):61. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Although the soybean of the Asians, as a
very important food, has been cultivated for centuries, and
in China even before Confucius it was used as such, this
article was unknown in Europe until somewhat before the
end of December of last year [sic, it had been known in
France since the 1850s and in Vienna (Austria-Hungary)

since 1873]. Within one year almost 400,000 metric tons of
beans (Bohnen) were shipped to Great Britain, Scandinavia
and Germany, where the oil was processed to make soap.
The bean cake (Bohnenkuchen) is also useful as animal
feed. Soybeans come in the following types: yellow, green,
small green, black, red and white. The soybean (Sojabohne)
comes from Soja hispida, a plant which is native to China,
Manchuria and Japan, where it is used to make an edible oil.
The seeds contain 18% oil and about 30 to 40% protein. The
ether extract accounts for 2.2% of saponifiable matter and
2.28 free fatty acids, calculated as fatty acids. The content of
solid fatty acids (festen Fettsäuren) (primarily Palmitic acid)
is about 11.5% and the liquid fatty acids (mainly oleic acid
and linoleic acid), are separately calculated at 80.26%.
The analysis of the bean cake gives the following
results:
For bean cake made in China:
Moisture 13.92%.
Oil 8.30%.
Proteins (43.19% = 6.75% x nitrogen).
Mucilage, sugar, digestible carbohydrates 25.90%
Crude fiber 4.67%
Minerals 5.02% (including 0.12% sand).
For bean cake made in England:
Moisture 12.70%.
Oil 11.07%.
Proteins (38.82% = 6.22% x nitrogen).
Mucilage, sugar, digestible carbohydrates 26.51%
Crude fiber 5.85%
Minerals 5.05% (including 0.25% sand).
(Source: Seifensieder-Zeitung, 1909, p. 865; d.
Chemiker-Zeitung Repertorium).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that contains the term “linoleic acid” in connection with
soybeans.
2574. Polk’s Portland [Oregon] city directory. 1910.
Portland, Oregon: R.L. Polk & Co., Inc. *
• Summary: Ota, Charles. Cook. Residence at 352 Oak St.
Address: Portland, Oregon.
2575. Portrait photograph of A.E. Staley, Sr. 1910. Dated.
• Summary: See next page. This portrait photo, dated 1910,
shows Gene Staley in a three-piece suit with an emblem in
his lapel. Courtesy of Staley Museum, Decatur, Illinois.
2576. Rosengren, L. Fr. 1910. Sojakakornas inverkan på
smörets beskaffenhet [The influence of soybean cake on the
quality of butter]. Centralanstalten for Forsoksvasendet Pa
Jordbruksomradet, Meddelande No. 30. 8 p. Mejeriförsök
No. 3. English-language summary in Experiment Station
Report, p. 382. [Swe]
• Summary: Soybean cake fed to milk cows at the rate of 2.5
kg [5.5 lb] per head per day did not cause any undesirable
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flavors in the milk or butter, or otherwise affect their quality.
These experiments were conducted from Nov. 1909 to 23
March 1910. Address: Dr., Meieriinstitut zu Alnarp, Sweden.
2577. Sawamura, S. 1910. The diet of the Japanese. In:
IIe Congrès International d’Hygiène Alimentaire et de
l’Alimentation Rationelle de l’Homme (2nd International
Congress of Food, Hygiene and the Rational Feeding of
Man). 2 vols. Brussels, Belgium: M. Weissenbruch, Printer
to the king (imprimeur du roi). Sec. 2, p. 215-30. See p.
217-18. Held 4-8 Oct. 1910 at Brussels, Belgium. Under the
patronage of His Majesty the King and the Government [ soy
ref. Eng]
• Summary: Section B. “Legumes” (p. 217-18) discusses:
Soya bean. Tofu or “vegetable cheese. Table showing
percentage composition of the soya bean, Go, tofu and yuba.
Natto. Table showing nutritional composition of natto. Table
showing the forms of nitrogen and soluble organic substance
in air-dry Natto that is 14 hours old and 7 days old. Miso (a
fermented food made with barley koji). Table showing the
nutritional of common Miso.
“Phaseolus Mungo [sic] chiefly used for making An
[sweetened azuki paste], an important material that enters
into the making of sweet cakes. Vicia faba, Pisum sativum,
Arachis hypogæa, etc. are also consumed to some extent.”
The opening paragraph of this paper notes: The Japanese
diet “is on the whole vegetarian. Forty years ago the flesh
of domestic animals, except fowls, was never eaten by
the Japanese. This was owing to the abundance of marine
products, besides that under the influence of Buddhism
the people avoided meat.” Address: PhD in Agriculture
(Nogakuhakushi), Tokyo Imperial Univ. [Japan].
2578. Sawer, E.R. 1910. Studies in agriculture. Series 2. The
soya bean. Div. of Agriculture and Forestry, Natal, South
Africa. 33 p. Reprinted from the Natal Mercury. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. The agricultural romance. 2. The
commercial aspect. 3. The adaptability of the bean. 4. The
cultivation of the crop. 5. Soya bean oil. 6. A food for man.
7. A stock food and fertiliser (the cake is widely used as
an agricultural fertiliser in the Far East). A photo (opposite
contents page) shows two men standing in a crop of soy
beans at the Central Experiment Farm, Cedara, 1908-09.
Concerning “Soya bean oil”: “In the Far East it is largely
employed for edible purposes; it is suitable for cooking, for
a salad oil, and as a component in such butter substitutes as
margarine. In the ‘Mark Lane Gazette’ for Jan. 20, 1910, it is
stated that one third of the frying oil used in London kitchens
now comes from the soya bean, instead of from cotton seed
as heretofore” (p. 21).
Illustrations (all non-original) on unnumbered pages
show: (1) A typical soya bean plant. (2) Botanical characters
of soya bean, with close-ups of vegetative parts, floral
parts, and fruit. (3) Seeds and pods of 7 varieties of soya

beans. (4) Soya bean seedlings, with roots. (5) Roots of
soya bean plant, with nodules (by Blanchard). (6) Curing
frame for harvesting soya beans. Address: Director, Div. of
Agriculture, Natal, Durban, South Africa.
2579. The provinces of China, together with a history of
the first year of H.I.M. Hsuan Tung and an account of the
government of China. 1910. Shanghai, China: The National
Review office. 187 p. See p. 158. Undated. Illust. 23 x 19
cm.
• Summary: Until a year or two ago, millions of otherwise
well informed people in Europe and the USA were largely
ignorant of China and “all matters Chinese.” This book has
one a chapter on each of China’s 22 provinces.
The chapter on Shantung states (p. 38): Salt is largely
obtained from the evaporation of sea-water and is used very
extensively for the purpose of salting fish and vegetables, the
making of soys [soy sauces] and bean sauces, and the like.
In Chapter 22, titled “Manchuria,” the section on
“Products” states (p. 158): “Manchuria is but sparsely
populated. The settled inhabitants are re-inforced every
spring by willing labourers from Shantung and Chihli
coming to till, to sow, and to reap. Twenty thousand pass
over to Newchwang and ports in south Manchuria from
Chefoo alone; and these nearly all return in the autumn,
when the harvesting is done. So that shortage of labour is
a serious drawback in Manchuria. Next comes the climatic
disadvantage. Agricultural and indeed all outdoor pursuits
are confined to seven months of the year–from Mid-March to
the middle or end of October.”
The most important crop for Manchuria’s external trade
is pulse. “A large variety of beans is grown in Manchuria
and, together with their products, bean-cake and bean oil,
they constitute by far the most important item in the export
trade of the Three Eastern Provinces. The beans are of many
kinds, yellow, green, black, white, red, and small green.
The yellow, green and black are varieties of the soy bean,
and each variety has sub-varieties. Besides these beans of
commerce there are several kinds of garden bean, cultivated
for food.” Two varieties of hemp, opium, tobacco, and
ginseng are also grown in large quantities.
The section titled “Mammon” notes (p. 169): On all
sides new enterprises have been springing up and new
industries started. From Manchuria the export of beans has
very rapidly, and largely during the past year, become a most
important trade, so much so that the Indian exporters of oil
seeds of one kind or another are beginning to feel the effect
and to consider the possibility ‘of producing the soy bean on
Indian soil.”
China’s chief foreign complications have been with
Russia and Japan, but “it is emphatically with Japan that the
most serious trouble has taken place” (p. 172). The Japanese
were found to be stealing supplies of nitrates from China’s
Pratas Islands–an incident which came to be known as
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the “Tatsu Maru case.” This unwarranted intervention led
to the “Manchurian Convention” which “is so obviously
unfair to China.” The publication of its terms “aroused great
indignation in China and a boycott of Japan was immediately
set in motion” (p. 173).
“It is possible that the terms of the Convention would
have been vastly different had not Japan previously set
all the canons of international morality at defiance by the
seizure on the flimsiest of pretexts of the Antung-Mukden
Railway. By the terms of an arrangement made in 1905 it
had been arranged that Japan might within two years convert
the Antung-Mukden Railway from a narrow gauge military
railway to a standard gauge line suitable for all purposes.
This privilege had lapsed with the flux of time and China
was therefore exercising more than the necessary patience in
acceding early in the year now under review to the survey of
the line by a joint commission. The reason of Japan’s delay
had been obvious. If she delayed to begin the reconstruction
of the line her term of tenure night be made to overreach
that of the South Manchuria Railway, and would or could
be pressed to imply an extension of the lease of the South
Manchuria itself. When it was found that China was not so
complaisant as she was expected to be the only alternative
was to steal the line; this Japan promptly proceeded to do.
This theft precipitated the Manchuria Convention for which
Japan is never likely to be forgiven.”
“Beans” (meaning soybeans) are also mentioned in
passing, usually in section on “Productions” under Shensi
(p. 9), Chihli (p. 28), Shantung (p. 36. “The beans are used
for the manufacture of bean-oil and bean-cake, the oil being
extracted [expressed] during the process of pressing the
beans into cakes; the latter are exported for use as manure.”),
Szechwan (p. 49, in the Chengtu plain), Hupeh (p. 54. A
table shows exports of beans and beancake each year from
1905 to 1908), Anhwei (p. 71, beans are exported), Kiangsu
(p. 86, beans and beancake are exported from Shanghai),
Yunnan (p. 92), Kweichow (p. 99).
Page 164 discusses the South Manchuria Railway
and Newchwang (literally “Cattle Mart”), which was the
leading port of entrance to Manchuria before the railway.
Newchwang was formerly at the mouth of the Liao, but
silting has left it 10 miles inland and the new port of Yinkow
has been developed at its former place.
2580. Tijdschrift voor Economische Geographie. 1910.
De sojaboonen, een nieuw artikel voor den wereldhandel
[Soybeans, a new article for international trade]. 1:435-36. [1
ref. Dut]
2581. Timofeev, S.N. 1910. Soya, ee kul’tura i prim’nenie:
V’ zapadnom’ Zakavkaz’e [Soya–Its cultivation and
utilization: In the west Caucasus]. Saint Petersburg, Russia:
Tipografiya “Sel’skago Vestnika.” 16 p. [Rus]
• Summary: The “west Caucasus” in the title refers to

Transcaucasia, mainly the Republic of Georgia. Page 7
states that in western Transcaucasia soya first appeared in
the 1870s. With the accordance of the Kutaisi Experimental
Station, in 1902 they had 4 soybean varieties. Address:
Agronomist, Russia.
2582. Voelcker, J. Augustus. 1910. Annual report for 1910 of
the consulting chemist. J. of the Royal Agricultural Society
of England 71:300-11. See p. 303.
• Summary: Last year there was an increase to 480 in the
number of samples sent by Members for analysis.
In the section titled “Feeding stuffs,” the subsection on
“Soya bean cake” states (p. 303): “The number of samples of
this cake has not been large, but the samples have, as a rule,
been found to be quite pure.
“In one case Soya beans themselves were used and
ground up at the farm, a sample sent me for analysis showed
18.88 per cent. of oil.” Address: 22 Tudor St., London, E.C.
2583. Wakerley, F. 1910. Report of an experiment on the
feeding of dairy cows with two kinds of cake in 1910. Soya
cake versus linseed cake. Midland Agricultural and Dairy
College, Bulletin No. 9. p. 81-92. For the year 1909-1910.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Object of the
experiment. Date of commencement and duration of the
experiment. Number of cows. Breed of the animals. Rations
per head per day. Milk yields. Life-weight increase. Quality
of the milk. Churning tests. Financial aspect. Summary of
results.
The experiment started on 15 Jan. 1910 and ended on 26
March 1910. It was conducted on two lots of 4 each crossbred shorthorn cows. The soya cake was less expensive than
the linseed cake. The former cost £7 5s. 0d. [read: 7 pounds,
5 shillings and no pence] per ton compared with £8 17s. 6d.
per ton for the linseed cake. Undecorticated cotton cake,
however, was the least expensive at £5 13s.4d. per ton. The
composition of the soya cake was: Moisture 10.30%, oil
6.63%, albuminoids 42.43%, carbohydrates 29.34%, woody
fibre 5.4%, and ash (including 0.6% sand) 5.9%.
Summary of results: “Both Linseed and Soya Cakes
gave satisfactory results when fed in mixed ration to dairy
cows. Linseed Cake gave the largest liveweight increase and
the most butter. Soya Cake gave the greater milk yield and
the firmer butter. Without taking into account the quality of
the Milk, it would appear that the real value of the two cakes
closely approach their actual cost prices.”
Tables show: (1) Analyses and prices per ton of the
cakes used: Soya cake, linseed cake, and undecorticated
cotton cake (p. 84). (2) Yields of milk from four cows fed
soya cake or linseed cake each week for 4 weeks (p. 85 and
86). (3) Live weights of the two lots of cattle before and after
receiving soya bean cake for four weeks (p. 87). (4) Analyses
of the milk (total solids, fat per cent, solids not fat) from both
lots of cows fed soya bean cake or linseed cake in ration at
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the end of each week (p. 88). (5) Churning tests on the milk
from both lots of cows (p. 90). Address: M.Sc.
2584. Wheldon, Rupert H. 1910. No animal food: And
nutrition and diet with vegetable recipes. New York, NY;
Passaic, New Jersey: Health Culture Co. 125 p. Plus 18
unnumbered pages of advertisements at end. Undated. No
index. 19 cm.
• Summary: A comprehensive appeal to vegetarianism,
advocating exclusion of all foods of animal origin [i.e., a
vegan diet]. Contents: I. No animal food: 1. The urgency
of the subject. 2. Physical considerations. 3. Ethical
considerations. 4. The aesthetic point of view. 5. Economical
considerations. 6. The exclusion of dairy produce. 7.
Conclusion. II. Nutrition and diet: 1. Science of nutrition.
2. What to eat. 3. When to eat. 4. What to eat. Food table.
Recipes (100 “strictly vegetarian” [vegan] recipes as they
appear in the English edition).
The Preface states that “the following pages are in
vindication of a dietary consisting wholly of the products
of the vegetable kingdom, and which therefore excludes not
only flesh, fish, and fowl, but milk and eggs and products
manufactured therefrom.” “This work is reprinted from
the English edition with changes better adapting it to the
American reader.”
Pages 30-31: “As to the testimony of individuals it is
interesting to note that some of the greatest philosophers,
scientists, poets, moralists, and many men of note, in
different walks of life, in past and modern times have,
for various reasons, been vegetarians, among whom have
been named the following:–Manu, Zoroaster, Pythagoras,
Zeno, Buddha, Isaiah, Daniel, Empedocles, Socrates, Plato,
Aristotle, Porphyry, John Wesley, Franklin, Goldsmith,

Ray, Paley, Isaac Newton, Jean Paul Richter, Schopenhauer,
Byron, Gleizes, Hartley, Rousseau, Iamblichus, Hypatia,
Diogenes, Quintus Sextus, Ovid, Plutarch, Seneca,
Apollonius, The Apostles (Matthew, James, James the
Less, Peter), The Christian Fathers (Clement, Tertullian,
Origen, Chrysostom, St. Francis d’Assisi), Cornaro,
Leonardo da Vinci, Milton, Locke, Spinoza, Voltaire, Pope,
Gassendi, Swedenborg, Thackeray, Linnaeus, Shelley,
Lamartine, Michelet, William Lambe, Sir Isaac Pitman,
Thoreau, Fitzgerald, Herbert Burrows, Garibaldi, Wagner,
Edison, Tesla, Marconi, Tolstoy, George Frederick Watts,
Maeterlinck, Vivekananda, General [Bramwell] Booth,
Mrs. [Annie] Besant, Bernard Shaw, Rev. Prof. John E. B.
Mayor, Hon. E. Lyttelton, Rev. R. J. Campbell, Lord Charles
Beresford, Gen. Sir Ed. Bulwer, etc., etc., etc.”
The chapter title “What to eat” states (p. 83): “The
Mongol procures his supply of protein chiefly from the Soya
bean from which he makes different preparations of bean
cheese [tofu] and sauce.” “Among the foods rich in protein
are the legumes, the cereals, and nuts... Fat is chiefly found
in nuts, olives, and certain pulses, particularly the pea-nut.”
Several recipes (p. 116-17) call for: Nut-milk, Vegeton,
Nutter or nut butter, Marmite, Carnos, Pitman’s Vigar Gravy
Essence. These can be ordered from stores in England (see
p. 111). The last 16 pages contain advertisements for HealthCulture magazine (monthly), “health appliances” (such as
Dr. Forest’s massage rollers and colon syringes), and many
books published by The Health Culture Co., Turner Building,
45 Escension St., Passaic, New Jersey.
2585. Wing Seed Co. 1910. Alfalfa: And how to grow it
(Mail order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Wing Seed Co.
48 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
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• Summary: This is the company’s mail order catalog–which
contains 8 more pages than it did in 1909.
The long section titled “Soy beans” (p. 17-21) begins:
“Last year we ventured the assertion that Soy Beans were
one of the coming crops. Today we are much more certain
of it than we were then. Out of six hundred bushels of seed
which we sold last year, only half a dozen partial failures
were reported to us; all the rest of our customers being very
enthusiastic over the crop.”

Then comes three pages of detailed information on
growing soy beans, plus testimonials from a number of
farmers who have had good results growing the crop or
feeding soy beans to livestock. “When threshed for grain
alone, an ordinary threshing machine with the concaves
removed will do the work fairly well. This machine,
however, will split a great many beans, and when desired for
seed, a regular bean huller must be used. This year we used
a Buffalo-Pitts threshing machine handled by the Banting
Machine Co., Toledo, Ohio, and found it a very satisfactory
machine for the purpose. We are free to recommend it to our
customers. We had to adjust the screens in a slightly different
manner from the way in which the machine was sent out, but
with this exception the machine was all right and did good
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work.
“In past years many farmers have become disgusted
with Soy Beans on account of the old varieties being poorly
adapted to conditions existing in the corn belt. Some of these
varieties were entirely too early and dwarf in their habits
others shattered so badly that it was almost impossible to
harvest them. The United States Government has done some
splendid work, testing each year two or three hundred new
varieties, and the varieties today are so much better than the
old ones that there is no comparison. Practically none of the
new varieties are for sale as yet, but most of them will be in a
year or so. Through the kindness of the Government we have
been permitted to test some of the new varieties ourselves,
and one or two of them we can offer in small amounts this
year. We are now breeding our soy beans by plant row test
plots, the same as our seed corn.
“Wing’s Mikado, Mongol, and Sable varieties are, in
our opinion, the finest and heaviest yielding varieties of
Soy Beans on the American market today. They are the best
we have been able to produce after twelve years of work.
Stocks of these varieties are obtainable only directly from
us. We have no agents offering these varieties, and no other
seedsmen have them.” The first variety listed is:
The following soy bean varieties are offered:
“Mikado–A variety secured by us this year for the first time,
and one which we believe will rank among the first either
with hay or grain...” Matures in 120-125 days. “Mongol–A
variety secured by us from the Government in 1908. This
bean is certainly one of the most valuable we have ever

seen. Each year that we have grown it, the yield has been
among the very best of any of the varieties we grew... The
plants are a little too coarse for the best hay, but probably as
good a variety for grain as any that we have, unless it be our
Mikado, which has a wonderful record...” Matures in 115
days.
“Sable–A variety secured by us in 1908. This is nearly
as heavy yielding a variety as we have ever grown, and is our
best for hay and silage.” Matures in 120 days.
Page 21: “Ito San–An old standard variety, of the first
and best sorts grown in the United States. Especially adapted
to latitude 41½ degrees, or north of that. A heavy yielder
of grain, should make 20 bushels per acre, not particularly
suitable for hay...” Matures in 105-110 days. In a testimonial,
Otto D. Baker of Conotton, Ohio, says of this variety: “We
sowed our medium early Yellow Soys broadcast in July.
They made a luxuriant growth, and were just as full of pods
as they could be.”
Another testimonial for Ito San is given by W.L. Varner,
Monterville, West Virginia: “The vines are well filled and the
beans of a good quality. I am well pleased with the turnout.”
No prices are given.
Photos show (p. 18-21): (1) A boy standing in “A field
of soys just before ripening. We estimate that this field would
cut three tons dry hay or twenty-five bushels of grain per
acre.” The soy beans stand taller than the boy’s shoulders.
According to William Wing of Pella, Iowa (Dec. 1998), this
boy is Gardner Bullard Wing, the son of Charles B. Wing.
(2) Three soy bean plants with many pods and no leaves–
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”Wing’s Mikado.” (3) Two soy bean plants with many leaves
and some pods–”Wing’s Mongol–Just before ripening. Note
erect growth, splendid amount of both grain and foliage.” (4)
Three soy bean plants (two upright, one lying down) with
many pods and no leaves–”Wing’s Sable Soy Bean–Plant
shown at right contained 433 pods.” (5) One soy bean plant
with many pods and no leaves–”Ito San–Fully ripe and ready
to harvest.”
The back cover is filled with a black-and-white photo
of a huge machine on 4 metal wheels, the Buffalo Pitts Bean
and Pea Thresher, made by the Buffalo Pitts Co., Buffalo,
New York. Caption: “This machine will thresh any kind of
beans and peas without cracking them.”
On p. 46 are two testimonials for soy beans from
satisfied customers: (1) “Soys make a good crop when cow
peas failed planted side by side. I grew Medium Green.–
Luther Shroyer, Cecil, W. Va.” [West Virginia]. (2) “I am
experimenting with soy beans in renovating wornout [wornout] land. Your mixed beans did well; will want more seed
next year.–O.W. Caster, Carpenter, Ohio.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2016)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in West Virginia. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation
of soybeans in West Virginia (1909 or earlier). The source of
these soybeans was the Wing Seed Co. of Ohio.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the following soybean varieties: Wing’s
Mikado, Wing’s Mongol, or Wing’s Sable.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Mongol. By 1918 Mongol
was considered to be a synonym for Medium Yellow.
Address: Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
2586. Wing’s Mikado: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
1910.
• Summary: Sources: Wing Seed Co. 1910. Alfalfa: And how
to grow it. Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Wing Seed Co. 48 p. See
p. 20-21. This is the company’s mail order catalog. “Through
the kindness of the Government we have been permitted to
test some of the new varieties ourselves, and one or two of
them we can offer in small amounts this year. We are now
breeding our soy beans by plant row test plots, the same as
our seed corn. Wing’s Mikado, Mongol, and Sable varieties
are, in our opinion, the finest and heaviest yielding varieties
of Soy Beans on the American market today. They are the
best we have been able to produce after twelve years of
work. Stocks of these varieties are obtainable only directly
from us. We have no agents offering these varieties, and
no other seedsmen have them.” The first variety listed is:
“Mikado–A variety secured by us this year for the first time,
and one which we believe will rank among the first either
with hay or grain. The habit is excellent, plants splendidly
erect, leafy, branching, the stalks a trifle smaller than our
Mongol, but considerably heavier than our Sable. This beans

has a record in the test plot of thirty-seven bushels per acre.
It will mature in one hundred twenty to one hundred twentyfive days. Sow about twenty pounds to the acre.” A photo
(p. 20) shows three soy bean plants with many pods and no
leaves. Caption: “Wing’s Mikado.” Note: Wing’s Mikado
soybean variety is mentioned about 3 years before the plain
Mikado soybean variety.
Wing Seed Co. 1911. Alfalfa: And how to grow it.
Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Wing Seed Co. 48 p. See p. 18-20.
This is the company’s mail order catalog; it describes the
considerable money and time the company spends to develop
these new and unique varieties. “We think that we can see
decided improvement in our varieties from the breeding
work which we have done with them. Wing’s Mikado,
Mongol and Sable varieties are our own, obtainable only
directly from us. We have no agent, and no other seedsmen
have them” (p. 19-20).
“Wing’s Mikado–A splendid variety, a little better
adapted to grain than to hay, as the stalks and branches are
a trifle coarse. On moderately good ground we think this
variety will yield as heavily as any which we have as yet
tested. It will also stand poor ground better than many other
varieties, but succeeds best on moderately strong ground.
The habit is splendid, plants perfectly erect, leafy, branching.
Height two to three feet, will mature in one hundred and
twenty to one hundred and twenty-five days. Sow about
twenty pounds per acre. This bean has a record in test plot of
thirty-seven bushels per acre, and in the field will make thirty
bushels under favorable conditions.”
Note: Morse (1948) does not list this as a named
soybean variety. Address: USA.
2587. Wing’s Mongol: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
1910.
• Summary: Sources: Wing Seed Co. 1910. Alfalfa: And how
to grow it. Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Wing Seed Co. 48 p. See
p. 20-21. This is the company’s mail order catalog. “Through
the kindness of the Government we have been permitted to
test some of the new varieties ourselves, and one or two of
them we can offer in small amounts this year. We are now
breeding our soy beans by plant row test plots, the same as
our seed corn. Wing’s Mikado, Mongol, and Sable varieties
are, in our opinion, the finest an heavy yielding varieties
of Soy Beans on the American market today. They are the
best we have been able to produce after twelve years of
work. Stocks of these varieties are obtainable only directly
from us. We have no agents offering these varieties, and no
other seedsmen have them.” The second variety listed is:
“Mongol–A variety secured by us from the Government in
1908. This bean is certainly one of the most valuable we
have ever seen. Each year that we have grown it, the yield
has been among the very best of any of the varieties we
grew. The habit is splendid, plants sturdy and erect, about
two and one-half to three feet tall, the beans of excellent size,
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pods as thickly set as the plant will hold. It does not shatter
easily when harvested. The plants are a little too coarse for
the best hay, but probably as good a variety for grain as any
that we have, unless it be our Mikado, which has a wonderful
record. This bean requires about 115 days to mature grain.
Sow twenty pounds seed to the acre.” A photo shows: Two
soy bean plants with many leaves and some pods–”Wing’s
Mongol–Just before ripening. Note erect growth, splendid
amount of both grain and foliage.”
Wing Seed Co. 1911. Alfalfa: And how to grow it.
Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Wing Seed Co. 48 p. See p. 18-20.
This is the company’s mail order catalog; it describes the
considerable money and time the company spends to develop
these new and unique varieties. “We think that we can see
decided improvement in our varieties from the breeding
work which we have done with them. Wing’s Mikado,
Mongol and Sable varieties are our own, obtainable only
directly from us. We have no agent, and no other seedsmen
have them” (p. 19-20).
“Wing’s Mongol–A variety secured in 1908. This bean is
very similar to Wing’s Mikado, a remarkably heavy yielder
of grain, the sturdy stalks making it more of a grain than
forage variety. It prefers a moderately strong soil; on such
soil it will yield as heavily as any variety which we have
tested, but it will not stand really poor soil particularly well.
It matures in about one hundred and fifteen days. Sow twenty
pounds seed to the acre. We believe this bean will make
thirty bushels to the acre under favorable conditions.”
Note: Morse (1948) does not list this as a named
soybean variety. Address: USA.

difference between the yield of grain with this variety or with
the Mongol. It requires 120 days in which to mature. Sow
about fifteen pounds of seed to the acre.”
A photo shows: Three soy bean plants (two upright, one
lying down) with many pods and no leaves–”Wing’s Sable
Soy Bean–Plant shown at right contained 433 pods.”
Wing Seed Co. 1911. Alfalfa: And how to grow it.
Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Wing Seed Co. 48 p. See p. 18-20.
This is the company’s mail order catalog; it describes the
considerable money and time the company spends to develop
these new and unique varieties. “We think that we can see
decided improvement in our varieties from the breeding
work which we have done with them. Wing’s Mikado,
Mongol and Sable varieties are our own, obtainable only
directly from us. We have no agent, and no other seedsmen
have them” (p. 19-20).
“Wing’s Sable–A remarkable variety secured by us
in 1908 and considerably improved by us since that time.
It does practically as well for us on one kind of soil as on
another, will yield as much grain for us on the poorest soil as
on the best. The habit is perfect, plants perfectly erect, pods
forming well off the ground, thus allowing easy harvesting,
the branches and stalks when only a few inches above the
ground becoming slender, making this bean admirably
adapted to forage if desired. We believe it entirely practical
to obtain a yield of thirty bushels per acre on a large acreage
of this bean. It requires one hundred and twenty days to
mature. Sow about fifteen pounds of seed to the acre.”
Note: Morse (1948) does not list this as a named
soybean variety. Address: USA.

2588. Wing’s Sable: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
1910. Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Wing Seed Co. 1910. Alfalfa: And how
to grow it. Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Wing Seed Co. 48 p. See
p. 20-21. This is the company’s mail order catalog. “Through
the kindness of the Government we have been permitted to
test some of the new varieties ourselves, and one or two of
them we can offer in small amounts this year. We are now
breeding our soy beans by plant row test plots, the same as
our seed corn. Wing’s Mikado, Mongol, and Sable varieties
are, in our opinion, the finest an heavy yielding varieties of
Soy Beans on the American market today. They are the best
we have been able to produce after twelve years of work.
Stocks of these varieties are obtainable only directly from
us. We have no agents offering these varieties, and no other
seedsmen have them.” The third variety listed is: “Sable–A
variety secured by us in 1908. This is nearly as heavy
yielding a variety as we have ever grown, and is our best for
hay and silage. The habit is practically perfect, plants erect,
branching, pods forming high enough above the ground so
that they can be harvested without loss of grain. The body of
the plant is slender as are the branches, making this variety
well adapted for hay. We believe there will be little if any

2589. Zavitz, C.A. 1910. The professor of field husbandry
and director of field experiments. Ontario Agricultural
College and Experimental Farm (Guelph), Annual Report
35:163-230. For the year 1909. See p. 206, 228.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 206) states:
“The Soy beans, also known as Soja beans, are grown
extensively in Japan, but they never received very general
cultivation in America, except possibly in a few places in
the United States. The crop furnishes exceedingly rich feed
for farm stock and the plants may be cut and converted into
silage or they may be allowed to ripen for the production
of grain. Although there are a large number of varieties of
Soy beans, the most of them require a long season to reach
maturity and are quite unsuited for cultivation in Ontario.
Although varieties have been obtained by the Agricultural
College on various occasions, extending back for fully
sixteen years, only two kinds have become at all prominent
in our experimental work, viz., the Early Yellow and the
Medium Green. The Early Yellow variety has proven to be
one of the best for most parts of the Province as it yields very
well and matures early. In the average results of growing the
Early Yellow Soy beans at the College in each of fourteen
years, we have obtained 14.8 or practically 15 bushels of
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threshed seed per acre. In 1909, no less than sixteen varieties
of Soy beans were grown in the Experimental department.”
The section titled “Leguminous crops for green fodder”
(p. 228) states: “In 1909, twenty different varieties of Soy
beans, Cow peas, vetches and grass peas were grown for the
production of fodder... The greatest yields in tons per acre
in 1909 were produced by the following varieties: Habara
[Habaro] soybeans, 9.2 tons; Grass peas, 8.0 tons; Amherst
soy beans, 7.6 tons; Shingto soy beans, 7.5 tons; Cloud soy
beans, 7.4 tons; Hairy vetches, 6.8 tons; Tsurunoko soy
beans, 6.5 tons; Chernie soy beans [black-seeded], 6.1; and
Nuttall soy beans, 6.1 tons.
“Six varieties of leguminous crops have now been
grown for five years in succession for the production of
green fodder. The greatest yields have been obtained from
the Grass peas, 6.9 tons; Ito San soy beans, 6.8 tons; Early
Yellow soy beans, 5.5 tons; and Wonderful Cow peas, 5.2
tons per acre.”
A long section titled “Alfalfa or lucerne” (p. 22830) begins: “A bulletin on Alfalfa or Lucerne was issued
in the spring of 1908. The bulletin referred to results of
experiments conducted at the Ontario Agricultural College
and referred to the reports of co-operative experiments in
Alfalfa growing throughout Ontario.” A large table (p. 228)
shows yields of alfalfa each year from 1896 to 1909 for
the green crop and for hay, for the first, second, and third
cuttings of each. Three cuttings sometimes yield more than
25 tons of the green crop and more than 6.9 tons of hay.
Also discusses: Flax seed, buckwheat, field peas, field
beans, millet, winter emmer, sunflowers for seed, sorghums
for seed, cap yellow dent corn, mangels, sorghums for
fodder, sunflowers for fodder, millets for green fodder and
for hay. Address: B.S.A., Prof. of Field Husbandry, Guelph,
Ontario, Canada.

two varieties of Soy, Soja, or Japanese beans–2 plots.”
In the section on “Grain crops,” the subsection titled
“Soy beans” (p. 22) states: “The past season has been very
unfavorable for the growth of soy beans in Ontario. Although
seed of each of two varieties was distributed in the spring,
no reports have been received which could be properly
summarized for presentation in tabular form. One man in
Lambton County had a yield of 20 bushels of grain per acre
of the Early Yellow variety in the past season, which was
about five bushels per acre more than the yield obtained from
the same variety at the College.” Address: Prof. of Field
Husbandry, O.A.C. [Ontario Agricultural College], Guelph
[Ontario, Canada].
2592. Caséo Sojaine. 1910? Produits Alimentaires de Soja
[Food products made from soya (Business card)]. Paris,
France. 1 p. Undated. [Fre]

• Summary: A salesperson’s calling card. Address: 46bis,
Rue Denis-Papin, Colombes (Seine), near Paris, France.
Phone: Colombes-239.
2593. Portrait of Li Yu-ying (Photograph). 1910?

2590. Zavitz, C.A. 1910. The relation between the size of
seed and the yield of plants of farm crops. Proceedings of
the American Society of Agronomy 1:98-104. For the years
1907-1909. Presented at the meeting in Ithaca, New York,
July 1908.
• Summary: During the past 14 years, experiments at OAC
with grains crops (including field peas), root crops, field
rape, and Irish potatoes have shown that large seeds will give
a greater yield than an equal number of smaller seeds. Soy is
not mentioned.
Note: This is the earliest article see by C.A. Zavitz
published in these proceedings. Address: Ontario
Agricultural College, Guelph, Canada.
2591. Zavitz, C.A. 1910. Results of co-operative experiments
in agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 31:13-38. For the year 1909. See p. 15, 22.
• Summary: A table titled “Co-operative experiments for
1909” (p. 15), under “Spring grain crops” includes “Testing

• Summary: This tiny 1¼ by 1.75 inch undated black-andwhite photo shows Li Yu-ying at about age 30 with a high
forehead and wearing a moustache and Chinese-style dress.
He is a very handsome and intelligent-looking man. It was
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first seen on the website www.thesoyfanclub.com at the head
of a biography of Li Yu-ying written by William Shurtleff.
Further investigation revealed that Paul King had located
it on the website of the National Palace Museum (NPM) in
Taiwan, of which Li had been one of the founding members.
2594. Prof. Charles Ambrose Zavitz seated at his disk
(Photograph). 1910? Undated.
• Summary: This black-and-white undated photograph of
Prof. Zavitz (lived 1863-1942) is 7 by 5½ inches. Behind
him are many books in shelves. At the bottom is printed:
“Professor Zavitz. Department of Field Husbandry.” Talk
with James R. Zavitz. 2001. Dec. 6. The photo (dating
from about 1910) was taken in Prof. Zavitz’s office in the
southwest corner of the Field Husbandry Building, on the
first floor. The desk was positioned so he could look out a
window in the end of the building over his experimental
plots, or he could turn to the left and look out window over
the stone cottage where he resided.
2595. Lampé, Eduard. Assignor to Farben-Fabriken vorm.
Friedr. Bayer & Company of Elberfeld, Germany. 1911.
Food for diabetics [from soya beans]. U.S. Patent 0,980,292.
Jan. 3. 1 p. Application filed 4 Aug. 1910.
• Summary: Soy-beans are treated with boiling water and
0.5% of sodium bicarbonate until the carbohydrates and
other water-soluble substances are removed. Thus 300 g.
of bicarbonate of soda are added to 60 kg. soybeans. The
residue, after being dried and pulverized, is a yellow powder
containing the nutritive fatty and albuminoid constituents of
the beans.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2009) that calls for the use of sodium bicarbonate
when boiling soybeans.
Note 2. This diabetic food is almost certainly Sarton
(See Noorden and Lampé 1910).
Note 3. Soy is mentioned 3 times in this half-page patent
in the forms “soy-beans” and “soybeans.” Address: Doctor of
medicine, Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
2596. Daily Post (Australia). 1911. Soya bean cake. Jan. 4.
p. 3.
• Summary: “An experiment extending over eighteen weeks
has been made by the authorities of the Edinburgh and East
of Scotland Agricultural College to test the value of soya
bean cake, and one of the conclusions arrived at is that the
poorer the cake is in oil, the better are the results obtained
from its use. This is a point that users of this class of cake
should watch to see if it is confirmed by their experience.
The general conclusions formed by the test are as follows: “1. That soya bean cake is a perfectly safe food when
used with discretion, but not withstanding its high analysis
ordinary soya bean cake at £6/15 per ton seems to be a dearer
feeding stuff than good linseed cake at £9.

“2. That the poorer the soya bean cake is in oil, the
better are the results obtained, and when the increased cost
of the richer cake is taken into consideration, the results
are much in favor of the soya bean cake with least oil. As
the same amount of oil in linseed cake gave good results, it
would seem that the unsatisfactory results obtained with the
soya bean are due to some property of the oil in this food.”
2597. Labbé, Henri. 1911. Le soja et ses usages [The
soybean and its uses]. Revue Scientifique 49(1):171-76. Jan.
7. [6 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A summary of earlier publications (mostly in
French) on soybeans and soyfoods. Discusses: Soy flour
(farine de soja) for diabetics. Soy bread (pain de soja).
Soy flour used to make various foods for diabetics as well
as for vegetarians. Soymilk (lait végétal à base de soja, p.
174). Soy kefir and soy yogurt (Kephir, Yohourt). Soy sauce
(sauce de Soja, soyou, choyou). Tofu (Le fromage de Soja
ou Tou-Fou), which was invented by the ancient Chinese
philosopher Whai Nain Tzu. Fresh tofu and dry tofu [dried
frozen tofu, containing 53.6% protein]. How shoyu is made.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the word soyou to refer to soy
sauce.
The section on the nutritional value of soy and soy
protein (p. 173) ends with this interesting thought: For a long
time the Chinese and Japanese, who cared little about the
future justification of their habits and customs, have adopted
the consumption of soy on a large scale, without realizing
that science would perhaps one day come to bestow / confer
on them a certificate or testimonial of complete approbation.
The section on soymilk ends as follows: Soya milk,
according to trustworthy Chinese persons, is not just a mere
curiosity. It is used, in China, for breakfast, being mixed
with cow’s milk. It is also used for infant formula [literally
“artificial breast feeding”] or therapeutically. For this latter
purpose, it is the fermented foods, such as Kefir, Yogurt, etc.
that appear to be of interest. (“Le lait de Soja, au dire de
Chinois dignes de foi ne serait pas une simple curiosité. On
s’en sert, en Chine, pour le dèjeuner du matin, et en mélange
avec le lait de vache. On l’utilise aussi pour l’allaitement
artificiel, ou dans un but thérapeutique. Dans ce denier
but, ce sont plutôt les laits de soja fermentés, genre Kephir,
Yohourt, etc. qui paraissent intéressants”).
The author notes (p. 175, footnote) that a Chinese
proverb says: Le To-Fou est la viande des os (“Tofu is the
meat of the bones”). Note: This makes no sense and appears
(Jan. 2019) to be a mistake. Tofu has long been known as
“the meat without bones” (Horvath 1927, 1931, 1938, etc.)
or “the meat without a bone” (Carque 1933, etc.).
The writer also notes that France is not taking any part
in the development of an industry to produce soy oil (p. 176,
footnote). Illustrations (p. 72) show: Soy bean plant, with
roots and pods. Close-up of soy bean pod and seed. Address:
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Doctor of Sciences (Docteur ès-sciences), France.
2598. Neues Wiener Journal (Vienna). 1911. Die Bedeutung
der Soja-Bohne [The importance of the soybean].
19(6183):16. Jan. 8. [Ger]
• Summary: It is well known that a whole host of Chambers
of Commerce in both halves of the empire have fought
for higher tariffs on soybean oil (Soja-Bohnenöl) for the
protection of our oil industry. This is a completely new item
that has only been put on the market from England since
the beginning of last year and has proven to be intense
competition for the local oil industry. The soybean (SojaBohne) has already been known since 1873, when it was to
be seen for the first time at the Vienna World Exhibition.
But only now, after nearly forty years, has the trade in it
achieved importance worth mentioning, and in the current
year, the exports of it from Manchuria, China, and Japan
have already reached ten million Meterzentner [a total of
one billion kilos]. In England, a series of factories have
come into existence since 1908 that process this bean; in
Germany there are two factories that are already occupied
with it, but in Austria-Hungary, nearly nothing is known of
it, not even that most soup extracts that are now brought to
the market in cube form are preparations from soybeans!
The utilization of this plant is on one hand due to the fat
content (around 20%) that is especially high in comparison
to other legumes, as well as the high protein content (38%).
In correspondence to this high content of nutrients, added to
which is also 24% carbohydrates, it is for that reason that for
years now, the soybean (Soja) has found use as a surrogate
for the meat diet. In Japan, two other fermented products are
also produced from it beyond this: shoyu and miso. Shoyu or
bean sauce (Bohnensauce) is enjoyed in nearly all foods as
a seasoning and for several years has been exported in large
quantities to England and America, from which it then goes
out into the world under the most varied of names as local
preparations. The famous Maggische Präparate [translator’s
note: still available today as Maggi!] contain the addition
of shoyu. But the fact that the area of use of the soybean
for the food industry still has in no way been exhausted
can be seen specifically this year at the World Exposition
in Brussels, where a factory in Paris that is under Chinese
management put on exhibition every possible preparation,
such as bean cheese (Bohnenkäse) (tofu), soy flour / soymeal
(Sojamehl), bread for diabetics, biscuits, every possible type
of cake, and even a kind of milk. In England, a factory has
taken up the production of biscuits from soybeans, and in
Germany, the production of soy oil (Sojaöl) and soy cakes
(Sojakuchen) was started this year, the latter of which has
proven itself to be the best as a powerful feed for livestock.
With us, in view of the high prices for fats and oils, soybean
oil (Sojabohnenöl) is limited to being processed to a greater
degree as a substitute for linseed oil in the soap industry.
Note: This is the 2nd earliest article seen (Dec. 2018) in

an Austria-Hungarian newspaper that mentions the German
word Sojaöl (Soy oil), spelled as one word.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2599. Wilhelmi, F. 1911. Neue Oele und Hilfstoffe der
Firnisindustrie [New oils and adjuvants in the varnish
industry]. Chemiker-Zeitung 35(4):28-29. Jan. 10. [Ger]
• Summary: Soybean oil (Soja-Bohnenöl) can be used
as a substitute for linseed oil. Address: PhD., Aus dem
Laboratorium der chemischen Fabrik Dr. F. Wilhelmi,
Leipzig-Reudnitz [Germany].
2600. Li, Yu-ying. 1911. A propos du Soja hispida [About
Soja hispida, soybeans]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique
75(1):48-50. Jan. 12. [4 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is a the author’s point-by-point reply to
12 points of a critical article in this journal on March 24 by
M. Demolon, Li’s former professor. Note: Li studied the
soybean at Demolon’s laboratory at the school of practical
agriculture at Chesnoy. Li discusses: Carbohydrates and
starch in soybeans, soy flour, the quality of vegetable
proteins vs. animal proteins, the absence of lactose in
soymilk, the lecithin in soybeans (fèves de soja), soymilk,
soy bread for diabetics and their superiority to gluten breads.
“The soybean will grow in almost all climates, from
Manchuria to the south of China. This year [1910], at the
Exposition of Nanking, we found nearly 400 soybean
varieties exhibited by different provinces. In Europe and
America, successful trials have already been conducted. In
France the Society for Acclimatization has already studied
the soybean for many years. Mr. Paillieux has written a very
well documented book on this subject which concludes
in favor of the adoption of soybean cultivation in Europe.
The fact that there was an isolated unsuccessful trial at the
School of Agriculture at Chesnoy does not seem sufficient to
demonstrate that soybean culture cannot succeed in France.”
“Mr. Demolon represents the soybean to us as being
of interest merely from the viewpoint of pure science.” Li
concludes by re-stating his belief (stated two years earlier in
this journal, on 2 July 1908): “The question up to this point
has nothing to do with industry and commerce; it is purely
scientific, but pure science always precedes applications.
And there is nothing to say that tofu or soy cheese (le to-fou
{fromage de soja}) won’t one day become a prized food for
Europeans.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004) that
mentions the Exposition of Nanking, where 400 soybean
varieties were exhibited by different provinces. Address:
Paris.
2601. Neue Hamburger Zeitung (Hamburg, Germany). 1911.
Eine Chinesische Fabrik in Frankreich [A Chinese factory in
France]. Jan. 13. p. 3, col. 2. [Ger]
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• Summary: The distant danger has become a reality.
Near Paris, at Les Valees, a Chinese man (age 30) named
Li Yu Ying has started modern a factory, using Chinese
capital, to make food from soybeans; only Chinese workers
work here. Li is a skilled chemist, engineer and long-time
student of the Pasteur Institute. The son of an early Chinese
minister of state, Li came to Paris in 1901, studied for a
while at the Agricultural Institute of Chesnoy and then
entered the Pasteur Institute. Here he dedicated himself
mainly to the study of food questions, and here (based on
detailed experiments) he created a series of formulas for
the production of condensed foodstuffs. Two years ago he
travelled to China to seek capital for the factory, in order to
exploit these inventions. From within the circle of Chinese
officials he was able to raise 1.6 million marks, and to
establish a company with its headquarters in Tientsin. And
now this company’s French factory is already at work.
Most of its products are made from the famous soybeans
(berühmten Sojabohnen) and the nutritional value of its
products is surprisingly large. In this Chinese factory, Li Yu
Ying makes, among other things, milk [soymilk], cheese
[tofu], coffee, oil, marmalade, flour, bread, biscuits and
sauces, as well as a line of condensed vegetables.
2602. Chemical Trade Journal (England). 1911. The soya
bean. 48(1234):32. Jan. 14.
• Summary: “Four years ago there was scarcely anyone
in Europe that knew of the Manchurian bean, and in
Japan it was only known as a fertiliser. But, says a Dalny
correspondent of the Financier, now you cannot open a
newspaper in the Far East without your eye falling on the
words ‘Soya bean.’ People now come from England and
other distant countries to get supplies of the beans at the
season of their collection; and the leading banks of both
Russia and Japan have established branches in Manchuria
for the sole purpose of financing ‘Soya bean’ operations.
One bean mill after another is erected, and for freight alone
to Europe many millions of marks are spent annually. The
history of the rise of this particular industry is without doubt
a title to fame for the enterprising spirit of the Japanese
banking-house, Mitzui [Mitsui] and Co.–the Japanese
[J.P.] ‘Morgan.’ Shortly before the outbreak of the late war
this firm made the first effort to send beans to Japan on
a large scale for fertilising purposes. But as the Russians
declared the article to be contraband, the further export was
interrupted. The manure market, which is of great importance
to Japan because of the large quantities of manure required
in her rice fields, suffered very much as a consequence, the
more so as the importation of another manure–the Saghalien
herring–also failed.
“But as the war moved towards the North, Messrs.
Mitzui and Co. gradually bought up all the beans that could
be found in the country evacuated by the Russians, shipped
them to Japan, and sold them on the famished market at

gigantic profits. Beside this, they had in the meantime
found that Manchuria had practically a monopoly of the
Soya bean, and that also the article was capable of a much
more varied and extensive use than had been suspected
up till then. Therefore they endeavoured about the end of
the year 1906 to send the beans to more distant countries.
After one shipment to England had arrived in that country
in poor condition, a second arrived there in good condition.
The trial took on, and the merchandise proved to be very
saleable. Then order followed order, partly because of a poor
American cotton harvest and a consequently poor yield of
cottonseed oil, and in the year 1909-10 as much as 420,000
tons of raw beans of the value of about M.44,000,000. f.o.b.
and 3,675 tons of bean oil were shipped to Europe. The
shipment of bean cakes to Europe has almost entirely ceased,
as the risk of heating in the passage through the warm zones
is too great.
“Up till the spring of 1909 the Japanese held
complete control of the Soya bean business. It was then
that competition set in, and German houses were to be
found amongst the competitors. An extraordinarily keen
competition had the very pleasant result for the growers
of a large increase in the price they were able to obtain for
the product. This very gravely, of course, affected the new
exporting houses, and some curious stories are told of how
the original monopolists sought to keep the supplies in their
own hands. The result of the competition is still very evident,
for the Chinese growers of beans are very reserved; or, to put
it in Western European language, are not anxious sellers; for
they continue in hopes that the period of rising prices has not
yet run out. It has been said by some Russian correspondents
that the pretensions of the natives have been such as to bring
ruin on some of the houses that settled amongst them in
order to buy their produce. Be that as it may, the Japanese
had the best of the trade, and it grew with sufficient rapidity
for them to net an enormous profit before the West knew
anything about what was going on. As is now sufficiently
notorious, the uses of the Soya bean are quite numerous.”
2603. Morse, W.J. 1911. Re: Send soybean varieties to Dr.
Karl Kellerman. Letter to Mr. Chas. W. Lee, Arlington Farm,
Rosslyn, Virginia, Jan. 14. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Lee: Will you kindly put up for Dr.
Karl Kellerman of this Bureau one ounce packets of the
following varieties of soy beans:
“14954 Acme; 16790 Cloud; 17252 Flat King; 17252 C.
Edna; 17253 Nuttall;
“17254 Ebony; 17263 Austin; 17264 Tokyo; 17267 Oak;
17268 Ito San;
“17268 Duggar; 17271 Haberlandt; 17278 Hollybrook;
17852 Meyer; 17852 B, Poking;
“17861 Jet; 18227 Churney; 18259 Pingau; 19183
Wilson; 20854 Tashing;
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“21079 Shingto; 21079 A, Auburn; 21999 Taha; 22899
Arlington; 23232 Barchet.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Edna [actually C. Edna,
whatever that means].
“Yours very truly...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2604. Rousset, H. 1911. Chronique et correspondance:
Chimie industrielle. Laits et beurres végétaux [Chronicle and
correspondence: industrial chemistry. Vegetable milks and
butters]. Revue Generale des Sciences (Pures et Appliquees)
22(1):182-83. Jan. 15. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Vegetable butters are made from coconut oil.
Soymilk is made from the soybean, a unique type of bean
which is grown in China. Huge quantities [of soybeans] have
recently been exported. This paradoxical plant can be used in
many different ways–as to make oil and soap, special breads
for diabetics, forage and fodder for animals, and confections.
The Japanese transform the soybean into a cheese [tofu], the
Chinese make it into milk, and the English use it to make
sauces [such as Worcestershire sauce].
According to Mr. Li Yu-Ying, who, as a former student
at a French school of agronomy, is well qualified by his
origins and knowledge to know the soybean, as well as the
milk (les émulsions) prepared from seeds which have first
been submitted to the beginning of germination. This milk
is not different, at first glance, to animal milk. A table shows
the composition of soymilk. A long discussion of soymilk
and its uses follows.
2605. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1911. Japan:
Drawback of import duty on soya beans used in the
manufacture of oil for exportation. 72:148. Jan. 19. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The Board of Trade are in receipt of
information from H.M. Commercial Attaché at Yokohama
to the effect that the Japanese Official Gazette of the 13th
December contains an Imperial Ordinance providing that
drawback of Customs duty paid on imported soya beans
shall be allowed at the rate of 13 sen per 100 kin (2 3/4d.
per cwt.) [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] where the
beans are used for the manufacture in Japan of soya bean oil
for exportation. The drawback is to be allowed on the actual
quantity of beans so used.
“Under the existing Japanese Tariff, soya beans are
dutiable at the rate of 43 sen per 100 kin (8.92d. per cwt.).
“The regulations under which the drawback is to be

allowed may be inspected by British traders interested at the
Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade, 73,
Basinghall Street, London, E.C.”
Note: Duty drawback is the rebate of duty chargeable
on imported material or excisable material used in the
manufacturing of goods that are exported. The exporter may
claim drawback or refund of excise and customs duties being
paid by his suppliers.
2606. Morse, W.J. 1911. Re: Send soybean varieties to Mr.
Vinall. Letter to Mr. Chas. W. Lee, Arlington Farm, Rosslyn,
Virginia, Jan. 19. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Lee: Enclosed you will find order
for soybean seeds for Mr. Vinall. Will you kindly reserve the
amounts of seeds? Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2607. Morse, W.J. 1911. Re: Send soybean varieties to Mr.
W.A. Orton and Mr. H.A. Allard. Letter to Mr. Chas. W.
Lee, Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia, Jan. 19. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Lee: Will you kindly send over at the
first opportunity two pounds of soy bean variety 20405 to
Mr. W.A. Orton of the Bureau of Plant Industry. Also send
to Mr. H.A. Allard of Tobacco Investigations two packets of
the soy bean variety 21755, one packet of which was of June
first sowing, the other packet of May 15th sowing. These two
packets, I think, have the date of sowing marked on the label.
“In regard to the large lots of cow peas now at the farm,
I wish you would get the weights of these and send them to
me as soon as possible. Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2608. Drogisten-Zeitung (Vienna). 1911. Warenkunde. Ueber
die Sojabohne [The market. On the soybean]. 26(3):23. Jan.
20. [Ger]
• Summary: This long article, excerpted from FarbenZeitung (no date or other specifics are given) begins:
Unestablished university lecturer (Privatdozent) Dr. H.
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Grossmann writes in the Berliner Tageblatt an essay under
the title Ein neuer Welthandelsartikel [A new commodity in
world trade].
In 1873 the soybean first came to be known at the
Vienna World Exhibition (Wiener Weltausstellung)...
2609. Lancet. 1911. Notes from China (From our own
correspondent): The soya bean. i(4560):202. Jan. 21.
Summarized in J. of the New Zealand Department of
Agriculture, 15 Feb. 1913, p. 149.
• Summary: “Within the past three years the outstanding
merits of this pulse have come prominently to the front, and
its export from Manchuria, where most of it is raised, has
lately assumed very large dimensions. For the past 2000
years it has been used in North China for making bean
curd, a thick nutritious jelly eaten daily by all classes of the
people. A widely used vegetable oil is also expressed from
it, the refuse left over serving for cattle food and manure for
sugar plantations.”
“It is a cheap product, each bean when sown multiplying
itself, on an average, 450 times. On account of the great
nutritive value of the Soy Bean, it is well worth medical
attention, more particularly for diabetic cases, because of its
low proportion of starch. For making biscuits, soup powder,
infant and other foods, it will be widely used in future when
its dietetic value becomes better known.” The composition
is then given, and it is shown to be rich in albumin [protein,
40%], fats (20%), sugar 8-11%, and minerals 4-6%. “The
most abundant salt is sodium phosphate. Advocates of
the fleshless diet have to contend with large amounts of
indigestible cellulose which occurs in vegetarianism. This
cellulose is present in 4 to 11 per cent. of the soya bean, but
is easily eliminated from the other products. Bean curd is
entirely free from it” as is “a most excellent vegetable milk
which resembles animal milk in that it coagulates.” The
author then gives some comparative nutritional figures, based
on “the work of a French-trained Chinese chemist, Mr. Li Yu
Ying.”
2610. Meyer, Frank N. 1911. Re: Dr. Yamei Kin. Soap made
from the soy bean. In: Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4 vols.
1902-1918. Compiled by Bureau of Plant Introduction,
USDA. 2444 p. See p. 1188, 1190. Letter of 22 Jan. 1911
from Kashgar, Chinese Turkestan, to David Fairchild of
USDA.
• Summary: “The note from Dr. Yamei Kin is also very
interesting. This Ningpo varnish she speaks about is well
known to us. It comes from a Sumac, Rhus vernicefera, but–
it is extremely poisonous to some people” when it is wet.
After it has thoroughly died, it becomes harmless... “And
soap from the soy bean! Very interesting. There probably
will come a time that soy beans are also given a nobler use in
the United States than mere forage or green manure.”
Location: University of California at Davis, Special

Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer.
2611. Christian Science Monitor. 1911. Paris and the soy
bean. Jan. 24. p. 16.
• Summary: “Western palates may not be easily reconciled to
the culinary art of the eastern nations. Oriental cooking has
not so far inspired the celebrated chefs of the world centers.
For famous recipes, the epicures would hardly look to China.
As many bills of fare still make their appeal in the French
language, so the kitchens of France retain reputations earned
long ago... But Paris, no doubt, is as proud of Alexis Soyer’s
‘Culinary Relaxations,’ which the famous cook wrote in
1845, as of some other literary achievements of the period,
more popular today, perhaps, but scarcely as interesting to
the epicure.
“What, then, shall be said of Li Yu Ying, home address
Peking, who has established himself in Paris and believes
he has something of value in the cooking line for even the
surfeited Parisians. This, assuredly, is blazing a new trail
where it must have required considerable courage to venture.
China teaching France how to cook! Here, to say the least, is
a gastronomical novelty.
“Son of a former minister of state at Peking, Yi Ying
[sic], after studying scientific agriculture in France returned
to his native land two years ago. Apparently impressed with
what the French had taught him, he nevertheless considered
it possible to produce something different from anything they
had to show. For this purpose progressive China assisted Li
Ying [sic, Li or Li Yu-Ying] in forming a company with a
capital of $400,000. The factory built at Les Vallees, near
Paris, is the result.
“This Chinese invasion of French territory, however,
need not cause alarm to Parisian restaurateurs. Li Ying and
his associates, for the present at least, propose to devote
their efforts to concentration of foodstuffs. The French
Agricultural Institute at Chesnoy, where Li obtained his
training, has done vegetarianism more than one service, and
it appears as if China is now the debtor through that which
the institute taught one of her sons.”
In the food area, Li is “proceeding along original lines.
For instance, since all the machinery came from China, it
is an interesting commentary on oriental progress that the
far east is so advanced in mechanics that it can supply the
equipment for a factory located in the center of European
industrial activity. All the raw materials from which the
foods are prepared are also imported from the eastern
empire. Further than this, one of the most plebian staples in
China, the soy bean, is the leading agricultural product from
which Li Ying is manufacturing his delicacies.
“Tabloid foodstuffs may not revolutionize ordinary
cooking methods, but if the soy bean is capable of tasty
preparation, then it is evident from the magnitude of this
Chinese enterprise there is a lesson wrapt in the incident. The
Occident is no stranger to the value of the soy bean as basis
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for a piquant sauce. Here, now, is the Orient teaching many
novel values for the same insignificant product.
“The western world has hardly had a chance to say
what it thinks of this Chinese product. But if the Parisian
institution is a success, there is no reason why other countries
should not prove responsive to the idea. The civilization
of the west owes many things to Asia. And the utilization
of the bean is everywhere easy since there is practically no
deterioration, no matter how far it is shipped.”
2612. Grazer Volksblatt (Graz, Austria-Hungary). 1911.
Aus aller Welt. Ein chinesisches Grossunternehmen in Paris
[From around the world. A large Chinese company in Paris].
44(37):3. Jan. 24. Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: The newest factory in France has been built
by a Chinaman. But it is not just the director who comes
from the Middle Kingdom. All of the employees are young
Chinese men. The task of the factory is no small one as the
production of “semiartificial” foodstuffs. The factory was
built on a healthy financial basis, namely, with capital of
more than one and a half million Austro-Hungarian crowns
which the founder, a young chemist and agriculturalist who
was educated at the Pasteur Institute in Paris, had subscribed
from his rich and modern-thinking friends in his homeland.
All of the machines were invented and produced by the
Chinese, and the raw materials for the foodstuffs, especially
the famous soybeans (Soyabohnen), were also imported
from China. It is reported that in this factory, milk, cheese,
caffeine, oil, fruit juice, flour, biscuits, cakes, vegetables, and
sauces are to be produced.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2613. TenEyck, A.M. 1911. Grasses. Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 175. p. 291-394. Jan. 24.
• Summary: In the section titled “Making hay,” the
subsection on “Annual legumes” (p. 319) states: “Cow-peas
should be cut for hay when the first pods are beginning to
turn yellow. Soy-beans must not be left so long, but are ready
to cut for hay as soon as the pods are well filled. If they are
left until too mature, the leaves drop or shatter in harvesting,
thus decreasing the palatability and the feeding value of the
hay.” Address: Superintendent of Fort Hays Branch Agric.
Exp. Station.
2614. Fort Worth Star-Telegram (Texas). 1911. Of interest to
dairymen: Soy beans for the dairy. Jan. 25. p. 7, col. 1.
• Summary: “In recent years soy beans have come into
prominence as a dairy cattle feed both in this country and
across the water. This is especially true in Denmark, where
it is found that the feed has a favorable influence upon the
production of milk.
“The soy or soja bean is rich in oil and albumen and
this is what makes it valuable. It is sold in the shape of cakes

or meal. Not only the bean but also the plant is used in the
United States for soiling purposes and sometimes for hay. An
incident in connection with feeding the beans may not be out
of place here.
“At a creamery in Mecklenberg, Germany, it was
found that the butter had a decidedly oily taste. This could
be destroyed neither by pasteurization, cooling, the use of
cultures nor by higher ripening of the cream. Finally the
buttermaker churned the cream from each of the patrons
separately. Here he found the difficulty for the whole trouble
came from the milk delivered by one man, who was feeding
soy beans rather generously. This experience need no lead
one to discontinue the use of this valuable feed, but rather to
be cautious about the feeding of it.”
2615. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Analyses de soja
[Analyses of soya]. 4(33):2083. Jan. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: “Le Jardin Colonial recently conducted a
number of nutritional analyses of soybeans and soybean
products,” including white (yellow) and black soybeans from
northern China, yellow soybeans imported to Denmark from
China, dehulled yellow soybeans, soy flour, soybean cake,
soybean bread, shoyu.
2616. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. La fève de soja
[The soybean]. 4(33):2094-95. Jan. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: A summary of recent world news related to
soybeans. Two German researchers have applied for a patent
on the manufacture of artificial rubber from soy oil. In China
a sort of vegetable milk is made from soybeans according to
a report by Li Yu-Ying made at the Dairy Congress held in
Paris in 1908.
“In 1906 and 1907 the price of various oils grew rapidly.
At the same time the consumption of vegetable oils grew
rapidly. Therefore people in Europe began to ask if there
was not a good way to use soy oil, which had been used for
a long time in China and Japan for food and illumination.
Then in 1908 imports of soybeans to Europe began. In 1909
at least 400,000 tons were imported to England... There
is at least one factory in France which uses soy oil in the
production of cakes (tourteaux).
“One can see that soybean commerce is very active; this
2-year infant would seem to have a bright future.”
2617. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Le soja en
Russie [The soybean in Russia]. 4(33):2093. Jan. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: “The growth of soybean exports from
Manchuria and the growth in the demand has incited the
Russians to propagate this crop in the center of European
Russia. It is thought that all the southern regions of Russia
are suited for this crop, especially the region of the Don and
the districts of the southwest.”
2618. Leishman, Thomas Landells. 1911. A compound for
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the use as a substitute for boiled linseed oil and the like in
varnishes, paints, waterproof compositions, linoleum and the
like. British Patent 1,980. Date of application: 26 Jan. 1911.
2 p. Accepted 29 June 1911.
• Summary: “The invention has for its object to provide
a compound for use as a substitute for boiled linseed oil
and the like, less costly and at least equally effective, and
with the advantage that its constituents may be varied to
produce various degrees of hardness or flexibility as may be
necessary for the various purposes to which it is applied.
“The essential ingredients of the improved compound
are those drying oils known as ‘Tung’ oil and boiled Soya
bean oil. There is used in combination with these as a diluent
or modifier of their hardness a non-drying oil such as fish
or rape oil, and there may be finally incorporated a gum or
colloid such as gum tragasol or glue in aqueous solution, the
colloid being added partly as a diluent for cheapness sake
and partly for its effect in preventing greasiness of surface.
“From the above it follows that the proportions of the
ingredients vary as it is desired that the compound be harder
or softer and more flexible–the harder, the more Tung and
Soya bean oil and vice versa.
“As indicative but not limitative formulae, the following
are given–in parts by weight.
“For a paint, varnish or the like:
“10 parts Tung oil.
“10 parts boiled Soya bean oil.
“60 parts fish or equivalent oil.
“1 part gum tragasol in 9 parts water.
“2 parts glue in 6 parts water and drier and colouring
matter.
“A hard composition for use in waterproofing, in
linoleum manufacture and for like purposes.
“20 parts Tung oil.
“20 parts boiled Soya bean oil.
“40 parts fish or equivalent oil.
“2 parts tragasol in 16 parts water.
“3 parts glue in 9 parts water.
“5 parts Tungstate of lead or other drier, and colouring
matter if required.” Address: Manufacturer, 9, Alvanley
Terrace, Bruntsfield Links, Edinburgh, in the County of Mid
Lothian, North Britain [Scotland].
2619. Fresne, George Du. 1911. Chinese factory surprises
French: advanced form of chemical manufacture by yellow
men. Plant is near Paris. None but Chinese employed in
making of concentrated food by secret process discovered by
wealthy young Chinaman who raised capital in native land.
Syracuse Herald (The) (Syracuse, New York). Jan. 29. p. A-5.
Special Cable News.
• Summary: “Syracuse Herald Special Cable. Paris. Jan. 28.–
The Chinese invasion of Europe has begun, but this news is
in no way connected with the much feared yellow peril. An
invasion it is indeed, but a very peaceful one. Supplied with

a capital of $400,000 raised in his native country, Li Yu Ying,
a young Chinaman, who is an expert chemist, graduate of the
Pasteur Institute [sic] in this city and son of a former Chinese
secretary of state, who has come to France and has actually
built the most modern and up-to-date factory this country has
ever seen.
“None but Chinese will be given work at the factory
which is to turn out a secret form of concentrated food [tofu],
somewhat on the order of the late Professor Berthelot’s
nutritive pills. Not only are all the factory hands to be
Chinamen but every piece of machinery has been invented
and built in China, from which country all the raw material is
also to be imported.
“Li Yu Ying came to France just ten years ago, and while
studying at the Pasteur institute he invented and improved
a number of formulas for concentrated food, with which he
experimented on himself and friends until convinced of his
success. In 1909 he went back to China to raise the necessary
capital and in a very short time succeeded in raising
$400,000 among his father’s influential and wealthy friends.
“A company was formed, according to Chinese laws,
with headquarters at Tientsin, and Li Yu Ying then returned
to France to purchase the ground and establish a factory
at Les Vallées, near Paris. It covers a vast area, and the
machinery as it arrived from China was rapidly put in place.
Special workmen, twenty-four in number, all native Chinese,
were brought over and are now employed at the factory. The
products are extracted principally from the famous Soya
beans and the amount of alimentary substances extracted is
astounding.” Address: Paris.
2620. Irish Times (Dublin). 1911. Oilcakes and feeding
stuffs. Jan. 30. p. 3.
• Summary: “(Commercial Press Telegram.) London.
Saturday. Milling offals dull and neglected... Soy bean cakes
are, if anything, the turn deare crushers to-day asking £6 7s.
6d. to £6 10s. 0d.”
2621. New York Times. 1911. General trade: Wholesale
commodity prices. Jan. 30. p. 14.
• Summary: “Dun’s Agency reports twenty-one advances
and thirty-two declines in its weekly list of wholesale
commodity prices near New York, as follows:...”
Declines includes “clear flour, cocoanut and soya bean
oils, hemp jute, burlap,...”
2622. Cornwell (G.G.) & Son. 1911. Unusual flavorings
(Ad). Washington Post. Jan. 31. p. 7.
• Summary: “The art of good cooking consists chiefly of a
judicious use of flavorings and relishes. In no other store will
you find such a large and unusual assortment.
“Tippo Saibs. Curry Powder. Surfines Capers. India Soy
Sauce. Escoffier Sauce...” “Importing grocers.” [Est.] 1865.
Address: 1412-18 Penna. {Pennsylvania} Av., Washington,
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DC].
2623. Andes, L.E. 1911. Leinoel- und LeinoelfirnisErsatzmittel [Substitutes for linseed oil and linseed oil
varnish]. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und HarzIndustrie (Hamburg, Germany) 18(1):4-6. Jan. [Ger]
• Summary: Page 5 states that a number of vegetable oils,
which have drying power, can be used to partially replace
linseed oil. These include soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl), Niger
oil, corn oil, and perhaps some others.
2624. Edna: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1911. Seed
color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Morse, W.J. 1911. Re: Send soybean
varieties to Dr. Karl Kellerman. Letter dated Jan. 14 to Mr.
Chas. W. Lee, Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia. “Dear Mr.
Lee: Will you kindly put up for Dr. Karl Kellerman of this
Bureau one ounce packets of the following varieties of soy
beans:... 17252 Flat King; 17252 C. Edna; 17253 Nuttall;...”
Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, A.W.; McLean, H.C.; Wilkins,
L.K. 1914. “Factors influencing the protein content of soy
beans.” New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 282.
14 p. Dec. See p. 12. “Edna: Its characteristics are: a bushy
growth (twenty-six inches), medium fine branches, lateness
in maturing–150 days is required–small pods, small black
seed, and its non-shattering and leaf-retaining habit. This is a
very slow growing variety and is not recommended.”
Schmitz, Nickolas. 1917. “Soybeans.” Maryland Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 201. p. 131-58. Feb. See p. 144.
“Edna: This is another black-seeded variety, upright in
growth, free-branching, with not tendency to twine. It is very
leafy and the leaves are retained until it is well matured. It
is therefore an excellent variety when a maximum yield of
mature seed and at the same time a fairly good hay is desired
on the same crop. In tests over the state under different soil
conditions this variety has not yielded as well on poor soil as
many other varieties. It also seems less drought-resistant than
other varieties, but on fairly fertile soil good results may be
expected. It is ready for hay in 98 days, giving a maximum
yield in 119 days and maturing seed in 135 days.” Address:
USA.
2625. Gardner, Henry A. 1911. The value of certain paint
oils. J. of the Franklin Institute 171(1):55-72. Jan. [3 ref]
• Summary: The article begins: “The recent activity of the
paint chemist in searching for oils to partly replace linseed
oil, has come not only as a result of the present scarcity
of the latter commodity, but through a desire to develop a
vehicle that will be for certain technical paints even more
satisfactory, if possible, than linseed oil.”
Contains extensive, early information on the use of
soya bean oil (the first oil discussed) in paints. Table I, titled
“Chemical characteristics of soya bean oil” (p. 56) gives the
specific gravity, acid number, saponification number, iodine

number, and per cent of foots for 7 samples. Table II, titled
“Iodine values of linseed oil and mixed oils” gives the iodine
value of straight linseed oil, then of linseed oil mixed with
25%, 50%, and 75% soya bean oil–for 3 samples. Table III
(3 parts, p. 58) gives the effects of soya bean oil and lead
dryer, manganese dryer, and a mixture of the two dryers.
The soya bean is “raised extensively in our own
Southern States as a cattle food... It is evident that the iodine
of soya bean oil is the only chemical characteristic that
markedly differentiates it from linseed oil... A moderate
percentage of soya bean oil is not detrimental when mixed
with linseed oil.”
Also discusses pine oil, linseed oil, tung oil or Chinese
wood oil, menhaden oil, rosin oil, sunflower oil, perilla oil,
and waste oil.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2017) that
uses the word “foots” in connection with soya bean oil. Foots
are heavy impurities which are removed from crude soya
bean oil (usually by letting them to settle out by gravity)
during the clarification process, prior to storage. Address:
Asst. Director, Inst. of Industrial Research, Washington, DC.
2626. Honcamp, F. 1911. Die Sojabohne und ihre
Verwertung [The soybean and its utilization (Abstract)].
Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany) 18(1):13-17. Jan. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of a Germanlanguage article with the same author and title published in
1910 in Tropenpflanzer 14(12):613-34. Dec.
A footnote (p. 13) states that this was excerpted from:
Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 1910, Vol. 73,
where there appears a monograph on feedstuffs. Note: This
seems incorrect and confusing–unless this summary is a
based on two different 1910 articles by Honcamp. Address:
Prof., Dr.
2627. Itie, G. 1911. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds
(Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 11(94):55-61. Jan. [26 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (conclusion): Yields (continued) of
soybeans (grain/seed). Yield/production of nitrogen and other
nutrients per hectare compared with other basic crops. Yield
of forage. Conclusion: The soybean can play a major role as
a producer of both forage and seed.
A table (p. 58) gives the yield of green forage and hay
(in tonnes per hectare) from 16 soybean varieties at many
different locations in the USA; the highest yields of green
forage range from 23.6 to 24.9 tonnes/ha, and of hay range
from 5.5 to 7.1 tonnes/ha. Several other small tables (p.
55-59) give additional information. Address: Ingenieur
d’Agriculture coloniale, Professeur à l’École d’Agriculture
de Mexico.
2628. Liardet, C.E. 1911. Soya beans (continued).
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Queensland Agricultural Journal 26:9-15. Jan. + 2 plates
before p. 9.
• Summary: Note: This is the continuation of an article is
reprinted from a 27-page booklet compiled by Mr. Liardet,
titled Soya Beans, and published in 1910 by the Northern
Publishing Co. (Liverpool, England)–which see. The
contents begins with: Soya beans in rotation. Feeding value
of soya beans. Feeding value for sheep. etc. Photos show: A
field of soya beans. Seven varieties of soya bean pods and
seeds. Address: China.

with soy, although the neither the word “quality” nor the
term “protein quality” are used.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
concerning nitrogen balance studies in connection with soy.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2020) that uses the terms “nitrogen balance” or
“nitrogen balance experiments” or “nitrogen balances” in
connection with soy in nutritional experiments concerning
protein quality. Address: Sheffield Lab. of Physiological
Chemistry, Yale Univ., New Haven, Connecticut.

2629. Mendel, Lafayette B.; Fine, Morris S. 1911. Studies
in nutrition IV. The utilization of the proteins of the legumes
(Open Access). J. of Biological Chemistry 10(6):433-58. Jan.
[16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Earlier studies. Experimental part:
Products employed, metabolism experiments (soy bean,
white bean, crude bean protein, phaseolin, pea globulin),
nitrogen balances. Summary.
This article begins: “Earlier Studies: The literature on
this subject has been so adequately reviewed by Wait [1907],
that only the most cursory consideration of the earlier work
need find place here.”
Soy bean powder [whole soy flour] was contributed by
Mr. Macey F. Deming of the Cereo Company, Tappan, New
York. It contained 44.6% protein, 19.4% fat, 5.3% moisture,
etc. “Its content of protein and fat far exceeds that of any
other legume...”
The authors conducted a six day experiment on the
digestibility of soy bean protein using a human subject.
The soy beans supplied 90.5% of the total nitrogen intake.
The total nitrogen supplied by the diet was 85.3% digested.
The subject reported that he was in excellent condition
throughout the whole experiment.
In two series of digestion experiments, when “soy bean
protein” (p. 439) was fed to dogs, only 74 to 84% of it was
utilized, a lower percentage that for other proteins of plant
origin. Nitrogen balance experiments conducted on both
humans and dogs with soy beans and meat, showed that the
soy bean maintained generous positive balances, but these
were uniformly smaller than those for meat.
“The observations regarding the soy bean are of special
interest in view of the fact that this product has lately been
introduced quite widely as an adjuvant to the dietary of
diabetics.”
Thirteen tables (p. 438-46) show, in experiments with
adult men and using the soy bean, the composition of daily
diet, nitrogen balance, nitrogen utilization and nitrogen
output.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the term “soy bean protein”
(or “soy bean proteins”).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2020) concerning protein quality in connection

2630. Rosengren, L. Fr. 1911. Die Einwirkung des
Sojapresskuchen auf die Beschaffenheit der Butter
[The influence of soybean cake on the quality of butter
(Abstract)]. Biedermann’s Zentralblatt fuer Agrikulturchemie
40:60-61. Jan. [Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the
following Swedish-language article: Rosengren, L. Fr.
1910. “Sojakakornas inverkan på smörets beskaffenhet
[The influence of soybean cake on the quality of butter].”
Centralanstalten for Forsoksvasendet Pa Jordbruksomradet,
Meddelande No. 30. 8 p. Mejeriförsök No. 3. Address:
Sweden.
2631. Shaw, Norman. 1911. The soya bean of Manchuria.
Shanghai, Statistical Department, Inspectorate General of
Customs. China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. Special
Series No. 31. 32 p. Also published by P.S. King & Son, 2
Great Smith St., Westminster, London SW, England. [6 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: See next page. Contents: Introductory.
Varieties. The plant. Soil and climate. Cultivation. Soil
infestation. Yield. Uses of the soya bean: In the Far East:
Bean sauce or soy (called shoyu in Japan [whence the name
“soya”] and chiang-yu in China), the Chinese paste chiang
(incl. ta chiang {great, made with yellow soybeans} and
hsiao chiang {small, made with soybeans and maize}), tofu
(incl. firm tofu {tou-fu kan-tzu}, tofu curds {tou-fu nao,
curded with calcium sulphate instead of brine}, curd skin
or yuba {tou-fu p’i}, layers of tofu pressed in cloth [pressed
tofu sheets] {ch’ien-chang tou-fu}, and “frozen curd” {tung
tou-fu, tofu that is frozen then dried}), bean flour, bean
refuse {okara}, bean oil for food or industrial uses. Beancake
and its uses. Uses in the Western world (beancake in Europe,
and bean oil in Europe). The bean oil and cake industry
in Manchuria. Trade development (statistics on exports
from Newchwang have been kept since 1864). Beginnings
of the European trade. Bean oil and cake production in
South Manchuria. Chief sources of supply. Map references.
Supplementary note.
Appendixes: 1. Table showing values (in Haikwan
taels) per picul of [soya] beans, beancake, and bean oil at
Newchwang, 1864-1909. 2. Graph showing monthly values
(in silver yen) at Dairen of beans, bean oil, and beancake,
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1907-10. 3. Table showing estimated [soya] bean production
of Manchuria in normal years, compiled by the South
Manchuria Railway Co. in 1909. 4. Estimates of [soya] bean
production of Manchuria for the last 5 years by province
and territory, compiled by the South Manchuria Railway
Company in 1909: Fengtien province 1,092,350 tons. Kirin
province 626,500 tons. Heilungkiang province 280,250 tons.
Grand total for all Manchuria: 1,999,100 tons. Estimated
soya bean production in Manchuria has increased from
600,000 tons in 1906 to a peak of 1,500,000 tons in 1908, to
1,400,000 tons in 1910. Percentage contributed by various
colors of soya bean in 1910: Yellow 80.1%, green 9.4%,
white-eye 3.8%, black-eye 3.2%, and black 3.4%. 5. Table
showing total export of [soya] beans and bean products from
Manchuria, 1909. For export of soya beans: Dairen 51%
of total, Suifenho [Suifenhe] 25%, Newchwang 23%. For
export of bean cake: Newchwang 50%, Dairen 44%, Antung
2%. For export of oil: Newchwang 75%, Dairen 21%, Harbin
1%. The writer frequently refers to Sir Alexander Hosie’s
book on Manchuria (1901, 1904).
The introduction begins: “It is only in the last three years
that soya beans have become important in intercontinental
commerce, and their rapid emergence from obscurity
has, indeed, been one of the most remarkable commercial
events of recent times. The circumstance that ‘the rise of
a great export trade in beans is that fact that overshadows
all others,... the soya bean thus taking at a bound a position
equal to that of tea in the list of exports and, with the
addition of beancake, even challenging the position of silk at
the top of the list’”* (Footnote: * = “Statistical Secretary’s
Report on the Foreign Trade of China in 1909”).
The “bean district par excellence is the upland country
beyond Moukden [Mukden] where the hills... are overlaid
with wind-deposited soil...”
“Cultivation: In Manchuria the beans are produced
almost entirely by hand methods. The plough, which is
drawn by quaintly mixed teams of oxen, mules, and donkeys,
has only one handle and a rough steel-tipped cutter. The seed
is sown by hand, on top of the drills, in April, and is covered
by hand. A heavy hoe is used for a good deal of the turning
and breaking. When the plant appears the earth is heaped
up round it, so that the roots may derive the maximum of
nourishment from the soil.”
“The harvest takes place in September, and the pods are
usually harvested before they are quite ripe, as otherwise
they are liable to burst on drying, a loss of seed being thus
occasioned. The plants are pulled up by hand or cut with a
straight-bladed sickle in Manchuria, and collected into small
heaps in order to facilitate drying, and, when dry, the seed
is separated by means of a cylindrical stone roller having
longitudinal cuts on its surface, which is dragged over the
plants by a mule as they lie on the threshing-floor. After
this primitive threshing operation has been completed, the
beans are winnowed in the usual Chinese method–that is, by

throwing them against the wind. The only manure used is
a compost of stable manure and earth, which is often taken
from the miry pools formed in the roads–the despair of the
carter but a boon to the farmer. In countries where chemical
manures are used, it is only necessary to apply potash and
phosphoric acid where they are lacking, for nitrogenous
manure is unnecessary, owing to the property which the soya
bean possesses, in common with other leguminous plants,
of obtaining nitrogen from the air by means of colonies of
bacteria.”
Yield: In 1867 the Rev. A. Williamson, who travelled
in the upper Sungari district at the time and who appears to
have been a very close observer, estimated a maximum yield
of 2,000 lb., or 15 piculs, to the acre.
The Chinese paste chiang is not the same as the
Japanese paste miso. Chiang “is made by farmers and eaten
with fish, meat, and vegetables, while the more expensive
Chinese soy [sauce] is only made by wealthy families and
restaurant keepers and is not consumed by the very poor.
There are two kinds of chiang: ta (great) and hsiao (small).”
Describes in detail how each is made. Great chiang is made
from yellow soybeans, salt, and water. Small chiang contains
a small amount of maize (p. 7).
Industrial uses of bean oil: (1) As an illuminant, where
it has not been superseded by kerosene oil. One advantage
is that “no lamp is needed to hold it, the wick being inserted
into the basin or plate containing the oil.” (2) As a lubricant,
bean oil is used to a very considerable extent in north China
and Manchuria “for greasing axles and parts of native
machinery” (p. 8-9).
In China, bean oil “is used as a substitute for lard, in
cooking. Although it is inferior to rapeseed and sesamum oils
for this purpose, these oils cannot compete with it in point
of price... In spite of its unpleasant characteristic odour and
unpalatability, the poorer classes in China consume it in its
crude state, but among the rich it is boiled and allowed to
stand until it as become clarified” (p. 8). In Europe “Refined
bean oil may be used as a salad dressing in place of other
oils (but, owing to its unpleasant odour, is usually mixed
with an oil of animal origin or with rapeseed oil), or in the
manufacture of margarine, when a greater percentage of soya
oil than of copra oil is allowed” (p. 10).
Traditional methods of pressing out the oil yield only
about half of that present in the seed (9% of the weight of
the beans); the rest is left in the cake, and this distracts very
much from its fertilizing value. “By gasoline extraction the
beans give up practically all their oil, which, as refined by
this process, is a clear, pure liquid, hardly resembling the
muddy, dark oil produced in the old way” (p. 14).
Photos on unnumbered pages show: (1) Seven varieties
of soya beans: Large black, small black, large flat black,
small flat black, two green, and two yellow. (2) Soybean
root nodules. (3) A massive granite roller for crushing beans.
(4) “Steaming vat with grating on which [soya] beans are
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placed in gunny bags during the steaming process.” (5)
Native bean press, showing cakes in receptacle and log
wedges driven in to press out the oil. (6) Modern bean press
[hand turned screw?] set up in bean mill. (7) Oil-motor
and crusher. (8) Modern crushing machinery. (9) Piles of
beans in sacks awaiting loading onto trains at Changchun.
(10) Color fold-out map titled [soya] “Bean districts of
Manchuria.” A schematic diagram (in the form of a rhombus
/ diamond) shows the probable relationships of the different
groups of soya beans based on their color. A beautiful
map, approximately 17 by 22 inches, is attached between
page 26 and page 27. “Wuchang” [not Wochan] is in the
area labeled “Yellow Beans” in the map. Other labeled
growing areas on the map include “Grasslands,” “White
eye,” “Black beans” [soy], “Maize” and “Green beans.” The
major railways, rivers, roads, and towns / cities (with their
Chinese characters) are shown. The major soybean markets
(underlined) are Fenghwa / Maimaikai, Kungchuling,
Changtufu, Tungkiangtze, Sinminfu, Tienchwangtai,
Newchwang, Kaiyüan, Tiehling, Mafengkow, Moukden,
Takushan, Antung, Harbin, and Shwangcheng.
Shaw finished writing this yellow book on 31 December
1910.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2000)
that mentions the South Manchuria Railway Company
in connection with soybeans. This company was run by
Japan. According to the Encyclopedia Nipponica (vol. 22,
at “Minami”), the South Manchuria Railway Company
(Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K.) was established in 1905
based on the Portsmouth Treaty ending the Russo-Japanese
War; Japan took over the rights to the railway from Russia.
The company started to actually run the railway in 1907.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “frozen curd” to refer to
dried-frozen tofu.
Note 3. This is one of the earliest English-language
documents seen (Sept. 2006) that repeatedly uses the word
“bean” (not preceded by the word “soya”) to refer to the soya
bean.
Note 4. This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2012) that uses the term “tou-fu p’i”
(regardless of capitalization or hyphenation) to refer to yuba.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term chiang-yu to refer to
Chinese soy sauce. Address: 4th Asst., Custom House,
Dairen.
2632. Shaw, Norman. 1911. The soya bean of Manchuria:
Trade development, 1860-1909 (Document part). Shanghai,
Statistical Department, Inspectorate General of Customs.
China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. Special Series No. 31.
32 p. See p. 15-20. Also published by P.S. King & Son, 2
Great Smith St., Westminster, London SW, England. [6 ref.
Eng]

• Summary: A chronology of important developments:
1860–The earliest available import returns for Swatow show
379,009 piculs of beancake, valued at $783,762 and 61,154
piculs of soya beans valued at $107,235. [Note: 1 picul =
132.27 pounds weight.]
1861–When the first British Consul at Newchwang, Mr.
Meadows, took up his residence there, he found the bean
trade an ancient and flourishing institution. Yingtzu–the
new Newchwang–had been since 1835 a growing port of
shipment for the great coastal trade in beans and beancake on
which Manchuria’s prosperity has always depended. In 1861
only 34 ships visited Newchwang, but four years later 271–
most of which were engaged in the pulse [bean] trade entered
and cleared. The first figures showing the amount of [soya]
beans brought into Newchwang from the producing districts
are those from the season 1861-62, when 1,450,000 shih (1
shih = 400 lb) came to the port.
1864–The first export statistics from Newchwang are
recorded when the Customs Office opens. In 1864 816,000
piculs of [soya] beans, 842,000 piculs of cake, and 7,312
piculs of oil were exported. The import of beans from
Newchwang to Swatow was more than double that of four
years previously. “By the British Treaty of 1858, which
opened Newchwang, the export of pulse and beancake
from that port and from Tungchow (Chefoo), in British
vessels, was prohibited; but this prohibition was removed by
agreement in March 1862, and the trade developed with great
rapidity.”
1868–The first steam bean mill began operation at
Newchwang, but largely due to Chinese opposition it proved
a failure and was closed.
1880–An experiment was made with Manchurian
bean cake as fertilizer in the coffee plantations of Ceylon;
although a high opinion was formed of its qualities, the
expenses of the transaction were too great to warrant
further trial. “In Hawaii the same obstacle prevented any
development of trade.”
1887–A major increase and turning point in the bean
trade with Japan.
1880s overview–”Even in the early days it was
recognized that the promising feature of the trade of
Newchwang was that the prosperity of the port did not
depend, as was the case at most treaty ports, on a country
already thickly populated and cultivated, but that the
increase year by year of the area of cultivation over vast
tracts of virgin soil would bring with it a corresponding
increase in external trade. That no striking development
of trade occurred for many years was due to the restrictive
policy of the Central Government, which until the ‘eighties’
discouraged immigration into Manchuria.”
1896–A “steam bean mill began working, and (unlike its
unfortunate precursor) met with instant success, which led to
the erection of others–one each in 1899, 1900, and 1901–so
that the output of cake and oil was largely increased by the
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end of the century, the total output of these four mills being
15,600 cakes daily.”
1898–And 1899 were each record years, with exports
increasing 206% in ten years. In 1899 an import duty was
levied for the first time on the beans and cake entering Japan,
but no adverse affect was felt.
1900–The first careful survey of soybean production in
Manchuria was made by Sir. A. Hosie, who estimated the
amount at 600,000 tons; but Newchwang was no longer able
to control the whole trade, for Dalny, the terminus of the new
Chinese Eastern Railway line, was begun in 1898, and by
1902 the Russians were making strenuous efforts to attract
freight.
1905–After the Russo-Japanese war [Feb. 1904-1905],
which left the Japanese in possession of the Kwantung
peninsula, the rapid development of the bean trade became
a matter of course, and Dairen (the new name for Dalny)
soon rivalled Newchwang in its volume of exports. The
importation of beancake to Japan, which in 1899 amounted
to slightly over 2 million piculs, rose to 3 million piculs in
1905, to 4 million piculs the following year, and by 1908 had
reached the very high figure of 7¼ piculs, of which over 2½
piculs were imported from Dairen. There is a small export
trade from Russian Asia, while that from Chefoo is steadily
decreasing. A table shows the market value, per piece, of
cake imported to Japan from 1899 to 1909 (in gold yen).
From 1.26 in 1899 it rose to a peak of 1.64 in 1907, then
dropped to 1.18 in 1909.
To give the flavor and style of this writing, we will
quote from the beginning of page 15: “Since the opening of
Newchwang to foreign commerce the records of the bean
trade have been kept, and it may be interesting to bring them
together into one compass in this report.
“When the first British Consul at Newchwang, Mr.
Meadows, took up his residence there, in 1861, he found the
bean trade an ancient and flourishing institution. Yingtzû–the
new Newchwang–had been since 1835 a growing port of
shipment for the great coastal trade in beans and beancake
on which Manchuria’s prosperity has always depended, and
the port was gradually superseding Kaichow and Chinchow,
whose junk trade with the South is described by Gutzlaff
in 1831. River junks capable of carrying 40 tons of grain,
and drawing 4 feet, brought the beans down the Liao and
loaded them into the great sea-going junks which, with
cargoes of 190 tons and more, set sail for the coast ports of
the southern provinces. The sugar plantations in these subtropical regions had for centuries drawn upon the northern
beancake for fertilising, and beans were needed also for the
southern mills, where their oil was extracted and used as a
substitute for ground-nut oil. The earliest available returns
for Swatow–those of 1860–show that 379,009 piculs of
beancake, valued at $783,762, and 61,154 piculs of beans,
valued at $107,235, were imported; by 1864, when the
first port tables for Swatow were published, the import of

beancake had increased to slightly over a million piculs, of
which half came from Newchwang, nearly half from Chefoo,
and a small amount from the Yangtze ports. (The present
report deals only with Manchurian soya beans, but a passing
reference to those produced in other provinces may be
useful. In the Yangtze Valley the beans are of inferior quality,
and experiments with shipment to Europe have not met with
success, but there is a considerable production. In Shantung
they are grown, but the exportation from Chefoo, at one time
of some importance, has of recent years declined. A scheme
was in contemplation in 1909 to export Honan beans, which
come down the Yellow River, to Europe via Tsingtau, but the
expenses incurred were too great, and the quality on analysis
proved poor.)
“In 1864 the import of beans from Newchwang to
Swatow had risen to more than double that of four years
previously, and the other southern ports show similar
increases, the trade in foreign bottoms being now in
full swing. By the British Treaty of 1858, which opened
Newchwang, the export of pulse and beancake from that
port and from Tungchow (Chefoo), in British vessels, was
prohibited; but this prohibition was removed by agreement
in March 1862, and the trade developed with great rapidity.
In 1861, the first year in the port’s history, only 34 foreign
ships visited Newchwang. but four years later 271–most of
which were engaged in the pulse trade-entered and cleared.
The diversion of the carrying trade from junks to the speedier
sailing vessels, or even steamers, under foreign flags, caused
consternation among the owners of the native craft, and
efforts were made to revive the prohibitory enactments; but
without success, and in 1869 the prohibition, till then in
force, against exportation to foreign ports was withdrawn. By
that year the extent of the damage done to the junk trade was
past repair, for 1,143 fewer native vessels left the port than in
1867.” Address: 4th Asst., Custom House, Dairen.
2633. Shaw, Norman. 1911. The soya bean of Manchuria:
Beginnings of the European trade, 1904-1910 (Document
part). Shanghai, Statistical Department, Inspectorate
General of Customs. China Imperial Maritime Customs. II.
Special Series No. 31. 32 p. See p. 20-21. Also published by
P.S. King & Son, 2 Great Smith St., Westminster, London
SW, England. [6 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “During the Russo-Japanese war [Feb. 19041905] the vast armies which occupied the whole of South
and Central Manchuria depended for their cereal food largely
upon the local supplies, and a great impulse was given to
Manchurian agriculture at that time. But after the withdrawal
of the troops the cessation of local demand called, in
the natural course of events, for the discovery of a fresh
market, and especially so for the money crops of wheat and
beans. The market for these crops seemed at first to be the
neighbouring one of Japan, and the trade via Vladivostock
[Vladivostok] received the earliest benefit from the new
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development; but when the post-bellum wave of depression
swept over Japan the demand ceased there, and it became
necessary to find a new field for the consumption of the
surplus supplies. Before the creation of this new situation
farmers had been content to plant small areas with but slight
annual increase, merely adjusting the supply to the restricted
demand; but the time was now ripe for a great development
of the trade.
“It was in November 1908 that Messrs. Mitsui & Co.
made the first considerable trial shipment to England.
The result was so satisfactory that an order for a large
consignment followed, and in March 1909 the first large
cargo–5,200 tons–was landed in Hull. Contracts were at
once made, as the suitability of the new oil seeds for many
purposes became known and the good condition in which
they arrived. During the season 400,000 tons were exported,
almost all to England, and ‘many of the large oil crushing
mills set their entire plant to work on the crushing of the
beans, to the exclusion of cotton seed, linseed, and other
oleaginous seeds; the supposed shortage of the flax and
cotton crops in the United States and the anticipated shortage
of linseed in the Argentine, with the resultant scarcity of
cotton seed and linseed products, found the English market
comparatively unperturbed, for the reason that soya oil and
cake can supply most of the requirements as well.’ Messrs.
Lever Brothers, of Port Sunlight [near Liverpool], were
the first soap manufacturers to use bean oil on an extensive
scale, and were followed shortly by others, so that the
demand increased to such an extent that for the new season
(1909-10) 50 steamers were chartered to load beans at
Dairen and Vladivostock, 300,000 tons, worth £2,000,000,
being contracted for in December alone.”
“The removal of the duty which had until this year
(1910) been imposed on beans in Germany, followed by
similar action on the part of the Canadian Government
(which is said to be desirous of obtaining soya beans as feed
for hogs, in order to revive the bacon trade), has opened fresh
channels for export and stimulated competition for the raw
material. But apart from this, the bean oil trade seems likely
to receive the most rapid development: the first steamer to
carry away a cargo of the oil in tanks has recently visited
Newchwang. At present bean oil is carried in old kerosene
oil tins or drums; but the method is not very satisfactory,
complaints being made of loss by leakage. The tins cannot
be returned to Manchuria, for freight is too high, and casks
are not so suitable for stowing as tins in cases, so that the
solution of the problem of conveying the oil to Europe seems
to lie in the tank steamer, which would take the oil as a return
cargo.” Address: 4th Asst., Custom House, Dairen.
2634. Shaw, Norman. 1911. The soya bean of Manchuria:
Bean oil and cake production in South Manchuria
(Document part). Shanghai, Statistical Department,
Inspectorate General of Customs. China Imperial Maritime

Customs. II. Special Series No. 31. 32 p. See p. 21-24. No.
31. 32 p. See p. 21-24. Also published by P.S. King & Son, 2
Great Smith St., Westminster, London SW, England. [6 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: “There are now at Newchwang one Japanese
hydraulic mill (the Kodera, which may open a branch at
Dairen), seven large Chinese steam mills, five small oilmotor mills, and nine crush-stone mills worked by animals.”
A table shows the output of the port from 1907 to 1909.
[Soya] bean oil grew from 280,000 piculs in 1907 to 360,000
piculs in 1909. [Note: 1 picul = 132.27 pounds weight.]
[Soya bean] cake grew from 2,896,000 piculs in 1907 to
3,726,000 piculs in 1909. Export statistics for the three years
are also given.
“At Antung (where, though at present the industry is
of small proportions, is capable of development) there are
12 Chinese crush-stone mills, and one steam mill owned by
a joint Chinese and Japanese enterprise this mill has been
running since last year. The total output of these mills is
probably only about 25,000 piculs of cake annually, and it is
consumed locally or taken away by junks. At Liaoyang the
native mills have a daily capacity of some 4,000 beancakes
with a corresponding proportion of oil, and, in face, every
town in the bean country has its quota of mills, whose output
is susceptible of increase if the demand requires it.
“At Dairen, besides some 40 native mills which can turn
out 5,000 cakes daily, there are two large modern mills–the
San Tai, a joint concern, with hydraulic power and a daily
capacity of 6,000 cakes, which began work in April 1908;
and the Nisshin, an electric mill, which has been at work
since June of the same year, and can make 4,000 cakes daily.
The united outturn of all these mills in 1909 was 2,214,624
cakes and almost 100,000 piculs of oil. This was an advance
of 50 per cent. on the preceding year; but the figures are
disappointing, as the total output in a 10-months working
year should be 4½ million cakes. The mills in Dairen are
primarily intended for cake manufacture; the oil is shipped
to Japan for transhipment [transshipment] to Europe by large
Japanese firms, and, as the Chinese manufacturers refuse to
make oil without an 80 per cent. advance of ‘earnest money,’
direct trade has hitherto been slack.”
Also discusses: Freights, insurance, charges, expenses of
production, London market prices, bean oil and its changing
prices.
“The eager competition to secure beans in Europe shows
no signs of slackening; and the North American continent
appears to be about to enter the field as a consumer, for a
large shipment of beancake has just been sent to Seattle
[Washington], and there appears to be a very good opening
for the product on the Pacific coast, where the heavy
railway freights from the east have caused dairymen and
feeders to look round for a cheaper feed than that which
comes across the Rockies. With freight from Dairen to
Seattle at only (Gold) $4 per ton a good market should be
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developed. Soya beans are being grown in British West
Africa, and experimental planting is carried on in practically
every British colony; but it seems doubtful whether such
experiments can meet with success in competition with the
Manchurian product, which is raised under ideal climatic
conditions and by the cheapest possible labour. The general
impression prevailing seems to be, therefore, that the bean
trade has a good future before it; that the time of stress
through which it is passing will not last much longer, and
that business will settle down when once normal conditions
have been restored.” Address: 4th Asst., Custom House,
Dairen.
2635. Wheldale, Muriel. 1911. The chemical differentiation
of species. Biochemical Journal 5(10):445-56. Jan.
• Summary: In the section on “Proteins” (p. 454): “Definite
names, for instance, have been given to the following
globulins:–Leguminoseae: legumin in Pisum sativum,
Vicia faba, V, sativa, Ervum lens; vignin in Vigna sinensis;
glycinin in Glycine hispida; phaseolin in Phaseolus vulgaris,
P. radiatus, P. lunatus; conglutin, Lupinus sp; vicilin, Pisum
sativum, Vicia faba, and Ervum lens.” Address: Fellow of the
Newnham College, Cambridge [Univ., England].
2636. North-China Herald. 1911. A Chinese factory in
France. 98:265. Feb. 3.
• Summary: “The most up-to-date factory in France, and
perhaps in Europe, has, states a Paris correspondent, just
been established here by a Chinese, and all its employees
are young Chinese. The factory aims at nothing less than the
production of semi-artificial food, something like the famous
nutritive pills of the late Professor Berthelot. The factory
is established on a very solid financial basis, too, with a
capital of £80,000, all subscribed by Chinese imbued with
modern ideas. All the machinery is of Chinese invention and
manufacture, and the raw material for the foodstuffs of the
coming millennium is imported from China. Thus the sons
of Confucius, when they come to Europe, intend to give us a
real awakening.
“The factory has been founded by a young Chinese,
Li Yu Ying, thirty years of age, who is an expert chemist,
engineer, scientific agriculturist, and a former student at
the Pasteur Institute. He is the son of a former Minister of
States at Peking and came to France in 1901. After spending
some time at the Agricultural Institute at Chesnoy, near
Montargis, he entered the Pasteur Institute at Paris. Here
he studied alimentary subjects from a vegetarian point of
view, and developed a number of formulas for improved
and concentrated foodstuffs, for the production of which he
conceived the idea of establishing a factory near Paris. Two
years ago he went to China to secure the necessary capital,
and at once obtained a sum of £80,000, half of which was
subscribed by men in Government circles.
“A company was formed according to Chinese laws,

with headquarters at Tientsin, and Li Yu-ying then returned
to France to purchase the ground and establish the factory
at Les Vallées, near Paris. It covers a vast area, and the
machinery, as it arrived from China, was rapidly put in place.
Special workmen, twenty-four in number, all native Chinese,
were brought over, and are now employed at the factory.
The products are extracted principally from the famous Soya
beans, and the amount of alimentary substances extracted
is astounding. We are told that they include milk, cheese,
caffeine, oil, jellies, flour, bread, biscuits, cakes, sauces, and
a variety of vegetables.”
2637. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1911. Manchurian
plague outlook. Effect on London shipping market. Feb. 4.
p. 9.
• Summary: “London, Feb. 2–The plague in Manchuria
is disastrously affecting the London chartering market to
the Far East. Shipowners taking out cargoes depend for
homeward freights on cargoes of soya beans, the trade in
which is paralysed.”
2638. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1911. To
the Antarctic: The Japanese expedition. Feb. 10. p. 7.
• Summary: “Wellington [New Zealand], February 9. Further
acquaintance with the Japanese exploring party confirms the
first impression that they are a hardy, lot of men, not likely to
be deterred in any task they may attempt... their food supply
is certainly in odd contrast to the enormous quantities of
provender carried southward by Scott and Shackleton. The
list of goods aboard, as supplied to the Customs, comprises
90 bushels of rice, 90 bags of flour, 3 bushels of wheat, 40
dozen of canned meat, 143 cases of takuwanzuke [takuanzuke], 4 sacks of soya beans, 3 dozen boxes of bread, 4 of
butter, and 12 cases of pickled plums [umeboshi]. These are
the leading items,... There is very little liquor aboard.”
Note 1. This expedition reached Antarctica, and with
them the first soybeans arrived in Antarctica.
Note 2. This was the expedition of Nobu Shirase in the
Kainan Maru. From Wellington they sailed to Sydney, and
from there they set off to Antarctica. For details see www.
south-pole.com.
2639. Fahrion, Wilhelm. 1911. Die Fettanalyse und die
Fettchemie im Jahre 1910 [Fat analysis and fat chemistry
in the year 1910]. Zeitschrift fuer Angewandte Chemie
24(6):241-54. Feb. 10. See p. 247. [4 soy ref. Ger]
• Summary: Discusses 4 publications concerning research
on the soy oil used as a drying oil, as for paints. Soy oil is
called Sojabohnenöl or Bohnenöl. (1) Farben-Zeitung. 1910.
Vol. 15, p. 1486. (2) Chemiker-Zeitung Repertorium. 1910.
p. 312. (3) Meister. 1910. Farben-Zeitung. Vol. 16, p. 20. (4)
C-Niegemann. 1910. Farben-Zeitung. Vol. 16, p. 75.
2640. Klimont, J. 1911. Ueber die Refraktionskonstanten
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bei vegetabilischen Oelen [On the refraction constants
of vegetable oils]. Zeitschrift fuer Angewandte Chemie
24(6):254-56. Feb. 10. Summarized in Chemisches CentralBlatt 15(1):898. [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The vegetable oils tested include linseed oil,
olive oil, cotton oil, sesame oil, soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl,
Sojaöl), peanut oil, and corn oil. A large table (p. 256) gives
values for all these oils. For soy oil: Temperature 15 deg. C.
Relative density (dichte bei nebenstehender) 0.9230–0.9264.
Break point index (Brechungsexponent) 1.4731–1.4741.
Specific refraction (Spezifische Refraktion) 0.5118–0.5130.
Saponification number (Verseifungszahl) 191.2–192.2.
Average molecular refraction (Mittlere Molekularrefraktion)
447-451. Address: PhD, Germany.
2641. A Travers le Monde. 1911. Cultures exotiques: Le soja
[Exotic crops: The soybean]. 17(6):48. Feb. 11. Bound in the
back of Le Tour de Monde. [Fre]
• Summary: Two years ago the soybean suddenly assumed
an important role in world trade. Exports from Manchuria
have surpassed 500,000 tonnes. It is important as a food
in East Asia. “Naturally it constitutes an excellent feed for
animals, and soybean cakes are already highly praised.
One can extract from the soybean an oil, which easily finds
industrial uses. For this reason, soya becomes a high quality
industrial raw material. Soybean oil, which has an agreeable
odor and taste, is even well accepted in China and Manchuria
in culinary uses; but it is appreciated above all in England,
where this industry has been especially developed for the
manufacture of soap.
“Indochina can take an important place on the soybean
market which, in the ports of Dalny and Newchwang alone,
has exceeded 120 million French francs.”
2642. Clerget, Pierre. 1911. La question du Soja [The
question of the soy bean]. Revue Generale des Sciences
(Pures et Appliquees) 22(3):100-01. Feb. 15. (Chem. Abst.
5:1637). [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contains a brief description of the soybean
and discusses its commercial importance, distribution,
soil requirements, the value of the oil and its uses, and the
composition and commercial value of the cake. During the
past 2 years, the large amounts of soybeans exported from
Manchuria to Europe have called attention to this plant. It is
cultivated all over China, but especially in Manchuria (in the
Liao Valley, where it is the second most important crop after
sorghum), Japan, Korea, and Indo-China. In China it is often
cultivated with maize; it demands a great of work, care, and
good soil. The main exports come from the Manchurian ports
of Newchwang and Dairen, and from Vladivostok. In 1908
some 859,200 tonnes of soybean and cake were exported
from Manchurian ports, up from only 88,900 tonnes in 1905.
Until 1908, Japan was the principal outlet for Manchurian
soybeans (615,900 tonnes), but at the start of that year,

exports to Europe began: 69,200 tonnes to Great Britain,
21,390 tonnes to France, 7,290 tonnes to Holland, etc.–for a
total of 204,440 tonnes.
According to chemical analyses made at the Colonial
garden of Nogent-sur-Marne, Manchurian soybean seeds
contain 17.64% oil and 33.5% protein; yellow varieties
contain more oil than black varieties. The soybean is used
as a forage plant and for soil improvement, but its most
important role in China and Japan is as a human food among
people who consume little meat. According to Bloch (1908),
it is most widely used in making a sauce [soy sauce] and a
cheese [tofu]. It is also used to make numerous pastes and a
sort of soymilk (lait de soja).
It also has industrial uses, thanks to its oil content of
16-18%. Indigenous mills can obtain only 8-10% oil, but
modern hydraulic presses can obtain 12-14%. The oil and
cake have made the soybean rise so rapidly on European
markets. The oil, which has an agreeable smell and taste,
is widely employed for culinary purposes in Manchuria.
In England, as in France, it is used in making soap and
margarine. It is more drying than cottonseed oil and can
likewise be used in making paints. Soybean cakes (Les
torteaux de soja) would give the same results as cottonseed
cakes in terms of milk yield from dairy cows. As a fertilizer,
they are used throughout Japan and on the sugarcane
plantations of southern China.
The soybean could be introduced to Indo-China where,
even if it has to compete against Manchurian soybeans, it
could be service locally for soil improvement in the rice
fields and as a food in the densely populated districts where
there is hardly any room for animals, or where the animals
have been decimated by disease. Address: Professeur à
l’Ecole supérieure de Commerce (Graduate School of
Commerce) de Lyon [France].
2643. Carver, Geo. W. 1911. Re: Research on soja beans
at the Tuskegee Experiment Station. Letter to Booker T.
Washington, Feb. 18. 2 p. Typed, with signature. [1 ref]
• Summary: “I have your note concerning the turning of the
Experiment Station into soya beans and grass. While I think
it is an excellent thing to demonstrate in a large way upon
the Experiment Station the value of the soya bean and the
grasses you mention, one of the grasses you mention is a
favorite one for winter pasture... I think, however, that it is
a mistake to do away with the experimental work; that is, so
long as we have [an] experiment station, we ought to grow
such an important crop as cotton... and especially now in
the most critical time, since the boll weevil will reach us in
a very few years. In fact, we should stand at the forefront in
fighting this pest.
“About five acres ought to be set aside for cotton, corn,
vegetables, and other experimental work, and put all the
other fifteen in soya beans, to be followed by the grasses to
which you refer.”
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Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 1996)
that mentions the “boll weevil” in connection with soybeans.
This insect was largely responsible for the rapid growth of
soybeans and peanuts in the South, as a replacement for
cotton, after about 1915. The term “boll weevil” was first
used in English in 1895.
Location: Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
Microfilm of The George Washington Carver Papers in
the Tuskegee Institute Archives, Roll 4 #1062. Address:
Director, Dep. of Research & Experiment Station, Tuskegee,
Alabama.
2644. Morse, W.J. 1911. Re: Send soybean varieties to Mr.
J.P. William & Bro., Heneragoda, Ceylon. Letter to Mr.
R.A. Young [USDA], Feb. 18. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Young: In regard to the varieties of
soy beans to be sent to Mr. J.P. William & Bro., Heneragoda,
Ceylon, I have selected the following numbers and will send
out at an early date six ounces each of the same.
“No. 17263 Austin. No. 17271 Haberlandt. No. 17278
Hollybrook. No. 17268 Ito San. No. 17852 Peking.
“No. 23232 Barchet. No. 21999 Taha. No. 17267 Hope.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.

yield of 1,800 kg/ha, due in part to the lack of soil fertility.
Moreover, the soybeans used as seed were more than 5
years old; the average weight of 100 seeds was 16.8 gm.
The chemical composition was: Water 8.01%, crude protein
22.17%, fat 21.92%, carbohydrate 35.64%, crude fiber
6.16%, and ash 6.06%. Nothing special was observed during
the vegetative stage. We should note that the plants withstood
a light frost very well.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2015)
concerning soybeans in Serbia, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Serbia. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Serbia, or the cultivation of soybeans in Serbia
(1881). The source of these soybeans is Manchuria.

2645. Wall Street Journal. 1911. Bar silver outlook. Feb. 18.
p. 8.
• Summary: The price of bar silver at London is up, but no
permanent recovery is expected until conditions in China
improve.
“The plague, suspense in the movement and financing
of the soya bean crop and the Russian threat of aggression in
Manchuria are calculated to postpone the return of prices to
their normal level for some time to come.”

2647. Radcliffe, John. 1911. Improvements in compositions
containing pitch. British Patent 4,589. Date of application:
22 Feb. 1911 and 18 Sept. 1911. Complete specification left:
22 Sept. 1911. 2 p. Accepted: 23 Feb. 1912.
• Summary: On page 1 is the “Provisional Specification No.
4589.” On page 2 is another “Provisional Specification No.
20635.” The “Complete Specification” is on pages 2-4.
“The object of the present invention is to manufacture
compositions approximating in properties to natural asphalts
or bitumens, such for instance as that known as ‘Trinidad’
that is to say fusible by heat but having a high melting or
softening point, and possessing softness or flexibility, and
also the property of low contraction when cold or set...”
“For the purpose of the invention I may employ
cellulosic or woody matters naturally containing oils, for
example, seeds such as cotton seed, linseed, tung beans, soya
beans and the like. These will be reduced to a fine state, and
the residual cake, after crushing to obtain the oils, may be
employed, such cake still containing oil. The cake may be
broken up and sieved to reject the large portions and then
added to melted pitch, or it may be ground up with hard
pitch. The mixture is well stirred up in a fused state, with or
without ‘dryers’, and may then be oxidised by well known
means producing well known effects on the seed oil and
increasing and improving the flexibility and high melting
point of the ultimate product.” Address: Engineer and
chemist, “Maro”, Capel Road, East Barnet, County of Herts
[Hertfordshire, England].

2646. Chemiker-Zeitung. 1911. Serbischer ChemikerVerein: Bukarest, Generalversammlung vom 28 Januar 1911
[Serbian Chemical Association: Bucharest, General meeting
of 28 Jan. 1911]. 35(22):200. Feb. 21. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the annual report is an article titled “On the
first soybean cultural trials in Serbia,” by Dr. A. Zega and M.
Jovanic. The seeds used for planting were pale-yellow, round
soybeans from Manchuria–probably Soja hispida pallida.
The planting succeeded at the end of March on soil that was
not very well fertilized; it had previously been planted with
clover. The crop was harvested at the end of August, with a

2648. Gardner, Henry A. 1911. Valeur de certaines huiles
pour peintures [The value of certain oils for paints]. Matieres
Grasses (Les) (Paris) 4(34):2114-15. Feb. 25. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Because of the current high price of linseed
oil, attempts are being made to find cheaper substitutes.
Experiments made at the Franklin Institute in Washington,
DC, USA, show that soy bean oil may be mixed with linseed
oil in paints in small proportions, but that paint made with
soy bean oil alone dries slowly and incompletely.
Note: The author’s name is written incorrectly below the
title of the document as “Henry H. Gardner.” Address: Asst.
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Director of the Inst. of Industrial Research, Washington, DC.
2649. Wall Street Journal. 1911. Silver market as affected by
the demand from China. London reports the soya bean crop
is again moving, thus calling for silver–Drawing the metal
from India and England. Feb. 28. p. 8.
• Summary: “London advices report that the soya bean crop
is again coming forward, and this must be the occasion of
further silver takings... Manchuria was still in the grip of
the plague, especially in the larger cities, but some hope of
improvement was expected with the passing of the severity
of winter.”
Describes how actual bars of silver are shipped by
steamer from country to country worldwide.
2650. Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi). 1911.
Culture du soja à la station expérimentale de Yên-dinh en
1911 [Cultivation of soybeans at the experimental station of
Yên-dinh in 1911 (Abstract)]. 14(88):711-12. Jan/Feb. [1 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: This is a French-language summary of a
French-language report by a Mr. Gilbert. Even though the
results of cultivation are not very encouraging (in terms of
yield per hectare), we will reproduce here the report of Mr.
Gilbert for the practical details which it contains.
The soybean was cultivated in 1911 on a piece of land
at the station, 1.5 ha in area, in silaceous-clay soil. Tables
analyze the chemical and physical composition of the soil.
Details of cultivation, growth, and yield are given.
2651. Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi). 1911.
Une nouvelle source de caoutchouc artificiel: l’huile de Soja
[A new source of artificial rubber: The soybean (Abstract)].
14(88):466-67. Jan/Feb. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of an Englishlanguage article supposedly published in the Chemist and
Druggist (London) in 1910.
2652. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1911. Notes on illustrations.
Agricultural J. of the Union of South Africa 1(1):84-85. Feb.
• Summary: Page 84: “1. Sisal hemp (Agave sisalana). This
photograph was taken on the farm Pruizen, Potgietersrust,
Waterberg District, owned by the Transvaal Consolidated
Land and Exploration Company, and managed by Mr. C.
Hamilton. This is the first farm on which velvet beans were
grown on a large scale in South Africa and which furnished
much of the seed used in the country during the last few
years.
“Tobacco, cotton, teff grass, and maize do well here.
Soy beans- are being grown this year as an experiment in the
renovation of worn-out maize lands. Sisal hemp has been
grown experimentally during the last three years, and is
proving quite promising, as the illustration shows. Photo by
Joseph Burtt-Davy.”

A correction on p. 347 states: “The legend on Plate III,
accompanying Mr. J. Burtt-Davy’s article, “Notes on Crops”,
in the last issue, should have read “Soy Beans: Leaves and
Flowers of the Southern Variety”. The plant was erroneously
described as of the Sakura variety.” Address: F.L.S.,
Government Botanist (Transvaal).
2653. Gray, Dan T.; Ridgway, J.W.; Eudaly, E.R. 1911. Corn,
soy bean pastures, tankage, cotton seed meal for fattening
hogs. Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
154. p. 41-87. Feb.
• Summary: “This bulletin records a summary of three
years’ work in swine production. When corn was fed alone,
unsatisfactory results were always secured; when corn was
supplemented with a soy bean pasture, satisfactory results
were secured.” When a three-fourths ration of corn was
accompanied by grazing of soy bean pasture, the average
daily gains were raised by 1.329 pounds.
“When nothing was fed except corn, each 100 pound
of pork cost $7.61. When a fourth, a half, and a threefourths ration of corn was fed along with a soy bean pasture,
the same gains were made for $0.85, $1.73, and $2.19,
respectively (corn valued at 70 cents); when the cost of the
pasture ($8.00 an acre) was also charged against the gains,
each 100 pounds of pork was made at an expense of $2.59,
$3.36, and $3.17, respectively.” Address: 1. Animal Industry;
2-3. Asst. in Animal Industry.
2654. Mairs, Thomas I. 1911. Some soiling crops for
Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania State College. Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 109. 20 p. Feb. See p. 4,
8-10.
• Summary: A diagram of “Soiling crops” (p. 4) shows that
they can be classified as leguminous or non-leguminous, and
each of these as annual or perennial. Soy beans are an annual
leguminous crop.
A section titled “The soy bean” (p. 8-10, which includes
a large illustration of a “typical soy-bean plant”–including
leaves, pods, roots, and nodules) begins: “The soy bean or
soja bean is often mentioned in connection with cow peas.
The two plants, however are quite different. The soy bean
is an upright grower with a hard, woody stem, which is not
so readily eaten by animals, and short pods with globular
seeds. The cow pea has a more or less recumbent or trailing
stem containing much less fibre than that of the soy bean and
has pods six inches or more in length with bean or kidneyshaped seeds and shining instead of hairy leaves. Tests of the
soy bean for soiling purposes at this Station have not been
sufficiently encouraging to warrant its recommendation...
The seed of the soy bean is usually rich in both protein and
fat but the tendency of the pods to snap open and scatter the
seeds as they ripen renders the harvesting of a satisfactory
yield somewhat difficult.”
A table titled “Soy beans” (p. 10) shows for the years
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1902-1905 the date of sowing, date of harvesting, amount
eaten per cow daily, and yield per acre (green forage, air dry
substance, and crude protein). The best yields, in 1905, were
(in lb/acre): Green forage 16,604. Air dry substance 3,238.
Crude protein 427. Address: Agricultural Education, Centre
County, Pennsylvania.
2655. Mumford, F.B.; Willson, C.A. 1911. Pork production
with forage crops. Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 95. p. 557-97. Feb. See p. 584-86.
• Summary: The section titled “Soybean forage” (p. 58486) states that two years’ trials were conducted, starting in
September 1909. “Soybeans are a little harder to grow than
cowpeas, but when a good stand is obtained they are more
valuable for hay or foraging purposes. Hogs relish the leaves
of soybeans much better and will make more economical
gains upon them than upon cowpeas.” During 1909 a poor
stand of soybeans was obtained. One table, titled “Soybean
forage, 1909” shows that from Sept. 24 to Oct. 27, 10 hogs
per acre gained a total of 311 lbs. They were fed 1,560 lbs/
day of grain or 5.38 lb per head per day. It took 5.03 lb of
grain to make 1 lb of weight gain. Net profit per acre: $1.94.
During 1910 a good stand of Medium Early Yellow
soybeans was obtained. A second table, titled “Soybean
forage, 1910” shows that from Sept. 13 to Oct. 25, 12 hogs
per acre gained a total of 298 lbs. They were fed 588 lbs/day
of grain or 1.17 lb per head per day. It took 1.97 lb of grain
to make 1 lb of weight gain. Net profit per acre: $10.99.
“Conclusions. 1. The use of forage crops in the
production of pork has been shown in this bulletin to be a
more economical method than full feeding in a dry lot on
heavy grain rations.”
Other crops discussed: Clover, alfalfa, corn, rye grain,
cowpeas, and sorghum. Address: 1. M.S., Director of the
Station, Animal Husbandry, Columbia, Missouri.
2656. Oesterreichische Monatsschrift fuer den Orient
(Vienna). 1911. Soyabohnen in Indien [Soybeans in India].
No. 2. p. 26. Feb. [Ger]
• Summary: According to a North American consular
report, the well-known agricultural trial station of the Indian
government in Poona [today’s Pune, India] has set up trials
with the cultivation of soybeans (Soyabohnen). The results
were an average yield of 660 lbs. per acre, and in good
years, 500 to 1,000 lbs. can be achieved. The straw of this
legume provides a valuable fodder. The Indian Department
of Agriculture (Ackerbauamt) plans systematic efforts at
spreading this cultivation through the suitable locations in
the country.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2657. Rosengren, L.F. 1911. Einfluss der Sojakuchen auf die
Beschaffenheit der Butter [The influence of soybean cake

on the quality of butter (Abstract)]. Milchwirtschaftliches
Zentralblatt 7(2):77-83. Feb. [Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the
following Swedish-language article: Rosengren, L. Fr.
1910. “Sojakakornas inverkan på smörets beskaffenhet
[The influence of soybean cake on the quality of butter].”
Centralanstalten for Forsoksvasendet Pa Jordbruksomradet,
Meddelande No. 30. 8 p. Mejeriförsök No. 3. Address: Dr.,
Meieriinstitut zu Alnarp, Sweden.
2658. Lea and Perrins. 1911. Fish. It is essential, with such
delicate fare, that a good sauce be used, otherwise the flavour
may be spoiled instead of being enhanced (Ad). Times
(London). March 3. p. 4, cols. 6-7.
• Summary: “The right sauce is Lea & Perrins’ sauce. The
original and genuine ‘Worcestershire.’” At the top of this
display ad is an illustration of a fish is the water with a hook
and fishing line in its mouth; nearby is a fishing net. At the
lower left is a royal seal, and below it the words “By Royal
Warrant to H.M. The King.” Address: [England].
2659. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1911. Plague and
market prices. March 4. p. 15.
• Summary: “Mainly as a result of a large demand for
disinfectants for plague-striken Manchuria, the price of
carbolic acid has been advanced 50 per cent. This is not
the only commodity the price of which is affected by the
pestilence in the Far East, for the huge export trade in
soya beans from Kharbin [Harbin] is likely to be seriously
diminished. This not only means higher prices for soya oil,
but for linseed and other oils, supplies of which will have to
be secured in order to make good the diminishing supply of
soya oil.”
Note: This is the earliest article seen (Aug. 2010) in The
Times of India that contains the term “soya oil.”
2660. Fort Worth Star-Telegram (Texas). 1911. Making good
milk, butter and cheese out of a Chinese bean. March 5. p.
38. Sunday.
• Summary: “The latest attempt to supply cheap food to
Paris is being made by a young Chinese chemist in Paris,
who was formerly a student at the Pasteur Institute. This
skilled chemist, Li-Yu-Ying, has already started his factory
in Paris and is turning out the most varied products from
nothing but a very cheap and common Chinese bean, known
as the Soja.
“In this bean Li-Yu-Ying has discovered the many food
elements provided by the cow and various vegetables. By
mechanical and chemical processes he is making a long line
of very useful, nutritious and valuable food products, which
can be sold at much less than the usual prices, and which he
claims are as nutritious and healthful as the ordinary kinds.
“He is making already in his factory, where twentyfour men are kept busily employed, milk [soymilk], butter,
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caseine, cheese [tofu] and a fine, sweet syrup that may even
be used for preserving; farinaceous cakes and other varieties
of food that appeal to the taste.
“That the humble and popular bean, of all vegetables,
should reveal itself a substitute to the high-priced and
overworked cow is not surprising once one has the idea fixed
that it is possible to transmute vegetable into animal matter
outside the animal laboratory known as its digestive tract.
“Beans have long been celebrated by food economists
as the most completely nutritious of all vegetables, with the
one possible exception of peanuts. Beans, to a larger extent
than any other vegetable, can compensate for the absence of
a flesh diet. Their richness in proteid makes them a popular
article of diet among the laboring classes of all countries.
“So solid in their nutritive constituents are common
white beans that persons of sedentary habits are able to
indulge in them only sparingly, but their near relatives,
lentils, overcome this disadvantage by lighter and more
easily assimilated properties. From the most ancient times,
the whole bean family, including peas, (pulse in the Bible)
have been a staple article of diet, next to bread really a ‘staff
of life.’
As the chemists are making pretty nearly everything
out of coal tar products, including perfumes and flavoring
extracts that can hardly be distinguished from genuine
fruit and flower products, it does not seem incredible that
vegetable matter, especially beans, should be induced to
yield imitations of animal products, especially butter, for
their oily character is well known.
“It is rather surprising, however, to learn that beans can
be made to yield caseine in quantities to make it rival milk
as a cheese producer without first being fed to and digested
by a cow or a goat. Of course, milk comes under the head of
the proverb that ‘All flesh is grass,’ and it will be extremely
interesting to observe proof that milk and flesh foods can be
gained by a chemical short cut that eliminates the ruminating
animal.
“It seems more than possible that this clever Chinese
chemist has discovered some method of transforming purely
vegetable products, just as these are transformed by the
digestion of the cow or goat, and that he has crossed the line
between vegetable and animal products in the walls of his
laboratory.
“It may mark a great advance in the making of food
products, for what can be made out of the Soja bean, can
probably be made from other beans, and the chemists of the
world, being directed towards this end, will show the way to
produce cheese, milk and caseine without the intervention
of the cow, saving much loss, and making these important
products very cheap.”
Photos show: (1) “The Chinese soja bean, which yields
butter and cheese.” In a rectangular frame many soybeans
are shown issuing from a bag on a flat black background.
(2) “The Paris laboratory [sic, factory] of the Chinese

chemist who turns beans into staple food products.” Most
of the Chinese workers are standing, dressed in clean, white
uniforms, facing tables.
2661. Nishimura, Torazô. 1911. Shôyu kôbo aruhaa no
seijô (zoku) [On the character and form of the shoyu yeasts
“alpha”]. Nogaku Kaiho (J. of the Scientific Agricultural
Society, Japan) No. 104. p. 23-62. March 5; No. 105. p. 1455. April 5. [Jap]
• Summary: In the English-language table of contents, shoyu
is called “Soya.” Address: Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
2662. Times (London). 1911. Foreign produce. March 6. p.
21, col. 6.
• Summary: In the section titled “Miscellaneous” under
“Oilcakes and feeding stuffs” we read: “Soya bean cake.–
With only a small number of the mills now running on Soya
Beans, causing a limited production of cake, prices remain
steady at £6 2s. 6d. to £6 5s.”
Also discusses: Linseed cakes, cotton cakes,
decorticated cotton cakes and meal, and rape cakes.
2663. Argus (The) (Melbourne, Victoria, Australia). 1911.
Soya beans. March 7. p. 10.
• Summary: “Experimental plots of Soya beans were sown
last season in Various parts of Victoria under the direction of
J.M.B. Connor, agricultural superintendent, and the reports
to hand in regard to many of the crops are of a satisfactory
nature. In the majority of cases abundant growth has been
made, the plants having reached to heights of from 4ft. to
5ft., the show of bean pods being very heavy. The weights
of plants grown upon measured areas have been carefully
recorded and estimated, and the results show the growth
to have been equal to 10 to 12 tons of green fodder to the
acre; this, according to Mr. Connor, being an excellent food
for dairy cows and other stock. The seed from which the
crops were grown was imported last year by the Department
of Agriculture, and on its arrival Mr. Connor picked out a
number of seeds of different kinds of Soya beans for the
purpose of sowing them separately for seed production.
The varieties were Guelip [Guelph] and Itosan [Ito-san] (oil
producers) and Baird and Brownie (forage kinds). From
the several plots devoted to these varieties fair supplies
of seed for the next season are expected. Mr. Connor
recommends the use of the fodder kinds in conjunction with
Westernwolth’s ryegrass, lucerne, maize, peas, tick beans,
barley, and oats, which will give a succession of green fodder
to cows all the year round.”
2664. Le Goff, Jean. 1911. Le soja dans l’alimentation
des diabétiques [Soybeans in diabetic diets]. Gazette des
Hopitaux 84(27):399-402. March 7. [8 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The author, a woman who has written more
than 15 articles on diabetes mellitus (diabète sucré), reviews
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the literature on that subject as it relates to soybeans. Diet
plays an important role in the treatment of diabetes mellitus.
Takeuchi, in Tokyo, Japan, was the first to point out the
presence of a very active urease in soybeans. Soyfoods
are now available in France for there is a factory, located
not far from Paris, that makes them under the direction of
Chinese [Li Yu-ying]. Armand Gautier, in L’Alimentation
et les Régimes recommended adding 12-15 gm of sodium
bicarbonate per kg of soybeans that one is going to cook.
The author feels that “except for shoyu, all soyfoods have
a peculiar flavor and I believe that one will meet with
many difficulties in trying to make them acceptable to the
European palate.”
She gives five recipes for the use of soybeans in diabetic
diets: 1. Roasted: “The soybean can be eaten roasted or
grilled like our chestnuts (grillé comme nos châtaignes). It is
sufficient to run them through a chestnut- or coffee roaster. If
the soybeans are imported, they must be soaked previously
in lukewarm or soft water.” 2. Whole soybeans with butter. 3.
Soybeans sauteed with vegetables. 4. Cooked soybean puree.
and 5. Bread or cake with soybeans (boiled until soft with
sodium bicarbonate).
She encourages the French to grow their own soybeans
for use in diabetic diets. In 1911 the most widely grown
varieties were le Soja d’Etampes and le Soja de Podolie
[Podolia]. “In conclusion, the introduction of the soybean
to our country for use as food is justified by the important
role its oils can play in the feeding of diabetics. I would add
that the leaves of this plant, which are equally nutritious,
can constitute a precious resource for agriculture, and that
its culture, after being practiced for a number of years, can
improve the soil considerably. Under these conditions, I
would consider that serious and ongoing trials should be
undertaken, and I call this subject to the attention of those in
public power who are interested in the question, and would
be able to render an important service to the numerous
diabetics and to agriculture.”
Photos show: (1) A small soy bean plant in the ground.
(2) A field of soy bean plants growing in the suburbs west of
Paris.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that mentions to soynuts, which may be
made by roasting soybeans like chestnuts. Address: Laureat
de la Faculté de Médecine de Paris.
2665. Otautau Standard and Wallace County Chronicle
(Otago, New Zealand). 1911. England’s record year. March
7. p. 7.
• Summary: “With the publication of the December figures
the Board of Trade complete their record of the country’s
Overseas trade in 1910.” A table shows the total value of
the UK’s foreign and colonial trade for the past five years
(1906-1910) in millions of pounds sterling. In 1910 imports
were worth a record £678 million, less re-exports [exports of

imported products] of £103 million gives net imports of £575
million.
The section titled “Raw materials” states: “Soya beans,
a comparatively new trade, which has brought a good deal
activity to Hull, were imported to the value of £3,047,038.”
2666. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1911. Wood’s high-grade farm
seeds (Ad). Washington Post. March 7. p. 2.
• Summary: “We are headquarters for the best in all Farm
seeds. Grass and Clover Seeds, Seed Corn, Cotton Seed,
Cow Peas, Soja Beans, Sorghums, Kaffir Corn, Millet Seed,
Peanuts, etc.
“’Wood’s Crop Special’ issued monthly...” Address:
Seedsmen, Richmond, Virginia.
2667. Christian Science Monitor. 1911. Rubber, once
removed. March 8. p. 28.
• Summary: “Artificial rubber, the manufacture of which
heretofore been found impracticable on account of the
prohibitive expense, may now be produced from the soy
bean;...” In Germany. “some one has obtained a patent with
the idea of making the white globose seeds that are spelled
soya and soja, as well as soy, take on the characteristics
of caoutchouc, and become amenable to vulcanizing, like
India rubber. Although the undertaking is yet to prove
remunerative, it will have the good wishes of people in many
different parts of the world. If a substitute for rubber can
be manufactured at small expense, the demand for such an
article is likely to do more than keep pace with the supply.
Only recently prices of rubber were phenomenally high
[$2.30/lb], and the important place of that product in the arts
and manufactures is well understood... with the increase in
the output of automobile tires, the consumption of rubber has
grown tremendously.” The United States, which consumes an
estimated 101 million lbs of crude rubber each year, gets its
entire supply from foreign countries, especially in Africa, the
East Indies, and Brazil.
“Under the new process, the oil of the soy bean is
reduced to a thick, tough liquid by the addition of nitric acid,
then the liquid is further treated with alkaline solutions and
heated to 150 degrees. A tough, highly elastic product, like
rubber, is developed, and it can be vulcanized readily.”
2668. Duggar, J.F. 1911. Re: Request for some soybeans
to test. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture,
Washington, DC, March 10. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I desire to obtain a number of bushels
of soybeans for experimental use in different counties of the
State. Are you able to give me the addresses of growers of
the Late or Mammoth Southern Yellow? The stock of the
Hickory Seed Co., Hickory, North Carolina, is exhausted.
“Yours very truly, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
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Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Prof. of Agriculture,
Experiment Station, Alabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn,
Alabama.
2669. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. Legal reports:
Trade law. 78(10):345-46. March 11.
• Summary: “Soya-bean meal.–A reclaiming note was taken
in the Edinburgh Courts on March 3 against the judgment
of Lord Mackenzie in the action by David Blake, dairyman,
who sued J. & A. Lawson, Leith, for 700l. damages for the
loss of twenty-five cows, alleged to be due to soya-bean
meal supplied containing prussic acid. Lord Mackenzie had
assoilzied (acquitted; Scots Law) the defenders, and found
them entitled to expenses. When the case was called no
appearance was made for the pursuer, and the reclaiming
note was refused, respondents being found entitled to
expenses.”
2670. Geissler, R. 1911. Fragen aus dem Kuhstall [Questions
from the cowshed]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
(Vienna) 61(21):241. March 15. [Ger]
• Summary: Soybean meal / flour (Sojabohnenmehl) is
indeed unjustly attacked by many farmers because of the
possible transfer of the characteristic of its fat to that of milk
or its dry substance. The author used milk from cows that
were fed with soybean meal in a local export dairy without
any influencing of its flavor. Since the milk, which was
packed in tin cans (Blechdosen) and intended for the tropics,
did not demonstrate any change in taste after several months
of storage, then the opposing assessment by other farmers
concerning the effect upon the flavor of the milk is perhaps
to be traced back to the fact that as flour, the soybean meal is
more exposed to the influences of time than other cakes and
that perhaps the soybean meal had not been subjected to any
analysis before use. On the other hand, a disadvantageous
effect upon the flavor of milk and butter is definite without
a doubt with the feeding of cottonseed meal. In large
cooperative dairies (Sammelmolkereien), this influence
disappears because of the quantity of milk, but in family
dairy operations (Einzelbetriebe von Molkereien), the entire
yield may be put at risk.
R. Geissler, Administrator, Grabau bei Oldesloe in
Holstein
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Administrator, Grabau bei
Oldesloe in Holstein.
2671. Morse, William. 1911. Re: Glad to send soybean

seed for testing. Letter to Prof. F.D. Stevens, Experiment
Station, Uniontown, Alabama, March 16. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Replying to your letter of February
28th, I am taking pleasure in sending you ten pounds of each
of the following varieties of soy beans:
“No. 16790–Cloud.
“No. 17252–Flat King
“No. 17263–Austin
“No. 17267–Hope
“No. 17268C–Duggar
“No. 17271–Haberlandt
“No. 17852–Meyer
“No. 17852B–Pekin [Peking]
“No. 23232–Barchet
“I regret to say that our supply of seed of No. 23236 is
exhausted, We have, however, a strain of this variety which
is about ten days earlier, I am sending you ten pounds of this
number, 23232. The number of Riceland is 20797, which is
identical with No. 23337.
“In regard to the Florida velvet bean and the Lyon bean,
I am sending you one pound of each.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant [USDA].
2672. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1911.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from October 1
to December 31, 1909. Nos. 26048 to 26470. No. 21. 54 p.
March 17.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim.
“26051-54. From Nanking, China. Presented by Dr.
F.B. Whitmore. Received September 13, 1909. Numbered
October 4, 1909. Seeds of each of the following:
“26051. Yellow.
“26052. Yellowish green.
“26053. Green.
“26054. Black.” “26156/26160. From Foochow, China.
Presented by Mr. Samuel L. Gracey, American consul.
Received October 25, 1909. Seeds of the following:
“26159-26160.
“26159. Yellow seeded.
“26160. Green seeded.”
“26236-37. From Cedara, Natal, South Africa. Presented
by Mr. E.R. Sawer, director, Division of Agriculture and
Forestry. Received November 12, 1909. Seeds of the
following:
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“26236. ‘Mammoth Yellow.’
“26237. ‘Chinese,’ yellow. ‘This is our principal field
crop in the Midlands.’ (Sawer.)” Address: Washington, DC.
2673. Farben-Zeitung. 1911. Ersatzprodukte fuer Leinoel
[Substitute products for linseed oil]. 16(25):1338-40. March
18. [Ger]
• Summary: Linseed oil, despite its recent high price,
remains the best oil for making paints, varnishes, linoleum,
etc. However soya oil (Sojaöl) is also good and now plays a
major role in the paint industry; its characteristics resemble
those of Chinese wood oil.
2674. Greene, Roger S. 1911. Plague affects Manchurian
bean trade. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
14(68):112-13. March 23.
• Summary: “Firms that have not yet secured delivery of all
the beans contracted for with Chinese dealers are in great
difficulty, since the prevalence of a serious plague epidemic
all over this district has brought business to a standstill. The
death of large numbers of laborers, the flight of others, and
the danger of infection in the inns along the principal trade
routes have made impossible the transportation of freight
by cart from the interior on a large scale, while it is no easy
matter to get laborers to load cars at the railway station.
“As a consequence all buying has also been stopped.”
Address: Consul, Harbin.
2675. Holland, R. Sothern. 1911. South Africa. The possible
production of soya bean in Natal [South Africa]. Board of
Trade Journal (London) 72:623. March 23.
• Summary: “H.M. Trade Commissioner for South Africa
(Mr. R. Sothern Holland) has forwarded copies of pamphlets
on soya bean cultivation, which give some information as
to the possibilities of the industry in Natal, where attempts
are being made to introduce it. It is stated that, speaking
generally, a climate suitable for maize furnishes the
conditions required for soya beans, and satisfactory results
are said to have been obtained from small plantings during
the past few years.
“The pamphlets may be seen by British firms at the
Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade, 73,
Basinghall Street, London, E.C.”
2676. Lecomte, Fernando Garcia. 1911. Improvements in
the manufacture of food products or beverage from the
soja bean. British Patent 7,232. 2 p. Date of application,
23 March 1911. Complete specification left 25 Sept. 1911.
Accepted 25 March 1912.
• Summary: “The soja bean is rich in albuminoids and at
present the bean is crushed for its oil and the resulting cake
employed as cattle food. My object is to convert this crushed
cake of commerce from which as much as possible of the oil

has been expressed into a human food product and consists
essentially in roasting or torrefying it after being ground or
pulverised to change its flavour or colour and in using the
same in a variety of ways, either plain or mixed with flour
or other substance as a beverage or as an article of food, and
also in mixing therewith a quantity of vegetable butter to
produce a sweetmeat.”
The meal or flour thus obtained may be mixed with
ordinary wheaten flour or meal or other farinaceous material
for use in the manufacture of a bread, biscuit, or cake, which
is “of a high nutritive value, of a pleasing brown appearance,
and of appetising flavour.”
For the preparation of a flour for the manufacture of
bread, etc., the ground cake is preferably freed from the last
traces of oil by allowing it to stand in 95% alcohol for 24
hours, filtering, and washing with alcohol. The oily residue
recovered from the alcohol may be used in the manufacture
of soap.
“For the manufacture of sweet-meats crushed cake of
soja bean when ground and torrefied [roasted] is mixed and
ground up with vegetable butter and when mixed in this
way with cocoa-butter forms an excellent substitute for
chocolate.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “vegetable butter,” but
it seems to refer here to cocoa-butter. Note 2. This is the
earliest document seen (Nov. 2012) that mentions the use
soybeans as a chocolate substitute.
“For a beverage an infusion is made of the torrefied
soja bean meal or flour similar to that of coffee.” Address:
Agricultural Engineer, Villa Louisiana, Bidirt, France.
2677. Demolon, A. 1911. Lait végétal? [Vegetable milk?].
Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 21:140-41. March 24. [Fre]
• Summary: The milk of the soybean contains constituents
which correspond to those of cow’s milk: casein, fats, sugars,
and minerals. However, plant milk will never be the same as
artificial mother’s milk made by mixing one volume of cow’s
milk with one-half volume of lactose solution. Nonetheless
soymilk is an economical and highly nutritious food.
Since its introduction into the United States, production of
soybeans has expanded significantly. Address: Directeur de
la Station agronomique de l’Aisne.
2678. Ingle, Harry. 1911. Some notes on linseed and
other oils. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London)
30(6):344-45. March 31.
• Summary: “In the course of laboratory work examining
many thousands of samples of linseed and other oils the
writer has had occasion to determine the relationship
between the iodine value (Wijs), specific gravity and the
yield of hexabromides in oils of various origin.”
“In making ‘compound’ or ‘oil cake’ the crusher uses as
admixtures some materials which may contain a non drying
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oil, as in the case of a cake to which Rangoon rice meal or
bran had been added.”
“Soya beans, if added to the linseed, would reduce
the iodine value of the expressed oil. There are two chief
varieties of soya beans, a yellow and a greenish bean
yielding iodine values of 136 and 158 respectively. These
values are higher than those given in the text books.”
A discussion follows, in which soya bean oil and soya
beans are mentioned.
Note: The most popular procedure for determining
the iodine value of an oil or fat is known as the Wijs
(pronounced vis) method, developed by J.J.A. Wijs, a Dutch
chemist, in 1898. It consists in adding a solution of iodine
monochloride in glacial acetic acid and estimating the excess
of unused halogen by titration with sodium thiosulfate. This
method replaced one originally introduced by A.V. Hübl in
1884 for finding the Jodzahl. Address: D.Sc, Ph.D.
2679. Times (London). 1911. Wills and bequests. March 31.
p. 11, col. 2.
• Summary: “Mr. Francis Barnitt, of Woodside, Larkhill,
Worcester, a member of the firm of Lea and Perrins, sauce
manufacturers, who died on February 27, aged 77, left estate
valued at £118,401 gross, and net personalty [personal
property], £114,497. He bequeathed £250 to the Worcester
Infirmary, unless he had given such a sum in his lifetime.”
Address: [England].
2680. Bugby, William. 1911. Soy beans as human food.
Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review (Manchester,
England). March. p. 83-84 (Series 8, 63d year). Reprinted
from the Daily Post (Australia). [2 ref]
• Summary: “For some time past there has been a growing
demand for a substitute for animal food that should be at
once palatable, nutritious, and digestible, as well as easily
cooked and moderate in price. Such an article of diet is
furnished in the Soya, Soja, or Soy bean of China and
Japan...
“In an article on ‘A Vegetarian’s Experiences,’ in this
paper, some months ago, by the present writer, a very brief
account of this remarkable bean was given” accompanied
by a table showing the nutritional composition of two soy
bean samples compared with peas, lean beef, and fat mutton.
The soy beans are much higher in protein, containing 34.0 to
38.8%.
The soy bean “has greatly improved in quality and
flavor since its introduction to Australia; the beans produced
at the [Seventh-day Adventist] Sanitarium gardens at
Wahroonga, New South Wales, have also thinner skins, and
are consequently much more easily cooked.
“The present writer does not pretend to be a gardener,
but since his former article appeared, he himself has
succeeded in growing the Soy bean in Tasmania. Although
sown as late as October 24th, the beans survived a very

sudden and severe frost, just after they had appeared above
the ground. The plants are doing remarkably well, and are
now developing rapidly. They evidently find the Tasmanian
climate highly favorable to them. The beans thus sown came
originally from the Wahroonga Sanitarium in New South
Wales.
“The true economy, therefore–quite apart from the moral
advantage of a non-flesh diet–is to use the Soy bean itself
direct, as a perfect and superior substitute for flesh meat.
“As the writer is frequently asked how the Soy bean
should be cooked, the recipe is here given:–Take a large
breakfast cupful of Soy beans, place them in a basin, over
them pour enough boiling water to cover them, and leave
them to soak for one hour. Then boil gently for 2 hours. Like
other beans they require flavouring with salt, mint, celery
seed, mushroom ketchup, tomato sauce, or a slice of onion.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2005)
concerning soybeans in Tasmania or the cultivation of
soybeans in Tasmania.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2008) with the term “human food” in the title,
referring to soy beans. Address: Tasmania.
2681. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1911. Notes on crops. Agricultural
J. of the Union of South Africa 1(2):279. March. Plus 3
unnumbered pages of plates at end.
• Summary: The first crop discussed (p. 279) is “Soybeans
(Glycine hispida).” “Among the variety tests of Soybeans at
Skinners Court [Transvaal] one of the first to ripen has been
the Sakura breed. It was grown in a poor, thin, gravelly red
clay-loam as a rotation crop with maize. The seed was sown
5th October, 1910, and the crop harvested 20th January,
1911. Germination was only medium, and the crop harvested
was in consequence poor, only 28 lb. being harvested from
one-twentieth of an acre, or 560 lb. per acre... The Southern
Soybean, again, gave the best germination and made the best
growth, and though decidedly later in maturing it promises to
ripen in ample time.”
Photos show [p. 281-83]: (1) A field of soy beans,
showing the relative sizes of Sakura and Southern varieties.
(2) A man standing in a field of Southern soy beans. (3)
A Sakura variety soy bean plant with pods and roots.
(4) Leaves and flowers of a Sakura variety soy bean
plant. Address: F.L.S., Govt. Agrostologist and Botanist
(Transvaal).
2682. Kida, Y. 1911. Influence of rice bran upon the manurial
value of phosphoric acid contained in oil cakes. J. of the
College of Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University 1(3):36779. March. [4 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Oilcakes, especially soy bean cake, are widely
used as vegetable manures in Japan. They are used mainly as
a source of nitrogen fertilizer, however they are also a good
source of phosphorus in the form of phosphoric acid. Animal
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sources of phosphoric acid (such as sardine, herring, fish
bones, and steamed bone meal) have been shown to be better
fertilizers than vegetable sources (such as rice bran, rape
seed cake, sesame cake, and soy bean cake). Table 1 shows
the manurial value of each of these animal and vegetable
sources relative to the control, double superphosphate “So
it seems quite desirable to enhance the manurial value of
phosphoric acid in vegetable manures; especially in oil
cakes, as they are very largely used.
According to the analysis of S. Tsuda (1909) “the
phosphoric acids contained in oil cakes are chiefly in three
forms: lecithin, nuclein and phytin, of which the last contains
the largest portion of phosphoric acid (P2O2). Table 2 shows
the amount of phosphoric acid in 100 parts dry matter in
soy bean cake and rape seed cake of: (a) Total phosphoric
acid. (b) Phosphoric acid in lecithin. (c) Phosphoric acid
in nuclein. (d) Phosphoric acid in phytin. Soy bean cake
contains 0.114% of phosphoric acid as lecithin.
“Prof. K. Aso and T. Yoshida concluded from their
experiments that the manurial value of lecithin is much
higher than that of nuclein and [sic, or] phytin, and the
inferior value of vegetable phosphoric acid as compared with
animal is accordingly well recognized.
“This brief recapitulation shows the desirability of
increasing the availability of phytin as a first step towards
greater utilization of vegetable phosphoric acid for manurial
purposes. Prof. U. Suzuki and K. Yoshimura found that
an enzyme called phytase which splits phytin with the
production of a soluble inorganic phosphoric compound and
inosit, which is widely distributed in plants.
“As oil cakes are exposed to a high temperature to
facilitate the separation of oil, either by steaming or by some
other method, the activity of the contained phytase seems
to be greatly reduced, and it is therefore of some interest to
investigate [how] the manuring value of the phosphoric acid
of oil cakes can be enhanced by mixing rice bran which is
known to contain much active phytin splitting enzyme. It
was with this object in view that the following experiments
were made under the direction of Prof. K. Asô.
Summary:
“I. The existence of phytase both in rape seed cake and
soy bean cake is certain, but its action in each case is very
small.
“II. Rice bran acts in such a way as to transform the
organic phosphoric compounds of the latter to simple
inorganic soluble ones, when mixed under suitable
conditions; thus enhancing the manurial value of the
phosphoric acid of the pressed cake.
“III. The above result can be obtained not only in the
pressed cakes freed from fatty matters, but also in the raw
state.” Address: College of Agriculture, Tokyo, Japan.
2683. Mitsuda, Ryuichi. 1911. Notes on yeasts of “shoyu”-mash [moromi]. J. of the College of Agriculture, Tokyo

Imperial University 1(3):345-56. March. German summary
in Zentralblatt fuer Bakteriologie, Series II. 37:289 (1913).
[2 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This is the third Japanese investigation on the
yeasts in shoyu mash (moromi). “Three samples were used
for the purposes of isolation, one from Noda, one from
Tatsuno, and the other from Handa. Eight different varieties
of yeast, 3 bacilli and 3 mould fungi were obtained from
them.” Among these was a red yeast and two film-forming
yeasts. The first yeast variety discovered by the author
“ferments sucrose, raffinose, dextrose, etc. but not lactose
etc. (Cf. Table 2).”
The author believes that the five varieties of yeast
he describes are different from the Saccharomyces Soja
discovered by Saito, since they ferment “Sucrose and
raffinose, while his does not ferment either” (p. 351).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020) that
mentions “raffinose” (or “raffinoses”) in connection with
enzymes in soybeans. Address: Japan.
2684. Quintus Bosz, J.E. 1911. De samenstelling van
Indische voedingsmiddelen [The composition of Indonesian
foods]. Bulletin van het Kolonial Museum te Haarlem No.
46. 261 p. March. Also published in Amsterdam by J.H. de
Bussy as a book. [8 ref. Dut]
• Summary: The nutritional composition and the source of
information is given in a table for the following: Soybean
seeds (p. 74-77). Soybean oil (sojaboonen-olie) (p. 7677). Soybean flour or meal (p. 154-55). Soybean biscuit
(Beschuit, 170-71). Japanese soy sauce and soybean tempeh
(Japansche soja, Tempé kedeleh p. 242-43). Indonesian
soy sauce (Ketjap, Bataviasche soja p. 244-45). Firm tofu
(Tao-koan, 79.8% water. p. 244-45). Address: Dr., naar
onderzoekingen in het Laboratorium van het Koloniaal
Museum verricht onder leiding van Dr. M. Greshoff.
2685. Takahashi, Teizô; Yamamoto, T. 1911. Seishu tane
kôji-chû no kôji-kin to shôyu mata wa tamari kôji-chû no
kôji-kin to no hikaku kenkyû [Comparison of Aspergillus
oryzae in various koji of sake, shoyu, and tamari]. Jozo
Shikensho Hokoku (Report of the Brewing Experiment
Station) No. 37. p. 369-90. March. [Jap]
Address: 1. Jozo Shikensho, Shokutaku Nôgaku Hakase; 2.
Ditto, Gisho.
2686. Tropical Life (England). 1911. [Soya beans used to
make synthetic rubber (Abstract)]. 7(3):42. March. [1 ref]
• Summary: In early March London newspapers reported
that a German patent had been secured for the manufacture
of a product to take the place of rubber, from the Soya bean
(Goessel and Sauer 1909. German Patent No. 228,887,
issued 25 Nov. 1910).
2687. Wiancko, Alfred T.; Cromer, Clinton O. 1911.
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Summary of five years results of cooperative tests of
varieties of corn, wheat, oats, soy beans and cow peas, 19061910. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 149. 23 p. March. See p. 16-20.
• Summary: The section titled “Results of soy bean variety
tests” (p. 16-20) is summarized in two similar tables. (1)
“Summary of soybean variety tests, 1906-1910, northern
Indiana.” The varieties grown are Ito San, Early Brown,
Hollybrook, and Dwarf Early Yellow. For each is given, each
year, the yield per acre of hay (in lb) and grain (in bushels).
The highest one-year yield of grain was 24.2 bu/acre by
Hollybrook in 1906 and 1907. The highest average yield of
grain over the 5 years was 19.5 bu/acre by Hollybrook.
(2) “Summary of soybean variety tests, 1906-1910,
southern Indiana.” The varieties grown are Ito San, Early
Brown, Hollybrook, and Medium Early Yellow (also called
Mammoth). The highest one-year yield of grain was 16.6 bu/
acre by Hollybrook in 1907. The highest average yield of
grain over the 5 years was 13.7 bu/acre by Ito San.
There follows a detailed description of each variety.
Concerning “Medium Early Yellow–This variety is
misnamed in so far as its being medium early is concerned,
especially with reference to Indiana. For Indiana conditions
it must be classed as late. The name ‘Mammoth’ has also
been applied to it, but its real identity is still doubtful. It is
a tall growing, quite branching variety with relatively fine
stems.” Address: 1. B.S.A., Chief soils and crops; 2. B.S.,
Asst. in crops. Both: Indiana.
2688. San Francisco Chronicle. 1911. Doctors rally to check
plague: Medical conference to investigate the dread disease
to begin in Moukden today. April 3. p. 3.
• Summary: “Peking, April 2.–The Chinese have made
elaborate preparations for the international medical
conference to begin at Moukden [Mukden] tomorrow to
investigate the plague.”
“Reports from the famine district say that many
missionaries are engaged in special efforts to save the
children from starvation. They have established orphanages,
and have been gathering together deserted children and those
who have lost their parents.
“The distributing centers are unable to supply sufficient
rice for food, but are giving out [soy] bean cakes, generally
used as a fertilizer and to feed the cattle. Famine fever is
raging and it is said that the famine is worse than in 1906.”
2689. San Francisco Chronicle. 1911. Grain, produce and
the local markets. April 4. p. 16.
• Summary: The section titled “Oils and lead” begins:
“A decline of 3 cents per gallon is reported in the price of
Linseed Oil. One of the larger manufacturers has brought to
the notice of the trade the fact that the adulteration of this
staple article would appear to be going on. In a circular, in
part as follows, they say:

“Do you know that it is possible to adulterate Linseed
Oil to the extent of 20 per cent with Soya Bean Oil and
that the best chemists are unable to detect it? It is a fact.
Importations of Soya Bean Oil into San Francisco are
reported as follows: Quarter ending March, 1910, none;
quarter ending June, 1910, none; quarter ending September,
1910, 271,123 pounds; quarter ending December, 1910,
307,127 pounds. Have you paid Linseed Oil prices for Soya
Bean Oil? Linseed oil is a staple article of a fixed value. If
you are offered Linseed Oil at prices under those published
in the daily papers, beware. You cannot afford to handle
doped oil. Your only guarantee that the oil you sell is pure is
to buy only from reputable jobbers and insist that your oil is
in original packages of a responsible manufacturer.”
2690. San Francisco Chronicle. 1911. Grain, produce and
local markets. April 4. p. 16.
• Summary: The section titled “Oils and lead” states: “A
decline of 3 cents per gallon is reported in the price of
Linseed Oil. One of the larger manufacturers has brought to
the notice of the trade the fact that adulteration of this staple
article would appear to be going on. Ina circular, in part as
follows, they say:
“Do you know that it is possible to adulterate Linseed
Oil to the extent of 20 per cent with Soya Bean Oil and
that the best chemists are unable to detect it. It’s a fact.
Importations of Soya Bean Oil into San Francisco are
reported as follows: Quarter ending March, 1910, none;
quarter ending June, 1910, none; quarter ending September,
1910, 271,125 pounds; quarter ending December, 1910,
307,127 pounds. Have you paid Linseed Oil prices for
Soya Bean Oil? Linseed Oil is a staple article of a fixed
value. If you are offered Linseed Oil at prices under those
published in the daily papers, beware. You cannot afford to
handle doped oil. Your only absolute guarantee that the oil
you sell is pure is to buy only from reputable jobbers and
insist that your Oil is in original packages of a responsible
manufacturer.”
2691. Daily Colonist (Victoria, BC, Canada). 1911. On the
waterfront: Panama Maru from Far East. Osaka Shosen
Kaisha liner reached the outer wharf yesterday from
Yokohama and other Oriental ports. 103(412):14. April 6.
• Summary: “The steamer Panama Maru of the O.S.K. line
reached the outer wharf yesterday after a fair passage from
Yokohama with 31 passengers and a good cargo including
444 bales of silk worth a quarter of a million dollars. In the
cargo for Victoria was a shipment of 500 tubs of soya bean
oil, the product of the soya bean grown in Manchuria in
which a profitable trade has been worked up during the past
few years, 450 bags of peanuts, 251 cases of rattan furniture,
150 mats of rice, 140 tubs of sake,... 100 tubs of soy [sauce]
and some general merchandise.”
There is a famine in the interior of China. A new
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Japanese tariff, which goes into effect July 1st, has caused a
rush of shipments to ports in that country.
2692. Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). 1911.
Agricultural affairs. April 8. p. 12.
• Summary: “The soya bean boom still continues. A
London paper has a communication from a correspondent
in Manchuria, who says: ‘You cannot open a newspaper in
the Far East without your eye falling on the words “soya
bean.” People now come from England and other distant
countries to get supplies of the beans at the season of their
collection, and the leading banks of both Russia and Japan
have established branches in Manchuria for the sole purpose
of financing soya bean operations. One bean mill after
another is erected, and for freight alone to Europe many
thousands of pounds are sent annually. The history of the rise
of this particular industry is without doubt a title to fame for
the enterprising spirit of the Japanese banking houses [sic,
house; actually zaibatsu], Mitsui and Co.’”
2693. Grey River Argus (West Coast, New Zealand). 1911.
The way of the case. April 10. p. 2.
• Summary: “Mainly as a result of a large demand for
disinfectants for plague stricken Manchuria, the price of
carbolic acid has been advanced 50 per cent. The export of
soya beans has also been seriously affected by the pestilence,
and this means higher prices for soya oil, and also for linseed
and other oils, which will have to take the place of soya oil.”
2694. Times (London). 1911. The soya bean. Its commercial
value as a cattle food. April 10. p. 18, col. 2.
• Summary: “Within the last two or three years, the
import of the soya bean... into this country has risen from
a negligible quantity to one of considerable importance.
\”A full description of the bean’s properties was given in
The Times special Japan number, July 19, 1910, but it may
be useful to recall that it has been cultivated for centuries
in Manchuria for its oil, for its use in making bean-cake,
for its fertilizing properties, and as a food. The trade is
carried on chiefly through the three ports of Dalny (Dairen),
Vladivostok, and Hankau, and the seeds are classified as
grades 1, 2, 3, according to the port, in the order named.
Recently, a factory for the manufacture of soya biscuits has
been established at Hull, while in Paris soya bread is used
in the treatment of persons suffering from diabetics. In other
parts of the Continent also the bean’s merits are well known.
In Copenhagen, Denmark, it is expected that there will be
required, annually some 30,000 tons of bean [sic, beans] for
one large factory.
“Feeeding of milch cows: Swedish investigations prove
the suitability of the bean-cake as a very satisfactory food
for milch cows. Similar experiments have also been made in
England at the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, and
at Newton Rigg Farm College to test comparative values of

soya bean-cake and cotton-cake, the cost of the former being
£6 10 shillings per ton and of the latter £7 10 shillings. The
yield was almost the same, but the butter from the soya bean
fed cows was somewhat inferior in flavour. Experiments for
testing milk supply and &c., were made in 1910 at the farm
of Midland Agricultural and Dairy College, Kingston-on
Sea.”
2695. Goessel, Fritz; Sauer, Arthur. 1911. Caoutchouc
artificiel extrait de l’huile concentrée de soya et procédé
pour sa fabrication [Process for preparing a rubber substitute
from soya-bean oil]. French Patent 430,183. April 11. 3
p. Application filed 11 April 1911. Under International
Convention 12 April 1910. [Fre]
• Summary: In this patent, soya oil is called huile de soya
and soybeans are called pois de Chine, pois de Japon, etc.
Note: This is the second earliest patent seen for industrial
uses of soy oil, describing the preparation of a rubber
substitute from soya-bean oil by 5 different processes: 1. By
treatment of the oil with nitric acid of specific gravity 1.14
to 1.40, as previously described in German Patent 228,887
of 10 June 1909. 2. By heating 40 parts of soya-bean oil with
7-12 parts of sulphur at 150º-190ºC. 3. By mixing 40 parts of
soya-bean oil, with 8-14 parts of sulphur chloride, preferably
diluted with benzene, heat being applied to start the reaction,
and the mixture cooled to moderate it when necessary. 4.
By heating the oil for some time to a temperature above its
boiling point, or by partially polymerizing the oil in this way,
and subsequently heating it with sulphur. 5. For use in the
manufacture of linoleum, by blowing heated air through it,
the usual additions being made. Address: Germany.
2696. Sauer, Arthur; Goessel, Fritz. 1911. Artificial India
rubber, and an improved process of producing it from soya
oil. British Patent 9,045. Date of application: 11 April 1911.
3 p. Complete specification not accepted. Date claimed under
Patents and Designs Act, 1907, being date of first foreign
application (in Germany), 12 April 1910. See German Patent
228,887.
• Summary: “This invention relates to an improved artificial
india rubber, and process of producing it from soya oil (e.g.
oil expressed from the soya or soya bean grown in China,
Japan, and other countries) and also other oils and fats
having similar qualities.”
Four examples are given, each of which is a formula for
making artificial India rubber using soya oil.
Although this invention was never patented in Britain,
it was patented in Germany. Address: 1. PhD, Zwingenberg,
Hessen; 2. PhD, Stockheim, Oberhessen, Both: German
Empire.
2697. Caldwell, John K. 1911. Manchurian bean trade
stopped. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
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14(85):170. April 12.
• Summary: “On account of the rigid quarantine and
inspection maintained in this district to prevent further
spread of the plague, the traffic in [soya] beans is practically
at a standstill. Although there is no restriction as to the
exportation of beans, the inspection of persons entering
railway stations in the interior is so stringent that the Chinese
farmers and carters are bringing no beans to the railway.
Consequently the stock at interior points has become so
depleted that two trains have been taken off for lack of
freight.
“What beans there are at Dalny command such high
prices that the foreign firms, who are the largest exporters,
refuse to buy. The price continues to rise every day, but it
is believed that the beans must come in soon, because the
farmers must have money to put in new crops, and in some
parts the hauling must be done before the roads thaw in the
spring.” Address: Vice Consul, Dalny, Manchuria.
2698. Magelssen, William C. 1911. Soya-bean culture in
Ceylon. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
14(85):169. April 12.
• Summary: “The soya bean, which has come into
prominence recently owing to its commercial value, has
now been successfully experimented with in the island of
Ceylon. The Agricultural Society secured a large quantity
of seed some years ago from the Far East, and experiments
were carried out at the botanic gardens at Peradeniya, but
the cultivation proved a failure. The secretary of the Ceylon
Agricultural Society has now succeeded, however, in
turning out a large crop in the Government stock gardens in
Colombo, producing two varieties, the Japan (white seed)
and the Java (black seed), and seed will shortly be available
for distribution.
“It is expected that the cultivation of the soya bean
will be taken up largely in Ceylon, for besides its value as
an article of food it can be exported to the European and
American markets.” Address: Consul, Colombo.
2699. Times (London). 1911. The soya bean. Letter from
Hull Oil Manufacturing Co. April 13. p. 18, col. 3.
• Summary: “We have received a letter, dated April 10th,
from the managing director of the Hull Oil Manufacturing
Company (Limited), from which we take the following:–’In
the article on the soya bean in your Finance Commerce
and Shipping Supplement of this morning we notice you
state that a factory for the manufacture of soya biscuits
has been established at Hull. We think your correspondent
must have been slightly misinformed on this point. Soya
biscuits are being manufactured by one of the leading
biscuit manufacturers in the United Kingdom but so far
as we know they are not being manufactured in Hull. The
misapprehension has probably arisen through the fact that we

in Hull are the manufacturers of the soya flour which is, or
has been, used in the manufacture of biscuits. Immediately
the soya beans were introduced into England we appreciated
the great value of soya as a human food if it could only be
placed on the market in the correct form.’”
2700. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. No. 3. of the
“Agricultural Ledger” for 1911 is by Mr. David Hooper...
78(15):550. April 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: “... F.I.C., F.C.S., and deals with Glycine
hispida (soya bean) in India. The cultivation, various races,
and composition of the seeds are gone through thoroughly.”
2701. Takeuchi, T. 1911. Eine technische Anwendung der
Urease [A technical application of urease]. Chemiker-Zeitung
35(45):408. April 15. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Urease does not act on uric acid, guanidine,
arginine, creatine, or allantoin. Footnote 1. cites an early
paper by Dr. Takeuchi: “Journal, College of Agriculture,
Tokyo, 1909, Vol. 1.” Address: Prof., Japan.
2702. Sauer, Arthur. Assignor to Deutsche Milchwerke.
1911. A method of producing albumen from Japanese soja.
British Patent 9,478. Date of application: 18 April 1911. 2 p.
Accepted 11 May 1911. Under International Convention, 18
April 1910.
• Summary: The finely ground soya is lixiviated several
times with warm water and the milky extract, after separation
by filtration and pressure, is coagulated by addition of
suitable acids (lactic acid, sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid,
acetic acid, etc.) or salts (magnesium chloride, or magnesium
sulfate), or spontaneously by the action of enzymes extracted
from the soya. The coagulated precipitate is dried and freed
from fat or oil by extraction with a suitable solvent, the
albumin being left as a white powder. When the product
is to be administered to women to promote lactation, it is
important that the enzymes present in the soya should not
be destroyed, and no part of the process is carried out above
65º-70ºC. Higher temperatures may be employed when the
product is to serve only as a normal food.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2021)
concerning isolated soy proteins (other than simply isolation
as part of nutritional research) for food use.
Note 2. A search of the index of names of applicants
for British Patents for the years 1910 and 1911 shows one
application by A. Sauer in 1910 (Artificial India rubber, No.
1,331) and 5 applications by A. Sauer in 1911, but none of
them match this patent number or description. However there
is a note to see “Deutsche Milchwerke.”
Note 3. Webster’s Dictionary defines lixiviate (derived
from the Latin lye and first used in 1758) as “to extract a
soluble constituent from (a solid mixture) by washing or
percolation.” Address: PhD, Zwingenberg, Hessen, German
Empire.
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2703. Moira, -. 1911. Royal Agricultural Society: Record
success of the Easter show. Sydney Mail (Australia). April
19. p. 4-5.
• Summary: “The prosperity of the country has been
reflected in the Sydney Royal Show.”
The section titled “Government farm exhibits” states:
“The principal exhibits in maize have come from the Grafton
Experimental Farm... Alongside the maize is an exhibit of
leguminous crops, the principal shown being Florida Velvet
bean, Cow peas, and Soy beans. The growth of these crops
has been found to vastly improve land for maize and potato
growing, as well as for fodder crops for dairy cattle, these
being the principal industries of the Clarence.”
2704. Morse, W.J. 1911. Re: Soybean varieties for Mr.
Howard Newport. Letter to Mr. R.A. Young [USDA], April
19. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Young: Regarding your
memorandum of April 14 concerning soy bean varieties for
Mr. Howard Newport, I would say that we have none of the
Hankow or Riceland varieties. We have, however, varieties
identical to these except for the color of the seed. We can
send six ounces each of three or four such varieties in place
of those Mr. Newport mentions. Very truly yours,...”
Note: Handwritten by Morse at the lower left of the
Memo are: “17278–Hollybrook. 17852B Peking. 23232
Barchet. 30205 Mammoth.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Scientific Assistant, Seed
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
2705. Li, Yu-ying. 1911. Charcuterie de soja [Cold cuts and
meatlike products from soya]. French Patent 428,718. 2 p.
Application filed 20 April 1911. Granted 6 Sept. 1911. [Fre]
• Summary: A very interesting, innovative, and important
French patent.
“This invention concerns the products of the porkbutcher’s shop (charcuterie) such as fresh sausages
(saucesses), pâtés, etc. to which are added a soy-based
product (un produit à base de soja) (pois chinois). The
preparation of these products of the pork-butcher’s shop
involves the use of tofu (obtained by the coagulation of
soymilk) fromage de soja (obtenu par la coagulation du lait
de soja) to replace ordinary meats in part or in totality, tofu
being a sort of vegetal meat (le fromage de soja constituant
une sorte de viande végétale).
Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document

seen (April 2013) that uses the term une sorte de viande
végétale to refer to tofu.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2014) in
the Western world concerning soy-based meat alternatives or
a soy-based meatless sausage.
The author then discusses how to cook tofu and use it in
to make fresh sausages (les saucisses), large dry sausages or
salami, (saucissons), pâtés, etc. Aromatics (aromates) which
can be used for seasoning are soy sauce, salt, pepper, and the
oil and juice of onions.
Likewise, tofu can be mixed with ordinary meat to
obtain charcuterie products.
Note 3. This is the 2nd earliest French-language
document seen (Nov. 2014) that mentions a meat alternative,
which it calls Charcuterie de soja, viande végétale (vegetal
meat), les saucisses (fresh sausages), etc. Address: Resident
of France (Seine).
2706. Li, Yu-ying. 1911. Chocolat de soja [Soy chocolate].
French Patent 428,719. 2 p. Application filed 20 April 1911.
Accepted 6 Sept. 1911. [Fre]
• Summary: The object of this invention is the manufacture
of chocolate based on soya (la fabrication de chocolat à
base de soja (pois chinois)) either in the form of a liquid or a
solid. Soya beans are roasted either alone or in the presence
of cacao beans, and then ground to a powder, or roasted soya
beans are moistened and exposed to the vapors arising from
cacao beans while the latter are being roasted. Decorticated
soya beans may also be mixed with cacao butter, then
roasted, and ground to a powder. Address: Resident of
France (Seine-et-Oise).
2707. Wall Street Journal. 1911. Soya-bean cakes in
Denmark. April 21. p. 7.
• Summary: “The consumption of soya-bean cakes in
Denmark during 1910 is estimated at 150,000 tons. It is said
in Denmark that soya-bean cakes, besides being cheaper than
the cotton-seed product, are generally marketed in better
condition and have a neater appearance. Danish importers
complain that cottonseed cakes are not always sufficiently
free of hulls and lint, and that they often arrive in broken and
damaged condition.”
2708. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1911.
The soya bean. April 22. p. 2.
• Summary: “Will the soya bean ‘boom’ extend to Victoria?
[Australia], asks the Age [an Australian periodical]. Present
indications are that it will. In the meantime the bean is here
[in New Zealand], if not the ‘boom,’ and the plant is thriving
remarkably well. Last year the Department of Agriculture
obtained four tons of the seed from Shanghai, and planted
some on its experimental plot at Cheltenham, where the
bean attained a height of five feet on sandy soil, one variety
yielding 13 tons and another 12 tons to the acre.”
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Note: Cheltenham is located just southeast of North
Shore City, in the Auckland region of New Zealand’s North
Island.”
“On different soil at Ballarat [a city in central Victoria,
Australia] an even more vigorous growth is shown. Mr.
J.M.B. Connor, Superintendent of Agriculture, said recently
that he considered the plant greatly benefited the soil by
the nitrogen which the nodules extracted from the air. The
uses of the soya bean are manifold. A Chinese in Victoria
was handed a parcel of the beans to convert them into
merchantable goods. He made them into bottled preparations
known as soya milk, soya currants, soya cheese [tofu], straws
for making soup and soya curd, which the Japanese use as a
cure for sciatica.
Note. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soya cheese” to refer
to tofu. This is also the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soya curd” however it
is not clear to what it refers.
“In Manchuria it is primarily utilised for its oil extract
and the manufacture of cake. The London Times reports that
soya beans are now one of the principal imports of Hull, and
are likely to seriously affect the importation of cotton seed.
Their value is widely recognised by soap makers. The first
commercial crop was sent to Europe [from Manchuria] in
1906, and the requirements from Manchuria for the coming
season are estimated at 1,000,000 tons, worth £6,500,000.
That Victorian farmers are alive to the possibilities of the
soya bean is shown by the fact that Mr. Connor disposed of
two tons and a half of the seed in small lots in one day.”
Note: The meaning of “soya currants” and of “straws for
making soup” is unclear.
2709. Bontoux, Emile. 1911. Le Soja et ses dérivés
[The soybean and its products]. Matieres Grasses (Les)
(Paris) 4(36):2195-99. April 25; 4(37):2239-43. May 25;
4(39):2326-29. July 25; 4(40):2364-66. Aug. 25; 4(41):240507. Sept. 25. [48 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents. Introduction. The plant: origin and
history, species and varieties, culture, and production: USA,
Japan, Manchuria, France, England, China, Korea, Indochina
(it is cultivated for the needs of the population in Cochin
China {especially in the provinces of Chaudoc and Baria},
Annam, Tonkin, Cambodia), Formosa, Java, India, Africa.
The soybean–a food plant: The plant, the seed, large table
showing many analyses from many countries of the chemical
composition of many soybean seed varieties.
Introduction to food products made from soybeans in
East Asia. Shoyu [soy sauce] (and koji). Miso. Natto (from
Japan). Le Tao-yu (a Chinese condiment also widely used
in Japan. It is a thick, clear liquid [sometimes] made from
black-seeded soybeans) Tao-tjiung (doujiang, from China).
Tuong (from Annam). Tofu. Li Yu-ying. Table showing
composition of powdered soymilk, fresh tofu, and soy flour.

The soybean–an oilseed plant. The soybean as an
oilseed in the Far East. Table showing exports of soybean
cake and oil from various Manchurian and Chinese ports in
1908 and 1909. The soybean as an oilseed in Europe and
the United States. Table showing imports of soybeans to
various British ports in 1909 and 1910 (the leading port by
far is Hull, followed in 1909 by Liverpool, London, Bristol
Channel, Scotland, and Other ports {Rochester, etc.}). Table
showing exports of soy oil from Great Britain in 1910: To
Germany, Austria, Australia, USA, Belgium, Denmark,
Egypt, France, Holland, Italy, the Indies (Indes), Norway,
Russia, Sweden, other, total (115,372 barrels, each weighing
175 kg). Discussion of soy oil and cake in most of the above
countries.
Trade in soybean seeds: Mitsui Bussan, Manchuria,
England, China, Japan. Soybean cake.
Soy oil: Physical and chemical properties. Applications
and uses as food and in industry: Margarine, for illumination,
soaps, as a drying oil, paints and varnishes, linoleum,
artificial rubber. An extensive bibliography is at the end of
the last article in the series.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Cambodia. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation
of soybeans in Cambodia (April 1911). Earlier documents
imply that soybeans were being cultivated in Cambodia by
1900, and it is highly likely that they were being cultivated
for at least a century before that time. Address: Ingénieurchimiste E.C.I.L., France.
2710. Morse, W.J. 1911. Re: Substituting soy bean varieties
for the Hollybrook and Mammoth. Letter to Mr. R.A. Young
[USDA], April 25. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Young: Referring to the attached
letter, I am substituting the six following varieties of soy
beans for the Hollybrook and Mammoth:
“No. 17278–Hollybrook. No. 23232–Barchet. No.
25118–Black. No. 25135–Green. No. 25438–Green.
“No. 24675–Black.
“We have sent seed of these varieties to places in the
same latitude as the Maltese Islands and have received very
good reports. This seed was put up by me yesterday morning
and given to Mr. Knight.
“Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Scientific Assistant, ForageCrop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
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2711. Heingartner, Alexander. 1911. Soya-bean culture in the
Caucasus. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
14(97):393. April 26.
• Summary: “The first crop of soya beans grown in the
Caucasus has been sold to Hamburg. The amount to be
shipped is 500 tons, and the price at Batum [Batumi] is
1.10 rubles per pood, or $35.12 per metric ton. Freight to
Hamburg is 13s. ($3.16) per ton.
“At this price the cultivation of the soya bean is very
remunerative to the farmers, and it is estimated that this
year’s crop for export, judging by the quantity of seed beans
retained for planting, will amount to 16,000 tons.
“For full steamer shipments to England and Germany
the freight would be about 10s. ($2.43) per ton, against $7.05
from Dalny, Manchuria. This difference in freight charges
and the quicker delivery to Continental ports will give to
growers in the Caucasus a great advantage.
“If the present demand continues, it is expected that in a
very few years the production of soya beans in the Caucasus
will assume very large proportions.”
Note 1. Batum [now Batumi, Bat’umi] is a seaside
city, large port and commercial center at the east end of the
Black Sea, 4 miles north of the mouth of the Choruk River.
Long the possession of Persia and Turkey (it was the last
Turkish port on the Black Sea), it was acquired by Russia
in 1878, then occupied by the British in 1918. As of 2008
it is the capital of the Autonomous Republic of Adjara in
the southwest Georgian S.S.R. Batumi lies at the northern
periphery of a humid subtropical zone, and has the highest
rainfall in both Georgia and the entire Caucasus region. The
nearest point in the nearest neighboring country, Turkey, is
only about 12 miles away, to the southwest.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Feb.
2008) concerning or the cultivation of soybeans in the
Republic of Georgia. This document contains the 2nd earliest
date seen for soybeans in the Republic of Georgia, or the
cultivation of soybeans in the Republic of Georgia (1911).
The source of these soybeans is unknown. Yet just because
these soybeans were sold at Batumi in Georgia, we cannot be
sure that they were actually grown in Georgia, though we are
told that they were grown in the Caucasus, which does not
include Turkey.
Note 3. This is the 3rd earliest document seen (May
2008) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Central Asia
(Republic of Georgia). Address: Consul, Batum [Batumi,
Bat’umi], Russia.
2712. Horne, H.; Sly, E.A.H. 1911. Effect of plague on the
Manchurian bean trade. Board of Trade Journal (London)
73:185-86. April 27.
• Summary: “The British Acting-Consul at Dairen (Mr. H.
Horne) states that probably no great influence will be felt
during the present season. So far as can be ascertained, the

total export of beans and bean cake has been larger this year
than last, in spite of the adverse conditions, but the trade
has been practically limited to the ports of Japan and South
China, Europe taking some 7,000 tons only, as compared
with 228,000 tons during the corresponding period of last
season. The Harbin bean has been selling at 10s. per ton
cheaper than the Southern bean. This season’s large export to
Southern China has caused considerable surprise in view of
the high prices which have ruled throughout...
“It is in the coming season and possibly in the one
following that the real effect of the plague will be felt...
“The British Acting Consul at Harbin (Mr. E.A.H. Sly)
states that among the various reasons which have caused
the plague to interfere with the business in last year’s bean
crop may be mentioned the following:–(1) lack of carts
and coolies, (2) the danger of making monetary advances
to the Chinese owing to their liability to fall victims to the
plague, (3) the closure of the gates of certain cities, such
as Pinchou, Hulan, Shuangch’engp’u, T’aolaichao, and
Shih T’ou Ch’eng Tzu, all of which are bean centres, and
(4) the consequent difficulty of getting produce out of the
country. On the other hand, the shipments viâ Vladivostock
[Vladivostok] to Europe have, so far, exceeded those of the
corresponding period of last season...
“... the great bulk of the beans destined for Europe are
this year being shipped viâ Vladivostock, since Dairen is
apparently fully occupied with satisfying the demands of
Japan, South China and Formosa, the prices paid by these
places having been, on an average, 10 s. per ton higher than
those given on cargo shipped to Europe. The 1910 crop also
is considered to have exceeded that of the previous year.”
Address: 1. British Acting-Consul, Dairen; 2. British ActingConsul, Harbin.
2713. Mercury (The) (Hobart, Tasmania, Australia). 1911.
Business notices: The Tasmanian Mail (Ad). April 27. p. 1.
• Summary: Thursday, April 27. “Eight pages of
illustrations.” One section is titled “Sample of the soya bean”
[or perhaps this April 27 issue of the publication contains a
sample of a real soya bean!].
“Tasmania’s largest and best illustrated journal.”
This same ad appeared in the April 28 issue (p. 1) and
the May 1 issue (p. 1) of The Mercury.
2714. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. Soya-beans in
Ceylon. 78(17):595. April 29. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The cultivation of the soya-bean in Ceylon
is mentioned in a brief report sent by the American Consul
at Colombo. He says: ‘The soya- bean, which has come
into prominence recently owing to its commercial value,
has now been successfully experimented with in Ceylon.
The Agricultural Society secured a large quantity of seed
some years ago from the Far East, and experiments were
carried out at Peradeniya, but the cultivation proved a
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failure. The Secretary of the Ceylon Agricultural Society
has now succeeded, however, in turning out a large crop
in the Government stock gardens in Colombo, producing
two varieties, the Japan (white seed) and the Java (black
seed), and seed will shortly be available for distribution.
It is expected that the cultivation of the soya-bean will be
taken up largely in Ceylon, for, besides its value as an article
of food, it can be exported to the European and American
markets.”
2715. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London). 1911.
Factory for the manufacture of alimentary products from
soya beans in Marseilles. 30(8):505. April 29.
• Summary: The London and China Telegraph states that
a factory has been established at Marseilles, with a capital
of £80,000, for the manufacture of various alimentary
substances from the soya bean. The capital has been entirely
subscribed by Chinese, and the factory was established by
a Chinaman, and will employ Chinamen only. Address:
England.
2716. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1911.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from April 1 to
June 30, 1910. Nos. 27481 to 28324. No. 23. 88 p. April 29.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim.
“27498-27501. Grown at Arlington Experimental
Farm, Virginia, season of 1909. Numbered for convenience
in recording distribution, April 14, 1910. Seeds of the
following. Notes by Prof. C.V. Piper:
“27498. ‘Chromium green; late. Grown under temporary
number 0867, from seed found in cowpea No. 23307, from
Peking, China.’
“27499. ‘Straw yellow; very late. Grown under
temporary number 0869, from Mr. W.W. Williams, Ingang,
Fukien [Fujian], China.’
“27500. ‘Straw yellow; very late. Grown under
temporary number 0888, from Rev. J.M.W. Farnham,
Shanghai, China.’
“27501. ‘Olive yellow; very late. Grown under
temporary number 0889, from Rev. J.M.W. Farnham,
Shanghai, China.’”
“27531/27537. From San Giovannia Teduccio, near
Naples, Italy. Purchased from Messrs. Dammann & Co.
Received April 11, 1910. Seeds of the following:
“27535. Brown.”
“27553/27558. From Choon Chun, Korea. Presented by
Mr. J. Robert Moose. Received April 4, 1910. Seeds of the
following:
“27557. Yellow seeded.”
“27704/27713. From Hankow, China. Presented by Mr.
A. Sugden. Received April 14, 1910.
“27707. Yellow seeded.”
“28048/28058. From Manchuria. Procured by Mr.

Edward C. Parker, agriculturist, Bureau of Agriculture,
Industry and Commerce, Mukden, Manchuria. Received
June 2, 1910. Seeds of the following; descriptive notes by
Mr. Parker:
“28049. Large yellow. ‘White Eyebrow soy bean.
Chinese name, Paimei. A well-known and famous variety of
the soy bean grown over large areas on the alluvial bottom
lands of the Liao Ho River in Manchuria. This seed sample
came from valley lands near Kwangning, 42º north latitude,
where the variety has been commonly grown for several
centuries. Valuable in America as foundation stock for
selecting and breeding improved varieties of oil-producing
seeds.’
“28050. Small yellow. ‘Small, round soybean. Chinese
name, Chinyuan. This variety is grown in Manchuria as far
as 47º north latitude. This seed sample came from a district
northeast of Harbin, Manchuria, 46º north latitude. The beans
of this variety, grown in northern latitude, are highly prized
because of their heavy weight and large percent of oil. This
variety should be especially valuable to plant breeders in the
upper Mississippi Valley.’
“28051. Black. ‘Black curd bean. Chinese name, Heitou.
Commonly grown in central Manchuria. This seed sample
comes from Mukden, Manchuria, 42º north latitude. These
beans are principally used for the production of bean curd.
The beans are soaked, ground into coarse meal, and a filtrate
formed that is coagulated with salt. The coagulated mass
is pressed into a curd with stones. A meal made from these
beans is mixed with corn meal for baking cakes.’”
28052 is Adzuki bean (Phaseolus angularis (Willd)).
“Red bean. Chinese name, Hungchiangtou. Commonly
grown in Central Manchuria for human food.”
28053 is mung bean (Phaseolus radiatus, Lutou) and
28054 is hemp. The latter is grown in large quantities in
Manchuria for the production of fiber. Address: Washington,
DC.
2717. Hattori, H. 1911. Ueber die Brauchbarkeit japanische
Soja als Kulturmedium fuer die bakteriologischen
Untersuchungen [On the usefulness of Japanese shoyu as a
culture medium for bacteria]. Botanical Magazine (Tokyo)
25(291):97-103. [8 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The author refers to shoyu in German as
“Soja” and discusses one brand named Yamadju [Yamaju].
“Japanese shoyu was first used by Prof. Miyoshi of this
Institute as a liquid cultural medium for various molds.
He recommended a mixture of 20 parts shoyu, 25 parts
concentrated cooked onion juice, 5 parts raw sugar, and
5 parts distilled water.” Address: Botanisches Institut der
Kaiserl. Universitaet in Tokyo.
2718. Itie, G. 1911. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Paris: Augustin Challamel Editeur. 55
p. 25 cm. Series: Bibliothèque d’agriculture coloniale. [26
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ref. Fre]*
• Summary: This book is a compilation of Itie’s excellent
articles written in 1910 and 1911 and published in
Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du Jardin
Colonial). Address: Ingenieur d’Agriculture coloniale,
Professeur à l’École d’Agriculture de Mexico.
2719. Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi (J. of the Society of Chemical
Industry, Japan). 1911. Shiryô to shite no abura kasu-rui
[Oil-cakes as fodder]. 14:428-30. April. [Jap]
2720. Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. 1911. Descriptive
catalogue... Bulbs, plants seeds. 1911-12. Yokohama, Japan.
108 p. April. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this English-language catalog
is an illustration of two large Japanese flowers. In the section
on “Seeds” (p. 87+) is a subsection (p. 94) titled “Some
vegetable seeds.” The contents (incl. the entry for “soy
bean”) is identical to that in the 1910 catalog, except that
the price per 100 lbs. of soy beans has increased to $4.00.
Address: P.O. Box No. 72. 21-35 Nakamura, Yokohama,
Japan. Phone: 509.
2721. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1911. A
British hero. May 3. p. 8.
• Summary: “A tragic incident of the plague outbreak in
Manchuria was the death of Dr. A.F. Jackson, a young
missionary, who had not long previously left his home in
Cheshire. The first indication of the coming of the plague
was an announcement that sickness had appeared among a
trainload of coolies on their way to the Pekin district. The
coolies had been harvesting the soya bean in Manchuria, and
were returning to their homes when the trouble began. They
were not allowed to cross the border, and on January 15 the
terrified men, several hundreds in number, were placed under
the charge of Dr. Jackson by the Viceroy, a Manchu of the
modern school. Five Chinese inns were confiscated hurriedly
and used as segregation barracks,...”
Dr. Jackson treated the coolies selflessly, one by one, but
they died rapidly from the virulence of the disease. After the
number of deaths had reached 80, he himself fell victim. The
Viceroy gave a simple but beautiful speech at his burial.
2722. Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). 1911. Local
and general. May 4. p. 6.
• Summary: “Mr. Thoreau, of Fairview, Canterbury, has been
successful in cultivating the soya bean. Several other South
Canterbury farmers have tried to grow this bean, but were
unsuccessful, and it was generally considered (states the
Timaru Herald) that the climate here was not sufficiently hot
for it. Mr. Thoreau has proved the fallacy of this. Stock eat
the bean with great avidity, Mr. Thoreau says, preferring it to
other food. His crop matured well, and he is saving his own
seed for planting next season.”

2723. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1911.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from January 1
to March 31, 1910. Nos. 26471 to 27480. No. 22. 100 p. May
4.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim.
“26643-26646. From Mukden, Manchuria. Presented
by Mr. Nelson T. Johnson, American vice consul-general
in charge. Received January 21, 1910. Seeds of each of the
following; quoted notes by Mr. Johnson:
“26643. Black, very similar to Cloud, No. 16790. ‘Ho
tou or Hei tou (black bean) as they are known colloquially.
These beans are used solely as food for cattle and horses.’
“26644. Olive brown. ‘Mo shih tou or the Mo shih bean.
This bean is mostly used for cattle feed. They also sometimes
extract the oil and use it for hair tonic.’
“26645. Green, very similar to No. 20854. ‘Ch’ing
tou or green bean. This bean is used to make bean curd, an
article of food much prized by the Chinese; the sprout of this
bean is also much liked.’
“26646. Yellow, very similar to No. 17273. ‘Yüan tou or
Huang tou (yellow bean). This bean forms the staple crop of
Manchuria, and is eaten by the natives in many ways. Oil is
also extracted from them and the residuum forms the bean
cake of commerce which is used so extensively in Japan for
fertilizer.’”
“26839-26840. From Kalgarh, Midnapur [Midnapore],
India. Presented by Mr. A.L. Keenan. Received February 17,
1910. Seeds of the following:
“26839. Large black seeded.
“Small black seeded.”
“26857\26858. From Shanghai, China. Presented by
Rev. J.M.W. Farnham. Received January 31, 1910.
“26858. Yellow”
“27194/27198. From Shanghai, China. Presented by
J.M.W. Farnham. Received March 25, 1910.
“27196-27198.
“27196. Large yellow seeded.
“27197. Large green seeded.
“27198. Black seeded.” Address: Washington, DC.
2724. Neue Hamburger Zeitung (Hamburg, Germany). 1911.
Die neue deutsch-schwedische Handelsvertrag [The new
German-Swedish trade agreement]. May 5. p. 5, cols. 1-3.
Vol. 16, no. 210. Evening ed. [Ger]
• Summary: Column 3: From Germany the following may
be imported free of tariff into Sweden: Lithograph stones,
writing tables, etc., and batches of synthetic asphalt with
mineral oil. While rye, wheat, barley, peas and beans,
suitable for human consumption, have to pay a toll of 3.70
Kr. per 100 kg., whereas oats, vetch, soybeans, and other
beans and peas not suited for human consumption, enter free
of any tariff.
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Note: This suggests that by May 1911 Germany was
exporting soybeans to Sweden.
2725. Nishimura, Torazô. 1911. Tamari miso sonota miso
no kôbo kinrui ni kansuru kenkyû [Studies on the yeasts
of tamari miso and other misos]. Nogaku Kaiho (J. of the
Scientific Agricultural Society, Japan) No. 106. p. 21-50.
May 5; No. 107. p. 8-48. June 6; No. 108. p. 20-40. July 5.
[Jap]
2726. Oettinger, C.; Buchta, F. 1911. Ueber das
Sojabohnenoel [On soybean oil]. Zeitschrift fuer Angewandte
Chemie 24(18):828-29. May 5. (Chem. Abst. 5:2573).
Summarized in Chemisches Central-Blatt 15(1):1889-90. [10
ref. Ger]
• Summary: One table gives the following values for refined
(feinst), common (gemein), and crude (roh) soya bean oil. We
give here only the values for common: Specific gravity (Spez.
Gewicht) at 15ºC: 0.9246 to 0.9247. Acid value (Säurezahl):
0.41 to 0.32. Saponification value (Verseifungszahl): 192.4
to 192.2. Iodine value (Jodzahl): 132.9 to 133.3. Hehner
value (Hehnersche Zahl): 96.01. Reichert-Meissl value
(Reichert-Meiszlsche Zahl): 0.50 to 0.55. Unsaponifiable
matter (Unverseifbares): 0.54. Maumené (Manmené): 88 to
85º. Refractive index (Brechungsexponent) at 20ºC: 1.4750.
Crystallization point (Erstarrungspunkt): -8 to -15ºC.
A second table gives values for fatty acids from
the 3 types of soybean oil. We give here only the values
for common: Melting point (Schmelzpunkt): 26 to 27ºC
according to Pohl and 27ºC according to Wolfbauer.
Solidification point: 22ºC according to both Pohl and
Wolfbauer. Refractive index at 27.5ºC: 1.4665.
Note: Some of these values differ considerably from
values recorded by previous investigators.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2006)
that gives a Reichert-Meissl value for soybean oil (0.50 to
0.55).
Note: Soybean oil is referred to as Sojabohnenöle
throughout the article, but as die Sojaöle in the last
paragraph. Address: Technische Hochschule, Vienna.
2727. Oriental Review (The). 1911. New food idea.
1(13):242-43. May 10.
• Summary: “News comes from Paris (France) of the
establishment there by a Chinaman, Li Yu Ying, of a
factory for the production of semi-artificial [sic] food. It
is capitalized at $400,000, subscribed entirely by Chinese.
All the machinery is of Chinese invention and manufacture,
and the raw material for the foodstuffs is imported from
China. Li Yu Ying is thirty years of age, an expert chemist,
engineer, scientific agriculturist, and a former student at the
Pasteur Institute. He is the son of a former Minister of State
at Peking, and went to France in 1901. After spending some
time at the Agricultural Institute at Chesnoy, near Montargis,

he entered the Pasteur Institute where he studied alimentary
subjects from a vegetarian point of view and developed
a number of formulas for improved and concentrated
foodstuffs. Special workmen, twenty-four in number, all
native Chinese, are employed at the factory. The products
are extracted principally from the famous soya bean and the
quantity of alimentary substances extracted, including milk,
cheese, caffeine, oil, jellies, flour, bread, biscuits, cakes and
sauces, is remarkable.”
2728. Hastings (H.G.) & Co. 1911. Seedsmen for the South:
Seed, pet stock and supplies (Ad). Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). May 11. p. 14.
• Summary: “Mexican June corn, cow peas, sorghum, millet,
soy or soja beans, milo maze [sic, maize] and kaffir corn.”
Note: This ad also appeared in the May 20 and 21 issues
of this newspaper. Address: 16 West Mitchell [Atlanta].
Phone: 2568.
2729. Meyer, Frank N. 1911. Re: Reflections on work as
a USDA plant explorer. In: Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4
vols. 1902-1918. Compiled by Bureau of Plant Introduction,
USDA. 2444 p. See p. 1279, 1286. Letter of 12 May 1911
from Chugutchak, Mongolia, to David Fairchild of USDA.
• Summary: “As I love this work dearly and am possessed
of a good health to stand the hardships connected with it, as
I possess a fair knowledge of plants and how to propagate
and to ship them, and as I am blessed with a rather good
memory, that enables me to live on accumulated knowledge,
without having access to many books or to have intercourse
with cultured people on the whole, all these things taken
into consideration, I think I was born for the work I have
been engaged in now and although better salaries and also
easier positions have been offered me these last years,
I have declined them, because I feel this work gives me
greater satisfaction than anything else. It really is a noble
work we are doing, Mr. Fairchild, you in an office among
your fellow men, directing things, I out in the wilds, others
in propagating gardens, some again keeping records, it
is all good work and it all fits into one another. And the
ultimate results farther reaching than perhaps we ourselves
now realize. That dawned upon me when Mr. Scott stated
in Congress that, while the original cost of introduction of
the Durum wheat didn’t exceed $10,000 the present annual
value of this crop alone is estimated to be 30 millions of
dollars and that in the very short period of 10 years. Who
knows what greater marvels may not be found among our
introductions.
“Well, this I consider a valuable letter, because it touches
deeply my own future and the great field of exploration
work, I hope it receives your most careful scrutinizing.
“With kindest of regards, also to all in the office, I
remain, Mr. Fairchild, Yours respectfully, Frank N. Meyer.”
Location: University of California at Davis, Special
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Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer.
2730. Teichmann, William C. 1911. Soya-bean industry in
Germany. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
14(112):680-81. May 13.
• Summary: “The recent arrival at the port of Stettin, by
direct shipment from Vladivostok, of 4,823 tons of soya
beans, valued, according to the local press, at $166,600,
marks the entry into this market of a new raw material for
industrial exploitation.
“Following the example of Hamburg manufacturers,
Stettin capitalists have organised a company with a capital
of 1,500,000 marks ($357,000) for the utilisation of the
soya bean for industrial purposes. The removal of the
German duty on these beans in March, 1910, will develop
an industry of importance for several reasons: First, as a
competitor of linseed oil, soya-bean oil can be sold at a price
one-third lower than the former; second, as a valuable oil
for soap manufacture, where such oils can be substituted;
third, for cattle-feed purposes the residue remaining in the
process of oil extraction can compete with the American
cottonseed-oil cake. Meal can also be produced therefrom
which, when mixed in correct proportion with wheat flour,
makes an edible bread or biscuit, provided the meal has been
manufactured by the extraction process, which removes the 8
per cent of oil present in the ordinary meal.
“Some analyses have shown the bean to yield as high
as 23 per cent of oil, but this is exceptional, and the average
percentage is figured to amount to about 17 per cent; loss in
manufacturing reduces this to 8 or 9 per cent. The ordinary
meal contains about 8 per cent of oil and 41 per cent of
protein, but by a refining process 90 per cent of this oil can
be extracted, only 1 per cent of fat remaining in the meal,
which has about 45 per cent of protein and 28 per cent of
carbohydrates.”
“Uses of the bean–Its culture outside of China: In
Japan soya-bean oil [sic, soy sauce] is still used as a favored
aromatic constituent of sauces, and enormous quantities
are said to be absorbed there for this purpose. The bean
is much used as a spice [sic]. A cheese called tofu is also
prepared therefrom. The cakes are useful to a certain extent
as fertilizers and as fodder, although definite conclusions as
to the value of this feed have not yet been reached thus far...
Scandinavia has become the largest consumer of the cakes
made in England, Denmark alone having imported about
150,000 tons during the 1909 season.
“Efforts to cultivate the soya bean on European soil
have been made as far back as 40 years ago, especially in
Germany and Hungary, but as yet without success. Some
investigations resulted in the alleged discovery that all these
failures were to be ascribed to the absence of a specific
bacterium, present in the plants in Manchuria but absent
in those grown in Europe; in fact, not until this so-called

Knoellchenbakterium [root nodule bacterium] had been
cultivated in Japan and the seed inoculated therewith was
the plant brought to growth in Europe. In Italy and southern
France the cultivation of the bean is said to have shown
better results than in Germany.
“The demands made upon the yield in Manchuria, the
hinterland of Kiaochow, and Shantung have created the
necessity for the cultivation of this bean in other countries,
and the Tropics and subtropics, as best adapted, will probably
take up its production.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2016) that uses the term “cottonseed-oil cake”
(plural or singular) to refer cotton-seed cake.
Note 2. Stettin [Sczcecin] is the largest seaport in Poland
(as of July 2014); it is located on the Baltic Sea and the Oder
River. Address: Consul, Stettin.
2731. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1911. Banzai, Little Nippon!
How much you have changed since we saw you first! May
14. p. I2.
• Summary: Japanese university baseball teams have taken
Chicago by storm. “The Takeda club, 2017 Prairie avenue,
is the social center for young Japanese in Chicago, and here
the ecstasy of baseball is at its height... Chef Hata exerted
himself to make the banquet one to be remembered...
“The dinner began with misosshiru [sic, misoshiru, miso
shiru], and included sashimu [sic, sashimi], garnished with
che [?]. The main item was delicious sukiyaki. Speeches
were made...”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2010)
that mentions sukiyaki; no attempt is made to describe what
it is or how it is prepared.
2732. San Francisco Chronicle. 1911. Will grow soya bean.
May 16. p. 7.
• Summary: “It is expected that the cultivation of the soya
bean will be taken up largely in Ceylon, for besides its value
as an article of food it can be exported to the European and
American markets.”
2733. Mille, Pierre. 1911. En passant: cuisine exotique [In
passing: exotic cuisine]. Temps (Le) (Paris). May 18. p. 2,
cols. 4-5. [Fre]
• Summary: I have been served soja ham, and soja is a bean!
Thus, what have I become, I ask you, an anthropophage,
a satyr, or something even more extraordinary, the wood
nymph (la dryade) or a species of butterfly (papillonacée)?
It is at a luncheon, organized by the National Society
for Acclimatization, that was presided over by Mr. Messimy,
Minister of the Colonies, that I have been served these
extraordinary and fantastical words where soja would
insistently reappear, with insistence, at every turn of the
menu: soja ham, sauteed soja sprouts (germes de soja
sautés), salad of bean sprouts (salade de germes de soja);
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soja Roquefort, soja gravy, soja jam. You must admit that a
vegetable that will, at will, become Roquefort or jam–and
ham as well as I just had the honor of telling you–must be, if
I may say so, a strange kind of animal... There is a Japanese
[sic, Chinese] person, a very intelligent Japanese person
[Chinese man, Li Yu-ying], who just installed, at Colombes,
on the outskirts of Paris, a factory staffed by Japanese
[sic, Chinese] persons, where he presides over magical
metamorphoses. I dare not tell him that his gastronomic
flights of fancy appear to me to be inspired more by the
Far Eastern cuisine that so often aims its ingenious efforts
at deforming foods in such a way that they will no longer
be recognizable. People from the Occident, would prefer,
I think, to eat soja for what it is, soja. I would make an
exception however for artichoke hearts with soja hash,
that appeared to me to be a dish worthy of the most refined
tables... This little soja ground meat, set a top of an artichoke
heart, presented every character of the most succulent level
of perfection.
Note: Pierre Mille (lived 1864-1941) was a well-known
French journalist and author. He wrote about 20 books
between 1897 and 1930. A prize, Prix Pierre Mille, for the
best reporting in French, was named after him.
2734. Pharmazeutische Post (Vienna; later renamed
Pharmaceutische Post). 1911. VII. Harnstoff und Harnsaeure
[Urea and uric acid]. 44(40):408. May 19. [Ger]
• Summary: A repeat of the earlier article about Takeuchi
of Japan, but this time citing the German periodical Pharm.
Praxis 1910, p. 202–rather than the original Englishlanguage article published in Japan.
2735. British Medical Journal. 1911. Soy bean as a food in
diabetes. i:80. May 20. Bound in the back at “Epitome of
Current Medical Literature.” [1 ref]
• Summary: A summary of: Friedenwald, Julius; Ruhräh,
John. 1910. “The use of the soy bean as a food in diabetes.”
American J. of the Medical Sciences 140:793-803. Dec.
2736. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1911.
Soya bean oil price lowered [in Manchuria]. 14(118):799.
May 20.
• Summary: “Vice Consul Adolph A. Williamson, at Dalny,
Manchuria, advises the Department of State by cablegram
that the price of bean oil has been lowered and is now
cheap.”
2737. Hastings (H.G.) & Co. 1911. Seedsmen for the South:
Seed, pet stock and supplies (Ad). Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). May 21. p. C3.
• Summary: “Soja beans, also called ‘Soy’ bean, is of value
for hay and forage crop. It makes less growth of leaf and
vine than the cow-pea, but more grain and stands higher in

feeding value. 65¢ per peck; $2.50 per bushel.” Address: 16
West Mitchell [Atlanta]. Phone: 2568.
2738. Gazette (The) (Montreal, Quebec, Canada). 1911.
Trade & finance: Markets steady to higher. May 22. p. 20.
• Summary: “Wheat futures rose within fractions of the
recently established 12-month peaks at Chicago and closed
3/8 to 5/8 cent higher on the day on scattered buying by mills
and professionals with the more pronounced gains in corn
and soy beans helping to buoy the market.”
2739. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1911. Soy bean
growing. May 22. p. 4.
• Summary: “It has now been ascertained by actual
experiment with nearly one hundred samples, that soy
beans cannot only be grown satisfactorily in India, but that,
in the important matter of oil content, the Indian-grown
variety furnishes about as much oil as the varieties grown in
Manchuria and Japan. As the demand for soy bean oil is truly
advancing by leaps and bounds at the expense largely of the
products of the products of various Indian grown oil-seeds
that formerly held the field, the significance of the fact that
this country is able to take her share in this lucrative trade
is self-evident; but those who intend to undertake soy bean
cultivation would do well to bear in mind that, in the opinion
of our Agricultural Chemists, the best results are only likely
to be obtainable in upland situations in Burma and Assam
and in the lower valley of the Himalayas though the bean
could be largely cultivated in many other parts of India and
Burma, and possibly will be in the not very distant future.”
2740. Oakley, R.A. 1911. Re: George W. Carver at Tuskegee
Institute desires cooperative forage crop work. Letter to Mr.
W.J. Morse [Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA], May 23. 1 p.
Typed, with initials on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: The Director of the
Experiment Station at Tuskegee Institute, Alabama, is
desirous of taking up some cooperative forage crop work
with us. I have written with regard to the matter and have
sent seed of alfalfa and the Lyon bean. I have indicated that
you would furnish him with some varieties cowpeas and
soy beans if possible. If you can send some seed, address
George W. Carver, Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute,
Alabama. I think it will be unnecessary to write him. Yours
very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Acting Agrostologist, ForageCrop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
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2741. Skinner, Robert P. 1911. Vegetable-oil industry and
trade. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
14(122):849-53. May 25.
• Summary: The first section is about Germany. A table
(p. 849) shows German imports and exports of oilseeds (in
metric tons) for 1909 and 1910. The four major imports in
1909 were: Linseed and linseed meal (25% oil) 436,866.
Palm kernels (26% oil) 230,448. Rapeseed (21% oil)
142,702. Copra (55% oil) 112,159. Germany also imported
“Illipe [Madhuca longfolia, commonly known as wahwa or
mahua, the oleaginous nuts of an Indian tropical tree], shea
nuts, mowra and soya beans (50% oil) 16,878. This amount
increased to 43,564 in 1910. Note: Since soya beans are part
of a group, we cannot tell how many were imported, but they
were clearly imported as a source of oil.
A 2nd table (p. 859) shows German domestic
production, imports, exports, and consumption of oils for the
years 1909 and 1910. Again, soya beans are part of the same
group.
The 2nd section is about France. The main oilseed crops
grown in France in about 1909 were: “Colza 44,982 tons;
rapeseed (navette) 4,563 tons; poppyseed (oeillette) 5,542
tons; linseed 14,902 tons...” The main oilseeds imported in
1909 (in metric tons) were: Peanuts in the shell 219,208.
Linseed 161,500. Copra 131,055. Peanuts shelled 100,143.
“Marseille took the bulk of the above imports.
Bordeaux, Nantes, Havre, and Dunkirk also received
important portions.” Address: Consul General, Hamburg.
2742. Lea and Perrins. 1911. Lea & Perrins’ sauce for
travelers and sportsmen (Ad). Times (London). May 26. p. 6,
col. 6.
• Summary: “A most delicious and appetizing relish for
meat dishes, fish, cheese, salads, preserved meats and
fish, sandwiches, &c. The only original and genuine
‘Worcestershire.’”
Near the upper left this display ad is an illustration of
huge ocean liner steaming away at sea. At the center of the
ad is a circular illustration of well-dressed men and women
seated at a table on board ship; a bottle of what appears to
be Worcestershire sauce is at the front right corner of the
table. At the lower right is a large royal seal, and above it
the words “By Royal Warrant to H.M. The King.” Address:
[England].
2743. Ottawa Citizen (Ontario, Canada). 1911. Science
notes. May 27. p. 16.
• Summary: “The United States has 87 telephones for each
1,000 residents.
“Sixty-eight per cent of the world’s publications are
printed in the English language.”
“Artificial rubber is made by a German process which

extracts a thick oil from soya beans, treats it with nitric acid
and heats it until it becomes viscid.”
2744. Los Angeles Times. 1911. Industrial progress. May 28.
p. VI5.
• Summary: “A German patent has been granted for the
process of producing a substance to take the place of rubber
from the Soya bean. The process consists of treating the oil
of the bean with nitric acid, producing a tough liquid which
is further treated with alkaloid solutions and heated to 150
deg C. The product is a tough an elastic substance, very
similar to rubber and which can be vulcanized by the same
process as rubber.
“The London and China Telegraph says that a plant
has been erected at Marseilles [France] for the manufacture
of food products from the Soya bean. The amount invested
is $400,000, furnished entirely by the Chinese, who will
employ Chinamen only.”
2745. Boloban, -. 1911. Budushchee Man’chzhurii [The
future of Manchuria]. Vestnik Azii (Messenger of Asia) No. 9.
p. 80-139. May. See p. 116-19. [Rus]
• Summary: Gives soybean import-export statistics for
Manchuria by port.
2746. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1911. Cultivierung und Verwendung
der Soya-Bohne [Cultivation and utilization of the soybean
(Abstract)]. 18(5):116. May. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language citation (without summary)
of the following English-language article: Bulletin of
the Imperial Institute (London). 1910. “Cultivation and
utilisation of soy bean. II.” 8(1):40-42.
2747. Dahle, Alfred. 1911. Ueber das fette Oel der Sojabohne
[On the oil of the soybean]. Dissertation from University of
Jena. Published in Neustadt by J.K.G. Wagner (Wagnerschen
Buchdruckerei). 43 p. 22 cm. See Jena Dissertations 191011. v.1, no. 7. [28 footnotes. Ger]
• Summary: The author’s advisors were Prof. Dr. H.
Matthes, and Prof. Dr. Haussner. Contents: Introduction:
Nomenclature, history in Asia and Europe (Kaempfer,
Haberlandt), taxonomy, chemical composition, Maggi and
shoyu, miso, tofu, soy bread for diabetics, coffee substitute,
soy oil in China and Japan, in England and Germany, use
in soaps and as a substitute for linseed oil, constants (such
as iodine number), fatty acids, the work of Prof. Matthes.
Experimental part.
In Japan and China, two fermented products are made
from soybeans: Shoyu or bean sauce (Bohnensauce) and
miso. Shoyu is enjoyed with almost all foods as a seasoning,
and for quite some time has been exported in abundance to
England and America, where it is used in the manufacture
of English and American sauces. Shoyu is even used in the
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well-known Maggi seasoning. With respect to its nutritional
value and stimulating effect (on the appetite), shoyu sauce
(Shoyu-Sauce) is somewhat comparable to meat extract.
For the preparation of shoyu sauce, milled wheat, soybeans
are broken into large pieces then cooked until half soft,
water, and table salt are combined in specific proportions
and allowed to ferment in large vats. The fermentation lasts
anywhere from 8 months up to 5 years.
The preparation of miso seems similar to that of shoyu
except that barley or rice are used [instead of wheat]
Moreover, in Japan, a type of raw cheese, so-called
“bean cheese” (Bohnenkäse), is made from soybeans (Soja);
in Japan it is called tofu (p. 8). (p. 8).
The experimental part of this dissertation (p. 14-43)
contains: Constants for both refined and unrefined oil.
Specific gravity (Spezif. Gewicht bei 15ºC): 0.9260 /
0.9265
Crystallization point (Erstarrungspunkt): -11.5ºC /
-12ºC
Refractive index at 40º (Brechungsindex bei 40ºC):
1.4680 / 1.4680.
Potential angle of rotation (Spezif. Drehungsvermögen):
0/0
Acid value / number (Säurezahl): 5.711 / 1.713
Ester number
(Esterzahl): 186.589 / 192.587
Saponification number
(Verseifungszahl): 192.3 / 194.3
Hehner’s number (Hehnerzahl): 94.07 / 95.52
Iodine number (Jodzahl nach v. Hübl bei 18 Std.
Einwirkung): 131.3
132.6
Reichert-Meissl number (Reichert-Meissl-Zahl): 0.7549
/ 0.7549
Polenske’s number (Polenske Zahl): 0.7843 / 1.0784
Elaidic acid reaction (Elaidinreaktionen): positive
Overview table of the daily effects of atmospheric
air, moisture and oxygen, on refined and unrefined oils.
Investigations on removing the peculiar smell of the oil.
Obtaining the fatty acids and their constants from the oil.
Determination of the volatile fatty acids. Determination of
the oxyfettsaeuren / oxyfettsäuren using the Acetyl value
(Acetylzahl). Decomposition (Zerlegung) of the fatty acids
in saturated and unsaturated. Separation and characterization
of the unsaturated acids. The zinc-salt and ether method
of Bremer. Brominization of the fatty acids based on K.
Farnsteiner. Brominization using a combination of bromine
processes based on Hehner-Mittschell and Lewkowitsch.
Determination of bromide by the bromide content. Bromide
from the melting point of 113ºC. Bromide from the melting
point of 180ºC. Liquid bromide. Further investigations
to obtain pure dibromide. Investigations with the help
of Barium salts of the bromide and the dibromide using
tetrabromide not separated from Petrol-ether. Reduction

of the tetrabromides and the dibromides with zinc.
Investigations using the fractionated vacuum distillation
of linolic acid and the oleic acid to separate the one from
the other. Investigation of the firm, saturated portion of
fatty acids as obtained by Farnsteiner. Molecular weight
determination of acids from S.P. 60-61ºC. The unsaponifiable
parts of soybean oil. Separation of the unsaponifiable parts
into firm and liquid parts. The firm part. Phytosterol-acetate.
Phytosterol-acetate tetrabromide. Determination of bromide
according to Liebig. Phytosterol-acetate from phytosterolacetate tetrabromide. Description of free alcohols from
phytosterol-acetate. Specific potential angle of rotation.
Combustion. Phytosterol reactions. Phytosterol-acetate
dibromide. Determination of bromide. Description of free
alcohols from phytosterol-dibromide. Combustion. Specific
potential angle of rotation. Phytosterol reactions. The liquid
portion of the unsaponifiable parts. Combustion. Phytosterol
reactions.
Investigations in separation of the liquid portion of
the unsaponifiable parts using digitonin [a glycoside].
Phytosterol-digitonin accumulation product. Phytosterol
reactions. Specific potential angle of rotation. Formation
of acetate from the accumulation product and bromination
of the same. Separation of the phytosterols from the
accumulation product. Phytosterol reactions. The resulting
unsaponifiable portion which contains no digitonin.
Combustion. Phytosterol reactions.
Biography: The author was born on 20 March 1884, in
Halberstadt, the son of a chemist, who was later the director
of a sugar factory. Address: Halberstadt, Germany.
2748. Dubard, Marcel. 1911. A propos de quelques variétés
de soja [Concerning some varieties of soybeans]. Agriculture
Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du Jardin Colonial)
11(98):422-26. May. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “The Jardin Colonial (Colonial Garden) is
involved in the study of soybean varieties, and starting
this year 15 of them have been grown out.” Discusses
the characteristics of the seeds and of the plant. Varieties
described include Shirasaya, Akasaya, Gowari, Nakade,
Dozan, and Juninzuki (all of Japan), and a soybean from
Laos.
2749. Takahashi, Teizô; Yamamoto, T. 1911. Seishu tanekôjichû no kôjikin to shôyu mata wa tamari kôji-chû no kôjikin
to no hikaku kenkyû [Comparison of Aspergillus oryzae in
koji of sake, shoyu, and tamari]. Tokyo Kagaku Kaishi (J. of
the Tokyo Chemical Society) 32(5):454-76. May. [Jap]
2750. Walters, J.A.T. 1911. Weights of grain and seeds at
Johannesburg show, April 1911. Agricultural J. of the Union
of South Africa 1(4):586. May.
• Summary: “Standard weight in the United States of
America varies from 42-56 lb., but 50 lb. is the average in
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England.”
Soy beans weigh 57½ lb. per bushel.
“A sample of southern soy beans grown at the Botanical
Experiment Station, Skinners Court, Pretoria, this season,
weighed 59 lb. to the bushel.” Address: Asst. Botanist.
2751. Republic (The) (Meyersdale, Pennsylvania). 1911.
Helping the farmers. Agent of the Agricultural Department
stationed in Bedford County recommends soybean as a
profitable crop. June 1. p. 9, col. 5.
• Summary: “A.B. Ross, special agent of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture is stationed at Schellsburg,
Bedford county, Pennsylvania, for the purpose of cooperating with farmers in an effort to make farming more
profitable. The plan is to treat each farm as a unit, visit it as
often as convenient,...”
“Mr. Ross has just issued a bulletin on the growing of
the ‘Soy Bean in Bedford County.’ He contends that the soy
bean can be grown with greater profit to the farmer than
oats. It could probably be grown to just as good advantage
in Somerset as in Bedford county. The following is from the
bulletin on the subject:
“Field work with soy beans has been carried on for
three seasons with some results that are of great importance
to us. It is high time that the value of the soy bean be better
understood.
“In 1910 the Hollybrook soy bean made 25 bushels per
acre in Ray’s Cove on sandstone land; 25 bushels per acre on
limestone land; and the Wilson soy bean made 30 bushels per
acre on slate land near Schellsburg. In Ray’s Cove a fertilizer
consisting of one sack (167 lbs.) acid phosphate and 75 lbs.
muriate of potash was used, the total cost being $2.75 per
acre; in the other cases no fertilizer at all was used.
“It seems safe to say that, with good farming, land that
will give 50 bushels of oats per hectare or 100 bushels (ears)
of corn, can be counted on for about 25 bushels of soy beans.
The straw of the soy bean (after threshing out the beans) is
higher in protein value than timothy hay or corn fodder and
much higher than oats straw.
“Normally the soy bean would tae the place of oats in
our rotation, whether made into hay or allowed to ripen.
A comparison of the value of a soy bean crop with an oats
crop is in order. Only the digestible protein is considered,
although the soy bean has a high additional value for its large
percentage of fat.
“50 bushels oats: 133 lbs. digestible protein.
“1½ tons oats straw: 33 lbs. digestible protein.
“171 lbs. [total]
“25 bushels soy beans: 466 lbs. digestible protein.
“1½ tons soy bean straw: 69 lbs. digestible protein.
“535 lbs. [total].
“or, if the soy bean is cut for hay
“2 tons soy bean hay (cut when pods are well formed):
305 lbs. [total].

“It is apparent therefore that a yield of soy beans,
whether ripened or cut for hay, is very much more valuable
than even a bumper crop of oats.
“Such varieties as the Medium Green, Medium Yellow,
and Ito San soy beans will not yield as heavily as the
Hollybrook; but it is safe to count on a yield of not less than
15 bushels per acre as against 50 bushels of oats. Then the
comparison would stand...”
2752. Neue Hamburger Zeitung (Hamburg, Germany). 1911.
Neues as aller Welt [News from throughout the world]. June
2. p. 2, col. 1. [Ger]
• Summary: Factory fire. Stettin, June 1. Today before noon,
in the kiln of the Stettiner Oelwerke [Stettin Oilworks] in
Zuellchow, a large fire broke out. The entire right wing of
the building was destroyed by the flames. Large stocks of
soybeans, worth about 350,000 marks, were also burned up.
The entire damage amounted to about one million marks.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2016)
concerning a fire or explosion at a soybean crushing /
processing plant.
2753. Indiana Farmer. 1911. Soy beans for cattle. 66(22):2,
cols. 3-4. June 3.
• Summary: Purdue University very thoroughly tested
the value of soy beans, and the bulletin issued had a wide
reading. English feeders have also tested this feeding.
Experiments, as affected by feeding with soya cake, were
made in 1910 at the farm of the Midland Agricultural and
Dairy College, Kingston, says the London Times. Two lots
of cows were used for this experiment for eight weeks.
The extra food consisted of 3 pounds of linseed cake or
three pounds of soya cake. Lot 1 received soya cake for
four weeks and lot 2 linseed cake; the conditions were then
reversed. Though the yield of milk per week gave a result in
favor of soya cake, this, however, is not conclusive, as, if one
cow, greatly inferior as a milk producer, had been removed
from the estimates the results given by each feeding stuff
would have been almost identical.
“Fattening qualities: The merits of soya cake as a
feeding stuff have been the subject of various experiments.
The important trials of the Edinburg and East of Scotland
College of Agriculture, conducted at Pilskelly and at
Spencerfield, gave some not quite satisfactory results. In the
first experiments the cattle were divided into three lots, the
extra feeding stuffs being linseed cake, soya cake with 6 per
cent of oil, and a compound cake consisting almost entirely
of soya cake and soya meal. As regards gross profits the
results were in favor of linseed, but the quality of meat of
the third lot was locally valued as worth quite a halfpenny (1
cent) per pound more in the London market.
“Experiment Station Work: At the Spencerfield
experiment the extra feeding stuffs were similar, with the
exception of that of the third lot, where a larger amount of
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oil, 11 per cent was present. Results were greatly in favor
of the soya cake, but this was regarded as attributable to the
inferior linseed cake used by mistake.
“The University College of North Wales caused some
experiments to be made in sheep and lambs feeding with
soya cake. Two lots of Welsh mountain lambs were fed
from January to March, the extra rations being one-fourth
pound of soya cake per head in the one case and the same
quantity of linseed cake in the other. The gain in weight was
126 pounds and 154 pounds, respectively, or a difference
of 29 pounds in favor of linseed. The cost of food was 13s.
10d. ($3.66) for the former, at £7 ($34.00) per ton, and 14s.
($4.62) for the latter, at £9 12s. 6d. ($46.84) per ton. The
increase in weight for linseed-fed lambs was, therefor. 23 [?]
per cent over soya bean-fed lambs, and the increase in cost
37 per cent.”
2754. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1911. Grilled shark
and tortoise. June 7. p. 8.
• Summary: “An unusual menu was placed before a
distinguished company at the annual luncheon of the French
National Acclimation Society, an organisation whose object
is to acclimatise foreign products in France, at the Gare de
Lyon in mail week.
“One of the hors-d’oeuvre was ‘foie gras’ of tortoise
while the roasts included grilled shark and Madagascar goat.
A variety of dishes of Soya beans from a factory run entirely
by Chinamen near Paris was also served. The luncheon
was attended by the Minister of the Colonies, the Bulgarian
Minister, the Governor of Dahomey, and several ladies. The
guests, however, did not seem to have enjoyed the exotic
dishes.”
2755. Beltzer, Francis J.-G. 1911. Études sur la caséine
végétale du “soja” et ses applications [Studies on the
vegetable casein of soybeans and its applications]. Revue
Scientifique 49(23):716-20. June 10. [4 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The author did his research in Cochin China
[today’s Vietnam], then a French colony. This is a very
original and important article.
Contents: Introduction. Vegetable milk [soymilk].
Vegetable cheese [tofu and fermented tofu]. Industrial
vegetable casein (La caséine végétale industrielle; i.e. soy
protein). Production of vegetable casein: Cleaning and
washing the soybean seeds, extraction of the oil (which can
be used in soap), extraction of the casein. Industrial [nonfood] applications of vegetable casein: Paint, paper coating,
Galalith, etc. Conclusion.
The preparation of vegetable milk and vegetable cheese
are widely practiced today in Cochin China and in Annam
[today’s North Vietnam], as recently discussed by Mr. Henri
Labbé in Revue Scientifique (11 Feb. 1911).
Soymilk (lait végétal). After describing the process for
preparing soymilk, the author notes: This soymilk serves for

the feeding of infants and for general nutrition (Le lait sert
à l’allaitement des enfants et à l’alimentation génerale); it
can also be used for the production of a vegetable cheese
(fromage végétal).
Tofu (fromage végétale): When vegetable milk is treated
with a mineral salt or an acid, playing a role analogous
to that of rennet, it produces curds through coagulation,
resembling those of ordinary casein. By draining and
washing, one obtains a sort of white cheese (fromage blanc)
which plays a major role in the nutrition of the peoples of the
Far East. In Indochina the milk is coagulated by the addition
of a very small quantity of a powder called Tchach-Kao
or plaster [calcium sulfate], which comes from a selenite
pulverised by the action of fire.
Tofu is generally eaten fresh, the same day it is made,
but it can also be preserved by salting or smoking. In Annam,
three main varieties of tofu are found: 1. Fermented tofu,
gray or yellow in color, with a flavor resembling Roquefort
cheese; 2. White or salted tofu resembling goat’s cheese; 3.
Baked or smoked tofu, resembling Gruyere cheese. At the
market in Saigon, Chinese sell regular tofu to the natives for
one-tenth the price of Gruyere cheese.
Industrial vegetable casein: Defatted soybean meal
from oil presses is ground between millstones with cold
water to give a slurry that is filtered to obtain soymilk. The
soymilk is heated to boiling, then calcium sulfate is added
to precipitate the protein, which is collected (just like tofu
curds) on filter cloths. The presscake is mixed with forage
and molasses, then fed to livestock. The curds are then
dissolved in diluted soda lye (sodium hydroxide), filtered,
precipitated with acetic acid. The finely divided precipitate is
filtered out, washed on the filter, left to evaporate in the open
air, then dried to a yellowish powder at a low temperature.
The casein thus obtained is white, and, from an industrial
viewpoint, very pure. It is insoluble in water, but soluble in
dilute caustic alkalies and in ammonia. It exhibits almost
precisely the same properties as the casein obtained from
ordinary milk. It is found on experiment to be susceptible of
the same industrial applications as animal casein, and may
come to largely supersede this because of lower cost. 100 gm
of soybeans yields about 25 gm of this “vegetable protein,”
which has both food and industrial uses.
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Jan.
2021) concerning isolated soy protein. The author says that
his “vegetable protein” has both food and industrial uses.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Jan. 2016) that uses the term caséine végétale du
“soja” or caséine végétale industrielle to refer to isolated
soy protein.
Industrial applications of vegetable casein: Like animal
casein, industrial vegetable casein, free of fat or buttermilk,
can be used in a host of applications. It can be used in
making paints, and for the preparation of moisture-resistant
products.
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Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2017)
that mentions the use of soy protein in paints–later called
water-based paints.
It may be used also for the sizing (coating used to fill
the pores) of paper, which consumes such large quantities
of ordinary casein. Being soluble in ammonia and caustic
solutions it is capable of forming a smooth and solid size.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2017)
concerning the use of soy protein as a sizing for paper. Sizing
is used to fill the pores of paper to make it glossy.
Other uses are in certain manufacturing processes in
the preparation of silks and artificial textiles, as well as
of rubber, leathers, plastic materials, films, photographic
emulsions, etc.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
concerning the use of soy protein to make silks, artificial
textiles, or other industrial (non-food) fibers.
Note 6. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Dec.
2001) concerning the use of soy protein as a raw material for
making plastics.
Large amounts of animal casein are at present employed
in the manufacture of ‘Galalith,’ from which are made
numerous objects which imitate articles made from ivory,
tortoise-shell, bone, horn, etc. The Soya casein, when free
from fats, is equally well adapted for these purposes.
Formol acts upon this casein in the same way as on
ordinary casein, rendering it insoluble. Hence it may be used
for the water-proofing of fabrics, straw hats, etc., as well
as for the preparation of sizes and dressings... A solution of
vegetable casein and borax can be successfully utilized in the
process of calico printing.
It will be seen from the foregoing rèsumè, that the
fabrication of vegetable casein for industrial purposes has
immense possibilities, only exceeded in importance by the
alimentary value of its food products for man and for beast.
Note 7. Webster’s Third New International Dictionary
(1963) defines Galalith (a registered trademark)–as used
for a hornlike plastic [also resembling ivory or bone] made
from casein [milk protein] and formaldehyde and used
especially in making small molded objects (as buttons,
beads, or combs). Note 8. This is the earliest document
seen (Nov. 2017) that mentions Galalith in connection with
soy protein. Galalith, “a new horn-like product from cow’s
milk,” was sold commercially by Nov. 1905 and the process
was protected by patents “in all civilized countries” (Monthly
Consular and Trade Reports, USA. 1905. No. 302. Nov. p.
243.)
Conclusion: A Chinese factory has already been
established on the outskirts of Paris (at Vallées near
Colombes) to make food products based on soya (produits
alimentaires à base de Soja). This factory now produces tofu
(Caséo-Sojaïne) and the following food products: Soy flour,
soy bread, soy sauce, sweet soya preserves (confiture de
Soja), soymilk (lait de soja), fermented soymilk (lait de Soja

fermenté), tofu (fromage de Soja), etc.
Note 9. We wonder: Was Beltzer influence more by Li
Yu-ying, or was Li influenced more by Beltzer? Both did
independent and original research, however by Dec. 1910,
some 6-7 months before this article was published, Li had
applied for two French patents and three British patents
which describe how to make various soy products in detail–
including many of those products described by Beltzer.
Therefore, we believe that Li influenced Beltzer more than
Beltzer influenced Li.
The Indochinese prepare, in addition, a fermented liquor,
a concentrated milk, an alimentary flour, and a casein which
forms the essential food of the people... Many Europeans are
preoccupied with extracting part of the nutritive principles
that exist so abundantly in the seeds, for the feeding of
armies at war and of colonial troops... Hopefully the question
of food uses of soy will be taken up at the same time as the
manufacture of industrial casein, and that this will permit
the utilization of the immense resources that our Indochinese
colonies offer as raw materials.
Note 10. Later in 1911 this article was summarized in
Scientific American Supplement and printed as a special
booklet.
Note 11. This is the earliest document seen (May 2000)
that uses the term la Caséo-Sojaïne to refer to a food–
clearly to tofu. Li Yu-ying coined this term, apparently after
considerable thought and research. However the author
also uses the term fromage végétale to refer to tofu–perhaps
more generically. Martine Liguori, a native French speaker
who is interested in tofu, noted in an interview (May 2000):
“This term for tofu doesn’t sound foreign. Rather it sounds
somewhat scientific, learned, and upper-class, as from the
techno-elite. If you don’t know what it means, that’s because
you are not well enough educated. In France, people will
adopt something that is upper class, but they resist foreign
things–even foreign words. This whole idea originated in
France when Napoleon created the Grandes Ecoles (French
graduate schools) to develop an intellectual elite to replace
the royal elite.”
Note 12. This is the earliest document seen (April 2001)
that mentions dried tofu. ‘
Note 13. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2019)
which states clearly that soymilk is fed to infants. Address:
Ingénieur-chimiste.
2756. Chemical Trade Journal (London). 1911. Soya-bean
industry in Germany. 48(1255):614. June 10. [1 ref]
• Summary: A summary, with several long extracts, of:
Teichmann, William C. 1911. “Soya-bean industry in
Germany.” Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor).
14(112):680-81. May 13.
2757. Farben-Zeitung. 1911. Die Sojabohnen-Industrie
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in Deutschland [The soybean industry in Germany].
16(37):2067. June 10. [Ger]
• Summary: Following the example of the enterprising
residents of Hamburg and Bremen, a company has now also
been formed in Stettin with an investment of 1½ million
German marks for the industrial exploitation of soybeans
(Sojabohnen). As a first act, it is to be noted that they have
had a shipload of 4,000 metric tons of soybeans come
directly from Vladivostok, the value of which amounts to
approx. 700,000 German marks. The lifting of the import
duties for soybeans last year, about which we reported at
that time, will also contribute to bringing a soybean industry
(Sojabohnen-Industrie) to life in Germany.
First and foremost, it is well known that the bean oil
(Bohnenol) serves as a substitute for linseed oil which is
in short supply right now, particularly since it turns out
to be cheaper than the latter. In particular, it finds use in
the soap industry, and on top of that, the residues from its
pressing provide a valuable feed which is to be equated
with the American cottonseed cakes. Soybean meal
(Sojabohnenmehl), when mixed in a corresponding quantity
with wheat flour, can even yield an edible bread or zwieback
if, through the use of extraction, the 8 pct. oil that is still
contained in the usual meal is carefully removed. A whole
series of possibilities of use can be seen for the Manchurian
bean. And without a doubt, chemical research will discover
even more valuable properties in it which will make it into
either a valuable raw material itself or else an economical
substitution for another of them.
Studies have shown that soybeans yield up to 23 pct. oil.
The average figure may be 17 pct. The usual meal contains 8
pct. oil and 41 pct. protein. Although as a result of a special
refining process, 90 pct. of the residual oil can be extracted,
such that in addition to only small percentages of oil, the
meal contains 45 pct. protein and 28 pct. carbohydrate.
The market price in Stettin in April of this year for soybean
oil (Sojabohnenöl) was 69 German marks for 100 kg, for
soybean meal was 123 marks for 1,000 kg, and for soybean
cakes (Sojabohnenkuchen) was 118 marks for 1,000 kg. With
the increasing quantities of imports that can be counted on,
the prices will drop.
In Japan, soybean oil is used as a seasoning addition to
sauces, and enormous quantities are consumed just for this
purpose. And a cheese with the sonorous name “tofu” is also
prepared with it. Cakes and residues also serve in Japan as
animal feed and fertilizer.
The agronomic trials on the soybean (Sojabohne) that
were carried out in Europe, specifically in Germany and
Hungary, yielded a negative result. That is ascribed to the
absence of a specific bacterium which is essential for the
flourishing of the plant and which is actually present in the
Manchurian plants. It may be that the trial fields in Italy and
Southern France will lead to better results. Successes can
already be reported from the soybean cultivation that has

in the meantime been carried out in the Caucasus. Some
500 metric tons from this year’s harvest have been sold
to Hamburg and, as far as can be forecast, several times
this amount will still be available for export. For German
industry, this new source for purchase is of great importance!
The freight charges from the Caucasus to either the Baltic or
the North Sea amount to only around a third of those from
Manchuria!
The demand for soybeans is continuous, and that is
compelling us to find additional suitable locations for its
cultivation.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2758. Figart, D. Milton. 1911. Notes from Malaysia. Daily
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) 14(135):1114-16. June
10. See p. 1116.
• Summary: “The valuable soya bean: The soya bean has
lately come into some prominence by reason of its extensive
uses in the manufacture of oil and soap, and also because it
forms return cargoes for tramp steamers bringing coal to the
East. Dr. Gilbert Brooke, port health officer of Singapore,
describes some new uses for the article:
“’The object of this paper is to show that we have
at hand an article of diet which is cheap, which can be
grown over large areas of the globe, which is palatable,
which is not attacked by any known insect or fungus,
which forms valuable by-products, and–most important
of all–which contains, more nearly than any other known
animal or vegetable substance, all the essential and properly
proportionate constituents of a perfect diet.
“’Rice is a very badly balanced food, consisting mainly
of starch, having next to no nitrogen, and hardly any fat or
salts. In this rice stands, in the scale of food values, almost
at the bottom, whereas the soya bean stands at the top. But
it is remarkable that nature and experience seem to have
taught rice-eating races that one of the best accompaniments
to rice is some form of leguminous food, such, for instance,
as dhal, the small yellow pea so much used by natives of
India. Following out this analogy it would seem to be most
desirable to foster among Asiatic races that depend mainly
upon rice as a staple the simultaneous consumption of the
soya bean as supplying in abundance those essential food
elements that can not in the least be derived from rice.’
“Among the economic products derived from the soya
Dr. Brooke enumerates these:
“’(1) Bean curd. A most nutritious jelly can be made
from the soya bean. This has been known and widely used by
all classes in north China for the last 2,000 years.
“’(2) Bean milk. The beans are dried, very finely ground,
and made into an emulsion with water. This forms a valuable
milk, which resembles cow’s milk in that it coagulates when
heated and acidified. The possibility of this is due to the
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fact that the proteid is composed of casein, as in the case of
animal milk.
“’(3) Bean cheese. A nutritious cheese [tofu] is
frequently made in Japan from bean milk.
“’(4) Bean flour. The dried and pulverized bean is most
valuable as a soup basis. It is also useful for making biscuits
and infant foods. Soya biscuits, produced by a Scotch firm,
are supplied on several P. & O. mail boats.
“’(5) Bean oil. There is a very high percentage of fat
in the soya bean. This is of commercial value. It is edible,
and also forms an excellent basis for candle and soap
manufacture.
“’(6) Bean cake. The seed cake left after expression of
the oil from the soya bean forms one of the most valuable
and rich cattle foods known.
“’(7) Bean sauce. The soya bean ground up and steeped
in vinegar or brine forms a basis for Worcestershire and other
sauces.
“’(8) Bean coffee. A substitute for coffee may be made
from the soya bean, by dry toasting and grinding it, then
adding boiling cow’s milk or hot soya milk.
“’(9) The straw surpasses in nitrogenous value that of
wheat or even hay. It is quite possible that the leaves or root
may have medicinal properties, but this has not yet been
worked out.’”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
that mentions the use of soy oil to make candles. However
no description or details are given as to how the candles are
actually made. Were they made from hydrogenated soybean
oil? Address: Vice Consul General, Singapore.
2759. Grey River Argus (West Coast, New Zealand). 1911.
News and notes. June 10. p. 6.
• Summary: “A German patent has been secured for the
manufacture from the Soya bean of a product to take the
place of rubber. The process consists in the reduction of the
Soya bean to a thick, tough liquid through the addition of
nitric acid. After further treatment with Alkaloid solutions,
the mixture is heated to 150 deg., giving a tough, highlyelastic product similar to rubber, which can be vulcanised by
the same process as rubber.”
2760. Redding, R.J. 1911. Farms and farmers: June on the
farm. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). June 12. p. 9.
• Summary: “June is the best time for planting cowpeas
and soybeans,... I take occasion to advise the planting of
soybeans after small grain for forage or hay., and also
for seed, for the latter are quite expensive, and should be
produced at home. I planted soybeans (Japan clover [sic,
peas]) forty-odd years ago and was much pleased with the
result, so far as the production of hat was concerned, but my
hogs rather ‘turned up their noses’ at the dry beans scattered
over the ground.
“Of course, the up-to-date farmer will plant every nook

and corner (that would otherwise be vacant) in peas and
soybeans. Someone suggests the excellent idea of planting
long slips in the cotton rows with soybeans. This would be a
good way to make a supply of seed for next year.” Address:
Griffin, Georgia.
2761. Worden, Alton M. 1911. Farms and farmers: Some
hints for some hog-raisers. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia).
June 12. p. 9.
• Summary: “Just a bit of the A B C’s of ‘Porkology’ for new
beginners... If alfalfa raisers in the west can make pork for 1
cent per pound, and soy beans will make pork for three cents
in Illinois, on $150 to $200 per acre land, what can we make
it for in the south with two or three crops per year an our
cheap lands and with cheap labor?”
“Soy beans, cow and Canada peas with oats, rye,
peanuts, artichokes, alfalfa... and (in the far south) chufas are
all valuable to grow and fatten his hogship...”
“Corn and soy bean silage is a fine feed for hogs,
growing them rapidly and keeping them healthy and happy.”
Address: “Altamont Range,” Tullahoma, Tennessee.
2762. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1911.
Manchurian [soya] bean trade. 14(137):1149. June 13.
• Summary: “From Manchuria Daily News, forwarded by
Vice Consul A.A. Williamson, Yokohama. Some people
interested in the [soya] bean export trade to Europe seem to
be somewhat at sea as to what may be responsible for the
abrupt decline of the trade so far experienced this season
at the port of Dairen, the total amount of exports being
little over 20,000 tons. It is more unlikely than not to see a
revival of much consequence coming over the trade market.
To the casual observer this depression is a setback to the
abnormal inflation which puffed the market more artificially
than otherwise in the three months ended last spring. The
sober business sense has tested the real commercial value
of Manchurian beans and it may be that results were not
perhaps so flattering as represented by their sponsors.
“Secondly, bean oil but not beans themselves being
the substance in demand, the exporters have found it more
profitable to ship bean oil, obtainable at a more negotiable
price than beans, owing to the incomparable cheapness
of labor wages in Manchuria. Thirdly the experimental
cultivation of beans in various parts of the West has given
such satisfactory results that these consumers will not have
to pay stiff prices much longer for imports from Manchuria
and may hope to fill their wants with home products.
“During the five years from October, 1906, to March,
1911, the lowest quotation on beans was $1.12 per picul
(133.33 pounds), recorded in November, 1908, and the
highest, $2.17 per picul, attained in February, 1910, a
difference of $1.05.
“What was more remarkable is that in late October,
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1909,–that is, only four months before the highest record
figures was reached–the export market began with $1.40
which jumped to $1.67 in the following November and
higher to $1.92 in early February, 1910, and at a bound to
$2.17 in the latter part of that month.
“The mean quotation of the five years was about $1.65,
but from the beginning of the bean season in November,
1908, which saw the introduction of the Manchurian beans
to the West for the first time and marked a new epoch in the
Manchurian bean market, the mean quotation of the three
years, apart from the preceding two years, may be put in the
neighborhood of $1.75.”
2763. Fairmont West Virginian (Fairmont, West Virginia).
1911. Farmers to put in other crops: Experiment station
official discusses destruction of hay crop and its effects. Loss
would settle Virginia debt. June 13. p. 6, col. 4.
• Summary: “Stating that at least half of the hay crop of the
State had been destroyed by the drouth during the month
of May, Director Stewart, of the Experiment station makes
some recommendations for the planting of emergency
crops.”
“The director mentioned this... in order that the attention
of farmers might be directed to the great loss which the
State has suffered in this way and that they might become
interested in planting and sowing other forage crops and
grain such as millet, cow peas, soy beans, and corn for forage
and late corn and buckwheat for grain.”
“’If every one of the hundred thousand farmers of the
State would sow enough of soy beans, cow peas, or millet to
make an average of five acres per farm they should harvest
something like an average of two tons of cured hay to the
acre, assuming that the season is to be a good one from this
[day] on.’”
2764. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1911.
Recent progress in agriculture: Oils and oil-seeds–Soy beans
and oil. 9(2):158-59. [6 ref]
• Summary: Gives six citations for studies dealing with the
cultivation of soy beans in British Guiana (1911, 2 citations),
Union of South Africa (1911), and the USA. “On account of
the high price of linseed oil at the present time, attempts are
being made to find cheaper substitutes.”
2765. New Zealand J. of Agriculture. 1911. The soya bean.
2(6):367. June 15.
• Summary: “Among the exhibits from the Tauranga
Experimental Farm was an instructive exhibit in connection
with the Soya bean, which is coming into such prominence
in the Old World by reason of its exceptional value as a
fodder for stock. A growing plant was shown as well as the
beans. Nine varieties are being received from the United
States Department of Agriculture. These will be tested at
Tauranga.”

2766. Young, R.A. 1911. Re: Thanks for sending seeds to
Mr. F.H. Hope. Letter to Mr. W.J. Morse [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA], June 17. 1 p. Typed, with initials (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Your memorandum of June
16 has been received, and I wish to thank you heartily for
your attention to my request for seeds of soy beans, cow peas
and sorghum for Mr. F.H. Hope.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Acting Agrostologist, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2767. Redding, R.J. 1911. Farms and farmers: Cowpeas and
German millet for hay. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). June
19. p. 6.
• Summary: George W. Swords of Atlanta, Georgia, writes
that “I am coming to you for a little more information... it
has been mighty hard to handle peavines [vines of cowpeas]
and cane together,...”
Answer–”It has been said by a recent writer that
soybeans make a good companion crop with cowpeas, the
soybean plant not only serving to hold up the peavines, but
producing a hay that is even more nutritious than cowpea
hay. The mixture may consist of one and a half pecks of
soybeans and one bushel of cowpeas. The Mammoth Yellow
soybean is the best variety for the purpose.” Address: Griffin,
Georgia.
2768. Drogisten-Zeitung (Vienna). 1911. Die Soyabohne
[The soybean]. 26(25):7. June 23. [Ger]
• Summary: This is in a part of the newspaper titled
Mitteilungen des Vereines angestellter Drogisten
Österreichs” (Notices from the Association of Austrian
Druggists).
The Drog. Rundschau, Zürich contains this article which
begins: Four years ago, hardly anyone in Europe knew that
there were beans in Manchuria at all; in Japan they were
known only as fertilizer.
2769. Ottawa Free Trader (Ontario, Canada). 1911. Soy
beans rich food for live stock: Now is the time for planting–
Adapted to any soil. Harvest not difficult. Peas that furnish
their own sticks–Feeding value exceptionally high–Better
than clover hay–Excellent feed. June 23. p. 11.
• Summary: “’I’m Captain Jinks of the “Hoss” Marines, I
fed my “hoss” good corn and beans.’ This old ditty has a
familiar sound to almost everyone. Maybe ‘even though we
are grown ups,’ we sometimes have this song run through
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our minds. How few of us stop to think, however, that the
last line of the couplet expresses a truth that we are just
beginning to recognize.”
Corn and beans “form an almost ideal balanced ration
for, not only horses, but all livestock as well.
“Most people think of navy beans, string beans, or lima
beans when the word ‘beans’ is spoken, but this is not the
sort of beans we wish to speak about, and it is doubtful if it is
the sort referred to in the couplet used as a heading.”
Now “is the time to try some soy beans.
What are soy beans? Soy beans, or soys as they are most
commonly called, are not beans at all. They are actually peas.
True beans send up cotyledons as their first pair of leaves,
but, like peas, the soy bean sends up a pair of seed leaves
[sic].
“The Soy bean is a native of Asia, but unlike the Asiatics
it is not only admitted to the United States but is welcomed
as well.” “Soys are best planted only after the soil is
thoroughly warm.” “Soys are not difficult to harvest... since
they may be harvested with the regular grain binder and
shocked not unlike wheat or oats.”
Seven advantages of soys over any of the legumes
commonly grown are given. “Why not try a patch this year?
Prove for yourself that Captain Jinks knew what he was
talking about.”
2770. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. La culture du
soja au Caucase [Soybean cultivation in the Caucasus].
4(38):2306. June 25. [Fre]
• Summary: This is a French-language translation of
the following English-language document: Heingartner,
Alexander. 1911. “Soya-bean culture in the Caucasus.” Daily
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor). 14(97):393. April 26.
2771. Agricultural J. of the Mozambique Company. 1911.
Notes from exchanges. 1(2):76-83. June. See p. 78, 83. [1
ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Copra’s rival: The soya
bean” (p. 78) states: “Hamburg, March 8th: The East Asiatic
Company of Copenhagen is obliged to enlarge its soya cakes
mill at Islands Bridge [Dansk Sojakagefabrik at Islands
Brygge] near Copenhagen. The new plant will be able to
treat 150 tons of soya beans a day. When the new plant is
finished, a mill erected by a German company at Stettin will
also start. The East Asiatic Company is interested in this
German company, not only by share capital but also by the
delivery of soya beans. The bean supply that will be required
by the new mill this season is estimated at 10,000 tons. For
shipment of soya beans the company has bought the steamer
‘Arabien,’ constructed by Swan & Hunter at Newcastle. With
a capacity of 8,500 tons, the new steamer is the largest of
the Danish commercial fleet.–L. & C. Express, March 10th,
1911.”

Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan.
2019) that mentions the Dansk Sojakage Fabrik [Dansk
Sojakagefabrik], which it calls “soya cakes mill,” or that
states it is processing soya beans.
The section titled “Market Report” (p. 83) states: “The
following are the latest London prices available by mail:–...
Soya Beans (on spot), per 200 lbs, 12 shillings... Soya Beans
(June-July shipment), per 200 lbs, 15 shillings. Soya Bean
Oil, per cwt. £1 9 shillings.” Note: 1 cwt = hundredweight =
112 pounds. Address: Mozambique.
2772. Bloch, A. [Armand-Aron]. 1911. Le Soja [The
soybean]. Expansion Coloniale. June. p. 145; Sept. p. 232.
[Fre]*
2773. Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi). 1911.
Le soja dans l’alimentation des animaux et de l’homme [The
soybean in the feeding of animals and humans (Abstract)].
14:450. May/June. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
French-language article, supposedly by Blanchemain in
Revue Hebdomadaire.
2774. Joubert, G.F. 1911. Soya health coffee. Agricultural J.
of the Union of South Africa 1(5):720. June.
• Summary: “Sir,–A few weeks ago I met a farmer from the
Free State in the train. We talked about Soya health coffee,
and he told me that it was so good and nice. He promised
to send me a few beans, which he did. My wife roasted and
ground these, and made a coffee, which tasted somewhat like
peas, but was, however, nice to drink. She then mixed one
part of Soya coffee with one part of Java coffee, and I must
say that to my taste that was a delicious cup of coffee.
“I should like to introduce this bean to our farmers’
wives; they will find that their coffee account will be
considerably reduced.
“I understand it also pays to grow these beans for the
market. A little seed to begin with can be had from Mr. BurttDavy, Botanist. He is also prepared to give any information
thereanent.–Yours, etc.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2001)
that uses the word “soya” in connection with food.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “soya coffee” to refer to
soy coffee. Address: Pretoria, South Africa.
2775. Mundy, H. Godfrey. 1911. The possibilities of an
export trade in oil seeds. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal
8(5):684-91. June.
• Summary: Page 685: “Soya Beans: During the last few
months a good deal of interest has centered around what to
European farmers is, comparatively speaking, a new oilproducing crop, namely Soya beans. We learn from Natal
that, in experiments carried out there, the best average crop
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runs about six bags (200 lbs.) of beans per acre. Several
varieties have been under trial on the Botanical Experimental
Station, Salisbury, during the last two seasons, and, while
some have failed entirely, others have done moderately
well, and better results may be expected next season from
acclimatised and selected seed.
“At present, however, all varieties show one serious
fault, namely, uneven ripening, which naturally entails a
considerable loss of seed. It is as yet too early to make any
definite statement regarding the general suitability of the
crop to Southern Rhodesia. As a rotation crop for home
feeding on the farm, those varieties which do well, may
probably have considerable value, but the present market
value as an oil seed would not appear to hold out great
inducement to Rhodesian farmers.
“Messrs. Lever Bros., of Durban, in answer to a request,
have kindly favoured us with the following advice, which
will be of interest to those who are already growing or intend
to grow this crop:
“At the present time we could give for soya beans
delivered Durban 10/3d. per bag of 200 lbs., to be packed
in bags of 2½ lbs. weight; to be shelled suitably dried and
in merchantable condition. (Dated March 29th, 1911.)”
Address: F.L.S., Government Agriculturist and Botanist.
2776. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1911. Soya beans.
26(6):323. June. Summarized from the Australasian. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Experimental plots of Soya beans were
sown last season in various parts of Victoria (says the
“Australasian”) under the direction of J.M.B. Connor,
Agricultural Superintendent.” Many of the crops were
satisfactory. The seed from which the crops were grown
was imported last year by the Department of Agriculture.
The varieties were Guelip [Guelph?] and Itosan [Ito San]
(oil producers), and Baird and Brownie (forage kinds).
Fair supplies of seed are expected for next season from the
special plots devoted to these varieties. Address: Australia.
2777. Product Name: [Tofu or Soy Cheese].
Foreign Name: Caséo-Sojaïne (Fromage de Soja).
Manufacturer’s Name: Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Valles, Colombes (near Asnieres,
Seine), northwest of Paris, France.
Date of Introduction: 1911 June.
New Product–Documentation: Beltzer, Francis J.-G. 1911.
“Études sur la caséine végétale du “soja” et ses applications
[Studies on the vegetable casein of soybeans and its
applications”]. Revue Scientifique 49(23):716-20. June 10.
See p. 720. Conclusion: “A Chinese factory has already
been established on the outskirts of Paris (at Vallées near
Colombes) to make food products based on soya (produits
alimentaires à base de Soja).” This factory now produces
tofu (Caséo-Sojaïne) and various food products, including
soy cheese (fromage de Soja).

Scientific American Supplement. 1911. “Extended
utilization of soya bean products: Milk, cheese, and a variety
of other products from a vegetable seed.” Aug. 19. p. 115.
“A Chinese factory has been established [by Li Yu-ying] not
far from Paris for the purpose of manufacturing alimentary
products from Soya, and it has already put on the market...
Soya cheese,...” The plant made fresh firm tofu, curded with
salt or rennet.
Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1911. “Le soja [The
soybean”]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin
du Jardin Colonial) 11(105):459-74. Dec. See p. 471. A
chart (p. 471) titled “Soy based food products” (Produits
alimentaires a base de soja) includes: I. Soymilk and its
derivatives. These include tofu (soy cheese) (Caséo-Sojaïne;
fromage de Soja). A photo (p. 473) shows soymilk being
made inside his factory, using modern machines. More
detailed information on Li’s tofu is given in the Jan. 1912
issue of this magazine (p. 32-38, especially p. 34-35),
including: Method of production, coagulants used, perfected
modern production methods at Li’s factory, tofu yields,
preservation and storage, composition of tofu, digestibility
of tofu, culinary preparations based on tofu. The introduction
(p. 32) states: “Soy cheese (the Teou fou of the Chinese,
To fu of the Japanese, Dau Phu of the Annamites) was first
developed by the Chinese philosopher Whai Nain Tze before
the Christian era.”
Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1917. Die Soja,
eine Kulturpflanze der Zukunft und ihre
Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten [The soybean, a cultivated plant
of the future, and possibilities for its utilization]. Berlin: Paul
Parey. 40 p. See p. 5-6. The first manufacture of soyfoods in
Europe took place in France, at Valees near Asnieres, where
they made flour, bread, cakes, cheese [tofu], and soymilk
(Mehl, Brot, Kuchen und Käse, vegetabilischer Milch)–
though only in small quantities and, above all, for diabetics.
2778. Product Name: [Soya Milk].
Foreign Name: Lait de Soja.
Manufacturer’s Name: Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Valles, Colombes (near Asnieres,
Seine), northwest of Paris, France.
Date of Introduction: 1911 June.
New Product–Documentation: Beltzer, Francis J.-G. 1911.
“Études sur la caséine végétale du “soja” et ses applications
[Studies on the vegetable casein of soybeans and its
applications”]. Revue Scientifique 49(23):716-20. June 10.
See p. 720. Conclusion: “A Chinese factory has already
been established on the outskirts of Paris (at Vallées near
Colombes) to make food products based on soya (produits
alimentaires à base de Soja).” This factory now produces
various food products, including soymilk (lait de soja).
Scientific American Supplement. 1911. “Extended
utilization of soya bean products: Milk, cheese, and a variety
of other products from a vegetable seed.” Aug. 19. p. 115.
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“A Chinese factory has been established [by Li Yu-ying] not
far from Paris for the purpose of manufacturing alimentary
products from Soya, and it has already put on the market...
Soya milk,...”
Li and Grandvoinnet. 1912. Le soja. p. 92-93. A photo
shows the equipment used to make soymilk (lait de soja) and
Li’s factory (l’Usine de la Caséo-Sojaine) on the outskirts of
Paris.
Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1917. Die Soja,
eine Kulturpflanze der Zukunft und ihre
Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten [The soybean, a cultivated plant
of the future, and possibilities for its utilization]. Berlin: Paul
Parey. 40 p. See p. 5-6. The first manufacture of soyfoods in
Europe took place in France, at Valees near Asnieres, where
they made flour, bread, cakes, cheese [tofu], and soymilk
(Mehl, Brot, Kuchen und Käse, vegetabilischer Milch)–
though only in small quantities and, above all, for diabetics.
2779. Product Name: [Lactic Fermented Soya Milk
(Perhaps Soy Yogurt)].
Foreign Name: Lait de Soja Fermenté.
Manufacturer’s Name: Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Valles, Colombes (near Asnieres,
Seine), northwest of Paris, France.
Date of Introduction: 1911 June.
New Product–Documentation: Note: We know that a
fermented soymilk product was sold by this company and
we know that its founder and owner, Li Yu-ying, wrote about
soy yogurt, but we do not know what the consistency (liquid
milk vs. solid or semisolid yogurt) of the fermented soymilk
product sold actually was.
Li, Yu-ying. 1910. “Vegetable milk and its derivatives.”
British Patent 30,275. 5 p. Date of application, 30 Dec.
1910. Accepted 29 Feb. 1912. See p. 2. “For the fermented
milk, the special ferment termed ‘sojaobacille’ is employed
or other ferments used for obtaining fermented milks–kephir
[kefir], yoghourt [yogurt], koumiss, and the like, and which
are the saccharomyces cerevisæ, dispora caucasica, maya
bulgare, and the like, and the said milk is modified by the
addition of sugar levulose, and the like and particularly of
lactose.”
Beltzer, Francis J.-G. 1911. “Études sur la caséine
végétale du “soja” et ses applications [Studies on the
vegetable casein of soybeans and its applications”]. Revue
Scientifique 49(23):716-20. June 10. See p. 720. Conclusion:
“A Chinese factory has already been established on the
outskirts of Paris (at Vallées near Colombes) to make food
products based on soya (produits alimentaires à base de
Soja).” This factory now produces various food products,
including fermented soymilk (lait de Soja fermenté).
Scientific American Supplement. 1911. “Extended
utilization of soya bean products: Milk, cheese, and a variety
of other products from a vegetable seed.” Aug. 19. p. 115.
“A Chinese factory has been established [by Li Yu-ying] not

far from Paris for the purpose of manufacturing alimentary
products from Soya, and it has already put on the market...
fermented milk, etc.”
Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1912. “Le soja [The
soybean”]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin
du Jardin Colonial) 12(106):28-38. Jan. See p. 30. The
section titled “Action of ferments [enzymes] and diastases
[diastatic enzymes] on soymilk (Action des ferments et des
diastases sur le lait de soja)” notes that the lactic ferments
(kefir, yogurt, etc.) act in the same way on vegetable milk
and on animal milks.
Li and Grandvoinnet. 1912. Le soja. p. 99. “Fermented
soymilk (Lait de soja fermenté). Fermented milks (Kéfir,
yoghourt, etc.) are used more and more therapeutically. One
can replace them economically with soymilk inoculated with
the same fermentation organisms. In addition to its low price,
soymilk has the advantage of never being contaminated at
its source. One can compensate for the lack of carbohydrates
in vegetable milks by the addition of lactose (or levulose for
diabetics).
Li, Yu-ying. 1913. “Method of manufacturing products
from soja.” U.S. Patent 1,064,841. June 17. 3 p. Application
filed 10 Oct. 1911. “The fermented milk is obtained by
using ferments such as the ferments employed in producing
fermented milks–kephir [kefir], yoghourt [yogurt], koumis
[koumiss], etc. These are the Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Dispora caucasica, Maya bulgare, etc., and the manufacture
is effected by modifying the said milk through the addition
of sugar (glucose, levulose, etc.), and more particularly
lactose.”
2780. Product Name: [Soy Sauce or Shoyu].
Foreign Name: Sauce de Soja ou Schoyou.
Manufacturer’s Name: Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Valles, Colombes (near Asnieres,
Seine), northwest of Paris, France.
Date of Introduction: 1911 June.
New Product–Documentation: Beltzer, Francis J.-G. 1911.
“Études sur la caséine végétale du “soja” et ses applications
[Studies on the vegetable casein of soybeans and its
applications”]. Revue Scientifique 49(23):716-20. June 10.
See p. 720. Conclusion: “A Chinese factory has already
been established on the outskirts of Paris (at Vallées near
Colombes) to make food products based on soya (produits
alimentaires à base de Soja).” This factory now produces
various food products, including soy sauce (sauce de Soja).
Scientific American Supplement. 1911. “Extended
utilization of soya bean products: Milk, cheese, and a variety
of other products from a vegetable seed.” Aug. 19. p. 115.
“A Chinese factory has been established [by Li Yu-ying] not
far from Paris for the purpose of manufacturing alimentary
products from Soya, and it has already put on the market...
Soya sauce,...”
Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1912. “Le soja [The
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soybean”]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin
du Jardin Colonial) 12(108):213-23. March. See p. 216-22.
The section titled “Sauces” begins: “1. Schoyou (Soyou,
Schoyu). Shoyou (Phek-sze-You in Chinese) is a liquid, soybased condiment...” Details are given on the preparation, raw
materials used and their proportions, formation of molds and
koji, fermentation, perfection of the fermentation process
in an aseptic environment using soymilk or soy bouillon
inoculated with pure cultures, properties of shoyu, chemical
composition of shoyu.
2781. Redding, R.J. 1911. Farms and farmers: July on the
farm. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). July 3. p. 6.
• Summary: “It is by no means too late to sow cowpeas and
soybeans... The soybean, I believe, stands heat and drought
even better than does the cowpea and makes a very excellent
hay, besides being an excellent nitrogen gatherer and soil
enricher.” Address: Griffin, Georgia.
2782. Mercury (The) (Hobart, Tasmania, Australia). 1911.
Work and production: The cow pea. July 4. p. 7.
• Summary: “An experiment in which the much vaunted
soya bean came into comparison with the cow pea has
taken place at the Hawkesbury Agricultural College... In
preparation for the coming replanting, this land, which is
only poor sandy soil, was deep stirred twenty inches, and,
as a means of restoring fertility to the ground, a crop of
cow peas and soya beans was planted in the first week in
November last, to be ploughed in green. A third each of
the area was put in black cow pea, soya beans, and Poonah
cow pea. The soya bean has been more or less a failure, and
contrasts markedly with the luxuriant growth of cow pea on
either side. The seed germinated indifferently and the [soya
bean] plants themselves have made much less growth than
the cow pea. The crop of the latter is fully ten times heavier.”
2783. Barrau, Fernand de. 1911. La situation agricole
dans l’Aveyron: La fève soja; Lait et fromage de soja
[The agricultural situation in the department of Aveyron.
Soybeans, soymilk, tofu]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique
75(2):21-22. July 6. [Fre]
• Summary: The Roquefort cheese industry in the region
of Roquefort is experiencing hard times and the author
fears that soy cheese (le fromage de Soja [tofu]) may offer
additional competition. “Many provinces of China, especially
Manchuria, and all the countries of East Asia, cultivate on a
vast scale the bean called Soja or Soya from which one can
extract at will an excellent bread, oil, milk, butter, or cheese.
Already, quite near Asnières (Seine), there exists a factory
named Caséo-Sojaïne, supplied by soybeans imported from
these distant countries. In this factory attempts have been
made to make a special bread for diabetics using the flour
of this bean. (Soybean seeds are very low in starch, which
is the enemy of diabetics, and very rich in oils and protein.)

The factory also produces confections, raw milk, cooked
and sweetened milk, oil, various cheeses, not to mention the
various cakes used to feed livestock.
“In the region of Roquefort, certain people are starting
to ask themselves if they won’t soon have to fight against
another products besides the cheese made in Corsica, or
in the Pyrenees region, or in the plains of the Crau (near
Avignon in Bouches-du-Rhone province). This product
which they see as a competitor in the near future is soy
cheese.”
“With special reference to soy cheeses, it is stated in the
Revue Scientifique of last June 11, that the Orientals obtain
three varieties of it: (1) A fermented variety, gray or yellow
in color, reminiscent of Roquefort; (2) A white, salted variety
resembling goat’s cheese; (3) A broiled or smoked variety
(cuite ou fumée) resembling Gruyère.”
Since the Orientals themselves make a cheese from soya
milk that reminds us of Roquefort, doesn’t this tell us that
tomorrow the factory at Asnières, with the same milk, won’t
also imitate Roquefort cheese very well? And how do we
know that one day an industrialist won’t come right here to
Roquefort to establish a factory, similar to that at Asnières,
to convert to cheese the milk drawn from soybeans (fèves
de Soja)? “Thus speak those who are always trembling for
our old and glorious Roquefort cheese. They would like to
limit clearly the territory and the rights of soja, and have
Parliament decide that one can never make from it a cheese
resembling ours, and above all that such a soy cheese can
never be imported into the commune of Roquefort. But is
that possible? No. What is possible is to let it be known, by
the local tribunals (courts of law), what has already been
pronounced 100 times, that Roquefort cheese is made from
the milk of sheep, and that a cheese made from vegetable
milk cannot be sold under the name of ‘Roquefort cheese.’”
“After all this time, we don’t really see that soya
cheese could jeopardize our Roquefort. And if ever there
are measures to take against soya, ordinary local tribunals
will doubtless suffice, without national legislators getting
involved.”
Note: This article also appeared in the Le Cultivateur
du Sud-Centre... Aveyron / Aveyronnais. 1911. “Chronique
agricole: La situation agricole dans l’Avetron.” July 16. p.
420-21. Address: France.
2784. Farben-Zeitung. 1911. Das Wichtigste [Most
important (Annual report of the Magdeburg Chamber of
Commerce)]. 16(41):2299. July 8. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The annual report of the Magdeburg Chamber
of Commerce makes the following remark, among others,
about soybean oil: after the lifting of the German import
tariff on soybeans early in the year, the production of [soy]
bean oil was taken on by a number of German factories but
in part was not maintained for very long, since the sale of the
cakes presented greater difficulties and the oil yield with the
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soybean is very small. At the peak of the production of [soy]
bean oil is England which, in addition to the supply of its
domestic market and the remaining European markets, has
furnished large quantities of bean oil to America, where it is
used as a substitute for cottonseed oil for food and technical
purposes. The export of beans from Manchuria in the 19091910 season amounted to 420,000 metric tons compared to
350,000 metric tons in the preceding season.
This report also confirms the fact that the production
has reverted once again from the assessment of this new oil
which in the beginning was somewhat too optimistic.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2785. Porter, Albert J. 1911. Heard between the watches. San
Francisco Chronicle. July 9. p. 29.
• Summary: This Veteran Customs Officer had been
watching the sterns of China boats for many years, “and
he could tell at a glance whether the rice mat or shoyu tub
tossed over the rail high above contained that which has been
keeping the Federal authorities on the run for a long time–the
little five-tael tins of the subtle poppy drug, at present worth
nearly its weight in gold.”
Note: This article is about opium smuggling.
2786. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1911. Experiment station
work, LXIV. No. 457. 24 p. July 10. See p. 18. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Early spring lambs in the
South” is a summary of three bulletins from Alabama,
Missouri, and Tennessee. Page 18 states: “Although many
southern farmers feed nothing but cottonseed meal and
hulls to the ewes, others avoid cottonseed and its products,
claiming that they cause blindness, dizziness, and sometimes
death. To test this point the old flock was divided into two
lots, one of which was fed upon soy-bean hay alone and
the other upon cottonseed meal and hulls. No bad results
are reported from either feed. Both lots of ewes came to the
lambing period in excellent health and spirit, but those fed on
cottonseed meal seemed more alert and spirited than the soybean lot. Notwithstanding these favorable results in feeding
cottonseed meal, some caution is necessary in feeding it.
Recent investigations by Dr. Crawford, of the Department
of Agriculture, indicate that cottonseed meal contains a salt
of pyrophosphoric acid, which may cause serious trouble.
Probably some kinds of cottonseed contain this poisonous
matter in larger amounts than others, which may account for
the fact that some feeders have had trouble and some have
not.”
“The daily feed eaten by each ewe was 0.5 pound of
cottonseed meal and 1.3 pounds of cottonseed hulls, costing
30 cents per month per ewe for this lot, and 1.9 pounds per
day of soy-bean hay, costing 35 cents per month, per ewe.
The total gains per ewe for 106 days were 1.8 pounds for the
cottonseed lot and 1.6 pounds for those fed on soy-bean hay.

The animals averaged about 95 pounds in weight.” Address:
Washington, DC.
2787. Christian Science Monitor. 1911. Plant cheese. July 15.
p. 9.
• Summary: From the Los Angeles Times: “Plant cheese,
made from the Soja bean, is a favorite food of the Japanese.
The beans are boiled for several hours, pressed into a thick
mass, shaped into cakes and then wrapped in straw and
piled up in a cellar; a fire is made in the cellar, which is then
closed and the cakes are left exposed to it 24 hours. Although
containing no milk whatever, this cheese is like the milk
cheese in taste, owing to a vegetable casein it contains in
large quantity, but the odor is much more penetrant than that
of ordinary cheese. This food goes under the name of natto in
Japan.”
2788. Los Angeles Times. 1911. Wonderful soya bean: Has
great food possibilities and is grown in great quantities in
China and Japan. July 16. p. II-11.
• Summary: From The Pathfinder. “The Western world is
only just beginning to appreciate the possibilities of the soy,
soja, or soya bean, which is produced in such vast quantities
in China, Japan and other parts of the East and which is
adapted to so many different purposes. Large quantities
of these beans are now being brought to Europe and this
country, as they form a good return cargo for vessels that
carry manufactured goods to the oriental markets.”
“Dr. Gilbert Brooke, British health officer at Singapore,
has issued a paper emphasizing the merits of the soya bean.
He recommends it as a very desirable food... and–most
important of all–which contains more nearly than any other
known animal or vegetable substance, all the essential and
properly proportioned constituents of a perfect diet. Among
the economic products derived from the soya Dr. Brooks
enumerates these:” Bean curd, bean milk, bean cheese
[probably tofu–not fermented], bean flour, bean oil, bean
cake, bean sauce (“the well-known ‘soy’ sauce”), and bean
coffee.
“The straw surpasses in nitrogenous value that of wheat
or even hay. Like other leguminous plants it enriches the
land on which it grows, instead of impoverishing it.”
2789. Taylor, Wm. A. 1911. Re: Memorandum for heads of
offices. Value of USDA work. Letter to Heads of Offices,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, July 17. 2
p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “The Secretary [of Agriculture] desires to
complete at the earliest possible moment a ‘Summary of the
estimated value of the Department of the Agriculture to the
general public,’ such as was included in the so-called ‘Utility
Statement’ which appeared as a part of the printed Littlefield
report made by the Committee on Expenditures in the
Department of Agriculture in 1907. A copy of this is attached
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here-with. Will you kindly note the items that relate to the
work of your office and prepare a memorandum showing any
additional features of your work that should be included to
bring the statement down to date.”
The accompanying page itemizes contributions worth a
total of $29 million. The three largest were: (1) Value of last
year’s crop of durum wheat, introduced by the Department:
$25,000,000. (2) Peach leaf curl–Annual saving resulting
from spraying as recommended by the Bureau: $1,000,000.
(3) Pear blight–Method of control introduced by the Bureau:
$1,000,000.
Also [related to soy beans]: 18,000 cultures of nitrogenfixing bacteria distributed for the year 1906, estimated cash
returns: $200,000. Note: Commercial cultures were not yet
considered reliable.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#2.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Asst. Chief, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2790. Meyer, Frank N. 1911. Re: Soybean cake and oil. In:
Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4 vols. 1902-1918. Compiled by
Bureau of Plant Introduction, USDA. 2444 p. See p. 1402,
1405. Letter of 22 July 1911 from Omsk, Siberia, to David
Fairchild of USDA.
• Summary: “I see you obtained some good soy beans from
Mr. E.C. Parker in Mukden [Manchuria]. In connection
therewith I enclose a clipping from the ‘Peterburger Herald’
in which it is stated that in one case the butter coming from
cows fed with soybean cake had a decided oil taste. Please
turn this clipping over to the specialist in charge of these
problems. I also read somewhere that in Marseilles [France]
they have made some very good soap from soybean oil.”
A subsequent letter of 21 Aug. 1911 (p. 1424) states:
“I am also enclosing a number of clippings. Some are quite
interesting, although old in years. There is one on Soy bean
oil manufacture in Odessa [Ukraine], for the specialist on soy
beans” [William Morse].
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2016) that contains the term “soybean oil.” But it
is a letter written by a man whose native tongue is Dutch, not
English–although he speaks and writes good English.
Location: University of California at Davis, Special
Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer.
2791. Lea and Perrins. 1911. Lea & Perrins’ sauce for
travelers and sportsmen (Ad). Times (London). July 23. p.
16, col. 1.
• Summary: “Adds much to the enjoyment of hot or cold

luncheon, dinner or supper. The only original and genuine
‘Worcestershire.’”
Near the upper left of this display ad is an illustration
of large, fancy hotel. At the center of the ad is a circular
illustration of a well-dressed man and woman seated at a
table in the hotel. Behind them is a waiter with what appears
to be a bottle of Worcestershire sauce on his upheld tray. At
the right center are some people in a motor car. At the lower
right is a large royal seal, and above it the words “By Royal
Warrant to H.M. The King.” Address: [England].
2792. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. L’exportation du
soja [Soybean exports]. 4(39):2346. July 25. [Fre]
• Summary: Exports of oil have been extremely important
in 1910. Exports from the port of Hull, England, during the
past year, have been 113372 barrels. Stocks on 31 Dec. 1910
were 21,000 tonnes of soybeans. The plague in Manchuria
has impeded expeditions there this year, but the demand is
always important, above all on the part of America.
2793. Niegemann, C. 1911. Sojabohnenoel [Soybean oil].
Farben-Zeitung 16(44):2470-75. July 29. [10 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The author presents, in four large tables, a
very detailed comparison of many previous studies on the
composition of soybean oil, including many important
characteristics of oil when used for industrial purposes
(such as the iodine number, the Reichert-Meissl value, etc.).
Address: Laboratorium von Dr. C Niegemann, GmbH, Koeln
(Cologne) am Rhine, Germany.
2794. Beltzer, Francis J.-G. 1911. Le lait végétal, la
caséine végétale et les produits industriels retirés des
graines de “soja” [Vegetable milk, vegetable casein, and
industrial products extracted from soybeans]. Revue de
Chimie Industrielle et le Moniteur Scientifique, Quesneville
22(259):209-15. July; 22(260):241-51. Aug. (Chem. Abst.
5:3597). Also published in Paris by Librairie Bernard Tignol
(1911). Bibliotheque des Actualites Industrielles, No. 144.
[13 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (July): Introduction: Chemical
composition of the soybean and of soy oil. Fermented
soyfoods and koji: Li Yu-ying and his soyfoods plant
established near Paris (at Vallées, near Colombes), the
products it makes (tofu or soy casein {Caséo-Sojaïne},
soy flour, bread, sauce, confections, milk, fermented milk,
tofu, etc.), soyfoods made in French Indochina. Soymilk
(lait végétal). Tofu (fromage végétal or to-fou): fresh tofu,
fermented tofu (La variété fermentée, which is gray or
yellow and has a piquant taste resembling that of Roquefort
cheese), white and salted tofu (which resembles a goat’s
cheese), smoked tofu (which resembles a gruyère cheese)...
(Aug): Industrial production of vegetable casein from
soybeans (cleaning the seeds, extraction of the oil), cost of
a plant to make vegetable casein, industrial applications of
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vegetable casein: in paints, glues, paper coatings, plastics
resembling Galalith, conclusion.
An illustration (schematic drawing; p. 248) shows two
views (a cross-sectional side view and an overhead floor
plan) of a factory for producing vegetable casein, with a
capacity to process 10 tons of soybeans per day.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
concerning the use of soy protein in glues or adhesives.
Address: Ingénieur-chimiste, Expert, Professeur de Chimie
Industrielle, France.
2795. Cumming, C.B. 1911. Correspondence: Rooi-Bloem or
Witchweed (Letter to the editor). Agricultural J. of the Union
of South Africa 2(1):119. July.
• Summary: “Sir,–I think, as the witchweed is causing the
loss of about two-thirds of the mealie crops in the Transvaal
low veld, it is time that every farmer in that part should give
his experience and let the Agricultural Department give one
good man nothing to do but. experiment on the pest and,
with the help of the farmers, try and combat it. or else we
had. better give up mealie [maize] growing entirely.”
“In October I ploughed it over again and planted it with
mealies once more. They grew splendidly–right above my
head–but in January they began to get yellow, and I did not
get a third of a crop. On some of the land I put soy beans in
the rows between the mealies, with no better result. I have
not tried spraying with copper sulphate, but I don’t see what
good it will be unless it kills the seed, as it is like locking
the stable door when the horse is gone.” Address: Oliphants
River Station.
2796. Gardner, Henry A. 1911. The practical testing of
drying and semi-drying paint oils. Proceedings, American
Society for Testing and Materials 11:641-49. Fourteenth
Annual Meeting. Held 27 June to July 1 at Atlantic City,
New Jersey.
• Summary: The article begins: “The high price of linseed
oil during the past two years of over a dollar a gallon,
together with the unusual scarcity of this valuable oil, has
led many investigators into the field of research, with a view

of discovering some mixture of other oils to partly replace
linseed oil. Many valuable contributions to oil technology
have resulted, but the makers and users of paints have
wisely demanded specific and authoritative information as
to the practical value of proposed mixtures before adopting
them. The Institute of Industrial Research, at the request of
the Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the United States,
has recently started a series of practical paint vehicle tests
designed to decide the question at issue.”
Describes in detail the method of conducting the paint
tests at Washington, DC, using 48 white-pine panels (each
2 by 3 feet) to form a fence. Soya bean oil, linseed oil (five
types), menhaden oil, perilla oil, and Chinese wood oil
(two types) were among the fifteen oils tested. Soya bean
oil was used in 19 of the 43 oil tests (44.1%). Table 1, titled
“Analyses of oils used in vehicle tests” (p. 645), gives the
specific gravity, saponification number, iodine number, and
acid number of each of the 15 oils.
The pigment formula selected for the tests had the
following composition: Basic carbonate white lead 20%,
sublimed white lead 30%, zinc oxide 35%, magnesium
silicate 10%, and barytes [barites; barium sulfate occurring
as a mineral] 5%. “It is for the purpose of causing oils to set
up to a hard film in a short time that metallic driers in the
form of salts of manganese and lead, soluble in oil, are added
to a paint. Some oils require a large amount of drier, while
others require only a small amount.”
“Soya bean and perilla oils behaved like straight linseed
oil, the former being a little slower and the latter slightly
more rapid in drying properties.”
Photos show two views of the vehicle test fence at the
Institute of Industrial Research. The results will be known as
the paints age.
2797. Newport, H.; Wood, C.E. 1911. Tropical industries:
The soy or soja bean. Queensland Agricultural Journal
27(1):21-27. July. [6 ref]
• Summary: The “first introduction [of the soybean] into
the Queensland tropics, if not into the State, was in 1900,
in November of which year a consignment was received
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at the Kamerunga State Nursery, Cairns, from the head
offices of the Department of Agriculture in Brisbane. In
September, 1901, also, the records show some Soy bean
seed to have been included in a parcel of seed received from
the Biggenden State Farm, indicating that a supply had also
been sent to that Institution in 1900, and possibly, therefore,
to other State farms and agricultural institutions. At neither
place do the results of this seed seem to have elicited any
special report or attracted attention. For a season or two
subsequently seed was available here but seldom applied for,
and results did not warrant its advocation as a farm crop.”
Thereafter until 1911 many variety trials were conducted, but
with only modestly encouraging results in North Queensland.
One section summarizes the results of soybean
experiments in other countries, and another gives details
on soybean cultivation in Queensland in 1910 using seed
imported by the overseer, C.E. Wood and tested in May,
June and October 1910, and Jan. and Feb. 1911: Yellow
varieties from Manchuria, Shanghai, Japan, Tolga [in
Queensland, where it grew well], Sydney, and Brisbane; red
varieties from Shanghai and Manchuria, a black variety from
Shanghai, A photo shows “A row of soy beans in the nursery,
Kamerunga.”
Pages 25-27 give details on cultivation of soy beans
in Queensland: Climatic conditions, vitality of the seed,
germination, method of sowing, growth and size of plants,
ripening, returns, pests &c. [“the leaves were readily eaten
by grasshoppers, caterpillars, slugs, &c.” The leaves are also
finely perforated by an unknown insect], style of growth,
root system, nitrogenous nodules, other varieties, and finally
[conclusion]. “While the experiments at the Kamerunga State
Nursery have in some points differed from and in others
agreed with experiments in other places and countries, even
allowing for the season, as yet the Soy bean has not shown
itself capable of sustaining the valuable attributes ascribed
to it in comparison with other legumes under the climatic
and soil conditions obtaining in North Queensland. The
experiments are, of course, being continued.”
Concerning germination: “The North Queensland
germinations averaged four days, seldom less and sometimes
up to nine or ten days. Soaking or similar treatment of the
seed expedited germination, but involved a greater risk
should hot dry weather immediately follow the sowing in the
field. In sowing, well worked soil was shown to be essential.
Deep planting is detrimental, and occasionally prevented
germination. The best depth was found to be in 1 in. or less
in moist weather; in dry weather slightly deeper. The soil
must be prevented from caking once the plumule showed
above ground, otherwise the seedlings pinch off easily.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2008) the uses the word “plumule” in connection
with the soy bean. Coined in 1727, “plumule” is a botanical
term referring to the part of a plant embryo that develops into
the shoot system, consisting of the epicotyl and first leaves.

Source: Oxford English Dictionary. Address: 1. Manager;
2. Overseer. Both: The Kamerunga State Nursery, Cairns,
northern Queensland.
2798. Gazette (The) (Montreal, Quebec, Canada). 1911.
Grain markets. Aug. 1. p. 21.
• Summary: Chicago: Cash prices... Soy beans, 2 yellow,
1.48½.
Range of futures: Soy beans: (old): For Oct., Nov., and
Dec. gives High, Low, Close, and Changes.
Soy beans: (new): For Oct. gives High: 139 5/8. Low:
138 3/8, Close: 139½. Changes: 3/8.
2799. Keimatsu, S. 1911. Zur Kenntnis des Sojabohnenoeles
[Toward a knowledge of soya bean oil]. Chemiker-Zeitung
35(91):839-40. Aug. 1. (Chem. Abst. 5:3633). [8 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The author, a Japanese living in Manchuria,
gives a detailed discussion of the physical and chemical
characteristics of soy oil, and its composition. The sample
of oil examined contained about 12% saturated fatty acids,
mainly stearic and palmitic acids, and about 80% unsaturated
fatty acids, about half of which consisted of an acid isomeric
with linolic acid yielding a hydroxy acid of melting point
158º-159ºC. Ordinary linolic acid [later known as linoleic
acid] (yielding a sativic acid of melting point 173º-175ºC)
and oleic acid were also present, together constituting about
15% of the unsaturated acids. The oil contained 0.2% of
phytosterol, in which no stigmasterol could be detected.
Address: Dalny, Manchuria.
2800. Togano, Meijiro. 1911. Shôyu no kôki ni tsuite [On
the odor of shoyu]. Nogaku Kaiho (J. of the Scientific
Agricultural Society, Japan) No. 109. p. 1-38. Aug. 5. [Jap]
• Summary: In the English-language table of contents, shoyu
is called “Soya.” Address: Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
2801. Oyama, Jiro. 1911. Pootorando ni okeru yunyû Nihon
shôyu ni kansuru ken [The market for imported Japanese
shoyu in Portland, Oregon]. Portland, Oregon. 15 p. Aug. 8.
Handwritten unpublished manuscript. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This is a market report from Mr. Oyama at the
Japanese consulate in Portland to Mr. Yoshitaro Komura at
the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
During the past 18 months 10,509 taru (170,460 liters,
or 947 koku) of shoyu has been imported to Portland. A
Japanese run shoyu company in Portland [probably Sanyo
Shoyu Jozo Gaisha; see 1909 entry] made or makes about
300 koku (54,000 liters) a year. Address: Japanese Consulate,
Portland, Oregon.
2802. Allen, T.J. 1911. Daily diet and health hints: The soya
bean. Boston Daily Globe. Aug. 9. p. 12.
• Summary: “An American consul reports that the German
government is introducing the soya bean extensively from
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Japan. This bean is superior to any of the varieties used in
this country, which, while they are nutritious, are digested
with difficulty, and their starch and their tough outer coating
require so much cooking that the albuminous and mineral
elements are largely injured. The soya bean contains about
20 percent fat and 40 percent proteid. It is much like the
peanut in composition, but it is more easily cultivated. It
is an excellent food in diabetes and should be generally be
cultivated.” Address: Dr., Food Specialist.
2803. Gazette (The) (Montreal, Quebec, Canada). 1911.
United Kingdom trade: volume maintained but some marked
decreases in values. Aug. 9. p. 13.
• Summary: “A decrease of about £1,250,000 in the value of
soya beans imported is, no doubt, attributed to the prevalence
of plague in Manchuria.”
2804. Waerden, Herman van der. 1911. De sojaboon [The
soybean]. Pharmaceutisch Weekblad voor Nederland
48(32):889-96. Aug. 12. (Chem. Abst. 5:3737). [6 ref. Dut]
• Summary: “Review of the literature in regard to the
soybean, as food for man and animals and technical value of
the fat, with some new analysis of the soybean showing high
protein (35.4%) and fat (17%) content; physical constants
of the oil and of the fatty acids; analysis of the meal left
after oil extraction; protein (40.5%), fat (5.8-6.25%). Its
ash has a high phosphoric anhydride (P205, phosphoric
acid, anhydrous) value (29-36%).” Address: Scheikundig
Ingenieur, Laboratorium Koloniaal Museum.
2805. Morse, W.J. 1911. Re: Report on trip to Monetta,
South Carolina. Letter to Mr. R.A. Oakley, USDA,
Washington, DC, Aug. 15. 3 p. Handwritten, with signature
on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: “My dear Oakley: Spent Monday with Mr.
Jos. [Joseph] M. Johnson at Monetta [South Carolina]
and thought I would write you concerning the condition
of our experiments there. You will no doubt recall that
soybeans grown previously at Monetta were failures and an
examination of the plant roots gave no evidence of tubercles.
The plants last year reached a height of about 16 inches. In
sending seed of the best soy beans, that is those found most
resistant to wilt and root-knot [nematodes] last year, soil
was sent from the soybean plat at Arlington Farm [Virginia].
The soy beans this year at Monetta are excellent. The plants
of the two best varieties are three feet high. The plants are
vigorous, have an abundant growth and a very extensive root
system. The roots are covered with nodules of all sizes, some
as large as a small-sized marble. Not a variety is less than
two feet high. A very striking contrast to the previous year.
“The other crops are doing fairly well, except the adzuki
beans. The wilt has played havoc with the adzuki and mung
beans. As yet there has been very little wilt in the soys and
no evidence of root-knot.” “With best wishes,...”

Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: The Albion [hotel], S.J.
Newcombe managing director, Augusta, Georgia.
2806. Rosenfeld, Arturo H. 1911. Noticias de la estación
[Report of the Agricultural Experiment Station]. Revista
Industrial y Agricola de Tucuman 2(3):133-38. Aug. 15. See
p. 137, 139. [Spa]
• Summary: The section titled “Cowpeas, Soy Beans,
Sorghum, Rice, etc.” notes: “We are publishing with this
article two illustrations of ‘soy beans’ kindly presented to
the station by Professor Tonnelier, Chief of the Experiment
Station of the School of Agriculture of Cordoba, Argentina.
The professor has sent us some soybean seeds with which we
will experiment, comparing them with other seeds that we
have obtained.”
Photos show: (1) A man holding a wooden measuring
stick standing in a field of soybeans, which stand about 90
cm tall and last year yielded 36,800 kg of forage (p. 135).
(2) A field of soy beans at the Experiment Station of the
School of Agriculture of Cordoba. A building stands in the
background (p. 139).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Argentina.
Note 2. An article written by the same author in this
journal in December 1911 shows that the soybeans had been
sent but had not yet arrived at that time that this article was
written in August. They had arrived by December. Address:
Subdirector y Entomólogo, Argentina.
2807. Gazette (The) (Montreal, Quebec, Canada). 1911.
Suez Canal traffic: all branches showed increase in 1910
(London Standard). Aug. 16. p. 4.
• Summary: “The greatest rise took place in the oleaginous
seed trade, which is increased by 650,000 tons.”
“In the trade in soya beans there was only an increase of
7,000 tons, making a total of 450,000 tons during the year.”
Note: Most of these soya beans were almost certainly
imported from Manchuria to England.
2808. Westgate, J.M.; Hillman, F.H. 1911. Red clover.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 455. 48 p. Aug. 18. See p. 29.
• Summary: In the section titled “Red clover in rotations,”
the subsection on “Rotations containing cowpeas or soy
beans preceding wheat and clover” (p. 29) states: “In
sections where cowpeas and soy beans are successfully
produced it is sometimes the practice to introduce one of
these coarse legumes immediately preceding the wheat crop.
The vines are either cut in time to have the ground ready
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for fall seeding or the entire pea or bean crop is rolled down
and then cross-disked. The accumulation of the cowpea or
soy bean stems and leaves on and near the surface serves
as a mulch which acts very beneficially on the clover. The
practice of turning the entire crop of both pods and vines
back to the soil, however, is somewhat wasteful and it is
better to pasture the pods off with hogs. This method allows
only the vines to go back to the soil, thus giving the same
results as regards the crop of clover besides converting a
portion of the crop into pork.” Address: 1. Agronomist in
Charge of Clover Investigations; 2. Asst. Botanist. Both:
Bureau of Plant Industry.
2809. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1911.
The land and the producer: The soya bean. Aug. 19. p. 14.
• Summary: “The Soya bean has received a good
advertisement in some agricultural journals, but that the
wonderful virtues and results claimed from it should be
regarded with caution is made evident by experiments
conducted in Queensland. The State “Agricultural
Journal,” in detailing the results of experiments made at the
Kamerunga nursery, near Cairns, says:”
There follows a summary of Newport, H.; Wood,
C.E. 1911. “Tropical industries: The soy or soja bean.”
Queensland Agricultural Journal 27(1):21-27. July.
The summary emphasizes that “in no case were the
results very encouraging. The crops from the May sowings
were very poor.”
2810. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. Trade report:
Soya beans and oil. 79(8):332. Aug. 19.
• Summary: “A distinct turn for the better has manifested
itself in recent weeks in the soya-bean trade, which has had
its reflex in the more active demand for the by-products,
while supplies in this country have fallen considerably short
of last year.”
2811. Maynard, Lester. 1911. Vladivostok bean trade. Daily
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) 14(194):794-95. Aug.
19.
• Summary: “Before Manchuria was opened up and
connected by railway with the seacoast Manchurian beans
were of purely local importance and were used as food for
both man and beast. The first attempts to export beans were
made as early as 1902, principally to Odessa [in today’s
Ukraine], but the shipments met with little success, as the
market was not prepared for the beans in the raw state, and
the oil was not properly manufactured to stand competition
with other vegetable oils.
“This failure killed the export trade for several years,
and it was not until after the war–that is, during the season
of 1906-7–that attempts to export beans were revived and
small shipments were made to Japan. During 1906 the

exports were 16,130 tons of beans and 64,520 tons of cake,
and in 1907, 17,359 tons of beans and 26,605 tons of cake.
In Japan the bean cake was used as a fertilizer and the oil in
manufacturing.
“Beginning of direct shipments to Europe: About the end
of 1907 a St. Petersburg firm sent the first shipments of beans
direct to Europe. In the meantime large shipments of beans
were being exported to Japan. The price at that time was
$5.75 to $7.65 per ton, and was sufficiently low to enable the
Japanese to import the beans in large quantities and reexport
to Europe; the expense of this transaction was from $1.50 to
$1.60 per ton.
“In 1908 the first European exporters came to the Far
East, and as a result the Japanese transferred their interests
from Vladivostok and concentrated the exporting of beans
at Dalny, and attempted to keep the control of the European
market, but the European firms being financially stronger,
opened offices at Harbin and began making their purchases
direct. The Chinese Eastern Railway, by introducing lower
freight rates, succeeded in attracting large shipments of beans
to Vladivostok for export, and to a certain extent stopped the
rapid growth of Dalny as a bean exporting point. According
to figures compiled by the London Exchange for the seasons
of 1908-9 and 1909-10 the exports were as follows: From
Vladivostok, 227,653 and 253,003 tons; Newchwang,
524,545 and 379,728 tons; Dalny, 717,945 and 556,983 tons,
respectively.
“The purchase of beans is still carried on through
Chinese dealers, and the exporters are not in a position to
come in direct contact with the purchaser. For this reason,
and because the beans come in various quantities from far
outlying districts, some of which are not properly equipped
for sorting, drying, and otherwise preparing them for export,
the beans arrive at the seacoast mixed with dust and sand,
and during the winter with snow, and in Vladivostok no
attempt is made to clean the shipments before exportation.
Certain precautions are taken in loading the beans on board
ship, such as the installation of ventilating tubes, but these
are not sufficient to guarantee the cargo arriving in good
condition, as the beans are often frozen during railway
transportation, and after being loaded on board ship have to
pass through the Tropics on the way to market. Beans spoiled
in this way during the 1909-10 season amounted to 35,657
tons out of 253,003 tons exported from Vladivostok.
“Difficulty of shipping through Vladivostok: One great
drawback has been the shipment of beans by the railway
on platform cars. Despite the tarpaulins that cover the bags
snow sifts in, not alone between the bags, but into them, and
although the bags are brushed on arrival at Yeagersheldt,
the shipping port of Vladivostok, only the outside snow
is removed. Yeagersheldt is poorly equipped for handling
cargoes of this kind, and no facilities whatsoever exist for the
handling of beans in bulk. According to statistics compiled
by the Chinese Eastern Railway the capacity of the storing
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facilities at Yeagersheldt is as follows: Six tea warehouses,
6,970 tons; 26 warehouses and sheds, 54,296 tons; open
areas, 11,590 tons; total, 72,855 tons. the capacity of these
storage places is based on the following estimate: Five
hundred pounds of beans in bags per square foot under roof,
and 360 pounds of beans in bags per square foot in the open.
“Another drawback to shipments from Vladivostok is
the lack of wharfage, there being room for only 5 steamers to
load at a time, and, as a rule, there are 2 steamers discharging
tea or salt or loading timber. The Chinese Eastern Railway
made efforts to control the loading of bean steamers by
requiring exporters to place this work in the hands of a
workmen’s society. This has been refused by the exporters,
with the result that private stevedoring has been organized
and the expenses reduced about 50 per cent. Regardless of
this, the expense of loading and other charges are very high,
amounting to $3.35 per ton. The exports of beans through
the port of Vladivostok from 1908 to May, 1911, were
as follows: 1908, 65,291 tons; 1909, 230,394 tons; 1910,
239,926 tons; 1911, 212,181 tons.” Address: Consul.
2812. Scientific American Supplement. 1911. Extended
utilization of soya bean products: Milk, cheese, and a variety
of other products from a vegetable seed. 72(1859):115. Aug.
19. Summary of Beltzer 1911, in Revue Scientifique. [Eng]
• Summary: “A Chinese factory has been established [by Li
Yu-ying] not far from Paris for the purpose of manufacturing
alimentary products from Soya, and it has already put on the
market Soya flour, Soya bread, Soya sauce, Soya Milk, Soya
cheese, preserves, fermented milk, etc.”
“The well-known chemical engineer, F.J.G. Beltzer,
who has made a careful study of the whole subject, publishes
in the Revue Scientifique a report of whose most important
features we present an abstract.”
“For purely industrial applications it is necessary, as
we have said, that the vegetable casein be entirely free from
fatty matters.
“In the industrial treatment of Soya, therefore, the
process is somewhat different. The 3 objects sought are: the
pure oil, the casein entirely free from oil, and the residuary
cake.
“The oil is extracted by pressing, and 2 grades are
obtained. The first or purest is sold for edible purposes, while
the second is useful for soap-making and other manufactures
where oils and fats are employed...
“The pure casein is prepared from the pulp which
remains after the extraction of the oil. The milky liquid
obtained by triturating the pulp with cold water, is filtered
and treated with powdered gypsum. About 1 kilo of gypsum
per 1,000 liters of the liquid is used. The mixture is brought
to a boil and the resulting coagulate is drained and washed
in cloth filters. The casein thus obtained is dissolved in
a quantity of very dilute soda solution, so weak that the
reaction is either neutral or very slightly alkaline. The

solution is filtered and then precipitated by acetic acid. The
finely divided precipitate obtained is filtered out, washed on
the filter and finally dried at a low temperature.
“The casein thus obtained is white, and, from an
industrial point of view, very pure. It is insoluble in water,
but soluble in dilute caustic alkalies and in ammonia. It
exhibits almost precisely the same properties as the casein
obtained from ordinary milk. It is found on experiment to
be susceptible of the same industrial applications as animal
casein, and may come to largely supersede this because of
lower cost.
“Among the various uses to which it may be applied
we may mention its employment in painting, and for the
preparation of products having a resistance to moisture.
“It may be used also for the sizing of paper, which
consumes such large quantities of ordinary casein. Being
soluble in ammonia and caustic solutions it is capable of
forming a smooth and solid size.
“Other uses are in certain manufacturing processes
in the preparation of silks and artificial textiles, as well as
of rubber, leathers, plastic materials, films, photographic
emulsions, etc. Large amounts of animal casein are at present
employed in the manufacture of ‘Galalith,’ from which are
made numerous objects which imitate articles made from
ivory, tortoise-shell, bone, horn, etc. The Soya casein, when
free from fats, is equally well adapted for these purposes...
“It will be seen from the foregoing résumé, that the
fabrication of vegetable casein for industrial purposes has
immense possibilities, only exceeded in importance by the
alimentary value of its food products for man and for beast.
“The residuary cake left after the extraction of both
oil and casein still retains sufficient nutritive qualities to be
useful as an addition to the feed of animals.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2013) that uses the term “soya cheese” to refer
to what was probably fermented tofu, but which could have
been a Western-style cheese.
By 1905 Li presented a paper (in French) describing
how he had tofu to make “Fermented cheese (Le fromage
fermenté). Its color is white, yellow, or gray, and it flavor is
very strong, like that of Roquefort.” In Dec. 1910 he applied
for British Patent 30,275, titled “Vegetable milk and its
derivatives.” It was accepted / issued on 29 Feb. 1912. It
stated: “For obtaining fermented cheese such as roquefort
[Roquefort], parmezan [Parmesan], romatour [Romadur,
Rahmatour], camambert [Camembert], and gruyere, suitable
ferments are employed.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2017) that uses the term “vegetable casein” or the
term “pure casein” to refer to an isolated soy protein product,
which is used for industrial purposes.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2017) that uses the term “silks” (or “silk”) to refer
to spun soy protein fiber used like a textile fiber.
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Day, Proprietress, Jackson, Tennessee.
2813. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1911.
Anfragen: 202. Sojamehl zu Brennereizwecken [Inquiries:
202. Soybean meal for distillery purposes]. 61(66):746. Aug.
19. [Ger]
• Summary: Inquiries
Technical inquiries that have been made by our
subscribers are published by us free of charge.
262. Soybean meal for distillery purposes. Soybean
meal (Sojamehl), which is the residue that remains with
the extraction of the fat from soybeans (Sojabohnen),
whereby approx. 17% fat is obtained with my benzene
extraction, comes to 9 Austro-Hungarian crowns per metric
hundredweight [per 100 kg]. If I assume that the meal yields
only 16 liters of alcohol per metric hundredweight, then the
price of this raw material would correspond to the price of
corn. The advantage of this raw material, however, would
be the incomparably more nutritious malt residue. Are
there experiences available about this utilization of soybean
meal? Should I first of all carry out a trial with 100 metric
hundredweight of soybeans, or can I venture to immediately
cover my entire need of approx. 10 to 12 rail cars full,
whereby the price would be lower?–J.P. in G., Silesia.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This question was answered in this newspaper
on 30 Aug. 1911.
2814. Morse, W.J. 1911. Re: Report on travels. Letter to R.A.
Oakley, Forage Crop Investigations, Washington, DC, Aug.
22. 4 p. Handwritten, with signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: “My dear Oakley:...” Morse says he plans to
visit the state experiment stations in North Carolina, then
Urbana, Illinois, then Lafayette, Indiana [Purdue]. He can
get more information on crops this way than by visiting
farmers. “This was the case at the Florida and Alabama
stations... I think I gathered quite a little valuable information
on soybeans and cowpeas in addition to other forage crops.”
Mentions Prof. Duggar.
“The soybean question in Florida, I think, is much the
same as that of South Carolina, namely, that of inoculation.
In Alabama soybeans make an excellent growth and should
prove an excellent forage crop for that state.”
Note: This is the earliest letter seen (Aug. 2011)
concerning travel plans written by William Morse. However
his earliest trip behalf of soybeans was apparently to Florida
and Alabama.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse. Folder #1–Morse, W.J.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: The Southern [hotel], Mrs. J.H.

2815. Lipman, Jacob G.; Brown, P.E.; Owen, I.L. 1911.
The availability of nitrogenous materials as measured by
ammonification. Zentralblatt fuer Bakteriologie. Series 2.
31(1/4):49-85. Aug. 23. [Eng]
• Summary: One section of this article is titled “The
Ammonification of Substances of Vegetable Origin.” 3
gm of ground soy beans (containing 5.93% nitrogen) were
mixed with soil. The total nitrogen in the material was
179.9 mg. After 7 days of decomposition by ammonifying
bacteria, 70.8 gm of ammonia nitrogen was found. 39.79%
of the nitrogen from the ground soy beans was recovered
as ammonia. Address: Soil Lab., New Jersey Agric. Exp.
Station, New Brunswick, New Jersey.
2816. Grey River Argus (West Coast, New Zealand). 1911. A
food in diabetes. Aug. 24. p. 8.
• Summary: “Drs. Friedenwald and Ruhrah have (says
‘Science Siftings’) been treating a large number of diabetes
cases with soy bean.” Summarizes their findings.
2817. J. of the Royal Society of Arts (London). 1911. Soya
beans. 59:954. Aug. 25.
• Summary: A summary of The Soya Bean of Manchuria, by
Shaw (1911).
“A large shipment of beancake has just been sent to
Seattle, [Washington], and there appears to be a very good
opening for the product on the Pacific coast, where the heavy
railway freights from the East have caused dairymen and
feeders to look round for a cheaper feed than that which
comes across the Rockies... Soya beans are being grown in
British West Africa, and experimental planting is carried on
in practically every British colony.”
2818. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Le commerce
du soja en Mandchourie [The soybean trade in Manchuria].
4(40):2388. Aug. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: “Total exports of soybeans (graine de soja)
from the port of Dairen reached a little more 200,000 tonnes
(metric tons) during the last season. These exports are
diminishing, but it does not seem that the diminution should
persist. The [nutritional] qualities of soybeans have been well
established, and one can imagine an expansion in the use of
this bean.
“It is necessary, however, to remark that especially the
oil, and not the bean, is in demand, so that exporters have
found it more advantageous to export the oil than the beans
by reason of the good price of the Manchurian workforce.
“Finally, the attempts at agriculture in the West yielded
such satisfactory results that importers hesitate to pay the
elevated freight from Manchuria and hope soon to stock local
production. As a consequence, they restrain their purchases.
“The average market price of the five years, 1906-1911,
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was about 8 French francs 35/picul, [Note: The picul is a
Chinese unit of measure equal to 133.33 lb.] but during the
last three years, more particularly, this price has been around
8 francs 70/picul. In 1906 it was 5 francs 60.”
2819. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Recherches sur
l’huile de soja [Research on soy oil (Abstract)]. 4(40):2377.
Aug. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of an article by
C. Oettinger and F. Buchta in Zeitschrift für Angewandte
Chemie 24(18):828-29 (5 May 1911).
2820. Gall, Konrad. 1911. Teuerung und Erfindungsgeist
[Rising prices and the spirit of invention]. Salzburger
Chronik (Salzburg, Austria-Hungary) 47(195):1. Aug. 29.
[Ger]
• Summary: [The article begins with a discussion of
agricultural substitutes to combat rising prices, such as using
nettle fibers in place of cotton.]
Thus, our Consulate General in Shanghai, for example,
is very active in this direction [of sending samples of plants
to Europe]. The densely populated China can in fact also
provide us with some ideas about nutrition. The Consul
General has made us aware there of the soybean (Sojabohne)
and emphasizes that the great importance of this crop lies
in its chemical composition. As a legume, it belongs to the
same family as our lentils, peas, beans, and lupines. But it
towers above these plants as a result of its much higher fat
and protein content, because the soybean (Soja) has a fat
content of up to 20 percent and a protein content of up to 38
percent. It is noteworthy that the Austrian Maggi compounds
contain the addition of soy [or a soy additive] (Sojazusatz).
In Japan, a type of coffee is produced from this bean, and
French factories make products such as bread for diabetics,
cakes, jams, and much more.
[The article goes on to discuss coffee imports from
Brazil.]
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This same article appeared under the same title
and author in Das Vaterland (Vienna) on this same date,
pages 1-2.
2821. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1911.
Antworten und Briefwechsel: Extrahiertes Sojabohnenmehl
zu Brennereizwecken [Answers and correspondence:
No. 877. Extracted soybean meal for distillery purposes].
61(69):783. Aug. 30. [Ger]
• Summary: J.P. in G., Silesia. (Reply to Question no. 262.)
The soybean (Sojabohne) contains around 5% starch and
approx. 7% sugar-like substances. If these levels were also
to be theoretically increased through the extraction of fat
and possible loss of water up to around 15%–a case which,
however, could hardly occur in practice–then it would

provide a maximum yield of approximately 7% alcohol.
In consideration of the fact that the substances that can be
transformed into alcohol are present in such a small quantity,
then obstacles of that type stand in the way of the processing
of this product into alcohol in such a way that obtaining
spirits from this material can hardly be conceivable. The
soybean residues (Sojarückstände) as such form a good
fodder, and this type of exploitation of the residues may be
that which is most worthy of recommendation.–Ezadek.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2822. Pitzipios, G.D. 1911. China. Soya bean crop prospects
in Chinkiang district. Board of Trade Journal (London)
74:446. Aug. 31.
• Summary: “H.M. Consul at Chinkiang [Chen-chiang
in today’s Kiangsu province, China] (Mr. G.D. Pitzipios)
reports that the soya bean crop in the Huaian and Hsüchou
Prefectures, north of the Yangtse [Yangtze River, later
Chang], is expected to be excellent. This is the case in
spite of the occurrence of extensive floods in the former
Prefecture, which means that the bulk of the produce will
come from the Hsüchou Prefecture, where the bean has
supplanted the poppy.” Address: British Consul, Chinkiang,
China.
2823. Boulter, R. 1911. Japan. Report for the year 1910 on
the trade of Japan. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual
Series (Foreign Office, Great Britain). No. 4768. 87 p. Aug.
See p. 62.
• Summary: A table titled “Return of principal articles of
import into Japan during the years 1908-10” has a category
“Manures” (p. 62) of which the largest items are as follows:
“Oil cake–[Soy] Bean.” Imports of this cake rose from
461,950 tons in 1908 to 575,180 tons in 1908, then decreased
to 395,582 tons in 1910. Imports of phosphorite rose from
119,169 tons in 1908 to 166,896 tons in 1910. Imports of
ammonium sulphate rose from 66,445 tons in 1908 to 68,813
tons in 1910.
2824. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1911. Ueber das Sojabohnenoel [On
soybean oil (Abstract)]. 18(8):196-97. Aug. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
German-language article: Oettinger, C.; Buchta, F. 1911.
Ueber das Sojabohnenoel [On soybean oil]. Zeitschrift für
Angewandte Chemie 24(18):828-29. May 5.
2825. Dickson, R.H.B. 1911. Soy beans. Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal 8(6):904-08. Aug. Also available as:
Departmental Bulletin No. 93.
• Summary: “Of recent years a good deal has been heard
of the Soy or Soja bean (Glycine hispida), and efforts have
been made to extend its cultivation in Africa and elsewhere.
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The crop has already obtained a firm hold in the United
States, where many varieties suitable to the different climatic
conditions are grown. It seems likely that some of these will
suit Rhodesian conditions and it is hoped that further trials
with American seed will be made this year.
“The Soy bean is a native of China, Japan and Java,
and from these countries has been comparatively recently
introduced into India, Europe and America. It is a strong
erect growing plant, ranging from one to four feet in height,
with many branches like a miniature tree. The foliage is
heavy and thick, and the plant branches and fruits close
to the ground; this latter peculiarity renders harvesting by
machinery rather a difficult matter. The plant is covered
with rusty hairs. The flowers are small and inconspicuous,
white or purple in colour, and are found close to the stem
at the base of the leaves. The pods are small, two to three
inches long, and contain from one to four beans, which in
most varieties resemble the marrow-fat or garden pea as far
as shape and size are concerned, but which vary greatly in
colour, being black, yellow, brown, green or mottled. The
root system consists of a long tap, connected with many
lateral roots, thus enabling the plant to withstand drought.
“The plant matures in from 90 to 150 days, the time
depending on the variety. One of the worst features of some
varieties is the habit of shedding the grain as soon as the
pods are ripe, which renders harvesting for seed almost
impossible. With such varieties, however, pigs may be turned
into the standing crop to feed it off, thus saving the cost of
harvesting. In any case pigs should always be allowed access
to fields where this crop has been grown to glean the grain
which is shed in the process of harvesting.
“Soil and Climate.–The Soy Bean is best suited to sandy
or light clay soils, and does least well on a black clay loam.
It withstands dry spells well, and also seasons which are
unusually wet, and speaking generally, it should grow in all
soils and climates suitable for maize growing.
“Planting.–The land must be better prepared than for
maize. A good tilth is necessary, and the land must be well
harrowed to kill as many weeds as possible before planting.
The crop can then be produced with little after cultivation. As
Soy Beans may be grown either for hay or grain production,
distance of planting varies, but in either case drilling is
preferable to broad-casting. The seed then germinates more
uniformly and all plants are ready to be cut at the same time.
It is advisable not to plant until January, so that harvesting
may take place in the dry season. Maturity occurs in from 90
to 150 days after planting, the time depending on the variety
grown so that choice of variety in reality governs the time of
planting. If intended for hay the drills may be from 6 to 15
inches up to 24 inches apart, in which case 50-70 pounds of
seed are required per acre. When grown for grain production,
rows 24 to 30 inches apart give the best returns, and the seed
is sown 2 to 4 inches apart in the row. From 35 to 45 lbs. of
seed is then required per acre. The seed can be sown with a

maize planter using small plates. Those used for kaffir corn
are suitable. On no account should the seed be planted more
than two inches deep, and one inch is preferable. Until the
beans are four to six inches high, they may be harrowed and
afterwards cultivated, as long as the plants are not damaged.
Weeds will cease to grow as soon as the beans reach across
the rows. Soy beans are sometimes planted with maize in
the same way as are cowpeas. The best method is to sow
alternate drills or alternate series of two rows each of maize
and soy beans. This latter is done by filling one box with
maize and the other with soy beans, and the former by filling
both boxes with beans and straddling the rows of maize
when these appear above ground, or drilling single rows
of beans between the rows of maize, at the last cultivation.
Where the soil is very poor it is advisable to plant the rows of
maize four to six feet apart and to grow soy beans, cowpeas
or peanuts between the rows. The latter enrich the soil and do
not interfere with the growth of maize. Where maize and soy
beans are planted together, both may be harvested for silage.
At present prices it is probably not a practical proposition
to apply any fertiliser to the soy bean crop. If however, any
lime or wood ashes are available, an application of 2 or 3
cwt. per acre is likely to prove beneficial.
“Harvesting.–Cut as soon as the pods are well formed
and before the leaves fall. When the lowest leaves become
yellow the crop must be reaped at once if required for hay. It
can be cut later for grain, provided that the pods do not split.
The plants may be pulled up by hand and laid in rows to
wilt and then bound loosely in bundles and shocked, or they
may be cut with a mower if the ground is sufficiently level to
allow the knife to be set so low as to avoid cutting the pods.
After lying in the swath until the leaves are well wilted, but
before they become dry and brittle, the plants may be raked
into windrows, and then put in small cocks or bunches and
finally stacked. Curing frames consisting of three or four
poles in the shape of a pyramid, round which the hay is built
up, may be used to allow of free circulation of air.
“Threshing.–As with many other crops in Rhodesia,
the difficulty and expense of threshing may prevent the crop
being largely grown. Threshing by hand on a bucksail or
large flat stone is very expensive, costing somewhere about
2s. 6d. per bag of 200 lbs. A machine called ‘a cowpea
huller’ is used in the United States for threshing soy beans
and cowpeas. It may be either hand or power driven, and
is made in various sizes. Enquiries as to cost, etc., are now
being made in America. Storing the seed after threshing is
rather a difficult matter as the beans heat and spoil–if stored
in large quantities–and they must be stored in small bins,
sacks or thin layers, and the air allowed to circulate through
the mass.
“Yield.–The soy bean has produced about 5 bags or
16 bushels to the acre in Natal [South Africa], but so far its
results have not been very successful in Rhodesia. The yields
in the United States for the better varieties range from 25 to
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40 bushels or 7 to 12 bags. The usual yield of hay is 1½ to 2
tons per acre depending on the variety.
“Varieties.–There are at the present time some 300
known varieties of Soy Beans, and these have been divided
into groups according to various characters. Until recently
the colour of the seed and the length of time taken to mature
have been the governing factors in separating them into
groups, but latterly the shape of the plant and value of the
foliage for fodder have been taken into consideration as well.
Of five varieties introduced into Rhodesia by the writer, two
or three give promise of being of some value. The best are
the Brown, the Mammoth Yellow and the Hollybrook, of
which a brief description follows:“Brown.–Plants stout, erect, bushy, 24 to 30 inches in
height, maturing in 130 to 140 days. Flowers purple, pods
shattering little, seeds brown. Should yield a fair amount of
hay.
“Mammoth Yellow.–Plants like the Brown variety
though not so large and vigorous, 18 to 24 inches high,
maturing in 130 to 140 days. Flowers white, pods holding
seed well, seeds straw coloured. Can only be grown for grain
or hay.
“Hollybrook.–Plants not so large as the Mammoth,
being 15 to 18 inches high, maturing in 110 to 120 days.
Flowers white, seeds straw coloured, very similar to the
Mammoth. This variety produces a large number of pods, but
is too woody to make good hay.
“Soy Beans as a Foodstuff.–Soy Beans constitute one of
the richest natural vegetable foods known. For comparison
with other foods the following table is given:”
The table compares the percentage of digestible
nutrients (protein, carbohydrates, and fat) for maize, oats,
bran, cotton seed, linseed meal, and soy beans. The soybeans
have the 2nd highest protein content (29.6% after 37.8%
for cotton seed), the lowest carbohydrate content (22.3%),
and the highest fat content (14.4%) (Continued). Address:
Government Agriculturist [probably in Salisbury, Rhodesia].
2826. Dickson, R.H.B. 1911. Soy beans (Continued–
Document part II). Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 8(6):90408. Aug.
• Summary: (Continued): “Soy Beans can be fed to any
animal without ill effects, though stock, with the exception
of pigs, do not relish them much at first. The grain is too rich
in protein to be fed by itself, and four or five parts of maize,
or its equivalent, should be fed to one part of Soy Beans.
“Various feeding experiments have been carried out in
America to ascertain the cheapest rations for fattening pigs.
The following results obtained with pens of three pigs are of
interest:”
“I. If maize meal only is the daily ration, the gain per
pen is 2.18 lbs.
“If equal parts of maize and wheat middlings is the daily
ration, the gain per pen is 4.35 lbs.

“If two parts of maize meal to one part of soy bean meal
is the daily ration, the gain per pen is 4.78 lbs.
“II–Two lots of pigs 7½ months old, weighing 188
pounds each, were fed for 7 weeks, one lot on kaffir corn
meal only, and the other on four parts of kaffir corn with one
part of soy bean meal:
“With Kaffir Corn only, average gain per pig is 90.6 lbs.
With kafir corn and soy bean meal, 103.8 lbs.
“With Kaffir Corn only, gain per bushel fed is 11.9 lbs.
With kafir corn and soy bean meal, 13.9 lbs.
“With Kaffir Corn only, feed required for 100 lbs. gain is
472 lbs. With kafir corn and soy bean meal, 409 lbs.
“Reference has been made above to the practice of
turning pigs into a field of soy beans and allowing them to
harvest the crop. This is especially profitable when maize or
kaffir corn is fed in addition to beans, and it also does away
with the difficulty of harvesting when labour is scarce, and
produces a beneficial effect on the soil. Pigs can be turned
into the beans when the pods are nearly full of grain, but
before they begin to ripen. It was found that it cost nearly
32s. to produce 100 lbs. of pork when only maize was fed,
but that when two-thirds the amount of maize was fed and
soy beans were pastured in addition, the cost was reduced to
about 11s. 6d. per 100 lbs. of pork.
“By Products.–Soy beans contain from 19 to 22 per
cent. of oil and are largely imported into England, where the
oil is extracted. During the present year, the price for soy
bean oil has ranged from £29 to £35 per ton. The residual
cake is a most valuable cattle feed, and is in good demand
on the English market at about £7 5s. per ton. Messrs.
Lever Bros, of Durban, Natal [South Africa], are interested
in the production of oil from soy beans, and are offering
10 3 per bag of 200 lbs. f.o.r. [?] at Durban. Compared
with the returns obtainable from feeding off the crop, thus
maintaining the soil fertility on the farm, these prices do not
offer much inducement to farmers to export.”
Note: This article may also have been released as a
“Department Bulletin.” Address: Government Agriculturist
[probably in Salisbury, Rhodesia].
2827. Herzog, J. 1911. Die Sojabohne und ihre Bedeutung
als Naehrpflanze [The soybean and its importance/
significance as a nutritive plant]. Therapeutische Monatshefte
25:502. Aug. [Ger]
• Summary: This is a German-language summary of an
article with this title by Dr. Reno Muschler, published in
Pharmazeutische Zeitung in 1911. Various words for soy
(Sojabohne, Sojabohne, Glycine hispida) are mentioned 5
times. Address: Dahlem [Germany].
2828. Piper, Charles V. 1911. Forage crops and forage
conditions in the Philippines. Philippine Agricultural Review
4(8):394-428. Aug. See p. 400, 407.
• Summary: “Soybeans are not a native crop in the
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Philippines, but several varieties have been tried at different
times with fair success. During the present season the
‘Acme’ variety was sown in March at Alabang and Lamao.
The plants grew normally in every way but are 1/3 smaller
than plants of the same variety in Virginia. Further testing
should be carried on with this crop, especially the varieties
from southern China, Java, and India. At the present time
they can not be recommended for general culture.”
Also mentions chufas (p. 400, 408, 428), adsuki bean
(Phaseolus angularis) (p. 409, 428), and mayuen (Coix
lachryma-jobi var. mayuen) (p. 402, 428). Address: USDA,
Washington, DC.
2829. Sawer, E.R. 1911. Experiments with soya beans
in 1910-11. Agricultural J. of the Union of South Africa
2(2):161-75. Aug. Plus 9 unnumbered pages of plates.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Variety experiments
(1910-11): Weather, soil, manuring, planting, cultivation,
harvesting, observations on individual varieties. Manure
requirements. Time of planting experiment. Distance of
planting experiment. “(To be continued.)”
“An outstanding feature of the results of our experiments
has been the marked modification of the different types
of soya bean in response to the altered conditions of soil
and climate, and too much stress cannot be laid upon the
necessity for allowing any variety to reach equilibrium
before being approved or condemned” (p. 162).
These experiments took place in Natal province. A large
numbers of samples of seed were supplied to planters for
trial, but, unfortunately, the results of these experiments were
in many cases unfavorable owing to an exceptionally dry
season and other causes. The experiments conducted at the
experimental farms at Cedara, Winkle Spruit, and Weenen
are, however, more complete and satisfactory; these include
trials of different varieties, and experiments on the influence
of soil, methods of cultivation, manures, and time and
distance of planting.
At Winkle Spruit (Natal) the average yield of all
varieties tried during 1910-11 was 5 bags per morgen, with
the best yield being 12 bags per morgen. [Note: A morgen is
an old Dutch unit of land area equal to 2.1165 acres, used in
southern Africa. A bag weighs 200 lb].
In the variety trial at Weenen (Natal), the average yield
of all varieties was 9 bags per morgen; the highest yield,
14 bags, was obtained from the variety Mammoth. An
interesting and important result of the experiments is the
marked alteration of character which the soy bean undergoes
owing to the influence of soil and climate.
Varieties tested, arranged by the usual color groups: 1.
Black seeded–Ebony, Kingston, Fairchild, Jet, Wilson, Han
Kow, Black Beauty, Buckshot, Flat King. 2. Brown seeded–
Hong-Kong, Brownie, Early Brown. 3. Green seeded–
Parson’s Select, Tashing. 4. Greenish-yellow seeded–Austin,
Okute, Haberlandt. 5. Yellow seeded: Ito San, Sakura,

Sherwood, Butterball, Mercko, Sutton’s, Chinese White,
Hollybrook, Yellow Mammoth. 6. Mottled seeded–Taha,
Meyer. A detailed description and evaluation (3-10 lines) is
then given of each variety. Photos show: (1) Men standing
in a crop of soya beans at Cedara (1909-11, five photos). (2)
Seeds and pods of 7 varieties of soya beans.
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) Soya bean plant
with pods. (2) Roots of a soya bean plant, showing nodular
development (by Blanchard). (3) Pole frame for curing soya
beans.
Tables show: (1) Results of variety experiments, 19101911, at Cedara, Winkle Spruit, and Weenen. For each of
the 32 varieties tested is given: Date sown, date harvested,
plant height, average number of pods per plant, average
number of beans per pod, and yield of beans per acre at each
of the 3 locations, and average yield for all 3 locations. At
each location the average yield for all varieties is also given:
Cedara 590 lb/acre. Winkle Spruit 520 lb/acre. Weenen
890 lb/acre (p. 164-65). (2) Period of growth at the three
locations. For each month from Oct. 1910 to April 1911 is
given the maximum and minimum temperature and inches
of rain. The total rainfall for each location is also given (p.
166). (3) Manure experiments at Cedara. For each is given
the weight of stalks and beans per acre (p. 172). Address:
Director, Div. of Agriculture, Natal.
2830. Product Name: [Pressed Tofu Sheets (Salted, or
Unsalted)].
Foreign Name: Caséo-Sojaine (Durs); En fueilles minces
(Salés, Non salés); En morceaux demi-secs salés.
Manufacturer’s Name: Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Valles, Colombes (near Asnieres,
Seine), northwest of Paris, France.
Date of Introduction: 1911 August.
New Product–Documentation: Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet,
L. 1912. Le soja [The soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des
Pays Chauds (Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 12(106):2838. Jan. In Li’s factory tofu can be made into either nonfermented or fermented cheeses. The non-fermented cheeses
{Fromages non fermentés} are of two types: Fresh and hard/
firm. The fresh are white in color and the consistency of
hard-boiled eggs. The hard / firm are of two types: In diced
sheets {salted or unsalted}, and in salted, semi-dry pieces /
morsels.
Li and Grandvoinnet. 1912. Le soja. p. 101.
2831. Product Name: [Soja Flour (Low Fat)].
Foreign Name: Farine de Soja.
Manufacturer’s Name: Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Valles, Colombes (near Asnieres,
Seine), northwest of Paris, France.
Date of Introduction: 1911 August.
New Product–Documentation: Li, Yu-ying. 1910. “Soja
flour and its derivatives.” British Patent No. 30,350. 30,350.
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2 p. Date of application, 31 Dec. 1910. Accepted 1 Jan. 1912.
“This invention has for its object the manufacture of soja
(Chinese pea) flour for use in the preparation of a special
kind of bread, alimentary pastes, rusks, cakes, soups, etc.”
Flour is prepared from soy beans containing little fat, or from
which most of the oil has been removed, by pressing the
whole beans, the cakes produced being ground.
Beltzer, Francis J.-G. 1911. “Études sur la caséine
végétale du “soja” et ses applications [Studies on the
vegetable casein of soybeans and its applications”]. Revue
Scientifique 49(23):716-20. June 10. See p. 720. Conclusion:
“A Chinese factory has already been established on the
outskirts of Paris (at Vallées near Colombes) to make food
products based on soya (produits alimentaires à base de
Soja).” This factory now produces various food products,
including soy flour (Farine de Soja).
Scientific American Supplement. 1911. “Extended
utilization of soya bean products: Milk, cheese, and a variety
of other products from a vegetable seed.” Aug. 19. p. 115.
“A Chinese factory has been established [by Li Yu-ying] not
far from Paris for the purpose of manufacturing alimentary
products from Soya, and it has already put on the market...
Soya flour,...”
Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1917. Die Soja,
eine Kulturpflanze der Zukunft und ihre
Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten [The soybean, a cultivated plant
of the future, and possibilities for its utilization]. Berlin: Paul
Parey. 40 p. See p. 5-6. The first manufacture of soyfoods in
Europe took place in France, at Valees near Asnieres, where
they made flour, bread, cakes, cheese [tofu], and soymilk
(Mehl, Brot, Kuchen und Käse, vegetabilischer Milch)–
though only in small quantities and, above all, for diabetics.
2832. Product Name: [Smoked Tofu].
Foreign Name: Fromage de soja fumé.
Manufacturer’s Name: Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Valles, Colombes (near Asnieres,
Seine), northwest of Paris, France.
Date of Introduction: 1911 August.
New Product–Documentation: Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet,
L. 1912. Le soja [The soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des
Pays Chauds (Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 12(106):28-38.
Jan. See p. 35, 37 (Fromage fumé). The smoked tofu is very
firm and has a long shelf life, especially when it is sold
wrapped in tin foil.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial smoked
tofu made or sold in Europe or in the Western world.
2833. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna).
1911. Antworten und Briefwechsel: 884. Sojamehl zu
Brennereizwecken [Replies and correspondence: 884.
Soybean meal for distillery purposes]. 61(70):791-92. Sept.
2. [Ger]
• Summary: J.P. in G., Silesia. (Answer to Question No.

262, see “Antworten und Briefwechsel” [“Answers and
Correspondence”] 877 in no. 69 of this journal.) From
the reports that have appeared in various foreign journals
in recent times about the soybean (Sojabohne) and its
utilization in industry, agriculture, medicine, and in the
food industry, nothing can be deduced that it has also
already served as the raw material for the obtaining of
alcohol and malt residue. (Footnote: also see the report
from the Imperial-Royal Departmental Counselor Sir
Stanislaus Kamult von Baldwin, Ph.D. (k.k. Sektionsrat Dr.
Stanislaus Ritter Kamult v. Baldwin) in the Mitteilungen
der Fachberichterstatter des k. k. Ackerbauministeriums
[Reports from the Specialist Reporter of the Imperial-Royal
Ministry of Agriculture] 1911, vol. 17.) In addition to an
oil content of 17%, the soybean also has a sugar content
of 20 to 24%, on the basis of which, as the person making
the inquiry assumes, an alcohol yield of 16 liters per metric
hundredweight (100 kg) of defatted meal would lie within
the realm of possibility, and specifically with a profitability
which, with the current corn prices, would equal that of
obtaining alcohol from corn. If no further information is to
be obtained about the subject matter that is under discussion,
then a trial setup will be in place on a small scale rather than
a large-scale commitment.–Thallmayer
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2834. Nishimura, Torazô. 1911. Shôyu kôbo aruhaa, beetaa,
oyobi ganmaa ni kansuru kenkyû [Studies on the shoyu
yeasts “alpha,” “beta,” and “gamma”]. Nogaku Kaiho (J. of
the Scientific Agricultural Society, Japan) No. 110. p. 44-56.
Sept. 5; No. 111. p. 16-41. [Jap]
• Summary: In the English-language table of contents, shoyu
is called “Soya.” Address: Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
2835. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1911.
Soya beans in the USA. 14(208):1067. Sept. 6.
• Summary: “Extensive articles on the immense soya-bean
trade of Manchuria have appeared in various numbers of
Daily Consular and Trade Reports, and inquiries have also
reached the Bureau of Manufacturers as to the progress being
made in producing them in the United States. It has now
become a considerable crop in the middle part of the South.
D. A. Carpenter, a Tennessee farmer, writes for the Southern
Field in regard to the growing of the bean as follows:
“’I grow the Mammoth Yellow variety, planting in rows
36 inches apart, and cultivating about the same as corn. I cut
with a mower when ripe and allow them to lie on the ground
for a couple of days. After being in shock for 10 days, they
are hauled to the shed and thrashed. We consider the bean
straw, after the beans are thrashed, as fully equal to timothy
or redtop for a feed for cattle.
“’For late summer pasture I sow with a wheat drill about
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1½ bushels to the acre. I am now feeding beef cattle and
hogs on soya beans, and my dairy animals are producing
more milk than ever before on a bean ration. Of course, other
feeds are mixed with the bean, as soyas are rather rich when
fed alone.
“’The Mammoth Yellow grows here from 3 to 5 feet
high, according to cultivation, and yields 30 bushels of seed
per acre, which will bring around $3 and $3.50 per bushel.
“’There is no finer improver of the soil than the soya
bean. I have tried many other legumes, but none has given
such uniformly high quality hay and returned such large
amounts of nitrogen to the soil. I consider the soya bean the
greatest crop ever introduced into this part of the country,
both as a money crop and as a soil improver.’
“About $100,000 worth of soya-bean oil was shipped
last year from Manchuria to the United States, against
almost none the year before. From Hull, England, shipments
last year of soya-bean oil to the United States amounted to
$140,000; this was crushed from the Manchurian beans.
Considerable shipments of soya-bean oil were also made in
1910 from Kobe, Japan, to the United States.”
2836. Li, Yu-ying. 1911. Procédés et dispositifs pour la
transformation intégrale du soja [Processes and apparatus
for the complete transformation of soybeans]. French Patent
433,986. Application filed 6 Sept. 1911. Granted 20 Jan.
1912. [Fre]
• Summary: The beans, freed from stones and decorticated,
are passed into a pipe from which they are withdrawn,
through a number of branch-pipes, to be converted into flour
(by dry grinding and bolting) suitable for bread-making,
etc. They are also converted into oil and press-cake, or
into “milk” (by wet grinding and pressing) and press-cake
[okara], or into sauce, or after roasting into “coffee” or
“chocolate.” The “milk” may be concentrated or reduced to
powder, or converted into “cheese,” or into sauce, or it may
be used for the preparation of casein (sojalithe, for various
industrial uses). The cake obtained on expressing the “milk”
may also be used for the preparation of casein, and the cake
obtained on expressing the oil from the bean serves for the
preparation of “milk” or meal.
Soybeans can be used in seven different food industries:
(1) Milling. (2) Dairy and cheese. (3) Baking, pastry, and
pâtes. (4) Confectionery. (5) Chocolate. (6) Charcuterie–Pork
butcher deli business. (7) Preserves and canned foods.
They can also be used for industrial (non-food) uses
in: (1) The casein industry (Caséinerie, incl. sojalithe for
various industrial uses). (2) The oil industry (Huilerie, incl.
soap, paint, candles {bougies}, and artificial rubber).
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
that mentions the use of soy oil to make candles (one of two
documents). However no description or details are given as
to how the candles are actually made. Were they made from
hydrogenated soybean oil? Address: Resident in France

(Seine).
2837. Farben-Zeitung. 1911. Die Aussichten fuer
Sojabohnenoel [The prospects for soybean oil]. 16(50):2810.
Sept. 9. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean oil industry
(Sojabohnenölindustrie) has been deemed important enough
by the Chinese customs authorities to dedicate a so-called
“yellow book” to it. In it, it is indicated that the ChangchunKirin [today’s Jilin City, China] Railway which is currently
under construction will have the consequence of opening
up the Sungari region [today’s Songhua River region] in
approximately two years. And when the railroad is extended
as far as the border with Korea, then that promises to
make extensive new areas available for the cultivation of
the soybean (Sojabohnenkultur). The competition for this
product on the part of Europe shows no traces of letting up,
and in North America, as well, a good area for sales ought to
open up.
The export of soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl) from Dalny
[today’s Dalian, China] in the first five months of this year
massively exceeded that of the same period of 1910, as it
reached 24,449 metric tons in comparison with 8,550 metric
tons. The price at that port was set at 4.94½ silver yen at the
beginning of July, while at the end of the year it amounted
to 3.16. There are 42 bean mills in Dalny which can press
22,850 piculs [an Asian measure of weight, equal to around
60 kg each] of beans every day and produce from them 2,050
piculs of oil along with 45,700 pieces of bean cakes. The
bean growers in that district are therefore not completely
reliant upon the foreign demand. The premium that was
recently placed by the Japanese government on exported
bean oil may have the consequence of an increase in the bean
export to the empire of the Mikado.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2838. H.L. 1911. Le Haricot soja ou Fève de Mandchourie:
Cultures exitoques [The soybean or Manchurian bean: Exotic
crops]. A Travers le Monde 17(36):288. Sept. 9. Bound in the
back of Le Tour du Monde. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Its utilization by the
Japanese: Fertilizer, oil, and oil cakes. Its utilization by
the Annamites [Vietnamese]: Milk and cheese. How will
soybeans be used: The first exports to Europe. Some figures
on the present trade in soybeans. The Germans are becoming
masters of the European soybean market. Soya in France: It
is utilized by foreigners.
Concerning the Germans: “Until the spring of 1909,
the Japanese were the masters of the soybean market. Some
German companies have in turn entered into competition in
places of production, and there followed a rather significant
rise [in production]. There resulted as a counter-measure
some soybean cultural trials in terrains that seemed favorable
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to them in China. The result of these trials is not yet known.
“Be that as it may, the Germans hasten to assume first
rank among the importers of soybeans in Europe.
“In effect, it follows from a report published by The
Chemical Trade Journal (10 June 1911. p. 614 [quoted from
the U.S. Consular Report]) that the port of Stettin recently
received from Vladivostok a shipment of 4,823 tonnes
(metric tons) of soybeans; the manufacturers of Stettin have
established a society with capitalization of 1,875,000 francs
for the utilization of this product.
“Its importation into Germany duty-free will favor its
use for several reasons: first, soybean oil, a substitute for
linseed oil, can be sold at a price that is one-third lower;
secondly, it can be used in soap-making; thirdly, the cakes
remaining after the extraction of oil can be used to feed
livestock in the same way as cottonseed cakes. Finally, after
the appropriate extraction of oil, the pulp, reduced to a flour
and mixed with cereal flour, yields an edible bread or biscuit.
“The nascent industry in Germany of cottonseed oil,
flour, and oil cakes, whose primary material is cottonseed
imported from America, will have before long to struggle
against the formidable competition of soybean products.”
Concerning soya in France. “Soya (soja) is hardly
known in France except by a few products that are found
in certain food stores and that are bought sometimes, but
without realizing their origin. (Footnote: Notably many flour
products whose fortifying qualities are incontestable.)
“For, there would be every advantage to introduce
this industry into our country where the mechanical and
chemical resources would permit an improvement of yields.
The example, moreover, is already given, not by French
industries, but by the Chinese, who have established a
factory at Vallées, Colombes, near Paris, where a Chinese
workforce, exclusively employed, make all types of soybased food products.
“Our industries would draw great profit from entering
this path and not allowing themselves to be surpassed by
German chemistry any longer.”
2839. Meister, R. 1911. Die Verwendung des Sojabohnenoels
in der Firnis-Industrie und verwandten Branchen [The use
of soybean oil in the varnish industry and related branches].
Farben-Zeitung 16(50):2797-98. Sept. 9. [Ger]
• Summary: During the periods of the rise in prices of
linseed oil, soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl), which first appeared
early last year in large quantities on the German market, has
turned out to be a substitute for linseed oil that can be used
for many purposes. In the soap sector, it is currently finding
extensive use, and in the varnish industry and in the related
manufacturing branches, it has been used with success. With
its drying ability, however, which matters primarily with this
type of use, it lags very significantly behind linseed oil, but
with a suitable treatment, a very usable drying effect can be
achieved all the same with the [soy] bean oil. In this respect,

it is at the same level with poppy seed oil and sunflower seed
oil, both of which are likewise used for varnish purposes
especially in their countries of origin. In addition, poppy
seed oil is in fact also finding use in Germany for finer artist
paints and with white paints, and it completely meets the
demands that have to be made in this regard for its drying
power (Trockenkraft).
Bean oil comes into consideration first and foremost
for the production of artist varnishes. It completely goes
without saying that with the boiling of varnish, the drying
agents with the greatest effect have to be used, but on the
other hand, care must be taken not to overload the oil with
oil drying agents. Specifically, a surplus of lead compounds
can have a damaging effect to such an extent that as a result
of this, the skin of the varnish from bean oil, which in and
of itself is already rather soft, becomes even softer and also
stickier.
According to my experiences thus far, the [soy] bean
oil varnishes also become rather dark as a result of the lead
compounds and in addition they mostly are more greatly
inclined toward the formation of sediment than linseed oil
varnishes that were prepared the same way. Furthermore, it
does well to apply a somewhat higher temperature with the
boiling of varnish than with linseed oil, in order to cause a
more intimate bonding of the oil and the oil drying agent.
As I already indicated in an article about soybean oil
in Vol. 15, no. 33 of this journal, pure bean oil and also
bean oil varnishes frequently do not dry smooth, but rather
they run together on the surface that is painted with them.
This circumstance which, however, does not always make
itself noticeable, as well as the softness of the varnish skin
make it appear to be advisable to then not use bean oil
varnishes themselves in pure form if a speedy drying of the
paint also does not matter. All of these ills diminish if the
oil is processed as a varnish mixed with linseed oil. Just an
addition of 30 percent linseed oil causes better drying and the
formation of a firmer varnish skin. Most favorable, though,
is naturally using even more linseed oil. A mixture of 2 parts
linseed oil varnish and 1 part bean oil varnish does in fact
still dry somewhat more slowly than pure linseed oil varnish,
but it yields good paints that satisfy most demands and also
does not carry along in and of itself any disadvantages with
regard to the absorbability of colors. Within that context,
the manufacturer is in the position to produce such a varnish
very substantially cheaper than pure linseed oil varnish.
As far as the manufacturing of these [soy] bean oil
varnishes is concerned with respect to blended varnishes, it
is thus recommended to first of all boil each of the soybean
oil and the linseed oil by itself into a varnish and then to
mix the finished varnishes together in the proportions as
listed above while still warm. I have also had the experience
with some other oils that do not dry well that the drying
power is better with a blend with linseed oil if both oils
are treated separately and only mixed after the completion.
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I am, however, not in the position to provide a plausible
explanation for this.
The linseed oil varnish is prepared as usual, in the best
case through the addition of 3 percent of resinate, melted
lead manganese in extract form at 140ºC.
The bean [soy] oil is heated to approximately 110-120ºC
and a strong stream of air is blown through the oil at this
temperature for around an hour, then the heat of the contents
of the cauldron is increased to around 170º C and, while
stirring well, 5 percent of the aforementioned oil drying
agent is added, likewise in extract form (dissolved at a ratio
of 2:3 in bean oil). After the dissolution has occurred, the
varnish is allowed to cool while being stirred continuously.
After the temperature has sunk to approximately 120ºC, the
stirrer is set aside and the varnish is left to rest. After several
hours, one part of bean oil varnish is mixed with two parts
of linseed oil varnish at the same temperature. After two or
three days, the blended varnish that has been manufactured
in this way is clear, transportable, and ready for use.
For the manufacturing of so-called “varnish substitutes”
from hardened resins, drying oil, and thinning agents,
soybean oil is likewise very well suited. For this purpose, it
is subjected to the same manner of treatment as linseed oil,
that is, the oil and the resin are melted together and heated
to 220-240ºC until the lacquer has taken on the necessary
strength. Light-colored varnish substitutes cannot, however,
be produced very well with bean oil.
Soybean oil can also be used for the production of
letterpress printing varnishes (Buchdruckfirnissen), but on
the other hand it is poorly suited for lithograph varnishes and
not at all suited for all those purposes with which it matters
to attain very “speedy” varnishes. Bean oil can in fact be
polymerized very well, but not to the same degree as linseed
oil. Higher temperatures have to be used in general if one
wishes to produce a [soy] bean oil stand oil, and one can go
up to 340ºC without the risk of spontaneous combustion.
Probably as a consequence of the lack of linoleic acid and
because of the high content of non-drying components,
bean oil does not, however, thicken to the degree of linseed
oil, it also does not become so “smooth”, but rather more
of a buttery consistency. Furthermore, as has already been
indicated multiple times, the varnishes turn really dark.
In my opinion, it is also not suitable for the production
of linoleum for the same reason, both with regard to milling
and the Taylor process. In any case, the oxidation of the oil
is not to be brought to the same degree as with linseed oil.
I would, however, leave it open as to whether it isn’t also
suitable in this sector up to a certain degree for blending
purposes. I am aware that experiments have been conducted
in this direction. But to my knowledge, favorable results
have not been arrived at.
Taking up the article by Niegemann in no. 44 of this
journal, to conclude I wish to remark that it is currently
very difficult even for an experienced specialized chemist to

provide information with certainty on blends with [soy] bean
oil in varnishes and that because it is unfortunately also very
frequently mixed with so-called “pure linseed oil varnish”,
it would be very desirable if Niegemann or someone else
were to be successful in establishing a really certain proof of
bean oil. The gentleman concerned would be making a great
contribution if he were to make it possible to energetically
counter the repeatedly dishonest use of soybean oil. The task
is not an easy one, as I myself have experienced, it involves
above all else time and leisure and furthermore a sufficient
quantity of experimental material of the most varied
provenance, the latter especially because the individual
varieties of bean oil chemically differ very greatly from each
other.
To conclude, the very interesting fact should still
be mentioned which, to my knowledge, has not yet been
referred to, that in Africa, the soybean is cultivated not only
in British West Africa, as has been indicated, but also in
Northern Cameroun. In addition to purposes of food, the
oil there in these areas that have been greatly influenced
by the Arab culture also serves, as was reported to me by a
gentleman who has stayed in Cameroun for a lengthy period,
purposes of painting and furthermore for the preparation of a
kind of writing juice (Schreibsaft), or indeed more correctly
India ink, the manufacturing of which is treated by the
“scribes” there as a great secret.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. Mitau is the German name for Jelgava / Yelgava
on the Lielupe River in today’s southern Latvia. In 1561
it became the capital of the duchy of Courland, which
fell under Russian rule in 1795. In Nov. 1918 Latvia was
proclaimed an independent republic, formed chiefly from
Courland and Livonia. In 1920 it was recognized by the
USSR and in 1921 joined the League of Nations. On 3 Aug.
1940 it was annexed by the USSR. Address: Dipl.-Ing.,
Mitau [Jelgava / Yelgava, Latvia].
2840. Patterson, B.C. 1911. Eye-witness tells of China’s
famines: Writes of the conditions after the big floods–
Seventy visitations in 700 years in this district alone, and one
in every five years in the whole country. New York Times.
Sept. 10. p. SM1. Sunday magazine.
• Summary: “After grain gets too dear to be bought [soy]
bean cakes are used as food. These cakes are what is left over
after the oil is pressed out of the soy bean. It is not good to
eat, but is nourishing. The price of this is soon prohibitive.
Then the mustards and lettuce and greens from the garden
are boiled with a little grain. Then non-poisonous weeds are
sought,” and finally the more unwholesome weeds, barks,
and leaves.
“Then when the sweet potatoes are to be planted and the
soy bean to be gathered and the Kaoliang or Kaffir corn and
millet are to find time to mature,...” Address: Rev., Suchien,
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China.
2841. Deschamp, Victor. 1911. The soy bean. J. of
Agriculture, Victoria (Australia) 9(9):621-29. Sept. 11.
Reprinted in the Tropical Agriculturist (Ceylon) 37(5):41015. 15 Nov. 1911.
• Summary: This comprehensive review of world literature
on the Soy Bean discusses: Economic uses. Cultivation.
Harvesting seed. Experiments in Victoria. Probable causes of
failure: Bad germination, variety, alkalinity of the soil, depth
of sowing the seed, other causes of failure (rabbits, slugs, cut
worms).
“Despite the favourable reports published in numerous
scientific and trade publications throughout the world,
the cultivation of the Soy Bean has not yet been seriously
undertaken in Victoria.”
Harvesting seed: “As a general rule, the soy bean, when
wanted for seed, should be cut when the majority of the pods
are getting brown in color and about half of the leaves have
fallen. Some varieties shed their seed very easily when about
ripe, and it is advisable to cut and rake at a time of day when
the pods are slightly moist with dew. Rake immediately into
small stooks [British word for shocks].
“In America, portable frames are used and the cut
plants heaped in them, thus insuring a good circulation of
air to produce good curing. If the crop is cut and bound,
the sheaves are apt to become mouldy. When dry, the seed
can be readily separated by means of an ordinary threshing
machine.
“Soy beans for seed must be kept in thin layers in cool,
well ventilated bins. When buying seed, empty the bags as
soon as received, and keep the beans spread out in a cool dry
place. The best of seed, if kept in bags till sowing time, may
heat sufficiently to destroy its growing powers.”
In 1909 a quantity of seed was imported from America.
The variety was not known. Plants from this seed grew very
well in some districts. A consignment was received by the
Department of Agriculture from Shanghai in September
1910 through Mr. J.M. Sinclair, Commercial Agent for
Victoria in the East. Selected seeds were grown separately at
Cheltenham. They were sown on Oct. 10, and cut for green
fodder on Feb. 27. The yields obtained per acre were: Ito San
(yellow)–12 tons 8 cwts; Baird (brown)–13 tons 10 cwts. No
mention is made of seed yields. Note: 1 cwt = hundredweight
= 112 pounds.
“Experiments were also conducted at Ballarat, Bellarine,
Heidelberg, Lilydale and other centres throughout the state
[of Victoria]. Although a moderate amount of success was
achieved further experiment will be necessary. With that
object in view the Department of Agriculture has recently
imported a large quantity of seed for distribution.”
Photos show: (1) Osier bins at Dairen, Manchuria,
used for storing [soy] beans (p. 622). (2) Piles of beans
in sacks at Dairen wharves (p. 622). (3) Piles of beans in

sacks and round bean cake awaiting shipment (p. 622). (4)
Soy bean plant with roots (p. 626). (5) Field of soy beans at
Cheltenham (p. 628). Address: Analyst, Agricultural Lab.,
Victoria, Australia.
2842. Clifton, E. 1911. The soya bean. New Zealand J. of
Agriculture 3(3):219. Sept. 15.
• Summary: “The Department [of Agriculture] secured
a small quantity of seed of this plant. It was received
somewhat late in the season, but the experience gained
encourages further trials. For that purpose a supply has been
obtained for the coming season. Small quantities can be
furnished to a limited number of applicants for experimental
plots. The cultivation should be similar to that extended to
French beans...
At Tauranga seed sown on the 17th December [1910]
was harvested in May [1911]. The general yield of beans
was estimated at 960 lb/acre, however rich land gave a yield
of 1,450 lb. per acre. On a part where the land was rich the
yield was estimated to be 1,450 lb. per acre. There is every
expectation that the crop would have been far heavier if the
seed had been available for sowing in October.
2843. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. Soya-bean oil.
79(12):452. Sept. 16. [2 ref]
• Summary: Summarizes two German-language articles by
H. Matthes and A. Dahle, both published in 1911 in Archiv
der Pharmazie. (1) “Ueber Sojabohnenöl.” (2) “Ueber
Phytostearin der Sojabohnen.”
2844. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. Pamphlet on
the soya-bean. 79(12):455. Sept. 16. [1 ref]
• Summary: “An illustrated pamphlet on ‘The soya bean of
Manchuria’ [by Norman Shaw, 32 p.] has been issued by the
Imperial Maritime Customs of China. The pamphlet gives
particulars of the bean considered agriculturally, of its uses,
and of the history of the commercial dealings in the article
for the last fifty years.”
2845. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. Trade report:
Soya oil and beans. 79(12):456, 459. Sept. 16.
• Summary: “Much more interest has been centered in recent
weeks upon the market for soya-beans and the by-products,
the values of which have risen substantially...”
2846. Daily Charlotte Observer (Charlotte, North Carolina).
1911. Soja bean record. Sept. 16. p. 4, col. 5.
• Summary: “Gus Hahn, on reading of the soja bean stalk
containing 150 pods, an account of which was published in
The Mercury some time ago, decided to see if this record
could not be beat. As a result he brought to our office
Monday a stalk carrying three hundred pods. We believe this
is the record–Hickory Times Mercury” [North Carolina].
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2847. Harper’s Weekly. 1911. Manufactured milk. Sept. 16.
p. 21.
• Summary: “Cows are not numerous in Japan, but the
Japanese are fond of milk, and to meet this demand in the
face of a natural shortage they long ago put their wits to
work and evolved a product that the average person cannot
distinguish from the regular dairy article.
“The artificial milk is derived from the soja bean. The
beans are first soaked, then boiled in water [sic, soaked,
ground and boiled in water], then the milk is pressed out.
Presently the liquid turns white; sugar and phosphate
of potash in proper quantities are added and the boiling
continued until a substance the thickness of molasses is
obtained. This fluid corresponds very accurately with
ordinary condensed milk, and when water is added cannot be
told from fresh.”
2848. Horne (T.H.). 1911. Proteina soy bean oil meal (Ad).
Victoria Daily Times (The) (Victoria, British Columbia,
Canada). Sept. 16. p. 16.
• Summary: “Recommended by all leading dairymen,
poultrymen and experiment stations on the Pacific Coast.
“46 per cent. protein and 10 per cent. fat
“The world’s best food for all farm animals and poultry.”
Address: Corner Broad and Johnson Streets. Phone: 487.
2849. Michael, William H. 1911. Notes from India. Daily
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) 14(217):1263. Sept.
16.
• Summary: “Experiments with oil seeds:... As far as oil
content is concerned, the Indian-grown soya beans afford as
much as is found in the beans from Manchuria and Japan.
Unfortunately, only certain localities in India are suitable for
growing the bean, and these are upland situations in Burma,
Assam, and the lower valleys of the Himalayas.” Address:
Consul General, Calcutta.
2850. Krauss, F.G. 1911. Leguminous crops for Hawaii.
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 23. 31
p. Sept. 20. See p. 23-27, 30.
• Summary: “Soy bean (Glycine hispida): While possessing
most of the good qualities common to other leguminous
forage plants, the great diversity of type to be found in the
soy bean adapts it to many uses and conditions unsuited to
other legumes.”
“Among its most important uses is that for culinary
purposes especially in the manufacture of the Japanese
products (soy and miso). These products are imported into
Hawaii from Japan in large quantities, but their manufacture
is being rapidly extended in Hawaii. This has created quite
a demand for the bean locally. At present two and one-half
million pounds of the bean are being imported into Hawaii
annually. The average cost is about $3 per hundred pounds

landed in Honolulu and the beans sell for $3.25 to $3.40 per
hundred pounds. The Japanese coffee growers in the Kona
district in Hawaii have been growing the bean as an intercrop
for years. The total production is said to be about 200,000
pounds per annum. It will thus been seen that the immediate
local demand is very far from being supplied at present.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005)
that gives soybean production or area statistics for part or all
of the United States (Hawaii).
Note 2. By about 1904 or 1905 the Yamajo Soy Co. was
growing and using soybeans it had introduced into Kona
and grown (at very low cost) among the rows of coffee trees
(Hawaiian Star. 1905. Dec. 23. p. 1, 5).
“The yield of seed obtained by the station from small
experimental plantings ranges from 600 to 1,000 pounds per
acre for the dwarf early maturing varieties, and about twice
that amount from the medium late and medium tall sorts.”
“The following list has been selected from about 100
varieties tested by the station. It is believed to include
the best sorts for each of the several purposes for which
the soy bean is especially recommended. In the case of
culinary varieties, both quality and yield of seed have been
considered. The soy and miso manufacturers demand a large,
hard, light colored seed, with a thin skin, and the writer is
indebted to Mr. N. Yamakami, manager of the Hawaiian
Soy Co., for his assistance in selecting varieties according to
these qualities.
“Under Group I has been collected the best culinary
varieties. These are usually found among the dwarf, early
maturing sorts, qualities which make them well suited
for intercultures, short rotations, and catch crops. Group
II contains the heaviest seeding sorts irrespective of their
culinary qualities. These varieties are especially well suited
for growing as grain for cattle feeding. Group III contains
the rankest growing sorts. These supply the maximum yields
of both forage and grain, which makes them especially
valuable for fodder and green manuring.” Two photos
show two types of soy bean plants: (Fig. 1) Three dwarf
types (culinary varieties). (Fig. 2) Three intermediate types
(general purpose varieties). These are accompanied by a list
of the soybean names in the 3 groups with SPI numbers and
basic characteristics. The six culinary varieties in Group I
include Hollybrook, Manhattan, Swan, Elton, and Acme.
The four culinary and grain varieties in Group II include
Acme, Edward (“Mr. Yamakami, of the Hawaiian Soy Co.,
pronounces this the largest seeded yellow soybean he has
ever seen and considers it a very desirable variety for the
production of miso and other Japanese food products”), Ito
San, and Ruralnook. The two forage varieties in Group III
(tall, rank-growing, and best suited for green manuring) are
Riceland and Barchet.
Another photo (Plate VIII) shows “Seeds of leguminous
plants described in this bulletin, natural size–including three
colors and sizes of soy beans.
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Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2020) that uses the word “intercrop” (or
“intercropped” or “intercropping”) in connection with
soybeans.
2851. Washington Post. 1911. Licensed to marry. Sept. 21.
p. 3.
• Summary: “William J. Morse, 27, and Edna B. Siggers,
27.” By the Rev. E.M. Mott.
Note: Since the Rev. was mentioned, we assume it
was the announcement of the marriage, not just a license.
According to William Morse’s daughter (20 Dec. 2012) the
marriage took place on 20 Sept. 1911 at The Church of the
Advent in Washington, DC.
This announcement also appeared on the same date in
The Washington Herald (p. 2) and in The Washington Times
(p. 17).
2852. Chemiker-Zeitung Chemisches Repertorium. 1911.
Pflanzenmilch [Plant milk (Abstract)]. 35(114):479. Sept. 23.
[1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
French-language article: Demolon, D.A. 1911. Lait végétal?
[Vegetable milk?]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 21:14041. March 24.
Note: This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the word Pflanzenmilch (“plant
milk”) to refer to soymilk.
2853. Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London). 1911.
Characters and constituents of soya bean oil (Abstract).
87(2501):407. Sept. 23. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following
German-language article: Keimatsu, S. 1911. “Zur Kenntnis
des Sojabohnenoels [On our knowledge of soya bean oil”].
Chemiker-Zeitung 35(91):839-40. Aug. 1. The term “soya
bean oil” is used in the translation.
2854. Ruhräh, John. 1911. Soy bean cookery. Medical
Record (New York) 80:626-27. Sept. 23. [4 ref]
• Summary: Two tables give the nutritional composition
of yellow soy beans and of “soy-bean flour” (also called
“soy bean flour” and “soy flour” in this article). The flour
[a whole- or full-fat soy flour] contains 44.64% protein and
19.43% fat.
“Egasse [1888] first suggested the use of the bean in the
diet of various diseases, particularly in diabetes, and the first
trials in this disease were made by Dujardin-Beaumetz at the
Cochin Hospital in Paris.
“Since publishing the articles referred to above [3
articles relating to soy published between July 1909 and Dec.
1910], I have had so many requests for information about the
preparation of the soy bean, especially for diabetics and also
for its use in other diseases, that I thought it best to bring

together a few of the methods of preparation which have
been used with success.”
“The simplest way to use the beans is to cook them
like the ordinary navy bean, preparing either bean soup,
boiled beans, or baked beans, the flavor usually being rather
improved by the addition of a piece of fat salt meat. It is
also a good plan to soak the beans for eight to ten hours, stir
them up, and remove the rather firm envelope which encloses
them, most of which will be found to come to the surface,
from which they may be easily skimmed off.”
The author then gives recipes for using soybeans or
soy bean flour: Gruels, broths, muffins, nut-cakes, soy bean
cakes, breakfast food, pancakes, soy bean cheese (tofu;
“In Seattle, Washington, and other places in the West, I am
informed that tofu is made by the Japanese and sold to the
Oriental residents”). The following suggestions for cooking
the bean are made by Goff (Gazette des Hopitaux, 7 March
1911, p. 399): Grilled soy beans, soy beans with butter, soy
beans au gras, bread or cakes of soy beans. Address: M.D.,
839 North Eutaw Street, Baltimore, Maryland.
2855. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Caractéristiques
de l’huile de soja [Characteristics of soy oil]. 4(41):2429.
Sept. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: “The analytic information on soy oil is not very
precise and often contradictory. Even today experimenters
have obtained very different figures. Messrs. C. Oettinger
and F. Buchta have examined three samples of it: 1. refined,
2. ordinary, 3. unrefined.
“The results were: “Specific gravity at 15º[C] = .9255
and .9264; Acid value = .03-.04 and 4-5.2; Saponification
number = 193-193.5, 192.4 and 193.6-194; iodine number
= 135.05-135.37, 132.9-133.3 and 135.07-135.08; Hehner
number = 95.05-96.01 and 95.85; Reichert-Meissl number
= .45 and .5-.55 and .5-.69; unsaponifiable = .59, .54 and
.39; Maumené number = 86-87, 65-88; index of refraction at
20º[C]: 1.475 for the three samples; no solidification: -8 to
-15 [ºC] in the three cases.
“The colored reaction is that of cottonseed oil, but it
is probable that this result is due to an impurity coming
from a barrel having already transported the cottonseed oil.
Whatever it may be, the characteristics obtained are still in
flagrant disagreement with those that the preceding chemists
gave, and as the authors’ results also differ considerably, it is
difficult to conclude.”
2856. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Culture du soja
[Soybean cultivation (in British Guiana and the Transvaal)].
4(41):2430. Sept. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: “Soybean cultivation has been tried in various
districts of British Guiana. The trials have not given very
good results but they are continuing.
“In the Transvaal (Au Transwal), trials have shown that
the variety Sakura gives the most rapid production, while the
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germination of the variety Southern and its growth are very
superior.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in British Guiana (renamed Guyana in
1966), or the cultivation of soybeans in British Guiana (one
of two documents).
2857. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Culture du soja
a Ceylan [Soybean cultivation in Ceylon]. 4(41):2429-30.
Sept. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: “Soybean cultivation is the order of the day.
It has been tried with success in Ceylon. The Agricultural
Society obtained a large quantity of seeds from East Asia
some time ago and agronomic trials were conducted at the
botanical garden at Peradeniya–but the crop did not succeed
very well. However now the secretary of the society has
attained success and has been able to obtain a good harvest
at the Colombo garden. He obtained two varieties; a whiteseeded one from Japan and a black-seeded one from Java.
Shortly he will be able to provide seeds, then one must wait
to see cultivation of this new crop undertaken in Ceylon. We
predict that it will undergo a large expansion.”
2858. Falls City Daily News (Falls City, Nebraska). 1911.
The near-milk of Japan. Sept. 26. p. 4, col. 4.
• Summary: From Harper’s Weekly: “Cows are not
numerous in Japan, but the Japanese are fond of milk, and
to meet this demand in the face of a natural shortage they
long ago put their wits to work and evolved a product that
the average person cannot distinguish from the regular dairy
article.
“The artificial milk is derived from the soja bean. The
beans are first soaked, then boiled in water [sic, soaked,
ground and boiled in water, then the milk is pressed out].
Presently the liquid turns white; sugar and phosphate
of potash in proper quantities are added and the boiling
continued until a substance the thickness of molasses is
obtained. This fluid corresponds very accurately with
ordinary condensed milk, and when water is added cannot be
told from fresh.”
2859. Letzring, Mar. 1911. Vertreibt der Abmelker
Raubwirtschaft? [Does the dairy farmer carry out an activity
of looting?]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna)
61(77):867-68. Sept. 27. [Ger]
• Summary: Page 868 (last 8 lines of paragraph): The fodder
ration consisted of 0.5 kg sunflower cake [sunflower seed
oil cake] or 0.5 kg soybean meal (Sojabohnenmehl), 0.5
kg coarse wheat bran, 2 kg dry pulp [probably dry sugar
beet pulp], 40 to 50 liters malt residue, 20 kg feed beets
or potatoes, 2.5 kg hay, and chaff as needed, around 1.5
kg. Without the malt residue, what was given was: 1.5 kg
sunflower cake or 1.5 kg soybean meal, 1 kg rice fodder
meal, 0.75 kg coarse wheat bran, 2 kg dry pulp, 2.5 kg hay,

chaff as needed, and 25 kg sorrel (Sauerblätter). The cows
that were designated for fattening received a corresponding
extra amount.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
2860. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1911. China
(Manchuria). Bean trade development. 74:647. Sept. 28. [1
ref]
• Summary: “The Board of Trade have just received a copy
of a report, dated December 1910, issued by the Chinese
Imperial Maritime Customs, on the soya bean of Manchuria
[see Norman Shaw 1911]. The report contains particulars
of the soya bean considered agriculturally, of its uses in
consumption, and of the history of the commercial dealings
in the article.
“The report states that a continued development of the
bean trade seems probable. The population of Manchuria
is rapidly increasing under Government encouragement,
and as the country fills with a sturdy agricultural people
communications will be developed. The Changchun-Kirin
railway, now under construction, will, in a couple of years,
open the way to the development of the Sungari region to
its fullest capacity; and if the line is continued to the Corean
[Korean] frontier new districts will be thrown open. The
Chinchow-Aigun line, or at least a portion of it, would, if
constructed, traverse a country where beans might thrive.
The eager competition in Europe to secure beans shows no
signs of slackening. The North American Continent seems
about to enter the field as a consumer.”
2861. Abel, Mary Hinman. 1911. Beans, peas, and other
legumes as food. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 121. 38 p.
See p. 11-13, 17-20, 35-36. Revised Nov. 15, 1906. Reprint,
Sept. 30, 1911. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a reprint of the 1906 revised edition.
The information about soy is unchanged. On pages 17-18 is
a section titled “The peanut” (Arachis hypogæa). On pages
35-36 is a section titled “Peanuts and peanut preparations”
which includes a subsection titled “Peanut butter.–The
roasted peanut ground to an oily meal has somewhat the
consistency of butter and is now marketed under the name
of peanut butter. Salt is perhaps quite generally added during
the process of manufacture. Water is also sometimes added–
usually before serving. Peanut butter is used like other butter
to spread on bread, for the making of sandwiches, and in the
preparation of a number of made dishes. Many persons like
its flavor when it is fresh and of good quality, and it seems
fair to say that the use of this and other sorts of nut butter
is growing. As regards composition, peanut butter, which is
essentially the ground roasted peanut, contains more protein
and less fat than ordinary butter. Little is known regarding
the digestibility of peanut butter, but the fine grinding would
naturally seem to be of an advantage. Judged by Jaffa’s
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experiments with a ration containing peanuts, it would be
well digested. (See p. 26)
“Peanut oil.- At present the American peanut crop is
not large enough to more than supply the roaster and the
confectioner, hence the expressing of oil from the peanut has
never become established here, but in Europe large quantities
of the African-raised nuts are used for this purpose. The
shelled nuts contain from 30 to 50 per cent. of oil. The oil
is said to be of fairly good flavor, but inferior to olive oil. In
1899 some 80,000 tons of the nuts were used in Marseille
alone for oil making. The unhusked nuts are passed between
a pair of rapidly revolving grooved rollers and the shells and
red inner skins are then removed by a winnowing process
with the use of air currents and oscillating sieves. The
cleaned kernels are ground and enveloped in fibrous mats
and pressed to extract the oil.
“According to Brannt, “the first cold pressure yields
16 to 18 per cent of very fine table oil. The residue is then
broken up, moistened with water, and again cold pressed,
yielding 7 to 8 per cent of more or less valuable oil, used for
table purposes and burning. The residue from this is heated
and then pressed, giving 7 to 8 per cent more oil, unfit for
table use, but used for soap and lubricating.” The grades of
oil are sold as salad oil alone or mixed with olive oil.
“Peanut cake.- When the oil has been pressed from the
ground nut, the mass remaining, called oil cake, is used for
fattening. Some experiments have also been made as to its
food value for human beings. Containing, as it does, 47 per
cent of protein and 9 per cent of fat and starch, and costing
about 5 cents a pound, this attracted the attention of German
scientists. The oil cake broken up and cooked a long time in
water and eaten as a soup or porridge in a hospital. Most of
those who tried it ate it with apparent relish, not once only,
but again and again. No effort have been made to ascertain to
what extent it was digested, and the use of the cake does not
seem to have passed the experimental stage.”
2862. Matthes, H.; Dahle, A. 1911. Soya bean oil (Abstract).
J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London) 30(18):1124.
Sept. 30. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following
German-language article: Matthes, H.; Dahle, A. 1911.
“Ueber Sojabohnenoel” [On soybean oil]. Archiv der
Pharmazie 249(6):424-35. (Chem. Abst. 5:3737). Address:
Inst. fuer Pharmazie und Nahrungsmittelchemie, Univ. of
Jena [eastern Germany].
2863. Matthes, H.; Dahle, A. 1911. The phytosterol of soya
beans (Abstract). J. of the Society of Chemical Industry
(London) 30(18):1124. Sept. 30. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following
German-language article: Matthes, H.; Dahle, A. 1911.
“Ueber Sojabohnenoel” [On soybean oil]. Archiv der
Pharmazie 249(6):424-35. (Chem. Abst. 5:3737). Address:

Inst. fuer Pharmazie und Nahrungsmittelchemie, Univ. of
Jena [eastern Germany].
2864. Agricultural J. of the Mozambique Company. 1911.
The soya bean. 1(3):101-03. Sept.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cultivation. Harvesting.
Storing. Yield. This article begins: “The Soya bean (Glycine
Hispida) was practically unknown on the European market
at the beginning of 1908, but since that time it has become
an article of considerable interest to oil-seed crushers and
others, as will be realised from the fact that recently over
4,000,000 bags of the yellow variety have been imported into
Europe from Manchuria alone.
“Such figures (added to the fact that the demand is still
very greatly in excess of the supply, and that the former
is likely to increase considerably) will no doubt create
more than a passing interest in the minds of farmers in
this Territory, and it would therefore seem that the time is
opportune when a few notes on the cultivation, harvesting,
&c., of this legume may be useful”(p. 101).
Most of the rest of the article is general information,
but a few sentences are relevant to Mozambique: “In this
Territory probably the best time to plant is in February, thus
allowing the crop to be harvested during the dry season”
(p. 102). “It is unlikely for some time to come that farmers
in this Territory will desire to plant the bean for any other
purpose than that of producing crops for export, so it is
hardly necessary to refer further to other phases of Soya bean
culture” (p. 102).
“The average yield in America works out at about 1,600
to 2,500 kilos per hectare, although the latter figure has in
exceptional cases been exceeded. In 1920 as much as £8 10s.
per ton (c.i.f. London) was realised, due to a shortage in the
supplies of linseed; but the price ordinarily ranges from £6 to
£7.”(p. 103). The last three sentences read:
“The Soya bean has proved itself to be so well adapted
to the manufacture of oil, oilseed cake, soap, margarine,
candles, flour and a variety of other articles that it would
seem certainly to merit the serious consideration of
agriculturists in this Territory.
“Messrs. Lever Bros., Durban, Natal [South Africa], are
interested in the production of oil from Soya beans, and are
offering 10s. 3d. [10 shillings, 3 pence] per bag of 200 lbs.
(f.o.r. [free on rail] at Durban).
“It is hoped to distribute small lots of various varieties
of Soya beans to farmers in this territory, so that the above
notes on the method of cultivation and harvesting should be
useful to those experimenting for the first time this season.”
Address: Mozambique.
2865. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1911. Sojabohnenoel [Soybean oil
(Abstract)]. 18(9):224. Sept. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of a German-
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language article with the same title by C. Niegemann
published in 1911 in Farben-Zeitung 16(44):2470-75. July
29.
2866. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und HarzIndustrie (Hamburg, Germany). 1911. Zur Kenntnis des
Sojabohnenoeles [Toward a knowledge of soybean oil
(Abstract)]. 18(9):222. Sept. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the
following German-language article with the same title by
Dr. S. Keimatsu, published in 1911 in Chemiker-Zeitung
35(91):839-40. Aug. 1.
2867. Dietrich, William. 1911. Additional facts in swine
feeding with special reference to developing swine for
breeding purposes. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Circular No. 153. 4 p. Sept.
• Summary: The diets of “breeding pigs” and “market pigs”
are different. Pigs intended for breeding purposes should be
fed a ration of corn, soy beans (seed), skim-milk, and water
from age 2-8 months. The amount of soy beans per 100
pounds of live weight per day ranges from 0.4 to 0.7 lb. This
is for dry lot feeding. If pigs are on pasture, these quantities
should be somewhat reduced. Address: Asst. Chief in Swine
Husbandry.
2868. Heron, E.H. 1911. O feijao soya e os seus usos
[The soybean and its uses]. Reparticao de Agricultura
Mozambique, Boletim (Mozambique Department of
Agriculture, Bulletin) No. 5. 16 p. [Por; Eng]
• Summary: This excellent bulletin is written by a man who
shows considerable knowledge of the subject. It is written
in both Portuguese and English, with parallel text in two
columns on each page. This information is of considerable
value at a time when cultivation of soya beans is spreading in
Africa. However there is no indication that the soybean has
ever been in or cultivated in Mozambique.
Contents: The Soya Bean and its uses. Varieties: The
yellow, the greenish-yellow, the black, the brown, the
green, the white. Soil. Methods of culture. Quantity of seed
sown per acre. The inoculation of Soya Bean. Harvesting
for forage. Harvesting for seed. Threshing. Yield of seed.
Average analysis (nutritional composition) of 6 varieties of
Soya Bean seed. Yield of forage. Analyses of green fodder
and cured hay. As pasturage. As a soil renewer. The Soya
Bean meal and cake (A farinha e pao feito de feijào Soya;
incl. composition). Summary.
Note 1. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term A farinha
e pao feito de feijào Soya to refer to “soya bean meal and
cake.”
The next paragraph begins: Duas libras de farinha ou
tres de pao por dia... = Two pounds of meal or three pounds
of cake per day...”

Of more than 200 varieties tested, the yellow variety
is recommended for Portuguese East Africa; it contains 1719% oil, whereas the black variety has 16.80%, the green
17%, and the white 16.60%. These percentages may vary
depending on the degree to which each variety is adapted to
its environment, the soil quality, etc.
Concerning yields, 100 pods have been obtained from
one plant, but a good average for one field is said to be 40.
The height of the plants and the number of days to maturity
varies. The yellow variety grows to a height of 3-5 feet and
requires 120-150 days to mature; its seed must never be
planted more than 2 inches deep. The greenish-yellow grows
to a height of 3-4 feet, and the black 4-6 feet. The brown
variety, which matures in 100 days, grows so tall that it tends
to fall over [lodge]. The green matures in 90 days, grows
as high as 3 feet, and produces kidney-shaped seeds, green
throughout, and much larger than any of the other varieties.
When harvesting a crop for seed, it is generally desirable
to do so shortly before the pods are mature. If they become
too ripe, they are likely to burst open [shatter] during drying
and transportation to the machine, this causing a large part
of the seed to be lost. A yield of 20 bushels [per acre] can
generally be obtained on relatively poor soil, and an average
of 25-40 bushels under average conditions. One bushel
weighs between 20.5 and 21 lb.
A table (p. 12) gives an average analysis of the six
varieties of soya bean, with the following results (fresh or
air-dried seed): Water 7.70%, protein (proteina) 35.40%,
fat 20.35%, nitrogen free extract [starch, sugar, and gums]
26.15%, fiber 4.60%, and ash [minerals] 5.79%.
When grown for green fodder or green manure, a yield
of 7-12 tons/acre can be obtained, depending on the soil.
The soya bean is especially well adapted to the maize
and cotton belts. It generally requires about the same
temperature as maize, and while it develops best on fairly
fertile loams and clays, it grows well on poorer soil than
maize will, provided that inoculation is present. The yellow
variety succeeds well on sandy soils. The soya bean resists
drought extremely well, yet it can also survive a period of
excess moisture better than cow-peas or even maize. If the
soil is too rich, the plant will develop at the expense of the
seed. Thus, for seed production, a poorer soil is preferable.
The ground can be irrigated if necessary.
Concerning inoculation: Like other legumes, the soya
bean can utilize the nitrogen in the air and add it to the
soil by means of root nodules. These nodules are caused
by certain bacteria, and if they are not present, soya bean
plants will grow poorly; many will turn yellow and die.
In fields where the crop has not been grown before, some
difficulty may be expected during the first season from lack
of inoculation. However a new field may be inoculated by
either the soil transfer method, or by the use of pure cultures.
The soil transfer method consists in scattering soil from a
well-inoculated soya bean field over the new ground at the
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rate of 200-300 lb/acre. To ensure even scattering, this soil
should be thoroughly mixed with several times its weight of
ordinary soil. The scattering should be done on a cloudy or
wet day, or late in the evening, and harrowed in immediately,
as bright sunlight is very harmful to the germs [bacteria].
When the first crop is a failure in isolated places where
neither pure culture nor inoculated soil can be obtained, a
small crop must be grown successively 2-3 times on the
same plot until a good growth is apparent, showing that the
soil has become inoculated; such soil can then be used to
inoculate large areas.
“The Soya Bean should be an invaluable crop in the
Zambezia District. It could be planted in the cocoa-nut
plantations, to enrich the soil, give fodder to the working
cattle and be a source of profit in supplying food to the
natives; the surplus seed being sold readily in South Africa.
It also helps in keeping down the weeds.”
“In West Africa, great progress has been made in the
cultivation of Soya Bean, where the percentage of oil in the
beans is higher than in those from Manchuria, Japan, and
U.S.A. There is no reason at all why Portuguese East Africa
should not do just as well and introduce the Soya Bean as
another staple crop.
“Taking into consideration the rainfall, climatic
conditions, and the rich, sandy and open nature of the soils
found in the higher land in Gaza and Inbambane, the Soya
Bean should prove a profitable crop.
“There is a ready market in Europe and South Africa the
price being about £8 per ton.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Mozambique.
Note 3. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the word proteina
to refer to protein in connection with soybeans. Address:
M.H.A.C., Mozambique.
2869. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1911. Future
of the Manchurian bean trade. 18(6):518-19. Sept. [1 ref]
• Summary: This article is based on a report of the Imperial
Maritime Customs of China (II. Special Series, No. 31),
which states that “it is doubtful whether soy bean cultivation
will extend much in the districts where the bean is already
grown on a large scale (i.e., Southern Manchuria), as it
is too much to hope that the beans will supplant the other
crops, such as millet and kaoliang, as far as the conservative
Chinese peasant is concerned.
“It is in the northern and western districts of Manchuria
that the possibility of extension lies, i.e., the districts beyond
Petuna, up the Hulan valley, and towards Mergen. The
construction of a railway to this vast region is contemplated,
and the land is mainly virgin soil, extremely fertile, which
offers excellent inducements to immigrants who are now
entering Manchuria in greater numbers than formerly, owing

to the removal of Government restrictions.
“A promising feature of this extension of the area in a
northerly direction is that, at present, the further north the
beans are grown the better in quality do they become. The
best reports have, in fact, been received of beans grown
far above Harbin. It is true that in the districts which lie far
north there is always a risk of early frosts descending upon
the harvests; but this danger could be averted by cultivating
specially selected varieties which mature in the shortest
possible period.
“Much remains to be effected in the way of
improvement of commercial arrangements in connection
with the dispatch of the beans at the Manchurian ports.”
Address: England.
2870. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Japanese Tofu Shop (Name
Unknown).
Manufacturer’s Address: Seattle, Washington.
Date of Introduction: 1911 September.
New Product–Documentation: J. Ruhrah. 1911. Medical
Record. Sept. 23. p. 626. “Soy Bean Cookery.” “In Seattle,
Washington, and other places in the West, I am informed
that tofu is made by the Japanese and sold to the Oriental
residents.”
Henry M. Loomis. 1914. American Food Journal
9(8):472-74. Aug. “Food products from the soy bean.”
Describes tofu made in Seattle, Washington.
2871. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1911. Le soja [The
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin
du Jardin Colonial) 11(102):177-96. Sept. See also:
11(103):270-94. Oct.; 11(104):360-75. Nov.; 11(105):45974. Dec.; 12(106):28-38. Jan.; 12(107):120-32. Feb.;
12(108):213-23. March; 12(109):302-08. April. 28 cm. [33
ref. Fre]
• Summary: This series of articles, published in book form
in 1912, is one of the earliest, most important, influential,
creative, interesting, and carefully researched documents
ever written about soybeans and soyfoods. Contents:
Introduction. Origin and history of the soybean. Soybean
culture. 1. Species and varieties of soybeans (botanical
characteristics, species {vernacular names in Asia}, varieties
{from China, Japan, India, Indochina, Hawaii, United
States, and Europe}). 2. Needs of the soybean: Climatic
(temperature, humidity), geographical area and varieties
grown (in Asia [Manchuria, Japan, Formosa, Korea,
Indochina], America, Guyane (“En Guyane, le soja mûrit”
[ripens or matures]. Note: This probably refers to French
Guiana [Guyane française], where Sagot and Raoul reported
in 1893 that soybeans had been grown successfully), Europe
[France, Italy, Russia], Southeast Asia (Océanie / Oceania)
[Philippines, Java, Borneo], and Africa [Algeria, Tunisia,
South Africa]), agrological needs of the soybean (physical,
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chemical).
“Oceania.–The soybean has been cultivated for a very
long time in the Philippines, Java, and Borneo” (p. 194).
Illustrations (line drawings) show: Soybean plant
with roots (p. 182). Soybean pods and beans (p. 183). A
table (p. 191) and a graph (p. 192) show trade of soybeans,
soybean cake, and the total of the two from five Manchurian
ports (Newchwang, Antung, Ta-tung-ho, Dairen, and
Suifenho [Suifenhe]) from 1905 to 1909; all have increased
dramatically. Also contains 12 other tables from other
sources. Note that this influential series of articles, like its
predecessor by Itie in the same journal, were in large part
prompted by the huge rise in imports of soybeans to Europe,
starting in 1908. The contents of these articles is almost
identical to that of the book by the same name, published in
1912, which see. Address: 1. Counseiller de 1ere classe au
Ministère de l’Agriculture de la Chine; 2. Ingénieur agricole
(G.).
2872. Reynolds, Mark H. 1911. Summer crops for grain and
silage, Western District. Agricultural Gazette of New South
Wales 22(9):762-69. Sept.
• Summary: The fodder crops tested were maize, sorghums,
cowpeas and soy beans. The section titled “Cowpeas and
soy beans” (p. 763) notes that soy beans were planted this
season. The variety planted was not suitable in any instance.
The seed germinated well; the first month it exceeded the
cowpeas in growth. “During the second month the soy beans
were affected by bean-rust and devoured by leaf-rolling
insects. The grasshoppers also preferred them to the other
crops, and completed their destruction.” Address: Inspector
of Agriculture.
2873. Nishimura, Torazô. 1911. Shôyu moromi oyobi shôyu
ni shôzuru sanmakusei kôbo kinrui (zoku ni shôyu no kabi
to shôsu) ni kansuru kenkyû [Species of film-building yeasts
on shoyu]. Nogaku Kaiho (J. of the Scientific Agricultural
Society, Japan) No. 111. p. 42-63. Oct. 5. [Jap]
• Summary: In the English-language table of contents, shoyu
is called “Soya.” Address: Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
2874. Sauer, Arthur. 1911. Procédé de préparation de
substances albuminoïdes tirées de la graine de soya [Process
for preparing albuminous substances from soya beans].
French Patent 430,185. Oct. 10. 2 p. Application filed 13
April 1911. Under International Convention 18 April 1910.
[Fre]
• Summary: Chemical Abstracts says that this patent is based
on British Patent 9,478 of 1911; we cannot find any such
British patent by Sauer. Address: Germany.
2875. Kent, William P. 1911. Damage to Manchurian [soy]
bean crop. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)

14(239):199. Oct. 12.
• Summary: “The excessive rains that have recently fallen
within this consular district and generally throughout South
Manchuria have wrought heavy damage to the growing crop
of soya beans,... it may be safely concluded that one-half
of the growing crop of soya beans has been destroyed.”
Address: Consul, Newchwang.
2876. Hickman Enterprise (The) (Hickman, Nebraska). 1911.
Near-milk of Japan, Oct. 13. p. 3, col. 4. [1 ref]
• Summary: From Harper’s Weekly: “Cows are numerous
in Japan, but the Japanese are fond of milk, and to meet this
demand in the face of a natural shortage they long ago put
their wits to work and evolved a product that the average
person can not distinguish from the regular dairy article.
“The artificial milk is derived from the soja bean.
The beans are first soaked, [then ground], then boiled in
water. Presently the liquid turns white; sugar and phosphate
of potash in proper quantities are added and the boiling
continued until a substance the thickness of molasses is
obtained. This fluid corresponds very accurately with
ordinary condensed milk, and when water is added cannot be
told from fresh.”
2877. Chercheffsky, N. 1911. Note sur l’huile de soja [Note
about soy bean oil]. Annales de Chimie Analytique et de
Chimie Appliquee et Revue de Chimie Analytique Reunies
16(10):376-77. Oct. 15. (Chem. Abst. 6:305). [Fre]
• Summary: Analyses of an oil imported from England
under the name of soybean oil (huile de soja) proved it to
be purified rapeseed oil (Huile de colza). A table compares
the constants for three oils: the imported oil (which was
examined), real soybean oil, and rapeseed oil–showing
that the imported oil has constants very similar to those
of rapeseed oil. Also mentions sesame oil and peanut oil.
Address: Ingénieur-chimiste (E.P.C.).
2878. Olson, Harry. 1911. Alfalfa meal for pigs (Letter to the
editor). Prairie Farmer 83:31. Oct. 15.
• Summary: “Editor Prairie Farmer: The value of alfalfa as
an animal food, in view of its high protein content, makes it
a most important ingredient in the food of growing animals.
An alfalfa mixture made with 75 per cent ground alfalfa
meal as a basis, and the balance of different concentrates so
blended as to give 20 per cent protein and 5 per cent fat has
been found by experience to be a most economical food for
young pigs for the first six months.”
“With the beginning of the sixth month, the per cent
of carbohydrates should be gradually increased until at the
beginning of the seventh month the pig is getting all the
carbohydrates he can assimilate. These can be added to
the alfalfa mixture in the form of corn meal, barley meal,
molasses, macaroni wheat flour, or soja bean meal as the
market conditions for each will justify.” Address: Porter Co.,
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Indiana.
2879. Butler, William James. 1911. An improved Indiarubber substitute. British Patent 23,210. Date of application:
20 Oct. 1911. 2 p. Complete specification left: 22 April 1912.
Accepted: 20 Dec. 1912.
• Summary: On page 1 is a “Provisional Specification.” On
page 1-2 is a “Complete Specification.”
“My invention relates to an improved india-rubber
substitute.
“According to my invention I boil a mixture of hard
tar and bitumen to a temperature of say 200º Fah. and then
add thereto a proportion of soya oil boiled to about the same
temperature. To this mixture I then add a proportion of
vaseline paraffine wax or the like, the whole mass being then
boiled to a temperature of, say 400º Fah. The resulting mass
when cool is of a viscid nature somewhat resembling rubber
in its raw or natural state.
“To render this substance suitable for commercial
purposes, or in other words to vulcanize the same, I admix
therewith powdered talc or the equivalent, powdered
asbestos, oxide of magnesia, kauri gum, and flowers of
sulphur, and heat the mass sufficiently to obtain an intimate
mixture of the various ingredients. This mixture can then be
moulded to form any desired article and vulcanized under the
usual conditions of temperature and pressure.
“In practice I have found that the above mentioned
ingredients can be advantageously used in the following
proportions:
“Hard tar 8 ozs.
“Bitumen 9 ozs.
“Soya oil 8 ozs.
“Vaseline 3 ozs.
“Talc 10 ozs.
“Powdered asbestos 7 ozs.
“Oxide of magnesia 2 ozs.
“Kauri gum 2 ozs.
“Flours of sulphur 6 ozs.” Address: 1. Civil Engineer,
29, Glenshiel Rd., Country of Kent [England].
2880. Hodgson, R.M. 1911. China (Manchuria). Soya bean
crop prospects and trade. Board of Trade Journal (London)
75:193. Oct. 26.
• Summary: “The prospects of the Soya bean crop for the
coming season (1911-12) are very good. It was expected at
one time that the plague in North Manchuria would have
caused late sowing and consequently, a late harvest,... but
these anticipations have not been fulfilled, and everything
now points to an abundant crop, unless spoilt by late
floods. Care will have to be taken by exporters to avoid the
remains of last year’s crop being forced upon them as new,
for, on account of the plague, it was impossible to bring in
beans from remote localities before the opening up of the
Sungari, and there is every prospect that Chinese sellers will

endeavour to get these stocks off their hands this year.
“The practice of giving large advances to Chinese
dealers on account received a salutary check during the last
season, when many failed to fulfil [fulfill] their engagements.
Strong firms with a good buying organisation should,
therefore, stand an excellent chance in future operations,
while the failure of the speculative contracts for forward
delivery, which have spoilt the trade during the last two
seasons, will, it may be hoped, discourage repetition.”
Address: British Consul, Vladivostok.
2881. Davis County Clipper (Utah). 1911. The Kelsey
exhibit. Oct. 27. p. 2.
• Summary: “The most extensive and finest exhibit at the fair
without question was the exhibit from Kelsey, seven miles
west of here on the M. & E. T. K. R. R. [Railroad], which
was placed on exhibition in response to an invitation from
the Commercial Club at Gilmer, and shows that the Mormon
people are in line to advance the wonderful resources of
Upshur county.”
“The following list covers some of the varieties of
products on exhibition at the county fair:
“Syrup turnips, velvet beans, artichokes, butter beans,
lima beans, pole beans, soy beans,...”
2882. Dorsey, George. 1911. Skill of the Chinese shown
on farms: Few people have grown more food on rocks or
developed more plants. Their cookery an art. Chicago Daily
Tribune. Oct. 29. p. A2.
• Summary: “No other dense population has so thoroughly
adjusted itself to its physical surroundings, depending
throughout the course of its history on its own natural
resources and the ingenuity of its brain. We speak of the
application of science to agriculture as if science were
something quite new... Few countries can show such a record
of great inventions as the Chinese.”
“China is just enough saturated with Buddhism to make
people afraid of eating meat at times... There are societies in
China, like our temperance societies, the members of which
vow never to eat beef. There is in Chinese a formula to the
effect that the ox, as man’s most useful helper in plowing and
winning his daily bread, shall be inviolable [not available for
slaughter to eat].
“In parts of China where Mohammedans are numerous,
beef and mutton are largely consumed. The butchers of
Peking are all Mohammedans. The Chinese abhor milk. Nor
do they prepare cheese. Pork is the favorite meat throughout
China.”
“Variety of grains:... Chinese grow all kinds of pulse–
white, yellow, red, green, and black. Bean curd, prepared
from the yellow and black bean, is the principal food article
in China and Japan. The beans are macerated in water and
milled. The liquid filtered [and boiled], and gypsum added
to coagulate the casein. Vermicelli and a kind of jelly are
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made from [mung] bean flour. From the starch extracted
from green beans a meat sauce is made; from fermented
beans a condiment known as soya [soy sauce]... Turnips and
cucumbers are seasoned with soya.” Address: PhD, LLD,
Hankow, Hupeh Province, China.
2883. Wall Street Journal. 1911. World’s crop of linseed the
largest since 1904. Oct. 30. p. 3.
• Summary: Flaxseed production in the USA is expected
to be 18 million bushels, up from 14 million bushels in
1910. This increase in supply is expected to bring prices
down sharply. The price will also be affected by increased
production “of the Soya bean in China [Manchuria] and
the cottonseed crop in the United States.” These three large
crops of vegetable oil are expected to make the supply of raw
material for seed-crushing one of the largest since 1904. A
correspondent of Dornbusch in Brussels, Belgium estimates
the linseed crops available for export for 1911-1912 in tons
as follows: (1) Argentina 1,220,000. (2) India 550,000. (3)
Canada 150,000. (4) Russia 130,000. Total: 2,050,000 tons
exportable.
2884. Williamson, A.A. 1911. Commerce of the Liaotung
Peninsula. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
14(255):535-40. Oct. 31.
• Summary: “The Dalny (Manchuria) consular district
comprises the entire territory held under lease by Japan from
China, lying at the extreme southern end of the Liaotung
Peninsula, and is known and officially designated by the
Japanese as the Kwantung Province. Its area is given as 205
square ‘ri,’ or 1,220.57 square miles, and it has a population
of 462,399 or 379 persons per square mile.
“The country is very hilly in the southern part of the
Province, the elevation, however, seldom reaching over 900
feet above the sea. Toward the north the surface gradually
becomes more level and partakes of the nature of the flat
bean fields of north Manchuria.”
“Dalny, the chief city and port of Kwantung Province,
is said to have the finest wharves in the Far East, vessels
drawing up to 28 feet being moored alongside the quay.
Goods can be discharged from a ship and placed aboard
the freight cars, which run out onto the wharves, in one
operation. While ice forms in the protected parts of the bay
at Dalny, it never becomes sufficiently thick to interfere
with navigation, so that the port is open the year round and,
Dalny being the southern terminus of the main line of the
South Manchuria Railway, the advantages offered are at once
evident.”
The export returns for 1910 “show a decided decrease
in shipments of beans and bean cake. The causes of this
are undoubtedly the (for the farmers) favorable preceding
year and the outbreak of plague with which the country
was smitten during the export season. The first caused the

farmers to sell rapidly in 1909 and to hold back in 1910; the
latter, because of isolation and segregation measures, brought
measures, brought traffic to a standstill. Undoubtedly the
bean season will, in the end, show no falling off, as the
estimates of production which have been obtainable show a
considerable increase in cultivation.”
The section titled “The export trade” states that “the
Chinaman” has a strong hold upon the trade passing
through Dalny; a high percentage of the imports came in
the shape of native products and “the export trade with
native products showed the greatest increase, over 90 per
cent.” A table shows “the principal articles exported through
the Maritime Customs at Dalny during 1909 and 1910
by steamer and by junk.” For 1909 and 1910 by steamer:
Bean cake 615,252,933 / 526,030,267 pounds. [Soya]
beans 981,274,267 / 713,489,867 pounds. [Soya] bean oil
19,021,067 / 31,642,267 pounds. For 1909 and 1910 by junk:
Bean cake 22,398,000 / 28,863,733 pounds. [Soya] beans
43,657,007 / 13,827,333 pounds. [Soya] bean oil 2,679,000 /
2,864,133 pounds.
Under “Soya-bean trade,” another table shows the
destination of these three products (in pounds) during 1910
from the Dairen customs district, as given in the Imperial
Chinese Maritime returns: Bean cake: Japan (incl. Formosa)
443,406,267 (99.9% of overseas total). Korea 307,333. Total
overseas 443,730134. Chinese ports 111,163,866 (20.0% of
grand total). Grand total 554,894,000.
[Soya] beans: Egypt 302,240,800 (#1). Japan
192,499,733 (#2). United Kingdom 59,455,867 (#3). Other:
Denmark, Hongkong, Netherlands, Straits Settlements
[today’s Singapore]. Total overseas 603,120,800. Chinese
ports 124,196,400 (17.1% of grand total). Grand total
727,317,200.
Bean oil: Japan 17,208,133 (#1). Belgium 6,097,200
(#2). Other: Denmark, Egypt, Hongkong, Netherlands,
Straits Settlements. Total overseas 27,829,333. Chinese ports
9,677,067 (25.8% of grand total). Grand total 37,506,400.
A 3rd table shows prices of the three products month by
month in 1910 in U.S. currency as reported by the Manshu
Juyo Bussan Yushutsu Kumiai (Manchurian Staple Products
Export Association). For bean cake, the price is per 61.33 lb.
For soya beans and oil per 133.33 lb.
“There are still no American export and import houses
in this district, and until some thoroughly American house
opens here, trade with the United States will necessarily
remain half-hearted, being in the hands of natural
competitors.” The main export from this district to the USA
is soya bean oil, of which $93,974 was exported in 1910;
only $8,532 worth of soya-bean cake was exported. Address:
Vice Consul, Dalny, Manchuria.
2885. Agricultural J. of the Union of South Africa. 1911.
Co-operative seed reports (Soy beans and mealies). 2(4):391.
Oct.
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• Summary: “The following report on tests made by Mr.
Peter Roux, Doornfontein, P.O. Box 86, Zeorust, with
soy bean and mealie seed supplied by the Department of
Agriculture, has been received by the Government Botanist:–
Southern Soy Beans (10 lb.).–Of these 1½ lb. were planted
in drills 2 feet apart on old, well-manured garden soil
under irrigation on the 25th October, 1910. The beans grew
splendidly, and were reaped on the 1st April, 1911, yielding
a crop of about 60 lb. The rest (8½ lb.) was sown broadcast
on dry land (red sandy soil) on 3rd October, 19J0, and reaped
on the 16th April, 1911, yielding 40 lb. These, however,
suffered considerably from drought, hence the poor yield. In
my opinion this kind of soy bean will do very well in these
parts, providing we have a normal rainfall and the frost does
not come too early.”
Mr. Roux also reports on planting two types of maize,
which he calls “mealies.” Address: F.L.S., Government
Botanist (Transvaal).
2886. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1911. Ueber Phytosterin der
Sojabohnen [On the phytosterol of soya beans (Abstract)].
18(10):258. Oct. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of a Germanlanguage article with the same title by H. Matthes and
A. Dahle published in 1911 in Archiv der Pharmazie
249(6):436-44.
2887. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1911. Ueber Sojabohnenoel [On
soybean oil (Abstract)]. 18(10):257-58. Oct. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of a Germanlanguage article having the same title by H. Matthes and
A. Dahle published in 1911 in Archiv der Pharmazie
249(6):424-35.
2888. Chercheffsky, N. 1911. Note sur l’huile de Soja [Note
on soybean oil]. Revue de Chimie Industrielle et le Moniteur
Scientifique, Quesneville 22(262):312. Oct. (Chem. Abst.
6:305). [Fre]
• Summary: The author had a sample of oil, imported from
England under the name of soya bean oil, analyzed. A table
gives the constants and characteristics of three types of oil:
The one imported, true soya bean oil, and colza / rapeseed
oil. For each oil is given: Density at 15ºC, index of refraction
at 15ºC, degree of oleorefractometry at 22ºC, Maumné index,
index of saponification, iodine index (indice d’iode), degree
of fusion of the fatty acids, degree of solidification of the
fatty acids, iodine index of the fatty acids. The oil examined
had a neutral reaction and was golden yellow in color.
He concludes that the oil imported as soya bean oil was
nothing but refined colza oil. Address: Ingénieur-chimiste
(E.P.C.), Expert près les Tribunaux et près la Douane.

2889. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1911. Le soja [The
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du
Jardin Colonial) 11(103):270-94. Oct. [43 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (continued): The needs of the soybean
(continued): Fertilizer (influence of fertilizer, organic
fertilizer, minerals, nitrate of soda {nitrate de soude},
potassium chloride {chlorure de potassium}, phosphate
fertilizers), preparation of the soil, the place of the soybean
in rotations. 3. Sowing soybeans: Study of the seeds (weight
of seeds, germinative faculty, selection of seeds), time of
planting, spacing of the plants, depth of sowing, quantity of
seeds to use per hectare, method of sowing. 4. The soybean
during its vegetative stage: Germination, transplanting, types
of maintenance, irrigation, flowering and fructification,
enemies of the soybean (Ennemis du soja; insects [especially
the larva of the spring beetle, Agriotes segetis], the caterpillar
of la Vannessa Cardue (Belle dame), rabbits or hares, field
mice and hamsters).
5. Soybean harvest: Time of harvest (for forage, for
seed), practical methods of harvest (for forage, for seed),
threshing (and storage of the seed), yields (of forage,
seed, reports from various countries and U.S. states,
harvesting losses, yield of nutritive elements). 6. Fixation of
atmospheric nitrogen by the soybean and improvement of
the soil. 7. The soybean in mixed cultures and intercropping:
With corn, cowpeas, rice, sorghum, sugar cane, or millet.
Contains various charts and tables from other sources.
Concerning germination: The emergence of soybeans is
retarded in soils that are hard, dry, or poorly cultivated. You
must then seek to have, in appropriate fashion, a sufficient
loosening of the layer that covers the seeds.
Emerging from the soil generally takes place in a week
under ordinary circumstances. The plant develops slowly at
first then grows quickly.
The growth of the soybean plant is rapid and allows two
harvests per year in some climates (such as North Carolina,
Tunisia, and certain provinces in China). Address: 1.
Counseiller de 1ere classe au Ministère de l’Agriculture de la
Chine; 2. Ingénieur agricole (G.).
2890. Mundy, H. Godfrey. 1911. Bean crops: A lecture
delivered before the Headlands Farmers’ Association.
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 9(1):51-57. Oct.
• Summary: Page 56: “A lecture on bean crops would
not be complete without some reference to Soy Beans,
which, within the last few years have become such an
important economic product. An article dealing with this
crop, however, appeared in the last issue of the Agricultural
Journal, and since the initial experiments with Soy Beans
in Rhodesia have thus far met with but moderate success,
it is necessary to await the result of further investigation
before any definite recommendations can be made.” Address:
F.L.S., Government Agriculturist and Botanist.
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2891. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1911. Soya beans.
27(4):187. Oct. [1 ref]
• Summary: From Tropical Life: “Last year Corea [Korea]
exported £584,500 of Soya beans, mostly to Japan. The
Corean bean is said to be superior to its Manchurian rival,
and so large an increase in its export (£200,000, or more
than 30 per cent. over 1909) has released that quantity of
Manchurian beans, required for the Japanese manufacturers
of soya, &c., and enabled them to be sent to Europe, where
the demand is rapidly increasing.” Address: Australia.
2892. Ruhräh, John. 1911. Further observations on the soy
bean. Archives of Pediatrics 28(10):841-43. Oct.
• Summary: “Read before the Twenty-third Annual Meeting
of the American Pediatric Society, Lake Mohonk, June 1,
1911.”
“In 1909, at the meeting at Lenox, I called the attention
of the [American Pediatric] Society to the soy bean and
suggested its use in infant feeding... Since that time I have
had considerable experience with the use of the bean and
also the flour made from it, and believe that it is a food of
very considerable value in certain well-defined conditions,
and I also believe that the bean will eventually be used as an
article of diet in this country.”
Three tables show the nutritional composition of the
soy bean (on an “as-is” and on a water-free basis) and “of
the [whole] soy flour made by the Cereo Company, Tappan,
New York.” This flour contains 44.64% protein, 19.43% fat,
9.34% cane sugar [sucrose], and no starch or reducing sugar.
A patent flour is made by Bayer & Company of
Germany and patented in the USA [see Lampé 1911; U.S.
Patent 980,292. Jan. 3. 1 p. Application filed Aug. 4, 1910].
The soy bean has three basic uses: (1) In the form of
dilute gruels, either with or without the addition of some
starchy flour, as barley flour, in summer diarrheas and in
certain forms of intestinal digestion; (2) In cases where cow’s
milk disagrees with the child and in which there is difficulty
in finding any food containing sufficient nourishment to
nourish the child; (3) In “diabetes this food is of great
value and serves two purposes. First, it may be prepared in
a number of different ways and relieves the tedium of the
ordinary diabetic diet to a very great extent, and secondly, as
Friedenwald and I have shown, the use of the bean tends to
lessen glycosuria [abnormal amounts of sugar in the urine],
especially when used in connection with strict diabetic diets.
Dr. Ruräh concludes: “I feel that the soy bean has a very
definite future assured for it, and it is chiefly for this reason
that I again call your attention to it as an article of diet for
infants.” Address: M.D., Baltimore, Maryland.
2893. Tropical Life (England). 1911. Soya bean cultivation
in Portuguese Africa (Abstract). 7(10):204. Oct. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following
French-language article: Heron, E.H. 1911. “O feijao soya

e os sues usos” [The soybean and its uses]. Reparticao de
Agricultura Mozambique, Boletim (Mozambique Department
of Agriculture, Bulletin) No. 5. 16 p.
2894. Loew, Oscar. 1911. Ueber Sojabohnenmilch [On
soymilk]. Chemiker-Zeitung 35(131):1222. Nov. 2. (Chem.
Abst. 6:519). [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the reference list of the Chemist’s Journal
(Repertorium der Chemiker-Zeitung, 1911. p. 479), a work
by Demolon on plant-based milk from soybeans was recently
referred to. As a follow-up to this, several remarks ought to
serve for further orientation. This milk-like liquid (Diese
milchartige Flüssigkeit), the smell of which is reminiscent
of fresh malt, is obtained by boiling the softened, finelyground seeds for several hours with a certain quantity of
water. Under my direction, it was studied in greater detail
in the laboratory of the Department of Agriculture of the
University of Tokyo by Mr. Inouye (1895) and the following
was found: protein 4.87%, nitrogen-free substances 4.53%,
water 89.29%, ash 0.48%. Without a doubt, this “milk” can
find use–but for infants, the use is completely excluded, even
after the addition of lactose. With steaming in a vacuum with
the addition of cane sugar and 0.4% disodium phosphate or
else traces of sodium carbonate, a product is obtained that is
similar to condensed milk. When boiled down in the air, a
skin occurs as with cow’s milk, and when dried, this is found
on the market in Japan under the name of yuba. As a result
of precipitation with lime salts (Kaklsalzen), a product is
obtained that is reminiscent of casein, tofu, which is put on
the market prepared fresh every day. By allowing the tofu to
freeze, a very porous, slightly dried product that keeps well
is created after having been thawed again: kori-tofu (der
Koritofu). Experiments to achieve a product similar to Swiss
cheese by means of infection with Swiss cheese microbes
were not successful for us, but after maturing, the product
was still edible.–In addition, in Japan the soybean serves to
produce the superb shoyu sauce and miso and natto cheese.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term Sojabohnenmilch
(“soybean milk”) to refer to soymilk. Address: Munich,
Germany.
2895. Stanstead Journal (Rock Island, Stanstead, Quebec,
Canada). 1911. Farm and field: Export of soy beans from
Japan. New industries are created. Nov. 2. p. 4.
• Summary: “Since the war between Japan and Russia, the
export of soy beans from the East to Europe has largely
increased. At one German port alone, we are told, 4,823 tons
of these were imported in one shipment. The oil from these
beans is said to be one-third cheaper than linseed and can
be used for making soap and many other products including
food. The bean meal is used for cattle feeding and also mixed
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with flour for human food. In fact, few agricultural products
have made such changes in both farm and manufacturing
industries as the soy bean promises to do in Europe.
“The soy bean has been grown in a comparatively small
way in Ontario. It is not only a soil improver, but a very rich
food, ranking with linseed.”
2896. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. New Zealand is
the latest country... 79(19):691. Nov. 4.
• Summary: “... to experiment with the cultivation of soya
beans, the Department of Agriculture having taken up the
matter.”
2897. Byington, Homer M. 1911. Decreased receipts of soya
beans in England. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) 14(260):654. Nov. 6.
• Summary: “The annual statement of the Bristol docks
committee expresses regret that the trade in soya beans from
Manchuria that sprang up suddenly three years ago has had a
distinct setback, there being a decrease of no less than 30,000
tons in the imports at Bristol.
“The oil extracted from these beans was exported in
considerable quantities to various Continental ports direct
and to the United States. To the latter country during the
calendar year 1910 the value of the exports amounted to
only $15,557. The oil cake manufactured from the residue
after the oil had been extracted was exported principally to
Denmark. The decreased imports from Manchuria are said to
be due to the high price of the beans and to the fact that only
the first-grade beans are being exported, which has increased
the price and checked the trade.” Address: Consul, Bristol.
2898. Wall Street Journal. 1911. Soya bean crop moving:
Prospects good for a large supply in Manchuria for western
Europe. Nov. 7. p. 3.
• Summary: “North China’s soya bean crop, which last
year was valued at $30,000,000, export prices, has begun to
be delivered at railway stations and river points in various
parts of Manchuria. South Manchuria is expected... to send
a surplus to western Europe, where most of the crop comes
into competition with flaxseed and cottonseed. The season’s
prospects are very good. A portion of last year’s stock has
still to be marketed. Earlier fears of the plague, which last
year disturbed deliveries, had not materialized up to the
end of October. Shipments are from two to three weeks
earlier. The Dalney [Dalny] price on steamer for NovemberDecember delivery is $41.15 a long ton, with the Hull
[England] spot price at $43.75, making a freight of $2.50
[per ton] from the Manchurian seaboard to the east coast of
England.”
2899. Eddington, Jane. 1911. Economical housekeeping:
Chop sooy. Chicago Daily Tribune. Nov. 9. p. 8.

• Summary: The typical American has all the ingredients
needed to make “chop suey or sooy” “except the soy sauce,
which he buys.”
“The following remarks and recipe is from the Hotel
Monthly: ‘To make chop sooy the following Chinese goods
are necessary: Soy or Chinese sauce, per jug, 35 cents...”
“Serve with a bowl of hot boiled rice, black tea, wafers, and
a bottle of soy.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2006)
which states that soy sauce is a basic ingredient in chop suey.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “Chinese sauce” as a
synonym for “Soy.”
2900. Kochi, Genichiro. 1911. Hatsuga daizu chû ni
ganyûseru ni san no kôso (Enzymes) ni tsuite [Some
enzymes in germinating soybean seeds]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai
Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 6(11):13-16.
Nov. 10. [Jap]
• Summary: Mentions diastase, cytase, urease, proteolytic
enzymes, lipase, invertase, maltoglucase, lactase, tannase,
and inulase.
Note. This is the earliest Japanese-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that mentions soy sprouts, which it calls
Hatsuga daizu. Address: Sanjo Kaiin [Japan].
2901. Farben-Zeitung. 1911. Von Weltmarkt [From the world
market]. 17(6):305-06. Nov. 11. [Ger]
• Summary: The section on soybean trade (Ueber den
Handel in Sojabohnen) is based on a report from the German
consul in Mukden, Manchuria.
2902. Ottawa Citizen (Ontario, Canada). 1911. The soy
bean: Australian government urging its cultivation. Nov. 11.
p. 15.
• Summary: “Melbourne, Nov. 10–The soy bean, for
the cultivation of which the department of agriculture is
affording farmers a fresh opportunity, will, according to
a high medical authority, be widely used as an article of
common consumption when its dietetic value becomes better
known. It already forms an important article of diet for the
Chinese and Japanese. The Manchurian crop is worth about
$45,000,000 per annum, and the plant is also highly valued
as a fodder. The department has just received a consignment
of seed of the seed from Manchuria, and is prepared to
distribute it amongst intending cultivators at $1.40 for 60
lb. The amount of seed required for an acre of ground is
about 30 lb. Upwards of 13½ tons of green fodder per acre
was obtained at Cheltenham and 10 tons per acre at Ballarat
[Victoria, Australia]. These are the only instances in Victoria
where records of tonnage per acre were kept. Cows eat the
plants readily after they become accustomed to the taste.”
2903. Pharmazeutische Post (Vienna; later renamed
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Pharmaceutische Post). 1911. Ein Rundgang durch die
Internationale Hygiene-Ausstellung in Dresden: IX. Ausland.
(Fortsetzung von seite 913.) 3. Der kaiserlich chinesische
Pavillon [A tour of the International Hygiene Exhibition in
Dresden: IX. Foreign countries. (Continued from page 913.)
3. The Imperial Chinese Pavilion]. 44(91):951-53. Nov. 14.
[Ger]
• Summary: III. The class of “Nutrition” (Ernährung)
concerns foods and delicacies Nahrungs- und Genussmittel,
the art of cooking (Kochkunst) and cooking devices
(Kochgeräte).
The Chinese solved the problem of achieving excellent
and cheap nutrition by making use of all of the parts of
the soybeans (Soyabohnen). The great exhibition by the
soybean company (Caséo Sojaine Paris, 46 Rue Denis-Papin,
Seine) will convince most people of the possibility that
with the general increase in prices of today, this food can
be spread through the entire world. [The article then goes
on to describe the many dried and canned foods that are on
display at the Exhibition...] fruit juices such as banana, pear,
pineapple, nutmeg, apricot, peach, and orange syrups, as well
as tobacco leaves and cigarettes, spices and seasonings such
as: salt, soya (Soya) [probably soy sauce] (from the company
T-Hoa Tinning & Co. in Amoy [today’s Xiamen, China]),
refined sugar, sugar candy, honey, bamboo sprouts, morel
mushrooms, button mushrooms from Chihli [today’s Hebei
Province, China]...
Also being exhibited are works for filtration and
water purification, different systems for the treatment and
preparation of tea, for the preparation of foods and drinks,
and analytical tables on the composition and digestion time
of foods, and furthermore the different varieties of soybeans
(Soyabohnensorten), products from soybeans such as bean
milk (Bohnenmilch) [soymilk], bean cheese (Bohnenkäse)
[tofu], curdled bean milk (geronnene Bohnenmilch)
[probably yuba], mock ham (falscher Schinken) [probably
made by steaming yuba in a mold], and casein from
soybeans, and also biscuits, pastries, jams, cakes, oil
(produced from soybean meal (Soyabohnenmehl)), and then
tables on the nutritional value and price comparisons of one
hundred calories (Wärmestoffe) between soy (Soya) and
other foods. It is interesting to learn that the average content
of soybeans consists of 33.52% nitrogen, 17.25% fat, 16.15%
carbohydrates, and 4.52% mineral salts. With regard to
their nutritional value, the soy products are more beneficial
than meat and do not contain any toxins. At the same time,
they are economical and healthy foods and therefore they
are welcome to any person who wants to eat cheaply and
yet well, but they are especially to be recommended to
vegetarians and to people who are suffering from certain
illnesses, such as diabetics and those with stomach problems.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.

2904. Deschamp, Victor. 1911. The soy bean. Tropical
Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon) 37(5):410-15. Nov.
15. [1 ref]
• Summary: Reprinted from the Journal of Agriculture,
Victoria (Australia), Sept. 1911, p. 621-29. Address: Analyst,
Agricultural Lab., Australia.
2905. Fritz, Felix. 1911. Linoleum aus festem Holzoel
[Linoleum from solidified wood oil]. Kunststoffe 1(22):42324. Nov. 15. [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Wood oil has been used by the Chinese and
Japanese for a long time, which is why it is somewhat
surprising that it only became known so late in Europe.
Only in the last few years has the consumption of wood
oil increased enormously, which was mainly caused by the
enormously high linseed oil prices; in this predicament,
the industries that process linseed oil were often forced to
look for substitutes, and in some cases they found a suitable
material in Chinese wood oil after they had learned to
overcome the difficulties of its treatment.
The success corresponds to the expectation; Additions
of up to 50% of linseed oil, soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl),
corn oil, castor oil etc. can be made into wood oil without
affecting its ability to gelatinize. Address: Dipl.-Ing., Bremen
IV.
2906. Harland, Marion. 1911. Marion Harland’s helping
hand. Chicago Daily Tribune. Nov. 16. p. 9.
• Summary: “At least a dozen women have asked... for
the recipe which follows... I am asking you to print what I
know to be the best thing of its kind ever published for the
housewife’s use: Worcestershire Sauce–Vinegar, one gallon;
garlic, one ounce; black pepper, one-half ounce; nutmegs,
grated, two; lemons, twenty; salt, one ounce; cayenne, onequarter ounce; mace, one ounce; mustard, two ounces. One
pint of Chinese soybean sauce greatly improves this sauce.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “soybean sauce” to refer
to soy sauce.
“Cut each lemon half-way through; peel garlic and put
in lemons whole. Mix other ingredients together; divide
equally between lemons and place in lemons. Put lemons in
an earthen dish and cover with plate; bake until quite brown,
then turn into vinegar in a covered earthen jar. Stir several
times a day. It is ready to bottle in ten days. I have tried it
and I know it is good! I don’t know where I got it, but copied
it from somewhere. R.M.C.”
2907. Cornwell (G.G.) & Son. 1911. The chef says today:...
(Ad). Washington Post. Nov. 17. p. 7.
• Summary: “The charm of French cooking lies in the
unusual flavors imparted by the use of various seasonings
and sauces. Here are a few that every housewife should
have in her pantry: Rose Water, India Soy, Escoffier Derby
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Sauce,... Harvey’s Sauce, Walnut Catsup.”
An illustration shows a smiling French chef with a white
top hat, a goatee, and a waxed handlebar mustache. Address:
New store: 1415-17 H St., N.W. [Washington, DC].
2908. Baker, E. Carleton. 1911. Manchurian trade and
commerce: Antung. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) 14(271):872-80. Nov. 18.
• Summary: The section titled “[Soya] bean products–
Timber” states (p. 874): “As the local conditions at Antung,
however, are quite peculiar, owing to the Yalu River being
closed by ice for nearly five months each year, it is difficult
to describe the trade for one year without reference to the
year which precedes or follows. This is especially true
with regard to the bean market, for the beans which are
produced in one year are generally not exported until the
year following. The bean crop is harvested in the autumn,
and the farmers customarily wait until the roads are frozen
before hauling it to market. The river, however, freezes at
the same time and the beans are consequently held at Antung
until spring. Meanwhile they are mostly sent to the mill and
converted into bean cake and bean oil, the former article
figuring chiefly in the export trade, large quantities of the
latter being consumed locally.”
A table (p. 871) shows the chief articles exported from
Manchuria through the Maritime Customs during 1909 and
1910. These include bean cake, [soya] beans, and bean oil.
All three items are measured in piculs; 1 picul = 133.33
pounds avoirdupois. Address: Consul, Antung.
2909. Fisher, Fred D. 1911. Manchurian trade and
commerce: Mukden. Daily Consular and Trade Reports
(U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) 14(271):865-72. Nov. 18.
• Summary: The section titled “The soya bean and its
products” begins (p. 865): “As beans and bean products are
the principal items of export from Manchuria, and one of
the chief sources from which the majority of the Chinese
agricultural population derives its ready cash, the production
and the state of the market of these commodities are very
important factors in the purchasing power of the people of
this district. A comparison of the export of Manchurian soya
beans and bean products for 1909 and 1910 through the three
principal channels as follows:
A table (p. 866) shows the exports (in tons) of [soya]
beans, bean cake, and bean oil, in 1909 and 1910, through
Vladivostok, Dairen (Dalny [the leader]), and Newchwang.
A 2nd table (p. 871) shows the chief articles exported
from Manchuria through the Maritime Customs during 1909
and 1910. These include bean cake, [soya] beans, and bean
oil. Address: Consul, Mukden.
2910. Greene, Roger S. 1911. Manchurian trade and

commerce: Harbin. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) 14(271):880-88. Nov. 18.
• Summary: The year 1910 was the first for which there
were available complete customs returns of the traffic
carried on over all the important trade routes connecting
North Manchuria with the Russian Provinces upon which it
borders”
The five customs stations in this region are Manchouli,
Suifenho [Suifenhe], Harbin, Sansing, and Aigun. “Nearly
four-fifths of this trade passed through Suifenho and
Manchouli,...”
“Shipments of bean products and grain: Exports of
beans through the five customs stations of the Harbin
consular district amounted to 268,333 tons in 1910, against
230,118 tons in the preceding year. Adding the rail shipments
to the south from Changchun gives a total of 411,930 tons, in
contrast to an aggregate of 454,486 tons in 1909.
“The exports of bean cake from the five stations came to
only 11,186 tons. In 1909 the amount was also small (12,434
tons). Most of this product goes to Japan via Suifenho.
Shipments of bean cake southward from Changchun
aggregated only 6,990 tons.
“The exports of bean oil from all the stations amounted
in round numbers to 11,127,000 pounds, as against 3,193,000
pounds in 1909, the bulk of the business being with the
Russian Amur ports.” Address: Consul, Harbin.
2911. Kent, William P. 1911. Manchurian trade and
commerce: Newchwang. Daily Consular and Trade Reports
(U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) 14(271):888-93. Nov. 18.
• Summary: Table 2 (p. 891) shows that significant
“decreases occurred in the 1910 [soy] bean, [soy] bean-oil,
and [soy] bean-cake shipments through the Newchwang
customs. Beans were exported to Japan, Hongkong, and
Samarang [Semarang, a port city on the north coast of the
island of Java]; bean oil to Japan, the United Kingdom,
Samarang, and Belgium; while Japan imported all the
bean cake not consumed locally. All units for these three
commodities are in piculs; A picul is equivalent to 133.33
pounds.
“The soya bean and its products... continue to grow
in importance throughout Manchuria and to furnish the
principal articles of commercial activity at Newchwang.
When it is recalled how recently the soya bean and
its extensive uses have come to the knowledge of the
commercial world and how rapidly it has taken its place as
an article of commerce, it must be regarded as a marvel of
agricultural transformation, comparable alone in modern
times to the discovery of Indian corn, tobacco, and the
potato. The average price for 1910 of beans, bean cake, and
bean oil, laid down at Newchwang, was: Beans, $4.90 per
400 pounds; bean cake, $5.55 per 687 pounds; and bean oil,
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$5.75 per 133.33 pounds.
“One of the by-products of the soya bean whose
manufacture is increasing is soy sauce, a condiment much
used in Japan and other parts of the East. The Japanese
established a factory at Newchwang in 1903 for the
manufacture of soy [sauce], starting with a small capital.
It has been so successfully conducted that from the profits
the plant is being englarged by an expenditure of $30,000.
Some prominent Chinese capitalists from the south of China
propose erecting two additional factories at Newchwang
during the coming season.
“The most important and profitable adjustment of the
bean trade is bean milling, and during the 1909-10 season
great progress was made in the substitution of modern
machinery for the old type of press, in which a system
of wooden wedges was used. Up to December, 1910, the
number of bean mills in operation at Newchwang was
as follows: Seven steam mills with an average capacity
of 5,000,000 pieces of bean cake and 21,000,000 catties
(catty=1.33 pounds) of oil per annum; 7 smaller ones with
an average annual capacity of 1,800,000 pieces of cake and
7,900,000 catties of oil; and 3 others with an average annual
output of 300,000 pieces of cake and 1,300,000 catties of
oil. One of steam mills employs hydraulic power on the
mold presses; all the others utilize steam and oil engines
simply to crush the beans preparatory to their being placed
in the molds, which are worked by hand on a cog and screw
system.
“What is desired is a machine similar to a cottonseed
press, meeting certain requirements peculiar to the bean.
This suggestion implies a matter of great importance to the
first devisers of a machine meeting the approval of local
bean-mill owners. To accomplish this end will require a
personal investigation to acquire a close knowledge of the
minor details of the industry. Descriptions and details are
of no avail, owing to the probable omission of some item
overlooked by an inexpert investigator.
“Declared exports–shipping: Beans have not as yet been
shipped direct from Newchwang to the United States. A
small shipment of bean oil was sent on trial to a New York
firm, and should this prove satisfactory larger returns may
confidently be expected.” Address: Consul, Newchwang.
2912. Wall Street Journal. 1911. Early soya bean export:
Revolution closed South China market–This year’s
Manchurian crop far exceeds 1910. Nov. 20. p. 2.
• Summary: “Revolutionary conditions in South China have
closed that portion of the market for soya beans and made
available much larger quantities than usual for western
markets.
“Manchurian advices to Dornbusch state that the crop
this year is far in excess of that of 1910 and that deliveries
at the seaboard are much earlier than usual Charterings for
November for new crop beans has not occurred before in

three years.
“Dalny will this year compete with Vladivostock
[Vladivostok], at both of which ports accumulation has
begun. The tonnage to western Europe will be large.”
Note: The Qing (Manchu) dynasty in China was
overthrown in 1912 and was replaced by the Republic (led
by Sun Yat-sen of the Kuomintang, or National People’s
Party), which lasted for 37 years until 1949. The overthrow
began on 10 Oct. 1911 in what is widely called the “1911
Revolution.”
2913. Yenjo, Hanuemon. 1911. Process of producing
digestive ferment. British Patent 25,879. Date of application
(in the United Kingdom): 20 Nov. 1911. 4 p. Accepted: 20
Nov. 1912. Date claimed for Patent under Patents and Design
Act, 1907, being date of first Foreign Application (in Japan):
5 Dec. 1910.
• Summary: “This invention relates to a process for
producing digestive ferment from vegetable waste products
such as wheat or rice bran.”
This process “is an improvement on the process
described in the Specification of Letters Patent No. 8262 of
1907, the chief improvement lying in the fact that whereas
in the prior process the fungus was produced and cultivated
on farinaceous matter moistened with water, in the present
process the wheat or rice is moistened with a liquid produced
by boiling powdered soy bean, sodium phosphate, potassium
nitrate, and magnesium sulphate with water, under an
absolute pressure of two to three atmospheres.”
“... the combined fungi produced by the culture of
orange monilia and aspergillus oryzae on the wheat or rice
bran treated as above are mixed With bran of farinaceous
substances which has been previously mixed with powdered
soy bean and moistened with liquid produced as above, the
‘koji’ obtained thereby being treated with a liquid such as
dilute alcohol or glycerine and after pressing and filtering,
powdered germinated soy bean is added to the filtrate which
is stirred and filtered thus producing a filtrate to which is
added alcohol of thirty-five to forty per cent. whereby all the
phosphates and other impurities are precipitated, the clear
liquid being treated, with strong alcohol, and the precipitate
obtained washed with alcohol and ether, and dried.
“The process will now be described in detail as follows:
“Preparation of the ‘koji’ fungus.”
A detailed description of given of this fungus (or mold)
that will later be used to make the koji itself. “The fungus
is produced by the culture of four parts or orange monilia
and six parts of aspergillus oryzae on the steamed wheat or
rice bran.” “To orange monilia I gave the name of ‘digestin
fungus.’”
“Preparation of the ‘koji.’
“30 bushels of the bran of the farinaceous substances are
mixed with 1 bushel of powdered soy bean and is properly
moistened with 17 gallons of the culture liquid. (the liquid
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produced. by boiling equal quantities of powdered soy
bean, sodium phosphate, potassium nitrate and magnesium
sulphate with water) and steamed for one hour and a half
until the starch is completely dextrinized, and at the same
time to pasteurize all other injurious fungi.
“When cooled to about 30 degrees C., the mass is well
mixed up with the fungus produced in the previous stage
and placed in many koji trays. Keeping the temperature
of the cellar at 25 degrees C., after four days the fungus
will be perfectly developed. The culture liquid being rich
in phosphate, potassium, and magnesium salt, as-well
as nitrogenous constituents, it affords a suitable medium
for the development of the fungus. Now, in course of its.
development, the ‘digestin fungus’ secretes an exceedingly
powerful enzyme from the said culture, liquid which I
called `digestin’. This enzyme possesses the faculty of
decomposing all proteids to the soluble stage of lower
formations, viz; albumose, peptone, amido acids [amino
acids] and other amido groups, and it is most effective in
converting starch into sugar and fatty matters into soap, and
in converting fibrin into the soluble state. These properties
are accounted in my invention as the most prominent
feature in the preparation of the ‘koji’ fungus of my present
invention and I may state that it is due to the soluble
nutrients of the culture liquid which is well adapted for the
active growth and development of the ‘digestin fungus’.
Now if ammonia, is added to the filtered clear culture liquid,
a white precipitate will he produced, and by well washing
the precipitate with dilute ammonia water, filtering, pressing.
and then drying it, a white powder is obtained, which has a
composition of some organic magnesium phosphate which I
called ‘dinolin’. The reports of the medical experiments with
regard to ‘dinolin’ proved that it is well adapted for curing;
nervous prostration, cardiac weakness, constipation and beriberi, and gives wonderful benefit by employing it during the
convalescent state after a serious disease, and its constant,
use is designed for the promotion of good health.”
Note: This entire process is reminiscent of that
developed a decade earlier by Jokichi Takamine for
making his commercially successful digestive preparation
Takadiastase. Address: Merchant, Druggist and Inventor,
No. 7, Honcho Sanchome, Nihonbashi-Ku, Tokyo, Japan, a
subject of the Emperor of Japan.

in the rations of most farm stock. They add nitrogen and
organic matter to the soil, and experiments on the Purdue
plats show the soy beans and cow peas to be valuable as
cover crops on wheat stubble land.”
“Clover should form part of the crop rotation, but if this
crop fails, the soy beans and cow peas will prove valuable
substitutes.” Address: Superintendent of Agricultural
Extension, Purdue Univ.

2914. Christie, G.I. 1911. Methods of soil conservation.
Angola Herald (Angola, Indiana). Nov. 22. p. 2.
• Summary: “’Conservation as it applies to soil fertility,’ was
the general theme discussed in an address before the Indiana
Conservation Congress at Indianapolis, Ind., on October
28 by G.I. Christie, superintendent of Purdue University’s
department of agricultural extension.”
“More legumes are needed: Professor Christie believes
that farmers should grow legumes. They are valuable both as
soil improvers and stock foods, finding an important place

2917. Washington Post. 1911. Manifactured [sic,
manufactured] milk: Tid bits. Nov. 26. p. MS2.
• Summary: “Cows are not numerous in Japan, but the
Japanese are fond of milk, and to meet this demand in the
face of a natural shortage they long ago put their wits to
work and evolved a product that the average person cannot
distinguish from the regular dairy article.
“The artificial milk is derived from the soja bean, The
beans are first soaked, then boiled in water. Presently the
liquid turns white; sugar and phosphate of potash in proper

2915. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1911.
Canterbury Frozen Meat Company. Nov. 22. p. 3.
• Summary: “With the object of obtaining an even higher
standard for prime Canterbury mutton than it now boasts, the
Canterbury Frozen Meat Company has given over four acres
of land between its works at Belfast and the railway line for
field experiments in the raising of roots and fodder for stock.
The experiments will be carried out by the company in cooperation with the Agricultural Department, the company
finding the land and the fertiliser and the Department
the seeds, besides supervising the work of planting and
harvesting.
“The endeavor is to show farmers of the district what
roots and fodder are most suitable, and with that end in
view plants are being experimented with that they have not
grown previously in Canterbury. The varieties of plants
are as follows: Maize, three; millet, four; Soya beans, one;
cow peas, two; Chou Moellier, one;... The results will be
published by the Agricultural Department as soon as they are
available.”
2916. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1911.
Manchurian soya bean crop. 14(275):975. Nov. 23.
• Summary: “Consul General Fred D. Fisher, of Mukden,
reports that this year’s [soya] bean crop in northern
Manchuria is very good, but in Fengtien Province, owing
to an unusual amount of rain, the yield is only about 70 per
cent of a full crop. On account of the early spring rains,
which hurried the growth of the bean crop, it is very probable
that this season’s yield will contain a smaller percentage
of oil than usual. The present (October 12) market value of
the soya bean is $16 per ton of 2,000 pounds delivered ex
godown at Changchun.” Address: Washington, DC.
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quantities are added, and the boiling continues until a
substance the thickness of molasses is obtained [sic]. This
fluid corresponds very accurately with ordinary condensed
milk, and when water is added cannot be told from fresh.
If the present rise in the price of British milk continues we
can foresee a big run on soja beans. Now, Mr. Milkman,
beware!”
Note: A very similar article appeared about two months
later on 14 Jan. 1912 in the Boston Daily Globe.
2918. Redding, R.J. 1911. Farms and farmers: Improved
implements and methods on the farm. No. 12–The cowpea
harvest. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Nov. 27. p. 7.
• Summary: The cowpea is valuable as a soil renovator and
enricher. But “it is by no means necessary that the entire crop
be plowed under. This is true in regard to other leguminous
crops–such as the different species of clover, vetch, soybean.
The correct practice is to convert the vines into hay, feed
the hay to work animals, beef cattle and milch cows, and
carefully apply the resulting manure to the soil. In this way
the farmer gets two values out of the crop–first the animal
food value, and, second, the plant food value.” Address:
Griffin, Georgia.
2919. Pharmazeutische Post (Vienna; later renamed
Pharmaceutische Post). 1911. Handels Zeitung. Aus der
Nachtrags-Preisliste von G. & R. Fritz–Pezoldt & Suess A.G.
[Trade magazine. From the supplement price list by G. & R.
Fritz–Pezoldt & Suess A.G.]. 44(95):997-98. Nov. 28. [Ger]
• Summary: Continued from page 990. Innovations.
Chemical preparations. On page 998 (right column) we
read: Semen Dolichos Soja. Von Soja hispida, a legume
from China, Japan, India, Cochinchina [today’s Vietnam]
and Siam [today’s Thailand]. In these countries the seeds are
used as food. The oil obtained from soybeans (Sojabohnen)
as well as its presscake have long been used there as a feed
for cattle. The defatted soybean meal (Sojamehl), which is
rich in proteins, has a very low sugar content and has been
used for more than 15 years in France in diabetic diets.
2920. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1911. Manchuria.
Soya bean crop prospects in Northern Manchuria. 75:447-48.
Nov. 30.
• Summary: “The opinion generally held by foreign
exporting firms in Harbin is that the results of this season’s
harvest will not fall short of those of 1910, this conclusion
being based on the argument that the damage done by the
summer floods, which were less extensive in Northern than
in Southern Manchuria, was amply compensated by the
increased area of land brought under bean cultivation during
the season under review.
“According to Chinese reports, the season’s harvest
was only a 50 per cent. crop, a view which does not find
favour amongst the foreign firms, who incline to the belief

that the Chinese intentionally underestimate in the hope that
high prices may be maintained. The estimate of the Russian
Chamber of Commerce in Harbin of the quantity of beans
available for export out of the 1910 crop was 24-28 million
pouds (387,100–451,600 tons), and it is therefore of interest
to record that, according to figures published by the Chinese
Eastern Railway, the total quantity of beans exported to
Europe from North Manchuria during the season 1910-11
was 21,570,000 pouds (347,900 tons), the port of shipment
for all cargo being Vladivostok.”
2921. Powell, E.P. 1911. My summer in Florida. Independent
(The) (With Which is Incorporated Harper’s Weekly)
71(3287):1189-93. Nov. 30.
• Summary: Page 1192: “Apart from the pines and oaks
I see very little vegetation that is not leguminous. There
are legumes no taller than an inch, while the beggarweed
stands 7 feet for hay, and the velvet bean grows 50 feet in a
season. The North needs ‘cover crops’ for winter, which it
plows under in the spring. These protect the roots of trees
from zero, and afterward make soil. The Southern ‘cover
crops’ keep the hot rays of the summer sun from burning
down to the fibrous roots, and when plowed under they
leave an immense amount of nitrogen, while creating a great
volume of humus. In this way. with her cow peas and soja
beans plowed under annually, added to what Nature herself
accomplishes. Florida should grow soil rich with great
rapidity–only that it is burned over once a year.” Address:
Rev..
2922. Barrett, O.W. 1911. Rice ally crops. Philippine
Agricultural Review 4(11):592-98. Nov. See p. 594-96. [1
ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soybeans” (p. 594-96)
begins: “Probably every tourist who has visited any of the
cities of Japan or China has noticed in the markets these
peculiar blocks of a grayish white, jelly-like substance
and wondered whether they were really good to eat, but
comparatively few have ever tried there the three or four
varieties of vegetable ‘cheese’ prepared from the soybean*.”
*Footnote: A 3/4 page footnote, extracted from USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 58 by Langworthy, discusses five
preparations commonly made in Japan from the soybean:
natto, tofu or bean cheese (eaten in the fresh state or frozen),
miso, yuba, and shoyu.
“Experts in threpsology, the new science of nutrition,
seem to be in accord on the fact that in dietary matters
two kinds of food are at least four times as good as one...
Recently the European food experts have realized the high
nutritious value of the soybean and a factory has been
established near Paris [by Li Yu-ying] for the manufacture of
various food products from this wonderful seed.”
“Now is the time for the Philippine Agriculturist to take
up soybean culture in earnest, and to develop it in the same
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way, even if not to the same degree, as our neighbors across
the way have been doing for centuries. The fact that there
are practically no seeds of this valuable crop at the present in
the Philippines is a sad commentary on the progressiveness
of the Philippine farmer; but it is never too late to learn”
(p. 596). Address: Chief of the Div. of Experiment Stations,
Philippines.
2923. Ishikawa, S. 1911. Seishu oyobi shôyu-chû no
horumuarudehiido kenshitsu ni tsuite [On the determination
of formaldehyde in sake and shoyu]. Yakugaku Zasshi (J. of
the Pharmaceutical Society of Japan) No. 357. p. 787-803.
Nov. [Jap; ger]
• Summary: The German title is “Ueber die Ermittelung
von Formaldehyd in ‘Sake’ und ‘Shoyu’ (So-ya).” Address:
Tokyo Eisei Shikensho, Japan.
2924. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1911. Le soja [The
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du
Jardin Colonial) 11(104):360-75. Nov. [20 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (continued): 1. Composition of
the soybean plant: Phosphoric acid, sulfuric acid, lime,
magnesium, potassium. 2. Study of the seeds: morphology/
structure/anatomy, chemical composition (nitrogen, caséine
du soja {Légumine}, albumin du soja {soy protein}, sugars
{Matières sucrées}, starch, dextrine, diastase, lipids, ash).
1. The soybean in feeding animals: As green forage
or hay. Tables (p. 361-75, from other sources) show
composition of the soybean plant and of individual parts of
the soybean plant.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Jan. 2016) that uses the term albumin du soja
or caséine de soja to refer to soy protein. Address: 1.
Counseiller de 1ere classe au Ministère de l’Agriculture de la
Chine; 2. Ingénieur agricole (G.).
2925. Wilson, Ernest H. 1911. The kingdom of flowers:
An account of the wealth of trees and shrubs of China
and of what the Arnold Arboretum, with China’s help, is
doing to enrich America. National Geographic Magazine
22(11):1003-35. Nov.
• Summary: The section titled “China is the original home
of the tea plant” (p. 1030) begins: “Our work is with woody
plants only, but one has merely to mention the soya-bean and
its recent development to prove that the world is only just
beginning to appreciate China as a source of economic plants
and plant products.”
Also discusses a history of plant exploration in China,
including Robert Fortune (1840s and 1850s), Royal
Horticultural Society of London, Charles Maries (collecting
on behalf of the House of Veitch (pronounced “Vetch” like
the leguminous forage plant), London and Chelsea), Father
David and Father Delavay, Augustine Henry, Dr. Charles
Sprague Sargent (dendrologist, and director of the Arnold

Arboretum at Harvard University; received first collection
from China in 1881-82 from Dr. Bretschneider of the
Russian Legation), the beautiful maiden-hair tree (Ginkgo
bilboa), Chinese wood oil (superior to linseed oil) from the
seeds of Aleurites Fordii and A. cordata, brick tea and twig
tea carried by men in loads of 300-317 pounds avoirdupois
to Thibet [Tibet], photos of the main road to Thibet, Chinese
tea is superior to teas from Indian or Ceylon, the lacquer tree
Rhus vernicifera.
Wilson (1876-1930), a botanist, was born and raised in
England, but spent his last years in the USA with the Arnold
Arboretum. His plant exploration work in China began in
early 1899, for the famous London nurserymen, Messrs.
Veitch, of Chelsea. Dr. Sargent was largely responsible for
starting this expedition, but in 1906, when Messrs. Veitch
abandoned the project, Wilson’s services were secured on
behalf of the Arboretum. Gives a detailed description of his
trip through China. Includes 24 superb full-page photos,
mostly of trees.
Note: This is the earliest article seen (Aug. 2002) about
soy in National Geographic magazine.
2926. Griffiths, John L. 1911. Soya-bean cake versus linseed
cake. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
14(281):1097. Dec. 1.
• Summary: “Experiments conducted by the East of
Scotland College of Agriculture, during the winter of 1910,
to ascertain the relative value of soya-bean cake and linseed
cake for the feed of cattle... showed that the feeding value of
soya-bean cake was about three-quarters that of linseed cake.
The experiments included allowance for the higher manurial
value of soya-bean cake, which is estimated at about onefifth higher than the older food.” Address: Consul General,
London.
2927. Goessel, Fritz. 1911. Verfahren zur Herstellung eines
Ersatzes fuer Kuh- oder Muttermilch aus der Sojabohne oder
aehnlichen Samen oder Samengemischen [Process for the
manufacture of a substitute for cow’s milk or mother’s milk
from the soybean or similar seeds or seed mixtures]. German
Patent 268,536. Dec. 5. 2 p. Issued 19 Dec. 1913. See also
No. 289,929. [Ger]
• Summary: Gössel does not use any particular word for
“soymilk.” The closest he gets is Pflanzenmilch (“plant
milk”).
Note: Soy is mentioned 9 times in this patent in the
forms “Sojabohne” (soybean), “Sojabohnen” (soybeans),
“Sojabohnenmehl” (soybean meal). Peanuts and sesame
seeds are also mentioned. Address: Frankfurt am Main,
Germany.
2928. Takahashi, Teizô; Yukawa, Matao. 1911. Shôyu kôji
oyobi shôyu moromi-chû no gaseikin ni tsuite (1) [Studies on
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the budding fungi of shoyu koji and shoyu moromi (mash)
(1)]. Nogaku Kaiho (J. of the Scientific Agricultural Society,
Japan) No. 112. p. 1-26. Dec. 5. [Jap]
Address: 1. Nôgaku-Hakushi (Doctor of Agriculture), Japan;
2. Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
2929. Neue Hamburger Zeitung (Hamburg, Germany). 1911.
Buntes feuilleton [Colorful serials]. Dec. 14. p. 17, col. 2.
[Ger]
• Summary: Chinese pigs:... In Manchuria, soybeans are
used as fodder for pigs.
2930. Christian Science Monitor. 1911. Soy bean exports
large. Dec. 15. p. 16.
• Summary: “Boston, by tradition, is a large center of bean
consumption... A region of the world where the bean is
indigenous, and where it has been a staple commodity of
diet for centuries, is Asia, conspicuously India, China, and
Japan. Until a comparatively recent date native consumption
has kept pace with production and there has not been much
export trade. But with recent development of Manchuria
the soy bean crop has come to have a bulk and value that
is astounding, the demand from Europe and Japan steadily
growing, so that the latest reports of shipments from Dairen
(formerly Dalny) and Vladivostock [Vladivostok] indicate
that the Manchurian farmers are now raising annually about
1,800,000 tons of beans and beancake.”
“Japanese capital and managers are profiting by the
sudden and yet substantial expansion of the Manchurian
export trade through their wise administration of the port of
Dairen and the trading enterprises which they carry on in the
zone along the railway that they control. Japanese in Japan
are also profiting by the new and inexpensive form of food
supply; there the soybean provides much for a people not
over rich in foods and taxed at present to a point that only
a people as loyal as the Japanese would bear long without
complaint.”
2931. J. of the New Zealand Department of Agriculture.
1911. The soya bean. Its possibilities in commerce. 3(6):48788. Dec. 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: “In a recent communication to the Department,
the High Commissioner in London conveys much interesting
information of the soya-bean industry. This bean, which is
taking a commanding position in the Old World [Europe]
as a food for stock, has not yet been tested on a commercial
scale in this part of the world; but added interest is being
attached to it with the growing appreciation of the need of
better feeding of our live-stock. The department is testing
a number of varieties of soya bean received from the
United States Department of Agriculture at the Tauranga
Experimental Farm...”
The report notes that from Dalny (in Manchuria) and
Vladivostok (in Russia) large quantities of soya beans are

shipped to the United Kingdom. Small consignments of
the bean and oil are received from Japan. “’These beans
contain from 17 to 18 per cent. of oil, which is pressed out
by ordinary crushers or extracted by the solvent extraction
process. Originally the oil was used for soap-making but now
it is used not only for this purpose, but much more largely for
replacing linseed-oil. It is also used for lubricating, burning,
and for edible The residue, after the oil has been extracted,
is now well recognized as being one of the best foodstuffs
for cattle. It is exceedingly rich in albuminoids in a readily
digestible form. The opinion is expressed that in time this
residue will come to be used as human food.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2016) that uses the term “solvent extraction” in
connection with the commercial crushing of soybeans to give
oil and meal.
“’The greater quantity of the soya-bean supply is
shipped direct to this country, is crushed either in Hull or
Liverpool, and large quantities of the oil are shipped to the
[European] Continent. I am informed that bean-oil, without
the aid of driers of some kind, will not dry hard...
“’Experiments have been made in many countries
to grow soya beans and apparently some of these
experiments have been perfectly successful, as the Hull
Oil-manufacturing Company have received samples grown
within 200 miles of Calcutta, and the bean is now offered in
small quantities from South Russia. Experiments are being
made in Rhodesia, Canada, South America, and other places
within the wheat and cotton belts.’” Address: New Zealand.
2932. Pharmazeutische Post (Vienna; later renamed
Pharmaceutische Post). 1911. Ein Rundgang durch die
Internationale Hygiene-Ausstellung in Dresden [A tour of the
International Hygiene Exhibition in Dresden]. 44(100):104041. Dec. 15. [Ger]
• Summary: In the section on Japan, on page 1040,
near the bottom of the right column, we read: After rice,
the consumption of the soybean is most important, and
especially the preparations miso soup (Misosuppe, a
vegetable soup) and soy sauce (der Sojasauce).
Continuing on page 1041, near the bottom: The
soybean is the most important legume which is cultivated
in Japan. At the Chinese pavilion I have already mentioned
the high nutritional value of the soybean... Miso is made
from soybeans (Sojabohnen) with the addition of rice malt
(Reismalz, actually rice koji) and table salt according to a
unique process. It is a very nutritious preparation which
contains about 17% protein and over 10% fat [vegetable
oil] and hardly a household in Japan is without it. Japanese
use rapeseed oil, sesame oil and the very popular oat senbei
(Hafermehlwaffeln). Of the numerous types of spices and
seasonings (Gewürzarten) (cayenne pepper, ginger, paprika,
sesame, mustard) the one that is worth mentioning above
all, and is used throughout Japan, is shoyu or soybean sauce
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(Shoyu oder Sojabohnensauce) which is made from wheat,
soybeans and salt in a slow fermentation lasting 1-2 years.
In soy sauce factories (Shoyufabriken) yearly production
of the soybean sauce (Sojabohnensauce) is presently about
85 million gallons. Prof. Dr. Ikeda uses a similar process to
make glutamic acid (Glutaminsaeuresalz).
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojabohnensauce (soybean
sauce). This word appears in only six different issues of these
newspapers from 1911 to 1936.
2933. Rosenfeld, Arturo H. 1911. Noticias de la estación
[Report of the Agricultural Experiment Station]. Revista
Industrial y Agricola de Tucuman 2(7):298-301. Dec. 15. See
p. 299. [Spa]
• Summary: The section titled “New seeds (Nuevas
semillas)” (p. 298-99) states: “The seeds that we asked for
several months ago have arrived. They are the following
plants:” 49 species of plants are listed, including 27 grass
and forage plants, one of which is the “Soja bean, Glycine
hispida.”
Note: Tucumán is a city and a province in northern
Argentina. Address: Subdirector.
2934. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. English soybeans have been grown... 79(25):895. Dec. 16.
• Summary: “... on a small experimental scale at Wye, Kent,
and a note about them appears in the Bulletin of the Imperial
Institute.”
2935. Cech [Der Boehme] (Prague, Austro-Hungarian
Empire). 1911. Narodni hospodar [National husbandman].
36(258):12. Dec. 18. [Cze]
• Summary: This Czech-language article mentions Soja
hispida.
2936. Young, R.A. 1911. Re: Soy beans sent to Kamerunga
State Nursery, Australia. Letter to Mr. W.J. Morse [Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA], Dec. 22. 1 p. Handwritten, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Please note this letter of Oct.
17, from the Kamerunga State Nursery, re soy-beans sent
them. Can you supply samples of seed grown in very hot
localities?”
Morse replied to Young on Dec. 27 (typed with signature
on USDA BPI Forage Crop Investigations letterhead): “As
our supply of 1911 seed is now on hand, I will be able to
supply you with a number of varieties that no doubt will
prove of promise.
“Referring to the letter of October 19th to Mr. Fairchild
concerning the poor growth of the varieties of soybeans, it

might be that this was due to lack of inoculation. It might be
well to send a small amount of inoculated soul along with the
variety. Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Foreign Seed and Plant
Introduction, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA [Washington,
DC].
2937. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1911.
The land and the producer: The autumn show. Dec. 23. p. 15.
• Summary: “The prize list for the Royal Agricultural
Society’s annual autumn show to be held at the Jubilee
Exhibition Grounds on March 7, 8, and 9 or next year, is now
available.”
“Special prize of £1 is offered by Messrs. E. and
W. Hackett for ½ cwt, green fodder plant, either “Green
Tessinate” [Teosinte] or Green Soja Beans. The society this
year will pay the actual carriage or freight to show grounds
on all exhibits of cereals entered for competition and it is
hoped that this will induce farmers to make a large number
of entries.”
2938. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Le commerce de
soja [The soya trade]. 4(44):2547. Dec. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: “A great uneasiness reigns within Russian
commerce because of the establishment at Harbin (Kharbine)
or a German trading house, Herman Kobtrir, whose goal
is to create a soybean cartel (syndicat) in order to organize
and regulate the exportation of this grain. This cartel will
combine the Chinese soybean producers who, lacking the
necessary capital, will be supported by German capital.”
2939. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Soja et tourteaux
de soja [Soya and soya cakes]. 4(44):2547. Dec. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: The huge exports of soya cake to Europe, which
started in 1908, decreased during 1910. Exports decreased
by 209,000 tonnes for the seeds and by 162,000 tonnes for
the cakes. The exports were previously 650,324 tonnes for
the seeds and 438,338 tonnes for the cakes. This drop is
due to various causes: the relatively small harvest of 1909;
the rise of the price in Manchuria and the in valley of the
Yangtze; the growth in demand from southern China; and the
difficulties encountered by Manchurian soybean exporters.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Sept. 2003) with the term tourteaux de soja in the title,
used to refer to soybean cakes.
2940. Hamm, Walter C. 1911. Oil trade in Hull [England].
Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
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Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
14(305):1621. Dec. 30.
• Summary: “The crop of linseed was small in 1910, and
prices for linseed oil advanced from 50 to 80 per cent. This
led to a smaller demand and less crushing.
“The soya bean and its products [oil and cake] have not
been in so much evidence this year as in 1910. Importations
of the bean have fallen off largely, the arrivals during the
11 months of 1911 having been 143,862 hundredweight, as
compared with 236,263 hundredweight in 1910. Exports
of soya-bean oil from Hull to the United States during 11
months of 1911 aggregated only $28,582 in value, as against
$139,571 in 1910. the reason given is that there is no profit in
shipping the oil, the price being so low in the United States
as to make the business unremunerative.”
There follows a long extract from a recent report of the
British consul at Vladivostok about the very good soya-bean
crop in north Manchuria. Address: Consul, Hull, England.
2941. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1911. Wheat and corn good
1911 crops: Protracted droughts early imperil growth, but
heavy rains come to rescue. Dec. 31. p. L2.
• Summary: The section titled “Corn covers wide range,”
states that the price ranged from 46½ cents to 68½ cents per
bushel in 1910. “High cash prices [of corn] have checked
domestic demand, and together with the high ocean freights
have practically put the foreigners out of the market.
“The complete failure of the Argentine crop and the
partial failure of forage crops in western Europe failed to
turn the foreign demand for corn in this country to the extent
expected. The enormous quantities of cheap Manitoba
wheats available has made up the deficiencies in forage
crops abroad to a great extent, and there have been heavy
importations of soja beans from Manchuria [probably to
Europe], which, with the economies practiced in feeding,
have so far made foreigners independent of this country.”

Address: Pretoria.
2943. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1911.
Agricultural development of Nyasaland. 9(4):380-87. See p.
386. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The report of the Director of Agriculture
in Nyasaland for 1910-11 has been issued recently, and a
summary of the portions relating to the most important crops
is given below, together with the results of experimental
cultivation of some crops new to the country...
“Soy beans.–Experimental cultivation of the black and
yellow-green varieties of soy bean was tried during the past
season, and both proved successful. The yellow-green variety
gave the better return, viz. 15 cwt. 38 lb. of seed per acre [1
cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds]. It would probably not
be a profitable crop for Europeans to grow for export, but
it should prove of value as a native food crop on the Lower
River, and for this purpose seed is to be distributed during
the coming season; surplus seed might possibly be exported
to Durban [South Africa], where a soap factory has been
established. Its chief value to the European planter would be
as a green manure crop for exhausted tobacco soils.”
2944. Collin, Eugène. 1911. Examen microscopique des
confitures [Microscopic examination of jams]. Annales des
Falsifications et des Fraudes (Paris) 4(38):613-35. Dec.
[Fre]
• Summary: This article starts: Definition: Confitures include
the actual jams, compotes, marmalades and jellies.
The jams consist of a mixture of sugar and pulped fruit,
heated until a concentration suitable for good preservation
has been obtained.
Page 629: Soy Jam (confiture de soja): For three or
four years, we have been talking a lot about the soybean; a
company made up entirely of Chinese has even undertaken
to prepare all the products derived from this seed in its

2942. Agricultural J. of the Union of South Africa. 1911.
Report on Paspalum Grass in the Transvaal. 2(6):715. Dec.
• Summary: “’Paspalum,’ a Pretoria correspondent, reports
as follows on a trial made by him of paspalum grass, the
seed of which was furnished by the Government Botanist
(Transvaal):–’I obtained from the Division of Botany a
small sample of paspalum seed in 1909. In January, 1910, I
planted it in a garden bed. Every seed evidently grew, and
I transplanted 30,000 plants in October, 1910, on to a piece
of very poor land in the Eastern Zoutpansberg, near New
Agatha, where velvet beans and soy beans practically failed.
Every plant grew and spread out into nice bunches 2 feet
apart. This was allowed to run to seed, and from it 25 lb. of
seed was reaped. The grass has kept green all winter, as we
have had no severe frosts. It may seem rather remarkable,
but we have had five mares grazing on this patch (about 1.3
acre) for six weeks, and they have kept in good condition...’”
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factory in Colombes, and to make them appreciated. Among
these products is the soy jam that can already be found in
some of our large grocers.
This jam has an external appearance, a color and a flavor
which brings it a little closer to that of Chestnuts; if it is
diluted in water, it leaves there a large number of insoluble
particles almost exclusively formed by the debris of the
cotyledons of the seed. These elements appear in the form
of cells of very variable shape (see fig. 15) often rounded or
polygonal, more often elongated, rectangular, juxtaposed in
the form of a palisade and filled with nitrogenous corpuscles
and large globules of fat. These cells, generally isolated, are
often also united in more or less voluminous groups. Next to
them, there are plaques made up of smaller cells surrounded
by rather refractive walls and representing the albumen of
the seed. Rarely, because the seeds have been well dehulled,
there are a few hourglass cells or palisade sclerotic cells,
both from the seed coat.
A large illustration shows the many types of cells in soy
jam. Seed albumin (albumen de la graine); empty cotyledon
cells or filled with protein and with oil globules (cellules des
cotylédons vides ou remplies de protéine avec des globules
d’huile)’ hourglass cell (cellule en sablier); sclerotic cells
of the seminal integument (cellules scléreuses du tégument
séminal).
Page 631: The peculiarities that I have described
would make it possible to also easily see the substitution
of blueberry for blackcurrant fruit and that of chestnut for
soybean.
Page 635. Soy (soja) is mentioned in passing in
parentheses. Address: Chemist-Expert, Central Lab. of the
Fraud Control Service (Chimiste-Expert au Laboratoire
Central du Service de la Répression des Fraudes).
2945. Dickson, R.H.B. 1911. The cowpea (Vigna catjang).
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 9(2):215-21. Dec.
• Summary: The section on “Planting” (p. 216) states: “As

with soybeans, cowpeas may be grown for hay or for grain,
or for combined seed and hay production... Cowpeas and
soybeans are sometimes sown together for hay, as the latter
make the harvesting and curing somewhat easier. One bushel
of soys to half a bushel of cowpeas should be used per acre,
if broadcasted, or half the amounts if sown in drills. The
Mammoth and Hollybrook Soys, and Whippoorwill and Iron
Cowpeas are recommended. A dressing of wood ashes as
recommended for soja beans would probably be beneficial to
the cowpea crop.”
The section on “Soybeans and Cowpeas Compared”
(p. 221) states: “Soybeans will not make nearly as good a
growth on poor soil as cowpeas. They withstand a greater
amount of moisture and also frost than cowpeas, and they
are more drought resistant. While cowpeas continue to
grow until killed by frost, soybeans reach a definite size
and mature. The soy is easier to harvest, as it grows erect or
nearly so, while the cowpea is more inclined to spread, and
therefore more difficult to harvest. For green manuring the
cowpea is more valuable. The value of the hay of the two
plants is about the same. For growing with maize or Kaffir
corn for hay or silage, the cowpea is generally preferred to
the soybean. The value of an acre of soybeans for feeding
beef cattle is about 50% greater than that of an acre of
cowpeas, and the yield of soybeans is about so much greater.
For grain production the soybean is preferable to the cowpea,
as it produces a richer grain and is easier to harvest. Soybean
hay has practically the same feeding value as lucerne.”
Soy beans (or soya beans or soys) are also mentioned
in passing on the following pages in this volume: 56, 102,
110, 258, 265, 436, and 552. Address: Asst. Director of
Agriculture, Mozambique Company, Beira.
2946. Hartwell, Burt L.; Pember, F.R. 1911. The gain in
nitrogen during a five-year pot experiment with different
legumes. Bulletin (Rhode Island State College Agricultural
Experiment Station) No. 147. 14 p. Dec.
• Summary: “The ability of legumes to secure nitrogen
from the air is now so generally recognized that progressive
farmers avail themselves of every opportunity to grow such
crops whenever the accumulation or maintenance of nitrogen
is of importance.” Yet relatively few experiments have been
conducted “showing the actual amount of gain in nitrogen
which results when different legumes are grown in ordinary
soil” (p. 3).
“This bulletin contains the details of a five-year
experiment in pots 12 inches in diameter, to ascertain the
amount of nitrogen secured from the air, whether through
the influence of nodule bacteria or of other micro-organisms,
during the growth of legumes in a light gravelly soil, without
the addition of nitrogenous manure but with optimum
amounts of other manures” (p. 13).
The legumes used in the experiment were cowpea,
soy bean (Glycine hispida, Maxim), white-podded adzuki
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bean (Phaseolus angularis, Willd.), and crimson clover.
Examination of the roots revealed the presence of nematodes,
which injured the clover and vetch, but not the soy bean
or cowpea plants. Detailed tables (p. 8 and 11) show the
changing amounts of nitrogen in the plants and soil, and the
gain in nitrogen for each pot during the 5 years.
“The large amount of nitrogen secured from the air
during this experiment, should still further impress the
farmer with the desirability of attempting to introduce into
his rotations such legumes as cowpea and soy bean” (p. 14).
Address: 1. Ph.D., Chemistry (in charge of experiments in
plant physiology); 2. M.Sc., Asst., Plant Physiology.

sources.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2000)
written by Li Yu-ying which contains the term CaséoSojaïne. On p. 471 he states clearly that he uses it as a
synonym for soy cheese (Fromage de soja) [tofu], which is
made from soy milk–perhaps to avoid disputes over the word
fromage with manufacturers of dairy cheese. On p. 472-73
he states that Usine de la Caséo-Sojaïne is the name of his
modern factory at Vallées (Seine) which makes a variety
of soy products. Address: 1. Counseiller de 1ere classe au
Ministère de l’Agriculture de la Chine; 2. Ingénieur agricole
(G.).

2947. J. of the Royal Horticultural Society (London). 1911.
Notes and abstracts: Soy-bean, history and varieties of [by
C.V. Piper and W.J. Morse, Dec. 1910]. 37:480. Dec. [1 ref]
• Summary: A brief summary of this article.

2949. Loyer, Maurice. 1911. Déjeuner amical annuel de
la Société d’Acclimatation [Annual friendly lunch of
the Society for Acclimatization]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 58:764-67. See p. 765-767. [Fre]
• Summary: See next page. This meal took place in a grand
dining hall in Lyon. On page 765 is a full-page menu titled
The friendly lunch of 15 May 1911 (Déjeuner amical du
15 Mai 1911). On the left half of the page are listed the
various foods and beverages. The hors’d’oeuvres include
artichokes stuffed with soy meat (viande de soja). Roasts
(Rotis) include sauteed soy sprouts (Germes de soja sautés)
and salad of soy sprouts (Salade germes de soja). Dessert
includes Biscuit mousseline with soya (Biscuit mousseline
au soja) and Roquefort soy cheese (Roquefort de soja).
After wine, as the last course, comes coffee without caffeine
and whole wheat bread, regular or with soya (Pain complet
ordinaire et de soja).
On the right half of the page is an illustration of a lovely
African woman, naked from the waist up, holding atop her
head a large lobster, with two goats standing beside her.
Starting at the bottom of page 766 and continuing to all
of page 767 is a long discussion of the soybean and Li Yu
Ying. We are able to feature on our menu various vegetables,
exotic or domesticated. But there is one that that takes a
remarkable variety of forms, appearing in our menu in the
form of bread, of vegetal ham (jambon végétal), of vegetal
meat (viande végétal), of salad, of condiment, to finally
return one last time in the form of Roquefort cheese and of
jams (confitures). These multiple transformations are those
of an exotic bean, known and cultivated for centuries by the
Japanese, the Chinese, the inhabitants of Indo-Malaysia, and
of Indo-China. It is the bean of Manchuria, the Soja hispida,
that one Chinese, Mr. Li Yu Ying has presented to us in these
many different forms. Mr. Li Yu Ying is the technical director
of a factory for the preparation of various soyfood products
(produits à base de Soja) located at Vallées, near Paris. The
Society for Acclimatization was among the first to judge the
qualities of these various preparations. The omelette with
vegetal ham, the soy cheese have collected many votes, as
well as the soy jams, which are closely analogous to those
of chestnut flour; the salad and the sautéed soy sprouts were

2948. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1911. Le soja [The
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du
Jardin Colonial) 11(105):459-74. Dec. [18 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (continued): 2. The soybean in
human nutrition. The soybean in general nutrition: From the
viewpoints of physiology, economy, and gastronomy. The
role of soybeans in special diets/regimens: Vegetarianism and
vitalism, remineralization, anti-diabetic, others, lactose-free.
Foods made from soybeans (Produits alimentaires
à base de soja): 1. Soymilk and its derivatives: Soymilk
(developed by the Chinese philosopher Whai Nain Tze {Liu
An of Huai Nan} well before the Christian era, method of
production, Chinese method, modern method used at Li’s
factory l’Usine de la Caséo-Sojaïne at Vallées (Seine)),
cleaning the seeds, steps in soymilk preparation (grinding
and filtration), the nature of soymilk (physical properties).
A graphic illustration (p. 465) shows a comparison of
nutritional elements between soybeans, tofu, and beef.
A chart in outline form (p. 471) titled “Soy based food
products” (Produits alimentaires a base de soja) shows the
numerous and varied food products that can be derived from
the soybean: I. Soymilk and its derivatives: Normal soymilk,
concentrated soymilk, powdered soymilk, fermented soymilk
(lait fermenté), soy cheese (Caséo-Sojaïne; Fromage de soja
[tofu]), soy casein. II. Soy flour and its derivatives: Soy flour,
soy bread for diabetics, whole-grain bread (Pain complet),
cakes, biscuits (Biscottes). III. Soy oil and its by-products
(cake). IV. The soybean used as a vegetable. V. Condiment
products based on fermented soybeans. VI. Confectionery
products: Soy confection, soy powder. VII. Soy coffee. Soybased ferments: Kiu-tsee, lactic ferments based on soymilk.
(Ferments lactiques à base de lait de soja).
Photos show: Inside view of Li’s factory as the
equipment is producing soymilk (p. 473). Microscopic view
of soymilk, and of soy flour dissolved in water (p. 474).
Also contains various tables, charts, and graphs from other
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less well received than the soy bread, which is only lightly
seasoned with salt.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Oct. 2014) concerning meat alternatives that contains
the term jambon végétal (vegetal ham). Address: Director of
Agriculture, Tonkin [Vietnam].
2950. Lyon, H.L. 1911. Some local problems in green soiling
with additional notes on bean varieties. Hawaiian Planters’
Record 5:200-10. June/Dec. See p. 210.
• Summary: “In the Planters’ Record for July, 1910, notes
were given on the relative values of twenty-four varieties of

leguminous plants which had been grown at the Experiment
Station. In that article it was stated that eighty varieties
had been planted at the Pathology Plot on May 27. Among
these eighty varieties four of those previously planted were
included for the sake of comparison, so that in this second
planting there were only seventy-six new varieties. In later
plantings at the Experiment Station fourteen more varieties
were added to our list, so that during the year 1910 one
hundred and fourteen distinct varieties were actually grown
under observation.”
“The first serious factor to show itself was in the form
of a root disease caused by a fungus, Fusarium. Among the
first twenty-four varieties planted this disease confined itself
almost entirely to the lupines; but in the later tests it appeared
on many species belonging to several different genera, thus
making it evident that it would prove to be a general and
ever present pest. The Fusariums are soil fungi of worldwide distribution, and strains can be isolated from almost
any plant-sustaining soil. They seem to be able to maintain
themselves indefinitely on decaying vegetable matter, but
when opportunities offer they may become parasitic on
living plants. They attack the roots and underground portion
of the stem, destroying these and thus cutting off the water
supply of the aerial members. The first outward symptom of
disease to be noted is a drooping and wilting of the leaves
as the root system fails to furnish the required amount of
water. As the disease progresses the aerial members may
dry up completely, or if the atmosphere is sufficiently damp
the fungus may invade the epigeal stem and leaves causing
the decay of the entire plant. Many species and varieties of
cultivated plants are subject to a Fusarium-disease...”
A photo (Fig. 1) shows “The white lupine suffering from
a ‘wilt’ disease caused by a Fusarium.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2017) that
mentions Fusarium.
Page 202: “The second adverse factor demanding
attention is the common gall-producing nematode,
Heterodera radicicola. Many of the varieties tested seem to
furnish a very congenial habit for this troublesome eel-worm.
It flourishes to such a remarkable extent in the roots of some
varieties that had the plants been allowed to remain long in
the soil the nematode population of the ground would have
been so amplified as to jeopardize the very existence of any
crop that might follow.
“As in the case of the Fusarium, the question may well
be raised: Where did these eel-worms come from, seeing
that the land had been devoted exclusively to sugar cane
for several years previous to the planting of the beans. As
the worms were certainly not introduced with the seed, they
must have been in the soil; and being in the soil, they must
have subsisted on the roots of the former crop which was
cane. We are unable to say at the present time just how much
damage to sugar cane this nematode is capable of causing,
but it cannot be considered as only slight.
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“Typical nematode galls have been found repeatedly on
cane roots and recently Mr. Larsen found them to be very
abundant on the roots of Caledonia cane over a considerable
area on one plantation. He sent a large number of the
affected roots to the Experiment Station where they were
sectioned and examined microscopically. In addition to the
nematodes which were abundant in the galls, the mycelium
and chlamydospores of the Red Rot fungus (Colletotrichum
falcatum) were found in the tissue. These worms, therefore,
bring injury to the cane plants; not only directly by feeding
on and distorting the roots, but also by affording easy
entrance to the roots through their punctures and softening
tumors for parasitic fungi. It is therefore evident that before
accepting any leguminous plants for green soiling purposes
on our cane lands we should first determine their degree of
resistance to the attacks of Heterodera, not only that we may
get good crops of legumes, but so that we shall not unduly
encourage the multiplication of the nematodes in the soil.
“A third objectionable factor appeared in the form of
aphids, or plant lice, which descended upon some of the
legumes and multiplied so rapidly as to completely cover
their foliage in a very few days. The lice were very selective
attacking certain varieties only and apparently avoiding the
others.”
Page 210: “Soy Beans. Glycine hispida. As yet we can
offer no conclusions in regard to the value of soy beans. The
seed thus far obtained has not germinated well. Four varieties
have been planted at different times and one, the Acme, gave
fairly good results. Our specimens were two to three feet
tall, but rather slender in habit. They were quite free from
wilt and root galls, and well supplied with perfect bacterial
nodules.
“Peanut. Arachis hypogea. The peanut has been highly
recommended as a green soiling crop because the plants
always contain a high per cent. of nitrogen. We tried four
of the best varieties, and although they grew well, they
gave only a small amount of vegetable matter. As bulk in
organic matter is of more importance to us than a high per
cent. nitrogen content, we can better employ varieties which
naturally produce a heavier foliage than that of the peanut.
“San Hemp, Crotolaria juncea. In November two
varieties of San hemp were received from correspondents in
India. These have been grown to maturity once...” Address:
Hawaii.
2951. Nishiwaki, Yasukichi. 1911. Kaki-iro kabi, kôji kabi
oyobi kumonosu kabi o motte, shôyu jôzô hikaku kenkyû
[Shoyu manufacturing experiment using orange-colored
mold, koji mold, and Rhizopus mold]. Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi
(J. of the Society of Chemical Industry, Japan) 14(166):116165. Dec. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: The orange colored mold is actually called
“persimmon colored” and refers to Oidium lupli or Monilia
sitophila (used to make onchom or ontjom). The koji mold is

Aspergillus oryzae. Rhizopus japonicus is called “spider-web
mold.” It is clear that shoyu can be made with molds other
than just the koji mold. Good shoyu koji was made easily
with the orange mold, which is little attacked by other molds.
The Rhizopus mold gave unfavorable results. Address:
Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
2952. Ott de Vries, J.J. 1911. Fuetterungsversuch mit
Sojakuchen bei Milchvieh [Experiment feeding soybean cake
the milk cows (Abstract)]. Biedermann’s Zentralblatt fuer
Agrikulturchemie 40:842-44. Dec. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
Dutch-language article: Ott de Vries, J.J. 1910. “Voederproef
met sojakoek bij melkvee [Experiment feeding soybean
cake the milk cows].” Vereeniging tot Exploitatie eener
Proefzuivelboerderij te Hoorn, Verslag. p. 14-39. For the
year 1909. Address: Horn Society for Experimental Dairy
Farm Operation, Netherlands.
2953. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal. 1911. Departmental
notices: Lectures for farmers. 9(2):255-59. Dec.
• Summary: Page 258: “Supplies of seed are limited, and not
more than five different kinds can be sent to one applicant.
“All applications to be addressed to the Government
Agriculturist and Botanist, Department of Agriculture,
Salisbury.
“Leguminous Crops.–Lucerne, Egyptian clover, Soya
beans, velvet beans, cowpeas, vetches, and lupines.”
2954. Russell, H.L. 1911. Report of the director: 1910-1911.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 218.
78 p. Dec. See p. 14-16, 18-19, 38.
• Summary: The section titled “Soil management
investigations” begins (p. 14): The results of soil building
treatment on poor sandy soils, tried on the Soils experimental
field at Sparta [Wisconsin], in charge of Mr. Ullsperger, have
been favorable this year. By the use of commercial fertilizers
(phosphate and potash) a crop of serradella was produced in
1910 which supplied the fertility for a 45-bushel crop of corn
in 1911, while the yield of corn following medium red clover
on land similarly treated was only 30 bushels per acre. For
this type of barren land that is too poor to allow a good catch
of clover, annual legumes such as serradella, cowpeas, and
soy beans seem better adapted, and the turning under of such
crops gives the necessary nitrogen and humus foundation to
such soils.”
The section on “Improvement of farm crops” begins (p.
15): “For several years the soy bean has been under treatment
by the Agronomy department to adapt more perfectly this
important legume to Wisconsin conditions. This plant is
of much value both for forage and seed purposes, and is
of service in building up light soils. The attempt has been
made to secure a more uniform, high-yielding plant. The
variation in yield on the station farm last season ranged from
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30 to over 400 pods per plant, while plantings from the high
yielders this year show a higher average with more uniform
yields from individual plants.
“With the decline of flax culture, paint manufacturers
have experienced considerable difficulty in securing linseed
oil. As soy beans contain 16 to 18 per cent of a semi-drying
oil, Prof. R.A. Moore has attempted to utilize soy bean oil
for this purpose. Five hundred bushels of beans have been
grown this year for an experiment with one of the leading
paint companies to study the value of this oil.”
Continuing near the bottom of p. 16: “Tests with soy
beans at Spooner and Ellis Junction stations in which an
improved strain of the Early Black variety was used that was
developed at the Iron River station, indicate the adaptability
of this variety for seed production in Northern Wisconsin.
Soy beans seem to be of great value for the sandy soils of
this section, particularly in dry seasons. On new breaking
they give a valuable crop of hay or grain the season when
sown.
The section titled “Soil inoculation for legumes” (p. 1819) states: “Trials have been carried on during the past eight
years by the Agronomy department to determine the value
of commercial bacterial cultures for the inoculation of soils
for legume production. Nitragin, Farmogerm, Hiles Nitrogen
Producer, and bacteria-laden soil from plots on which
different varieties of legumes had previously developed,
have been tested for alfalfa, field peas, navy beans, red
clover, soy beans, and sweet clover.
“Experience with these cultures has shown that
while in some instances satisfactory inoculation has been
secured, they are frequently unreliable, and fail to produce
nodules upon the roots (of the respective legumes), while
inoculation with infected soil has been uniformly successful.
These field trials indicate that success in growing legumes
can be secured without the necessity of inoculation with
cultures that are more or less of an expense.” The section
on “Demonstration work at northern substations” states
(p. 38): “Experiments are therefore in progress which are
designed to show the effect of different methods of soil and
crop treatment. Trials have been conducted with legumes,
such as alfalfa and soy beans, which indicate the necessity
of inoculation of the soil in order to secure the best results.
Rotation experiments, fertilizer trials with phosphate and
other fertilizers, and the influence of various methods of
drainage, including both tile and surface drainage, have been
inaugurated.” Address: Director of the Station, Madison,
Wisconsin.
2955. Product Name: [Soya Bread (for Diabetics)].
Foreign Name: Pain de Soja (pour Diabétiques).
Manufacturer’s Name: Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Valles, Colombes (near Asnieres,
Seine), northwest of Paris, France.
Date of Introduction: 1911 December.

New Product–Documentation: Li, Yu-ying. 1910. “Farine
de soja et ses dérivés [Soy flour and its derivatives”]. French
Patent 424,124. 2 p. Application filed 27 Dec. 1910. Granted
5 May 1911. “The [low-fat] flour thus obtained (mixed with
other flour if desired) is used in the preparation of articles of
food, such as... bread, biscuits, etc., bread made from soya
flour being recommended in cases of diabetes.”
Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1911. “Le soja [The
soybean”]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin
du Jardin Colonial) 11(105):459-74. Dec. See p. 471. A
chart (p. 471) titled “Soy based food products” (Produits
alimentaires a base de soja) includes: II. Soy flour and its
derivatives: Soy flour, soy bread for diabetics, whole-grain
bread (Pain complet), cakes, biscuits (Biscottes). Soy biscuits
are mentioned again in the Feb. 1912 issue of this article (p.
124).
Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1917. Die Soja,
eine Kulturpflanze der Zukunft und ihre
Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten [The soybean, a cultivated plant
of the future, and possibilities for its utilization]. Berlin: Paul
Parey. 40 p. See p. 5-6. The first manufacture of soyfoods in
Europe took place in France, at Valees near Asnieres, where
they made flour, bread, cakes, cheese [tofu], and soymilk
(Mehl, Brot, Kuchen und Käse, vegetabilischer Milch)–
though only in small quantities and, above all, for diabetics.
2956. Miyake, K. 1911-1912. Ueber das Verhalten der
Pentosane und Methylpentosane der Samen von Glycine
hispida und von Phaseolus vulgaris waehrend des
Keimungsvorganges [On the conduct of pentosans and
methylpentosans in the seeds of soybeans and common
beans (Phaseolus vulgaris) during germination]. Journal of
the College of Agriculture, Tohoku Imperial University (See
Hokkaido Daigaku, Nogaku-bu) 4:327-35. [10 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Pentosans and methylpentosans are distinctly
skeletal constituents not used in germination unless other
substances are exhausted, and then methylpentosans are
appropriated more than pentosans. Address: Japan.
2957. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Akaboshi Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1509½ Geary St., San Francisco,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 17. Also in 1912 directory, p. 17. Note:
Hidejima Tofu-ya was at this address in 1914.
2958. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ashiura Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 232 Nassau St., Brooklyn, New
York City, New York.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
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New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 136. Note: This may have been the unnamed Japanese tofu shop in New York City in 1910, or in
1903.
2959. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Fukuzawa Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1629 Oak St., Alameda,
California. Phone: Alameda 1589.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 33. Also in 1912 directory, p. 38. The
company name has changed slightly, to Fukuzawa Tofu-ten.
Also in 1913, p. 40–name changed back to Fukuzawa Tofuya. Same phone no. Also in 1914, p. 44.
2960. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hamada Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 683, Vacaville,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 36. 1911 Census entry p. 155. Male owner
and no employees. Note: Vacaville is in northern California,
between Fairfield and Sacramento. Also in 1912, p. 43. Also
in 1913, p. 47.
2961. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hashii Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 319 Jackson St., Los Angeles,
California. Phone: A2766.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 91.
2962. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hayashi Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1621 Buchanan St., San
Francisco, California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 17. Also in 1912 directory, p. 17. Note:
Ooe Tofu-ya was at this address in 1913.
2963. Product Name: Soy sauce?
Manufacturer’s Name: Honolulu Soy Manufactory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1100f N. King, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1911.

New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory
of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1911. p. 304.
Honolulu Soy Manufactory. K. Daimaru, mngr. 1100f N.
King.
2964. Hopkins, Cyril G.; Hayes, Willet M.; Holden, P.G.;
Wing, Joseph E.; Brown, Waldo F.; et al. 1911. For better
crops. Chicago, Illinois: International Harvester Company of
America. 159 p. Illust. Maps. 21 cm.
• Summary: This book consists of many different chapters,
each by an authoritative author. Unfortunately there is no
table of contents.
Soy is mentioned throughout this book, on pages 8
(twice), 16, 20 (twice), 89, and 126-28.
Page 8: “... there is a class of plants known as legumes,
including such valuable agricultural plants as red clover,
alsike, alfalfa, crimson clover, cow peas, soy beans, vetch,
etc., upon the roots of which there are or should be small
nodules or tubercles, varying from the size of pin heads
upon clover roots to that of peas upon soy beans, in which
live great numbers of very minute microscopic organisms,
called bacteria, which have power to take nitrogen from the
air as it enters the pores of the soil, to cause this free gaseous
nitrogen to combine with other elements in suitable form
for plant food which is then taken up by the clover or other
legumes for its own growth.”
Page 16: “It may be noted that on very sandy lands
clover does not grow well, but either cow peas or soy beans
is an excellent substitute for clover, as both do well on very
sandy soil.”
Page 20: “On similar soil in Wayne county in southern
Illinois, an experiment field was started on forty acres of
land in 1905. A four-year rotation of wheat, clover, corn, and
cow peas (or soy beans) is practiced on four ten-acre fields,
so that each crop may be represented every year. Two tons
of ground limestone and one ton of fine ground raw rock
phosphate, per acre, are applied once in four years on part
of each field, while no limestone or phosphate are applied to
the remainder, which is cropped and treated alike in all other
respects. At $1.25 per ton for the limestone and $7.50 per
ton for the phosphate, the cost of these materials amounts to
$10.00 per acre once in four years; whereas, in 1910 the land
treated with limestone and phosphate produced 17 bushels
more wheat, 2½ tons more clover (in two cuttings) 20
bushels more corn, and nearly 8 bushels more soy beans, per
acre, than the land not so treated. Here is very satisfactory
profit and positive soil enrichment.”
Page 89: “Fertilizer–Wheat and clover are inseparable
in many sections, and no cheaper or better fertilizer can be
obtained. There are a number of leguminous plants valuable
for green manuring–clover, cow peas, soy beans, Canada
field peas and vetch–but all things considered clover stands
easily at the head of the list.”
Page 126: “All the grains which grow in the north are
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non-leguminous, except peas, vetches, and beans, and the
same is true of those of the south except cow peas, soy
beans, and velvet beans.
“The only leguminous root crop, strictly speaking, that
furnishes food for live stock, is the peanut.”
Page 127: “But the great service that legumes render
to the soil furnishes an important reason for growing them
freely. Red clover grown on soil will furnish a crop of hay
and also of seed in one season, and will leave the ground
richer in nitrogen than when the crop was sown. Peas,
vetches, cow peas, and soy beans may be allowed to mature
and the vines and seed may both be removed and yet the
land will be richer in nitrogen than it was previously. Should
alfalfa, clovers, and the other legumes mentioned be fed
on the land, it will be apparent that the process will exert a
favorable influence in building up the soil. Of course, when
these crops are sold, it may be necessary to supply the soil
with additional phosphoric acid and potash.”
Page 128: “The cow pea and the soy bean cannot be
grown at their best [for seed/grain] much farther north
than the parallel 40º [which runs through Decatur, Illinois;
Columbus, Ohio; and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania]. They call
for a longer and a warmer season than is usually found north
of the parallel named, but they can be grown for hay much
farther to the north than for the grain. Where the climatic
conditions become less favorable for the growth of these
plants, they become more favorable for the growth of the
Canada field pea, which grows at its best north of the parallel
named.” Address: 1. Prof. of Agronomy and Chemistry,
College of Agriculture, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
2965. Product Name: Soy sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ishizu (J.).
Manufacturer’s Address: Front St., Hilo, Island of Hawaii,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1911. p. 788. Ishigu,
J. [But Ishizu is correct]. soy mnfr, Front St., Hilo, Hawaii.
Note: 1912 Directory (p. 813) lists J. Ishizu, soy, Front, Hilo.
Ishizu is also listed in 1913, 1914, and 1915 directories.
2966. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Izumi Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 950 Front St., San Diego,
California. Phone: A2188.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 97. Also in 1912 directory, p. 123.
2967. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kawaoka Tofu oyobi Sentaku-jo
(Tofu shop and laundry).

Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 128, Lodi, California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 43. Note: Note: Kawaoka Tofu-ya was
at this address in 1906. This may have been the un-named
Japanese tofu shop in Lodi in 1909 and 1910. Also in 1912
directory, p. 100, but the name is now Kawaoka Sentaku
(Laundry), Tofu-ya.
2968. Kinoshita, K.; Taido, J. 1911. Seishu-chû
“forumuarudehiido” kenshutsu-hô ni tsuite [Detection of
formaldehyde in sake. I-IV.]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J.
of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 6(10):15-28; 6(12):5-15;
7(6):10-16; 7(2):12-25. [Jap]
2969. Kita, Gen-itsu. 1911. Shôyu seizô ni kansuru kenkyû
hôkoku. IV. [Research report on shoyu production. IV.].
Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi (J. of the Society of Chemical Industry,
Japan) 14(156):109-28. [Jap]
• Summary: “Traditional shoyu production depends on
alcohol fermentation as well as on protein degradation and
acid fermentation. Therefore starch or the majority of the
sugar is converted into alcohol, then into esters, which the
flavor of shoyu. In 1907 Dr. Saito Kendo published a report
titled “Microbiological studies on the preparation of soy
sauce” (Zentralblatt für Bakteriologie. Series 2. 17(1/2):10409, 152-53) in which he discussed shoyu yeasts. The major
yeast is the new variety Saccharomyces soya, and there are
others such as Sacc. farinosus.
“I tried to isolate the yeast in order to study the process
of fermentation, the growth of yeast, the side effects the
yeast, etc. After plating the yeast many times on a medium
containing koji solution plus salt, the yeast can be purified
by Lintner’s method. Samples were obtained from Noda,
Choshi, Shizuoka, Handa, Sakai, Shodoshima (island) and
Tatsuno.
“I observed four types of yeast: Type 1 was isolated
from the samples from Noda, Shizuoka, Sakai, Shodoshima,
Tatsuno, Choshi, and Handa. It is the most common type
which has the medium fermentation ability. Type 2 was
isolated from the Shizuoka sample. Its characteristics are
about the same as Type 1. Types 3 and 4 were isolated from
the Noda sample; they do not ferment during cold weather.
The author then discusses: Microscopic observation.
Plate culture. Large colonies. Agar culture. Liquid culture.
Small droplet culture. Fermentation characteristics using
various kinds of sugar. Apparent optimal temperature and
the actual optimal temperature. Test for spore formation.
Fermenting ability of the shoyu yeast (p. 115): 1. The growth
condition when the medium contains salt and sugar. 2. The
fermenting ability of various yeasts grown in boring (?) 10º
or boring 20º sugar medium without salt (boring is a unit of
concentration). 3. The fermenting ability of various yeasts
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grown in boring 10º sugar medium containing 10% salt.
4. The effect of alcohol on shoyu yeast. 5. The reaction of
yeast to salt. 6. The fluctuation of nitrogen compounds in the
culture medium due to the presence of yeast.
“The importance of alcohol fermentation in shoyu
making (p. 125): Alcohol fermentation is one of the most
important changes that takes place during the process of
making shoyu. Although the flavor of shoyu depends a
lot on alcohol fermentation, we don’t know exactly how
important its role can be. When the flavor and color of shoyu
was evaluated, we did not find a significant difference, so
that it seems unnecessary to add a large amount of wheat
when making shoyu. Currently equal volumes of wheat and
soybeans are mixed in order to make the best quality shoyu.
However considering that regular quality shoyu doesn’t
require wheat at all makes us think that addition of wheat is
arbitrary and irrational. I conducted the following tests (p.
116): 1. The effect of decreasing the amount of wheat on the
taste and flavor of shoyu and the relationship between profit
and cost. 2. The characteristics of koji (?) when cheaper
soybeans are used instead of wheat. 3. characteristics of
koji (?) when other cheaper starchy grains are used instead
of wheat. These tests should be conducted with great
caution, using a large quantity, and we should avoid drawing
conclusions obtained from only a few experiments. I hope
the shoyu makers will volunteer to conduct them. Here are
some results which I obtained: The possibility of storing
koji enzyme in salty water.” Three photos (p. 111) show
microorganisms growing in petri dishes. Address: Kôgakushi, Japan.
2970. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kozawa Tofu-ten.
Manufacturer’s Address: 6th and Jackson St., Seattle,
Washington. Phone: L 5394.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 144. Note: This may have been one of the
three un-named Japanese tofu shops in Seattle in 1909 and
1910.
2971. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Matsumoto Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 116, Isleton, California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 61. Also in 1912. Directory entry p. 72.
Also in 1913, p. 81. Also in 1914, p. 87. Note: This may
have been the un-named Japanese tofu shop in Isleton in
1909. Isleton is in Sacramento County, California, about 25
miles south of the city of Sacramento, west of Rio Vista and
southwest of Walnut Grove.

2972. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Matsumoto Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 15, Alviso, California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 111. Also in 1912. Directory entry p. 138.
Note: This may have been the un-named Japanese tofu shop
in Alviso in 1910.
2973. Product Name: Soya Flour.
Manufacturer’s Name: Messrs. Ranks, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: England.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: W. Wicherley. 1911. The
Whole Art of Rubber Growing. p. 151. British millers have
found that “soya flour ranks nearly highest in the scale of
high-class products of this nature, and Messrs. Ranks, Ltd.
among others, are now putting on the market a soya flour of
great nutritious value as human food.”
2974. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Minakami Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 25, Selma, California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 79. Note: This may have been the unnamed Japanese tofu shop in Selma in 1910. Also in 1912
directory, p. 94, but the address is now P.O. Box 31. Also in
1913, p. 107.
2975. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Mizoda Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1620 Park St., Alameda,
California. Phone: Alameda 3092.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 33. Note: Hieda Tofu-ya was at this
address in 1909 (Directory entry p. 29).
2976. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Mizoue Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 Lake St., Salinas, California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 105. An ad also appears on p. C-28.
Mizoue Tofu-ya. Owner: Mr. Kamuzo Mizoue. Salinas, Lake
St. Also in 1912 directory, p. 131, but the address is now 12
Lake St. Also in 1913, p. 156. Also in 1914, p. 160.
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2977. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Motooka Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1319 20th, Denver, Colorado.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 132. Also in 1914, p. 198. But address
is now 1848 Market St. Note: This may have been the unnamed Japanese tofu shop in Denver in 1909 and 1910.
Note: This is the earliest known soy product made in
Colorado.
2978. Muschler, Reno. 1911. Die Sojabohne und ihre
Bedeutung als Naehrpflanze [The soybean and its importance
/ significance as a nutritive plant]. Pharmazeutische Zeitung.
[Ger]
• Summary: Abstract: It is the purpose of this paper to
illustrate the impact of geography, climate, and humankind in
shaping the present-day genetic diversity in soybean (Glycine
max (L.) Merr.). Examination of soybean germplasm
collections around the globe reveals that an enormous
phenotypic range in genetic traits exists in soybean, which
is well beyond the phenotypic range observed in the wild
progenitor (Glycine soja Seib. et Zucc.). Maturity date, seed
coat color, plant height, seed size, and seed yield are noted
examples of traits which have a wider phenotypic range in G.
max than in the wild G. soja...
Note: This is by far the earliest document seen (June
2020) that contains the term “germplasm collection” (or
“germplasm collections”) but unfortunately we have not
been able to find a complete citation for it.
2979. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nakajima Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 265 24th St., Ogden, Utah.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 122.
Note: Tofu oyobi Mochi-ya. was at this address in 1907.
This may have been the un-named Japanese tofu shop in
Ogden in 1909 and 1910.
2980. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Noguchi Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2152 Dwight Way, Berkeley,
California. Phone: Berkeley 6629. Home F1490.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 31. Also in 1912 directory, p. 36. The
phone has changed to Berkeley 6620.
2981. Product Name: Tofu.

Manufacturer’s Name: Ohta Tofu-ten (Ota Tofu Shop).
Manufacturer’s Address: 266 Davis St., Portland, Oregon.
Phone: A4069.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 151. In Japanese: Ohta Tofu-ten. In
English: 266 Davis St., Portland. Phone: A4069. Note: This
may have been the un-named Japanese tofu shop in Portland
in 1909. However it is definitely the earliest document seen
(May 2019) that mentions Ota Tofu in Portland, Oregon.
Also in 1912 directory, p. 177, but the address is now 96
N. 5th St., and the phone is A1069. Also in 1913 directory, p.
226, but the address is now 86 N. 5th St., and the phone is A
4069.
Hokubei Nenkan–North American Yearbook. 1913, p.
43. The names of the Ota brothers, Saizô and Heiji given in
Japanese characters. No address is given, but the entry says
they came from Okayama.
Nichibei Nenkan: Also in 1914, p. 215. But the address
is now 86½ N. 5th St.
Ad in Oregon News / Oshû Nippô. 1915. Jan. 1 (Taisho
4). p. 20. Includes Ota Tofu-ten (at 86½ N. 5th Street,
Portland). Note: The new location is only about 3 blocks
from the original one. This ad was discovered by Dave
Conklin of Portland, Oregon (See March 2007 SoyaScan
Interview).
Shin Sekai-sha. 1922. Zaibei Nippon-jin Kan (Directory
of Japanese in the USA). p. 357. Ota Tofu-ten, 86½ North
5th St., Portland. No phone number is given.
The Japanese American Directory. 1920. p. 451
(directory; Ota Tofu-ten, 86½ N. 5th St., Portland. Phone:
A4069). Also in 1921, p. 471 (directory). Also in 1923, p.
554 (directory; slightly new address: 86 N. 5th St. Slightly
new phone: 5-4069). Also in 1924, p. 595 (directory; new
address: 86 N. 4th St. New phone number: Bea 4069). Also
in 1925, p. O-75. Also in 1926, p. O-76.
The Japanese American Directory. 1930. p. S-319. Ota
Tofu-ten, 86 North 4th St., Portland. Phone: BEa 4069. Also
in 1932, p. 612 (directory; 86 N. 4th St. Bea. 4089). Also
in 1934, p. 519 (directory; new address: 322 N.W. 5th Ave.,
Portland. Phone: Bea. 4069). Also in 1936, p. 608. Also in
1937, p. 541. Also in 1938, p. 564. Also in 1939, p. 553. Also
in 1940, p. 573 (directory; new phone number: BE 1720).
Hokubei Nenkan–The North American Times Year
Book. 1936, p. 201. Saijiro? (or Takajiro? Katajiro?) Ota /
Ohta. 322 N.W. 5th Ave., Phone: BE. 1720.
Polk’s Portland City Directory for 1915 has a listing
for “Ota, S. Baths 86½ 5th N.” The 1921 edition, p. 954,
lists “Ohta, H. (T). Baker. 86½ 5th N. Home same.” The
1924 edition, p. 1276, lists “Ota, H. Restaurant 86½ 5th
N. Home same.” The 1926 edition lists “Ohta, S. Baker.
86½ 5th N. r do” (= Residence, ditto). The 1930 edition, p.
1232, lists “Ohta, Saizo (Shino). Food products. 86½ 5th
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N. Home, 92 5th N.” The 1936 edition, p. 976, lists “Ohta,
Saizo wholesale baker 322...” The 1941 edition, p. 1130,
lists “Ohta Saizo (Shina) wholesale baker 322 NW 5th av
h324 do.” The 1950 ed, p. 802, first mentions soy: “Ohta
Shina (widow of Saizo) (Soybean Cake Co) home 322 NW
5th av.” Note: Why does this Caucasian-owned directory
fail to understand that this company makes tofu, when the
Japanese-owned directory understands so clearly? (1) It
could have been a lack of interest, combined with some
racism. (2) There may well have been a language barrier,
especially with a word like tofu, which was not yet part
of the English vocabulary. (3) The Japanese, who were
being persecuted during this time, may not have wanted the
dominant culture to know what they were doing–for various
reasons.
Crane Portland Directory. 1949, p. 12. “NW 5th–322
Soy Bean Cake Co.”
Nichi-Bei Jiji Jushoroku [Japanese American Times
Directory]. 1952, p. 410. Under “Stores.” Surprisingly, there
is no listing for Ota Tofu Co. However there is an entries
(p. 413) for four Ohtas residing in Portland: Ohta, George.
4743 S. Hawthorne St. Phone: EM. 5137 Ohta, Zenjiroo (or
Yoshijiroo), 415 N. Kiska St. Ohta, Shina, 322 N.W. 5th Ave.
Tel. BR. 8363. Ohta, Suejiroo, Rt. 7, Box 80-E. There is also
an entry (p. 410) for: In Japanese: Asahi Tofu-ten. In English:
Asahi Tofu Co., 322 N.W. 5th Ave., Portland. Note: Talk
with Eileen Ota. 2009. April 9. Ko said their grandmother
is said to have renamed the company Asahi Tofu Co. She
remembers because when they were trying to choose a logo
for their first packages, Ko’s father chose one with a sun
on it; he said it was because the company used to be called
Asahi. At some point the grandmother moved (Eileen recalls)
from 5th Ave. to 322 N.W. Everett St.
Hokubei Mainichi Nenkan (Year Book). 1970. Page 799.
Directory entry, under “Japanese Food Stores.” In Japanese:
Oota Tofu Seizô-sho. In English: Ota Tofu Factory, 322 N.W.
Everett, Portland, Oregon. Phone: 222-2454.
Ito, Kazuo. 1973. Issei: A history of Japanese
immigrants in North America. Translated by Shinichiro
Nakamura and Jean S. Gerard. Seattle, Washington:
Executive Committee for Publication of Issei, c/o Japanese
Community Service, 1414 S. Weller St., Seattle, WA 98144.
xxviii + 1016 p. The map of the old Japanese district of
Portland, Oregon, at the front of the book (unnumbered
page) shows “Ohta Tofu Mfg.” located on 5th Ave., between
N.W. Everett and N.W. Flanders. Page 780 states this map is
from the 1920s, but a Portland librarian believes it was from
1935.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1975. The Book of Tofu. p. 314.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 398. Ota Tofu Factory, 322
N.W. Everett St., Portland, OR 97209. Phone: 503-222-2456.
Owner: Unknown.

The company is now Ota Tofu Factory, 322 N.W.
Everett St., Portland, Oregon 97209. Phone: 222-2456.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. Soyfoods Industry & Market.
Starting date given as 1919. Dixon. 1987. Willamette Week
(Portland, Oregon). May 14. “Tofu and Tortillas on the
Line. Third generation members of the Ota clan continue a
business started in 1918.” The company is now named Ota
Tofu Co.
Talk with Eileen Ota. 1992. March 26. History of Ota
Tofu Shop in Portland, Oregon (which see)
Talk with Eileen Ota of Ota Tofu Co. in Portland.
2007. May 7 and June 11. The first character of the name
Ota has always been written with the character pronounced
“futoi” or “Oh” and meaning “fat.” Therefore, the name of
this company is pronounced “Ota” / “Ohta,” not “Futoda.”
Both of the above addresses were definitely in Japantown,
which was north of Burnside Street. Chinatown was south
of Burnside. During World War II, when the Japanese were
evacuated and relocated, the Chinese moved into Japantown
and largely took it over. Eileen (who was born in 1949)
recalls that when the Japanese were allowed to return to
Portland after World War II, when she was growing up, there
were still many abandoned buildings in the old Japantown
with winos and gypsies living in them or in their doorways.
Today Ohta Tofu is located on the east side of the Willamette
River, where they moved in about 1980-81.
Letter (fax) from Geoffrey Wexler, Senior Archivist,
Oregon Historical Society, 1200 SW Park Ave., Portland,
Oregon, to Mr. Roy Yotsuuye. 2007. June 1. Concerning
the Ota Tofu Co. The “two addresses (226 [sic] Davis Street
and 96 North Fifth St.) were not the same location. The
major street renaming took place around 1892, when the
‘alphabet’ streets (A, B, C, etc.) were given the names of
Portland pioneers (Ankeny, Burnside, Couch, Davis, etc.).
The next major change was between 1931 and 1933, when
all the house numbers in the city were changed and many
street names were altered too. At that time North Fifth Street
became Northwest Fifth Avenue, and Davis Street became
Northwest Davis Street.”
2982. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Okamoto Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 87 Jap Alley, Sacramento,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 45. Note: Nishi Tofu-ya was at this address
in 1909 (Directory entry p. 39).
2983. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Okamoto Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 440 Turner St., Los Angeles,
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California. Phone: A2188.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 91.
2984. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Okazaki Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 749, Tulare, California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 78. Note: This may have been the unnamed Japanese tofu shop in Tulare in 1909.
2985. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Oouchi (Ohuchi) Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 79 Jap Alley, Sacramento,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 45. Note: Kamei Tofu-ya was at this
address in 1909 (Directory entry p. 39).
2986. Product Name: Soy Bean Oil, and Proteina Soy Bean
Oil Meal.
Manufacturer’s Name: Pacific Oil Mills.
Manufacturer’s Address: 554 1st Ave. South, Seattle,
Washington.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
Ingredients: Soybeans.
New Product–Documentation: Seattle City Directories.
1910-1913. Pacific Oil Mills, Herman Meyer, Sec-mgr, 554
1st Ave. S. Also: Albers Bros. Milling Co., George Albers,
Sec-Mngr [Secretary-Manager]. Foot of Massachusetts. Tel.
Main 553.
Carlyle and Iddings. 1912. Idaho Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 74. p. 6. Aug. “Hog raising for the Idaho
farmer.” States that Proteina brand soy bean meal was used
in a hog feeding experiment.
Latham, F.P. 1916. “Soy beans as a cereal: Soy beans
a great crop for southern farmer.” Progressive Farmer
31(8):254-55. Feb. 19. “So far as I have been able to
ascertain there is but one mill in the United States built for
and operating exclusively on soy beans. The Pacific Oil
mills, of Seattle, Washington, have build up a lucrative
business in this line and only get foreign beans for crushing,
its output of both oil and meal meeting a ready demand in the
West.”
Piper and Morse. 1923. The Soybean. “The first
extensive work in the United States with the soybean as an
oil seed was entered upon about 1910 by an oil mill on the
Pacific Coast. The beans containing from 15 per cent. to 19

per cent. oil were imported from Manchuria...” (p. 19).
Dies, Edward J. 1942. Soybeans: Gold from the Soil.
New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. 122 p. See p. 14. “The
first soybeans processed in this country were imported from
Manchuria in 1911 and sold to Herman Meyer who had a
small crushing plant in Seattle, later called the Pacific Oil
Mills. From the raw material he produced the two chief
products–soybean oil meal for livestock feed and soybean
oil, selling the latter locally for industrial use. The meal was
advertised and sold as ‘Proteina,’ a high-protein feed. The
venture did not last for any considerable period; a few years
later Meyer passed away.
Markley, Klare S.; Goss, Warren H. 1944. Soybean
Chemistry and Technology. Brooklyn, New York: Chemical
Publishing Co., Inc. “The first soybean crushing in the
United States, for which records are available (Footnote:
L.W. Eilertsen, personal communication) however, appears
to have been on Manchurian beans in about 1911. The
soybeans were imported by the Albers Brothers Milling
Company and sold to a Mr. Herman Meyer who operated a
small hydraulic press oil mill in Seattle, Washington. The
establishment was later known as Pacific Oil Mills, but
it is no longer in existence. The meal, produced in these
operations, was sold as a feed ingredient under the name of
‘Proteina.’ It was found, however, that the oil and meal could
be imported more cheaply than they could be domestically
produced from imported raw materials, and the crushing
operations were, therefore, discontinued after the initial
shipment of beans had been processed” (p. 137-38). Note
1. The crude oil was sold locally for use in making soap
and paint, and the meal, brand-named Proteina, was sold to
farmers as a high-protein livestock fodder.
Note 2. This is the earliest record seen (Sept. 2016) for a
new soybean crusher in the United States.
2987. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sasaki Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1675 Sutter St., San Francisco,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 17. Note: Aramachi Tofu-ya was at this
address in 1909 (Directory entry p. 14).
2988. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Shigemoto Tamekichi Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 370 8th St., Oakland, California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 27.
2989. Product Name: Tofu.
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Manufacturer’s Name: Tateishi-ya (Tachiishi) Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 46, Oxnard, California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: JAY. 1911. Ad (lower left
corner), p. C-14. Public bath (yuya), tofu shop (tofu-ya). Mr.
Kanzo Tateishi. Note: This may have been one of the two unnamed Japanese tofu shops in Oxnard in 1910. Also appears
in 1912 directory, p. 121.

2995. Backer, Cornelis Andries. 1911. Schoolflora voor Java
[The flora of Java–a textbook]. Weltevreden: Visser & Co.
clxxix + 676 p. See p. 357-58. 24 cm. [Dut]
• Summary: A botanist, he lived 1874-. This is a botany of
Java. Three members of the genus Glycine are described on
pages 357-58: Glycine soja (the soybean), G. javanica, (the
wild soybean), and G. Koordersii. Address: Assistent aan het
Herbarium te Buitenzorg [Bogor, Java].

2990. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tomita Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1216 3rd St., Sacramento,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 45. Also in 1913, p. 58 at 1216 C 3rd St.

2996. Boname, P. 1911. Soja [Soybeans]. Ile Maurice
(Mauritius), Station Agronomique, Rapport Annuel For the
year 1910. p. 67-71. Also titled Bulletin No. 25. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Summarizes the world soybean situation and
soybean uses, then states: “We believe that this crop culture
has been tried this year in various small plots on Maurice.
We have distributed seed from various sources but we do not
have precise information on the results obtained.” The need
for nitrogen fixing bacteria is discussed.
Note: Moutia (1975, p. 218) states that in this report
“Boname called soybean a fashionable plant, referring to
the huge quantities being imported into Europe and to the
yields of 4 to 10 hectoliters of seed per acre being obtained
in the United States. ‘It is really a crop to try,’ he wrote,
‘being better than cowpeas in that flowering is uniform and
pods come to maturity all at the same time.’ The 1910 trials
at Reduit had given better results than those obtained in the
past. When sown between December and March, soybean
matured in 2½ to 3 months, yielding 7 to 8 hectoliters of
well-formed seed per arpent of full stand, or 6,000 to 7,000
kg of green fodder. In addition to hares, the other pests were
birds, snails, and the bean fly Agromyza.
“Soybean was planted on a small scale in Mauritius in
1910 and the not very encouraging results were thought to
be perhaps due to the absence of the special bacteria–the
particular Rhizobium strain–which the newly introduced
legume required.” Address: Directeur, Station Agronomique,
Mauritius.

2991. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Un-named Japanese tofu maker.
Manufacturer’s Address: Carson, California.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Census entry p. 157. Male owner and no employees. Note:
Carson is in Los Angeles County, southeast of the city of Los
Angeles.
2992. Wells, H.G.; Osborne, T.B. 1911. The biological
reactions of the vegetable proteins I. Anaphylaxis. J. of
Infectious Diseases 8(1):66-124. *
2993. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yonemura Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 184 E. 14th St., Santa Barbara,
California. Phone: A2188.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 94. Note: This may have been one of the
un-named Japanese tofu shops in Santa Barbara in 1909 or
1910.
2994. Alviso Co. (The) (Arubiso Shokai). 1911. The Alviso
Co. (Ad). In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook. No. 7]. p. C-36. [Eng; jap]
• Summary: Ad (½ page). The top 1/3 of this ad is in
English. This company sells various goods including (in
Japanese) shoyu [soy sauce]. This ad also appears in the
1912 Year Book (p. C-16), and in 1913 (p. 35). Also in
1914, p. 15 (near end). They sell Japanese foods including
shoyu, and Western foods. Address: P.O. Box 15, San Jose,
California. Phone: San Jose 5417 R 1.

2997. Bontoux, Emile. 1911. Die Rohstoffe der
Seifenfabriken: Die oele und fette [The raw materials
of soap-making: Oils and fats]. In: Leo Ubbelohde &
F. Goldschmidt, eds. 1911. Handbuch der Chemie und
Technologie der Oele und Fette: Chemie, Analyse,
Gewinnung und Verarbeitung der Oele, Wachse und
Harze. III. Band, 2 Abteilung [Handbook of the Chemistry
and Technology of Oils and Fats: Chemistry, Analysis,
Extraction, and Processing of Oils, Fats, Waxes, and Resins.
Vol. 3, part II]. Leipzig, Germany: Verlag von S. Hirzel. xiv
+ p. 381-1185. See p. 503-60. [7 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Soybean oil (p. 512-14) is one of the many
oils discussed. The contents of this section: Constants and
sources. Origin and extraction. Qualities and composition.
Reaction in soap-making: Saponification (Verseifung),
caustic lye (Grenzlauge), sodium bicarbonate soaps, potash
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soaps, transparent soaps and naturally grainy soaps from
soybean oil, silver soaps from soybean oil, hydrolysis
of soybean oil (using the Twitchell process). Address:
Ingenieur-Chemiker, Marseilles [France].
2998. Bowie, Henry P. 1911. On the laws of Japanese
painting: An introduction to the study of the art of Japan. San
Francisco, California: Paul Elder and Company. xv + 117 p.
See p. 90. With prefatory remarks by Iwaya Sazanami and
Hirai Kinza. Illust. Index. [14 ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 6, in the section on “Month and
holiday subjects,” under the month of “May” (p. 90) we
read: “The fifth of May is the boys’ festival, and the carp
(koi) is the favorite subject for painting... When this fish is
caught and about to be cut up alive for sasshimi [sashimi],
a Japanese delicacy, once the carver has passed the flat side
of the knife blade over the body of the fish the koi becomes
motionless, and with heroic fortitude submits to being sliced
to the backbone. Served in a dish, a few drops of soy being
placed in its eye it leaps upward in a last struggle, to fall
apart in many pieces.”
References (Japanese title in Roman letters, English
translation of that title, and author) to 14 of the best
Japanese-language books about Japanese painting appear on
p. 28; none have yet been translated. Address: Japan.
2999. Brahm, Carl. 1911. Fette und Wachse [Fats and
waxes]. In: Emil Abderhalden. 1911. Biochemisches
Handlexikon. III. Band [Biochemical pocket dictionary. Vol.
3]. Berlin: Julius Springer. 341 p. p. 1-224. Index. 26 cm. [5
ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the section on semi-drying oils
(Halbtrocknende öle, p. 38-74), is a subsection titled
“Soybean oil” (Sojabohnenöl. Saubohnenöl, p. 49-50).
Various other names of this oil are: Huile de Soja (French).
Soa bean oil, Soy bean oil, or Chinese bean oil (English).
Olio di Soia (Italian). Occurrence: This oil is obtained from
the seeds of the soybean in China and Japan. The soybean
plant is cultivated in Japan and China.
Physical and chemical properties: The color of soybean
oil is yellowish to brown, with an olive-like smell and a
pleasant taste. It is used as an edible oil and for making soap,
and is burned for illumination. One table gives the numerical
value of six oil constants as recorded by four observers. The
constants are: Specific gravity, solidifying point (8-15ºC),
saponification value, iodine number, Hehner value (94.28–
95.5), and Maumené test.
A second table gives the numerical value of three fatty
acid constants: Solidifying point, melting point, and iodine
number. Soybean oil consists of the triglycerides of palmitic
acid, oleic acid, and linolic acid (Linolsäure).
Note: After this table, half way down p. 50, is a similar
table for Bohnenöl, which (from its Italian name, Olio de
fava) appears to be the oil of the broad bean (Vicia faba L.),

also called faba bean, fava bean, or horse bean. Address:
Ph.D., Berlin.
3000. Bruce, W. 1911. Report on cattle-feeding experiments
with soya-bean cake. Edinburgh and East of Scotland
College of Agriculture, Report No. 25. 16 p.
• Summary: Contents: Objects of the experiment: Scheme,
centres. Spencerfield [near Inverkeithing, started Nov. 28]:
Feeding, live-weight increase, cost of feeding. manurial
value. Rires [near Colinsburgh, started Nov. 28]: Feeding,
live-weight increase, cost of feeding. manurial value.
Results at the two Centres. Quality of the beef. Dead-weight.
Butchers reports. Summary.
“In 1909-10 cattle-feeding experiments were undertaken
at two centres for the purpose of testing Soya bean-cake
against linseed cake. Particulars of these experiments are
given in Bulletin XXI...” Thirty-six cattle were fed on
linseed-cake and an equal number on soya bean-cake. “These
experiments seem to indicate that Soya bean-cake, when
used as a supplementary feeding-stuff in bullock-fattening to
the extent of four or five lb. daily, is a healthy cattle food and
a satisfactory beef-producer. But weight for weight it is not
equal to linseed-cake.” Address: B.Sc., F.H.A.S., Scotland.
3001. Catenius van der Meidjen, Johanna M.J. 1911. Visser’s
Nederlandisch-Indisch Vegetarisch kookboek [Visser’s
Dutch-Indonesian vegetarian cookbook]. WeltevredenAmersfoort: N.V. Boekhandel Visser & Co. 185 p. [Dut]
• Summary: This remarkable book contains the 2nd earliest
tempeh recipes seen in any language:
Page 126: Recipe No. 257, Sajoer lemeng mentions
“tempé” 3 times.
Page 126: Recipe No. 258, Sajoer loddeh mentions
“tempé” twice.
The book also contains early recipes for “soja” (soy
sauce), “tahoe” (tofu), “taotjo” (Indonesian-style fermented
soybean paste / miso), and “katjang kedelée” (soybeans),
Page 37: Recipe No. 2, Bieten- of krotensoep mentions
“soja” once.
Page 37: Recipe No. 2, Boonensoep mentions “soja”
once.
Page 38: Recipe No. 5, Champignonssoep mentions
“soja” once.
Page 39: Recipe No. 8, Groentesoep mentions “soja”
once.
Page 40: Recipe No. 11, Macaronisoep mentions “soja”
once.
Page 40: Recipe No. 13, Sesawie soep mentions “soja”
once.
Page 41: Recipe No. 14, Tomatensoep mentions “soja”
twice.
Page 47: Recipe No. 24, Rijstcroquetten mentions “soja”
once.
Page 53: Recipe No. 52, Bruine botersaus mentions
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“soja” once.
Page 121: Recipe No. 243 Nasi koening mentions
katjang-kedelée twice.
Page 122: Recipe No. 247 Lemper mentions katjangkedelée once.
Page 136: Recipe No. 287, Bebotok-Betawie mentions
“soja” twice.
Page 140: Recipe No. 296, Gefarceede ketimoens
mentions “soja” twice.
Page 143: Recipe No. 301, Bahamie mentions “soja”
twice, tahoe twice and taotjo twice.
Page 143: Recipe No. 301, Bahamie mentions “soja”
twice.
Page 144: Recipe No. 302, Kiemloh mentions taotjo
twice.
Page 144: Recipe No. 303, Tjoan tahoe mentions “soja”
twice, taotjo twice, and tahoe 4 times.
Page 144: Recipe No. 304, Laksa tjina mentions “soja”
twice.
Page 149: Recipe No. 313, Chineeesche pasteitjes
mentions “tahoe” twice.
Note 1. Surprisingly, the word “ketjap” (or “kétjap”),
meaning Indonesian-style soy sauce, does not appear in this
book.
Note 2. According to the title page, the author, a married
woman, has written various award-winning books: Het
Volledig Nederlandsch-Indisch Kookboek [The Complete
Dutch-Indian Cookbook], De Specerijen en ingrèdienten der
Rijsttafel [The Spices and Ingredients of the Rice Table], Ons
Huis in Indié [Our House in the Dutch East Indies]. etc.
She is Lauréate van het “Institut International
d’alimentation, de cuisine et d’hygiène à Paris.” Address:
Author.
3002. Clarke, William Horace. comp. 1911. The farmers’
handbook. 1st ed. Sydney, NSW, Australia: New South
Wales Dept. of Agriculture. vi + 748 p. See p. 426-27. Illust.
Index. 25 cm. 2nd ed. was 1916.
• Summary: Compiled principally from articles which
appeared in the Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales
(see Preface).
Section 8, “Leguminous crops (p. 411-49), has the
following contents: Introduction. Lucerne [alfalfa]. The
cowpea. Lima-bean. Soy-bean. The kidney or French
bean (Phaseolus vulgaris, Linn.). Horse gram. Mungbean (Phaseolus mungo). Square-podded pea (Lotus
tetragonolobus). Dolichos sp. Chicken-pea or gram (Cicer
arietinum [Chickpea or garbanzo bean]). Pigeon-pea
(Cajanus indicus). Villous vetch (Vicia villosa). Algerian
vetch. Lupins. Field peas and vetches. Diseases of the bean
plant: Bean anthracnose, bean rust (Uromyces phaseoli),
French bean fly. Clovers and tares (or vetches).
“Soy-bean. (Soja hispida, Moench.). Seeds of three
varieties are to be recommended, viz., Common White, long

grown here; Improved White, from the United States; and
a black variety from Queensland. Sow in drills 2 feet apart,
and thin out the plants to 1 foot apart in the drill. At first
the plants grow rather slowly, but as the weather becomes
warmer the growth is more rapid. In a trial at Wagga, when
about 15 inches high, the plants of Common White and
Black were badly attacked by bean-rust; but, strange to say,
the plants of Improved White, which were growing next to
these varieties, were not affected in the slightest degree. The
Improved White variety appeared to be well suited for this
climate, as the plants grew very rapidly; in fact, it appeared
as if they were making too much leaf, and that the yield of
pulse would, therefore, suffer, but from the results obtained it
would seem that this could not have been the case. So badly
affected were the other two varieties it was feared that they
would not seed; but heavy rains, soon after they commenced
flowering, somewhat revived the plants, and a fair return of
pulse was obtained, though the yield must have been much
impaired by the disease.
“When fully grown the plants of the Improved Variety
were from 3 feet to 3 feet 6 inches in height, and nearly 2
feet through 9 inches from the top of the plant. The stalks
are strong and woody, and they have numerous branches
covering the heavy foliage. The stalks and branches are
thickly studded with clusters of hairy pods. In order that
a fair idea of the productiveness of these plants might be
obtained, the number of pods and number of beans on each
of the first six plants in the drill were counted, with the
following result.” A table shows the number of pods per
plant ranged from 182 to 284 (average 236). The number
of seeds per plant ranged from 443 to 781 (avg. 648). The
average number of beans per pod is 2.7. “Most of the pods
had three beans in them. One branch on plant 4 had no less
than 114 pods on it. A portion of the plants were fed to cattle
just as they came into flower, and were preferred before any
other pulse grown that season.
“The remainder were pulled as soon as the pods were
ripe, and were laid out in the sun to dry; the pulse were then
threshed out and the dry haulms were fed to cattle, who
appeared to be very fond of them. The results obtained will
be found in the following table.” The table has four columns:
Name of variety. Seed obtained from -. No of days in which
the crop occupied the land. Yield of dry pulse per acre in
bushels of 60 lb.
Improved White, from United States, 148 days, 47 bu.
Common White, from Sydney, 135 days, 13*. Black, from
Queensland, 127, 9*. (Footnote: *Badly affected with beanrust).
“The only fault that could be found with the Soy-bean
was that it was too slow in ripening its seed, it being nearly
five months in coming to maturity, but as the plants grew best
during the month of January, especially during one hot dry
week, it is clear that this plant is best suited to the warmer
parts of the State. Farmers are strongly recommended to
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plant a small area with this crop, as the beans, shelled out
when quite green, form a delicious vegetable, and the plants
after the pods are taken off make very good feed for cattle.
“The Department obtained a small quantity of seed of
the Common White variety and distributed it to a number of
farmers in different parts of the State. The seed germinated
badly, but most of the plants that were obtained grew
remarkably well.” Brief reports from Bathurst, Rylstone, and
Moama are given. Two of these reports stated that the beans
were “delicious” to eat. Address: New South Wales Dep. of
Agriculture, Sydney, Australia.
3003. Don, W. 1911. Appendix II. Annual Report–Moor
Plantation, etc., 1910. Southern Nigeria. Annual Report upon
the Agricultural Department 44 p. For the year 1910. See p.
31-32.
• Summary: In the table of contents, Appendix II is listed
as “Annual Report of the Curator, Western Province.” Page
31: The author arrived at Moor Plantation, Ibadan, on 6
Aug. 1910 and took over the work there. From Aug. 17 to
22, 1910, he planted eight different varieties of cotton in
8 different plots on about 37 acres to test them. “In order
to prevent cross-fertilization a strip of 50 yards was left
between each cotton plot. These were planted with American
maize, Lagos white maize, soy beans, and various legumes.”
The soy beans were planted on 1.35 acres on 8 Sept. 1910.
Page 32: “The Soy Beans (Plot C) were not a success,
chiefly owing to bad seed, it being necessary to re-sow twice,
and even then there were many failures on the plot. It would
appear that the soil was not suitable for this plant, as the
growth was very poor.”
The author submitted this report on 17 Jan. 1911.
Note 1. This document contains the earliest clear date
seen for soybeans in Nigeria, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Nigeria (8 Sept. 1910). The source of these soybeans was
probably England, whence they were sent by Sir Alfred
Jones. Soybeans are not mentioned in any of these annual
reports for at least the next 7 years.
Note 2. The introduction to this Annual Report notes that
Moor Plantation, an Agricultural Experiment Station with
an area of 5,000 acres, is situated about 3½ miles west of
Ibadan. It is traversed by the railway and perennial streams
flow through it. The British Cotton Growing Association
formerly occupied the land. Ibadan is the largest town in
West Africa and is estimated to contain a population of
140,000 persons, mainly engaged in agricultural pursuits.
The title page states that W.H. Johnson is Director of
Agriculture. Address: Curator, Moor Plantation, Ibadan,
Western Province, Southern Nigeria.
3004. Dudgeon, G.C. 1911. The soya bean. Agricultural J.
of Egypt (Cairo) 1:17-20. Summarized by the Bulletin of
the Imperial Institute (1911. p. 405), and the Journal of the
African Society (Vol. 11, 1911-12, p. 109-110).

• Summary: Mr. Dudgeon strongly recommends the
introduction of the Soya bean to Egypt, where experiments
with different varieties are to be undertaken.
“Attention has been recently called to the suitability of
the Soya or Manchurian bean (Glycine Soja) for cultivation
in Egypt. Within the last few years only has this bean come
into prominence and demand in European countries, where
the valuable properties which it possesses have led to the
cultivation of it as a field crop even as far north as Brittany
[Bretagne, in northwest France].
“The advantages possessed by the Soya bean in
comparison with other leguminous plants may be briefly
stated to be: the production of a seed crop containing a
quantity of edible oil, yielding also a good cattle-feeding
cake; the capability of the seed being utilised locally for
human food, for which purpose it is largely cultivated in
India and the East; the yield of a heavy green forage crop
which is convertible into hay, which is the chief object of
its cultivation in the United States; the practicability of
its cultivation in temperate as well as tropical countries
in situations where but little water is obtainable; and
the occupation of the land by it for a brief period in hot
countries.”
The author then gives a general overview of the crop
based largely on “a very excellent account contributed
by M.G. Itié to ‘L’Agriculture Pratique des pays chauds,’
January-May 1910, under the title of ‘Le Soja, sa culture, son
avenir,’”
Mr. Dudgeon concludes: “Experiments with different
varieties of the Soya are to be undertaken [in Egypt] at the
Department’s Experimental Farms, and details in connection
with the results will be published at a future date” Note: See
1(2):114-15 (1912) of this Journal.
Note 1. The cultivation of soya beans in Egypt, which
began in 1858, apparently was discontinued and the seeds
lost.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
which is mainly about the soya bean in Egypt. Address:
Director General of the Dep. of Agriculture, Egypt.
3005. Encyclopædia Britannica (11th ed.): Oils. 1911. New
York, NY: Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. Vol. 20, p. 43, 46a.
• Summary: A table titled “Vegetable oils” (p. 46) shows
sources, yields, iodine value, and principal uses of different
oils. Under semi-drying oils is listed “soja bean oil,” whose
source is Soja hispida. The per cent. yield is unknown. The
iodine value is 122. Principal use: Edible, burning. This is
the only mention of soja bean oil.
Note: The 11th edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica is
considered by many to be a classic, perhaps the best edition
of this famous work ever published. The key to its use lies in
the index or in using a digital edition.
3006. Fahrion, Wilhelm. 1911. Die Chemie der trocknenden
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Oele [The chemistry of drying oils]. Berlin: Verland von
Julius Springer. viii + 298 p. Index. 22 cm. [1 soy ref. Ger]
• Summary: This book is mostly about linseed oil. In the
Introduction, Fahrion states that the main so-called “semidrying oils” (“halbtrocknende Öle”), which dry only slowly,
are cottonseed, rapeseed, corn, sunflower, and soybean oil
(Sojabohnenöl).
Chapter 4, “The chemical analysis of linseed oil,”
contains a section on “Detection of impurities and
adulteration.” Pages 87-88 note that the main vegetable oils
used to adulterate linseed oil are cottonseed oil, corn oil, and
soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl, Bohnenöl). Soybean oil comes
from a bushy plant that grows mainly in Manchuria. A table
(p. 88) shows the constants for each of these three oils and
for linseed oil.
Chapter 11, “Linseed oil varnish,” contains a section on
the “Influence of adulterants on the drying time.” A table (p.
230, based on Meister 1910, Farben-Zeitung 15(33):148689. May 14) gives the drying time (in hours) and oxygen
number (Sauerstoffzahl) for many different adulterants,
including raw soybean oil (144 hours / 16.9), soybean oil
bleached with Florida earth (120 / 10.1), soybean oil heated
for 1 hour at 250ºC (114 / 18.3), 75 parts soybean oil and 25
parts linseed oil, raw (138 / 17.3), 50 parts soybean oil and
50 parts linseed oil, raw (114 / 15.7), 25 parts soybean oil
and 75 parts linseed oil, raw (114 / 15.0), soybean oil with
2% manganese dryer (13 / 18.7), soybean oil with 2% lead
dryer (52 / 16.4), soybean oil with 2% lead-manganese dryer
(13 / 15.4), 75 parts linseed oil and 25 parts soybean oil with
2% manganese dryer (14 / 14.1), 75 parts linseed oil and 25
parts soybean oil with 2% lead-manganese dryer (8 / 4.1). On
p. 231 is a one-third page discussion of the significance of
this table.
Also discusses: Peanut oil (p. 2). Sesame oil (p. 2, 277).
Address: PhD, chemist and managing director, Hoechst am
Main, Germany.
3007. Farmer, Fannie Merritt. 1911. The Boston CookingSchool cook book. Revised. Boston, Massachusetts:
Little, Brown and Company. xv + 648 p. + [30] p. of
advertisements. Illust. Index. 19 cm. See also the 1918 ed.
• Summary: Contains 125 new recipes. As in the original
1896 edition, Worcestershire sauce is called for in many
recipes in this book (p. 117, 180, 182, 188, 189, 197, 207,
212-13, 223, 227, 231, 273, 333-34, 344, 371, 372, 554,
565).
Catsup is called for much more and in many new forms
compared with the 1896 edition: Oyster cocktail (p. 180;
“1 tablespoon tomato catsup”). Lobster cocktail (p. 186;
“two tablespoons, each, tomato catsup and Sherry wine”).
Blanquette of lamb (p. 223-24; one tablespoon Mushroom
Catsup, or any other suitable table sauce”). Asparagus salad
(p. 329; “serve with French Dressing, to which has been
added one-half tablespoon tomato catsup”). Oyster and grape

fruit salad (p. 344; “season with six tablespoons tomato
catsup,...”). Breast of quail Lucullus (p. 376; “Serve with one
and one-half cups rich brown sauce seasoned with tomato
catsup...”). Devilled bones (p. 565; “1 tablespoon Walnut
Catsup”).
Concerning vegetarian diets: In Chapter 1, titled “Food,”
he section on “Correct proportions of food” states (p. 3):
“To keep in health and do the best mental and physical
work, authorities agree that a mixed diet [from animal &
vegetable sources] is suited for temperate climates, although
sound arguments appear from the vegetarian... Brain
workers should take their proteid in a form easily digested.
In consideration of this fact, fish and eggs form desirable
substitutes for meat.”
Near the end of the book is an ad (on an unnumbered
page) for “Works on cookery.” The first of these is The
Golden Rule Cook Book: Six hundred recipes for meatless
dishes, by M.R.L. Sharpe. “A new edition of the best of all
books on vegetarian food and cookery.” Address: Of Miss
Farmer’s School of Cookery.
3008. Flury, Ferdinand. 1911. Pharmazeutisches auf der
Internationalen Hygiene-Ausstellung Dresden 1911 [The
Topic of Pharmaceuticals at the International Hygiene
Exposition Dresden 1911]. Pharmazeutische Praxis (Vienna
and Leipzig) 10(9):445-55. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Finally, with the “Nutrition” class, we also
noticed the extension of the chapter “Soybean” (Sojabohne),
with the exhibited varieties of yellow, green, and black
beans, the soymilk (Sojamilch), soy cheese [tofu] (Sojakäse),
soy coffee (Sojakaffee), soy biscuits (Sojabiskuits), and soy
jams (Sojakonfitüren) being an eloquent testimony of its
versatility.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (March 2020)
in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojamilch (soymilk). This word
appears in 34 different issues of these newspapers from 1911
to 1948.
Note 3. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojakäse (soy cheese = tofu).
This word appears in 8 different issues of these newspapers
from 1911 to 1946. Address: M.D., Ph.D., Military Staff
Pharmacist in Würzburg [in the Franconia region of Bavaria,
Germany] (Dr. phil. et med., Stabsapotheker in Wuerzburg).
3009. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1911. Catalog. Bloomington,
Illinois: Funk Bros.
• Summary: The one-fifth page section titled “Soy beans”
(p. 24) states that this crop “Is one of the nitrogenous crops
that is possessed of real merit. Combines both the fertilizing
qualities of clover and yield of forage with a seed crop that
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has a higher nutritative [sic, nutritive] value than oats, it
should have its place in the rotation system of the farm.
“Sown with rape in the corn before the last cultivation it
furnishes great pasturage for the lambs and at the same time
enriches the soil. When sown for hay or seed crop they may
be drilled in with corn plants, requiring about three pecks to
the acre.”
A photo shows a man standing in a field of soy beans.
This same description appeared in the Funk catalogs for
1912, 1913, and 1914. Address: Bloomington, Illinois.
3010. Gardner, Henry A. 1911. Paint technology and tests.
New York and London: McGraw-Hill Book Co. ix + 266 p.
See p. 8-9. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 1, titled “Paint oils and thinners”
is a long section on “Soya bean oil” (p. 6-9). Although the
oil has been used for many years overseas for soap-making
purposes, its use as a drying oil is comparatively recent. In
1909 it was introduced into the U.S. paint industry when
linseed oil started on its “astonishing rise in price.” A
mixture of 25% soya oil with 75% pure linseed oil has been
found to give good results. Since soya oil is actually a semidrying oil, it may be caused to dry more rapidly when mixed
with manganese and lead lineolate driers. “By compounding
it under heat with tung oil and rosin, a substitute for linseed
oil is produced which some claim to be quite valuable.”
Tables show: (1) “Chemical characteristics of soya bean
oil” (p. 8). The specific gravity, acid no., saponification no.,
iodine no., and per cent of foods are given for seven samples;
also the average. (2) “Iodine values of linseed oil and mixed
oils.” The three mixtures are 25%, 50%, and 75% soya bean
oil. (3) Soya bean oil and driers (3 tables, p. 9). The driers
are lead, manganese, and manganese plus lead.
Photos show: (1) The Mammoth variety of soya bean
plants growing in a field. (2) Soya bean plants (Glycine
hispida) under cultivation at Arlington, Virginia (both
photos courtesy of David Fairchild, Plant Explorer, USDA).
(3) Seeds and pods of five soya bean varieties: Samarow,
Guelph, Yosho, Haberlandt, and Tokio. (4) An uprooted soya
bean plant “showing nitrogen gathering tubercles on roots.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2020) that contains the term “iodine no.”
(abbreviation). Address: Asst. Director, The Inst. of Industrial
Research, Washington, DC; Director, Scientific Section,
Paint and Varnish Manufacturers’ Assoc. of the United
States, etc.
3011. Gardner, Henry Alfred; Schaeffer, John Ahlum. 1911.
The analysis of paints and painting materials. New York and
London: McGraw-Hill Book Co. ix + 100 p. See p. 59-60.
Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: In Chapter 3, titled “The analysis of paint
vehicles and varnishes” is a short section (p. 59) on “Soya
bean oil.” The chemical constants of this oil are so similar to

those of linseed oil that it is very hard to detect when the two
are mixed.
A table titled “Chemical characteristics of soya bean oil”
(p. 60) gives values and averages for the following for seven
samples: Specific gravity, acid no., saponification no., iodine
no., per cent of foots. The iodine number (average 130.7)
ranges from 127.2 to 136.0. “It is evident that the iodine
value of soya bean oil is the only chemical characteristic
that markedly differentiates it from linseed oil. Therefore, in
the detection of soya bean oil and its estimation, the iodine
values of several samples of mixed oils are given as being of
interest in this connection:”
A second table, titled “Iodine values of linseed oil and
mixed oils” (p. 60) gives values and averages (shown below
in parentheses) for the following for 3 samples: Straight
linseed oil (189.3), 25% soya and 75% linseed (175.5),
50% each soya and linseed (160.9), and 75% soya and 25%
linseed (140.4).
“The authors found that treatment of a few drops of soya
bean oil, or oil containing any considerable percentage of
soya bean oil, with one drop of concentrated sulphuric acid
will produce a distinct fluorescent yellowish-green color.
This color is entirely different from that produced with pure
linseed oil, which is of a brownish-red and of a begoniashaped pattern.”
Henry Alfred Gardner was born in 1882. John Ahlum
Schaeffer was born in 1886. Address: Director, Scientific
Section, Educational Bureau, Paint Manufacturers’ Assoc.
of the United States; 2. Instructor in Chemical Practice,
Carnegie Technical Schools, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.
3012. Gardner, H.A. 1911. Report of Sub-Committee C
on Paint Vehicles. Proceedings of the Annual Meeting–
American Society for Testing Materials 11:181-91. 14th
annual meeting.
• Summary: “Soya bean oil” is one of the vehicles discussed.
Members of the sub-committee are: G.B. Heckel, Glenn
H. Pickard, Allen Rogers, A.H. Sabin, and H.A. Gardner,
Chairman. Following 1½ pages of description of exactly how
the tests were conducted, are 8 pages of tables showing the
results.
Table VI shows the results of tests for two samples of
“soya bean oil.” (1) Soya bean oil, 100 per cent. (2) Soya
bean oil 20 per cent.; Raw linseed oil 80 per cent. For each
oil there are four sets of values based on the results of 4
experimenters. The test was for the percentage increase in
weight each day up to 18 days, followed by remarks. The
first remark (from Gardner) for 100% soya bean oil reads:
“Film tacky until 3d day. Clear and fairly firm after 4th
day.” The first remark (from Gardner) for 20% soya bean oil
and 80% raw linseed oil reads: “Clear, firm film observed
at the end of 2d day.” Address: Chairman, Sub-Committee
C, American Society for Testing Materials, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
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3013. Giles, Lionel. comp. 1911. An alphabetical index to the
Chinese Encyclopedia Ch’in ting ku chin t’u shu chi ch’êng
(of 1726). London: British Museum. xx + 102 p. 32 cm.
• Summary: The author was born in 1875. The Introduction
contains a lengthy discussion of Chinese encyclopedias
(lei-shu), starting with the Erh Ya, dating from the 5th
century B.C.; the 19 classes or categories of the Erh Ya are
given. The next great encyclopedia was the T’ai P’ing Yü
Lan, produced in 1,000 chüan or books A.D. 987. Unlike
Western encyclopedias, these contain “no original articles
on any subject, but consist simply of grouped extracts from
previously existing literature.” “Another even more famous
compilation of the same class is the Wen Hsien T’ung K’ao,
by Ma Tuan-lin, published in 1319.”
For soybean chiang, see p. xxvii and p. 299-300.
Address: Asst. in the Dep. of Oriental Printed Books and
Manuscripts at the British Museum.
3014. Goodwin, Percy W. 1911. Soy bean Glycine soja.
Quarterly J. of the Department of Agriculture, Bengal
4:143-46. For the year 1910-11. Also in Annual Reports of
Kalimpong Demonstration Farm (1909-10, 1910-11).
• Summary: This article appears in the section titled “Special
crops.” “In view of the interest that has recently been taken
in the cultivation of soy beans both for their value as a
grain crop and also on account of their importance for green
manuring, the following information and particulars of the
varieties and cultivation of soy beans in the Kalimpong
district of the Himalayas may serve a useful purpose.
“Soy beans are known locally under the names
of Bhatmas (Nepali) and selliyang (Lepcha), and are
represented in this neighborhood by six varieties, as follows:
“A.–Plants of trailing habit, growing 3 to 4 feet in
length–(1) Grain light green; this is a popular variety as
a food, being considered to have the finest flavour, but is
not grown except in small quantities. (2) Grain chocolate
coloured. (3) Grain black. Neither of these two (2 and 3) is
cultivated separately though the seed is often found mixed in
ordinary samples of Bhatmas.
“B.–Erect-growing varieties 1½ to 2½ feet in height–(4)
Grain yellowish brown. This is the most common variety and
can generally be obtained in the bazar [bazaar]. It is called
Barmeli Bhatmas. The grains of these four varieties are
similar in size. (5) Grain white and rather bigger. This kind is
only grown to a small extent.
(6) Grain chocolate coloured. This variety known as
Nepali Bhatmas is not much grown. I have never seen it in
the bazar and have found difficulty in getting a few seers
for seed. The grain is much larger than any of the preceding
kinds, is round in shape and rather bigger than garden peas.
This variety also differs from the other in the method of
cultivation. It requires to be planted about a month earlier

i.e., in the beginning of June, and will not grow successfully
when sown among maize, as the other kinds usually are.
It would not appear to stand shading and requires to be
cultivated as a separate crop on open ground. This is a great
disadvantage and probably accounts for the fact that it is not
commonly grown. This year a quarter of an acre was grown
at the Demonstration Farm among maize and gave very poor
results, the out-turn being only about 2½ maunds.
“The usual method of cultivation of the first five
varieties is as follows:–After the maize has received the
second hoeing and the weeds have been carefully buried, the
seed is sown among it at the rate of about half a maund per
acre, at the end of June or beginning of July... Soy beans are
not sold in the bazaars to the same extent as dahl. The price
is from Rs. 2-8 to over Rs. 3 per maund according to the
season...
“For green manuring purposes for tea or other crops,
the erect growing varieties would be found the most
satisfactory, as they do not climb on the tea bushes, and
moreover they are much more easily dug or ploughed in...
No. 4, Barmeli Bhatmas, is probably the best variety for
green manuring, and as this is the one usually grown by the
native cultivators, seed could easily be obtained.” On 27
June 1910 more than one-half acre of Barmeli Bhatmas was
planted on the Kalimpong Demonstration Farm. The total
cost of cultivation, from preparing the soil to threshing and
winnowing, is itemized, and was Rs. 11-3-9 (11 rupees, 3
annas, 9 paise). The yield of grain (seed) was 8 maunds 26
seers worth Rs. 3-2 per maund = Rs. 27-0-6. The yield of
straw was 11 maunds 28 seers at annas 2 per maund = Rs.
1-7-6. Thus total income was Rs. 28-8-0, and new income
was Rs. 17-4-3. The author notes that “after deducting a halfyear’s rent, [this] leaves a very satisfactory profit.”
Note 1. As of 1990, Kalimpong was a town in northern
West Bengal, in northeast India, about 8 miles east-northeast
of Darjeeling. It is a hill sanitorium at altitude 3,933 feet.
Note 2. Webster’s Dictionary defines Lepcha (a term first
used in 1819) as “1: a member of a Mongoloid people of
Sikkim, India. 2: the Tibeto-Burman language of the Lepcha
people.”
Note 3. A maund is any of various units of weight, esp.
a unit equal to 82.28 pounds (37.32 kg). A seer is 1/40 of a
maund. Thus the yield of seed above is equivalent to about
1,423 lb/acre or 23.7 bu/acre. Address: India.
3015. Grossmann, H. 1911. Die wirtschaftliche Entwicklung
und Lage der deutschen Seifenindustrie [The economic
development and current situation of the German soap
industry]. In: Leo Ubbelohde & F. Goldschmidt, eds. 1911.
Handbuch der Chemie und Technologie der Oele und Fette:
Chemie, Analyse, Gewinnung und Verarbeitung der Oele,
Wachse und Harze. III. Band, 2 Abteilung [Handbook of
the Chemistry and Technology of Oils and Fats: Chemistry,
Analysis, Extraction, and Processing of Oils, Fats, Waxes,
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and Resins. Vol. 3, part II]. Leipzig, Germany: Verlag von S.
Hirzel. xiv + p. 381-1185. See p. 1029-60. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The section on the price of raw materials (p.
1038) notes that the price of linseed oil rose dramatically
during the period from Oct. 1909 to Dec. 1910, from 52
German marks to 93 German marks. Fortunately a substitute
for linseed oil was found in the previously little-known
soybean oil (Soja-Bohnenöl), which has now become well
established. Address: Dr., Privatdozent [unestablished
university lecturer].
3016. Guareschi, Icilio. 1911. [Soya and its uses]. In:
Annual supplement to the Nuova Enciclopedia di Chimica
Scientifica, Tecnologica e Industriale, 1910-11. Torino, Italy.
See p. 303, 318. [Ita]*
• Summary: The author lived 1847-1918. The first volume or
edition of this encyclopedia was published in 1889 or 1901.
3017. Hansen, Johannes. 1911. Zweiter Bericht von
Dikopshof. Die Versuchstaetigkeit auf dem zur Koeniglichen
Landwirtschaftlichen Akademie Bonn-Poppelsdorf
gehoeringen Gut Dikopshof in den Jahren 1905-1907,
1908-1909 [Second report from Dikopshof. Experiments
at Gut Dikopshof belonging to the Imperial Agricultural
Academy at Bonn-Poppelsdorf in the years 1905-1907,
1908-1909]. Landwirtschaftliche Jahrbuecher. Zeitschrift
fuer wissenschaftliche Landwirtschaft Vol. 40. Supplement
(Ergaenzungsband) I. p. 129-88. See p. 155-72, 186-88. [6
ref. Ger]
• Summary: The Foreword notes that the “First Report from
Dikopshof” (which did not mention soy) appeared in 1908.
Dikopshof estate belonged to the Imperial Agricultural
Academy at Bonn-Poppelsdorf. This second report was
expected to describe research activities conducted during
the three years 1908-1910. However on 1 Oct. 1910 the
ownership of Dikopshof changed hands, so only the results
of the first two years are presented here. The report is
divided into three parts: 1. The weather. 2. The economic
development of Dikopshof. 3. Results of research in 1908
and 1909. In Part 3, section VI (p. 129-90) is “Feeding
trials with milk cows.” Subsection B, “Trial VII (1909)”
describes (p. 155-56) the first experiment at Dikopshof that
includes the soybean in any form; it was conducted in 1909
from March 22 to May 2–immediately after soybean cake
(Sojakuchen) became well known. The results have already
been published: Hansen, J. 1909. “Sojabohnenkuchen”
[Soybean cake]. Deutsche Landwirtschaftliche Presse
36(41):439-40. May 22; 36(42):452-53. May 26. A summary
is given here.
Trials VIII and IX (1909-1910). Soybean cake was used
throughout trial VIII (p. 156-72) which has the following
contents: Introduction. Summary of trial VIII: Introduction,
amount of milk produced, amount of fat in milk, amount of
milk solids produced, live weight of the milking cows.

Johannes Hansen lived 1863-1938. Address: Bonn,
Germany.
3018. Hickory Seed Company. 1911. Cow peas, soy beans,
legumes. Hickory, North Carolina: Hickory Seed Co. 20 p.
Illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Announcement (“As usual, this
season we are making a specialty of leguminous seed. The
interest in all legumes still commands the attention of the
progressive farmer. We have harvested a good crop of both
Cow Peas and Soy Beans this season and our prices are
reasonable”). Terms. Special notice.
“What is the best way to sow cow peas or soy beans, and
when?
“If we briefly consider the type and nature of these
plants we can perhaps arrive at a better understanding of
their requirements, and therefore answer the question more
satisfactorily.
“First, let us understand that the cow pea is essentially
a bean, and the soy bean is a pea, therefore, as the seeding
plants differ it will explain some of the differences found
when both are given the same conditions of planting. Both
plants are natives of southeastern Asia and therefore are
naturally suited to warm latitudes. Both are leguminous
and, like all their kind, bear tubercles on their roots which
gather nitrogen from the air. Both are valuable therefore in
restoring fertility. The bacteria forming the tubercles on the
roots of the cow pea seems to be common in almost all soils,
but the bacteria which use the soy bean as a host plant are
not commonly found in our fields. The cow pea therefore
will usually thrive better during the first few years of its
introduction into a locality than will the soy bean, although
by inoculation, which is easily accomplished, the soy bean
will thrive equally well.
“Cow peas and soy beans require a warm seed-bed for
perfect germination, since the seed of both plants are liable to
rot if planted in cold soil. The time of planting them should
be delayed until the ground has thoroughly warmed. Neither
of these plants will stand as much cold, unfavorable weather
as corn; therefore if the corn is planted first and the peas and
beans immediately after the soil will usually be sufficiently
warm, and in a normal season there will even then be an
abundance of time for full development of the plants before
frost comes. For latitudes similar to central Illinois May 18th
is early enough to plant either of these crops: The earliermaturing varieties of both can be planted as late as July 10th,
and frequently mature seed.
“The preparation of the seed-bed for either cow peas or
soy beans is the same as for corn, and like corn, they both
respond readily to any extra preparation of the seed-bed.
Since the seed of each is comparatively small it is advisable
to place considerable stress on careful and complete
preparation of the seed-bed.
“Two general methods of planting are practical–drilling
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and broadcasting. In all respects the first is preferable,
since it uses less seed to plant a given area, which is no
unimportant item, and besides it allows cultivation, thus
keeping down weeds and increasing the yield of seed or hay.
Where sown broadcast a seeding of at least 1½ bushels per
acre is required, while drilling requires from ½ to 1 bushel
instead.
“In drilling, the ordinary wheat drill with every third or
fourth spout sowing, depending chiefly on the use to which
the grower wishes to put his crop, may be used to excellent
advantage. If sown for seed or for hogging off, a distance
of from 16 in. to 32 in. between the plants in the rows and
at least 4 in. between the plants in the row has given best
results. If grown for hay a thicker planting is advisable, since
the stems will then be less large and woody. Both of these
plants are great lovers of sunlight, and if crowded so that the
plants shade one another a reduction in the development of
plant and in the yield of seed is the result.
“So far as the writer is able to learn the most successful
and largest growers of cow peas or soy beans sow them
with some make of drill placing the rows from 16 in. to
32 in. apart, the most common width being 24 in. Some
growers use a corn planter with a drill attachment, straddling
the rows, making them in this way 21 in. apart, but the
same growers consider this width too close. The Illinois
Experiment Station in its trials covering more than five years
has found the ordinary disk drill, with every third spout
sowing, to be the best and most rapid way of seeding these
crops. This width, 24 in., has also given us our best yields of
both grain and hay. This width too admits of cultivation with
the ordinary corn cultivator and yet it is so close together that
the plants soon shade the ground and effectually prevent the
growth of weeds. This width between the rows allows the
seeding of four rows at each through since the first, fourth,
seventh and ninth disks are sowing. To place the beans or
peas thickly enough in the row will require a good half
bushel of seed per acre.
“The culture of these crops differs in no particular
from that of corn, except that it is best not to cultivate when
the leaves of the plant are wet with dew or rain, since the
soil then adheres to the leaves and thus seems to favor the
development of rust and disease. The soy bean ought to be
grown in every state where corn is grown. Since it is an
upright growing plant, not a vining plant like the cow pea,
it can be harvested and bound in bundles with the ordinary
grain binder, similar to oats and wheat. If grown for hay
it furnishes a feed analyzing higher in feeding value than
clover. If grown for grain we have a concentrate of greater
value than wheat-bran and equal to linseed-meal The protein,
carbohydrates and fat are the three constituents of feeds.
The protein is the valuable and expensive constituent. The
relative value of the soy bean is shown therefore by the
following figures which give the percentage composition of
the four crops shown:”

A table shows the protein, carbohydrate, and fat content
of bran, linseed, soy beans and cow peas.
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/usdanurseryandseedcatalog Address: Hickory, North Carolina.
3019. Hofman-Bang, N.O. 1911. Fodringsforsøg
med Malkekøer. II. Forsøg med Soyakager [Feeding
experiments with milch cows. II. Experiments with
soybean cake]. Beretning fra den Kongelige Veterinaer- og
Landbohoejskoles. Laboratorium for landoekonomiske
Forsoeg (Copenhagen) 74:1-78. See p. 18-41, 65, 70-73. [8
ref. Dan]
• Summary: Under the author’s direction, extensive feeding
experiments were conducted at the college in Copenhagen,
Denmark, to determine the value of soybean cake for milch
cows. It was found that 2.2 lb of soybean cake fully replaced
the same amount of other high protein cakes fed (cottonseed
meal, or peanut and sunflower-seed cakes) without affecting
the milk production, the condition of the cows, or the
chemical composition of the milk. When good, fresh soybean
cakes were fed, no deleterious influence from feeding the
cakes, even when these were fed excessively, was traceable
in the flavor and odor of the butter. Address: Agricultural
Experiment Lab., Royal Veterinary- and Agricultural
College, Copenhagen, Denmark.
3020. Hooper, David. 1911. Soy bean in India: Glycine
hispida. Agricultural Ledger (Calcutta) No. 3. p. 17-33.
(Vegetable Product Series No. 114). Also reprinted in
Tropical Agriculturalist, 1912. 38:11-15, 99-103.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Experimental cultivation
in India. Vernacular names of the soybean. Method of
cultivation: Green manure, harvesting. Races and varieties.
Races in India: Yellow [grown in Poona Experimental
Farm, Burma, Darjeeling, Dehra Dun, Simla, Punjab], green
[Poona], black [Poona, Kashmir to Darjeeling, Simla], brown
[Kashmir, Kalimpong to Darjeeling], mottled [Shillong,
Assam]. Composition of the seed: From Church, from König,
from Dr. J.W. Leather (1903), tables showing analyses made
in India of Indian-grown Soy beans from various provinces
(Burma, Hill Tracts, United Provinces [black seeds], and
Poona). Soy bean oil. Soy bean oil-cake. Composition of hay.
Use as food: Soy-bean milk, bean cheese (topo, sic tofu, or
“Soy-bean cheese”), shoyu (“Under the name of ‘Soy sauce’
and other fanciful names it has formed the basis of most of
the important sauces of Europe for many years.”), roasted
soy beans as a coffee substitute, soy beans in diabetic diets.
Trade (exports of Soy bean from Manchuria to England).
Price.
“The plant was introduced into the United States of
America in 1854 and was grown to a small extent in the
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Southern States, but from the year 1885 its cultivation as a
forage crop has gained in importance in all the agricultural
centres. Within the last two or three years a great deal
of interest has been taken in the cultivation of Soy, and
experiments are in progress in Government Farms in Cape
Colony, Natal [South Africa], East Africa, Gambia, Mauritius
and Australia.
Contains a good early history of the soybean in India:
“It is difficult to ascertain the date of the introduction of Soy
beans into India. There is no doubt that certain hill tribes,
mostly of Mongolian origin, have cultivated the bean for
a long time. At the Punjab Exhibition held at Lahore [later
divided between India and Pakistan] in 1864 Soy beans
identified by Dr. Cleghorn, were sent from the Hill States.
This is the first record of the beans being exhibited in this
country, and shows that the cultivation was on a insignificant
scale.
“Experiments in India. In 1882 Messrs. Jardine,
Matheson & Co. of Hong-Kong sent a sample of Soy beans
for experimental cultivation in the Saidapet Experimental
Farm, Madras. The plants raised from these seeds were
healthy but the yield of the crop was small.
“In 1897 Surgeon-Colonel W.G. King, Sanitary
Commissioner, Madras, strongly advocated the cultivation
of Soy bean as a valuable food worthy of the attention of
the people. In two experiments carried on at Saidapet during
1897-98, the yield of seed per acre was 468 to 495 lbs.,
respectively. Recent enquiries in Madras resulted in the
opinion that the cultivation in the Presidency is still in an
experimental stage.
“In 1882 some Japanese Soy beans were sent by the
Government of India for trial to Saharanpur. In 1885 very
good results were obtained, the black seeded variety giving
a yield of 1,124 lbs. per acre, and the white seeded variety
giving a yield of 561 lbs. per acre. In 1886 the acclimatised
seed was widely distributed; in some cases the crop failed
and in others it was fairly successful, but as a rule where
seed was harvested it was said that the pulse was not popular
in any form. The Botanical Gardens grew the crop for a few
years longer but as there was no demand for the seeds the
cultivation was abandoned. An interest in Soy bean, however,
seems to have revived for the Agricultural Department has
this year sent to the Reporter on Economic Products samples
of the black variety of Soy beans from forty villages of the
United Provinces.
“At the Experimental Farm at Nagpur, Central
Provinces, the bean was grown experimentally from
Japanese seed first planted in 1885. The yield at the end of
the first year was at the rate of 180 lbs. per acre, but taking
the average of five years the result was 88 lbs. per acre. In
the Report for 1908-09 it is stated that Soy beans were grown
on a small area under field conditions and the yield was
fair, but there was little local demand for the seed. It was,
however, ground and formed an excellent addition to the diet

of the farm cattle. Last year only 43 lbs. were obtained on
light soil on the Nagpur Farm, the crop being practically a
complete failure; on heavier soil 380 lbs. of seed were raised.
“Soy beans have been grown at Poona for nine or ten
years with varying results, and they have also been tried at
Nadiad in Gujrat [Gujarat] and elsewhere in the Bombay
Presidency. In the Experimental Farm Report for 1901 a
large yield was chronicled, but next year the crops at Poona
and Surat failed. In 1904 a yield of 300 lbs. per acre was
obtained in light land. One year later nineteen plots were
under trial but with unpromising results, for only five yielded
seed enough to repay the cost of cultivation. The yield varied
from 50 to 293 lbs. per acre, and it was found that only
when the yield exceeded 200 lbs. was the crop profitable. In
1905-06 the Manjri Farm, Poona, grew nineteen plots with
better results, probably due to better soil. The yield of some
of the plots was on an average of 680 lbs. per acre–a highly
remunerative return. A year later it was reported by Mr.
Fletcher, Deputy Director of Agriculture, that an experiment
made on the edge of black cotton soil gave a yield of 1,166
lbs. per acre, while adjacent plots gave from 395 to 650 lbs.
per acre.
“In the Agri.-Horticultural Gardens at Lahore Soy bean
planted on a small area in 1894 yielded an estimated crop of
349 lbs. of seed per acre and 349 lbs. of fodder. Evidently it
varies greatly in suitability to different soils and climates and
does not seem to be adapted to the sea level plains of India.
“Gollan observed that the Japanese plant is erect,
attaining a height of 12 to 15 inches, while the Himalayan
form is a trailing plant. So far this vigorous growing plant
does not appear in India to have been attacked by any insect
or parasitic fungus.
“With regard to Burma, Mr. Burkill remarks: ‘The
Burmese grow it under the names of Pe-nga-pi and Pekyat-pyin, sowing it never in great quantities along with
other beans on the mud banks as the falling rivers leave
them bare in October, or more sparingly still away from the
rivers. The Kachins and other hill tribes grow a little of it on
their hill clearings, the Kachins call it Lasi. The Khasis, the
Nagas and other tribes between the Brahmaputra and Upper
Assam cultivate it similarly... In the Brahmaputra Valley it is
grown as far as known only towards Barpeta in the Kamrup
District.’
“Soy beans are called ‘Bhut’ in the Punjab, ‘Bhat’,
‘Bhatwas’ or ‘Bhatmas’ in the United Provinces and in the
hills as far as Darjeeling, and ‘Rymbai ktung’ in Shillong
and the Khasi Hills. Mr. B.C. Basu gives the Assamese name
for Glycine as ‘Patani jokra’ and the corresponding Bengali
name as ‘Chhai.’ In the Naga Hills it is called ‘Tsudza’ or
‘Sudza.’ It is grown by the Lepchas in Sikkim and is called
by them ‘Salyang’ or ‘Silliangdun.’ ‘Pe-nga-pi’ is the usual
name for Soy bean in Burma, but it has been received under
the name of ‘Lasi shapre tum’ from Bhamo, and as ‘Lasi
N’Loi’ and ‘Lasi N’Hti’ from Myitkyina. The Santali name
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appears to be ‘Disom Horee.’”
“Dr. J.W. Leather in 1903 analysed the seeds of seven
samples of Soy bean from Japanese seeds cultivated at
Manjri, near Poona. The amount of oil in them varied from
14.92 to 23.05 per cent. being on the dry weight 15.97 to
24.41 per cent. with an average of 19.99. In 1902 Dr. Leather
examined five samples grown on the Dumraon Farm. They
yielded from 14.27 to 19.72 per cent of oil on the air-dried
seeds.
“Fourteen samples of the seeds grown from Japanese
seeds at the Manjri Experimental Farm were again analysed
last year by a leading European firm. The percentage of
moisture varied from 9.90 to 12.06, and the percentage of oil
from 16.80 to 22.48...
“The following analyses of Indian-grown Soy beans
were made in the laboratory of the Indian Museum in 1909
and 1910.” Gives names and composition (oil [as is and on
a dry basis], water, and ash) for 17 varieties from Burma, 21
from the Hill Tracts, 11 from the United Provinces [black
seeds], and 15 varieties from Poona. “An attempt in 1903
to extract oil from these beans with the country ghani or
indigenous oil-mill was a failure in Bombay.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “soy-bean cheese” to
refer to tofu.
3021. Hutchison, Robert. 1911. Food and the principles of
dietetics. 3rd ed. New York, NY: William Wood and Co. viiixx + 615 p. See p. 234-36, 496. Illust. Index. 22 cm. [100+*
ref]
• Summary: Contains exactly the same information about
soy and related products as the 1906 edition, in the same
chapters, except it is on slightly different pages: See p. 23437, and the section on diabetes, which has a subsection on
“Diabetic breads” (p. 496-97). Robert Hutchison was born in
1871. Address: M.D. Edinburgh, F.R.C.P., Physician to the
London Hospital [London].
3022. Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture for the West
Indies (Barbados). 1911. Report on the Botanic Station and
Experiment Plots, Antigua. Reports of the Botanic Station,
and Experiment Plots, and Agricultural Education, Antigua.
p. 16-29. For the year ended March 31, 1911.
• Summary: In the section titled “Experiments at Skerretts
and Scotts Hill” (p. 16-29), the subsection titled “Soy or soja
bean bean (Glycine hispida)” states (p. 29): “On January
25, a 1/10 acre plot of four varieties of this bean, i.e. D, H,
Early Green and Yellow, were planted. A few of each of the
varieties when being reaped were mixed by the pickers; in
consequence of this only the total weight of the four varieties
was taken. This was 34 lb. of shelled seeds.
“At first the plants grew well and looked healthy, but a
period of dry weather hastened the maturity and accounted
for the very indifferent yield. This is the fourth consecutive

trial carried out on this plot. During the year careful search
was made on the roots of these plants for bacterial nodules,
but on this occasion none were found.”
3023. Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture for the West
Indies (Barbados). 1911. Report of the Botanic Station,
St. Kitts-Nevis. Report of the Botanic Station, Agronomic
Experiments, and Agricultural Instruction; Also on
Agricultural Education, St. Kitts-Nevis. p. 1-36. For the year
ended March 31, 1911. See p. 29.
• Summary: In the section on “Experimental plots” (p. 2830), a subsection titled “Soy beans, Indian corn and onions.
(Plot F.)” states (p. 29): “Soy beans were planted in half of
this plot on June 16, 1910; these gave good germination but
did not thrive well; they grew about 6 to 8 inches high and
yielded beans at the rate of 205 lb per acre.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in St. Kitts and Nevis, or the cultivation
of soybeans in St. Kitts and Nevis. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in St. Kitts and Nevis, or
the cultivation of soybeans in St. Kitts and Nevis (16 June
1910). The source of these soybeans may well have the
British Commissioner of Agriculture in Barbados.
Note 2. The label on the spine of the bound volume
at the National Agricultural Library (USA) is: “Report on
the Botanic Station–St. Kitts-Nevis–West Indies [1901 to
1915”].
3024. Inaba, Riotaro [sic, Ryôtarô]. 1911. Ueber die
Ernaehrung der Landarbeiter Japans [On the food and
nutrition of the peasants of Japan]. Tokyo. 81 p. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Preparation and
conduct of the experiments. 3. Method of analysis of the
foodstuffs, urine, and excrement / feces. 4. Result of the
experiment. 5. Reflections upon the results of the experiment
(1. On the worth of the peasant food in connection with the
nutritional needs. 2. On the reabsorption {digestibility?}
of the peasant food. 3. On the volume of the peasant food,
distribution of the food among the individual meals. 4. On
the quantity of urine and feces and individual constituents of
the same among the Japanese, especially those who work the
land).
Note 1. Why is a Japanese researcher doing nutritional
and chemical research on Japanese peasant diets in Japan,
writing in German? There are probably two reasons: (1) His
professor at the Japanese or German university probably
spoke and taught in German. (2) German was the language
of science before World War I, largely because German
scientific research was the most advanced in the world.
Note 2. Since we have seen only the first 3 pages of this
report, we do not know whether any soyfoods are mentioned.
However it seems likely that either miso, soy sauce (shoyu)
and/or tofu would be mentioned. Address: Oberstabarzt,
kommandiert zum medizinisch-chemischen Institut der
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medizinishen Fakultaët [Fakultaet] der Universitaët Tokyo
[Regimental Medical Officer, commanded by the MedicalChemical Institute of the Medical Faculty, Univ. of Tokyo].
3025. Jingu Shicho. 1911. Koji ruien [Encyclopedia of early
references to things Japanese]. Tokyo: Koten Kokyusho.
Revised editions publ. in 1931 and 1971 by Yoshiko Bunkan;
51 volumes. Key volumes are Inshoku (#39) and Shokubutsu
(#50). [50+ ref. Jap]
• Summary: Koji means “ancient things” or “origins.” Rui
means “varieties” or “description.” En means “dictionary.”
This is one of the best books for doing historical research on
Japanese culture, including foods. The book is divided into
30 major subject areas, such as Food and Drink. Within that
section all basic Japanese foods and beverages are listed.
After each one is listed many of the important early works in
which that food is mentioned, with a quote of what is said.
Furigana are used liberally to assist with pronunciations
of hard-to-pronounce early document names and terms.
Compiled from 1896 to 1914, volume 1 of the original
edition is dated 1908. The works cited are from ancient times
to 1867. The final volume is an index to the whole.
The volume on Food and Drink is titled Inshoku-bu (Vol.
51). Whole soybeans, p. 229-35. Black soybeans, p. 23536. Green soybeans (ao-daizu), p. 236-37. Green vegetable
soybeans (edamame), p. 239-40. Soybean cultivation, p.
240-42. Soybean utilization, p. 243-47. Daizu-ko Mochi,
p. 555. Amazake, p. 695-97. Shirozake, p. 697-98. Hishio
(Chiang), p. 836-40. Shoyu, p. 840-49. Miso, p. 851-68.
Kuki (fermented black soybeans), p. 868-71. Natto, p. 87174. Tofu (incl. Dengaku), p. 984-1005. Yuba, p. 995-96.
3026. Kagawa (T.) Company. 1911. Importers and
distributors (Ad). In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1911. Nichi-Bei
Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook. No. 7]. p. C-64.
[Eng; Jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). About ¼ of this ad is given in
English. This company imports and sells various goods.
These include (in Japanese) shoyu [soy sauce], shiro miso
[sweet white miso], and aka miso [red miso]. And (in
English) “Japanese refined sake (Aramakiya-Masamune),
rice, miso, sauce, canned goods, dried fish, vegetables
& pickles.” Address: 442 Merchant St., San Francisco,
California. Phone: Kearny 1263.

farming.” Dr. Franklin Hiram King (lived 1848-1911; his
portrait photo faces the title page) was former chief of
USDA’s Division of Soil Management. This is his journal,
filled with many fine photos, of a voyage in the early
1900s through coastal China, Korea, and Japan. King was
impressed by the productivity and efficiency of Chinese
agriculture, and the strength and hardiness of the people.
Page 10: “It was not until 1888, and then after a
prolonged war of more than thirty years, generaled by the
best scientists of all Europe, that it was finally conceded
as demonstrated that leguminous plants acting as hosts for
lower organisms living on their roots are largely responsible
for the maintenance of soil nitrogen, drawing it directly from
the air to which it is returned through the processes of decay.
But centuries of practice had taught the Far East farmers that
the culture and use of these crops are essential to enduring
fertility, and so in each of the three countries the growing
of legumes in rotation with other crops very extensively for

3027. King, F.H. (Franklin Hiram). 1911. Farmers of forty
centuries, or permanent agriculture in China, Korea and
Japan. Madison, Wisconsin: Mrs. F.H. King. ix + 441 p.
Preface by Dr. L.H. Bailey. Portrait. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
Reprinted in 1927 by Harcourt & Brace (NY, 379 p.).
Facsimile reprint by Rodale Press, 1972.
• Summary: A superb, classic work which Wendell Berry
called “one of the richest sources of information about
peasant agriculture... one of the pioneer books of organic
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the express purpose of fertilizing the soil is one of their old,
fixed practices.”
In Japan: “How the fields are crowded with crops and all
the land is made to do full duty... even the narrow dividing
ridges but a foot wide, which retain the water on the rice
paddies, are bearing a heavy crop of soy beans” (p. 31, photo
p. 33).
In China, in printing blue on white cotton calico cloth,
a thick paste of lime and freshly-ground soy bean flour was
used. A stencil was placed on top of the cloth. “The paste
was then deftly spread with a paddle over the surface and
thus upon the cloth beneath wherever exposed through the
openings in the stencil... The paste is permitted to dry upon
the cloth and then the bolt has been dipped into the blue
dye the portions protected by the paste remain white. In
this simple manner the printing of calico has been done for
centuries” (p. 122-23). A photo (p. 123) shows a stone mill,
pulled by a blindfolded donkey, “in common use for grinding
beans and various kinds of grain.”
“Sprouted beans and peas of many kinds and the sprouts
of other vegetables, such as onions, are very generally seen
in the markets of both China and Japan, at least during the
late winter and early spring,...” (p. 134).
In a section titled “Economy of Vegetable Diet” (p. 13435) the author notes that these people “are vegetarians to a
far higher degree than are most western nations, and the high
maintenance efficiency of the agriculture of China, Korea,
and Japan is in great measure rendered possible by the
adoption of a diet so largely vegetarian.” From every 100 lb
of dry substance (feed) eaten by various kinds of livestock,
only 4 pounds of flesh is returned for human food from
cattle, only 5 lb from sheep and 11 lb from swine. “In view
of these relations, only recently established as scientific facts
by rigid research, it is remarkable that these very ancient
people came long ago to discard cattle as milk and meat
producers; to use sheep more for their pelts and wool than for
food; while swine are the one kind of the three classes which
they did retain in the role of middleman as transformers of
coarse substances into human food.”
Pages 145-48 describe how cotton seed is crushed and
pressed to make cotton seed oil and cotton seed cake–one
of the most common family industries in China. Page 226
notes that small farmers in Shantung province grow wheat,
barley, large and small millet, sweet potatoes and soy beans
or peanuts. Shelled peanuts are sold in gunny sacks. Pages
256-57 give a similar description for soy beans and peanuts
used to make oil and cakes in Shantung, China, with a photo
(p. 256) of the large stone mill. The “bean and peanut cakes,”
also used for fertilizer in Japan and China, are about 18
inches in diameter and 3-4 inches thick.
The section titled “Rotation of Crops” (p. 309) states
of Nara, Japan: “To secure green manure for fertilizing, soy
beans are planted each year in the space between the rows
of barley, the barley being planted in November. One week

after the barley is harvested the soy beans, which produce a
yield of 160 kan per tan, or 5,290 pounds per acre, are turned
under and fitted for rice.”
The chapter titled “Manchuria and Korea” notes of
Lwanchow [Heibei], Manchuria (p. 348-49): “The planting
here, as elsewhere, is in rows but not of one kind of grain.
Most frequently two rows of maize, kaoliang or millet
alternated with the soy beans and usually not more than 28
inches apart, sharp high ridge cultivation being the general
practice.” A photo (p. 348) shows carts pulled by donkeys
or horses piled high with sacks of soy beans at Lwanchow,
Chihli, China, ready for export.
Note: As of 2020, Lwanchow is in Hebei province, in
northeastern China.
When King’s train reached Sinminfu [Xinmin in
Liaoning province on the Mukden-Tientsin railroad] he
saw “the first extensive massing of the huge bean cakes
for export, together with enormous quantities of soy beans
in sacks piled along the railway and in the freight yards or
loaded on cars made up of trains ready to move.” They soon
arrived at “another station where the freight yards and all of
the space along the tracks were piled high with bean cakes
and yet the fields about were reflecting the impoverished
condition of the soil through the yellow crops and their
uneven growth on the fields.
“Since the Japanese-Russian war [1904-05], the
shipments of soy beans and of bean cake from Manchuria
have increased enormously. Up to this time there had been
exports to the southern provinces of China where the bean
cakes were used as fertilizers for the rice fields, but the new
extensive markets have so raised the price that in several
instances we were informed they could not then afford to use
bean cake as fertilizer” (p. 357).
Page 368: King is discussing country life in Korea as
seen from the window of his train: “The valley beyond was
occupied by fields of wheat where beans [probably soy] were
planted between the rows. Thus far none of the fields had
been as thoroughly tilled and well cared for as those seen in
China, nor were the crops as good.”
In Japan (p. 378-79): “Where bean cake is used as a
fertilizer, the applications may be at the rate of 496 pounds
per acre, carrying 33.7 pounds of nitrogen, nearly 5 pounds
of phosphorus and 7.4 pounds of potassium.” A table shows
that typical fertilization for each crop of paddy rice, in
pounds per acre, is: Manure compost 5,291. Green manure
from soy beans 3,306. Soy bean cake 397. Superphosphate
198. The soy bean cake provides the most nitrogen (27.8 lb/
acre). A photo (p. 420) shows peanuts being grown in the
Tokyo plain (Chiba prefecture, July 17). “Peanuts, sweet
potatoes and millet were the main dry land crops then on
the ground, with paddy rice in the flooded basins” (p. 422).
Address: Former Prof. of Agricultural Physics, Univ. of
Wisconsin, and Chief of the Div. of Soil Management,
USDA, Washington, DC.
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3028. Lafar, Franz. 1911. Technical mycology: The
utilization of microorganisms in the arts and manufactures.
Vol. II. Eumycetic fermentation. Translated from the German
by Charles T.C. Salter. London: Charles Griffin & Co. ix +
558 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [3240* ref. Eng]
• Summary: An extensive bibliography (3,240 references)
for both this volume and volume I appears at the back of
this volume (p. 417-518). The opening chapter begins:
“Already in the first volume (sect. 22) the algae and the fungi
were arranged in a single group, that of the Thallophytes,
in contradistinction to all other plants, the latter being
classed in the group Cormophytes.” The latter group has “an
articulation of the body of the individual organism into leaf
and stem.”
Chapter 43, titled “Morphology and systematology of
the Mucors (p. 48+) contains sections on “Subdivision of
the Mucor family” (p. 49-51), “The genus Mucor” (p. 51-53;
The genus was established by Micheli as far back as 1729. It
contains Mucor Rouxii and Mucor mucedo), and “Rizopeæ”
(p. 53-56). An illustration (p. 55) shows Rhizopus nigricans
(After Brefeld). Rhizopus nigricans is the best and longest
known member of this family. In 1818 it was described by
Ehrenberg under the name Mucor stolonifer, which is still
used by several workers.” “The name Rhizopus oryzae has
been given by Went and Prinsen Geerligs (I.) to a fungus
discovered by them in Ragi (sect. 241), the sporangia and
spore of which organism are considerably smaller than those
of R. nigricans.
Chapter 44, is titled “Fermentation by Mucors” (p. 5762). Chapter 45, titled “The use of Mucoreæ in the spirit
industry” (p. 63-71) has three sections: Sect. 240. “Mucor
rouxii and other species of Amylomycetes” (p. 63-67) states:
“For the preparation of rice spirit there is produced in China,
Cochin China, and neighboring countries, an article known
as Chinese Yeast, and put on the market in the form of flat
mealy balls, about the size of a half-crown. Its preparation,
composition, and application were first described in 1892
by E. Calmette (I.), whose reports were extended and
supplemented by C. Eijkman (II.) in 1894.” The method of
preparation is given. More important than its bacteria are
“the yeast cells, which must be regarded as the exciting
agents of the alcoholic fermentation; and certain Mucors,
which affect the saccharification of the starch. Of the lastnamed organisms, which concern us here,. Calmette isolated
a species which, in honour of his teacher and colleague, E.
Roux, he named Amylomyces Rouxii.” Two illustrations
show this organism, which produces a “diastatic enzyme”
(p. 65). The so-called amylo process and the work of Colette
and Boidin with Beta-Amylomyces and a-Amylomyces in this
process are discussed (p. 65-66).
Sect. 241 titled “Ragi and tapej” [tapé or tapeh] (p. 6769) states that “Tapej... is prepared from rice by the aid of
a secondary auxiliary material, which the Malay natives of

Java term Ragi or Raggi, and the Chinese settlers call PehKhah.” A.G. Vorderman (1893) describes the preparation
of Ragi. According to Eijkman (1894) Tapej, which is also
called Tsao, is prepared with the aid of Ragi, by boiling
husked Mochigome rice (Oryza glutinosa [Oryzae sativa
glutinosa], known as “Ketan” in Java) in water until
soft. The flora of Ragi and Tapej comprises three groups
of microorganisms; bacteria, budding fungi, and fungi
belonging to the family Mucoraceæ.
Sect. 242, titled “The so-called Amylomyces process,”
(p. 69-71), or Amylo process for short, states that “this is
the name given to the process for the industrial utilisation
of the diastatic activity of Mucor Rouxii and several allied
fungi. A company, the ‘Société d’Amylo, was founded by
A. Collette and A. Bodin (I, 1897), who also, in 1897, took
out in the name of this company a German patent for a
‘process for producing alcohol from starchy materials, by
means of aseptic saccharification and fermentation with
Mucedineæ,...’”
Fernbach (II, 1899) has given a lucid description of
the practical performance of this process in the patentees’
works, the maize distillery at Seclin near Lille, France.
This description is summarized. “An English patent for
the mechanico-technological modification of the process
was also taken out by Collette and Boidin (III.) in 1898.”
See also two other 1897 English patents by Collette and
Boidin No. 19858 and No. 1155. “The reader interested
in this matter will find more precise data in the review
published by M. Delbrück (III, 1899). The chief advantage
of the Amylomyces process is the abolition of the
expensive additions of malt requisite in the older method of
saccharification, the amount formerly needed being up to
15 per cent. in the case of maize, and 2 to 3 per cent. in the
case of potatoes. With regard to the yield furnished by the
Amylomyces process, it is stated that in the Seclin works,
37.8 litres of absolute alcohol are obtained per 100 kilos.
of maize containing 57.5 p, a yield corresponding to 66.2
litres per 100 kilos of starch. Owing to the large amount
of mycelial hyphae, the residue filters easily.” “Finally it
should be said that, since 1898, the aforesaid patentees
have replaced Mucor (Amylomyces) Rouxii by another
species, namely, so-called Beta-Amylomyces, or Mucor
Beta. This organism is capable of dealing with more highly
concentrated mashes than the other, and enables a charge
of 25,000 kilos. of maize to be mashed to 1000 hl (22,000
gallons) of goods. per cent. of starch
Page 213 states that Pichia farinosa (Synonym:
Saccharomyces farinosus Lindner, a film yeast) has been
found by K. Saito (II, 1905, Botanical Magazine, Tokyo) in
Japanese Soja sauce.
Chapter 51 discusses the genus Aspergillus (p. 228-31)
with many fine non-original illustrations (after Wehmer),
including conidiophores, conidia, ascospores, different stages
of A. oryzae and A. glaucus. Page 228-29 state: “Aspergillus
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Wentii, Wehmer, was observed by Went in the preparation of
Tao Yu (see vol. 1, p. 248) according to the method practised
in Java, and was described by Wehmer (XIX.) in 1896. It
appears spontaneously on the boiled Soja beans that have
been covered with Hibiscus leaves, and affects a loosening
and disintegration of the firm tissue of the bean. The species
forms a pale coffee-coloured, dense mold vegetation (Fig.
167).”
In Chapter 57 titled “Chemical activity of the
Aspergillaceæ,” by Prof. Dr. C. Wehmer, page 270 states:
“Two species, Asp. oryzæ and Asp. Wentii are reported as
able to grow through the substance of soft-boiled rice and
Soja beans...” The “enzyme mixture from Asp. oryzae (the
so-called ‘Takadiastase’)” is also mentioned.
Chapter 62 titled “The Monillæ and Oidia,” by Dr.
H. Wichmann mentions Monilia javanica (occurring in
association with others in Ragi, p. 333)., “Monilia sitophila
(Mont.), Saccardo, is said by Went (IV.; reference missing)
to be used by the natives in West Java in the preparation of a
sweetmeat known as ‘ontjom’ composed of the seeds of the
ground-nut or earth-nut (Arachis hypogæa). The ground-nuts,
which are thoroughly permeated by the fungus, are made
up in the form of small, orange-colored cakes, the surface
of which is covered with the conidia, whilst the interior is
both chemically altered and loosened in structure by the
mycelium.” Sect. 315 (p. 336-39) is titled “Oidium lactis and
allied species.” Also discusses Oidium lupuli, Matthews and
Lott (p. 338). Address: Prof. of Fermentation-Physiology and
Bacteriology, Imperial Technical High School, Vienna.
3029. Langworthy, C.F. 1911. Cheese and other substitutes
for meat in the diet. Yearbook of the United States
Department of Agriculture p. 359-70. For the year 1910. See
p. 363-64.
• Summary: Physiologists “admit that meat is not essential
to a well-balanced diet, and there are many who, for one
reason or another, are interested to know the rational ways
of lessening the amount of meat which they consume or of
replacing it with other foods.” “Meat apparently supplies “a
greater abundance than other foods of the substances which
stimulate the normal or natural flow of the digestive juices”
(p. 359).
The section titled “Dried beans and other legumes”
(p. 363-64) states: “In Eastern countries, where conditions
differ from those in Europe and America, the lack of
abundant supply of food animals has been responsible for the
production of a series of food products made from legumes,
chiefly the soy bean. By ingenious processes, the nitrogenous
material and more or less of the fat which the beans contain
are separated and made into a number of special articles of
diet, for instance, bean cheese or bean curd, a white material
not unlike cottage cheese in appearance, and soy, a thick
brown sauce which is the common flavoring material as
well as a condiment of millions of people who thus supply

nitrogenous material and flavor to a diet of vegetables, rice,
and other similar foods.”
The section titled “Commercial meat substitutes” notes:
“There are on the market numbers of proprietary or patent
foods recommended by their makers as meat substitutes.
For some it is claimed that they are made from nuts, and
judging from their flavor and other characteristics they
may be prepared from the peanut or other nuts, in part at
least. It has been suggested that some of these special foods
contain wheat gluten. Undoubtedly considerable quantities
of these foods are used by those who follow some one of
the vegetarian systems of diet, but they are not used in any
general way as substitutes for meat in the average home.”
Address: Expert in Charge of Nutriton Investigations, Office
of Experiment Stations [USDA].
3030. Leach, Albert E. 1911. Food inspection and analysis:
For the use of public analysts, health officers, sanitary
chemists, and food economists. 2nd ed. New York, NY: John
Wiley & Sons. London: Chapman & Hall, Ltd. xviii + 954 p.
Plus 40 unnumbered plates at end. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [ soy
ref]
• Summary: This 1911 printing of the second thousand
copies of the second edition is similar to, but not identical to,
the 1909 printing of the first thousand copies. The principal
changes are described on p. vi. None are related to soy.
Address: Late Chief of the Denver Food and Drug Inspection
Lab., Bureau of Chemistry, USDA; Late Chief Analyst of the
Massachusetts State Board of Health; 2. Chemist in Charge
of Food Investigations, Bureau of Chemistry, USDA.
3031. Loges, G. 1911. III. Arbeiten in unmittelbarem
Interesse der landwirtschaftlichen Praxis [III. Works in the
immediate interest of agricultural practice]. Bericht ueber die
Taetigkeit der Agrikulturchemischen Versuchsstation fuer die
Koenigl. Saechsische Oberlausitz zu Pommritz p. 2-9. For
the year 1910. See p. 2, 4-5, 8. English-language summary in
Experiment Station Report, p. 272. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Soybeans are called “Shoya” and the cake
“Shoyabohnenkuchen.” Under “feedstuffs,” analyses are
reported of soybean cake, peanut cake, and other seeds and
cakes. Address: Prof., Dr., Germany.
3032. Maitland, T.D. 1911. Appendix III. Annual Report of
the Curator, Eastern Province. Southern Nigeria. Annual
Report upon the Agricultural Department p. 33-37. For the
year 1910. See p. 37.
• Summary: On page 37 is a “List of seeds and plants
received during the year 1910.” One of these is “Soya Beans,
seeds.” Address: Curator, Agricultural Dep., Economic
Gardens, Calabar, Eastern Province, Southern Nigeria.
3033. Matthes, H.; Dahle, A. 1911. Ueber Phytosterin der
Sojabohnen [On the phytosterol of soya beans]. Archiv der
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Pharmazie (Berlin) 249(6):436-44. (Chem. Abst. 5:3737). [4
ref. Ger]
• Summary: A detailed discussion of the physical and
chemical characteristics of soy oil. The unsaponifiable
portion of soya bean oil amounts to about 0.7%, which
is easily separated into a crystalline portion (about 55%)
and a liquid portion (about 45%), by means of petroleum
ether (boiling point 50ºC) in which the latter is soluble.
The crystalline portion consists of two substances: (1)
About 2.4% of a phytosterol, melting at 169ºC, which
has two double linkages and is strongly levo-rotatory; it
is identical with the stigmasterol isolated from Calabar
beans by Windaus and Hauth (this Journal, 1907, p. 69);
(2) About 97% of a levo-rotatory phytosterol with one
double linkage and melting at 139ºC. The liquid portion
of the unsaponifiable portion of soya bean oil consists
of unsaturated oxygenated compounds, which give
the phytosterol reaction. Elementary analysis gave the
same proportion of carbon and hydrogen as in the case
of phytosterol (2). Experiments made to separate the
phytosterol-like constituent of the liquid portion by Windaus’
method with digitonin were unsuccessful.
Note: The authors were the first to separate stigmasterol
from soybean sterols. This is the earliest document seen (Oct.
2014) that uses the word “stigmasterol” in connection with
soybeans. By the 1950s, stigmasterol was one of the most
abundant raw materials for the synthesis of steroid hormones.
Address: Inst. fuer Pharmazie und Nahrungsmittelchemie,
Univ. of Jena [eastern Germany].
3034. Matthes, H.; Dahle, A. 1911. Ueber Sojabohnenoel
[On soybean oil]. Archiv der Pharmazie (Berlin) 249(6):42435. (Chem. Abst. 5:3737). [8 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Soybean oil has recently been consumed
in large quantities for technical industrial purposes. The
soybean and soy products are also recommended for
the production of foodstuffs and beverages. Although a
fairly rich literature on soybean oil exists, the chemical
composition is not yet known precisely.
Lewkowitsch (1905, vol. 2, p. 79) writes the following
about the composition of the oil: “The proportion of solid
fatty acids in the oil is approximately 11.5 per cent of the
total mixed fatty acids; Lane found 80.26 per cent of fatty
acids. The bulk of the solid fatty acids is stated to consist
of palmitic acid; the liquid fatty acids consist of oleic
and linolic acids. On exposure to air it dries slowly with
formation of a thin skin. The iodine number of the liquid
fatty acids is 131.”
We therefore considered an in-depth investigation of
the soybean oil (Sojaboenenoel) necessary and found the
following: 1. Soy oil (Sojaöl) contains a total of about 94%
fatty acids, 15% of which are firmly saturated, and 80%
liquid / unsaturated. The fatty acids are mostly glycerine
esters, with very little free fatty acids.

2. Only palmitic acid is present as solid fatty acid.
3. The liquid fatty acids consist of 70% oleic acid
(Oelsäure), about 24% linolic [later linoleic] acid
(Linolsäure), and about 6% linolenic acid (Linolensäure).
The latter acid (Linolensäure) has so far been found by
no other investigator.
We will report on the results of the investigations of the
unsaponifiable fractions of soybean oil in a separate / special
communication.
The oil’s constants (a table, p. 425-26): Samples of
the oils labelled “purified oil” and “unpurified oil” had
the following properties respectively: Specific gravity at
15ºC, 0.9260, 0.9265; solidification point, -11.5ºC, -12ºC;
refractive index at 40ºC, 1.4680, 1.4680; acid value, 5.7,
1.71; saponification value, 192.3, 194.3; iodine value (Hübl.,
after 18 hours action), 131.3, 132.6; Reichert-Meissl value,
0.75, 0.75; Polenske value, 0.78, 1.08; elaïdin reaction,
positive.
Contents of the rest of the article: Experiments on
the change in the constants of soybean oil by the action of
atmospheric air, moisture, and oxygen, with a six-month
daylight effect on the purified and unpurified oil (Exposure
of the oil for 6 months {in daylight} to moist air increased
the acid value, but lowered the iodine value. Pure oxygen,
both in the absence and presence of moisture, had no
influence on the iodine value).
Obtaining the fatty acids from the oil and its
constants. Overview table (p. 427) showing the influence
of atmospheric air, moisture, and oxygen at six-month
daylight effects on the purified and unpurified soybean
oil. Decomposition of (breaking down) fatty acids into
saturated and unsaturated. Separation and characterization
of unsaturated fatty acids. Further attempts to obtain pure
dibromide (das Dibromid rein zu gewinnen). Reduction of
tetrabromide and dibromide with zinc in alcoholic solution
(p. 433). Investigation of the solid, saturated fraction of fatty
acids obtained according to Farnsteiner. Determination of the
molecular weight of the acids of melting point 60-61ºC.
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2017) that contains a systematic and quantitative analysis of
soybean oil and its constants.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions linolenic acid. Address: Institute of Pharmacy
and Food Chemistry of the University of Jena (Institut fuer
Pharmazie und Nahrungsmittelchemie der Universitaet Jena)
[eastern Germany].
3035. Mexico. Ministerio de Fomento, Colonización
e Industria. 1911. La soya: Traduccion de varias
publicaciones extranjeras sobre la explotación de esta
planta [Soya: Translations of various foreign publications
on the development and cultivation of this plant]. Mexico:
Secretaria de Fomento. 57 p. [3 ref. Spa]
• Summary: The Ministerio de Fomento is the Ministry
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of Public Works. The first three-fourths of this publication
contains Spanish-language translations of the following
three articles: (1) “The soybean: A valuable fodder plant” by
H.J. Choles (p. 3-26). Contents: Introduction. Botany and
history of the soybean (de la Soya). Varieties. Cultivation:
Conditions of growth, methods of culture. Harvesting: When
to harvest, curing, harvesting for seed, yield of forage, yield
of seed. Chemical composition. Digestibility. Value and uses
of the crop: For green forage, as a silage crop, as a hay crop,
as a pasture plant, as manure, value of the soybean as human
food.
(2) “Utilization of soybeans” by E.S. Edic [sic, Edie]
from Estación Agrícola Central–San Jacinto. Jan. 1911 (p.
26-36). Contents: Introduction. Uses of the soyabean: As
a forage plant, hay, ensilage, soy oil (El aceite de soya),
soymilk (leche de soya), a type of cheese (una especie de
queso) [tofu], soy flour (harina de soya), use of soybean oil
for margarine (margarina), for soap, illumination, paints and
other industrial products, soy bean meal used as a fertilizer
on Chinese sugar plantations, soybeans as a legume for
enriching the soil with nitrogen.
Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term El residuo de la soya to
refer to soy bean cake or meal.
The cultivation of soybeans. Varieties of soybeans (6
varieties based on seed color and shape). A table (p. 33) gives
a nutritional analysis, conducted by Mr. S.H. Collins, of a
yellow variety from China. It contains: Moisture 10.23%.
Oil 13.62%. Proteins (albuminoides) 37.54%. Carbohydrates
27.27%. Fiber 5.02%. Ash 4.32%.
Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term una especie de queso to
refer to tofu.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that mentions soy flour, which it calls
harina de soya.
(3) “Importance of the Soybean: Products which can be
obtained from the soybean. Its marvelous value as food.”
reprinted from Milling magazine, Aug. 1909 (p. 36-42).
The last one fourth of this publication (p. 42-57)
discusses the following: The soybean (possibilities for
importation to Mexico). The new world trade in soybeans.
Soybean production in the British empire (Sir Alfred Jones,
soya in Africa, trials in British Columbia). Consumers of
soybeans (Countries that import the seeds, especially for
their oil to make margarine, soap, and paints; Canadian
research commission). As a food. Dark bread. Wheat
gluten. The latest news about soya: Products that can be
obtained (oil and meal), vegetable casein (caseina vegetal),
experiments making bread with soy flour, opportunity for the
manufacture of biscuits or crackers (galletas). Summary.
Note 4. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that mentions soy oil, which it calls El
aceite de soya.

Note 5. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term leche de soya to refer
to soymilk. As of Oct. 2013 leche de soya is the modern
Spanish term for soymilk.
Note 6. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the word albumiunodes to refer to
soy protein.
Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen that uses the term margarina to refer to margarine.
Address: Mexico.
3036. Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce, Farm Bureau
(Nôshômushô Nômukyoku). 1911. Nihon naichi ni okeru
shuyô shokuryô-hin kome mugi oyobi daizu juyô kyôkyû no
genzai oyobi shôrai [The present and future of the supply of
and demand for the main foods (rice, barley and soybeans)
in mainland Japan]. Tokyo: Seisan Chôsakai (Production
Investigation Group). 91 p. 22 cm. [Jap]*
Address: Japan.
3037. Mori, Rintaro. 1911. Japan und seine
Gesundheitspflege [Japan and its health care]. Tokyo:
Rikugunsho, Imukyoku. 417 p. 28 cm. [Ger]*
• Summary: See part 3, titled Japanische Soldatenkost
(“Japanese soldiers’ rations”). Rintaro Mori was born in
1860.
3038. Munzar, Josef. 1911. Luskoviny (lusteniny) [Pulses].
Prague: J. Otto. 118 p. Illust. 24 cm. [Cze]
• Summary: The section discussing the soybean (Bob soja)
is on pages 70-71. An illustration (non-original) shows the
soybean (Bob soja) plant. The author lived 1863-1926.
Address: Czechoslovakia.
3039. Neueste Erfindungen und Erfahrungen auf den
Gebieten der praktischen Technik, Elektrotechnik,
der Gewerbe, Industrie, Chemie, der Land- und
Hauswirthschaft: Hauptteil (Vienna). 1911. Ueber die
Fortschritte in der Haus- und Landwirtschaft. Die SojaPflanze [On progress in home economics and agriculture: the
soybean plant]. Pages 320-22. [Ger]
• Summary: From: Pappenheims “Oester.-Ungar MüllerZeitung”: The soybean [two spellings in German] (SojaBohne or Soya-Bohne) is a legume that originated in Asia.
It is similar to our string bean, and it has hairy pods and has
rounded seeds. The seeds are extraordinarily rich in protein,
fats, and mineral elements.
With regard to general nutrition, the soybean [a third
German spelling:] (Sojabohne) is extraordinarily interesting
in several points:
1. Vegetarianism and a plant-based diet (the soybean
is richer, or at least just as rich, in nitrogen content and fat
content as meat, and it replaces this to the full degree).
2. The milk issue (in its composition, soy milk (Soja-
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Milch) is nearly equivalent to animal milk).
3. Reconstruction of mineral elements, remineralization
(the soybean is extraordinarily rich in mineral salts,
especially in phosphoric acid).
4. For diabetics (the soybean contains very few
carbohydrates and very little sugar).
5. With vision (the nitrogenous element of the soybean
(Soja) is a casein which secretes little uric acid).
6. Digestion (the nutritious elements of the soybean are
easily digested and are exploited almost completely, and thus
just small quantities have a great deal of nutrition).
Aside from the issues of human nutrition, soybean
products (Sojaprodukte) or their residues also find use as
fodder for domesticated animals. Furthermore, the numerous
uses of the oil and the casein of the soybean in industrial
areas are to be taken into consideration.
This brief excerpt already sufficiently demonstrates the
extraordinary importance of this plant and its significance in
the nutrition and the industry of Europe.
Since the products based upon soy milk are of lesser
importance for our readers, we shall limit ourselves to the
products based upon soybean flour / meal (Sojamehl):
Soybean meal is obtained by grinding the shelled seeds
from which the skin has been removed in order to reduce the
formation of cellulose and, in so doing, to increase the easy
digestibility.
Soybean meal is of particular significance as a
consequence of its low content of carbohydrates and
primarily since it does not contain any starch which,
however, is why it has a higher content of nitrogen, fat, and
mineral salts.
The chemical composition is the following: A table
follows with two columns of the components and their
percentages and the six rows Nitrogen content, Fat content,
Carbohydrates, Mineral salts, Cellulose, and Water.
Soybean Bread for Diabetics: “It means great progress
in nutrition for diabetics,” says M. Dujardian-Baumetz. If
up until now, soybean bread (Sojabrot) has still not been
relatively widespread, this is due to the fact that it has first
of all been poorly produced and is heavy and unpleasant in
taste, and secondly that the soybean has been little known in
Europe and, as a result of that, it has been very expensive.
These two unpleasantries (poor preparation and costliness)
are easily remedied. Since I have perfected the fermentation,
I have obtained lighter bread and biscuits of a very pleasant
taste which may even gladly be eaten by healthy people.
Bread in General:
To the same degree that the milling process has been
perfected, wheat flour becomes lower in nitrogen content
and mineral salts (the bran is richer in these substances). The
high content of starch in wheat can be the cause of diabetes
with those who eat a lot of bread. For that reason, the attempt
has been made to produce a bread in which the dough is
mixed with casein or salts of a plant-based origin. But that

bread got too expensive. These inconveniences cannot be
easily remedied by anything more easily than by the use of
soy flour (Sojamehl) in the production of bread. These breads
fulfill all requirements, they are inexpensive, and they have a
good flavor.
Other Products Produced from Soybean Flour / Meal
(Sojamehl):
The most varied of foods can be produced from pure or
mixed soybean flour, such as soups, pastries, biscuits, cakes,
and so forth. The preparation of the foods with this meal is
valuable for diabetics, vegetarians, and tourists, since the
latter are especially instructed to consume as many nutritious
substances as possible, even in small quantities.
As already emerges from this brief excerpt, the
cultivation of the soybean would be good to consider in
the interest of public nutrition and public health. As we
have already heard, an English consortium has bought up
the entire production of soybeans in China and Manchuria
for years to come in order to produce the various soybean
products in a giant factory.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojaprodukte (soy products). This
word appears in 8 different issues of these newspapers from
1911 to 1946.
Note 3. With regard to the relative frequency of the
three different spellings of soybean (and their plurals) in the
ANNO database:
1a. Soja-Bohne: 85 hits from 1813 to 1943
1b. Soja-Bohnen: 60 hits from 1877 to 1947
2a. Soya-Bohne: 11 hits from 1894 to 1935
2b. Soya-Bohnen: 12 hits from 1894 to 1934
3a. Sojabohne: 1,455 hits from 1876 to 2007
3b. Sojabohnen: 1,720 hits from 1877 to 2007
3040. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha). 1911.
Nichi-Bei nenkan [Japanese-American yearbook. No. 7].
650 Ellis St., San Francisco, California. 647 p. Reprinted in
2001-02 in Tokyo by Nihon Tosho Senta. Series: Nikkei Imin
Shiryôshû. Dai 5-kai [Collected Documents on Japanese
Emigration. No. 5]. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This book is read and numbered from “back
to front” compared with typical English books; it is mostly
(99%) in Japanese. The English-language title page reads:
The Japanese American Year Book.
The book is divided into 12 parts, each numbered
separately. Contents: (1) Front matter, incl. 1 ad (5 p.) (2)
Table of contents (6 p.). (3) Map of California agriculture
(fold out, in Japanese, 1 p.). (4) Black and white photos on
unnumbered pages (12 p., front and back). (5) Ads (p. A-1 to
A-18). (6) Front part of Nichibei Nenkan No. 7 (p. 1-200),
including general information about America, Japanese in
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America, U.S. and agricultural census data, etc. (7) Ads (12
p.). (8) Nichibei Nenkan continued (p. 108 p., incl. original
printing and publication dates and data on last page). (9) Ads
(B-1 to B-66). (10) Directory of Japanese businesses and
other organizations in the USA (p. 1-152, as of 1910 Oct. 1)
(11) Ads (C-1 to C66). (12) New printing and publication
dates (2002 Feb. 25), data, and ISBN (1 p.).
This year book focuses on Japanese in California.
In early 1909, the California legislature “approved an
appropriation of $10,000 to be utilized for investigating
the conditions of the Japanese in that state. The duty of
directing the investigation naturally devolved upon the State
Commissioner of Labor Statistics (Rôdôkyoku-cho), Mr. John
D. Mackenzie. The work was begun on April 15, 1909, with
the appointment of 9 special agents,” 8 men and one women,
all white Americans. “There were no Japanese or other aliens
employed in any capacity. To this force were added for the
office work two expert statisticians and two stenographers.”
In early 1910, Mr. Mackenzie submitted to the governor of
California (Gov. Gilette) a 78-page report (K. Kawakami
1912, p. 343-44).
Basic information about how the survey was conducted,
its scope, and reaction to it is given on pages 27-28, 3645, 47, 61-62, 150-51 of this year book. The text is written
in the Japanese of the day, which included old-fashioned
characters, sentence structure, and grammar–and is thus
difficult for modern Japanese to read or translate. The
surveyors went to every part of California where Japanese
were believed to live, and eventually surveyed an estimated
95% of the Japanese in California.
Most Japanese welcomed the surveyors and responded
accurately and in detail on forms which were printed in
both Japanese and English. A very high percentage of the
forms were returned by mail to the survey headquarters. The
Japanese were also asked to fill out more specialized forms
such as business license, payment of taxes, no. of children
in school (incl. where and in what grades), occupation,
employment, land use, etc. This newspaper (Nichibei
Nenkan) obtained much information from this survey, and
(apparently) from another census begun on 15 April 1910 (or
is it 1909?); this one took one year and 5 days–finishing the
research in April 1911, at which point compilation began.
A key reason for the census was the strong anti-Japanese
feeling in California, stirred up by leaders of the labor
movement. The survey praised Japanese in California.
A table of U.S. farm crops (p. 54, near the front of
this book) shows that in 1911 some 2,785,516 bushels of
soybeans were produced in the entire USA worth $7,767,702.
Note: What is the source of these statistics? These are very
early statistics on soybean production in the United States–
earlier than any known USDA statistics.
A table of U.S. imports and exports from Japan (p.
74) shows that $109,316 worth of miso and shoyu were
imported; they were considered dutiable items, with a 40%

duty levied on each (part 2, p. 23).
The Directory shows Japanese companies making
soyfoods in California, Utah, Colorado, New York City,
Washington state, and Oregon. Address: San Francisco,
California.
3041. Noda Iwachi. 1911. [Hishigi miso] (Ad). In: Nichibei
Shinbun-sha. 1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook. No. 7]. p. C-41. [Jap]
• Summary: Ad (¼ page). This company sells various
goods including shiro miso [sweet white miso], Kinzanji
miso, and Hishigi Miso, made by Matsuda in Kobe, Japan,
and imported to the USA. Only the address in California is
given in English. Address: P.O. Box 114, Mountain View,
California. Phone: San Jose 5417 R 1.
3042. Nolton, Jessie Louise. ed. 1911. Chinese cookery in
the home kitchen: Being recipes for the preparation of the
most popular Chinese dishes at home. Detroit, Michigan:
Chino-American Publishing Co. 71 leaves, unnumbered. 24
x 13 cm.
• Summary: See next page. The preferred oils are sesamum
[sesame] oil and peanut oil. On one unnumbered page are
descriptions of two Chinese sauces; both probably contain
soy sauce: “Chinese Seasoning Sauce. A rather salty sauce
with a sort of meaty flavor. It is a necessity in preparing
Chinese dishes to obtain the peculiar flavor which makes the
chief charm of the dish.
“Chinese Flavoring Sauce. A sauce which is somewhat
like molasses in appearance and is used in most Chop Sooy
[Suey] dishes. These sauces are imported from China in jugs
of a distinctive Chinese pattern.”
The section titled “Luncheon menu” states: “A small
pot of soy, see yu, or see gow, as the Seasoning Sauce is
variously called should be at each place for use if further
seasoning of the food is desired.”
Contains 36 recipes.
Note: This is the earliest Chinese cookbook seen (Aug.
2014), published in the United States, that mentions soy in
any form. It is part of the Jacqueline Newman collection at
the State University of New York (SUNY) on Long Island.
Address: The Chicago Inter-Ocean.
3043. Okurasho Shuzeikyoku. 1911. Naikokuzei isan
53 [Domestic tax; treasure from the past 53]. Tokyo:
Tokyozeimu Kantoku-kyoku. 1 vol. 23 cm. [Jap]*
• Summary: This is a Japanese government publication.
Note: This is the 3rd earliest book in WorldCat / OCLC that
has miso as a subject or title word. Address: Japan.
3044. Pammel, Louis Hermann. 1911. A manual of
poisonous plants: Chiefly in eastern North America, with
brief notes on economic and medicinal plants, and numerous
illustrations. Cedar Rapids, Ohio: The Torch Press. viii + 977
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trouble was caused, but when fed alone it caused poisoning.”
A non-original illustration (line drawing, p. 520; see
Jared Smith 1896) shows the upper part of a soja bean plant
with two pods. L.H. Pammel was born in 1862. Address:
Ph.D., Prof. of Botany, Iowa State College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts.

p. See p. 520. Illust. 24 cm.
• Summary: The chapter on Leguminosae, under “Economic
plants” (p. 520) states: “The seed of the Adzuki bean
(Phaseolus mungo, var. glaber), is used as a food in Japan.
The soy bean... is used in large quantities by the Japanese
and Chinese for food, but is little used in the United States,
being here cultivated as a forage plant.
“Soy beans can only be fed in moderate quantities
to cattle because of their purgative properties. A loss of a
considerable number of cattle occurred in England recently
where soy bean cake has been used. When fed mixed no

3045. Pharmazeutische Zentralhalle fuer Deutschland. 1911.
Aus dem Handelsbericht von Gehe & Co. 1911 (Fortsetzung
von 825): Einfache Drogen–Semen dolichos soja [From the
trade report of Gehe & Co. 1911 (Continuation from p. 825):
Simple drugs–Seeds of the soybean (Dolichos soja)]. 52:898.
[Ger]
• Summary: Semen dolichos soja [Latin: Seeds of Dolichos
soja]. Since the oldest times, the soybean (Sojabohne)
(Soja hispida Mönch = Glycine soja = Dolichos soja L. =
Phaseolus hispidus Oken = Soja japonica Savi = Glycine
hispida Max.) has been among the most important crops
of East Asia. Indigenous to China, it has also been grown
in Japan for a long time and provides both lands with a
considerable component of the diet for people and animals.
There has been no lack of attempts to also bring the
soybean to the European market. It became known for the
first time in 1873 at the Vienna World Exposition. In spite
of that, for a long time there was no success in awakening
interest for it, except for its use with the production of
piquant “English sauces” [such as Worcestershire sauce]. It
is astonishing that in spite of the constant indications of the
great economic significance of the soybean, only in 1908
did the interest in it become lively. And in any case, that
happened in a way that was in fact unique in the history
of world trade: the importation of a previously completely
neglected good grew to fantastic heights, and in a short time,
the good conquered the world market!
The significance of the soybean lies primarily in its high
content of protein and fat. A comparison with other legumes
allows the superiority of the bean to be clearly recognized.
What they contain are as follows (in percentages): Table goes
here.
What is conspicuous is the high content of fatty oils,
which amounts to around ten times the fat of other species
of beans. Up to now, this oil has been obtained in China and
Japan in a very primitive manner that is not very rational. A
yield of only around 10 pct. is achieved. When the oil prices
reached extraordinary levels in 1906 and 1907, the most
favorable markets for the oil opened up all at once, as did
the markets for the residues of its pressing which are suitable
for livestock feed because of their protein content. The bean
cakes are highly digestible and, in comparison to cottonseed
cakes, produce a higher butterfat content in the milk of cows.
It may also be mentioned that the attempt has been made
to exploit the protein content of the beans for the production
of nutrient preparations. The relatively low content of
carbohydrates causes soybean meal (Sojabohnenmehl) to
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appear to be particularly suitable as a food for diabetics.
As early as twenty years ago, it was recommended for
the preparation of bread and biscuits, and it also found its
way into the world of medicinal products (Arzneischatz)
in the form of the preparation Sarton (Pharmazeutische
Zentralhalle für Deutschland [Pharmaceutical Central
Journal for Germany] 51 [1910], 324.)
The oil, which a long time ago was even obtained in
Gehe’s laboratory from soybeans (at a yield of 18 pct.) is
of a yellowish brown color and has an aroma that is not
unpleasant and is similar to olive oil. In flavor, though, it
takes second place to the latter. The specific gravity is equal
to 0.925. A laxative effect which the oil was supposedly
to possess according to some indications in the literature
could not be established. Aside from food purposes, soy oil
(Sojaöl) is suitable primarily for technical exploitation and
has taken on great significance for the soap industry. It serves
here as a substitute for cottonseed oil which has climbed
higher and higher in price since, like the latter, it provides a
smooth and easily foaming soap. It can also replace linseed
oil in part, at least in the manufacture of soap. It is not usable
for the production of paints and lacquers, as numerous less
than satisfactory trials have shown. Unfortunately, soy oil is
also excellently suited for the falsification of cottonseed and
linseed oils and on several occasions has already found use
for that.
The position of the soybean in trade (Handelsstellung)
is in any case ensured, and specifically soy oil appears to
be capable of creating a balance on the oil markets and to
lead the price fluctuations with linseed and cottonseed oil
onto healthier tracks. Manchuria and Southern China will
in fact be able to supply the market for years to come, but
the cultivation of the bean has already been attempted with
success in North America, Canada [sic, Canada is in North
America], West Africa, and other lands. And favorable
successes are also expected for the German colonies.
[The article continues to briefly discuss different types
of tea, and is continued in a later edition.]
3046. Porter, Robert P. 1911. The full recognition of Japan:
Being a detailed account of the economic progress of the

Japanese empire to 1911. London, New York, Toronto &
Melbourne: Henry Frowde, Oxford University Press. x + 789
p. See p. 745-57. Maps. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 47, titled “The Soya Bean,” begins:
“The history of the growth of the bean trade in Manchuria
is as captivating as the story of the rise of Jack’s famous
beanstalk of our nursery days. It reads more like a fairy
tale than a page from the Board of Trade Returns. Only
after one has travelled through the region where the Soy
Bean reigns supreme, and has seen the wharves and the
warehouses, the stations and the platforms, laden with bags
of Beans, and noted the thousands of queer-looking stacks
with pagoda-like roofs with which the country is dotted, and
which serve as temporary storehouses for the produce while
awaiting shipment, does one realise that it is not a fable, but
a veritable fact in the history of international commerce...
And the manifold uses, agricultural and industrial, as well
as dietary, to which the bean can be put, invest this generous
vegetable with increasing importance, and the future of the
Bean crop with romantic mystery.”
Maps show: (1) The journey round the world.
(2) Chosen (Korea). (3) Taiwan (Formosa). (4) The
Siberian railways. (5) The Japanese empire. Japan and
Hokkaido. Inset map of Karafuta (Japanese Saghalien). (6)
Administrative divisions and chief railways of Japan. (7)
The industries of Japan. Address: 108 Banbury Rd., Oxford,
England.
3047. Proteine [Proteins]. 1911. In: Emil Abderhalden. 1911.
Biochemisches Handlexikon. IV. Band [Biochemical pocket
dictionary. Vol. 4]. Berlin: Julius Springer. vi + 1190 p. p.
1-197. Index. 26 cm. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This long chapter contains 6 parts, each by
a different author. In the first part, titled “Proteins of the
plant world,” by Thomas Osborne (Yale Univ., New Haven,
Connecticut), the section titled on “Glycinin” (p. 7-8) notes
that glycinin, which is a globulin, is the main component
of the protein of the soybean (Sojabohne, Glycine hispida).
The section on “Legumelin” (p. 35-36) discusses both the
soybean and the adzuki bean.
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3048. Quarterly J. of the Department of Agriculture, Bengal.
1911. Cultivation of soy-beans in India. 4:17. For the year
1910-11. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a reprint of an article from the
Agricultural Journal of India (Calcutta). 5(3):277-78. July
1910.
“Soy-bean should be grown as a kharif (rainy season)
crop. The seed should be sown in June-July. The cultivation
is similar to that of other pulses grown in India, e.g., gram,
which however, is grown in the cold weather. The crop is
ripe in October-November.”
3049. Ramblers Club. 1911. The club woman’s cook book: A
collection of tested receipts... Minneapolis, Minnesota: The
Ramblers Club. 165 p. 20 cm. 2nd ed. 1913.
• Summary: The recipe for Chop Suey (p. 33) calls for “½
cup Chinese liquor,” which may well refer to soy sauce.
3050. Sawer, E.R. 1911. Cedara memoirs on South
African Agriculture. Vol. II. Containing reports on feeding
crops and livestock experiments in South Africa. Natal/
Pietermartizburg, South Africa. 371 p. See p. 131, 177, 183218. Report X. The Legumes as Grain and Oil Crops: Soya
Beans. [15 ref]
• Summary: A superb, early overview of soybeans and their
uses in South Africa and England. Contents: An agricultural
romance. Early experiments with the soya bean [in Europe
and South Africa]. Export trade from Manchuria. The
course of prices. Consumption in Great Britain. Botanical
character. The commercial aspect. History of the oil market
during 1910. The adaptability of the bean. Germination
of seed. Climatic requirements. Classification of varieties.
Variety tests at Cedara: Black seeded (Buckshot and Nuttall
tested in 1906), brown seeded, green seeded (Samarow and
Guelph), yellow seeded (Mammoth and Hollybrook, planted
Nov. 1908). The cultivation of the crop. Times of planting.

Distances of planting. Manure experiments at Cedara.
Nodule formation and composition of the plant. Harvesting
soya beans. Storage of seed. Comparative yields of grain.
Soya bean oil. Uses of the oil [for cooking, paint, soap, etc.].
Soya beans as human food (incl. natto, tofu, miso, yuba,
shoyu {p. 209-11}). Digestion experiments [on humans in
Japan]. Milling experiments. Soya beans as stock food and
fertiliser. Live-stock experiments. Soya cake as fertiliser.
Soya bean as green forage.
Concerning industrial utilization: The Vice-ConsulGeneral at Yokohama writes that “the annual value of
fertilisers employed in this country (Japan) amounts on an
average to about £8,000,000 represented in equal proportions
by artificial fertilisers and soya bean cake.” The year 1908
was exceptional, however, in that the value of the bean cake
was 3.5 times that of the artificial fertilizers (p. 184).
During 1910 the linseed oil reached its highest price in
50 years (p. 190). Soya oil, now produced in large amounts
in Manchuria after the Russo-Japanese war took its place. It
was used in making paints, candles, and soaps.
Concerning germination (p. 191): At Cedara: “The
first crop was planted in 1903, and a maximum yield of
920 lb. of grain obtained per acre. In the following season,
characterized by unfavourable weather conditions, the
heaviest yield on a new series of plots was 780 lb. per acre. A
third season’s trial on the same ground, however, witnessed
a marked increase with local seed, the heaviest crop totalling
1,252 lb. of grain.”
Concerning soybean cultivation in British colonies
in Africa (p. 192): “Early last summer the late Sir Alfred
Jones shipped to West Africa soya beans for experimental
purposes, and it was subsequently reported by Mr. A.G.
Turner, who was entrusted with a special mission to
encourage this culture on the west coast, that the soya bean
could be successfully cultivated throughout the Gambia,
Sierra Leone, Nigeria, and the Gold Coast Colony, but that
the yield to the first experiment had
only been from six to eight bushels per
acre, there having been a considerable
loss owing to faulty germination. Later
results, however, were phenomenally
successful.”
Concerning soybean trials in
South Africa (p. 192-93): “During the
past year favourable results have been
received from Umzinto [from Messrs.
Archibald and Co., 52 miles south
of Durban; elevation 300 feet], Nel’s
Rust Estate [64 miles north of Durban;
elevation 2,710 feet], Nottingham
Road [elevation 4,807 feet], and Naval
Hill [Mr. J.R.T. Clouston of Garrow
planted a few acres in 1908], Colenso
[elevation 3,200 feet], and Cedara [82
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miles by rail from Durban; elevation 3,540 feet; a number of
varieties were tested in 1906] in Natal; and from Barberton
and Pretoria in the Transvaal.”
Concerning comparative yields (p. 203): “As a grain
producer, the soya bean compares very favourably with other
leguminous crops, such as field beans, peas, etc. At Cedara
no other legume has produced, with chemical manures only,
so heavy a yield of seed; and no other legume, except the
lupine, has showed itself so much to be depended upon as a
grain producer.” “Land that will produce 10 muids of maize
per acre should yield at least six muids of beans after the
second year’s cultivation,...”
Concerning uses of the oil (p. 209): “Soya bean oil
has been found eminently suitable for the soap-makers’
purpose on account of its low content of free fatty acids and
of unsaponifiable matter or impurities. In the latter respect
it has been shown superior to any of the other oils or fats
of commerce, whether of vegetable or animal origin. The
glycerine, which is secured as a by-product of soap and
candle manufacture, is subsequently distilled for explosives,
such as dynamite, blasting gelatine, cordite, etc., and for
various purposes in the arts, for filling gas-metres, for the
manufacture of inks, printers’ rollers, etc. The residue from
the distillation of glycerine is used in the manufacture of
boot blacking.”
Concerning human digestion experiments (p. 212): “The
general opinion of Japanese investigators, and others familiar
with Oriental dietetics, is that the protein in articles of food
prepared from soya beans is in a very available form, and
that these preparations are most valuable foods.”
Five photos show various men standing in a crop of soya
beans and in some of the variety plots at Cedara (1909-11).
An illustration (line drawing) shows a curing frame for soya
beans.
Tables show: (1) Yields in lb. per acre of soya beans
sown at different times, during 3 years (19-3-04 to 1905-

06). For each year is given: Date
of sowing, date of harvest, yield of
grain and straw, and manures used
(superphosphate, gypsum, and potash).
The variety tested was Henderson’s
Early Green (Guelph) (p. 198). (2)
Results of manure experiments with
soya bean (Early Green) in lb. per
acre. Sown 4 Nov. 1904. Harvested 13
March 1905. Increasing yields “may
be attributed to the association of
nitro-bacteria, the benefits of constant
cultivation, and the accumulation of
humus and residues of fertilizers”
(p. 200). (3) Feeding value of soya
bean cakes for manure, based on
experiments by Messrs. Lever Bros.,
Port Sunlight, Liverpool (p. 215).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
that mentions the use of a soy oil or a soy oil derivative
(glycerine) in making printing inks.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2004)
that mentions the use of soy oil to make candles (one of two
documents).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
concerning the use of soy oil (or the glycerine derived from
it) to make explosives.
Note 4. The next section of this report (p. 218+) is about
ground nuts (Arachis hypogoea). Address: Director, Div. of
Agriculture and Forestry, Natal; Principal, Cedara School
of Agriculture; Formerly Asst. Secretary of Agriculture,
Southern Rhodesia.
3051. Shaw, Thomas. 1911. Soiling crops and the silo: How
to cultivate and harvest the crops; how to build and fill the
silo; and how to use the silage. New York: Orange Judd
Company. xii + 366 p. Illust. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: The sections on the soy beans in this 1911
edition are identical to those in the 1900 edition. Address:
Prof. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of Minnesota.
3052. Silver Manufacturing Co. 1911. Modern silage
methods. 8th ed... Salem, Ohio. 240 p. See p. 145-46. Illust.
Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: In the Introduction, the section on “History of
the silo” notes that in the United States, the construction of
silos intended for the production of silage began in the late
1870s. An estimated 500,000 to 750,000 silos exist in the
USA today.
Chapter 7, titled “Silage crops” is mainly about corn
(called “Indian corn”) which is “the main silage crop in this
country, and is likely always to remain so.” Near the end
of the chapter, a section on “Other silage crops” discusses
clover, alfalfa, cow peas, and “Soja beans (soy beans)” (p.
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Note: Charles Ainsworth Mitchell was born in 1867.
Address: 1. B.Sc. (Lond.), F.C.S.; 2. B.A. (Oxon.), F.I.C.
Both: London.
3054. Smith, Erwin Frink. 1911. Bacteria in relation to
plant diseases. Vol. 2. History, general considerations,
vascular diseases. Washington, DC: Carnegie Institution of
Washington. 368 p. See p. 69. Publication 27. A 3-volume
work published from 1905-1914. [200+* ref]
• Summary: Some bacteria attack the parenchyma of stems,
roots, bark, green leaves, etc., but they can do so only
when the tissues are in a rapidly growing, actively dividing
condition. “All of the leaf-spots are primarily diseases of the
parenchyma, and some of them are limited to quite restricted
areas of the parenchyma, e.g., leaf-spot of the carnation,
larkspur, soybean.” Smith lived 1854-1927. Each volume
contains a bibliography. Address: In charge of Lab. of Plant
Pathology, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.

145), and sorghum.
On the cover is a photo of a silo towering over a barn.
Address: Salem, Ohio.
3053. Simmons, W.H.; Mitchell, C. Ainsworth. 1911. Edible
fats and oils: Their composition, manufacture, and analysis.
London: Scott, Greenwood & Son. viii + 150 p. Illust. Index.
22 cm. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: The Preface notes that previously butter, lard,
and drippings were the principal food fats, but with the
introduction of margarine in 1872 by Mège-Mouries, many
new vegetable fats and oils have found their way into the
human diet, and the cost of food fats has been reduced. “The
popular prejudice against artificial butters has now been
largely dissipated...”
Chapter 2, titled “Raw materials used in the manufacture
of edible fats and oils” includes sections on “arachis oil
(earth-nut or pea-nut oil), sesame oil, and “soya bean oil”
(p. 20). The latter, which is generally pressed from the soya
bean in China, “is now coming extensively into use, and is
already employed for culinary purposes.” A table, based on
De Negri and Fabris, shows the following: Specific gravity
at 15ºC: 0.9242. Saponification value: 191. Iodine value:
121.3. Shea butter, mowrah-seed oil, and margosa oil, all
recently discovered, are sometimes used in the production of
“vegetable butter.”
Chapter 7, titled “Salad oil” contains long sections on
arachis oil (p. 77-78; the chief center of the industry is at
Marseilles, in southern France), and sesame oil (p. 79-80;
it is also called teel oil and gingelly oil, and in commerce
is sometimes known as “French salad oil. It contains a
phytosterol named sesamin and a phenol named sesamol).

3055. Squires, J.H. 1911. Report of the Agronomist. New
Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
21:25-28. For the year 1909-10.
• Summary: During 1910, the principal studies concerned
wheat. “Some work has been done with short season crops,
such as corn, beans, millet, and sorghum, following the
wheat; with very satisfactory results.
“General tests were made with peanuts, soy beans,
and castor beans; all of which seemed well adapted to this
locality” (p. 27).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that clearly refers to soybeans in New Mexico, or the
cultivation of soybeans in New Mexico. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in New Mexico,
or the cultivation of soybeans in New Mexico (1910). The
source of these soybeans is unknown. Address: Ph.D.,
Agronomy, Las Cruces, New Mexico.
3056. Stockdale, F.A. 1911. Soy beans. British Guiana
Report of the Department of Science and Agriculture
(Georgetown). p. 20-42. For the year 1909-10. See p. 29.
• Summary: In Section 2, “Economic,” is the following
subsection: “Soy beans.–Trials have been made during
the year with soy beans (Glycine hispida) at Georgetown,
Onderneeming, and at the Experimental Rubber Station in
the North West District. Seeds were obtained through the
Commissioner of the Imperial Department of Agriculture
from Antigua, but they grew unsatisfactorily and further
supplies were obtained from seedsmen in America.” In the
Experimental Brickdam Field a tiny yield of only 1¼ lb of
shelled beans from 14 square rods (1 rod = 16.5 feet) showed
that the variety experimented with would not thrive on the
heavy clay lands of this field. At Onderneeming School
Farm, out of a total of 7,038 holes planted, only 1,829
produced mature plants; the remainder dried up and died. At
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Issororo, the germination of the seeds was good, but young
plants on the flat were killed by heavy rains and those on
the hill grew poorly. “These trials indicate that the variety
of soy beans experimented with cannot be expected to grow
satisfactorily in the colony, but further efforts will be made
with other kinds.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in British Guiana (renamed Guyana
in 1966), or the cultivation of soybeans in British Guiana
(one of two documents). It was written in Aug. 1910, so
the soybeans were probably planted in the spring of 1910.
This document contains the second earliest date seen for
soybeans in British Guiana, or the cultivation of soybeans
in British Guiana (probably spring 1910). The source of the
soybeans was first Antigua, then the USA. Address: Asst.
Director, Science and Agriculture, and Government Botanist
[Georgetown, Demerara].
3057. Stuart, George A. 1911. Chinese materia medica:
Vegetable kingdom. Shanghai, China: American Presbyterian
Mission Press. 558 p. See p. 189-96, 411. 23 cm. Reprinted
in 1928 in Shanghai at the Presbyterian Mission Press. 2nd
rev. ed. by Ph. Daven Wei (18 July 1969, in Taipei, Taiwan).
[6 ref]
• Summary: Below the title is written: “Extensively revised
from Dr. F. Porter Smith’s work.” This excellent book
contains good summaries of the information on soyfoods
found in the famous Pen-ts’ao kang-mu (1578-1597) by Li
Shih-chen. Rev. Stuart, a physician (M.D.), minister, and
missionary in China, adds a number of observations on
medicinal properties ascribed to these foods by the Chinese.
He began to write this revision of Dr. Smith’s 1871 work
in 1900 when the Boxer trouble (movement) drove him to
Shanghai. He died shortly before the work was published
and before he was able to finish the Preface. The section
on the soy bean (p. 189-96) begins: “Glycine hispidia [sic,
hispida].–(Ta-tou), (Shu), (Jên-shu), (Jung-shu), (Shih-tou),
(Hei-tou), (Huang tou) (Chinese characters given before each
term). This is the same as Soja hispidia [sic, hispida] and
Dolichos soia [sic, soja], and is the Chinese and Japanese
soy bean. It has been known in China from ancient times,
and has always been considered by the Chinese as the
most important of the cultivated leguminous plants. A very
large number of varieties is found throughout the Empire,
especially in the north. The name ‘great bean’ applies to
the plant, not to the seeds, as these are quite small. It is
employed in China and Japan in the preparation of three
products which are of almost universal use in oriental
cookery. These are ‘bean oil,’ ‘bean-curd,’ and ‘soy.’
There are many varieties of this bean, which the Chinese
distinguish by the color of the seeds; these being black,
white, yellow, gray, azure, and spotted.”
“The black sort [of soybean] is used in medicine, and the
yellow is especially valued in the preparation of bean-curd

[tofu] and soy [sauce]. The black kind is not used much as
food as it is thought to render the body heavy. The Chinese
regard those things which give lightness to the body with
more favor than those which promote flesh and sluggishness.
The characters (Shu) (three separate Chinese characters are
given) are the classical name, while (Jên-shu) and (Jung-shu)
(Chinese characters given before each) are equally ancient
compound names for this plant. (Chinese characters given)
(Shih-tou), ‘bean-relish bean,’ indicates its use in making
the bean relish and soy [fermented black soybeans and soy
sauce].
“Medicinally, the black beans are considered to have
much value. Their frequent use is thought to have a most
beneficial effect upon the body, giving strength and vigor,
albeit with heaviness. This latter fact is the only objection
offered to the use of these beans. They are regarded as an
admirable counter-poison against most of the vegetable
poisons, such as Aconite and Croton tiglii. Carminative
and quieting properties are also ascribed to them. They
are prescribed in a large number of difficulties, notably
post-partum and sexual disorders; but as they are always
in combination with other active drugs, it may be readily
supposed that the beans play no very important part in these
prescriptions. The green bean hulls, 1317, chewed into a
pulp, are applied to small pox ulcers, corneal ulcer, and the
excoriation produced in children by urine. The bruised leaves
of the plant are used as a local application in snake bite.
The flowers, 1310, are used in blindness and opacity of the
cornea.”
“The bean sprouts, called (Ta-tou huang-chüan) and
(Tou-nieh) (Chinese characters are given before each term)
are also mentioned in the Pentsao. Bean-sprouts (Chinese
characters are given, Tou-ya) are a common article of diet
with the Chinese, but these former are made with the black
bean and are especially used in medicine. Li Shih-chen gives
the following method of preparation: “On a water day (Three
Chinese characters) soak black beans in clear water, and after
the sprouts have grown, take off the hulls and dry the sprouts
in the shade.” Their medical properties are considered to be
laxative, resolvent, and constructive. They are reputed to
have special influence upon the growth of the hair, and to be
curative in ascites and rheumatism.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term Ta-tou huang-chüan or
the term Tou-nieh to refer to soy sprouts.
Note 2. Webster’s Dictionary defines ascites
(pronounced uh-SAIT-ez, and first used in the 14th century)
as “accumulation of serous fluid in the spaces between
tissues and organs in the cavity of the abdomen.”
“The yellow variety of beans is also given a separate
discussion in the Pêntsao. As was before said, these are
used for the most part in the preparation of bean oil, beancurd, and soy [sauce]. The beans and pods of this variety
are larger than those of the black kind, and in the green state
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they are highly esteemed by the Chinese as an article of food
[green vegetable soybeans]. But they are also considered
‘heavy,’ and if partaken of too freely they are thought to
produce jaundice. They are considered to be carminative
and deobstruent, and are recommended in ascites. Locally
they are applied to smallpox ulcers. The ashes of bean stalks
are specially recommended as an application to unhealthy
granulations in hemorrhoids (possibly fungous growths of
the anus).
“The [soy] oil, (Chinese characters for bean + oil)
(Tou-yu), is considered to be very slightly deleterious, and
is used as a local application to ulcers and skin diseases,
and for removing bandoline (defined by the Oxford English
Dictionary as “a gummy preparation for fixing the hair or
a moustache” and in use by 1846) from the hair. This oil is
manufactured in large quantities, especially in Manchuria,
and is shipped to every part of China. It is used as food,
chiefly by the poorer people, and was formerly used as a
burning oil; but kerosene has now almost superseded it for
this latter purpose. It is usually dark colored, and has a not
very pleasant odor.”
On page 411 we read: “Soja hispida–(Chinese characters
for white + bean) (Pai-tou). Also called (Chinese characters
are given) Fan-tou. This is a small bean, a variety of Glycine
hispidia [sic, hispida], the stalks of which, when young, are
eaten as a pot-herb. The bean is sometimes used to make soy
[sauce] and bean-curd, and is eaten boiled and as a congee.
It is considered to belong to the kidneys, therefore those
suffering from diseases of this organ should use it. The bean
is regarded as very nutritious, and both it and the leaves
benefit the viscera.”
Note 3. Congee is rice cooked with excess water to
make a porridge. In China, there are many types of medicinal
congee (jook) containing grains, vegetables or herbs, eggs,
meat, etc. See: Flaws, Bob. 1995. The Book of Jook: Chinese
medicinal porridges. Boulder, Colorado: Blue Poppy Press.
$16.95. Address: Rev., M.D., Shanghai, China.
3058. Stuart, George A. 1911. Chinese materia medica:
Vegetable kingdom. Bean relish (Document part). Shanghai,
China: American Presbyterian Mission Press. 558 p. See p.
191-93. 23 cm. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Bean relish (Salted beans) (Chinese characters
given) (Ta-tou-shih) is a product much valued by the
Chinese. The meaning of the character (Shih) is difficult to
render in English. It refers to salted and fermented beans,
and is applied to both the prepared beans themselves and to
other preparations made from them, some of which are in
liquid form. For this last reason, this character is sometimes
thought to refer to ‘soy.’ But the term ‘relish’ will be used
for this product to distinguish it from soy, which will be
found described a little later. T’ao Hung-ching (V Century)
says that Puchou in Shansi and Shenchou in Honan were
places noted for the excellence of this product. He says that

at Shenchou there is produced a liquid bean relish which in
10 years will not spoil, but for medical purposes it is not so
good as other kinds, as no salt was used in its manufacture.
On the other hand, Meng Shen (VII Century) says that the
Shenchou liquid bean relish is better than the ordinary kind.
He gives its composition as follows: ‘Use Hispidia [sic,
Hispida] beans which have been fermented, first steaming
them soft. To each peck add of salt four pints, pepper
(Chinese characters given), four ounces. In the spring time,
let stand three days; in summer, two, when it will be half
ripe. Then add five ounces of ginger (Chinese characters
given), and let stand to clarify. Use only the clear part.’ Li
Shih-chen says: ‘All sorts of beans can be used in making
this product, but that made from the black bean is used in
medicine. There are two kinds of this relish: one called
insipid relish (Tanshih, Chinese characters given), and the
other salty relish (Chinese characters given, Hsien-shih). The
liquid form of the former is the one most used in treating
diseases. To make this, in the sixth month take two or three
pecks of the black Hispidia beans, wash clean and soak in
water over night. Drain off the water and steam soft. Spread
out upon matting, and after it has become slightly cool, cover
with artemisia stalks. Examine it every three days to note
the process of fermentation. The layer of Mycoderma which
grows on top should not be allowed to become too thick.
When sufficiently fermented, take out and dry in the sun
and sift clean. Use clean water and mix into a half-dry-halfmoist condition, just so that the juice will exude between the
fingers when the material is squeezed in the hand. Put into
an earthenware jar and pack firmly, cover with a layer of
mulberry leaves three inches thick, and seal up with clay. Set
the jar in the sun every day for seven days. Then take out and
dry for a little while in the sun, and again moisten with water
and repack in the jar as before. This do seven times, and then
boil again, spread on matting, dry with fire, pack again into
the jars, and seal up for future use.’
“’The method of making the salty relish is as follows:
Take one peck of Hispidia beans and soak them in water
three days. Wash, steam, and spread out in a store room, and
when they have fermented, take them up, sift them clean
and wash in water. For every four catties take one catty of
salt, half a catty of shredded ginger, and of peppers, orange
peel, thyme, fennel, and apricot kernels, a sufficient quantity.
Put all into an earthen jar and cover with water to the depth
of an inch. Cover with bamboo skin, and seal up the mouth
of the jar. Place in the sun for one month, when it will be
finished. To prepare the liquid bean relish, between the tenth
and first moons take three pecks of good salted beans. Boil
fresh hempseed oil until it smokes; then put in the beans and
cook thoroughly. Spread the mixture out on matting and dry
in the sun. When it is dry, steam again. Repeat this process
three times, and then add a peck of white salt and pack all
well together. Pour on hot water and percolate three or four
gallons. Put into a clean caldron and add pepper, ginger,
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onion, and shredded orange peel, and boil all together until
it is evaporated one-third. Then put into a whole vessel and
let stand, and it will develop an exceedingly fine flavor.’ In
addition to the bean relish several other kinds are made, such
as bran relish, melon relish, and soy relish; but these are for
food and are not used in medicine.
“These salted beans and their derivatives are used
medicinally in various ways. The insipid relish is used in
the treatment of colds, headache, chills and fever, malaria,
noxious effluvia, irritability, melancholy, decline, difficult
breathing, painful and cold feet, and for the destruction of
poisons in pregnant domestic animals. In the treatment of
fevers and perspirations, it should be cooked into a paste.
For driving away melancholy, the uncooked article should
be made up into pills and taken. For chills and fever, colds
on the chest, and for ulcers, it is boiled and eaten, as it also
is in the case of dysentery and colic. It may also be used for
the treatment of ague, bone disease, poisons, marasmus, and
dog bite. It is useful in expelling gas, benefiting the internal
organs, treating colds and cold poisons, and for nausea.
“The Puchou relish has a very salty and cooling taste.
It corrects irritability, fever, poison, cold, and decline. It
benefits all of the internal organs, is diaphoretic, opens up the
passages, destroys astral influences, and clears the breathing
(‘opens up the nose’). The Shenchou liquid relish also allays
irritability and feverishness. These are employed medicinally
in obstinate dysentery, hematuria, locomotor ataxia, (Chinese
characters given, Shou-chio-pu-sui), excessive hemorrhage
in abortion, threatened abortion, difficult labor, tinea,
venereal sores, stings of insects, scorpion bites, horse bites
(anthrax?), wine drinkers’ disease, foreign objects in the eye,
and thorns in the flesh.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2008) in
which soybeans are referred to as “Hispidia beans.” The term
is used three times.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2011) that mentions unsalted / bland fermented
black soybeans, which it calls “insipid relish (Tanshih,”
Chinese characters given).
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2011) that uses the term “bean relish” or the term
“Ta-tou-shih” or the term Hsien-shih to refer to fermented
black soybeans. Address: Rev., M.D., Shanghai, China.
3059. Stuart, George A. 1911. Chinese materia medica:
Vegetable kingdom. Bean ferment (Document part).
Shanghai, China: American Presbyterian Mission Press. 558
p. See p. 193-94. 23 cm.
• Summary: “Bean Ferment.–(Chinese characters given)
(W.-G.: Tou-huang; pinyin: douhuang = bean + yellow). This
is the fermentation pellicle (Mycoderma) which forms on the
top of fermenting beans, as the mother-of-vinegar forms on
the top of vinegar in its process of preparation. The pellicle
contains, in addition to the mycetes of fermentation, various

kinds of moulds and mildews.” To make the product, “Take a
peck of black beans and thoroughly steam them. Spread upon
matting and cover with artemisia stalks, as in the process
of preparing soy [sauce]. When the pellicle is formed on
top, take it off, dry in the sun and powder, when it is ready
for use. The taste is sweet and cooling, and the substance
is non-poisonous. It is specially recommended in the
treatment of rheumatism, especially that of the knees, for the
insufficient action of the five viscera, spleen, and stomach,
giving strength to the body, lubricating the muscles and skin,
improving the complexion, invigorating the marrow, and
toning up the system generally, enabling one to eat fats. It is
sometimes combined with pork fat and made into pills for
producing flesh. A hundred pills should be take at one time.
Fat people should not use this substance. Chewed into a
paste and applied to eczema, it proves very efficacious.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2012) that contains the term “Bean Ferment” or
the Chinese term or characters “Tou-huang” or the word
“pellicle” or the term “fermentation pellicle” or the word
Mycoderma, which it uses to refer to a fermented specialty
soyfood.
Note 2. Eczema, a skin disorder, was later recognized to
be, in many cases, an allergic reaction. Address: Rev., M.D.,
Shanghai, China.
3060. Stuart, George A. 1911. Chinese materia medica:
Vegetable kingdom. Bean curd (Document part). Shanghai,
China: American Presbyterian Mission Press. 558 p. See p.
194-95. 23 cm.
• Summary: “Bean curd.–(2 Chinese characters given = 2Cc)
(Tou-fu). The method of making bean curd had its origin in
the Han dynasty, during the reign of Huai Nan Wang (A.D.
23), at Liuan. All sorts of black beans, yellow beans, white
beans, clay beans, green beans, and peas can be used in its
preparation. The process of manufacturing is given in the
Pêntsao as follows: ‘Wash the beans and crush them in
water. Skim off what floats, and boil. Make a natron [sodium
carbonate] solution, or a decoction of the leaves of Shan-fan
(2 Cc), Symplocos prunifolia, or use sour soy vinegar, and
add to the beans. Heat all together in a cauldron. Afterwards
pour into a large jar in which has been placed powdered
gypsum and mix well together.
“What will be produced is a saltish, bitterish, sour,
acrid mixture, and what congeals upon the surface of the
compound is to be taken out and dripped clean of the other
solution. This is bean-curd.’ The taste is sweet, alkaline,
and cooling. It is considered to be slightly deleterious. It is
thought that the ingestion of bean curd prevents the curing
of diseases, but if carrots are put with the bean curd, this
action is prevented. It is reputed to be beneficial to the
internal organs, improving the breath, harmonizing the
spleen and stomach, removing flatulence, and expelling evil
gases from the bowels. Used warm it disperses subcutaneous
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hemorrhage. It is prescribed in chronic dysentery,
ophthalmia, swellings, and drunkenness.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020)
that mentions the word “flatulence” in connection with soy.
Address: Rev., M.D., Shanghai, China.
3061. Stuart, George A. 1911. Chinese materia medica:
Vegetable kingdom. Soy [Chinese miso and soy sauce]
(Document part). Shanghai, China: American Presbyterian
Mission Press. 558 p. See p. 195-96. 23 cm.
• Summary: “Soy.–(Chinese character given) (Chiang).
Common names are (Chinese characters given) (Chiangyu [soy sauce]) and (Chinese characters given) (Shih-yu
[fermented black soybean sauce]). Li Shih-chen says that
the Chinese name indicates the power of this substance to
counteract the poison which may exist in food. Several forms
of soy exist, such as flour soy, made of wheat or barley flour;
sweet soy, of similar composition, but varying slightly in the
method of manufacture; and bean soy, made of various kinds
of beans, but more particularly of the Hispidia [sic, Hispida]
bean. One method of manufacture is as follows: ‘Take of
Hispidia beans three quarts, and boil in water. Mix with
twenty-four catties of flour and allow to ferment. To every
ten catties of the mixture take of salt eight catties, of well
water forty catties; mix and allow to stand until it is ripe.’
“Several other methods of manufacture are given in
the Pêntsao, differing in various respects from this, but
the method here given will suffice to illustrate the mode of
manufacture. Soy is a black, thin liquid, having an agreeable
saltish flavor, and frothing up of a yellow color when even
slightly shaken. It is the universal sauce of the Chinese
and Japanese, and is largely exported to India and Europe
as a convenient menstruum for other flavoring substances
used as condiments. In China it is both made in large
quantities by shops and in smaller quantities by domestic
manufacture. It is considered to provoke the appetite and to
correct any injurious qualities of food. It is laxative, cooling,
and antidotal to various poisons, according to Chinese
estimation. It is often applied to burns, scalds, eczema, and
leprous sores. Its use is considered beneficial in threatened
abortion and the hematuria of pregnancy.
“Two other kinds of soy are mentioned in the Pêntsao,
each made from the seeds of different species of elm tree.
One is called (Yü-jên-chiang) and the other (Wu-i-chiang)
(Chinese characters given before each term). In regard to
these two terms for elm, see the article on Ulmus. Both these
kinds of soy are considered to be laxative, diuretic, and
anthelmintic [expelling or destroying parasitic worms esp. of
the intestine]. They should not be used to excess, as they are
considered to have some deleterious properties.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020)
stating that soy sauce is used to treat eczema, a skin disorder.
Address: Rev., M.D., Shanghai, China.

3062. Takenob, Y. 1911. Japan Year Book. Tokyo: Japan Year
Book Office. 800 p. See p. xii, 48, 133, 319-20, 368-69, 39092, 412, 548, 554-55, 559, 583, 591-92, 606, 695, 723. Sixth
annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary: This issue gives statistics for the Japanese
empire: Japan Proper, Korea, and Formosa.
Page 320. In the chapter on “Agriculture.” A table shows
production of soy beans, potatoes, and sweet potatoes, 19041908 (in 1,000 koku). Production of soy beans increased
from:
3.710 million koku in 1904
3.261 million koku in 1905
3.517 million koku in 1906
3.667 million koku in 1907
3.842 million koku in 1908. Address: Japan.
3063. Takushoku Kyoku, Japan. 1911. Daizu ni kansuru
chôsa [Survey of soybeans]. Tokyo: Takushoku Kyoku. 2 + 6
+ 406 p. 23 cm. Series: Takushoku Kyokuhô no. 25. [Jap]*
• Summary: This survey was conducted in Manchuria,
Chosen (Korea), and Japan. Takushoku means
“colonization,” so the survey was conducted and published
by the colonization office. Includes bibliographic references.
Note: This is the 2nd earliest known book about
soybeans written in Japanese.
3064. Tsuyutani, Heiji. 1911. Tôfu no goyô [An order for
tofu]. Kobe: Tsuyutani-dô. 71 p. 19 cm. [Jap]*
• Summary: In the olden days (as late as the 1950s), tofu
vendors peddled their wares down every street in major
cities. They would wait outside for potential customers to
come out and buy. Address: Kobe, Japan.
3065. Wakerley, F. 1911. Report of experiments on the
feeding of dairy cows. (a) Linseed cake v. soya bean meal.
Midland Agricultural and Dairy College, Reports on
Experiments with Crops and Stock 9:57-66. In the year 19101911.
• Summary: These experiments were carried out in early
1911. Soy bean meal differs little from soya bean cake except
that it contains less oil. Since the cake, when fed to dairy
cows, has been accused of having an undesirable influence
on dairy products, these experiments were undertaken with
a view of finding out whether any ill effects were noticeable
when the substance used was deprived of most of its oil.
Soya bean meal was compared with linseed cake
in a mixed ration for cows. Eight cross-bred Shorthorn
cows, weighing between 10 cwt. and 11 cwt. [1 cwt =
hundredweight = 112 pounds], were selected for the trial.
The daily ration consisted of 2 lb. mixed meal (bran, sharps,
and dried grain), 14 lb. hay, 7 lb. chopped straw, 56 lb.
mangolds, and either 5 lb. undecorticated cotton cake or 4½
lb. linseed cake or 4½ lb. soy bean meal. The experiment
was arranged so that four animals were fed for a fortnight (2
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weeks) on linseed cake and the succeeding fortnight on soy
bean meal, while the other four animals during the month
were given first soy bean meal and then linseed cake.
The total milk yields were: from linseed cake 2,684½
lb.; soy bean meal 2,668 lb.; and undecorticated cotton cake
2,654¼ lb. Linseed cake also gave a greater increase in live
weight–35 lb. as with 9 lb. from soy bean meal–for the 8
animals.
The quality of the milk from soy bean meal was slightly
superior to that from linseed cake as determined by the fat
and butter tests. The manurial residue from soy bean meal
was superior to that from linseed cake. On the whole, taking
into consideration the higher price of linseed cake, there was
little to choose between this cake and soy bean meal.
Linseed cake was also compared with cocoa-nut cake.
Address: M.Sc, F.H.A.S., Agriculture.
3066. Ward, Artemas. 1911. The grocer’s encyclopedia–
Encyclopedia of foods and beverages. New York, NY:
Published by the author. 748 p. Illust. (color). 29 cm.
• Summary: Soy-related entries: Bean (p. 49-54): “The bean
of European history is the Broad or Windsor variety,...” “The
principal beans of United States cultivation are the Kidney
and Lima, both of them believed to be native to South
America.
“The Kidney Bean is the Haricot of the French and in
Great Britain is sometimes called the French bean.” The
many varieties can be classified into “tough podded” and
edible podded.” “The ‘tough podded’ class produces the
bulk of the dried beans of commerce, variously known as
‘Kidney Beans,’ ‘Navy Beans,’ ‘Marrow Beans,’ ‘Black
Beans,’ ‘Turtle Beans,’ etc., in many colors, shapes and
sizes.” “’Flageolets’ are cultivated with special regard to
the consumption of the fresh seeds or beans.” To the “edible
podded” class of kidney beans belong Wax or Butter Beans,
the Cranberry Bean or Red Speckled Bean, String Beans,
Snap Beans, French Beans. “Pea Beans are the Cowpeas of
the agriculturist.” “Among numerous other ‘special’ varieties
are the Soy Bean (which see), Asparagus Bean, Frijole, Lablab (or Egyptian Kidney), Red Bean [Azuki?], and Scarlet
Runner.” Asparagus Beans are known as Tou Kok by Chinese
gardeners in California.
“Catsup, Catchup, Ketchup: a word derived from
the name of an East Indian pickle, which was formerly
applied specifically to the boiled spiced juice from salted
mushrooms, but is now freely attached to various sauces
(sold both bottled and in bulk) which consists of the pulp–
bottled, strained and seasoned–of various fruits, as tomatoes,
green walnuts, etc.” Note 1. At “Catchup” and “Ketchup” we
are told to see “Catsup.”
Locksoy ([Lock Soy], p. 346): “Rice boiled into a paste
and drawn into threads, imported from China. It is used to
thicken soups.”
Nuts (p. 412-13): A table shows the nutritional

composition of all major American nuts, including almonds,
chincapin [chinquapin] or water chestnut, chufa (earth
almond), cocoanut, peanut, and peanut butter. “Many special
nut foods, such as malted nuts, meat substitutes, etc., have
been devised and extensively advertised by manufacturers
for general dietetic use and for the special needs of
vegetarians and fruitarians. It is said that some of these
products contain soy beans, but apparently the peanut is very
important in their composition.
Sauces (p. 552-53): In bottled sauces, vinegar is the
most common liquid ingredient. “Commercial sauces of the
Worcestershire kind, if of good quality, generally have Soy
(which see) as their chief character ingredient. A typical
formula of Worcestershire-style includes, in addition to
Vinegar and Soy, a considerable percentage of lime juice,
onions and tamarinds and small quantities of garlic, fish
(as anchovies or pickled herrings), red chilies and spices.
The product, after cooking, is strained through fine hair
sieves. Leicester Sauce resembles Worcestershire in general
characteristics but is less pungent.”
Soy (p. 576-577): “A brown sauce, valuable to the
commercial sauce market, made from the Soy Bean, a native
of Southeastern Asia [sic] and widely grown in China and
Japan. The beans are boiled, mixed with ground wheat or
other grain, salt, etc., and allowed to ferment for a month
or 6 months. The liquid is then strained off and clarified.
Molasses is frequently added. In appearance it resembles
Worcestershire Sauce, of which it is an important ingredient.
It should not be too salt [salty] or too sweet, and although
thick and syrupy, should be clear. When shaken in a bottle
or glass it should, if it is genuine, leave a bright yellow
film on the glass. Being a very desirable article, it is often
counterfeited.”
Soy bean (p. 577): “Commercial and government
circles, both in Europe and this country are devoting
increased attention to the cultivation of the Soy Bean as a
food product, as it contains a large percentage of protein and
a fair amount of fat, thus resembling meat in general nutritive
value. The cell-walls of the raw bean are very tough, but
thorough cooking makes it readily digestible. Boiled with
bacon and other fatty broths until soft and then seasoned, the
result is a vegetable dish very pleasing to the average palate.
If the beans are dry, a preliminary soaking to remove the
skins is necessary.
“The Soy Bean is largely consumed in Japan, China
and other parts of Asia as an adjunct to rice and other foods,
taking the place of meat in the popular dietary. It is most
popular in these countries in fermented form, the best known
types being Shoyu or Soy Sauce; Tofu, a kind of cheese;
Miso, Soy Bean ‘Milk’ [sic]; Yuba, the evaporated product
of ‘Miso” [sic], and Matto [sic, Natto], a product obtained
by simple fermentation of the boiled beans. The various
degrees and styles of fermentation serve the double purpose
of rendering the beans more easily digestible and producing
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new flavors, just as by the fermentation of milk and cream
we produce the different flavors of cheese.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “Soy Bean ‘Milk’”
(regardless of capitalization) in to refer to soy bean milk.
“The plant is an annual, growing chiefly in bush form...”
The different varieties are classified principally by the color
of the beans: “Black, Yellow, White and Brown,... Types of
all these four classes are grown to some extent in Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland, and the first three also in this
country, in North Carolina and other Southern States. Under
favorable conditions a single plant may bear a hundred or
more pods.
“Because of the fact that the beans contain little if any
starch, they have been recommended as a desirable food
for diabetics, and Soy Bean Bread and Soy Bean Meal are
prepared for that purpose in Paris. The dried beans are also
used in Switzerland and elsewhere as a coffee substitute.” An
illustration shows the top of a soy bean plant, with leaves,
pods, and flowers.
Note 3. This book is full of fascinating information
about the food system in the USA in 1911, with entries
such as cold storage (first attempted in 1860, it has grown
to extraordinary proportions), coloring matter (great
improvements, no longer harmful), ice and refrigeration
(ice manufacture dates from about 1870; today nearly 200
companies produce ice for general sale, mostly using the
compressor and anhydrous ammonia). Dictionary of food
names in five languages (English, French, German, Italian,
and Swedish, p. 710-724) and a dictionary in English of
“Culinary and bill-of-fare terms” (p. 741-45). Note: Soy is
not mentioned in either the dictionary or the list of terms.
Note 4. The author, Artemas Ward, lived 18481925. His father was Henry Dana Ward (1797-1884), his
grandfather was Thomas Walter Ward (1758-1835), and his
great-grandfather was Artemas Ward (1727-1800), the first
Commander-in-Chief of the colonial troops before the arrival
of George Washington (a little-known Virginia planter) on 3
July 1775. Thereafter he served as second in command after
Gen. Washington and was a Major General in the American
Revolutionary War. Address: Formerly (from 1874) founder
and editor of The National Grocer, 30 Union Square, New
York.
3067. Wehmer, Carl. 1911. Die Pflanzenstoffe–Botanischsystematisch bearbeitet: Chemische Bestandteile und
Zusammensetzung der einzelnen Pflanzenarten, Rohstoffe
and Produkte. Phanerogamen [Vegetable materials–
Organized according to systematic botany: Chemical
constituents and composition of the various plant species,
raw materials and products. Phanerogams]. Jena, Germany:
Verlag von Gustav Fischer. xvi + 937 p. See p. 362-63. 814.
Index. 26 cm. [28 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The entry for each plant species is accompanied

by an extensive bibliography, which is hard to use because
most journal titles are abbreviated, but spelled out only at the
beginning of the book. The entry for the soybean reads: 903.
Glycine Soja Sieb. (Soja hispida Mnch, Dolichos Soja L.).
Sojabohne.
Japan, China, widely cultivated, also in Europe, several
varieties (white, yellow, black, etc.), numerous forms–Seed
(Sojabohne) used as a foodstuff, also the source of a fatty
oil (Sojabohnenöl, Bohnenöl, bean oil; used as a human
food in China and Japan, also used technically) soy sauce
(Sojasauce, Shoju).
Leaves: Gives their composition.
Seeds: Gives their composition. Oil: Gives its
composition.
Minerals in the ash.
Sprouts. Address: Prof., Dr., Dozenten an der Kgl.
Technischen Hochschule zu Hannover [Germany].
3068. Wicherley, William. 1911. The whole art of rubbergrowing. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: J.B. Lippincott Co.; or
London: The West Strand Publishing Co., Ltd. 154 p. See p.
146-51.
• Summary: In Chapter 16, titled “The soya bean” (p. 14651), the author is encouraging the cultivation of soya beans
in Ceylon. “Early last year the authorities in the Malay States
embarked upon a scheme of raising soya on a large scale, but
the latest reports point to an all-round failure, first as to yield,
and again as to the possible profitable exploitation of the
plant. The same thing happened two years ago in Java, and
also in the Philippines, where great things were prophesied
for the soya by the already optimistic and enthusiastic
American colonists. In each case–and generally the same
may be said in every instance where, given the proper soil
and climate, the soya bean fails to yield profitably–the fault
was wholly due to a want of practical knowledge of its
cultivation.”
“Now, it is extremely doubtful whether there are
more than half-a-dozen Europeans who have a practical
acquaintance with the successful growing of the soya bean,
since the Chinese, always jealous of the secrets of a craft
in which they have no rivals throughout the universe, have
carefully avoided every attempt by outsiders to become
acquainted with the system under which they produce
the bean in such enormous quantities, and in so perfect a
condition for export to Europe and elsewhere.”
“I present the secret, therefore, to the reader of these
pages with the greatest confidence and pleasure.” He then
explains that the key is proper inoculation of the soil. To
accomplish this, soybeans are planted in any light, sandy
friable soil without inoculation, broadcasting 4-5 bu/acre of
seed. Six weeks after the plants have emerged and begun
to branch, the crop is plowed under. The ground is again
leveled, and the crop proper at once drilled in, the rows being
6 inches apart with 4 inches between plants in each row.
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“Under this system the soil is thoroughly and effectively
inoculated, and the crop, other things being equal, will
mature in 8 or 9 weeks from the time of sowing.”
“During the past year eminent millers both in England
and on the Continent turned their attention to this residue
material [defatted soy flour, produced at Hull {England} and
Antwerp {Belgium}], and have discovered in it properties,
hitherto unsuspected, of immense value to the milling
industry. In short, they find that soya flour ranks nearly
highest in the scale of high-class products of this nature, and
Messrs. Ranks, Ltd., among others, are now putting on the
market a soya flour of great nutritious value as human food.
A most delicious biscuit is also being manufactured from the
flour by Messrs. Carr, of Carlisle. There seems, in fact, no
end to the commercial possibilities of this truly wonderful
legume.”
Note: The Malay States were the native states of the
Malay Peninsula, especially those formerly under British
protection, located in the central and north part of the
peninsula. These semi-independent states were inhabited by
Malays and governed by Malay rulers. Address: F.R.H.S.
3069. Wing, Joseph E. 1911. Meadows and pastures.
Chicago, Illinois: The Breeder’s Gazette. 418 p. See p. 14041, 200, 202, 204-12, 355.
• Summary: This book includes a section on farm uses of
soybeans and quotes from Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372 (p.
210-12) on soybeans. Soybeans need inoculation almost
anywhere they are planted. They give better results than
cowpeas in silage. “Comparing cowpeas with soybeans–I
have tested these plants side by side in Louisiana, and
concluded that in nearly all ways soybeans were superior.
The soys made more forage and more seed and were more
easily harvested. Cowpeas, however, are better adapted to
rude methods of cultivation, and may do more to smother
out weeds.” Note: This is the second earliest document seen
(May 1996) that uses the word “soys.” It is the earliest book
seen that contains the word “soys.”
“Soybean (Glycine hispida)–This plant gives promise
of becoming a great factor in American farming, especially
in regions parallel in location to Kentucky and Tennessee...
It is a comparatively recent comer to America, but already
promises to displace the cowpea in many situations and to
supplement corn in rations for farm animals in such states
as Tennessee, Oklahoma and Kansas. At present, its most
enthusiastic advocates are properly to be found in Tennessee,
where soil and climate and habits of men seem congenial to
it.” Illustrations (all non-original) show: A soy bean plant,
with pods (p. 205). A typical soy bean plant with pods, and
roots with nodules (p. 207). Photos show: (1) The house in
which the author lived while writing this book (frontispiece,
facing the title page). (2) A man standing in a field of soy
beans in Tennessee (p. 209).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 1998)

by any member of the Wing family (Joseph, Charles, or
David) related to soybeans. Joseph E. Wing lived 1861-1915.
Address: Staff Correspondent of The Breeder’s Gazette.
3070. Wing Seed Co. 1911. Alfalfa: And how to grow it
(Mail order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Wing Seed Co.
48 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: This is the company’s mail order catalog.
The back cover is filled with a black-and-white photo of
a man, dressed in a white shirt and black hat, standing in
a huge, well manicured field of “Wing’s Mikado Soys”
growing in rows. The long section titled “Soy beans” (p.
15-21) begins: “Two years ago we ventured the assertion
that Soy Beans were one of the coming crops. Today we are
much more certain of it than we were then. Out of twelve
hundred bushels of seed which we sold last year, only half a
dozen partial failures were reported to us; all the rest of our
customers being very enthusiastic over the crop.”
“We believe that we are the largest retailers of soy
beans in the United States. Possibly we retail as many as
all the rest of the dealers put together. We believe, also,
that we are spending more money to test varieties of these
beans to ascertain which are the good ones, and to perfect
them, by plant row breeding and selection, than any other
firm in the United States. We think that we can see decided
improvement in our varieties from the breeding work which
we have done with them. Wing’s Mikado, Mongol and Sable
varieties are our own, obtainable only directly from us. We
have no agent, and no other seedsmen have them.”
The following varieties are offered: Wing’s Mikado
(“A splendid variety, a little better adapted to grain than to
hay,...”), Wing’s Mongol (Secured in 1908; very similar
to Wing’s Mikado), Wing’s Sable (“A remarkable variety
secured by us in 1908 and considerably improved by us
since that time.”), Wing’s Extra Select Sable, Jet, Kingston,
Peking (“A variety so much like Wing’s Sable as to be
indistinguishable from it, except that it does not stand
poor quality soil quite so well as the latter. Under ordinary
conditions this is one of the finest beans that we have, and
on moderately fertile soil it will make as heavy a yield
of grain as any variety, and is also splendid for forage if
desired.” Matures in about 115 days), Wilson (Excellent
for forage), Ito San, Mixed Soy Beans, a Stray Soy Bean
(“This plant volunteered in our trial grounds; we do not
know the variety. We consider it the finest plant we have ever
seen. It contained 533 pods. Its seed will be sown on our
trial grounds next year.”). Photos show (p. 15-28): (1) Two
children “Inspecting the soy bean test plots.” According to
William Wing of Pella, Iowa (Dec. 1998), these are the sons
of Charles B. Wing. The elder is Gardner Bullard Wing, and
the younger is Winston Wing. (2) Two children in field of
shoulder-high “Peking soys just ripening. This looks like 30
bushels per acre.” (3) Two soy bean plants with many leaves
and some pods–Wing’s Mikado. (4) Three soy bean plants
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with many pods and no leaves–Wing’s Mikado. (5) Two soy
bean plants with many pods and no leaves–Wing’s Sable.
(6) Two soy bean plants with many leaves and some pods–
Wing’s Mongol. (7) One soy bean plant with many leaves
and some pods–Wing’s Sable. (8) One soy bean plant with
many pods and no leaves–a stray soy bean. (9) Two soy bean
plants with many leaves and some pods–Kingston. (10) One
soy bean plant with many leaves and some pods–Peking.
(11) A young boy standing in a plot of shoulder-tall “extra
heavy yielding Sables.” (12) Two soy bean plants with many
leaves and some pods–Wilson. (13) One soy bean plant with
many pods and no leaves–Ito San. (14) One soy bean plant
with many leaves and some pods–Jet–”Note nodules on the
roots.” (15) Two children seated (one in a big straw hat) in
front of a field of soybeans (inside back cover).
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Wing’s Extra Select Sable, or
the term “Select Sable.” Address: Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
3071. Wing’s Extra Select Sable: New U.S. domestic
soybean variety. 1911. Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Wing Seed Co. 1911. Alfalfa: And
how to grow it. Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Wing Seed Co. 48
p. See p. 18-20. This is the company’s mail order catalog;
it describes the considerable money and time the company
spends to develop these new and unique varieties. “We think
that we can see decided improvement in our varieties from
the breeding work which we have done with them. Wing’s
Mikado, Mongol and Sable varieties are our own, obtainable
only directly from us. We have no agent, and no other
seedsmen have them” (p. 19-20).
“Wing’s Extra Select Sable–This stock is from seed
which we gathered with great care last year. We selected the
finest plants in a twenty-acre field, threshed them separately,
and planted them by themselves, the result being a decided
improvement over a bean which was very good before.”
Note: Morse (1948) does not list this as a named
soybean variety. Address: USA.
3072. Yabuno Bros. 1911. Yabuno Bros. (Ad). In: Nichibei
Shinbun-sha. 1911. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook. No. 7]. p. B-3. [Eng; jap]
• Summary: Ad (¼ page). The top half of this ad is in
English. This company imports and sells Kishu Yuasa shoyu
[soy sauce]. A photo shows a wooden keg of soy sauce. This
ad also appears in the 1912 Year Book (p. A-11), and in 1913
(p. 26). Address: 1525 Geary St., San Francisco, California.
Phone: West 2324. Home S. 3651.
3073. Yamato Shokai (Yamato Co.). 1911. Dealers in
Japanese and American groceries and provisions and general
merchandise (Ad). In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1911. Nichi-

Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook. No. 7]. p. C-33.
[Eng; Jap]
• Summary: Ad (¼ page). The top 1/3 of this ad is in
English. This company sells various goods including (in
Japanese) shoyu [soy sauce] and miso. This ad also appears
in the 1913 yearbook (p. 35). Address: 630 N. 6th St., San
Jose, California. Phone: San Jose 3379.
3074. Zavitz, C.A. 1911. The professor of field husbandry
and director of field experiments. Ontario Agricultural
College and Experimental Farm (Guelph), Annual Report
36:169-247. For the year 1910. See p. 217-18.
• Summary: The section titled “Varieties of soy beans” (p.
217-18) states: “Soy beans or Japanese beans have been
advertised in seed catalogues under the name of Soja beans.
During recent years, a considerable interest has been taken
in this crop in England, the United States, and in Canada...
Probably thirty varieties in all have been under experiment
in our college, but only a few of these ripen their seed. The
two varieties that have become the most prominent in our
experiments at Guelph are Early Yellow and Medium Yellow.
[Note: The Guelph variety was not developed in Canada.]
The Early Yellow variety has proven to be one of the best for
most parts of the Province as it yields very well and matures
early. In the average results of growing the Early Yellow
Soy Beans at the College in each of fifteen years we have
obtained exactly 15 bushels of threshed seed per acre.
“In 1909 and again in 1910, no less than sixteen
varieties of Soy Beans were grown in the Experimental
Department. A number of these were tested in 1909 for the
first time, several of them being obtained from Dr. Piper,
Department of Agriculture, Washington [DC].”
In 1910 soybean trials, the greatest yields were obtained
by the following varieties: Chernie 23.5 bushels/acre,
Habara [Habaro] 21.6 bu, Buckshot 21 bu, Tsurunoko 19.6
bu, Akasaya 17.5 bu, and Early Yellow 17.2 bu. All other
varieties gave 15 or less bushels per acre. Address: Guelph,
Ontario.
3075. Zavitz, C.A.; Squirrell, W.J. 1911. Results of cooperative experiments in agriculture. Ontario Agricultural
and Experimental Union, Annual Report 32:14-44. For the
year 1910. See p. 16, 19, 24.
• Summary: This volume begins with a list of the name
and address of all members of the Ontario Agricultural
and Experimental Union. A table titled “Co-operative
experiments for 1910” (p. 16), under “Grain crops” includes
“Testing two varieties of Soy, Soja, or Japanese beans–2
plots.”
In the section on “Grain crops,” a full-page table
titled “Grain crops, 1910” (p. 19) shows that 2 tests were
conducted on “Soy beans.” Brown (comparative value 100),
yielded 0.16 tons/acre of straw and 9.00 bu/acre (540 lb/acre)
of grain. Early Yellow (C.V. 100), yielded 0.40 tons/acre of
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straw and 8.00 bu/acre (480 lb/acre) of grain. (Note: Since
the weather and rainfall were normal, it is not clear why the
yields were so low.)
The subsection titled “Soy beans” (p. 24) states: “About
twenty varieties of soy, soja, or Japanese beans have been
grown in an experimental way at the College. Most of these
varieties require too long a season to give satisfactory results
in this Province. From this list, however, two of the earliest
varieties have been selected and have been sent out for
experiments in the Province. The results are very meagre for
1910, and show the yields to be comparatively low. It should
be remembered, however, that the soy beans are exceedingly
rich in digestible nutrients, comparing favorably with cotton
seed meal when ground and used for feeding purposes. The
Early Yellow variety, which has been grown at the College
in each of the past fifteen years, have given an average of
15 bushels, or 900 lb/acre of grain. The yield of the Early
Yellow variety at the College in 1910 was 17.2 bushels,
which was very much higher than the average yield of the
experiments conducted on two Ontario farms.” Address: 1.
Prof. of Field Husbandry; 2. Lecturer in Field Husbandry.
Both: O.A.C. [Ontario Agricultural College], Guelph
[Ontario, Canada].
3076. Estes, Rufus. 1911? Good things to eat... Chicago,
Illinois: Published by the author. 142 p. Undated.
Frontispiece (portrait). Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: “Soy” [sauce] is mentioned as an ingredient
in the recipe for Royal sauce (“... stir in by degrees two
tablespoons of tarragon vinegar, two tablespoons of Indian
soy, one finely chopped green gherkin... When cold serve
with fish.” p. 76).
Peanut butter is used as an ingredient in Peanut Meatose
(a meat alternative, p. 49). Peanuts are also used in recipes
for Peanut soup and Margarettes (as part of the filling
between crackers).
Note: The author, Estes Rufus (born 1857) is African
American. The frontispiece shows his portrait. The
“Sketch of my life” tells how he was born a slave in 1857
in Tennessee then rose to become a chef in the Pullman
Company Private Car Service. He is presently chef of the
subsidiary companies of the United States Steel Corporations
in Chicago. Address: Chicago, Illinois.
3077. Logan Republican (Logan, Utah). 1912. Dry farming
for the great basin. Jan. 4. p. 3.
• Summary: “Lethbridge, Alberta, Jan. 2.–One of most
valuable and practical reports ever issued for the benefit of
the dry farmers in Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Utah and
other states on the north Pacific Coast and in the great basin
has just been published by the International Dry-Farming
Congress, whose next great convention and exposition
will be held here [in Logan, Utah] in October, 1912. It is
a committee report on drouth resistant crops, the section

referred to being covered by Prof. F.D. Farrell of the United
States Department of agriculture.
“Prof. Farrell states that the cereal crops are those in
which most dependency can be placed throughout all of
this great area. Wheat is first in importance. Winter wheat,
especially Turkey Red, is invariably preferable to the spring
varieties in the great basin. Winter oats are promising but not
dependable, and winter barley is also reasonably sure. Winter
emmer for stock feed, rye for late fall and early spring
pasture and as a grain crop, alfalfa for soil improvement
and for forage. brome grass for pasture, the sorghums for
forage at altitudes below 3,500 feet, broom corn at altitudes
below 3,000 feet, and potatoes on small fields are especially
recommended for the dry farms of this region. Many years of
experience have demonstrated that spring oats, spring barley,
spring wheat, corn, flax, Canada peas and sugar beets are not
desirable nor successful crops in the great basin, except in
limited and especially favorable areas.
“In Washington, Oregon and northern Idaho, however,
spring wheat, especially a variety called Washington
Bluestem, does well, and cow peas, soy beans, brown
kowlaing [sic, kaoliang], white kafir corn and milo maize are
also crops to be usually depended on.
“’Too many farmers,’ says the report, ‘are inclined to
look to new and strange crops for easy success. It should
be remembered that the crops which have been grown the
longest in any locality are usually best able to withstand
the unfavorable conditions common to that locality. For
that reason it is well for farmers to be extremely cautious
in the matter of trying new crops, and not to purchase large
quantities of foreign seed at high prices. All preliminary
trials should be made on a small and inexpensive scale.’”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2019)
concerning soy beans in connection with (but not yet in)
Alberta, Canada.
3078. Nishimura, Torazô. 1912. Shôyu moromi oyobi shôyu
ni shôzuru sanmakusei kôbo kinrui (zoku ni shôyu no kabi
to shôsu) ni kansuru kenkyû [Species of film-building yeasts
on shoyu]. Nogaku Kaiho (J. of the Scientific Agricultural
Society, Japan) No. 113. p. 1-45. Jan. 5. [Jap]
• Summary: In the English-language table of contents, shoyu
is called “Soya.” Address: Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
3079. Farben-Zeitung. 1912. Vermischtes: Aussichten
der Sojabohnenernte in der noerdlichen Mandschurei
[Miscellaneous: Prospects for the soybean harvest in
northern Manchuria]. 17(14):759. Jan. 6. [Ger]
• Summary: In the view of the foreign export houses, the
harvest will not be smaller than in the last season. That is
contradicted by the Chinese reports in which the discussion
is of a harvest of only fifty percent. But this estimate was
allegedly only with the intent of maintaining the current
high prices. According to the estimate by the Russian
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Chamber of Commerce (russische Handelskammer) in
Harbin, the soybean exports (Sojabohnenausfuhr) in 1910
amounted to 24,000,000 to 28,000,000 puds [an old Russian
unit of weight equal to 16.38 kg] (so 387,100 to 451,600
metric tons). The Chinese Eastern Railway Company
(chinesische Ostbahn-Gesellschaft) states that in the 19101911 season, 21,5700,000 puds (347,900 metric tons) of
soybeans (Sojabohnen) were exported via the export port
of Vladivostok. The prices were high at the opening of the
season. For the time being, there are also no prospects for
them to go down.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
3080. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1912. Experiment station
work, LXVII. No. 479. 24 p. Jan. 8. See p. 13. [2 ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Experiments in beef
production,” soy beans are discussed in the subsection on
“Steer feeding as an aid in maintaining soil fertility” (p. 13),
which is a summary of two publications: (1) Quereau, Friend
C. 1908. “The relation of steer feeding to farm economics.”
Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 79. p. 1-28.
June; and (2). Quereau, F.C. 1909. “Report of the animal
husbandman and dairyman.” Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station,
Annual Report 21:116-18. For the year 1908. Address:
Washington, DC.
3081. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1912. Wood’s seeds for 1912
(Ad). Washington Post. Jan. 9. p. 12.
• Summary: “Our new descriptive catalog is fully up-to-date,
and tells all about the best Garden and Farm Seeds... We are
headquarters for Grass and Clover Seeds, Seed Potatoes,
Seed Oats, Cow Peas, Soja Beans and all Farm Seeds.
“Wood’s Descriptive Catalog mailed free on request.
Write for it.” Address: Seedsmen, Richmond, Virginia.
3082. Maynard, Lester. 1912. Soya-bean situation in
China. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
15(11):231. Jan. 13. Written Nov. 24.
• Summary: “Owing to the unsettled conditions in China
considerable apprehension is felt among the soya-bean
exporting merchants of north Manchuria, as it is feared that
any disturbance here will result in the loss of advances made
to the Chinese merchants for the future delivery of beans, or
make it difficult to secure cars for the exportation of beans.
“The total area planted in beans the past season was
considerably in excess of that of the previous year, but floods
destroyed much of the crop and the amount available for
exportation will exceed only slightly the exports for the 1910
season, which amounted to about 360,000 tons.” Address:
Consul, Harbin.
3083. Maynard, Lester. 1912. Soya bean industry in

Manchuria. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
15(11):231. Jan. 13.
• Summary: Nov. 24: “Owing to the unsettled conditions
in China, considerable apprehension is felt among the soya
bean exporting merchants of North Manchuria, as it is feared
that any disturbance here will result in the loss of advances
made to the Chinese merchants for the future delivery of
beans, or make it difficult to secure cars for the exportation
of beans.
“The total area planted in beans the past season was
considerably in excess of that of the previous year, but floods
destroyed much of the crop and the amount available for
importation will exceed only slightly the exports for the
1910-1911 season, which amounted to about 360,000 tons.
An estimate of 400,000 tons for the 1911-1912 season is
contingent upon normal conditions prevailing.
“Efforts have been made by the Harbin Chamber of
Commerce and exporters to determine the cost of producing
the soya bean, but only a rough estimate has been obtained,
namely, $7.50 per ton. At present the price is about $19.00
per ton delivered to the nearest station on the Chinese
Eastern Railway, and up to November 14 about 34,000 tons
had been exported, all consigned to Hull, England. The
prices for November and December delivery in October
averaged $18.00 per ton and in November dropped to
$17.70 per ton. The price for immediate delivery in October
averaged $19.20 per ton and in November $18.60 per ton.”
Address: Consul, Harbin.
3084. Boston Daily Globe. 1912. Artificial milk: Japs make
excellent imitation from soja beans. Jan. 14. p. 34.
• Summary: This article is very similar to one that
appeared about two months earlier: Washington Post. 1911.
“Manifactured [sic, manufactured] milk: Tid bits.” Nov. 26.
p. MS2.
3085. Baylis, G. de S. 1912. Marton Experimental Plots.
Brief summary of work undertaken. J. of the New Zealand
Department of Agriculture 4(1):10-16. Jan. 15.
• Summary: The plots are used mainly to test varieties of
wheats, oats, and barleys recently introduced from Europe.
Maizes, millet and sorghum are also being tested for the
making of stack ensilage. “Other new forage plants such
as Helianti, are being tested, as well as Soya beans, Velvet
beans, Buda kale, American kale, and suchlike, and the work
is being carried out under ordinary farming conditions and
with usual implements.”
3086. Hooper, David. 1912. Soy bean in India: Glycine
hispida. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon)
38(1):11-15. Jan. 15; 38(2):99-103. Feb. 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a reprint of an article by the same author
with the same title published in 1911 in Agricultural Ledger
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(Calcutta) No. 3. p. 17-33. Address: Australia.
3087. Moore, L.H. 1912. Re: Can you furnish us with
soy bean seed for testing. Letter to Prof. W.J. Morse, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC, Jan. 18. 1 p.
Handwritten, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Dear Sir: Can you furnish us with about one
quart, or pint–of Soy Bean No 23232, “Barchet”–the one that
we had last-year was planted so late that they did not mature
seed. Thanking you in advance for your favor, we are,
“Yours truly, Canebrake Agl. Exptl. Sta.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Secretary,
Canebrake Agric. Exp. Station, Uniontown, Alabama.
3088. Grandy (N.G.) & Co. 1912. Wanted 300 bu Soja Beans
(Stock Peas) (Ad). Advance (The) (Elizabeth City, North
Carolina). Jan. 19. p. 4.

3089. Armstrong, Henry E.; Horton, Edward. 1912. Studies
on enzyme action. XV. Urease: A selective enzyme.
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London. Series B
85:109-27. Jan. 26. [2 ref]
• Summary: Urea (which is found in urine) does not undergo
hydrolysis under ordinary conditions. But it is hydrolyzed
by the enzyme urease. In 1909 Takeuchi found that the Soja
bean (Glycine hispida) is particularly rich in urease. “No
simpler case of hydrolysis by an enzyme than that of urea is
known... To prepare a solution of the enzyme, the Soja beans
are ground twice in a coffee mill and the meal extracted with
petroleum spirit.” Address: England.
3090. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1912. Trade tabs:
Ceylon soya beans. 80(4):140. Jan. 27.
• Summary: “The Ceylon Agricultural Society has now
succeeded in turning out a large crop of the soya bean in
the Government stock gardens in Colombo, producing
two varieties, the Japan (white seed) and the Java (black
seed), and the seed will, it is said, be shortly available for
distribution. It is expected that the cultivation will be taken
up largely in Ceylon.”
3091. Morse, William. 1912. Re: Sending Barchet soybean
seed for testing. Letter to Mr. L.H. Moore, Director,
Canebrake Experiment Station, Uniontown, Alabama, Jan.
27. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Replying to your letter of January
18th requesting a small quantity of the Barchet soy bean No.
23232. As yet our supply of this variety is not available. As
soon as the seed arrives from our [Arlington] experimental
farm in Virginia, I will be glad to send you a quantity of the
variety.
“Yours very truly, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant [USDA].

• Summary: Note: This ad strongly implies that “Stock
Peas” is an alternative name for Soja Beans. Address:
Elizabeth City, N.C.

3092. Zeitschrift des Allgemeinen Oesterreichisches
Apotheker-Vereines: Oesterreichische Zeitschrift fuer
Pharmacie. 1912. Internationale Hygieneausstellung in
Dresden 1911. Der. kais. Japanische Pavilion [International
Hygiene Exhibition in Dresden 1911. The imperial Japanese
pavilion]. 50(4):42. Jan. 27. [Ger]
• Summary: After rice, soybeans are the most widely
consumed foodstuff. They are used for the preparation of
miso soup (Misosuppe) (a vegetable soup) and soy sauce
(Sojasauce), which plays an important role at every meal
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time. Breakfast and the mid-day meal are simple, whereas
dinner is the main meal of the Japanese.
3093. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1912. Soya bean
industry in Manchuria. 81(5):51. Jan. 29. [1 ref]
• Summary: A reprint of: Maynard, Lester. 1912. “Soya bean
industry in Manchuria.” Daily Consular and Trade Reports
(U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce
and Labor) 15(11):231. Jan. 13. Dateline: 14 Nov. 1911.
3094. News Journal (The) (Wilmington, Delaware). 1912.
Farmers’ Institute. It was largely attended and several
interesting subjects were discussed. Jan. 30. p. 7, col. 3.
• Summary: “Selbyville, Jan. 30. The series of farmers’
institutes that are to be held in Kent and Sussex counties
opened yesterday at Selbyville. Despite the very inclement
weather, the afternoon and evening sessions were very
largely attended, about 250 being present at each sitting.”
“Eugene H. Shalleross of Middletown, probably the
largest soy bean grower for seed in the State, gave a talk on
soy beans. Mr. Shalleross said the soy beans were one of the
coming grains of the State, and undoubtedly in a few years
would find a place in crop rotation.”
3095. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1912. Wholesale catalogue.
Seeds, implements, fertilizers, insecticides, &c. for market
gardeners and florists. Spring edition (Mail-order catalog).
New York, NY: Press of McIlroy & Emmet. 80 p. 27 cm.
• Summary: In the full-page section titled “Farm seeds” is
the same illustration of the Soja Bean near the top center
of the page. In the left column we read, under “Beans for
soiling, fodder, etc.:
“Early Green Soja. This produces enormous crops as far
north as Canada. It grows about 4 ft. high and yields ten to
twenty tons of green fodder per acre, or 20 to 40 bushels of
Beans.
“It is a valuable leguminous plant for the farmer and
dairyman for either green or cured fodder or grain. It is
especially valuable for ensilage in combination with fodder
Corn or Japanese Millet (two parts of Millet to one part of
Soja Beans), thus furnishing a complete balanced ration.
“Soja beans are great soil enrichers, adding humus and
extracting nitrogen from the air. Sow 3 pecks per acre. (See
cut).
“Price, peck, $1.75; bushel (60 lbs.), $5.00; 10 bush., @
$4.80.
On the cover is a man holding a map of the United
States, upon which is written in bold letters: “Farmers in
every clime use and praise Henderson’s seeds.” Above it:
“1847-1912.”
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York, New York.

3096. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1912. Le soja [The
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du
Jardin Colonial) 12(106):28-38. Jan. [16 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (continued): Soymilk (continued):
Chemical properties, composition (comparison with 8
animal milks–in bar chart form showing protein, lipids,
carbohydrates, and ash), action of ferments [enzymes]
and diastases [diastatic enzymes] on soymilk (Action
des ferments et des diastases sur le lait de soja) (1. The
lactic ferments {kefir, yogurt, etc.} act in the same way
on vegetable milk and on animal milks. 2. The ferments
of certain European cheeses make analogous vegetable
cheeses {fromage végétal d’une façon analogue}. 3. Rennet
coagulates soymilk, but the optimum temperature is a little
higher than for cow’s milk. 4. The ferments that we have
extracted from shoyu [Japanese soy sauce] coagulate animal
milks in the same way as vegetable milk).
Uses of soymilk (p. 30): They are the same as those of
the animal milks. We will note, mostly, its use in China as a
substitute for mother’s milk. (Footnote 1. One of our parents
was nourished, from the first phase of life, with soymilk. He/
she is now 37 years old and has always been in excellent
health).
Residues of the [soy] dairy (residus de laiterie; okara).
Condensed soymilk (lait de soja concentré). Powdered
soymilk (lait de soja en poudre). Fermented soymilk (Kefir,
yogurt, etc. are increasingly used therapeutically. One can
compensate for the lack of carbohydrates in vegetable milk
by the addition of lactose {or levulose for diabetics}). Tofu–
which Li calls Caséo-Sojaïne (fromage de soja)–meaning
“tofu or soy cheese”: Method of production, coagulants used,
perfected modern production methods at Li’s factory (In
this factory, tofu can be made into either non-fermented or
fermented cheeses. The non-fermented cheeses {Fromages
non fermentés} are of two types: Fresh and hard/firm. The
fresh are white in color and the consistency of hard-boiled
eggs. The hard/firm are of two types: In diced sheets {salted
or unsalted}, and in salted, semi-dry pieces/morsels. The
fermented cheeses {Fromages fermentés} may be of the
Gruyere, Roquefort, or Camembert types), tofu yields,
preservation and storage, composition of tofu (compared
with 4 meats on a moisture-free basic, in bar chart form
showing protein, lipids, carbohydrates, and ash), digestibility
of tofu, culinary preparations based on tofu (tofu omelette
with egg, smoked tofu with shoyu, tofu pâté, soy sausage–
made like regular sausage except that meat and fat are
replaced by fresh, hard tofu plus butter or cocoa butter).
Soy casein (Caséine de soja; for food or industrial uses).
Contains various tables and charts from other sources.
Residues of the [soy] dairy (residus de laiterie; okara,
p. 30-31): After filtering the [soy] milk, a slightly firm,
aqueous oilcake remains in the filter cloth that is still very
rich in nutrients (substances alimentaires). According to Dr.
Bloch, it does not contain any trace of starch (our tests agree
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with this conclusion). Consisting of torn cells emptied of
the largest part of their content, it would have the following
percentage composition (see Bloch 1907):
Protein 0.248, water 88.75, ash 0.36, fat .04, other 10.85.
“The oilcake (torteau) obtained at the factory of ‘SoyCasein’ (Caséo-Sojaine) and analyzed at the municipal
laboratory of Paris yielded:
Water 80.04, protein 33, fat 8.44, carbohydrates 22.63,
mineral salts 4.24.
“This oilcake was very easily dried to 10% water. The
milk can only be filtered after boiling, thus according to
Prinsen [Geerligs]:
Proteins 29.38, oil 12.81, ash 4.66, carbohydrates that
are convertible to sugar 26.80, fiber 11.10, cellulose 10.2.
“The oilcake can be diluted in water. The liquid thus
obtained is used in grinding to make the second extraction of
[soy] milk.”
Soy casein (p. 38): The casein or legumine of soymilk
can be prepared by precipitation, purifying it by several
dissolutions and precipitations, and finally drying it. One
obtains a yellowish powder resembling animal casein
obtained by the same processes.
It is generally admitted that vegetable albumins have
a coefficient of assimilation greatly inferior to those of
animal albumins. But confirmation of this is far from being
definitive. The experiments of Messrs. H. [Henri] Labbé and
Marchoisne have showed, in effect, that vegetable albumin is
as well assimilated as animal albumin.
Legumine is different from animal casein, but the
differences are of the same order as those which exist
between the various animal caseins. The differences existing
between the caseins of the various animal milks have been
noted by many chemists.
The casein extracted from soymilk can be used in the
same applications as casein from cow’s milk. These are of
two types: food and industrial. For food uses, one can point
out the manufacture of powders, of lacteal flours (farines
lactées, perhaps wheat flour enriched with soy casein), of
whole-grain bread, etc.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April
2001), worldwide, that mentions a Western-style soy cheese
(Gruyere, Roquefort, or Camembert types), or a tofu sausage.
This is also the earliest French-language document seen that
mentions soy cheese, which it calls fromage de soja.
Note 2.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2013)
concerning the use of tofu in a second generation product.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen, worldwide,
that mentions powdered soymilk or dried soymilk.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen, worldwide,
that mentions soy kefir. Address: 1. Counseiller de 1ere
classe au Ministère de l’Agriculture de la Chine; 2. Ingénieur
agricole (G.).

3097. Mallèvre, A. 1912. Les expériences danoises
concernant la valeur des tourteaux de soja pour
l’alimentation des vaches laitières et l’influence qu’ils
exercent sur la qualité du beurre [Danish experiments
concerning the value of soybean cake as a food for dairy
cows and its influence on the quality of the butter]. Annales
de la Science Agronomique Francaise et Etrangere 29(1):81100. Jan.; 29(2):226-28. Feb. 4th Series, 29th year. [12 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: The work of Nils
Hansson in Sweden (1910), Ott de Vries in Holland (1910),
Gilchrist (1909) and the Royal College of Agriculture
(1909), both in England, Rosengren in Sweden (1910),
Malpeaux & Lefort in France (1910), three conclusions.
2. Danish research: Veterinary and Agricultural College
of Copenhagen (1911), A–Influence of soybean cake on
the yield of milk and the fat content of milk (research of
Bregentved, Rosenfeldt, Sanderumgaard & Rosvang on 80
cows), B–Influence of soybean cake on the quality of butter
(research of Wedellsborg and of Poeregaard-Tranekjoer).
The three conclusions in Part 1 are:
“(1) All the experiments, with one exception, show that
soybean residues, cakes and powders (les résidus de soja,
tourteaux et poudres) exert an influence on the yield of
dairy milk as favorable or more favorable than the cakes of
decorticated cottonseed, linseed, or sunflower (tournesol).
“(2) The results are less clear with respect to the fat
content of the milk. In the two soy products, it seems
increase at some times but more often to decrease. There
remains one point to clarify. Elsewhere, in the majority of
cases, the action of the soybean cakes (résidus) upon the
butyric acid content of the milk is very weak and, from then
on, without practical importance” Note: Butyric acid has an
unpleasant odor.
“(3) The feeding of milk cows with the aid of soybean
cakes or powders of good quality does not jeopardize the
quality of butter, nor (in particular) its taste.”
Extensive experiments with a large number of cows
have been carried out in Denmark with regard to the effect
of soy bean cake on the yield and fat content of the milk of
dairy cows and on the quality of the butter.
In its influence on the yield and fat content of milk, the
soy bean cake was found to be in no way superior to the
mixture of other concentrated foods against which it was
tested, viz., decorticated cotton cake, earth nut [groundnut]
cake, and sunflower seed cake. As regards the quality of the
butter, the soy bean cake had no effect on the aroma and
flavor, but produced butter of a firmer consistency than the
other cakes tried. It is concluded that soy bean cake may
be added with advantage to a mixture of such concentrated
foods as produce a soft butter, but that beets should not be
given in too large quantities along with soy bean cake, as the
former also produce hard butter. Address: Professor, Institut
National Agronomique.
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3098. Miller, M.F. 1912. Growing cowpeas in Missouri
(Reprinted and enlarged from edition issued in Sept. 1909).
Missouri State Board of Agriculture, Monthly Bulletin
10(1):1-35. Jan. See p. 33-34.
• Summary: The Introduction begins: “In 1909, Prof. M. F.
Miller of the College of Agriculture, and at the request of the
Board of Agriculture, prepared a plain and popular bulletin
on the cowpea.” This is a reprint with updates.
The section on “Soy beans,” by George W. Williams
(p. 33-34) states: “Soy beans are not so much talked of
or written about as are cowpeas, because they are not so
universally grown. Farmers are just beginning to realize
their feeding value as well as their value as a soil builder. As
a fertilizer alone they are superior to the cowpea; in fact, I
think superior to anything that we have discovered in the line
of a forage plant.
“They are a stronger nitrogen gatherer and a much
deeper rooter than cowpeas, as they have a long tap root
that penetrates the soil to a depth of from twelve to eighteen
inches and honeycombs the hard plow bed and loosens
it, making it pervious to air and water alike. This forms
an underdrain for the surplus water in a wet time, and a
reservoir to hold the moisture in a dry time. This honeycombing of the hard strata or plow bed starts nature to
breaking the undercrust, which in a short time, say one or
two years, will be all broken into small particles that will
act as water carriers through the capillary action, bringing
the water from the reservoir below up to near the surface,
where the plants can get a ‘drink’ in a dry time. The soy
bean is the plant so ‘loudly’ advertised by the seed men in
their annual catalogs as the ‘Wonderful Coffee Berry,’ and it
does answer as a pretty good substitute for the genuine Java.
The beans, lightly browned, as we once did all our coffee,
ground and mixed with the store product, half and half, make
a mild-flavored drink resembling somewhat pure coffee, but
probably more wholesome.
“There are quite a number of varieties of the soy bean
as well as the cowpea. I am growing the Medium Yellow, as
they do best for me. I drill them with a checkrower, leaving
the rows corn-row width, and cultivate them two or three
times with the same plows that I use in the cultivation of
cowpeas. Soy beans may be planted as early as corn, and if
up when a light frost strikes them it will have no bad effect,
as they seem to be perfectly hardy. They do best planted after
cowpeas, as the cowpeas inoculate the soil with a certain
kind of bacteria that is an aid in the successful growth of the
soy bean.
For forage, they should be cut just as they begin to show
yellow on the leaves. Let them lay in the swath about two
days, shock and let cure in the shock. This makes a ‘number
one’ grade of feed and is greedily eaten by all farm stock.
When cut at this stage there are but few beans that have
matured, and the yield will be very light. If grown for beans,

they should get ripe, by which time most of the leaves have
fallen off, and they can be cut and shocked without much
curing, allowing time for them to cure in the shock. They are
not as tender to thresh as the cowpeas and do not break so
easily. They should be sown, or planted, on the thinnest soil
on the farm, especially if desired for beans, as on thin soil
they do not make such large stalks and more pods. On very
rich soil they grow very rank–from four to six feet high–with
few pods.
“The threshed beans are very rich feed, especially for
hogs. The analysis shows that pound for pound they are
equal to oil meal and should be fed in connection with a
‘filler’ such as clover, alfalfa, etc. I would advise that every
farmer try a little plot of soy beans.”
A large photo shows a man standing in a field of “Soy
beans five feet high and just beginning to bloom. Mr.
Williams figured on a crop of not less than 25 bushels per
acre.” Address: Prof., College of Agriculture, Columbia,
Missouri.
3099. Nony, Gabriel. 1912. Le soja moderne [The modern
soybean]. Revue du Service de l’Intendance 25:29-40. Jan.
[Fre]
• Summary: In this study, the author enumerates and
describes in detail the various culinary preparations that one
can make from soybeans, and shows their relevance to the
people of France.
Only in China are soybeans grown on a large scale.
Attempts have been made to acclimatize the soybean to
France, in the area of Etampes. Professor Armand Gautier
(1904-1908) experimented with cooking soybeans. Soybeans
cannot be cooked and eaten like other beans; they do not
have the fine taste and tenderness, and they require long
cooking to soften. The Chinese have developed special
ways of transforming soybeans into foods that bear no
resemblance to the original beans. These were introduced
to France by Li Yu Ying, a former student of the Pasteur
Institute. He started a factory near Paris to prepare these
foods. You might say he was the Oriental Parmentier.
The chemical composition of soybeans is given, and
compared with haricot beans, lentils, and beef. Another table
compares the nutrients in soymilk and cow’s milk. Soymilk
is consumed like dairy milk and can be used in the same
preparations. Soymilk can be coagulated to make a fresh
cheese (du fromage frais de soja); a table gives its nutritional
composition. Tofu can be fermented, or it can be pressed to
make soya meat (viand de soja).
The appearance of a plant-based food more nourishing
than meat, more rich in phosphates, and containing no starch
is a therapeutic event. Yet it is important that this food
“catches on” [becomes popular].
Menu is made up of 15 different dishes, from soup to a
beverage (soymilk), each of which contains soya.
Letter (e-mail) from Hervé Berbille of France. 2014.
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May 12. I will send you a summary of this article. I spent
two days trying to find it (BNF, etc.), in vain. But this is a
very important article because, as far as I know, it is (one
of) the first time a serviceman (intendant = bursar) shows
interest in the soybean for an application in military rations.
I read somewhere that during World War I (two years after
this article), the French army used soybeans for this purpose.
Address: Military rank: Sous-intendant de 2e classe [2nd
lieutenant is charge of logistics and supply].
3100. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1912. The soja bean
in New Zealand (Abstract). 28(1):6. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following
English-language article: Clifton, E. 1911. “The soya bean.”
New Zealand J. of Agriculture 3(3):219. Sept. 15. Address:
Australia.
3101. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1912. The soja bean
as a source of rubber. 28(1):66. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: From India Rubber World: “The high price of
rubber during the year 1910 has had,... a stimulative effect,...
on the activity of those inventors who devote their attention
to the production of synthetic rubber, rubber substitutes, and
the perfection of the various processes for the reclamation or
other means of using old rubber.” A German patent has “been
issued for the manufacture of artificial rubber from soja bean
oil.” Address: Australia.
3102. Zeitschrift fuer Angewandte Chemie. 1912. Fette,
fette Oele, Wachsarten und Seifen; Glycerin [Fats, fatty oils,
waxes, and soaps; Glycerin (Abstracts)]. 25(4):179-82. Jan.
[3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The first three German-language summaries are
of articles about soybeans: (1) Bontoux, Emile. 1911. Le Soja
et ses dérivés [“The soybean and its products”]. Matieres
Grasses (Les) (Paris) 4(36):2195-99. April 25; 4(37):223943. May 25; 4(39):2326-29. July 25; 4(40):2364-66. Aug.
25; 4(41):2405-07. Sept. 25 (original in French). (2) Matthes,
H.; Dahle, A. 1911. Ueber Sojabohnenoel [“On soybean
oil”]. Archiv der Pharmazie 249(6):424-35 (original in
German). (3) Matthes, H.; Dahle, A. 1911. Ueber Phytosterin
der Sojabohnen [“The phytosterol of soya beans”]. Archiv
der Pharmazie 249:436-44 (original in German). Address:
Leipzig.
3103. Gould, A.R. 1912. Appendix A. Agricultural Station,
Aburi. Government Gazette (Accra, Gold Coast, West Africa)
No. 8. Supplement. p. 163-68. Feb. 3. For the year 1910.
• Summary: A table titled “Distribution of seeds” (p. 163)
shows that during the year 1910 this station distributed many
kinds of seeds including Soya Beans. None were sold. 149½
lbs. were distributed free of charge, and 53 lbs. were sent to
out-stations, for a total distribution of 247½ lbs.
A second table titled “Annual or one-season crops” (p.

168) shows four such crops grown in plots at this station,
including the soy bean (Soya hispida). Area sown: 57 x
129 feet. Quantity sown: 2 lbs. Yield per plot: 11½ lbs.
Ground nuts were also sown. “The land at Aburi is much
impoverished and for the most part under permanent crops, it
is therefore almost impossible to procure a site for the trial of
annual crops.”
Note: Aburi is located about 18 miles northwest of Accra
(capital of the Gold Coast Colony), and just southwest of
Dodowa. Address: Curator.
3104. Tudhope, W.S.D. 1912. Agricultural Department,
Aburi. Government Gazette (Accra, Gold Coast, West Africa)
No. 8. Supplement. p. 149-62. Feb. 3. For the year 1910.
• Summary: This is the report of agricultural activities in the
Gold Coast Colony during the year 1910 by the Director of
Agriculture. He describes activities and travel by the British
staff of 11 men in the colony’s five geographical regions:
Eastern Province, Central Province, Western Province,
Ashanti, and Northern Territories. It is noted that many
natives are employed in the Gold Mines.
In the section titled “The agricultural stations” (p. 150+),
subsection 11 (p. 151) states: “As a distributing centre for
plants and seeds Aburi continues to be the most important
station in the Department.” Large number of rubber and
cocoa plants and seeds have been distributed within the
Colony. “Various.–(Coffee, Cola, Rice, Soya beans &c.,)
6,900 plants, 1,045 lbs. seeds weighed and 29,930 seeds
(counted)...” (p. 151).
Major crops discussed include rubber, cocoa, cotton,
cocoanuts, and oil palms.
Subsection “20. Annual crops.–Many interesting
experiments have been conducted with annual crops
during the year. More attention has been given to them,
and it is hoped that... exports may eventually be obtained.
Those calling for special mention are ginger, ground-nuts,
arrowroot, maize, rice and soya beans” (p. 152).
Subsection “22. The soya bean is not satisfactory, and it
is unlikely that it will ever be largely grown here. The returns
obtained in the two years it has been under experiment
are comparatively small, and the seeds seem to loose their
vitality in a few weeks” (p. 153).
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Ghana, or the cultivation of soybeans in Ghana
(1909). The source of these soybeans was probably England.
Address: Director of Agriculture [Gold Coast Colony].
3105. Howland, John A. 1912. The week’s progress:
Substitute from rubber from bean. Chicago Daily Tribune.
Feb. 4. p. E4.
• Summary: “One of the many proposed substitutes for
rubber is obtained from the soya or Manchurian bean, which
resembles the kidney bean, and is being introduced from
Japan and the East Indies into other countries. A rubberlike
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product that can be vulcanized is obtained by treating the
bean with nitric acid, alkalies, and great heat.”
3106. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1912.
British oilseed crushing mills... 15(30):555. Feb. 5.
• Summary: “... last year imported 222,657 tons of
Manchurian soya beans, worth $8,030,000. While partly
crushed for domestic use, the mills exported 97,879 tons of
soya-bean cake, valued at $2,886,000. Some of the oil is also
exported.”
3107. Morse, W.J. 1912. Re: Promising varieties of soybeans
grown at Arlington. Letter to Miss M.G. Austin [USDA BPI],
Feb. 10. 2 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “The following list represents some promising
varieties of soybeans grown in quantity at the Arlington
Experimental Farm and Virginia Agricultural Experiment
Station in 1911.”
The varieties are 32890 Duggar, 32891 Austin, 32906
Virginia, 32907 Peking, 32908 Chestnut, and 32909 Auburn.
For each a full description is given; the description of
Duggar is typical.
“32980 Duggar. Grown under No. 17268 C. at Virginia
Experiment Station, Blacksburg, Virginia, 1911. A field mass
selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907 out of
S.P.I. No. 17268, Ito San. An olive-yellow seeded variety of
medium maturity found especially promising in Alabama and
Virginia.
“32891 Austin. The progeny of S.P.I. No. 17263 grown
under No. 17263 at Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg,
Virginia, 1911; originally from S.P.I. No. 6397 from
Pingyang, Korea. This variety was also distributed under
Agrostology No. 1539. A later olive-yellow seeded variety
found especially promising in Virginia. Tennessee, and
Southern Pennsylvania.
“32906 Virginia. Grown under No. 19186 D. A pure
field selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907 out
of S.P.I. No. 19186 from Newchwang, Manchuria, 1906. A
medium late brown seeded variety of considerable promise
“32907 Peking. Grown under No. 17852B. A pure field
selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907 out of
S.P.I. No. 17852, Meyer, from Peking, China. A medium late
variety with small black seeds. Very prolific and especially
promising as a hay variety.
“32908 Chestnut. Grown under number 20405 B. A
field mass selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907
out of S.P.I. No. 20405, Habaro, from Khabarovsk, Siberia,
1906. A medium early brown seeded variety of promise in
the more Northern states.
“32909 Auburn. Grown under number 21079 A. A field
mass selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907 out
of S.P.I. No. 21079, Shingto, from Tieling, Manchuria, 1907.
A black seeded variety of medium maturity found especially

promising in Pennsylvania and New York.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
3108. Charnley, William. 1912. Improvements in the
manufacture of beverages. British Patent 3,899. Application
date: 16 Feb. 1912. 2 p. Complete specification left: 14 Aug.
1912. Accepted: 28 Nov. 1912.
• Summary: “This invention relates to the manufacture of
beverages, and has for its object to improve the flavour,
nutritive value and appearance of malt or spirituous liquors
by the employment of an additional substance in the course
of their manufacture.
“Hitherto the residue of various materials rich in
proteine have been used in yeast and spirit manufacture, such
substances being refuse from the manufacture of vegetable
oils such as linseed and the like.
“According to this invention the residue of the soy or
soya bean, which contains in its natural state rather more
than 17% of oil, after the oil has been extracted from the
bean is cleansed and ground and sterilised by being subjected
to heat at a temperature not exceeding 600ºFahrenheit”
(316ºC), though, in some cases, this last operation may be
omitted. The raw or cooked material is mixed with a small
quantity of malt and treated in a converter or autoclave for
about an hour at a pressure not exceeding 10 lb. The product
is transferred to the mash tun in quantity equivalent to 1225% of the malt or similar material. To prevent difficulty in
fining, the wort must be thoroughly boiled; the beer obtained
therefrom is characterized by great brilliancy, a strong head,
and low alcohol-content.
“This invention is particularly useful in the manufacture
of stout and porter, while it yields a phenomenal quantity of
yeast for the distiller, more especially in the case of whiskey.
Good results are obtained in the latter case by adding
about twenty per cent. of the product to the usual distilling
materials.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2019)
concerning the use of soya bean flour–called “the residue
of the soy or soya bean”–to improve the quality (flavor,
nutritional value, and appearance) of beer. Address:
“Lyndhurst,” Fulwood, near Preston, County of Lancaster,
England, Food Manufacturer.
3109. Hegnauer, Leonard. 1912. Re: Soybean varieties at
Illinois station. Letter to W.J. Morse, Scientific Assistant,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, Feb. 16.
1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
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• Summary: “I am sorry that we are not able to meet with
your request. There is only one variety among the group
which we have had, namely the ‘Ogema,’ but we have no
seed of that now. We have among the black, the Ebony, but I
do not think that is the one that you have in mind when you
say ‘Early Black.’ Soy beans are not very well distributed
thru our state, those that are comprise a very few varieties,
such as the early medium yellow, Ebony, and Green.
“If at any time we can be of service to you, do not
hesitate to call upon us. I am sorry indeed that we could not
help you out at this time.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1928. Box 10–Idaho-Illinois. Folder–
Illinois–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Crop Production, Agric. Exp.
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
3110. Piper, C.V. 1912. Re: Trip to Japan. Adzuki bean
flour used in confections. Letter to Mr. [David] Fairchild, in
Charge of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction, U.S. Dep. of
Agriculture, Washington, DC, Feb. 16. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: Dear Mr. Fairchild: I was much interested while
in Japan, especially in Yokohama and Tokio, in the bean
meal shops in which a considerable variety of cakes and
confections are made from bean meal, the bean meal being,
in practically all cases, produced from the Adzuki bean. I
did not have time to investigate the manufacturing process
in detail, but inasmuch as the adzuki bean does do well in
this country it seems to me very desirable that we should get
full information in the way of how the Japanese utilize this
food product. Can you not write to correspondents in Tokio,
possibly the American Consul, and ask him the investigate
full the preparation of the bean meal, or bean flour, and also
the products manufactured from it. It would be very desirable
if he could send us samples of the flour and the manufactured
products made therefrom.

“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 107.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Forage Crop Investigations.
3111. German-American “Nitragin” Co. 1912. Letterhead.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 1 p. Feb. 20. 28 cm.
• Summary: On this letterhead, below the name of the
company, appear the words “Manufacturers of ‘Nitragin.’”
Trade Mark Reg. No. 322131. “The Nobbe-Hiltner Improved
Soil Inoculator.”
Behind the company name is a gold can of Nitragin.
Above and to the left of the company name is a list of the
company’s foreign addresses in: Wesseling, Germany;
London, England; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; Valparaiso, Chile;
Mexico City, Mexico; Melbourne, Australia, and Calcutta,
India. Above and to the right of the company name we read:
“Gold Medal, St. Louis [Missouri], 1904. Cable Address
Nitragin. A.B.C. Code.”
At the left of the letterhead is a small color illustration
“cow peas not inoculated” and a large “cow peas inoculated
with ‘Nitragin.’” At the right of the letterhead is the same
concept but with alfalfa. Address: Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
3112. Morse, William. 1912. Re: Sending Barchet soybean
seed as promised. Letter to Mr. L.H. Moore, Director,
Canebrake Experiment Station, Uniontown, Alabama, Feb.
20. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: In accordance with previous promise
I am taking pleasure in sending you for pounds of seed
of Barchet soy bean #23232. Should this variety prove of
promise under your conditions, I would suggest you save the
seed produced this for establishing the crop in your locality.
I shall appreciate it very much if you will report as to the
promise of this variety.
“Yours very truly, Scientific Assistant.”
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Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant [USDA].
3113. Scofield, C.S. 1912. The nematode gallworm on
potatoes and other crop plants in Nevada. USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Circular No. 91. 15 p. Feb. 20. See p. 9.
• Summary: The soy bean is one of 21 plants that are readily
and seriously attacked by the gallworm or parasitic nematode
[Heterodera radicicola].
Note: This document does not state that soybeans
are grown in Nevada. Address: Agriculturist, Western
Agricultural Extension.
3114. Bluffton Chronicle (Indiana). 1912. Indiana exhibit car
in county two days: At Ossian March 25th and in Bluffton all
day March 26th. Feb. 21. p. 15.
• Summary: The Indiana Agricultural Exhibit “car is to
travel 100 days, the New York Central furnishing and hauling
the car free of charge and the state board of agriculture
will furnish the exhibits and look after the demonstrations.
Nothing will be sold and nothing advertised but Indiana
products.” Everyone will be welcomed to attend free of
charge. Items on the booster car include soybeans.
“Variations in type and color of the soybean–a plant
destined to occupy a very large place in Ohio’s agriculture.”
3115. Stevens, F.D. 1912. Re: Request for seed for testing.
Letter to Mr. R.A. Oakley [USDA], Washington, DC, Feb.
24. 1 p. Handwritten, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I was at Yellow Pine, Alabama, this
week to see Mr. B.F. Browne, a settler from Nebraska. He
has about 1 acre cleared and plowed and under fence which
he can devote to summer legumes. Land is sandy and poor
and needs, as most Gulf Coast lands do, a good cover crop. I
believe this would be a good place to make a test of about 2
varieties of Cowpeas and 2 of Velvet beans...”
“Mr. Browne has heard about Soybeans also but is not
acquainted with them. I do not think they will do well with
him but would suggest that you include a small amount of
Mammoth Yellow variety, say ½ pint.
“Note that area for each will be small, not more than ¼
acre.
“Furnishing the above will be appreciated by me.
“Yours very truly, F.D. Stevens.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State

Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Biloxi, Mississippi.
3116. Bergey, Nestor. 1912. Traitement du soja pour sa
transformation en produits alimentaires [Treatment of soya
for its transformation into food products (by sprouting)].
French Patent 452,082. Application filed 26 Feb. 1912.
Issued 28 Feb. 1913. Publié 6 May 1913. [Fre]
• Summary: In the preparation of a food from soy beans
(soja, pois chinois), the latter are softened and partially
sprouted in weak milk of lime at a suitable temperature and
the malt, baked or not, is ground to make soya flour. This
flour has various uses: in pastry, as a product to replace
coffee or chicory, or in the manufacture of a chocolate
substitute by the addition of vegetable fats, sugar and a
fragrance such as vanilla. Address: France (Seine).
3117. Cornwell (G.G.) & Son. 1912. The chef says today: A
good meal... (Ad). Washington Post. Feb. 27. p. 7.
• Summary: “... is a better meal when accompanied by
the proper condiments. Cornwell’s is the one store in
Washington that satisfies every demand for unusual table
wants of this kind.
“Chutneys: C & B [Crosse & Blackwell] Bengal Club.
Cashmere. Sweet Mangoes. Major Greys. Heinz Tomato.
Shrewsbury.
“Sauces: Mushroom Catsup. Escoffier English Derby...
India Soy. Reading Sauce. Essence of Anchovies.”
An illustration shows a smiling French chef. Address:
1415-17 H St., N.W. [Washington, DC].
3118. Horne, H. 1912. China (Manchuria). Bean trade. Board
of Trade Journal (London) 76:489. Feb. 29.
• Summary: “Something like a deadlock has recently been
experienced in the staple export trade of this district as a
consequence of over-trading and speculation on forward
contracts. The radical cause of the trouble is the nonexistence of any custom which demands earnest money from
buyer or seller at the time of transacting forward business...
“Increased prosperity has enabled the Chinese farmer,
who is still mindful of the high prices ruling at the close of
the last two seasons, to hold up his stocks. As a result of
this action high prices ruled, and the smaller dealers, who
speculated on normal conditions, were not able to fulfil
[fulfill] their forward contracts with the market against them.
Speculation was not confined to bean dealers alone; the local
oil and cake millers acted on similar lines.
“As a remedy for the disturbance three measures were
proposed, two of which are, indeed, already in operation.
The first was the suspension of all forward contracts; the
second, a compulsory deposit, upon definite terms, of
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guarantee money ranging from 10 per
cent. to 50 per cent. from buyer and
seller. These measures were proposed
by a Committee of the Staple Produce
Dealers’ Association. The third measure
was a proposal for the settlement of
prices on forward contracts then falling
due by a committee composed of the
Civil Administrator of Dairen, and
representatives of the Yokohama Specie
Bank and the Mitsui Bussan Kwaisha.
“Up to the end of January the
exports of beans to South China showed
a decrease of 65 per cent. on the figures
for the corresponding period of last
year; exports to Japan maintained their
position; Europe has taken about 15,500
tons.” Address: British Acting Consul,
Dairen.
3119. Alexis, M. 1912. Appendix
D. Agricultural Station, Assuantsi.
Government Gazette (Accra, Gold
Coast, West Africa) No. 8. Supplement.
p. 177-79. For the year 1910.
• Summary: “Soy beans.–In March ½ an acre was planted as
a catch crop in the Cocoanut plot; the beans grew and fruited
well but before they had matured the heavy rainfall of June
spoilt them; they were forked in to serve as green manure.
A quarter of an acre was also planted at the same time in
the cocoa plot, partly under shade; they germinated well but
finally died.” The ground-nut was also grown (p. 179).
Note: Asuansi is located about 20 miles north of Cape
Coast, which is in the center of the country’s coastline.
Address: Officer in Charge.
3120. Biedermann’s Zentralblatt fuer Agrikulturchemie.
1912. Fuetterungsversuche mit Biertrebern und Sojakuchen
bei Milkvieh [Experiments feeding brewer’s grains and soya
cake to milk cows (Abstract)]. 41:131-35. Feb. [Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the
following Danish-language article: Hofman-Bang, N.O.
1911. “Fodringsforsøg med Malkekøer. II. Forsøg med
Soyakager.” Beretning fra den Kongelige Veterinaer- og
Landbohoejskoles. Laboratorium for landoekonomiske
Forsoeg (Copenhagen) 74:1-78. See p. 18-41, 65, 70-73.
Address: Agricultural Experiment Lab., Royal Veterinaryand Agricultural College, Copenhagen, Denmark.
3121. Gibbs, H.D.; Agcaoili, F. 1912. Soja-bean curd, an
important Oriental food product. Philippine J. of Science
7A(1):47-54. Feb. Section A. [13 ref]
• Summary: Discusses chemical analyses of soybeans,
method of manufacture of the curd around Manila, and

adulteration of the product in the locality. “One of the most
important foods manufactured from the soy-bean is the curd
which is sold in the form of small cakes. The Chinese have
introduced and extended the use of this product throughout
the East, and Bloch [1906] states that there is no Chinese
settlement without one or two bean-cheese factories.
“This curd is known by a number of different
designations. In English it is often spoken of as ‘bean cake’
or ‘bean cheese,’ although it is not entitled to the designation
‘cheese,’ since no ripening process takes place in its
manufacture... Among the natives of the Philippine Islands
surrounding Manila, it is called toqua [tokua], a name of
Chinese origin. In China the substance is known as teou-fou
and tao-hu and in Japan as topu [sic, tofu].
“In this district, as far as observation has extended, the
manufacture is carried on entirely by Chinese practically
in the manner described by Bloch and Geerligs, except that
methods have been introduced which border on adulteration
[sic, with powdered gypsum, which coagulates the soymilk].
“The soja-bean, Glycine hispida Maxim, is imported
into the Philippines from southern China in large quantities,
principally from Amoy and Hongkong. In the markets of
the latter place they are known as ‘soy-beans’ or pak-tau”
[“white beans”].
The author conducted two analyses of baked cakes
of toqua and found they contained: Moisture: 73.0% and
72.1%. Protein: 13.88% and 17.56%. Fat: 10.78% and
10.99%. Ash: 1.2% and 1.27%.
“The same food product, known locally under the name
tahuri or tahuli [tofu pickled in brine] is imported from
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southern China in large stone jars. It is preserved by covering
the cakes with a strong salt solution. During shipment, the
cakes are somewhat broken, giving to the liquid portion the
appearance and consistency of an emulsion. The two portions
of the mixture were analysed separately.” Table III shows
that the solid and liquid portions of tahuri / tahuli contain:
Water: 55.76% and 57.86%. Protein: 14.56% and 9.56%. Fat:
7.12% and 2.09%. Sodium chloride: 12.7% and 16.38%.
Note: In this book the word tahuri appears 21 times
compared with only 6 times for tahuli.
A photo shows the inside of a Chinese bean-curd factory
in Manila, with four people, seated on stools, working at a
table.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2013)
that uses the term “soja-bean curd” or the word toqua, or the
word teou fou (or teou-fou) to refer to tofu.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that contains the word tahuri or the word
tahuli. There is no suggestion that the product is fermented.
However it is salted, and later documents explain that it is
pickled / fermented in this salt solution.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2006) with the word “Soja-bean” (or “Sojabeans”) in the title. Address: 1. Assoc. Prof. of Chemistry,
Univ. of the Philippines. From the Lab. of Organic
Chemistry, Bureau of Science, Manila, P.I.
3122. Government Gazette (Accra, Gold Coast, West Africa).
1912. Appendix (F.(1)). Syllabus of course in agriculture
at the government agricultural stations–Gold Coast. No. 8.
Supplement. p. 184-86. For the year 1910.
• Summary: Class II, in July, begins with theoretical
instruction, including: “Cultivation of the more important
economic crops such as, Rubber (Para, Funtumia and
Manihot), cocoa (different varieties), Maize, Ground-nuts,
Cotton, Soya Beans, Sisal hemp. Mauritius hemp, Yams,
Cassava &c., &c., method of preparing their products, and
estimated yield per acre, and values per ton or cwt” [1 cwt =
hundredweight = 112 pounds].
Class II ends with practical work including: “Sowing
of seeds and roots in the field (at stake or in rows), rubber,
cocoa, cola, coffee, cotton, jute, corn, ginger, arrowroot, soya
beans &c.”
Tables showing rainfall and relative humidity each
month at various locations in the Gold Coast for several
years (1906-1910) are included.
3123. J. of the Department of Agriculture of South Australia.
1912. The soya bean: Increasing popularity. 15(7):757-58.
Feb.
• Summary: Contents: The trade in beans. Use as a stock
food. As a restorative crop. Trials in Australia.
“The extraordinary increase in the soya bean trade
during the past few years (writes the New Zealand Farmer)

is one reason why this crop should be thoroughly tested
in New Zealand. Another reason is that the Soya bean has
been proved to be a staple legume and a restorative crop for
profitable growth in rotation with maize.”
“In England the value of the bean has become so well
recognised that the London Times states that this year’s
requirements of the bean (for oil extraction and the residual
cake for cattle food) would be over one million tons.
“The soya bean has been hailed as one of Australia’s
coming crops. From experiments made there ‘wonderful
results in Queensland,’ and ‘encouraging tests in Victoria’
are reported.” At “Cheltenham upwards of 13½ tons of
green soy fodder per acre was obtained, and 10 tons per
acre at Ballarat.” Varieties planted at Cheltenham were Ito
San (yellow), Baird (brown), Brownie (brown), and Guelph
(green). The yield from each variety in tons of green soy
fodder per acre is given. Baird was the leader with 13 tons,
10 cwt and 10 lbs. Note: 1 cwt = hundredweight = 112
pounds.
3124. J. of the Department of Agriculture of South Australia.
1912. Points for producers. 15(7):698-704. Feb. See p. 699.
• Summary: The section titled “The soja bean as a source
of rubber” states (p. 699): “The high price of rubber during
the year 1910 has had, says the India Rubber World, a
stimulative effect that should not be overlooked on the
activity of those investors who devote their attention to the
production of synthetic rubber, rubber substitutes, and the
perfection of the various processes for the reclamation or
other means of using old rubber. Even the Soja bean, a staple
article of food supply in the Far East, and the residue of
which, after extraction of the oil in the form of beancake is,
with the bean itself, imported into Europe for use as a cattle
feed, has been laid under contribution by the indefatigable
searchers for a raw material for artificial rubber, a German
patent having been issued for the manufacture of artificial
rubber from soja bean oil.”
3125. Kolshorn (First Lieutenant). 1912. Die Soyabohne
[The soybean]. Asien: Organ der Deutsch-Asiatischen
Gesellschaft 11(5):68-70. Feb. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “Only in the past three years has the soybean
(Soyabohne) achieved its importance in international trade.
And in actuality, its sudden emergence out of the darkness is
one of the most remarkable events in trade in recent times.
The circumstance that the upswing in a large export trade in
beans leaves everything else in the shadows–that the soybean
at a single stroke has taken on the same position in the export
list as tea and that if bean cakes are added in, it is even
competing for the position of silk, which stands at the top of
this list–that circumstance appears to provide the justification
to delve into its history and its present position in trade. The
following is therefore an attempt to give in to this wish, and
the desire is to provide some information about the bean with
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regard to its cultivation, its methods of use, and the history of
its trade.”
These words form the introduction to a monograph
about the soybean (footnote: [first paragraph in English]
The Soya Bean of Manschuria [sic, Manchuria]. Imperial
Maritime Costums [sic, Customs]. II. Special Series: Nr.
31. Published by order of the Inspector General of Customs.
Shanghai 1911. Price 1.50 dollars (mex)).
To be obtained in Germany through Max Noessler,
Bremen.
This very well laid-out work contains six tables,
some of them in color, with illustrations of the various
varieties of bean and the preparation machines (both
Chinese and modern), as well as one map of Manchuria
for the elucidation of the area of cultivation and one table
with a diagram of the price fluctuations from January
1907 to December 1910, which was just published by the
International Sea Tariff Administration (Internationale
Seezoll-Verwaltung) in China. Through its bodies, this
administration is capable like no other of examining and
testing the origin, the significance, and the prospects of such
a trade article.
What follows below is therefore an excerpt from this
stimulating work:
A. History: When it was that the soybean was introduced
in Manchuria is not known. But it appears that it arrived in
the north from the central provinces of China many centuries
ago. As a legume, it was in any case already traded in
ancient times. In the annals of the Chinese, for example, it
is mentioned how a ruler who was threatened by his brother
saved his life when he had to compose a poem of four lines
while taking seven steps. He chose this bean as the subject
of his poem, and by the solution of the task that had seemed
impossible, he won his life back. East Asia is in any case
the homeland of the soybean, and it was already a food for
the Chinese in the first centuries of the Christian calendar.
In addition, it is now grown from Hokkaido in the extreme
north of Japan as far as Java in Indochina and in fact even in
India.
B. Varieties of Soybeans: The soybean, whose scientific
name is Glycine hispida Mönch or Dolichos soya L., is
found in Manchuria in eight varieties. That is not a scientific
classification, though, but rather it corresponds to the trade
customs of the Chinese.
Among these, three main varieties are differentiated
once again on the basis of the color of the beans. But this
difference appears to only be an external one, although a
difference in oil content is apparently not to be ruled out.
“The three main varieties are: the yellow with the
subvariety “White Eyebrows” (because of a light spot at the
location where the bean clung to the pod), and then “round
golden” and “black navel” (because of a black spot at the
aforementioned location).
The green bean has two varieties–one of them has only

a green skin while the interior is yellowish, and the other one
is greenish all the way through.
The black bean has three varieties: large black (black
skin, green interior), small black (yellow on the inside), and
flat black (also yellow on the inside).
At the same time, there is also a vast number of nuances.
A Russian scholar has counted up to a total of fifty. With
these, there are of course no differences in the botanical
sense, but rather distinctions in the size and shape of the
seeds, in the height and growth of the plants, in the time to
maturity, etc. which are achieved through the breeding at
times with intent, at times unintentionally. The chance that
the varieties will continue to multiply further and further
is probable. According to reports from missionaries, a blue
variety is supposedly being grown in Kirin [today’s Jilin
City, China].
C. In General about the Growth of the Plant: The
soybean is an annual legume with a strong, nearly straight
stem which demonstrates only a slight inclination to bend.
The straight growth makes a comfortable harvest possible.
The stems are hairy, the trifoliate leaves show colorations
from blackish green to the lightest shadings of green, the
blossoms are very pale purple or faintly violet-blue. The
plants reach 2 to 3 feet high, and under favorable conditions,
occasionally even 4 feet. They bear pods of a length of about
2 inches, and specifically in an extraordinarily high quantity.
In the area around Tiehling [today’s Tieling, China], for
example, in 1910 from 42 to 105 (!) pods were found on
one single plant. The pods only contained 2 to 3 beans on
average, though, but those with 4 to 5 also occurred. The
brochure indicates that through the corresponding choice
of the varieties, the yield can be increased. The intense
hairiness of the pods is considered to be a protective measure
by nature against pests, among which are insects. The author
of these lines carried out observations in Schantung [today’s
Shandong Province, China] where the soybean was in fact
also grown although–at that time, at least–not to the scale
as in Manchuria. It was repeatedly observed how in the
bean fields, every single plant–the bean plants there reach
the height of one of our strong bush bean plants–was most
carefully searched for caterpillars and insects. I never saw
that these insects sat anywhere on the plant other than on the
softer underside of the leaves. By the large containers that
were filled with the insects, the plague of insects must have
been very large. (Incidentally, I was informed by a reliable
party that the smooth, fat, green caterpillars were squeezed
in order for the contents of their bodies to be eaten as a
vegetable, even if that was done only by the poorer classes).
Soil and Climate: The plant is not very sensitive to
drought as well as to light frosts, and it also tolerates
excessive moisture well. It gets along best in a mediumheavy soil with a good content of potassium, lime, and
phosphoric acid. In Manchuria, the soybean thrives on nearly
any soil, including on those that are very sandy. The area of
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cultivation with the highest yield is the hilly area of north
of Mukden [today’s Shenyang, China], east of the Liao
[probably the Liao River in China]. These hills are composed
of weathered gneiss. They are covered with a topsoil that has
been created by the wind which is specifically deep enough
to allow the roots of the soybean, which do not penetrate to
a great depth, to form a firm foothold. The shorelands of the
Sungari [today’s Songhua River in China] and Liao rivers
along with their tributaries, with their mud deposits that are
rich in humus, offer a particularly favorable fertile soil.
The relatively high level of evenness of the climate of
Manchuria makes crop failures not very likely. Within that
context, the area under cultivation is increasing year after
year, especially in the north. That is the case because the
bean thrives as far as 47º north latitude, and specifically,
the further north that the bean is grown, the more valuable
it is. The best beans supposedly come from the area of
Pehtwanlintze (north of Charbin) [probably today’s Suihua,
north of Harbin, in today’s China] (Continued). Address:
Oberleutenant.
3126. Kolshorn (First Lieutenant). 1912. Die Soyabohne
[The soybean (Continued–Document part II)]. Asien: Organ
der Deutsch-Asiatischen Gesellschaft 11(5):68-70. Feb. [1
ref. Ger]
• Summary: E. Cultivation: In April, the seeds are strewn by
hand in the flat furrows which the farmer has, it may well be
said, scratched into the soil with his primitive plow, which
has only one handle and, with the exception of the iron tip
of the plowshare, is made completely of wood, with a team
of oxen, donkeys, or mules in front. The seeds are covered
with soil by hand. Once the seeds sprout, the dirt is hilled
up around them in order to give the plants the possibility
of drawing as many nutrients as possible from the soil.
With regard to fertilizing, to the extent that it is necessary, a
mixture of manure and soil is applied, with the latter as road
mud (Strassenschlamm) being greatly desired. Depending
upon the type of soil, the rows stand two to three feet apart
from each other. In most cases, the field will no longer need
to be plowed again. Only where it is especially hard and with
some types of soil does it need to be broken up again from
time to time after each rainfall, which takes place by means
of chopping through. If necessary, the weeds also have to be
removed.
“The harvest takes place in September before the pods
are completely dry in order to not have any losses because
of the seeds falling out [shattering]. The bushes are pulled
up or else are cut with a straight scythe and piled up in small
heaps to dry. Then the bean plants are threshed by means of
stone rollers that are provided with longitudinal grooves on
threshing floors. The beans are then cleaned according to the
process that is also otherwise usual in China with grain: they
are thrown into the air against the wind. The heavy beans fall
to the ground immediately, and the light chaff is driven away

by the force of the wind.
As the work expresses, over the long term it is necessary
to be cautious about the overexploitation that is carried out
in Manchuria. As with all legumes, the soybean possesses
the capability of saving nitrogen, which has been amassed
from the air, in a great quantity in the roots by means of the
action of bacteria. But since the Chinese always pull up the
plant along with the roots or, in the event that the bean plants
are cut, they pull up the roots later on in order to use them
as a fuel for heating–this process is also usual in China with
all grain crops–in so doing the farmer robs the soil of the
nitrogen that is so very valuable which has been stored by
the plant itself. As has been mentioned above, the fertilizing
of the soil occurs only in an extremely scanty manner. And
the Chinese are not familiar with artificial fertilizers. So it is
only the unending fertility of the soil that can be thanked that
in spite of misuse for years, it still continues to provide good
yields. Thus, for example, in the area of Shwangchengpu
[today’s Shuang Cheng District, China] which is especially
fertile, soybeans have already been grown there for forty
years without the farmers ever having fertilized even once.
On the other hand, in Southwestern Manchuria, where this
overexploitation has been carried on for four hundred years,
the sad consequences are noticeable: the soil is depleted and
does not provide any harvest any more. If an intervention
is not carried out here soon by enlightening the population,
then in the end this process will have to lead to the ruin of
the entire crop.
The yield is of course very different, depending upon the
type of soil. From one acre (approximately 40 ares) which
[had] a sowing... [excerpt ends here abruptly].
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Oberleutenant.
3127. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1912. Le soja [The
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du
Jardin Colonial) 12(107):120-32. Feb. [12 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (continued): 2. Soy flour and its
derivatives: Soy flour (preparation, chemical composition),
soy bread (pain de soja), wholemeal bread (pain complet),
other products based on soy flour (as biscuits and cakes for
diabetic diets). 3. Soy oil and by-products of the oil mill: Soy
oil (physical and chemical properties, usage, price), residue
of the oil mill: the cake (price, uses). 4. Use of the soybean
as a legume: Whole soybeans (composition, digestibility),
soy sprouts (germes de soja), green vegetable soybeans (le
soja frais). 5. Fermented soy condiments–Solid condiments
from Japan: Tokyo natto (Le Tokio-Natto, whole fermented
soybeans, without salt) and Ping-Ming natto. (Le Ping-mingNatto; fermented black soybeans with salt, ginger, orange
rind, etc. A similar product is made in China and called taotche).
Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Feb. 2004) that uses the term Tokio-Natto to refer to
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natto.
Note 2. Footnote 2 under Soy bread
(p. 122) states: “M. Dujardin-Beaumetz,
L’Alimentation et les Régimes;” Soy
bread constitutes a major step forward
in the feeding of diabetics; it has a long
shelf life and a relatively agreeable
flavor.
Note 3. The book referred to
here is probably: Dujardin-Beaumetz,
Georges Octave. 1889. “L’hygiène
alimentaire: Aliments, alimentation,
régime alimentaire dans les maladies.
Deuxième édition revue, corrigée et
augmentée” [Food hygiene: Foods,
feeding, special diets for illnesses. 2nd
ed., revised, corrected, and expanded].
Paris: Octave Doin. viii + 239 p. Series:
Conférences de Thérapeutique de
l’Hopital Cochin, 1885-1886. Illust.
Address: 1. Counseiller de 1ere classe
au Ministère de l’Agriculture de la
Chine; 2. Ingénieur agricole (G.).
3128. Miles, A.C. 1912. Appendix C. Agricultural Station,
Coomassie [later named Kumasi]. Government Gazette
(Accra, Gold Coast, West Africa) No. 8. Supplement. p. 17276. For the year 1910. Summarized by the Bulletin of the
Imperial Institute. 1912. p. 316.
• Summary: Note: As of 1994, Kumasi is the capital of
the Ashanti Region of Ghana. Located about 115 miles
northwest of the capital city of Accra, it had a population of
415,280 in 1982.
During the year [1910] the Coomassie Agricultural
Station distributed 48 soya bean seeds (p. 173).
Pages 175-76 state: “During the year trials have again
been made with this crop and prove that under favorable
conditions the plants are very prolific. An area of 9/10 of an
acre was prepared in the swamp and seed sown at the end of
February with the following result: 22 lb. of seed harvested
early in May yielded 448 lb. of soybeans. This is the best
yield yet obtained in Ashanti. Some of the plants had as
many as 135 seed pods.
“A further trial was made in August on an area of 1
acre on dry ground. 1 cwt. [hundredweight = 112 pounds]
was sown in drills two feet apart; the germination was very
poor and the seed had to be re-sown. The crop was reaped
in December and yielded 108 lbs. of cleaned seed after
threshing. The beans appear to best on rich light soil on a wet
clayey sub-soil.”
Note: The Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (1912, p.
316) summarizes this article by stating: “Soya bean trials
in the Gold Coast have not led to very satisfactory results.”
Address: Curator.

3129. Minns, Edward R. 1912. Soy beans as a supplementary
silage crop. New York (Cornell) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 310. p. 257-74. Feb. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Feeding value of soy
beans. Soy beans as nitrogen gatherers. Varieties. Soils
and climate for soy beans. Cultural methods. Harvesting
soy beans. Experiments on the Cornell University farm.
Desirability of further experiments.
“Soy beans have never been grown on many farms in
New York.” There are few localities in New York where soy
beans will grow well enough to compete with commercial
crops of these beans grown in the warmer latitudes. “There
is little opportunity to cure the plants for hay in September,
the season when they are most valuable for feed. The most
profitable use that can be made of the soy bean in this state is
to ensile it with corn fodder before frost kills the foliage. For
this purpose the culture of soy beans should be encouraged
wherever the tendency is toward intensive dairy farming and
the soil and climate are favorable for corn growing.”
Varieties: In New York state, Medium Green is best
adapted for green forage, followed by Medium Green (also
known as Medium Early Green, Early Green, or Guelph),
Auburn, Medium Yellow, or Mammoth Yellow. Ito San is
best for seed, followed by Elton.
“For silage or soiling purposes, the crop may be
harvested with a side-delivery reaper or with a twine binder.
The fodder is at its best for feed when the pods are mostly
filled and the foliage has not yet begun to fall off. If ripe
seed is desired, the plants should stand until the leaves have
dropped. When the pods are tough with dampness, a reaper
or a mower may be used to cut the ripe stalks. Curing in
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stacks so made as to shed water will be found best. Varieties
that shatter badly when dry should be handled in the field
only when damp enough to be tough.”
A map (p. 267) shows some of the localities in New
York state where soy beans have been grown successfully
(about 30), and where they have failed (about 6).
Photos show: (1) A field of soy bean plants (front
cover). (2) Soy bean plants with partially filled seed pods,
shown against a ruler. Clusters of tubercles on the roots were
produced by soil inoculation (p. 260). (3) Close-up of soy
bean stems and roots showing the characteristic formation of
tubercles due to seed inoculation (p. 261). (4) Medium Green
soy beans growing with corn (p. 264). (5) Near view in a
field of soy beans and corn (p. 266).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that use the term “twine binder” or “reaper” (“side-delivery
reaper”) in connection with soybean production.
3130. Roberts, George; Kinney, E.J. 1912. Soy beans.
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 161.
p. 105-31. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the soy
bean. Uses of the soy bean: The seed, hay and forage, silage.
The soy bean in relation to soil fertility: Place in the rotation,
as a nitrogen-gathering crop, as a green manure crop.
Varieties of soy beans: Variety tests of soybeans planted
on 20 May 1911 (Ito San, Haberlandt, Ebony, Hollybrook,
Brooks, Meyer, Austin, Wilson, Sooty, Mammoth Yellow,
Medium Yellow {identical with Ito San}), varieties for
grain production (Haberlandt, Austin, Hollybrook, Meyer),
varieties for forage (For hay: Meyer, Wilson, and Sooty; For
late green forage and silage: Mammoth Yellow; For catch
crops: Ito San or Medium Yellow). Cultural directions: Soil
requirements, inoculation, preparing the seed bed, planting,
distance between rows, rate of seeding, time of seeding,
cultivation. Harvesting: Stages for cutting, cutting for seed,
cutting and curing for hay. Threshing. Care of the seed
(storage). Discussion of yields.
“Silage: Soy beans for a valuable addition to corn for
silage purposes, tending to make such silage a more nearly
balanced ration. They can well be used for this purpose in the
proportion of one part of soy beans to four or five of corn”
(p. 112). “For hay the beans are cut with a mower and as
soon as wilted raked into small windrows. They are allowed
to dry here for a short time, and should then be put into small
shocks and allowed to stand until well cured” (p. 126). An
illustration (p. 126) shows a device (a pole frame shaped like
a 3-sided pyramid) “for curing soy bean hay in shock.”
“Threshing: The ordinary grain separator can be adjusted
to successfully thresh soy beans, but as equipped for smallgrain threshing, a large per cent of the beans will be cracked
or split. This does not injure them for feeding purposes, but
ruins them for seed or for sale.
“The Experiment Station owns a small separator, which

is used to thresh the grain crops grown on the farm, and
considerable time has been spent in studying the necessary
adjustments for threshing soy beans. In general, the machine
is like all separators, and the same adjustments will apply to
all machines.
“The chief cause of split beans is the high speed of the
cylinder. The speed is reduced one-half and the speed of the
fans and other parts is maintained by doubling the size of
both cylinder pulleys. A special set of thin concaves is used”
(p. 127).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Sooty. Address: 1. Agronomist,
Head of Div. of Agronomy; 2. Asst. Agronomist. Both: Univ.
of Kentucky, Lexington.
3131. Sooty: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1912. Seed
color: Black (rusty), hilum black.
• Summary: Sources: Roberts, George; Kinney, E.J. 1912.
“Soy beans.” Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 161. p. 105-31. Feb. Sooty (p. 117): “Plant very
slender, vining considerably. Vines up to 45 inches, Ripe
October 1st. Beans small, flat, rusty brown color. Yield 14
bushels per acre. Shatters easily. A good variety for hay.”
Washburn, W.F. 1916. “Soya bean oil.” North Dakota
Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin. No. 118. p. 35-42. Sept. See
p. 41. Series No. 4200. Sooty is mentioned on p. 39, but no
additional information is given.
Ladd, Culver. 1919. “Soya bean investigation.” North
Dakota Agric. Exp. Station, Food Department, Paint Bulletin
1(7):130-38. Oct. See p. 132, 133, 138. Table I shows that
the soybean variety Sooty was grown in 1915. Moisture:
7.35%. Fat: 17.05%. Specific gravity at 15.5ºC: 0.9264.
Refractive index of the oil at 25ºC: 1.4740. Iodine No. 132.1.
Saponification number: 193.5. Table II gives values for the
same constants for Sooty grown in 1916. Table III shows that
Sooty is black, small, flattened, oval and yellow inside. It
was grown in New Jersey in 1915 and 1916. The fat content
(%), moisture content (%), refractive index at 25ºC, specific
gravity at 15.5ºC, iodine number, and saponification number
are given.
Kinney, E.J.; Roberts, George. 1921. “Soybeans.”
Kentucky Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 232. p. 23-57.
May. See p. 33. Concerning the variety Sooty: “Plants
slender. Stems weak and twining. Seeds small, 6,000 per
pound, flat, black. The seedcoat is rough. This variety makes
hay of the best quality because the stems are very fine, but on
rich land it tangles even worse than cowpeas. It is a vigorous
growing, hardy sort, however, and in Ohio county and Union
county, Kentucky, farmers regard it very highly.”
McHargue, J.S. 1923. “Iron and manganese content
of certain species of seeds.” J. of Agricultural Research
23(6):395-99. Feb. 10.
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p.
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10. “Sooty–Selection from the Cloud variety at Arlington
Experiment Farm, Virginia, in 1907. Plants slender, erect,
with twining terminals, maturing in about 125 days;
pubescence both gray and tawny; flowers both purple and
white, 55 to 60 days to flower; pods 2 to 4 seeded; seeds
rusty black with black hilum, about 5,825 to the pound; germ
yellow; oil 12.9 per cent.”
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1189. Selection by Arlington
Experiment Farm, 1907.
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 16-17. Sooty is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: IV. Year named or released:
1927. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 06. Source
and other information: Selected from ‘Cloud’ in 1907 at
the USDA Arlington Farm, Virginia. Prior designation: PI
16790B. Address: USA.
3132. Product Name: [Fermented Tofu Cheese (Gruyere,
Parmesan, Roquefort, or Camembert types)].
Foreign Name: Fromages fermentés (Gruyere, Parmesan,
Roquefort, or Camembert).
Manufacturer’s Name: Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Valles, Colombes (near Asnieres,
Seine), northwest of Paris, France.
Date of Introduction: 1912 February.
New Product–Documentation: Li, Yu-ying. 1910.
“Vegetable milk and its derivatives.” British Patent 30,275. 5
p. Date of application, 30 Dec. 1910. Accepted 29 Feb. 1912.
See p. 2. “For obtaining fermented cheese such as roquefort
[Roquefort], parmezan [Parmesan], romatour, camambert
[Camembert] and gruyere, suitable ferments are employed.”
Loyer, Maurice. 1911. “Déjeuner amical annuel
de la Société d’Acclimatation [Annual friendly lunch of
the Society for Acclimatization].” Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 58:764-67. See p. 765-767. “Roquefort de
Soja” is one of the desserts listed on the menu.
Li Yu-ying and L. Grandvoinnet. 1912. “Le soja
[The soybean”]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds
12(106):28-38. Jan. See p. 34. Tofu can be made into either
non-fermented or fermented cheeses. The fermented cheeses
may be of the Gruyère, Roquefort, or Camembert types.
Li and Grandvoinnet. 1912. Le soja. p. 101.
Li Yu-ying. 1913. U.S. Patent 1,064,841. June 17.
Application filed Oct. 10, 1911. “Method of manufacturing
products from soja.” “The object of this invention is to
provide a simple, efficient and economical method of
producing a product from soja beans, and from which
product it is possible to obtain by adding certain substances a
product resembling human or animal milk, and also to obtain
fresh or fermented cheese...” “The coagulated milk is molded
and pressed, and cheese of different forms and consistency

obtained according to the degree of coagulation or pressure.
The cheeses may be eaten fresh or they may be dried. They
are salted or not according to the nature of the manufacture...
In producing fermented cheese: Roquefort, Permesan,
Romatour, Camembert, Gruyère, etc., ferments suitable for
the manufacture of those products are employed...”
3133. Virginia: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonyms: Early Virginia Brown, Virginia Early Brown
(Morse 1927). Virginia Brown (Soybean Blue Book 1947;
Morse 1948). 1912. Seed color: Brown (olive).
• Summary: Sources: Morse, W.J. 1912. Letter to Miss M.G.
Austin [USDA BPI], Feb. 10. “The following list represents
some promising varieties of soybeans grown in quantity at
the Arlington Experimental Farm and Virginia Agricultural
Experiment Station in 1911. The varieties are... 32906
Virginia, 32907 Peking,...” For each a full description is
given.
Robert, J.C. 1915. Preliminary report on the economic
value of the soybean. Jackson, MS: Mississippi Agricultural
College, Tucker Printing House. 15 p. July 1. See p. 2
(photo) and 4 (composition table). The soybean variety
Virginia was grown and tested in Mississippi in 1913 and
1914. The percentage composition for the two years was as
follows: Moisture 6.39 / 7.59. Ash 5.35 / 6.00. Fat 17.37 /
18.45. Protein 40.31 / 40.56. Nitrogen free extract 25.19 /
22.42. Fiber 5.38 / 4.98.
Williams, C.B. 1916. “More soy beans for the South.”
Progressive Farmer. 31:451. April 1. In “the upper Piedmont
and mountain sections of the South, where the growing
period is relatively short, the Wilson and Virginia are
suitable varieties. For hay in any section the Virginia is well
suited because of the character of its growth. Unfortunately,
however, at the present time the seed of this latter variety are
very scarce...”
Washburn, W.F. 1916. “Soya bean oil.” North Dakota
Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin. No. 118. p. 35-42. Sept. See
p. 41. Series No. 4200. Information about the seed and oil
of the soybean variety Virginia, grown in Maryland and
Kentucky, is given.
Schmitz, Nickolas. 1917. “Soybeans.” Maryland Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 201. p. 131-58. Feb. See p. 14042. “This is the most desirable all-around variety tested thus
far for all sections of Maryland.”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 16.
“The Virginia on account of its abundant growth and large
yield of seed makes an excellent forage. It is recommended
as a suitable variety for hay or ensilage and as such can be
grown throughout the greater part of the corn belt. Plants
slender, erect, with vining terminals, maturing in about 125
days; pubescence tawny; flowers purple; seeds brown, with
a brown seed scar, much flattened, medium small, about
250,000 to the bushel; oil, 17.8%; protein, 40.2%.”
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Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 169. “Selection from the Morse, 1907 (Fig. 44).” Seed
size: About 207,300 to the bushel.
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p. 7, 10.
“Early Virginia Brown.–The same as Virginia.” “Virginia
Early Brown.–The same as Virginia.”
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1189. Selection by Arlington
Experiment Farm, 1907.
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1939. “Soybeans: Culture
and varieties.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520 (Revised
ed.) 39 p. Nov. See p. 16. “Virginia–Selection (19186-D)
from the Morse variety at Arlington Experiment Farm in
1907. Maturity, about 125 days; pubescence, tawny; flowers,
purple, appearing in 50 to 55 days; pods, two- to threeseeded; seeds, brown with brown hilum, about 3,455 to
the pound; germ, yellow; oil, 19.82 percent; protein, 40.08
percent.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 18-19. Virginia is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: IV. Year named or released:
1918. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 04. Source
and other information: Selected from ‘Morse’ in 1909 at
the USDA Arlington Farm, Virginia. Prior designation: PI
19186D. Address: USA.
3134. Williams, C.G.; Welton, F.A. 1912. The soybean and
cowpea. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
237. p. 239-61. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Uses: As grain, hay, silage, a soiling
crop, pasture, and for soil renovation. Culture: Soils,
fertilizers and inoculation, seedbed, cultivation, time of
seeding, rate of seeding, manner of seeding. Harvesting:
Hay, silage, seed, threshing. Varieties: Table III (p. 252)
describes 32 varieties of soybeans including their weight,
color, manner of growth, date of bloom, color of bloom, and
average height of plants. Table IV (p. 253) gives the yield of
grain and straw for 32 varieties and includes the average date
of maturity, average number of days to maturity (112-135),
average yield per acre of beans (1908-11, plus 2 year and 4
year averages; highest 2 year average was 25.5 bu/acre) and
of straw (highest 2 year average was 2,275 lb/acre), pounds
of straw per bushel of grain (63-116), and retention of beans
(Good, fair, or excellent), and enemies of soybeans (“So far
as this Station is aware, there are no enemies of economic
importance to the soybean in the state.”). Table V (p. 255)
shows many varieties of soybeans grouped into early (116
days or less), medium (117-126 days), and late (127-132
days). For each variety is given: Average date of maturity in
Ohio, average number of days to maturity, two-year average

yield per acre of beans and straw, and weight per bushel of
seed.
“Within the last twenty or twenty-five years it [the
soybean] has gained considerable prominence in the
agriculture of several states, notably Massachusetts and
Kansas, into both of which states the seed was imported
direct from Japan. The wide variations in different varieties
as regards time of maturity, permit it to be grown pretty
generally throughout the United States. Roughly speaking,
the earliest varieties can be grown successfully as far north
as corn. In Ohio the acreage at present is not large, but is
rapidly increasing. The Ohio Experiment Station has been
growing soybeans continuously in a small way since 1894.
From year to year the acreage has been gradually increased,
until now about fifteen acres are grown annually.”
Harvesting: The harvesting of soybeans for hay is
“the most difficult work connected with the growing of
the crop. No satisfactory machinery especially adapted to
handling them has as yet been placed on the market... For the
harvesting of soybeans for seed, probably the best machinery
available is either the ordinary mower with side delivery
attachment, or the old-time self-raking reaper.
“Threshing: While it is essential to have soybeans well
cured before threshing, yet at the time of threshing it is
desirable that they be damp or ‘tough.’ In this condition they
can be threshed in an ordinary threshing machine with very
little cracking of beans, providing the machine be run slowly
and with blank concaves.”
Photos show: A field of soybeans, July 27, 47 days after
planting (oval photo on cover). A soybean plant with leaves
removed and many pods visible (p. 242). Soybean roots with
and without nodules (p. 246, from First Principles of Soil
Fertility, by Vivian).
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2016) with the word “soybean” or
“soybeans” in the title.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest experiment station
publication seen (Oct. 2016) with the word “soybean” or
“soybeans” in the title. The last such publication was also
from Ohio.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2019) that uses the term “enemies” (or “enemy”)
in connection with soybean pests.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that mentions the use of a reaper (self-raking reaper) for
soybean production. Address: 1. Chief, Agronomy; 2. B.S.,
Asst., Agronomy. Both: Wooster, Ohio.
3135. Bergey, Nestor. 1912. Improvements in the treatment
of soya beans for their conversion into food products. British
Patent 5,169. Date of application: 1 March 1912. 2 p.
Accepted: 3 March 1913.
• Summary: Describes how to make roasted sprouted soy
bean powder. “This invention relates to improvements in the
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process for treating soya beans, or Chinese soy, which have
been previously partly germinated by soaking in an alkaline
liquid, to convert them into various alimentary products.”
The soy beans germinated by soaking in milk of lime or
other alkali are washed, “torrefied or roasted whilst still in
their wet condition,” and husked.
After the beans are washed, “it will then be found that
a greater part of the odour and pea flavour they previously
had has disappeared... the moisture is first evaporated
before the roasting proper begins... during the roasting the
develop a peculiar flavour and aroma, somewhat similar to
that of cocoa undergoing a roasting process.” The oil may
be expressed before roasting. The roasted beans may be
mixed with cacao butter, etc., and ground for use in making a
chocolate substitute, vanilla, sugar, etc., being added.
“For manufacturing a substitute for coffee, chicory or
the like, the treated beans after having been roasted to a light
colour and freed from husks are ground to a coarse powder
and reroasted.” During reroasting 15-20% of glucose or
molasses are added.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2015) that uses the term “Chinese soy” to refer to
the soya bean.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “powder” to refer to
roasted soy flour. Address: Manufacturer, 48, Boulevard
Voltaire, Paris, France.
3136. Merrill, L.A. 1912. Forage crops for Western farmers.
Davis County Clipper (Utah). March 1. p. 6.
• Summary: “Oregon Short Line Railroad Demonstration
Train Lecture (Continued from Last week).” This article is
mostly about the soiling system–its benefits and drawbacks.
“We do not claim for this system that it is a new
practice. Repeated experiments have been made in other
states, notably Wisconsin, on this subject, and with excellent
results. We wish to refer you to the Channel Islands,
Guernsey and Jersey.” On the island of Jersey they are
keeping approximately 12,500 head of Jerseys [cows], and
2,500 head of horses. This makes approximately 15,000
head of livestock supported from 10,000 acres of land, or 1½
head for every acre of farm. All the cattle are soiled the year
round, except the cows for milk which are tethered. These
Jersey farmers are the most scientific farmers in the world;
they make enormous profits from their land and I believe this
is due largely to the soiling system.”
Rye and alfalfa are excellent soiling crops in Utah;
corn and barley also do well, depending on the agricultural
conditions. “I have found however that when it comes to a
question of the very best soiling rations for producing the
greatest amount of milk, there is no forage crop that excels
peas and oats sown together.”
“There are a great many other crops that are used for
soiling purposes in other sections of the country [USA], such

as winter vetch, cow peas, soja beans, etc. but these crops
do not seem to thrive well under the climatic conditions
prevailing here” [in northern Utah].
Note: This article also appeared in the Gunnison Gazette
(Utah), 1 March 1912, p. 3; and in the Emery County
Progress (Utah), 13 April 1912, p. 5. Address: Director,
Extension Div., Utah Agricultural College.
3137. Nishimura, Torazô. 1912. Shôyu oyobi miso ni
kansuru kenkyû seiseki hôkoku [Results of studies on shoyu
and miso]. Nogaku Kaiho (J. of the Scientific Agricultural
Society, Japan) No. 115. p. 1-10. March 5; No. 116. p. 1-31.
April 5. [Jap]
Address: Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
3138. Fuller, Stuart J. 1912. New soya-bean mill in
Sweden. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
15(55):950. March 6.
• Summary: The Aktiebolaget Goteborgs Ris- och Valskvarn
(Gothenburg Rice & Roller Mill Co.) is installing a plant to
process soya beans from Manchuria. “The establishment of
such a plant at Gothenburg has been discussed for several
years.
“The plant will be the first of its kind in Sweden. Soyabean oil, oil cake, and meal have hitherto been imported
from Hull, England, and from Copenhagen. This oil has
in the past four or five years become a strong competitor
of other vegetable oils, many of which are imported from
America, while the bean cake and meal have been most
successful in competing with American cottonseed cakes and
meal.
“The new enterprise is allied to the Swedish and
Danish East Asiatic companies and with similar plants at
Copenhagen and Stettin [Sczcecin, the largest seaport in
Poland {as of May 2015} on the Baltic Sea and the Oder
River], and Danish money forms part of the capital. The two
East Asiatic companies referred to operate a joint steamship
service to the Far East [East Asia], and the problem of return
cargo for the ships that go out with paper, pulp, timber, and
iron is important. This explains their interest in developing
uses for Manchurian [soya] beans.
“It is planned to expend 1,500,000 crowns ($402,000)
in a plant capable of handling 30,000 tons of beans annually,
and so designed that it can easily be enlarged to 50,000 tons
capacity.” Address: Consul, Gothenburg.
3139. A Travers le Monde. 1912. Le lait de soja, sa
fabrication et ses propriétés: Cultures exotiques [Soymilk,
its production and its properties: Exotic crops]. 18(10):80.
March 9. Bound in the back of Le Tour du Monde. [Fre]
• Summary: The periodical Bulletin de l’Agriculture
Pratique des Pays Chauds contains interesting information
about the milk of this vegetable. The process for making
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soymilk (lait de soja or lait végétale de soja) is described
briefly, both the “very rudimentary” process used in China
and the modern process [resembling that used by Li Yu-ying
at his factory outside Paris–See the 9 Sept. 1911 issue of this
periodical].
“Soymilk has properties resembling those of animal
milk. It rises upon boiling... The boiling does not become
regular until after the milk has been withdrawn from the first
several times; it forms a solid film on the surface. The milk
has an odor of malt.” Address: Paris.
3140. Wing, Joseph E. 1912. Growing a substitute for
tankage (Letter to the editor). Breeder’s Gazette 61(11):64950. March 13.
• Summary: “The appended letter comes from S.T.K.,
Williamsport, Ohio:
“’What home-grown crop can you suggest to take the
place of tankage in swine feeding, to use with corn? How
many acres will it take to produce the equivalent of a ton
of tankage, and will it be more economical to raise this,
everything considered. than to raise corn and buy tankage?
I would appreciate full particulars also as to cultivation.
feeding and also the kind of soil required. I have ten acres
of black bottom soil that has some slope. It will go into corn
this year unless you think I could start alfalfa. I have some
clay land adjacent that I would like to get into something
besides corn this year. It has been corned to death. I want
to work into hog-raising. and want to get the farm into
corn, clover. alfalfa, some substitute for tankage, and just
enough wheat for bedding. Has Joseph E. Wing ever had any
experience with a small cold-storage plant, to use natural ice,
as far as possible, and to fill in by gasoline power? Would
it pay to put in a small plant to store eggs to hold for top
prices?’
[Answer:] “The soybean has much less digestible
protein than the best tankage–29.1 and 50.1 per cent
respectively. In fat the soybean slightly excels, having 14.6
per cent, while tankage has 11.6 per cent. Either will be a
first rate thing with which to balance corn. The soybeans can
be grown easily, with culture somewhat like corn only the
rows need to be no wider apart than 30 inches, or less if the
horse can get through between them. Varieties vary much
in productivity. S.T.K. can grow the large varieties but not
the latest ripening varieties. One can easily grow about 600
pounds of soybeans per acre.
“For the land that needs renewing, one could grow either
soybeans or cowpeas. Soybeans if cut off and taken away do
not much enrich the soil, if at all, nor do cowpeas, but they
can be hogged off and then they do enrich the soil. Soybeans
ought to have soil inoculation to do their best.
“That land could also be sown to mammoth clover
alone, or common red clover, giving a liberal fertilization
with acid phosphate and if possible a sprinkling of manure.
Sown alone, this will make strong growth and can be hogged

in the late summer and will last two years, when it can
be put back to corn for a year, manured and fertilized and
sown to alfalfa. In sowing the clover next spring add about
10 per cent of alfalfa seed to the clover for the purpose of
inoculation.
“In this home-growing scheme the thing to do is to get
right down to corn and alfalfa growing as rapidly as possible.
If the land needs it, he should lime it well since he is so near
the quarries where ground limestone is sold cheaply. Let him
grow the pigs on alfalfa and he will not need tankage. He can
finish them on corn alone and all will be well; just pasture on
alfalfa and feed lightly on corn during the summer.
“I hardly think there has yet been made a cold storage
plant at low enough cost to be serviceable on the farm. If
there has I do not know about it. An icehouse with a cold
room (of small size) in it, surrounded by sawdust and with
a compartment over it where cakes of ice can be laid and
buried in sawdust will make it cold enough to keep eggs, I
think, and that might work all right.
“Joseph E. Wing.” Address: Cayuga, Indiana.
3141. Liverseege, J.F.; Elsdon, G.D. 1912. The Livache and
other tests for linseed oil and its adulterants. J. of the Society
of Chemical Industry (London) 31(5):207-08. March 15.
• Summary: The method proposed by Livache seems to be
the most widely used for obtaining quantitative results for
the drying power of oils. The oil gains weight during the
test. “Of the other vegetable oils examined, soy showed
the largest gain, 8.4 per cent. to 8.9 per cent.” Cottonseed
oil came next, followed by colza oil and arachis oil. A
discussion follows. Address: 1. F.I.C.; 2. B.Sc, A.I.C. Both:
Birmingham, England.
3142. Prager Tagblatt (Prague, Austro-Hungarian Empire).
1912. Schiffbautaetigkeit und Schiffahrtsgesellschaften
[Shipbuilding activity and shipping lines]. 37(74):12. March
15. Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: The low employment at shipyards in 1908 and
1909 as well as the subsequent extraordinary growth of
world trade that followed the crisis in those two years led,
against all expectations, to a perceptible lack of tonnage on
the freight markets of the world in early 1911.
Just how much the conditions of the shipping business
have improved since 1908 is shown by a quick comparison
of the freight rates paid today with those that had to be
accepted by the ship owners at the end of that year if they
didn’t want to leave their ships just lying still. At the end
of 1908, what was paid for coal from Cardiff to Colombo
was 8 [British] shillings 6 pence, while at the end of 1911,
12 shillings 6 pence were spent for the same trip. For rice
from India to Europe, what was paid in 1908 was only 18
shillings 6 pence, while on the other hand at the end of
1911, it was 27 shillings, and for soybeans (Soyabohnen) 21
shillings 6 pence compared to 35 shillings at the end of last
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year. It is in fact to be traced back to this that shipbuilding
activity is also currently still extraordinarily strong–so strong
that even in shipping circles, the fear has surfaced that a
repeated overproduction is imminent which will result in the
foreseeable future in a renewed drop in freight charges.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
3143. Neues Wiener Tagblatt (Vienna). 1912. Die
Hochkunstausstellung [The high art exhibition]. 46(75):8.
March 17. [Ger]
• Summary: For hundreds of years, the Chinese have used
soybeans (Soyabohnen) and sesame seeds as sources of plant
oil.
3144. Waerden, Herman van der. 1912. De sojaboon [The
soybean]. Indische Mercuur (De) (Amsterdam) 35(12):25152. March 19. [6 ref. Dut]
• Summary: This article is reprinted from Pharmaceutisch
Weekblad, 12 Aug. 1911. 48(32):889-96. Address:
Scheikundig Ingenieur, Dir. Laboratorium Koloniaal
Museum.
3145. Morse, W.J. 1912. Re: Your request for varieties of
soy beans and cowpeas. Letter to Mr. G.W. Shaw, College of
Agriculture, Experiment Station, Berkeley, CA, March 20. 2
p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I have your letter of March
5th requesting varieties of soy beans and cowpeas for
experimental work at the Stockton Experiment Station. I
am taking pleasure in sending you one pound each of the
following varieties of these crops:
“Mammoth soy bean #31867
“Swan soy bean #22379
“Duggar soy bean #32890
“Auburn soy bean #32909
“Peking soy bean #32907
“Austin soy bean #32891
“Ito San soy bean #17268
“Taha soy bean #21999
“Meyer soy bean #17852
“Cloud soy bean #16790
“Early Red cowpea #25808
“Groit cowpea #32862
“Red Whippoorwill cowpea #17374
“Groit cowpea #32862
“Early Clay cowpea #29282
“Holstein cowpea #29309
“Brabham cowpea #32887
“Peerless cowpea #25314
“We are enclosing our blue slips giving information on
the culture of these crops, and ask that you report results to
us at the close of the season.
“The portion of your letter concerning Garbanzas

[Garbanzo beans] is being referred to the proper office for
attention.
“Yours very truly, Scientific Assistant. (Enclosures–2)”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Ala.–Calif. Box no. 2.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
3146. Dorsett, P.H. 1912. Re: Mr. Edward Frohner of Ohio
requesting information on Soya Bean and Soya Bean Oil.
Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC, March 21. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: I am sending you
herewith a copy of a letter dated March 14, 1912, from
Mr. Edw. Frohner, Chemist, Standard Oil Cloth Co.,
Youngstown, Ohio requesting information regarding Perilla
Oil and Soya Bean and Soya Bean Oil.
“The request for information regarding Perilla Oil has
been referred to Dr. True for attention. Kindly send Mr.
Frohner whatever information you have regarding Soya Bean
and Soya Bean Oil.
“Mr. Frohner has been advised of this reference. “Very
truly yours, Expert Plant Introducer.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 108.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Expert Plant Introducer, Foreign
Seed and Plant Introduction, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC.
3147. Grantham, A.E. 1912. The soy bean–A new protein
crop. Country Gentleman 77(12):7, 18. March 23.
• Summary: “As a field crop the soy bean is now to the Corn
Belt, although the plant has been grown in a limited way as
a garden novelty for many years. Systematic efforts toward
bringing the crop into general culture did not begin until
the agricultural experiment stations were established. About
1890 Professor Brooks, of the Massachusetts Agricultural
College, on a trip to Europe secured the seed of a few
varieties of the soy bean which he planted and carefully
studied. This marked the beginning of investigations by
the experiment stations in many states... It must be said,
however, that soy-bean culture has passed the experimental
stage and that the interest in the crop is developing rapidly.
The past five years have shown a remarkable increase in the
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area planted to it.”
“The future of the soy bean as a permanent crop in our
agriculture does not rest upon its direct commercial value
but rather upon the use of the plant by farmers to take the
place of many of the concentrated feeding stuffs now being
purchased.”
Photos, by the author, show: (1) A soy bean plant with
its mature pods. (2) Piles of soy bean hay in a field; when
properly cured it equals alfalfa in quality. (3) A farmer
standing in a field of soy beans; an acre often produces a ton
of seed. Corn is growing along one edge.
3148. Pharmazeutische Post (Vienna; later renamed
Pharmaceutische Post). 1912. Kautschuk [Rubber]
45(24):254. March 23. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (Soja hispida) is a new source of
artificial rubber.
3149. Evening Bulletin (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1912. Japanese
push cart men must have licenses. March 29. p. 3, col. 1.
• Summary: “Trouble is ahead for the purveyors of the
succulent tofu, the soup that is to be bought from the little
push-carts of the Japanese. According to the statistics
given by a worried looking Japanese this morning, the job
necessitates either a man and wife being with the cart or else
two men and the average nightly earning is from one to one
and a half dollars. Now the Board of Health is stepping in
and asking that the tofu vendors take out a license.
“Two of the pushcarts were outside the Board of Health
building this morning and the owners were told what they
had to do. The carts were clean and therefore they were
allowed to go on their way, but it is very likely that in the
future all carts must be taken to the health board and be
inspected before business can be done on the streets.”
Note: It is not clear how often each cart must be
inspected, and if there is a fee for the inspection and the
license.
3150. Fisher, M.L.; King, F.G. 1912. Supplementary pasture
crops. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Circular No. 35. 16 p. March.
• Summary: “The hog in a natural state is a foraging animal.
Practically all forms of plant and animal life were consumed
by wild swine in their search for food.”
“The character of the forage furnished by the soy bean is
much the same as that of the cowpea. However, it produces
a much larger percentage of grain to forage than does the
cowpea and the grain contains a higher per cent of protein. It
is far more valuable for the feeding quality of its grain than
of its leaves. It is entirely possible to secure forage for 20 to
30 hogs per acre for four to six weeks in the fall and make
exceedingly rapid and economical gains on them. From
the result of several trials at this station it has been found
that the threshed soy beans are worth practically as much

per ton for fattening hogs as linseed oilmeal, and that very
rapid and economical gains can be made by the use of this
plant whenever satisfactory growth is secured. The nature
of the soy bean is such that it requires only about one part
of the bean to four or five parts of corn to produce the most
rapid and economical gains. Therefore, hogs on soy bean
pasture should be given a full ration of corn.” Address: 1.
Dep. of Soils and Crops; 2. Dep. of Animal Husbandry. Both:
Lafayette, Indiana.
3151. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1912. Le soja [The
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du
Jardin Colonial) 12(108):213-23. March. [7 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (continued): Products and condiments
based on fermented soybeans. 5. Condiments in paste form
(Condiments pâteux): Miso (preparation, different varieties
including white miso, Yeddo miso, Sandai [Sendai] miso or
red miso, composition of miso {a table based on studies by
Kellner and König}), Tao-Tjiung (Tou-chiang, doujiang) or
Chinese-style miso (preparation, properties, composition
{a table based on analyses by Prinsen-Geerligs}).
Sauces: Shoyu (Schoyou, soyou, schoyu, or Phek-szeYou in Chinese; preparation, raw materials used and their
proportions, formation of molds and koji, fermentation,
perfection of the fermentation process in an aseptic
environment using soymilk or soy bouillon inoculated with
pure cultures), properties of shoyu, chemical composition
of shoyu (tables show: (1) Composition based on analyses
by Kellner, Stift, Belohoubeck, Tahara & Kitao. (2)
Composition and forms of nitrogen according to Suzuki, Azo
[sic, Aso], and Mitarai (3 tables)), aroma of shoyu (2 tables
based on analyses by Tahara and Kitao; Belohoubeck found
two types of microbes in shoyu; the Saccharomyces and
the bacteria). Chiang-yu (Tsiang-yeou; Chinese soy sauce),
Ketjap (soy sauce from Java).
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the word Schoyou or the term
Phek-sze-You to refer to soy sauce. Address: 1. Counseiller
de 1ere classe au Ministère de l’Agriculture de la Chine; 2.
Ingénieur agricole (G.).
3152. Pure Products (New York). 1912. Products of the soy
bean. 8(3):157-60. March.
• Summary: “Three very interesting food products are
manufactured from the soy bean, one known as vegetable
milk, another known as vegetable cheese or vegetable casein,
and soy sauce.” “Vegetable milk, like animal milk, may be
may be homogenized; that is to say, it may be passed through
an apparatus known as a ‘homogenizer’...” Concentrated
or “condensed vegetable milk has a characteristic odor,
but this can be improved by adding a little coumarin or
vanillin, which corrects the taste so as to make it more nearly
resemble that of cow’s milk.”
Vegetable cheese is coagulated “by the addition of a
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white mineral powder known as tchach-kao, which consists
largely of plaster of paris.”
“Soy sauce, or fermented soy,... may well serve as the
basis of sauces of the Worcestershire type.” Address: USA.
3153. Yoshida, T. 1912. Seisei shôyu no kôbo ni tsuite oyobi
sono seibun ni oyobosu sayô [On the yeast of shoyu and its
influence on constituents]. Sapporo Norin Gakkaiho (J. of
the Society of Agriculture and Forestry, Sapporo) No. 13. p.
1-27. March. [Jap]
Address: Nôgaku-shi.
3154. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1912.
Inter-state markets. April 4. p. 14.
• Summary: “Sydney, April 3... Four tons of Champion’s
white lead sold at £39 10/ and £40. Fifty cases of Soya bean
oil sold at 6/6.”
3155. Kuriyama, Masao. 1912. Shôyu oyobi mirin-chû
ni ganyû suru tôbun no kenshutsu-hô [A method for the
detection of sugars in shoyu and mirin]. Nogaku Kaiho (J. of
the Scientific Agricultural Society, Japan) No. 116. p. 25-31.
April 5. [Jap]
Address: Japan.

“The soya bean market of Harbin is inactive now and
has been for three weeks. This may be partially accounted
for by the Chinese new year, but the main cause was the
heavy purchases prior to the holidays by Mitsui & Co. These
purchases totaled about two-thirds of the available stocks,
and forced the price so high that it was impossible to ship.
The heavy purchases were apparently made in an effort to
corner the market... The price has gradually dropped to 64
kopecks (33 cents) per pood (36.112 pounds), but no sales
are being recorded.” It is reported that “Mitsui & Co. have a
stock of 1,000 cars at Vladivostok.”
“Two bean-oil tank cars constructed at the railway
workshops, Dalny, were subjected to a trial run with
satisfactory results. Each car has 27 tons capacity and is
partitioned into four chambers for transporting oil in small
consignments.”
Note: This the earliest document seen (Jan. 2010) that
uses the term “tank cars” (or “tank car”) to refer to a railroad
car with a tank mounted on top for carrying liquids–in this
case [soy] bean oil. Address: Consul, Harbin, China.

3156. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1912. [Soy
beans in Argentina]. 25(315):48. April 11. Summarized by
the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1912. p. 493. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Experiments with soy beans in Argentina
during the past three years have proved successful, leading
Estancia proprietors [to] inform Mr. A. Grenville Turner [of
England], who selected the seed, that they intend to grow
the crop on a commercial scale. The beans, says the Monthly
Magazine of the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce, will
be grown in preference to linseed, as a restorative crop, in
rotation with wheat. As the percentage of oil in soy beans
varies from 15.8 per cent to 23.20 per cent, enquiries are
being instituted for seed beans having a high oil content, also
for early and late varieties, to facilitate harvesting operations
with other crops. The germinating capacities of soy beans
vary considerably; all parcels of seed should, therefore, be
carefully tested for germination before shipment.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Argentina (one of
three documents).

3158. Hird, S.A.; Lloyd, L.L. 1912. The action of sulphur
dioxide upon oils and their fatty acids. J. of the Society of
Chemical Industry (London) 31(7):317-19. April 15. [2 ref]
• Summary: “The bleaching of oils and fats by means of
sulphur dioxide does not appear to be employed technically,
and little appears to have been published upon the action
of this bleaching agent upon these compounds.” Soya bean
oil is golden yellow in its natural state. In the presence of
oxygen, sulphur dioxide, used for a short period, yields a
brown thin liquid, but used for a long period, yields a solid
brown mass. In the absence of oxygen it yields a brown
to black substance, varying with different samples. The
solubility of products after 6 months action of sulphur
dioxide is as follows: Benzene: soluble. Ether: soluble.
Petroleum ether: sparingly soluble. The action of sulphur
dioxide upon soya bean oil in solution in benzene, carbon
tetrachloride, and petroleum ether results in the solutions
becoming warm, quickly bleached, and afterwards turning
brown. With petroleum ether as solvent, a dark skin collected
on the surface.
Note: A sample of hot expressed soya bean oil, rich
brown in color, was bleached, and then gave a darker color
by action of sulphur dioxide than the cold expressed oil.
Address: 2. PhD, Yorkshire, England.

3157. Maynard, Lester. 1912. Manchurian trade notes. Daily
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) 15(87):172-73. April
12.
• Summary: “The new bean-oil mill of Kiosensha & Co.
(Japanese), at old Harbin, has been completed, inspected,
and passed by the technical and sanitary committee of the
Chinese Eastern Railway, and will soon be in operation.”

3159. Drogisten-Zeitung (Vienna). 1912. Aus der Praxis fuer
die Praxis: Die Fabrikation der Konserven und Kanditen
[From practice for practice: The production of preserves and
candied fruit]. 27(16):159-60. April 19. [Ger]
• Summary: From Dr. K. Saito, Tokyo, we find an essay that
is also interesting from the historico-cultural point of view
on East Asian fungi. The molds and yeast fungi that play a
role with the preparation of the national drinks and delicacies
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(Genussmittel), such as with the national rice beverage sake
or with soy sauce (Sojasauce), are discussed in detail.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
3160. Wing, Chas. B. 1912. Soybeans and cowpea yields
(Letter to the editor). Breeder’s Gazette 61(17):993. April 24.
• Summary: “To The Gazette–I note on page 650 of your
issue of March 13 my brother’s comments on the soybean,
and especially his statement that one can easily grow about
600 pounds of soybeans per acre. C.G. Williams of the Ohio
Experiment Station says that the average yield of soybeans is
probably 18 or 20 bushels, and this more nearly corresponds
with the ideas of everyone who has had much experience
with the plant. A.A. Parsons of Indiana, one of the oldest and
largest growers in the country, gets about 30 bushels to the
acre each year. I have grown them myself for over ten years,
and do not recall a yield of less than 15 bushels, even with
the old varieties. I have repeatedly grown 30 to 38 bushels
in a test plot, while Prof. C.G. Williams, I believe, reports
nearly 50 bushels in a test plot. A.A. Parsons has grown 50
bushels in a test plot, and John M. Perley of Missouri, who is
on one of the Government administration farms, grew over
50 bushels in a test plot. We have many letters from farmers
in every part of the country who are growing 25 to 35 under
field conditions, so that a yield of 600 pounds, or ten bushels,
as mentioned by my brother, seems like an injustice to this
plant. He also states that the soybean if cut off and taken
away does not enrich the soil much if at all, nor does the
cowpea. I have had very little experience with cowpeas, but
the figures which I have from experiment stations as well
as from private growers indicate that there is a moderate
benefit derived from the cowpeas even when cut off for hay.
The same would apply to soybeans, if they were inoculated.
Unfortunately many growers have grown soybeans without
inoculation. The plant does fairly well without inoculation,
but of course impoverishes the soil when it has no nodules.
When it is inoculated its roots carry as many nodules as any
plant we have ever seen, and there is no good reason why it
should not restore some fertility to the soil in the shape of
nitrogen when it has these nodules.
“I have been unable to find accurate figures showing the
amount of nitrogen which the soybean does add to the soil,
this being probably because the plant is somewhat new; but
if appearances, judged from its nodules, count for anything,
as they are usually supposed to do, the amount added would
by no means be negligible. As a matter of fact, everybody
knows that any legume which is made into hay or fodder
adds much less nitrogen to the soil than one plowed under.
The statistics on this point usually show that when the hay
is removed only one-half as much nitrogen is added to the
soil as when the hay crop is turned under. I believe this to be
well-established scientific principle that has been repeatedly
demonstrated, and I do not believe that it can be shown by

scientific demonstration that either the soybean or cowpea
should be put in a class by itself as a plant which adds no
fertility to the soil when the tops are removed.
“Champaign Co., Ohio. Chas. B. Wing.” Address:
Cayuga, Indiana.
3161. Scientific Assistant. 1912. Re: Send soy bean
varieties to Rev. C.N. Field, Foxboro, Massachusetts. Letter
(memorandum) to Mr. W.J. Morse [Arlington Farm, BPI,
USDA], April 26. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Some months ago Rev. C.N.
Field, St. Augustine’s Farm, Foxboro, Mass. [Massachusetts]
requested from Mr. [David] Fairchild some soy beans, and
Mr. Fairchild asked that the varieties named below be sent to
him. Through an oversight the matter has not been brought to
your attention sooner. Can you send a pound or less of each
of the following varieties?
“Ogemaw, Early Brown, Vireo, Chernie, Auburn,
Merko.
“Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Scientific Assistant, ForageCrop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
3162. Christian Science Monitor. 1912. Soy bean’s
possibilities as bearing on the cost of living: Manchurian
product already used in connection with farming life of
America as well as in Europe. Food for cattle. April 27. p.
25.
• Summary: The soy bean may gradually help to lower the
cost of living in the USA. Few things give greater concern
to most people than high prices and “how to get the most for
the money.”
“The entrance of the soy bean on the western
agricultural horizon may be considered as a prospective
factor in American farming... This leguminous native of the
far east is likely to settle down permanently in American
soil” and may come to mean much to American “consumers
of met and vegetable food.”
Already as a feed for cattle, “this bean is beginning to
influence the produce market.”
“It is due to Japanese energy that the soy bean has
become one of the chief articles for export from Manchuria...
In Europe... they are now finding other uses for the bean
besides feeding it to cattle. Refined soy bean oil is being
mixed with other oils for a salad dressing; bean flour is being
mixed with wheat or rye flour for making bread or biscuits.
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Soap manufacturers are discovering in it one of the best
ingredients for their products, and in the manufacture of
paints and lubricating and illuminating oils it is beginning to
play a conspicuous part.
“The fact remains, however, that the chief value of
the soy bean is in the form of beancake for cattle, and the
American department of agriculture [USDA] in Washington
[DC] has directed its experiments principally in that
direction.
“There may be a lesson to American farmers in the
experience of Denmark and Holland with the soy bean as
animal food. At first there was some hesitance about using
it because of apprehension that it might affect the quality
of the butter. But all such thoughts proved baseless and the
Manchurian bean now goes to these great dairy countries in
ever increasing quantities.
“As recently as five years ago, B.T. Galloway, chief of
the bureau of plant industry of the department of agriculture,
wrote to secretary Wilson as follows: ‘Soy beans have
become an important crop in only a few localities in the
United States, but in the cases where farmers have learned
how to utilize them to the best advantage they have proved
to be a crop of high value. They are especially valuable for
mixing with corn for silage, for the production of hay and for
pasture use, especially for hogs. They possess an advantage
over cow peas in that the growth is erect and they are,
therefore, easily harvested. Some of the taller sort may be
harvested with an ordinary grain binder.
“’One reason why soy beans have not become more
prominent in American agriculture has been the impossibility
of securing seeds of a particular variety.’
“Made bean study: To remedy this defect, Carlton
R. Ball, agronomist of the department of agriculture,
was charged with the task of finding ways and means for
introducing the right varieties in the United States. Mr. Ball’s
investigations covered a period of more than four years.
At the end of that time he prepared a report [published in
May 1907] which was considered the last word in soy bean
literature.” A good summary of the report is given. “The best
known soy bean [variety] on the market is Ito San.
“One of the grievances of the American farmer in recent
years has been that it cost so much to feed his stock.” The
soy bean may help to ease or to solve this problem.
3163. Morse, W.J. 1912. Re: Wish to obtain a sample of
the Medium Yellow soy bean. Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers,
Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, April 27. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I wish to obtain a sample of the
Medium Yellow soy bean, and will appreciate it very much
if you will send me about four ounces of this seed in the
enclosed bag. I also enclose a franked tag which may be
used, without postage, in sending the seed to me.
“Yours very truly, Scientific Assistant. (Enclosures)”

Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
3164. Gleaner and Journal (Henderson Co., Kentucky).
1912. Soy beans and rape substitute for clover: Drouth of
1911 makes cattle raisers look for forage. April 28. Sunday.
[1 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of the following Englishlanguage document: Fisher, M.L.; King, F.G. 1912.
“Supplementary pasture crops.” Indiana (Purdue) Agric.
Exp. Station, Circular No. 35. 16 p. March.
3165. Agricultural J. of India (Calcutta). 1912. Soy beans.
7(2):207-08. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The Report on the Agricultural Stations in the
Central Provinces and Berar for the year 1910-11 contains
a few notes on the experiments with the cultivation of
Soy Bean at the Powarkhera and Nagpur College Farms.”
At Powarkhera, a small-seeded Japanese variety grew
splendidly and gave a yield of about 800 pounds of beans
per acre. But analysis showed that these beans contained
only 10% oil and are thus more suited for forage purposes.
On the Nagpur College Farm, the farm variety, introduced
in 1882, was grown on an extended scale this year with and
without superphosphate: 10 acres were sown... Some 15
new varieties were tried this year. At Pusa, too, soy beans
obtained from Nagpur were tried, with the result that a yield
of nearly seven maunds per acre was obtained, which is not
sufficient to pay for the cultivation and for the occupation of
the land for two seasons.–[Editor].
3166. Blum, L. 1912. Neuere Ergebnisse der Therapie des
Diabetes mellitus [Recent results of therapy for diabetes
mellitus]. Therapeutische Monatshefte 26:237-41. April.
[Ger]
• Summary: Page 241: One of the newer substances is
the soybean which contains 30-35% protein and only 6%
carbohydrates. In the form of Sarton it is one of those most
generally used, along with soy flour and egg whites. Address:
PhD. Outside lecturer (Privatdozent), Strassburg.
3167. Eichenger, A. 1912. Ueber Leguminosenanbau und
Impfversuche [On legume cultivation and inoculation
experiments]. Pflanzer 8(4):190-219. April. English-language
summary in USDA Experiment Station Record 27:419. [8
ref. Ger]
• Summary: Soy beans are discussed extensively on p. 210-
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15. Experiments were made to determine the value at Amani,
German East Africa, of inoculating soils with nitrogenfixing bacteria, with and without fertilizers, for the growth
of various crops including soy beans, cowpeas, Desmodium
tortuosum, and Canavalia ensiformis [jack bean], and the
value of these crops for green manuring purposes. Eichinger
observed that superphosphate increased the production of
nodules, whereas sodium nitrate inhibited nodule formation.
Eight soybean varieties were tested–with all but the first
obtained from Yokohama. Chinese white type (2). NatsuMame (white). Shiro Daizu (white). Kuro Teppo (black).
Kuro Mame (black). Ao Mame (white). Gogatsumame
(white). Daizu (white). Soy beans require a special type of
bacterium for inoculation. However these studies seemed to
indicate that the production of soy beans is not profitable in
this area.
Note 1. As of April. 2015, Amani is in Tanzania.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Tanzania, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Tanzania.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term “sodium nitrate” (as
a fertilizer) in connection with soybeans. It was often
previously named “nitrate of soda.” Address: Dr., Amani
[German East Africa].
3168. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1912.
Cultivation of soy beans in Britain. 19(1):33-35. April.
• Summary: “Previous to 1909 a few attempts to grow the
crop [soy bean in England] had been made, but without
any great success; at best, the plants obtained grew up to
the flowering stage, but no seed was formed. The Board,
thinking it possible that the seeds previously tried might
have come from hotter climates and have been of varieties
quite unsuited to this country, obtained from an Experiment
Station in North Japan, seed of sixteen varieties of soy bean,
along with a small quantity of soil in which the crop had
been grown. These were grown in 1909 by Mr. Jay Golding
at the Midland Agricultural College, and Professor [Roland]
Biffen at Cambridge.
“In the autumn of 1909 Mr. Golding reported that the
seeds were sown on May 6th, and many of them grew well
and vigorously, but none flowered. Even some lifted and
placed in a greenhouse refused to do so. The plants were,
however, strong and healthy, and the roots were covered with
an abundance of large nodules. At Cambridge the results
were similar...”
“These experiments appeared to suggest that Japanese
varieties were not suited for conditions here, so in the
following year the Board obtained, through the Seed
Crushers’ Association, some Manchurian soy beans. One
sample had been grown in North Manchuria, the other in the
South, and each clearly contained several distinct varieties.
These were grown as before by Mr. Golding and Professor

Biffen. The former reported that again, though the crop had
grown vigorously with abundant formation of root nodules,
no seed matured. At Cambridge the test was more successful,
the plants, though not growing very vigorously, flowered
about mid-August and ripened a small quantity of seed about
the end of September. This seed was sown in April, 1911,
but the crop made very little growth, and in spite of the hot
season no seed was produced.
“These results soon to prove fairly conclusively that
none of the varieties of soy bean yet tried can be relied on
to produce seed... Apart from seed-production, the plant
has, however, a considerable value as a forage crop, and it is
quite possible that in some cases it may be found useful for
that purpose in this country... Mr. Golding has supplied the
following analyses of the green forage produced by the two
varieties of Manchurian bean in 1910.”
3169. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1912. Le soja [The
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du
Jardin Colonial) 12(109):302-08. April. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (continued): Products and condiments
based on fermented soybeans (continued): Tuong (an
Annamese condiment that can replace nuoc mam or fish
sauce; preparation with rice or corn/maize as described by
Bui), Tao-yu (a condiment widely used in China and Japan,
as described by Prinsen Geerligs; preparation, properties,
chemical composition).
6. Confectionery products (Produits de confiserie):
Sweet soya preserves made from whole soybeans (Confiture
de soja, such as soy-based crème de marron, a chestnut
cream), soya powder (two types are made at Li’s plant: one
by drying soy pâté and one by grinding roasted soybeans
{par mouture des graines de soja grillées}), soy chocolate.
At Li’s tofu factory (l’usine de la Caséo Sojaine) near Paris,
soy chocolate (Chocolat de soja) is prepared using roasted
soybeans, sugar, and cocoa butter [a pale-yellow, pure edible
vegetable fat extracted from the cocoa bean]. From these one
is able to obtain almost the same composition, appearance,
and flavor as chocolate. But this product has the advantage of
containing considerably less toxic theobromine.
Note. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that mentions roasted soybeans, which it
calls graines de soja grillées.
7. Soya used as coffee (Le soja employé comme café).
For a very long time, soybean seeds, dried and roasted,
have been used in certain parts of Europe (Switzerland)
to replace coffee. By an infusion of these roasted seeds, a
liquid is obtained which resembles coffee in color and flavor.
Moreover, under a different name [Cole’s Domestic Coffee
Berry, 1892], soybeans have been launched in the United
States for this usage. This very special use of the soybean
will be of interest to those who are forbidden to drink coffee,
for they will now be able to enjoy it in a different way. A
table shows the composition of Swiss soya coffee, made
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from dried and roasted soybeans, according to Kornauth.
8. Ferments or starter cultures for fermentation: Kiu-tsee
(a special ferment from Canton described by M. Daby de
Thiersant), lactic ferments (fermented soymilks).
Industrial uses of soybeans: Uses of the oil to make
soap, wax candles (bougie), paint, or artificial rubber.
Uses of the protein (caséine de soja) to give products
resembling those made from milk proteins: sojalithe or soy
stone resembling lactite, insulators for electrical apparatus,
soy glues, etc. Illustrations (line drawings, p. 305) show
cellular elements of different soya confections. Address: 1.
Counseiller de 1ere classe au Ministère de l’Agriculture de la
Chine; 2. Ingénieur agricole (G.).
3170. Product Name: [Roasted Soy Flour].
Manufacturer’s Name: Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Valles, Colombes (near Asnieres,
Seine), northwest of Paris, France.
Date of Introduction: 1912 April.
New Product–Documentation: Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet,
L. 1912. “Le soja [The soybean”]. Agriculture Pratique des
Pays Chauds (Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 12(109):30208. April. See p. 305. Chapter VI, titled “Confectionery
products” (Produits de confiserie) states that two types of
soya powder are made at Li’s plant: one by drying soy pâté
and one from roasted soybeans.
3171. Product Name: [Soy Chocolate].
Foreign Name: Chocolat de Soja.
Manufacturer’s Name: Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Valles, Colombes (near Asnieres,
Seine), northwest of Paris, France.
Date of Introduction: 1912 April.
New Product–Documentation: Li, Yu-ying. 1911.
“Chocolat de soja [Soy chocolate”]. French Patent 428,719.
2 p. Application filed 20 April 1911. Accepted 6 Sept. 1911.
Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1912. “Le soja [The
soybean”]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin
du Jardin Colonial) 12(109):302-08. April. See p. 306.
Chapter VI, titled “Confectionery products” (Produits de
confiserie) states that at Li’s factory a soy chocolate is made
from [roasted] soybeans, sugar, and cocoa butter. “One is
able to obtain the same composition, the same appearance,
and the same taste as chocolate. But this product has the
advantage of containing appreciably less toxic theobromine.”
Note: This is the earliest commercial soy product seen
that is an alternative to chocolate or cocoa.
3172. Product Name: [Soy Coffee].
Foreign Name: Le Soja comme Cafe.
Manufacturer’s Name: Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine.
Manufacturer’s Address: Valles, Colombes (near Asnieres,
Seine), northwest of Paris, France.
Date of Introduction: 1912 April.

New Product–Documentation: Li, Yu-ying. 1911. Procédés
et dispositifs pour la transformation intégrale du soja
[Processes and apparatus for the complete transformation of
soybeans]. French Patent 433,986. Application filed 6 Sept.
1911. Granted 20 Jan. 1912. The [soy] beans, freed from
stones and decorticated,... can be converted... after roasting
into “coffee” or “chocolate.”
Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1911. Le soja [The
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin
du Jardin Colonial) 11(105):459-74. Dec. A chart in outline
form (p. 471) titled “Soy based food products” (Produits
alimentaires a base de soja) shows the numerous and varied
food products that can be derived from the soybean.
In this same series of articles in this periodical,
12(109):302-08. April (1912). See p. 306. VII. Soya used
as coffee (Le soja employé comme café). For a very long
time, soybean seeds, dried and roasted, have been used in
certain parts of Europe (Switzerland) to replace coffee.
By an infusion of these roasted seeds, a liquid is obtained
which resembles coffee in color and flavor. Moreover, under
a different name [Cole’s Domestic Coffee Berry, 1892],
soybeans have been launched in the United States for this
usage. This very special use of the soybean will be of interest
to those who are forbidden to drink coffee, for they will
now be able to enjoy it in a different way. A table shows the
composition of Swiss soya coffee according to Kornauth.
3173. Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. 1912. Descriptive
catalogue... Bulbs, plants seeds. 1912-1913. Yokohama,
Japan. 112 p. April. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this English-language catalog
is an illustration of leguminous flowers. In the section
on “Seeds” (p. 90+) is a subsection (p. 97) titled “Some
vegetable seeds.” The contents (incl. the entry for “soy
bean”) is identical to that in the 1911 catalog. Address: P.O.
Box No. 72. 21-35 Nakamura, Yokohama, Japan. Phone:
509.
3174. Duggar, J.F. 1912. Re: Table of best forage crops for
Alabama. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture,
Washington, DC, May 1. 2 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Replying to your letter of April 24,
I return to you the revised memorandum showing in tabular
form what I consider the best forage plants for various
Alabama conditions. Please note that I have eliminated
peanuts from the group ‘best annual summer forage for hay’
but have left it in as one of the ‘best annual summer forage
for pasturage.’
“Its a question in my mind whether to add to the list
of best permanent pastures the grasses orchard and red top.
They certainly ought to be included under any conditions, the
orchard grass for all the year round pastures on medium to
good land of almost any kind, and red top for lowlands and
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damp soils.
“Yours very truly, Director.”
The attached table, dated April 22, 1912, states:
“Best annual winter forages for hay: Oats. Hairy vetch.
“Best annual summer forages for hay: Cowpeas.
Japanese clover. Soybeans.
“Best annual winter forages for pasture: Bur clover. Oats
and vetches. Rescue grass.
“Best annual summer forages for pasture: Japanese
clover. Soy beans. Peanuts. Cowpeas.
“Best permanent hay meadows: Bermuda and Japanese
clover. Alfalfa. Johnson grass. Meliolotus.
“Best permanent pastures: Bermuda and Japanese
clover, bur clover and white clover, Johnson grass and bur
clover. Meliolotus. Orchard grass on good lands. Redtop in
damp lands.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Prof. of Agriculture,
Experiment Station, Alabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn,
Alabama.
3175. Grantham, Arthur E. 1912. Soy beans. Delaware
College Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 96. 39
p. May 1. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soy bean plant. The
adaptability of soy beans to Delaware conditions: Soil and
climate, farm practice. Methods for utilizing soy beans: Soy
beans for hay, soy beans for pasture, soy beans for soiling
and ensilage, soy beans as a concentrated feed, soy beans
for seed production, soy beans for soil improvement, green
manure, soy beans in crop rotation (a five-year rotation, a
four-year rotation, a three-year rotation, a two-year rotation).
Varieties of soy beans. Varieties especially mentioned for
Delaware. Cultural methods for soy beans: Preparation
of soil, time of planting, seeding and cultivation, rate of
seeding, fertilizers for soy beans, inoculation for soy beans.
Harvesting and curing soy bean hay: Stage of maturity for
cutting, curing. Harvesting and threshing soy beans for seed:
Maturity of the plants, machinery for harvesting (mower,
hay-rake, mower with a bunching attachment, self-rake
reaper, side-delivery rake, self-binder), threshing (with
an ordinary grain separator if some of the concaves are
removed; it is best to run the cylinder at about half the speed
used in threshing grain), storing soy bean seed, soy beans
as a source of oil and protein, cooperative work with soy
beans, soy beans in mixtures (with cowpeas, corn, millet, or
sorghum), soy beans compared with cowpeas.
An excellent review. In a 5-year test at the Delaware

Station comparing methods of sowing and spacing, 5.9 bu/
acre higher yield was obtained when the soybeans were
drilled solid. When the soybeans were cultivated (drilled in
rows 32 inches apart and cultivated 3 times), only about 22%
as much seed was used as when they were drilled solid.
The soybean varieties first grown extensively in the
USA and “now the principle sorts offered by seedsmen”
are (details are given on each, p. 20-25): Ito San (17,268
yellow; also called Medium Yellow and Early Yellow),
Guelph (17,261, green; also called Medium Green, Medium
Early Green, and Early Green), Mammoth (17,280, yellow;
frequently called Mammoth Yellow), Hollybrook (17,278,
yellow), Medium Yellow (17,269, yellow; undoubtedly
confused with Ito San and Hollybrook, but different from
them). “Varieties especially recommended for Delaware:... of
the varieties which have been tested for three years or more,
the Wilson, Peking, Morse and Arlington are promising
for high seed yields. These are closely followed by Nemo,
Hollybrook, Amherst, Austin, and Meyer” (p. 22-25).
Concerning protein and oil content (p. 35). “It will be
seen that 17 varieties of the 51 analyzed contained 40 per
cent. protein. The difference in protein content ranged from
35 per cent. to 44.8 per cent., while the average for the whole
number was 39.2 per cent. The oil or fat content varied from
14.1 per cent. to 20.4 per cent., with an average of 18 per
cent. Only four varieties produced more than 20 per cent. of
oil. Very high oil and very high protein do not seem closely
correlated. The variety yielding the most protein gave the
lowest yield of oil.”
“Cooperative work with soy beans” (p. 37): In the
Spring of 1911, four-pound lots of soy beans of the Wilson
and Peking varieties were sent out to more than one hundred
farmers of the State, together with directions for growing.
Owing to the unusually dry summer, several reported failure
due to the condition of the soil at the time of planting. Many
of the reports were highly gratifying and indicate that these
varieties, especially the Wilson, will produce good yields on
any type of soil in the State. The average of the yields from
the four pounds of the Wilson variety was 240 pounds. The
best yield of this variety was made by Mr. J.C. Cowgill, of
Dover, who grew 540 pounds, or nine bushels, from four
pounds of seed.
“The average yield of the Peking lots was 220 pounds.
The best yield was made by Mr. V.B. Allen, of Seaford, who
threshed 375 pounds, or six bushels and one peck. By this
means, a number of farmers have secured seed sufficient
to plant a considerable area this season. Seed of these two
varieties should be readily obtainable in the future.”
Tables show: (1) Composition of various feeding stuffs,
incl. soy bean hay and soy beans (grain) (p. 8). (2) Relative
growth and composition of the roots of soy beans and
cowpeas (p. 13). (3) Fertilizing ingredients of various hays
and seeds, incl. soy bean hay. (4) Varieties of soy beans: Ito
San, Buckshot, Wilson, O’kute (or Okute, see p. 35), Nemo,
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Morse, Ogema, Guelph, Hollybrook, Amherst, Sherwood,
Meyer, Ebony, Brooks, Kingston, Haberlandt, Austin, Cloud,
Hope, Medium Yellow, Flat King, Butterball, Arlington,
Chernie, Mercko, Pingsu, Brindle, Fairchild, Habero, Eda,
Tashing, Taha, Baird, Peking, Chestnut, Sedo, Manhattan,
Columbia” (p. 20-21).
(5) Test of varieties for hay and seed production (p. 25).
(6) Comparison of methods of sowing, 1908-1911, yields
cultivated-drilled vs. not cultivated-solid sown (solid sown
gave higher yields, p. 28). (7) Effect of fertilizers on soy
bean yields: Acid phosphate, muriate [chloride] of potash,
nothing (p. 29). (8) Composition of the soy bean plant at
different stages of maturity (p. 30). (9) Weight and moisture
content of soy beans at different stages of maturity (p. 31).
(10) Analysis of 51 soy bean varieties (28 named and 23
unnamed) for oil and protein (Averages for air-dry material:
Protein 39.2%, oil 18.0%.)
Photos show: (1) Piles of soy bean hay curing in a
field (cover). (2) Uprooted soy bean plants showing the
development of nodules 30 days after planting (p. 13). (3) A
man standing in a field of soy beans that produced 30 bushels
of seed per acre on the Delaware Experiment Station farm
(p. 18). (4) A man standing waist deep in “soy beans ready
to cut for hay” (p. 22). (5) A large field of young soy beans
cultivated for seed–rows 32 inches apart (p. 32). (6) Soy
beans growing in Kent County, Delaware (p. 34).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
contains the term “drilled solid”–which means rows drilled 8
inches apart. Address: Agronomist, Newark, Delaware.
3176. Independent (The) (With Which is Incorporated
Harper’s Weekly). 1912. The automobile has been crowding
the horse for some time, and now... 72(3309):972. May 2.
• Summary: “... the legumes are said to be trenching
decidedly on the functions of the cow. In other words, milk
and butter and even cheese [tofu] are being made from the
soja bean. This legume, which really is not a bean at all,
but a sort of pea, has for some time been of high rank as a
fodder plant, and specially valued in the Southern States.
It has been found to be nearly as adaptable to the Northern
States, and possibly well up into New England. By crushing
and grinding and pressing a milk is obtained, which is
pronounced to be exceedingly palatable in the fresh state, and
like ordinary milk, it can be condensed. The novelty is all
the more when we find that this vegetable milk can be used
exactly like the cow’s milk for making butter and cheese. It
has already become very popular in Japan and China, from
which countries we first obtained this remarkable legume.
The growing of beans is certainly less troublesome than the
care of a dairy of cows, and the experiment is worth a trial
among those who believe in vegetarianism.”
3177. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1912. [Soy
beans in Manchuria]. 25(318):141. May 2. [1 ref]

• Summary: “The United States Consul at Harbin states
that owing to the unsettled conditions in China considerable
apprehension is felt among the soy-bean exporting merchants
of North Manchuria, as it is feared that any disturbance will
result in the loss of advances made to the Chinese merchants
for the future delivery of beans, or make it difficult to secure
cars for the exportation of beans. The total area planted in
beans the past season was considerably in excess of that of
the previous year, but floods destroyed much of the crop
and the amount available for exportation will exceed only
slightly the exports for the 1910-11 season, which amounted
to about 360,000 tons. An estimate of 400,000 tons for
the 1911-12 season is contingent upon normal conditions
prevailing. Efforts have been made by the Harbin Chamber
of Commerce and exporters to determine the cost of
producing the soy-bean, but only a rough estimate has been
obtained, namely, $7.50 per ton. At the end of November last
price was about $19 per ton delivered to the nearest station
on the Chinese Eastern Railway, and up to November 14th
about 34,000 tons had been exported, all consigned to Hull,
England.”
3178. Halpern, Karl. 1912. Oel und fett [Oil and fat]. Pester
Lloyd (Budapest, Austro-Hungarian Empire) 59(107):19.
May 5. Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: Soybeans (Soyabohnen) are one of the sources
mentioned.
3179. Pontius, Albert W. 1912. Soap from soya beans. Daily
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor). 15(107):494. May 6.
• Summary: “A good portion of the many thousand tons
of Manchurian beans exported to Europe returns to the Far
East in various forms of manufactures, such as soap (bean
oil constituting an important ingredient), refined oil, soya
biscuits, etc.
“The merits and economy of bean oil as a substitute for
coconut oil and tallow have been scientifically established.
For this purpose, however, the crude bean oil, as produced
by the crushing mills here, must undergo a refining process.
This is still a technical experiment at the local central
laboratory, which seeks to provide a process commercially
feasible and available to those with small capital. The few
soap factories in Dalny and elsewhere in Manchuria must
now mix other fats, such as coconut oil, to the bean oil to
secure the proper solidity.
“About one and one-half years ago Lever and other
large British soap makers became interested in Manchurian
beans as a desirable material. It is understood that Lever will
establish a soap factory at Kobe for utilizing Manchurian
bean oil, notwithstanding that soda, another important soap
ingredient, is not yet produced in Japan...”
A note appended by the Bureau of Manufacturers states
that American soap factories imported $2,685,596 worth of
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soya bean oil in 1911. Address: Consul, Dalny, Manchuria.
3180. Liverseege, J.F.; Elsdon, G.D. 1912. Die Probe
nach Livache und andere Proben fuer Leinoel und seine
Verfaelschungsmittel [The Livache and other tests for linseed
oil and its adulterants (Abstract)]. Chemisches Zentralblatt.
I(19):1592. May 8. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of an Englishlanguage article with the same author and title published
in 1912 in J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London)
31(5):207-08. March 15.
3181. Buer, Heinrich. 1912. Verfahren zur Herstellung
eines Kaffee-Ersatzmittels aus Sojabohnen [Process for
manufacturing a coffee-substitute from soybeans]. German
Patent 277,227. May 10. 5 p. Issued 6 Aug. 1914. 1 drawing.
[2 ref. Ger]

• Summary: One of the main goals of this patent is to get rid
of the bitter substances (die Bitterstoffe) in the soybean.
Note: Soy is mentioned 22 times in this patent in the
forms “Sojabohne” (soybean), “Sojakaffee” (soy coffee) and
“Sojabohnen” (soybeans). Address: PhD, Neuss am Rhine.
3182. Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). 1912.
Sanitarium health food cafe. May 10. p. 8.
• Summary: “About six or seven years ago a cafe was
opened in Willis-street by the Sanitarium Health Food
Company. Later it was shifted to Manners-street, and owing
to a fire the cafe is again located in Willis-street, in Shortt’s
Building. The change made is certainly a very advantageous
one–a new building with a bright, cheery outlook, instead
of one of the oldest places in Wellington. There are twelve
tables in the room with ample seating accommodation for
fifty people.
“The cafe is owned by the Sanitarium Health Food
Company, whose headquarters are in Sydney [Australia],
with a manufactory at Cooranbong, 80 miles from the city,
and another manufactory in Christchurch [New Zealand].
The latter is likely to be shifted to Wellington, and placed
under the manager of the cafe here. As considerable
misunderstanding exists as to what constitutes a cerealvegetable [vegetarian] diet, it may be stated that there are
half-a-dozen classes of biscuits, a dozen kinds of green

goods, six varieties of beans and two of lentils, and,
generally, all vegetables and fruits in season.
“Olive-oil is imported from Italy, best selected raisins
from California, unfermented wine from California and
New South Wales, and clover honey is obtained from local
apiaries. Amongst the many special foods for invalids
are gluten flour and biscuits, and Soya beans for diabetic
patients: it is stated that this bean is rich in gluten. Whilst the
principal aim of the Sanitarium Health Food Cafe is to cater
for those in health, it is claimed that indigestion and many
forms of stomach trouble can be eradicated by the adoption
of the food served up at the cafe, or by buying the ingredients
and cooking them at home. The object is to endeavour to
educate the public to live on what is regarded as a higher
quality of food for mental or physical work.”
3183. Chicago Defender (Big weekend ed.). 1912. Milk
mills. May 11. p. 5.
• Summary: From the London Globe: According to
L’Opinion, an “artificial milk” is “already consumed
extensively in China, and a mill is to be set up in France. The
Chinese drop a few grains of powder [sic] into water, stir it,
and it becomes milk. The powder is the soja bean crushed,
and the French mill is to treat the bean so as to enable the
milk powder to be sold in packets. It is said that an excellent
cheese [tofu?] is obtained by the same process.”
Note: A similar article with the same title (also from the
London Globe) appeared in The Grenada Sentinel (Grenada,
Mississippi) on 24 May 1912 (p. 1, at bottom of far right
column). And in the Hastings Daily Tribune on 14 May 1912
(p. 5, col. 2). And in the Hebron Journal-Register (Hebron,
Nebraska) on 19 Jan. 1917 (p. 4, col. 4).
3184. Morse, W.J. 1912. Re: Sending soy beans you
requested. Letter to Prof. J.F. Duggar, Experiment Station,
Auburn, Alabama, May 18. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Duggar: Your letter of May
9th to Prof. C.V. Piper with regard to obtaining varieties of
soy beans, has been handed to me for attention. Of the list
submitted by you we will be able to supply you with one
quart of all except the Barchet and Ebony. Of the Ebony I
think we can spare you one half pound. This seed will be sent
to you in the next few days.
“Yours very truly, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant.
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3185. Los Angeles Times. 1912. Offering relief to the
Chinese famine victims. May 19. p. I5.
• Summary: Shanghai (China) April 17. A.P. correspondence
of The Times. About 60 missionaries are now engaged in
furnishing famine relief. Some 200,000 persons are being
helped. Much of the country in which the relief is centered
has “been looted several times until it is in a condition
of the most absolute destitution. The people have lost all
their animals, and have sold everything that was salable.
Thousands of them have torn down the roofs over their heads
and have used the thatch for fuel and sold the roof timbers
for a few cents to buy a little grain or bean cake. This bean
cake is the residue of the Soya bean left after extracting the
oil and is generally used for fertilizing the fields. Those,
however, who have some bean cake, now deem themselves
very fortunate and cannot get on the famine lists, for famine
relief is given only to those who are in absolute destitution.”
Address: Rev., Suchien, China.
3186. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1912.
Soya beans in Argentina. 15(119):688. May 20.
• Summary: From the Monthly Magazine of the Liverpool
Chamber of Commerce: “Experiments with soya beans
in Argentina during the past three years having proved
successful, leading estancia proprietors inform A. Grenville
Turner, who selected the seed, that they intend to grow
the crop on a commercial scale. The beans will be grown
in preference to linseed, as a restorative crop, in rotation
with wheat. As the percentage of oil in soya beans varies
from 15.8 per cent to 23.2 per cent, inquiries are being
instituted for seed beans having a high oil content, also for
early and late varieties, to facilitate harvesting operations
with other crops. The germinating capacities of soya beans
vary considerably; all parcels of seed should, therefore, be
carefully tested for germination before shipment.”
3187. Parsons, A.A. 1912. The soy bean problem (Letter to
the editor). Breeder’s Gazette 61(21):1191. May 22.
• Summary: “To the Gazette: It would seem from the many
different solutions given to the public that it is difficult
to solve the soy bean problem. The soy bean is rated as a
hot weather plant, and I never saw them wilt under heat or
drouth, but we have demonstrated time and again that they
will stand considerable frost at both ends of the growing
season. We have sown them with oats in March for soiling,
but of late years we drill altogether in rows to be cultivated.
A few rows to begin on in July have already been worked
over this season, while it is yet (May 12) too cold and wet
to plant corn. Volunteer beans are up where manure was
scattered during the winter. They must surely be tender
with some people or they would not be so rated. The reason
can probably be settled by the experiment stations. We can
only guess that it is because of the high nitrogen content

of the seed grown on inoculated ground, which may give
the greater vitality. The Michigan station in 1893 and 1894
determined that the leaves and stems of soy beans grown on
inoculated ground contain 50 per cent more nitrogen than
those grown without the root nodules, and the seed 16 per
cent more. This also shows an increased value as a fertilizer.
In your issue of May 8 there was an article from the same
source, in which the writer said that if soy beans had not
previously been grown on the ground it was advisable to
inoculate. If inoculation more than doubles the feeding value
of the crop, it is very necessary to inoculate. When people do
not realize this is it any wonder that the value of the soy been
on the stock farm is so slow of appreciation?
“The Tennessee experiment station puts the soy beans
a little ahead of alfalfa for dairy cows. We consider them
unsurpassed for hog production, and they are so easy to grow
that I never knew of a failure. The sheepmen in West Virginia
could in three months begin to realize with soy beans on a
small investment while grinding the rocks to make the alfalfa
possible. They could grow the later sorts that would make 40
or 50 bushels per acre, which if fed to balance a corn ration
would equal 150 bushels per acre. No doubt alfalfa is best for
the big easy-going farmers, but the little high pressure ones
will sing the praise of soy beans.
“Hendricks Co., Indiana, A.A. Parsons.” Address:
Hendricks Co., Indiana.
3188. Pontius, Albert W. 1912. South Manchurian notes.
Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
15(124):785. May 25.
• Summary: Collated from local papers by Pontius. “Storage
of [soya] bean oil in bulk: The South Manchuria Railway
Co. management arranged for the storage of bean oil in bulk
from April 10. The company undertakes the examination
of bean oils entrusted to its custody, upon its own account.
The method of examination is to be very simple. Expert
examiners will inspect the oils for storage in the presence of
their owners and will pass their opinions on the goods, which
are to be tacitly indorsed by the company... The storage
charge will be 40 cents per ton for every 10 days or less, in
place of 25 cents as formerly.”
“South Manchuria Railway improvements:... Although
the company’s accounts are to be closed once annually,
instead of semiannually as heretofore, semiannual dividends
will be continued.
“A seismograph of the Omori system, invented by Prof.
F. Omori, the highest authority on seismology in Japan, has
arrived recently at the meteorological observatory, Dairen.
This instrument is of the best improved type in use, and
is capable of registering the velocity of all seismic shocks
two hundred fold. It is arranged to give a complete record
of every particular of an earthquake movement which may
occur in any part of the world.”
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Note: The Richter magnitude scale was not developed
until 1935, by Charles Richter and Beno Gutenberg, both
of the California Institute of Technology. Address: Consul,
Dalny.
3189. Independent (The) (With Which is Incorporated
Harper’s Weekly). 1912. Editorial: Ransacking the world.
72(3313):1185-87. May 30.
• Summary: “In 1862 the National Government began
to create and endow farms for experiments. The first was
located near Washington [DC], and is still in use, as a
hub to the enterprises undertaken by Mr. Wilson and his
assistants. Agricultural experiment stations were, however,
not a novelty, for one had been founded in Albany, N.Y.,
by the New York State Agricultural Society, in 1849, and
in 1870 another was created as an adjunct to Harvard
College [Massachusetts]. We have received recently from
the Department of Agriculture bulletins covering the
importations of plants for 1910. The plants enumerated count
up, including previous reports, to the astonishing number of
29,327. All of these are the result of a systematic search of
the whole world, for fruit, vegetables, melons, shade trees,
nut trees, and whatever else may be of value in the United
States...”
“The soja bean, or soja pea, as it should be called, comes
from Manchuria, ready to increase our admiration of this
addition to our list of hay and fodder plants. The object all
the time has been to find trees and plants specially adapted
to sections of our country that are subject to drought or to
severe freezing...”

Moro, Oregon.” The section titled “Soy beans: Varietal test”
states: “Soy beans were tested at the Moro Station for the
first time in 1917. Seed of four varieties–Black Eyebrow,
Ito San, Early Green and Manchu was received from Mr.
[William] Morse of the [USDA] Office of Forage Crop
Investigations and planted in summer fallow in rows three
feet part. Two rows 8 rods long were seeded to each variety
on May 19th.” Black Eyebrow emerged with very uniform
stands and was harvested when the leaves were dry and
falling. “As all varieties but Manchu were damaged more or
less by rabbits, it was not deemed advisable to take the total
yield of the two rows seeded to each variety in determining
the varietal yields.”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 13.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 163. “Introduced from Wulukai, Manchuria, 1911.”
Seed black with brown saddle.
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p. 7.
“Extra Early Black Eyebrow.–The same as Black Eyebrow.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 8-9. Black Eyebrow is in the USDA
Germplasm Collection. Maturity group: II. Year named or
released: 1918. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 04.
Source and other information: ‘Hei Mei Tou’ from Wulakai
(20 miles north of Jilin City), Jilin, China, in 1911. Prior
designation: PI 30744. Address: USA.

3190. Black Eyebrow: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Extra Early Black Eyebrow (Morse 1927). 1912.
Seed color: Black, hilum brown.
• Summary: Sources: USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Inventory. 1912. Seeds and plants imported during the period
from April 1 to June 30, 1911. Nos. 30462 to 31370. No. 27.
99 p. May 31. “30744. ‘Black-eyebrow soy bean. Chinese
name Hei mei tou. This variety is classified by the Chinese
as being medium late in date of maturity.’ Note: This is
the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that mentions the
Black-eyebrow; not until Aug. 1915 did it become a soybean
variety. Country Gentleman. 1915. “Soy beans for all
climates.” May 22. See p. 11. “Black Eyebrow–seeds, black
and yellow. Matures about same time as Manchu. Does well
for both hay and seed. Most suitable as a grain variety for
Northern States.”
Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, A.W. 1916. “Factors
influencing the protein content of soybeans.” Soil Science
1(2):171-78. Feb. See p. 175-77. Black Eyebrow was one of
five varieties containing more than 6.5 per cent of nitrogen in
the dry beans.
Hill. C.E. 1917. “Report of the forage crop
investigations on the eastern Oregon dry-farming substation,

3191. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1912.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from April 1 to
June 30, 1911. Nos. 30462 to 31370. No. 27. 99 p. May 31.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim.
“30593-601. From Manchuria. Procured through Mr.
Edward C. Parker, Agricultural Experiment Station, Mukden,
Manchuria. Received April 19, 1911. Seeds of the following;
quoted notes by Mr. Parker:
“30593. ‘Yellow. Chinese name Huang tou. Sample
collected at Ninguta, in Kirin Province, 45º north latitude.
Ninguta is a Chinese town about 10 miles south of the
Trans-Siberian Railway and halfway between Harbin and
Vladivostok. The Ninguta beans are famous as seed beans,
large quantities being distributed among the Chinese in Kirin
province for seed purposes. The date of maturity for this
variety is the last weekend in September, the crop having
occupied the land about 130 days. This variety is known to
have been grown in the Ninguta district for 40 years, or since
the time the country was opened for settlement. Chinese state
that the variety is prized for its thin skin, heavy weight per
bushel, and its high oil content.’
“30594. ‘Green. Chinese name Ching tou. Sample
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collected at Ninguta (See No. 30593). No information is
available concerning time of maturity or special qualities
of this varieties. It has been grown at Ninguta for about 40
years.’
“30595. ‘Big, round, green. Chinese name Tah
ching yuan tou. Sample collected at Antung, in southeast
Shengking [Liaoning] Province, 40º north latitude. Antung
is west of the Yalu River, which divides Chosen (Korea)
and Manchuria. No information is available concerning the
time of maturity, special qualities, or length of time this
variety has been grown in the Antung region. From my own
observations, however, I will say that the green soy beans
of the Antung region require more time to mature than the
small, yellow soy beans of the north. Antung has been settled
by Shantung Province people for about 75 years and the
variety is doubtless somewhere near the same age. The first
recorded exports of soy beans from Manchuria took place
from a port in this region (Takushan) about the year 1830.’
“30596. ‘Small, round, green. Chinese name Hsiao
ching yuan tou. Sample collected at Antung (See No.
30595).’
“30597. ‘Big, iron corner, green. Chinese name Tah
tie chiao ching tou. Sample collected at Antung (see No.
30595).’
“30598. ‘Small, iron corner, green. Chinese name Ilsao
tie chiao ching tou. Sample collected at Antung (see No.
30595).’
“30599. ‘Compact, round. Chinese name Chin yuan tou.
Sample collected near Ninguta. Probably the same variety
as the ‘yellow soy bean’ (No. 30593). No description can be
furnished other than that given under that number.’
“30600. ‘Compact, round. Chinese name Chin yuan
tou. Sample collected at Shuangchengfu in Kirin Province,
45º north latitude. Shuangchengfu is a Chinese town about
40 miles south of Harbin on the Southern division of the
Russian railway. One of the most extensive and fertile soil
areas in Manchuria is tributary to Shuangchengfu. This
variety is undoubtedly the same common stock as Nos.
30593 and 30599. It matures in about 130 to 140 days and is
prized (according to Chinese report) for its thin skin, heavy
weight per bushel, and high oil content. It has been grown in
this district for about 40 years.’
“30601. ‘Compact, round. Chinese name Chin yuan tou.
Sample collected near Petuna, southwest of Harbin, at the
confluence of the Nonni and the Sungari rivers, about 45º
north latitude. Soy beans have not been grown more than 15
years in this district because the land was held until recently
as an imperial preserve. The variety is doubtless the same
common stock as Nos. 30593 and 30599.’
“30744/30748. From Wulukai, 20 miles north of Kirin,
the capital of Kirin Province, Manchuria, 44º north latitude.
Procured by Mr. Edward C. Parker, agriculturist, Bureau of
Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce, Mukden, Manchuria.
Received May 3, 1911. Seeds of the following; quoted notes

by Mr. Parker:
“30744-30747.
“30744. ‘Black-eyebrow soy bean. Chinese name Hei
mei tou. This variety is classified by the Chinese as being
medium late in date of maturity.’ Note: This is the earliest
document seen (Aug. 2004) that uses the term “Blackeyebrow”; it is apparently a descriptive term rather than a
variety name.
“30745. Yellow. ‘White-eyebrow soy bean. Chinese
name Pei mei tou. This variety is classified by the Chinese as
being late in date of maturity.’
“30746. Yellow. ‘Compact, round soy bean. Chinese
name Chin yuan tou. This variety is classified by the Chinese
as being late in date of maturity.’
“30747. ‘Big black soy bean. Chinese name Tah hei tou.
This variety is classified by the Chinese as being very early
in date of maturity. It is used principally as a feed for work
horses and mules, also for bean curd and for oil production.’”
“30839-41. From Bengal, India. Presented by Mr. E.J.
Woodhouse, Department of Agriculture. Received May 9,
1911. Seeds of the following:
“30839. Black.
“30840. Yellow.
“30841. Chocolate.
‘These varieties of soy beans are cultivated to a very
small extent on the plains of Bengal, mostly north of the
Ganges. They have probably spread outward from the
Himalayas, as their vernacular name, Bhetmas, is the same
as that used by the Bhutias. They have been grown here for
two years and breed true; they have been analyzed by Mr.
C.S. Taylor, agricultural chemist to the government, who
finds that the black-seeded variety yields an average of 38.4
per cent of proteid (N x 6.3), the yellow variety 36.5, and
the chocolate 32.6. They are all decumbent plants with small
violet flowers and with the upright end of the branches more
twining. The black-seeded variety is not so tall growing
and has rather small bullate leaves, so that can be easily
distinguished in the field from the other two varieties. Plate
II, fig. 2, of Bulletin 197, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, gives a fair idea of the vegetative
stage of the chocolate and yellow seeded varieties.
“’The seeds are sown here in June at the break of the
monsoon and are harvested in December. The plants die out
very easily if water-logged early in growth and yield badly
if the moisture fails at the flowering season.’ (Woodhouse.)”
Address: Washington, DC.
3192. Armstrong, Henry E.; Horton, Edward. 1912. Studies
on enzyme action: XV.–Urease: a selective enzyme.
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London. Series B
85(577):109-27. May. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Equilibrium of urea
and ammonic cyanate in solution. Hydrolysis of urea by
soja urease (In 1909 Takeuchi discovered that the Soja bean
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(Glycine hispida) is particularly rich in urease–an enzyme
which can hydrolyze urea). Preparation of enzyme. Method
of determining activity of enzyme. Selective activity of
urease. Time rate of change of urea by soja urease–effect of
concentration (tables and graphs). Influence of the products
of change (ammonia and ammonium carbonate). Stability of
the enzyme. Influence of carbon dioxide. Influence of salts
and non-electrolytes. Nature of the process of hydrolysis.
Conclusion.
In 1828 Friedrich Wöhler [Woehler], a German chemist,
first synthesized an organic compound; he produced urea
from metameric ammonic cyanate. This was considered
an achievement of great importance, for the synthesis of
an organic compound was a severe blow to the vitalistic
conceptions [vitalism] which had been dominant in organic
chemistry. It broke down the barriers which, prior to time,
had been held to exist between the organic and inorganic
world. Address: 1. FRS. Both: England.
3193. Scherffius, W.H. 1912. Cotton. Agricultural J. of the
Union of South Africa 3(5):603-24. May.
• Summary: Pages 616-17: The section titled “Maintaining
the fertility of the soil” begins: “The most successful farmer
is the one who practices an intelligent system of green
manuring and crop rotation. It pays not only in an immediate
pecuniary way, but it eventually reacts beneficially to the
owner by the value of the land being increased if a high
state of fertility is maintained. Previously, crop rotation
has been suggested with a view to pointing out the profits
to be realized on the crops themselves; and the advantage
of a rotation system for the purpose of combating insect
pests, fungus, and other diseases. We now wish to call your
attention to the advantages of a rotation of crops for the
purpose of maintaining the fertility of the soil. We must first
realize that by taking out the plant food naturally contained
in soils without replacing it in some manner and not exhaust
their fertility, is quite as impossible as it would he for one
to continue drawing on his banking account without making
any deposits and not exhaust one’s credit. The quantity of
plant food in soil is just as definite as the amount of one’s
bank deposit.”
“Frequently potassium, phosphorus, nitrogen, and
sometimes calcium, must be supplied on constantly
cultivated lands, by artificial means, or the result will be that
the soil will become ‘tired’ or worn out. This can in a large
measure be obviated by rotating crops and using a deeprooted crop in the rotation.
“In this way plant food deposited deep down in the
sub-soil is brought up and deposited in the roots of the
plants near the surface, where, after they decay, it becomes
available for the next crop. Again, it is important to use one
of the leguminous crops, such as lucerne, clover, velvet
beans, soy beans, cow-peas, monkey nuts [peanuts], or any
of the leguminosae group in the rotation, as these plants

have the power of extracting nitrogen from the air through
the medium of millions of nitrifying bacteria which form in
colonies on the roots of the plants The nitrogen is deposited
in little nodules on the roots of these leguminous plants, and
is left in an available form for the crop which is to follow.
“Nitrogen is the most expensive one of the fertilizing
elements, the average cost being probably 1s. per lb., while
the other fertilizing elements should not cost half that
amount. Then the importance of supplying the nitrogen
through the medium of the legumes will therefore be readily
understood.” Address: M.S., Chief Tobacco and Cotton Div.,
Union of South Africa.
3194. Tropical Life (England). 1912. Coprah, vegetable oils,
&c. [prices given for “soya oil beans”]. 8(5):95. May. [1 ref]
• Summary: “According to the London Public Ledger, prices
on May 10th for the undermentioned ruled as follows: “Soya Oil Beans. Market firm. Harbin parcels spot, £8
16s. 3d. Hull, May-June, £8 17s. 6d., June-July, £8 17s. 6d.
Cargoes May-June, £8 18s. 9d. June-July, £9.
Note: Also gives prices for coprah [copra], linseed
cakes, cotton cakes, coco-nut cakes, crude cotton oil, and
coco-nut oil, cochin oil [probably high-quality coconut
oil from the East Indies], palm kernel oil, and palm oil.
No prices are given for “soya oil” or “soya cakes” (by any
name).
3195. Anderson, George E. 1912. Hongkong’s commercial
year. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
15(129):865-82. June 1. See p. 881.
• Summary: The section titled “Vegetable oils, meats, and
provisions” states (p. 881): “In line with the increased world
demand for vegetable oils there was a marked increase in the
year’s shipments from Hongkong to Europe and the United
States of wood, tea, nut, peanut, and bean oils. There are no
reliable figures as to the amounts exported, but the total was
near 30,000 tons, Valued by the Chinese customs at about
$2,900,000, an increase of one-third over 1910.” Address:
Consul General.
3196. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1912. Experiment station
work, LXIX. No. 499. 24 p. June 1. See p. 6-8. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Making hay” (p. 6-10) was
compiled from two publications: Kansas Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 155 (“Alfalfa”) and No. 175 (“Grasses”).
Contents: Introduction. Cutting the hay. Curing the hay.
Storing the hay. Hay is most widely made from clover,
alfalfa, and timothy. It may also be made from grasses
(orchard grass, western rye grass, perennial rye grass,
English blue grass, Johnson grass, Bromus inermis, redtop,
and tall oat grass), annual cereal grains (barley, oats, emmer,
sowed sorghum, and Kafir), and seed-bearing legumes.
Concerning the latter (p. 8): “Cowpeas should be cut for hay
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when the first pods are beginning to turn yellow. Soy beans
must not be left so long, but are ready to cut for hay as soon
as the pods are well filled. If they are left until too mature,
the leaves drop or shatter in the harvesting, thus decreasing
the palatability and the feeding value of the hay. Field peas
and vetches make hay of good quality if cut when the pods
are almost fully formed and some of the seed is beginning to
ripen.”
“The best hay is made by curing it largely in cocks
rather than by leaving it spread over the ground in the swath
or windrow.” It may also be cured “in shocks made by
bunching up the hay with the horserake.” “Hay is much more
likely to be injured by the moisture on it than by the moisture
in it.” Address: Washington, DC.
3197. Praktikus. 1912. Pflanzenmilch und Pflanzenfleisch:
Etwas von der vielseitigen Sojabohne [Plant milk and plant
meat: from the versatile soybean]. Arbeiter-Zeitung (Vienna)
24(149):8-9. June 2. Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: A full-page story about foods made from
soybeans (Sojabohnen). Mentions Kaempfer in the year
1712, shoyu, soymilk (Sojamilch, Pflanzenmilch). The
various drinks are made from the kernels of the soybean (aus
den Körnern der Soja).
Note: This is the earliest and only article seen (March
2020) in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database
that contains the German term (Körnern der Soja) (soybean
kernels).
Also discusses tofu (literally “bean cheese”;
Bohnenkäse), which contains about 90% water; dried frozen
tofu (“Kori-Tofu”; Eisbohnenkäse) from which some of the
water has been pressed before freezing; after being frozen it
is dried in the sun until it contains on one-fifth as much water
as fresh tofu.
The largest part of the soybeans in Japan, but so far as I
know not in China, are made into miso (Bohnensülze, Miso).
It is used as a seasoning in cooking and making soups.
3198. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1912. Australia:
Denaturation of soya bean oil. 77:515. June 6. [1 ref]
• Summary: A by-law of the Australian Commonwealth (no.
216) dated April 23, 1912, prescribes additional methods to
those referred to in by-law no. 195 of denaturing soy bean
oil, in order that it may be imported free of duty under Item
234 (H) of the tariff. Under this by-law, soy bean oil may be
denatured as follows: 1. By adding 25 gallons of commercial
neatsfoot oil and 25 gallons of 300ºC test kerosene to 50
gallons of soy bean oil. 2. By adding 5 gallons of terebene
(a mixture of terpenes from oil of turpentine) and 5 gallons
of turpentine to 90 gallons of soy bean oil. 3. By adding 25
gallons of tung oil to 100 gallons of soy bean oil.
3199. Morse, W.J. 1912. The soy bean; a valuable
leguminous crop for the North. Tribune Farmer (New York)

11(553):1-2. June 6. [2 ref]
• Summary: This is the earliest article about soybeans seen
written by William Morse alone; his very first was with
C.V. Piper in 1910. Contents: Introduction. Adaptation of
varieties. Preparation of the soil. Feeding to stock.
“The soy bean is a native of Southeastern Asia...
Although introduced into the United States a number of
years ago, it has made practically no progress in the farming
systems of the Northeastern states. No doubt the chief reason
for this is that reliable concerning its adaptation, culture, and
use has not been available in practical form. The soy bean is
now generally grown in the Southern and Middle states, and
is also grown successfully in Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin,
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and
Massachusetts... The soy bean promises to become one of
our important legumes in the North.”
“The inoculation can be most practically done by taking
soil from an old soy bean field, scattering from 300 to 500
pounds of it an acre on the field to be planted, and harrowing
in at once. The inoculated soil may also be screened and a
peck mixed with the seed in the drill box and fed out with
the seed.” Photos show: (1) A mature soy bean plant, at
the proper stage for cutting for seed. (2) A comparatively
cheap but efficient gas power sprayer on the farm of M.G.
Keenan near Oneonta, New York. (3) A fine specimen of
a soy bean plant at the Arlington, Virginia, experimental
grounds. Address: United States Department of Agriculture,
Washington, DC.
3200. Zemplén, Géza. 1912. Ueber die Verbreitung der
Urease bei höheren Pflanzen. [On the spread of urease in
higher plants] Hoppe-Seyler’s Zeitschrift fuer physiologische
Chemie 79(3):229-34. June 6. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The word “Sojabohne” (soybean) is mentioned
twice on p. 229 (the first page).
Note: The author (who has a long entry in Wikipedia)
is a Hungarian man, lived 1883-1956. This paper was
written while he was living in Hungary. Address: Aus dem
chemischen Institute der Hochschule fuer Forstwesen zu
Selmeczbanya [Hungary].
3201. Hanzawa, Jun. 1912. Ueber Pilze und
Zusammensetzung des japanischen Tamari-koji [On the mold
and composition of Japanese tamari-koji]. Mycologisches
Centralblatt 1(6):163-66. June 8. [9 ref. Ger]
• Summary: There are three types of Tamari-Shoyu: Kibiki(the best, made by short cooking of the soybeans), Niira(made by long cooking of the soybeans), and Ban-TamariSoja (made by cooking the residue from one of the first two
types in salt water).
Note: The author was in Hannover, Germany, when he
finished this paper in May 1912. Address: Lab. for Applied
Mycology, Agricultural Institute of the Tohoku Imperial
Univ., Sapporo, Japan.
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3202. Redding, R.J. 1912. Farms and farmers: Cowpeas
and soybeans important to the farmer. Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). June 14. p. 9.
• Summary: This article is divided into two parts. The
second, titled “Soy beans.” This plant was first introduced to
the USA by the USDA as the “Japan pea” about 42-43 years
ago. “But it did not meet with much favor nor with general
acceptance. It was again exploited about 20 years ago [ca
1892] under the name of soja beans, and seemed destined at
that time to become widely and permanently popular. But
again the farmers–most of them–backslid. Now we have the
same plant under the name ‘soy bean’ and it’s going to stay
this time.”
Discusses how to plant, cultivate and harvest soy beans
as hay or for the seeds. Hogs will convert them to bacon.
Address: Griffin, Georgia.
3203. Wall Street Journal. 1912. Soya bean crop. June 14. p.
3.
• Summary: “Advices from Manchuria state that owing to
the higher prices paid for soya beans North China growers
have increased their acreage from 25 to 50 per cent. The
spring crop was sown under very favorable conditions.”
3204. Haselhoff, Emil. 1912. Schweinemastversuche mit
Sojabohnenmehl [Swine fattening experiments with soybean
meal]. Fuehlings Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung 61(12):401-14.
June 15. Abs. in Zeitbl. Agr. Chem. 41(11):774-77. 1912. [1
ref. Ger]
• Summary: In feeding experiments conducted in 1909, soybean meal (Sojabohnenmehl), when included in a ration for
fattening pigs, produced very satisfactory increases in live
weight at less cost than with either barley meal or sesame
cake.
The suitability of soy-bean meal for fattening swine was
confirmed by experiments in the winter of 1911-12, when
a ration containing slightly more than half a pound of the
meal per head per day produced a satisfactory live weight
increase, the cost of production again being less than with
a similar ration in which barley meal took the place of soybean meal.
Fat tests were conducted and the compositions of the
fats resulting from feeding with the two rations were found
to be practically identical; soy-bean meal had no great effect
on the index of refraction, saponification number, or iodine
number. Address: Landwirtschaftliche Versuchstation in
Harleshausen (Kr. Kassel), Germany.
3205. McConnell, Primrose. 1912. Ruakura Farm of
Instruction: The forage crop of 1911-12. New Zealand J. of
Agriculture 4:449-53. June 15.
• Summary: “Soya beans and cow-peas have been a
comparative failure; and, although it is yet too soon to form

a definite opinion, I do not think that in an average season
the New Zealand climate will be found suitable for the
growing of these crops profitably. The failure is due more to
unsuitable climatic conditions, intensified by an abnormal
season, rather than to unsuitable soil-environment... In
the case of the Soya bean, where the seed can be properly
ripened the crop is of greater commercial value; but the
climate of New Zealand, generally speaking, is, I think, too
uncertain to warrant the cultivation of this plant on a large
scale, although a variety may yet be found that will suit
the climate. It is interesting to note that in a row of Soya
beans growing in the nursery from seed grown last season
on the farm, although the plants are strong and healthy, not
a single bean-pod has been produced.” Soya beans sown on
November 2, 1 bushel per acre, reached maturity on April 1,
at a height of 2 feet. Address: New Zealand.
3206. Sprinkmeyer, H.; Diedrichs, A. 1912. Ueber die
Bromabsorption einiger pflanzlicher Oele und Fette
[On the bromine absorption of some vegetable oils and
fats]. Zeitschrift fuer Untersuchung der Nahrungs- und
Genussmittel 23(12):679-87. June 15. [17 ref. Ger]
• Summary: It is well known that the classification of the
oils into drying, half-drying (halbtrockende, semi-drying),
and non-drying (nichttrockende) depends on the type and
amount of the glycerides and unsaturated fatty acids that they
contain.
The drying oils contain a considerable amount of
glycerides and of the fatty acids linoleic acid and linolenic
acid.
Table 1 shows that the drying oils, which have high
iodine numbers (164-130), are linseed oil. candlenut oil,
poppy seed oil, hemp oil, walnut oil, sunflower seed oil, and
Niger oil (Nigeröl). The weakly drying (Schwachtrocknende)
and non-drying oils, which have lower iodine numbers (13090), include soybean oil, corn oil, cottonseed oil stearine,
cottonseed oil, sesame oil, rapeseed oil, mustard oil from
black mustard, then from white mustard, castor seed oil, tea
seed oil, peanut oil.
A table (p. 684) includes the following figures for
bromide products insoluble in ether: Linseed oil 28.9%.
Hempseed oil 8.82%. Soybean oil 3.62%. Sesame oil
0.14%. Address: Aus dem Staatlichen Chemischen
Untersuchnugsamte fuer die Auslandsfleischbescha zu
Gochu.
3207. Toch, Maximilian. 1912. Sojabohnenoel [Soy oil
(Abstract)]. Chemiker-Zeitung 36(73):688. June 15. [Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
English-language article: Toch, Maximilian. 1912. “Soya
bean oil for paint purposes.” J. of the Society of Chemical
Industry (London) 31(12):572-74. June 29.
3208. Cooper, Daniel Richard; Murley, Edward Mordaunt;
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Wyborn, John Vinten. 1912. An improved paint. British
Patent 14,137. Date of application: 17 June 1912. 4 p.
Accepted: 12 June 1913. Date claimed for Patent under
Patent and Designs Act, 1907, being date of first Foreign
Application (in Germany): 23 April 1912.
• Summary: Soya oil is one of the ingredients in this
improved paint.
“A paint made according to this invention consists of
the following ingredients, viz.: Crude petroleum, papa rock
or burnt clay or whiting, according to the colour of the paint
desired, linseed oil, soya oil or tung oil, turpentine and driers,
to which may be added white zinc or white lead, and if white
paint be not desired, red oxide of iron, hematite or red lead.
The filling material is chosen so that its colour approximates
to that of the paint desired so as to avoid the disadvantages
which appear when the pigments wear off.
“’Papa rock’ is a mudestone, marl or marine clay found
in New Zealand and other countries.” Address: 1. Carpenter,
Spotswood, New Plymouth; 2. Cycle Agent, Devon St.,
New Plymouth; 3. Company Secretary, Inaha, Hawera. All:
Taranaki, New Zealand.
3209. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1912.
A leguminous product new to this Dominion is the “Soya
Bean,”... June 18. p. 4.
• Summary: “... samples of which are being shown by
the Ruakura Farm of Instruction at the Waikato winter
exhibition (says the Auckland Star). It is a large dark bean
of prolific growth, containing oil properties which are said
to equal those of linseed. After this has been extracted for
manufacturing purposes the residue is usually made into
oilcake for cattle fodder purposes. If preferred the crop
can be cut as green feed or made into ensilage. Being a
leguminous growth it possesses valuable properties for the
improvement of the soil.”
3210. Brainin, David. 1912. An improved article of food
and process of producing the same. British Patent 14,505.
Date of application (in UK): 20 June 1912. 2 p. Accepted:
13 March 1913. Date claimed for Patent under Patent and
Designs Act, 1907, being date of first Foreign Application (in
Germany): 8 May 1912.
• Summary: Lightly roasted and ground soya beans are
mixed with cereal grains to make a sort of granola or muesli.
“My invention consists in an improved process of
utilizing soya beans in combination with farinaceous matter,
with or without addition of fruit, vegetables and herbs, the
essential feature of the process being the combination of
lightly roasted, ground or pounded soya beans with unripe
rye and oats in two forms, namely rough-ground oats and
steamed raw oats.
“I dry and rough-grind unripe rye, and mix the same
with the prepared soya beans and with rough ground outs
and raw oats which have been steamed. and then deprived

of their husks and dried: The soya beans are prepared by
subjecting them in the first instance to a roasting process in
order to reduce the odorous constituents, especially the large
amount of oil contained in the beans, and for the purpose
of opening them and rendering them easily digestible, the
roasting process being, however, only carried to the light
brown stage, in order to retain the nutritive constituents of
the bean unchanged.
“The light roasting is of great importance in view of the
nature of soya beans, since as soon as the dark brown stage
is reached, corresponding to the stage to which coffee beans
are usually roasted, all the nourishing matter is converted and
lost.
“The lightly roasted beans are ground or pounded and
mixed with the other substances.” Address: Chemist, 61,
Leibnizstrasse, Charlottenburg, [near Berlin] Germany.
3211. Agricultural Gazette (London). 1912. Soya bean cake
for dairy cows. 75(2008):615. June 24. Summarized in
Agricultural Journal of India (Calcutta) 7:395 (1912).
• Summary: “Extensive experiments with a large number
of cows have been carried out in Denmark with regard to
the effect of soya bean cake on the yield and fat content of
the milk of dairy cows and on the quality of the butter. In its
influence on the yield and fat content of milk the soy bean
cake was found to be in no way superior to the mixture of
other concentrated foods against which it was tested–viz.,
decorticated cotton cake, earth nut cake, and sunflower seed
cake. As regards the quality of the butter, the soya bean
cake had no effect on the aroma and flavour, but produced
butter of a firmer consistency than the other cakes tried. It is
concluded that soya bean cake may be added with advantage
to a mixture of such concentrated foods as produce a
soft butter, but that beets should not be given in too large
quantities along with soya bean cake, as the former also
produce hard butter.”
3212. Toch, Maximilian. 1912. Soya bean oil for paint
purposes. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London)
31(12):572-74. June 29. [2 ref]
• Summary: “New York Section. Meeting held at Chemists’
Building on Friday, May 24th, 1912.”
From 1890 to 1910 the price of linseed oil fluctuated
between $0.30 and $0.50 a gallon, averaging about $0.40. In
late 1909 it rose to $0.68 and by Sept. 1910 it had reached
$1.01 per gallon.
“In 1909 soya-bean oil as a paint oil was practically
unknown.” Since that time many accounts of investigations
(a number of which are conflicting) have been published.
The author has experimented with 33 varieties of soya beans.
He has found that a tungate drier “acts on soya bean oil
exactly the same as lead and manganese drier acts on linseed
oil. In other words, a fairly hard, resistant and perfectly dry
film is obtained by the addition of from 5 to 7 per cent. of
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this drier within 24 hours.” Soya bean oil which is suitable
for paint purposes “is the nearest oil we have to linseed.”
A table shows the average composition of 7 soya bean
varieties: Austin, Ito San, Kingston, Mammoth, Guelph,
Medium Yellow and Samarow. The average composition
varies within fairly narrow limits: Water 7.42 to 8.67%.
Protein 32.99 to 37.82%. Fat 18.96 to 22.72%. Nitrogen-free
extract 23.65 to 29.36%. Crude fibre 4:00 to 5.15. Ash 5.01
to 6.28%.
Soya bean oil which is suitable for paint purposes has
two characteristics: (1) When heated to 500ºF for a few
minutes it will bleach and remain bleached; (2) The coldpressed oil when heated to 500ºF and blown with dry air
for 5-7 hours thickens exactly the same as linseed oil and
attains a [relative] gravity of 0.960 or more. Varnish made
from suitable soya-bean oil bakes very hard and retains an
abnormal flexibility. But, based on a test of less than 3 years,
it does not wear quite as well as linseed oil. “It is too soon to
prognosticate the value of soya-bean oil for exterior painting.
But for interior use soya-bean oil is the equal in every respect
of linseed oil–particularly when treated with a tungate drier.”
When 25% of “soya bean oil is added to a mixed paint,
neither the author nor anyone in his laboratory can, in all
instances, detect its presence. Blown and thickened soya
bean oil is already used by a number of linoleum and table
oil cloth manufacturers, and for printing ink purposes it
presents some advantages. For the manufacture of enamel
paints, heavy bodied soya oil produces most beautiful results,
and as perhaps 95 per cent. of all enamel paints are used for
interior decorative or protective purposes, in this country
[USA] its use should be encouraged.”
“At the time of writing linseed oil is quoted at 75 cents
per gallon and soya bean oil at 55 cents per gallon.”
In the discussion that followed Mr. Toch’s presentation,
Dr. Baekeland (probably the inventor of Bakelite) said
“that soya bean oil would be found one day to be one of
the most valuable of edible oils, even superior to olive oil,
but in addition the soya bean contained more of an easily
assimilable proteid than any other vegetable product. Those
who had attempted the study of vegetarian diets had been
confronted with the difficulty of finding the necessary
amount of proteid without ingesting at the same time a very
large amount of solid matter and carbohydrates. The soya
bean was remarkable because it contained an amount of
nourishment and easily assimilable proteids which had no
parallel, and that is why the eastern people, who lived on
a vegetarian diet, had been compelled to study soya beans
for centuries, and why it had become a staple. In China and
Japan there was hardly a meal where there was no soya
bean preparation. There was a soya bean cheese which was
excellent.”
Mr. Toch added that in “1903 in Berlin [Germany],
Dr. Baekeland gave him some very specially prepared soya
beans for dessert.” Several speakers note that soya beans,

which contain no starch, make excellent foods for use in
diabetic diets.
Note 1. The development of synthetic materials is
considered one of the most important inventions of the 20th
century. Organic synthesis began in 1907 in the Yonkers,
New York, garage of a chemist named Leo Baekeland.
He invented Bakelite, a liquid resin that hardened into a
tough, infinitely moldable solid, which was used to make
telephones, radio receivers, lamps, ashtrays, pens, cameras,
etc. The next important class of synthetic materials to be
developed was plastics.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2014)
that mentions the use of soya bean oil itself for making
printing ink.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2001)
that mentions the use of soya bean oil in making oil cloth (or
oilcloth). Address: [New York City, New York].
3213. Washington Post. 1912. A new kind of cow. June 30.
p. M1.
• Summary: From The Vegetarian: “Notwithstanding
vegetarians are being scoffed at and dubbed ‘cranks,’
more and more are coming into the field, and the cause is
advancing at a rapid rate.
“This is not so much due to the effort of vegetarians
as it is the result of sociological conditions.” The human
population is increasing so “that the raising of cattle for
culinary purposes [meat or dairy products] is each year
becoming more of a problem. Each year science gives us
some new food element to replace the barbarian piece of
roast flesh.
“The latest announcement reveals that milk, butter
and cheese can be made out of beans. This milk-producing
bean is a special variety, however–the Soja bean, a native
of China. A Chinese chemist [Li Yu-ying] has a factory in
France working out the problem of milk from beans. He has
succeeded in making from this Soja bean milk, a fine quality
of butter [made of whole soybeans that have been cooked,
pureed, and seasoned], and a highly delectable cheese
[tofu].”
3214. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1912. Oils
and oil-seeds from Hong Kong. 10(2):229-35. See p. 229-33.
• Summary: “A number of samples of oils and oil-seeds
were received amongst other products from Hong Kong, in
July 1911... Samples may be seen in the Hong Kong Court in
the Public Exhibition Galleries of the Imperial Institute.”
Soy Beans: Four varieties of soy beans were received:
1. “White bean” (known as Pak tau by Hong Kong Chinese,
18.1% oil). 2. “Green bean” (Tsing tau, 17.9% oil). 3.
“Yellow bean” (16.6% oil). 4. “Black bean” (15.1% oil, so
considered less valuable by oil-seed crushers). The moisture
content of all 4 varieties was “just over 8 per cent, which
is considerably less than the Manchurian beans commonly
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imported into Europe. These Hong Kong beans would
undoubtedly be preferred from this point of view, and there
would be less risk of damage during transit than in the case
of beans containing a higher percentage of moisture.
“Soy Bean Oil: This was a clear, brownish-yellow
oil, which furnished the following results on examination.
Specific gravity at 15.5ºC: 0.924. Acid value 2.5 (mg of
potassium hydroxide per gram of oil). Saponification value:
193.8. Iodine value: 130.0%. A firm of oil merchants valued
it at £23 5s. per ton, in Hull [England], as a normal soy
bean oil. Brokers valued it at 23s. 6d. per cwt. [1 cwt =
hundredweight = 112 pounds] in London, packed in cases
(Feb. 1912), adding that it represented the finest Hong Kong
soy bean oil.” Ground nut oil and hemp seed were also
received.
3215. Carmichael, B.E.; Hammond, J.W. 1912. Rations for
fattening range lambs. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 245. p. 683-722. June. See p. 693-98, 721.
• Summary: In Experiment II, soybean straw was used
as a feed with corn and linseed oilmeal in an experiment
conducted in 1909-1910. “The soybean straw, as the
name indicates, was that part of the soybean plant which
remained after the beans had been removed by threshing.
It was composed of the stems, leaves and pods, and was
very woody and coarse, although it was well cured and not
damaged by rains.” It contained 6.95% protein and 19.07%
water. Soybean straw was not well liked by the lambs. A
table (p. 696) indicates “that it is not economical to use
corn stover or soybean straw, even when supplemented with
[linseed] oilmeal, as the sole roughage for fattening lambs
when clover hay can be had for $12.50 per ton.” Address:
B.S., Chief, Animal Husbandry; 2. M.S., Asst., Animal
Husbandry.
3216. Carmichael, B.E.; Eastwood, Geo. R. 1912. Forage
crops for swine. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 242. p. 551-64. June.
• Summary: The pigs used in these experiments were pure
bred Duroc-Jerseys. Soybeans were fed in the form of green
pasture. Conclusions: “Data secured by this Station indicate
that the green feeds used in experiments rank as follows in
order of efficiency: red clover, dwarf Essex rape, soybeans,
bluegrass.”
Two photos show soybeans in Plot 2, at the beginning of
the experiment on 14 July 1911 and 41 days later. Address: 1.
Chief of Animal Husbandry; 2. Asst. of Animal Husbandry.
Both: Wooster, Ohio.
3217. Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Co. 1912. Certificate
of incorporation. Pasquotank County, North Carolina. 6 p.
Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: This certificate of incorporation, No. 10,204
was filed in Raleigh, North Carolina, on 27 June 1912, and

recorded on 5 July 1912 by the clerk of the superior court,
Pasquotank County.
A second document shows that on 2 Aug. 1912 the
Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Co. purchased land in this
county for $3,600 dollars from the Foreman-Blades Lumber
Co. It was located on Knobb’s Creek near Lamb’s Ferry
Road. An exact surveyor’s description of the location is
given. Address: Pasquotank County, North Carolina.
3218. Etheridge, W.C. 1912. Report of Division of
Agronomy. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 34:16-21. For the year ended June 30, 1911.
See p. 17-18.
• Summary: Variety testing: Peas and beans. “Among the
varieties of soy beans in 1910 Hollybrook, Haberlandt, and
Jet were in the lead, 22.9, 22.5, and 19.5 bushels per acre.
Jet, Guelph, Ebony, Amherst, Kingston, and Haberlandt
are the earliest maturing varieties. Mammoth Yellow is a
better variety for hay than any of the others. Jet, Amherst,
Kingston, Haberlandt, and Guelph do not ripen uniformly
and on this account it is practically impossible to gather all
their seed because the pods that are more forward in ripening
split and shatter their seed before the other pods mature.
These varieties would make an excellent pasture for hogs.
They grow in short, thick, heavily fruited bunches, and if
planted with a drill or broadcast would make a very heavy
yield of seed...
Fertilizer tests were done on corn and cotton with
phosphate slag and phosphate rock. “Under test last year
were [the commercial products] Solubilized Organic
Nitrogen, Potash Manure, Beet Refuse Compound, and
Calcium Cyanamid. These were tested in comparison
with the better known nitrogenous materials, Dried Blood,
Sulphate of Ammonia, and Nitrate of Soda.” Peruvian Guano
was also used.
Etheridge was later a soybean pioneer in Missouri.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that mentions the application of slag or
phosphate slag, as a fertilizer, to soy beans. Address: Assoc.
Agronomist [West Raleigh, North Carolina].
3219. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1912. Soy
bean cake for dairy cows (Abstract). 19(3):230-31. June. [1
ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following
French-language article: Mallèvre, A. 1912. Les expériences
danoises concernant la valeur des tourteaux de soja pour
l’alimentation des vaches laitières et l’influence qu’ils
exercent sur la qualité du beurre [Danish experiments
concerning the value of soybean cake as a food for dairy
cows and its influence on the quality of the butter]. the
Annales de la Science Agronomique Francaise et Etrangere
29(1):81-100. Jan.; 29(2):226-28. Feb. 4th Series, 29th year.
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3220. Suyama, Kenei. 1912. Miso chû no jiasutaaze no
bunryô ni tsuite [On the diastase of miso]. Seiikai Geppo No.
364. p. 236-39. June. [Jap]
Address: Infectious Disease Research Lab. (Densenbyô
Kenkyujo Kagakushitsu, Jisen Igakushi).
3221. Sydow, Hans; Sydow, Paul; Butler, E.J. 1912. Fungi
Indiae Orientalis. IV. [Fungi of the East Indies. IV.]. Annales
Mycologici 10(3):243-80. June. See p. 245. [3 ref. Lat; Ger]
• Summary: The disease Peronospora trifolorium (De Bary)
was seen on the foliage of soybeans at Larkipur, Kashmir
(India) on 11 September 1908 by Butler.
3222. Tropical Life (England). 1912. Coco-nut products, &c.
[prices given for “soya oil”]. 8(6):115-16. June. [1 ref]
• Summary: “According to the London Public Ledger, prices
on June 14th for the undermentioned ruled as follows: “Soya Oil Beans dull. Harbin parcels, spot, £8 10s.; Hull
afloat, £8 10s.; June-July, £8 11s. 3d.; July-August, £8 10s;
August-September, £8 12s. 6d. Cargoes May-June, £8 12s.
6d. June-July, £8 12s. 6d.
“Of oils, Cotton is quiet... Soya Oil, present price,
London, for barrels spot, £30. Hull: Spot crushed, £27 10s.,
forward, £27 5s., spot extracted, £26 2s. 6d. Oriental dull
and lower (in cases), March-April, £24 10s. c.i.f.; April-May,
£24 7s. 6d. c.i.f.; May-June, after £24 12s. 6d. accepted
c.i.f., Antwerp closed £24 7s. 6d. c.i.f.; June-July, after £24
15s. accepted c.i.f. Antwerp closed £24 12s. 6d. c.i.f.; JulyAugust, £24 15s. c.i.f. Antwerp.
Note: Starting with this issue, prices are given for
“soya oil” under the heading shown above, and later under
“Vegetable oil notes.”
Also gives prices for coprah [copra], linseed cakes,
cotton cakes, cotton oil, and coco-nut oil.
3223. Utz, Franz. 1912. Beitrag zur Reaktion von Serger
[Contribution to the reactions of Serger]. Chemische Revue
ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie (Hamburg, Germany)
19(6):128-31. June. [Ger]
• Summary: Page 130 states that soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl)
was originally dirty green. But after the Serger reaction
it was bluish-green. Also discusses many other oils and
oil products, including sesame oil, peanut oil, olive oil,
coconut fat, oleomargarine, palm kernel oil, and cocoa
butter. Address: Koenigliche Korps-Stabsapotkeker (Staff
Apothecary), Vorstand der chemischen Abteilung der
hygienisch-chemischen Untersuchungs-Station des I. ArmeeKorps, Muenchen [Germany].
3224. Courier (Petaluma, California). 1912. Market report.
July 1. p. 7.
• Summary: In the section on “Hay and Feedstuffs,” under
“Geo. P. McNear quotes” we read: “Soy bean meal–$2.30 @
$2.35.”

“Cotton seed meal–$2.20 @ $2.23.”
“Oil cake meal–$2.50.”
Note: Letter (e-mail) from John Benanti, Researcher,
Research Library, Petaluma Museum, Petaluma, California.
2009. April 20. George P. McNear was the biggest grain
dealer in town. Her was “known locally as the king of
Petaluma, a powerful and influential businessman.”
3225. Redding, R.J. 1912. Farms and farmers: Soybeans.
Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). July 1. p. 11.
• Summary: “Soybean is a pretty strong rival to the cowpeas,
and in some respects is to be preferred, and still may be
planted. It makes a choice, easily handled hay, and even
more nutritious than cowpea hay. It is not a vine but grows
as an upright stiff-stemmed bush. It bears an abundant
crop of exceedingly nutritious seeds, which ‘pop out’ when
thoroughly dry and may remain on the ground in good
condition for hogs for some weeks, or even longer.” Address:
Griffin, Georgia.
3226. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1912. Trials
of soy beans. 23(7):592-94. July 2. Summarized by the
Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1912. p. 668.
• Summary: “In Oct. 1911, seeds of Soy Beans received
from Victoria were distributed by the Department of
Agriculture to various centres in New South Wales for trial.
These seeds were supplied as being of a specially suitable
variety for our conditions.
“In November, small packets of soil received from
China were sent to Cowra and Wagga Experiment Farms,
with instructions that the soil in which the soy beans were to
be grown should be inoculated with the China soil, and the
results carefully noted.
A summary is given of reports received from the
“Coastal Districts” (soybeans were planted at Bonville,
Wollongbar Experiment Farm, Hawkesbury Agricultural
College, Unanderra), “Tableland Districts” (planted at
Bathurst Experiment Farm), “Western Slopes” (planted at
Cowra Experiment Farm), “Riverina” (planted at Wagga
Experiment Farm, Elm Park/Jindera, Harden, and Yanco
Experiment Farm), and the “Western Plains” (at Nyngan
Demonstration Farm).
In New South Wales soybeans either failed to germinate,
or the young plants were killed by unfavorable weather or
destroyed by rabbits. In spite of the fact that the experiments
were made on a small scale and that insufficient care seems
to have been taken, it is concluded that black cowpeas give a
larger crop for fodder and thrive better.
This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2018) that
describes inoculation trials with soybeans in Australia or
Oceania. Address: Australia.
3227. Winnipeg Tribune (The) (Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada). 1912. What education does. July 2. p. 4.
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• Summary: “Today the Danish farmer buys nothing
individually. He uses no seeds till they have been tested by
the experts furnished by the co-operative society. He buys
his fertilizers, soya beans, from Manchuria, cotton and meal
from the United States through the co-operative society.”
3228. Gordon (L.S.) 1912. Only twenty are left (Ad).
Advance (The) (Elizabeth City, North Carolina). July 5. p. 7.
• Summary: “... out of fifty-seven Gordon Soy Bean
Harvesters made for this season’s work, the 1912 machine
separates the peas from the vine.
“For further particulars write...”
Note: This ad also appeared in the July 12 issue (p. 7).
Address: Elizabeth City, N.C.
3229. Stock, Erich. 1912. Sojabohnenoel mit besonderer
Beruecksichtigung seiner Verwendung in der Lackindustrie
[Soybean oil with special consideration for its use in the
lacquer industry]. Farbe und Lack No. 27. p. 242. July 5; No.
28. p. 250. July 12; No. 29. p. 259. July 19. [Ger]
• Summary: The writer gives the results of chemical
investigations he conducted using soybean oil, and practical
trials that he conducted in making a satisfactory product. He
intends to conduct further research.
3230. K.P. 1912. Ueber Sojabohnenoel als Farbenmedium
[On soybean oil as a medium for colors in paints (Abstract)].
Farben-Zeitung 17(40):2174. July 6. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
English-language article: Toch, Maximilian. 1912. “Soya
bean oil for paint purposes.” J. of the Society of Chemical
Industry (London) 31(12):572-74. June 29.
3231. Wall Street Journal. 1912. Silver in the Orient. Market
reaction following condition in India–Change in handling
soya bean crop. July 10. p. 8.
• Summary: “It may not be generally known that the bulk
of the soya bean crop no longer depends directly on the
exchange of China based on silver. Payment is now made
mostly in Russian roubles [rubles], and the firms who used
to handle this crop have had to open branches in Harbin in
consequence of the changed state of affairs.
“The value of the soya bean exports is provisionally
estimated at about $40,000,000.”
3232. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1912. Foreign trade
of China in 1911. 78:149-51. July 18. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The [soy] bean crop in Manchuria was not
quite so good as in 1910, but, nevertheless, the total export
abroad under the cognizance of the Maritime Customs has
slightly increased as compared with 1910. The figures are,
for 1911, 11,038,340 piculs [1 picule weighs 133.33 lb.],
valued at Hk. [Haikwan] taels 26,585,543, and for 1910,
10,925,451 piculs, valued at Hk. taels 21,472,821 a result

which suggests a considerable rise in the price of this staple.
The tendency for beans for Manchuria to be shipped abroad
from the Russian port of Vladivostock [Vladivostok] is again
very noticeable... The export abroad of beancake increased
by over 3 million piculs, due no doubt to the great demand
for it to fertilise the sugar fields of Formosa.”
3233. Independent (The) (With Which is Incorporated
Harper’s Weekly). 1912. Editorial: What the Department of
Agriculture is doing. 73(3320):154-55. July 18.
• Summary: “Perhaps nothing more important is found in the
whole list than a collection of soja beans from Manchuria.
This bean we have hardly begun to find out. It is not only a
legume of great value for creating humus, furnishing at the
same time a vast amount of human food, while the fodder is
of high value, either green or cured, but some of the varieties
furnish a paint oil. and there is a sort of milk, not at all unlike
cow’s milk, manufactured from some varieties of these
beans.”
3234. Piper, C.V. 1912. Re: Please ship soybeans to Curacao,
Dutch West Indies. Letter to Mr. William Morse, Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC, July 18. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: Dear Mr. Morse: Will you kindly arrange
to have shipped to G.B. Dussel, Esq., Agricultural
Superintendent, Colonie Curacao, D.W.I., one bushel of soy
beans, which may consist of two or three varieties, and 500
pounds of alfalfa soil for inoculation.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 108.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017.
Note 1. Assuming that Morse sent the soybeans to
Curacao, and that they were planted there: This is the earliest
document seen (April 2021) concerning soybeans in Curacao
or the Dutch West Indies, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Curacao or the Dutch West Indies. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Curacao or the Dutch
West Indies, or the cultivation of soybeans in Curacao or the
Dutch West Indies (1912). The source of these soybeans was
William Morse at Arlington Farm in Virginia, USA. Yet we
cannot be completely certain.
Note 2. On 10 Oct. 2010, Curacao, together with sister
islands Aruba and Bonaire, became a constituent country
within the Kingdom of the Netherlands. This was the result
of a referendum and a change in the constitution.
Note 3. Why did Morse not send 1 ounce of alfalfa
inoculum prepared by the USDA instead of 500 pounds of
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alfalfa soil for inoculation?
Note 4. In 1845 Curaçao was one of the six Dutch
dependencies in the West Indies that were brought under
collective administration. Those dependencies were
reorganized as the Netherlands Antilles in 1954 and granted
autonomy in internal affairs. Source: www.britannica.com.
Address: Agrostologist, USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Forage Crop Investigations.
3235. Grazer Volksblatt (Graz, Austria-Hungary). 1912. Die
Sojabohne als billiges Nahrungsmittel [The soybean as an
inexpensive food]. 45(339):11. July 28. [Ger]
• Summary: In these expensive times, the housewife is
in search of any means with which she can get by with
her housekeeping money. Since sugar, coffee, milk, flour,
and so on have gotten more expensive, one often turns
to substitutes, some of which, though, are harmful to the
health, such as saccharine, for example. So it is certainly
appropriate here to make reference to a superb food which is
unfortunately still far too little known in Austria. That is the
soybean (Sojabohne). In the lands of its cultivation, China
and Japan, it serves broad classes of the people as a food.
In recent times, it is also being used successfully in Europe
for the production of numerous foods, such as pastries,
sauces (Tunken), soy milk (Sojamilch), and so forth. It is also
suitable as a coffee substitute, since it distinguishes itself in
its taste by great similarity to [genuine] coffee. According
to the experiments by the first experts, the soybean very
significantly exceeds all other pulses in nutritional value.
With the appropriate preparation, the soybean is also to be
used as, among other things, a valuable food for diabetics. It
therefore deserves the greatest attention for the production
of inexpensive staple foods. In Germany, the value of
the soybean has already been recognized and its use is
constantly increasing, specifically since the time when this
product could be imported without customs duties. Since
the beginning of 1912, 573,108 metric hundredweight
of soybeans [i.e. over 57,000 metric tons] have reached
Germany from China for import, while in the same period in
the previous year, only 169,105 metric hundredweight [i.e.
nearly 17,000 metric tons] had been imported.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
3236. Christian Science Monitor. 1912. Famous soya bean of
China. July 31. p. 19.
• Summary: “It is interesting to note in conjunction with
the awakening of China that a Chinese article of food, or at
any rate a vegetable product which grows most profusely
in Manchuria, is attracting the serious attention of Europe
and America. Authorities say that the soya bean contains
more of the ingredients of a perfect food than any other one
known product, and an important experiment is being tried
in France, where a wide assortment of foods is being made

from soya beans [by Li Yuying, near Paris]. They include
milk, cheese [tofu], casein, oil, jellies, flour, bread, biscuits,
cakes and sauces.
“Now an article in the Journal of Chemical Industry [29
June 1912, p. 572-74] shows that the use of soya bean oil
for paint purposes is established as a practical fact. While
it is said that soya oil is not yet proved a perfect substitute
for linseed oil in exterior painting, in interior painting it is
entirely satisfactory and for some sorts of finishings, like
‘baking japans,’ it is even better than linseed oil.
“Soya beans to the number of 280 varieties are listed
already by the United States governmental investigators.
The orientals have made a close study of the product, and
apparently know beans. Soya beans have been grown in
Virginia and used as a substitute for corn to feed stock,
Planted with the corn they act as a fertilizer, and the animals
that can get soya beans let the corn alone.
“In China and Japan there is hardly a meal in which
some preparation of the soya bean is not used. There would
seem to be, after all, some subtle affiliation between bean-fed
New England culture and the wisdom of the Orient.
“A Georgia man who tried the soya bean declares that he
planted in rich soil and got stalks 20 feet high which he could
harvest. It is plain that Jack’s, then, was a soya beanstalk.”
Note: Soybean plants typically grow to height of 2-3 feet,
never 20 feet.
3237. Grazer Volksblatt (Graz, Austria-Hungary). 1912. Oel
aus der Soyabohne [Oil from the soybean]. 45(343):8. July
31. [Ger]
• Summary: Soybeans have made progress in Germany
since the beginning of this year. The soybean (Soyabohne)
comes from Korea, China and Japan. As a result of the great
demand, during the last 14 days beans of the new harvest
have been sold at slightly higher prices, although the crop’s
prospects are considered favorable. Beans of the old crop
today cost about 17.3 marks per meter-centner, those of the
new harvest 16.9 marks per meter-cent cif, Hamburg. The
soybean is processed not only to make pastries (Mehlspeisen,
presumably made from whole soy flour or coarsely-ground
meal) but also to make oil. Soybean oil (Soyabohnenöl) is
enjoying rising consumption due to the high price of linseed
oil. It serves the same purposes as linseed oil, for which up
to a third can be added without changing the texture of the
latter. Large quantities of soy oil (Soyaöl) have been used
for a long time in the production of soaps. Soybean oil is 5-8
marks per 100 kilos less expensive than linseed oil, although
the latter has fallen in price. Soybean oil of foreign origin
is currently being offered at 56-57 marks per 100 kilos,
cost insurance and freight (cif) to Antwerp, goods produced
in Germany are offered at 61-64 marks per 100 kilos with
barrel from the factory.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
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3238. Collison, R.C. 1912. Inorganic phosphorus in plant
substances. An improved method of estimation (Open
Access). J. of Biological Chemistry 12(1):65-72. July. [2 ref]
• Summary: “In the synthesis of organic phosphorus
compounds by the plant and in their storage in the seed as
reserve food the inorganic phosphates play an important part.
The phosphorus used in this synthetic process is taken into
the plant in inorganic form and used in the building up of
complex organic phosphorus compounds such as lecithins,
phospho- and nucleo-proteins and salts of phytic acid.”
Table 2 shows the “Total and inorganic phosphorus is
a few [eight] plant substances.” Soy beans are the second
highest in total phosphorus (.547%) after rice polish, and the
third highest in inorganic phosphorus (0.054%) after oats
(grains) and cow peas. Various other new methods were used
to extract and determine the phosphorus; tables give values
for each. The best method was found to be the improved
acid-alcohol method.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020)
that mentions phytic acid (or phytates) in connection with
soybeans. Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Ohio Agric. Exp.
Station, Wooster, Ohio.
3239. Crossley-Holland, F.W. 1912. The suitability of
various commercial proteins for pharmaceutical use. YearBook of Pharmacy (London). p. 489-95.
• Summary: This paper was presented in 31 July 1912 at
the 49th Annual British Pharmaceutical Conference, in
Edinburgh, Scotland. It was later published in at least one
other periodical Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London)
89(2546):154-55. Aug. 3.
In the section titled “The vegetable proteins” are
three subsections: Wheat protein, soya bean protein, and
castor oil bean protein. We read: “Soya bean protein holds
an important position amongst proteins with dietetic
possibilities, but it is not in universal favour owing to its
uncertain effects upon the organism. It merits the attention
of pharmacists who desire to possess an inexpensive
vegetable protein. Analysis of the soya bean reveals 32 per
cent. of protein, and in absence of starch. These features
are unique in a leguminous seed. The presence of a diastase
in the bean converts the starch of the unripe seed into
soluble carbohydrates which may be separated by washing.
Purchases of soya bean meal, from which the protein is
prepared, call for careful examination for impurities–such
as Java bean–which are toxic in character. Java bean may
be detected by the characteristic appearance of the cellulose
which it contains. Colour tests for impurities in soya bean
meal would be undoubtedly useful. Soya bean protein is
enjoying an extended use in connection with the treatment of
diabetes and malnutrition. The pharmacist may be reasonably
expected to know something of its characteristics.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document

seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the term “soya bean protein”
(or “soya bean proteins”). Address: F.C.S [Fellow of the
Chemical Society].
3240. Fremery, F. de. 1912. Mededeelingen uit de practijk.
No. 1. Soja en katoen als voorvrucht [Notes from practice
No. 1. Soybeans and cotton as preliminary crops (for
tobacco)]. Mededeelingen van het Deli Proefstation te
Medan (Sumatra) 7(1):57-58. July. [Dut]
• Summary: After preparation in July 1911, a test was
carried out at the Tandem Hilir company with soy (soja) and
cotton (Batak variety) as a preliminary crop of tobacco.
The soy was sown in north-south (N.Z.) rows spaced 1½
feet apart.
The cotton was planted from seeds at: 3 ‘x 3’. The 4
“coolie fields” (kolievelden) on which the test was taken, 2
for each crop, were pre-set and divided in two lengthwise,
the western half of each pair of fields was sown in the
aforementioned manner, either with soy, or with cotton; the
eastern one lay fallow in the usual way.
Note 1. Sjon Welters adds that rows on a north-south
axis give the plants optimal sun exposure during the day and
therefore optimal growth potential. Sjon adds: “’Koelies’
are unschooled contract laborers or day laborers used by
the Dutch after slavery was abolished [in about 1875]. A
koelieveld must have been a field worked by ‘koelies.’”
3241. Heron, A.H. 1912. The soya bean and its uses (From
Cope’s planting leaflets). Queensland Agricultural Journal
29(1):88-95. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: A near reprint of: Heron, E.H. 1911. “O feijao
soya e os sues usos [The soybean and its uses].” Reparticao
de Agricultura Mozambique, Boletim (Mozambique
Department of Agriculture, Bulletin) No. 5. 16 p.
The soja bean constitutes a good food for swine.
Address: Australia.
3242. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1912. Soy
bean meal for pigs (Abstract). 19(4):321. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the
following German-language article: Haselhoff, Emil. 1912.
“Schweinemastversuche mit Sojabohnenmehl [Swine
fattening experiments with soybean meal].” Fuehlings
Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung 61(12):401-14. June 15.
3243. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1912. Denaturing of
certain vegetable oils in Australia. 78: Aug. 1 and 8. *
• Summary: Under By-Law No. 231 “edible vegetable
oils, n.e.i.” and “China, sesame, and soya bean oils” may
be denatured by such methods as may be approved by the
Comptroller-General. “Oils so denatured may be delivered
under Tariff headings Nos. 234 (o) or 234 (u) (viz., 8d. per
gallon or free of duty), respectively. In accordance with this
By-Law, the following formula has been approved by the
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Comptroller-General for the denaturing of soya bean oil
for paint making:–5 gallons, turpentine substitute (mineral
spirit); 10 gallons, crude rosin oil; 35 gallons, soya bean oil.”
3244. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1912. British
Pharmaceutical Conference, 49th Annual Meeting,
Edinburgh July 29-Aug. 1. 81(25):192-227. Aug. 3. See p.
214-15.
• Summary: Under the subheading “Second session–
Wednesday, July 31,” is a paper titled “The suitability of
various commercial proteins for pharmaceutical use,” by
F.W. Crossley-Holland, F.C.S. It contains a paragraph on
“Soya-bean protein” which states: It “is not in universal
favour owing to the uncertain effects. It merits attention,
however, as a source of an inexpensive vegetable protein,
as the bean contains 22 per cent. of protein and no starch,
and the soluble carbohydrates can be separated by washing.
Soya-bean meal is liable to contain toxic impurities, such
as Java bean, which may be detected by the characteristic
appearance of the cellulose which it contains. Colour-tests
for impurities in soya-bean meal would be undoubtedly
useful. Soya-bean protein is enjoying an extended use in
connection with the treatment of diabetes and malnutrition.”
Also discusses wheat protein, castor-oil bean protein,
egg albumin, gelatin, serum-albumin, and milk protein or
casein.
A discussion follows. “Mr. Stevenson said he believed it
had been proved that the cases of soya-bean poisoning were
due to admixed Java beans.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the term “soya-bean proteins”
(or “soya-bean protein”).
3245. Crossley-Holland, F.W. 1912. The suitability of
various commercial proteins for pharmaceutical use.
Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London) 89(2546):15455. Aug. 3.
• Summary: This is a reprint of a conference paper presented
on 31 July 1912 by the same author with the same title, and
published in 1912 in the Year-Book of Pharmacy (London).
p. 489-95. Address: F.C.S [Fellow of the Chemical Society].
3246. Weller, H. 1912. Ueber die Verfaelschung von
gebranntem Kaffee [On the falsification of roasted coffee].
Chemiker-Zeitung 36(93):890. Aug. 3. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This article can be divided into two parts: (1)
A discussion of the soybean and its recent illegal use as a
coffee adulterant. (2) Other general information about the
soybean, including the many foods that can be made from it.
Only part (1) will be translated here.
The increase in the coffee duty and the sharp increase
in coffee prices that have occurred as a result of that, have
given rise to the fact that the adulteration of roasted coffee,
which earlier had been observed more rarely, has increased

significantly. I do not need to go further into detail with
regard to the manner of adulterating the roasted coffee by
loading it with glazing agents as well as with water, since
these are generally already known. In more recent times,
however, I have become aware that the roasted seeds of
certain legumes that are very similar to the size and shape
of the coffee beans, in particular peaberries (Perlkaffee), are
being added to the roasted, unground coffee.
Griebel and Bergmann (1911, vol. 21, p. 481) already
reported about two new types of adulteration of roasted
coffee. According to their observations, what has come into
consideration as additives to the whole coffee beans are
primarily the seeds of the blue lupin Lupinus angustifolius
L., which for a longer time have already been known as a
coffee substitute and, as a new adulterant, the roasted seeds
of Lathyrus sativus L., which is newly finding use in larger
quantities as a fodder and which is primarily cultivated in
Southern Europe. In a roasted state, these seeds of Lathyrus
sativus, also known as grass peas (Saatplatterbse) or
chickling peas (Kicherling), have a certain similarity in
shape and size to roasted coffee beans.
As a result of these reports, I have for a lengthy period
of time subjected the roasted, whole coffee of the market
to a heightened examination, the results of which in fact
confirmed the adulteration with roasted leguminous seeds.
According to our results, these consist not of the two
aforementioned seeds, but rather of those of the soybean
(Sojabohne), which has recently been added to roasted
coffee as the most popular adulterant. These coffee mixtures
of lesser quality are put on the market either as “finest
roasted coffee” without any declaration or else with the
insufficient declaration of “finest roasted coffee with fruit
coffee” (Fruchtkaffee). In particular, peaberry coffee, which
in and of itself is expensive, can be adulterated with these
seeds, because in the roasted form of that type of coffee,
they are very similar and can only be distinguished from it
with great difficulty. For mixtures of that type, the lovely
designation “coffee blend” (“Kaffee Melange”) is especially
readily used by dealers. The content of these seeds in the
roasted coffee amounted to approximately 33%. Since
more detailed information about this newest adulterant of
roasted, unground coffee is not found in the literature, little
is apparently still known in Germany up to now about this
coffee substitute, and thus a brief description of this plant
and its seeds is permitted here.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Darmstadt (southwest of
Frankfurt am Main), Germany.
3247. Sawamura, Shin. 1912. Nattô-kin ni tsukite [On
the “Bacillus natto”]. Nogaku Kaiho (J. of the Scientific
Agricultural Society, Japan) No. 120. p. 1-5. Aug. 5. [Jap]
Address: Nôgaku hakase, Japan.
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3248. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1912. Agricultural
news and views: Feeding experiments with cows. Aug. 10.
p. 20.
• Summary: Discusses a report recently received by the
Department of Agriculture [USDA] concerning “extensive
experiments conducted under the direction of the
Copenhagen (Denmark) Experiment Station for the purpose
of determining the feeding value of wet brewers’ grains and
of soy-bean cakes for milch cows.”
“When good, fresh, soy-bean cakes were fed, no
deleterious influence of feeding them was tracable [traceable]
in the flavor or taste of the butter, even when these were fed
excessively.”
3249. J. of the New Zealand Department of Agriculture.
1912. Field-crops and manures: Soya beans. 5(2):196-97.
Aug. 15.
• Summary: Mr. W.J. Parsons from Wellington writes: “I
have purchased a farm at Renwick in Marlborough... Have
Lima or Soya beans been tried in the district under the
Department’s directions? If not, I would very much like to
try them if your Department is conducting any experiments
this year.”
The Fields and Experimental Farms Division replies,
“The Department has no field-plot experiments on farms in
Marlborough. A series of tests was carried out on small plots
at the Blenheim High School.
“Last season the Department distributed seed of the
Soya bean for testing purposes, and proposes to do so again
this year. Lima beans are already well known in the garden.”
The Agricultural Chemist replies, “Beans take more
potash from the soil than peas.”
3250. Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). 1912. The
markets. Aug. 17. p. 2.
• Summary: The section titled “Produce” gives the price of
cereal grains, beans, and their by-products in New Zealand.
These include: “linseed oil cake, genuine, £13 10s per ton;
“soya bean cake, £13 10s [per ton];...”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2009)
that gives the price of soybean products (or soybeans) in
New Zealand.
Note 2. Similar prices appear at least once a week in the
“Produce” section this newspaper for the rest of the year. By
Oct. 25 the price for soya bean cake has dropped to £12 10s
per ton.
3251. Takakuwa (Y.). 1912. Soy bean meal... (Ad). Honolulu
Star-Bulletin (Oahu, Hawaii). Aug. 17. p. 18, col. 1.
• Summary: “... is a meal made and produced in Manchuria.
It is the best food for poultry and stock. It fattens where
everything else has failed. For booklet on systematic feeding
and the value of soy bean meal, see Y. Takakuwa.” Address:
Nuuanu St., below King, Honolulu.

3252. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1912.
Soya beans from Manchuria... 15(195):896. Aug. 19.
• Summary: “... seem to be losing favor with English oilseed
crushing mills, which imported in the first half of 1912 only
153,304 tons, against 167,020 tons in the first six months of
last year, and 345,471 tons in the first half of 1910.”
3253. Christian Science Monitor. 1912. Agriculturists to
inspect farm at Madison, Wisconsin. Aug. 24. p. 12.
• Summary: “Madison, Wisconsin.–Profs. E.J. Delwiche and
J.D. Milward, and F.L. Musback of the experiment station
of the University of Wisconsin, are to conduct farmers over
the Spooner branch station today and give talks on the best
methods illustrated by the crops of corn, soy beans and other
agricultural products.”
3254. New York Times. 1912. This is not in China, but in
New York City: Farms in Steinway, near Long Island City,
where natives of the Far East raise supplies for the chop suey
restaurants of New York. Aug. 25. p. SM11.
• Summary: “Chow chop-suey is, next to rice, the Chinese
national dish. Rice is, of course, on every table. The Chinese
eat it instead of bread, and no one can cook rice like a
Chinaman. Every grain is distinct, yet perfectly soft, and it
is piled up in the bowls like mounds of snow. It is boiled, or
rather steamed, without seasoning, and the condiments are
supplied by the seow [Cantonese: shi-yau or si-yau, meaning
“fermented black soybean sauce”], the immediate progenitor
of the soy of the English East Indies and the Gastronomic
father of Worcestershire sauce.”
Six photos show Chinese at work on their farms on
Long Island.
Note that the term “chop suey restaurants” in the title is
apparently synonymous with “Chinese restaurants.”
3255. Pontius, Albert W. 1912. Manchurian trade notes.
Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
15(205):1100-01. Aug. 30.
• Summary: A table shows the exports of [soya] beans, bean
oil, and bean cake from Dairen, for the four years from 190809 to 1911-12. The export season starts in November and
closes in May of the following year.
Soya beans rose from 348,878 tons in 1908-09 to a peak
of 357,166 in 1909-10, then fell to 258,731 in 1910-11, and
even further to 161,285 tons in 1911-12.
Soya bean cake fell from 285,546 tons in 1908-09 to a
peak low of 146,688 tons in 1909-10, then rose to 351,119 in
1910-11, and even further to a peak of 370,490 tons in 191112.
Soy bean oil rose steadily from 8,957 tons in 1908-09, to
13,552 in 1909-10, then to 28,669 in 1910-11, and finally to
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a peak of 33,574 tons in 1911-12.
Upon first glance at the foregoing figures one might
infer that the export trade in staple produce might be
seriously affected by the steady decline in export of beans. It
can be shown, however, that the contrary is actually the case.
Apart from bean cake, which is merely a by-product obtained
in the manufacture of bean oil exported during the foregoing
respective seasons may be had by calculating at the rate of
12½ pounds of beans to 1 pound of oil.
“In the following table the exports of oil have converted
to beans on the basis stated, and these, added to the exports
of beans as given in the preceding table, show the actual total
exports.”
Total exports of bean equivalents rose from 466,840
tons in 1908-09, to 526,566 in 1909-10, reaching a peak of
617,103 in 1910-11, then falling 6% to 581,060 in 1911-12.
“At the beginning of the 1911-12 season there were 45
bean-oil mills in operation in Dairen, all under the control
of either Japanese or Chinese owners.” The manufacture of
soya bean oil is the most important local industry. Address:
Consul, Dalny.
3256. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin
Mensuel du Jardin Colonial). 1912. Analyse de soja tunisien
[Analysis of Tunisian soybeans]. 12(113):167. Aug. [Fre]
• Summary: The Jardin Colonial has just examined soybean
seeds harvested at the nursery at Tunis (Jardin d’Essais de
Tunis) and coming from the seeds sent by this establishment
to the Director General of Agriculture of the Tunisian
protectorate. The chemical analysis of the seeds has shown
them to have the following composition: Water 7.18%,
nitrogenous materials (matières azotées) 41.40%, and lipids
(matières grasse) 17.80%. Soya can now be sold for as high
as 200 francs per tonne c.a.f. in Hamburg, Germany.
Note: Tunis was a former Barbary state in north Africa;
forced by invasion to become a French protectorate in 1881.
Tunis was part of the Ottoman Empire in the late 1800s and
perhaps early 1900s.
3257. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: America Soy Brewing Co. Ltd.
(American Shoyu Jozo K.K.).
Manufacturer’s Address: End of Banyan St., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1912 August.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory
of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1912. p. 123.
American Soy Brewing Co. Ltd., D. Yonekura, president; M.
Kawahara, vice president; K. Iida, secretary; R. Niki, treas;
George I. Enomoto, mngr; end of Banyan.
Also in 1916 Directory. American Soy Brewing Co.
Ltd., Banyan. 1928-29 Directory. American Hawaiian Soy
Co. Ltd. mauka end Banyan. Is this the same or a different
company? Both are on Banyan St.

Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):54249. “Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.”
States that the company was founded in August 1912 by Mr.
Danzaburo Yonekura.
F. Odo and K. Sinoto. 1985. A Pictorial History of the
Japanese in Hawaii, 1885-1924. Page 166. American Shoyu
Co. was established in Honolulu in 1912.
3258. Carlyle, W.L.; Iddings, E.J. 1912. Hog raising for
the Idaho farmer. Idaho Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 74. 31 p. Aug.
• Summary: A table (p. 4) shows results of a test by the
Missouri Agric. Exp. Station of the pork producing capacity
of various pastures. Soy beans gave poorest results in terms
of both pounds of pork per acre of pasture (183.1, vs. 598.5
for alfalfa) and value of pork from an acre of pasture ($10.99
vs. $35.71 from alfalfa). The Idaho station has conducted
three of its own experiments for finishing hogs for market
during the last 2 years. A table (p. 6) shows that one of the
feeds used was “Soy bean meal (Proteina)” costing $1.90
per 100 lb on average. Note 1. This Proteina brand meal was
probably made by Pacific Oil Mills in Seattle, Washington,
starting in 1911.
Some of the meal was “imported from Japan and cost
$38.00 per ton (2,000 lb) laid down in Moscow, Idaho. It
is the ground form of the cake left after the extraction of
oil from the soja or soy bean. It is guaranteed by dealers to
contain 50 per cent protein.”
Note 2. There is no mention in this publication of
soybeans being grown in Idaho. Address: 1. Director of the
Station; 2. Animal Husbandman, Dep. of Animal Husbandry,
Moscow, Idaho.
3259. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1912. Sojaoel fuer Malerzwecke
[Soya bean oil for paint purposes (Abstract)]. 19(8):192-97.
Aug. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
English-language article: Toch, Maximilian. 1912. “Soya
bean oil for paint purposes.” J. of the Society of Chemical
Industry (London) 31(12):572-74. June 29.
3260. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1912. Ueber die Bromabsorption
einiger pflanzlicher Oele und Fette [On the bromine
absorption of some vegetable oils and fats (Abstract)].
19(8):195. Aug. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
German-language article with the same title: Sprinkmeyer,
H.; Diedrichs, A. 1912. Zeitschrift fuer Untersuchung der
Nahrungs- und Genussmittel 23(12):679-87. June 15.
3261. Medical Review of Reviews. 1912. Soy bean and
condensed milk. 18(8):513. Aug.
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• Summary: In this review of the literature, a combination of
the soy bean or its flour with sweetened condensed milk is
recommended as an infant food as a substitute for fresh milk
when the latter is not safe. The soy bean is also a valuable
food for diabetics because it contains no starch. “Soy bean
flour” contains 44.6% protein, 19.4% fat, and 9.3% sucrose.
“For many years condensed milk has been regarded as
unsafe owing to its low proportion of fat and proteids. To
offset this shortcoming in condensed milk, soy bean deserves
the attention of the profession.
“Soy beans really are the seeds of Dolichos soja Linn.”
3262. Merckel, -. 1912. Le Soja au Cambodge [The soybean
in Cambodia]. Expansion Coloniale. Aug. p. 210. [Fre]*
• Summary: This periodical was apparently not published
in metropolitan France, but probably somewhere in French
colony.
3263. Neumann, Hermann. 1912. Der Naehrwert und die
Verwendung der Sojabohne beim Menschen [The nutritional
value and the utilization of soybeans by people]. Berliner
Klinische Wochenschrift 49(36):1710-14. Sept. 2. [18 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: This is a lecture presented at the Berlin Medical
Society (Berliner Med. Gesellschaft) on 10 July 1912.
Gentlemen! Belonging to the family of pulses or
legumes, which are distinguished by their high protein
content and which, according to the practical classification
by C. Böhmer, comprises species that are both high in starch

and low in fat such as peas, beans, and lentils and those
that are free of starch (stärkefrei) and very rich in fat such
as lupines, and specifically belonging to this latter group
is the coarse-haired soybean (rauhhaarige Sojabohne) or
the Chinese oil bean (chinesische Oelbohne). This plant is
indigenous to the northern part of China and has undergone
a very significant spread from there throughout all of East
Asia, namely in Japan, and also later in Europe, specifically
in Russia, Hungary, and Tyrol, and in part in Southern and
Northern Germany.
The possibility and ease of such extending is based upon
the special, definite advantages of the oil bean [soybean]:
upon its adaptability to any soil conditions, upon its great
lack of demands on cultivation care, and upon its very
significant tolerance of climate and weather influences of any
kind.
“For us Germans, the soybean is still of particular
interest due to the fact that they are one of the main crops
in the province of Shantung [today’s Shandong Province in
China] in the hinterland of our concession of Kiautschou.”
(Honcamp) (Footnote: Franz Honcamp, Die Sojabohne und
Ihre Abfallprodukte. Mitteilungen der landwirtschaftlichen
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Versuchsstation Rostock [The Soybean and Its Byproducts:
Reports from the Agricultural Experimentation Station,
Rostock], Berlin, 1910, vol. 62)
Here, as in all of East Asia, it has been a valuable
food since ancient times for people and animals alike. In
Germany, on the other hand, it has only found agricultural
appreciation in approximately the past three decades,
although that is in any case increasing. And it is only within
the past three years that they have achieved acclaim at the
industrial level. But thus far, consideration by a physician
has actually still been completely lacking. see Table 1.
And yet it deserves above all else this consideration by
a physician because of its public use and its great importance
specifically for people, as I emphasized in the March edition
of the Zeitschrift für physikalische und diätetische Therapie
[Journal of Physical and Dietetic Therapy] (“Die Sojabohne,
ihre Bedeutung für den gesunden und kranken Menschen und
ihre Verwertungsform” [“The Soybean, Its Significance for
Healthy and Ill People, and Its Form of Exploitation”], 1912,
vol. 16, no. 3) as a consequence of the results of agricultural
work.
Today, I would like to briefly summarize the elements
that demonstrate the nutritional value–that is, the total of
the nutrients and mineral salts–of the soybean with the wish
that the soybean question (Sojafrage), which in my opinion
is a very important one, may at this point also find great
and lasting interest with us physicians as it already has with
farmers, in technology, and in trade.
Now according to its general characteristics, the soybean
plant (Sojapflanze) is very rich in protein, very rich in fat,
and low in starch, for the most part even free of starch,
because as a consequence of the presence of a very effective
diastatic enzyme, the starch is completely lacking in the old
seeds (in alten Früchten) [translator’s note: what is probably
meant is “in the dried seeds”]. Its seeds, which by themselves
raise our medical interest and draw our medical attention,
are oval or roundish, approximately 0.08 to 0.5 g in weight,
are the size of a garden pea (Gartenerbse), and are yellow,
brown, white, black, or green in color. (Demonstration).
Their chemical composition has repeatedly been
determined to the most precise degree by various researchers.
The analyses that have been obtained show in general a
good correspondence and deviations and fluctuations can
be recognized only depending upon the differences in the
material that is being studied with regard to origin, age,
variety, and color (see Haberlandt and Le Goff in the table).
Yet they correspond, which substantially matters to us
physicians, in that as the main components, it is namely
protein and fat–which are specifically the most important
nutrients–which are determined to be present in very
noticeably higher quantities.
The analyses also provide us with information on the
quantity of minerals which, it is well known, are no less
important than protein in the assessment of the nutritional

value of a food because they are equally necessary for the
building up and maintaining of the cells. Schwackhöfer
(footnote: Cited by Haberlandt op. cit.) in Vienna calculated
them from the ash analysis and found extraordinarily high
and very favorable figures (see the table). In particular the
phosphoric acid, which requires a very particular level in
the chemical composition of our cell state (Zellenstaat),
is at the very considerable level of over 36 percent. It is
bonded to potassium and calcium, but also to protein and
fat. One of these compounds is represented by lecithin,
which is specifically the absolutely most important and most
effective nutrient for the growth of the skeleton–as has only
recently been proven once again by W. Heubner (footnote:
W. Heubner, “Versuche über den Nahrungsphosphor”
[“Experiments with Nutritional Phosphorus”], Münchener
medizinische Wochenschrift [Munich Medical Weekly])
in Göttingen–equal to calcium and magnesium. But it
is likewise an indispensable factor for the muscles, the
nerves, the red blood cells, and for the recovery of the entire
person in the convalescence from feverish illnesses. Within
that context, it is immaterial as to whether the lecithin
is of animal or plant origin, since in the experiments by
Danilewsky (footnote: Danilewsky, “De l’influence de la
Lecithine sur la croisance des organismus” [“The Influence
of Lecithin on the Growth of the Organism”], Comptes
rendus de l’Académie des Sciences [Proceedings of the
Academy of Sciences] 1895, vol. 121), Schulze and Steiger
(footnote: Schulze and Steiger, op. cit. with Haberlandt),
C. Massciu-Zülzer [sic–Massaciu-Zülzer] (footnote: C.
Massaciu, “Ueber den Einfluss des Lecithins auf den
Eiweissansatz (aus der Klinik des Johanneum in Berlin, Dr.
Zülzer)” [“On the Influence of Lecithin on the Formation of
Protein (from the Johanneum Clinic in Berlin, Dr. Zülzer)”]
in Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift [German Medical
Weekly], 1902, no. 42, p. 156), and Zuntz (footnote: Zuntz,
“Ueber den Einfluss gewisser phosphorhaltiger Substanzen
auf das Wachstum” [“On the Influence of Certain Substances
Containing Phosphorus on Growth”], Therapie der
Gegenwart [Current Therapy], 1910, no. 12), both lecithins
exercised the same physiological effect upon the cells of the
various organs in the same manner, same strength, and same
stimulation, in particular with growth and development,
without a recognizable difference from their origin.
We find this lecithin that is so valuable in the soybean
in a great quantity–namely, at 1.64 percent in comparison
to (for example) 0.47 percent with rye or 0.81 percent with
[other] beans–and in fact in such a significant quantity that,
as I wish to remark in passing, within this context, the so
often praised lactoprotein preparations: Bioson [translator’s
notes: a protein, iron, and lecithin preparation produced
along with casein], Tutulin [a vegetable preparation made of
albumen and amide], Visvit [a nutrient prepared from eggs,
milk, hemoglobin albumen, and cereals] and most other
costly nutritional preparations–are completely left in its
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shadow.
In the end, we recognize from the chemical analysis
that in the same way as the calcium and magnesium content,
that of potassium is likewise proportionately larger and
even extraordinarily higher. Thus we see all along the line
such large quantities of nutrients and mineral salts ensured
that we may in no way pass over this without attention.
Rather, the supposition is imposed upon us that according
to its composition, the soybean has to possess not only
great nutritional value in and of itself, it must even have
a very significant value for human nutrition in general.
The correctness of such a presumption can even be proven
directly (Continued). Address: M.D., Potsdam [Germany].
3264. Neumann, Hermann. 1912. Der Naehrwert und die
Verwendung der Sojabohne beim Menschen [The nutritional
value and the utilization of soybeans by people (Continued–
Document part II)]. Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift
49(36):1710-14. Sept. 2. [18 ref. Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): Specifically, if we compare the
figures that have been cited thus far with the corresponding
figures from the analyses of our usual foods, we find
immediately (see the table) by how much both the content of
protein and of fat and the amount of calcium and magnesium
is less in the same way with ox, with veal, with pork, or
with rabbit–in short, with meat–than in the Chinese oil bean,
while the other components appear to be at minimum only of
the same level.
We then further see that the legumes that are so rich
in protein and fat in fact have 14 percent less protein and
17 percent less fat than the soybean [oil bean]. But the
lupine, which contains nearly the same amount of protein
as the soybean, distinguishes itself for us here because as a
result of its toxic components, it does not at all come into
consideration as a food.
Finally, we see that in the same way, our grain crops
completely and totally lag behind the soybean, since rice
contains only 8 percent protein and barley 9.5 percent with
respect to the 40 percent of the oil bean. And with fat, it is in
fact only 13 percent with rice or 2.3 percent with barley or
1.25 percent with wheat in comparison to 20 percent with the
soybean (see the table).
The comparison of all of these figures provides the proof
beyond any objection that the soybean very significantly
and repeatedly exceeds our foods of animal and vegetable
origin with regard to all of the nutrients and mineral salts
that are necessary for the organism, with the sole exception
with respect to carbohydrates, in which the legumes and
cereals are two to three times richer. But in my opinion, in
reality not only does this minus that is present with regard
to carbohydrates actually not mean any inferiority, on the
contrary it specifically signifies a special superiority of this
seed crop, namely, a very outstanding use on the part of those
people who have, more or less, to do without carbohydrates

in their diet for dietary purposes. These include above all
else diabetics. Incidentally, this reduction in carbohydrates
can be compensated for in the easiest way by the addition [of
soybeans] to very high carbohydrate potatoes and cereals.
For us physicians, an actual superiority of the soybean
in nutritional values that is specifically visible in practice
would, however, only be present in the case in which, for
instance, some deficiencies would not darken as a shadow
or even cover up such a shining, splendid chemical image.
We in fact know that our best foods have shortcomings; that,
for example, meat easily spoils, rots, often harbors germs
of contagious diseases, and causes severe poisoning. That
grain which has gotten damp quickly goes off and turns bad,
easily gets moldy, and, for example, through impurities with
ergot (Mutterkorn) and other fungi causes ergot poisoning
(Kribbelkrankheit: sic–Kriebelkrankheit) or epizootic
stumbling disease (Taumelkrankheit). And finally, also that
lupines and [the dried beans of] green beans, well-known
legumes that are high in nutrients, are even completely
inedible because of their bitter alkaloids.
On the other hand, what detrimental sides does the
soybean show? With respect to this very justified question,
all agricultural authors stress with the greatest emphasis that
the soybean is absolutely immune from any plant disease,
that it remains free of parasites, that it does not provide
ground for toxic or infectious germs or impurities, and that it
never contains extract substances that have a toxic effect. In
addition, the plant possesses the advantage of [the possibility
of] after-ripening (Nachreifung) with a premature harvest
without the consequences of overripening.–Because in the
fullest contrast to all of our known foods, it has therefore
at no time and under no conditions whatsoever presented
any disease germs or toxins that may be dangerous to the
organism, and therefore absolutely no negative side can be
found at all, it is completely and totally harmless for humans
and, in fact, it has demonstrated its great usefulness and
superiority.
Nevertheless, if we physicians view the crop of the
soybean (Sojafrucht) as suitable for human nutrition and,
on top of that, as a food that is especially worthy of esteem
as a result of its nutritional value, then we must demand the
fulfillment of two very essential and actually even the most
important postulates, namely, information and clarity on
the matter of the digestibility of the bean in general and the
exploitation of its individual nutrients in particular.
While these questions have already been researched to
the most precise degree with regard to meat and many other
foods, relevant studies on the oil bean are lacking. Although
Kellner (footnote: O. Kellner, Landwirtschaftliches Lehrbuch
[Agricultural Textbook], Berlin), Honcamp (footnote: op.
cit.), and other researchers have carried out digestive and
exploitation experiments with pigs, sheep, and cows and
obtained favorable findings, the results that they found
are in fact not to be evaluated here immediately because
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of the dissimilarities in the anatomical and physiological
relationships of the digestive tract, especially between
ruminants and humans. Experiments of this kind have not yet
been carried out with people themselves. However, from the
very start, the circumstance that the soybean has always been
and thus far continues to be a staple food that is both popular
and very welcome as well as treasured with the people of
East Asia since ancient times speaks for good digestibility
and the capability for complete exploitation.
For years in my own practice, I myself have had a large
number of people of every age eat soybeans (Soja) in pureed
form continuously for a longer period of time and have
been able to make the following observations with regard
to absorption and effect. With the precondition of good and
careful preparing, the preparation was in general gladly
taken, and only that smallest number of ill people who also
did not want to gladly eat our peas and beans or else just did
not eat them at all caused difficulties in the beginning. But
very soon, they allowed themselves to be convinced to give
up their biased reluctance. It was always tolerated well by
the healthy and the ill, in particular by those with stomach
ailments, those with jaundice, and those who are apoplectic,
in that pressure upon palpation, burping, nausea, vomiting,
intestinal disturbances, and flatulence never made themselves
noticeable. The feeling of satiation after a meal with
soybeans (Sojamahlzeit) was a complete one, although at the
same time not a pleasant one. Down to just a few exceptions,
those who were ill demonstrated more freshness, energy,
and eagerness to work after a brief use of soybeans. Their
body weight for the most part climbed very substantially
and remained high, even once the puree was no longer
administered.
From such observations, I believe that my conclusion
is justified that the digestibility of this bean is a good one,
and that the individual nutrients are exploited by just as
much of a large degree for both the restoration of the sick
organism and for the building up of fat and protein (Fett- und
Eiweissmast).
Because of a lack of clinical opportunity, I myself
was unfortunately not able to carry out the determinations
and studies of metabolism that were then still completely
necessary. They are still outstanding, very much just like,
in general, the doctors’ acknowledgement of the soybean
at all and its outstanding side as outlined here in particular.
Because aside from an occasional brief mention or a
recommendation, such as most recently with Teschemacher
in Bad Neuenahr in his latest work on his “2700 Fälle von
Diabetes Mellitus” [“2,700 Cases of Diabetes Mellitus”],
we find up to this very day only with individual physicians
(footnote: I would like to thank my colleague, Mr. Hermann
Netter in Pforzheim for referring me to the works which
thus far had remained unknown to me by John Ruhräh in
Baltimore, [in English:] “The Soy Bean in Infant Feeding:
Preliminary Report”, Archives of Pediatrics, July 1909 and

“Further Observations on the Soy Bean”, ibid., October
1911. According to Netter, these two articles, as well as
several others thus far that deal with significance and
applicability, deal especially with childhood) that they are
occupying themselves in greater detail with the question as
presented here. These are primarily with Le Goff (footnote:
Le Goff, Gazette des hôpitaux [Hospital Gazette], 1910, no
83; 1911, no. 27.), who used the soybean with diabetics and
even planted cultivations of soybeans (Sojakulturen) in the
area around Paris (footnote: The soybean cultivations that
were planted at my instigation in Potsdam in April of this
year by the court gardener, Mr. Meier, and by Mr. Steindorf,
who is the head gardener of the Commerce Councilor
(Kommerzienrat) Mrs. Borchardt, are now already bearing
in August! The cultivations have had good success!); and
furthermore also with C. v. Noorden (footnote: Carl von
Noorden, Vienna and Eduard Lampé, Frankfurt am Main,
Therapie der Gegenwart [Current Therapy], 1910, vol.
4), who along with Lampé in Frankfurt am Main likewise
recommends soybean seeds (Sojakörner) with diabetes
mellitus but who, however, also makes reference to the
fact that “of course, the application is not to be restricted
to diabetes. Anywhere that vegetable protein provides
an advantage over animal protein, such as with gout and
susceptibility to uric acid ailments, with kidney diseases, and
with some disorders of digestive organs, it will be welcome”
(Continued). Address: M.D., Potsdam [Germany].
3265. Neumann, Hermann. 1912. Der Naehrwert und die
Verwendung der Sojabohne beim Menschen [The nutritional
value and the utilization of soybeans by people (Continued–
Document part III)]. Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift
49(36):1710-14. Sept. 2. [18 ref. Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): The explanation for the possible
improvement and increase in strength, for the wellbeing
and the healing of such ailments and digestive disturbances
as well as others that are yet to be mentioned lies primarily
in the great quantity of vegetable protein, fat, and lecithin
that is provided and can easily be absorbed with, at the
same time, the absence of disruptive impurities such as
purine bases (Purinbasen), cooking salt, starch, and sugar.
Then also coming into consideration is the high content of
calcium, potassium, and magnesium.
In China and Japan, the soybean is processed for human
consumption as crushed, ground, or softened through
maceration, boiling, or fermentation. Within that context,
I do not want to omit drawing attention to the fact that
the preparation there that continues to still be popular is
primitive, raw, coarse, and for that reason not very capable
for use or easily digestible. With us here, it is brought to the
market specifically with the name “Sarton” by the pigment
and dye factory (Farbwerk) F.L. Beyer & Comp. in Elberfeld
(this product was in any case recently pulled from the market
because of too short of a shelf life and, in many cases, has
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been substituted by Sarton powder {Sartonpulver}) and as
“Soyap” from the Zinnert Factory (L. Lehmann, proprietor)
in Potsdam, the latter of which is composed as follows
according to Lebbien’s analysis: [See Table 2]
From the very beginning onward, I have carried out
my experiments with the Zinnert preparation (Zinnertschen
Präparate). Just like those of Le Goff and von Noorden–
Lampé, they were first of all aimed only at the influence
with diabetes mellitus (Zuckerharnruhr), but soon they were
extended to a series of other diseases.
“It has been shown that even after the consumption of
large quantities of puree, the sugar in the urine (Harnzucker)
of those diabetics who were not living advisably [nicht
rationell lebend] never underwent an increase, but rather
was regularly subject to a considerable decrease. I was
able to determine that two hours after the administering of
Soyap at lunch, the sugar content in the urine had fallen, for
example, from 5 percent to 3 percent, from 4 percent to 2
percent, or from 3.8 percent to 2.6 percent. And with those
ill people who were living advisably [rationell lebend] and
who received Soyap as a supplementary food, the decrease
in sugar was ensured. Thus I had only recently come to
be treating a 65 year old women who was suffering from
unbearable feminine itch (pruritus vulvae), the cause of
which was diabetes mellitus. The first urine of this ill person
that was collected in 24 hours had a specific gravity of 1,041
and 6.75 percent sugar. After four days of a carbohydratefree diet and the daily administration of half a pound of
Soyap, the urine had a specific gravity of 1,021 and hardly
any trace of sugar! (One tiniest of air bubbles on the tip of
the fermentation tube!)
On the other hand, diabetics who as a result of a
regulated diet had been free of sugar also did not excrete any
sugar, in spite of the addition of soybeans (Sojazuführung).
In the end, for vegetable days (Gemüsetage) and oat cures
(Haferkuren), I was able to advantageously substitute
vegetable protein that was otherwise used, such as Roborat
[translator’s note: a vegetable protein obtained from wheat,
corn, and rice], with Soyap. My observations therefore
confirmed the remarks of other authors with the moderately
and severely ill, even to the extent that diabetics showed
themselves to be grateful for the improvement of their menu
(Diätzettel).
Incidentally, the concurrence of the favorable results
is proven with the same effectiveness of beans of different
provenance in that Le Goff used those from China, while von
Noorden–Lampé and I used those from Japan.
Furthermore, those who were ill among my clientele
with acute gout, those with kidney disease (Nephritiker) of
any form, and those with stomach ailments always showed
a substantial improvement of their state of energy. Most
likely as a consequence of the bland diet that was low in
cooking salt (according to analysis, only 0.98 percent sodium
and traces of chloride!), the excretion of protein was rather

reduced and minimized. These experiences influenced
me to experiment with Soyap puree (Soyappüree) with
convalescents from severe infectious diseases as well as
other illnesses, such as typhus, dysentery, measles, scarlet
fever, diphtheria, and even those suffering from apoplexy;
and likewise, after the successes in this regard had proven
themselves favorably, in the course of the infectious diseases
themselves, especially with those afflicted with scarlet fever,
both as a result of the possibility of a stronger and more
strengthening nutrition and because of the easier satiation of
the ill people who so often complained of hunger. The course
of the disease remained a milder one, and the convalescence
period was obviously shortened.
Another rewarding field was offered by the nutrition
of those suffering from tuberculosis as a supplement
(Zukost), and furthermore likewise as a supplement with
those especially youthful and thin people who without
a discernable cause to their emaciation, even with the
most cautious care and treatment, previously would not
have thrived. And furthermore with chronic eczemas of
the smallest children, and finally even with stomach and
intestinal disturbances of children during their first months of
life in place of milk which, with regard to this latter category,
does not appear to be astonishing if we recall the lecture by
Finkelstein (footnote: Finkelstein and L.F. Meyer, Lecture
given at the Berlin Medical Society {Berliner medizinische
Gesellschaft} on May 25, 1910) and this opinion that he
explained therein of lactose toxicity and acidic zymosis
(Gärung).
“After Soyap, I often saw very conspicuous and lasting
improvements, weight gains, and under some circumstances
cures.
I observed no less outstanding successes, and often
virtually astounding cures, with children with rickets at the
age of up to two years, and likewise with acute and chronic
enteritis (Darmkatarrh) as it so often precedes rickets.
Without additional medication, loss of appetite, conditions of
weakness, and a pale appearance of the children disappeared;
a desire to eat, freshness, and cheerfulness returned. They
lost the distended bones with their ribs and joints, although I
was not able to ascertain an increase in body weight.
Finally, as I have to especially emphasize, the influence
of the soybeans that were used on the milk production
of lactating women was demonstrated obviously. How
immensely important the nursing of children is from the
medical and social aspect had been emphasized in June 1911
from this side with complete emphasis. But at the same time,
it must be conceded that there are sufficient cases with which
the desire to nurse exists but the act of nursing remains or
else in fact becomes unsuccessful as a result of, among other
reasons, insufficient milk production. (Footnote: Franz,
Ueber die Stillfähigkeit der Frau während der ersten Monate
nach der Entbindung und Diskussion, [On the Capability of
Women to Nurse during the First Months Following Delivery
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and Discussion], treatise by the Berlin Medical Society
(Abhandlung der Berliner medizinischen Gesellschaft)),
June 1911. For such cases, experiments had already been
carried out numerous times in order to obtain the possibility
of increasing the milk secretion of lactating women. But
thus far–with the exception of better nutrition of the nursing
woman–just as with Lactagol, if the forms of diets that had
been applied and the particular nutritional preparations had
any effect at all, then it was in fact only a suggestive one.
As lacking in results as all experiments had been thus far in
the influencing of milk secretion, that is also how unjustified
the lasting pessimism was. (Footnote: A. Birch, “Zur Frage
der Ernährung sillender Frauen” [“On the Matter of the
Nutrition of Nursing Women”], Münchener medizinische
Wochenschrift [Munich Medical Weekly] 1911, no. 31.) A
possibility for improvement would be to be hoped for, for
example, from animal experiments which Nils Hanssom
(footnote: op. cit.) and also Hansen (footnote: Hansen-Bonn,
“Sojakuchen” [“Soybean Cakes”], Landwirtschaftliche
Presse [Agricultural Press], 1909, no. 41.) in Bonn, now in
Königsberg in Preussen [today’s Kaliningrad, Russia] carried
out with the feeding of soybeans (Sojafütterung) to dairy
cows. Namely, these researchers found independently of
each other that according to their feeding trials, an increase
in the milk yield was to be established–and, incidentally,
of an average of 0.41 kg per day per head–which lasted
throughout the entire course of the trial, and also often even
continued during the period after it. In spite of the somewhat
different anatomical conditions, these animal experiments
are to be informally transferred to women because of
the same physiological stimulation effect of suckling
(Saugreizwirkung). In addition, they have the advantage of
being free of any suggestive influence (Continued). Address:
M.D., Potsdam [Germany].
3266. Neumann, Hermann. 1912. Der Naehrwert und die
Verwendung der Sojabohne beim Menschen [The nutritional
value and the utilization of soybeans by people (Continued–
Document part IV)]. Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift
49(36):1710-14. Sept. 2. [18 ref. Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): With ten mothers who had just
given birth and women–among which three times with
one and the same mother–I had the opportunity thus far to
observe the effect of soybeans on milk secretion. The result
was an encouraging one.
To cite a few examples: one nursing mother (Amme),
who from the fourth month postpartum menstruated
regularly, always had so little milk but very much
in particular during menses that she had to provide
supplemental feeding. Specifically during the time of
menstruation, she received a half pound of Soyap daily.
The secretion of milk increased with her immediately, and
she provided 140 g more milk than on the days before. In
addition to that, it was sufficient to lay the child on one

breast in order to completely satiate it. The very circumspect
mother was able to establish this very pleasant and surprising
result through three successive periods.
A young woman who had recently given birth, K., with
oversized and fat, hanging breasts did not have one drop of
milk for three days straight, even though her child had been
put to the breast just a few hours postpartum. Then Soyap
soup was served with the success that almost immediately,
50 g was produced, and the next day 190 g. After eight days,
300 g per day.
Another young woman, L., who had the ardent desire to
nurse her child herself, produced on the third day postpartum
40 g of milk, then already on the sixth day 440 g, and on
the eighth day as much as 770 g. But then, without any
recognizable disturbance of the childbirth bed, the quantity
of milk declined day by day to the great sorrow of the mother
to such a degree that on the sixteenth day, only 300 g was
still being delivered. Then the new mother received soybean
puree. The success first of all consisted of the fact that the
quantities of milk increased and amounted to an average
of 470 g per day. But as soon as the soybean puree was cut
off, the quantities were reduced again by approximately
100 g. However, when the Soyap was given once again,
the production also increased again as it was earlier, and
quantities of 600 to 710 g and even more were registered
which later on, without the Soyap, were maintained at the
same and even increasing levels. The child thrived superbly,
it had regular digestion, and there were no disturbances. The
mother got through her childbirth bed well and afterward
also remained energetic and saw her desire to be capable to
nurse happily fulfilled in spite of the risk at the beginning.
The lactation played out in a similar manner with the
other women–down to one single exception–such that I
considered the continuation of the experiments at clinics
and in private practice to be justified because specifically
the confirmation of my observations, even if up to that point
there were only a small number of them, turned out to be of
broad reaching importance for the spread of mothers nursing
on their own.
The use of soybeans with nursing mothers would in
any case fulfill in the best way the necessary and important
medical requirement for an especially good and beneficial
nutrition of the woman herself for the protection against the
danger of malnutrition.
Having now hereby concluded the purely medical
discussion of the soybean, I would still like to just briefly
refer to the fact that from the national economic, the
financial, and the social points of view, the use of beans
appears to be even more important and of even greater
significance for healthy people. That already simply results
from the fact that 100 g of soybeans has a value of 400 to
500 calories, and thus more than twice the value of 200 g of
meat, and furthermore, from the enormous inexpensiveness
of the seed crops (Samenfrüchte) and from the fact that the
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flour / meal can be superbly mixed to make dishes with
potato mush or with cereals.
“The consequence of such a use would be that the
laborer, just like every other person, would otherwise be able
to easily and inexpensively enrich a less advisable diet into
one that is greatly rich in protein and fat without running the
risk of becoming ill as, for instance, the Italians have through
their polenta diet and pellagra, or the Japanese have through
their rice and beriberi.
Furthermore, the bread for home (Hausbrot) and
especially also the bread for soldiers (Soldatenbrot),
which never has enough nutritional value but does in fact
have a great deal of roughage, would be qualitatively and
quantitatively improved. I have already been able to establish
how tasty, how well baked through, and what a good shelf
life such a baked good is to which even up to 75 percent
Soyap is added. With some salt or caraway seeds, we get an
actual, superb bread (demonstration). (Footnote: By chance,
I received diabetic’s bread yesterday from the special bakery
for diabetics of C. Bresin in Schmargendorf near Berlin
which contains 50 g of Sarton powder in every loaf and
distinguishes itself by its lovely form. I would ask that the
Zinnert bread be compared with the Bresin bread, both with
appearance and with taste and content.)
In the prescribed diet (Kostordnung) of institutions for
the ill and charitable institutions, in public soup kitchens and
preschools, the use of meat (Fleischetat) can be substantially
reduced through the good substitution of very inexpensive
soybeans. In health spa locations, the table for the ill would
experience an appropriate enrichment.
In the meantime, the range of application would also
be a large one for the refined taste and pampered palate.
The attempts by Zinnert to specifically not just boil Soyap
but rather actually the pure flour / meal and to bake it,
both by itself and in a mixture with the finest grain flours,
show good prospects and already have predecessors in the
activity of the Chinese Caseo-Sojaïne company in Paris.
This company has already been selling soybean products
(Sojaprodukte) of all kinds for years and had organized
an exemplary presentation of them at last year’s Dresden
Hygiene Exhibition (Dresdner Hygieneausstellung). We
had the opportunity there to get acquainted with: biscuits,
jelly, milk, butter, cheese, vegetarian meat, bread, and flour
/ meal. The coffee was made up of the roasted seeds which
were ground by themselves and boiled which yielded an
insipid and weak decoction that tasted like straw, but upon
being mixed with coffee beans, it provided a pleasant,
unprepossessing, nutritious drink. In China and Japan
themselves, a series of fermented products from the soybean
are traditional: primarily miso, a vegetable cheese [natto]
made from soybeans and inoculated (translator’s note:
the actual German word is infiziert, which really means
“infected”) rice; and soy sauce (Soyasauce), a seasoning that
is similar to our meat extract with regard to its effect and

nutrition. This latter sauce has now already been offered for
sale in our better delicatessen shops. But as we hear from the
Maggi company, it does not form a component of the so very
popular Maggi seasoning.
What is important for the production of the foods is the
good and very careful preparation, all the more so because
the soybean, precisely as with our legumes, has to be boiled
for a long time in order to be completely softened. This
softening process can be shortened by letting the seeds sit
in cold water for 24 hours before boiling or else, according
to Le Goff, by adding sodium bicarbonate or soda to the
soybeans during boiling, or else finally by coarsely grinding
the seeds.
No less important is our desire that even commercial
soya products (Sojahandelsprodukte) which are, however,
intended primarily for diabetics, be provided absolutely
pure, that is, unadulterated and thus also definitely declared
as such and, because of mass consumption, that they also be
provided as inexpensively as possible. As far as the setting
of low prices is concerned, commerce and agriculture are
decisive for this. Because the greater the turnover, the more
intensive the cultivation, and the higher the yield of the
planting, the lower the price. In any case with us in Germany,
soybean cultivation (Sojabohnenkultur) is at its beginning
(Continued). Address: M.D., Potsdam [Germany].
3267. Neumann, Hermann. 1912. Der Naehrwert und die
Verwendung der Sojabohne beim Menschen [The nutritional
value and the utilization of soybeans by people (Continued–
Document part V)]. Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift
49(36):1710-14. Sept. 2. [18 ref. Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): Within this context, however, I
must remind you–and with that, I shall draw to a close–that
Chinese tea, tobacco, and coffee, which were once unknown
to the Germans, are today the most indispensable and most
broadly distributed luxury goods, and furthermore that
potatoes, which were actually only generally introduced in
Prussia as a food by Frederick the Great and, on top of that,
even against the will of the people, today represents our most
important crop. Exactly in that way should it be–and shall
it be–the case, and even to a greater degree only rightfully
so, that the all the more valuable and, within that context,
most highly undemanding soybean will in the future be our
preferred domestic plant!
Already today, with regard to our public nutrition that
is threatened by chronic rises in prices that are increasing
more and more, our agriculture has the irrefutable national
obligation to provide on its part and to introduce, plant,
and cultivate those plants whose composition, fertility, and
digestibility promise advantages for the general public.
The prestige of German agricultural science and the
energy of our farmers give cause for the hope that there
will be success in making the soybean plant (Sojapflanze)
native here with us. They even leave space for the hope
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that the cultivation of the soybean will be arranged even
more capable of expansion, with a greater yield, and more
promoting of health than our cultivation of the potato.
Up until that time, though, it will have to be the imports
that control the trade, imports which could experience
enormous expansion as soon as–as has been maintained
by authors–the Asians and specifically the active Japanese
would carry out the sowing and harvest of their crops
according to modern principles. With the size of the trade,
the possibility would be created to keep the prices of
soybeans (Sojapreise) at the minimum levels that have
prevailed thus far and that have been thoroughly necessary.
The usefulness of this for health and for the commercial life
would be enjoyed by the general public, and especially by
our people!
And it is for that reason that I believed that I should
draw your attention to the soybean.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: M.D., Potsdam [Germany].
3268. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1912. China
(Manchuria). Bean trade of Harbin district. 78:591. Sept. 5.
[1 ref]
• Summary: “The report on the trade of Harbin in 1911,
recently published by the Chinese Imperial Maritime
Customs, contains the following particulars relative to
the bean trade of that district:–The country around Harbin
is eminently suitable for the cultivation of beans, which
are mostly produced in that portion of the Heilungkiang
and Kirin Provinces which, having Harbin as its centre,
stretches west along the Chinese Eastern Railway up to
Sartu station, is bounded on the east by the Hurka River, on
the north by the Taunbira River, and extends south as far as
Kwanchengtze. The beans exported from this district are
mostly of the yellow variety, viz., the soya bean. During the
year ended November, 1911, some 350,000 tons of beans
were exported viâ Suifenho [Suifenhe], of which 60,000
tons came from the Sungari region, more especially from
Bayansusu and Sintien...
“The report adds that last season may be considered
a good average one, and as new land is constantly being
taken up for bean-planting purposes, an equally good annual
outturn is likely to be maintained in the future, even in the
event of an indifferent harvest.”
Note: 100 copecks = 1 rouble [ruble] = 2s. 1 1/3d.; poud
= 36 lbs or 16.3 kg.
3269. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1912.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from July 1 to
September 30, 1911. Nos. 31371 to 31938. No. 28. 71 p.
Sept. 10.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim.
“31548-31552. From India. Presented by Mr. E.J.

Woodhouse, Department of Agriculture, Sabour, Bengal,
India. Received July 26, 1911. Seeds of the following.
“31548. Chocolate variety.
“31549. Greenish yellow.
“31550. Black.
“31551. Nepali.
“31552. Yellow.”
“31780/31832. Received through Mr. Frank N. Meyer,
agricultural explorer, September 11, 1911. Seeds of the
following:
“31802-31804.
“31802. From Karghalik [Yecheng or Yeh-ch’eng],
Chinese Turkestan [in far western China]. ‘(No. 1494a,
December 12, 1910.) A large, green variety of soybean
called Ching tou, used when slightly salted and roasted as an
appetizer before meals. To be tested like No. 1491a (S.P.I.
No. 31799).’ (Meyer).
“31803. From Kashgar [Kashi], Chinese Turkestan.
‘(No. 1495a, October 23, 1910.) A black soy bean, used like
No. 1494a (S.P.I. No. 31802) and also used to make bean
curd. To be tried like No. 1491a (S.P.I. No. 31799).’ (Meyer).
“31804. From Karghalik, Chinese Turkestan. ‘(No.
1496a, December 12, 1910.) A large, black soy bean called
Ghae tou. Used like No. 1494a (S.P.I. No. 31802).’ (Meyer.)”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Turkestan, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Turkestan (including Chinese Turkestan, which
was actually called Sinkiang at this time). This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Chinese
Turkestan, or the cultivation of soybeans in Chinese
Turkestan (1912). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Address: Washington, DC.
3270. Kent, William P. 1912. Manchurian trade and
commerce: Newchwang. Daily Consular and Trade Reports
(U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) 15(214):1301-05. Sept. 11.
• Summary: “At the opening of the year the plague
was devastating that vast part of Manchuria for which
Newchwang is the port of entry, and business depression,
famine, and disorganization ensued.
“Money market disturbed: Although the Chinese
revolution did not greatly disturb the peace of Manchuria,
the changes were severely felt at Newchwang in commercial
and financial disorganization. The outbreak of the revolution
created a panic in the local money market.”
A table (p. 1304) shows the quantities of the principal
exports from Newchwang during 1910 and 1011. Bean
cake increased from 6,320,451 hundredweight in 1910 to
7,425,970 in 1911. [Soya] Beans decreased from 3,235,017
hundredweight in 1910 to 2,680,608 in 1911. Bean oil
decreased slightly from 2,315,597 pounds in 1910 to
2,162,420 in 1911.
“With the adoption of a Western form of government
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there comes an increasing desire to adopt the customs and
acquire the wants of Western people.” The average wage of
a Chinese laborer is 18 cents a day. The “small demand in
China for foreign goods has not been due to a lack of desire
for Western manufactures so much as a lack of money with
which to purchase them. If the present awakening means
anything, it means the development of China’s resources,
its mines, factories, and railroads, and the elevation of its
masses to a greatly increased purchasing power. The demand
[to date] has been for very cheap articles,... and the Japanese
have been very successful in adapting their goods to meet
these conditions.”
“Queues [pigtail or ponytail hairstyle] are disappearing
and when they go a Western hat or cap is worn.”
Note: “The Chinese queue was a specific hairstyle worn
by the Manchus of central Manchuria and later imposed
on the Han Chinese in China. The hairstyle consisted of
the hair on the front of the head being shaved off above the
temples and the rest of the hair braided into a long ponytail,
or queue. The ponytail was never to be cut for it would
merit execution as treason against the state... The Manchu
hairstyle was significant for it distinguished between the
Manchus and the indigenous Chinese. It was a symbol of
Han Chinese submission to Manchu rule. The queue also
aided the Manchus in identifying those Chinese that refused
to accept Manchu domination of the Chinese state” (Source:
Wikipedia, Feb. 2008). Address: Consul.
3271. Maynard, Lester. 1912. Manchurian trade and
commerce: Harbin. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) 15(214):1281-91. Sept. 11.
• Summary: This report is filed by four different U.S.
consuls from Harbin, Antung, Dairen, and Newchwang–
starting with Harbin. “The Harbin consular district includes
all of North Manchuria north of Changchun and Kirin, and
is bounded on the west by Mongolia and Siberia, on the
north by the Amur River, and on the east by the Maritime
Provinces of eastern Siberia. Harbin, the chief commercial
center, is on the banks of the Sungari River and at the
junction of the main line of the Chinese Eastern Railway
with the branch running south to Changchun, which connects
with the South Manchuria Railway. This location, in the
center of the soya-bean area of Manchuria, accounts for its
rapid growth and prosperity.”
“As the customs statistics of the five customhouses of
North Manchuria do not cover the entire foreign trade of this
[consular] district, a careful estimate has been made of the
value of the imports and exports through Changchun and
Kuangchengtzu, which are the junction points of the South
Manchuria and Chinese Eastern Railways.” A large table
(p. 1284) shows northbound and southbound movement of
goods. For example, 90 tons of “Soy” [sauce] worth $5,450
was northbound. Beancake (1,366 tons), [soya] beans

(289 tons), small red beans ([azuki], 16,628 tons) were all
southbound.
“By far the most important increase in the exports of this
district was that of $5,014,495 in soya beans, which was due
to increased shipments as well as to a substantial increase in
market value.”
A table (p. 1286) shows the value in 1910 and 1911 of
the principal exports of native goods to foreign countries
through the customhouses of Aigun, Harbin, Manchouli,
Sansing, and Suifenho [Suifenhe]. During these two years:
Beancake decreased from $146,371 to 124,674. [Soya]
Beans increased from $3,591,197 to $8,965,692. Oil, [soya]
bean and hempseed decreased from $539,524 to 351,154.
The section title “Soya beans” states (p. 1286-87):
“Practically the entire soya-bean crop of North Manchuria is
shipped over the Chinese Eastern Railway through Suifenho,
for exportation from Vladivostok. All the beans shipped from
that port come from North Manchuria, so that the exports
from Vladivostok give the most accurate figures obtainable
of the foreign shipments of North Manchurian beans.” “The
southern movement of soya beans through Kuangchengtzu
and destined for the oil mills of South Manchuria or for
exportation from Dairen or Newchwang is relatively small...
To take advantage of the lower freight rates of the South
Manchuria Railway, which are designed to encourage the
exportation of beans through Dairen, farmers in the southern
part of this consular district cart their beans to Changchun
rather than ship them north to Vladivostok via Harbin.”
“Scattered throughout this district are a number of
small oil mills, but the methods used are very crude and the
production is only sufficient for local consumption.”
“The Sungari River, the largest watercourse in North
Manchuria, is navigable from the southern to the northern
end of this district and as a trade route ranks second to the
Chinese Eastern Railway. In 1911 the total number of vessels
entered and cleared at the river customhouses of Harbin,
Aigun, and Sansing was 8,600 or 965,053 tons. Of these,
2,142 of 837,749 tons were Russian steamers, 46 of 11,081
tons were Chinese steamers, and 6,412 of 116,173 tons were
Chinese junks.” “The United States purchases a very small
amount of Manchuria’s exports.” Address: Consul.
3272. Pontius, Albert W. 1912. Manchurian trade and
commerce: Dairen. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) 15(214):1295-1301. Sept. 11.
• Summary: The section titled “Beans and bean products”
(p. 1297-98) begins: [Soya] “Beans and bean products are
the principal articles of export from Dairen, this being the
chief port of that trade. The shipments of beans dropped
from 382,000 tons in the year ended September, 1910,
to 271,000 tons in the following 12 months.” However
shipments of bean oil and meal increased. “In the four years
ended September, 1911, there were exported from the port
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of Dairen 1,276,000 tons of beans, 1,146,000 tons of bean
cakes, and 75,000 tons of bean oil.” Address: Consul.
3273. Williamson, A.A. 1912. Manchurian trade and
commerce: Antung. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) 15(214):1291-95. Sept. 11.
• Summary: “The founding of the Chinese Republic [on 1
Jan. 1912 by Sun Yat-sen, the 1st provisional president, in
Nanjing. But Yuan Shikai was head of the army, in Peking]
had little direct influence upon [the port of] Antung and the
Yalu River region, but a visitation of plague in the early part
of 1911, the most severe in recent years, threatened the very
life of the district for a time.” The value (given by the United
States Treasury) of the local currency, the haikwan tael, was
$0.652 in 1911 and $0.6525 in 1910.
“Simultaneously with the opening of the bridge over the
Yalu River, the South Manchuria Railway inaugurated broad
gauge traffic with Mukden.”
A table (p. 1292) shows the principal exports in piculs (1
picul = 133.33 lb) from Antung in 1910 and 1911. Exports of
[soy] bean cake increased from 180,812 in 1910 to 497,497
in 1911. Exports of [soy] beans rose from 2,041 in 1910 to
68,872 in 1911.
The port of Antung was opened in 1906 on the Yalu
River, which divides Manchuria and Korea. Since that time
the river has flooded at regular two-year intervals.
A table (p. 1294) shows the principal imports in piculs
into Antung during 1910 and 1911. Imports of soy [sauce]
were 4,406 piculs in 1910 and 3,069 piculs in 1911.
The chief exports of Tatungkow [pinyin Dandong, W.-G.
Tan-tung; also Antung, in Liaoning province, at the mouth
of the Yalu River] were: Bean cake 116,494 piculs, valued at
$167,999. [Soya] beans 15,414 piculs worth $25,125. And
bean oil 1,100 piculs worth $6,885. Address: Consul.
3274. New York Times. 1912. Gives out secrets of making
ammonia. Sept. 12. p. 6.
• Summary: An overview of the Eighth International
Congress of Applied Chemistry, held in New York City at the
Horace Mann Auditorium.
The section titled “Natto, a cheese” states: “S.
Muramatsu of the College of Agriculture, Morioka, Japan,
read an interesting paper on natto. Natto is a vegetable
cheese much used in Japan. It is made by fermenting boiled
soya beans wrapped in rice straw and set in a warm cellar
for one or two days. It is consumed as ‘an accessory,’
(by which Dr. Muramatsu apparently means a relish or
condiment,) after having been mixed with table salt and
several stimulants ‘amongst others the powdered mustard is
preferred.’
“It is, according to the Doctor, a very good and
economical foodstuff, rich in protein, and particularly
valuable to the Japanese because of their large dependance

on rice, which is almost entirely carbohydrate.”
3275. Osborn, Herbert. 1912. Leafhoppers affecting cereals,
grasses, and forage crops. USDA Bureau of Entomology,
Bulletin No. 108. 123 p. Sept. 12. See p. 16, 44, 100-01. [5
ref]
• Summary: Crops affected by leafhoppers include soy
beans. In Lafayette, Indiana, “in a field of soy beans a few
specimens of Empoasca mali were found, several larvae and
a few adults showing conclusively that the life history of
this species was passed on this crop... At Clemson College,
South Carolina, July 15, 1908, Mr. G.G. Ainslie reported
that at the experiment station he found a lot of soy beans
affected by a green leafhopper. He says: ‘They were present
in great numbers in all stages, and many of the leaves
were corrugated and curled by them. The lower leaves are
yellowish. When the beans are disturbed, the hoppers fly out
in clouds.’”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2016)
by or about USDA’s Bureau of Entomology and soybeans.
Address: Prof. of Zoology and Entomology, Ohio State Univ.
3276. Country Gentleman. 1912. Soap from soy beans.
77(37):20. Sept. 14.
• Summary: A summary of: Pontius, Albert W. 1912. “Soap
from soya beans.” Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) 15(107):494. May 6.
3277. J. of the New Zealand Department of Agriculture.
1912. Miscellaneous trials: Soya beans. 5:287. Sept. 16.
• Summary: “Soya beans were sown on December 16 by W.
Pye, Redvale, Auckland, with 3 cwt. [1 cwt = hundredweight
= 112 pounds] slag, 1 cwt. super., ½ cwt. wood ashes to
the acre, the soil being portion of a drained flat on the gum
lands. The beans did fairly well considering the unfavourable
summer experienced, and podded and ripened seed
satisfactorily. Soya beans were also successfully grown at
the Avondale Asylum, Auckland. Mr. Muir planted 1/8 acre
on December 10, using 1 cwt. super. The beans grew about
18 inches high, averaging 98 to 100 pods on each stem.
Soya beans were also grown by Mr. B. Chambers, Havelock
North, and Mr. F. McRae, Palmerston North, but small
success was obtained by them.” Address: Redvale, Auckland;
Avondale Asylum, Auckland; Havolock North; Palmerston
North.
3278. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1912. Colonial and
foreign news. 81(12):465. Sept. 21.
• Summary: “Soya-bean industry at Stettin.–A company
formed in 1910 at Stettin with a capital of 75,000 l. [British
pounds sterling] for the purpose of producing oil, oil cake
and meal from Manchurian soya-beans, commenced work
at the beginning of April 1911, but four weeks later work
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was stopped owing to a strike. In June part of the factory
was destroyed by fire; the plant for extracting the oil was
restarted in July, but the presses did not resume work until
November. About 20,000 metric tons of soya-beans was
imported direct from Manchuria; of this amount 11,500
metric tons was forwarded to Hamburg on account of the
stoppage of work here. Soya cake and meal have found a
good sale in German agricultural districts, and soya oil is
now largely used in the manufacture of soap in place of
linseed oil.”
Note: Stettin is a port city on the Oder River in today’s
Poland (Sept. 2015); named Szczecin, it is Poland’s largest
seaport on the Baltic Sea. It was part of Germany until May
1945, when the Soviet Red Army seized the city.
3279. Parlett, H.G. 1912. China (Leased Territory of
Liaotung). Inspection of beans and bean oil at Dairen. Board
of Trade Journal (London) 78:753. Sept. 26.
• Summary: The author “has forwarded a translation of
regulations made by the South Manchuria Railway Company
respecting the inspection at Dairen of beans and bean oil
for export. It would appear that these regulations have been
drawn up to protect foreign exporters of bean oil of a high
standard of quality against Chinese manufacturers who have
found that, by adding a certain percentage of mineral oil, it is
possible to produce an oil of better appearance than the pure
oil, and at the same time cheaper in price.
“The new regulations notify the appointment of an
inspector of beans and an inspector of bean oil at Dairen,
who will carry out their inspection in accordance with
standard samples and will pass goods according as they
equal those samples or are superior to them...
“The above-mentioned translation of the regulations
may be seen by British firms at the Commercial Intelligence
Branch of the Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, London,
E.C.” Address: British Consul, Dairen.
3280. Mueller (C.G.) Speisefettfabrik A.G. 1912.
Improvements relating to the production of metallic
catalysts. British Patent 22,092. Date of application (in UK):
28 Sept. 1912. 3 p. Accepted: 22 May 1913. Date claimed for
Patent under Patent and Designs Act, 1907, being date of first
Foreign Application (in Germany): 23 April 1912.
• Summary: These catalysts are use for “the production
of solid fats from cheap vegetable oils.” Soya bean oil is
mentioned in examples 1(a), 1(b), and 2(a).
Example 1(a): “300 grs. [gm] of nickel oxide were
glowed for half an hour in a stream of hydrogen at a
temperature rather above 550º Centigrade. Then at the same
temperature, a stream of carbonic acid gas was passed over
the metal for 20 minutes, after which the metal was allowed
to cool while still in the stream of carbonic acid.
“100 grs. of the resulting catalyst were then thoroughly
mixed with 100 times the weight (10 kilogrs) of soya bean

oil having an iodine number of 136.2 and an acidity number
of 0.6 (indicating the content of free fatty acids determined
by titration with soda lye). Such soya bean oil does not
solidify until it is cooled well below zero Centigrade. The
mixture of the soya bean oil and the catalyst was then placed
in a cylindrical apparatus and subjected to the action of
hydrogen while a temperature of 160 to 180º Centigrade was
maintained at a pressure of 3 to 4 atmospheres for two and
a half hours. After this period of treatment the oil had the
following properties:
“Iodine number: 102.8
“Melting point: 38ºC.
“Solidifying point: 26.2ºC.” Address: 8, Belle-AlliancePlatz, Berlin; and also of Neukoelln. Both: Empire of
Germany.
3281. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1912. Oele und Oelsatten aus
Hongkong [Oils and oil-seeds from Hong Kong (Abstract)].
19(9):225. Sept. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
English-language article: Bulletin of the Imperial Institute
(London). 1912. “Oils and oil-seeds from Hong Kong.”
10(2):229-35. See p. 229-33.
3282. Ito, Teiji. 1912. Shôyu jôzô oyobi seihin ni kansuru
shoseibun ichiran [On the constituents of the raw materials
and products of shoyu brewing]. Yakugaku Zasshi (J. of the
Pharmaceutical Society of Japan) No. 367. p. 934-56. Sept.
[Jap]
3283. Kita, Genitsu. 1912. Haupthefe der Sojamaische
[Major yeasts in soy sauce moromi (mash)]. Eighth
International Congress of Applied Chemistry, Original
Communications 14:99-106. Section VIb: Fermentation.
Held 4-13 Sept. 1912 in Washington and New York, USA. [1
ref. Ger]
• Summary: Includes a discussion of Saccharomyces Soja,
a yeast that forms a film on the surface of shoyu. Address:
Technological Faculty, Imperial University, Tokyo [Japan]
(Technologische Facultät, Kaiserliche Universität, Tokyo).
3284. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1912. Le soja: Sa
culture. Ses usages alimentaires, thérapeutiques, agricoles et
industriels [The soybean: Its culture. Its food, therapeutic,
agricultural, and industrial uses]. Paris: Augustin Challamel
(Rue Jacob 17). 150 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. Translated into
French and expanded from the Chinese edition, published
by la Societé Biologique d’Extréme-Orient (1910). [151 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: One of the earliest, most important, influential,
creative, interesting, and carefully researched books ever
written about soybeans and soyfoods. Its bibliography on
soy is larger than any published prior to that time. It was first
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published as a series of eight articles in Agriculture Pratique
des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) from
September 1911 to April 1912. Before being published as a
book, it was revised slightly by adding a table of contents at
the back, dividing the material into 5 parts with 19 chapters,
and adding several photos (p. 16-17), a world map showing
the distribution of soybean cultivation (p. 21), and an
interesting 2-page table (p. 66-67).
Contents: The soybean: Origin and history. Part I:
Soybean culture. 1. Species and varieties of soybeans:
Botanical characteristics, species, varieties (Chinese,
Japanese, Indian, Indochinese, Hawaiian, USA, European).
2. Needs of the soybean: Climatic, geographical area of
the soybean by region worldwide, agrological/soil needs,
fertilizers, soil preparation, the place of the soybean in crop
rotations. 3. Soybean seeds: Study of seeds (by weight,
by germination rate, selection of seeds), time of planting,
plant spacing, depth of seeding, rate of seeding per hectare,
method of seeding (broadcasting, in rows, in mounds).
4. The soybean during its vegetative stage: Germination,
transplanting, types of care (e.g., second dressings),
irrigation, flowering and fruiting, enemies of the soybean
(e.g., insects). 5. Harvest of soybeans: Time for harvest

(forage or grain), methods of harvesting (forage or grain;
mechanical mower), threshing (use of machine), yields of
soybeans (forage and grain in various countries, ratio of
seeds harvested to straw is about 1 to 2, yield of nutrients).
6. Fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by soybeans, and
improvement of the soil. 7. The soybean in mixed cultures
and alternate rows: With corn, cowpeas, rice, sweet sorghum,
or millet.
Part II: Chemical composition of the soybean. 1.
Composition of the plant: Minerals in the leaves and
total plant. 2. Study of the seed: Composition, chemical
composition, microscopic comparisons, table of analyses by
28 previous researchers, albumins, sugars, starch, dextrin or
dextrine, diastase, lipids, ash/minerals.
Part III: The soybean as human food and animal feed.
1. The soybean as feed for animals: Green forage and hay.
2. The soybean in human feeding: From the viewpoints of
physiology, economy, and gastronomy. The role of soya in
special diets: Vegetarianism, remineralization, diabetic, and
lactose intolerant.
Part IV: Food products based on soya. 1. Soymilk and
its derivatives: Soymilk (Methods of manufacture, Chinese
and modern at l’Usine de la Caséo-Sojaïne, nature and
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properties [physical and chemical] and composition of the
milk, action of ferments and diastases (enzymes) on the
milk, uses of the milk, the residue from the soy dairy [okara],
condensed soymilk, powdered soymilk, fermented soymilk
(kefir, yogurt, etc.)), tofu (called Caséo-Sojaïne, or fromage
de soya; methods of production, coagulants, yield of tofu,
storing tofu, composition and comparison with various
meats, digestibility, culinary preparations made from tofu
(smoked tofu, tofu pâté, tofu sausages)), Soy casein (food
and industrial uses). 2. Soy flour and its derivatives: Soy
flour, soy bread, wholemeal bread, other products based
on soy flour (as biscuits and cakes for diabetic diets). 3.

Soy oil and its by-products: Soy oil, physical and chemical
properties, usage, residue of the oil mill: the cake, price,
uses. 4. Use of the soybean as a legume: Whole soybeans
(composition and digestibility), soy sprouts (germes de soja),
green vegetable soybeans (le soja frais). 5. Fermented soy
condiments: Solid condiments from Japan: Tokyo natto (Le
Tokio-Natto) and Ping-Ming natto or tao-tche (Le Ping-mingNatto; fermented black soybeans with salt, ginger, orange
rind, etc. A similar product is made in China and called taotche). Paste condiments: Miso (four types and composition),
tao-tjung (Chinese miso). Sauces: Shoyu (its production,
varieties, properties, composition), chiang-yu (tsiang-yeou),
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ketjap [kechap, from Java], tuong (from Annam, with rice or
corn), tao-yu (widely used in China and Japan, described by
Prinsen Geerligs). 6. Confectionery products: Comparison
with chestnuts, roasted soy flour to replace chocolate. 7. Soy
coffee (with analysis by Kornauth). 8. Special fermented
products: Kiu-tsee (a special commercial ferment from
Canton described by Thiersant), fermented soymilks.

Part V: Industrial uses of soybeans. Oil based: soap,
wax candles (bougie), and paint oils. Protein based: sojalithe
or soy stone which corresponds to lactite, insulators for
electrical apparatus, glue, etc. Conclusion. Addendum
(Complément) to Part III, Chapter 1: Soybean straw and
stems. Composition of various seeds, including soybeans.
Soy flour. The cakes from oil mills. Soymilk and the cake
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from soy dairies (tourteau de laiterie, okara).
A very interesting table (p. 66-67, which does not appear
in the original 8 articles) shows earlier nutritional analyses
of the composition of soybeans by Steuf (from Hungary,
Mongolia and China), Schroeder, Caplan, Pellet (from China,
Hungary, Etampes), Muntz, Nikitin (black soybeans from
Russia, 2 samples), Lipski [Lipskiy] (yellow, from Russia),
Giljaranski (yellow from Russia, China and Japan; black
from China and Japan; green), König (Hispida platycarpa
black, Tumida yellow, brown and black), Prinsen (white from
Java and China), Goessmann, Kellner, USDA, Chemiker
Zeitung (white from Java and China, 29 Jan. 1896), Scuff
(misomame; miso soybeans), Zulkovski (yellow from China,
reddish brown from Mongolia), Institut Agr. de Vienne
(Austria; yellow from Vienna, reddish brown from Tyrol),
Ecole Imp. et Roy d’Ag. Hong (yellow from Mongolia and
China, reddish brown from China), Chez M. Olivier Lecq
(from Moravia), Lechartier (Etampes and black), Joulie
(yellow), Stingl and Morawski, Bloch (yellow, green, and
black), Balland, Cavendish Evelyn Liardet (yellow, brown,
green, black, and white), Jardin Colonial (Laos, Tonkin,
China), Aufray (Tonkin, Yun-nan), Homes Laboratory (black
from China, or white). Photos and illustrations are the same
as those referenced in individual sections of the book, except
for the following: A field of soybeans (p. 16). A soybean
plant growing in Europe (p. 17). Color illustrations appear
facing pages 12, 22, and 64. Address: Li is from Societe
Biologique d’Extreme-Orient (Chine). Grandvoinnet is from
Ingenieur Agricole (G.).
3285. Muramatsu, S. 1912. Preparation of “natto.” Eighth
International Congress of Applied Chemistry, Original
Communications 18:251-63. Section VIIIb: Pharmaceutical
Chemistry. Held 4-13 Sept. 1912 in Washington and New
York, USA.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soya beans. Rice straw.
Cellar. The preparation of natto. The microbes of natto:
Bacillus no. 1, bacillus no. 2, bacillus no. 3. The application
of cultured bacteria for the preparation of natto. Natto as a
food accessory.
Natto is “a kind of vegetable cheese made by fermenting
boiled soy beans wrapped in rice straw and set in a warm
cellar one or two days. Thus the product becomes white and
mucliageous [mucilaginous] by the development of bacteria.
Natto is consumed as an accessory after having been mixed
with table salt and several stimulants, amongst others the
powdered mustard is preferred. It is chiefly consumed
in Tokyo and the north-eastern districts of Japan and for
the production of it Aizu is the noted place. It is chiefly
consumed in Tokyo in the summer time, but in the north-east
during the winter time, as these are rather poor in vegetables
at that season.” The author prepared natto with the different
types of soya beans grown in Japan “and could not find a
more suitable kind than the small yellowish white bean.”

The straw serves to flavor the product as well as to
permit ventilation and so keep down the content of free
ammonia. The various organisms found in the samples
examined were isolated and described. “I express many
thanks to Dr. Satô, Director of our College.” Address:
College of Agriculture, Morioka, Japan.
3286. Sawamura, S. 1912. On Bacillus natto. Eighth
International Congress of Applied Chemistry, Original
Communications 14:145-47. Section VIb: Fermentation.
Held 4-13 Sept. 1912 in Washington and New York, USA. [1
ref. Eng]
• Summary: Natto is prepared by wrapping boiled “soyabeans” in rice straw then leaving them in a warm place
overnight to ferment. The author formerly isolated two
species of bacteria from natto obtained in Tokyo. Over the
years, he has examined bacteriologically many natto samples
obtained from various places and found that all contain
“Bacillus natto,” which produces natto of good flavor and
strong viscosity. He then gives a detailed bacteriological
description of this bacillus, including: Form, mobility, sporeformation, Gram’s method decolorization, oxygen needs,
scum in bouillon, scum in pepton water, agar plate culture,
gelatine plate culture, agar streak culture, gelatine streak
culture, agar stab culture, gelatine stab culture, soya bean
agar, potato, gas, azolithmin-milk, indol, hydrogen sulfide
gas formation, etc. Address: College of Agriculture, Imperial
Univ., Tokyo [Japan].
3287. Takahashi, Teizô; Yukawa, Matao. 1912. On the
budding fungi of “shoju-moromi.” Eighth International
Congress of Applied Chemistry, Original Communications
14:155-71. Section VIb: Fermentation. Held 4-13 Sept. 1912
in Washington and New York, USA. [22 ref. Eng]
• Summary: In the title, and throughout this paper, the word
“shoju” should be spelled “shoyu,” meaning soy sauce.
The Introduction to this paper begins: “Up to now
several studies on the budding fungi of ‘Shoju-Moromi’ have
been published, but with regard to the botanical classification
all these studies have only little merit as we can not derive
any systematical classification therefrom.
“K. Saito, (2) in his first report on the microbes of
‘Shoju,’ enumerated Saccharomyces soja, soy-film-yeast,
Pichia farinosa and one species each of Mycoderma and
Torula. Afterwards he gave the soy-film-yeast the name of
Zygosaccharomyces japanicus (3) though the conditions of
the cell-fusion and the sporulation of this species have not
been fully described. T. NisFhimura, (4) who published his
fruitful investigation on ‘Shoju,’ isolated three species of
Torula under the names of Torula shoju, Torula shoju var.
minuta and Torula turbinata.”
The following budding fungi were isolated from 52
samples of shoyu-moromi of different ages (2-24 months)
collected from 11 different factories: 1. Zygosaccharomyces
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major, nov. spec. 2. Zygosaccharomyces Soja, nov. spec. 3.
Zygosaccharomyces japonicus, Saito. 4. Zygosaccharomyces
Salsus, nov. spec. 5. An asporogenic species of
Zygosaccharomyces (?). 6. A species of Mycoderma. 7. A
species of Pichia. 8. Several species of Torula. 9. A species
of Monilia.
The following shoyu breweries granted samples
to the author: Those owned by Sh. Magi [Mogi] and S.
Mogi in Noda, province of Shimôsa. Those owned by Mr.
Hamaguchi, G. Tanaka, and J. Iwasaki in Choshi, Shimôsa
province. One owned by K. Nakamura at Gaju, Owari
province. The Asahi, Maruo, and Kikuchi breweries, and
that owned by Mr. Takano, all at Tatsuno, Harima province.
Kagawa shoyu brewery experimental station at Shôtoshima
[Shodoshima], Sanuki province.
Zygosaccharomyces species Nos. 1, 2, and 5 did not
form films on shoyu, whereas Nos. 3 and 4 did form films.
Zygosaccharomyces major was the main yeast isolated from
mature samples of moromi, whereas Zygosaccharomyces
soja was the main species isolated from young samples.
There is no doubt that these two species play an important
role in the ripening of shoyu. Zygosaccharomyces japonicus
and Zygosaccharomyces salsus easily produce greyish-white
films resembling crepe-paper on top of even concentrated
shoyu. Moreover these two species easily form a large
number of sporulated cells. Thus they are harmful when
storing shoyu.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2011) with the word “moromi” in the title.
Address: College of Agriculture, Imperial Univ., Tokyo
[Japan].
3288. Tokyo Plant, Seed & Implement Co. (Tokyo Konoen).
1912. Wholesale price list of seeds, plants, bulbs, etc. No. 45.
1912-1913. Tokyo, Japan. 22 p. Sept. 23 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The section titled “Garden and agricultural
seeds” (p. 5+) includes: “Beans, soy, $0.08 per lb., 7.00 per
100 lbs.” (U.S. gold dollars).
Also gives prices for Japanese buckwheat and Japanese
giant hemp. Cable address: “Watase, Tokyo.” Branch store: 2
& 5, Tameike, Akasaka, Tokyo, Japan. Telephone: Shimbashi
2421. Address: 26-32 Miyamasu, Shibuya, Tokyo, Japan.
Phone: Shiba 1058.
3289. Lipman, Jacob G. 1912. The associative growth of
legumes and non-legumes. New Jersey State Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 253. 48 p. Oct. 1. [1 ref]
• Summary: Lipman, who appears to have performed the
first experiments on the associated growth of legumes with
non-legumes, included some observations on soy beans
and recorded that while with some legumes the non-legume
benefited from the association, in the case of soy bean
(and cowpea) the benefit to the non-legume was much less
marked.

Page 4: “In describing the cropping methods observed
by him [King 1911] in China, Japan and Korea, the author
mentions time and again the very common practice of
growing non-legumes in association with legumes. Thus, soy
beans are grown in alternate rows with barley (2), millet (8)
or maize (4).”
“’The planting here, as elsewhere, is in rows, but not
of one kind of grain. Most frequently two rows of maize.
Kaoliang or millet alternated with soy beans, and usually
not more than twenty-eight inches apart, sharp high ridge
cultivation being the general practice. Such planting secures
the requisite sunshine with a larger number of plants on the
field; it secures a continuous general distribution of the roots
of the nitrogen-fixing soy beans in the soil of all the field
every season, and permits the soil to be more continuously
and more completely laid under tribute by the root systems.
In places where the stand of corn or millet, was too open, the
caps were filled with soy beans. Such a system of planting
possibly permits a more immediate utilization of the nitrogen
gathered from the soil air in the root nodules, as these die
and undergo nitrification during the same season.’
“These somewhat lengthy quotations are direct evidence
that the Chinese and Japanese farmers learned many
generations ago that legumes influence favorably the growth
of non-legumes associated with them.”
“Summary and Conclusions:
“1. Under favorable conditions non-legumes associated
with legumes may secure large amounts of nitrogen from the
latter, even though this may not be indicated by an increased
proportion of nitrogen in the dry matter of the non-legume.
“2. The presence of the non-legume in the mixed growth
need not decrease the yields of dry matter and nitrogen in the
legume.
“3. When sodium nitrate is applied to such crop
mixtures, the non-legumes gain an advantage in the
competition for moisture, light and plant-food, and the
growth of the legume is depressed. The latter contains then
not only less of dry matter and nitrogen, but may possess a
smaller proportion of nitrogen in the dry matter.
“4. The presence of larger amounts of sodium nitrate
tends to depress nitrogen fixation by legumes in mixed or
unmixed growths.
“5. It seems probable that nitrogen compounds pass out
of the roots of at least some legumes, and that such nitrogen
compounds may become available to the non-legumes in
mixed growths.
“6. Legumes seem to differ as to their capacity to supply
nitrogen compounds to non-legumes associated with them.
“7. When legumes and non-legumes are grown together,
the relative yields of the two are intimately affected by
the amount of available nitrogen compounds in the soil.
Everything else being equal, the greater the amount of
combined nitrogen placed at the disposal of the mixed crop,
the greater the relative yield of the non-legume, and the
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smaller the relative yield of the legume. Hence, on poor
soils, properly inoculated, legumes are more prominent in
crop mixtures than non-legumes.
“8. In the associative growth of legumes and nonlegumes, the development of the latter may be depressed
rather than enhanced when factors other than the supply of
combined nitrogen limit production.
“9. The mere determination of the proportion of nitrogen
in non-legumes grown alone and in association with legumes
is not adequate for demonstrating that the latter supply
nitrogen compounds to the non-legumes associated with
them.” Address: Ph.D., Director of the station.
3290. Willis, R. 1912. China (Manchuria). Railway rates for
soya beans to Vladivostok. Board of Trade Journal (London)
79:30. Oct. 3.
• Summary: The author “has forwarded particulars of
the present railway tariff for transporting soya beans to
Vladivostok from stations on the Chinese Eastern Railway,
together with the new rates which will probably come
into force on 1st/14th October, though the date is not
known for certain until the receipt of the approval of the
Russian Minister of Finance. A group of local exporters has
telegraphed to St. Petersburg asking that the new tariff may
be postponed until the New Year.
“Particulars of these rates may be seen by British firms
at the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of
Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, London, E.C.” Address: British
Consul, Harbin.
3291. Tracy, S.M. 1912. Forage crops for the cotton region.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 509. 47 p. Oct. 11. See p. 29,
43-44.
• Summary: Forage crops include grasses, legumes, and
miscellaneous (such as chufas), hay crops, pastures, silage
crops, and soiling crops. In the section on “Legumes” (p.
21-33) are subsections on alfalfa, melilotus, red clover,
alsike clover, crimson clover, bur clover, lespedeza or Japan
clover, cowpeas, soy beans, velvet beans, vetches, Florida
beggarweed, and peanuts (p. 33). In the subsection on “Soy
Beans” we read (p. 29): “Although the soy bean has been
grown in this country occasionally for a long time it is only
within the last 10 years that it has attracted general attention
as a forage crop. It has been found to grow well in all the
cotton region, as well as farther north. It is strongly drought
resistant and makes a hay similar in quality to that from
cowpeas, though usually with a larger proportion of seeds
and somewhat more woody stems. There are many varieties
which differ greatly in time of growth, some ripening
within 90 days from sowing the seeds, while others require
the whole season. The Mammoth, a late variety, is now
commonly grown in the South. The Ito San is a good early
variety and quite commonly grown. A number of recently
introduced varieties are becoming popular, among them the

Haberlandt, Acme and Tokyo. For the region near the Gulf
coast the Riceland and Barchet varieties have given the best
results.”
“Inoculation with soil from an old soy-bean field is
desirable but not usually necessary in the South. Rabbits are
exceedingly fond of the young plants and sometimes cause
serious injury to the crop when the field is near woods.”
“The yield of seed varies from 10 to 30 bushels per acre.
It is not a desirable crop to plant with corn, as it matures
too late. As the seeds of many varieties shatter badly, the
gathering for seed should not be delayed longer than is
necessary for their ripening, and many more seeds will be
saved if the cutting is done early in the morning while the
pods are still damp with dew.”
The section on “Temporary pastures” (p. 42-43)
recommends planting soy beans in June and July, August,
September and October (along with cowpeas, chufas, corn,
and peanuts), and November.
The section titled “Silage crops” notes: “While the
silo is of less importance in the cotton region than in the
regions of shorter grazing seasons [further north], it is
usually a profitable investment for the dairyman.” It provides
succulent feed through the dry months of late summer. Corn
and sorghum are the principal crops for making silage, but
the quality of the feed made from them is greatly improved
when mixed with even a small portion of some legume, like
cowpeas, soy beans, or beggarweed.”
The section on “Soiling crops” (p. 44) begins: “Soiling
is often more economical than grazing, especially where
land is expensive, as it enables one to keep fully three times
the number of animals on the same area.” “On soils where
alfalfa can not be grown it is usually possible to use vetches,
cowpeas, or soy beans in its place.”
Concerning “Making hay” (p. 44-45): “Legumes like
cowpeas and soybeans in which the seed is an important part
of the forage, should not be cut until the earliest pods begin
to mature.”
A table titled “The best forage crops for the Southern
States” (p. 46-47) lists 6 types of forage crops in 8 states.
The soybean is listed under two of the types: (1) Annual
summer crop for hay in North Carolina, South Carolina,
Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana. The most popular
summer crop for hay is cowpeas; sorghums and lespedeza
also rank high. Soy beans are typically third or fourth on the
list; (2) Annual summer crop for pasture in North Carolina,
South Carolina, Alabama, and Mississippi. The most popular
summer crop for pasture is cowpeas, followed by lespedeza.
Soy beans are typically second or third on the list.
The subsection titled “Chufas” (p. 34-35) states that they
are “a profitable crop on sandy soils where winter grazing is
wanted for hogs and poultry. They grow best on soils which
are very light and sandy and yield well with a moderate
amount of cultivation... Many growers claim that the tubers
are more fattening than peanuts.”
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Note: Samuel Mills Tracy lived 1847-1920. Address:
Special Agent, Office of Forage-Crop Investigations.
3292. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1912. Trade report.
81(12):590-92. Oct. 12. Series No. 1707.
• Summary: A table (p. 590) shows that the price of soya oil
is “Firmer.”
In the section on “London markets” we read (p. 591):
Oils (fixed).–”Linseed is practically unchanged on the week,
spot pipes closing at 33s. and barrels at 33s. 3d. Rape is
unaltered at 31s. 9d. for ordinary brown crude on the spot,
and at 33s. 3d. for English refined in casks. Crude cottonseed
is quoted at from 25s. 9d. to 26s., and 27s. 3d. for ordinary
pale refined and 30s. for sweet refined. Ceylon coconut is
quiet at 41s. on the spot and at 47s. for Cochin, the latter
being 1s. better. Soya in barrels is quoted at 30s. being an
advance of 6d.”
Note: At this time in London, coconut oil is the most
expensive vegetable oil traded, cottonseed oil is the least
expensive, and soya oil is the next to least expensive.
Under fixed oils, prices are also given for Lagos
[Nigeria] palm oil, China wood oil, petroleum, turpentine,
and lubricating oils. The next entry is for opium–the price of
which is unsettled because of a war in the Balkan states.
3293. Mueller (C.G.) Speisefettfabrik A.G. 1912.
Improvements relating to the production of metallic
catalysts. British Patent 23,643. Date of application (in UK):
16 Oct. 1912. 3 p. Complete specification accepted: 29 May
1913. Date claimed for Patent under Patent and Designs Act,
1907, being date of first Foreign Application (in Germany):
24 May 1912.
• Summary: This is a patent addition to No. 22,092 of 1912.
The earlier patent has been significantly changed however
soya bean oil is still important.
“Soya bean oil having an iodine number of 119.8 was
then subjected to the action of a stream of hydrogen while
in the presence of the metallic shavings so treated, the
temperature being about 160ºC. and the pressure varying
between 2 and 4 atmospheres. After 41 hours’ treatment the
iodine number was found to be reduced to 81.4.
“The experiment was repeated in all respects except
that shavings treated’ only in a stream of hydrogen, and not
afterwards with carbonic acid, were used as the catalyst. In
this case after 4¼ hours the iodine number of the oil was
reduced only to 113.1.” Address: 8, Belle-Alliance-Platz,
Berlin; and also of Neukoelln. Both: Empire of Germany.
3294. Mieke, Ad. H. 1912. Die Sojapflanze und ihre
Verwendung: Bericht ueber den Vortrag unseres Mitgleides
H. Wickel vom 27. September 1912 [The soybean plant
and its utilization: Report on the lecture by our member H.
Wickel of September 27, 1912]. Drogisten-Zeitung (Vienna)
27(42):419-20. Oct. 18. [Ger]

• Summary: As announced, on Friday, September 27,
1912, a lecture was given in our association house on “The
Soybean Plant” (Sojapflanze), and since the extremely superb
manner of presentation by our colleague Wickel from his last
lecture on “Perfumery” was generally still in the memory,
some fifty members and colleagues from the field also came
this time in order to listen to his well-prepared remarks.
As the foundation for the significance of his topic for
the pharmaceutical field (Drogenfach), the lecturer first
started out with a brief historical discourse according to
which the cited drug (Droge) has already been known in
China for a long time, but peculiarly enough, it is only in
the most recent of times that the cultural planting of “soy”
(Soja) has also been attempted in Central Europe. Out of all
of these trials, which have included the cultures of Central
Europe and German East and Southern Africa, though, it is
only the plantings in Southern France that have provided
noteworthy yields (von besonderer Erträglichkeit), since
we are well enough aware that with the development of any
plant, both the soil conditions and the climatic suitability are
essential. This may well be the main reason why it has not
yet been possible to bring the cited drug, or more precisely
its fruits, the “soybeans” (Sojabohnen), to the market in
greater quantities. Within that context, the speaker regretted
that in spite of all of his efforts, he was not able to provide
any illustrative materials and therefore would have to restrict
himself only to the verbal explanation of the plant or to some
small chalk drawings.
The actual crop that comes into consideration as a result
of its great hardiness is the yellowish-green seeded soybean.
It is grown to a height of 2 m, is shrublike, and is surrounded
by a rather dense mantle of leaves (Blätterkleide). The leaves
are divided like clover leaves (kleebattförmig geteilt) and
have felt-like hairs (filzartig behaart) on their underside.
The blossoms of our drug are papilionaceous flowers
(Schmetterlingsblüten), the same as our beans, vetch, etc.,
white or pink colored, and in July each develops a pod which
contains three seeds of the already mentioned yellowish
green color. Aside from this most cultivated variation, there
are also varieties of soybeans (Sojaarten) which bring forth
green, brown, or black beans.
After the botany of the plant, the lecturer discussed in a
detailed manner the composition of the legumes as well as
their importance for human nutrition. Trials that have been
carried out thus far have shown the soybean to be a very
superb food since–with respect to all other foods, including
that which is the best known, milk–it possesses a far greater
nutritional value, which is clearly illustrated by the following
figures.
A table follows showing how much more protein
and fat soybean meal has than milk or lean meat, with the
five column headings of (Food), Content of: Protein, Fat,
Carbohydrate (Starch, Sugar) and Salts and the six row
headings of Soybean meal, Milk, Meat (lean), Peas, Wheat
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flour, and Potatoes.
Aside from this property which is outstanding in and
of itself, the soybean also holds a milk within itself that
differs from cow’s milk only in very small features, such
that it is excellently suited precisely like cow’s milk both
for the preparation of cheese and for the preparation of
soup seasoning. For this purpose, the beans are completely
pressed in their fresh state, as a result of which after they
are set aside, an oily liquid collects at the surface which,
after draining, yields soybean oil (Sojaöl) which, after
repeated purification, can be used in the fresh state as an
edible oil (Speiseöl). The milk that is left behind can hardly
be distinguished from good cow’s milk, it can be boiled like
it as an addition to coffee, or for baking etc. Furthermore,
as has already been mentioned, an excellent cheese can
be produced from it which is every bit as fine as a good
Emmentaler. In addition, like cow’s milk, the soymilk
(Sojamilch) can be utilized for the preparation of an excellent
soup seasoning, for the purpose of which it is subjected
to an overheating process, whereby a suitable quantity
of hydrochloric acid is added. What results from this is a
brown, tasty liquid which, through the further addition of
herbal extracts, namely celery, undergoes an improvement
and can subsequently be used as a bouillon improver
(Verbesserungsmittel).
One further merit of the soybean lies in being able to
roast it similarly to coffee, as a result of which after boiling,
a coffee substitute is obtained which tastes completely the
same as local grain coffee. On top of that, the soybean can
also be boiled down as an addition to preserved foods and
to purees, and similar to beet shreds in sugar production, the
residues from the pressing can be used as a superb animal
feed.
The lecturer thereupon once again made reference to
the easy digestibility of soybean flour / meal (Sojamehl) that
is caused by its very suitable composition, and he discussed
the suitability of soyfoods (Sojaspeisen) for diabetes, since
they differ from other types of flour through the fact that
it contains only a very small quantity (12%) of starch as
carbohydrate, which can be transformed by the enzyme
that is contained in saliva. Furthermore, the practical use of
soybean dishes results with all rheumatic ailments, since soy
casein (Sojakasein) contains very little uric acid which, as
is well known, in fact causes the rheumatic swelling of the
joints.
When the highly interesting lecture came to an end,
the lecturer once again urged that each of the colleagues
may wish to make the effort to on one hand increase his
knowledge through the study of one of the technical topics
but, on the other hand, to also have an instructive effect
upon other colleagues and, in this way, to carry out a general
instruction of all able colleagues over time.
The chairman of the board of directors thereupon
expressed his gratitude for the exhaustive remarks that were

listened to with general excitement and closed with the
request to continue to think of us when far away and to carry
with him our most heartfelt congratulations along his path.
Ad. H. Mieke.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojaspeisen (soyfoods). This
word appears in 7 different issues of these newspapers from
1912 to 1929.
3295. Wuyts, L. 1912. Le tourteau de soya et la qualité du
beurre [Soybean cake and the quality of butter]. Engrais (L’)
27(42):1166. Oct. 18. [Fre]
• Summary: “When soy bean meal 2.5 kg. per head per day
is fed to milk cows mixed with the other rations, the quality
of the butter is neither injured in purity or in taste. When
meal which contains other seeds than soy beans is fed the
cows are sometimes poisoned and the butter tastes. 2.5 kg. is
the max. feed of soy bean meal per head, per day.”
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Sept. 2003) with the term tourteau de soya in the title,
used to refer to soybean cake. Address: Expert-chimiste du
Laboratoire d’analyses de l’Etat, à Louvain.
3296. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1912. Experiment Station
work, LXXI. No. 514. p. 5-24. Oct. 19. See p. 18-23. [4 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Harvesting, thrashing, and
storing soy beans” (p. 18-22) is a summary of: Roberts,
George; Kinney, E.J. 1912. “Soy beans.” Kentucky Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 161. p. 105-31. Feb.
An illustration (p. 20) shows a device (a pole frame
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shaped like a 3-sided pyramid) “for curing soy-bean hay in
shock.”
The section titled “Soy beans for silage” (p. 22-23)
is a summary of: Minns, Edward R. 1912. “Soy beans as
a supplementary silage crop.” New York (Cornell) Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 310. p. 257-74. Feb. Address:
1. Agronomist, Head of Div. of Agronomy; 2. Asst.
Agronomist. Both: Kentucky Agric. Exp. Station.
3297. Lancet. 1912. “Synthetic milk” [Solac]. ii(4651):1905.
Oct. 19.
• Summary: This is an editorial about Solac, England’s first
commercial soymilk. “Last week the papers announced
the production of ‘synthetic milk,’ and in response to an
invitation from the company connected with the exploitation
of this new food product, our consulting chemist was able
to inspect and taste a sample of the first consignment sent
to this country... The substance looks very like milk and
has a round sweet fatty flavor not unlike that of rich milk. It
appears to be an ingeniously made uniform emulsion, and
is said to contain a rather larger proportion of the nutritive
constituents of ordinary milk, derived from the soya bean
amongst other vegetable sources... It is stated that the
product can be retailed at 3d. a quart. Soya milk is referred
to in certain text books on foods, and is said to be made by
boiling the beans until they are soft and then beaten to a pulp.
The theory of an ingenious preparation is that a vegetable
casein then passes into solution and forms an opalescent
fluid which resembles milk by the fact of a skin forming on
its surface when boiled, just as in the case of cow’s milk,
and the casein further can be precipitated from solution, it is
stated, by rennet or acids. But, of course, casein is only one
of the constituents of cow’s milk, and ‘synthetic milk’ is said
to contain them all.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “synthetic milk” to refer
to soymilk.

not germinate.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “oily seeds” in
connection with soybeans. Address: Griffin, Georgia.
3299. Willis, R. 1912. China (Manchuria). Railway rates for
soya beans to Vladivostok. Board of Trade Journal (London)
79:191. Oct. 24.
• Summary: Relative to new freight rates for soya beans to
Vladivostok from stations on the Chinese Eastern Railway,
the author reports that “the new tariff will be enforced as
from 1st/14th October. Particulars of the new rates may be
seen by British firms at the Commercial Intelligence Branch
of the Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, London, E.C.”
Address: British Consul, Harbin.
3300. Buer, Heinrich. 1912. Process and apparatus for the
preparation of a coffee substitute from soya beans. British
Patent 24,535. Date of application: 26 Oct. 1912. 4 p.
Accepted: 17 July 1913. 1 drawing. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The soya bean coffee prepared according
to the methods hitherto in use possesses the following
drawbacks: 1. A disagreeable tea-like smell and taste.
2. Imperfect extraction on soaking in hot water. 3. An
inconspicuous small condition.”
“The soya bean contains in its kernel bitter materials
similar to coffee whilst above all, there are in the envelope
the disagreeable tasting and smelling tea-like bitter
principles.” Therefore the tea-flavored materials “in the
envelope and the kernel immediately beneath the envelope
must be removed without removing the well flavoured
principles of the kernel. The present inventor has discovered
that the tea-like tasting principle of the roasted soya bean is
distilled off even at a temperature of 90º in a moist current
of steam, whilst the well flavoured principles of the kernel
volatilise only at a very high temperature and even then only
imperfectly.”
The new process is as follows: Wash the soya beans for

3298. Redding, R.J. 1912.
Farms and farmers: Mixing
seed oats and fertilizer.
Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). Oct. 21. p. 6.
• Summary: “As a general
rule plant seeds commence to
lose their germinating vitality
after they are 1 year old, but
they vary greatly in the length
of time or age, beyond which
they will no longer germinate
or produce plants of normal
vigor... Soybeans, peanuts and
other very oily seeds become
rancid after one year and will
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a short time in cold or tepid water to partially remove the
tea-like substances contained in the envelope. Then roast
the beans in a roasting apparatus, first at the usual roasting
temperature rising to 190ºC until the water has evaporated
from the bean and the kernel begins to brown. Then cool
the beans quickly in a ventilated or perforated vessel such
as a sieve. Now place them into the roasting apparatus and
quickly heat them at the high temperature of about 210º,
increasing to 220 or 230ºC until the roasting is finished.
Finally place them in a rotating sieve drum and, with the aid
of moist steam, volatilise any tea-like substances remaining
in the envelope.
An illustration (line drawing) shows the apparatus used
in the preparation of a coffee substitute from soya beans; the
parts are labeled.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “soya bean coffee”
to refer to soy coffee. Address: PhD and chemist, 24,
Hansaring, Cologne, Germany.
3301. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1912. Trade report.
81(17):663-65. Oct. 26. Series No. 1709.
• Summary: In the section on “London markets” under “Oils
(fixed)” we are informed (p. 664) Soya oil is 6d. cheaper at
30s. on spot (p. 664).
On page 665 we read: “Soy.–With a scarcity of Wochan,
1s. 6d. per gallon is wanted; outside brands are quoted 1s.
4d. to 1s. 4½d.”
3302. Agricultural J. of India (Calcutta). 1912. Soya
bean cake for dairy cows. 7(4):395. Summarized from the
Agricultural Gazette (London), dated 24 June 1912. [1 ref]
• Summary: This 3-inch summary of feeding experiments
in Denmark is almost identical to that published in the
Agricultural Gazette (London) on 24 June 1912, p. 615.
Address: India.
3303. Barrett, O.W. 1912. Soya soap. Philippine Agricultural
Review 5(10):565-66. Oct.
• Summary: “The vast area planted with ‘Manchurian
beans’ in northeastern China and the contiguous portion of
Siberia may in the near future be greater still. A new field
for bean oil has been found and the new factories in Mukden
and Dalny are now turning out very large amounts of both
laundry and toilet soaps.
“It is understood that the Lever Bros. Ltd., of Port
Sunlight, England, will also establish a monster soap factory
at Kobe; the only drawback thus far is the lack of alkali
in Japan and northern China. According to the Bureau of
Manufactures of the United States Department of Commerce
and Labor, the United States uses considerably over
5,000,000 Philippine pesos worth of bean oil annually.
“Soya oil affects the price of copra. Soya soap relieves
the overproduction tendency of bean oil and thus becomes

a long-distance enemy of the Philippine coconut, although
it directly assists in a degree in keeping up the price of soya
oil.” Address: [Chief of the Div. of Experiment Stations,
Philippines].
3304. Eichenger, A. 1912. Regarding legume cultivation
and inoculation experiments (Abstract). Experiment Station
Record (USDA) 27(5):419. For the year 1912. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following
German-language article: “Ueber Leguminosenanbau und
Impfversuche [Regarding legume cultivation and inoculation
experiments].” Pflanzer 8(4):190-219. April.
3305. Hawthorne, H.L. 1912. An official visit to the Japanese
army. J. of the Military Service Institution of the United
States 51(179):156-72. Sept/Oct.
• Summary: The first Appendix, titled “Schedule for carrying
out theoretical and practical studies of the recruits in the first
term, 1911-1912. By the 2d [2nd] Company, the 3d [3rd]
Battalion, Engineers” states (p. 172) under “Bills of fare.
Prepared by the 1st Battalion, the 68th Regiment, Infantry.
(Extract).”
Sunday (March 10, 1912). Breakfast includes:
Moritsuki, with Soy, 2 shaku. Tiffin includes: Furofuki
radish [daikon] with Miso (bean paste), 13 momme.
Supper includes: Shitashi, with Soy, 15 sai. Cost of fish and
vegetables per man, Yen 0.11 7/10.
Monday (March 11, 1912). Breakfast includes: Miso
soup with Fried bean-curd 1/3 piece. Bean curd 1/4 piece.
Miso, 18 momme. Tiffin includes: Nimame with Black [soy]
bean, 4 shaku. Soy, 1 shaku. Supper includes: Fresh beef, 10
momme.
“Note: Momme–about 3.8 gram. Shaku–0.004 gallon.
Sai–1/10 shaku.” Address: Lieut-Col., U.S. Army, Military
Attache, Tokyo, Japan.
3306. J. of the Department of Agriculture of South Australia.
1912. Points for producers: The needs of lucerne. 16(3):245.
Oct.
• Summary: “Regarding the needs of lucerne, the
Agricultural Gazette says, we could almost sum the matter
up in four words–lime, drainage, humus, and inoculation.
Perhaps we have given these in the order of their relative
importance. Lime is necessary on soils not naturally of
limestone formation or filled with limestone pebbles.
The importance of this is impressed on us more and more
each year; in fact, we believe to-day that there have been
more failures throughout the United States on account
of insufficient lime in the soil than from any other cause.
Then as to drainage, there is no use in planting lucerne on
any soil where water may ordinarily be found at a depth of
less than 3ft. The lucerne may grow all right until its roots
strike this water, but then it will die. Fertile soils contain
enough humus. Impoverished soils may be so deficient
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that special preparation must be made before lucerne can
possibly succeed. Where stable manure is not available on
impoverished soil we would recommend preparation for
lucerne one or two years in advance, growing such crops
as crimson clover, mammoth clover, cow peas, field peas,
or soya beans, and preferably turning them under or else
pasturing them off, so as to give the soil the greatest benefit
possible from them.”
3307. Muramatsu, S. 1912. On the preparation of natto. J.
of the College of Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University
5(1):81-94. Oct. Journal name also written as Tokyo Noka
Kiyo. Also published in 8th International Congress of
Applied Chemistry, Orig. Comm. 18:(251-63). [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soya beans. Rice straw.
Cellar. Preparation of natto. The microbes of natto; Bacillus
no. 1, 2, and 3. The application of cultured bacteria for
the preparation of natto. Natto as a by-food (incl. table of
nutritional composition of fresh and fermented natto).
“There are several kinds of natto prepared in Japan,
but here I mean common natto, which is a kind of vegetable
cheese made by fermenting boiled soya beans wrapped
in rice straw and set in a warm cellar for one or two days.
Thus the product becomes white and mucilageous [sic,
mucilaginous] by the development of bacteria. Natto is
consumed as a by-food after having been mixed with
table salt and several stimulants, of which amongst others
powdered mustard is preferred. It is chiefly consumed in
Tokyo and the north-east districts of Japan, and for the
production of it Aizu [in Fukushima prefecture] is the noted
place. It is consumed in Tokyo in the summer time, but in the
north-east districts during the winter time, as these are rather
poor in vegetables at that season.”
In Section “V. The microbes of natto,” after
summarizing the published findings of Dr. Yabe and Dr.
Sawamura, Muramatsu continues:
“Mr. Nonzen isolated several kinds of bacteria, among
them on bacillus to which Dr. Omori gave the name of
Bacillus viscosus natto and which, he said, is the principal
microbe that produces strong viscosity. The two kinds of
bacilli, which he named Bacillus odorans natto 1, and
Bacillus odorans natto 2, produce good aroma in natto; and
another one which he named Pseudomonas odorans natto,
produces also good aroma. The latter three did not produce
good natto, unless the material is inoculated also with B.
viscosus natto. Thus the author [Monzen] concluded that
there are necessary for the preparation of natto at least two
kinds of bacteria, one producing the peculiar aroma and the
other strong viscosity.
“Mr. Muto [1905] isolated several bacteria and
concludes that only one bacillus belonging to the B. subtilis
group is necessary for the production of natto.
Muramatsu investigated several kinds of natto prepared
in Tokyo, Aizu, and Morioka. He found that they all

contained the same microorganisms, among which three
bacilli (which he described) were the principal ones. He
learned that the three bacilli were similar to those isolated
previously by Sawamura, Muto and others. He also agreed
with Muto that only one bacillus was necessary for natto
fermentation, and that any one of the three would do the
job. He agreed with Sawamura that the organism similar to
B. natto Sawamura did not yield enough viscosity, however
Muramatsu discovered that whenever the fermentation was
carried out at high temperature (45ºC), the Bacillus No. 1
“produces the best quality of natto, providing much mucilage
[high viscosity] and good aroma. For each of the three bacilli
about 18 characteristics are examined and described.
For example: Bacillus No. 1. “Enzyme: Diastase
and proteolytic enzyme of tryptic nature are recognized.”
Note: All three bacilli produce diastase (which hydrolyzes
starches to make sugars) plus trypsin-like proteolytic
enzymes. This bacillus [Muramatsu’s No. 1] may be the
same as those which Dr. Sawamura represented as Bacillus
No. 2 and Bacillus viscosus Omori, and also that which
Mr. Muto thought was the only bacterium which produces
natto, though there are several differences in its behaviour
investigated by these author.”
“Bacillus No. 2. This bacillus develops more
energetically at high temperature and produces natto of the
best quality, forming much mucilage and a rather higher
aroma than Bacillus No. 1.”
“Bacillus No. 3. This bacillus develops most
energetically at 40ºC, and when it is developed on boiled
soya beans at this temperature it produces good natto
with strong viscosity and good aroma; but its mucilage is
somewhat less than Bacillus No. 1 and Bacillus No. 2.”
Note 1. This is the second report (after Sawamura) of
separating Bacillus natto from natto.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2012)
that mentions the word “enzyme” (or “enzymes”) in
connection with natto, or that describes the specific types of
enzymes produced by the natto bacteria. Address: College of
Agriculture and Dendrology, Morioka, Japan.
3308. Oesterreichische Monatschrift fuer den Orient:
Hauptteil 1912 (Vienna), Austria-Hungary. 1912. Ostasien:
Japan [East Asia: Japan]. No. 10. Oct. Page 117, col. 2. [Ger]
• Summary: According to a communication dated midSeptember 1912, in Korea the harvest in soybeans
(Soyabohnen) was estimated at about 4.12 million hl
(hectoliters), 7.7% more than in the year 1911.
3309. Ruijter de Wildt, J.C. de. 1912. Het suikergehalte van
sojamelassekoek [The sugar content of soybean molasses
cake]. Cultura–Orgaan van het Nederlandsch Institut van
Landbouwkundigen 24(290):409-11. Oct. [Dut]
• Summary: Various soybean molasses cakes
(Sojamelassekuchen) which were received by the Goes
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Experiment Station [Goes is a city in the Netherlands] for
study give the impression that they could not contain very
much molasses, even though the guaranteed sugar content
of 12% to 14% was achieved. Neither the appearance nor
the smell and taste gave an indication of large quantities
of molasses. By means of the sugar determination method
(reduction method) that is common at the Dutch experiment
stations, though, up to 14% sugar was found. And the content
of protein, fat, and moisture deviated only a little from the
content of molasses-free soybean cakes (Sojakuchen). It
therefore should be assumed that soybean cakes in and of
themselves contain a high content of soluble carbohydrates
which manifest themselves as sugar with the determination
method.
The author therefore studied various samples of soybean
cakes and soybean molasses cakes in 1911 and 1912. The
results have been compiled in the following tables:
Note: Two tables show the chemical composition of 9
soybean molasses cakes and 13 regular soybean cakes. For
each sample is given pure protein (Reineiweiss; 36-41%), fat,
sugar, ash, and water.
Within this context, it is first of all to be noted that the
Dutch experiment stations always determine the content of
pure protein in fodders that contain molasses. According
to several studies, the total protein in soybean molasses
(Sojamelasse) is around 1.5% higher.
From the tables, it emerges that of the other sugar
substances that are present in the soybean molasses cakes,
approximately 2/3 are already present in the soybean cakes.
Little is still definitively known about which type of sugar
substances these are. As early as 1881, Levallois already
reported that out of the soluble carbohydrates, around 10% is
one of the types of sugar that is similar to melitose. But since
Tollens has shown that melitose is identical to raffinose, that
has to be assumed in soybeans (Sojabohnen). Meissl and
Böcker indicate that approximately 10% dextrins are present
in addition to small quantities of sugar [sic–sucrose?]. On the
other hand, Stingel [sic, Stingl] and Morawski say that there
are supposedly only small quantities of dextrin present, but
there are in fact around 12% types of sugar present that can
be fermented. According to Schulze, Steiger, and Maxwell,
the soybeans contain sucrose, a carbohydrate that provides
galactaric acid [or mucic acid] (Schleimsäure) (this may be
raffinose, but also galactosan) (Galaktan), and a paragalactan
(Paragalaktan), while Nishima presumes 3.3% dextrin or
galactosan. More detailed indications are still lacking. The
author considers the presence of sucrose to be possible, since
it is also contained in other legumes.
The question of the nature of this carbohydrate has
not yet been completely clarified. In any case, though, it
is necessary to take it into consideration with the study of
soybean molasses fodder (Sojamelassefutter).
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT),
Long Beach, California. Address: PhD, Rice Agricultural

Experiment Station at Goes (Rijkslandbouwproefstation
Goes).
3310. Product Name: Solac (Soymilk).
Manufacturer’s Name: Solac Company (Synthetic Milk
Syndicate).
Manufacturer’s Address: 221, Tottenham Court-road,
London W., England. Also: Liverpool, England.
Date of Introduction: 1912 October.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans, lactose, sesame oil, sodium
carbonate, salt, sodium phosphate.
New Product–Documentation: Lancet. 1912. Oct. 19. p.
1095. “Last week the papers announced the production of
‘synthetic milk,’ and in response to an invitation from the
company connected with the exploitation of this new food
product, our consulting chemist was able to inspect and taste
a sample of the first consignment sent to this country... The
substance looks very like milk and has a round sweet fatty
flavor not unlike that of rich milk.”
Note: Solac was England’s first commercial soymilk.
Lancet. 1915. Dec. 4. p. 1263-64. “A milk similar.”
Made by Goessel’s patented method. “By introducing a
lactic culture of a selective strain at a certain stage of its
production, the necessary biological activity is given to this
artificial milk... A residue of bean cake [okara] is left which
possesses high nutritive properties, and this has already
been used for making a bread... Such a milk at once disarms
all suspicion as to contamination with dirt and disease
organisms... It has already been used with success by the
bakery and confectionery trades.”
3311. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1912. Farm news and
views. Nov. 2. p. 18.
• Summary: It is not a good idea to try to fatten hogs on
corn alone; “a good grazing crop must be established. An
excellent summer grazing crop for hogs is the soybean...
The soybean produces a larger yield of seed and has a more
upright manner of growth than the cowpea... The Alabama
station has used this plant as hog feed for several years and
made pork for less than 3 cents a pound with it.”
“Spanish peanuts afford the best and cheapest food of
any of the hog crops.”
3312. Christian Science Monitor. 1912. Tried recipes. Nov.
5. p. 6.
• Summary: Note: These two recipes are interesting in that
soy is not used as an ingredient and the word “soy” is not
mentioned in the body of the recipe.
“Tomato soy: Pare four quarts of ripe tomatoes, cut
up, boil four hours with eight cups of vinegar, one cup of
salt, one tablespoon each of ground cloves, mustard, ginger,
allspice, one teaspoon of cayenne. Add one pound of sugar,
one quarter pound of mustard seed. Have as thick as catchup.
Bottle.
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“Indian soy: Allow to four pounds of green tomatoes one
pound of onions, two pounds of cucumbers, one half pound
of salt, one ounce peppercorns, two ounces of chillies, a
blade or two of mace, one ounce whole cloves, two bruised
ginger, two ounces of mustard seed and vinegar to cover.
“Chop the vegetables, put in a colander, sprinkle with
salt and stand aside to drain over night. In the morning add
the spices and vinegar. Boil slowly to a pulp, taking care not
to let it scorch, then press through a sieve. Have ready small
bottles, put a couple of cloves and a chilli in the bottom of
each, pour in the soy [what soy?] and seal tightly. This pickle
is particularly good with fish.”
3313. Sawamura, Shin. 1912. Ueber den Bacillus Natto
[On concerning the Bacillus Natto]. Chemiker-Zeitung
36(134):1306. Nov. 7. [Ger]
• Summary: See the much more detailed English-language
article with the same author title, and year.
Contains a brief description of how natto is made and
details of its chemical composition after 14 hours and after 7
days. Address: Tokyo.
3314. Takahashi, Teizô; Yukawa, Matao. 1912. Die Pilze
von “Shoju-Moromi” [The molds of “shoyu moromi”].
Chemiker-Zeitung 36(134):1307. Nov. 7. Summarized in
Zentralblatt fuer Bakteriologie, Series II. 41:257 (1914).
[Ger]
• Summary: Japanese understand the term “shoyu-moromi”
to refer to a semi-solid liquid that is made from shoyu-koji,
salt, and water. Shoyu koji is made from steamed soybeans
and roasted wheat in much the same way that saké koji is
made from rice. In the brewing (Brauen) of shoyu, three
species of Torula yeasts seem to play a significant role:
Torula shujo, T. Shujo var. minuta, and T. Turbinata. The
authors have made a plate culture using shoyu-koji-agar as a
culture medium after purifying the resulting colonies through
the Lindner Drip Culture Method (Tröpfchenkulturmethode)
and obtained 9 different molds, from which they isolated five
Zygosaccharomyces (yeast) species. Address: Tokyo.
3315. Willis, R. 1912. China (Manchuria). Crops in Northern
Manchuria in 1912. Board of Trade Journal (London)
79:313. Nov. 7.
• Summary: “The general opinion of local exporters is that
the soya bean crop in Northern Manchuria this year will
be from 35 to 40 per cent. greater than last year. According
to the estimates of the Chinese Eastern Railway, the actual
quantity available for export will be about 525,000 tons...
Beans do not arrive at the railways in any quantity until after
the roads and rivers are frozen, i.e., about the middle or end
of November.” Address: British Consul, Harbin.
3316. Arbeiterwille (Graz, Austria-Hungary). 1912.
Feuilleton: Pilze als Helfer der Technik [Features: Fungi as

aids to technology]. 23(309):1. Nov. 9. [Ger]
• Summary: Other fungi (Pilze), especially molds
(Schimmelpilze), are repeatedly used in technical operations
by peoples outside of Europe. The Japanese cannot produce
their sake beer (Sakebier) without a certain mold. Before the
actual mixing with yeast, the rice paste that is necessary for
the preparation of sake beer is sprinkled with portions of this
light green mold, which soon covers the entire paste with a
fine down (Flaum), dissolves it into a slime, and sweetens
it throughout with a sweet seasoning. In a similar manner,
a mold (Aspergillus oryzae) is also used for the production
of the soy sauce (Soyasauce) that is used by everyone in
Japan. The majority of the entire Japanese soybean harvest is
necessary there just for its preparation. This tiny little mold
is grown in East Asian factories just for that purpose–and
the time will no longer be so far away when we also get
acquainted with the fine taste of its effect at our own tables,
since this seasoning will without a doubt at some point
conquer the kitchens of the Europeans.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
3317. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1912. Trade report.
81(19):728-30. Nov. 9. Series No. 1711.
• Summary: In the section titled “London markets” we read
(p. 730): “Soy.–For Wochan 1s. 6d. per gallon has been paid
on spot, being scarce, and less esteemed brands are quoted
1s. 5d.”
3318. Skinner, Robert P. 1912. Soya beans and their products
in Germany. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
15(269):827. Nov. 14.
• Summary: “A growing business is being carried on in
Hamburg in soya beans and their manufactured products,
although official trade statistics are not yet available. The
trade to a large extent has been built up in foreign tributary
markets, because in Germany cattle are usually kept in stalls
and, having little exercise, are apt to have digestive disorders
when overfed with soya bean cake. In Denmark, on the other
hand, where grazing is more usual, the demand for this feed
has progressed steadily.” Crushers use naphtha as a solvent.
Prices of soya beans and products are given.
“Last year one Hamburg concern sent a shipment of
beans to Houston, Texas, for planting, the results being
excellent, according to reports from the importers. In
England sauces [e.g., Worcestershire] are manufactured
from soya beans, and in Hamburg one concern has produced
a coffee substitute, or material to be added to cocoa, by
roasting and grinding the beans. It is stated that this article
has not met with much commercial success.
“All contracts in this country are made according to the
terms of the Incorporated Oil Seed Association of London.
These contracts consist of 13 lengthy articles, and provide,
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among other things, that all disputes arising out of contracts
shall be referred to arbitration in London.” Address: Consul,
Hamburg.
3319. Floderer, Sándor. 1912. A sójabab [The soybean].
Termeszettudomanyi Kozlony (J. of Natural Science)
44(3):817-21. Nov. 15. [Hun]
• Summary: One of East Asia’s most important crops is
soybean (Soja hispida Mönch, or Glycine soja L.). In its two
main production areas, China and Japan, it is known as patou
[dadou] and daidsu, respectively. However, nowadays it is
not only well-known in China and Japan, but is also included
in large-scale production in India as well, and even on the
island of Java.
The ancestor to today’s soybean is Glycine soja, which
lives in the wild in the Amur River region. By now, the
plant Glycine hispida has become a commonly produced
crop and is a member of the Legume family. Its external
characteristics make it similar to a bean, though its stem has
shorter lengths between nodes (internodes). The soybean’s
compound leaves have three blades, the shapes of which
are akin to those of a lance. It differs from the other types
of legumes produced in Europe in that lush reddish-brown
hairs cover not only its stems, but also its leaves and pods.
The pods usually contain 2-3, or more rarely 4-5, egg-shaped
beans with strong indentations on the side.
There are several species of soybean produced for its
beans. C.O. Harz divides these species into two groups:
Group 1: Soja platycarpa, Soja olivacea, Soja punctate,
Soja melanosperma, Soja platisperma, Soja copressa nigra,
Soja parvula.
Group 2: Soja tumida, Soja pallida, Soja sphaerica
vinescens, Soja sphaerica lutescens, Soja castanea, Soja
atrosperma, Soja sphaerica nigra, Soja sphaerica minor.
These species seem to look exactly alike, with
differences only in the shape, color, and size of the beans.
Soybean is the main food of a major part of the
population of both China and Japan. Comparing the
analytical data of soybeans with those of other plants
best illustrates just how suited soybean is for human
consumption:
A table compares the nutritional composition of
soybean, pea, common bean, lupine and lentil. When
comparing the analytical data of the various seeds, it
becomes apparent just how rich the soybean is in nutritional
materials. Its suitability for consumption becomes even more
obvious on the basis of the detailed analysis conducted by
Meissel and Boecker, according to which soybean consists of
the following:
A table gives the composition of the soybean in terms
of Water, Soluble casein, Albumin, Insoluble casein, Fat,
Cholesterol wax and resin, Dextrin, Starch, Cellulose,
Potash, Sugar, amid, etc.
As regards the various components, Schulze found that

soybeans contain starch, cane sugar, carbohydrate providing
soluble mucic acid, paragalactane, and cellulose. From the
percentages of these two latter components, Stingel and
Morawski concluded that the bean of the soybean plant
contains an enzyme with a strong diastase-like effect, as that
is the only possible answer as to why it contains such little
starch and so much cane sugar.
As regards the nitrogen-containing compounds
in soybean, Schulze found that they consist mainly of
asparagine and lecithin, with only a small amount of choline.
According to Osborne and Campbell, glycinin, a form of
globulin similar to legumin but with a different composition,
was found amongst the main components of proteins, which
make up the majority of nitrogen-containing materials.
These same authors also identified another globulin called
phaseolin from soybean. A very small amount of legumelin
and even less proteose was also identified.
The analysis of the soybean’s mineral contents
performed by Schwackhöffer yielded the following results:
A table gives the content of potassium, sodium, calcium,
magnesium, iron oxide, phosphoric acid, sulfuric acid,
chlorine and orthosilicic acid.
If we take the soybean’s protein and fat content into
account, we find that it is an important source of nourishment
for people in regions where the majority of the population is
forced to consume plant-based foods due to high population
densities. It is also important as a human food because it
produces copious yields and offers high nutritional values in
its native regions.
Soybean is consumed in many forms in China and
Japan. For example, they cream it into a paste and use it
instead of butter. According to Fesca, black soybean is
especially frequently toasted and eaten with a side of rice.
White and green soybean are ground into flour and used to
make bread and a wide variety of other tasty sweets. The
majority of soybean in China and Japan is processed to make
a very popular soy dipping sauce (sójamártás). In addition
to all the above, it is also used to make “soy milk” (sójatej),
“soy cheese” (sójasajt), “soy oil” (sójaolaj), preserves, and
“soy coffee” (sójakávé).
It is clear on the basis of the above that soybean can
be used in a multitude of ways for human consumption.
However, soybean is allegedly not readily used since it is
difficult to digest.
Let us now take a look at how the various foods are
produced and what nutritional values they have: Soy flour
(sójaliszt) is made with a simple grinding process. However,
the bean is hulled before grinding, just like various types of
grain, in order to decrease its cellulose content and improve
its digestibility. Soy flour is not only used to make bread,
but in China and Japan is also the basis for excellent pastas
and sweets and, as such, it is especially important in feeding
the poorer classes. According to Dujardin-Beaumetz, bread
baked from soy flour is very well suited for consumption
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by people suffering from diabetes. As a source of nutrients,
it has high nutritional content and the good digestibility of
the nutrients it contains are especially worth mentioning. To
illustrate this fact, let us compare the chemical analyses of
soy flour and wheat flour, which is also used as a nutritional
source:
A table compares the nutritional composition of soy
flour and wheat flour. Thus, it contains more fat and nitrogen
but significantly less carbohydrates than wheat flour.
However, the soy sauce (sója-lé) made from soybean,
used both as a condiment and as a source of nutrition, is
much more important both in China and in Japan. Soy sauce
is basically a product of fermentation. The soy sauce made
in China is called shoyu [sic] and that made in Japan is
called miso. Both shoyu and miso are used not only instead
of herbs, but also in general for cooking and especially for
making soups. According to O. Kellner, shoyu is prepared
as follows: its ingredients are yellow soy (sója), wheat, salt,
and water. However, the ratios of these components are not
constant, but differ from the quality of the shoyu to be made.
The steps of preparing shoyu are the following: A small part
of the wheat is toasted until light brown. It is then ground
and mixed with small amount of koji (propagated on the
Aspergillus oryzae rice variety). The soy beans are cooked
until medium soft, then mashed and mixed with salt, water,
and koji. This mixture is left to ferment at low temperatures
for 8 months to 5 years, depending on the desired quality.
After the fermentation process, the fermented part [sic] is
separated from the non-fermented part. The resulting shoyu
has a specific weight of 1.182-1.193, with 287.5-319.2 g of
dry matter, 136.3-164.7 g of organic material, 150.8-154.5
g potash, 3.5-6.5 g of acetic acid equivalent, and 7.2-14.5 g
nitrogen per liter. Due to its exciting and nutritional nature,
shoyu can be considered to be equal to meat extracts.
Kellner writes that 5 units of soy beans, 3.25-6 units
or rice or barley koji, 1.5-2 units of salt, and 1 unit of water
are used to make Japan’s famous miso. Just as when making
shoyu, the soy beans are cooked, mashed, mixed with a little
salt, water, and koji, and then left to ferment. Depending
on the quality of the miso, the soy beans are cooled to 7090ºC after cooking and then mixed with 6 units of koji and
a little salt when the production aims to be quick. When
made in this way, the miso will be ready in four days. When
making higher quality miso, before being mixed with koji,
the cooked beans are completely cooled and mixed with
less koji and more salt. In this case, it takes 6 months for
the preparation of the product. Depending on the rice or
barley koji used for the fermentation and the duration of
preparation, the end product can be light in color and quick
to go sour or dark brown with a long shelf life.
Kellner examined five kinds of miso [whose names are
not given; each kind is represented by a roman numeral]; the
compositions of these were as follows:
A table gives the composition of each of the five

(Continued). Address: Hungary.
3320. Floderer, Sándor. 1912. A sójabab [The soybean
(Continued–Document part II)]. Termeszettudomanyi
Kozlony (J. of Natural Science) 44(3):817-21. Nov. 15.
[Hun]
• Summary: (Continued): Among its nitrogen compounds,
27.5-42.5% of total nitrogen is in the form of non-protein
compounds.
According to Li Yu-Ying, the Vice President of The
Rational Diet Society, “soy milk” is prepared as follows:
After being steeped in water for several hours, the soy
beans are ground. As a result of this two-step process, the
plant’s “casein” content (which is most likely a globulin-like
compound) enters into a solution, resulting in a “soy milk”
that is quite similar to the milk of animals. “Soy milk” is
so similar to animal milk in not only appearance, but also
as regards its composition, that, according to the writings
of Duclaux, soy beans “provide not a milk-like liquid, but
milk”. The table published in the work of Arthus entitled
“Physiologische Chemie” makes it clear just how similar
soy milk is to animal milk, that is real milk, and just what an
excellent source of nourishment it is:
A table compares the composition of soy milk, human
milk, cow milk, goat milk and sheep milk.
Even though, as made clear by the above, “soy milk”
has a substantially high nutritional content, it is not only
important in its condition of being a milk, but also because
it is used to produce “soy cheese”, or tofu, in Japan. When
making “soy cheese” or “bean cheese”, the beans are steeped
in water and ground, similarly to when making milk. It is
then steeped again to dissolve the majority of the legumin,
after which it is cooked. The mother liquor [of sea water]
containing magnesium chloride left over from the local saltcooking process is used to precipitate the legumin from the
“soy milk” generated in this manner. The legumin is then
collected to create a very watery milk, from which the water
is extracted in a variety of processes. The most common
procedure is to freeze the cheese and let it thaw out in the
sun; the cheese made in this manner is called kori-tofu. E.
Kinch has determined the composition of tofu and kori-tofu
to be as follows:
A table compares the nutritional composition of the two.
Kori-tofu contains only 18.5% water vs. 89.29% for regular
tofu.
As can be clearly seen, both products contain high levels
of nutrients and have high nutritional value. This fact is
even more obvious if we compare the analytical data of the
Parisian metropolitan laboratory and the data in Gautier’s
work entitled “Ernahrung und Lebensweise” with certain
types of meat:
A table compares the nutritional composition of fresh
tofu, beef sirloin, leg of lamb, veal and pork.
The above analytical data show that not only “soy milk”,
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but “soy cheese” is also an excellent food.
Soy oil: In general, it is said that soy oil is not fit for
human consumption due to its strong laxative effects.
However, Korentsewski and Zimmermann used experiments
conducted on soldiers in the military hospital in Harbin (in
today’s China) showed that fresh soy oil is very much suited
for consumption. According to W. Hefftner, The color of
soy oil can vary from yellow to brown, has no scent, and
its taste is similar to that of second-class olive oil. When
left standing, triglyceride-containing sedimentation occurs,
which is used in China for burning [illumination] and soapmaking as well as for food.
In both China and Japan, quite rudimentary processes
are used for the production of oil. Thus, according to the
description provided by Dr. Katajama, any contamination
is removed from the beans, which are then pulverized,
ground, and finally squeezed through a traditional press. The
oil is left to stand and any contaminations are left to settle.
However, the soybean’s yield is very small when it is utilized
in this manner: 182 liters of soybean results in only 13
liters of oil and 5 cakes of 2 kg each. Marx found that these
cakes still consisted of 15-20 % oil. This is why soy cake
(sójapogácsa) imports to Germany have greatly increased
recently: they are sold as an excellent fodder. On average
(between 1882 and 1891), the price of soybean was 3 crowns
77 pennies per 60 kg (1 picul), with 60 kg of soy oil costing
4 crowns 44 pennies and the cakes costing 4 crowns 65
pennies.
We have yet to discuss “soy preserves” (sójabefott) and
“soy coffee”. According to Li Yu-Ying, the former is similar
to chestnut cream but has better nutritional value, and the
coffee made from soy beans has a pleasant taste without the
exciting effect of real coffee.
Thus, as explained above, soybean is an exceptional
plant not only due to its nutritional values but also because
of the many ways it can be utilized. There have already been
several attempts at introducing it to Europe, but the long
growing period required by soybean greatly restricts the
areas suitable for its cultivation. There have been numerous
experiments at growing soybean in Hungary, but its
production is restricted to a very small region, due to which
fact we cannot expect it to become generally widespread.
Note: Translated by Peter A. Gergay of San Francisco,
California. Address: Hungary.
3321. Wiener Hausfrau (Vienna). 1912. Eine kulinarische
Weltreise [A culinary trip around the world]. 10(7):4-5. Nov.
17. [Ger]
• Summary: In talking briefly about Japanese cuisine, near
the very end of the article, soy sauce (Sojasauce) made from
fermented soybeans (Sojabohnen), is mentioned.
3322. Asheville Citizen-Times (Asheville, North Carolina).
1912. Artificial milk made from the soja bean... Nov. 20. p. 5.

• Summary: From Argunaut: “... is a testament to the
ingenuity of the Japanese and it is said to correspond very
closely with ordinary condensed milk. The beans are first
soaked then boiled in water. Presently the liquid turns white;
sugar and phosphate of potash in proper quantities are added,
and the boiling continued until a substance the thickness of
molasses is obtained.”
Note: Nonsense. Both the process and the end result are
completely wrong!
3323. Pontius, Albert W. 1912. South Manchuria notes. Daily
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) 15(274):940-41. Nov.
20.
• Summary: “The [soya] bean-oil industry at Dairen has
greatly developed during recent years. Local mills have
$1,300,000 invested, $800,000 by the Japanese merchants,
the balance by Chinese firms. During the ordinary season
the mills turn out 60,000 pieces of bean cake daily, this
amount increasing to 90,000 in the rush period. The outlook
would seem to be good, notwithstanding the recent activity
shown in the export of beans from Vladivostok to Europe.
The fact that Manchurian beans can be purchased cheaper
at Vladivostok ($0.10 per picul of 133.33 pounds) than at
Dairen has already suggested to the Japanese importer the
advisability of erecting bean-oil mills at home, instead of,
as is now done, purchasing most of the bean oil in Dairen.
Another important factor which might tend to favor the
latter course is that thousands of tins in which the local oil is
packed for export are manufactured in Japan.”
Contains a long paragraph on the South Manchuria
Railway Co., incl. profits, expenses, investments, and
number and types of railway rolling stock. Of its 256
locomotives, 203 are made in the USA while 53 are of
British manufacture. Address: Consul, Japanese Leased
Territory.
3324. Yada, Naganosuke. 1912. Honpô shôyu shôkyô
hôkoku no ken [The Japanese shoyu market in Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada]. Vancouver, BC, Canada. 10 p.
Nov. 22. Handwritten unpublished manuscript. Requested by
Mogi Shichirouemon of Noda, Chiba-ken. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This is a market report from Mr. Yada at the
Japanese consulate in Vancouver, BC, Canada, to Mr.
Yasunari Uchida at the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
There are about 9,000 Japanese living in Canada.
Japanese shoyu imports were about 15,400 taru (249,500
liters) a year, and it was used almost entirely by Japanese.
The best selling brand is Kikkoman. Address: Japanese
Consulate, Vancouver, BC, Canada.
3325. Pêle-Mêle (Le) (Paris). 1912. Le lait artificiel
[Artificial milk]. 18(47):12-13. Nov. 24. [Fre]
• Summary: The cows are going to be able to rest. Already,
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with the adoption that is more and more widespread in the
United States and England, of vegetal butter (du beurre
végétal, probably margarine) people have started to get used
to giving up butter made from the cow’s milk, and now milk,
in its turn, will no longer be necessary.
It seems that this artificial milk, although made from
the plant kingdom, contains all the principles of good cow’s
milk. It can also be used for all of the ordinary uses of milk.
This milk, which is made in London, was, according to
the Daily Chronicle, submitted to a committee of experts,
among whom is Sir William Crookes, representing the
British government.
The promoter of the artificial milk affirms that it is more
digestible than ordinary milk and that its cream is much more
nourishing. From it one can make an excellent cheese [tofu],
but one cannot extract butter from it. As it does not contain
any germs susceptible to fermentation, it can be stored much
longer than cow’s milk.
The invention of this milk is the result of a collaboration
among three German experts. The process used to make it is
very simple and always produces the same result. This milk,
in the course manufacture, is never touched by human hands;
this assure its perfect microbial immunity. Moreover it never
comes in contact with open air up until the time it is bottled
and sold.
The vegetal principle employed in its production is the
bean called “Soya,” or Chinese and Japanese bean.
3326. Carver, Geo. W. 1912. Re: Memorandum Co. 2.–
Experiment Station–Crops grown. Letter to Booker T.
Washington, Tuskegee Inst., Alabama, Nov. 26. 5 p. 2
drawings. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: “I beg to send you a memorandum of crops,
with results, grown on the Experiment Station.”
“Plot 10–Soja beans–2/25 acre. These were planted in
2½ foot rows–drilled in the same manner as cow peas. They
were planted May 16. They made a fine growth, soon lapping
in the rows, literally covered with pods, giving a yield
of 12,375 pounds of green forage per acre, or 3 tons, and
187 pounds of dried forage of the nicest possible kind. No
fertilizer was used on this plot other than the compost, which
averaged 8½ tons per acre.”
Location: Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
Microfilm of The George Washington Carver Papers
in the Tuskegee Institute Archives, Roll 5 #0207-0211.
Address: Director, Dep. of Research and Experiment Station
[Tuskegee, Alabama].
3327. Takahashi, Seiichi. 1912. Mogi Shichirôuemon yori
Kihaku Shôyu yushutsu ni tsuki tôchi shijô toiawase no ken
[Inquiry from Mr. Shichirôuemon Mogi about exporting
Kihaku Shoyu to Seattle, Washington]. Seattle, Washington.
4 p. Nov. 27? Handwritten unpublished manuscript.
Requested by Mogi Shichirouemon of Noda, Chiba-ken.

[Jap; eng]
• Summary: This is a market report from Mr. Takahashi at
the Japanese consulate in Seattle, to Mr. Yasunari Uchida at
the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
About 5,000 Japanese live in Seattle, 5,000 outside,
and 2,000 elsewhere. Address: Japanese Consulate, Seattle,
Washington.
3328. Toch, Maximilian. 1912. Soya-bean oil as a substitute
for linseed oil in paints. Engineering News 68(22):1027-28.
Nov. 28.
• Summary: “From a paper read before the Society of
Chemical Industry, New York City, June 7, 1912.” Note: This
article is quite similar to one by the author titled “Soya Bean
Oil for Paint Purposes,” published in Journal of the Society
of Chemical Industry (London) (29 June 1912, p. 572-74).
Address: 320 Fifth Ave., New York City, NY.
3329. Buer, Heinrich. 1912. Procédé et appareil pour la
préparation d’un succédané du café au moyen de la graine de
soya [Process and apparatus for the preparation of a coffee
substitute from soya beans]. French Patent 446,237. Nov. 29.
5 p. Application filed 18 July 1912. 1 drawing. [Fre]
• Summary: Soy beans are washed with cold water and
passed into a continuous roaster at 160ºC rising to 190ºC,
when the water contained in the beans is evaporated and the
kernel begins to turn brown. They are then rapidly cooled
and heated again to 210º-230ºC, when they swell up and
become porous. Then they are passed into a rotary sifting
drum to remove tarry matter, moistened with steam, and
dried by an exhauster which prevents the formation of an
extract by the condensed steam. This is repeated 3 times,
when all the tar is removed. Finally the beans are dried
at about 165ºC. An illustration (line drawing) shows the
continuous roaster; the parts are labeled. Address: Germany.
3330. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1912. Trade report.
81(22):831-33. Nov. 30. Series No. 1714.
• Summary: In the section titled “London markets” we read
(p. 833): “Soy. A report is current that owing to the death of
the proprietor of the Wochan brand there will be no more of
this mark available.”
3331. Agee, Alva. 1912. Crops and methods for soil
improvement. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xv + 246
p. Nov. Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on pages viii, 42-43,
108-12, 113, 155, and 156.
In chapter 4, “Organic matter,” a section titled “The
right bacteria” states (p. 42-43): “A fact of importance to the
farmer is that the bacteria which thrive on the roots of some
legumes will not serve other legumes. This is a reason for
many failures of alfalfa, crimson clover, the soybean, the
cowpea, hairy vetch, and other legumes new to the region.”
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The next section in this same chapter, “Soil inoculation,”
states: “We believe that some bacteria are carried in the dust
on the seed, and produce partial inoculation. Other causes
are more obscure. The cowpea trails on the ground, and
carries its bacteria more successfully than the soybean. Most
legumes require a soil artificially inoculated when brought
into a new region, failing otherwise in some degree to make
full growth.”
Whereas chapter 5 is “The clovers,” chapter 6 is
“Alfalfa,” and chapter 10 is “The Cowpea,” chapter 11,
which is titled “Other legumes and cereal catch crops,”
begins with a long section on “The soybean” (p. 108-12):
“The soybean is gaining a place among the valuable legumes
of the United States, and the acreage is increasing as its
merits become known to all. Its northern limits of profitable
production are much farther north than those of the cowpea,
and approach those of corn. In the south it is gaining friends.
Some of the advantages of the soybean over the cowpea, as
found by the Tennessee station, may be stated as follows:
“1. Greater seed production in case of fertile soils.
“2. Less sensitiveness to cold in spring and fall.
“3. Greater feeding value of the seed.
“On the other hand, a stand of cowpea plants is surer in
the case of soils that crust and germination runs higher. Its
climbing habit makes it better suited for growing with corn
for forage. A less amount of leaves is lost in curing.
“Fertility Value.–There are so many varieties of the
soybean and the cowpea, and adaptation to soil and climate
varies so widely, that a fair comparison is difficult to make.
In cool latitudes the soybean is recognized as distinctly more
profitable, making larger yields of vines and of seed. Where
adaptation is equal, the cowpea makes a slightly larger
growth of vines for hay, but the soybean gives a much richer
lot of seed for use as grain.
“When soil fertility is the chief consideration, the
adaptation of climate and soil should decide our choice
between these two legumes. There is no serious difference
where conditions for each are equally good. In cool latitudes
the soybean should be chosen. In the Ohio Valley it is usually
to be preferred. The greater part of the organic matter and the
plant-food is stored in the vines and seed.
“Feeding Value.–The soybean makes a rich hay,
surpassing clover, but it is coarse, and its unattractive
appearance has caused many farmers to condemn it without
trial. Livestock eat it greedily, and it is one of our richest
coarse feeds. The curing is more difficult than in the case
of the cowpea because the leaves drop early, and the plants
must be harvested before they approach maturity.
“Probably the large yield of rich seed is the most
important feature of the soybean crop. A ton of the seed
contains as much protein as a ton of old-process oil meal,
and three fourths as much as a ton of cottonseed meal. A
good crop of the soybean will yield 18 to 20 bushels of seed,
and as the nitrogen may be obtained chiefly from the air, the

protein from this crop will come to be a leading substitute for
purchased protein feeds.
“Varieties.–There are many varieties of the soybean,
and their characteristics are modified by climatic conditions.
Each region will find the varieties best suited to its purposes
by tests. When hay is wanted, the variety should have fine
stems and a leafy habit of growth. It may not be a good
producer of seed, or able to hold the seed unshattered. The
harvesting should be done when some lower leaves turn
brown and before the pods are half filled. This stage of
maturity should be reached early enough in the fall to insure
some hot days for making the hay, and to permit harvesting
in time for seeding to wheat. The preparation for wheat is
made with the harrow and roller or plank drag.
“When the soybean is grown for seed, the variety should
hold the peas without undue shattering, and an erect grower
is more easily handled without loss of the crop. Varieties
for regions will vary, as do varieties of corn, according to
climate.
“The Planting.–Early varieties of the soybean in the
south can be planted as late as mid-summer, but farther
north a profitable crop requires nearly all of the summer
heat. The planting may be made soon after the usual time of
planting corn, or whenever the ground has become warm.
The preparation of the soil should be more thorough than
that often given the cowpea. Solid drilling of five pecks of
seed per acre is satisfactory when the crop is for fertilizing
purposes only, and gives an excellent hay on land free of
weeds. When the crop is wanted for hay, however, wheat
usually will follow, and it is much better to plant in rows and
to give two or three cultivations so that the ground may be
easily prepared for the wheat.
“A seed crop should be grown in rows. Three pecks of
seed in rows 28 inches apart is the usual amount.
“The soybean does not come up through a crusted
surface as well as most other plants, and planting should not
be made immediately before a rain. The plants are tender and
easily injured by use of a weeder.
“The fertilizer requirement is like that of the cowpea. An
application of 200 pounds of acid phosphate per acre should
be given, and the addition of 50 pounds of muriate of potash
often pays.
“Harvesting.–The soybean is not an easy crop to handle
without loss. When grown for seed, the tendency of the pods
to split and to drop the seed compels early cutting, and that
makes curing more difficult. The mower is the only practical
harvester on most farms, and the swath must be turned out
of the way of the horses to save tramping. A side-delivery
attachment can do the work. This is the best practice when
cut for hay. When used for mixing with corn in a silo, the
self-binder is satisfactory. The hay and seed crop must have
thorough field-curing in windrow and bunches, and the
harvest comes in a season when cold rains may prevail. This
disadvantage of one of our most valuable crops is to be taken
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into account, but it will not prevent rapid increase in acreage
as the merit of the soybean becomes known.”
The section on “The Canada pea” states (p. 113): “There
is no profitable place for the Canada pea in crop-rotations
farther south than the true oat-crop belt, except as a greenforage crop. The soybean and red clover have greater
usefulness in the center of the corn belt.”
Chapter 15, “Crop rotations,” notes (p. 155): “Two
Legumes in the Rotation.–If all the crops of this five years’
rotation, excepting wheat, were fed on the farm, and if all
the manure were saved and rightly applied, there would be
little or no difficulty in maintaining fertility, provided the soil
were friendly to clover. The fact is that much such land has
grown poorer, and it is known that another legume is needed
in the rotation. The substitution of the soybean or cowpea for
the oat crop gives excellent results. It makes a large supply
of rich hay, and it fits the soil nicely for winter grain. The use
of the breaking-plow is escaped. The surface of the land is
in good tilth, especially if the legume was planted in rows so
that cultivation could be given.”
Page 156: “Where land is thin, a four years’ rotation of
corn, soybeans or cowpeas, wheat, and clover is one of the
best, because it contains two leguminous crops, and because
one of them favors the wheat which follows and the clover
seeded in the wheat.
“Potatoes after Corn.–When potatoes are grown in the
corn belt, a five years’ rotation of corn, potatoes, oats, wheat,
and clover, or corn, potatoes, wheat, clover, and timothy, is
one of the best. When a late potato crop is grown, there is not
time for seeding to wheat in cool latitudes, and the oat crop,
or the soybean, fits in best.”
Note: Alva Agee lived 1858-1943. Address: M.S., Head,
Dep. of Agricultural Extension, Acting Dean and Director
of the School of Agriculture and Agric. Exp. Station,
Pennsylvania State College.
3332. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du
Jardin Colonial). 1912. Communications diverses: Soja du
Cambodge [Miscellaneous communications: Cambodian
soybeans]. 12(116):411. Nov. [Fre]
• Summary: “The Colonial Garden (Jardin Colonial in Paris,
France) has had the occasion recently to study a sample of
Cambodian soybeans (Soja du Cambodge). This sample,
analyzed in the laboratories of the Chemical Service, was
found to contain: Moisture 7.00%, nitrogenous material
(Matière azotée) 41.60%, and fatty material (Matière grasse)
18.26%.
“The fat content of this soya is therefore rather high, the
average being only 17 to 18%. This soya, submitted to the
expertise of brokers, has been judged to be of good quality
and would now be easy to sell at a price of 17 to 20 francs
per 100 kg f.o.b. at French ports.
“Cambodia seems capable of mass-producing this
legume. According to indications furnished recently by Mr.

Magen, director of the agricultural and commercial services
at Pnom Penh, this plant is cultivated in Cambodia by the
indigenous people in a large number of villages; but they
undertake this cultivation for no other purpose than local
consumption.”
3333. Gray, Dan T.; Shook, L.W. 1912. Wintering pregnant
ewes in Alabama. Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 167. p. 205-20. Nov.
• Summary: A ewe is a mature female sheep. Soybeans,
peanuts, chufas, and sorghum were compared as pasturage
for hogs. 100 lb of pork cost by far the least on soybean
pasturage (only $2.74). The average gain of the pigs each
day on the soybean pasture was 1.02 lb, on the peanut
pasture 1.01 lb, on the chufa pasture 0.72 lb, and on the
sorghum 0.37 lb. In this experiment the hogs were turned
into the soybeans while the pods were very small so that for
2 weeks they ate only the leaves and young shoots.
The summary states: “Mixed hay (consisting of soy
beans, cowpeas, and crab grass) did not maintain the normal
health and weight of pregnant ewes.”
Note: As of 1995 the scientific name of the chufa is
Cyperus esculentus. Address: 1. Animal husbandman; 2.
Assistant. Both: Auburn, Alabama.
3334. Kuijper, J. 1912. Soja [Soya]. Departement van den
Landbouw, Suriname, Bulletin No. 29. p. 24-29. Nov. [Dut]
• Summary: In recent years, since 1908, soya has become
a product of great importance on the world market. There
are few products whose exports have risen so dramatically
in just a few years. The reason for the great expansion of
trade in soya can be found in the great demand by industry
for oilseeds. For more than 30 years, experiments have been
conducted on growing soybeans in Europe, but the results
have not been very promising. Some people have suggested
that soya might be able to be grown in Suriname. It is grown
in many tropical countries, including Siam, British India, and
Java. Requirements for cultivation and yields are discussed.
Japan reports the highest yields, 2,500 kg/ha, compared with
1,000 to 1,400 kg/ha from the USA. Soybeans produce more
protein and oil per unit area of land than any other farm crop.
The seed is used mainly for human consumption but the
plant also yields, fresh or dried, an excellent livestock feed,
which is why so much research on it is now being conducted
in Australia and America. It is important for Suriname that
soya can be used as a green fodder, for example interplanted
and fed with corn.
From soya one can make numerous products such as
soymilk (soyamelk), soy cheese [tofu] (soyakaas, whose
food value is higher than that of meat), soy flour, soy bread
(soyabrood), oil (olie), various sauces (soya sauce, Worcester
sauce, etc.), and various substitutes for coffee and chocolate,
etc. (surrogaten voor koffie en chocolade enz.).
In Suriname soya is cultivated on a small scale by the
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Javanese, for example in Lelydorp and in the settlements
of Johan and Margaretha. Many experiments with Soya
have already been conducted in the experimental garden
(Cultuurtuin). Seeds imported from America did not give
good results; the plants remained small, yielded few fruits,
and died quickly thereafter. It is a common occurrence that
plants from temperate or subtropical regions do not grow
well in the warm tropics in the rainy season. Of the seeds
cultivated in Suriname, two varieties give good results.
Those cultivated by the Javanese give hardy plants and a
lot of seed though exact yield figures are not available; the
planted area is still quite small. But the yield is about 1,000
kg/ha. Apparently the necessary bacteria are present in the
soil, for the roots show nodulation.
In the experimental garden two beds of soya were
planted on May 24. The first seeds ripened after 3 months
and within 4 months all was harvested. Thus the plants
developed during the rainy season, and they probably got
too much water. The results would probably be better if
this season could be avoided. Soya is sold in Suriname for
hfl 30 per bag, a considerably higher price than that paid in
Europe. On the plantations Peperpot and Jaglust experiments
with soya have also been conducted. The European seed that
was used gave very limited results. The experiments will be
conducted again using Suriname seeds.
With the market price at hfl 10 per bag, it seems very
unlikely that the cultivation of soya in Suriname will ever be
profitable, unless high yields can be obtained. As mentioned
above, this seems unlikely. Small scale cultivation for sale in
Suriname, however, seems advantageous at present, while in
areas where cattle are raised the use of soya as a green feed
to replace more expensive secondary feeds will likely give
good results.
Note 1 This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Suriname, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Suriname.
Note 2. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term surrogaten voor koffie
to refer to soy coffee.
Note 3. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term soyamelk to refer to
soymilk.
Note 4. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term soyakaas to refer to
tofu. Address: Surinam.
3335. Plumb, Charles S. 1912. Beginnings in animal
husbandry. St. Paul, Minnesota: Webb Publishing Co. 393 p.
Illust. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: This is a book for use in agricultural colleges.
Chapter 1, “The importance of animal husbandry,” begins (p.
11): “The study of domestic animals may be considered both
a pleasure and a duty. A pleasure, because of the naturalborn interest man feels in all animals; and a duty, on account

of the service horses, cattle, sheep, and swine play in the
world’s affairs.”
The soy bean is mentioned on pages 284, 297, and 298.
Chapter 20, “How to calculate a ration,” explains (p. 284)
how to add soy beans to the ration.
“We might use cotton-seed meal, or oil meal, as a trial,
to balance up this ration; but to use a home-grown product
that is getting more and more common, we will use soy
beans, though they must be fed cracked or ground. Let us
then add 3 pounds of the soy beans to the rest of the ration.
Turning to the table of the composition of feeding stuffs,
on page 387, we find that:” One table gives the nutritional
composition of soy beans. A 2nd table gives the composition
of the ration after 3 lbs. of soy beans have been added. The
nutritive ratio is 1:5.9.
This ration shows a shortage in dry matter of 3 pounds,
a very slight increase of protein, and quite an increase in fat.
These differences, however, are not important. The nutritive
ratio agrees fairly well with the standard. Therefore we may
consider this ration properly calculated and corrected to suit
the animal’s needs.
“The adjustment of rations to the standard is not usually
difficult. An increase in dry matter and carbohydrates is
easily secured with the hays or most of our common feed
stuffs. If a ration needs most attention in the protein, then
some concentrate such as soy beans, cotton-seed meal,
linseed oil meal, or tankage may be selected.”
Chapter 21, “Coarse feeds and their value,” has a section
titled “Legumes for forage and hay” which, in turn, has a
subsection which states: “The soy bean thrives over a wide
extent of territory, and is meeting with considerable favor
as a forage crop, and also for its seed. This plant is rich in
protein, and combines unusually well with corn. Hogs have
done well when pastured upon soy beans. It is also grown to
some extent with corn, for the purpose of harvesting the two
plants as one crop for the silo. Under some conditions this
combination gives very nearly a balanced ration.”
The section on silage (p. 298) adds: “The silo is one of
the most valuable things on the stock farm, for in it feed can
be stored more economically than in any other way.
“Silage may be made from a variety of plants, but at the
present time corn is used nearly altogether. That is because it
combines the largest yield of the most easily stored forage of
all crops generally relished by stock. Sorghum, clover, cow
peas, soy beans, and alfalfa are sometimes used.”
Note: Charles Sumner Plumb lived 1860-1939. Address:
Prof. of Animal Husbandry, College of Agriculture, The Ohio
State Univ.
3336. Tonnelier, Adolfo C. 1912. Soja hispida,
Moench: Metodos industriales de elaboracion de sus
diversos derivados [The soybean: Industrial methods of
manufacturing its various derivatives]. Revista Industrial y
Agricola de Tucuman (Argentina) 3(6):236-39. Nov. See also
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p. 396. With 5 photos of soybean plants and soybeans. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Vegetable milk (leche
vegetal) [soymilk]. Vegetable cheese (queso vegetal) [tofu].
Oil and casein (aceite y caseina, including preliminary
operations of washing the seeds, extraction of the oil {El
aceite de Soja}, extraction of the vegetable casein {caseina
vegetal} which has numerous industrial applications, as in
the preparation of water-resistant paints, in the textile, paper,
silk, and artificial textile industries, rubber, leather, plastic
materials, films, photographic emulsions, etc.). Soy flour
(harina de soja). Artificial rubber (caucho artificial). Shoyu
or soy sauce (choyou ó salsa de soja).
In the vicinity of Paris a factory for the production of
soy-based food products has been founded [by Li Yu-ying].
In England important manufacturers of soy flour,
soybean cakes, and the extraction of the oil are in operation.
Mr. Karajama [sic, Katayama (1906)], a Japanese
chemist, uses soybean seeds to prepare a concentrated milk,
a flour of the type that Nestlé makes, and biscuits (biscochos;
not cookies), obtaining in this way a maximum of food and
nutrition at very reduced volume.
The experiments carried out for some years now
in the Experiment Station, attached to the National
School of Agriculture at Córdoba, have verified the easy
acclimatization of this plant, the abundance and goodness of
its products.
It is to be hoped that its cultivation will spread
extensively in the areas that are suitable for it. This legumeoilseed is not only of interest to the farmer and landowner,
but also to the industrialist, and not to a lesser extent.
It is a new source of wealth for the Nation, which we
must not neglect.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Argentina (one of
three documents).
Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term caseina vegetal to refer
to isolated soy protein.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term El aceite de Soja to
refer to soy oil.
Note 4. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the word choyou or the term
salsa de soja to refer to soy sauce.
Note 5. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term queso vegetal to refer
to tofu.
Note 6. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term harina de soja to
refer to soy flour. Address: Chief of the Experiment Station,
attached to the School of Agriculture, Argentina.
3337. Thompson, Firman; Morgan, H.H. 1912. Soy bean oil.
Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 98.

13 p. Dec. 1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production of oil.
Quality of oil. Some constants of soy bean oil. Methods
used. Uses and value of oil. Qualities of cake or meal. Value
as green manure and as an oil seed crop.
Recently many U.S. experiment stations, especially in
the South, have conducted soy bean cultivation experiments,
with “fairly uniform success. Almost invariably, however,
the object of these experiments has been to determine their
value as a forage crop or for green manure, rather than to
determine the industrial or economic value of the bean.” A
table compares the nutritional composition of the soy bean,
cottonseed, and flax seed. The soy bean contains the least oil
(17.2%) and the most protein (33.5%) of the three.
“In 1908, owing to a scarcity of linseed and cottonseed
products, serious attention was given to the soy bean as
an oilseed by the oil mills of England, with the result that
during 1909 about 400,000 tons were imported by them
for the manufacture of oil. The oil produced was received
so favorably by various industries that the importation
of the beans into England and other European countries
has increased very rapidly... At the present time over
1,000,000 tons of [soy] beans are annually exported from
Manchuria, as well as large quantities of oil and cake which
are manufactured there. While the oil has been used to a
considerable extent in this country, it appears that none of
the oil has been manufactured here, it being imported from
Europe or from the Asiatic countries.” During the year
ending June 30, 1911, 41.1 million lb of soy bean oil worth
$2.55 million were imported to the USA. The decrease of
imports to 28.02 million lb during the fiscal year 1912 was,
in large part, due to a severe outbreak of bubonic plague in
Manchuria.
“Reports from many widely separated parts of the
country show that the soy bean can, with reasonable
certainty, be brought to maturity in almost any part of
the United States south of the fortieth parallel” which
runs through the middle of New Jersey, just north of the
southern border of Pennsylvania, through Columbus
(Ohio), Indianapolis (Indiana), and Decatur, Champaign,
and Springfield (Illinois), then along the northern border of
Kansas. The average yield is 25 bushels/acre.
“According to Brode (Special Agents Series, Consular
Reports, No. 39 [April 1910]) a process is now being used
by several of the large oil mills in England, which consists of
extracting soybeans with a solvent having a low boiling point
(presumably benzine), whereby as much as 90% of the oil
is extracted. This produces a cake or meal correspondingly
lower in oil and higher in protein than that made by pressure.
There also appears to be in use in England a secret process
for refining the oil by which all of the disagreeable odor and
taste is removed and a good edible oil is produced.”
The author’s original experiments, based on 48 samples
of soy bean oil, show that some constants of the oil are:
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Specific gravity at 15ºC .9212.
Saponification value 188.65.
Acid value .28.
Reichert-Meissl value 5.3.
Hehner value 93.50.
Neutralization value 177.82.
Iodine value of the oil 127.78.
Iodine value of the unsaturated fatty acids 131.93.
Unsaturated fatty acids 84.70.
Saturated fatty acids 8.61.
Ether number 188.37.
Glycerol 10.29.
Mean molecular weight 315.5.
The methods used to determine each constant are
described in detail.
“Probably the most important use of the oil is in the
manufacture of soaps, for which purpose it compares very
favorably with cotton-seed oil. Being a semi-drying oil it has
also found some application in the manufacture of paints,
and while it probably can never displace linseed oil for
this purpose, it appears that when mixed with linseed oil in
proportions as high as 25 per cent, no inferior qualities are
shown in the paint. It is possible that, with suitable driers, it
may find more extended use for this purpose.
“Regular American market quotations on this oil are
only available since the latter part of 1909, and since that
time the price has ranged from 6½ to 8 cents per pound with
an average of about 6 3/4 cents, as compared with 6½ to 6
3/4 for cottonseed, and 9 to 13 cents for linseed oil.”
“The price of soy bean meal in Europe varies from about
$28 to $30 per ton, compared with $30 for cottonseed meal
and $35 for linseed meal.” Address: Delaware College Agric.
Exp. Station.
3338. Goessel, Fritz. 1912. Verfahren zur Gewinnung von
Samenextrakten, insbesondere aus der Sojabohne, zur
Herstellung von Getraenken geeignet sind [Process suitable
for obtaining seed extracts, in particular from the soybean,
for the preparation of drinks]. German Patent 76,181. Dec. 2.
2 p. Issued 25 April 1919. [Ger]
• Summary: Other substances that can be used in place of
soybeans are peanuts or sesame seeds, or mixtures thereof.
This patent was issued by the German-Austrian Patent
Office (DeutschOesterreiches Patentamt).
Gössel does not use any particular word for “soymilk.”
The closest he gets is Pflanzenmilch (“plant milk”).
Note: Soy is mentioned 5 times in this patent, but only in
the form “Sojabohnen” (soybeans). Address: PhD, Frankfurt
am Main, Germany.
3339. Maynard, Lester. 1912. Notes from Manchuria. Daily
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) 15(283):1134-35. Dec.
2.

• Summary: “The [soya] bean crop of South Manchuria is
believed to be below the average, and therefore it may be
expected that beans from North Manchuria will be supplied
to the Japanese oil mills in the south... The railway is
planning to haul about 550,000 tons of beans and 430,000
tons of grain of all kinds [incl. wheat, barley, millet,
kaoliang, etc.], or a total of 980,000 tons. It is expected that
between 35,000 and 40,000 tons will be transported via the
Sungari River [Songhua River in Chinese] before the close
of navigation.” Address: Vladivostok.
3340. Goessel, Fritz. 1912. Process of manufacturing an
alimentary product resembling milk from soy beans or
similar vegetable seeds. British Patent 27,860. Date of
application (in UK): 3 Dec. 1912. 3 p. Accepted 12 June
1913. Date claimed for Patent under Patent and Designs Act,
1907, being date of first Foreign Application (in Germany): 4
Dec. 1911. Under International Convention, 4 Dec. 1911.
• Summary: “This invention relates to an improved process
for producing a new alimentary substance, the composition
and properties of which are similar to cow’s milk or other
natural milk but which is of vegetable origin. It is prepared
from soya or soy beans or other similar seeds, earth or
pistachio nuts, sesame or teel seeds...” It is well know that
soy beans are “particularly rich in albumen very similar to
the albuminous substances contained in cow’s milk. Soybeans not only contain caseine-like albumen but also eggalbumen-like compounds.”
If the seeds referred to “are suitably treated with water
for the extraction of their alimentary substances, a milky
liquor will be produced, but its composition would be such
that it would never have the properties of cow’s milk.” It
“is well-known that the finer the albumen is curdled and
coagulated in the stomach the easier it will be digested... But
a fine coagulation of the albumen is only obtainable if it be
brought by means of a sufficient quantity of fat into as finely
divided a condition as possible. Moreover to render possible
the lactic fermentation of the product within the intestines, it
is necessary to add milk-sugar or similar carbo-hydrates to
make up for the shortage of same in the starting materials. In
order to enable the new product to be used with coffee, tea
and the like containing tannic acid substances without the
albumen becoming curdled or coagulated by the latter, and
so that it behaves like cow’s milk, it is necessary to add small
quantities of carbonate or bicarbonate of sodium or the like.”
Example: Mix about 10 kg of finely ground soy-beans
with about 100 liters water and about 5 gm of sodium
phosphate or potassium phosphate. Allow the mixture to
stand for about 1 hour then slowly bring it to the boiling
point and only just allow it to boil. Allow it to cool to about
50ºC, then filter and press. Dissolve in the “liquor run off”
[soybean milk] about 2.4 kg milk-sugar [lactose], 6 gm
sodium chloride, and about 60 gm sodium carbonate. Mix
in about 2 kg sesame oil. “The milky liquor obtained in this
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way is brought to the volume of 100 liters by the addition of
pure water.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2020)
that concerns sesame milk, or a non-dairy milk made from
sesame seeds. However the term “sesame milk” is not
mentioned.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “milky liquor” to refer to
soymilk. Address: Doctor, Stockheim, Hessen, Germany.
3341. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand).
1912. “Cowless” milk: Made in Germany. Dec. 7. p. 5
(Supplement).
• Summary: “London. October 18. Synthetic milk–cowless
milk–has arrived. The first consignment has reached London.
It looked like milk, it smelt like milk, and it tasted like milk–
some milk. At the best things look black for the cow. The
machine-made milk was bottled in Germany, in Frankfort–
patriotic cows will doubtless regard this as adding insult to
injury–and opened in an office in the Strand.
“Half a dozen eminent analysts and some Government
officials were there ready to taste, in the performance of their
duty, and a good many other people who were also ready,
even willing, to taste out of mere curiosity.”
“To all questions as to the ingredients of cowless milk
the same surprising and guarded answer was returned:–Soya
beans–and other things.”
3342. Grey River Argus (West Coast, New Zealand). 1912.
Milk made by machinery: Dairies turned into factories. Germ
free and cheaper than cow’s milk. Dec. 9. p. 1.
• Summary: “The familiar sign ‘Milk from our own dairies’
may soon be supplanted in London by the announcement
‘Milk from our own factories.’
“This startling development of man’s struggle to
improve on nature is the result of the discoveries of Dr.
Saner and Dr. Gooseell [sic, Gössel; Goessel], two German
scientists, who claim to be able to make by machinery milk
that is superior to that supplied by the cow.
“A demonstration of this synthetic milk was given at
Dane’s Inn House, London, in October, in the presence of
medical men and Press representatives. Apart from a sort of
clinging taste after drinking it, the synthetic draught passed
the palate test. It went a little better with coffee.
“The inventors of synthetic milk have been
experimenting in Germany for three years, and they claim
they have now produced a perfect substitute for the natural
article. Analysts in Germany have reported favourably on the
new product.
It is claimed that the new milk is:–Free from bacilli;
More wholesome than natural milk; Made in various grades
to suit the infant or the adult; Easily standardised; And that it
is much, cheaper than the natural article.
“The raw material is said to be purely vegetable, one of

the main ingredients being the Soya bean, which is grown in
Japan and Corea [Korea], and much used in those countries.
As to the process of manufacture. Mr. Faulding stated that
various vegetables were put into a machine and subjected to
great heat. In plain English the machine does the work of the
cow, the raw material, in the scientific sense, being exactly
the same as that which supplies the natural article. It takes
about seven hours to turn out the finished milk, and it is
proposed to ‘brew’ twice a day.
“The plant is not costly, and taking an average of the
various grades of strength the inventors intend to make, the
price to the public will be 3d per quart. Cheese [tofu] can
also be made from synthetic milk, which would be sold for
about 3d a pound.
“The substitute will not make butter, but it is possible
that it may be used in the manufacture of margarine.
“Synthetic milk also gives cream, but it takes longer to
make it, as the fat is more evenly distributed than in the case
of natural milk.
“Other claims made for synthetic milk are that it is not
touched by hand throughout the process of manufacture and
that it is not exposed to the atmosphere while being made,
except for the brief period required for bottling.
“This, the inventors claim, makes it absolutely free
from bacilli [bacteria], and thus, it is claimed, the substitute
will greatly diminish consumption [tuberculosis] and other
illnesses which are due to or aggravated by, tuberculosis
milk.
“It is said that the new milk will keep good twice as long
as cow’s milk, but as it will be offered for sale in bottles of
all sizes, this is not very material.
“If the invention is favourably received it is intended to
build a factory in London.”
3343. Ellis, Carleton. 1912. Hydrogenated edible fat
compound. U.S. Patent 1,047,013. Dec. 10. 3 p. Application
filed 10 Aug. 1912.
• Summary: The author recommends the use of
hydrogenated soya bean oil, as well as other hydrogenated
vegetable oils and animal fats, to form lard substitutes of
varying composition. “This invention relates to a process of
making an edible oil product especially a composition suited
for use as a lard substitute, and further relates to the use of
hydrogenated oils and the like, especially in conjunction with
other oils or fats with or without hydrogenation treatment,
and relates in particular to a process of making a composition
comprising such hydrogenated oils and fats as corn oil,
peanut oil, soya oil or cotton seed oil and cocoanut oil, lard
oil, commercial stearin, oleostearin and the like...”
“To illustrate the preferred form of the present invention,
the following formula and method of treatment will be given.
Ninety parts of soya bean oil or cotton seed oil are mixed
with ten parts of cocoanut oil or oleostearin and the mixture
is subjected to the action of hydrogenation at a temperature
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of from 150º to 160ºC. in the presence of finely divided
nickel, whereby a considerable proportion of the unsaturated
material is converted into saturated material. The iodid
[iodine] number of the composition may be thereby reduced
to 50 to 70 or thereabout. A solid composition is produced...”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2020) that
mentions hydrogenation of soya bean oil or that mentions
soya oil in connection with lard substitutes (or shortening). It
is also the earliest English-language document that refers to
hydrogenated soya bean oil shortenings, which it calls “a lard
substitute.” Address: Montclair, New Jersey.
3344. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1912.
An artificial milk,... Dec. 13. p. 2, col. 2.
• Summary: “... manufactured from vegetables, which is
said to contain all the elements of the best cow’s milk, and
can be used for the same purpose, was shown to a gathering
of scientists in London. Mr. A.J. Faulding, who will be
responsible for the introduction of artificial (or synthetic)
milk to this country, told a press representative that it was
more digestible than ordinary milk, and its cream was for
more nourishing. The milk could be used for all cooking
purposes, and a very good cheese [tofu] could be made from
it, but it would not produce butter. As the milk was germfree, it would keep longer than cow’s milk. The discovery
was the work of three Germans, who spent three years in
perfecting it. The soya bean in the principal source of the
ingredients.” Address: Prof.
3345. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1912.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from October 1
to December 31, 1911. Nos. 31939 to 32368. No. 29. 65 p.
Dec. 13.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim.
32361-32366. “From China. Presented by Mr. Nathaniel
Gist Gee, Soochow University, Soochow. Received
December 30, 1911. Seeds of the following; quoted notes by
Mr. Gist Gee:
“32361. Glycine hispida (Moench) Maxim. Olive green.
‘From Soochow. Hairy green beans planted in second or
third month. Eaten green or dried.’” Address: Washington,
DC.
3346. Bazar (Der) (Berlin). 1912. Sauces [Sauces].
58(48):15. Dec. 16. [Ger]
• Summary: The paragraph on Bergundersauce (col. 3) lists
India Soy as one of the ingredients.
Note: This is the First Ladies and Fashion Magazine.
3347. B. 1912. Soy bean experience. Rural New-Yorker
71(4182):1268. Dec. 21. Oversize.
• Summary: “I have grown Soy beans for the past four
years in Oceana County, Michigan, with very good results,

and without inoculation of any kind. There have been no
tubercles on the roots until this year, in a field where these
beans were grown the past season, and in this field there
were tubercles on the roots, but the yield of beans was no
greater than in other fields where there were no tubercles
on the roots. The variety grown is an early yellow [Early
Yellow], and ripens every year here. These Soy beans will
yield up to 20 bushels of seed per acre and even more. I have
been growing them for the seed trade and using the straw
for horse and cow feed, but I have had trouble in getting
them thrashed clean, as a common bean thrasher will only
take from 50 to 75 per cent. of the beans from the pod. Has
anyone had any experience in this line that will help me? B.”
Address: Oceana County, Michigan.
3348. Earp-Thomas Farmogerm Co. 1912. How to grow
alfalfa: on your farm or country estate. Farmogerm
inoculation (Ad). Rural New-Yorker 71(4182):1264. Dec. 21.
Oversize.
• Summary: Alfalfa permanently enriches the soil in which
it grows and yields a sure crop of the finest forage. You can
grow it on your farm! But you must meet your particular
soil conditions–therefore–we will without cost or obligation
give you expert advice on the selection of seed–seed bed
preparation–planting–and care necessary to meet your
requirements and secure a perfect stand with the aid of
“Farmogerm Inoculation: Standard throughout the
world.
“Let us tell you of the method of growing vetch with
your spring planting of Oats to increase the Oat crop and
enrich the soil at the same time. Also how to secure the same
results by growing Soy Beans or other legumes with your
Corn. This is practical information of value to every farmer.
“Lay out of plan of general soil enrichment and farm
improvement for the coming year–Sends us particulars and
let us help you plan it economically and efficiently.
“Our New Book No. 54 ready January 1st. Sent free.”
Note: This same ad appeared on p. 1289 of this volume.
Address: Bloomfield, New Jersey.
3349. Eibner, A.; Muggenthaler, H. 1912. Hexabromidzahlen
fetter Oele und die Bestimmung von Rueboel in rohen
Leinoelen [The hexabromide value of fatty oils and the
determination of rapeseed oil in crude linseed oil]. FarbenZeitung 18(12):641-43. Dec. 21. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Introduces a new method for determining the
hexabromide value of an oil, primarily as a way to test for
adulteration or blending. One section, titled “Verschnitte
mit Sojabohnenoel [Adulteration with soybean oil]” (p.
642), discusses mixtures of 10-20% soybean oil (also called
Sojaöl) with linseed oil, because of the current high price of
linseed oil.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June
2000) that uses the word “hexabromide” or the term
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“hexabromide value” in connection with soybeans. Address:
Versuchsanstalt fuer Maltechnik an der Technischen
Hochschule Muenchen [Germany].
3350. Markley, Horatio. 1912. The soy bean crop. Rural
New-Yorker 71(4182):1263. Dec. 21. Oversize.
• Summary: “The great value of the Soy bean as a farm
crop has become recognized by many farmers in the last
few years, and the area over which it is successfully grown
is rapidly increasing. Its limit of production is much farther
north than that of the cow-pea. On good soils it will probably
grow as far north as corn can be successfully grown. Its
fertility value is as high as any legume we can grow. It is
not possible to compare its value with clover or Alfalfa as it
has an entirely different place in the rotation. Where a fouryear rotation of corn, oats, wheat and clover is grown, we
believe that to substitute the Soy bean for oats would add
wonderfully to the feeding value of the rotation, as well as to
increase the fertility of the soil by having two legumes in one
rotation. The Soy bean can be grown for hay, for seed crop or
for silage.
“When grown for hay we have found that the best way
on our soil in North Central Ohio is to plow the ground early
in the Spring and cultivate occasionally until the 20th of
May to destroy weed seed; then sow from four to five pecks
per acre with wheat drill, using all the drills. The plants then
take care of themselves until ready to harvest. If, however,
the weed seeds have not been destroyed it is safer to drill
far enough apart to give one or two cultivations. Fairly good
corn land will grow from two to three tons per acre of rich
hay, surpassing clover, coarse and rough looking, but livestock eat it greedily and thrive on it. It is our richest coarse
feed as far as protein content is concerned. There can be only
one possible objection to Soy beans for hay, and that is in
curing them. Harvested in September there is less heat than
earlier and more danger of bad weather; however they are
much less injured by rain than is clover.
“For a seed crop we sow about three pecks of seed to
the acre, far enough apart to cultivate two or three times; 20
bushels of seed with 2,800 pounds of straw per acre is an
average crop. The beans are slightly richer in protein than oil
meal, and the straw as rich as clover hay, but being ripe and
somewhat woody would not be as digestible, yet cattle eat
the thrashed straw with very little waste. The beans make a
good substitute for tankage in the feeding of young pigs. At
the present price for the beans it is an excellent money crop,
worth more than double wheat, buckwheat or oats. For silage
we believe it is better to grow the corn and beans separately,
although some report success by growing them together. The
Ohio Experiment Station, in filling the silo, uses two loads of
corn to one of beans.
“The subject of inoculation is an important one in the
matter of soil improvement, and yet a good crop of beans
can be grown without inoculation. We follow Soy beans

with wheat by disking the ground, and find the seed bed in
excellent condition for that crop.” Address: Ohio.
3351. Tanret, Georges. 1912. Sur la présence du
stachyose dans le Haricot et les graines de quelques autres
Légumineuses [On the presence of stachyose in kidneybeans (haricots) and the seeds of some other legumes].
Comptes Rendus des Seances de l’Academie des Sciences
(Paris) 155(26):1526-28. Dec. 23. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The author isolated stachyose from the soy
bean. Stachyose is a crystallized sugar that Schulze and von
Planta discovered in 1890 in the bulbous roots of the Labiate
plant or edible Crosne from Japan (Stachys tuberifera). “In
the course of research on the carbohydrates of the Haricot
bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), I succeeded, thanks to its content
of strontia (composé strontianique) in isolating stachyose
from it.” Details of the process are given. “The haricot
beans I examined and treated contain, per kilogram, 21 gm
of stachyose and 39 gm of saccharose. They do not contain
reducing sugars” [which usually donate electrons].
“Do the other leguminous seeds likewise contain
stachyose? To find out, I examined seeds which approached
the Haricot in starch content, such as the lentil and the pea
(Pisum sativum); those which have a low starch content such
as the trefoil or clover (Trifolium incarnatum), galega or
goat’s rue (Galega officinalis), and lupin (Lupinus luteus);
and finally from a seed which is totally destitute of starch,
the soy bean “le Soja (Soja hispida).” In every case, except
for the pea, I was successful in isolating stachyose and
crystallizing it, soon very easily as for the soybean, trefoil
and galela, then with some difficulty as for the lentil and
above all the lupin.”
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Dec. 2020)
which mentions the word stachyose in connection with the
soy bean. Address: France.
3352. M.P.; Van Deman, H.E. 1912. A novice on a southern
farm (Letter to the editor). Rural New-Yorker 71(4183):1282.
Dec. 28. Oversize.
• Summary: “I bought a farm in Central Alabama last
Winter, 253 acres; 50 acres are in cultivation. The soil is a
sandy loam, the subsoil clay mixed with sand; no stones or
gravel are on it. I intend to move on the place January 1,
1913. All the money I have left for a start is $300. I have not
very much experience in farming, except a little plowing,
cultivating and planting. I do not understand the sowing of
grain or the different grass seeds, but know how to plant
corn. How would you advise me to manage my $300? How
shall I enrich the land without buying any fertilizer?...
“M.P., Pennsylvania.”
The answer is from H.E. Van Deman:
“If the land is really poor, which is probably true, the
first thing to do is to plant a large part of it to cow peas, cut
and cure the vines, feed them to the stock kept on the place
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and put the manure on the land. There is no crop that I know
of that is quite as valuable for enriching land cheaply in the
South as the cow pea, although it is not the only one suitable
to that region. The Soy bean, vetch, Crimson clover, Velvet
bean, kudzu and Lespedeza are all good for this purpose
and are very valuable stock food besides. It may be wise to
add commercial fertilizers to the soil, but even by using the
leguminous crops mentioned much good can be done without
them.
“There will be almost everything to learn. Instead of
going ahead to spend the $300 at random it would be wise
to get a horse or mule, a cow and some chickens first of all.
This will take half of it or more. By growing a good garden
and properly caring for the cow and hens there will be little
else needed to make a living. The remainder of the $300 will
be needed for farm seeds and many little expenses that are
sure to be necessary.”
Note: H.E. Van Deman may be an employee of the Rural
New-Yorker, or he may be an experienced farmer. Address: 1.
Central Alabama.
3353. Courier (Petaluma, California). 1912. Market report.
Dec. 31. p. 2, col. 2.
• Summary: In the section on “Hay and Feedstuffs,” under
“Geo. P. McNear quotes” we read: “Oil cake meal–$2.35.”
“Soy bean meal–$2.20 @ $2.25.”

“Cotton seed meal–$1.95 @ $2.00.”
3354. Agricultural J. of the Union of South Africa. 1912.
Soybeans. 4(6):885. Dec.
• Summary: “Mr. C.H. Smith, Jachtlust, Carolina,
Transvaal, reports favourably on a trial lot of southern
soybeans sent him by this division last year. The seed was
planted 7th November on light, sandy land, not manured,
which had one crop the year before; the crop was harvested
30th March. ‘We were short of labour and could not pay it
the attention this kind of crop really requires; we did not
manure the ground. We think if one went in for this crop
earnestly, and thoroughly manured and cultivated it, the crop
would pay.’
Note: This is part of a longer section titled “Botanical
Notes,” by Joseph Burtt-Davy, F.L.S., Government
Agrostologist and Botanist.
3355. Gibbs, H.D.; Agcaoili, F. 1912. Some Filipino foods.
Philippine J. of Science 7A(6):383-401. Dec. Section A. Plus
6 unnumbered pages of plates at end. See p. 398-99 + plates
III, IV. [2 ref]
• Summary: See next page. “Toyo sauce–This condiment
is made principally by Chinese from soja beans, Glycine
hispida Maxim., imported from China. It is a Chinese sauce
of the Worcestershire type.” Boiled beans and salt are placed
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on trays several days before placing in jars
for fermentation. This process hastens the
fermentation.” Note 2. Macao [Macau] is a
Portuguese overseas territory, located about 40
miles west of Hong Kong.
Table XVIII gives “Analyses of toyo
sauce,” including regular toyo, toyo made with
sugar, and crude molasses.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen
(April 2012) that uses the word “toyo” or the
word “toyo sauce” to refer to Filipino-style soy
sauce. Address: 1. Assoc. Prof. of Chemistry,
Univ. of the Philippines; 2. Food and Drug
Inspector, Bureau of Health. Both: From the
Lab. of Organic Chemistry, Bureau of Science,
Manila.

in earthenware jars and spontaneous fermentation is allowed
to go on in the sun for 2-4 months (see plate V). “The
fermented mass is again boiled for another 12 hours, and the
clear liquid is bottled and sold under the name of the toyo
sauce. Sometimes it is boiled two or three times producing
different grades of strengths of sauce. Molasses or sugar are
sometimes added, and this variety is called si yao (Chinese).
Photos show: (1) A man in a bihon (thick rice vermicelli)
factory using a push-pull apparatus, suspended by ropes from
the ceiling, to rotate a traditional stone mill.
Note 1. This same kind of apparatus and mill are used in
traditional shops making tofu throughout East Asia.
(2) Soja beans fermenting in earthenware jars, covered
with conical woven bamboo lids, in a courtyard, in the
manufacture of toyo sauce.
“The Macao Chinese add a quantity of wheat flour
to the boiled beans and dry the mixture in thin layers

3356. Linder, William V. 1912. Soy bean cheese.
J. of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry
4(12):897-98. Dec.
• Summary: “In the line of my official work
a few weeks ago, I had the occasion to
examine two samples sent to the laboratory
from a western state; these were suspected of
being filled cheese... The samples somewhat
resembled in appearance and taste a very
soft and mushy cream cheese, saturated with
water.”
Analyses showed that the samples were
made from soybeans, and contained no milk,
cream, or butterfat. “The investigation proved
that the product submitted for examination
could not be classed as filled cheese, although
a very good substitute.”
Note: The “soy bean cheese” was probably
tofu, though it could possibly have been
fermented tofu. Address: Lab., Bureau of
Internal Revenue, Washington, DC.
3357. Nishiwaki, Yasukichi. 1912. Kôji-kin no hatsuiku
narabini tôka sosei no saiteki ondo ni tsuite [The optimum
temperature for growing the koji mold, Aspergillus oryzae].
Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi (J. of Chemical Industry, Japan)
15(178):1295-98. Dec. [2 ref. Jap]
3358. Tonnelier, Adolfo C. 1912. La soja híspida [The
soybean]. Boletin del Ministerio de Agricultura 14(1112):1351-57. Nov/Dec. [Spa]
• Summary: During the agricultural exercises of 1911-12,
the experiment station has continued its trials of this crop,
initiated the year before, with the results that have already
been published (see La Soja hispida y sus aplicaciones, by
the author, a brochure of 16 pages; Buenos Aires, 1912).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2021)
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concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Argentina (one of
three documents). The article ends with this line: “Cordoba,
July 1912.” Address: Chief of the Experiment Station,
attached to the School of Agriculture and Cattle Raising
of Cordoba, Argentina (Jefe de la Estación Experimental
anexa á la Escuela Nacional de Agricultura y Ganadería de
Córdoba).
3359. Plimmer, Robert Henry Aders. 1912-1913. The
chemical constitution of the proteins. 2nd ed. 2 vols. London
and New York: Longmans, Green and Co. 25 cm. Series:
Monographs on biochemistry. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: Part I: Analysis–The chemical composition of
the protein molecule. The chemical constitution of its units
(xii + 188 p.).
“Dedicated to Emil Fischer. The master of organic
chemistry in its relation to biology.” The General Preface
begins: “The subject of Physiological Chemistry, or
Biochemistry, is enlarging its borders to such an extent at
the present time, that no single text-book upon the subject,
without being cumbrous, can deal with it as a whole,...”
The Introduction notes (p. 1-2): “The proteins, of which
we know forty or fifty natural ones occurring in both animals
and plants, are divided according to their origin, solubility,
coagulability on heating and other physical characteristics”
into ten groups, including globulins, glutelins, gliadins,
phosphoproteins, etc.
Soy beans (although not in the index) are mentioned
in two tables: (1) Vegetable globulins (p. 56). The amino
acid composition of glycinin from the soy bean (based on
Osborne and Clapp 1907). (2) Composition of proteins in
foodstuffs by nitrogen distribution in seven groups (p. 66;
values for “Glycinin (Soy bean)” from Osborne and Harris
[1903]).
The front matter of Part II: Synthesis (xii + 107 p.) is
very similar to that of Part I. The Introduction (p. 1) states:
“A conception of the composition of a complex substance
must precede its synthesis.” Mulder’s ideas about protein
were “overthrown by the work of Liebig and his pupils.
Liebig was the first to recognise that the composition of
complex compounds could not be ascertained by elementary
analysis but only by the analysis of their decomposition
products. He was also the first to regard proteins as
combinations of amino acids, glycine, leucine and tyrosine,
were known to Liebig as decomposition products of proteins;
before his death in 1873 the number of units known had risen
to eight, and since that time the number has increased to
seventeen.”
“Up to the present time over two hundred polypeptides
have been synthesized, and a great number of the
simpler ones consist entirely of optically active units”
(p. 7). Discusses: The linking together of amino acids,
The polypeptides. The action of enzymes. Applications.
Determination of the structure of a protein. Soy is not

mentioned in Part II. Address: Asst. Prof. of Physiological
Chemistry in, and fellow of, University College, London.
3360. Yabuta, Teijiro. 1912-1913. On koji acid, a new
organic acid formed by Aspergillus oryzae. Eighth
International Congress of Applied Chemistry 25:455-62.
Held 4-13 Sept. 1912 in Washington, DC, and New York. [1
ref. Eng]
• Summary: Volume 25 (of 29 volumes total) is “Appendix:
Section I to Section Ve.” Contents: Introduction. Isolation of
koji acid. The copper salt. The acetyl derivative. The benzoyl
derivatives (di- and tetra-benzoate).
The 1st page begins: “Dr. K. Saito * has recently
isolated a new organic acid from Aspergillus oryzae. * =
Footnote: K. Saito. The Botanical Magazine (Tokyo). Vol.
XXI, No. 249 [Oct. 1907].
Note: There is no article by Saito in issue No. 249 of
The Botanical Magazine.
On the last page (p. 462) we read: “Different culture
media behave also differently upon the production of this
acid. Thus, the latter is produced when the aspergillus has
grown on certain cereals, such as maize wheat, barley,
rye, oats and italian millet, but not on leguminous peas as
peas, beans, horse beans, broad beans, soja beans, Indian
beans, black beans, quaial beans, etc.” Address: College of
Agriculture, Imperial Univ., Tokyo.
3361. Manchuria Daily News. 1912-1940s. Serial/periodical.
Dalian, China (Manchuria): Tamura Kaichiro. 57 cm. [Eng]*
• Summary: This newspaper began in 1908 as an Englishlanguage column in Manshu Nichinichi Shinbun. Has
supplements: Manchurian Month, Manchuria.
3362. Product Name: [Soyap].
Foreign Name: Soyap.
Manufacturer’s Name: Firma Zinnert.
Manufacturer’s Address: Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
Ingredients: Soybeans.
New Product–Documentation: Neumann, Hermann. 1912.
“Die Sojabohne, ihre Bedeutung für den gesunden und
kranken Menschen und ihre Verwertungsform [The soybean,
its significance for people in good and poor health, and the
forms in which it is used].” Zeitschrift für Physikalische und
Diaetetische Therapie (Leipzig) 16:129-51. See p. 141-42.
After feeding Soyap to 6 diabetics, the author concluded:
“1. Soyap, with one exception, was well accepted. 2. Soyap
never causes an increase in blood sugars. 3. In those with
weak bowels, Soyap causes much diarrhea (like puree of
peas?). 4. As a food, Soya is unfortunately still somewhat
expensive.”
3363. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hashimoto Tofu-ya.
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Manufacturer’s Address: 87 Jap Alley, Sacramento,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 53. Also in 1913, p. 58–at 87 Japanese
Alley. Note: Okamoto Tofu-ya was at this address in 1911
(Directory entry p. 45).
3364. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hashimura Tofu-ten.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1620 Park St., Alameda,
California. Phone: Alameda 3092.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 38. Note: Hieda Tofu-ya was at this
address in 1909 (Directory entry p. 29), and Mizoda Tofu-ya
in 1911.
3365. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Higashiuma (Toouma?) Tofu-ten.
Manufacturer’s Address: 522 Jackson St., Seattle,
Washington. Phone: A1697.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 188. Note: This may have been one of the
three un-named Japanese tofu shops in Seattle in 1909 and
1910.
3366. Ito, Teiji. 1912. Shôyu jôzô-yô genryô ni tsuite (2) [On
the raw materials used in brewing shoyu. II.]. Nippon Jozo
Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 7(1):610. [Jap]
Address: Hiroshima Zeimu Kantoku Gishu.
3367. Ito, T. 1912. Yo no kôan ni kakaru nyûsan ôyô shôyu
oyobi tamari jôzô ippô [On the application of lactic acid to
shoyu and tamari brewing]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of
the Society of Brewing, Japan) 7(10):21-24. [Jap]
Address: Hiroshima Zeimu Kantoku Kyoku Gishi.
3368. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kajikawa Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 186, Oxnard,
California. Phone: Home 236.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 121. Note: This may have been one of the
two un-named Japanese tofu shops in Oxnard in 1910.
3369. Product Name: Shoyu.

Manufacturer’s Name: Kawazui.
Manufacturer’s Address: Waipahu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory
of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1912. p. 392.
“Kawazui, soy, Waipahu.” Not listed in 1911.
3370. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kimura Tofu-ten. Renamed Kimura
Tofu-ya by 1913.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1521 C St. So., Tacoma,
Washington. Phone: A 2425.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 190. Also in 1913, p. 219. However the
company name is now Kimura Tofu-ya and the address has
changed slightly to 1519 South C [St].
3371. Kinoshita, Asakichi. 1912. Shôyu “kabi” dome sôchi
[An apparatus for preventing mold growth on shoyu].
Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing,
Japan) 7(12):12-17. [Jap]
3372. Kinoshita, Asakichi. 1912. Shôyu hiire ni tsuite [On
the pasteurization of shoyu]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J.
of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 7(6):36-43. [Jap]
3373. Kinoshita, Asakichi. 1912. Shôyu jôzô-yô iri-mugi no
funsai [On the shattering or pulverizing of roasted wheat for
making shoyu]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society
of Brewing, Japan) 7(3):20-24. [Jap]
Address: Japan.
3374. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kitayama, Hayashi Tofu-ten.
Manufacturer’s Address: 509A 7th Ave. So., Seattle,
Washington. Phone: Ind 2222.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 188. Note: This may have been one of the
three un-named Japanese tofu shops in Seattle in 1909 and
1910.
3375. Kochi, Genichiro. 1912. Shôyu jôzô ni kansuru
danpen-teki kenkyû (I) [Fragmentary studies on shoyu
brewing. I.]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of
Brewing, Japan) 7(7):31-37. [Jap]
3376. Product Name: [Soybean Oil, Soybean Meal].
Foreign Name: Daizu Abura, Daizu Kasu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kodera Bean Mill.
Manufacturer’s Address: Dairen, Manchuria.
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Date of Introduction: 1912.
Ingredients: Soybeans.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Shaw, Norman. 1911. “The
Soya Bean of Manchuria:...” p. 21-24. “There are now at
Newchwang one Japanese hydraulic mill (the Kodera, which
may open a branch at Dairen),...”
Furusawa, J. 1921. “Present and future of bean milling
industry in Manchuria.” Light of Manchuria No. 16. p.
1-10. Dec. 1. “Then came the Russo-Japanese War [19041905], and not a few Japanese visitors to Manchuria became
interested in this industry. On the close of the war, Mr. F.
Kodera, now on the directorate of the Kodera Bean Mill,
Dairen, founded a bean mill worked by hydraulic pressure
at Yingkow. He was the first Japanese to start mechanical
milling in South Manchuria.” “The Kodera Mill, at Yingkou,
[later] erected another factory at Dairen.”
3377. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Konno Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1216C 3rd St., Sacramento,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 53. Note: Tomita Tofu-ya was at this
address in 1911 (Directory entry p. 29).
3378. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Matsumura Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 602 N. 6th St., San Jose,
California. Phone: S.J. 3512.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 135. Also in 1913, p. 164. Also in 1914, p.
167. But the phone is now 3657.
3379. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Murata Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 41, Moneta, California.
Phone: A2766.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 118. Also in 1913, p. 136. Note: Moneta is
near Gardena and Norwalk, directly south of Los Angeles.
3380. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nabejima Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 257½ 54th St., Ogden, Utah.
Phone: 1089Y.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.

1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 154. Also in 1913, p. 117. Address is now
257 24th St. They also sell liquor–in Utah! Also in 1914, p.
183. Address is now 256½ 24th St. Phone: 2301-W.
3381. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nakamura.
Manufacturer’s Address: Haleiwa, P.O. Waialua, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory
of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1912. p. 528.
“Nakamura, soy, Waialua, P.O. Haleiwa” [Oahu, Hawaiian
Islands]. Not listed in 1911.
Note: Is this Nakamura related to Nakamori in Waialua,
P.O. Haleiwa, in the 1913 directory.
3382. Nishimura, Torazô. 1912. Shôyu oyobi miso ni
kansuru kenkyû seiseki hôkoku [Results of studies on shoyu
and miso]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of
Brewing, Japan) 7(4):1-8; 7(5):5-14; 7(6):16-24. [Jap]
3383. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nomitsu Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 632 N. 6th St., San Jose,
California. Phone: S.J. 3379.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 135. Also in 1913, p. 164. Also in 1914, p.
167. But the phone number is now S.J. 786. Also in 1919, p.
110. But the phone number is now “San Jose 786.” Also in
1920, p. 119. Also in 1921, p. 130. Also in 1922, p. 119. But
the address is now 615 N. 6th St. No phone number is given.
Also in 1923, p. 138. But the address is now 635 N. 6th St.
Still no phone. Also in 1925, p. N-113. Still no phone. Also
in 1926, p. N-116.
Also in 1930, p. 115.
Timothy J. Lukes and Gary Y. Okihiro. 1985. Japanese
legacy: Farming and community life in California’s Santa
Clara Valley. p. 22-23. A map titled “San Jose Nihonmachi”
shows Nomitsu Tofu located on 6th St, 4 doors from Taylor
Street.
3384. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Oogushi Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 319 Jackson St., Los Angeles,
California. Phone: A2766.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 115. Note: Hashii Tofu-ya was at this
address in 1911 (Directory entry p. 91).
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3385. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Oouchida Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 79 Jap Alley, Sacramento,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 53. Note: Oouchi (Ohuchi) Tofu-ya was at
this address in 1911 (Directory entry p. 45).
3386. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Pack (Y.O.).
Manufacturer’s Address: Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1912. p. 566. “Pack,
Y.O., soy, rear 541 S. Beretania [Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaiian
Islands]. Residence: Same.” Not listed in 1911.
3387. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sakamoto Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1675 Sutter St., San Francisco,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 17. Note: Aramachi Tofu-ya was at this
address in 1909 (Directory entry p. 14), and in 1911 was
named Sasaki Tofu-ya (p. 17).
3388. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Shomi (Komi? / Omi?) Tofu-ten.
Manufacturer’s Address: 119 E. Lafayette St., Stockton,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 80. Also in 1913, p. 90. Also in 1914, p.
61. Note: This may have been the un-named Japanese tofu
shop in Stockton in 1910 (p. 178) and/or 1911 (p. 157).
3389. Product Name: Solite (Liquid Water-based Paint
Containing Soy Protein. Also named Solight).
Manufacturer’s Name: Solite Manufacturing Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Dairen, Manchuria.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Hoshino, Tokuji. 1920.
Economic history of Manchuria. Seoul, Chosen: Bank of
Chosen. x + 303 p. See p. 144-45. “Two novel uses of soya
beans have been discovered by Mr. Suzuki of the Central
Laboratory of the South Manchuria Railway Company.
The one is the making from it of a new sort of paint, named
solight,... A joint-stock company was established in Dairen
to manufacture these articles in 1912, and it is now doing a

prosperous business. The merits of solight are enumerated
thus: it may be applied as it is; it dries quickly, that is, in
about half an hour; it has no bad odour like paint; its easy
combination with any colour; its cheapness.”
Sadakichi Satow. 1921. Tohoku Imperial University,
Technology Reports (Sendai, Japan) 2(2):1-124 (41-164).
Oct. p. 5. “Researches on oil and proteids extraction from
soy-bean.” “In Japan, a new use of the soy-bean meal for the
purpose of a water-color paint called ‘Solite’ was discovered
by Mr. Y. Suzuki. This consists in subjecting the soy-bean
meal to fermentation, mixing caustic lime with the meal, and
thus causing the disintegration of fibrous material through
fermentation and making the whole mass homogeneous.”
It can also be used as a nutritious food called “Legumon.”
Note 1. This is the world’s earliest known commercial soy
protein product–i.e., one made with soy protein isolates
or concentrates; it is an industrial product. Note 2. This is
the earliest known commercial soy product (with a brand
name) made in Manchuria. Note 3. This is the earliest known
commercial water-based paint made from soy protein.
Light of Manchuria. 1922. No. 17. p. 2-24, 29-31. Jan.
1. “Central Laboratory of South Manchuria Railway Co.
I. Its history. II. Results of work. V. Beans and products.”
Includes a discussion of Solite water based paint containing
soy protein. “It is being manufactured and sold at the Solite
Manufacturing Co., Dairen.”
H. Komatsu. 1922. Light of Manchuria. No. 23. p. 2027. July 1. “Tantalus from bean oil.” The author is Works
Mgr., Dairen Solite Co. Ltd., Dairen, Manchuria. Thus the
Solite Co. was in business by July 1922.
South Manchuria Railway Co. 1926. “Soya beans in
Manchuria.” Dairen: SMRC Agricultural Office. 40 p. Nov.
See p. 17-18. Solite is a water-based paint, invented by Mr.
T. Suzuki and manufactured and sold by the Dairen Solite &
Co. until a few years ago.
South Manchuria Railway Co. 1937. Bean oil industry in
Manchuria. p. 24. “Bean cake in manufacturing liquid paint.
The Solite is a paint produced by mixing the protein content
of [soy]beans with lime. It was invented by Mr. Yosei Suzuki
and was manufactured and sold by the Solite Company at
Dairen. The future of this industry is believed to be a hopeful
one.”
Contemporary Manchuria 1937. “Bean Oil Industry in
Manchuria.” p. 33. Note: Most soy-based paints used soy oil,
but this one uses soy protein.
3390. Product Name: Tantalus (Waterproofing Material
Made from Soybean Oil. Also named Tantalse).
Manufacturer’s Name: Solite Manufacturing Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Dairen, Manchuria.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Hoshino, Tokuji. 1920.
Economic history of Manchuria. Seoul, Chosen: Bank of
Chosen. x + 303 p. See p. 144-45. “Two novel uses of soya
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beans have been discovered by Mr. Suzuki of the Central
Laboratory of the South Manchuria Railway Company.
The one is the making from it of a new sort of paint, named
solight, and the other, a chemical composition called
tantalse, which imparts its waterproof characteristic to the
cement, mortar, or concrete with which it is mixed, or to
paint upon which it is applied. A joint-stock company was
established in Dairen to manufacture these articles in 1912,
and it is now doing a prosperous business.”
H. Komatsu. 1922. Light of Manchuria. No. 23. p. 2027. July 1. “Tantalus from Bean Oil.” Tantalus is a substance
used for waterproofing mortar, cement, or concrete,
developed from soybean oil by Mr. T. [or Yosei] Suzuki, then
in the service of the South Manchuria Railway Co.
Contemporary Manchuria 1937. “Bean Oil Industry
in Manchuria.” p. 26. “Waterproof Material. Mr. Yosei
Suzuki, noticing that the aluminum soap of fatty acid has a
waterproofing quality, invented an aluminum soap made of
bean oil and named it Tantalus. It was manufactured until
recently by the Solite Company at Dairen and its future
seems to be interesting.”
3391. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, [Miscellaneous
Publications]. 1912. Soy bean (Glycine hispida).
Unnumbered. *
Address: Bureau of Plant Industry.
3392. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yaoya (Tofu-ya).
Manufacturer’s Address: 370 8th St., Oakland, California.
Phone: A5599 (Home).
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 29. Note: Shigemoto Tamekichi Tofu-ya
was at this address in 1911 (Directory entry p. 27).
3393. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yasunobu Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: Care Meiji Riyokan [Ryokan],
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 153.
3394. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yonemura Tofu-ten.
Manufacturer’s Address: 184 E. 14th St., Riverside,
California. Phone: Home 236.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 122. Also in 1913, p. 142–but now named

Yonemura Tofu-ya. Phone: Home 1887. Note: This may
have been one of the two un-named Japanese tofu shops in
Riverside in 1910.
3395. Agricultural J. of Egypt (Cairo). 1912. The soya bean.
1(2):114-15. Summarized by the Bulletin of the Imperial
Institute. 1912. p. 668.
• Summary: “In part I of this Journal (p. 17) we drew
attention to the value of the Soya bean and to its suitability
for cultivation in Egypt. Since then it has been grown
experimentally at the Horticultural Division, Giza, by Mr.
[Thomas] Brown, whose report on the subject is here printed
in full, as it shows the possibility of the successful cultivation
of the Soya bean in Egypt; the experiment was, however,
not made under field conditions, being manured and watered
more than would otherwise be possible, and the area planted
was too small to justify forming definite conclusions.”
“’The Soya beans were dried and threshed. They were
sown on June 24th [1911] and removed from the ground on
September 30th. They occupied the ground 99 days. They
were sown in packets 30 cm. apart on the sides of ridges
about 70 cm. apart. Three to four seeds were sown in each
pocket about 3 cm. deep. The young plants were thinned so
as to leave only two at each point. Quantity of seeds used:–
Eltum [sic, Elton], 15.5 kilos. per feddan. Morse, 16.5 kilos.
per feddan. Medium Yellow, 9.5 kilos. per feddan. In the
case of the last named the seed is smaller in size than in the
case of the others. Soil, rather heavy black loam.” The actual
area sown of each variety was 162 square meters and the
actual quantity produced was: Medium Yellow 16 kg, Morse
14.5 kg, Eltum 13.5 kg. “The trial shows that the plant will
succeed as a summer crop.” Note 1. This document contains
the second earliest date seen for soybeans in Egypt, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Egypt (24 June 1911).
Note 2. Shuang Wen (2017, p. 15) states: “Before
Brown’s posting to Egypt, he had been a gardener at the
Royal Botanic Gardens in Kew and Head Gardener to the
Moroccan Sultan, designing and laying out palace gardens
in Fez. He was also a Fellow of the Linnean Society of
London.”
3396. Aki Shokai (Aki Co., Inc. (The)). 1912. The Aki Co.
(Ad). In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook. No. 8]. p. [C-41]. [Eng; jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). The top ¼ of this ad is given
in English. This company sells various goods including (in
Japanese) miso and shoyu [soy sauce]. The company also
has a Fresno branch at 1505 Kern St., Fresno, California.
An illustration shows the face of a Tengu, a long-nosed
mythological creature or goblin. Mock Joya (1960, p. 523)
states: “The Tengu is the most widely feared of traditional
superhuman monsters. It is known to abduct young women,
kidnap little children, and do other mischief but at the same
time, much superhuman power of punishing the bad and
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helping the good is attributed to it.” It is part bird and part
human, and is able to fly at terrific speeds. “It is dressed in
a costume similar to that worn by yamabushi or mountain
Buddhist priests... All Tengu live in high wooded mountains,
far from villages.”
This ad also appears in the 1913 yearbook. Address:
1122-1130 4th St., Sacramento, California (P.O. Box 258).
3397. Bell, H.T. Montague; Woodhead, Henry George
Wandesforde. eds. 1912. China year book. Shanghai, China:

North China Daily News & Herald. Index.
22 cm.
• Summary: In Chinese, the title of this book
is Chung-hua nien-chien. In the chapter on
“Products–Agricultural” is a long section
titled “Beans and beancake” (p. 42-44) based
largely on: Shaw, Norman. 1911. “The soya
bean of Manchuria.” Shanghai, Statistical
Department, Inspectorate General of
Customs. China Imperial Maritime Customs.
II. Special Series No. 31. 32 p.
In Chapter 22 on “Religions” are sections
on Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism,
Mohammedanism, Judaism, and Christianity
(p. 397-403). Under Buddhism we read that
in China: “If Buddhism exists anywhere in
the country as a pure faith, it will be only in
some of the great monasteries (Johnston, R.F.
1912. Lion and Dragon in Northern China.
London: John Murray), and even in these the
monkhood is almost entirely a degenerate
class. As a so-called religion of the people
it is hardly distinguishable from Taoism,
whose deities it has had to borrow in order
to popularize its own temples. Its hold on
the people is restricted mainly to beliefs and
ceremonies connected with death and burial.
“... Tibet is now the centre of the Buddhist
world,... the purer ethics of Buddhism have
been swallowed up by what is generally
styled Lamaism... The spiritual and temporal
government of the country is nominally
shared between the Dalai Lama (at the
Potala, Lhasa), the Supreme Pontiff of
Buddhism, and the Tashi Lama in TashiLunpo, but there has been a tendency” for
the present Dalai Lama “to concentrate both
spiritual and temporal power in his own
hands.
“As Tibetan affairs have figured
prominently during the past few years in
Chinese history, the following account
of the Dalai Lama is given here.” “The
present Dalai Lama is the 13th holder of the
Supreme Pontiff of Buddhism, the spiritual
and temporal ruler of the greater part of Tibet.” Describes
the process by which he was chosen. “... not one of the four
predecessors of the present Dalai Lama reached maturity. He
is now 35 to 36 years old (1911),... On the approach of the
Younghusband expedition of 1904 the Dalai Lama fled from
Lhasa and made his way to Urga in the north of Mongolia.”
He continued his flight for 5 years, until 25 Dec. 1909, when
he returned to Lhasa.
Note: Francis Younghusband was a British Army
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Officer. In 1899 he and a small escort of Gurkha soldiers
(from Nepal and North India) surveyed the uncharted region
of the Hunza valley and the Khunjerab pass. Having become
a Major, he served as the British Commissioner to Tibet
from 1902 to 1904. In 1903-04 he led a mission to Tibet as a
result of disputes over the Sikkim-Tibet border. The mission
controversially became a de facto invasion and British
forces occupied Lhasa. During this brutal campaign, on the
way to Lhasa, Younghusband slaughtered 1,300 Tibetans in
Gyangzê. The British force was supported by King Ugyen
Wangchuck of Bhutan, who was knighted in return for his
services.
At the time of the Dalai Lama’s return, “Chinese troops
had entered Eastern Tibet and were on their way to Lhasa.
On January 20, 1910, a small fight took place between
Chinese and Tibetans at Chiamdo, and on February 12
a force of 40 Chinese mounted troops and 200 infantry
arrived in Lhasa. The same evening the Dalai Lama fled
to India,” then reached Darjiling [Darjeeling] on the 27th.
“An imperial edict was issued in Peking deposing the Dalai
Lama and ordering steps to be taken for the appointment of a
successor. The decree, however, has remained a dead letter,
and it may be doubted whether Lamaism will tolerate a new
‘Living Buddha’ during the lifetime of another. Moreover the
revolutionary outbreak in China at the end of 1911 caused
the Peking government to relax its hold on Tibet, and it was
anticipated that the Dalai Lama would seek to improve the
opportunity by making an attempt to regain his power.”
Address: 1. B.A., formerly editor of the “North-China Daily
News”; 2. M.J.I., Editor of the “Peking and Tientsin Times”.
3398. Beltzer, Francis J.-G. 1912. Industries du lactose et de
la caséine végétale du soja [Industries producing lactose and
soy vegetable casein]. Paris: Librairie Bernard Tignol. 144
p. Undated. (Bibliotheque des Actualites Industrielles, No.
144). [17 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Part 1: The lactose industry
(p. 9-95; 4 chapters). Part II: Vegetable milk, vegetable
casein, and products from soybean seeds. Introduction.
1. Vegetable milk (Le lait végétal; soymilk), microscopic
examination of vegetable milk. 2. Vegetable cheese (Le
fromage végétal; tofu). 3. Industrial uses of vegetable casein,
proximate analysis of soybean seeds, quantity and dosage
determination, the price of soybeans, price of recovery of
vegetable casein, industrial production of vegetable casein,
cleaning the soybeans, extraction of soy oil, extraction of soy
casein. 4. Plan and installation of a factory for processing
(10 tons/day of) whole soybeans [to make industrial
vegetable casein], estimate and specifications for special
materials, general materials, the buildings, price of recovery
of vegetable casein, industrial uses of vegetable casein.
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) Microscopic view
of soymilk globules. (2) Microscopic view of soya bean
tegument (exterior). (3) Schematic drawings (cross section

and overview) of a factory for making vegetable casein.
Matagrin (1939, p. v) states that with this book, Francis
G. Beltzer, a practical chemist, became a major force in
visualizing new industrial uses for the soybean in the West.
The Preface notes that in Indochina, vegetable milk and
vegetable cheese made from the soybean form the base of the
people’s nutrition. Cow’s milk is largely unknown, and the
people raise and nourish their children largely with soymilk.
Tofu serves equally for the current nourishment of the poor
(p. 6).
The Introduction (p. 101-07) notes that soy protein
is a globulin, called glycinin or vegetable casein (caséine
végétale). Osborne & Clapp submitted this substance to
acid hydrolysis and found its composition, which is very
rich in glutamic acid (p. 102). Soy flour (farine de Soja)
contains little starch but a large amount of nitrogenous
materials, similar to gluten; it is widely used in making
bread for diabetics. It can also be used as the basis of foods
that are rich in protein and very nutritious, as for colonial or
European troops (p. 103).
Soy sauce (Soja fermenté) is made in Japan from a
mixture of soy and wheat (koji). The number of brewers
(brasseurs) of soy sauce exceeds 12,000 in the entire
Japanese Empire, furnishing more than 2,500,000 hectoliters
of this condiment (p. 103).
A Chinese factory has been founded on the outskirts of
Paris (at Vallées, near Colombes) for the production soybased food products (produits alimentaires à base de soja).
This factory currently makes Caséo-sojaïne [tofu] and the
following food products: Soy flour (Farine de soja), soy
bread (Pain de soja), soy sauce (Sauce de soja), soymilk
(Lait de soja), fermented soymilk (Lait de soja fermenté),
soy cheese [tofu] (Fromage de soja), soy confections
(Confitures de soja), etc. The Journal, in its issue of 9 Jan.
1911, under the title “Une usine chinoise fonctionee dans la
banlieue parisienne [A Chinese factory is operating on the
outskirts of Paris]” gives some details (p. 106).
In our colonies in Indo-China, the indigenous people
have long prepared soymilk, tofu, and several other foods.
Soymilk is used like regular milk for feeding babies. Soy
cheese, when cooked, is analogous to gruyere cheese; fresh
soy cheese resembles our goat cheese. Many Europeans
are now preoccupied with making the best of the abundant
nutritive principles found in the soybean. One can eat green
vegetable soybeans (Les fruits verts) like green peas (pois
verts). In Annam and Japan a sauce is also made from
soybeans; its use has spread from East Asia just like that of
tofu (fromage végétal) (p. 107).
The introduction into Europe and France of soyfoods
(aliments retirés du Soja), especially soymilk and tofu, will
enable us to combat periods of scarcity of animal milk and
periods when the prices of certain foods are high. Will the
substitution of vegetable casein for milk casein enable us to
likewise conserve milk for food use instead of delivering it to
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industry? (p. 107).
Chapter one, “Soymilk” (p. 108-13), discusses the work
of the Japanese chemist T. Katayama (1906) with soymilk
and notes that it can be homogenized and condensed.
Illustrations show a microscopic view of the globules of
soymilk and of okara. The absence of starch in soybeans is a
very positive characteristic.
Chapter two, “Tofu” (p. 114-18), notes that in CochinChina, calcium sulfate is called Tchack-kao, and there are
three main varieties of tofu: (1) The fermented variety, which
is gray or yellow in color, has a piquant taste and resembles
Roquefort cheese. (2) The white salted variety resembles
goat’s cheese. (3) The baked (cuite) or smoked variety
resembles gruyere cheese and keeps as well as the salted
variety.
Chapter three, “Industrial uses of vegetable casein”
(p. 119-32), observes that the oil in soybeans must first be
removed by pressing or extraction. A table (p. 120) gives the
chemical composition of soybeans from Laos and Cochin
China, Tonkin, and China and Manchuria. They contain
17.64 to 18.28% oil. In Indochina a food which Beltzer
calls La caséine végétale en lames (“vegetable casein in
sheets” = yuba) has a rather high oil content–about 2528%. There follows a section (p. 126-32) which contains
details on industrial production of soy casein. Chapter four,
“Design and installation of a factory for processing soybeans
into industrial vegetable casein,” describes each piece of
equipment and its cost, itemizes the costs of general and
special materials plus, buildings and working capital. Also
includes a detailed schematic diagram (p. 136-37) with three
production lines, and both top and side views. Finally, it
lists expenses, income, and profit (p. 139). The last section,
applications of industrial vegetable casein, includes paints,
paper coatings, silk and artificial textiles, Galalith, and
waterproofing of textiles and straw hats. The book contains
no bibliography, few footnotes, and no mention of the
work of Li Yu-ying–from whom the author appears to have
borrowed much.
Note: Although this book is undated, all major sources
(except a Seattle Public Library bibliography) give its date
as 1912. Address: Ingenieur-Chemiste-Expert, Professeur de
Chimie Industrielle.

begins (p. 202): “Many kinds of plants are put into the
silo but corn is generally used. “It is the practice of some,
especially farther south, to mix the corn with some other
crop, such as cow peas and soy beans...”
Note 1. No other mention of soy beans was seen in the
these biennial reports for the term ending June 30, 1910
(11th); the term ending June 30, 1912 (12th); the term ending
June 30, 1914 (13th); the term ending June 30, 1916 (14th).
Note 2. This periodical is cited by HathiTrust as:
Public documents of the state of North Dakota, being the
annual and biennial reports of various public officers and
institutions to Governor and Legislative Assembly.
3400. Boname, P. 1912. Soja [Soybeans]. Ile Maurice
(Mauritius), Station Agronomique, Rapport Annuel For the
year 1911. p. 22-23. Also titled Bulletin No. 26. Englishlanguage summary in Philippine Agriculturist and Forester
2:103-04 (1912). Also in Bulletin of the Imperial Institute.
1912. p. 668. [Fre]
• Summary: Trials made with soy beans in Mauritius during
1911 did not give satisfactory results. If sown as early as
May or June, the plants suffer from the effects of cyclones,
typhoons, and torrential rains, whereas, if sown later in
the year, they are liable to attack by the “haricot fly” or
“bean fly” (Agromyza), and to destruction by birds and
small animals, such as hares. Address: Directeur, Station
Agronomique, Ile Maurice.
3401. Bradbury, Frederick. 1912. History of Old Sheffield
Plate: Being an account of the origin, growth, and decay of
the industry... London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd. xiii + 539 p.
See ix, p. 197, 271. Illust. General index. Index to marks. 30
cm. [25* ref]

3399. Biennial Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture
and Labor to the Governor of North Dakota. 1912. Silage.
12:201-07. For the term ending June 30, 1912.
• Summary: This section is part of the “Report of the Dairy
Commissioner.” Contents: Introduction. Kinds of crops
to grow for the silo. The economy of the silo. Silage a
wholesome feed. When to cut corn for the silo. The size to
cut corn. Cost of filling the silo. Amount of help needed and
rate of filling the silo. Feeding the silage. The advantages of
the silo. Corn silage and alfalfa hay as a ration.
The section titled “Kinds of crops to grow for the silo”
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• Summary: This is a very interesting and original book,
with much new information about and photos of early soy
cruets and soy frames. In the 1740s craftsmen in Sheffield,
England (long known for its cutlery and metalwork),
invented the process for making articles from silver plated
on copper by fusion; this process is much older than electroplating. Before that all such articles were made from pure
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119; various spaces were pierced on its edge).
(2) “Small 2-bottle Soy Frame, by D. Holy, Wilkinson &
Co. Date 1787.”
(3) “Small 3-bottle Soy Frame, with green bottles
ornamented with gold, by N. Smith & Co. Date 1803.”
(4) “Round 6-bottle Soy Frame, by Richard Morton.
Date 1776.” Note: This is the earliest date seen (Sept. 2003)
for a soy frame or soy cruets.
(5) “7-bottle Oval Soy or Cruet Frame, by T. Law & Co.
Date 1792.”
(6) “3-bottle Cruet or Soy Frame Combination, with
plated Mustard Pot, by N. Smith & Co. Date 1789.” (p. 27173).
(7) “Illustrated designs [two] from catalogues, about
1778. The Soy Frames. The property of T. Bradbury & Sons”
(p. 404). Address: Sheffield, England.

silver. Two early products were metal “soy frames” and cruet
frames,” used for holding cruets–which are cut glass bottles
that usually hold oil, vinegar, soy [sauce], liquor, etc. for use
at the dining table.
The section titled “Sale room values of Old Sheffield
Plate” states (p. 184) that as of 1912: “Cruet and liquor
frames are not in request, but small soy frames from the
Adam period [ca. 1770-1790] are much sought after.”
A complete list of Old Sheffield plated wares
manufactured by the firm of Watson & Bradbury between the
years 1788 and 1815, with original descriptions taken from
the company’s pattern book, includes (p. 196-97): “Cruet
frames”–485 different patterns. Note: this is the single most
popular type of pattern / item. “Soy frames”–84 different
patterns.” This one firm made a total of 570 different patterns
of soy frames and glass cruets.”
The section titled “Cruet frames and soy frames”
(p. 271-73), which contains various superb illustrations,
states: “The soy frames and cruet frames–with their many
combinations and varieties of patterns, are sufficiently
illustrated here to give a very fair general idea of the
different fashions and requirements of this branch of the
industry. The name soy is borrowed from the French [sic, the
Japanese], and signifies sauce.” (p. 271).
Black-and-white illustrations show: (1) A punching and
piercing machine, with a “soy frame base” after piercing (p.

3402. Capus, G.; Boise, D. 1912. Les produits coloniaux:
Origine, production, commerce [Colonial products: Origin,
production, and commerce]. Paris: Librairie Armand Colin.
xvi + 687 p. See p. 113-15, 340. Illust. Index. 19 cm. [193*
ref. Fre]
• Summary: In the chapter on “Vegetables” is a section titled
“Soybeans” (Le Soya ou Soja) (p. 113-15), which gives basic
information and contains a large (non-original) illustration of
a soybean plant by Thiebault. In Japan, soybean are used to
make a sauce or condiment called shoyu (Sho-yu).
In the chapter on “Forage plants” is a short paragraph
(p. 340) on the “Soybean” (Le Soya) which states that it is a
precious legume for subtropical regions. Its stems and leaves
are very rich in nitrogenous materials, and therefore very
nourishing.
Also discusses: Peanuts (L’Arachide, p. 115-16, 28994, 337). Bambara groundnuts (Le Voandzou, p. 116).
Sesame seeds (Le Sésame, p. 298-301). Address: 1. Doctor
of Science, former Director General of Agriculture in
Indochina; 2. Asst. at the Museum of Natural History,
professor at the l’École coloniale. Both: Paris, France.
3403. Collins, S.H. 1912. Composition of the foods used
in the experiments. County of Northumberland, Education
Committee, Bulletin No. 17. p. 16-17. See also Gilchrist
1912.
• Summary: See D.A. Gilchrist (1912, p. 16-17) in this
same Bulletin. Address: Lecturer in Agricultural Chemistry,
Armstrong College, England.
3404. Davis, Nathan Smith, Jr. 1912. Food in health and
disease. 2nd ed. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: P. Blakiston’s
Son & Co. xii + 449 p. Illust.
• Summary: This book is an extensive and practical guide to
general dietetics. It discusses both vegetarian and fruitarian
diets. It is divided into two main parts: (1) General principles
of diet and diet in health; (2) Diet in disease. The author
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says that the preservation of health is as important as the
treatment of the sick. Nathan Smith Davis, Jr. lived 18581920. His father, Nathan S. Davis, lived 1817-1904. Chapter
5, “Quantity and kinds of food needed in health” contains a
section titled “Diet, Japanese” which states (p. 60): “The diet
of the Japanese has been carefully studied by competent men
of that country. Beef, mutton, pork and their products are
scarcely eaten and were not at all until very recently, but fish
is eaten by all who can afford it. The laborers in the country,
however, do not average a meal of fish oftener than twice
a month. They are vegetarians because they cannot afford
meat and fish. They derive the protein which they need from
cereals, beans and vegetables. Rice, barley and soy-beans
are the staple articles of food of all classes. Wheat, millet,
buckwheat and vegetables are also eaten but in smaller
quantities. Fish is the staple meat, though poultry and eggs
are eaten in small amounts and other meats in insignificant
quantities.”
On page 59, vegetarian and fruitarian diets are
compared.
Chapter 8, “Vegetable foods,” contains a section titled
“Peas and beans” (p. 117-18) with a table showing the
“Composition fresh and dried legumes compared with that
of other foods.” Among the dried legumes are: Soy beans,
lima beans, navy beans, frijoles, lentils, dried peas, cowpeas,
chick-pea, peanuts, and St. John’s bread (carob bean). Soy
beans have the highest protein content (34.0%). Peanuts have
the highest fat content (38.6%).
In Chapter 12, “Diet in disorders of nutrition,” in
the section on “Diabetes,” a table (p. 411-12) gives the
composition (carbohydrates and sugar, fat, protein) of
substitutes for flour products, including: Soya bread, gluten
bread, almond cakes, cocoanut, and peanut. Also mentions:
Sea kale (p. 119). Taka-diastase (p. 210).
Note: The first edition of this book is not listed at OCLC
(Sept. 2007). Address: Chicago, Illinois.
3405. Day, G.E. 1912. The professor of animal husbandry
and farm superintendent. Ontario Agricultural College and
Experimental Farm (Guelph), Annual Report 37:141-50. For
the year 1911. See p. 145-46.
• Summary: The section titled “Soya bean meal vs. bran”
(p. 145-46) states: “In this test [using 11 dairy cows] we
find that Soya Bean Meal gave a result almost identical with
Cottonseed Meal, and demonstrated the fact that Soya Bean
Meal is equal in feeding value to at least twice its weight of
bran.” A previous article states that this is defatted soy bean
meal, containing 2.1% crude fat. Address: B.S.A., Prof. of
Animal Husbandry, Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
3406. Dobbs, A.C. 1912. Report of the Imperial Agriculturist
for the year 1910-11. Report of the Agricultural Research
Institute and College, Pusa (India). For the year 1910-11. p.
20-25.

• Summary: On page 22, in the section titled “Cropping,”
we read: “Soybeans, obtained from Nagpur, yielded nearly
7 maunds per acre [1 maund = 82.28 lb], which is not
sufficient to pay for the cultivation and for the occupation of
the land for two seasons.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010)
that mentions the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute
(IARI) in connection with soybeans. It was founded in
1905 at Pusa, and was later renamed the Indian Agricultural
Research Institute. A search on Google Books (Advanced)
for “Indian Agricultural Research Institute” and (soya or
soyabean or soyabeans) from 1905 to 1955 gets 7 hits /
results; the earliest is dated 1940, when the main focus of
research was on the soyabean as a fodder crop. Address:
B.A., Asst. Inspector General of Agriculture, Agricultural
Research Inst. and College, Pusa, India.
3407. Fairchild, David. 1912. Plant introduction for the
plant breeder. Yearbook of the United States Department of
Agriculture. p. 411-22. For the year 1911. See p. 416.
• Summary: The article begins: “It is now nearly two
centuries since the first successful attempt to hybridize plants
was made by an English gardener.”
The section titled “Extent of the work of the Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction” states: “To stimulate
this research and make it possible for a growing number of
enthusiasts to breed plants with intelligence, the Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction has been importing from
various parts of the world the wild relatives of our cultivated
plants and such promising wild forms as seem to offer a
chance for domestication.
“When one canvasses the whole world for the varieties
of one of our cultivated plants it is surprising to find how
many forms there are. In 1907, for example, when the
systematic work of bringing in soybean varieties for the
Office of Forage-Crop Investigations first began, there were
known in this country only 23 varieties. In a recent bulletin
of the Bureau of Plant Industry 300 are mentioned as having
been tested (Footnote: Piper & Morse. 1910. “The soy
bean: history, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 197. See p. 24). These forms
have been gathered since 1907 from the bazaars of oriental
villages or bought from peasants in Japan, India, China,
Siberia, Chosen (Korea), and the Dutch East Indies by
trained explorers, American consuls, missionaries, or special
correspondents.” Address: Agricultural Explorer in Charge of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction.
3408. Field (Henry) Seed Co. 1912. Annual seed catalog,
1912. The seeds that yield are sold by Field. Shenandoah,
Iowa. 84 p. See p. 32. Illust.
• Summary: The section on “Pasture and Meadow Mixtures”
(p. 32) contains this subsection: “Quick-Action Hog Pasture.
Not permanent, but intended for quick results where you
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wish to get lots of green feed as soon as possible for hogs
and calves, or where you have odd lots of ground which you
wish to put to use. Contains Barley, Field Peas, Rape and
such quick-coming annuals as will make luxuriant growth in
from six to eight weeks. Can be sown very early in the spring
and will be ready for pasture by the middle of May. For use
later in the season, especially for sowing in July and August
for fall pasture, we vary the mixture, using more cowpeas
and soybeans and sorghum. Price, 100 lbs., or over, 4½ cts.
per lb.; less amounts at 5¢ per lb.”
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/usdanurseryandseedcatalog
Note 2. This is the earliest seed catalog seen that
contains the word “soybeans.” The Field catalogs published
in 1913 and 1914 contain the same text. Address: 227 West
Washington St., Indianapolis.
3409. Gilchrist, Douglas A. 1912. Feeding experiments
with cattle and sheep, 1910-11. Soya cake. County of
Northumberland, Education Committee, Bulletin No. 17. p.
1-16. Summarized in Experiment Station Report, p. 767. See
also S.H. Collins 1912.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Feeding experiments with
cattle over eighteen months old, 1910-11 (12 cattle, at
Cockle Park): Test of feeding standards; results of feeding
decorticated cotton cake and soya cake. 1A. Results of
feeding a standard ration and a ration containing more
digestible albuminoids than the standard ration. 1B. Results
of feeding decorticated cotton cake and soya cake.
2. Feeding experiments with cattle just over six months
old (stirks), 1910-11:. Results of feeding decorticated cotton
cake and soya cake.
3. Feeding experiments with sheep in sheephouse, 191011: Trials of rations with and without roots; and of the value
of true albuminoids and total nitrogenous matter.
4. The feeding and value of digestible albuminoids,
and digestible amides, by T.R. Ferris (M.Sc., Armstrong
College). The construction of rations for farm live stock, by
T.R. Ferris.
5. Composition of foods used in the experiments, by
S.H. Collins (M.Sc., Lecturer in Agricultural Chemistry,
Armstrong College).
In these tests, decorticated cotton cake was compared
with soya cake. It was found that when a larger proportion
of protein was fed than called for by the Wolff-Lehmann
standard, somewhat faster gains were made but at less profit.
The section titled “Composition of the foods used in
the experiments,” by S.H. Collins states that the following
were fed to cattle and sheep in the 1910-11 experiments:
Meadow hay, straw, swedes (roots), bulky foods, soya
cake, decorticated cotton cake, Bombay cotton cake, and

concentrated foods. Concerning soya cake: “This cake is
repeating the past history of other cattle foods. As its novelty
wears off its cheapness and quality also diminish.” A table
gives the nutritional composition of the various foods.
For soya cake: Moisture: 10.89%. Oil: 5.88%. Amides:
-. Albuminoids: 41.81%. Carbohydrates: 31.34%. Fibre:
4.63%. Ash: 5.45%. Total: 100.00%. Nitrogen: 6.69%. Silica:
0.49%. Price per ton: £6 12s. 6d.
Note: Webster’s Dictionary defines stirk, a British word
first used before the 12th century, as “a young bull or cow
especially between one and two years old.” Address: Prof.,
Armstrong College, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, England (far
north).
3410. Giles, Herbert Allen. 1912. A Chinese-English
dictionary. 2nd ed., revised & enlarged. 2 vols. Shanghai,
China: Kelly & Walsh, Ltd.; London: Bernard Quaritch. 33 x
26 cm. Reprinted in 1964, 1978. [4 ref. Eng; chi]
• Summary: These two massive volumes, each weighing
about 9½ lb, contain more than 1,800 pages and 13,848
Chinese characters. Contents of Vol. I: Part I. By the
same author (25 books). Dedication. Preface. Extracts
from preface to first edition. Dialects (The romanized
pronunciation of each character is given in Cantonese,
Hakka, Foochow, Wênchow, Ningpo, Peking, Mid-China,
Yangchow, and Ssuch’uan {Szechwan} dialects, as well as in
Korean, Japanese, and Annamese, each being distinguished
by its initial letter). Tables: Insignia of official rank, the
family names, the Chinese dynasties, topographical, the
calendar, miscellaneous (the Chinese digits, the Chinese
decimal system). The 214 radicals. Radical index. Part II.
A Chinese-English dictionary (p. 1-1711, in two volumes).
Examples of soy-related characters:
Chiang (p. 149, No. 1220). “A soy made by mixing
salt with bean flour. Sauce.” Fourteen compounds using this
character are given, including: Bean sauce, soy. Pickled bean
curd. Bean sauce. Soy is of two kinds, the clear and the thick.
Dry relishes. Soy [sauce] colour–a dark reddish drab. He
won’t use money for vinegar to buy soy.
Ch’ih (p. 249, No. 1996). “Salted fruits, etc., dried and
used as relishes.” Four compounds incl.: Salted beans. Soy,
sauce.
Fu (p. 458, No. 3686). “Rotten; putrid; worthless.”
Eleven compounds and sayings include: Bean curd, see No.
11,417. Bean curd officials–a term of contempt applied to
certain of the poorer classes of official servants who are
compelled to feed largely on this cheap food. Also explained
as flabby or unenergetic officials. A Mongol name for
cheese. A kind of milk made from beans (milk + fu) [Note 1.
Probably fermented tofu].
Huang (p. 635, No. 5124). Yellow. Compounds: Yellow
beans.
Mao (p. 955, No. 7,679). “Hair, down, feather.” But the
word Maodou (“Hairy beans”) = edamame does not appear
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here.
Ta (p. 1,294-96, No. 10,470). “Great.” But the word
“Great bean” = soybean does not appear here.
Tou (p. 1,412, No. 11,417). “Beans; pulse.” See also No.
11,412. Thirty compounds, incl.: Bean-sprouts. Bean-curd. A
cheap restaurant (a bean-curd restaurant). Like making bean
curd–very tedious. A tongue like a knife, but a bean-curd
heart (soft). Bean-cake. Bean oil. Big bean, black bean, or
yellow bean = the soja or soya bean (Glycine hispida, Max.),
used for making bean-curd, soy, oil, etc. Ground-nuts.
Yu (p. 1,661, No. 13,409). “Oil, fat, grease.” 45
compounds incl. Oil, salt, soy, and vinegar = condiments
generally. Sesamum-seed oil. Linseed. Wood oil. An oil
factory. Oil dregs. But “bean-oil” = soybean oil does not
appear here.
Note 2 (see p. vii): Other earlier important Chinese
dictionaries are: Morrison (1819, English). Medhurst (1843,
English). Williams (1874, American). Giles (1892, English).
Giles lived 1845-1935.
Note 3. Unfortunately, the pronunciation of the
compounds is not given (as in Mandarin). Address: Prof.
of Chinese, Univ. of Cambridge, Cambridge, England; and
sometimes H.B.M. Consul at Ningpo.
3411. Giornale di Farmacia, di Chimica e di Scienze Affini
(J. of Pharmacy, Chemistry and Related Sciences) (Torino,
Italy). 1912. Sopra una reazione chromatica dell’olio di soja
[On a chromatic reaction of soya oil (Abstract)]. 61:495-96.
[1 ref. Ita]
• Summary: A summary of: Settimj, L. 1912. “Sopra una
reazione cromatica caratteristica dell’olio di soja [On a
chromatic or color reaction characteristic of soy oil”]. Annali
del Laboratorio Chimico Centrale delle Gabelle (Rome)
6:461-65. Note: This summary says that the author of the
original article was “L. Settimi.”
3412. Giornale di Farmacia, di Chimica e di Scienze Affini
(J. of Pharmacy, Chemistry and Related Sciences) (Torino,
Italy). 1912. Sull’llio di soja [On soybean oil (Abstract)].
61:210-11. [1 ref. Ita]
• Summary: An Italian-language summary of the following
German-language article: Matthes, H.; Dahle, A. 1911.
“Ueber Sojabohnenoel.” Archiv der Pharmazie 249(6):42435.
3413. Goodrich, Walter Francis. 1912. Modern destructor
practice. London: Charles Griffin and Co., Ltd.; Philadelphia:
J.B. Lippincott Co. xvi + 278 p. See p. 180. Illust. (With 116
illust. and 46 tables). 23 cm. [10+* ref]
• Summary: A destructor is a large incinerator or battery of
incinerators designed for sanitary refuse / waste disposal and
to produce low-cost power as a by-product using steam.
In the section on “The Far East” (Oriental countries),
table 24 titled “Report of the Shanghai Municipal Council

for year ending December 31, 1899...” (p. 180) shows the
percentage composition of Shanghai garbage among 15
categories each month for a year. A footnote concerning
organic matter states: “Includes cabbage leaves... putrid
meat, old shoes, fish and fowl entrails, fish heads and
bones, refuse from the manufacture of bean cakes [probably
okara] and Chinese sauce (soy), etc.” Address: Monmouth
Lodge, Watford. Associate of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers; Fellow of the Inst. of Sanitary Engineers, and
author of various books incl. Refuse Disposal and Power
Production.
3414. Haage & Schmidt. 1912. Haupt-Verzeichniss ueber
Samen und Pflanzen [General catalog of seeds and plants].
Erfurt, Germany. 284 p. 23 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: The front cover of this catalog has a new design
and some new text. In German, after Haage & Schmidt, is
written: Gärtnerei, Samenbau, Samenhandlung (“Gardeners,
Seed Producers, and Seed Dealers”). The French text (in an
oval below the German text) is the same. The illustration at
the bottom of the front cover shows a basket of flowers on
a table surrounded by many vegetables. The illustration on
the back cover is also new, showing new large buildings and
greenhouses. The entry for soybeans (p. 27) is similar except
that several prices have changed slightly, two varieties of
soybeans are now sold in 100 kg quantities (Yellow for
150 marks and Giant Yellow for 162 marks), and one more
variety, “Extra Early from Podolia” is no longer available.
Address: Erfurt, Germany.
3415. Halsted, Byron D.; Groth, B.H.A.; Owen, E.J.;
Robinson, M.; Groth, M. 1912. Report of the Botanical
Department. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 32:311-399. For the year ending Oct.
31, 1911. See p. 360-80.
• Summary: In the section titled “A study of the hypocotyl”
(p. 360-80), the soy bean (variety Ito San) is discussed at
length. “The hypocotyl in dicotyledonous plants... is that
portion of the initial stem that is located between the root
system and the stem system of the plant... At the upper
extremity it bears the two seed-leaves and the plumule, that
is, the seed bud that unfolds into the true stem and leaves.” In
the Ito San, the stout hypocotyl usually attains its full length
in 10 days.
Page 374 describes hypocotyls of the Ito San soy bean,
grown in a greenhouse, and first measured on 24 May 1911.
A photo (opposite p. 374) shows “Hypocotyls of mutilated
seedlings. The upper row shows soy bean seedlings, normal
at 1; a half cotyledon removed at 2; both half off at 3; one off
at 4; and both off at 5. A similar set of sunflower seedlings...
is shown in the lower half of the plate.”
In a light room, the average length of the hypocotyl of
32 Ito San soy beans was 8.03 cm, whereas in a dark room it
was 21.7 cm, or 2.7 times as long.
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it contains less protein than soy bean
meal. Address: Guelph, Ontario.

Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2006) that uses the word “hypocotyl” (or
“hypocotyls”) in connection with soybeans. The hypocotyl
is that part of a plant embryo or seedling that is below the
cotyledons.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2008)
that gives details on the “plumule” of soybeans. Webster’s
Dictionary defines plumule (derived from the New Latin
plumula, from the Latin diminutive of pluma, a small soft
feather, and first used in about 1727) as “1: the primary
bud of a plant embryo usually situated at the apex of the
hypocotyl and consisting of leaves and an epicotyl. 2: a
down feather.”
Webster’s Dictionary defines epicotyl (epi + cotyledon,
a term first used in about 1880) as “the portion of the axis of
a plant embryo or seedling above the cotyledonary node.”
Address: 1. Sc.D., Botanist; 2. Ph.D., Plant Physiologist. All:
[New Brunswick, New Jersey].

3417. Harlan, Caleb. 1912. Farming
with green manures, on Plumgrove
Farm. Revised and enlarged.
Wilmington, Delaware: F.R. Crumlish
Co. 155 p. See p. 33-34, 49-51.
Reprinted in 2016 by Forgotten Books.
• Summary: In Chapter 7, “Legumes as
Green Manure (p. 32+) we read (p. 33):
“Nearly every legume has one particular
strain of bacteria which can live and
thrive upon its roots and ordinarily this
strain will not live on the roots of any
other kind of legume. The bacteria upon
the soy bean is different from those
upon the cowpea and neither sort can
exist on the other plant.”
“When the legumes are well
supplied with tubercles the growth of the plant is not
only more vigorous but the plant itself is much richer in

3416. Harcourt, R. 1912. Professor of chemistry. Ontario
Agricultural College and Experimental Farm (Guelph),
Annual Report 37:67-86. For the year 1911. See p. 69-71.
• Summary: In the section titled “Cattle feeds,” a table titled
“Composition of various kinds of cattle feed analysed” (p.
70) lists 16 different feeds, including two soy products: Soya
Bean, coarse (41.5% crude protein, 2.17% crude fat, 8.98%
moisture, etc.). Soya Bean, fine (41.07% crude protein,
2.15% crude fat, 10.41% moisture, etc.). The text continues:
“The Soy Bean meal is a comparatively new feed in this
country, and it is interesting to note that it contains a very
high percentage of crude protein, in fact if we except Cotton
Seed meal we have not other food that is comparable with it
in this respect.”
Note: The above table shows cotton seed meal to contain
35.5–38.2% crude protein, and 7.04 -8.09% moisture. Thus
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composition. The Michigan Experiment Station performed
an interesting experiment with soy beans where it was found
that plants well supplied with tubercles produced 114 pounds
of nitrogen per acre while those without tubercles produced
only 76 pounds of nitrogen per acre. Cowpeas with tubercles
on their roots yielded 139 pounds of nitrogen per acre. as
compared with 118 pounds for the non-tubercled plants.”
Page 34: “In regard to length of life and manner of
growth the legumes may be divided into three classes or
groups. (1) Biennials and perennials such as sweet clover,
red clover, alsike clover and alfalfa; (2) Winter annuals,
planted in the fall and maturing early the following spring
as hairy vetch, crimson clover and bur clover: (3) Summer
annuals such as cowpeas and soybeans. From these groups it
is usually possible to make a selection of a crop suited both
to the climatic conditions and also to the rotation practiced
upon the particular farm in question.”
In chapter 10, “Miscellaneous Legumes as Green

Manures,” the section titled “Soy Beans” (p. 49) states:
“The soy bean, also called soja bean, came originally
from southeastern Asia but has long been much cultivated in
China, India, and Japan.
“One ton of green soy beans contains 1500 pounds of
water, 12 pounds of nitrogen, 3 pounds of phosphoric acid,
and 11 pounds of potash valued at $3.10. One ton of the
dry roots contains a little over $5.00 worth of fertilizing
materials.
“The average yield of the green tops is about six tons per
acre. The soy bean is similar in many respects to the cowpea.
It is used to a considerable extent as a soil improver in the
Southern States and is also grown as far north as Minnesota,
Ontario and New England. The soy beans are thus adapted
to a wider range of climate than the cowpeas. They will also
succeed better than cowpeas on poorly drained soil as well
as under conditions that are too dry for the best production
of cowpeas. The seed is usually cheaper than that of cowpeas
owing to the fact that the soy bean seed can be readily
harvested by machinery. It is usually necessary to cultivate
the soy beans inasmuch as they are not as successful
as cowpeas in smothering out the weeds which prove
troublesome throughout the humid sections of the country.
“The Michigan Experiment Station found that inoculated
soy beans were able to add 38 pounds of nitrogen to the soil
which was secured from the air. The Arkansas Experiment
Station used soy beans as green manure and found them
to give equally as good results as cowpeas, as determined
by following them with such crops as oats, wheat, corn or
cotton. With corn after cow pea stubble the same results
were secured as after soy bean stubble, while soy bean vines
turned under gave better results on the succeeding corn crop
than did the cowpea vines. With oats, however, the results
were slightly in favor of the cowpeas.
“Soy beans are very well adapted to short rotations
taking either the entire season for their growth or in case of
the early maturing varieties requiring but a part of a season
following some small grain crop. In Tennessee and North
Carolina the soy bean may be grown between two regular
wheat crops without the loss of the land for a season. In
other parts of the South it may be grown between oat crops,
especially if the early varieties are used.
“The soy bean is an annual crop, with an erect habit of
growth. The seed is usually best planted in rows 30 to 36
inches apart so that they can be cultivated. The plants should
be about two inches apart in the row and when seeded thus
a bushel of seed will plant between two and three acres. If
sown broadcast a bushel per acre of seed is required. The
seed may be sown at any time after the soil has become well
warmed in the spring. The seed should be planted about an
inch deep and never more than two inches in depth even on
sandy soil. The special advantage of the soy beans is their
marked ability to add nitrogen to the soil together with the
short period of time necessary for their maturity.”
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Note: Soy is not mentioned in the original 1876 edition.
Address: M.D., Wilmington, Delaware.
3418. Hartwell, Burt L.; Pember, F.R. 1912. The gain in
nitrogen during a five-year pot experiment with different
legumes. Proceedings of the Society for the Promotion of
Agricultural Science 32:43-46. For the year 1911. Held 1314 Nov. 1911 at Columbus, Ohio.
• Summary: Soy beans and adzuki beans were among the
legumes tested. No nitrogenous manures were used during
the 5 years, beginning in 1906, but optimum amounts of
other nutrients were supplied. The soy bean added the
equivalent of 1,844 lb/acre of nitrogen to the soil. This
nitrogen is worth $0.16 per lb. 70% of this nitrogen is
removed when the plants are harvested; the rest is left in the
soil. Address: Rhode Island Experiment Station.
3419. Hashimoto, Yojizaemon. 1912. The dairy industry in
Japan. MSc thesis, University of Wisconsin. [2] + 67 p. See
p. 41-42 [3 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Chapter X, “The manufacture of tofu,” states:
“Three gallons of Soya beans soaked in pure, cold water
about 10 hours so that the beans absorb water until [they]
become of soft texture. Then grind the beans with a stone
mortar, adding water little by little until you have 10 gallons
of water. Then boil with water from about 20 to 30 minutes.
If it boils over, add a little rape oil in order to prevent foam.
After 20 or 30 minutes, pour into a hemp cloth bag and press
with the hydraulic press so that a milky substance [soymilk]
is squeezed out of the bag which is collected. The deposit
remaining in the bag is cooled and is known as Kirazu
[okara]. This is very palatable and is eaten by the people and
domestic animals.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “milky substance” to
refer to soymilk.
“To this boiling, milky substance is added, little by
little, saturated magnesium sulphate (obtained from sea
salt) until about 1/20 of a gallon is added. Then cover about
ten minutes without disturbing. This curd is poured into a
wooden mold, which has a hoop of cheese cloth, and pressed
about 30 minutes with light weights.
“The Tofu is a little firmer in texture than junket,
which can be handled easily without breaking. Tofu has
a mild, pleasant flavor and smooth texture. It is prepared
economically and conveniently throughout the Japanese
empire and is a most digestible food. It is cut into blocks
about four or five inches square, weighing about one pound,
which are sold for about one half cent each to consumers. It
is eaten fresh or may be frozen and kept for a year or more.”
Two tables (p. 42) give the “Chemical composition
of tofu” and “Digestibility” [of tofu]. Digestibility: Crude
protein: 2.7. Carbohydrates: 7.1? Fat 1.2.
Chapter XII (p. 63), “Future development of dairying

in Japan” begins: “Some of the reasons why dairying has
developed slowly in Japan are as follows:
“1. After introduction of Buddhism the slaughter of
animals was forbidden under a severe penalty.
“2. Comparatively, our country is more thickly
populated than any other civilized country, so that the entire
area of fertile soil is cultivated and there are few pastures and
meadows.
“3. Because our country is surrounded by oceans, fish
are an abundant source of protein supplies.
“4. Tofu made out of soy beans is an economical,
digestible food high in protein and is widely made by
farmers and tofu makers throughout Japan.
“5. The native cattle are poor milk producers.
“In studying the future growth of the dairy industry
in Japan, we have to consider, from an economical
standpoint, (1) Whether there is room enough for the further
development of the dairy industry in the island empire? (2)
What quantities of dairy products will be consumed by the
whole nation? (3) To what countries we might export dairy
products? (4) What influence the dairy Industry would have
on general agriculture?”
Note 2. This thesis was submitted for the Degree of
Master of Science in Agriculture.
Note 3. At this time, the word “kirazu” appears to have
been more popular than “okara” or “unohana.”
3420. Hawaii Shimpo-sha (The Hawaii Shimpo). comp.
1912. Hawai Nihonjin nenkan [Hawaiian-Japanese annual.
No. 10]. Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Shimpô-sha (The Hawaii
Shimpo). [Jap]*
• Summary: Name of company with diacritics is: Hawaii
Shimpô-sha. Address: Los Angeles.
3421. Hawk, W. comp. 1912. The feeding and management
of cattle and the manuring of crops. Cornwall County
Council. Agricultural Experiments. p. 1-29. See p. 25-29. [2
ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soya Bean” (p. 25-29)
states: “Although soya bean cake was not introduced into
this country, except in small quantities, until 1909, soya
bean has been grown as a fodder crop for some years in
both Germany and America. It is not only a rich cattle food
but it has a high manurial value, being as rich in nitrogen as
decorticate cotton cake while it contains some potash and
phosphoric acid. Nevertheless there is practically no demand
for this cake in Cornwall. We have fed it to bullocks for
two years to the extent of 3 lbs. per head daily of soya bean
cake mixed with an equal weight of undecorticated cotton
cake, with quite satisfactory results, and we have fed with
larger quantities for shorter intervals without the slightest
objectionable features.
“Still we are fully aware that there is an impression
among farmers that it is dangerous to feed this cake to stock,
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although there is nothing whatever to justify it...
“It seems highly probable that the prejudice against
soya bean cake is due to the fact of its having been confused
with the Java bean. This is an undoubtedly poisonous bean
containing a glucoside, which yields a very powerful poison.
There is, however, no connection whatever between the two
beans.”
Table 14, titled “Experiment with eight heifers, March
to June” (p. 27) shows the increase in live weight of two lots
receiving 6 lb/day of slightly different diets. Lot 1, whose
diet contained “2 lbs. soya bean cake, 2 lbs. undecorticated
cotton cake, and 2 lbs maize meal” gained 7% more weight
than Lot 2, whose diet contained no soya bean cake. Table
15 (p. 28) shows a similar experiment from June to October.
Address: Chairman, Executive Committee for Agriculture.
3422. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1912. Henderson’s farmers
manual (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY: Printed by John
C. Rankin Co. 48 p.
• Summary: Page 34, which is devoted to Soy Beans, is
very similar to the same page in the 1910 edition of this
catalog. However the illustration in the lower right corner
of the photograph has been replaced by a somewhat larger
photo showing the nodules on the roots of a soybean plant.
The text, to the right of the photo reads: “Note the nitrogen
gathering nodules on these Soja Bean roots. Like other
leguminous plants the Soja Bean has the power of drawing
nitrogen from the air, and storing it in nodules on its roots.
“Think of the enormous fertilizing power that the
untold millions of those nodules underlying a crop of soja
beans–impart to the land.” “Price, 15c. lb.; $1.75 peck; $5.00
bushel, 60 lbs.; 10-bushel lots, $4.80 per bushel.”
Across the bottom of the page is written: “Henderson’s
Superior Seeds are procurable only from us direct–we do not
supply through Dealers.”
This catalog contains many interesting photos. Inside
the front cover, eight photos show: (1) The company’s seed
cleaning plant and warehouses A, B, and C on Garfield
Avenue, Jersey City, New Jersey. Capacity 750,000 bushels.
About seven carts with drivers, each drawn by two horses,
are shown. (2) “A floor in the Order Department for Farm
Seeds.” Many men and moving many sacks. (3) “Mixing
grass seeds for permanent pasture.” Men with shovels mix
the seeds piled on the floor. (4) The front of the company’s
4-story store at 35 & 37 Cortland St, New York. (5) Men
standing next to barrels of potatoes. “Our Potato Cellars
occupy the basement of our Warehouses, Garfield Ave.,
Jersey City, N.J.” (6) Some of our modern Seed-Cleaning
Machines. (7-8) Women seated, “hand-picking peas and
beans after they have been through the Machines.”
On the back cover is a color photograph of 14 different
types of seeds, each in its own circle, including Soja Beans.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:

35 and 37 Cortland St., New York, New York.
3423. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1912. Everything for the
garden (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 198 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm seeds” (p. 68),
the illustration and text for the Early Green Soja Bean are
identical to those in Henderson’s 1912 Wholesale Catalogue.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.
3424. Henry, W.A. 1912. Feeds and feeding: A hand-book for
the student and stockman. 12th ed., first revision. Madison,
Wisconsin: Published by the author. vi + 613 p. 24 cm. [20
soy ref]
• Summary: In Part II, “Feeding stuffs,” chapter 9 titled
“Leading cereals and by-products” states (p. 134): “Gluten
meal is one of the richest of concentrates in crude protein
and fat... It is a heavy feed and but little used in its original
form... Gluten feed, composed of gluten meal and corn bran
ground together, is now the largest common by-product of
glucose and starch factories.”
In the chapter on “Oil-bearing seeds and their byproducts” is a long section (p. 155-56) titled “201. Soybean,
Glycine hispida,” which discusses the feeding value of
ground soybeans and soybean meal. The next section is on
the peanut.
In the chapter titled “Tests with feeding stuffs” are
sections on “630. Soybean v. cotton-seed meal” (p. 396),
gluten meal and gluten feed (p. 398), “643. Soybean cake”
(p. 401-02), “674. Soybean, cowpea, and Japan clover hay”
(p. 415; soybean better has a better feeding value than alfalfa
hay), “681. Soybean silage and alfalfa hay” (p. 419).
In the chapter “Experiments in fattening sheep”
see “753. Soybeans” (p. 464-65; with ewe lambs). Page
487 notes that soybeans, which are rich in crude protein,
“are usually too expensive to form the entire concentrate
allowance for fattening lambs.”
In the chapter on the “Value of various feeding stuffs
for swine” (p. 516-51), see “846. Gluten meal” (p. 519)
and “868. Soybeans” (p. 529-30). The next section is on
peanuts (p. 530). Then “898. Soybean pasture” (p. 547), and
“195. The legume seeds” (p. 558-59, incl. “Canada peas,
cowpeas, soybeans, and peanuts... While the starchy cereal
grains are the great fattening concentrates, the leguminous
seeds are essential in furnishing nitrogenous matter for
building the muscular tissues and organs of the body. It is
of vast importance that the pork producer in every section
of America can successfully and economically grow at
least one of the leguminous forage and grain crops, and
therefore is not forced to purchase expensive nitrogenous
feeds. No one can study the requirements and possibilities
of pork production in this country without realizing that
the leguminous plants are destined to occupy a vastly more
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important position than they hold at present”), “916. The
legume roughages” (p. 559, incl. soybean pasture). Address:
D.Sc., D.Agr., Emeritus Prof. of Agriculture, Formerly Dean
of College of Agriculture and Director of the Agric. Exp.
Station, Univ. of Wisconsin.
3425. Hiroshima Kenritsu Nôji Shikenjô. 1912. Kansaku
daizu [Intercropped soybeans]. Hiroshima-ken, Japan:
Hiroshima Kenritsu Nôji Shikenjô. 15 p. 23 cm. [Jap]*
Address: Japan.
3426. Hokubei Shokai. 1912. Hokubei Shokai (Ad). In:
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [JapaneseAmerican Yearbook. No. 8]. p. C-11. [Jap]
• Summary: Ad (½ page). This company (an original
manufacturer and importer, under special contracts) imports
various goods including miso and shoyu. Only the address in
California (1 line) is given in English. Address: 246 Jackson
St., San Jose, California.
3427. Holm, Alex. 1912. Report of the General Manager,
Experimental Farm, Potchefstroom. Transvaal Department
of Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 1-40. For the years 19081909. See p. 7, 20.
• Summary: This report was submitted in Nov. 1909. A table
(p. 7) titled “Crops and Experiments” notes that soy beans
were planted (drilled) in rows 16 inches apart. In Dec. 1907
two acres of seed were planted as part of a green manuring
experiment. These soy beans were ploughed under as green
manure in June and July 1908, then maize was planted on
the land on 7 Nov. 1908. The yield of maize that following
soy beans was 2,475 lb/acre. Address: Experimental Farm,
Potchefstroom.
3428. Honcamp, F. 1912. Die Sojabohne und ihre
Verwertung [The soybean and its utilization]. Botanisches
Centralblatt 19(13):333-34. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A 14-line summary of his 1910 article in Der
Tropenpflanzer (14:613-34).
3429. Iinuma, Yokusai [Chôjun]. 1912. Zôtei sômoku
zusetsu. Kusa-bu Sômoku-dzusetsu; or an iconography of
plants indigenous to, cultivated in, or introduced into Nippon
(Japan). Part I. Herbaceous plants. Revised and enlarged by
Omitaro Makino. 3rd ed. III (Vol. 11-15). Tokyo: Seibidô
(Tôri 3-chôme, Nihonbashi-ku). See vol. XIII, p. 929, 94551, 964 (p. 1, 17-23, 36 in this volume’s pagination). [Jap;
eng]
• Summary: This work consists of 20 volumes bound in
4 physical volumes. Volume I (containing vols. 1-5) was
published in 1907, Vol. II (vols. 6-10) in 1910, Vol. III (vols.
11-15) in 1912, and Vol. IV (vols. 16-20) also in 1912.
Soybeans are discussed only in Vol. III (vol. 13).
The English-language title page lists the author’s

name as Yokusai Iinuma but it is often catalogued as
Chôjun Iinuma; he lived 1782-1865. Omitaro Makino was
a “Lecturer in Botany in the Science College, Imperial
University of Tokyo.” The text, a taxonomy of the soybean
and its varieties, is mostly in Japanese, but with key terms
romanized and simple illustrations (line drawings) describing
the various varietal shapes. For each species, the text is on
pages with Arabic page numbers, while the illustrations (line
drawings) are on pages with only Japanese page numbers.
Three main species of soybeans are listed, all members of the
genus Glycine and the family Leguminosae:
(1) Glycine Soja Benth. (the cultivated soybean; ômame,
mame). Text: p. 945-51. Illustration: (Ch. 13, Pl. XVII, p.
793). Also called: Dolichos Soja or Japansche Slingerboon.
It has 15 forms, each based on the seed shape and color,
and first named by Makino. Two simple illustrations (line
drawings) show the shape, and hilum size and location,
of each soybean form. Note that mame means “bean” in
Japanese: Forma Gogatsu-mame (5th month bean), Forma
Wase-mame, Forma Nakate-mame, Forma Okute-mame,
Forma Maru-mame, Forma Shiroteppo-mame, Forma
Kuro-mame (black soybean), Forma Kuroteppo-mame,
Forma Goishi-mame, Forma Aomame (green soybean),
Forma Kage-mame, Forma Aka-mame (red soybean, with
4 additional forms and colors), Forma Chamame (brown
soybean, with 2 additional forms and colors), Forma
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Kurokurakake-mame, Forma Akakurakake-mame, Forma
Fuiri-mame [speckled].
(2) Glycine Soja Benth. forma lanceolata Makino.
(midzu-kugiri). Text: p. 951. Illustration: p. 794 (Ch. 13, Pl.
XVIII, p. 794).
(3) Glycine ussuriensis Regel et Maack. (wild soybean;
Tsuru-mame). Text: p. 964. Illustration: p. 808 (Ch. 13, Pl.
XXXII, p. 808).
Vol. III also discusses: Pueraria lobata (kudzu; kuzu).
Text: p. 954-55. Illust.: p. 798. Arachis hypogaea (the
peanut; rakkase, nankin mame). Text: p. 971. Illust.: p. 816.
Sesamum indicum (sesame seeds; goma). Text: p. 854-56.
Illust.: p. 696. Phaseolus radiatus L. var. aureus Prain.
(adzuki). Text: p. 956-58. Illust.: p. 800. Forma Natsuadzuki
Makino. Forma Akiadzuki. Forma Oadzuki. Forma
Udzuraadzuki. Forma Hokorikadzuki. Forma Shiroadzuki.
Forma Akaadzuki. Phaseolus radiatus L. var. flexuosus
Matsum. (tsuru adzuki). Text: p. 959. Illust.: p. 801.
Dunbaria villosa Makino. (no-adzuki). Text: p. 964. Illust.:
p. 809.
Note: The is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004) that
uses the word “Forma” in connection with soybean variety
names. Address: Japan.
3430. Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture for the West
Indies (Barbados). 1912. Report on the Botanic Station,
Dominica. Reports on the Botanic Station, Experiment Plots,
and Agricultural School, Dominica. p. 1-32. For the year
ended March 31, 1911.
• Summary: The subsection titled “Soy beans” states (p.
5): “A quantity of seed of the soy bean (Glycine hispida),
received in 1909 from the Commissioner of Agriculture,
and which was distributed to planters for trial has not been
a success, according to enquiries made; in no case was this
valuable plant successfully established. In a bed of soy
beans sown at the Station, the plants only grew to a height
of 6 to 7 inches. They then flowered and seeded. The seed
thus obtained was again planted in the same bed but with no
better results. Three subsequent sowings with fresh seeds
were also unsuccessful. Examination of the roots of the
plants failed to show the presence of nodules, and the failure
must be attributed to the absence of the particular organism
in the Dominica soils.”
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Dominica, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Dominica (1909). The source of these soybeans was the
British Commissioner of Agriculture, Barbados.
3431. Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture for the West
Indies (Barbados). 1912. Plot experiments at the botanic
and experiment stations: Green dressing trials in Dominica.
Report of the Agricultural Department, Dominica. p. 1-37.
For the year ended March 31, 1912. See p. 6-7.
• Summary: The subsection titled “Soy beans” states (p. 6):

“Repeated attempts to grow the soy bean in Dominica have
ended in failure, and we are forced to the conclusion that our
climatic conditions are not favourable. The plants though
repeatedly grown on the same plot only grow to a height of
about 6 inches; they then flower and produce seed.”
Note: The label on the spine of the bound volume at
the National Agricultural Library (USA) is: “Report of the
Agricultural Department–Dominica–[1911/12 to 1919/20”].
3432. Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture for the West
Indies (Barbados). 1912. Report on the Agricultural School
and Experiment Station. Reports on the Botanic Station,
Agricultural School, and Experiment Plots, St. Lucia. p. 2127. For the year ended March 31, 1911.
• Summary: In the section titled “Experiment work and
plots” (p. 23-27), the subsection titled “Soy beans” states
(p. 25): “This bean was tried as a green dressing between
young cocoa trees. The seed was sown broadcast on forked
land, and hoed in. The plants grew to a height of about 9
inches and fruited; but in vigour, amount of haulm, and soil
covering qualities they were much inferior to the cowpea.”
Note 1. The label on the spine of the bound volume at
the National Agricultural Library (USA) is: “Report of the
Agricultural Department–St. Lucia–[1896 to 1912”].
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in St. Lucia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in St. Lucia. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in St. Lucia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in St. Lucia (1911). The source of these soybeans
was probably the British Commissioner of Agriculture in
Barbados.
3433. Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture for the West
Indies (Barbados). 1912. Report on the Botanic Station,
Montserrat. Reports on the Botanic Station and Experiment
Plots, Montserrat. p. 1-22. For the year ended March 31,
1911.
• Summary: In the section titled “Experimental plots”
(p. 2-18), under “Grove Station” (p. 10-16), and further
under “Notes on recently introduced plants” (p. 15-16), a
subsection titled “Soy bean (Glycine hispida)” states (p.
15): “Seeds of the soy bean were received from Antigua in
January 1910, and since then three generations have been
grown on the same plot of land. The growth in the first
generation was very poor, and the plants developed seed
pods when they were a few inches in height. Similar results
have been obtained with the succeeding trials and it cannot
be said that there has been any improvement in growth
through acclimatization or in the increase of the bacteria
which are symbiotic in the roots. In fact, plants of the third
generation carefully dug up when they had reached their
maximum development showed extremely few nodules (two
only were found on ten plants examined).”
Note 1. The label on the spine of the bound volume at
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the National Agricultural Library (USA) is: “Report of the
Agricultural Department–Montserrat–[1900/01 to 1915/16”].
Note 2. Montserrat is an island in the British West Indies
in the Leeward Antilles, southwest of Antigua. Capitol:
Plymouth. Area: 40 sq. miles. Population: 11,600.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Montserrat or other British
Dependent Territories in the Caribbean, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Montserrat or other British Dependent
Territories in the Caribbean. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Montserrat (Jan. 1910)
or other British Dependent Territories in the Caribbean, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Montserrat or other British
Dependent Territories in the Caribbean (1912 or before). The
source of these soybeans was Antigua.
3434. Ingalls, Walter Fitch. 1912. Soy beans. Cooperstown,
New York: Arthur H. Crist Co. 36 p. 19 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. Description of soy bean.
2. Inoculation. 3. How the soy bean came to be grown on our
farm. 4. Soils. 5. Planting and cultivation. 6. Advantages of
raising soy beans with corn. 7. The experiences of a few of
the farmers who raise soy beans. 8. Summary.
“The soy bean is one of the most prolific of growers
bearing large quantities of seed pods; the medium green bean
has been known to have one hundred pods on one plant” (p.
8).
Why did the author start growing soy beans? “After
farming for a number of years, buying grain for the dairy in
large quantities... I began thinking there should be something
which the farmers could raise which would balance the corn,
thus giving a more nearly balanced food, and so save buying
the concentrated feeds, bran, gluten, oil-meal, and cottonseed meal” (p. 15).
In 1898 he first grew soy beans. He experimental with
various crops, “but without marked success, and finally tried
the early green soy bean raised alone, and fed them green in
the fall, with the corn, probably fed about half a ton.
“While feeding them, the cows gained in milk and when
I stopped feeding them, there was a decrease in the flow of
milk.
This was in 1898; the next year I raised about an acre of
the soy beans separate, which were mixed with the corn as
the silo was filled, and about an acre planted in the hill with
the corn” (p. 16).
“After experimenting for a number of years, I finally
adopted the manner of raising the soy bean which I still
use, namely that of planting the beans in the field with the
ensilage corn, cutting, and putting them all, corn and beans,
in the silo together” (p. 17).
“We have tried several different varieties of soy beans,
with varying success; The early black mature before the
corn, and do not make a large growth. The medium green
matures in this climate at the same time as the corn, so we

have used this variety more than any other, and always with
good success” (p. 24).
Photos on unnumbered pages show: (1) A man standing
in a field of corn and soy bean plants (taken August 5). (2)
A man standing by rows of soy bean and corn plants (taken
Sept. 20); the soybeans grow almost as tall as a man, while
the corn grown much higher.
Note: This is the earliest English-language book seen
(Aug. 2001) about soybeans, i.e. with the word “Soy” (or any
of its cognates) in the title. It is also the first book published
in the USA describing how to grow soybeans. Address:
Hamilton, New York.
3435. Johnson Seed Co. 1912. Wholesale price list (Mailorder catalog). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 48 p. 25 cm.
• Summary: In a small section titled “Miscellaneous
Seeds,” “Soja Bean (New Early Variety or Late Variety)”
are mentioned on page 33. Write for prices. A large photo on
the back cover shows the interior of the retail store at 217
Market Street extending through to 206 Church St. The high
walls are lined with seed drawers and books. Many salesmen
are waiting on customers at the long counter. Many plants
are growing in pots on the floor.
This catalog is owned by the National Agricultural
Library, Special Collections, in Beltsville, Maryland.
Address: 217 Market St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
3436. Johnson Seed Co. 1912. Garden & farm manual (Mailorder catalog). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 96 p. 26 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Fodder and Soiling Plants”
is a subsection (p. 58) titled “Soja or Japanese Soy Bean”
which states: “The demand for the Soja Beans has grown
remarkably of late years. Their great value is as a forage
crop, for fertilizing the soil and for pasturing or feeding the
green fodder much in the same way as the cow pea. New
Early Soja will mature in the far North. Mammoth Yellow
Soja, matures south of the Potomac and Ohio Rivers. Each,
per pkt, 10c.; lb., 25c; 3 lbs., 60c., postpaid; by freight or
express, qt., 20c; peck, 90c. Write for prices by the bushel.”
Also on this page are cow peas (the great soil improver–
Make poor land rich, good land more productive, and enrich
the soil), Canada field peas, sand or winter vetch, early
amber sugar cane, and true dwarf Essex rape.
This catalog is owned by the National Agricultural
Library, Special Collections, in Beltsville, Maryland.
Address: 217 Market St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
3437. Jong, A.W.K. de. 1912. Wetenschappelijke
proefvelden. Verslag over het jaar 1911 [Scientific
experiment fields. Report of the year 1911]. Mededeelingen
van het Agricultuur Chemisch Laboratorium (Departement
van Landbouw, Nijverheid en Handel) (Batavia, Dutch East
Indies) No. 1. 40 p. See p. 36-40. [Dut]
• Summary: The last of the seven parts in this report (p. 36-
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40) is titled Bemestingsproef met soja hispida (“Fertilizer
trials with soybeans”). On 11 Oct. 1911 a field was divided
into 64 equal plots. Various fertilizers and combinations of
fertilizers were applied to non-adjacent plots and the seed
yield recorded as follows: 1. Potassium chloride (Chloorkali)
(830 gm). 2. Potassium chloride and stable manure (1,300
gm). 3. Superphosphate (1,169 gm). 4. Superphosphate
and stable manure (826 gm). 5. Potassium chloride and
super phosphate (1,249 gm). 6. Potassium chloride, super
phosphate, and stable manure (1,372 gm). (7) No fertilizer
(992 gm). 8. Stable manure (1,297 gm). Ninety plants were
sown on each plot; 5 rows of 18 plants in each row. On Nov.
18 the flowers were visible and on Nov. 27 the seeds. They
were harvested on Dec. 25.
Conclusions: Combination no. 6, Potassium chloride,
superphosphate, and stable manure, gave the best yields
(1,372 gm). Combination no. 2 gives the second best results.
Address: Dr.
3438. Kantô Totokufu Minseibu; Shomuka. 1912. Manshû
daizu ni kansuru chôsa [Survey of Manchurian soybeans].
Dairen: Kantô Totokufu Minseibu; Shomuka. Tokyo: Ryûkei
Shosa. 117 p. 23 cm. Series: Meiji Kôki Sangyô Hattatshi
Shiryô No. 525. Reissued in year 2000. [Jap]
• Summary: Name of organization with diacritics is: Kantô
Totokufu; Minseibu; Shomuka. In 1905 the Kwantung
Leased Territory was leased to Japan. Located at the
southernmost tip of Manchuria, this mountainous peninsula
contains the two ports of Dalian (Dairen) and Lüshun (W.G. Lü-shun, Jap. Ryojun, traditionally Port Arthur). After
the Russo-Japanese (1904-05), victorious Japan, through
the Portsmouth Treaty, became the lessee of the Kwantung
Leased Territory (1,337 square miles), the southernmost
point of Manchuria. It contained the greater part of the
southern branch of the Chinese Eastern Railway, which
is now known as the South Manchuria Railway. This
was Japan’s first foothold on Manchuria–long before the
Manchurian Incident of 1931. This survey was conducted
7 years after the Japanese began to lease the peninsula.
Address: Manchuria.
3439. Kawakami, Kiyoshi Karl. 1912. American-Japanese
relations: An inside view of Japan’s policies and purposes.
New York, Chicago, Toronto, London and Edinburgh:
Fleming H. Revell Co. 370 p. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: The author argues for naturalization rights for
Japanese in America. Contents: Introduction. Book I: The
Manchurian question (p. 23-142). Book II: The Korean
question (p. 143-284). Book III: The immigration question.
In Chapter 4, titled “Chinese diplomacy in Manchuria,”
Kawakami argues that by defeating Russia in the RussoJapanese war of 1905, Japan (at great sacrifice) saved China
from dismemberment by foreign powers (p. 81): “Suppose
Japan had not dared to combat Russia, what would have

become of Manchuria, and indeed of China? With the Three
Eastern Provinces irretrievably lost to China, other powers
would not have hesitated to follow the suit of Russia and
slice for themselves such regions as they had fixed their
covetous eyes on. The defeat of Russia at the point of
the Japanese bayonet, therefore, meant the prevention of
the dismemberment of China, which would have become
imminent had the Muscovite been allowed to stay in
Manchuria.”
In Chapter 6, titled “Japan’s commercial advance in
Manchuria and the ‘Open Door’ (p. 113-20), Kawakami
discusses soybeans and Japan’s policy in Manchuria.
He argues convincingly that, since May 1906, Japan has
followed an “Open Door” policy toward Manchuria, “... that
China’s sovereignty should be respected and the principle
of equal opportunity for all nations should be adhered to
with the utmost sincerity. In spite of all the harsh judgments
passed by foreign critics, I do not hesitate to assert that Japan
has been faithful to this fundamental policy sanctioned by
the throne.” Japan has promoted her own interests in the
“Three Eastern Provinces” and allowed other nations to
do likewise. Indeed: “Japan has subsidized her steamship
lines to Manchuria, installed commercial museums in
various important Manchurian towns in order to advertise
her merchandise, sent commercial agents to inquire into
the Manchurian markets, and, what is more important, has
become a most liberal purchaser of Manchurian products,
thus establishing close business relations with the native
producers and merchants. These, reinforced by the advantage
which she enjoys over Western nations in geographical
position and the cost of production and transportation, have
enabled her to push her trade in Manchuria with remarkable
success.
What is the secret of Japan’s secret of commercial
success in Manchuria? This question Westerners usually
answer with the hackneyed two words–cheap labor.” This
is true, however, the main reason is “that Japan, of all
foreign nations, has been the only customer for Manchurian
products...”
Kawakami believes that the only man who perceives
the crux of the Manchurian question is George Bronson
Rea, as described in his article of March 1910 titled “Beans:
The solution of the commercial situation in Manchuria,”
published in his periodical the Far Eastern Review
(Shanghai).
“The real basis of Japan’s success in Manchuria is, Mr.
Rea believes, the operation of the fundamental economic
law, that the country consuming the major portion of the
exports of another country holds the most advantageous
position in supplying its necessary imports. Now Japan has
for years been the chief consumer of Manchuria’s principal
export, consisting of [soy] beans and bean cake.” Before the
Russo-Japanese war, Chinese traders controlled this trade.
But since Japan’s victory in the war, all that has changed.
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“Japan began an aggressive campaign to gain control of the
Manchurian trade, and success soon crowned her efforts.
Says Mr. Rea:
“Under these conditions the foreign merchants and
their agents in the interior are placed at a disadvantage from
the outset. As they could not penetrate into the interior and
purchase beans by an exchange of commodities, they are
reduced to selling their wares for cash–the one thing the
nation was short on.”
“Not a few critics have been at pains to create in Europe
and America the impression that Japan discriminates against
foreigners in Manchuria in shipping and railway rates.
The subsidized shipping of Japan, as one of such critics
insinuates, carries Japanese goods at a minimum charge,
subject to further rebates as quantities rise, from the place
of manufacture to the port of Tairen [Dairen], thence the
goods are carried at special rates to their selling place over
the tracks of the South Manchuria Railway. In Mr. Rea’s
opinion, such charges and insinuations fall short of the
mark in explaining the loss of the Manchurian market for
American and European products, and he sums up the whole
situation in these words:
“It is a far cry from high diplomacy to the humble soya
bean, yet we hold to the belief that the past and present
commercial situation and ultimate solution of the vexatious
Manchurian question are bound up in the control of this one
product.”
In the next sentence, Mr. Kawakami writes: “That really
furnishes the key to the Manchurian question.”
Note 1. In the index, the soya bean is indexed under
“Manchurian bean,” and not under “soy” or “soya.”
Note 2. Kiyoshi “Karl” Kawakami (1873-1949) was a
Japanese Christian journalist who was born in Yonezawa,
educated in the law in Japan, and was for a short time
involved in newspaper work in that country. In 1901 he
came to the United States and studied at the universities of
Iowa and Wisconsin. In 1905, engaged in journalism, he
traveled extensively in China, Siberia, and Russia. He was
a correspondent for leading newspapers in Tokyo and a
frequent contributor to American magazines and newspapers.
(Continued).
3440. Kawakami, Kiyoshi Karl. 1912. American-Japanese
relations: An inside view of Japan’s policies and purposes
(Continued–Document part II). New York, Chicago, Toronto,
London and Edinburgh: Fleming H. Revell Co. 370 p.
• Summary: (Continued): Book III (p. 285+): The
immigration question. 18. Japanese immigration before the
exclusion agreement. 19. Denis Kearnyism once more–I. 20.
Denis Kearnyism once more–II. 21. Japanese immigration
after the exclusion agreement. 22. The Japanese in
California. 23. The naturalization of Japanese.
Chronology of Japanese in California, and anti-Japanese
activities. Most of this chronology is summarized from

Kawakami (1912), but key events after 1912 have been
added from other reliable sources.
1790 March 26–Naturalization Act of 1790 provides the
first rules to be followed by the U.S. in granting citizenship.
It limits naturalization to aliens who are “free white persons”
and thus leaves out slaves, native Americans, indentured
servants, free African-Americans, and later Asians.
1866–The first Japanese immigrants enter the USA,
7 in number vs. 278,916 European immigrants the same
year. From 1866 and 1885 the peak number of Japanese
immigrants to the USA is 78 in 1871, compared with
648,000 European immigrants in 1882.
1882 May 6–Chinese Exclusion Act, barring Chinese
immigration, is passed by Congress.
1884–Amendments to the 1882 Exclusion Act tightened
the provisions that allowed previous immigrants to leave
and return, and clarified that the law applied to ethnic
Chinese regardless of their country of origin. This facilitated
the introduction of Japanese labor into California. Large
landowners in California tried to encourage Japanese
immigration by offering alluring terms.
1886–Japanese immigration to the USA begins to rise.
From 1886 to 1898 the number of Japanese immigrants rose
from 194 to 2,230.
1890–The U.S. census reports 2,039 Japanese residents
in the U.S., including 1,147 in California, mostly studentlaborers in San Francisco.
1892 May–The first anti-Japanese movement on
American begins in San Francisco, led by local three
newspapers: Morning Call, San Francisco Examiner, and
San Francisco Bulletin. It culminated on 10 June 1893 in
the San Francisco Board of Education resolution relegating
Japanese students to the segregated Chinese school. After
intervention by the Japanese consul, the resolution was
soon rescinded, ending this early chapter of anti-Japanese
agitation.
1899–Japanese immigration figures jump to 12,635 (still
insignificant compared with 297,000 European immigrants)
for two reasons: (1) This is the first year that Japanese
immigration to Hawaii is included in immigration statistics
to the USA. In fact, more than half of the total Japanese
immigrants stayed in Hawaii. (2) Western U.S. railroads,
finding that Japanese made excellent section workers, used
every possible means to attract them to the USA.
Note: By the late 1900s, the word “unassimilable” (or
“inassimilable”) was being applied to both Japanese and
Chinese immigrants on the west coast of the United States by
Caucasian writers.”
1900 April 30–The Organic Act is signed by President
McKinley, incorporating Hawaii as a territory of the United
States. The act went into effect on June 14, after which date
contract labor was no longer legal. As a result, more than
8,000 laborers took part in 20 strikes within a month, calling
for higher wages, reduced working hours, and hiring of
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Japanese overseers.
1900–The U.S. census reports 24,326 Japanese / Nikkei
in the U.S., with 10,151 living in California and 1,781 in San
Francisco.
1900–The first anti-Japanese protest rally in California
takes place in San Francisco, instigated by local labor groups
and led by Mayor James D. Phelan, who later became State
Senator. In response, the Japanese Deliberative Council of
America is formed.
1905 May 14–The Asiatic Exclusion League is
formed in San Francisco, marking the official beginning
of the organized anti-Japanese movement. Among those
attending the first meeting were labor leaders (and European
immigrants) Patrick Henry McCarthy and Olaf A. Tveitmoe
of the Building Trades Council of San Francisco and Andrew
Furuseth and Walter McCarthy of the Sailor’s Union.
Tveitmoe was named the first president of the organization.
1906 April 18–The Great Earthquake and Fire devastates
San Francisco. Japanese enclaves in Chinatown and South of
Market are devastated but South Park and Western Addition
survives and thrives. The Japanese government contributes
$246,000 to the City of San Francisco for earthquake relief,
more than all other foreign nations combined. The Japanese
community relocates to the present Japantown (Nihonjin
Machi, Nihonmachi)–which celebrated its 100th anniversary
in 2006 as the first and oldest Japanese community in the
continental United States.
1906–The Japanese population of the United States
(incl. Hawaii) first tops 75,000.
1906 Dec. 23–A mass meeting is held in Walton Hall,
San Francisco, to demonstrate the animosity of the laboring
class against the Japanese. It is presided over by Olaf A.
Tveitmoe. (Continued). Address: Japan.
3441. Kawakami, Kiyoshi Karl. 1912. American-Japanese
relations: An inside view of Japan’s policies and purposes
(Continued–Document part III). New York, Chicago,
Toronto, London and Edinburgh: Fleming H. Revell Co. 370
p.
• Summary: (Continued): 1907–Japanese immigration to
the USA (Hawaii and mainland) peaks at 30,226 (compared
with 1.199 million European immigrants). Of this total,
20,865 (69%) went to Hawaii, 3,691 to California, 3,226 to
Washington state, and 447 to Oregon. Statistics show that
less than one-tenth of 1% of these Japanese immigrants ever
became paupers or public charges. They worked hard in
the following fields (1906): Professional, skilled, farmers,
farm laborers, merchants, household servants. This large
immigration took place when Japanese immigrated en masse
from the sugar plantations of Hawaii, where the wages were
less than half those paid to farm laborers on the Pacific
Coast. The great sugar interests of Hawaii tried every means
to slow the migration without, of course, increasing wages
(p. 301).

1907 Feb. 18–U.S. Congress approves amending
existing immigration laws–to go into effect in Sept. 1907;
this enables the president to take action. 1907 March 14–
President Theodore Roosevelt issues an executive order
stopping the migration of Japanese laborers from Hawaii and
Mexico.
1907 summer–Governments of Japan and the USA enter
into an understanding (“Gentleman’s Agreement) to prohibit
the immigration of Japanese laborers to the USA–called “the
exclusion agreement of 1907.” The various actions of 1907
ended Japanese labor immigration to the USA and put labor
contractors out of business. This measure was forced upon
the administration of Theodore Roosevelt; in his message
to Congress in 1906 he “eulogized the Japanese in the most
glowing terms, and went so far as to urge that the Japanese
should be naturalized” (p. 300). But the united pressure from
the Hawaiian sugar growers, Pacific Coast labor unions and
newspapers “proved so successful that the government at
Washington was obliged to meet their demands” (p. 301).
1907–Frequent riots in San Francisco protest the
presence of Japanese. Anti-Japanese riots and demonstrations
are also reported in nearby Berkeley and Oakland and in
Vancouver, BC, Canada–where Japanese laborers were
“mobbed and their houses and stores attacked and burned on
‘British soil.’”
1908–The Japanese population of the United States first
tops 100,000. But by 1910 it had fallen to less than 90,000.
1908 Feb. 4–The Japanese Association of America is
organized in San Francisco. It replaces the disbanded United
Japanese Deliberative Council of America (founded in 1900),
which had been plagued by financial and other problems.
1909 early–The California legislature approves an
appropriation of $10,000 to be utilized for investigating
the conditions of the Japanese in that state. The duty of
directing the investigation naturally devolved upon the
State Commissioner of Labor Statistics, Mr. John D.
Mackenzie. The work was begun on April 15, 1909, with
the appointment of 9 special agents,” 8 men and one
women, all white Americans. “There were no Japanese or
other aliens employed in any capacity. To this force were
added for the office work two expert statisticians and two
stenographers.” In early 1910, Mr. Mackenzie submitted
to the governor of California (Gov. James Gillett, 19071911) a 78-page report (p. 343-44). Mackenzie recommends
that Japanese should be admitted to California. He even
contends that Japanese laborers are, in some respects, more
desirable than their white counterparts. He sets forth this
proposition deliberately, systematically, logically and in
detail, supporting it with a wealth of statistical evidence (p.
343-47).
1913–The California State Legislature enacts the HeneyWebb Alien Land Act. This Act forbids property ownership
by “aliens ineligible for citizenship” (at the time, immigrants
from Asia were not permitted to become naturalized
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citizens). This restriction applies almost exclusively to
Japanese immigrants and remains in effect until 1952.
1915–The Hearst newspaper launches its “Yellow Peril”
campaign with sensational headlines and editorial series
fueling anti-Japanese hostility.
1916–The Passing of the Great Race, by Madison Grant
is published and becomes very influential. He is a eugenicist
and advocates the racial hygiene theory. He data purports to
show the superiority of Northern European races.
1921–Emergency Quota Act restricts Asian immigration
to a trickle.
1922 Nov. 13–Supreme Court decision in Takao
Ozawa v. United States finds that Ozawa, a Japanese man,
is ineligible for U.S. naturalization and citizenship because
he is not “white.” Only Caucasians are considered white.
Japanese are considered members of an “unassimilable race”
[not capable of being assimilated].
1924–Immigration of Act of 1924 is passed by
Congress. It includes the Asian Exclusion Act, which
prevents Asians (who are deemed to be of an “undesirable
race”) from immigrating to the U.S.
1952–Immigration and Nationality Act (also known
as McCarran-Walter Act) abolishes all previous racial
restrictions but retains a quota system.
1965–Immigration and Nationality Services Act greatly
opens U.S. doors to immigration by abolishing the national
origin quotas that had been in place since 1924
Also discusses: Number and occupations of Japanese
in California on 1 Jan. 1910. The annual report of the
Commissioner-General of Immigration (p. 359). The four
Japanese consular districts and the “consular census” in the
USA: Seattle [Washington], San Francisco [California],
Chicago [Illinois], New York (p. 359-61).
Concerning Dr. Takamine (p. 357): “Among the
Japanese in America,... are men who, at home, played
important parts in the political movement, and who are
keenly alive to all vital political issues in this country;
among them, such scientists as Dr. Takamine, whose medical
discoveries are highly appreciated by all specialists; among
them, writers and authors whose names are not only widely
known in their native land, but are frequently seen printed in
American publications. It is such Japanese as these who are
most anxious to see the naturalization law of this country so
amended as to qualify them to enjoy the unlimited rights and
share the full duties of American citizenship.”
It is time that the United States grant citizenship to
qualified Japanese (the book’s main point, p. 366). Address:
Japan.
3442. Kellner, Oscar Johann. 1912. Die Ernaehrung der
landwirtschaftlichen Nutztiere: Lehrbuch auf der Grundlage
physiologischer Forschung und praktischer Erfahrung [The
feeding of livestock: Textbook based on physiological
investigation and practical experience]. Berlin: Paul Parey.

xii + 640 p. 23 cm. [100+* ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the section titled “Descriptions of Feeds,”
soybean meal is discussed on pages 367-68. A table shows
a nutritional analysis for the following: Soybean straw
(p. 607), soybeans (p. 608, 609, and 618), soybean meal
(defatted and not defatted, p. 613, 620), soybean hay (p. 616
and 617), soybean hulls (Sojabohnenschalen, p. 617).
A portrait photo shows the author who lived 1851-1911.
Many subsequent editions were published, in 1919, 1924,
etc. Address: Geheimer Hofrat und Professor, Vorstand
der Koenigliche landwirtschaftliche Versuchsstation
Moeckern (near Leipzig) [Privy Councilor {or Privy Court
Councilor} and professor, chairman of the Royal Agricultural
Experiment Station Möckern, Germany].
3443. Kinokuniya Co. (The). 1912. The Kinokuniya Co.
(Ad). In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook. No. 8]. p. C-16. [Eng; jap]
• Summary: Ad (¼ page). The top ¼ of this ad is given in
English. This company sells various goods including (in
Japanese) miso and shoyu [soy sauce]. Address: 224 Jackson
St., San Jose, California. Phone: San Jose 1276.
3444. Komai, Tokuzô. 1912. Manshû daizu ron [Treatise
on Manchurian soybeans]. Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan: Yuhi
Kaku Shobo Hatsubai, Kamera Kai. 4 + 8 + 5 + 260 p. 22
cm. Series: Keizaigaku Nôseigaku Kenkyû Sôsho, dai-ni
satsu. [Jap]*
• Summary: A bibliography appears on pages 1-5 (3rd
group). The author was born in 1885 [and died in 1961].
Address: Japan.
3445. Komai, Tokuzô. 1912. Manshû daizu ron [Treatise on
Manchurian soybeans]. [Sendai], Japan: Tôhoku Teikoku
Daigaku Nôka Daigaku Nai Kamerakai. 260 p. 22 cm.
Series: Keizaigaku Nôseigaku Kenkyû Sôsho no. 2. [Jap]*
• Summary: The author lived 1885-1961. Address: Japan.
3446. Koorders, Sijfert Hendrik. 1912. Exkursionsflora
von Java umfassend die Bluetenpflanzen mit besonderer
Beruecksichtigung der im hochgebirge wildwachsenden
Arten. Vol. II. [A flora of Java for excursions, including the
flowering plants with special attention given to species living
wild in high mountains. Vol. II.]. Jena, Germany: Verlag von
Gustav Fischer. 742 p. See p. 399-400. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In this 4-volume work, volume II is
dicotyledons (archichlamydeae). The author reports 2 species
of Glycine (G. javanica Linn. and in G. soja Bth. [Bentham])
in Java. A botanical description of each is given. G. Javanica
grows in bushes/shrubbery (Im Gebuesch) on the plains and
in the mountains.
G. soja is an herbaceous plant that grows ½ meter tall,
with 3 leaves and long hairs. The small flowers are white or
violet and grow in clusters. The pods are 3-4½ by 8-10 cm,
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with long hairs. In Java, it is often cultivated on the plains.
Its indigenous name (Einh. Name) is “Dekeman, Jav. Kr. D.”
[Note: We have been unable to decipher the meaning of this
sentence. It is apparently NOT a citation.]
Note: The author lived 1863-1919. On pages 402-03 of
this volume 2 he reports Pueraria phaseoloides. On 409-10
he reports five species of Dolichos: D. lablab, D. biflorus, D.
Junghuhnianus, D. truncatus, and D. falcatus. Address: Dr.,
Niederlaendischen Kolonialministeriums (Dutch Colonial
Ministry).
3447. Korea. Industrial Model Farm. 1912. Chôsen zairai
daizu oomugi komugi awa hinshu chôsa [Survey of common
Korean species of soybean, barley, wheat, and millet].
Suigen, South Korea. 140 p. [Jap]
Address: Korea.
3448. Ladd, E.F. 1912. Report of the Food Commissioner,
1911. North Dakota Government Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report to the Governor of North Dakota,
Part II (Fargo) 22:1-215. See p. 145.
• Summary: In the section titled “Division of Industrial
Chemistry” (p. 144-50) is a 1/3 page subsection (p. 145)
titled “Soya bean oils,” which states that two samples of
soya bean oils have been tested. “Station [sample] No.
639. Soya oil, [tested by] A.N. Parks, Co., Philadelphia,
Pa. [Pennsylvania]. English crushed crude direct from 212
barrels, imported directly from England. Specific gravity
at 15ºC.: 0.92226. Refractive index at 20ºC.: 1.4742.
Saponification No.: 192. Iodine No. (Hanus): 125. Acid
figure: 5.0. Presumably pure soya bean oil.
“Station [sample] No. 677. Manchurian soya bean
oil, [tested by] Alden S. Swan and Co., New York.
Specific gravity at 15ºC.: 0.9262. Refractive index:
1.4747. Saponification No.: 191. Iodine No. (Hanus): 130.
Presumably pure soya bean oil.” Address: PhD, Food
Commissioner and State Chemist.
3449. Ladd, E.F. 1912. Report of the Food Commissioner:
Waters, wheats, paints, oils and farm products, 1912. North
Dakota Government Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report to the Governor of North Dakota, Part III (Fargo)
23:291-564. See p. 292. Public Document No. 36.
• Summary: The section titled “Oils” (p. 292) states: “A
study has been made of the composition of several oils
with particular reference to their use in connection with
the manufacture of paints, or as substitutes for linseed
oil. Special attention has been given to the question of
Lumbang oil, China Wood oil and Soya Bean oil, each of
which possesses certain properties that are worthy of further
investigation...” Address: Food Commissioner and State
Chemist.
3450. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, A.W.; Owen, Irving L.;

McLean, Harry C. 1912. Report of the Soil Chemist and
Bacteriologist. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 32:157-267. For the year ending Oct.
31, 1911.
• Summary: In Part V, titled “Miscellaneous vegetation
experiments,” Experiment 10 concerning “The protein
content of soy beans and buckwheat as affected by varying
amounts of lime, gypsum and acid phosphate” (p. 254-56)
contains a large table showing the results. “The following
conclusions seem justified: 1. The nitrogen content of soy
beans was distinctly increased by the use of lime, though
lime at the rate of 4,000 pounds per acre did not appear to
give any increase over the yield from 1,000 pounds per acre.
The highest yield was obtained when the lime was used at
the rate of 2,000 pounds per acre.
“2. Gypsum appears to have had no influence on the
nitrogen content of the beans.”
Experiment 11 concerning “The protein content of
soy beans as affected by the proportion of sand in the soil”
(p. 256-57) contains another table showing the results.
Conclusion: “While the differences were not great, yet the
evidence points to a sandy soil as favoring a high protein
content in soy beans.” Address: 1. Ph.D., Acting Director; 2.
A.M., Assoc. Soil Chemist; 3-4. B.Sc., Asst. Chemist. All:
New Brunswick, New Jersey.
3451. Main, T. Forster. 1912. Pulses. Annual Report on the
Experimental Work of the Dharwar Agricultural Station
(Karnatak, India). For the year 1910-11. p. 37-42. See p. 42.
• Summary: Sub-section “D.–Pulses” (p. 37+) contains
a further subdivision titled “Introduced pulses” which
states: “Soy beans * (Glycine hispida) were received from
Manchuria through Messrs. Ralli Brothers of Bombay and
grown for one year at Gokak did poorly...” A footnote (*)
states: “The green, black, and white varieties of soy beans
from the U.S.A. did not germinate.”
Sub-section “C.–Oil-seeds” (p. 32+) discusses
groundnuts. Address: B.Sc., etc., Deputy Director of
Agriculture, Bombay Presidency.
3452. Maurel, Edouard César Emile. 1912. Traité
de l’alimentation et de la nutrition à létat normal et
pathologique. Quatrième et dernier volume [Treatise on food
and nutrition in normal and diseased conditions. Vol. 4].
Paris: O. Doin, Éditeur. xi + 845 p. Index (in vol. 4). 25 cm.
[Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “General summary for mental
illnesses” (p. 777) twice recommends a lacto-ovo-vegetarian
diet. In the section titled “Dietetic observations on foods
given for the principal aliments” (p. 779-79), whole-wheat
bread, gluten bread, soy bread (Pain de soja), and almond
bread are recommended for low-carbohydrate diabetic diets.
Edouard Marel was born in 1841. Address: M.D., principal
physician for the Naval Reserves, Prof. at the Faculty of
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Medicine, Toulouse (Médecin principal de réserve de la
Marine).
3453. McCay, David. 1912. The protein element in nutrition.
London: Edward Arnold; New York: Longmans, Green &
Co. xv + 216 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm. Series: International
Medical Monographs. [30+* ref]
• Summary: Indian legumens [legumes], with their Indian
and scientific names, include the following dals (p. 57):
Arhar dal (Cajanus indicus). Massur dal (Erbum lens). Gram
dal (Cicer arietinum). Mung dal (Phaseolus mungo). Mattar
dal (Pisum sativum). Kalai dal (Phaseolus radiatus). Urid dal
(Phaseolus radiatus). “These dals all resemble the European
pea in appearance, but vary considerably in size.” A table (p.
57) gives the protein, carbohydrates, and fat content of each.
The soy bean is not included.
In Asia, these legumens play a very important in the
dietaries of the people, “and take the place of animal food
to a considerable extent. They are extensively used all over
India and the tropics, and one member, the soy bean, has
been employed for centuries by the Chinese and Japanese in
the manufacture of food preparations. Taking the different
countries together, they rank next to wheat and maize [corn]
in importance among vegetable foods, and as a source of
protein are superior to most of the cereals. The chief protein
of the pulses is legumin,...” (p. 58).
A married vegetarian couple is mentioned on p. 118.
The author sides with Voit (against Chittenden) in
advocating a relatively high protein requirement per kg (or
pound) of body weight. David McCay was born in 1873.
Address: Major, M.B., B.Ch., B.A.O., M.R.C.P., I.M.S., Prof.
of Physiology, Medical College, Calcutta [British India].
3454. Neumann, Hermann. 1912. Die Sojabohne, ihre
Bedeutung fuer den gesunden und kranken Menschen und
ihre Verwertungsform [The soybean, its significance for
people in good and poor health, and the forms in which it
is used]. Zeitschrift fuer Physikalische und Diaetetische
Therapie (Leipzig) 16:129-51. [26 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “In my own medical practice, since 1908, I have
served soybeans in various forms (as soup, vegetables, or
bread) to many dozens of people, of all ages and degrees of
ill health. In almost every case they have praised them and
been helped by them.” The author reported splendid results
in treating diabetics with soybean bread and a patented
preparation named “Soyap.” Tables show the composition of
various beans, including the soybean.
A Chinese establishment, Caséo-Sojaïne [founded by Li
Yu-ying] near Paris, has undertaken to make soyfoods suited
to French tastes (p. 149). Address: M.D., Potsdam.
3455. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha). 1912.
Nichi-Bei nenkan [Japanese-American yearbook. No. 8].
650 Ellis St., San Francisco, California. 652 p. Reprinted in

2001-02 in Tokyo by Nihon Tosho Senta. Series: Nikkei Imin
Shiryôshû. Dai 5-kai [Collected Documents on Japanese
Emigration. No. 5]. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This book is read and numbered from “back
to front” compared with typical English books; it is mostly
(99%) in Japanese. The English-language title page reads:
The Japanese American Year Book.
The book is divided into 14 parts, each numbered
separately. Contents: (1) Table of contents (4 p.). (2) Ads
(4 p.). (3) Maps (2 p.): Map of the United States. Map of
California (1 p. each, in Japanese). (4) Graphs and charts on
4 unnumbered pages: (A) Bar chart: Population of Japanese
living in the USA from 1869 to 1911 (some years missing
before 1904). Three pie charts: (B) In which U.S. states do
Japanese live. (C) Occupations of Japanese in USA. (D)
Japanese in USA by gender. (E) Bar chart: Agricultural land
use by Japanese by state. (F) Bar charts of four things for 7
years. (5) Black and white photos on 16 unnumbered pages.
(6) Advertisements (A-1 to A-18). (7) Front part (p. 1-150),
including general information about America, Japanese in
America, U.S. and agricultural census data, etc. (8) Ads
from San Francisco. (9) Back part (p. 1-136). (10) Assorted
ads (B-1 to B-66). Appendixes: (12) Table of contents of
Directory of Japanese living in America (2 p.). Appendix
1. Japanese living in America, alphabetically by state, and
within each state by city (p. 1-194). Appendix 2. Assorted
California ads (p. C-1 to C-42).
(4A) Population of Japanese living in the USA from
1869 to 1911 (read from right to left). 40 people in 1869, 55
in 1871, 95 in 1874, 270 in 1878, 420 in 1884, 500 in 1885,
1,200 in 1887, 2,300 in 1890, 6,000 in 1895, 35,000 in 1899,
53,761 in 1904, 61,034 in 1905, 75,534 in 1906, 89,575 in
1907, peak of 103,683 in 1908, 98,718 in 1909, 93,644 in
1911.
(4B, top pie chart) In which U.S. states do Japanese
live: Total Japanese population in USA: 93,359. California
56,760. Washington 16,817. Colorado, Arizona, and New
Mexico combined 5,083. Rocky Mountain region (Nevada,
Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, Montana?) (Sanchubu-gun) 4,896.
Oregon 3,795. Colorado 3,731. New York 2,178. Idaho
1,168. Utah 1,472 (see also p. 79).
(4C, lower left pie chart) Occupations of Japanese in
USA: Total 76,000. Farm laborers 36,000. Domestics 8,000.
Merchants and hotel workers 7,500. Farm owners (Nogyo
keiei-sha) 5,000.
(4D, lower right pie chart) Japanese in USA by gender:
Total 93,359. Adult men 76,378. Adult women 9,673 (so 7.9
men for each woman). Boys–American born 3,237. Girls–
American born 3,195.
(5) How Japanese worked agricultural land in the USA
(3 bar charts) (5A) Far left graph: Too hard to read bottom
of graph. (5B) Right graph: California. Colorado. Idaho.
Texas. Washington. Utah. Oregon. Nebraska. New York.
Florida. Other. (5C) 3rd graph (full page): Gives data from
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1905 to 1911 for the following states: California, Colorado,
Idaho, Texas, Washington, Utah, Oregon, Nebraska, New
York, Florida, and Other. For each state gives the following:
black bar = genkin shakuchi = rent the land; pay cash (most
prevalent). White bar with wavy line = buai kôsaku = pay a
percentage of the crop (#2 most prevalent). Dark diagonal
lines = ukeoi kôsaku = a person asks you to cultivate and
manage the land (#3 most prevalent). Light diagonal lines =
shoyû = Cultivators owns the land (least prevalent).

In 1910, the value of miso and shoyu imported from
Japan to San Francisco topped $100,000. Also imports
of soybean cakes (daizu kasu) from Manchuria increased
rapidly (p. 75).
In 1910, the value of shoyu and pickles imported from
Japan to Portland, Oregon, was $11,094 (p. 77).
Basic information about how the survey was conducted,
its scope, and reaction to it is given on pages 67, 73, 7980, 90, 98-100, and 114 of this year book. The date on
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page 1 of the directory is Meiji 44 (1911), Oct. 1. On page
67 is a comparison of Japanese and American import and
export data–this data compiled by both countries; soy is
not mentioned. Pages 73 on show existing government
forms that Japanese had filled out: Marriage certificate,
birth certificate, divorce, military draft, type of business and
business license, agricultural work details, visa, etc. These
provided important basic information for the surveys of
Japanese in California.
Pages 79, 80, and 90 contain data compiled by the
Nichibei newspaper, perhaps a survey conducted by sending
out forms, with follow-up by phone calls. The first Japanese
laborers came into California in Meiji 2 (1869); A Dutchman
named Snail brought a group of 40 Japanese workers. In
Meiji 11 (1878) a census of Japanese in California was
conducted. In Meiji 37 (1904) the first detailed research on
Japanese in California was conducted.
The Directory shows Japanese companies making
soyfoods in California, Utah, Oregon, and Washington.
Address: San Francisco, California.
3456. Nitragin Co. (The). 1912. Nitrogen made on the farm.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 12 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: Nobbe and Hiltner registered the name
Nitragene (pronounced NAI-tra-gene) all over the world as
a trademark. It was registered in the United States Dec. 6,
1898, as No. 32,212. Initially Nitragin was sold mostly in
Europe. It “was not for a few years marketed in the United
States and Canada, but these governments undertook the
introduction of the pure culture method of soil inoculation
on their own account, in order to encourage this safer, easier,
and more practical method. The United States Department
of Agriculture distributed these organisms in the dry or
dormant form on bits of cotton. Thus practically the whole
world accepted, endorsed and adopted the Nobbe-Hiltner
inoculation method. However many disappointments
followed these early experiments... The cultures sent out
by the USDA were found practically useless.” There were
basic problems with the original product and many farmers
lost confidence in artificial cultures. Then the so-called “new
Nitragin” was introduced to America in about 1909 by the
German-American Nitragin Co. of Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
under the direct supervision of Dr. M.O. Reiche, soil expert,
bacteriologist, and former student and assistant to Dr.
Hiltner. The new product was more effective. Photos show:
“Healthy roots of beans showing germ clusters or ‘nodules.’”
Roots of sickly bean plants. Soy is not mentioned. Address:
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
3457. Okurasho Shuzeikyoku. 1912. Naikokuzei isan
55 [Domestic tax; treasure from the past 55]. Tokyo:
Tokyozeimu Kantoku-kyoku. 161 p. 23 cm. [Jap]*
• Summary: This is a Japanese government publication.
Note: This is the 4th earliest book in WorldCat / OCLC that

has miso as a subject or title word. Address: Japan.
3458. Okurasho Shuzeikyoku. 1912. Naikokuzei isan
56 [Domestic tax; treasure from the past 56]. Tokyo:
Tokyozeimu Kantoku-kyoku. 133 p. 23 cm. [Jap]*
• Summary: This is a Japanese government publication.
Address: Japan.
3459. Omiya / Ohmiya (Omiya Co. (The)). 1912. The
Ohmiya Co. (Ad). In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1912. NichiBei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook. No. 8]. p. C-38.
[Eng; jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). The top 1/5 of this ad is given
in English. This company sells various goods including (in
Japanese) irimame [roasted soybeans / soynuts].
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2012)
showing that roasted soybeans are now available in North
America; they were probably imported from Japan. Address:
130½ South Park, San Francisco, California.
3460. Ozaki Shoten (Okaki & Co.). 1912. Ozaki Shoten
(Ad). In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook. No. 8]. p. C-24. [Eng; jap]
• Summary: Ad (¼ page). The top 1/5 of this ad is given
in English. This company sells various goods including (in
Japanese) shoyu [soy sauce]. A similar ad also appears in
the 1913 Yearbook (last block of ads, p. 23). Says it is a
branch of Ozaki Shoten, a shoyu maker in Wakayama, Japan.
Address: 404-406 E. First St., Los Angeles, California.
3461. Pacific Trading Co., Inc. 1912. General importers and
exporters (Ad). In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1912. Nichi-Bei
Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook. No. 8]. Unnumbered
page near front. [Jap; Eng]
• Summary: Ad (full page). The top one-fifth of this ad is in
English. This company imports various goods including (in
Japanese) shoyu and miso. In English: “Rice, soy, canned
goods, vegetable wax, dried vegetable, crockery, chilli
pepper, dried ginger, etc.” “Cable address ‘PacTrad.’”
The company’s full-page ad near the front of the 1914
Yearbook (p. 1) shows company trademarks / logos for
Kikkoman Shoyu and Higeta Shoyu. Address: 441-443 Clay
St., San Francisco, California. Phone: Kearny 1263. Douglas
170. Home C 5456.
3462. Pharmazeutische Praxis (Vienna and Leipzig). 1912.
Soja-Erzeugnisse [Soy products]. 11(6):321-22. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The source of this article is Li Yu Ying (Hygiene
u. Industrie, 1911, No. 4).
This article is in a section of the newspaper titled
Nutritional Preparations, Foods and Related Products
(Nährpräparate, Nahrungs- und Genussmittel).
Contains basic definitions of soymilk (Soja-Milch or
Sojamilch) made with soy kernels (Sojakerne), tofu (Soja-
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Käse), soy flour (Soja-Mehl, made by milling dehulled
soybeans), soy sauce (Soja-Sauce) and soy coffee (SojaKaffee), made from roasted soybeans (Ph. Z.-H. 1912, p.
242).
Soy sauce is a brown liquid with a salty taste and
very pleasant aroma. It is made by subjecting soy milk
(Sojamilch) or soy juice (Sojasaft) to a peculiar smoking
process.
Note 1. This is the earliest article seen (March 2020)
in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojasaft (soy juice, which is
mentioned as an alternative word for Sojamilch).
Note 2. This is the earliest and only article seen (March
2020) in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database
that contains the German word Sojakerne (soy kernels,
which is apparently an alternative word for Sojabohnen).
Note 3. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020)
in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database
that contains the German word Soja-Kaffee (soy coffee,
hyphenated). This word appears in 2 different issues of these
newspapers from 1912 to 1914.
3463. Pharmazeutische Praxis (Vienna and Leipzig). 1912.
Sojabohnen [Soybeans]. 11(8):434-35. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a German-language summary of the
following Dutch-language article: Waerden, Herman van der.
1911. De sojaboon [The soybean]. Pharmaceutisch Weekblad
voor Nederland 48(32):889-96. Aug. 12.
In the summary these German words appear: Sojamehl
(soybean meal / flour), Sojabohne, Sojabohnen (soybean,
soybeans), Sojabohnenöl (soybean oil), etc.
3464. Philippine Agriculturist and Forester. 1912. Current
literature. 2(4-6):103-04. [2 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contains a summary of two documents
concerning soybeans grown in Mauritius. (1) Sornay, P. de.
1910. “Étude sur les légumineuses [Study on legumes”]. Ile
Maurice (Mauritius), Station Agronomique, Bulletin No. 24.
122 p. See p. 44, 88. This summary states: “It is of interest
to note that in spite of a number of failures the Director of
the station remains of the opinion that the Soy bean is a plant
of great promise for culture under the tropical conditions
existing in Mauritius. The failures are ascribed most
frequently to the absence of the proper bacteria in the soil, or
in individual cases to attacks by various pests. Planting from
December to March, a satisfactory crop of mature seed has
been harvested in two and one-half to three months.”
(2) Boname, P. 1912. “Soja [Soybeans”]. Ile Maurice
(Mauritius), Station Agronomique, Rapport Annuel For
the year 1911. p. 22-23. Also titled Bulletin No. 26. This
summary states: “The annual report for 1911,... shows that
the hopes entertained in the matter of Soy beans have not
been realized. Responsibility for this failure is laid chiefly
to typhoons. The work is being kept up, and it is hoped that

by means of selection from a large number of varieties, one
will be found which is sufficiently resistant and vigorous.
Like many other legumes, native and introduced, the Soja is
subject to destruction by the bean fly (Agromyza).” Address:
Philippines.
3465. Polk’s Portland [Oregon] city directory. 1912.
Portland, Oregon: R.L. Polk & Co., Inc. See p. 1142, 1735. *
• Summary: “Ota H baths 86½ 5th N”
“Oya H.” Note 1. This is actually the Ota Tofu Co. See
Nichi-Bei Nenkan.
Note 2. Note: This is the earliest document seen (May
2019) that mentions Heiji Ota. Address: Portland, Oregon.
3466. Polk’s Portland [Oregon] city directory. 1912.
Portland, Oregon: R.L. Polk & Co., Inc. *
• Summary: Ota S. Baths. Business and residence at 86½
5th St. North. Note: This may be the earliest document seen
(May 2019) that mentions Saizô Ota. Address: Portland,
Oregon.
3467. Portrait of Dr. John Harvey Kellogg (Photograph).
1912.
• Summary: See next page. This portrait photo from the
Library of Congress is dated 1912-1915. He was born in
1852. We copied it from the Wikipedia page for John Harvey
Kellogg.
3468. Rorer, Sarah Tyson. 1912. Canning and preserving.
Revised and enlarged edition. Philadelphia: Arnold and
Company. 118 p. 19 cm.
• Summary: In the chapter on “Catsups,” the recipe for
“Imitation of Worcestershire Sauce” (p. 101) states: “Add to
one quart of vinegar three-quarters of an ounce of cayenne,
three cloves of garlic chopped fine, five anchovies mashed,
twelve whole cloves bruised, and two blades of mace.
Cover, and stand aside over night. Next day, rub through a
fine sieve, strain, add one gill of port wine and one of soy
[sauce], put it in a demijohn, cork, and stand aside for ten
days; then bottle, cork, and seal.”
3469. Rowe, C.A. 1912. Pigs + corn + soybeans + clover = ?
Illinois Farmers’ Institute, Annual Report 17:367-69. For the
year ending June 30, 1912.
• Summary: Contents of this lecture: Introduction (feeding
of soybeans to hogs). Pigs like soybeans best. Six hundred
forty-seven pounds per acre (gain in pork from the beans
alone). A better way (pasturing the soybeans with hogs is not
as profitable as making soybean hay). A sure crop. Questions
and answers.
The author began growing soybeans in 1901 on his
farm in Morgan County; he was soon feeding them to hogs.
The best way to use soybeans is to wait until the beans are
beginning to turn ripe, cut the plants with a binder, shock
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results will appear in a Special Paint Bulletin, and not in this
report.”
Two samples of presumably pure soya bean oil were
analyzed and the results presented in tabular form. The first,
from the A.N. Parks Co. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) was
crushed in England, crude [not refined], direct from 212
barrels [1 barrel probably = 42 gallons] imported directly
from England. Specific gravity at 15ºC. 0.9226. Refractive
index at 20ºC. 1.4742. Saponification No. 192. Iodine No.
(Hanus) 125. Acid figure 5.0.
The second, Manchurian soya bean oil, from Alden S.
Swan and Co. (New York): Specific gravity at 15ºC. 0.9310.
Refractive index at 20ºC. 1.4801. Saponification No. 194.
Iodine No. (Hanus) 142.
A table (p. 150) shows that colored soya bean oil
fluoresced in response to light, and also fluoresced when
debloomed with nitro-bengol.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2016)
concerning soybean products (soya bean oil) in North
Dakota. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybean products in North Dakota (second half of 1911);
soybeans as such have not yet been reported. Address: Asst.
Chemist, North Dakota Agric. Exp. Station (Fargo).

them in rather small shocks, and when they are dry enough,
stack them in a dry place. Then feed them to your hogs with
corn during the winter; the result is profit.
A photo shows Dr. Eugene Davenport, dean of the
College of Agriculture, Urbana. Address: Jacksonville,
Illinois.
3470. Ruhräh, John. 1912. Weitere Beobachtungen ueber die
Sojabohne [Further observations on the soy bean (Abstract)].
Jahrbuch fuer Kinderheilkunde und Physische Erziehung
75:241. (Chem. Abst. 6:1789). [Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
English-language article: Ruhräh, John. 1911. “Further
observations on the soy bean.” Archives of Pediatrics
28(10):841-43. Oct.
3471. Sargent, L.W. 1912. Division of Industrial Chemistry.
Report of the Food Commissioner, North Dakota 9:144-50.
For the year 1911.
• Summary: Note: This report, which is bound with the 22nd
Annual Report of the North Dakota Government Agricultural
Experiment Station (Fargo), covers laboratory work from the
second half of calendar year 1911. Various samples of paint
oils, including linseed oil and soya bean oil, were examined.
“A series of twenty paints used in the practical paint tests in
the summer of 1911 are at present being analyzed, but the

3472. Settimj, L. 1912. Sopra una reazione cromatica
caratteristica dell’olio di soja [On a chromatic reaction
characteristic of soy oil]. Annali del Laboratorio Chimico
Centrale delle Gabelle (Rome) 6:461-65. (Chem. Abst.
7:908). [Ita]
• Summary: The soybean seed (semi di soja) is furnished
by the plant Soja hispida, which is a member of the
legume family. In Japan, since ancient times, the seeds of
the soybean have been used to make a fermented paste
called Miso and an oil called Shoyu (un olio per con lire
detto Shoyu). In the United States, England, and Germany
the soybean is used mostly as a source of oil, of which
it contains 13-19%. During the past year, soy oil in Italy
(dell’olio di soja in Italia) has assumed a new importance;
it is coming to be used mainly for the manufacture of soaps
but also for edible use, mixed with the oil of other seeds
and olive oil. The Settimi Test is a color test which has
been proposed for use with vegetable oils, including soy
oil. On shaking together a mixture of 5 c.c. of soya bean
oil, 2 c.c. of CHCL3, and 3 c.c. of a 1:50 aqueous solution
of uranium nitrate, a distinctly yellow emulsion is obtained.
This yellow color is permanent. With sesame (sesamo),
cottonseed (cotone), peanut (arachide), rapeseed (colza) and
maize (maiz) oil, a white emulsion results. Olive oil gives a
greenish tint, sometimes also a yellowish tint like that of an
oil mixed with a little soya oil.
Note 1. This article was summarized in Chemische
Umschau auf dem Gebiete der Fette, Oele, Wachse und
Harze (1913, p. 61), Pharmazeutische Zentralhalle für
Deutschland (1913, vol. 54, p. 522), and Year-Book of
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Pharmacy (1913, p. 107).
Note 2. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that mentions soy oil, which it calls olio di
soja.
Also discusses: Sesame oil, peanut oil, olive oil, corn
oil, and colza oil. Address: Rome, Italy.
3473. Shin Sekai-sha. 1912. Zaibei Nippon-jin kan
[Directory of Japanese in the USA]. San Francisco,
California: Shin Sekai-sha. [Jap]*
• Summary: The 1912 edition is at Waseda University in
Tokyo. Address: San Francisco, California.
3474. Smith, C.B. 1912. Rotations in the corn belt. Yearbook
of the United States Department of Agriculture p. 325-36.
For the year 1911.
• Summary: The section titled “Corn in rotation with
cowpeas or soy beans, wheat, and clover” (p. 331-32)
discusses the growing importance of soybeans in the corn
belt. “In southern Indiana, southern Illinois, portions of
Ohio, and much of Missouri and Kansas either cow peas
or soy beans may profitably be substituted for oats in the
rotation. Both these crops may be grown for either grain or
hay, producing a quality of product even superior to oats
for feeding purposes. Both are legumes, and therefore are
superior to oats as crops for improving the land, and both
possess the still further advantage of making it unnecessary
to plow the ground after them, as in the case of oats,
for wheat. Disking is preferable and can be effectually
done when dry weather would make plowing impossible.
Furthermore, both cowpeas and soy beans can be grown
successfully on poorer land and on land in a poorer condition
of tilth than can oats, and in themselves, either for feed or
hay, they will return a greater cash value than oats.
“As to which is the more profitable, cowpeas or soy
beans, that matter has not been satisfactorily determined and
will vary with the locality. The soy beans will stand a little
more frost and therefore can be safely grown a little farther
north than cowpeas.
“Recent field observations have led to the belief that
soy beans will have by far the broader general application
and will thrive under a greater variety of soil conditions than
cowpeas. On the heavier lands along the central and northcentral sections of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois soy beans are
being grown with greater success and with greater profit than
cowpeas.”
“The value of the soy bean crop in the sections
mentioned is being realized more and more each year and
it is rapidly filling a very important place in the rotation on
the average farm. At present the crop is principally used to
supply feed for live stock, but with the prevailing prices
of seed, farmers will doubtless gradually go into seed
production, allowing the crop to fill the same place in the
rotation as at present.

“With a four or five year rotation of (1) corn, (2)
cowpeas or soy beans, (3) wheat, and (4) clover and timothy
one year or more, the land will be plowed but once in the
rotation and that for the corn crop. For the cowpeas or soy
beans and for the wheat, disking the ground will usually be
sufficient.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2016) by
or about USDA’s Office of Farm Management and soybeans.
In 1922 it became part of the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics. Address: Agriculturist, Office of Farm
Management, Bureau of Plant Industry.
3475. Squires, J.H. 1912. Report of the Agronomist. New
Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
22:41-43. For the year 1910-11.
• Summary: “It was the original plan to determine the
wilting point of the crop but it was determined that by the
time the crop showed signs of wilting it was so seriously
injured that it did not recover upon irrigation. This plan
was abandoned. The crop grown on the plats was soy beans
and in some cases a yield of thirty bushels per acre was
produced. It was the purpose to determine the transpiration,
percolation, evaporation, and duty of water for this crop.
These data were tabulated and are now being brought into
form for publication.
“An experiment to determine the effect of various
combinations of fertilizers on soy bean was carried on by
the use of thirteen small plats. No satisfactory results were
obtained as some of the check plats produced greater yields
than the fertilized plats.” Address: Ph.D. Agronomy, Las
Cruces, New Mexico.
3476. Tanaka, Setsusaburô. 1912. Saibai kakuron [Details on
cultivation. Revised ed.]. Tokyo. [Jap]*
• Summary: Nagata (1960, p. 75-76) states that Tanaka
was the first to write on summer vs. autumn soybeans after
the Meiji period. He emphasized that these two kinds of
soybeans should be distinguished by the length of their
growing period; the summer soybeans have a short growing
period and the autumn soybeans a longer one. Tanaka also
emphasized that vining and twining characteristics appear
to be an important criterion for botanical taxonomy of
soybeans.
Note: The only edition of this book listed in WorldCat
was published in 1901 in Tokyo by Hakubunkan.
3477. Tibbles, William. 1912. Foods: Their origin,
composition and manufacture. London: Baillière, Tindall and
Cox. viii + 950 p. See p. 372, 476, 529, 531-33, 535, 537-39,
776. Index. 23 cm. [5 soy ref]
• Summary: In the chapter on “The legumes or pulses,”
the section on “Beans” (p. 529) lists ten species of beans
(including the soy bean) that “are used in dry condition in
many parts of the world.”
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The section titled “The Soy Bean (Dolichos soja,
or Glycine hispida) states (p. 531-33): “The soy bean is
a native of Cochin-China, Java, and Japan, where it has
been cultivated from the remotest antiquity. It is said to be
the shu mentioned in the writings of Confucius, although
the modern name is ta-tou. Its introduction into India is
comparatively modern. It was introduced into Southern
Europe and America in 1880, where it is now cultivated
chiefly as a forage plant. There are numerous varieties of the
plant, but, excepting in colour, the seeds do not differ much
from each other in size and appearance. Those sold in the
Chinese markets of Australia and Western America are either
yellow or black. The seed resembles a pea, but the botanical
characteristics of the whole plant are those of the bean. The
seeds are one of the most important beans of China, Japan,
and some other Oriental countries, where they are eaten like
other beans–viz., boiled or baked. But in China and Japan
they are elaborated into a variety of products, all of which
are valuable for their high proportion of protein, and, when
eaten with rice–the staple food of the people–make a fairly
well-balanced dietary. Some of these articles are eaten at
every meal by rich and poor alike, particularly in the interior
of China. Some of these preparations are as follows:
“Soy Sauce, or Shoyu, is prepared from a mixture of
cooked beans, roasted wheaten flour, and salt, which are put
into a cask and allowed to undergo a prolonged fermentation.
The result is a thick brown liquid, of pungent and agreeable
taste. It is used in Europe as a basis for various proprietary
sauces.
“2. Bean Cheese, or Tao-hu [Tofu].–There are several
preparations. According to Prinsen-Geerligs, bean cheeses
are made from white beans, which are soaked in water for
three hours, afterwards being reduced to a paste and cooked.
The milky fluid is then strained through a coarse cloth to
remove starch and fibre, and when cool is precipitated by
the addition of crude salt–i.e., salt containing calcium and
magnesium as well as sodium chloride. The precipitate,
which is rich in protein and fat, is then kneaded and pressed
into cakes, called fresh Tofu, or ‘Taahuor tofu.’ They are then
dipped into an alkaline solution of curcuma. An analysis of
fresh tofu gives the following composition: Water 81.35,
protein 11.46, fat 5.19, carbohydrate 0.81, ash 0.79, per cent.
There are several varieties of the cheese, known as ‘Natto,’
‘Miso,’ and ‘Tofu.’ Natto is made from beans which have
been boiled for several hours until they are soft. The hot
mass is then pressed into small cakes, wrapped in bundles of
straw, and kept in a warm, tightly-closed cellar for twentyfour hours, when the action of minute organisms from the
air or straw work a change in the mass, and produce an
agreeable flavour. Miso is made by boiling the beans until
they are soft, when they are beaten to a pulp, mixed with
concentrated sea-brine or crude salt, and boiled rice. The
substance is then put into a barrel which has previously
contained a fermented liquor, and allowed to ferment. It is

ready for use in two months, and is eaten like butter. Soy
Milk: When beans have been boiled until they are soft, and
beaten to a pulp, a considerable portion of the vegetable
casein passes into solution, and forms a milky-looking liquid.
It further resembles milk by a thin pellicle or skin [yuba]
forming on its surface when it is boiled, just as in the case of
boiled cow’s milk, and the casein can be precipitated from
solution by rennet or acids. Such milk has many uses. Tofu
is also prepared from soy milk by the addition of sea-brine,
which precipitates the casein by virtue of the calcium and
magnesium salts. The coagulum is then pressed into tablets,
which are snow-white. Tofu made in this way is prepared
fresh daily, and therefore but little bacterial action occurs.
Moreover, dried cheeses are made in China and Japan by
freezing such cakes, afterwards thawing them and drying
them in the sun.”
Section 4 (p. 535) titled “The legumin of soy beans”
mentions glycinin, legumelin, proteose, and vegetable casein.
A table (p. 537) gives the chemical composition of the
following: Soy beans (black, or yellow). Soy cheese (taohu): Tofu (fresh, frozen, dry matter). Natto. Miso (white,
red, or Swiss). Soy sauce (Tao-yu): Shoyu. Three sources for
these figures are cited.
On page 537-38 is information about the fats,
carbohydrates, and minerals of soy beans and other legumes.
In the section on “Sauces” (p. 776) we read: Many of
these sauces, or relishes, consist of a basis of vinegar, with
Indian soy, mushroom ketchup, walnut ketchup, cayenne
pepper, allspice, garlic, and other condiments and aromatic
spices, to give flavour, pungency, and aromatic properties. A
notable example is Worcestershire Sauce, which is composed
of the following ingredients: Soy–1 quart. Malt vinegar–7
pints. Lime-juice–3/4 pint. Tamarind–1 pound. Chillies–1¼
ounces. Cloves–1¼ ounces. Garlic–3 ounces. Shallots–6
ounces. Anchovies–3 ounces.
“These substances are prepared by peeling and bruising
the garlic and shallots with the anchovies. They are then
mixed with the vinegar, soy, and spices, boiled together for
twenty minutes, allowed to get cold, and strained. There are
many other examples; most of the ingredients have been
described in the foregoing pages.
“An imitation [soy sauce]. called English soy, is made
by heating together 10 parts treacle, 16 parts extract of malt,
4 parts mushroom ketchup, and 9 parts common salt; it is
allowed to stand twenty-one days, and afterwards clarified.”
Recipes for Mushroom ketchup and Walnut ketchup are also
given (p. 776).
The section on “Rice as a food” (p. 475-76) notes that
rice is poor in protein and fat and rich in carbohydrates.
“It is consumed enormously by the inhabitants of Eastern
countries... It should not be overlooked, however, that the
same people consume the soy bean and its preparations,
especially soy cheese and sauce, which largely compensate
for the deficiency of protein. The deficiency of rice in
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stimulating properties, infinitely less than those of oats and
oatmeal, accounts to some extent for the indolence and
apathy of many Orientals, and it is a significant fact that the
advance of the Japanese as a nation [incl. winning two major
wars] is contemporaneous with the larger consumption of
flesh foods.”
The section on “Common Wheat” (p. 372) states: “The
Chinese grew wheat 2700 B.C., and considered it a special
gift from Heaven. It was classed with rice, sorghum, and
the soy-bean, which the Emperor Chin-nong [Shen-Nung]
ordered to be sown annually with sacred rites.”
Note: William Tibbles lived 1859-1928. Address: LL.D.,
M.D. (Hon. Causa) Chicago, L.R.C.P. Edin., M.R.C.S. Eng.,
L.S.A. Lond. Medical Officer of Health, Fellow of the Royal
Inst. of Public Health, etc.
3478. Tonnelier, Adolfo C. 1912. La Soja hispida y sus
aplicaciones [The soybean and its applications]. Buenos
Aires, Argentina: J. Carbone. 16 p. [Spa]
• Summary: Various tables give the chemical composition
of soybeans based on different previous analyses (incl.
moisture, ash, oils, nitrogenous substances / proteins
{materias azoadas, materias proteicas}, cellulose, and
carbohydrates).
“The results obtained during these last two periods in
this Experimental Station permit us to predict a bright future
for these industries. The soybean is adequate to use as green
manure, green fodder and hay; it produces a grain with which
flour is made for the maintenance of people and animals;
it also produces oil which leaves a residue cake that can be
fed to livestock. Besides these products, soybeans can be a
source for artificial milk (leche artificial; soymilk), cheese
(queso) [tofu], and a certain sauce (cierta salsa; soy sauce),
all of which, even if their use has not yet become part of our
custom, are at least widespread in the Chinese Empire” (p.
1).
“The main center for the utilization of the soybean and
for the production of flour, oil and cakes is found in Hull,
England.” Tables show the composition of soy flour (harina
de Soja) and the soybean cake (la torta de Soja), based on
analyses by Maret and Delattre (p. 8).
On page 10 is a discussion of vegetable milk or soy
milk. Page 12 discusses “queso de Soja, ó To Fou” (“soy
cheese, or tofu”) and “la famosa salsa de Soja, llamada
Soyou ó Choyou” (“the famous soy sauce, called Soyou
or Choyou” [actually shoyu]). A table gives the chemical
composition of fresh and dry tofu.
A full-page table (p. 13) compares the chemical
composition of soybeans and soyfoods with similar foods
from other sources in six categories: Seeds or grains, cakes
(for feed), flour, green forage, milk (incl. soymilk), and
cheese (incl. fresh and dry tofu; Queso de To Fou, fresco;
Queso de To Fou, seco). The dry tofu cheese may be dryfrozen tofu.

“Experiments carried out at this Experimental Station
in Cordoba during the last three years plainly confirm the
favorable effects that legumes produce as green/unripe
manure over other crops such as corn, flax, wheat, barley,
rye and potatoes. In the period 1910-1911, as is well known,
was not a very favorable one for forage production. A
yield corresponding to 36,000 kg/ha of green forage was
obtained [from soybeans] at this Experimental Station”
(p. 15). “The experimental cultivation of the hispid/hairy
soybean in the period of 1910-1911 was carried out on soil of
mediocre composition, inferior to that of the average crops
in the region. As I stated earlier, that year was extremely
unfavorable for all vegetation. Half of the crop either failed
to bloom or did not ripen. As a result, by January 19, 1911,
the harvest of green forage was 36,800 kg/ha, leaving the
other half for seed” (p. 16).
Photos show: (1) A field of soy bean plants (Soja
hispida). (2) Close-up view of a man standing with a
measuring stick in a field of soy bean plants. (3) Close-up
view of leaves of a soy bean plant. (4). Close-up of soybean
pods on stem. (5). Soybean pods placed next to a ruler.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Argentina (one of
three documents).
Note 2. The last two lines of the article read: “Cordoba,
July 1911. A.C. Tonnelier.” Therefore this document contains
the earliest clear date seen for soybeans in Argentina, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Argentina (1908). The source of
these soybeans is unknown.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term materias azoadas
or the term materias proteicas to refer to nitrogenous
substances or protein in connection with soybeans.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term queso de Soja refer to
tofu. Address: Jefe de la Estación Experimental, anexa á la
Escuela Nacional de Agricultura y Ganaderia de Córdoba
(Chief of the Experiment Station, attached to the School of
Agriculture and Cattle Raising of Cordoba, Argentina).
3479. Tozai Boeki Shokai (Oriental & Occidental Trading
Co.). (The). 1912. General importers and exporters (Ad). In:
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1912. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [JapaneseAmerican Yearbook. No. 8]. p. C-36. [Eng; jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). The top ¼ of this ad is given
in English. This company sells various goods including (in
Japanese) shoyu [soy sauce]. Address: 461 Pacific Building,
Market St. at 4th, San Francisco, California. Phone: Douglas
3284.
3480. Whiting, Albert Lemuel. 1912. A biochemical study
of nitrogen in certain legumes. PhD thesis, University of
Illinois. 542 p.
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on at least 45 pages
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in this thesis. A summary of this PhD thesis was published
in 1915 as: Whiting, Albert L. 1915. “A biochemical
study of nitrogen in certain legumes.” Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 179. p. 467-542. March.
Soybeans are discussed numerous times.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2018)
concerning Albert Lemuel Whiting, who later founded
Urbana Laboratories (a maker of inoculant for soybeans,
founded in 1919). Whiting earned his B.S. degree at
Massachusetts Agricultural College, 1908, and his M.S.
at Rhode Island State College, 1910. Address: Champaign
County, Illinois.
3481. Wing, Joseph E. 1912. Sheep farming in America:
New and enlarged (3rd) ed. Chicago, Illinois: The Breeder’s
Gazette. 368 p. 20 cm.
• Summary: The information on soybeans in this book is
very similar (but not identical) to that found in the 1908
second edition. It is found in Chapter 5 on pages 147-48. For
example, “soy beans” is now spelled “soybeans.” Address:
Staff Correspondent of The Breeder’s Gazette.
3482. Wing Seed Co. 1912. Alfalfa: And how to grow it.
A treatise about this valuable clover together with a list of
sundry other fine forage plants, corn, vegetables and flower
seeds of quality (Mail order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
64 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: This is actually The Wing Seed Company’s mail
order catalog. The back cover is filled with a black-and-white
photo of a man standing in a huge, well manicured field of
“Wing’s Mikado Soys” growing in rows. On the back of the
title page are: Guarantee of seed quality, prices, shipments,
and important suggestions for ordering. The Introduction
(p. 3) begins: “The most important question before the
American people is neither the tariff, the trusts, nor the
eight-hour day. It is the problem of supplying today ninety
millions of people with food, and doing it in such a manner
that the next year we can supply still a greater number from
the same acreage under cultivation... and finally leaving the
soil considerably richer than it is today... Briefly it depends
upon lime, phosphorus, potash, and nitrogen. The first three
we can buy if necessary, but nitrogen is so costly that it is
extremely difficult to purchase it, apply it to our soils, and
show a financial gain from so doing, even when we secure
fairly good prices. The greatest source of nitrogen is the air,
and our common legumes transfer it through the bacteria on
their roots to the soil; thus it becomes apparent that the key
to successful agriculture is legumes.”
For twenty years this firm has been in constant study of
all sorts of leguminous crops... we believe that today no other
firm of seedsmen in the United States is as well qualified
to serve their customers along this great line of leguminous
plants as we are.”
The first long section (p. 4-14), titled “Alfalfa or

lucerne,” gives details on all aspects of growing this crop.
It begins: “Legumes are the only plant foods which actually
add plant food to the soil; they thus rank of the greatest
importance, and permanent agriculture depends vitally upon
their use.” “On impoverished soils, we would recommend
preparation for Alfalfa one or two years in advance, growing
such crops as Crimson Clover, Mammoth Clover, Melilotus
[Sweet Clover], Cow Peas, Canada Field Peas, or Soja
Beans, and preferably turning them under or else pasturing
them off, so as to give the soil the greatest benefit possible
from them.” “Time of Seeding (p. 5)–On Woodland Farm,
for many years, it has been our custom to sow Alfalfa at oatseeding time, about the first week of April, using Beardless
Spring Barley as a nurse crop.”
After a section on corn (p. 15-20) comes a longer section
titled “Soy beans.” Its contents: Introduction. Usefulness
of soy beans. Time of planting and cultivation. Inoculation.
Harvesting for grain. Making soy bean hay. Varieties:
Wing’s Mikado (will yield 30 bushels/acre under favorable
conditions), Wing’s Mongol (secured in 1908), Wing’s Sable
(secured in 1908), Wing’s Extra Select Sable, Jet, Peking,
Wing’s Extra Select Peking, Wilson (excellent for forage),
Ito San (Especially adapted to latitude 41½ degrees, or north
of that), Mammoth (will rarely mature seed north of the Ohio
River), a stray soy bean.
The section on soy beans begins (p. 21): “Three years
ago [ca. 1909] we ventured the assertion that Soy Beans were
one of the coming crops. We are much more certain now
than we were then.” The introduction to the varieties states
(p. 27): “We believe that we are the largest retailers of soy
beans in the United States. Possibly we retail as many as all
the rest of the dealers put together. We believe, also, that we
are spending more money to test varieties of these soy beans
to ascertain which are the good ones, and to perfect them, by
plant row breeding and selection, than any other firm in the
United States.” The varieties whose names start with “Wing”
“are our own, obtainable only directly from us. We have no
agent, and no other seedsmen have them.” The photos in
this issue (which are very similar to those in the 1911 issue)
show: (1) Two children (about ages 3 and 6) inspecting the
soy bean test plots. (2) A boy standing in “A field of Peking
soy beans just ripening. This looks like 30 bushels per
acre.” (3) Large, individual photos of uprooted plants of the
following soy bean varieties bearing pods: Wing’s Mikado (2
photos on different pages), Ito San, Wing’s Sable (2), Wing’s
Mongol, Wilson, Peking, and Jet (p. 23-30). Two children
seated (one in a big straw hat) in front of a field of soybeans
(inside back cover).
The “Index and table of quantities required per acre;
Also weight per bushel” (p. 64) states that a bushel of
“Beans, Soy” weighs 60 lb. If sowing alone, plant ¼ to 3 bu/
acre.
A typewritten note, stapled to the title page, was written
in 1993 by William Wing of Pella, Iowa, for a Wing family
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reunion, at which he displayed the booklet. The note states:
“The Wing Seed Co. of Mechanicsburg, Ohio, founded
by Joseph (Alfalfa Joe) Wing and his brothers Willis and
Charles, after many years of prosperous operation, went
bankrupt during the Great Depression [1929 to early 1940s].
The buildings were sold to the Scott Seed Co. [now named
Scotts Co. Phone: 937-644-0011] in Marysville, Ohio, distant
about 30 miles from Mechanicsburg. The buildings are still
used for storage by Scott.” Address: Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
3483. Winkler, Hubert. 1912. Botanisches Hilfsbuch
fuer Pflanzer, Kolonialbeamte, Tropenkaufleute und
Forschungsreisende [Botanical guidebook for colonial
settlers and officials, buyers of tropical goods, and
explorers]. Wismar: Hinstorffsche Verlagsbuchhandlung. 322
p. See p. 240-41. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: 1071. Soja hispida. Legume. One of the
most important and, indeed, also one of the oldest crops
of East Asia. In China, called ta-tou; in Japan, daidzu; on
Java, kadelee. Up to a one meter high bean-like plant with
trifoliate leaves and small, pale purple clusters of blossoms.
There are quite a number of varieties which differ from each
other primarily through the shape of the pod, and the shape
and color of the beans.
The soybean (Sojabohne) has a growth period of from
3½ to 4½ months and, in order to flourish, requires a great
deal of heat and light. Significant frosts cannot occur during
the growth period, and a monthly average of at least 20ºC
is necessary during the two warmest summer months in
order for it to thrive. The agronomic trials in Central Europe
have therefore provided only uncertain yields. The far more
regular climate of East Asia, on the other hand, allows for
a successful cultivation of the most varied of varieties.
A dry, deep soil is most beneficial for it. In East Asia, it
is frequently cultivated as an intermediate crop [within a
crop rotation]. A wide sowing, for instance 45 x 30 cm, is
absolutely necessary. During the blossoming period, the
soybean is sensitive to shading, but in more equatorial
latitudes, that is less the case. It can therefore be used as
an undercrop (Unterfrucht) in young tree plantings (coffee,
cacao, etc.), particularly since it is among the nitrogen fixers
(Stickstoffsammler) and can also serve as a fodder plant.
“The soybean significantly exceeds the legumes that are
most commonly used as foods in its protein content. And its
fat content in comparison to those is virtually extraordinary
(20% and more). It is for that reason that in China and Japan,
it has been prized for a long time as a food, particularly
since a large part of the population there has to rely upon a
vegetarian diet. The soybean can replace the meat-based diet
up to a certain point. For that reason, a fatty mush (fettiger
Brei) that has been obtained from it is added to nearly all
dishes in place of butter. The beans are also boiled and
roasted, especially the black varieties, and eaten as a tasty
and nutritious side dish with rice. On the other hand, flour

and baked goods are prepared from white and green beans.
In particular, though, two fermented products are produced
in Japan and Northern China, for the production of which
the soybean finds use to an extensive degree: shoyu, the
soy sauce (Sojasosse) or bean sauce, and miso. Both of
them serve as seasonings for food and for the preparation of
soups, and the former is also used in England and America
for the production of famous piquant sauces [such as
Worcestershire sauce]. Another gourmet food at the national
level (Volksgenussmittel) that is produced from the early
white varieties is the so-called “bean cheese”, which in Japan
is called tofu, which is also left to freeze for the water to be
removed and is then called kori-tofu, or “ice bean cheese”
(Eisbohnenkäse).
In recent years, though, the soybean has also attracted
a very high level of attention in Europe. This is as a food
although to a low degree, even though in France, the
production has been tried of flour, bread for diabetics
(because of the low content of carbohydrates), cakes, sauces
for seasoning, jams, milk, and fresh and smoked cheese. And
the oil of the beans is a valuable food and, in its fresh state,
can very well serve for food purposes, since it does not have,
or possesses only to a very low degree, the laxative effect
that was attributed to it earlier.
Within the European sphere, though, the oil only comes
into consideration for industrial purposes, and specifically
for the manufacture of soap. It has established its position
especially in England. In 1909, no fewer than 400,000
[metric?] tons of soybeans (Sojasaat) were apparently
imported there in 1909. In more recent times, a rubber
substitute that carries patent protection was produced by
Gössel and Sauer from the oil of the soybean, although
no further experience about its use is available yet. And
in Japan and China themselves, the obtaining of oil is
carried out extensively. The residues of the pressing find
use primarily as fertilizer, and only in most recent times as
fodder. As such, the cakes, which are called “beancakes”
by the English, were already exported from East Asia to
Europe earlier on. Through the obtaining of fat–either by
pressing or by extraction–in Europe itself, this very well
digested and inexpensive concentrated feed has taken on an
increased value for our local agriculture. Added to this is
the fact that the hay and straw and the pods of the soybean,
including plants as silage, represent a good fodder that has
already been used for a long time in East Asia. Since the
plant also comes into consideration as a nitrogen fixer for
green manure, its cultivation is to be recommended not
only in our East Asian leased territory, but otherwise also in
our colonies.–Fesca, I. 163-165.–Tropenpflanzen [Tropical
Plants] II, (1898). 223; III (1899). 249, 255; XII, (1908).
232; XIV, (19410). 613.
1072. Soja japonica = Soja hispida.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Privatdozent an der Universitaet
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Breslau [Germany].
3484. Winterstein, E. 1912. Prof. Dr. E. Schulze, 1840-1912
[Prof. Dr. E. Schulze, 1840-1912 (obituary)]. Verhandlungen
der Schweizerischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft 95:5471. [Ger]
• Summary: An excellent German-language obituary of
Ernst Schulze, who wrote several articles about soybeans and
several about lecithin.
E. Schulze is very rightfully to be considered among
the cofounders of the new, precise biochemical research.
His work in the area of plant chemistry is exemplary and
contains a series of ideas that stimulate further successful
research in this area.
Dr. Ernst Schulze, professor at the Swiss Technical
College in Zurich (Eidgenössiche Technische Hochschule
in Zürich) was born on July 31, 1840 in the small town
of Bovenden near Göttingen as the son of the senior civil
servant Schulze. In 1858, Schulze studied chemistry in
Göttingen under Wöhler, and he also spent one semester
with Bunsen in Heidelberg. In 1861, he was employed as
an assistant at the Chemical Institute (Chemisches Institut)
in Jena with Lehmann and later with Geuther. His scientific
activity began at the Agricultural Experiment Station
(Landwirtschaftliche Versuchsstation) in Weende under the
direction of Henneberg. In 1871, Schulze was appointed to
be the director of the newly founded experiment station in
Darmstadt. During his activity in Weende, he had already
attracted the attention of the Swiss Superintendent of
Schools (Eidgenössicher Schulrat), and thus in June 1872,
he was summoned to Zurich, where he then went on to be
successfully employed for forty years. In 1886, Schulze got
married to Johanna Krämer, the daughter of Dr. E. Krämer,
professor of the agricultural subjects at the Swiss Technical
College. The marriage produced two daughters. For many
years Schulze, was a member of the Germany Chemical
Society (Deutsche Chemische Gesellschaft), the Natural
Scientists’ Society (Naturforschende Gesellschaft) in Zurich,
and the Society of Swiss Agriculturalists (Gesellschaft
Schweizerischer Landwirte), and he was a regular employee
of the Journal of Physiological Chemistry (Zeitschrift für
physiologische Chemie). For his research in the area of
plant chemistry, he was awarded the Silver Liebig Medal in
1885. A study on the nitrogen-free reserve materials of lupin
seeds was rewarded with a prize from the Royal Society of
Sciences (Königliche Gesellschaft der Wissenschaftern) in
Göttingen. In the 1890s, the Russian tsar had a splendid gift
sent to him in recognition of the support that he had provided
to Russian employees. Two years ago, on the occasion of his
seventieth birthday, he was awarded an honorary doctorate
by the University of Heidelberg.
The best testimony to the multifaceted direction of
Schulze’s research is provided by the compilation of his
work. I would like to single out just a few points in that

regard here.
The experiments that were carried out at the trial station
in Weende refer primarily to feeding trials for sheep, and
through these experiments, the teachings of Voit were further
supported.
During his forty years of activity in Zurich, Schulze
devoted himself exclusively to the study of plant materials.
He discovered a series of important plant components,
created new methods for their representation and quantitative
determination, elucidated the protein transformation in
plants, and made valuable contributions on the formation of
protein materials in plants. Furthermore, he proved that cell
wells of plants are a very complicated mixture of different
carbohydrates, and he also coined the terms “hemicelluloses”
and “genuine celluloses” (Hemicellulosen and echte
Cellulosen). In the agricultural journals, there are extensive
works about the composition of our cultivated plants.
The following compounds have been discovered
and explained in chemical terms by E. Schulze and his
employees:
Glutamine (an amide of glutamic acid),
phenylalanine (alpha-Amino-beta-phenylpropionic
acid), arginine (guanidino-alpha-aminovaleric acid),
stachydrine (methylbetaine of hygrinic acid), vernine
(which, along with guanosine, proved to be identical
to a cleavage product (Spaltungsprodukt) of nucleic
acid), stachyose (a trisaccaride) [sic, a tetrasaccharide],
lupeose (a tetrasaccharide), beta-levuline, and other
non-crystallizable carbohydrates. In the various plantbased objects, the following nitrogen compounds were
discovered: aminovaleric acid, leucine, isoleucine, tyrosine,
phenylalanine, proline, tryptophan, histidine, lysine, arginine,
guanidine, hypoxanthine, vernine, vicine, convicine,
allantoin, stachydrine, betaine, trigonelline, and choline.
Schulze furthermore taught that asparagine and
glutamine is that product [sic, are those products?] of
protein conversion in the plant which forms from the protein
cleavage products (Eiweissspaltungsprodukten) in the plants,
and that these substances are used once again for protein
synthesis in the plant.
This work, which began in 1874, occupied Schulze
until the end of his life, it forms a milestone in the history of
biochemistry, and it was these experiments which provided
the impetus for the successful research in the area of protein
chemistry.
As a substantial result of Schulze’s research, it has to
be emphasized that the chemical composition of the animal
body corresponds in many a relationship with that of the
plant organism.
It was Schulze himself who erected the monument of
which he is worthy–in the form of his work.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020)
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that mentions the word “stachyose,” a carbohydrate in
soybeans.
There follows a complete bibliography of all Schulze’s
writings plus those of his PhD students. However this
bibliography is somewhat difficult to use since it is arranged
by the journal in which Schulze’s articles were published,
then within that journal, chronologically. The journals are
listed in the following order:
(1) Berichte der deutschen chemischen Gesellschaft
(1874-1909).
(2) Landwirtschaftlichen-Versuchsstationen (18671912).
(3) Landwirtschaftlichen Jahrbuechern (1876-1906).
(4) Journal fuer Landwirtschaft (vol. 17 to 1900).
(5) Landwirtschaftliches Jahrbuch der Schweiz (18901904).
(6) Zeitschrift fuer physiologische Chemie (vol. 9 to 79).
(7) Journal fuer praktische Chemie (vol. 7-32). (8) In
various other journals / publications.
(8) Dissertations (1878, by Barbieri, to 1910).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020)
that mentions “tryptophan” (regardless of capitalization but
spelled that way) in connection with soy.
3485. Year-Book of Pharmacy (London). 1912. Soya bean
oil, constituents of (Abstract). p. 120. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following
German-language article: Keimatsu, S. 1911. Zur Kenntnis
des Sojabohnenoels [Toward a knowledge of soya bean oil].
Chemiker-Zeitung 35(91):839-40. Aug. 1.
3486. Year-Book of Pharmacy (London). 1912. The
vegetable proteins. p. 490-91.
• Summary: The section titled “Soya bean protein” states
that it “holds an important position amongst proteins with
dietetic possibilities, but it is not in universal favour owing to
its uncertain effects upon the organism. It merits the attention
of pharmacists who desire to possess an inexpensive
vegetable protein.” “Soya bean protein is enjoying an
extended use in connection with the treatment of diabetes
and malnutrition.”
3487. Zavitz, C.A. 1912. The professor of field husbandry
and director of field experiments. Ontario Agricultural
College and Experimental Farm (Guelph), Annual Report
37:171-248. For the year 1911. See p. 214-15.
• Summary: This report is written “To the President of the
Ontario Agricultural College.” The section titled “Varieties
of soy beans” (p. 214-15) states: “During recent years a
considerable interest has been taken in this crop in England,
in the United States, and in Canada... Fully thirty varieties
have been under experiment at the College, but only a few of
these ripened their seed.
“In 1911, there were in all nine varieties and two

selections of Soy beans under experiment at the College.
Owing to the very unfavorable season, however, the results
were comparatively low. The highest yields in pounds of
grain per acre were produced by the Habara [Habaro],
1005; Chernie, 961; and Buckshot, 675... The Early Yellow
Soy bean... has proven to be one of the best in a series of
experiments at the College when maturity and yield per acre
are taken into consideration. The Early Yellow Soy bean
has given an average yield of 14.5 bushels per acre for the
sixteen years during which it has been grown.” Address:
B.S.A., Prof. of Field Husbandry, Guelph, Ontario.
3488. Zavitz, C.A. 1912. Results of co-operative experiments
in agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 33:13-42. For the year 1911. See p. 15, 23,
40.
• Summary: A table titled “List of experiments for 1911” (p.
15), under “Grain crops” includes “Testing two varieties of
Soy, Soja, or Japanese beans–2 plots.”
In the section on Grain crops, the subsection titled
“Soy beans” (p. 23) notes that nearly all of the soy beans
tested at the O.A.C. “have required too long a season
of growth to prove satisfactory in this climate. A few of
the varieties, however, usually mature the seed and have
proven worthy of further investigation. Two of the earliest
varieties were distributed for co-operative experiments in
1911. The demand, however, for this experiment was light,
and the meagre results obtained do not furnish sufficient
material for presentation in a tabulated form. The Early
Yellow variety made the best record in Ontario in 1911.
This variety has proven the best at the College over a
series of years. A selection from the Early Yellow variety,
however, which has been made at the College, is promising
and may be introduced in the co-operative work in the near
future.” Address: Prof. of Field Husbandry, O.A.C. [Ontario
Agricultural College], Guelph [Ontario, Canada].
3489. Two photographs of Li Yu-ying. 1912? Undated.

• Summary: The first is a portrait photo of Li.
The second is a photo with Li and his students at the
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base of the Roman aqueduct, probably in Paris, France.
Both photos are owned by the Bibliotheque Municipale
de Lyons, France. They are in the collection of L’Institute
Franco-Chinoise de Lyon (1921-1946).
3490. Kondo, M. 1913. Der anatomische Bau einiger
auslaendischer Huelsenfruechte, die jetzt viel in den
Handel kommen [The anatomical structure of some foreign
legumes, now widely used in commerce]. Zeitschrift fuer
Untersuchung der Nahrungs- und Genussmittel 25(1):1-56.
Jan. 1. See p. 1-12, 50-56. [7 ref. Ger]

• Summary: This is the second earliest microscopic study
of the structure of the soy bean seed. Good summaries with
details in English and clearer line drawings are given by
Piper and Morse (1923, p. 187-89), and Winton and Winton
(1932, p. 513-15).
The cellular structure of the seed coat or spermoderm
consists of 4 layers of cells. Moving from outside inward,
below the surface cuticle and its underlying light-line are
the palisade cells, hour-glass or column cells, the spongy
parenchyma, and the protein-rich aleurone layer. The cells of
the cotyledon are filled with fat, protein, and starch.
Detailed illustrations show: (1) Two yellow soybean
seeds (one from Japan, one from China) showing the seed

coat and a front and side view (ventral, facing the hilum)
of each and with each part labeled (Fig. 1, p. 3): R =
chalaza (Samennaht), a small linear groove at one end of
the hilum, the point where the seed coat was joined to the
body of the ovule. N = hilum (Nabel) or seed scar, which
is linear-elliptical in shape and nearly flat. M = micropyle
(Keimmund), at the opposite end of the hilum from the
chalaza, it is a minute orifice in the seed coat through
which the primary root of the young seedling emerges in
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germination. W = outline of hypocotyl seen through the
seed coat / testa (Würzelchen), visible in many, but not all,
varieties. Note: This is the earliest document seen (March
2009) that contains the word “micropyle.”
(2) Cross section of the testa (the seed coat; “the hard
external coating or integument of a seed”) and horizontal
section of the testa of a yellow soybean from China with
each part labeled (Fig. 2, p. 5): C = cuticle (Cuticula). L =
light-line (Lichtlinie). P = palisade cells (Palisadenzellen).
Sz = hour-glass cells (Säulenzellen). Sp = spongy
parenchyma (Schwammparenchym). A = aleurone layer
(Endospermüberreste).
(3) Cross-section of hilum of a yellow soybean from
China, with each part labeled (Fig. 3, p. 8): P’ = outer
palisade layer (Aeussere Palisadenschicht). P = inner
palisade layer (Innere Palisadenschicht). S = asteroid
parenchyma (Sternparenchym). Sp = spongy parenchyma
(Schwammparenchym). F’ = fibro-vascular bundle
(Gefässbündel des Nabels). F = fibro-vascular bundle of the
testa (Gefässbündel der Samenschale). A = aleurone layer
(Endospermüberreste). Sz = hour-glass cells (Säulenzellen).
(4) Cross-section through the chalaza of a green soybean
from Japan (Fig. 4, p. 10): P = palisade cells. Sz = hour-glass
cells. S = Process, appendix or process of the parenchyma?
(Fortsatz des Nabelsternparenchyms). F = Fibro-vascular
bundle. Sp = Spongy parenchyma. A = Aleurone layer.
(5) The embryo of a yellow soybean seed from Japan
(Fig. 5, p. 10): I. Whole embryo from the ventral view;
II. Half of the embryo seen from the inner side. III. The
two leaves of the plumule. C = Cotyledons (Keimblätter).
W = Hypocotyl (Würzelchen). B = Leaves of the plumule
(Blatterfederchen).
(6) Soybean cotyledon cells filled with fat, protein,
and starch (Fig. 6, p. 12): P = Protein (Protein). S = Starch
(Stärke), the black points. The material between the protein
bodies is fat/oil.
An interesting chart (p. 50-51) gives an analytical
comparison of the morphological characteristics of the
seeds of seven plants. A table (p. 52-56) makes a similar
comparison in more complex terms. Address: Tokio.
3491. Malpeaux, L. 1913. Les tourteaux dans l’alimentation
des vaches laitières [Cakes as feed for dairy cows]. Vie
Agricole et Rurale (Paris) No. 5. p. 123-26. Jan. 4. Englishlanguage summary in Experiment Station Report, p. 673.
[Fre]
• Summary: Discusses the nutritive value of linseed,
cottonseed, sesame, peanut, poppy, copra, and soy-bean
cakes. Soybean cake (le tourteau de soja) has only recently
come to be used in France. Its use expanded first in England,
then in Germany, Holland, and northern France. A first set of
tests did not show it to be advantageous as a feed for dairy
cows producing milk and butter. More tests are now being
conducted. “Compared to cottonseed cake in equivalent

rations, we have obtained a little less milk, 0.22 liters/head/
day, and it had a little higher fat content. The resulting butter
is white, firm, of average taste, and it rancidifies easily. Its
proportion of casein is also elevated relative to that made
with cottonseed cake, which surpasses all other cakes on this
point.”
Peanut cake (le tourteau d’arachide) appears to be
one of the best concentrated feeds, used to enrich livestock
rations with nitrogen. Address: Directeur de l’École
d’agriculture du Pas-de-Calais.
3492. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1913. Wood’s seeds for farm and
garden (Ad). Washington Post. Jan. 8. p. 9.
• Summary: New catalog tells all about “Cow Peas, Soja
Beans,...” Address: Seedsmen, Richmond, Virginia.
3493. Pontius, Albert W. 1913. Modern [soya] bean mill for
Manchuria. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
16(8):172. Jan. 10.
• Summary: “The South Manchuria Railway Co. proposes to
establish a new bean mill for the experimental manufacture
of bean cake and bean oil on a most up-to-date system. The
railway has decided to set apart the sum of $125,000 for
such experimental work. The construction of the building
will commence early in 1913 and the plant will be ready for
operation in 1914. The machinery is reported to have been
purchased in Germany at a cost of about $40,000 and is
due to arrive at the beginning of 1912. The plant will have
a capacity of 50 tons of beans per day, with a resultant oil
output of approximately 7 tons.
“The chief object of the experimental plant will be
to resolve by chemical process fatty substances at present
still remaining in the bean cake, with a view to extracting
ultimately from beans the maximum amount of oil of finer
quality than any now put out in South Manchuria. The same
process of manufacture is in vogue in Europe with splendid
results, and the proposed plant is expected to entirely change
the bean-milling industry in Manchuria.”
The absence of fatty substance in the cake is likely to
permit the safe export of the cake to Europe and America,
whereas under present conditions fermentation en route is
only too likely to occur.
The modern bean will replace the Santai mill which
burned in late 1912, as described in the following report
from Dalny (Dairen) that appeared in the London and China
Telegraph (London). “Destruction of big mill: Fire broke
out at the Santai bean mill above the Dairen wharves on
November 13. The flames, feeding on the combustibles at
the mill and fanned by the gale, defied all attempts at control.
They razed to the ground the bean mill containing the oil
expressing department and oil refinery, and spread to the
oil-tank depot, standing at the east of the mill. The ill-fated
mill was constructed in 1906. The plant is capitalized at
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$250,000 gold, of which the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha invested
$150,000, and the balance was divided among a few of the
leading Chinese merchants. The mill was one of the few best
appointed factories in South Manchuria.”
“The Formosan Government intends to purchase
70,000,000 pieces of Manchurian bean cake during the
coming year as fertilizer for the Formosan sugar cane. A
tender for the shipping of 150,000 pieces has been recently
secured by the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha.” Address: Consul,
Dalny, Japanese Leased Territory.
3494. Fisher, Fred D. 1913. Commercial activities in
Manchuria. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
16(11):225-32. Jan. 14. See p. 227.
• Summary: This article begins: “While Manchuria was not
an active field in the political unrest [revolution] of 1911,
these Provinces felt many ill effects from the turbulent
conditions further south.”
The section titled “Most important articles of foreign
trade” states: “The exportation of soya beans and their
products from the ports of Manchuria in 1910 and 1911
were, respectively, as follows: Beans, 828,924 tons and
818,108 tons; bean cake, 621,927 tons and 911,881 tons;
bean oil, 44,083 tons and 65,992 tons. About 280,000 tons of
beans and 32,000 tons of bean oil were exported to Europe.
The average export prices for the year were about $19 per
ton for beans, $16 for bean cake, and $72 for bean oil. Two
of the largest British houses exporting beans suspended in
1911 because of difficulties in securing delivery on forward
contracts. On the other hand, one of the largest Japanese
firms is rapidly increasing its proportion of the bean export
trade.” Address: Consul General, Mukden.
3495. Fritz, Felix. 1913. Einige Versuche zur Herstellung
von Linoleum mit bisher zu diesem Zwecke nich benutzten
Materialien [Some investigations on the manufacture
of linoleum using materials not previously used for this
purpose]. Kunststoffe 3(2):21-22. Jan. 15. [Ger]
• Summary: The enormous increase in price of linseed oil,
the most important raw material in the linoleum industry,
in recent years, is now beginning to subside. However,
linoleum manufacturers are now looking for alternatives.
One oil that has been used with complete success is soybean
oil. Address: Dipl.-Ing., Triest [Trieste, Austria-Hungary].
3496. Gerlei, Ludwig. 1913. Die Kunstmilch [Artificial
milk]. Milchwirtschaftliches Zentralblatt 42(2):49-52. Jan.
15. [Ger]
• Summary: In this discussion of artificial milks, such a milk
made from soyabeans is mentioned briefly on page 51. It
is said to already be made and sold commercially in Japan
and India. The product contains 92.5% water, 3% protein,
2.16% fat, and 0.41% ash. It is quite similar to cow’s milk in

appearance.
Note: This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term Kunstmilch (“artificial
milk”) to refer to soymilk. Address: Direktor, Budapester
Central Milchhalle-Genossenschaft.
3497. Times Herald (Olean, New York). 1913. Synthetic milk
lauded. Jan. 23. p. 10.
• Summary: “Just now synthetic milk is a common topic in
the German press, and is lauded as the highly as the highly
important discovery of Dr. Rigler, professor of hygienics
at the University of Klausenburg, Austria. This milk is
produced from grain by a machine of simple construction,
and is said to equal the best quality of cow’s milk. Milk can
also be made from soy beans; it has a peculiar flavor, but a
German factory has for several years successfully produced
from the soy bean milk of a reputed agreeable flavor, which
sells at a low price.”
Note: This article first appeared in a U.S. newspaper on
14 Dec. 1912 in the Coffeyville Daily Journal (Coffeyville,
Kansas) (page 7).
3498. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1913. India and the
East: Soya-beans in Ceylon. 82(4):107. Jan. 25. Series No.
1722.
• Summary: “The cultivation of the soya-bean has not caught
on in Ceylon. Some time ago the Ceylon Agricultural Society
ordered 2 cwt. [hundredweight; 1 cwt = 112 lb] of beans
from Java for a few members, the beans from the country
being found more suitable for Ceylon. Previously beans were
obtained from the Straits [Singapore] but were not a success.
Cultivation is being carried on successfully in Jaffna,
Kalutara, and Puttalam, and even in the Kandy district.”
3499. Harland, Marion. 1913. Common sense in the home
(Letter to the editor). Chicago Daily Tribune. Jan. 26. p. F3.
• Summary: The letter titled “Some inexpensive dishes,”
by “Real Estate Bill,” begins: “With regard to the high cost
of living, here are three plants that are little known to the
average cook.” First come Kaffir corn and cow peas.
“Then try the soy bean. This is known as ‘soja bean,’
and also as the German coffee beery. It is a highly valued
food in Japan. You ought to be able to get them for along
about $2 a bushel. I think you will find that they are valued
along with cheese and beefsteak, pound for pound, when
made into a kind of cake or cheese [tofu]. Beefsteak or
cheese at not over 5 cents a pound looks mighty good to a
slim pocket-book I am told that much of the salted peanuts
now sold are made from soy beans. Try it. Parch a few of
them, putting in some butter and salt. Then try a few for
coffee. If you don’t want to try roasting them yourself take a
few of them to the corner peanut man and get him to do it for
you... The soy bean and rice help the Jap, and they will help
us to solve the high cost of living problem.”
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cowpeas.”
3500. San Francisco Chronicle. 1913. Pork and beans hair
tonic; Sure! Didn’t you know that? Jan. 26. p. 7.
• Summary: A California inventor, Thomas H. Bartlett,
found out a few years ago that pork and beans “had the
property of ‘filling’ the hair into the head and to cause that
already in place to ‘stick’ to its support. In his patent, No.
920,002, Mr. Bartlett describes his hair tonic as consisting of
pork fat, [soy] bean oil, and other specified ingredients,...”
3501. New York Times. 1913. Latest customs rulings.
Seaweed is not shellfish–Amasake assessed as miso. Jan. 28.
p. 13.
• Summary: “The Board of United States General Appraisers
yesterday overruled the Asia Company, who contended
that bottled seaweed could be duty free under the Tariff act
of 1909 as shellfish. The commodity was assessed by the
Collector at 40 per cent ad. valorem under Paragraph 252 as
prepared vegetables.”
“Amasake, a Japanese beverage imported by Okada and
Ischida [Ichida], was properly assessed at 40 per cent. ad
valorem under Paragraph 252 of the present law as being a
product similar to miso. Amasake is composed of rice yeast
[koji], combined with boiled rice.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2004) that uses the term “amasake” to refer to
amazake.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2004)
showing amazake in the United States.
3502. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1913. The preservation and use of
maize for stock feed (continued from page 853). Agricultural
J. of the Union of South Africa 5(1):75-88. Jan.
• Summary: Page 76: “Ingle recommends not the reduction
of the amount of mielies [maize], but the substitution for a
portion of the oat-hay of some foodstuff with a ‘narrower’
albuminoid ratio, i.e. of some product richer in nitrogenous
material, such as teff-grass hay, lucerne hay, velvet-bean hay,
maize forage, maize stover, soybeans, peas, beans, peanut
hay, or the various oilcakes.”
A table (p. 77) gives Inglett’s “Nutritive Ratio”
(albuminoid ratio) for various crops: Soybeans are 1 to 2.0.
Peanut cake is 1 to 0.9.
Page 77: “Mixtures to Increase the Feeding Value of
Maize Silage: To give more ‘balance’ to the ration of maize
silage some nitrogenous material should be added. Where
concentrated foodstuffs, such as linseed meal, peanut meal
or soybean cake are cheap, they can be added to the daily
ration of silage. But many farmers will probably find it more
economical to grow a leguminose crop which can be cut up
and mixed with the maize in the silo. These include:...”
Page 78: “Soybeans (Glycine hispida) can be used for
silage, but the crop is too uncertain, at present, to be relied
upon, and is less satisfactory than either velvet beans or

3503. Eibner, A.; Muggenthaler, H. 1913. Hexabromidzahlen
fetter Oele und die Bestimmung von Rueboel in Leinoelen
[The hexabromide value of fatty oils and the determination
of rapeseed oil in linseed oil]. Chemische Revue ueber die
Fett- und Harz-Industrie (Hamburg, Germany) 20(2):32-34.
Jan. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a summary of an article that first
appeared in Farben-Zeitung, Vol. 18, No. 3-12. Soybean
oil is discussed in the last paragraph of the article on p. 34.
Soybean oil (Sojabohnenoel) has a hexabromide value of
7.17. Using this new hexabromide test, one can determine
quantitatively the amount of rapeseed oil and soybean oil in
linseed oil.
3504. Forbes, E.B.; Beegle, F.M.; Mensching, J.E. 1913.
Mineral and organic analyses of foods: New methods for the
determination of sodium and crude fiber. Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 255. p. 211-32. Jan.
• Summary: Table VI, titled “Organic and mineral analyses
of foods–Fruits, vegetables and roughage–Parts per 100 of
fresh substance” (p. 230-31) gives figures for soy bean hay
and soy beans for the following: Moisture, protein, nitrogen,
ether extract, crude fiber, ash, potassium, sodium, calcium,
magnesium, sulphur, chlorine, phosphorus. Does not include
iron. Address: 1. Ph.D., Chief; 2. B.S., Asst. Both: Dep. of
Nutrition, Columbus, Ohio.
3505. Mallevre, A. 1913. Valeur alimentaire du tourteau
de soja [Nutritional value of soybean cakes]. Recueil de
Medecine Veterinaire 90(1):47-49. Jan. [Fre]
• Summary: Discusses the effect of soybean cakes on the
yield of milk and quality of butter. The nutritional value of
soybean cakes has been studied in experiments instituted in
Denmark. Mr. Mallèvre, professor at the national agronomic
institute (Institute national agronomique) has recently
announced the detailed results. These experiments were
undertaken by the laboratory of agronomic research of the
Elite Veterinary and Agricultural College of Copenhagen
(École supérieure véterinaire et agricole de Copenhague)
with respect to the action of the soybean cakes on milk
production. They divided 170 animals into two groups.
In the first group they studied the influence of the cake
on the yield of milk. In the second group they examined the
variations in the quality of butter obtained.
In conclusion, soybean cake can be used in the same
capacity as the other oilseed cakes, and in the same doses,
in feeding dairy cows. Address: National Inst. of Agronomy,
Denmark.
3506. Mooers, Charles A. 1913. Liming for Tennessee soils.
Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 97.
35 p. Jan.
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• Summary: Liming involves adding finely ground limestone
(mainly calcium carbonate / carbonate of lime) to soils,
in part to raise the pH. Mooers studied the response of
different crops to the liming of acid soils where liming was
necessary to get a fair crop of clover. Plants reported as
practically failing without liming were: alfalfa, alsike clover,
red clover, and white cover. Crops which were decidedly
helped: crimson clover, cowpeas, soybeans, velvet beans,
and hairy vetch. Crops which were injured by the application
of lime: cotton, peanuts, watermelon. Address: Chemist and
Agronomist, Knoxville, Tennessee.
3507. Settimj, L. 1913. Colour reaction of soya bean oil
(Abstract). Analyst (London) 38(442):36. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following
an Italian-language article: Settimj, L. 1912. “Sopra una
reazione cromatica caratteristica dell’olio di soja [On a
chromatic reaction characteristic of soy oil].” Annali del
Laboratorio Chimico Centrale delle Gabelle (Rome) 6:46165.
In a color test, an intense yellow color is produced by
shaking a mixture of 5 cc. of soya bean oil with 2 cc. of
chloroform and 3 cc. of a 2 per cent. solution of uranium
nitrate. In the case of peanut, rapeseed, cottonseed, corn,
and sesame oils, the emulsion is white. Olive oil usually
gives a greenish emulsion, but some specimens give a slight
yellowish tint similar to that produced by a oil adulterated
with a small quantity of soya bean oil. The reaction with
soya bean oil is sensitive, and the yellow coloration persists
for several days.
3508. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1913. Trade report.
82(5):205-07. Feb. 1. Series No. 1723.
• Summary: London markets–Soy. “Seuloong brand is
obtainable at 1s. 8d. per gallon, no Wochan being available”
(p. 207).
3509. Neuville, A. de. 1913. Les nouveaux aliments
artificiels [The new artificial foods]. Revue (La) (Paris)
100(3):384-89. Feb. 1. 24th year. 6th Series. For translations
see Literary Digest (8 March 1913, p. 509-510) and
American Review of Reviews, April 1913 (p. 500-01). [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Soymilk (Le lait
de soya). 2. Meat alternatives (La viandine) developed by
Belgian chemist M. Effront. 3. Miracle wheat. Note: The
soybean is mentioned only in the section on soymilk.
By modifying the albuminoid and protein substances
found in soy (Soya hispida, or Chinese pea), and extracting
their proteids, we may obtain a milk that is similar to the
milks secreted by the mammary glands of mammals. Soy is
rich in nitrogen and in fatty matter. Made into flour it serves
to make a bread that is prescribed for diabetes. A synthetic
milk has been extracted from the beans, by a process that
is still kept secret; it has the same nutritive effect as natural

milk. “The invention was introduced into Germany and
France almost at the same time. The parts of the plant are
broken up mechanically, then chemically triturated and
reduced to a lactescent substance that is cheaper than the
product of the cow and may replace it perfectly.”
A farmer can get six times as much milk from the same
piece of land by planting it to soy beans, than by growing
grass and letting a milch cow eat the grass. “The economy
realized is considerable. A cow requires nearly a acre of
pasturage. She turns only 53 per cent. of it into effective
nutriment and about 5 per cent. into milk... Two milkings a
day give on an average 15 quarts, varying with the breed.
Soy grown on a field of one-sixth an acre yields the same
quantity of artificial milk. The expense is far less.
“This soy milk presents other advantages over natural
milk. It is not exposed to contact with impurities, as so often
happens in farm stables and dairies... Besides, cows are not
exempt from bacillary infections... Artificial milk is not
exposed to these dangers. It is made with apparatus kept so
scrupulously clean that there can be no question of microbial
infection.”
Soy “is a very nourishing food, but of an oily taste that
makes it disagreeable to Europeans. Made into milk the
soy has none of these disagreeable qualities. It is digestible,
pleasant to the palate, and leaves no taste in the mouth. Being
a complete food like natural milk, it is suited to children and
invalids and all who are following a diet.” Address: Dr.
3510. Revue Mondiale (La) (formerly Revue des Revues).
1913. Le lait de soya [Soymilk]. Feb. 1. p. 385-86. [Fre]*
3511. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1913. Milk from soy
beans. Feb. 2. p. A1.
• Summary: “Just now synthetic milk is a common topic
in the German press, and is lauded as the highly important
discovery of Dr. Rigler, professor of hygienics at the
University of Klausenburg, Austria.
“This milk is produced from grain by a machine of
simple construction and said to be equal to the best quality
of cow’s milk. Milk can also be made from soy beans; it has
a peculiar flavor, but a German factory has for several years
successfully produced from the soy bean milk of a reputed
agreeable flavor, which sells at a low price.”
3512. Pitt, William. 1913. Notes from Meadowbrook Farm.
Durant Daily Democrat (Durant, Oklahoma). Feb. 7. p. 6,
cols. 1-2.
• Summary: “The soy bean, sometimes called ‘soya’ or ‘soja’
bean, is a legume resembling in its early growth the common
field or navy bean.”
3513. Salzburger Volksblatt (Salzburg, Austria-Hungary).
1913. Milch, Fleisch, Brot–neue kuenstliche Nahrungsmittel
[Milk, meat, bread–new artificial foods]. 43(32):20. Feb. 9.
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[Ger]
• Summary: The wonders of modern chemistry have created
so many big surprises in the civilized world, but the greatest
of them all that these magicians of our day could provide
would in fact be the solution of the social problem. That
would be brought about by inexpensive artificial foods which
would offer a complete substitute for what has thus far been
our daily bread. The fact that we are on our way to this great
goal has been shown by the latest inventions of this type
which Dr. A. de Neuville has presented in an essay in Revue.
This would first of all be milk from soybeans (Soja), Even if
it is impossible to produce an artificial food which contains
the same nutritional value as natural milk, there has in fact
been success in finding an excellent surrogate in the soybean.
The coarse-haired soybean, “Soja hispida”, which belongs
to the family of “legumes,” grows primarily in the hot areas
of Asia. Its crop has a high content of nitrogen and fat. The
beans of this plant then provide a chemical product which
has the same nutritional value as milk. The invention was
introduced at almost the same time in Germany and France.
The crop is crushed mechanically and then chemically
pulverized (zerrieben), and through the addition of water, it
is transformed into a milk-like substance that costs much less
than cow’s milk and excellently takes its place. The savings
are considerable. A cow requires 40 ares [= 0.99 acres] of
pasture. It only converts 53 percent of that into actual food
and around 5 percent into milk. The yield from a field of
8 ares of soybeans yields the same quantity of artificial
milk. The costs are much lower, since the expensive barns,
the possibility of diseases, and the death of the animals no
longer apply. The preparation of the soy milk (Sojamilch)
requires only an inexpensive device, the cost of which is
much lower than that of a cow barn. The very fine soybean
meal (Sojamehl) is mixed with an addition of water in a very
strong, circular motion, then brought to a high temperature,
through which it loses its particular flavor and smell and,
instead of that, it takes on the taste and color of milk. This
artificial milk also has the advantage that it can be prepared
in the purest way and that it can be made completely free of
Bacillus, while the cows are in fact not always healthy. The
soybean (Sojabohne) has been growing in China, Japan, and
India in large quantities since ancient times. The Japanese
make a fortifying soup (Kraftsuppe [miso soup]) out of it
to which they add rice. But that is an oily soup and a highly
indigestible food in European stomachs. In the form of milk,
the bean has none of these unpleasant properties. It is easily
digestible and tasty and can be used completely like milk.
[The article goes on to describe attempts to create
artificial meat through malt residues and coal tar derivatives,
and a “wonder grain” form of corn.]
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
3514. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of

Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1913.
Vegetable-oil industry and trade. 16(35):737-44. Feb. 11. See
p. 740.
• Summary: The section titled “Ceylon” states: “The
cultivation of the soya beans is not making very much
headway in Ceylon, according to the Times of Ceylon,
whereas in Java, Burma, Japan, and Manchuria cultivation
is carried on on a very extensive scale. Some time ago the
Ceylon Agricultural Society ordered beans from Java for a
few members, the beans from that country being found more
suitable to Ceylon. At first the beans were obtained from the
Straits, but were not a success. Cultivation is being carried
on successfully in Jaffna, Kalutara, and Puttalam, and even
in the Kandy district, and at present the beans are being used
as a vegetable and for making green manure. It is claimed
they are a good specific for diabetes, and the oil that is
expressed from them is equal to olive oil. It has an agreeable
flavor and is known as sweet oil. It is a formidable rival
to coconut oil for the purpose of soap manufacture, but its
cultivation in this island does not seem to have ‘caught on.’
It can be interplanted with coconuts and as it is a nitrogenous
plant the larger trees would benefit.”
3515. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1913.
Vegetable-oil industry and trade. 16(35):737-44. Feb. 11. See
p. 741-42.
• Summary: This is a continuation of the report by Robert P.
Skinner (Consul General, Hamburg) published on 14 Nov.
1912. The section titled “Germany” states: “Substantially
all the beans treated [crushed] in Germany are relieved of
their oil by the extraction system, which gives better results
than the crushing method. The nature of soya beans is such
that under pressure the cakes adhere to the press cloths and
these in turn to the press boxes, so that the ordinary crushing
process is a very slow one. One Hamburg manufacturer
found by experience that he could make 110 pressings of
cotton seed in the same time that it took to make 80 pressings
of soya beans.
“While linseed prices ranged abnormally high, quite a
number of German manufacturers began to crush soya beans,
the oil of which they readily disposed of as a substitute for
linseed oil. This business proved to be profitable, although
the manufacturers concerned were not specially prepared for
handling this raw material. It now seems that mills in which
it is proposed to handle soya beans regularly are doing so
according to the extraction process, using 0.77 gasoline as a
solvent.”
“One of the interesting peculiarities of the extraction
of soya oil through solvents is that the residue is superior
to cakes obtained through pressing. This residue, known in
Germany as ‘Schrot,’ is without the odor of gasoline, and
is said to be quite free from laxative substances. Normally,
the beans act as a laxative when fed to cattle in the form of
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pressed cake, and the great objection to the old-fashioned
type of soya-bean cakes was because of their laxative
properties. The elimination of these qualities through the
solvent process is highly important. However, under any
circumstances soya-bean meal must be fed with care and in
combination with other feeds.”
3516. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1913.
Vegetable-oil industry and trade. 16(35):737-44. Feb. 11. See
p. 743.
• Summary: The section titled “United States” (p. 743)
states: “The recent extensive use in Europe of Manchurian
soya beans has been one of the most remarkable
developments of commerce. In 1911 shipments from that
part of China were 818,108 tons of beans, 911,881 tons of
bean cake, and 65,993 tons of bean oil, having a total value
of $35,000,000, a very large part going to Europe, whereas
only a few years ago Europe used none. Neither did the
United States purchase these articles from Manchuria until
the tariff which went into effect on August 6, 1909, placed
soya-bean oil on the free list. Since then imports of the oil,
which is used here almost wholly for soap making, have
shown the following quantities, the figures being for fiscal
years ended June 30:”
A table shows: In 1910 an unknown number of pounds
was worth $1,109,842. In 1911 some 41,105,920 lb was
worth $2,555,707. In 1912 some 28,019,560 lb was worth
$1,576,968.
“For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1909, imports of
soya-bean oil were included in ‘all other fixed or expressed
oils and combinations of,’ on which the duty was 25 per cent,
the total imports of which were only 220,759 gallons, worth
$42,705.
“The North Carolina press recently stated that plans for
a soya-bean oil and breakfast-food plant in that State were
being worked out, the oil to be used as a base for paint and
soap and the protein of the bean to be utilized for a breakfast
food, adding: ‘Contracts are being made with farmers for
the planting of 4,000 acres of beans this season.’ Soya beans
have been grown through the South to a small extent but not
much as a commercial product. The foregoing item would
seem to indicate that they will now be produced on a larger
scale.”
3517. Neumann, Hermann. 1913. Die Bedeutung der
Sojabohne fuer den gesunden und kranken Menschen, und
ihre Verwertungsformen [Significance of the soybean for
healthy and sick people, and the forms in which it is used].
Tag (Der) (Berlin, Germany) No. 36. Feb. 12. [Ger]*
Address: Potsdam.
3518. Madson, B.A. 1913. Re: Most varieties of Soy beans
froze before maturing. Letter to Mr. W.J. Morse, Bureau of

Plant Industry, Washington, DC, Feb. 13. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: I am enclosing the cards
which you sent to Dr. Shaw for the record of the Soy beans.
With most of these varieties the stand was very poor, and
all of them froze before maturity, so that our record is very
incomplete.
“Very truly yours, B.A. Madson (M/B.)”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Ala.–Calif. Box no. 2.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Univ. of California, College of
Agriculture, Agric. Exp. Station, Berkeley, California.
3519. Morse, W.J. 1913. Re: We are desirous of obtaining
the names of soybean growers. Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers,
Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, Feb. 13. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Mooers: We are desirous of
obtaining the names of growers who are likely to have
quantities of different varieties of soy beans for sale.
“We will appreciate it very much if you will kindly give
us what information you can concerning the growers and the
varieties they handle.
“Yours very truly, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
3520. J. of the New Zealand Department of Agriculture.
1913. The soya bean. 6:149. Feb. 15.
• Summary: Begins with a quote from the Lancet of 21
Jan. 1911, noting that the soybean is well suited for diabetic
cases because of its great nutritive value and low proportion
of starch. Then discusses the production of soybean in the
United States. “There are over three hundred known varieties
and hybrids of the Soya bean.” Address: New Zealand.
3521. Mooers, C.A. 1913. Re: Unable to give you the names
of growers of soy beans seed. Letter to W.J. Morse, Scientific
Assistant, Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, D.C., Feb. 17. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I am sorry to say that we are unable
to give you the names of growers of soy beans seed. Our
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farmers are very much interested in [?] but have not paid
special attention to the seed proposition.
“Mr. W.P. Ridley, R.D.1, Columbia, Tennessee has been
advertising of the Haberlandt [?] variety of soy beans, but
whether he has any seed left for sale I am unable to say.
“You might write to the Koger Pea and Bean Thresher
Company at Morristown, Tennessee for information in
regard to the growers of soy bean seed.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
3522. Morse, W.J. 1913. Re: Article in Country Gentleman.
Letter to Mr. E.S. Ritter, Pottstown, Pennsylvania, Feb. 20. 1
p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir:–Your letter of February 1st has been
referred to this office for attention.
“Concerning your request for information of an
article published in ‘The Country Gentlemen’ regarding an
experiment with soybeans, I regret to say that I have not read
this article, thus am unable to make any comments on it. I
would appreciate it very much if you would give the date
and publication of the article whereby I might look it up and
write to you further.”
“I am taking pleasure in enclosing our blue slip giving
brief information on the soy bean and am sending you under
separate cover Farmers’ Bulletin 372 which will give you
much more complete information. Yours truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Scientific Assistant, ForageCrop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
3523. Tanret, Georges. 1913. Sur la présence du
stachyose dans le Haricot et les graines de quelques autres
Légumineuses [On the presence of stachyose in kidney-beans
(haricots) and in seeds of some other legumes]. Bulletin de la
Societe Chimique de France (Paris/Bayeux) 13-14(4):17682. Feb. 20. 4th Series. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: As is well known, stachyose is a crystalline
sugar that Schulze and von Plata discovered in 1890 in
Stachys tuberifera, an edible tuber (Labiate) from Japan.
Here the author reports the isolation of sucrose and a

tetrasaccharide stachyose from soybeans.
3524. San Francisco Chronicle. 1913. Colder weather brings
advance. Feb. 21. p. 17.
• Summary: In the section titled “Hay and feedstuffs,” we
read: “Meal–Per ton: Oilcake, 20 ton lots, $37.50;... Soy
bean, $30 50@41, according to quantity.”
3525. Ornstein, Anna. 1913. Improvements in the
manufacture of a clarifying agent for wine, vinegar and
similar liquids. British Patent 4,597. Application date (in
the UK): 22 Feb. 1913. 2 p. Accepted: 17 April 1913. Under
International Convention (Austria): 23 Feb. 1912.
• Summary: This patent was first applied for in Austria on
23 Feb. 1912. “The use of soy beans as clarifying medium
for wine is known, the soy beans are ground and added to the
wine to be clarified whereby the clarification is effected in a
safe manner since the ground soy beans are deposited at the
bottom together with the substances causing the turbidness
[turbidity] of the wine. This effect of the soy beans is due to
their high percentage of albumen which is obtained directly
from nature.
“It has now been proved that it is advantageous to free
the soy beans from fat before utilising them. The fat can be
extracted by any suitable apparatus. The advantage of the
beans when free from fat is firstly the more rapid clarification
because the bean flour is heavier and is quicker deposited
than the fact that no fat substances are dissolved by the wine
such that the latter cannot assume a fatty or rancid taste.
Furthermore the albumen contained by the soy beans, which
obtained it from nature, is not altered because the albumen is
not chemically affected by the fat extraction.” This clarifying
medium can also be used with vinegar and other similar
liquids. Address: Married woman, Taborstrasse 11B, Vienna
II, Empire of Austria.
3526. Bazar (Der) (Berlin). 1913. Soya-Essenz [Soy
essence]. 59(9):18. Feb. 24. [Ger]
• Summary: Soy essence can be produced as the exploitation
of mushrooms that are too large or else from their waste.
To do that, mix 1 pound of cleanly washed mushrooms and
trimmings (Abfälle) with 40 grams of salt, let that sit for 3 to
4 days, and then cook the juice that has been obtained from it
with 2 grams of ginger, 2 grams of allspice (englisch Gewürz
[sic–Englisches Gewürz]), and 2 grams of peppercorns
over low heat for ¼ hour. After cooling, the essence is to be
filtered and then kept in tightly corked bottles. The genuine
essence that is produced from soybeans (Soyabohnen)
may be obtained in delicatessen shops. Finally, some more
seasonings are to be named that can be purchased readymade and then are always at hand and ready to be used:
sardine and anchovy paste–curry–Pastetengewürz pastry
seasoning mixtures–grated parmesan cheese in glass tubes–
the English sauces such as Worcestershire sauce, beefsteak
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sauce, Reading sauce, and truffle sauce–and Béarnaise sauce,
Cumberland sauce, Burgundy sauce, and Madeira sauce.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the First Ladies and Fashion Magazine in
Austria-Hungary.
3527. Cornwell (G.G.) & Son. 1913. Appetizing sauces (Ad).
Washington Post. Feb. 27. p. 7.
• Summary: “Add zest to your meals and help your digestion
with some of these delicious sauces which we import direct
from Crosse & Blackwell, in England.
“Essence of Anchovies, ½ pts. Harvey’s Sauce, ½ pts.
Walnut Catsup, ½ pts. India Soy, ½ pts. Reading Sauce, ½
pts. Importers of fine groceries.”
Note 1. This ad also appeared in the Feb. 28, March 11,
and March 22 issues of this newspaper.
Note 2. The March 22 issue is the most recent Englishlanguage document seen (Oct. 2006) that uses the term
“India Soy” to refer to soy sauce. Address: 1415-17 H St.,
N.W. [Washington, DC].
3528. Pitt, William. 1913. Notes from Meadowbrook Farm.
Banner County News (Harrisburg, Nebraska). Feb. 28. p. 9,
cols. 1-2.
• Summary: “The soy bean, sometimes called ‘soya’ or ‘soja’
bean, is a legume resembling in its early growth the common
field or navy bean.”
3529. Chemische Umschau. 1913. Farbenreaktion von
Sojaoel. Von L. Letting [Color reaction of soy oil (Abstract
by L. Letting)]. 20(2):61. Feb. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
Italian-language article: Settimj, L. 1912. “Sopra una
reazione cromatica caratteristica dell’olio di soja [On a
chromatic reaction characteristic of soy oil].” Annali del
Laboratorio Chimico Centrale delle Gabelle (Rome) 6:46165. (Chem. Abst. 7:908).
An English-language summary also appeared as:
Settimj, L. 1913. “Colour reaction of soya bean oil.” Analyst
(London) 38(442):36. Jan.
3530. Ingle, Herbert. 1913. A manual of agricultural
chemistry. 3rd ed. Revised and largely rewritten. London:
Scott, Greenwood & Son. vii + 397 p. Feb. Illust. Index. 23
cm. 1st ed. March 1902. [ soy ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 12, “Crops,” the section on
“Leguminous seeds” (p. 241) simply mentions: “P. radiatus,
Adzuki beans; Glycine hispida, Soy or Soja beans;...” A table
(p. 242) gives the general composition of 15 leguminous
seeds, incl. soy beans, cow peas, pea nuts, and three kinds of
lupines.
In Chapter 14, “Foods and Feeding,” the section on
“Bye-products from oil-bearing seeds” includes (p. 282-

83) a comparison of the composition of: Decorticated
cotton-seed cake, earth-nut or pea-nut cake, soy-bean cake,
almond cake, and sesame cake. One multi-page table of
digestion coefficients shows the following for ruminants (p.
288-89): Soja beans: Protein 89%, carbohydrates 69%, fat
90%, and crude fibre 36%. Soja bean straw: Protein 50%,
carbohydrates 66%, fat 60%, and crude fibre 38%. Another
multi-page table shows the composition of food-stuffs,
including both total constituents and digestible constituents
(p. 292-95). Values are given for many crops, incl. Soja
beans, soja bean hay, almond cake, earth-nut cake, sesame
cake, and lupines (blue or yellow).
Also discusses: Pea Nuts, Ground Nuts, or Monkey
Nuts (Arachis hypogæa, p. 241-42). Lupines (Lupinus spp.,
p. 242). Flax or linseed (p. 243). Address: B.Sc. (Leeds),
Scarborough [North Yorkshire, England]. Formerly lecturer
on agricultural chemistry at the Leeds Univ. Also chief
chemist to the Transvaal Dep. of Agriculture.
3531. J. of the Department of Agriculture of South Australia.
1913. Diet deficiency and disease in livestock. 16(7):764773. Feb. See p. 768.
• Summary: The section titled “An important factor” states:
“I have no doubt that the contradictory reports about Soya
beans in England arise from the conditions under which they
have been grown, in spite of the similarity of the analyses in
all such cases.”
3532. Manns, Thomas F. 1913. A bacterial disease of the
sweet pea and clovers (Abstract). Phytopathology 3(1):7475. Feb.
• Summary: A disease of the sweet pea in England is
popularly known as “streak.” It was found to be caused by
Bacillus lathyri, which also infected and is pathogenic to
soybeans.
3533. Marshall, E.K., Jr. 1913. A rapid clinical method
for the estimation of urea in urine (Open Access). J. of
Biological Chemistry 14(1):283-90. Feb. [19 ref]
• Summary: Describes a new method for the quantitative
determination of the amount of urea of urine. This method
consists in the conversion of urea into ammonium carbonate
by means of an enzyme in the soy bean. “As is well known,
the conversion of urea into ammonium carbonate, can be
brought about by an enzyme found in numerous bacteria
[1876], fungi [1904], and higher plants (Takeuchi 1909).
An enzyme exerting this activity is easily and conveniently
prepared from the soy bean (Glycine hispida).”* (Footnote:
*”This enzyme was discovered in the seeds and seedlings of
soy beans by Takeuchi who employed its hydrolyzing power
for the manufacture of ammonium sulphate from urine”).
Note: The word “urease” is not mentioned. Address:
Lab. of Physiological Chemistry, Johns Hopkins Univ.,
Baltimore, Maryland.
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3534. Parsons, Adrian. 1913. Orders for inoculated soil. Near
Plainfield, Indiana. 5 p. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: This is a list of customers to whom Adrian sold
soil to be used for inoculating soybeans. The list appears in
an old ledger that Adrian used for keeping various records
over the years. The earliest orders appear on an unnumbered
page near the front of the book dated 1913, with the
handwritten title “Orders for inoculated soil.” Four orders
are listed, from Kentucky, Illinois (500 lbs. of soil for $3.75),
Pennsylvania (600 lbs. for $4.50), and Michigan (300 lbs.
for $2.25). With each order is given: Name and address of
person ordering, number of pounds ordered, amount paid,
and sometimes the shipping point or name of the railroad to
be used in shipping.
The next set of orders, starting 14 Feb. 1914, is
recorded in a much more orderly way. Each is dated and
in sequence. They appear near the back of the ledger on
the following pages: 159, 158, 157, 156, 154. Clearly, he
moved from the back toward the front of the ledger as he
recorded these orders. Most of them probably came to him
via an announcement that first appeared in 1914 in the Wing
Seed Company catalog (see p. 21); the same announcement
appeared in the 1915 catalog (p. 17).
As the announcements state, Adrian sold this soil, which
was rich in the bacteria needed to inoculate soybeans, for
$0.75 per 100 lbs.–including shipping. Each entry in the
ledger gives, in its own column: Date the order was received.
Name and address of person ordering, number of pounds
ordered, and sometimes the name of the railroad to be used
in shipping. Amount paid. Date soil was shipped.
A tally of the states from which the 42 orders were
received in 1914 shows (in descending order by number):
Indiana 16, Ohio 13, Illinois 7, Michigan 3, Georgia 1,
Kentucky 1, and West Virginia 1. The last recorded order was
received on June 9. The typical order was 100 or 200 lbs.,
but some customers order up to 1,200 lbs.
Note 1. As of Aug. 2000 this ledger is in the possession
of Adrian’s granddaughter, Virginia Parsons Vapor, at
Adrian’s homeplace near Plainfield, Indiana. Lee Parsons
writes (Aug. 2000): “I have heard several of my relatives
reminisce about how crazy they thought it was that people
literally lined up at Adrian’s farmstead to haul away a little
dirt.”
Note 2. Taylor Fouts also used to sell inoculating soil.
One of his relatives recalled in 1999: “He always said he was
selling his farm by the pint.”
Talk with Lee Parsons of Indiana. 2000. Oct. 11. Adrian
Parsons got his first inoculated soil from, Manhattan, Kansas
(see Prairie Farmer. 1928. Aug. 25. “Indiana’s Pioneer
Soybeaner”). He was selling his inoculated soil before he
developed the Mikado soybean, which was in 1905. He tried
to convince local farmers that inoculation was important for
soybeans, but almost everybody thought his idea was crazy.

His house was at the end of a long lane. Farmers would line
up in their buck wagons along that lane waiting to get their
sacks and bushels of soil. He had many local customers from
Indiana. Address: Near Plainfield, Indiana.
3535. Perley, J.M. 1913. Soy bean seed for sale (Ad).
Missouri Farmer 5(5):10. Feb.
• Summary: “I have a limited number of bushels of Perley`s
Mongol Soy Bean Seed for sale at $3.00 per bushel; if
taken within the next sixty days.” Address: Meluber Farm
Management, Moberly. Missouri.
3536. Literary Digest. 1913. Vegetable milk. 46:509-10.
March 8.
• Summary: This article begins: “Milk is not a chemical
compound, but an emulsion... and it has, in fact, been
imitated with more or less success, vegetable products
having been mostly used for the purpose.
“The best known of these, ‘soy milk,’ made from a
Chinese bean, has long been known. Witness Edward Lear’s
limerick about the man ‘who lived on warm brandy and soy.’
Children used to think that ‘soy’ was one of Lear’s nonsense
words, like his ‘runcible spoon’; but it is now almost as
common a food in Germany as it is in China.” There follows
a lengthy translation of an article by Dr. A. de Neuville titled
“Artificial Foods” that appeared in La Revue (Paris, Feb.
1). “The economy realized is considerable. A cow requires
nearly an acre of pasturage. She turns only 53 per cent of it
into effective nutriment and about 5 per cent into milk... Two
milkings a day give on an average 15 quarts, varying with
the breed. Soy grown on a field of one-sixth of an acre yields
the same quantity of artificial milk. The expense is far less...
“This soy milk presents advantages over natural milk. It
is not exposed to contact with impurities, as often happens
in farm stables and dairies... Besides, cows are not exempt
from bacillary affections, and it has been proved that the
pathogenic germs of their milk exist in the lacteal glands
themselves. Artificial milk is not exposed to these dangers. It
is made with apparatus kept so scrupulously clean that there
can be no question of microbial infection.”
Note. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the word “lacteal” or the term
“lacteal glands” in connection with soy milk.
“In China and Japan, soy has been abundantly cultivated
since the earliest times... Made into milk the soy has none of
these disagreeable qualities. It is digestible, pleasant to the
palate, and leaves no taste in the mouth. Being a complete
food like natural milk, it is suited to children and invalids
and to all who are following a diet.”
3537. Annales Coloniales (Les). 1913. Un novel emploi du
soya [A new use of the soybean]. 14(31):2. Col. 1. March 13.
[Fre]
• Summary: There is now a factory making soymilk in
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England. It is sold in London for 30 centimes per quart.
3538. San Francisco Chronicle. 1913. Manchurian soya
beans. March 15. p. 6.
• Summary: “The recent extensive use in Europe of
Manchurian soya beans has been one of the most remarkable
developments of commerce. In 1911 shipments from that
part of China were 8108,108 tons of beans, 911,881 tons of
bean cake and 65,993 tons of bean oil, having a total value of
$35,000,000, a very large part going to Europe, whereas only
a few years ago Europe used none. Neither did the United
States purchase these articles from Manchuria until the tariff,
which went into effect on August 6, 1909, placed soya-bean
oil on the free list. Since then imports of the oil, which is
used here almost wholly for soap making, have shown the
following quantities, the figures being for the fiscal years
ending June 30th:”
A table shows the following: 1910 not stated, 1911
41,105,920 pounds, 1912 28,019,560 pounds. And: 1910
$1,019,842, 1911 $2,585,707, 1912 $1,576,968.
“For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1909, imports of
soya-bean oil were included in ‘all other fixed or expressed
oils and combinations of,’ on which the duty was 25 per cent,
the total imports of which were only 220,759 gallons, worth
$42,706.
“The North Carolina press recently stated that plans for
a soya-bean oil and breakfast-food plant in that State were
being worked out, the oil to be used as a base for paint and
soap and the protein of the bean to be utilized for a breakfast
food, adding: ‘Contracts are being made with farmers for
the planting of 4000 acres of beans this season.’ Soya beans
have been grown through the South to a small extent, but not
much as a commercial product. The foregoing item would
seem to indicate that they will now be produced on a larger
scale.”
3539. Madson, B.A. 1913. Re: Request for more varieties
of Soja bean seed to test again. Letter to Mr. W.J. Morse,
Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC, March 27. 2 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: I would like to know if it
would be possible for us to secure small amounts of Soja
bean seed for variety trials this season. You will doubtless
remember that the varieties sent out here last year were killed
by frosts, but this may be accounted for from the fact that
they were planted at least one month too late. They would
probably do much better if seeded at an earlier date, about
the middle of May. I am enclosing a list of the varieties
which we had last year and would like to know if we can
secure small samples of as many of them as you have on
hand.
“Hoping to hear from you regarding this matter, I am
“Yours very truly, B.A. Madson.
Note: On a 2nd sheet of paper is a list of S.P.I. Nos. and

soybean variety names, the same varieties that were sent to
Berkeley in 1912 but in a different order.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Ala.–Calif. Box no. 2.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Univ. of California, College of
Agriculture, Agric. Exp. Station, Berkeley, California.
3540. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie
(Hamburg, Germany). 1913. Farbenreaktion von Sojaoel
[On a chromatic reaction characteristic of soy oil (Abstract)].
20(3):61. March. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
Italian-language article: Settimj, L. 1912. “Sopra una
reazione cromatica caratteristica dell’olio di soja [On a color
reaction characteristic of soy oil].” Annali del Laboratorio
Chimico Centrale delle Gabelle (Rome) 6:461-65. (Chem.
Abst. 7:908).
3541. Fritz, Felix. 1913. Einige Versuche zur Herstellung
von Linoleum mit bisher zu diesem Zwecke nicht benutzten
Materialien [Some experiments on the production of
linoleum with materials not previously used for this purpose
(Abstract)]. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und HarzIndustrie (Hamburg, Germany) 20(3):62-63. March. [1 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Soybean oil was used with good results for the
manufacture of linoleum; so were Niger oil and corn oil–
according to an article in Kunststoffe, Vol. 3, No. 2.
3542. Granato, L. 1913. A soja [The soybean]. Sao Paulo
Secretaria de Agricultura, Comercio e Obras Pulicas.
Boletim de Agricultura, Series 14. No. 3. p. 159-67. March.
Series XIV. [Por]
• Summary: Contents: Names of the soybean: Scientific
and in various foreign countries. Botanical characteristics.
Soybean cultivation: In Russia, France, Italy, Austria.
Harvest and yield: In Italy, Hungary, France, in Brazil at
the Agronomic Institute of Campinas (instituto Agronomico
de Campinas) where Dutra reported yields of 2,200 to
2,300 liters/hectare. The soybean as a food: Nutritional
composition and food value of the seeds of varieties analyzed
by König, of varieties cultivated in 1899 at the Agronomic
Institute of Campinas and analyzed by Mr. R. Bolliger. Soja
as a forage crop. Uses of the soy bean (esp. in Japan and
China): Miso, tofu (a type of cheese {queijo} called To-fu),
shoyu, koji, soy flour (farinha de soja).
Note 1. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (April 2013) that uses the word queijo or the
word To-fu to refer to tofu.
Note 2. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
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document seen (Jan. 2019) that mentions soy flour which it
calls farinha de soja.
Three bar charts (p. 165-66) compare the protein
(albuminoides), oil and fat, and carbohydrate content of the
soybean with those of other major foodstuffs (of both animal
and vegetable origin, such as common beans {feijao}, beef,
eggs, wheat, etc.). Soybeans have the highest content of
protein, and of oil or fat, of all foods with which they are
compared.
3543. Kita, Genitsu. 1913. Some properties of koji-diastase.
J. of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry 5(3):220-22.
March. [3 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “I have lately been occupied in a series of
investigations relative to Soya or Shoyu (Japanese [soy]
sauce fermented from beans, wheat and salt) making,
and incidentally cleared up certain” points about the
saccharifying enzyms [enzymes] of koji.”
“Summary: I. Though koji may contain two different
saccharifying enzyms, viz., amylase and glucase, the total
quantity of glucose saccharified solution could not be
produced from maltose by the action of glucase alone;
hence, koji must contain some other kind of diastase which
produces glucose directly from starch without the aid of
glucase.
“II. Common salt has a protecting action on koji-diastase
under heating but not on malt-diastase, while sodium
hydrogen phosphate (Na2HPO4), asparagine and sulfuric acid
impair its activity more quickly.
“III. The inhibitory action of salt on koji-diastase has a
certain relation to the concentration of diastase. In a dilute
enzymic solution it is very strong but not in a concentrated
enzymic solution. It is therefore necessary in every case
to note concentration of diastase when we consider the
influence of some salt upon it.
“IV. The activity of koji-diastase is conserved in brine
for a long time.” Address: Dep. of Applied Chemistry, Tokyo
Imperial Univ.
3544. Lemarié, Charles. 1913. Les plantes alimentaires du
Tonkin [The food plants of Tonkin]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 60:367-76. March. See p. 371. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section on legumes, we read: “Glycine
hispida Moench.–Soybeans (Les Sojas) are cultivated
everywhere for the preparation of purées or of kinds of
cheeses [probably tofu], or else for the production of sprouts,
a food of which the indigenous people are fond. They are not
used as a source of oil.
“Varieties from Japan, distributed by the Colonial
Garden (Jardin colonial) in 1910, to Tonkin, as well as to the
Sudan, have given nothing but poor results. These varieties
were not adapted to the soil or the climate.
“But the improvement of local varieties and, if possible,
the introduction of better varieties, continues to be studied.”

Note: The term “Sudan” refers imprecisely to a region
(not a political unit) that extends across the African continent
from the west coast to the mountains of Ethiopia. Much of
it was under French rule from 1898 as part of French West
Africa, and included Dahomey (Dahomey), French Guinea
(Guinée), French Sudan (Soudan français), Ivory Coast,
Mauritania (Mauritanie), Niger, Togo (Territoires Militaires
du Niger et Togo), Senegal (Sénégal), & Upper Volta (HauteVolta). It is not clear to which part of the Sudan the soybeans
were introduced, nor whether or not they were cultivated
there, nor with what results. Address: Director of Agriculture,
Tonkin [Vietnam].
3545. Ruijter de Wildt, J.C. de. 1913. Die Zuckergehalt
von Sojamelassekuchen [The sugar content of soybean
molasses cake (Abstract)]. Biedermann’s Zentralblatt fuer
Agrikulturchemie 42:202-05. March. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
Dutch-language article. Ruijter de Wildt, J.C. de. 1912.
“Het suikergehalte van sojamelassekoek [The sugar content
of soybean molasses cake].” Cultura–Orgaan van het
Nederlandsch Institut van Landbouwkundigen 24(290):40911. Oct.
Note: The term Sojamelasse (literally “soya
molasses”) is used, apparently as an abbreviation for
Sojamelassenkuchen (“soya molasses cake”). Address:
Netherlands.
3546. Sawamura, Shin. 1913. On bacillus natto. J. of the
College of Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University 5(2):18991. March. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Natto is an article of food prepared by leaving
boiled soy-beans wrapped in rice straw in a warm place for
a night, and thus making them ferment. Soy-beans of natto
are coated with a characteristic slimy substance. The author
separated formerly two species of bacilli from natto obtained
in Tokyo, No. 1 of which produced good flavored natto when
inoculated to boiled soy-beans, and No. II strongly slimy
one. The former bacillus was considered to be the chief actor
in natto fermentation and received the name of ‘Bacillus
natto.’ In later years the author examined bacteriologically
many samples of natto obtained at various localities, and
found that the producer of natto is the same in all cases,
viz. ‘Bacillus natto.’ This bacillus can produce natto of
good flavor and strong viscosity, and the presence of other
microbes is not necessary in the fermentation of natto. The
bacteriological description of Bacillus natto is as follows.
“Form: The bacillus measures 1 micron in width and
2-3 microns in length. The ends of the rod are round and the
bacilli unite in two or more.
“Mobility: Motile.
“Spore-formation: The bacillus forms a spore mostly in
the middle of the cell.
“Gram’s method: It is not decolorized by Gram’s
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method.
“Oxygen: Aerobic.
“Bouillon It produces a light brown, thin, characteristic
dry mealy scum which is broken into pieces by shaking.
Bouillon does not become turbid.
“Pepton water: The scum formation is the same as in
bouillon, but its color is lighter.
“Agar plate culture: The colony is light brown and flat,
and has a characteristic dry mealy appearance, with a small
point in the centre of the colony, the periphery of which is
irregular and divided featherlike. It produces a smelling of
natto.
“Gelatine plate culture: Small colonies are formed which
liquefy gelatine quickly.
“Agar streak culture: It produces a light brown flat and
characteristic dry mealy colony.
“Gelatine streak culture: It is quickly liquefied along the
needle track.
“Agar stab culture: It grows only along the needle track
and forms no branch.
“Gelatine stab culture: It is liquefied along the needle
track.
“Soy-bean agar: The colony has folds and is rougher
than on bouillon agar.
“Potato: Gray slimy colony with many folds, resembling
that of potato-bacillus.
“Gas: It is not evolved in glucose bouillon.
“Azolithmin-milk: It is reddened at first, and then
dccolorized, and the milk becomes clear. After many days
azolithmin turns somewhat blue when it is newly added.
“Indol: Pepton water culture kept at 32ºC for 7 days
gives the characteristic reaction, neither with NaNO2 and
H2SO4, nor with nitroprussic acid and NaOH
“H.S.: It is not formed.
“It was confirmed by the previous investigation
that Bacillus natto produces a trypsin-like enzyme, and
decomposes protein of soy-beans. In order to know how
protein is decomposed by this bacillus, boiled soy-beans
were inoculated with this bacillus and kept at 35ºC, one
sample for 14 hours and the other for 7 days. The viscosity
and flavor of natto thus prepared are stronger in the younger
than in the elder.
“The nitrogen in various forms and soluble organic
matter in the percentage of dry matter were found to be as
follows: When B. natto acts on boiled soy beans at 35ºC for 14
hours and for 7 days, the following results are obtained,
respectively:
Total nitrogen, 7.36, 7.42
“Insoluble albuminous nitrogen, 5.89, 2.10
“Soluble albuminous nitrogen, 1.48, 5.31
“Soluble coagulable nitrogen, 0.31, 0.18
“Soluble uncoagulable nitrogen, 0.32, 0.48
“Nitrogen of peptone and polypeptides, 0.21, 0.41

“Nitrogen of arginine, histidine and lysine, 0.07, 0.09
“Nitrogen of purine bases, 0.09, 0.14
“Nitrogen precipitated by phosphotungstic method, 0.11,
2.11;
“Soluble organic matter, 21.95, 41.55
“Soy-bean contains nitrogen chiefly in the form of
protein (85-90%), non-albuminous nitrogen being very little
(10-15%).
“Bacillus natto produces diastase, but reducing sugar
was not found in natto thus prepared. This is probably due
to the fact that soy-beans do not contain much starch, the
main part of carbohydrate being in the form of galactan, &c,
wherefore the little glucose formed was decomposed again
by the bacillus.
“The author expresses hereby sincere thanks to Mr.
Oshima, assistant of the College, who analysed natto as
above mentioned.
Note: This is one of the key early research articles in
understanding Bacillus natto, the natto bacterium.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 1998) that mentions polypeptides in connection
with soybeans. Address: Japan.
3547. Suzuki, U.; Shimamura, T.; Odake, S. 1913.
Ueber Oryzanin, ein Bestandteil der Reiskleie und seine
physiologische Bedeutung [On Oryzanin, a component of
rice bran and its physiological significance]. J. of the College
of Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University 1(4):381-474.
March. [23 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The writers coin the name Oryzanin for this
unknown enzyme in rice bran. They found that an enzyme
called phytase splits phytin. Phosphoric acid (P2O5) is one of
the essential manurial elements.
Azuki beans are the subject of trial 8 (p. 464-66).
Soybeans are the subject of trial 9 (p. 466-68). Miso and
shoyu (soy sauce) are the subjects of trial 15 (p. 472-73).
At the end are English-language suggestions for further
research. Address: Japan.
3548. Takahashi, Teizô; Yamamoto, Takeharu. 1913. On the
physiological difference of the varieties of Aspergillus oryzae
employed in the three main industries in Japan, namely
saké-, shôyu-, and tamari-manufacture. J. of the College of
Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University 5(2):153-61. March.
Previously published in Jozo Shiken-jo Hokoku (Report of
the Brewing Inst., Tokyo), March 1911. [6 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The physiological differences between
the fungus of saké koji, shôyu koji and tamari koji are
remarkable, especially in the formation of amino-acids,
sugars, esters, ammonia and the liquefaction of gelatine...
The formation of sugars is more conspicuous in the varieties
of the fungus customarily used in the brewing of saké than
in that of the varieties of shôyu or tamari, and vice versa in
regard to the peptonification on the formation of amino-acids
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or ammonification.
“Still further, the formation of large quantities of amino
acids at the stage of the spore formation of the fungus, in
spite of their being less of them at the mycelium stage,
explains why we use koji at spore stage in shôyu or tamari
industry, and at the mycelium stage in saké brewing.”
Contents: Introduction. Varieties [of Aspergillus oryzae]
used in the experiments. The preparation of koji and the
method of analysis. The content of sugar in the whole mass
of the prepared koji, namely the growth on 100 g. of rice.
The amounts of organic acids. The esters. The amino-acids
and ammonia. The liquefaction of gelatine in the culture
of the fungus in koji gelatine. Summary. Address: Tokyo
Imperial Univ., Japan.
3549. Takahashi, Teizô; Abe, Goro. 1913. Preliminary notes
on the chemical composition of miso. J. of the College of
Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University 5(2):193-98. March.
Published in 1908 in Tokyo Kagaku Kaishi 29(2). Feb. [5 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: This article begins: “’Miso’ is a food very
common in Japan. The raw materials used in making it
are soy beans, rice or barley, common salt, and water. In
preparing ‘Miso,’ rice or barley is changed first into ‘Koji’...”
A full-page table compares the chemical composition
of Hatsuchô-miso [Hatcho miso], Sendai-miso, and Inakamiso, including amino acid content. “Assuming 37.5 grams
to be the least quantity daily consumed per head and that 30
million out of the 50 millions of the whole population eat
‘miso’ every day, the annual consumption of ‘miso’ would
amount to nearly 45 million kilograms.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2009)
that mentions “Hatsuchô-miso” [Hatcho miso]–a type of
miso made with soybean koji. Address: Japan.
3550. Wiancko, Alfred T. 1913. Cow peas and soy beans.
Revised ed. Purdue University Agricultural Extension
Bulletin No. 2. 8 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil adaptation. Soil
preparation. Inoculation. When and how to sow cowpeas
and soy beans. Harvesting and threshing (for hay, for seed).
Varieties for Indiana.
This Bulletin begins: “Cowpeas and soy beans are
leguminous crops which are rapidly gaining favor in
Indiana agriculture. Farmers all over the state are becoming
interested in them and are learning their great value as grain
and forage crops and for the improvement of soil fertility.
Their power to gather nitrogen from the air, the large amount
of organic matter they are capable of producing, and their
beneficial effect upon the tilth of clay soils are qualities
which commend them in the highest degree, to say nothing
of their value as feeding stuffs.
“On most Indiana soils the cowpea is primarily a forage
crop, while the soy bean will generally give best results

as a grain crop. Both are excellent as cover crops or green
manures for plowing under, providing large amounts of
organic matter rich in nitrogen. Of the two, the cowpea is
perhaps to be preferred for the latter purpose, but that point is
not settled. Of similar sized varieties, sometimes one will do
better and sometimes the other, according to soil adaptation,
degree of inoculation, etc.”
“Inoculation (p. 4): In most cases in Indiana where
cowpeas or soy beans are grown for the first time the
soil will need to be inoculated from an outside source. In
southern Indiana generally, and in some northern portions
where the cow pea has been grown somewhere in the
neighborhood for many years, the bacteria are pretty well
distributed over all fields and inoculation is not necessary.
Pure cultures may be used, but as they so often fail, it is
much safer and generally cheaper to use soil from a field
where the particular crop has been grown successfully. Each
crop has its own particular variety of bacteria and one will
not do for both.
“From a gallon of soil specially rich in the desired
bacteria mixed in and drilled with every bushel of seed
to a few hundred pounds per acre scattered broadcast and
immediately harrowed in when preparing the seed-bed may
be used and can be easily applied. When once properly
inoculated, soil from this field may be used for the rest of,
the farm.
“Where the success of these crops is seriously in doubt,
it is a good plan to sow and thoroughly inoculate small test
plats which will later provide soil for inoculating larger
fields.”
“Varieties for Indiana (p. 7): There is great variation in
the time of maturity among varieties of both soy beans and
cowpeas. Large numbers of varieties (over 200 of soy beans)
have been tested in this state, some ripening inside of three
months, while others were still grass green when destroyed
by frost. It is very important, therefore, to give careful
attention to the selection of varieties.”
Page 8: The following varieties of soy beans may be
recommended:
“Northern Indiana:–Ito San, Early Brown, Black Beauty.
“Central and Southern Indiana:–Hollybrook, Ito San,
Early Brown, Sable, Mikado.
Where to get seed–Soy beans [all in Indiana]:
“Taylor Fouts, Camden.
“Isaac A. Smith, Warren.
“C.L. Meharry, Attica.
“W.R. Butler, Kokomo.
“Troyer Bros., Losantville.
“F.W. Greenwell, Jr., Huntertown.
“A.H. Hadley, Monrovia.
“R.G. East, Worthington.
“A.B. Talmage, Wabash.”
Footnote: “Farmers are cautioned to examine samples
of the seed before purchasing. The names and addresses are
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given for the convenience of farmers and the Station should
not be held responsible for the quality of the seed.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Mikado. Address: Dep. of Soils
and Crops, Purdue Univ. Experiment Station.
3551. Woodhouse, E.J.; Taylor, C. Somers. 1913. The
varieties of soy beans found in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa
and their commercial possibilities. India Department of
Agriculture, Memoirs. Botanical Series 5(3):103-76. March.
Plus 4 plates on unnumbered pages. Also published as a book
in Calcutta by Thacker, Spink & Co. and in London by W.
Thacker & Co. 28 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introductory. 2. Nomenclature. 3.
Varietal characters of soy beans: Habit, foliage, pubescence,
flower (morphology, pollination, extent of natural crossing),
pods, seeds (morphology), seeds (composition; black,
yellow, and chocolate seeded varieties grown by the authors
from seed obtained in 1909; the back varieties contained
significantly more nitrogen/protein and less oil), maturity,
diseases. 4. Description of types: Kala Bhetmas, Safed
Bhetmas, Lal Bhetmas, Barmeli Bhetmas, Nepali Bhetmas
(obtained from Kalimpong and tested at Sabour in 1911).
5. Distribution. 6. Cultivation. 7. Yield. 8. Price. 9. Uses:
Food-stuff, bean sauce (soy, or shoyu), chiang or miso,
tou-fu (tofu), soy beans as a green vegetable, oil (for use in
England in soap-making, or in China “as an illuminant, as a
substitute for lard in cooking, though it is inferior to rapeseed
and sesamum oil for this purpose, as a lubricant for greasing
cart axles, or for waterproofing cloth”), cake and flour. 10.
General conclusions.
“In 1909 the survey work on the crops of Bengal was
commenced, and in July of that year a number of trial
plots of the chief pulse crops of the Province were sown
for identification and field study. Among these were three
samples of Bhetmas, of which one sample of black-seeded
Bhetmas, received from the Settlement Officer, Bhagalpur,
was found to be pure for seed characters... All the plots did
well and were identified as varieties of the Soy Bean, but
in October it became apparent that the black-seeded type
differed from the other two in having darker bullate leaves
and a more prostrate habit...
“In 1910 the seed of the single plants which had been
analysed was sown together with some samples obtained
by Mr. A.C. Ghosh from the Kurseong bazar [bazaar]... a
distinctly earlier black seeded form was obtained from a plot
(E256 of 1910) grown from seed collected at the Bankipur
Exhibition. The trial plots of the seed from Kurseong failed.”
“In 1911... the success of the plots of the acclimatized
American varieties induced us to exchange seeds of the
Bengal types with Mr. Piper, of the United States Plant
Industry Bureau, who kindly supplied us with seed of
the varieties, Barchet, Duggar, Haberlandt, Hollybrook,
Mammoth, Pekin [Peking], Pingshu. Another attempt was

made to cultivate at Sabour the varieties grown in the
Sikkim Himalayas, and plots of the Nepali, Barmeli, black
seed, greenish yellow seed and chocolate seed varieties
were obtained from Mr. Goodwin, Superintendent of the
Kalimpong Homes Farm, and grown successfully at Sabour”
(p. 104-05). Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2013) that spells the soybean variety named “Peking” as
“Pekin.” This spelling also appeared in Cuba in 1920 (3
documents), in Argentina in 1922, and in the United States in
1925 (in Alaska, see Georgeson 1925).
Concerning seed morphology (p. 114-15): The weight of
100 seeds in some of the American varieties such as Barchet,
Pekin and Pingshu have remained approximately constant,
whereas others, such as Duggar, Hollybrook and Mammoth
have decreased in weight more or less considerably during
the past season. The Nepali type has decreased in weight
from 24.4 grams to 12.8 grams per 100 seeds. The variation
in weight per 100 seeds in the case of varieties cultivated in
new localities would appear to give a good indication of the
adaptability of a variety to its new environment.”
The authors record the results of a large number of
selection experiments which they have carried out with a
view to obtaining early-maturing types rich in oil, and also
deal briefly with the cultivation and uses of soy beans.
Concerning uses (p. 138): “In Bengal, soy beans are
used very little for food as they are said to be too heat
producing. It is usually taken after frying over a heated sand
bath as bhunja, but it is also heated, crushed, and then used
as dal, and also as larua mixed with gur.” In the “Soya Bean
of Manchuria” (1911), Shaw states that soy beans can also be
used to make bean sauce or shoyu, chiang or miso, and toufu (tofu). They can also be used to make oil, cake, and flour.
“General conclusions (p. 140): At the present time, Soy
Beans are grown to a slight extent only in the Darjeeling hills
and to no appreciable extent elsewhere although satisfactory
yields have been obtained in the experiments conducted by
the Agricultural Department in both these areas. We may
ascribe the present unpopularity of the crop to the following
reasons. For export the price offered in Calcutta is not yet
sufficiently attractive; as a food-stuff it is more potent than
the ordinary pulses to which the people are accustomed;
as a crop for growth in the plains it has the disadvantage
of occupying the land during two seasons, it may suffer
from waterlogging during the rains, and requires plenty of
moisture in October, and it harbours rats during the last two
months of its growth. These objections do not appear to us
by any means unsurmountable [insurmountable]... The use
of Soy Beans for food could be extended if the educated
classes once appreciate its value as an addition to a rice diet,
and experiment with its preparation for food on the lines
suggested.”
“Its cultivation in the hills would probably be largely
extended on the present lines as soon as the price reached
a satisfactory figure. It only remains to say that our work
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is being continued on the lines indicated in this paper with
a view to isolating early maturing types possessing a high
yield of oil.”
Contains many tables (the 13 tables before page 143 are
unnumbered, and many contain no caption), mostly showing
the composition of various black, yellow, and chocolate
soy beans and the history of descendants of various singly
selected plants. Black soy beans contain on average 6.72%
nitrogen and 13.52% oil. Yellow soy beans contain 5.61%
nitrogen and 16.99% oil.
Note 2. Therefore black soy beans contain 19.8% more
nitrogen [protein] and only 79.6% as much oil as yellow soy
beans. Chocolate-colored soy beans contain 5.57% nitrogen
(the least of all three types) and 17.13% oil (the most of all
three types).
A table titled “Life periods of American varieties of Soy
Beans grown at Sabour, 1911” (p. 124) gives information on
eight varieties: Barchet, Duggar, Haberlandt, Hollybrook,
Mammoth, Pekin, Pingshu, and Riceland. For example,
Duggar: Origin: S.P.I. No. 17268C. Date of planting: July 12,
1911. Date of harvesting: Oct. 11. Life period at Sabour: 91
days. Life period in the U.S.A.: 110-120 days.
Another table titled “Yield of the types of soy beans
found in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa” (p. 135) lists 8 varieties,
and for each: Where grown, dates of sowing, area sown,
approximate yield in lbs/acre, corresponding yield (on
unmanured land) in mds., srs., and chtks. [mds. = maunds;
1 maund = 82.28 pounds or 37.32 kg; srs. = seers; 1 seer
= 2.05 pounds; chtks. = chittaks or chittacks or chattaks or
chattacks; 1 chittak [also chattak or chattack] = 1/16 seer =
900 grains = about 2 ounces], and remarks. Two trials gave
yields of more than 2000 lb/acre (2,189 lb from the variety
Nepali in Kalimpong, and 2,164 lb for a Chocolate variety at
Bankipur Farm). Seven additional trials gave yields of 1,000
to 1,400 lb/acre.
Numbered tables (starting on p. 143) show: (1) Black
soy beans: The history of descendants of various single
selected plants. (2) Yellow soy beans (Type 3): The history of
descendants of various single selected plants. (3) Chocolate
soy beans (Type 4): The history of descendants of various
single selected plants. (4) Variations in 24 plots grown
from each plant descended from sowing of seed from the
single plant No. 94c. (5) Detailed table showing the results
obtained from 150 samples of black soy beans analysed
in 1911 (p. 146-55). (6) Detailed results obtained in 1911
with 150 samples of yellow soy beans (Type 3) (p. 155-64).
(7) Detailed results obtained in 1911 with 152 samples of
chocolate soy beans (Type 4) (p. 165-74). (8) Life periods of
Bengal varieties of soy beans grown in Bengal.
Photos on unnumbered pages near the end show: (1)
Type I–”Late Black-seeded” soybean variety, photographed
28 Oct. 1911. (2) Type V–Barmeli variety. (3) Type VI–
Nepali variety on left, and Type IIIa–”Upright long branched
greeny yellow seeded variety on right.” (4) Barchet variety,

photographed 30 Oct. 1911.
Four graphs on the last page show the distribution of
chocolate, black, and yellow soybeans according to both
their nitrogen and oil contents.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010)
that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in Bengal
(probably later Bangladesh). Address: Economic Botanist to
the Government of Bihar and Orissa, India.
3552. Woodhouse, E.J.; Taylor, C. Somers. 1913.
Distribution of the soy bean in India (Document part). India
Department of Agriculture, Memoirs. Botanical Series
5(3):132-33. March. [2 ref]
• Summary: “De Candolle (1885) came to the conclusion
that soy beans are a modern introduction into India, because
Roxburgh had only seen an introduced plant in the Calcutta
Botanic Gardens. Our observations show that the black,
chocolate, and yellow seeded varieties of soy beans (Types
I-IV) are cultivated under the name Bhetmas to a very
limited extent indeed in the plains of Bengal. The only
plots which we have actually seen growing have been in
the neighbourhood of Sabour from seed stolen from the
Botanical area... It is, therefore, possible that soy beans may
have been cultivated in the plains before Roxburgh’s time,
but escaped his notice owing to the extremely limited extent
of their cultivation. In the hills the following five varieties,
black seed (Type 1A), greeny yellow (Type IIIA), pale
chocolate (Type IVA), Barmeli and Nepali, are cultivated to
a small extent and of these the Barmeli variety would appear
to be the commonest. Soy beans can be cultivated up to an
elevation of 6,000 feet where Phaseolus Spp. will not thrive.
“With regard to their distribution it is interesting to
note that all the varieties cultivated in the plains are pure,
whereas those cultivated in the hills are usually very impure.
The types present in the plains are all late varieties with long
twining branches, tawny hairs and purple flowers, whereas
the Darjeeling varieties appear to contain plants exhibiting
many other characters such as upright habit, white flowers,
adpressed hairs on the upper leaf surface, white pubescence
and various seed characters which are present in the Chinese
varieties introduced into America. The time of maturity
of the Darjeeling varieties also varies. These facts make it
seem probable that the Darjeeling varieties were originally
obtained from China through Tibet, and have spread thence
into the plains, where only these types best adapted to the
plains have survived.
“Shaw (1911) states that in China ‘the further north
they extend the better in quality do the beans become.’ Our
observations show that the seed of a variety cultivated in
the Himalayas is heavier than the seed of the same variety
cultivated in the plains. It is probable therefore that soy beans
find more suitable conditions in the hills than the plains,
and this would account for their having spread outwards for
a short distance only from the foot of the hills. We cannot
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therefore expect to obtain much success in acclimatizing
soy beans, except along the foot of the Himalayas and our
greatest chance of introducing the crop successfully will
be in the Himalayas.” Address: Government of Bihar and
Orissa, India.
3553. Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. 1913. Descriptive
catalogue... Bulbs, plants seeds, etc. 1913-1914. Yokohama,
Japan. 110 p. March. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this English-language catalog
is an illustration of 3 flowering plants. In the section on
“Seeds” (p. 90+) is a subsection (p. 97) titled “Some
vegetable seeds.” The contents (incl. the entry for “soy
bean”) is similar to that in the 1912 catalog except that soy
bean costs $0.15 per lb., or $4.00 per 100 lbs. (U.S. gold).
Address: P.O. Box No. 72. 21-35 Nakamura, Yokohama,
Japan. Phone: 509.
3554. Williams, C.G.; Welton, F.A. 1913. Cooperative
tests with soybeans in 1912. Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station, Circular No. 132. 11 p. April 2.
• Summary: This Circular begins: “In the spring of 1912
the Station distributed a quantity of soybeans. In general the
plan followed was two-fold: To farmers who wished to make
a comparison of varieties and who were willing to make
out and return a brief report of same, the Station furnished
free seed of a few of its most promising varieties for a test
in small plots (size, two to four square rods). To those who
wished to experiment with the crop, but who did not care to
conduct a variety test, the Station sold beans in lots not to
exceed one bushel. With one exception, all the seed sold was
of the Medium Green variety.
“Thirty-two cooperators, representing twenty-one
counties, have submitted reports, a brief summary of which
is here presented. For the most part the farmers reporting
were without experience in growing soybeans. The results
are both interesting and, in the main, encouraging. All the
reports the Station received are included, without regard to
their success or failure.
“The reports are here arranged in alphabetical order
according to counties.”
Of the 32 tests reported, 8 would be classed as failures.
The successful crops range in yield from 8 to 28 bu/acre on
areas of one or more acres. Some of the plot yields reached
50 bu/acre. The common grain drill was generally used
for planting in rows 21 to 42 inches apart. The best yields
came from rows 21-28 inches apart. The mowing machine
with side-delivery attachment was the favorite implement
for harvesting. The threshing was generally done with the
common grain separator, using blank concaves. Several
report a good many split beans. The secret of avoiding the
splitting of beans in threshing is in the use of special pulleys
to reduce the speed of the cylinder without slowing down the
balance of the separator. Address: Wooster, Ohio.

3555. Northern Territory Times and Gazette (Darwin, NT,
Australia). 1913. The farm: Reclaiming lost nitrogen. The
basis of good farming. April 3. p. 6.
• Summary: “(By H. Alexander Shaw, in the ‘N.Z. Farmer.’
[New Zealand Farmer]) “Nitrogen-fixing bacteria are very widely distributed
in nature, as they are present in almost all soils containing
sufficient organic matter (humus). It has been frequently
demonstrated that soil inoculated with the above bacteria
is capable of producing a better leguminous crop than soil
untreated. Recent researches, however, tend to show that
there are different varieties of the tubercle bacteria, and
that to obtain the best results the farmer must inoculate his
soil with the organisms which have been isolated from the
same species of plant. For example, Conn states: The soil
of Connecticut is not adapted to the legume called the Soya
Bean.”
There follows a long summary of the book: Conn,
Herbert William. 1901. Agricultural Bacteriology: A Study
of the Relation of Bacteria to Agriculture, with Special
Reference to the Bacteria in the Soil,... The “Soya Bean” is
mentioned eight times in the summary, which emphasizes:
“In growing a Soya Bean crop, he [the farmer] must
inoculate his soil with Soya Bean tubercle bacteria, and not
with bacteria from another leguminous plant.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2009)
concerning soya beans in Australia’s Northern Territory.
3556. Morse, W.J. 1913. Re: Your request for varieties
of Soy beans. Letter to Prof. B.A. Madson, College of
Agriculture, Experiment Station, Berkeley, CA, April 4. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I have your letter of March 27th
advising that you desire to secure if possible small amounts
of a number of varieties of Soy beans for a varietal trial this
season. I am taking pleasure in sending you today one pound
each of the following varieties:
“Auburn #32909
“Cloud #16790
“Ito San #17268
“Taha #21999
“Swan #22379
“Mammoth #31867
“Peking #32907
“Guelph #17261
“Virginia #32906
Haberlandt #34924
“With regard to the list of varieties enclosed by you I
regret to say that I was unable to supply the Meyer, Duggar,
and Austin varieties as our supply is exhausted.
“Yours very truly, Scientific Assistant. (Enclosure)”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
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Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Ala.–Calif. Box no. 2.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
3557. Manns, Thomas F.; Taubenhaus, J.J. 1913. Streak:
A bacterial disease of the sweet pea and clovers. [Bacillus
lathyri Manns and Taubenhaus on soybean leaves and pods].
Gardeners’ Chronicle (London) 53:215-16. April 5. Third
Series. [7 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of a thesis titled “Some
fungus diseases of the sweet pea,” by Mr. J.J. Taubenhaus
at the University of Pennsylvania. Cross infection studies
indicated that the Soy Bean (4 samples) was one of 8
legumes that could serve as a host for the streak disease,
caused by Bacillus lathyri.
“The disease was particularly severe upon one variety
of Soy Beans, in which the lower lesions girdled the stem
and penetrated so deeply that the plants blew over, as is
occasionally to be met with in the ‘black leg’ of Potatoes
(a bacterial disease).” Address: Dep. of Plant Pathology,
Delaware College Agric. Exp. Station, Newark, Delaware
USA.
3558. Los Angeles Times. 1913. Vegetable milk (Abstract).
April 8. p. II3.
• Summary: A reprint of an English-language article of the
same title published in Literary Digest. March 8. p. 509-10.
3559. Piper, C.V. 1913. Re: Dr. E.V. Wilcox of Hawaii wants
soy bean varieties. Letter to W.J. Morse, [Arlington Farm.
Rosslyn, Virginia], April 9. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Dr. E.V. Wilcox, Director of
the Hawaii Experiment Station, Honolulu, Hawaii, wants
to get seed of soybean varieties suitable for forage. Will
you send seed of not to exceed 8 or 10 varieties. Yours very
truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist in Charge,
[Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
3560. San Francisco Chronicle. 1913. Beans contain rubber.
April 13. p. 3.
• Summary: “A German expert has demonstrated that [soya]
beans contain a product which, when properly treated, will

make a very good grade of crude rubber.
“The process has been patented and a company has
been formed to manufacture the material. If it should prove
to be as cheap as the product secured from the rubber tree, a
wonderful new industry will be the result.
“An oil of considerable density is extracted from the
soya beans, and this is treated with nitric acid and then
subjected to heat of great intensity. This produces a substance
which is viscid and tough, like crude rubber. It is vulcanized
by the application of a sulphur bath, and is then difficult to
detect from the ordinary crude rubber of commerce.”
3561. Maynard, Lester. 1913. Decrease in Manchurian [soya]
bean and grain exports. Daily Consular and Trade Reports
(U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) 16(86):250. April 14.
• Summary: This supplements Maynard’s report of 2 Dec.
1912. The Chinese Eastern Railway has three divisions as
follows: (1) Harbin-Kwangchengtzu line to Vladivostok and
Dairen. (2) Eastern line (Ashiho to Mulin) to Vladivostok
and Dairen. (3) Western line (Harbin to Fuliardi) to
Vladivostok and Dairen. A table shows shipments of soya
beans and grains of all kinds during Oct. to Dec. 1911 and
1912 over the three divisions. Total shipments in 1912 were
slightly lower than in 1911. There was a large additional
decrease in Jan. 1912. Address: Consul, Harbin.
3562. Ellis, Carleton. 1913. Hydrogenated edible fat
compound. U.S. Patent 1,058,738. April 15. 5 p. Application
filed 15 Aug. 1912.
• Summary: “This invention relates to a composition
containing edible hydrogenated oils or fats and relates in
particular to oily or fatty products, preferably of a composite
nature containing edible hydrogenated oil material derived
by the hydrogenation of unsaturated oily material in a certain
manner to afford oils or fats either of a butter-like or of a
lard-like consistency or of other desired consistency which
are essentially or substantially free from deleterious or toxic
bodies such as are sometimes present in the normal oils, and
which have other desirable qualities as will be hereinafter set
forth.”
“As stated in Serial No. 7414,393, filed August 10,
1912, by hydrogenating soya bean, cotton seed or corn oil
or similar oils to materially reduce the iodin number [iodine
number], the more sensitive double bonds are saturated with
hydrogen...”
“Among the vegetable oils corn, cotton seed, soya bean,
peanut, sesame, olive, rape, cocoa nut, castor, and palm oils
or animal oils such as those of lard and tallow and other
oleins and palmitins with more or less stearins, all of an
animal nature, fish and whale oils, codliver oil [cod liver oil]
and the like may be employed either in the hydrogenated or
unhydrogenated condition in compounding products under
the present composition.”
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Note: Soy is mentioned twice in this patent, only in the
form of “soya bean.” Address: Montclair, Essex Co., New
Jersey.
3563. Madson, B.A. 1913. Re: I have just received the
Soja bean seed. Letter to Mr. W.J. Morse, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, April 15. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I have just received the Soja bean
seed which was sent to us from your Department.
“Thanking you very much for the same, I beg to remain,
“Very truly yours, B.A. Madson”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Ala.–Calif. Box no. 2.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Univ. of California, College of
Agriculture, Agric. Exp. Station, Berkeley, California.
3564. Goessel, Fritz. 1913. Procédé pour la fabrication d’un
produit alimentaire, ressemblant au lait, de la fève de soja et
d’autres substances végétales similaires [Process for making
a food product, resembling milk, from soybeans and other
similar vegetable substances]. French Patent 451,447. April
18. 3 p. Application filed 2 Dec. 1912. Under International
Convention, 4 Dec. 1911. [Fre]
• Summary: In the manufacture of a nourishing beverage
from the soybean (fève de soja), similar to milk, purified
finely ground soy beans (or pistachio or sesame kernels)
are cooked up as rapidly as possible with sodium hydrogen
phosphate and water 100 liters. Address: Germany.
3565. Northern Territory Times and Gazette (Darwin, NT,
Australia). 1913. The farm: The soya bean. Remarkable
results recorded. April 24. p. 3.
• Summary: A good overview of world developments.
Contents: Introduction. The trade in [soya] beans
(worldwide). Use as a stock food. As a restorative crop.
Trials in Australia (at Queensland and Victoria). Illustrations
(line drawings) show: (1) A soya bean plant (above ground
portion). (2) The root system of a soya bean plant, showing
root nodules that fix nitrogen in the soil from the air.
The article begins: “The extraordinary increase in the
Soya bean trade during the past few years is one reason why
this crop should be thoroughly tested. An other reason is that
the Soya bean has been proved to be a staple legume and a
restorative crop for profitable growth in rotation with maize”
(?).
The section titled “Trials in Australia” states: “The soya
bean has been hailed as one of Australia’s coming crops.
From experiments made ‘wonderful results in Queensland’
and ‘encouraging tests in Victoria’ are reported. In Victoria

30 lbs. of seed to the acre was used, and at Cheltenham
up wards of 13½ tons of green soy fodder per acre was
obtained, and 10 tons per acre at Ballarat. Special sowings
were made at Cheltenham on 10th October, and were cut
for green fodder on 27th February. The following yields
were obtained:” A table shows the yield per acre from four
varieties.
“Ito San (yellow): 12 tons, 3 cwt, 54 lbs.
“Baird (brown): 12 tons, 10 cwt, 10 lbs.
“Brownie (brown): 11 tons, 6 cwt, 92 lbs.
“Ito San (yellow): 11 tons, 6 cwt, 96 lbs.”
3566. Buer, Heinrich. 1913. Verfahren zur Herstellung von
Sojabohnenkaffee [Process the preparation of a soya bean
coffee]. German Patent 290,304. April 26. 3 p. Issued 19
Feb. 1916. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “By this process, not only is the removal of
the alkaloids having an unpleasant taste and odor effected
in a simple manner, but the soy fat (Sojafett) is prevented
from decomposing either during the process or upon long
storing of the soy-bean coffee. Before roasting, the cleaned
whole beans are extracted first for 6-8 hours with hot water
containing about 0.5% hydrochloric acid. After drawing off
the liquor, the beans are again extended with hot water to
remove completely the residual alkaloids and hydrochloric
acid. This extended with fresh boiling water is repeated at
least 4 times, for periods of 2 hours. The decomposition of
the soy fat upon roasting the debittered beans is prevented
by treating them, before roasting, with a 20-25% hot sugar
solution so that the sugar solution penetrates thoroughly all
the cells of the beans. When a sufficient amount of sugar has
entered the cells of the beans, the sugar solution is drawn
off and the beans are roasted in the usual manner. As a result
of the roasting a portion of the introduced sugar is claimed
to be converted into saccharic acid which combines with
the complex soy-lecithin (Sojalecithin) in the cells of the
beans to lecithin saccharate. This does not decompose during
the subsequent roasting process, since a saturated lecithin
compound is said to be more stable than free lecithin,
especially more so than soy-lecithin.”
Note: Soy is mentioned 39 times in this patent in
the forms “Sojabohnen” (soybeans), “Sojafett” (soy oil),
“Sojalecithin” (soy lecithin), “Sojabohnenmasse” (the
mass of soybeans), “Sojabohnenkaffee” (soybean coffee),
“Sojabohne” (soybean), “Sojaalkaloide” (soy alkaloids),
“Sojaöl” (soy oil), “Sojabohnenkernes” (soybean kernels)
and “Sojafettmolekule” (soy oil molecule).
Note 2. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (May 2016) that mentions Sojalecithin. Address: PhD,
Cöln am Rhine [Cologne, Germany].
3567. Morse, W.J. 1913. Re: Soy bean hybrids, mottling, and
cross pollination. Letter to Mr. C.O. Cromer, Associate in
Crops, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, April 29. 2 p.
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Typed, without signature (carbon copy). [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Your letter of April 24th and sample
packages of three varieties of soy beans sent to Professor
C.V. Piper have been handed to me for attention.
“The variation in color of the seeds or rather mottling
is due to cross pollination. Until about six years ago it was
generally supposed that natural hybrids of the soy bean did
not occur. About that time it was noted in the bulk seed
gathered at Arlington Farm [Virginia] that there occurred
mottled colored seeds such as smoky green and smoky
yellow, brown and yellow, black and yellow, black and
green, etc. These seed are carefully saved and sown the next
year. The result was rather a diverse progeny showing that
the seed were of hybrid origin.”
Morse then refers Cromer to: Piper, Charles V.; Morse,
W.J. 1910. “The soy bean: History, varieties, and field
studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 197.
84 p. Dec. 31. There (p. 20-21) “you will find the matter
of pollination and hybridization of the soy bean taken up
briefly.” The soy bean flower is completely self fertile; cross
pollination–which is quite infrequent–is brought about by
bees and other insects that visit the flowers.
“With regard to the Ito San variety being a sport of the
Early Brown variety, I will say that the Early Brown is a
selection out of the Early Yellow which is another name for
the Ito San. The Early Brown was originally obtained by
your station from Mr. E.F. Diehl, Leesburg, Indiana, who
made the Brown selection out of the Early Yellow.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#3.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Scientific Asst., Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC.
3568. Kita, Gen-itsu. 1913. Einige japanische Schimmelpilze
[Some Japanese molds]. Zentralblatt fuer Bakteriologie.
Series 2. 37(17/21):433-52. April 30. [7 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Aspergillus tamarii,
new species. Morphological. Physiological. Affinity.
Diagnosis. Incidence of mold parts isolated from soybean
koji used to make tamari soy sauce. Aspergillus glaucus,
varieties , Beta, gamma. For each of the three varieties the
same categories of information are given as for Aspergillus
tamarii. A new white Aspergillus species. Comparison with
A. Okazaki, A. candidus, and A. albus.
Kita named the species Aspergillus tamarii. Twentyone photos and illustrations show: Spores of the mold
magnified x 370. Sterigmata and spores. Conidio bearers and
spores. Hyphae. Aspergillus glaucus. “The moist wind and
warm climate of Japan enable the flora, and especially the

microorganisms, to grow very luxuriantly.”
(1-3) Aspergillus tamarii x 370. (5) Spores. Address:
Aus dem Techn. Institut d. Kaiserl. Universitaet zu Tokio,
Japan.
3569. Agricultural J. of the Union of South Africa. 1913.
Soybeans for ensilage. 5(4):625. April.
• Summary: “In one of his articles on ‘The Preservation and
Use of Maize for Stock Feed,’ which are running through
these pages, Mr. Burtt-Davy remarks: ‘Soybeans can be
used for silage, but the crop is too uncertain, at present, to
be relied upon, and is less satisfactory than either velvet
beans or cowpeas.’ Mr. Bruce Hutchinson, of Sandbaken,
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Transvaal, has written to Mr. Burtt-Davy asking in what
particular he considers the soybean unsatisfactory–whether
it is because of their not growing well, or because their
feeding value is not considered to be equal to other crops.
Mr. Hutchinson also asks what value Mr. Burtt-Davy places
on soybeans as a nitrogen collector (to be ploughed in as a
green crop). Mr. Burtt-Davy’s reply is as follows:–’The only
reason in my mind why soybeans may be unsatisfactory
for silage are: (1) In some localities and in certain seasons
the germination has been very poor, while in other places
and in other seasons it has been good. This renders the crop
‘uncertain,’ at least at present. When we are able to obtain
more local seed, I think the crop will be better and more
certain. (2) The relative weight of material is usually low as

compared with that of cowpeas, hyacinth beans, or velvet
beans; if one is growing primarily for silage the total weight
of the leguminose crop is a consideration. But in places
where the soybean does well, and where the crop is grown
for the seed as well, there is nothing against it for the silage
pit. It is a good nitrogen collector.’”
3570. American Review of Reviews. 1913. Vegetable milk
and vegetable meat (Abstract). 47(4):500-01. April. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following
French-language article: Neuville, A. de. 1913. “Les
nouveaux aliments artificiels” [The new artificial foods].
Revue (La) (Paris) 100(3):384-89. Feb. 1. 24th year. 6th
Series.
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This summary begins: “In most families the two
heaviest items in the cost of food are the expenditures for
milk and milk-products and for meat. Moreover, milk and
meat are the most difficult foods to procure, to preserve, and
to transport in a pure and wholesome condition. And it is this
difficulty, coupled with modern standards of hygiene and
sanitation, that has helped to make their cost mount steadily
higher year by year. All of us, must be warmly interested in
the successful efforts of certain foreign chemists to produce
synthetically both milk and meat from vegetable sources,
since it claimed that the ‘near-milk’ and ‘near-meat’ are not
only as nutritious as their prototypes, but far freer from dirt
and disease-germs, as well as very much cheaper.”
The new artificial milk is made from the seed of the soy
bean or the Chinese pea.
“From other sources we learn the interesting fact, not
mentioned in La Revue, that an excellent cheese [tofu] can be
made from this milk, which widens its usefulness materially.
The Belgian chemist, M. Effront, has proposed using
the refuse from breweries to make a palatable and nutritious
[non-soy] substitute for meat.
3571. Craick, W.A. 1913. Prof. Zavitz and his work.
Farmer’s Magazine (Toronto, Canada) 5(6):19-22. April.
• Summary: A few years ago, when the customary program
of lectures before farmer’s institutes was being organized,
Prof. Zavitz of the Ontario Agricultural College, asked to
have scheduled in his part of the program an opportunity
for the farmers to ask him questions about crop production.
“It was an innovation, but it caught on. At meeting after
meeting the set addresses were passed over in favor of
the novelty and the farmers got the Professor going on all
sorts of practical subjects...” Prof. Zavitz trusted farmers.
“This direct questioning became extremely popular among
the farmers, who gained by this means a great deal of
information and advice which would not otherwise have
come out.”
This example gives a good introduction to the Professor
of Farm Husbandry at Guelph. His knowledge is practical.
“He sheds the character of the lecturer when he gets
among his good friends the farmers, and adopts that if the
conversational and friendly adviser. In the summer they
follow him out to his experimental plots like a flock of sheep,
listen eagerly to his explanation..., and even forget that it is
raining, so entertaining is his subject.”
“This little bright-eyed man with his pointed beard,
whose smile is so contagious, has been doing things at
Guelph for a good many years.” He was born in the summer
of 1863 at Locust Grove Farm, Coldstream, Middlesex
County. Discusses his work with barley and oats, and the
co-operative experimental work he has been instrumental in
organizing.
His work has been sufficiently successful to bring him
to the attention of the agricultural authorities in the United

States. Several years ago the USDA invited him to conduct
similar work near Washington, DC, but “he declined because
he felt that to forsake his experiments at Guelph and start all
over again would be to undo his lifework. At the same time
he has not hesitated to assist various state departments to
establish co-operative schemes similar to that in Ontario.
“Much travel, a great deal of talking, and an endless
stream of correspondence are all incidental to the Professor’s
duties. During the winter months he jumps around from
convention to convention, exhibition to exhibition and
meeting to meeting, and everywhere he is made heartily
welcome. In summer he has his hands full with visitors at
the College and summer courses.” His “correspondence
would appal even a hardened business man. True he has four
excellent assistants and three stenographers to help him,
but none the less the burden of attending to the requests for
information and advice which pour in on him from day to
day, especially in the spring, is a heavy one.”
3572. Jack, R.W. 1913. The bean stem maggot. Rhodesia
Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 142. 9 p. April.
• Summary: “This insect has been described as Agromyza
fabalis by Coquillet from specimens bred from bean stems
at Rosebank, near Capetown, and appears to be generally
distributed south of the Zambesi [also spelled Zambezi; a
river which begins in northwest Zambia and later forms the
boundary between Zambia and Zimbabwe], proving injurious
in centres so widely separated as Capetown and Salisbury.”
“Soya and velvet beans are not attacked at all, the host
plants of the insect appearing to be those of the genera Vigna
and Phaseolus...
Note: It is not clear in which country the soya beans
mentioned above were grown. Address: Salisbury, Rhodesia
[later Harare, capital of Zimbabwe].
3573. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1913. Pastoral: Soja
bean for fattening lambs. 30(4):223. April. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Several articles on the value of the soja bean
have been published in this journal... Now we have from a
bulletin of the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station
that the experts there have tested the value of soja-bean seed
for fattening lambs. In one experiment two lots of ten lambs
each were fed the same roughage. One lot received shelled
corn and whole soja beans in equal proportions, while
the other received the same quantities of shelled corn and
whole oats. The average gain of each lamb during a period
of twelve weeks was 16.3 lb. when soja beans constituted a
part of the ration, and but 13.7 lb. when oats were used. A
pound of gain was produced on 6.11 lb. of grain and 7.11 lb.
of roughage in the soy-bean ration, while 7.28 lb. of grain
and 8.62 lb. of roughage were required on the oats ration.”
Address: Australia.
3574. Tropical Life (England). 1913. More soya beans
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wanted: Restricted supplies and high prices–The English
industry declining for want of raw material. 9(4):71-72.
April. [5 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of articles and reports from
five different sources (only the following citations are
given): Indian Trade Journal, Times of Ceylon, Manchester
Guardian, Progress Report of the Ceylon Board of
Agriculture, two London correspondents (writing in Sept.
and Oct. of 1912), and Prof. Wyndham Dunstan, Director of
the Imperial Institute.
3575. Walters, J.A.T. 1913. Farms and farming in Rhodesia.
Charter-Enkeldoorn district. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal
10(4):562-66. April.
• Summary: Pages 565-56: “Lucerne was attempted in
several cases, with a view to rearing ostriches, particularly
at Wildebeestlaagte, but the unsuitability of the sub-soil
prevented the crop from lasting more than a few years.
Potatoes are grown where irrigation is available, but only
in small quantities. Tobacco has been tried and found
promising, but the scarcity of native labour deters farmers
from undertaking this on a large scale. Bamboos of three
varieties are being extensively grown at Driefontein by the
Jesuit Fathers, Velvet beans gave a good return at Colonel
Taggart’s farm Induna, as also did soy beans (variety
unknown), where 12 lbs. sown gave a return of 485 lbs.”
Address: B.A., Asst. Agriculturist.
3576. Willard, R.E.; Humbert, E.P. 1913. Soil moisture. New
Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 86. 86
p. April. See p. 19, 27-31, 42-44, 72, 74-79. [1 ref]
• Summary: These experiments concern water conservation
during irrigation of crops in New Mexico, and the
phenomena of capillary action, percolation, seepage,
evaporation, transpiration, etc. The plants were grown in
tanks under controlled conditions. The section on “Wilting”
(p. 17-19) states that “during the season of 1911 the same
system should be followed for determining the wilting point
of soy beans.” But the furrow system of irrigation was not
well designed. “As a consequence it was necessary to replant
the crop of soy beans in 1911 as sufficient moisture from a
two-inch irrigation would not rise to the seed in sufficient
amounts to germinate when the planting was done on the
tops of the ridges” (p. 27-28). When a crop of soy beans
was produced on sandy loam soil, little moisture was lost
by seepage below four feet when 20 inches of water were
applied (p. 29).
Table 8 (p. 31) shows percolation of soy beans in tanks
in 1912. Table 16 (p. 44) “shows the transpiration of soy
beans as determined on the tanks in 1912. The table shows
the total irrigation in inches and the total transpiration loss
from each tank, and the yield per tank and per acre. The
transpiration varies from 391 pounds to 654 pounds with
an average of 491 pounds of water required to produce one

pound of dry matter. The yield per acre was from two to four
tons.
“The average amount of water required on an acre where
two tons of soy beans are produced is therefore about 8.5
inches per season.
“It should be noted that the crop went to maturity and
was harvested for seed. If the cutting had been done for hay
the transpiration would have been somewhat less.”
Table 31 (p. 72) shows the loss of moisture from the first
6 feet on the Adams (Soy Bean) Plats in 1911. The amount of
each irrigation ranged from 1-4 inches.
“The furrow system of irrigation shows a saving of
moisture over the flooding system. The cultivation of the soil
so as to form a mulch about 3 or four inches in depth seems
to be the most practical and conserves large amounts of
moisture that would otherwise be lost by evaporation.”
The duty of water is the value of one inch of water when
the total applications vary on the same crop. Tables 34, 35,
and 36 (p. 76-79) show data concerning the duty of water
on soy beans on soils in tanks and in the field. “It may be
concluded from this work that irrigation for soy beans on this
soil should be about three inches at each application, with a
maximum of about 20 inches for the season. The results do
not justify the cultivation with a horse.”
Conclusions on duty of water: “The foregoing results do
not justify the growth of wheat or corn on soils of this sandy
loam character. The total yields or the duty of water do not
approach standard returns.
“Soy beans showed a good growth. It is concluded that
this crop should receive about 20 inches of water during
its growth and this should be applied in three- or four-inch
applications.” Address: 1. Asst. Prof. of Agronomy 19101912; 2. Ph.D., Agronomy [Las Cruces, New Mexico].
3577. Winkler, Gustav. 1913. Die Sojabohne: Vortrag
gehalten in der Monatsversammlung des Gartenbau- und
Verschoenerungsvereins Fechenheim [Mainkur] am 17.
April 1913 [The soybean: Lecture presented at the monthly
meeting of the Gardening and Beautification Society of
Fechenheim {Mainkur} on 17 April 1913]. Frankfurt am
Main, Germany: Published by the author. 14 p. [Ger]*
• Summary: This booklet is owned by the Johann Christian
Senckenberg university library at Frankfurt am Main,
Germany. It is the earliest document seen by Gustav Winkler,
who worked to introduce soybeans to Germany. Address:
Mainkur bei Frankfurt am Main, Kreis Hanau, Waldstrasse
55.
3578. Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. 1913. Wholesale trade
list. 1912-13. Yokohama, Japan. 34 p. April. Illust. Index. 26
cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this English-language catalog is
an illustration of a lily flowers. In the section on “Seeds” (p.
28+) is a subsection (p. 32) titled “Some vegetable seeds.”
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The wholesale price of soy bean is $0.10 per lb or $2.50
per 100 lb. This is the earliest wholesale catalog seen from
Yokohama Nursery Co. Marrow peas are listed for the first
time. Address: P.O. Box 72. 21-35 Nakamura, Yokohama,
Japan. Phone: 509.
3579. Zeitschrift fuer das Gesamte Getreidewesen. 1913. Aus
der Muellerei und dem Gewerbe [From the milling process
and its industry]. 5(4):134-38. April. [Ger]
• Summary: This is a long summary of an article about
soya flour that appeared in the British journal “The Miller.”
By 1913 the Hull Oil Engineering Company in Stoneferry,
England, was manufacturing a defatted soybean flour under
the name “Homco.” Address: Germany.
3580. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1913. The soy bean.
May 6. p. 5.
• Summary: “The falling away in the demand for linseed
which is one of the most important crops grown in India and
the increasing demand for the soy bean, which is its most
formidable competitor, will sooner or later compel greater
attention being paid to the cultivation of the hitherto despised
Manchurian bean, the oil of which is not only good for
paints, varnishes, and many other purposes, but is excellent
for use in the kitchen and for the manufacture of a cheap and
wholesome butter in much demand by the poor. It would also
make an excellent ghee, for which there is simply a gigantic
demand in India and surrounding countries. But changes
from one crop to another do not occur rapidly in conservative
India, and we notice that in the latest literature on the subject
the defects of soy bean cultivation and trade are kept well
in the front.” Various objections are given and countered:
(1) The “price in Calcutta for export is not yet sufficiently
attractive.” (2) “As a food-stuff it is more potent [richer
in nutrients] than the ordinary pulses to which the people
are accustomed.” (3) “As a crop for growth in the plains it
has the disadvantage of occupying the land during the two
seasons,...” (4) It harbours rats during the last two months of
its growth.
“That the soy bean can do well in India is evidenced by
its luxurious growth in the Darjeeling hills” [as of May 2020
in the far north of India’s state of West Bengal, in which the
town of Darjeeling is at an average elevation of about 6,700
feet].
3581. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London). 1913.
Extracting soya oil in Germany (Abstract). 43(760):1672.
May 10. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is an English-language reprint of the
following English-language document: Daily Consular and
Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department
of Commerce and Labor). 1913. “Vegetable-oil industry and
trade.” 16(35):737-44. Feb. 11. See p. 741-42.

3582. Roberts, J.C. 1913. Blown soya oil: Letter to
the editors. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London)
43(760):1666. May 10. [2 ref]
• Summary: This is a reply to a letter by Mr. Maximilian
Toch published in this journal on 22 Feb. 1913. Mr. Roberts
guarantees that he can take any variety of soya bean oil,
be it cold pressed, hot press or extracted, and bleach and
thicken it to a [specific] gravity of over 0.970 in 3-4 hours
without using any temperature over 300ºF. Mr. Toch wrote
that a temperature of 500ºF was required. Address: Royalchambers, Scale-lane, Hull [England].
3583. Bolgiano (F.W.) & Co. 1913. Seeds–Garden and
farming implements (Ad). Washington Post. May 14. p. 5.
• Summary: “Cow peas, $2.25 per bushel. Soja beans, $2.10
per bushel. A free illustrated catalogue. Ask for one by mail.”
Address: 1009 B St. N.W., Washington, D.C.
3584. Farben-Zeitung. 1913. Literatur: Das Sojabohnenoel
und seine Verarbeitung in der Lack-industrie [Literature:
Soybean oil and its utilization in the lacquer industry
(Abstract)]. 18(33):1796. May 17. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of a Germanlanguage book or booklet cited above by Hans Rebs,
published by Verlag von Alexander Rebs in PasingMunchen, Germany.
3585. Washington Post. 1913. Oppose tariff on beans.
Cottonseed crushers also ask Congress for free camel’s-hair
cloth. May 17. p. 3.
• Summary: Old Point Comfort, Virginia. The third
annual session of the North Carolina Cottonseed Crushers’
Association “adopted resolutions urging Congress to retain
soja beans and camel’s-hair press cloth on the free list in the
pending Democratic tariff bill.” Address: 1009 B St. N.W.,
Washington, D.C.
3586. Hibou, Le. 1913. Correspondence: Blown soya oil. Oil
and Colour Trades Journal (London) 43(762):1836. May 24.
[1 ref]
• Summary: In response to a letter in the last issue of this
journal from Mr. J.C. Roberts on the subject of blown soya
oil. It concerns the meaning of the verb “to thicken.”
3587. Literary Digest. 1913. Artificial meat. 46(21): May 24.
Whole No. 1205.
• Summary: Excerpt from an article titled “The New
Artificial Foods” in Minerva (Rome, April 1913) which
begins by discussing soy milk, then states that a Belgian
chemist named Effront has found a way to use spent brewers’
yeast (from brewing beer) to make “Viandine,” which he
considers to be a complete substitute for meat–but one which
is much less expensive. Experiments on both a man and on
rats show that it has the same physiological effect on the
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digestive organs as real meat, and promotes growth as well
or better than lean beef.
3588. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London). 1913.
City and guilds examinations: Answers to questions, 1913.
43(762):1831. May 24.
• Summary: These are answers to questions in an
examination on “Manufacture of painters’ oils, colours, and
varnishes–Honours Grade.” Question 1 asks: “State what
you know of soy bean oil.” The answer begins: “Soy bean oil
is obtained from the soya bean plant, Soja hispida.” A table
shows the constants for four drying oils: Linseed, cottonseed,
maize, and soya bean.
3589. Bertrand, Gabriel; Rosenblatt, Mr.; Rosenblatt, Mme.
1913. Recherches sur l’hydrolyse comparée du saccharose
par divers acides en présence de la sucrase de kôji [Research
on the comparative hydrolysis of saccharose by various acids
in the presence of the sucrase of koji]. Annales de l’Institut
Pasteur 27(5):366-72. May. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Discusses Aspergillus niger and A. oryzae.
Conclusion: It is the great difference in the concentration of
hydrogen ions (pH) that determines the maximum activity of
the three kinds of sucrases.

A portrait photo shows Gabriel Bertrand.
Note: In 1906-1910 Li Yu-ying left Montargis for Paris
where he enrolled in courses in chemistry and biology at
the Sorbonne and worked as an intern in the laboratory of
Gabriel Bertrand at the Pasteur Institute.
3590. Houyet, A. 1913. La fève de soya [The soybean].
Bulletin de la Societe Belge d’Etudes Coloniales 20(5):36790. May. [Fre]
• Summary: “The notes which follow have as their object
the study of a commercial plant of East Asia which produces

soybeans; it is interesting from the local point of view as a
food plant and more specifically from the world viewpoint as
an industrial plant.
“It appears useful to us to precede them with a
geographic survey of the place of production of the plant,
as well as some data on the population living there. After
having studied the plant itself and the conditions of its
agriculture, we will examine its uses, its commerce, and the
possibilities for its development.”
This is largely a discussion of soybean production
and trade in Manchuria. But pages 378-80 contain a brief
discussion of the many ways of using soybeans including
in soy sauce, margarine, soap, as meal for livestock feed, as
flour for fortifying biscuits, as soymilk, and (in Germany) as
artificial rubber. “A Chinese manufacturer [Li Yu-ying] has
established a factory near Paris that makes food products
from the soybean” (produits alimentaires à base de fève de
soya).
Concerning margarine: “Refined [soybean] oil can be
used for the manufacture of margarine and as a salad oil”
(L’huile raffinée peut étre employée à la fabrication de la
margarine et comme huile de salade). Note: This is the
earliest French-language document seen (May 2020) that
uses the term margarine to refer to margarine.
3591. Piper, C.V. 1913. Re: Mr. Murray of the Bureau of
Statistics. Letter (memorandum) to W.J. Morse, [Arlington
Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia], June 2. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Mr. Murray of the Bureau of
Statistics has been collecting data from farmers on the rate
of seeding Soy beans. His data bother him somewhat as he
evidently has rates both on seeding in rows and broadcast.
Will you kindly prepare a memorandum for Mr. Murray
giving him concrete information as to the best rate of seeding
this crop both in cultivated rows and broadcast?
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist in Charge,
[Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
3592. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1913. S.A. [Salvation
Army] exhibition. June 3. p. 4.
• Summary: “To-day Her Excellency Lady Hardinge opens
the annual exhibition and sale of work held by the Salvation
Army at Simla.”
“Agricultural produce from the Kulu Farm at Ani will
also be exhibited, including some splendid cobs of maize
imported from America, wheat, soy beans, American navy
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(haricot) beans, pure hill honey...”
3593. Dammer, Edmund. 1913. Verfahren zur Herstellung
eines zur Entfaerbung und Klaerung von Gerb- und
Farbstoffextrakten dienenden Mittels aus Sojabohnen
[Process for preparing an agent for decolorising and
clarifying tannin and dyestuff extracts from soybeans].
German Patent 274,974. Feb. 2. 1 p. Issued 4 June 1914.
Also French Patent 469,787. Jan. 26, 1914. [Ger]
• Summary: Soy beans (Sojabohnen) are ground, freed
mechanically from oil, and dried, and these processes are
repeated several times, the husks and starch particles being
removed. This treatment renders the protein substances
insoluble, and yields a product suitable for decolorizing and
clarifying tannin and dyestuff extracts, by virtue of its power
of precipitating coloring matters without affecting the tannin.
The new substance, obtained from soybeans, is in its
effect / action completely different from that of regular soy
flour (von Sojamehlen).
Note: Soy is mentioned 7 times in this patent in the
forms “Sojabohnen” (soybeans), “Sojamehl” (soy meal) and
“Sojamehlen” (soy meals). Address: Duisburg [Germany].
3594. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1913. Dangerous dust.
Government report. June 6. p. 10.
• Summary: The section tiled “Black lists for powders”
states: As a result of various tests, Dr. Wheeler has been
able to divide dusts thought to be responsible for fires and
explosions into three classes: “Class I.–Dusts which ignite
and propagate flame readily, the source of heat required for
ignition being comparatively small; such, for example, as a
lighted match.” This class includes unextracted soya bean
and extracted soya bean [meal].
“Class II.–Dusts which are readily ignited but which
for the propagation of flame require a source of heat of large
size and high temperature (such as an electric arc), or of long
duration (such as the flame of a Bunsen burner).
“Class III.–Dusts which do not appear to be capable of
propagating flame under any conditions likely to obtain in a
factory; either (a) because they do not readily form a cloud
in air, or (b) because they are contaminated with a large
quantity of incombustible matter, or (c) because the material
of which they are composed does not burn rapidly enough.”
This class includes soya bean.
3595. Holbrooks Limited. 1913. Holbrooks Worcestershire
Sauce (Ad). Toronto Daily Star (Canada). June 9. p. 8.
• Summary: “It’s made in the largest Worcestershire Sauce
factory. Imported–Absolutely!! Business founded 1798.”
Address: Birmingham and Stourport, Worcestershire,
England.
3596. Smith, C.S. 1913. Russia. The cultivation of soya
beans in South Russia. Board of Trade Journal (London)

81:637. June 12.
• Summary: “A landowner of Bessarabia [in southwest
Russia], after studying the cultivation of soya beans in
Manchuria, is trying experiments with a view to cultivating
the beans locally. He thinks that the soil and climate of South
Russia are suitable, and hopes to produce a considerable
quantity for export. Analysis of samples grown shows a
sufficient percentage of oil. The difference in freight should
enable the South Russian produce to compete successfully
with the Manchurian. In the Caucasus small quantities of this
bean are already grown for export.”
Note: As of 2005 Odessa is a major seaport in southern
Ukraine on the Black Sea, just to the northeast of Bessarabia.
Bessarabia is now located mostly in Moldova, but the
southern tip is in Ukraine. Address: British Consul General at
Odessa [Odesa].
3597. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1913.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from January 1
to March 31, 1912. Nos. 32369 to 33278. No. 30. 99 p. June
12.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim.
“32491-32655. Seeds secured by Mr. C.V. Piper, of
the Bureau of Plant Industry. Received November, 1911.
Numbered February 1, 1912. Quoted notes by Mr. W.J.
Morse, of the Bureau of Plant Industry.
“32491-32598. From Calcutta, India. Received
November 17, 1911, from the Economic Botanist.
“32491-32533. ‘These are black with small seeds and
appear identical as to seeds with S.P.I. Nos. 24678 to 24689
received from India in 1909.
“32491. ‘Reg. No. 32045. From Purtabghur, United
Provinces.’
“32492. ‘Reg. No. 32046. From Sultanpur, United
Provinces.’
“32493. ‘Reg. No. 32047. From Lucknow, United
Provinces.’
“32494. ‘Reg. No. 31577. From Patna Division.’
“32495. ‘Reg. No. 32175. From Nocha, Farukhabad,
United Provinces.’
“32496. ‘Reg. No. 32176. From Bahadurpur,
Farukhabad, United Provinces.’
“32497. ‘Reg. No. 32177. From Ismail Digon,
Farukhabad, United Provinces.’
“32498. ‘Reg. No. 32178. From Pasgawn, Kheri, Oudh,
United Provinces.’
“32499. ‘Reg. No. 32179. From Bijna, Kheri, United
Provinces.’
“32500. ‘Reg. No. 32180. From Sansarpur, Kheri,
United Provinces.’
“32501. ‘Reg. No. 32501. From Chandeswa, Sitapur,
United Provinces.’
“32502. ‘Reg. No. 32182. From Bhagantipur, Sitapur,
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United Provinces.’
“32503. ‘Reg. No. 32183. From Nimkhar, Sitapur,
United Provinces.’
“32504. ‘Reg. No. 32184. From Kauta, Unao, United
Provinces.’
“32505. ‘Reg. No. 32185. From Lalopur, Unao, United
Provinces.’
“32506. ‘Reg. No. 32186. From Mahanadpur, Unao,
United Provinces.’
“32507. ‘Reg. No. 32187. From Sanksoha, Basantpur,
Futteghur, United Provinces.’
“32508. Reg. No. 32188. From Bahndolpur, Futteghur,
United Provinces.’
“32509. Reg. No. 32189. From Khera Khurd, Mainpuri,
United Provinces.’
“32510. ‘Reg. No. 32190. From Lakhoura, Mainpuri,
United Provinces.’
“32511. ‘Reg. No. 32191. From Mainpuri, United
Provinces.’
“32512. Reg. No. 32192. From Jaimoi, Mainpuri, United
Provinces.’
“32513. ‘Reg. No. 32193. From Nasipur, Mainpuri,
United Provinces.’
“32514. ‘Reg. No. 32194. From Tiswahisor, Hurdoi,
United Provinces.’
“32515. ‘Reg. No. 32195. From Atwa Karsot, Hurdoi,
United Provinces.’
“32516. ‘Reg. No. 32196. From Sanwaria, Hurdoi,
United Provinces.’
“32517. ‘Reg. No. 32197. From Aslapur, Hurdoi, United
Provinces.’
“32518. ‘Reg. No. 32198. From Jaipura, Hurdoi, United
Provinces.’
“32519. ‘Reg. No. 32199. From Naira, Hurdoi, United
Provinces.’
“32520. ‘Reg. No. 32200. From Barch, Etawah, United
Provinces.’
“32521. ‘Reg. No. 32201. From Bhoiya, Etawah, United
Provinces.’
“32522. ‘Reg. No. 32202. From Karayee, Etawah,
United Provinces.’
“32523. ‘Reg. No. 32203. From Nangawan, Etawah,
United Provinces.’
“32524. ‘Reg. No. 32204. From Etawah, United
Provinces.’
“32525. ‘Reg. No. 32205. From Etawah, United
Provinces.’
“32526. ‘Reg. No. 32209. From Shikohabad, United
Provinces.’
“32527. ‘Reg. No. 32210. From Bewar, United
Provinces.’
“32528. ‘Reg. No. 32211. Lakhimpur, United
Provinces.’
“32529. ‘Reg. No. 32212. From Langawar, United

Provinces.’
“32530. ‘Reg. No. 32213. From Panhar, United
Provinces.’
“32531. ‘Reg. No. 32399. From Jaunpur, United
Provinces.’
“32532. ‘Reg. No. 32874. Bhatmas. From Darjiling’
[Darjeeling].
“32533. ‘Reg. No. 31565. From Kalimpong, Darjiling.’
“32534-32538. ‘Black, speckled with brown. In size and
shape the seed is identical with S.P.I. Nos. 32491 to 32533.’
“32534. ‘Reg. No 31785. From Poona, Bombay. Black,
very similar to Nuttall, S.P.I. No. 17253.’
“32535. ‘Reg. No. 34013. From Gurwhal, United
Provinces.’
“32536. ‘Reg. No. 32206. From Chakrata, Dehra Dun,
United Provinces.’
“32537. ‘Reg. No. 30030. From Kashmir.’
“32538. ‘Reg. No. 31704. From Simla, Punjab’ [India].
“32539-32541. ‘These are brown with medium-sized
seed and very similar to S.P.I. No. 20011B.’
“32539. ‘Reg. No. 32208. From Chakrata, Tahsil, Dehra
Dun, United Provinces.’
“32540. ‘Reg. No. 32372. From Kashmir.’
“32541. ‘Reg. No. 31702. From Simla, Punjab.’
“32542. ‘Reg. No. 31567. From Kalimpong, Darjiling.
Brown, similar to S.P.I. No. 24673.’
“32543. ‘Reg. No. 32873. From Darjiling; very similar
to S.P.I. No. 32542.’
“32544. ‘Reg. No. 32032. From Kalimpong, Darjiling.
Brown, quite similar to S.P.I. No. 17258.’
“32545. ‘Reg. No. 31701. From Kangra, Punjab [India].
Seed olive yellow, small, much flattened, with burnt-umber
hilum.’
“32546. ‘Reg. No. 32870. Bhatmas. From Darjiling.
Olive yellow, medium small with burnt umber hilum.’
“32547. ‘Reg. No. 32872. Bhatmas. From Darjiling.
Straw yellow, medium small, much flattened, hilum russet
colored.’
“32548. ‘Reg. No. 32543. From Kilburn & Co.,
Calcutta. Olive yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 26160.’
“32549. ‘Reg. No. 31787. From Poona, Bombay. This
sample contains olive-yellow seed, similar to S.P.I. No.
19186, a straw-yellow seed, very similar to S.P.I. No. 17273.’
“32550. ‘Reg. No. 32265. From Kachin Hills, Burma.
Straw colored with very small flattened seed, and hilum
burnt umber.’
“32551. ‘Reg. No. 31568. From Kalimpong. Olive
yellow with dark-brown hilum; similar to S.P.I. No. 24704 in
size and shape’
“32552. ‘Reg. No. 31781. From Poona, Bombay. Olive
yellow, with slate-colored hilum; similar in size and shape to
S.P.I. No. 24704.’
“32553. ‘Reg. No. 31790. From Poona, Bombay. Very
similar to S.P.I. No. 26160.’
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“32554. ‘Reg. No. 31782. From Poona, Bombay. Very
similar to S.P.I. No. 32552.’
“32555. ‘Reg. No. 32406. From a Chinese dealer of
Tiretti Bazaar, Calcutta. Very similar to S.P.I. No. 26160.’
“32556. ‘Reg. No. 31703. From Simla, Punjab. Quite
similar to S.P.I. No. 22901.’
“32557. ‘Reg. No. 31617. From Shillong. Straw yellow
and brown seed. Identical with S.P.I. No. 24672.’
“32558. ‘Bhatmas Reg. No. 32871. From Darjiling.
Straw yellow with very dark-brown hilum; similar to S.P.I.
No. 24697 in size and shape.’
“32559. ‘Reg. No. 31615. From Bhamo, Burma. Straw
yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 17269.’
“32560. ‘Reg. No. 31779. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 32560.’
“32561. ‘Reg. No. 31778. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 32560.’
“32562. ‘Reg. No. 31786. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, seed identical with S.P.I. No. 24702.’
“32563. ‘Reg. No. 32405. From Chinese dealer of Tiretti
Bazaar, Calcutta. Straw yellow, seed quite similar to S.P.I.
No. 17278.’
“32564. ‘Reg. No. 31776. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 24696.’
“32565. ‘Reg. No. 31777. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 32564.’
“32566. ‘Reg. No. 32583. From Madras Museum,
Government farm, Trivandrum. Straw yellow, very similar to
S.P.I. No. 24699.’
“32567. ‘Reg. No. 31789. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 24699.’
“32568. ‘Reg. No. 31780. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 24699.’
“32569. ‘Reg. No. 31783. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 24702.’
“32570. ‘Reg. No. 31788. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 24702.’
“32571. ‘Reg. No. 31619. From Lashio, Hsenvi State,
Northern Shan States, Burma. Straw yellow, very similar to
S.P.I. No. 3259.’
“32572. ‘Sudawpa. Reg. No. 31173. From Ruby Mines,
Upper Burma. Straw yellow, nearly identical with S.P.I. No.
17269.’
“32573. ‘Reg. No. 31784. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow. Very similar to S.P.I. No. 14954.’
“32574. ‘Pe-nga-pi. Reg. No. 32043. From Lashio,
Northern Shan States, Burma. Straw yellow, with very small
seed elliptical in shape and hilum russet colored.’
“32575. ‘Reg. No. 32214. From Myitkyina, Burma.
Straw yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 30574.’
“32576. ‘Reg. No. 31803. From Naga Hills, Assam.
Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 14954.’
“32577. ‘Reg. No. 31803. From Naga Hills, Assam.
Straw yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 30576.’

“32578. ‘Reg. No. 31626. From Tiddim, Chin Hills,
Burma. Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 24674.’
“32579. ‘Reg. No. 31566. From Kalimpong. Straw
yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 24674.’
“32580. ‘Reg. No. 31569. From Kalimpong. Straw
yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 24674.’
“32581. ‘Reg. No. 33216. From Myitkyina, Burma.
Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 32580.’
“32582. ‘Reg. No. 31252. Pyin. From Maubin, Lower
Burma. Straw yellow, with small seeds much flattened and
brown hilum.’
“32583. ‘Reg. No. 31251. From Katha, Burma. Straw
yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 32582.’
“32584. ‘Reg. No. 32075. From Myitkyina, Burma.
Straw yellow, with brown hilum, similar to S.P.I. No. 32574,
in size and shape.’
“32585. ‘Reg. No. 31426. From Nagpur, Central
Provinces. Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 32582.’
“32586. ‘Reg. No. 32217. From Myitkyina, Burma.
Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 32584.’
“32587. ‘Reg. No. 31249. From Thaton, Upper Burma.
Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 32584.’
“32588. ‘Reg. No. 32215. From Myitkyina, Burma.
Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 32584.’
“32589. ‘Reg. No. 31616. From Lower Chindwin,
Burma. Straw yellow, similar to S.P.I. No. 32584.’
“32590. ‘Reg. No. 32074. From Katha, Burma. Straw
yellow, similar to S.P.I. No. 32580.’
“32591. ‘Reg. No. 31614. From Mandalay, Burma.
Straw yellow, similar to S.P.I. No. 32580.’
“32592. ‘Reg. No. 32592. From Gurhwal, United
Provinces. Straw yellow, similar to S.P.I. No. 32580.’
“32593. ‘Reg. No. 31574. From Haka, Chin Hills,
Burma. Straw yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 24672.’
“32594. ‘Reg. No. 32029. From Kashmir. Straw yellow,
identical with S.P.I. No. 22901.’
“32595. ‘Reg. No. 32373. From Kashmir. Straw yellow,
identical with S.P.I. No. 32594.’
“32596. ‘Reg. No. 32012. Yields 12.55 per cent of oil.
From Gurwhal, United Provinces. Straw yellow (cloudy), in
size and shape similar to S.P.I. No. 32594.’
“32597. ‘Reg. No. 31250. Pe-kyat or Pe-bok. From
Mandalay. Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 32594.’
“32598. ‘Reg. No. 32207. From Chakrata, Tahsib, Dehra
Dun, United Provinces. Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I.
No. 32596.’
“32648-32649.
“32648. ‘Dull black, identical with S.P.I. No. 16790B, a
selection from Cloud, S.P.I. No. 16790.’
“32649. ‘Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 24695.’
“32890-32891. From Blacksburg, Va. [Virginia]. Grown
by the Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station. Received
February 27, 1912. Seeds of the following; quoted notes by
Mr. W.J. Morse:
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“32890. ‘Duggar. Grown under No. 17268C at the
Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg, Va., 1911. A field
mass selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907 out
of S.P.I. No. 17268, Ito San. An olive-yellow seeded variety
of medium maturity found especially promising in Alabama
and Virginia.’
“32891. ‘Austin. The progeny of S.P.I. No. 17263 grown
under No. 17263 at Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg,
Va., 1911; originally from S.P.I. No. 6397 from Pingyang
[Pyongyang / P’yongyang], Korea. This variety was also
distributed under Agrostology No. 1539. A late olive-yellow
seeded variety found especially promising in Virginia,
Tennessee, and southern Pennsylvania.’
“32906-32909. The following list represents some
promising varieties of soy beans grown in quantity at the
Arlington Experimental Farm, Virginia, in 1911. Numbered
March 4, 1912, for convenience in recording distribution.
Seeds of the following; quoted notes by Mr. W.J. Morse:
“32906. ‘Virginia. Grown under No. 19186D. A pure
field selection at Arlington farm in 1907 out of S.P.I. No.
19186, from Newchwang, Manchuria, 1906. A medium-late
brown-seeded variety of considerable promise.’
“32907. ‘Peking Grown under No. 17852B. A pure field
selection at Arlington farm in 1907 out of S.P.I. No. 17852,
Meyer, from Peking, China. A medium-late variety with
small black seeds. Very prolific and especially promising as a
hay variety.’
“32908. ‘Chestnut. Grown under No. 20405B. A field
mass selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907 out
of S.P.I. No. 20405, Habaro, from Khabarovsk, Siberia,
1906. A medium-early brown-seeded variety of promise in
the more northern States.’
“32909. ‘Auburn. Grown under No. 21079A. A field
mass selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907 out
of S.P.I. No. 21079, Shingto, from Tieling, Manchuria, 1907.
A black-seeded variety in Pennsylvania and New York.’”
Address: Washington, DC.
3598. Li, Yu-ying. 1913. Method of manufacturing products
from soja. U.S. Patent 1,064,841. June 17. 3 p. Application
filed 10 Oct. 1911.
• Summary: “To all whom it may concern:”
“Be it known that I, Yu Ying Li, a subject of the
Emperor of China, residing at Vallées, in France, have
invented a certain new and useful Method of Manufacturing
a product from Soja, of which the following is a full, clear,
and exact description.
“The object of this invention is to provide a simple,
efficient and economical method of producing a product
from soja beans, and from which product it is possible to
obtain by adding certain substances a product resembling
human or animal milk, and also to obtain fresh or fermented
cheese, milk in the form of powder and concentrated milk,
fermented milk, sauces, preserves, etc. The manufacture of

this milk comprises a series of operations viz., the cleaning
and decorticating of the beans, which are effected in the
ordinary manner, the grinding of the said grain previously
mixed with a certain quantity of water, the passing of the
crude product through a filtering press, from which the
liquid, which is of a milky color, runs off to cool through a
filter and passes thence into a boiler heated with a water bath,
where it is pasteurized or sterilized, and from which it is
removed, ready to be delivered for consumption as milk, or
for use in the manufacture of the products mentioned above.
“The apparatus necessary for this manufacture is
illustrated in the accompanying drawings by a longitudinal
sectional elevation.” Li’s signature, written “Yu Ying Li,” is
just below the mechanical drawing. A detailed description
of the ingenious equipment and process follows. The ground
paste is mixed with water; a pump “forces it under pressure
into the filtering press...” The slurry is cooked in a “boiler
or digester” which is actually a steam-jacketed kettle; there
“it is heated to a variable temperature for the purpose of
pasteurization or sterilization.”
Concerning the okara: “When the operation is finished,
the grain [okara] is removed from the filter-press and now
forms cakes which can be utilized for feeding human beings
(they are in that case dried and reduced to powder). They
may also be used for feeding cattle, and, even if these
cakes are greatly exhausted, they form a very good nitrated
manure, after undergoing certain treatment; drying and
dressing.”
“The soja milk contains more casein and less lactose
and butter than human or animal milk, but by reducing its
quantity of casein by adding certain matters a product is
obtained resembling human and animal milk. With this milk
fresh or fermented cheese can be made as desired.
“In making fresh cheese [tofu], the milk is curdled or
coagulated by means of magnesia salts, organic acids and
ferments, rennet or lactic ferments.
“The coagulated milk is molded and pressed, and cheese
of different forms and consistency obtained according to the
degree of coagulation or pressure. The cheeses may be eaten
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fresh or they may be dried. They are salted or not according
to the nature of the manufacture. The liquid that remains
after the pressing may be used for feeding a certain class of
animals, or be employed in other ways.
“In producing fermented cheese: Roquefort, Permesan,
Romatour, Camembert, Gruyère, etc., ferments suitable for
the manufacture of those products are employed.
The milk in the form of powder and the concentrated
milk are obtained in accordance with the principles
employed for animal milk, but one point has to be observed
with regard to its manufacture. The soja milk, being artificial,
may be easily obtained at a certain consistency, which
enables economy to be effected in time and heating in the
course of the concentration.
“The fermented milk is obtained by using ferments such
as the ferments employed in producing fermented milks–
kephir [kefir], yoghourt [yogurt], koumis [koumiss], etc.
These are the Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Dispora caucasica,
Maya bulgare, etc., and the manufacture is effected by
modifying the said milk through the addition of sugar
(glucose, levulose, etc.), and more particularly lactose.
“The casein derived from Soja is manufactured either
from the milk itself obtained as indicated or with the cakes
remaining after the extraction of the oil or fatty matter of the
soja beans. For making casein with the cakes it is necessary
that the cakes should be previously crushed. It is obvious
that the casein of the cakes is necessarily far less rich in fatty
matters.
“In order to prepare it the soja milk is coagulated. The
coagulation having been effected, the product is dried,
asepticized or not, ground or not, and may be employed
as an alimentary or as an industrial product. This latter
product may be employed for all purposes; paste, bedding
paper, manufacture of the objects, etc. the same as animal
casein. To the casein thus obtained chemical products such
as borax, oxid of zinc [zinc oxide], magnesia, gelatin, etc.,
may be added in different proportions in order to obtain solid
casein. It is also possible to produce sauce with soja milk
the fermentation of which is effected by means of special
ferments such as sojaobacille and the acetomyces. This
sauce is more or less salted with chlorid of sodium [sodium
chloride], and an addition may be made of spices; pepper,
clove, nutmeg, piment, etc. The sauce having been made
may be concentrated or dried by heating. Soja preserves may
also be obtained with soja milk slightly thickened with sugar.
In this case, the soja grains are cooked before being ground
and may be mixed with or added to dry fruits, chestnuts,
almonds, hazelnuts, cocoa, etc.”
“Claim:
“The herein described method of producing a product
from soja beans which consists in cleaning and decorticating
the beans, grinding the beans previously mixed with
water, subjecting the ground product to pressing and
filtering operations, and then heating the filtered liquid to a

temperature necessary to effect pasteurization or sterilization.
“In testamony [sic, testimony] whereof he affixes his
signature in presence of two witnesses.
“Li Yu Ying.
“Witnesses:
“H.C. Coxe,
“Alexandre Mathieu.”
Note 1. Soja is mentioned in this patent 13 times in
the forms of “products from soja,” “soja beans,” “soja
milk,” “The casein derived from Soja,” “sojabacille,” “Soja
preserves,” and “soja grains.”
Note 2. This is the world’s 2nd earliest patent seen (June
2011) concerning a fermented cheese made from soja.
Note 3. This is the earliest U.S. patent seen (Feb. 2016)
concerning soymilk / sojamilk.
Note 4. Webster’s Third New International Dictionary
(1963) defines piment as “wine flavored with spice and
honey.” It defines pimento as a synonym for allspice.
Address: Vallées, France.
3599. Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik. 1913. Verfahren
zum Hydrogenisation oder Dehydrogenisation von
Kohlenstoffverbindungen mit Hilfe von Katalysatoren
[Process for hydrogenation or dehydrogenation of carbon
compounds with the help of catalysts]. German Patent
307,580. June 22. 3 p. Issued 3 Sept. 1918. [Ger]
• Summary: Example 3 includes soybean oil.
Note: Soy is mentioned only once in this patent in the
form “Sojabohnenöl” (soybean oil). Address: Ludwigshafen
am Rhine [Germany].
3600. Seattle (Washington) passenger and crew lists, 18821957. Immigration and emigration: Saizo Ota. 1913.
• Summary: Name of ship: S.S. Minnesota, sailing from
Yokohama, Japan. Name of passenger: Saizo Ota. Birth:
1881–Japan. Departure: Yokohama, Japan. Arrival: 24 June
1913–Seattle, Washington.
Note: The correct name of this document may be: List or
manifest of alien passengers for the United States. Required
by the regulations of the Secretary and Labor of the United
States, under Act of Congress approved February 20, 1907,...
3601. Seattle (Washington) passenger and crew lists, 18821957. Immigration and emigration: Shina Ota. 1913.
• Summary: Name of ship: S.S. Minnesota, sailing from
Yokohama, Japan. Name of passenger: Shina Ota. Birth:
(?)–Japan. Departure: Yokohama, Japan. Arrival: 24 June
1913–Seattle, Washington.
Note 1. Saizo and Shina Ota, husband and wife, traveled
together on this ship from Yokohama to Seattle. Note 2.
The correct name of this document may be: List or manifest
of alien passengers for the United States. Required by the
regulations of the Secretary and Labor of the United States,
under Act of Congress approved February 20, 1907,...
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3602. Pontius, Alfred W. 1913. Manchurian soya bean
trade and industry. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) 16(147):1560-61. June 25.
• Summary: “The export season of beans commences usually
in October and ceases early in the May following. The
present season closed rather early. A table shows exports of
[soya] beans, bean cake, and bean oil in 1911-12, and 191213 to Japan, China, Europe, and total.
“New model bean mill–Its effect on other mills: The
local bean mills, which formed a union to adjust their
output to the demand in order to prevent prices from falling
abnormally low, face a new danger in the chemical extraction
process, whose merits will be tested thoroughly by the South
Manchuria Railway, which will erect an experimental bean
mill. This modern scientific process is used in the bean mill
established, during the past year near Osaka, Japan, by Lever
Bros., English soap manufacturers. The bean consumption
of this factory is estimated to be 100 tons per day, while
the new Dairen mill is designed upon a scale half as large.
As previously noted the two chief advantages of this new
process is that 12 to 14 per cent of oil may be extracted
against only 8 to 9 per cent now obtainable. The residue suits
better for fertilizing purposes and for feeding stock, as it is in
meal form, thus avoiding the expense of grinding the cake.
“Local millowners have another worry. One cause of
the recent depression in the South Manchurian bean-mill
industry was the establishment of rival mills in Japan, which
is said to be more advantageously situated.”
“Soy [sauce] breweries in South Manchuria: While
reliable statistics are lacking regarding the manufacture of
soy from Manchurian beans, it is claimed locally that the
total output in South Manchuria has been increasing steadily
year after year while imports from Japan have deceased.
Annual imports from Japan and outputs in South Manchuria
are estimated as follows:”
A table shows that in 1910 imports of soy sauce were
2,264 tons and total output in South Manchuria was 875 tons.
Total: 3,139 tons. In 1911 imports were 1,871 tons and local
output was 1,125 tons. Total: 2,996 tons. In 1912 imports
were 1,683 tons and local output was 1,625 tons. Total: 3,308
tons.
“The demand for soy [sauce] has increased as the
Chinese have gradually learned to like it. Of the total
consumption of soy of superior and medium quality each
takes up about 20 per cent, the remaining 60 per cent
being of inferior quality. The steady increase of the South
Manchuria output in recent years signifies that the imported
product will be entirely supplanted by the local manufactured
article. Japanese have $65,000 invested in these local soy
breweries, apportioned as follows: Dairen, $30,000; Port
Arthur, $18,000; Newchwang, $10,000; and five smaller
places $7,000. Present prices for the product are $1.40 to

$1.80 per 50 pounds wholesale, and $1.60 to $2 per 50
pounds retail.” Address: Consul, Dalny (Dairen), Japanese
Leased Territory.
3603. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1913.
Comparison of soya cake with decorticated cotton cake as a
food for dairy cows (Durham C.C. Education Com. Offerton,
Bulletin No. 4; Frank P. Walker, B.Sc.). 20(3):244-45. June.
[1 ref]
• Summary: “The first experiment extended from January
2nd, 1910, till February 19th, 1910. The cows were divided
into two lots of five each, and received the following
rations per cow per day respectively. Lot I received 5 lb.
decorticated cotton cake and Lot II received instead 5 lb.
soya cake. Both received: 3 lb. Bombay cotton cake, 6 lb. oat
straw, 60 lb. swedes, and 12 lb. old land hay.
“The amount of milk and its quality were found to
be strikingly similar, but the result of the experiment was
slightly in favour of soya cake for milk production.
“The rations were then changed over, Lot I receiving
soya cake, and Lot II decorticated cotton cake, when results
were obtained confirming the first experiment. The following
is the summary of the results obtained: “(a) Soya cake and decorticated cotton cake of average
qualities are very similar in chemical composition. The latter
is slightly richer in oil, while the former is slightly richer in
flesh producers.
“(b) So far as these two cakes are concerned in the
feeding of dairy cows, the one can be safely used as a
substitute for the other.
“(c) Soya cake is slightly better than decorticated cotton
cake for milch cows.
“(d) Soya cake, being highly nitrogenous in character,
ought not to be used in larger quantities for dairy cows than
about 6 lb. per head daily, and whenever used it should
always be mixed with some other food particularly rich in
carbohydrates or heat-producers, as distinct from foods rich
in flesh producers.
“(e) Soya cake is cheaper than decorticated cotton cake,
and on this account alone deserves favourable consideration
at the hands of dairy farmers.”
Note: Durham is a county in northern England. Durham
C.C. = Durham Chamber of Commerce.
3604. McHargue, J.S. 1913. The occurrence of barium
in tobacco and other plants. J. of the American Chemical
Society 35(6):826-34. June. See p. 828, 831-32. [8 ref]
• Summary: The soy bean is one of the “other plants.”
Barium in small amounts is widely disseminated through
rocks, soils, and plants. The occurrence of barium in the live
cells of higher plants suggests that this metal may possibly
function in metabolism. One sample showed 0.0014%
barium in the soy beans, whereas another showed 0.005%
barium in the whole soy bean plant. Address: Chemical Div.,
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Kentucky Agric. Exp. Station, Lexington.
3605. Dodd, Robert; Humphries, Herbert Brooke Perrin.
1913. Preparation of plastic substances and the like from
protein containing materials. British Patent 15,316. Date of
application: 3 July 1913. 3 p. Complete specification left: 5
Jan. 1914. Accepted: 18 June 1914.
• Summary: “This invention relates to the manufacture of
semi-plastic materials resembling ivory, horn, and the like,
from protein containing substances, and from the soya bean
in particular.
“It has been an ancient custom in the Far East to
prepare crude cakes having some strength and hardness,
from the soya bean,–for example by macerating the beans
with water, adding sea-water to coagulate the emulsion or
cream so obtained, and drying and weathering the curd [i.e.
dried-frozen tofu]. Further, it has been suggested that the
protein or ‘casein’ of the soya bean should be suitable for the
preparation of a plastic material by coagulation with salts or
acids at about 100ºC. We have found however that special
treatment is necessary to obtain a product commercially
satisfactory in regard to strength and workability... closely
resembling vegetable ivory or the corozo nut, and capable of
replacing the said vegetable ivory in its applications, such as
the manufacture of buttons and the like.”
This material is prepared by removing the bulk of
the soya bean’s oil, macerating and extracting the soya
cake or meal with water, separating the insoluble and
non-emulsifiable substances from the liquors or paste so
obtained and coagulating the liquor either warm or cold
with aluminum sulfate or formaldehyde. Suitable glutinous,
coloring, filling, hardening or other materials may afterwards
be added. The resulting cake is treated in a bath of weak
formaldehyde and dried.
Note: This is the earliest patent seen for making
plastic materials from soybean meal. Address: 1. Chemist,
56, Valley Road, Streatham, London, S.W.; 2. Chemical
engineer, B.Sc., A.R.C.Sc., Queen Anne’s Chambers,
Westminster, London, S.W. [England].
3606. Ueberall, A.J. 1913. Das Botanische Institut. Ein
Beitrag zu unserer Besichtigung vom 1 Juni 1913 [The
Botanical Institute. A contribution to our visit of 1 June
1913]. Drogisten-Zeitung (Vienna) 28(27):275. July 4. [Ger]
• Summary: The Chinese-Japanese flora includes... legumes
such as the soybean (Sojabohne {Soja hispida}) which finds
a great variety of uses.
3607. Barlow, Floyd F. 1913. Some interesting experience
with the soy bean crop in New Jersey. Soy beans still an
experimental crop in the northern states–How one farmer
produced them, and what it cost–An important factor to be
considered is thrashing. Tribune Farmer 12(610):1. July 10.
• Summary: Discusses growing soy beans in rotation with

corn, gathering and thrashing the beans, and calculating the
cost of production (detailed cost figures are presented).
The beans were planted in rows 28 inches apart, “which
allowed for frequent shallow cultivations with a two-horse
cultivator. Considerable summer grass grew in the rows; this
we cleaned out by hand.”
Concerning harvesting and thrashing, the beans were
harvested “on September 27 with a two-horse bean puller,
a machine with two long blades set at such an angle and
depth that two rows were lifted and drawn together without
a jarring motion. None were shelled out and lost. Men
followed this machine with pitchforks and gathered the beans
in small bunches... These bunches were turned over twice
during the curing and drawn in on October 8, ten days after
being pulled...
“Two-thirds of the crop (eighty-four bushels) was
trashed directly from the field with an ordinary grain thrasher
from which all the concaves had been taken and replaced
by smooth hardwood pieces. Even after this precaution at
least one-fourth of the beans were broken. The balance of
the crop (thirty-eight bushels) was thrashed by hand with
flails, which, of course, was slow work, although done by
Russian laborers who were skilled in the use of the flail.
Although less than one hundred bushels were thrashed with
the machine, when we had finished there was not a man on
the job who ever wanted to see a soy bean again.
“The thrasher was inside and the feeder was unable
to see the man tending grain at the side of the machine.
The man came out of the straw mow after each half hour’s
run with a coating of dust on him that was frightful. This
condition was brought about by the dirt that came in on the
roots of the beans.”
A photo shows a man standing in a field of soy beans on
a New Jersey farm. Address: New Jersey.
3608. Dunne, J.J. 1913. Winter fodder of milch cows in
Denmark. Hoard’s Dairyman 45(25):832, 839. July 18. [Eng]
• Summary: Oilcakes are a good source of “the albumenoids
(protein)” for milch cows. “Ground nut cake, cottoncake,
soja-cake or sojameal and sunflower cake should be used,
preferably a mixture of all, at least of two or three of them...
Sunflower cake contains only about 35 to 36% albumenoids
and is therefore about 5% short of the required amount
(40%). Ground-nut cake contains 50% albumenoids; soja
cake and sojameal contain 42 to 44%.”
Another good fodder is the Yellow Globe variety of
mangold [a large orange beet grown as food for cattle]. “It
was originally imported from France, where it was grown
by the French seedsman, Andre Leveque de Vilmorin (died
1862) on his large estate in the Department Loiret. The
French name of the mangold is ‘betterave disette jaune.’ It is
called ‘Barre’s mangold’ by the Danes. ‘Barre’ was the name
of Vilmorin’s estate.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
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seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the terms “soja cake,” “sojacake,” or “sojameal” (it uses all three) to refer to ground,
defatted soybeans. Address: Denmark.
3609. Maynard, Lester. 1913. Commerce and industries of
North Manchuria. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) 16(171):449-62. July 24. See p. 457-59.
• Summary: “Throughout 1912 commercial conditions
in North Manchuria, and especially in Harbin, were most
unsatisfactory. In the earlier part of the year, money was
scarce and the depression was particularly felt by the retail
houses.” During the summer and fall local Hunghutzu groups
spread fear among the owners of carts, thus driving up prices
to the point that deliveries of soya beans were small–even
though the harvest was large.
“Navigation: The Sungari River, which is the largest
watercourse in North Manchuria, is second in importance
to the railway as a trade route, but is open to navigation for
only six months each year on account of ice.” “The Chinese
Eastern Railway maintains two regular steamship lines on
the Sungari River.” Two tables show river traffic in 1911 and
1912. The Bodune-Lahasusu (Po-tun-no) railway line carried
32,811 tons of [soya] beans in 1912. “Steamers transported
33,714 tons of [soy] beans for export via Vladivostok,...”
Other soy-related sections (p. 457-59) are titled
“Decrease in soya-bean trade,” “Soya-bean and hempseed
oil,” and “Grain crops in northern Manchuria.”
A table shows the estimated harvest of key crops in
1912 in Heilungchiang [pinyin: Heilongjiang] and Kirin
[pinyin: Jilin] provinces (in tons of 2,000 pounds). Beans–
Heilungchiang 490,000. Kirin 856,000. Address: Consul,
Harbin.
3610. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1913. Jubilee meeting
of British Pharmaceutical Conference. 83(4):117-19. July 26.
Series No. 1748.
• Summary: Under the sub-heading “The Papers” (p. 117-19)
is a short paragraph titled “Soya Bean” which states (p. 118):
“Soya bean has been examined in histological detail by Mr.
Wallis. This author told the conference that the remarkable
twin crystals of calcium oxylate are the best diagnostic
characters for detecting soya-meal in other powders.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soya meal” to refer to
ground, defatted soybeans.
3611. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1913. British
Pharmaceutical Conference Jubilee Meeting, London, July
21-24. 83(4):166-92. July 26. See p. 172. Series No. 1748. [1
ref]
• Summary: Under the sub-heading Science Section. First
Session. The Papers (p. 169-74) contains a paragraph on
“Structure of the Soya Bean,” by T.E. Wallis, with discussion

(p. 172).
3612. Ritzman, E.G. 1913. Report of the Animal
Husbandman. Porto Rico Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report. p. 39-44. For the year 1912. July 26.
• Summary: The section titled “Forage crops” (p. 43-44)
states: The introduction of a larger variety of forage crops
is a very important factor in the live-stock development of
the island. The introductions tried up to the present time
consist of corn, sorghum, both saccharine and nonsaccharine,
grasses, and legumes.”
Legumes which were tested this year include hairy vetch
(Vicia villosa), alfalfa, sweet clover, crimson clover, and “a
Stizolobium bean which has produced an immense fodder
crop... Plats of cowpeas, sword beans, and soy beans have
also been planted this year with similar results as before.”
The cowpeas and sword beans were successful, “but soy
beans have proved a failure in two attempts to grow them.”
Note 1. This is the second earliest report of soybean
cultivation in Puerto Rico.
Note 2. Other nonlegumes tested were Guinea
corn, Jerusalem corn, Improved Evergreen broom corn
[broomcorn], Early Orange sorghum, teosinte, Golden
Tankard mangels, white turnips and pumpkins, yams and
yautias, Paspalum grass, Rhodes grass, malojilla, brown teff
(Eragrostis abysinica), molasses grass (Melinis minutiflora),
and pearl millet. Address: Animal Husbandman, Mayaguez,
Puerto Rico.
3613. Wallis, T.E. 1913. The structure of the soya bean.
Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London) 91(2597):12023. July 26. 4th Series. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Structure of the seedcoat. Surface preparations. Structure of the embryo. The
powder. Black and brown beans. Examination of some
commercial specimens of cake and meal.
Wallis found that when soaked in water, soya beans
expand unevenly. Before soaking they are ovoid in shape but
afterwards they are more kidney shaped, averaging 13.28
mm in length, 8.42 mm in breadth, and 6.5 mm in thickness.
During soaking they increase 65% in length, and 17 and
3.3% in breadth and thickness respectively.
He studied and illustrated the structure of the seed-coat
(testa), the hilum furrow, surface preparations of the seedcoat, the embryo, a transverse section of the cotyledons, and
the 5 successive stages in the germination of the soya bean
(showing the radicle or young root, and the plumule). “The
cotyledons are carried above the ground by the formation
of a long hypocotyl; they turn green and open out so as to
present their flat faces upwards, thus accounting for the
structure found in the cotyledons of the seed.”
Wallis also examined the cellular structure of what
he called “the powder” (soya bean flour) as well as soya
bean cake and meal. He illustrated the palisade, hour-glass,
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parenchyma, and aleurone cells, plus the tracheids, hilum,
epidermis, and aleurone grains.
Concerning commercial specimens: “The first specimen
of meal... is very badly adulterated, and contains large
quantities of dried grains and cotton seed; there is also
present sand and rice starch and some unidentified additions”
(see Fig. 7). “A specimen of soya bean cake, kindly given to
me by Professor Greenish, shows a considerable admixture
of pinewood sawdust and also a small amount of cotton seed
hairs.
“Another specimen of soya bean cake was fairly pure,
but even this showed a small quantity of cotton seed hairs.
“These results seem to indicate that commercial cake
and meal are commonly adulterated, and also suggests the
probability that soya bean oil is frequently adulterated with
cotton seed oil.”
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) 1. Unsoaked
soya bean. 2. Soya bean after soaking in water (both full
size). 3. Radicle and plumule removed from the bean, x5.
4. Transverse section of seed-coat, with cellular details
of the epidermis, hypoderma (composed of bare cells),
parenchyma, aleurone layer, and collapsed parenchyma (all
x300).
(2) 1. Transverse section through the hilum furrow, x40.
2. Longitudinal section of the same. 3. Surface view of the
hilum. 4. Isolated cells from the hilum region, with remains
of the funiculus, sclerenchyma, upper layer of the epidermis,
modified parenchyma, tracheids, micropyle, raphe, and
pocket for radicle.
(3) Surface preparations from the seed coat, isolated by
caustic soda solution. 1. Epidermis from above. 2. Epidermis
from below. 3. Hypoderma from below. 4. Two epidermal
cells. Hypoderma from above. 6. Isolated bearer-cells. 7, 8
and 10. Cells of the parenchyma proceeding from the outside
to the inside. 9. Aleurone layer, with aleurone grains shown
in a few of the cells.
(4) 1. Diagram of transverse section of the cotyledons,
x2. 2. Corner of a transverse section of a cotyledon, showing
palisade tissue abutting upon the epidermis of the flat face,
x150. 3. Crystals of calcium oxalate, x300. 4. Aleurone
grains, x300. 5. Cotyledon showing distribution of the
crystals. 6. Epidermis from flat face of cotyledon. 7. Portion
of a transverse section of cotyledon, showing epidermis from
curved side and the underlying parenchyma. 8. Epidermis of
radicle, surface view, x150. 9. Epidermis from curved face of
cotyledon, x150, with crystal of calcium oxalate, epidermis,
aleurone grain, starch grain, oil globule, stoma, palisade
tissue, and mesophyll.
(5) Five successive stages in the germination of the soya
bean. The horizontal dotted lines indicate th4e position of the
surface of the ground in each case.
(6) Powder [flour] of soya bean, with multiple views
of palisade epidermis and bearer cells, aleurone layer,
compressed and modified parenchyma, sclerenchyma,

tracheids, and mesophyll cells. (7) Foreign particles found in
commercial specimen of soya bean, incl. barley starch, husk
of barley, hairs of cotton seed, grains of sand, unidentified
powder, and rice starch or a crystal foreign to the Soya bean.
Note 1. This is the third earliest document seen (after
Harz 1885 and Kondo 1913) on the microscopic structure of
the soybean.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2011)
that uses the word “radicle” (meaning “root”), or the word
“testa” (seed coat), or the word “seed-coat” (or “seed coat”),
or the word “micropyle” in connection with the soybean. The
micropyle is a tiny opening in the seed coat, at one end of the
hilum, through which the primary root of the young seedling
emerges during germination.
Note 3. This the earliest document seen (Feb. 2002)
stating that the soybean contains oxalates, oxalate crystals, or
oxalic acid. Address: B.Sc, F.I.C. [Fellow of the Institute of
Chemistry], England.
3614. Linzer Volksblatt (Linz). 1913. Opium in China
[Opium in China]. 45(172):18-19. July 27. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (Soyabohne), grown in Manchuria,
is mentioned once in passing on p. 19.
3615. Wall Street Journal. 1913. Crop prospects in China.
July 30. p. 6.
• Summary: “Crop prospects in China have not generally
been regarded as having a very direct bearing on western
commercial prospects. But this year there seems to be a
closer connection between the two. China grows wheat in the
north which keeps the Harbin and other leading flour mills in
operation. Manchuria now produces a soya bean crop which
figures largely in the export credits of the country.”
3616. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1913. Foreign trade
of China in 1912. 82:260-64. July 31. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The following article... is extracted from the
‘Abstract of Statistics and Report on the Foreign Trade of
China’ for 1912, recently published by order of the InspectorGeneral of the Chinese Maritime Customs:–The poor crop
of Manchurian beans in 1911, and the high prices demanded
at a time when oil seeds were cheap in Europe, led to a large
decrease in the export abroad of the soya bean... The original
exports of beans from Manchurian ports and marts to all
destinations since 1909–the birth-year of this great trade–
have been as follows: In 1909: 14,432,530 piculs; in 1910:
12,307,001 piculs; in 1911: 12,047,532 piculs; in 1912:
9,710,461 piculs.
Note: Picul = 133 1/3 lbs. av.
3617. Curtice, Raymond S. 1913. Dairen. Daily Consular
and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) 16(177):597-608. July
31. See p. 604-05.
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• Summary: This is part of a larger article on “Commerce
and industries of southern Manchuria” (p. 593+). The section
on Dairen begins: “The Dairen (Dalny) consular district
compromises the southern end of the peninsula of Liaotung,
the southernmost part of Manchuria, and embraces the whole
of the Kwantung Leased Territory, which was originally
leased to Russia by China in 1898. The unexpired term of the
lease was ceded to Japan by Russia at the close of the RussoJapanese War.”
The section titled “Bean trade” (p. 604) notes that there
has been a marked decrease in the trade of soybeans and
products from Dalny. The reasons for this have already been
given. A table shows exports for the calendar year 1912 of
bean cake, [soy] beans, and bean oil (in tons of 2,000 lb)
to various countries. Most of the bean cake (302,402 tons)
is sent to Japan. Most of the [soy] beans are also exported
to Japan (101,903), followed by Hong Kong (9,694), Great
Britain (5,700), Dutch Indies [today’s Indonesia] (2,829),
and Netherlands (1,108). The largest amount of [soy] bean
oil is sent to Belgium (13,550), followed by Japan (7,636),
and Great Britain (1,116). Small amounts of beans and/or
products are exported to: United States (oil only), Singapore
/ Straits, etc., Sweden, Germany, France, Russia (Pacific
ports), and Chosen (Korea). For bean cake: Total to foreign
countries 302,551. Total to Chinese ports 76,172. Grand
total (1912) 378,723. For [soy] beans: Total to foreign
countries 121,3241. Total to Chinese ports 61,304. Grand
total (1912) 182,629. For [soy] bean oil: Total to foreign
countries 23,493. Total to Chinese ports 13,973. Grand total
(1912) 37,467. Corresponding totals are given for 1910 and
1911. “The fact that the share taken by the Chinese ports
was so much greater proportionally in 1912, in all three
items, was due to the lessening of the European demand.”
“It is expected that a new factor in the export trade of bean
cake will be introduced when the new chemical process of
extracting the oil is put into operation, for the residue, now
in the form of bean cake, will be in a powder, and will be
capable of shipment through the tropics without decaying.
This should open up profitable markets in America and
Europe for this article.”
The section titled “Bean milling the chief industry”
(p. 605) begins: “The industries of this consular district
center around the [soy] bean trade and the South Manchuria
Railway Co. Gives statistics by bean mills on production
of bean cake and oil in 1910, 1911, and 1912. The Chinese
have 40 [soy] bean mills in operation with a combined
capital investment of $528,500, while the Japanese with
their six mills of most modern construction total $1,687,000.
Although most of the Chinese mills are operated by crude
methods, still it is significant that their combined output
during the season just past (October–April) was $8,308,098.
The output of five modern Japanese mills (one having been
destroyed by fire) during the same period was $2,360,170.”
Address: Vice consul.

3618. Kent, William P. 1913. Newchwang. Daily Consular
and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) 16(177):608-13. July
31. See p. 611.
• Summary: This is part of a larger article on “Commerce
and industries of southern Manchuria” (p. 593+). The
section titled “Soya beans and products–Exports” states
(p. 611): “The soya bean and its products of oil and bean
cake continue to hold first place in the commerce of the
port, but there was a falling off in the export of all of these
articles during 1912. Competition with Dairen is probably
more clearly defined in this trade than in any other of
those referred to in this report. The progressive decline in
exports year by year in beans, oil, and bean cake can be
accounted for in no other way than that these are being
diverted to Dairen, where the berthing of ships and a port
open throughout the year, as well as railway competition in
transportation, give advantages to shippers. None of these
products go directly from Newchwang to the United States.
Whatever beans or oil is imported come through reshipment
at the ports of Japan or from Shanghai. Neither is it possible
from any available statistics to know to what countries
of Europe, or in what quantities, beans or oil shipments
originating at Newchwang are finally destined.” Address:
Consul.
3619. Agricultural J. of the Union of South Africa. 1913. Soy
beans. 6(1):126-27. July.
• Summary: “The Trades Commissioner in London has
received the following note from the Secretary of the Seed
Oil and Cake Trade Association of Liverpool: Substantially,
all the beans treated in Germany are relieved of their oil by
the extraction system, which gives better results than the
crushing method. The nature of soy beans is such that, under
pressure, the cake adheres to the press cloth, and these, in
turn, to the press boxes, so that the ordinary crushing process
is a very slow one. One Hamburg manufacturer found by
experience that he could make 110 pressings of cotton seed
in the same time as it took to make 80 pressings of soy
beans. While linseed prices ranged abnormally high, quite
a number of German manufacturers began to crush beans,
the oil of which they readily disposed of as a substitute for
linseed oil. This business proved to be profitable, although
the manufacturers concerned were not specially prepared
for handling this raw material. It now seems that mills in
which it is proposed to handle soy beans regularly are doing
so according to the extraction process, using 0.77 gasoline
as a solvent. There are numerous methods of applying the
solvent, but the differences are in respect of the details, and
the main principles are generally known in manufacturing
circles on both sides of the Atlantic. One of the interesting
peculiarities of the extraction of soy oil through solvents
is that the residue is superior to cakes obtained through
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pressing. This residue, known in Germany as “schrot,”
is without the odour of gasoline, and is said to be quite
free from laxative substances. Normally, the beans act as
a laxative when fed to cattle in the form of pressed cake,
and the great objection to the old-fashioned type of soybean cakes was their laxative properties. The elimination
of these qualities through the solvent process is highly
important. However, under any circumstances, soy-bean
meal must be fed with care and in combination with other
feeds. Mr. H. Oberlieu, of Magdeburg, is endeavouring
to establish a company to be called the Deutsche SojaPflanzungsgesellschaft, with a capital of 1,000.000 marks
in 1000 shares, for the purpose of cultivating the soy bean
in Germany on a large scale, his field experiments having
demonstrated that the climate is suitable and that the beans
yield 15.4 per cent. of oil. The value of soy bean oil is,
say, £24 per ton. The South African average oil content in
soy beans is 20 per cent., so that the money value of oil
quantity expressed from one ton of South African soy beans
is worth £8 per ton more than the German, and, possibly,
Manchurian.”
Note: This subsection is in a section titled “Rural Notes”
(p. 115+).
3620. Barrett, O.W. 1913. Current notes–July. Philippine
Agricultural Review 6(7):348-55. July. See p. 350.
• Summary: The section titled “Soya oil” (p. 350) states:
“According to the Daily Consular and Trade Reports the new
process for the extraction of oil from soya beans is now a
success. This process employs gasoline as a solvent, and in
this way the cake or residue, known in Germany as ‘schrot,’
is free from the dangerous purgative substances which
have hitherto practically prohibited its use as a cattle feed.
With the old method of crushing and pressing, the proteid
substances in the raw bean (which are the base of the bean
‘cheeses’ so commonly used as food throughout the Orient)
caused much trouble through the sticking of the ‘cake’ to the
press cloths.”
The next section is about peanuts as a potential
competitor to copra since the “world’s oil hunger is so great
and increasing so fast.” Peanut production in India and
Africa is growing rapidly. Includes a story about peanuts in
the hinterland of the State of Quelimane on the north side of
the Zambezi River in today’s Mozambique.
Note: A new weed killer or “weedicide,” arsenite of soda
(made by boiling together white arsenic and washing soda or
sal soda), is widely used in Hawaii (p. 569). Address: Chief,
Div. of Horticulture, Philippines.
3621. Chamber of Commerce Journal (London). 1913. Trade
products of the British Empire. Special Supplement. Vol. 32.
July. p. 1-44.
• Summary: The Special Supplement to the London
Chamber of Commerce Journal, deals with the “Trade

Products of the Empire: A statistical account of the resources
of the British Empire as a supplier of food stuffs and of raw
materials for British industries, with statistics and notes as to
foreign sources of supply. It is full of useful information and
statistics on British agricultural imports. The section titled
“Preserved ginger, soy, tamarinds, chutney” (p. 11) states:
“The value of imports of soy in 1912 was £11,729, of which
£10,645 was the value of the imports from Hong Kong.”
The section on “Vegetable oils and oilseeds” (p. 23-27)
begins: During the last few years there has been a remarkable
rise in the prices of almost all oilseeds, oils and fats. This has
been due partly to a large increase in the demand for oils and
fats for soap-making lubricants, etc., and partly to extending
the use and manufacture of butter substitutes, cooking fats,
etc., into the composition of which vegetable oils largely
enter.”
The section titled “Vegetable oils and oilseeds (p. 23-27)
includes import statistics for and discussions of: Castor oil
and castor seed, coconut oil, cotton seed and cotton seed oil
(in 1912 the UK imported 630,117 tons), ground nut oil and
ground nuts, linseed oil and linseed, niger seed, olive oil,
palm oil, poppy seed and oil, rapeseed and rape oil (colza
oil), sesamum seed and oil, shea nuts and shea butter, soya
beans, bassia fats, t’ung oil, tea seed oil, and senat seed.
The section titled “Soya beans” (p. 27) contains a table
that shows the tonnage and value of soya bean imports to
the United Kingdom in 1911 and 1912. The main source
both years was Russia (perhaps via Vladivostok), followed
by China [Manchuria], with small amounts from Japan and
other countries. Total tonnage decreased from 222,157 in
1911 to 188,760 in 1912.
The section continues: “The soya bean of Manchuria
has grown in “The soya bean of Manchuria has grown
in commercial importance during the last few years in a
remarkable manner. In the East it has long been an important
article of food. In Europe the oil pressed from the bean
is used by manufacturers of margarine, soap and candles,
in the manufacture of varnish and printing ink, and for
waterproofing umbrellas. Soya bean meal is also stated to be
used in making bread on the Continent. Beancake has long
been used as a fertilizer and for feeding stock.
“Experiments in growing soya beans have been made
in practically every British colony, but it seems doubtful
whether the product could be profitably grown for export
in competition with the Manchurian beans, which are
raised under ideal climactic conditions, and by the cheapest
possible labour.”
3622. Marshall, E.K., Jr. 1913. The determination of urea in
urine (Open Access). J. of Biological Chemistry 15(1):49596. July. [5 ref]
• Summary: The author used 1 cc of a soy bean extract in a
test tube to estimate the amount of urea in a sample of urine.
Note: The word “urease” is not mentioned.
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The article begins: “The method outlined in the
foregoing paper for the estimation of urea in blood is
perfectly reliable for larger quantities of urea (up to 25
mgms. or perhaps more). Its adaptation to the determination
of urea in urine using only a small amount of the urine is
shown in this paper. The method to be described is slightly
more accurate than the rapid clinical method proposed
earlier. The reason for this is twofold; the rapid titration
method gives results slightly lower than the theoretical
on account of the presence of carbon dioxide during the
titration, and titrations performed in a mixture such as urine
are not as accurate as in the case of the neutralization of
a pure solution of an acid by an alkali.” Address: Lab. of
Physiological Chemistry, Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore,
Maryland.
3623. Marshall, E.K., Jr. 1913. A new method for the
determination of urea in the blood (Open Access). J. of
Biological Chemistry 15(1):487-94. July. [8 ref]
• Summary: “In a recent number of this Journal [Feb. 1913,
p. 283-90] a new method for the estimation of urea was
described [by E.K. Marshall, Jr.]. This method consists in
the conversion of the urea into ammonium carbonate by
means of the urease of the soy bean, and an estimation of
the alkalinity before and after the conversion by means of
standard acid and methyl orange.”
The present paper describes a newer method that again
uses 1 cc of soy bean extract in a test tube. “The preparation
of the soy bean extract is described in the previous article.”
Address: Lab. of Physiological Chemistry, Johns Hopkins
Univ., Baltimore, Maryland.
3624. Marshall, E.K., Jr. 1913. The determination of urea
in urine (second communication) (Open Access). J. of
Biological Chemistry 15(1):495-96. July. [6 ref]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned only in passing: “Two 1-cc.
portions of the urine are measured into test tubes by means of
an Ostwald pipette (2). The urine is now diluted to about 10
cc., 1 cc. of the soy bean extract added to one tube and from
0.5-1 cc. of toluene to each.” Address: Lab. of Physiological
Chemistry, Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, Maryland.
3625. Parker, T.B. 1913. Leguminous crops in North
Carolina. North Carolina Department of Agriculture, Bulletin
(Raleigh) 34(7):1-56. July. Whole No. 186. [3 ref]
• Summary: This Bulletin begins: “The aggressive campaign
that has been waged for the past few years in the interest of
better farming by the use of legumes has not been without its
reward. As farmers have become better acquainted with these
crops and as they have more fully understood their economy
in crop production, the greater has grown the demand for
information about them. Nor is this surprising, for when we
recognize the value of cover crops, and the advantage of
legumes as cover crops, as preventers of erosions, conservers

of plant food which might otherwise be leached out of the
soil; and, also their power to add to the supply of plant food,
deepen the soil and add to its supply of humus; to improve
its physical condition, and, in addition, their value as hay and
grazing crops, to the progressive farmer they become very
interesting.”
This Bulletin discusses all the leguminous crops that
are grown in North Carolina including many types of
clover, vetches, cow peas, velvet beans, etc. “Soy beans” are
discussed mainly on pages 49-53 as follows:
“The Soy bean, also known as Japan pea and Soja bean,
is another of the good things that have come to us from
Asia. The writer first grew it in 1872. It was then known
as Japan pea. But its real worth and value have not been
appreciated by us until within the last few years. The high
price of cow peas has given the soy bean an introduction in
many counties of the State where it was hitherto unknown. It
is an exceedingly valuable acquisition to our hay and forage
crops. It also yields large crops of beans in the black soils
of the eastern part of the State. I have had farmers tell me
they could make as many as 35 to 40 bushels of beans per
acre. Of course those are exceptional yields, but it shows the
possibilities of the soy bean. It makes hay of the finest and
most nutritious quality. In fact it has a higher feeding value
than cow pea hay, which is saying a good deal for it. As a
forage crop, especially for hogs, it is exceptionally fine. For
best results the hogs should be turned on them about the time
the bean in the pod has reached its full size, and before it
begins to harden, while the leaves are still green. The hogs
will first eat the leaves, then the remainder of the plant until
there is only the hard stalk left.
“While soy beans are best adapted to the eastern part of
the State they also do well in the Piedmont section and in the
mountains. In fact they will do better in the mountains than
the cow pea will, because it can be planted earlier and will
stand frost better than the cow pea. Another advantage the
soybean has over the cow pea in the cow pea wilt section is
it is more resistant to wilt than the cow pea. Good crops of
soy beans can be grown where the cow pea wilt exists, but in
doing so you prolong the time of getting rid of the wilt.”
“Fig. 32 [photo].- A plant of the Mammoth variety of
soybean, showing its characteristic habit of growth. Height,
40 inches. From Farmers Bulletin, 372.
“Varieties: There are probably 40 to 50 varieties of
soybeans, but we are interested in those now known to be
best adapted to the soil and climate of our State, which are
Mammoth Yellow and Hollybrook. A brown variety has been
introduced into the eastern part of the state within the past
two or three years and is giving satisfaction, but I do not
know the name of it. The Mammoth is more largely grown
in this state than all other varieties, but is later in maturing
than the Hollybrook, therefore where the seasons are short it
would be advisable to plant the Hollybrook. The Hollybrook
is also a yellow seeded variety, the seed smaller and the
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growth not as rank as the Mammoth. Doubtless some of the
other promising varieties will soon be tried out at the Test
Farms and the results made known to our farmers.
“Fig. 33 [photo].–A man standing in a field of the
Mammoth variety of soybean in North Carolina. Farmers
Bulletin 372, USDA.”
“Preparation of the Soil: Soy beans require good
preparation of the soil. Slipshod preparation usually results
in either a failure of the crop or a very much diminished
yield. They can be either sown broadcast at the rate of a
bushel per acre or planted in rows and cultivated. The latter
plan gives best results. The rows should be from 2% to 3 feet
apart and the beans planted in hills of three or four beans
every 6 or 8 inches, or distributed along the row at the rate
of one bean every 2 or 3 inches. The locality in which they
are planted, the soil and drainage, should govern the width of
the rows and also the distance the beans are in the row. In the
rich black soils of the eastern part of the State the distance
should be greater than in the central or western part of the
State. They should not be covered over an inch deep. Early
planting usually gives better results than late plantings. Care
should be exercised in securing seed for planting. It is not
safe to plant seed that have been carried over a year. They
deteriorate very rapidly. Unless properly cared for when
first harvested they will heat and their power of germination
will be weakened. In purchasing seed buy only bright plump
seed, the viability of which is guaranteed. In the eastern and
central part of the State they can be planted from April to the
middle of July, but the April and May plantings will be more
satisfactory. As soil improvers they do not rank with the cow
pea when cut for hay. This is because they can be harvested
much cleaner than cow peas and also their root system is
not as large as that of the cow pea. But if the crop is to be
plowed under it is probable the results will equal those of the
cow pea.
Fig. 34 [illustration].–Roots of soybean showing
nodules. U.S. Bulletin No. 214.
“Soy Bean Hay: Soybean hay when cut at the proper
stage of growth and well cured is relished by all kinds of
stock. I have never fed hay that was eaten more readily than
a good quality of soybean hay. The beans in the pod should
be about half or three-fourths grown when cut for hay. At
that time the leaves are still green and will not readily fall
off in handling the hay. Cut after the dew is off and let lie
until the afternoon. Rake into windrows and remain until the
next afternoon. Then put into tall cocks and let them alone
until they get quite warm. Then spread for a few hours until
cool and stack or put into the barn. This plan was given to
me by a farmer who lives in the soybean territory of eastern
North Carolina, who said the heating process in the cock had
a tendency to soften the stalk and to make the hay of better
quality. The plan for curing cow pea hay given in another
part of this Bulletin will also answer for soy beans.
“Fig. 35.–Roots of velvet bean showing nodules. U.S.

Bulletin No. 214
“Inoculation: Soybean bacteria seems to be more widely
distributed than that of any of the legumes, unless it is the
cow pea. Soybeans find natural inoculation in almost any
section of the State; therefore it will be unnecessary to
inoculate for them unless it is known that the bacteria is not
in the soil to be planted. If after growing them one season no
nodules appear on the roots, that is evidence that the bacteria,
are not present in the soil and that inoculation is needed: Soil
from a field that has the bacteria or culture for soybeans can
be used. Apply as recommended for the clovers, etc.”
Soy beans are also mentioned briefly on page 4, 6, 7, 11,
45, and 54.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2017)
that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in North
Carolina. This document contains the earliest clear date seen
for the cultivation of soybeans in North Carolina (1872).
Address: Director of Farmers’ Institutes.
3626. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon).
1913. Soya beans. 41:68. July.
• Summary: This is a 1-page summary of the article
titled “The varieties of soy beans found in Bengal, Bihar,
and Orissa and their commercial possibilities,” by E.J.
Woodhouse and C. Somers Taylor, published in March 1913
in the India Department of Agriculture, Memoirs. Botanical
Series 5(3):103-76.
3627. Viedge, H. 1913. The Cardoon (Letter to the editor).
Agricultural J. of the Union of South Africa 6(1):137. July.
• Summary: Soybeans (Southern Yellow) do well here, but
none of them have more than four seeds in a pod. Those
four in a pod I am keeping for seed.- Yours, etc., H. Viedge.
Address: Tabase, near Umtata [South Africa].
3628. Bunn, Abram. 1913. Soy beans–Why not? Country
Gentleman 78(31):1138-39. Aug. 2.
• Summary: The author first planted soy beans in July 1910;
96% germinated. “The possibilities of the soy bean for silage
with corn, for cover-crop work, catch crop, green soiling,
hay, grain and hogging down have not begun to be charted.
Moreover, what happens when a crop of inoculated soy
beans is grown is not told in a single season. I have noted the
sharp difference between the wheat following the soy beans
and that following the oats, side by side.”
“If we must have oats for our horses why not buy them?
Let those who can make oats pay grow them for us. Let us
grow soy beans and turn them into butter, eggs, meat and
soil fertility, and from these sources of income raise far more
than enough to pay for the oats the horses will use.”
“The soy bean is going to do for the North what the
cowpea is doing for the South, and it is going to do more. It
will ultimately make us largely independent of the oilmeal
for which we now pay tribute to the South and will lower
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the price of the mill feeds used so heavily in our dairying.”
A photo shows a field of tall corn with soy beans growing
between the rows.
3629. Redding, R.J. 1913. Farms and farmers: Curing corn in
the shock. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Aug. 4. p. 10.
• Summary: “It is too late now to plant any ordinary field
crop, unless one had a quantity of cowpeas or soybean seed
on hand. I would sow otherwise unoccupied land in these
two legumes as late as August 10, rather than let the weevils
destroy the peas and the beans lose their vitality–or even
than feed them to stock. Of course, such sowings would be
mainly, if not entirely, for the land’s sake.” Address: Griffin,
Georgia.
3630. San Francisco Chronicle. 1913. Red-bearded brigands
of Manchuria. Aug. 7. p. 6.
• Summary: “Commercial conditions in North Manchuria
during the year 1912 have been far from satisfactory, says
Mr. A.E. Eastes, the British Acting Consul at Harbin,
in his report for 1912.” The effects of the Chinese
revolution, which broke out in the autumn of 1911, have
been manifested, even at this great distance, in lessening
the already “vague and shadowy authority exercised by
Chinese officialdom over the population.” This gave an
incentive to lawless acts of brigandage. Local prices rose
dramatically. Failures “were not infrequent, and the more
substantial merchants were in many cases only able to
load vessels chartered to fulfill their forward contracts at a
serious loss. Instead of the anticipated large increase in the
exports of soya beans during the year 1912, for the haulage
of which the Chinese Eastern Railway had made elaborate
preparations, the value of exports of this commodity was
actually only some 77 per cent of the figure reached in
1911.”
Note: A brigand is a bandit, one who lives by plunder,
usually as a member of a band.
3631. Militaerarzt (Der) (Vienna). 1913. Militaeraerztliche
Zeitungsrevue: Die Kost des chinesischen Soldaten [Military
medical newspaper review: the food of the Chinese soldier].
47(15):198-200. Aug. 9. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: By Dr. Ying Yang Tsui (The Military Surgeon,
Vol. 25, p. 375). The soldier of northern China, who is
recruited in rural areas, gets 1.33 pounds a day of rice,
¼ pound of fresh vegetables and about 60 gm of salted
vegetables or bean cheese (Bohnenkaese), meat only twice
a month, either pork or beef. In autumn or winter he eats
2 meals a day, in spring and summer 3 meals. Therefore,
performance, health status and mortality are excellent.
3632. Wallis, T.E. 1913. The structure of the soya bean
(Letter to the editor). Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist
(London) 91(2599):266. Aug. 9. 4th Series. [1 ref]

• Summary: Dated 2 Aug. 1913. “In the course of the
discussion upon my paper entitled ‘The Structure of the
Soya Bean,’ read at the Jubilee Meeting of the British
Pharmaceutical Conference, it was suggested by Mr. Peck
that I should have the identity of the soya beans used
authoritatively verified. Mr. Peck himself kindly gave me a
type specimen of the beans of Glycine hispida, Maxim., but
I found, on comparing them with those I have used, that they
agree with them in all particulars. I have also sent a specimen
to the Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew, and he
has kindly verified for me the specific name of the beans as
Glycine Soja, Sieb and Zucc. (Glycine hispida, Maxim.), the
‘Soy bean.’ I shall be much obliged if you will kindly publish
this in The Pharmaceutical Journal.” Address: Exeter
[England].
3633. Ellis, Carleton. 1913. Improvement in hydrogenated
edible fat products. British Patent 18,376. Date of
application (in UK): 13 Aug. 1913. 6 p. Complete
specification not accepted. Date claimed under Patent and
Designs Act, 1907, being date of first Foreign Application (in
USA): 15 Aug. 1912.
• Summary: Soya bean oil is one of the many vegetable oils
mentioned. “Note: The application for a Patent has become
void. This print shows the specification as it became open to
public inspection.”
“At the expiration of twelve months from the date of
the first Foreign Application. the provision of Section 91 (3)
(a) of the Patents and Designs Act, 1907, as to inspection of
Specification, became operative.”
See Ellis’ U.S. patent. Address: Montclair, Essex Co.,
New Jersey.
3634. Wallis, T.E. 1913. Structure of the soya bean. Chemist
and Druggist (London) 83(7):46-47. Aug. 16. Series No.
1751. [1 ref]
• Summary: Note: This same article was published in at least
four different periodicals. It was first published on 26 July
1913 in the Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London),
p. 120-23. Address: B.Sc, F.I.C. [Fellow of the Inst. of
Chemistry], England.
3635. Salt Lake Tribune (Utah). 1913. Experiment farm
doing good work. Aug. 17. p. 7.
• Summary: “A test of Soy beans is also being made to
determine whether or not oil for paint can be produced
economically from them.”
3636. Tunmann, O. 1913. Pharmakognostische Rundschau
(Fortsetzung von Seite 691) [Pharmacognostic review
(continued from p. 691). Pharmazeutische Post (Vienna;
later renamed Pharmaceutische Post) 46(67):697-98. Aug.
20. [Ger]
• Summary: In the section on Leguminosae (p. 658), a
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paragraph on Evidence and Occurrence of Stachyose in
Legumes, cites G. Tanret (1912) as stating that stachyose
occurs Soja hispida. Address: Bern {Switzerland].
3637. Tunmann, O. 1913. Pharmakognostische Rundschau.
IV. Jahrgang (1913), I. Bericht von... [Pharmacognostic
review. 4th year (1913), I report from...]. Pharmazeutische
Post (Vienna; later renamed Pharmaceutische Post)
46(67):697-98. Aug. 20. [Ger]
• Summary: Continued from p. 691.
Page 698: Under Legumes (Leguminosae) is a section
concerning the presence of stachyose in legumes. An article
by G. Tanret (Compt. rend. 1912, CLV, 1526) is cited and
the soybean (Soja hispida) is mentioned as one legume that
contains the complex sugar, stachyose.
On the same page is a special subsection on the soybean
(Glycine soja) which states:
L. Letting gives the following color reaction for soybean
oil (Sojabohnenöl) (Rev. Fett- und Harzind. 1913. XX. 61).
5 cubic cm. of soy oil (Sojaöl) and shaken with 2 cubic cm.
of chloroform and 3 cubic cm. of uranium nitrate solution
(2%): the result is a lemon-yellow emulsion, the color of
which can be kept for a few days. Arachis- (peanut), cotton-,
maize-, rape-, and sesame oil all give white emulsions. Olive
oil gives a greenish emulsion and the other oils give light
yellow. Address: Bern [Switzerland].
3638. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1913. Should grow
soy beans. Aug. 21. p. 14.
• Summary: “That Georgia is especially adapted to the
cultivation of the soy bean, the oil of which is an excellent
substitute for linseed oil, is the opinion of L.P. Nemzek,
of the educational bureau of the Paint Manufacturers’
association of the United States, who visited Atlanta
yesterday. Mr. Nemzek is making a tour of the agricultural
[experiment] stations throughout America, in order to show
the farmers the advantage of growing the soy bean.”
3639. Oakley, R.A. 1913. Re: Mr. G.H. King of Leedstown,
Virginia. Letter (memorandum) to W.J. Morse, [Arlington
Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia], Aug. 27. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Mr. G.H. King of Leedstown,
Virginia, is having considerable experience with soy beans.
Mr. King tells me that his land will no longer grow cowpeas
satisfactorily on account of wilt, and that he is endeavoring
to grow soy beans in order that he may add a little nitrogen
to his soil. He states that he has tested the two crops and
finds that soy beans are no where near as valuable for adding
nitrogen to soil as are cowpeas. His method in brief is to
sow the beans broadcast in the spring as early as weather
conditions will permit, and mow them off for hay; after
removing the beans the ground is disked and prepared for
wheat. Mr. King seems to be a very intelligent farmer and it

might be well for you to get in touch with him.
“Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agronomist [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
3640. Derniere Heure (La) (Brussels, Belgium). 1913.
Huile de soya, de pression [Soybean oil, pressed]. Aug. 28.
Business section (la mercuriale). [Fre]*
• Summary: The price is understood to be, for 100 kg
net, barrels / containers included, on board the wagon at
Antwerp / Anvers, total weight checked at Antwerp, tare
[weight of the container] of origin, to be paid within 30 days
and discounted at the rate of the National Bank, rate for
discounted drafts. Commission to be paid by the seller. 25
cents (centimes). Japanese: available 71 francs 50 cents.
Note: These are the terms of a contract to buy pressed
soybean oil. This price is higher than that of linseed oil and
almost as high as that of colza / rapeseed oil.
3641. Morse, W.J. 1913. Re: Soy bean roots and nodules
from Monetta, South Carolina. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper,
Washington, DC, Aug. 28. 1 p. Handwritten, with signature
on letterhead.
• Summary: Morse is writing from Augusta, Georgia.
“Dear Prof. Piper: I sent you to-day from Monetta, South
Carolina, a number of samples of soy bean roots. These roots
show about the best nodules I ever saw on the soy bean.
The varieties of soy beans at Monetta are most promising,
ranging anywhere from 3 to 6 feet in height. Not only
have they made an enormous growth but will also give an
excellent seed yield.
“The station at Raleigh, N.C. [North Carolina] has a
very good test of Lyon x Yokohama [velvet bean] hybrids. If
you happen in that vicinity it will pay you to visit them. Very
truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Forage-Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
3642. Baker, E. Carleton. 1913. Trade of Chinese interior.
Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
16(203):1217-27. Aug. 30. See p. 1220.
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• Summary: The section titled “Beans and wheat–Decrease
in opium exports” states (p. 1220): “The cultivation of [soy]
beans and wheat has increased to an enormous extent during
the past few years. This has been due to the elimination of
opium and the substitution of cereals and other products. The
soil in this region seems to be well adapted to beans, and the
cultivation of them may become highly developed. there is
one drawback, however. The farmers, having heard of the
violent fluctuations in the bean market in the north, fear that
the profits derived from the crop will be very uncertain, and
they hesitate on this account to give their land over to the
cultivation of beans.”
“The beans produced in Szechwan are similar to the
Soya beans of Manchuria, but they are somewhat inferior
in quality, and are even inferior to the beans shipped from
Hankow. The local product is consumed only in China.
“Two years ago there was a shortage of linseed oil
from India and the price of bean oil rose correspondingly.
The Chinese therefore increased their cultivation of beans.
Now, however, that the importation of linseed oil from India
is larger, the profits on Szechwan beans are considerably
smaller than they were expected to be. Last year’s bean crop
was very abundant.
“As previously explained, the cultivation of opium in
this Province has been reduced to almost nothing, and the
exportation of this product has accordingly decreased.”
Address: Consul, Chunking.
3643. Corbett, G.H. 1913. Economic importance of the
family Sminthuridae, with notes on an attack of Bourletiella
hortensis (Fitch) on soy beans. Agricultural Students’
Gazette (Cirencester, Royal Agricultural College) 16(4):12830. Aug. New Series. [6 ref]
• Summary: “During May, in the Botanical Garden of the
Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, where Soy Beans
have been grown for a number of years [since at least Dec.
1882, by Prof. Kinch], I noticed that especially one plot of
this plant was looking unhealthy. On examination the cause
of this appearance was found to be a species of Sminthurus.
Mr. Bagnall kindly identified it for me as Bourletiella
hortensis. This species principally attacks the under surface
of the cotyledons near the edge, where it eats out crescentshaped holes, but it also eats out small holes in the upper
surface of the seed leaves.” Illustrations (line drawings, p.
130) show: A healthy soy bean plant. A smaller soy bean
plant badly attacked by Bourletiella hortensis.
3644. Oesterreichische Monatschrift fuer den Orient:
Hauptteil 1912 (Vienna, Austria-Hungary). 1913. Chinas
Aussenhandel [China’s foreign trade]. 39(7-8):125-26. July/
Aug. See p. 126, col. 2. [Ger]
• Summary: The export business in Manchurian soybeans
was somewhat disappointing in 1912, but this loss was
compensated for by a large increase in the quantity of beans

[exported] from the Yangtze provinces.
3645. Redman, L.V.; Weith, A.J.; Brock, F.P. 1913. The
drying rates of raw paint oils–a comparison. J. of Industrial
and Engineering Chemistry 5(8):630-36. Aug. [6 ref]
• Summary: Linseed oil is the most widely used and
investigated paint oil. Some of the oils in this study, such
as soya bean and fish oil, have recently been introduced
to the trade in large quantities. Very recently research has
been done on fish, soya bean, and chinawood oils. In this
study, two samples of raw soya bean oil were used: (1) From
England had been “extracted from the beans by the naphtha
or cold-press process.” (2) From Hankow “was produced by
the cold process.” Their behavior as shown by graphs, was
quite similar.
The two soya bean oils set up to a transparent film,
which was much lighter in color but not equal in toughness
to a linseed oil film. Raw soya bean and chinawood oils
increase in weight at about the same rate, but more slowly
than raw linseed or fish oils. The maximum gain (7.7%) for
soya bean oil is 2.8% less than that of chinawood oil. Soya
bean, linseed, and chinawood oils dry within 20 days to a
solid film without the addition of artificial driers. However
all the fish oils remained tacky, viscous liquids after 20 days
of drying. Address: Dep. of Industrial Research, Univ. of
Kansas, Lawrence.
3646. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1913.
English oilseed enterprise. 16(205):1295. Sept. 3.
• Summary: “Commercial Agent Erwin W. Thompson writes
that the Copra & Palm Oil Co. (Ltd.) has been formed at
Bishopsgate, London, England, with $300,000 capital for the
purpose of planting coco palms, soya beans, and other oilbearing plants, and working the products therefrom.”
3647. Takahashi, Teizô; Yukawa, Matao. 1913. Shôyu kôji
oyobi shôyu moromi-chû no gaseikin ni tsuite (2) [Studies on
the budding fungi of shoyu koji and shoyu moromi (mash)
(2)]. Nogaku Kaiho (J. of the Scientific Agricultural Society,
Japan) No. 133. p. 1-25. Sept. 5. [Jap]
Address: 1. Nôgaku-Hakushi (Doctor of Agriculture), Japan;
2. Nôgaku-shi, Japan.
3648. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1913. English and
Welsh news. 83(10):379-81. Sept. 6. Series No. 1754.
• Summary: Under the sub-heading “Liverpool Notes” is
one sentence (p. 380): “A factory for the manufacture of
synthetic milk from soya beans is shortly to be established in
Liverpool.”
3649. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1913. India and the
East. 83(10):383. Sept. 6. Series No. 1754.
• Summary: (From The “C. & D.” Correspondents.) “Soya-
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bean cultivation–The cultivation of the soya-bean has
been experimented with in Ceylon during the past seven
years, and the verdict, as expressed by the Director of
Agriculture (Mr. R.N. Lyne), is that it will never succeed
in the island or produce the weight of crop per acre that it
does in Manchuria. Mr. Lyne has had experience of soyabean cultivation in Zanzibar and Portuguese East Africa
[Mozambique], where it did not prove successful, and he
says the same of Natal [South Africa], where it is being tried
somewhat extensively.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in Mozambique, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Mozambique. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Mozambique, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Mozambique (Sept. 1913). The
source of these soybeans is unknown.
3650. Emery County Progress (Utah). 1913. Soy beans in
sorghum. Sept. 6. p. 6.
• Summary: “Please advise farmers to try some Soy beans
in sorghum, adding to feeding value of sorghum as forage
and good for the soil. Sorghum is the most valuable feed for
this section, especially so in a dry season. In the fall of 1911
I was offered a bunch of nice straight 800-pound feeders at
two cents per pound, but had to turn them down as I had no
feed. A field of sorghum would have enabled me to handle
them at a profit of at least $250. Farmers will make no
mistake in sowing a field of sorghum for forage. Should it be
frosted before cutting it will keep well in shock or stack.”
3651. Rosenberg, Herman. 1913. Improvement in or relating
to the manufacture of varnishes. British Patent 20,401. Date
of application (in UK): 9 Sept. 1913. 6 p. Accepted: 20 Aug.
1914. Date claimed under Patent and Designs Act, 1907,
being date of first Foreign Application (in USA): 4 Nov.
1912.
• Summary: Soya bean oil is one of the oils used in
improved varnishes (see p. 4, line 19). Address: Elm Park,
Port Richmond, Staten Island, New York City, NY.
3652. Pontius, Albert W. 1913. Soya bean exports from
Manchuria. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
16(211):1419. Sept. 10.
• Summary: A table shows exports of [soy] beans, bean cake,
and bean oil from the port of Dairen during the 5 months in
1912 and 1913 ended in May. Beans: 108,068 / 83,665 tons
(down). Bean cake: 297,658 / 348,329 (up). Bean oil: 26,324
/ 27,536 (up). “The 30 local bean mills prefer to do all the
oil extracting in Dairen,... The [soy] beans exported from
Dairen are crushed for oil at either Kobe, Japan, or European
points.” Mid-July prices (in U.S. dollars) for all three
commodities are given. Address: Consul, Dalny (Dairen),
Japanese Leased Territory.

3653. Fisher, James. 1913. Last year’s trade condition of
Hull [England]. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S.
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and
Labor) 16(218):1562-65. Sept. 18. See p. 1563-64.
• Summary: The year 1912 was unfavorable for the seedcrushing industry. “Early in the year linseed was in very
short supply, the chief reasons for which were the railway
strike in Argentina and the difficulty of obtaining freight.
The quality of the La Plata crop also proved to be among
the worst on record.” Soya bean imports decreased slightly
compared to last year.
A table shows the declared value of exports from the
Hull district to the United States in 1911 and 1912. Soya
bean oil decreased from $47,748 in 1911 to only $314 in
1912. Address: Vice Consul, Hull.
3654. Coville, Frederick V. 1913. The agricultural utilization
of acid lands by means of acid tolerant crops. U.S.
Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 6. 13 p. Sept. 19. p.
See p. 9-11. [3 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Leguminous plants for acid
soils” states that these plants “supply the nitrogenous green
manures which are necessary for the maintenance of soil
fertility under most agricultural conditions... It is admitted
that in acid-land agricultural red clover, the ordinary greenmanure crop, is not available for this purpose. What, then,
are the leguminous plants which will produce in an acid
soil a heavy growth of tops equal in value to red clover for
plowing under as green manure? The answer is, cowpea and
hairy vetch. Crimson clover, soy bean, lupine, and serradella
are also useful under certain conditions.”
The following subsection titled “Soy bean” states: The
soy bean is of much more recent introduction into the United
States than the cowpea. In its tolerance of acidity the soy
bean probably equals the cowpea, and it has two points of
superiority. It grows farther north and its yield of seed is
much greater, often being as high as 30 bushels per acre.
Some of the varieties have been grown with success as far
north as New Hampshire, Ontario [Canada], and Wisconsin.
The seed of the soy bean has one remarkable characteristic.
It contains no starch, but about 35 per cent of nitrogenous
matter.”
The writer suggests that under certain economic
conditions a complete system of acid land agriculture is
practicable and desirable. He points out that soil acidity may
be beneficial in the control of certain fungus diseases of
some of the cultivated plants.
Note: Liming the soil used to be called (1780-1800 in
England) “chalking” the land. Address: Botanist in Charge of
Economic and Systematic Botany, Bureau of Plant Industry.
3655. Wochenschrift fuer Brauerei. 1913. Untersuchungen
uber die Hydrolyse der Saccharose durch verschiedene
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Saeuren bei Gegenwart der Koji-Invertase [Investigations
on the hydrolysis of saccharose through various acids in the
presence of sucrase from koji (Abstract)]. 30(38):512. Sept.
20. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
French-language article: Bertrand, Gabriel; Rosenblatt,
Mr.; Rosenblatt, Mrs. 1913. “Recherches sur l’hydrolyse
comparée du saccharose par divers acides en présence de la
sucrase de kôji” Annales de l’Institut Pasteur 27(4):366-72.
April.
3656. Report of the Agricultural Department, Assam. 1913.
Chapter III. Experiment and research. Agriculture. p. 3-5.
For the year ending 30 June 1913. (Shillong, India).
• Summary: According to this report from Assam [in eastern
British India] (p. 5): “17. Manchurian soybeans were tried
on a small scale at Jorhat with great success, the yield being
over 18 maunds per acre.” Ground nuts also yielded well at
Jorhat.
Note: Submitted on 24 Sept. 1913 by J. McSwiney,
Director, Dep. of Land Records and Agriculture, Assam.
Address: Assam [British India].
3657. Webster, F.M. 1913. The southern corn rootworm, or
budworm. U.S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 5. 11
p. Sept. 27. See p. 3. [11 ref]

• Summary: The fully developed insect, or beetle
(Diabrotica duodecimpunctata), has been observed to feed
on a many grain and forage crops, including the soy bean.
Discusses Celatoria diabroticae. An illustration (engraving)
shows the southern corn rootworm in various stages of
growth–all much enlarged: Beetle, egg, larva, anal segment

of larva, work of larva at base of corn stalk, pupa. Address:
In Charge of Cereal and Forage Insect Investigations.
3658. Redding, R.J. 1913. Farms and farmers: October on
the farm. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Sept. 29. p. 10.
• Summary: I believe that the area devoted to small grains
should be fully as large as that devoted to oats (... An equal
area in corn, cotton and small grain chiefly and in a large
section oats alone) means also a similar area in cowpeas,
soybeans, these following the small grain on the same land in
the same year. Address: Griffin, Georgia.
3659. Lust’s (B.) Pure Food Store. 1913. The Dr. Lahmann
food system (Ad). Naturopath and Herald of Health (The)
(New York City) 18(9):Unnumbered page. Sept.
• Summary: Among the most popular items are: “Dr.
Lamann’s Japan-Soja–Per bottle $1.50. A piquant, agreeable
and wholesome table sauce.” Address: Butler, New Jersey, or
New York City.
3660. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon).
1913. Soy beans in India. 41:187. Sept.
• Summary: This is summary of an article from the Monthly
Bulletin. “At the present time soy beans are cultivated to a
small extent in the Darjeeling Hills, and to no appreciable
extent elsewhere in India, but during the years 1909-11
experiments were carried out in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa
to ascertain the commercial possibilities of the crop in the
plains.
“Three definite types of beans have been isolated
from native seed and studied. In two cases the oil content
was found to be relatively high and the nitrogen content
low, while in the other case the reverse occurred; these
characteristics were inherited.
“The yields obtained usually varied from 650 lb. to
1,000 lb. per acre, though under favourable circumstances
they rose to 2,200 lb. per acre; these yields compare
favourably with those obtained in Manchuria.”
“The varieties used in the experiments occupied the
land for two seasons in the plains and the crop had therefore
to pay double rent. efforts will now be concentrated on the
production of new varieties combining the qualities of early
maturity, productiveness, and high oil content, and if these
attempts are successful, the projects of making the crop a
remunerative one in India will be far more hopeful.”
3661. Winkler, Gustav. 1913. Die Sojabohne: Vortrag
gehalten in der Monatsversammlung des Gartenbau- und
Verschoenerungsvereins Fechenheim-Mainkur am 17.
April 1913. 2 Auflage [The soybean: Lecture presented at
the monthly meeting of the Gardening and Beautification
Society of Fechenheim-Mainkur on 17 April 1913. 2nd ed.].
Fechenheim bei Frankfurt am Main, Germany: Published by
the author. 16 p. 22 cm. [Ger]*
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• Summary: This booklet is owned by the Johann Christian
Senckenberg university library at Frankfurt am Main,
Germany. Address: Mainkur bei Frankfurt am Main
(Germany).
3662. Myers, M.S. 1913. Trade year at Mukden. Daily
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) 16(237):177-84. Oct.
10. See p. 183-84.
• Summary: The section titled “Trade of Changchun”
states: “In 1909 the East Asiatic Co., Samuel & Co., the
Manchurian Co., L. J. Healing & Co., and Jardine, Matheson
& Co. established branches at Changchun and erected
spacious premises on yards leased from the South Manchuria
Railway Co. containing railway sidings, but with the
exception of the last-mentioned firm, which uses its branch
for the distribution of Shanghai-made piece goods and
Hongkong sugar, all have withdrawn.”
“The withdrawal of the firms mentioned is the direct
result of certain changes which have taken place in the bean
trade of South Manchuria. The export of the soya bean
from this district, which three or four years ago developed
so rapidly, has, as far as Europeans are concerned, ceased
for the present to possess any interest, the trade being in
the hands of Japanese and Chinese dealers who confine
their operations to supplying the Dairen market, where the
beans are to a great extent either crushed at the local mills or
shipped to Japanese or South China ports.
“Among the principal reasons why the exportation
of beans from this district has ceased to attract European
attention are the following: As Changchun is in direct
railway connection with Dairen, prices run as much as 5
to 10 per cent higher than rates ruling along the northern
Russian lines, the cause being the daily demand in Dairen
for crushing purposes and in Far Eastern markets, in
contrast to the absence of such demands at Vladivostok,
and the smaller number of Japanese buyers in the north;
the impossibility of making forward contracts with native
suppliers, an embarrassment which also exists in the north;
the instability of the Kirin currency, the Tiao paper; and the
greatly increased prices which the Chinese are demanding,
as compared with a few years ago, which have caused beans
to compare unfavorably for crushing purposes with either
flaxseed or cotton seed.
“The trade at Changchun in the hands of European
merchants is now confined almost entirely to a few lines of
imports, the larger export trade having been lost to Japanese
and Chinese concerns.”
A table (p. 183) shows “Declared exports from
Manchuria to the United States.” They were declared through
the American consular offices at Mukden, Harbin, Dairen,
Newchwang, or Antung. For [soy] bean oil, the value was
$73,359 in 1911, and $19,945 in 1912. Address: Vice Consul
General, Mukden, China.

3663. Bickford, Geo F. 1913. Manchurian soya bean
market. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
16(238):216. Oct. 11.
• Summary: “At present there is little activity in the local
soya bean market. Of the 17 mills at Newchwang, 5 of the
large and 6 of the small are in operation, and those at reduced
capacity–about 70 per cent of their average shown below.” A
table shows the number of mills at the port of Newchwang,
with the maximum daily capacity and average output of each
of cake and oil. One piece of cake weighs about 67 pounds; 1
catty is 1.33 pounds.
For the 7 large mills, the maximum daily capacity
is 5,000 pieces of cake and 22,000 catties of oil. But the
average daily output is 4,000 pieces of cake and 18,000
catties of oil.
For the 10 small mills, the maximum daily capacity is
1,500 pieces of cake and 6,600 catties of oil. But the average
daily output is 1,400 pieces of cake and 5,280 catties of oil.
“The chief reason for closing mills is the shortage and
resultant high price of supplies... Last year’s [soya] bean
crop in Manchuria fell below the average.
“Prices and crop prospects. The average price last year
per picul (133.33 lb) was 13 taels ($8.55); now the price is
14.30 taels ($9.58) per picul.” Last year the average value of
a “transfer tael” was $54 local currency; now it is about $62.
The shortage of beans “has induced a number of millers
to move into the Japanese Railway Zone, where sufficient
supplies can be obtained by rail, as it is with difficulty that
heavy-laden junks can navigate the upper reaches of the Liao
River on account of its increasing shallowness.” Address:
Vice Consul, Newchwang, China.
3664. Kafemann, R. 1913. Ueber Aguma, ein neues
Eiweisspraeparat aus der Sojabohne; seine klinische und
volkswirtschaftliche Bedeutung [On Aguma, a new protein
preparation from the soybean; its clinical and economic
significance]. Allgemeine Medizinische Central-Zeitung
82(41):483-86. Oct. 11. [26 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The new protein product is made by
Agumawerken F. Thoerl & Co., G.m.b.H., at Harburg an
der Elbe. Address: Prof. Dr., Koenigsberg in Prussia [later
renamed Kaliningrad in today’s Soviet Union].
3665. Redman, L.V.; Weith, A.J.; Brock, F.P. 1913. Die
Trockenzeiten von Maloelen–Ein Vergelich [The drying
rates of raw paint oils–a comparison (Abstract)]. Chemisches
Zentralblatt. II(16):1433-34. Oct. 15. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of an Englishlanguage article with the same authors and title published in
1913 in J. of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry 5(8):63036. Aug.
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3666. Kita, Gen-itsu. 1913. Japanische Sojaindustrie
[Japanese shoyu industries]. Wochenschrift fuer Brauerei
30(42):549-52. Oct. 18; 30(43):559-61. Oct. 25. (Chem.
Abst. 8:984). Summarized in Zentralblatt fuer Bakteriologie,
Series II. 41:257 (1914). [8 ref. Ger]
• Summary: An excellent and very detailed description of
how shoyu is made in Japan, with many photos. Contents:
Introduction. Overview of the process. The raw materials.
Preparing the koji: Pre-preparation, mixing the beans with
the wheat, the koji room (muro), handling the mass of koji,
characteristics of koji. Part II: The fermentation process.
Pressing. Scientific investigations of soy sauce brewing.
Summary.
The author calls soy sauce Soja and Sojasauce. The two
basic types of shoyu are made with soybeans and wheat, or
just with soybeans. But some special sauce is also made with
fish meat, such as Lintenfish. The addition of sugar and other
sweeteners, and of colorings such as molasses to low-grade
shoyu is not rare.
Preparation of soy sauce: The fermentation usually takes
6 to 12 months or more. Some years ago the “quick method”
was widely introduced but after several years it unfortunately
fell into ruin. The shoyu process has never been developed
with modern processes like the sake processes, because sake
must be a certain way when finished but shoyu is acceptable
in many ways. The aroma from the roasted wheat adds a
special component to Japanese shoyu, not found in Chinese
soy sauce. The roasted wheat is coarsely ground (using a
roller miller or, earlier, a granite mill), and the meal produced
thereby serves to enrobe the steamed soybeans, while the
larger particles hold the beans, thus aiding aeration. So the
wheat must not be ground too fine. The beans are steamed,
usually at a pressure less than 2 times atmospheric pressure;
higher pressure creates a bad aroma. If the beans are cooked
in an open kettle, a bamboo mat is placed in the bottom
to prevent the beans from browning. The liquor left after
cooking is called amé. The beans and wheat koji are then
mixed. The beans, after being removed from the kettle, are
spread out on the koji floor in front of the koji room (kojimuro) to a depth of about 3 cm. They are stirred from time
to time until cooled to about 30-35ºC. The spores (keim) of
Aspergillus oryzae, when they are used, are then sprinkled
on. The mixture is put into wooden koji trays (kojibuta)
each about 60 by 30 by 10 cm deep (24 by 12 by 4 inches),
and holding 18 liters of raw material. In some places (such
as Shozushima) a wide straw mat (80 by 180 cm) is used in
place of these koji trays. The koji room is typically 10 by 3.5
by 2.2 meters high. The walls are thick. A modern room is
of tiles in order to prevent changes of temperature from the
outside. For cleanliness, the walls should be made of cement,
with a door at one end and a window at the other. The room
contains many vents to remove moisture and carbon dioxide.
Steam pipes are laid in the floor, or a fire-pot is used instead.
As noted above, the koji mold spores are either mixed in, or

they settle from the air in the koji room, or come from the
koji trays. The koji trays are stacked in a zigzag fashion to
allow ventilation, which is necessary for shoyu koji but not
for sake koji. Dampness and lack of oxygen favor the growth
of Mucor molds and undesirable bacteria. After 20 hours, the
koji is mixed well in the trays, and the upper trays are placed
on the bottom–and vice versa. Stir again after 7-10 hours;
the temperature is now 38-40ºC. After 10-15 hours conidia
formation begins. The koji is usually ready in 3 days. Good
koji has yellow-green conidia, very numerous on the inside.
The surface is white and the mass dry. Contaminants: Mucor,
Rhizopus and bacteria due to too much moisture, especially
with heat. Black koji has a bad aroma from the disease
kurotoko, which is caused mostly by excessive moisture.
During fermentation about 20% of the original mass is lost;
starches are changed to sugars, which are used up by the koji
mold. The goal is to obtain koji which is rich in enzymes.
The brewing process: The ingredients are mixed in a vat
to make the mash (moromi), which contains enzymes. The
vats are made of sugi wood (Cryptomeria japonica Don.)
with bamboo hoops. In the large shoyu factories they usually
have a capacity of 4,000 to 4,500 liters (1,057–1189 gallons).
The proportions of raw materials are as follows: Soybeans
(2,700 liters = 1,875 kg), wheat (2,700 liters = 2,025 kg),
salt (NaCl, 2,700 liters = 1,690 kg), and water (5,400 liters
= 5,400 kg). The salt may be dissolved in hot or cold water,
usually to 20º baume. Less salt gives better quality. The
mash is mixed with a pole or with compressed air. The mash
must usually ferment for a year before it can be pressed. A
longer fermentation improves the color and aroma, but the
flavor becomes weaker. Where a 2 or 3 year mash is used, it
is mixed with 1-year mash to improve the quality. In order
to shorten the fermentation time, the mash is sometimes
warmed; this and other suggestions for improving the
process will be discussed later. The mash contains microbes,
especially yeasts and bacteria.
Pressing: The mash, after it finishes aging, is pressed in
cotton bags that have been dipped in tannin from astringent
persimmons (kaki-shibu). Each bag holds about 2 liters.
More than 2 liters may causes the bag to tear in the fune
(literally “boat”), which is about 230 by 73 by 91 cm and
which holds about 800 such bags. Formerly a log was used
in the form of a lever press, but now screws and hydraulic
presses are widely used. The yield of shoyu is about 70-80%
of the volume of the moromi. The remaining presscake still
contains soluble constituents, which are extracted by mixing
the presscake (Der Presskuchen) with water. The remaining
cake is sold as fodder.
Treatment of the pressed liquid: This liquid is heated in
an iron kettle in order to partially pasteurize it, separate the
coagulable constituents, and darken the color. Better grades
are heated at a lower temperature (never above 70-80ºC), and
poorer grades at a higher temperature, mainly to concentrate
and darken the color. For good grades, darkening of the
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color is seen as a disadvantage, as is the resulting change of
aroma. Kita then gives a detailed analysis of both shoyu and
the second-pressed liquid. Shoyu contains 30-32% solids,
has a specific weight of 1.189 to 1.234, and contains 16.15 to
18.61% minerals.
Scientific investigations and various proposals for
the shoyu brewery: Kita experimented with the use of
defatted soybean meal. He notes that koji contains a
powerful proteolytic enzyme. Cooking under pressure
and defatting promote decomposition. Pressure cooking is
more and more widely used. Defatting of the beans proved
to be disadvantageous since it lowered the quality of the
final shoyu, but he thinks the problem lay in the improper
treatment of the beans during defatting. He proved this
hypothesis with coarse beans defatted with benzine (Benzin)
to make flawless shoyu. Sake koji has stronger diastatic and
weaker proteolytic enzymes than shoyu koji. The proteolytic
and diastatic power of mold enzymes are inversely related.
There are different varieties of A. oryzae with different
morphologies. Photos (p. 550-51) show equipment used in
making shoyu in a factory: (1) Presses for pressing the sauce
from the aged moromi. (2) Brick roaster for the wheat, with a
belt-driven mechanical stirrer. (3) Wooden fermentation vat.
(4) Many wooden moromi fermentation vats, held together
by braided bamboo hoops, with a wooden plank across the
top of each. (5) A man in a white coat, with a moromi stirrer
in one hand, standing among many tall fermentation vats.
Address: Technical Inst., Tokyo Imperial University.
3667. Woodward, Thompson Elwyn. 1913. The making and
feeding of silage. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 556. 24 p.
Oct. 25.
• Summary: This bulletin begins by listing 12 points in favor
of silage, e.g. 11. “Silage can be used for supplementing
pastures more economically than can soiling crops, because
it requires less labor, and silage is more palatable” (p. 2).
The section titled “Cowpeas, alfalfa, and soy beans”
states (p. 5): “These crops can all be successfully made into
silage by exercising the same precautions as with clover.
They should be cut at the same time as for haymaking.
However, it is ordinarily preferable, as with clover, to make
them into hay rather than silage.
“Other good silage materials are kafir corn, milo maize,
teosinte, and beet pulp.”
The section on “Feeding value of silage” has a
subsection titled “Composition” that contains a table (from
Feeds and Feeding, by W.A. Henry). For each of five crops
(Corn, sorghum, red clover, soy bean, and cowpeas) it gives
the total dry matter, and digestible protein, carbohydrates,
and fat; the soy bean is by far the richest in protein. About
75% of the total weight of silage consists of water. Good
silage is succulent. Address: Dairy Div. [USDA].
3668. Boidin, August; Effront, Jean. 1913. Verfahren

zur Verarbeitung von staerkehaltigen Rohstoffen unter
Verwendung von staerkeverfluessigende Enzyme
enthaltenden Bakterien [Process for processing raw materials
containing starch using bacteria containing starch-liquefying
enzymes]. German Patent 320,572. Oct. 29. 5 p. Issued 20
April 1920. [Ger]
• Summary: Note: Soy is mentioned 8 times in this patent in
the forms “Soja” (soy/soybean), “Sojabohnen” (soybeans),
“die Küchen der entölten Sojabohnen” (defatted soybean
cake).
Note: This is the earliest German-language patent seen
(May 2016) that contains the word Soja (soy/soybean) (see p.
1, line 63) or that contains the word Sojabohnen (soybeans)
(or Sojabohne; soybean), or that contains the term entölten
Sojabohnen (defatted soybeans) or the term die Küchen der
entölten Sojabohnen (defatted soybean cake) (See page 2,
line 70). Address: 1. Seclin, France; 2. Brussels.
3669. Melhuish, William James. 1913. Improvements in the
manufacture of vegetable milk and its derivatives. British
Patent 24,572. Date of application: 29 Oct. 1913. 11 p.
Complete specification left: 23 Dec. 1913. Accepted: 29 Dec.
1914.
• Summary: The “Provisional Specification” is on pages 1-5.
The “Complete Specification” is on pages 5-11.
In manufacturing “artificial or vegetable milk” from
soya beans by a process similar to that of 27,860, 1912,
the oil is first extracted from the beans or meal, or is
centrifugally separated from the albuminous extract, which
is obtained by treating the meal at about 90º with water
containing potassium phosphate, etc., and then filtering.
Sesame or other oil mixed with butyric and other cream
acids is then thoroughly emulsified in the liquid, which may
be done by b. in vacuo or by a mixing or homogenizing
machine. Dextrin and various sugars such as malt extract,
dry maltose, cane sugar, milk sugar, dextrose, honey, etc.,
sodium bicarbonate, etc., sodium chloride, citric acid, and
lactic bacteria are added. When the required acidity is
reached, part is set aside, and the rest may be pasteurized.
The part set aside is mixed with pasteurized soy milk
and added to the next batch. The sesame oil, etc., may be
omitted, or may be gradually added to obtain a thick cream,
which may be made into margarine. Sugar may be replaced
by saccharine, and medicinal iron may be added. Humanized,
sterilized, fermented, condensed, or dried milk may be
prepared. For making cheese, the casein may be coagulated
by lemon juice, etc., rennet, or the ferments present. The soy
cake in the filter press may be used as cattle food. Address:
Lecturer, Highwood House, Upper Parkstone, County of
Dorset [England].
3670. Good, Edwin S. 1913. The growing and fattening
of hogs in the dry lot and on forage crops. Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 175. p. 307-
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356. Oct. 31. [6 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in both Part I, “The
growing and fattening of hogs in the dry lot,” and Part II,
“The growing and fattening of hogs on forage crops.” “By
‘dry lot feeding’ is meant the feeding of grain to pigs in a lot
devoid of any forage crop.” In experiment 3 (p. 326, begun
25 Sept. 1908) one of the rations consisted of 7 parts corn
meal and 1 part soybean meal. The soybean meal cost $32.00
per ton.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2010) with the term “dry lot” in the title.
Conclusions: Part I: “In these tests it is shown that green
alfalfa, alfalfa hay and soybeans are excellent supplements
to corn in the production of pork, and are feeds that can
be grown on the farm.” Part II: “Corn meal should be
supplemented with soybeans, tankage, middlings or with
some other nitrogenous supplement when fed to pigs running
on young rye or barley during the winter months.”
3671. Hunt, William H. 1913. Industrial uses of casein. Daily
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) 16(225):561-64. Oct.
31.
• Summary: Page 562: “Vegetable casein, which can be put
to the same uses as animal casein, has been extracted on
a large scale from the soya bean, which has the following
composition: Water, 12.35 per cent; dust and other impurities
7.90 per cent; dry pods, 7.85 per cent; dry casein, 25.55
per cent; residues, 29.80 per cent; oils and fatty substances,
16.42 per cent. The beans are first washed to rid them of all
dust and foreign substances, then dried lightly in the open air.
They are then triturated to remove the fatty substances they
contain. This is done with the aid of crushers and presses
such as are used for the extraction of olive oil. Following this
the pulp is triturated between millstones with ordinary water,
and a milky liquid is thus obtained that may be concentrated
by repeating the operation several times on the same pulp.
It is then clarified by means of appropriate filter presses. To
separate the casein from this liquid it is heated by means
of an alembic placed in vessels furnished with agitators;
coagulation takes place.
“Manufacture of Galalith: The most important use of
casein is in the manufacture of galalith (milk stone), which is
used in imitation of ivory, tortoise shell, celluloid, etc. As it
is noncombustible it has a great advantage over celluloid. It
is also cheaper than tortoise shell.
“The manufacture of galalith in France was started
in the Department of Charente-Inferieure about 1904. It
had an auspicious beginning, thanks to the establishment
of cooperative dairies that brought about the erection of a
casein factory beside the butter factory of Surgere, CharenteInferieure.
“Galalith is generally prepared by molding and
compressing casein in the presence of formaldehyde. This

method, however, does not allow of the manufacture of cakes
of more than 25 millimeters (0.98 inch) in thickness, as the
effect of formaldehyde does not reach beyond a depth of 12
millimeters (0.47 inch). In order to obtain thicker cakes it is
necessary to unite several flakes with isinglass under heavy
pressure.
“The color of galalith varies according to the purity
of the materials used in its preparation. The substance is
translucent and receives the most varied tints. It has no bad
odor, either in the raw state or after polishing.”
“A great variety of low-priced articles, such as
penholders, frames, purses, and phonograph disks, are made
of galalith.”
Page 563: Casein is extracted for the manufacture
of galalith in three important factories situated at
Levallois-Perret, near Paris (Zirn process); near Hamburg,
Germany; and at Vienna, Austria (process of the Vereinigte
Gummiwarenfabrik). Factories are increasing in number day
by day by reason of the great success of the first enterprises
and the numerous markets open to this substance. In 1910
about 200,000 kilos (440,000 pounds) of casein were
transformed into galalith at Surgere,...”
“Use of Casein in Food Products: The cheeses known
in the southwest of France as caillebottes are nothing
but coagulated casein. As they have a tendency to rapid
fermentation, they must be consumed within 48 hours of
their manufacture.
“A Chinese factory recently set up [by Li Yu-ying] in
Colombes, near Paris, makes caseo-sojaine and other food
products containing vegetable casein extracted from the soya
bean.
“Casein is the most easily assimilable of all proteides.
It can therefore be used for increasing, in the desired
proportion, the nutritive value of food poor in albuminoid
matter...”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2017) with the term “industrial uses” in the title.
Address: St. Etienne, France.
3672. Piper, C.V. 1913. Re: Mr. N.L. Willet wants to buy
soy bean seeds. Letter (memorandum) to W.J. Morse, [BPI,
USDA], Oct. 31. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Mr. N.L. Willet has written
in, asking if we can give him names of parties who have
seeds of any of the new varieties of soy beans for sale. Will
you kindly write him directly, giving him all the information
that you may have on this subject, so long as it does not
conflict with our getting the supplies that we may want.
Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
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92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist in Charge
[Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
3673. J. of Agricultural Research (USDA). 1913--. Serial/
periodical. Washington, DC: USDA. Vol. 1, no. 1. Oct. 1913.
• Summary: This serial publication is for “strictly scientific
papers” (Baker 1963, p. 71). On page 1 of Vol. 1, No. 1
the publisher is given as “Department of Agriculture.”
However the HathiTrust record says: “Issued in cooperation
with: Association of American Agricultural Colleges and
Experiment Stations, Oct. 1914-Jan. 2, 1920; Association
of Land-Grant Colleges, Jan. 13, 1920-July 15, 1927;
Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, July
30, 1927-June 15, 1949.” All of the issues in HathiTrust are
in the public domain. All authors are from either the USDA
or an agricultural college or experiment station.
3674. Jenkins, E.H. 1913. Soy beans. Connecticut
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 179. 13 p. Oct.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soy bean plant.
Composition of the crop (green forage, soy bean seed vs.
cotton seed meal and linseed meal (O.P. [Old Process]); a
table (p. 5) compares composition and digestibility of soy
beans with that of five other crops). Yield (reported in New
Jersey, Delaware, and Massachusetts). Possible uses in
Connecticut: Catch crop, silage, hay, green manure, for seed.
Varieties: Medium Green, Medium Yellow, Early White, Ito
San, Wilson. As to planting: Inoculation, rate of seeding,
fertilizers. Our own experience.
“This bulletin gives some facts about the crop and the
uses which farmers may make of it, in the belief that it has
a place among paying crops and should at least be tested
carefully in Connecticut.”
“Our own experience: Many years ago we planted soy
beans, on very light, sandy soil of the Montowese plain, with
a moderate amount of phosphate and potash and without
inoculation. The beans grew about a foot high and were a
failure. The next year on the same land they grew waist high
and were very thrifty. No record of yields was kept. In 1910
and 1911 they were grown on the Centerville farm in plots
severally inoculated with various commercial inoculating
cultures, none of which proved very effective, but the second
year’s crop was larger than the first’s, indicating a natural
inoculation of the land. The variety was an early one yielding
1,254 pounds of well dried seed, about 20.9 bushels per
acre and 1,339 pounds of straw, or 64 pounds of straw to the
bushel of grain. The analyses are given on p. 12. In 1912 soy
beans were grown as a cover crop on the Mt. Carmel orchard
(trees set two years). They were planted late, July 20th, and
made unsatisfactory growth. In 1913 the Hollybrook soy
bean was drilled in rows 26 inches apart on June 12th, where
soys had grown the year before.”

A table (p. 13) shows the composition of three soybean
varieties grown at the station in 1913: “304,” Kentucky,
and Hollybrook. The first two were received from L.P.
Nemzek of Gibbsboro, New Jersey. “304” is said to be Ito
San previously grown in Kansas. “Kentucky” is a variety
imported from Manchuria and successfully grown in
Kentucky in 1912.
Photos show: A man standing in a cover crop of soy
beans about 40 inches high (p. 8). Large, abundant nodules
containing nitrogen-gathering bacteria on the roots of a soy
bean plant (p. 10). A man standing in a cover crop of soy
beans next to a crop of buckwheat (p. 11).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Kentucky.
Note 2. This is the earliest agricultural experiment
station publication seen (May 1996) that uses the word
“soys” to refer to soy beans (p. 10-11). Address: PhD,
Director of the Station and Treasurer, Board of Control, New
Haven, Connecticut.
3675. Kentucky: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1913.
• Summary: Sources: Jenkins, E.H. 1913. “Soy beans.”
Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 179. 13 p.
Oct. See p. 12-13. A variety named “Kentucky,” received
from L.P. Nemzek of Gibbsboro, New Jersey, was grown for
seed. “Kentucky” is a variety imported from Manchuria and
successfully grown in Kentucky in 1912.
Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. “Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries.” International Institute of Agriculture (Rome)
Monthly Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture
27(4):117T-49T. April. See p. 137T. “Seed coat slightly
glossy; hilum pale brown.” Address: USA.
3676. M.L. 1913. Synthetic milk production from soya beans
in Liverpool. Chemical World (London) 2(10):332-33. Oct.
• Summary: “A factory for the making of synthetic milk
from soya beans and other ingredients is shortly to be
established at Liverpool... The company projecting to
establish a factory in Liverpool is the ‘Synthetic Milk
Syndicate, Ltd.’ in London, and they will work according
to Dr. Fritz Goessel’s process (of Stockheim, Essen,
Germany).” A detailed description of the process and exact
formula are given. “The ‘milk’ can be manufactured at a cost
which will admit of its being sold to dealers at 2d. per quart.
Note: The article immediately after this one is titled
“Contaminated Milk: Condition of the London Supply.”
Tests showed extensive bacteriological contamination in
cow’s milk.
3677. M.L. 1913. The progress of the margarine industry.
Chemical World (London) 2:332-33. Oct. [1 ref]
• Summary: The “Annual of the Dairy Products Trade”
contains an interesting article on the margarine industry.
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“It appears that the butter trade has good reason to fear
the growing competition of margarine or artificial butter,
on account of the improvement which the quality of the
latter has shown in recent years. The time has passed when
margarine was a mixture of animal fats, such as oleo,
stearine, beef tallow and others. To-day there are three
different kinds: oleo-margarine made from animal fats,
vegetable margarine made from nuts, mostly cocoanuts, and
a margarine made from a mixture of the two varieties.”
“On the chemico-physical side the process of hardening
liquid oils by means of hydrogen has been applied to
cottonseed, soya beans, sunflower, etc. and has already
proved as successful as with oils used in the manufacture of
soap.”
3678. Mooers, Charles A. 1913. The rational improvement
of Cumberland Plateau soils: Conclusions from six years
of field experiments with various farm crops. Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 101. p. 99-138.
Oct. See p. 106-07, 109, 112-113.
• Summary: The Preface begins: “The Cumberland Plateau
has a an area in Tennessee of about 5000 square miles. The
average elevation is in the neighborhood of 1800 feet, or
nearly 1000 feet above either the East Tennessee Valley on
the east or the Highland Rim on the west. This section is
practically undeveloped from an agricultural point of view,
and lands are very cheap–$2.00 to $10.00 per acre.”
The section titled “Cowpeas and soy beans” (p. 12930) begins: “Both cowpeas and soy beans are adapted to the
Plateau and should be grown extensively.”
Two photos (p. 107) show soy-bean hay after fertilizer
experiments on the Lemmert Farm in Cumberland County.
(1) The pile grown with phosphate and potash is much larger;
it yielded 1.16 tons/acre of hay. The pile grown without
fertilizer potash is small; it yielded only 0.46 tons/acre of
hay. The pile grown with phosphate, potash and lime is even
larger; it yielded 1.72 tons/acre of hay. The pile grown with
lime alone is small; it yielded only 0.66 tons/acre of hay.
Page 109 discusses legumes (including soy beans) as a
source of nitrogen, and the importance of soil inoculation.
Page 112 states that soy beans could be used in the second
year of a 5-year rotation as an alternative to cowpeas.
A photo (p. 138) shows a farmer holding a bunch of
soy beans in a field. The caption: “Soy-bean hay grown
on ‘natural meadow.’ A rich-looking but sour soil, on
which most crops fail.” Address: Chemist and Agronomist,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
3679. Nishiyori, Rohuhachi. 1913. Daizu-yu sekken-gyô
chôsa-sho [Soybean oil soap industry research paper].
Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K., Chuo Shikenjo Hokoku (South
Manchuria Railway Co., Central Research Institute, Report)
No. 1. p. 445-85. Oct. [5 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. Soap industry in Japan and

China. 2. Soap industry in Europe and the United States. 3.
Future demand for soap in Asia. 4. Future of the Japanese
soap industry. 5. Dairen [Dalian] as the place of soap
manufacturing for the Chinese market (Main chapter). 6.
Soap manufacturing method. 7. Criticism of fatty acid soap.
8. Hydrolysis method. 9. Prices of soy oil fatty acids and
glycerin.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
concerning industrial uses of fatty acids from soybean oil.
Address: Rigaku-shi, Manchuria.
3680. Okada, Teppei. 1913. Daizu-yu no seibun ni tsuite
[Components of soybean oil]. Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K.,
Chuo Shikenjo Hokoku (South Manchuria Railway Co.,
Central Research Institute, Report) No. 2. p. 57-65. Oct. [2
ref. Jap]
Address: Manchuria.
3681. Skinner, John H.; King, Franklin G. 1913. Steer
feeding. IX. Winter steer feeding, 1912-13. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 167. 41 p. Oct.
See p. 4, 26-32.
• Summary: Part IV is titled “Soy bean meal vs. cottonseed
meal for fattening steers. This “soy bean meal” (containing
18.41% fat) is actually ground soybeans. A table (p. 27)
shows the composition of soy bean meal and cottonseed
meal. Summary (p. 4): “The substitution of soy bean meal
for cottonseed meal in a ration of shelled corn, cottonseed
meal oat straw, and corn silage, reduced the quantity of feed
eaten and gains made by the cattle.
“Cattle fed soy bean meal produced gains for $7.89 per
hundred pounds as compared with $7.74 per hundred pounds
by cattle fed cottonseed meal.
“Cattle fed soy bean meal were valued at 15 cents per
hundred pounds less at end of trial than cattle fed cottonseed
meal.
“The profit including pork from cattle fed soy bean meal
was $15.81 per head as compared with $19.05 per head from
cattle fed cottonseed meal.
“Soy bean meal acted as a laxative with full-fed cattle.”
Address: 1. B.S., Chief in Animal Husbandry; 2. B.S.,
Associate in Animal Husbandry.
3682. Wheeler, G.C.; Wright, Turner R.H. 1913. Hog
feeding. Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 192. p. 351-427. Oct. See p. 353-55, 358-68.
• Summary: This bulletin describes eight experiments. “Soy
bean meal” (which is actually ground soybeans containing
17.2% fat–see p. 360) is used in two of the eight (Nos. I and
III), which “compared corn meal and kafir meal for fattening
hogs, both being supplemented with soy bean meal” (p. 355).
One table (p. 360) shows the average composition of the ten
feeding stuffs. Another (p. 361) shows the prices of 17 feeds;
soy bean meal is relatively inexpensive ($1.70 per cwt. vs.
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$0.95 for corn meal, kafir meal, milo meal, and sorghum
seed meal). A small section titled “Soy bean meal” (p. 363)
states: “Previous experimental work with soy beans has
shown them to have great value in supplementing corn and
kafir for profitable pork production.”
Experiment I, titled “A comparison of tankage and soy
bean meal as a supplement to corn for fattening hogs” (p.
364-66) states: “Previous tests having demonstrated the
great value of soy beans in balancing corn and kafir rations,
a lot was introduced using soy bean meal as a supplement
to corn.” One part by weight of soy bean meal was fed with
4 parts by weight of kafir meal or corn meal. The results
showed (p. 366): “The ration of corn and soy bean meal was
not so efficient as the ration of corn meal and tankage, but far
superior to corn meal alone.”
In Experiment III, titled “A comparison of sorghumseed meal, kafir meal and corn meal for fattening hogs” (p.
367-68), 1 part by weight of soy bean meal was fed with 4
parts of sorghum seed meal, kaffir meal, or corn meal. The
experiment was discontinued because the hogs would not eat
much sorghum seed ration–even when it was “supplemented
with the rich and palatable soy bean meal.” The limited
results showed a combination of kaffir meal and soy bean
meal to be the most efficient ration for producing weight
gain. Address: 1. Asst. Animal Husbandman; 2. Asst. in
Aninal Husbandry. Both: Manhattan, Kansas.
3683. Woodhouse, E.J. 1913. Notes: A promising variety of
soy beans. Agricultural J. of India (Calcutta) 8(4):391-93.
Oct.
• Summary: It now appears “that the Nepali variety is likely
to prove a paying crop for cultivation in the Himalayas at an
elevation of four to five thousand feet.
“The [brown] Nepali variety was first tested on the
Kalimpong farm [located in the far northeast corner of India,
in West Bengal, near the southern border of Sikkim] where
it yielded at the rate of nearly 1 ton (26½ mds.) [1 maund =
82.28 pounds or 37.32 kg] of seed per acre in 1911. In 1912
its yield is given by the Superintendent of the Farm, Mr. J.
Wilson, as 1,170 lbs. (14¼ mds.), and this will probably
prove to be more nearly its average yield...
“As regards the value of the crop for export, it must be
remembered that the value of Soy Beans for commercial
purposes depends on the seeds being large and of a pale
colour and possessing a low moisture and a high oil content.
South Russia has supplied the best beans ever put on the
English market.” They contain 18.95% oil and 6.09%
nitrogen. 100 seeds weigh 21.5 gm and they are pale yellow
in colour. The Nepali is distinctly larger than the Russian
beans but has a very slightly lower oil content (18.5%).
“The only real disadvantage possessed by the Nepali seed
is its brown colour, which is likely to injure the colour of
the meal made from it.” The author argues that India should
start commercial soybean production to supply the English

market. Address: India.
3684. Forbes, E.B. 1913. A metabolism experiment with
swine (Abstract). Science 38(984):678-79. Nov. 7.
• Summary: “Neither cereals nor soy beans furnish the
calcium requisite for growth.” “Soy beans, meat meal and
skim milk increase the digestibility of the carbohydrates of
the corn with which they are fed.” Address: Wooster, Ohio.
3685. Morse, W.J. 1913. Re: Recipe for making muffins with
soy flour. Letter to Mr. J.C. Beavers, Associate in Soils and
Crop Extension, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, Nov.
13. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “During my visit at your station in September,
you advised me that you were very much interested in the
food value of the soy bean. At that time I promised to send
you a recipe for making muffins from soy bean flour. I am
taking pleasure in enclosing this recipe.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#3.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Scientific Asst., Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC.
3686. Reynolds, Lily. 1913. From either side (Letter to the
editor). Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Nov. 14. p. 4.
• Summary: “Little Mary,” an artist’s civilized Jersey cow,
is happy to be milked from either side as long as the milkers
“see to it that she is supplied with some such Georgia
products or [as] peavine, soybean hay or cottonseed hulls and
meal,...” Address: Lithia Springs, Georgia.
3687. Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik [BASF AG]. 1913.
Verfahren zur Hydrogenisation oder Dehydrogenisation von
Kohlenstoffverbindungen [Process for the hydrogenization
or dehydrogenisation of carbon compounds]. German Patent
362,143. Nov. 16. 2 p. Issued 23 Oct. 1922. This is an
addition to German Patent 307580. [Ger]
• Summary: Note: Soy is mentioned only once in this
patent. Example 2 describes the hydrogenation of soybean
oil (Sojabohnenöl). Address: Ludwigshafen am Rhine
[Germany].
3688. Thompson, Erwin. 1913. Soya beans in South
Africa. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
16(273):955. Nov. 21.
• Summary: “A large firm of English soap makers [probably
Lever Brothers] is distributing soya-bean seed in South
Africa, with literature relating to its cultivation. The
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Government experimental farms in South Africa are taking
much interest in the subject, having already tested over 80
varieties, some of them yielding as much as 2,000 pounds of
beans and 12 to 13 tons of green fodder to the acre. The right
kind of harvesting machinery is not yet available,...
“Beans grown in South Africa yield 20 to 22 per cent
of oil, as against 15 to 16.5 per cent for the same varieties
grown in Manchuria. Altitude seems to affect the yield of the
oil, as shown by the following statistics: Beans grown at an
altitude of 3,354 feet yield 20.65 per cent; at 500 feet, 21.36
per cent; and at 49 feet, 22.19 per cent.
The cost of transporting soya beans from South Africa
to England is $8.27 less per long ton than from Manchuria to
England. Address: Commercial Agent.
3689. Thompson, Erwin W. 1913. Growing soya beans in
Germany. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
16(273):955. Nov. 21.
• Summary: “A writer for the German trade papers points
out that Germany is almost entirely dependent upon foreign
lands for edible oils and for oil cake and meal; in case of
war, especially if there were a blockade, there would be a
serious crisis in this important source of food supply. The
native crops of oil seeds, such as sunflower and rape, have
dwindled to a position of small relative importance, though
the oil mills have increased in number and capacity. It is of
course impossible to grow such tropical products as copra,
peanuts, and sesame, but there is one great crop that can
most likely be grown to great advantage, namely, soya beans.
These grow freely in China [incl. Manchuria] and Mongolia,
where, except for some hotter summer months, the climate is
similar to that of Germany.
“In 1912 Germany imported 1,443,447 metric tons of
oilseeds, valued at $108,877,000, as against 998,364 tons
in 1908, valued at $58,953,000. Notwithstanding the great
increase in the imports of seeds, the imports of oil and cake
also continue to increase. The imports of edible oil increased
from 415,000 barrels in 1908 to 450,000 barrels in 1912,
and the imports of cake and meal increased from 713,933
metric tons in 1910 to 794,1900 tons in 1912.” Address:
Commercial agent, USA.
3690. Myers, Myrl S. 1913. Statistical review of Manchuria’s
commerce. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
16(276):1013-15. Nov. 25.
• Summary: “The principal rivers of Manchuria are the Liao
and Yalu in the south and the Sungari, Amur, and Ussuri
in the north. These streams are navigable for considerable
distances, and no small part of the commerce of this region is
transported over them, but the Manchurian railways are more
important avenues of trade.
“Of these railways, there is but one line in the north,

which forms a link in the Russian trans-Siberian system.
It enters Manchuria from the west at Manchouli and going
in a southeasterly direction leaves Manchuria at Suifenho
[Suifenhe], whence it reaches the coast at Vladivostok.”
The section titled “High exchange affects bean
shipments” (p. 1013-14) states: “The decrease to be noted
in Manchuria’s exports of beans and bean products in 1912
was not due to a shortage in the crop but to the high silver
exchange, which affected adversely all exports to foreign
countries, and to low European quotations on such oils as
cottonseed and linseed.”
China has two types of customs offices: Maritime
Customs (for overseas exports / trade) and Native Customs
(for within China, among provinces, by sea). A table shows
China’s chief exports for both types in 1911 and 1912.
Maritime customs: Beancake–897,511 tons in 1917; 711,147
tons in 1912. Bean oil–48,793 tons in 1917; 47,394 tons
in 1912. Native customs: Beancake–897,511 tons in 1917;
711,147 tons in 1912. Bean oil–48,793 tons in 1917; 47,394
tons in 1912. [Soy] beans–19,821 tons in 1917; 17,909 tons
in 1912. Bean oil–17,200 tons in 1917; 14,309 tons in 1912.
Address: Vice Consul General, Mukden, China.
3691. W. 1913. Die Sojabohne und ihre Verwendung in der
Naehrmittelbranche [The soybean and its use in food-service
departments]. Konserven-Zeitung 14(48):377-78. Nov. 28. [4
ref. Ger]
• Summary: A brief account of the history, nutritive value,
and utilization of the soy bean. One of the earliest food uses
of soybeans in the West was in the use of Japanese soy sauce
in Worcestershire sauce, in England. The soybean was also
used secretively, unbeknownst to food chemists and experts,
as a popular coffee substitute until it was exposed in 1912 in
Weller-Darmstadt (see Chemiker-Zeitung). This substitute,
made from roasted soybeans, was used to extend coffee at
levels of up to 33%. It was shown that this soy-extended
coffee was much richer in nutrients than real coffee.
In Paris, France, Bergey roasted soybeans and added
molasses or grape sugar to make a coffee substitute, or he
added vanilla, sugar, and cocoa-butter (the fat in butter) to
make a chocolate substitute.
“As far as we know from the literature, the soybean has
been used heretofore, with the exception of Worcestershire
sauce and other sauces and soup seasonings, only as coffee
or chocolate substitutes. However the real superiority of this
plant lies in its high nutritional value and therefore it should
be used directly as a food, as it is in the countries of its
origin.” Address: Germany.
3692. San Francisco Chronicle. 1913. Harbor news. Nov. 29.
p. 16.
• Summary: The British steamer Nile, Captain George
S. Lapraik, of the Pacific Mail Company’s intermediate
services, arrived in the port of San Francisco yesterday.
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“Principal items in the Nile’s manifest were 6,148 mats
of rice, 1,802 bales of raw silk, 1,476 rolls of matting, 124
bales of jute, 3,000 tubs of shoyu, 200 bags of sugar, 361
chests of tea, 400 bales of hemp.” And there were 239 bags
of mail.
3693. Carbonnières, Carles de. 1913. Séance du 11 Octobre
1913 [Meeting of 11 Oct. 1913]. Bulletin Mensuel du Comice
Agricole de Castres No. 11. p. 161-64. Nov. See p. 162-63.
[Fre]
• Summary: Page 162: In recent years, he [Carles de
Carbonnières] has tried / tested seeds from the United States.
Page 163 (2nd paragraph from bottom): Mr. Carles
recommends the soybean (le Soja hispida) as a green forage
crop, to be consumed or turned under (buried) as green
manure. The plants attain / grow to a height of 70-80 cm. and
produce an enormous mass of green matter. This plant has
the highest content of nitrogen plus oil of any in existence.
In the United States it us very widely used, while the pods
are still tender, for being made into silage with maize, whose
nutritional value it thereby strengthens / increases.
Note 1. Léon Rouest in his 1921 book Le Soja et Son
Lait Végétal: Applications Agricoles et Industrielles (p. 57)
pays tribute to Carles whom he describes as a farmer highly
skilled cultivating in soybeans (“M. Carles de Carbonnières,
un cultivateur de Soja émérite”).
Note 2. Castres is located in south-central France in the
Tarn department and Midi-Pyrénées region–on the Agout
river. Hervé Berbilles of France (who sent this document)
notes (18 Feb. 2012): Carbonnières, who was living in the
département of Tarn at this time, seems to have succeeded in
acclimatizing soybeans, at least some of which came from
the United States–not only for forage / grazing (the typical
use in the USA in the early 20th century). He later gave some
acclimatized soybean seeds to Rouest in Villardonnel in the
département de l’Aude, next to the Tarn.
In addition, “in 1918 Mr. Rouest (while director of the
Experimental Farm for New Crops) received some soybean
samples from the United States via Messrs. Brioux and
Semichon. He cultivated these, isolated mutations, created
hybrids, and tested some new varieties that had already been
cultivated by M. Carles de Carbonnières in Tarn” (Rouest
1921, p. 24).
For this reason, Carbonnières played an important
role in soybean history in France even if his work was on a
much smaller scale and probably without the same strong
agronomic methodology than that of Rouest.
3694. Darner, Ralph W. 1913. Detection of the adulteration
of linseed oil. North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station,
Special Bulletin, Food Department 2(21):369-70. Nov. [1
ref]
• Summary: No. 2 linseed oil has an iodine number (Wijs)
of 187 and Soya Bean oil (a semi-drying oil used very little

in the United States) has an “iodine value” of 132. When
No. 2 linseed oil was adulterated with Soya Bean oil, a table
shows that the iodine number of the mixture was decreased
as follows depending on the amount of Soya Bean oil used:
5% Soya Bean Oil decreases the iodine No. to 186. 10%
decreases it to 183. 20% decreases it to 179.
The writer concludes: “From these results it would seem
that this method could not be used with certainty for the
detection of the adulteration of linseed oil by semi-drying
oils of high iodine number.” Address: [A.M., Asst. Chemist
(Oils and Varnishes), North Dakota Agric. Exp. Station].
3695. Keimatsu, Katsuzaemon. 1913. Daizu-yu no seibun ni
tsuite [Components of soybean oil]. Minami Manshu Tetsudo
K.K., Chuo Shikenjo Hokoku (South Manchuria Railway Co.,
Central Research Institute, Report) No. 1. p. 67-77. Nov. [8
ref. Jap]
Address: Manchuria.
3696. Weekly Commercial Appeal (Memphis, Tennessee).
1913. U.S. Department of Agriculture: Organized in 1847,
when Congress appropriated $1,000 for distribution of seeds
and plants–Has grown steadily and now spends $25,000,000
annually. Able and practical men at its head. Dec. 2. p. 7.
• Summary: At the center of this article are individual
portrait photos of 13 men who are at the head of the USDA.
These include (from upper left to lower right): Beverly
T. Galloway (Asst. Secretary of Agriculture), William A.
Taylor (Chief, Bureau of Plant Industry), David Fairchild
(Agricultural Explorer in Charge of Foreign Seed and
Plant Introduction), A.C. True (Director of Agricultural
Experiment Stations), Bradford Knapp (Head of Farmers’
Co-operative and Demonstration Work), David Franklin
Houston (Secretary of Agriculture), C.V. Piper (In Charge
of Forage Crop Investigation). William J. Spillman.
Accompanying each photo is a description of the office, the
man himself, and his work and philosophy.
“The work of Mr. Taylor is ably seconded by that of
Mr. Fairchild, who is searching the whole world for plants
which may be of value to American farmers. In this work,
he has been around the world three times, has faced fever
and famine and discomfort in every form and has brought us
not hundreds, but thousands, of new plants, many of which
are now adding greatly to our comforts and profits. He has
brought us new cow peas and soys from Japan, plums from
Siberia and semi-tropical fruits from all parts of the world.
During the last 19 years more than 35,000 varieties of seeds
and plants have been collected by the department, and the
larger part of this has been done by Mr. Fairchild.”
3697. Kafemann, R. 1913. Aguman. Ein neues Naehrmehl
aus der Sojabohne [Aguman. A new nutritious flour from the
soybean]. Umschau (Die) 17(50):1041-43. Dec. 6. [Ger]
• Summary: The matter of the feeding of the people is
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without a doubt one of the most important, and in times of
chronic price increases like those of today, it is a burning
one. According to the calculations of the Imperial Health
Department (Kaiserliches Gesundheitsamt), the minimum
requirement of pure meat for a healthy person amounts
to 150 g per day = 55 kg per year. If this figure were
correct, though, then according to Mueller (meat imports
(Fleischeinfuhr)), in consideration of the low protein content
of pork (16.4%) 62.3 kg would be necessary. But then from
the livestock count of December 2, 1912, two million head
resulted for all of Prussia, and thus a lower stock of hogs.
From where, then, will the necessary quantities of animal
protein be obtained?
If the question of the protein requirement of people
is touched upon, then we immediately run into total chaos
with regard to opinions, errors, prejudices, and teaching.
For example: How large really is the protein requirement
for people in general and in particular, that is, under various
conditions of existence? Is animal protein to be preferred
over plant protein? Are protein preparations necessary at all?
And so on. I would only like to express my own personal
conviction here to the extent that all of the judgments that
have been made in these questions in no way possess the
value of a final and valid decision, but rather can only be
regarded as relative judgments that are to be revised in the
future. The position of science has, to a certain extent, been
hesitant. Standing in a peculiar contrast to this, though, is
the waste on the part of the public which is carried out with
certain ridiculously overvalued protein preparations. This is
definitely senseless in economic terms. These preparations
have been trustingly accepted by doctors and recommended
to the public on the basis of brochures that are included
with all possible subjects of use. These brochures indulge
in platitudes behind which errors lurk. But the unthinking
public has taken hold of this means without shying away
from the inconsistencies of its ideas and actions. Doctors
might in fact be apathetic to the perspective of this process–
the wasting of numerous millions–if the matter did not
have its very serious side. The regulation of nutrition is a
difficult task of doctors’ care and may not be left up to the
capricious interpretation or miscomprehension by the public
at the hand of industrial brochures and commentaries. It was
no small service done by the director of the Experimental
and Instructional Institute of Dairy Science (Direktor der
Versuchs- und Lehranstalt für Molkereiwesen) in Königsberg
(today’s Kaliningrad, Russia), Prof. Hittcher, to have made
reference to these social evils in a lecture that he recently
gave. In that lecture, he represented that the public really
has no idea at all that the ‘famous’ Sanatogen, Nutrose, and
others are produced from nonfat milk which is repeatedly
still so greatly scorned (and unbelievably cheap), and that
the public is overpaying by twentyfold for the nutritional
value of these preparations. These preparations include,
for example, Nutrose (15 German marks per kilo);

Eulaktol–an artificial milk powder–(15 marks); Eukasin–an
ammonium salt (Ammoniaksalz) of casein–(10 marks);
Sanatogen–a mixture of glycerophosphoric acid sodium
(glyzerinphosphorsaures Natrium) with casein–(26 marks);
Sanose–a mechanical mixture of one part powdered
albuminose with four parts casein–(27 marks), and so on.
If in the casein of nonfat milk, nature accordingly
offers us an astonishingly cheap protein product that makes
the abnormally expensive artificial preparations seem
superfluous, then the question would in fact still need to be
tested as to whether an even more economical product were
not available in the plant kingdom. It goes without saying
that treating them as equals from the very beginning would
have to be avoided in the event that science could provide the
proof that the human body would not get by as well with the
plant protein which contains the building blocks in different
proportions of quantities than the animal protein does. But
according to clinical observations, that is in no way the case.
A thoroughly astonishingly economical protein preparation
of that sort has recently been brought to the market by the
Aguma Factory (Agumawerke) in their flour which they have
called “Aguman”. It is produced from the soybean with tasty
and multifaceted use. Without a doubt, the management of
this company has done a great service by making available
a preparation of that kind in the name of public nutrition
(Volksernährung). Grown in enormous quantities in all
of East Asia, Hungary, and Southern Russia and of a rare
undemanding nature with respect to care during cultivation
and tolerance against climatic influences, in those lands
the soybean has been one of the most important foods for
humans and animals since ancient times. For years now, this
bean has been exploited industrially by the Thörl oil factories
(Thörlsche Ölfabriken) [translator’s note: the Friedrich
Thörl Vereinigte Harburger Oelfabriken AG [the Friedrich
Thörl United Harburg Oil Factories Inc.] in a suburb of
Hamburg]. There were great difficulties to overcome. First of
all, those substances had to be removed from the bean which
make a use for human nutrition impossible, for example,
bitter compounds, sugar-forming substances, abundant
quantities of fat, and so forth. In the end, though, as the fruit
of calculating cleverness, comprehensive insight, and iron
persistence, the flour made its appearance in its complete
form. The content of nitrogenous extract substances is
enormous with respect to the species of grain (43.28 to 44.75
[percent?] in comparison to 9.38 [percent] in rye and 3.81
[percent] in the finest rye flour). The content of valuable
minerals is likewise surprisingly higher (4.7 [percent] in the
Russian bean in comparison to 2.24 [percent] with rye), and
likewise with lecithin (1.64 [percent] against 0.47 [percent]
with rye), as well as with calcium and magnesia. On the
other hand, it is extremely low in carbohydrates.
“Aguman represents a powder which is easily soluble
in water and tastes very good and which possesses unlimited
possibilities for use in that it can be used for public nutrition
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both in its pure state in water, cocoa, milk, wine, etc.,
and when used in the form of bread, biscuits, zwieback,
and when processed into all sorts of fine tasting cakes,
as a flour in soups, and in combination with cacao. The
extraordinarily economical price of the preparation makes
it appear to be especially suitable to be used for purposes of
catering in state and community institutions, in particular
in prisons and poor houses, and furthermore in hospitals
and sanitoriums, and finally in the army and the navy and
with military expeditions and maneuvers. An army that
is equipped with bread or biscuits that are produced with
soybean flour (Sojamehl) would have to develop a greater
force of resistance in the field than one that was operating
only with the army bread composed of fiber-rich rye flour.
In medicine, as well, the possibilities for use are extremely
large. Yet I have to limit myself here to the listing of the
most important areas of illness. These would be: diabetes and
gout, the various forms of chloroses (Chlorosen) and anemia,
and furthermore cachetic (kachektisch) conditions of old
age, gastrointestinal illnesses in adults as well as in infants,
tuberculosis, numerous glandular illnesses with internal
secretions, and finally the enormous group of debilitating
dietary diseases (Nährschädenerkrankungen) (rickets, scurvy
[Barlow’s disease (Barlowsche Krankheit)], beri beri, scurvy
(Skorbut), pellagra, etc.) Since the milk production of cows
was found to be substantially increased with soybeans,
a favorable influence can also be hoped for a priori with
nursing mothers.
According to these facts, I would have to consider
Aguman to be an extremely valuable enrichment to our
wealth of foods because of both its properties and its
surprisingly economic price.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Prof., Dr., Germany.
3698. Sly, H.E. 1913. China (Manchuria). Soya bean crop in
North Manchuria. Board of Trade Journal (London) 83:596.
Dec. 11.
• Summary: “The quantity of soya beans available for export
from North Manchuria this season will be approximately
the same as in the 1912-13 season, when the total amount
exported viâ Vladivostok amounted to 297,063 tons, of
which 219,438 tons were exported to Europe, 53,567 tons to
Japan, and 24,013 tons to Dairen. The total exported in 191213 was 56,897 tons less than that of the previous season.”
Address: British Consul, Harbin.
3699. Gardner, Henry A.; Carmick, L.G.; Heckel, J.E. 1913.
The effect of heating upon the chemical constants of oil.
Drugs, Oils and Paints (Philadelphia) 29(7):247. Dec. 13. [1
ref]
• Summary: “The varnish maker will no doubt be interested
in the results obtained in a series of preliminary experiments
designed to determine the changes which occur in the

chemical constants of oils, when they have been raised to
high temperatures.”
Three tables (for tung or Chinese wood oil, soya oil,
and linseed oil) give the acid number, iodine number, and
saponification number of each at six different temperatures.
For soya oil: The acid number decreases from 6.9 in the
raw oil to 5.6 at 500ºF. The free fatty acids were apparently
distilled off as a vapor. The acid number remains about
constant, ranging 132.7 in the raw oil to 133.0 at 500ºF. The
saponification number also remains about constant, ranging
193.4 in the raw oil to 193.4 at 500ºF.
3700. Contant, Philippe-Jules; Perrot, Jean-Baptiste-Félix.
1913. Nouvelle matière plastique, transparente, flexible,
ininflammable, pouvant remplacer le celluloïd, servir
d’apprêts, être filée et tissée [Transparent, flexible, noninflammable plastic material [from soy beans] capable of
replacing celluloid, suitable for finishing, spinning and
weaving]. French Patent 461,007. Dec. 17. 2 p. Application
filed 1 Aug. 1913. First addition 5 Jan. 1914. [Fre]
• Summary: This new product has as its principal constituent
the milk obtained from soybeans (pois de Chine ou graine de
soja hispida). This milk, obtained by the current process, is
used to make tofu (teou-fou).
The milk from the seeds of Soja hispida is treated with
bases, e.g., ammonia, soda or pyridine in the proportion of
5-10 gm per liter; 10-15 gm of a mixture of acetic, lactic,
phosphoric and nitric acids are added at a temperature of
35ºC. The material is then heated to boiling in a solution
of aluminum sulfate and the reaction is allowed to proceed
for 2-8 days. The plastic product obtained is gelatinized by
solvents, such as pyridine, acetic acid and resorcinol and
may be hardened by formaldehyde. Address: 1. Côte-d’Or,
France; 2. Ain, France.
3701. Morse, W.J. 1913. Re: We desire to obtain a supply of
the Tokyo variety of soy beans. Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers,
Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville, TN, Dec. 17. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: We desire to obtain
a supply of the Tokyo variety of soy beans. During my visit
at your station in the fall of 1912, you advised me that one
of your former students was to grow a considerable acreage
of the Tokyo variety the season of 1913. I would appreciate
it very much if you would send me the name of this grower
or any other grower who might happen to have seed of this
variety for sale.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
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Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
3702. Anderson, George E. 1913. Chinese vegetable
oils. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
16(297):1389. Dec. 20.
• Summary: “In spite of may drawbacks there has been a
steady increase in the export of vegetable oils from China
during the last four years. Heretofore the increase has been
largely in soya-bean oil from North China [Manchuria], but
the increase in 1912 was experienced in spite of a serious
falling off of the volume and value of exports of bean oil.
There were increased exports of peanut oil and of wood, teaseed, and other vegetable oils. A table shows the net tonnage
and value of these exports for 1911 and 1912.
“The decrease in the export of bean oil was caused by
the high price of beans in China at a time when oil-bearing
seeds in Europe were unusually plentiful and cheap.”
Address: Consul General, Hongkong.
3703. J. of the New Zealand Department of Agriculture.
1913. Grasses and clovers: Soya beans. 7:681. Dec. 20.
• Summary: Mr. S. Eyre Baxter, Taikawhana writes, “Can
you give any information about Soya beans? Will they grow
here, and can the seed be obtained?”
The Fields and Experimental Farms Division replies,
“Soya beans were grown in various parts of New Zealand
last season, but were not generally successful. It is possible
that the varieties most suitable to the New Zealand climate
were not tried. Small quantities will again be tried this year.
The seed is stocked in small quantities by some seedsmen.”
Address: New Zealand.
3704. Mooers, C.A. 1913. Re: This season was disastrous
so far as corn or soy beans were concerned in this section.
Letter to W.J. Morse, Scientific Assistant, Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
D.C., Dec. 20. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I am very sorry to say that the former
student who was to supply us with Tokio soy beans is unable
to do so. This season was disastrous so far as corn or soy
beans were concerned in this section. The only seed that I
know of in the State will be needed here for use the coming
season.
“Very truly yours, Chemist and Agronomist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.

of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
3705. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1913. Experiment
station issues publications. Dec. 21. p. 4.
• Summary: One of the bulletins is: Jenkins, E.H. 1913.
“Soy beans.” Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No.
179. 13 p. Oct. A brief summary is given.
3706. Goessel, Fritz. 1913. Process of manufacturing
alimentary products from soy-beans. U.S. Patent 1,082,118.
Dec. 23. 2 p. Application filed 7 Nov. 1912.
• Summary: A milk-like food is made from soy-beans by
grinding the beans, mixing with water containing 5% of
sodium hydrogen phosphate or potassium phosphate and
boiling, straining and pressing and adding to the liquor, for
each 10 parts beans used, 2 parts milk sugar, 2 parts coconut,
pistachio nut or sesame oil and 0.1 part sodium chloride or
sodium bicarbonate.
“It is well known that these seeds contain large
proportions of albumin, fat and carbohydrates, and that soybeans are particularly rich in albumin similar to the casein
contained in milk. Soy-beans not only contain casein-like
albumin but also albumin-like compounds of albumin.
These alimentary substances and particularly the albuminous
materials are extracted and utilized for alimentary purposes
by the present process, which provides furthermore means
for improving the taste of the substances produced.”
“Example: About 10 kgs. of finely ground soy-beans
(or pistachio nuts or teel seeds or mixtures of the same)
are mixed with about 100 liters of pure water and a small
quantity (about 5 grams) of phosphate of sodium or
potassium or the like, and heated as quickly as possible to
boiling temperature, and kept just at this temperature for a
short time, whereupon the mixture is suitably strained and
pressed after it has been cooled to a certain extent. I then
dissolve in the liquid about 214 kgs. of milk-sugar or other
suitable carbohydrate, some chlorid of sodium [NaCl = table
salt], and about 60 grams of carbonate of sodium or the like,
whereupon the solution is mixed with about 2 kgs. of sesame
oil or any other suitable fatty or oily food material. The
milky liquor obtained in this way is brought to a volume of
100 liters by the addition of pure water, whereupon suit able
flavoring substances may be added to the same.
“The milky liquid which is obtained may be treated
and used like cow milk or other milk. Milky alimentary
preparations of a nature different from that of cow milk may
be made. If intended for preservation, it may be pasteurized
or sterilized; or it may be condensed or for indefinite
keeping. Cream-like, butter-like, custard-like and cheeselike materials may be obtained from this new product by the
usual methods employed with cow milk.”
Note: Soy is mentioned 15 times in this patent, but
only in the form “soy-beans.” Address: Stockheim, Hesse,
Germany.
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3707. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1913. The Natal
problem. England’s tropical labour. Dec. 25. p. 8.
• Summary: The section titled “Labour distribution” states:
“The increasing demand for vegetable oils and fats may
conceivably place copra, palm oil, the soya bean, and cocoa
in a position of supremacy over rubber and gold and other
minerals.
A table gives the population density of many of Britain’s
tropical colonies, to show the uneven distribution of labour:
Jamaica 200. Trinidad 196. Indian Empire 178. Ceylon
156. Federated Malay States 36. West African colonies 33.
East Africa, Uganda and Nyasaland 24. British Honduras 5.
British Guiana 3. Tropical Australia 1.
3708. Ito, Teiji. 1913. Sho-kôji seizô-chû kôso no kenkyû
[Enzyme production during koji-making for shoyu].
Yakugaku Zasshi (J. of the Pharmaceutical Society of Japan)
No. 382. p. 1237-47. Dec. 26. [Jap]
Address: Hiroshima, Japan.
3709. Pontius, Albert W. 1913. Manchurian soya bean
production. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
16(305):1518. Dec. 31.
• Summary: “Investigations made by the South Manchuria
Railway show the 1913 season crop of soya beans about
Changchun, Kungchuling, Kaiyuan, Taolu, Shanchengtzu
to be of fine quality, this zone having experienced favorable
weather. On the other hand, the belt lying between Liaoyang
and Tashihchiao and along the Mukden-Antung Railway
suffered to a considerable extent from drought.”
“Output of bean cake: The daily combined output of
bean cake at the Dairen mills has heretofore been estimated
at 70,000 pieces. The establishment of four new mills
and the reconstruction of the Santai bean mill [which was
destroyed by fire on 13 Nov. 1912 near the Dairen wharves]
will increase the daily output to 100,000 pieces. During
1912 a total of 10,503,595 pieces of bean cake was produced
at the local mills, and as each piece weighs approximately
62 pounds, the output was in excess of 325,000 short tons.
About 300,000 tons were shipped to Japan, the remainder
finding its way to south China ports. Of the 51 bean mills
now in operation, 6, owned and operated by Japanese,
produce two-thirds of the total output.
“Motive power for mills: Two Japanese and seven
Chinese bean-oil mills at Dairen have recently altered their
motive power from petroleum to steam. Hitherto electricity,
gas, and petroleum were in more popular use than steam,
but a comparative study of the cost of machinery operation
by different kinds of motive power, instituted within the
past year, showed that for each 62-pound piece of bean
cake manufactured, the net cost of electricity and gas was”
highest (7 mills U.S. currency) and steam was the least

expensive (2½ mills). “As the use of power other than
steam necessitates the installation of special equipment for
steaming beans, this feature gives steam a decided advantage
over other kinds of motive power.” Address: Consul, Dalny,
Japanese Leased Territory.
3710. Caldwell, R.E. 1913. The value of soybean and alfalfa
hay in milk production. Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 267. p. 125-45. Dec.
• Summary: This bulletin gives the results of two
experiments whose purpose is to discover whether homegrown feeds may be used to produce dairy products,
inasmuch as the cost of nitrogenous concentrates is almost
too high for some dairymen. In the first experiment, soybean
hay and soybean hay refuse are compared with bran and
cotton-seed meal as a source of protein.
Tables III and IV give the composition of the 8 or 9
feeds–including the two types of soybean hay–used in the
1908 and 1909 tests. Another table (p. 128) gives the price
of each feed; cotton-seed meal (the most expensive) was
$30.00 per tons whereas soybean hay was only $8.00 per ton.
Table V (p. 128-29) gives the amount of each type of feed
consumed by each cow during the 60 days test in 1908. Table
VI (p. 129) gives the average daily nutrients consumed by
each cow.
“Conclusions: The above considerations show that
alfalfa as well as soybeans can replace much of the high
priced protein concentrates.” Home-grown feeds can often
save farmers money. “The most economical way to hand
the soybean plant is to many an unsettled question... The
practice of putting soybeans into the silo with corn silage is
growing in some places, though it makes a strongly flavored
silage... However, the use of the soybean in the form of hay
is altogether practical and is preferred by some.”
Note 1. Each cow has its own name, such as Topsy May
and Bessie Nervilette.
Note 2. This is the 4th earliest experiment station
publication seen (Oct. 2016) with the word “soybean” or
“soybeans” in the title. The last 3 such publications were also
from Ohio. Address: [Dairying] Resigned 5 Oct. 1911.
3711. Cooper, Lenna Frances. 1913. The new cookery:
A book of recipes, most of which are in use at the Battle
Creek Sanitarium. Battle Creek, Michigan: The Good Health
Publishing Co. [v] + 298 p. Illust. (10 photos). Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: This vegetarian cookbook (with strong
Seventh-day Adventist influence), the first book by Lenna
F. Cooper, advocates a “low-protein” diet based on the
research of Prof. R.H. Chittenden, dean of physiology, Yale
University [New Haven, Connecticut]. It uses dairy products
and eggs, but no meat, poultry, fish, shellfish or stimulants
(such as coffee or tea).
The Foreword states: “Many ‘food reformers’ and
faddists have attempted to prepare wholesome foods but
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have neglected the almost equally important requirement–
palatability. This combination of wholesomely prepared
and palatable foods constitutes in a sense a New Cookery...
which has for its object, efficiency of body and mind.”
She thanks “Dr. and Mrs. J.H. Kellogg, who first inspired
her with a love for the study of foods and their scientific
preparation and who have since been constant sources of
help and encouragement.” She also thanks Miss Clara B.
Lambert and Mrs. Estella F. Ritter.
Recipes call for the use of Minute Brew (p. 10), cereal
coffee (p. 10), Kaffir tea (p. 11), Sanitas / Health Koko (p.
11), yogurt buttermilk (p. 11-13), bran (p. 18), Graham flour
(p. 20), Good Health Breakfast Food (Brose, p. 20), gluten
(p. 20), granola (p. 22), fermented breads (p. 23+), Graham
bread (p. 26-28), unfermented breads (p. 33+), bran and
Graham biscuit (p. 41), bran gems (p. 43-44), peanut butter
sandwiches (p. 49), Protose (p. 49, 71, 77, 79), cream soups
made with almonds, lentils, white beans, lima beans, or split
peas (p. 63-66), Savora (p. 73-74, 78-79).
Chapter 10, titled “Meat substitutes and entrees,”
begins (p. 81): “In many homes, meat forms the chief
part of the meals,...” but this book calls for a “meatless
dietary,” which requires a “knowledge of the chemistry of

foods.” Recipes (p. 81-103): Roast Protose [canned] with
dressing. Boiled Protose. Protose fillet. Nut fillet (with
Protose and Nuttolene). Fillet of nut meat. Panned Protose.
Nut or Protose cutlets. Braised Protose. Nut and apple pie.
Normandy or mock veal loaf. Chipped Protose in cream.
Nut and rice croquettes. Protose hash with rice and peas.
Nut sausage (p. 87; with ¼ lb Protose, seasoned with “2
tablespoons Japanese soy [sauce] or 4 teaspoons Savora”).
Nut and vegetable stew (with Protose). Protose steak with
onions. Broiled Nuttolene. Nuttolene with mint sauce.
Nuttolene cutlets. Nuttolene a la cream. Baked Nuttolene.
Nuttolene fricassee. Nuttolene croquettes. Nut meat pie (with
Protose). Pressed vegetable meat (with Protose). Rice a la
Carolina (with Protose). Nut meat loaf (with Protose and
Nuttolene). Vegetarian ham (with Nuttolene and Savora). Nut
patties. Nut chops (with peanut butter). Pine nut roast. Peanut
roast (with peanut butter). Walnut roast. Cereal roast (with
granola). Chestnut roast. Creamed chestnuts. Chestnuts with
tomato sauce. Baked beans (with white beans). Baked lima
beans. Lima bean loaf. Bean croquettes. Bean souffle. Savory
roast or mock turkey (with lentils and granola). Peas patties.
Baked lentils. Lentil and potato loaf. Hominy croquettes.
Corn roast. Apple fritters. Prune fritters. Banana fritters. Rice
patties.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
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seen (Oct. 2014) concerning meat alternatives that contains
the term “Vegetarian ham.” Yet this recipe title (p. 93) is the
only place the word “vegetarian” appears in the entire book
(not including the two index entries for “Ham, Vegetarian”
and “Vegetarian Ham”).
Chapter titles: 12 Eggs. 15. Salads and relishes (incl.
Neufchatel or yogurt cheese, p. 168, 176. Salad dressings,
p. 172+). 17. Fruits and fruit desserts (incl. Baked apples
with Meltose dressing, p. 186. Vegetable gelatine desserts,
p. 195+). 19. Frozen desserts (incl. Yogurt buttermilk ice
cream, p. 215). 20. Pastry and pies (most desserts call for lots
of white or granulated sugar). 21. Cakes. 22. Cake fillings
and icings [icing, frosting]. 23. Hot puddings. 24. Sauces for
puddings. 25. Canning and preserving. 26. Invalid dishes. 27.
Balanced menus (breakfast, dinner, supper). Lenna F. Cooper
was born in 1875.
After the Index (p. 288-98) are advertisements:
Perfection Biscuit Co. The Welch Grape Juice Co.
Horlick’s Malted Milk Co. Winorr Canning Co. (Winorr
Kerneled Corn). Acme Preserve Co. (White A Condensed
Tomatoes). Garis-Cochrane Household Dish-Washing
Machine (motorized). Sprague, Warner & Co. (Richlieu
Food Products). A.-B. Stove Co. (gas range). Wagner

Manufacturing Co. (cast aluminum ware). The Kellogg
Food Co. (“Protose: A vegetable meat.” Minute Brew. Colax
{relief from constipation}). McGraw Mfg. Co. (Servette
[Lazy Susan]). Battle Creek Sanitarium School of Home
Economics. National Onion Salt Co. American Thermos
Bottle Co. Seely Fasco Fireless Cooker.
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (Nov. 2016) that contains the term “Home
Economics.” How interesting (and progressive) that Dr.
John H. Kellogg’s Battle Creek Sanitarium had a “School of
Home Economics.”
Note 2. This book was advertised in the Dec. 1913 issue
of Good Health magazine.
Note 3. Lenna Frances. Cooper (1875-1961) “was a
leader and innovator in the development of dietetics as a
science and profession.
“Originally trained as a nurse, Cooper was a protege
of Dr. John Harvey Kellogg, director of the Seventh Day
Adventist sanitarium in Battle Creek, and his wife, Ella.
Under their tutelage, Cooper took up the study of nutrition
and became a leading proponent of health care through diet.
“In 1908 Kellogg established a School of Home
Economics at the ‘San,’ and Cooper was named its first
director. A woman of determination and courage, she
advanced many theories and tenets of diet and health that
were radical for their time, but eventually became the
bedrock of sound dietary practices. More than 500 dieticians
graduated from the Battle Creek program during her
tenure...” (Source: http://www.michiganwomenshalloffame.
org/). Address: Director of the Battle Creek Sanitarium
School of Home Economics, Head Dietitian of the Battle
Creek Sanitarium.
3712. Keimatsu, Katsuzaemon. 1913. Daizu no ôyô hômen
ni tsukite [Problems of application of soy-bean]. Chosen
Igakkai Zasshi (Korean Medicine) No. 8. p. 1-5. Dec. [Jap]
Address: Yakugaku Hakase.
3713. Scudder, Henry Desbrough. 1913. Department of
Agronomy, Oregon Experiment Station. Report for the year
ending June 30, 1913. Corvallis, OR: Oregon Experiment
Station. 30 p. See p. 1, 3-5, p. 30. Unpublished typescript.
Dec. 1.
• Summary: The following, written by Henry Desbrough
Scudder, is addressed to Dr. James Withycombe, Director,
Oregon Experiment Station, Corvallis, Oregon: “Dear Sir:
In response to your request for a brief summary of the
experimental work of this department during the year ending
June 30, 1913, I submit the following. Corvallis Station:
Hatch and State Scientific Funds.” Under “2. Experiments
with legumes,” it is stated that “This work has been carried
on by Prof. Hyslop... (e) Soy Beans. This is third year’s
work on the variety test of soy beans [i.e. they started in
1910] and it has given some promising results. The effort
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has been to find a variety that would mature beans in our
cool summer climate. The great value of soy bean meal as
a dairy concentrate made this work seem worth while, as
large amounts of this meal are imported into the state. The
results the first year were very discouraging, as practically
not a single variety matured a single bean. The second year a
few varieties matured some seed and a good many selections
were made. This year the results were a good deal better.
Two varieties, the Chernie and Tashing, matured seed, as did
some of the selections from the previous year. Unfortunately,
owing to the lack of a suitable place for storing and threshing
the vines, practically all of the seed was lost at the end of the
season. Several varieties showed promising production of
green forage for silage use, yielding as high as 4.6 tons per
acre. This trial will be continued as some of the selected seed
still remains.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Oregon. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation
of soybeans in Oregon (1910). The source of these soybeans
may well have been William Morse of the USDA in
Washington, DC. Address: Agronomist, Oregon Agric. Exp.
Station, Corvallis.
3714. Walters, J.A.T. 1913. New crops for Rhodesia: Results
of experiments. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 11(2):217-19.
Dec.
• Summary: Page 218: “Soybeans.–The extended variety
trials of the last few years had reduced the more promising
varieties to two–Southern and Sakura. These were grown
this season, but, in spite of favourable weather conditions
which produced good leaf growth, the best yield of seed was
only 256 lbs. per acre.” Address: B.A., Asst. Government
Agriculturist.
3715. Lemairé, Charles François Alexandre. 1913-1914.
Belgique et Congo: Pour lutter contre la vie chère [Belgium
and the Congo: Countering the high price of living].
Derniere Heure (La) (Brussels, Belgium). March 1913–April
1914. [3 ref. Fre]*
• Summary: Dr. F. de Selliers (1981) says of this article:
In 1889, Cmd. Lemaire, who at that time was Lieutenant,
received beans from the local population of the Belgian
Congo (Lemaire 1894). He planted those beans at
Coquilhatville and Equateurville and called them “Haricots
of the Falls.” But it was not until 1923 that Cmd. Lemaire
realized that the seeds which he had received might have
been a variety of soya beans. He could never check his
assumption because the “Haricots of the Falls,” which he had
planted 34 years earlier, had died.
Reprinted in 1921 as a 64-page book titled Au
Congo: Pour lutter contre la vie chère par l’utilisation
des ressources indigènes [Countering high prices in the
Congo by using indigenous resources]. (Anvers (Antwerp),

Belgium: Les Presses du “Neptune”). The author was born in
1863.
Note: This may be the earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in the Belgian Congo (renamed Zaire in
Oct. 1971), or the cultivation of soybeans in the Congo.
3716. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1913-1915. Chemical technology
and analysis of oils, fats, and waxes. 5th ed. Entirely
rewritten and enlarged. 3 vols. Vols. 2-3 edited by George H.
Warburton. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.; New York:
The Macmillan Co. See vol. 2, p. 111-18. Illust. Index. 22
cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 14, “Technology of the natural
oils, fats, and waxes: Methods of preparing, refining, and
examining them, and detecting adulterations,” in the section
on vegetable oils, in subsection 1 on drying oils, soja bean
oil is introduced as follows (p. 111-18): “Soja bean oil, soya
bean oil (soy-bean oil, bean oil, Chinese bean oil): French–
Huile de soja, Huile de soya. German–Saubohnenfett,
Sojabohnenöl, Chinesisches Bohnenöl. Italian–Olio di Soia.”
Contains an excellent 8-page discussion of the subject.
A footnote (p. 111) states that since the Latin name “Soja”
is pronounced in England as “Soya,” the spelling “Soya”
has been adopted as the official one by the Chambers of
Commerce in this country.”
Also discusses (in vol. 2): Linseed oil, flax oil (p. 4571). Hemp seed oil (p. 93-95). Sesame oil (p. 208-224, 720).
Almond oil (p. 287-92). Arachis oil, peanut oil, earthnut oil,
groundnut oil (p. 297-321).
Note: Julius Lewkowitsch lived 1857-1913. He died
unexpectedly within a few days of the appearance of the first
volume of this 5th edition. Address: The Lewkowitsch Lab.,
71 Priory Rd., London, N.W., England.
3717. Heyne, K. 1913-1917. De nuttige planten van
Nederlandsch-Indië, tevens synthetische catalogus der
verzamelingen van het Museum voor Technische- en
Handelsbotanie te Buitenzorg [The useful plants of the
Netherlands Indies. 4 vols.]. Batavia [Jakarta]: Printed by
Ruygrok & Co. Vol. 1, 250 + xxvii p. Vol. 2, 349 + xxxix p.
Vol. 3, 402 + xlviii p. See vol. 2, p. 242-43, 316-22. See also
2nd ed. 1927 and 3rd ed. 1950. 24 cm. [12+ ref. Dut]
• Summary: Contains detailed information on soybeans
in Indonesia, including various local names, soybean
production in Indonesia by province from 1918-1925 (the
top producers in 1925 were Madoera and Madioen; total
production grew from 222,426 to 260,125), soybean culture,
imports, exports, tempeh, tofu (tao hoe), tao koan, tao tjo
(Indonesian miso), and soy sauce (ketjap). Also discusses
ontjom and dagé made from peanuts.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2010)
that gives soybean production or area statistics for the Dutch
East Indies (later Indonesia).
Note. This is the earliest document seen (April 2001)
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that contains the term tao koan. Address: Chef van het
Museum voor economische botanie te Buitenzorg (Bogor).
3718. Czapek, Friedrich. 1913-1921. Biochemie der
Pflanzen. Zweite, umgearbeitete Auflage [Biochemistry of
plants. 2nd, revised ed.]. Jena, Germany: Verlag von Gustav
Fischer. 3 vols. 25 cm. [16 ref. Ger]*
• Summary: In Vol. 1 (dated 1913) soybeans are mentioned
on 16 pages: p. 288 (Sojabohne), p. 296 (Sojabohne), p. 397
(Soja), p. 420 (Soja), p. 421 (Soja), p. 428 (Sojabohne), p.
448 (Glycine), p. 656 (Glycine hispida), p. 659 (Glycine
hispida), p. 658 (Sojabohnen), p. 720 (Sojabohnen), p.
731 (Soja), p. 774 (Glycine), p. 775 (Glycine, Soja), p.
793 (Glycine hispida), and p. 795 (Sojabohne). In Vol. 1,
page 774, is a section titled Lecithin in seeds (Lecithide
in Samen). It shows three tables, the first of which is from
E. Schulze & Frankfurt (1894). It compares the lecithin
content of 20 seeds. The soybean (Glycine hispida) has the
highest lecithin content (1.64%), followed by Pisum sativum
(1.23%).
In Vol. 1 the word Lecithin appears on 32 pages whereas
the word Lecithide appears on only 24 pages. The word
Lipoide appears on 8 pages whereas the singular form Lipoid
appears on only 6 pages.
In Vol. 2 (dated 1920) soybeans are mentioned on
22 pages: p. 118 (Glycine), p. 131 (Sojabohnen), p. 146
(Soja), p. 146 (Soja), p. 215 (Soja), p. 216 (Glycine), p. 217
(Glycine), p. 218 (Soja), p. 232 (Glycine), p. 233 (Glycine),
p. 239 (Sojabohne), p. 254 (Sojabohne), p. 257 (Glycine),
p. 261 (Glycine), p. 264 (Glycine), p. 271 (Glycine hispida,
Soja-Urease), p. 374 (Glycine), p. 378 (Soja), p. 382
(Glycine hispida), p. 383 (Glycine hispida), p. 445 (Soja),
and p. 496 (Sojabohne, Soja hispida).
In Vol. 3 (dated 1921) soybeans are mentioned on 5
pages: p. 144 (Sojabohne), p. 568 (Soja), p. 568 (Soja), p.
793 (Soja), p. 801 (Sojabohne).
In chapter 8, titled “Die Pflanzlichen Lecithine [Plant
Lecithins”], in section 2 titled “Lecithine in Samen [Lecithin
in Seeds]” (p. 156-58) is a table (p. 57) which gives the
lecithin content of 20 species of seeds on a dry weight
basis, including the soybean (Glycine hispida) 1.64%, hemp
seeds (Cannabis sativa) 0.88, and sesame seeds (Sesamum
indicum) 0.56. The soybean has the highest lecithin content
of all.
Note: The publication of this book may have taken so
long because of World War I (1914-1918), which Germany
lost. Address: Dr. phil. et med., Professor of the Anatomy
and Physiology of Plants, German Univ. in Prague,
Czechoslovakia. By Vol. 3 he is a professor at the Univ. of
Leipzig.
3719. Product Name: [HVP made from hydrolyzed
soybean meal. Used in Germany like Maggi seasoning
cubes].

Foreign Name: Sojawurze.
Manufacturer’s Name: Agumawerke. Thoerl & Co.
(Thoerlschen Oelfabriken).
Manufacturer’s Address: Harburg (near Hamburg),
Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Horvath. 1927. The
Soybean as Human Food. p. 42-53. Extracts similar to
beef extracts are use to season soups. “They are used
extensively in Germany, e.g., the well-known ‘Maggi’ cubes,
and were manufactured in large quantities in pre-War and
War time from soybean flour at the Aguma factory under
Ehrhorn’s supervision. Ehrhorn claims that his new patent
soybean flour is very suitable for the manufacture of such
‘Suppenwurze.’ He calls the new product ‘Sojawurze.’
In appearance and taste it is very similar to a fluid meatbouillon extract, but may also be easily obtained in a dry
state. The manufacturing process takes only 10 hours. The
bean flour is hydrolized in a chemical way. A hundred kilo
[100 kg] of Ehrhorn’s flour gives 200 kilo of such ‘Wurze,’
specific gravity 1.25. According to Ehrhorn, the market price
for such ‘Suppenwurze’ in Europe is very high in comparison
with the cost of its production of soybean flour.”
3720. Product Name: [Aguman, Aguma, and Fatherland
Soy Flours].
Foreign Name: Aguman, Aguma, und Vaterland.
Manufacturer’s Name: Agumawerke. Thoerlschen
Vereinigte Oelwerken A.G.
Manufacturer’s Address: Harburg (near Hamburg),
Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Note: These are among
the earliest commercial soy products made in Germany.
Kafemann. 1913. Die Umschau. 17(50):1041-43. “Aguman.
A new nutritious flour from soybeans.” Aguman, made
by Agumawerke, contains 43.3–44.8% protein, 4.7% ash
(minerals), and 1.64% lecithin. This inexpensive, debittered
flour can be used with cocoa, milk, wine, bread, cakes, and
zwieback cakes. It is especially useful for diabetics.
Fuerstenberg. 1917. Die Soja. p. 6. In October 1914
the Agumawerke, located in Harburg (near Hamburg), first
began mass production of a soy flour according to its own
process. During the next few years it made many thousands
of tonnes of this meal, until the production had to be stopped
for lack of raw materials. Page. 28. The Agumawerke in
Harburg on the Elbe River also makes soy flour.
Noorden and Salomon. 1920. Handbuch der
Ernährungslehre. p. 542. The Aguma-Werke of F. Thörl in
Harburg make a soybean flour under the brand “Vaterland”
(Fatherland).
Horvath. 1927. The Soybean as Human Food. p. 41,
46, 49-50. “In Germany fresh press cake of the Thörl oil
mills ‘Agumawerke’ (Harburg) has been used since 1913
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to make ‘Aguma’ bean flour.” Aguman and Aguma contain
respectively: protein 55.9/49.0%, fat 2.3/8.6%, carbohydrates
24.3/26.3%, fiber 1.8/1.5%, ash 5.2/5.8%. Fatherland
contains 44.6% protein and 4.3% fat. Thus, Aguman
was solvent extracted and Aguma expeller pressed, with
Vaterland in between.
G.C.L. Howell. 1934. China Journal. 20(3):143-44. “The
soya bean: A dietary revolution in China.” The Aguma Works
produced “Aguma,” which was ground from rice and soy
beans.
Note: In Jan. 1937 Harburg, located on the Elbe River
near Hamburg, became part of Hamburg, Germany.
3721. Eggenberg, A. 1913. [Soya, or the Chinese pea].
Primorskii Khoziain (Primorskii Owner) (Vladivostok) No.
7. [Rus]*
3722. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Fugetsu-do.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1848 Market St., Denver,
Colorado.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 139. They also make Japanese confections
(o-kashi). Note: Motooka Tofu was at this address in 1914.
3723. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hideshima Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1509½ Geary St., San Francisco,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: The Japanese-American
Yearbook (Nichibei Nenkan). No. 9 (Published by Nichibei
[Shinbun], Japanese-American News). 1913. p. 25. Also in
1914. p. 14.
Talk with Mr. Seizô Oka, Head, History Room,
Japanese Cultural and Community Center, San Francisco.
1989. Dec. 5. The man who ran this company was
probably Shichisaburo Hideshima. He was later head of an
employment agency.
3724. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hinode Yao-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 376 8th St., Oakland, California.
Phone: Oakland 6613.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 34. Fresh produce, fish market, and tofu
maker. Also in 1914, p. 37. At the same address and phone.
This time they have an ad (in Japanese only, titled Japanese
American foods) but no directory listing, making us wonder
whether they make tofu or buy it from elsewhere. Yet there

are no other tofu makers in Oakland. Their ad features tofu,
but they also sell vegetables, pickles, dried goods and other
food items.
Note 1. A “yao-ya” is a greengrocer. Note 2. This
company is still in Oakland in 1940, but at a different
address.
3725. Holbrook’s Limited. 1913. Holbrook’s Worcestershire
Sauce cooking book. Birmingham, England: Holbrook’s
Limited; 12 p. Illust. 14 cm. *
Address: Birmingham, England.
3726. Ishiwara, G. 1913. Shôyu sokujô-hô ni tsuite [Rapid
brewing of shoyu]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the
Society of Brewing, Japan) 8(2):31-36. [Jap]
Address: Sanjo Kaiin, Hiroshima Zeimu Kantoku Kyoku
Gishu.
3727. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ito Tofu-ten.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 6M6, Sugar City,
Idaho.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 186.
Note 1. This is the earliest known commercial soy
product made in Idaho.
Note 2. This is the earliest known commercial tofu
maker in Idaho.
3728. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jackson Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 522 Jackson St., Seattle,
Washington. Phone: Elliott 1697J.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 217. Note: Higashiuma (Toouma?) Tofuten was at this address in 1912 (Directory entry p. 188).
3729. Jong, A.W.K. de. 1913. Bemestingsproef met
soja hispida [Fertilizer experiment with soybeans].
Mededeelingen van het Agricultuur Chemisch Laboratorium
(Dutch East Indies, Departement van Landbouw, Nijverheid
en Handel) No. 3. p. 22-25. [Dut]
Address: Wetenschappelijke Proefvelden.
3730. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kawamura Seigyo oyobi Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 84, Florin, California.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
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Directory entry p. 61. Fresh fish market and tofu shop.
Also in 1914, p. 66. But the company name is now simply
Kawamura Tofu-ya.
3731. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kikuya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1429 20th, Denver, Colorado.
Phone: Main 4090.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 139. They also make Japanese confections
(o-kashi).
3732. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: King Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 507A 7th Ave., Seattle,
Washington. Phone: Elliott 2222.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 217. The Japanese American Directory.
1919. p. 447 (directory; King Tofu-ya. Slightly new address:
507½ 7th S. Alley, Seattle. New phone number: Ell. 2222).
3733. Kinoshita, Asakichi. 1913. Shôyu jôzô ni kansuru
daizu no kenkyû [Studies on soybeans used for shoyu
brewing]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of
Brewing, Japan) 8(8):45-50. [Jap]
Address: Jozo Shikensho Gishi.
3734. Kinoshita, Asakichi. 1913. Shôyu no aji ni tsuite [On
the taste of shoyu]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the
Society of Brewing, Japan) 8(3):37-39. [Jap]
3735. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kuwamoto Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2516½ Shattuck Ave., Berkeley,
California. Phone: Berkeley 6916.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 39. Also in 1914, p. 42.
3736. Product Name: Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Marumi Miso Seizo-sho.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2113 S. Vermont Ave., Los
Angeles, California. Phone: 71525.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 126. Also in 1914, p. 128. But the address
is now 607 N. Alameda St. Phone: A 2818. Note: This is the
2nd earliest known miso manufacturer in Los Angeles or in

California (one of two).
3737. Product Name: Marusan Sweet White Miso (ShiroMiso), Special Koji.
Manufacturer’s Name: Marusan Joto Shiromiso. Renamed
Marusan Miso Seizo-sho in 1920.
Manufacturer’s Address: 607-609 North Alameda, Los
Angeles, California. Phone: A 2818.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan (Japanese-American Yearbook). Ad
(full page), p. 27 near end of book. Our goods are the best
(Marui beppin). Mr. Saburo Takasugi, owner. This company
makes sweet white miso (shiro miso) and special koji, which
it says are better than similar products imported from Japan.
This ad also appears in the 1914 Yearbook, p. 28 near end of
book.
A similar half-page vertical ad (see next page) appears
in the 1918 Yearbook (p. 31). “L.A. Miso Mfg. Co., 6057-9 N. Alameda St., Los Angeles, California.” Trade mark:
Shows 3 horizontal lines in a circle (“Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.”),
pronounced either “Marusan” or “marumi” (the latter means
“flavor” in Japanese). In Japanese is written (in big, bold
characters). Rafu Shiro-miso Seizô-sho. Takasugi Saburo.
Shiro-miso seizô-sho.
The Japanese American Directory. 1920. p. 274. Ad
(¼ page), top right. The company name and address are
written in English at the top of this ad: L.A. Miso Co., 607
N. Alameda Ave., Los Angeles, California. But 80% of
the ad is in Japanese. The large Marusan brand and logo
(three horizontal lines in a circle) is at the top center of the
Japanese portion. Phone: 12818. Making and selling shiro
miso [sweet white miso]. The original maker of miso in the
United States. Marusan Joto [high class] shiro miso and
special koji. Note: This company (which now has only an
English name) was one of two which began making miso
in Los Angeles in 1913. Of the two, this company may very
well started to make its miso first, and/or started to sell its
miso commercially first. Sweet white miso takes less time to
make than any other type of miso.
The Japanese American Directory. 1920. p. 296.
Directory entry reads (all in Japanese): Marusan Miso
Seizô-sho, 605 N. Alameda St. Phone: 12818. Also in 1921,
p. 305. Ad (¼ page) all in Japanese. A huge Marusan logo
fills the top half of the ad. The address is now given as 605
N. Alameda St. (607-609). Also in 1921 directory, p. 314.
Also in 1922, p. 303 (½-page ad. At top of ad is written in
English: “L.A. Miso Mfg. Co., 605-7-9 N. Alameda Street,
Los Angeles, Calif.” Large, bold Marusan logo below that.
KATO Shigetaro is now owner), and p. 315 (directory).
Also in 1923, p. 332 (ad) and p. 355 (directory). Also
in 1924, p. 371 (impressive full-page ad. Founded in 1912
[but Soyinfo Center’s earliest record is 1913]) and p. 394
(directory; new phone number: 826773). Also in 1925, p.
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S-15 (full-page ad; new phone number: VAndike 6773.
Founded in 1912) and p. S-44 (directory; new phone number:
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VA 6773). Also in 1926, p. S-35 (directory).

in 1911, and Hashimura Tofu-ten in 1912
(Directory entry p. 38). Same phone no.

3738. Matsuo, Rikitarô; Tanaka, Y. 1913. Ni, san no kinrui
to shôyu [Several microorganisms and shoyu]. Nippon Jozo
Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 8(3):6269. [Jap]
Address: Kumamoto Zeimu Kantoku Kyoku.

3745. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ooe Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1621 Buchanan
St., San Francisco, California.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei
Shinbun-sha. 1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Directory
entry p. 25. Also in 1914, p. 14. Phone:
West 2157.

3739. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Misuzu (?) Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 319 Jackson St., Los Angeles,
California. Phone: A 1682 or Bro. 3503.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 126. Also in 1914, p. 128. Note: Oogushi
Tofu-ya was at this address in 1912 (Directory entry p. 115).

3746. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Oohira Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 7 Nassau Court,
Brooklyn, New York City, New York.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei
Shinbun-sha. 1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. Directory

3740. Nagaki, G. 1913. Shôyu no chômiryô ni tsuite
[Seasoning ingredients that can be added to shoyu]. Nippon
Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing, Japan)
8(9):71-78; 8(10):68-78. [Jap]
entry p. 209.
3741. Nagaki, G. 1913. Shôyu no kômi [Flavor and taste
of shoyu]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of
Brewing, Japan) 8(8):63-66. [Jap]
3742. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nakamori.
Manufacturer’s Address: Haleiwa, P.O. Waialua, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory
of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1913. p. 557.
“Nakamori, soy, Waialua, P.O. Haleiwa” [Oahu, Hawaiian
Islands]. Not listed in 1912.
Note: Is this Nakamori related to Nakamura in Waialua,
P.O. Haleiwa, in the 1912 directory.
3743. Nishimura, Torazô; Inoue, K. 1913. Shôyu jôzô
keika-chû (ichi nenkan) ni okoru kagaku-teki henka no
gaiyô [Summary of the chemical changes in moromi during
fermentation of shoyu for 12 months]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai
Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 8(8):28-44. [Jap]
3744. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nitahara / Nidawara Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1620 Park St., Alameda,
California. Phone: Alameda 3092.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 42. Note: Hieda Tofu-ya was at this
address in 1909 (Directory entry p. 29), Mizoda Tofu-ya

3747. Product Name: Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Rafu Miso Seizo-sho [Los Angeles
Miso Manufacturing Co.].
Manufacturer’s Address: 6079 N. Alameda St., Los
Angeles, California. Phone: A 2818.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 126. Note: This is the 2nd earliest known
miso manufacturer in Los Angeles or in California (one of
two). “Rafu” is the Japanese nickname for Los Angeles.
3748. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Shikasho Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 79 Japanese Alley, Sacramento,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 58. Note: Oouchida Tofu-ya was at this
address in 1912 (Directory entry p. 53).
3749. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Shirai Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 186, Oxnard,
California. Phone: Home 236.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 140. Also in 1914, p. 145. Note: Kajikawa
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Tofu-ya was at this P.O. Box in 1912 (Directory entry p.
121).
3750. Takahashi, Teizô. 1913. Sprosspilze von syoyu koji
und syoyu moromi [Sprouting fungi or blastomyces in shoyu
koji and shoyu moromi]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of
the Society of Brewing, Japan) 8(11):18-. [Ger]*
3751. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Takahashi Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 94, Visalia, California.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 112.
3752. Togano, Meijiro. 1913. Saikin junyô shôyu sokujôhô [Rapid brewing of shoyu using trained or domesticated
microorganisms]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the
Society of Brewing, Japan) 8(2):28-31. [Jap]
3753. Tonnelier, Adolfo C. 1913. La soja hispida [The
soybean]. Buenos Aires, Argentina: Ministerio de
Agricultura, Division de Enseñanza. [Spa]*
Address: Chief of the Experiment Station, attached to the
School of Agriculture, Argentina.
3754. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tsumiyoshi (Sekizen?) Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 46, Oxnard, California.
Phone: Home R 129.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 140. Also in 1914, p. 145. Note: Tateishi
(Tachiishi?) Tofu-ya was at this address in 1911 (Ad p.
C-14).
3755. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tsuruta Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 218 1st St., Marysville,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 71. Also in 1914, p. 76.
3756. Agricultural J. of Egypt (Cairo). 1913. The soya
bean. 2:91-93. Summarized by the Bulletin of the Imperial
Institute. 1913. p. 526.
• Summary: “The following has been communicated by
Mr. Thomas Brown, Director of the Horticultural Section,
Department of Agriculture, Cairo [Egypt].
“The trials in the cultivation of Soya beans, which were

commenced in the year 1911, have been continued during the
present season.
“The crop was sown on May 13 [1912], and the method
of sowing adopted was the same as that followed last year.
The three American varieties, Eltum [sic, Elton], Morse, and
Medium Yellow, were again tried, in addition to the common
yellow kind imported from Manchuria.”
The seeds were sown in heavy black loam soil. A part
of the crop was cut on August 1 and used for fodder, the
yield being nearly 6 tons per acre. It was found that cattle,
sheep, and goats ate the fodder, but that donkeys and mules
would not do so. The remainder of the crop was harvested
on August 31, the following yields of dry seed in lb. per
acre being obtained from the different varieties: Manchurian
[Manchuria?], 1,257; Medium Yellow, 1,596; Eltum, 1,061;
Morse, 1,486. Yields are also given in ardebs per feddan.
An ardeb is 148 kg and a feddan is an Egyptian unit of area
equal to 1.038 acres. These results are better than those
obtained in 1911, and may be due to the fact that the seed
was sown six weeks earlier, or because the land had borne a
crop of peas during the previous winter.
A full-page black-and-white photo (p. 93), titled “Soya
beans grown at Giza,” shows a farmer standing in a large
field of the beans.
3757. Agricultural J. of Egypt (Cairo). 1913. Editorial notes:
Soya beans in the summer of 1912. 3:67-68.
• Summary: “In the summer of 1912 four varieties of Soya
Beans were grown at the Department’s garden at Giza. The
results were published in the last number of this Journal.
“A sample of each variety was dispatched on October
10 to the Hull Oil Manufacturing Company, with the request
that they might report as to the commercial value of each
sample.
“The report of the company is printed below.
“The name of the samples are as follows:” A table shows
the sample number, soybean variety name, and yield in
ardebs per feddan.
“1. Medium Yellow, 5 ardebs.
“2. Eltum [Etum?], 3.1 ardebs
“3. Morse, 4.7 ardebs
“4. Manchurian, 4 ardebs
“Taking the composition of the beans in connection
with the yield per feddan it appears that it will be most
advantageous to cultivate the varieties Medium Yellow and
Morse in Egypt. The percentage of oil and albuminoids are
low in the first named, but this is compensated by the high
yield. The report is eminently satisfactory. The Department
is now studying how the crop may be most profitably used
in this country, whether as a catch crop on good land or as a
pure crop on cheap land.
“These four samples have been analyzed by the Hull Oil
Manufacturing Company, who report as follows:
“’We refer again to the four samples of Soya Beans
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cultivated in Egypt which you sent to us on October 10.
“’We have now completed the analyses of these beans
and find that those contained in bags numbered 3 and 4
show a somewhat better test than those contained in bags
numbered 1 and 2.
“’For your information we tabulate the analyses of the
four bags below:”
A table gives the moisture, oil, and albuminoids
[protein] in the oil-free beans for each of the four bags.
“’The moisture is low, about 2-3 per cent below the
average, probably accounted for by the fact of these bags
being only small parcels. A small parcel of Soya Beans will
lose moisture a good deal more quickly than Soya Beans in
bulk. The percentage in oil, especially in Nos. 3 and 4, is
good; the albuminoids are only moderate, and considering
everything we should put their value at about, say, five or ten
shillings per ton above that of Manchurian Soya Beans.’”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Manchurian. No variety by this
name was ever grown in the USA so far as we are aware.
3758. Asahi Shokai K.K. 1913. Asahi Co., Inc. (Ad). In:
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [JapaneseAmerican Yearbook. No. 9]. p. 31 (near end). [Eng; jap]
• Summary: Ad (¼ page). The top ¼ of this ad is given
in English. This Japanese company imports many items,
including miso and shoyu. Ad also in the 1914 Yearbook, p.
40 in last block of ads near end of book. Address: P.O. Box
1057, Oxnard, California. Phone: Home 116. Red 322.
3759. Clark, George Harold; Malte, M. Oscar. 1913. Fodder
and pasture plants. Ottawa, Canada: Minister of Agriculture.
143 p. + 27 unpaginated color plates. See p. 134-35. Illust.
Index. 26 cm.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy or soja bean (Glycine
hispida Maxim.)” (p. 134-35) has the following contents:
Botanical description. Geographical description. Agricultural
value. Cultural conditions. Varieties. Fodder Seed growing.
Quality of seed.
The soy bean variety Medium Green, which gives a high
yield of both hay and seeds, is best suited to Canada. “The
plant got its name from Soy, a product obtained by a long
and complicated fermentation of a mixture of cooked Soy
Beans, ground wheat and steamed rice or barley, to which
later is added water and salt. Soy is the principal constituent
of Worcester and other sharp sauces.” Concerning fodder:
“The hay is of high nutritional value if the crop is cut at the
proper stage. This is when the pods begin to develop. If they
are advanced, the hay will be woody and unpalatable and
the leaves, which constitute the most nutritious part, will be
shattered. From one and a half to two bushels of seed to the
acre are required when intended for hay.”
The Preface notes that the authors are greatly indebted to
Leonard S. Klinck, B.S.A., Professor of Field Husbandry at

Macdonald College, Quebec, who gave valuable comments,
and to C.A. Zavitz, B.S.A., Professor of Field Husbandry at
the Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph, who has given
the authors much valuable information on fodder and pasture
plants that are of interest in Ontario province.
George Clark was born in 1872. Malte Oscar Malte lived
1880-1933. Address: 1. B.S.A.; 2. Ph.D. Both: Canada.
3760. Coville, Frederick V. 1913. A call for experimentation
on the use of acid-tolerant crops for acid soils. Transactions
of the Illinois State Horticultural Society 47:184-96. New
Series. See p. 191, 193.
• Summary: Acid-tolerant agricultural plants which can be
used for green manuring on acid soils include at least two
leguminous plants, the cowpea and hairy vetch, and, under
certain conditions, the soy bean and crimson clover. “For a
century the cowpea, of many varieties, has been the chief
leguminous crop in the southern states, grown for hay, for
its edible seeds, and as a green manure. Only recently has
its resistance to acidity been recognized... In its tolerance of
acidity the soy bean probably equals the cowpea, and it has
two points of superiority. It grows farther north and its yield
of seed is much greater, often being as high as 30 bushels per
acre.” By contrast, alfalfa requires an alkaline soil. Address:
Botanist, [USDA] Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
DC.
3761. Dammann & Co. 1913. General price list: Of
vegetable, farm, tree, conifer, palm, flower and other seeds,
canna roots, Italian fruit trees, novelties of seeds &c. &c. San
Giovanni a Teduccio (near Naples), Italy. 63 p. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The front cover of this catalog (No. 223, for
1913-14) is similar to that of the 1910-11 catalog except
that a photo in a rectangle at the center shows “Cauliflower
Damman’s Excelsior. Electro 3/-.” The inside front cover
is similar. On the back cover a large photo shows a flower–
”Bellis perennis monstrusa. Electro 6/-.”
The entry for Soja-Beans (p. 1) is similar to that in the
1910 catalog except that a new, sixth variety is offered:
“Maculata gigantea Dam. (Electro), large leaves, luxuriant
growth, numerous pods, seeds very large, yellow with large
black eye. A first class fodder plant in warmer countries.”
The seed costs only 1 shilling, 6 pence per lb, about ¼ as
much as other varieties, which range from 7 to 9 shillings/
lb. An illustration below the description shows the plant
“Soja maculata gigantea” and one enlarged seed. The
electro (electrotype reproduction) apparently sells for 5/6 (5
shillings, 6 pence). Address: San Giovanni a Teduccio (near
Naples), Italy.
3762. Early Dwarf Green: New U.S. domestic soybean
variety. 1913. Seed color: Green.
• Summary: Sources: Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1913. Farm
and Garden Guide (Mail order catalog, with order form).
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Richmond, Virginia. 96 p. See p. 79. In the section on “Seeds
for the Farm,” a full page is devoted to “Soja Beans–The
king of summer forage crops.” Many varieties are described
including “Early Dwarf Green Soja Beans.”
Herman, V.R. 1919. “Soybeans and cowpeas for North
Carolina.” North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin. No.
241. 40 p. June. See p. 39. Table XXVI lists the soybean
varieties tested at the Trucking Branch Station, Willard,
North Carolina, 1915 and 1916. When grown for seed, Early
Dwarf Green took 110 days to mature and yielded 4.03
bushels per acre (the lowest yield of any variety tested).
When grown for hay, Early Dwarf Green took 85 days to
mature and yielded 1,230 pounds of hay per acre (again the
lowest yield of any variety tested). Address: USA.
3763. Friedenwald, Julius; Ruhräh, John. 1913. Diet in
health and disease. 4th ed. Thoroughly revised and enlarged.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: W.B. Saunders Co. 857 p. Illust.
24 cm. [4 soy ref]
• Summary: The section titled “The soy bean” (p. 124-26)
states: “This bean (glycine hispida), sometimes called the
soja bean, is an annual leguminous plant extensively used
as a food in China and Japan. Until recently it has been
regarded as a botanical curiosity in the Occident. It has
recently been extensively used in America as a forage crop
and to improve the soil if plowed under... There are a large
number of different varieties, which vary in size, shape,
color, and length of time they take to mature. Some are
grown exclusively for the oil they contain, and it is used for
culinary, illuminating, and lubricating purposes. The lightcolored beans are eaten in soups, and the pods are sometimes
picked green, boiled, and served cold with a sprinkling of
soy sauce. The green varieties are often pickled in brine
and eaten moist or dried with meals as appetizers; the same
varieties are often sprouted, scalded, and served with meals
in winter as a green vegetable. The bean forms the basis of
the so-called soy sauces, used as a condiment all over the
world. The Oriental races most frequently eat the bean, in
more or less cheesy-like foods, which are prepared from it.
The most common of these are natto, tofu, miso, yuba, and
shoyu. Natto is a sort of bean cheese made by boiling the
beans until they become soft and then placing the resulting
mass in a warm cellar where it ferments. Tofu is made by
soaking the beans in water, crushing between millstones, and
boiling in about three times their bulk of water. The protein
is precipitated and the resulting cheese eaten. The white
milky liquid of the above has nearly the composition of
cows’ milk, and tastes something like malt. It may be used in
infant feeding to advantage (see same).
“Americans may eat the beans in numerous ways
described under the head of soy bean cookery in the recipes
at the end of this book. The bean is of particular value in
diabetic diets (see same). It may be used to increase the
protein of the diet.

There are variations in the composition of the different
varieties.” A table shows the chemical composition of yellow
soy beans grown in the USA, both as is and calculated on
a water-free basis. “The Cereo Company of Tappan, New
York, have made a soy bean flour which is useful.” Its
composition is given. “The percentage of protein in this flour
is almost one-third greater than the percentage of protein
in the whole beans. This is caused by removing the coarse
fibrous hulls which contain little protein.
“Vegetable food of such composition certainly is
remarkable when compared with round beef, medium”–
whose composition is given.
Soy flour can be used as a gruel, in broths, and in
making biscuits. A table (p. 126) shows the “Composition of
fresh and dried legumes (incl. soy beans, cow peas, chickpeas, peanuts) with that of other foods” (Based on Abel,
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 121 [1900, p. 17]).
The section on “vegetarianism” (p. 130-31) is the same
as that in the 1909 edition (p. 113-14).
In the chapter on “Infant feeding,” the section on “Other
food for infants” has a subsection on “The soy bean” (p. 29798) which begins: “In certain conditions the soy bean... is
of great value. In cases when milk is badly borne, in certain
forms of intestinal disorders, in diarrhea, and especially
in the convalescence after diarrhea, in certain cases of
marasmus and in malnutrition, the soy bean flour, properly
used, is of great value. Each ounce contains 13 grams protein
and 120 calories.” A table shows the composition when
mixed with various amounts of water. Recipes for making
gruels are given.
In the chapter on “Diet in disease,” in the section titled
“Diseases in which diet is a primary factor,” is a subsection
on “The soy bean” (p. 592) states: “The bean contains about
8 per cent. of sugar and no starch, and furnishes a large
amount of available protein and fat.” “A patient on a strict
diabetic diet, who is excreting a certain amount of sugar, will
excrete less sugar when the soy bean is added to the diet. It
seems to be of particular value in severe cases. In addition
to this action, it is a very valuable food, both on account of
its nutritious properties and owing to the fact that it may be
prepared in a number of different ways, and so serves to vary
the diet.”
In the section on “Diabetic Foods” (p. 601-02) is based
on Winton (1906) and contains the same information,
including that about The Health Food Company of New
York.
In the chapter on “Recipes” is a section on “Bread” (p.
740-41) which includes whole-wheat bread, zwieback, and
bran muffins for constipation. The same chapter has a section
on “Soy bean cookery” (p. 766-69) with the following
recipes: Introduction, gruels, broths, muffins, nut-cakes, soy
bean cakes, breakfast food (like oatmeal), pancakes, soy
bean cheese (“In Seattle, Washington, and other places in the
West we are informed that tofu is made by the Japanese and
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sold to the Oriental residents”).
Goff (1911) offers the following: Grilled soy bean [dry
roasted soynuts], [whole] soy beans with butter, soy beans au
gras (fried with onions and fat), bread or cakes of soy beans.
On page 822 is a “Short list of books on food and diet.”
33 books are cited; some are in German or French.
Note 1. Julius Friedenwald lived 1866-1941. John Ruräh
lived 1872-1925.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “Grilled soy bean” to
refer to dry roasted soybeans / soynuts. Address: 1. Prof. of
Gastro-Enterology; 2. Prof. of Diseases of Children. Both:
College of Physicians and Surgeons, Baltimore, Maryland.
3764. Gardner, H.A. 1913. Report of Sub-Committee C
on Paint Vehicles. Proceedings of the Annual Meeting–
American Society for Testing Materials 13:350-68. 16th
annual meeting.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (incl. names of those
attending meeting in Brooklyn, New York, on 3 March
1912; Messrs. Thompson, Pickard, Sabin, Toch, Schaeffer,
Lane, Ingalls, Voorhees, Nemzek, Boughton, White, Rogers,
Lawrie and Gardner). Tests on soya bean oils. (1. Analytical
constants of “soya oils” to be determined. 2. Heat test. 3.
Drying test). Tests on tung oils.
Results of tests: Soya bean oils (based on 9 samples):
Specific gravity at 15ºC: 0.9247. Saponification number:
192.0. Iodine number {Hanus method}: 134.5. Acid number:
2.14.
Appendix I: Detail results of tests of soya bean oils and
tung oils (p. 339-48). Addenda: Table 22. Data on density
of oils used in tests, by H.C. Bearce, Bureau of Standards.
Appendix II: Specifications for turpentine. Address:
Chairman, Sub-Committee C, American Society for Testing
Materials, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
3765. Gill, Norman. 1913. Annual Report of the Kumaun
Government Gardens for the year 1911-12. Allahabad,
United Provinces [India]: From the Superintendent, Kumaun
Government Gardens ... to the Secretary to Government,
United Provinces, Industries Department. 9 p. 33 cm. Report
year ends March 31.
• Summary: On page 4 is a section titled “Soy beans
(Glycine hispida);” it states: “15. During the past year trials
have been made with two varieties, a white kind, a fine
plump variety of imported Chinese beans, and the black
variety similar to that grown for many years throughout the
United Provinces. The results have been poor and not worth
recording; it is very evident that the stony nature of our soil
is quite unsuited to its successful growth. I am of opinion,
that it may be profitably grown on many of our potato
lands as a rotation crop, providing the oil can he expressed
locally. Bearing in mind the fact that the soy bean is an
extremely valuable fodder-plant and that the residual cake

forms a rich cattle food, experiments on a large scale would
be justified if carried out on pahari potato lands, which are
now fast becoming played out” [sic. depleted]. Address:
Superintendent, Kumaun Government Gardens.
3766. Griffis, William Elliot. 1913. The Mikado’s empire. 2
vols. New York, NY: Harper & Brothers, Publishers. 754 p.
Illust. Index. Map. 23 cm.
• Summary: The material in this book up to page 578
is identical (page for page) to that in the 1876 edition.
Thereafter begins “Book III: Supplementary chapters,
including history to the beginning of 1912”–about 129 pages
of new information in the following chapters:
1. Japan in 1883. 2. Japan in 1886. 3. Japan in 1890.
4. Japan in 1894. 5. War with China (Sino-Japanese War,
1894-1895). 6. Facing the twentieth century. 7. Japan a
world power (including a detailed description of the RussoJapanese War, 1904-1905). 8. Japan on the Asian continent.
A separate index covers this supplementary material; soy is
not mentioned.
The author reveals his basic viewpoint on the last page
of this book (p. 734) by expressing his fervent hope that all
of Japan’s traditional religions will be “transformed by the
spirit of Christ.” Address: D.D., L.H.D., Late of the Imperial
Univ. of Tokio; presently in New York.
3767. Haas, Paul; Hill, T.G. 1913. An introduction to
the chemistry of plant products. New York, Bombay and
Calcutta: Longmans, Green and Co. xii + 401 p. See p. 20,
119, 129. Illust. Illust. 24 cm. [ soy ref]
• Summary: Page 20: “In addition to the above there is also
a third group of vegetable oils known as the semi-drying
oils whose iodine value and drying properties lie midway
between those of the drying and non-drying oils. They
differ from the true drying oils in containing no acids of the
linolenic series and from the non drying oils in containing
linolic acid. The oils belonging to this category fall naturally
into two sub-groups:
“(1) The cotton-seed oil group, to which belong Sojabean oil, maize oil, pumpkin, water-melon and melon–seed
oils, beech-nut oil, cotton-seed, sesame and croton oils, and
the lesser known oils of the apple, pear, orange, barley and
rye seeds.
“(2) The rape oil group comprising garden cress, hedge
mustard, wild radish, black mustard seed, white mustard
seed, radish seed and rape or colza oil.
“The oils of the latter sub-group have a lower
saponification value (p. 29) than any other vegetable oils,
and arachidic acid seems to be a normal constituent of them
all.”
Soja hispida is also mentioned on pages 119 and 129.
Address: 1. Lecturer of Chemistry, Royal Gardens, Kew.
3768. Hayakawa, J. ed. 1913. Tsûkô Ichiran [Epitome of
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Navigation]. Tokyo: Tosho-Kanko-kai. [Jap]*
• Summary: No. 4, Vol. 18, the section titled Nanban (“the
South”) states that vats or kegs of miso (miso daru) were
exported from Japan to the Philippines.
3769. Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture for the West
Indies (Barbados). 1913. Plant importations: Soy bean
(Glycine hispida). Report of the Botanic Station, Montserrat.
p. 1-23 p. For the year 1911-12. See p. 2. Summarized in the
Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1913. 11(4):683.
• Summary: In the section titled “Plant Importations” we
read: “Soy Bean (Glycine hispida). No success has attended
the efforts to grow this bean. Five generations grown on the
same piece of land have given similar results. The plants
have never exceeded 6 or 8 inches in height and generally
bear only about a dozen pods, before drying up altogether.
In one instance, soil supposed to be inoculated with the
soy bean strain of nitrogen-fixing bacteria was sown with
the beans, with no better result. This soil was sent by the
Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture and came from a field
in Trinidad where the soy bean had shown some success.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Trinidad and Tobago, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Trinidad and Tobago. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Trinidad and Tobago, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Trinidad and Tobago (probably 1912 or before). The source
of these soybeans may have been the Imperial Commissioner
of Agriculture for the West Indies (in Barbados).
3770. Iwakami & Co. 1913. Importers and wholesale dealers
in Japanese merchandise (Ad). In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook. No.
9]. p. 1. [Eng; jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). The top and bottom 1/5 of this
ad are given in English. This company imports shoyu and
miso from Japan. Address: 427-435 Commercial Street, San
Francisco, California. Phone: Kearny 2447. Home C 2447.
3771. Japan Magazine (The): A Representative Monthly of
Things Japanese. 1913. September festivals. 4:277-78.
• Summary: “The Japanese have for centuries been
accustomed to observe a festival of the moon, the celebration
taking place in September, just as that of the stars did in July.
Originally the moon matsuri used to be held on the 15th of
August, but with the adoption of the western calendar, the
date had to be changed so as to fall on the same day as it did
during the old lunar calendar.
“It is probable that this custom of observing and
appreciating the moon in all its full-orbed splendor came, as
so many other Japanese observances did, from China; and
worship of the heavenly bodies is older than even China, as
Zoroaster has taught us. But Tsukimi, or moon-viewing, as
the Japanese call it, is a festival that particularly appeals to

an aesthetically-minded people like the Japanese, and one
cannot wonder that the sentiment should survive the advent
of more sordid influences in modern times.”
“Another pastime of September is mushroom gathering.
The Japanese mushroom is not exactly like that so much
appreciated in the west. It is tougher, and more like a toadstool or fungus. As it abounds in the woods, it is called ki-noko, child of the tree, and another species that grows among
the pine woods, is called matsutake, or pine-mushroom.
The best matsutake are found at Inariyama, near Kyoto,
and in the pine forests of that district, including those of
Omi. Kyushu is also a great country for mushrooms. Before
the season sets in, permission has to be obtained from the
owner of the ground where the mushrooms grow; and then
on the appointed day the place is closed to all except those
having the required permission. The owner of the land, of
course, has his price. In holiday attire the mushroom party
sallies forth in a gay mood, carrying rice, chicken, saké, soy
[sauce], and an abundance of other good things to eat, as
well as some cooking utensils.”
3772. Jumelle, Henri L. 1913. Les cultures coloniales:
Légumes et fruits. Deuxième édition [Crops of the colonies:
Vegetables and fruits. 2nd ed.]. Paris: Librairie J.-B. Baillière
et Fils. 122 p. See p. 47-51. Illust. No index. 18 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: This is the 2nd volume of an 8-volume work. In
Chapter V, “Vegetables,” the section titled Glycine hispida
Max. (p. 47-51) discusses soybeans and soyfoods.
Henri Jumelle lived 1866-1935.
Note: The first edition, 1900, did not mention soybeans
or soyfoods. Address: Prof., Faculte des Sciences de
Marseille [Marseilles], France.
3773. Kelley, James Herbert. ed. 1913. The alumni record
of the University of Illinois: Including historical sketch and
annals of the university and biographical data regarding
members of the faculties and boards of trustees. UrbanaChampaign, Illinois: University of Illinois. 921 p. Illust.
Index to alumni.
• Summary: Contents: Greetings from President Edmund J.
James. Historical sketch [of the university]. Annals of the
university 1862-1912 [chronology; e.g., June 1885–Renamed
by Legislature to “University of Illinois”]. Baccalaureate
alumni. Graduate alumni. Honorary alumni. Records of the
faculty, not Illinois graduates. Trustees. Directory of alumni
clubs. Geographical distribution of graduates.
In the section on “Baccalaureate Alumni (p. 424-25):
“No. 3098. Charles Leo Meharry. B.S. in Agr.; Farmer;
born March 11, 1885, near Tolono, Illinois. Son of Abraham
Patton (born Feb. 16, 1842, near Wingate, Indiana) & Martha
Jane (McMillin) Meharry (born Nov. 23, 1846, near Sugar
Grove, Indiana). Prepared in Univ. Acad. Alpha Zeta; Agr.
Club; Cosmopolitan Club. Married Clara Esther Burghardt,
June 24, 1908, Romney, Indiana. Address, Attica, Indiana.”
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Note: He graduated in 1907 (see p. 822, 892).
Page 427. “3123. Charles Hubert Oathout. B.S. in Agr.;
Farm Mgr.; born July 4, 1875, Loda, Illinois. Son of Charles
Fletcher (born 1853, Watervliet, New York) & Ellen Jane
(Willis) Oathout (born 1857, Loda, Illinois). Prepared in
L.S.N.U., Normal, Illinois, 1899-1902. Alpha Zeya; Sigma
Xi. Asst. in Soil Fertility, 1907-08; Mgr. C.P. Meharry farm,
1908-. Married Mildred Blanche Rulison, June 3, 1903,
Piper City, Ill. Children, Eva Elinor, b. Apr. 30, 1904; Alice
Margaret, b. Sept. 28, 1907; Charles Frederick, b. Nov. 6,
1909. Address, Tolono, Ill.” Note: He graduated in 1907 (see
p. 819, 897).
Soy beans are mentioned only once. Under “Graduate
Alumni” we read (p. 617): G77. Paul Nelson Flint was
the author (in Nov. 1909) of Georgia Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 87, “Spanish peanuts, soy beans and skim
milk as feeds supplementary to corn.” Address: UrbanaChampaign, Illinois.
3774. Kin, Choshi. 1913. Shôyu enkaku-shi. ed. 3 [History
of shoyu production. ed. 3]. Choshi, Japan. 186 p. First
edition was 1909. 28 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Overview (p. 1): Shoyu as a
special East Asian product, shoyu as superlative seasoning,
relationship between shoyu and sauce, shoyu as an influence
in life. 2. Origins of Japanese shoyu (p. 7): About Chinese
jiang, Japanese shoyu in history, origin of the shoyu industry
in Japan, trends and growth of shoyu production (output), the
shoyu industry and taxation, household makers of shoyu and
changes in home usage, the Japanese government’s attitude
toward shoyu, overseas demand for shoyu, the development
of shoyu in the Kantô (Tokyo/eastern Japan) region.
3. Choshi shoyu (p. 117): Shoyu in the Kantô region,
the shoyu makers guild in Choshi, the development of
the shoyu-makers’ union (or cartel) in Choshi and Noda,
names and identification of the best quality shoyu brands,
current varieties of shoyu, Choshi shoyu and raw materials
(ingredients), Choshi shoyu and the local topography, Choshi
shoyu and transportation, Choshi shoyu and micro-climate,
Choshi shoyu’s trademarks and brands. 4. Higeta shoyu
(p. 151): The origins of Higeta shoyu, how to judge goodquality shoyu, the raw materials for Higeta shoyu, a chemical
analysis of Higeta shoyu, the handling of Higeta shoyu, shelf
life (period of freshness) of Higeta shoyu, awards received
by Higeta shoyu. 5. Conclusions (p. 174). A table (p. 35-36)
shows national production statistics for shoyu for the years
1885-1910, including the amount and number of makers.
Appendixes: 1. The reputation and names of Japanese shoyu
in Europe (in English, French, and German) according to
various early documents (p. 175). Historical documents in
Asian languages about raw materials (soybeans and wheat)
used for shoyu (p. 182).
Notes and observations by Mark Fruin: Kin Choshi was
the pen name of Genba Tanaka XIII, the head of an important

shoyu brewing family in Choshi during the Tokugawa and
Meiji periods. Forty percent of the book is early shoyu
history and 60% is the history of Choshi Shoyu–Higeta.
Yuasa shoyu appears to be the first true shoyu in Japan;
it gradually separated from miso production. Yuasa shoyu
was sold throughout Japan by Osaka merchants and it
benefited as well from the political protection of the Daimyo
of Wakayama. The Osaka shoyu trade developed gradually
and it was not important until the 17th century. Yet shoyu
developed somewhat independently in Western Japan
(Yuasa) and Eastern (Noda and Choshi).
The earliest record of an Osaka merchant (one
Komatsuya Ibei) handling Yuasa shoyu dates from 1535;
some 50 years later some Osaka merchants had certain ships
earmarked for the exclusive task of carrying Yuasa shoyu to
and from market, which by this time had spread from Osaka
to the Inland Sea trade area.
In 1908 shoyu was the fifth most important export from
Wakayama prefecture [to other parts of Japan]; there were 59
makers in a locally organized cartel producing 52,700 koku
with a value of 850,000 yen.
Tatsuno shoyu began its history some 319 years ago
(from the year 1913) when in 1594 a local farmer in the
Tatsuno area, Yokoyama Gorobei, began to make sake
as a sideline to his farming. Later he added shoyu to his
household industries. In 1596 Yokoyama turned over his
sake making activities to a branch household established for
that purpose and concentrated his own efforts on farming
and shoyu manufacture. By the late Tokugawa Period (16001868) the Yokoyama family sold its shoyu business to the
Kataoka family and the latter merged with the Nakahara
family in 1893 to form Kikuichi Shoyu.
Shodoshima shoyu began being made in the middle of
the Tokugawa period. In 1882 production stood at 34,000
koku and in 1908 at 98,832 koku. In 1901 many of the
various shoyu makers in numerous villages on the island
amalgamated into a cartel and in 1908, the first corporation
for making shoyu in Japan was formed. Later, three other
forms merged to establish Marukin Shoyu. p. 35-36 gives
Japanese national statistics for total shoyu production and
the number of manufacturers each year from 1885 to 1910.
In 1,176,535 units? were produced by 10,971 companies.
In 1910 some 2,205,574 units were produced by 14,364
companies.
3775. Klaue, Hermann. 1913. Die deutsche Oelmuellerei:
eine Darstellung der volkswirtschaftlichen Bedeutung ihrer
technischen Entwicklung [The German oil milling industry:
an illustration of the economic importance of its technical
development]. Leipzig, Germany: Verlag von Dr. Werner
Klinkhardt. 223 p. No index. 23 cm. [261 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In 1912-13 soybeans were not well known or
widely crushed in Germany. However in the first footnote
on page 8 we read: The Association of German Oil Mills to
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Safeguard Their Common Interests petitioned the Reichstag
in 1909 concerning tax-free importation of soybeans
(Sojabohnen).
And on page 219 we read: ... the industry now
processes cottonseed oil and has also recently started to
process soybean oil (Sojabohnenoel); and in palm kernel oil
factories, coconut oil is also produced.
The main vegetable oils mentioned are cottonseed oil,
sesame oil, peanut oil, coconut oil, rapeseed oil, palm kernel
oil, and linseed oil.
Contents: Foreword. Introduction: The position of oil
mills as part of the German economy. Part I: The place of
oil mills in Prussia before the introduction of free trade. 1.
Introduction. 2. The technique of manufacturing oil around
1800. 3. The manufacturing conditions in the oil mills around
1800.
Part II: The origin and development of factory
management in the oil mills in the time of free trade until
about 1870. 1. The introduction of free trade and the increase
in the number of oil mills. The increase in sales areas for
oil. 2. The changes in the techniques for manufacturing oil
and their influence on productivity, production costs, and
oil prices. 3. The influence of advanced techniques and the
changing economic conditions on the structure and size of
companies.
Part III: The training of the deployed factory operations
in the time from 1870 to the present. 1. The driving power:
The technology, the raw material problem, pricing in
connection with sales conditions. 2. The development at the
hand of statistical surveys and the present expansion of big
business. 3. The social significance of the development of
large-scale businesses.
Part IV. The changes in the position of oil mills and
their causes. Conclusion: The prospects for the further
development of the oil mills.
Note: This book contains many tables. Address: Munich,
Doctor of State Economy (Doktor der Staatswirtschaft).
3776. Krafft, Guido. 1913. Die Pflanzenbaulehre. Zweiter
Band. 9 Auflage neubearbeitet von Dr. C. Fruwirth [The
science of plant cultivation. Vol. 2. 9th ed. Revised by
C. Fruwirth]. Berlin: Verlag Paul Parey. viii + 300 p.
Plus 7 unnumbered pages of color plates at end. Illust.
Index. 23 cm. Series: Lehrbuch der Landwirtschaft auf
wissenschaftlicher und praktischer Grundlage. 2nd Bd. [2
ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Chapter 2, “Legumes (Cultivation of proteinrich seeds),” section 7 (p. 79-80) is about the soybean (Die
Sojabohne) also called the “Haberlandt bean” (Haberlandt’sBohne) or the coarse-haired soybean (rauhhaarige Soja)
(Soja hispida Mönch). This section is almost identical to that
in the 1897 edition, but slightly expanded.
Chapter 3, “Oilseeds” (Ölfrüchte; the cultivation of oilcontaining seeds, p. 84+) mentions: Peanuts, almonds, white

sesame, brown sesame. It discusses: rapeseed (p. 85+).
Note 1. Dr. Fruwirth wrote the preface to this edition in
Dec. 1912 from Waldhof, Amstettin [in Austria-Hungary;
as of 2019 in north central Austria]. He is: PhD, Former
Professor (ordentlicher öffentlicher Professor) at the
Royal Wurttemberg Agricultural College, Hohenheim
(Königliche württembergische landwirtschaftliche
Hochschule Hohenheim) Currently Associate Professor
(ausserordentlicher Professor) at the Royal-Imperial
Technical College (k.k. technischen Hochschule) in Vienna.
Note 2. Dr. Guido Krafft lived 1844-1907. Address:
PhD, Professor of Agriculture and Forestry at the Royal
Imperial Technical College in Vienna, retired (weil, k. k.
Technische Hochschule in Wien).
3777. McMillen, Wheeler. 1913. Collected papers (Archival
collection). University of Oregon and Ohio Northern
University. *
• Summary: McMillen was a pioneer in the Farm Chemurgic
Movement. His papers and photographs are located at the
University of Oregon (PH074; Eugene, Oregon) and at Ohio
Northern University.
3778. Morse, Hosea Ballou. 1913. The trade and
administration of China. 2nd ed. London, New York,
Bombay, and Calcutta: Longmans, Green & Co. xiii + 466 p.
See p. 209, 211, 221, 223, 225, 236, 240, 242, 251, 255, 257,
259, 304, 326. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: One of the best books seen to date on this
subject. The author lived 1855-1934. The original edition
was published in 1908 and a third edition was published in
1921. This edition has a fold-out map of Japan at the end and
a graph opposite p. 227.
Listed in the index under “Beans, bean-cake and
bean-oil,” soybeans are discussed extensively–especially
in Chapter 8, “The provinces and the treaty ports” (p. 206260), but also in Chapter 9, “Foreign trade” (p. 277-309) and
Chapter 10, “Internal trade” (p. 310-327). Address: Gunten,
Lake of Thun, Switzerland: Sometime Commissioner of
Customs and Statistical Secretary, Inspectorate General of
Customs.
3779. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha). 1913.
Nichi-Bei nenkan [Japanese-American yearbook. No. 9].
650 Ellis St., San Francisco, California. 716 p. Reprinted in
2001-02 in Tokyo by Nihon Tosho Senta. Series: Nikkei Imin
Shiryôshû. Dai 5-kai [Collected Documents on Japanese
Emigration. No. 5]. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This book is read and numbered from “back
to front” compared with typical English books; it is mostly
(99%) in Japanese. The English-language title page reads:
The Japanese American Year Book.
The book is divided into 13 parts, each numbered
separately. Contents: (1) Front matter (incl. how this book
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was created) (5 p.). (2) Table of contents, general (4 p.). (3)
Table of contents, ads (4 p.). (4) Photos (black and white
on 12 unnumbered pages). (5) Graphs and charts on 4
unnumbered pages: Three pie charts for 1912: (A) In which
U.S. states do Japanese live. (B) Occupations of Japanese in
USA. (C) Japanese in USA by gender. Two pie charts (D-E).
Increase and decrease of Japanese population by gender. (F)
Bar chart: Agricultural land use by Japanese by state. (G)
Agricultural crops grown by Japanese. (6) Photo of the site
to be of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition (1915)
in San Francisco. (7) Two maps: Map of the United States.
Map of California (2 p.). (8) Advertisements (A-1 to A-18).
(9) Front part (p. 1-152), including general information about
America, Japanese in America, U.S. and agricultural census
data, etc. (10) Ads (p. 1-16). (11) Back part (p. 1-142). (12)
Ads (B-1 to B-64). Appendixes: (13) Table of contents for
directory of places where Japanese live in America, by
state, and within each state by city: In Japanese (2 p.). In

English (2 p.). (14) Directory of Japanese living in America,
interspersed with ads (p. 1-228). (15) Ads (p. 1-50). (16)
Copyright page.
In a table (p. 57), one vertical line gives soybean
production statistics in Japan from 1905-1909 (five year
average): Area: 464,021 cho (1 cho = 2.45 acres; so
1,136,851 acres). Production: 3,766,962 koku (1 koku = 180
liters = 47.6 gallons = 308 lb = 5.13 bushels; so 1,932,452
bushels). Average yield 0.87 koku/tan or tanpo. Note:
Something seems to be wrong with these soybean statistics.
The yield of Japanese soybeans seems too low; only about
1-2 bushels per acre.
A table (p. 92) shows Japanese population in the top
8 U.S. states in 1912. There are 7 columns: Male adults,
female adults, male children born in USA, male children
born in Japan, female children born in USA, female children
born in Japan, and total. The totals are: California: 58,555.
Washington: 16,037. Colorado 3,556. Oregon 3,518. New
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York 2,002. Idaho 1,392. Utah 1,390. Montana 972.
Individual lines in various tables (p. 115-150) show tofu,
miso and shoyu makers in the United States by state, and
within California by city. There are 7 columns: Location,
total no. of shops, no. of owners, investment ($), sales ($/
year), workers, salary ($/year). The number of tofu makers
by state is: California 28. Utah (Ogden) 1. Idaho 2. Colorado
(Denver) 2. Oregon 1. Washington 9. There are also 2 miso
makers in Los Angeles and 1 shoyu maker in Oregon.
Columns 1-2 are filled out for all entries, columns 3-4 for
all California entries, and columns 5-6 for about half the
California entries.
A table (p. 26-27) shows import tariffs on goods from
Japan. These include: Soybeans $0.45/bushel. Shoyu,
miso, deep fried tofu pouches (aburage), dried frozen tofu
(Koyadofu) and yuba 40% of their value, but a request is
being made to change the shoyu, the two tofu products and
the yuba to 20%.
The Directory shows Japanese companies making
soyfoods in California, Utah, Idaho, Colorado, New York,
Washington state, and Oregon. Address: San Francisco,
California.
3780. Nitragin Co. (The). 1913. Nitragin, the salvation of the
soil. Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 8 p.
• Summary: In 1886 Hellriegel, a German, found that clover,
peas, beans, in fact all plants that bear their seed in a capsule
or pod, very often have little round bunches or knots growing
on their roots. These plants are called legumes. Hellriegel
further discovered that these tubercles or nodules were filled
with millions of germs or bacteria, and that these bacteria
feed the legume plants the nitrogen they need. He taught
the world why it is that legumes enrich the soil. Nobbe and
Hiltner developed a pure culture method of soil inoculation
and named their product Nitragin. This trade-mark was
registered in the United States on December 6, 1898, as No.
32,212.
“Last year (1912) in Germany alone, there were nearly a
million acres of legumes inoculated with nitrogen-gathering
‘Nitragin’ germs.” Address: Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
3781. Paerels, J.J. 1913. Tweede Gewassen [Second crops].
Oost-Indische Cultures (Dr. K.W. van Gorkom’s) 3:276-88.
[11 ref. Dut]
• Summary: See Prinsen Geerligs (1913, vol. 3, p. 276-88).
Address: Indonesia or Netherlands.
3782. Pharmazeutische Praxis (Stuttgart, Leipzig, Vienna).
1913. Stachyose in den Bohnen und den Samen einiger
Leguminosen [Stachyose in the beans and seeds of some
legumes]. 12(4):188-89. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a German-language summary of a
German-language article from Apoth.-Ztg [ApothekerZeitung], 1913, p. 85. It states that soybeans (Soja hispida)

contain stachyose, a sugar.
3783. Pharmazeutische Zentralhalle fuer Deutschland. 1913.
8. Internationaler Kongress fuer angewandte Chemie in
New-York [8. International Congress for Applied Chemistry
in New York (Abstract)]. 54:62-65. See p. 65. [Ger]
• Summary: On p. 65 is an article titled “Ueber die
Darstellung von ‘Natto.’” This is a German-language
summary of the following English-language article:
Muramatsu, S. 1912. “Preparation of ‘natto.’” Eighth
International Congress of Applied Chemistry, Original
Communications 18:251-63. Section VIIIb: Pharmaceutical
Chemistry.
3784. Pharmazeutische Zentralhalle fuer Deutschland. 1913.
Ueber den Naehrwert und die Verwendung der Sojabohne
[On the nutritional value and the utilization of the soybean
(Abstract)]. 54:15-16. [Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
German-language article with the same title (almost):
Neumann, Hermann. 1912. Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift
49(36):1710-14. Sept. 2.
3785. Polk’s Portland [Oregon] city directory. 1913.
Portland, Oregon: R.L. Polk & Co., Inc. *
• Summary: Ota E. Cook. Address: Portland, Oregon.
3786. Prinsen Geerligs, H.C. ed. 1913. Dr. K.W. van
Gorkom’s Oost-Indische Cultures, opnieuw uitgegeven onder
redactie van H.C. Prinsen Geerligs. Compleet in drie deelen
[Dr. K.W. van Gorkom’s East-Indian crops. New edition. 3
vols.]. Amsterdam, Netherlands: J.H. de Bussy. See vol. 3, p.
276-88. Illust. Index. 27 cm. [7 ref. Dut]
• Summary: In vol. 3 is a section on “Second crops (Tweede
Gewassen)” (p. 243-91). Chapter 4 (Hoofdstuk IV) of that
section is titled “Soybeans (Soja)” (p. 276-88). Contents:
Origin and native land. The soybean plant: Botanical
description (flowers, seeds, fertilization, germination),
types and varieties, geographical distribution. Cultivation
of soybeans: General instructions for growing, planting,
manuring, diseases and pests. Production, trade, and use of
soybeans: Tofu (Tao-Hoe), Chinese soy sauce (Tao-Yoe),
soybean paste (Tao-Tjiong), Tempeh, composition and
nutritive value (samenstelling en voedingswaarde).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009) that
contains the term Tao-Tjiong, a term, and perhaps a product,
that appears to be between doujiang (Chinese-style miso)
and tao-tjo (Indonesian-style miso).
Photos show: (1) A soybean plant that bears blackseeded varieties (p. 277). A soybean plant that bears whiteseeded varieties (p. 278).
Also discusses (in vol. 2): Peanuts (p. 227-41). Sesame
seeds (p. 247-51).
Reprinted in Van Gorkom 1918, p. 839-51. Karel
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Wessel van Gorkom lived 1835-1919. Address: Amsterdam,
Netherlands.
3787. Ramblers Club. 1913. The club woman’s cook book:
Revised... [Chicago: M.A. Donohue & Company, printer, c.
1913]. 208 + [2] p. 18 cm.
• Summary: Near bottom of cover: “A collection of tested
receipts compiled and originally published by The Ramblers’
Club, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1911.”
On copyright page: “Copyrighted by Mrs. Thos. F.
Quinby, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1911-1913.”
Preface (to second edition) by Justine I. Quinby and
Josephine Mather.
The 1st recipe for Chop Suey (p. 30) calls for “½ cup
Chinese liquor,” which may well refer to soy sauce.
The 2nd recipe for Chop Suey (p. 44) makes no
reference to anything that could be interpreted as soy sauce.
None of the following words is mentioned: “curd,”
“curds,” “soy,” “soya,” “soybean,” or “soybeans.”
3788. Singleton, Esther; Sturgis, Russell. 1913. The
furniture of our forefathers, with critical descriptions of
plates... complete in one volume. Garden City, New York:
Doubleday, Page & Company. xii + 664 p. See p. 299. Illust.
Index.
• Summary: Part IV, “Dutch and English periods: New York
from 1615 to 1776” notes (p. 299) that in 1762, cut glass and
silver ornamental cruet stands cost from 10 shillings to £1 5
each. In 1772, “ebony cruet stands, jelly glasses, soy cruets,
carroffs [carafes], wine and water glasses and bottle stands”
are for sale by John J. Roosevelt in Maiden Lane.
3789. Saitamaengei & Co., Ltd. 1913. Wholesale trade list...
bulbs, plants, seeds: 1913. Saitama prefecture, Japan. 36 p.
Illust. Index. 27 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The section titled “Vegetable seeds” (p. 34-36)
gives the price of 38 plants in U.S. gold dollars per pound
and per 100 lbs. However 3 plants are given less detailed
treatment: “Rice, Soja Bean, Japan peas: Special lowest price
will be quoted on application.” Many varieties of Japanese
climbing cucumber, radish (daikon), turnip (kabu), and
glutinous yam are listed.
Photos and illustrations show these other plants. Note:
Saitama prefecture is just northwest of Tokyo. Address:
Toyono, Nr. Kasukabe St., Saitama prefecture, Japan.
3790. Shaw, Thomas. 1913. Soiling crops and the silo: How
to cultivate and harvest the crops; how to build and fill the
silo; and how to use the silage. New York: Orange Judd
Company. xii + 366 p. Illust. 19 cm.
• Summary: The sections on the soy beans in this 1913
edition are identical to those in the 1900 and 1911 editions.
Address: Prof. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of Minnesota.

3791. Silver Manufacturing Co. 1913. Modern silage
methods. 9th ed. Revised to date. Salem, Ohio: Silver
Manufacturing Co. 264 p. Illust. 19 cm.
• Summary: Concerning soja beans (p. 153): “On account
of their highly nitrogenous character, soy beans are most
economical when mixed with corn, and like other legumes
they improve the silage by tending to counteract the acid
reaction of the corn. The mixture also produces a more
nearly balanced ration than either crop alone, and avoids
the necessity of using purchased concentrates such as grain,
bran, cottonseed, etc. Some have found that the soy beans
save at least half the grain bill. The crops may be mixed to
best advantage for both cutting and feeding, by placing the
soy beans on top of the corn as it enters the silage cutter, in
the proportion of two, three, four or five parts of corn, as
desired, to one part of soy beans. The latter should be siloed
when the pods are well formed and the seeds are nearly
grown.”
Chapter 8, titled “Silage crops for the semi-arid regions
of the south,” cites an Oklahoma Agric. Exp. Station
publication which states that “soy beans... when mixed with
a good proportion of corn or kafir fodder make a first class,
well balanced silage” (p. 161). Note: The source of this
quotation is cited incorrectly; we have been unable to find
the correct source.
Prof. Simpson of the New Mexico Agric. Exp. Station
writes (in about Oct. 1912) that in his state: “Cow peas and
soy beans are grown in some localities very successfully, and
they make first-class silage” (p. 164). Address: Salem, Ohio.
3792. Smith, Howard R. 1913. Profitable stock feeding: a
book for the farmer. 8th ed. St. Paul, Minnesota: Published
by the author. xii + 420 p. Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: From the title page: “Adopted as a Text in a
large number of the Universities, Agricultural, Colleges
and High Schools of the United States.” This book was
copyrighted in 1905, and the date at the end of the Preface is
“Lincoln, Nebraska, December 15, 1905.
“Soy” is mentioned on pages viii, 55, 56, 68, 74, 77, 80,
83, 84, 88, 187, 227, 267, 274, 275, 283, 295, 299, 300, 301,
381, 384, 385, 386, 392, 395, 396, 399, 401, 409, 411, and
412. “Soja” is mentioned on p. 399.
The Preface by Smith states (p. viii): “The leguminous
hay crops–alfalfa, cowpeas and soy beans–are new to many
farmers of the United States, and the growth of one or more
of these or the better known clover plant is so essential on
farms devoted to stock feeding, it has been thought best to
publish in the appendix something concerning the culture
of the three first mentioned. For the discussion of cowpea
and soy bean growing the writer is indebted to Professor
D.H. Otis, formerly of the Kansas Experiment Station, now
connected with the Wisconsin Experiment Station.”
In Part II, “Milk production,” Chapter 7, “Winter rations
in the Corn Belt” states (p. 55-56): “The Legumes include
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a number of plants which have the power of drawing free
nitrogen from the air and storing it in the roots of the plants.
The four referred to in common use are alfalfa and clover
in the North, and cowpeas and soy beans, more commonly
grown in the South. On the roots of these plants are little
tubercles, varying from the size of pinheads on clover and
alfalfa to garden peas on the cowpea and soy bean. In these
tubercles are living organisms extremely minute which, in
some way not well understood, absorb air from the pores in
the soil, converting the nitrogen therefrom into compounds
available for plant growth. It is this power of absorbing
nitrogen which makes these legumes rich in protein, and
therefore valuable for supplementing corn.”
Pages 67-68: “Corn the best single crop for the silo.
Corn not only produces a large quantity of nutritious feed
that is easily placed in the silo, but it is of such a nature as to
pack readily and keep well. The large southern varieties of
ensilage corn, which give enormous yields in tons per acre,
have been recommended for silage; but such varieties do not
produce much grain and the total nutrients are usually less
than from ordinary field corn. The best results are obtained
with some variety that will give a good yield of grain, and
by planting somewhat thicker than for a grain crop. Under
average conditions a larger tonnage of feed can usually be
obtained per acre by combining corn, sorghum and cowpeas
or soy beans, but even with this combination the greater part
of the crop should be corn. When either peas or beans are
grown with the corn and the entire crop is put into the silo,
the feeding value is greater, ton for ton, than that of corn
alone. This is a much more economical method of obtaining
protein than by purchasing it in high priced concentrates, as
gluten meal, oil meal, etc.”
Page 74: “Silage Fed Liberally vs. Grain Fed Liberally
Without Silage.–The Ohio Experiment Station has recently
secured data to show the relative economy of a ration
consisting of more silage than dairymen customarily feed
and a ration consisting largely of grain with corn stover
and mixed hay for roughage. The silage used consisted of a
mixture of the forage plants, soy beans, cowpeas and corn,
in the proportion respectively 1:2:7½ by weight.” Silage fed
liberally was found to give more milk and milk fat.
Page 77: “Soy bean hay frequently yields as high
as three tons per acre in the South, where it is receiving
favorable mention as a fodder plant. It is somewhat coarse
in stem, though palatable and a rich source of protein. Its
composition is similar to alfalfa and cowpea hay, making its
use in the ration the same. It has been tested as a silage plant
and is highly recommended. The New Jersey Station found
alfalfa hay and soy bean silage as efficient as commercial
foods for supplying protein, which seems entirely reasonable
in view of its composition.”
Chapter 8, Feeding without the legumes for roughage
(p. 80-96) begins (p. 80): “With none of the legumes (clover,
alfalfa, cowpeas and soy beans) for use as hay, but with an

abundance of other roughage on hand, all forms of which are
non-nitrogenous in character, the purchase of one or more of
the so-called commercial protein foods is made necessary.”
These protein foods for cattle feeding may be
conveniently divided into three classes, the group to which
each belongs depending upon protein content: Class 1
contains those richest in protein, and includes cottonseed
meal, linseed meal, gluten meal and soy bean meal; Class 2,
gluten feed, dried brewer’s grains, malt sprouts, Canadian
field peas and cowpeas; Class 3, wheat bran and shorts, or
middlings.”
Pages 83-84: “Soy bean meal differs from the products
described in that it is the entire seed of the soy bean plant
ground. It is worthy of note that soy beans are the only farm
seeds deserving of a place in Class I, on account of their
exceptionally high protein content. They are also rich in oil,
which makes it the more necessary to use a limited quantity.
The soy bean is a very promising crop in the more Southern
States, yielding from ten to twenty bushels of seed per
acre, worth as much per pound as linseed meal for feeding
purposes. (See Soy-bean culture in the appendix.)” “Class II.
Cowpeas are less rich in protein than are soy beans, which
logically puts them in Class II of the protein foods. The
cowpea plant, cut before the seeds ripen, is so valuable for
hay that it is used largely for this purpose. Where the seeds
are allowed to ripen and are threshed, they may be ground
into a meal and used very advantageously as a protein
supplement to corn.”
Pages 88-89: Variety in the roughage fed is as much
appreciated as variety in the grain ration. When possible
two or more kinds should be supplied. If hay from any one
of the legumes, alfalfa, clover, cowpeas or soy beans, is fed
as half the roughage, it would be more profitable to reduce
the amount of cottonseed meal or other commercial protein
foods to one-half of that recommended for stover, timothy or
other fodder plants of that class.”
In Part III, “Beef cattle,” chapter 17, titled “Corn
substitutes, protein concentrates and preparations of foods
for fattening and cattle,” says (p. 187): “Cottonseed meal,
while richer in protein than oil meal, is perhaps more often
inferior in quality. There are not sufficient experimental data
on record to warrant one in placing a value above the others
upon any one of these concentrated foods, cottonseed meal,
oil meal [old process {mechanically expressed} linseed
meal], gluten meal or soy bean meal, though the composition
indicates an advantage for cottonseed meal.”
In Part IV, “Sheep,” chapter 21, titled “Fattening lambs
in early winter” states (p. 227): “Canadian peas or cowpeas
are even better than bran, as they furnish from 30 per cent
to 50 per cent more protein and less crude fiber, which latter
is largely inert matter. Soy beans are relished and are quite
as efficient as oil cake [expelled linseed cake] in supplying
protein.”
In Part V, “Swine,” soybeans are mentioned on pages
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267, 274, 275, 283, 295, 299, 300, and 301
The Appendix, “Methods of growing the leguminous
crops, cowpeas, soy beans and alfalfa, by Dr. D.H. Otis, soy
beans are mentioned on pages 381, 384, 385, 386, 392, 395,
396, 399, 401, 409, 411, and 412. The section titled “Soy
beans” (p. 384-86), has the following contents: Soy beans as
a profitable crop. Planting. Harvesting for grain. Threshing.
Curing the beans for seed. Harvesting for hay. Soy beans as
feed. Alfalfa, etc., after soy beans.
Note: Howard Remus Smith was born in 1872.
An earlier edition, published in 1906, contained xii +
413 pages. Address: Prof. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of
Minnesota. Formerly Univ. of Nebraska.
3793. Smith, Isaac A. 1913. Soy beans and secrets of legume
inoculation. Warren, Indiana: I.A. Smith. 22 p. 20 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Soy beans: Soil and rotation,
special uses and methods, planting, cultivation, harvesting,
threshing, yield of grain, the seed, varieties (the Early
Brown, Ito San, Early Yellow, Hollybrook, Sable, Mammoth
Yellow).
Legume inoculation.
“During the past fourteen years, practical experience and
observation has convinced me that the Soy bean is probably
the best plant known at present to grow protein for domestic
animals in what is known as the corn belt, and second only
to clover as an agent to supply nitrogen to the soil... As
compared with the cowpea, it is hardier, may be planted
earlier in the season, and makes its full plant growth more
quickly” (p. 1).
“When you buy complete commercial fertilizers,
the nitrogen in them is what you pay the big price for at
the rate of 15 to 17 cents per pound. Above every acre of
land to which you apply this fertilizer, there is floating
approximately seventy million pounds of this same element,
as free as the rain that falls in the wet time, in fact so free
that none of your farm plants can use it, without the help
of a third factor stepping in and tying this nitrogen up in
such as shape that your plants may feed on it.” You need to
“transform the exhaustless supply of nitrogen into nitrates,...”
and to do this you need the help of a bacterium (p. 14).
Photos (on unnumbered pages after p. 10) show: (1)
A stalk of soy beans that had a chance to make good. (2)
Select samples of roots with nodules 14 weeks after planting.
Concentrated inoculate [inoculant] used with seed.
Isaac Adoniram Smith was born in 1849. Address:
Warren, Indiana.
3794. Sornay, Pierre de. 1913. Les plantes tropicales
alimentaires et industrielles de la famille des légumineuses
[Edible and industrial tropical plants of the legume family].
Paris: Augustin Challamel. xii + 489 p. Illust. Index. 26 cm.
[77* ref. Fre]
• Summary: This book is dedicated to “Mr. P. Boname, my

excellent master and friend.” Boname, who wrote the Preface
and is now director of the agronomic station on Maurice, was
the soybean pioneer in Maurice.
The section on the soybean (Le Soja, p. 195-205, 272,
276, 469, 471, 473, 475) is largely summarized from earlier
writers, including Aiton, Bonâme, Bloch, Church, Grandeau,
Joulie, Kaempfer, König, Korentschewski and Zimmermann,
Lechartier, Li and Grandvoinnet, Paillieux, Paillieux and
Bois, Pellet, Trimble, and Watt. Most of the section is
about soybean production, but there are also subsections on
soymilk, tofu (Fromage de soja), and shoyu (p. 204-05), plus
soy coffee, soy bread and biscuits for diabetics, and trade in
soybeans and soybean products (p. 205).
Also discusses: Alfalfa or Lucerne (Medicago sativa, p.
309, 453-54, 471, 474). Bambarra groundnuts (Voandzeia
subterranea, pistache voandzou, 72-75, 277-78, 469, 473,
476). Kudzu (Pueraria Thunbergiana, p. 429-30). Lupins
(Lupinus albus, p. 264, 309, 453-54, 468). Peanuts (Arachis
hypogæa, arachide p. 47-72, 270, 273, 453-54, 467, 471,
472, 474-76). Winged bean (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus,
pois carré, p. 183-94, 273, 276, 468, 471, 473-76). Address:
Asst. Director, Agronomic Station, Mauritius (Station
agronomique de l’Ile Maurice).
3795. Southcombe, James Edward. 1913. Chemistry of the
oil industries. New York, NY: D. Van Nostrand Co. ix +
204 p. See p. 112. Illust. Index. 23 cm. Series: Outlines of
Industrial Chemistry.
• Summary: In Chapter 7, titled “Composition and properties
of the individual oils and fats of commercial importance,”
the first section is “Vegetable fats and oils. It is divided into
non-drying, semi-drying, and drying oils. The best-known
non-drying oils are olive, olive kernel, arachis or earthnut
(p. 106-07), and castor oils. The semi-drying oils which find
industrial application are cotton-seed, sesamé, soya bean and
rape oils.
Soya bean oil (p. 112): In Europe, this oil has
been successfully obtained by expression or extraction
with solvents; the result is a reddish colored oil with a
characteristic odor. Although introduced only recently to
the European market, soya oil has found wide and varied
application in the making of boiled oils and soaps.
A table gives physical and chemical constants based
on published analyses: Specific gravity at 15ºC: 924 to 927.
Solidifying point 8 to 15ºC. Saponification value: 190.6 to
192.9. Iodine value: 121.3 to 125.2. Address: M.Sc., Chief
chemist of the Henry Wells Oil Co., Salford [England];
Lecturer on oils and fats, Royal Salford Technical Inst., etc,
Birkenhead.
3796. Steinitzer, Wilhelm. 1913. Bergfahren in den
japanischen Alpen [Mountaineering in the Japanese alps].
Zeitschrift des deutschen und Oesterreichischen Alpenvereins
p. 141-43. [Ger]
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• Summary: You just have to put up with eating rice three
times a day; you make it taste better with jam or soy sauce
(Soya-sauce).
3797. Stone, W.M. 1913. The soybean and its uses. Alliance,
Ohio: The Review Press. 30 p. *
• Summary: Importance of the soybean as a protein feed, and
as a cheap source of nitrogen, are discussed.
3798. Stone, Wm. McD. 1913. Price list. Atwater, Ohio. 1 p.
• Summary: Eight varieties of soybeans are listed on this
single gray-green page:
“Ohio 7403 Soybeans
“Ohio 7455 Soybeans
“Peking Soybeans
“Black Beauty Soybeans
“Roosevelt Soybeans
“Medium Green Soybeans
“Ito San Soybeans
“Mammoth Yellow Soybeans [the least expensive
soybean variety at $2.50 per bushel]
For each variety one column gives the following prices:
(1) Per Lb. (2) 10 Lbs. (3) 1/8 Bu. (4) 1 Bu. (5) Per Bu. 5 or
more Bushels. (6) Per Bu. 10 or more Bushels.
At bottom of page:
“Collection of ten packets of Soybeans, each package of
a different variety, at $1.00.
“Soybean-bacteria-inoculated soil, 60 cents per sack,
about 125 lbs. Jute bag free. Small quantities of inoculated
soil at one cent per pound.”
“Wishing you a bumper crop of grain in 1913 we are,
Yours Truly.”
Note 1. This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/usdanurseryandseedcatalog
Note 2. This is the earliest seed catalog or price list seen
(June 2017) that contains the word “soybean.” Address:
Soybean and Corn Specialist, Atwater, Portage Co., Ohio.
3799. Street, John Phillips. 1913. Gluten and special foods.
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
36:107-11. For the year ending Oct. 31, 1912.
• Summary: “Eleven samples of gluten foods and similar
preparations were examined. While some of these were not
specially recommended for use by diabetics, the chief use of
a gluten preparation lies to provide a food rich in nitrogenous
compounds and as poor as possible in starch. Some of these
samples are excellent from this standpoint, while others
contain so much starch that their claims to be diabetic foods
are unfounded if not fraudulent, and their use by diabetic
patients attended with considerable danger.” The foods were:
(1) Akoll Biscuit (53.2% protein, 1.53% starch); (2) Brusson

Diabetic Bread (37.3% protein, 40.14% starch); (3) Barker’s
Gluten Food (Herman Barker, Somerville, Massachusetts;
86.88% protein, 0.00% starch); (4) Soy Bean Gruel Flour
(Cereo Co., Tappan, New York; 45.69% protein, 0.63%
starch); (5) 20% Gluten Meal (The Kellogg Food Co. [or
Battle Creek Food Co.], Battle Creek, Michigan; 27.50%
protein, 49.64% starch); (6) 40% Gluten (Kellogg; 47.00%
protein, 31.86% starch); (7) 80% Gluten (Kellogg; 81.25%
protein, 6.21% starch); (8) Avena-Gluten Biscuit Mixture
(Kellogg; 21.38% protein, 41.13% starch; made from
oatmeal and wheat gluten); (9) 40% Gluten Biscuit (Kellogg;
47.50% protein, 35.01% starch); (10) 80% Gluten Biscuit
(Kellogg; 82.38% protein, 4.68% starch); (11) Breakfast
Toast (Kellogg; 13.63% protein, 57.42% starch). Address:
M.S., Chemist in charge, Analytical Lab., New Haven,
Connecticut.
3800. Takenob, Y.; Kawakami, K. 1913. Japan Year Book.
Tokyo: Japan Year Book Office. 702 p. See p. 163-64, 230,
351, 356, 358, 438, 654, 659, 672, 690. Eighth annual issue.
[Eng]
• Summary: In chapter 11, “Agriculture” (p. 155-77) is a
table titled “Beans, sweet potato and potato (p. 163) which
gives “Soy bean” production in Japan for 1906-1910 (in
koku).
On page 164 we read: “The three daily articles of
diet for all classes, viz. soy [sauce], miso, and tofu are
manufactured from this bean...”
In chapter 15, “Industry,” is a paragraph titled “Soy” (p.
230) on the patented Suzuki process for brewing soy [sauce].
“For soy the prefecture of Chiba, which is contiguous
to Tokyo municipality, heads all other places on the list.
Parched wheat mixed with salt and beans is a principal
ingredient. The process is still far from scientific, requiring
about 12 months before the liquid is ready for sale. It is also
costly, as it does not admit so much labor-saving appliances.
To obviate these advantages, several patented processes,
notably that by Mr. Suzuki, have been tried, but they do not
seem to have attained ideal perfection. It was on the strength
of the Suzuki process that a company backed with yen
2,500,000 paid up was started, in 1907, and the 2-months’
brewing, the chief merit of the invention, was started. It is
to be regretted that this first machine-brewing has failed to
produce the soy which can compare with the old process soy
in taste and flavor, and that the company has been wound
up.”
In Chapter 25, “Home trade” is a table (p. 351) titled
“Prices of principal commodities in Japan,” which includes
prices for 1905-1911 in yen for soy beans (per koku), soy
[sauce] (per koku), and miso (per kwan).
In Chapter 26, “Foreign trade” is a table (p. 356-58)
titled “Imports” (in 1,000 yen). Under the heading “Staples
articles of over yen 1,000,000” (p. 356) is given the value of
soja bean imports for 1908-1912. Under the heading “Trade
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with China (p. 359) is given the value of imports of “beans”
and of “oil-cakes” for 1906-1911.
In chapter 30, “Finance,” is a paragraph (p. 438) titled
“Tax on Japanese soy” [sauce].
In chapter 34, “Chosen (Korea),” a table (p. 654) on
“Exports (in 1,000 yen), under the heading “Foreign trade”
has data on exports of beans and peas for 1906-1912 (in
yen).
In the same chapter, under the heading of “Agriculture”
is a paragraph (p. 659) which states: “Barley and soya bean.–
Barley covers 421,828 cho, yielding 4,194,425 koku. Beans
are exported chiefly to Japan for manufacturing soy. The
acreage is 358,000 cho and the yield [production] 1,925,000
koku. Export to Japan amounted to about 3,500,000 yen in
1909.”
In Chapter 35, “Taiwan (Formosa),” under the heading
“Agriculture,” a table (p. 672) titled “Agricultural products”
has production data on “Beans and peas” (in 1,000 koku) for
1905-1909.
In Chapter 37, “South Manchuria,” is a paragraph (p.
690) titled “The soya bean” which states: “The fame of
Soya bean has spread all over the world since 1906 when
the Mitsui Bussan first shipped a trial consignment to
England. As substitute of cotton seeds for extracting oil the
bean met with a favorable reception not only in England
but in Germany, France and elsewhere, and the following
year the enterprising firm received large orders. The yield
[production] of [soya] bean in Manchuria is between
1,500,000 and 2,000,000 tons and the output of beancakes about 1,000,000 tons. In 1909 the export amounted
to 800,000 tons of which about 50% went to Europe, 30%
to China and 20% to Japan. The export is made through
Dairen, Newchang (which monopolized it before the export
to Europe began), and Vladivostock [Vladivostok], the first
claiming about one half and the other half is divided between
the two ports.” Address: Prof. at Waseda Univ. and Late of
the Japan Times, Japan.
3801. Tanaka Shoten. 1913. K. Tanaka Co. (Ad). In: Nichibei
Shinbun-sha. 1913. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook. No. 9]. p. 43 (near end). [Eng; jap]
• Summary: Ad (¼ page). The top ¼ of this ad is given
in English. This Japanese company imports many items,
including sake, white rice, miso and shoyu. Address: 1531
Geary St., San Francisco, California. Phone: Filmore 2179.
S 2947.
3802. Taverne, Nicolaas Jacobus Aloysius. 1913. De
oxydatie en de polymerisatie van sojaolie [Oxidation and
polymerization of soy oil]. Leiden, Netherlands: Eduard Ijdo.
120 p. [33 ref. Dut]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Review of the literature.
Experimental investigation: Determination of the constants
of the altered oil. The oxidation of soybean oil (sojaolie): At

room temperature in the air, at 70ºC in oxygen, at 150ºC in
the air, under the influence of ultraviolet light. The influence
of a catalyst on the oxidation. The polymerization of soy oil.
Discussion of the results. Conclusions.
Note: This is the earliest Dutch-language document seen
(Sept. 2016) that uses the word sojaolie to refer to soybean
oil. Address: Leiden.
3803. Togano, Meijiro. 1913. Saishin shôyu jôzô-ron
[Principles of modern shoyu brewing]. Tokyo: Nippon
Takujo Co. Ltd. 1040 p. Two supplements to the first edition
were published. The 7th edition, published in 1919 was 1088
pages long; the 8th edition, 1921, was 1181 pages. Illust. 23
cm. [Jap; eng+]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Outline (p. 1): Preface,
microbiology outline, outline for how to treat and examine
microorganisms, general theory of shoyu fermentation.
2. Raw material outline (p. 85): Raw materials for shoyu,
soybeans, wheat, salt, water, storing raw materials, coal. 3.
Preparation of raw materials (p. 175): Making salt water,
preparing raw soybeans, preparing wheat, mixing cracked
wheat and cooked soybeans, koji starter (tane koji).
4. Making koji (p. 293): The purpose and need for
making koji, how to make koji, the koji room (koji mura),
improving the koji room, koji for shoyu. 5. Shoyu moromi
or mash (p. 383): The fermentation room (shikomi-gura)
and fermentation vats (shikomi oke), fermentation, shoyu
moromi, chemical and physical changes in shoyu moromi,
microorganisms in moromi, ripening (jukusei) of moromi,
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of qualitative analysis and measurement of salicylic acid
(sarichiru-san, saruchiru-san), method of analyzing coal. 11.
Conclusion (p. 809): Brewing and exporting, improvement
of quality, quick fermentation of shoyu, application of
machinery, the necessity of having a shoyu fermentation
laboratory. Appendix (p. 825): The Togano method and
equipment for moromi stirring. 12. Fifteen charts and tables
concerning shoyu fermentation (mostly scientific information
on physical and chemical properties). A portrait photo
(located just after the title page) shows Meijiro Togano,
formally dressed.
Note: This book was also published in 1914 by Otani
Shoten in Tokyo. The same publisher republished the book
in Jan. 1999 as a three-volume set. In the USA, this 1999
reprint is owned by the East Asian Library at Yale University
in Connecticut.

warm temperature-controlled fermentation (on-jôzo), quick
fermentation (sokujôzo). 6. Shoyu (p. 489): Pressing the
liquid sauce from moromi, heating the shoyu (shoyu no
hiire), clarification (seichô), history of one generation of
shoyu, components of shoyu, the flavor and fragrance of
shoyu, relationship between the quality of shoyu and its
components, methods of testing the quality of shoyu, the
value of shoyu as a raw material for sauces, (bansui) and
(bankasu), mold on shoyu, containers for shoyu.
7. The theory of marketing shoyu (p. 639): History
of marketing / selling shoyu, selling shoyu, outlook for
selling shoyu, precautions in selling shoyu. 8. Constructing
and running a shoyu factory (p. 653): Building the plant,
equipment and labor, the economics of building and running
the factory. 9. The method of testing the microorganisms (p.
693): The need for testing microorganisms, the method of
testing the microorganisms found in water, method of testing
the microorganisms found in the air, method of testing the
microorganisms found in koji starter and koji, method of
testing the microorganisms found in moromi.
10. The method of analysis (p. 725): The need for
analysis, general method of analysis, method of analyzing
raw materials, method of analyzing koji, method of
analyzing moromi, method of analyzing shoyu, method
of analyzing shoyu presscake (shoyu kasu), method of
detecting saccharin, qualitative analysis of formalin, method

3804. Treue, Dr. 1913. Nur Delwerk’s Soja [Only Delwerk’s
Soya]. Jahres-Bericht des Staedtischen Untersuchnungsamts
Bielefeld p. 17-21. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The name of this product printed on the original
packet is Soja mit Zusatz von Bohnenkaffee or Soja-Kaffee.
This is a soy-based coffee substitute (Kaffesurrogat) to
which real coffee beans have been added. Tables show the
nutritional composition of: The two original substances–
roasted soybeans and roasted coffee beans, separately. (2)
The water soluble extract of each, separately. (3) The extract
of packets #1 and #2–separately. The soy coffee is apparently
made with defatted soybean meal since the resulting soy
coffee has a very low content of solids, protein, fat, and
lecithin–and this has low nutritional value.
Contains the text of five advertisements for this soy
coffee found in newspapers and shop windows. One says:
“Soya coffee: With the finest coffee beans added. Nutritious.
Low in caffeine. Therefore better than coffee made from real
coffee beans.”
The section on soya is part of a longer article (p. 3-56),
which also mentions peanuts and sesame seeds. Address:
PhD, Germany.
3805. Trier, Georg. 1913. Ueber die nach den Methoden
der Lecithindarstellung aus Pflanzensamen erhältlichen
Verbindungen. I. Einleitung–Bohnensamen [On the
method for making lecithin compounds from the available
compounds in plant seeds. I. Communication: Introduction–
Legume / Bean seeds]. Zeitschrift fuer Physiologische
Chemie 86:1-32. [49 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Begins with a discussion of the work of
E. Schulze, E. Winterstein and O. Hiestand, E. Steiger,
A. Likiernik, S. Frankfurt, Wintgen, Kellner, and many
other pioneers in this field. The beans mentioned include
soybeans (Soja hispida, p. 6, 11), lupines. Address: Aus dem
agrikultur-chemischen Laboratorium der Eidgenössischen
Technischen Hochschule in Zürich [Zurich, Switzerland].
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3806. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.
1913. Thirteenth census of the United States taken in the year
1910. Volume V. Agriculture, 1909 and 1910. General report
and analysis. Washington, DC: Government Printing Office.
927 p. See p. 626.

• Summary: Table 53 titled “Dry beans (other than edible)”
(p. 626) shows acreage, production in bushels, and value
statistics for soy beans in 1909, for five states plus “all other
states.” In 1909 a total of 16,835 bushels of soy beans were
produced on 1,629 acres in the USA. They were worth
$20,577. North Carolina was the leading soybean producer
with 13,313 bushels (79% of the total).
The following states are listed in descending order of
production. For each state is given production in 1909 (in
bushels) / acreage / value.
North Carolina: 13,313 bu / 1,249 acres / $14,141.
Tennessee: 2,037 bu / 256 acres / $3,387.
Ohio: 424 bu / 33 acres / $843.
Virginia: 415 bu / 29 acres / $695.
Alabama: 219 bu / 29 acres / $494.
All other states combined: 427 bu / 33 acres / $1,017.
Note 1. These is the earliest document seen (April 2017)
that contains official national production or acreage statistics
for soy beans in the United States. The earliest year for
which statistics are given is 1909. Statistics for castor beans
and velvet beans are also given.
Note 2. 36.75 bushels weigh 1 metric ton. Therefore
16,835 bushels weigh 458.1 metric tons. Address:
Washington, DC.

3807. Voorhees, John H. 1913. The soybean in New Jersey.
New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No.
21. 8 p.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Habits and
characteristics. Varieties. Inoculation and fertilization. Uses
of the soybean. Soybeans as substitutes for oats. Planting and
cultivation. Harvesting and threshing. Feeding value.
“Harvesting and threshing: One difficulty in producing
beans for seed is that a special machine for harvesting
is desirable, though it may be done with fair success by
an ordinary mowing-machine. The threshing may be
accomplished by removing several of the concaves from
the separator, provided the beans are produced for feed and
not for seed, as the ordinary thresher breaks and cracks
many of the beans. The crop should be harvested just after
the pods become well filled, as the leaves will drop from
the stems if allowed to ripen too thoroughly, and a large
part of the food value of the stover will be lost. Last year
this Experiment Station produced over 40 acres, and was
successful in harvesting and threshing with the Bidwell
harvester and the Bidwell thresher.” Address: Agronomist,
Dep. of Agricultural Extension [New Brunswick, New
Jersey].
3808. Wallis, T.E. 1913. Structure of the soya bean. YearBook of Pharmacy (London). p. 467-78.
• Summary: This paper was presented on 22 July 1913
at the 15th Annual British Pharmaceutical Conference,
in London. It was later published in at least three other
periodicals, and apparently first published on 26 July 1913
in the Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London), p.
120-23. However, because of the layout, the illustrations
are larger and clearer in this Year-Book (Published by the
Pharmaceutical Press, London, 732 p.).
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with Tabasco or Worcestershire sauce... Tomato or walnut
catsup may be used for flavoring,” p. 164-65). Egg fours
(“Tabasco, Cayenne vinegar, walnut catsup, or Worcester can
be added,” p. 182-83).
The author, christened Susan Martha Ann Collins, was
the fourth daughter of Fannie Williams and William Collins.
She was born and grew up near Clarksville, in Montgomery
County, northwest Tennessee. She grew up in a privileged
world of leisure and abundance, but after the Civil War the
family fell into genteel poverty. After her parents’ death,
she and a distant cousin, Thomas McCulloch Williams, left
together for New York city where she created a new name
(Martha McCulloch-Williams) and a new career for herself.
It is unclear whether she and Thomas ever married (MSU
biography). Address: [New York City].

At the end of the article is a long discussion.
Contributors are: Prof. H.G. Greenish, Mr. E. Saville Peck,
Mr. Prosper H. Marsden, and The President. Prof. Greenish
congratulates Mr. Wallis on an excellent paper. “Mr. Wallis
was not only an excellent microscopist, but was an artist
as well, and that enabled him to draw on paper that which
he had seen under the microscope.” Address: B.Sc., F.I.C.
[Fellow of the Inst. of Chemistry].
3809. Williams, Martha McCulloch. 1913. Dishes &
beverages of the Old South. New York, NY: McBride Nast &
Company. 318 p. Illust. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: This cookbook, a nostalgic look (after the Civil
War) at the “good old days,” contains a recipe titled “Tomato
soy” (p. 193), however no soy is used as an ingredient and
soy is not even mentioned in the body of the recipe. “Take
one gallon solid, ripe tomatoes, peeled and sliced, or four
canfuls put up in glass, put in a preserving kettle with a quart
of sliced onions, two tablespoonfuls of salt, as much moist
sugar, teaspoonful black pepper, saltspoon paprika, four
hearts of celery cut fine, a tablespoonful of pounded cloves,
alspice [allspice], mace, grated nutmeg, and cinnamon
mixed. Stir well together and cook slowly, taking care not to
burn, until reduced one half. Dry mustard or mustard seed
can be added, but many palates do not relish them. After
boiling down add a quart of very sharp vinegar, stir well
through, skim if froth rises, bottle hot, and seal. This keeps a
long time in a dark cool place.”
Also contains 3 recipes in which Worcestershire sauce is
used as an ingredient–surprising for a book of recipes from
the “Old South”: Hams and other hams (p. 59-62, see p. 62).
Leg of mutton in blanket (add “a spoonful of tart jelly, along

3810. Willson, C.A. 1913. Report of the Animal
Husbandman. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 25:57-59. For the year 1912.
• Summary: Describes experiments at the West Tennessee
Station feeding soy-bean hay, straw, and ground soy
beans, along with other feeds, to steers. At the university’s
experiment station at Knoxville, the amount of beef produced
by feeding soy beans with one other crop was measured.
Address: Knoxville.
3811. Wilson, Ernest H. 1913. A naturalist in Western China,
with vasculum, camera, and gun: Being some account of
eleven years of travel, exploration, and observation in the
more remote parts of the flowery kingdom. 2 vols. London:
Methuen & Co. Ltd. See vol. 2, p. 49, 54-56, 61, 87-88.
Introduction by Charles Sprague Sargent, LL.D. Illust. Index.
23 cm.
• Summary: In volume 2, chapter VI (p. 48-63) is titled
“Agriculture: The principal food-stuff crops.” “The Chinese
nation is to a very large extent vegetarian, flesh being eaten
only in small quantities except on festival occasions... The
Chinese fry most of their vegetables, and for this purpose
a vegetable oil is nearly always used. The oils expressed
from members of the Cabbage (Brassica) family [such as
rapeseed], the Soy Bean (Glycine hispida), and Sesamé
(Sesamum indicum [sesame]) being most in request” (p. 49).
The seeds of ground-nut (Arachis hypogæa, called “Lao-huatsen), opium poppy, sunflower, and cotton seed are also used
as oilseeds (p. 61).
Beans are discussed on pages 55-56. “Since the Chinese
are to such a large extent a vegetarian people, the various
members of the pea and bean family are necessarily most
important crops... The soy bean is everywhere a summer
crop.” The country’s most important legume, it is “planted
everywhere–in fields by itself, around rice and other fields,
and as an undercrop to maize and sorghum. It yields seeds in
three colours, namely yellow, green, and black. The Chinese
distinguish three kinds of the yellow and two kinds each of
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the green and black. These varieties yield a succession of
beans, the black being fully a month later than the others.
The ‘Huang-tou’ [yellow soybean] is cooked and eaten as
a vegetable, or ground into flour and made into vermicelli;
preserved in salt it makes an excellent pickle. It is also
extensively used in the manufacture of soy sauce and
soy vinegar. A variety with small yellow seeds is largely
employed in making bean-curd [tofu]. While in Central and
Western China the soy bean is cultivated exclusively as a
food-stuff, in Manchuria it is grown almost solely for the
oil which is obtained from the seeds by pressure, and for the
residual-cakes that remain after the oil has been expressed.
From Newchwang, the port of Manchuria, there is an
enormous export trade done in ‘Bean-cake,’ which is in great
demand as an agricultural fertilizer in all parts of China.
The soy bean has recently been exported to Europe in large
quantities and the soy-bean oil is employed in soap making
and for culinary purposes.
“Two kinds of Gram, Phaseolus mungo, ‘Lu-tou’ and
P. mungo, var. radiatus, ‘Hung-tou,’ are grown as summer
crops. The seeds of the ‘Lu-tou’ (green bean [= mung bean])
are especially valued for their sprouts... Of the ‘Hung-tou’
(red bean [azuki bean]) there are two or three varieties. The
seeds of these are used as a vegetable or ground into flour
and employed for stuffing cakes and sweetmeats.”
“Both sesamum and soy bean are cultivated extensively
in Western China, but for local consumption only. The
large exports of these products that pass through Hankow
[located on the Yangtze River near Wuhan and Wu-ch’ang]
are brought down by the Peking-Hankow railway. Szechuan
is capable of growing enormous quantities of these valuable
plants, but cheaper and better facilities for transport are
necessary before the products can become articles of external
trade. When the much-discussed Hankow-Szechuan railway
is fait accompli the raw products of the west will be available
as articles of export, and a much-needed stimulus given to
the agricultural industries of the regions concerned” (p. 8788).
Note: Webster’s Dictionary defines vasculum (derived
from the Latin meaning “small vessel”; the term was first
used in 1844) as “a usually metal and commonly cylindrical
or flattened covered box used in collecting plants.” Address:
V.M.H., England.
3812. Wilson, James. 1913. Report of the Secretary: Special
work on forage crops. Yearbook of the United States
Department of Agriculture. p. 9-259. For the year 1912. See
p. 121.
• Summary: “Renewed interest has been awakened in the
soy bean by the establishment in general use of new varieties
secured from China and Japan. These varieties have proved
far superior to those originally grown.”
“Sudan grass, a wild form of sorghum, although
introduced only four years ago, is now greatly in demand in

the southern portion of the Great Plains region on account
of its ability to produce an abundance of good forage under
conditions of low rainfall.” Address: Secretary of Agriculture
[USDA], Washington, DC.
3813. Wilson, James. 1913. Report of the Secretary: Hawaii.
Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture. p.
9-259. For the year 1912. See p. 219.
• Summary: “In Hawaii the diversification of agricultural
industries has been the main problem of the station.”
“A very extensive study of the rice crop has been made,
and new varieties of better yielding character have been
bred and distributed. The method of fertilizing rice was
found faulty, and instead of nitrate of soda being used at an
actual loss the crop may be doubled by the use of sulphate of
ammonia applied when the crop is sown. Next in efficiency
is bean-cake meal” (i.e. ground soy bean cake). Address:
Secretary of Agriculture [USDA], Washington, DC.
3814. Wing Seed Co. 1913. Wing’s quality seeds. Soy
beans–Alfalfa–Seed corn (Ad). In: 1913. Mechanicsburg
High School Annual, Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
• Summary: This full-page ad appears in the back of the
1913 Mechanicsburg High School Annual. The page is
unnumbered. The text reads: “We handle the best field
and garden seeds, and a complete line of fertilizers. Vetch
and Melilotus, the great soil restorers. Send for our Free
Catalogue and get the latest facts of Permanent Agriculture.”
Address: Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
3815. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1913. Farm and garden guide
(Mail order, with order form). Richmond, Virginia. 96 p. 25
cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Seeds for the Farm” (p. 79)
a full page is now devoted to “Soja Beans–The king of
summer forage crops.” The following varieties are described:
“Mammoth Yellow Sojas,” “Black Sojas,” “Early Dwarf
Green Soja Beans,” “Brown Sojas,” and “Hollybrook Early
Sojas.” There are four testimonial letters for Mammoth
Yellow Sojas from: (1) J.H. Highsmith, Pender County,
North Carolina (20 Sept. 1912). (2) J.D. Calton, Wake
County, North Carolina (6 Oct. 1909). (3) E.V. Alexander,
Morgan County, Tennessee (29 Sept. 1910). (4) C.S. Osmer,
Wimico County, Maryland (21 Feb. 1911). Also four
testimonial letters for Hollybrook Early Sojas from: (1) C.C.
Starcher, Rome County, West Virginia (28 Sept. 1912). (2)
Thomas Tobin, Harford County, Maryland (21 Nov. 1908).
(3) John Earhart, Butler County, Ohio (1 Feb. 1909). (4) E.G.
Mead, Howell County, Missouri (5 Nov. 1910).
The letter from C.C. Starcher of West Virginia states:
“I tried three varieties of Soja Beans this season: Mammoth
Yellow, Hollybrook and Dwarf Green. The Mammoth Yellow
made the largest growth. I think that is the best variety when
cut for hay. They also had more nodules on roots. Inoculated
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all three varieties with Government inoculation. The
Hollybrook made a larger growth than the Dwarf Green, but
not as large as the Mammoth Yellow. I got more plants from
the amount of seed with the Hollybrook. I think that is a very
good variety for both hay and grain.”
A photo shows a field of soja beans grown in Tennessee.
The caption: “Mammoth Yellow Soja Beans, a splendid
soil improver and the best of summer forage crops.” An
illustration shows a Hollybrook Soja Bean plant in full leaf,
with a cluster of pods in the upper left corner.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #015519.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Early Dwarf Green. Address:
Richmond, Virginia.
3816. Yamazaki, F. 1913. February festivals. Japan
Magazine (The): A Representative Monthly of Things
Japanese 4:607-08.
• Summary: “Hatsu-uma, the first horse day in the month,
is another festival of February, so called because Japanese
weeks in the year are given the names of animals, such
as the ‘rat,’ the ‘ox,’ the ‘tiger,’ the ‘rabbit,’ the ‘dragon,’
the ‘snake,’ the ‘horse,’ and so on. The festival is really
in honour of the god Inari, whose shrines may be seen in
every part of the country, distinguished by their red torii
and fox guardians. Inari is the guardian of the rice fields; he
corresponds with the deity known as Ceres in ancient Roman
mythology.
At the shrine of Inari in Yamashiro there is a great
festival on this day: “There is a good deal of drum-beating
and dancing the kagura. Hatsu-uma is decidedly a children’s
day; for they have the time of their lives. There is a good
deal of feasting as well as play. Rice and red beans are
cooked, as well as aburage, a bean curd, fried. It is not to be
wondered that Inari is a very popular deity, since he gives
the crops and enables the younger generation to have much
pleasure.”
3817. Zavitz, C.A. 1913. Results of co-operative experiments
in agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 34:13-38. For the year 1912. See p. 15, 18,
22.
• Summary: Prof. Zavitz begins: “As Director of the
committee on agricultural experiments... I wish to express
my appreciation of the work and the assistance given by the
other members of the committee, viz., W.J. Squirrell, A.W.
Mason, C.R. Klinck, and A.E. Whiteside. Not many people
realize the large amount of work necessary in successfully
conducting an extensive system of co-operative work...” (p.
13).
A table listing the co-operative experiments in
Agriculture conducted throughout Ontario in 1912 (p. 15),
under “Grain crops” includes “Testing two varieties of Soy,

Soja, or Japanese beans–2 plots.”
In the section on Grain crops, a large table (p. 18) shows
that 2 tests were conducted on “Soy beans.” Early Yellow
(comparative value 100), yielded 1.33 tons/acre of straw
and 18.13 bu/acre (1,088 lb/acre) of grain. Brown (C.V. 76),
yielded 0.84 tons/acre of straw and 13.49 bu/acre (810 lb/
acre) of grain.
The subsection titled “Soy beans” (p. 22) states: “Of the
named varieties which have been grown the Early Yellow
has proven to be one of the best... A selection from the Early
Yellow variety, which has been made at the College, is
giving promising results, and is likely to be superior to the
original variety.” Address: Prof. of Field Husbandry, O.A.C.
[Ontario Agricultural College], Guelph [Ontario, Canada].
3818. Friedman, Jacob. 1914. Improvements in or connected
with the treatment of soya beans and the production of a new
or improved food preparation therefrom. British Patent 121.
Date of application: 2 Jan. 1914. 3 p. Complete specification
left: 8 June 1914. Accepted: 24 Dec. 1914.
• Summary: Pages 1-2 are “Provisional Specification.” Pages
2-3 are “Complete Specification.”
Soya beans are treated to remove the unpleasant
flavor by decorticating, grinding, and then heating to
120º-300ºC with dry heat, with continuous stirring, to
drive off the moisture, which carries off the flavor. The
product is employed in making bread, chocolate, and other
confectionery, soup, etc. Soya bean flour for bread-making,
for example, is heated at 155ºC for about 70 minutes.
Address: Confectionery Expert, 12, Parsons Green Lane,
Fulham, County of London [England].
3819. Grimme, Clemens. 1914. Die Sojabohne und ihre
Verarbeitung zu Nahrungs- und Genussmitteln [The soybean
and its processing for food and stimulants]. KonservenZeitung 15(1):1-3, 10-11. Jan. 2. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The author discusses the many food uses of
soybeans and how they are made and used, drawing heavily
on Le Soja by Li & Grandvoinnet (1912). He notes that there
is a steadily rising interest in soyfoods in almost all branches
of the German food industry [perhaps in anticipation of
World War I].
Foods made from natural [unfermented] soybeans
include: Soymilk (Sojamilch), tofu (Sojakäse), frozen tofu
(Kori-Tofu), soy flour (Sojamehl), soy bread (Sojabrot), soya
confections (Sojakonfekt), soy chocolate (Sojaschokolade),
soy coffee (Sojakaffee), and green vegetable soybeans (Soja
als Gemüse). Foods and seasonings made from fermented
soybeans include: (1) Solid seasonings: Natto (Japan; Tokio
Natto, Ping-Ming Natto). Tao-tche (China [fermented black
soybeans]. The process for making this Chinese food is
exactly the same as that used to make natto in Japan [sic,
almost completely different]); (2) Seasonings in paste form:
Miso (4 types), and Tao-tjiung (Doujiang, Chinese miso); (3)
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Liquid seasonings: Shoyu (Schoyou), Tsiang-Yeou (Chinese
soy sauce), Ketjap (Javanese soy sauce), Tuong (Annamite
soy sauce, made with rice or corn), Tao-Yu (soy sauce made
with black soybeans in China and Japan).
Note 1. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the word Sojakäse to refer to
tofu.
Note 2. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (June 2009) that mentions green vegetable soybeans,
which it calls Soja als Gemüse.
Note 3. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term Sojamilch to refer to
soymilk. As of Jan. 2009 Sojamilch is the modern German
word for soymilk.
Note 4. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Jan. 2009) that uses the word Sojaschokolade to refer
to soy chocolate. The German word for “chocolate” is
Schokolade.
Note 5. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Dec. 2011) that mentions fermented black soybeans,
which it calls Tao-tche. Address: Dr.
3820. Piper, C.V. 1914. Re: Please get negatives ready to
ship to photographer. Letter to Miss Buckley, Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC, Jan. 5. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Dear Miss Buckley: Will you kindly have
the following list of negatives gotten together for me and
advise me when they will be ready to send over to the
photographer:”
Prof. Piper requests negatives for up to 8 varieties
of sorghum, soy beans, cowpeas, brome, millet, alfalfa,
melilotus, Rhodes grass, orchard grass, Lablab grass, Hairy
vetch, baling, disking, tedding, mowing, haying, proso
millet, peneillaria, Reed canary, adzuki bean, mung bean,
Pisum, Pea pratensis, crimson clover, red clover, white
clover, grass pea [Lathyrus sativus], bur clover.
The numbers of the soy bean varieties are: 8322, 8269,
8310, 8306, 7794, 4162, 8291, 2664, 2467 [?].
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Note: It is not clear what sort of numbers these are and
by whom they were assigned. Location: National Archives,
College Park, Maryland. Record group 54–Bureau of Plant
Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–
Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases. Series–General
Correspondence, 1905-1929. Piper, C.V. Box no. 108.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist, USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Forage Crop Investigations.
3821. Liverpool Daily Post (England). 1914. Seeds, oils, and
cakes. Jan. 7. p. 13, col. 5.
• Summary: Hull, Tuesday. Linseed is steady. Cottonseed is
flat. Linseed oil is quiet. “Refined cotton oil” is steady.

“Soya bean oil, spot 27s, and March-June 26s 6d.
Linseed cakes. 95 per cent...
Cotton cakes, spot. Egyptian or Bombay.
“Soya cakes. spot £7 5s.”
3822. Hawaiian Gazette (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1914.
Six soy factories located in Honolulu: Product promises to
rival that of Japan. Jan. 9. p. 8, col. 6.
• Summary: “An investigation carried out yesterday showed
that there are six soy factories in Honolulu manufacturing
about 2500 five-gallon tubs per month. They give
employment to forty or fifty skilled laborers. One of the
largest of these factories [Yamajo Soy Co.], on Pua lane,
Palama, manufactures about three-fifths of the local product,
or from 1300 to 1500 tubs per month.”
Note 1. The names of the other five makers are not
given, perhaps because they are all small, and combined
make only 40% of the local soy sauce.
The daizu or soy beans used to make this soy sauce is
imported from Korea; wheat, salt, and a “special variety of
yeast” [sic, mold] are also used. “The fermentation room
contains forty or fifty 2000-gallon wooden vats filled to the
top” with the thick mixture. The mixture ferments slowly for
from nine to twelve months. When the gas bubbles no longer
form, the mixture is pronounced pau [finished or done]. It is
then ladled into a great rectangular vat holding the contents
of five or six of the tuns and is then filtered in bag presses
with a lever arm made of a tree-trunk about three feet in
diameter and thirty feet long, to which additional weight is
added. When the filtered soy no longer drips from the presses
the liquor is boiled in huge cast iron caldrons, to thicken it
and preserve it from spoiling. When it boils down to the right
consistency, it is measured into tubs that are manufactured
on the premises from California cedar. The press-cake is a
valuable fertilizer that finds ready sale to the rice and taro
growers.
The yeast [sic, koji] that is used in soy manufacture is
grown in a series of concrete chambers that are heated to a
controlled temperature by means of charcoal braziers.
“The quality of the local product is said to be improving
every year and the soy brewers say it is only a matter of
time until the Honolulu made soy will entirely supplant the
Japanese imported soy.”
Note 2. This article raises several questions: (a) In
about 1914, what was the ratio of Japanese to Chinese living
on Oahu? (b) Chinese like and use soy sauce as much as
Japanese. But the two types of soy sauce are quite different.
Did the Chinese import theirs from China? Buy the local
Honolulu Japanese soy sauce? Make their own in Hawaii?
Note 3. In 1890, there were 1,791 Chinese and Japanese
(lumped together) who were citizens of the Hawaiian
kingdom. The “alien” population far surpassed them in
numbers which were:
Chinese 15,301
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Japanese 12,360
Total population of Hawaii was 89,900.
Thus, in 1890 the ratio of Chinese to Japanese in Hawaii
was roughly 55% to 45%. (Source: 1890 census of the
Hawaiian Kingdom. http://www.hawaiiankingdom.org/infocensus1890.shtml).
According to the 1910 census, the total population of
Hawaii was 191,874. This included 79,675 Japanese and
21,000 Chinese. So there were almost four times as many
Japanese as Chinese in the Islands. Source: http://www.
altiusdirectory.com/Travel/hawaii-demographics.php
3823. Xrayser II. 1914. Observations and reflections.
Chemist and Druggist (London) 84(2):49. Jan. 10. Series No.
1772.
• Summary: Under the sub-heading “Words relating to
pharmacy” we read: “Soya, the name of the well-known
bean is Japanese in origin, the plant yielding the bean being
Soja hispida. Soy is the colloquial form of Japanese sho-yu
or siyau-yu [sic] the first element of which indicates salted
beans [sic] (properly of the plant just named), and the second
oil” (p. 49).
3824. Boston Daily Globe. 1914. Silage a good and cheap
food: Corn most generally used in U.S. Sorghum also and
clover, soy beans, alfalfa, cowpeas. Machinery for harvesting
and storing. Jan. 12. p. 13.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Crops for silage. Cutting
and handling silage. Adding moisture to silage. “Within the
last 30 years [i.e., since about 1884] silage has come into
general use throughout the United States, especially in those
regions where the dairy industry has reached its greatest
development. Silage is generally recognized as a good and
cheap food for farm stock, and particularly for cattle and
sheep.”
“Cowpeas, alfalfa and soy beans can all be successfully
made into silage by exercising the same precautions as
with clover. They should be cut at the same time as for
haymaking. It is usually preferable, however, to make them
into hay.”
“There are many different silage cutters on the
market that will give satisfaction. Factors to be taken into
consideration when purchasing a cutter are the amount to
be done and the power available... If a gas engine is used
the power required for a cutter and blower is about one
horsepower for each one-inch length in the cutting cylinder;
that is, a 15-inch cutter will take a 15-horsepower engine,...
and so on.
“In cutting the silage it is well to remember that the
usual length is from one-half to one inch,...”
“Various contrivances are used for distributing the silage
in the silo. The one most to be recommended for the purpose,
however, is a metal pipe similar to the one in which the corn
in elevated, but put together loosely in sections.”

3825. Baker, C.F. 1914. The lower fungi of the Philippine
Islands: A bibliographic list chronologically arranged, and
with localities and hosts. Leaflets of Philippine Botany
6:2067-2190. Jan. 14. See p. 2077. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The lower fungi of the Philippines are of
extraordinary interest, not only because they represent a
flora largely unknown to science, and rich in new species
and genera, but because they present a whole new world
of host relationships, and in this connection represent the
causal agents of many economically important diseases of
cultivated plants, numbers of which, up to this time, have
been unknown to either mycology or plant pathology.”
This article represents early work for an illustrated
manual of Philippine fungi.
On page 2077 we read that Uromyces sojae Syd. was
found growing on Glycine hispida in Los Baños. Sources:
“Baker, 1626; Raimundo, comm. Baker, 1636.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2011) that contains the word “sojae” in connection
with the soybean. It is the species name of a fungus that
grows on soybeans.
Note 2. The meaning of the various numbers after
“Baker” is unknown, but is apparently explained on page
2066. Address: College of Agriculture, Los Baños, P.I.
[Philippine Islands].
3826. Boston Daily Globe. 1914. Guide for rural life
betterment: Movement started by Hampden County
Improvement League... Jan. 18. p. 38.
• Summary: The top center photo in this article shows a
man standing in a field of waist-high soybeans. The caption:
“Soy-bean plot, which is introducing new interest in a crop
for Hampden County.” Address: Lithia Springs, Georgia.
3827. Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). 1914.
Commercial and financial. Jan. 21. p. 4.
• Summary: The section titled “Oils, etc.” discusses the
worldwide supply of, demand for, and price of various
vegetable oils (especially linseed oil) based on an article
in Oil Trade Review. “Much depends upon the attitude of
Europe, as this will determine the future prices for linseed
and linseed oil. The value of soap-making oil, such as
cottonseed, soya bean, coconut, etc., has to be taken into
account, and should the quotations of these run below the
parity of linseed oil, the demand for the latter might receive
some check;...”
3828. Morse, W.J. 1914. Re: Smooth varieties of soy beans
cultivated in Japan. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper [Agrostologist
in Charge, BPI, USDA, Washington, DC], Jan. 21. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: During the last summer I was
advised by a Japanese student who was visiting at Arlington
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Farm that there are four or five smooth varieties of soy beans
cultivated in Japan. He also advised me that the growing of
the soy beans in Japan was affected to a considerable extent
by weevil attack and the only varieties immune to the weevil
attack were the smooth ones.
“Thus far we have obtained only one smooth variety,
No. 22876, in our introductions, and that one from Japan. I
wonder if it would not be possible for you to obtain some of
the smooth varieties from some of your correspondents in
Japan.
“Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Forage-Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
3829. Morse, W.J. 1914. Re: Smooth varieties of soy beans.
Letter (memorandum) to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, Jan. 21. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: During the past summer,
I was advised by a Japanese student who was visiting at
Arlington Farm [Virginia] that there are four or five smooth
varieties of soy beans cultivated in Japan. He also advised
me that the growing of the soy bean in Japan was affected to
a considerable extent by weevil attack and the only varieties
immune to the weevil attack were the smooth ones.
“Thus far we have obtained only one smooth variety,
No. 22876, in our introductions, and that one from Japan. I
wonder if it would not be possible for you to obtain some of
the smooth varieties from some of your correspondents in
Japan.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 108.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant [Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry], USDA,
Washington, DC.
3830. Morse, Stanley F. 1914. Money in soy beans: This
crop may be the basis of a new industry. Country Gentleman
79(4):169. Jan. 24.
• Summary: “Since 1908, when there was a scarcity of
cottonseed or linseed in England, millions of tons of soy
beans have been imported into that country from Manchuria,
China and Japan to be used in the manufacture of an oil

of considerable commercial value. This oil has been used
for food by the Japanese and Chinese, as cottonseed oil is
frequently used in this country... It partially takes the place of
linseed oil in the manufacture of paints and is being used in
soap making.”
“Of course it is conjectural as to how the soy beans
would be manufactured into oil, but it is reasonable to
suppose that mills located in the center of soy-beanproducing sections, as cotton gins and oil mills are in the
South, would be the most feasible from a soil-fertility
standpoint. In other words the main object of the farmer in
growing soy beans would be to secure for feeding purposes
the high-protein meal after the oil had been extracted from
it.”
The author conjectures further: “Eight or ten years hence
it would not be surprising to see here and there throughout
dairying and steer-feeding sections of the United States,
from the Missouri River eastward and the Gulf of Mexico
northward, certain mills which are lacking today. If we
should pay a visit to one of these mills during the autumn or
winter months we should see farmers come driving in with
loads of yellow, black, green or brown roundish beans; they
would bring their wagons to a halt on a scale; the weight
would be recorded, and an employee would take samples of
the loads. Then the farmers would back up to a scuttlehole,
shovel their beans into it, and drive on to where a metal
chute was let down and a yellowish meal would fill their
wagon boxes. Following them home we should see them
shovel this meal into a cement-floored feed house, put on
their teams, return to the feed-house and throw a certain
quantity of yellowish meal into a feed-mixer with so much
corn-and-cob meal; a feed-carrier would then convey this
mixture into the cow-barn, where the cows would reach
greedily for it as it was thrown into the feeding troughs.
Later these farmers would receive a letter from the Eureka
Oil Company inclosing a check and stating that the beans
analyzed so much per cent of oil or so many pounds of oil at
so much a pound. Still later another more substantial check
would arrive in payment for milk, cream or butter sold by
these same farmers.”
A small photo shows a man standing in a field of
soybeans.
3831. Dammer, Edmund. 1914. Procédé pour la fabrication,
a l’aide des feves de soya, d’une substance azotee soluble
[Process for manufacturing, with the aid of soybeans, a
soluble nitrogenous substance]. French Patent 469,787. Jan.
26. 2 p. Published: 10 Aug. 1914. [Fre]
• Summary: This patent is for a clarifying agent, resembling
soy flour. Address: Resident of Germany.
3832. Anderson, George E. 1914. Soya bean as food in
China. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
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17(23):362-63. Jan. 28.
• Summary: “The soya bean is not [sic] generally used for
food by the Chinese, though at times it is so used, and its
use seems to depend largely upon whether or not supplies
of the more usual food products of the people can be had
at prices within their reach rather than upon any element of
preference. Various other beans, notably a large flat white
bean, are used extensively both in the manufacture of flour
and as bean ‘curd.’”
Note 1. Virtually all beans used to make ‘bean curd’ in
China and worldwide are soya beans.
“Soya bean has been raised by the Chinese chiefly for its
oil and for the residue, known as ‘bean cake,’ for fertilizer.
Its cultivation on so large a scale as that witnessed in
Manchuria in recent years is a matter of development in the
past five years or so and represents the response of Chinese
farmers to the demand of Europe and the United States for
cheap vegetable oil rather than any great Chinese production
in the first place.”
“The varieties of beans and their uses: There are six
varieties of beans commonly grown in North China and
shipped more or less extensively to this part of the country
and also grown to some extent in South China as well. These
varieties are distinguished among the Chinese by their colors
and are known as the yellow, the green, the black, the red,
the white, and the small green. Of these, the yellow, green,
and black are soya beans and are distinguished from the
others by their size and ovoid shape. The red bean [xiaodou,
azuki] is used by the people as food in much the same shape
it is used in other parts of the world, being used largely while
green, the pods and all being cooked and served, chopped,
with oil or other dressing.
“The white bean is used for the manufacture of a
cheap meal or flour like other beans, but is used chiefly in
manufacture of what is known as ‘bean curd,’ one of the
most common food products used by the people of central
and northern China and used to some extent in South China.
The beans are partially cooked and are then ground in a
stone mill which often is one of the picturesque features
of a Chinese village picture, the mill consisting of a large
millstone set in a stone cup, operated by a buffalo or donkey
passing around and around the mill, turning the heavy stone
directly by a beam it draws. With these beans as they are
ground a considerable quantity of water is mixed and the
ground product is gathered on a tray and is drained of most
of the water. It partially solidifies or rather ‘jellies’ or ‘curds.’
When drained it is cut in slices and is eaten with soy sauce,
which in itself is the fermented liquor of ground soya beans,
ripened for several months. This curd also is dried to a fair
degree and is made into cakes, which are fancifully stamped
with red or yellow designs or characters, and are sold in
shops as cakes. The curd, as it is freshly made, sours in a
comparatively short time, while the dried cakes keep longer.
“A substitute for flour–soy sauce: The use of the soya

beans, properly so called, as human food among the Chinese
is comparatively small, and is, as above indicated, more in
the way of substitution. Whenever wheat flour from abroad
or from north or central China itself rises in prices beyond
the convenient reach of the average Chinese consumer, beans
of various sorts, including the soya bean, are brought into
use in the manufacture of a substitute. For such purposes the
small green variety of soya beans are usually employed in
South China, though apparently other varieties are also used
in the north, and the small black variety is sometimes used in
Canton. Considerable quantities of such flour are imported
into Hongkong at times, but the Chinese of South China
regard such flour as a substitution, however, and it is not
popular.
“Bean oil, of course, which constitutes on an average
substantially 20 per cent of the soya bean, is used for all
purposes by the Chinese, both as food and as illuminant, and
at times in paints. As a food it is used in substantially the
same way, and with more or less interchanging with peanut
oil, though the bean oil is less readily absorbed by articles
cooked in it.
“Soy, the Chinese sauce which is the basis for most
modern table sauces, is manufactured extensively in
Hongkong from the soya bean, the process simply being
that of grinding the beans and mixing the meal with water
and a Chinese yeast. The mixture is then allowed to stand
for from three to four months, the resulting liquor being the
sauce. The United States imports about $50,000 worth of soy
[sauce] annually from Hongkong in addition to quantities
imported from Japan.” Address: Consul General, Hongkong.
3833. Johnson, James Yate. 1914. Improvements in, and
relating to, hydrogenisation and dehydrogenisation. British
Patent 2,306. Date of application: 28 Jan. 1914. 20 p.
Complete specification left: 27 July 1914. Accepted: 29 July
1915.
• Summary: Pages 1-5 are “Provisional Specification.”
Pages 5-10 are “Complete Specification.” Pages 11-15 are
“Amended Specification: Provisional Specification.” Page
15-20 are “Complete Specification (Amended).”
“I... declare the nature of this invention (which has been
communicated to me from abroad by the Badische Anilin
& Soda Fabrik, of Ludwigshafen-on-Rhine, in the German
Empire) to be as follows:”
Example 10 of the “Complete Specification (Amended)”
states: “With the help of this catalytic agent, soy bean oil can
be hydrogenated rapidly at low temperature.” Address: 47,
Lincoln’s Inn Fields, County of London.
3834. William. 1914. Feuilleton. kulinarische
Entdeckungsreisen [Feature. Culinary voyages of discovery].
Pester Lloyd (Budapest, Austro-Hungarian Empire)
61(25):1. Jan. 29. Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: William is writing from Paris in January [1914].
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[This article discusses culinary variety in different countries.]
In the last week of Christmas, 25 million bananas are
consumed in England. A second example: in all of East Asia,
the soybean (Sojabohne) is the universal vegetable. It is used
as a seasoning for soup, side dishes and salads are made from
it, as are jams and cheese. It is nutritious and tastes excellent.
It can be planted everywhere. It does not need any care, it
is cheap, in short: in the kingdom of green vegetables, it is
an ideal. For years, they have been fighting in Paris for the
introduction of the soybean plant (Sojapflanze). There is
one plantation in the vicinity of Paris where forty Chinamen
[led by Li Yu-ying] tend these plants. There is one “Chinese
restaurant” in Paris that is practically advertising for soy
(Soja) by preparing nearly all of the dishes with it. But the
soybean plant has not been popular for very long. (At this
point, I do not want to refrain from drawing attention to the
Hungarian agriculture with the soybean. It is worthwhile that
they are working with it.) The advertising (Propaganda) for
the soybean came from the Société d’Acclimatation (Society
for Acclimatization), a society of nature researchers and
friends of nature. This society has set for itself the task of
introducing new animals and new plants into France. They
hold a dinner every year where only new dishes come to the
table, and at one such dinner, the soybean plant played first
fiddle a few years ago and found general approval.
[The article then goes on to discuss this year’s festive
dinner featuring roast armadillo.]
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.

3837. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1914. Wholesale catalogue
for market gardeners and florists. Vegetable, flower and
farm seeds. Plants, bulbs, implements, requisites, fertilizers,
insecticides. Spring (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY:
Press of McIlroy & Emmet. 64 p. 27 cm.
• Summary: The full-page section titled “Farm seeds”
contains the same illustration, text, prices for the Soja Bean
as the spring 1912 edition of this Wholesale Catalogue. On
the cover is a photo of a man in a field of bush beans loading
a bushel basket of beans onto the back of an old-fashioned
wagon, where a second man is about to take hold of it.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York, New York.

3835. Falk, Margarete. 1914. Ueber die Einwirkung von
Serum auf Ureasen (spezifische Auxoureasen) [On the effect
of serum on ureases (specific Auxoureases)]. Biochemische
Zeitschrift 59:298-315. Jan. 30. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The subject of this study was plant-based, ureasplitting enzymes, ureases, and their behavior with respect
to the serum of normal and previously treated animals.
The effective enzyme solutions were obtained: 1. from
Japanese soybeans (Sojabohnen) (Glycine hispida); more
detailed information on the soybean urease (Soja-Urease)
and precise literature references may be found in the studies
by Armstrong-Horton (footnote 1), 2. from acacia seeds
(Robinia pseudacacia), see the works by Zemplén (footnote
2). With respect to the earlier urease that was used by Moll
(footnote 3) from Micrococcus ureae, these plant-based
extracts have the following advantages: greater efficacy and
simpler preparation with a greater guarantee of uniformity
and shelf life of the preparations.
Aqueous extracts of raw soybeans were found to be
lethal when injected into rabbits. Since these crude extracts
were high in urease activity, death was attributed to the
urease. Address: Aus dem biochemischen Laboratorium des
Krankenhauses Moabit in Berlin (From the Biochemical
Laboratory of the Moabit Hospital in Berlin).

3838. Mooers, Charles A. 1914. The rational improvement
of highland rim soils: Conclusions from six years of field
experiments with various farm crops. Tennessee Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 102. 44 p. Jan.
• Summary: This bulletin is divided into three parts, and
soy beans are discussed in each part. In part one, “Principles
of soil fertility with special reference to the Highland Rim”
(p. 4-13), soy beans are first discussed in the section titled
“Crop rotation” (p. 13) which states that in a long, five-year
rotation, cowpeas or soy beans work well in the second year.
In part two, “Some results of field experiments” (p. 1440), the section titled “Fertility experiments on a very poor
gray-colored soil of the Highland Farm” (Putnam County)
(p. 27), states that soy beans are used in 1910 and 1911 in
a 3-year rotation with corn in two sections; the fields are
hogged off. A full page table (p. 29) shows the results of the
experiments. “Discussion of results: The experiments afford
a striking demonstration of the rapidity with which even a
poor soil responds to proper treatment. The results show both
the marked increase in yield which may be brought about by
the pasturing off of legumes, such as cowpeas and soy beans,
and the great value of acid phosphate rightly used.”
In the section on “Discussion of results,” the subsection
titled “Cowpeas and soy beans” (p. 33-34) discusses the

3836. Parsons (A.A.) & Sons. 1914. Special opportunities:
Seeds (Ad). Hoard’s Dairyman 47(1):29. Jan. 30.
• Summary: “Soy Beans–Nineteen-years, experience in
growing and feeding them. The Auburn, our earliest variety
about 100 days has yielded for us 27 bushels per acre field
test. The Micado [Mikado], about 120 days field test 30
bushels per acre. Either variety $2.50 per bushel. Liberal
discount for large orders. Also inoculated soil for soy beans
at 75 cents per hundred [pounds]. A.A. Parsons & Sons,
Plainfield, Indiana.”
Note: If A.A. Parsons has been growing soybeans for 19
years consecutively, he must have started in 1895. Address:
Plainfield, Indiana.
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importance of inoculation, soy-bean varieties, and fertilizers
(acid phosphate and potash). “On soils of average fertility
only the late and vigorous varieties, such as Mammoth
Yellow, Tokio, and Acme, are advised. The early varieties,
such as Ito San and Haberlandt, which have done extra well
at the Knoxville Station, are advised only for soils of rather
high fertility. On poor land their growth is too dwarfed and
meager.”
In part three, “Crop rotations” (p. 41-44), the section
titled “List of rotations” (p. 41) notes that soy beans are
used in the “General farming–Five-year rotation,” during the
second year, as an alternative to cowpeas. Table IX (p. 42)
shows that in 1914 and 1918 they were fertilized with 300 lb
acid phosphate and 20 lb muriate of potash.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004) that
mentions “pasturing off” (or “pasturing down”) soybeans.
Address: Chemist and agronomist, Knoxville, Tennessee.
3839. Pflanzer (Der). 1914. Jahresbericht des B.L.
(Biologisch Landwirtschaftlichen) Instituts Amani. Vom
1. April 1912 bis 31 Maerz 1913 [Report of the Biological
Agricultural Institute, Amani (Tanganyika). From 1 April
1912 to 31 March 1913]. 10(1):3, 21-26. Jan. [Ger]
• Summary: Section (b) (p. 21-26) is titled “Report
of the botanist, Dr. Eichinger (Bericht des Botanikers
Dr. Eichenger).” In subsection 1, “Agronomic trials
(Anbauversuche),” page 24 discusses the soybean
(Sojabohne). “One can well say that the cultivation of
soybeans has no future in the administrative districts of
Tanga and Wilhelmstal. Repeated trials in Amani and on
plantations and agricultural operations show that soybean
production is not profitable, since there is no market for the
product here and exporting is unthinkable due to the low
value of the beans. In addition, completion of the harvest is
very difficult.” Address: Dr. [Amani, German East Africa].
3840. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1914. The soya
bean. 1(1):7-9. Jan. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Much has been written in the Australian Press
during late years of the Soya bean as a profitable crop for
farmers, and experiments have been made with it at the State
Nursery at Kamerunga, but nothing has resulted from the
experiments beyond proving that the soils and climate of
some parts of Queensland are well adapted for the cultivation
of this crop.”
This article summarizes three articles received by the
Department of Agriculture and Stock: (1) A communication
from “Messrs. Thompson and Co., Dalny, South Manchuria,
giving interesting information concerning the commercial
possibilities of the [soy] bean, and suggesting that the
Department experiment with the seed at the State Farms and
in Western districts like the Marona, where the rainfall is
comparatively small and uncertain, offering at the same time
to supply the necessary seed, and, if the experiments proved

successful, the firm would consider the taking up of a large
tract of land in Queensland and growing the bean in quantity,
as there would be no difficulty in disposing of the product.
The present price of the beans in Europe is £9 per ton.”
(2) “Messrs. Thompson and Co. furthermore enclosed
an extract from the report (for 1912) of the Trades
Commissioner for the Government of the Union of South
Africa on the subject, which we summarise as follows,...”
(see Turner 1914). The Queensland Journal then reflects:
Profitability: “But the question to our mind is, whether,
under our labor conditions, it would pay as well as it does
in cheap-labor countries. A 1,000-lb. crop, at the highest
prices for the beans, would sell for £4 10s. in Europe, and,
deducting labour for production, freights, commission, &c.,
there would appear to be little in it to attract the attention
of farmers, who can make far more [profit] out of dairying,
sugar-planting, potato, onion, and maize growing. As a
catch-crop amongst coconut and rubber trees, the Soya bean
would doubtless prove of great value.
“As far as the feeding value of the [soy] bean is
concerned, it is said to be at least twice as valuable for food
as maize, as it is very rich in protein, but it is best fed in
conjunction with maize. As a green manure, it is undoubtedly
valuable in restoring the soil, being a leguminous plant.
“The expenses per ton for bags, railage, and freight to
Harbin to Vladivostock [Vladivostok] are set down at £1
13s.; add ocean freight to England, £1 10s.–£3 3s.
“The expense of transport from South Africa to England
is set down in the report we quote from at £1 9s.
“But Queensland is further from England than South
Africa; and while it might pay to grow and export Soya
beans thence to Europe, we cannot see that the crop could be
profitably produced in this country.”
(3) “The following summary of the uses of the Soya
bean and its products given by Tropical Life [published
in England], April, 1913 [p. 71-72], is interesting:–For
dynamite and high explosives, soap, linoleum, India-rubber
substitute, margarine, paints and varnishes, in place of
linseed oil, various edible foods, toilet powder, salad oil,
vegetable cooking oil in place of lard, oil, &c., preserving
sardines, lamp oil, lubricating, as food in place of peas, flour
for soups, biscuits, brown bread, artificial milk and cheese
[soymilk and tofu], substitute for coffee, for sauces; cake for
feeding cattle, and for manure.”
Note: In this same Jan. 1914 issue (p. 3) of this journal,
an article titled “Queensland Agricultural Journal,” states:
“With this number of the Journal we commence a New
Series of issue, dating practically from the 1st July 1913,
on which date the Journal completed its sixteenth year of
publication.” It first appeared in July 1897, and today some
60,000 copies a year [5,000 copies a month] are mailed to
subscribers worldwide. From now on the Journal will accept
“advertisments having reference solely to productions of the
land or to manufactured articles needed by rural occupiers,
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thus not interfering in any way with the general run of
advertisements in the public Press.” Address: Australia.
3841. Togano, Meijiro. 1914. Shôyu no hiire ni kansuru
kenkyû [On the pasteurization of shoyu]. Jozo Shikensho
Hokoku (Report of the Brewing Experiment Station) No. 52.
p. 503-27. Jan. [Jap]
Address: Jozo Shikensho, Gishi.
3842. Turner, A. Grenville. 1914. The soy bean. Agricultural
J. of the Union of South Africa 7(1):67-77. Jan.
• Summary: See next page. This report was sent to South
Africa by the Union Trades Commissioner in London, Mr. C.
du P. Chiappini.
Contents: Botany and habitat. Varieties. Conditions of
growth. Methods of culture and soil inoculation. Harvesting:
Yield per acre, yield of forage, as a grain crop, thrashing.
Manurial value (as a green manure). Storing soy bean seed.
Feeding value: For sheep, dairy cows, or hogs. Experiments
in South Africa (conducted by Mr. Turner during the 19101911 season). Chemical analyses. The commercial aspect.
The bean (utilization). The oil (utilization).
“Botany and Habitat: The soy bean (Glycine hispida)
is a leguminous plant, native of south-eastern Asia. De
Candolle states that it originally occurred in the wild state in
the region ‘from Cochin China to the south of Japan and to
Java.’ It has been cultivated from very ancient times. It is a
very important food plant in some countries, notably China,
Japan, and Manchuria: and its cultivation has reached such
an advanced stage that innumerable varieties and forms have
been developed.
“It is supposed to have been used for food in China even
before the time of Confucius. Although it has been grown in
China and Japan for such an extended period, its cultivation
seems to have spread very slowly to the surrounding
countries. Its introduction into India seems to have taken
place in comparatively modern times.
“Up to the year 1907 the export of soy beans from
Manchuria did not exceed 120,000 tons, of which the bulk
was absorbed by Japan. The development of Manchuria as
the result of the Russo-Japanese war is responsible for the
huge supplies of beans exported to Great Britain and the
Continent of Europe. As a commercial oilseed, however, the
soy bean was undoubtedly first introduced to the notice of
the British and Continental manufacturer towards the end
of the year 1908, when the export commenced to Europe
through Vladivostock [Vladivostok]; the cargo was nearly
all carried in British bottoms, and destined to oil mills in the
United Kingdom.”
“Experiments in the cultivation of the soy bean are being
conducted in practically every British colony; during the year
1909 experiments were conducted in the Argentine Republic,
Mr. A. Grenville Turner, the soy bean expert, reporting that
a crop of beans may be secured in about thirteen weeks, as

against six months in Manchuria. World-wide interest now
was evinced in the culture of the soy bean; the late Sir Alfred
Jones, K.C.M.G., entrusted Mr. Turner with a mission to
introduce the cultivation of the bean throughout West Africa;
on his return Mr. Turner reported that he had travelled
12,000 miles through the Gambia, Sierra Leone, Southern
and Northern Nigeria and the Gold Coast Territories; the
results of experiments being successful: on sowing the seed
the plants made their appearance above ground in about
four days, ultimately attaining a height of two feet, and
reaching maturity in six, eight, or ten weeks, according to
zone and climatic conditions. On his return from the coast,
Mr. Turner was entrusted with a mission by Messrs. Lever
Brothers, Limited, to encourage the cultivation of the soy
bean throughout the Union of South Africa, during the
season 1910-1911 the scheme was taken up by the farmers
with enthusiasm, a large quantity of seed, together with
descriptive pamphlets, was distributed by Messrs. Lever, the
result of the experiments proving that South Africa can raise
a crop of soy beans equal, if not superior, to Manchuria.”
At the Government Experiment Farm in South Africa,
where 80 varieties were tested (there are over 300 varieties
of soy beans), yields of seed “as high as 2,000 lb. per acre
were recorded, while in many instances the yield was well
over 1,000 lb. per acre. In Manchuria the yield per acre is
from 1,100 to 1,600 lb. per acre.” If grown for forage, yields
as high “as 12 to 13 tons of fresh fodder may be produced
per acre, which may be used for hay or for silage purposes.”
“Growing soy beans for the grain is distinctly profitable,
owing to the large demand in the United Kingdom and
Europe” (p. 71).
When Mr. Turner conducted soybean cultivation
experiments in South Africa during the 1910-1911 season,
the “scheme enjoyed the hearty support of the Union
Government Agricultural Department, the Agricultural
Union, and Messrs. Lever Brothers, Limited, by whose
assistance, through Mr. Turner, see for the planting of three
to five acre plots was distributed to over three hundred
farmers in all parts of the Union, together with printed report
forms, and descriptive bulletins” (p. 72). Natal experience
the worst drought in 40 years took at this time, but the
soybeans resisted the drought and were able to grow under
conditions that would probably in many instances be too
severe for even maize. Soybeans were also grown in the
Transvaal, Orange Free State, and Cape Province.
The highest recorded oil content in soybeans was
23.20% from beans grown by Mr. Turner in Sierra Leone.
“The oil mills of Great Britain crush annually upwards
of 1,000,000 tons of oil seeds,... Great Britain is the heaviest
importer of oil seeds in Europe, and is, in fact, after the
United States of America, the most important manufacturer
of oils in the world.”
Great Britain imports and crushes about 600,000 tons of
cotton seed and about 350,000 tons of soy beans; the balance
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is linseed. Recently, however, these soy bean imports have
been decreasing, since Germany has rescinded the import
duty and installed soy bean crushing plants in their oil mills.
“It is estimated that Great Britain and Europe can
take ten million tons of soy beans per annum in the event
of the beans being used for human as well as for animal

consumption and for industrial purposes, so there is a
large market for South Africa to ship all the beans she can
produce...”
Note 1. This document contains the second earliest clear
date seen for soybeans in Argentina, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Argentina (1909). The source of these soybeans
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is unknown, but might have been Great Britain.
Note 2. A map of Africa in 1914 (taken from a different
and unknown source) shows how different it looks then–in
the era of colonialism–compared with today.
3843. Eddington, Jane. 1914. Economical housekeeping:
More about soy beans. Chicago Daily Tribune. Feb. 4. p. 16.
• Summary: Because of its high protein content, the [whole
dry] soy bean must be soaked for a long time then cooked
gently for “several hours to reduce it to the required softness.
“It does not make as smooth a purée as the pea or
peanut–in fact a rather granular one is obtained–but that
nevertheless is palatable when dried over a hot fire, with a
seasoning of butter, pepper, and salt if needed.” We should
manufacture “soy sauce from this bean–that sauce without
which chop suey and many other Chinese dishes would not
be what they are. In a government bulletin on the legumes
we have a general description of how this is made.” There
follows a summary, with long quoted excerpts, of the section
titled “The soy bean and its preparations” in: Oshima,
Kintaro. 1905. “A digest of Japanese investigations on the
nutrition of man.” USDA Office of Experiment Stations,
Bulletin No. 159. 224 p. See p. 23 on. Shoyu, tofu, miso and
natto are discussed briefly.
3844. Griffin, R.C. 1914. Animal and vegetable oils: Their
preparation and uses–I. American Machinist 40(6):239-41.
Feb. 5.
• Summary: “Synopsis–The most valuable animal oils for
lubrication are lard oil, neatsfoot oil, tallow oil, whale oil,
sperm oil, and porpoise oil. All of these were formerly used
for lubricating purposes, but now have given way to a great
extent in this field to mineral oils.”
“Animal and vegetable oils are often called ‘fixed
oils,’ because in contradistinction to mineral oils they
cannot be volatilized or distilled without decomposition.
Chemically speaking, they are all glycerides of fatty acids.
The glycerides are neutral substances, whereas the fatty
acids are, as the name implies, of an acid nature. A simple
differentiation for the layman between neutral oils, that is,
glycerides, and fatty acids, is this: When treated with caustic
alkalies they both form soaps and a secondary product; but in
the case of the glycerides this secondary product is glycerin,
whereas in the case of fatty acids it is simply water.”
“Sperm oil is the lightest and the most fluid and castor
oil the heaviest and the most viscous of the fixed oils. Certain
of the vegetable oils, when exposed to the air, rapidly absorb
considerable oxygen, forming thin, elastic, varnish-like films.
Such oils are called drying oils, of which the best known
is linseed oil, largely used in paints. Other vegetable oils
show no tendency to form such films and these are called
nondrying oils. There is also a third class of oils, called
semidrying, which, as the name indicates, falls between
the drying and nondrying classes. For lubrication, either

nondrying or semidrying oils must be used, such as olive oil,
rape oil, and castor oil. It is important, moreover, that all oils
used for lubrication should be as free as possible from fatty
acids.”
“Animal oils are, as a rule, either nearly colorless or
yellow; vegetable oils occur in various shades of yellow or
green.”
There follow long sections on the following oils:
Linseed, China-wood or tung, soja-bean, cottonseed, rape,
olive, and caster. The section titled “Soja-bean oil” states:
“This oil is also variously known as soy-bean oil, Chinesebean oil, and simply ‘bean oil.’ It is obtained from the seeds
of a plant which grows largely in Japan, Korea, and China.
In truth the soja-bean industry is one of the staple industries
of Manchuria and of Japan. The oil is largely used in those
countries for edible purposes, but has recently been finding
more and more use in this country as a paint and varnish
oil in connection with linseed oil. When exposed to the air
it dries slowly with the formation of a thin skin. Its value
as a paint oil has not been definitely settled as yet, but it is
claimed to have valuable properties in varnish making. Its
color varies considerably through several shades of brown
and yellowish brown, according to the care with which it
has been prepared. It has about the same specific gravity as
linseed oil, but its drying properties are considerably inferior.
It belongs, in fact, to the class of semidrying oils, and not to
the class of drying oils.”
3845. Eddington, Jane. 1914. Economical housekeeping: Soy
beans. Chicago Daily Tribune. Feb. 11. p. 11.
• Summary: It is called “the soy or soja bean.” “In an
English food magazine of two years back there is an
interesting and very suggestive article, ‘About the Soy Bean.’
In the first paragraph it is said that medical men have been
experimenting with it and writing about it for a year or so.
Then it says:
“’The soja (or soy) hispida is the only representative of
a genus of leguminosae or the tribe papilionaceæ, and it has
been cultivated from time immemorial in Japan and China. It
grows freely in tropical countries, and since 1878 it has been
grown successfully in the warmer parts of Europe. There are
a number of varieties of the soy bean, the difference lying in
the size, shape, and color of the seeds. The Japanese is the
most highly esteemed and in appearance it is a good deal like
the common dwarf kidney or French bean...
“’The bean, which has a most agreeable flavor, is used
by the orientals in many ways. The oil is expressed, used as
a food, and the residual cake, which contains 40 per cent of
flesh forming material, is eaten by the poorer classes [sic].
A paste [miso] and a kind of cheese [probably tofu] are also
obtained from the bean, but one of its principal uses–perhaps
the best known to us–is for the manufacture of the celebrated
soy sauce, the making of which has always been surrounded
by a certain amount of mystery.
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“’It is the chemical composition of the soy bean which
has attracted so much attention of late, and it has been found
to be worthy of the highest place among pulses. It is rich in
albuminoid, or flesh forming constituents, also in fat or oil,
and contains but a very small proportion of starch or sugar.
“’The bean has been said to favor digestion, and it
is a fact that the protein it contains is particularly easy of
assimilation. A delicate infant, unable to digest cow’s milk,
often will thrive on a gruel made of the soy bean flour
and water, and during the little intestinal disturbances of
summer, to which children are so liable, it is much to be
recommended. Diabetic patients find it an invaluable article
of diet on account of the small amount of starch and sugar
which it contains.
“’One might well expect that so valuable a food
necessarily would be expensive, but when one learns that
both bean and flour are sold for about 3d (6 cents) a pound,
one feels that it is high time to give it a trial.
“’It is in the form of flour that the soy bean is likely to
be most popular on this side of the globe, although the beans
themselves, when properly cooked, make good soups and
form the basis of many of those little dishes beloved of those
who prefer a meatless fare [vegetarians]...
“’The soy bean thus is a cheap substitute for meat. In
the dried state it looks more like a pea than a bean, but when
soaked in warm water it expands and assumes its beanlike
appearance...’”
“The article says that these beans soaked and cooked are
excellent mixed with a well flavored tomato or other sauce
and made up into cutlets, croquettes, etc., to be used with
cheese, etc., because its flavor is not pronounced, for which
reason it is more valuable in the kitchen.
“These beans can be obtained at a seed store at just the
price one pays for other sorts of beans at a grocery.”
3846. Piper, C.V. 1914. Re: Send soy beans to Prof. W.R.
Dodson in Louisiana. Letter to W.J. Morse, [BPI, USDA],
Feb. 16. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Kindly send 20 varieties
of soy beans to Prof. W.R. Dodson, Louisiana Experiment
Station. Send him enough seed that he can grow 1/10 acre
plot of each, and send him varieties which you think most
likely to be valuable. Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist in Charge
[Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
3847. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1914. Wood’s superior seed oats
(Ad). Washington Post. Feb. 17. p. 14.

• Summary: Wood’s 1914 Descriptive Catalog gives
valuable information about “Cow Peas, Soja Beans:...”
Address: Seedsmen, Richmond, Virginia.
3848. Klimmer, M.; Krueger, H. 1914. Sind die
bei den verschiedenen Leguminosen gefundenen
Knoellchenbakterien artverschieden [Are there different
varieties of legume nodule bacteria?]. Zentralblatt fuer
Bakteriologie. Series 2. 40(11-13):256-65. Feb. 18. [1 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Root nodule bacteria from 18 different types of
legumes (including Soja) were found to belong to various
clearly differentiated species, that fall into 9 sharply defined
main groups. Different legumes require different types of
nodule bacteria. Soja hispida requires its own unique type.
Address: Hygienic Institute, Imperial Veterinary College,
Dresden, Germany.
3849. Country Gentleman. 1914. The R.F.D. letter box: Uses
for soy-bean oil. 79(8):388. Feb. 21.
• Summary: This section gives “Answers by experts to
readers’ questions.” J.E.Y. of Illinois asks: “How is the oil
extracted from soy beans and for what is it used? Can you
tell me the chemical constituents of soy beans?”
Answer: “The oil of soy beans may be extracted in
two ways: First, by means of mechanical pressure, as with
a hydraulic press, which will take out from ten to twelve
per cent of the total weight of beans as oil; second, by the
extraction method, in which a solvent, like ether or gasoline,
is used to dissolve out the oil... The residue or bean cake
from either process can be used for cattle feed. The oil is
used quite largely in Europe for the manufacture of soap and
other materials where a vegetable oil is desired.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) with the term “soy-bean oil” in the title.
3850. Barrett, O.W. 1914. Current notes–February: Soya
bean. Philippine Agricultural Review 7(2):82-83. Feb. From
the Daily Consular and Trade Reports of the U.S. Dep. of
Commerce.
• Summary: “As was confidently expected, the soya bean has
been greatly improved in the past few years, both in America
and Europe. Whereas in its home country of Manchuria the
oil content is only about 15 or 16 per cent, some of the new
varieties which have been bred up in America and Europe
run as high as 20 and even 22 per cent. South Africa is now
taking up this crop and it is found that altitude somewhat
affects the yield of oil in any given variety; for instance, at
an altitude of 1,000 meters the [oil] yield of a certain variety
is about 20 per cent. while at sea level it is about 22 per
cent. Germany, ranking with France as the heaviest importer
of oil seeds, has been trying for years to find a suitable oil
crop which could be put under intensive cultivation; this
desire seems about to be realized in the shape of soya, many
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varieties of which can now most likely be grown in Germany
with excellent success. In 1912 Germany imported 1,443,447
metric tons of oil seeds valued at 217 million pesos.”
Address: Chief, Div. of Horticulture, Philippines.
3851. Bois, D. 1914. Extraits des procés-verbaux des séances
de la société. Cinquième section. Botanique. Séance du 16
Février [Excerpts of verbal proceedings from meetings of
the society. 5th Section. Botany. Meeting of 16 Feb. 1914].
Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation 61:304-10. Feb. See p.
307-08. [Fre]
• Summary: Page 307 states: Mr. Bois then presents
information on the germination of two species of legumes:
Phaseolus Mungo and Soja hispida (mung beans and
soybeans), and confirms that the food product that is
now widely sold in Paris under the name germes de Soja
(“soybean sprouts”) is actually mung bean sprouts (see the
book Potager d’un curieux [The inquisitive person’s kitchen
garden], by A. Paillieux). He reads a note he wrote with the
goal of highlighting and putting an end to this confusion.
This note will be published in the society’s Bulletin.
“Our colleagues Messrs. Rivière and Le Fort, recalled
on this occasion the numerous food preparations that can
be made with soybeans. Mr. Le Fort noted an article from
a German journal (Molkerei Zeitung), reproduced in the
29 January 1914 issue of Journal des Halles et Marches,
according to which a company named Soyama-Werke has
been founded in Germany near the Bockenheim railway
station. The goal of this organization is to conduct trials for
the production of an artificial milk made from soybeans and
other substances.” Address: France.
3852. Bois, D. 1914. Germes de soja et germes de haricot
mungo: Un produit alimentaire faussement dénommé [Soy
sprouts and mung bean sprouts: A food product falsely
named]. Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation 61:334-36.
Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: In November 1911, the Journal des Halles et
Marchés reported the appearance in Paris of a vegetable
designated under the name Yamado and considered new.
The author identified it as mung bean sprouts (germes du
Haricot Mungo), a green seed well known to the Society
and described by Paillieux in the 3rd edition of his book Le
Potager d’un curieux on p. 222. The mung bean/mung bean
sprouts are known as Lou teou/Ghia in China and Yaye nari/
Moyashi in Japan. The sprouts are called Taugé in Java.
“We see them appear now every winter, sold in Paris
by a certain number of food merchants, who also sell the
ungerminated mung beans.
“But, perhaps to facilitate the sale of these products,
the shopkeepers have seen fit to offer them to the buyers
under the names ‘soy sprouts’ and ‘soybeans’ (germes et de
graines de Soja), a confusion that would not be appropriate
to perpetuate.”

Footnote: “A circular has been printed and is distributed
to the buyers, titled Le Soja, alimentation économique et
hygiénique. Une légume nouveau importé de Chine: Le Soja
frais en germes [‘The soybean, an economic and hygienic
food. A new vegetable imported from China: Fresh soya
sprouts’]. It contains some recipes using the sprouts, also
falsely named.”
“The soybean (Le Soja), whose products are coming
to be used more and more in Europe, has seeds which are
completely different from those of the mung bean, not
only in their form and volume, but also in their special
chemical composition, which requires that they be used quite
differently. I must add that all the sprouts I have seen in Paris
under the name of soy sprouts (germes de Soja) actually
came from the mung bean.”
“Since I have introduced the subject of soybeans, I
will say that the seed of this precious legume is presently
imported into Europe in considerable quantities. The
Information Leaflet of the Ministry of Agriculture announced
recently, according to the Molkerei Zeitung, that an
organization named “Soyama-Werke” has been established
at Bockenheim (Germany) for the production of milk, cream,
butter, and cheese from this seed.
One can see from the accompanying illustration the
great difference that exists between the seeds of the mung
bean and those of the soybean, and between their respective
sprouts.
An illustration (line drawing, p. 336) shows the seeds
and sprouts of the Mung bean (A, top) and soybean (B).
Mung beans, which are smaller than soybeans, give ready-touse sprouts in 4 days, compared with 8 days from the larger
soybeans. “Because of this difference, the soybean seems
to me absolutely unsuited to the production of etiolated
sprouts.”
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Messrs. Li and Grandvoinnet have published in the
Journal d’Agriculture pratique des pays chauds, 1911-1912,
a series of articles about the soybean, and they mention the
sprouts among the products obtained from this plant. But the
sprout in the illustration (fig. 21, p. 130, of 1912) is that of
the mung bean. Address: France.

best if planted in drills. About ½ bushel of seed per acre.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2011)
that discusses the soy bean in connection with soil erosion–
which, it says, it is not well suited to prevent.
Note 2. The pages of this circular are misnumbered.
Address: Amherst.

3853. Brooks, William P. 1914. Green manuring and cover
crops. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Circular No. 37. 6 p. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Possible benefits:
Erosion prevented, soluble plant-food compounds saved,
weeds prevented, soil enriched in nitrogen, plant-food made
available, humus increased, subsoil mellowed. Principal
crops: Desirable characteristics, non-legumes (winter rye,
buckwheat, white mustard, rape), legumes (vetches, field
peas, crimson clover, common and mammoth red clovers,
sweet clover, the soy bean, the cow pea). Conditions when
green manuring is advisable: When not advisable. Treatment
of the green manure crop. Should green manure crops be
fertilized.
“Green manuring is the practice of cultivating a crop
for soil improvement. The crop is usually, but not always,
plowed in while green. A cover crop is one grown largely
for soil protection, but it may at the same time serve all the
purposes of a green manure crop. On the other hand, during
the period of its growth a green manure crop is a cover crop.
“The practice of using crops for soil protection and
improvement has received much more attention in recent
years than formerly...” (p. 1).
Erosion: “The protection of the soil against damage by
wind which carries away the finer and better particles, and
water which washes fields which have any considerable
slope. In other words, to prevent erosion” (p. 1).
“Green manure and cover crops may be made of much
use in preventing the growth of weeds and the ripening of
weed seeds, and also in some cases they may be made very
helpful in exterminating certain kinds of weeds with which a
field may have become infested.” (p. 1).
All legumes have the capacity to gather nitrogen from
the air. They will do this, however, to an important extent
only when four conditions are met: 1. The soil must be
neutral or alkaline. 2. It must be stocked with bacteria of the
right kind. 3. It must not contain a large amount of nitrogen
in the form of available compounds. If it does, the legume
will take most of its nitrogen from the soil rather than from
the air. “4. The legume must be allowed to attain nearly
full development if the gain in nitrogen is to be large, since
during the early stages of its growth the nitrogen which it
requires comes in large measure from the soil.”
“The soy bean. Suited to the better loams, is not hardy
and is not well suited for prevention of erosion or conserving
nitrogen, will furnish a large amount of vegetable matter
within a comparatively short period of summer weather, does

3854. Forbes, E.B.; Beegle, F.M.; Fritz, C.M.; Mensching,
J.E. 1914. A chemical study of the nutrition of swine. Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 271. p. 225-61.
Feb.
• Summary: Swine were fed soybean seeds in these
metabolism and balance trials. “Five cross-bred YorkshireChester White barrows, six months old and all from the
same litter, were the subjects of this experiment.” They
were fed eight different rations, one of which was corn and
soybeans. “The most important result of this investigation
is the demonstration of the unsatisfactory character of corn,
wheat bran and rice polish as sources of calcium for growing
swine. Rations composed of these foods will not maintain
normal growth of bone.” “The important deficiencies of corn
are considered to be calcium, phosphorus, and nitrogen.”
Address: 1. Chief Nutritionist; 2-3. Asst. Nutritionist. All:
Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster, Ohio.
3855. Kolonist (Der) (Buenos Aires, Argentina). 1914. Die
Sojabohne [The soybean]. Feb. [Ger]

• Summary: In the year 1911 Hamburg imported 327,008
quintals of soybeans worth 5,777,560 marks, im Jahre 1912
Hamburg imported 490,606 quintals worth 8,528,150 marks.
Note: dz = doppelzentner = quintal; 1 quintal = 100 kg.
And 1000 kg = 1 metric ton. Therefore, in 1911 Hamburg
imported 32,700 metric tons of soybeans, increasing to
49,060 metric tons in 1912.
3856. Marshall, E.K., Jr. 1914. On soy bean urease: The
effect of dilution, acids, alkalies and ethyl alcohol (Open
Access). J. of Biological Chemistry 17(1):351-61. Feb.
(Chem. Abst. 8:1966). [8 ref]
• Summary: “The conversion of urea into ammonium
carbonate with the urease of the soy bean has proven of
value not only in urea determinations but in the cases where
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urea interferes with some chemical manipulation since its
removal can be readily accomplished by this enzyme.”
“Conclusions. 1. The velocity of the hydrolysis of
urea by urease is practically proportional to the enzyme
concentration... 4. Hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide in
sufficient amounts inhibit the action of the enzyme and also
destroy it.” Address: Lab. of Physiological Chemistry, Johns
Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, Maryland.
3857. Plimmer, Robert Henry Aders; Skelton, Ruth Filby.
1914. The quantitative estimation of urea, and indirectly of
allantoin, in urine by means of urease. Biochemical Journal
8(1):70-73. Feb. [12 ref]
• Summary: “The estimation of urea in urine is quickly
and accurately made by decomposing it with urease (1 gm
powdered soy-bean) at 35 to 40ºC for one hour. During this
time the ammonia evolved is removed by an air current...”
Address: Ludwig Mond Research Lab. for Biological
Chemistry, Inst. for Physiology, University College, London.
3858. Woods, Chas. D. 1914. Field experiments. Maine
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 224. p. 23-48.
Feb. See p. 32-39.
• Summary: Contents of the section titled “Soy beans for
fodder, silage and seed” (p. 32-39): Introduction and history
of research in Maine. Conditions of growth. Fertilizing and
culture. Nutrients in soy bean and their digestibility. Soy
bean silage. Yield of dry matter and protein: Soy bean vs.
corn fodder, soy beans for seed. Summary.
This section begins: “In 1903 and 1904 the Station grew
on the college farm at Orono several varieties of soy beans.
These were grown for forage and for silage. The results were
published in Bulletin 106 and made up part of the Report of
the Station for 1904.”
“Although it is not at all likely that the soy bean can ever
be grown as a profitable seed crop in Maine, three varieties”
furnished by the Paint Manufacturers’ Association were
grown and tested at Highmoor Farm in 1913. One variety,
imported from Manchuria, was supposed to contain an oil of
high oxidizing properties. The second, Variety 1002, was an
American type which was said not to mature as quickly as
the Manchurian bean. The third, Soy Bean 302, came with no
description. All three were tested for germination and found
to germinate well. The first variety yielded 700 lb/acre of
shelled beans and the third yielded 650 lb/acre.
Summary: “Soy beans can be grown in parts of Maine
where corn thrives. When early corn matures, the early white
soy bean will usually mature. Where Sanford corn ears, the
early medium soy bean will form pods. Soy bean can be
grown with less nitrogen than corn. In order to grow the soy
bean most economically, the soil should be inoculated with
the organism that forms root tubercles.” Address: Director of
the Station, Orono, Maine.

3859. McQueen (Jacob). 1914. Miscellaneous: For sale (Ad).
Gleanings in Bee Culture 42(5):21 (Near front of issue).
March 1.
• Summary: “Dahlia roots, 2 cts. each and up–green
flowering, and 100 other colors. Soy beans, Thornless
raspberry. Circular free.” Address: Baltic, Ohio.
3860. Brainin, David. 1914. Article of food and process of
producing the same. [Soy beans as meat substitute]. U.S.
Patent 1,088,875. March 3. 1 p. Application filed 11 Dec.
1912.
• Summary: The author is a “chemist, a subject of the
Emperor of Russia, residing at 61 Leibnitzstrasse, in the
city of Charlottenburg, in the Kingdom of Prussia, German
Empire.” He processes “roasted soy beans to serve as a
substitute for meat and having a nutritive value equivalent
to that of meat.” “The lightly roasted beans are ground or
pounded and mixed” with ground rye and oats. Bananas
or aromatic herbs may also be added. The food made
with “lightly roasted soy beans” may be manufactured in
powdered, granular, or tablet form. Address: Charlottenburg,
Germany.
3861. Redding, R.J. 1914. Farms and farmers: Planting corn.
Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). March 9. p. 7.
• Summary: Corn is the most popular horse and mule feed
crop of the south. Yet it should not be grown on “land that
is so worn and unproductive that it will not yield more than
10 or 12 bushels per acre with very moderate fertilizing...
Such land should be prepared and planted in cowpeas, or
soybeans, along in May.” Address: Col., Griffin, Georgia.
3862. Naoumoff, N. 1914. Matériaux pour la flore
mycologique de la Russie, Fungi ussuriensis I. [Materials for
the mycological flora of Russia, fungi of the Ussuri Region.
I.]. Bulletin de la Societe Mycologique de France 30(1):6483. March 10. See p. 73-74. [Fre]
• Summary: The section titled Peronospora trifoliorum
DB [De Bary] var. manshurica N.N. begins: “The variety
which I have designated by this name grows on the bean
of Manchuria (fève de Mandchourie): Glycine hispida. It
appears rather late, in mid-July.” A technical description of
the fungus follows, plus a sentence in Latin: In foliis vivis
Glycines hispidae, prov. Austro-Ussuriensi (Rossiæ Orient).
Note: The prefix “Austro,” when used as it is here,
means “southern.” Thus, “Austro-Ussurie” refers to southern
Ussuriland, which is a historical Ukrainian name of the land
in the Russian Far East area between the Amur River and
the Pacific Ocean. Address: Institut de Pathologie Vegetale,
Saint-Petersbourg, Russia.
3863. Gardner, H.A.; Carmick, G.; Heckel, E. 1914. Wirkung
von Hitze auf die chemischen Konstanten von Lein-, Holzund Sojabohnenoel [The action of heat on the chemical
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constants of linseed-, wood-, and soybean oil (Abstract)].
Farben-Zeitung 19(24):1308-09. March 14. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
English-language article: Gardner, Henry A.; Carmick, L.G.;
Heckel, J.E. 1913. “The effect of heating upon the chemical
constants of oil.” Drugs, Oils and Paints (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania) 29(7):247. Dec. 13.
3864. Pester Lloyd (Budapest, Austro-Hungarian Empire).
1914. Oele, Fette und Fettsaeuren [Oils, fats and fatty acids].
61(64):19. March 15. Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: Soybean oil (Soyabohnenöl) was somewhat
firmer in England since the demand has improved somewhat.
Soybeans (Soyabohnen) are also kept higher [in price] in
China.
Note: Peanut oil (Erdnussöl) is also mentioned.
3865. Stockhard, L.E. 1914. How much pork from an acre of
land? Swine World 1(16):6. March 15.
• Summary: Gives the results of reports from various
agricultural experiment stations.
“At the Alabama station an acre of very poor soy bean
pasture produced 214 pounds.”
A table from the Missouri experiment station shows Soy
bean forage enables production of 118 lbs. of pork.
The Iowa experiment station reports Corn and soy beans
enable 619 pounds per acre (the top weight shown in the
Iowa table).
“As the land on which these experiments were made
is above the average for the respective states in fertility,
we may say that 400 pounds of pork per acre represents
the average returns. At present prices this represents a fair
money return from average land,...” Address: Columbia,
Tennessee.

two mixtures,... and serve with rice and the soy sauce. The
Chinese do not add the sauce in cooking always.”
Note: This is the most recent English-language
document seen (Oct. 2006) that uses the term “Indian soy” to
refer to soy sauce.
3867. Redding, R.J. 1914. Farms and farmers: (2) Growing
cowpeas in cotton field. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia).
March 16. p. 7.
• Summary: “(2) I am not favorably impressed with the
plan of planting cotton and cowpeas in alternate rows... If
anything would give success to the plan it seems to me the
soybeans (Mammoth Yellow) would be best planted about
June 1 to 10... After the first year, follow corn with oats and
cowpeas (or soybeans),...” Address: Col., Griffin, Georgia.
3868. Sahr, C.A. 1914. Report of the Assistant Agronomist.
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report. p.
43-49. For the year 1913. March 16. [1 ref]
• Summary: In this report’s only section, titled “Experiments
with leguminous plants,” all crops are grouped into three
types based on the length of their growth period. The soy
bean appears in both the first group (quick rotation, short

3866. Eddington, Jane. 1914. Economical housekeeping:
Chop suey. Chicago Daily Tribune. March 16. p. D16.
• Summary: Discusses the origin of Chop Suey: It “is not
a recipe; it is a mixture... Here is the trick: The Chinese
have taken two dishes of which the Americans have been
inordinately fond for a century or so, mixed them, dressed
them up a little, and made a mint of money by them, or at
least enough to set up scores of restaurants over the country
to sell us our fried pork and fried onion, plus some chopped
celery,... and some sauce which the uninitiated could never
tell from the Worcestershire sauce which is on thousands of
restaurant tables of our land the whole year around.
“This sauce is flavored with Indian soy, and Indian soy
and Japanese soy and Chinese or soy sauce are as nearly the
same sort of thing as such things ever are when made by
different manufacturers.”
There follows a recipe for “Every day chop suey.” “...
if you chose, add a tablespoon or two of soy sauce to the
meat and let it simmer a few minutes in it. Combine the
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season, 3 to 4 months) and the second group (medium
time, 4½ to 6½ months). The importance of inoculation is
emphasized.
The subsection on “Soy bean” (p. 46-49) states: “Soy
beans were grown more or less extensively by Japanese
farmers in Kona to defray expenses while their coffee trees
came into bearing, finding a ready market for culinary
purposes and also among local soy sauce brewers. Since
the coffee orchards now demand the entire attention of the
growers, the soy brewers depend upon soy beans imported
from Japan for their supply.
“The brewing of Japanese soy sauce having become
a well-established industry in Hawaii, a visit of inspection
to several of the largest factories was made to ascertain the
method of manufacture, which is given here briefly...” Equal
parts of boiled soybeans and roasted California wheat are
mixed, “poured into molds, and left to stand for 3 or more
days, or until slightly covered by mold fungi. The molds
are then emptied into large cedar vats of 500 to 800 gallons
capacity. A starter made from cass [soybean presscake] and
brine is then added, and the mass is left to ferment for a
period ranging from 6 months to a year or 18 months, the
mass being thoroughly stirred twice each day. The fermented
mass is then transferred into a large press and the liquid
sauce is pressed out, boiled 2 or 3 hours, and put in cedar
tubs of 4½ to 6 gallons capacity... The ferment starter is
made of a small quantity of soy-bean cake, or cass, sprinkled
over a few handfuls of parboiled soy beans and left in a
warm place for several days. The cass is sold for 20 cents per
100 pounds to rice planters as a fertilizer, and contains about
20 per cent salt. It is also fed to hogs, after soaking in water
to draw out the salt. The brewers buy imported soy beans at
$72 per ton in Honolulu, wheat at $40, and salt at $10. The
tubs in which the soy sauce is put up are made of Japanese
cedar, shipped knocked down from Japan, and put together
as wanted. The cost per tub is from 40 to 70 cents, according
to their capacity, which ranges from 4½ to 6 gallons. Soy
sauce is eaten by all classes of Japanese as a table sauce,
with their rice, fish, and meats. It has the color of strong
black coffee.
“Miso, another Japanese table sauce, is brewed from soy
beans and rice. The brewed liquid is clear white. The climate
of Hawaii is too warm for its manufacture.”
A table (p. 48) shows five soybean varieties (each with
an “Agronomy accession number, three also with an S.P.I.
number–20798, 19183, and 14953) and their yields as hay,
fodder and/or seed, and stages of growth in Hawaii. The only
named variety, Otootan [black seeded], was “grown from
seed received from the College of Hawaii in May 1911. This
variety is undoubtedly the coarsest, rankest soy bean ever
grown by this station. It is also most tolerant of both dry and
wet conditions, but only makes a rank growth during a cool
and moist growing period.” Trials of this variety were made
at the Hilo and Glenwood substations.

No. 698, a Russian soy bean, was received from S.R.
Cope of London, England. Seven varieties were received
from the College of Hawaii. Eight varieties were received
from the Bureau of Plant Industry (USDA) under the [S.P.I.]
numbers 19183, 22379, 32906, 32907, 34857, 34934, 34924,
34987, and 34123; they were planted in May. “Four varieties,
said to be rich in oil content, were received from an eastern
paint and oil company for trial by this station. Samples of
these will be analyzed and the oil content determined.”
A photo shows two Otootan variety soy bean plants,
valuable for forage and green manuring; one is bigger than
the other and both are hanging up-side down.
Other leguminous plants tested: Kulthi or horse gram,
cowpeas, sunn hemp (Crotolaria juncea), a variety of Cuban
peanut, asparagus bean (sasagi; probably yardlong cowpea)
and sesbania.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Otootan.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2004)
that mentions the asparagus bean (Vigna sesquipedalis).
Address: Asst. in Agronomy.
3869. Times (London). 1914. Artificial milk. Butter and
cheese from soya beans. Romance of a new industry. March
17. p. 4, col. 1.
• Summary: “A discovery which should prove of great
interest to housewives and mothers has recently been
brought to perfection in a London chemical laboratory.
This is a process of manufacturing synthetically a pure and
wholesome milk of high nutritive value, possessing all of the
virtues of the original article, none of its many dangers.” A
German chemist has developed the process.
“The fluid, as far as its appearance is concerned, is quite
indistinguishable from rich cow’s milk. It is delightfully
smooth on the palate. On the other hand, the taste seems to
some persons slightly different from that of ordinary milk.
It is said that even this slight ‘taste’ can be removed at will.
A dairyman was recently asked to express his opinion of
the new milk, and two glasses, one containing his own milk
and the other the artificial milk, were placed before him. He
praised what he supposed was his cow’s milk and expressed
a very modified appreciation of the other. His surprise on
hearing of his error was naturally great.
“Introduction of bacteria. The new milk has been built
up from a basis of casein obtained from the soya bean.
Casein, of course, is likewise the basal constituent of cow’s
milk. The beans are treated by a special process whereby all
oil and waste matter are removed and only the pure casein
left. To this basis are added in exact proportions fatty acids,
sugars, and salts, and emulsification carried out... In order
that the synthetic milk may approximate in all respects to the
real milk, bacteria of the required strains, including the lactic
acid (sour milk) bacilli rendered famous by Metchnikoff a
few years ago, are introduced to the fluid and permitted to
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act upon it until it reaches exactly that state of what may be
termed maturity at which fresh cow’s milk is obtained. That
it is indeed a real milk is proved by the fact that excellent
cheeses and ‘butter’ can be made from it.
“The advantages of the new milk are obvious. It is,
of course, free from all suspicion of being contaminated
with milk-borne diseases like tuberculosis, scarlet fever, or
diphtheria.”
The first consignment of soya beans was sent to Europe
as recently as 1906. “In this country soya oil has now a very
ready and extensive market. It is used instead of the cotton
seed variety on account of cheapness. Soap manufacturers
are also coming to depend upon it. The chief use, however,
would seem to be as cattle cakes for winter feeding. That the
article which has fed so many milch cows during the past
few years should itself be used in the making of artificial
milk is undoubtedly something of a coincidence.
“Most of the soya beans entering this country pass
through Hull, which, with its great oil and seed mills, is the
natural centre for such a commodity.”
3870. Chapin, J.F. 1914. Soy beans in Howell County.
Missouri Ruralist 13(6):7. March 20.
• Summary: “I have experimented with soy beans the past
two years but only in a small way and with one variety–
Mammoth Yellow–which I believe is about as good as we
can get. In 1912 from less than ¼ acre, planted June 6, I
harvested 3 bushels of seed. In 1913 I planted May 21 with
a grain drill, opening one hole and closing the next two,
making rows about 20 inches (36 is better for cultivation and
as good for yield). This crop was harvested 140 days after
planting and stood the dry season remarkably well... A heavy
rain fell them in the swath and our October snow caught
them in the shock. In spite of all this they are in fairly good
shape in my barn now. They will also stand heavy frosts,
enabling one to sow earlier and harvest later than for peas
and this season certainly proves them to be a good drouth
[drought] resister.
“Of course, the dry weather cut the yield down until it
didn’t pay to harvest for seed, still there was a paying yield
of good bean hay.” Address: Bly, Missouri.
3871. Hall, J. Ed. 1914. Soy bean a profit maker: Missouri
farmers should give this new crop a trial. Missouri Ruralist
13(6):7. March 20.
• Summary: “A very few years back a writer on the ‘soy,’
stated that the soy bean was one of the coming crops of
Missouri. Today we are in a position to say that the soy bean
is one of Missouri’s profitable crops. When we become more
thoroughly acquainted with them, and come to realize their
full value as a soil renovator and as a hay and grain plant, we
can safely say that it is one of Missouri’s main crops.
After trying out soy beans for a number of years,
we have arranged our rotation in such a way that we are

now growing one-half as many acres of soys as we are of
corn. Why? Because if our soil is inoculated with the soy
bean bacteria (and the entire farm is) the soil will become
materially richer in both nitrogen and humus, by growing
them than by growing corn. Then, too, as a nitrogenous feed
we are unable to make as profitable growth in young animals
by any other means.”
J.M. Perley, of Moberly, Missouri, has developed an
excellent method of preparing a seedbed for soys, using a
disk and spiked-tooth harrow. “Since making a two-year test
of 10 varieties, we have decided that the Austin and Perley’s
Mongol are best adapted to Central Missouri conditions.”
Each of these two varieties is a rank grower. Soys make good
hay.
“The richer the soil the greater the yield with soys, while
with cowpeas we find the opposite. By using a variety of soy
beans, maturing in advance of cowpea hay harvest, such as
Ito San or Mongol, we have a mixed hay laden with grain
comparing equally in protein with oilmeal.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Perley’s Mongol.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2001)
with the word “profit” (or “profits” or “profitable”) in the
title in connection with soybeans. Address: La Monte, Pettis
County, Missouri.
3872. Mills, C.P. 1914. Relished by stock: Horses and cows
eat soy bean hay readily and hogs do fine on it–It is as good
for the land as clover and to be preferred when considered
ton for ton. Farmers’ Review (The) (Chicago) 46(12):309.
March 21.
• Summary: “A year ago this spring I had no hay meadow
and no chance for hay outside of a small field of alfalfa...
I was advised by several, a professor of the University of
Illinois among others, that soy beans is a better crop for us
than cow peas. Upon the strength of this, I made up my mind
to risk the rest of the thirty-acre field in which I was to put
cow peas to beans, feeling sure that the peas would furnish
enough hay even though the beans were a failure.
“I secured my bean seed, five bushels of Ebony and five
of Early Medium Yellow, from the University farm, and the
peas I bought in Memphis” [probably Tennessee]. The soy
beans did so well that: “This spring I am going to put in no
cowpeas, but will put in about twice as many soy beans.”
A photo shows a field of soy beans, which are “pretty
good drouth resisters and they are easily planted, cared for
and harvested.” Address: Champaign County, Illinois.
3873. Reynolds, Will. 1914. A crop with many profits: Soy
beans are good for fertilizer, for pasture, for hay, for seed.
Country Gentleman 79(12):9. March 21.
• Summary: “Soy beans have been grown in the United
States for the past twenty years, yet comparatively few
farmers are interested in the crop. Soy beans will be our
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salvation when clover fails. They can be used for green
manure, for pasture, for hay, for seed... Why should we not
grow our supplement for corn in the Corn Belt? In nearly
every system of rotation in the Orient, described by Prof.
F.H. King [Farmers of Forty Centuries, 1911], we find the
soy bean... The oil from the beans is extracted and the bean
cake is used for both feed and fertilizer.”
“Beans should be inoculated: Certain varieties of soy
beans are better adapted than other to certain uses and
conditions. The earlier-maturing varieties may be grown
in Northern latitudes with more certainty of the crop’s
maturing than later ones.” “Varieties that have done well
in the North are Ito San, Early Brown, Black Beauty, and
Parson’s Auburn. Ito San is more extensively grown and is
better known than any other early maturing variety, but some
growers prefer Auburn, which is a higher yielder and as early
as Ito... Wilson is a promising hay and forage variety, but is
not a good yielder. For a general-purpose bean, Sable and
Mikado are both good, while Ito San is the best all-around
bean for its locality.”
“For best results, soy beans should be inoculated. The
most practical method is to secure soil from men who have
grown them, using two quarts of soil to each bushel of seed.
This can be mixed with the seed at planting time. When the
beans are drilled in rows from eighteen to thirty pounds of
seed will be required to the acre. An ordinary corn planter
may be used to drill the seed by setting over the shoes and
wheel so there will be forty inches between the rows. Set the
planter to drop about eight beans to the foot in the rows.”
“Taylor Fouts, of Carroll County, Indiana, has
successfully followed the following practice: For some
time he has grown Hollybrook soy beans and corn together
for silage, hogging off, and lambing off. A corn planter
with fertilizer attachment is used, mixing twelve pounds
of beans with fertilizer for each acre. At one operation the
corn and beans are drilled; both appear at the same time,
and cultivation is practiced as for corn alone. If there is

no fertilizer attachment the corn and beans may be drilled
together, equal quantities of each being mixed in the grain
box and the speed and plates adjusted to suit.
“About September first the feeding lambs are turned into
the field to feed on the bean foliage, pods and corn blades.
Mr. Fouts also finds the combination highly profitable in
hogging off, saying: ‘There is no produce that compares
with it acre for acre. The hogs keep thrifty and make rapid
and economical gains.’ Another point in favor of this
intercropping of corn and soybeans is that it makes a very
valuable and complete ration to put into the silo.”
“Harvesting for seed: Various implements are employed
in harvesting soy beans for seed–the mower with a sidedelivery buncher, the binder, the bean harvester, the selfrake reaper–or they may be pulled by hand.” The self-rake
is good, inexpensive machine for “harvesting soys... For
varieties of soys with an erect and tall growing habit the
binder is very satisfactory.”
Photos show: (1) “A single stalk of Black Champion”
variety soy beans against a ruler to show its size. (2) A field
of soy bean plants that have been harvested and piled in
cocks. “The less the vines are handled the greater will be the
crop of seed.”
Note 1. This is the earliest article seen (August 1996) in
Country Gentleman which contains the word “soys.” This
word was used in at least 20 articles in Country Gentleman
from March 1914 to Nov. 1929.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004)
that mentions “lambing off” (or “lambing down”) soybeans.
Note 3. This is the second earliest document seen (Oct.
2012) that mentions specific soybean varieties grown by
Taylor Fouts, and the earliest article seen stating that he
grew the Hollybrook variety. “For some time he has grown
Hollybrook soy beans and corn together for silage, hogging
off, and lambing off.”
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean varieties Black Champion [later
renamed Peking], Parson’s Auburn, or Sable. As of June
2008, the variety “Parson’s Auburn” is mentioned only twice
in the SoyaScan database; the second mention was also in
Country Gentleman in May 1916. Parson’s Auburn was
probably developed by Adrian Parsons (of Indiana) who also
developed the Mikado (Adrian Parsons wrote to the USDA
in about 1914 that Auburn was his 2nd heaviest yielder after
Mikado). The regular “Auburn” variety was first mentioned
in a 1910 document.
3874. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1914. The agricultural
outlook. No. 584. 22 p. March 23. See p. 20-21.
• Summary: Table 12 titled “Averages for the United States
of prices paid to producers of farm products” (p. 21) lists the
prices for 23 farm products, including soy beans, peanuts,
alfalfa seed, hogs, apples, etc. For most products, prices are
given on Jan. 15 and Feb. 15 for the years 1910-1914. Prices
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for soy beans (a new crop) are given only for 1914. 15 Jan.
1914–$1.96/bushel. 15 Feb. 1914–$1.80/bushel.
Note 1. This is the earliest issue of “The agricultural
outlook” seen (Nov. 2005) in which soy beans are
mentioned.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016)
containing soybean statistics provided by USDA’s Bureau
of Statistics. Address: Bureau of Statistics (Agricultural
Forecasts) and the Bureau of Plant Industry.
3875. Bailey, Liberty Hyde. 1914. The standard cyclopedia
of horticulture. Vol. I (A-B). 2nd ed. New York and London:
The Macmillan Co. 602 p. See p. 41, 42, 458, 460, 461.
Illust. (700 illust.).
• Summary: Page 41: Leguminosae: Plants used as forage
include Glycine hispida (soy bean). Page 42: Glycine (Soy
Bean) is one of about 150 genera cultivated in America.
Page 458: Bean. “The beans chiefly known to
horticulture are of five types:... (5) Soy, or Soja, bean
(Glycine hispida). A bushy, erect, hairy plant producing
small pods in clusters, and pea-like seeds (Figs. 479d, 483
[p. 461, showing stem, leaves, and pods]). In this country
used mostly for forage. Native to China and Japan, where it
is much grown.”
Page 460 (still under “Bean”): After sections on “Pole
beans” and “Lima beans” is one titled “Other beans: Three
other members of the bean tribe might be mentioned in this
connection; namely, the Black bean or cowpea of the South,
the Japanese Soy bean, and the English or Broad bean.”
After a brief summary of the cowpea: “Of greater value
for the same purposes, north of New Jersey, seems to be
the Japanese Soy bean, which is early enough to come to
maturity almost anywhere in the United States. Its foliage
is rather thin or open, however, which impairs its value for
green-manuring. The dry bean constitutes one of the richest
vegetable foods known, and its flavor seems unobjectionable
to all kinds of stock. Sow one bushel to the acre. Similar to
this in value is the English Broad bean, several varieties of
which, as the Broad Windsor, the Horse bean... The Windsor
is used in England in much the same way as lima beans are
used in America;...” Address: [Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New
York].
3876. Mann (P.) & Co. 1914. Seeds: Sowing time is here
(Ad). Washington Post. March 29. p. 10.
• Summary: “Our seeds are specially grown for market
gardeners and truckers, and are, therefore, best for private
use. Black Cow Peas and Soja Beans: Extensively used
varieties grown with great success.” Address: 207 Seventh
St., Washington, D.C.
3877. Goessel, Fritz. 1914. Improvements in the manufacture
of artificial milk. British Patent 8,027. Date of application:
30 March 1914. 7 p. Complete specification left: 9 April

1914. Accepted: 24 June 1915. 1 drawing. [1 ref]
• Summary: Pages 1-3 are titled “Provisional specification;
pages 3-7 are “Complete specification.”
“This invention relates to the manufacture of artificial
or so called synthetic milk from vegetable seeds or beans
such as described in my prior [British] Patent No. 27,860 of
1912 [Application filed 3 Dec. 1912]. The present invention
is directed to the manufacture of such milk on a commercial
scale and in a cheap and effective manner” (p. 1). A full-page
illustration (line drawing) shows many pieces of equipment
connected to allow a continuous flow of product.
Soy beans are washed, decorticated, ground to a
flour which will pass a 100-mesh sieve, and rubbed to a
thin paste with soft water at 90º-95ºC. The ratio of flour
to water is 1:10, and 5 gm of sodium phosphate is added
to each 100 liters of water. The mixture is centrifuged to
remove insoluble matter, and the liquid is cooled and again
centrifuged to remove fat. The extract is now analyzed, and
according to the analysis sufficient fat or oil, sugar, and salts
are added to make the composition similar to that of milk.
These substances are added in an emulsifier and the mixture
is emulsified in a partial vacuum at 35º-40ºC. The liquid
leaving the emulsifier is cooled and made up to the proper
volume.
“If desired pure cultures of suitable bacteria such as
the organism known as B. lactis acidi or B. Massol may be
added in the milk in the vessel” (p. 6). Address: Dr., Chemist,
60, Kurfuerstenstrasse, Frankfurt on the Main, Germany.
3878. Forbes, Ernest Browning; Keith, M. Helen. 1914. A
review of the literature of phosphorus compounds in animal
metabolism. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Technical
Series, Bulletin No. 5. 784 p. March. Also published as a
monograph. [2308* ref]
• Summary: Tables show: (1) “Mineral elements of fruits,
vegetables, and roughage” (p. 78); gives the mineral
composition of soy bean hay and soy beans. (2) “Phosphatid
phosphorus in vegetable substances” (p. 85); includes data
on the soy bean. (3) “Lecithin phosphorus and lecithin in
various seeds (percent dry basis)” (p. 87); includes data on
soy beans. (4) “Determinations of the phosphorus partition in
press cakes” (p. 91); gives different forms of phosphorus and
lecithin in press cakes, including soybean cake.
The author’s summary (p. 376) includes the summary of
an experiment in which soy beans were used with corn when
studying mineral metabolism of swine. Address: 1. Ph.D.,
Chief; 2. A.M., Asst. Both: Dep. of Nutrition, Wooster, Ohio.
3879. Nishimura, Torazô. 1914. Shôyu moromi no kaiire ni
kansuru chôsa [Examination of the stirring of shoyu moromi
(mash)]. Jozo Shikensho Hokoku (Report of the Brewing
Experiment Station) No. 53. p. 561-71. March. [Jap]
Address: Jozo Shikensho, Gishi.
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3880. Otootan: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Also
spelled “O-too-tan” (1922-1941). 1914. Seed color: Black,
hilum black.
• Summary: Sources: Sahr, C.A. 1914. “Report of the
assistant agronomist.” Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Annual
Report p. 43, 46-49. For the year 1913. See p. 47-48. Otootan
was “grown from seed received from the College of Hawaii
in May 1911. This variety is undoubtedly the coarsest,
rankest soy bean ever grown by this station. It is also most
tolerant of both dry and wet conditions, but only makes a
rank growth during a cool and moist growing period.”
Gibson, Frederick. 1922. “Sunburn and aphid injury
of soybeans and cowpeas.” Arizona Agric. Exp. Station.
Technical Bulletin No. 2. p. 41-48. Sept. 15. “In the spring
of 1921, the Department of Agronomy of the Experiment
Station planted plots of soybeans to determine the effect
of the time of planting on the amount of growth and on the
quantity and quality of the seed produced.” Otootan was one
variety used.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 168, 172. “Introduced from the Hawaiian Islands
in 1911 by Prof. C.K. McClelland. Seed originally from
Formosa. Plants slender, erect, bushy, maturing in about 170
days; pubescence tawny; flowers purple, 90 to 95 days to
flower; pods tawny, 35 to 45 mm. long, 7 to 8 mm. wide, 4
to 5 mm. thick, 2-3 seeded; seed black, 6 to 7 mm. long, 5 to
6 mm. wide, 5 to 6 mm. thick; hilum black; germ yellow; oil
17.7%; 368,600 to the bushel” (p. 168). Otootan is a member
of the black-seeded group, with seeds 5-6 mm. thick and 6-7
mm. long (p. 172).
Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. “Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties cultivated in various
countries.” International Institute of Agriculture (Rome)
Monthly Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture
27(5):184T-87T. May. See p. 170 and 184. The Otootan
soybean variety was grown in Mississippi and Columbia.
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 16-17. Otootan is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: VIII. Year named or released: by
1918. Developer or sponsor: C.K. McClelland, AES (Agric.
Exp. Station), Experiment, Georgia. Literature: 05. Source
and other information: From Taiwan, China, to Hawaii. From
Hawaii to Georgia in 1911. Prior designation: None.
Note: The Japanese word “Otootan” means “daddy” and
is pronounced “oh-TOE-chan,” however many American
soybean breeders pronounce it “oh-TEW-tan.” Address:
USA.

maker: Missouri farmers should give this new crop a trial.”
Missouri Ruralist 13(6):7. March 20. “Since making a twoyear test of 10 varieties, we have decided that the Austin
and Perley’s Mongol are best adapted to central Missouri
conditions... Perley’s Mongol is also a rank grower and a
good hay plant, because of the fineness of stems and leaves.
It is a heavy producer of pods, and an excellent plant to use
with corn for the silo.”
Burnett, L.C. 1920. “Soybeans in the cornbelt: A crop
that demonstrated its worth.” Successful Farming 19(3):18,
46. March. In Iowa and the central cornbelt states, one of
the most common medium maturing varieties is Perley’s
Mongol. Address: USA.
3882. Van Slyke, Donald D.; Cullen, Glenn E. 1914.
The mode of action of soy bean urease (Open Access).
J. of Biological Chemistry 17(2):XXVIII-XXIX. March.
Bound after p. 304 in “Proceedings of the American
Society of Biological Chemists.” Eighth Annnual Meeting,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Dec. 29-31, 1913.
• Summary: The activity of the enzyme urease is doubled
by each 10ºC increase in temperature between 10º and 50ºC.
The optimum lies at about 60º, but the increase in activity
above 50º us comparatively slight.
A differential equation shows the relationship between
reaction time, enzyme concentration, temperature (ºC), and
concentration of ammonia formed. Address: Rockefeller Inst.
for Medical Research, New York.
3883. Wiancko, Alfred T.; Fisher, M.L.; Cromer, C.O. 1914.
Soybeans and cowpeas. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 172. p. 419-38. March.
• Summary: In Indiana, researchers have been experimenting
with soybeans and cowpeas for the past 15 years. Contents:
Introduction. Historical notes. Uses and value. Soil
adaptation. Liming. Soil fertilization. Place in the rotation.
Soil preparation. Inoculation. When and how to sow cowpeas
and soybeans. Cultivation. Harvesting. Threshing. Varieties
of soybeans. Varieties of cowpeas. Selecting varieties of
soybeans and cowpeas. Summary.
Photos show: (1) Typical mature soybean plant. (2)
Plant with leaves removed to show pods. (3) “Hogging off

3881. Perley’s Mongol: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
1914. Seed color: Yellow (straw), hilum tawny to cinnamon
brown.
• Summary: Sources: Hall, J. Ed. 1914. “Soy bean a profit
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soybeans.” Many hogs in a soybean field. (4) A field of
soybeans and cowpeas sown after wheat harvest. (5) Four
soybean plants with roots showing nodules. (6) A field with
many piles of soybeans made into hay. (7) Harvesting a
soybean seed crop with a mower having a side-delivery
attachment. (8) Men threshing soybeans with a common
threshing machine. Address: 1. Chief in Soils and Crops; 2.
Asst. Chief in Soils and Crops; 3. Asst. in Crops. All: Dep. of
Soils and Crops, Lafayette, Indiana.
3884. Yoshimura, Kiyohisa; Kanai, M. 1914. Shokubutsu-tai
chû yûkienki tokuni betaine, purin enki oyobi korin no bunpu
ni tsuite: II. [On the distribution of organic bases, especially
betaines, purine bases and choline, in plants. II]. Tokyo
Kagaku Kaishi (J. of the Tokyo Chemical Society) 35(3):268,
279-82. March. [2 ref. Jap]
• Summary: A section on dehulled soybeans (kôtaku daizu)
starts on page 279.
3885. Seifensieder-Zeitung. 1914. Das Haerten der Oele [The
hardening of oils]. 41(13):348. April 1. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Discusses the development of hydrogenation
in England and Germany, including the work of Sabatier
and Senderens, Normann, and Boehmer. Soya bean oil
has become an important raw material for hydrogenation
purposes. It was introduced in Bremen. The firm of Crosfield
& Sons in Warrington, England, has used Normann’s patent
for years to harden various oils. As the North China Daily
News announced on 3 Jan. 1914, the firm is considering
a venture with British capitalists and companies to erect
a large establishment on the Whampoa [Huang-Pu] River
downstream from Shanghai, China, in order to make rational
use of the soybean and its products. The price of a picul of
soybean oil, about 60 kg, is about 24 German marks, i.e.,
about 40 pfennigs per kg.
3886. Prager Abendblatt (Prague, Austro-Hungarian
Empire). 1914. Neuer Kaffee [New coffee]. 48(76):5. April
3. [Ger]
• Summary: This long article mentions soy coffee (SojaKaffee) at least four times. It begins: One of the most popular
domestic women’s magazines has in their second-to-last
number an extensive, extremely interesting article about the
new soya bean pearl coffee. (Soja-Bohnen-Perl-Kaffee).
The magazine describes the undesirable effects of
strong, real coffee with its high caffeine (plant poison)
content. It mentions the efforts made to obtain a good,
healthful coffee substitute, and finally tells of attempts to
make such a coffee surrogate from soybeans.
Earlier on, the trials did not lead to the desired success,
because it was not possible to get rid of the bitter fatty
substance. However, German and French chemists were
nevertheless successful, as was very recently the Santosa
Establishment of Royal Vineyards 1573 (Etablissement

“Santosa” Kgl. Weinberge 1573).
3887. Charlotte Observer (North Carolina). 1914. Oil from
soy beans: Interesting experiment conducted at Elizabeth
City. April 4. p. 9.
• Summary: “(Special to The Observer). Elizabeth City.
April 2.–An experiment of much interest to oil men and
one which may eventually result in a big agricultural
industry in North Carolina was conducted at the plant of
the Elizabeth City Cotton Oil and Fertilizer Company this
week. The oil was extracted from five bushels of soy beans
by a process which the experimenters are keeping a secret.
The experiment is regarded as being very successful and
those who watched the process are vary enthusiastic over
the prospects of future developments along this line. They
honestly believe that discoveries in the manufacture of soy
bean products are about to be made which will make them
extensively cultivated and for which the farmers will receive
thousands of dollars.
“The five bushels of beans in this experiment was
separated into two products, oil and meal. An abundance of
oil was secured which the experimenters will have analysed.
They believe that this oil will prove to be of a very high
grade and that it will have great commercial value, while the
meal will be capable of being manufactured into many food
products useful to both man and beast.
“The success of this experiment in especially gratifying
as a similar one was made about two years ago by another oil
mill and it was attended with failure as the yield of oil was
not satisfactory at all; besides this experiment revealed the
fact that there is no waste in the manufacture, the whole bean
being converted into either oil or meal.
There are great prospects for a big industry in eastern
North Carolina as the soil of this section is especially
adapted to the cultivation of the soy bean or stock pea, as
they are commonly called. A large acreage is planted each
year and five or six counties last year yielded nearly a half
million bushels. This crop can be increased until the yield
will amount to several million bushels, as the invention
of soy bean pickers have made the harvesting of them on
a larger scale possible at a small cost. The soy bean was
introduced into North Carolina about 25 years ago [i.e.,
about 1889]. They were first planted on a small scale in an
experimental way, as the farmers regarded their food value
with a great deal of suspicion. It was soon discovered that
they were excellent for livestock and that they fattened
hogs and made much pork. Then the acreage was increased
but this was fenced off and the soy bean fed to the stock
in a green state. The surplus acreage was housed without
threshing and was fed to the stock during the Winter. Only
the seed required for the next year’s planting was saved. This
was done by threshing the beans out of the pod by the use of
a pole which was a laborious and costly process.
“About five years ago, the price of soy beans began to
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increase and the farmers found it very profitable to raise
them for market; but the laborious and costly process of
preparing them, greatly handicapped the farmers and caused
the supply to fall far short of the demand. It was then that
the inventive genius of L.S. Gordon and George Pritchard,
two of Pasquotank County’s most progressive farmers got to
work end each of them invented a bean picker after his own
plan, which solved the problem and made the harvesting of
the beans easy and cheap.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2020)
that mentions the Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Company
(or Elizabeth City, North Carolina) in connection with
soybeans.
3888. Product Name: Soy Bean Oil, and Soy Bean Oil
Meal.
Manufacturer’s Name: Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer
Company.
Manufacturer’s Address: Elizabeth City, Pasquotank Co.,
North Carolina.
Date of Introduction: 1914 April.
Ingredients: Soybeans.

New Product–Documentation: Charlotte Observer
(North Carolina). 1914. April 4, p. 9. “The oil was extracted
from five bushels of soy beans by a process which the
experimenters are keeping a secret. The experiment is
regarded as being very successful.”
Advance (The) (Elizabeth City, North Carolina). 1915.
“A better day for soy beans.” Nov. 30. p. 2. “Mr. Williams
has recently visited this section and has obtained the promise
of the Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Company and of
the Eastern Cotton Oil Company of Hertford [15 miles
southwest of Elizabeth City] to conduct experiments with
view to utilizing the soy bean to keep their mills running
after the close of the cotton season.”
Hoard’s Dairyman. 1916. “A new use for soy beans.”
51(3):94. Feb. 11. “The first extensive manufacture of
soy bean oil and meal with domestic beans in the United
States has just begun in Elizabeth City, N.C. Last year the
production of soy beans in North Carolina reached the point
where all demands for the seed were filled... As a result of

investigations by the Division of Agronomy, the manufacture
of the beans into oil and meal has now been begun. For the
past ten days the oil mill at Elizabeth City has been running
night and day using about twenty tons of soy beans per
day. This change from the manufacture of cottonseed oil
to soy bean oil was made without any great expense as the
machinery had to be adjusted but little to handle the beans...
The meal runs something like 10 per cent higher in protein
than does cottonseed meal. The percentage of oil left in the
meal ranges from 4 to 5 per cent where the oil has been
extracted by Anderson expellers.–North Carolina Extension
Farm News.”
Note: A photo of this early soybean crushing plant is
found in Soybean Digest, Aug. 1970, p. 58.
Nemzek, L.P. 1916. The soya bean and soya oil.
Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Educational
Bureau, Science Section, Circular. No. 37. 8 p. June 10. See
p. 5. “During the past six or seven months there has been
produced in this country in the neighborhood of one hundred
thousand gallons of soya oil. The largest part of this quantity
has been produced by the Elizabeth City Oil & Fertilizer Co.,
Winterville Cotton Oil Co. and the New Bern Cotton Oil &
Fertilizer Mills.”
Williams, C.B. 1916. “Soy-bean products and their
uses.” North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Circular No. 34.
p. 1-7. Dec. See p. 2-3. “The first commercial manufacture
of soy-bean oil and meal from domestic soy beans in the
United States was started on December 13, 1915, by the
Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Company of Elizabeth
City, North Carolina. From the start this mill operated night
and day solely on soy beans until it had crushed it supply
of about 20,000 bushels. This mill was able to crush about
twenty tons during each twenty-four hours.” “Other oil mills
in North Carolina that crushed more or less soy beans during
the past season were those located at New Bern, Hertford,
Winterville, Washington, Wilson, Farmville, Lattimore, and
at a few other places.”
Sweeney, O.R.; Arnold, L.K.; Arnold, J.H. 1929.
“Processing the soybean.” Iowa State College of Agriculture
and Mechanical Arts, Official Publication 28(7):1-46. July
17. See p. 43.
Dies, Edward J. 1942. Soybeans: Gold from the Soil.
New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. 122 p. See p. 14.
“Soybeans grown in this country were first processed by the
Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Company at Elizabeth City,
North Carolina. W.T. Culpepper, now postmaster at Elizabeth
City, was manager of the new mill, started in 1912. The first
domestic soybeans were crushed for commercial purposes
there in the late fall of 1915. It was a small operation.”
Markley, Klare S.; Goss, Warren H. 1944. Soybean
Chemistry and Technology. Brooklyn, New York: Chemical
Publishing Co., Inc. See p. 138. “The earliest recorded
crushing of American-grown soybeans took place at the
cottonseed oil mill of the Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer
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Company in Elizabeth City, North Carolina. This mill was
later operated by the Eastern Cotton Oil Company, but
its operation were discontinued in the early 1930’s. The
first soybean crush was largely a test run, extending from
December 13 to 20, 1915. During that time, 10,000 bushels
of local soybeans were pressed in the six expellers with
which the mill was equipped, and the resulting meal was
reported to be of excellent quality, containing 5.0 to 5.5%
oil. The test was conducted by Mr. W.T. Culpeper [sic,
Culpepper], manager of the firm, as part of his activities
toward encouraging local soybean production. The
experiment was so successful that the company continued
to process local soybeans, as supplies became available, and
they reportedly offered production contracts with the growers
in advance in order to induce farmers to grow more of this
crop. In spite of their efforts to develop the production of
soybeans sufficiently to assure regular operations, difficulties
were encountered, from time to time, in obtaining enough
beans to warrant crushing them.”
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made in North Carolina (one of two products).
3889. Oakley, R.A. 1914. Re: Mr. Oran T. Moore of Silver
Springs, Maryland. Letter (memorandum) to W.J. Morse,
[Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia], April 4. 1 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Mr. Oran T. Moore, R.F.D.
No. 3, Silver Springs, Maryland, a friend of C.J. Brand, is
very anxious to conduct a preliminary test with cowpeas and
soy beans on his farm in Maryland. I shall be glad to have
you get in touch with him by correspondence and arrange to
send him two or three varieties. Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers

Univ., March 2012. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
3890. Oakley, R.A. 1914. Re: Mr. C.J. Van Valkenburg
of Laurel, Indiana. Letter (memorandum) to W.J. Morse,
[Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia], April 4. 1 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Please send to Mr. C.J. Van
Valkenburg, Laurel, Indiana, small lots of soy beans and
cowpeas for testing. In correspondence with Mr. Edgar
Brown, Mr. Van Valkenburg has indicated a desire to test
these crops. Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
3891. Deutsche Zeitung (Vienna-Graz, Austria-Hungary).
1914. Versuchsanstalt fuer Kunstmilch aus Sojabohnen
[Experimental institute for artificial milk from soybeans].
1(12):9. April 5. [Ger]
• Summary: In Frankfurt am Main [Germany], an institute
was recently founded on the premises of the former Moenus
Factory at the Bockenheim Railway Station (Mönuswerke am
Bockenheimer Bahnhof) under the name “Soyama Werke”
[“Soyama Works”]. In it, preliminary experiments will be
carried out on obtaining an artificial milk from soybeans
(Sojabohne) and other substances. The soybean originated
in East Asia. Its actual original homeland, which cannot be
precisely determined, is assumed to be China. The bean is
spherical, often somewhat oval, and distinguishes itself from
other legumes by its high fat content and low starch content.
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It contains 38% protein and 17% fat. This legume will now
form an important component, if not the main component,
of the new artificial milk in the Bockenheim Soyama
Works. The fat content of this milk amounts to 4%. As was
reported to the annual meeting of the Union of Farmers in
Frankfurt and Vicinity (Hauptversammlung der vereinigten
Landwirte in Frankfurt und Umgegend), if artificial milk
production is carried out on a large scale, 50,000 liters of
soy milk (Sojamilch) are to be brought to the market daily.
Member of Parliament (Reichstagsabgeordnete) Paasche
is to head the company that has been funded with millions.
In addition to milk, the Soyama Works is to also produce
cream, butter, and cheese. Various Bockenheim bakers have
already been provided with samples of milk for baking.
The farmers, as the milk suppliers for Frankfurt, await
the further development of this competing company with
understandable suspense.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
3892. Redding, R.J. 1914. Farms and farmers: Soybean and
cowpea. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). April 6. p. 9.
• Summary: E.R. Osborn of Watkinsville, Georgia, asks five
common questions about these two legumes; Col. Redding
gives his stock answers. He also cites five reasons given
by Prof. Duggan, Director of the Alabama agricultural
experiment station, why soybeans are superior to cowpeas.
Address: Col., Griffin, Georgia.
3893. Agrostologist in Charge. 1914. Re: We have sixty
pounds of Barchet soy bean. Letter to Prof. J.F. Duggar,
Experiment Station, Auburn, Alabama, April 7. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Duggar: We have about sixty
pounds of Barchet soy bean, and desire to use this as stock
for growing as large a supply of seed as possible. I wish to
have the seed grown under the best possible conditions, and
am wondering whether you will be in a position to grow this
seed, which is sufficient for about three acres in cultivated
rows.
“The Barchet is a late variety, maturing about with the
Mammoth Yellow, and is quite prolific. We would be willing
to pay you three dollars per bushel for seed grown from the
three acres.
“I trust you will be able to grow this seed, or at least put
us in touch with some of your cooperators who grows seed.
“An early reply will be greatly appreciated.
“Yours very truly, Agrostolgist in Charge.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.

Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist in Charge, Forage
Crops Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
3894. Chaplin, S. 1914. Experiment with soy beans success:
Oil and meal extracted by new process at Elizabeth City this
week. May mean millions. These beans thrive especially well
in Eastern North Carolina and if oil is of expected value it
may bring untold wealth to state–Soy bean principal food
in Orient. Farmer and Mechanic (The) (Raleigh, North
Carolina). April 7. p. 10.
• Summary: “Elizabeth City–April 4.–An experiment of
much interest to oil men; and one which may eventually
result into a big agricultural industry for Eastern North
Carolina was conducted at the plant of the Elizabeth City Oil
and Fertilizer Company this week. The oil was extracted by
a process which the experimenters are keeping a secret, from
five bushels of soy beans or stock peas and the experiment
was regarded as being very successful, and those who
watched the process are very enthusiastic over the prospects
of future developments along this line.
“The five bushels of beans were separated into two
products, oil and meal, and an abundance of oil was
secured, which will be analyzed. It is believed that this
oil will prove to be of a very high grade and will have a
great commercial value, while the meal will be capable of
being manufactured into many useful articles of food for
stock and man. The success of this experiment is especially
gratifying to the experimenters because a similar one was
made by another cotton oil mill about two years ago and it
proved a failure, not enough oil being secured to warrant the
manufacture [sic, processing or production] of the soy beans.
Another gratifying thing about the products of being able to
manufacture these beans, there is positively no waste in the
raw material, every particle of bean being manufactured into
either oil or meal.
“Prospects for Big Industry: There are great prospects
for a big industry in Eastern North Carolina from the
manufacture of these beans, as the oil of this part of the state
is especially adapted to their agriculture. A large acreage is
planted each year. Five or six counties last year produced a
crop estimated at a half million of bushels. This crop can be
increased until the yield will be several millions of bushels.
The bean is easy to cultivate and produces enormously, being
about the cheapest crop that the farmer can raise, since the
since the recently patented pea pickers have made it possible
to harvest large quantities at a very small cost.
“History of the Soy Bean: The soy bean or stock peas
[sic] was introduced into North Carolina about twenty-five
years ago. Farmers began to plant them on a very small
scale, experimenting with them; for their value as a food
product was regarded with a great deal of suspicion. But it
was not long before it was discovered that livestock thrived
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upon them and they were productive of much meat. Then
the farmers began to increase their acreage, which was for
the most part fenced off and fed to the live stock, especially
hogs, in a green state. The green beans were eaten, stalk
and all, and they made hogs grow and fatten into pork. The
surplus crop was cut in a dry state and stored, being fed to
the stock during the winter. Only the seed for the next year’s
planting was saved. This was done by threshing out the beans
with a pole, which was a tedious and laborious process,
attended with a great deal of cost.
“Pea Pickers Invented: About five years ago the price
of soy beans began to increase and the farmers found it
very profitable to gather them for market; but the laborious
and costly process by which they were prepared for market
greatly handicapped the farmers and the supply fell far short
of the demand. It was then that the inventive genius of L.S.
Gordon and George Pritchard, two progressive Pasquotank
county farmers, got to work and each invented a pea picker
on his own plans, which solved the problem and made the
harvesting of soy beans easy and cheap.
“If these experiments prove anything as successful
as the gentlemen making them expect, the farmers of this
section will be given an unlimited opportunity to engage in
this industry, which will mean millions for them within the
next few years.
“China and Japan have grown the soy bean for ages
and have invented various processes by which the products
are converted into food, useful to both man and beast. In
these countries they are cultivated and harvested in a very
primitive way by hand. Mr. Gordon believes that these
countries will afford a ready market for his bean harvester
and he is seriously thinking of introducing them.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2020)
in which the soybean is referred to as the “stock pea” or as
“stock peas” This term was apparently used only in eastern
North Carolina to refer to soybeans. Elsewhere it referred to
Vigna catjang.
3895. Marcusson, J.; Meyerheim, G. 1914. Die
unverseifbaren Bestandteile natuerlicher und gehaerterter
Fette [The unsaponifiable components or natural and
hardened fats]. Zeitschrift fuer Angewandte Chemie
27(1):201-03. April 7. [15 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Table 1 gives values for natural fats and
hardened (hydrogenated) fats. Each type includes animal
fats and vegetable fats [oils]. The vegetable oils include
groundnut oil, rapeseed oil, sesame oil, cottonseed oil,
soybean oil, linseed oil, and castor oil. Values include total
unsaponifiable. Address: 1. Prof.; 2. Dr. Both: Mitteilung
aus dem Königlichen Materialprüfungsamt zu BerlinLichterfelde W. (Royal Material Testing Office).
3896. Nagel, Oskar. 1914. Vorschlaege zur Herstellung
neuer und billiger Futter- und Naehrstoffe [Proposals for

the production of new and inexpensive feeds and foods].
Zeitschrift fuer Angewandte Chemie 27(1):208. April 7.
(Chem. Abst. 8:2583). [Ger]
• Summary: Similar to the plant albumins are the plant
caseins, above all the casein of the one plant which is
richest in this casein, the soybean (Sojabohne), which has
been used for centuries in the form of soy cheese (Sojakäse
or tofu), soy sauce (Sojasauce), etc. and is an important
Japanese foodstuff. Now in recent years, the soy oil factories
of Europe have grown to large dimensions, and presently
large amounts of soybean oil cake (Sojaölkuchen) and sold
inexpensively. So it is time to recognize the value of this
raw material for nutritional purposes. The extraction of
casein from defatted soybean cake is simple. It dissolves in
a dilute alkali solution, is filtered, washed with alkali and
dried–for use as food. When we realize that 100 kg of protein
contained in soybean oil cake costs less than 50 Marks and
that it can be produced less expensively than milk protein, it
is clear that large amounts should be used as a raw material.
3897. Enterprise (The) (Williamston, North Carolina). 1914.
Oil from soy beans: Interesting experiment conducted with
product at Elizabeth City. Prospects of big industry: North
Carolina is especially adapted to cultivation of soy bean and
is now producing half million bushels annually. at Elizabeth
City this week. May mean millions: These beans thrive
especially well in Eastern North Carolina and if oil is of
expected value it will bring untold wealth to state–Soy bean
principal food in Orient. April 10.
• Summary: “Elizabeth City.–An experiment of much
interest to oil men and one which may eventually result into
a big agricultural industry in North Carolina was conducted
at the plant of the Elizabeth City Cotton Oil and Fertilizer
Company this recently. The oil was extracted from five
bushels of soy beans by a process which the experimenters
are keeping a secret.
Note 1. This long article is very similar to one that
appeared on 4 April 1914 in The Charlotte Observer.
However, it contains some new information, namely that
North Carolina is now producing half a million bushels of
soy beans annually. The source of this statistic is not given.
Note 2. This article pushes back the earliest date that
domestic soybeans were crushed in the United States to Oct.
1914 from Dec. 1915.
Note 3. On this same date (April 10, 1914), the Marshall
News-Record, and Tryon Polk-County News all published
a report on the successful extraction of oil and meal from
five bushels of soybeans at the Elizabeth City Oil and
Fertilizer Company. The article argued that this experiment
was ‘especially gratifying, as a similar one was made about
two years ago by another oil mill and it was attended with
failure.’
3898. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1914. Westminster
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wisdom: This week in parliament. 84(15):576. April 11.
Series No. 1785.
• Summary: Under the sub-heading “’Soya-bean’ milk”
we read: “In the House of Commons on Monday, Mr. C.
Bathurst asked the President of the Local Government
Board a question about the legality of the sale as milk of the
compound made from the soya-bean. Mr. H. Samuel replied
that if an article which is not milk is sold under that name it
would be open to local authorities to take proceedings under
the Sale of Food and Drugs Act against the vendor.”
3899. Indianapolis News (The) (Indianapolis, Indiana).
1914. 7,000 to 8,000 farms in county of Marion: estimate
of H.J. Stevens, agricultural agent. His work in the county.
April 15. p. 14, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: “Since H.J. Stevens, county agricultural agent,
took his position last November, he has held ninety meetings,
talked to about five thousand people in Marion county
engaged in farming, and visited more than one hundred
farms, making necessary the traveling of about two thousand
five hundred miles.”
“Pioneer Soy Bean Grower: L.W. Parsons, of Camby, is
the pioneer soy bean grower of the United States, according
to Mr. Stevens. He supplies the largest seedmen [sic] in
the county with seed. Twenty-five years ago Mr. Parsons
got some soy beans from the government. He had so much
success with the beans in his garden that he decided to
carry on bean raising on a larger scale. Today he has one
hundred acres under cultivation which he devotes to bean
raising. He averages fifteen bushels to the acre. The beans
sell at about $2 a bushel. The tops of the stalks are used as
feed. Mr. Stevens points out that a bean crop such as Mr.
Parsons grows, is not only a paying investment but that
it builds up the soil instead of decreasing its fertility. Mr.
Parsons originated the Mikado soy bean eight years ago.
This is one of the greatest commercial beans on the market
today. Mr. Parsons found a ‘sport’ in his soy bean crop and
from that he got the Mikado. He will conduct some variety
demonstrations from Mr. Stevens this year.”
Letter (email) from Lee Parsons, expert on Adrian
Parsons and the work of the Parsons’ family growing
soybeans:
“The L.W. Parsons referenced in this article is Lester
Wharton Parsons, not Adrian A. Parsons. Lester was Adrian’s
oldest son, and for many years was a prominent farmer in
the southwest portion of Marion County, Indiana, adjacent
to Hendricks County. This article is an obvious mistaken
conflation on the part of Marion County agricultural agent
H.J. Stevens of Lester Parsons’ soybean growing on his
farm in Marion County with the earlier historical soybean
activity of his father Adrian at Adrian’s own farms nearby in
Hendricks County. Stevens just got some things twisted in
the retelling, a common occurrence, especially when local
journalism is involved.

“For many years several of Adrian’s sons and sons-inlaw (including Lester, Norman, Gilbert, Chester, and Evan
B. Davis) followed their father’s lead in raising soybeans
in the area. Lester was treasurer of the Parsons-McKinnis
livestock and field seed co-op in the early 1920s. Note that it
was to Lester Parsons that USDA’s William J. Morse turned
to obtain pure Mikado soybean seed (Morse to L.W. Parsons
correspondence, May 8, 1923). The Indianapolis press
occasionally took note of Lester Parsons’ various farming
practices; e.g., Indianapolis News, June 30, 1950, page 12,
‘No Fuss, No Feathers in Sheep Breeder’s Life’, on his sheep
raising after he had given up cropping late in his life.
“As for County Agent H.J. Stevens’ misleading
statement about ‘... the pioneer soy bean grower of the
United States’, I know of no instance where either Adrian
Parsons himself or his kin ever made such a claim for
themselves. I would note that two years prior to this article,
Charles B. Wing (brother of Joseph E. Wing) made the
statement in the Breeder’s Gazette of April 24, 1912, page
993, that ‘A.A. Parsons, of Indiana, one of the oldest and
largest growers [of soybeans] in the country...’ Such was
Adrian A. Parsons generally perceived at that time by
those few who were in the know. Of course, Adrian did lay
claim to being Indiana’s soybean pioneer after the latter
advocates and movers at the big meeting at the Fouts farm
in September 1920 prominently proclaimed themselves and
each other as soybean ‘pioneers’.
“I’ll bet that this 1914 Indianapolis News article is the
first to characterize an anomalous soybean plant as a ‘sport’,
in that word’s little used sense ‘to deviate or vary abruptly
from type’. That was a new one on me.”
3900. Surface, H.A. 1914. Soil fertility and honey
production: The value of the clovers for the purpose.
Gleanings in Bee Culture 42(8):293-98. April 15. See p. 298.
• Summary: Paper presented at the convention of the
National Beekeepers’ Association in St. Louis, Missouri.
“While as a rule each legume has its own kind of
bacterium, yet there are exceptions, as, for example, in
growing sweet white clover to produce the inoculation for
alfalfa, as in this case the bacterium is the same. It is to be
further remembered that the legumes have their own proper
or best respective seasons for seeding, and the one to plant
at any time of year depends upon the time of year when the
ground is available for said planting. For example, we sow
red clover and alsike in our grain-fields in February, when
the ground is honeycombed with frost. Just as early as the
soil can be worked in the spring we sow Canada field peas,
with or without oats. A few years ago in our own fields we
drilled Canada field peas, oats, red clover, and alsike, and
had a good stand of the three legumes on the soil, so that, as
the peas and oats were cut, the clover-field remained. Later
in the spring, and just after corn-planting, is the proper time
for planting cow peas, soy beans, and field beans or soup
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beans.” Address: Prof., Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
3901. Duggar, J.F. 1914. Re: We will not have space to
accommodate the three acres of Barchet. Letter to Prof. C.V.
Piper, Dep. of Agriculture, Washington, DC, April 18. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: In reply to your letter of
April 7th relative to Barchet soybean, I would say that I have
held the letter until we could carefully consider the intended
use of every available tract of land on the Station farm. We
find that we will not have space to accommodate the threeacre patch of this bean.
“I hesitate to recommend any farmer as being in position
to harvest with certainty a rather rare soybean, knowing that
a delay, or other error, may shipwreck the whole matter.
“However Mr. I.E. Sarber, Elmore Station, Elmore
County, Alabama, is a small farmer who is well equipped
with machinery and is painstaking, and he might successfully
propagate this plant for you.
A large scale farmer of the Black Belt, who has
heretofore harvested some soybeans for seed, is Mr. Clifton
Kirkpatrick, Cahaba, Dallas County, Alabama.
“Yours very truly, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Prof. of Agriculture,
Experiment Station, Alabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn,
Alabama.
3902. Ward, W.F.; Gray, Dan T. 1914. Beef production in the
south. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 580. 20 p. April 18.
See p. 3-4.
• Summary: The section titled “Forage crops and feeds”
states (p. 3-4): Soy beans are sometimes combined with corn
for producing silage, and such silage has a higher feeding
value than corn silage.
“The most important hay crops of the South are alfalfa,
Johnson grass, cowpeas, soy beans, and in some sections
lespedeza, crab grass, Bermuda [grass], red clover, melilotus,
crimson clover, and prairie grasses. Excellent yields of
cowpea hay, soy-bean hay, or sorghum can be secured after
one of the small-grain crops or crimson clover has been
taken off the land.” Address: 1. Senior Animal Husbandman
in Beef Cattle Investigations, Animal Husbandry Div.; 2.
Chief of the Animal Industry Div. of the North Carolina Exp.
Station.
3903. Christian Science Monitor. 1914. Queensland may
raise soya bean. April 20. p. 3.

• Summary: “(Special to the Monitor). Brisbane, Queensland
[Australia]. The attention of farmers in Queensland has been
directed by the department of agriculture to the demand that
exists for the soya bean, which is extensively used in the
manufacture of cake for fodder purposes, and which can be
grown successfully in Queensland.”
Note: Soya beans were first cultivated in Queensland in
about 1901.
3904. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1914. The agricultural
outlook. No. 590. 20 p. April 23. See p. 20.
• Summary: Table 10 titled “Averages for the United States
of prices paid to producers of farm products” (p. 20) lists the
prices for 20 farm products, including soy beans, peanuts,
alfalfa seed, hogs, apples, etc. For most products, prices are
given on March 15, April 15, and Feb. 15 for the years 19101914. Prices for soy beans (a new crop) are given only for 15
Feb. 1914–$1.80/bushel.
3905. Beavers, J.C. 1914. Soy beans and cow peas for soil
improvement: How to grow and manage these valuable crops
for the greatest benefit to the farm. Indiana Farmer 69(17):1,
20. April 25.
• Summary: This article covers the entire front page of this
issue and two full columns on page 20; it begins: “If I had
to write the eleventh commandment so it would cover the
greatest number of farming sins, it would be this: Thou shalt
grow sufficient legumes to maintain the supply of nitrogen
and organic matter in the soil.
“It seems strange that some allow their soil to become
hard, compact, lifeless, badly deficient in organic matter
and almost devoid of nitrogen, when all of these conditions
may be prevented by the proper use of legumes on the
farm. Yet, there are millions of acres in the southern states
and hundreds of thousands in the northern states that have
been so reduced in fertility that they are agriculturally
unprofitable, because sufficient legumes have not been
grown or because not enough of those grown has been turned
under.
“Throughout the corn belt, and in fact in most of the
territory north of the cotton belt, clover has been and no
doubt will continue to be the principal leguminous crop.
But in this territory there are many large areas of thin sandy
and clay soils that for various reasons will not grow clover.
On such soils cow peas and soy beans are rapidly becoming
important crops, just as they have been in the south for many
years.”
3906. Eddington, Jane. 1914. The Tribune Cook Book:
Lettuce. Chicago Daily Tribune. April 26. p. E8.
• Summary: Under “Lettuce a la vinaigrette” is a recipe of
the old prose format. “The famous ‘salad seasoners’ have
been those who have added to a French dressing the greatest
variety of unique flavors, perhaps a bit of soy sauce, some
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anchovy, vinegars of different flavors–half a dozen to a
dressing–oils flavored with fruit juice, catsup, mustard, curry,
meat juice.”
3907. Meyer, Frank N. 1914. Re: Artificial milk, butter, and
cheese from the soy bean. In: Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4
vols. 1902-1918. Compiled by Bureau of Plant Introduction,
USDA. 2444 p. See p. 1889-90. Letter of 29 April 1914 from
Peking, China, to David Fairchild of USDA.
• Summary: “I am also enclosing a clipping re artificial
milk, butter and cheese from the soy bean! Is the fact already
known to our specialists?”
One week later, on 2 May 1914 (p. 1898) he adds: “No.
2038a, Soya hispida, is a rare local variety. I think I have
only seen it once.”
Location: University of California at Davis, Special
Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer.
3908. Livingston, George. 1914. Field crop production: A
text-book for elementary courses in schools and brief courses
in colleges. New York: The Macmillan Co. xix + 424 p.
April. Illust. Index. 20 cm. Rural Text-Book Series.
• Summary: In Chapter 17, “Legumes for grain and forage,”
the first section is titled “The soy bean. Its contents (p. 30512): History. Description. Distribution and adaptation. Uses
(food, oil, paints, varnishes, soap, lubrication). Soy beans,
because of their erect growth, are more easily handled as hay
than are cowpeas. Cultural methods. Seeding. Harvesting.
This same chapter also contains sections on cowpeas
and peanuts. Other chapters discuss alfalfa and flax.
Photos show: (1) The soy bean plant. (2) A man, wearing
a hat, standing in a field of soy beans. (3) Soy beans growing
in corn (intercropped). Address: Asst. Prof. of Agronomy,
Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio.
3909. Moore, R.A.; Delwiche, E.J. 1914. Soy beans–
An important Wisconsin crop. Wisconsin Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 236. 20 p. April. [7 ref]

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soy bean plant.
Soils adapted to soy beans. The culture of soy beans: Soil
inoculation, soil preparation, time and method of planting,
after cultivation, harvesting, thrashing and storing the seed.
Soy beans as a protein concentrate: For hogs, for dairy
cows, for sheep. Soy beans for roughage: For hay, for silage,
as pasture for hogs, as a soiling crop, as a soil renovator.
Variety tests at Madison (1902-1904). Experiments in
northern Wisconsin (Iron River, Ellis Junction, and Spooner):
Varieties recommended, breeding soy beans.
“... experiments with soy beans were undertaken by
the agronomy department on the Experiment Station Farm
at Madison in 1899, and have been carried on continuously
ever since.” Breeding work with soy beans at the Station
farm was also started in 1899, and at the Branch Stations in
upper Wisconsin in 1907.
“Soy beans may be grown for five purposes: For the
production of seed, for hay, for hog pasture, for silage (when
mixed with corn), and as a green manure.” “We recommend
this crop to the careful consideration of the Wisconsin seed
growers, stockmen and general farmers.”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a field of Early
Black soy beans (front cover). “Experiments conducted at
the branch stations since 1907 have shown that this variety is
best for northern conditions.” (2) Roots of a soy bean plant,
showing nodules (p. 7). (3) Special type of bean harvester,
with a windrowing attachment it can cut two rows at once
(p. 11). (4) Corn and soy beans growing together in a field
for use as silage (p. 15). (5) Field of soy beans increased in
yield by inoculation at the Spooner Branch Station (p. 18).
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) A typical soy bean
plant, with roots (p. 4, non-original). (2) A common mower
with windrowing attachment (p. 10). Address: Madison,
Wisconsin.
3910. Northwestern Druggist (St. Paul / Minneapolis,
Minnesota). 1914. An opportunity for new business.
15(4):82. April.
• Summary: “The Mulford Nitro-Germ is a pure culture
of nitrogen-fixing bacteria, used to inoculate the seeds of
legumes or the soil. A special culture is prepared for each
different legume. It is a product of the standard Mulford
quality, scientifically prepared and tested.
“The Mulford Nitro-Germ increases crops of Alfalfa,
Clovers, Cow Peas, Soy Beans, Peanuts and other legumes,
and adds fertility to the soil.”
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“Interesting literature on this subject may be had by
writing H.K. Mulford Co., at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.”
Two vertical photos, side by side, show a small, weak
plant on the left and a large, vigorous plant on the right–as if
the right one had been inoculated with Mulford Nitro-Germ.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2018)
that mentions “Mulford’s Nitro-Germ” (or “Nitrogerm”) in
connection with legume inoculation or soy beans.
3911. Osborne, Thomas B.; Mendel, Lafayette B. 1914.
Amino-acids in nutrition and growth (Open Access). J. of
Biological Chemistry 17(3):325-49. April. [26 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “The current trend of the
investigation of the chemistry of nutrition is emphasizing the
significance of the amino-acids as the fundamental factors
in all problems in which hitherto the role of proteins has
been involved. The remarkable success which has attended
the efforts to supplant completely the proteins in the food
intake by their ultimate products of hydrolysis–the so-called
amino-acid ‘Bausteine’–has led to promising researches in
which these food fragments have been followed beyond the
alimentary barrier into the blood stream, to the tissues, and
almost to their final destruction in the body. The question
of protein synthesis has now become a problem of the
biochemical deportment of amino-acids.
“By Abderhalden’s well-known experiments in this
field of study it has been demonstrated that dogs (and even
man) can be maintained in nitrogenous equilibrium, or, in
some instances, can even gain weight and retain nitrogen
when completely digested protein supplies the nitrogenous
component of the diet (2).”
Footnote 2: “The earlier literature is referred to in
Abderhalden’s Synthese der Zellbausteine in Pflanze und
Tier, Berlin, 1912; Abderhalden: Fiitterungsversuche mit
vollständig abgebauten Nahrungsstoffen, Zeitschr. f. physiol.
Chem., lxxvii, pp. 22-58, 1912; cf. also the experience of
Henriques and Anderson: Ueber parenterale Ernährung durch
intravenöse Injektion, Zeitschr. f. physiol. Chem., lxxxviii,
pp. 357-369, 1913, in which similar results were obtained by
intravenous infusion of nutrients including proteins that were
digested by trypsin and erepsin.”
Page 334: “It is obvious, furthermore, that the possibility
of growth must be limited, among other things, by the
amount of lysine available. How widely proteins differ in
their content thereof, is shown by the following data taken
from the best analyses at hand:” A table titled “Lysine in
proteins” shows the percentage of lysine in the following:
“Lactalbumin 8.10
“Halibut muscle 7.45
“Ox muscle 7.59
“Casein, cow’s milk 7.61
“Vitellin, egg yolk 4.81
“Crystallized albumin, hen’s egg 3.76
“Legumin, pea 4.98

“Phaseolin, kidney bean 4.58
“Glutelin, maize 2.93
“Glutenin, wheat 1.92
“Edestin, hemp-seed 1.65
“Amandin, almond 0.72
“Gliadin, wheat 0.16
“Hordein, barley 0.00
“Zein, maize 0.00
Note: This article contains one of the earliest uses of
“essential” as applied to amino acids. The word “essential”
appears 13 times in this article. Soy is not mentioned.
Address: Lab. of the Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station and
the Sheffield Lab. of Physiological Chemistry in Yale Univ.,
New Haven, Connecticut.
3912. Oshima, Kintaro; Ariizumi, Katamatsu. 1914. Mamerui shujitsu-chû kureachinin no sonzai ni tsuite [On the
presence of creatinine in beans]. Tokyo Kagaku Kaishi (J. of
the Tokyo Chemical Society) 35(4):383-91. April. [4 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Includes analyses of azuki beans, black
soybeans, and yellow soybeans. He discusses previous
research by Sullivan (1911), Skinner (1912), Jaffé, Weyl, and
Salkowski.
Note: Webster’s Dictionary defines creatinine, a
term first used in 1851, as “a white crystalline strongly
basic compound C4H7N3O formed from creatine and
found especially in muscle, blood and urine.” Address: 1.
Nôgakuhakushi; 2. Nôgakushi. Both: Japan.
3913. Piper, C.V. 1914. The name of the soy bean: a
chapter in its botanical history. J. of the American Society
of Agronomy 6(2):75-84. April. Includes long letter by Sir
David Prain. [4 ref]
• Summary: Note 1. This is the earliest document seen
(March 2021) that gives the soybean the name Soja max.
It shows conclusively that the oldest specific name for the
soybean is Phaseolus max L. and indicates that because all
but one of the original species of the genus Glycine L. having
been removed from the genus, the generic name Soja should
be taken up.
It contains a lengthy analysis of the evolution of soybean
taxonomy and of the name, starting with Linnaeus’ early
classifications of Phaseolus max, P. radiatus, and P. mungo,
and including a lengthy elucidation by Sir David Prain,
director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, of how and
why Linnæus had initially confused the soybean and mung
bean, then later corrected his confusion. Linnæus eventually
realized that the plant he had described as Phaseolus max
was the same as the one he had named Dolichos Soja.
Prain noted: “’It is very fortunate that Linnæus’s
specimen of P. max came from Hortus Cliffortianus because
it so chances that this is one of the Cliffortian plants of which
there is no example in the British Museum. The record that
the plant was grown in Hort. Cliffort. from seed secured in
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Virginia is one as to which I must leave you to decide upon
the accuracy of. All that I know is that whether the plant was
raised from seed secured in Virginia or not Linnæus was
perfectly well aware that the species in question is a native of
the old world.’”
“’As regards P. mungo L. the fact remains that whatever
may have been the origin of the plant he describes, no
specimen appears ever to have been added by Linnæus to
his herbarium and all that we are justified, by the evidence
available, in assuming is that Linnæus, in 1767, as already in
1753 deemed Mungo the precise equivalent of Max. If this be
so, it may very fairly be asked why, in 1753, did Linnæus use
Max in preference to Mungo and why in 1767 did he drop
Max and use Mungo instead?
“’The answer in both cases seems to me self evident.
Of the two synonyms Mungo and Max, clearly Max was the
oldest because Mungo occurs for the first time in Garcia del
Huerto while Max goes back to Avicenna. Linnæus chose
Max because of its greater age.
“’In the other case Linnæus in all good faith supposed
that “Buncæ” of Hermann and the plant he saw in Clifford’s
Garden were the same thing as Mungo and Max, at the time
he wrote the Flora Zeylanica. He had no suspicion that the
plant he had described was different from the plant who
name he had adopted when he published the first edition of
the Species Plantarum in 1753. He was still unconscious
of the extraordinary blunder he had committed when he
published the second edition in 1763. But some time after he
had published the second edition of the Species Plantarum he
obtained from some one seeds of the plant he had described
in 1753 as Dolichos Soja. He raised plants from these seeds
at Upsala [Uppsala, Sweden] and put specimens into his
herbarium some time before 1767 when he for the first time
recorded its existence in his collection.
“Linnæus was at last in a position to see that the plant
he had described as Phaseolus max was the same as the one
he had named Dolichos Soja and that the Mung crop (Mungo
or Max) was still without a name. It may be that in putting
matters right Linnæus felt that to continue for the “Mungo”
or “Max” crop the name Max might lead to confusion and
that to obviate this confusion it was desirable to substitute
the other name Mungo...
Piper concludes: “The fact that the name Phaseolus
max belongs to the soy bean makes it necessary to revise
the botanical designation of the latter plant. Inasmuch as the
specific name max as applied to the soy bean appears on a
previous page to the name soja, it has priority according to
all botanical codes and hence must be adopted as the specific
botanical name of the soy bean.
“In most botanical works the soy bean is called Glycine
hispida (Moench) Maximowicz. By a few writers it is named
Soja hispida Moench. The use of either of these names is
based on the idea that the wild soy bean Glycine soja Siebold
and Zuccarini or Glycine ussuriensis Regel and Maack is

a different species. As Piper and Morse (Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin 197), have shown, this view is untenable,
the wild and the cultivated plants representing but one
species. The cultivated plant was first named Dolichos soja
L. (Species Plantarum, 2:727, 1753), but as the specific name
soja was used later by Siebold and Zuccarini for the wild
plant, it has since been generally used in that sense. With
the recognition of the fact that there is but one species and
not two the name Glycine soja (L.) Siebold and Zuccarini
designates the cultivated as well as the wild plant. But the
specific name soja must now give way to that of max.
“Unfortunately there is also question as to the proper
generic name to be attached to the soy bean. Nearly
all botanists have used the name Glycine for the genus
containing the soy bean and related species, but a few have
used Soja. Soja was proposed by Moench in 1794 and
included only the soy bean.”
Page 84: The article concludes with this sentence:
“Following this interpretation the soy bean must be named
Soja max.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen concerning
soybean cultivation in Sweden. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Sweden, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Sweden (by 1767). The source
of these soybeans may have been Clifford’s Garden in the
Netherlands. Address: U.S. Dep. of Agriculture, Washington,
DC.
3914. Sydow, Hans; Sydow, Paul. 1914. Beitrag zur Kenntnis
der parasitischen Pilze der Insel Formosa [Contribution to
the knowledge of parasitic fungi of the island of Formosa].
Annales Mycologici 12(2):105-12. April. [3 ref. Ger; Lat]
• Summary: A taxonomic description (p. 8-9) in Latin of
Phakopsora Pachyrhizi Syd. nov. spec. [new species] in
Taiwan. “Habitat in folis Pachyrhizi angulati Rich., Taihoku
[Taipei], 25. 12. 1913 [25 Dec. 1913], leg. Y. Fujikuro (no.
37).”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2005)
in which the scientific name Phakopsora Pachyrhizi Syd. is
used to refer to Asian soybean rust.
Note 2. Pachyrhizi angulati was renamed Pachyrhizus
angulatus, whose modern Scientific name (2005) is
Pachyrhizus erosus (L.) Urban. Common name: Yam bean or
jicama (tastes like a succulent sweet radish).
3915. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon).
1914. Soya bean. 42:275. April.
• Summary: This is a reprint of the section on “Soya Bean”
in an article titled “Current notes–February: Soya bean,”
by O.W. Barrett, published in the Philippine Agricultural
Review 7:82-83 (Feb. 1914).
3916. Willson, C.A.; Robert, S.A. 1914. Feeding beef cattle.
Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 104.
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p. 77-107. April. See p. 82, 88-89.
• Summary: This Bulletin discusses the “Conclusions from
four years of experiments at the West Tennessee Experiment
Station.” The main feeds were cottonseed meal, hulls, and
silage. The section titled “Loss of fertility from Southern
farms through cottonseed removed” (p. 81) states: “Live
stock farming maintains soil fertility and improves the
physical condition of the soil through the return of organic
matter to it.
“Coulter notes that ‘In 1850 cottonseed was treated
as garbage and dumped on the waste heap. Twenty years
later it was looked upon as a valuable fertilizer; by 1880
the cottonseed was found to be a nutritious cattle-feed, and
by 1890 cottonseed oil was commencing to be used as a
substitute for olive oil, and is now a human food.”
Table 1, titled “Manurial value of farm products” (p. 82)
includes soy-bean hay, whose total value is $11.24 per ton.
The most valuable is cottonseed meal at $31.27 per ton.
The section titled “Description of yards and feed lots”
(p. 88) states: “The land in 1909, previous to being fed on,
was soy-bean land, in 1910 corn land, and in 1911 soy-bean
land.” Address: 1. Animal Husbandman; 2. Supt. West Tenn.
Exp. Station, Jackson. All: Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station.
3917. Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. 1914. Descriptive
catalogue... Bulbs, plants seeds, etc. 1914-1915. Yokohama,
Japan. 106 p. April. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: On the cover of this English-language catalog
is an illustration of a bird sitting in a tree on one of its fruits
or flowers. In the section on “Seeds” (p. 88+) is a subsection
(p. 96) titled “Some vegetable seeds.” The contents (incl. the
entry for “soy bean”) is similar to that in the 1913 catalog
except that the cost of soy bean has risen to $4.70 per 100
lbs. (U.S. gold). Two large photos on this page show: (1)
Shôgoin mammoth turnip. (2) Chinese white cabbage.
The company has a new branch office in Tokyo at 10,
Shin-Ogawa-machi, Ushigome-ku. Address: P.O. Box No.
72. 21-35 Nakamura, Yokohama, Japan. Phone: 509.
3918. Douglas (J.M.) & Co. 1914. Even if you had never
tasted it, you could know that Lea & Perrins’ is the best
Worcestershire sauce in the world (Ad). Toronto Daily Star
(Canada). May 2. p. 4.
• Summary: The upper illustration shows a black maid
looking in on a group of diners seated around a table.
The lower illustration shows a bottle of Lea & Perrins’
Worcestershire Sauce. To the right of the bottle, the
following is written in a rectangle: The white writing on the
red label indicates the Original and Genuine Worcestershire
Sauce. In the middle of the rectangle is the “Lea & Perrins”
signature. Address: Canadian agents, Montreal [Quebec,
Canada].
3919. Redding, R.J. 1914. Farms and farmers: May on the

farm–Plant peas. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). May 4. p.
9.
• Summary: “Of course every cornfield will be planted in
either cowpeas or soybeans along about the middle of the last
of the month or at lay-bye time. I have never known a farmer
to plant too many peas. I do not believe the peas or beans
planted in the cornfield are of any advantage to the corn.”
However a “writer in The Progressive Farmer says, the
growth of soybeans in the cornfield supplies nitrogen to the
current crop of corn. But I think his enthusiasm carries him a
little too far.” Address: Col., Griffin, Georgia.
3920. Duggar, J.F. 1914. Re: Please send these soybean
varieties for testing. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of
Agriculture, Washington, DC, May 13. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Since the continuous growing of
a number of varieties of soybeans in our variety test has
resulted in some slight mixture, I write to ask whether the
Department can furnish the Alabama Experiment Station
about one or two quarts of any or all of the following
varieties, which we should like to include in our variety test
in 1914:
“Mammoth Yellow
“Edward
“Hollybrook
“Black Beauty
“Haberlandt
“Wilson
“Ebony
“Austin
“Baird (22333)
“Chinese (20797)
“Barchet (23232)
“If you can give data, showing States in which some of
these varieties are grown, it might be a means of noting the
effect of growth for several years under different climatic
conditions.
“If you can send these, please forward them as soon as
practicable. “Yours very truly, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Agriculturist,
Experiment Station, Alabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn,
Alabama.
3921. Gardner, H.A.; Carmick, G.; Heckel, E. 1914. Wirkung
von Hitze auf die chemischen Konstanten von Lein-, Holzund Sojabohnenoel [The action of heat on the chemical
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constants of linseed, wood, and soybean oil (Abstract)].
Seifensieder-Zeitung 41(19):541. May 13. (Chem. Abst.
8:2631). [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
English-language article: Gardner, Henry A.; Carmick, L.G.;
Heckel, J.E. 1913. “The effect of heating upon the chemical
constants of oil.” Drugs, Oils and Paints (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania) 29(7):247. Dec. 13.
3922. Hartman, S.C. 1914. The value of forage for hogs.
Swine World 1(20):14. May 15.
• Summary: “Probably no other question is more before the
swine breeders than that of an economical feeding ration.”
“For instance it would take three next dollars and eighty
cents worth of corn or 380 pounds to put on as much gain as
100 pounds of tankage when fed with the corn in dry lot, and
when fed with corn on rape it is worth $2.90. Soy beans are
worth $ 2.10 per cwt. when fed with corn in dry lot in this
experiment.
“The value of an acre of rape pasture for seventy-one
days was found in this experiment to be at the rate of $30.83
when fed with corn alone, and when corn and tankage was
fed it proved to be $18.30 per acre for seventy-one days.
Likewise soy bean pasture was worth $28.84 and clover
(medium red) $25.57. The clover had been previously
clipped, so that it was tender and juicy.”
“The bulletin gives the analysis of samples of soybeans
and of rape taken from the various plats used in the
experiment.”
At the bottom of the page is a large “Table showing
summary of Bulletin No. 242. Ohio Experiment Station on
Forage for Swine.” One line shows “Corn and soy beans in
dry lot.” Another shows “Corn and soy beans pasture.”
Across the bottom is printed: “Corn figured at 50 cts.
per bu. Skim milk at 15 cts. per 100 lbs. Soy beans at $1.50
per 100 lbs. Tankage at $2.50 per cwt.” Address: Edgewood
Farm, North Fairfield, Ohio.
3923. Hanson, George C. 1914. Manchuria’s soya-bean
trade. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of
Commerce) 17(115):921-23. May 16.
• Summary: A table (p. 922) shows exports of soybeans,
bean cake, and bean oil from the principal ports of South
Manchuria (Antung, Dairen, and Newchwang), a from
1909 to 1913, inclusive. Vladivostok is the principal port
of export for North Manchuria. Figures supplied by the
Chinese Maritime customs for the calendar year 1913 are
now available. “The Maritime Province crop is reported from
Vladivostok to be less than in 1912-13 when it was 540 tons.
This relatively small amount shows that the beans shipped
from Vladivostok are mainly of Manchuria production. The
Manchurian crop for 1913-14 probably totals 1,054,500 tons.
“Vladivostok’s export figures for [soy] beans the years

1912 and 1913 amounted to 338,451 tons and 319,410 tons,
respectively. Adding these quantities to the exports from
South Manchuria gives 654,705 tons for 1912 and 599,278
tons for 1913, figures which may be taken as representing
the total amount of beans exported from Manchuria for these
two years.”
“Dairen is the chief milling center. Beans sent to
Vladivostok are principally consigned for export to Europe,
although a few shipments have recently been made from
that Siberian port to Dairen. There is but one bean-crushing
mill in Vladivostok, hence the shipments of bean cake and
bean oil are practically nil. The beans reaching Antung,
Newchwang, and Dairen are for the most crushed in the mills
at those places.”
In 1913 the 49 power mills in Dairen produced 309,159
tons of bean cake and 25,223 tons of bean oil. The 15 power
mills in Newchwang produced 167,643 tons of bean cake
and 14,679tons of bean oil. The 15 power mills in Antung
produced 43,550 tons of bean cake and 4,340 tons of bean
oil. “Besides the power mills, there are numerous hand and
animal-driven mills in these places. The power mills in
Dairen are operated largely by kerosene engines imported
from Osaka, Japan. In the city of Mukden there are 32 horse
mills but no power mills.” Address: Vice Consul, Dalny
(Dairen), Japanese Leased Territory.
3924. Van Slyke, Donald D.; Cullen, Glenn E. 1914. A
permanent preparation of urease, and its use for the rapid and
accurate determination of urea. J. of the American Medical
Association 62(20):1558-59. May 16. (Chem. Abst. 8:2406).
[5 ref]
• Summary: “The procedure described below any one with
rudimentary laboratory experience to complete within half
an hour an accurate determination of the urea content or the
urine, blood or spinal fluid. The apparatus required consists
merely of test-tubes, burets and a suction-pump such as can
be attached to any tap with fair water-pressure.”
Marshall recently (1913) introduced a third and new
method of urea determination “which offers an opportunity
for obtaining results equal in accuracy to the best laboratory
methods, with a technic almost as simple as that of the
hypobromite procedure. Marshall utilized an enzyme, urease,
discovered in 1909 by Takeuchi in the water extract of
the soja or soy bean, which converts urea into ammonium
carbonate. It acts at room temperature, forms ammonia from
nothing except urea, and is not interfered with by glucose
or anything else likely to be encountered in physiologic
fluids. Marshall’s extract has, however, two disadvantages
compared with the chemical reagents available: it requires
a number of hours to react quantitatively, and it loses its
activity on standing.
“These disadvantages have been overcome by the
preparation of the enzyme in the form of a soluble and very
active dry powder. Soja bean meal is extracted with 5 parts
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of water and the extract poured into 10 volumes of acetone.
The precipitate containing the enzyme is dried, and obtained
as a powder which maintains its activity indefinitely. The
enzyme prepared in this form can be obtained from the
Arlington Chemical Company, of Yonkers, N.Y. [New
York].” Address: Laboratories of the Rockefeller Inst. for
Medical Research, New York.
3925. Woodward, Thompson Elwyn. 1914. Making and
feeding silage. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 578. 24 p.
May 18. See p. 5.
• Summary: In the section titled “Silage crops,” a subsection
(p. 5) states: “Cowpeas, alfalfa, and soy beans: All these
crops can be successfully made into silage by exercising
the same precautions as with clover. They should be cut at
the same time as for haymaking. However, it is ordinarily
preferable, as with clover, to make them into hay rather than
silage. The fermentations which take place in silage made of
legumes cause a greater loss of nutritive material than with
corn silage.” Address: Dairy Div. [USDA].
3926. Morse, W.J. 1914. Re: Sending you soy beans for
testing. Letter to Prof. J.F. Duggar, Experiment Station,
Auburn, Alabama, May 19. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Duggar: Your letter of May
13, to Professor Piper, requesting one or two quarts of seed
of several soy bean varieties, has been handed to me for
attention.
“I am taking the pleasure in sending you to-day four
pounds of the following varieties, and am stating in each
case the States in which the seed was grown:
“Haberlandt–1453–New Jersey.
“Mammoth–1457–North Carolina.
“Edward–14953–North Carolina.
“Black Beauty or Ebony–17254–Virginia.
“Austin–17263–Virginia.
“Arlington–22899–Virginia.
“Barchet–23232–Virginia.
“–225188–South Carolina.
“–23135–South Carolina.
“Chiquita–27707–Virginia.
“Virginia–32906–Virginia.
“I regret that we have no seed of Hollybrook, Wilson,
Baird. or Chinese varieties at the present time. You will note
from the list that the Black Beauty and Ebony are the same
variety.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Chiquita.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State

Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant.
3927. Stryker Advance (Stryker, Ohio). 1914. Elmer Johnson
the soy-bean man of Springfield township... May 20.
• Summary: Elmer “is planning to sow forty acres this
year.” Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2012)
concerning the work of Elmer Johnson or of the Johnson
family of Stryker, Ohio, with soybeans.
3928. Goessel, Fritz. 1914. Verfahren zur Herstellung eines
Ersatzes fuer Kuh- oder Muttermilch aus der Sojabohne oder
aehnlichen Samen oder Samengemischen [Process for the
manufacture of a substitute for cow’s milk or mother’s milk
from the soybean or similar seeds or seed mixtures]. German
Patent 289,929. May 21. 1 p. Issued 25 Jan, 1916. Addition
to German Patent 268,536 (Patented 5 Dec. 1911). [Ger]
• Summary: In the application of the principal process an
advantage has been found in reducing, in many cases, the
amount of fat in the aqueous extracts of the soy beans, in
order to secure a better taste in the product. The decrease or
removal of the fat is effected by centrifuging the extract with
the known separating centrifugal apparatus. The product is
then emulsified with a fat or fat mixture suitable for human
nourishment.
Note: Soy is mentioned 4 times in this patent, but only in
the form “Sojabohnen” (soybeans). Address: PhD, Frankfurt
am Main.
3929. Meyer, Frank N. 1914. Re: Roasted soy beans. In:
Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4 vols. 1902-1918. Compiled by
Bureau of Plant Introduction, USDA. 2444 p. See p. 1924,
1927. Letter of 27 May 1914 from Peking, China, to David
Fairchild of USDA.
• Summary: Meyer comments on Fairchild’s letter of 2 Feb.
1914: “Well, I am glad you liked those roasted soy beans; I
agree with you that they are just a trifle too hard. I suppose,
however, they are good for developing one’s jaw muscles.–
and to make bad teeth crumble down to just a trifle quicker.
I sent you not long ago another lot, but–I will under no
circumstances be held responsible for any damage to various
parts of the anatomy of any party who eats them.”
Location: University of California at Davis, Special
Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer.
3930. Asie Francaise (L’). 1914. Le soja: Une légumineuse
alimentaire Chinoise [The soybean. A Chinese food legume].
14(158):196-98. May. [Fre]
• Summary: Begins with a good introduction to the soybean
(haricot soja), including its early history in France and
statistics of current trade between Europe and Manchuria.
A footnote (p. 196) states that the statistics are from the
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Chinese maritime customs. The shipments to Europe for first
reported in 1908 by the official statistics. The Suez Canal
Company (La Sociéteé du canal de Suez) made it known
that for some years when not a single kg of soybeans passed
through the canal, but 35,000 passed through it in 1908.
At the Nanking Exposition [Nanjing] of 1910 in China,
some 400 varieties of soybeans were on display.
Continues with a long discussion of the work and
writings of Li Yu-ying (p. 197-98). “It was soymilk that Li
first introduced to French vegetarians (végétariens français).
In 1908 he established a laboratory in Paris for the study of
tofu (la caséo-sojaïne). Then he set up a factory at Vallées,
on the outskirts of Paris, where he employed about 30
specialist Chinese workers. The machinery was constructed
in France based on designs by Li and his collaborators.
“The creation of this Chinese factory, smack in the
middle of France, was not lacking in originality. But it seems
that its output could be as wide and varied as its founders
had dreamed. In a shop which sells exotic products, we were
told that the Parisian clientele scorned (looked down on) the
soy preserves / jams (confitures), cheeses, condiments, eggs,
and other unique soy products, but they remained faithful
to flour, rusks / zwieback (biscottes, twice baked bread
without added sugar), and the housewives appreciate the soy
sprouts that are found today in all the markets of Paris and its
outskirts.”
3931. Le Monde des Plantes (le Mans, France). 1914.
Nouvelles: Lait, creme, beurre et fromage de soja [News:
Soy milk, cream, butter and cheese]. 16(88):19. May. Series
2. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: According to the Molkerei Zeitung, an institute
name Soyama Wecke [sic Soyama Wercke, Soyama-Werke,
Soyamawerke] has been founded near the railway station
of Bockenheim (Germany). The goal of this institute is the
manufacture of artificial milk (lait artificiel) from the seeds
of the soybean (de Soja; Soja hispida) and other substances.
The soybean furnishes almost all of the product.
According to the Assembly of Agriculturists
(l’Assemblée des Agriculteurs), which meets in Frankfurt, a
few years ago 50,000 liters of soymilk arrived daily on the
market when the factory was pushed to its full capacity. A
deputy of the German parliament (Reichstag) is at the head
of this enterprise which has several million dollars of capital.
The Soyama-Werke also makes soy cream, butter and cheese
[tofu].
Source: Journal de la Société national d’Horticulture de
France, Feb. 1914.
Note: In May 1914 Germany was involved in World War
I.
3932. Missouri State Board of Agriculture, Monthly Bulletin.
1914. Cowpeas and soy beans. 12(5):3-48. May. [3 ref]
• Summary: The introduction, titled “Cowpeas and soy

beans: Finding increased favor on farms,” by W.L. Nelson
(Assistant Secretary, Missouri State Board of Agriculture)
discusses reasons for this increased favor on Missouri farms,
and includes one long extract from an article (J.E. Hall,
1914, “The soy bean as a profit maker”) and an even longer
extract from a letter by C.P. Miller to the Farmer’s Review
(14 March 1914). The rest (p. 8-48) is a reprint of: Wiancko,
Fisher, and Cromer. 1914. “Soybeans and cowpeas.” Indiana
Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 172. p. 419-38. March. Text
includes a brief history of the crops, their uses and value,
and harvesting and threshing methods. Photos (p. 8) show:
(1) A typical mature soy bean plant, with roots. (2) A typical
soy bean plant, with leaves removed to show pods. Address:
Columbia, Missouri.
3933. Mottet, S. 1914. Une nouvelle utilisation du Soja [A
new way of using the soybean]. Revue Horticole de l’Algerie
18(5):177-78. May. [Fre]
• Summary: As they can now be seen at many vendors in
the capital, these bean sprouts are rather stiff, rather heavy
as they are very aqueous; they compact easily and they
only stay fresh for a brief period of time; their price is very
attractive in relation to their novelty as they sell at 25 to 35
cents for a pound.
In England, one makes frequent use, under the name
of ‘Cress and Mustard,’ of the seedlings of the (Japanese/
Chinese) artichoke (Crosnes).
Also contains paragraphs on: Soy sprouts in salads
(Germes du soja en salade) and Soy sprouts cooked as a
vegetable (Germes de soja cuits en légume).
3934. Tropical Life (England). 1914. Coco-nut products, &c.
10(5):97. May. [2 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soya oil.–Hull” gives
statistics (from the Public Ledger) for prices on May 15th.
The unit of weight or volume is not given. The section titled
“Soya oil beans” gives additional statistics for soya bean
prices.
A table from the Indian Trade Journal gives reliable
statistics for exports (in tons) of soy beans from the port of
Vladivostock [Vladivostock] (Siberia) from 1909 to 1913
inclusive to Europe, Japan, China, and Total. Exports to
Europe rose from 214,185 in 1909 to a peak of 407,213
in 1911, then decreased to 221,099 in 1913. Exports to
Japan leaped from 1,161 in 1909 to a record 77,186 in
1913. Exports to China jumped from 106 in 1909 to a
record 16,909 in 1913. Total exports from Vladivostock
[Vladivostok] rose from 215,752 in 1909 to a peak of
430,310 in 1911, then decreased to 315,194 in 1913.
3935. Kita, Gen-itsu. 1914. Einige japanische
Schimmelpilze. II. Ueber die Aspergillusarten
aus “Katsuobushi” und Vergleichung von vier A.
ochraceusartigen Pilzen [Some Japanese molds. II. On
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the Aspergillus varieties in katsuobushi and comparison
with four A. ochraeus types of molds]. Zentralblatt fuer
Bakteriologie. Series 2. 41(11/17):351-63. June 6. [2 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Katsuobushi is the dried flesh of the bonito
fish. It is widely used in Japan in the preparation of soups,
sauces, and in cooking together with soy sauce (Soja).
The amount produced in Japan is enormous. The author
isolated numerous Aspergillus molds from katsuobushi,
including the following: A. glaucus, a white Aspergillus
variety, A. candidus, A. Wentii, A. sulfureus var. A. oryzae,
A. tamarii, A. ochraceus plus Rhizopus Delemar. He grew
these out on various substrates (including rice and defatted
soybean meal), then measured their diastatic power. Address:
Technical Inst., Tokyo Imperial Univ. (Aus dem Techn.
Institut der Kaiserl. Universität zu Tokyo).
3936. Kita, Gen-itsu. 1914. Ueber die Asporogenitaet der
Sojahefen [On the asporogenesis [absence of an ability
to form spores] of soy sauce yeasts]. Zentralblatt fuer
Bakteriologie. Series 2. 41(11/17):364-65. June 6. [6 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: The fact that some yeasts play an important
role with the preparation of soy [sauce] (Sojabereitung) is
generally well known. Up to the present time, numerous
studies have been published about the yeasts of the soybean
mash (Sojamaische) which, however, diverge in their results.
Dr. Saito, who was the first to study this aspect in detail,
found a new species, Saccharomyces soja, while Mitsuda,
Nishimura, and I isolated non-sporogenous species. Later
on, some sporogenous yeasts were named by Takahashi and
Yukawa as important soybean yeasts (Sojahefen) which,
however, did not belong to [the genus] Saccharomyces, but
rather to Zygosaccharomyces.
What we find there is in any case a closely related
species which differs in its behavior with respect to galactose
and its capability to form spores, while the five species of
Mitsuda fundamentally differ by their behavior with respect
to sucrose. The power of fermentation with galactose is
possessed only by the species of Saito, while the species of
Nishimura, Takahashi, Yukawa, and myself lacks this power,
which will probably be one of its common properties.
With regard to the formation of spores, Saito could
not establish this capability in the usual manner on gypsum
[calcium sulfate dihydrate], but rather found spore-bearing
cells in the cells of the yeast ring in a decocted koji culture
which, in his illustration, look like Zygosaccharomyces.
However, I and others could hardly notice this appearance,
even though Takahashi and Yukawa report that after a very
long time, they had been able to observe some such cells one
time.
Takahashi and Yukawa further report that they were
easily able to find this capability again in the yeast ring
with a culture of diluted soy sauce (Sojasauce) by further

cultivating the yeasts in triply diluted soy sauce (with an
NaCl content of 4 to 5%) for the first 3 days at 27 to 28ºC
and then further at approximately 20ºC. And within 5 to 12
days, they found the abundant formation of spores in the
typical form of Zygosaccharomyces in the yeast ring. For that
reason, they say that their special method is supposedly the
only certain one to determine the spore formation capability
of soybean yeasts because they had tried all of the methods
that had been known up to that point for the testing of the
formation of spores, but to no avail.
In order to establish this, I took up the question
once again and, precisely according to the indications of
Takahashi and Yukawa, I tested the species for this capability
that has been isolated not only by myself, but also by others.
But these tests were without success.
The attached illustrations show the form of the cells, the
content of which is generally granular and which sometimes
contain a large vacuole.
It is still to be noted here that that which I designate
as “soybean yeasts” are not species that form mold [kahm
yeasts] (kahmbildende Arten) that usually occur during the
warm season on lower quality soy sauces, but rather species
that develop abundantly in the soybean mash.
Note: Contains 4 tables on an unnumbered page facing
p. 365. Address: Technical Inst., Tokyo Imperial Univ.
3937. Times (London). 1914. Condiments. Pickles and
sauces. Various aids to appetite and digestion. June 8. p. 27,
cols. 4-5.
• Summary: The wise old proverb that “Hunger is the best
sauce” still retains its ancient force. Yet inventors have
flooded the world’s markets with a multitude of “ingenious
appetizers and stimulants for the jaded palate.” The reproach
of the insightful Frenchman [Voltaire, in 1729, after a twoyear stay in London] that “England was a nation with a
hundred [sic, sixty] religions but only one sauce has long
since become wholly unmerited.”
“The indispensable companion of all meat meals is
the homely cruet-frame, with its store of mustard, pepper,
vinegar, and oil.” The most common ingredient in table
sauces is some form of vinegar. High-class sauces use
only the finest malt vinegar, while their low-brow relatives
substitute the cheaper forms of acetic acid.
The famous Harvey Sauce [Harvey’s Sauce] is
“composed of a mixture of malt vinegar, Indian soy, and
mushroom or walnut vinegar [ketchup?]. To this must be
added finely chopped anchovies, a clove of garlic bruised,
and a seasoning of cayenne pepper.” Keep these ingredients
in an earthenware jar for a month or more, stirring regularly,
then strain carefully for use.
To make Worcestershire sauce, mix “Bordeaux vinegar,
walnut ketchup, essence of anchovy, Indian soy, cayenne,
and garlic.” Place in a large bottle, cork, and shake many
times daily for several weeks, then strain and bottle for use.
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These two “may be regarded as typical of the thin or black
sauces.”
The thick or creamy sauces include O.K. Sauce and A1
Sauce.
3938. Times (London). 1914. Worcester: The making of a
famous sauce. June 8. p. 22, col. 6.
• Summary: Located on the River Severn, Worcester is
blessed with a magnificent old cathedral. “A great sauce
factory: The makers of the well-known sauce, Worcestershire
Sauce, are Messrs. Lea and Perrins,” one of the oldest and
most progressive firms in the city. “Their factory is perhaps
the largest establishment in the world wholly devoted to the
manufacture of sauce: certainly there is nothing equal to it
in the United Kingdom.” The company still uses the original
recipe, which “remains a closely-guarded secret, and the
firm exercises a strict privacy over the whole process of
manufacture.”
“Before being bottled, the sauce is allowed to mature in
barrels in the cellars of the factory.”
“Seventy years ago [i.e., 1844] the output of sauce was
very limited and was practically all consumed locally. At that
time, and for twenty years afterwards, the bottles were filled
from a jug carried in the hand.” Today, bottling machines fill
thousands of bottles a day.”
Another Worcester firm, Hill, Evans, and Company, has
been making malt vinegar for more than 80 years, and today
its works are the largest of their kind in the UK.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012)
that contains the phrase “mature in barrels in the cellars” in
connection with Worcestershire sauce
Note: Vinegar is an important ingredient in
Worcestershire sauce.
3939. Washington Post. 1914. Beans for milk. June 14. p.
M13.
• Summary: From Worcester (Massachusetts) Post:
“Massachusetts lands which fail to give up forests and other
crops of sufficient value to suit the tillers should be devoted
to raising soya beans. A few Chinamen should be imported
to show how that crop is produced to the best advantage. The
experts claim it does best in hot climates, but that does not
rob the beans of a change in Massachusetts. There is a great
need of the beans here.” Every session politicians urge less
cows in the commonwealth. Farmers have long said, and
keep saying, “that they cannot keep cows at the prevailing
prices allowed for them for the milk. They are undoubtedly
right.” Let them quit. “But the soya beans in the course of
scientific treatment give up a casein from which the best of
butter and cheese are made.
“The imported figures indicate that an acre of land
devoted to the beans will make more milk, butter or cheese
than any cow in Massachusetts in a year, and no acre
supports a cow. The milk and other products of the bean

carry no bacteria, so far as reported by science, and that
means they will keep indefinitely. There is nothing for the
farmers to do but to raise the beans.”
The state can save a lot of money by abolishing milk
inspectors. “The beans can be sent to central points in bags
without regard to special sanitary cars, and there be made
into milk, butter and cheese for the community at hand.”
This simple change would solve about half of the state’s
problems. “The soya bean of the Chinese is the solution.”
3940. Independent (The) (With Which is Incorporated
Harper’s Weekly). 1914. Milk and cheese from the soya
bean. 78(3419):487. June 15.
• Summary: “The production of synthetic milk from the soya
bean, which has been the subject of several articles in the
technical journals during the past two years, appears to have
fully entered upon the commercial stage. Several factories
in Asia and continental Europe are now turning out this
product, and a large concern known as the ‘Synthetic Milk
Syndicate, Ltd.’ is about to establish a factory in Liverpool,
at which soya milk will be made according to the process of
Dr. Fritz Goessel, of Essen, Germany.
“In order to produce 100 litres of milk by this process,
ten kilos of finely ground soya beans (or any of several other
vegetable seeds, such as earth nuts, pistachio nuts, or sesame,
which have recently been found to be suitable for use instead
of beans) are mixed with 100 litres of water and about five
grams of phosphate of soda or potash, allowed to stand for an
hour, and then slowly brought to the boiling point. The liquid
is then filtered, and the residue is pressed. To the resulting
liquor are added small quantities of milk sugar, or other
carbohydrates, sodium chloride, and carbonate of soda, and
about two kilos of sesame oil or other suitable mixture of fats
or oils. Enough pure water is added to bring the total quantity
up to 100 litres.
“It is expected that this ‘milk’ will be retailed in
England at 4 cents a quart. It is claimed to have the same
nutritive value as natural milk, and will be free of the
characteristic oily flavor which makes other soya bean
products unpalatable to most people who have not acquired
the tastes of the Orient. There are several other methods of
manufacture.
“Treated with a mineral salt or an acid, which acts the
part of rennet, vegetable milk can be converted into cheese
of several varieties. In Indo-China, where the soya milk
industry has assumed large proportions, three principal
kinds of cheese are made: a fermented variety with a taste
suggesting Roquefort; a white salted variety, resembling
goat’s milk cheese; and a cooked or smoked variety, like
Gruyère.”
Note: This is also the earliest English-language
document seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the word “smoked” (not
including “smok’d”) in connection with tofu.
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3941. Hill, W. Stanley. 1914. The soya bean: Experience
at Moumahaki Experimental Farm. New Zealand J. of
Agriculture 8:594-96. June 20.
• Summary: “The failure of several attempts made to grow
this crop under field conditions at Moumahaki Experimental
Farm led to consideration of the cause or causes of these
failures. In previous seasons only one variety of bean–viz.,
the Early Yellow–was experimented with. During the season
just passed six varieties have been fairly successfully grown
under severe field conditions. They were sown on the 20th
September, 1912.” A table (p. 594) shows that the varieties
were (with the weight of 100 seeds of each), in descending
order of seed size: Giant Yellow Santa Margherita (28.56
gm), Early Yellow (24.60 gm), Green Samarow (15.34 gm),
Arlington (10.58 gm), Brownie (9.14 gm), and Meyer (7.10
gm). For each is given the average height (inches), period of
growth (days), colour of seed, and weight per 100 seeds.
“Until the season 1912-13 no nodular development
existed on any Soya-bean plants harvested at Moumahaki.
During that season these nodules were obtained by means
of a commercial culture.” Address: B. Agriculture, New
Zealand.

The [soya] “bean crop of Manchuria was only about
70 per cent of the normal;...” Of the actual commodities
exported, there was a decrease in vegetable oils, opium,
Chinese foods and produce.”
“The year of opium: The importation of opium into
China is finally nearing a final stage in its decline... The
import trade [to Hongkong] all but ceased during the year.
“As a result of the opposition of the Chinese government
to further imports of the drug in any part of the Republic, an
agreement was effected between the Chinese and the British
governments whereby further importations into China should
not be permitted...” Address: Consul General, Hongkong.

3942. Mercury (The) (Hobart, Tasmania, Australia). 1914.
Rival to milk. Produce from soya beans. Romance of an
industry. June 20. p. 14.
• Summary: This is a summary of: Times (London). 1914.
“Artificial milk. Butter and cheese from soya beans.
Romance of a new industry.” March 17. p. 4. The summary
begins: “The keen rivalry between margarine and butter
is to have a parallel in the fluid product of the soya bean
threatening to knock cow’s milk out of the market.”

3945. Molliex, P. 1914. Sur la composition et la valeur
alimentaire des germes frais de Soja hispida [On the
composition and nutritional value of fresh soy sprouts].
Chimie Analytique 19:217-19. June. [Fre]
• Summary: Soy sprouts are sold commercially in France.
One hundred fresh soybeans weigh 20.7 gm. They contain
93.37% water, 0.38% ash, 2.34% protein, 0.03% fat,
and 3.8% carbohydrates. The proteins consist of 0.86%
albuminoids, and 1.48% nonalbuminoids. Proteins = N x
6.25. The calculated food value is 24.33 calories, or 5.92
available nutritive units per 100 gm. Address: Chimistebiologiste, Laboratoire des eaux d’Alimentation de la Ville
de Paris.

3943. Anderson, George E. 1914. Review of Hongkong
trade in 1913. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S.
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of
Commerce) 17(146):1777-92. June 23.
• Summary: “During the middle portions of the year all
South China was in the throes of a revolution; and the two
provinces of China most directly tributary to Hongkong in
a trade way declared their complete independence from the
central government at Peking.
“Throughout the entire year there were serious
disturbances which made settled conditions in the interior
impossible... Perhaps the most unfavorable feature was the
increasing discount of the provincial paper currency issued
all over China by the various provinces during and after the
revolution. In South China most of this paper had less than
two thirds of its face value.”
“The exchange value of silver remained high and steady
during the whole of the year, thus making it possible for the
Chinese consumer to buy many lines of foreign produce
which in years of normal exchange are denied him by their
prohibitive cost.

3944. Dodd, Robert; Humphries, Herbert Brooke Perrin.
1914. Verfahren zur Herstellung einer halbplastichen Masse
aus Sojabohnen [Process for manufacturing a semi-plastic
mass from soybeans]. Austrian Patent 82,806. June 24. 2
p. 25 Feb. 1921. Priority: Patent claims 1, 2 and 3 of 3 July
1913. [Ger]
• Summary: See the summary of their initial British Patent
No. 15,316. Date of application: 3 July 1913. 3 p. Address:
London [England].

3946. Oshima, K.; Ariizumi, M. 1914. On the occurrence
of creatinin in leguminous seeds. J. of the College of
Agriculture, Tohoku Imperial University 6(2):17-25. June. [7
ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The presence of creatinin was confirmed for
the first time, in the seeds of Adzuki bean, black soy bean,
yellow soy bean, kidney bean, horse bean and green peas.
The amounts of creatinin in the seeds of Adzuki bean, kidney
beans and soy beans are apparently in much larger quantity
than in horse bean and green peas, though its absolute
amount seems to be very small.” Address: Japan.
3947. Thompson, Erwin W. 1914. Cottonseed products
and their competitors in Northern Europe. I. Cake and
meal. Special Agents Series (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 84. 93 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Letter of submittal. Introduction.
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Germany: The need of more protein, Germany as a
customer, future competition of Egyptian cake, suggestions
for increasing American exports, competing feedstuffs
(incl. soya-bean meal and schrot), theoretical valuation of
feedstuffs, prevalent methods of feeding, adulteration of
feedstuffs, methods of purchase and sale, list of addresses.
United Kingdom: Oil-cake feeding (incl. soya beans),
theoretical valuation of feedstuffs, list of addresses (incl.
Lever Bros. [Liverpool], J. Bibby & Sons [Liverpool],
and Liverpool Seed Oil & Cake Trade Association [A.
Grenville Turner, secretary, Liverpool]). The Netherlands:
Promoting cottonseed cake, oil-mill methods, succulent
feeds, experiment stations. Denmark: Sunflower cake,
Russian transportation, purchase and sale, bulk cake, cake
versus meal, valuation and choice of cake, ordinary cattle
rations, cooperative societies, government supervision, list
of addresses [p. 86, incl. “Dansk Sojakage Fabrik [Dansk
Sojakagefabrik], Islands Brygge: Soya-bean oil mill; belongs
to East Asiatic Co...; Hofmann Bang: Director Agricultural
Experiment Laboratory.”] Sweden: Prof. Hansson’s
experiments, feeding in the Skane district, competition of
other feedstuffs, list of addresses. Norway: List of addresses.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2016) that
mentions “Dansk Sojakage Fabrik” [Dansk Sojakagefabrik]
by its true name.
“No nation excels Germany in the application of science
to agriculture and in the dissemination of practical scientific
information to the remote and small farms. The yield per
acre in Germany of the principal food crops is now two to
three times that of the United States, though 20 to 50 percent
below that of Belgium, which is the highest in the world” (p.
9).
A table (p. 15) shows the kinds of oil cakes and meals
consumed in Germany in 1912. Of the 1,417,920 metric tons
(MT) consumed, 332,839 were cotton seed cake, 275,000
rape and similar cake, 200,000 linseed cake, 150,000 sesame
cake, 150,000 poppy and sunflower cake, 120,000 palm
kernel cake, 100,000 peanut cake, 50,000 soya cake, 30,000
copra cake, and 10,081 other. Thus soya cake is only 3.5% of
the total.
A section titled “Soya-Bean Meal and Schrot” (p. 30)
states that in Germany “Soya-bean cake is a product that
has sprung into prominence within the past five years...
Some of the first cake imported from Manchuria was moldy
and contained too much oil, but now the principal imports
are from England, where the oil is well extracted and there
is not enough moisture to cause molding during the short
journey. However, there is a general feeling that even small
quantities of soya oil is [sic, are] not good for cattle, and so
the preference is growing for the flakes, or ‘schrot,’ resulting
from the treatment of the beans by the extraction process.
This product contains only 1 or 2 per cent oil and is fast
becoming popular. Some is imported from England, but more
and more of it is being made in Germany.”

Dr. “Kellner is the leading authority on feeds in
Germany... The foundation stone on which most of the
valuation theories are built is his celebrated feed unit
‘Staerkewert,’ which may be translated ‘starch equivalent’...”
A table (p. 35) shows the German feed units, or starch
equivalents, of the constituents of 23 feedstuffs. Corn has the
highest value at 81.5 starch equivalent, followed by sesame
(79.4), copra (76.5), peanut (75.7), then soya (74.7). Another
table (p. 36-37) shows that soya cake is one of the least
expensive feedstuffs per feed unit.
In the UK, the main oilseed crushed is cottonseed (about
50% of the total), followed by linseed. A table (p. 50) shows
the imports, exports, and production of various seeds, oils
and cakes for 1912 for the UK. An illustration (p. 69) shows
a pair of large “edgestones” and the beveled gears which turn
them. Called “kallergang” on the European continent, these
stones are used for crushing cottonseed in most parts of the
world except the United States. They grind the cottonseed
hulls more finely and greatly improve the appearance of the
cake and meal. “SoyaBeans:... At one time it was predicted
that soya beans would predominate the crush [in the U.K.],
but they reached their maximum in 1910 with 413,267 tons
and have been declining ever since, the receipts [imports]
for 1913 being only 76,452 tons. Reasons assigned for this
decrease are: The increase in freight rates, the increase
in crushing in China and Japan, the growing competition
from Denmark and from Germany (whose import duty was
lately removed from these beans), and the slow demand for
the cakes among English feeders. This last seems the most
important reason, and it is involved with some of the others.
“Denmark (p. 74): Producers of oil cake the world
over owe a debt of gratitude to Denmark for demonstrating
the superlative value of this product [cottonseed cake] for
making butter. This strictly agricultural country has been
continuously concentrating its energy on those products that
could be exported at the highest prices.” The main export
is butter, followed by milk, cream, and cured meats [i.e.
value-added products]. In 1912 butter, valued at $40 million,
accounted for nearly one-third of the country’s exports.
In Sweden, within the past 5 years the Swedish
Agricultural Department has been giving great attention to
cattle breeding and feeding. “This experimental department
is under the direction of Prof. Nils Hansson, a student of the
celebrated German Kellner. Prof. Hansson has been making
some extensive experimental studies in dairy-cattle breeding
and feeding.” Kellner’s theories were mainly formulated
for feeding cattle for beef. Prof. Hansson has clearly
demonstrated that the Kellner valuation for nitrogen is too
low when applied to milk production.
Norway’s principal exports are fish and fish products
(worth $27.8 million in 1912), followed by lumber, wood
pulp, paper, and other forest products ($23,000,000).
Address: Special Agent, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce.
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3948. Tropical Life (England). 1914. Soya beans. 10(6):115.
June. [4 ref]
• Summary: A table shows that imports of soya beans to
England have decreased sharply from 134,801 tons in 1912
to 63,046 tons in 1913.
“According to the report of the Agricultural Department,
Assam [in eastern British India], Manchurian soya beans
were tried on a small scale at Jorhat with great success, the
yield being over 18 maunds per acre.” Ground nuts also
yielded well at Jorhat.
3949. United States Dept. of the Treasury. 1914. Abstracts
of decisions of the Board of General Appraisers: Before
Board 3, February 13, 1914. No. 34831.–Prepared beans–
Hamanatto. Treasury Decisions under the Customs and
Other Laws 26:299-305. Jan/June. See p. 305.
• Summary: “Protest 669529 of Okada & Ichida Co. (San
Francisco). Opinion by Waite, G.A.
“A commodity called ‘hamanatto’ classified as prepared
beans under paragraph 251, tariff act of 1909, was claimed
dutiable as a nonenumerated manufactured article (par. 480).
Protest overruled.”
Note 1. This document shows that hamanatto was in the
United States by 1914.
Note 2 This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2011) that contains the word “hamanatto”
(spelled just like this, lowercase). Address: San Francisco.
3950. Hanson, George C. 1914. Commerce and industries
of Kwantung. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S.
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of
Commerce) 17(153):7-17. July 1. See p. 11-12, 15-16.
• Summary: “The Dairen (Dalny) consular district embraces
the Kwantung Leased Territory (Japanese), comprising
the tip of the Liaotung Peninsula and the islands adjacent
thereto... Its area is 1,221 square miles and its population
in 1913 was 517,147, of whom 469,651 were Chinese
[90.82%], 47,381 Japanese [9.16%], and 115 foreigners.”
A table (p. 8) of “Foreign trade by countries” shows that
the lion’s share of its imports (71.5% of gross value) come
from Japan, followed by Germany, UK, Belgium, and USA.
A table (p. 11) shows “Shipments from Manchuria into
Kwantung during 1912 and 1913, including: Bean cake
103,787 / 127,690 tons. [Soy] beans 553,438 / 622,205 tons.
Beans (small=azuki) 16,794 / 16,297. Sauce, bean and soy
50 / 78 pounds.
The export trade in soybeans and products expanded.
A table (p. 12) shows the “native
exports” (to within China; quantity
and value), including bean cake,
[soy] beans, and bean oil.
The section titled “Last year’s
improvement in bean trade–

unfavourable outlook” includes a table which shows exports
(incl. reexports) of [soy] beans and bean oil “in 1913, by
countries of destination. Exports of bean cake to foreign
countries increased in 1913 to 527,507 short tons, of which
520,947 tons went to Japan and the remainder to Chosen
[Korea]. The amount shipped to Chinese ports was 38,629
tons in 1913, as against 76,172 in 1912.” “A large proportion
of the bean oil shipped to Japan is transshipped to the United
States.” Address: Vice Consul, Dalny (Dairen), Japanese
Leased Territory.
3951. Seifenfabrikant (Der) (Berlin). 1914. Handelsberichte:
Fettwaren [Trade reports: Fats]. 34(26):726-28. July 1. [Ger]
• Summary: One short section (p. 726) concerns soybean oil.
Soybean oil (Soyabohnenöl) is stable [in price] and
unchanged; It is hardly being traded at all. German oil
is being offered somewhat more cheaply. Foreign oil is
being quoted at 57 to 56 German marks, before customs
duties (unverzollt), ex quay or ex warehouse, re-weight
(Neugewicht), cash 1%, German oil 61 to 60 German marks,
duty free (zollfrei), ex factory, cash 1%.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. Cash 1% probably means that you get a 1%
discount on the price of the oil if you pay cash.
Note 3. Although the German oil looks to be more
expensive, it may be less expensive after import duties are
applied to the foreign oil.
3952. Stadlinger, Hermann. 1914. Beitraege zur
Betriebskontrolle in der Seifen-, Fett- und Glyzerin-Industrie
[Contributions to the operational control in the soap-, fat, and glycerin industry]. Seifenfabrikant (Der) (Berlin)
34(26):719-21. July 1. [Ger]
• Summary: After discussing linseed oil and sunflower seed
oil, the writer turns to:
Soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl): This oil was studied
repeatedly. One sample was contaminated to a high
degree with dirt and material that could not be saponified
(Unverseifbares). The quantitative test resulted in, among
other things, 19.5 [%] hydrocarbons and 0.32% minerals.
Another sample contained 4.2% water.
With pure technical soybean oils (Sojabohnenöle), the
following average numerical values, among others, could be
determined: Table 1.
A lively exchange of opinion between the parties
was brought about by a soybean oil with the following
composition: Table 2.
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The dispute essentially revolved around whether that oil
had been cut with linseed oil or not.
The image of the analysis that was obtained in
my institute immediately allows certain deviations to
be recognized from the normal values of soybean oils.
In particular, the high levels of the iodine value and
the refraction stand out. The iodine values of normal
soybean oils that have been set down in the technical
literature are around 130 to 135. In a report from 1910
(Seifensiederzeitung [Soap Making Journal] 1910, page
1422), though, Lewkowitsch makes reference to the fact that
the iodine value of bean oils can fluctuate between 137 and
142, and consequently a correction of the numerical values in
that regard would be necessary in the textbooks. Therefore,
the high level of the iodine value (and, correspondingly

along with that, the increase in the refraction) could not be
drawn upon as evidence of the presence of linseed oil.
And the yield in hexabromides of 2.14% which was
obtained according to the method of Hehner and Mitchell
also does not immediately justify this conclusion since with
the presence of quantities of linseed oil that were somehow
substantial, a significantly higher yield of hexabromides
would have been expected. (The older literature indicates the
yield of hexabromides from linseed oil to be approximately
23%. Eibner and Muggenthaler (Farbenzeitung [Paint
Journal] 1912, 18) found around 50 to 59% hexabromides for
linseed oil–obtained according to their directions -. and 7.2%
hexabromides for soybean oil).
With regard to the congealing point of the fatty acids, we
find the following indications in the literature for linseed oil
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and soybean oil that diverge greatly from each other: Table 3.
The congealing point of the fatty acid that was
determined for the disputed oil of 18.5º consequently lay
within the limit of normal values.
And in my opinion, the melting point of the fatty acid
that was found of around 24º was also not sufficient proof of
the presence of linseed oil.
The figures in the literature fluctuate at times within
further limits. We find the following melting points of fatty
acids:
Fatty acids from soybean oil: 26 to 29
Fatty acids from linseed oil: 12 to 21
In the end, though, additional experiments did in fact
yield the result that in the disputed oil, a cutting with linseed
oil was present.
In view of the broad fluctuations that are described in
the technical literature with the chemical-physical constants
for pure linseed oil and pure soybean oil, it appears to be
necessary to arrange even more extensive observations
on the composition of the aforementioned oils depending
upon their geographical origin. In this respect, our technical
literature can in no way be put to service too much, since
for analysts and experts, it is a most highly thankless task
to evaluate abnormal numerical values in doubtful cases
to determine whether what has given rise to them has been
the adulteration of the pure oil with foreign oils or else the
result of the natural influences of soil composition on the
oleaginous plant.
The fatty acids from soybean oil (Sojabohnenolfettsäure)
was repeatedly studied for its hydrocarbon content (and
material that could not be saponified). The figures that were
found varied from 0.71 to 0.78%.
Note: There follows a similar discussion of maize
oil and cottonseed oil. Address: Commercial chemist at
the Laboratory of the Registered Cooperative Society of
Soapmakers in Chemnitz [Germany] (Handelschemiker; aus
dem Laboratorium des Verbandes der Seifenfabrikanten e.G.
[eingetragene Genossenschaft] in Chemnitz).
3953. Boulter, R. 1914. Soya bean export trade of Dairen.
Board of Trade Journal (London) 86:97-98. July 9.
Summarized in the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1914,
p. 621.
• Summary: The export of soy beans from Dairen decreased
slightly in 1913, owing to the demands of the local mills.
These mills, 50 in number, consume about 450,000 tons
of beans annually, producing over 50,000 tons of oil. The
exports of bean cake amounted to 555,428 tons in 1913,
compared with 469,089 tons in 1912: over 80% of this was
sent to Japan, for use there or for transshipment to the United
States. The exports of bean oil in 1913 increased by about
3000 tons; the export to Japan fell from 10,889 tons in 1912
to 3,964 tons, and the export to China increased to 22,487
tons; heavy freight rates and high prices contributed to

curtail the exports.
“Recently there have been some changes in the
receptacles used for transporting bean oil, drums made of
mild steel being used. The cost of sending oil to Europe in
drums in £1 10s. [1 pound 10 shillings] per ton higher than in
secondhand kerosene oil tins–the original practice–but this is
compensated by the absence of leakage...
“The experimental mill erected by the South Manchuria
Railway Company at Dairen was not expected to start
work before the middle of the year. The capacity of the
mill is to be 50 tons of beans in 24 hours and the oil is to
be extracted by the benzine process. This mill and the new
Santai oil mill [owned by Mitsui & Co.], which was erected
in 1913 to replace the one burned down the year before, are
the only ones in Dairen which extract oil by this process,
all the others having adopted the crushing method. It is
contended that by the benzine process more oil of a better
quality is extracted from the beans, while the cake, though
proportionately less in weight, is richer in fertilising matter.”
Address: Acting British Consul, Dairen.
3954. Boidin, Auguste; Effront, Jean. 1914. Improvements
in methods and apparatus for manufacturing enzymes and
toxines by aerobic bacteria. British Patent 16,198. Date of
application (in the UK): 7 July 1914. 10 p. Accepted: 24 June
1915. Date claimed for Patent under Patent and Designs Act,
1907, being date of first Foreign Application (in France): 11
July 1913. 1 drawing.
• Summary: The preferred albuminous substance used in
this patent is “mash of soy-cake, deprived, if necessary, of
a part of the carbohydrates contained in it and of the excess
fat” (see p. 7, lines 1-2). Address: 1. Seclin (Nord), Republic
of France; 2. 73, Avenue Solbosch, Brussels, Kingdom of
Belgium.
3955. Boidin, Auguste; Effront, Jean. 1914. Verfahren
zur Gewinnung von Enzymen und Toxinen mit Hilfe von
Bakterien [Process for recovering enzymes and toxins with
the help of bacteria]. German Patent 320,571. July 11. 6 p.
Issued 26 April 1920. 1 drawing. [Ger]
• Summary: Note: Soy is mentioned 8 times in this patent
in the forms “Würze von Soja,” “Würze aus Ölkuchen
von Soja,” “Kuchen von entölten Soja,” “Sojakuchen” and
“Sojabohnen.” Address: 1. Seclin, France; 2. Brussels.
3956. Davies (William) Company. 1914. Verfahren
zur Herstellung biegsamer Schlaeuche [Process for the
manufacture of flexible hoses]. German Patent 321,223. July
16. 7 p. Issued 20 May 1920. 12 drawings. [Ger]
• Summary: Note: Soy is mentioned only once in this patent
in the form “Öl der Sojabohnen” (soybean oil). Address:
Toronto, Dominion of Canada.
3957. San Francisco Chronicle. 1914. Interesting facts. July
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19. p. 30.
• Summary: “In Germany a patent has been granted for a
rubber substitute made from soya beans.”
3958. Monahan, Louis J.; Pope, Charles J. 1914. Soymilk product and process of making the same. U.S. Patent
1,104,376. July 21. 3 p. Application filed 28 July 1913. 1
drawing.
• Summary: Soy beans are emulsified with the addition
of sodium bicarbonate and coconut oil; the emulsion is
separated from the solid portion, heated, and filtered; the
filtrate is mixed with malt extract and evaporated to dryness
under reduced pressure. An illustration (line drawing) shows
the equipment and plant layout used in the production of soy
milk. Address: Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
3959. San Francisco Chronicle. 1914. Harbor news. July 22.
p. 16.
• Summary: The Nippon arrived in San Francisco harbor
only one day behind schedule. “Principal items in the liner’s
cargo of 2613 tons measurement were:... 371 cases of cigars,
6,665 sacks of rice, 885 tubs of shoyu [soy sauce], 700 bags
of shelled peanuts,...”
Note the large amount of shoyu being imported into the
United States in 1914.
3960. Buer, Heinrich. 1914. Verfahren zur Herstellung von

Sojabohnenkaffee [Process for the manufacture of soybean
coffee]. Austrian Patent 74,195. July 27. 3 p. Issued 11
March 1918. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Roasting soybeans removes the bitter alkaloids
they contain. Mentions Sojabohnen, Sojafett, Lecithin.
Address: PhD, Cologne am Rhine.
3961. Buer, Heinrich. 1914. Verfahren zur Herstellung von
Sojabohnenkaffee [Process for the manufacture of soybean
coffee]. Swiss Patent 71,688. July 27. 3 p. Issued 1 Feb.
1916. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Mentions Sojabohnen, Sojafett, Lecithin.
Address: PhD, Cologne am Rhine (Germany).
3962. Lach, Bela. 1914. Treatment of oils. U.S. Patent
1,104,906. July 28. 2 p. Application filed 5 June 1913.
• Summary: “To all whom it may concern: Be it known that
I, Bela Lach, a subject of the Austro-Hungarian Emperor,
and residing at 71 Ungargasse, Vienna, III, Austria-Hungary,
have invented certain new and useful Improvements in the
Treatment of Oils, of which the following is a specification.
Soy is mentioned only once in this patent in the from
“soy bean oil.” Address: 71 Ungargasse, Vienna III, AustriaHungary.
3963. Thompson, Erwin W. 1914. Cottonseed products
competition. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter 85(26):36-37.
June 29; 86(2):32H. July 13; 86(3):18. July 20;
86(18):36. Oct. 19.
• Summary: Extended extracts from Erwin
W. Thompson. 1914. Cottonseed products and
their competitors in Northern Europe, in U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce. Special Agents Series
No. 84. Soy is mentioned as a minor competitor
of cottonseed. Tables show imports, exports,
production, and value totals for “oil-yielding
materials.” Lengthy discussion of “cottonseed
meal.”
3964. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1914.
Commonwealth of Australia. Denaturation of
soya bean oil for paint making in Australia.
86:304-06. July 30.
• Summary: “It is also stated in the Supplement
[No. 21 to the Customs Tariff Guide, 1908-11,
dated 6 June 1914] that the following formula
has been approved, under the provisions of ByLaw No. 231, for the denaturation of soya bean
oil for paint making:–Soya bean oil, 85 gallons;
linseed oil, double boiled, 15 gallons. Oil so
denatured may be delivered free of duty under
Tariff heading No. 234 (H).”
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3965. Thompson, Erwin W. 1914. Cottonseed products and
their competitors in Northern Europe. II. Edible oils. Special
Agents Series (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of
Commerce and Labor) No. 89. 31 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Letter of submittal. Introduction. The
margarin industry: Germany, Netherlands, United Kingdom,
Denmark, Norway, Sweden. Ingredients of margarin: Soft
fats (sesame oil, colza and rape oils, soya-bean oil, peanut
oil, cottonseed oil), hard fats (copra oil, palm oil and palmkernel oil, shea-nut oil, summary of hard fats), artificially
hardened fats (linseed oil, fish oils, soya-bean oil, peanut and
cottonseed oils). Addresses.
Denmark (p. 11-12) “is one of the few countries where
exact statistics are kept of the margarine made and the
ingredients used. The Danes claim to make and export the
best butter in the world, and they take every precaution to
render it impossible in any way to adulterate or falsify it...
All margarine must contain enough sesame oil to insure the
prescribed color reaction.” The main three “soft fats” used in
Danish margarine (in descending order of importance, 19101912) are sesame oil, American cottonseed oil, and peanut
oil; soya-bean oil is not mentioned. Margarine production
grew from 34,320 metric tons (tonnes) in 1910 to 39,620
tonnes in 1912.
Ingredients of margarine: Soya-bean oil. A table (p. 15)
shows the approximate net import and crush of soybeans in
the United Kingdom, Germany, Netherlands, and Denmark
from 1908 to 1913. The U.K. first imported soybeans in
1908 (40,600 tonnes). Germany first imported soybeans
in 1909 (8,000 tonnes). The Netherlands first imported
soybeans in 1911 (14,400 tonnes). Denmark first imported
soybeans in 1911 (20,000 tonnes), rising to 36,900 tonnes in
1912 and 45,000 in 1913. The total soybean crush in these
four countries peaked at 355,100 tonnes in 1912, falling to
246,300 tonnes in 1913. “The decline of the [soya-bean]
industry in Europe is attributed to the advance in freight
rates, to the difficulty of selling the cakes, especially in
the United Kingdom, and to the resumption of normal oil
milling in Manchuria since the close of the Russo-Japanese
War. In Germany and Denmark the cake is growing in favor,
especially the [solvent] extracted kind, which contains very
little oil. The crush will probably continue to increase in
those countries, and to decrease in the United Kingdom,
where the cake is not liked. Meanwhile there is a disposition
to import [soya-bean] oil from Japan and Manchuria. The
United Kingdom imported 3,000 tons of oil in March, 1914.
China exports to all countries about 100,000 tons of oil
every year. In Denmark and Germany this oil is chiefly used
for soap, but latterly in Germany, and even more so in the
United Kingdom, it is being deodorized and exported to the
Mediterranean to blend for salad oil. Margarin makers are
taking it sparingly (not over 6,000 tons altogether). Perhaps
the refiners may learn how to prepare it to suit them; but its
most logical use seems to be as a salad oil as it is a natural

winter oil containing oily 10 to 15 per cent stearin compared
with 20 to 25 per cent for cottonseed oil.”
“Peanut oil (p. 16): “Peanut oils vary greatly in quality,
the best grades being made in Bordeaux, France, and Delft,
Netherlands, from peanuts (Arachis hypogaea) that arrive
in the shell from West and Southwest Africa, and to some
extent from shelled nuts from China. The lowest grades are
made in Marseille [Marseilles], France, from shelled peanuts
shipped from the Coromandel, or east, coast of India.” The
present European supply of peanut oil is 184,000 tonnes, of
which 135,000 tonnes (73.3%) are made in France.
Pages 26-27 discuss “Artificially hardened oils.” “The
combined capacity of the hydrogenating plants of Europe
is estimated for 1914 at 250,000 tons (1,375,000 barrels),
which is two or three times as much as has ever been treated.
These plants are in England, Norway, Germany, and France,
and are engaged at present chiefly on fats for soap and
candles. They are hardening linseed, whale, soya-bean, and
cottonseed oils.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
indicating that soya-bean oil is hydrogenated to make
candles.
“Edible oils: The great increase in the demand for
margarin in Europe, for compound lard in the United States
and for hard soap all over the civilized world has resulted in
closely crowding the supply of natural hard fats, while liquid
oils are relatively abundant.”
Pages 30-31 give addresses of major edible oil
processors and margarine manufacturers in Germany (incl.
Berliner Pflanzen Butter Margarine Fabrik), Denmark (incl.
Otto Monsted of Copenhagen, margarin), Norway, Sweden,
Netherlands (incl. Van den Berg Margarin Works, Jurgens
Margarin Works), and the United Kingdom (incl. Maypole
Dairy Co.–affiliated with Otto Monsted of Copenhagen–
makes margarin; Lever Bros. of Liverpool–oil mill, soap
works, hardeners of oils; Crossfields [sic, Crosfield] Ltd.
of Warrington–oil mill, soap works, hardeners of oils).
Tables show: Total production of edible oils in the European
countries (p. 7). Imports and exports for various countries
and oils.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2016)
stating that soya-bean oil is used as a salad oil in the Western
world. Address: Commercial Agent, Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce.
3966. Woodhouse, E.J.; Taylor, C.S. 1914. The value
of Indian soy beans. Agricultural J. of India (Calcutta)
9(3):308-09.
• Summary: A London firm found Nepali type soybeans
from India to be equal to or better than ordinary Manchurian
beans for processing. “With the valuations we have put
upon them we shall be quite prepared to receive offers of
reasonable [sic, reasonably] large quantities.”
For details on the two varieties of soy beans that were
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evaluated, see p. 392, of Vol. III, Part IV of this Journal.
Address: India.
3967. Bois, D.; Grignan, G.T. eds. 1914. Chronique
horticole: Germes de Soja et germes de Haricot Mungo
[Horticultural chronicle: Soy sprouts and mung bean sprouts
(Abstract)]. Revue Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture
Pratique (Paris) 86:337-41. Aug. 1. See p. 340. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
French-language article: Bois, D. 1914/02. “Germes de
soja et germes de haricot mungo: Un produit alimentaire
faussement dénommé [Soy sprouts and mung bean sprouts:
A food product falsely named”]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 61:334-36. Feb. Address: France.
3968. Washington Post. 1914. Departmental notes of interest
to Uncle Sam’s army of employes [sic, employees]. Aug. 2.
p. ES3.
• Summary: “W.J. Morse, bureau of plant industry, will
leave this week for points in Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Tennessee, and Kentucky
to inspect experiments in the culture of cowpeas, soybeans,
and other forage plants.”
3969. Mellana, E. 1914. Gehaertete Oele [Hardened oils
(Abstract)]. Seifensieder-Zeitung 41(31):930. Aug. 5. [1 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: A summary of: Mellana, E. 1914. Contributo
allo studio degli olii induriti [“Contributions to the study of
hardened oils”]. Annali di Chimica Applicata (Rome) 1(910):381-87.
Investigations were conducted on soybean(Sojabohnen) oil and other oils. In addition, a sample of
Talgol and Candelite (oils from a whale) and Coryphol from
castor oil (Rizinusöl) were tested.
3970. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1914. Foreign trade
of China in 1913. 86:355-61. Aug. 6. See p. 360.
• Summary: In 1913, exports of beans from China were
10,326,000 piculs. A picul weighs 133.33 lb on average. The
original export to all destinations from Manchurian ports and
marts, which has steadily declined since 1909, underwent a
further reduction of 1,236,000 piculs. There was an increase
in the quantity sent abroad of 3,655,000 piculs, nearly all
to Japan and Formosa. And though shipments of bean oil
have declined in recent years, the bean and its products yield
a total value of 52,000,000 taels, which is fully up to the
average. The average value of a Haikwan tael is 3 shillings
and ¼ pence in 1913. 100 Haikwan taels = 111.40 Shanghai
taels.
3971. Parlett, H.G. 1914. China (Manchuria): New bean oil
extracting mill at Dairen on the benzine system. Board of
Trade Journal (London) 86:385. Aug. 6. Summarized in the

Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1914, p. 621.
• Summary: A new experimental bean-mill belonging to the
South Manchuria Railway Company “started operations in
the middle of April last. The mill is situated at Ji-ji-ko, about
two miles from the Dairen wharves, and cost about £30,000,
of which the plant cost about £20,000. The manager of the
mill received part of his training in Germany.” Except for
two British-made boilers, the whole “plant consists of the
most modern type of German extracting machinery.
“There are about 50 bean mills in Dairen, but this is the
only one which extracts the oil by the benzine process... The
maximum capacity of the mill is 80 tons of beans per day of
24 hours. At present only 50 tons are used daily, producing 7
tons of oil, 40 tons of meal, and 3 tons of moisture, dirt, etc...
“The crude oil is tainted with benzine and therefore
unsuitable for edible purposes–its chief use in China;
for this reason it has fetched smaller prices than the oil
from the crushing mills. The oil must therefore be refined
and deodorised before being put on the market, and it
will probably be necessary to find a market in Europe or
America...
“As far as the residue is concerned, it fetches a higher
price by 20 per cent. than bean cake; but against this must
be set the fact that from equal quantities of beans the
residue obtained is 20 per cent. less than the amount of bean
cake obtained by the crushing method, whilst there is the
additional expense of providing bags for packing.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2009)
that contains statistics concerning the processing capacity
or storage capacity of individual soybean crushing plants.
Address: British Consul, Dairen, Manchuria.
3972. Beavers, J.C. 1914. Two crops for the feeder: Larger
gains at less cost follow the use of cowpeas and soy beans.
Country Gentleman 79(32):1356. Aug. 8.
• Summary: “With the prices of concentrated feeding stuffs
gradually increasing, there appears to be but one way of
obtaining relief from this one-sided feeding system, and that
is by the production of home grown rations.”
“Let is be remembered at the outset that I am not
recommending that soy beans and cowpeas be used to
take the place of clover and alfalfa on the farm. They are
recommended to fill in gaps and to be grown on farms where
clover and alfalfa are not grown.”
“There are five products of soy beans and cowpeas that
are being utilized by American farmers: Hay, grain, straw,
silage, and green forage.” A table shows the composition of
nine soy-bean and cowpea products, and compares then with
corn and three corn products.
“The feeding value of cowpea hay has long been
recognized in the South, where it has been used extensively
for feeding all kinds of farm stock. The value of soybean hay
is not so well known, owing to the fact that it has not been
used so long or so extensively as cowpea hay.”
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“During the past two years I have talked with a number
of Indiana farmers who have had experience in feeding soy
beans in different ways to hogs in dry lot, and every one of
them is highly pleased with the results obtained.”
“As to the feeding value, we may say without hesitation
that corn-and-soy-bean silage is much superior to corn silage
alone.”
3973. Morse, W.J. 1914. Re: Report on trip to Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia. Letter to Prof.
C.V. Piper, Washington, DC, Aug. 8. 4 p. Handwritten, with
signature on USDA letterhead.
• Summary: Morse is writing from Rome, Georgia. “Dear
Prof. Piper: The past week I have been at Norfolk, Virginia,
Raleigh, North Carolina, Monetta, South Carolina, Augusta,
Georgia, Jackson, South Carolina, and Cave Spring, Georgia.
“The forage crops at Norfolk, mostly soy bean varieties,
are fine (the Virginia and Arlington among the six best).
At Raleigh, N.C., the tests are rather poor, the conditions
bringing about a late planting, and rather bad weather
conditions after that. Prof. [C.B.] Williams [at Raleigh]
thinks well of our plans for the soy bean and cowpea work
and would like to try the experiments at four different places
in N.C.
“At Monetta, S.C. the soy beans are not looking as well
as the previous two years. The crops were not sown until
June 17. The cowpea hybrids, part of those Iron-Brabham,
and other variety crosses are looking great. Crosses of the
Brabham-Early Buff strains will have mature pods in sixty
days, the first pods will no doubt be mature the end [?] of this
coming week. Several others look quite promising.
“I had quite a long talk with Mr. Willet [Millet?] in
Augusta and found him much worried over the vetch and
crimson clover seed question. Prof. Williams at Raleigh
was at a loss where to obtain of both these crops for his
experimental work. Mr. Willet gave me a letter to Mr. R.
Bates, Jackson, S.C., whom I visited the same day. Mr. Bates
spends about all of his time experimenting with the different
fruits, vegetables, in fact all sorts of plants. As I wrote in my
other letter Mr. Bates has only about 50 of the Blue Couch
[?] plants which are growing in a tub. He was very careful in
obtaining soil to sow the seed so that if the seed germinated
he would know that the plants were Blue Couch. If you
desire some of the plants to grow in the greenhouse, Mr.
Bates will be glad to send you some. It will not be essential
to send him franks as he has some franked boxes from the
department. I found him a very interesting man, a careful
experimenter. He is especially anxious to try out new things
and I feel that anything you might send him would receive
the best of care and would get good reports.
At Cave Spring, Georgia, the Virginia variety of soy
beans is far ahead of the other varieties. The Virginia will
average at least 4½ feet [in height] and is well fruited. The
Peking comes next but is quite inferior to the Virginia.

Received a rather thorough soaking going about the
plantation. Was caught in sort of cloudburst and had no
shelter.
“It might be of interest to you that Mr. Alexander has
about 100 acres of alfalfa. He has the skill in curing the hay
for I never saw better alfalfa hay–green and very few leaves
lost. Mr. Alexander raises a number of horses, mules and
hogs. He is pasturing alfalfa in the fields of which there is a
goodly amount of Johnson grass.
“For this week I shall be in Auburn, Alabama, Monday,
Aug. 10–Biloxi, Mississippi a part of Tues. and Wed. New
Orleans, Louisiana (Anderson Park [?]) Thurs. Baton Rouge,
La. Friday. Very truly yours,...”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2016)
that mentions C.B. Williams of North Carolina in connection
with soybeans.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Forage-Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
3974. Wall Street Journal. 1914. Crops in Kentucky. Aug.
15. p. 3.
• Summary: “Cowpeas and soybeans have withstood the
drought well.”
3975. Morse, W.J. 1914. Re: Report on continuation of
trip to Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana. Letter to Prof.
C.V. Piper, Washington, DC, Aug. 17. 3 p. Handwritten,
with signature on Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical
College letterhead.
• Summary: Morse is apparently writing from Mississippi.
“Dear Prof. Piper: On Monday, Aug. 9, I was at the Alabama
Experiment Station and found the forage crops in general
rather poor due to the extreme drouth. A few of the soy bean
varieties showed up rather promising where the planting
was made a little early. The adzuki beans are a failure this
year. Of the cowpeas the Buff catjang 22888 looked very
promising. The amount of growth being good, very prolific,
and the pods about all mature. Some late plantings of
varieties of cowpeas also were making good growth. The
Sudan grass is very much of a failure, very poor stands in all
plantings and very little growth.
On Wed. I was at Prof. Tracy’s, Biloxi. Soy bean
varieties 23211 and 23232 appear very promising and
look like good varieties for Louisiana and Mississippi.
Buff catjang of which Prof. Tracy has two lots looks very
promising, giving a good plant growth, a good yield of seed
and about 90% mature (sown June 2). I made some crosses
between Vigna lutea and V. Catjang (22888). Vigna lutea is
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of rather a prostrate habit...
“On Saturday I was at the Louisiana Experiment Station,
Baton Rouge. Although they have had a very dry spell there
the soy bean varieties look very good. Some of the best
at Monetta, South Carolina last year shown by the largest
growth at this station though they are rather late. The buff
catjang 22888 again shows up remarkably well... It looks
very promising and all of the station people look to its use
for their conditions. The station plans to do quite a little work
with the soy bean as a silage crop. The adzuki beans show up
very well here, both as to amount of fruit and plant growth.
“This week I expect to be at the following places:
“Monday, Aug. 17. Starkville, Mississippi.
“Tuesday, Aug. 18. Jackson, Tennessee.
“Thurs. Aug. 19. Columbia, Tennessee.
“Friday, Aug. 20. Knoxville, Tennessee.
“Sat. or Monday. Aug. 21 or 23. Lexington, Kentucky.
“Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Forage-Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
3976. Wildermuth, V.L. 1914. The alfalfa caterpillar. U.S.
Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 124. 40 p. Aug. 28.
See p. 17. [10+* ref]
• Summary: During the summer of 1913, Mr. Larrimer at
Nashville [Tennessee], used alfalfa caterpillar larvae that
hatched indoors and reared them on various plants, including
the soja bean (Glycine hispida).
Discusses Apanteles, Colias eurytheme, Collops
vitatus, Crematogaster, Frontina, Heliothis zea, Phorocera,
Protacanthus milbertii, Pteromalus, Trichogramma minutum.
Address: Entomological Asst., Cereal and Forage Insect
Investigations, USDA.
3977. Bray, Charles Iseard. 1914. Silage feeding. Oklahoma
Agricultural and Mechanical College, Agricultural
Experiment Station, Circular No. 36. 8 p. Aug.
• Summary: “Benefits of silage feeding: Silage is much
relished by stock, especially by cattle and sheep. It is
palatable, cheap and succulent, thins and cools the blood,
improves the handling qualities of skin and hair, tones up
the digestive system, and improves the health generally.
Breeding females are put in good condition for producing
healthy offspring, and after parturition are better able to give
plenty of milk than when on a dry ration. To a large extent it
is a preventive of digestive troubles, and with dairy cows it
lessens considerably the chances of milk fever and garget”
(p. 2).

The section titled “Feeding silage to hogs” states (p. 4):
“At the Kentucky Experiment station a ration of shelled corn
and corn-and-saybean [sic, soybean] silage made better gains
than a shelled corn ration.”
Note: “Garget” is inflammation of the udder of a cow;
bovine mastitis. Address: Dep. of Animal Husbandry,
Stillwater, Oklahoma.
3978. Fisher, M.L. 1914. Helps for teachers in agriculture:
Farm crops. Purdue University (Indiana) Department of
Agricultural Extension, Extension Bulletin No. 30. 12 p.
Aug.
• Summary: Page 2: “Nodules of Legumes: Such plants
as clovers, cowpeas, soy beans, hairy vetch, and in fact all
of the legumes, have enlargements on their roots, called
nodules or tubercles. These nodules have various shapes and
appearances. On the cowpea and soy bean they are nearly
spherical. On the alfalfa and hairy vetch they are very much
branched. On the clovers they are cylindrical in shape. In
size they are as variable as in shape, those on the clovers
being quite small while those on the cowpea are relatively
large. The color of the nodules is usually white or flesh
colored.
“An examination of these nodules under a compound
microscope shows the presence of a large number of small
bodies, called bacteria. These bacteria are beneficial to the
plants. They gather nitrogen from the air that circulates
through the soil and fix it in their tissues. When the plants
begin to blossom these bacteria begin to die off and give
their nitrogen content to the plant. The plant changes this
nitrogen to the organic compound called protein, which is a
valuable feeding element...”
Pages 7-8: “Cowpeas and Soy Beans: These crops are
of Asiatic origin and have been grown and used in that part
of the world for a long time. They are comparatively recent
crops in Indiana. Only within the last few years has interest
in their growing been widespread. The two crops have quite
similar characteristics. Both are legumes and good for soil
improvement as well as excellent feed. They are well adapted
to ordinary corn land. The cowpea will grow on sandier soil
to better advantage than the soy bean. The same is also true
with regard to the heavy soils like clay loams. The seed bed
should be prepared the same as for corn. The planting is done
in the spring after corn planting. The seed may be distributed
in rows 24 inches or more apart or drilled solid like wheat.
When sown in rows cultivation should be given the same
as corn. If sown in rows 24 or 32 inches apart, about 30
lbs. of seed is necessary for an acre. When drilled solid like
wheat, a bushel or more of seed is necessary. The seed can
be distributed with an ordinary wheat drill or with a corn
planter. In using the corn planter, special soy bean plates
should be used. If these crops have never been grown before
on the land, they should be inoculated the same as described
before. When using the corn planter, inoculating soil can
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be mixed with the seed and distributed in that way very
effectively.
“If these crops are to be used for soil improvement, it
is economical to pasture them down before plowing under.
Hogs will derive more benefit from the pasturing than other
animals.
“Soy beans are ready to cut for hay when the pods are
about two-thirds grown and before the leaves have begun
to turn yellow. Cowpeas are ready to cut for hay when the
first pods begin to show ripeness. Soy beans are ready to cut
for seed when they are fully ripe and the leaves have fallen
off; cowpeas, when the maximum number of pods are ripe,
and before the early ripening pods have begun to burst open.
Both cowpeas and soy beans make excellent hay for all kinds
of livestock.
“Both cowpeas and soy beans may be sown after wheat
has been removed, especially in the southern half of the state.
If they can be sown by the middle of July and favorable
weather conditions result, a good growth will be obtained,
sufficient to pay for the cost of the seed and labor. These
crops sometimes are sown in standing corn and furnish
organic matter for plowing under for the next crop.
“Exercises:–Secure and study dry specimens of cowpea
and soy bean plants; also secure the seed of both of these
crops. Note the different varieties of each. Secure as many
as possible. Determine amount of each of these crops grown
in the community. For what purpose are these crops grown?”
Address: Prof. of Crop Production, Purdue Univ. School of
Agriculture.
3979. Garman, H.; Didlake, Mary. 1914. Six different
species of nodule bacteria. Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 184. p. 343-63. Aug.
• Summary: A section titled “The Soy Bean Nodule
Organism” (p. 350) states: “Our experiments indicate that
in the soy bean nodule bacteria we have still another very
distinct species not transferrable to cowpeas, garden beans,
or garden peas.”
A full-page photo (taken in 1909) shows that soy beans
raised in bottles of sterilized water grow much less well than
those inoculated with soy bean nodule bacteria. Address:
1. Entomologist and Botanist, Head; 2. Lab. Asst. Both:
Lexington, Kentucky.
3980. Loomis, Henry M. 1914. Food products from the soy
bean. American Food Journal 9(8):472-74. Aug.
• Summary: Loomis collected information on soybean
products while stationed on the Pacific Coast. “Probably
the most interesting and important of these food products is
soy sauce, or shoyu, as the Japanese call it. It is the only one
which is used to any extent among Occidental nations, with
whom it forms the principal ingredient of Worcestershire
and similar table sauces. It is also used to some extent as
an ingredient of bouillon cubes. König estimates that the

consumption of this product in Japan amounts to two or three
fluid ounces per day for each person, which would make
a total consumption for that country alone of three to four
hundred million gallons. No figures are available as to the
amount of this sauce which is used in China, but all except
the poorest class eat it habitually on rice and fish, which form
their principal articles of diet.”
Japanese soy sauce “is prepared on more scientific
principles and it is considered much superior to Chinese soy.
Each manufacturer of Japanese soy has special brands or
trade marks under which his products are sold. Japanese soy
is usually imported into this country in wooden tubs holding
about three gallons each and sells at wholesale price of from
75 cents to $1.50 per tub” [i.e. 25 to 50 cents per gallon].
A brief description of the Japanese process for making soy
sauce follows; it mentions Koji.
Brief descriptions are also given of the following
foods and their method of preparation: (1) “Soy bean curd,
or, in Japanese, Tofu, is as its name implies prepared by
coagulating or precipitating the legumin or vegetable proteid,
of the soy bean by mineral salts. (2) “The frozen bean curd,
or ‘Koritofu,’...”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the word “Koritofu” to refer to
frozen tofu. (3) [Yuba]. “The liquor or bean milk is the milky
fluid produced in the manufacture of bean curd after straining
and before coagulating. Chinese bean curd [sic], or Toufupi, is prepared by drying the scum produced on boiling the
bean milk. It is imported in the form of vitreous, brittle,
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yellowish sticks in appearance like dried casein. (4) Soy
bean oil. (5) “Kinako is prepared by roasting and grinding
soy beans. It has a very agreeable flavor and is much used
in the preparation of confections, particularly as a sort of
coating powder. (6) Miso, which is made from “Koji, the
same ferment as is used in the making of soy. There are two
principal kinds imported into this country, the white and red
Miso. They differ principally in the rapidity of fermentation
and in the amount of salt used.”
“Winton and others have suggested the use of soy bean
products as foods for diabetics and it appears that there are
many of the foods mentioned above which would serve a
useful purpose in this regard. There are a number of firms
now putting out soy bean meal or flour on a commercial
scale and notices have appeared recently that soy bean curd
and milk are to be manufactured on a large scale in Europe.
A large table contains nutritional analyses of four types
of soy [sauce] (incl. Kikkoman, Kikkoraku, typical Japanese
shoyu and Chinese soy) plus each of the foods mentioned
above, including tofu (8.6% protein) made in Seattle,
Washington, and “Bean milk (strained bean liquor before
coagulating; 2.09% protein).
Mr. J.T. Willard notes: “I remember twenty years ago
[i.e., 1894] that Prof. Georgeson of the Kansas Agricultural
College had half a dozen varieties [of soy beans]. He was a
teacher of agriculture in Japan and I suppose he learned as
much there as he taught, and he became very enthusiastic
over the soy bean. I remember there was a great difference in
the different varieties of the soy bean.”
A portrait photo shows Mr. H.M. Loomis.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soy bean curd” to refer
to tofu. Address: Bureau of Chemistry, USDA.
3981. Piper, Charles V. 1914. Forage plants and their culture.
New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xxi + 618 p. Aug. See
p. 513-38. Illust. Index. 20 cm. Series: The Rural Text-Book
Series, ed. by L.H. Bailey. [9 ref]
• Summary: Note: This is the best book on the subject to
date. It was reprinted (with new publication date but without
changes) in 1916, 1919, and 1921.
Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Preservation of forage. 3.
Choice of forage crops... [chapters an various grasses (incl.
Velvet grass {Holcus lunatus}), sorghums, and millets]. 4.
Seeds and seeding.
5. Meadows and pastures. 6. The statistics of forage
crops (“In the same way as the straw of cowpeas, Canada
and garden peas, soybeans and other leguminous seed crops
has also a considerable value as forage,” p. 114). 7. Timothy.
8. Blue-grasses, meadow-grasses and redtop. 9. Orchardgrass, tall oat-grass and brome-grasses.
10. Other grasses of secondary importance. 11. Perennial
grasses of minor importance. 12. Southern grasses. 13.
Sorghums. 14. Millets and other annual grasses.

15. Alfalfa. 16. Red clover. 17. Other clovers–Alsike,
Hungarian, White and Sweet. 18. Crimson clover and other
annuals. 19. Peas and pea-like plants (incl. Chick-pea {Cicer
arietinum} and Grass-pea, vetchling or chickling vetch
{Lathyrus sativus}).
20. Vetches and vetch-like plants: Common vetch (Vicia
sativa), hairy vetch (Vicia villosa), narrow-leaved vetch
(Vicia angustifolia), purple vetch (Vicia atropurpurea),
wooly-pod vetch (Vicia dasycarpa), scarlet vetch (Vicia
fulgens), ervil or black bitter vetch (Vicia ervilia), narbonne
vetch (Vicia narbonnensis), horse bean (Vicia faba), bird or
tufted vetch (Vicia cracca), tangier pea (Lathyrus tingitanus),
flat-podded vetchling (Lathyrus cicera), ochrus (Lathyrus
ochrus), fenugreek (Trigonella foenum-græcum), lupines
(Lupinus spp.), serradella (Ornithopus sativus), square
podded pea (Lotus tetragonolobus).
21. Cowpeas. 22. Soybeans. 23. Other hot-season annual
legumes: Lespedeza or Japan clover, Florida velvet bean
(Stizolobium deeringianum) [later renamed simply “Velvet
bean” (Mucuna pruriens)], peanut (Arachis hypogæa),
Florida beggarweed, the jack bean (Canavalia ensiformis.
“Owing to confusion with the similar species cultivated in
Japan, China, and India, it has also been called the sword
bean and the knife bean, but those names properly belong to
the Asiatic species {Canavalia gladiata}, used principally as
a vegetable), mung bean (Phaseolus aureus), urd (Phaseolus
mungo), moth bean (Phaseolus aconitifolius), adzuki bean
(Phaseolus angularis), bonavist or hyacinth bean (Dolichos
lablab), guar (Cyamopsis tetragonoloba).
24. Miscellaneous perennial legumes: Sainfoin
(Onobrychis cicioefolia), sulla or Spanish sainfoin
(Hedysarum coronarium), kudzu (Pueraria thunbergiana),
flat pea (Lathyrus silvestris var. wagneri), kidney vetch
(Anthyllis vulneraria), goat’s rue (Galega officinalis), bird’s
foot trefoil (Lotus corniculatus), Astragalus falcatus, furze
(Ulex europoeus).
25. Miscellaneous herbs used as a forage (incl.
Sunflower {Helianthus annuus}). 26. Root crops and other
comparable forages (incl. rape {Brassica napus}, Jerusalem
artichoke, chufa {Cyperus esculentus}, and cassava).
The Introduction (p. 1) states: “1.–Forage includes
any vegetable matter, fresh or cured, eaten by herbivorous
animals, such as grain, hay, pasturage, green feed, roots and
silage. The term feed is synonymous with forage, although
sometimes restricted to grain. Fodder and stover are also
identical in original meaning, but in the United States are
used with special significations.
“Forage crops include only those plants grown primarily
for feed and of which animals consume all or much of the
vegetative parts; that is, herbage, or roots. Most cereal
crops are also grown for hay, pasturage or silage, and when
thus grown may be considered forage crops. Several plants
cultivated in other regions as cereals are in the United States
grown mainly or wholly for forage. Among these are the
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grain sorghums, penicillaria, foxtail millet and proso or
broom-corn millet. The distinction between cereals and
forage crops in such cases is arbitrary. Such a plant is a
cereal when grown primarily for the grain, and a forage
when grown primarily for the herbage.
“Fodder (German futter) really means the same as feed.
In the United States the term is used mainly in reference to
corn cut before the plant is fully mature, and from which the
ears are not removed. The stems and leaves when dried and
after the ears are removed is called stover. In the Southern
States the term fodder is applied to the dried leaves and tops
of the corn plant, removed while green, and before the ears
are fully mature.
“The terms fodder and stover are also used in connection
with the sorghums and similar coarse grasses.
“Hay consists of the entire dried herbage of
comparatively fine-stemmed grasses or other forage plants.
It is commonly dried or cured in the sun, but artificial drying
apparatus has been used.” Address: M.S., Agrostologist
in Charge of Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA [Washington, DC].
3982. Piper, Charles V. 1914. Soybeans (Document part).
In: C.V. Piper. 1914. Forage Plants and Their Culture. New
York, NY: MacMillan Co. xxi + 618 p. See p. 513-38.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Agricultural history.
Botany. Description. Soil adaptations. Climatic adaptations.
Importance. Desirable characters in soybean varieties.
Commercial varieties. Preparation of soil and cultivation.
Rate of seeding. Time of seeding. Method of seeding.
Depth of planting. Inoculation. Life period. Time to cut for
hay. Hay yields. Fertilizers. Soybean mixtures: Soybeans
and corn, soybeans and cowpeas, soybeans and sorghums,
soybeans and Johnson-grass, soybeans and millet. Silage.
Rotations. Feeding value of soybean hay. Seed-production.
Pollination. Seed yield. Seeds. Pests. Breeding. Soybeans
and cowpeas compared.
“The soybean is the most productive as regards seed of
any legume adapted to temperate climates.”
“The soybean was first cultivated in the United States
in 1829, but it apparently attracted but little attention until
1854, when two varieties were brought back from Japan
by the Perry expedition. Other varieties were introduced
from time to time, among them the Mammoth, which
was introduced previous to 1882. It is largely due to the
introduction of this variety that the soybean has become
an important crop in the United States, as a very large
percentage of the acreage is still planted to this variety.
Between the years 1900 and 1910, the United States
Department of Agriculture introduced about 250 varieties
from all portions of the Orient” (p. 513-14).
“At the present time about fifteen varieties of soybeans
are handled commercially by seedsmen, the most important
of which are Mammoth, Hollybrook, Haberlandt, Medium

Yellow, Guelph, Ito San, Wilson and Peking.” A fairly
detailed description of each variety is given (p. 519).
Pollination (p. 533): “The soybean flower is completely
self-fertile, bagged plants setting pods as perfectly as those
exposed. The flowers are much visited by bees, which seek
principally the pollen, as the soybean flower secretes but
little nectar. Pollination occurs even before the flower opens,
but nevertheless occasional cross-pollinations occur where
different varieties are grown in close proximity. Such natural
hybrids can often be detected by the fact that the seeds of
heterozygote plants present queer combinations of color,
such as smoky green, smoky yellow, brown and yellow and
black banded. In the course of varietal trials at Arlington
Farm, Virginia, extending over five years, many such natural
hybrids were secured, and similar crosses occurred at the
Kansas Experiment Station.”
Concerning seed yield (p. 533): “When grown for seed,
the best varieties under proper culture yield from 30 to 40
bushels of seed to the acre. A maximum yield of 50 bushels
to the acre has been reported from North Carolina.” A table
(p. 534) shows the yields reported for 10 varieties from
Arlington Farm, 7 other U.S. states, and Guelph, Ontario,
Canada. The varieties are: Mammoth, Hollybrook, Guelph,
Ito San, Haberlandt, Medium Yellow, Wilson, Peking, Ebony,
and Chernie. The states are Tennessee, Kentucky, Delaware,
Indiana, Ohio, Arkansas, and Virginia.
The section titled seeds (p. 534-35) notes: “Soybean
seeds do not retain their viability well, and it is not advisable
to sow seed two years old without previously testing. Unless
care is exercised in properly curing and storing, soybean
seeds are apt to heat and thus quickly have their viability
destroyed. A small percentage of the seed will under
favorable conditions retain its viability four or five years, and
this has been found to vary according to variety, as shown in
the table:”
This table gives the viability of the seeds of 12 soybean
varieties, grouped by color, in approximately descending
order of viability after 4 years. Those with the highest
percentage viability are all black in color: Shanghai, Chernie,
Baird, Fairchild, Jet, Ebony (these first 6 are black-seeded),
Tashing, Guelph (green), Brownie, Ito San, Haberlandt, and
Mammoth (these last 3 are straw yellow). For the variety
Shanghai, 99.0% of the seeds are viable after 1 year, 93.0%
after 2 years, and 43.5% after 4 years. After 1 year, the
viability was greater than 90% for most varieties. After 4
years, black-seeded soybeans had by far the best viability,
ranging from 4.0% to 46.5%.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2020) that uses the word “viability” repeatedly in
a detailed discussion of the germinability or germination rate
of soybeans. The word was first used (once, in German) by
Fr. Haberlandt in 1877.
“Pests.–Soybeans are troubled by few serious enemies.
On the whole, rabbits are most troublesome, as they are
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extravagantly fond of the herbage, and where they are
abundant soybean culture is practically impossible. At the
Tennessee Experimental Substation at Jackson, rabbit injury
was much reduced by using scarecrows, to each of which a
lantern was hung at night.
“Rootknot caused by a nematode (Heterodera
radicicola) often injures soybean considerably, but more
damage is caused by cowpea wilt, due to Fusarium.
“Caterpillars sometimes eat the leaves, but the loss from
such insects is seldom serious.
“On the whole it may be said that no insect or fungus
pest [disease] has yet assumed any great economic
importance in connection with the culture of the soybean.”
Illustrations (line drawings, both non-original) show: A
typical soy bean plant, with a close-up of a cluster of pods
(p. 514). Roots of a soybean plant, showing nodules (p. 525).
A black-and-white photo (Plate VIII, facing p. 510) shows
the seeds of ten soybean varieties. Address: Agrostologist
in Charge of Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA.
3983. Deputation for Trade and Shipping (Deputation
(Die) fuer Handel, Schiffahrend Gewerbe). 1914.
Bekanntmachung, betreffend das Verbot der Ausfuhr und der
Durchfuhr von Waren nach dem Ausland [Notice, concerning
the prohibition against export and transit of goods to foreign
countries]. Neue Hamburger Zeitung (Hamburg, Germany).
Sept. 1. p. 17, col. 2. [Ger]
• Summary: Note: World War I started in about August 1914.
In this full-page notice, the huge word
“Bekanntmachung” runs across the entire page of the
newspaper. Of the many bold headings below that, the first
one is: I. Foodstuffs, straw items, and feed whose export
is banned. (I. Verpflegungs-, Streu- und Futtermittel, deren
Ausfuhr verboten ist): Rye, wheat and spelt, barley, oats,
buckwheat, corn, canola, rape, peanuts, sesame seed, flax
seed, flax seed meal, hempseed, cottonseed, soybeans, palm
kernels, copra, malt, rice, legumes...
3984. Piper, C.V.; Morse, W.J. 1914. Five Oriental species of
beans. U.S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 119. 32
p. Sept. 2. [22 ref]
• Summary: The five beans are the adsuki [adzuki, azuki]
bean, the rice bean (Phaseolus calcaratus), the mung bean
(Phaseolus aureus), the urd (Phaseolus mungo), and moth
bean (Phaseolus acontifolius). Soy is mentioned only briefly.
“The adsuki bean (Phaseolus angularis (Willd.) W.F.
Wight; Pl. I) is much cultivated for human food in Japan and
Chosen [Korea] and to a less extent in China and Manchuria,
but is apparently unknown in India and elsewhere in Asia.
No mention of its cultivation in Europe has been found in
agricultural literature. Next to the soy bean it seems to be the
most important legume grown in Japan.” In 1910 345,634
acres of adsuki beans were grown in Japan, compared with

1,171,438 acres of soy beans.
The first knowledge of the adsuki, or atsuki [azuki] bean
to Europeans is the brief description by Kaempfer (1712).
Kaempfer’s drawing of the plant was later published by
Banks (Kaempfer, 1791). This illustration is excellent and
unmistakable. Willdenow (1801), named the plant Dolichos
angularis on the basis of Kaempfer’s description and
illustration.
The adsuki bean was grown at Arlington Farm, Virginia,
in 1906 (6 varieties), 1908, 1909, 1912, and 1913 (8
varieties).
Use in Japan: In Japan the adsuki commands a higher
price than any other bean, the varieties with maroon-colored
seeds being most widely used. “Adsuki-bean meal is
sometimes prepared simply by grinding the dry beans and
then removing the seed coats with sieves. More commonly,
however, a wet process is employed. The wet process seems
to vary somewhat in different parts of Japan, but consists
essentially of 4 stages: 1. Boiling the beans until soft, usually
after a preliminary soaking. 2. Crushing the cooked beans.
3. Removing the skins by forcing the mass through sieves or
by putting the bean paste in cold water, when the skins are
easily separated. 4. Drying the bean paste. The fresh, undried
bean paste is called an and the dried product sarashi-an.
In whatever way prepared, the bean meal is eaten in
soups and gruels of various kinds, often sweetened. It is also
used for making various kinds of cakes and confections.
Adsuki beans are also eaten popped like corn, as a coffee
substitute, and candied by boiling in sugar. The last product
is called amanatto. The flour is also used for shampoos and
to make facial cream. “The use of beans to make sweetmeats
seems to be purely a Japanese invention.”
“Among the seed brought back from Japan by the Perry
expedition in 1854 was a ‘red-seeded bean.’ (Browne, 1855,
p. XV.) The identity of this bean has never been definitely
determined, but it was doubtless the most common form of
adsuki bean.
“Two varieties of the adsuki bean were tested at the
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station in 1891 by Prof.
C.C. Georgeson (1891). Both of these had red seeds, one
having the pods ‘white,’ the other ‘black.’ The white-podded
variety yielded 16.3 bushels per acre; the black-podded, 8.7
bushels. In thrashing, the beans were found to crack easily,
and so they were flailed. The beans were tested only as
human food. ‘These beans have been submitted to several
housekeepers for trial, who all, with two exceptions, give
them most favorable recommendations.’ The professor of
household economy, in a letter to Prof. Georgeson, praised
the beans highly both for use in soups and baked.”
“S.P.I. No. 226. A maroon-seeded variety from North
China, March, 1898, under the name ‘wei-tou (vay-do).’
No cultural notes.” Address: 1. Agrostologist in Charge; 2.
Scientific Asst., Forage-Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
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3985. Pridmore, J.C. 1914. Re: “Legumes for general farm
rotations in the South.” Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of
Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.,
Sept. 7. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: The committee making up
the program for the Field Crops and Fertilizers Section of the
Association of Southern Agricultural Workers has assigned
you the topic, ‘Legumes for General Farm Rotations in the
South,” for discussion in this section of the meeting to be
held at Clemson College [South Carolina] on 21, 22, and
the 23 of next month. The committee has been delayed in
its work, and since the meeting is so close at hand, it was
necessary for the topics to be assigned and prevent further
delay in order to get the programs out for distribution.
“While there has been some delay, every effort is being
made to make this a good meeting, and I trust that nothing
will prevent your being there and presenting this question
before this section of the meeting. If for any reason you can
not attend I wish that you would wire me immediately so that
I can get a substitute for this subject.
“Trusting that I may hear from you at your earliest
convenience regarding the matter, I am
“Yours very truly, Sec. Field Crops and Fertilizers
Section.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, College of
Agriculture, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN.
3986. Morse, W.J. 1914. Re: Report on trip to Wisconsin,
New York, Ohio. Letter to H.H. Vinall [USDA], Washington,
DC, Sept. 14. 3 p. Handwritten, with signature on hotel
letterhead.
• Summary: “My dear Vinall: Have been spending the
day with Prof. Delwiche at the Junction regarding the soy
bean work in Wisconsin. Most of the work is at Spooner,
Wisconsin. Prof. Delwiche is going down with me tomorrow to go over the work. He is especially anxious to
make some selections of the Manchurian varieties we have
sent him.
“Was rather pleased with the variety test at Ithaca [New
York]. A few of the varieties showed up quite promising as
grain varieties. Others of the test gave promise as hay and
silage varieties.
At New London, Ohio, the same varieties as grown at
Ithaca are showing up very well. Some of the numbers quite
superior to the same ones at Ithaca.
“Spent Sat. at St. Paul, Minnesota, where I had the same
varieties as at Ithaca and New London. Well sir, could hardly

believe they were the same numbers. At. St. Paul they had
lodged quite badly. All of them made a very large growth,
were very heavily set with pods and in a few cases were
beginning to mature.
“Am taking quite detailed notes on all of these nos.
[numbers] and am very well pleased with the showing thus
far.
Expect to be in Spooner, Wisconsin, Tues. Sept. 15;
Redfield, South Dakota, Thursday, Sept. 17; Columbia,
Missouri, Sat. Sept. 19; Urbana, Illinois, Mon., Sept. 21;
Lafayette, Illinois, Sept. 23.
“I appreciated the news letter sent by Miss Brown very
much.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Knight Hotel, Charles H. Clark,
Ashland, Wisconsin.
3987. Management (The) (Die Geschaeftsleitung). 1914.
“Produktion” [“Production”]. Neue Hamburger Zeitung
(Hamburg, Germany). Sept. 15. p. 12, col. 4. [Ger]
• Summary: From Monday, Sept. 14, we are selling at the
following prices. One of the items is Soybeans (Sojabohnen).
per ½ pound (Pfund) 20 pfennig (d or c).
“Pickled minced pork remnants (ribs, snouts, trotters,
heads) as long as supplies last: 15 pfennigs per pound
The Management
Note 1. The meaning of the words “Produktion”
(in the title), its quotation marks, Pfund, d, and Die
Geschaeftsleitung (of what?) are puzzling.
Note 2. This same ad appeared in the Sept. 22 issue (p.
8).
3988. Morse, W.J. 1914. Re: Sending you Bulletin 197 on
“The Soy Bean.” Letter to Prof. E.F. Cauthen, Agricultural
Experiment Station, Auburn, Alabama, Sept. 25. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Your letter of September 15, to
Professor Piper, requesting a copy of Bulletin 197 on “The
Soy Bean,” has been handed to me for attention.
“I regret very much that the supply of bulletins of this
number is entirely exhausted. We had until recently a few
extra supplies in the office, but requests from stations have
exhausted this supply also.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
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no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant.
3989. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1914. Soya-bean oil.
85(13):452. Sept. 26. Series No. 1809.
• Summary: This short “filler” paragraph in the lower left
corner of the page states: “Since the outbreak of war several
large shipments of soya-beans, including 100,000 bags from
Vladivostock [Vladivostok] have reached this country for
the purpose of extracting the oil. Hitherto Germany has
imported considerable quantities direct from Manchuria, the
Stettiner Oelwerke A.-G. of Stettin, also importing about
45,000 metric tons in 1913. H.M. Consul at Stettin states
that after many experiments this firm has succeeded by a
process of neutralisation, decoloration [sic], etc., in refining
the raw oil to such an extent that it is now largely used in
Germany instead of the more expensive cottonseed oil, in the
manufacture of margarine and edible fats. In West Germany
it is also used as salad oil. Through the success of the abovementioned method of rendering the oil palatable the firm
enjoys the protection of the higher duties imposed on edible
oils.”
3990. Van Slyke, Donald D.; Cullen, Glenn E. 1914. The
mode of action of urease and of enzymes in general (Open
Access). J. of Biological Chemistry 19(1):141-80. (Chem.
Abst. 9:89). Sept. [22 footnotes]
• Summary: “The fact that the soy bean contains a very
active enzyme which splits urea into ammonium carbonate
was discovered by Takeuchi (1909) who in establishing the
specificity of the enzyme demonstrated that it does not attack
alanine, allantoin, arginine, benzamide, glycine, guanine,
leucine, tyrosine, histidine, creatinine, uric acid, hippuric
acid and biuret.
“The Armstrongs with Horton and Benjamin have
recently published three papers on the mode of action of
urease. In confirming its specificity they have shown that
it is without action even on derivatives of urea, such as
methylurea, s-dimethylurea as-dimethylurea, ethylurea,
s-diethylurea.”
Also discusses diastase, maltase, peptase. Address:
Rockefeller Inst. for Medical Research, New York.
3991. Van Slyke, Donald D.; Cullen, Glenn E. 1914.
A permanent preparation of urease, and its use in the
determination of urea (Open Access). J. of Biological
Chemistry 19(1):211-28. Sept. [5 ref]
• Summary: “While working with Marshall’s already
well-known method for the determination of urea by soy
bean urease, we have found that the enzyme can easily be
prepared in the form of a soluble and very active powder,
which can be accurately standardized and maintains its
activity for an apparently indefinite period.”

The extract “is prepared by digesting 1 part of soy bean
meal with 5 parts of water at room temperature...” Details
are given. Address: Laboratories of the Rockefeller Inst. for
Medical Research, New York.
3992. Jordan, Sam. 1914. Cowpeas in the corn (Letter to the
editor). Missouri Farmer 6(19):270. Oct. 1.
• Summary: “Editor The Missouri Farmer: The September
1st issue of The Missouri Farmer reached my desk this
morning, and of the many articles of interest, the one that
appealed to me most strongly was from my neighbor in
Saline County, Paul V. Maris...”
“The last two years has given an excellent opportunity
for observation during the heated term. In each year I was
over practically all parts of the county and I could not help
but conclude that the corn in which cowpeas, soy beans or
even a few weeds, or something to give the ground a little
shade was standing the drouth the best.”
“For the same reason that the black locust has aided
the blue grass, and the clover aids the timothy, so also the
cowpeas and soy beans aid the corn. The two years in Pettis
County has told me very clearly that the soy beans especially
require very little water in their growth. This is evident from
the splendid growth they have made in the desperately dry
weather. The shade that they make over the ground prevents
evaporation, and saves more water in the ground than the
plants take out in their growth.
“For a number of years I advocated very strenuously the
growing of cow peas or soy beans between the rows of the
corn. To get good results out of this it was also urged that the
corn be laid by just a little early in order to give the cowpeas
a little start. In my years of experience with this plan I could
never see that my corn was damaged, but the peas gave me
an enormous amount of feed of a high quality and helped
the ground very materially.” Address: Farm Adviser, Pettis
County, and Ag+. U.S. Department of Agriculture.
3993. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1914. Corean soyabeans. 85(14):499. Oct. 3. Series No. 1810.
• Summary: In the lower left corner is a short “filler”
paragraph which states (p. 499): “The exports [of soya
beans] from Corea during 1913 amounted to 98,341 tons,
against 100,919 tons in 1912 and 88,151 tons in 1911. The
values, however, in 1913 were 54,652 l. [British pounds
sterling] more at 565,142 l. against 510,490 l. in 1912.”
Note: Soybeans / Soya are mentioned in the Trade
Report section of many, many issues, but the references are
not listed in the volume indexes (with the exception of the
last entry above).
3994. Matenaers, F.F. 1914. Die Sojabohne, ihre Kultur
und wirtschaftliche Bedeutung [The soybean: Its culture
and economic significance]. Mitteilungen der Deutschen
Landwirtschafts-Gesellschaft 29(40):549-53. Oct. 3. [Ger]
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• Summary: The title of this article is followed by an
asterisk: The cultivation of soybeans, which has also been
recommended for Germany by various sources for a number
of years, seems to have been made to some extent impossible
by our climatic conditions. So far there is no experience that
encourages the recommendation of extensive experiments.
Nevertheless, we believed that we should not reject Mr.
Matenaers’ contribution, since we often received questions
about the culture of soybeans. It would probably only be a
question of whether it is possible to use the soybean as green
fodder or for silage. The article begins:
Several years ago I described in my book Moderne
Futtersilos: Silagebereitung, und Silageverfuetterung
(Modern Feed Silos: Silage Preparation and Silage Feeding)
(Verlag Paul Parey, Berlin), in detail the modern and
improved American feed silo, as well as the most suitable
forms for feeding this silage. In the ration, this relatively
low-protein silage feed must be supplemented with highprotein feed. In this connection, according to our American
experience, the cultivation and feeding of alfalfa, this most
excellent of all our forage plants, in its various varieties,
which can be adapted to the particular circumstances, come
into consideration. The author has also written a book titled
Der Luzernebau (Growing Alfalfa), as well as a brochure
titled Das Verpflanzen der Luzerne (Transplanting Alfalfa)–
both published by Paul Parey, Berlin.
Includes discussion of the extent of soybean culture in
the United States, composition and yield in the United States,
and uses in animal feeding. Harvesting methods are touched
upon. Address: Chicago, Illinois.
3995. Washington Post. 1914. Departmental notes of interest
to Uncle Sam’s army of employes [employees]. Oct. 4. p.
ES3.
• Summary: In the section titled “Agriculture”: “W.J. Morse,
scientist in forage crop investigations, bureau of plant
industry, has gone to Vineland, New Jersey, for a ten days’
stay investigating soy bean and cowpea fields in furtherance
of the work of the bureau.”
3996. Hanson, George C. 1914. Manchurian bean-crop
prospects. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of
Commerce) 17(233):75. Oct. 5.
• Summary: “The [soy] bean-crop prospects in South
Manchuria are improving daily everywhere under the good
weather condition since the end of the long drought in
June... The regions about Old Newchwang, Haicheng, and
Newchwang, which had poor crop returns last year, have
a fine outlook.” Address: Vice Consul, Dalny (Dairen),
Japanese Leased Territory.
3997. Hathaway, Charles M., Jr. 1914. Foreign trade at
ports of Humber. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S.

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of
Commerce) 17(233):65-69. Oct. 5.
• Summary: Hull, a port on the River Humber, stands 3rd in
foreign trade in the United Kingdom. A table shows the five
main oilseeds crushed are cotton seed, soya beans, linseed,
rapeseed, and castor beans. A table (p. 63) shows that
imports of soya beans to Hull decreased from 147,317 long
tons in 1912 to 63,046 in 1913. “The outlook for the soya
bean is not thought to be bright.”
A table (p. 69) shows the value exports to the United
States. The leading vegetable oil exported was rape oil,
worth $208,704 in 1912, increasing to $268,057 in 1913.
Exports of soya bean oil were small: $314 in 1912 increasing
to $2,485 in 1913. Address: Consul, Hull, England.
3998. Washington Post. 1914. Blue Plains crop exhibited.
Oct. 8. p. 14.
• Summary: “Specimens of the crops raised this season
on the farm of the District Home for the Aged and Infirm
at Blue Plains [in southwest Washington, DC] were
on exhibition in the basement of the District building
yesterday... Among the exhibits were ears of corn well over a
foot in length,... and soy-beans.”
“Part of the corn was cut green, mixed with green soybean plants and beans and used to fill a 110-ton silo.”
3999. Bishop, Crawford M. 1914. Trade of North Manchuria.
Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce)
17(237):145-50. Oct. 9. See p. 145-46.
• Summary: During 1913 for Harbin (including the Chinese
city of Fuchiatien), there was a decrease in the exports of
[soy] beans by rail, but the average market price of these
beans was higher than during the previous year. During the
year five major factors, which are discussed, caused a sharp
financial crisis.
The section titled “Export of soya beans and hempseed”
(p. 146) states: “The exports of beans and other grains by
the Chinese Eastern Railway (Russian) to the East during
the winter of 1913 amounted to 18,439 carloads, an increase
of nearly 2,000 carloads over the corresponding period of
1912. By far the major portion of this increase was shipped
to the Ussuri district, the increase in shipment to Vladivostok
being much smaller in comparison.” The Ussuri district is
becoming an increasingly good market for these Manchurian
products.
“The total export of beans in 1913 was 334,992 tons, of
which 247,344 tons were shipped to Europe, 72,864 tons to
Japan, and 14,784 tons to Dairen (Dalny). Of the foregoing
total, 15,000 tons were shipped via Nikolaiefsk.
“There were one Japanese and two Chinese bean-oil
mills in operation in 1913, and the total quantity produced
was 1,214 tons. The average price of bean oil was 5 cents per
pound.” Address: Vice Consul, Harbin.
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4000. Briggs, Lyman J.; Shantz, H.L. 1914. Relative water
requirements of plants. J. of Agricultural Research 3(1):1-64.
Oct. 15. [11 ref]
• Summary: A table on page 30 shows the water requirement
of 14 different legumes grown in Akron, Colorado. Page 2
states: “The term ‘water requirement,’ when employed in
the following pages without further restriction, indicates the
ratio of the weight of water absorbed by the plant during its
growth to the weight of the dry matter produced, exclusive
of the roots (Briggs and Shantz, 1913a, p. 7).” The cowpea
requires the least water (571), followed by the soy bean
(672). Wild soy bean is 12th on the list (815). Purple vetch
requires the most water (935). Soybeans required 744 lb of
water to produce 1 lb of dry matter. Address: 1. Biophysicist
in Charge, Biophysical Investigations; 2. Plant Physiologist,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.
4001. Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, Great Britain.
1914. The utilisation of cereal offals and certain other
products for feeding purposes. J. of the Royal Society of Arts
(London) 62(3230):966-68. Oct. 16.
• Summary: Includes sections on soya-bean cake and meal,
and gluten meal and gluten feed. “To a small extent the
soya bean itself is used as a cattle food, but, as a rule, the
greater part of the oil is first removed by seed crushers, the
residual cake or meal being used for feeding purposes.”
Ordinarily the oil is removed by heat and pressure to form
the cake, which contains 6-8% oil. However the oil may
also be extracted by means of a chemical solvent to yield
“extracted” meal containing only about 2% oil. This meal
“should be fed in moderate quantities along with other less
concentrated foods [feeds]. Soya-bean cake and meal have
a high manurial value, similar to that of decorticated cotton
cake, and considerably higher than that of linseed cake.”
Address: England.
4002. Tritzschler, Dr. 1914. Zum Anbau der Sojabohne
[On growing soybeans]. Mitteilungen der Deutschen
Landwirtschafts-Gesellschaft 42:575-76. Oct. 17. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: From Prof. Dr. Fruwirth he received 3 soybean
varieties: Russian Podolie [Podolia], black, and Soja
d’Etampes (light yellow). From. Prof. Dr. Wader-Hohenheim
he received two types: black and early brown. He grew these
starting in 1912. Address: Eckendorf.
4003. Takamine, Jokichi. 1914. Enzymes of Aspergillus
oryzae and the application of its amyloclastic enzyme to the
fermentation industry. Chemical News 110:215-18. Oct. 30.
[11 ref]
• Summary: Originally published in Journal of Industrial
and Engineering Chemistry 6:824-28 (Oct., 1914).
4004. Annett, Harold Edward. 1914. The urease content of

certain Indian seeds. Biochemical Journal 8(5):449-52. Oct.
[4 ref]
• Summary: The author, working in Dacca, Bengal, India,
tested “certain varieties of soy-beans to in order to see
if there were any large variation in their urease activity.
During the course of the work a seed (the sword bean [sic,
jack bean], Canavalia ensiformis) was found whose urease
activity was many times greater than that of soy-bean...”
The authors ground the various seeds (including yellow,
spotted, chocolate, black, and common soy beans) finely in
a mill. When an extract of the soy beans was added to urea
solution, ammonium carbonate was produced rapidly. Urease
was present in all varieties of soy-beans tested. Summary:
“The urease activity of five of the six varieties of soya
bean examined is practically identical. The sixth variety is
distinctly more active.”
“The method indicated the absence of urease in the
following seeds: French beans (Phaseolus vulgaris),
Velvet beans (Mucuna pruriens), Sona mung (Phaseolus
radiatus), Sida sp. (from Burmah) Sida cordifolia, White
til (Sesamum indicum), Black till (Sesamum indicum), Mati
kalai (Phaseolus mungo), Cow pea (Vigna catiang), White
mustard (Brassica campestris var. sarson), Red mustard
(Brassica campestris var. dichotoma), Niger (Guizotia
abyssinica), Taramira (Eruca sativa), Sweet pea (Lathyrus
sativus).
“The above test is by no means a reliable one,...”
Note: This document contains the earliest clear
reference seen (March 2021) for soybeans in what is today
Bangladesh. This document contains the earliest clear date
seen for soybeans in Bangladesh (1914). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. The article does not say where these
soybeans were grown. Address: Agricultural Research Lab.,
Dacca, Bengal.
4005. Annett, Harold Edward. 1914. The urease content of
certain Indian seeds. Biochemical Journal 8(5):449-52. Oct.
[4 ref]
• Summary: “Owing to the fact that they contain urease,
soy beans have been utilised by Marshall (1913, 1, 2), and
by Plimmer and Skelton (1914) for the estimation of urea
in urine. In the present work it was thought worth while to
test certain well defined varieties of soy-beans in order to
see if there were any large variation in their urease activity.
During the course of the work a seed was found whose
urease activity was many times greater than that of soy-bean
and this short paper has chiefly been written to bring this fact
to notice, since it should be very useful in the estimation of
urea.”
“Summary: (1) The urease activity of Sword bean
(Canavalia ensiformis) is many times greater than that of any
of the Soy bean varieties which were tested. This is the case
with both American and Indian seed. The table shows that an
extremely rapid production of ammonium carbonate takes
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place immediately on adding sword bean extract to urea
solution.
“(2) The urease activity of five of the six varieties of
soya bean examined is practically identical. The sixth variety
is distinctly more active.” Address: Agricultural Research
Lab., Dacca, Bengal.
4006. Falk, K. George; Sugiura, K. 1914. Studies on enzyme
action. XI. Some experiments with castor bean urease. J. of
the American Chemical Society 36(10):2166-70. Oct. [10 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “Takeuchi (1), in 1909,
found in soybeans an enzyme, urease, capable of hydrolyzing
urea into ammonia and carbon dioxide. Keisel (2) and
Zemplen (3) then showed that ureases are present in a
number of plants. The action of the soybean urease under
various conditions was studied by Takeuchi, Armstrong
and Horton (4), Armstrong, Benjamin and Horton (5), and
more recently by Van Slyke, Zacharias, and Cullen (6).
The application of the soybean urease to the quantitative
determination of urea was first proposed by E.K. Marshall,
Jr. (7).”
The experiments conclude that “the urease of castor
beans is less active than that of soy beans, or that less urease
is present in castor beans than in soy beans.” Address:
Harriman Research Lab., Roosevelt Hospital, New York.
4007. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1914. The
utilisation of cereal offals and certain other products for
feeding purposes. 21(7):603-10. Oct. See p. 606-07.
• Summary: “The Board desire to draw the special attention
of farmers to a number of useful feeding stuffs, some of
which have hitherto been largely exported, but which will in
all probability now be obtainable in this country at relatively
low prices.” Nine commodities are mentioned, including
sharps and middlings, gluten meal and gluten feed, soya
bean cake and meal, coco-nut cake, palm-nut cake, and fish
meal. [Note: “Sharps is a wheat offal of a grade intermediate
between bran and middlings”].
The section titled “Soya bean cake and meal” (p.
606-07) notes that only since 1908 has the soya bean been
imported in quantity into England. “It differs from the
common field bean in being rich in oil. To a small extent the
soya bean itself is used as a cattle food, but, as a rule, the
greater part of the oil is first removed by seed crushers, the
residual cake or meal being used for feeding purposes. In
the ordinary course the oil is removed by heat and pressure,
the residue being in the form of a cake which still contains a
considerable percentage of oil. A soya bean meal, however, is
also sold, and from this nearly the whole of the oil has been
extracted by means of a chemical solvent... ‘Extracted’ meal
is much poorer in oil than the cake, containing only about 2
per cent., but it is correspondingly richer in albuminoids. It
should be fed in moderate quantities along with other less
concentrated foods. Soya bean cake and meal have a high

manurial value, similar to that of decorticated cotton cake,
and considerably higher than that of linseed cake.”
Note: This same information was also issued by the
Board of Agriculture (England), under the same title, in
Special Leaflet No. 8. Address: England.
4008. Takamine, Jokichi. 1914. Enzymes of Aspergillus
oryzae and the application of its amyloclastic enzyme to
the fermentation industry. J. of Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry 6(10):824-28. Oct. [11 ref]
• Summary: This is the first review of the early history of
the application of East Asian fungal fermentations to modern
industrial processing, which began in the 1880s. A principal
impetus for the development of the fungal enzyme industry
was the discovery that Aspergillus oryzae, the fungus
involved in the shoyu, miso, and saké industries, produced
amylases that could be used to saccharify starch in place of
barley malt in the production of distilled spirits. The first
commercial enzyme was Takadiastase (a white to yellowish
powder rich in amylases) produced by precipitating an
aqueous extract of Aspergillus oryzae koji with 70% v/v
ethanol. The precipitate was then dehydrated with strong
alcohol and pulverized.
Though Aspergillus oryzae plays an important role in
the national economy of Japan, “its utilization in Occidental
countries is singularly lacking. Calmette and Bodin’s
investigation on amylomyces with a view of utilizing it in
the spirit industry is an isolated instance in Europe, and their
process, known as the amylo-process, has been in operation
in France since 1891.
“In 1891, I made an arrangement with the Distilling
and Cattle Feeding Co. [popularly known as the “Whiskey
Trust”], of Peoria, Illinois, and carried out on a practical
scale the application of the Aspergillus oryzae to the
American Distillery. My experiments, which ran for a
couple of months on a 2,000 bushel scale at the Manhattan
Distillery, were partially successful, but unfortunately the
process did not attain general recognition of its merit...”
Aspergillus oryzae has been used in Japan for many
centuries to make products such as Sake or rice beer, Soy
[sauce], and Miso. In 1912 the tax on fermented sake in
Japan contributed the $41,974,630 to the national treasury.
“The tax on the production of Soy (Bean sauce) amounted to
$2,048,141” [only about 5% as much as sake]. The total cost
of all articles produced with the aid of the Aspergillus oryzae
fungus is put at roughly $200 million.
“To the growth of Aspergillus oryzae on wheat bran as a
culture medium I gave the convenient name of Taka-Koji and
have employed it for a number of years to distinguish it from
that known in Japan as Koji which is a culture on steamed
rice.
“Taka-Koji is designed for a substitute for malt as an
amyloclastic agent in varied fermentation and other allied
industries. Its proposed use is encouraged by the fact that
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the cost of malt is subject to fluctuations according to the
crop conditions of barley while bran is exempt from similar
market conditions. Besides, the transformation of bran into
Taka-Koji can be accomplished in 48 hours, while malting
needs three or four times as long for completion of the
process.”
The author made his Taka-Koji in a revolving drum with
up to 70 kg capacity. Then he ordered a drum of about 4,800
pounds capacity–the size of an 8-ton malt drum. The cylinder
turned at 1 revolution per minute. This resulted in an 83%
saving in labor costs as well as a considerable saving in
space. The “process promises well for furnishing a substitute
for malt in alcoholic fermentation and other industries where
amyloclastic enzyme is required.” The process was tested
by Dr. Niels Ortved, Chief Chemist of Hiram Walker &
Sons of Walkerville, Ontario, Canada. In his results, which
were presented in a paper at the last Congress of Applied
Chemistry (held in New York), and published, he noted:
“Takamine was the first to introduce the Koji process to
America. As far back as 1899 he advocated the use of Koji
in the distilling industry... Lately, I understand, he has
succeeded in adapting a modification of the Galland-Henning
malt drum system to his process. This should be a great
improvement over the old floor system...”
“Taka-Diastase: An aqueous extract from the TakaKoji can be easily made by percolation and an enzyme can
be precipitated by adding alcohol to such an extent as to
contain 70 per cent by volume of same in the mixture. The
precipitate is dehydrated by means of strong alcohol, dried
and powdered. It is a white or yellowish white powder
or hygroscopic nature. It is marketed in this form for
medical use under the name Taka-Diastase. Though known
as an amyloclastic agent, it contains various enzymes;
nevertheless, amyloclastic and proteolytic enzymes
predominate.” Taka-Diastase is a Koji extract whose function
is to transform starch directly into glucose.
The paper closes: “The author extends his thanks to Mr.
Wooyenaka for his untiring and valuable assistance and to
Parke, Davis & Co. for affording every facility for carrying
out the ‘Drum Experiments.” Address: 552 West 173rd St.,
New York.
4009. Walters, J.A.T. 1914. Crop returns at the Botanical
Experiment Station, 1913-14. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal
11(7):1043-45. Oct.
• Summary: Page 1045: A full-page table shows crop returns
at Botanical Experiment Stations. For each crop 5 columns
are given.
For “Soy beans: Southern.” Sown: 12-12-13 [12 Dec.
1913]. Period of maturity: 4.75 months. Yield per acre: 183
lbs. Previous crop: Maize & Pea nuts.
For “Soy beans: Sakura” everything was the same as
Southern except the yield was 180 lbs. per acre.
For “Sunflowers: Striped” and for Sunflowers: Russian,

the previous crop for each was Soy beans. Address: B.A.,
Asst. Government Agriculturist.
4010. Guelph Daily Herald (Canada). 1914. Removal of
Prof. Zavitz asked by Guelph deputation: Recent difficulty
at the O.A.C. over students forming an engineering corps
results in request to the government–Premier promised
consideration. Nov. 5. p. 1.
• Summary: World War I is now a major issue on the OAC
campus. Student activities have resulted in the formation at
the college of a military organization named the engineering
corps. A “great deal of sympathy for the students, who are
sincere in their desire to perform their patriotic duty to their
country, has been expressed in all classes of the community.
Prof. C.A. Zavitz, acting head of the college in the
absence of President Creelman, is opposed to military
activity and organizations because of his pacifist Quaker
principles. The Liberal-Conservative Association held a
meeting and drafted a resolution (whose text is given in full)
asking that “the Government of the Province of Ontario
be respectfully, but definitely asked to forthwith accept the
resignation of Professor Zavitz as Acting President, and
in the interest of patriotism and personal duty of those of
service age attending the Agricultural College at Guelph as
students, and the most effective evidence on the part of the
Government of its loyalty and sympathy with the Empire
in its present struggle. Professor Zavitz’s resignation as a
member of the staff of the College be at once demanded, and
that not being offered that he be forthwith dismissed...”
A copy was sent to Premier Hurst, to Hon. James S.
Duff (Minister of Agriculture), and to H.C. Scholfield (an exM.P.P.), who arranged for the deputation to meet the Premier
and present their views. At the meeting, the Premier said that
the students’ views would be carefully considered.
Note: Many other articles on this subject appeared in
this newspaper and in the Guelph Daily Mercury during
1914. In the end, Prof. Zavitz–who was widely admired and
respected–was not asked to resign.
4011. Williamson, A.A. 1914. Larger bean crop in
Manchuria. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S.
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of
Commerce) 17(265):699. Nov. 11.
• Summary: “While there is no regular, organized method
of estimating the bean and cereal crops in Manchuria, the
reports of persons interested based on their observations are
of interest and generally approximately near the mark.”
“It now seems that the bean crop will be larger than
usual” due to weather conditions. “In ordinary years the
proportion is generally put at about 40 per cent kaoliang, 30
per cent other cereals; but this year it is said the ratio will be
reversed, beans taking 40 per cent, kaoliang 30 per cent, and
other cereals 30 per cent.”
“Bean meal versus bean cake: Local papers expatiate
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on the fact that bean meal is meeting with increased favor
in Japan. Bean meal is the by-product of extracting oil
from soya beans with chemicals, while the cake is obtained
from the expression process. The extraction process gives a
higher yield of oil and the resultant meal is better suited for
fertilizer, as it contains less oil (and is therefore more quickly
absorbed by the soil) and does not require to be broken and
pulverized–a process through which cake must be put and
which adds to the cost of the fertilizer to the consumer.
“There are said to be only three mills operated on the
extraction principle in the East, one, the Lever Bros. mill at
Amagasake, Japan, another at Nagoya (owned by a Japanese
corporation), and the experimental bean mill of the South
Manchuria Railway Co.’s central laboratory at Dairen.”
Address: Consul, Dalny (Dairen), Japanese Leased Territory.
4012. Drake, J.A. 1914. A corn-belt farming system which
saves harvest labor by hogging down crops. Farmers’
Bulletin (USDA) No. 614. 16 p. Nov. 13. See p. 5-6.
• Summary: The section titled “The system of live-stock
management” states that “The principal stock to be kept on a
farm using this system is swine.” The principal forage crops
grown are rye, corn, clover, soy beans, rape, and timothy.
“The fall shotes and spring pigs remain on the rye as long
as possible.” Pages 5-6 note: “For the winter feeding of the
fall pigs it is desirable to sow a few acres of soy beans. This
may be done in the second-year cornfield or on some small
field set apart for that purpose. The most practical method of
feeding this crop is to cut and stack the beans when ripe and
feed them out as hay. Racks may be provided or they may
be fed on the ground. The pigs are very fond of them, and if
they are not fed in too great abundance none will be wasted.
Soy beans fed in this way with corn make one of the most
satisfactory winter feeds that can be grown or purchased on
the market.”
A map (p. 1) of the United States shows the corn
belt. Address: Agriculturist, Office of Farm Management
[USDA].
4013. Eddington, Jane. 1914. Economical housekeeping: Soy
beans. Chicago Daily Tribune. Nov. 13. p. 14.
• Summary: “The soy bean is one of the staples with which
we are not very well acquainted, but it is inexpensive and
richer in protein than any of the other legumes.”
“This bean is considered of particular value in diabetes,
but it is the flour that is chiefly used in dishes for the sick, a
considerable number of recipes for which will be found in
[the book] Diet in Health and Disease, by Friedenwald and
Ruhräh. A long quoted excerpt is given. “The oriental races
most frequently eat the bean in more or less cheesy foods,
which are prepared from it. The most common of these are
natto, tofu, miso, yuba, and shoyu.”
“There is an American company in America [perhaps
Waukesha Health Products Co., in Waukesha, Wisconsin]

which makes the soy bean flour, the address of which will be
sent on request (stamped and addressed envelope) to any one
interested. There are about three pages of recipes in the book
quoted from. In recommending them for diabetics it says:
“’The simplest way to use the beans is to cook them like
the ordinary navy bean, preparing either bean soup, boiled
beans, or baked beans, the flavor being rather improved by
the addition of a piece of fat salt meat.’”
4014. Lea and Perrins. 1914. Variety of uses. The uses to
which Lea & Perrins’ Sauce can be put are innumerable
(Ad). Times (London). Nov. 13. p. 13, cols. 5-6.
• Summary: “At luncheon, dinner or supper, it is the ideal
sauce for roast meats, fish, game, cheese, salad, etc. In the
kitchen, it is indispensable to the cook for flavouring soups,
stews, gravies, minced meat, etc. In India, a favourite ‘Pickme-up’ is Lea & Perrins’ Sauce with soda-water. The original
and genuine Worcestershire.”
Near the upper right of this display ad is an illustration
of a large slice of cheese on a plate. In the lower right is the
large “Lea & Perrins” signature. On each of the four sides of
the ad, the words “Lea & Perrins’ Sauce” are printed inside a
white oval within the decorative border. Address: [England].
4015. Neue Hamburger Zeitung (Hamburg, Germany). 1914.
Zur Preissteigerung der Sojabohnen [On the price increase of
soybeans [due to inflation]]. Nov. 13. p. 11, col. 2. [Ger]
• Summary: After the trade in soybeans had nearly come to a
complete halt for a long time, more interest is presently once
again becoming noticeable for this bean. This is explained by
the idea of also using the soybean in the feeding of prisoners
of war to the extent that the available stocks are sufficient
and the importation of additional supplies is possible. The
home of the soybean is China, in particular Manchuria.
Its cultivation has spread from there to all of East Asia. In
China and Japan, the soybean is eaten in a boiled or toasted
state as a nutritious addition to rice, it is used in the form of
[roasted] flour for the production of buns, and in addition for
the production of fermented products and for bean cheese.
In order to determine whether the soybean is as digestible
for Europeans as it is for Asians, systematic trials have been
repeatedly carried out. A copy of a report is available to us
which Dr. Durbar of the Hygienic Institute (Hygienisches
Institut) in Hamburg provided at the instigation of a
wholesale trading company in Hamburg. The aforementioned
gentleman, in order to form his own opinion about the
tastiness and digestibility of the soybean, had a soup, a
puree, and a porridge with the addition of apples prepared
from a quantity of soybeans after softening for twenty-four
hours in water, and he distributed taste tests to forty-three
people. No unpleasant phenomena occurred after this
taste test with any of the trial subjects. With respect to the
thoroughly pleasant taste of the soybean soup in particular,
though, the acceptance was derived from the fact that the
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soup itself would also gladly be enjoyed over the long term
with a proportionately more frequent serving, namely, if it
were provided as a side dish corresponding to that purpose.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.

quality, and farm price of principal crops: Total for the
United States.” It includes hemp but not soy beans. Hemp
production in 1913 was 5.647 million lb.
Note: This table seems to indicate that soybeans were
cultivated in each of these states.

4016. Farmer’s Advocate (Ontario, Canada). 1914. An
unwarranted attack. 49(1156):1973. Nov. 19.
• Summary: It begins: “Readers who have been following
the daily press, and who are familiar with the facts of the
case, are very indignant over the unfair and downright mean
attacks on Prof. C.A. Zavitz, of the Ontario Agricultural
College.
During World War I, Charles Zavitz, a Quaker and
a pacifist, was named acting president of the Ontario
Agricultural College. He was sharply criticized by the local
press for his pacifism during World War I. He promptly
resigned, but his resignation was not accepted.
This magazine, published in London, Ontario, adds:
“There is no better known Field Husbandman in America
than Prof. Zavitz, who has done more for field crops in
Canada than any other living experimenter. Farmers know
his real value if a few of the citizens of Guelph do not.”
Address: London, Ontario.

4019. Good Health (Battle Creek, Michigan). 1914.
Seasonable recipes. 49(11):584-87. Nov.
• Summary: One of the recipes given (p. 585) is for Nut
Sausage:
“1 cup pine nuts
“3 tablespoons gluten flour or browned flour
“1/3 cup zwieback crumbs or toasted bread crumbs
“¼ pound protose
“2 tablespoons Japanese soy [sauce] or 4 teaspoons
savora
“1 tablespoon butter
“1 tablespoon grated onion
“1/8 pound yogurt or Neufachatel cheese
“1 egg
“3/4 cup strained tomatoes evaporated to ¼ cup
“1 tablespoon brown sugar
“1 teaspoon sage
“¼ teaspoon thyme
“½ teaspoon summer savory
“¼ teaspoon nutmeg
“Roll the pine nuts, mince the protose, and add to the
pine nuts. Then add all other ingredients and form into twoinch rolls and bake. Serve with the following sauce:...”

4017. Long, C.M. 1914. Are soy beans offensive to chinch
bugs? Wallaces’ Farmer 39(47):1536. Nov. 20.
• Summary: Various farmers in Missouri report that when
soy beans are grown with corn, problems from chinch bugs
are not as bad as when the corn is grown alone. The reason
for this is not clear. Are chinch bugs repulsed by the odor of
soy beans, or do they dislike the shade and damp which the
soy beans produce?
Note: This is the earliest article about soy beans seen
(Feb. 1998) in Wallaces’ Farmer. Address: Johnson County,
Missouri.
4018. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1914. The agricultural
outlook. No. 641. 40 p. Nov. 23. See p. 36, 38.
• Summary: Table 31 (p. 36) lists “Prices paid to producers
of farm products, by States.” The prices paid per bushel of
soy beans, during the years 1913 and 1914, are given for the
following states: Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania,
Delaware, Virginia, West Virginia (1914 only; $2.50), North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Alabama, and Mississippi. The average price for
1913 was $1.96, and for 1914 it was $2.08 (range $1.55 to
$3.00).
Table 33 (p. 38) shows “Averages for the United States
of prices paid to producers of farm products.” On Oct. 15 the
price paid for “Beans, soy” was $1.96 in 1913 and $2.08 in
1914.
Table 1 (p. 2) is titled “Yield per acre, production,

4020. Skinner, John H.; King, Franklin G. 1914. Cattle
feeding. X. Winter steer feeding, 1913-14. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 178. p. 341-84.
Nov. See p. 344, 368-73. [2 ref]
• Summary: Part IV is titled “Ground soybeans vs.
cottonseed meal as supplement to rations for fattening steers”
(p. 368-73). Summary: “13. Cattle fed ground soybeans in
addition to corn, oat straw and corn silage maintained very
eager appetites for three months but thereafter had very poor
appetites, while cattle fed cottonseed meal maintained eager
appetites for six months.
“14. Ground soybeans had a laxative effect on the cattle.
“15. Cattle fed ground soybeans as supplement did not
gain as rapidly during the last three months as others fed
cottonseed meal.
“16. Cattle fed ground soybeans produced grains
produced gains at a cost of $10.94 per hundred pounds as
compared with $10.24 per hundred pounds when cattle were
fed cottonseed meal.
“17. The cattle fed ground soybeans were valued 10
cents per hundred pounds less than those fed cottonseed
meal.
“18. The profit per steer including pork was $11.22
from cattle fed ground soybeans and $14.40 from those
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fed cottonseed meal.” Address: 1. B.S., Chief in Animal
Husbandry; 2. B.S., Associate in Animal Husbandry. Both:
Lafayette, Indiana.
4021. Long, C.M. 1914. Are soy beans offensive to chinch
bugs? Missouri Farmer 6(23):338. Dec. 1.
• Summary: “Last August Stanley Wells of Centerview
called my attention to the fact that his corn, planted on one
side of a wheat field that was badly infested with chinch
bugs, was not bothered while that of a neighbor on the
other side of the same field was nearly destroyed. The only
difference in the two fields being that the first had soy beans
in it and the other did not. Since chinch bugs travel mostly in
straight lines it might be argued that the one field was out of
the line of travel. However, his neighbor broke up a stubble
field where the wheat had been badly infested and planted it
in corn and soy beans. In a number of hills the beans failed
to come. Those hills were destroyed by the bugs and the
hills where the beans came were practically unhurt. Since
having this called to my attention I have asked a number of
men who had soy beans in their corn if they could note any
difference and in every case they have said that the chinch
bugs were not nearly so bad where the beans were in the
corn.
“Capt. Todd, of Leeton, broke up a badly infested rye
field and planted it to corn and soy beans and made a good
crop of both while all the other fields in that neighborhood,
planted after rye were nearly destroyed by chinch bugs.”
“It is a well known fact that some insects are repulsed
by odors and it may be that the odor of these legumes is
repulsive. Then again the chinch bug is a lover of sunshine
and dry weather while these legumes in the corn produce
shade and consequently a damp condition which might be
the cause of their absence in great numbers.
“We are more interested in knowing whether or not they
are generally repulsive than in knowing the reason just now
and we will appreciate it if any of the readers will report their
experience along this line.” Address: Farm Adviser, Johnson
County.
4022. Morse, W.J. 1914. Re: Package of soy flour and recipe
for making muffins. Letter to Mr. C.O. Cromer, Associate
in Crops, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, Dec. 2. 2 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy). [1 ref]
• Summary: “I am taking pleasure in sending you to-day a
package of soy bean flour made by the Bureau of Chemistry
of this Department. You will no doubt recall that during my
visit at La Fayette this season we had a talk regarding the
uses of the soy bean as a food. At that time I promised to
send you a sample of the flour that you might test it.
“Enclosed is a recipe for making muffins from this flour.
The flour may also be used in making griddle cakes and
bread, if three-fourths soy bean flour and one-fourth wheat
flour are used.

“I would appreciate it if you would write me regarding
your opinion of products made from the flour.”
Note: Cromer wrote Morse on 24 Feb. 1915 that he
used the soy bean meal [flour] at Christmas to make some
“soybean muffins.” He found them to be “most delicious,”
especially topped with maple syrup. His mother thought that
the “receipt” [recipe] needed a little more milk.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#4.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Scientific Asst., Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC.
4023. Morse, W.J. 1914. Re: Sending you a package of soy
bean flour. Letter to Prof. J.F. Duggar, Experiment Station,
Auburn, Alabama, Dec. 3. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Duggar: In accordance with
a promise made the past summer, I am taking pleasure in
sending you to-day a package of soy bean flour. Enclosed is a
recipe for the making of soy bean muffins. The flour may be
used to make bread and griddle cakes by using three-fourths
soy bean flour and one-fourth wheat flour.
“I will be glad to hear from you with regard to your
opinion on the flour as a food.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant.
4024. Morse, W.J. 1914. Re: Soy beans and soy bean oil in
North Carolina. Letter (memorandum) to Prof. C.V. Piper,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, Dec. 4. 1
p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: With reference to the
letter of Mr. N.E. Dillon, regarding a substitute for cotton
seed for oil mills, the attention of Mr. Dillon should be called
to the soy bean.
“In 1909, the Bureau of Manufactures, Department of
Commerce and Labor, published special consular reports
‘Soya Bean and Products’ on investigations made of the
production and use of soy bean and its manufactures. These
investigations were conducted not only in the Far East but
also in European Markets to learn to what extent the soya
bean and its products compete with cotton-seed products. I
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am sending herewith a copy of the publication, together with
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372, on soy beans, and our blueslip.
“During my trip to the soy bean district of eastern North
Carolina this past fall, I learned that the Southern Cotton Oil
Mill, of Elizabeth City, N.C., conducted experiments in the
fall of 1913 with soy beans as an oil proposition. I was not
able to learn further than that the experiment was successful.
No doubt by getting in touch with the mill at Elizabeth
City, Mr. Dillon could obtain complete information on the
experiment.
“The soy bean section of Eastern North Carolina
includes Tyrrell, Hyde, Beaufort, and Currituck Counties.
More beans are grown in Hyde County than perhaps all of
the others. On inquiring from growers and buyers, the 1914
crop was placed at from 100,000 to 125,000 bushels in Hyde
County alone. The acreage devoted to soy beans on farms
ranges from about 10 to 50 acres. The yields average about
25 bushels to the acre, though some obtain as high as 35
bushels. The price ranges from $1.00 to $1.40 per bushel.
It is quite likely that the beans will be higher this winter, as
many of the farmers, knowing of the cotton situation [and
the boll weevil?], look forward to better prices than before.
Seedsmen have been able to contract for $.80 to $1.00 per
bushel. If the oil mill people desire to take up the matter
with the farmer I think they will find no trouble in getting
contracts for growing an immense acreage of beans. Inquiry
brought out that the farmers are quite willing to increase
their acreage of soy beans and grow them under contract at a
reasonable price.
“The soy bean can be grown throughout the Cotton Belt.
If the farmer can be brought to realize the possibilities and
value of the crop not only as a cash crop, but the value to his
land, the oil mills will not lack for a cotton-seed substitute.
In my opinion the matter of obtaining sufficient beans for a
profitable industry may be brought about by methods used by
canning factories, that is, placing contracts with farmers for a
sufficient acreage.
“The paint companies who have been experimenting
with soy oil for the past few years would be glad, no
doubt, to cooperate with the oil mills and perhaps the soap
manufacturers would be interested in the soy oil industry.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 108.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2020)
that describes experimental crushing of soybeans in North
Carolina or on the East Coast of the USA. This letter also
contains the earliest date seen for crushing of soybeans
grown in the USA (fall 1913). Address: Scientific Assistant

[Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry],
USDA, Washington, DC.
4025. Fremden-Blatt (Vienna). 1914. Ausfuhrverbot in
Daenemark [Export ban in Denmark]. 68(343):19. Dec. 12.
Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: K. [?] Copenhagen, Dec. 11. The government
issued an export ban for all types of leather, with the
exception of goat skins, for all lamb and sheepskins,
pyrolusites [manganese dioxide] (Braunsteine), flax seeds,
soybeans (Soyabohnen) and margarine.
Carried by Military Mail (mit Vedette).
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This same brief item appeared in the Prager
Tagblatt (Dec. 12, p. 13). And in the Pilsner Tagblatt (Dec.
13, p. 4).
4026. Gilbert, W.W. 1914. Cotton wilt and root-knot.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 625. 21 p. Dec. 12. See p.
8-9.
• Summary: The section titled “Important facts about rootknot” (p. 8+) states: “Root-knot of cotton and other crops
is caused by minute eelworms, or nematodes, which bore
into the roots and live there. The irritation of their presence
results in the formation of irregular swellings, or galls,
varying in size from tiny enlargements on the small roots
to knots an inch or more in diameter on the large ones. The
male worms are too small to be seen with the naked eye
(fig. 10), but the females (fig. 11) when full of eggs assume
a spherical shape and may often be distinguished in freshly
broken roots as glistening pearly bodies half the size of a
small pinhead.” Also discusses how root-knot is spread,
sandy soils most subject to root-knot, and root-knot attacks
many farm crops.
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The soy bean is one of many hosts for “eelworms” or
“nematode gallworms” (Heterodera radicicola) which cause
root-knot.
One small illustration (fig. 10, line drawing) shows
“The adult male of Heterodera radicicola, or nematode
gallworm.”
Another (fig. 11) shows the “female of the nematode
gallworm,” magnified 85 diameters, with 6 parts labeled.

= 1.32277 pounds);... red beans [azuki] 160 kin; kaoliang
(tall millet), 154 kin,” millet 166 kin, sesame 113 kin, linseed
134 kin, wheat 136 kin, buckwheat 118 kin, peanuts 50 kin.
The containers are generally gunny bags.
“Depression in soya-bean business: The business
depression in the countries affected most by the present war
on account of lack of shipping, markets, etc., has brought
about... Exchange is very favorable to buyers paying in gold,
being to-day (Oct. 26) 79 gold yen to 100 silver yen.
“An attempt has recently been made to organize a bean
millowners’ union, modeled after the cotton spinners’ union
about Osaka, Japan, to regulate the output of oil and cake
and keep prices up, but a number of Chinese owners would
not join and the attempt failed. The promoters estimated the
daily potential output at 90,000 pieces (cakes) and the daily
demand at about 50,000.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2009)
concerning World War I and soya beans. Address: Consul,
Dalny (Dairen) [Japanese Leased Territory].
4029. Neues 8 Uhr-Blatt (Vienna). 1914. Waren in
Antwerpen [Goods in Antwerp]. No. 85. p. 4. Dec. 17. [Ger]
• Summary: According to the Köln Volks-Ztg. the following
goods found in the port of Antwerp are released for free
circulation: vinegar, Oxo broth, meat powder, meat flour,
salted meat, meat balls, bouillon cubes, honey, liqueurs,
margarine and soybeans (Soyabohnen).

A color photo (taken many years later) shows a root-knot
nematode entering plant root tissue. Address: Pathologist,
Office of Cotton & Truck Disease & Sugar-Plant
Investigations, USDA.
4027. Reuter. 1914. Danish exports. Liverpool Daily Post
(England). Dec. 12. p. 9, col. 4.
• Summary: “Copenhagen. Friday.–The Danish Government
prohibited as from to-day the exportation of all sorts of
leather, exclusive of goat skin, also all lamb and sheep skins,
manganese, soya beans, and margarine.”
4028. Williamson, Adolph A. 1914. South Manchurian notes.
Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce)
17(292):1149. Dec. 14.
• Summary: “Standard weights for bags of staples
established: The Manchurian Staple Products Dealers’
Association has established standard weights for bags of
cereals and legumes as follows: [Soya] Beans, 150 kin (1 kin

4030. Curjar, L.F. 1914. Marktberichte: Oelkuchen,
Hamburg, 15 Dezember [Market report: Oil cakes, Hamburg,
Dec. 15]. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna)
64(103):897-98. Dec. 26. Whole number 5004. [Ger]
• Summary: Figures are per metric ton: [the article
discusses prices for oilcakes made from various seeds in
various currencies] Soybean (Soya) Harburg marks [local
emergency currency during the First World War] -, soybean
cakes (Soyakuchen) 252-255 German marks, soybean
grits (Sojabohnenschrot)–[German] marks, soybeans
(Soyabohnen)–German marks...
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Phil comments: “Interesting how this one mixes the two
spellings of Soya and Soja.”
4031. Wing, Chas. B. 1914. Experience with soy beans.
National Stockman and Farmer 38(39):964-65. Dec. 26.
• Summary: “This fall we have completed about ten years’
work in testing both old and new varieties of soy beans
and in breeding them. When I first began the work I was
inexperienced and therefore more enthusiastic perhaps
than the occasion warranted. I had been growing the old
varieties for two or three years when the government started
importing, for experimental purposes, large numbers of new
sorts. These new varieties were so different from the old ones
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that I felt very enthusiastic over them. As a matter of fact
they have done practically what I expected them to do, but
I thought in the beginning possibly some new and untried
variety would appear that would easily distance all others.
This bean has not yet been found and I still find varieties
better for one purpose or better for another purpose, few of
them being ideal in every conceivable light.
“After we had worked with them in variety plots for a
few years I decided to do some breeding work, hoping to
accomplish better results in this way than in the variety plots.
I am glad that we did make this decision, because subsequent
events have demonstrated beyond almost any shadow
of doubt that this is now the correct procedure, although
the variety-plot work was necessary too as a beginning.
Doubtless most of us are not wizards as Burbank is said to
be, and the results accomplished in breeding at first glance
will look rather small. This will disappoint the amateur; will
disappoint any of us in the beginning, but after thinking the
matter over carefully I feel decidedly cheerful now over what
we have accomplished.
“It is a compliment to the intelligence of the farmers of
the country that it is no longer at all necessary to praise the
soy bean plant. They know already what it is and how to use
it. In fact, the farmers have taken to this crop quite naturally
and are using a decided amount of skill in handling it. As
with the alfalfa, the only question of very serious importance
with the farmers today is not ‘Shall I grow soy beans?’ but is,
‘What variety is best to grow?’
“Results Vary: We have tested out every variety that
we could hear of anywhere, putting these carefully through
our variety plots. The results which we have obtained are
not necessarily conclusive for all parts of the country. In
fact, I am satisfied that they are not so conclusive. For
instance, the Wilson bean is, at present, the king of forage
varieties with us, but it yields grain unsatisfactorily. I am
informed that in some of the eastern states its yield of
grain is very satisfactory. This is the most striking example
that has come to my notice. but there are doubtless others.
In correspondence with the men who have made the
government tests at Arlington [Farm; Virginia], they have
expressed surprise that some of their very best yielders
proved to be our poorest ones. That was the case with
both the Meyer and Haberlandt. They sent them to us fully
expecting them to show splendid results, but their yield with
us was only about ten bushels, and we necessarily had to
discard them, although both of these are excellent varieties.
“A Small List of Good Ones: It has cost us about $3,000
to conduct the variety-plot work during the past ten years,
and I feel that the results may be of some interest to the
readers of The National Stockman and Farmer. The list of
varieties that we can now recommend as being the very
best, by our tests, in our state at least, is not large. Possibly
this work should be duplicated in each state. I rather think it
should, because I believe that different varieties will behave

a little different in different localities. However, I have
reports from experiment stations as well as private parties
from nearly all over the eastern half of the United States, and
in many, or perhaps in most cases, a variety that really excels
in our trial grounds does well in every state north of the Ohio
river and east of the Missouri.
“Your Mr. A.B. Ross of Shellburg, Pennsylvania, a
highly intelligent and very capable man, conducted tests
for several years along similar lines to our own and very
courteously gave us the results of his investigations, all of
which were decidedly interesting. In a few cases his results
do not at all agree with ours but in most cases we agree.
“What Makes Them Valuable: Now a few of your
readers have never grown soy beans and do not know what
characteristics are required in order to make a satisfactory
and profitable combination. To these, I would say that with
the grain varieties, in addition to the yield, which of course
must never be lost sight of, the size of the plant is important
because small plants are difficult to harvest. The branch type
is decidedly important because some varieties branch too
close to the ground, making them difficult to harvest. With
some varieties the branches are weak and break from their
own weight, making a very undesirable combination, while
still another class has too few branches to make it easy for
the plant to produce a heavy yield. The date of maturity is
important because of course they must ripen before hard
freezing, and the retention of the seed is of the greatest
importance. Some varieties like the Medium Green shatter
even before they are ripe. Other varieties like the Sable will
retain their seed for at least a month after being fully mature
without shattering. I think that this characteristic is of the
very greatest importance because it very frequently happens
that we have some wet weather during the time when the
crop would normally be gathered. If you have a variety that
shatters easily the crop may not be worth gathering after the
bad weather is over.
“The color or the beans is of a little importance, since
the yellow varieties rot in the ground if the weather is cold,
while the black varieties may be seeded much earlier in
colder ground and are not nearly so likely to be injured.
“With the forage beans, fewer characteristics have to
be observed, although we really have about two good grain
varieties to one good forage bean. With the forage beans the
maximum amount of seed per acre is the first consideration.
Next to that and almost as important is leafiness, the size
of the stalk and branches and finally, and also of very great
importance is the ability of a forage bean to stand erect even
on rich ground.
“Now taking up the individual varieties, I wish to tell as
briefly as possible the reasons why each excels or why we
rejected it.
“About Varieties: First let me give a word of advice
regarding the Southern beans, the Mammoth, Southern
Brown and Hollybrook. During the past year or so there has
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been a demand for soy bean seed. Some very foolish dealers
have purchased the first bean they came across without
knowing or apparently caring whether it was adapted to
their locality or not. Equally foolish farmers bought these
beans without ever asking whether they were adapted to
their region or not and then when they found that they were
a month too late to mature grain, were disappointed. These
three beans are all right to plow under but only in exceptional
seasons will they mature grain north of the Ohio river.
“The Meyer and Haberlandt have already been
commented on. These beans showed great promise,
especially as forage varieties, but for me they would not
yield and I had to discard them, although reluctant to do so.
“The Ebony, which I think is also called ‘Black Beauty’
and ‘Black Champion,’ is a forage variety that did not yield
satisfactorily for me and did not stand sufficiently erect. Also
its branch type was poor.
“The Peking shattered badly for Ross, although it does
not do so for me. It is a forage bean properly; not quite as
large as the Sable, very similar in other ways, but for me it
does not appear to stand poor ground quite as well as the
Sable.
“The Jet is a decidedly valuable forage bean, or can be
used for grain. It is ten days earlier than the Sable; thrives
in southern Michigan and similar latitude elsewhere: does
not yield quite as heavily as the Sable nor stand poor ground
quite as well.
“The Sable bean is properly a dual-purpose variety. It
is one of the very best forage beans and also one of the very
best for grain. Its branch type is the best of anything we have
ever tested. It is moderately late, requiring about one hundred
and twenty days, but we seldom had them get caught by the
frost.
“The Wilson is, at present, the king of forage varieties;
a trifle larger that the Sable; stands rich ground quite
satisfactorily, and our principal objection to it is that with
us it does not yield grain at all satisfactorily” (Continued).
Address: Champaign Co., Ohio.
4032. Wing, Chas. B. 1914. Experience with soy beans
(Continued–Document part II). National Stockman and
Farmer 38(39):964-65. Dec. 26.
• Summary: (Continued): “The Ohio Experiment Station has
put out a number of high-class beans, all of them on a similar
type; rather short stubby plants with heavy main stalk and
rather short heavy branches. As a rule they cover themselves
with pods quite satisfactorily, but only one of them yielded
heavily enough for us to warrant its being recommended.
We think the others are a little too small and have too few
branches to make as heavy a yield as we need for grain
varieties, and that is decidedly what these Ohio beans are.
“Ohio 905 yields well for us, and is about like our
Mongol, which will be described later. It stands rich ground
without lodging and matures at about the same time as the

Mongol.
“The Mongol we discovered several years ago, and for
an early-maturing bean, about a week later than the Ito San
and a week or a little over earlier than the Sable, we find
nothing that excels it. It is a grain variety entirely; the plants
are rather coarse, stand erect very satisfactorily; the branch
type is reasonably good and the plants load themselves with
beans very nicely.
“The Roosevelt may probably be identical with the
Mongol; at any rate it is very similar. This year, however,
there did seem to be some variation, and although the two
varieties were quite close together, the Mongol outyielded
the Roosevelt so we discarded the latter.
“The Mikado is very much similar to the Mongol,
excepting for being a week later; is a bean that we can
thoroughly recommend whenever going into our own
latitude. It needs the entire season in which to mature. The
Nuttal [sic, Nuttall], Morse, Auburn and Austin are all of
similar type to the Mongol. The first two were rejected
because they shattered badly. The last two were nearly good
enough to retain, but did not yield quite well enough.
“The Medium Green is on [sic] the same type as the
Mongol, but it shatters so badly that one must be very sure
that he will he able to harvest it at exactly the proper time, or
else he stands great danger of loss.
“The Swan is on [sic] a little different type; taller
than the Mongol, with fewer branches; not quite as good a
type of bean. It yields almost good enough so that we can
recommend it, but not quite. Ross’s experiments showed it
up better than ours.
“Nos. 30399 and 30596 are dubbed government beans
for lack of a better name. They grew rather tall, almost
without branches, except for just a few quite close to the
ground, these few being decidedly weak and inclined to
break. The type is poor and we discarded them.
“The Ito San is an old bean that has been grown for
twenty or twenty-five years. It matures satisfactorily away up
into Michigan; is the only variety that is safe in parts of New
York, and for an early bean it is the best that we have ever
tested.
“The Brownie or Early Brown is its twin, the only
practical difference between them being in color of seed. The
Brownie, however, did not yield as satisfactorily with us as
the Ito San and we therefore discarded it.
“The Ogemaw is another very early bean, maturing with
the Ito San; a little better looking plant than the Ito San, but
with us did not yield quite as well.
“There are a great many other varieties that we have
tested, but these are the principal ones, or rather, these are the
ones that necessitated two, three and sometimes four years
in trial grounds before definitely deciding whether they were
worth while or not.
“Bean Breeding: Now as to the breeding work
mentioned above, what have we accomplished? A number of
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years ago we selected about fifty promising looking plants of
Sable beans. Each one was threshed separately and they were
planted side by side. The rows were harvested and threshed
separately and the highest yielding ones were saved. This
process has been repeated until this year we had discarded all
but three of the most promising plants and of course we had
several rows of each. The best two plants produced this year
twenty-eight bushels and twenty pounds per acre and we
have about forty pounds of seed from each selection.
“In the variety plot, the same variety produced only
twenty-four bushels and fifty-seven pounds. Practically we
have gained three and a half bushels per acre yield.
“As the pedigreed beans were planted on exactly the
same soil as the variety plot, only fifty feet away from it,
under identical conditions every way, we feel that there is
little room to question the results in this selection.
“When we began breeding the beans I supposed that
we could increase the yield eight or ten bushels per acre,
but plant breeding seems to call for large patience and only
moderate results at the end.
“Incidentally we have of this high-yielding seed only
about forty pounds for each selection grown. This forty
pounds has cost us something like $100, or at the rate of
$150 per bushel. Even so, I am far from displeased with
the result, and I think that we were lucky enough to got this
quality as cheaply as we did. A yield of three and a half
bushels per acre at $2 per bushel is worth $7 an acre profit
on all our own land, and if one were growing a pedigreed
seed that produced this extra amount of revenue without any
greater expense than was required for an ordinary yield, he
would necessarily have to figure the gain as straight profit,
would he not?
“In past years I have from time to time told the readers
of The Stockman different things which I had learned about
sowing soy beans and handling the crop. Just one little item
we learned this year that seems worth while. If the crop
matures a little too late to be easily harvested and removed
from the field in time to seed wheat as many of as wish to do,
take a one-horse drill and sow the wheat with it. Our bean
rows are twenty-eight inches apart. We took the one-horse
drill made by the American Seeding Machine Company
of Springfield. Ohio, a drill having five hoes. We removed
the outer two hoes, took off the plate that the hoes fastened
into, and substituted a shorter one that we very easily made
ourselves. Thus we sowed three rows of wheat at once and
the machine did not bother the bean plants at all. After the
beans were removed I was surprised myself to see that one
could hardly tell whether the wheat had been seeded with a
one-horse drill or a large two or three-horse drill. We got the
wheat in just when we wanted to and did not injure the bean
crop. We had, however, Sable beans which do not shatter at
all badly. After the wheat was seeded we had wet weather
lasting ten days, and this absolutely kept us out of the field.
Some of the beans stood until November 1 before being

harvested and we estimated the total loss from shattering,
even at that late date, at two bushels per acre and most of
this was due to cutting and handling them when they wore
covered with dry frost instead of dew.
“Chas. B. Wing, Champaign county, Ohio.”
Note: Is this an advertorial? Free advertising? Address:
Champaign Co., Ohio.
4033. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1914. The agricultural
outlook. No. 645. 45 p. Dec. 31. See p. 41, 43.
• Summary: Table 36 (p. 41) lists “Prices paid to producers
of farm products, by States.” The prices paid per bushel of
soy beans, during the years 1913 and 1914, are given for
the following states: Rhode Island (1914 only), New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Virginia, West Virginia
(1914 only; $2.92), North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Missouri, North Dakota (1914 only), Nebraska, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, and
Oklahoma.
Note: This table seems to indicate that soybeans were
cultivated in each of these states. If that is true, this would
be the earliest document seen (March 2021) concerning
soybeans in North Dakota, or the cultivation of soybeans in
North Dakota. In 1914 soybean producers in North Dakota
were paid $2.25 per bushel for soybeans.
Table 38 (p. 43) shows the average price paid to
producers of various farm products in the United States on
three different dates during the five years from 1910 to 1914.
For soy beans: The average price paid on Nov. 15 was $1.57
in 1913, and $2.15 in 1914. The average price paid on Dec.
15 was $1.72 in 1913. The average price paid on Oct. 15 was
$1.96 in 1913 and $2.08 in 1914.
4034. Agricultural Bureau, Dep. of Agriculture and
Commerce Japan (Norinsho, Nomukyoku). 1914. Outlines of
agriculture in Japan. Tokyo: Agricultural Bureau, Department
of Agriculture and Commerce. 20 + 35 p. Dec. No index. 15
x 22 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Name of organization with diacritics is:
Nôrinsho, Nômukyoku. The structure of this book is
unusual. The table of contents (p. 1-3) is followed by a list
of “illustrations” [all photographs] (p. 1-2), a colored map
of Japan and pie chart, 20 unnumbered pages of black-andwhite photos, and finally the text in four chapters (p. 1-34).
The pie chart (average of the 3 years 1910-1912,
excluding Chosen, Taiwan, and Karafuto) shows the
percentage of agricultural products in value; Rice has about
60% of the total value, followed by barley, naked barley
and wheat, cocoon and silk worm eggs, and vegetables.
Leguminous beans are one of the smallest categories.
Interesting photos include:
(1) The hall [building] of the Imperial Department of
Agriculture and Commerce. (2) The Agricultural College of
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Tokyo University (fields, with buildings in the background).
(3) The Agricultural College of Tohoku University (trees
and walkways, with buildings in the background). (4) The
Imperial Agricultural Experiment Station. (13) Interior of
filiature at Okaya, Nagano prefecture (many women kneeling
in two long rows like machines behind silk spools). (15)
Silk conditioning house. (16) The sericulture institute. (20)
Shibuya live-stock breeding farm, and long-tailed fowl (on a
perch with a 9-foot tail).
Chapter 1–Condition of agriculture. At the end of
1912 about 60% of all households in Japan are farming

households. Of these 5,510,000
farming households, 32% have
occupations in addition to
farming–primarily sericulture,
followed by making items from
straw (fancy matting, braids),
tea manufacture, then chicken
raising. There are three classes
of farmers: Land-owners,
peasant proprietors (32%
of total number of farmers;
cultivate their own land), and
tenants (28% of total number;
rent farms from land-owner).
Both peasant proprietors and
tenant farmers (40% of total).
About 15% of Japan’s land is
under cultivation. Of this, about
half is taken up by paddy fields
(for raising irrigated rice) and
half by upland fields. Many
paddy fields give two crops
a year. Soja beans are mostly
grown as a summer crop on
upland fields in rotation (p. 5).
Because of the smallness of
its scale, Japanese agriculture
traditionally relied mostly on
human labor. But in recent
years the number of farm
animals has increased. In late
1912 there were 2,290,000 of
which 1,220,000 were horses,
1,070,000 cattle, and 300,000
swine. About 20 years ago,
fertilizer meant mainly human
excrement, weeds, and stable
manures, plus small amounts of
oil-cake [soja bean cake], fishguano, and rice bran. Today the
value is three times what it was
10 years ago, and now includes
soylees [okara]. “Of these
market manures, the bean cake,
which is imported from China and Kwantung Peninsula, is
most important and demanded the sum of 25 million yen
[25% of the value of all fertilizers]. Next came the various
composition manures [chemical fertilizers], the material of
which is imported in large quantities, and super-phosphates
of lime” (p. 8). There are more than 10,400 agricultural
cooperatives in Japan with 1.16 million members; they are
promoted by the Co-operative Societies Law of 1900. There
are four types: Credit, Purchase, Sales, and Productive
Societies (p. 9).
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Chapter 2–Agricultural products. The value of all
agricultural products is estimated at 1,720 million yen for
the 3 years preceding 1912. These fall into six groups (value
shown in million yen): 1. Cereals (incl. soja beans)–1,246
(72.4% of total). 2. Industrial crops (incl. tea, rape, tobacco,
sugar cane)–65.3 (3.79%). 3. Horticultural products (fruits,
vegetables, and flowers)–196.8 (11.4%). 4. Livestock and
poultry–42.27 (2.45%). 5. Cocoons and silkworm egg
cards–164.2 (9.5%). 6. Miscellaneous–5.1 (0.03%). Looking
now at the value of individual cereals in million yen: Rice
966.4 (56.2% of total of 6 groups). Naked barley 74.2.
Barley 63.3. Wheat 52.5. Soja beans 35.95 (2.1% of total).
Indian millet 15.84. Miscellaneous 38.1.
A table (p. 12-13) shows the acreage of the principal
crops (in units of 1,000 cho) at 5-year intervals from 1887 to
1912. For soja beans: 466 in 1887, 443 in 1892, 435 in 1897,
466 in 1902, 471 in 1907, 475 in 1912. Thus, the are planted
to soja beans was roughly static. For small red bean [azuki] it
was: 109 in 1897, 129 in 1902, 135 in 1907, 136 in 1912. So
azuki area was about 25-28% of soja bean area.
Another table (p. 13-14) shows the yield of the principal
crops (in units of 10,000 koku) at 5-year intervals. For
soja beans: 325 in 1887, 311 in 1892, 310 in 1897, 313 in
1902, 366 in 1907, 351 in 1912. Again, fairly static. By
comparison, between 1887 and 1912 the average yield of
wheat increased by 70%, naked barley by 39%, barley by
38%, and rice by 26%–but only 8% for soja beans.
Japan’s top three export items (value on 1,000 yen) are
raw silk (166,963), tea (12,639), and sugar (10,384). The
main imports are cotton (193,735), rice (32,128), soja bean
cake (for manure; 27,469), sugar (20,694), wool (14,531),
and soja beans (8,571). Peanuts are exported to the USA.
Chapter 3–Agricultural administration. The highest
organ is the Department of Agriculture and Commerce,

which is divided into five sections.
The highest organ of agricultural
research is the Imperial Agricultural
Experiment Station; there are 39
local agric. exp. stations. Agricultural
statistics are compiled at the Section
of Correspondence in the Secretariat
of the Department. A statistical report
on all matters concerning agricultural
products is issued once a year.
Chapter 4–Outline of agriculture
in the colonies. I. Agriculture in
Formosa. Rice is the principal crop,
followed by sugar cane, sweet potatoes,
tea, beans, and peanuts. No statistics
are given. II. Agriculture in Chosen
[Korea]: A table (p. 32-33) shows
area (in 1000 cho) and production (in
1,000 koku) in 1912: Rice 980 / 8,969.
Indian millet 403 / 3,118. Barley 386
/ 4,293. Soja bean 375 / 2,452. Wheat
169 / 1,094. Small red bean (azuki) 165 / 835. The largest
export from Chosen in 1912 was rice, followed by soja
beans. But the largest export from Chosen to Japan was soja
beans, worth 4,917,000 yen. III. Agriculture in Karafuto (the
Japanese name for Sakhalin Island). In 1875 it came entirely
under Russian control when Japan ceded it in exchange for
the Kuril / Kurile Islands. It was occupied by Japan in 1905,
and the southern half (below 50ºN) was granted to Japan by
the Treaty of Portsmouth, which ended the Russo-Japanese
War. It was returned to the USSR in 1945 after the Allies
defeated Japan in World War II. It is too far north to grow
soybeans. But barley, naked barley, wheat, oats, rye, and rape
grow well. Address: Tokyo, Japan.
4035. Claud: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1914.
Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, A.W.;
McLean, H.C.; Wilkins, L.K. 1914. “Factors influencing
the protein content of soy beans.” New Jersey Agric. Exp.
Station, Bulletin No. 282. 14 p. Dec. See p. 10-13. During
the summer of 1914 a number of pot experiments were
conducted; the soybean variety Claud was one of those
tested. Concerning Claud (p. 12): “The Claud is readily
recognized by its tall (forty inches), fine vines–tending to
be twining at the tips, and its small leaves. It matures in
about 130 days. The seeds are small and black, resembling
the Wilson and Ebony but slightly smaller. There is no
shattering; the yield of seed is medium; leaves are well
retained. Perhaps no variety is more suitable for hay than
Claud.” Note: Claud is once spelled “Claude” (p. 10).
Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, A.W. 1916. “Factors
influencing the protein content of soybeans.” Soil Science
1(2):171-78. Feb. See p. 175-78. For the crop planted in
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the spring of 1915, in the limed sections, the variety Claud
gave the second highest yield of dry matter (vines and pods),
3,680 lb/acre. Address: USA.
4036. Dietz, P.A. 1914. Het katjang-vlindertje (het
vermeende toa-toh-motje) [The little katjang butterfly; the
so-called little toa-toh moth]. Mededeelingen van het Deli
Proefstation te Medan (Sumatra) 8(8):273-76. [Dut]
4037. Gardner, Henry A. 1914. Repainting tests on paint
oils: With notes on the changes occurring in oils upon aging.
Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Educational
Bureau, Scientific Section, Circular No. 30. 9 p. Dec. [2 ref]
• Summary: The author has conducted extensive tests with
soya bean oil comparing it with linseed and other oils in
different proportions. On account of the inferior drying
qualities of soya bean oil as compared with linseed oil, it
cannot entirely displace the latter, and its use in connection
with linseed oil will be limited to from 25 to 50 per cent,
depending on the product in which is used. It is claimed
that no inferior qualities are developed in the paints if the
proportion of soya bean oil to the total oils does not exceed
the amounts mentioned. Soybean oil is not really competitive
with linseed oil, but seems rather, at the present linseed price
and supply, a necessary adjunct to it.
The writer found, in repainting tests in Washington, DC,
that the acid value of a sample of soya bean oil increased in
2½ years from 3.8 to 5.7.
Tables show: (1) Comparison of the specific gravity,
iodine no., saponification no., acid no., and refractive index.
in March 1911 and Nov. 1914 for 10 different oils, including
linseed oil (raw, heavy bodied, lithographic, and boiled),
soya bean oil, raw tung oil, perilla oil, etc. (2) Analysis of
additional oils for repainting tests: Corn oil, cottonseed oil,
lumbang oil, sunflower oil, hempseed oil, shark oil, sardine
oil, petroleum mixing oil, and boiled linseed oil (resinate
drier). (3) Paint formulas: Paints exposed May 1911,
repainted Nov. 1914. Many include soya bean oil.
Note 1. Letter from Betty Crowder of Advanced
Information Consultants (AIC). 2000. Feb. 8. The publisher,
the Paint Manufacturers’ Association, no longer exists.
There have been several mergers over the years and the
current name is National Paint and Coatings Association
(Washington, DC. Phone: 202-462-6272). They still have
archives, but many of the old documents have been lost or
discarded.
Note 2. Almost all of these Paint Manufacturers’
Association publications are now owned by the Chemical
Heritage Foundation (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). Address:
Asst. Director, The Inst. of Industrial Research, Washington,
DC.
4038. Garner, W.W.; Allard, H.A.; Foubert, C.L. 1914. Oil
content of seeds as affected by the nutrition of the plant. J. of

Agricultural Research 3(3):227-49. Dec. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Experiments with soy beans have
shown that, except for the period immediately following
blooming and that directly preceding final maturity, there
is a fairly uniform increase in oil content, both relative and
absolute, throughout the development of the seed, and no
evidence was found that there is a critical period of very
intense oil formation at any stage of seed development.”
“Some varieties of soy beans show a marked tendency to
shorten the time required for reaching maturity when planted
late in the season, but no correlation was found between the
date of planning and the size of the seed or oil content. These
properties appear to be influenced more by the character than
by the length of the growing period.
“Different varieties of soy beans grow under the same
conditions showed marked differences in oil content and
very great differences in size of the seed.”
Tables show: (3) Oil content of soy beans as affected
by partial defoliation. (4) Oil content of soy beans as
affected by partial removal of very young seed pods. (5)
Oil content of soy beans of large and small size from
the same plant (Ogemaw, Hansen, Buckshot; grown in
Pullman, Washington; Amherst, Massachusetts; Wooster,
Ohio; Statesville, North Carolina; La Fayette, Indiana;
and Kingston, Rhode Island). (6) Oil content of soy
beans planted at intervals of two weeks in 1911 (S.P.I.
No. 21755, Haberlandt, Buckshot, Medium Yellow). (7)
Varietal differences in the oil content of soy beans grown at
Arlington Experimental Farm, Virginia, in 1907, 1908, 1910
(Shanghai, Eda, Yosho, Amherst, etc.). (9) Oil content of
soy beans grown under different environmental conditions
(Hansen, Buckshot, Guelph, Ogemaw; also grown at
Auburn, Alabama). Address: 1. Physiologist in Charge; 2.
Asst. Physiologist; 3. Scientific Assistant. All: Tobacco and
Plant-Nutrition Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry
[Washington, DC].
4039. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, A.W.; McLean, H.C.;
Wilkins, L.K. 1914. Factors influencing the protein content
of soy beans. New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 282. 14 p. Dec.
• Summary: “During the summer of 1914 a number of pot
experiments were conducted to determine the influence
of different factors, as for example, fertilizer treatment,
thickness of planting, time of harvesting, etc., on the protein
content of soy beans...” The following 13 varieties were
tested (notes on growth and ripening of each are given): Ito
San, Ohio 9035, Manhattan, Guelph, Claud [black seeded;
spelled “Claude” once on p. 10], Ebony, Wilson, Swan,
Medium Yellow, Edna [black seeded], Hollybrook, Tarheel /
Tar Heel [black seeded], and Mammoth Yellow.
Concerning Ohio 9035 (p. 11): It is a “seed producer,
originated at the Ohio Experiment Station. It is an erect
bushy plant about 28 inches high, having medium coarse
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branches and large leaves. It requires about 130 days for
maturity; the leaves are not well retained. It has large brown
seed, not much inclined to shatter.”
Concerning Claud (p. 12): “The Claud is readily
recognized by its tall (forty inches), fine vines–tending to
be twining at the tips, and its small leaves. It matures in
about 130 days. The seeds are small and black, resembling
the Wilson and Ebony but slightly smaller. There is no
shattering; the yield of seed is medium; leaves are well
retained. Perhaps no variety is more suitable for hay than
Claud.”
Concerning Edna (p. 12): “Its characteristics are: a
bushy growth (twenty-six inches), medium fine branches,
lateness in maturing–150 days is required–small pods,
small black seed, and its non-shattering and leaf-retaining
habit. This is a very slow growing variety and is not
recommended.”
Concerning Tarheel (p. 12): “This is a slow growing
variety and does not ordinarily mature in New Jersey. It has a
large woody stem with coarse branches and large leaves, and
grows about 36 inches high. The seeds are jet black and very
large.” Table IV (p. 10) spells the name “Tar Heel” and gives
the composition. Table V (p. 13) spells the name “Tarheel.”
“Summary. The thickness of planting apparently did
not affect the percentage of nitrogen in the dry matter, but
for a given area, much more nitrogen was recovered in the
crop where planting was thick, than where it was thin. In
pot experiments the percentage of nitrogen in the dry matter
reached a maximum in ten to fifteen weeks from the date of
planting.
“Certain varieties, as, for example, Ebony, Medium
Yellow, Guelph and Manhattan, are far richer in nitrogen,
both forage and shelled beans, than other varieties tested.
The different fertilizing materials did not greatly influence
the percentage of nitrogen in the dry matter, but judicious
liming increased the nitrogen content of both vines and
shelled beans.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean varieties Claud, Edna, Ohio 9035, or
Tarheel / Tar Heel. Address: 1. Ph.D. Director of the Station,
Soil Chemist and Bacteriologist, New Brunswick, New
Jersey.
4040. Ohio 9035: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1914.
Renamed Hamilton by 1923. Seed color: Brown.
• Summary: Sources: Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, A.W.;
McLean, H.C.; Wilkins, L.K. 1914. “Factors influencing
the protein content of soy beans.” New Jersey Agric. Exp.
Station, Bulletin No. 282. 14 p. Dec. See p. 10-11, 13. Table
IV shows that the plants of soy bean variety Ohio 9035
contain an average of more than 2.75 per cent nitrogen.
“Ohio 9035: A seed producer, originated at the Ohio
Experiment Station. It is an erect bushy plant about 28 inches
high, having medium coarse branches and large leaves. It

requires about 130 days for maturity; the leaves are not
well retained. It has large brown seed, not much inclined to
shatter.” Table V shows that the shelled beans contain 6.889
per cent. nitrogen when the plants are limed, but only 6.004
per cent. when they are not limed. Address: USA.
4041. Piper, C.V. 1914. Fundamental principles in agronomy.
J. of the American Society of Agronomy 6(6):227-41. Nov/
Dec.
• Summary: “(Presidential address before the American
Society of Agronomy, November 10, 1914.)”
“Page 228: “In this effort to enumerate what the writer
regards as principles or fundamental generalizations, the
scope is limited to the plant side of the subject; that is,
crop production. In attempting to formulate such a list of
generalizations, various questions arise, such as their relative
importance and the sufficiency of evidence as to the validity
of each. More striking, perhaps, is the fact that nearly all
such generalizations, to be true, must needs be stated so
broadly that except for pedagogical purposes, it is difficult
to see wherein they possess much value. If, however, we are
to continue to refer to principles or fundamental problems of
agriculture, we ought to reach some agreement as to what is
meant in terms more concrete than are commonly used.
“After some consideration I have been able to formulate
18 such generalizations that appear to me to possess
fundamental importance. They are, however, of very unequal
values, viewed either from the theoretical or the practical
standpoint. Some of them are very simple and essentially
axiomatic.”
Pages 236-37: “11. The nitrogen content of the soil is
most cheaply maintained by keeping up the supply of humus
and especially by growing legumes, which alone of crop
plants can utilize atmospheric nitrogen.
The discovery by Hellriegel, in 1887, of the method by
which legumes are able to fix atmospheric nitrogen is with
little doubt the most important agronomic advancement made
in the past forty years. It was previously known, however,
that legumes could obtain more nitrogen than was present
in the soil. The value of legumes for green manure or for
rotations was known to the ancient Romans and their general
use in India and China indicates that it was practiced in these
countries in ancient times. In modern agriculture the effect of
Hellriegel’s discovery has been to emphasize the importance
of legumes in cropping systems and thus to increase their
use.
“Agronomic data in regard to the relative fertilizing
value of legumes in which there is a choice, such as the
cowpea and the soybean; red clover, alfalfa and melilot;
crimson clover and vetch; are far from satisfactory. Thus far
the only method of measuring their values in this regard has
been the effect on the subsequent crop. No method has yet
been devised to determine the actual quantity of atmospheric
nitrogen that different legumes may be able to fix under
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comparable field conditions. There is, however, general
belief that the best legume to grow for such purpose is the
one which will produce the cheapest unit of yield in dry
matter.
“Perhaps the most fascinating problem in regard to
root nodules is their peculiar systematic distribution. They
occur on the roots of five widely distinct families of plants,
in each case being caused by apparently the same organism.
Theoretically there seems no good reason why they should
not become adapted to grow on the roots of all plants.”
Note 1. Page 278 states that “the tenth and last paper
on the program address of the retiring president, Prof. C.V.
Piper, entitled ‘Fundamental Principles in Agronomy,’ was
delivered and the Society adjourned, sine die. [i.e., with no
appointed date for resumption].
Note 2. A table on p. 280 of this issue shows the
membership in the Society of Agronomy increased from 121
in 1908 to 397 in 1914. And “C.V. Piper was made chairman
of the editing committee.” Address: U.S. Dep. of Agriculture,
Washington, DC.
4042. Shedd, O.M. 1914. The relation of sulfur to soil
fertility. Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 188. p. 593-630. Dec. See p. 602-07. [16 ref]
• Summary: On a soil containing 600 lb of sulfur and 3,400
lb of phosphorus per acre, the author obtained significant
gains in the growth of soybeans with applications of sulfur,
ammonium sulfate, pyrite, and ferrous sulfate, and smaller
gains with calcium, potassium, barium, magnesium,
aluminum, and sodium sulfates. The best results were
obtained with elemental sulfur. Pyrite and ferrous sulfate
were applied at rates furnishing 6 lb of sulfur per acre. The
sulfur content of the soybeans which had responded to sulfur
fertilization was in all cases higher than that of the beans that
had not been fertilized with sulfur.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term “ammonium sulfate” (as
a fertilizer) in connection with soybeans. Address: Chemist.
4043. Shibukawa, Kôzô; Nakanishi, Kinzaburô. 1914.
Kyokushi seizô narabini seizôhô-chû ni okeru kagakuteki
seibun no henka ni tsuite [On the chemical change during the
manufacture of kyokushi]. Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K.,
Chuo Shikenjo Hokoku (South Manchuria Railway Co.,
Central Research Institute, Report) No. 2. p. 25-53. [Jap]
4044. Tarheel: New U.S. domestic soybean variety (Also
spelled Tar-Heel or Tar Heel). 1914. Renamed Tarheel Black
by 1915. Seed color: Black, hilum black.
• Summary: Sources: Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, A.W.;
McLean, H.C.; Wilkins, L.K. 1914. “Factors influencing
the protein content of soy beans.” New Jersey Agric. Exp.
Station, Bulletin No. 282. 14 p. Dec. See p. 10, 12-13.
Concerning Tarheel (p. 12): “This is a slow growing

variety and does not ordinarily mature in New Jersey. It has a
large woody stem with coarse branches and large leaves, and
grows about 36 inches high. The seeds are jet black and very
large.” Table IV (p. 10) spells the name “Tar Heel” and gives
the composition. Table V (p. 13) spells the name “Tarheel.”
Cauthen, E.F. 1918. “Soy beans in Alabama.” Alabama
Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 203. p. 85-123. Nov. See p.
102. Table VI gives the seed yield of “Tar Heel” in 1916 (4.5
bushels per acre). Address: USA.
4045. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon).
1914. Soya bean cake and meal. 43:447. Dec.
• Summary: These are excerpts from an article titled “The
utilisation of cereal offals and certain other products for
feeding purposes,” published in the Journal of the Board of
Agriculture (Oct. 1914, p. 606-07).
4046. Walters, J.A.T. 1914. Dhal or pigeon-pea (Cajanus
indicus). Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 11(8):1137-40. Dec.
• Summary: Page 1138: “The need of a leguminous grain
crop as a constituent of the ration to be fed to all farm
animals has been repeatedly pointed out by writers on
the feeding of stock. The soy bean, cow-pea and haricot
bean have not up to now proved entirely satisfactory for
one reason or another in Rhodesia.” Address: B.A., Asst.
Government Agriculturist.
4047. Bailey, L.H. 1914-1917. The standard cyclopedia of
horticulture. 6 vols. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co.
• Summary: The six volumes of this encyclopedia are
divided as follows: Vol. 1 is A-B. 2 is C-E. 3 is F-K. 4. is
L-O. 5 is P-R. 6 is S-Z.
Note: Under “Seeds and seedage” (vol. 6) is a good
history of the seed trade and industry in the USA, but the
many early soybean seedsmen and seed companies are
not discussed here nor under entries for their individual
companies. However the early history of Grant Thorburn
and J.J.H. Gregory are mentioned (p. 3136)–not including
soybeans.
4048. Beythien, Adolf; Hartwich, Carl; Klimmer, M. eds.
1914-1920. Handbuch der Nahrungsmitteluntersuchung
[Handbook of food investigations. 3 vols.]. Leipzig,
Germany: S.H. Tauchnitz. See vol. II, p. 72, 74, 76-77. 29
cm. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Volume II, titled “Botanical-Microscopic
Part,” is by Prof. Dr. C. Hartwich. The chapter on legumes
(Huelsenfruechte) discusses the various kinds of soybeans
(according to Harz) and the form and morphology of
their seeds. Mature soybean seeds do not contain any
starch. Vol. 1 is the chemical-physical part. Vol. 2 is the
botanical-microscopic part. Vol. 3 is the bacteriological
and biological part. Illustrations (line drawings, Fig. 33)
show a microscopic view of the cellular components of the
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Glycine hispida and Soja hispida seeds. Address: 1. Dr.,
Prof., Direktor des chemischen Untersuchungsamtes der
Stadt Dresden, Germany; 2. Prof. an der Eidgenoessischen
Technischen Hochschule zu Zurich, Switzerland.
4049. Friedrich, J.C. 1914. Die Soja in der Baeckerei [Soya
in bakeries]. Centralblatt fuer Baecker und Conditoren
26(30):627-. [Ger]*
4050. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Fujiwara Tofu-ten.
Manufacturer’s Address: 168½ W.S. Temple St., Salt Lake
City, Utah. Phone: Was. 4816.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 180.
Note: Between the two shops listed on this page is
another business named Yaezono, which may well be a tofu
shop as well, but this is not clear. Yaezono is located at 47
S.W. Temple St, Salt Lake City, Utah. However, strangely, in
the census part of this book, there are no tofu shops listed in
Salt Lake City.

Address: Jozo Shikensho Gishi.
4055. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kurosumi (Kokuju?) Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 427, Sebastopol,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 174. Note: Sebastopol is a town in
Sonoma County, about 52 miles north of San Francisco.
4056. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Matsumoto Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 95, Dinuba, California.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 115.
4057. Mildred Lager as a young lady (Photograph). 1914.

4051. Gardner, Henry A. 1914. Repainting tests on paint
oils. With notes on the changes occurring in oils upon aging.
Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Educational
Bureau, Bulletin No. 46. p. 112-21. *
• Summary: Discusses conclusions obtained in paint tests
at Washington, DC, in May 1911. Address: Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
4052. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hashimoto Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 94, Visalia, California.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 117. Note: Takahashi Tofu-ya had this P.O.
Box in 1913.
4053. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hidejima Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1509½ Geary St., San Francisco,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 14.
4054. Kinoshita, Asakichi. 1914. Nidan shikomi shôyu jôzôhô anshutsu no yurai [The origin of the idea of the two-step
method for brewing shoyu]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J.
of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 9(11):39-42. [Jap]
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• Summary: This 5 by 8 inch black-and-white photo was
probably taken in Superior, Wisconsin, where Mildred grew
up. A tiny handwritten note in the lower right corner appears
to give the date as 1914, when Mildred would have been age
14.
Sent to Soyfoods Center in May 1981 by Dr. & Mrs.
George L. Bower of Redding, California. Lois Bower was
Mildred’s stepdaughter.
4058. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Miyajima-kan.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box Q, Oxnard, California.
Phone: Home 236.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook]. 1914. Directory entry p. 62.
Ad (in English and Japanese) on p. 40 in last block of ads.
They sell Japanese and western foods, and other goods. They
have a billiard parlor, and they make and sell tofu. Note: This
company has the same phone number as Shirae Tofu-ya in
Oxnard.
4059. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nakadate (Nakatate or Nakatachi?)
Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 21 Sausal St., Salinas, California.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 160.
4060. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nakajima Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 220 Japanese Ave., Sacramento,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 62.
4061. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nishimoto Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 184 14th St., Riverside,
California. Phone: Home 1887.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 149. Note: Yonemura Tofu-ya was at this
address in 1913.
4062. Nishimura, Torazô; Inoue, T.; Kimura, K. 1914. Shôyu
jôzô yô en. Enshitsu hikaku shiken seisei [Comparative
examination of the quality of salt used for making shoyu].
Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing,

Japan) 9(3):24-60. [Jap]
Address: 1. Jozo Shikensho Gishi; 2-3. Senbaikyoku Gishi.
4063. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nojima Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 136, Isleton, California.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 87.
4064. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Noto (G.).
Manufacturer’s Address: Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu
and the Territory of Hawaii. 1914. p. 534. “Noto, G., soy,
1339 Liliha [Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaiian Islands]. Residence:
Same.” Not listed in 1913.
4065. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Okamoto Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 185, San Juan,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 164. Note: Today, San Juan, located in
Orange County, is probably the same as San Juan Capistrano,
named after the mission founded there by Padre Junipero
Serra on 1 Nov. 1776.
4066. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Oye (Ohye) Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1621 Buchanan St., San
Francisco, California. Phone: West 2157.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: The Japanese-American
Yearbook (Nichibei Nenkan). No. 10 (Published by Mr.
Kyutaro Abiko, of Nichibei [Shinbun], Japanese-American
News). 1914. p. 14. The company name is written with the
Chinese characters meaning “Large + Bay.” Tofu-ya means
“Tofu company.”
Talk with Mr. Seizô Oka, Head, History Room, Japanese
Cultural and Community Center, San Francisco. 1989. Dec.
5. He has talked with Mrs. Sumiko Kawashima (maiden
name Oye/Ohye) who now lives in Hinode Tower. Her
father, Mr. Masuzo Oye was an early tofu maker in San
Francisco. Before him, one of the earliest in San Francisco
was said to be Jitsutaro Hayashi.
4067. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Rafu Tofu-ya (Los Angeles Tofu
Shop).
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Manufacturer’s Address: 446 Jackson St., Los Angeles,
California. Phone: A2896.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 128. Note: Rafu is the Japanese nickname
for Los Angeles. Hirano Tofu-ya was at this address in 1911.
4068. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sakai Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 231, Walnut Grove,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 85. Walnut Grove is a small town
in Sacramento County, California, at the bend in the
Sacramento River, about 20 miles south of the city of
Sacramento.
4069. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Satake Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: 79 Japanese Ave., Sacramento,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 62.
4070. Product Name: [Soyama Soya Flour (Bake Soyama,
or Dr. Goessel’s Power Flour)].
Foreign Name: Back-Soyama und Dr. Goessel’s KraftMehl.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyamawerke Englehardt und Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: J.C. Friedrich. 1914.
Centralblatt für Bäcker und Conditoren. No. 30. p. 627. “Die
Soja in der Bäckerei.”
J.C. Friedrich. 1915. Zeitschrift für das Gesamte
Getreidewesen 7(1):22-23. Jan. “Die Soja in der Bäckerei.”
Fuerstenberg. 1917. Die Soja. p. 27. One excellent soya
flour is Soyama-Kraftmehl (Soyama Power Flour), made by
the Soyamawerke at Frankfurt am Main. The soybeans are
dehulled and the flour is prepared by Dr. Goessel’s process.
The Agumawerke in Harburg on the Elbe River also makes
soy flour.
Soyama Werke Englehardt und Co. 1921.
Horvath. 1927. The Soybean as Human Food. p. 46.
Soyama is a full fat soy flour, containing 42% protein, 18%
fat, 24% carbohydrates, 6% ash, and 438 calories per 100
gm. Excellent results were obtained with the Soyama flour
made by Soyamawerke, Frankfurt am Main, Germany (p.
57).

4071. Product Name: [Soyama Soymilk (Regular Fresh, for
Diabetics, for Baking)].
Foreign Name: Soyama Fruchtmilchpulver.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyamawerke Englehardt und Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: J.C. Friedrich. 1914.
Centralblatt für Bäcker und Conditoren. No. 30. p. 627. “Die
Soja in der Bäckerei.”
4072. Suzuki, U.; Sera, S.; Sasaki, Y. 1914. Dobutsu no eiyôjô sekkai no kôka ni tsuite [The effect of limestone (calcium)
on the nutrition of animals]. Tokyo Kagaku Kaishi (J. of the
Tokyo Chemical Society) 35:1035-91. [Jap]
Address: 1. Nôgaku Hakase; 2-3. Nôgaku-shi.
4073. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Takao Tofu-ya oyobi Gyokujo /
Tamaba? (Pool Hall / Billiards).
Manufacturer’s Address: Care of Quon Chong Kee,
Loomis, California.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 70. Note 1. No street address or P.O.
box number is given. Note 2. Loomis is in Placer County,
northeast of Sacramento between Rocklin and Auburn.
4074. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tamada Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 402, Lodi, California.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 98.
4075. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tanaka Tofu-ya (K. Tanaka Co.,
Inc.).
Manufacturer’s Address: 885 3rd Ave., New York City,
New York. Phone: Plaza 5218.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: The Japanese American
Directory. 1925. p. O-69. Company name is in Japanese
characters: Tanaka Tofu-ya. Address and phone are in
English: 885 3rd Ave., New York City, NY. Phone: Plaza
5218.
See also Tanaka Tofu Seizo-sho (Tanaka Tofu) (1934).
Are these two companies, which have very similar names
and the exact same addresses, related?
Hokubei Shinpo-sha. 1948. Nyuyoku Benran: Tsuketari
jushoroku, 1948-1949 nendo [New York Japanese American
directory: 1948-1949]. Who’s Who section, p. 22. In 1914,
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after a brief visit to Japan, he returned to the U.S., settling
in New York, where he soon entered his present business.
He continued the tofu shop until the outbreak of World
War II. In 1942 he moved into his present shop at 159 East
53rd St [between Lexington and 3rd Ave. if in NYC]. Note:
It is not clear when (probably in about 1914) and at what
address he began making tofu in New York–nor what the
first name of his tofu company was. In the same book an ad
on an unnumbered page about 22 pages after Mr. Tanaka’s
biography states in English: K. Tanaka Co. Inc., 144 West
65th, New York 23, N.Y. Tel. TRafalgar 4-6600. Tel.
TRafalgar 4-6601. 159 East 53rd Street, New York, 22, N.Y.
Tel. Plaza 3-5218. In Japanese: Tanaka Shokai, Mr. Kaijiro
Tanaka and Mr. Kazuo Nakayama. All Japanese foods. Tofu
manufacturer. Care package shipping service to Japan. Direct
import of foods. Note 3. Of the two addresses given above in
English, the 2nd one (159 E. 53rd St.) is for the tofu shop.
In section (3) titled Nyuyoku Benran, on page 29 is a
subsection on tofu business. In about May 1943 they were
selling 400 to 500 cakes (chô) of tofu per month. One year
later in 1944 they were selling 1,200 cakes per month. Mr.
Tanaka said that one reason for the increased price of tofu
was the increase in the Japanese population in New York, as
they returned to the city.
The all-English directory at back of book states under
New York City–Oriental Foods: “Tanaka, K., Co., Inc.
(Sunrise Rice Cake Co.), 159 East 53rd St., New York (22).
Plaza 3-5218. Branch: (Formerly E.L. Sauce Co.), 144 W.
65th St., New York (23); TRafalgar 4-6600 and TRafalgar
4-6601.”
4076. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tayama Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 524, Penryn,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 72. Note: Penryn is in Placer County,
northeast of Sacramento, near Auburn.
4077. Togano, Meijiro. 1914. Togano-shiki jidosei kôji
sochi no kansei [Togano’s perfected automatic koji making
machine]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of
Brewing, Japan) 9(6):3-9. [Jap]
Address: Jozo Shikensho Gishi.
4078. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wada Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 33, Selma, California.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 109.

4079. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamamoto Ryokan, Tofu-ya.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 372, Newcastle,
California.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 73. Note: A ryokan is a traditional
Japanese inn. So the owners operate both an inn and a
tofu shop. Newcastle is in Placer County, northeast of
Sacramento, in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada mountain
range, between Loomis and Auburn.
4080. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamamoto Tofu-ten.
Manufacturer’s Address: 39½ S.W. Temple St., Salt Lake
City, Utah. Phone: Was. 4816.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Nichibei Shinbun-sha.
1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American Yearbook].
Directory entry p. 180.
4081. American Society for Testing Materials. 1914. Reports
of Committee D-1 on preservation coatings for structural
materials, 1903-1914. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: ASTM.
567 p. See p. 261, 334-35, 339-44. Illust. No index. 23 cm.
• Summary: In the Report, Fourteenth Annual Meeting, 1911
is a “Report of Sub-Committee C on Paint Vehicles” (p. 26172; numbers at bottom of pages). “Soya bean oil” is one of
the vehicles selected for tests (p. 261). Members of the D-1
sub-committee are: G.B. Heckel, Glenn H. Pickard, Allen
Rogers, A.H. Sabin, and H.A. Gardner, Chairman.
In the Report, Sixteenth Annual Meeting, 1913 (p.
313) is a “Report of Sub-Committee C on Paint Vehicles,”
by H.A. Gardner, chairman (p. 334-48). Contents of this
latter report: Introduction (incl. names of those attending
meeting in Brooklyn, New York, on 3 March 1912; Messrs.
Thompson, Pickard, Sabin, Toch, Schaeffer, Lane, Ingalls,
Voorhees, Nemzek, Boughton, White, Rogers, Lawrie and
Gardner). Tests on soya bean oils (p. 334-35). (1. Analytical
constants of “soya oils” to be determined. 2. Heat test {with
dry air blown over surface}. 3. Drying test {time to dry and
loss of weight}). Tests on tung oils.
Results of tests: Soya bean oils (p. 334-35, based on 9
samples): Specific gravity at 15ºC: 0.9247. Saponification
number: 192.0. Iodine number {Hanus method}: 134.5. Acid
number: 2.14.
Appendix I: Detail results of tests of soya bean oils and
tung oils (p. 339-48). Addenda: Table 22. Data on density of
oils used in tests, by H.C. Bearce, Bureau of Standards.
Note: This report was reprinted from the Society’s
Proceedings, Vol. XIII, 1913. Address: Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
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4082. Annual Report of the Kumaun Government Gardens
for the Year 1913-14. 1914. Allahabad, United Provinces
[India]: Printed by F. Luker, Supdt., Government Press. 16 p.
See p. 2-4, 11-15.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy bean (Glycine hispida)
by Norman Gill states (p. 2): “8. Extensive experiments were
carried out by me [Norman Gill] during the year with this
important crop. The results... far exceeded my expectations.
The Soy bean flourishes here and, unlike many other crops,
benefits from a heavy rainfall. The best results have naturally
been obtained from good soil where the plants, being more
robust, were able to withstand the attacks of numerous
insects (particularly Thrips).”
Seven soybean varieties were planted at the end of
May and in the middle of June. These included “the yellow
American (a variety introduced last year by the Director of
Land Records and Agriculture). This variety proved a great
success and although it did not produce the heaviest yield, it
contained the largest percentage of oil, and now that it has
become acclimatized, still better results should be obtained
during the coming season.
The plants were harvested between mid-September and
late October. “The original stock of the yellow American Soy
bean was reported to” contain 17% oil, “whereas an analysis
of the same variety grown here shows the high percentage of
21.7.”
In plot no. 1, which was sown with selected plump
seeds, 40% germinated. In plot no. 2, which was sown with
the remaining unselected seeds (mostly shriveled), only 26%
germinated. A table shows that the selected plump seeds gave
a greater yield and contained a greater percentage of oil.
One table gives the average composition of the soil in
which the Soy beans were grown (including large stones,
sand, fine soil and moisture).
12. In July, the writer noticed that the new crop had been
attacked by insects. He “forwarded a number of specimens
of infested leaves to the Imperial Entomologist at Pusa,” who
reported various species of Thrip on the leaves, three leafrollers, a Soy bean caterpillar (Nacoleia indicata F. (vulgaris)
Guen), and species of Coptosoma, Omiodes indicata, and
Thysanoptera.
“13. The seeds of Soy beans for experimental purposes
were freely distributed to planters in Kumaun.” They
reported disappointing results in poor soils, due to scanty
rainfall, or with late sowing.
“15. I am indebted to Mr. C.T. Allen of Cawnpore, for
furnishing detailed results of the Soy bean crop grown on his
estate at Ramgarh.” The Soy bean “promises to be a valuable
hill crop eventually.”
A large table titled “Tabulated record of experiments
made in the cultivation of Soy beans at Douglas Dale [and
Ramgarh]” (p. 4) has the following columns: Plot number,
variety, date of sowing, quantity sown (in tolas, oz, or lb),

area (square feet), date harvested, total yield (lb and oz),
estimated yield per acre (lb), oil percentage, weight of 100
seeds in grams, and moisture, and ash.
The varieties planted are: Yellow American, Yellow
seeded, Hollybrook, Big seeded, Hill bhat, Nagpur, and Gun
bean. The best yield was about 1,688 lb/acre.
Appendix B (p. 11-13), titled “Distribution list for
1913-14,” shows that many different people received
different varieties of soy beans. The beans were sent to the
following places: Ramgarh, Terchakhet, Shiamkhet, Almora,
Lamachaur, Saria Tal, Saharanpur, Beluwakhan, Durgapur,
Bhaluety, Patwa Dangar, Ganja, and Garhwal.
Appendix C (p. 14), titled “List of contribution for
1913-14,” shows that “The Director of Land Records and
Agriculture, United Provinces, Lucknow” contributed “30
seers American Soy bean.” Note: 1 seer = 2.05 lb.
A photo (Fig. 1) on the last page of this report shows the
relative sizes and shapes of 7 varieties of Soy beans used in
this experiment. The plot number in which each was grown
is written at the bottom of four photos of each seed. Thus, 4
is Hollybrook, 5 is Big seeded, 8 (the biggest) is Gun bean,
and 7 (the smallest) is Nagpur. Address: Superintendent of
the gardens, District, Douglas Dale, Jeolikote, Naini Tal
[Nainital, British India].
4083. Ballard, E. 1914. List of the more important insect
pests of crops in the Nyasaland Protectorate. Bulletin of
Entomological Research (London) 4(4):347-51F.
• Summary: Insect collections were made during the first 3
months of the 1911-12 planting season and throughout the
1912-13 season. Among the Meloidae, “Ceroctis trifurca,
Gerst. eats the flowers of soya and velvet beans” (p. 350).
Address: Government Entomologist, Nyasaland Protectorate.
4084. Bericht ueber die Taetigkeit der Chemischen
Untersuchnungsanstalt der Stadt Leipzig. 1914.
Mehlersatzwaren: Mehl, Brot, sonstiges Gebaeck und
Teigwaren [Meal and flour substitute products: Flour, bread,
and other bakery and pasta products]. p. 27-28. [Ger]
• Summary: Following the rules that have made bread and
bread flour in short supply during the war, other types of
flour are coming to be used. Soybean meal, which is precooked, is especially well suited for use in soups and with
vegetables. A table shows the chemical composition of five
different brands of meal or flour: Agumamehl, Burtamehl,
Mehlban, Kastanienmehl, and Musculin.
For Agumamehl: Water 9.61%, protein 40.17%, fat
6.99%, carbohydrates 37.81%, minerals 5.42%, sodium
chloride–trace. Address: Germany.
4085. Boss, Andrew. 1914. Farm management. Chicago and
New York: Lyons & Carnahan. 237 p. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
[20+ ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on pages 96, 99, 106,
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228, 231.
Chapter 9, “Crops and crop rotation,” in section 74 titled
“Farm crops classified,” states (p. 96): Farm crops may be
thrown into three rough groups, for the purpose of arranging
crop rotations; (1) grain crops; (2) grass crops; (3) cultivated
crops.
“The grain crops include wheat, oats, barley, flax, rye,
and such other cereals as may be grown for the mature
grain. The roots of all of these crops are shallow and feed
near the surface. A part of the plants, the stubble, is returned
to the soil and the crop may be said to be neutral as to the
destruction of vegetable matter in the soil.
“The grass crops include timothy, red top, blue grass,
bromus, orchard grass, rye grass, and others of the true
grasses. Included with them are the clovers, alfalfa, cow
peas, soy beans and such other leguminous crops as are
ordinarily grown for forage. These crops produce a large
amount of leaves, many of which are broken off and returned
to the soil. The roots of the clovers and alfalfa penetrate
deeply and aid materially in renovating and aerating the
soil. The crowns and roots of all of these plants are large,
and when plowed under or allowed to decay in the soil, add
considerable vegetable matter. These crops are useful also in
keeping down weeds and encouraging the production of live
stock, thus providing manures for the land. The grass crops
may be said to increase the vegetable matter in the soil.”
Page 99 (same chapter): “A four-year rotation of (1)
corn, with cow peas, soy beans, or clover as a catch crop
(clover sown at last cultivation); (2) oats, with wheat seeded
in the fall; (3) wheat, with clover seeded in the spring;
(4) clover (first crop used for hay, and second for seed or
pasture) is recommended.”
Chapter 10, “Soil management,” in section 82 titled
“Supplying vegetable matter,” states (p. 105-06): “There
are three ways of supplying vegetable matter, (1) By raising
green crops which can be plowed under. Such crops as rye,
wheat, barley, or oats may be used for the purpose. Even
a rank growth of weeds can be satisfactorily used though
it is not advisable to grow them. The annual grain crops,
however, develop small root systems and do not penetrate so
deeply as the alfalfa and clovers. For this reason, they are not
so satisfactory for green manure crops. Dwarf Essex rape,
cow peas, soy beans, Canada field peas, and other annual
crops are successfully used. (2) The grass crops, such as
timothy, orchard grass, bromus, and the legumes, particularly
the clovers and alfalfa used for hay and pasture crops, are
very satisfactory for plowing under to enrich the soil. The
clovers and alfalfa especially, develop large root systems and
penetrate deeply. When properly inoculated with nitrifying
bacteria, the plants are enabled to use the nitrogen of the air
in building plant tissue. When the roots of the plants decay
in the soil, it is consequently enriched. A soil which grows
frequently such crops as medium red clover, alsike clover,
or alfalfa, is likely to be well supplied with vegetable matter

and when sown or planted to other crops, will give large
yields.”
In the Appendix, the section on “Fertility in farm
produce” contains a table (p. 228) with that same title. For
soy beans, soy bean straw, and soy bean crop it gives the
individual and combined market value per acre each year
of the nitrogen ($23.85 combined), phosphorus ($0.63) and
potassium ($4.38) for a total market value of $28.86. The
only crops that produce a higher market value for these three
elements are: Clover hay $31.80, and Cotton crop $31.00.
Source of table: Soil Fertility and Permanent Agriculture, by
Hopkins (Ginn & Co.). Alfalfa hay $72.60.
A table titled “Digestible nutrients in American feeding
stuffs” (p. 231), under “Concentrates” gives values for
“Soy beans” as follows: Total dry matter in 100 lb.: 88.3.
Digestible nutrients: Crude protein: 29.1. Carbohydrates:
23.3. Fat: 14.6. Source of table: Feeds and Feeding, by
Henry.
Note: Andrew Boss lived 1867-1947. Address: Prof. of
Agriculture and Farm Management, and Chief of the Div. of
Agronomy and Farm Management, College of Agriculture,
Univ. of Minnesota.
4086. Bosse, Sara; Watanna, Onoto. 1914. Chinese-Japanese
cook book. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co.
120 p. Index. 17 cm.
• Summary: A remarkable and pioneering East-Asian
cookbook. It may be the earliest Japanese cookbook seen
published in America. It is the 2nd earliest Chinese cookbook
published in America. The cover illustration shows a well
dressed Japanese woman in a Japanese room kneeling and
cooking over a brazier. Contents: Preface. Part I: Chinese
recipes (12 sections, p. 9-64). Part II: Japanese recipes (7
sections, p. 74-110). List of Chinese and Japanese groceries.
The Preface begins (p. 1): “Chinese cooking in recent
years has become very popular in America, and certain
Japanese dishes are also in high favor. The restaurants are
no longer the resort of curious idlers, intent upon studying
types peculiar to Chinatown, for the Chinese restaurants have
pushed their way out of Chinatown and are now found in all
parts of the large cities of America.” “There is no reason why
these same dishes should not be cooked and served in any
American home.”
Concerning shoyu, or Japanese-style soy sauce (p. 2-3):
“Syou, sometimes called Soye, is similar to Worcestershire
and similar European sauces. In fact, the latter are all said
to be adaptations of the original Chinese syou, and most of
the European sauces contain syou in their makeup. It lends
a flavor to any meat dish, and is greatly esteemed by the
Oriental peoples.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the word “syou” to refer to shoyu
or soy sauce.
Syou (soy sauce) is an ingredient in at least 55 recipes in
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this book, both Chinese and Japanese–starting with Chinese
soups (p. 12-17). When first mentioned here it is called “syou
(Chinese sauce),” but thereafter simply “syou.”
“Miso paste” appears in 5 Japanese recipes: Satsuma
soup (“one quarter pound of aburage {oil-fried Tofu}; one
quarter pound of miso paste {soy bean and rice cheese},”
p. 71-72). Uwo shiru (Fish soup) (“one pound of miso paste
{bean and rice paste}; one half cupful of syou sauce,” p. 7374). Shika shiro (Pot-roasted venison) (“one cupful of syou
sauce;... one quarter pound of miso paste,” p. 80). Tamago
bolan (Peony eggs) (“finely mashed miso,” p. 91-92). Shiro
uri (Stewed squash) (“syou sauce... two tablespoons of

miso,” p. 95).
“Aburage (oil-fried Tofu)” and regular tofu appears
in Satsuma soup (p. 71, see above). Yaki zakana (Fried
fish) (with “oil-fried Tofu... Note: Tofu is made from a
mixture of syou bean [soy bean] and rice. It is mashed
and rolled into a thin cake, and fried in oil, very much
like pancakes,” p. 77-78). Note 2. A poorer definition of
tofu would be hard to find. Yaki udzura (Broiled quail
or pigeons) (“aburage {bean cheese paste}” and “Tofu
cakes,” p. 79). Fried squab (with “fried Tofu,” p. 81).
Tamago tofu (a tofu-like custard made with eggs and
syoyu sauce, but no real tofu, p. 89-90).
Bean sprouts are used in many recipes, but we are
never told what type of beans are sprouted [probably
mung beans]; a recipe for homemade bean sprouts
(p. 109) calls for “ordinary white beans, or dried lima
beans.” Other interesting ingredients include: “Adzuki
(purple beans)” (mentioned once in Yohan candy).
Goma seeds [sesame] or goma-seed oil (mentioned
15 times). Kudzu starch (6 times, misspelled once as
“kudze”). Peanut oil (at least 10 times). Seaweed (1 can
of seaweed; small piece of seaweed), seaweed jelly or
gelatine, or Kanton [kanten, agar] (15 times). Sweet rice
[mochigome].
The authors, “Winnifred and Sara Eaton were
sisters, daughters of a Chinese-born mother and an
English-born father, and grew up in a large family
in Montreal, Canada. Winnifred Eaton was a very
successful fiction writer who, by taking on a Japanese
identity, both exploited the public’s craze for ‘Japonica’
at the time, and obscured her Chinese heritage during an
age of anti-Chinese sentiment and policies. This cook
book was her first collaboration with Sarah, who may
have done very little of the writing. A painter, Sarah
(1868-1940) lived out her life with her German artist
husband, Karl Bosse, in New York. Winnifred (whose
Japanese pseudonym was Onoto Watanna) lived 18791954, knew almost nothing about Japanese cooking.
Winifred’s biographer and granddaughter, Diane
Birchall, says that the authors’ claim in the Preface
that the Chinese recipes are “... secret recipes handed
down from Vo Ling, worthy descendant of a long line
of noted Chinese cooks...’ is just a hoax. “According to
Birchall, Eaton was awful at cooking Chinese dishes” (MSU
introduction and biography).
4087. Chiappini, C. du P. 1914. The trade of the Union: Soya
beans. In: W.H. Hosking, ed. 1914. South African Year-Book
1914. London: George Routledge and Sons, Ltd. New York:
E.P. Dutton & Co. xvi + 702 p. See p. 192-261, especially p.
247-56.
• Summary: Page 192: “The Annual Report of the Trades
Commissioner in London for the Union Government of
South Africa for the year ending 31st December, 1912, and
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dated 16th April, 1913, was presented to both houses of
Parliament by command of His Excellency the GovernorGeneral.”
Page 247: “Soya Beans: Trials in connection with these
beans have been, and are being, made by farmers in the
Union–principally in Natal. During the past nine years many
useful experiments have been made by the Agricultural
Department, mainly at the Cedara, Winkle Spruit, and
Weenen Government Farms (Natal), and also at Skinner’s
Court, Pretoria. A great deal of knowledge has thus been
gained and made known to farmers by means of bulletins,
etc., issued by the Government. I am, however, informed
that there has been a check in the progress of this industry,
and that in some parts farmers have been disheartened by
their first trials, and have dropped the matter. As there can be
no doubt about the great future of the Soya Bean industry,
in the many parts it takes in commerce, and as I am much
encouraged in the belief that South Africa is a suitable field
for the successful production of the bean I have collected
some valuable information for inclusion in this Report. I
submit the [following] details in the hope that they will
stimulate farmers through the Union to continue their
experiments and carry them to a successful issue, my object
being to support Mr. Burtt Davy and other officers of the
Agricultural Department who are doing such good work in
this direction.
“I have been fortunate in securing the valuable
assistance of Mr. A. Grenville Turner, Grain and Oilseed
Broker, and Assistant Secretary to the Seed, Oil, and Cake
Trade Association, C 20, Exchange Buildings, Liverpool, and
of Mr. Harold Beckwith, of Peter’s Buildings, II, Romford
Street, Liverpool, who is a specialist on the production of
vegetable oil and on oil milling plant generally. Both these
gentlemen have unstintingly placed their know- ledge and
valuable services at my disposal.”
Pages 249-50: “During the year 1909 experiments
were conducted in the Argentine Republic, Mr. A. Grenville
Turner reporting that a crop of beans may be secured there
in about thirteen weeks, as against six months in Manchuria,
and ten weeks to five months in South Africa, according to
zone and climatic conditions. Worldwide interest is now
evinced in the culture of the Soya bean, and experiments are
being conducted in practically every British Colony. The
late Sir Alfred Jones, K.C.M.G., entrusted Mr. Turner with a
mission to introduce the cultivation of the bean throughout
West Africa, the result of the experiments being successful.
On his return from the coast, Mr. Turner was entrusted with
a mission by Messrs. Lever Brothers, Limited, to encourage
the cultivation of the Soya bean throughout the Union of
South Africa. The scheme was enthusiastically taken up
by the farmers. Large quantities of seed (with descriptive
pamphlets) were distributed by Messrs. Lever Brothers, the
result of the experiments proving that South Africa can raise
a crop of Soya beans equal, if not superior, to those from

Manchuria...
“At the Government Experimental Farms in South
Africa, over 80 varieties have been tested, and as high as
2,000 lb. per acre was recorded, while in many instances
the yield was well over 1,000 lb. per acre. In Manchuria the
yield per acre is from 1,100 to 1,600 lb. per acre.”
Page 251: “The subject has received the hearty support
of the Union Government Agricultural Department, the
Agricultural Unions, and Messrs. Lever Brothers, Limited,
by whose assistance, through Mr. Turner, seed for the
planting of three to five acre plots was distributed to over 300
farmers in all parts of the Union, together with printed report
forms and descriptive bulletins. One factor was proved–viz.,
the capability of the plant to resist a long sustained drought,
and to grow under conditions that would probably in many
instances be too severe even for maize.”
Page 252: “Extracts from Farmers’ Reports.–Natal.
“Batstones Post (C. Johnson), altitude 3,600 feet.
“Quantity sown, 200 lb., on November 20.
“Quantity reaped, 1,400 lb. on March 20.
“Yield per acre, 350 lb.
“Height of plants 3 to 4 feet–drought, critical time in
January.
“Nels Rust (W. Mapstone), altitude 2,710 feet.
“Quantity sown, 100 lb. Quantity reaped, 2,374 lb.
“They have proved excellent drought-resisting plants, as
very little rain fell during time of growing. It is quite easy to
produce two crops of this variety during the year.
“Extracts from Farmers’ Reports.–Transvaal.
“Bethal District (Sturges Bros.).
“Quantity sown, 5 lb. Quantity reaped, 160 lb.
“Appears to be as hardy as any crop grown on high veld.
Think 1,200 lb. per acre can be secured under favourable
conditions. Crop suffered from drought.
Page 253:
“Wakerstroom (Meller).
“Quantity sown, 5 lb. Quantity reaped, 57 lb.
“Average number of pods on plants, 45; on some plants,
160 pods.
“Crop suffered from drought, some plants grew to 3 feet
high.
“Consider suitable for this part of country.
“In the Orange Free State farmers complained of severe
drought. Growers reported that plants grew from 9 inches
to 2 feet high. Some farmers reported as low as 12 pods per
plant, but others as high as 182 pods per plant. Mr. H.R.
Dean, of Kroonstad, secured 900 lb. of beans per acre.
In the Cape Province the bean was successfully
cultivated in the Coastal Districts between rows of cotton
plants.
“Mr. Turner suggests that farmers should sow the beans
on the same ground for two or three seasons, in order that
the seed may become thoroughly acclimatized, and the soil
become naturally inoculated by the bacteria from the root
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nodules of the plants.
“The oil mills of Great Britain crush annually upwards
of 1,000,000 tons of oil seeds. This country is the heaviest
importer of oil seeds in Europe, and is, in fact, after the
United States of America, the most important manufacturer
of oils in the world. The English demand is chiefly for cotton
seed and linseed. Against the importation of about 600,000
tons of cotton seed, about 350,000 tons of Soya beans were
imported. Recently, however, these bean imports have been
decreasing, owing to Germany having rescinded the import
duty, and the consequent installation of Soya bean plant in
their oil mills.
“Other countries in Western Europe have also been
importing these beans for crushing, but have, in their
turn, received a check owing to the erection of oil mills in
Manchuria and Japan.
“Owing to the recent developments by the erection
of large oil mills and soap factories in the Union, it would
appear that South Africa is rapidly becoming an important
oil milling centre; and a question which must be decided
is, whether the cultivation of the Soya bean and other oil
seed crops should be stimulated, and a trade built up on an
export basis, or to establish, within the Union, a large oil
seed crushing industry, from home-grown oil seeds, and the
consequent local consumption of the manufactured food and
industrial products derived therefrom.
“An impending crisis exists re the supply of oil seeds
in all trades employing, as raw material, large quantities
of vegetable oil. Soap makers, paint and explosive
manufacturers, confectioners, and dealers in butter
substitutes, have been searching the world for new supplies
of vegetable oils. News is being continually received of
the acquisition of large concessions in the Tropics of huge
tracts of land, of the purchase of entire islands in the Pacific,
etc., for obtaining natural products, such as cocoanuts, palm
oil, and kernels, and the establishment of plantations for
cultivating the same as adjuncts to individual factories which
provide a source of wealth to the native population and the
manufacturers interested in such enterprise.
“In view of the Union Government’s irrigation schemes,
farmers could interest themselves in the cultivation of Soya
beans and other oil seed crops which are somewhat drought
resistant. Thus they would not have ‘all their eggs in the one
basket’ in the event of damage or drought to the main crop of
maize” (Continued). Address: Trades Commissioner, South
Africa.
4088. Chiappini, C. du P. 1914. The trade of the Union: Soya
beans. In: W.H. Hosking, ed. 1914. South African Year-Book
1914. London: George Routledge and Sons, Ltd. New York:
E.P. Dutton & Co. xvi + 702 p. See p. 192-261, especially p.
247-56.
• Summary: Continued: “It has been proved, as a result of
the extensive experiments during the season 1910-11, that

the Soya bean is a crop which can be grown throughout
South Africa, and would provide a material source of wealth,
not only to the farmer and the dairy and livestock industry,
but to the Government railways, agricultural implement
dealers, merchants, seedsmen, fertilizer dealers, saddlery,
and harness and wagon manufacturers, and possibly also for
co-operative companies of farmers, etc., to erect small oil
mills, as in the case of Manchuria and Japan; apart from the
many industries which would spring up as the result of the
Soya bean becoming a staple crop, as witness the following
list of the many products which can be obtained from the
Soya bean and oil:
“The Bean:
“Human consumption, as a vegetable, like marrowfat
peas, and in preparation of soups.
“As a substitute for meat, specially manufactured.
“Manufacture of a substitute for chocolate.
“Preparation of macaroni.
“As flour for biscuits and brown bread.
“As artificial cream and milk.
“Manufacture of cheese.
“As a substitute for coffee.
“Preparation of plastic substances and artificial horn.”
Diabetic foods, soy sauce, meal for feeding cattle,
stallions or dairy cows, seasonings, beverages, industrial
products, and livestock feeds.
“In China the bean cake is used as a fertilizer in sugar
plantations and in the rice fields.
“In Japan the cake is used as manure for wheat and
various other crops, even for cabbages, planted with the seed.
“In Europe the bean cake is largely used for feeding
dairy cows and cattle. In Manchuria and Japan it is fed to
cattle, horses, mules, and hogs.
“In Japan the beans are grown and ploughed under
as a green manure crop, as well as being consumed in the
preparation of human food on a large scale, which practice is
spreading to Western Europe.”
“The Oil: Manufacture of
“Dynamite and high explosives. Soaps. Linoleum. Indiarubber substitute. Margarine. Paints and varnishes in place
of linseed oil. Edible goods and toilet powder. Waterproof
cloth, paper umbrellas, and lanterns. Salad oil. Lubricating
oil, in China, for greasing axles and native machinery. Lamp
oil instead of kerosene oil. It is used on English railways for
burning. The Soya oil is also used for preserving sardines,
and in place of lard, and cotton-seed oil for cooking.
“Chemical analyses of the beans made in Europe show
considerable variation in the percentages of the different
constituents. Thus, moisture percentage varies from 9.10 to
12.80o; of ash from 4.65 to 6: of albuminoids from 34 to
41.17; of fibre from 3.30 to 5.70; of carbohydrates from 19
to 28.80; of oil from 15.62 to 23.20 per cent., the latter oil
content being the highest recorded, the beans being grown by
Mr. Turner, at Sierra Leone (West Africa).
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“Mr. Turner reports that the next maximum percentage
of oil was from Soya beans raised at Umtwalumi, in Natal,
showing 22.19 per cent., from beans grown from Manchurian
seed, while the average oil content determined from a large
number of samples from different parts of the Union of
South Africa was 20 per cent. Besides the oil, the beans
contain about 30 to 40 per cent. of casein. A sample of the oil
extracted with ether, by Morawski and Stingl, gave 0.22 per
cent. of unsaponifiable matter, and 2.28 per cent. of free acid,
calculated to oleic acid. The proportion of solid fatty acids in
the oil is approximately 11.5 per cent. of the total mixed fatty
acids. Lane found 80.26 per cent. of liquid fatty acids. The
bulk of the solid fatty acids is stated to consist of palmitic
acid; the liquid fatty acids consist of oleic and linolic acids.
On exposure to the air it dries slowly, with formation of a
thin skin.
“At the latter end of the year 1908 the Soya beans
started to be exported from Manchuria to Great Britain and
Europe; the price on the London market being £4 15s. per
ton, which recently rose to £9 2s. 6d. per ton in England; the
value on the spot at Hull being now given as £8 7s. 6d. per
ton; the value of soya oil on the spot, crushed, is £24 10s.,
and extracted, £23 15s. per ton, and of Soya oilcake, £6 15s.
per ton.
“The beans are shipped in bags, vessels are well
dunnaged, and a large number of wooden pipe ventilators
are placed in the ships’ holds to keep the cargo from getting
heated. The beans, on a long voyage from Manchuria to
England, being liable to sweat, are sometimes dried before
shipment.
“The beans, when contracted for, are sold on the
conditions that they are to be of fair average quality of the
season, at time and place of shipment, and shippers are
allowed to ship at the contract price, not exceeding 2 per
cent. of dirt.
“On arrival in England, the cargo is sampled jointly
by buyers’ and sellers’ representatives, sealed samples
being taken for arbitration purposes. I am informed that
the expenses of bags, railage, and freight, from Harbin to
Vladivostock, per ton of 2,240 lb. are £1 13 0
“Add Ocean Freight from Vladivostock to England £1
10 0.
“Total: £3 3 0.”
“It will thus be seen that the South African farmer is
in a favourable position to compete with the bean growers
in Manchuria; more especially as the crops in Manchuria
are cut and thrashed by manual labour, and, being marketed
during the winter season, have to travel long distances in
sledges and carts, over ice-bound roads, from the interior
to the collecting stations. Samples of South African Soya
beans were valued in England at 2s. 6d. per ton more than
Manchurian.
“A Consular Report gives the average value of Soya
beans at Harbin (Manchuria), in 1911, as 16.29 dollars,

which equals £3 7s. 11d. per ton of 2,240 lb.
“It is estimated that Great Britain and the Continent of
Europe can take 10,000,000 tons of Soya beans per annum,
in the event of the beans being used for human as well as
for animal consumption, and for industrial purposes. There
is thus a huge market for all the beans that South Africa can
produce, even after meeting local requirements, bearing
in mind that the total bean crop of Manchuria is estimated
at 1,600,000 tons per annum–about 350,000 being sent to
Europe, and the balance to China and Japan.
“In regard to machinery for dealing with the beans,
I have received a most interesting and instructive report
from Mr. Harold Beckwith (to whom reference is made at
the commencement of this section of my Report), and am
submitting it to the Agricultural Department in order that
the details may be available to interested persons in South
Africa.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “oilcake” or “Soya
oilcake” to refer to ground, defatted soybeans. Address:
Trades Commissioner, South Africa.
4089. Cook, Alfred S. 1914. Report of Dairy Husbandman.
New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 34:291-365. For the year 1913. See p. 293-303, 31016.
• Summary: In the section titled “Feeding experiment” (p.
293-316), in the subsection on “Soy bean meal vs. cotton
seed meal” (p. 293+): “The object of the experiment was:
“1. To determine the feeding value of Soy bean meal as
compared with Cotton seed meal.
“2. To determine whether Soy bean meal in connection
with home-grown Corn meal will produce milk more
economically than a ration containing purchased grains”–
with dairy cows
The “soy bean meal” is ground whole soybeans,
containing 14.5% fat. The price of soy bean meal was given
as $50.00 per ton or $1.50 per bushel. Twelve tables show
the results clearly.
Summary of the experiment: “The Soy Bean ration
produced 27.7 pounds more butterfat than the Cotton Seed
ration, which was an increase of .038 per cent... The average
weight per cow on Soy Bean was 960, and 966 on Cotton
Seed, which is an increase of only .0062 per cent. At prices
figured, Soy Bean ration cost 16.05, or 0.82 per cent. more
than the Cotton Seed ration.” Address: Dairy Husbandman
[New Brunswick, New Jersey].
4090. Cooper, Lenna Frances. 1914. The new cookery: A
book of recipes, most of which are in use at the Battle Creek
Sanitarium. 2nd ed., revised. Battle Creek, Michigan: The
Good Health Publishing Co. [10] + 301 p. Illust. (10 photos).
20 cm.
• Summary: Soy is mentioned only once in this vegetarian
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cookbook, in the recipe titled “Nut sausage” (p. 89); this
exact same recipe was on page 87 of the 1913 1st ed.
Note: This book contains a few more pages than the
1913 edition; 5 more pages of unnumbered front matter and
3 more pages of text. The title page is identical except that
the words “Second edition–Revised” have been added. The
index starts on p. 291, is more than 1 page longer, and ends
near the bottom of p. 301. The ads at the rear are generally
on different pages; some have been added and others deleted.
Address: Director of the Battle Creek Sanitarium School
of Home Economics, Head Dietitian of the Battle Creek
Sanitarium.
4091. Council of Jewish Women. 1914. The neighborhood
cook book: Compiled under the auspices of the Portland
section in 1912. 2nd ed. Portland, Oregon: Council of Jewish
Women. 329 p. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: This book contains 35 recipes in which
Worcestershire sauce is used as an ingredient: The first
10 are: Chicken or goose livers (p. 12). Crab cocktail
(p. 13). Okra gumbo soup (p. 49). Artichoke poulette (p.
56). Artichokes with veal (p. 56). Chicken a la King (p.
61). Tomato sauce (p. 63). Saddle bags a la Rothchild /
Rothschild (“Slit a pocket in a large tenderloin steak, fill it
with oysters (small ones) which have been seasoned with
salt, pepper and catsup or a little Worcestershire sauce; boil
or bake...,” p. 67). Sweetbreads a la Newburg (p. 68). Crab
a la San Francisco (p. 78). On p. 33 is a recipe for Gluten
bread.
The recipe for Tomato Soy (p. 293) is interesting
because soy is not used as an ingredient and the word “soy”
is not mentioned in the body of the recipe. It states: “One
dozen large ripe tomatoes, two large onions, four green or
red peppers, one tablespoon salt, ground spices to taste, two
cups vinegar, one teacup sugar. Chop vegetables fine, cook
slowly until rather thick, bottle air tight.”
On page 42 of this book is a half-page ad for “Albers
Bros. Milling Co.” They make “Albers Rolled Oats” and
“Albers Flapjack Flour” for breakfast and desserts. No
address is given. Note: Albers was the first U.S. soybean
crusher, in Seattle, Washington.
“The Council of Jewish Women, now called the National
Council of Jewish Women, was founded in 1893 by Hannah
G. Solomon of Chicago [Illinois]. Solomon had been asked
to encourage and organize the participation of Jewish
Women in the Chicago World Parliament of Religions, but
when she discovered that the women would be serving
only as hostesses and pouring coffee she and other women
quickly withdrew from the fair. She then organized a Jewish
Women’s Congress which met at the time of the Parliament.
During the Congress meeting, the Council of Jewish Women
was established. Solomon served as the president of the
council from 1893 until 1905. The Council of Jewish Women
has a long history of community service. In the early years

of the organization, the group was involved in the settlement
house movement and worked with Jane Addams’ Hull
House” (MSU biography). Address: Portland, Oregon.
4092. Davison, Mrs. 1914. Domestic economy in Japan.
[Tokyo, Japan]: Kyo Bun Kwan (Methodist Publishing
House). Tokyo Katei Mondai Kenkyu Kurabu. v + 73 + [16]
p.; 17 + 1157 + 6 p. No index. 19 cm.
• Summary: On the title page: “Compiled by the Home
Problem Club, Tokyo.” Contents: Soups. Fish. Meats
and substitutes. Vegetables. Salads. Puddings. Pudding
sauces. Sweets. Cakes. Breads. Native cereals. Preserves.
Jams. Pickles. Suggestions. Japanese disinfectants. Useful
addresses. Menu-maker (from Ladies Home Journal).
The front part of this book (p. v + 73 p.) is in English.
The back part (17 + 115 + 6 p., reading from back to front)
is in Japanese, and numbered separately. In the middle is
a 16-page “Advertising section,” mostly in English, on
unnumbered pages. Each recipe is numbered sequentially,
from 1 to 1-186, in each part. The recipe numbers in the
English part correspond exactly to the numbers in the
Japanese part.
Soy related recipes: “Tofu” (bean curd) soup (p. 2).
[Soy] Bean roast (p. 12). “Tofu” roast (3 types; calls for 1
cho or 1 square of tofu, p. 12-13). “Tofu” and celery stew (p.
14). In the chapter on vegetables: “Daizu” (p. 23): “Soja or
Soy bean. There are white, green and black soy beans. This
bean is used in the preparation of miso, tofu, etc. A drink is
made from the black soy bean and unhulled barley. These
are parched and then boiled in a tea, sweetened with sugar
ad used in the summer time.” Soya beans (p. 24): “Hull and
boil; remove the skins and dress like lima beans. Azuki a
little red bean may be prepared in many ways. One way, boil,
place in center of a mound of rice, and serve with a curry
sauce made with apple and onion in it.”
Tofu (p. 26-29): “Tofu is a most nourishing inexpensive
curd made from the bean. It may be served in many ways.
The process of preparation takes away part of the bean
difficult to digest and leaves one of the most wholesome of
foods. It is especially good for diabetic patients. It may be
bought in any part of Japan. Always pour boiling water over
it before using.” These recipes follow: Scrambled “tofu”.
“Tofu” and cheese. “Tofu” croquettes (3 recipes). “Tofu”
box. “Tofu” and tomatoes. “Tofu” and peanut butter. “Tofu”
and cheese (2 recipes). “Tofu” and corn.
“Tofu” (bean-curd) salad (with 2 cho [= cakes] of “tofu,”
p. 38). “Tofu” custard (p. 40).
This book also calls for peanuts in many recipes. A
few recipes call for goma (sesame seeds), kanten (“a kind
of gelatine made from seaweed. A substitute for gelatine,”
p. 61). in a few. Pudding sauces and sweets include many
recipes for “mizu-ame” (“1 pint of golden-colored mizuame.” Some is made from millet, and some from rice).
“Health food” is mentioned on p. 52. Address: Tokyo, Japan.
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4093. Dell’Acqua, -. 1914. Sull’olio de vinaccioli [On the
oils of grape seeds]. Annali di Chimica Applicata (Rome)
2:295-301. [1 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Soy oil (olio di soja) is mentioned briefly on
pages 299 and 301. Address: Municipal Chemical Lab.,
Padua / Padova [Italy].
4094. Ellis, Carleton. 1914. The hydrogenation of oils:
Catalyzers and catalysis, and the generation of hydrogen.
New York, NY: D. Van Nostrand Co. 340 p. See p. 124, 154,
162. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [100+* ref]
• Summary: Page 154 notes that in a 1912 U.S. patent (No.
1,047,013) Ellis recommended the use of hydrogenated soya
bean oil, as well as hydrogenated vegetable oil and animal
fats, to form lard-like products of varying composition. Page
162 states that soya bean oil has become an important oil for
hydrogenation purposes.
Note: Carleton Ellis lived 1876-1941. Address: S.B.,
Montclair, New Jersey.
4095. Falk, Margarete. 1914. Ueber das Schicksal der SojaUrease im normalen und im vorbehandelten Organismus
[On the fate of soy urease in normal and previously treated
organisms]. Biochemische Zeitschrift 59:316-25. (Chem.
Abst. 9:1922). [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Summary:
I. Under the conditions of the experiment that come into
question, normal serum does not contain any urease.
II. If normal animals are injected intraperitoneally with
soy urease (Soja-Urease), then with testing after from 4 to 48
hours, in all cases clearly demonstrable ‘circulating urease’
(kreisende Urease) is found in the serum a certain time after
the injection.
III. With regard to the quantitative relationships of the
circulating urease with normal animals, the following could
be determined:
1. More circulating urease is found in large quantities of
serum than in small quantities.
2. A high concentration of circulating urease can be
attained in the blood by means of an increase in the injected
doses.
3. After a certain period of time (48 hours), the quantity
of circulating urease decreases.
IV. If soy-immune animals (Soja-Immuntieren) are
injected intraperitoneally with soy urease, a significantly
altered reaction of the organism is found with respect to the
soy urease in regard to the circulating urease.
V. A different behavior was observed between the
animals that were injected repeatedly and those that had
previously been injected only a single time.
VI. In the serum of the animals that were injected
repeatedly, lower quantities of circulating urease were
demonstrable than with a normal animal. With one out of the

six repeatedly injected animals, an exception was observed:
the immune animal behaved like a normal animal. Out of the
remaining five cases, no urease was found in four of them
beyond the margin of error.
VII. In the serum of one of the animals that had
previously been injected only once, values were found for
circulating urease after the second delivery that amounted to
much more than the norm.
In the serum of two of the animals that had previously
been injected only once, values were found for circulating
urease that were the same as with a normal animal.
VIII. Three animals that had been pretreated with robinia
urease were injected intraperitoneally with soy urease and a
significantly altered reaction of the organism was found with
respect to the soy urease in regard to the circulating urease.
Lower quantities of circulating urease were demonstrable
than with a normal animal.
Whether the three decreases in the circulating urease
that were found with the robinia-immune animals can be
observed as constant will have to be learned from additional
experiments. For the evaluation of this finding, I would like
to draw attention to the different behavior of soy urease
and robinia urease with respect to the increased substance
(Auxosubstanz) that was discussed in this work.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: From the Biochemical Lab. of
the Moabit Hospital (des Krankenhauses Moabit) in Berlin
[Germany] (Aus dem biochemischen Laboratorium des
Krankenhauses Moabit in Berlin).
4096. Fischer, A. 1914. Kuhmilch und vegetabile Milch und
ihre Unterschiede in der Magenverdauung besonders mit
Ruecksicht auf das Problem der Kuhmilch-Intoleranz: Eine
vergleichend-experimentell-diaetetisch Studie [Cow’s milk
and vegetable milk and the different ways they are digested
in the human stomach, especially with regard to the problem
of cow’s milk intolerance: A comparative experimental
dietetic study]. Archiv fuer Verdauungs-Krankheiten
20(1):13-48. [Ger]
• Summary: Page 18 gives the compositions of a number
of nuts and seeds from which plant/vegetable milks can
be made–including peanuts, coconuts, hazelnuts, walnuts,
sweet almonds (Amygdalus communis), Brazil nuts
(Paranuss; Bertholletia excelsa), cashews or cashew nuts
(Indische Mandel, Accajouness; Anacardium occidentale),
and soybeans. Of these, the soybean contains the highest
percentage of protein and the lowest percentage of fat. In
this long article, the soybean is mentioned only on page 18.
Fischer focused his attention on almond milk and Brazilnut milk, showing that they were more easily digested than
cow’s milk. He found that vegetable milks formed smaller,
finer, more flocculant, and more easily digestible curds in the
stomach, that these stayed in the stomach for less time, and
that the peristaltic motion of the stomach was less after their
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consumption.
Note: On the basis of Fischer’s observations, subsequent
writers (such as von Nordon and Salomon in 1920 in
Germany, and Dr. John Harvey Kellogg and Frances Dittes
in the 1920s and 1930s in America), recommended the
therapeutic use of soymilk for many digestive problems,
including gastric and duodenal ulcer, peritoneal irritation,
and disturbances of the motility of the stomach. Address:
Dirig. Arzt des Sanatoriums Untere Waid-St. Gallen,
Schweiz, Germany.
4097. Fritsch, Jean. 1914. Fabrication et raffinage des huiles
vegetales: Manuel à l’usage des fabricants, raffineurs,
courtiers et négociants en huiles. 2. ed. entirement refondue
[Manufacture and refining of vegetable oils: A manual for
the use of manufacturers, refiners, brokers, and wholesale
merchants. 2nd ed., entirely reset]. Paris: H. Desforges–
Librairie Générale Scientifique et Industrielle. vi + 710 p.
Illust. Index. 26 cm. [7 soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: In the chapter on drying oils is a section on the
oil of Soja hispida (Huile de soja hispida {Huile de pois})
(p. 368-72). This 1914 edition contains about 40% more
information on soybean oil and cake than in the 1905 edition,
some of it tables from other publications.
Jean Fritsch was born in 1858. Contains 102 figures
(illustrations) in the text. Address: Ingénieur-Chemiste.
4098. Fugetsu-do. 1914. Fugetsu-do (Ad). In: Nichibei
Shinbun-sha. 1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [Japanese-American
Yearbook. No. 10]. p. 45 in last block of ads. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: Ad (1/8 page). All in Japanese, except for
1 line (the company address in English). Mr. Torakichi
Honoka [owner]. This Japanese company sells tofu, Japanese
confections, and fish. Note: In 1913 this company made tofu.
But in 1914 Motooka Tofu was also located at 1848 Market
St. What does that mean? Address: 1848 Market St., Denver,
Colorado.
4099. Fujikuro, Kosaburo. 1914. Taiwan baiyô shokubutsu
no kiseikin mokuroku. II. [List of parasites on plants
cultivated in Taiwan. II.]. Botanical Magazine (Tokyo)
28:423. See entry No. 80. [Jap]
• Summary: Under Glycine Soja Bth [Bentham] are listed:
Hypochnus centrifugus, H. Sasakii, Peronospora trifoliorum,
Phacospora sp., Sclerotinia Libertiana. Address: Taiwan.
4100. Fujimoto, Taizo. 1914. The nightside of Japan.
London: T. Werner Laurie, Ltd.; Philadelphia: Lippincott. xii
+ 233 p. Plus 40 p. plates on unnumbered pages. Illust. No
index. 21 cm.
• Summary: “Howling of a ‘oinarisan’ pedlar [peddler]
(oinarisan is a kind of sushi, and its pickled rice is wrapped
with a piece of fried bean-curd flavoured with sugar and soy
[sauce]) and flute of a Chinese buckwheat seller are faintly

heard in a distant street” (p. 39).
“To classify the labourers who are staying in these
lowest lodging-houses, according to the kinds of their work
or business, one half of them are stall-keepers who sell... amé
(wheat gluten [sic, candy based on malt syrup]),... shiruko
(a dish made of rice cake [mochi] and sugared beans),
inarisushi (another name of oinarisan, which is a mass of
pickled rice wrapped up with a piece of fried bean curd),...”
(p. 44-45).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that contains the word inarisushi (one
word without hyphenation).
“Consequently, every night till midnight the streets in
the vicinity of these lowest inns are full of small shops and
stalls of cheap food and drinks, awaiting the customers from
those kichinyado. Stalls of hot wine and oden, inarisushi,
shiruko, mochi (rice-cake), tsukeyaki pan (pieces of bread
toasted and flavoured with soy [sauce]),...” (p. 47). Note:
Mochi is also mentioned on pages 172, 173, and 202.
“In this book you read often of stalls of odenya, but
the Marugin is a large house situated at the cross-roads
of Sudachô, and though it belongs to the eating-houses of
the lowest class, it may probably be the first and largest
odenya in Tokyo. The room, lighted with electric lights, is
furnished with tables and chairs, in place of mats and futon,
very common in the shops of the lower rank. Oden is, as
previously explained, a special kind of food boiled down
with soy, its chief materials consisting of fish, bean-curd,
konnyaku, and taro” (p. 63-64).
“You often find little boys of nine or ten years at the
temple, and their true object of the visit seems not to be
prayer to the temple, but they are ambitious to taste the
sweet amazake (hot beverage made of fermented yeast [sic]),
which the temple entertains to the visitors” (p. 153).
4101. Garner, W. E. 1914. Reliable recipes for many Chinese
dishes. Long Branch, New Jersey: F.M. Taylor. 10 p. 22 x 15
cm.
• Summary: This booklet has ten recipes written in narrative
form. The recipe for Plain Chop Suey calls for “a dessert
spoonful Queow (thick black sweet sauce similar to New
Orleans molasses), a dessert spoonful Seow (thin black
salty sauce similar to Worcestershire sauce), a few drops of
Miow (an oil something like peanut oil), all of which can be
purchased at a Chinese grocery store, and without which you
cannot make any Chinese dish.” Address: USA.
4102. Gruen, Adolf. 1914. Fette und Wachse [Fats and
waxes]. In: Emil Abderhalden. 1914. Biochemisches
Handlexikon. VIII. Band (1. Ergänzungsband) [Biochemical
pocket dictionary. Vol. 8]. Berlin: Julius Springer. vi + 507 p.
p. 367-460. Index. 26 cm. [9 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the section on semi-drying oils
(Halbtrocknende öle, p. 383-414), is a subsection titled
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“Soybean oil” (Sojabohnenöl, p. 391; it refers the reader
to Vol. 3, p. 49). It is a brief review of the literature that
contains numerical values for chemical constants related
to soybean oil. New constants include: Index of refraction
(Brechungsindex) at 20ºC: 1.4750. Index of refraction at
40ºC: 1.4680. Molecular refraction: 446.7–449. ReichertMeissl value: 0.45-0.75. Polenske value: 0.8-1.1.
Index of refraction of the fatty acids: 1.4655-1.4660. The
iodine number of most oils is over 130; the cold-pressed oil
should not be simply semi-drying, but rather with appropriate
drying agents it should be a superior drying oil. With Sergers
reagents, a dirty green color appears; the reagent becomes
bluish-green. An excellent monograph on the soybean has
been published by Honcamp. Address: Ph.D., Aussig an Elbe
[See Usti nad Labem in today’s Czech Republic].
4103. Gulick, Sidney L. 1914. The American Japanese
problem: A study of the racial relations of the East and the
West. New York, NY: Charles Scribner’s Sons. 349 p. Index.
• Summary: The author believes that Japanese in America
are being treated unfairly, and that they are a real asset to
the United States. He tackles each of the accusations against
Japanese head-on and very effectively. Of special interest
are his summaries of the report of J.D. Mackenzie (p. 29,
Appendix B).
Dedication: “To Andrew Carnegie and the host of loyal
workers for universal peace and the friendship off the East
and West this book is dedicated.”
Page 29: “Fortunately, the State of California itself
has conducted such an investigation, an appropriation of
$10,000 having been made for this purpose in 1909. Much
to the surprise of those who had inside information, the
report proved unexpectedly favorable to the Japanese.
No appropriation, however, was made for its publication.
Some assert that it was purposely suppressed. We are,
accordingly, dependent for our knowledge of its contents
on a brief ‘Summary for the Press’ furnished by J. D.
Mackenzie, Labor Commissioner, May 30, 1910.1 As it is
impossible, advantageously, to condense further the material
there summarized, the entire summary is reproduced” in
Appendix B. Footnote: “Portions of the statistical tables were
subsequently published in the Biennial Reports for 1911 and
1913 of the State Department of Labor.”
Appendix B: “Summary by Labor Commissioner J. D.
Mackenzie of the report of the “Special State Investigation of
1909” of Japanese in California. Given to the press May 30,
1910.
“In 1909 the legislature of California appropriated
$10,000 to provide for a “drastic investigation of the
Japanese question... This covered free-hold and leasehold lands, the estimation of Japanese by their neighbors,
their value and need of them as farm laborers, their moral
relations to society and the industrial, financial, and social
effect of their presence here. This exhaustive inquiry

was ordered in the language of the act authorizing it, ‘to
inform the legislature and the President and Congress.’ The
investigation was made by the State Labor Commission, and
the testimony taken by him, names of witnesses, and all facts
went into his report. The result was that this investigation so
thoroughly disproved the ground upon which anti-Japanese
legislation demanded by the legislators who promote it, that
our State Government has suppressed the report and it has
never been published.”
“Quotation from the letter of the Delta Association of
California to Hon. William J. Bryan, April 24, 1913, on the
occasion of his visit to California to confer with Governor
Johnson and the State legislature in regard to the proposed
anti-alien legislation.”
“The investigation of Japanese in agriculture covered
visits to 4,102 farms scattered over thirty-six counties
and growing almost every crop common to the State of
California. Of this total number of farms visited, 1,733
were operated by Japanese farmers as owners, cash
lessees and share lessees. The remaining 2,369 farms
were operated by white farmers, being equally distributed
between those employing white help exclusively and those
employing mixed races, including Japanese. These 4,102
farms contained 697,236 acres and produced crops valued
approximately at $28,000,000 annually. On these farms there
were employed during the past year an aggregate of 80,982
persons of all races, 9,452 of whom were women, the length
of employment varying from a few days to a year. On the
2,369 farms operated by white farmers, employing a total
of 63,198 persons, 53.4 per cent of the labor employed was
white, 36.4 per cent Japanese, and 10.2 per cent various
other races, including Chinese, Mexicans, Hindus, and
Indians. On the 1,733 farms operated by Japanese farmers,
employing 17,784 persons, 96 per cent of the labor employed
was Japanese, while 872, or 4 per cent, was equally divided
between male and female white; in other words, on the basis
of numbers employed, the Japanese furnished practically
50 per cent, or one half, of the labor necessary to grow and
harvest the crop, valued at $28,000,000, produced on the
farms visited in this investigation.
“The farms on which Japanese were not employed
were, as a rule, much smaller than those on which they were
employed, the former averaging 159 acres, the latter 357,
demonstrating the necessity of a class of temporary laborers
on large acreages. Another important fact developed by
this investigation was the relation between the character of
the crop grown and the employment of Japanese. On the
farms where whites were employed exclusively, no berries
or nursery products were grown and very little vegetables
outside of beans.”
There are sections on average wages paid Japanese vs.
white farm workers, “Japanese farms,” Landownership by
Japanese,” “Leasing by Japanese,” “Japanese in commercial
pursuits,” “Japanese population,” and Japanese school
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children.”
Japanese in Commercial Pursuits.–That part of
the investigation relating to Japanese in business and
activities other than agriculture is practically complete.
2,548 establishments [such as tofu shops] were visited
throughout the State. 1,934 were owned by individuals,
550 by partnerships, and 64 by corporations. 19.4% have
been in business less than one year, 24.2% for one year,
17.2% for two years, and 15.9% for three years, making a
total of 76.7% of the total established since 1906. Only 58
establishments, or 2.3% of the total, have been in existence
for ten years or more. The capital invested in most instances
was very small, 68.7% of the total having a capital of less
than $1,000. The total aggregate cash invested amounted
to over $4 million. The total annual transactions of these
Japanese establishments amounted to $16,114,407, of
which $5,938,012 or 36.8% was with white people. The
total annual rent paid by these firms was over $900,000.
6,556 persons were engaged in the conducting of these
establishments, of which number 2,546 were males and
562 females (principally wives of owners) were employers
and 3,214 males and 234 females employees. In addition
there were employed by these Japanese firms 35 male
and 20 female white persons.1,410, or 55.3% of the total
establishments, were conducted entirely by the owners. In
1,782 establishments, or 69.9%, the employees lodged at the
place of work.
The sanitary conditions of the places of work were:
Good 81.8%. Fair 16.8%. The sanitary conditions of the
places of lodging were: Good 68.5%. Fair 27.3%. Bad 4.2%.
1,568, or 61.5% of the total number of establishments
were located in seven principal cities of the State, as
follows: Los Angeles 505, San Francisco 497, Oakland 178,
Sacramento 154, Fresno 100, San José 79, Stockton 54.
Although San Francisco did not contain the largest
number of establishments, 34% of the entire investment was
represented there and 40.2% of the total amount of business
transacted therein.
The prevailing number of hours worked per day was
ten and over, and the prevailing wages paid were from 25
to $35 per month with board and $40 to $50 without board.
Address: M.A., D.D., Prof. in Doshisha Univ. and Lecturer
in the Imperial Univ. of Kyoto, Japan; also author of 4+
books incl. The White Peril in the Far East.
4104. Halsted, Byron D.; Owen, E.J.; Groth, B.H.A.;
Groth, M.; Pleasants, M.T. 1914. Report of the Botanical
Department. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 34:535-629. For the year 1913. See p.
537, 598-603, 608-11.
• Summary: “Nearly four acres assigned to the Department
at the College Farm have been occupied with the subjects
under the projects of heredity and of environment. Eleven
crops were studied in New Jersey. Soybeans, which were

planted in the spring or summer of 1913, are also discussed
in the following sections of the report: “A study of very
limited shade for seedlings in the open” (p. 598-600). Ito
San (early), Wilson (medium), and Mammoth Yellow (late
maturing) soy beans were planted under cages and in the
open. After the seeds had broken ground (the end of the
third day) there was a daily harvest of one row from each
section. Ito San was found to have the shortest hypocotyls,
and Mammoth the longest. “It was further observed that the
lengths of the hypocotyls under the cages were in all cases
longer at the first harvest than those in the open. The length
of the first internode was longest with Ito San (early) and
shortest with Mammoth (late), and was always longest in
plants grown under cages.
“A study of varietal influence upon the length of
hypocotyl and first internode–greenhouse tests” (p. 600-02).
A table (p. 601) shows the results from the 3 varieties.
“A study of the influence of pod position of seeds upon
length of hypocotyl and vigor” (p. 602-06). Pods were first
divided into four-seeded, three-seeded, two-seeded, and
one-seeded. Four-seeded pods were then cut with scissors,
dividing the seeds into basal (nearest the stem), first middle,
second middle, and tip, etc. A table (p. 603) shows the
complex results for Ito San soy beans.
“A study in selection with ‘Wilson’ soy beans” (p. 60911). A full-page table (p. 610) shows observations upon
the Wilson variety: General length in inches, amount of
branching, color of stem, color of pod, longevity, and general
characteristics. A photo (Plate XIII, facing p. 611) shows
sample pods and seeds from 40 Wilson soybean plants in
field tests. Address: 1. Sc.D., Botanist; 2. M.Sc., Asst. in
Botany. All: New Brunswick, New Jersey.
4105. Hashimoto (E.D.) Co. 1914. Hashimoto Shokai
(Ad). In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook. No. 10]. Unnumbered page
before last block of ads. [Eng; jap]
• Summary: See next page. Ad (full page). Only two lines
in the text of this ad are in English: The company name and
address. This Japanese company imports many food items,
including miso and shoyu. A large photo shows the front of
the company, with two delivery wagons parked in front. The
company name is also written in English (Roman letters) on
one sign above the shop and on another on the side of one
wagon. Address: 163-165 N.S. Temple St., Salt Lake City,
Utah. Phone: Was. 3442.
4106. Henderson, G.S. 1914. Kharif fodder [in the Sind].
Annual Report of the Experimental Work of the Agricultural
Station, Landhi (Karachi District, Sind, India) 9 p. For the
year 1913-1914. See p. 38-b, 5.
• Summary: This section begins: “It is very important to get
a good pulse crop for the hot weather part of the rotation. An
ideal one should be able to be grazed several times by live
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stock in the season and provide a thick cover for the light
sandy soil. Leguminous plants should exercise a specially
good effect on this class of soil both by fixing atmospheric
nitrogen and enriching the soil with humus.”
Val (Dolichos lablab) and Choula [cow pea] were tried
in B-3 and C-3. They grew well and gave the ground a good
cover... Other pulses suitable for fodder under trial in the
1/40th acre plots are:–Soy bean. Velvet bean. Local guar.
Moth. Mung. Beggar weed.”
The soybean is also mentioned in a “List of vernacular
names of crops, etc., mentioned in the report with their
Botanical and English equivalents,” on page A-38-B which
is the last page before page 1 (which is numbered A-31). It states: Botanical: Glycine soja. English: Soy bean.
Vernacular: -. Groundnuts (Buimung), sesamum (Tir), and
cow pea (Choula) also appear in this list.
Note 1. The title page states that this report is published
by the Department of Agriculture, Bombay.
The section titled “Groundnuts” (p. 6) notes that “Large
Japanese groundnuts were sown on two plots... They ought
to make a splendid rotation with potatoes... In the Guntha
plots Spanish pea nuts yielded well.” Address: N.D.A.,
N.D.D., Deputy Director of Agriculture, Sind.

therein. The beans made fair growth and yielded 10 oz of
seed on 55 square feet (= 495 lb/acre or 8.25 bu/acre), the
roots being well covered with bacterial nodules.” Additional
trials were conducted in June 1913, comparing imported seed
with native (first generation) seed.
“These results, on the whole, appear to indicate that it is
possible to naturalize the soy-bean in Grenada, if precautions
are taken to inoculate the field with soil from a thriving field,
and the trial is being repeated. The bean is in fair demand in
foreign markets as a source of oil.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Grenada, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Grenada. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Grenada, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Grenada (1910). The source of these soybeans is
unknown. This article was summarized in the Bulletin of the
Imperial Institute. 1915. 13(4):649. Oct/Dec.
Note 2. Grenada is an island in the British West Indies,
in the southern Windward islands. An independent member
of the Commonwealth since 1974. Capital: St. George’s.
Area: 133 sq. miles. Population: 110,000. Address: West
Indies.

4107. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report. 1914. Principal lines of work. 27:1-13. For the year
ending June 30, 1914. See p. 10-11.
• Summary: The section titled “Agronomy” states (p. 1011): “Among the crop production experiments there is being
continued the testing of varieties of our more important field
crops–corn, oats, wheat, potatoes, and soybeans.”
“In view of the growing interest in soybeans in Illinois, a
special investigation of this plant was taken up last year with
particular reference to the variability in its composition and
with the idea, thru selection of adapting it to certain possible
industrial uses.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
that refers to the general idea of industrial uses of soybeans.
Address: Urbana, Illinois.

4109. Jumelle, Henri L. 1914. Les cultures coloniales:
Plantes oléagineuses–cocotier et palmiste, arachide, sésame
et ricin, cotonnier et soja [Crops of the colonies: Oilproducing plants. Vol. 5. 2nd ed.]. Paris: Librairie J.-B.
Baillière et Fils. 112 p. See p. 108-12. 18 cm. [15 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The soybean is discussed under the heading
“Glycine hispida Max.” Information is given on the
nutritional composition of the seeds, the oil and its
composition and properties, soybean cake, and soybean flour.
An illustration (non-original line drawing by Thiebault;
p. 111) shows a soya bean plant with pods. Note: Soy is not
mentioned in either volume of the 1st edition, 1901. The
third ed. was 1925-27, 8 vols. The author lived 1866-1935.
This volume also discusses: Coconut palm and oil palm,
peanuts, sesame and castor oil plant. Address: Prof., Faculte
des Sciences de Marseille [Marseilles], France.

4108. Interim Report on the Agricultural Department,
Grenada. 1914. Agricultural experiments. p. 1-3. For the
year 1913-14. Issued by the Imperial Commissioner of
Agriculture for the West Indies. [1 ref]
• Summary: A table (p. 1) states that experiments with two
types of soy beans are now being conducted at the Botanic
Gardens in Grenada.
The section titled “Green dressing. Soy beans” (p. 3)
states: “It will be remembered that trials were made with
this crop in 1910 on several estates in the island with little
success, as the plants grew weedily and gave little or no
seed. In February 1913, a bed at the Botanic Gardens was
made up with a mixture of sand and soil imported from a
flourishing soy-bean field, and imported seed was planted

4110. Kawakami, Kiyoshi Karl. 1914. Asia at the door: A
study of the Japanese question in Continental United States.
New York, Chicago, Toronto, London and Edinburgh:
Fleming H. Revell Co. 263 p. With a prologue by Doremus
Scudder and an epilogue by Hamilton W. Mabie.
• Summary: The author responds to the charges of
nonassimilability and economic competition, while recording
the achievements and prominent Japanese and discussing the
1913 California Alien Land Law.
Page 106: “The habit of intensive cultivation, which he
must perforce acquire in such a country [Japan], he naturally
brings with him to the new country whither he emigrates.
It is, therefore, but natural that the Japanese farmers in
California should show unique skill and fastidiousness in
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cultivating their lands. Because of the care which they lavish
on the soil, the farm rented to a Japanese commands an
unusually high price. This fact is unreservedly recognized
in the special report on the Japanese prepared a few years
ago by the commissioner of labour of California, Mr. J. D.
Mackenzie. The charge that the Japanese abuse the soil finds
no endorsement either in the annual report of the Bureau
of Labour of California or in the voluminous reports of the
United States Immigration Commission, of which Senator
Dillingham was chairman.”
“When Mr. John D. Mackenzie, commissioner of labour
statistics of California, instituted at the direction of the State
legislature a special investigation into the conditions of
Japanese in the Golden State [including their commercial
enterprises, such as tofu shops] one of the surprising facts
disclosed was that almost every Japanese, whether a farmer
or a farmhand, had in his possession English-Japanese
dictionaries and conversation books. All were eager to
learn English, and through the knowledge of the language
American customs and institutions. Many of them subscribed
to local English papers, while their favourite magazines were
not fiction magazines, but such substantial publications as
the Outlook, the Independent, the Review of Reviews, and
the Literary Digest. The United States census states that
fifty-five per cent. of those Japanese who have been in this
country less than five years can speak English. Among those
who have lived here more than five years the rate of illiteracy
is very small.”
4111. Koenig, Franz Joseph. ed. 1914. Chemie der
menschlichen Nahrungs- und Genussmittel. Vol 3.
Untersuchung von Nahrungs-, Genussmitteln und
Gebrauchsgegenstaenden. II. Teil. Die tierischen und
pflanzlichen Nahrungsmittel... Ed. 4 [The chemistry of
foodstuffs and semiluxury foods. Vol. 3. Investigation of
foodstuffs, semiluxury foods, and commodities. Part II.
Animal and plant foods... 4th ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius
Springer. xxxv + 972 p. See p. 488-89, 610. Illust. Index. 25
cm. [Ger]
• Summary: The section on commercial sauces (p. 149)
mentions Japanese and Chinese soy sauce (Soya oder
Shoja oder Soja oder Soja {auch das japanische Shoyuugt
[Shoyu]}). The section on plant cheeses (Pflanzenkäse, p.
331) mentions those made from soybeans, including natto,
tofu (Japan), and tao-hu (China). In Africa the seeds of
Parkia africana are used to make products such as “DauaDaua” of “Afiti” whose composition is similar to those made
from soybeans. A table gives the composition of Dawa-Dawa
cheese (Daua-Daua Käse) and Parkia seeds as reported by
H. Fincke (1907).
The section on legumes (p. 488-89) discusses soybeans,
which are best known in the form of products such as “Indian
soy sauce” (India Soja, p. 149) or Tofu (p. 331). Recently,
defatted soybean press-cake has been introduced as a feed

for cattle.
The section on “Microscopic investigations of flours and
starches” (p. 609-10) gives details and five cross-sectional
illustrations of soybean tissue and cells. The first two,
based on A.L. Winton, show: (1) A general cross section
(source: Winton 1906, p. 248). 2. Surface of the cotyledons
(epidermis), with palisade cells and aleurone cells. The last
three, based on A. Scholl, show: (1) A tangential section. (2).
Palisade cells. 3. Parenchyma cells under hour-glass cells
(Traegerzellen).
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Privy Councilor, Full Professor
at the Royal Westphalian Wilhelm’s University (Geheimen
Regierungs-Rat, ordentlicher Professor an der Königlichen
Westfaelischen Wilhelms Universitaet und Vorsteher der
Landw. Versuchsstation Muenster in Westphalia), Germany.
4112. Koenig, Franz Joseph. ed. 1914. Chemie der
menschlichen Nahrungs- und Genussmittel. Vol 3.
Untersuchung von Nahrungs-, Genussmitteln und
Gebrauchsgegenstaenden. III. Teil. Die Genussmittel,
Wasser, Luft, Gebrauchsgegenstaende, Geheimmittel und
aehnliche Mittel... Ed. 4 [The chemistry of human foods
and delicacies. Vol. 3. Investigation of foods, foods and
delicacies, and commodities. Part III. Foods and delicacies,
water, air, commodities, patent medicines and similar
substances... 4th ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. xx
+ 1120 p. See p. 488-89, 610. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: The section on coffee alternatives from
legumes (p. 220-21) contains tables that give the nutritional
composition of peanut coffee, lupin coffee, and soybean
coffee. Address: Geh. Reg.-Rat, o. Prof. an der Kgl.
Westfaelischen Wilhelms Universitaet und Vorsteher der
Landw. Versuchsstation Muenster in Westphalia, Germany.
4113. Leach, Albert E.; Winton, Andrew L. 1914. Food
inspection and analysis: For the use of public analysts, health
officers, sanitary chemists, and food economists. Revised and
enlarged by Andrew L. Winton. 3rd ed. New York, NY: John
Wiley & Sons; London: Chapman & Hall, Ltd. xix + 1001 p.
Plus 40 unnumbered plates at end. See p. 358. Illust. Index.
25 cm. 1st ed. 1904. [ soy ref]
• Summary: This 1914 3rd ed. is very similar to the 1909
and 1911 2nd eds. Almost all information is on the same
pages up to p. 758; thus soy is on pages 357-58. However
about 50 pages of additional, unrelated information have
been added near the end.
A.E. Leach lived 1864-1910. Andrew L. Winton lived
1864-1946. Address: 1. S.B., Late Chief of the Denver Food
and Drug Inspection Lab., Bureau of Chemistry, USDA; Late
Chief Analyst of the Massachusetts State Board of Health;
2. Chemist in Charge of Food Investigations, Bureau of
Chemistry, USDA.
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4114. Lewis, Harry R.; Clark, Alexis L. 1914. Report of
the Poultry Husbandman. New Jersey State Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 34:209-90. For the year
ending Oct. 31, 1913. See p. 241-43.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans as green forage”
(p. 241-42) states that soybeans (Ito San variety) were
used with good results as a green forage for chickens. This
variety was found to be “well adapted to the soil and climatic
conditions in New Jersey... they produce a continuous
supply of succulent green food from the middle of August
until frost in the fall, which was in this case November
3d...” The soy beans produced a liberal amount of shade
for the growing chickens. In addition, they “improved the
soil by increasing its store of nitrogen, also by improving
its physical condition, which in turn will make possible the
growing of increased amounts of other crops.” Since the “soy
bean pods were not eaten by the birds, it may be possible by
disking and rolling to reseed in the spring, utilizing thereby
the seeds produced in the previous season. The results of the
observations warrant the recommendation that soy beans
should be more generally used as a green succulent crop for
poultry, both on the range and in the poultry yards, especially
when double yarding is used. They should be planted in
rows and cultivated until they reach a height of about ten
inches.” Photos show: (1) Great mass of leaf growth on
soybean plants on Nov. 2 before a night frost destroyed them
and rendered them useless as green food. (2) Same area on
Nov. 7 after frosted leaves had mostly fallen. Note the pods
attached to the upright stalks. (3) Cockerel range on soy bean
forage. Address: 1. Poultry Husbandman; 2. Asst. Poultry
Husbandman. Both: New Brunswick, New Jersey.
4115. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, A.W.; McLean, H.C.; Merrill,
L.F. 1914. Report of the Soil Chemist and Bacteriologist.
New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 34:419-86. For the year ending Oct. 31, 1913. See p.
472-73.
• Summary: In Part III, titled “Continuous growing of wheat
and rye–1913,” page 472 states that in 1913, soy beans
were used in 1913 instead of cow peas in trials were wheat
was followed by a green manure plus minerals. Table V,
titled “Wheat and rye, with and without legumes” (p. 473)
shows that when wheat or rye are followed by soy beans,
“the yields of grain are just about twice as great from the
legume plots as they are from the plots which did not grow
a legume.” The legume, used as a green manure, adds “to
the soil enough humus and nitrogen to more than double the
yield.” Two photos show a man standing in a field on which
continuous wheat was grown, with and without a legume.
Address: 1. Ph.D., Director of the Station, New Brunswick,
New Jersey.
4116. Maddocks, Mildred; Wiley, Harvey Washington. 1914.
The pure food cook book: The Good Housekeeping recipes.

Just how to buy–Just how to cook. New York, NY: Hearst’s
International Library Co. vii + [2] + 417 p. Illust. 20 cm.
Reprinted in 1915.
• Summary: Edited by Mildred Maddocks, with an
introduction and notes on food and food values by Harvey
W. Wiley, M.D. Contains over 70 black and white photos.
In his introduction, Wiley praises the cooking of French
peasants, bemoans the fact the young American women
spend years learning how to play the piano instead of the
principles of nutrition and how to cook simple, nutritious
dishes. He advocates Graham flour or “entire wheat flour.”
Worcestershire sauce is called for as an ingredient in
the following recipes: Crab rabbit (p. 162). English cottage
pie (p. 218). Liver with bechamel sauce (p. 228-29). Jellied
chicken and egg salad (p. 267). Mock beef a la mode (p. 331;
made mostly with squash, onions, and carrots).
Concerning vegetarianism: A recipe for “Vegetarian
rice” is given (p. 101-02).
In the chapter titled “Meat,” by Harvey W. Wiley, M.D.,
we read (p. 185): The number of animals in the U.S. is not
keeping pace with population growth. “The natural result of
this, aside from manipulation on the markets, is an increasing
demand and a decreasing supply. This has worked out at the
present time into a condition in which the price of meats
is higher to the consumer than ever before. This, however,
does not affect in any way the value of meat as a food. With
all due deference to our vegetarian friends, whose opinions
I respect, I am fully convinced that man is an omnivorous
animal. He makes a mistake when he confines his diet
to any one particular form of food. Man can thrive quite
well, however, on a vegetable diet. Perhaps this should be
modified by saying on what is generally called ‘a vegetable
diet’ because the vegetarian as a rule eats eggs, drinks milk,
and uses butter, all of which are animal products. The lean or
muscular part of meat is essentially a tissue builder, while the
fat is a heat and energy former.”
Surprisingly the recipes for dried beans are in the
chapter titled “How to cook vegetables,” which is mostly
about fresh vegetables but includes recipes for Baked lentils,
Lentil and mushroom cutlets, Baked lentils and cheese, Red
kidney beans with cheese in chafing dish, Roast nut and
barley loaf (p. 316-23), Black bean soup, Mock beef a la
mode (featuring Hubbard squash), and Mock pork (featuring
white summer squash) (p. 330-33). Soy is not mentioned.
“In general, vegetables need long, slow cooking” (p. 317).
Address: 1. Assoc. Editor of Good Housekeeping Magazine.
Editor of the Family Cook Book, Every Day Dishes, Brosia
Meal Cook Book; (2) M.D.
4117. Manns, Thomas F. 1914. Some new bacterial diseases
of legumes and the relationship of the organisms causing the
same. PhD thesis, University of Pennsylvania. 44 p. + 21
unumbered pages of plates. [24 ref]
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4118. Mellana, E. 1914. Contributo allo studio degli olii
induriti [Contributions to the study of hardened oils]. Annali
di Chimica Applicata (Rome) 1(9-10):381-87. [2 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Investigations were conducted in which
cottonseed-, soybean- (Soia), kapok-, whale-, and sperm
whale-oil, were hardened with hydrogen in the presence of
reduced nickel, and the properties of these hardened products
were compared with those of the original oils. In addition,
two samples of oils from a whale and Coryphol from castor
oil were tested.
A table (p. 384-85) shows the results. The characteristics
of hardened soya bean oil are. For the natural oil–Acid
number: 1.1. Saponification number: 193. Iodine number:
135.
For the hardened oil–Properties: White, hard, fragile,
some deprived of its odor. Melting point: 68ºC. Melting point
of the fatty acids: 66ºC. Solidification point of the fatty acids:
61.2º. Acid number: 1.0. Saponification number: 190.9.
Iodine number 15.2. Acetyl number: Not given. Refraction
using a butyro refractometer at 60ºC: 42.
Corresponding values are given for all or most of the
8 products tested. Traces of nickel were found in some
samples. Address: Rome. Laboratorio Chimico Centrale delle
Gabelle.
4119. Minkler, Frederick C. 1914. Report of the Animal
Husbandman. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 34:179-207. For the year ending Oct.
31, 1913. See p. 199.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy bean hay” (p. 199)
states: “An endeavor was made to determine the feeding
value of soy bean straw for growing pigs and brood sows,
and it was found that unless the material was steamed it
was not palatable, and the pigs would not eat the material in
quantities large enough to reduce materially the cost of the
ration.
“Where soy bean straw was used in the ration of
growing or fattening pigs, it was found to be too bulky and
satisfying, and thus caused slow growth and gains. For aged
sows or breeding males it may be safely used to advantage,
and solves the problem often encountered of keeping
the animals from taking on flesh or excessive weight;
furthermore, it materially reduces the cost of maintenance.”
Address: B.S.A., Animal Husbandman [New Brunswick,
New Jersey].
4120. Mottet, S. 1914. Une nouvelle utilisation du soja
[A new way of using the soybean]. Annales de la Société
d’horticulture de la Haute-Garonne 61:139-40. [Fre]
• Summary: From: Revue horticole de l’Algerie: As sold by
many merchants in Paris, these soybean sprouts (germes de
Soja) are stiff and rather heavy, because of their high water
content. They are easy to pack and can only be kept for a
short time. They seem very inexpensive for a novelty, being

sold for 25 to 35 cents per pound.
The soybean is not the only plant whose sprouts are
consumed. In England, garden cress and white mustard
seedlings are commonly eaten. However, while these sprouts
are eaten raw in very small quantities and without seasoning,
the soybean sprouts must be cooked, or at least blanched,
and therefore constitute a true vegetable that can be prepared
in various ways. Here are two recipes taken from the
instructions provided with the product:
Soybean sprouts in a salad–Blanch the sprouts by
pouring boiling water over them in a colander, and let them
soak in the water for around three to five minutes. Drain
them and place them in cold water. Dry them off and dress
them as you would a normal salad.
Soybean sprouts cooked as a vegetable–In a pot, fully
melt 40 grams of butter, add 500 grams of blanched soybean
sprouts, and season. Add six tablespoons of water, cover,
and cook on very low heat for around 20 minutes, stirring
occasionally.
Naturally, we wanted to taste this new product before
discussing it, in order to report on its value. Without claiming
to be the ultimate authority, we must say that we found it, if
not delicious, at least very pleasant to eat, and all the more
interesting since soybean sprouts will be primarily a winter
product (even though they can no doubt be produced all year
long), and will likely add some diversity to our selection of
vegetables, as the Chinese artichoke did in the past.
Before we finish, let us add that the sale of soybean
sprouts was well organized in Paris, because they can be
found in all neighborhoods, sold by various fruit merchants,
at Les Halles [central Parisian market] in particular. We do
not know if the large provincial cities have similar supplies.
It must be easy to sprout soybeans for consumption by
placing them in heat and humidity within a room or device,
particularly under the tarpaulin of a heated greenhouse. In
any case, it would be inexpensive to try.
Translated by Elise Kruidenier of Seattle, Washington.
Address: Toulouse, France.
4121. New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report. 1914. Agronomy. 24:54-56. For the year 1912-13.
• Summary: “The soil moisture work is being continued
under the same plan, being varied only in the selection of
crop upon which the study is made. During the present year
the crop has been soy beans. Considerable difficulty has been
experienced in harvesting this crop, since it has ripened very
unevenly, the plants containing both green and over ripe pods
at the time of harvest.” Address: Las Cruces, New Mexico.
4122. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha). 1914.
Nichi-Bei nenkan [Japanese-American yearbook. No. 10].
650 Ellis St., San Francisco, California. 693 p. Reprinted
in Feb. 2002 in Tokyo by Nihon Tosho Senta. Series:
Nikkei Imin Shiryôshû. Dai 5-kai [Collected Documents on
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Japanese Emigration. No. 5]. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This book is read and numbered from “back
to front” compared with typical English books; it is mostly
(99%) in Japanese. The English-language title page reads:
The Japanese American Year Book.
The book is divided into 14 parts, each numbered
separately. Contents: (1) Front matter (incl. how this book
was created) (5 p.). (2) Table of contents, general (4 p.).
(3) Table of contents, ads (4 p.). (4) Photos (black and
white on 15 unnumbered pages). (5) Maps and charts on 3
unnumbered pages. (6) Advertisements (A-1 to A-16). (7)
Front part (p. 1-165), including general information about
America, Japanese in America, U.S. and agricultural census
data, etc. (8) Ads (p. 1-13). (9) Back part (p. 1-136). (10) Ads
(p. 1-66). Appendixes: (11) Table of contents for directory of
places where Japanese live in America, by state, and within
each state by city: In Japanese (2 p.). In English (2 p.). (12)
Directory of Japanese living in America, interspersed with
ads (p. 1-228). (13) Ads (2 p. + p. 1-50). (14) Copyright
page.
In the front part: There is no import duty / tax on
soybean oil. The value of the total amount imported was
$733,937 (p. 87). There is also no import tax on soybeans
(written “sooyabinzu” in katakana for the first time in these
Yearbooks) (p. 87). The total value of soybeans imported to
San Francisco was $27,867 (p. 91). There is (again) no tax
on soy oil (written Soyamame Abura, in kanji). The total
value of soy oil imported to Portland, Oregon was $13,692.
No tax on soy sauce pickled imported to Portland, Oregon,
worth $10,353 (p. 94).
A table (p. 97) shows the Japanese population in the
USA for most years from 1860 (6 people) to 1913. For recent
years: 1907–89,573. 1908–103,683 (peak). 1909–98,715.
1910–91,958. 1911–93,359. 1912–93,751. 1913–95,843.
A table (p. 98) shows Japanese population in the USA
in the 8 states with the highest populations: California,
Washington state, Oregon, Colorado, New York, Utah,
Montana, Wyoming.
A table (p. 102) shows the number of tofu shops in the
USA: Total 48. Owners 48. Workers 7. This research was
conducted by Nihonsha (“Japanese Company”).
A table (p. 103) shows the total population of California
from 1850 to 1919 (projected) and percentage increase
during each decade: 1850–92,957 (-). 1860–379,994 (310%
increase). 1870–560,247 (47%). 1880–864,694 (54%). 1890–
1,213,398 (40%). 1900–1,485,053 (22%). 1919–2,377,540
(60%–projected).
Individual lines in various tables (p. 127-163) show
tofu, miso and shoyu makers in the United States by
state, and within California by city. There are 7 columns:
Location, total no. of shops, no. of owners, investment ($),
sales ($/year), workers, salary ($/year). The number of tofu
makers by state is: California 34. Utah (Ogden) 1. Colorado
(Denver) 2. New York City 1. Oregon 1. Washington 9.
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Massachusetts 230. Pennsylvania 223.
Florida 89. Washington, DC 54. Rhode
Island 41. Maryland 29. Five other states
except Vermont 89. Grand total 3,275
Japanese, including 3,108 males (95% of
total) and 167 females.
Tariff (import duty) reduction on soybeans,
from the old rate of $0.45 per bushel to
$0.13 per bushel in 1913 (p. 27). Tariff
reduction on Manchurian soybeans, from
the old rate of $0.45 per bushel to no tax in
1913 (p. 28).
The Directory shows Japanese companies
making soyfoods in California, Utah,
Colorado, Oregon. Address: San Francisco,
California.

There is also 1 miso maker in Los Angeles and 1 shoyu
maker in Oregon. Columns 1-2 are filled out for all entries,
columns 3-4 for all California entries, and columns 5-6 for
about half the California entries. Note: The information on
this page is not identical to that in the directory. For example,
for Utah, the directory shows 3 tofu shops in Salt Lake City
and one in Ogden.
A table (p. 155) shows Japanese population in the top
8 East Coast states in 1913. There are 4 columns: State,
males, females, and total. The totals are (in descending
order of population): New York: 2,209. New Jersey 277.

4123. O.A.C. No. 81: New Canadian
domestic soybean variety. 1914.
• Summary: Sources: Zavitz, C.A. 1914.
“The professor of field husbandry and
director of field experiments.” Ontario
Agricultural College and Experimental
Farm (Guelph), Annual Report 39:115-88.
For the year 1913. See p. 162. In the section
titled “Varieties of soy or soja beans,” a
table (p. 162) shows the average yield of
nine varieties in pounds of grain per acre.
In descending order of yield, they are: is
O.A.C., No. 81 (831 lb/acre; it has 57.9 lb/
bushel or 14.4 bu/acre), Chernie, No. 18227
(808 lb/acre),” etc. “It will be seen that one
of our own selections, started from a single
plant, has given the highest average yield of
seed per acre. This variety has also ripened
more satisfactorily than many of the other
varieties. It will be seen that the weight per
measured bushel of the O.A.C. No. 81 is
slightly higher than that of any other variety.
Zavitz, C.A. 1917. “Results of cooperative experiments in agriculture.”
Ontario Agricultural and Experimental
Union, Annual Report 38:9-33. For the
year 1916. See p. 13, 18-19. Last year:
“The Brown variety gave exactly one bushel per acre more
than the O.A.C. No. 81. This was the first year in which the
O.A.C. No. 81 was distributed for co-operative experiments.
It has surpassed the Brown Soy bean in yield per acre at the
College but is a little later in reaching maturity.” Address:
Ontario, Canada.
4124. Ogawa Ryokan. 1914. Ogawa Ryokan (Ad). In:
Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1914. Nichi-Bei Nenkan [JapaneseAmerican Yearbook. No. 10]. p. 40 in last block of ads. [Eng;
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jap]
• Summary: Ad (1/8 page). All in Japanese.
They sell fish and tofu express [probably
meaning fresh or fast]. A ryokan is a
traditional Japanese inn. It is not clear
whether they make the tofu in-house or buy
it from an outside tofu shop. Address: 342
3rd St., San Bernardino, California. Phone:
Sunset 627. Home 1288.
4125. Owen, Irving L.; Boughner, William
H.; Meyers, Theodore B. 1914. Report of
the Department of Farm Crops. New Jersey
State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 34:389-417. For the year ending Oct.
31, 1913. See p. 401-405.
• Summary: In the table titled “Daily time
report” (p. 392), harvesting and hauling soy
beans takes up most of the time. In the sections
titled “Rye straw and soy beans” (p. 401-02) and “Soy beans
for seed” (p. 403-05), figures are given in each section on the
value of crop, yield, total cost, total profit, and average profit
per acre at the Experiment Station and College Farm. On
20 June 1913, 26 acres of soy beans were planted for seed,
using Ito San, Wilson, and Swan varieties. From 13 acres
were harvested 152 bushels of seed at $2.00/bu and 12 tons
of bean straw at $10.00/ton. The average profit per acre of
growing soybeans was $16.67. Address: 1. Farm manager;
2-3. Foremen [New Brunswick, New Jersey].
4126. Photograph of Dr. A.A. Horvath with his immediate
family (left to right) Irene, Maria and Tatiana. Probably in
China. 1914.
• Summary: See above right. This excellent photo shows Dr.
A.A. Horvath, with his wife and two daughters. His eldest
daughter is Irene and his youngest is Tatiana.
4127. Polk’s Portland [Oregon] city directory. 1914.
Portland, Oregon: R.L. Polk & Co., Inc. See p. 1103. *
• Summary: “Ota H baths 86½ 5th N.”
Note: This is actually the Ota Tofu Co. See Nichi-Bei
Nenkan. Address: Portland, Oregon.
4128. Quebec No. 537: New Canadian domestic soybean
variety. 1914.
• Summary: Sources: Zavitz, C.A. 1914. “The professor of
field husbandry and director of field experiments.” Ontario
Agricultural College and Experimental Farm (Guelph),
Annual Report 39:115-88. For the year 1913. See p. 16263. “In 1913 seed of each of two varieties of soy beans
were obtained from Professor [Leonard S.] Klinck, of the
Macdonald College, Quebec. These were special strains
resulting from selection at that institution, and one of them is
known as Quebec No. 92, and the other as Quebec No. 537.”

Jenkins, E.H.; Hayes, H.K. 1915. “Field tests of soy
beans, 1914.” Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No.
185. 17 p. Jan. See p. Table I, titled “Analyses of soy bean
forage grown at Mt. Carmel field, 1914” (p. 6-7), lists 18
varieties in ascending order of days to maturity: Quebec
No. 92 (104 days), Quebec No. 537 (110 days)... Page 5
states that these two early varieties are both “selections from
Professor Klinck, Macdonald College, Quebec. Quebec 537
looks like an early maturing strain of Ito San.”
Ladd, Culver. 1919. “Soya bean investigation.” North
Dakota Agric. Exp. Station, Food Department, Paint
Bulletin 1(7):130-38. Oct. See p. 138. Table III shows that
the soybean variety Quebec No. 537 was grown in 1913 and
1914 at Macdonald College, Quebec, and in 1915 and 1916
at New Jersey. The fat content (%), moisture content (%),
refractive index at 25ºC, specific gravity at 15.5ºC, iodine
number, and saponification number are given. Address:
Quebec, Canada.
4129. Quebec No. 92: New Canadian domestic soybean
variety. 1914. Seed color: Yellow, hilum dark.
• Summary: Sources: Zavitz, C.A. 1914. “The professor of
field husbandry and director of field experiments.” Ontario
Agricultural College and Experimental Farm (Guelph),
Annual Report 39:115-88. For the year 1913. See p. 16263. “In 1913 seed of each of two varieties of soy beans
were obtained from Professor [Leonard S.] Klinck, of the
Macdonald College, Quebec. These were special strains
resulting from selection at that institution, and one of them is
known as Quebec No. 92, and the other as Quebec No. 537.
The Quebec No. 92 gave 648 pounds of grain per acre which
was surpassed only by two other varieties in the past year,
viz., the Brown Soy bean, which gave 720 pounds, and the
O.A.C. No. 81, which gave 664 pounds per acre.”
Jenkins, E.H.; Hayes, H.K. 1915. “Field tests of soy
beans, 1914.” Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No.
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185. 17 p. Jan. See p. Table I, titled “Analyses of soy bean
forage grown at Mt. Carmel field, 1914” (p. 6-7), lists 18
varieties in ascending order of days to maturity: Quebec
No. 92 (104 days), Quebec No. 537 (110 days)... Page 5
states that these two early varieties are both “selections from
Professor Klinck, Macdonald College, Quebec. Quebec 537
looks like an early maturing strain of Ito San.”
Ladd, Culver. 1919. “Soya bean investigation.” North
Dakota Agric. Exp. Station, Food Department, Paint
Bulletin 1(7):130-38. Oct. See p. 138. Table III shows that
the soybean variety Quebec No. 92 was grown in 1913 at
Macdonald College, Quebec, and in 1915 at New Jersey.
The fat content (%), moisture content (%), refractive index
at 25ºC, specific gravity at 15.5ºC, iodine number, and
saponification number are given.
McRostie, G.P.; Laughland, J. 1940. “Soybeans in
Ontario.” Ontario Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No.
407. 12 p. Feb. See p. 11. Description of varieties: “Quebec
No. 92. A selection at Macdonald College by Dr. L.S. Klinck.
Seed yellow, large; hilum dark; plant bushy, short. An early
variety adapted to shorter growing seasons of Ontario.”
Address: Quebec, Canada.
4130. Rorer, Sarah Tyson. 1914. Mrs. Rorer’s diet for the
sick: dietetic treating of diseases of the body, what to eat and
what to avoid in each case, menus and the proper selection
and preparation of recipes, together with a physicians’ ready
reference list. Philadelphia: Arnold. 557 p. Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: The section titled “The soy bean (Glycine
hispida, Maxine) (p. 312-13) begins: “The soy bean has
for years formed the staple nitrogenous diet of the people
of the Orient; in fact, a handful of rice and a few soy beans
constitute the daily food of two-thirds of the East Indians,
Chinese and Japanese.
“As these beans contain less starch than ordinary beans,
they can be used in mild diabetic cases.
“To cook: Soak the given quantity over night, throw
away the water, cover them with fresh cold water, bring to a
boil, throw this water away, cook in fresh boiling water until
tender, and press through a sieve. This is soy pulp.”
Recipes for Soy gems, Soy bean wafers, and Soy
breakfast cakes each calls for “a half cupful of the soy pulp.”
A list of foods the very obese may eat includes (p. 7576) “Soy bean preparations.”
The section on “Uric acid diathesis” notes (p. 92): “The
causes of this disease are, as a rule, excessive eating of rich
foods and lack of exercise. The blood contains an excess of
uric acid or its salts.” “When this occurs, animal foods and
sugar must be reduced in amount, or better still, entirely
given up. Substitute nitrogenous vegetables, such as soy
beans and lentils, and milk, for meats.”
The section on “Functional albuminuria in children”
(p. 96) begins: “This disease frequently comes to children
who have had meat feeding too early, and sweets and starchy

foods have been allowed in too large quantities. Milk and
milk preparations should be the sole diet until the urine is
free from albumin. Then give a grated hard-boiled yolk of
an egg over a dish of milk toast; milk soups, nut soups, fruit
juices, cereals, boiled rice, rice pudding, stewed macaroni,
puree of lentils, soy bean preparations, carefully-cooked
spinach, cauliflower, celery,...” The section on “Diabetes”
(p. 103+) begins: “Pathologists differ as to the cause and
origin of diabetes; some believe the disease may be definitely
located in the nervous centers of the brain; others, equally
skilled, advance the idea of defective pancreatic digestion.
We all know that the disease produces a peculiar nervous
condition, and that the pancreas is, after death, found altered
in size and structure. No matter which of these theories
is correct, all are agreed that a proper diet is the most
important, and the only treatment which will bring about a
cure.” A list of foods that diabetics may eat includes “Soy
gems” (p. 106) for breakfast (p. 107-08) or for supper (p.
109).
The section on “Scarlet fever” begins (p. 145): “The
writer has had considerable experience in the feeding of
scarlet fever, and has found that the best results come from
a non-meat diet, and she fully believes that a strict milk
and barley water diet is best until the fever subsides.” After
convalescence, one may add to the diet “Soy bean or lentil
soup” (p. 146).
The section titled “Vegetables” begins (p. 282):
“Vegetables are divided into four classes: those rich in
nitrogen-muscle and tissue-building foods; those containing
carbohydrates-sugars and starch; fatty vegetables–nuts and
olives; and succulent vegetables, containing little but water
and mineral matter.
“In the first class we have old peas, beans and lentils,
soy beans and the chick pea of the East.”
On the next page, under “Botanical classification of
our common vegetables,” the first category is Dicotyledons,
which includes “Leguminosæ, pulse family,” such as “Soy
Bean; Peanut; Kidney Bean; String Bean; Lima Bean; Black
Bean; Pea; Chick Pea; Lentil; St. John’s Bread.” (p. 283).
The section titled “The leguminosæ,” which includes
full grown soy beans, lentils, chick peas, and peanuts, (p.
309) begins: “As flesh formers, muscle and tissue-building
foods, these seeds far excel meats and cereals. The amount
of nitrogen in dried beans is almost double that of mature
wheat. The protein in these foods is digested and absorbed at
a slower rate than the protein of meats, eggs and milk.”
Those suffering from “Rheumatism,” and who are also
obese may eat (p. 494): Soy bean mush. Those suffering
from “Chronic rheumatism” may eat (p. 495): Soy bean
soufflé. Soy bean gems. Soy bean soup.
Sarah Tyson Heston Rorer (an American) lived 18491937. Address: Author of Mrs. Rorer’s Philadelphia Cook
Book: A Manual of Home Economics, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
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4131. Sherman, Henry Clapp. 1914. Food products. New
York, NY: The Macmillan Co. viii + 594 p. Illust. Index. 19
cm.
• Summary: Written shortly before World War I by one of
America’s leading nutritionists, this an important basic text.
Chapter 9, titled “Vegetables, fruits, and nuts” also contains
extensive information about legumes. The section on
“Digestibility” of legumes (p. 312-14) cites two experiments
concerning the soy bean. In the first, Oshima (1905, USDA
Office of Experiment Stations, Bulletin No. 159) found that
a preparation consisting mainly of soy bean protein had a
digestibility of 96%. In the second, Mendel and Fine (1911,
J. of Biological Chemistry, vol. 10, p. 435-38) fed a man
with a simple mixed diet in which 90% of the protein was in
the form of a “commercial soy-bean meal [probably flour],
which betrayed no cellular structure under the microscope.”
The coefficient of digestibility of the protein was 85.3
compared with 87.9 and 88.0 for mixed diets in which the
protein came primarily from eat and eggs.
In the same chapter, in the section titled “Place of nuts
in the diet” (p. 345), a footnote states: “To speak of nuts
as ‘meat substitute’ is natural under present conditions
and reflects the prominence which has been given to meat
and the casual way in which nuts have been regarded for
some generations. Looking at the matter in evolutionary
perspective it might be more logical to speak of meats as ‘nut
substitute’ instead.”
A major theme of this book and this chapter is the
“balance of acids and bases” or of “acid-forming and baseforming elements.” In this chapter, in the section titled “The
place of fruits and vegetables in the diet” he discusses (p.
355) the importance of this concept. “The balance of acids
and bases per 100-Calorie portion of all common food
articles is shown in a table at the back of this book [p. 56175]... In the writer’s opinion it is distinctly preferable that the
balance fall on the basic side. If an excess of acid-forming
elements be permitted, it would seem that the excess should
not exceed 25 units (the equivalent of 25 cc. of normal
acid) per man per day... Since meat and eggs show a distinct
excess of acid-forming elements, while in vegetables and
fruits the base-forming elements predominate, it follows that
the greater the amount of meat, fish, and eggs eaten the more
important it is that fruits and vegetables be used liberally.”
In the 15-page table referred to above, the last column shows
the “balance of acid-forming and base-forming elements
contained in the 100-calorie portion.” This subject is also
discussed on pages 20, 139, and 204. Soy is not mentioned.
In the long chapter on edible fats and oils (p. 366-96),
soybean oil is not mentioned. However oils from peanut,
sesame seed, poppyseed, coconut, rapeseed, sunflower, and
maize are among the “other edible oils” discussed.
Another long chapter titled “Food adjuncts” (p. 44877; the German word is Genussmittel) includes: Salt,

spices, flavoring extracts, tea, coffee, and cocoa, alcoholic
beverages, and vinegar.
Also discusses: Almonds (p. 334, 338, 562). Lard
substitutes (p. 387-88). Oleomargarine (p. 378-82). Peanuts,
peanut butter, and peanut oil (p. 221, 329, 340, 345, 571).
Sesame oil (p. 11, 386, 590). Vegetable fats as butter
substitutes (p. 382-83). Vitamines [vitamins] (p. 22, 75, 199,
267, 356). Address: Prof. of Food Chemistry, Columbia
Univ. [New York City].
4132. Simon, Josef. 1914. Ueber die
Verwandtschaftsverhaeltnisse der LeguminosenWurzelbakterien [On the degree of relationship among
legume root bacteria]. Zentralblatt fuer Bakteriologie. Series
2. 41:470-79. [7 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Leonard (1923) states that Simon (1914) failed
to find nodules on the soy bean. And as a result of pure
culture studies, Simon concluded that Bacillus radicicola
from soy bean does not cross inoculate with lupins and other
legumes, but his series of plants does not include members of
the cowpea group.
4133. Stone, Wm. McD. 1914. Soybeans and corn: A
treatise on the most valuable of the farm crops of Ohio. Also
practical suggestions for the improvement of soils through
scientific use of lime and legumes. Alliance, Ohio: The
Review Press. 52 p. See p. 1-18. Illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: Contents: A square deal (the motto for doing
business). Northern Ohio Acclimated Seeds (the company,
located about 40 miles south of Lake Erie, has been growing
soybean seed here for several years and corn for about 30
years). Introduction (Two key subjects which will receive
much more attention in the future are “a cheap source of
protein for live stock and a cheap source of nitrogen for the
soil. Solve these two problems and the problem of reducing
the high cost of living is also solved.” Soybeans represent
the solution). The soybean and protein problem. Soybeans
for ensilage: Inoculation, methods of planting soybeansilage fields (uses the word “soys” repeatedly to refer to
soybeans). Soybeans for hay. The soybean and nitrogen
problem. Growing a crop of soys. Soybean varieties (“that
we grow and sell”): The Medium Green or Guelph soy. The
Mammoth Yellow soy. Stone’s Roosevelt soy (“This variety
of soys we introduced to the seed trade in 1912 as a good all
around general purpose grain grower.” Yields 27-35 bushels/
acre. Small seeded.) Black Beauty soy (“In 1933 it gave
us a yield of about 33 bushels per acre in our test plot and
ripened earlier than Ito San,...”). The Peking soy (small, flat,
black seeded; the plants grow very tall). The Ohio 7455 soy
(a pedigreed strain of Medium Early Brown bred by Prof.
C.G. Williams of Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster, Ohio.
Another good pedigreed strain is Ohio 7403).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety “Medium Early Brown.”
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In 1948 Morse first identified it as synonymous with Early
Brown. Address: Soybean and Corn Specialist, Atwater,
Portage County, Ohio.
4134. Street, John Phillips. 1914. Diabetic foods.
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
37:1-95. For the year ending Oct. 31, 1913. See p. 20-21,
30-33, 38, 45, 47-48, 56, 75-77. Part I. Eighteenth Report on
Food Products and Sixth Report on Drug Products, 1913.
• Summary: Page 11: “What is a ‘diabetic’ food? Formerly
an almost complete absence, or at least a very marked
reduction, of carbohydrates was considered an essential
characteristic of a true ‘diabetic’ food. A table of 12 different
classes of diabetic foods shows that, of the 542 commercial
products, “Beads, biscuits, cakes, etc.” 150, and “Flours and
meals” 109 were the top two classes.
In Table I, titled “Analyses of diabetic foods” (p.
18-39), the many commercial products are grouped into
classes, starting with “Flours and meals.” For each product
is given: Year of analysis, name of manufacturer and brand,
no. of pieces, net weight of package, cost per package, cost
per pound, nutritional composition (water, ash, protein
{Nx6.25}, fiber, nitrogen-free extract, fat {ether extract},
starch, weight supplying same amount of carbohydrates as
10 gms. of wheat bread, calculated calories per 100 gms.).
The summary (p. 75-77) groups the main commercial
products into six groups based on their carbohydrate content.
The first group contains less than 5% carbohydrates and
the 6th group contains 25 to 35% carbohydrates. “The soy
bean flours contained from 23 to 26 per cent. carbohydrates”
and “cost from 30 to 65 cents per pound.” Brands include:
“Health Food Co., New York, Protosoy Soy Flour, Jireh
Diabetic Food Co. (NY), Soja Bean Flour, Health Food
Protosoy Diabetic Wafers (21.2% carbohydrates) and
Protosoy Soy Flour (24.5%), Cereo Soy Bean Gruel Flour
(23.7%), Metcalf’s Soja Bean Meal (25.0%), Jireh Soja
Bean Meal (25.8%; sometimes also named Jireh Diatetic
[sic, Dietetic] Soja Bean Flour). Platschek (Karlsbad)
Sojabohnenmehl (49%).”
Note. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that contains the term Soja Bean Flour
(regardless of capitalization).
The Health Food Co., New York, made the following
products: Flours and meals: Almond meal (analyzed 1906,
1913), C B X Cold Blast Flour, 25% protein (1911), Glutosac
Gluten Flour (1906, 1909, 1911, 1913), Pronireu (Gluten
Griddle Cake Flour; 1913), Protosac Gluten Flour (1906,
1913), Protosoy Soy Flour (1913), Pure Washed Gluten
Flour (1906, 1913). Soft breads–Protosac Bread (1906).
Hard breads and bakery products: Alpha Best Diabetic Wafer
(1913), Diabetic Biscuit (1906 & 1913), Gluten Nuggets
(1913), Glutona (1906), Glutosac Butter Wafers (1906),
Glutosac Rusks (1906), Glutosac Wafers, Plain (1906),
Glutosac Zwieback (1906), No. 1 Proto Puffs (1906 & 1913),

No. 2 Proto Puffs (1911 & 1913), Protosac Rusks (1906),
Protosoy Diabetic Wafers (1913), Salvia Sticks (1906).
Breakfast Foods–Manana (1913). Miscellaneous products–
Kaffeebrod (1913).
Peanut butter was made or sold by the following (p.
36-37): Atlantic Peanut Refinery, Philadelphia (1899), J.W.
Beardsley’s Sons, New York, Acme Red Brand (1913),
Beach Nut Packaging Co., Canajoharie, NY (1913), A.C.
Blenner & Co. New Haven, Connecticut (Distributor; 1913),
D.W. Brooke (Newark, NJ; 1913), Dillon & Douglass,
New Haven, CT, Perfection (Distributor), H.J. Heinz Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (1913), The Kellogg Food Co.,
Battle Creek, Michigan (1913), Francis H. Leggett & Co.,
New York, Premier (1913), MacLaren Imperial Cheese Co.,
Detroit, Michigan, Eagle (1913), Nut Products Co., New
Haven, CT, Peanolia (1913), Peanolia Food Co., New Haven,
CT, Peanolia (1899), S.S. Pierce Co., Boston, MA, Acharis
Brand (1914).
Almond paste [Almond butter] was made by: Chapman,
Chicago (1902-03), Henry Heide, New York (1902-03),
Spencer, New York (1902-03).
Many gluten-based foods are also discussed and
analyzed in a table including Kellogg’s Protose (3.6%
carbohydrates), Barker’s Gluten Food “A” (4.1%), Kellogg’s
80% Gluten Biscuits (4.4%), Bischof’s Gluten Flour (5.0%),
Barker’s Gluten Food “B” (5.9%), Barker’s Gluten Food
“C” (7.7%), Kellogg’s 80% Gluten (1912) (7.8%), Plasmon
Cocoa 9.3% (Made by Plasmon Co., London, analyzed
1903), Metcalf’s Vegetable Gluten (1913) (9.8%), Kellogg’s
Pure Gluten Biscuit (1906) (10.2%), Kellogg’s Potato Gluten
Biscuit (1906, 1909) (11.9%, including fiber), Ferguson
Gluten Bread (33.6%), Gum Gluten Breakfast Food (34.2%).
Many peanut-based foods are also discussed and
analyzed including Rademann’s Erdnuss-Brot [Peanut
Bread 19.7%, p. 26, 77]. Frank & Co. (Bockenheim)
Erdnuss-Kakes [Peanut Cakes, p. 28, 56]. Rademann’s
Erdnuss-Biskuits [Peanut Biscuits, p. 34]. Peanut butter:
Manufacturers (with date of analysis in parentheses) are:
Atlantic Peanut Refinery, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (1899).
J.W. Beardsley’s Sons, New York (Acme Red Brand, 1913).
Beech-Nut Packing Co., Canajoharie, New York (1913).
A.C. Blenner & Co., New Haven, [Connecticut] (Distributed
by D.W. Brooke, Newark, New Jersey, 1913). Dillon &
Douglass, New Haven (Perfection brand; Distributed by H.J.
Heinz Co., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1913). The Kellogg
Food Co., Battle Creek, Michigan (2 samples, 1913).
Francis H. Leggett & Co., New York (Premier brand, 1913).
MacLaren Imperial Cheese Co., Detroit, Michigan (Eagle
brand, 1913). Nut Products Co., New Haven (Penolia, 1913).
Penolia Food Co., New Haven (Penolia, 1899). S.S. Pierce
Co., Boston, Massachusetts (Acharis brand, 1913). Note the
two brands that were on the market by 1899.
A host of products contain “almond” in the name,
including Kellogg’s Almond Butter (8.2% carbohydrates),
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Callard’s almond shortbreads (21%), and Fritz’s Mandelbrot
(23%), Almond-form wafers with chocolate (from Fromm
& Co., Dresden), Charasse Gluten Exquis Biscuits aux
Amandes.
Other nut preparations (p. 38): The Kellogg Food Co.,
Battle Creek–Nut Bromose (Meltose [a malt preparation] and
nuts, 1913), Nut Butter (Sanitas, 1906), Nut Meal (1906),
Nuttolene (6.3%, 1906). Nashville Sanitarium-Food Co.,
Nashville, Tennessee–Nut Butter, Nutcysa, and Nutfoda
(13.0% 6.3%, and 6.8%; Analyzed in 1913).
A section titled “Nut, Nuts Pastes, etc.” (p. 62-64) notes:
“Samples of peanut butter showed considerable uniformity;
the carbohydrates ranged from 12 to 20, with 3.2 to 6.5 per
cent. starch. Most of the peanut butters we have examined
would seem to be useful additions to the diabetic’s diet.”
The manufacturer of Kellogg’s Malted Nuts claims that
it “supplies the place of cow’s milk as a liquid food. Its
composition is similar to that of milk.” The author thinks
this statement is misleading, but he notes that “Kellogg’s
Nut Butter closely resembles peanut butter in composition,
and has its same advantages as a diabetic food... Kellogg’s
Nut Meal is a peanut meal containing only 12 per cent.
carbohydrates. Kellogg’s Nuttolene and Protose likewise
contained only 6 and 4 per cent. carbohydrates, respectively.”
Webster’s Dictionary defines “aleurone” (a word first
used in about 1869) as “protein matter in the form of minute
granules or grains occurring in seeds in endosperm or in a
special peripheral layer.” Many German products have the
same root: Gerike’s Aleuronat (3.1% carbohydrates, p. 76). F.
Guenther, from Frankfurt, makes Aleuronat-Kakes (p. 56). R.
Hundhausen, from Hamm, makes Aleuronatzweiback (high
or low gluten) and Aleuronat Biskuits and Kakes (biscuits
and cakes, p. 57, 30), or pure (4.0% carbohydrates, p. 76).
Kirche, from Duesseldorf, makes Aleuronat-Kakes (p. 32).
Other well-known products. Protein preparations:
Plasmon Co., London, makes Plasmon. Troponwerke,
Mülheim, makes Tropon (p. 24). Address: Chemist of the
Station, New Haven, Connecticut.
4135. Takenob, Y. 1914. Japan Year Book. Tokyo: Japan Year
Book Office. 740 p. See p. 345, 400, 433-34, 439-40, 442,
689, 692, 705, 718. Ninth annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary: See next page. This annual book was first
published in 1905. Facing the Preface is a table of Japanese
weights, measures and moneys. In chapter 16, “Agriculture”
(p. 337-57) is a table titled “Beans, sweet potato and potato
(p. 345) which gives “Soy bean” production data in Japan for
1908-1912 (in koku).
3.892 million koku in 1908
3.766 million koku in 1909
3.396 million koku in 1910
3.693 million koku in 1911
3.511 million koku in 1912.
The next paragraph contains information on soy [sauce],

miso, and tofu similar to that in the 1913 year book.
In chapter 20, “Industry,” is a table on soy [sauce]
production in Japan from 1908-1911, and a paragraph (p.
400) on the patented Suzuki process for brewing soy [sauce].
In Chapter 22, “Trade” is a table (p. 433-34) titled
“Prices of principal commodities in Japan,” which includes
prices for 1907-1912 in yen for soy beans (per koku), soy
[sauce] (per koku), and miso (per kwan).
In Chapter 23, “Foreign trade” is a table (p. 439) titled
“Imports” (in 1,000 yen). Under the heading “Staples articles
of over yen 1,000,000” (p. 438) is given the value of soja
bean imports for 1911-1913. In a table titled “Soja bean” (p.
442), under the heading “Staple exports and destinations (in
1,000 yen)” (p. 440) is given the value of soja bean exports
to China, Kwantung, India, and other places for 1911-1913.
In chapter 35, “Chosen (Korea),” under the heading
“Agriculture” (p. 691) is a paragraph (p. 692) titled “Barley
and soja bean,” which gives acreage and yield for soja (year
not specified) with the value (in yen) of exports to Japan in
1912.
In Chapter 36, “Taiwan (Formosa),” under the heading
“Agriculture,” a table (p. 705) titled “Agricultural products”
has production data on “Beans and peas” (in 1,000 koku) for
1911-1912.
In Chapter 38, “South Manchuria,” is a paragraph (p.
718) titled “The soya bean” which has information on South
Manchuria’s soya bean yield, [soya] bean-cake output,
amount exported for specific years, and production of
various milling centres.
In the advertisements at the rear (p. xiii) is a full page ad
for Higeta Shoyu, showing many medals: “Patronized by the
Imperial Household. Trade mark. The celebrated Japanese
sauce. Established in 1616. Manufactured by G. Tanaka,
Chioshi [Choshi], Chiba-ken, Japan.” Address: Prof. at
Waseda Univ. and Late of the Japan Times, Japan.
4136. Terry, Thomas Philip. 1914. Terry’s Japanese empire:
Including Korea and Formosa, with chapters on Manchuria...
A guidebook for travelers. Boston and New York: Houghton
Mifflin Co.; London: Constable & Co., Ltd.; Tokyo: KyoBun-Kwan, Ginza, Shichome. cclxxxiii + 799 p. See p. 515.
Maps. Index. 16 cm. [75 ref]
• Summary: This guidebook, after its 283-page introduction,
is organized geographically into: 1. Central Japan. 2.
Northern Japan. 3. Yezo, the Kuriles, and Saghalien. 4.
Western Japan. 5. Kyushu and the Loochoo and Goto islands.
6. Korea, Manchuria, and the Trans-Siberian Railway. 7.
Formosa (Taiwan) and the Pescadores. Abbreviations (p. ix).
List of maps (13).
In the Introduction: Japanese inns (p. xxxvi, xxxix-xl):
The best food is not always to be had in the most pretentious
places. In certain modest inns, where the rooms are as bare
as a monk’s cell, and the general appearance of austerity
might argue a strict economy, there will often come, as an
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agreeable surprise, dainty food served in dishes that delight
the lover of beautiful porcelain or lacquer. Later the traveler
may learn that the place enjoys fame for some savory
specialty–eels boiled in soy, broiled crayfish, stewed octopus,
buckwheat-macaroni, or the like.”
“Food is served in the guest’s room on a lacquered tray...
One of the soups may be made of... lobster, or seaweed, in
which case it is amazingly thin and unpalatable; the other of
beans [miso], bean curd or something of that nature. Salt is
not provided unless asked for. Many of the dishes are cooked
in soy; a tiny dish of which is supplied for dipping bits into
before eating them.”

Japanese food (p. xliiixlvii): “Rice is a luxury with
thousands of the peasants;
it takes the place of bread
with the well-conditioned;
and wherever it is eaten to
the exclusion of other foods
it produces (because the thin
phosphorous skin is polished
off it) the prevalent beriberi.
The proportion of animal
food is small. Beans eaten in
a variety of ways occupy a
conspicuous place in the food
of all classes and they supply
the nitrogenous matter essential
to those who rarely eat meat
and who do not get the casein
obtained by cheese-eating
peoples. The soy-bean (daizu;
omame) ranks first in extent,
variety of use, and value among
the pulse of Japan, and in point
of nutriment is quite near to
meat. It contains nearly two
fifths of its weight in legumin,
nearly one sixth in fat, and is
rich in nitrogen. It is to the
Nipponese what frijoles are
to Mexicans and garbanzos
(chick-peas) to Spaniards. Of
the numerous varieties some
are made into curd [tofu], and
into the widely celebrated
bean-sauce (the Worcestershire
of Asia) called shoyu (sho, soy;
yu, oil), and which is almost as
indispensable as rice. It forms
the daily relish of the rich man
and the beggar, and is in as
general use as tea and tobacco.”
Fish (sakana)... Teriyaki:
Fish in a sauce of soy, mirin,
and sugar... Sashimi: raw fish cut in thin slices and eaten
after being dipped in shoyu.–Kabayaki: fish which is first
steamed then dipped into soy and roasted (or eels cut open
on the dorsal line, covered with soy mixed with sugar, and
roasted). The latter dish, usually called Unagi-no-kabayaki,
is a favorite with the Japanese,...”
“Rice:... Azuki-meshi: rice and red pea-beans mixed
(boiled).–Mochi: small dough-cakes made of rice and sold
throughout Japan.–Sushi: a general name for food of boiled
rice and fish, eggs, vegetables, etc., seasoned with vinegar
and soy...–Inari-zushi: fried tofu stuffed with chirashi-zushi.
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Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that contains the term Inari-zushi.
- Maki-zushi: boiled rice and other vegetables rolled and
wrapped in a sheet of the sea weed called Asakusa-nori...–
Kombu-zushi: fish seasoned with vinegar and wrapped in a
piece of the edible seaweed known as Laminaria japonica. A
differentiation of this popular food is the Kombumaki: baked
or roasted fish wrapped in kombu, then tied, and boiled in
sugar and soy.
Various:... Tsukudani: small fish boiled in soy and used
as a relish or condiment (named for Tsukudajima, a place
in Tokyo famous for its preparation).–Oden: a stew (greatly
enjoyed by the proletariat) of fried bean-curd, lotus-roots,
potatoes, etc.” Ame and midzu ame.
“Soup (shiru): Tôfu-jiru: bean-curd soup.–Miso-shiru:
bean-soup with vegetables.”
Railways–Dining cars (p. lxxxiv): Discusses “The
unique and not unpalatable bento,–a sort of national
sandwich,–put up (usually cold) in thin, flat, twin boxes
(bento-bako) of dainty white wood (1 in. high, 5-7 in. long),
along with a paper napkin (kuchifuki) and a pair of chopsticks (hashi), and sold at many stations, is distinctively
Japanese and widely popular... Besides the full box of plain
boiled rice, the ordinary (15 sen) bento contains usually... a
few boiled black beans (nimame)... seaweed (kobu)...” Rice
cakes (mochi) with the kernel of yokan, or sweet [azuki]
bean paste, which usually forms their center.
Buddhism (cxc): Again the rice-flour cake [mochi] is
offered at the domestic altar. It now takes the form of a lotuspetal with capsule of [azuki] bean-paste.” (an).
Yokohama (p. 13): “The return gifts from the emperor
and princes included...jars of soy [sauce]; coral and silver
ornaments;...”
Tokyo (p. 199): “The hill beyond the intersecting
roadway is called Suribachi-yama because of the similarity
in shape to a suribachi–an earthenware vessel in which beansoup [miso soup] is prepared.”
Nikko–Shops: “... the kuri-yokan (so-called from the
chestnuts mixed with the sweetened bean-paste [azuki]) is
good and cheap (10 sen).”
Kyoto–The Shinto Shrine of Inari. There are many local
festivals, the most important of which is the Inari-matsuri
which usually falls on June 5. There are trick riders on
horseback and decorated sacred cars [carts] are “placed in
the procession, and the day is devoted to general jollity–and
pocket- picking. On this occasion the people eat Inari-zushi,
or fried tofu stuffed with boiled rice, since tofu [fried, as
aburage] is the favorite food of the fox popularly believed
to be the messenger of Inari (and by extension, the God of
Rice).”
Kyoto–Miidera (p. 504-05): Travelers visit Benkei’s Iron
Pot (Benkei-no-shiru nabe), a very old, rusted, and broken
contraption (about 5 ft. wide and 3 deep) resembling a soapboiler, and from which Yoshitsune’s devoted servitor (and

popular hero) is supposed to have eaten his bean-soup [miso
soup]–which may well be doubted.”
Kyôto to Kôya-San (p. 515): For the Western traveler
there is “a tiny kitchen, a blessed refuge wherein, if he is
making a prolonged stay, he may cook his un-Christian food
without the vegetarian priests knowing (or caring) that such
a sacrilege is being committed! Meals are served in one’s
apartment; the food is purely vegetable, and after the second
day distressfully unpalatable. Fish, flesh, fowl, butter, cheese,
eggs, milk, bread, coffee, and other necessaries of life are
absent, and are replaced by seaweed, greens, bamboo-shoots,
cabbage, daikon in various unappetizing forms, and other
garden-truck which one eats as a novelty the first meal and
rejects with an involuntary tightening of the throat when it is
offered at the second and third. In addition there are flabby
mushrooms boiled in very thin water without seasoning; the
omnipresent boiled rice without sugar, milk, or salt; a beancurd (tofu) for which one acquires a liking only after much
patient effort; a yellow substance (known as yuba) made of
the skin of bean-curd, and looking and tasting like thin sheet
rubber;...”
Kobe excursion–The Tansan Hotel (p. 630): The
strawberries and other ground fruits and vegetables, which
grow nearly all the time in this favored spot, are enriched
with [soy] bean-cake only [no human excrement is used] (as
a precaution against typhoid).”
Korea (p. 725): “Among the dishes dear to the native
heart are pounded capsicum, bean curd [tofu], various
sauces of abominable odors, a species of sour kraut (kimshi
[kimchi]), seaweed, salt fish, and salted seaweed fried in
batter.”
Manchuria and the Trans-Siberian Railway (p. 756):
“Considerable [soy] bean-cake and furs, and vast quantities
of lumber, etc., come down the river from upper Manchuria
and Siberia.”
Also discusses edible seaweed (p. xliv, 330): Japanese
food: “Seaweed in almost endless variety enters largely into
foodstuffs. Not only are the giants of the marine flora taken
up and utilized in various ways, but also the more delicate
red and green sorts–the use of which has been adopted by
other nations. Most of the edible green and red algae bear
the generic term nori, while the words umi-kusa, or kai-so
(which also means bêche-de-mer), are used for algae in
general. Many of the weeds are eaten fresh, others in soup.
Some are dried or pickled and eaten in vinegar. They usually
appear in commerce in the form of little packages, to the sale
of which special stores are dedicated. Certain varieties are
converted into jelly.”
Yezo–fisheries: “Certain of the many varieties of edible
seaweed which flourish along the Japanese coast are found
in Yezo, particularly the circumpolar tangle (Laminaria) and
seawracks (Fucus species), which prefer cold water and a
heavy surf. For this reason sea-algae add considerably to the
value of the Yezo exports.”
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Note: The author resided for almost 12 years in Japan
and made repeated journeys on foot (and otherwise) from
one end of the country to the other. Address: F.R.G.S.
[Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society, England].
4137. Thompstone, E.; Sawyer, A.M. 1914. The peas and
beans of Burma. Burma Department of Agriculture, Bulletin
No. 12. 107 p. See p. 22-26. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Names and description of the plant:
Leaves, pods, seeds (yellow or black). Varieties (based on
seed color, size, and shape): Yellow (3 races), greenishyellow to yellow, dull brownish gray to olive brown shading
to black around the hilum. Notes.
Tables shows that each of the soybean varieties and
races has one or more local names in different parts of
Burma: Local names of the yellow soybean are: Hto-khyanpè, pè-ngapi, san-to-tep, be-hrum, pe-hlum, beir-kan, pè-bôksan, hsan-to-nouk, to-nouk, pè-bi-zat (probably a misnomer
generally applied to Dolichos biflorus), lazi-shaprè-tum,
lasi n’loi, lasi n’hti, hto-laung, pè-ngapi. Local names of the
greenish yellow variety are pè-ngapi, pè-kyât-pin, pè-bouksi, and pè-bouk. The local name of the dull brownish gray to
olive variety (which grows only in Maungoli/Kachin Hills) is
ngasee.
“The Soy Bean is not extensively grown in Burma
though its distribution is wide. It is more frequently sown
as a subordinate crop than alone. A little is often scattered
along with other peas and beans, chiefly along the banks of
rivers and streams or on islands after the floods subside. In
Sagaing District it is frequently grown on paddy nurseries
after the young plants have been removed. In Myingyan,
Minbu, Pakôkku, Lower Chindwin and Bhamo districts, it is
also sown away from the rivers on high sandy soils. Sowing
generally takes place about October and the crop is ripe by
about February. In Kônmahut (Bhamo District) two crops are
sometimes grown–a rainy season crop sown about August
and reaped about November and a cold weather crop sown
in November and reaped in February... Very little care is
bestowed upon its cultivation; the seed is scattered at the rate
of 1/8 to ¼ basket per acre after which very little attention is
given to the crop. The yield is poor and varies from 4 to 12
baskets per acre.
“Pè-ngapi is issued for a variety of purposes. After
being steeped in water, fermented and cured it is used under
the name of ‘Kyányo,’ ‘pè-bouk-yè,’ or ‘pè-ngan-byá-yè’
as a sauce for flavouring food and takes the place of ‘ngapi’
(Burmese rotted fish) where the latter cannot be easily
obtained. For this purpose, considerable quantities of the
bean are utilized in the plains and the product carried to other
parts, particularly to the Northern Shan States. A similar
product is made by Chinamen in parts of Mandalay, but for
this purpose the Manchurian Bean is frequently imported.”
A detailed description is given of the process used
by Chinese for making soy sauce in Burma. Wheat flour

is mixed with the beans before the mixture is spread on
bamboo matting to dry and become koji. The fermentation
takes place in earthenware vessels outdoors, often for as
long as one year. “When fermentation has proceeded far
enough, which is ascertained by tasting, the dark reddishbrown liquid is decanted off, bottled and sold. The residue
is made into small flat cakes called ‘pé-bôk’ which are used
for flavouring curries and soups. The whole beans are also
said to be made into similar cakes, also called ‘pébôk,’ by the
Shans of the Northern Shan States for sale to caravans, and it
is further stated that one small cake is sufficient for a meal.
“Attempts have been made to introduce foreign Soy
beans into Burma but with no success. Although they will
grow, a profitable yield cannot be obtained and the oilcontent rapidly decreases. The Chinese who import the bean
from China state that the climate of Burma is not suitable
for the production of Soy beans of good quality; hence they
are forced to import them at a cost of somewhere about Rs.
20 per bag of three baskets (Burmese).” Address: 1. B.Sc.,
Deputy Director of Agriculture, Burma; 2. Asst. Agricultural
Botanist, Burma.
4138. Tishenko, Petr. 1914. Kitayskaya Vostochnaya
Zheleznaia Doroga (KVZhD), 1903-1913 [The Chinese
Eastern Railway, 1903-1913]. Harbin, Manchuria:
Kharbinskiy Vestnik Press. See p. 116-23. [Rus]
• Summary: Describes the beginning of the South Manchuria
Railway (SMR) and Chinese Eastern Railway (CER)
competition in carrying soybeans and its effect on the
functions of the Chinese Eastern Railway.
This newspaper is the official periodical of the railway.
Address: Editor, Kharbinskii Vestnik Press, Harbin.
4139. Togano, Meijiro. 1914. Saishin shôyu jôzô-ron
[Principles of modern shoyu brewing]. Tokyo: Otani Shoten.
1040 p. Illust. 23 cm. [Jap; eng+]*
• Summary: This book is the same as the 1913 edition,
except that the publisher is now Otani Shoten.
4140. Wilson, Archie Dell; Warburton, Clyde William. 1914.
Field crops. 3rd ed. St. Paul, Minnesota: Webb Publishing
Co. 544 p. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: This books is designed for use as a text book.
In Part III–Forage crops, in Chapter 20 titled “Miscellaneous
legumes” is a section on “The soy bean” (p. 397-400). Its
contents: Origin and description. Importance. Growing the
crop. Harvesting. Uses of the plant. An illustration (p. 398)
shows a soy bean plant, including the nodules on the roots.
Also contains chapters or sections on flax, alfalfa,
cowpeas, and peanuts. Address: 1. Superintendent of
Institutes and Agricultural Extension, College of Agriculture,
Univ. of Minnesota; 2. Agronomist, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA. Both: St. Paul, Minnesota.
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4141. Wilson, James Kenneth. 1914. Physiological studies
of Bacillus radicicola of soybean (Soja max, Piper) and of
factors influencing nodule production. PhD thesis, Cornell
University. 75 leaves. In: Library of Congress. Catalog Div.
A List of American Doctoral Dissertations Printed in 19121932. 1917. [17 ref]*
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan.
2011) in which the scientific name Bacillus radicicola is
given to the soybean nodule bacteria. Address: Cornell Univ.
4142. Wing Seed Co. 1914. Alfalfa: And how to grow it
(Mail order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 64 p. Illust.
Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: The Introduction states that this is The Wing
Seed Company’s “Eighth Annual Catalog.” The copyright
date is 1913. “We realized the value of Soy Beans ten years
ago, experimented with them several years, were first to push
their sale, and first to offer pedigreed seed grown especially
from high yielding plants, tested the most promising varieties
out of all the Government’s importations of several hundred,
selected just the very best ones adapted to the Corn Belt, and
discarded those which were not suitable.”
On page 2 is a guarantee, prices, shipment, and
important suggestions. A long section titled “Soy beans” (p.
17-24) gives detailed information on this plant including:
Introduction. Time of planting and cultivation. Inoculation.
Harvesting for grain. Making soy bean hay. Varieties:
Wing’s Mikado (has a record in test plot of 37 bushels/acre,
and in the field will make 30 bushels/acre under favorable
conditions), Wing’s Mongol (secured in 1908. “We believe
this bean will make 30 bushels to the acre under favorable
conditions”), Wing’s Sable (secured in 1908), Wing’s Extra
Select Sable, Jet (has a test plot record of 32 bushels/acre),
Peking, Wing’s Extra Select Peking, Wilson (excellent for
forage), Ito San (Especially adapted to latitude 41½ degrees,
or north of that), Mammoth (will rarely mature seed north of
the Ohio River).
The section on soy beans begins (p. 17): “If you will
carefully study the statistics in our table of analyses, page 42,
you will see why this crop deserves to take such prominence.
It will then be seen that the beans have a higher protein
content than oil meal, that the hay from them has a higher
protein content than Alfalfa. Note also the splendid amount
of fat in the grain.” “We know of no plant having a wider or
more useful range of possibilities than the Soy Bean. When
one stops to think of the great feeding value of the grain,
of the entire plant’s being very valuable for forage, of its
being a legume and a heavy gatherer of nitrogen to the soil,
and that it is by no means difficult to grow nor exacting as
to the kind of soil it requires, he is bound to realize that it
occupies a position unique among all our crops. Not only is
the grain as nourishing as oil meal, but it is as greedily eaten
as corn, and as easily digested as any grain we have ever fed.
Moreover, there seems to be a tonic effect about the entire

plant, and stock fed either the grain or the forage become full
of life and energy as with no other grain we have ever used.”
At the end of the section on “Inoculation” we read (p.
21, in boldfaced type): “Soil for inoculating Soy Beans
may be obtained from A.A. Parsons, Plainfield, Indiana, at
a cost of 75 cents per 100 lbs. The Farmers’ Exchange of
Schellburg, Pennsylvania, also has it for sale.”
Photos show: (1) Two children (they look like girls age
4 and 7) “Testing the soy bean test plots. Wing Seed Co.’s
trial grounds.” (2) Large, individual photos of uprooted
plants of the following soy bean varieties bearing pods:
Wing’s Mikado (2), Ito San, Wing’s Sable (2), Jet, Wing’s
Mongol, Wing’s Sable. (3) Two children standing in “A field
of Peking soy beans just ripening. This looks like 30 bushels
per acre.”
The “Index” (p. 64) states that a bushel of “Beans, Soy
(Glycine Hispida)” weighs 60 lb. If sowing alone, plant ¼ to
3 bu/acre. Address: Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
4143. Winkler, Gustav. 1914. Die Sojabohne: Aus einem
Vortrage... gehalten in der Hauptversammlung der
Gartenbau-Gesellschaft Frankfurt a.M. am 17. April 1914
[The soybean: From a lecture... presented at the main
meeting of the Gardening Society of Frankfurt am Main, on
17 April 1914]. Frankfurt am Main: Fr. Honsack & Co. 30 p.
22 cm. On title page: Als Manuskript gedruckt (Printed as a
manuscript). [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: See next page. On the grayish green cover: Die
Sojabohne der Mandschurei [The soybean of Manchuria].
Contents: Introduction. Sir Alexander Hosie, in his books
about Manchuria, counts eight types of soybeans: Yellow
soybeans (3 varieties), green soybeans (2 varieties), and
black soybeans (3 varieties). The soybean plant. Condition
/ nature of the soil and the climate. Cultivation of soybeans.
Soybeans can enrich the soil with nitrogen. Yield.
Utilization of the soybean: 1. In East-Asia. A. As foods:
1. Soy sauce. 2. The Chinese paste Chiang and its near
relative Japanese miso. 3. Tou-fu or tofu (incl. firm tofu, tofu
curds, tou-fu p’i or yuba, ch’ien-chang or pressed tofu, tung
tou-fu or frozen tofu). B. Soybean meal or flour. C. Soybean
meal for use as fertilizer or animal feed. D. Soybean oil.
E. Lard substitute and margarine. F. Industrial uses such
as lubricant and waterproofing agent. Soybean meal. 2. In
Europe and the USA. Refined soybean oil used for salad oil,
margarine. Utilization of soybean cake in Europe. Utilization
of soybean oil in Europe (for making soap, above all). The
soybean oil and cake industry in Manchuria.
This booklet begins: A year ago today I had the
opportunity to speak about the soybean for the first time.
What we knew and understood about it then was still very
little. Except within botanical circles, even its name was
completely unknown, even though in East Asia (China,
Japan, India), for more than 1,000 years, the soybean has
been cultivated and is near rice as the main food for more
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Diseases (International Institute of Agriculture) (Rome). p.
331-36.
• Summary: The section on “Cultivation of grain crops” (p.
322-23) states: “Leguminous products such as peas, soybeans, kidney-beans, and red beans (Phaseolus radiatus
[azuki beans]) are among the important crops.” “Among
textile plants hemp retains its importance... no forage or crop
of importance is produced.”
A table (p. 335) gives data on the twenty principal crops
for the year 1910. For each is given the acreage (in cho
and acres) and production (in koku and bushels or pounds).
Soy-bean: On 1,171,436 acres, some 16,857,562 bushels
are produced. Red bean [azuki]: On 345,631 acres, some
4,793,149 bushels are produced. Hemp: On 30,177 acres,
some 20,049,232 lb are produced.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2001)
concerning the International Institute of Agriculture and soy.
Address: Prof. of Agricultural Science, Imperial Univ. of
Tokyo, Japan.

than 500 million people.
Note 1. Part of this lecture was based the following
English-language article, translated into German by Werner
Winkler (Gustav’s son) in 1913: Shaw, Norman. 1911. “The
soya bean of Manchuria.” Shanghai, Statistical Department,
Inspectorate General of Customs. China Imperial Maritime
Customs. II. Special Series No. 31. 32 p.
Note 2. This booklet is owned by the Johann Christian
Senckenberg university library at Frankfurt am Main,
Germany. Address: Mainkur-Fechenheim [Frankfurt am
Main, Germany].
4144. Yokoi, Yokiyoshi. 1914. Agricultural economy of
Japan: Principal features, present conditions of production.
Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Intelligence and Plant

4145. Zavitz, C.A. 1914. The professor of field husbandry
and director of field experiments. Ontario Agricultural
College and Experimental Farm (Guelph), Annual Report
39:115-88. For the year 1913. See p. 162-63, 184-85.
• Summary: In the section titled “Varieties of soy or soja
beans,” a table (p. 162) shows the average yield of nine
varieties in pounds of grain per acre. In descending order of
yield, they are: is O.A.C., No. 81 (831 lb/acre; it has 57.9 lb/
bushel or 14.4 bu/acre), Chernie, No. 18227 (808 lb/acre),
Buckshot, No. 17251 (732), Habara [Habaro], No. 20405
(707), Early Yellow (691), Brown (662), Ito San (629),
Tsurunoko (615), Akasaya (576).
“It will be seen that one of our own selections,
started from a single plant, has given the highest average
yield of seed per acre. This variety has also ripened more
satisfactorily than many of the other varieties. It will be seen
that the weight per measured bushel of the O.A.C. No. 81 is
slightly higher than that of any other variety.
“In 1913 seed of each of two varieties of soy beans
were obtained from Professor [Leonard S.] Klinck, of the
Macdonald College, Quebec. These were special strains
resulting from selection at that institution, and one of them is
known as Quebec No. 92, and the other as Quebec No. 537.
The Quebec No. 92 gave 648 pounds of grain per acre which
was surpassed only by two other varieties in the past year,
viz., the Brown Soy bean, which gave 720 pounds, and the
O.A.C. No. 81, which gave 664 pounds per acre.”
The section titled “Miscellaneous leguminous crops
for green fodder” (p. 184-85) begins: “In 1913, twentyone leguminous crops were grown in the experimental
department for the production of green fodder... The highest
yield in tons of green crop per acre produced in 1913 were
obtained from the following varieties: Grass Peas, 7.9; Ito
San Soja Beans, 7.6; Hairy Vetches, 7.3; and Chernie Soy
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Beans, 6.9.”
“Each of twelve varieties of leguminous crops have been
under experiment in each of five years, and the accumulated
results add to the value of the information.” A table (p. 184)
shows the average returns for the five year period: Habara
Soy Beans, No. 20405 (Wash) 26 inches, 7.59 tons (the best
yield among 12 legumes). Ito San Soja Beans, 24 inches, 6.8
tons (#2 best yield). Chernie Soy Beans, No. 18227 (Wash)
23 inches, 6.77 tons (#3 best yield). Early Yellow Soy Beans,
No. 81, 24 inches, 6.15 tons (#6 best yield). Early Yellow
Soy Beans, 23 inches, 5.53 tons (#7 best yield). Buckshot
Soy Beans, No. 17251 (Wash) 23 inches, 5.08 tons (#8 best
yield). Tsurunoko Soy Beans, 23 inches, 4.93 tons (#9 best
yield). Akasaya Soy Beans, 24 inches, 4.72 tons (#10 best
yield). Brown Soy Beans, 22 inches, 4.26 tons (#11 best
yield).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions an “O.A.C.” soybean variety–O.A.C. No. 81; it
was developed at the Ontario Agricultural College in Guelph,
Ontario, Canada.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions a “Quebec” soybean variety–Quebec No. 92 or
Quebec No. 537; they were developed by Professor Leonard
S. Klinck, at Macdonald College, McGill University, Ste.Anne-de-Bellevue, Quebec, Canada. Address: B.S.A., Prof.
of Field Husbandry, Guelph, Ontario.
4146. Zavitz, C.A. 1914. Results of co-operative experiments
in agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 35:12-38. For the year 1913. See p. 14, 22.
• Summary: A table listing the co-operative experiments in
Agriculture conducted throughout Ontario in 1913 (p. 14),
under “Grain crops” includes “Testing two varieties of Soy,
Soja, or Japanese beans–2 plots.”
In the section on Grain crops, the subsection titled
“Soy beans” (p. 22) states: “As usual an experiment was
conducted over Ontario with different varieties of Soy beans
in 1913. No satisfactory reports, however, were received.
The Early Yellow variety is the one which has made the
best all-round record at Guelph, although we have now a
selection from this variety which promises to be better than
any of the varieties which we have previously had under
experiment.” Address: Prof. of Field Husbandry, O.A.C.
[Ontario Agricultural College], Guelph [Ontario, Canada].
4147. Parsons, Adrian. 1914? For the Dept. of Agriculture–
Wash. D.C. In: Notebook. 1914? Near Plainfield, Indiana. 2
p. Undated. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: “Our twenty four years growing and feeding soy
beans here in central Indiana has led us to recognize a very
few absolute essentials for the production of a good crop.
We have never had a failure, no insect pest has developed,
either on vine or seed. But rabbits and ground hogs along
with all farm stock are ravenous for them. The first essential

is discing [disking] as early as the ground can be worked
as often as conditions make it necessary to encourage
the germination of as many weed seed as possible before
planting time. As soon as the corn is planted we plant the
beans with nine disc drills using ends and center discs. With
guides like a corn planter we secure even and straight rows
about 30 inches apart. We have not found the use of fertilizer
profitable. As to varieties we have tested about twenty. We
commenced with the early medium yellow [perhaps Medium
Early Yellow]. After growing them for ten years, in the
medium a single stalk appeared two weeks earlier and much
heavier podded from which the Mikado originated, which
has been our heaviest seeder, but the Wilson and Auburn
has been close seconds. This year for the Wing Seed Co. we
grew the pedigreed Sable [Wing’s Pedigreed Sable] which is
a very fine bean and gave the best yield per acre (24 bu.) of
any with the Medium Green second. Also the Royal which
was supposed to yield 7 or 8 bu. per [acre], a distinctly
forage variety the finest I ever saw. It made 14 per [acre]. We
believe the black beans will stand a little more bad weather
than the yellow. We harvested the Green this year with but
little loss.”
“The second essential is shallow planting and the third
early cultivation. We usually harrow before they come up
and begin cultivation as soon as the rows can be followed.
By cutting when the pods begin to form we have a hay crop.
When top leaves begin to turn yellow and curing in shock the
best way to handle for feed.”
Note 1. This is entry #8 in Adrian Parson’s notebook. It
is signed “A.A. & Sons.” For details about the Notebook, see
Parsons 1902-1924. This entry is undated. Adrian began to
grow soybeans in about 1890 or 1891. The date is estimated
from 1890 + 24 = 1914 or 1915.
Note 2. This may be the earliest document seen (Aug.
2013) that mentions the soybean variety Wing’s Pedigreed
Sable, however we cannot be sure since the document is not
dated.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020
that mentions the soybean variety Royal. The next earliest
document is J.L. Hills (1917)). Address: Near Plainfield,
Indiana.
4148. Royal: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonyms
Peking (Morse 1918), Wilson Five (Morse 1927). 1914?
Undated.
• Summary: Parsons, Adrian. 1914? For the Dept.
of Agriculture–Wash. D.C. In: Notebook (undated,
unpublished). 1914? Near Plainfield, Indiana. “Also the
Royal which was supposed to yield 7 or 8 bu. per [acre], a
distinctly forage variety the finest I ever saw. It made 14 per
[acre]. We believe the black beans will stand a little more bad
weather than the yellow.”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 16.
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“The Peking is an excellent grain producer and with its rather
fine stems and abundant foliage makes one of the best forage
sorts. In variety tests the Peking, Sable, and Royal varieties
appear to be identical, and it is quite evident that the latter
two are selections from the Peking. Plants slender, erect,
maturing in about 120 days; pubescence tawny (a small
percentage of the plants have gray pubescence and twining
terminals); flowers both purple and white; seeds black with
a black seed scar, much flattened, medium small, about
384,000 to the bushel; oil, 15.9%; protein, 39%.”
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p. 10.
“Royal.–The same as Wilson Five.”
Note: After 1927 Morse continues to state that Royal is
the same as Wilson Five–not Peking.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
“Royal” is not mentioned in the Index or the book.
Etheridge, W.C.; Helm, C.A.; King, B.M. 1929.
“A classification of soybeans.” Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station, Research Bulletin No. 131. 54 p. Dec.
See p. 34. “Royal.–Seeds medium to large, ellipsoidal to
ovoidal in lateral outline; testa glossy; hilum lighter than
the testa (Plate III, No. 114); pods mostly small (Fig. 2A);
pod formation on central stem sparse, diminishing gradually
toward the wavy tip (Fig. 4A); stems medium in size; leaves
small; plant medium in height (Fig. 3B), slender (Fig. 5),
maturing late (140 to 145 days).” Note: “Royal” is also
mentioned in the Index.
Morse, W.J. comp. “Soybean varietal names used to
date.” May 26. 9 p. Attached at the end of RSLM 148.
“Royal” is listed as a named variety. Address: USA.

was “Printed by direction of Genesee Yearly Meeting of
Friends.” Address: Clerk [Recording Secretary] of the
Genessee Yearly Meeting of Friends [Ontario, Canada].
An asterisk (*) at the end of the record means that SOYINFO
CENTER does not own that document. A plus after eng
(eng+) means that SOYINFO CENTER has done a partial
or complete translation into English of that document. An
asterisk in a listing of number of references [23* ref] means
that most of these references are not about soybeans or
soyfoods.

4149. Zavitz, Charles A. 1914? Military training in public
schools (Leaflet). Ontario, Canada: Genesee Yearly Meeting
of Friends. 1 p. Undated. 21 cm. Single sided.
• Summary: “We believe it is in the spirit of true patriotism
as well as the true christianity [sic] that we protest against
the introduction of ‘Military Training’ in our public schools.
We believe it is against the wish of a vast majority of our
people and, if forced upon them, will add fuel to the great
unrest of these troublous times. We want physical culture for
the youth and we believe such a system far better adapted
to the promotion of a good physique and good health than
‘Military Training’ and at the same time does not incite to
warlike thoughts and acts.
“We feel we are urging this matter from a pure motive,
from a true patriotism, and from a duty we owe our children
and our God. May it receive your earnest consideration.”
Note: This was written during World War I when
Charles Zavitz, as Acting dean of the Ontario Agricultural
College, refused to authorize military training on campus.
He offered to resign if others believed his views to be
unreasonable. His resignation was not accepted. This leaflet
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SUBJECT/GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX BY RECORD
NUMBERS
Aburagé. See Tofu, Fried

Africa (General) 105, 106, 917, 1587, 1756, 1758, 1773, 1797,
1821, 1838, 1859, 1870, 2019, 2129, 2151, 2158, 2303, 2304, 2344,
2413, 2425, 2634, 2709, 2817, 2861, 3035, 4111

Acid-base balance in diet and health. See Nutrition–Acid-Base
Balance

Africa–Ghana (Gold Coast before 1957) 2125, 2152, 2163, 2344,
3050, 3103, 3104, 3119, 3122, 3128, 3842

Acidophilus soymilk or soy acidophilus milk. See Soymilk,
Fermented

Africa–Guinea (French Guinea before 1958; Guinée in French; Part
of French West Africa from 1895-1958) 483

Adhesives, Asphalt Sealants and Preservation Agents, Caulking
Compounds, Artificial Leather, Foam, Polyols, and Other Minor
or General–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 870, 2391,
2647, 2812, 3588, 3716, 4087, 4088, 4097

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain African country 404, 446, 967,
1782, 2125, 2152, 2252, 3167, 3715

Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, Building
Materials, Etc.–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins (Including Soy
Flour) 2794, 3027, 3169, 3284

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not yet in)
a certain African country 698, 1821, 2083, 2392, 2868

Adulteration of Foods and its Detection 1080, 2373, 3030, 3246,
3610

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African country
404, 446, 967, 1782, 2083, 2125, 2152, 2163, 2252, 3167, 3715

Adulteration of Foods and its Detection–Soy Oil Used as an Actual
or Potential Adulterant in Other Oils 635, 1018, 2425, 2689, 3006,
3011, 3212, 3349, 3503, 3507, 3613, 3694

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain African country 404,
446, 967, 1385, 1782, 2125, 2152, 2163, 2252, 3003, 3104

Adventists, Seventh-day. See Seventh-day Adventists

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African
country 404, 446, 967, 1385, 1782, 2083, 2125, 2152, 2163, 2252,
3003, 3104

Adzuki bean. See Azuki Bean
Africa–Algeria, Democratic and Popular Republic of 136, 523, 525,
542, 684, 1067, 1203, 2327, 2490, 2871, 3933, 4120
Africa–Angola 483
Africa–Benin (Bénin in French; Dahomey before 1975; Part of
French West Africa from 1904-1960) 483, 2083, 2754
Africa–Cameroon (Spelled Kamerun from 1884-1916; Cameroun in
French) 404, 2839
Africa–Central African Republic (République Centrafricaine; Part
of Ubangi-Shari-Chad from 1906-1910. Then Ubangi-Shari or
Oubangui-Chari. Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910-1960.
Called Central African Empire from 1976-1979; Centrafrique in
French) 483
Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Officially Democratic Republic of
the Congo (DRC or DR Congo). Also known as Congo-Kinshasa.
Named Zaire from Oct. 1971 to May 1997. Named Congo Free
State from 1855-1908, Belgian Congo (Congo Belge in French)
from 1908-1960, Republic of the Congo from 1960 to 1964, then
Democratic Republic of the Congo from 1964-1971 3715
Africa–Egypt. Named United Arab Republic (UAR) from 19581971 2012, 2089, 2247, 2251, 2709, 2884, 3004, 3395, 3756, 3757
Africa–Gambia (The). Includes Senegambia.. 1782, 1832, 2085,
2125, 2129, 2152, 2196, 2344, 3020, 3050, 3086, 3842

Africa–Kenya (British East Africa Protectorate from 1895.
Renamed Kenya Protectorate in 1920) 1782, 2125, 2129
Africa–Madagascar (Malagasy Republic or Republique Malgache
before 1975) 483, 1203, 1490
Africa–Malawi (Nyasaland from 1891-1964) 2125, 2943, 3707,
4083
Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice, Including Rodriguez, in the
Mascarene Islands, 450 Miles East of Madagascar) 2252, 2322,
2345, 2996, 3020, 3086, 3400, 3464, 3794
Africa–Mozambique (Moçambique; Portuguese East Africa before
1975) 2771, 2864, 2868, 2893, 3241, 3620, 3649
Africa–Nigeria, Federal Republic of 1821, 1872, 2125, 2152, 2163,
2344, 3003, 3032, 3050, 3842
Africa–Reunion (Réunion is a Department of France, in the
Mascarene Islands, 425 Miles East of Madagascar) 483
Africa–Senegal (Part of French West Africa from 1895-1959.
Sénégal & Sudanese Republic from June 20 to August 20, 1960.
Includes Senegambia) 483, 3544
Africa–Sierra Leone 2152, 2163, 2344, 3050, 3842, 4087, 4088
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Africa–South Africa, Republic of (Including four former
Homelands–Bophuthatswana, Transkei, Venda, and Ciskei). Named
Union of South Africa from May 1910 to May 1961 446, 447, 464,
599, 610, 693, 740, 791, 794, 819, 861, 967, 990, 1009, 1013, 1044,
1054, 1204, 1264, 1273, 1316, 1385, 1403, 1455, 1456, 1782, 1792,
1832, 1974, 2125, 2129, 2181, 2196, 2316, 2373, 2392, 2494, 2578,
2652, 2672, 2675, 2681, 2750, 2764, 2774, 2795, 2825, 2826, 2829,
2856, 2864, 2868, 2871, 2885, 2942, 2943, 3020, 3050, 3086, 3124,
3193, 3354, 3427, 3502, 3569, 3572, 3619, 3627, 3649, 3688, 3707,
3840, 3842, 3850, 3915, 4087, 4088
Africa–Sudan (Anglo-Egyptian Sudan from 1899-1956) 483, 2125
Africa–Tanzania, United Republic of (Formed the Bulk of German
East Africa 1895-1946. Tanganyika existed 1920-1961. Created in
1964 by Merger of Tanganyika and Zanzibar) 2392, 2436, 3167,
3649, 3839
Africa–Tunisia 1067, 2083, 2871, 2889, 3256

1571, 1572, 1573, 1575, 1577, 1580, 1582, 1586, 1592, 1594, 1597,
1598, 1599, 1601, 1602, 1605, 1606, 1607, 1608, 1609, 1612, 1615,
1616, 1622, 1630, 1631, 1632, 1634, 1651, 1655, 1660, 1663, 1669,
1675, 1688, 1760, 1770, 1771, 1772, 1789, 1794, 1807, 1829, 1836,
1857, 1868, 1869, 1943, 1946, 1949, 1964, 1970, 1974, 1981, 1982,
1983, 1984, 2022, 2037, 2073, 2087, 2092, 2103, 2120, 2156, 2162,
2165, 2169, 2175, 2274, 2361, 2417, 2429, 2434, 2455, 2466, 2474,
2476, 2478, 2539, 2542, 2549, 2613, 2643, 2653, 2654, 2655, 2668,
2671, 2687, 2740, 2753, 2763, 2786, 2814, 2815, 2850, 2867, 2914,
2946, 2950, 2954, 3029, 3055, 3080, 3091, 3107, 3109, 3112, 3113,
3115, 3129, 3130, 3134, 3136, 3147, 3150, 3164, 3174, 3175, 3184,
3196, 3215, 3216, 3218, 3238, 3253, 3258, 3275, 3289, 3296, 3326,
3331, 3333, 3337, 3415, 3418, 3424, 3448, 3449, 3450, 3471, 3475,
3480, 3504, 3506, 3550, 3554, 3557, 3559, 3567, 3573, 3576, 3597,
3604, 3670, 3674, 3678, 3681, 3682, 3684, 3685, 3694, 3696, 3705,
3710, 3713, 3773, 3791, 3792, 3799, 3807, 3810, 3838, 3846, 3853,
3854, 3858, 3868, 3878, 3883, 3892, 3893, 3901, 3902, 3909, 3916,
3920, 3926, 3932, 3973, 3975, 3977, 3978, 3979, 3981, 3982, 3984,
3988, 4020, 4022, 4023, 4039, 4042, 4089, 4104, 4107, 4114, 4115,
4119, 4121, 4125, 4133, 4134, 4140

Africa–Uganda 3707
Agronomy, soybean. See Cultural Practices, Soybean Production
Africa–Zambia (Northern Rhodesia from 1899-1964) 698, 738,
2125, 2775, 2825, 2890, 2931, 2945, 2953, 3575, 3714, 4009, 4046
Africa–Zimbabwe (Southern Rhodesia from 1923-1970, Rhodesia
from 1970-79) 698, 738, 923, 967, 2125, 2775, 2825, 2826, 2890,
2931, 2945, 2953, 3572, 3575, 3714, 4009, 4046
Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering, Bureau. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and
Industrial Chemistry
Agricultural colleges and universities, state. See Land-Grant
Colleges and Universities
Agricultural Economics, Bureau of. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Experiment Stations in the United States 15, 17, 32,
33, 40, 41, 42, 44, 51, 54, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 69, 71, 91, 101, 103,
111, 112, 115, 131, 134, 145, 148, 153, 157, 161, 173, 183, 193,
195, 209, 218, 245, 252, 254, 256, 262, 264, 265, 269, 276, 282,
283, 294, 295, 296, 308, 316, 317, 320, 330, 360, 364, 374, 383,
401, 402, 405, 411, 420, 421, 423, 430, 435, 438, 439, 448, 450,
451, 454, 455, 466, 467, 475, 476, 503, 506, 509, 517, 520, 527,
529, 531, 532, 539, 540, 541, 547, 556, 559, 578, 582, 587, 592,
597, 613, 614, 634, 637, 642, 654, 660, 663, 665, 666, 669, 672,
678, 679, 680, 693, 696, 697, 712, 757, 779, 793, 798, 808, 815,
816, 827, 830, 835, 842, 844, 863, 868, 873, 878, 879, 897, 899,
914, 920, 921, 929, 931, 936, 940, 944, 945, 948, 958, 968, 980,
981, 985, 989, 1025, 1038, 1042, 1046, 1055, 1079, 1080, 1091,
1092, 1103, 1104, 1108, 1110, 1114, 1115, 1117, 1118, 1125, 1128,
1132, 1133, 1155, 1157, 1165, 1166, 1181, 1186, 1193, 1194, 1195,
1201, 1212, 1213, 1215, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1234, 1235, 1259, 1261,
1268, 1286, 1306, 1307, 1308, 1315, 1318, 1329, 1331, 1332, 1333,
1337, 1339, 1341, 1344, 1346, 1350, 1351, 1355, 1358, 1360, 1364,
1366, 1367, 1375, 1377, 1378, 1387, 1389, 1390, 1391, 1400, 1406,
1407, 1420, 1427, 1432, 1461, 1467, 1468, 1502, 1503, 1508, 1531,
1538, 1539, 1544, 1548, 1549, 1552, 1553, 1554, 1555, 1561, 1570,

Alcohol and vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism and the Temperance
Movement
Alfalfa or Lucerne / Lucern (Medicago sativa) 51, 61, 69, 103, 142,
143, 145, 150, 173, 233, 251, 265, 294, 360, 384, 410, 430, 436,
437, 449, 475, 510, 513, 539, 540, 547, 561, 571, 578, 592, 619,
660, 678, 779, 808, 817, 842, 883, 888, 903, 948, 967, 978, 979,
1194, 1259, 1274, 1299, 1360, 1368, 1385, 1387, 1389, 1420, 1427,
1523, 1525, 1789, 1970, 1986, 1987, 2022, 2309, 2371, 2462, 2466,
2542, 2544, 2549, 2585, 2589, 2655, 2761, 3002, 3052, 3070, 3147,
3196, 3258, 3291, 3424, 3482, 3612, 3667, 3670, 3710, 3759, 3760,
3794, 3814, 3824, 3872, 3874, 3902, 3904, 3908, 3925, 3972, 3976,
3981, 4140, 4142
Alkaline food, ash, reaction, or balance in diet and health. See
Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance
Almond Butter or Almond Paste 48, 387, 1079, 1080, 4134
Almond Milk and Cream. See also: Almonds Used to Flavor
Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc.. 656, 1439, 1638, 2109, 4096
Almond Oil 106, 125, 248, 363, 485, 486, 662, 885, 1489, 1956,
2555, 2566, 3716, 3776
Almonds (Prunus dulcis syn. P. amygdalus)–Especially Origin and
Early History of the Almond. Including Almond Bread, Almond
Meal, and Almonds Seasoned with Soy Sauce / Tamari 125, 215,
255, 296, 328, 390, 635, 646, 666, 885, 982, 1061, 1066, 1261,
1276, 1288, 1468, 1953, 1955, 1978, 2061, 2461, 2543, 2556, 2566,
3030, 3052, 3066, 3404, 3452, 3530, 3598, 3711, 3776, 3908, 4131,
4134
Alternative medicine. See Medicine–Alternative
Amazake. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake
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American Philosophical Society (Philadelphia). See Franklin,
Benjamin
Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition and Content. See also
Nutrition–Protein Quality; Soy Sauce, HVP Type 1174, 1193, 1468,
1513, 1690, 2437, 2913, 3359, 3484, 3546, 3548, 3549, 3911
Anatomy, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and
Anatomy
Anderson International Corp. (Cleveland, Ohio). Manufacturer of
Expellers for Soybean Crushing, Solvent Extraction Equipment,
and Extrusion Cooking Equipment. Formerly V.D. Anderson Co.
and Anderson IBEC 1548, 1549, 3888
Ang-kak. See Koji, Red Rice
Ang-kak or angkak. See Koji, Red Rice
Animal Welfare and Animal Rights–Documents Published before
1900 658
Animal Welfare (Including Protection and Cruel Treatment of
Animals). See also: Animal Rights 658
Antarctica 2638
Argentina. See Latin America, South America–Argentina
Arlington Experimental Farm. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Arlington Experimental Farm
Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain Central Asian country 267
Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Central Asian
country 267
Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Central Asian country
267
Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains
the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain
Central Asian country 267
Asia, Central–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 2711
Asia, Central–Turkistan / Turkestan. Its Western Part (Russian
Turkestan or West Turkestan) late 1800s to 1924. Its Eastern Part
(Chinese Turkestan, Kashgaria, or East Turkestan) 1700s to ca.
1884, when it Became Sinkiang 3269
Asia, East–China–Chinese Restaurants Outside China, or Soy
Ingredients Used in Chinese-Style Recipes, Food Products, or
Dishes Outside China 198, 214, 258, 341, 350, 461, 516, 750, 1100,
1323, 1410, 1425, 1485, 1541, 2899, 3042, 3049, 3254, 3843, 3866,
4086, 4101

Asia, East–China–English-Language Documents that Contain
Cantonese Romanization, Transliteration, or Pronunciation
of Numerous Soyfood Names. There Is No Standard Way of
Romanizing Cantonese 1265, 1488, 1766, 2412, 3410
Asia, East–China (People’s Republic of China; Zhonghua Renmin
Gonghe Guo). See also Hong Kong, Manchuria, and Tibet 22, 46,
60, 68, 70, 74, 75, 79, 80, 82, 87, 96, 105, 107, 110, 117, 118, 136,
155, 158, 160, 183, 192, 194, 206, 236, 239, 241, 243, 261, 292,
343, 344, 345, 349, 367, 369, 379, 397, 412, 459, 474, 478, 488,
496, 506, 516, 519, 562, 583, 591, 594, 604, 610, 620, 626, 633,
636, 639, 642, 644, 647, 653, 658, 662, 674, 683, 687, 704, 713,
727, 756, 787, 801, 802, 804, 824, 825, 845, 855, 870, 891, 893,
894, 943, 946, 947, 951, 959, 961, 963, 970, 976, 1001, 1002, 1003,
1007, 1011, 1015, 1018, 1019, 1024, 1047, 1051, 1063, 1099, 1108,
1121, 1133, 1135, 1149, 1156, 1173, 1176, 1184, 1189, 1190, 1192,
1214, 1218, 1220, 1222, 1228, 1229, 1238, 1265, 1266, 1274, 1275,
1283, 1290, 1291, 1293, 1295, 1309, 1328, 1343, 1345, 1374, 1380,
1382, 1395, 1402, 1413, 1415, 1421, 1422, 1423, 1429, 1437, 1444,
1445, 1446, 1447, 1448, 1451, 1455, 1457, 1458, 1460, 1461, 1465,
1484, 1488, 1492, 1493, 1498, 1501, 1509, 1519, 1525, 1526, 1535,
1538, 1540, 1545, 1546, 1556, 1564, 1565, 1569, 1593, 1602, 1613,
1623, 1640, 1643, 1645, 1658, 1660, 1674, 1676, 1692, 1698, 1701,
1707, 1708, 1729, 1731, 1741, 1742, 1744, 1747, 1758, 1759, 1763,
1764, 1782, 1784, 1789, 1793, 1798, 1802, 1804, 1809, 1810, 1814,
1822, 1824, 1831, 1836, 1838, 1842, 1854, 1855, 1857, 1858, 1860,
1862, 1871, 1920, 1923, 1924, 1927, 1967, 1976, 1978, 1985, 1997,
2002, 2005, 2009, 2025, 2029, 2037, 2040, 2052, 2085, 2089, 2093,
2096, 2108, 2122, 2129, 2138, 2139, 2161, 2179, 2185, 2196, 2203,
2217, 2223, 2237, 2251, 2259, 2270, 2289, 2297, 2300, 2301, 2303,
2304, 2305, 2316, 2327, 2332, 2334, 2338, 2345, 2356, 2358, 2359,
2366, 2377, 2378, 2379, 2380, 2383, 2388, 2396, 2397, 2398, 2399,
2401, 2404, 2412, 2413, 2419, 2425, 2427, 2432, 2436, 2439, 2441,
2463, 2464, 2467, 2474, 2475, 2478, 2483, 2489, 2490, 2492, 2536,
2541, 2545, 2546, 2557, 2560, 2573, 2579, 2597, 2601, 2609, 2610,
2612, 2615, 2616, 2617, 2619, 2631, 2632, 2633, 2634, 2636, 2641,
2642, 2672, 2688, 2708, 2709, 2712, 2715, 2716, 2723, 2727, 2729,
2747, 2783, 2785, 2788, 2790, 2797, 2812, 2820, 2822, 2828, 2831,
2840, 2841, 2861, 2871, 2882, 2883, 2898, 2899, 2903, 2904, 2912,
2925, 2929, 2939, 2948, 3013, 3027, 3028, 3057, 3058, 3059, 3060,
3061, 3068, 3082, 3093, 3099, 3118, 3139, 3151, 3169, 3185, 3190,
3191, 3203, 3226, 3231, 3236, 3269, 3270, 3273, 3284, 3319, 3345,
3355, 3397, 3398, 3407, 3410, 3413, 3439, 3440, 3441, 3477, 3490,
3536, 3552, 3558, 3570, 3590, 3597, 3598, 3602, 3615, 3617, 3618,
3630, 3631, 3642, 3644, 3662, 3666, 3679, 3690, 3702, 3709, 3766,
3774, 3778, 3781, 3786, 3796, 3811, 3812, 3819, 3830, 3832, 3852,
3864, 3885, 3907, 3929, 3930, 3934, 3943, 3950, 3953, 3965, 3970,
3971, 3980, 4126, 4130, 4135, 4143
Asia, East–China–Shennong / Shên Nung / Shen Nung–The
Heavenly Husbandman and Mythical Early Emperor of China 3477
Asia, East–China–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 2489
Asia, East–Chinese overseas. See Chinese Overseas, Especially
Work with Soy (Including Chinese from Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Singapore, etc.)
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Asia, East (General) 382, 665, 862, 953, 1507, 2163, 2709, 3126,
3605, 3873
Asia, East–Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR)
(British Colony until 1 July 1997, then returned to China) 156, 192,
478, 610, 636, 722, 733, 934, 1002, 1149, 1173, 1386, 1484, 1538,
1790, 1792, 1927, 1978, 2108, 2254, 2255, 2289, 2332, 2398, 2474,
2884, 2911, 3020, 3086, 3121, 3195, 3214, 3281, 3621, 3702, 3832,
3943
Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain East Asian country 704
Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain East Asian
country 704
Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of
Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads concerning
East Asia 1538, 3552
Asia, East–Japan–Japanese Restaurants or Grocery Stores Outside
Japan, or Soy Ingredients Used in Japanese-Style Recipes, Food
Products, or Dishes Outside Japan 56, 2731, 4086
Asia, East–Japan (Nihon or Nippon) 1, 4, 7, 21, 27, 32, 42, 46, 60,
64, 79, 86, 90, 94, 97, 104, 105, 108, 117, 120, 128, 130, 139, 147,
149, 153, 154, 155, 160, 162, 163, 165, 171, 173, 174, 175, 183,
184, 200, 218, 219, 226, 231, 232, 233, 235, 239, 243, 244, 245,
252, 262, 267, 272, 276, 277, 281, 285, 301, 305, 315, 317, 331,
332, 344, 345, 351, 362, 367, 378, 380, 387, 397, 403, 406, 412,
414, 428, 440, 460, 470, 478, 483, 494, 499, 501, 504, 516, 519,
525, 526, 533, 534, 536, 537, 549, 550, 551, 557, 560, 564, 566,
568, 573, 574, 576, 595, 598, 600, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 611,
621, 622, 626, 639, 642, 644, 652, 658, 661, 664, 669, 673, 674,
686, 692, 695, 699, 700, 704, 706, 707, 708, 709, 711, 713, 719,
721, 723, 724, 725, 726, 727, 731, 737, 739, 741, 743, 755, 756,
777, 778, 780, 787, 789, 792, 795, 797, 801, 802, 803, 804, 805,
806, 809, 810, 811, 812, 825, 839, 846, 847, 855, 859, 862, 865,
871, 876, 882, 890, 891, 892, 893, 894, 895, 896, 900, 907, 919,
924, 928, 939, 941, 943, 950, 951, 957, 961, 965, 966, 987, 991,
997, 998, 999, 1003, 1007, 1011, 1012, 1020, 1036, 1045, 1048,
1050, 1056, 1058, 1060, 1063, 1064, 1065, 1068, 1070, 1074, 1084,
1086, 1089, 1093, 1101, 1102, 1103, 1109, 1111, 1119, 1123, 1124,
1126, 1127, 1129, 1130, 1133, 1144, 1146, 1149, 1153, 1158, 1159,
1174, 1179, 1189, 1190, 1192, 1214, 1221, 1224, 1229, 1236, 1248,
1249, 1257, 1261, 1271, 1275, 1277, 1278, 1287, 1290, 1291, 1292,
1293, 1296, 1297, 1298, 1309, 1314, 1319, 1330, 1342, 1372, 1379,
1380, 1382, 1388, 1394, 1399, 1401, 1404, 1405, 1409, 1413, 1414,
1416, 1417, 1422, 1426, 1427, 1429, 1430, 1431, 1437, 1438, 1440,
1441, 1442, 1444, 1445, 1446, 1447, 1449, 1455, 1458, 1459, 1460,
1461, 1465, 1466, 1467, 1469, 1477, 1484, 1485, 1492, 1493, 1504,
1506, 1509, 1510, 1511, 1515, 1516, 1518, 1522, 1525, 1535, 1537,
1538, 1540, 1545, 1546, 1550, 1551, 1556, 1557, 1558, 1560, 1566,
1568, 1589, 1627, 1633, 1642, 1647, 1648, 1649, 1650, 1667, 1674,
1676, 1677, 1678, 1681, 1687, 1689, 1690, 1691, 1692, 1699, 1702,
1703, 1704, 1707, 1709, 1726, 1741, 1745, 1754, 1755, 1756, 1764,
1773, 1774, 1775, 1780, 1782, 1784, 1788, 1789, 1792, 1793, 1796,
1802, 1804, 1805, 1809, 1811, 1813, 1814, 1815, 1823, 1824, 1826,
1828, 1836, 1838, 1857, 1859, 1871, 1872, 1874, 1876, 1885, 1888,

1918, 1920, 1923, 1928, 1929, 1932, 1951, 1954, 1956, 1958, 1961,
1963, 1967, 1972, 1973, 1976, 1978, 1979, 1983, 1984, 1988, 1997,
1998, 2005, 2006, 2034, 2035, 2037, 2068, 2076, 2077, 2085, 2096,
2108, 2115, 2116, 2119, 2128, 2129, 2132, 2134, 2135, 2137, 2139,
2140, 2149, 2179, 2180, 2183, 2196, 2201, 2202, 2205, 2209, 2217,
2227, 2234, 2250, 2254, 2255, 2256, 2257, 2258, 2259, 2265, 2270,
2271, 2275, 2284, 2285, 2290, 2293, 2294, 2296, 2300, 2303, 2304,
2305, 2314, 2316, 2317, 2321, 2323, 2327, 2333, 2337, 2341, 2342,
2347, 2355, 2356, 2359, 2360, 2364, 2366, 2373, 2374, 2375, 2376,
2377, 2378, 2379, 2380, 2381, 2382, 2383, 2388, 2389, 2395, 2396,
2398, 2401, 2404, 2407, 2413, 2420, 2424, 2425, 2427, 2430, 2435,
2436, 2439, 2446, 2456, 2474, 2475, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2489, 2510,
2511, 2515, 2517, 2518, 2528, 2545, 2546, 2552, 2560, 2564, 2565,
2569, 2577, 2579, 2602, 2605, 2631, 2632, 2633, 2634, 2638, 2642,
2661, 2682, 2683, 2684, 2685, 2692, 2698, 2701, 2709, 2712, 2717,
2719, 2720, 2725, 2747, 2748, 2749, 2757, 2787, 2799, 2800, 2801,
2802, 2811, 2823, 2834, 2835, 2837, 2838, 2847, 2850, 2857, 2858,
2861, 2871, 2873, 2876, 2884, 2891, 2894, 2895, 2900, 2910, 2911,
2913, 2917, 2922, 2923, 2928, 2930, 2931, 2932, 2951, 2956, 2968,
2969, 2998, 3020, 3024, 3025, 3027, 3036, 3037, 3040, 3043, 3044,
3046, 3050, 3057, 3062, 3063, 3064, 3074, 3078, 3084, 3086, 3105,
3110, 3118, 3125, 3127, 3134, 3137, 3151, 3153, 3155, 3165, 3167,
3168, 3173, 3179, 3197, 3201, 3220, 3247, 3255, 3258, 3274, 3282,
3283, 3284, 3285, 3286, 3287, 3288, 3303, 3305, 3307, 3308, 3313,
3314, 3319, 3324, 3327, 3334, 3339, 3357, 3360, 3366, 3367, 3371,
3372, 3373, 3375, 3376, 3382, 3389, 3390, 3398, 3404, 3407, 3410,
3425, 3429, 3438, 3444, 3445, 3447, 3454, 3455, 3457, 3458, 3476,
3477, 3490, 3493, 3494, 3501, 3514, 3523, 3543, 3544, 3546, 3547,
3548, 3549, 3553, 3568, 3574, 3577, 3578, 3589, 3602, 3617, 3618,
3640, 3647, 3661, 3662, 3663, 3666, 3679, 3680, 3691, 3695, 3696,
3698, 3708, 3709, 3712, 3726, 3733, 3734, 3738, 3740, 3741, 3743,
3750, 3752, 3766, 3768, 3771, 3774, 3779, 3783, 3789, 3796, 3800,
3803, 3812, 3816, 3828, 3841, 3842, 3852, 3868, 3879, 3884, 3912,
3917, 3923, 3934, 3935, 3936, 3946, 3947, 3950, 3953, 3959, 3965,
3970, 3971, 3980, 3982, 3984, 3996, 3997, 3999, 4003, 4008, 4011,
4019, 4028, 4034, 4043, 4054, 4062, 4072, 4077, 4088, 4092, 4099,
4100, 4103, 4122, 4135, 4136, 4139, 4144
Asia, East–Japan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 891, 907, 1297, 1446, 1484, 1492, 1516,
1928, 2134, 2388, 2395, 2401, 2425, 2427, 3062, 3800, 4034, 4135
Asia, East–Japanese overseas. See Japanese Overseas, Especially
Work with Soy
Asia, East–Korea (North and South; Formerly Also Spelled Corea
and Called “Chosen” by the Japanese [1907-1945]) 86, 104, 147,
194, 235, 239, 244, 331, 376, 478, 550, 639, 652, 704, 727, 787,
801, 806, 845, 855, 894, 907, 939, 1058, 1086, 1141, 1145, 1149,
1271, 1297, 1342, 1413, 1437, 1446, 1455, 1461, 1484, 1485, 1492,
1493, 1518, 1538, 1540, 1585, 1678, 1805, 1809, 1928, 1956, 1998,
2076, 2096, 2134, 2196, 2303, 2304, 2317, 2333, 2369, 2378, 2379,
2383, 2388, 2395, 2401, 2427, 2474, 2545, 2546, 2642, 2709, 2716,
2871, 2884, 2891, 3027, 3046, 3062, 3063, 3107, 3308, 3342, 3407,
3410, 3439, 3447, 3597, 3617, 3712, 3800, 3822, 3844, 3950, 3984,
3993, 4034, 4135, 4136
Asia, East–Korea–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 4034, 4135
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Asia, East–Koreans overseas. See Koreans Overseas, Especially
Work with Soy
Asia, East–Macao / Macau (Portuguese Colony, then Overseas
Territory. Returned to China in 1999) 3355
Asia, East–Manchuria. See South Manchuria Railway and the South
Manchuria Railway Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K.)
Asia, East–Manchuria (Called Manchoukuo or Manchukuo by
Japanese 1932-45; The Provinces of Heilongjiang [Heilungkiang],
Jilin [Kirin], and Liaoning Were Called Northeast China after 1950)
72, 82, 86, 104, 118, 206, 236, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 344, 478,
481, 558, 568, 600, 608, 611, 620, 627, 639, 644, 653, 719, 721,
756, 787, 801, 802, 804, 809, 841, 845, 847, 855, 870, 891, 907,
919, 941, 957, 961, 976, 1001, 1007, 1011, 1024, 1051, 1084, 1086,
1087, 1101, 1102, 1108, 1119, 1120, 1126, 1173, 1190, 1192, 1214,
1228, 1237, 1266, 1290, 1309, 1368, 1374, 1376, 1380, 1382, 1388,
1401, 1422, 1428, 1438, 1440, 1441, 1444, 1445, 1447, 1460, 1461,
1465, 1466, 1477, 1484, 1492, 1498, 1509, 1512, 1518, 1535, 1540,
1545, 1556, 1559, 1560, 1564, 1567, 1568, 1587, 1589, 1648, 1658,
1676, 1677, 1681, 1692, 1707, 1712, 1724, 1726, 1729, 1731, 1732,
1736, 1741, 1742, 1745, 1747, 1751, 1754, 1755, 1756, 1758, 1764,
1768, 1773, 1780, 1782, 1784, 1792, 1793, 1795, 1796, 1798, 1799,
1802, 1804, 1809, 1811, 1814, 1816, 1819, 1824, 1827, 1828, 1830,
1836, 1838, 1839, 1842, 1848, 1853, 1855, 1857, 1859, 1860, 1861,
1862, 1865, 1870, 1871, 1872, 1873, 1920, 1928, 1929, 1931, 1932,
1933, 1947, 1956, 1967, 1976, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1991, 1994, 1995,
1997, 1998, 1999, 2004, 2005, 2012, 2017, 2021, 2027, 2037, 2039,
2046, 2052, 2058, 2059, 2063, 2068, 2069, 2085, 2089, 2098, 2105,
2107, 2108, 2110, 2114, 2116, 2118, 2119, 2122, 2125, 2129, 2134,
2136, 2139, 2145, 2147, 2148, 2149, 2152, 2163, 2181, 2183, 2189,
2196, 2200, 2211, 2215, 2217, 2223, 2227, 2237, 2245, 2247, 2248,
2251, 2253, 2254, 2255, 2258, 2259, 2275, 2285, 2287, 2289, 2290,
2296, 2298, 2300, 2303, 2304, 2305, 2306, 2316, 2317, 2321, 2331,
2333, 2337, 2342, 2344, 2345, 2358, 2359, 2366, 2388, 2392, 2396,
2398, 2399, 2401, 2404, 2405, 2409, 2412, 2413, 2414, 2415, 2416,
2420, 2424, 2425, 2430, 2432, 2438, 2439, 2442, 2443, 2444, 2445,
2453, 2459, 2463, 2474, 2489, 2490, 2500, 2510, 2514, 2528, 2536,
2541, 2545, 2546, 2578, 2579, 2580, 2598, 2602, 2609, 2617, 2631,
2632, 2633, 2634, 2637, 2641, 2642, 2645, 2646, 2649, 2659, 2674,
2688, 2692, 2693, 2694, 2697, 2708, 2709, 2711, 2712, 2716, 2721,
2723, 2730, 2736, 2745, 2762, 2768, 2783, 2784, 2790, 2792, 2799,
2803, 2807, 2811, 2817, 2818, 2819, 2835, 2837, 2838, 2841, 2844,
2860, 2864, 2869, 2871, 2875, 2880, 2883, 2884, 2891, 2897, 2898,
2901, 2902, 2908, 2909, 2910, 2911, 2912, 2916, 2920, 2929, 2930,
2931, 2938, 2939, 2940, 2941, 2949, 3004, 3020, 3027, 3039, 3046,
3050, 3057, 3063, 3079, 3082, 3083, 3086, 3093, 3105, 3106, 3107,
3118, 3138, 3157, 3162, 3168, 3177, 3179, 3188, 3191, 3194, 3195,
3203, 3214, 3222, 3227, 3231, 3232, 3233, 3236, 3251, 3252, 3255,
3268, 3270, 3271, 3272, 3273, 3276, 3278, 3279, 3290, 3299, 3303,
3315, 3323, 3337, 3339, 3361, 3376, 3389, 3390, 3398, 3438, 3439,
3440, 3441, 3444, 3445, 3448, 3454, 3455, 3471, 3493, 3494, 3514,
3516, 3538, 3561, 3574, 3580, 3590, 3596, 3597, 3602, 3609, 3614,
3615, 3616, 3617, 3618, 3619, 3620, 3621, 3630, 3642, 3644, 3649,
3652, 3656, 3660, 3662, 3663, 3674, 3675, 3679, 3680, 3688, 3689,
3690, 3695, 3698, 3702, 3709, 3756, 3757, 3800, 3811, 3832, 3840,
3842, 3850, 3862, 3923, 3930, 3943, 3947, 3950, 3953, 3965, 3970,
3971, 3984, 3986, 3996, 3997, 3999, 4011, 4028, 4034, 4043, 4087,
4088, 4122, 4135, 4136, 4137, 4138, 4143

Asia, East–Manchuria–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 239, 1751, 1870, 1920, 2217, 2259,
2285, 2445, 2459, 2631, 3063, 3438, 3953
Asia, East–Mongolia (Mongol Uls; Outer and Inner Mongolia
Before 1911; Mongolian People’s Republic until 1992) 1741, 2125,
3020, 3086, 3284, 3410, 3871
Asia, East–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production and
Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 192, 239, 653, 1587,
2545
Asia, East–Taiwan (Republic of China. Widely called by its
Portuguese name, Formosa, from the 1870s until about 1945) 362,
855, 870, 1101, 1297, 1386, 1405, 1484, 1492, 1857, 1956, 2134,
2321, 2474, 2475, 2593, 2709, 2712, 2871, 2884, 3046, 3232, 3800,
3880, 3914, 3970, 4099, 4135
Asia, East–Taiwan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 1484, 3800, 4135
Asia, East–Tibet (Conquered by China in 1950; Also called Thibet
or, in Chinese, Sitsang) and Tibetans Outside Tibet 1674, 2925,
3397, 3552
Asia, East–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and /
or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 803
Asia (General, Including East, Southeast, South, Middle East, and
Central) 2083
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain Middle
Eastern country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported by
that date in this country 1920, 1921
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain
Middle Eastern country. Soybeans as such had not yet been reported
by that date in this country 1920, 1921
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not
yet in) a certain Middle Eastern country 2303, 2304
Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism (State of Israel, Medinat
Israel; Established May 1948; Including West Bank, Gaza Strip, and
Golan Heights Since 1967) 4091
Asia, Middle East–Turkey (Including Anatolia or Asia Minor) 1920,
1921, 2303, 2304
Asia, South–Bangladesh, People’s Republic of (East Bengal [See
India] from 1700s-1947, and East Pakistan [See Pakistan] from
1947-1971) 4004
Asia, South–Bhutan, Kingdom of 1741
Asia, South–India (Bharat, Including Sikkim, and Andaman and
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Nicobar Islands) 46, 60, 197, 250, 253, 350, 351, 365, 367, 387,
484, 511, 519, 633, 643, 662, 825, 865, 883, 884, 902, 917, 978,
1012, 1048, 1062, 1069, 1111, 1133, 1149, 1256, 1269, 1272, 1279,
1280, 1285, 1290, 1484, 1525, 1566, 1569, 1587, 1588, 1706, 1707,
1708, 1718, 1728, 1729, 1732, 1741, 1758, 1782, 1789, 1792, 1796,
1814, 1855, 1857, 1859, 1862, 1923, 2021, 2029, 2037, 2109, 2125,
2126, 2129, 2147, 2172, 2189, 2275, 2314, 2320, 2327, 2328, 2363,
2409, 2413, 2414, 2425, 2474, 2475, 2510, 2528, 2533, 2561, 2566,
2579, 2656, 2700, 2709, 2723, 2739, 2758, 2828, 2849, 2871, 2883,
2931, 3014, 3020, 3048, 3057, 3061, 3076, 3086, 3156, 3165, 3177,
3191, 3221, 3254, 3269, 3284, 3302, 3334, 3397, 3406, 3407, 3451,
3453, 3496, 3551, 3552, 3580, 3592, 3597, 3620, 3626, 3656, 3660,
3683, 3765, 3866, 3934, 3937, 3948, 3965, 3966, 4004, 4005, 4014,
4082, 4106, 4111, 4135
Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The Contiguous Seven
Sister States and Sikkim–Which are Ethnically Distinct. The States
are Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram,
Nagaland, and Tripura 253, 365, 484, 865, 1069, 1272, 1285, 1525,
1741, 1857, 2474, 2475, 2510, 2561, 2739, 2849, 3014, 3020, 3551,
3597, 3656, 3683, 3948
Asia, South–India. Work of the Indian Agricultural Research
Institute (IARI, New Delhi) with Soyabeans in India. Established
in 1905 as the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute (Pusa
Samastipur, and Bihar) 3406

2632, 2644, 2698, 2714, 2732, 2841, 2857, 2904, 3068, 3086, 3090,
3498, 3514, 3574, 3626, 3649, 3660, 3707, 3915, 4045
Asia, Southeast–Cambodia, Kingdom of (Kampuchea from 1979
to the 1980s; Also Khmer Republic) 414, 483, 1225, 1226, 1227,
1260, 1275, 1277, 2037, 2109, 2196, 2709, 3262, 3332
Asia, Southeast (General) 153, 176, 411, 1789, 1792, 1859, 2425,
2560, 3199
Asia, Southeast–Indonesia (Netherland(s) Indies, Netherlands East
Indies, or Dutch East Indies before 1945) (Including Islands of
Java, Borneo, Celebes, Lesser Sunda, Moluccas, New Guinea [West
Irian], and Sumatra) 4, 37, 97, 98, 117, 159, 182, 219, 222, 223,
224, 230, 231, 239, 243, 263, 271, 393, 400, 429, 478, 483, 498,
500, 516, 543, 590, 653, 657, 676, 862, 865, 870, 876, 1058, 1071,
1133, 1251, 1525, 1538, 1547, 1590, 1741, 1746, 1814, 1845, 1936,
1940, 1947, 2108, 2117, 2185, 2196, 2254, 2255, 2273, 2287, 2315,
2398, 2474, 2475, 2545, 2546, 2580, 2631, 2684, 2698, 2709, 2714,
2825, 2828, 2857, 2871, 2911, 2995, 3001, 3028, 3066, 3068, 3090,
3144, 3151, 3240, 3284, 3319, 3334, 3407, 3437, 3446, 3477, 3498,
3514, 3617, 3717, 3729, 3768, 3781, 3786, 3819, 3852, 4036
Asia, Southeast–Indonesia–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 3717

Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain South Asian country 4004

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Southeast Asian country 414,
483, 1270, 1923

Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not yet in)
a certain Southeast Asian country 1741

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Southeast
Asian country 1270, 2709

Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain South Asian
country 3551

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Southeast
Asian country 1260, 1270, 1923

Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of
Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads concerning
South Asia 365, 865

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Southeast Asian country 1270, 2709

Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain South Asian country
4004

Asia, Southeast–Laos 488, 1270, 2748, 3284, 3398

Asia, South–Nepal, Kingdom of 1741, 2037, 3014, 3269, 3551,
3552, 3683, 3966
Asia, South–Pakistan, Islamic Republic of (Part of British India
until 1947. Divided into West Pakistan and East Pakistan 19471971, when East Pakistan Became Independent as Bangladesh) 865,
902, 1741, 2125, 2409, 3020, 3086, 3397, 4106

Asia, Southeast–Malaysia, Federation of (Including East Malaysia
Composed of Sarawak and Sabah. British Borneo or North Borneo
from about 1881 to 1963). Federation of Malaya before 1963 159,
223, 1509, 1920, 2037, 2758, 2884, 3068
Asia, Southeast–Myanmar / Burma. Officially Union of Myanmar
865, 1525, 1741, 2037, 2125, 2409, 2474, 2510, 2561, 2739, 2849,
3020, 3086, 3514, 3597, 4137

Asia, South–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 1587

Asia, Southeast–Philippines, Republic of the 156, 2379, 2383,
2561, 2828, 2871, 2922, 3068, 3121, 3303, 3355, 3464, 3620, 3825,
3850, 3915

Asia, South–Sri Lanka, Democratic Socialist Republic of (Ceylon
before 22 May 1972. Serendib was the ancient Arabic name) 367,
456, 825, 984, 1875, 2037, 2041, 2189, 2474, 2475, 2561, 2631,

Asia, Southeast–Singapore (Part of the Straits Settlements [British]
from 1826 to 1946) 223, 633, 1920, 1923, 2379, 2383, 2758, 2788,
2884, 3617
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Asia, Southeast–Thailand, Kingdom of (Siam before 1939) 244,
1058, 3334

Barges used to transport soybeans or products. See Transportation
of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market
Bartram, John (1699-1777) and William (1739-1823) 1295

Asia, Southeast–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil,
and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International)
2398, 2641

Battle Creek Food Co. See Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.)
Bean curd. See Tofu

Asia, Southeast–Vietnam / Viet Nam, Socialist Republic of
(North and South) (Divided by French into Tonkin, Annam, and
Cochinchine from 1887-1945) 414, 479, 483, 612, 838, 865, 901,
947, 996, 1004, 1045, 1203, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1260, 1270, 1275,
1277, 1281, 1471, 1490, 1525, 1556, 1746, 1828, 1891, 1938, 2037,
2109, 2133, 2196, 2347, 2365, 2378, 2379, 2402, 2432, 2474, 2641,
2650, 2709, 2748, 2755, 2794, 2838, 2871, 3028, 3169, 3284, 3398,
3410, 3544, 3819, 3940, 4109
Asia, Transcaucasia–Georgia, Republic of (Formerly Georgian
SSR, a Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1921 to Dec. 1991)
267, 2101, 2123, 2203, 2581, 2711, 2770
Asia, Transcaucasia (Presently Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia.
Formerly Transcaucasian Soviet Republics from about 1917 to Dec.
1991) 267, 344, 2581, 2711, 2770

Bean curd skin. See Yuba
Bean curd sticks, dried. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks
Bean paste. See Miso
Beef alternatives. See Meat Alternatives–Beef Alternatives,
Including Beef Jerky, etc. See also Meatless Burgers
Bees, Honeybees (Apis mellifera), and Apiculture–Making Honey
from Nectar in Soybean Flowers and Pollinating the Flowers 40,
2479, 3551, 3567, 3981, 3982
Benni, Benne, Benniseed. See Sesame Seed
Benzene / Benzine / Benzol solvents for extraction. See Solvents

Asparagus bean. See Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean
Aspergillus oryzae. See Koji, Miso, or Soy Sauce
Australia. See Oceania–Australia
Azuki Bean–Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates/
Relatives in Various Languages 1589, 2134
Azuki Bean. Vigna angularis (Willd.) Ohwi & H. Ohashi. Also
called Adzuki, Aduki, Adsuki, Adzinki, Red Bean, Chinese Red
Bean, Red Mung Bean, Small Red Bean. Japanese–Kintoki,
Komame, Shôzu. Chinese–Xiaodou, Chixiaodou, Hsiao Tou [Small
Bean], Ch’ih Hsiao Tou [Red Small Bean]. Former scientific names:
Phaseolus radiatus (L.), Dolichos angularis (Willd.), Phaseolus
angularis (Willd.) Wight, or Azukia angularis (Willd.) Ohwi 200,
228, 239, 281, 423, 604, 620, 838, 839, 847, 888, 891, 901, 907,
985, 1050, 1058, 1080, 1085, 1089, 1133, 1194, 1261, 1275, 1297,
1446, 1469, 1484, 1492, 1516, 1522, 1539, 1589, 1600, 1607, 1608,
1617, 1618, 1630, 1647, 1676, 1683, 1690, 1824, 1964, 1967, 1988,
2134, 2256, 2301, 2347, 2476, 2478, 2545, 2546, 2552, 2577, 2635,
2716, 2805, 2828, 2946, 3044, 3047, 3066, 3110, 3191, 3218, 3271,
3418, 3429, 3453, 3530, 3547, 3766, 3811, 3816, 3820, 3832, 3912,
3913, 3946, 3950, 3975, 3981, 3984, 4004, 4028, 4034, 4086, 4092,
4100, 4136, 4144
Bacon or bacon bits, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless
Bacon, Ham, Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products
Bambarra groundnuts (Voandzeia subterranea). Also spelled
Bambara 106, 222, 223, 414, 483, 3402, 3794
Barges used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of Soybeans
or Soy Products to Market by Water Using Barges, Junks, etc

Bible Christian Church in England and the USA, Including Rev.
William Cowherd (1763-1816), Joseph Brotherton (1783-1857),
William Harvey (1787-1870), Martha Harvey (1783-1861), and
James Simpson (1812-1859)–all of Salford, England; and Rev.
William Metcalfe (1788-1862) and Rev. Henry S. Clubb (18271921) of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 862
Bibliographies and / or Reviews of the Literature (Contains More
Than 50 References or Citations) 367, 494, 693, 1291, 2037, 2133,
3025, 3284, 3878, 4136
Biographies, Biographical Sketches, and Autobiographies–See also:
Obituaries 4, 344, 1239, 1282, 1939, 1981, 1982, 1983, 2374, 2747,
2851, 3404
Black Gram or Urd. Vigna mungo. Formerly Phaseolus mungo 365,
484, 1525, 3981, 3984
Black soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Black, Soybean Seeds–Black
in Color
Black-eyed pea. See Cowpea–Vigna unguiculata
Bongkrek poisoning. See Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–
Bongkrek Poisoning Factors
Botany–Soybean 105, 158, 176, 277, 362, 469, 511, 512, 775, 776,
861, 865, 1058, 1071, 1270, 1290, 1456, 1936, 2037, 2474, 2475,
2479, 2540, 2871, 2995, 3050, 3284, 3415, 3429, 3446, 3483, 3542,
3781, 3786, 3913, 3981, 3982
Boyer, Robert. See Ford, Henry
Brassica napus. See Rapeseed
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Brazil. See Latin America, South America–Brazil
Breeding of soybeans. See Variety Development and Breeding
Breeding of Soybeans and Classical Genetics 2479

1920, 1928, 1989, 1990, 2004, 2005, 2017, 2022, 2085, 2130, 2148,
2214, 2248, 2268, 2330, 2360, 2379, 2383, 2476, 2478, 2490, 2516,
2527, 2539, 2548, 2569, 2589, 2590, 2591, 2594, 2633, 2691, 2738,
2743, 2769, 2798, 2803, 2807, 2848, 2883, 2895, 2902, 2931, 3035,
3074, 3075, 3077, 3227, 3324, 3405, 3416, 3417, 3440, 3441, 3456,
3487, 3488, 3571, 3595, 3654, 3759, 3817, 3918, 3956, 3981, 3982,
4003, 4008, 4010, 4016, 4086, 4123, 4128, 4129, 4145, 4146, 4149

Brew flakes, soybean. See Soy Flour or Flakes–Use in Brewing
British Columbia. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–British
Columbia
Broad Bean. Vicia faba L., formerly Faba vulgaris, Mönch.
Also called Faba Bean, Fava Bean, Double Bean, Horse Bean,
Horsebean. Chinese–Candou (“silkworm bean”). Japanese–
Soramame. German–Ackerbohne, Saubohne or Buschbohne.
French–Grosse Fève, Fève de Marais, Féverole, Faverole, Gourgane
114, 131, 137, 153, 200, 229, 257, 487, 513, 642, 818, 825, 903,
905, 978, 1054, 1061, 1067, 1122, 1525, 1961, 2541, 2999, 3946,
3981

Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in Canada or a certain Canadian province
2130
Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not yet in)
Canada or a certain Canadian province 432, 3077
Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Canada or a certain
Canadian province 2130
Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Canada or a certain Canadian
province 2130

Brown rice. See Rice, Brown
Brown soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Brown
Building materials. See Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other
Woods, Wallpaper, or Building Materials
Bureau of Crop Estimates (USDA). See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Statistical Reporting Service (SRS)

Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in Canada or a
certain Canadian province 2130
Canada soy pioneers. See Zavitz, Charles Ambrose (1863-1942)
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Alberta 3077

Burgers, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and
Patties
Burlison, William Leonidas (1882-1958, Univ. of Illinois) 793, 899,
1128

Canadian Provinces and Territories–British Columbia 14, 141, 260,
389, 905, 960, 2004, 2005, 2017, 2085, 2148, 2248, 2360, 2383,
2527, 2569, 2691, 2848, 3035, 3324, 3440, 3441
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Manitoba 114, 229, 2214, 3227

Burma. See Asia, Southeast–Myanmar
Canadian Provinces and Territories–New Brunswick 432, 526
Butter made from nuts or seeds. See Nut Butters
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Nova Scotia 137, 257, 903, 949
Butter-beans. See Lima Bean
Cajanus cajan. See Pigeon Pea, Pigeonpea or Red Gram
Cake or meal, soybean. See Soybean Meal
Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybeans, and
Soybean Foods and Feeds 79, 108, 231, 626, 646, 664, 693, 893,
943, 965, 966, 982, 1158, 1506, 2412, 2861, 3263, 3264, 3265,
3684, 4072
California. See United States–States–California
Canada 14, 91, 114, 132, 133, 137, 140, 141, 143, 153, 154, 181,
190, 209, 229, 249, 257, 259, 260, 269, 270, 303, 381, 388, 389,
398, 399, 432, 450, 489, 513, 520, 521, 526, 556, 569, 591, 624,
642, 652, 681, 682, 693, 694, 714, 718, 747, 772, 784, 790, 837,
886, 903, 905, 906, 915, 949, 960, 972, 973, 1014, 1053, 1082,
1116, 1168, 1458, 1531, 1532, 1586, 1652, 1756, 1773, 1774, 1789,

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario 133, 140, 143, 153,
154, 190, 259, 269, 270, 388, 398, 399, 432, 489, 520, 521, 556,
591, 681, 682, 694, 714, 747, 790, 837, 906, 915, 949, 972, 973,
1082, 1116, 1168, 1531, 1532, 1774, 1789, 1989, 1990, 2022, 2130,
2268, 2589, 2590, 2591, 2594, 2743, 2769, 2895, 2902, 3074, 3075,
3405, 3416, 3417, 3487, 3488, 3571, 3595, 3654, 3759, 3817, 3956,
3981, 3982, 4003, 4008, 4010, 4016, 4123, 4145, 4146, 4149
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec (Quebec) 91, 450, 569,
624, 718, 772, 784, 949, 972, 1652, 2130, 2214, 2330, 2548, 2738,
2798, 2803, 2807, 2895, 3759, 3918, 4086, 4128, 4129, 4145
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Saskatchewan 132, 181, 249,
303, 381, 886
Canadian soybean varieties. See Soybean Varieties Canada
Canavalia ensiformis. See Jack Bean (Canavalia ensiformis)
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Canavalia gladiata. See Sword Bean

Ceylon. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka

Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as
an Hydrogenated Oil 2758, 2836, 2864, 3050, 3169, 3284, 3621,
3965

Cheese. See Soy Cheese
Cheese–Non-Soy Non-Dairy Cheeses Made from Plants (Such as
Peanut / Groundnut Cheese, Almond Cheese, etc.) 1276, 1439, 2327

Cannabis sativa. See Hemp
Cantonese. See Asia, East–China–English-Language Documents
that Contain Cantonese Romanization / Transliteration
Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber (Including Complex Carbohydrates,
Bran, Water-Soluble and Water-Insoluble Fiber) 25, 37, 126, 155,
295, 301, 366, 481, 513, 558, 697, 874, 891, 966, 1079, 1091, 1286,
1314, 1497, 1741, 1747, 1955, 2081, 2231, 2262, 2489, 2573, 2609,
2654, 3133, 3266, 3307, 3484, 3504, 3546
Carbohydrates (General). See also: Starch, Dietary Fiber, and
Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars) 37, 46, 54, 117, 193, 195, 301,
316, 375, 474, 513, 676, 874, 893, 894, 953, 1092, 1225, 1226,
1227, 1263, 1276, 1389, 1642, 1687, 1703, 1747, 1755, 1783, 1792,
1834, 1852, 1888, 1935, 1953, 1957, 2112, 2202, 2222, 2542, 2583,
2595, 2600, 2730, 2756, 3096, 3155, 3212, 3239, 3309, 3409, 3545,
3546, 3603, 3945, 4084, 4134
Caribbean. See Latin America–Caribbean
Carver, George Washington (ca. 1864-1943, Tuskegee Inst.,
Alabama)–Work with Soybeans, Soyfoods, Peanuts, or Chemurgy,
and the Carver Laboratory in Dearborn, Michigan 157, 467, 945,
2429, 2455, 2643, 3326
Catchup / Catsup etymology. See Ketchup / Catsup / Catchup–
Etymology

Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis of Seeds, Plants,
Foods, Feeds, Nutritional Components 21, 24, 25, 37, 46, 60, 79,
97, 98, 112, 115, 117, 126, 136, 155, 183, 188, 193, 219, 222, 232,
234, 245, 250, 256, 295, 301, 316, 364, 366, 371, 375, 406, 427,
429, 430, 441, 442, 451, 481, 485, 486, 487, 498, 502, 513, 558,
560, 586, 612, 626, 634, 642, 644, 646, 659, 662, 676, 695, 706,
708, 757, 777, 779, 832, 834, 838, 859, 864, 868, 869, 874, 881,
885, 891, 892, 893, 894, 895, 896, 943, 947, 965, 966, 974, 978,
982, 991, 993, 994, 1015, 1043, 1046, 1061, 1071, 1078, 1079,
1114, 1128, 1129, 1166, 1174, 1203, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1241, 1260,
1274, 1276, 1284, 1286, 1310, 1314, 1318, 1330, 1341, 1404, 1414,
1451, 1467, 1470, 1489, 1490, 1495, 1497, 1548, 1549, 1638, 1691,
1696, 1717, 1725, 1740, 1741, 1743, 1744, 1747, 1753, 1755, 1764,
1780, 1783, 1789, 1792, 1796, 1804, 1811, 1814, 1822, 1825, 1832,
1852, 1859, 1870, 1885, 1918, 1935, 1945, 1953, 1955, 1956, 1957,
1960, 1961, 1964, 1976, 1980, 1987, 1988, 2006, 2010, 2028, 2029,
2035, 2036, 2037, 2053, 2075, 2081, 2109, 2164, 2186, 2191, 2196,
2202, 2234, 2237, 2260, 2278, 2320, 2323, 2327, 2371, 2391, 2425,
2432, 2487, 2488, 2489, 2514, 2537, 2538, 2541, 2560, 2573, 2577,
2582, 2583, 2609, 2615, 2628, 2629, 2639, 2642, 2646, 2680, 2684,
2709, 2747, 2794, 2799, 2804, 2820, 2843, 2854, 2861, 2868, 2892,
2894, 2924, 3011, 3018, 3030, 3031, 3033, 3034, 3035, 3039, 3050,
3053, 3067, 3096, 3121, 3127, 3151, 3169, 3201, 3256, 3263, 3264,
3265, 3266, 3267, 3284, 3307, 3309, 3313, 3319, 3320, 3332, 3334,
3335, 3337, 3355, 3359, 3398, 3403, 3404, 3409, 3419, 3442, 3454,
3478, 3484, 3504, 3505, 3530, 3542, 3549, 3551, 3604, 3674, 3688,
3710, 3716, 3718, 3743, 3763, 3774, 3784, 3804, 3945, 3946, 3980,
4038, 4039, 4109, 4112, 4113, 4134

Catering. See Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or Catering
Catsup. See Ketchup–Western-Style, Other, Ketchup, Mushroom
(Mushroom Ketchup, Western-Style), Ketchup, Oyster (Oyster
Ketchup, Western-Style), Ketchup, Tomato (Tomato Ketchup,
Western-Style), Ketchup, Walnut (Walnut Ketchup, Western-Style)
Catsup or Catchup. See Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop,
Ketchap, Katchup, etc. Word Mentioned in Document

Chemistry and Soils, Bureau. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial
Chemistry
Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic Movement, and the Farm
Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to 1950s, Including Wheeler
McMillen, William J. Hale, and Francis P. Garvan) 3777
Chenopodium quinoa Willd. See Quinoa

Cattle, Bullocks, Bulls, Steers, or Cows for Beef / Meat or
Unspecified Uses Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake
or Meal as Feed 22, 32, 396, 502, 634, 925, 953, 1390, 1589, 1648,
1782, 1853, 1865, 1866, 1928, 1942, 1955, 1976, 2038, 2231, 2261,
2408, 2529, 2583, 3000, 3020, 3334, 3409, 3421, 3681, 3849, 3872,
3902, 3916, 3947, 4007, 4020, 4087, 4088
C.E. Cole. Seedsman (Buckner, Missouri). Seller of Cole’s
Domestic Coffee Berry–at high prices 370
Celebrities–vegetarians. See Vegetarian Celebrities–Noted
Personalities and Famous People
Central America. See Latin America–Central America

Chiang, soybean (from China). See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste
Chicken, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Chicken,
Goose, Duck, and Related Poultry Products. See also Meatless
Turkey
Chickens (esp. Layers & Broilers) Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage,
or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 273, 396, 642, 994, 1344, 1547,
4114
Chickpea / Chickpeas / Chick-Peas, Garbanzo / Garbanza Beans.
Cicer arietinum L. Including Hummus / Hummous 207, 387, 1638,
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1961, 3002, 3404, 3763, 3981
Clubb, Henry Stephen (Rev.) (1827-1921). Vegetarian Pioneer in
England and Philadelphia, USA 862

China. See Asia, East–China
China–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 1509, 1692,
1802, 1860, 2129, 2217, 2259, 2425, 2545, 3953
Chinese Medicine, Traditional, Including Heating-Cooling or HotCold Foods and Medicines 620, 1222, 1275, 1857, 2002, 2327,
3057, 3058, 3059, 3060, 3061

Coconut Milk and Cream. Or Coconuts Used to Flavor Soymilk,
Rice Milk, etc.. 1276, 1439, 3706, 4096
Coffee–Problems with or Prohibitions against the Consumption
of Coffee, Initially Because it Was Considered a Stimulant, Later
Because of the Harmful Effects of Caffeine 1953
Coffee, soy. See Soy Coffee

Chinese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy (Including Chinese
from Manchuria, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, etc.) 73, 119,
219, 231, 245, 334, 341, 400, 461, 516, 631, 636, 766, 792, 818,
856, 909, 1034, 1035, 1071, 1156, 1301, 1323, 1501, 1534, 1959,
2002, 2011, 2034, 2035, 2036, 2042, 2043, 2096, 2112, 2145, 2189,
2286, 2347, 2397, 2411, 2460, 2461, 2464, 2468, 2470, 2481, 2530,
2560, 2593, 2598, 2600, 2601, 2604, 2609, 2610, 2611, 2616, 2660,
2664, 2705, 2706, 2709, 2727, 2733, 2744, 2754, 2777, 2778, 2779,
2780, 2783, 2794, 2812, 2830, 2831, 2832, 2836, 2838, 2871, 2889,
2903, 2924, 2948, 2949, 2955, 3049, 3096, 3099, 3121, 3127, 3132,
3139, 3151, 3169, 3170, 3171, 3172, 3213, 3284, 3355, 3398, 3454,
3477, 3489, 3590, 3598, 3671, 3787, 3930, 4103, 4137
Chinese restaurants outside China, or Chinese recipes that use
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese
Restaurants Outside China
Chinese Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names 239, 704,
1461, 1538, 1556, 1862, 2545, 2546, 2600, 2723, 3191, 3269
Chinese-style soy sauce made with a significant proportion of
wheat. See Soy Sauce, Chinese Style. Made with a Significant
Chocolate–Problems with or Prohibitions against the Consumption
of Chocolate, Initially Because it Was Considered a Stimulant,
Later Because of the Harmful Caffeine-like Effects of Theobromine
1953
Chocolate substitute made from roasted soybeans. See Soy
Chocolate
Cholesterol. See Lipids–Effects on Blood Lipids
Chronology / Timeline 104, 1517, 1590, 2632, 3440, 3441, 3773
Chufa / Chufas (Cyperus esculentus). Also Called Earth Almond,
Tiger Nuts/Tigernut, Nut Grass, Ground Almond, Hognut, Earth
Nut, Rush Nut, Zulu Nut. French: Voandzou, Souchet. German:
Erdmandel. Italian: Cipero comestible 16, 106, 144, 187, 563, 666,
875, 1080, 1276, 1400, 1439, 1525, 2361, 2828, 3066, 3291, 3333,
3981
Cicer arietinum. See Chickpeas or Garbanzo Beans

Coffee Substitutes or Adulterants, Non-Soy–Usually Made from
Roasted Cereals, Chicory, and / or Other Legumes 146, 340, 486,
666, 888, 1080, 1276, 1638, 2534, 3116, 3135, 3711, 3984
Coix lachryma-jobi. See Job’s Tears
Color of soybean seeds. See Seed Color (Soybeans)–Specific
Varieties), Soybean Seeds (of different colors)
Combines. Also called the Combined Harvester-Thresher in the
1920s and 1930s (Combine) 844
Commercial soy products–earliest. See Historical–Earliest
Commercial Product
Commercial Soy Products–New Products, Mostly Foods 109, 110,
226, 480, 522, 636, 843, 848, 849, 850, 851, 852, 853, 854, 856,
938, 1026, 1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1037,
1039, 1240, 1242, 1243, 1244, 1245, 1247, 1248, 1250, 1252, 1253,
1254, 1255, 1301, 1302, 1303, 1305, 1388, 1472, 1473, 1474, 1475,
1476, 1477, 1478, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1482, 1483, 1761, 1762, 1801,
1878, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1884, 1886, 1887, 1889, 1890, 1893, 1894,
1895, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901, 1902, 1903, 1904, 1905,
1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916,
1917, 2042, 2043, 2123, 2195, 2204, 2206, 2226, 2433, 2507, 2519,
2520, 2521, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2526, 2527, 2777, 2778, 2779,
2780, 2830, 2831, 2832, 2870, 2955, 2957, 2958, 2959, 2960, 2961,
2962, 2963, 2965, 2966, 2967, 2970, 2971, 2972, 2973, 2974, 2975,
2976, 2977, 2979, 2980, 2981, 2982, 2983, 2984, 2985, 2986, 2987,
2988, 2989, 2990, 2991, 2993, 3132, 3170, 3171, 3172, 3257, 3310,
3362, 3363, 3364, 3365, 3368, 3369, 3370, 3374, 3376, 3377, 3378,
3379, 3380, 3381, 3383, 3384, 3385, 3386, 3387, 3388, 3389, 3390,
3392, 3393, 3394, 3719, 3720, 3722, 3723, 3724, 3727, 3728, 3730,
3731, 3732, 3735, 3736, 3737, 3739, 3742, 3744, 3745, 3746, 3747,
3748, 3749, 3751, 3754, 3755, 3888, 4050, 4052, 4053, 4055, 4056,
4058, 4059, 4060, 4061, 4063, 4064, 4065, 4066, 4067, 4068, 4069,
4070, 4071, 4073, 4074, 4075, 4076, 4078, 4079, 4080
Commercial soy sauce. See Soy Sauce Production–How to Make
Soy Sauce on a Commercial Scale
Commercial tempeh. See Tempeh Production–How to Make
Tempeh on a Commercial Scale

Civil War in USA (1861-1865) 392, 3809
Cleaning soybean seeds. See Seed Cleaning–Especially for Food or
Seed Uses

Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Office and
Commissioner of Patents (Forerunners of USDA)
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Composition of soybeans, soyfoods, or feeds. See Chemical /
Nutritional Composition or Analysis
Concentrated soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)
Condensed soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)
Congee or gruel made from whole soybeans. See Whole Dry
Soybeans Cooked with Plenty of Water for a Long Time to Make
Soybean Congee or Gruel
Conservation of soils. See Soil Science–Soil Conservation or Soil
Erosion
Cookbooks, vegan. See Vegetarian Cookbooks–Vegan Cookbooks

3909, 3916, 3919, 3925, 3972, 3977, 3981, 3984, 3998, 4012, 4017,
4020, 4037, 4107, 4133, 4142, 4147
Costs and/or Profits / Returns from Producing Soybeans 32, 532,
884, 1114, 1389, 1390, 1829, 1920
Cotton Cloth, Fabric, Textile, Yarn, Fibers or Raw Cotton in Bales,
All from the Boll of the Cotton Plant (Gossypium sp. L.) 474, 619,
642, 803, 951, 989, 1011, 1374, 1445, 1458, 1493, 1518, 1802,
2077, 2139, 2374, 2375, 2755, 3027, 4028, 4034
Cotton Plant and Crop (Gossypium sp. L.). See also Cottonseed Oil,
Cake, and Meal 71, 239, 495, 509, 597, 643, 897, 902, 945, 1516,
1872, 2544, 2545, 2546, 2549, 2643, 2868, 2931, 3003, 3020, 3104,
3240, 3241, 3291, 4026
Cottonseed and Cotton (Gossypium sp. L.). See also Cottonseed
Oil, Cake, and Meal 416, 907, 951, 961, 1157, 1374, 1568, 1672,
1713, 1802, 3585, 3867

Cookbooks, vegetarian. See Vegetarian Cookbooks
Cookery, Cookbooks, Cooking Videos, and Recipes–Mostly Using
Soy, Mostly Vegetarian. See also: the Subcategories–Vegetarian
Cookbooks, Vegan Cookbooks 9, 22, 67, 95, 214, 247, 341, 350,
387, 400, 461, 496, 516, 538, 579, 591, 656, 796, 837, 862, 871,
882, 916, 993, 1065, 1070, 1074, 1099, 1200, 1257, 1282, 1323,
1452, 1494, 1524, 1638, 1934, 1938, 2487, 2535, 2543, 2554, 2564,
2584, 2664, 2680, 2854, 2899, 2906, 3001, 3007, 3042, 3049, 3064,
3076, 3312, 3468, 3685, 3711, 3763, 3787, 3809, 3866, 3906, 3937,
4013, 4019, 4022, 4023, 4086, 4090, 4091, 4092, 4101, 4116, 4130
Cooper, Lenna Frances (1875-1961), Pioneer Dietitian at Battle
Creek, Michigan. Author. Co-Founder of American Dietetic
Association 1917 3711, 4090
Cooperative Enterprises, Ventures, Research, or Experiments, and
Cooperatives / Co-ops, Worldwide. See also: Soybean Crushers
(USA)–Cooperative Crushers 153, 154, 270, 398, 399, 467, 520,
521, 682, 915, 1082, 1331, 1532, 1592, 1925, 1990, 2087, 2175,
2316, 2466, 2589, 2591, 2687, 3075, 3175, 3488, 3554, 3571, 3696,
3817, 3947, 4034, 4146
Corn / Maize (Zea mays L. subsp. mays)–Including Corn Oil, Corn
Germ Oil, Meal, Starch, and Corn Gluten 4, 15, 32, 54, 71, 84, 143,
150, 161, 173, 183, 187, 210, 254, 256, 283, 288, 361, 364, 368,
375, 396, 397, 401, 402, 415, 420, 439, 467, 490, 506, 509, 510,
513, 520, 532, 540, 547, 556, 559, 578, 613, 619, 629, 634, 651,
654, 660, 665, 672, 679, 680, 712, 798, 815, 816, 824, 827, 830,
838, 878, 879, 889, 892, 912, 945, 948, 953, 955, 971, 980, 981,
1021, 1052, 1053, 1055, 1092, 1095, 1104, 1110, 1114, 1125, 1157,
1165, 1171, 1194, 1228, 1258, 1281, 1299, 1331, 1351, 1354, 1389,
1390, 1391, 1400, 1420, 1467, 1531, 1592, 1594, 1634, 1651, 1682,
1721, 1757, 1760, 1789, 1824, 1829, 1848, 1868, 1955, 1970, 1974,
2074, 2087, 2168, 2207, 2240, 2274, 2361, 2462, 2539, 2542, 2544,
2549, 2589, 2643, 2653, 2655, 2666, 2687, 2716, 2728, 2761, 2835,
2867, 2941, 3009, 3052, 3055, 3069, 3095, 3129, 3130, 3134, 3147,
3150, 3162, 3175, 3215, 3218, 3236, 3253, 3291, 3311, 3343, 3399,
3424, 3434, 3469, 3474, 3482, 3576, 3607, 3628, 3629, 3654, 3657,
3658, 3667, 3670, 3681, 3682, 3684, 3693, 3710, 3711, 3791, 3814,
3824, 3838, 3854, 3858, 3861, 3867, 3871, 3873, 3878, 3902, 3908,

Cottonseed Meal and Cake (Defatted). Previously Spelled CottonSeed Cake 54, 69, 195, 283, 288, 316, 375, 396, 398, 520, 540, 563,
578, 580, 660, 697, 874, 912, 1014, 1053, 1082, 1126, 1387, 1389,
1400, 1567, 1576, 1583, 1666, 1676, 1680, 1681, 1685, 1686, 1695,
1697, 1706, 1707, 1716, 1745, 1782, 1785, 1789, 1825, 1836, 1849,
1853, 1863, 1864, 1865, 1870, 1871, 1879, 1892, 1920, 1922, 1923,
1924, 1925, 1930, 1931, 1933, 1970, 1980, 2014, 2019, 2038, 2057,
2093, 2098, 2129, 2134, 2214, 2221, 2255, 2271, 2295, 2303, 2304,
2320, 2329, 2345, 2348, 2390, 2393, 2413, 2425, 2430, 2514, 2537,
2542, 2547, 2583, 2633, 2642, 2653, 2662, 2694, 2707, 2730, 2756,
2786, 2838, 3019, 3027, 3065, 3075, 3097, 3138, 3194, 3211, 3222,
3224, 3331, 3335, 3337, 3353, 3405, 3409, 3416, 3421, 3424, 3434,
3491, 3530, 3603, 3608, 3674, 3681, 3686, 3710, 3792, 3821, 3888,
3916, 3947, 3963, 4001, 4007, 4020, 4089
Cottonseed Oil. Previously Spelled Cotton-Seed Oil or Cotton Oil
125, 221, 239, 241, 662, 982, 1011, 1509, 1548, 1563, 1576, 1676,
1697, 1706, 1707, 1708, 1716, 1718, 1723, 1724, 1736, 1749, 1752,
1758, 1768, 1777, 1778, 1779, 1781, 1785, 1817, 1830, 1836, 1838,
1841, 1844, 1847, 1850, 1851, 1853, 1871, 1920, 1921, 1924, 1955,
1994, 1995, 2007, 2012, 2021, 2038, 2050, 2066, 2069, 2074, 2078,
2082, 2085, 2086, 2108, 2116, 2129, 2134, 2149, 2154, 2158, 2187,
2189, 2196, 2206, 2215, 2244, 2255, 2276, 2303, 2304, 2345, 2366,
2413, 2423, 2425, 2426, 2430, 2450, 2514, 2528, 2541, 2545, 2546,
2578, 2602, 2633, 2640, 2642, 2647, 2730, 2756, 2784, 2838, 2855,
2883, 3006, 3027, 3141, 3194, 3206, 3222, 3292, 3337, 3343, 3472,
3507, 3588, 3613, 3621, 3677, 3775, 3795, 3821, 3830, 3844, 3869,
3888, 3895, 3916, 3942, 3965, 3989, 4037, 4087, 4088, 4118
Cottonseeds / Cotton Seeds–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates/Relatives in English 283, 1126, 2057, 2134, 2221, 2730,
2756
Cottonseeds / Cottonseed. Previously Spelled Cotton Seeds / Seed
69, 288, 902, 1051, 1412, 1445, 1446, 1468, 1566, 1658, 1732,
1853, 1858, 1872, 1933, 2038, 2174, 2230, 2403, 2455, 2708, 3791,
3811, 3842
Cover Crop, Use of Soybeans as. See also: Intercropping 133, 208,
228, 321, 329, 333, 355, 430, 451, 465, 515, 535, 585, 596, 785,
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936, 958, 971, 980, 1143, 1145, 1153, 1268, 1419, 1538, 1985,
1986, 2008, 2070, 2072, 2159, 2188, 2252, 2914, 3115, 3550, 3625,
3628, 3674, 3853
Cowpea / Cowpeas / Black-Eyed Peas–Etymology of These Terms
and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 971, 1757
Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea. Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp. Formerly
spelled Cow Pea. Also called Blackeye Pea, Cowpeas, Pea Bean,
Yardlong Cowpea. Chinese: Jiangdou. Previous scientific names:
Vigna sinensis (L.) (1890s-1970s), Vigna catjang (1898-1920),
Vigna Katiang (1889) 4, 39, 54, 69, 71, 79, 84, 85, 101, 103, 105,
111, 131, 142, 143, 148, 150, 161, 187, 201, 203, 207, 227, 228,
233, 234, 251, 254, 256, 261, 269, 282, 287, 294, 295, 305, 308,
316, 317, 320, 321, 339, 346, 352, 359, 368, 371, 378, 383, 384,
396, 399, 401, 402, 405, 415, 416, 417, 418, 420, 421, 430, 431,
436, 437, 438, 445, 448, 449, 452, 454, 464, 468, 475, 495, 509,
510, 513, 515, 521, 532, 539, 540, 541, 547, 548, 559, 561, 562,
563, 571, 580, 592, 597, 629, 632, 642, 643, 645, 650, 660, 666,
668, 669, 678, 682, 697, 701, 757, 779, 781, 808, 817, 821, 873,
883, 884, 889, 897, 910, 911, 912, 915, 920, 922, 931, 944, 945,
948, 953, 954, 955, 964, 967, 971, 978, 979, 980, 996, 1025, 1038,
1042, 1046, 1066, 1094, 1096, 1104, 1110, 1114, 1116, 1118, 1122,
1128, 1132, 1139, 1155, 1157, 1158, 1165, 1194, 1201, 1202, 1207,
1208, 1209, 1212, 1213, 1235, 1258, 1259, 1264, 1268, 1273, 1274,
1299, 1307, 1311, 1320, 1321, 1325, 1331, 1337, 1340, 1345, 1346,
1349, 1350, 1354, 1368, 1375, 1377, 1378, 1389, 1390, 1400, 1420,
1427, 1431, 1450, 1463, 1467, 1468, 1502, 1505, 1525, 1527, 1531,
1536, 1544, 1552, 1553, 1554, 1555, 1581, 1592, 1595, 1612, 1634,
1638, 1645, 1651, 1664, 1672, 1675, 1682, 1711, 1721, 1757, 1766,
1767, 1789, 1829, 1937, 1940, 1964, 1967, 1970, 1986, 2000, 2003,
2016, 2022, 2027, 2087, 2156, 2166, 2168, 2207, 2212, 2221, 2232,
2239, 2240, 2249, 2252, 2288, 2302, 2308, 2309, 2313, 2320, 2329,
2343, 2361, 2367, 2393, 2429, 2440, 2474, 2542, 2544, 2549, 2551,
2561, 2568, 2585, 2589, 2613, 2654, 2655, 2666, 2687, 2703, 2716,
2728, 2737, 2760, 2766, 2767, 2781, 2782, 2806, 2808, 2814, 2825,
2826, 2868, 2872, 2889, 2915, 2918, 2945, 2946, 2996, 3002, 3052,
3066, 3069, 3081, 3134, 3140, 3150, 3160, 3162, 3167, 3175, 3196,
3202, 3205, 3225, 3226, 3238, 3241, 3284, 3291, 3311, 3326, 3333,
3399, 3404, 3424, 3432, 3436, 3474, 3482, 3492, 3499, 3506, 3530,
3583, 3612, 3628, 3629, 3654, 3658, 3667, 3678, 3686, 3696, 3760,
3763, 3791, 3793, 3824, 3838, 3847, 3853, 3861, 3867, 3868, 3871,
3872, 3875, 3876, 3880, 3883, 3889, 3890, 3892, 3900, 3902, 3908,
3910, 3919, 3925, 3932, 3968, 3972, 3973, 3974, 3975, 3979, 3981,
3995, 4000, 4004, 4106, 4115, 4132, 4140
Cows / Cattle for Dairy Milk and Butter Fed Soybeans, Soybean
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 4, 22, 32, 124, 131, 142,
143, 173, 183, 210, 283, 375, 396, 401, 421, 476, 523, 540, 556,
578, 660, 665, 678, 679, 929, 955, 968, 1042, 1053, 1103, 1165,
1318, 1389, 1523, 1549, 1662, 1676, 1681, 1685, 1695, 1782, 1783,
1789, 1852, 1853, 1856, 1879, 1892, 1920, 1960, 1970, 2010, 2038,
2062, 2065, 2067, 2075, 2129, 2131, 2224, 2237, 2303, 2304, 2320,
2341, 2373, 2385, 2408, 2425, 2462, 2491, 2536, 2542, 2562, 2570,
2571, 2576, 2583, 2614, 2642, 2694, 2952, 3017, 3019, 3065, 3097,
3120, 3211, 3219, 3295, 3302, 3405, 3434, 3491, 3509, 3603, 3608,
3710, 3713, 3830, 3842, 3869, 3909, 3942, 3977, 4089

Cream, soymilk. See Soymilk Cream
Crop Rotation Using Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement 13, 15,
42, 54, 142, 274, 455, 467, 490, 495, 527, 597, 642, 666, 833, 1009,
1014, 1025, 1128, 1201, 1258, 1316, 1435, 1443, 1526, 1946, 1967,
2020, 2025, 2030, 2048, 2132, 2176, 2193, 2270, 2316, 2544, 2681,
2775, 3009, 3027, 3123, 3130, 3156, 3175, 3186, 3474, 3565, 3607,
3678, 3838, 3868, 3871, 3873, 3883, 4106
Cropping Systems: Intercropping, Interplanting, Mixed Cropping
or Mixed Planting (Often Planted in Alternating Rows with Some
Other Crop) 283, 365, 454, 484, 642, 665, 728, 730, 734, 773, 824,
1194, 1281, 1792, 1859, 1986, 2196, 2252, 2436, 2462, 2490, 2767,
2850, 2889, 3027, 3284, 3289, 3334, 3425, 3514, 3867, 3908, 4017
Cruets (English Glass Bottles for Serving Soy Sauce–or Oil or
Vinegar–at the Table) and Cruet Frames and Stands (of Plated
Metal). Also spelled Crewets, Crewits, Creuits, Cruetts, Cruits
1521, 3401, 3788, 3937
Crushing, soybean–equipment manufacturers. See Anderson
International Corp.
Crushing statistics for soybeans, and soy oil and meal production
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia,
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations
within each region
Cultural Practices, Cultivation & Agronomy (Including Crop
Management, Erosion, Planting, Seedbed Preparation, Water
Management / Irrigation) 4, 15, 24, 25, 28, 32, 34, 40, 42, 52, 84,
89, 114, 132, 133, 136, 137, 140, 141, 142, 143, 155, 161, 166, 173,
177, 179, 189, 229, 231, 237, 249, 257, 259, 260, 263, 288, 290,
291, 303, 316, 365, 375, 381, 388, 389, 396, 411, 430, 438, 454,
456, 476, 484, 489, 515, 517, 521, 527, 556, 559, 587, 637, 642,
644, 663, 665, 678, 681, 696, 710, 714, 813, 814, 824, 825, 826,
868, 886, 889, 902, 903, 905, 906, 921, 931, 971, 993, 994, 1053,
1067, 1071, 1103, 1104, 1114, 1167, 1172, 1251, 1256, 1258, 1273,
1274, 1281, 1296, 1315, 1332, 1341, 1349, 1368, 1369, 1431, 1456,
1467, 1531, 1587, 1634, 1741, 1755, 1782, 1789, 1792, 1941, 1957,
1967, 1974, 2025, 2027, 2041, 2053, 2059, 2073, 2083, 2109, 2125,
2133, 2145, 2151, 2164, 2186, 2194, 2208, 2225, 2239, 2243, 2263,
2270, 2314, 2373, 2392, 2409, 2414, 2448, 2462, 2490, 2492, 2578,
2581, 2627, 2628, 2646, 2650, 2654, 2711, 2718, 2746, 2769, 2797,
2809, 2825, 2829, 2838, 2841, 2856, 2857, 2868, 2871, 2889, 2893,
2964, 2996, 3004, 3018, 3027, 3035, 3048, 3050, 3051, 3130, 3134,
3165, 3167, 3168, 3175, 3199, 3226, 3240, 3241, 3284, 3304, 3320,
3334, 3350, 3395, 3406, 3408, 3417, 3427, 3434, 3474, 3476, 3482,
3483, 3551, 3576, 3596, 3607, 3625, 3674, 3688, 3715, 3753, 3756,
3757, 3776, 3781, 3786, 3790, 3797, 3807, 3870, 3871, 3873, 3908,
3909, 3932, 3981, 3982, 3994, 4000, 4039, 4042, 4107, 4125, 4133,
4142, 4147
Culture Media / Medium (for Growing Microorganisms)–Industrial
Uses of Soybeans, as in Antibiotic / Antibiotics Industry 2717, 3668
Cultures of nitrogen fixing bacteria for soybeans. See Nitrogen
Fixing Cultures

Crayons. See Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax
Curds Made from Soymilk (Soft, Unpressed Tofu) as an End
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Product or Food Ingredient. In Japanese: Oboro. In Chinese:
Daufu-fa, Doufu-hua, Doufu-hwa, Douhua, Toufu-hwa, Tow-foofah (“Bean Curd Flowers”) or Doufu-nao, Fu-nao (“Bean Curd
Brains”). In Filipino: Taho (Often Served as a Dessert with a Sugary
Syrup) 240, 856, 1301, 2631
Cutlets, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Cutlets
Cyperus esculentus. See Chufa. Also Called Earth Almond, Tiger
Nuts, etc.
Dairy alternatives (soy based). See Soy Cheese–Fermented, Soy
Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse, Soy Yogurt, Soymilk,
Soymilk, Fermented, Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefir, Tofu (Soy
Cheese)
Dammann & Co. (San Giovanni a Teduccio {near Naples}, Italy)
641, 1225, 1267, 1538, 2083, 2474, 2478, 2532, 2716, 3761
Danshi / danchi (pinyin). See Fermented Black Soybeans, Unsalted
or Bland
Dansk Sojakagefabrik (Islands Brygge, Copenhagen, Denmark).
Owned by the East Asiatic Company 2771, 3947

Digestibility of Human Foods 487, 756, 1158
Directories–Japanese and Japanese-Americans in the USA 890,
1064, 1287, 1510, 1877, 1963, 2504, 2569, 3040, 3455, 3779, 4122
Directories–Soybean Processors (Including Soyfoods
Manufacturers), Researchers, Conference Attendees, and Other
Names and Addresses Related to Soyfoods, Vegetarianism,
Macrobiotics, etc. See also Directories–Japanese American in USA
1304, 2574, 3465, 3466, 3473, 3773, 3785, 3947, 3965, 4127
Diseases of Soybeans (Bacterial, Fungal, and Viral / Virus). See
also: Nematode Disease Control 45, 157, 173, 305, 428, 500, 530,
548, 811, 844, 936, 958, 1012, 1133, 1258, 1268, 1310, 1464, 2132,
2474, 2950, 3020, 3054, 3086, 3221, 3532, 3551, 3557, 3781, 3786,
3825, 3862, 3914, 3981, 3982, 4099, 4117
Diseases, pests, and other types of injury, plant protection from. See
Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury
(General)
Diseases, plant protection from. See Soybean Rust
District of Columbia. See United States–States–District of
Columbia

Dawa-dawa. See Natto–Soybean Dawa-dawa
Deceptive or misleading labeling or products. See Unfair Practices–
Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading Labeling, Advertising,
etc. See also: Adulteration
Detection of soy oil as an adulterant. See Adulteration of Foods and
its Detection–Soy Oil
Detection of soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Detection
Detergents or soaps made from soy oil. See Soaps or Detergents
Developing countries, soybean production in. See Tropical and
Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly in
Developing nations. See Third World
Diabetes and Diabetic Diets 2, 3, 5, 126, 215, 234, 255, 268, 284,
328, 390, 470, 502, 507, 538, 626, 667, 859, 869, 898, 908, 974,
982, 993, 996, 1037, 1056, 1079, 1181, 1184, 1203, 1218, 1284,
1288, 1439, 1451, 1501, 1564, 1638, 1746, 1834, 1838, 1859, 1891,
1920, 1930, 1933, 1935, 1938, 1955, 1966, 1993, 2002, 2034, 2035,
2036, 2096, 2109, 2112, 2129, 2145, 2195, 2202, 2226, 2229, 2264,
2283, 2316, 2320, 2350, 2373, 2387, 2411, 2412, 2458, 2460, 2470,
2487, 2528, 2556, 2595, 2597, 2598, 2600, 2604, 2609, 2629, 2664,
2694, 2735, 2747, 2777, 2778, 2783, 2802, 2816, 2820, 2831, 2854,
2892, 2919, 2948, 2955, 3020, 3021, 3030, 3039, 3066, 3086, 3096,
3127, 3166, 3182, 3235, 3239, 3244, 3261, 3264, 3265, 3266, 3284,
3319, 3362, 3398, 3404, 3452, 3454, 3470, 3486, 3509, 3514, 3520,
3570, 3697, 3720, 3763, 3794, 3799, 3845, 3980, 4013, 4071, 4087,
4088, 4092, 4130, 4134
Dietitians. See Cooper, Lenna Frances (1875-1961), Battle Creek,
Michigan

Documents with More Than 20 Keywords 4, 24, 25, 32, 46, 57, 60,
79, 111, 117, 143, 153, 154, 173, 183, 219, 231, 239, 244, 269, 288,
305, 316, 344, 375, 387, 396, 420, 438, 474, 483, 506, 514, 516,
559, 620, 642, 644, 656, 662, 665, 693, 704, 779, 818, 838, 861,
868, 889, 891, 893, 971, 979, 1053, 1080, 1104, 1108, 1114, 1128,
1133, 1165, 1194, 1203, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1228, 1233, 1258, 1293,
1299, 1332, 1341, 1358, 1360, 1385, 1427, 1461, 1467, 1484, 1501,
1509, 1525, 1531, 1538, 1548, 1556, 1594, 1676, 1692, 1717, 1741,
1746, 1755, 1758, 1782, 1785, 1789, 1792, 1836, 1857, 1859, 1870,
1872, 1920, 1928, 1955, 1963, 1967, 1986, 2022, 2034, 2037, 2083,
2085, 2096, 2116, 2125, 2129, 2134, 2139, 2143, 2152, 2156, 2164,
2196, 2234, 2303, 2304, 2316, 2317, 2320, 2321, 2327, 2373, 2374,
2377, 2378, 2379, 2383, 2412, 2413, 2425, 2464, 2474, 2475, 2476,
2477, 2478, 2488, 2489, 2514, 2528, 2545, 2546, 2560, 2578, 2585,
2589, 2603, 2631, 2632, 2633, 2642, 2694, 2709, 2716, 2730, 2747,
2755, 2794, 2812, 2829, 2836, 2838, 2841, 2850, 2861, 2868, 2871,
2889, 2931, 2948, 3020, 3027, 3035, 3050, 3057, 3066, 3070, 3086,
3096, 3107, 3127, 3129, 3130, 3134, 3169, 3175, 3199, 3218, 3284,
3291, 3334, 3336, 3337, 3398, 3410, 3429, 3455, 3478, 3482, 3542,
3551, 3590, 3597, 3598, 3674, 3711, 3713, 3763, 3779, 3786, 3811,
3815, 3819, 3840, 3842, 3868, 3873, 3909, 3913, 3947, 3965, 3980,
3981, 3982, 3984, 4018, 4033, 4034, 4038, 4039, 4086, 4087, 4088,
4122, 4131, 4134, 4136, 4142, 4145, 4147
Dogs, Cats, and Other Pets / Companion Animals Fed Soybeans,
Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed / Pet Food /
Petfood 1872, 2629
Domestic Science / Home Economics Movement in the United
States 79, 538, 626, 656, 943, 2554, 2861, 3007
Domestication of the soybean. See Origin, Domestication, and
Dissemination of the Soybean (General)
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Dorsett, Palemon Howard (1862-1943, USDA) 845, 1133, 1135,
2400, 3146

Enzymes Produced During Fermentations Involving Tempeh, Natto,
Fermented Tofu, or Fermented Black Soybeans 219, 590, 731,
2557, 3096, 3220, 3284, 3546

Douchi or doushi or dow see or dowsi. See Fermented Black
Soybeans

Equipment for making soymilk. See Soymilk Equipment

Dried yuba sticks. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks

Equipment for making tofu. See Tofu Equipment

Dried-frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole

Equipment for soybean crushing–manufacturers. See Anderson
International Corp.

Drying of soybeans. See Storage of Seeds
Dutch East India Company (VOC; Vereenigde Ost-Indische
Compagnie) 1058
Earliest articles on soy in major magazines and newspapers. See
Media–Earliest Articles on Soy
Earliest commercial soy products. See Historical–Earliest
Commercial Product

Equipment for Soybean Processing (Not Including Farm
Machinery) 4077
Ernst, Andrew H. (1796-1860)–Pioneer Horticulturalist and
Nurseryman of Cincinnati, Ohio 2476, 4047
Erosion of soils. See Soil Science–Soil Conservation or Soil
Erosion

Earliest document seen... See Historical–Earliest Document Seen

Etymology. See the specific product concerned (e.g. soybeans, tofu,
soybean meal, etc.)

Economics of soybean production and hedging. See Marketing
Soybeans

Etymology of the Word “Soyfoods” and its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 219, 1852

Edamamé. See Green Vegetable Soybeans

Etymology of the Words “Soya,” “Soy,” and “Soybean” and their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 4, 16, 32, 105, 122, 136,
230, 231, 263, 269, 277, 316, 362, 393, 398, 411, 421, 519, 520,
620, 646, 714, 757, 775, 776, 779, 895, 945, 981, 1043, 1067, 1133,
1203, 1228, 1295, 1341, 1461, 1495, 1538, 1556, 1562, 1676, 1701,
1721, 1789, 1805, 1927, 1936, 1971, 1976, 2037, 2145, 2149, 2164,
2183, 2191, 2234, 2261, 2314, 2327, 2410, 2413, 2461, 2464, 2470,
2474, 2536, 2537, 2583, 2631, 2702, 2774, 3031, 3058, 3069, 3074,
3121, 3135, 3409, 3429, 3487, 3509, 3544, 3570, 3620, 3674, 3721,
3871, 3873, 3913, 4133, 4137

Efficiency of plants vs. animals in producing food. See
Vegetarianism–Efficiency of Plants... in Producing Food
Egypt. See Africa–Egypt
Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North
Carolina; 1915) 3217, 3887, 3888, 3894, 3897
Embargoes, tariffs, duties. See Trade Policies (International)
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties,
Embargoes, Moratoriums

Europe, Eastern–Croatia (Hrvatska; Declared Independence from
Yugoslavia on 21 June 1991; Includes Istria or Istrian Peninsula and
Rijeka (formerly Fiume)) 574, 1221

England. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom
Entomology and Plant Quarantine. Bureau of. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau Entomology and Plant
Quarantine
Enzymes (General) 224, 390, 908, 982, 1416, 2558, 3028, 3935
Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Other 870, 1262, 2145, 2237, 2702,
2900, 2924, 3239
Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Urease and Its Inactivation 1690, 1826,
2664, 2701, 2900, 3089, 3192, 3200, 3533, 3622, 3623, 3624, 3835,
3856, 3857, 3882, 3924, 3990, 3991, 4004, 4005, 4006, 4095
Enzymes Produced During Fermentations Involving Koji or
Aspergillus Oryzae (Including Enzymes in Miso and Fermented Soy
Sauce) 21, 219, 557, 892, 894, 895, 2557, 2558, 2969, 3028, 3096,
3543, 3589, 3666, 3668, 3708, 4003, 4008

Europe, Eastern–Czech Republic (Ceská Republika; Including
Bohemia or Cechy, and Moravia or Morava. From 1918 until 1
Jan. 1993, Western Part of Czechoslovakia, which also included
Slovakia or Slovensko) 160, 188, 331, 534, 536, 820, 864, 1225,
1226, 1227, 1737, 1743, 2306, 2813, 2821, 2833, 2935, 3038, 3127,
3142, 3284, 3718, 3886, 4102
Europe, Eastern–Hungary (Magyar Köztársaság) 46, 775, 776, 993,
1456, 1741, 1746, 2037, 2327, 2490, 2560, 2598, 2730, 3178, 3200,
3284, 3320, 3542, 3834, 3864
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Eastern European country
1872, 2646
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Eastern
European country 2646
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Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of
Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads concerning
Eastern Europe 46
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Eastern
European country 775, 776, 1872, 2646
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Eastern European country 34, 2646
Europe, Eastern–Latvia (Formerly Latvian SSR, a Soviet Republic
from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991) 1861, 1872, 2839
Europe, Eastern–Lithuania (Formerly Lithuanian SSR, a Soviet
Republic from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991) 2083
Europe, Eastern–Moldova (Moldavia until Aug. 1991; Formerly
Moldavian SSR, a Soviet Republic from 1917 to 26 Dec. 1991)
3596
Europe, Eastern–Poland 24, 25, 28, 677, 2444, 2730, 3138, 3278
Europe, Eastern–Romania (Including Moldavia and Bessarabia until
1940-44). Also spelled Rumania 609, 1487, 2646
Europe, Eastern–Russian Federation (Russia); Formerly Russian
SFSR, a Soviet Republic from 30 Dec. 1922 to Dec. 1991) 3, 22,
24, 25, 34, 46, 72, 104, 135, 138, 155, 189, 221, 236, 244, 267, 344,
478, 481, 498, 499, 549, 558, 564, 568, 600, 608, 611, 627, 633,
653, 662, 677, 719, 756, 789, 806, 855, 907, 961, 1228, 1266, 1380,
1445, 1461, 1485, 1492, 1559, 1560, 1567, 1576, 1595, 1596, 1635,
1681, 1726, 1741, 1742, 1744, 1754, 1755, 1756, 1758, 1773, 1782,
1792, 1793, 1795, 1828, 1830, 1836, 1853, 1855, 1857, 1858, 1859,
1861, 1870, 1871, 1920, 1928, 1929, 1933, 1956, 1957, 1967, 1975,
1978, 1997, 1998, 2021, 2040, 2052, 2069, 2079, 2083, 2101, 2119,
2122, 2123, 2145, 2149, 2181, 2189, 2196, 2197, 2198, 2200, 2253,
2289, 2296, 2300, 2303, 2304, 2305, 2316, 2345, 2356, 2359, 2374,
2398, 2401, 2404, 2413, 2425, 2439, 2444, 2463, 2474, 2477, 2484,
2536, 2541, 2545, 2546, 2560, 2581, 2617, 2632, 2642, 2645, 2692,
2694, 2709, 2711, 2712, 2730, 2756, 2770, 2811, 2838, 2839, 2871,
2883, 2895, 2909, 2910, 2912, 2920, 2925, 2930, 2931, 2938, 2940,
3046, 3050, 3107, 3157, 3231, 3232, 3271, 3284, 3290, 3299, 3303,
3319, 3323, 3407, 3439, 3542, 3561, 3596, 3597, 3609, 3617, 3621,
3662, 3683, 3690, 3698, 3721, 3766, 3800, 3840, 3842, 3860, 3862,
3868, 3923, 3934, 3989, 4002, 4136
Europe, Eastern–Serbia (Republic of Serbia since 6 June 2006).
Including Belgrade, Novi Sad, Sajkaska, Vojvodina, and disputed
Kosovo. Formerly part of the loose State Union of Serbia and
Montenegro (2003-2006) 1749, 2646
Europe, Eastern–Slovakia (Slovak Republic, or Slovensko; Eastern
Part of Czechoslovakia from 1918 until 1 Jan. 1993) 46
Europe, Eastern–Ukraine (Ukrayina; Formerly Ukranian SSR, a
Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 2, 3, 5, 22, 24, 25, 34,
102, 189, 434, 441, 442, 492, 502, 518, 677, 1225, 1226, 1227,

1538, 1830, 1993, 2037, 2044, 2083, 2327, 2476, 2478, 2502, 2528,
2664, 2790, 2811, 3284, 3414, 3596, 4002
Europe–Soybean crushers (general). See Soybean Crushers
(Europe)
Europe, Western 344, 616, 623, 625, 666, 892, 1133, 1789, 1820,
1850, 1947, 2163, 2164, 2378, 2895, 3021, 3057, 3061, 3849, 3923,
3934, 3980
Europe, Western–Austria-Hungary (Austro-Hungarian Empire).
Officially Dissolved on 12 Nov. 1918 22, 24, 25, 28, 46, 74, 100,
106, 160, 188, 224, 255, 312, 322, 327, 331, 485, 507, 534, 536,
564, 574, 594, 605, 607, 609, 667, 668, 670, 675, 774, 775, 776,
780, 805, 812, 820, 838, 888, 898, 963, 970, 993, 1005, 1051, 1068,
1080, 1131, 1170, 1184, 1218, 1221, 1222, 1229, 1288, 1293, 1296,
1427, 1452, 1456, 1489, 1498, 1515, 1566, 1633, 1731, 1737, 1741,
1743, 1746, 1785, 1792, 1859, 1966, 2037, 2039, 2040, 2081, 2202,
2203, 2237, 2264, 2266, 2273, 2283, 2287, 2306, 2327, 2352, 2370,
2377, 2389, 2404, 2454, 2457, 2474, 2476, 2478, 2490, 2528, 2557,
2558, 2560, 2572, 2573, 2598, 2608, 2612, 2656, 2670, 2709, 2726,
2730, 2734, 2768, 2813, 2820, 2821, 2833, 2859, 2903, 2919, 2932,
2935, 3008, 3028, 3039, 3066, 3092, 3127, 3142, 3143, 3148, 3159,
3178, 3197, 3235, 3237, 3284, 3294, 3308, 3316, 3319, 3320, 3321,
3462, 3463, 3495, 3496, 3497, 3511, 3513, 3525, 3542, 3606, 3614,
3631, 3636, 3637, 3644, 3776, 3782, 3796, 3834, 3864, 3886, 3891,
3944, 3960, 3962, 4025, 4029, 4030
Europe, Western–Belgium, Kingdom of 662, 818, 1712, 1859,
2147, 2196, 2397, 2412, 2453, 2530, 2709, 2884, 2911, 3068, 3222,
3509, 3570, 3587, 3590, 3617, 3640, 3668, 3715, 3947, 3950, 3954,
3955, 4029
Europe, Western–Denmark (Danmark; Including the Province of
Greenland [Kalaallit Nunaat]) 218, 662, 1692, 1773, 1830, 1836,
1849, 1863, 1866, 1920, 1922, 1983, 1994, 2005, 2012, 2038, 2062,
2085, 2129, 2174, 2223, 2345, 2348, 2368, 2397, 2432, 2528, 2557,
2614, 2615, 2694, 2707, 2709, 2730, 2771, 2884, 2897, 3019, 3097,
3120, 3138, 3162, 3211, 3219, 3227, 3248, 3302, 3318, 3505, 3608,
3947, 3965, 4025, 4027
Europe, Western–France (République Française) 2, 3, 5, 19, 34,
102, 119, 121, 136, 138, 143, 169, 189, 276, 281, 287, 367, 382,
396, 406, 410, 414, 427, 434, 441, 442, 443, 470, 479, 483, 486,
488, 502, 518, 523, 525, 533, 542, 543, 590, 592, 612, 646, 658,
661, 662, 673, 677, 684, 740, 747, 759, 775, 776, 789, 818, 838,
859, 866, 870, 874, 901, 947, 982, 988, 993, 994, 996, 1004, 1016,
1022, 1024, 1036, 1043, 1061, 1067, 1075, 1080, 1112, 1121, 1124,
1130, 1149, 1156, 1176, 1182, 1191, 1203, 1206, 1225, 1226, 1227,
1237, 1241, 1260, 1262, 1270, 1275, 1277, 1281, 1284, 1423, 1451,
1471, 1487, 1490, 1495, 1507, 1538, 1676, 1700, 1702, 1705, 1707,
1728, 1735, 1741, 1753, 1793, 1805, 1827, 1833, 1843, 1891, 1920,
1930, 1935, 1938, 1961, 1975, 1978, 1986, 1991, 1993, 2002, 2011,
2021, 2034, 2035, 2036, 2037, 2042, 2043, 2044, 2082, 2083, 2096,
2109, 2112, 2133, 2145, 2147, 2152, 2158, 2187, 2196, 2199, 2224,
2227, 2237, 2252, 2260, 2261, 2266, 2276, 2298, 2303, 2304, 2316,
2317, 2320, 2321, 2322, 2327, 2344, 2345, 2347, 2351, 2353, 2365,
2369, 2373, 2377, 2383, 2391, 2397, 2402, 2410, 2411, 2412, 2425,
2426, 2430, 2431, 2432, 2460, 2461, 2464, 2465, 2468, 2469, 2470,
2474, 2478, 2490, 2502, 2512, 2513, 2528, 2530, 2543, 2556, 2560,
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2562, 2570, 2592, 2597, 2600, 2601, 2604, 2611, 2615, 2619, 2627,
2636, 2641, 2642, 2650, 2651, 2660, 2664, 2676, 2677, 2694, 2695,
2705, 2706, 2709, 2715, 2718, 2727, 2730, 2733, 2741, 2744, 2748,
2754, 2755, 2772, 2773, 2777, 2778, 2779, 2780, 2783, 2790, 2794,
2812, 2819, 2830, 2831, 2832, 2836, 2838, 2854, 2855, 2861, 2871,
2874, 2877, 2888, 2889, 2903, 2922, 2924, 2944, 2948, 2949, 2955,
2997, 3004, 3028, 3053, 3096, 3097, 3099, 3102, 3116, 3127, 3132,
3135, 3139, 3151, 3169, 3170, 3171, 3172, 3183, 3213, 3236, 3256,
3262, 3284, 3295, 3325, 3329, 3332, 3351, 3398, 3400, 3401, 3402,
3414, 3452, 3454, 3489, 3491, 3505, 3509, 3510, 3523, 3536, 3537,
3542, 3544, 3558, 3564, 3570, 3589, 3598, 3608, 3617, 3668, 3671,
3691, 3693, 3700, 3716, 3772, 3774, 3794, 3800, 3831, 3850, 3851,
3852, 3862, 3930, 3931, 3933, 3937, 3945, 3954, 3963, 3965, 3967,
4097, 4109, 4120
Europe, Western–Germany (Deutschland; Including East and West
Germany, Oct. 1949–July 1990) 64, 74, 121, 135, 168, 224, 233,
237, 255, 266, 272, 294, 327, 390, 404, 428, 433, 453, 466, 482,
486, 487, 492, 494, 498, 501, 504, 505, 507, 518, 523, 533, 536,
537, 551, 609, 616, 619, 623, 625, 642, 644, 658, 659, 662, 664,
667, 670, 684, 691, 693, 801, 864, 870, 876, 881, 885, 888, 891,
893, 898, 900, 935, 989, 1001, 1012, 1015, 1016, 1049, 1058, 1060,
1068, 1078, 1080, 1089, 1102, 1107, 1119, 1127, 1149, 1159, 1169,
1174, 1246, 1278, 1282, 1288, 1289, 1291, 1292, 1293, 1294, 1296,
1374, 1380, 1427, 1452, 1457, 1458, 1470, 1496, 1497, 1509, 1538,
1550, 1564, 1566, 1633, 1662, 1678, 1684, 1691, 1692, 1697, 1712,
1725, 1737, 1740, 1741, 1743, 1744, 1754, 1764, 1777, 1778, 1779,
1782, 1785, 1793, 1797, 1803, 1824, 1826, 1830, 1836, 1842, 1843,
1855, 1862, 1865, 1867, 1868, 1872, 1920, 1931, 1944, 1965, 1966,
1972, 1981, 1988, 2010, 2022, 2030, 2032, 2037, 2046, 2050, 2052,
2062, 2068, 2069, 2076, 2081, 2085, 2108, 2126, 2127, 2131, 2145,
2147, 2149, 2160, 2161, 2182, 2187, 2195, 2196, 2202, 2211, 2213,
2218, 2222, 2223, 2235, 2237, 2242, 2254, 2255, 2258, 2259, 2277,
2279, 2280, 2281, 2283, 2303, 2304, 2306, 2307, 2321, 2324, 2331,
2334, 2345, 2346, 2354, 2364, 2369, 2370, 2372, 2377, 2378, 2386,
2387, 2391, 2392, 2397, 2404, 2413, 2421, 2425, 2430, 2436, 2444,
2445, 2446, 2449, 2453, 2456, 2474, 2476, 2478, 2482, 2488, 2489,
2490, 2500, 2506, 2514, 2528, 2538, 2542, 2545, 2546, 2553, 2555,
2559, 2563, 2572, 2573, 2595, 2599, 2601, 2602, 2614, 2616, 2626,
2630, 2633, 2639, 2640, 2646, 2657, 2667, 2670, 2673, 2686, 2695,
2696, 2702, 2709, 2711, 2717, 2724, 2730, 2741, 2743, 2744, 2746,
2747, 2752, 2756, 2757, 2759, 2771, 2784, 2793, 2799, 2802, 2824,
2827, 2837, 2838, 2839, 2852, 2861, 2862, 2863, 2865, 2866, 2874,
2886, 2887, 2892, 2894, 2895, 2901, 2905, 2923, 2927, 2929, 2932,
2938, 2952, 2956, 2978, 2997, 2999, 3006, 3008, 3015, 3017, 3024,
3031, 3033, 3034, 3037, 3045, 3047, 3066, 3067, 3079, 3092, 3101,
3102, 3111, 3120, 3124, 3125, 3126, 3166, 3167, 3180, 3181, 3192,
3201, 3204, 3206, 3207, 3210, 3212, 3221, 3223, 3229, 3230, 3242,
3246, 3256, 3259, 3260, 3263, 3264, 3265, 3266, 3267, 3278, 3280,
3281, 3293, 3300, 3304, 3313, 3314, 3318, 3325, 3329, 3338, 3340,
3341, 3342, 3344, 3346, 3349, 3362, 3414, 3421, 3428, 3442, 3454,
3456, 3462, 3463, 3470, 3472, 3483, 3484, 3490, 3491, 3493, 3496,
3497, 3503, 3509, 3511, 3515, 3517, 3526, 3529, 3536, 3540, 3541,
3545, 3558, 3560, 3564, 3566, 3568, 3570, 3577, 3579, 3581, 3584,
3590, 3593, 3599, 3617, 3619, 3620, 3655, 3659, 3661, 3664, 3665,
3666, 3668, 3671, 3676, 3687, 3689, 3691, 3697, 3706, 3718, 3719,
3720, 3763, 3774, 3775, 3776, 3780, 3782, 3783, 3784, 3800, 3804,
3805, 3819, 3831, 3833, 3835, 3839, 3842, 3848, 3850, 3851, 3852,
3855, 3860, 3863, 3869, 3877, 3885, 3891, 3895, 3896, 3914, 3921,
3928, 3931, 3935, 3936, 3940, 3942, 3947, 3950, 3951, 3952, 3954,

3955, 3956, 3957, 3960, 3961, 3963, 3965, 3969, 3971, 3983, 3984,
3987, 3989, 3994, 4002, 4015, 4030, 4048, 4049, 4070, 4071, 4084,
4086, 4087, 4095, 4096, 4097, 4102, 4111, 4112, 4132, 4134, 4143
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain western
European country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in
this country 1692, 1783, 1920, 1922, 1924, 1945
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain
Western European country. Soybeans as such had not yet been
reported by that date in this country 1924
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Western European country
818, 1676, 1924, 2432
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Western
European country 2116
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of
Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads concerning
Western Europe 1925, 2397
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Western
European country 1924, 2116, 3913
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Western European country 2116, 3913
Europe, Western–Ireland, Republic of (Éire; Also Called Irish
Republic) 673, 1628, 1695, 1920, 1924, 2528, 2620
Europe, Western–Italy (Repubblica Italiana) 45, 284, 361, 641, 662,
775, 776, 813, 814, 826, 834, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1263, 1267, 1484,
1538, 1590, 1749, 1752, 1785, 1847, 1920, 1986, 2037, 2083, 2196,
2222, 2378, 2379, 2474, 2478, 2490, 2532, 2709, 2716, 2730, 2871,
2999, 3016, 3411, 3412, 3472, 3507, 3529, 3540, 3542, 3587, 3761,
4093, 4118
Europe, Western–Netherlands, Kingdom of the (Koninkrijk der
Nederlanden), Including Holland 37, 97, 98, 117, 159, 182, 219,
222, 230, 231, 263, 264, 271, 366, 393, 400, 429, 500, 657, 662,
676, 792, 1058, 1071, 1076, 1239, 1251, 1427, 1547, 1749, 1809,
1845, 1920, 1936, 1940, 1947, 1981, 2037, 2185, 2196, 2310, 2315,
2341, 2377, 2385, 2398, 2426, 2433, 2452, 2494, 2570, 2571, 2580,
2642, 2684, 2709, 2790, 2804, 2884, 2952, 2995, 3001, 3097, 3138,
3144, 3162, 3240, 3284, 3309, 3334, 3407, 3437, 3446, 3491, 3545,
3617, 3717, 3729, 3781, 3786, 3802, 3947, 3965, 4036
Europe, Western–Norway, Kingdom of (Kongeriket Norge) 662,
1692, 1920, 1925, 2038, 2474, 2528, 2709, 3947, 3963, 3965
Europe, Western–Portugal (República Portuguesa; Including Macao
/ Macau {Until 1999} and the Azores) 1509, 2771, 2864, 2868,
2893, 3355, 3620
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Europe, Western–Scotland (Part of United Kingdom since 1707) 75,
126, 232, 459, 673, 709, 1056, 1266, 1559, 1560, 1563, 1586, 1628,
1658, 1676, 1680, 1685, 1695, 1716, 1734, 1736, 1768, 1853, 1860,
1863, 1920, 1924, 2027, 2065, 2067, 2085, 2093, 2115, 2116, 2144,
2224, 2261, 2362, 2408, 2491, 2528, 2529, 2541, 2596, 2669, 2709,
2753, 2758, 2926, 3000, 3239
Europe, Western–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production
and Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 1816, 1860,
2019, 2129, 2174, 3689
Europe, Western–Spain, Kingdom of (Reino de España) 592, 818,
1509, 1847, 1920, 1986
Europe, Western–Sweden, Kingdom of (Konungariket Sverige) 99,
662, 677, 1639, 1692, 1697, 1754, 1783, 1852, 1860, 1866, 1920,
1926, 1945, 1996, 2010, 2038, 2075, 2084, 2085, 2131, 2149, 2348,
2528, 2576, 2630, 2657, 2694, 2709, 2724, 3097, 3138, 3617, 3913,
3947, 3965
Europe, Western–Switzerland (Swiss Confederation) 79, 146, 367,
626, 659, 908, 943, 1245, 1694, 1855, 1864, 2234, 2278, 2373,
2578, 2861, 3066, 3169, 3484, 3637, 3778, 3805, 4048
Europe, Western–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil,
and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International)
1773, 1828, 1859, 1925, 3850
Europe, Western–United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland (UK–Including England, Scotland, Wales, Channel Islands,
Isle of Man, Gibraltar) 10, 47, 48, 75, 82, 96, 113, 118, 126, 139,
150, 223, 232, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 248, 253, 268, 328, 336,
338, 350, 363, 379, 380, 411, 459, 480, 486, 496, 519, 562, 600,
610, 620, 631, 635, 639, 642, 644, 653, 658, 662, 673, 686, 689,
697, 706, 707, 708, 709, 717, 722, 732, 733, 736, 741, 745, 753,
754, 766, 792, 818, 825, 839, 861, 867, 885, 917, 976, 977, 978,
986, 989, 1000, 1008, 1011, 1017, 1018, 1019, 1045, 1056, 1111,
1123, 1149, 1189, 1190, 1214, 1259, 1266, 1282, 1290, 1295, 1313,
1348, 1394, 1405, 1409, 1436, 1437, 1442, 1455, 1484, 1513, 1517,
1521, 1524, 1525, 1533, 1537, 1543, 1551, 1559, 1560, 1562, 1563,
1564, 1565, 1567, 1576, 1583, 1586, 1587, 1589, 1626, 1628, 1648,
1658, 1666, 1670, 1674, 1676, 1680, 1681, 1685, 1686, 1692, 1695,
1697, 1701, 1706, 1707, 1712, 1716, 1718, 1720, 1722, 1723, 1724,
1726, 1727, 1729, 1730, 1732, 1733, 1734, 1736, 1744, 1751, 1754,
1755, 1756, 1758, 1761, 1762, 1763, 1768, 1773, 1775, 1776, 1780,
1781, 1782, 1783, 1784, 1785, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1795, 1796, 1797,
1801, 1802, 1804, 1809, 1816, 1818, 1819, 1822, 1823, 1825, 1827,
1828, 1831, 1832, 1834, 1836, 1838, 1841, 1842, 1847, 1852, 1853,
1855, 1856, 1858, 1859, 1860, 1863, 1864, 1865, 1867, 1870, 1871,
1872, 1879, 1892, 1920, 1922, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1929, 1931, 1933,
1941, 1942, 1945, 1952, 1956, 1957, 1958, 1960, 1976, 1980, 1986,
1992, 1995, 1997, 1999, 2005, 2009, 2012, 2014, 2019, 2021, 2024,
2027, 2028, 2029, 2037, 2038, 2041, 2057, 2061, 2062, 2063, 2065,
2067, 2069, 2075, 2078, 2079, 2082, 2084, 2085, 2093, 2096, 2105,
2107, 2108, 2114, 2115, 2116, 2117, 2118, 2122, 2125, 2126, 2129,
2134, 2139, 2144, 2145, 2146, 2147, 2149, 2150, 2151, 2152, 2153,
2154, 2163, 2167, 2174, 2181, 2183, 2187, 2189, 2196, 2200, 2204,
2206, 2211, 2215, 2217, 2223, 2224, 2227, 2230, 2231, 2236, 2237,
2253, 2254, 2255, 2259, 2261, 2275, 2290, 2291, 2295, 2297, 2298,

2303, 2304, 2305, 2315, 2316, 2317, 2318, 2319, 2320, 2321, 2327,
2342, 2344, 2345, 2348, 2351, 2353, 2356, 2358, 2359, 2362, 2366,
2368, 2373, 2375, 2377, 2378, 2384, 2388, 2390, 2391, 2395, 2397,
2398, 2401, 2404, 2408, 2413, 2423, 2424, 2425, 2426, 2427, 2430,
2437, 2439, 2456, 2458, 2464, 2465, 2468, 2469, 2470, 2489, 2491,
2492, 2505, 2528, 2529, 2533, 2534, 2536, 2537, 2541, 2545, 2546,
2547, 2548, 2566, 2578, 2580, 2582, 2583, 2584, 2596, 2609, 2616,
2618, 2620, 2628, 2631, 2632, 2633, 2634, 2635, 2637, 2641, 2642,
2647, 2649, 2658, 2659, 2662, 2665, 2669, 2676, 2678, 2679, 2686,
2692, 2694, 2696, 2699, 2702, 2708, 2709, 2711, 2712, 2715, 2721,
2730, 2735, 2742, 2744, 2747, 2753, 2758, 2764, 2771, 2784, 2788,
2791, 2792, 2803, 2807, 2810, 2817, 2819, 2823, 2835, 2843, 2845,
2853, 2856, 2860, 2869, 2877, 2879, 2884, 2888, 2891, 2897, 2898,
2907, 2911, 2913, 2925, 2926, 2931, 2934, 2940, 2943, 2947, 2973,
3000, 3003, 3005, 3013, 3020, 3021, 3023, 3028, 3044, 3046, 3050,
3053, 3056, 3065, 3068, 3083, 3086, 3089, 3093, 3097, 3106, 3108,
3123, 3135, 3138, 3141, 3156, 3158, 3168, 3177, 3179, 3192, 3194,
3198, 3208, 3210, 3211, 3214, 3222, 3239, 3244, 3245, 3252, 3280,
3292, 3293, 3297, 3300, 3301, 3302, 3303, 3310, 3317, 3318, 3325,
3330, 3334, 3336, 3337, 3340, 3341, 3342, 3344, 3359, 3397, 3401,
3403, 3407, 3409, 3410, 3413, 3421, 3432, 3448, 3453, 3472, 3477,
3478, 3483, 3485, 3486, 3491, 3494, 3507, 3508, 3525, 3527, 3530,
3531, 3537, 3551, 3557, 3570, 3574, 3579, 3581, 3582, 3586, 3588,
3594, 3595, 3603, 3605, 3610, 3611, 3613, 3617, 3621, 3632, 3633,
3634, 3643, 3645, 3646, 3648, 3649, 3651, 3653, 3666, 3669, 3676,
3677, 3683, 3688, 3691, 3692, 3707, 3716, 3725, 3767, 3788, 3795,
3800, 3808, 3811, 3818, 3821, 3823, 3830, 3833, 3842, 3857, 3864,
3868, 3869, 3877, 3885, 3898, 3934, 3937, 3938, 3940, 3942, 3943,
3947, 3948, 3950, 3953, 3954, 3963, 3964, 3965, 3966, 3971, 3989,
3993, 3997, 4001, 4007, 4014, 4087, 4088, 4134, 4136
Evans Seed Co. (West Branch, Ogemaw County, Michigan) and Mr.
Edward Ellsworth Evans (1864-1928) 293, 316, 378, 391, 438, 506,
514, 559, 642, 655, 665, 868, 880, 1057, 1108, 1228, 1360, 2478
Exercise. See Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, and Exercise
Expellers. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and
Expellers
Experiment Stations, Office of. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Office of Experiment Stations
Experiment stations (state) in USA. See Agricultural Experiment
Stations in the United States
Explosions or fires. See Soybean Crushing–Explosions and/or Fires
in Soybean Solvent Extraction Plants
Explosives Made from Soy Oil or Glycerine–Industrial Uses of Soy
Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 3050, 3840, 4087, 4088
Exports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual
Soyfoods Exported
Faba bean or fava bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)
Fairchild, David (1869-1954). In 1897 founded Section of Foreign
Seed and Plant Introduction. After March 1901, Renamed Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction, then Office of Foreign Plant
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Introduction, then Division of Foreign Plant Introduction 704, 824,
946, 1087, 1133, 1135, 1309, 2101, 2123, 2477, 2485, 3407, 3696

2653, 2655, 2808, 2868, 3009, 3035, 3134, 3150, 3175, 3216, 3218,
3241, 3258, 3291, 3333, 3424, 3436, 3469, 3482, 3909

Family history. See Genealogy and Family History

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Pastures & Grazing–Hogging
Down / Off, Pasturing Down, Grazing Down, Lambing Down / Off,
and Sheeping-Down / Off 32, 288, 371, 420, 508, 597, 642, 1025,
1095, 1143, 1171, 1321, 1400, 1456, 1584, 1675, 1789, 1829, 2320,
2361, 2373, 2474, 2653, 2655, 2808, 3150, 3216, 3218, 3258, 3333,
3469, 3628, 3838, 3873, 3883, 3909, 4012

Farm Machinery–Etymology of Related Terms and Their Cognates
4, 32, 140, 420, 665, 3129, 3134
Fatty Acids for Non-Drying or Drying Applications (As in Hot-Melt
Glues or the Curing Component of Epoxy Glues)–Industrial Uses of
Soy Oil 3679
Feeds and Feedstuffs–General 28
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay (Whole Dried Soybean
Plants, Foliage and Immature Seed Included) 4, 32, 39, 42, 43, 51,
54, 55, 69, 77, 84, 89, 111, 134, 142, 148, 153, 154, 158, 161, 166,
173, 177, 178, 179, 180, 209, 210, 217, 227, 252, 254, 261, 262,
280, 288, 290, 294, 295, 305, 306, 316, 319, 370, 391, 392, 396,
407, 410, 411, 420, 421, 438, 442, 445, 446, 448, 450, 454, 473,
475, 490, 502, 506, 514, 515, 540, 563, 578, 580, 592, 593, 630,
632, 645, 651, 663, 665, 669, 680, 746, 761, 765, 819, 822, 861,
887, 889, 897, 913, 948, 953, 967, 969, 971, 1053, 1096, 1104,
1115, 1116, 1125, 1128, 1165, 1167, 1171, 1172, 1194, 1202, 1204,
1217, 1231, 1232, 1258, 1299, 1300, 1320, 1321, 1329, 1332, 1341,
1349, 1385, 1389, 1431, 1450, 1451, 1456, 1467, 1523, 1526, 1553,
1651, 1663, 1757, 1789, 1792, 1794, 1943, 1967, 1970, 1987, 2087,
2092, 2164, 2178, 2186, 2225, 2238, 2262, 2308, 2309, 2316, 2320,
2336, 2361, 2373, 2429, 2436, 2488, 2553, 2585, 2613, 2627, 2655,
2687, 2718, 2763, 2767, 2769, 2786, 2829, 2868, 2924, 2945, 3009,
3020, 3035, 3050, 3070, 3095, 3129, 3130, 3134, 3147, 3175, 3196,
3218, 3241, 3284, 3291, 3296, 3326, 3333, 3350, 3442, 3469, 3474,
3478, 3482, 3504, 3530, 3576, 3597, 3625, 3628, 3667, 3674, 3678,
3686, 3710, 3759, 3792, 3810, 3815, 3824, 3868, 3870, 3871, 3872,
3873, 3878, 3883, 3902, 3908, 3909, 3916, 3925, 3972, 3981, 3982,
4012, 4039, 4119, 4133, 4142, 4147
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds (Including
Forage, Fodder {Green Plants}, or Ground Soybean Seeds) 3, 5, 12,
20, 22, 24, 25, 54, 102, 105, 111, 136, 144, 145, 155, 188, 195, 250,
259, 260, 265, 273, 291, 326, 384, 398, 405, 434, 439, 441, 456,
467, 470, 491, 508, 523, 531, 533, 558, 559, 563, 578, 645, 648,
654, 672, 677, 696, 714, 798, 816, 818, 825, 830, 838, 844, 865,
875, 879, 888, 903, 905, 936, 954, 955, 978, 981, 993, 1021, 1042,
1055, 1057, 1091, 1098, 1108, 1114, 1122, 1133, 1165, 1195, 1228,
1256, 1260, 1270, 1274, 1279, 1289, 1315, 1331, 1344, 1346, 1351,
1368, 1390, 1391, 1407, 1484, 1502, 1525, 1527, 1547, 1556, 1584,
1587, 1592, 1741, 1746, 1760, 1869, 1920, 1937, 1946, 1955, 1970,
1983, 1984, 1989, 2002, 2062, 2109, 2133, 2196, 2199, 2237, 2252,
2274, 2327, 2329, 2425, 2448, 2489, 2533, 2553, 2610, 2628, 2629,
2642, 2765, 2769, 2776, 2806, 2814, 2828, 2841, 2850, 2867, 2889,
2931, 2933, 2996, 3044, 3085, 3086, 3123, 3165, 3168, 3205, 3226,
3334, 3337, 3402, 3407, 3421, 3481, 3509, 3542, 3612, 3670, 3682,
3684, 3756, 3761, 3797, 3807, 3812, 3840, 3854, 3932, 3994, 4020,
4089, 4106, 4114, 4140, 4144, 4145
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging
4, 16, 32, 122, 129, 142, 143, 154, 251, 269, 288, 371, 378, 490,
597, 945, 1025, 1171, 1194, 1320, 1321, 1341, 1400, 1456, 1531,
1789, 1829, 1986, 2164, 2288, 2320, 2361, 2373, 2429, 2474, 2542,

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Silage / Ensilage Made in a
Silo 2, 26, 30, 31, 43, 50, 84, 112, 114, 115, 124, 129, 132, 140,
142, 143, 148, 150, 154, 183, 209, 210, 283, 290, 294, 306, 316,
319, 346, 364, 370, 375, 377, 378, 391, 396, 399, 401, 407, 408,
419, 420, 432, 445, 472, 506, 510, 513, 514, 520, 521, 532, 540,
545, 552, 556, 570, 575, 584, 593, 613, 614, 630, 634, 642, 651,
660, 665, 679, 681, 682, 688, 697, 702, 716, 729, 730, 734, 738,
744, 746, 748, 764, 765, 769, 770, 773, 779, 782, 783, 791, 819,
832, 861, 880, 889, 925, 948, 967, 968, 990, 994, 1014, 1044, 1053,
1066, 1092, 1143, 1144, 1145, 1153, 1163, 1167, 1171, 1194, 1204,
1258, 1286, 1299, 1320, 1324, 1341, 1385, 1389, 1456, 1528, 1529,
1634, 1789, 1792, 1859, 2121, 2164, 2186, 2194, 2262, 2263, 2316,
2320, 2373, 2436, 2462, 2539, 2542, 2563, 2585, 2589, 2761, 2825,
2872, 2945, 3035, 3050, 3051, 3052, 3069, 3095, 3129, 3130, 3133,
3134, 3162, 3175, 3209, 3291, 3296, 3331, 3335, 3350, 3399, 3424,
3434, 3502, 3569, 3628, 3667, 3674, 3681, 3693, 3710, 3713, 3790,
3791, 3792, 3824, 3842, 3858, 3873, 3902, 3909, 3925, 3972, 3975,
3977, 3981, 3982, 3986, 3998, 4133
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Soilage and Soiling (Green
Crops Cut for Feeding Confined Animals) 131, 142, 143, 183, 252,
261, 294, 316, 360, 476, 513, 678, 697, 842, 929, 967, 1066, 1092,
1103, 1171, 1194, 1258, 1320, 1341, 1456, 2373, 2462, 2654, 2950,
3051, 3095, 3129, 3134, 3175, 3628, 3667, 3790, 3909
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw (Stems of Whole Dried
Soybean Plants). Also Fertilizing Value, Other Uses, Yields, and
Chemical Composition 15, 154, 249, 254, 270, 316, 399, 521, 527,
644, 682, 779, 874, 881, 912, 921, 1082, 1194, 1259, 1385, 1389,
1523, 1940, 1970, 1974, 2314, 2436, 2488, 2544, 2758, 2788, 3014,
3075, 3134, 3215, 3284, 3442, 3530, 3674, 3776, 3810, 3817, 3972,
4119, 4125
Feeds Made from Soybean Meal (Defatted) 874, 1290, 1318, 1437,
1455, 1461, 1525, 1549, 1662, 1666, 1676, 1681, 1686, 1692, 1732,
1755, 1782, 1783, 1792, 1825, 1848, 1849, 1860, 1868, 1870, 1879,
1892, 1920, 1925, 1928, 1931, 1941, 1942, 1945, 1960, 1976, 2010,
2014, 2019, 2038, 2061, 2065, 2067, 2079, 2084, 2117, 2146, 2149,
2167, 2183, 2224, 2261, 2277, 2285, 2291, 2303, 2304, 2341, 2354,
2385, 2395, 2408, 2413, 2425, 2488, 2491, 2494, 2529, 2536, 2537,
2562, 2570, 2571, 2576, 2578, 2583, 2630, 2657, 2669, 2694, 2719,
2817, 2926, 2952, 2986, 3000, 3019, 3035, 3044, 3050, 3065, 3097,
3120, 3127, 3204, 3211, 3219, 3242, 3284, 3295, 3302, 3318, 3403,
3405, 3409, 3416, 3421, 3491, 3505, 3590, 3603, 3620, 3869, 3896,
3942, 3947, 4001, 4072, 4087, 4088
Feeds–Soybeans, soybean forage, or soy products fed to various
types of animals. See The type of animal–chickens, pigs, cows,
horses, etc.
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Fermented Black Soybean Extract (Shizhi / Shih Chih), and
Fermented Black Soybean Sauce (Mandarin: Shiyou / Shih-yu.
Cantonese: Shi-yau / Si-yau / Seow. Japanese: Kuki-jiru). See also
Black Bean Sauce 214, 519, 1265, 1323, 1488, 3061, 3254
Fermented Black Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 117, 301, 3058, 3819,
3949
Fermented Black Soybeans from Japan–Kuki 3025
Fermented Black Soybeans, Unsalted or Bland (Soybean Koji)–
Whole Soybeans Fermented without Salt in China (Danshi / Danchi
in pinyin, or Tanshih, Tan-shih, or Tan-ch’ih in Wade-Giles) 3058
Fermented Black Soybeans–Whole Soybeans Fermented with
Salt–Also called Fermented Black Beans, Salted Black Beans,
Salty Black Beans, Black Fermented Beans, Black Beans, Black
Bean Sauce, Black Bean and Ginger Sauce, Chinese Black Beans,
Preserved Black Beans or Preserved Chinese Black Beans. In
Chinese (Mandarin): Shi, Doushi, or Douchi (pinyin), Tou-shih,
Toushih, or Tou-ch’ih (Wade-Giles). Cantonese: Dow see, Dow si,
Dow-si, Dowsi, or Do shih. In Japan: Hamanatto, Daitokuji Natto,
Shiokara Natto, or Tera Natto. In the Philippines: Tausi or Taosi
/ Tao-si. In Malaysia or Thailand: Tao si. In Indonesia: Tao dji,
Tao-dji, or Tao-djie 117, 214, 231, 301, 516, 519, 653, 1071, 1265,
1283, 1323, 1488, 1885, 3025, 3057, 3058, 3061, 3127, 3254, 3284,
3410, 3819, 3949
Fermented Soyfoods and Their Fermentation (General). See also:
Microbiology and Bacteriology–History of Early Discoveries 64,
224, 266, 692, 727, 1427, 1973, 2470, 2557, 2558, 2749, 3028,
3568, 3935
Fermented Specialty Soyfoods–Soy Wine, Cantonese Wine Starter
(Kiu-Tsee / Tsée), Soy Fermentation Pellicle or Bean Ferment (Tou
Huang), Soyidli / Idli, Dosa / Dosai, Dhokla, and Soy Ogi 2412,
2948, 3059, 3169, 3284
Fermented tofu. See Tofu, Fermented
Fermented whole soybeans. See Natto, Dawa-dawa, Kinema, Thuanao
Fertilizer, soybean meal used as. See Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber
(as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as a Fertilizer or Manure for
the Soil
Fertilizers / Fertilizer (Incl. Foliar Sprays), Fertilization, Plant
Nutrition, Mineral Needs, and Nutritional / Physiological Disorders
of Soybeans (Including Chlorosis) 15, 43, 137, 166, 217, 256, 257,
319, 411, 427, 434, 442, 527, 628, 637, 696, 742, 779, 813, 814,
921, 1126, 1155, 1166, 1259, 1315, 1357, 1385, 1443, 1462, 1523,
1672, 1699, 1829, 1986, 2022, 2083, 2091, 2159, 2216, 2221, 2225,
2243, 2262, 2401, 2427, 2436, 2446, 2447, 2560, 2825, 2889, 3134,
3165, 3167, 3175, 3218, 3277, 3331, 3437, 3450, 3482, 3506, 3678,
3729, 3781, 3786, 3838, 3883, 4042, 4133

Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates
/ Relatives in Various Languages 147, 393, 706, 838, 891, 893, 947,
1501, 3419, 4034
Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, from Making Soymilk or Tofu–Value
Added Uses (Not Including Livestock Feeds) and Solutions to
Disposal Problems 818, 838, 4034
Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, the Residue Left from Making Soymilk
or Tofu. Also called Bean Curd Residue, Soybean Curd Residue,
Dou-fu-zha (Pinyin) 147, 393, 706, 708, 818, 838, 891, 893, 947,
1043, 1156, 1203, 1484, 1490, 1501, 2134, 2305, 2464, 2631, 2836,
3096, 3284, 3310, 3398, 3413, 3419, 3598, 4034
Fiber–Presscake, Residue or Dregs from Making Soy Sauce 219,
231, 620, 644, 1885, 1954, 2489, 3201, 3666, 3803, 4137
Fiber–Seventh-day Adventist Writings or Products (Especially
Early) Related to Dietary Fiber 3711
Fiber, Soy–General, for Food Use (Specific Type Unknown) 2516
Fibers (Artificial Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein
Fiber, Including Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)–Industrial
Uses of Soy Proteins 2755, 2812, 3398, 3700
Fiji. See Oceania–Fiji
Fires or explosions. See Soybean Crushing–Explosions and/or Fires
in Soybean Solvent Extraction Plants
Fitness. See Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, and Exercise
Flatulence or Intestinal Gas–Caused by Complex Sugars (As the
Oligosaccharides Raffinose and Stachyose in Soybeans), by Fiber,
or by Lactose in Milk 2683, 3060, 3264, 3351, 3523
Flavor / Taste Problems and Ways of Solving Them (Especially
Beany Off-Flavors in Soy Oil, Soymilk, Tofu, Whole Dry
Soybeans, or Soy Protein Products, and Ways of Masking or
Eliminating Them) 679, 982, 1935, 2075, 2259, 2358, 2556, 2664,
3152, 3300, 3337, 3509, 3566, 3697, 3818
Flax plant or flaxseed. See Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, or the
Flax / Flaxseed Plant
Flint, James. Translator, Agent and Resident Administrator
(Supercargo) in China of the East India Company (England) in the
Late 1700s. Died 1793. Chinese Name–Hung Jen. See also: Samuel
Bowen 1295
Flour, soy. See Soy Flour
Flour, soy–Industrial uses of. See Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–
Other
Fodder, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or FullFat Seeds

Fiber. See Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber
Food and Drug Administration (FDA, U.S. Dept. of Health and
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Human Services) 1955, 3030, 4113

Genealogy of the McCartee and Knight Families, in Which Divie
Bethune McCartee and Juana Matilda Knight Were Children 1047

Food uses of soybeans in the USA, early. See Historical–Documents
about Food Uses of Soybeans (or Recipes) in the USA before 1900
Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or Catering, Including
Quantity or Bulk Recipes 3691
Forage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants, Feeds /
Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds

Genetics, soybean. See Breeding of Soybeans and Classical
Genetics
Georgeson, Charles Christian (1851-1931) of Kansas and Alaska
153, 218, 220, 269, 312, 506, 642, 665, 1937, 1981, 1982, 1983,
2164, 2476, 3980, 3984
Germany. See Europe, Western–Germany

Ford, Henry (1863-1947), and His Researchers–Work with Soy–
Robert Boyer, Frank Calvert, William Atkinson, Edsel Ruddiman,
Bob Smith, Holton W. “Rex” Diamond, and Jan Willemse 671

Germination / viability of seeds. See Seed Germination or Viability–
Not Including Soy Sprouts

Fouts Family of Indiana–Incl. Taylor Fouts (1880-1952), His
Brothers Noah Fouts (1864-1938) and Finis Fouts (1866-1943),
Their Soyland Farm (1918-1928), and Their Father Solomon Fouts
(1826-1907) 290, 385, 1104, 1969, 3550, 3873

Germplasm Collections and Resources, Gene Banks, and Seed
Stores 2978

France. See Europe, Western–France

Glycerine, explosives made from. See Explosives Made from
Glycerine

Frankfurters, hot dogs, or wieners–meatless. See Meat Alternatives–
Meatless Sausages
Franklin, Benjamin (1706-1790; American Statesman and
Philosopher), Charles Thomson, and the American Philosophical
Society (APS–Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 1295

Gluten. See Wheat Gluten

Glycine javanica or Glycine wightii. See Neonotonia wightii
Glycine soja. See Wild Annual Soybean
Glycine species, wild perennial. See Wild, Perennial Relatives of
the Soybean

Frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-Frozen, or Dried Whole
Goats Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as
Feed 3756

Fruitarianism. See Vegetarianism–Fruitarianism
Funk Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois). Founded in 1901
by Eugene D. Funk, Sr. (1867-1944). Started selling soybeans in
1903. Started Crushing Soybeans in 1924. Renamed Funk Seeds
International, Inc. by 1972. Controlled by Ciba-Geigy by 1974 490,
872, 873, 3009

Gossypium sp. See Cottonseed and Cotton

Ganmodoki. See Tofu, Fried

Graham, Sylvester (1794-1851). American Health Reformer and
Vegetarian (Actually Vegan) (New York) 48

Ganmodoki and Hiryozu. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional
Asian)–Ganmodoki and Hiryozu

Grades and grading of soybeans. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material,
Damage, etc.)

Grazing green soybean plants. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean
Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging

Gardner, Henry A. See Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S.
Gas, intestinal. See Flatulence or Intestinal Gas
Geese, Ducks, Pheasants, and Other Poultry Fed Soybeans,
Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 642
Gene banks. See Germplasm Collections and Resources, and Gene
Banks
Genealogy and Family History. See Also: Obituaries, Biographies
4, 113, 139, 251, 344, 367, 375, 382, 390, 512, 519, 620, 881, 908,
1239, 1270, 1282, 1519, 1919, 1981, 1982, 1983, 2374, 2425, 2434,
2540, 2553, 2851, 2995, 3016, 3017, 3038, 3054, 3069, 3410, 3429,
3442, 3446, 3778, 4109

Green Manure, Use of Soybeans as, by Plowing / Turning In
/ Under a Crop of Immature / Green Soybean Plants for Soil
Improvement 4, 42, 43, 51, 84, 105, 133, 142, 181, 218, 250, 254,
291, 316, 352, 396, 438, 445, 451, 585, 596, 599, 617, 630, 779,
825, 954, 967, 971, 978, 984, 1083, 1111, 1116, 1125, 1145, 1201,
1204, 1259, 1310, 1315, 1392, 1408, 1427, 1453, 1456, 1484, 1538,
1587, 1634, 1699, 1706, 1732, 1758, 1787, 1946, 1970, 1983, 1984,
1986, 2008, 2090, 2091, 2125, 2132, 2134, 2159, 2216, 2228, 2311,
2312, 2316, 2411, 2436, 2447, 2561, 2610, 2850, 2868, 2943, 2954,
3014, 3020, 3027, 3035, 3068, 3086, 3119, 3130, 3167, 3175, 3193,
3337, 3417, 3427, 3478, 3482, 3514, 3550, 3654, 3674, 3693, 3760,
3763, 3765, 3840, 3842, 3853, 3868, 3873, 3875, 3909, 4041, 4085,
4088, 4115
Green soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Green
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Green Vegetable Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 3819
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Horticulture–How to Grow as a Garden
Vegetable or Commercially 2327, 3284
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible
Soybeans, General Information About, Not Including Use As Green
Vegetable Soybeans 2256
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Leaves of the Soybean Plant Used as
Food or Medicine. Called Huo in Chinese 3057
Green Vegetable Soybeans, Usually Grown Using Vegetable-Type
Soybeans 36, 80, 231, 239, 241, 294, 620, 825, 891, 1022, 1024,
1111, 1228, 1265, 1284, 1538, 1633, 1646, 1746, 1832, 1936, 1963,
1993, 2109, 2202, 2288, 2313, 2316, 2327, 2412, 2487, 2545, 2546,
2948, 3002, 3025, 3027, 3057, 3127, 3284, 3345, 3398, 3514, 3551,
3763, 3811, 3819, 3840, 4087, 4088

81, 89, 142, 143, 148, 166, 173, 177, 179, 180, 183, 231, 280, 283,
288, 290, 316, 319, 407, 408, 420, 484, 552, 559, 644, 665, 734,
764, 769, 969, 971, 1108, 1118, 1128, 1171, 1186, 1187, 1201,
1208, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1231, 1258, 1274, 1299, 1320, 1334, 1341,
1371, 1373, 1390, 1397, 1429, 1456, 1467, 1582, 1594, 1661, 1672,
1757, 1770, 1789, 1875, 1920, 1928, 2132, 2133, 2164, 2199, 2308,
2309, 2316, 2326, 2340, 2367, 2373, 2405, 2578, 2631, 2769, 2829,
2835, 2841, 2889, 2904, 3020, 3035, 3050, 3051, 3086, 3129, 3130,
3134, 3175, 3228, 3284, 3296, 3331, 3347, 3482, 3521, 3542, 3554,
3607, 3790, 3792, 3793, 3807, 3824, 3842, 3873, 3883, 3887, 3908,
3909, 3932, 3994, 4039, 4140, 4142
Harvey’s Sauce / Harvey Sauce (England; Soy Sauce Was Long a
Major Ingredient) 255, 496, 516, 2024, 2907, 3527, 3937
Harvey’s Sauce–With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient 496, 516,
3937
Hawaii. See United States–States–Hawaii
Hay, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay

Grilled tofu. See Tofu, Grilled. Japanese-Style
Healing arts, alternative. See Medicine–Alternative
Grits, roasted soy. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark
Roasted with Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits

Health–Domestic science. See Domestic Science / Home
Economics Movement in the United States

Groundnuts. See Peanut, Peanuts
Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany) 121, 244, 492, 1049, 1089,
1538, 1944, 2223, 2474, 2478, 3414

Health food companies in England. See Pitman Health Food
Company
Health Foods–Manufacturers 4134

Haberlandt, Friedrich J. (1826-1878, Hochschule fuer Bodencultur,
Vienna, Austria) 24, 25, 188, 312, 775, 776, 1145, 1153, 1184,
1225, 1226, 1227, 1293, 1296, 1456, 1538, 1556, 1698, 1746, 2164,
2457, 2476, 2478, 2488, 3454, 3776
Haberlandt soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Haberlandt
Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from Japan. In Japan called
Hamanatto or (formerly) Hamananatto 301, 3949
Hamanatto / Hamananatto. See Hamanatto Fermented Black
Soybeans–from Japan
Hansa Muehle AG. See Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg,
Germany)
Hansa Muehle / Hansa Mühle (The Hansa Mill) and Hanseatische
Muehlenwerke AG. Incl. the Work of Hermann Bollmann and
Bruno Rewald, PhD 2500
Harburger Oelwerke Brinckmann und Mergell (Harburg, near
Hamburg, Germany) 2500
Harry N. Hammond Seed Co. (Decatur, Michigan) 16, 122, 238,
297, 373, 493, 649, 2478

Health Foods Movement and Industry in the United Kingdom/
England 48, 2584
Health Foods Movement and Industry in the United States–General
(Started in the 1890s by Seventh-day Adventists) 99, 4092
Health Foods Stores / Shops (mostly USA)–Early (1877 to 1970s)
300
Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil (from the seeds of Cannabis sativa)
106, 125, 221, 239, 241, 248, 363, 485, 635, 1956, 2545, 2546,
2555, 2566, 3058, 3206, 3214, 3271, 3609, 3716, 4037
Hemp (Cannabis sativa)–Used as a Source of Fiber for Textiles or
Paper, Protein (Edestin), or Seeds (Asanomi). Includes Marijuana
/ Marihuana. See Also Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil. Does NOT
include Wild Hemp (Sesbania macrocarpa) or Sunn Hemp
(Crotolaria juncea) or Manila hemp (Musa textilis, a species of
plantain) 106, 146, 206, 239, 487, 604, 864, 874, 976, 1011, 1061,
1080, 1261, 1274, 1275, 1368, 1405, 1446, 1468, 1509, 1516, 1519,
1964, 1976, 2134, 2374, 2539, 2545, 2546, 2553, 2579, 2621, 2716,
3122, 3214, 3288, 3419, 3692, 3718, 3999, 4018, 4104, 4144
Herbicides. See Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use
Higashimaru. See Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)

Harvesting and Threshing Soybeans (Including Use of Chemical
Defoliation and Defoliants to Facilitate Harvesting) 4, 22, 32, 55,

Higeta. See Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)
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Hinoichi / Hinode, House Foods & Yamauchi Inc. See House Foods
America Corporation (Los Angeles, California)
Historical–Documents about Food Uses of Soybeans (or Recipes) in
the USA before 1900 109, 1295
Historical–Documents on Soybeans or Soyfoods Published from
1900 to 1923 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53,
54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71,
72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89,
90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105,
106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119,
120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132,
133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145,
146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158,
159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171,
172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184,
185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197,
198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210,
211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223,
224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236,
237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249,
250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262,
263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274, 275,
276, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288,
289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301,
302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314,
315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327,
328, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340,
341, 342, 343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352, 353,
354, 355, 356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366,
367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378, 379,
380, 381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392,
393, 394, 395, 396, 397, 398, 399, 400, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405,
406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418,
419, 420, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 426, 427, 428, 429, 430, 431,
432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 439, 440, 441, 442, 443, 444,
445, 446, 447, 448, 449, 450, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 457,
458, 459, 460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465, 466, 467, 468, 469, 470,
471, 472, 473, 474, 475, 476, 477, 478, 479, 480, 481, 482, 483,
484, 485, 486, 487, 488, 489, 490, 491, 492, 493, 494, 495, 496,
497, 498, 499, 500, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509,
510, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518, 519, 520, 521, 522,
523, 524, 525, 526, 527, 528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535,
536, 537, 538, 539, 540, 541, 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547, 548,
549, 550, 551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 557, 558, 559, 560, 561,
562, 563, 564, 565, 566, 567, 568, 569, 570, 571, 572, 573, 574,
575, 576, 577, 578, 579, 580, 581, 582, 583, 584, 585, 586, 587,
588, 589, 590, 591, 592, 593, 594, 595, 596, 597, 598, 599, 600,
601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 613,
614, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619, 620, 621, 622, 623, 624, 625, 626,
627, 628, 629, 630, 631, 632, 633, 634, 635, 636, 637, 638, 639,
640, 641, 642, 643, 644, 645, 646, 647, 648, 649, 650, 651, 652,
653, 654, 655, 656, 657, 658, 659, 660, 661, 662, 663, 664, 665,
666, 667, 668, 669, 670, 671, 672, 673, 674, 675, 676, 677, 678,
679, 680, 681, 682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 687, 688, 689, 690, 691,
692, 693, 694, 695, 696, 697, 698, 699, 700, 701, 702, 703, 704,

705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 710, 711, 712, 713, 714, 715, 716, 717,
718, 719, 720, 721, 722, 723, 724, 725, 726, 727, 728, 729, 730,
731, 732, 733, 734, 735, 736, 737, 738, 739, 740, 741, 742, 743,
744, 745, 746, 747, 748, 749, 750, 751, 752, 753, 754, 755, 756,
757, 758, 759, 760, 761, 762, 763, 764, 765, 766, 767, 768, 769,
770, 771, 772, 773, 774, 775, 776, 777, 778, 779, 780, 781, 782,
783, 784, 785, 786, 787, 788, 789, 790, 791, 792, 793, 794, 795,
796, 797, 798, 799, 800, 801, 802, 803, 804, 805, 806, 807, 808,
809, 810, 811, 812, 813, 814, 815, 816, 817, 818, 819, 820, 821,
822, 823, 824, 825, 826, 827, 828, 829, 830, 831, 832, 833, 834,
835, 836, 837, 838, 839, 840, 841, 842, 843, 844, 845, 846, 847,
848, 849, 850, 851, 852, 853, 854, 855, 856, 857, 858, 859, 860,
861, 862, 863, 864, 865, 866, 867, 868, 869, 870, 871, 872, 873,
874, 875, 876, 877, 878, 879, 880, 881, 882, 883, 884, 885, 886,
887, 888, 889, 890, 891, 892, 893, 894, 895, 896, 897, 898, 899,
900, 901, 902, 903, 904, 905, 906, 907, 908, 909, 910, 911, 912,
913, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 920, 921, 922, 923, 924, 925,
926, 927, 928, 929, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934, 935, 936, 937, 938,
939, 940, 941, 942, 943, 944, 945, 946, 947, 948, 949, 950, 951,
952, 953, 954, 955, 956, 957, 958, 959, 960, 961, 962, 963, 964,
965, 966, 967, 968, 969, 970, 971, 972, 973, 974, 975, 976, 977,
978, 979, 980, 981, 982, 983, 984, 985, 986, 987, 988, 989, 990,
991, 992, 993, 994, 995, 996, 997, 998, 999, 1000, 1001, 1002,
1003, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013,
1014, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1018, 1019, 1020, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024,
1025, 1026, 1027, 1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035,
1036, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1041, 1042, 1043, 1044, 1045, 1046,
1047, 1048, 1049, 1050, 1051, 1052, 1053, 1054, 1055, 1056, 1057,
1058, 1059, 1060, 1061, 1062, 1063, 1064, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068,
1069, 1070, 1071, 1072, 1073, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1077, 1078, 1079,
1080, 1081, 1082, 1083, 1084, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1090,
1091, 1092, 1093, 1094, 1095, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1099, 1100, 1101,
1102, 1103, 1104, 1105, 1106, 1107, 1108, 1109, 1110, 1111, 1112,
1113, 1114, 1115, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1119, 1120, 1121, 1122, 1123,
1124, 1125, 1126, 1127, 1128, 1129, 1130, 1131, 1132, 1133, 1134,
1135, 1136, 1137, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1141, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1145,
1146, 1147, 1148, 1149, 1150, 1151, 1152, 1153, 1154, 1155, 1156,
1157, 1158, 1159, 1160, 1161, 1162, 1163, 1164, 1165, 1166, 1167,
1168, 1169, 1170, 1171, 1172, 1173, 1174, 1175, 1176, 1177, 1178,
1179, 1180, 1181, 1182, 1183, 1184, 1185, 1186, 1187, 1188, 1189,
1190, 1191, 1192, 1193, 1194, 1195, 1196, 1197, 1198, 1199, 1200,
1201, 1202, 1203, 1204, 1205, 1206, 1207, 1208, 1209, 1210, 1211,
1212, 1213, 1214, 1215, 1216, 1217, 1218, 1219, 1220, 1221, 1222,
1223, 1224, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1228, 1229, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1233,
1234, 1235, 1236, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1241, 1242, 1243, 1244,
1245, 1246, 1247, 1248, 1249, 1250, 1251, 1252, 1253, 1254, 1255,
1256, 1257, 1258, 1259, 1260, 1261, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1265, 1266,
1267, 1268, 1269, 1270, 1271, 1272, 1273, 1274, 1275, 1276, 1277,
1278, 1279, 1280, 1281, 1282, 1283, 1284, 1285, 1286, 1287, 1288,
1289, 1290, 1291, 1292, 1293, 1294, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1298, 1299,
1300, 1301, 1302, 1303, 1304, 1305, 1306, 1307, 1308, 1309, 1310,
1311, 1312, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1317, 1318, 1319, 1320, 1321,
1322, 1323, 1324, 1325, 1326, 1327, 1328, 1329, 1330, 1331, 1332,
1333, 1334, 1335, 1336, 1337, 1338, 1339, 1340, 1341, 1342, 1343,
1344, 1345, 1346, 1347, 1348, 1349, 1350, 1351, 1352, 1353, 1354,
1355, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1359, 1360, 1361, 1362, 1363, 1364, 1365,
1366, 1367, 1368, 1369, 1370, 1371, 1372, 1373, 1374, 1375, 1376,
1377, 1378, 1379, 1380, 1381, 1382, 1383, 1384, 1385, 1386, 1387,
1388, 1389, 1390, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1394, 1395, 1396, 1397, 1398,
1399, 1400, 1401, 1402, 1403, 1404, 1405, 1406, 1407, 1408, 1409,
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1410, 1411, 1412, 1413, 1414, 1415, 1416, 1417, 1418, 1419, 1420,
1421, 1422, 1423, 1424, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1428, 1429, 1430, 1431,
1432, 1433, 1434, 1435, 1436, 1437, 1438, 1439, 1440, 1441, 1442,
1443, 1444, 1445, 1446, 1447, 1448, 1449, 1450, 1451, 1452, 1453,
1454, 1455, 1456, 1457, 1458, 1459, 1460, 1461, 1462, 1463, 1464,
1465, 1466, 1467, 1468, 1469, 1470, 1471, 1472, 1473, 1474, 1475,
1476, 1477, 1478, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1485, 1486,
1487, 1488, 1489, 1490, 1491, 1492, 1493, 1494, 1495, 1496, 1497,
1498, 1499, 1500, 1501, 1502, 1503, 1504, 1505, 1506, 1507, 1508,
1509, 1510, 1511, 1512, 1513, 1514, 1515, 1516, 1517, 1518, 1519,
1520, 1521, 1522, 1523, 1524, 1525, 1526, 1527, 1528, 1529, 1530,
1531, 1532, 1533, 1534, 1535, 1536, 1537, 1538, 1539, 1540, 1541,
1542, 1543, 1544, 1545, 1546, 1547, 1548, 1549, 1550, 1551, 1552,
1553, 1554, 1555, 1556, 1557, 1558, 1559, 1560, 1561, 1562, 1563,
1564, 1565, 1566, 1567, 1568, 1569, 1570, 1571, 1572, 1573, 1574,
1575, 1576, 1577, 1578, 1579, 1580, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1585,
1586, 1587, 1588, 1589, 1590, 1591, 1592, 1593, 1594, 1595, 1596,
1597, 1598, 1599, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1604, 1605, 1606, 1607,
1608, 1609, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613, 1614, 1615, 1616, 1617, 1618,
1619, 1620, 1621, 1622, 1623, 1624, 1625, 1626, 1627, 1628, 1629,
1630, 1631, 1632, 1633, 1634, 1635, 1636, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1640,
1641, 1642, 1643, 1644, 1645, 1646, 1647, 1648, 1649, 1650, 1651,
1652, 1653, 1654, 1655, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1659, 1660, 1661, 1662,
1663, 1664, 1665, 1666, 1667, 1668, 1669, 1670, 1671, 1672, 1673,
1674, 1675, 1676, 1677, 1678, 1679, 1680, 1681, 1682, 1683, 1684,
1685, 1686, 1687, 1688, 1689, 1690, 1691, 1692, 1693, 1694, 1695,
1696, 1697, 1698, 1699, 1700, 1701, 1702, 1703, 1704, 1705, 1706,
1707, 1708, 1709, 1710, 1711, 1712, 1713, 1714, 1715, 1716, 1717,
1718, 1719, 1720, 1721, 1722, 1723, 1724, 1725, 1726, 1727, 1728,
1729, 1730, 1731, 1732, 1733, 1734, 1735, 1736, 1737, 1738, 1739,
1740, 1741, 1742, 1743, 1744, 1745, 1746, 1747, 1748, 1749, 1750,
1751, 1752, 1753, 1754, 1755, 1756, 1757, 1758, 1759, 1760, 1761,
1762, 1763, 1764, 1765, 1766, 1767, 1768, 1769, 1770, 1771, 1772,
1773, 1774, 1775, 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, 1780, 1781, 1782, 1783,
1784, 1785, 1786, 1787, 1788, 1789, 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794,
1795, 1796, 1797, 1798, 1799, 1800, 1801, 1802, 1803, 1804, 1805,
1806, 1807, 1808, 1809, 1810, 1811, 1812, 1813, 1814, 1815, 1816,
1817, 1818, 1819, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1823, 1824, 1825, 1826, 1827,
1828, 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1833, 1834, 1835, 1836, 1837, 1838,
1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1845, 1846, 1847, 1848, 1849,
1850, 1851, 1852, 1853, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1860,
1861, 1862, 1863, 1864, 1865, 1866, 1867, 1868, 1869, 1870, 1871,
1872, 1873, 1874, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881, 1882,
1883, 1884, 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893,
1894, 1895, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901, 1902, 1903, 1904,
1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915,
1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926,
1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1935, 1936, 1937,
1938, 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, 1945, 1946, 1947, 1948,
1949, 1950, 1951, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957, 1958, 1959,
1960, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1970,
1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981,
1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992,
1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003,
2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014,
2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023, 2024, 2025,
2026, 2027, 2028, 2029, 2030, 2031, 2032, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2036,
2037, 2038, 2039, 2040, 2041, 2042, 2043, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047,
2048, 2049, 2050, 2051, 2052, 2053, 2054, 2055, 2056, 2057, 2058,
2059, 2060, 2061, 2062, 2063, 2064, 2065, 2066, 2067, 2068, 2069,

2070, 2071, 2072, 2073, 2074, 2075, 2076, 2077, 2078, 2079, 2080,
2081, 2082, 2083, 2084, 2085, 2086, 2087, 2088, 2089, 2090, 2091,
2092, 2093, 2094, 2095, 2096, 2097, 2098, 2099, 2100, 2101, 2102,
2103, 2104, 2105, 2106, 2107, 2108, 2109, 2110, 2111, 2112, 2113,
2114, 2115, 2116, 2117, 2118, 2119, 2120, 2121, 2122, 2123, 2124,
2125, 2126, 2127, 2128, 2129, 2130, 2131, 2132, 2133, 2134, 2135,
2136, 2137, 2138, 2139, 2140, 2141, 2142, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2146,
2147, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2151, 2152, 2153, 2154, 2155, 2156, 2157,
2158, 2159, 2160, 2161, 2162, 2163, 2164, 2165, 2166, 2167, 2168,
2169, 2170, 2171, 2172, 2173, 2174, 2175, 2176, 2177, 2178, 2179,
2180, 2181, 2182, 2183, 2184, 2185, 2186, 2187, 2188, 2189, 2190,
2191, 2192, 2193, 2194, 2195, 2196, 2197, 2198, 2199, 2200, 2201,
2202, 2203, 2204, 2205, 2206, 2207, 2208, 2209, 2210, 2211, 2212,
2213, 2214, 2215, 2216, 2217, 2218, 2219, 2220, 2221, 2222, 2223,
2224, 2225, 2226, 2227, 2228, 2229, 2230, 2231, 2232, 2233, 2234,
2235, 2236, 2237, 2238, 2239, 2240, 2241, 2242, 2243, 2244, 2245,
2246, 2247, 2248, 2249, 2250, 2251, 2252, 2253, 2254, 2255, 2256,
2257, 2258, 2259, 2260, 2261, 2262, 2263, 2264, 2265, 2266, 2267,
2268, 2269, 2270, 2271, 2272, 2273, 2274, 2275, 2276, 2277, 2278,
2279, 2280, 2281, 2282, 2283, 2284, 2285, 2286, 2287, 2288, 2289,
2290, 2291, 2292, 2293, 2294, 2295, 2296, 2297, 2298, 2299, 2300,
2301, 2302, 2303, 2304, 2305, 2306, 2307, 2308, 2309, 2310, 2311,
2312, 2313, 2314, 2315, 2316, 2317, 2318, 2319, 2320, 2321, 2322,
2323, 2324, 2325, 2326, 2327, 2328, 2329, 2330, 2331, 2332, 2333,
2334, 2335, 2336, 2337, 2338, 2339, 2340, 2341, 2342, 2343, 2344,
2345, 2346, 2347, 2348, 2349, 2350, 2351, 2352, 2353, 2354, 2355,
2356, 2357, 2358, 2359, 2360, 2361, 2362, 2363, 2364, 2365, 2366,
2367, 2368, 2369, 2370, 2371, 2372, 2373, 2374, 2375, 2376, 2377,
2378, 2379, 2380, 2381, 2382, 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386, 2387, 2388,
2389, 2390, 2391, 2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 2398, 2399,
2400, 2401, 2402, 2403, 2404, 2405, 2406, 2407, 2408, 2409, 2410,
2411, 2412, 2413, 2414, 2415, 2416, 2417, 2418, 2419, 2420, 2421,
2422, 2423, 2424, 2425, 2426, 2427, 2428, 2429, 2430, 2431, 2432,
2433, 2434, 2435, 2436, 2437, 2438, 2439, 2440, 2441, 2442, 2443,
2444, 2445, 2446, 2447, 2448, 2449, 2450, 2451, 2452, 2453, 2454,
2455, 2456, 2457, 2458, 2459, 2460, 2461, 2462, 2463, 2464, 2465,
2466, 2467, 2468, 2469, 2470, 2471, 2472, 2473, 2474, 2475, 2476,
2477, 2478, 2479, 2480, 2481, 2482, 2483, 2484, 2485, 2486, 2487,
2488, 2489, 2490, 2491, 2492, 2493, 2494, 2495, 2496, 2497, 2498,
2499, 2500, 2501, 2502, 2503, 2504, 2505, 2506, 2507, 2508, 2509,
2510, 2511, 2512, 2513, 2514, 2515, 2516, 2517, 2518, 2519, 2520,
2521, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2526, 2527, 2528, 2529, 2530, 2531,
2532, 2533, 2534, 2535, 2536, 2537, 2538, 2539, 2540, 2541, 2542,
2543, 2544, 2545, 2546, 2547, 2548, 2549, 2550, 2551, 2552, 2553,
2554, 2555, 2556, 2557, 2558, 2559, 2560, 2561, 2562, 2563, 2564,
2565, 2566, 2567, 2568, 2569, 2570, 2571, 2572, 2573, 2574, 2575,
2576, 2577, 2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2583, 2584, 2585, 2586,
2587, 2588, 2589, 2590, 2591, 2592, 2593, 2594, 2595, 2596, 2597,
2598, 2599, 2600, 2601, 2602, 2603, 2604, 2605, 2606, 2607, 2608,
2609, 2610, 2611, 2612, 2613, 2614, 2615, 2616, 2617, 2618, 2619,
2620, 2621, 2622, 2623, 2624, 2625, 2626, 2627, 2628, 2629, 2630,
2631, 2632, 2633, 2634, 2635, 2636, 2637, 2638, 2639, 2640, 2641,
2642, 2643, 2644, 2645, 2646, 2647, 2648, 2649, 2650, 2651, 2652,
2653, 2654, 2655, 2656, 2657, 2658, 2659, 2660, 2661, 2662, 2663,
2664, 2665, 2666, 2667, 2668, 2669, 2670, 2671, 2672, 2673, 2674,
2675, 2676, 2677, 2678, 2679, 2680, 2681, 2682, 2683, 2684, 2685,
2686, 2687, 2688, 2689, 2690, 2691, 2692, 2693, 2694, 2695, 2696,
2697, 2698, 2699, 2700, 2701, 2702, 2703, 2704, 2705, 2706, 2707,
2708, 2709, 2710, 2711, 2712, 2713, 2714, 2715, 2716, 2717, 2718,
2719, 2720, 2721, 2722, 2723, 2724, 2725, 2726, 2727, 2728, 2729,
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2730, 2731, 2732, 2733, 2734, 2735, 2736, 2737, 2738, 2739, 2740,
2741, 2742, 2743, 2744, 2745, 2746, 2747, 2748, 2749, 2750, 2751,
2752, 2753, 2754, 2755, 2756, 2757, 2758, 2759, 2760, 2761, 2762,
2763, 2764, 2765, 2766, 2767, 2768, 2769, 2770, 2771, 2772, 2773,
2774, 2775, 2776, 2777, 2778, 2779, 2780, 2781, 2782, 2783, 2784,
2785, 2786, 2787, 2788, 2789, 2790, 2791, 2792, 2793, 2794, 2795,
2796, 2797, 2798, 2799, 2800, 2801, 2802, 2803, 2804, 2805, 2806,
2807, 2808, 2809, 2810, 2811, 2812, 2813, 2814, 2815, 2816, 2817,
2818, 2819, 2820, 2821, 2822, 2823, 2824, 2825, 2826, 2827, 2828,
2829, 2830, 2831, 2832, 2833, 2834, 2835, 2836, 2837, 2838, 2839,
2840, 2841, 2842, 2843, 2844, 2845, 2846, 2847, 2848, 2849, 2850,
2851, 2852, 2853, 2854, 2855, 2856, 2857, 2858, 2859, 2860, 2861,
2862, 2863, 2864, 2865, 2866, 2867, 2868, 2869, 2870, 2871, 2872,
2873, 2874, 2875, 2876, 2877, 2878, 2879, 2880, 2881, 2882, 2883,
2884, 2885, 2886, 2887, 2888, 2889, 2890, 2891, 2892, 2893, 2894,
2895, 2896, 2897, 2898, 2899, 2900, 2901, 2902, 2903, 2904, 2905,
2906, 2907, 2908, 2909, 2910, 2911, 2912, 2913, 2914, 2915, 2916,
2917, 2918, 2919, 2920, 2921, 2922, 2923, 2924, 2925, 2926, 2927,
2928, 2929, 2930, 2931, 2932, 2933, 2934, 2935, 2936, 2937, 2938,
2939, 2940, 2941, 2942, 2943, 2944, 2945, 2946, 2947, 2948, 2949,
2950, 2951, 2952, 2953, 2954, 2955, 2956, 2957, 2958, 2959, 2960,
2961, 2962, 2963, 2964, 2965, 2966, 2967, 2968, 2969, 2970, 2971,
2972, 2973, 2974, 2975, 2976, 2977, 2978, 2979, 2980, 2981, 2982,
2983, 2984, 2985, 2986, 2987, 2988, 2989, 2990, 2991, 2992, 2993,
2994, 2995, 2996, 2997, 2998, 2999, 3000, 3001, 3002, 3003, 3004,
3005, 3006, 3007, 3008, 3009, 3010, 3011, 3012, 3013, 3014, 3015,
3016, 3017, 3018, 3019, 3020, 3021, 3022, 3023, 3024, 3025, 3026,
3027, 3028, 3029, 3030, 3031, 3032, 3033, 3034, 3035, 3036, 3037,
3038, 3039, 3040, 3041, 3042, 3043, 3044, 3045, 3046, 3047, 3048,
3049, 3050, 3051, 3052, 3053, 3054, 3055, 3056, 3057, 3058, 3059,
3060, 3061, 3062, 3063, 3064, 3065, 3066, 3067, 3068, 3069, 3070,
3071, 3072, 3073, 3074, 3075, 3076, 3077, 3078, 3079, 3080, 3081,
3082, 3083, 3084, 3085, 3086, 3087, 3088, 3089, 3090, 3091, 3092,
3093, 3094, 3095, 3096, 3097, 3098, 3099, 3100, 3101, 3102, 3103,
3104, 3105, 3106, 3107, 3108, 3109, 3110, 3111, 3112, 3113, 3114,
3115, 3116, 3117, 3118, 3119, 3120, 3121, 3122, 3123, 3124, 3125,
3126, 3127, 3128, 3129, 3130, 3131, 3132, 3133, 3134, 3135, 3136,
3137, 3138, 3139, 3140, 3141, 3142, 3143, 3144, 3145, 3146, 3147,
3148, 3149, 3150, 3151, 3152, 3153, 3154, 3155, 3156, 3157, 3158,
3159, 3160, 3161, 3162, 3163, 3164, 3165, 3166, 3167, 3168, 3169,
3170, 3171, 3172, 3173, 3174, 3175, 3176, 3177, 3178, 3179, 3180,
3181, 3182, 3183, 3184, 3185, 3186, 3187, 3188, 3189, 3190, 3191,
3192, 3193, 3194, 3195, 3196, 3197, 3198, 3199, 3200, 3201, 3202,
3203, 3204, 3205, 3206, 3207, 3208, 3209, 3210, 3211, 3212, 3213,
3214, 3215, 3216, 3217, 3218, 3219, 3220, 3221, 3222, 3223, 3224,
3225, 3226, 3227, 3228, 3229, 3230, 3231, 3232, 3233, 3234, 3235,
3236, 3237, 3238, 3239, 3240, 3241, 3242, 3243, 3244, 3245, 3246,
3247, 3248, 3249, 3250, 3251, 3252, 3253, 3254, 3255, 3256, 3257,
3258, 3259, 3260, 3261, 3262, 3263, 3264, 3265, 3266, 3267, 3268,
3269, 3270, 3271, 3272, 3273, 3274, 3275, 3276, 3277, 3278, 3279,
3280, 3281, 3282, 3283, 3284, 3285, 3286, 3287, 3288, 3289, 3290,
3291, 3292, 3293, 3294, 3295, 3296, 3297, 3298, 3299, 3300, 3301,
3302, 3303, 3304, 3305, 3306, 3307, 3308, 3309, 3310, 3311, 3312,
3313, 3314, 3315, 3316, 3317, 3318, 3319, 3320, 3321, 3322, 3323,
3324, 3325, 3326, 3327, 3328, 3329, 3330, 3331, 3332, 3333, 3334,
3335, 3336, 3337, 3338, 3339, 3340, 3341, 3342, 3343, 3344, 3345,
3346, 3347, 3348, 3349, 3350, 3351, 3352, 3353, 3354, 3355, 3356,
3357, 3358, 3359, 3360, 3361, 3362, 3363, 3364, 3365, 3366, 3367,
3368, 3369, 3370, 3371, 3372, 3373, 3374, 3375, 3376, 3377, 3378,
3379, 3380, 3381, 3382, 3383, 3384, 3385, 3386, 3387, 3388, 3389,

3390, 3391, 3392, 3393, 3394, 3395, 3396, 3397, 3398, 3399, 3400,
3401, 3402, 3403, 3404, 3405, 3406, 3407, 3408, 3409, 3410, 3411,
3412, 3413, 3414, 3415, 3416, 3417, 3418, 3419, 3420, 3421, 3422,
3423, 3424, 3425, 3426, 3427, 3428, 3429, 3430, 3431, 3432, 3433,
3434, 3435, 3436, 3437, 3438, 3439, 3440, 3441, 3442, 3443, 3444,
3445, 3446, 3447, 3448, 3449, 3450, 3451, 3452, 3453, 3454, 3455,
3456, 3457, 3458, 3459, 3460, 3461, 3462, 3463, 3464, 3465, 3466,
3467, 3468, 3469, 3470, 3471, 3472, 3473, 3474, 3475, 3476, 3477,
3478, 3479, 3480, 3481, 3482, 3483, 3484, 3485, 3486, 3487, 3488,
3489, 3490, 3491, 3492, 3493, 3494, 3495, 3496, 3497, 3498, 3499,
3500, 3501, 3502, 3503, 3504, 3505, 3506, 3507, 3508, 3509, 3510,
3511, 3512, 3513, 3514, 3515, 3516, 3517, 3518, 3519, 3520, 3521,
3522, 3523, 3524, 3525, 3526, 3527, 3528, 3529, 3530, 3531, 3532,
3533, 3534, 3535, 3536, 3537, 3538, 3539, 3540, 3541, 3542, 3543,
3544, 3545, 3546, 3547, 3548, 3549, 3550, 3551, 3552, 3553, 3554,
3555, 3556, 3557, 3558, 3559, 3560, 3561, 3562, 3563, 3564, 3565,
3566, 3567, 3568, 3569, 3570, 3571, 3572, 3573, 3574, 3575, 3576,
3577, 3578, 3579, 3580, 3581, 3582, 3583, 3584, 3585, 3586, 3587,
3588, 3589, 3590, 3591, 3592, 3593, 3594, 3595, 3596, 3597, 3598,
3599, 3600, 3601, 3602, 3603, 3604, 3605, 3606, 3607, 3608, 3609,
3610, 3611, 3612, 3613, 3614, 3615, 3616, 3617, 3618, 3619, 3620,
3621, 3622, 3623, 3624, 3625, 3626, 3627, 3628, 3629, 3630, 3631,
3632, 3633, 3634, 3635, 3636, 3637, 3638, 3639, 3640, 3641, 3642,
3643, 3644, 3645, 3646, 3647, 3648, 3649, 3650, 3651, 3652, 3653,
3654, 3655, 3656, 3657, 3658, 3659, 3660, 3661, 3662, 3663, 3664,
3665, 3666, 3667, 3668, 3669, 3670, 3671, 3672, 3673, 3674, 3675,
3676, 3677, 3678, 3679, 3680, 3681, 3682, 3683, 3684, 3685, 3686,
3687, 3688, 3689, 3690, 3691, 3692, 3693, 3694, 3695, 3696, 3697,
3698, 3699, 3700, 3701, 3702, 3703, 3704, 3705, 3706, 3707, 3708,
3709, 3710, 3711, 3712, 3713, 3714, 3715, 3716, 3717, 3718, 3719,
3720, 3721, 3722, 3723, 3724, 3725, 3726, 3727, 3728, 3729, 3730,
3731, 3732, 3733, 3734, 3735, 3736, 3737, 3738, 3739, 3740, 3741,
3742, 3743, 3744, 3745, 3746, 3747, 3748, 3749, 3750, 3751, 3752,
3753, 3754, 3755, 3756, 3757, 3758, 3759, 3760, 3761, 3762, 3763,
3764, 3765, 3766, 3767, 3768, 3769, 3770, 3771, 3772, 3773, 3774,
3775, 3776, 3777, 3778, 3779, 3780, 3781, 3782, 3783, 3784, 3785,
3786, 3787, 3788, 3789, 3790, 3791, 3792, 3793, 3794, 3795, 3796,
3797, 3798, 3799, 3800, 3801, 3802, 3803, 3804, 3805, 3806, 3807,
3808, 3809, 3810, 3811, 3812, 3813, 3814, 3815, 3816, 3817, 3818,
3819, 3820, 3821, 3822, 3823, 3824, 3825, 3826, 3827, 3828, 3829,
3830, 3831, 3832, 3833, 3834, 3835, 3836, 3837, 3838, 3839, 3840,
3841, 3842, 3843, 3844, 3845, 3846, 3847, 3848, 3849, 3850, 3851,
3852, 3853, 3854, 3855, 3856, 3857, 3858, 3859, 3860, 3861, 3862,
3863, 3864, 3865, 3866, 3867, 3868, 3869, 3870, 3871, 3872, 3873,
3874, 3875, 3876, 3877, 3878, 3879, 3880, 3881, 3882, 3883, 3884,
3885, 3886, 3887, 3888, 3889, 3890, 3891, 3892, 3893, 3894, 3895,
3896, 3897, 3898, 3899, 3900, 3901, 3902, 3903, 3904, 3905, 3906,
3907, 3908, 3909, 3910, 3911, 3912, 3913, 3914, 3915, 3916, 3917,
3918, 3919, 3920, 3921, 3922, 3923, 3924, 3925, 3926, 3927, 3928,
3929, 3930, 3931, 3932, 3933, 3934, 3935, 3936, 3937, 3938, 3939,
3940, 3941, 3942, 3943, 3944, 3945, 3946, 3947, 3948, 3949, 3950,
3951, 3952, 3953, 3954, 3955, 3956, 3957, 3958, 3959, 3960, 3961,
3962, 3963, 3964, 3965, 3966, 3967, 3968, 3969, 3970, 3971, 3972,
3973, 3974, 3975, 3976, 3977, 3978, 3979, 3980, 3981, 3982, 3983,
3984, 3985, 3986, 3987, 3988, 3989, 3990, 3991, 3992, 3993, 3994,
3995, 3996, 3997, 3998, 3999, 4000, 4001, 4002, 4003, 4004, 4005,
4006, 4007, 4008, 4009, 4010, 4011, 4012, 4013, 4014, 4015, 4016,
4017, 4018, 4019, 4020, 4021, 4022, 4023, 4024, 4025, 4026, 4027,
4028, 4029, 4030, 4031, 4032, 4033, 4034, 4035, 4036, 4037, 4038,
4039, 4040, 4041, 4042, 4043, 4044, 4045, 4046, 4047, 4048, 4049,
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4050, 4051, 4052, 4053, 4054, 4055, 4056, 4057, 4058, 4059, 4060,
4061, 4062, 4063, 4064, 4065, 4066, 4067, 4068, 4069, 4070, 4071,
4072, 4073, 4074, 4075, 4076, 4077, 4078, 4079, 4080, 4081, 4082,
4083, 4084, 4085, 4086, 4087, 4088, 4089, 4090, 4091, 4092, 4093,
4094, 4095, 4096, 4097, 4098, 4099, 4100, 4101, 4102, 4103, 4104,
4105, 4106, 4107, 4108, 4109, 4110, 4111, 4112, 4113, 4114, 4115,
4116, 4117, 4118, 4119, 4120, 4121, 4122, 4123, 4124, 4125, 4126,
4127, 4128, 4129, 4130, 4131, 4132, 4133, 4134, 4135, 4136, 4137,
4138, 4139, 4140, 4141, 4142, 4143, 4144, 4145, 4146, 4147, 4148,
4149
Historical–Earliest Commercial Product Seen of a Particular Type
or Made in a Particular Geographic Area 109, 110, 522, 843, 849,
851, 853, 1031, 1032, 1037, 1245, 1253, 1303, 1483, 1761, 1801,
1893, 1899, 2042, 2123, 2195, 2527, 2832, 2977, 3171, 3389, 3720,
3727, 3736, 3747, 3888
Historical–Earliest Document Seen Containing a Particular Word,
Term, or Phrase 4, 21, 32, 47, 48, 60, 79, 80, 96, 103, 117, 125, 126,
133, 140, 142, 147, 153, 173, 192, 207, 214, 219, 223, 226, 233,
240, 243, 248, 251, 252, 281, 282, 283, 290, 301, 316, 336, 343,
345, 363, 393, 420, 438, 440, 449, 451, 466, 474, 486, 490, 504,
505, 514, 527, 540, 550, 574, 598, 609, 620, 642, 647, 656, 660,
662, 665, 674, 686, 706, 708, 712, 714, 756, 775, 776, 798, 808,
838, 839, 841, 862, 867, 889, 891, 893, 895, 910, 912, 945, 947,
954, 966, 971, 981, 997, 1010, 1025, 1053, 1060, 1076, 1079, 1080,
1097, 1111, 1119, 1122, 1126, 1128, 1133, 1156, 1174, 1187, 1193,
1225, 1226, 1227, 1228, 1241, 1258, 1265, 1266, 1283, 1293, 1313,
1318, 1341, 1346, 1367, 1370, 1385, 1404, 1427, 1452, 1461, 1468,
1484, 1501, 1506, 1548, 1549, 1556, 1560, 1562, 1587, 1589, 1666,
1675, 1676, 1681, 1690, 1692, 1697, 1701, 1704, 1705, 1714, 1716,
1721, 1723, 1728, 1729, 1733, 1736, 1737, 1743, 1744, 1746, 1756,
1757, 1758, 1760, 1782, 1785, 1786, 1790, 1792, 1796, 1805, 1816,
1830, 1834, 1836, 1842, 1850, 1852, 1853, 1857, 1870, 1892, 1918,
1920, 1924, 1928, 1932, 1964, 1967, 2005, 2022, 2034, 2035, 2036,
2039, 2040, 2057, 2081, 2101, 2112, 2115, 2134, 2139, 2164, 2174,
2189, 2196, 2221, 2234, 2285, 2307, 2316, 2366, 2389, 2397, 2415,
2432, 2461, 2464, 2469, 2470, 2474, 2475, 2477, 2479, 2488, 2537,
2542, 2552, 2557, 2583, 2597, 2625, 2629, 2631, 2659, 2676, 2680,
2683, 2705, 2708, 2730, 2755, 2774, 2790, 2797, 2812, 2850, 2852,
2868, 2894, 2899, 2906, 2924, 2931, 2932, 2939, 2948, 2949, 3010,
3020, 3033, 3035, 3039, 3057, 3058, 3059, 3066, 3069, 3121, 3127,
3129, 3134, 3135, 3151, 3167, 3191, 3197, 3239, 3244, 3287, 3294,
3295, 3297, 3298, 3300, 3307, 3334, 3336, 3340, 3349, 3351, 3355,
3415, 3419, 3429, 3462, 3478, 3490, 3496, 3501, 3536, 3542, 3546,
3548, 3590, 3608, 3610, 3613, 3670, 3671, 3674, 3711, 3717, 3763,
3786, 3802, 3819, 3825, 3838, 3849, 3871, 3873, 3938, 3940, 3949,
3980, 3981, 3982, 4012, 4042, 4086, 4087, 4088, 4100, 4134, 4136
Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Geographical
Area–a Nation / Country, U.S. State, Canadian Province, or
Continent 57, 60, 110, 113, 158, 176, 244, 267, 404, 414, 436, 483,
503, 522, 693, 704, 843, 861, 967, 979, 1031, 1032, 1037, 1132,
1245, 1253, 1260, 1270, 1463, 1483, 1503, 1676, 1717, 1761, 1782,
1783, 1861, 1872, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1945, 1971, 2083,
2101, 2116, 2123, 2125, 2130, 2152, 2163, 2195, 2252, 2377, 2392,
2432, 2527, 2550, 2585, 2646, 2709, 2711, 2806, 2856, 3023, 3055,
3056, 3156, 3167, 3234, 3334, 3432, 3433, 3478, 3713, 3715, 3727,
3769, 3888, 3913, 4004, 4033, 4087, 4088, 4108

Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject 4, 32,
56, 57, 60, 80, 96, 99, 103, 111, 113, 117, 133, 140, 142, 147, 153,
154, 157, 158, 173, 176, 178, 210, 219, 223, 232, 239, 248, 251,
267, 271, 276, 281, 288, 290, 301, 305, 316, 317, 336, 343, 344,
375, 378, 387, 391, 393, 404, 414, 420, 428, 434, 436, 438, 453,
474, 483, 484, 490, 492, 494, 506, 514, 528, 532, 540, 559, 561,
562, 576, 600, 608, 635, 641, 642, 644, 656, 658, 662, 665, 669,
686, 692, 693, 704, 725, 756, 787, 798, 799, 818, 824, 835, 838,
841, 861, 862, 868, 875, 877, 890, 912, 913, 920, 931, 945, 962,
967, 979, 981, 997, 1069, 1071, 1080, 1086, 1097, 1098, 1104,
1114, 1119, 1128, 1132, 1133, 1134, 1141, 1153, 1168, 1180, 1191,
1193, 1203, 1233, 1253, 1258, 1260, 1270, 1272, 1282, 1291, 1299,
1302, 1303, 1313, 1332, 1341, 1358, 1385, 1396, 1414, 1445, 1463,
1468, 1483, 1484, 1501, 1503, 1508, 1512, 1516, 1549, 1550, 1562,
1582, 1594, 1597, 1658, 1676, 1681, 1684, 1690, 1692, 1697, 1708,
1721, 1729, 1732, 1734, 1741, 1744, 1746, 1751, 1755, 1758, 1780,
1782, 1783, 1789, 1796, 1821, 1842, 1892, 1893, 1918, 1920, 1921,
1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1945, 1955, 1963, 2005,
2022, 2034, 2038, 2065, 2083, 2096, 2101, 2109, 2115, 2125, 2130,
2139, 2149, 2152, 2164, 2169, 2191, 2196, 2204, 2252, 2303, 2304,
2317, 2322, 2355, 2361, 2373, 2377, 2378, 2379, 2392, 2398, 2415,
2420, 2425, 2432, 2444, 2461, 2464, 2468, 2474, 2475, 2477, 2478,
2479, 2489, 2513, 2528, 2531, 2550, 2552, 2560, 2585, 2595, 2600,
2625, 2629, 2631, 2643, 2646, 2659, 2664, 2676, 2680, 2695, 2702,
2705, 2709, 2726, 2731, 2755, 2765, 2774, 2794, 2806, 2812, 2836,
2850, 2856, 2868, 2899, 2925, 2948, 3004, 3023, 3033, 3034, 3042,
3050, 3055, 3056, 3058, 3069, 3070, 3096, 3108, 3121, 3129, 3130,
3134, 3135, 3156, 3167, 3191, 3212, 3218, 3238, 3250, 3269, 3275,
3307, 3334, 3340, 3343, 3349, 3351, 3355, 3358, 3395, 3406, 3415,
3432, 3433, 3434, 3459, 3465, 3471, 3474, 3478, 3480, 3490, 3501,
3546, 3549, 3550, 3551, 3555, 3577, 3598, 3613, 3671, 3674, 3679,
3713, 3715, 3717, 3736, 3747, 3769, 3786, 3806, 3815, 3838, 3853,
3868, 3871, 3873, 3874, 3910, 3913, 3914, 3927, 3938, 3965, 3971,
4028, 4039, 4108, 4141, 4144, 4145
Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject 4, 79,
110, 133, 153, 154, 173, 226, 232, 239, 248, 251, 276, 351, 393,
428, 474, 484, 490, 600, 616, 635, 642, 656, 704, 714, 756, 799,
818, 824, 862, 890, 899, 920, 962, 966, 1080, 1097, 1104, 1119,
1121, 1133, 1193, 1212, 1358, 1414, 1484, 1501, 1542, 1548, 1562,
1658, 1690, 1692, 1708, 1723, 1746, 1751, 1755, 1758, 1782, 1801,
1927, 1928, 1929, 1932, 1955, 2005, 2139, 2317, 2355, 2373, 2377,
2379, 2420, 2444, 2464, 2479, 2489, 2513, 2531, 2545, 2546, 2560,
2629, 2631, 2702, 2705, 2731, 2752, 2758, 2794, 2812, 2836, 2850,
2981, 2986, 3008, 3034, 3050, 3060, 3096, 3108, 3134, 3238, 3244,
3275, 3325, 3340, 3343, 3406, 3474, 3480, 3679, 3717, 3853, 3868,
3874, 3887, 3927, 3971, 3973, 4028, 4086, 4134, 4144
Historical–Earliest Document Seen That Mentions a Particular
Soybean Variety 32, 111, 173, 305, 316, 317, 337, 375, 391, 420,
506, 514, 532, 559, 642, 669, 868, 913, 931, 983, 1114, 1133, 1233,
1341, 1385, 1396, 1508, 1569, 1582, 1594, 1597, 2169, 2477, 2585,
3070, 3550, 3551, 3674, 3815, 3868, 3871, 3873, 4039, 4145
Historically Important Events, Trends, or Publications 743, 849,
936, 1472, 1517, 2811, 3138, 3199, 3284, 3538, 4086
History–Chronology. See Chronology / Timeline
History of medicine. See Medicine–History
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History. See also Historical–Earliest..., Biography, Chronology /
Timeline, and Obituaries 4, 104, 107, 143, 239, 241, 344, 360, 367,
392, 482, 486, 513, 519, 613, 653, 665, 775, 776, 844, 845, 855,
860, 893, 894, 938, 978, 989, 1026, 1028, 1034, 1035, 1058, 1114,
1203, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1238, 1239, 1275, 1387, 1427, 1525, 1539,
1590, 1717, 1746, 1816, 1859, 1939, 1959, 1964, 1981, 1982, 1983,
1986, 2035, 2036, 2037, 2083, 2226, 2303, 2304, 2327, 2374, 2375,
2377, 2378, 2379, 2380, 2381, 2382, 2383, 2425, 2434, 2474, 2475,
2476, 2477, 2478, 2481, 2487, 2488, 2500, 2545, 2546, 2557, 2560,
2631, 2632, 2633, 2634, 2709, 2747, 2797, 2871, 2925, 2947, 3025,
3027, 3035, 3046, 3052, 3054, 3057, 3284, 3401, 3404, 3453, 3456,
3482, 3691, 3774, 3777, 3780, 3803, 3858, 3883, 3908, 3913, 3932,
3981, 3982, 4006, 4008, 4054, 4139
Hogging down soybeans. See Forage from Soybean Plants–
Hogging Down
Holland. See Europe, Western–Netherlands
Home Economics, Bureau of. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home
Economics
Home economics movement. See Domestic Science / Home
Economics Movement in the United States
Homemade ketchup (Western style). See Ketchup (Western
Style, without Soy), Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a
Laboratory Scale, by Hand
Homemade peanut butter. See Peanut Butter, Homemade–How to
Make at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand
Homemade soy sauce (including shoyu). See Soy Sauce (Including
Shoyu), Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory
Scale, by Hand

Horvath, Artemy / Arthemy Alexis (1886-1979) and Horvath
Laboratories. See also Soya Corporation of America and Dr.
Armand Burke 1975, 4126
House Foods America Corporation (Garden Grove, California).
Formerly Hinoichi / Hinode, House Foods & Yamauchi Inc.. 1301
Human Nutrition–Human Trials 46, 155, 245, 272, 756, 869, 891,
892, 893, 894, 895, 966, 1056, 1439, 1719, 1746, 2229, 2487, 2629,
2892, 2948, 3263, 3264, 3265, 3266, 3267, 3470, 3784, 4096
Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality
Worldwide 22, 1135, 2381, 2382
HVP type soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, HVP Type (Non-Fermented or
Semi-Fermented)
Hyacinth Bean. Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet; formerly Dolichos
lablab. Also Called Bonavist Bean, Egyptian Kidney Bean,
Egyptian Lentil. In South and Southeast Asia Called Lablab Bean.
Chinese–Biandou (W.-G. Pien Tou) 223, 241, 483, 1122, 1967,
2560, 3066, 3446, 3981, 4106
Hydraulic presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic
Presses
Hydrogenated Products (Margarine, Shortening, Soy Oil) Industry
and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical
Region 662
Hydrogenation. See Margarine, Margarine, Shortening, Trans Fatty
Acids, Vanaspati, also Margarine and Shortening
Hydrogenation of Soybean Oil, Soy Fatty Acids, or Soy Lecithin
3343, 3562, 3599, 3633, 3677, 3687, 3833, 3885, 3895, 3965, 3969,
4094, 4118
Illinois. See United States–States–Illinois

Homemade tofu. See Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or
on a Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand
Homemade Worcestershire sauce. See Worcestershire Sauce,
Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by
Hand

Illumination or Lighting by Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps
Like Kerosene–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 236,
239, 241, 242, 870, 891, 1024, 1237, 1484, 1509, 1556, 1576, 1746,
1792, 1823, 1855, 1864, 1873, 1957, 1998, 2259, 2358, 2399, 2425,
2488, 2545, 2546, 2616, 2631, 2709, 2999, 3035, 3057, 3198, 3551,
3832, 3840, 4087, 4088

Honeybees. See Bees
Illustrations, Not About Soy, Published before 1924. See also
Photos 169, 598, 673, 3984

Hong Kong. See Asia, East–Hong Kong
Hormones from soybeans. See Sterols or Steroid Hormones
Horse bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)
Horses, Ponies, Mules, Donkeys or Asses Fed Soybeans, Soybean
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 2, 22, 77, 102, 177, 179,
239, 281, 396, 446, 600, 608, 630, 642, 677, 704, 734, 792, 822,
831, 905, 961, 993, 994, 1108, 1125, 1440, 1441, 1451, 1461, 1556,
1857, 1928, 2186, 2231, 2262, 2316, 2412, 2467, 2502, 2723, 2769,
3191, 3347, 3872, 4088

Illustrations (Often Line Drawings) Published before 1924. See also
Photographs 32, 57, 64, 79, 82, 105, 113, 121, 124, 128, 144, 146,
148, 151, 163, 224, 232, 238, 244, 271, 283, 344, 345, 370, 373,
375, 391, 393, 396, 463, 493, 513, 514, 556, 626, 640, 649, 651,
656, 724, 743, 772, 775, 776, 784, 837, 838, 861, 875, 877, 888,
889, 913, 943, 977, 986, 987, 996, 1000, 1008, 1017, 1022, 1051,
1052, 1053, 1058, 1068, 1080, 1116, 1123, 1124, 1128, 1133, 1224,
1225, 1226, 1227, 1275, 1291, 1293, 1317, 1362, 1367, 1372, 1394,
1416, 1474, 1498, 1499, 1511, 1521, 1530, 1649, 1652, 1667, 1789,
1884, 1896, 1937, 1972, 2035, 2036, 2037, 2043, 2096, 2132, 2164,
2213, 2236, 2285, 2318, 2320, 2327, 2373, 2464, 2488, 2492, 2507,
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2539, 2543, 2558, 2560, 2578, 2597, 2654, 2794, 2829, 2861, 2871,
2948, 3028, 3038, 3044, 3050, 3066, 3069, 3095, 3111, 3130, 3169,
3181, 3284, 3296, 3300, 3329, 3398, 3401, 3402, 3414, 3422, 3423,
3429, 3461, 3490, 3565, 3568, 3598, 3613, 3643, 3657, 3737, 3761,
3789, 3808, 3815, 3825, 3837, 3852, 3875, 3877, 3909, 3918, 3947,
3954, 3955, 3956, 3958, 3981, 3982, 4026, 4048, 4109, 4111, 4140

India. See Asia, South–India
Indian Agricultural Research Institute. See Asia, South–India. Work
of the Indian Agricultural Research Institute (IARI, New Delhi)
with Soyabeans in India
Indiana. See United States–States–Indiana

Implements, agricultural. See Machinery (Agricultural),
Implements, Equipment and Mechanization
Important Documents #1–The Very Most Important 4, 17, 24, 25,
32, 34, 42, 46, 56, 57, 60, 79, 99, 110, 111, 113, 117, 133, 142, 147,
153, 154, 158, 173, 176, 178, 210, 226, 232, 239, 248, 251, 267,
271, 276, 281, 290, 301, 305, 316, 317, 336, 337, 351, 375, 378,
391, 402, 404, 414, 420, 428, 436, 446, 453, 474, 483, 484, 490,
492, 494, 503, 506, 511, 514, 528, 532, 541, 559, 561, 562, 600,
616, 619, 635, 642, 644, 656, 658, 662, 669, 686, 692, 693, 704,
712, 714, 725, 756, 775, 776, 798, 799, 818, 824, 835, 838, 841,
861, 862, 868, 872, 875, 890, 899, 912, 913, 920, 931, 936, 945,
962, 966, 967, 979, 980, 981, 983, 997, 1034, 1069, 1071, 1080,
1086, 1097, 1098, 1104, 1114, 1119, 1121, 1132, 1133, 1134, 1141,
1153, 1168, 1180, 1193, 1203, 1206, 1212, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1233,
1253, 1260, 1270, 1282, 1295, 1299, 1313, 1341, 1358, 1385, 1396,
1404, 1414, 1445, 1463, 1468, 1483, 1484, 1501, 1503, 1508, 1512,
1516, 1531, 1550, 1562, 1569, 1571, 1582, 1594, 1597, 1658, 1676,
1684, 1690, 1692, 1697, 1708, 1717, 1719, 1721, 1732, 1734, 1741,
1746, 1751, 1755, 1758, 1780, 1782, 1783, 1789, 1796, 1801, 1842,
1861, 1872, 1893, 1918, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1927,
1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1945, 1955, 1971, 2005, 2037, 2038,
2040, 2065, 2083, 2101, 2115, 2116, 2125, 2130, 2139, 2149, 2152,
2156, 2163, 2169, 2191, 2196, 2252, 2316, 2317, 2335, 2355, 2361,
2373, 2374, 2377, 2379, 2392, 2398, 2415, 2420, 2432, 2444, 2464,
2468, 2474, 2477, 2478, 2479, 2489, 2513, 2531, 2545, 2546, 2550,
2552, 2560, 2585, 2610, 2625, 2629, 2631, 2643, 2646, 2655, 2676,
2702, 2705, 2709, 2711, 2726, 2729, 2731, 2748, 2752, 2755, 2758,
2765, 2774, 2794, 2806, 2811, 2812, 2836, 2850, 2856, 2868, 2899,
2981, 2986, 3003, 3008, 3009, 3020, 3023, 3025, 3032, 3034, 3035,
3050, 3055, 3056, 3058, 3070, 3096, 3104, 3108, 3134, 3156, 3167,
3191, 3212, 3234, 3238, 3250, 3269, 3275, 3284, 3307, 3332, 3334,
3336, 3340, 3343, 3355, 3389, 3395, 3398, 3401, 3406, 3415, 3430,
3432, 3433, 3459, 3471, 3474, 3478, 3480, 3501, 3549, 3550, 3551,
3555, 3598, 3613, 3625, 3666, 3674, 3679, 3713, 3715, 3769, 3806,
3819, 3838, 3842, 3853, 3868, 3871, 3873, 3874, 3887, 3910, 3913,
3914, 3927, 3938, 3971, 3973, 3981, 3982, 4004, 4028, 4033, 4039,
4086, 4087, 4088, 4096, 4108, 4134, 4144, 4145
Important Documents #2–The Next Most Important 54, 80, 96, 103,
140, 157, 182, 192, 219, 393, 424, 451, 527, 540, 576, 578, 660,
665, 706, 724, 856, 891, 1025, 1228, 1241, 1301, 1318, 1461, 1490,
1538, 1542, 1548, 1556, 1681, 1704, 1705, 1729, 1785, 1836, 1870,
1892, 2022, 2035, 2036, 2109, 2133, 2234, 2303, 2304, 2322, 2351,
2397, 2435, 2475, 2476, 2537, 2571, 2578, 2683, 2804, 2841, 2889,
2924, 2948, 3004, 3033, 3060, 3068, 3069, 3121, 3127, 3129, 3151,
3169, 3199, 3297, 3349, 3351, 3358, 3434, 3490, 3509, 3536, 3546,
3554, 3590, 3608, 3612, 3628, 3668, 3711, 3717, 3849, 3954, 3955,
4012, 4042, 4141
Imports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual
Soyfoods Imported

Indiana Soy Pioneers. See Central Soya Co., Fouts Family, Meharry
Indonesia. See Asia, Southeast–Indonesia
Indonesian-style fermented soybean paste. See Tauco–IndonesianStyle Fermented Soybean Paste
Indonesian-style miso, etymology of. See Miso, Indonesian-Style
Indonesian-style soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or
from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap)
Ketchup / Catsup
Industrial uses of soy oil. See Fatty Acids for Non-Drying or Drying
Applications (As in Hot-Melt Glues or the Curing Component of
Epoxy Glues)
Industrial uses of soy oil as a drying oil. See Adhesives, Asphalt
Preservation Agents, Caulking Compounds, Artificial Leather, and
Other Minor or General Uses, Ink for Printing, Paints, Varnishes,
Enamels, Lacquers, and Other Protective / Decorative Coatings,
Rubber Substitutes or Artificial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)
Industrial uses of soy oil as a non-drying oil. See Lubricants,
Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil–Etymology of Related Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 2625
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil (General) 1509, 1792, 1941, 2139, 2160,
2161, 2183, 2290, 2386, 2578, 2793, 2839, 3280, 3293, 3802, 3956,
4087, 4088
Industrial uses of soy proteins. See Fibers (Artificial Wool or
Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including Azlon,
Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk), Paints (Especially Water-Based
Latex Paints), Paper Coatings or Sizings, or Textile Sizing, Plastics
(Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic Film, Disposable Eating
Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to Plates, and Packaging
Materials)
Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 2812
Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins–General and Minor Uses–Galalith,
Sojalith, Celluloid, Cosmetics (Lotions and Soaps), Rubber
Substitutes, Insecticides, etc. See also Culture Media as for
Antibiotics Industry 474, 2464, 2812, 2836, 3096, 3336, 3398,
3593, 3598, 3671, 3831, 3896, 4087, 4088
Industrial uses of soy proteins (including soy flour). See Adhesives
or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, or Building
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Inyu. See Soy Sauce–Taiwanese Black Bean Sauce (Inyu)

Industrial uses of soybeans. See Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic
Movement, and the Farm Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to
1950s) Including, Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–Other, Soy Protein
Isolates, Industrial Uses of, Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber (as from
Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as a Fertilizer or Manure for the Soil

Iodine number. See Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number
Iowa. See United States–States–Iowa
Iron Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybean Foods and
Feeds 607, 626, 1158, 2489, 3319

Industrial Uses of Soybeans (General Non-Food, Non-Feed) 4107
Isolated soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Isolates
Industrial Uses of Soybeans (Non-Food, Non-Feed)–Industry and
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical Region
2317, 3050, 3179, 3328, 3398

Israel. See Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism
Ito San soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San

Industrial uses of soybeans or soy products. See Culture Media /
Medium (for Growing Microorganisms)
Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics–Market Studies 2355,
2360, 2376, 2801, 3324, 3327

Jack Bean. Canavalia ensiformis (L.) D.C. Also Called Sword Bean
(Erroneously; it is Canavalia gladiata) and Horse Bean (Rarely).
Chinese–Daodou (pinyin); formerly Tao-tou (Wade-Giles) 3167,
3612, 3981, 4004

Infant Foods and Infant Feeding, Soy-based. See Also Infant
Formulas, Soy-based 1060, 2229, 2755, 3261, 3763, 3845

Jackson, James Caleb (1811-1881). American Health Reformer and
Vegetarian (New York) 2087

Infant Formula / Formulas, Soy-based, Including Effects on Infant
Health (Alternatives to Milk. Usually Fortified and Regulated.
Since 1963 Usually Made from Soy Protein Isolates) 1719, 1746,
2892, 3470

James J.H. Gregory (Marblehead, Massachusetts) 173, 491, 648,
875, 4047

Infants or Recently-Weaned Children Fed (or Not Fed) Soymilk in
China or Chinese Cultures 2597, 2755, 3096

Jang–Korean-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Includes Denjang,
Doenjang / Toenjang / Doen Jang / Daen Chang (Soybean Miso),
and Kochujang / Koch’ujang / Gochujang / Kochu Jang / Ko Chu
Jang / Kochu Chang (Red-Pepper and Soybean Paste) 147

Information. See Reference Books and Other Reference Resources

Japan. See Asia, East–Japan

Ink for Printing–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 3050,
3212, 3621

Japan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 2425

Inoculum / inocula of nitrogen fixing bacteria for soybeans. See
Nitrogen Fixing Cultures

Japanese and Japanese-Americans in the USA–Directories. See
Directories–Japanese and Japanese-Americans in the USA

Insects–Pest Control. See also: Integrated Pest Management 4, 32,
44, 89, 173, 199, 271, 288, 294, 436, 463, 500, 950, 993, 1062,
1258, 1268, 1407, 1876, 2132, 2643, 2758, 2797, 2872, 2889, 2996,
3020, 3086, 3275, 3284, 3400, 3464, 3572, 3643, 3656, 3657, 3781,
3786, 3828, 3829, 3976, 3981, 3982, 4017, 4036, 4082, 4083, 4147

Japanese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy or Macrobiotics 109,
139, 224, 234, 347, 522, 718, 836, 843, 848, 849, 850, 851, 852,
853, 854, 857, 858, 890, 904, 926, 927, 938, 956, 1026, 1028, 1029,
1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1039, 1040, 1059, 1064, 1072, 1073, 1081,
1199, 1211, 1240, 1242, 1243, 1244, 1247, 1250, 1252, 1253, 1254,
1255, 1266, 1287, 1298, 1302, 1303, 1304, 1305, 1472, 1473, 1474,
1475, 1476, 1478, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1482, 1483, 1504, 1510, 1512,
1520, 1534, 1712, 1877, 1878, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1884, 1886, 1887,
1889, 1890, 1893, 1894, 1895, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901,
1902, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912,
1913, 1914, 1915, 1916, 1917, 1920, 1948, 1950, 1951, 1959, 1962,
1963, 1977, 2290, 2355, 2360, 2376, 2377, 2378, 2383, 2451, 2481,
2504, 2507, 2519, 2520, 2521, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2526, 2527,
2558, 2569, 2801, 2854, 2870, 2957, 2958, 2959, 2960, 2961, 2962,
2963, 2965, 2966, 2967, 2970, 2971, 2972, 2974, 2975, 2976, 2977,
2979, 2980, 2981, 2982, 2983, 2984, 2985, 2987, 2988, 2989, 2990,
2991, 2993, 2994, 3026, 3028, 3040, 3041, 3072, 3073, 3092, 3149,
3157, 3257, 3324, 3327, 3363, 3364, 3365, 3368, 3369, 3370, 3374,
3377, 3378, 3379, 3380, 3381, 3383, 3384, 3385, 3386, 3387, 3388,
3392, 3393, 3394, 3396, 3419, 3420, 3426, 3439, 3440, 3441, 3443,
3455, 3459, 3460, 3461, 3473, 3479, 3600, 3601, 3722, 3723, 3724,

Institutional feeding. See Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or
Catering
Intercropping–use of soybeans in. See Cropping Systems:
Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping
International Institute of Agriculture (IIA) (Rome) 4144
International soybean programs. See International Institute of
Agriculture (IIA) (Rome)
Introduction of foreign plants to the USA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and
Plant Introduction
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3727, 3728, 3730, 3731, 3732, 3735, 3736, 3737, 3739, 3742, 3744,
3745, 3746, 3747, 3748, 3749, 3751, 3754, 3755, 3758, 3770, 3779,
3801, 3822, 3829, 4003, 4008, 4050, 4052, 4053, 4055, 4056, 4058,
4059, 4060, 4061, 4063, 4064, 4065, 4066, 4067, 4068, 4069, 4073,
4074, 4075, 4076, 4078, 4079, 4080, 4086, 4098, 4103, 4105, 4110,
4122, 4124, 4127
Japanese restaurants outside Japan, or Japanese recipes that use
soy ingredients outside Japan. See Asia, East–Japan–Japanese
Restaurants or Grocery Stores Outside Japan
Japanese Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names 173, 219,
244, 281, 305, 317, 704, 1089, 1133, 1293, 1461, 1538, 1556, 1557,
1857, 2316, 2477, 3167, 3429
Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented Soybean Paste / Miso (Soybean
Jiang {doujiang} or Chiang / Tou Chiang [Wade-Giles]). Includes
Tuong from Indochina, Tao-Tjiung and Tao-Tjiong from Indonesia
110, 387, 838, 867, 996, 1203, 1277, 1501, 1973, 2196, 2365, 2631,
2709, 3013, 3061, 3151, 3169, 3284, 3410, 3551, 3774, 4143
J.M. Thorburn & Co. (New York City, New York) 18, 294, 391,
514, 1586, 2316, 2478, 4047
Job’s Tears (Coix lachryma-jobi; formerly Coix lacryma). Called
Hatomugi or Hato Mugi in Japanese, and Adlay in South Asia.
Sometimes mistakenly called “Pearl Barley” (Since it is unrelated
to Barley) 106, 239, 901, 996, 2545, 2546, 2828
Johnson Family of Stryker, Williams County, Ohio. Including (1)
Edward Franklin “E.F. Soybean” Johnson (1889-1961) of Johnson
Seed Farms (Stryker, Ohio), Delphos Grain and Soya Processing
Co. (Ohio), and Ralston Purina Company (Missouri); (2) Elmer
Solomon Johnson (1879-1920); (3) Perhaps E.C. Johnson and Hon.
Solomon Johnson (1850-1918) 3927

Foods Was Acquired by Worthington Foods in 1960 576, 656, 1079,
1282, 1953, 2554, 3467, 3711, 3799, 4090, 4096, 4134
Ketchup and Soy Sauce, relationship. See Soy Sauce and Ketchup:
Key Records Concerning the Relationship between the Two
Ketchup / Catsup / Catchup–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 379, 3066
Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop, Ketchap, Katchup, Kitjap, etc.
Word Mentioned in Document 95, 117, 219, 231, 379, 387, 496,
516, 524, 959, 1099, 1188, 1500, 1936, 2535, 2543, 2680, 2684,
2907, 3007, 3066, 3117, 3151, 3284, 3312, 3527, 3717, 3809, 3819,
3906, 3937, 4091
Ketchup, Mushroom (Mushroom Ketchup, Western-Style), or
Ketchup in which Mushrooms are the Main Ingredient 387, 496,
516, 1099, 2543, 2680, 3007, 3066, 3117
Ketchup, Oyster (Oyster Ketchup, Western-Style), or Ketchup in
which Oysters are the Main Ingredient 496
Ketchup, Tomato (Tomato / Tomata Ketchup, Western-Style), or
Ketchup in which Tomatoes are the Main Ingredient 387, 496, 516,
2543, 3007, 3066, 3312, 3809, 4091
Ketchup, Walnut (Walnut Ketchup, Western-Style), or Ketchup in
which Walnuts are the Main Ingredient 496, 516, 959, 1099, 2535,
2907, 3007, 3527, 3809, 3937
Ketchup (Western Style, without Soy), Homemade–How to Make
at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand. Including Mushroom
Ketchup, Walnut Ketchup, etc.. 3312, 3809, 4091

Johnson & Stokes (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 129, 173, 246, 378,
497, 655, 880, 1057, 1317, 2478, 3435, 3436

Ketchup–Western-Style, Other, Such as Anchovy-, Apple-, Cockle-,
Cockle & Mussel-, Cucumber-, English-, Grape-, Lemon-, Lobster-,
Mussel-, Pontac- or Pontack-, Pudding-, Sea-, Shallot-, Tartarian-,
White-, Windermere-, Wolfram-, etc.. 496

Kaempfer, Engelbert (1651-1716)–German physician and traveler
367, 775, 776, 1058, 2327, 2474, 2475, 2747, 3984

Ketjap manis. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis /
Ketjap Manis

Kanjang / Ganjang–Korean-Style Fermented Soy Sauce. Also
spelled Kan Jang / Gan Jang 147, 194, 1271

Kidney / Renal Function 974, 3057, 3264, 3265

Kecap, Kechap, Ketjap, Ketchup. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style
or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap,
Kétjap)
Kecap manis. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis /
Ketjap Manis
Kefir, soy. See Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefir

Kikkoman Corporation (Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and
Worldwide). Incl. Noda Shoyu Co. and Kikkoman International
Inc., and Kikkoman Shoyu Co.. 128, 498, 706, 708, 890, 1027,
1298, 1504, 1950, 1963, 2374, 2377, 2380, 2381, 2382, 2383, 2683,
2969, 3287, 3324, 3327, 3461, 3774, 3980
Kin, Yamei. See Yamei Kin (1864-1934)
Kinako. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with
Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits

Kellogg, Ella Eaton (1853-1920). Wife of Dr. John Harvey Kellogg.
Battle Creek Sanitarium (Battle Creek, Michigan) 656, 2554, 3711
Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.) (1852-1943), Sanitas Food Co.,
Sanitas Nut Food Co., Battle Creek Sanitarium Health Food Co.,
and Battle Creek Food Co. (Battle Creek, Michigan). Battle Creek

Kinema (Whole Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus subtilis strains
from Eastern Nepal, Darjeeling Hills, Sikkim, and South Bhutan).
Occasionally spelled Kenima. Close relatives are from Northeast
India are: Aakhone, Akhoni, Akhuni (Nagaland), Bekang (Mizoram),
Hawaijar (Manipur), Peruyyan (Arunachal Pradesh), Tungrymbai
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(Meghalaya) 1069, 1272
Kloss, Jethro. See Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and Their
Authors
Koji (Cereal Grains {Especially Rice or Barley} and / or Soybeans
Fermented with a Mold, Especially Aspergillus oryzae) or Koji
Starter. Chinese Qu / Pinyin or Ch’ü / Wade-Giles 21, 64, 117, 128,
219, 224, 231, 382, 406, 412, 498, 692, 713, 727, 820, 838, 894,
895, 1029, 1174, 1249, 1277, 1291, 1293, 1303, 1342, 1416, 1667,
1678, 1689, 1961, 1988, 2076, 2380, 2382, 2488, 2515, 2557, 2558,
2685, 2709, 2749, 2794, 2928, 2932, 2951, 2969, 3028, 3151, 3201,
3283, 3314, 3357, 3360, 3398, 3542, 3543, 3548, 3549, 3568, 3589,
3647, 3655, 3666, 3708, 3737, 3750, 3772, 3803, 3980, 4003, 4008,
4077, 4139

Large-seeded soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–LargeSeeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans
Latin America–Caribbean–Antigua and Barbuda (Including
Redonda) 1463, 1505, 1717, 2551, 3022, 3056, 3433
Latin America–Caribbean–Barbados 453, 1463, 1717, 2443, 3769
Latin America–Caribbean–British Dependent Territories–Anguilla,
Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands, Montserrat, Turks and
Caicos Islands. See also: Bermuda 3433, 3769
Latin America–Caribbean–Cuba 693, 979, 983, 1809
Latin America–Caribbean–Dominica 2550, 3430, 3431

Koji, Red Rice. (Also Called Fermented Red Rice, Ang-Kak /
Angkak, Hongzao or Hong Qu / Hongqu in Chinese / Pinyin, Hung
Ch’ü in Chinese / Wade-Giles, or Beni-Koji in Japanese). Made
with the Mold Monascus purpureus Went, and Used as a Natural
Red Coloring Agent (as with Fermented Tofu) 620, 2412
Koji, Soybean (Soybeans Fermented with a Mold, Especially
Aspergillus oryzae), Such as Miso-dama or Meju 231, 3549, 3568
Korea. See Asia, East–Korea
Korea–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 478, 1149,
2546, 2884, 2891, 3950, 3993, 4034

Latin America–Caribbean–Grenada 4108
Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybeans in a certain Caribbean country
436, 979, 1463, 1717, 2550, 3023, 3234, 3432, 3433, 3769, 4108
Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with
(but not yet in) a certain Caribbean country 453
Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain
Caribbean country 436, 979, 1463, 1717, 2550, 3023, 3234, 3432,
3433, 3769, 4108

Koreans Overseas, Especially Work with Soy 962
Korean-style fermented soy sauce. See Kanjang–Korean-Style
Fermented Soy Sauce
Korean-style fermented soybean paste. See Jang–Korean-Style
Fermented Soybean Paste including Doenjang and Kochujang
Kudzu or Kuzu–Tropical Kudzu or Puero (Pueraria phaseoloides)
(Roxb.) Benth. Formerly Pueraria javanica 484, 3446
Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria montana var. lobata. Formerly Pueraria
lobata, Pueraria thunbergiana, Pachyrhizus thunbergianus,
Dolichos lobatus). For Rhodesian Kudzu Vine see Neonotonia
wightii. See also Tropical Kudzu or Puero (Pueraria phaseoloides)
106, 163, 281, 516, 891, 1089, 1290, 1333, 1355, 1622, 1967, 2552,
3352, 3429, 3794, 3981, 4086
Kuki. See Fermented Black Soybeans from Japan–Kuki
Kuzu. See Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria...)
Lablab purpureus or Lablab bean. See Hyacinth Bean
Lager, Mildred (Los Angeles, California) 99, 4057
Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, and Their Origin with the
Land Grant Act of 1862 (the so-called Morrill Act) 1981, 1982,
2434

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain
Caribbean country 436, 979, 1463, 1717, 3023, 3234, 3430, 3432,
3433, 3769, 4108
Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in a certain Caribbean country 436, 979, 1463, 1717,
3023, 3234, 3430, 3432, 3433, 3769, 4108
Latin America–Caribbean–Jamaica 1088
Latin America–Caribbean–Lesser Antilles–Virgin Islands
(Including British Virgin Islands and Virgin Islands of the United
States–St. Croix, St. John, and St. Thomas), Leeward Islands
(Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda [Including Redonda], Dominica,
Guadeloupe, Montserrat, Saint Kitts [formerly Saint Christopher]
and Nevis), Windward Islands (Barbados, Grenada, Martinique, St.
Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago), and
Netherlands Dependencies (Including Aruba, Curaçao or Curacao,
and Bonaire off Venezuela, and Saba, St. Eustatius, and southern
St. Martin / Maarten in the Lesser Antilles). Note–Guadeloupe and
Martinique and the five dependencies of Guadeloupe, which are
French Overseas Departments in the Lesser Antilles, are also called
the French West Indies, French Antilles, or Antilles françaises 453,
1463, 1505, 1717, 2443, 2550, 2551, 3022, 3023, 3056, 3234, 3430,
3431, 3432, 3433, 3769, 4108
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Latin America–Caribbean–Netherlands Dependencies–Netherlands
Antilles, and Aruba–Curaçao (Curacao), Bonaire, Saba, St.
Eustatius, and St. Maarten (Shared with France as St.-Martin).
Aruba was part of Netherlands Antilles until 1986 3234

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in
a certain South American country 2856, 3056, 3156, 3334, 3336,
3478

Latin America–Caribbean or West Indies (General) 453, 530, 642,
1717, 2030, 2031, 2032, 2033

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to or
Dissemination of Soybeans from. Other or general information and
leads concerning South America 2509

Latin America–Caribbean–Puerto Rico, Commonwealth of (A SelfGoverning Part of the USA; Named Porto Rico until 1932) 436,
437, 693, 1361, 3612
Latin America–Caribbean–Saint Kitts and Nevis, Federation of
3023

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain
South American country 3056, 3478, 3842

Latin America–Caribbean–Saint Lucia 3432

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in a certain South American country 3056, 3478, 3842

Latin America–Caribbean–Trinidad and Tobago 3769

Latin America–South America–Peru 1718

Latin America–Central America–Canal Zone including the Panama
Canal (Opened 1914, Owned and Operated by the USA. Returned
to Panama on 31 Dec. 1999) 2425

Latin America–South America–Suriname (Also Surinam before
1978; Dutch Guiana before 1975) 3334
Lazenby, Elizabeth. See Harvey’s Sauce

Latin America–Central America–Costa Rica 693
Lea & Perrins. See Worcestershire Sauce
Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in
connection with (but not yet in) a certain Central American country
693, 2425
Latin America–Central America–Mexico 344, 642, 1792, 1809,
2234, 2390, 2490, 2627, 2718, 3035, 3440, 3441

Lea & Perrins–Makers of Worcestershire Sauce. Very Early or
Important Documents 686
Leaves of the soybean plant used as food. See Green Vegetable
Soybeans–Leaves of the Soybean Plant Used as Food or Medicine
Lecithin–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 1241, 3566

Latin America–Central America–Panama 2425
Latin America (General) 2931

Lecithin, Non-Soy References, Usually Early or Medical, Often
Concerning Egg Yolk or the Brain 485, 982, 2112, 3547

Latin America–South America–Argentina (Argentine Republic)
1718, 1724, 2021, 2189, 2509, 2806, 2883, 2933, 3156, 3186, 3336,
3358, 3478, 3653, 3753, 3842, 3855, 4087, 4088
Latin America–South America–Brazil, Federative Republic of 7,
225, 392, 1412, 3542

Lecithin, Soy 864, 1051, 1078, 1121, 1126, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1241,
1498, 1699, 1868, 2235, 2307, 2352, 2372, 2454, 2600, 2682, 3238,
3263, 3265, 3319, 3454, 3484, 3566, 3697, 3718, 3720, 3805, 3878,
3960, 3961
Lens culinaris or L. esculenta. See Lentils

Latin America–South America–Chile (Including Easter Island)
1266, 1986, 2191
Latin America–South America–French Guiana (A French Overseas
Department, Guyane or Guyane française, formerly occasionally
called Cayenne) 483, 2871
Latin America–South America (General) 2931
Latin America–South America–Guyana (British Guiana before
1966) 642, 2764, 2856, 3056
Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans in a certain South
American country 2806, 2856, 3056, 3334

Lentils. Lens culinaris. Formerly: Lens esculenta and Ervum lens
47, 48, 126, 387, 538, 546, 642, 656, 825, 908, 1061, 1295, 1385,
1638, 1961, 1964, 2191, 2202, 2327, 3351, 3404, 3711, 4116
Lever Brothers Co. See Unilever Corp.
Li Yü-ying (Li Yu-ying; Courtesy Name: Li Shizeng (pinyin), Li
Shih-tseng (W.-G.); Chinese Soyfoods Pioneer in France; born
1881 in Peking, died 1973 in Taipei, Taiwan) and Usine de la
Caséo-Sojaïne (Les Vallées, Colombes (near Asnières), a few miles
northwest of Paris, and China) 119, 818, 1156, 1262, 1501, 2002,
2011, 2034, 2035, 2036, 2037, 2042, 2043, 2096, 2112, 2145, 2196,
2266, 2347, 2397, 2411, 2412, 2460, 2461, 2464, 2465, 2468, 2469,
2470, 2512, 2530, 2560, 2592, 2593, 2598, 2600, 2601, 2604, 2609,
2611, 2612, 2616, 2619, 2636, 2660, 2664, 2677, 2705, 2706, 2709,
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2727, 2733, 2754, 2755, 2777, 2778, 2779, 2780, 2783, 2794, 2812,
2830, 2831, 2832, 2836, 2838, 2871, 2889, 2903, 2922, 2924, 2948,
2949, 2955, 3096, 3099, 3127, 3132, 3139, 3151, 3169, 3170, 3171,
3172, 3183, 3213, 3284, 3320, 3398, 3454, 3489, 3589, 3590, 3598,
3671, 3819, 3834, 3930

Lists and Descriptions (Official and / or Extensive) of Early U.S.
Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers and Synonyms 1133,
1789, 2474

Libraries. See National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville,
Maryland)

Los Angeles–City and County–Work with Soyfoods, Natural /
Health Foods, and / or Vegetarianism 61, 853, 856, 1301, 1304,
1541, 2377, 2787

Lighting by burning soy oil. See Illumination or Lighting by
Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps Like Kerosene
Lima Bean or Limas. Phaseolus limensis. Formerly: Phaseolus
lunatus. Also called Butter Bean 47, 85, 207, 387, 483, 933, 1122,
1202, 2551, 2561, 3002, 3066, 3249, 3404, 3711, 3875, 4086, 4092

Lock-soy. See Rice Vermicelli

Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 1414, 1676, 1746,
1747, 1790, 1822, 1823, 1928, 2631, 2931, 3162, 3551, 3763, 3840,
4087, 4088, 4143
Lucerne / lucern. See Alfalfa or Lucerne

Linolenic Acid and Linolenate Content of Soybeans and Soybean
Products. See also Omega-3 Fatty Acids 2999, 3034
Linoleum, Floor Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 1758, 2115, 2415, 2618,
2673, 2695, 2709, 2839, 2905, 3212, 3390, 3495, 3541, 3551, 3621,
3840, 4087, 4088, 4143
Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, Lintseed, or the Flax / Flaxseed
Plant (Linum usitatissimum L.) 32, 42, 54, 106, 125, 146, 195, 218,
221, 241, 248, 253, 283, 316, 420, 485, 487, 563, 578, 580, 662,
874, 885, 912, 1011, 1014, 1053, 1080, 1165, 1195, 1322, 1387,
1391, 1414, 1446, 1563, 1566, 1583, 1662, 1697, 1706, 1707, 1716,
1718, 1724, 1732, 1736, 1758, 1830, 1836, 1843, 1850, 1858, 1868,
1933, 1955, 1956, 1980, 1983, 2021, 2050, 2054, 2057, 2078, 2086,
2093, 2098, 2112, 2115, 2116, 2129, 2134, 2158, 2167, 2189, 2196,
2214, 2215, 2218, 2260, 2279, 2292, 2305, 2341, 2345, 2366, 2384,
2385, 2386, 2390, 2391, 2403, 2408, 2413, 2425, 2430, 2450, 2506,
2528, 2529, 2531, 2537, 2538, 2541, 2553, 2555, 2566, 2570, 2571,
2583, 2589, 2596, 2599, 2623, 2625, 2633, 2640, 2648, 2659, 2662,
2673, 2678, 2689, 2690, 2693, 2695, 2730, 2741, 2747, 2753, 2756,
2764, 2796, 2838, 2864, 2883, 2895, 2898, 2905, 2925, 2926, 2931,
2940, 2952, 2954, 3000, 3006, 3010, 3011, 3012, 3015, 3050, 3065,
3097, 3108, 3141, 3150, 3156, 3180, 3186, 3194, 3206, 3209, 3212,
3215, 3222, 3236, 3250, 3278, 3292, 3328, 3335, 3337, 3349, 3410,
3448, 3449, 3471, 3478, 3491, 3495, 3503, 3515, 3530, 3580, 3588,
3621, 3638, 3640, 3642, 3645, 3653, 3662, 3674, 3690, 3694, 3699,
3716, 3792, 3827, 3830, 3840, 3842, 3844, 3863, 3895, 3908, 3921,
3947, 3964, 3965, 3997, 4001, 4007, 4028, 4037, 4085, 4087, 4088,
4140

Lupins or Lupin (Also spelled Lupine, Lupines, Lupinseed; Lupinus
albus, L. angustifolius, L. luteus, L. mutabilis) 24, 25, 131, 143,
144, 207, 482, 486, 487, 494, 642, 874, 888, 979, 1080, 1261, 1289,
1385, 1468, 1531, 1964, 2022, 2327, 2475, 2534, 2553, 3002, 3050,
3351, 3530, 3794, 3981, 4112, 4132
Lust, Benedict (1872-1945), Louise Stroebel Lust (1868-1925;
his wife) and Louis Lust. Pioneers in Naturopathy in the United
States (New York City; “Yungborn,” Butler, New Jersey; Tangerine,
Florida) 725, 1282, 3659
Macao / Macau. See Asia, East–Macao / Macau (Portuguese
Colony)
Machinery (Agricultural), Implements, Equipment, and
Mechanization (Binders, Cultivators, Cutters, Harvesters, Mowers,
Pickers, Planters, Reapers, Separators, Thrashers, or Threshers). See
also: Combines and Tractors 4, 26, 32, 55, 66, 69, 77, 81, 89, 112,
115, 131, 140, 148, 166, 173, 177, 179, 180, 196, 283, 288, 290,
316, 319, 407, 408, 419, 420, 445, 446, 476, 490, 505, 513, 540,
552, 559, 642, 645, 665, 678, 734, 764, 769, 861, 967, 969, 971,
1114, 1116, 1128, 1171, 1186, 1187, 1208, 1209, 1231, 1299, 1321,
1334, 1341, 1349, 1371, 1373, 1390, 1397, 1419, 1456, 1467, 1582,
1757, 1789, 2031, 2091, 2164, 2186, 2194, 2199, 2228, 2239, 2326,
2340, 2367, 2474, 2585, 2769, 2825, 2835, 2841, 2868, 3018, 3129,
3130, 3134, 3162, 3175, 3199, 3228, 3284, 3296, 3331, 3347, 3417,
3469, 3521, 3550, 3554, 3607, 3791, 3807, 3824, 3870, 3871, 3873,
3883, 3887, 3909, 3978
Machinery, farm. See Combines

Lipid and Fatty Acid Composition of Soybeans (Seeds or Plant),
or Soybean Products (Including Soy Oil), and Lipids in the Human
Diet 2, 25, 72, 117, 136, 155, 250, 659, 756, 787, 801, 865, 1496,
1497, 1741, 1747, 1780, 1814, 1834, 1935, 2002, 2010, 2112, 2125,
2152, 2169, 2344, 2409, 2487, 2560, 2709, 2716, 2794, 2804, 2868,
2916, 2924, 3020, 3086, 3096, 3156, 3241, 3256, 3409, 3542, 3850,
3858

Maggi (Kempthal / Kemptal, Switzerland) 659, 1245, 1293, 2747,
2820, 3719
Maize. See Corn / Maize
Malnutrition, hunger, famine, and food shortages. See Hunger,
Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality

Lipids. See Linolenic Acid and Linolenate
Mame-maki. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)
Lipids–Effects of Dietary Lipids (Especially Soy Oil and Lecithin)
on Blood Lipids (Especially Cholesterol) 756

Mammoth Yellow soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow
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and Other Pork-related Products. See also Meatless Sausages 2705,
2949, 3711

Manchuria. See Asia, East–Manchuria
Manchuria–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and
/ or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 243,
1509, 1754, 1816, 1860, 1873, 2129, 2215, 2217, 2259, 2303, 2304,
2337, 2358, 2425, 2631, 2641, 2694, 3947, 3953

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties. See Also Meat
Extenders 656, 3711
Meat Alternatives–Meatless Chicken, Goose, Duck, and Related
Poultry Products. See also Meatless Turkey 247

Map / Maps 113, 173, 845, 1058, 1386, 1413, 1444, 1449, 1457,
1509, 1518, 1589, 1648, 1784, 1804, 2134, 2259, 2321, 2631, 3046,
3129, 3284, 4012, 4034

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Cutlets 656

Margarine 3325, 4025, 4027, 4029

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages (Including Frankfurters, Hot
Dogs, Wieners, Salami, Pepperoni, Breakfast Pork Sausage, etc.).
See Also Meat Extenders 2705, 3096, 3284, 3711, 4090

Margarine–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 662, 1853, 1860, 3035, 3590, 3677, 3965
Margarine Made with Soy 1755, 1792, 1817, 1853, 1855, 1860,
1864, 2040, 2306, 2578, 2631, 2642, 2709, 2864, 3035, 3342, 3590,
3621, 3677, 3840, 3942, 3965, 3989, 4087, 4088, 4143
Margarine Made without Soy Oil 125, 386, 390, 486, 662, 885, 908,
982, 1955, 1995, 2074, 3053, 3223, 3669, 4131

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Turkey 3711
Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian)–Ganmodoki/Gammodoki and
Hiryozu (Deep-Fried Tofu Burgers and Treasure Balls) 661
Meat Products Extended with Soy Protein, or Meat Extenders
(Marketed as Such) 390, 2705
Meatless burgers. See Vegetarian / Meatless Burgers

Market statistics. See the specific product concerned, e.g. Tofu
Industry and Market Statistics

Media–Earliest Articles on Soy in Major Magazines and
Newspapers 2925

Market studies. See Industry and Market Analyses
Marketing Soybeans, Market Development, and Economics
(Including Futures Markets, Hedging, and Mathematical Models)
1947, 2057, 2105, 2118, 2342, 2621, 2738, 2798, 2938, 3290, 3299,
3524, 3683, 3994, 4028
Markets and Crop Estimates, Bureau of. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural
Economics
Massachusetts. See United States–States–Massachusetts
Mauritius. See Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice)

Media, Popular Articles on Soyfoods in Europe, or Related to
Europeans in Asia 706, 2427, 2694, 2699, 3869, 3942
Medical aspects of soybeans. See Diabetes and Diabetic Diets,
Kidney / Renal Function
Medical aspects of vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian Diets–Medical
Aspects
Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Effects / Aspects (General)
361, 1182, 1203, 1490
Medicine–Alternative–Incl. Acupuncture, Chiropractic, Drugless
Doctors, Herbal Therapy, Holistic / Wholistic Medicine,
Homeopathy, Natural Hygiene, Natural Medicine, Naturopathy,
Preventive / Preventative Medicine, 300, 725, 1058, 1275, 1282

Meal or cake, soybean. See Soybean Meal
Meals for Millions Foundation (Los Angeles, California), MultiPurpose Food (MPF), and Freedom from Hunger 107
Meat Alternatives–Beef Alternatives, Including Meatless Beef
Jerky, Chili Con Carne, Goulash, Lasagna, Meat Balls, Mince,
Mincemeat, Sloppy Joes, Spaghetti Sauce, Steak, Veal, etc. See also
Meatless Burgers 656, 3711
Meat Alternatives–Documents About (Meatlike Meatless Meat,
Poultry, or Fish / Seafood Analogs. See Also Meat Extenders) 2680

Medicine, Chinese Traditional. See Chinese Medicine
Medicine–History 1275
Meharry, Charles Leo (1885-1937), the A.P. Meharry Farms (One
Near Tolono, Champaign County, Illinois, and Three in Indiana),
and William E. Riegel, Meharry Farm Manager and Independent
Soybean Grower in Tolono, Illinois 3773
Mesoamerica. See Latin America–Central America

Meat Alternatives–General and Other Meatless Meatlike Products.
See Also Meat Extenders 48, 1276, 1439, 2949, 3029, 3066, 3509,
3587, 3860, 4131
Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Bacon Bits, Ham, Chorizo,

Mexico. See Latin America, Central America–Mexico
Meyer, Frank N. (1875-1918). USDA Plant Explorer in Asia 344,
824, 845, 946, 1087, 1133, 1135, 1148, 1228, 1238, 1239, 1309,
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1328, 1448, 1461, 1538, 1556, 1746, 1809, 1967, 2101, 2123, 2610,
2729, 2790, 3269, 3907, 3929

Relatives in Various Languages 117
Miso Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 1484, 2321, 3549

Michigan. See United States–States–Michigan
Microbiology and Bacteriology–History of Early Discoveries 233,
1427, 2557, 4008
Microbiology and fermentation. See Fermented Soyfoods and Their
Fermentation
Microscopic analysis and microscopy. See Soybean–Morphology,
Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its Seeds as Determined by
Microscopy or Microscopic Examination
Middle America. See Latin America, Central America, and Latin
America, Caribbean or West Indies
Milk, almond. See Almond Milk and Cream. Also–Almonds Used
to Flavor Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc.
Milk, coconut / cocoanut. See Coconut Milk and Cream
Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and Creams Made from Nuts,
Grains, Seeds, or Legumes, Such as Brazil Nuts, Cashews,
Coconuts, Filberts, Hazelnuts, Hemp Seeds, Pecans, Pine Nuts,
Pumpkin Seeds, Sunflower Seeds, Walnuts, etc. See also: Almond
Milk, Amazake / Rice Milk, Peanut / Groundnut Milk, Sesame Milk
48, 387, 656, 867, 1276, 1439, 1638, 2109, 2584, 3066, 3340, 4096,
4134
Milk, peanut. See Peanut Milk

Miso (Japanese-style Soybean Paste). See also: Jiang–for Chinesestyle Miso. Jang–for Korean-style Miso. And Taucho, Tauceo, Tau
Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho, or Taoetjo for Indonesianstyle Miso (Soybean Chiang, or Jiang [pinyin]) 7, 21, 22, 24, 25,
60, 79, 126, 154, 224, 266, 301, 382, 400, 406, 498, 501, 557, 566,
607, 626, 699, 706, 708, 709, 721, 741, 755, 778, 792, 810, 820,
825, 839, 857, 890, 891, 893, 894, 904, 907, 909, 927, 928, 943,
1029, 1059, 1064, 1068, 1072, 1073, 1081, 1179, 1184, 1196, 1197,
1211, 1218, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1245, 1255, 1257, 1287, 1289, 1293,
1296, 1303, 1330, 1386, 1472, 1482, 1484, 1490, 1510, 1520, 1522,
1525, 1534, 1538, 1548, 1689, 1702, 1746, 1804, 1885, 1920, 1928,
1938, 1946, 1948, 1951, 1956, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1984, 1988, 2018,
2035, 2081, 2134, 2180, 2234, 2256, 2317, 2388, 2395, 2401, 2427,
2456, 2461, 2474, 2487, 2488, 2489, 2552, 2557, 2558, 2560, 2577,
2578, 2598, 2725, 2747, 2850, 2861, 2894, 2922, 3021, 3024, 3025,
3026, 3028, 3040, 3041, 3043, 3050, 3062, 3066, 3073, 3137, 3151,
3197, 3220, 3266, 3305, 3319, 3382, 3396, 3411, 3426, 3443, 3455,
3457, 3458, 3461, 3472, 3477, 3483, 3501, 3542, 3547, 3549, 3551,
3577, 3661, 3736, 3737, 3747, 3758, 3763, 3768, 3770, 3772, 3774,
3779, 3800, 3801, 3819, 3843, 3845, 3868, 3980, 4013, 4072, 4086,
4092, 4105, 4122, 4135, 4136, 4143
Miso Soup–Mainly Japanese 8, 501, 516, 574, 606, 661, 706, 708,
718, 721, 723, 893, 894, 900, 1179, 1702, 1988, 2180, 2731, 2932,
3092, 3305, 3513, 4136
Miso, soybean–Chinese-Style. See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste

Milk–Problems with Cow’s Milk as a Food, Incl. Use of Bovine
Growth Hormone, Price Regulation, etc. (See also: Soymilk) 1953

Miso, soybean–Korean-style. See Jang–Korean-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste including Doenjang and Kochujang

Milk, rice. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)
Missouri. See United States–States–Missouri
Milk, sesame. See Sesame Milk
Mitsui & Co., Ltd. (Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, Japanese Trading Co.,
founded 1876) 478, 1755, 1828, 1871, 1872, 1920, 1929, 1957,
2139, 2196, 2290, 2303, 2304, 2342, 2374, 2375, 3118, 3953

Milk, soy. See Soymilk
Minerals. See Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soy

Mochi. See Rice-Based Foods–Mochi
Minerals (General) 46, 1495, 2432, 2595, 2903, 2924, 3057, 3284,
3878, 3946
Minnesota. See United States–States–Minnesota

Moldavia. See Europe, Eastern–Moldova
Morphology, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure,
Anatomy, Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy

Miso–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 1225, 1226, 1227, 2234, 3549
Miso–Imports, Exports, International Trade 904, 909, 1059, 1073,
1386, 1484, 1534, 1804, 1948, 1951, 1962, 2180, 2850, 3026, 3040,
3041, 3426, 3461, 3758, 3770, 3801, 3980, 4105
Miso–Indonesian-style. See Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste
Miso, Indonesian-Style–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /

Morrill Act. See Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, and Their
Origin with the Land
Morse, William Joseph (1884-1959, USDA Soybean Expert) 394,
395, 426, 618, 844, 1077, 1097, 1098, 1160, 1161, 1162, 1164,
1178, 1180, 1183, 1339, 1370, 1392, 1395, 1398, 1406, 1418, 1461,
1528, 1529, 1539, 1597, 1629, 1683, 1739, 1750, 1766, 1767, 1800,
2143, 2241, 2335, 2339, 2357, 2457, 2466, 2474, 2475, 2476, 2477,
2478, 2479, 2603, 2606, 2607, 2644, 2671, 2704, 2710, 2740, 2766,
2790, 2805, 2814, 2851, 2936, 2947, 3087, 3091, 3107, 3109, 3112,
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3145, 3161, 3163, 3184, 3199, 3234, 3395, 3407, 3518, 3519, 3521,
3522, 3539, 3556, 3559, 3563, 3567, 3591, 3597, 3639, 3641, 3672,
3685, 3701, 3704, 3756, 3828, 3829, 3846, 3889, 3890, 3913, 3926,
3968, 3973, 3975, 3984, 3986, 3988, 3995, 4022, 4023, 4024

2950, 3113, 3981, 3982, 4026
Neonotonia wightii (Also called Rhodesian Kudzu Vine, Perennial
Soybean, or Soja perene / Soya Perenne; Formerly Glycine javanica
or Glycine wightii) 277, 2995, 3446

Mottled, speckled, or spotted soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–
Mottled

Nestlé (Nestle–The World’s Biggest Food Group) 3336

Mucuna pruriens. See Velvet Bean

Netherlands. See Europe, Western–Netherlands

Mung Bean / Mungbean and Mung Bean Sprouts. Vigna radiata
L. Formerly Phaseolus aureus. Also called Green Gram. Chinese
(Mandarin)–Lüdou. Chinese (Cantonese)–Dau Ngah / Dow Ngaah.
Japanese–Moyashi. Indonesian: Kacang / katjang + hijau / ijo /
hidjau. German–Buschbohne. French–Haricot Mungo 200, 207,
231, 236, 239, 241, 483, 620, 901, 996, 1034, 1087, 1269, 1346,
1410, 1415, 1525, 1547, 1589, 1676, 1920, 2043, 2196, 2545, 2546,
2716, 2805, 2882, 3002, 3453, 3811, 3851, 3852, 3913, 3967, 3981,
3984, 4004, 4086

New Caledonia (French Territory of). See Oceania–Pacific Ocean
Islands that are Part of France–Territory of New Caledonia and
Dependencies

Mushroom ketchup. See Ketchup, Mushroom (Mushroom Ketchup,
Western-Style)

Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan) 1388, 1512, 1932, 2631,
2634

Naphtha solvents for extraction. See Solvents

Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company 233, 494, 504, 505,
619, 693, 989, 1259, 1427, 2022, 2032, 2033, 2954, 3111, 3456,
3780

National Agricultural Library (USDA, Beltsville, Maryland) 23,
123, 124, 528, 556, 642, 651, 1052, 1053, 1238, 1239, 1317, 1499,
3095, 3422, 3423, 3435, 3436, 3837
National Agricultural Library (USDA, NAL, Beltsville, Maryland)
1238, 1239
Natto–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 117, 301, 1069, 1203, 1427, 2234, 2369, 3127
Natto from Nepal. See Kinema
Natto, Hamana. See Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from
Japan
Natto–Soybean Dawadawa (From West Africa). Also called Dawadawa, Dadawa, Daddawa, Iru, Local Maggi, Ogiri, Soumbala /
Soumbara / Sumbala, or Tonou 4111
Natto (Whole Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus natto) 24, 25, 79,
117, 154, 301, 315, 498, 626, 706, 708, 718, 721, 723, 726, 731,
797, 891, 896, 943, 997, 1068, 1069, 1179, 1182, 1203, 1272, 1290,
1292, 1293, 1427, 1525, 1548, 1746, 1920, 1928, 1954, 1958, 2196,
2234, 2369, 2389, 2487, 2557, 2577, 2578, 2709, 2787, 2861, 2894,
2922, 3025, 3050, 3066, 3127, 3247, 3266, 3274, 3284, 3285, 3286,
3307, 3313, 3477, 3546, 3763, 3772, 3783, 3819, 3843, 4013, 4043,
4111

New York. See United States–States–New York
New Zealand. See Oceania–New Zealand
Nigeria. See Africa–Nigeria

Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and Nodulation by
Rhizobium Bacteria 14, 42, 51, 55, 57, 58, 59, 61, 63, 89, 105, 129,
131, 148, 161, 173, 183, 227, 233, 237, 264, 274, 294, 295, 316,
319, 337, 360, 370, 375, 378, 384, 407, 411, 425, 447, 449, 452,
455, 466, 470, 490, 494, 504, 505, 506, 523, 525, 529, 533, 539,
556, 561, 569, 571, 572, 587, 599, 619, 638, 642, 665, 684, 690,
691, 693, 694, 704, 720, 740, 742, 757, 761, 765, 779, 794, 798,
808, 823, 824, 829, 840, 861, 875, 889, 929, 948, 949, 954, 957,
971, 972, 978, 979, 980, 989, 1010, 1046, 1053, 1088, 1103, 1107,
1116, 1125, 1165, 1166, 1167, 1187, 1232, 1233, 1246, 1258, 1259,
1268, 1294, 1299, 1300, 1310, 1320, 1325, 1360, 1367, 1370, 1427,
1484, 1501, 1523, 1530, 1538, 1567, 1577, 1675, 1710, 1715, 1717,
1789, 1792, 1859, 1943, 1986, 2015, 2022, 2023, 2030, 2031, 2032,
2033, 2064, 2083, 2124, 2132, 2159, 2164, 2173, 2181, 2194, 2239,
2243, 2263, 2316, 2320, 2322, 2373, 2440, 2462, 2492, 2539, 2544,
2548, 2551, 2557, 2578, 2631, 2654, 2708, 2730, 2789, 2797, 2805,
2814, 2829, 2868, 2889, 2914, 2936, 2946, 2954, 2996, 3010, 3018,
3022, 3027, 3035, 3050, 3068, 3069, 3070, 3095, 3098, 3111, 3129,
3130, 3134, 3140, 3160, 3167, 3168, 3175, 3187, 3193, 3199, 3226,
3234, 3241, 3284, 3289, 3291, 3304, 3331, 3334, 3347, 3348, 3350,
3408, 3417, 3418, 3422, 3430, 3433, 3434, 3436, 3456, 3464, 3480,
3482, 3502, 3534, 3550, 3555, 3565, 3569, 3619, 3625, 3641, 3674,
3678, 3769, 3780, 3792, 3793, 3798, 3807, 3815, 3836, 3838, 3842,
3848, 3853, 3858, 3868, 3871, 3873, 3883, 3909, 3910, 3941, 3978,
3979, 3981, 3982, 4041, 4085, 4108, 4114, 4115, 4132, 4133, 4140,
4141, 4142

Naturopathy pioneers. See Lust, Benedict (1872-1947)
Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and Nodulation–
Etymology of Related Terms and Their Cognates 61, 233, 449, 466,
504, 808, 1010, 1367, 2557, 3910

Near East. See Asia, Middle East
Nematodes–Disease Control (Nematodes). Early Called Eelworms
/ Eel-Worms or Gallworms / Gall-Worms that Caused Root-Knot
or Root-Gall 305, 317, 530, 1258, 1310, 2302, 2474, 2805, 2946,

Nitrogen Fixing Cultures / Inoculants (Commercial and
Noncommercial from government), of Rhizobium Bacteria for
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Soybeans (Culture / Inoculant / Inoculum / Inocula) 233, 294, 494,
504, 505, 561, 571, 619, 693, 694, 720, 808, 840, 861, 875, 889,
949, 972, 989, 1259, 1367, 1427, 1943, 2022, 2032, 2033, 2954,
3111, 3348, 3456, 3480, 3780, 3910
Noblee & Thoerl GmbH (Hamburg, Germany) 2444, 2500, 3664,
3697, 3719, 3720, 4070
Nodulation. See Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and
Nodulation by Rhizobium Bacteria
Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and
Confusion Concerning Names 1133, 1358, 1360, 1789, 2156, 2175,
2474
Non-dairy, non-soy milk. See Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and
Creams Made from Nuts, Grains, Seeds, or Legumes
North America. See United States of America, and Canada. For
Mexico, see Latin America, Central America

Nutrition Education (Or Lack Thereof in Medical Schools), Food
Groups, and Food Pyramids 79
Nutrition (General) 482, 672, 937, 1056, 1068, 1121, 1293, 1486,
1868, 1939, 2362, 2364, 2584, 2827, 2956, 3007, 3021, 3024, 3261,
3502, 3697, 3912, 4131
Nutrition, human, USDA bureau of. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home
Economics
Nutrition–Lipids. See Linolenic Acid and Linolenate, Sterols or
Steroid Hormones
Nutrition–Medical Aspects. See Diabetes and Diabetic Diets,
Kidney / Renal Function, Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses /
Aspects (General)
Nutrition–Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Aspects. See Chinese
Medicine, Traditional

North Carolina. See United States–States–North Carolina
Northeast India. See Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The
Contiguous Seven Sister States and Sikkim
Noted personalities–vegetarians. See Vegetarian Celebrities–Noted
Personalities and Famous People
Nut Butters, Non-Soy. Including Butter Made from Nuts or Seeds,
Such as Brazil Nuts, Cashews, Coconuts, Filberts, Hazelnuts,
Hickory Nuts, Hemp Seeds, Macadamia Nuts, Pecans, Pignolias,
Pine Nuts, Pistachios, Pumpkin Seeds, Sunflower Seeds, Walnuts,
etc. See also: Almond Butter (from 1373), Peanut Butter (from
1896), Sesame Butter, Soynut Butter 48, 387, 1079, 1080, 1276,
1282, 1439, 2584, 4131, 4134
Nut milk or cream. See Milk–Non-Dairy Milks and Creams Made
from Nuts
Nutrition. See Carbohydrates (General). See also Starch, Dietary
Fiber, and Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars), Carbohydrates–
Dietary Fiber, Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis,
Flatulence or Intestinal Gas, Human Nutrition–Human Trials,
Lipid and Fatty Acid Composition of Soy, Lipids–Effects on
Blood Lipids, Minerals (General), Protein Quality, Protein Quality,
and Supplementation, Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–
Bongkrek Poisoning, Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–
General, Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Trichloroethylene
Solvent and the Duren / Dueren Disease or Poisoning of Cattle /
Ruminants, Vitamins (General)
Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance in Diet and Health, or Individual
Foods, or Acid-Alkaline Ash in Diet, or Acid-Forming and BaseForming Elements in Foods 4131
Nutrition–Biologically active phytochemicals. See Phytic Acid,
Phytates, and Phytin
Nutrition–Carbohydrates. See Oligosaccharides, Starch

Nutrition–Minerals. See Calcium Availability, Absorption, and
Content of Soy
Nutrition–Protein. See Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition
and Content
Nutrition–Protein–Early and basic research. See Protein–Early and
Basic Research
Nutritional aspects of vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian and Vegan
Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects
Nuts made from roasted soybeans. See Soynuts
Oceania–Australia, Commonwealth of (Including Tasmania, Cocos
(Keeling) Islands, Christmas Island, Coral Sea Islands Territory,
Norfolk Island, Territory of Ashmore and Cartier Islands, and
Australian Antarctic Territory) 36, 84, 85, 92, 105, 113, 207, 209,
215, 346, 358, 359, 462, 463, 468, 469, 512, 524, 628, 652, 693,
821, 830, 865, 984, 1010, 1132, 1175, 1200, 1379, 1431, 1450,
1723, 1747, 1855, 1864, 2006, 2027, 2110, 2174, 2187, 2191, 2245,
2288, 2313, 2378, 2383, 2393, 2406, 2430, 2448, 2492, 2596, 2628,
2638, 2663, 2680, 2703, 2708, 2709, 2713, 2776, 2782, 2797, 2809,
2841, 2872, 2891, 2902, 2904, 2936, 2937, 3002, 3020, 3086, 3100,
3101, 3123, 3154, 3182, 3198, 3226, 3241, 3243, 3306, 3334, 3477,
3531, 3555, 3565, 3573, 3840, 3903, 3942, 3964
Oceania–Fiji 176
Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans (but only wild perennial relatives of soybeans)
in a certain country in Oceania; cultivated soybeans have not yet
been reported 113, 176
Oceania–New Zealand–Including Stewart Island, Chatham Islands,
Snares Islands, Bounty Islands, and Tokelau (formerly Union
Islands) 68, 83, 90, 209, 340, 458, 464, 608, 711, 723, 928, 952,
959, 962, 999, 1023, 1099, 1109, 1314, 1325, 1417, 1535, 1564,
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1730, 1788, 1813, 1815, 1823, 1839, 1997, 1998, 2052, 2063, 2069,
2269, 2325, 2403, 2406, 2638, 2665, 2692, 2693, 2708, 2721, 2722,
2759, 2765, 2816, 2842, 2896, 2915, 2931, 3085, 3100, 3182, 3205,
3208, 3209, 3249, 3250, 3277, 3341, 3342, 3344, 3520, 3555, 3703,
3827, 3941
Oceania–Pacific Ocean Islands that are Part of France–Territory
of New Caledonia (Nouvelle Calédonie) and Dependencies.
Dependencies are the Loyalty Islands (Iles Loyauté), Isle of Pines
(Ile des Pins–Kunié), Belep Archipelago (Iles Bélep), and Huon
Islands (Ile Huon) 176, 483

Oligosaccharides (The Complex Sugars Raffinose, Stachyose, and
Verbascose) 2683, 3351, 3484, 3523, 3636, 3637, 3782
Olive Oil 125, 221, 386, 390, 486, 666, 908, 982, 1061, 1748, 1749,
1785, 1830, 1955, 2038, 2115, 2116, 2191, 2235, 2861, 3212, 3223,
3472, 3507, 3795, 3844, 3916
Olive / Olives (Olea europea). See also Olive Oil 2189, 2584, 2999,
3030, 3795
Oncom, Onchom, or Ontjom. See Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives

Oceania–Tonga, Kingdom of 176
Ontario. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario
Oceania–Vanuatu, Republic of (Named New Hebrides until 1980)
176
Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany). Founded in 1965
by incorporating Stettiner Oelwerke AG (founded 1910), Toeppfer’s
Oelwerke GmbH (founded 1915), and Hansa-Muehle AG (founded
1916 as Hanseatische Muehlenwerke AG) 2444, 2730, 2756, 2771,
2838, 3989
Off flavors. See Flavor Taste Problems

Origin, Evolution, Domestication, and Dissemination of Soybeans
(General) 158, 183, 519, 653, 693, 775, 776, 1228, 1525, 2037,
2680, 3020, 3086, 3284, 3333
Origin, Evolution, Domestication, and Dissemination of the
Soybean (General) 109, 225, 367, 469, 891, 1133, 1285, 1295,
1519, 1952, 3448
Ota Family Tofu (Portland, Oregon. Founded in 1911). Before 1987
Ota Tofu Co.. 956, 2574, 2981, 3465, 3466, 3600, 3601, 3785, 4127

Ohio. See United States–States–Ohio
Oil, soy. See Soy Oil

Oyster ketchup. See Ketchup, Oyster (Oyster Ketchup, WesternStyle)

Oil, soy, constants. See Soy Oil Constants

Packaging Innovations and Problems 2338

Oil, soy–industrial uses. See Industrial Uses of Soy Oil

Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Incl. Henry A.
Gardner, L.P. Nemzek and Industrial Uses of Soybeans 2531, 2625,
2648, 2796, 3010, 3011, 3012, 3638, 3674, 3699, 3764, 3858, 3863,
3921, 4037, 4051, 4081

Oil, soy–industrial uses of. See Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, Paint
Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Incl. Henry A. Gardner,
L.P. Nemzek and Industrial Uses of Soybeans
Oil, soy, industrial uses of, as a drying oil. See Industrial Uses of
Soy Oil
Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a drying oil. See Industrial Uses of
Soy Oil, Linoleum, Floor Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof
Goods, Rubber Substitutes or Artificial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)
Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a hydrogenated oil. See Candles,
Crayons, and Soybean Wax
Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a non-drying oil. See Explosives
Made from Glycerine, Illumination or Lighting by Burning Soy
Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps Like Kerosene, Lubricants, Lubricating
Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts, Release or Curing Agents for
Concrete or Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, and
Other Minor or General Uses, Soaps or Detergents

Paints (Especially Water-Based Latex Paints)–Industrial Uses of
Soy Proteins 2755, 2812, 3336, 3389, 3398
Paints, Varnishes, Enamels, Lacquers, and Other Protective /
Decorative Coatings–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil
239, 241, 1670, 1697, 1755, 1758, 1790, 1792, 1822, 1839, 1850,
1855, 1957, 1992, 2050, 2086, 2158, 2218, 2279, 2425, 2433, 2452,
2506, 2531, 2545, 2546, 2599, 2618, 2623, 2625, 2639, 2642, 2648,
2673, 2709, 2796, 2836, 2839, 2954, 2986, 3006, 3010, 3011, 3012,
3035, 3050, 3162, 3169, 3207, 3208, 3212, 3229, 3230, 3236, 3259,
3284, 3328, 3337, 3449, 3471, 3516, 3538, 3580, 3581, 3582, 3584,
3586, 3621, 3635, 3638, 3645, 3651, 3665, 3699, 3764, 3830, 3832,
3840, 3844, 3863, 3868, 3908, 3964, 4024, 4037, 4051, 4081, 4087,
4088
Pakistan. See Asia, South–Pakistan
Paper Coatings or Sizings, or Textile Sizing–Industrial Uses of Soy
Proteins 2755, 2794, 2812, 3398

Oil, sweet. See Sweet oil
Okara. See Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp
Okinawa / Ryukyu Islands / Great LooChoo (Part of Japan Since
1972) 362, 1928, 4136

Parsons, Adrian Alkanh (1846-1929). Soybean Pioneer in Indiana,
and in Hendricks County, Indiana 178, 180, 210, 274, 280, 288,
298, 360, 407, 887, 932, 1514, 3187, 3534, 3836, 3873, 3899, 4142,
4147
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Pasture from green soybean plants. See Feeds / Forage from
Soybean Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging
Pasture from soybeans. See Forage from Soybean Plants–Hogging
Down
Patent Office and Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture. See United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Office and
Commissioner of Patents (Forerunners of USDA)
Patents 724, 743, 987, 1123, 1124, 1224, 1372, 1416, 1562, 1667,
1684, 1733, 1834, 2236, 2353, 2365, 2460, 2461, 2464, 2465, 2468,
2469, 2470, 2595, 2618, 2647, 2676, 2695, 2696, 2702, 2705, 2706,
2836, 2874, 2879, 2913, 2927, 3108, 3116, 3135, 3181, 3208, 3210,
3280, 3293, 3300, 3329, 3338, 3340, 3343, 3525, 3564, 3566, 3593,
3598, 3599, 3605, 3633, 3651, 3668, 3669, 3687, 3700, 3706, 3818,
3831, 3833, 3860, 3877, 3928, 3944, 3954, 3955, 3956, 3958, 3960,
3961, 3962

1071, 1076, 1079, 1080, 1101, 1132, 1168, 1189, 1190, 1194, 1214,
1256, 1264, 1274, 1276, 1277, 1279, 1282, 1290, 1368, 1400, 1402,
1406, 1412, 1439, 1444, 1445, 1446, 1447, 1457, 1458, 1505, 1507,
1509, 1524, 1638, 1747, 1784, 1785, 1829, 1830, 1843, 1847, 1865,
1937, 1938, 1946, 1976, 1984, 2038, 2085, 2109, 2112, 2116, 2196,
2206, 2274, 2320, 2322, 2333, 2361, 2514, 2528, 2539, 2542, 2545,
2546, 2549, 2551, 2566, 2577, 2632, 2666, 2691, 2741, 2761, 2802,
2861, 2877, 2950, 3002, 3007, 3019, 3021, 3027, 3028, 3029, 3031,
3042, 3050, 3053, 3055, 3066, 3076, 3097, 3103, 3104, 3119, 3120,
3122, 3128, 3211, 3214, 3223, 3291, 3298, 3311, 3333, 3343, 3402,
3404, 3410, 3424, 3429, 3451, 3491, 3499, 3506, 3530, 3608, 3620,
3656, 3689, 3711, 3717, 3763, 3773, 3776, 3786, 3794, 3795, 3804,
3811, 3868, 3874, 3904, 3908, 3910, 3947, 3948, 3959, 3963, 3965,
3981, 4028, 4034, 4092, 4096, 4106, 4109, 4112, 4130, 4131, 4134,
4140
Peanuts–Historical Documents Published before 1900 263
Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea or A. hypogæa)–Peanut Production,
Area, and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 392

Patents–References to a Patent in Non-Patent Documents 1248,
1469, 2195, 2382, 2616, 2779, 2831, 2892, 2955, 3028, 3124, 3132,
3171, 3310, 3454, 3719, 3885, 4071, 4094

Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea or A. hypogæa)–Yield Statistics on
Peanut Production 392

Patties, meatless. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian), Meat
Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties

Peking / Pekin soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow

Peanut Butter 247, 386, 387, 656, 916, 943, 1016, 1079, 1168,
1276, 1282, 1412, 1439, 1524, 2861, 3066, 3076, 3711, 4092, 4131,
4134

Pet food. See Dogs, Cats, and Other Pets / Companion Animals Fed
Soy

Peanut Butter, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a
Laboratory Scale, by Hand 387
Peanut Butter–Seventh-day Adventist Writings or Products
(Especially Early) Related to Peanut Butter 656, 1079, 3711, 4134

Peter Henderson & Co. (New York City). Founded 1847 23, 26,
123, 124, 173, 375, 528, 556, 613, 651, 1052, 1053, 1089, 1385,
1499, 1586, 2539, 2540, 3050, 3095, 3422, 3423, 3837
Phaseolus limensis or P. lunatus. See Lima Bean
Philippines. See Asia, Southeast–Philippines

Peanut Meal or Cake (Defatted) 219, 482, 874, 1747, 1843, 1976,
2085, 2348, 2538, 3017, 3019, 3027, 3031, 3097, 3120, 3211, 3491,
3608, 3947, 4134

Photographs, Not About Soy, Published before 1924. See also
Illustrations 673, 1967

Peanut Milk 867, 1439, 3066, 3340, 4096, 4134

Photographs Published after 1923. See also Illustrations 2575

Peanut Oil 79, 106, 125, 241, 242, 248, 253, 350, 363, 390, 482,
485, 486, 626, 635, 662, 870, 885, 908, 943, 1011, 1016, 1061,
1214, 1374, 1402, 1429, 1444, 1445, 1457, 1484, 1489, 1749, 1752,
1784, 1785, 1790, 1955, 1956, 1995, 2038, 2066, 2074, 2082, 2085,
2116, 2196, 2206, 2244, 2292, 2426, 2528, 2555, 2566, 2632, 2640,
2861, 2877, 3006, 3027, 3030, 3042, 3053, 3141, 3195, 3206, 3214,
3223, 3281, 3343, 3472, 3507, 3620, 3621, 3702, 3716, 3795, 3811,
3832, 3895, 3963, 3965, 4086, 4109, 4131

Photographs Published before 1924. See also Illustrations 2, 23, 57,
107, 119, 131, 134, 142, 143, 144, 156, 161, 162, 173, 218, 220,
239, 242, 244, 252, 261, 272, 281, 294, 295, 378, 385, 394, 395,
411, 420, 430, 480, 490, 497, 504, 505, 506, 532, 539, 556, 576,
587, 618, 619, 642, 652, 654, 656, 665, 671, 798, 838, 858, 877,
890, 899, 912, 913, 924, 938, 949, 995, 1026, 1039, 1042, 1044,
1052, 1064, 1077, 1089, 1114, 1133, 1165, 1238, 1282, 1287, 1293,
1300, 1304, 1317, 1319, 1328, 1332, 1389, 1390, 1418, 1427, 1467,
1510, 1512, 1514, 1523, 1527, 1528, 1529, 1531, 1557, 1649, 1673,
1746, 1789, 1829, 1842, 1884, 1943, 1946, 1963, 1975, 1982, 1986,
1987, 1989, 2022, 2096, 2129, 2130, 2134, 2139, 2285, 2293, 2305,
2320, 2374, 2375, 2377, 2378, 2379, 2381, 2382, 2383, 2474, 2498,
2507, 2528, 2530, 2539, 2543, 2545, 2546, 2558, 2560, 2569, 2578,
2585, 2586, 2587, 2588, 2593, 2594, 2628, 2631, 2664, 2681, 2777,
2778, 2796, 2797, 2806, 2829, 2841, 2850, 2948, 2969, 3009, 3010,
3027, 3040, 3050, 3052, 3069, 3070, 3072, 3076, 3098, 3121, 3129,
3133, 3134, 3147, 3175, 3199, 3216, 3254, 3284, 3355, 3401, 3415,

Peanut / Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea or A. hypogæa)–Also Called
Groundnut, Earthnut, Monkey Nut, Goober / Gouber Pea, Ground
Pea, or Pindar Pea / Pindars 16, 37, 75, 79, 85, 98, 106, 122, 126,
142, 144, 148, 187, 207, 219, 223, 234, 239, 241, 242, 247, 253,
254, 263, 330, 351, 363, 367, 386, 387, 390, 392, 393, 414, 474,
475, 483, 487, 495, 546, 563, 597, 626, 635, 642, 643, 656, 662,
666, 676, 817, 827, 861, 867, 870, 874, 883, 884, 885, 888, 889,
902, 908, 916, 943, 967, 974, 976, 1011, 1014, 1016, 1019, 1056,
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3422, 3434, 3435, 3442, 3455, 3456, 3467, 3469, 3478, 3482, 3489,
3551, 3568, 3589, 3607, 3628, 3666, 3674, 3678, 3696, 3756, 3779,
3786, 3789, 3793, 3803, 3815, 3826, 3830, 3837, 3868, 3872, 3873,
3883, 3888, 3908, 3909, 3910, 3917, 3932, 3979, 3980, 3981, 3982,
4034, 4057, 4082, 4104, 4105, 4114, 4115, 4116, 4122, 4126, 4139,
4142
Photoperiodism. See Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry
Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, Exercise, Endurance, Athletics,
and Bodybuilding 387, 1179, 2191
Phytic Acid (Inositol Hexaphosphate), Phytates / Phytate 3238
P.I. numbers of soybeans. See Lists and Descriptions (Official and
/ or Extensive) of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I.
Numbers and Synonyms
Pigeon Pea, Pigeonpea or Red Gram. Cajanus cajan (L.)
Millspaugh. Formerly Cytisus cajan 207, 483, 996, 2561, 3002
Pigs, Hogs, Swine, Sows, Boars, Gilts, or Shoats / Shotes Fed
Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to
Make Pork 4, 22, 32, 42, 173, 218, 239, 265, 288, 371, 396, 420,
439, 475, 508, 597, 642, 654, 798, 830, 838, 879, 905, 923, 971,
981, 994, 1021, 1025, 1053, 1055, 1122, 1143, 1171, 1321, 1391,
1400, 1407, 1431, 1450, 1456, 1584, 1675, 1755, 1760, 1789, 1829,
1868, 1869, 1983, 1986, 2231, 2237, 2274, 2277, 2288, 2320, 2321,
2361, 2373, 2448, 2474, 2545, 2546, 2633, 2653, 2655, 2808, 2867,
2929, 3150, 3204, 3216, 3218, 3242, 3258, 3291, 3333, 3424, 3469,
3628, 3670, 3682, 3684, 3838, 3842, 3854, 3865, 3868, 3872, 3873,
3878, 3883, 3909, 3922, 3972, 4012, 4119
Piper, Charles Vancouver (1867-1926, USDA) 477, 799, 835, 920,
931, 944, 1083, 1085, 1097, 1098, 1110, 1115, 1116, 1117, 1118,
1133, 1161, 1164, 1178, 1186, 1187, 1198, 1215, 1216, 1217, 1219,
1235, 1309, 1329, 1333, 1336, 1337, 1338, 1339, 1355, 1358, 1360,
1364, 1366, 1392, 1396, 1397, 1398, 1406, 1424, 1433, 1434, 1435,
1443, 1528, 1538, 1539, 1552, 1553, 1554, 1555, 1561, 1569, 1570,
1571, 1572, 1573, 1574, 1575, 1577, 1578, 1579, 1580, 1582, 1594,
1597, 1598, 1599, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1604, 1605, 1606, 1607,
1608, 1609, 1610, 1611, 1614, 1615, 1616, 1617, 1618, 1619, 1620,
1621, 1622, 1623, 1624, 1629, 1630, 1631, 1632, 1653, 1654, 1655,
1656, 1657, 1659, 1660, 1661, 1663, 1668, 1669, 1671, 1683, 1688,
1693, 1696, 1710, 1715, 1738, 1739, 1766, 1767, 1769, 1770, 1771,
1772, 1789, 1794, 1806, 1807, 1808, 1810, 1812, 1862, 1967, 1968,
1987, 2013, 2015, 2026, 2028, 2045, 2047, 2049, 2051, 2055, 2056,
2059, 2060, 2073, 2088, 2092, 2094, 2100, 2102, 2103, 2104, 2113,
2127, 2142, 2143, 2155, 2156, 2157, 2162, 2165, 2169, 2170, 2171,
2173, 2175, 2177, 2184, 2186, 2190, 2192, 2194, 2208, 2210, 2219,
2241, 2270, 2272, 2301, 2319, 2335, 2339, 2400, 2417, 2418, 2428,
2457, 2466, 2474, 2475, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2479, 2498, 2514, 2668,
2716, 2828, 2947, 3074, 3110, 3146, 3174, 3184, 3199, 3234, 3551,
3559, 3591, 3597, 3641, 3672, 3696, 3820, 3828, 3829, 3846, 3901,
3913, 3920, 3926, 3973, 3975, 3981, 3982, 3984, 3985, 3988, 4024,
4041
Pitman Health Food Company (Birmingham, England). Including
Pitman Stores. Factory renamed Vitaland in about 1930 2584

Plant Industry, Bureau of. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Plant Industry
Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury
(General) 3134
Plastics (Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic Film, Disposable
Eating Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to Plates, and
Packaging Materials)–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins 2464, 2755,
2794, 2812, 3336, 3605, 3700, 4087, 4088
Plums (salted / pickled), plum products, and the Japanese plum tree
(Prunus mumé).. See Umeboshi
Pollination, Soybean (Self-Pollination, Cross-Pollination, etc.)
1746, 2474, 2479, 3551, 3567, 3981, 3982
Pork, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Ham,
Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products
Poultry fed soybeans. See Chickens, or Turkeys, or Geese & Ducks,
Chickens, or Turkeys, or Geese, Ducks, Pheasants, etc.
Poultry, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–- Meatless Chicken,
Goose, Duck, and Related Poultry Products. See also Meatless
Turkey
Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce, or Early So-Called
Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy Sauce) 219, 275, 652,
673, 689, 717, 725, 736, 754, 766, 790, 890, 918, 973, 1006, 1188,
1313, 1436, 1484, 1537, 1551, 1625, 3301, 3317, 3508
Price of Soybeans, Soybean Seeds, and Soybean Products–Except
Sauces (Which See) 2, 3, 16, 18, 19, 41, 82, 102, 121, 122, 123,
129, 192, 238, 242, 243, 251, 254, 370, 375, 378, 391, 396, 438,
490, 491, 492, 514, 528, 556, 641, 642, 648, 651, 677, 798, 809,
818, 859, 872, 875, 880, 913, 976, 993, 1053, 1057, 1189, 1190,
1214, 1300, 1317, 1389, 1437, 1447, 1518, 1530, 1589, 1670, 1677,
1718, 1724, 1745, 1754, 1758, 1760, 1782, 1784, 1805, 1825, 1829,
1853, 1859, 1860, 1861, 1870, 1892, 1922, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1929,
1930, 1931, 1932, 1970, 1987, 1993, 1999, 2012, 2044, 2085, 2101,
2217, 2254, 2255, 2345, 2398, 2441, 2502, 2528, 2529, 2532, 2539,
2583, 2632, 2633, 2662, 2694, 2818, 3095, 3194, 3214, 3222, 3256,
3332, 3337, 3409, 3414, 3422, 3436, 3715, 3761, 3874, 3885, 3904,
3953, 3999, 4018, 4089, 4142
Processing capacity of individual soybean crushing plants. See
Soybean Crushing–Processing Capacity and/or Storage Capacity of
Individual Plants–Statistics
Production of soybeans. See Soybean Production
Products, soy, commercial (mostly foods). See Commercial Soy
Products–New Products
Protection of soybeans. See Insects–Pest Control. See also:
Integrated Pest Management, Nematodes–Disease Control, Rodents
and Birds–Pest Control–Especially Rabbits and Woodchucks
Protection of soybeans from diseases. See Diseases of soybeans
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Protein–Early and Basic Research 296, 423, 474, 590, 729, 965,
1092, 1193, 1261, 1468, 1501, 1513, 1639, 1964, 2389, 2609, 2629,
2924, 3239, 3244, 3409, 3453
Protein products, soy. See Soy Protein Products
Protein Quality, and Supplementation / Complementarity to
Increase Protein Quality of Mixed Foods or Feeds. See also
Nutrition–Protein Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition 2629,
3911
Protein Quality–Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 1174, 1193, 2629, 3484, 3911
Protein quantity and quality in vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian
Diets–Nutritional Aspects–Protein Quantity and Quality

Railroads / Railways and Special Trains and/or Exhibit Cars Used
to Promote Soybeans and Soybean Production 1542
Rapeseed Meal 474, 1126, 1704, 2057, 2134, 2260, 2662
Rapeseed Oil 125, 221, 363, 620, 893, 982, 1061, 1566, 1785,
1955, 1988, 2391, 2425, 2631, 2877, 2888, 3030, 3206, 3349, 3472,
3503, 3507, 3621, 3795, 3844, 3895, 3965
Rapeseed, the Rape Plant (Brassica napus), or Colza. See also
Canola 16, 18, 125, 131, 161, 253, 269, 288, 363, 430, 439, 474,
482, 490, 495, 566, 620, 678, 680, 827, 893, 980, 1011, 1025, 1061,
1126, 1268, 1299, 1445, 1449, 1484, 1509, 1516, 1531, 1566, 1651,
1785, 1988, 2054, 2112, 2134, 2196, 2246, 2271, 2391, 2425, 2528,
2590, 2631, 2741, 2877, 2888, 3006, 3009, 3030, 3150, 3164, 3216,
3349, 3436, 3472, 3503, 3551, 3621, 3640, 3689, 3776, 3795, 3811,
3844, 3853, 3947, 3965, 3981, 3997, 4012, 4034, 4131

Protein sources, alternative, from plants. See Azuki Bean, Bambarra
groundnuts, Chufa (Cyperus esculentus) or Earth Almonds,
Cottonseed and Cotton, Lupins or Lupin, Peanut & Peanut Butter,
Peanuts & Peanut Butter, Quinoa, Sunflower Seeds, Wheat Gluten
& Seitan, Winged Bean

Recipes. See Cookery

Protein supplementation / complementarity to increase protein
quality. See Nutrition–Protein Quality

Reference Books and Other Reference Resources 1090

Red rice koji. See Koji, Red Rice
Red soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Red

Regulations or Laws Concerning Foods (Use, Processing, or
Labeling), Especially Soyfoods and Food Uses of Soybeans 366,
3198

Psophocarpus tetragonolobus. See Winged Bean
Pudding. See Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually
made from Soymilk or Tofu)
Pueraria. See Kudzu or Kuzu
Puero. See Kudzu or Kuzu–Tropical Kudzu or Puero (Pueraria
phaseoloides)
Pure Food Movement–USA (1870s to ca. 1906. Championed by Dr.
Harvey Wiley) 4116
Quality and grades of soybean seed. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material,
Damage, etc.)
Quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa Willd.). Also spelled Quinua 106,
996
Quin’s Sauce / Quin Sauce (England; Soy Sauce Was Long a Major
Ingredient) 496
Quong Hop & Co. (San Francisco, California) 636, 1034, 1035

Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or Asphalt, Industrial
Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, Antimicrobial Agents, and Other Minor
or General–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 737,
991, 2695, 3005, 3050
Religious aspects of vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism–Religious
Aspects
Republic of China (ROC). See Asia, East–Taiwan
Research on Soybeans 103, 2643
Restaurants, Chinese, outside China, or Chinese recipes that use
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese
Restaurants Outside China
Restaurants, Japanese, outside Japan, or Japanese recipes that use
soy ingredients outside Japan. See Asia, East–Japan–Japanese
Restaurants or Grocery Stores Outside Japan
Restaurants or cafeterias, vegetarian or vegan. See Vegetarian or
Vegan Restaurants

Québec. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec
Reunion. See Africa–Reunion (Réunion is a Department of France)
Rabbits as pests. See Rodent and Birds–Pest Control–Especially
Rabbits and Woodchucks
Railroad / railway / rail used to transport soybeans. See
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad

Reviews of the literature. See Bibliographies and / or Reviews of
the Literature
Rhizobium bacteria. See Soybean Production–Nitrogen Fixation
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Rice, Brown. Also Called Whole Grain Rice or Hulled But
Unpolished Rice 862, 1282
Rice koji. See Koji
Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake, Made with Rice Koji in the
Traditional Way (Without Adding Commercial Enzymes). Also
called Rice Milk or Rice Drink 1058, 1963, 3025, 3501, 4100

Ryukyu Islands. See Okinawa
Sake–Rice Wine. In Japanese also spelled Saké, Saki, Sakki, Sacke,
Sackee, Saque. In Chinese spelled Jiu (pinyin) or Chiu (WadeGiles) 21, 64, 224, 620, 894, 895, 904, 1058, 1293, 1469, 1493,
1520, 1948, 1951, 1962, 1977, 2333, 2374, 2515, 2558, 2685, 2691,
2749, 2923, 2968, 3025, 3026, 3314, 3548, 3666, 3774, 3801, 4008
Sanitarium Health Food Company (Wahroonga, NSW, Australia). In
2002 they acquired SoyaWorld of British Columbia, Canada.. 2191,
3182

Rice, Red Fermented. See Koji, Red Rice 620, 2412
Rice Syrup and Yinnies (Called Mizuamé or Amé in Japan) 892

Sauce, Quin’s. See Quin’s Sauce / Quin Sauce
Rice Vermicelli, Including Lock-Soy 3066
Sauce, soy nugget. See Fermented Black Soybean Extract
Rice wine. See Sake
Sausages, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages
Rice-Based Foods–Mochi (Cakes of Pounded, Steamed Glutinous
Rice {Mochigome}) 664, 892, 1253, 1988, 2552, 3025, 4100, 4136
Riegel, William E. See Meharry, Charles Leo (1885-1937)
Roads or highways used to transport soybeans. See Transportation
of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or Highways
Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame) Used in the Bean-Scattering
(Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun (Lunar New Year) in Japan
2256, 3459
Roasted Soy Flour–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 3135
Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with Dry Heat,
Full-Fat) and Grits 344, 775, 776, 834, 838, 2035, 2036, 2040,
2256, 2560, 2676, 3025, 3135, 3169, 3170, 3171, 3860, 3980, 4015

Scotland. See Europe, Western–Scotland (Part of United Kingdom)
Screw presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses
and Expellers
Sea Vegetables–Imports, Exports, International Trade 2552, 4136
Sea Vegetables or Edible Seaweeds, Often Used with Soyfoods 8,
27, 94, 97, 98, 106, 239, 245, 397, 573, 598, 652, 673, 693, 721,
839, 867, 891, 1060, 1068, 1275, 1458, 1525, 2545, 2546, 2552,
2684, 2882, 3404, 3501, 4086, 4092, 4136
Seaweeds, edible. See Sea Vegetables
Seed and plant introduction to the USA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and Plant
Introduction

Rodents and Birds–Pest Control–Especially Rabbits, Jackrabbits /
Jack Rabbits, Hares, Woodchucks, Pigeons and Pheasants 26, 173,
274, 1198, 1232, 1258, 1346, 1384, 1553, 1789, 1967, 2252, 2841,
2889, 3190, 3226, 3291, 3400, 3981, 3982, 4147

Seed Cleaning–Especially for Food or Seed Planting Uses 1052,
1932, 2631, 2755, 2794, 2948, 3014, 3398, 3422

Royal: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonym: Wilson-Five
(Morse 1948) 4147, 4148

Seed Color (Soybeans)–Gives the Color of Seed (and Often Hilum)
for Various Specific Varieties. See also: Soybean Seeds of Different
Colors 281, 642, 868, 1133, 1461, 1556, 1792, 1857, 2316, 2474,
2477, 2829, 3429, 3567, 3683, 3941, 3981, 3982

Rubber Substitutes or Artificial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 635, 1414, 1684, 2616,
2651, 2667, 2686, 2695, 2696, 2709, 2744, 2759, 2836, 2879, 3101,
3105, 3124, 3148, 3169, 3336, 3560, 3590, 3840, 3957, 4087, 4088
Russian Federation (Russia). See Europe, Eastern–Russian
Federation
Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–Soybeans and Soyfoods 600,
622, 756, 789, 802, 855, 862, 976, 1068, 1179, 1248, 1461, 1509,
1726, 1756, 1782, 1828, 1859, 1976, 1978, 2136, 2305, 2317, 2374,
2379, 2388, 2395, 2413, 2425, 2541, 2545, 2631, 2632, 2633, 3027,
3050, 3439, 3617, 3965, 4034
Rust, soybean. See Rust, Soybean

Seed Companies and Seedsmen, Early Soybean, Worldwide
(Especially Before 1925) 2, 3, 5, 19, 23, 26, 42, 54, 62, 89, 102,
123, 124, 173, 237, 244, 276, 370, 375, 490, 528, 553, 556, 559,
613, 640, 651, 669, 677, 704, 760, 861, 872, 1052, 1053, 1075,
1089, 1133, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1385, 1461, 1499, 1538, 1556, 1746,
1789, 1993, 2044, 2223, 2327, 2436, 2474, 2476, 2502, 2539, 2540,
2728, 2737, 3009, 3050, 3074, 3095, 3408, 3422, 3423, 3583, 3608,
3703, 3837, 3876, 3981, 3982, 4133
Seed companies, soybean. See Burpee, Cole (C.E), Dammann
& Co. (San Giovanni a Teduccio {near Naples}, Italy), Evans
Seed Co. (West Branch, Ogemaw County, Michigan) and Mr.
Edward Ellsworth Evans (1864-1928), Funk Brothers Seed Co.
(Bloomington, Illinois), Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany), Harry
N. Hammond, James J.H. Gregory, Johnson & Stokes (Philadelphia,
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Pennsylvania), Peter Henderson & Co. (New York City), T.W.
Wood & Sons (Richmond, Virginia), Thorburn, Vilmorin-Andrieux
& Co. (France), Wing Seed Co. (Mechanicsburg, Champaign
County, Ohio)
Seed Germination or Viability–Not Including Soy Sprouts 1258,
2133, 2797, 2889, 2900, 2956, 3050, 3119, 3156, 3284, 3298, 3628,
3786, 3884, 3981, 3982, 4082
Seed Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 2585, 3070
Seed Quality of Soybeans–Condition, Grading, and Grades
(Moisture, Foreign Material, Damage, etc.) 1782, 2694
Seed sellers. See Soybean seed sellers

Sesamum indicum. See Sesame Seed
Setsubun. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)
Seventh-day Adventist work with vegetarianism. See
Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with
Seventh-day Adventist writings or products (especially early)
related to dietary fiber. See Fiber–Seventh-day Adventist Writings
or Products
Seventh-day Adventist writings or products (especially early)
related to peanut butter. See Peanut Butter–Seventh-day Adventist
Writings or Products
Seventh-day Adventists. See Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.) (18521943), Sanitas Nut Food Co. and Battle Creek Food Co.

Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight of 100 Seeds / Grains
in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound or Per Kilogram, and
Agronomic Significance of Seed Weight 24, 25, 414, 441, 483, 620,
868, 1114, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1792, 2133, 2138, 2646, 2889, 3551,
3683, 3941, 4082
Seeds, soybean–Variety development and breeding of soybeans. See
Variety Development and Breeding

Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and Their Authors, Dietitians
and Nutritionists–Ella E.A. Kellogg (1852-1920), Anna L. Colcord
(1860?-1940?), Jethro Kloss (1863-1946), Almeda Lambert (18641921), Lenna Frances Cooper (1875-1961), Julius G. White (18781955), Frances Dittes (1891-1979), Edyth Cottrell (1900-1995),
Dorothea Van Gundy Jones (1903-1979), Philip S. Chen (19031978), Frank & Rosalie Hurd (1936- ), etc.. 656, 2554

Serbia. See Europe, Eastern–Serbia

Seventh-day Adventists–General and Historical 16

Sesame Meal or Cake (Defatted) 393, 474, 874, 1865, 1976, 2538,
3017, 3204, 3491, 3947

Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods
(Oceania). See Sanitarium Health Food Company (Wahroonga,
Australia)

Sesame Milk 3340
Sesame Oil 106, 125, 147, 221, 239, 241, 248, 255, 363, 485, 486,
635, 662, 870, 885, 893, 1011, 1058, 1288, 1489, 1748, 1749, 1752,
1785, 1830, 1847, 1955, 1956, 2196, 2545, 2546, 2555, 2566, 2631,
2640, 2877, 3006, 3030, 3053, 3143, 3206, 3223, 3310, 3410, 3472,
3507, 3551, 3621, 3669, 3706, 3716, 3795, 3895, 3965, 4086, 4109,
4131
Sesame Seed (Sesamum indicum, formerly Sesamum orientale).
(Also Called Ajonjoli, Benne, Benni, Benniseed, Gingelly, Gingely,
Gingelie, Jinjili, Sesamum, Simsim, Teel, Til). Including Sesame as
an Oilseed, Sesame Flour, Sesame Tofu (Goma-dofu), and Sesame
Salt / Gomashio. See also Sesame Butter / Tahini, Sesame Cake or
Meal, Sesame Milk, and Sesame Oil 19, 97, 98, 106, 125, 206, 221,
223, 239, 241, 248, 253, 255, 363, 393, 474, 486, 487, 573, 635,
662, 864, 870, 874, 883, 885, 888, 893, 1011, 1058, 1071, 1076,
1173, 1275, 1277, 1288, 1402, 1405, 1445, 1449, 1484, 1489, 1509,
1748, 1749, 1752, 1785, 1802, 1830, 1955, 1956, 1976, 1978, 2044,
2196, 2528, 2545, 2546, 2551, 2553, 2555, 2566, 2631, 2877, 3006,
3030, 3042, 3053, 3204, 3206, 3223, 3310, 3340, 3402, 3410, 3429,
3472, 3491, 3507, 3530, 3551, 3564, 3621, 3669, 3689, 3706, 3716,
3718, 3776, 3786, 3795, 3804, 3811, 3947, 3965, 4004, 4028, 4086,
4092, 4106, 4109, 4131
Sesame / Sesamum / Benné or Benne / Gingelly or Gingili / Til or
Teel–Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates/Relatives in
Various Languages 1830

Sheep, Lambs, Ewes, or Rams Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or
Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to Make Wool or Mutton 42, 142,
143, 173, 251, 288, 439, 490, 531, 634, 642, 669, 672, 697, 878,
905, 912, 1091, 1092, 1171, 1299, 1527, 1789, 1853, 1856, 1860,
2231, 2237, 2320, 2488, 2491, 2536, 2542, 2628, 2786, 3009, 3215,
3333, 3403, 3409, 3424, 3481, 3756, 3842, 3873, 3909
Shennong / Shen Nung. See Asia, East–China–Shennong / Shên
Nung / Shen Nung
Shortening–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 1920
Shortening Made with Soy Oil 3343
Shortening (Usually Hydrogenated) 885, 1817, 1920, 1955, 1995,
2074, 2187, 2310, 3343, 3562, 3621, 3963, 3965, 4087, 4088, 4094,
4131, 4143
Shoyu. See Soy Sauce
Siebold, Philipp Franz von (1796-1866)–German Physician and
Naturalist in Japan (1823-1829) 2475, 3913
Silage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Forage
Used for Silage / Ensilage
Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Rarely
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called Chinese-Japanese War 86, 239, 243, 2374

3318, 3645

Size of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight
of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound

Soup, miso. See Miso Soup
South Africa. See Africa–South Africa

Sizings for paper or textiles. See Paper Coatings or Sizings, or
Textile Sizing
Skin Health 1746, 3059, 3061
Smoked tofu. See Tofu, Smoked
Soaps or Detergents–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying
Oil–Soap, Detergent 616, 623, 625, 1102, 1119, 1559, 1658, 1676,
1692, 1697, 1723, 1755, 1758, 1773, 1777, 1778, 1779, 1780, 1782,
1790, 1792, 1796, 1811, 1817, 1821, 1822, 1835, 1837, 1840, 1841,
1844, 1850, 1851, 1853, 1855, 1860, 1872, 1880, 1926, 1933, 1957,
1995, 2007, 2050, 2066, 2074, 2082, 2086, 2096, 2145, 2149, 2158,
2215, 2237, 2258, 2259, 2276, 2303, 2304, 2305, 2321, 2337, 2345,
2392, 2413, 2425, 2488, 2528, 2531, 2541, 2604, 2610, 2633, 2641,
2642, 2676, 2708, 2709, 2730, 2747, 2755, 2756, 2758, 2790, 2812,
2836, 2838, 2839, 2864, 2895, 2931, 2943, 2986, 2997, 2999, 3010,
3015, 3035, 3050, 3162, 3169, 3179, 3276, 3278, 3284, 3303, 3337,
3472, 3514, 3516, 3538, 3551, 3590, 3602, 3621, 3677, 3679, 3795,
3827, 3830, 3840, 3849, 3869, 3908, 3942, 3952, 3965, 4024, 4087,
4088, 4143
Society for Acclimatization (Société d’Acclimatation, France) 775,
776, 1206, 1241, 2037, 2327, 2600, 2733, 2754, 2949, 3544, 3851,
3852, 3945
Soil Science 427, 451, 587, 906, 1025, 1315, 3450, 3506, 3576,
3678, 3760, 4042
Soil Science–Soil Erosion and Soil Conservation 3853
Soilage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Soilage
and Soiling
Solvent extraction equipment. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–
Solvent extraction

South America. See Latin America–South America
South Manchuria Railway and the South Manchuria Railway
Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo Kabushiki Kaisha) 855, 1119,
1120, 1376, 1401, 1492, 1545, 1658, 1726, 1804, 1842, 1929, 1978,
1997, 1998, 2119, 2139, 2296, 2300, 2321, 2415, 2545, 2546, 2579,
2631, 2884, 3063, 3083, 3188, 3271, 3273, 3279, 3323, 3339, 3389,
3390, 3438, 3439, 3493, 3602, 3617, 3662, 3679, 3680, 3695, 3709,
3953, 3971, 4011, 4043, 4138
Soy Cheese–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives
in Various Languages 818, 2464, 2812, 3096
Soy Cheese–Fermented, Western Style, That Melts. May Contain
Casein (Cow’s Milk Protein) 818, 2464, 2812, 2894, 3096, 3132,
3598
Soy Chocolate (Toasted Soy Flour) (Also includes use of nonroasted Soy Flour or Soymilk in Making Chocolate) 2676, 2706,
2836, 3116, 3135, 3169, 3171, 3284, 3334, 3691, 3818, 3819, 4087,
4088
Soy Coffee–Made from Roasted Soy Flour or Ground Roasted
Soybeans 16, 22, 32, 105, 122, 129, 153, 164, 166, 168, 173, 179,
185, 186, 237, 238, 269, 291, 312, 370, 373, 411, 424, 433, 453,
456, 486, 491, 493, 632, 649, 659, 681, 768, 775, 776, 888, 953,
1016, 1080, 1165, 1167, 1202, 1203, 1451, 1490, 1501, 1746, 1821,
1822, 1838, 1855, 1857, 1864, 1872, 2040, 2101, 2123, 2129, 2145,
2149, 2183, 2203, 2234, 2316, 2320, 2327, 2373, 2412, 2413, 2414,
2474, 2487, 2534, 2560, 2601, 2676, 2747, 2758, 2774, 2788, 2820,
2836, 2948, 3008, 3020, 3050, 3066, 3086, 3098, 3116, 3135, 3169,
3172, 3181, 3235, 3246, 3284, 3294, 3300, 3318, 3319, 3320, 3329,
3334, 3454, 3462, 3499, 3566, 3691, 3794, 3804, 3819, 3840, 3886,
3960, 3961, 4087, 4088, 4112

Solvents. See Soybean Crushing–Solvents

Soy Coffee (Roasted Soy Flour)–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 775, 776, 2101, 2234,
2774, 3300, 3334

Solvents, industrial. See Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or
Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, and Other Minor or
General Uses

Soy fiber. See Fiber

Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans: Benzene /
Benzine / Benzol / Benzin (petrol, gasoline) 474, 1193, 1748, 2204,
2528, 3337, 3666, 3953, 3971
Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans (General,
Type of Solvent, Unspecified, or Other). See also Ethanol, Hexane,
and Trichloroethylene Solvents 870, 1111, 1121, 1203, 1562, 1587,
1681, 1747, 1783, 1852, 1870, 2223, 2277, 2488, 2529, 2931, 3620,
3720, 3795, 3849, 3965, 4001, 4007
Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans: Naphtha /
Naphthas. Also spelled Naptha / Napthas 1692, 1697, 1748, 1792,

Soy Flour, Defatted or Partially Defatted, Used as an Ingredient in
Second Generation Commercial Products Such as Baked Goods,
Pasta, etc.. 1801
Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Use in Brewing Beer, Such as ADM
Pro-zyme Flakes and Soybean Brew Flakes 3108
Soy Flour, Grits and Flakes (Usually Defatted)–Etymology of These
Terms and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 126,
1225, 1226, 1227, 1733, 1834, 1920, 2316, 2469, 2470, 2629, 3035,
3336, 3542, 4134
Soy Flour, Grits, Meal, Powder, or Flakes–For Food Use (Usually
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Defatted or Low-Fat). See also Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat 126,
215, 525, 538, 609, 659, 667, 866, 898, 961, 1130, 1225, 1226,
1227, 1556, 1638, 1719, 1733, 1743, 1746, 1755, 1756, 1761, 1762,
1776, 1781, 1791, 1792, 1797, 1821, 1822, 1834, 1855, 1859, 1872,
1891, 1920, 1928, 1930, 1941, 1955, 1957, 1961, 1978, 1993, 2002,
2010, 2034, 2035, 2036, 2039, 2081, 2086, 2096, 2109, 2112, 2125,
2145, 2195, 2202, 2204, 2224, 2229, 2236, 2261, 2283, 2305, 2316,
2320, 2327, 2330, 2373, 2387, 2397, 2411, 2412, 2432, 2460, 2469,
2470, 2487, 2488, 2489, 2513, 2528, 2556, 2578, 2597, 2598, 2600,
2601, 2615, 2629, 2631, 2636, 2664, 2670, 2684, 2694, 2699, 2709,
2727, 2755, 2758, 2783, 2788, 2794, 2812, 2813, 2821, 2831, 2833,
2836, 2838, 2854, 2859, 2864, 2892, 2895, 2944, 2948, 2949, 2955,
2973, 2996, 3021, 3030, 3035, 3050, 3066, 3068, 3096, 3108, 3116,
3127, 3162, 3179, 3236, 3245, 3261, 3284, 3294, 3334, 3336, 3362,
3398, 3410, 3452, 3454, 3462, 3470, 3478, 3509, 3525, 3542, 3551,
3570, 3579, 3590, 3613, 3664, 3685, 3719, 3720, 3763, 3799, 3804,
3811, 3818, 3819, 3832, 3840, 3845, 3877, 3896, 3930, 3980, 4013,
4022, 4023, 4049, 4084, 4087, 4088, 4109, 4130, 4134, 4143

Soy infant formula. See Infant Formula, Soy-based

1724, 1731, 1732, 1736, 1744, 1746, 1748, 1749, 1752, 1753, 1754,
1755, 1756, 1758, 1764, 1768, 1773, 1778, 1779, 1781, 1782, 1785,
1789, 1790, 1792, 1793, 1795, 1803, 1804, 1805, 1811, 1816, 1819,
1821, 1827, 1830, 1833, 1835, 1836, 1837, 1838, 1840, 1841, 1842,
1847, 1849, 1850, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1861, 1870, 1871, 1872, 1873,
1880, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1928, 1930, 1932,
1933, 1941, 1955, 1956, 1957, 1991, 1994, 2005, 2011, 2012, 2019,
2021, 2027, 2034, 2039, 2040, 2041, 2050, 2054, 2063, 2068, 2078,
2085, 2096, 2098, 2105, 2108, 2114, 2115, 2116, 2118, 2126, 2127,
2129, 2134, 2139, 2147, 2149, 2154, 2158, 2160, 2161, 2163, 2174,
2182, 2183, 2187, 2189, 2196, 2206, 2211, 2213, 2215, 2217, 2218,
2223, 2230, 2231, 2235, 2236, 2237, 2242, 2244, 2254, 2255, 2258,
2259, 2273, 2276, 2277, 2281, 2287, 2289, 2292, 2303, 2304, 2307,
2310, 2316, 2320, 2338, 2345, 2366, 2373, 2384, 2386, 2391, 2392,
2396, 2411, 2412, 2421, 2423, 2425, 2426, 2430, 2431, 2436, 2444,
2450, 2482, 2488, 2489, 2500, 2505, 2508, 2510, 2513, 2514, 2528,
2529, 2545, 2546, 2555, 2566, 2578, 2579, 2597, 2598, 2602, 2604,
2605, 2608, 2609, 2621, 2623, 2626, 2628, 2631, 2632, 2633, 2634,
2640, 2642, 2659, 2673, 2678, 2681, 2684, 2689, 2690, 2691, 2693,
2694, 2699, 2708, 2709, 2723, 2726, 2730, 2736, 2739, 2741, 2747,
2756, 2758, 2762, 2764, 2771, 2776, 2783, 2784, 2788, 2790, 2792,
2793, 2799, 2810, 2812, 2818, 2819, 2829, 2835, 2837, 2838, 2839,
2843, 2845, 2853, 2855, 2862, 2863, 2865, 2866, 2877, 2884, 2886,
2887, 2888, 2895, 2908, 2909, 2910, 2911, 2931, 2940, 2948, 2986,
2997, 2999, 3005, 3006, 3015, 3020, 3027, 3035, 3047, 3050, 3053,
3057, 3067, 3086, 3102, 3123, 3127, 3138, 3141, 3143, 3154, 3157,
3158, 3175, 3178, 3179, 3188, 3191, 3194, 3195, 3212, 3214, 3217,
3222, 3223, 3236, 3237, 3243, 3255, 3259, 3260, 3270, 3272, 3273,
3278, 3279, 3281, 3284, 3292, 3294, 3301, 3323, 3334, 3336, 3337,
3339, 3349, 3376, 3398, 3410, 3411, 3412, 3454, 3471, 3472, 3478,
3485, 3493, 3494, 3500, 3503, 3507, 3514, 3515, 3516, 3529, 3538,
3540, 3544, 3551, 3581, 3590, 3599, 3602, 3609, 3613, 3617, 3620,
3621, 3637, 3640, 3642, 3652, 3653, 3662, 3663, 3680, 3687, 3690,
3694, 3695, 3702, 3707, 3709, 3716, 3765, 3767, 3775, 3795, 3802,
3811, 3819, 3821, 3827, 3830, 3832, 3840, 3842, 3849, 3863, 3864,
3873, 3885, 3887, 3894, 3895, 3896, 3897, 3908, 3915, 3921, 3923,
3934, 3943, 3947, 3950, 3951, 3952, 3953, 3962, 3963, 3965, 3969,
3970, 3971, 3980, 3989, 3997, 3999, 4001, 4007, 4011, 4024, 4028,
4038, 4087, 4088, 4093, 4094, 4097, 4102, 4108, 4118, 4122, 4143

Soy is NOT Mentioned in the Document 2590, 3441, 4010, 4016,
4149

Soy oil as an adulterant. See Adulteration of Foods and its
Detection–Soy Oil

Soy lecithin. See Lecithin, Soy

Soy Oil Constants. Includes Index of Refreaction, Refreactive
Index, Solidification Point (Erstarrungspunkt), Specific Gravity.
See also Iodine Number 72, 125, 221, 248, 635, 662, 787, 1318,
1548, 1549, 1723, 1782, 1850, 2158, 2508, 2531, 2555, 2625, 2640,
2678, 2726, 2747, 2793, 2796, 2855, 2888, 2997, 2999, 3010, 3011,
3034, 3050, 3053, 3214, 3280, 3337, 3448, 3471, 3699, 3719, 3764,
3795, 3895, 4037, 4081, 4102, 4118, 4128, 4129

Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–Other. See also: Adhesives or Glues
for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, Building Materials, Etc..
3593, 3831
Soy Flour or Defatted Soybean Meal in Cereal-Soy Blends, with
Emphasis on Dry Products Used in Third World Countries, Often
Used as Weaning Foods (such as CSM, WSB, etc.) 1225, 1226,
1227, 2470
Soy flour, roasted. See Roasted soy flour
Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat 2, 3, 5, 22, 255, 361, 576, 646, 659,
704, 859, 869, 974, 982, 993, 1037, 1079, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1275,
1284, 1288, 1451, 1495, 1935, 2226, 2595, 2629, 2854, 2892, 3237,
3319, 3697, 4070, 4131, 4134
Soy Flour, Whole or Full-fat–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 1079, 1935

Soy Oil as a Commodity, Product, or Ingredient for Food Use (in
Cookery or Foods). Its Manufacture, Refining, Trade, and Use. See
Also: Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, and Nutrition: Lipids 22, 68, 80,
82, 106, 118, 125, 135, 155, 192, 221, 226, 236, 239, 241, 242, 243,
248, 344, 363, 367, 453, 459, 474, 478, 481, 485, 549, 558, 560,
616, 620, 623, 625, 635, 639, 644, 653, 662, 704, 756, 777, 787,
801, 804, 809, 825, 841, 870, 885, 891, 976, 996, 1002, 1007, 1011,
1018, 1019, 1051, 1076, 1102, 1108, 1111, 1173, 1189, 1190, 1192,
1203, 1214, 1241, 1266, 1270, 1277, 1290, 1318, 1344, 1374, 1376,
1380, 1382, 1388, 1402, 1404, 1414, 1421, 1422, 1426, 1429, 1437,
1440, 1441, 1442, 1444, 1445, 1447, 1451, 1455, 1457, 1458, 1460,
1461, 1466, 1470, 1477, 1484, 1489, 1490, 1492, 1496, 1498, 1501,
1509, 1511, 1512, 1518, 1525, 1545, 1548, 1549, 1556, 1562, 1563,
1565, 1568, 1576, 1587, 1589, 1633, 1648, 1677, 1692, 1697, 1700,
1701, 1702, 1706, 1707, 1712, 1713, 1714, 1716, 1718, 1720, 1722,

Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number / Value 72, 125, 221, 248, 662,
787, 1318, 1548, 1549, 1782, 1792, 1850, 1955, 2115, 2158, 2218,
2391, 2508, 2531, 2555, 2625, 2678, 2726, 2747, 2793, 2796, 2855,
2888, 2999, 3005, 3010, 3011, 3034, 3053, 3180, 3204, 3206, 3214,
3280, 3293, 3337, 3343, 3448, 3471, 3562, 3694, 3699, 3764, 3767,
3795, 4037, 4081, 4102, 4118, 4128, 4129
Soy Oil–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 363, 560, 662, 1076, 1266, 1318, 1548, 1562,
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1714, 1716, 1729, 1790, 1836, 2174, 2276, 2307, 2316, 2366, 3035,
3336, 3472, 3802, 3849

Soy sauce companies (Asia & USA). See Yamasa Corporation
(Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon)

Soy oil–industry and market statistics. See Soybean Crushing
Soy Protein and Proteins–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 834, 1193, 1225, 1226,
1227, 1501, 1964, 2112, 2560, 2629, 2755, 2868, 2924, 3035, 3239,
3244, 3478
Soy Protein Isolates, Industrial Uses of 2755
Soy Protein Products (General, or Modern Products). See also:
Nutrition–Protein, Protein Quality, and Amino Acid Composition
474, 2464, 2597, 2635, 2874, 3239, 3896
Soy Proteins–Detection When Added to Other Food Products (Such
as Meat or Dairy Products, Wheat Flour or Baked Goods) 1080
Soy Proteins–Isolates–Enzyme-Modified Soy Protein with
Whipping / Foaming Properties Used to Replace Egg Albumen, and
Early Related Whipping / Aerating Agents or Products 2702
Soy Proteins–Isolates–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 474, 1964, 3336
Soy Proteins–Isolates, for Food Use. See also: Isolates, for
Industrial (Non-Food) Use 2702, 2755
Soy Proteins–Properties (Including Types {Globulins, Glycinin,
Beta- and Gamma-Conglycinin}, 7S & 11S Protein Fractions and
Subunits, Sedimentation Coefficients, Nitrogen Solubility, and
Rheology) 296, 474, 859, 891, 996, 1024, 1061, 1193, 1261, 1416,
1468, 1497, 1513, 1638, 1964, 1965, 2112, 2327, 2369, 2412, 2755,
2787, 2794, 2812, 3035, 3047, 3096, 3284, 3297, 3359, 3398, 3453,
3477, 3490, 3671, 3980, 4136
Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually made from
Soymilk. Non-Dairy Milk, or Tofu). See also Soy Yogurt–Not
Fermented 2513
Soy sauce. See Harvey’s Sauce, Quin’s Sauce, Tamari, Teriyaki
Sauce and Teriyaki (Soy Sauce is the Main Sauce Ingredient),
Worcestershire Sauce
Soy Sauce and Ketchup: Key Records Concerning the Relationship
between the Two 1500
Soy Sauce and Shoyu–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 21, 147, 281, 519, 598,
895, 1220, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1488, 1691, 2234, 2432, 2597, 2631,
2899, 2906, 3151, 3336, 3355, 3527, 3866, 4086
Soy Sauce, Chinese Style, Made with a Significant Proportion of
Wheat or Barley 496, 620, 3061, 3355
Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)–Important Japanese Shoyu
Manufacturers Other Than Kikkoman and Yamasa–Higashimaru,
Marukin, Choshi, Higeta 130, 232, 2374, 2379, 2381, 2683, 3461,
3774, 4135

Soy sauce companies (international). See Kikkoman Corporation
(Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and Worldwide)
Soy Sauce, HVP Type (Non-Fermented or Semi-Fermented, Made
with Acid-Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein; an Amino Acid Seasoning
Solution Rich in Glutamic Acid). Also Called Pejoratively Chemical
Soy Sauce 1245, 2747, 3719
Soy Sauce in Second Generation Products, Documents About 3666
Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu and Worcestershire Sauce)–Imports,
Exports, International Trade 83, 130, 292, 406, 516, 524, 603, 622,
652, 689, 858, 865, 895, 904, 909, 918, 934, 1006, 1040, 1073,
1290, 1298, 1386, 1405, 1409, 1458, 1484, 1493, 1504, 1534, 1537,
1551, 1804, 1920, 1927, 1948, 1950, 1951, 1962, 1977, 2134, 2317,
2321, 2332, 2333, 2355, 2360, 2374, 2376, 2377, 2378, 2383, 2489,
2691, 2747, 2785, 2801, 2850, 3020, 3026, 3040, 3042, 3061, 3072,
3324, 3327, 3426, 3461, 3479, 3508, 3692, 3758, 3770, 3801, 3803,
3959, 3980, 4105, 4139
Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu), Homemade–How to Make at Home
or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand 9, 866, 3312
Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu). See Also Tamari, Teriyaki Sauce, and
Traditional Worcestershire Sauce 7, 8, 9, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 38, 49,
56, 60, 67, 73, 76, 78, 79, 88, 90, 97, 98, 109, 110, 117, 120, 128,
130, 147, 154, 160, 194, 198, 209, 219, 224, 231, 232, 235, 266,
277, 281, 292, 331, 332, 336, 338, 340, 341, 347, 349, 350, 379,
380, 382, 387, 397, 400, 406, 458, 460, 461, 496, 498, 501, 507,
516, 519, 524, 534, 536, 537, 543, 551, 562, 564, 566, 567, 573,
574, 576, 579, 595, 598, 603, 605, 607, 615, 620, 621, 622, 626,
631, 633, 644, 646, 652, 657, 659, 673, 689, 692, 693, 695, 699,
706, 707, 708, 709, 711, 717, 721, 722, 723, 724, 725, 732, 733,
736, 737, 739, 743, 745, 750, 753, 754, 755, 766, 777, 778, 789,
795, 796, 812, 820, 825, 836, 838, 843, 847, 854, 857, 858, 860,
862, 865, 866, 867, 876, 890, 891, 892, 893, 895, 904, 907, 909,
918, 926, 927, 928, 934, 937, 938, 942, 943, 952, 959, 962, 974,
975, 982, 987, 991, 998, 1005, 1006, 1020, 1024, 1026, 1027, 1036,
1039, 1040, 1045, 1060, 1064, 1068, 1071, 1072, 1073, 1081, 1087,
1099, 1100, 1105, 1106, 1111, 1123, 1124, 1127, 1129, 1130, 1158,
1159, 1174, 1179, 1184, 1185, 1188, 1196, 1197, 1199, 1200, 1203,
1205, 1210, 1211, 1218, 1220, 1221, 1224, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1242,
1244, 1248, 1250, 1265, 1275, 1277, 1282, 1283, 1287, 1290, 1291,
1293, 1296, 1298, 1302, 1308, 1313, 1348, 1372, 1386, 1405, 1409,
1410, 1417, 1425, 1430, 1436, 1452, 1454, 1458, 1459, 1469, 1474,
1482, 1484, 1485, 1488, 1490, 1492, 1493, 1495, 1497, 1500, 1501,
1504, 1507, 1510, 1520, 1524, 1525, 1533, 1534, 1537, 1538, 1541,
1548, 1550, 1551, 1558, 1560, 1564, 1625, 1633, 1642, 1667, 1676,
1681, 1687, 1689, 1744, 1746, 1755, 1764, 1774, 1786, 1788, 1804,
1832, 1846, 1854, 1874, 1884, 1885, 1888, 1893, 1896, 1897, 1901,
1920, 1923, 1927, 1928, 1936, 1938, 1946, 1948, 1950, 1951, 1954,
1956, 1958, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1972, 1977, 1978, 1984, 1988, 2002,
2011, 2018, 2024, 2034, 2076, 2081, 2096, 2106, 2115, 2116, 2134,
2135, 2145, 2149, 2183, 2196, 2201, 2202, 2205, 2209, 2234, 2250,
2257, 2265, 2273, 2284, 2287, 2293, 2294, 2305, 2316, 2317, 2321,
2323, 2327, 2332, 2333, 2353, 2355, 2360, 2365, 2373, 2374, 2376,
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2377, 2378, 2379, 2380, 2381, 2382, 2383, 2388, 2395, 2397, 2401,
2407, 2412, 2413, 2425, 2427, 2432, 2439, 2451, 2461, 2468, 2478,
2487, 2488, 2489, 2507, 2511, 2513, 2515, 2517, 2518, 2519, 2533,
2552, 2557, 2558, 2561, 2569, 2578, 2579, 2584, 2597, 2611, 2615,
2622, 2631, 2642, 2661, 2664, 2683, 2684, 2685, 2691, 2705, 2709,
2717, 2725, 2730, 2747, 2749, 2755, 2757, 2758, 2780, 2785, 2788,
2794, 2800, 2801, 2812, 2834, 2836, 2850, 2861, 2873, 2882, 2894,
2899, 2906, 2907, 2911, 2922, 2923, 2928, 2932, 2951, 2963, 2965,
2968, 2969, 2994, 2998, 3001, 3020, 3021, 3024, 3025, 3026, 3028,
3029, 3040, 3042, 3043, 3049, 3050, 3057, 3059, 3061, 3062, 3066,
3067, 3072, 3073, 3076, 3078, 3086, 3092, 3096, 3117, 3137, 3151,
3152, 3153, 3155, 3159, 3169, 3197, 3254, 3257, 3271, 3273, 3282,
3283, 3284, 3287, 3301, 3305, 3314, 3316, 3317, 3321, 3324, 3327,
3330, 3334, 3336, 3346, 3355, 3366, 3367, 3369, 3371, 3372, 3373,
3375, 3381, 3382, 3386, 3396, 3398, 3401, 3402, 3410, 3411, 3413,
3426, 3443, 3455, 3457, 3458, 3460, 3461, 3462, 3468, 3472, 3477,
3478, 3479, 3483, 3508, 3526, 3527, 3542, 3543, 3547, 3548, 3551,
3568, 3577, 3590, 3602, 3621, 3647, 3659, 3661, 3666, 3691, 3692,
3708, 3711, 3717, 3726, 3733, 3734, 3738, 3740, 3741, 3742, 3743,
3750, 3752, 3758, 3759, 3763, 3770, 3771, 3772, 3774, 3779, 3781,
3786, 3787, 3794, 3800, 3801, 3803, 3811, 3819, 3822, 3823, 3832,
3840, 3841, 3843, 3845, 3866, 3868, 3879, 3896, 3906, 3935, 3936,
3937, 3950, 3959, 3980, 4003, 4008, 4013, 4019, 4054, 4062, 4064,
4077, 4086, 4087, 4088, 4090, 4100, 4101, 4105, 4111, 4122, 4135,
4136, 4137, 4139, 4143
Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap,
Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap). See also Ketchup / Catsup 117,
219, 231, 341, 379, 543, 657, 862, 1071, 1936, 2684, 3151, 3284,
3717, 3819
Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis / Ketjap Manis.
Indonesian Sweet Thick Spicy Soy Sauce / Indonesian Thick Sweet
Soy Sauce 341
Soy Sauce Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 652, 689, 825, 895, 907, 1291, 1409, 1469,
1484, 2115, 2116, 2332, 2333, 2355, 2360, 2376, 2425, 2801, 3062,
3324, 3327, 3774, 3980, 4003, 4008
Soy Sauce Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 1026, 1039, 1248, 2377, 2378, 2383
Soy sauce–Korean-style. See Kanjang–Korean-Style Fermented
Soy Sauce

Soy Sauce–Taiwanese Black Bean Sauce (Inyu), Made from Black
Soybean Koji. A Type of Fermented Black Soybean Sauce 2709
Soy Sauce, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial Products 480
Soy sauce used in Harvey’s sauce. See Harvey’s Sauce–With Soy
Sauce Used as an Ingredient
Soy sauce used in Worcestershire sauce. See Worcestershire Sauce–
With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient
Soy Sprouts–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives
in Various Languages 2034, 2900, 3057
Soy Sprouts (Sprouted or Germinated Soybeans) for Food Use 80,
147, 159, 223, 239, 856, 1034, 1461, 1501, 1556, 1746, 1857, 1920,
2034, 2043, 2412, 2560, 2604, 2723, 2733, 2900, 2956, 3027, 3057,
3116, 3127, 3135, 3284, 3415, 3490, 3544, 3613, 3763, 3851, 3852,
3930, 3933, 3945, 3967, 4104
Soy wine. See Fermented Specialty Soyfoods
Soy Yogurt–Fermented / Cultured 2464, 2560, 2597, 2779, 3096,
3284, 3598
Soya–Soybean Production and Soy Products 3016, 3123, 3930
Soybean crushers (Asia). See Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan)
Soybean Crushers (Europe). See Unilever Corp., Lever Brothers
Co., Unimills B.V. (Netherlands)
Soybean crushers (Europe). See Hansa Muehle (Hamburg,
Germany), Harburger Oelwerke Brinckmann und Mergell (Harburg,
near Hamburg, Germany), Noblee & Thoerl GmbH (Hamburg,
Germany), Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany),
Stettiner Oelwerke (Stettin, Germany)
Soybean Crushers (Europe)–General 1562, 1681, 1744, 1755, 1756,
1761, 1782, 1816, 1819, 1836, 1957, 2204, 2320, 2491, 2528, 2699
Soybean crushers (USA). See Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co.
(Decatur,, Swift & Co. (Illinois)
Soybean Crushers (USA). See Seed Companies, Soybean–Funk
Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois)–After 1924

Soy Sauce, Non-Soy Relatives 3312, 4091
Soy sauce, price of. See Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce,
or Early So-Called Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy
Sauce)
Soy Sauce Production–How to Make Soy Sauce on a Commercial
Scale 1291, 3980
Soy sauce residue or dregs. See Fiber–Residue or Dregs from
Making Soy Sauce
Soy sauce served in cruets with cruet frames. See Cruets (Glass
Bottles)

Soybean crushers (USA), Early. See Elizabeth City Oil and
Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North Carolina; 1915)
Soybean Crushers (USA), Early–Pacific Oil Mills and Albers
Brothers Milling Co. (Seattle, Washington; 1911), Elizabeth City
Oil and Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North Carolina; 1915. By
1917 six other North Carolina oil mills were crushing soybeans),
Chicago Heights Oil Mfg. Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois; 1920),
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. (Decatur, Illinois; 1922), Piatt County
Cooperative Soy Bean Co. (Monticello, Illinois; 1923–batch
solvent), Blish Milling Co. (Seymour and Crothersville, Indiana;
1923), Eastern Cotton Oil Co. (Norfolk, Virginia; 1924–continuous
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solvent) 2005, 2420, 2986, 3217, 3258, 3887, 3888, 3894, 3897,
4024
Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic Presses 841, 1084, 1388,
1477, 1780, 1804, 1932, 2236, 2425, 2488, 2634, 2642, 2986, 3376,
3419, 3849
Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and Expellers
(Continuous, Mechanical) 242, 3720
Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Solvent Extraction 870, 1111, 1562,
1692, 1792, 1852, 1870, 2065, 2117, 2223, 2277, 2444, 2488, 2500,
2528, 2529, 2931, 3158, 3318, 3337, 3515, 3620, 3795, 3849, 3965,
4001, 4007
Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Wedge Press and Hand-Turned
Screw Press (Early Technology from China and Manchuria) 242,
2545
Soybean Crushing–Explosions and/or Fires in Soybean Solvent
Extraction Plants (Making Soy Oil and Soybean Meal) 2752
Soybean Crushing (General: Soy / Soybean Oil and Soybean Meal)
1512, 1517, 1723, 1995, 2017, 2290, 2351, 2456, 2500, 3252, 3493,
3515, 3574
Soybean Crushing, Including Production and Trade of Soybean
Oil, Meal or Cake, Margarine, or Shortening–Industry and Market
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–2215, 2217, 2259, 2303, 2304,
2337, 2358, 2425, 2631, 2694, 3947, 3953
Soybean Crushing–New Soybean Crusher 226, 1388, 1477, 2986,
3376, 3888
Soybean Crushing–Processing Capacity and/or Storage Capacity of
Individual Plants–Statistics 3971
Soybean crushing–solvents. See Solvents
Soybean koji. See Koji, Soybean
Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber (as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as
a Fertilizer or Manure for the Soil or for Fish Ponds–Industrial Uses
75, 82, 86, 192, 219, 236, 239, 242, 243, 604, 620, 653, 802, 803,
818, 841, 870, 891, 907, 919, 941, 946, 957, 961, 1003, 1024, 1101,
1119, 1126, 1156, 1281, 1290, 1297, 1374, 1380, 1405, 1413, 1422,
1429, 1437, 1444, 1446, 1458, 1461, 1469, 1484, 1509, 1518, 1546,
1556, 1568, 1628, 1677, 1704, 1707, 1745, 1747, 1755, 1764, 1780,
1784, 1792, 1796, 1804, 1825, 1836, 1838, 1864, 1873, 1920, 1928,
1980, 1998, 2014, 2129, 2132, 2134, 2139, 2259, 2271, 2275, 2285,
2317, 2321, 2366, 2373, 2388, 2395, 2401, 2411, 2412, 2420, 2424,
2427, 2446, 2464, 2545, 2546, 2578, 2579, 2602, 2609, 2631, 2632,
2642, 2682, 2688, 2694, 2723, 2730, 2811, 2815, 2823, 2838, 3027,
3035, 3050, 3185, 3232, 3284, 3421, 3493, 3598, 3602, 3621, 3813,
3832, 3840, 3868, 3873, 3953, 4001, 4011, 4034, 4136, 4143
Soybean Meal–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 222, 226, 243, 841, 1126, 1318,
1549, 1560, 1666, 1681, 1705, 1716, 1736, 1782, 1783, 1785, 1852,
1853, 1870, 1924, 1976, 2139, 2537, 2542, 2868, 3031, 3035, 3608,

3610, 3811, 4087, 4088
Soybean Meal (SBM) (Defatted). Formerly Called Bean Cake,
Beancake, Soybean Cake, Oilmeal, or Presscake 24, 25, 68, 75,
82, 86, 192, 206, 218, 222, 226, 236, 239, 241, 242, 243, 324, 344,
459, 474, 478, 487, 498, 568, 600, 604, 608, 611, 620, 639, 644,
653, 659, 719, 803, 804, 809, 841, 870, 874, 891, 907, 919, 941,
946, 951, 957, 961, 976, 1001, 1002, 1007, 1011, 1019, 1024, 1051,
1084, 1086, 1101, 1102, 1108, 1111, 1126, 1149, 1173, 1189, 1190,
1192, 1214, 1281, 1290, 1297, 1318, 1374, 1376, 1380, 1382, 1388,
1401, 1402, 1405, 1413, 1415, 1421, 1422, 1423, 1428, 1429, 1437,
1438, 1440, 1441, 1444, 1445, 1447, 1449, 1455, 1457, 1458, 1460,
1461, 1465, 1466, 1469, 1477, 1484, 1492, 1498, 1501, 1509, 1511,
1517, 1525, 1540, 1543, 1545, 1546, 1548, 1549, 1556, 1559, 1560,
1567, 1568, 1576, 1583, 1587, 1589, 1628, 1633, 1639, 1648, 1658,
1662, 1666, 1667, 1676, 1680, 1681, 1685, 1686, 1692, 1695, 1697,
1699, 1701, 1704, 1705, 1706, 1707, 1716, 1718, 1720, 1722, 1724,
1727, 1728, 1730, 1732, 1734, 1735, 1736, 1737, 1743, 1744, 1745,
1747, 1755, 1756, 1758, 1763, 1764, 1768, 1775, 1780, 1782, 1783,
1784, 1785, 1792, 1793, 1796, 1802, 1804, 1805, 1811, 1816, 1819,
1821, 1822, 1824, 1825, 1827, 1828, 1831, 1836, 1838, 1842, 1843,
1848, 1849, 1852, 1853, 1854, 1856, 1858, 1859, 1860, 1861, 1863,
1864, 1865, 1866, 1868, 1870, 1871, 1872, 1873, 1879, 1892, 1920,
1922, 1924, 1925, 1927, 1928, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1941, 1942,
1945, 1956, 1960, 1966, 1976, 1980, 1994, 1996, 1997, 1998, 2005,
2010, 2011, 2012, 2014, 2019, 2021, 2027, 2035, 2036, 2038, 2041,
2057, 2061, 2062, 2065, 2067, 2075, 2077, 2078, 2079, 2081, 2084,
2085, 2093, 2096, 2098, 2108, 2112, 2115, 2116, 2117, 2118, 2129,
2131, 2139, 2144, 2145, 2146, 2149, 2153, 2167, 2174, 2183, 2187,
2195, 2196, 2200, 2202, 2214, 2217, 2224, 2227, 2231, 2237, 2242,
2254, 2255, 2259, 2260, 2261, 2262, 2273, 2275, 2277, 2285, 2287,
2291, 2295, 2303, 2304, 2305, 2307, 2315, 2317, 2321, 2327, 2336,
2341, 2345, 2348, 2354, 2366, 2368, 2370, 2373, 2375, 2385, 2387,
2388, 2390, 2395, 2396, 2397, 2398, 2401, 2405, 2408, 2411, 2413,
2420, 2424, 2425, 2430, 2432, 2436, 2443, 2444, 2446, 2460, 2488,
2491, 2494, 2500, 2505, 2514, 2528, 2529, 2536, 2537, 2538, 2541,
2542, 2545, 2546, 2547, 2553, 2561, 2562, 2570, 2571, 2576, 2578,
2579, 2582, 2583, 2596, 2602, 2615, 2620, 2628, 2630, 2631, 2632,
2633, 2634, 2641, 2642, 2647, 2657, 2662, 2669, 2670, 2676, 2682,
2684, 2688, 2694, 2707, 2708, 2709, 2712, 2719, 2730, 2753, 2755,
2756, 2758, 2771, 2784, 2788, 2790, 2804, 2811, 2812, 2815, 2817,
2826, 2836, 2838, 2840, 2841, 2848, 2864, 2868, 2871, 2878, 2884,
2897, 2908, 2909, 2910, 2911, 2919, 2926, 2927, 2930, 2931, 2939,
2940, 2948, 2952, 2986, 2996, 3000, 3017, 3019, 3020, 3027, 3031,
3035, 3044, 3050, 3065, 3086, 3089, 3097, 3106, 3118, 3120, 3123,
3124, 3127, 3138, 3162, 3185, 3204, 3209, 3211, 3219, 3224, 3232,
3239, 3242, 3244, 3248, 3250, 3251, 3255, 3258, 3270, 3271, 3272,
3273, 3278, 3284, 3295, 3302, 3309, 3318, 3323, 3337, 3353, 3376,
3397, 3403, 3405, 3409, 3410, 3416, 3421, 3424, 3439, 3442, 3455,
3463, 3478, 3491, 3493, 3494, 3505, 3515, 3516, 3530, 3538, 3545,
3547, 3551, 3590, 3594, 3602, 3603, 3608, 3610, 3613, 3617, 3618,
3619, 3620, 3621, 3628, 3652, 3663, 3666, 3668, 3669, 3683, 3689,
3690, 3709, 3713, 3719, 3765, 3778, 3800, 3804, 3811, 3821, 3830,
3832, 3840, 3845, 3849, 3868, 3869, 3873, 3878, 3887, 3888, 3894,
3896, 3897, 3903, 3923, 3935, 3941, 3942, 3947, 3950, 3953, 3954,
3963, 3965, 3970, 3971, 3991, 4001, 4007, 4011, 4028, 4045, 4087,
4088, 4097, 4109, 4111, 4135, 4136, 4137, 4143
Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and
Its Seeds 362, 512, 620, 865, 2474, 2560, 2924, 3429, 3551, 3632,
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to Promote Soybeans and Soybean Production

Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its
Seeds as Determined by Microscopy or Microscopic Examination
117, 146, 487, 888, 1080, 2035, 2036, 2096, 2488, 2560, 2944,
2948, 2969, 3284, 3398, 3490, 3613, 3808, 4048, 4111

Soybean production–Nitrogen fixation. See Nitrogen Fixation,
Inoculation, Nodulation–Etymology of Related Terms
Soybean production–Nitrogen Fixation and Inoculation. See
Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company, Urbana Laboratories

Soybean oil. See Soy Oil
Soybean oil constants. See Soy Oil Constants
Soybean–origin and domestication. See Origin, Domestication, and
Dissemination of the Soybean (General)

Soybean production–Plant protection. See Diseases (Bacterial,
Fungal, and Viral / Virus), Insects–Pest Control. See also: Integrated
Pest Management, Nematodes–Disease Control, Weeds–Control
and Herbicide Use
Soybean production–Research. See Research on Soybeans

Soybean paste. See Miso
Soybean Rust (Fungal Disease) 428, 1012, 2872, 3018, 3914
Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry (Including Photoperiodism,
Photosynthesis, Translocation, Plant Water Relations, Respiration,
Photorespiration) 504, 505, 587, 693, 1647, 2560, 3415, 3576, 4104

Soybean Seed Companies and Seedsmen in Japan 1, 163, 184, 200,
281, 285, 403, 699, 700, 924, 1089, 1093, 1319, 1557, 1649, 2137,
2140, 2256, 2720, 3173, 3288, 3553, 3578, 3789, 3917

Soybean processing. See Soybean Crushing
Soybean production. See–Fertilizers and Plant Nutrition, Cover
Crop, Use of Soybean as. See also: Intercropping, Crop Rotation
of Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement, Cropping Systems:
Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping, Cultural Practices,
Green Manure, Harvesting and Threshing, Plant Protection from
Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury (General), Price of
Soybeans, Soybean Seeds and Soybean Products–Except Sauces
(Which See), Seed Germination or Viability–Not Including Soy
Sprouts, Soybean Variety Development and Breeding–New
Soybean Varieties in the USA, Yield Statistics, Soybean
Soybean production and the soil. See Soil Science
Soybean production–Costs. See Cost of Producing Soybeans
Soybean production–Farm equipment. See Machinery
(Agricultural), Implements, Equipment, and Mechanization
Soybean production–Farm machinery. See Combines, Farm
Machinery–Etymology
Soybean Production–General, and Amount Produced 54, 84, 182,
239, 250, 416, 499, 523, 644, 653, 847, 865, 917, 1051, 1125, 1128,
1357, 1498, 1508, 1516, 1711, 1870, 1928, 1933, 2285, 2331, 2343,
2344, 2373, 2416, 2419, 2436, 2438, 2459, 2509, 2541, 2545, 2546,
2565, 2568, 2616, 2617, 2632, 2633, 2634, 2641, 2675, 2687, 2698,
2703, 2714, 2732, 2739, 2776, 2822, 2835, 2880, 2896, 2920, 2934,
2937, 3002, 3013, 3021, 3036, 3038, 3044, 3063, 3090, 3144, 3147,
3186, 3256, 3315, 3319, 3336, 3402, 3428, 3438, 3444, 3445, 3454,
3542, 3590, 3596, 3642, 3689, 3709, 3794, 3806, 3834, 3842, 3930,
3943, 4109, 4137
Soybean production in tropical and subtropical countries. See
Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly
in
Soybean production–Marketing. See Marketing Soybeans,
Railroads / Railways and Special Trains and/or Exhibit Cars Used

Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned 2, 3, 4,
5, 9, 19, 24, 25, 34, 46, 67, 98, 102, 111, 116, 117, 121, 134, 143,
154, 158, 173, 183, 231, 239, 243, 244, 276, 281, 287, 304, 305,
309, 316, 317, 391, 420, 434, 442, 492, 502, 506, 514, 518, 555,
559, 613, 641, 642, 665, 677, 683, 704, 779, 868, 888, 891, 948,
993, 1042, 1048, 1089, 1108, 1114, 1121, 1128, 1133, 1139, 1141,
1143, 1146, 1148, 1150, 1151, 1165, 1166, 1180, 1233, 1258, 1263,
1270, 1293, 1309, 1332, 1340, 1341, 1345, 1358, 1360, 1385, 1415,
1467, 1508, 1538, 1557, 1582, 1584, 1589, 1593, 1594, 1597, 1613,
1635, 1640, 1644, 1646, 1676, 1707, 1741, 1746, 1789, 1792, 1857,
1862, 1870, 1923, 1936, 1961, 2037, 2044, 2083, 2096, 2138, 2156,
2169, 2185, 2197, 2199, 2213, 2246, 2256, 2305, 2308, 2316, 2320,
2327, 2413, 2429, 2467, 2473, 2474, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2480, 2485,
2492, 2502, 2514, 2545, 2546, 2560, 2588, 2589, 2615, 2624, 2628,
2631, 2642, 2672, 2698, 2709, 2714, 2723, 2797, 2829, 2850, 2857,
2868, 2882, 2943, 2954, 3002, 3014, 3020, 3050, 3057, 3066, 3071,
3074, 3086, 3090, 3107, 3109, 3129, 3130, 3131, 3167, 3175, 3190,
3191, 3214, 3218, 3241, 3269, 3291, 3305, 3410, 3429, 3434, 3487,
3550, 3551, 3552, 3567, 3597, 3613, 3674, 3713, 3765, 3786, 3793,
3811, 3815, 3830, 3832, 3872, 3873, 3880, 3909, 3912, 3941, 3981,
3982, 4002, 4004, 4035, 4038, 4039, 4044, 4104, 4125, 4133, 4137,
4142, 4143, 4145, 4147
Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Used as Food (Including in
Fermented Black Soybeans and Inyu), Beverage, Feed, or
Medicine, or Their Nutritional Value 97, 155, 379, 441, 620, 867,
1071, 1203, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1228, 1461, 1490, 1525, 1556, 1755,
2231, 2412, 2432, 2489, 2716, 3025, 3057, 3058, 3059, 3060, 3284,
3819, 3946, 4092, 4136
Soybean Seeds–Brown in Color. Especially Early Records 24, 25,
34, 46, 111, 121, 244, 339, 420, 438, 494, 506, 514, 559, 641, 642,
650, 665, 668, 868, 888, 971, 1104, 1113, 1114, 1133, 1137, 1138,
1142, 1144, 1148, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1228, 1258, 1263, 1293, 1331,
1332, 1341, 1343, 1347, 1358, 1360, 1385, 1461, 1467, 1491, 1508,
1538, 1556, 1592, 1596, 1613, 1635, 1637, 1679, 1746, 1789, 1792,
1857, 1862, 1870, 1987, 2037, 2083, 2087, 2156, 2185, 2198, 2231,
2308, 2320, 2413, 2474, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2479, 2489, 2499, 2548,
2687, 2716, 2723, 2829, 2841, 2868, 3014, 3020, 3050, 3075, 3123,
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3133, 3191, 3241, 3269, 3284, 3429, 3551, 3552, 3567, 3597, 3613,
3683, 3815, 3817, 3830, 3873, 3981, 3982, 4002, 4004, 4039, 4040,
4123, 4129, 4137, 4145
Soybean Seeds–Green in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned. Early
Named Varieties Include Aoda, Columbia, Giant Green, Guelph or
Medium Green, Medium Early Green, Medium Green, Samarow,
Sonoma, and Tashing 4, 111, 121, 134, 143, 153, 154, 158, 161,
183, 239, 244, 269, 270, 276, 281, 311, 316, 364, 372, 375, 391,
399, 405, 411, 420, 438, 491, 514, 520, 521, 527, 528, 531, 556,
559, 577, 620, 641, 642, 681, 682, 697, 704, 714, 757, 779, 868,
872, 921, 948, 954, 971, 1042, 1053, 1082, 1089, 1091, 1114, 1121,
1128, 1133, 1144, 1152, 1165, 1194, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1228, 1258,
1263, 1299, 1332, 1341, 1358, 1359, 1360, 1385, 1461, 1467, 1472,
1499, 1508, 1531, 1538, 1548, 1549, 1556, 1557, 1613, 1698, 1746,
1747, 1789, 1792, 1857, 1862, 1946, 1989, 2037, 2156, 2189, 2303,
2304, 2320, 2413, 2474, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2479, 2483, 2539, 2545,
2546, 2560, 2567, 2585, 2589, 2672, 2716, 2723, 2829, 2868, 2943,
3020, 3025, 3050, 3060, 3095, 3109, 3123, 3129, 3175, 3191, 3214,
3218, 3241, 3269, 3284, 3345, 3423, 3429, 3490, 3567, 3674, 3713,
3759, 3762, 3811, 3815, 3941, 3981, 3982, 4039, 4143, 4147
Soybean Seeds–Green in Color. Used as Food, Beverage, Feed, or
Medicine, or Their Nutritional Value 620, 1461, 1746, 4092
Soybean Seeds–Mottled, Speckled, Spotted, Striped, Banded,
Flecked, Variegated, or Bicolored 281, 650, 1089, 1133, 1135, 1148,
1461, 1557, 1613, 1789, 1857, 2316, 2413, 2474, 2477, 2479, 2560,
2829, 3020, 3057, 3429, 3567, 3597, 3981, 3982, 4004
Soybean Seeds–Red in Color 1228, 1857, 2327, 2476, 2560, 2797,
3429
Soybean Seeds–White in Color 4, 37, 111, 173, 183, 239, 276, 281,
312, 364, 380, 420, 613, 620, 704, 867, 868, 891, 1048, 1089, 1128,
1133, 1136, 1145, 1293, 1332, 1415, 1461, 1525, 1557, 1741, 1857,
1923, 2037, 2305, 2308, 2316, 2320, 2413, 2432, 2476, 2477, 2545,
2546, 2615, 2857, 3020, 3060, 3121, 3214, 3285, 3674, 3786, 3858,
4092
Soybean Seeds–Yellow in Color. Including Yellowish White, Cream
Colored, and Pale (Pallida). Especially Early Records. See also:
Soybean Seeds–White 2, 4, 19, 32, 35, 46, 80, 102, 111, 117, 121,
134, 152, 153, 154, 155, 158, 172, 173, 231, 239, 243, 244, 269,
288, 307, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 316, 318, 357, 369, 370, 380,
391, 396, 398, 399, 420, 422, 438, 441, 442, 475, 481, 494, 502,
506, 520, 521, 532, 559, 587, 620, 642, 646, 665, 669, 676, 677,
681, 682, 683, 714, 749, 779, 868, 872, 877, 887, 891, 913, 931,
940, 944, 948, 971, 979, 983, 993, 1042, 1066, 1082, 1104, 1108,
1114, 1121, 1128, 1133, 1136, 1140, 1145, 1147, 1153, 1154, 1165,
1228, 1230, 1258, 1261, 1263, 1275, 1299, 1300, 1331, 1332, 1341,
1352, 1358, 1360, 1385, 1389, 1415, 1461, 1467, 1472, 1508, 1530,
1531, 1538, 1556, 1585, 1591, 1592, 1595, 1596, 1613, 1636, 1641,
1643, 1645, 1665, 1698, 1707, 1746, 1755, 1789, 1792, 1832, 1857,
1862, 1870, 1927, 1946, 1957, 1961, 1986, 1987, 1989, 2037, 2044,
2087, 2096, 2116, 2141, 2156, 2175, 2189, 2231, 2303, 2304, 2305,
2308, 2316, 2320, 2327, 2361, 2413, 2471, 2472, 2474, 2476, 2477,
2478, 2479, 2484, 2486, 2489, 2493, 2495, 2496, 2497, 2501, 2502,
2503, 2514, 2545, 2546, 2548, 2560, 2567, 2568, 2585, 2589, 2591,
2615, 2631, 2642, 2646, 2655, 2672, 2687, 2716, 2723, 2797, 2829,

2850, 2854, 2864, 2868, 3020, 3050, 3057, 3060, 3074, 3075, 3109,
3123, 3130, 3175, 3191, 3214, 3218, 3241, 3268, 3269, 3284, 3395,
3410, 3436, 3487, 3488, 3490, 3551, 3552, 3567, 3597, 3674, 3756,
3811, 3815, 3817, 3838, 3870, 3872, 3881, 3912, 3941, 3946, 3981,
3982, 4002, 4038, 4039, 4104, 4129, 4137, 4145, 4146, 4147
Soybean–Taxonomy / Classification 277, 469, 620, 2037, 2196,
2347, 2474, 2475, 2560, 2871, 3429, 3446, 3913
Soybean Varieties Canada–O.A.C. No. 81–Early Development
4123, 4145
Soybean Varieties Canada–Quebec No. 537–Early Development by
1914 4128, 4145
Soybean Varieties Canada–Quebec No. 92–Early Development
4129, 4145
Soybean Varieties Europe–Gelbe Riesen (“Yellow Giant” / Giant
Yellow)–Early Introduction 492, 641, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1263,
1267, 1385, 1538, 2477, 2532, 3414, 3941
Soybean Varieties USA–Acme–Early Introduction 1230, 1233,
1339, 1353, 1364, 1396, 1397, 1594, 1606, 1612, 1620, 1621, 1622,
1623, 1632, 1653, 1657, 2013, 2026, 2045, 2055, 2143, 2474, 2477,
2603, 2828, 2850, 2950, 3291, 3838
Soybean Varieties USA–American Coffee Berry–Early
Introduction. Renamed Ito-San by about 1902 153, 154, 166, 185,
186, 237, 269, 270, 312, 491, 520, 681
Soybean Varieties USA–Amherst–Early Introduction 1133, 1136,
1186, 1187, 1231, 1337, 1358, 1397, 1594, 1606, 1612, 1622, 1632,
2143, 2477, 2589, 3175, 3218, 4038
Soybean Varieties USA–Arlington–Early Introduction 2467, 2477,
2603, 3175, 3926, 3941, 3973
Soybean Varieties USA–Asahi–Early Introduction 171, 173, 1258,
2246
Soybean Varieties USA–Auburn–Early Selection (1907) 2474,
2477, 2480, 2603, 3107, 3129, 3145, 3161, 3556, 3836, 3873, 4032,
4147
Soybean Varieties USA–Austin–Early Introduction 1569, 1578,
1585, 1597, 1600, 1663, 1693, 1696, 1789, 2028, 2045, 2055, 2213,
2474, 2477, 2514, 2603, 2644, 2671, 2829, 3107, 3130, 3145, 3175,
3212, 3556, 3871, 3920, 3926, 4032
Soybean Varieties USA–Baird–Early Introduction 1133, 1137,
1358, 1538, 1594, 1654, 1656, 1663, 2143, 2477, 2663, 2776, 2841,
3123, 3175, 3565, 3920, 3926, 3981, 3982
Soybean Varieties USA–Bakaziro / Bakajiro–Early Introduction.
Renamed Amherst by May 1907 305, 307, 317, 642, 704, 1136
Soybean Varieties USA–Barchet–Early Introduction 1339, 1343,
1606, 1612, 1619, 1663, 2474, 2477, 2603, 2644, 2671, 2704, 2710,
2850, 3087, 3091, 3112, 3184, 3291, 3551, 3893, 3901, 3920, 3926
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Soybean Varieties USA–Best Green–Early Introduction. Renamed
Hope by 1910 172, 173, 276, 305, 317, 704, 1133, 1258, 1641,
2246
Soybean Varieties USA–Black–Early Introduction. Renamed
Buckshot by May 1907 111, 116, 134, 1128, 1133, 1508, 2320,
2429, 2710, 3815
Soybean Varieties USA–Black Eyebrow–Early Introduction 3190,
3191
Soybean Varieties USA–Black Round–Early Introduction 304, 305,
704
Soybean Varieties USA–Brindle–Early Introduction 1594, 1635,
2474, 2477, 3175
Soybean Varieties USA–Brooks–Early Introduction 1594, 1597,
1636, 2474, 2477, 3130, 3175
Soybean Varieties USA–Brown–Early Introduction 1491, 1508,
2320, 2477, 2825, 3075, 3815, 3817, 4145
Soybean Varieties USA–Brownie–Early Introduction 1133, 1138,
1186, 1231, 1233, 1337, 1358, 1377, 1538, 1654, 1656, 1987, 2194,
2477, 2663, 2776, 2829, 3123, 3565, 3941, 3981, 3982, 4032
Soybean Varieties USA–Buckshot–Early Introduction 116, 1133,
1139, 1186, 1231, 1332, 1358, 1467, 1538, 1556, 1746, 1789, 2143,
2155, 2156, 2165, 2169, 2199, 2213, 2417, 2418, 2474, 2477, 2478,
2829, 3050, 3074, 3175, 3487, 4038, 4145
Soybean Varieties USA–Butterball–Early Introduction 1133, 1140,
1538, 1556, 2143, 2474, 2477, 2478, 2829, 3175

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Brown–Early Introduction 337, 339,
438, 506, 514, 559, 665, 971, 1104, 1114, 1258, 1331, 1332, 1358,
1360, 1467, 1569, 1592, 1654, 1656, 2037, 2087, 2156, 2246, 2474,
2477, 2687, 2829, 3161, 3550, 3567, 3793, 3873, 4032, 4133
Soybean Varieties USA–Early Dwarf–Early Introduction 4, 143
Soybean Varieties USA–Early Dwarf Green–Early Introduction
3762, 3815
Soybean Varieties USA–Early Green–Early Introduction 372, 375,
528, 556, 559, 729, 868, 1053, 1133, 1165, 1299, 1332, 1341, 1385,
1499, 2037, 2539, 2551, 3022, 3050, 3095, 3129, 3175, 3422, 3423
Soybean Varieties USA–Early White–Early Introduction. Renamed
Ito-San by about 1902 111, 289, 364, 420, 1128, 1133, 2037, 2477,
3674
Soybean Varieties USA–Early Yellow–Early Introduction. Renamed
Ito San by about 1902 32, 35, 173, 288, 298, 316, 370, 398, 399,
457, 520, 521, 559, 582, 587, 628, 665, 681, 682, 714, 944, 1082,
1133, 1258, 1531, 1987, 1989, 2037, 2246, 2477, 2548, 2589, 2591,
3074, 3075, 3175, 3347, 3487, 3488, 3567, 3793, 3817, 3941, 4145,
4146
Soybean Varieties USA–Ebony–Early Introduction 1133, 1141,
1231, 1232, 1233, 1337, 1358, 1377, 1556, 1594, 1606, 1612, 1617,
1663, 2474, 2477, 2603, 2829, 3109, 3130, 3175, 3184, 3218, 3872,
3873, 3920, 3926, 3981, 3982, 4031, 4039
Soybean Varieties USA–Eda–Early Introduction 1133, 1142, 1186,
1358, 2143, 2156, 2474, 2477, 2478, 3175, 4038
Soybean Varieties USA–Eda Mame–Early Introduction. Renamed
Ito San by 1910 111, 289, 2477

Soybean Varieties USA–Chernie–Early Introduction 2143, 2197,
2474, 2477, 2589, 3074, 3161, 3175, 3487, 3713, 3981, 3982, 4145

Soybean Varieties USA–Edna–Early Introduction 2603, 2624, 4039

Soybean Varieties USA–Chestnut–Early Selection (1907) 1594,
1637, 2474, 2477, 3107, 3175

Soybean Varieties USA–Edward–Early Introduction 1352, 1353,
1364, 1396, 1397, 2428, 2474, 2477, 2850, 3920, 3926

Soybean Varieties USA–Chiquita–Early Introduction 3926

Soybean Varieties USA–Elton–Early Introduction 2474, 2477,
2484, 2850, 3129, 3395, 3756

Soybean Varieties USA–Claud–Early Introduction 4035, 4039
Soybean Varieties USA–Cloud–Early Introduction 1337, 1345,
1377, 1582, 1617, 1622, 1632, 2143, 2194, 2474, 2477, 2589, 2603,
2671, 3145, 3175, 3556
Soybean Varieties USA–Columbia / Columbian–Early Introduction
2477, 2483, 3175
Soybean Varieties USA–Duggar–Early Introduction 1582, 1588,
1594, 2603, 2671, 3107, 3145, 3551, 3556
Soybean Varieties USA–Early Black–Early Introduction. Renamed
Buckshot by May 1907 287, 289, 305, 316, 317, 354, 420, 506,
559, 642, 665, 779, 868, 1042, 1114, 1133, 1139, 1165, 1332, 1358,
1360, 1508, 2156, 2477, 2954, 3109, 3909

Soybean Varieties USA–Extra Early Black–Early Introduction.
Synonym: Buckshot (Ball 1907) 309, 316, 391, 492, 740, 779,
1133, 1139, 1165, 2316, 2477
Soybean Varieties USA–Extra Early Dwarf–Early Introduction 153,
154, 161, 173, 269, 270, 520, 681
Soybean Varieties USA–Fairchild–Early Introduction 2477, 2485,
2829, 3175, 3981, 3982
Soybean Varieties USA–Farnham–Early Introduction 2141, 2143,
2474, 2477
Soybean Varieties USA–Flat Black–Early Introduction. Renamed
Flat King by May 1907 555, 559, 1143, 1258, 2246
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Soybean Varieties USA–Flat King–Early Introduction 1133, 1143,
1231, 1232, 1233, 1337, 1358, 1377, 1397, 1594, 1597, 1606, 1612,
1663, 2143, 2156, 2474, 2477, 2603, 2671, 2829, 3175
Soybean Varieties USA–Flava–Early Selection (1907) 2474, 2477,
2486
Soybean Varieties USA–German Coffee Berry–Early Introduction.
Renamed Ito-San by about 1902 129, 168, 216, 237, 238, 550
Soybean Varieties USA–Gosha–Early Introduction. Renamed
Manhattan by May 1907 305, 310, 642, 704, 779
Soybean Varieties USA–Green–Early Introduction 476, 559, 577,
1133, 1194, 1332, 1337, 2262, 2320, 2710, 3109
Soybean Varieties USA–Green Medium–Early Introduction.
Renamed Guelph by May 1907 305, 311, 317, 704
Soybean Varieties USA–Green Samarow–Early Introduction.
Renamed Samarow in 1907 121, 391, 438, 514, 559, 641, 1133,
1165, 1228, 1258, 1385, 2037, 2246, 2477, 3941
Soybean Varieties USA–Guelph–Early Introduction 1133, 1144,
1186, 1187, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1337, 1358, 1377, 1467, 1606, 1612,
1622, 1632, 1746, 1789, 1807, 1808, 1862, 2028, 2037, 2155, 2156,
2165, 2169, 2194, 2213, 2241, 2417, 2418, 2474, 2476, 2477, 2478,
2514, 2663, 3010, 3050, 3123, 3129, 3175, 3212, 3218, 3556, 3981,
3982, 4038, 4039, 4133
Soybean Varieties USA–Habaro–Early Introduction. Also spelled
“Habara” in Canada 1594, 1595, 2143, 2477, 2589, 3074, 3107,
3487, 4145
Soybean Varieties USA–Haberlandt–Early Introduction 1133, 1145,
1228, 1233, 1337, 1358, 1377, 1397, 1461, 1467, 1569, 1574, 1578,
1579, 1582, 1594, 1600, 1604, 1606, 1611, 1612, 1614, 1617, 1623,
1653, 1657, 1693, 1696, 1789, 1807, 1808, 2013, 2045, 2047, 2055,
2113, 2142, 2157, 2171, 2177, 2194, 2213, 2474, 2477, 2557, 2603,
2644, 2671, 2829, 3010, 3130, 3175, 3218, 3291, 3521, 3551, 3556,
3838, 3920, 3926, 3981, 3982, 4031, 4038
Soybean Varieties USA–Hankow–Early Introduction 642, 650,
1114, 1115, 1117, 1133, 1332, 1358, 1360, 1681, 1755, 2156, 2477,
2528, 2536, 2704
Soybean Varieties USA–Hansen–Early Introduction 2155, 2165,
2169, 2198, 2417, 2418, 2477, 4038
Soybean Varieties USA–Hollybrook Early–Early Introduction.
Renamed Midwest by 1948 877, 913, 1228, 1300, 1530, 3815
Soybean Varieties USA–Hollybrook–Early Introduction 979, 983,
1095, 1133, 1165, 1231, 1233, 1337, 1358, 1377, 1397, 1434, 1467,
1538, 1539, 1556, 1574, 1592, 1594, 1606, 1612, 1622, 1651, 1654,
1746, 1789, 1794, 1810, 2037, 2087, 2156, 2175, 2199, 2213, 2243,
2361, 2474, 2477, 2603, 2644, 2687, 2704, 2710, 2751, 2825, 2829,
2850, 2945, 3050, 3130, 3175, 3218, 3550, 3551, 3625, 3674, 3793,
3873, 3920, 3926, 3981, 3982, 4031, 4039, 4082

Soybean Varieties USA–Hongkong / Hong Kong–Early
Introduction 1594, 1640, 2477, 2829
Soybean Varieties USA–Hope–Early Selection (1905) 1594, 1641,
1663, 2143, 2474, 2477, 2644, 2671, 3175
Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San–Early Introduction. Synonyms–
Medium Early Yellow, Early White, Early Yellow, Kaiyuski Daizu,
Kiyusuki Daidzu, Kysuki, Yellow Eda Mame, Dwarf Early Yellow,
Early, Eda Mame, Coffee Berry 312, 313, 316, 391, 407, 420, 438,
506, 514, 559, 642, 665, 714, 779, 868, 872, 931, 971, 992, 1104,
1114, 1128, 1133, 1165, 1186, 1228, 1231, 1258, 1299, 1331, 1332,
1341, 1358, 1360, 1467, 1508, 1530, 1531, 1538, 1561, 1574, 1577,
1592, 1622, 1632, 1651, 1654, 1656, 1746, 1789, 1807, 1808, 1943,
1987, 1989, 2028, 2037, 2047, 2051, 2059, 2073, 2080, 2087, 2088,
2156, 2175, 2186, 2194, 2213, 2246, 2474, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2514,
2568, 2585, 2589, 2603, 2644, 2655, 2663, 2687, 2751, 2776, 2829,
2841, 2850, 3070, 3107, 3123, 3129, 3130, 3145, 3162, 3175, 3212,
3291, 3415, 3482, 3550, 3556, 3565, 3567, 3674, 3793, 3798, 3838,
3871, 3873, 3981, 3982, 4032, 4039, 4104, 4114, 4125, 4133, 4142,
4145, 4147
Soybean Varieties USA–Jet–Early Introduction 1582, 1584, 1594,
1606, 1612, 1617, 2143, 2194, 2477, 2603, 2829, 3070, 3218, 3482,
3981, 3982, 4031, 4142
Soybean Varieties USA–Kentucky–Early Introduction 3674, 3675
Soybean Varieties USA–Kingston–Early Introduction 1133, 1146,
1337, 1467, 1606, 1612, 1789, 2028, 2474, 2477, 2478, 2514, 2829,
3070, 3175, 3212, 3218
Soybean Varieties USA–Kiyusuke Daizu–Early Introduction. Also
spelled Kiyusuki, Kiuski, Kaiyuski, Kuiske, Keyuska, Kysuki 1133,
2477
Soybean Varieties USA–Large Black–Early Introduction 1133,
1134, 1139, 2477
Soybean Varieties USA–Late Mammoth–Early Introduction 4
Soybean Varieties USA–Lowrie–Early Selection (1908) 2471,
2474, 2477
Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth–Early Introduction 288, 420,
582, 1133, 1180, 1187, 1215, 1216, 1217, 1231, 1232, 1329, 1337,
1349, 1352, 1353, 1356, 1364, 1377, 1396, 1397, 1443, 1606, 1610,
1612, 1622, 1624, 1632, 1654, 1789, 1794, 1807, 1808, 1810, 1967,
2028, 2047, 2059, 2073, 2143, 2155, 2156, 2165, 2199, 2213, 2243,
2417, 2418, 2422, 2474, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2514, 2687, 2704, 2710,
2829, 2945, 3010, 3050, 3145, 3175, 3212, 3291, 3482, 3551, 3556,
3625, 3926, 3981, 3982, 4031, 4104, 4142
Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth Yellow–Early Introduction 152,
356, 357, 532, 563, 580, 642, 669, 913, 979, 1095, 1133, 1165,
1228, 1258, 1300, 1341, 1389, 1435, 1443, 1467, 1530, 1561, 1574,
1577, 1614, 1651, 1656, 1746, 1770, 1772, 1986, 2037, 2051, 2059,
2088, 2178, 2184, 2232, 2246, 2367, 2429, 2568, 2767, 2825, 2835,
3115, 3129, 3130, 3175, 3218, 3436, 3625, 3793, 3798, 3815, 3838,
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3867, 3870, 3893, 3920, 4039, 4104, 4133
Soybean Varieties USA–Manchuria–Early Introduction 3757

Soybean Varieties USA–Morse–Early Introduction 1597, 1606,
1612, 1617, 1622, 1643, 2194, 2477, 3175, 3395, 3756, 3757, 4032

Soybean Varieties USA–Manhattan–Early Introduction 1133, 1147,
2477, 2850, 3175, 4039

Soybean Varieties USA–Nalrade–Early Introduction 173, 174,
1258, 2246

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Black–Early Introduction.
Renamed Buckshot by 1948 111, 183, 1133, 1139, 1165, 1228,
1258, 2037, 2246, 2477

Soybean Varieties USA–Natsu–Early Introduction 2472, 2477

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Brown–Early Introduction 1341,
1347
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Black–Early Introduction.
Renamed Buckshot by 1907 143, 173, 316, 506, 642, 665, 1114,
1133, 1139, 1332, 1358, 1360, 2156, 2477
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Green–Early Introduction.
Synonym Guelph (Ball 1907) 143, 183, 316, 354, 364, 391, 411,
491, 514, 552, 642, 734, 1508, 2194, 3129
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early White–Early Introduction
868
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Yellow–Early Introduction
313, 316, 407, 506, 642, 872, 931, 971, 992, 1104, 1114, 1299,
1331, 1332, 1358, 1360, 1592, 1987, 2037, 2655, 2687

Soybean Varieties USA–Nemo–Early Introduction 2477, 2495,
3175
Soybean Varieties USA–Nielsen–Early Selection 2477, 2496
Soybean Varieties USA–Nigra–Early Introduction 2473, 2477
Soybean Varieties USA–Nuttall–Early Introduction 1133, 1150,
1233, 1332, 1358, 1594, 1622, 1632, 2143, 2194, 2477, 2589, 2603,
3050, 4032
Soybean Varieties USA–Ogemaw / Ogema–Early Development.
Synonym–Dwarf Brown (Morse 1948) 642, 668, 757, 779, 1104,
1114, 1133, 1165, 1186, 1228, 1231, 1258, 1332, 1503, 1538, 1746,
1789, 1987, 2155, 2156, 2165, 2169, 2246, 2417, 2418, 2474, 2477,
2478, 3109, 3161, 3175, 4032, 4038
Soybean Varieties USA–Ohio 9035–Early Development. Renamed
Hamilton by 1923 4039, 4040

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Green–Early Introduction 111,
153, 154, 161, 269, 270, 302, 316, 319, 399, 405, 419, 420, 438,
520, 521, 527, 531, 559, 582, 681, 682, 697, 714, 728, 757, 761,
779, 921, 954, 971, 985, 1042, 1082, 1091, 1114, 1128, 1133, 1165,
1258, 1332, 1341, 1358, 1360, 1467, 1531, 1548, 1549, 1789, 1807,
1808, 1989, 2037, 2156, 2243, 2246, 2474, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2585,
2589, 2751, 3129, 3175, 3554, 3674, 3759, 3798, 4031, 4032, 4133,
4147

Soybean Varieties USA–Okute / O’kute / O’Kute–Early
Introduction 2143, 2477, 2497, 2829, 3175

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Yellow–Early Selection (1905).
Renamed Midwest by 1923 420, 422, 1042, 1128, 1341, 1433,
1435, 1443, 1467, 1569, 1654, 1656, 1789, 1807, 1808, 2013, 2028,
2045, 2047, 2055, 2087, 2143, 2156, 2175, 2320, 2429, 2474, 2477,
2514, 2568, 2585, 2751, 3074, 3098, 3129, 3130, 3163, 3175, 3212,
3395, 3674, 3756, 3757, 3981, 3982, 4038, 4039

Soybean Varieties USA–Peking / Pekin–Early Selection (1907)
2056, 2113, 2138, 2142, 2157, 2171, 2474, 2477, 2644, 2671, 2704,
3070, 3107, 3145, 3175, 3482, 3550, 3551, 3556, 3793, 3798, 3873,
3973, 3981, 3982, 4031, 4133, 4142, 4147

Soybean Varieties USA–Merko–Early Introduction 1594, 1596,
2474, 2477, 3161

Soybean Varieties USA–Olive Medium–Early Introduction 508,
514, 559, 642, 1114, 1258, 1332, 1358, 1360, 2156, 2246
Soybean Varieties USA–Otootan / O-too-tan–Early Introduction
3868, 3880

Soybean Varieties USA–Perley’s Mongol–Early Selection (1912)
3871, 3881
Soybean Varieties USA–Pingsu–Early Introduction 1594, 1644,
2143, 2474, 2477, 3175

Soybean Varieties USA–Meyer–Early Introduction 1133, 1148,
1232, 1233, 1337, 1368, 1397, 1582, 1594, 1606, 1612, 1613, 1617,
1746, 1789, 1857, 2143, 2194, 2474, 2477, 2603, 2671, 2829, 3107,
3130, 3145, 3175, 3556, 3597, 3941, 4031

Soybean Varieties USA–Riceland–Early Introduction 1133, 1151,
1180, 1232, 1335, 1336, 1339, 1613, 1619, 1663, 1789, 1810, 2143,
2474, 2477, 2671, 2704, 2850, 3291, 3551

Soybean Varieties USA–Mikado–Early Development 887, 3550,
3836, 3873, 4147

Soybean Varieties USA–Rokugatsu–Early Introduction 305, 314,
642, 704, 779

Soybean Varieties USA–Mongol–Early Introduction 2567, 2585,
3871, 4032

Soybean Varieties USA–Samarow–Early Introduction 1133, 1152,
1228, 1385, 1467, 1538, 1746, 1789, 2028, 2474, 2477, 2514, 3010,
3050, 3212, 3941

Soybean Varieties USA–Morgan–Early Introduction 2477, 2493
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Soybean Varieties USA–Sedo–Early Introduction 2474, 2477, 2499,
3175
Soybean Varieties USA–Shanghai–Early Introduction 1339, 1340,
1353, 1364, 1396, 1397, 2143, 2477, 3981, 3982, 4038
Soybean Varieties USA–Sherwood–Early Introduction 1582, 1591,
1594, 1597, 1663, 2143, 2477, 2829, 3175
Soybean Varieties USA–Shingto–Early Introduction 1594, 1645,
2143, 2474, 2477, 2589, 2603, 3107
Soybean Varieties USA–Sooty–Early Selection 3130, 3131
Soybean Varieties USA–Southern Prolific–Early Introduction 749

2585, 2586, 3070, 3482, 4032, 4142
Soybean Varieties USA–Wing’s Mongol–Early Development 2585,
2587, 3070, 3482, 4142
Soybean Varieties USA–Wing’s Pedigreed Sable–Early
Development 4147
Soybean Varieties USA–Wing’s Sable–Early Development 2585,
2588, 3070, 3482, 4032, 4142
Soybean Varieties USA–Wisconsin Black–Early Introduction 506,
518, 665, 1166, 1789, 2477

Soybean Varieties USA–Stuart–Early Introduction 2477, 2501

Soybean Varieties USA–Yamagata Cha-daidzu / Yamagata
Chadaidzu / Yamagata-cha Daidzu–Early Introduction. Renamed
Eda by about 1907 111, 1142, 2477

Soybean Varieties USA–Swan–Early Introduction 1663, 1665,
2143, 2474, 2477, 2850, 3145, 3556, 4032, 4039, 4125

Soybean Varieties USA–Yellow–Early Introduction 111, 152, 438,
559, 779, 1133, 1332, 1508, 2037, 2477

Soybean Varieties USA–Taha–Early Introduction 1594, 1646, 2143,
2474, 2477, 2603, 2644, 2829, 3145, 3175, 3556

Soybean Varieties USA–Yellow Soy Bean or Yellow Soy / Soja–
Early Introduction 153, 269, 289, 396, 398

Soybean Varieties USA–Tamarat Sukun–Early Introduction 173,
175, 1258, 2246

Soybean Varieties USA–Yoshioka–Early Introduction. Renamed
Yosho by May 1907 305, 318, 704

Soybean Varieties USA–Tarheel / Tar Heel / Tar-Heel–Early
Introduction. Renamed Tarheel Black by May 1915 4039, 4044

Soybean Varieties USA–Yosho–Early Introduction 1133, 1154,
2143, 2477, 3010, 4038

Soybean Varieties USA–Tashing–Early Introduction 1358, 1359,
1594, 1597, 1622, 2474, 2477, 2603, 2829, 3175, 3713, 3981, 3982

Soybean Variety Development and Breeding–New Soybean
Varieties in the USA 35, 116, 152, 171, 172, 174, 175, 287, 304,
307, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 318, 339, 357, 372, 422, 508,
518, 555, 577, 650, 668, 749, 877, 887, 983, 1113, 1134, 1136,
1137, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1141, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1145, 1146, 1147,
1148, 1150, 1151, 1152, 1153, 1154, 1230, 1340, 1343, 1345, 1347,
1352, 1359, 1491, 1584, 1585, 1588, 1591, 1593, 1595, 1596, 1635,
1636, 1637, 1640, 1641, 1643, 1644, 1645, 1646, 1665, 1679, 2138,
2141, 2197, 2198, 2467, 2471, 2472, 2473, 2480, 2483, 2484, 2485,
2486, 2493, 2495, 2496, 2497, 2499, 2501, 2503, 2567, 2586, 2587,
2588, 2624, 3071, 3131, 3133, 3190, 3675, 3762, 3880, 3881, 4035,
4040, 4044, 4123, 4128, 4129, 4148

Soybean Varieties USA–Tokyo / Tokio–Early Introduction 1133,
1153, 1232, 1233, 1332, 1337, 1364, 1377, 1396, 1467, 1606, 1612,
1620, 1621, 1623, 1651, 1653, 1657, 1663, 2013, 2037, 2045, 2051,
2055, 2059, 2143, 2171, 2177, 2194, 2474, 2477, 2603, 3010, 3291,
3701, 3838
Soybean Varieties USA–Trenton–Early Introduction 1654, 1679,
2477
Soybean Varieties USA–Very Dwarf Brown–Early Introduction
1113, 1114, 1332, 1358, 1360, 2037, 2156
Soybean Varieties USA–Vireo–Early Introduction 2474, 2477,
2503, 3161
Soybean Varieties USA–Virginia–Early Selection (1907) 1528,
3107, 3133, 3556, 3926, 3973
Soybean Varieties USA–Wilson–Early Introduction 1582, 1593,
1594, 1606, 1612, 1617, 1789, 2199, 2474, 2477, 2603, 2751, 2829,
3070, 3130, 3175, 3482, 3674, 3873, 3920, 3926, 3981, 3982, 4031,
4039, 4104, 4125, 4142, 4147
Soybean Varieties USA–Wing’s Extra Select Sable–Early
Development 3070, 3071, 3482, 4142
Soybean Varieties USA–Wing’s Mikado–Early Development 360,

Soybeans, black. See Soybean Seeds–Black in Color
Soybeans, ground (used as food). See Whole Dry Soybeans
Soybeans, whole dry (used unprocessed as feed). See Whole Dry
Soybeans
Soybeans, whole dry (used unprocessed as food). See Whole Dry
Soybeans
Soybeans, wild. See Wild Soybeans (General)
Soyfood products, commercial. See Commercial Soy Products–New
Products
Soyfoods companies (Asia). See Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. (Singapore
and Malaysia) and Affiliates
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3096, 3183, 3284, 3598, 3669
Soyfoods (General Food Uses of Soybeans) 834, 2709, 2715, 3513
Soyfoods Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region. Includes per capita consumption of soybeans
2715
Soyland Farm. See Fouts Family of Indiana
Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed (Canned, Bottled, or Bulk).
Also Called Soybase or Soy Base 966, 1060, 1109, 1314, 1379,
1792, 1838, 2006, 2464, 2836, 2917, 3096, 3152, 3261, 3284, 3336,
3398, 3598, 3669

Soynuts–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 2664, 3169, 3459, 3763
Soynuts (Oil Roasted or Dry Roasted / Toasted). See Also Irimame
Used in Bean-Scattering (Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun
(Lunar New Year) in Japan and Parched Soybeans 232, 344, 2256,
2488, 2664, 3169, 3210, 3459, 3499, 3763, 3929
Sprouts. See Soy Sprouts
Sri Lanka. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka

Soymilk Cream (Rich, Thick Soymilk to Be Used Like Cream). See
also: Non-Dairy Creamer 2034, 2042, 2513, 3931

Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co. (Decatur, Illinois; Acquired by
Tate & Lyle PLC in June 1988) 2575

Soymilk curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk

Standardization of nomenclature of soybean varieties. See
Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and
Confusion

Soymilk Equipment 2464, 2948, 3598
Soymilk–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 60, 79, 440, 966, 1060, 1156, 1746, 1792, 2234,
2464, 2852, 2894, 3035, 3066, 3297, 3334, 3340, 3419, 3496, 3536,
3819
Soymilk fed (or not fed) to infants in China. See Infants or
Recently-Weaned Children Fed (or Not Fed) Soymilk in China
Soymilk, Fermented, in Liquid or Viscous Form (Basic Research,
Acidophilus Soymilk or Soy Acidophilus Milk, Soy Viili,
Buttermilk, Koumiss, Lassi, Piima, etc.). See also: Soy Yogurt, Soy
Cheese, and Soy Kefir 2034, 2412, 2464, 2468, 2512, 2597, 2755,
2779, 2794, 2812, 2948, 3066, 3096, 3151, 3297, 3310, 3398, 3598,
3669, 3877
Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefir 2464, 2597, 2779, 3096, 3284, 3598

Starch (Its Presence or Absence, Especially in Soybean Seeds) 2, 3,
5, 117, 126, 193, 470, 487, 538, 612, 620, 626, 646, 670, 859, 869,
881, 892, 937, 947, 974, 982, 1056, 1079, 1181, 1439, 1451, 1495,
1501, 1638, 1741, 1746, 1834, 1838, 1859, 1891, 1930, 1935, 1938,
1955, 2109, 2191, 2202, 2226, 2229, 2237, 2283, 2316, 2350, 2387,
2412, 2470, 2487, 2542, 2556, 2600, 2609, 2783, 2802, 2861, 2868,
2892, 2913, 2924, 3039, 3066, 3096, 3212, 3239, 3244, 3261, 3263,
3265, 3284, 3319, 3351, 3398, 3520, 3546, 3763, 3799, 3845, 4048,
4130, 4134
Statistical Reporting Service of USDA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Statistical Reporting Service
(SRS)
Statistics. See Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics, the
specific product concerned, e.g. Tofu Industry and Market Statistics

Soymilk, Soy Drinks / Beverages, Soy-Based Infant Formulas, and
Nogs (Liquid, Non-Fermented). Note–For Soymilk Products See
Tofu, Yuba, Shakes, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Yogurt, and Soy Cheese or
Cheese Alternatives 60, 79, 231, 300, 344, 440, 626, 725, 818, 943,
965, 966, 1060, 1111, 1112, 1156, 1176, 1206, 1314, 1399, 1497,
1501, 1506, 1650, 1694, 1709, 1719, 1746, 1755, 1759, 1773, 1792,
1813, 1815, 1838, 1859, 1885, 1938, 1941, 2002, 2034, 2096, 2109,
2112, 2145, 2196, 2229, 2234, 2316, 2347, 2373, 2397, 2411, 2412,
2414, 2435, 2464, 2468, 2512, 2530, 2560, 2597, 2600, 2601, 2604,
2609, 2616, 2631, 2636, 2642, 2660, 2677, 2702, 2708, 2755, 2758,
2778, 2783, 2788, 2794, 2812, 2836, 2838, 2847, 2852, 2858, 2861,
2876, 2892, 2894, 2903, 2927, 2948, 2996, 3008, 3020, 3035, 3066,
3084, 3086, 3096, 3099, 3139, 3151, 3152, 3176, 3183, 3189, 3197,
3213, 3233, 3235, 3236, 3261, 3284, 3294, 3297, 3310, 3322, 3325,
3334, 3336, 3338, 3340, 3341, 3342, 3344, 3398, 3419, 3462, 3470,
3477, 3478, 3486, 3496, 3497, 3509, 3510, 3511, 3513, 3536, 3537,
3558, 3564, 3570, 3577, 3587, 3590, 3598, 3648, 3661, 3666, 3669,
3676, 3700, 3706, 3763, 3794, 3796, 3818, 3819, 3840, 3851, 3869,
3877, 3891, 3898, 3907, 3928, 3930, 3931, 3939, 3940, 3941, 3942,
3958, 3980, 4071, 4087, 4088, 4096

Statistics on crushing of soybeans, soy oil and meal production
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia,
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations
within each region

Soymilk, Spray-Dried or Powdered 1501, 2034, 2042, 2709, 2948,

Storage capacity of individual soybean crushing plants. See

Statistics on soybean production, area and stocks. See individual
geographic regions (such as Asia, Europe, Latin America, United
States, etc.) and nations within each region
Statistics on soybean yields. See Yield Statistics, Soybean
Sterols or Steroid Hormones in Soybeans (Phytosterols–Including
Beta-Sitosterol, Campesterol, and Stigmasterol from Which
Steroids Such as Progesterone, Hydrocortisone, and Cortisone Can
Be Made) 1121, 1169, 1191, 1241, 2747, 2799, 2863, 3033, 3053
Stettiner Oelwerke AG (founded 1910), Including Toepfer’s
Oelwerke GmbH (also spelled Toeppfer’s and Toeppfer’s). In 1965
became part of Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany)
2444, 2500, 2730, 2771, 2838, 3138, 3278, 3989
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Soybean Crushing–Processing Capacity and/or Storage Capacity of
Individual Plants–Statistics
Storage of Soybean Seeds, Viability and Life-Span During Storage
or Storability, and Drying of Soybeans 4, 239, 420, 875, 1467,
1789, 2320, 2545, 2546, 2841, 2889, 3050, 3130, 3175, 3196, 3296,
3842, 3909

3270, 3271, 3273, 3284, 3292, 3309, 3319, 3359, 3398, 3404, 3409,
3410, 3419, 3427, 3442, 3453, 3454, 3471, 3477, 3478, 3490, 3502,
3516, 3530, 3538, 3561, 3565, 3588, 3602, 3609, 3617, 3652, 3653,
3662, 3663, 3674, 3681, 3682, 3690, 3694, 3702, 3707, 3710, 3718,
3757, 3763, 3774, 3779, 3795, 3800, 3804, 3817, 3838, 3868, 3878,
3923, 3941, 3947, 3948, 3950, 3963, 3965, 3972, 3981, 3982, 3997,
4034, 4037, 4038, 4082, 4084, 4085, 4104, 4108, 4111, 4118, 4122,
4123, 4135, 4137, 4144, 4145

Straw, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw
Taiwan. See Asia, East–Taiwan
Sufu. See Tofu, Fermented
Sugars, complex, such as raffinose, stachyose, and verbacose. See
Oligosaccharides
Sukiyaki–Famous Japanese Recipe and Dish. Its Basic Ingredients
Include Tofu (Usually Grilled) and Soy Sauce 2731
Sunflower Oil / Sunflowerseed Oil / Sunoil 1749, 1752, 1785, 1830,
1955, 2276, 2625, 4037
Sunflower Seeds and Sunflowers (Helianthus annuus)–Including
Sunflowerseed Oil, Cake, and Meal. Once called the Heliotrope,
Heliotropion, and Heliotropium 16, 221, 513, 874, 1783, 1785,
1830, 1852, 1922, 1955, 2075, 2320, 2345, 2348, 2413, 2514, 2555,
2589, 2625, 3006, 3019, 3030, 3097, 3211, 3608, 3677, 3811, 3947,
3981, 4037, 4131

Taiwanese black bean sauce. See Soy Sauce–Taiwanese Black Bean
Sauce (Inyu)
Takamine, Jokichi (1854-1922; Introduced Koji, Commercial
Microbial Enzyme Production, and Taka-Diastase to the USA). He
Also Isolated Adrenalin / Adrenaline. Donated Famous Japanese
Cherry Trees to Washington, DC 224, 234, 652, 860, 2558, 3028,
3404, 3441, 4003, 4008
Tamari, Including Real Tamari (Soy Sauce Which Contains Little
or No Wheat) or the Macrobiotic Word Tamari Meaning Traditional
Shoyu 1291, 1459, 1687, 1691, 1918, 2076, 2515, 2685, 2749,
3201, 3367, 3548, 3568, 3935
Tamari, Tamari Shoyu, and Tamari Soy Sauce–Etymology of These
Terms and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 1918

Swedenborg, Emanuel (1688-1772). Swedish Scientist, Philosopher,
Religious Writer and Vegetarian for 20 Years 2584

Tanshi, Tan-shih, or Tan-ch’ih (Wade-Giles). See Fermented Black
Soybeans, Unsalted or Bland

Sweet Oil 2541

Tariffs, duties, embargoes. See Trade Policies (International)
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties,
Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other Trade Barriers or Subsidies

Swift & Co. (Chicago, Champaign, and Oak Brook, Illinois) 798
Sword Bean. Canavalia gladiata (Jacq.) D.C. Also Known as the
Knife Bean, Saber Bean 3612, 3981
Table / Tables in Document 15, 21, 24, 25, 33, 46, 54, 57, 72, 79,
115, 117, 126, 131, 154, 155, 173, 183, 193, 195, 227, 232, 234,
239, 241, 243, 250, 269, 270, 295, 309, 316, 363, 364, 371, 372,
387, 411, 420, 423, 442, 475, 478, 481, 486, 489, 499, 502, 506,
518, 532, 540, 578, 622, 634, 642, 643, 646, 662, 665, 667, 678,
681, 732, 745, 753, 757, 766, 779, 803, 809, 834, 838, 840, 859,
864, 866, 868, 870, 874, 878, 879, 883, 884, 894, 907, 949, 961,
974, 978, 979, 982, 985, 989, 993, 1002, 1024, 1051, 1056, 1061,
1078, 1079, 1092, 1114, 1126, 1128, 1129, 1148, 1150, 1165, 1166,
1193, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1256, 1258, 1259, 1261, 1279, 1280, 1285,
1293, 1296, 1297, 1341, 1385, 1402, 1405, 1413, 1415, 1416, 1441,
1445, 1457, 1458, 1484, 1489, 1491, 1496, 1505, 1509, 1513, 1516,
1540, 1548, 1568, 1638, 1677, 1692, 1747, 1758, 1764, 1782, 1783,
1789, 1792, 1802, 1804, 1811, 1814, 1831, 1832, 1836, 1847, 1852,
1859, 1870, 1871, 1920, 1935, 1956, 1960, 1961, 1963, 1964, 1982,
1987, 1988, 2021, 2037, 2042, 2043, 2075, 2087, 2108, 2115, 2134,
2196, 2223, 2254, 2255, 2259, 2285, 2317, 2321, 2327, 2391, 2398,
2439, 2485, 2490, 2514, 2528, 2538, 2551, 2560, 2569, 2579, 2583,
2589, 2604, 2627, 2629, 2632, 2634, 2640, 2665, 2741, 2829, 2854,
2868, 2871, 2884, 2888, 2892, 2908, 2909, 2924, 2946, 3002, 3006,
3010, 3012, 3018, 3020, 3027, 3034, 3035, 3050, 3062, 3066, 3099,
3122, 3151, 3169, 3172, 3175, 3206, 3212, 3215, 3238, 3255, 3258,

Taste Problems. See Flavor / Taste Problems
Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Also Spelled
Taucho, Tauceo, Tau Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho,
Taoetjo 117, 219, 231, 676, 1071, 1973, 3001, 3717, 3781, 3786
Taxonomy. See Soybean–Taxonomy
Tempeh–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 117, 223
Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Onchom (Oncom, Ontjom)–A cake
of Peanut Presscake or Okara (Oncom Tahu) Fermented with
Neurospora (Monilia sitophila = Oidium lupuli) molds 230, 231,
382, 393, 676, 1973, 2951, 3028, 3717
Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Tempeh Bongkrek–A Cake of
Fermented Coconut Presscake or Grated Coconut 117, 393, 676
Tempeh Production–How to Make Tempeh on a Commercial Scale
117
Tempeh–Rhizopus Molds Are Discussed Without Mentioning
Tempeh 692, 2076, 2951
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Teriyaki Sauce and Teriyaki (Soy Sauce is the Main Sauce
Ingredient) 8, 900, 4136

3379, 3380, 3383, 3384, 3385, 3387, 3388, 3392, 3393, 3394, 3398,
3410, 3419, 3462, 3465, 3477, 3478, 3483, 3499, 3542, 3544, 3551,
3570, 3598, 3631, 3669, 3700, 3717, 3722, 3723, 3724, 3727, 3728,
3730, 3731, 3732, 3735, 3739, 3744, 3745, 3746, 3748, 3749, 3751,
3754, 3755, 3763, 3766, 3772, 3781, 3786, 3794, 3800, 3811, 3819,
3832, 3840, 3843, 3845, 3869, 3896, 3907, 3930, 3931, 3939, 3940,
3942, 3980, 4013, 4050, 4052, 4053, 4055, 4056, 4058, 4059, 4060,
4061, 4063, 4065, 4066, 4067, 4068, 4069, 4073, 4074, 4075, 4076,
4078, 4079, 4080, 4086, 4087, 4088, 4092, 4098, 4103, 4110, 4111,
4122, 4124, 4127, 4135, 4136, 4143

Textiles made from spun soy protein fibers. See Fibers (Artificial
Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including
Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)

Tofu companies (USA). See House Foods America Corporation
(Los Angeles, California), Ota Tofu Co. (Portland, Oregon.
Founded in 1911), Quong Hop & Co. (San Francisco, California)

Therapeutic uses / aspects of soybeans, general. See Medical /
Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Aspects, General

Tofu, Criticism of, Making Fun of, or Image Problems 1556, 3356

Tempeh (Spelled Témpé in Malay-Indonesian) 97, 98, 117, 219,
223, 230, 231, 366, 393, 400, 543, 676, 1071, 1936, 2684, 3001,
3717, 3781, 3786
Temperance movement (abstaining from alcohol) and
vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism and the Temperance Movement
Worldwide

Tofu curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk
Third World / Developing Nations 4109
Tofu Equipment 838, 2464, 2560, 2948, 3284, 3598
Tibet. See Asia, East–Tibet and Tibetans Outside Tibet
Timeline. See Chronology / Timeline
Tofu (Also Called Soybean Curd or Bean Curd until about 19751985). See also Tofu–Fermented, Soy Ice Creams, Soy Yogurts, and
Cheesecake, Which Often Use Tofu as a Major Ingredient 22, 27,
46, 56, 60, 70, 79, 80, 87, 94, 117, 126, 139, 147, 154, 156, 165,
219, 231, 232, 239, 240, 242, 245, 322, 327, 334, 344, 350, 367,
379, 380, 387, 390, 393, 400, 486, 488, 498, 501, 522, 562, 566,
573, 576, 583, 590, 600, 608, 610, 620, 626, 631, 633, 636, 647,
653, 656, 657, 658, 659, 661, 676, 687, 704, 706, 708, 709, 721,
741, 747, 759, 805, 818, 825, 838, 839, 848, 849, 850, 851, 852,
853, 859, 862, 866, 867, 871, 882, 890, 893, 907, 908, 937, 943,
947, 956, 963, 965, 966, 970, 988, 996, 1015, 1016, 1024, 1028,
1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1043, 1050, 1060, 1064, 1065, 1068,
1070, 1074, 1111, 1112, 1130, 1156, 1158, 1170, 1179, 1184, 1203,
1218, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1228, 1236, 1237, 1240, 1243, 1247, 1252,
1253, 1254, 1260, 1265, 1270, 1275, 1277, 1278, 1283, 1287, 1293,
1295, 1296, 1301, 1304, 1305, 1451, 1473, 1475, 1476, 1478, 1479,
1480, 1481, 1483, 1484, 1485, 1490, 1500, 1501, 1506, 1510, 1522,
1525, 1538, 1548, 1556, 1589, 1627, 1700, 1719, 1746, 1764, 1786,
1792, 1797, 1818, 1857, 1859, 1872, 1878, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1886,
1887, 1889, 1890, 1894, 1895, 1898, 1899, 1900, 1902, 1903, 1904,
1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915,
1916, 1917, 1920, 1923, 1927, 1928, 1938, 1941, 1961, 1963, 1988,
2002, 2034, 2096, 2109, 2134, 2196, 2202, 2234, 2237, 2259, 2286,
2305, 2317, 2327, 2347, 2373, 2388, 2395, 2401, 2411, 2412, 2414,
2427, 2464, 2465, 2474, 2487, 2488, 2489, 2512, 2520, 2521, 2522,
2523, 2524, 2525, 2526, 2527, 2545, 2546, 2552, 2554, 2557, 2560,
2564, 2569, 2577, 2578, 2584, 2597, 2598, 2600, 2601, 2604, 2609,
2631, 2636, 2642, 2660, 2705, 2708, 2709, 2716, 2723, 2730, 2747,
2757, 2758, 2777, 2783, 2788, 2794, 2812, 2830, 2832, 2836, 2838,
2854, 2861, 2870, 2882, 2894, 2922, 2948, 2957, 2958, 2959, 2960,
2961, 2962, 2966, 2967, 2970, 2971, 2972, 2974, 2975, 2976, 2977,
2979, 2980, 2981, 2982, 2983, 2984, 2985, 2987, 2988, 2989, 2990,
2991, 2993, 2996, 3020, 3021, 3025, 3029, 3035, 3050, 3057, 3060,
3062, 3064, 3066, 3086, 3096, 3121, 3149, 3152, 3169, 3176, 3183,
3189, 3191, 3213, 3233, 3236, 3269, 3284, 3305, 3334, 3336, 3342,
3344, 3355, 3356, 3363, 3364, 3365, 3368, 3370, 3374, 3377, 3378,

Tofu–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 60, 147, 240, 486, 867, 893, 947, 1156, 1225,
1226, 1227, 1265, 2234, 2557, 2597, 2631, 2705, 2708, 3020, 3035,
3096, 3121, 3334, 3336, 3478, 3542, 3819, 3980
Tofu, Fermented (Also Called Doufu-ru, Toufu-ru, Furu, Fuyu,
Tahuri, Tahuli, Tajure, Tao-hu-yi, or Sufu). See also Tofu-yo 110,
322, 327, 343, 344, 345, 620, 636, 647, 818, 965, 1011, 1034, 1035,
1112, 1156, 1184, 1218, 1445, 1501, 1786, 2347, 2464, 2557, 2560,
2755, 2783, 2794, 2812, 3096, 3121, 3132, 3284, 3398, 3410, 3598,
3940
Tofu, Fermented–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 343, 345, 620, 647, 818, 1786,
2464, 2812, 3121
Tofu, Firm (Chinese-Style) 117, 240, 856, 1301, 2631, 2684, 2777,
4143
Tofu, Fried (Especially Deep-Fried Tofu Pouches, Puffs, Cutlets, or
Burgers; Agé or Aburagé, Aburaagé, Usu-agé, Atsu-agé or Namaagé, Ganmodoki or Ganmo, Hiryôzu / Hiryozu) 661, 706, 708, 839,
891, 893, 1050, 1283, 3305, 3779, 3816, 4086, 4100, 4136
Tofu, Fried or Deep-Fried–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 706, 893, 1283, 4100,
4136
Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole (Not Powdered) 46, 60,
117, 219, 240, 245, 659, 664, 674, 706, 708, 866, 891, 893, 1070,
1293, 1484, 1920, 1928, 2234, 2488, 2489, 2597, 2631, 2894, 2922,
3419, 3478, 3605, 3779, 3819, 3980, 4143
Tofu, Frozen or Dried-Frozen–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 117, 674, 706, 1928,
2234, 2488, 2631, 3980
Tofu, Grilled, Braised, Broiled, or Roasted (Yaki-dôfu in Japanese).
A Japanese-Style Commercial Product 661, 839, 1988
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Tofu, Grilled, Broiled, Braised, or Roasted–Etymology of This
Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 839
Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory or
Community Scale, by Hand 866
Tofu in Second Generation Products, Documents About 3096
Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 1927
Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Smaller
Companies 522
Tofu, Non-Soy Relatives (Such as Winged Bean Tofu or Peanut
Tofu) 231, 3060
Tofu, Pressed, Chinese-Style (Toufukan / Doufugan / Dougan) 117,
240, 965, 1501, 2631, 2830, 4143
Tofu, Smoked 818, 1112, 1156, 2096, 2755, 2783, 2794, 2832,
3096, 3284, 3398, 3940
Tofu, Smoked–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 3940
Tofu, Spray-dried or Powdered 2755
Tolstoy, Leo (1828-1910). Vegetarian Pioneer in Russia. Also
known as Count Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy / Lyeff Nikolaevitch
Tolstoi 2584
Tomato ketchup. See Ketchup, Tomato (Tomato Ketchup, WesternStyle)
Tonga. See Oceania
Touchi or tou ch’i. See Fermented Black Soybeans
Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Bongkrek Poisoning,
Caused by Either Bongkrek Acid or Toxoflavin Produced in
Some Coconut Tempeh by the Aerobic Bacteria Pseudomonas
cocovenenans 393, 676
Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds (General) 1730, 1734,
1928, 1931, 2061, 2065, 2067, 2079, 2117, 2144, 2146, 2224, 2261,
2669, 3044, 3835
Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Trichloroethylene Solvent
and the Duren / Dueren Disease or Poisoning of Cattle / Ruminants
2065
Trade (International–Imports, Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and
/ or Soybean Meal. See also Trade–Tariffs and Duties 83, 86, 104,
118, 184, 192, 206, 231, 239, 242, 243, 336, 338, 478, 487, 499,
562, 600, 604, 608, 616, 633, 652, 653, 674, 787, 801, 802, 803,
818, 859, 870, 891, 907, 919, 939, 941, 951, 957, 961, 976, 1001,
1002, 1003, 1007, 1011, 1019, 1051, 1084, 1086, 1101, 1102, 1111,
1126, 1149, 1173, 1189, 1190, 1192, 1214, 1237, 1266, 1277, 1374,

1376, 1380, 1382, 1402, 1405, 1413, 1415, 1422, 1428, 1429, 1438,
1440, 1441, 1442, 1444, 1445, 1446, 1447, 1449, 1455, 1457, 1458,
1460, 1465, 1466, 1492, 1498, 1509, 1518, 1540, 1543, 1546, 1560,
1563, 1567, 1576, 1583, 1587, 1589, 1626, 1648, 1658, 1676, 1677,
1681, 1692, 1697, 1702, 1706, 1707, 1713, 1716, 1718, 1722, 1724,
1726, 1727, 1728, 1729, 1732, 1736, 1742, 1744, 1745, 1749, 1751,
1752, 1754, 1755, 1756, 1758, 1763, 1764, 1768, 1773, 1775, 1780,
1782, 1783, 1784, 1785, 1790, 1793, 1795, 1796, 1797, 1799, 1802,
1803, 1804, 1805, 1816, 1817, 1819, 1820, 1822, 1823, 1827, 1828,
1830, 1831, 1835, 1836, 1837, 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1849,
1851, 1853, 1859, 1860, 1861, 1864, 1870, 1871, 1872, 1873, 1920,
1922, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933,
1945, 1946, 1956, 1957, 1976, 1980, 1984, 1995, 1998, 1999, 2005,
2007, 2009, 2012, 2021, 2027, 2038, 2058, 2063, 2066, 2069, 2074,
2077, 2078, 2079, 2082, 2089, 2093, 2096, 2105, 2107, 2108, 2110,
2112, 2114, 2116, 2122, 2129, 2134, 2136, 2139, 2144, 2145, 2147,
2148, 2149, 2150, 2154, 2174, 2181, 2187, 2189, 2191, 2196, 2200,
2211, 2215, 2217, 2224, 2227, 2237, 2242, 2244, 2245, 2247, 2248,
2253, 2254, 2255, 2259, 2268, 2271, 2275, 2285, 2289, 2290, 2291,
2296, 2297, 2300, 2303, 2304, 2305, 2317, 2320, 2321, 2331, 2337,
2338, 2345, 2351, 2356, 2358, 2359, 2366, 2375, 2384, 2388, 2392,
2393, 2395, 2396, 2397, 2398, 2399, 2401, 2404, 2412, 2413, 2416,
2419, 2420, 2423, 2425, 2426, 2427, 2430, 2431, 2432, 2438, 2439,
2442, 2444, 2448, 2449, 2450, 2453, 2456, 2459, 2463, 2489, 2514,
2528, 2536, 2541, 2545, 2546, 2565, 2578, 2579, 2580, 2596, 2609,
2615, 2616, 2617, 2631, 2632, 2633, 2634, 2637, 2641, 2642, 2659,
2665, 2674, 2689, 2693, 2694, 2697, 2707, 2708, 2709, 2711, 2712,
2724, 2730, 2741, 2745, 2756, 2762, 2783, 2784, 2792, 2803, 2807,
2810, 2811, 2817, 2818, 2823, 2835, 2838, 2845, 2850, 2860, 2869,
2871, 2877, 2880, 2884, 2891, 2895, 2897, 2898, 2908, 2909, 2910,
2911, 2912, 2920, 2930, 2931, 2938, 2939, 2940, 2941, 2986, 2996,
3020, 3027, 3035, 3046, 3050, 3068, 3082, 3083, 3086, 3093, 3106,
3118, 3121, 3123, 3138, 3162, 3179, 3191, 3195, 3214, 3231, 3232,
3252, 3255, 3258, 3268, 3270, 3271, 3272, 3273, 3276, 3278, 3279,
3290, 3292, 3315, 3318, 3323, 3334, 3337, 3355, 3439, 3448, 3454,
3471, 3493, 3494, 3516, 3538, 3561, 3590, 3596, 3602, 3609, 3615,
3616, 3617, 3618, 3630, 3642, 3644, 3652, 3653, 3662, 3663, 3683,
3689, 3690, 3698, 3702, 3713, 3717, 3778, 3779, 3786, 3794, 3800,
3811, 3821, 3830, 3850, 3852, 3855, 3868, 3869, 3923, 3934, 3942,
3943, 3947, 3948, 3950, 3951, 3953, 3963, 3965, 3970, 3989, 3993,
3994, 3997, 3999, 4007, 4027, 4034, 4087, 4088, 4122, 4135, 4137
Trade of Soyfoods (Import and Export, not Including Soy Oil or
Soybean Meal, but Including Lecithin and Margarine) or Soyfoods
Manufacturing Equipment. See also: Soy Sauce–Imports, Exports.
Miso–Imports, Exports 130, 406, 620, 622, 636, 865, 895, 938,
1026, 1035, 1039, 1290, 1386, 1405, 1458, 1484, 1493, 1804, 1920,
1927, 2134, 2317, 2321, 2332, 2333, 2355, 2360, 2374, 2376, 2377,
2378, 2383, 2489, 2528, 2691, 2747, 2801, 2850, 3020, 3042, 3057,
3061, 3324, 3327, 3803, 3980, 4139
Trade Policies (International) Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products,
or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties, Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other
Trade Barriers or Subsidies 622, 1297, 1534, 1705, 1728, 1748,
1749, 1754, 1785, 1827, 1833, 1835, 1836, 1837, 1840, 1844, 1872,
1920, 1930, 1932, 2105, 2114, 2129, 2180, 2182, 2211, 2242, 2254,
2303, 2304, 2321, 2337, 2346, 2351, 2425, 2430, 2444, 2449, 2453,
2528, 2605, 2632, 2633, 2691, 2730, 2756, 2784, 2838, 3501, 3585,
3947
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Trade statistics, China. See China–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Tropical kudzu. See Kudzu or Kuzu–Tropical Kudzu or Puero
(Pueraria phaseoloides)

Trade statistics, East Asia. See Asia, East–Trade (Imports or
Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trucks or Carts used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of
Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or Highways

Trade statistics, Japan. See Japan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Turkey. See Asia, Middle East–Turkey
Turkey, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Turkey

Trade statistics, Korea. See Korea–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics
Trade statistics, Manchuria. See Manchuria–Trade (Imports or
Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics
Trade statistics, Southeast Asia. See Asia, Southeast–Trade (Imports
or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics
Trade statistics, Western Europe. See Europe, Western–Trade
(Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–
Statistics
Trains, special. See Railroads / Railways and Special Trains and/or
Exhibit Cars Used to Promote Soybeans and Soybean Production
Trains used to transport soybeans or products. See Transportation of
Soybeans or Soy Products to Market
Transcaucasia. See Asia, Transcaucasia (Presently Armenia,
Azerbaijan, and Georgia)
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad
/ Railway / Rail within a Particular Country or Region. See also
Railroads / Railways and Special Trains Used to Promote Soybeans
and Soybean Production 239, 1445, 1457, 1518, 1648, 1658, 1676,
1726, 1795, 1804, 1824, 1828, 1842, 1861, 1872, 1929, 1932, 2139,
2149, 2200, 2230, 2285, 2303, 2304, 2381, 2382, 2453, 2459, 2463,
2528, 2545, 2546, 2632, 2898, 2920, 2930, 3027, 3063, 3093, 3157,
3177, 3268, 3279, 3290, 3299, 3315, 3438, 3811, 3999, 4138
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or
Highways Using Trucks, Carts, etc. within a Particular Country or
Region 239, 242, 243, 1676, 1726, 1848, 1861, 2139, 2285, 2303,
2304, 2545, 2546, 2712, 3027, 3315, 3830
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Water
(Rivers, Lakes) Using Junks, Barges, etc. within a Particular
Country or Region 239, 242, 243, 1518, 1828, 2139, 2303, 2304,
2381, 2382, 2528, 2545, 2546, 2634, 2841, 2898, 3046
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market within a
Particular Country or Region, as by Rail / Train, Barge, Truck, Cart,
etc. For transportation by ship, see Trade 806
Trichloroethylene. See Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–
Trichloroethylene Solvent and the Duren / Dueren Disease
Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly
in the Third World / developing countries) 644, 3794

Turkeys Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal
as Feed 642
Turkistan / Turkestan. See Asia, Central–Turkistan / Turkestan
T.W. Wood & Sons (Richmond, Virginia). Seedsmen since 1879
151, 187, 299, 396, 409, 415, 417, 418, 563, 580, 716, 781, 913,
1094, 1228, 1300, 1311, 1312, 1354, 1530, 1536, 1581, 2000, 2003,
2016, 2212, 2220, 2240, 2478, 2666, 3081, 3492, 3815, 3847
Umeboshi or ume-boshi (Japanese salt plums / pickled plums),
Plum Products, and the Japanese Plum Tree (Prunus mumé) from
whose fruit they are made 163
Uncommon Fermented Soyfoods–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 3059
Unfair Practices–Allegations of Unfair Trade, Regulation,
Production, or Labor Practices 2139
Unfair Practices–Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading
Labeling, Advertising, etc. See also: Adulteration 818, 2377, 2425,
3799
Unilever Corp., Lever Brothers Co., Unimills B.V. (Netherlands),
and Margarine Union 2373, 2392, 2631, 2633, 2864, 3050, 3179,
3303, 3602, 3688, 3842, 3947, 3965, 4011, 4087, 4088
United Kingdom. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom
United Kingdom, health foods movement and industry. See Health
Foods Movement and Industry in United Kingdom
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Arlington
Experimental Farm at Arlington, Virginia (1900-1942) 149, 162,
352, 445, 448, 449, 645, 704, 873, 910, 911, 1097, 1108, 1122,
1164, 1187, 1228, 1231, 1233, 1234, 1358, 1368, 1398, 1528, 1529,
1538, 1570, 1571, 1655, 1683, 1750, 1766, 1857, 1967, 2092, 2466,
2474, 2479, 2716, 2805, 3107, 3199, 3567, 3597, 3828, 3981, 3982,
3984, 4038
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry (1943-1953). Including
Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering (1938-1943),
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils (1927-1938), and Bureau of
Chemistry (1901-1927). Transferred to the Agricultural Research
Service (ARS) in 1953 873, 1955, 2323, 3030, 3980, 4022, 4113
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Agricultural Economics (1922-1953). Including Bureau of Markets
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and Crop Estimates (1921-1922), Bureau of Markets (1913-1921),
and Office of Farm Management and Farm Economics (1905-1922).
Transferred in 1953 to USDA’s Economic Research Service 3474,
4012
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Entomology and Plant Quarantine (1934-1953). Including the
Bureau of Entomology (1904-1934). Transferred to the Agricultural
Research Service in 1953 873, 3275
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Human Nutrition and Home Economics (1943-1953). Including
Bureau of Home Economics (1923-1943), Office of Home
Economics (1915-1923), and Nutrition and Home Economics Work
in the Office of Experiment Stations (1894-1915). Transferred to
the Agricultural Research Service in 1953 60, 70, 1203, 2234, 2922,
3029
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering (1943-1953).
Including Bureau of Plant Industry (1901-1943), Office of Plant
Industry (1900-1901), and Division of Agrostology (1895-1901).
Transferred to Agricultural Research Service in 1953 144, 218,
261, 272, 276, 305, 317, 344, 352, 384, 445, 448, 477, 503, 504,
505, 515, 547, 645, 669, 693, 704, 835, 844, 845, 873, 889, 910,
920, 931, 936, 940, 944, 1021, 1085, 1097, 1098, 1108, 1110, 1115,
1116, 1117, 1118, 1122, 1133, 1161, 1162, 1164, 1180, 1183, 1186,
1187, 1198, 1212, 1213, 1215, 1216, 1217, 1223, 1228, 1231, 1232,
1233, 1234, 1235, 1238, 1310, 1329, 1333, 1335, 1336, 1337, 1338,
1339, 1346, 1349, 1350, 1355, 1358, 1360, 1364, 1366, 1368, 1370,
1375, 1377, 1378, 1393, 1395, 1396, 1397, 1398, 1406, 1407, 1418,
1434, 1448, 1461, 1503, 1528, 1538, 1539, 1544, 1552, 1553, 1554,
1555, 1556, 1561, 1569, 1570, 1571, 1572, 1573, 1575, 1577, 1579,
1580, 1582, 1594, 1597, 1598, 1599, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1605, 1606,
1607, 1608, 1609, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613, 1615, 1616, 1617, 1619,
1620, 1622, 1623, 1624, 1629, 1630, 1631, 1632, 1642, 1654, 1655,
1657, 1659, 1660, 1663, 1668, 1669, 1683, 1688, 1693, 1698, 1710,
1739, 1750, 1766, 1767, 1769, 1770, 1771, 1772, 1789, 1794, 1807,
1808, 1810, 1857, 1862, 1946, 1967, 1968, 1983, 2013, 2015, 2045,
2049, 2056, 2059, 2073, 2088, 2092, 2100, 2103, 2104, 2113, 2120,
2143, 2155, 2156, 2162, 2165, 2169, 2170, 2171, 2173, 2175, 2185,
2190, 2192, 2210, 2241, 2270, 2272, 2301, 2335, 2357, 2417, 2418,
2457, 2466, 2474, 2475, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2479, 2485, 2603, 2606,
2607, 2644, 2668, 2671, 2672, 2704, 2710, 2716, 2723, 2740, 2766,
2789, 2790, 2805, 2808, 2814, 2828, 2936, 3054, 3091, 3107, 3109,
3110, 3112, 3113, 3145, 3161, 3162, 3163, 3174, 3184, 3191, 3199,
3234, 3269, 3345, 3391, 3407, 3474, 3518, 3519, 3521, 3522, 3539,
3551, 3556, 3559, 3563, 3567, 3591, 3597, 3639, 3641, 3654, 3672,
3685, 3696, 3701, 3704, 3760, 3820, 3828, 3829, 3846, 3868, 3874,
3889, 3890, 3901, 3904, 3913, 3920, 3926, 3968, 3973, 3975, 3981,
3982, 3984, 3986, 3988, 3995, 4000, 4022, 4023, 4024, 4038, 4041,
4140
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA; Including Federal
Grain Inspection Service [FGIS], and War Food Administration
[WFA]). See also: Agricultural Marketing Service, Agricultural
Research Service (ARS), Bureau of Plant Industry, Economic
Research Service, Food and Nutrition Service, Foreign Agricultural
Service, and Section of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction 4, 79,
143, 149, 150, 153, 161, 162, 173, 199, 265, 272, 290, 294, 374,

438, 445, 448, 449, 460, 466, 495, 510, 513, 546, 548, 559, 561,
571, 613, 619, 626, 665, 694, 720, 728, 799, 875, 911, 943, 949,
952, 968, 989, 1014, 1016, 1042, 1046, 1083, 1178, 1180, 1181,
1186, 1187, 1198, 1201, 1207, 1208, 1209, 1219, 1223, 1231, 1232,
1233, 1234, 1259, 1276, 1325, 1332, 1335, 1336, 1338, 1351, 1353,
1356, 1363, 1365, 1367, 1369, 1381, 1383, 1392, 1396, 1397, 1398,
1406, 1424, 1433, 1435, 1439, 1443, 1463, 1526, 1539, 1574, 1578,
1580, 1602, 1603, 1604, 1609, 1614, 1615, 1618, 1621, 1630, 1651,
1653, 1655, 1656, 1661, 1671, 1688, 1696, 1706, 1715, 1738, 1806,
1812, 1836, 1838, 1981, 1982, 1985, 1987, 2022, 2026, 2028, 2047,
2051, 2055, 2060, 2094, 2102, 2103, 2120, 2123, 2127, 2142, 2157,
2162, 2164, 2177, 2178, 2184, 2208, 2219, 2233, 2274, 2339, 2361,
2400, 2428, 2434, 2498, 2531, 2765, 2786, 2842, 2861, 2931, 3027,
3074, 3077, 3080, 3087, 3115, 3146, 3162, 3189, 3196, 3202, 3233,
3248, 3284, 3291, 3296, 3456, 3551, 3571, 3654, 3657, 3667, 3673,
3812, 3813, 3893, 3902, 3925, 3968, 3976, 3985, 4018, 4026, 4033
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Office of
Experiment Stations (1888-1955). Transferred to the Cooperative
State Experiment Station Service in 1961 60, 227, 245, 436, 467,
558, 583, 863, 891, 892, 893, 894, 895, 896, 2234, 3029, 3304,
3843, 4131
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Office
and Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture (Forerunners of USDA)
1981, 2476, 2478
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction (Established 1898 within the
USDA with David Fairchild in Charge). Transferred to Bureau
of Plant Industry (1 July 1901). Later Referred to as the Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction and then the Office of Foreign
Plant Introduction 80, 144, 158, 262, 276, 305, 344, 704, 824, 835,
845, 873, 910, 944, 946, 1087, 1097, 1108, 1110, 1116, 1133, 1135,
1148, 1161, 1164, 1228, 1238, 1239, 1309, 1328, 1448, 1461, 1538,
1556, 1613, 1698, 1746, 1809, 1857, 1862, 1967, 2101, 2123, 2185,
2474, 2477, 2478, 2485, 2610, 2672, 2716, 2723, 2729, 2790, 3191,
3269, 3345, 3407, 3597, 3696, 3907, 3929
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Statistical
Reporting Service (SRS), incl. Bureau of Markets and Crop
Estimates, BUreau of Crop Estimates, Bureau of Statistics, Division
of Statistics 3591, 3874
United States of America–Activities and Influence Overseas /
Abroad 75, 206, 673, 804, 806, 919, 939, 941, 951, 957, 961, 979,
1001, 1007, 1084, 1086, 1101, 1102, 1374, 1376, 1380, 1382, 1421,
1440, 1540, 1545, 1546, 1568, 1742, 1821, 1849, 1852, 1853, 1854,
1865, 1866, 2058, 2077, 2101, 2297, 2331, 2356, 2396, 2405, 2415,
2448, 2463, 2674, 2697, 2698, 2711, 2730, 2736, 2741, 2762, 2811,
2842, 2849, 2875, 2908, 2909, 2910, 2926, 3002, 3056, 3082, 3083,
3106, 3157, 3186, 3188, 3252, 3255, 3270, 3272, 3273, 3339, 3494,
3514, 3515, 3561, 3602, 3609, 3642, 3646, 3652, 3663, 3671, 3688,
3689, 3690, 3702, 3709, 3923, 3943, 3950, 3996, 3997, 3999, 4011,
4028
United States of America–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 1963, 2850, 3040, 3806, 3897
United States of America (USA) 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
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17, 18, 19, 20, 23, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 35, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43,
44, 46, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 60, 61, 62, 63, 65, 66, 67,
69, 70, 71, 73, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 84, 88, 89, 91, 93, 94, 95, 99,
101, 103, 105, 107, 109, 111, 112, 115, 116, 122, 123, 124, 125,
127, 129, 131, 134, 142, 143, 144, 145, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152,
153, 157, 158, 160, 161, 162, 164, 166, 167, 168, 170, 171, 172,
173, 174, 175, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187,
191, 193, 195, 196, 198, 199, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 207, 208,
209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 216, 217, 218, 220, 227, 228, 232,
233, 234, 237, 238, 244, 245, 246, 247, 251, 252, 254, 256, 258,
261, 262, 264, 265, 269, 273, 274, 275, 276, 278, 279, 280, 282,
283, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297,
298, 299, 300, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311,
312, 313, 314, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 323, 324, 325, 326,
329, 330, 333, 334, 335, 337, 339, 341, 342, 344, 345, 347, 348,
349, 350, 352, 353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 360, 364, 368, 370, 371,
372, 373, 374, 375, 377, 378, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 390, 391,
392, 394, 395, 396, 398, 399, 401, 402, 405, 407, 408, 409, 410,
411, 413, 415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425,
426, 430, 431, 433, 435, 438, 439, 444, 445, 448, 449, 450, 451,
452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 457, 460, 461, 465, 466, 467, 471, 472,
473, 474, 475, 476, 477, 482, 490, 491, 493, 495, 496, 497, 503,
504, 505, 506, 508, 509, 510, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518, 520,
522, 527, 528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 535, 538, 539, 540, 541, 544,
545, 546, 547, 548, 549, 550, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 558, 559,
561, 562, 563, 565, 566, 567, 569, 570, 571, 572, 575, 577, 578,
579, 580, 581, 582, 583, 584, 585, 586, 587, 588, 589, 592, 593,
595, 596, 597, 598, 601, 602, 603, 613, 614, 615, 617, 618, 619,
622, 626, 629, 630, 631, 632, 634, 636, 637, 638, 640, 642, 645,
648, 649, 650, 651, 652, 654, 655, 656, 660, 662, 663, 665, 666,
668, 669, 671, 672, 674, 678, 679, 680, 685, 688, 690, 691, 693,
694, 696, 697, 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 710, 711, 712, 715, 716,
720, 724, 725, 728, 729, 730, 734, 735, 739, 742, 743, 744, 746,
748, 749, 750, 751, 752, 757, 758, 759, 760, 761, 762, 763, 764,
765, 767, 768, 769, 770, 771, 773, 779, 781, 782, 783, 785, 786,
788, 792, 793, 796, 798, 799, 800, 807, 808, 813, 815, 816, 817,
818, 822, 823, 824, 827, 828, 829, 830, 831, 832, 833, 835, 836,
840, 842, 843, 844, 845, 848, 849, 850, 851, 852, 853, 854, 856,
857, 858, 860, 861, 862, 863, 868, 869, 872, 873, 875, 877, 878,
879, 880, 887, 888, 889, 890, 895, 896, 897, 899, 904, 908, 909,
910, 911, 912, 913, 914, 916, 918, 920, 921, 922, 925, 926, 927,
928, 929, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934, 936, 937, 938, 940, 942, 943,
944, 945, 948, 949, 952, 953, 954, 955, 956, 958, 964, 967, 968,
969, 971, 974, 975, 980, 981, 983, 985, 987, 989, 992, 995, 999,
1002, 1003, 1006, 1014, 1016, 1020, 1021, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1028,
1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040,
1041, 1042, 1046, 1047, 1052, 1053, 1055, 1057, 1059, 1063, 1064,
1066, 1072, 1073, 1077, 1079, 1080, 1081, 1083, 1085, 1090, 1091,
1092, 1094, 1095, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1100, 1103, 1104, 1105, 1106,
1108, 1110, 1113, 1114, 1115, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1122, 1125, 1128,
1131, 1132, 1133, 1134, 1135, 1136, 1137, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1141,
1142, 1143, 1144, 1145, 1146, 1147, 1148, 1149, 1150, 1151, 1152,
1153, 1154, 1155, 1157, 1158, 1160, 1161, 1162, 1163, 1164, 1165,
1166, 1167, 1171, 1172, 1177, 1178, 1179, 1180, 1181, 1183, 1185,
1186, 1187, 1188, 1193, 1194, 1195, 1196, 1197, 1198, 1199, 1201,
1202, 1205, 1207, 1208, 1209, 1210, 1211, 1212, 1213, 1215, 1216,
1217, 1219, 1220, 1223, 1224, 1226, 1228, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1233,
1234, 1235, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1242, 1243, 1244, 1247, 1250, 1252,
1253, 1254, 1255, 1258, 1259, 1261, 1266, 1268, 1274, 1276, 1277,
1282, 1286, 1287, 1289, 1295, 1296, 1298, 1299, 1300, 1301, 1302,

1303, 1304, 1305, 1306, 1307, 1308, 1310, 1311, 1312, 1315, 1317,
1318, 1320, 1321, 1322, 1323, 1324, 1325, 1326, 1327, 1329, 1331,
1332, 1333, 1334, 1335, 1336, 1337, 1338, 1339, 1340, 1341, 1343,
1344, 1345, 1346, 1347, 1349, 1350, 1351, 1352, 1353, 1354, 1355,
1356, 1357, 1358, 1359, 1360, 1362, 1363, 1364, 1365, 1366, 1367,
1368, 1369, 1370, 1371, 1372, 1373, 1375, 1377, 1378, 1381, 1383,
1384, 1387, 1389, 1390, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1395, 1396, 1397, 1398,
1399, 1400, 1406, 1407, 1408, 1410, 1411, 1412, 1416, 1418, 1419,
1420, 1422, 1424, 1425, 1427, 1432, 1433, 1434, 1435, 1438, 1439,
1441, 1443, 1445, 1446, 1448, 1453, 1454, 1458, 1460, 1461, 1462,
1464, 1465, 1467, 1468, 1472, 1473, 1474, 1475, 1476, 1478, 1479,
1480, 1481, 1482, 1483, 1486, 1491, 1492, 1494, 1499, 1500, 1502,
1503, 1504, 1508, 1510, 1514, 1520, 1523, 1524, 1526, 1527, 1528,
1529, 1530, 1531, 1534, 1536, 1538, 1539, 1541, 1542, 1544, 1548,
1549, 1552, 1553, 1554, 1555, 1556, 1561, 1567, 1569, 1570, 1571,
1572, 1573, 1574, 1575, 1577, 1578, 1579, 1580, 1581, 1582, 1584,
1585, 1586, 1588, 1589, 1591, 1592, 1593, 1594, 1595, 1596, 1597,
1598, 1599, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1604, 1605, 1606, 1607, 1608,
1609, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613, 1614, 1615, 1616, 1617, 1618, 1619,
1620, 1621, 1622, 1623, 1624, 1625, 1629, 1630, 1631, 1632, 1634,
1635, 1636, 1637, 1638, 1640, 1641, 1643, 1644, 1645, 1646, 1650,
1651, 1653, 1654, 1655, 1656, 1657, 1659, 1660, 1661, 1663, 1664,
1665, 1667, 1668, 1669, 1671, 1672, 1673, 1675, 1677, 1679, 1682,
1683, 1688, 1692, 1693, 1696, 1697, 1698, 1707, 1709, 1710, 1711,
1712, 1713, 1714, 1715, 1718, 1719, 1721, 1738, 1739, 1746, 1748,
1749, 1750, 1754, 1757, 1758, 1759, 1760, 1765, 1766, 1767, 1769,
1770, 1771, 1772, 1786, 1787, 1789, 1790, 1794, 1800, 1806, 1807,
1808, 1809, 1810, 1812, 1814, 1817, 1829, 1835, 1836, 1837, 1838,
1840, 1844, 1846, 1850, 1851, 1855, 1857, 1859, 1862, 1868, 1869,
1872, 1877, 1878, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1884, 1886, 1887, 1889, 1890,
1893, 1894, 1895, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901, 1902, 1903,
1904, 1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1913, 1914,
1915, 1916, 1917, 1919, 1920, 1933, 1934, 1937, 1939, 1943, 1946,
1948, 1949, 1950, 1951, 1953, 1955, 1959, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965,
1967, 1968, 1969, 1970, 1971, 1974, 1976, 1977, 1981, 1982, 1983,
1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1992, 1994, 1995, 2000, 2001, 2003, 2005,
2007, 2008, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2020, 2021,
2022, 2023, 2024, 2026, 2029, 2033, 2037, 2044, 2045, 2047, 2048,
2049, 2050, 2051, 2053, 2054, 2055, 2056, 2059, 2060, 2062, 2064,
2066, 2070, 2071, 2072, 2073, 2074, 2080, 2082, 2085, 2086, 2087,
2088, 2090, 2091, 2092, 2094, 2095, 2097, 2098, 2099, 2100, 2102,
2103, 2104, 2105, 2106, 2108, 2111, 2113, 2114, 2119, 2120, 2121,
2122, 2124, 2129, 2134, 2138, 2141, 2142, 2143, 2145, 2149, 2153,
2154, 2155, 2156, 2157, 2159, 2160, 2162, 2163, 2164, 2165, 2166,
2168, 2169, 2170, 2171, 2173, 2175, 2176, 2177, 2178, 2179, 2180,
2184, 2185, 2186, 2187, 2188, 2190, 2192, 2193, 2194, 2196, 2197,
2198, 2207, 2208, 2210, 2212, 2214, 2215, 2216, 2219, 2220, 2221,
2225, 2226, 2228, 2229, 2230, 2232, 2233, 2234, 2238, 2239, 2240,
2241, 2243, 2244, 2246, 2249, 2252, 2254, 2255, 2262, 2263, 2267,
2270, 2271, 2272, 2274, 2282, 2285, 2286, 2289, 2290, 2292, 2299,
2300, 2301, 2302, 2308, 2309, 2311, 2312, 2313, 2316, 2317, 2318,
2319, 2321, 2326, 2327, 2329, 2332, 2333, 2335, 2336, 2337, 2338,
2339, 2340, 2343, 2349, 2350, 2355, 2357, 2359, 2361, 2366, 2367,
2371, 2376, 2377, 2378, 2379, 2383, 2388, 2390, 2394, 2399, 2400,
2401, 2403, 2413, 2417, 2418, 2420, 2422, 2423, 2424, 2426, 2427,
2428, 2429, 2434, 2440, 2447, 2450, 2451, 2455, 2457, 2461, 2462,
2466, 2467, 2471, 2472, 2473, 2474, 2475, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2479,
2480, 2481, 2483, 2484, 2485, 2486, 2487, 2489, 2490, 2493, 2495,
2496, 2497, 2498, 2499, 2501, 2503, 2504, 2507, 2516, 2519, 2520,
2521, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2526, 2528, 2531, 2533, 2535, 2539,
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2540, 2542, 2543, 2544, 2546, 2548, 2549, 2551, 2554, 2557, 2563,
2567, 2568, 2569, 2574, 2575, 2584, 2585, 2586, 2587, 2588, 2589,
2595, 2602, 2603, 2606, 2607, 2610, 2613, 2614, 2619, 2621, 2622,
2624, 2625, 2627, 2629, 2631, 2633, 2634, 2643, 2644, 2648, 2653,
2654, 2655, 2666, 2667, 2668, 2671, 2672, 2677, 2687, 2689, 2690,
2704, 2709, 2710, 2716, 2718, 2723, 2728, 2729, 2731, 2737, 2738,
2740, 2743, 2747, 2750, 2751, 2753, 2758, 2760, 2761, 2763, 2765,
2766, 2767, 2769, 2781, 2784, 2785, 2786, 2787, 2788, 2789, 2790,
2792, 2796, 2798, 2801, 2805, 2808, 2814, 2815, 2817, 2819, 2825,
2826, 2828, 2835, 2838, 2841, 2846, 2847, 2850, 2851, 2854, 2858,
2860, 2861, 2867, 2870, 2871, 2876, 2877, 2878, 2881, 2883, 2884,
2889, 2892, 2897, 2899, 2904, 2906, 2907, 2911, 2914, 2916, 2918,
2921, 2922, 2925, 2930, 2931, 2936, 2940, 2941, 2946, 2947, 2950,
2954, 2957, 2958, 2959, 2960, 2961, 2962, 2963, 2964, 2965, 2966,
2967, 2970, 2971, 2972, 2974, 2975, 2976, 2977, 2979, 2980, 2981,
2982, 2983, 2984, 2985, 2986, 2987, 2988, 2989, 2990, 2991, 2993,
2994, 2996, 3004, 3006, 3007, 3009, 3010, 3011, 3012, 3018, 3020,
3026, 3027, 3029, 3030, 3040, 3041, 3042, 3044, 3047, 3049, 3051,
3052, 3054, 3055, 3066, 3068, 3069, 3070, 3071, 3072, 3073, 3074,
3076, 3077, 3080, 3081, 3086, 3087, 3088, 3091, 3093, 3094, 3095,
3098, 3105, 3107, 3109, 3110, 3111, 3112, 3113, 3114, 3115, 3117,
3129, 3130, 3131, 3133, 3134, 3136, 3138, 3140, 3145, 3146, 3147,
3149, 3150, 3152, 3160, 3161, 3162, 3163, 3164, 3169, 3174, 3175,
3176, 3179, 3182, 3183, 3184, 3187, 3189, 3190, 3191, 3195, 3196,
3199, 3202, 3212, 3213, 3215, 3216, 3217, 3218, 3224, 3225, 3227,
3228, 3233, 3234, 3236, 3238, 3248, 3251, 3253, 3254, 3257, 3258,
3261, 3269, 3271, 3274, 3275, 3284, 3289, 3291, 3296, 3298, 3303,
3311, 3312, 3318, 3322, 3323, 3326, 3327, 3328, 3331, 3333, 3334,
3335, 3337, 3343, 3345, 3347, 3348, 3350, 3352, 3353, 3356, 3363,
3364, 3365, 3368, 3369, 3370, 3374, 3377, 3378, 3379, 3380, 3381,
3383, 3384, 3385, 3386, 3387, 3388, 3391, 3392, 3393, 3394, 3396,
3399, 3404, 3407, 3408, 3415, 3417, 3418, 3419, 3420, 3421, 3422,
3423, 3424, 3426, 3434, 3435, 3436, 3439, 3440, 3441, 3443, 3448,
3449, 3450, 3455, 3456, 3459, 3460, 3461, 3465, 3466, 3467, 3468,
3469, 3471, 3472, 3473, 3474, 3475, 3477, 3479, 3480, 3481, 3482,
3483, 3487, 3492, 3493, 3497, 3499, 3500, 3501, 3504, 3506, 3512,
3516, 3518, 3519, 3520, 3521, 3522, 3524, 3527, 3528, 3532, 3533,
3534, 3535, 3538, 3539, 3550, 3551, 3554, 3555, 3556, 3557, 3559,
3562, 3563, 3567, 3570, 3571, 3573, 3576, 3581, 3583, 3585, 3587,
3591, 3597, 3598, 3600, 3601, 3604, 3607, 3617, 3618, 3622, 3623,
3624, 3625, 3628, 3629, 3633, 3635, 3638, 3639, 3641, 3645, 3650,
3651, 3653, 3654, 3657, 3658, 3659, 3662, 3666, 3667, 3668, 3670,
3672, 3673, 3674, 3675, 3678, 3679, 3681, 3682, 3684, 3685, 3686,
3692, 3693, 3694, 3696, 3699, 3701, 3704, 3705, 3706, 3710, 3711,
3713, 3722, 3723, 3724, 3727, 3728, 3730, 3731, 3732, 3735, 3736,
3737, 3739, 3742, 3744, 3745, 3746, 3747, 3748, 3749, 3751, 3754,
3755, 3756, 3758, 3760, 3762, 3763, 3764, 3770, 3773, 3777, 3779,
3780, 3783, 3785, 3787, 3788, 3790, 3791, 3792, 3793, 3797, 3798,
3799, 3801, 3806, 3807, 3809, 3810, 3812, 3813, 3814, 3815, 3820,
3822, 3824, 3826, 3828, 3829, 3830, 3832, 3836, 3837, 3838, 3842,
3843, 3844, 3845, 3846, 3847, 3849, 3850, 3853, 3854, 3856, 3858,
3859, 3860, 3861, 3865, 3866, 3867, 3868, 3870, 3871, 3872, 3873,
3874, 3875, 3876, 3878, 3880, 3881, 3882, 3883, 3887, 3888, 3889,
3890, 3892, 3893, 3894, 3897, 3899, 3900, 3901, 3902, 3904, 3905,
3906, 3908, 3909, 3910, 3911, 3913, 3916, 3919, 3920, 3922, 3924,
3925, 3926, 3927, 3932, 3939, 3947, 3949, 3953, 3958, 3959, 3963,
3965, 3968, 3972, 3973, 3974, 3975, 3976, 3977, 3978, 3979, 3980,
3981, 3982, 3984, 3985, 3986, 3988, 3990, 3991, 3992, 3994, 3995,
3998, 4000, 4003, 4006, 4008, 4012, 4013, 4017, 4018, 4019, 4020,
4021, 4022, 4023, 4024, 4026, 4031, 4032, 4033, 4034, 4035, 4037,

4038, 4039, 4040, 4041, 4042, 4044, 4047, 4050, 4051, 4052, 4053,
4055, 4056, 4057, 4058, 4059, 4060, 4061, 4063, 4064, 4065, 4066,
4067, 4068, 4069, 4073, 4074, 4075, 4076, 4078, 4079, 4080, 4081,
4082, 4085, 4086, 4087, 4089, 4090, 4091, 4094, 4098, 4101, 4103,
4104, 4105, 4107, 4110, 4113, 4114, 4115, 4116, 4117, 4119, 4121,
4122, 4124, 4125, 4127, 4130, 4131, 4133, 4134, 4140, 4141, 4142,
4143, 4147, 4148
United States–States–Alabama 32, 101, 157, 272, 282, 308, 317,
320, 392, 416, 421, 467, 475, 547, 840, 873, 889, 933, 945, 1115,
1117, 1180, 1215, 1217, 1232, 1329, 1333, 1339, 1364, 1366, 1393,
1397, 1400, 1561, 1573, 1577, 1599, 1660, 1663, 1669, 1682, 1770,
1771, 1772, 1794, 1807, 1810, 2073, 2165, 2246, 2249, 2282, 2361,
2400, 2417, 2422, 2429, 2455, 2603, 2643, 2653, 2668, 2671, 2740,
2786, 2814, 3087, 3091, 3107, 3112, 3115, 3174, 3184, 3291, 3311,
3326, 3333, 3352, 3597, 3806, 3865, 3892, 3893, 3901, 3920, 3926,
3968, 3973, 3975, 3988, 4018, 4023, 4033, 4038
United States–States–Alaska 218, 220, 1983
United States–States–Arizona 57, 3455
United States–States–Arkansas 57, 180, 181, 254, 330, 666, 693,
827, 840, 1116, 1198, 1393, 1538, 2230, 2474, 2478, 3417, 3981,
3982
United States–States–California 57, 60, 73, 95, 107, 245, 262, 273,
275, 292, 583, 636, 693, 750, 799, 848, 849, 850, 851, 852, 853,
854, 856, 857, 858, 890, 904, 909, 916, 941, 1016, 1028, 1029,
1030, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1040, 1059, 1064, 1072, 1073, 1081, 1133,
1228, 1240, 1243, 1247, 1250, 1252, 1254, 1255, 1258, 1276, 1282,
1287, 1298, 1301, 1302, 1303, 1304, 1305, 1439, 1454, 1473, 1474,
1475, 1476, 1478, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1482, 1492, 1504, 1510, 1520,
1534, 1541, 1625, 1738, 1790, 1809, 1837, 1877, 1878, 1882, 1883,
1886, 1887, 1889, 1890, 1894, 1895, 1896, 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901,
1902, 1903, 1904, 1907, 1908, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1917, 1948, 1950,
1951, 1959, 1962, 1963, 1977, 1982, 2108, 2214, 2254, 2255, 2290,
2376, 2377, 2390, 2466, 2478, 2481, 2520, 2521, 2522, 2523, 2543,
2569, 2689, 2690, 2758, 2785, 2787, 2788, 2957, 2959, 2960, 2961,
2962, 2966, 2967, 2971, 2972, 2974, 2975, 2976, 2980, 2982, 2983,
2984, 2985, 2987, 2988, 2989, 2990, 2991, 2993, 2994, 3026, 3040,
3041, 3072, 3073, 3145, 3182, 3224, 3353, 3363, 3364, 3368, 3377,
3378, 3379, 3383, 3384, 3385, 3387, 3388, 3392, 3394, 3396, 3420,
3426, 3439, 3440, 3441, 3443, 3455, 3459, 3460, 3461, 3473, 3479,
3500, 3518, 3539, 3556, 3563, 3692, 3723, 3724, 3730, 3735, 3736,
3737, 3739, 3744, 3745, 3747, 3748, 3749, 3751, 3754, 3755, 3758,
3770, 3779, 3801, 3949, 3959, 4052, 4053, 4055, 4056, 4058, 4059,
4060, 4061, 4063, 4065, 4066, 4067, 4068, 4069, 4073, 4074, 4076,
4078, 4079, 4103, 4110, 4122, 4124
United States–States–Colorado 57, 1027, 1304, 1916, 1955, 1963,
2377, 2569, 2977, 3030, 3040, 3455, 3722, 3731, 3779, 4000, 4098,
4113, 4122
United States–States–Connecticut 57, 112, 115, 183, 233, 234, 256,
296, 321, 345, 349, 364, 423, 435, 472, 582, 614, 693, 782, 815,
816, 832, 840, 964, 1079, 1080, 1179, 1181, 1193, 1261, 1282,
1310, 1371, 1393, 1468, 1837, 1846, 1982, 2300, 2474, 2476, 2478,
2629, 3047, 3311, 3555, 3674, 3675, 3705, 3711, 3799, 3911, 4134
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United States–States–Delaware 430, 451, 545, 751, 761, 762, 822,
831, 1332, 2037, 3094, 3175, 3337, 3417, 3557, 3674, 3981, 3982,
4018, 4033
United States–States–District of Columbia (Washington, DC) 4, 60,
80, 144, 149, 158, 162, 187, 198, 199, 218, 261, 265, 276, 334, 344,
350, 352, 360, 392, 415, 417, 438, 445, 448, 449, 466, 477, 547,
548, 552, 561, 563, 571, 586, 595, 622, 669, 691, 694, 704, 710,
715, 720, 781, 824, 835, 840, 845, 911, 936, 944, 968, 979, 1042,
1046, 1047, 1063, 1083, 1085, 1094, 1097, 1098, 1108, 1110, 1115,
1116, 1161, 1162, 1164, 1178, 1180, 1181, 1183, 1186, 1187, 1198,
1201, 1207, 1208, 1209, 1213, 1216, 1219, 1223, 1228, 1230, 1231,
1232, 1233, 1234, 1238, 1239, 1311, 1335, 1336, 1337, 1338, 1345,
1351, 1352, 1353, 1354, 1356, 1358, 1363, 1365, 1370, 1377, 1381,
1383, 1392, 1393, 1395, 1396, 1397, 1398, 1406, 1418, 1424, 1433,
1434, 1435, 1443, 1461, 1528, 1534, 1536, 1538, 1539, 1552, 1554,
1556, 1569, 1570, 1571, 1572, 1574, 1578, 1579, 1580, 1581, 1584,
1585, 1591, 1593, 1595, 1596, 1597, 1598, 1600, 1602, 1603, 1604,
1605, 1606, 1607, 1608, 1609, 1610, 1611, 1613, 1614, 1615, 1616,
1617, 1618, 1619, 1620, 1621, 1623, 1624, 1629, 1630, 1632, 1635,
1636, 1637, 1640, 1641, 1644, 1645, 1653, 1654, 1655, 1656, 1657,
1659, 1661, 1668, 1671, 1683, 1688, 1693, 1696, 1698, 1710, 1715,
1738, 1739, 1750, 1766, 1767, 1769, 1789, 1790, 1800, 1806, 1808,
1809, 1810, 1812, 1857, 1862, 1919, 1967, 1968, 2003, 2011, 2013,
2015, 2016, 2022, 2024, 2026, 2045, 2047, 2049, 2051, 2055, 2056,
2059, 2060, 2088, 2094, 2100, 2102, 2103, 2104, 2113, 2120, 2142,
2143, 2155, 2156, 2157, 2162, 2169, 2170, 2171, 2173, 2177, 2178,
2184, 2185, 2190, 2192, 2208, 2210, 2212, 2219, 2233, 2240, 2241,
2270, 2272, 2274, 2301, 2335, 2339, 2357, 2359, 2400, 2418, 2427,
2428, 2457, 2466, 2474, 2475, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2479, 2603, 2606,
2607, 2622, 2625, 2644, 2648, 2666, 2672, 2704, 2710, 2716, 2723,
2740, 2766, 2786, 2789, 2796, 2805, 2851, 2907, 2936, 3010, 3027,
3074, 3080, 3081, 3093, 3107, 3110, 3117, 3145, 3146, 3161, 3162,
3163, 3189, 3191, 3196, 3234, 3269, 3345, 3356, 3391, 3492, 3518,
3519, 3521, 3522, 3527, 3539, 3556, 3559, 3563, 3567, 3571, 3583,
3585, 3591, 3597, 3639, 3641, 3672, 3673, 3685, 3696, 3701, 3704,
3760, 3812, 3813, 3820, 3828, 3829, 3846, 3847, 3876, 3889, 3890,
3893, 3913, 3968, 3973, 3975, 3982, 3985, 3986, 3995, 3998, 4022,
4024, 4037, 4038, 4041, 4122
United States–States–Florida 57, 392, 495, 840, 1231, 1233, 1234,
1810, 2031, 2814, 2921, 3006, 3455, 4018, 4033, 4122
United States–States–Georgia 32, 57, 244, 320, 392, 410, 416, 418,
547, 571, 583, 592, 629, 632, 693, 701, 817, 827, 840, 889, 933,
1096, 1155, 1157, 1202, 1223, 1231, 1232, 1393, 1397, 1398, 1406,
1412, 1420, 1651, 1664, 1672, 1682, 1711, 1721, 1749, 1757, 1817,
1829, 1844, 1851, 1994, 2007, 2166, 2168, 2207, 2221, 2232, 2246,
2249, 2274, 2302, 2343, 2367, 2371, 2423, 2426, 2440, 2450, 2728,
2737, 2760, 2761, 2767, 2781, 2805, 2918, 3202, 3225, 3236, 3298,
3534, 3629, 3638, 3641, 3658, 3686, 3773, 3826, 3861, 3867, 3880,
3892, 3919, 3968, 3973, 4018, 4033
United States–States–Hawaii 7, 38, 49, 109, 158, 347, 387, 642,
652, 674, 693, 836, 843, 926, 927, 938, 941, 942, 961, 962, 1020,
1026, 1039, 1105, 1106, 1185, 1196, 1197, 1199, 1205, 1210, 1211,
1242, 1244, 1303, 1308, 1458, 1472, 1884, 1897, 1920, 1928, 1934,
1946, 1951, 1963, 1984, 2018, 2037, 2124, 2180, 2333, 2355, 2377,
2378, 2379, 2383, 2420, 2474, 2507, 2519, 2632, 2850, 2871, 2950,
2963, 2965, 3149, 3251, 3257, 3284, 3369, 3381, 3386, 3420, 3439,

3440, 3441, 3559, 3742, 3813, 3822, 3868, 3880, 4064
United States–States–Idaho 1503, 2474, 2569, 3077, 3258, 3455,
3727, 3779
United States–States–Illinois 4, 51, 57, 93, 127, 173, 232, 234, 300,
326, 368, 371, 377, 420, 422, 455, 457, 460, 466, 490, 503, 516,
529, 539, 546, 565, 569, 638, 693, 701, 703, 840, 863, 872, 873,
899, 918, 930, 1006, 1171, 1186, 1188, 1194, 1220, 1231, 1258,
1259, 1282, 1322, 1412, 1538, 1571, 1582, 1593, 1594, 1646, 1675,
1786, 1789, 1939, 2037, 2164, 2286, 2357, 2377, 2378, 2379, 2383,
2434, 2474, 2478, 2543, 2544, 2563, 2575, 2731, 2761, 2814, 2867,
2899, 2906, 2941, 2964, 3009, 3018, 3076, 3109, 3199, 3404, 3439,
3440, 3441, 3469, 3474, 3480, 3499, 3534, 3760, 3763, 3773, 3843,
3845, 3849, 3866, 3872, 3906, 3986, 3994, 4003, 4008, 4013, 4018,
4033, 4091, 4107, 4134
United States–States–Indiana 51, 54, 57, 111, 116, 152, 170, 178,
180, 193, 210, 216, 274, 280, 288, 289, 290, 291, 298, 352, 360,
385, 407, 617, 693, 798, 815, 816, 830, 835, 840, 887, 920, 925,
931, 932, 940, 944, 954, 955, 971, 992, 1038, 1104, 1110, 1113,
1114, 1118, 1133, 1171, 1186, 1201, 1231, 1306, 1307, 1320, 1321,
1331, 1332, 1355, 1358, 1360, 1391, 1407, 1514, 1570, 1592, 1597,
1675, 1789, 1969, 2037, 2087, 2092, 2156, 2169, 2175, 2214, 2308,
2309, 2357, 2466, 2474, 2687, 2753, 2814, 2878, 2914, 3114, 3140,
3150, 3160, 3164, 3187, 3275, 3474, 3534, 3550, 3567, 3681, 3685,
3773, 3793, 3836, 3873, 3883, 3890, 3899, 3905, 3932, 3972, 3978,
3981, 3982, 4018, 4020, 4022, 4033, 4038, 4142, 4147, 4148
United States–States–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain U.S. state.
Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in this state 1483,
3471
United States–States–Introduction of Soy Products to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a
certain U.S. state. Soybeans as such had not yet been reported by
that date in this state 1483, 3471
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybeans in a certain U.S. state 57, 158,
503, 1132, 1253, 1483, 1893, 3055, 4033
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with
(but not yet in) a certain U.S. state 693
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain
U.S. state 57, 503, 693, 704, 1503, 2585, 3055, 3713, 4033
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain U.S. state
17, 57, 158, 503, 1132, 1253, 1483, 1893, 1971, 2474, 3055
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain U.S. state 17, 57, 503, 693, 704, 1971, 2474, 2585, 3055,
3625, 3713
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United States–States–Iowa 12, 13, 52, 53, 55, 57, 168, 370, 407,
457, 465, 471, 472, 473, 640, 1183, 1508, 1937, 2173, 2329, 3044,
3439, 3865, 4018
United States–States–Kansas 6, 11, 13, 29, 32, 33, 35, 42, 44, 52,
54, 55, 57, 58, 59, 61, 63, 66, 77, 81, 89, 91, 153, 171, 172, 173,
174, 175, 181, 183, 195, 204, 216, 218, 220, 228, 261, 262, 264,
265, 269, 312, 384, 398, 399, 506, 520, 550, 555, 559, 577, 578,
582, 587, 642, 665, 693, 840, 873, 953, 981, 1014, 1133, 1142,
1144, 1147, 1198, 1232, 1387, 1407, 1531, 1539, 1634, 1675, 1937,
1974, 1981, 1982, 1983, 2037, 2474, 2476, 2478, 2487, 2613, 3069,
3134, 3196, 3474, 3534, 3645, 3674, 3682, 3980, 3981, 3982
United States–States–Kentucky 57, 262, 294, 295, 356, 425, 495,
586, 693, 889, 948, 1187, 1231, 1654, 1679, 1789, 1857, 3069,
3130, 3131, 3164, 3296, 3534, 3604, 3670, 3674, 3675, 3968, 3974,
3977, 3979, 3981, 3982, 4018, 4033, 4042
United States–States–Louisiana 57, 569, 711, 840, 860, 873, 1145,
1180, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1406, 1526, 1721, 1794, 1806, 1810, 2031,
2528, 3069, 3291, 3846, 3968, 3975, 4033
United States–States–Maine 16, 57, 122, 217, 439, 450, 613, 634,
680, 693, 914, 1181, 3858
United States–States–Maryland 57, 143, 150, 203, 693, 760, 831,
869, 889, 913, 974, 1167, 1172, 1370, 1392, 1464, 1638, 1719,
1746, 1789, 1982, 2229, 2239, 2262, 2487, 2854, 2892, 3133, 3533,
3622, 3623, 3624, 3763, 3815, 3856, 3889, 4122
United States–States–Massachusetts 9, 15, 57, 58, 65, 67, 125, 131,
143, 150, 153, 173, 183, 209, 233, 269, 276, 283, 319, 375, 386,
401, 408, 444, 472, 491, 527, 531, 538, 556, 596, 642, 648, 651,
691, 693, 696, 697, 748, 764, 767, 770, 823, 840, 855, 868, 875,
921, 1037, 1053, 1079, 1091, 1108, 1116, 1133, 1136, 1144, 1146,
1177, 1318, 1344, 1408, 1494, 1524, 1538, 1548, 1549, 1556, 1789,
1836, 1955, 1981, 2037, 2054, 2098, 2262, 2474, 2476, 2478, 2487,
2535, 2539, 2925, 2930, 3007, 3030, 3134, 3147, 3161, 3189, 3199,
3674, 3799, 3824, 3826, 3853, 3939, 4018, 4038, 4113, 4122, 4134
United States–States–Michigan 16, 57, 122, 143, 150, 238, 252,
287, 293, 297, 309, 312, 313, 316, 355, 373, 378, 431, 444, 454,
493, 506, 508, 565, 584, 642, 649, 650, 655, 656, 665, 668, 671,
685, 693, 702, 757, 765, 767, 779, 782, 807, 880, 1046, 1057, 1079,
1108, 1116, 1133, 1139, 1144, 1194, 1228, 1282, 1310, 1322, 1335,
1336, 1338, 1360, 1953, 1981, 1982, 1983, 2097, 2476, 2478, 2554,
3187, 3199, 3347, 3417, 3467, 3534, 3711, 3799, 4018, 4019, 4031,
4032, 4090, 4134
United States–States–Minnesota 4, 57, 77, 84, 142, 143, 374, 665,
693, 840, 873, 1092, 1351, 1568, 1595, 1789, 2021, 2285, 2474,
3051, 3417, 3787, 3790, 3792, 3986, 4018, 4033, 4085, 4140
United States–States–Mississippi 57, 357, 416, 509, 663, 669, 693,
897, 1259, 1336, 1406, 1502, 1580, 1602, 1609, 1615, 1630, 1655,
1688, 1721, 1810, 1949, 1971, 2037, 2103, 2120, 2138, 2162, 2168,
2178, 2343, 2367, 2466, 2474, 2549, 3115, 3133, 3291, 3880, 3968,
3973, 3975, 4018, 4033

693, 817, 860, 889, 1323, 1327, 1675, 1809, 1868, 1869, 2008,
2377, 2378, 2379, 2383, 2655, 2786, 3098, 3111, 3160, 3218, 3258,
3474, 3535, 3815, 3865, 3870, 3871, 3881, 3932, 3986, 3992, 4017,
4021, 4033
United States–States–Montana 57, 3455, 3779, 4122
United States–States–Nebraska 17, 20, 52, 57, 181, 261, 402, 541,
693, 712, 840, 936, 958, 980, 1327, 1709, 2847, 2858, 2876, 3455,
3528, 4033
United States–States–Nevada 57, 1483, 1510, 1909, 1963, 3455
United States–States–New Hampshire 43, 535, 690, 693, 746, 840,
855, 3654
United States–States–New Jersey 65, 105, 131, 289, 342, 540, 660,
688, 693, 735, 742, 788, 974, 1042, 1047, 1194, 1282, 1286, 1315,
1367, 1427, 1462, 2020, 2022, 2064, 2091, 2111, 2188, 2216, 2262,
2474, 2476, 2478, 2584, 2624, 2815, 3131, 3199, 3289, 3343, 3348,
3415, 3422, 3450, 3562, 3607, 3633, 3659, 3674, 3675, 3792, 3807,
3875, 3926, 3995, 4033, 4035, 4039, 4040, 4044, 4089, 4094, 4104,
4114, 4115, 4119, 4122, 4125
United States–States–New Mexico 3055, 3455, 3475, 3576, 3791,
4121
United States–States–New York 8, 18, 23, 26, 27, 31, 39, 65, 105,
123, 124, 129, 143, 150, 163, 184, 208, 211, 213, 214, 218, 228,
258, 276, 287, 300, 309, 312, 323, 325, 334, 341, 354, 372, 375,
387, 391, 395, 413, 419, 420, 424, 426, 444, 471, 474, 496, 514,
522, 528, 544, 552, 553, 554, 556, 585, 593, 596, 613, 618, 631,
651, 693, 702, 710, 725, 729, 730, 734, 744, 752, 758, 761, 763,
764, 771, 785, 788, 823, 844, 861, 868, 889, 908, 934, 989, 995,
1041, 1052, 1053, 1066, 1079, 1097, 1098, 1100, 1128, 1152, 1160,
1161, 1162, 1163, 1183, 1266, 1274, 1282, 1310, 1362, 1401, 1418,
1425, 1499, 1539, 1586, 1673, 1712, 1713, 1714, 1759, 1800, 1844,
1906, 1963, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1992, 1994, 2007, 2008, 2020, 2048,
2064, 2066, 2074, 2082, 2086, 2095, 2106, 2154, 2176, 2193, 2214,
2215, 2216, 2226, 2241, 2244, 2262, 2263, 2289, 2290, 2292, 2299,
2311, 2312, 2316, 2318, 2336, 2338, 2357, 2462, 2475, 2487, 2539,
2540, 2569, 2585, 2619, 2621, 2629, 2892, 2911, 2958, 3040, 3042,
3066, 3070, 3095, 3107, 3114, 3129, 3189, 3199, 3212, 3254, 3274,
3296, 3328, 3422, 3423, 3434, 3440, 3441, 3455, 3471, 3497, 3597,
3651, 3659, 3746, 3763, 3764, 3779, 3783, 3788, 3799, 3809, 3837,
3875, 3882, 3924, 3986, 3990, 3991, 4003, 4006, 4008, 4018, 4032,
4033, 4075, 4081, 4086, 4122, 4131, 4134, 4141
United States–States–North Carolina 50, 57, 89, 191, 237, 357, 392,
396, 495, 581, 632, 637, 693, 705, 844, 913, 922, 992, 1096, 1136,
1141, 1146, 1212, 1213, 1231, 1233, 1235, 1300, 1326, 1337, 1345,
1350, 1373, 1375, 1377, 1378, 1383, 1393, 1396, 1399, 1406, 1530,
1544, 1552, 1553, 1554, 1555, 1572, 1575, 1584, 1598, 1601, 1605,
1606, 1607, 1608, 1610, 1612, 1616, 1622, 1631, 1632, 1672, 1757,
1789, 1919, 2000, 2023, 2207, 2326, 2340, 2474, 2476, 2478, 2653,
2668, 2814, 2846, 2878, 2889, 3018, 3066, 3088, 3217, 3218, 3228,
3291, 3322, 3333, 3408, 3417, 3516, 3538, 3585, 3625, 3641, 3806,
3815, 3887, 3888, 3894, 3897, 3902, 3926, 3968, 3973, 3981, 3982,
4018, 4024, 4033, 4038

United States–States–Missouri 57, 103, 173, 201, 202, 244, 652,
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United States–States–North Dakota 60, 3399, 3448, 3449, 3471,
3694, 4033

United States–States–Texas 57, 218, 392, 693, 1346, 1406, 1526,
1983, 2614, 3318, 3455, 4033

United States–States–Ohio 40, 41, 42, 51, 57, 62, 93, 166, 179,
185, 186, 196, 251, 278, 279, 280, 286, 329, 335, 337, 353, 384,
510, 513, 554, 693, 786, 828, 833, 840, 912, 925, 1144, 1186, 1195,
1231, 1233, 1299, 1324, 1341, 1347, 1485, 1523, 1527, 1538, 1548,
1549, 1650, 1746, 1760, 1868, 1869, 1982, 1986, 1987, 2053, 2072,
2099, 2138, 2186, 2194, 2262, 2349, 2357, 2394, 2476, 2478, 2567,
2585, 2586, 2587, 2588, 2964, 3052, 3070, 3071, 3114, 3134, 3140,
3146, 3160, 3215, 3216, 3238, 3275, 3335, 3350, 3474, 3481, 3482,
3504, 3534, 3554, 3684, 3710, 3777, 3791, 3792, 3798, 3806, 3814,
3815, 3854, 3859, 3878, 3908, 3922, 3927, 3981, 3982, 3986, 4018,
4031, 4032, 4033, 4038, 4040, 4047, 4133, 4142

United States–States–Utah 57, 76, 341, 466, 503, 566, 759, 768,
1253, 1287, 1304, 1432, 1542, 1765, 1787, 1905, 1963, 1986, 2179,
2569, 2881, 2979, 3040, 3077, 3136, 3380, 3393, 3455, 3635, 3650,
3779, 4050, 4080, 4105, 4122

United States–States–Oklahoma 69, 71, 148, 181, 597, 693, 793,
840, 899, 1128, 1198, 1201, 1231, 1232, 1407, 3069, 3512, 3791,
3977, 4033
United States–States–Oregon 693, 956, 1258, 1304, 1893, 1911,
1963, 2377, 2524, 2569, 2574, 2801, 2981, 3040, 3077, 3190, 3439,
3440, 3441, 3455, 3465, 3466, 3600, 3601, 3713, 3777, 3779, 3785,
4091, 4110, 4122, 4127
United States–States–Pennsylvania 57, 129, 143, 150, 173, 244,
246, 279, 302, 354, 378, 387, 452, 476, 482, 497, 588, 647, 655,
678, 693, 773, 782, 808, 842, 862, 868, 880, 889, 989, 1047, 1057,
1063, 1090, 1317, 1383, 1486, 1586, 1939, 1981, 1982, 2001, 2080,
2090, 2159, 2225, 2228, 2654, 2751, 3011, 3012, 3107, 3199, 3331,
3352, 3404, 3435, 3436, 3468, 3471, 3522, 3534, 3557, 3597, 3699,
3764, 3900, 3910, 4018, 4031, 4033, 4037, 4051, 4081, 4122, 4130,
4134, 4142
United States–States–Rhode Island 57, 411, 419, 435, 582, 693,
813, 840, 985, 1133, 1140, 1146, 2474, 2476, 2478, 2946, 3199,
3418, 4033, 4038, 4122
United States–States–South Carolina 57, 305, 317, 392, 396, 530,
548, 615, 693, 840, 1393, 1406, 2120, 2805, 2814, 3275, 3291,
3641, 3926, 3968, 3973, 3975, 3985, 4018, 4033
United States–States–South Dakota 57, 693, 1461, 2466, 3986
United States–States–Tennessee 57, 161, 356, 357, 392, 532, 575,
614, 630, 693, 840, 873, 1025, 1158, 1187, 1207, 1208, 1209, 1216,
1219, 1231, 1334, 1352, 1353, 1356, 1357, 1363, 1365, 1371, 1373,
1381, 1383, 1384, 1389, 1390, 1393, 1396, 1397, 1411, 1412, 1424,
1433, 1434, 1435, 1443, 1467, 1569, 1574, 1578, 1579, 1585, 1600,
1603, 1604, 1610, 1611, 1614, 1617, 1618, 1619, 1620, 1621, 1623,
1624, 1651, 1653, 1654, 1656, 1657, 1659, 1661, 1668, 1671, 1679,
1693, 1696, 1769, 1771, 1789, 1806, 1808, 1810, 1812, 1836, 1857,
1970, 2013, 2026, 2045, 2047, 2049, 2051, 2055, 2056, 2059, 2060,
2094, 2097, 2100, 2102, 2104, 2113, 2138, 2142, 2155, 2156, 2157,
2166, 2170, 2171, 2177, 2184, 2190, 2192, 2198, 2208, 2210, 2219,
2233, 2272, 2335, 2339, 2340, 2357, 2361, 2418, 2428, 2447, 2474,
2548, 2568, 2761, 2786, 2835, 3069, 3076, 3080, 3107, 3163, 3187,
3331, 3417, 3506, 3519, 3521, 3597, 3678, 3701, 3704, 3806, 3809,
3810, 3815, 3838, 3865, 3916, 3968, 3975, 3976, 3981, 3982, 3985,
4018, 4033

United States–States–Vermont 57, 329, 693
United States–States–Virginia 41, 57, 149, 151, 158, 162, 167, 177,
179, 185, 187, 299, 339, 352, 375, 383, 392, 396, 405, 409, 415,
417, 418, 424, 433, 438, 444, 445, 448, 449, 453, 456, 495, 563,
575, 580, 645, 693, 716, 781, 800, 807, 873, 877, 889, 910, 911,
913, 922, 969, 983, 1094, 1095, 1097, 1108, 1115, 1122, 1143,
1145, 1148, 1164, 1165, 1178, 1187, 1228, 1231, 1233, 1300, 1311,
1312, 1337, 1352, 1354, 1358, 1359, 1368, 1370, 1392, 1395, 1398,
1412, 1528, 1530, 1536, 1538, 1539, 1570, 1571, 1572, 1581, 1585,
1591, 1600, 1607, 1608, 1610, 1624, 1629, 1636, 1637, 1643, 1655,
1659, 1683, 1715, 1738, 1739, 1746, 1750, 1766, 1767, 1789, 1810,
1857, 1943, 2000, 2003, 2016, 2037, 2051, 2070, 2071, 2088, 2092,
2138, 2141, 2143, 2188, 2197, 2198, 2210, 2212, 2220, 2238, 2240,
2241, 2243, 2335, 2357, 2457, 2467, 2474, 2478, 2479, 2497, 2603,
2606, 2607, 2624, 2644, 2666, 2704, 2710, 2716, 2740, 2766, 2805,
2828, 2936, 3010, 3081, 3091, 3107, 3131, 3133, 3161, 3199, 3236,
3492, 3559, 3567, 3585, 3591, 3597, 3639, 3672, 3762, 3806, 3815,
3828, 3829, 3847, 3889, 3890, 3913, 3968, 3973, 3981, 3982, 3984,
4018, 4031, 4033, 4038
United States–States–Washington state 56, 57, 145, 693, 1031,
1032, 1064, 1083, 1258, 1304, 1881, 1910, 1912, 1963, 2005, 2085,
2108, 2254, 2255, 2377, 2378, 2379, 2383, 2420, 2498, 2504, 2525,
2526, 2569, 2631, 2634, 2817, 2854, 2870, 2970, 2986, 3040, 3077,
3258, 3327, 3365, 3370, 3374, 3439, 3440, 3441, 3455, 3600, 3601,
3728, 3732, 3763, 3779, 3980, 4038, 4091, 4110, 4122
United States–States–West Virginia 57, 693, 829, 840, 1132, 2053,
2585, 2763, 3187, 3534, 3815, 4018, 4033
United States–States–Wisconsin 4, 57, 99, 134, 143, 150, 247, 252,
274, 506, 517, 518, 550, 629, 654, 665, 672, 679, 693, 764, 765,
773, 782, 783, 878, 879, 929, 930, 968, 1055, 1103, 1125, 1144,
1166, 1194, 1268, 1289, 1419, 1491, 1508, 1836, 1862, 1937, 1982,
2022, 2037, 2299, 2474, 2477, 2542, 2954, 3111, 3136, 3199, 3253,
3419, 3424, 3456, 3573, 3654, 3780, 3792, 3909, 3958, 3986, 4013,
4018, 4033, 4057
United States–States–Wyoming 57, 2569, 3455, 4122
Urbana Laboratories (Urbana, Illinois), Maker of Legume
Inoculants. Founded by Albert Lemuel Whiting in 1919 3480
Urease. See Enzymes in the Soybean–Urease and Its Inactivation
USA. See United States of America
USA–Food uses of soybeans, early. See Historical–Documents
about Food Uses of Soybeans (or recipes) in the USA before 1900
USDA. See United States Department of Agriculture
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USDA National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, Maryland).
See National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, Maryland)

Vegetarian Celebrities–Noted or Prominent Personalities and
Famous People 2584

Van Gundy, Dorothea. See Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and
Their Authors

Vegetarian Cookbooks. See also: Vegan Cookbooks 656, 1494,
2535, 3001, 3711, 4090

Vanaspati (Vegetable Shortening, Vegetable Ghee, or Vanaspati
Ghee) 1708, 3580

Vegetarian Cookbooks–Vegan / Plant-Based Cookbooks–Do Not
Use Dairy Products or Eggs 2584

Vanuatu. See Oceania

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Diabetes and Diabetic Diets
646, 2609, 2948, 3212, 3284

Varieties of soybeans–Earliest document seen... See Historical–
Earliest Document Seen

Vegetarian Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects–Protein Quantity
and Quality 2609

Varieties, soybean. See Soybean Varieties
Varieties, soybean–Chinese. See Chinese Soybean Types and
Varieties

Vegetarian / Meatless Burgers–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 656
Vegetarian or Vegan Restaurants or Cafeterias 1507, 2191

Varieties, soybean–Japanese. See Japanese Soybean Types and
Varieties
Variety Development and Breeding of Soybeans (General,
Including Varieties and Seeds) 351, 1097, 1341, 1571, 1582, 1594,
1814, 2164, 2285, 2314, 2409, 2474, 2479, 2578, 2585, 2681, 2687,
2716, 2806, 2828, 2829, 2933, 2943, 3014, 3020, 3050, 3070, 3086,
3103, 3104, 3107, 3109, 3119, 3122, 3128, 3175, 3226, 3407, 3552,
3554, 3756, 3850, 3868, 3909, 3981, 3982, 4087, 4088, 4104

Vegetarian pioneers. See Clubb, Henry Stephen (Rev.) (1827-1921),
Graham, Sylvester (1794-1851), Jackson, James Caleb (1811-1881),
Tolstoy, Leo (1828-1910)
Vegetarian Society of America. See Vegetarianism–Vegetarian
Societies in North America–Vegetarian Society of America (June
1886 -1905)
Vegetarianism. See Bible Christian Church in England and the USA

Variety development of soybeans. See Breeding of Soybeans and
Classical Genetics, Germplasm Collections and Resources, and
Gene Banks
Variety names / nomenclature–standardization. See Nomenclature
of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of
Variety names of early U.S. soybeans. See Lists and Descriptions
(Official) of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers
and Synonyms
Vegan cookbooks. See Vegetarian Cookbooks–Vegan Cookbooks
Veganism. See Vegetarianism–Veganism
Veganism, nutritional aspects. See Vegetarianism–Vegan Diets–
Nutritional Aspects–General
Vegetable oils. See Specific Oilseeds such as Peanut Oil, Sesame
Oil, Sunflower Oil, etc

Vegetarianism and the Temperance Movement (Abstaining from
Alcohol / Alcoholic Beverages) Worldwide. Incl. Teetotalism 387,
1953, 2191
Vegetarianism, Athletics / Sports, and Athletes 2191
Vegetarianism–Concerning a Diet and Lifestyle Free of Flesh
Foods, But Which May Include Dairy Products or Eggs. See also:
Veganism 47, 48, 219, 234, 247, 386, 390, 646, 658, 741, 867, 908,
916, 974, 1056, 1088, 1170, 1282, 1284, 1348, 1487, 1495, 1507,
1638, 1788, 1934, 1938, 1939, 1953, 2134, 2191, 2513, 2554, 2556,
2597, 2609, 2611, 2680, 2882, 2948, 3007, 3021, 3027, 3029, 3066,
3182, 3212, 3213, 3284, 3452, 3453, 3763, 3811, 3845, 3930, 4116,
4131, 4136
Vegetarianism–Efficiency of Plants Much Greater Than Animals in
Producing Food from a Given Input of Energy, Land, or Water. Also
Called Political Economy 3027, 3509, 3536, 3558

Vegetable soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans

Vegetarianism–Evidence from Comparative Anatomy and
Physiology 658, 2584

Vegetable-type or edible soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans, General
Information About, Not Including Use As Green Vegetable
Soybeans

Vegetarianism–Fruitarianism–Concerning a Fruitarian or
Frugivorous Diet Consisting of Fruits, Nuts, and Seeds (Such as
Cereal Grains or Legumes). Includes a Vegan Diet or Lifestyle Free
of All Animal Products 245, 1276, 1439, 1507

Vegetarian and Vegan Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects–
Children and Teenagers 245

Vegetarianism–Historical Documents Published before 1900 658
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Vegetarianism–Religious Aspects–Religions of Indian Origin–
Buddhism (Including Zen), Hinduism, Jainism, Yoga, and Ayurveda
658, 1988
Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with 656, 1953, 2191,
2554, 2680, 3711, 4090
Vegetarianism–Statistics and Analyses on the Number of
Vegetarians or the Size of the Vegetarian Products Market 2134
Vegetarianism–Vegan Diets–Nutritional Aspects (General) 245,
1988, 2584
Vegetarianism–Veganism–Concerning a Plant-Based or Vegan
Diet and Lifestyle Free of All Animal Products, Including Dairy
Products, Eggs, and in Some Cases Honey and Leather 234, 245,
1276, 1439, 1938, 1988, 2584
Vegetarianism–Vegetarian Societies in North America–Vegetarian
Society of America (June 1886–1905) 862
Velvet Bean. Mucuna pruriens (L.) DC. Formerly: Mucuna utilis.
Formerly called Banana Bean (Rarely) or Velvetbean 101, 131, 187,
254, 282, 305, 308, 320, 436, 449, 467, 515, 642, 643, 701, 933,
945, 979, 1122, 1264, 1427, 2549, 3002, 3085, 3291, 3572, 3612,
3806, 3981, 4083, 4106

War, world. See World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods
Waterproof goods or cloth. See Linoleum, Floor Coverings,
Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods
Wedge press. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Wedge Press
Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use 32, 89, 231, 288, 290, 407, 473,
559, 685, 800, 989, 1116, 1299, 1310, 2181, 2262, 3018, 3069,
3350, 3620, 3853, 4147
Weight of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–
Weight of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound
Wheat Gluten. Chinese–Pinyin: Mianjin / Mian-jin. Wade-Giles:
Mienchin / Mien-chin 27, 126, 234, 255, 284, 296, 328, 390, 538,
646, 656, 892, 908, 974, 982, 993, 1060, 1061, 1068, 1079, 1080,
1181, 1261, 1288, 1468, 1501, 1756, 1935, 1953, 1955, 1964, 2350,
2458, 2556, 2600, 3029, 3030, 3035, 3182, 3239, 3244, 3398, 3404,
3452, 3711, 3799, 3911, 4091, 4134
Wheat used in Chinese-style soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, Chinese
Style, Made with a Significant Proportion of Wheat or Barley
Whipping or foaming in soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Isolates–
Enzyme-Modified Soy Protein Isolates with Whipping / Foaming
Properties Used to Replace Egg Albumen

Vereenigde Ost-Indische Compagnie. See Dutch East India
Company

White soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–White

Viability and life-span of soybean seeds. See Storage of Seeds

Whiting, Albert Lemuel. See Urbana Laboratories

Vigna mungo. See Black gram or urd

Whole Dry Soybeans Cooked with Plenty of Water for a Long Time
to Make Soybean Congee or Gruel 3057

Vigna sesquipedalis. See Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean
Vigna unguiculata or V. sinensis. See Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea
Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. (France). In 1975 Vilmorin joined the
Limagrain Group (Groupe Limagrain) and is now officially named
Vilmorin s.a.. 2, 3, 5, 19, 102, 276, 677, 740, 1075, 1225, 1226,
1227, 1538, 1993, 2044, 2316, 2327, 2474, 2478, 2502, 3608

Whole Dry Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 620
Whole Dry Soybeans, Ground or Mashed to a Paste After Boiling,
or Ground Raw with Water to a Fresh Puree or Slurry (Including
Japanese Gô) 155, 1389, 2042, 2577, 2664, 3681, 3792, 3843, 4130

W. Atlee Burpee (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 2478

Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Boiled but Otherwise Unprocessed as
Food) 60, 234, 239, 294, 386, 429, 646, 653, 838, 891, 900, 1158,
1284, 1495, 1501, 1746, 1920, 1953, 1988, 2034, 2106, 2109, 2191,
2256, 2327, 2350, 2373, 2461, 2470, 2487, 2528, 2545, 2546, 2595,
2631, 2638, 2664, 2680, 2854, 3057, 3066, 3127, 3169, 3182, 3213,
3284, 3305, 3404, 3477, 3666, 3763, 3843, 3845, 4013

Walnut ketchup. See Ketchup, Walnut (Walnut Ketchup, WesternStyle)

Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Unprocessed as Feed) 239, 792, 1194,
1556, 2412

War, Civil, USA. See Civil War in USA (1861-1865)

Wiancko, Alfred Theodore (1872-1949, Purdue Univ., Indiana) 920,
931, 940, 1104, 1110, 1114, 1118, 1201, 1331, 1355, 1360, 1570,
1592, 2087, 2092, 2175, 2687, 3550, 3883, 3932

Vitamins (General) 159, 361, 1225, 1547, 3884
Voandzeia subterranea or Voandzou. See Bambarra groundnuts

War, Russo-Japanese. See Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–
Soybeans and Soyfoods
War, Sino-Japanese. See Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans
and Soyfoods

Wild Annual Soybean (Glycine soja Siebold & Zuccarini, formerly
named G. ussuriensis Regel & Maack, and G. angustifolia Miquel)
96, 105, 277, 362, 1048, 1075, 1538, 1857, 2037, 2149, 2474, 2475,
3429, 3446, 3913, 4000
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Wild, perennial relatives of the soybean. See Neonotonia wightii
Wild, Perennial Relatives of the Soybean–Glycine Species (Glycine
albicans, G. aphyonota, G. arenaria, G. argyrea, G. canescens,
G. clandestina, G. curvata, G. cyrtoloba, G. falcata, G. gracei,
G. hirticaulis, G. lactovirens, G. latifolia, G. latrobeana, G.
montis-douglas, G. mycrophylla, G. peratosa, G. pindanica, G. G.
rubiginosa, G. stenophita, G. syndetika, G. tabacina, G. pullenii
tomentella) (Former Names and Synonyms Include G. sericea, and
G. tomentosa) 113, 176, 277, 469, 512, 2474
Wild Soybeans (General) 4, 506, 1041, 2748, 3014
Wiley, Harvey Washington (1884-1930). Father of the Pure Food
and Drug Act and the Meat Inspection Act (1906) and of the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration 4116
Williams, Charles Burgess (1871-1947). North Carolina Soybean
Pioneer 1212, 1213, 1235, 1337, 1350, 1375, 1377, 1378, 1544,
1552, 1553, 1554, 1555, 1605, 1606, 1608, 1612, 1631, 3973
Wilson soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth
Yellow
Wing Seed Co. (Mechanicsburg, Champaign County, Ohio).
Founded 1909. Including Joseph Elwyn Wing (1861-1915), Charles
Bullard Wing (1878-1949), and David Grant Wing (1896-1984)
251, 360, 912, 1228, 1299, 1527, 1986, 1987, 2053, 2156, 2175,
2186, 2194, 2478, 2585, 3069, 3070, 3481, 3482, 3534, 3814, 4142,
4147
Winged Bean (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus) (Also Called FourAngled Bean, Goa Bean, Goabean, Asparagus Bean, Asparagus
Pea, Segidilla, Seguidilla or Seguidillas Bean, Square Podded Pea,
Square Podded Crimson Pea, Botor tetragonoloba, Dolichos-, or
Lotus tetragonolobus, Pois Carré, Kecipir or Ketjeper, Calamismis
or Kalamismis) 97, 98, 207, 223, 1961, 2561, 3002, 3794, 3981,
4137
Worcestershire Sauce–Brands Made by Companies Other than Lea
& Perrins, such as Holbrook’s 83, 837, 3595, 3725
Worcestershire Sauce, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a
Laboratory Scale, by Hand 591, 1099, 1200, 2906, 3066, 3937
Worcestershire Sauce–Key Words, Terms, and Events Related to Its
History (Both Real and Fictitious) 387, 686, 3938
Worcestershire sauce makers. See Lea & Perrins
Worcestershire Sauce (Soy Sauce Was the Main Ingredient before
the 1940s). Including Lea & Perrins in England 10, 83, 95, 194,
213, 247, 275, 341, 349, 350, 387, 404, 496, 516, 538, 562, 576,
591, 624, 644, 686, 772, 784, 790, 836, 837, 916, 937, 973, 975,
977, 986, 995, 1000, 1008, 1017, 1099, 1168, 1200, 1362, 1394,
1410, 1485, 1494, 1500, 1625, 1633, 1652, 1673, 1934, 1978, 2034,
2196, 2318, 2535, 2543, 2604, 2658, 2679, 2742, 2758, 2791, 2906,
3007, 3066, 3152, 3254, 3318, 3334, 3355, 3526, 3595, 3691, 3725,
3759, 3809, 3866, 3918, 3937, 3938, 3980, 4014, 4086, 4091, 4101,

4116, 4136
Worcestershire Sauce–With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient 350,
387, 562, 566, 644, 836, 1099, 1200, 1485, 1958, 1978, 2034, 2196,
2758, 2906, 3066, 3152, 3318, 3334, 3691, 3759, 3766, 3832, 3937,
3980, 4086
World 2037, 2303, 2304, 2580, 2829, 3046, 3284
World problems. See Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food
Shortages, and Mortality
World–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production and
Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 1920
World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Also known as the “First
World War” and “The Great War” 3819, 4010, 4016, 4028, 4084,
4131, 4149
Yamasa Corporation (Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon) 1504,
1963, 2374, 2378, 2381, 3774
Yamei Kin (1864-1934). First Chinese Woman to Take a Medical
Degree in the United States. Also Miss Y. May Kin and Mrs. Kin
Eca da Silva 461, 562, 631, 1047, 1063, 2610
Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean–Vigna sesquipedalis (L.)
Fruw.. 3868
Yellow soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Yellow
Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. (Singapore and Malaysia) and Affiliates 110
Yield Statistics, Soybean 4, 16, 32, 34, 35, 42, 51, 54, 111, 114,
122, 129, 131, 132, 133, 134, 137, 140, 141, 150, 153, 154, 161,
173, 183, 189, 229, 239, 249, 251, 252, 253, 254, 256, 257, 259,
260, 263, 269, 270, 290, 294, 312, 339, 357, 370, 371, 372, 375,
378, 381, 384, 388, 389, 398, 399, 405, 420, 422, 434, 438, 475,
476, 489, 502, 506, 517, 518, 520, 521, 532, 540, 547, 555, 556,
559, 577, 643, 644, 651, 663, 665, 669, 679, 681, 682, 697, 714,
779, 798, 818, 842, 868, 884, 886, 889, 903, 905, 906, 921, 929,
953, 979, 983, 1042, 1048, 1082, 1103, 1104, 1113, 1114, 1128,
1138, 1143, 1145, 1146, 1147, 1148, 1150, 1153, 1154, 1165, 1225,
1226, 1227, 1256, 1259, 1279, 1280, 1285, 1299, 1315, 1320, 1331,
1332, 1345, 1368, 1385, 1431, 1456, 1467, 1484, 1516, 1531, 1584,
1595, 1634, 1645, 1646, 1677, 1741, 1757, 1760, 1814, 1928, 1946,
1970, 1974, 1987, 1989, 2087, 2125, 2134, 2138, 2164, 2288, 2313,
2314, 2317, 2327, 2373, 2401, 2480, 2483, 2485, 2490, 2542, 2585,
2586, 2587, 2588, 2589, 2591, 2627, 2631, 2646, 2654, 2681, 2687,
2718, 2829, 2835, 2841, 2842, 2850, 2868, 2889, 2904, 2943, 2996,
3002, 3014, 3020, 3022, 3023, 3027, 3050, 3070, 3074, 3075, 3086,
3123, 3128, 3134, 3160, 3165, 3175, 3218, 3241, 3284, 3291, 3326,
3334, 3337, 3406, 3424, 3450, 3475, 3478, 3482, 3487, 3542, 3551,
3554, 3565, 3660, 3678, 3683, 3688, 3713, 3714, 3756, 3760, 3762,
3779, 3806, 3817, 3842, 3858, 3948, 3981, 3982, 3984, 4009, 4035,
4044, 4046, 4082, 4087, 4088, 4108, 4123, 4125, 4133, 4137, 4142,
4145, 4147
Yogurt, soy. See Soy Yogurt
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Yuba as a Step in the Tofu- or Soymilk-Making Process 60
Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks or Rolls, and Sweet Dried Yuba–ChineseStyle. In Chinese (Mandarin): Fuzhu (pinyin; zhu = “bamboo”). Fu
Chu (Wade-Giles). In Cantonese Chinese Foo Jook / Fu Jook / Joke
or Tiem Jook / Tim Jook / Tiem Joke. Also: Bean Curd Sticks, Bean
Curd Bamboo 674
Yuba–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 117, 240, 2234, 2412, 2631
Yuba–Imports, Exports, International Trade 674, 3779, 3980
Yuba (The Film That Forms Atop Soymilk When It Is Heated). In
Chinese (Mandarin): Doufu Pi (“Tofu Skin”) or Doufu Yi (“Tofu
Robes,” pinyin), Toufu P’i or Toufu I (Wade-Giles). EnglishLanguage Chinese Cookbooks and Restaurants: “Bean Curd Skin”
60, 79, 87, 117, 154, 240, 498, 626, 674, 706, 708, 891, 893, 943,
1060, 1068, 1158, 1203, 1293, 1296, 1490, 1746, 2234, 2412, 2435,
2487, 2577, 2578, 2631, 2861, 2894, 2922, 3025, 3050, 3066, 3398,
3477, 3763, 3779, 3980, 4013, 4136, 4143
Zaire. See Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Officially Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DR Congo). Also known as CongoKinshasa
Zavitz, Charles Ambrose (1863-1942) of Ontario Agricultural
College, Canada 153, 154, 252, 269, 270, 398, 399, 520, 521, 681,
682, 714, 915, 1082, 1531, 1532, 1989, 1990, 2589, 2590, 2591,
2594, 3074, 3075, 3487, 3488, 3571, 3759, 3817, 4010, 4016, 4123,
4128, 4129, 4145, 4146, 4149
Zea mays. See Corn / Maize
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